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Outline of Knowledge 

Outline of Knowledge Database {Outline of Knowledge Database} (OK) (OKD). 

date 

2023.0508. 

database purpose 

Outline of Knowledge contains all important knowledge and ideas in outline format. 

theme 

Scientifically and humanistically educated people share important knowledge and concepts, which have a hierarchy. 

organization 

Database records explain facts and concepts and identify originators or contributors. For opinions and speculations, 

records state facts and reasoning for and against speculations, identify originators, and indicate truth probabilities. 

audience 

Outline of Knowledge is for the general reader. 

usage 

You can search database entries by category, topic, name, creative work, location, and date. After reading entries, 

compare with Internet, dictionary, encyclopedia, or textbook information, to see if the two sources agree. 

format 

Outline of Knowledge is in Microsoft Word text-only format and uses ANSI/ASCII characters. (Outline of 

Knowledge does not use other Unicode characters.) Outline of Knowledge is readable with any text processor that can 

hold eleven-megabyte documents. 

Outline of Knowledge has no text formatting. It has no highlighted, bold, italic, underlined, strikethrough, or 

formatted characters. It has no special fonts. It has one font color and one font size. It has no superscripts or subscripts. 

It has no special character spacing. It has no tabs and no text indentations. It has no numbered or bulleted lists and no 

tables. It has no paragraph, page, or document formats. It has no graphics and no borders or shading. 

schedule 

Outline of Knowledge is a draft. Updates typically occur four times a year. 

page number 

Outline of Knowledge has approximately 3000 pages, with 57 lines per page and 80 characters per line, in Courier 

New 10-point type. 

author 

The author received his Economics B.S. degree from Massachusetts Institute of Technology [1968] and his 

Biochemistry Ph.D. degree from University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill [1973], with post-doctoral study at 

University of California, San Diego [1974 to 1976]. He taught at Damavand College in Tehran, Iran [until 1979], at 

College of Notre Dame in Belmont, California [until 1984], and at two high schools [1984 to 1986]. Subjects taught 

were mathematics, history, economics, sociology, biology, chemistry, and physics. For twenty-two years [1986 to 

2005], he wrote biotechnology and bioinformatics books and articles. He was a GenBank project manager [1990 to 

1992] and National Center for Biotechnology Information principal investigator [1992 to 1995]. He authored the 

NASITE database of structural and functional nucleic-acid regions [1992] and the Vector Sequence Database of 

cloning vectors [1995]. He has compiled the Consciousness Bibliography of 10,000 books and articles, with full journal 

and author names, available in text and PDF file formats at https://www.outline-of-

knowledge.info/Consciousness_Bibliography/index.html [2006 to 2011]. 

history 

In 1971 and 1972, the author summarized, in handwriting, 20 college textbooks and a collegiate dictionary, resulting 

in 1000 pages. From 1975 to 1976, author and professional typists typed all 1000 pages. From 1972 to 2011 and from 



web sites from 2005 to 2011, author added information from Scientific American, newspapers, histories, and science 

books. Starting in 1983, author added information and ideas specifically about consciousness. From 1993 to 1994, 

author typed, or optically character read and edited, all pages into computer text files, totaling five megabytes and 2000 

pages. In 1999, author merged all text files into one six-megabyte text file (6all.txt). In 2000, author put text file into 

database format, with eight record fields. In 2002, author checked field information and standardized field formats. In 

2004, author put entries about consciousness into a new section. In 2004 and 2005, author added references to entries 

and compiled bibliography (Consciousness Bibliography.txt). In 2005, author added beginning database-description 

section. From 2005, author developed website, contents, glossary, and index tools (allprocedures.xls). In December 

2005, author published www.outline-of-knowledge.info web site. From 2006, author wrote separate database-entry 

graphics (drawings.doc). In 2007, author cross-checked bibliography. In 2007, author made conversion tools to 

generate a Word file (OKD.doc), from which to make a PDF file (OKD.pdf). In early 2007, author checked that 

glossary entries have separate database entries and line headers have index entries. In summer 2007, author checked 

that header fields are unique. In summer 2007, author put birth and death years for people born after 1200 and before 

1950 in history fields. In fall 2007, author checked all spelling and grammar using Microsoft Spelling and Grammar. In 

2008, author updated the bibliography to have more than 10,000 entries, have full names and journal titles, have 

indices, have consistent years and names, and have foreign language titles if original language was not English. 

website 

Domain name is outline-of-knowledge.info. Web site does not use CGI tools, such as guestbook, hit counter, or 

message board. Web site does not allow FTP or have FTP tools. Web site does not have databases. Web site does not 

have password protection. Web site does not use encryption. 

 

description OKD 

Outline of Knowledge summarizes important facts and ideas for all subjects about which people have knowledge 

{description, OKD}. 

sections 

Outline of Knowledge has main sections about consciousness, art, mathematics, biology and medicine, physical 

sciences, social sciences, and technology, as well as Outline-of-Knowledge database and tool descriptions. Table of 

contents is a knowledge hierarchy. Outline of Knowledge has glossary, topic index, name index, works index, 

bibliography, references, and drawings. For subjects, Outline of Knowledge has history timeline and biographies. 

files 

Readers can download one text file, Word file, or PDF file containing the whole database. 

 

disclaimer OKD 

Outline of Knowledge is a draft {disclaimer, OKD}. All information, text, and format are under review and can 

change daily, without notice. Outline of Knowledge expresses or implies no guarantees of any kind, including accuracy 

and currency. You assume all risk associated with Outline-of-Knowledge use. Outline-of-Knowledge users agree to 

hold author harmless from all liability {liability release, OKD} {release of liability, OKD}. 

 

notation OKD 

Outline of Knowledge is in text format and has no special mathematical, scientific, or other notation {notation, 

OKD}. Mathematical, scientific, or other text looks different if formatted. Always compare such Outline-of-Knowledge 

text with formatted text. 

 

privacy OKD 

The web site collects no information from users or web sites {privacy statement, OKD}. It requires no registration or 

password. Web site does not set or access cookies. Web-site pages do not have web beacons. 

 

rights OKD 

Author claims no copyright and reserves no rights {rights, OKD} {copyright, OKD}. You can use Outline of 

Knowledge without restriction or attribution. Note: Outline of Knowledge contains no copyrighted text and no licensed 

material from other sources. 
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database OKD 

Text-file rows have eight fields, separated by one backslash {database, OKD}. 



records: fields and order 

Fields are heading/contents, event start date, event end date, person or entity name, occupation or title, location, 

creations, and header/details. 

records: history or non-history 

Database entries are either History or non-History records. Non-History entries have only heading/contents and 

header/details. History entries have heading/contents and header/details, plus event start date, event end date, person or 

entity name, occupation or title, location, and creations. 

records: non-history 

Non-History entries are about concepts. Heading field places idea in knowledge hierarchy. Header names idea. The 

details define idea, give examples, and relate idea to other ideas. If detail sentence begins with "However" or "Perhaps", 

sentence comments or speculates. 

records: history 

History entries describe who, what, where, when, why, and how about event or person. Who is in person or entity 

name, field 4, and in occupation or title, field 5. What is in creations, field 7. Where is in location, field 6. When event 

happened, or when person flourished, is in start date and end date, fields 2 and 3. Dates person lived are in details, field 

8. Details state Why and How and more about Who, What, Where, and When. Heading/contents indicates history 

category, such as mathematics or inventions. 

fields: heading 

All entries have heading-and-contents field 1, which has main, secondary, and higher levels, separated by greater-

than signs. Headings organize all information into hierarchy. 

Main headings are Database Description 0, Consciousness 1, Arts 2, Mathematical Sciences 3, Biological Sciences 

4, Physical Sciences 5, Social Sciences 6, and Practical Affairs 7. 

Secondary heading for Database Description is Outline Of Knowledge (OUTL). 

Secondary heading for Consciousness is Consciousness (CONS). 

Secondary headings for Arts are Art (ART ), Dance (DANC), Literature (LITE), Movie (MOVI), Music (MUSI), 

Photography (PHOT), Radio (RADI), and Television (TELE). 

Secondary headings for Mathematical Sciences are Algebra (ALGE), Arithmetic (ARIT), Calculus (CALC), 

Computer Science (COMP), Game Theory (GAME), Geometry (GEOM), Group Theory (GROU), Information Theory 

(INFO), Logic (LOGI), Mathematics (MATH), Number Theory (NUMB), Set Theory (SETT), Statistics (STAT), and 

Topology (TOPO). 

Secondary headings for Biological Sciences are Biology (BIOL), Botany (BOTA), Ecology (ECOL), Medicine 

(MEDI), Nutrition (NUTR), and Zoology (ZOOL). 

Secondary headings for Physical Sciences are Astronomy (ASTR), Chemistry (CHEM), Earth Science (EART), and 

Physics (PHYS). 

Secondary headings for Social Sciences are Economics (ECON), Education (EDUC), Geography (GEOG), History 

(HIST), Law (LAW ), Linguistics (LING), Philosophy (PHIL), Political Science (POLI), Psychology (PSYC), Religion 

(RELI), and Sociology (SOCI). 

Secondary headings for Practical Affairs are Food (FOOD), Game (GAME), Health (HEAL), Housing (HOUS), 

Legal Affairs (LEGA), Machine (MACH), Military Affairs (MILI), Financial Affairs (FINA), Personal Affairs (PERS), 

and Transportation (TRAN). 

To replace abbreviations with full fields, use Microsoft Excel Visual Basic procedure replace1and4lettabbrwithfield1 

in allprocedures.xls. To replace full fields with abbreviations, use procedure replacefieldwith4letterabbr1. 

Tertiary headings name subject branches. Later headings group topics. 

fields: beginning date 

History entries have event date, field 2. Date number has format year.moda, such as 1000.1231 or 999.0501, so 

sorting dates sorts by number. Years after BCE (AD) have no sign. BCE (BC) years are negative, for example, 999 

BCE = -999. Negative years never have month or day. Beginning date can be year-range first year. (People's birth and 

death dates are in Details field, field 8.) 

fields: ending date 

History entries have ending date, field 3, which has same format as beginning date. Ending date is year-range last 

year. 

fields: person 

History entries name people, groups, or events, in field 4. Forward slash separates different names. Name variants 

use " or ". Names have first name first. Last names first are in brackets. 

fields: occupation 

History entries give occupation or title, in field 5. Forward slash separates occupations. 



fields: location 

History entries list regions, cities, countries, continents, Earth, or Universe, in field 6. Forward slash separates 

locations. 

fields: works 

History entries list books, artworks, music, and inventions, in field 7. Semicolons separate works. Brackets after title 

contain date and background information. Titles do not have quotation marks or underlining. 

fields: details 

Entries provide details, comments, definitions, descriptions, explanations, formulas, examples, or reasons, in field 8. 

First part is Details header, which indicates entry subject. Web-site entry file name is Details header plus ".html". Line 

headers are unique. After header is blank, hyphen, and blank. 

Parentheses are for mathematical expressions, discoverer names, and for translating foreign-language words into 

English. Brackets are for dates and references. Quotations are for direct quotes and for designating words. Curly 

brackets are for index entries. After right curly brackets, pipes | indicate that index entry is in glossary. Index entries are 

only in Details field. 

fields: record number 

Field is not in use. Entries have number, in field 9, to indicate optimum entry reading and browsing order. Generate 

record numbers and add to records using procedure generatenumberforrecord1 or addlinenumbertobeginning1. 

fields: reference 

Field is not in use. Entries list entry-information author, title, publisher, location, date, and page numbers, or Web 

site URI, in field 10. Field-10 references are "none" = none, "text" = college textbook or dictionary or encyclopedia, 

"ScAm" = Scientific American, "dict" = collegiate dictionary, "ency" = printed or online encyclopedia, "FDOH" = 

Farsi dictionary or handbook, "JDOH" = Japanese dictionary or handbook, or "VDOH" = Vietnamese dictionary or 

handbook. Extract reference citations from Detail field using procedure generatereferencecitations1 and compare to 

references in Consciousness Bibliography.txt. 

fields: entry date 

Field is not in use. Entries have number in format year.moda, such as 2005.1231, to track data entry, revision, or 

deletion, in field 11. 

fields: significance 

Field is not in use. Entry last field indicates significance or importance, in field 12. Asterisk indicates significant 

information. Period indicates secondary information. 

database field modification 

You can modify addfieldsafterheading1 to add more fields or change fields. 

 

database proofing 

Visual-Basic procedures for proofing web site, contents, glossary, and indexes {database proofing, OKD} are in a 

Microsoft Excel file (allprocedures.xls). 

spelling 

After running checktextafterlineheader1 to extract 6all.txt field 8, check spelling using Microsoft-Word spell 

checking. 

grammar 

Check grammar using Microsoft-Word grammar checking. 

text errors 

Check text errors using checktextproblems1. 

field number 

Check if field number is correct for all lines using checknumberoffields1. 

contents 

Check contents and order using checkcontentsheading1. Check for non-keyboard characters using 

checknonkeyboardcharacters1. 

line headers 

Check line headers using checklineheader1. Check for non-keyboard characters using 

checknonkeyboardcharactersheaders1. Check that Name-field last name is first line-header word in field 8, using 

checknamesandlineheader1. Check that line header is in index, using checklineheaderindex1. 

index check 

Check index entries by checking brace, bracket, parenthesis, and double quote pairing using 

checkindexandothermarkers1, checkbrackets1, checkparentheses1, and checkdoublequotes1. 



fields 

Check that non-History records have only blank fields 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 using checkblankfieldsinnonhistory1. 

Extract and check fields using checkanyfield1. Extract text after Details header in field 8 and before field 9 using 

checktextafterlineheader1. 

non-history 

To extract non-History entries, use checklineiffieldnotblank1. 

sort 

quicksortcomptext1 sorts file lines by text comparison. quicksortcompbinary1 sorts file lines by binary comparison. 

duplicates 

To remove duplicate lines from sorted file, use removeduplicatelines1. 

To retain duplicate lines from sorted file, use retainduplicatelines1. 

To retain only unduplicated lines from sorted file, use retainonlyunduplicatedlines1. 

last names 

To list by last names in Names field, field 4, use checklastnamesfromnamefield1. 

end date check 

Check that Begin date is less than End date using checkendmorethanbegindate1. 

names split 

Check individual names, locations, and works using splitrecordintofields1. Change / and " or " to paragraph markers 

and sort to look for differences. 

words 

Search for space-o-space; space-fo-space; teh; affect/effect; from/form; confrom, transfrom, perfrom, infrom, froms; 

that/which; can/may/might/could; we, our, ours, oursel, you, your, yours, yoursel, I, my, mine, me, mysel; amercian; 

"cam"; "exits"; "sued". 

characters 

Search for <TAB>/<LINEFEED>/bracket_blank/blank_bracket/?./?,/.?/,?/../. 

./.backslash/,backslash/backslash,/backslash.any_letter/backslash / backslash/;./.;/;,/,;/ ;/ :/,:/:,/.:/:./ ,/!/ ./ ^p/^p /^p^$/--

/doublequotedoublequote/quotequote/blank_blank/bracketbracket/bracebrace/parenthesisparenthesis/=letter/letter=/=nu

mber/number=/-letter/letter-/-number/number-/backslash|/,not_space and /backslash and backslash/. 

asterisk check 

Check for five * only, not 6 *, not ****[!*], not **blank, not .*, and not **^p. 

conjunction check 

Check for ", but", ". But", ". Or", ". Also", ". And". 

hyphen check 

Search for hyphens, such as ^#-^#. 

that-which 

Reduce use of: passive voice, the, which, and of. 

article check 

Search for " an [!aeiouAEIOU]". Search for " a [AEIOUaeiou]". 

 

file generation 

All procedures are in Visual Basic in Microsoft Excel file allprocedures.xls {file generation, OKD}. 

drawings 

The 6all.txt file has no drawings, figures, tables, or graphics. All line drawings and figures are in the drawings.doc 

file in same directory. 

references 

In 6all.txt, references have format [author_last_name, ####], [author_last_name1 and author_last_name2, ####], or 

[author_last_name et al., ####], where #### is year. 

index files 

Edit public/index.html, public/go/index.html, public/golf/index.html, public/groups/index.html, 

public/music/index.html, public/OK/index.html, and public/OKD/index.html. The index.html files allow downloading 

compressed files. public/index.html and public/OKD/index.html link to public/OKD/6contents.html, 

public/OKD/6glossary.html, public/OKD/6index.html, public/OKD/6names.html, public/OKD/6dates.html, 

public/OKD/6locations.html, and public/OKD/6works.html. The index.html files link. public/OKD/index.html links to 

public/searchform.html. 



searching 

searchform.html search-text input box calls Javascript file indices.js, which finds exact matches to glossary entries. 

Glossary entries, not index entries, allow indices.js to be 220,000 bytes. More than one megabyte is too large for quick 

browser download. Glossary entries allow array entries to be 10000. 64000 is too many for browser processing. 

sitemap.html file 

The sitemap.html file is only at top level and points to OKD-subdirectory subdirectories and index files. 

entry date 

For reference only. Do not use. Use updateentrydatefield1 procedure on 6all.txt to make 6all2.txt have current date 

in format "2005.1215" in eleventh record. 

number 

For reference only. Do not use. Use updatenumberfield1 procedure on 6all.txt to make 6all2.txt have current entry 

sequence. Unique 21-digit text number has format "NPPQQRRSSTTUUVVWWxxxx". N is 0 to 7, from first heading 

field. P is 1 to 9, from second heading field. Q is 1 to 9, from third heading field. R is 0 to 9, from fourth heading field.  

S is 0 to 9, from fifth heading field. T is 0 to 9, from sixth heading field. U is 0 to 9, from seventh heading field. V is 0 

to 9, from eighth heading field. W is 0 to 9, from ninth heading field. "0001" to "9999" reflects how many entries have 

same heading. 

history fields to details 

For reference only. Do not use. Procedure checkblankfieldsinnonhistory1 can extract information in 6all.txt History 

record fields and add formatted information to Details field to make the 6all2.txt file. For History records only: Extracts 

all History fields 2 through 7 and adds them to text field after the " - ". For non-History records only: Extracts fields 2 

through 7 and ensures that they are blank. 

directories 

First, create HTML-file directories under OKD directory using extractdirectoriesforhtml1 on the 6all.txt file. 

Directory hierarchy is same as field 1 hierarchy. Windows file and directory names must be 188 characters or less and 

can include all letters and numbers, blank, and `, ~, !, @, #, $, %, ^, &, (, ), _, -, +, =, right brace, left brace, [, ], ;, ', ,, 

and . Period cannot be last character. Excluded are /, backslash, :, *, ?, "", <, >, and |. Mac file and directory names 

must be 255 characters or less and can include all characters, except : and /. All directory names are 60 characters or 

less and contain only allowed Windows and Mac characters. 

links 

After creating directories, use extractindexforaddlinks1 on 6all.txt to make 6indexfile.txt file, which makes about 

17000 index entries and points to HTML files. Index markers go from longest 63 to shortest 4, not alphabetically. Index 

markers begin with uppercase or lowercase alphabet character, digit, minus sign, a acute, a grave, e acute, and mu. 

Internet addresses can include only spaces or special characters $, -, _, !, *, ', and . Do not use $, _, !, or *. You can use 

-, ', and ., without replacement. Replace blank spaces with %20. You can replace others with symbols like %nn. 

Domain names are not case-sensitive, but directories and file names are case-sensitive. Then use extractindexlinks1 to 

make the 6alllinks.txt file, which has links based on index markers and HTML files. 

HTML files 

After 6alllinks.txt file, create HTML files from the 6alllinks.txt file using extracthtmlfiles1. File names are Details 

field headers. Directory names are 60 characters or less and contain only allowed Windows and Mac characters. 

HTML file 

Do not use, for reference only. After making 6indexfile.txt file, use makeonelinkshtml1 on 6all.txt to create 

6alllinks.html, containing links. 

contents 

Sort the 6all.txt file to put all entry headings in sequence and all details headers in sequence. Sorting tables in Word 

uses only the first 65 characters. Using extractcontentshtml1, extract path and file name from 6all.txt fields 1 and 8, 

make the 6contents.html master file in OKD directory, and make 6contents.html files in subdirectories. It uses entry 

heading as directory path. It extracts details header to make file name. The master 6contents.html file has links from 

table-of-contents entries to directory 6contents.html files. 

glossary 

Using extractglossaryhtml1, extract glossary entries and file names from 6all.txt and make 6glossary.html master file 

in OKD directory and 28 glossary HTML files in OKD/glossary directory: Symbols, Numbers, and A to Z. Glossary 

entries begin only with uppercase or lowercase alphabet character, digit, minus sign, a acute, a grave, e acute, or mu. 

Entry heading is directory path. Details header is file name. The master 6glossary.html file has links to the 28 files. The 

28 files link from glossary entry to HTML files. Glossary words and phrases are inside braces (curly brackets), with 

right brace followed by pipe, in Details field, field 8. Records have zero or one glossary item. Glossary items match 

line headers and have entries in Contents. 



index 

Using extractindexhtml1, extract index markers and file names from 6all.txt and make 6index.html master file in 

OKD directory and 28 index HTML files in OKD/index directory: Symbols, Numbers, and A to Z. Index markers 

begin only with uppercase or lowercase alphabet character, digit, minus sign, a acute, a grave, e acute, or mu. Entry 

heading is directory path. Details header is file name. The master 6index.html file has links to the 28 files. The 28 files 

link from index markers to HTML files. Indexed words and phrases are inside braces in Details field, field 8. Index 

entries have commas to differentiate two different meanings or word, as in "mood, defined" and "mood, color". 

name index 

Using extractnamehtml1, extract names from Name field and file names from 6all.txt and make 6name.html master 

file in OKD directory and 28 index HTML files in OKD/name directory: Symbols, Numbers, and A to Z. Entry heading 

is directory path. Details header is file name. The master 6name.html file has links to the 28 files. The 28 files link from 

name entries to HTML files. 

works index 

Using extractworkhtml1, extract works from Works field and file names from 6all.txt and make 6work.html master 

file in OKD directory and 28 index HTML files in OKD/work directory: Symbols, Numbers, and A to Z. Entry heading 

is directory path. Details header is file name. The master 6work.html file has links to the 28 files. The 28 files link from 

work entries to HTML files. 

location index 

Using extractlocationhtml1, extract locations from Locations field and file names from 6all.txt and make 

6location.html master file in OKD directory and 28 index HTML files in OKD/location directory: Symbols, Numbers, 

and A to Z. Entry heading is directory path. Details header is file name. The master 6location.html file has links to the 

28 files. The 28 files link from location entries to HTML files. 

date index 

Using extractdatehtml1, extract dates from Date field and file names from 6all.txt and make 6date.html master file in 

OKD directory and 13 index HTML files in OKD/date directory: <0, 0 to 1000, 1000 to 1100, 1100 to 1200, 1200 to 

1300, 1300 to 1400, 1400 to 1500, 1500 to 1600, 1600 to 1700, 1700 to 1800, 1800 to 1900, 1900 to 2000, >2000. 

Entry heading is directory path. Details header is file name. The master 6date.html file has links to the 13 files. The 13 

files link from date entries to HTML files. 

PDF files 

Consciousness Bibliography.txt saves as Consciousness Bibliography.pdf. drawings.doc saves as drawings.pdf. 

compressed Zip files 

Compress 6all.txt to make OKD.zip. Compress Consciousness Bibliography.txt to make Consciousness 

Bibliography.zip. Compress drawings.doc to make drawings.zip. Compress allprocedures.xls to make 

allprocedures.zip. 

DOC file 

Use extractTXTtoDOC1 to make 6all.txt into DOC file with header hierarchy. To create indices, use 

createglossarytxt, createindextxt, createnamestxt, createworkstxt, createlocationstxt, and createdatestxt to insert indices 

at DOC-file end. To make Table of Contents, after title page, from Insert menu, select Index and Table of Contents 

command, select Table-of-Contents tab, use Heading 1 through Heading 9 paragraph styles, then click OK. Save DOC 

file. 

PDF file 

Save formatted and complete DOC file as PDF file. First, set Distiller settings. In General tab, select Acrobat 5.0. In 

Office tab, do not select Embed Thumbnails, because process makes them dynamically. Do select page numbers, so 

Table of Contents page numbers are links. Do not select Embed Tags, so PDF file is unstructured, because document 

has no images, lists, or tables. 
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6all.txt file 

A Microsoft-Word text file {6all.txt file} contains the Outline of Knowledge database. 

 

allprocedures.xls file 

A Microsoft-Excel file {allprocedures.xls file} has Visual-Basic procedures for proofing the Outline of Knowledge 

database and for generating the web site, contents, glossary, and indexes. 

 



Consciousness Bibliography.txt file 

A text file {Consciousness Bibliography.txt file} and PDF file have standard-format references to more than 10,000 

consciousness-related books and articles, with full journal and author names. 

records 

Record order is by author last name. The word "and" precedes last author name. Semicolons separate author names. 

If editor, notation is (ed.). Year is in parentheses. Title field does not use underlining or quotation marks. Title field can 

include information about translator, editor, volume, and pages. For books, location and publisher follow. For journals, 

journal name, volume, and page numbers follow. For web sites, field starts with www and URI, not with "http". Last 

fields are subject indexes, such as anatomy, physiology, smell, and senses. 

 

drawings.doc file 

A Microsoft-Word file {drawings.doc file} has graphics for major mathematical, physical, biological, economic, 

psychological, and social processes. 

 

Important Processes.doc file 

A Microsoft-Word file {Important Processes.doc file} lists major mathematical, physical, biological, economic, 

psychological, and social processes. File describes only concepts that require more than one sentence or image to 

explain. (Many important mathematical, biological, physical, and social ideas are definitions or images.) File discusses 

only mathematical and natural processes. (People have speculated about many things and imagined many processes. 

File does not discuss religious, historical, economic, philosophical, and other speculations.) File is only about science 

and scientific processes. World has many machines, inventions, and practical applications that involve processes. (File 

does not discuss technology.) 

 

index.html files 

All directories have HTML index files {index.html files}. 

 

indices.js file 

A Javascript file {indices.js file} allows Outline-of-Knowledge database searches. 

 

OKD.doc file 

A Microsoft-Word file {OKD.doc file} has Outline of Knowledge database. 

 

OKD.pdf file 

An Adobe PDF file {OKD.pdf file} has Outline of Knowledge database. 

 

robots.txt file OKD 

A text file {robots.txt file, OKD} tells search engines what to search and what to list. 

 

searchform.html file 

An HTML file {searchform.html file} allows searching Outline of Knowledge database. 

 

sitemap.html file 

An HTML file {sitemap.html file} lists web-site page hierarchy. 

 

CONS>Consciousness 

 

consciousness 

People can be awake and alert {consciousness}| [Baars, 1988] [Baars, 1995] [Block, 1995] [Block et al., 1997] 

[Bogen, 1995] [Chalmers, 1993] [Chalmers, 1996] [Chalmers, 2000] [Chalmers, 2002] [Grossman, 1980] [Lamme, 

2003] [Metzinger, 1995] [Moore, 1922] [Pinsker and Willis, 1980] [Schiff and Plum, 2000] [Searle, 1983] [Searle, 

1992] [Searle, 2000] [Tulving and Craik, 2000] [Tulving, 1993]. Conscious people are not asleep, in coma, or 

stuporous. Alertness can be high, normal, or low. People, thoughts, beliefs, and other mental states can be conscious or 

unconscious in different degrees. People cannot consciously turn consciousness off and on. Perceptions and emotions 

can become conscious. Consciousness is qualitative, not quantitative. 

properties: analog 

Consciousness appears to be analog, not digital. Consciousness does not have discrete elements. 



properties: complexity 

Conscious systems must have sufficient parts and relations to hold sufficient information to model perception 

processes and store results. 

properties: heterogeneity 

Consciousness and subjective experience have beliefs, thoughts, hopes, expectations, propositional-attitude states, 

and large narrative structures. 

properties: indicators 

No structures, behaviors, or functions indicate that people or animals experience sensations. 

properties: intentionality 

Perhaps, beliefs and purposes about specific objects are necessary to consciousness. However, moods seem to be 

non-specific. Perhaps, moods are perception and feeling groups. Memory represents high-level object-recognition 

objects but is not conscious until recalled. Before consciousness, sense processing represents low-level features and 

relations for later processing. Representations can have no viewpoint and be non-specific, with no object, no 

proposition, and no coherence. 

Meditation or ecstasy can attain consciousness states that seem empty or silent and have no intention, with no beliefs 

or knowledge [Bogdan, 1986] [Woodfield, 1982]. 

properties: location 

Consciousness has no physical location. It is in mental space. 

properties: mental and physical interaction 

Brain is physical, so if mental aspects are not physical, how can brain affect them and how can they affect brain? 

Physiological studies and computer studies seem to show that physical processes can account for all emotions, moods, 

body sensations, perceptions, cognition, and behavior, which therefore do not need extra non-physical processes. 

Consciousness follows physical laws, because brain makes consciousness. 

properties: mental state 

Consciousness and unconsciousness are mental states. 

properties: mind 

Consciousness is necessary for experience but not for mental activity. 

properties: nomic possibility 

People can imagine humans that have no experiences but function normally. Such creatures are logically possible. 

Can such creatures be possible in this universe {nomically possible}? It is not probable that such creatures are possible 

in this universe, since humans are not probable. 

properties: plurality 

Consciousness is not a pure, single, and simple entity but is a mixture, is plural, and is complex. 

properties: psychological function 

Perhaps, consciousness has objective psychological functions, such as decision making or providing information. 

properties: result not process 

People cannot be conscious of processes. Observing disturbs quantum-mechanical and consciousness-creating 

events, so processes are unobservable. Observing ends and creates observable results. 

properties: serial and parallel 

Conscious activities, like stream of consciousness, are serial. Consciousness has many sensations in parallel. 

properties: space 

Observations and sensations share space. 

properties: speed 

Conscious activities have low speed compared to computers but enough speed to control human behaviors in useful 

time intervals. 

behavior 

Behavior can excite or inhibit consciousness, but consciousness may or may not directly affect behavior. 

Consciousness is between perception and action but does not require perception or action. Perhaps, consciousness 

requires ability to change behavior. Perhaps, consciousness requires self-movement, to gain information and have 

purpose. 

biology: animals 

People typically think that mammals have consciousness and that lower animals do not have consciousness. Perhaps, 

vertebrates, such as fish, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals, can be conscious, because they can sleep and wake. 

biology: physical correlate 

Perhaps, consciousness has objective physical correlates, such as chemical or electrical activity. However, 

consciousness is not physical. 



biology: biological level 

Perhaps, consciousness can operate at high, intermediate, and/or low biological levels: cell organelles, neurons, 

neural assemblies, brain modules, and/or whole brains [Seager, 1999]. 

biology: body 

Perhaps, consciousness requires body, for sensation and action. 

biology: thalamus 

Thalamus has parvalbumin-containing cells that focally go to cortex and has calbindin-containing cells that diffusely 

go to cortex [Jones, 1998]. Parvalbumin cells may be about conscious contents. Calbindin cells may be about minimal 

consciousness. 

biology: development 

Consciousness develops as organism sense and motor capabilities mature. 

Prematurely born infants, after seven months, have some consciousness. They explore voluntarily. They act to see 

what reaction is. They soon recognize mother smell and sounds. They react to womb chemicals and other 

environmental factors, with emotional responses. They have moods. They have body sensations. They can time actions 

and perceptions and use rhythms. 

Newborns can imitate and share reciprocal social activities. 

biology: evolution 

Natural selection modifies consciousness as sense and motor capabilities evolve. Mind has many incidental 

properties {accident, mind} that evolve together with consciousness. Perhaps, consciousness results from brain-

evolution accidents. Perhaps, consciousness is non-functional or has only neutral effect. No trait always associates with 

consciousness. Observing differences among animal sense organs does not show what consciousness requires. 

Consciousness is not something that was adaptive before but is not adaptive now. 

cognition 

Consciousness does not require attention. 

Perhaps, consciousness requires imitation. 

Perhaps, mind requires language to organize thought. 

Consciousness requires immediate and/or iconic memory to integrate separate things. Long-term memory and short-

term memory are not necessary for consciousness. 

Consciousness is between perception and action but does not require perception or action. 

Perhaps, to observe, consciousness requires self. People feel that they are thought agents. 

Consciousness does not require thoughts. 

symbol 

Perhaps, mind requires symbol use and symbol systems. 

 

arousal 

Brain perceptual and motor activity can increase and decrease. Consciousness requires high activity level {arousal}|. 

When awake, people can affect their arousal level. 

levels 

Arousal levels are comatose, stupor, consciousness, and special awareness. Coma, anesthesia, and deep sleep have 

low arousal. Persistent vegetative state, vegetative state, minimally conscious state, stupor or drowsiness, and 

awakeness have high arousal. 

behavior 

Low arousal causes omissions during behavior. High arousal causes overcorrection and other commission errors. 

cognition 

Increased arousal improves long-term memory but not short-term memory. Perhaps, arousal level relates to decision-

making rate. 

biology 

Arousal level depends on brainstem activity. Norepinephrine, epinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin are slow-acting 

neuromodulators, come from brainstem, and affect arousal and sleep. Mesencephalic reticular formation, thalamic 

intralaminar nuclei, and thalamic reticular nuclei {arousal system} stimulate thalamus and cortex to cause waking and 

sleep states. Cortico-striatopallidal-thalamocortical loops underlie arousal. To block arousal requires damage to both 

reticular formation and intralaminar nuclei. As little as one gram of tissue damage can block consciousness. People can 

recover from small lesions. 

Arousal level depends on corpus-callosum activity. People with no cortex can sleep and awake. Frontal lobe activity 

relates to arousal. Locus coeruleus regulates arousal. 

 



awareness 

People can know that organisms, oneself, objects, features, times, or locations are present {awareness}|. Awareness 

is about currently observed time and space, including imagined things. It is not about too far away, too small, too large, 

or completely unknowable things, such as gods or spirits. Awareness is not about past or future, memories or 

imagination [Baddeley and Weiskrantz, 1993] [Block, 1995] [Block et al., 1997] [Chalmers, 1993] [Chalmers, 1996] 

[Chalmers, 2000] [Chalmers, 2002] [Lamme, 2003] [Metzinger, 1995] [Tulving and Craik, 2000] [Tulving, 1993]. 

levels 

Coma and vegetative state have no awareness. Anesthesia, deep sleep, and minimally conscious state have low 

awareness. REM sleep, dreaming, stupor or drowsiness, and awakeness have high awareness. 

types 

Awareness of perceptions, moods, emotions, or feelings {direct awareness} is transparent to mode. Awareness of 

properties, relations, statements, or situations {propositional awareness} is opaque to mode, because it depends on 

concept information [Dretske, 1995]. 

biology 

Thalamocortical activity depends on meaningful-stimulation intensity and determines awareness level. Cortico-

striatopallidal-thalamocortical loops underlie awareness. Perhaps, all mammals can have awareness. 

meaning 

Awareness is not about meaning and so differs from experience. 

 

consciousness theory 

Complete and consistent theories {consciousness, theory} {theory of consciousness} explain when, why, and how 

consciousness arose in the material world [Baars et al., 2003] [Baum, 2004] [Blakemore, 1997] [Block, 1985] [Calvin, 

2004] [Davies and Humphreys, 1993] [Foster and Swanson, 1970] [Fuster, 2002] [Geary, 2004] [Greenfield, 2002] 

[Griffin, 2000] [Grimm and Merrill, 1988] [Josephson and Ramachandran, 1979] [Kim, 1993] [Kim, 2000] [Kosslyn 

and Koenig, 1995] [Lakoff and Johnson, 1999] [Libet, 2004] [Llinás and Churchland, 1996] [McDowell, 1994] 

[Oakley, 1985] [Porter and Schama, 2004] [Quartz and Sejnowski, 2002] [Rosen, 1991] [Rosenthal, 1991] [Scott, 

1995] [Searle, 2004] [Stich and Warfield, 2003] [Striedter, 2004] [Swanson, 2002] [Torey, 1999] [van Frassen, 1980] 

[Villanueva, 1991] [Zimmer, 2004]. Good theories explain sense qualities, mental states, consciousness properties, 

consciousness purposes, consciousness prerequisites, brain structures, brain functions, biology, evolution, and 

development. Good theories describe how to build models to simulate consciousness processes and structures. Good 

theories use mathematical, computational, physical, and linguistic concepts [Blackmore, 2004] [Horgan, 1996] [Koch, 

2004] [Kuhn, 1962] [Spencer-Brown, 1969]. 

questions 

Questions about consciousness include nature, purpose, functions, structures, causes, states, prerequisites, properties, 

and relations. What are observers, and how do they evolve and develop? What is external three-dimensional space, and 

how does it evolve and develop? What are sensations, and how do they evolve and develop? What is knowing, and how 

does it evolve and develop? 

process 

Universe and life cannot come from nothing or non-material substance. Universe and life arose as natural matter and 

energy rearrangements, according to physical and mathematical laws. People have been able to locate universe and life 

beginnings in time and space and to imagine how they arose from previous substances and properties, according to 

universal laws. Perhaps, consciousness arose as natural matter and energy rearrangements, according to physical and 

mathematical laws. Perhaps, consciousness needs no new substance types and no events contradicting or supervening 

physical laws. Perhaps, consciousness did not come from nothing or non-material substance. Creating new substances 

from existing substances by means other than universal laws involves gods, mysteries, and/or miracles [Alexandrov et 

al., 1984]. 

 

mind 

Mental processes are thinking, reasoning, having feelings, being aware, experiencing, having conscience, believing, 

fantasizing, dreaming, seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling, and feeling temperatures and touches {mind}|. Different from 

brain, mind is not physical structure, has no physical properties, and does not obey physical laws. Mind has no space 

extension. Mind has no time interval. Mind is indivisible into units and relations, but it does have mental structures. 

Minds are purposive, goal-oriented systems. Perhaps, mammals have something like mind. 

 



machine consciousness 

Trying to implement mind on machines {machine consciousness, mind} {machine modeling of consciousness} 

{artificial consciousness} {synthetic consciousness} can help understand consciousness. People do not know what 

causes consciousness but can say something about machine ability to have experience. Perhaps, machines can develop, 

perceive, experience, have emotions, and have self [Brooks, 1997] [Brooks, 2002] [Brooks et al., 1998] [Churchland 

and Sejnowski, 1992] [Dreyfus, 1979] [Haugeland, 1985] [Kurzweil, 1999] [Lloyd, 1989] [Lloyd, 2003] [Lucas, 1961] 

[Simon, 1981] [von Neumann, 1958] [Weizenbaum, 1960] [Winograd and Flores, 1986] [Winston and Brown, 1979]. 

Machines can anticipate behavior, select actions, pay attention, make decisions, create art, simulate physical structures 

and events, learn facts and skills, simulate personality, plan actions, predict future situations, time events, use logic, and 

remember facts. Machines can do several things simultaneously. However, cognition is not consciousness. 

possibility 

Perhaps, consciousness cannot be in machines, because consciousness is brain illusions, must be forever mysterious, 

is too complex, is only concepts, or is incomplete and inconsistent. 

analog 

Perhaps, only analog machines can be conscious, because sensations appear to be analog. 

level 

Perhaps, machines can have only low-level subjective experiences. 

biological tissue 

Living systems have characteristics that differ from non-living physical systems [Schrödinger, 1944]. Perhaps, only 

biological tissue can give rise to mind and/or consciousness. Perhaps, consciousness requires structures or properties 

that only emerge in cellular electrochemical processes. Perhaps, consciousness requires structures or properties that 

only emerge over multiple reproductive cycles, because minds must have templates [Searle, 1992] [Searle, 1997]. 

complexity 

Perhaps, to feel subjective experiences, machines must perform high-level functions, such as being kind, knowing 

beauty, being friendly, laughing, being moral, having goals, having motivation, being in love, using language, using 

metaphors, being creative, thinking about itself, solving new problem type, or having sensations. Perhaps, machines 

must perform complex tasks or carry out complex rules. Perhaps, machines need only to carry out many simple rules 

over long times to have intentions and goals [Nehaniv, 1998]. 

mind or soul 

Perhaps, systems must create separate minds or souls to have subjective experiences. Perhaps, only minds can have 

or feel sense qualities. Such minds can differ from human minds, and sense qualities can qualitatively differ from 

human sense qualities. Besides creating mind, systems must create mechanisms for mind to affect physical world. 

non-local interactions 

Physical systems have only local immediate interactions among forces and other intensive quantities. Physical events 

at space and time points depend only on what is happening at that point. Living systems use information from different 

times and places to find patterns. Perhaps, consciousness requires non-local interactions. 

robot 

Perhaps, only robots can be conscious, because they must gather information, and machines without bodies cannot 

be conscious. 

models 

Machines that model self-consciousness can have parts that have continuous intelligent activity, such as solving 

problems, perceiving, and giving action orders. A part can register what is happening in other parts and analyze, 

remember, learn, and report, noting causes/inputs, results/outputs, efficiency, efficacy, and errors. Machine 

consciousness researchers include Axel Cleeremans and Douglas Lenat. Machines can have emotions or moods as 

reactions to system states, output, or input. 

Machines can have complex world-and-self representations (Igor Aleksander) (Pentti Haikonen) (Owen Holland and 

Ron Goodman). Neural nets can recognize images and analyze them. 

Machines can have complex world representations and imagine, plan, and predict (Igor Aleksander). 

Machines can converse with humans, such as Intelligent Distribution Agent (Stan Franklin), which uses global 

workspace to integrate information and has lower-task modules. 

Machines can have perceiving as reactive processes, thinking as analysis processes, and executive control for 

supervision or conflict resolution (Aaron Sloman and Ron Chrisley). 

Virtual machines {CogAff schema} {H-CogAff architecture} can think about consciousness and combine cognition 

and emotion affect. Affect has three levels: reactive, deliberative, and management. Cognition has three levels: 

perception, analysis, and action. Therefore, affect and cognition can interact in nine ways. 



Machines can have many simple components connected into modules and whole, as neurons connect, such as 

Corollary Discharge of Attention Movement (John Taylor) and Cyberchild (Rodney Cotterill). 

ACT* model (John Anderson) has declarative knowledge in a semantic network with parallel spreading activation 

and has procedural knowledge in a production system with parallel matching. 

Production systems (Hunt and Lansman) can have serial matching and semantic networks with parallel spreading 

activation. 

Retrieving memories in parallel is unconscious, while using complex serial algorithms is conscious (Logan, Stanley, 

and Neal) (Hesketh). 

Implicit connectionist relations and categories are like unconsciousness, and explicit associations and spatiotemporal 

context are like consciousness (Bower). 

CLARION model (Sun) uses distributed representation, for not directly accessible information, and symbolic local 

representation, for directly accessible information. 

Systems can require representation activation above threshold (Bowers). 

Systems can use production rules or perception symbols as representations and work with several "chunks" or 

combine simple chunks into new complex chunks (Servan-Schreiber, Anderson, and Rosenbloom). 

Systems can be dynamic and go through transient states or reach stable-state attractors, in which everything is 

consistent (Mathis and Mozer) (O'Brien and Opie). 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Concepts 

 

anoesis 

Mental states can have consciousness but no thought {anoesis}|. 

 

extended cognition 

Mental states can be about parts that have conceptual relations {extended cognition}, such as sequences or spatial 

relations. Examples are machine-assembly parts diagrams. 

 

interpretationism 

Perhaps, there is no consciousness, but people interpret {interpretationism} cognitions as phenomena. 

 

money analogy 

Just as money has monetary value, brain has mental content {money analogy}. Just as monetary value cannot exist 

without money, mental things cannot exist without brain. Monetary value does not relate to money physical aspects, 

and mental content does not relate to brain physical aspects. Rather, concept-relationship complexes give meaning to 

monetary value and mental things [Seager, 1999]. 

 

phenomenal causation problem 

Sensations can have no physical effects, because physical laws are enough causes for perceptions {problem of 

phenomenal causation} {phenomenal causation problem}. Sensations cause no force or energy. Mental things can 

affect only mental things. However, phenomenal qualities must be causal, because people can know they have had 

experience. However, if mental life has no causation, consciousness need not be causal [Seager, 1999]. 

 

phenomenal judgment 

Mental states {cognitive state} can involve subjective experiences {phenomenal judgment}. People can report such 

mental states. 

 

subdoxastic state 

Mental states {subdoxastic state, consciousness} can be inaccessible to consciousness and unavailable for use in 

propositions. For example, people unconsciously compare pupil size using low-level features, during sense pre-

processing. Cerebellum computational processes use low-level features. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Kinds 

 

consciousness types 

Consciousness has philosophical types {consciousness, types}, such as core consciousness [Damasio, 1999] or 

primary consciousness [Edelman and Tononi, 2000]. 



 

creature consciousness 

Perhaps, animals have consciousness {creature consciousness}. Perhaps, only mental states are conscious. 

 

microconsciousness 

Feature consciousness {microconsciousness} can be independent of other-feature consciousness [Zeki, 1998] [Zeki 

and Bartels, 1999]. 

 

access consciousness 

Mental representations for rational thought and action, such as remembering or understanding, are a consciousness 

type {access consciousness} (a-consciousness). Access consciousness is under conscious control and includes self-

consciousness, creativity, discrimination, generalization, and behavior flexibility [Block, 1995] [Block, 1996] [Block et 

al., 1997]. 

 

phenomenal consciousness 

Sense qualities and experiences are a consciousness type {phenomenal consciousness} (p-consciousness). 

Phenomenal consciousness is not under conscious control [Block, 1995] [Block, 1996] [Block et al., 1997]. 

 

autonoetic consciousness 

Self {autonoetic consciousness} depends on memory [Tulving and Donaldson, 1972] [Tulving, 1983]. 

 

noetic consciousness 

Perceptions {noetic consciousness} do not depend on memory [Tulving and Donaldson, 1972] [Tulving, 1983]. 

 

fact-consciousness 

People can know facts about perceptions {fact-consciousness} [Dretske, 1988] [Dretske, 1995]. 

 

thing-consciousness 

People can perceive without knowing {thing-consciousness} [Dretske, 1988] [Dretske, 1995]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States 

 

mental state 

People can be awake, asleep, stuporous, or comatose, or have other whole-brain physiological states {mental state}| 

{state of mind}. Mental state is mainly about consciousness level. Mental state depends on arousal level and awareness 

level. Mental states have no oscillation, growth, or decay. 

Mental states are processing states. Mental states are not physical states, because same mental state can have 

different physical forms. 

types 

Mental states can be conscious, experienced, and subjective and result in experience, pain, sensations, emotions, and 

moods. Conscious mental states can be similar, such as seeing red and seeing orange, or different, such as seeing blue 

and seeing red or seeing and hearing. 

Mental states can be pre-conscious or below awareness threshold. 

Mental states can evaluate or categorize perception states and body states: arousal level, emotion type, success or 

failure, and pleasure or pain. 

Natural mental states include awakeness, drowsiness, light sleep, dreaming, REM sleep, and deep sleep. Awakeness 

has high arousal and high awareness. Drowsiness has medium arousal and medium awareness. Light sleep has low 

arousal and low awareness. Dreaming has low arousal and high awareness. REM sleep has low arousal and medium 

awareness. Deep sleep has very low arousal and very low awareness. 

Damage, disease, drugs, or exceptional circumstances cause impaired mental states. Impaired mental states include 

coma, vegetative state, minimally conscious state, and locked-in syndrome. Coma has no arousal and no awareness. 

Vegetative state has high arousal and no awareness. Minimally conscious state has high arousal and low awareness. 

Locked-in syndrome has high arousal and high awareness. Drug mental states include coma and anesthesia. Anesthesia 

has almost no arousal and almost no awareness. Exceptional mental states include hypnosis, sleepwalking, near-death 

experiences, and mystical experiences. 

 



awakeness 

People in waking states {awakeness} are conscious and experience sense qualities. Awake includes automatism, 

pain, pleasure, sense qualities, thinking, and threat. Just before or after sleeping, consciousness has low alertness and 

arousal. 

cause 

Awakeness results when brainstem nuclei excite cortex and thalamus non-specifically. Medial column receives, 

along pyramidal tract, from cortex, cerebellum, and senses and sends, in ascending reticular activating system, to 

intralaminar thalamic nuclei, which send to striatum and cortex to activate cortex and control waking and sleeping. 

control 

Pons reticular activating system controls awakeness. It has norepinephrine, serotonin, dopamine, and acetylcholine 

secreting neurons with pathways to brainstem neurons. Reticular activating system neurons can inhibit afferent axons 

from senses and efferent axons to muscles. 

sleep 

Hypothalamus superchiasmatic nucleus starts NREM sleep and controls progress through NREM sleep. REM sleep 

activation goes from pons to lateral geniculate to occipital lobe. 

 

non-consciousness 

People can be conscious and have no sensations and no awareness {non-consciousness}|. Most actions, body 

functions, brain functions, and perceptions have non-consciousness, such as during reflexes, eye saccades, eye blinks, 

attentional blinks, sense habituation, sense saturation, orientation response, flight-or-fight responses, fast innate 

responses, instinctual behavior, habits, walking, reaching, and skilled movements. Voluntary motor actions and skills 

are not conscious. Non-conscious activities make few errors, have high speed, have one type and do or find one thing, 

and do not vary. Non-conscious activities can happen in parallel. Non-conscious activities cannot inhibit behavior. 

Conscious and non-conscious contents do not affect or interfere with non-conscious activities. 

semi-conscious 

Biofeedback can control heartbeat rate, extremity temperature, and extremity sweating, but people have no voluntary 

muscle or gland control, do not feel anything specific, and do not know how control works. People cannot feel or 

control blood chemical concentrations, even with biofeedback. 

conscious then non-conscious 

Learning to swim, bicycle, play sport, or perform skilled actions is under conscious control, but, after learning, these 

activities do not use conscious control or attention to bodily feelings. 

conscious or non-conscious 

Performing skilled procedures, such as reading, can be automatic or can use attention. Skilled behaviors, situations 

involving divided attention, somnambulism, and involuntary regulatory responses can happen with or without 

consciousness. Stimulus intensity below objective-threshold level is too low for perception. Stimulus intensity above 

objective-threshold level causes perception. At subjective-threshold level, people begin to detect sense qualities 

[Dehaene et al., 1998] [Morris et al., 1998] [Morris et al., 1999] [Whalen et al., 1998]. 

always conscious 

Behaviors can be always conscious, such as remembering, deciding, willing, choosing, and talking to oneself [Berns 

et al., 1997] [Cheesman and Merikle, 1986] [Cleeremans et al., 1998] [Curran, 2001] [Destrebecqz and Cleeremans, 

2001] [Ellenberger, 1970] [Holender, 1986] [Jacoby, 1991] [Kolb and Braun, 1995] [Merikle, 1992] [Merikle et al., 

2001] [Reingold and Merikle, 1990]. 

cognition 

Memory uses non-conscious activities. Perception uses non-conscious activities. People can have perception without 

consciousness [Marcel, 1983] [Marcel and Bisiach, 1988] [Merikle et al., 2001] [Peirce and Jastrow, 1885] [Sidis, 

1898]. 

zombie 

Perhaps, people can be always non-conscious, like rocks, plants, and invertebrates. It is possible to imagine people 

doing everything we do but like zombies. 

 

subconsciousness 

Stimuli can be near sensation or perception threshold, other stimuli can mask them, or brain can be in low-alertness 

low-consciousness states, so feelings, sensations, and perceptions are secondary, weak, or below awareness 

{subconsciousness}|. 

 



CONS>Consciousness>States>Exceptional States 

 

exceptional human experience 

In lucid dreaming, hypnotic regression, mental flow, religious ecstasy, mystical visions, and psychic states 

{exceptional human experience}, people can feel unity with nature [White, 1990]. 

 

automatism 

When awake, people can perform skilled or random behaviors without consciousness {automatism}|. People cannot 

remember automatisms. Deep sleep or disoriented state can follows automatism. 

Epileptic mental state lasts for several minutes, is in temporal lobe, impairs awareness or has unconsciousness, and 

involves chewing, smacking lips, moving arms or hands in organized but purposeless patterns, laughing, acting scared, 

and using isolated words. 

Sleepwalking is automatism [Callwood, 1990]. 

After hypnosis, people can perform skilled behaviors on command. 

 

ecstasy 

Obsessive love can involve excited mental states {ecstasy, state}. 

 

higher consciousness 

Mental states {higher consciousness} can have higher-than-normal alertness, sensation, perception, and awareness. 

Inspiration is awake and conscious but unaware. 

 

hypnosis 

People can go into trances {hypnosis, state} {mesmerism}, in which they are susceptible to dissociation and/or 

suggestion [Lynn and Rhue, 1991]. Perhaps, hypnosis involves dissociation [Janet, 1929] [Prince, 1906]. Newer theory 

{neo-dissociationist theory} {neo-dissociation theory} attributes hypnosis to dissociation. Conscious perception and/or 

behavior have inhibition, but unconscious perception and action continue [Hilgard, 1986]. 

biology 

Nerve signals reach cerebral cortex and cause normal-amplitude electrical responses, so only conscious sense 

responses decrease or dissociate. Electroencephalograms are similar to awake EEGs and do not resemble sleep EEGs. 

Suggestion can lower anterior-cingulate-cortex activity and lower pain. Sulfones and urethane cause hypnosis. 

effects 

Hypnosis can influence human performance and provoke sense deception, hallucination, anesthesia, analgesia, and 

post-hypnotic amnesia. Dissociations, not suggestions, cause hypnotic anesthesia and analgesia. Suggestion can affect 

waking state, as well as hypnotic state. Hypnotized subjects do not perform actions against their morals. 

When hypnotized, people seem to suppress self. Hypnotist can assume executive control. When hypnotized, selves 

{hidden observer} still know what hypnotized body is doing and feeling. 

Hypnotized people know everything but do not let the knowledge into consciousness. In hypnosis, nerve signals 

reach cerebral cortex and cause normal-amplitude electrical responses, so only conscious sense responses decrease or 

dissociate. When hypnotized, people unconsciously know what hypnotized body is doing and feeling. Hypnosis is 

conscious and experiences sense qualities but is unaware. 

Hypnosis does not increase long-term memory retrieval. Long-term memories retrieved under hypnosis are 

unreliable. Memories about early infancy are probably not true. People can remember what happened while under 

hypnosis. 

Hypnosis can cause physical effects. Stomachs can swell in phantom pregnancies. Limbs can become stiff. Blisters 

can appear where people think that heat was. Stigmata can appear on hands. Itching can start. 

Hypnosis does not confer special strength or abilities. 

Hypnosis cannot cure organic nervous or mental illnesses. 

behavior 

Hypnotized people explain strange actions by rationalizations {trance logic}. Hypnotized people do not introspect. 

Hypnotized people can choose not to do suggestions and can stop hypnotized states. People act as they think they 

should. 

Hypnosis often involves playing roles, and roles can be just acting. Perhaps, hypnosis involves role-playing or 

faking. If people have hidden observers, they are also role-playing or faking [Colman, 1994] [Spanos, 1991] [Wagstaff, 

1994]. 



properties 

Hypnosis has enhanced suggestibility. Hypnosis has sustained mental concentration. Hypnosis restricts attention to 

small field. Hypnotized people have less time sense. Hypnosis voluntarily suspends initiative and will. Hypnotic trance 

involves identification with others. Hypnosis has incomplete contact with reality. Hypnosis reduces self-consciousness 

and critical appraisal. 

Hypnosis is a social situation with subject and hypnotizer. Hypnotic trance involves rapport between subject and 

hypnotist. Hypnotist personality does not make much difference. 

requirements 

Medical hypnosis requires sympathetic but authoritarian relationship between doctor and patient and cooperative 

attitude by patient. Hypnosis requires passivity. Hypnotic trance involves ability to pretend and fantasize. 

Hypnosis susceptibility correlates with treating fiction works as real, identifying with parents strongly, blurring 

fantasy and reality, pretending, and believing people. Alternatively, hypnotic susceptibility increases if people have 

same temperament as opposite-sex parent, equally in males and females. Leisure-activity similarity is more important 

than work or professional-value similarity. If people do not identify with either parent, they are not susceptible to 

hypnosis. 

Motivation is not enough for hypnotizing. Hypnosis does not require relaxation. Imagination has no relation to 

hypnotizing. 

factors 

Children between 8 and 12 hypnotize more easily than older or younger children. Children below age 8 cannot 

concentrate. Children above age 12 are more critical. Women and men are equally hypnotizable and hypnotize to same 

depth [Lynn and Rhue, 1991]. Personality type does not correlate with hypnosis. 

comparisons 

Hypnosis is not like sleep or dreaming. Hypnosis involves lethargy, drowsiness, and diminished contact with reality, 

like sleep. However, muscles do not relax, and reflexes are normal. 

Both hysteria and hypnosis involve dissociation. 

 

sensory deprivation state 

After prolonged low stimulation, people feel stress, have poor eye focusing, lose visual size constancy, lose visual 

shape constancy, have hallucinations, and become disoriented {sensory deprivation state} {sensory deprivation 

reaction}. Sensory deprivation states are conscious, with experienced sense qualities, but unaware. The "I" or self 

persists through sensory deprivation. Sensory deprivation can cause mental confusion, paranoid delusions, fear, and 

panic, but some people welcome sensory deprivation. People can see subjective phosphene sparks or light patterns after 

deprivation. 

 

suspended animation 

From coldness or drugs, body functions can slow greatly {suspended animation}|. 

 

trance 

Hypnosis-like or automatism-like states {trance} can be conscious, with experienced sense qualities, but unaware. 

Tribal shamen can go into trances. Hypnosis and sleepwalking are trances. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States>Hallucination 

 

hallucination 

People can have sense perception in the absence of, or unrelated to, external stimuli {hallucination, state} [Ffytche et 

al., 1998] [Frith, 1996] [Green and McCreery, 1975] [Manford and Andermann, 1998] [Vogeley, 1999]. In 

hallucinations, red can seem blue, high voice can sound low, sweet can seem sour, and pain can be pleasurable. 

Visual hallucinations are most common and typically show real persons. People see hallucinations as objects in 

space but know them to be false perceptions. Colors are typically reds, oranges, and yellows [Siegel and Jarvik, 1975] 

[Siegel and West, 1975] [Siegel, 1977] [Siegel, 1992]. Motions in hallucinations are often rotations or radial motions 

[Siegel and Jarvik, 1975] [Siegel and West, 1975] [Siegel, 1977] [Siegel, 1992]. Spirals and wiggly lines, circles, 

concentric figures or tunnels, webs, repeated lines, and intense colors are common in hallucinations [Bressloff et al., 

2002] [Cowan, 1982] [Klüver, 1926]. People can have sound hallucinations [Gurney et al., 1886] [Sidgwick et al., 

1894] [West, 1948]. 



behavior 

People are passive during hallucination and feel that they have no control over recurring images and obsessions. The 

"I" or self persists through hallucinations. 

perception 

Other information cannot correct hallucinations. People cannot distinguish hallucination from perception {argument 

from illusion, hallucination}, except later by comparison and memory. Perception, dream, and hallucination 

experiences and sense qualities are similar. 

causes 

High arousal, low vigilance, perception impairment, reality-testing impairment and reduction, high expectation, long 

wakefulness or busyness, sickness, starvation, sensory deprivation, prolonged low stimulation, sleep deprivation, and 

rituals with rhythmic movements or sounds cause hallucinations. 

Dreaming has visual hallucinations, such as hypnagogic hallucination and hypnopompic hallucination. Hypnosis can 

provoke hallucinations. Prolonged isolation causes anxiety and hallucinations. People with autistic thinking have 

hallucinations. People with paranoia have hallucinations. People with schizophrenia have hallucinations, typically 

voices talking to or about them. 

Perhaps, memory release or imagination inhibition, when normal sensory data flow stops or changes, causes 

hallucinations [Jackson, 1887]. 

Launey-Slade Hallucination Scale indicates if people are susceptible to hallucinations. 

causes: biology 

Temporal-lobe stimulation can cause hallucinations. Anti-opiate drugs and phenothiazines cause hallucinations. 

Epileptics can have autoscopy. People with migraine headaches can have autoscopy. Females have more 

hallucinations. 

comparisons 

Illusions are perceptions that look different than actual metric measurements. Illusions and hallucinations have 

similar sense qualities. 

Imagery is distinguishable from hallucination. Imagery is under voluntary control, while hallucination is not. 

Hallucinations are about unreal or idiosyncratic objects or events, while imagery is about physical and cultural reality 

[Frith, 1995] [Slade and Bentall, 1988]. 

Near-death experiences are similar to autoscopic hallucinations. 

 

autoscopy 

People can see their clear, monochromatic, transparent, life-sized, and moving mirror image {doppelganger} 

{autoscopy}|. People typically see face, head, and/or trunk at one meter for several seconds. Social factors can 

determine forms that ghosts take. Images copy postures, facial expressions, and movements. Autoscopy lasts several 

seconds. Autoscopy occurs mostly at late night or dawn. 

Autoscopy can happen during stress, fatigue, or disturbed consciousness. Delirious patients with parieto-occipital 

lesions, people with migraine attacks, and epileptics can have autoscopy. 

 

Charles Bonnet syndrome 

People who become blind can hallucinate {Charles Bonnet syndrome} [Ffytche, 2000] [Ffytche and Howard, 1999] 

[Ramachandran and Blakeslee, 1998]. 

 

heautoscopic experience 

Out-of-body experience can involve seeing one's own body {heautoscopic experience}. 

 

near-death experience 

People can have visions when in danger, in hospital, or during attempted suicide {deathbed visions} {near-death 

experience}| (NDE). Near-death experiences can have tunnels or entry into darkness, out-of-body experiences, bright 

lights or emergence into light, peaceful and loving feelings, strange worlds, life-history memories, and choices to go 

back to the living world [Moody, 1975] [Morse, 1990] [Morse, 1993] [Parnia and Fenwick, 2002] [Parnia et al., 2001]. 

There can be peaceful feelings, out-of-body experiences, entries into darkness, visions of light, and emergences into 

light {Greyson NDE scale} [Ring, 1980]. 

Experiences can be regressions to childhood states. Mind feels love, peace, acceptance, and pureness, with focused 

attention, no criticism, and no available alternatives. Most near-death experiences are pleasant, but some are like hell 

[Parnia et al., 2001] [van Lommel et al., 2001]. 



stages 

People first hear noises or move fast down tunnels or valleys. Then they feel that they are outside body but in same 

physical environment. Loneliness and timelessness feelings follow, with low emotions. People are invisible to others 

and cannot communicate. People feel no weight or other sense qualities. People feel peace, calm, joy, and love. People 

can know others' thoughts. Then friends or relatives that have died already come as spiritual helpers. Among them is a 

being of light, with personality. This being asks mental questions about readiness for death. Then people see a fast, 

accurate summary of their life from childhood to present. Then a barrier or border, a no-return line, approaches. 

However, people feel that they should go back and live, because it is not yet time, they have not yet done something, or 

people are calling them back. Then, preceded by unconsciousness, return to physical body is through head. Afterward, 

people feel that they must try to learn and love, with no fear of death or judgment and no worries about heaven or hell. 

causes 

Perhaps, unusual brain states cause near-death experiences {dying brain hypothesis}, as anoxia, stress, and fear 

activate brain [Blackmore, 1993]. 

Brain is often clinically dead or damaged {brain dead}, but experience can have happened before that [van Lommel 

et al., 2001]. 

No drugs cause near-death experiences [Parnia et al., 2001] [van Lommel et al., 2001]. 

comparisons 

Near-death experiences are similar to high brain carbon-dioxide levels. Near-death experiences are similar to well-

being feelings caused by brain endorphins. Near-death experiences are similar to autoscopic hallucinations. Near-death 

experiences are similar to LSD experiences. Near-death experiences are similar to sensory isolation experiences. Near-

death experiences have no typical physiological symptoms [Parnia et al., 2001] [van Lommel et al., 2001]. 

 

out-of-body experience 

Hallucinating people can see world from locations outside physical body {out-of-the-body experience} {out-of-body 

experience}| (OBE). One-fifth to one-quarter of people have at least one OBE during their lifetimes, often as children. 

Out-of-body experiences typically last from seconds to minutes [Blackmore, 1992] [Green, 1968]. Out-of-body 

experience can involve heautoscopic experience. Imagined-world model or representation replaces normal perceptual 

model. From above, people see imagined models. Models project what people see from another viewpoint. People feel 

that they perceive from positions different from head position [Alvarado, 1982] [Alvarado, 1992] [Blanke et al., 2002] 

[Grüsser and Landis, 1991] [Morris et al., 1978] [Penfield, 1955] [Penfield, 1958] [Tart, 1968]. 

If original body stays behind, people feel that they are in body or have no body [Green, 1968]. 

The experience feels like real life, not like dreams, and is often life-changing [Gabbard and Twemlow, 1984]. 

causes 

Muscular relaxation, exhaustion, monotonous sounds, and certain drugs can disrupt both sense input and body image 

to make OBE. Out-of-body experiences typically happen when people relax and voluntary muscles are not moving, so 

internal stimulation is low. Body image lessens, as in drowsiness [Blackmore, 1992] [Green, 1968]. OBE can happen 

when outside stimulation is low. 

People can have out-of-body experiences in depersonalization reactions. 

Drugs that relax body and reduce body image can induce out-of-body experiences [Morse, 1990] [Persinger, 1983] 

[Persinger, 1999] [Shermer, 2000]. 

Near-death experiences often involve out-of-body experience. 

Perhaps, out-of-body experiences involve temporal lobe [Morse, 1990] [Persinger, 1983] [Persinger, 1999] 

[Shermer, 2000]. 

comparisons 

OBE relates to hypnotizability [Blackmore, 1996] [Gackenbach and LaBerge, 1988] [Irwin, 1985]. 

OBE relates to imagination, absorption, and belief in psi [Blackmore, 1996] [Gackenbach and LaBerge, 1988] 

[Irwin, 1985]. 

More lucid dreaming correlates with more out-of-body experiences [Blackmore, 1996] [Gackenbach and LaBerge, 

1988] [Irwin, 1985]. 

Out-of-body experience is like vivid dreaming. OBEs are like dreams that people know are dreams. Out-of-body 

experiences are similar to stage one dreaming. 

factors 

OBE has no relation to age, education, gender, mental health, or religion. 

 



pseudohallucination 

Hallucinations {pseudohallucination} can be as vivid and immediate as perceptions, but people do not realize they 

are false. Pseudohallucinations are subjective responses to isolation or intense emotional need. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States>Impaired States 

 

coma 

Patients can have few reflexes, no reactions to sense stimuli or body signals, no awareness, no arousal, no 

consciousness, no experiences, no voluntary movements, and no waking {coma, mental state} {comatose}|. Patients 

keep eyes closed. Patients typically do not recover. 

causes 

Both-hemisphere brainstem-nuclei trauma or oxygen deprivation can cause coma. Posterior upper brainstem arousal-

system damage can cause coma. Coma always involves anterior and posterior intralaminar thalamus nuclei damage. 

Rostral pons and dorsal midbrain damage, or mesencephalic reticular formation and thalamus damage, causes coma for 

one to seven days. Paramedian thalamic damage causes long-term coma [Giacino, 1997] [Plum and Posner, 1983] 

[Schiff, 2004] [Schiff and Plum, 2000] [Zafonte and Zasler, 2002] [Zeman, 2001]. 

Metrazol induces coma but is no longer used in psychiatric treatment. Insulin induces coma. 

 

minimally conscious state 

Patients can sleep and wake, have some sensory reactions, have some voluntary movements, and have some self or 

environment awareness {stupor} {minimally conscious state}. Stuporous means semi-conscious, semi-aware, and few 

sensations. 

causes 

Damage to cortico-striatopallidal-thalamocortical loop disconnects frontal lobes, basal ganglia, and thalamus. 

Bilateral anterior medial cortex, basal ganglia, and basal forebrain damage causes stupor. 

A schizophrenia type involves excitement and then stupor. 

types 

Bilateral anterior-medial-cortex, basal-ganglia, and basal-forebrain damage, typically from anterior cerebral-artery 

aneurysm, can cause no motion, except to look around (akinetic mutism). Medial-caudal-thalamus, medial-dorsal-

mesencephalon, caudate-nucleus, globus-pallidus, and medial-forebrain-bundle damage can cause no memory, slow 

behavior {slow syndrome}, and apathy. 

Extensive temporal-lobe, parietal-lobe, and occipital-lobe junction damage can prevent self or environment 

awareness but allow coordinated behavior (hyperkinetic mutism). 

 

vegetative state 

Patients can have no voluntary movements, can have no reactions to sense stimulation or body signals, can have 

intermittent arousal and eye opening, and can sleep and wake {vegetative state}|. They can have reflexes and eye blinks 

[Celesia, 1997] [Laureys et al., 2000] [Laureys et al., 2002]. 

causes 

Both-hemisphere brainstem-nuclei trauma or oxygen deprivation can cause vegetative state. Permanent vegetative 

state patients have bilateral thalamic damage but little cerebrum damage. 

time 

People can stay in vegetative state more than 30 days {persistent vegetative state}. People can stay in vegetative 

state for much longer {permanent vegetative state}. 

 

unconsciousness 

People can be in mental states in which they have no voluntary movements, have no sensations, have no perceptions, 

have no awareness, do not experience sensations, have no event or object memories, and have no functioning mind 

{unconsciousness, state}|. Unconsciousness is not awakeness, sleeping, coma, stupor, nor vegetative state. Body 

functions automatically. Unconscious people cannot use habits or perform voluntary behaviors. Unconscious people 

have no sensations or perceptions. Unconscious people cannot use declarative memories. All mammals can become 

unconscious, and ability to become unconscious indicates previous consciousness [MacIntyre, 1958]. 

causes 

Unconsciousness occurs when people are asleep and not dreaming, have received a brain concussion, have finished 

an epileptic episode, have anesthesia, or have fainted. 



Trauma from high physical pressure, such as concussion, causes brainstem damage. Low blood-oxygen 

concentration, low blood-glucose concentration, low blood flow, and low blood pressure affect brainstem. Blood 

nitrogen-gas bubbles can affect brainstem neurons [Forster and Whinnery, 1988] [Rossen et al., 1943] [Whinnery and 

Whinnery, 1990]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States>Meditation 

 

meditation 

People can learn to suspend physical and mental responses to stimuli {meditation}. Typically, learning to meditate 

takes practice over long time. People can suspend judgment, analysis, planning, and emotion. People can ignore 

anxiety. People can feel nothingness, silence, self-expansion, transcendence, immanence, divine knowledge, 

enlightenment, cosmic consciousness, oneness, samadhi, or satori [Deikman, 1966] [Deikman, 2000] [Farthing, 1992] 

[Newberg and D'Aquili, 2001] [Wallace and Fisher, 1991] [Watts, 1957]. People can feel that there is no self, because 

responses are low [Austin, 1998]. Meditation is conscious but unaware, with experienced sensations. Mental states 

achievable by meditation can have or appear to have no representations. 

Meditation is not daydreaming or drowsiness, because it involves alertness, concentration, and control [Fenwick, 

1987]. True meditation does not block outside stimuli from consciousness. 

concentration 

Meditation concentrates on objects, locations, actions, or thoughts. Meditation suppresses attending and orienting. 

While concentrating, people ignore thoughts or attend to other thoughts without further thought. 

Concentration can be on thoughts, narratives, or descriptions, such as Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius of Loyola [1500 

to 1600] or Four Divine Abidings of Theraveda Buddhism. Four Divine Abidings are kindness, compassion, happiness, 

and calm. 

Concentration can be on images or their properties, as in Tantric-Buddhism and Tibetan-Buddhism Vajrayana, 

including guru yoga. 

Concentration can be on koans, as in Zen-Buddhism Rinzai School and Soto School. Mumonkan or Gateless Gate 

and Hekiganroku or Blue Cliff Record have koans. 

Concentration can be on mantras, as in Hinduism and Transcendental Meditation. The Jesus Prayer of Eastern 

Orthodoxy is mantra-like. 

Concentration can be on actions, such as breathing. 

Concentration can be on locations, such as mandalas or points between eyes. 

biology 

Meditation does not change left brain/right brain activity [Austin, 1998] [Fenwick, 1987] [Newberg and D'Aquili, 

2001] [Ornstein, 1977] [Ornstein, 1992] [Ornstein, 1997]. 

Meditation EEG differs from sleep or awakeness EEG. EEG theta and delta rhythms increase during meditation. 

Right and left hemispheres synchronize more [Bagchi and Wenger, 1957] [Kasamatsu and Hirai, 1966]. 

methods 

Meditation requires low light and sound. Meditators can face blank walls in quiet rooms. Meditators can concentrate 

on one stimulus, such as attending to breathing, saying mantras, saying koans, or looking at low-contrast objects. 

Meditation can use repeated movements, like thumb touching fingertips in succession or breathing from abdomen, not 

chest [Austin, 1998]. 

comparisons 

Meditation often leads to daydreaming, but then it is not meditation [Austin, 1998] [Fenwick, 1987]. 

Meditation often leads to sleeping, but then it is not meditation [Austin, 1998] [Fenwick, 1987]. 

In religion, prayer can be meditation. 

Resting is just as good at reducing arousal and dealing with stress as meditation [Farthing, 1992] [Holmes, 1987]. 

religion 

Meditation is common in various religions [Ornstein, 1986] [Ornstein, 1992] [Ornstein, 1997] [West, 1987]. 

Zen Buddhism has hua tou, shikantaza, and zazen. Meditation can use prayer wheel. Meditation exercises can 

develop concentration to achieve pure insight and tranquility {vipassana nana}. Meditation can achieve serenity and 

mindfulness {sammapatti, meditation}, the highest dhamma. 

In Hinduism, magic sound repetitions {mantra} can concentrate mind on gods. Om Mani Padme Hum {jewel in 

center of lotus} is a Hindu mantra. Icon contemplation can concentrate mind on gods. Yoga is meditation. Meditation 

and concentration try to identify human mind with, or allow possession by, God or truth. Meditation reveals true self, 

by reaching stages. 



The Sufism Islam branch is a mystical philosophy and uses meditation for personal union with God. Sufism is about 

divine illumination, not behavior. Meditation is to attain higher-reality knowledge. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States>Meditation>Zen 

 

lotus position 

Meditation uses sitting positions. Standing up is too stimulating, and lying down leads to sleep. Good sitting 

positions {lotus position}| can have no tension or pain but keep meditator alert {full lotus position} {half lotus 

position} {Burmese position}. Meditators can sit on low benches with knees on floor and lower legs under bench. 

Hands can be palm up or palm down, on knees or in lap. 

 

hua tou 

Concentrative meditation {hua tou} pays attention to one object or event, such as breathing or chant. 

 

shikantaza 

Meditation methods {shikantaza} can be just sitting, being attentive to everything. 

 

zazen 

In Zen Buddhism, open meditation {zazen} is consciousness without response, with open eyes looking at a plain 

wall. 

 

chi shi 

In Zen, the pure-consciousness state can stop breathing {chi shi}. While person is still conscious, nerve-activity level 

reduces until breathing stops, for 30 seconds, and then normal breathing resumes. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States>Mystical Experience 

 

mystical experience 

People can have unwilled ineffable insightful feelings {mystical state} {mystical experience}. People feel spiritual 

or divine presence, deep meaning, and/or unity with universe. People feel that everything is blissful, joyful, simple, and 

clear. People can feel nothingness, silence, self-expansion, transcendence, immanence, divine knowledge, 

enlightenment, cosmic consciousness, oneness, samadhi, or satori. Mystical experience can seem sacred or holy [James, 

1902] [Kennett, 1972]. Mystical states are conscious but unaware with experienced sensations. 

levels 

Mystical experience can have different stages or levels. People can have insight into non-physical existence or divine 

and good power {awakening, mystical}. People can choose to become pure, live correctly, and discipline self to reach 

divine level {purgation}. People can receive enlightenment or feel divine presence or ultimate reality {illumination, 

mystical}. People can feel that self is preventing them from reaching ultimate level or that effort is never enough {dark 

night, mystical}. People can feel loss of self and unity with ultimate {union, mystical}. People can feel that they have 

no more self. People can feel surrounded by colored light. People can feel calm, bliss, and joy. People can experience 

all physical reality intensely. People can experience consciousness clearly and purely. 

properties 

During mystical experience, people are passive with no will or identity. People feel outside time and space or 

experience unlimited space and eternal time. People can sense a happy, ineffably good, complete, and dominant spirit, 

or an evil, horrible, and repulsive spirit. 

People have mystical experience from half-hour to several hours. 

causes 

Depression and despair can trigger mystical state, as can meditation, prayer, nature, art, music, and worship. 

LSD and psilocybin cause mystical experiences. 

memory 

People cannot describe or think about mystical feelings that they had before [Underhill, 1920]. 

 

cosmic consciousness 

People can feel immortal and/or infinite {cosmic consciousness}, at one with universe [Bucke, 1901] [Stace, 1960]. 

 



docta ignorantia 

People cannot know God {docta ignorantia}, because he combines opposites. People can know the infinite only 

mystically [Nicholas of Cusa, 1440]. 

 

flash in mysticism 

Unseen power or mysterious light {flash, mysticism} {illumination, mysticism}, felt in head, seems to possess tribal 

chieftains, priests, or medicine men. 

 

lotus ladder 

In Hinduism, Kundalini yoga takes practitioner through stages {lotus ladder} from everyday dullness, to sex, to 

power and achievement, to compassion, to self and sex conquest, to god-like vision, and to pure ecstasy. 

 

oceanic boundary loss 

Religious and mystical selfless states end {Ozeanische Selbstentgrenzung} {oceanic boundary loss}. 

 

prophecy 

People can feel that they receive insight {prophecy} {revelation, mysticism} from God or angel. Prophecy is 

knowledge about mystical experiences [Avicenna, 1020]. However, different revelations reflect personal lives and 

contradict each other. 

 

religious ecstasy 

Ecstasy can involve religion {religious ecstasy, mystical}. Mystical experience is often religious experience. People 

can feel that they experience something, beyond physical world or throughout physical world, that is divine, powerful, 

and good. People can feel God's presence [Hardy, 1979] [Persinger, 1999]. People can feel that they have no individual 

self but are part of something divine. People can feel possession by spirits. Religious ecstasy is conscious but unaware. 

Buddhism 

In Buddhism, ecstasy is one Eightfold-Path component. Buddha felt nirvana and nothingness, with no individualness 

and total mystical knowledge. In Shin Buddhism in China or Pure Land Buddhism in India, meditators can repeat 

mantras {nembutsu} {namu amida butsu} about the Cosmic Buddha (Amida) to try to reach nirvana, feel insight about 

themselves, and go beyond ordinary life and consciousness to the pure land. Emptiness {netti} with no thoughts or 

sensations is pure consciousness or being. The Cosmic Buddha combines the Buddha of Boundless Light (Amitabha) 

with the Buddha of Boundless Life (Amitayus). The actual embodied Buddha was Shakyamuni Buddha. 

Christianity 

Gianlorenzo Bernini depicted religious ecstasy in his Ecstasy of St. Theresa sculpture. In Christianity, people can 

feel God and have deep knowledge and understanding, as described by Ekhart. 

Perceptions and facts mirror the finite, so people can know the finite world by perception. Finite world is contingent 

and temporal. Concepts mirror the infinite. Infinite world is absolute and without time. People cannot know the infinite, 

because finite and infinite have no relations. People cannot know God (docta ignorantia), because he combines 

opposites. People can know the infinite only mystically [Nicholas of Cusa, 1440]. 

Greek mythology 

Asia-Minor and Greece cult {cult of Dionysius} was about nature, ecstasy, and passion [-600 to -450]. 

Hinduism 

In Hinduism, people can feel bliss {tasting the sweetness} {savikalpa samadhi} in awareness of god. Devotional 

yoga {bhakti yoga} concentrates on god and its qualities. Atman joins with Brahman {becoming the sweetness} 

{nirvikalpa samadhi}. People can feel insight about themselves, going beyond ordinary life and consciousness, with no 

thoughts or sensations, only emptiness. In the Advaita School, this is the highest meditation state. Kundalini yoga takes 

practitioner through lotus-ladder stages from everyday dullness, to sex, to power and achievement, to compassion, to 

conquest of self and sex, to vision of God, and to pure ecstasy. 

Judeo-Christian 

Ecstasy allows miracles and prophecies. In this mystical state, people have feeling of knowing, not only desire to 

know. People can prepare for this state and be worthy, by love, truth, faith, prayer, and will and sense suppression. 

However, ecstasy is God's gift [Philo Judaeus, 40]. 

Sufism 

Islam has a mystical philosophy that uses meditation for personal union with God. Sufism is about divine 

illumination, not behavior. Meditation is to attain higher-reality knowledge. Sufism has seven stages to salvation: 



repentance, abstinence or fear of God, piety and detachment, poverty, patience or ecstasy, trust in and surrender to God, 

and contentment. 

Taoism 

In Taoism, tao (way or path) is transcendent, as ultimate reality, and immanent, as universe itself. Tao is order, 

serenity, and grace in life. Tao emphasizes simple living, with no desires, much contemplation, and few activities. 

Taoism values spontaneity, naturalness, and openness. In Esoteric Taoism, tao is psychic power of societal links and so 

relates to mysticism. In popular Taoism, tao relates to magic. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States>Sleep 

 

sleep 

Brain chemical cycles cause awakeness and sleep {sleep, state}. Sleep can be unconscious or have dreaming. 

causes 

Monotony, warmth, and restricted movement make people sleepy. Waiting for something that cannot happen yet can 

make people sleepy. Regular physical exercise, good-quality firm mattress, warm but ventilated room, malted milk 

drink, and sexual satisfaction at bedtime promote good sleep. Deep sleep can follow epilepsy. 

causes: biology 

Melatonin induces sleep at night {sleep inducer} and maximizes just before morning. Neurosteroid induces sleep, 

can be analgesic at high concentration, and comes from cholesterol or progesterone. Sleep peptide is in brain, 

cerebrospinal fluid, and cerebral blood and can induce sleep. 

Brain stops making monoamine neurotransmitters. Monoamine oxidase breaks down monoamines. Monoamines no 

longer excite motor neurons, and acetylcholines excite motor neurons. However, monoamines still go to eye-muscle 

nerves. When asleep, amygdala inhibits pons, which activates medial medulla, which inhibits motor neurons. 

awake 

When awake, forebrain inhibits amygdala, which excites pons, which inhibits locus coeruleus, which excites 

muscles. Monoamines block sleep by exciting motor neurons. At awakening, acetylcholine is low, and serotonin and 

norepinephrine are high. 

brain 

Arousal system, hypothalamus, locus coeruleus, raphé nuclei, and reticular nucleus affect sleep. During NREM 

sleep, thalamus-cortex pathways have inhibition. During REM sleep, thalamus-cortex pathways have no inhibition but 

receive only small input. 

Pons reticular activating system has norepinephrine, serotonin, dopamine, and acetylcholine secreting neurons and 

has pathways to brainstem neurons. Reticular activating system neurons can inhibit afferent axons from senses and 

efferent axons to muscles. 

animals 

Higher invertebrates and chordates have rest phases. Sleep is only in vertebrates. Fish and amphibia sleep briefly or 

just rest. Ancient reptiles have only NREM sleep. Recent reptiles and birds have NREM sleep and some REM sleep. 

Mammals have NREM sleep and more REM sleep. Mammals who are more immature at birth have more REM sleep. 

For mammals, REM sleep is at highest percentage at birth and decreases with age. Larger mammals sleep more. In 

dolphins, one hemisphere NREM-sleeps for several hours, then other hemisphere NREM-sleeps, so they can continue 

to breathe. 

Sleep is an instinct. Sleep evolved separately from dreams [Horne, 1988]. 

amount 

In all species, sleep amount is directly proportional to waking metabolic rate. Animals with higher body 

temperatures, shorter reaction times, and more fat sleep longer. Birds and mammals that are not secure from predators 

sleep only for minutes at a time. Predators, who can sleep safely, sleep longer. 

Newborns sleep 80%, with seven or eight naps per day. 12-to-18-month-old toddlers sleep 50%. Three-year-old 

children sleep 40%, and REM sleep is 20% of sleep. Teenagers and adults sleep 30%. Older adults have shorter and 

more broken sleep. 

In adults, sleep amount is proportional to body weight. 

purposes 

Sleep causes more protein synthesis and less cellular work and so aids growth. Perhaps, sleep simplifies brain 

processes by removing alternative pathways. Perhaps, simple brain-activity patterns repeat and return neurons to sense 

and motor readiness. 

 



animal hypnosis 

A sleep-like state {animal hypnosis} can follow extreme stimulation. 

 

sleep deprivation 

People who have little sleep {sleep deprivation} cannot stay awake, have frequent small sleeps, fail to notice things, 

and have no attention. After little sleep, attention fails first. Little sleep for many days can cause rising temperature and 

then death. CX717 maintains performance after sleep deprivation. Inadequate sleep causes most fatigue. 

 

somnambulism 

People can get up from sleep and walk automatically {somnambulism}| {sleepwalking}. For example, children can 

walk half-asleep to lavatory and return to bed. Sleepwalking is an automatism and can be without consciousness 

[Broughton et al., 1994] [Callwood, 1990] [Jacobson et al., 1965] [Kavey et al., 1990] [Masand et al., 1995] 

[Moldofsky et al., 1995] [Puccetti, 1973] [Revonsuo et al., 2000] [Schenck and Mahowald, 1998] [Vgontzas and Kales, 

1999]. Sleepwalking is unconscious and unaware, with no sensations. 

properties 

Sleepwalking lasts up to 30 minutes. Sleepwalking has purposeful movements. People can avoid obstacles and return 

to bed. They typically have poor coordination, are clumsy, and are unreliable. Sleepwalkers do not go anywhere 

unusual. Motions are smaller than normal. Eyes are open. Somnambulism can happen during orthodox sleep early at 

night, with large slow EEG waves, because muscle output has no inhibition. Sleepwalking occurs more in deep 

sleepers. 

Sleepwalking can have talking. Night terror can accompany sleepwalking. 

factors 

Sleepwalking is more frequent with daytime anxiety. 

Sleepwalking is more common among children. 

Sleepwalking is hereditary. 

comparisons 

Sleepwalking trances are like hysterical dissociation. People look dazed, preoccupied, and unresponsive. 

memory 

After waking, people do not remember sleepwalking. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States>Sleep>Dreaming 

 

dreaming 

Dreams {dreaming} are free association narratives about self, with typical movements and surroundings [Aristotle, -

350] [Cavallero and Foulkes, 1993] [Krakauer, 1990] [Louie and Wilson, 2001] [Malcolm, 1959]. Dreaming is 

unconscious and unaware but experiences sensations. In dreams, consciousness does not monitor cognitions. 

sleep 

Dreams can happen during rapid-eye-movement deep sleep [Hobson et al., 1998]. 

Orthodox sleep has little dreaming. Non-rapid-eye-movement-sleep dreams are mostly when first falling asleep or 

before waking. People remember them as well as REM-sleep dreams, but they are less interesting and have different 

subjects [Braun et al., 1998] [Hobson et al., 1998]. 

Sleep evolved separately from dreams [Horne, 1988]. Perhaps, dreams just happened when sleep evolved [Flanagan, 

2000]. 

properties 

Dreams are typically about play, recreation, and home, not current events, work, or exotic things. Dreamers are in 

the action, not just watching things happen. Dreams are not just watching a show. Dreams typically have strangers and 

friends, who are typically same age as dreamer. Family members appear less often. Both sexes appear equally. People 

typically change into someone else. 

Almost all dreams have movements, with movement illusions. Dreams never violate arithmetic or geometry laws. 

Dreams have conscious episodes, each with consistent features. Episodes have no connections. However, people can 

distinguish one night's dreams from other-night dreams. 

Dreams do not have reading, writing, or conversations between people, but may have implied conversations. People 

never dream rational analysis, only associations. Dreams tend to project meaning onto stimuli. 

Dreams seem like movements in and through real scenes during stories, but typically have false perceptions and 

false beliefs, with poor memory. 

One-third of dreams have color. People can always have or never have color dreams. 



Complex dreams commonly have incongruity, unspecified objects, and some discontinuity. Adults and children have 

same proportions of discontinuity, unspecified objects, and incongruity. Adults have more complex and bizarre dreams 

than children do. Children's dreams are more about family and friends. 

emotion 

Dreaming has mostly anxiety, less frequently joy, and even less frequently anger. One-third of dreams have happy 

feelings. Dreams are mostly pleasant but can have anger and apprehension. Sadness, shame, and remorse are 

infrequent. Least common emotions are affection and eros. Erotic dreams are less than 10% of adult dreams. 

Dream misperceptions can increase anxiety, and anxiety can increase misperceptions. One-third of dreams have 

strong anxiety and fear. Two-thirds of dreams have anxiety, fear, guilt, or sadness. As dreams continue, they get sadder. 

Dreams with anxiety do not have penile erections. 

Dream emotion levels correlate with heart rate and skin potential. If heart beats faster and breathing rate increases, 

dream has anxiety. Dreams have more aggression than waking life. Emotional reactions to dream events are 

appropriate. Men and women have same dream emotions. 

movements 

Jerky eye movements, limb twitches, face twitches, middle-ear muscle twitches, and sudden respiratory changes are 

phasic REM-sleep components. Muscle relaxation and penile erections are tonic features. As night progresses, REM 

periods contain more phasic components, and dreams are more active and less passive. Limb movements relate to 

dreams with movement. Small face, finger, head, and limb twitches, with most other muscle activity suppressed, show 

dream is about running, flying, or swimming. Dreams have rapid eye movements that can follow dream movements. 

Large eye movements relate to dream content [LaBerge, 1985] [LaBerge, 2000]. Dreams have dilated pupils. 

perception 

Perception during dreaming uses same brain regions as perception during awakeness. The strongest dream 

perception is visual. Dream visual images are typically in color. Audition perceptions are weak. Touch, temperature, 

taste, and smell perceptions are very weak. 

brain damage 

People blind since birth have only auditory dreams. If blindness is in primary cortex, dreams have no seeing. 

Secondary-cortex-damage blindness allows seeing in dreams. 

People are faceless in dreams of people who cannot identify faces [Kaplan-Solms and Solms, 2000] [Solms, 1997]. 

Patients with hemi-neglect cannot see dream right or left half. 

development 

20-week-old fetuses have REM sleep, indicating dreaming [Empson, 2001]. 

causes 

Dreams are about recent events or ongoing problems. Events around sleeper during dreams often are in dreams. 

Human brain can respond to word meanings during sleep and have related dreams. Depressed people have dreams that 

contain failure and loss. 

comparisons 

Dreams have more characters and settings than fantasies. Unlike fantasies, dreams are not menacing and do not 

cause paranoia. In dreams, people often change into someone else, which never happens in fantasies. 

Dreaming is like delirium, not dementia. Dreams have time and place disorientation, visual hallucinations, 

distractibility, attention deficit, recent memory loss, and insight loss, like hallucinations. Dreaming is like organic 

mental syndrome, such as caused by drugs or Alzheimer's disease. 

Out-of-body experiences are similar to stage one dreaming. 

behavior 

Dreams do not change awake behavior [Hobson, 2002]. 

will 

People cannot will dreams, though they can will in dreams if not in deep sleep. People cannot be responsible for 

dreams, so dreams cannot be sins. 

interpretation 

Dream-interpretation theories are invalid [Hobson, 2002] [Webster, 1995]. 

purposes 

Perhaps, dreams help consolidate memories [Hobson, 2002] [Vertes and Eastman, 2002]. Perhaps, dreams help clear 

brain memory circuits and help to selectively forget [Crick and Mitchison, 1983]. 

Perhaps, dreams are activity rehearsals and are like playing or practice [Humphrey, 1983] [Humphrey, 1986] 

[Humphrey, 1992] [Humphrey, 2002]. 

Perhaps, dreams are rehearsals or practice against threats {threat simulation theory, dream} [Rossetti and Revonsuo, 

2000] [Revonsuo, 2000]. 



brain 

Dreams start in pons-geniculate-occipital (PGO) system, which locus-coeruleus catecholamines activate. Pons 

controls reticular activating system [Braun et al., 1998] [Hobson et al., 1998]. Perhaps, dreams are forebrain 

interpretations of midbrain signals. During dreams, brain blocks sense input. 

If people are conscious or dreaming, high-amplitude electroencephalography waves arise in pons, radiate to 

geniculate body, and then go to occipital cortex. 

Brainstem is active in REM sleep, and REM sleep has different transmitters from NREM sleep. Brainstem multiple 

motor-pattern generator excitations cause increased sense qualities [Empson, 2001]. 

Dreams have low cortex output and input, so brainstem inhibition from cortex is low. During dreams, cortex has no 

motor-neuron output. Area V1 and areas nearby deactivate during dreaming, while fusiform gyrus and medial temporal 

lobe activate. For dreams to have sense qualities, such as sight, sense primary cortex must be functioning. Removing 

visual cortex causes visual dreams to cease. If area V1 has damage, people can still have visual dreams. 

Frontal cortex has low activity during dreaming. 

 

daydreaming 

Idle thinking {daydreaming}| can be conscious but unaware and experience sensations. While awake and in 

unchanging environments, people talk and daydream more, and then talk and daydream less, in 90-minute to 100-

minute cycles. Drug frontal-lobe damage makes people have no daydreaming. 

 

false awakening 

People can dream that they are waking {false awakening}. During false awakening, people can hallucinate 

{metachoric experience}. 

 

hypnagogic hallucination 

As people fall asleep, they can have brief dreamlets {hypnagogic hallucination} {hypnagogic image}. Images can be 

vivid. Human will can control hypnagogic states [Maury, 1848]. 

 

hypnopompic hallucination 

As people wake up, they can have brief dreamlets {hypnopompic hallucination} {hypnopompic image} 

[Mavromatis, 1987]. 

 

latent dream level 

Dreams have two levels, actual dream {manifest dream level} and unconscious symbolizations {latent dream level}. 

Perhaps, symbols are repressed wishes. 

 

lucid dreaming 

In some dreams {lucid dreaming}|, dreamers know that they are dreaming [Blackmore, 1992] [Gackenbach and 

LaBerge, 1988] [Green, 1968] [Hearne, 1978] [Hobson, 2002] [van Eeden, 1913]. More lucid dreaming correlates with 

more out-of-body experiences. 

 

night terror 

Children age 10 to 14 can have terror, shrieking, and sleepwalking {night terror}| {pavor nocturnis} in orthodox 

sleep early at night. Night terrors are more frequent with greater daytime anxiety. People never remember night terrors 

in the morning. 

 

nightmare 

Scary dreams {nightmare}| are about anxieties and can happen during REM sleep, later at night. Having nightmares 

is hereditary. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States>Sleep>Problems 

 

sleep problems 

People can have trouble sleeping {sleep, problems}. Depression has shortened sleep, with no deep non-REM sleep 

and earlier, longer, and more intense first REM sleep. Fever-causing peptides from bacteria increase non-REM sleep 

but not REM sleep. 

 



bed-wetting 

Nighttime bed urination {bed-wetting} can happen during orthodox sleep early at night. It is more frequent with 

daytime anxiety. 

 

REM-sleep behavior disorder 

During sleep, brain may not inhibit motor neurons {REM-sleep behavior disorder} (RBD). Pons lesions can allow 

movements during REM sleep. 

 

sleep paralysis 

Paralysis {sleep paralysis}| {night nurses' paralysis} can begin before REM sleep or stay after REM sleep, as well as 

when just falling asleep or in narcolepsy [Parker and Blackmore, 2002] [Spanos et al., 1995]. In sleep paralysis, people 

can be afraid, hear noises, float, or feel presences, weight on chest, touches, or vibrations [Cheyne et al., 1999] 

[Persinger, 1999]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States>Sleep>Problems>Narcolepsy 

 

narcolepsy 

Daytime sleepiness, muscle-tone loss, and/or consciousness loss {narcolepsy}| can follow laughing or stress. 

Brain pathway that causes muscle-movement loss during sleep has changes. Forebrain inhibits amygdala, which 

excites pons, which inhibits locus coeruleus, which excites muscles. Amygdala inhibits pons, which activates medial 

medulla, which normally inhibits motor neurons. 

Perhaps, narcolepsy is an autoimmune disorder [Guilleminault et al., 1976] [Guilleminault, 1976] [Siegel, 2000]. 

Narcolepsy relates to an antigen {human leukocyte antigen} (HLA). 

Hypocretin peptide neurotransmitter mutations can cause mammalian narcolepsy. 

 

cataplexy 

In people with narcolepsis, anger, fear, laughter, anticipation, or joy can cause sudden voluntary-muscle relaxation 

{cataplexy}| [Wu et al., 1999]. Cataplexy maintains consciousness. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>States>Sleep>Sleep Cycle 

 

sleep cycle 

When sleeping, people go through four non-REM-sleep stages {sleep cycle}, separated by short REM-sleep periods. 

Sleep cycles last 90 minutes and have short dreaming stage 1, then stage 2, then stage 3, then stage 4, then stage 3, then 

stage 2, then dreaming stage 1, and then waking. In stage 1, heart rate and respiration rate increase, and brain is active 

[Dement, 1972]. Sleep gets deeper through the night. Deep sleep is greatest at 2 AM. 

 

AIM model 

Awake/NREM-sleep/REM-sleep cycle has different properties at each stage {AIM model}. Sleep-cycle stages have 

different Activation levels, Input and output, and neurotransmitter Modulation. 

activation 

Activation is from pons reticular activating system and has pathways to nearby brainstem areas, thalamus, and spinal 

cord. Awakeness and REM sleep have high-frequency low-amplitude EEG waves. NREM sleep has low-frequency 

high-amplitude EEG waves. Stage II NREM sleep has distinctive sleep-spindle EEG. 

Cortical regions differ in activation cycles, input, output, and modulation. Hypothalamus superchiasmatic nucleus 

starts NREM sleep and controls progress through NREM sleep. REM sleep activation goes from pons to lateral 

geniculate to occipital (PGO). Reticular formation blocks spinal-cord sense and motor activity during REM sleep 

[Hobson, 1989] [Hobson, 1994] [Hobson, 1999] [Hobson, 1999] [Hobson, 2002] [Hobson et al., 1998]. 

input and output 

Reticular activating system neurons can inhibit afferent axons from senses and efferent axons to muscles. For 

awakeness, input comes from outside, and output goes to muscles. For NREM and REM sleep, inputs only come from 

inside, with no muscle output. 

modulation 

Modulation is by norepinephrine, serotonin, dopamine, and acetylcholine secretions from pons reticular-activating-

system neuron axons. Awakeness has high norepinephrine, serotonin, and dopamine and low acetylcholine. REM sleep 



has low norepinephrine and low serotonin but moderate dopamine and high acetylcholine. NREM sleep has neither 

high nor low neurotransmitter levels. 

Cholinergic axons go to amygdala and multisensory posterolateral cortex and fire when eyes move. 

cycles 

Sleep has four or five cycles. First cycle has long deep NREM sleep and short REM sleep. Last cycle has long REM 

sleep and short shallow NREM sleep. 

 

non-rapid eye movement sleep 

Regular sleep {orthodox sleep} {non-rapid eye movement sleep}| {NREM sleep} {light sleep} has only small eye 

movements. 

properties 

Consciousness is not present in slow-wave sleep. NREM sleep has little dreaming but seems to have "thinking". 

Both REM and non-REM sleep can have talking. Words relate to thoughts or dreams. 

amount 

NREM sleep is 80% of human sleep. 

animals 

Only vertebrates have NREM sleep. Ancient reptiles have some NREM sleep. Recent reptiles and birds have NREM 

sleep and little REM sleep. Mammals have NREM sleep and REM sleep. 

In dolphins, one hemisphere NREM-sleeps for several hours, then other hemisphere NREM-sleeps, so they can 

always breathe. 

causes 

Melatonin, which brain makes more at night, promotes NREM sleep. During NREM sleep, acetylcholine changes 

from low to high. During NREM sleep, serotonin and norepinephrine change from high to low. 

NREM sleep releases growth hormone, decreases adrenaline and corticosteroids levels, and increases cortisol and 

testosterone. 

Raphe-system serotonin acts on thalamus layer-five and layer-six neurons to start light sleep. 

Serotonin constricts pupils. 

biology 

NREM sleep has low frontal cortex activity, low cortical activity, high limbic activity, and high forebrain sleep-on-

cell activity. 

In NREM sleep, nerve cells synchronize at low frequency. 

Hypothalamus superchiasmatic nucleus starts NREM sleep and controls progress through NREM sleep. 

purposes 

Perhaps, non-REM sleep reduces free-radical damage. 

 

rapid eye movement sleep 

Sleep {paradoxical sleep} {rapid eye movement sleep}| {REM sleep} {deep sleep} can have dreaming. 

properties 

REM sleep has limited consciousness. REM sleep has detailed dreams. Both REM and non-REM sleep can have 

talking. Words relate to thoughts or dreams. REM sleep completely relaxes most body muscles and stops many reflexes 

but has rapid eye movements. In men, REM sleep has penis erections. During REM sleep, mammals have no 

temperature control. 

amount 

Paradoxical sleep is 20% of sleep. 

20-week-old fetuses have REM sleep, indicating dreaming. For mammals, REM sleep is at highest percentage at 

birth and decreases with age. Three-year-old children and adults sleep 20% in REM sleep. 

REM sleep diminishes with anxiety. 

Recent reptiles and birds have NREM sleep and little REM sleep. Mammals have NREM sleep and REM sleep. 

Mammals who are more immature at birth have more REM sleep. 

causes 

REM sleep has high acetylcholine, from brainstem, but low serotonin and norepinephrine, from sense input. 

REM sleep diminishes with adenosine, barbiturate, benzodiazepines, depressants, interleukin, and sedatives. 

biology 

REM sleep has high limbic activity, low cortex input and output, no sense input, and no motor neuron output. REM 

sleep-on cells are highly active. REM sleep has faster brain blood flow than wakeful rest. 

Awakening sense thresholds are highest in REM sleep, except for stage-4 sleep. 



REM sleep activation goes from pons to lateral geniculate to occipital lobe (PGO). 

factors 

Men and women have same REM-sleep activation system and REM sleep amounts. In mental defectives, REM sleep 

percentage is proportional to intelligence level. 

purposes 

Perhaps, REM sleep is for monoamine decrease. REM sleep is probably not for readiness or memory consolidation. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense 

 

sensation 

Information from light, sound, liquid chemicals, air chemicals, temperature, pressure, and motion stimulate sense 

receptors, which change neurons, which affect brain states {sensation}|. Sensation is local and does not establish 

current environment or organism state. 

types 

Senses {sense} are carotid body, defecation, hearing, hunger, kinesthesia, magnetism, nausea, pleasure, pain, smell, 

taste, thirst, touch, urination, vestibular system, and vision. 

properties 

Sensations have intensities, qualities, times, and locations. Vision spectrum has one octave with no higher 

harmonics, colors mix, and area fills. Hearing spectrum has ten octaves, pitches do not affect each other, and area does 

not fill. Touch uses cell translation to indicate pressure and stress. Smell and taste use vibrations to indicate bonding. 

Sense-property matrix shows properties that senses share and how property values vary among senses. Matrix 

columns are senses: vision, hearing, touch, temperature, kinesthesia, vestibular system, smell, and taste. Matrix rows 

are sense space, time, intensity, and frequency categories. For space, categories are inside-body/outside-body and 

continuous/discrete. For time, categories are fade/not-fade and continuous/discrete. For intensity, categories are low-

magnitude/middle-magnitude/high-magnitude. For frequency or quality spectrum, categories are blending/not-blending 

and one-octave/more-octaves. Sensations relate two or more separated points within one psychologically simultaneous 

time interval and so are non-local. 

similarities 

Different senses have similar sense qualities. Sound and vibration are similar, because sound is fast vibration. 

Hearing, temperature, and touch involve mechanical energy. 

Whites, grays, and blacks relate to temperature, as do warm and cool colors. White relates to vibration as noise. 

Sight affects balance. 

Smell and taste mix. Sight, taste, and smell use chemical reactions. Smell and fluid-like touch mix. Taste and fluid-

like touch mix. 

causes 

Sensations depend on physical light-frequency ranges; sound-frequency ranges; taste-molecule acidities and 

polarities; smell-molecule shapes, sizes, and vibrations; temperature increases and decreases; or tension, torsion, and 

compression changes. 

biology 

Sensation involves cerebellum, inferior occipital lobe, inferotemporal cortex, lateral cerebellum, and ventral system. 

Sensation can vary neuron number, diameter, length, type, molecules, membranes, axons, recurrent axons, dendrites, 

cell bodies, receptors, channels, and synapses. Sensation can vary neuron spatial arrangement, topographic maps, 

neuron layers, and neuron networks. Neurons can vary firing rates, sums, thresholds, neurotransmitter packets per 

spike, packet sizes, synapse shapes, and synapse sizes. Dendrites and axons can have different numbers, lengths, 

connections, and patterns to detect sequences, shapes, functions, and relations. 

biology: sensors 

Sensor properties match stimuli, and sense-surface events mirror physical-object events. Light sensors form pigment 

surface, and physical surfaces have pigments. Sound sensors vibrate at same frequencies as source vibrations. Touch 

receptors have strains, and skin surfaces have strains. Taste and smell receptors are molecules that are complementary 

to sensed molecules. 

biology: network 

Human nervous systems have integrated central and peripheral nerves that form a three-dimensional network, a 

space lattice. Variable lattice spacing can make space continuous. Perhaps, lattices have write and read connectors, like 

touch screens or magnetic-core memories. 



biology: carrier wave 

A carrier wave with constant amplitude and frequency can have frequency modulation (at higher frequencies) or 

amplitude modulation (at smaller amplitudes). Perceptual cortex appears to have physical carrier waves with 

frequencies of 20 to 80 Hz, on which amplitude-modulation patterns occur to represent perception. Sensory inputs form 

the carrier wave. 

space 

Skin-surface touch receptors can detect space contours. Muscle and tendon proprioception receptors can detect space 

distances and angles. Smell and taste systems work with touch skin-surface receptors. Touch, proprioception, smell, 

and taste systems make body-periphery space. Hearing can locate sounds in space outside body. Vision can locate 

objects in space outside body and measure distances and angles. Human brains connect outside space to body-periphery 

space, to make egocentric space. 

evolution 

Senses evolved to detect energy types. Sense receptors evolved to capture the most-useful stimuli. Brain evolved to 

represent the most-useful information. Body structures and processes evolve from previous designs, which constrain 

evolution. Evolution has no plan or pattern. First sense responded to high-intensity physical energy, was 

undifferentiated, and caused avoidance, withdrawal, or approach behavior. 

 

activity principle 

Perception attributes have active neuron groups {activity principle, perception}. 

 

essential node 

Specific sense qualities need specific brain regions {essential node} [Adolphs et al., 1999] [Zeki, 2001]. 

 

intermodal perception 

Senses can work alone {unimodal perception}. At most neuraxis levels, sense inputs converge {intermodal 

perception}. Object relationships depend on intermodal connections, not just vision. Taste and smell, and touch and 

kinesthesia, have strong connections. 

animals 

All animals use intermodal and unimodal perception. Humans and apes recognize objects through fast intermodal 

processes and slower unimodal processes. 

effects 

Intermodal is better than unimodal for response reliability, impulse number, peak impulse frequency, and discharge-

train duration. Intermodal sense associations can anticipate sequential stimuli from different sense modes. 

learning 

Learning in one sense does not transfer to another sense. 

development 

At human, ape, and monkey birth, object perception does not separate input into separate senses, uses one process 

involving all senses, and does not analyze features. Later, humans separate stimuli into different senses by cerebral-

cortex inhibitory mechanisms, analyze sense features using symbols, and then combine features intermodally. For 

example, vision-cortex lip-movement analysis and auditory-cortex tone-and-sound-location analysis coordinate. 

intelligence 

Mentally retarded and dyslexic children have more difficulty with multisensory stimuli than with unimodal stimuli. 

 

space and senses 

Visual and phenomenal spaces {space and senses} are bounded three-dimensional manifolds, with objects and 

events. 

length units 

Distances between retinal ganglion cells make fundamental visual-length units. See Figure 1. 

angle units 

Fundamental length units establish angle units. 

triangulation and distances 

Using length and angle units, triangulation can find planar distances. See Figure 2. 

intensities and distances 

Perhaps, stimulus intensity versus distance graphs to sigmoid curve. See Figure 3. 

convergence and distance 

For all senses, stimuli are in larger space, and signals converge on smaller neuron arrays. See Figure 4. 



translation matrix and distance 

From distance information, topographic-map local neuron assemblies calculate translation matrices that place 

oriented surfaces away from brain at space points. 

timing mechanism 

Brain timing alternates excitation and inhibition. See Figure 5. 

mass center 

For flexible structures with only internal forces, mass center does not move. Outside forces move mass center. See 

Figure 6. 

topographic maps 

Retinal ganglion cells, thalamic neurons, and cortical neurons form arrays with equal spacing between neurons. See 

Figure 7. 

surface orientation 

Surfaces perpendicular to sightline have highest intensity. Surfaces at smaller angles have lower intensities. See 

Figure 8. 

Surfaces perpendicular to light-source direction have highest intensity. Surfaces at smaller angles have lower 

intensities. See Figure 9. 

processes: spatial and temporal relations 

Modified ON-center and OFF-center neurons can detect spatial and temporal relations. For example, neuron can 

have horizontal band at center to detect space between two objects, band above to detect object above, or band below to 

detect object below. 

processes: spatial layout 

For positions, features, objects, scenes, and events, observing systems use object and object-property placeholder 

configurations to represent spatial layouts. Object and object property placeholders include smooth texture, rough 

texture, enclosed space, and open space. Observing systems replace object and object property placeholders with 

values. 

Mathematical functions can represent spatial layouts. Functions with parameters or roots can describe surface and 

region boundaries. Waves with parameters and/or samples can describe functions and repeating or cyclic perceptions. 

Distributions with samples can describe surfaces and regions. Space distances and angles can describe shapes and 

patterns. 

processes: space and time development 

Body movements cause correlated sensations. As babies move body and limbs, they encounter air, fluid, and solid 

surfaces, including own body. For example, walking and running establish airflow gradient from front to back. 

Correlating sensations and movements, brain builds position and relation memories and places surfaces in body-

centered space. From surfaces, brain builds horizontal ground, front and back, up and down, right and left, vertical, 

straight-ahead, and across. From directions and coordinates, brain learns what happens when body moves from place to 

place and so locates body parts and surfaces in space. 

From length information, brain builds before and after memories and makes event sequences. From sequences, brain 

builds overall sequence and absolute beginning and end and past and future. From time coordinates, it learns what 

happens when it moves from time to time and locates body parts and surfaces in time. 

properties: three dimensions 

Midbrain tectum and cuneiform nucleus map three-dimensional space using multimodal neurons, whose axons 

envelop reticular thalamic nucleus and other thalamic nuclei. Spatial processing involves frontal lobe. 

properties: continuity 

Perceptual space never breaks into discrete parts during movement or blinking. Space has no twinkling, vibration, or 

oscillation. Perceptual space has no discontinuities. Visual processing is neuron size, but perceptions are much greater 

size. Neuron assemblies overlap and represent different sizes. Visual processes add and decay over time. Visual 

processing averages over time and space. 



Figure 1 

The distance unit to be found is the smallest separation between sensors in the sensory array. 

 
Sensors have a geometric pattern. The unit distance (d) defines the unit cell in the sensory array. In the geometric 

pattern, unit distance separates more than one pair of points in the sensory array. All distances between sensors are 

proportional to the unit distance. 

 

Sensors can displace by a distance less than or equal to the distance unit. All displacements are a proportional fraction 

of the unit distance. In particular, body motion or outside force can move a sensor to where another already sensor is 

(but no farther). 

 
Minimum sensor distance = unit distance 

Maximum sensory displacement = unit distance 

If the sensory array is a cubic array: An edge has a unit distance. 

A diagonal in a plane has distance sqr(2). 

A diagonal in a cube has distance sqr(3). 

 

In the unit cell, the unit distance is 1. The actual unit distance is an absolute distance times the constant 1.  

 

Brain must calculate the actual unit distance, and all actual distances, to make a spatial array model.  

 

The relations among the distances indicate the geometry of the sensors, because all movements and distances are 

proportional around the center of mass. The relations among the torques and moments, in relation to gravity, internal 

movements, and other external forces, indicate an absolute distance. Changes of position change potential energy, 

which directly relates to height, and, using the center of mass, height relates to the unit distance of the sensory array. 



Figure 2 

Triangulation can find distances in the plane.  

 

For right triangles, the longer side has a smaller angle with the hypotenuse and the smaller side has a larger angle with 

the hypotenuse. 

 
For isosceles triangles, points closer to the base have a bigger angle at the apex and smaller angles at the base. 

 
Because the two points at the base of an isosceles triangle are equivalent and all angles have specific relations in a right 

triangle, triangulation does not give enough relations to find the actual unit distance in a sensory array. 

 

"Tetrahedralation" can find distances in three-dimensions.  

 

For symmetric right tetrahedrons, the base is an isosceles right triangle and other sides are right triangles. 

 
For isosceles tetrahedrons, points closer to the base have a bigger angle at the apex and smaller angles at the base. 

 
Because an isosceles tetrahedron can have different isosceles triangles on different faces, and the isosceles tetrahedral 

faces have specific relations, tetrahedralation does give enough relations to find the actual unit distance in a sensory 

array. 

 

Note: Therefore, brain can make only three-dimensional or higher-dimensional spaces, because fewer dimensions do 

not give enough information to find absolute distance. 



Figure 3 

The function of stimulus to distance might be a sigmoid curve. 

 
S = 1/(1 + e^-x) 

(-10,0) (-1,-0.3) (0,0.5) (1,0.7) (10,1) 

 

The function of stimulus to distance might be a logarithmic curve. 

 
S = ln(x) 

(1,0) (e,1) (e^2,2) (e^3,3) (e^4,4) 

 

Sensor displacement (x) causes a stimulus to be sent to the sensory and then brain array. 

 

The maximum sensor displacement is x, and this causes the maximum stimulus. 

 

The maximum stimulus relates to the unit distance between sensors. 



Figure 4 

For all senses, stimuli occur in (larger) space and converge on a compact array of neurons. 

 
An eye lens converges light rays onto the retina. The retina sends an array of signals to a neural array of similar 

compactness. 

An ear system converges sound waves onto the hair cells in the cochlea. The hair cells send an array of signals to a 

neural array of similar compactness. 

Touch sensors on the body and kinesthetic sensors in the body converge stimuli on topological brain regions. 

Smell and taste receptors converge stimuli on organized brain regions of similar compactness. 

 

Nerve signals cross all chemical synapses in the same (slower) time. 

Nerve signals cross all electrical synapses in the same (faster) time. 

The number of synapses between two places directly relates to time. 

 

Nerve signals in unmyelinated axons have the same (slower) velocity. 

Nerve signals in myelinated axons have the same (faster) velocity. 

 

The time between neural events depends on the number and type of synapses and lengths and types of axons. 

 

The unit of distance measurement for brain is the distance between neighboring cells. Distances directly relate to times. 

The unit of time measurement for brain is the time for a signal to travel in a myelinated fiber between two neighboring 

cells and cross a chemical synapse (or in an unmyelinated fiber then crossing an electrical synapse). 

 

Note: Nervous system uses cellular clock mechanisms to send timing and synchronizing signals. 



Figure 5 

Timing also involves alternating excitation and inhibition. 

 
First, a previous-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, excites a neuron. 

Previous-level neurons for nearby positions in space, in the surround of the receptive field, inhibit the neuron. The 

stimuli pass straight through.  

 

Second, the previous-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, no longer excites a 

neuron. Same-level interneurons that receive from same-level neurons for nearby positions in space inhibit the neuron. 

Feedback inhibition also occurs. Boundaries between adjacent points sharpen for better discrimination. Also second, 

the neuron excites a next-level neuron. Same-level neurons for nearby positions in space, in the surround of the 

receptive field, inhibit the next-level neuron. The stimuli pass straight through. 

 

Third, the previous-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, no longer excites a 

neuron. Same-level interneurons that receive from same-level neurons for nearby positions in space no longer inhibit 

the neuron. Same-level interneurons from same-level neurons for far positions in space inhibit the same-level 

interneurons that receive from same-level neurons for nearby positions in space. Feedback inhibition of feedback 

inhibition also occurs. Links between adjacent regions make better generalization. Also third, the same-level neuron for 

the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, no longer excites the next-level neuron. Next-level 

interneurons that receive from next-level neurons for nearby positions in space inhibit the next-level neuron. Feedback 

inhibition also occurs. Boundaries between adjacent points sharpen for better discrimination. 

 

Fourth, the same-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, no longer excites the 

next-level neuron. Next-level interneurons that receive from next-level neurons for nearby positions in space no longer 

inhibit the neuron. Next-level interneurons from next-level neurons for far positions in space inhibit the next-level 

interneurons that receive from next-level neurons for nearby positions in space. Feedback inhibition of feedback 

inhibition also occurs. Links between adjacent regions make better generalization.  

 

Note: Neurons maintain stimulus intensity over all distances. 



Figure 6 

If only internal forces operate on a flexible structure, the center of mass does not change. If an outside force operates, 

the center of mass moves. 

 

In equilibrium, torques balance. Torques are proportional to distance and to force. The shape of an object around the 

center of mass determines the torques caused by gravity. When shape changes, torques change. Outside tangential 

forces might change the angles between parts of an object by moving the masses.  

 

The shape of an object around the center of mass determines the moments of inertia. When the shape changes, the 

moments change. Radial forces change the moments by moving masses. Moments are proportional to distance squared 

and to mass.  

 

Body movements do not move the center of gravity. Body movements can change the torques and moments. The center 

of gravity and any torques and moments provide equations of motion and energy that can help determine the unit 

distance in a sensory array. Changing or maintaining the center of gravity, torques, and moments only changes the 

system linearly, so one can find only relative distance. 

 

This example sensory array originally has equal spacing (11) between sensors.  

 

Torques and Moments around Center of Mass 

 
Body movements involve a body part. Nearby body parts, or all body parts, react to any change and coordinate with 

any change. The coordination among body parts in a body movement provides equations of motion and energy that can 

help determine the unit distance in a sensory array.  

 

A body has a lever with a mass. A longer lever has more torque. Changing body positions changes both the radius and 

the mass. The extra variable prevents knowing the absolute distance. 

 

The kinesthetic system and touch system learn the equations about center of mass, torques, and moments, as well as 

coordination of body parts, for both internal and external forces. 



Figure 7 

The sensory array has a regular arrangement, and so do the neural arrays in brain. The neural arrays have the same 

small and equal spacing between neurons. 

 
Perhaps the spatial array model starts with the same small and equal spacing among cells as in the neural array. 

Calculations using many stimuli in many different configurations of sensory arrays find the actual unit distance in the 

original sensory array and use that distance in the spatial array model. 



Figure 8 

A surface has higher intensities at larger angles. 

 
A surface reflects light equally in all directions. The total light seen when looking at a perpendicular surface is the same 

as when looking at an angled surface.  

 

However, the surface area seen is larger when looking at a perpendicular surface than when looking at the same surface 

at an angle. The angle seen is larger when looking at a perpendicular surface than when looking at the same surface at 

an angle.  

 

The intensity is more for an angled surface.  

 

You can verify this by looking at a surface at different angles. 



Figure 9 

A source illuminates a surface with higher intensities at smaller angles. 

 
A source radiates light equally in all directions. The total light landing on a surface depends on the angle made by the 

edges.  

 

The angle (AOB) is larger for a perpendicular surface than for the same surface at an angle (COD).  

 

However, the surface areas are the same.  

 

The intensity is more for a perpendicular surface.  

 

You can verify this by looking at a surface at different angles to a source. 

  



specific nerve energies 

Sensation type depends on special neurons {doctrine of specific nerve energies} {specific nerve energies doctrine} 

{specific nerve energies law} {law of specific nerve energies}, not on what stimulates them. The applied physical 

energy does not matter. Stimulating retina with light or pressure makes only sights. Sending sense receptor signals to, 

or electrically stimulating, nerve fibers makes only one sensation. 

 

perception evolution 

Perception evolved, from Protista to humans {perception, evolution} {evolution, perception}. 

protozoa 

Stimulus Detection: Cell-membrane receptor molecules respond to pressure, light, or chemicals. 

Potential Difference: Cell-membrane ion channels actively transport ions across membrane, to build concentration 

gradients and set up electric-voltage differences, and open and close to vary membrane potential locally. 

marine metazoa 

Neurons and Glands: Ectoderm develops into sense receptors, nerves, and outer skin. Mesoderm develops into 

muscles and glands, which release hormones to regulate cell metabolism. Endoderm develops into digestive tract. 

Neuron Coordination: Sense receptors and neurons have membrane electrical and chemical connections, allowing 

information transfer and cell coordination. 

Nerve Excitation: Excitation raises membrane potential to make reaching impulse threshold easier or to amplify 

stimuli. 

Nerve Inhibition: Inhibition damps competing weaker stimuli to leave stronger stimuli, or more quickly damps 

neuron potential back to resting state to allow timing. 

Bilateria 

Bilateral Symmetry: Flatworms have symmetrical right and left sides and have front and back. 

Ganglia: Neuron assemblies are functionally organized. 

deuterostomes 

Supporting Systems: Flatworm embryos have enterocoelom; separate mouth, muscular gut, and anus; and circulatory 

system. Embryo inner tube opens to outside at anus, not head. 

Chordata 

Body Structure: Larval and adult stages have notochord and elongated bodies, with distinct heads, trunks, and tails 

and repeated body structures. 

Nervous System: Chordates have head ganglion, dorsal hollow nerve, and peripheral nerves. 

Reflexes: Sense receptors send electrochemical signals to neurons that send electrochemical signals to neurons that 

send electrochemical signals to muscle or gland cells, to make reflex arcs. 

Interneurons: Interneurons connect reflex arcs and other neuron pathways, allowing simultaneous mutual 

interactions, alternate pathways, and networks. 

Association: Interneurons associate pathway neuron states with other-pathway neuron states. Simultaneous 

stimulation of associated neurons modifies membrane potentials and impulse thresholds. 

Attention: Association allows input acknowledgement and so simple attention. 

Circuits and Sequences: Association series build neuron circuits. Outside stimulation causes electrochemical signal 

flows and enzyme releases. Circuit flows calculate algorithms and spread stimulus effects over time and space. Circuits 

have signal sequences. Circuit sets have signal patterns. 

Receptor and Neuron Arrays and Feature Detection: Sense-receptor and neuron two-dimensional arrays detect 

spatial and temporal stimulus-intensity patterns, and so constancies, covariances, and contravariances over time and/or 

space, to find curvatures, edges, gradients, flows, and sense features. 

Topographic Maps and Spatial and Temporal Locations: Neuron arrays are topographic, with spatial layouts similar 

to body surfaces and space. Electrochemical signals stay organized spatially and temporally and so carry information 

about spatial and temporal location. Topographic maps receive electrochemical-signal vector-field wave fronts, 

transform them using tensors, and output electrochemical-signal vector-field wave fronts that represent objects and 

events. 

Memory: Secondary neuron arrays, maps, and circuits store associative-learning memories. 

Recall: Secondary neuron arrays, maps, and circuits recall associative-learning memories, to inhibit or excite neuron 

arrays that control muscles and glands. 

vertebrates/fish 

Brain: Hindbrain has motor cerebellum and sleep, wakefulness, and sense ganglia. Midbrain has sense ganglia. 

Forebrain has vision occipital lobe, hearing-equilibrium temporal lobe, touch-temperature-motor parietal lobe, and 

smell frontal lobe. 



Balance: Vestibular system maintains balance. 

fresh-water lobe-finned fish 

Hearing: Eardrum helps amplify sound. 

amphibians 

Early amphibians had no new sense or nervous-system features. 

reptiles 

Cortex: Paleocortex has two cell layers. 

Vision: Parietal eye detects infrared light. 

anapsids, diapsids, synapsids, pelycosaurs, pristerognathids 

Early anapsids, diapsids, asynapsids, pelycosaurs, and pristerognathids had no new nerve or sense features. 

therapsids 

Hearing: Outer ear has pinna. 

Thermoregulation: Therapsids have thermoregulation. 

cynodonts, Eutheria, Tribosphenida, monotremes, Theria 

Early cynodonts, Eutheria, Tribosphenida, monotremes, and Theria had no new nerve or sense features. 

mammals 

Neocortex: Neocortex has four cell layers. 

Vision: Vision sees color. 

Stationary Three-Dimensional Space: Vision has fixed reference frame and stationary three-dimensional space. 

insectivores 

Vision: Forward vision has eyes at face front, and eye visual fields overlap. 

primates, prosimians, monkeys 

Early primates, prosimians, and monkeys had no new nerve or sense features. 

Old World monkeys 

Vision: Vision is trichromatic. 

apes 

Vision: Chimpanzees and humans over two years old can recognize themselves using mirror reflections and can use 

mirrors to look at themselves and reach body-surface locations. 

anthropoid apes 

Frontal Lobes: Neocortex frontal lobes are about memory and space, planning and prediction. 

hominins 

Multisensory Cortex: Neocortex has multisensory regions and two more cell layers, making six layers. 

humans 

Brain: Frontal lobes have better spatial organization. Parietal lobes have better communication. New associational 

cortex is for perception and motion coordination. Language: Neocortex has language areas. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Field 

 

inside sense 

Posture, movement, and pain perception {inside sense, field} detect stimuli from inside body. 

 

outside sense 

Sight, hearing, touch, taste, and smell perception {outside sense, field} detect stimuli from outside body. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Physiology 

 

sense physiology 

Brain processes make sensations {sense, physiology}. Intensity is about amplitude, flux, and energy. Spatial location 

and extension are about size, shape, motion, number, and solidity. Time interval is about sequences, frequency, and 

before and after. Quality is about timbre. 

physiology 

Senses measure intensive quantities (pressure, temperature, concentration, sound, and light) using receptors that 

accumulate energy, an extensive quantity, on small surfaces over time intervals. Absorbed energy displaces mass and 

electric charge and becomes potential energy. Sense-cell altered-molecule potential energies can transfer energy to 

other molecules. Light-energy absorption changes retinal-receptor-molecule atom arrangements. Sound-energy 

absorption moves inner-ear hair-cell hairs and basilar membrane. Mechanical energy absorption stretches skin touch 



receptors. Heat energy absorption or loss moves cell receptor membrane in skin hot-or-cold receptor cells. Mechanical-

energy absorption by smell and taste receptors bonds molecules to receptors and alters molecule atom arrangements. 

Senses analyze signal-wave amplitude, phase, and frequency differences and ratios to make spatial, temporal, 

intensity, and frequency patterns. Information flows represent intensive quantities. 

To detect, neurons can sum inputs to add and pass thresholds. To sum, neurons can take continued sums and so 

perform integration. To model physical interactions, neurons can adding logarithms to multiply. To find solutions, 

factors, probabilities, combinations, and permutations, neurons can sum logarithms to find continued products. To 

perform algebra and calculus operations, neuron assemblies calculate sums, differences, products, divisions, mu 

operations, differentials, integrals, exponentials, and logarithms. To perform geometric operations, neuron assemblies 

calculate rays, splines, lines, lengths, distances, angles, boundaries, areas, regions, region splits, region joins, volumes, 

triangulations, and trilateralizations. To use spaces, neuron assemblies detect coordinates, directions, coordinate 

origins, spatial positions, vectors, matrices, tensors, symmetries, and groups. To use objects, neuron assemblies detect 

self, not-self, patterns, features, objects, and object relations. 

signals 

Electrical signals can vary in amplitude, speed, frequency carried, rate, noise, sensitivity, threshold, attack and decay 

slope, phase, integration, dissemination, feedback, feedforward, control, querying, alternation, regulation, filtering, and 

tuning. Chemical signals can vary in type, concentration, diffusion, active transport, release, packet size, reactivity, and 

energy release. 

signals: continuous/discrete 

Brain has discrete neurons, neurotransmitter packets, nerve impulses, and molecules. Discrete processes can transfer 

and store information without degradation, perform logic operations, and represent categories. 

Sense stimuli are discrete. Light is a photon stream. Sound is a phonon stream. Smells and tastes have individual 

molecule binding. Temperature and pressure are individual molecule movements. Receptors convert stimulus energy 

into ion and molecule motions. However, particles are small and many, and act on millisecond time scales. Over 

macroscopic space and time, stimuli appear continuous in intensity, spatial location and extension, time location and 

duration, and quality. 

signals: vibrations 

Touch receptors can detect mechanical vibrations up to 20 to 30 hertz, which are also the lowest frequency 

vibrations detected by hearing receptors. Below 20 Hz, people feel pressure changes as vibration, rather than hearing 

them as sound. Images flashed at 20-Hz rate begin to blend. 20-Hz is also maximum breathing, muscle-flexing, and 

harmonic-body-movement rate. Muscle contractions up to 20 times per second make "butterflies" in tummy, trembling 

with anger or fear, damping of depression, or excitations of joy. Animals can have spring-like devices that allow higher 

muscle-vibration rates. 

effects 

Sensations tend to cause reflex motor actions, which brain typically suppresses. Sensations excite and inhibit brain 

processes. 

Sensations from voluntary muscles provide feedback after actions, for reward and punishment [Aristotle, -350]. 

measurement 

Brain can measure relative and absolute distances, times, masses, and intensities. Measurements have accuracy, 

precision, reproducibility, selectivity, and sensitivity. 

measurement: units 

Mass, length, and time are fundamental measurements. During development, brain measures intensity ratios to build 

measurement units. Brains calculate distances using triangulation, linear perspective, and geometry [Staudt, 1847] 

[Veblen and Young, 1918]. Brain can detect distance difference of one degree arc. Brains can measure mass by linear 

or angular acceleration or by moment around axis, using combined sight and touch. Brain can detect mass difference of 

100 grams. Perhaps, some neurons signal at millisecond and longer intervals to provide brain clocks for time 

measurement. Brain can detect time difference of 0.03 milliseconds. 

measurement: accumulator 

To measure extensive quantities, chemical or electrical accumulators can sum an intensive quantity sampled over 

time or space. 

measurement: contrast 

Neurons perceive relative intensity differences and intensity ratios. For example, eye receptors respond mainly to 

illumination changes, not to steady light. Receptors detect change over time. Receptor pairs detect differences over 

space. 

processes 

Perception factors stimuli into irreducible features, objects, and events. 



processes: paths 

Complex systems have enough parts, connections, and subsystems to have and regulate internal flows. Brain has a 

central flow and many other pathways and circuits. Central processing stream uses synchronized sequential signals, 

with feedback, feedforward, and other regulatory signals. Reticular activating system and brainstem start depolarization 

streams and so are basic to consciousness. Cerebrum constructs streams of consciousness. 

processes: test signals 

Like radar or sonar, brain scanning sends parallel signals through brain regions to obtain return-signal patterns. 

processes: space 

Neurons detect constants, variables, first derivatives, and second derivatives to determine distances and times and so 

create space and time, using extrapolation, interpolation, differentiation, integration, and optimization. 

processes: motion minimization 

Brain spatial and time coordinates minimize and simplify object motions, and number of objects to track, using fixed 

reference frames. Fixed reference frames make most object motions two-dimensional straight-line motions, which aid 

throwing and catching. In moving reference frames, more objects appear to move, and motions are three-dimensional 

curves. 

processes: nulling 

In size-weight illusions, mass discrimination seems to use nulling. Nulling can explain Weber-Fechner stimulus-

sensation law. 

processes: operations 

Local sensory operations involve finding boundary, determining boundary orientation, increasing contrast, 

decreasing similarities, and detecting motion [Clarke, 1995]. Global sensory operations involve head and body 

movements, object trajectories, feature comparisons, and event sequences. 

processes: resonation 

To resonate, neuron pairs excite interneuron, which excites both neurons equally, while each paired neuron inhibits 

other paired neuron. If paired neurons fire asynchronously, interneuron signal has low amplitude and no frequency. If 

paired neurons fire synchronously, interneuron signal has high amplitude at input-signal frequency. Changing number 

of neurons and synapses traversed, or changing axon lengths, changes frequency. 

Resonance detects synchronicity and so association. Interneurons can send resonating signals forward to other 

neurons. 

processes: sampling 

Body moves sense organs to sample different space regions over time. Directed movements gain information about 

critical features in critical locations at critical times. Birds and other animals move and then pause, every few seconds, 

to gather information [Matthews, 1973]. 

Perhaps, sampling uses attention mechanisms to decide to which location to move. Perhaps, sampling uses 

production systems to decide what to sample next. Perhaps, sampling uses template matching to recognize or categorize 

samples. 

processes: statistics 

Sense processing uses many neurons and so uses statistics. 

processes: synchronization 

Resting neurons send signals that adjust synapse properties and axon lengths, to coordinate timing among neuron 

sets. Synchronized signals lengthen or shorten pathways and quicken or slow synapses, to align time and space metrics. 

processes: tensor 

Sense-organ-receptor-, neuron-, and motor-neuron-array inputs are scalar or vector fields. Array uses a tensor 

function to transform field to output new vector field. Output vector field goes to cortical analysis or muscle and gland 

cells. Muscle cells contract in one direction with varying strength. Muscle-contraction vector fields have net 

contraction. 

processes: timing 

Brain neurons can send time signals at regular millisecond and/or longer intervals to act as clocks. Brain-timing-

mechanism oscillation phases or periods can time perceptual events and body movements. At different times and 

positions, brain clocks run at different speeds for different purposes [Bair and Koch, 1996] [Bair, 1999] [Marsálek et 

al., 1997] [Nowak and Bullier, 1997] [Schmolesky et al., 1998]. 

Accumulation processes, such as adding energy units, can record time passage. Decay processes, subtracting energy 

units from total, can record time passage. Cycles can measure intervals between peaks. Tracking times requires 

processes that persist over time and whose later states causally depend on earlier states. 



processes: wave modulation 

Nerve signals can use wave-frequency modulation and wave-amplitude modulation to represent frequency and 

intensity. 

processes: whole body 

Brain, peripheral nervous system, and motor system interconnect, and sense qualities involve brain and body. For 

example, stroking skin can make people feel sense qualities in other body locations. Music and visual patterns can 

evoke whole body changes. Moods integrate senses, motor system, and body into overall feelings. Surprised people 

draw in breath and pull back, because drawing in breath helps one pull back, and body pulls away from what is in front. 

speed 

Brain processes sounds faster than sights. Brain processes colors faster than shapes. Action pathway is faster than 

object-recognition pathway. Brain calculates eye movements faster than voluntary movements [Revonsuo, 1999]. 

speed: information processing rate 

Neuron information-processing rate is 40 bits per second. Ear information capacity is 10,000 bits per second. Eye 

can see 50 images per second, so eye information capacity is 500,000 to 600,000 bits per second. 

 

adaptation to sensation 

Previous cell stimulation {adapting stimulus} reduces cell response {adaptation, sensation} {sensory adaptation} 

{sense adaptation}. Receptors have fewer biochemical reactions {receptor adaptation}, because cell has fewer energy 

storage molecules and cells make energy molecules slower than they use them. Receptors have lower cell-membrane 

potential gradients, because ions have flowed through membrane channels and active transport is slower than ion flow 

through open ion channels. After adapting stimulus ceases, cells increase sensitivity and responses. 

 

biofeedback 

Monitoring heart rate electronically {biofeedback}| allows learning voluntary heart-rate control. 

 

characteristic delay 

Neurons can receive from two eye, ear, or other-sense neurons and detect time, space, or intensity differences. For 

two spatial positions, cells detect ear time difference {characteristic delay}, eye spatial difference, or smell, taste, or 

touch concentration or pressure difference. 

 

quality 

Sense qualities {quality, sense} depend on opponent and categorization processes. 

sum 

ON-center neuron can add inputs from two neurons. Brightness depends on adding. 

opponent processes 

ON-center neuron can receive input from two neurons. Input from one neuron subtracts from input from other 

neuron. Human color vision uses such opponent processes. (Opponent-process opposites have same information as 

opponent process.) 

continuous 

Sum and opponent processes make continuous scales. For example, values can range from +1 to -1. 

categorization 

To divide ranges into intervals and make discrete categories, neurons use thresholds [Damper and Harnad, 2000]. 

Comparing different opponent processes can filter to make categories. 

 

response internalization 

Stimuli tend to cause muscular or glandular responses. By attending to stimuli or responses, animals can learn to 

inhibit muscular or glandular responses, so signals only affect brain {response internalization}. 

 

sensory onset asynchrony 

Brain can sense simultaneous stimuli at different times {sensory onset asynchrony} (SOA). 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Physiology>Intensity 

 

intensity 

Perceptions have relative intensities {intensity, sense physiology} at locations. 



coding 

Axon-hillock membrane potential, axon current, average nerve-impulse rate, or neurotransmitter release can 

represent intensity. 

receptors 

Mechanical strains, temperature changes, chemical bonding, cell-hair vibration, and photon absorption change 

receptor membrane-molecule configurations. Configuration rearrangement changes molecule potential energy. 

Molecule steady-state configurations have lowest potential energy. Receptors transduce molecule potential-energy 

change into neurotransmitter-packet release at synapses onto neuron dendrites and cell bodies. Neurotransmitters open 

or close membrane ion channels to change synaptic neuron-membrane electric potential. 

neurons 

Synaptic membrane potentials spread to neuron axon hillock, where they add. Every millisecond, if hillock-

membrane depolarization exceeds threshold, hillock membrane sends nerve impulse down axon. 

threshold 

Previous activity and neurohormones change neuron thresholds, so neurons detect current relative intensity, not 

absolute intensity. Perceptual intensities can be transient or sustained. 

 

irritability of sense 

Small stimuli, such as gentle touch, can trigger sense response {irritability, sense}. 

 

sensory transducer 

Sense receptors {sensory transducer} convert kinetic or potential energy from mechanical-force touch, temperature, 

and hearing translations and vibrations, or electrical-force light, liquids, or gases into cell-membrane depolarizations, 

whose electrical effects pass to neurons. 

 

sustained response 

Machine computation is for stepwise analysis. Brain computation is for synthesis over time. Unlike computer 

programs, sensations can cause ongoing excitation {sustained response} at same location. Sustained responses are like 

steady states, not equilibrium states or transient states. Sustained responses use invariants and transformations to reach 

steady state. Neural assemblies have evolved to develop sustained responses. Sustained responses can serve as symbol 

grounds. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Physiology>Binding 

 

binding 

Objects have shape, texture, color, spatial location, distance, surface orientation, and motion. Brain processes object 

information in separate brain regions at different times and different processing speeds. Perception neural activities 

associate {binding} all feature and object information at all times [Domany et al., 1994] [Lisman and Idiart, 1995] 

[Malsburg, 1981] [Malsburg, 1995] [Malsburg, 1999] [Milner, 1974] [Robertson, 2003] [Treisman, 1996] [Treisman 

and Schmidt, 1982] [Treisman, 1998] [Tsal, 1989] [Wojciulik and Kanwisher, 1998] [Wolfe and Cave, 1999]. Color, 

shape, depth, motion, and orientation unify into objects and events [Treisman, 2003]. Same-spatial-location features 

associate. Simultaneous features associate. 

attention 

Binding typically requires attention. Perhaps, attention enhances attended-object brain processing. Simultaneous 

attention to features associates them. With minimum attention, adjacent-object property can bind to half-attended 

object. With no attention, non-conscious information processing can have perceptual binding [Treisman and Gelade, 

1980]. 

short-term memory 

Binding requires short-term memory, which holds all object features simultaneously. Short-term memory processing 

has EEG gamma waves. Perhaps, reverberating brain activity causes gamma waves. However, short-term memory 

involves more than synchronous or phasic firing [Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999]. 

brain processes 

Perhaps, binding uses neuron labels, gene patterns, development patterns, frequently repeated experiences, space 

location, or time synchronization [Malsburg, 1999]. Learned associations link similar features. 

Mammal superior colliculus can integrate same-spatial-location multisensory information, but reptiles use only 

separate sense processes [O'Regan and Noë, 2001]. Strongly firing cortical and thalamic neurons link temporarily. 

Medial-temporal-lobe system, especially hippocampus, is for binding. Visual-cortex neuron-assembly synchronous 



firing can represent object images [Engel and Singer, 2001] [Engel et al., 1991] [Engel et al., 1999] [Gray, 1999] [Gray 

et al., 1989] [Kreiter and Singer, 1996] [Laurent, 1999] [Laurent et al., 2001] [MacLeod et al., 1998] [Malsburg, 1981] 

[Malsburg, 1999] [Shadlen and Movshon, 1999] [Singer, 1999] [Singer, 2000] [Stopfer et al., 1997] [Thiele and Stoner, 

2003]. Perhaps, master maps or central information exchanges synchronize topographic maps. 

 

binding problem 

From one stimulus source, brain processes different feature types in separate brain regions, at different times and 

processing speeds. How does brain associate object features {binding problem}|? Perhaps, brains use common signals 

for all processes. 

Moving spot triggers different motion detectors. How does brain associate two stimulus sources with one moving 

object {correspondence problem, binding}? Perhaps, brain follows spot from one location to next unambiguously. 

Turning one spot on and off can trigger same motion detector. How does brain associate detector activation at 

different times with one spot? Perhaps, brain assumes same location is same object. 

 

parsing problem 

From many stimulus sources, brain processes different objects' feature types in separate brain regions, at different 

times and processing speeds. How do brains associate object features to objects {parsing problem}|? Perhaps, brains 

use common signals for processes. 

 

perceptual field 

Perhaps, background field {perceptual field} links perceptual locations, synchronizes times, and associates features 

to objects and events. During development, space and time correlations among sense features and motor movements 

build perceptual field. First, neurons note other-neuron states and store feature correlations. Next, neuron assemblies 

note other-neuron-assembly states and store object and movement correlations. Then, larger neuron assemblies work 

together to store scenes and stories [Desimone and Duncan, 1995] [Flohr, 2000] [Freeman, 1975] [Harris et al., 2003] 

[Hebb, 1949] [Palm, 1982] [Palm, 1990] [Rowland and Blumenthal, 1974] [Szentagothai and Arbib, 1975] [Varela et 

al., 2001]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Blood Pressure 

 

baroreceptor 

Reduced blood volume decreases blood pressure and stimulates left-atrium, aorta, and carotid low-pressure stretch 

receptors {baroreceptor}. Baroreceptors stimulate glossopharyngeal and vagus cranial nerves to hypothalamus, which 

causes pituitary-nerve terminals to secrete arginine vasopressin to constrict blood vessels to increase blood pressure. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Blood Osmolality 

 

osmoreceptor 

Increased plasma concentration and higher osmolality stimulate hypothalamus receptors {osmoreceptor}. 

Hypothalamus causes pituitary-nerve terminals to secrete arginine vasopressin to constrict blood vessels to decrease 

kidney water loss. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Blood Gases 

 

carotid body 

Internal carotid-artery receptors {carotid body}| {carotid sinus} measure blood oxygen and carbon dioxide 

concentrations, and send signals to control breathing rate and breath-holding response. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Defecation 

 

defecation sense 

Rectum sensors {distension receptor, rectum} measure distension and send signals to control discomfort feeling 

{defecation, sense}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Electroreception 

 



electroreception 

Using ampullae of Lorenzini or tuberous receptors, electric fish can detect electric-field-change information and 

electric waves {electroreception}|, and send along lateral-line nerve to brain. Rays, skates, sawfish, electric rays, 

sturgeons, lungfish, sharks, and ratfish or chimaera combine electroreceptor system with other sense modes. 

 

ampullae of Lorenzini 

Sharks, skates, electric rays, rays, lungfish, sawfish, sturgeon, and ratfish {chimaera} have skin pores that open into 

electrically charged gel tubes, which go to ampullae {ampullae of Lorenzini} (Stefano Lorenzini) [1678]. Ampullae 

have one sensor layer, with calcium ion inflow and potassium ion outflow, that sends to neurons that send along lateral-

line nerve to brain. 

 

tuberous receptor 

Elephant-nose fish and other mud dwellers emit electric fields and have electric-field receptors {tuberous receptor} 

that detect electric-field disturbances caused by other-organism movements. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing 

 

hearing 

People have inner-ear cochleas {hearing, sense} {audition, sense}, with sense receptors for mechanical compression-

and-rarefaction longitudinal vibrations {sound, hearing}. Sounds have loudness intensity and tone frequency. Hearing 

also analyzes sound-wave phases to locate sound space directions and distances. Hearing qualities include whisper, 

speech, music, noise, and scream. Hearing can perceive who is speaking, what their emotional state is, and whether 

they are lying. 

physical properties 

Hearable events are mechanical compression-and-rarefaction longitudinal vibrations in air and body tissues, with 

frequencies 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. Sound-wave frequencies have intensities, amplitude, and phase. 

Two frequencies can have harmonic ratios, with small integers in numerator and denominator. 

Sound waves ultimately vibrate cochlea hair cells. 

neurons 

At low frequencies, sound and neuron activity have same frequency. At high frequencies, nerve-fiber activity 

distribution represents pitch. Neuron firing rate and number represent sound intensity. 

properties: aging 

Aging can shift tone sequence. 

properties: analytic sense 

Tones are independent and do not mix. People can simultaneously hear different frequencies at different intensities. 

properties: beats 

Sound waves can superpose to create lower-frequency beats. 

properties: habituation 

Hearing does not habituate quickly. 

properties: hearing yourself speak 

Bone attenuates higher frequencies, so people hear their own speech as more mellow than others do. 

properties: individual differences 

Sound has same physical properties for everyone, and hearing processes are similar, so hearing perceptions are 

similar. All people hear similar tone spectrum, with same tones and tone sequence. 

properties: memory 

Melodies ending in harmonic cadence are easier to remember than those that end otherwise. 

properties: opposites 

Tones have no opposites. 

properties: precision 

People easily distinguish tones and half tones and can distinguish quarter tones after learning. Adjacent-quartertone 

frequencies differ by several percent. 

properties: tempo 

People can perceive sound presentation speed: slow, medium, or fast. 

properties: time 

Hearing is in real time, with a half-second delay. 



properties: tone relations 

Tones have unique tone relations. A, B, C, D, E, F, and G tone-frequency ratios must be the same for all octaves. 

Tones, such as middle A, must be two times the frequency of same tone, such as lower A, in next-lower octave. 

Without constant in-octave and across-octave frequency ratios, tone A becomes tone B or G in other octaves. For 

normal hearing, tones relate in only one consistent and complete way. Tones cannot substitute and can never be other 

tones. 

properties: tone similarities 

Similar tones have similar frequencies or are octaves apart. 

properties: waves 

Tones directly relate to physical sound-wave frequencies and intensities. Sound waves have emissions, absorptions, 

vibrations, reflections, and transmissions. 

properties: warm and cool 

Warm tones have longer and lower attack and decay, longer tones, and more harmonics. Cool tones have shorter and 

higher attack and decay, shorter tones, and fewer harmonics. 

evolution 

Hearing evolved from fish lateral line, which has hair cells. Hearing uses one basic receptor type. Reptile hair cells 

have oscillating potentials from interacting voltage-gated-calcium and calcium-gated-potassium channels, so hair 

vibrations match sound frequencies. Mammal hair cells vibrate at sound frequencies and have sound-frequency 

oscillating potentials, but they add force to increase vibration amplitude. Perhaps, the first hearing was for major water 

vibrations. 

development 

By 126 days (four months), fetus has first high-level hearing. 

Newborns react to loud sounds. If newborns are alert, high sound frequencies cause freezing, but low ones soothe 

crying and increase motor activity. Rhythmic sounds quiet newborns. 

animals 

Animals can detect three pitch-change patterns: up, down, and up then down. Bats can emit and hear ultrasound. 

Some moths can hear ultrasound, to sense bats [Wilson, 1971] [Wilson, 1975] [Wilson, 1998]. Insects can use hearing 

to locate mates [Wilson, 1971] [Wilson, 1975] [Wilson, 1998]. 

relations to other senses 

Hearing, temperature, and touch involve mechanical energy. Touch can feel vibrations below 20 Hz. Hearing can 

feel vibrations above 20 Hz. Sound vibrates eardrum and other body surfaces but is not felt as touch. 

Vision seems unrelated to hearing, but both detect wave frequency and intensity. Hearing detects longitudinal 

mechanical waves, and vision detects transverse electric waves. Hearing has ten-octave frequency range, and vision has 

one-octave frequency range. Hearing has higher energy level than vision. Hearing is analytic, but vision is synthetic. 

Hearing can have interference from more than one source, and vision can have interference from only one source. 

Hearing uses phase differences, but vision does not. Hearing is silent from most spatial locations, but vision displays 

information from all scene locations. Hearing has sound attack and decay, but vision is so fast that it has no temporal 

properties. 

Smell and taste seem unrelated to hearing. 

 

absolute pitch 

Some people can name heard tones {absolute pitch}|, and this correlates with learning note names when young. 

 

cocktail party effect 

People can listen to one speaker when several speakers are talking {cocktail party effect}. Hearing attends to one 

message stream by localizing sounds using binaural hearing and sound quality and by inhibiting other message streams. 

 

McGurk effect 

Seeing lip movement aids auditory perception {McGurk effect}. In humans, sight dominates sound. 

 

otic 

Things can be about ears {otic}. 

 



sound dodeconion 

Equal-temperament tones can form mathematical groups {sound dodeconion}. The twelve octave tones and half-

tones have equally spaced frequencies. A regular 12-vertex dodecagram has points separated by 30 degrees and can 

represent the twelve tones, and rotations by 30-degree multiples result in same geometric figure. 

frequency ratios 

Tone pairs have frequency ratios. Octave from middle-C to high-C has tone frequency ratio 2/1. Middle tone, such as 

middle-G, makes reciprocal tone ratios, such as middle-C/middle-G, 3/2, and middle-G/high-C, 4/3. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy 

 

Eustachian tube 

A tube {Eustachian tube}| goes from middle ear to pharynx, to equalize pressure inside and outside eardrums. 

Pharynx valves close tube when talking but open tube when swallowing or yawning or when outside air pressure 

changes. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Brain 

 

belt area 

Area {belt area} adjacent to area-A1 primary auditory cortex can receive from area A1 and respond to complex 

sound features. 

 

parabelt area 

Area {parabelt area} laterally adjacent to belt area can receive from belt area and respond to complex sounds and 

multisensory features. 

 

tonotopic organization 

Cortical frequency-sensitive auditory neurons align from low to high frequency {tonotopic organization}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Brain>Neurons 

 

auditory neuron 

Hearing neurons {auditory neuron} receive input from 10 to 30 hair-cell receptors. 

frequency 

Auditory neurons respond to one frequency, within several percent. Frequencies are between 20 Hz and 20,000 Hz. 

intensity 

Auditory neurons respond to low, medium, or high intensity. Low-spontaneous-firing-rate neurons {low-

spontaneous fiber} are for high-intensity sound and have narrow-band frequency tuning. With no stimulation, their 

firing rate is less than 10/s. Firing rate rises with intensity {rate-intensity function, neuron}. 

High-spontaneous-firing-rate neurons {high-spontaneous fiber} are for low-intensity sound and have broad-band 

frequency tuning. With no stimulation, their firing rate is greater than 30/s. Firing rate rises with intensity to maximum 

at low intensity. 

Mid-spontaneous fibers are for intermediate-intensity sound. With no stimulation, firing rate is greater than 10/s and 

less than 30/s. 

 

omega interneuron 

Free intracellular calcium ions modulate cricket hearing interneurons {omega interneuron} [Huber and Thorson, 

1985] [Sobel and Tank, 1994]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Ear 

 

ear 

Human hearing organs {ear} have outer ear to catch sounds, middle ear to concentrate sounds, and inner ear to 

analyze sound frequency and intensity. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Ear>Outer Ear 

 



outer ear 

Pinna and ear canal {outer ear}| gather and focus sound on eardrum. 

 

pinna 

Only mammal ears have a cartilage flap {pinna}| {pinnae}, to catch sounds. 

 

auditory canal 

A 2.5-centimeter tube {auditory canal}| {ear canal}, from outside pinna to inside tympanic membrane, protects 

tympanic membrane from objects and loud sounds. 

 

earwax 

Auditory canal has wax {earwax}|. Perhaps, earwax keeps ear canal moist and/or sticks to insects. 

 

eardrum 

Thin connective-tissue membrane {tympanic membrane} {eardrum}| is across ear-canal inner end. Tympanic 

membrane is 18 times larger than oval window. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Ear>Middle Ear 

 

middle ear 

Eardrum connects to air cavity {middle ear}|. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Ear>Middle Ear>Bones 

 

ossicles 

Middle ear has three small bones {ossicles}|: hammer, anvil, and stirrup. Two middle ear bones evolved from reptile 

lower jawbones [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

hammer bone 

Eardrum connects to middle-ear bone {hammer bone}| {malleus}, which connects to anvil. 

 

anvil bone 

Hammer bone connects to middle-ear bone {anvil bone}| {incus}, which connects to stirrup. Anvil bone is smaller 

than hammer bone to concentrate sound pressure. 

 

stirrup bone 

Anvil bone connects to middle-ear bone {stirrup bone}| {stapes}, which connects to oval window. Stirrup bone is 

smaller than anvil bone to concentrate sound pressure. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Ear>Middle Ear>Muscles 

 

tensor tympani muscle 

Muscles {tensor tympani muscle} attached to malleus can tense to dampen loud vibration. 

 

stapedius muscle 

Muscles {stapedius muscle} attached to stapes can tense to dampen loud vibration. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Cochlea 

 

cochlea 

A coiled trumpet-shaped fluid-filled organ {inner ear} {cochlea}|, 4 mm diameter and 35 mm long, is in temporal 

bone. 

 

hair cell in cochlea 

Inner ear, nearer auditory nerve, has one straight row of 3500 inner hair cells {hair cell, cochlea} and has three S-

curved rows with 3500 outer hair cells each (10,500 total). Outer-hair-cell cilia poke through tectorial membrane. Hairs 



have long part, medium part, and short part, linked by hairs from small tip to medium middle and from medium tip to 

large middle. Cochlea hair-cell receptors microscopic fibers and microscopic cross-fibers cause resonance between 

frequencies. 

Oval-window movement makes pressure waves, down vestibular canal, which cause middle-canal vertical 

movement, which slides tectorial-membrane gel horizontally over upright cilia. If pushed one way, hair-cell-membrane 

potential increases from resting potential. If pushed other way, potential decreases. Inner hair cells send to 10 to 30 

auditory neurons. 

Outer hair cells can receive brain signals to extend cilia, to stiffen cochlear partition and dampen sound. This reduces 

signal-to-noise ratio, lowers required input intensity to sharpen tuning, or sends secondary signals to inner hair cells. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Cochlea>Window 

 

oval window in ear 

Stapes connects to membrane across opening {oval window, hearing}| at cochlea beginning. Oval window is 18 

times smaller than tympanic membrane, to concentrate sound pressure. 

 

round window 

At base, tympanic canal has soft tissue {round window} that absorbs high pressure. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Cochlea>Canals 

 

tympanic canal 

Cochlea outside has a canal {tympanic canal} {scala tympani}. Tympanic membrane is over tympanic-canal end. 

Round window is over tympanic-canal base. 

 

vestibular canal 

Cochlea outside has a canal {vestibular canal} {scala vestibuli}. 

 

helicotrema 

Tympanic and vestibular canals join at cochlea point {helicotrema}. 

 

middle canal 

Cochlea middle has a canal {middle canal} {scala media}. 

 

cochlear canal 

Cochlea inside has a canal {cochlear canal}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Anatomy>Cochlea>Membranes 

 

Reissner membrane 

Membrane {Reissner's membrane} separates middle canal and vestibular canal. 

 

basilar membrane 

In cochlear canal, a coil {basilar membrane} also separates middle canal and tympanic canal. Close to oval window 

{base, basilar membrane}, basilar membrane is stiff and narrow. At other end {apex, basilar membrane}, basilar 

membrane is wider and less stiff. 

 

organ of Corti 

Basilar-membrane structures {organ of Corti} have 30,000 hair-cell receptors, with stereocilia and fibers. Organ-of-

Corti base detects high frequencies, and organ-of-Corti apex detects low frequencies (place code). 

 

tectorial membrane 

Gel membrane {tectorial membrane} attaches to end of, and floats in, middle canal and touches outer hair cells. 

 



cochlear partition 

Basilar membrane, tectorial membrane, and organ of Corti together {cochlear partition} detect sounds. Cochlear 

partition is in middle canal. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Physiology 

 

hearing physiology 

Sounds affect many hair-cell receptors {hearing, physiology}. Hearing finds intensities at frequencies and frequency 

bands (sound spectrum). 

properties: fundamental missing 

If people hear harmonics without the fundamental frequency, they hear the fundamental frequency, probably by 

temporal coding. Amplifying a chord tone causes hearing both tone and its fundamental tone, though fundamental 

frequency has zero intensity. 

properties: octave 

Animals conditioned to respond to pitch respond almost equally to its above and below octaves. 

properties: phase differences 

People cannot hear phase differences, but hearing can use phase differences to locate sounds. 

properties: rhythm 

Hearing can recognize rhythms and rhythmic groups. 

properties: timing 

People perceive two sounds less than three milliseconds apart as the same sound. 

processes: contrast 

Hearing uses lateral inhibition to enhance contrast to distinguish sounds. 

processes: damping 

Later tones constrain basilar membrane. Lower-frequency later tones constrain basilar membrane more. If later tone 

is more than 1000 Hz lower than earlier tone, to hear first tone requires high loudness. If later tone is more than 300 Hz 

higher than earlier tone, to hear first tone requires moderate loudness. 

processes: filtering 

Hearing integrates over many neurons to filter frequencies to find their individual intensities. Hearing performs 

limited-resolution Fourier analysis on sound frequencies [Friedmann, 1979]. 

processes: important sounds 

Important sounds use more neurons and synapses. 

processes: memory 

Previous sound experiences help distinguish current sound patterns. 

brain 

Because brain is viscous, sound cannot affect brain tissue. 

 

continuity effect 

For short sounds in noisy backgrounds, hearing can complete missing sounds or sharpen noisy sounds {continuity 

effect} {perceptual restoration effect}. Hearing does not fill in short silences with sounds, but sharpens temporal 

boundaries. Hearing does not know when it fills in. 

 

echo perception 

Sound radiates in all directions from sources and reflects from various surfaces back to ears {echo perception}. 

Hearing can distinguish echoes from their source sounds. Hearing uses binaural signals to suppress echoes. 

 

head-related transfer function 

Body and head, including pinnae and ear canals, transmit and absorb different-frequency, different-elevation, and 

different-azimuth sounds differently {head-related transfer function}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Physiology>Frequency 

 

pitch in hearing 

People can perceive sound frequency {pitch, sound}|. 



frequency 

People can hear ten frequency octaves, from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. Lowest frequencies, 20 Hz to 30 Hz, are also 

highest vibrations detectable by touch. 

Shortest hair-cell hair lengths detect highest frequencies. High-frequency tones vibrate basilar-membrane stiff 

narrow end, far from oval window. Above 3000 Hz, higher hearing neurons respond to frequency, tone pattern, or 

intensity range. 

Low-frequency tones activate all hair cells, with greater activity near oval window and its long-hair hair cells. 

sensitivity 

People are most sensitive at frequency 1800 Hz. 

neuron firing 

Maximum neuron firing rate is 800 Hz. After sound frequency and firing rate reach 800 Hz, firing rate drops 

abruptly, and more than one neuron carries sound-frequency information. After sound frequency and firing rate reach 

1600 Hz, firing rate drops abruptly. 

 

characteristic frequency 

Auditory neurons have frequency {characteristic frequency} (CF) at which they are most sensitive. The 

characteristic frequency is at the maximum of the frequency-intensity spectrum (threshold tuning curve). For CF = 500 

Hz at 0 dB, 1000 Hz is at 80 dB, and 200 Hz is at 50 dB. For CF = 1100 Hz at 5 dB, 1500 Hz is at 80 dB, and 500 Hz is 

at 50 dB. For CF = 2000 Hz at 5 dB, 3500 Hz is at 80 dB, and 500 Hz is at 80 dB. For CF = 3000 Hz at 5 dB, 3500 Hz 

is at 80 dB, 700 Hz to 2000 Hz is at 50 dB, and 500 Hz is at 80 dB. For CF = 8000 Hz at 5 dB, 9000 Hz is at 80 dB, 

1000 Hz to 3000 Hz is at 60 dB, and 500 Hz is at 80 dB. For CF = 10000 Hz at 5 dB, 10500 Hz is at 80 dB, 5000 Hz is 

at 80 dB, 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz is at 60 dB, and 500 Hz is at 80 dB. 

 

critical band 

Auditory-nerve channels carry frequency-range {critical band} information. 

 

microphonic electric pulse 

For 100-Hz to 6000-Hz sound stimuli, basilar membrane has electric pulses, with same frequency and intensity, 

caused by potentials from all hair cells, that do not fatigue. 

For 20-Hz to 900-Hz sound stimuli, auditory-neuron axons have electric pulses {microphonic electric pulse}, 

measured in cochlear nerve, with same frequency and intensity [Saul and Davis, 1932]. For 900-Hz to 1800-Hz sound 

stimuli, auditory-neuron axons have electric pulses with same frequency and one-half intensity. For 1800-Hz to 2700-

Hz sound stimuli, auditory-neuron axons have electric pulses with same frequency and one-third intensity. For above-

2700-Hz sound stimuli, auditory-neuron axons have electric pulses that do not correlate with frequency and intensity. 

Perhaps, auditory nerve uses summed potentials of microphonic-electric-pulse envelopes. 

 

phase locking 

For below-500-Hz sound stimuli, auditory-neuron-axon signals have same frequency and phase {phase locking, 

hearing}. 

 

recruitment 

Similar frequencies group together to make increasing loudness {recruitment, hearing}. 

 

tone chroma 

Tones that share one octave have perceivable sound features {tone chroma}. 

 

tone height 

Tone frequency determines low or high pitch {tone height}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Physiology>Frequency>Masking 

 

critical band masking 

Noise or tones within two octaves of stimulus frequency can interfere with stimulus perception {critical band 

masking}. Pure tones mask high frequencies more than low frequencies, because higher frequencies activate smaller 

basilar-membrane regions. Complex tones mask low frequencies more than high frequencies, because lower 

frequencies have more energy than higher frequencies [Sobel and Tank, 1994]. 



 

preceding tone 

Previous-tone {preceding tone} intensity-frequency spectrum affects neuron current-tone response. 

 

two-tone suppression 

Different later tone can decrease auditory-neuron firing rate {two-tone suppression}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Physiology>Frequency>Spectrum 

 

audibility curve 

At each audible frequency, people have an intensity threshold {audibility curve}. 

 

equal loudness curve 

At each audible frequency, specific sound-pressure levels (SPL) cause people to hear equal loudness {equal loudness 

curve}. 

 

isointensity curve 

At constant amplitude, auditory-neuron firing rate depends on frequency {isointensity curve}. For amplitude 20 dB 

at characteristic frequency, firing rate is 180 per second. For amplitude 20 dB at 500 Hz below or 500 Hz above 

characteristic frequency, firing rate is 50 per second. For amplitude 20 dB at 1300 Hz to 1400 Hz above characteristic 

frequency, auditory neurons have spontaneous firing rate. 

 

threshold tuning curve 

At each frequency, people have a sound-intensity threshold {threshold tuning curve}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Physiology>Frequency>Timbre 

 

timbre of sound 

Same-intensity-and-pitch sounds can have different harmonics {timbre, sound}|. Rapid timbre changes are difficult 

to perceive. 

 

clarity of tone 

Clear tones {clarity, tone} have narrow frequency band. Unclear tones have wide frequency band. 

 

fullness of tone 

Full tones {fullness, tone} have many frequency resonances. Shallow tones have few frequency resonances. 

 

shrillness of tone 

Shrill tones {shrillness} have higher frequencies. Dull tones have lower frequencies. 

 

stridency and mellowness 

Sounds with many high-frequency components seem sharp or strident {stridency}. Tones with mostly low-frequency 

components seem dull or mellow {mellowness}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Physiology>Intensity 

 

hearing intensity 

People can hear sound energies as small as random air-molecule motions. {hearing, intensity} {sound intensity}. 

Because oval window is smaller than eardrum, sound pressure increases in middle ear. Middle-ear bones increase 

sound intensity by acting as levers that convert distance into force. 

distortion 

High sound intensities can strain materials past their elastic limit, so intensity and/or frequency change. 

frequency 

For same stimulus-input energy, low-frequency tones sound louder, and high-frequency tones sound quieter. Smaller 

hair-cell hairs have faster vibrations and smaller amplitudes. 



maximum sound 

Maximum sound is when physical ear structures have inelastic strain, which stretches surface tissues past point to 

which they can completely return. 

pain 

Maximum sound causes pain. 

rate 

For amplitude 40 dB to 80 dB at frequency between 2000 Hz below and 50 Hz above characteristic frequency, 

maximum firing rate is 280 per second {rate saturation, hearing}. 

temporal integration 

If sound has constant intensity for less than 100 ms, perceived loudness decreases {temporal integration, hearing}. If 

sound has constant intensity for 100 ms to 300 ms, perceived loudness increases. If sound has constant intensity for 

longer than 300 ms, perceived loudness is constant. 

 

acoustic reflex 

At loud-sound onset, stapedius and tensor tympani muscles contract {acoustic reflex}, to dampen stapes and eardrum 

vibration. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Physiology>Intensity>Rate 

 

attack in sound 

Tones can rise quickly or slowly from background noise level to maximum intensity {attack, hearing}| {onset, 

hearing}. Fast onset sounds aggressive. Slow onset sounds peaceful. 

 

decay in sound 

Tones can fall slowly or rapidly from maximum to background noise level {decay, hearing} {offset, hearing}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Physiology>Source Location 

 

source location 

Hearing perceives sound-source locations {source location} {sound location}, in space. Most space locations are 

silent. One space location can have several sound sources. Hearing determines sound location separately and 

independently of perceiving tones. 

azimuth 

Hearing can calculate angle to right or left, from straight-ahead to straight-behind, in horizontal plane. 

elevation 

Hearing can calculate height and angle above horizontal plane. People perceive lower frequencies as slightly lower 

than actual elevation. People perceive higher frequencies as slightly higher than actual elevation. 

frequency and distance 

Sound sources farther than 1000 meters have fewer high frequencies, because of air damping. 

sound reflection and distance 

Sound energy comes directly from sources and reflects from other surfaces. Close sounds have more direct energy 

than reflected energy. Far sounds have more reflected energy than direct energy. Reflected sounds have fewer high 

frequencies than direct sounds, because longer distances cause more air damping. 

 

auditory stream segregation 

Hearing can separate complex sounds from one source into independent continuous sound streams {auditory stream 

segregation}. 

Sound grouping has same Gestalt laws as visual grouping. 

If one ear hears melody with large ascending and descending tone jumps, and other ear hears another melody with 

large ascending and descending tone jumps, people do not hear left-ear melody and right-ear melody but hear two 

melodies, different than either original melodies, that depend on alternating-tone proximities. 

 

source segregation 

People separate sounds from multiple sources into independent continuous sound streams {auditory scene analysis} 

{source segregation}. Hearing separates sounds from different locations into independent continuous sound streams 

{spatial separation, hearing}. 



 

binauralism 

Having two ears {binauralism} allows calculating time and amplitude differences between left-ear and right-ear 

sound streams from same space location. 

 

focusing 

Hearing can reject unwanted messages {focusing, hearing}, using binauralism to localize sounds. 

 

interaural level difference 

The same sound reaches right and left ear at different intensity levels {interaural level difference} (ILD). Level 

difference can be as small as 1 dB. Intensity difference reflects stimulus distance, approaching or receding sounds, and 

body sound damping. Slight head movements are enough to eliminate direction ambiguity. Intensity differences due 

only to sound distance, or to approaching or receding sounds, are useful up to one or two meters. Beyond two meters, 

differences are too small to detect. 

damping 

Pinnae and head bones absorb sounds with frequencies higher than 1500 Hz, according to their frequency-related 

dampening function. Pinnae and head-bone damping differs on right and left, depending on source location, and 

hearing uses the intensity differences to determine space directions and distances beyond one or two meters. 

brain 

Lateral superior olive detects intensity-level differences between left-right ears and right-left ears, to make opponent 

systems. To find distance, two receptor outputs go to two different neurons, which both send to difference-finding 

neuron. Opposite-ear output goes to trapezoid-body medial nucleus, which lies beside pons lateral superior olive and 

inhibits same-ear lateral-superior-olive output. Interaural time difference and interaural level difference work together. 

 

interaural time difference 

The same sound reaches right and left ear at different times {interaural time difference, hearing} (ITD), because 

distances from source location to ear differ, and ears have distance between them. Hearing can detect several 

microseconds of time difference. Slight head movements are enough to eliminate direction ambiguity. Interaural time 

difference uses frequencies lower than 1500 Hz, because they have no body damping. 

Medial superior olive detects time differences between left-right ears and right-left ears, to make opponent systems. 

To find distances, two receptor outputs go to two different neurons, which both send to difference-finding neuron. 

Interaural time difference and interaural level difference work together. 

 

cone of confusion 

In a cone {cone of confusion} {confusion cone} from head center into space, sounds have same intensity and timing, 

because ear timing differences (interaural time difference) and intensity differences (interaural level difference) are 

zero. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Physiology>Techniques 

 

audiometer 

Electronic instruments {audiometer}| can test hearing. 

 

microphone effect 

Amplified auditory-nerve signals played through speakers sound same as stimulus sounds {microphone effect}. 

 

psychoacoustics 

People can study subjective sense qualities or psychological changes evoked by sound stimuli {psychoacoustics}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Music 

 

music and hearing 

Physical sound attributes directly relate to music attributes {music, hearing} {hearing, music}. Physical-sound 

frequency relates to music pitch. Music is mostly about frequency combinations. However, above 5000 Hz, musical 

pitch is lost. Physical-sound intensity relates to music loudness. Physical-sound duration relates to music rhythm. 

Physical=sound spectral complexity relates to music timbre. 



However, frequency affects loudness. Intensity affects pitch. Tone frequency separation affects time-interval 

perception. Harmonic fluctuations, pitch changes, vibrato, and non-pitched-instrument starting noises {transient, 

sound} affect timbre. Timbre affects pitch. 

emotion: chords 

Chords typically convey similar feelings to people. Minor seventh is mournful. Major seventh is desire. Minor 

second is anguish. Humans experience tension in dissonance and repose in consonance. 

emotion: pitch change 

Music emotions mostly depend on relative pitch changes (not rhythm, timbre, or harmony). 

emotion: key 

Music keys have characteristic emotions. Composers typically repeat same keys and timbre, and composers have 

typical moods. 

song: melody 

Note sequences can rise, fall, or stay same. People can recognize melodies from several notes. 

song: musical phrase 

People perceive music phrase by phrase, because phrases have repeated often and because phrases take one breath. 

Children complete half-finished musical phrases using tones, rhythm, and harmony. 

brain 

No brain region is only for music. Music uses cognitive and language regions. 

 

tone in music 

Musical pitch makes musical notes {tone, hearing}. 

octave 

Tones can be double or half other-tone frequencies. Octaves go from a note to similar higher note, such as middle-C 

at 256 Hz to high-C at 512 Hz. Hearing covers ten octaves: 20 Hz, 40 Hz, 80 Hz, 160 Hz, 320 Hz, 640 Hz, 1280 Hz, 

2560 Hz, 5120 Hz, 10240 Hz, and 20480 Hz. 

octave tones 

Within one octave are 7 whole tones, 7 + 5 = 12 halftones, and 24 quartertones. 

overtones 

Tones two, four, eight, and so on, times fundamental frequency are fundamental-frequency overtones. 

sharpness or flatness 

Fully sharp tone has frequency one halftone higher than tone. Slightly sharp tone has frequency slightly higher than 

tone. Fully flat tone has frequency one halftone lower than tone. Slightly flat tone has frequency slightly lower than 

tone. 

musical scales 

Musical scales have tone-frequency ratios. Using ratios cancels units to make relative values that do not change 

when units change. 

equal temperament scale 

Pianos have musical tones separated by equal ratios. Octave has twelve equal-temperament halftones, with ratios 

from 2^(0/12) to 2^(12/12) of fundamental frequency. Frequency ratio of halftone to next-lower halftone, such as C# to 

C, is 2^(1/12) = 2^.08 = 1.06. Starting at middle-C, ratios of tones to middle-C are 2^0 = 1 for middle-C, 2^.08 = 1.06 

for C#, 2^.17 = 1.13 for D, 2^.25 = 1.19 for D#, 2^.33 = 1.26 for E, 2^.42 = 1.34 for F, 2^.50 = 1.41 for F#, 2^.58 = 

1.49 for G, 2^.67 = 1.59 for G#, 2^.75 = 1.68 for A, 2^.83 = 1.78 for A#, 2^.92 = 1.89 for B, and 2^1 = 2 for high-C. 

See Figure 1. F# is middle tone. 

equal-temperament scale: frequencies 

Using equal-temperament tuning and taking middle-C as 256 Hz, D has frequency 289 Hz. E has frequency 323 Hz. 

F has frequency 343 Hz. G has frequency 384 Hz. A has frequency 430 Hz. B has frequency 484 Hz. High-C has 

frequency 512 Hz. Low-C has frequency 128 Hz. Low-low-C has frequency 64 Hz. Lowest-C has frequency 32 Hz. 

High-high-C has frequency 1024 Hz. Higher Cs have frequencies 2048 Hz, 4096 Hz, 8192 Hz, and 16,384 Hz. From 32 

Hz to 16,384 Hz covers nine octaves. 

tone-ratio scale 

Early instruments used scales with tones separated by small-integer ratios. Tones had different frequency ratios than 

other tones. 

tone-ratio scale: all possible small-integer ratios 

In one octave, the 45 possible frequency ratios with denominator less than 13 are: 3/2; 4/3, 5/3; 5/4, 7/4; 6/5, 7/5, 

8/5, 9/5; 7/6, 11/6; 8/7, 9/7, 10/7, 11/7, 12/7, 13/7; 9/8, 11/8, 13/8, 15/8; 10/9, 11/9, 13/9, 14/9, 16/9, 17/9; 11/10, 13/10, 

17/10, 19/10; 12/11, 13/11, 14/11, 15/11, 16/11, 17/11, 18/11, 19/11, 20/11, 21/11; 13/12, 17/12, 19/12, and 23/12. 



tone-ratio scale: whole tones 

In octaves, the seven whole tones are do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, and do, for C, D, E, F, G, A, and B. The seven tones are 

not evenly spaced by frequency ratio. Frequency ratios are D/C = 6/5, E/C = 5/4, F/C = 4/3, and G/C = 3/2. For 

example, C = 240 Hz, D = 288 Hz, E = 300 Hz, F = 320 Hz, and G = 360 Hz. C, D, E, F, and G, and G, A, B, C, and D, 

have same tone progression. Frequency ratios are A/G = 6/5, B/G = 5/4, C/G = 4/3, and D/G = 3/2. For example, G = 

400 Hz, A = 480 Hz, B = 500 Hz, C = 532 Hz, and D = 600 Hz. 

tone-ratio scale: halftones 

Using C as fundamental, the twelve halftones have the following ratios, in increasing order. 1:1 = C. 17:16 = C#. 9:8 

= D. 6:5 = D#. 5:4 = E. 4:3 = F. 7:5 = F#. 3:2 = G. 8:5 = G#. 5:3 = A. 7:4 or 16:9 or 9:5 = A#. 11:6 or 15:8 = B. 2:1 = 

C. 

tone-ratio scale: quartertones 

The 24 quartertones have the following ratios, in increasing order. 1:1 = 1.000. 33:32 = 1.031. 17:16 = 1.063, or 

16/15 = 1.067. 13:12 = 1.083, 11:10 = 1.100, or 10/9 = 1.111. 9:8 = 1.125. 8:7 = 1.143, or 7:6 = 1.167. 6:5 = 1.200. 

17:14 = 1.214, or 11/9 = 1.222. 5:4 = 1.250. 9:7 = 1.286. 4:3 = 1.333. 11:8 = 1.375. 7:5 = 1.400. 17:12 = 1.417, 10:7 = 

1.429, or 13/9 = 1.444. 3:2 = 1.500. 14/9 = 1.556, 11:7 = 1.571, or 19:12 = 1.583. 8:5 = 1.600. 13:8 = 1.625. 5:3 = 

1.667. 12:7 = 1.714, or 7:4 = 1.75. 16:9 = 1.778, or 9:5 = 1.800. 11:6 = 1.833, or 13:7 = 1.857. 15:8 = 1.875. 23:12 = 

1.917. 2:1 = 2.000. Ratios within small percentage are not distinguishable. 

tone intervals 

Two tones have a number of tones between them. First interval has one tone, such as C. Minor second interval has 

two tones, such as C and D-flat, and covers one halftone. Major second interval has two tones, such as C and D, and 

covers two halftones. Minor third interval has three tones, such as C, D, and E-flat, and covers three halftones. Major 

third interval has three tones, such as C, D, and E, and covers four halftones. Minor fourth interval has four tones, such 

as C, D, E, and F, and covers five halftones. Major fourth interval has four tones, such as C, D, E, and F#, and covers 

six halftones. Minor fifth interval has five tones, such as C, D, E, F, and G-flat, and covers six halftones. Major fifth 

interval has five tones, such as C, D, E, F, and G, and covers seven halftones. Minor sixth interval has six tones, such as 

C, D, E, F, G, and A-flat, and covers eight halftones. Major sixth interval has six tones, such as C, D, E, F, G, and A, 

and covers nine halftones. Minor seventh interval has seven tones, such as C, D, E, F, G, A, and B-flat, and covers ten 

halftones. Major seventh interval has seven tones, such as C, D, E, F, G, A, and B, and covers eleven halftones. Eighth 

interval is octave, has eight tones, such as C, D, E, F, G, A, B, and high-C, and covers twelve halftones. 

tone intervals: pairs 

Tones have two related ratios. For example, D and middle-C, major second, have ratio 289/256 = 9/8, and D and 

high-C, minor seventh, have ratio 9/16, so high-C/D = 16/9. The ratios multiply to two: 9/8 * 16/9 = 2. E and middle-C, 

major third, have ratio 323/256 = 5/4, and E and high-C, minor sixth, have ratio 5/8, so high-C/E = 8/5. F and middle-

C, minor fourth, have ratio 343/256 = 4/3, and F and high-C, major fifth, have ratio 2/3, so high-C/G = 3/2. G and 

middle-C, major fifth, have ratio 384/256 = 3/2, and G and high-C, minor fourth, have ratio 3/4, so high-C/G = 4/3. A 

and middle-C, major sixth, have ratio 430/256 = 5/3, and A and high-C, minor third, have ratio 5/6, so high-C/A = 6/5. 

B and middle-C, major seventh, have ratio 484/256 = 15/8, and B and high-C, minor second, have ratio 15/16, so high-

C/B = 16/15. 

The ratios always multiply to two. Tone-interval pairs together span one octave, twelve halftones. For example, first 

interval, with no halftones, and octave, with twelve halftones, fill one octave. Major fifth interval, with seven halftones, 

such as C to G, and minor fourth interval, with five halftones, such as G to high-C, fill one octave. Major sixth interval, 

with nine halftones, such as C to A, and minor third interval, with three halftones, such as A to high-C, fill one octave. 

Major seventh interval, with eleven halftones, such as C to B, and minor second interval, with one halftone, such as B 

to high-C, fill one octave. Minor fifth interval and major fourth interval fill one octave. Minor sixth interval and major 

third interval fill one octave. Minor seventh interval and major second interval fill one octave. 

tone intervals: golden ratio 

In music, ratio 2^0.67 = 1.59 ~ 1.618... is similar to major sixth to octave 1.67, octave to major fourth 1.6, and minor 

seventh to major second 1.59. Golden ratio and its inverse can make all music harmonics. 

tone harmonics 

Tones have harmonics {tone harmonics} that relate to tone-frequency ratios. 

tone harmonics: consonance 

Tone intervals can sound pleasingly consonant or less pleasingly dissonant. Octave tone intervals 2/1 have strongest 

harmonics. Octaves are most pleasing, because tones are similar. Tones separated by octaves sound similar. 

Major fifth and minor fourth intervals are next most pleasing. Major-fifth 3/2 and minor-fourth 4/3 tone intervals 

have second strongest harmonics. 



Major third 5/4 and minor sixth 8/5 intervals are halfway between consonant and dissonant. Minor third 6/5 and 

major sixth 5/3 intervals are halfway between consonant and dissonant. 

Major fourth 7/6 and minor fifth 12/7 intervals are dissonant. Major second 8/7 and minor seventh 7/4 intervals are 

dissonant, or major second 9/8 and minor seventh 16/9 intervals are dissonant. Minor second 16/15 and major seventh 

15/8 intervals are most dissonant. 

Ratios with smallest integers in both numerator and denominator sound most pleasing to people and have 

consonance. Ratios with larger integers in both numerator and denominator sound less pleasing and have dissonance. 

Three tones can also have consonance or dissonance, because three tones make three ratios. For example, C, E, and 

G have consonance, with ratios E/C = 5/4, G/E = 6/5, and G/C = 3/2. 

Tone ratios in octaves higher or lower than middle octave have same consonance or dissonance as corresponding 

tone ratio in middle octave. For example, high-G and high-C have ratio 6/4 = 3/2, same as middle-G/middle-C. 

Tone ratios between octave higher than middle octave and middle octave have similar consonance as corresponding 

tone ratio in middle octave. For example, high-G and middle-C have ratio 3/1. Dividing by two makes high-G one 

octave lower, and middle-G/middle-C has ratio 3/2. 

tone harmonics: beat frequencies 

Frequencies played together cause wave superposition. Wave superposition makes new beat frequencies, as second 

wave regularly emphasizes first-wave maxima. Therefore, beat frequency is lower than highest-frequency original 

wave. 

If wave has frequency 1 Hz, and second wave has frequency 3 Hz, they add to make 1-Hz wave, 3-Hz wave, and 2-

Hz wave, because every other 3-Hz wave receives boost from 1-Hz wave. Rising 1-Hz wave maximum coincides with 

first rising 3-Hz wave maximum and falling 1-Hz wave maximum coincides with third falling 3-Hz maximum, while 

first falling 3-Hz wave maximum, middle rising and falling 3-Hz maximum, and third rising 3-Hz maximum cancel. 

If one wave has frequency 2 Hz, and second wave has frequency 3 Hz, they add to make 2-Hz wave, 3-Hz wave, and 

1-Hz wave, because every third 3-Hz wave receives boost from 2-Hz wave. First rising 2-Hz wave maximum coincides 

with first rising 3-Hz wave maximum, while first falling 3-Hz wave maximum, middle rising and falling 3-Hz 

maximum, and third rising and falling 3-Hz maximum cancel. 

Beat frequency is difference between wave frequencies: 3 Hz - 2 Hz = 1 Hz in previous example. Beat frequencies 

are real physical waves. 

Small-integer frequency ratios have lower beat frequencies and reduce beat frequency interference with original 

frequencies. Two waves with small-integer frequency ratios superpose to have beat frequency that has small-integer 

ratios with original frequencies. Two waves with large-integer frequency ratios superpose to have beat frequency that 

has large-integer ratios with original frequencies. 

Middle-C has frequency 256 Hz, and middle-G has frequency 384 Hz, with ratio G/C = 3/2. The waves add to make 

384 Hz - 256 Hz = 128 Hz beat wave, with ratio C/beat = 2/1 and G/beat = 3/1. 

Middle-C has frequency 256 Hz, and middle-E has frequency 323 Hz, with ratio E/C = 5/4. The waves add to make 

323 Hz - 256 Hz = 67 Hz beat wave, with ratio C/beat = 4/1 and E/beat = 5/1. 

Middle-C has frequency 256 Hz, and middle-D has frequency 289 Hz, with ratio D/C = 9/8. The waves add to make 

289 Hz - 256 Hz = 33 Hz beat wave, with ratio C/beat = 8/1 and D/beat = 9/1. 

Middle-C has frequency 256 Hz, and middle-A has frequency 430 Hz, with ratio A/C = 5/3. The waves add to make 

430 Hz - 256 Hz = 174 Hz beat wave, with ratio C/beat = 3/2 and D/beat = 5/2. 

Middle-C has frequency 256 Hz, and middle-B has frequency 484 Hz, with ratio B/C = 15/8. The waves add to make 

484 Hz - 256 Hz = 228 Hz beat wave, with ratio C/beat = 9/8 and B/beat = 17/8. 



Figure 1 

 

Ascending and Descending Frequency Ratios,  

Equal-Temperament-Scale Base-Two Logarithms, and Tones 

 
  



Shepard tone 

Roger Shepard [1964] gradually increased or decreased all tones of a chord, keeping the tones separated by octaves. 

Pitch repeats when reaching the next octave, so tones rise or fall but do not keep rising or falling {Shepard tone} 

{Shepard scale}, an auditory illusion. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Music>Processing 

 

music processing 

Brain recognizes music by rhythm or by intonation differences near main note {music, processing}. Brain analyzes 

auditory signals into tone sequences with pitches, durations, amplitudes, and timbres. First representation {grouping 

structure} segments sound sequence into motifs, phrases, and sections. Second representation {metrical structure} 

marks sequence with hierarchical arrangement of time points {beat}. 

 

time-span reduction 

Brain can find phrasing symmetries {time-span reduction}, using grouping and metrics. 

 

prolongational reduction 

Brain can hierarchically arrange tension and relaxation waves {prolongational reduction}. In Western music, 

prolongational reduction has slowly increasing tension followed by rapid relaxation. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Problems 

 

hearing problems 

Brain-injured people can be unable to distinguish voices but can recognize other sound types {hearing, problems}. If 

they listen to speech recorded using different voices for different syllables, they cannot understand words. 

 

conductive hearing loss 

Middle-ear bone or tendon damage decreases sound amplitude {conductive hearing loss}. 

 

otitis media 

Infection causes middle-ear inflammation {otitis media}|, typically in children. 

 

otosclerosis 

Middle-ear bones can grow abnormally {otosclerosis}|, affecting hearing. 

 

ototoxic 

Adverse conditions {ototoxic} can affect balance or hearing more than other systems. 

 

sensorineural hearing loss 

Auditory-nerve or cochlea damage decreases loudness {sensorineural hearing loss}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Theories 

 

critical band theory 

Perhaps, cochlea has band-pass filters {critical band theory}. 

 

harmonic weighting 

Perhaps, brain detects sounds by adding harmonic frequencies below 20 Hz, weighted by ratios {harmonic 

weighting}. 360 Hz uses 180/2, 120/3, 90/4, 72/5, 60/6, 51.4/7, 45/8, 40/9, 36/10, 32.7/11, 30/12, and so on. 720 Hz 

uses 360/2, 240/3, 180/4, 144/5, 120/6, 102.8/7, 90/8, 80/9, 72/10, 65.4/11, 60/12, 51.4/14, 45/16, 40/18, 36/20, 

32.7/22, 30/24, and so on. 

 

place coding 

At frequencies above 900 Hz, brain detects stimulus frequency by cochlea-hair maximum-amplitude location {place 

coding} {place theory}, so pitch depends on activity distribution across nerve fibers. 

 



temporal theory 

At frequencies below 900 Hz, brain detects stimulus frequency by impulse timing {temporal theory} {temporal 

code}, because timing tracks frequency. Adjacent auditory neurons fire at same phase {phase locking, code} and 

frequency, because adjacent hair cells link and so push and pull at same time. 

 

threshold of hearing 

Perhaps, sound intensity depends on number of activated basilar-membrane sense cells and special high-threshold 

cells {threshold, hearing} [Wilson, 1971] [Wilson, 1975] [Wilson, 1998]. 

 

volley theory 

For frequencies less than 2400 Hz, frequency detection depends on cooperation between neuron groups firing in 

phase {volley theory} {volley code}. For frequencies less than 800 Hz, auditory-neuron subsets fire every cycle. For 

frequencies above 800 Hz and less than 1600 Hz, auditory-neuron subsets fire every other cycle. For frequencies above 

1600 Hz and less than 2400 Hz, auditory-neuron subsets fire every third cycle {volley principle}. For example, three 

neurons firing at 600 Hz every third cycle can represent frequency of 1800 Hz. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Hunger 

 

hunger sense 

Stomach receptors {hunger sense} measure blood-glucose concentration and send to neurons that cause slow hunger 

contractions. 

 

specific hungers theory 

People can feel that they have nutrient deficiency and be hungry for that nutrient {specific hungers theory} (Curt 

Richter). This theory is true for salt and sugar but not for vitamins. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Kinesthesia 

 

kinesthesia 

Sense systems {kinesthesia}| {kinesthesis} {kinesthetic sense} {proprioception} use mechanoreceptors to detect 

relative body-part positions, angles, forces, torques, and motions, including position changes during and after 

movements. Kinesthetic system measures body-point displacements from equilibrium and then calculates relative 

point-pair distances and point-triple angles. Body movements and outside forces move body points sequentially and 

change body-point relations in regular and repeated ways, so brain builds and remembers motor patterns that allow 

muscle coordination and balance. Kinesthesia is not conscious, because it is internal. 

relations: touch 

Touch detects body-surface pressures and temperatures and coordinates with kinesthesia to determine true distances 

and times. 

relations: proprioception 

Kinesthesia includes proprioception. 

relations: vestibular system 

Kinesthetic system includes vestibular system. 

relations: cerebellum 

Cerebellum coordinates body movements and communicates with kinesthetic system. 

problems 

Proprioceptive receptor and nerve inflammation impairs body-position sensation. Nerve damage can impair 

movement consciousness. 

 

somatosensation 

Kinesthesia, touch, and vestibular system {somatosensation} provide body information. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Kinesthesia>Receptors 

 

mechanoreceptor 

Kinesthesia-and-touch pressure and vibration receptors {mechanoreceptor} detect relative body-part positions, 

including position changes caused by movements. 



 

annulospiral ending 

Muscle mechanoreceptors {annulospiral ending} code muscle length and muscle-length-change rate and send 

positive feedback to muscle. 

 

flower spray ending 

Muscle mechanoreceptors {flower spray ending} code muscle length, slowly excite flexor muscles, and slowly 

inhibit extensor muscles. 

 

Golgi tendon organ 

To react to fast tendon-length change, tendon mechanoreceptors {Golgi tendon organ} measure tension above (high) 

threshold, detect inverse-stretch-reflex active contraction, and send negative feedback to muscles attached to tendons. 

 

muscle spindle 

Muscle mechanoreceptors {muscle spindle} measure tension. 

 

stretch receptor 

Muscles, tendons, joints, alimentary canal, and bladder have mechanoreceptors {stretch receptor}, such as flower-

spray endings and annulospiral endings, that detect pulling and stretching. Neck muscle-and-joint stretch receptors 

indicate head direction with respect to body. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Magnetism 

 

magnetism sense 

People can typically detect small magnetic gradients {magnetism, sense}, using receptors related to kinesthesia. For 

example, muscles can react to weak terrestrial-magnetism changes caused by underground water. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Nausea 

 

nausea sense 

Stomach receptors {nausea, sense} measure toxins and send to neurons that cause slow stomach contractions. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Pain 

 

pain 

People have acute or dull personal discomfort and avoidance feelings {pain, sense}. Some people cannot feel pain. 

physical properties 

Painful events include tissue strains and releases of molecules that cause chemical reactions. Molecules vary in size, 

shape, chemical sites, and vibration states. Chemicals vary in concentration. Painful chemicals chemically bind to 

tissue chemical receptors. 

properties 

Pains can be throbbing, burning, dull, or acute/sharp. People perceive pain at body locations and also have overall 

bad feelings. Lower back pains are the most common. Deviating from chemical and function equilibrium is typically 

not painful. People in pain can still have humor and laughter. 

nature 

Perhaps, pain includes dislike or avoidance. Pains are not concepts, observations, or judgments. Pain is not 

intentional but is only about itself. 

brain 

Pain uses cerebral cortex and is always conscious. Pain perception uses thalamus and is not conscious. Pain differs in 

species, because neocortices differ. Squid seem to feel pain. 

factors 

Prior experience influences pain. Pain anticipation increases pain. Body movement can lessen sharp pain and 

increase chronic pain. Sensitivity to pain is greatest at 9 PM. Pain sensitivity decreases with age. 

senses 

Temperature and nociceptive receptor systems interact. Tactile and nociceptive receptor systems interact. 



evolution 

Humans seem to have higher sensitivity to pain than other mammals. Lower animals have even less pain. Squid 

seem to feel pain. 

development 

By 156 days (five months), fetus can have pain. Newborns can have pain. By 4 months, infants have undifferentiated 

fear reactions to people and animals associated with pain, and so coordinate vision and pain perceptions. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Pain>Anatomy 

 

pain anatomy 

The pain system has skin receptors with ion channels, neurons, fibers, fiber tracts, and brain regions. Pain chemical 

receptors send to dorsal-horn neurons, which send to cortical regions. Cortex and thalamus control pain {pain, 

anatomy}. 

Skin and body receptors (nociceptor) chemically bind endomorphins, prostaglandins, bradykinin peptides, and 

protein hormones (such as nerve growth factor), molecules released by inflammation and tissue damage 

[Woolf and Salter, 2000]. 

fibers 

Body organs and mesentery have pain fibers. Internuncial neurons have pain fibers. Pain fibers are A, C, III, IV, and 

nociceptive fibers. Large myelinated fibers detect moderate stimulation. Small myelinated fibers detect all stimulations. 

Myelinated fibers detect sharp localized skin pain. Unmyelinated fibers detect dull deep unlocalized body pain. Itching 

nerves are separate from pain nerves. 

brain 

Anterior cingulate gyrus, frontal lobe, Lissauer's tract, locus coeruleus, nociceptive system, protopathic pathway, 

raphé nuclei, reticular formation, sensory reticular formation, sensory thalamus, spinal cord, spinoreticular tract, and 

spinothalamic tract affect pain. Throbbing pain, burning pain, and sharp pain use different brain regions. Cingulate 

cortex receives pain information [Chapman and Nakamura, 1999]. Cortex has pain center connected to sense areas. 

Reticular formation regulates pain. 

brain pathways 

Feeling pain and reacting to it involve separate pathways. Spinothalamic tract and central gray-matter path carry pain 

fibers. Internuncial neurons have pain fibers. Body organs and mesentery have pain fibers. Lemniscal tract has no pain 

fibers but affects pain. Abdominal pain signals travel in subdiaphragmatic vagus nerve to nucleus tractus solitarius, 

nucleus raphe magnus, and spinal-cord dorsolateral funiculus [Ritter et al., 1992]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Pain>Anatomy>Cells 

 

nerve-associated lymphoid cells 

Connective-tissue dendritic cells {nerve-associated lymphoid cells} (NALC) have interleukin-1 binding sites, send 

to sensory vagus-nerve paraganglia, and are near macrophages, mast cells, and other dendritic cells [Goehler et al., 

1999]. 

 

paraganglia 

Connective-tissue nerve-associated lymphoid cells send to neuron groups {paraganglia} who send along sensory 

vagus nerve [Goehler et al., 1999]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Pain>Anatomy>Ion Channels 

 

acid-sensing ion channel 

Nociceptors can have proton ion channels {acid-sensing ion channel} (ASIC). 

 

N-type calcium channel 

Nociceptors and other neurons have special calcium-ion channels {N-type calcium channel} {calcium channel, N-

type}. Ziconotide (Prialt), modified cone-snail venom, inhibits N-type calcium channels to lessen pain. Gabapentin 

(Neurontin) anticonvulsant binds to N-type calcium channels. 

 



TTX-resistant voltage-gated sodium channel 

Outside CNS, nociceptors and other neurons have special sodium-ion channels {TTX-resistant voltage-gated sodium 

channel}. 

 

voltage-gated sodium channel 

Nociceptors and all neurons have sodium-ion channels {voltage-gated sodium channel} {sodium channel, voltage-

gated} that open by voltage changes. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Pain>Anatomy>Receptors 

 

bradykinin receptor 

Nociceptors can have receptors {bradykinin receptor} for small bradykinin peptides, produced by peripheral 

inflammation. 

 

calcitonin receptor 

Dorsal-horn neurons receive input from nociceptors and have calcitonin peptide receptors {calcitonin receptor} 

{calcitonin gene-related peptide receptor} (CGRP receptor). 

 

capsaicin receptor 

Mouth nociceptors can have pepper-molecule receptors {capsaicin receptor} {VR1 receptor}, which also react to 

high temperature and protons. 

 

hormone receptor 

Peripheral pain nerves can add chemical receptors {hormone receptor}. For example, stress hormones can attach to 

stress-hormone receptors and cause pain [Woolf and Salter, 2000]. 

 

nerve growth factor receptor 

Nociceptors can have protein-hormone receptors {nerve growth factor receptor} (NGF receptor). 

 

NMDA receptor for pain 

All neurons that receive input from nociceptors have glutamate receptors {NMDA receptor, pain}. Dorsal-horn 

neurons have glutamate receptors with a specific subunit {NR2B subunit}. 

 

neurotrophin tyrosine kinase receptor 

NTRK1 gene makes receptors {neurotrophin tyrosine kinase receptor type 1} (NTRK1 receptor). NTRK1-gene 

mutations can cause a rare autosomal recessive disease (CIPA), with pain insensitivity, no sweating, self-mutilation, 

fever, and mental retardation. 

 

nociceptor 

Skin receptors {nociceptor} can detect pain, to warn about skin damage. 

 

opioid receptor 

Many neurons, including nociceptors, have opium-compound receptors {opioid receptor}. 

 

prostaglandin receptor 

Nociceptors can have endomorphin receptors {prostaglandin receptor}. 

 

substance P receptor 

Dorsal-horn neurons receive input from nociceptors and have substance-P receptors {neurokinin-1 receptor} (NK-1 

receptor) {substance P receptor}. Substance P can carry saporin toxin into dorsal-horn neurons and kill them. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Pain>Physiology 

 

pain physiology 

Pain control is at first synapse, near spinal cord {pain, physiology}. Prostaglandins block glycine receptors and so 

excite dorsal-horn neurons. More and wider brain activation indicates more pain [Chapman and Nakamura, 1999]. 



Drugs can make pain feel pleasurable. The fundamental pain characteristic is repulsion or withdrawal, and the 

fundamental pleasure characteristic is attraction or advance [Duncker, 1941]. 

 

pain causes 

Tissue damage, inflammation, and high-intensity stimuli release chemicals that excite nociceptors. Pain detects and 

measures relative concentrations of pain-causing chemicals released by body inelastic strains or tissue damage. People 

can distinguish strength and type of pain. 

High pressure, high temperature, harsh sound, intense light, and sharp smells and tastes cause neuron changes {pain, 

causes}. Inflammation or acute-pain aftereffects can cause pain. 

Pain involves too much small-nerve-fiber activity, uninhibited by large neurons. Blows to body release histamines, 

bradykinin, and prostaglandins, which excite neurons. Gut distension causes pain, but gut squeezing, cutting, and 

burning do not. Infection can amplify pain. Tissue damage can amplify pain. Damaged tissue activates immune cells, 

which release molecules that excite nerves and glia. Arginine vasopressin, encephalin, endorphin, and substance P can 

affect pain. 

Randomly placed brainstem electrodes produce pain 5% of time. Direct cerebral-cortex stimulation can cause other 

sense qualities but never causes pain. Cortex stimulation does not decrease pain. 

 

pain effects 

Pain causes people to push painful object farther away or to move farther from pain source {pain, effects}. Sharp 

pain causes withdrawal reflexes, writhing, jumping away, and wincing as people try to alleviate pain. Writhing escapes 

stimulus or pushes away stimulus. Painful skin stimuli cause flexion reflexes. Muscle contractions inhibit blood flow 

and squeeze out poisons. To avoid reinjury and allow body to rebuild rather than use, dull and chronic pain reduces 

overall activity. People can have no reaction to pain. 

Pain causes attention to object. People cannot ignore pain caused by high-intensity stimulus. Pain makes other goals 

seem unimportant. To allow recovery from tissue damage, pain causes attention to damage, such as wounds. To avoid 

future pain causes, pain triggers learning about possibly painful situations. People also learn pain responses. 

Pain can cause anxiety, increase breathing rate, increase blood pressure, dilate pupils, increase sweat, and make time 

appear to flow more slowly. 

 

gate control theory 

Spinal-cord dorsal-horn substantia-gelatinosa neural circuits receive signals from brain and inhibit nerve-impulse 

flow from spinal cord to brain {gate control theory of pain}|. Large-fiber inputs, such as from gentle rubbing 

{counterstimulation}, stimulate substantia-gelatinosa neurons to inhibit signal flow, closing the gate. Small-fiber 

inputs, such as from pinching {diffuse noxious inhibitory control} {counterirritation}, inhibit substantia-gelatinosa 

neurons to release signal flow, opening the gate. Direct brain signals also inhibit flow and close the gate [Melzack, 

1973] [Melzack, 1996]. 

 

glial activation 

Pain-activated microglia (immune cells) release pro-inflammatory cytokines, which activate glia {glial activation} 

and cause pain, but other glia types do not release cytokines in response to pain. Spinal glial activation affects 

nociceptive neurons at NMDA receptors. 

Blocking glial activation with drugs blocks pathological pain. Blocking neuron pro-inflammatory-cytokine receptors 

with drugs does not affect normal pain responses but does decrease exaggerated pain responses. Intrathecal drugs 

{fluorocitrate} can inhibit glial metabolism. Acids {kynurenic acid} {2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid} (AP-5) can 

prevent such inhibition. Amines {6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione} (DNQX) {picrotoxin} and strychnine do not 

prevent such inhibition [Ma and Zhao, 2002] [Watkins et al., 2001]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Pain>Physiology>Pain Relief 

 

pain relief 

Chemicals, biofeedback, distraction, and imagery can lessen pain {pain relief}. Hypnosis can relieve pain. 

Endorphin and dynorphin inhibit pain pathways. Flight-or-fight responses use endorphin neurotransmitters to 

suppress pain. Aspirin and nitrous oxide alleviate pain. Opiate drugs, such as morphine, are similar to endorphin and 

suppress pain. Ziconotide (Prialt), modified cone-snail venom, inhibits N-type calcium channels to lessen pain. 

 



analgesia 

Adaptation, distraction, or drugs can decrease pain {analgesia, pain}|. 

 

hyoscine sleep 

Drugs can make pain be felt but not remembered {hyoscine sleep}|. Twilight-sleep drug, from thorn apples, binds to 

acetylcholine receptors and affects long-term memory recall. 

 

acupuncture 

Inserting large needles at skin locations {acupuncture}| can reduce pain. Acupuncture-needle stimulation activates 

brain area that makes endorphin and dynorphin to inhibit pain pathways. Traditional acupuncture-needle insertion sites 

correspond to myofascial-nerve locations. Traditionally, acupuncture makes energy {qi} travel along body meridians. 

 

ice massage 

Massaging with ice {ice massage} reduces pain. 

 

transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation 

Stimulating brain area that makes endorphin and dynorphin {transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation} (TENS) 

inhibits pain pathways. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Pain>Kinds 

 

allodynia 

In undamaged areas, receptors and neurons can have sensitization, so people feel pain from stimuli that are not 

typically painful {allodynia}. 

 

dysmenorrhoea 

Intra-uterine devices can cause uterine pain {dysmenorrhoea}. 

 

extra-territorial pain 

People can perceive pain {extra-territorial pain} in undamaged tissue near damaged tissue. 

 

false pain 

Without tissue damage or infection, peripheral pain nerves can increase spontaneous activity and cause pain {false 

pain}. 

 

hyperaesthesia pain 

People can be sensitive to touch and have low pain threshold {hyperaesthesia, pain}. 

 

hyperalgesia 

Receptor or nerve sensitization can cause greater than normal reaction to pain stimuli {hyperalgesia}. 

 

lightning pain 

Tabes dorsalis has shooting pains {lightning pain} [Charcot, 1890]. 

 

mirror pain 

People can perceive pain {mirror pain}| in undamaged tissue on body side opposite damaged tissue. 

 

neuropathic pain 

Chronic pain {neuropathic pain} can persist after nervous-system injury. Injury can change skin receptors 

{peripheral neuropathic pain}. Injury can change spinal-cord dorsal horn {central neuropathic pain}. 

 

phantom limb 

People that lose limbs often feel like they still have limb or feel sense qualities from former region {phantom limb}| 

[Melzack, 1992] [Ramachandran and Blakeslee, 1998] [Weir-Mitchell, 1872]. 

 



CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Pleasure 

 

pleasure sense 

Pleasure feels different in different senses {pleasure, sense}. 

causes 

Pleasure can result from satisfying desire, overcoming body deficiency or excess, realizing potential, euthumia, 

eudaimonia, or having pain-free and tranquil state. Pleasure results from intermediate intensity, energy, or 

concentration on intermediate-size area. Pleasurable stimuli have simple pattern, low contrast, slow variation, slow 

movement, and relaxed time flow. Light touch, slight warmth or cooling, soothing sound, soft light, and mild smells 

and tastes can cause pleasure. Absolute intensity, simple or complex pattern, high or low contrast, fast or slow 

variation, fast or slow movement, physical location, and time of day do not associate with pleasure. 

behavior 

The fundamental pleasure characteristic is attraction or advance toward stimulus [Duncker, 1941]. Pleasure causes 

attention to object. Pleasure causes motivation to draw object nearer to increase pleasure. People can ignore pleasure. 

effects 

Pleasure increases blood flow. Pleasure causes time to appear to flow more rapidly. Pleasure causes liking, 

preferring, or desiring. Pleasure is rewarding. 

To give same pleasure amount later, stimulus intensity must increase. 

brain 

Medial forebrain bundle runs from forebrain to brainstem and sends to ventral-tegmentum dopamine neurons, which 

affect forebrain. Pleasure differs in different species, because neocortex differs. 

Randomly placed brainstem electrodes produce pleasure 35% of time. Randomly placed brainstem electrodes 

produce neither pleasure nor pain 60% of time. 

nature 

Perhaps, pleasure is a cognition that comes after another sensation. Pleasure is not intentional but is only about itself. 

Desire for pleasure is hard to understand, because desire is for objects, but pleasure is inside oneself. 

 

eudaimonia 

Pleasure can come from being virtuous {eudaimonia}. 

 

euthumia 

Pleasure can come from being cheerful {euthumia}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell 

 

smell 

Chemicals dissolved in air chemically bind to upper-nose odor receptors {smell, sense}| {olfaction}. Smell qualities 

depend on molecule electrical and spatial-configuration properties, such as shape, acidity, and polarity. Smell is a 

synthetic sense, with some analysis. People can distinguish 20 to 30 primary odors and more than 10,000 different 

odors. 

physical properties 

Smellable molecules include many types of typically hydrophobic volatile substances with molecular weights 

between 30 to 350. Air-borne molecules vary in size, shape, chemical sites, and vibration states. Air-borne chemicals 

vary in concentration. Smellable chemicals chemically bind to upper-nasal-passage chemical receptors. 

primary-odor receptors 

Some people cannot smell camphorous, fishy, malty, minty, musky, spermous, sweaty, or urinous odors (primary 

odor). Camphorous molecules have multiple benzene rings. Fishy molecules are three-single-bond monoamines. Malty 

molecules are aldehydes. Minty molecules have a benzene ring and an oxygen-containing side group. Musky molecules 

have multiple rings. Spermous molecules are aromatic amines. Sweaty molecules are carboxylic acids. Urinous 

molecules are steroid ketones. Fruity molecules are organic alcohols. 

types 

Odors can be acidic, acrid or vinegary, alliaceous or garlicy, ambrosial or musky, aromatic, burnt or smoky, 

camphorous or resinous, ether-like, ethereal or peary, floral or flowery, foul or sulfurous, fragrant, fruity, goaty or 

hircine or caprylic, minty, nauseating, peppermint-like, pungent or spicy, putrid, spearmint-like, sweaty, and sweet. 

Perhaps, the first smells were mating, food, or poison signs. 



qualities 

Smells can be sweet, acidic, or sweaty. Smells can have harshness and be sharp, or they can have dullness and be 

smooth. For example, musk, ether, ester, flowery, fruity, and musky are dull, sweet, and smooth. Vinegar and acid are 

sharp, sour, and harsh. 

Smells can be cool, like menthol, or hot, like heavy perfume. For example, menthol is cool, and perfume is hot. 

Aromatic, camphorous, ether, minty, musky, and sweet are similar. Acidic and vinegary are similar. Acidic and 

fruity are similar. Goaty, nauseating, putrid, and sulphurous are similar. Smoky/burnt and spicy/pungent are similar. 

Camphor, resin, aromatic, musk, mint, pear, flower, fragrant, pungent, fruit, and sweets are similar. Putrid or 

nauseating, foul or sulfur, vinegar or acrid, smoke, garlic, and goat are similar. Vegetable smells are similar. Ethers are 

vegetable. Animal smells are similar. For example, caprylic acid and carboxylic acids are animal. Halogens are mineral. 

Acidic and sweet smells are opposites. Sweaty and sweet smells are opposites. 

Smell always refers to object that makes smell, not to accidental or abstract property nor to concept about smell. In 

contrast, color always refers to object property. 

Odors have same physical properties, and smell physiological processes are similar, so odor perceptions are similar, 

with same odors and odor relations, for people with undamaged smell systems. Smells relate in only one consistent and 

complete way. Smells do not have symmetric smell relations, so smells have unique relations. Smells cannot substitute 

or switch. 

People can smell specific odors and not others. People can smell sweet as putrid and have other smell exchanges. 

People can always smell something. 

mixing 

Smells blend in concordances and discordances, like music harmonics. Pungent and sweet can mix. Pungent and 

sweaty can mix. Perhaps, smells can cancel other smells, not just mask them. 

timing 

Brain detects aldehyde smells first {top note, smell}. Brain detects floral smells second {middle note, smell}. Brain 

detects lingering smells, such as musk, civet, ambergris, vanilla, cedar, sandalwood, and vetiver, later {base note, 

smell}. 

properties 

Smell habituates quickly. Smell is in real time, with a half-second delay. Smell short-term memory is poor. Smell 

strength decreases with age. Fats absorb pungent food odors. 

Butyrate and squalene odor patterns identify species members. In mammals, small pheromone amounts establish 

territories [Pantages and Dulac, 2000]. Humans have strong odors from hair-follicle apocrine glands. Perhaps, human 

odor warns predators away. Babies have small glands. Stress seems to cause odor. Menses smells like onions. 

source location 

Olfactory bulb preserves odor-receptor spatial relations. Smell cortex can detect smell location in space. Smell can 

detect several sources from one location. Smells from different sources can interfere. 

diseases 

Diabetes smells like sugar or acetone. Measles smells like feathers. Nephritis smells like ammonia. Plague smells 

like apples. Typhus smells like mice. Yellow fever smells like meat. 

emotions 

Smells can make people feel disgusted, intoxicated, sickened, delighted, revolted, excited, hypnotized, and 

pleasured. Smells can be surprising, because smells have many combinations. 

evolution 

Perhaps, the first smells were mating, food, or poison signs. 

Butyrate and squalene odor patterns identify species members. Humans have strong odors from hair-follicle apocrine 

glands. Stress seems to cause odor. Perhaps, human odor warns predators away. (Babies have small glands.) 

In mammals, small pheromone amounts establish territories [Pantages and Dulac, 2000]. 

development 

In first few days, newborns can distinguish people by odor. 

relations to other senses 

Taste and retronasal-area smell can combine to make flavor. Taste has higher concentration than smell. Smell uses 

air as solvent, and taste uses water. Smell does not use molecule polarization, but taste does. Smell does not use 

molecule acidity, but taste does. Smells interfere with each other, but tastes are separate and independent. Taste does 

not use molecule vibrations, but perhaps smell uses vibrations. Taste and smell are both often silent. Taste and smell 

have early, middle, and late sensations. Smells and tastes have spatial source. 



Smell is at body surface and so has touch. Touch can feel air near smell-receptor cells and react to noxious smells. 

Touch locates smell-receptor cells in upper nose. Trigeminal nerve carries signals from nose warmth-coolness, touch, 

and pain receptors. 

Trigeminal nerve carries signals from nose warmth-coolness, touch, and pain receptors. Smell is at inner-nose 

surface and so has touch. Touch can feel air on inner nose and react to noxious odors. Touch locates olfactory receptors 

in upper nose. 

Smell uses tactile three-dimensional space to locate smells in space. 

Odor is painful at high concentrations. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell>Anatomy 

 

smell anatomy 

People have upper-nostril skin areas, with molecule shape, size, and vibration receptors {smell, anatomy}. Smell 

uses more than 30 odor-receptor types, each with variations, making a thousand combinations. Smell-neuron axons go 

to older mammal-forebrain rhinencephalon, near frontal lobe, not to thalamus as other sense axons do. Invertebrates 

have skin odor receptors. 

Odor receptors send to olfactory-bulb glomeruli, which send to cortical regions. 

 

cribriform plate 

Behind eyebrow, where nose meets skull, is bone {cribriform plate} with many nerve-sized holes, through which 

olfactory-neuron axons go to olfactory bulb. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell>Anatomy>Cells 

 

basal cell 

Olfactory epithelium has cells {basal cell} that can become olfactory neurons. 

 

mitral cell 

Olfactory-receptor cells send to neurons {mitral cell}, whose top dendrites go to horizontal cells to receive lateral 

inhibition and whose bottom branches are recurrent collateral axons to spread lateral inhibition. Mitral-cell axons go to 

anterior-olfactory-nucleus and prepyriform-cortex superficial and deep pyramidal neurons. 

 

olfactory receptor 

Olfactory-receptor cilia have molecules that bind odorants. Smell system has a thousand different protein receptors 

{olfactory receptor}, with seven to eleven major odor-receptor types, which each have a dozen minor types. People 

have ten million odor-receptors in each nostril. Dogs have 200 million. Odor-receptors die every month, and then new 

ones grow. 

Of 1000 olfactory-receptor genes, 65% are not functional in humans. In Old World monkeys, 30% are not 

functional. In New World monkeys, 18% are not functional. In dogs, 20% are not functional. 

Odor-receptor chemical sites are for alcohols, aldehydes, amines, aryls, carboxylic acids, esters, ethers, halogens, 

ketones, cysteines, thiols, sulfides, or terpenes. Sites can be for small, medium, or large molecules [Firestein, 2001] 

[Laurent et al., 2001]: 

• Alcohols that are small, such as methanol and ethanol, smell alcoholy, biting, and hanging. 

• Alcohols that are medium-chain, such as butanol and octanol, smell sweet and fruity. 

• Alcohols that are cyclic, such as menthol, smell cool and minty. 

• Alcohols that are monoterpenoids, such as geraniol and linalool, smell flowery and fresh. 

• Alcohols that are monophenols, such as phenol and guaiacol, smell burnt and smoky. 

• Alcohols that are polyphenols, such as cresol, smell tarry and oily. 

• Aldehydes that are small, such as diacetyl aldehyde, smell buttery. 

• Aldehydes that are short-chain, such as isovaleraldehyde, smell malty. 

• Aldehydes that are alkene aldehydes, such as hexenal, smell grassy and herby. 

• Amines that are alkyl and aryl monoamines, such as trimethylamine and phenethylamine, smell fishy. 

• Amines that are alkyl multi-amines, such as putrescine, smell spermous. 

• Amines that are heterocyclic amines, such as pyrroline, smell spermous. 

• Amines that are heterocyclic aromatic, such as alkyl pyrazines, smell nutty, earthy, and green peppery. 



• Amines that are heterocyclic aromatic, such as 2-acetyl-tetrahydro-pyridine, smell roasted, fermented, and 

popcorny. 

• Aryls that are benzene alkyls, such as benzene, toluene, and xylenes, smell aromatic. 

• Aryls that are monophenols, such as phenol and guaiacol, smell burnt and smoky. 

• Aryls that are polyphenols, such as cresol, smell tarry and oily. 

• Aryls that are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, such as anthracene and pyrene, smell burnt and smoky. 

• Aryls that are polycyclic in small concave sites, such as camphor, smell camphorous and resinous. 

• Aryls that are aryl monoamines, such as phenethylamine, smell fishy. 

• Carboxylic acids that are small, such as acetic acid, smell acrid, vinegary and pungent. 

• Carboxylic acids that are medium-short polar chains, such as butyric acid (butanoic acid), smell putrid, sweaty 

and rancid. 

• Carboxylic acids that are medium-length polar chains, such as caprylic acid (octanoic acid), smell goaty and 

hircine. 

• Carboxylic acids that are carboxylic-acid thiols, such as dithiolane-4-carboxylic acid, smell asparagusy and 

bitter. 

• Esters that are non-polar chains, such as methyl butyrate, smell sweet and fruity. 

• Ethers that are linear in concave and trough-shaped sites, such as ethyl methyl ether, smell fragrant, ethereal, 

floral and flowery. 

• Ethers that are cyclic, such as dioxacyclopentane, smell earthy, moldy and potatoey. 

• Halogens, such as fluorine, chlorine, and bromine, smell pharmaceutical, medicinal, pungent, and unpleasant. 

• Ketones that are heterocyclic, such as furanone and lactones, smell savory and spicy. 

• Ketones that are alkane ring ketones, such as steroid ketones, smell urinous. 

• Ketones that are macrocyclic in large concave sites, such as muscone (methylcyclopentade-canone), smell 

musky and ambrosial. 

• Ketones that are alkenes with one ring, such as ionones, damascones, and damascenones, smell tobaccoy. 

• Ketones that are cyclic alkene ketones in V-shaped sites, such as terpenoids and 

R-(-)-carvone (2-methyl-5-(1-methylethenyl)-2-cyclohexenone), smell minty, spearminty, and pepperminty. 

• Sulfur compounds that are cysteines, such as gamma-glutamylcysteines and cysteine sulfoxides, smell 

alliaceous and garlicy. 

• Sulfur compounds that are carboxylic-acid thiols, such as dithiolane-4-carboxylic acid, smell asparagusy and 

bitter. 

• Sulfur compounds that are small thiols, such as methyl mercaptan (methanethiol), smell foul, sulfurous, and 

rotten. 

• Sulfur compounds that are sulfides, such as methyl sulfides, smell cabbage-like and rotten at high 

concentrations. 

• Terpenes that are cyclic alkene ketones in V-shaped sites, such as terpenoids and 

R-(-)-carvone (2-methyl-5-(1-methylethenyl)-2-cyclohexenone), smell minty and pepperminty. 

• Terpenes that are monoterpenoid alcohols, such as geraniol and linalool, smell flowery and fresh. 

• Terpenes that are isoprenes and monoterpenes, such as isoterpene, smell rubbery. 

• Terpenes that are sesquiterpenes and triterpenes, such as humulene, smell woody. 

Some sites are for both alcohol and terpene, alcohol and aryl, amine and aryl, carboxylic acid and thiol, or ketone 

and terpene. 

Some sites are for carbon chains and rings: alkyls, alkenes, single rings, multiple rings, single heterocyclic rings, 

multiple heterocyclic rings, single aromatic rings, and multiple aromatic rings. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell>Anatomy>Neuron Assemblies 

 

amygdala-hippocampal complex 

A limbic-system region {amygdala-hippocampal complex} measures smell associations and emotions. 

 

glomerulus of smell 

Olfactory nerves, mitral cells, and tufted cells converge on olfactory-bulb spheres {glomerulus, smell} {glomeruli, 

smell}. Olfactory receptors send to one lateral glomerulus and one medial glomerulus. Glomeruli receive from one or 

more olfactory receptors and detect one odor or odor combination. 



 

Grueneberg ganglion 

At nose tips, mammals have a ganglion {Grueneberg ganglion} that detects alarm pheromones (Hans Grueneberg) 

[1973]. 

 

Jacobson organ 

Mammal nasal-cavity bases have smell neurons {vomeronasal system} {Jacobson's organ} {Jacobson organ} for 

sex-signal and other pheromones. Axons go to accessory olfactory bulb and then to amygdala [Holy et al., 2000] 

[Johnston, 1998] [Keverne, 1999] [Stowers et al., 2002] [Watson, 2001]. 

 

olfactory bulb 

Odor receptors send output directly, left to left and right to right, to 2-mm-diameter brain region {olfactory bulb}| 

above and behind nose. Olfactory receptors send axons to mitral cells. Mitral-cell axons go to anterior-olfactory-

nucleus and prepyriform-cortex superficial and deep pyramidal neurons. Pyramidal neurons send recurrent collateral 

axons to superficial pyramidal neurons and stellate cells. Pyramidal neurons have post-synaptic apical dendrites that 

receive from other pyramidal neurons. Tufted cells are local. Olfactory nerves, mitral cells, and tufted cells meet in 

olfactory-bulb glomeruli. Olfactory bulb preserves odor-receptor spatial relations. Olfactory bulb has fewer neurons 

than number of odor receptors. 

 

olfactory cortex 

Olfactory-bulb signals go to pyriform cortex, amygdala-hippocampal complex, and entorhinal complex {olfactory 

cortex}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell>Anatomy>Nose 

 

olfactory cleft 

Nasal passages guide air onto olfactory epithelium {olfactory cleft} at nose back. 

 

olfactory epithelium 

Upper-nose olfactory-cleft mucus cells {olfactory epithelium} {orthonasal olfactory system} are olfactory receptors, 

basal cells, and supporting cells. In mammals, odor receptors are at nose air-passage top or back. In humans, smell 

regions are four square-centimeters. Olfactory epithelium is mostly small sensory cells {olfactory sensory neuron} 

(OSN), with cilia that have odor receptors. 

Olfactory region is light yellow in humans and dark yellow or brown in animals. Albinos have white regions and 

typically have poor smell ability. 

 

retronasal olfactory system 

Chewing and swallowing can send odorant up rear nasal tract {retronasal olfactory system}. People think sense 

qualities are in mouth. Orthonasal olfactory system is about outside environment, while retronasal olfactory system is 

about nutrients and poisons. 

 

turbinate 

Inner-nose ridges {turbinate}| channel inhaled air to olfactory epithelium. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell>Odor 

 

odor 

Objects can have smell {odor, smell}| to humans. Odorants mix to make odor. 

 

odorant 

Molecules can have smell {odorant} to humans. Odorants must be volatile. Airborne-molecule chemical-bond 

configurations (shapes) and vibration and rotation frequencies and intensities cause smell. Odorant molecules have 

molecular weight greater than 35 and less than 350, not too small nor too large for olfactory receptors. Odorants are 

typically hydrophobic. 



Pungent odorants are compact non-polar aryl compounds. Sweet odorants are non-polar chain esters. Sweaty 

odorants are polar chain organic acids. Right-handed and left-handed chiral molecules, like spearmint and caraway, 

smell different. 

primary 

People can distinguish 30 primary odorants: 

• alliaceous and garlicy: cysteine sulfur compounds 

• aromatic: benzene alkyls 

• asparagusy, bitter: carboxylic-acid thiols 

• biting, hanging, alcoholy: small alcohols 

• burnt, smoky: monophenols and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

• buttery: small aldehydes 

• camphorous, resinous: polycyclic aryls 

• cool and minty: cyclic alcohols 

• earthy, moldy, potatoey: cyclic ethers 

• fishy: alkyl and aryl monoamines 

• flowery, fresh: monoterpenoid alcohols 

• foul, rotten, sulfurous: small thiol sulfur compounds 

• fragrant, floral, flowery, ethereal: linear ethers 

• fruity, sweet: medium-chain alcohols and non-polar chain esters 

• goaty, hircine: medium-length polar chain carboxylic acids 

• grassy, herby: alkene aldehydes 

• malty: short-chain aldehydes 

• minty, spearminty, pepperminty: cyclic alkene ketones 

• musky, ambrosial: macrocyclic ketones 

• nutty, earthy, green peppery: heterocyclic aromatic amines 

• pharmaceutical, medicinal, pungent, unpleasant: halogens 

• pungent, acrid, vinegary: small carboxylic acids 

• putrid, sweaty, rancid: medium-short polar chain carboxylic acids 

• roasted, fermented, popcorny: heterocyclic aromatic amines 

• rubber: monoterpenes (isoprenes) 

• cabbage-like, rotten: methyl sulfides 

• savory, spicy: heterocyclic ketones 

• spermous: alkyl multi-amines and heterocyclic amines 

• tarry, oily: polyphenols 

• tobacco: alkenes-with-one-ring ketones 

• urinous: steroid ketones 

• woody: triterpenes (sesquiterpenes) 

Odorants mix to make odor, and people can distinguish 10,000 different odors. 

categories 

Smells can range through sweet/flowery/fruity, mild/vegetably, mild/animaly, mild/mineraly, strong/vegetably, 

strong/animaly, putrid/animaly, and sharp/mineraly. 

The smell-category sequence correlates with molecule reactivity: 

• Ether -C-O-C- 

• Alcohol -CH2OH 

• Ester -COO- 

• Aryl =CHC= 

• Terpene =CC2 

• Ketone -COC- 

• Aldehyde -CHO 

• Acid -COOH 

• Amine -CH2NH2 

• Sulfhydryl -CH2SH 

• Halogens Br2 



similarities based on chemical group 

Similar chemical types make similar smells. Similar chemical origins make similar smells. 

Alcohols are similar: biting, fruity, sweet. 

Aldehydes are similar: malty, grassy (herby). 

Amines are similar: spermous, fishy, nutty, roasted. 

Aryls are similar: aromatic, burnt (smoky), camphorous (resinous), tarry (oily). 

Carboxylic acids are similar: pungent (acrid, vinegary), putrid (sweaty, rancid), goaty (hircine). 

Ethers are similar: fragrant, floral, fruity and sweet. 

Ketones are similar: minty, spicy, savory, tobacco, musky (ambrosial), urinous. 

Sulfur compounds are similar: asparagusy, cabbage-like, alliaceous (garlicy), foul, rotten. 

Terpenes are similar: minty, flowery (fresh), rubbery, woody. 

similarities based on similar chemical groups 

Alcohols and aryl ketones are similar: biting, fruity, minty, musky. 

Alcohols and esters are similar: fruity, sweet. 

Aldehydes and alkene ketones are similar: malty, grassy, tobacco. 

Aldehydes and ethers are similar: malty, grassy, earthy. 

Aldehydes and terpenes are similar: malty, grassy, rubbery, woody. 

Amines and steroid ketones are similar: spermous, fishy, nutty, roasted, urinous. 

Amines and carboxylic acids are similar: spermous, fishy, nutty, roasted, pungent, putrid, goaty. 

Polycyclic aryls and halogens are similar: camphorous, pharmaceutical. 

Carboxylic acids and steroid ketones are similar: pungent, putrid, goaty, urinous. 

Alkene ketones and terpenes are similar: tobacco, rubbery, woody. 

Polycyclic aryl ketones and ethers are similar: minty, camphorous, musky, fragrant, flowery, fruity. 

similarities based on organism type 

Vegetable smells are similar: alcohols, aldehydes, ethers, aryl and alkene ketones, sulfur compounds, terpenes. 

Animal smells are similar: carboxylic acids, amines, polycyclic aryl ketones, steroid ketones. 

opposites 

Carboxylic acids (sour, putrid, animal) and esters (sweet, fruity, vegetable) are opposites. 

Carboxylic acids (sour, putrid, animal) and alcohols (sweet, fruity, vegetable) are opposites. 

Amines (animal) and aldehydes (vegetable) are opposites. 

Amines (animal) and terpenes (vegetable) are opposites. 

 

odor hedonics 

Odors have pleasantness, familiarity, and intensity {odor hedonics}, which define how much people like them. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell>Odor>Pheromone 

 

pheromone 

In mammals, chemicals {pheromone}| establish territories and find mates [Pantages and Dulac, 2000]. Sex-hormone-

derived pheromones are in skin secretions [Savic et al., 2001] [Savic, 2002] [Sobel et al., 1999]. Baboons secrete 

female pheromones during sexual receptive period. Perhaps, pheromones synchronize ovulation [Gangestad et al., 

2002] [McClintock, 1998] [Schank, 2001] [Stern and McClintock, 1998] [Weller et al., 1999]. 

 

McClintock effect 

Women living in close proximity menstruate at same time {McClintock effect}, perhaps from sweat pheromone. 

 

scent marking 

Animals mark locations with scent {scent marking}. Cats and antelope use urine and face or cheek scent glands. 

Skunk and badger use anal glands. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell>Odor>Kinds 

 

primary odor 

Linnaeus said smells can be alliaceous like garlic, ambrosial like musk, aromatic, foul, fragrant, hircine like goat, 

and nauseating {primary odor}. Primary odors can be putrid, flowery, fruity, burnt, spicy, resinous or camphor, musk, 

floral, peppermint, ether, pungent, and putrid. Primary odors can be floral, minty, ethereal like pear, musky, resinous 



like camphor, foul or sulfurous, and acrid like vinegar. Primary odors can be acidic, burnt, caprylic like goat, and 

fragrant. Primary odors can be camphorous, fishy, malty, minty, musky, spermous, sweaty, or urinous odors. 

 

aegyptium 

Almond oil, honey, cinnamon, orange blossom, and henna {aegyptium} can mix. 

 

ambergris as smell 

Sperm-whale-stomach oil {ambergris, smell} can protect stomach lining. 

 

androstenone 

Steroid molecules {androstenone} smell musky to 25% of people and urinous to 25% of people, and have no smell 

for 50% of people. 

 

bergamot 

Orange-rind oils {bergamot, smell} can mix. 

 

cacous 

Violets can make drops {cacous}. Casca preciosa is sassafras. 

 

carvone 

d-carvone {carvone} is caraway, and l-carvone is spearmint. 

 

castoreum 

Far-northern-beaver abdomen-gland oil {castoreum} marks territory. 

 

civet 

Ethiopian-cat near-genitalia-gland honey-like compound {civet, smell} is a sex pheromone. 

 

ionone 

Violets make compounds {ionone} that can inhibit odors. 

 

kyphi 

Rose, crocus, and violet oils {kyphi} can mix. 

 

maple syrup urine 

A genetic disease causes urine to smell like maple syrup {maple syrup urine}. 

 

musk as smell 

East-Asian deer-intestine red jelly {musk, smell} has steroids. 

 

neroli 

Oranges can make attar {neroli}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell>Physiology 

 

smell physiology 

Smell processes use molecule shape and electric-field differences to distinguish odorants {smell, physiology}. After 

seven or eight molecules bind to cilia odorant receptors, olfactory receptors signal once. People need 40 signals to 

perceive odor. Odorants affect several olfactory-receptor types, which send to smell neurons that excite and inhibit each 

other to form intensity ratios. Smell neurons work together to distinguish odors. 

Odors are painful at high concentrations. Smell can detect very low concentrations. Odor intensity and sense 

qualities mix. 

Smell can detect source location. Smell can detect many sources from one location. 

Lower air pressure increases volatility and so smell intensity. Higher humidity increases volatility and so smell 

intensity. Light typically decreases smell, by breaking down chemicals. 

 



cross-adaptation 

After smelling an odor, smell is less sensitive to later odors {cross-adaptation}, probably because both odors share 

one or more odorant-receptor types. Different odor sequences result in different sensitivities. 

 

tip-of-the-nose phenomenon 

People can be unable to name familiar odors {tip-of-the-nose phenomenon}. Unlike tip-of-the-tongue phenomena, 

there are no lexical cues. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell>Problems 

 

anosmia 

Sinus problems or head blows can cause inability to smell anything {anosmia}. People can be unable to smell 

specific odors {specific anosmia}. 

 

hyperosmia 

People can have heightened sucrose, urea, and hydrochloric-acid sensitivity {hyperosmia}. 

 

hyposmia 

People can have reduced smell sense {hyposmia}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Smell>Theories 

 

shape-pattern theory 

Air chemicals and odorant receptors have shapes. Perhaps, chemical shapes must be complementary to receptor 

shapes to detect odorants {shape-pattern theory}. Odorant-receptor firing pattern determines odor. 

 

stereochemical theory 

Perhaps, molecule geometry correlates with odor type {stereochemical theory}. Smell receptor sites are small 

concave for camphorous smell, large concave for musky smell, V-shaped for minty smell, trough-shaped for ethereal 

smell, and concave-and-trough-shaped for floral smell. Receptor sites can have electric charges that attract oppositely 

charged moelcules, with negative charge for pungent smell and positive charge for putrid smell [Amoore, 1964] 

[Moncrieff, 1949]. 

 

vibration theory 

Perhaps, odorant molecules have vibration frequencies {vibration theory} (Luca Turin). Molecules with similar 

vibration frequency have similar smell. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Taste 

 

taste 

Taste {taste, sense} {gustation} detects chemicals dissolved in water, using molecule electrochemical reactions and 

shape, acidity, and polarity. Taste molecules are below 200 molecular weight and include ions, hydrogen ions, 

hydroxide ions, and sugars. Taste is a synthetic sense, with some analysis. 

physical properties 

Tastable molecules include hydrogen ions, hydroxide ions, salt ions, and sugars, which are water-soluble and have 

molecular weights less than 200. Water-soluble molecules vary in size, shape, chemical sites, acidity, and ionicity. 

Water-soluble chemicals vary in concentration. Tastable molecules attach to tongue chemical receptors. 

types 

Taste types are sweet, salt, sour, and bitter. 

Sweet is not acid, salt, or base. Salt is neutral. Sour is acid. Bitter is base. 

Sweet is non-polar. Salt, sour, and bitter are polar. 

Sour acid and salt are similar. Bitter base and salt are similar. Sweet and salt are similar. 

Sour acid and bitter base are opposites. Sour acid and sweet are opposites. Salt and sweet are opposites. 

Taste has same physical properties, and taste processes are similar, so taste perceptions are similar, for all 

undamaged people. Tastes relate in only one consistent and complete way. Tastes are not symmetric, so tastes have 



unique relations. Tastes cannot substitute. Tastes have specific sense qualities and so can never switch to other tastes. 

Newborns can detect sweet as pleasant and bitter as aversive. 

Perhaps, the first taste was a food or poison sign. 

mixing 

Bitter and sweet can mix. Bitter and salt can mix. Salt and sour can mix. Tastes do not mix to make new tastes. 

properties 

Taste habituates quickly. Taste is in real time, with a half-second delay. Temperature affects taste, so sweets taste 

less sweet when warm than when cold. 

Taste has early, middle, and late sensations. 

Sour acid and salt are similar. Bitter and salt are similar. Sweet and salt are similar. 

Sour (acid) and bitter (base) are opposites. Sweet (neutral) and sour (acid) are opposites. Salt and sweet are 

opposites. 

source location 

Taste can detect source location. Taste can detect several sources from one location. 

Taste has few spatial affects. However, taste can have interference from more than one source. 

evolution 

Perhaps, salt receptors evolved because animals need sodium and need associated chloride. 

Perhaps, sour receptors evolved to detect food or dangerous acidic conditions. 

Perhaps, sweet receptors evolved to detect sugar nutrients. 

Perhaps, bitter receptors evolved to detect poisons. 

development 

Newborns do not taste salt, but babies soon can taste it, and they like it. 

Newborns can taste sour. Children like sour taste. 

Newborns can taste sweet and think it pleasant. 

Babies can taste bitter and think it aversive. 

relations to other senses 

Taste and retronasal-area smell can combine to make flavor. Odors affect taste receptors. Taste has higher 

concentration than smell. Taste has water as solvent, not air. Taste has few spatial affects. Taste molecules can have 

polarization. Taste and smell can have interference from more than one source. Both taste and smell are often silent. 

Taste and smell have early, middle, and late sensations. Taste does not use vibrations, but smell can use vibrations. 

Taste is at tongue surface and so has touch. Texture affects taste. Touch can feel solutions on tongue and react to 

noxious tastes. Touch locates tongue taste receptors. 

Taste seems unrelated to hearing and vision. 

effects 

Sour makes people's lips pucker, sometimes downward. 

Bitter makes people's eyes and nose change. 

Salt is alerting. 

Savory is less alerting. 

Sweet is calming. 

 

flavor and taste 

Taste and retronasal-area smell can combine {flavor, taste}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Taste>Anatomy 

 

taste anatomy 

Taste anatomy includes tongue, taste buds, chemical receptors, and neurons. Tongue chemical receptors send to 

thalamus, which sends to cortical regions. 

Tongue skin has chemical receptors for water-soluble molecules {taste, anatomy}. Receptors have one receptor type. 

Taste uses four or five main receptor types, each with variations. Receptors have dozens of combinations. Taste buds 

have all receptor types. Tongue has no special salt, sweet, or sour regions. 

Taste neurons typically receive from more than one taste-receptor type. Taste neurons detect one main taste 

category: salt-best, sugar-best, acid-best, and bitter-best. Similar taste sensations vary only in intensity, not in quality, 

because similar receptors go to same taste neuron. 



Medulla solitary tract nucleus receives from tongue cranial nerves 7, 9, and 10, determines taste preferences, and 

sends to thalamus and to parabrachial nucleus, which also receives from GI tract. Taste cortex is in insula, which sends 

to orbitofrontal cortex. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Taste>Anatomy>Receptors 

 

taste receptor 

Tongue chemical receptors {taste receptor} are for sweet, sour, salty, bitter, and L-glutamate. Receptor cells have 50 

chemoreceptors, all of the same receptor type, which detect positive ions or polarity. 

 

glutamate receptor 

Tongue chemoreceptors detect L-glutamate and other amino acids. Some receptors {glutamate receptor} {umami 

receptor} are metabotropic receptors similar to brain glutamate receptors and underlie savory taste (Kikunae Ikeda) 

[1908]. People with glutamate receptors can detect monosodium glutamate. Other receptors {amino-acid receptor} are 

altered sweet receptors that bind amino acids. Glutamate and amino-acid receptors couple to G-proteins, which have 

unknown second messengers. 

 

salt receptor 

Tongue chemoreceptors {salt receptor} detect positively charged salt ions, including sodium and potassium ions. 

Sodium-chloride sodium ions make pure salt taste. Potassium-chloride potassium ions make salt and bitter taste. 

Positive ions enter ion channels and directly cause depolarization. 

Newborns do not taste salt, but babies soon can taste it, and they like it. Perhaps, salt receptors evolved because 

animals need sodium and need associated chloride. 

Glasorisic acid increases sodium-ion retention. 

 

sour receptor 

Tongue chemoreceptors {sour receptor} detect acids. Acid hydrogen ions enter ion channels, block potassium 

channels, or bind to and open other positive-ion channels. Newborns can taste sour. Children like sour taste. Perhaps, 

sour receptors evolved to detect food or dangerous acidic conditions. 

 

sweet receptor 

Tongue chemoreceptors {sweet receptor} detect non-ionic organic compounds, mostly sugars. Sweet-receptors 

couple to G-proteins, and second messengers close potassium channels. Newborns can taste sweet and like it. Perhaps, 

sweet receptors evolved to detect sugar nutrients. 

Asclepiad, similar to milkweed, inhibits tasting sweet. African miraculous berry makes everything taste sweet. 

Artificial sweeteners mimic sugar molecules. 

 

T1R proteins 

Proteins {T1R proteins} can make cell-membrane taste chemoreceptors. Sweet receptor has one T1R2 and one T1R3 

protein. Umami savory receptor has one T1R1 and one T1R3 protein. Bitter receptor has 25 possible proteins. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Taste>Anatomy>Receptors>Bitter 

 

bitter receptor 

Thirty different chemoreceptors {bitter receptor} detect non-ionic organic compounds, such as alkaloids, including 

quinine and unripe-potato alkaloid {solanine}. Bitter receptors couple to G-proteins. Second messengers release 

calcium ions from endoplasmic reticulum. All bitter-receptor types synapse on same taste-neuron type, so people 

cannot discriminate among bitters. Babies can taste bitter and dislike it. Perhaps, bitter receptors evolved to detect 

poisons. 

 

6-n-propylthiouracil taste receptor 

6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP) tastes bitter. Supertasters have its chemoreceptors {6-n-propylthiouracil taste receptor}, 

have many fungiform papillae, and have high-intensity tastes. One-third of people cannot taste PROP, lack those 

receptors, have fewer fungiform papillae, and have low-intensity tastes. 

PTC taste 

Phenylthiocarbamide tastes bitter and is similar to propylthiouraci. One-third of people cannot taste it. 



 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Taste>Anatomy>Tongue 

 

taste bud 

Tongue and soft-palate hemispherical cell clusters {taste bud}| hold cells {taste receptor cell} that have tip 

microvilli. Adult tongue has 10,000 taste buds, but babies have more. Taste buds last one week, fade, and then new 

ones grow. 

 

microvilli 

Taste-bud cells have tips with projections {microvillus} {microvilli} that extend into taste pore. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Taste>Anatomy>Tongue>Papilla 

 

papilla 

Tongue has four bump types {papilla}| {papillae}. 

 

circumvallate papilla 

Papillae {circumvallate papilla} can be largest, be before tonsils, be large circular mounds with depressed 

circumference, and have three to five taste buds (on tongue rear sides). 

 

filiform papilla 

Papillae {filiform papilla} can be smallest, be most, be down top middle, and have no taste buds. 

 

foliate papilla 

Papillae {foliate papilla} can be medium-size, be at back sides, be tissue folds at tongue rear and outsides, and have 

taste buds. 

 

fungiform papilla 

Papillae {fungiform papilla} can be next smallest, be on tongue broad part, be one-millimeter-size mushroom shapes 

at tongue tip and edges, and have six taste buds each. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Taste>Physiology 

 

taste physiology 

Taste distinguishes water-soluble salt, sugar, acid, and base chemicals {taste, physiology}. Taste receptors are for 

only salt, sugar, acid, or base. For example, salt taste receptors measure salt concentration as salt-to-receptor binding 

per second. Different taste receptors converge on taste neurons. Similar taste sensations vary only in intensity, not in 

quality, because similar receptors go to same taste neuron. 

Salty chemicals are small and ionic and have neutral acidity. Sodium-chloride sodium ions make pure salt taste. 

Potassium-chloride potassium ions make salt and bitter taste. 

Sour chemicals are small, ionic, and acidic. Hydrogen chloride makes pure sour taste. 

Sweet chemicals are large and polar and have neutral acidity. Glucose makes pure sweet taste. Fructose and 

galactose are sweet. 

Bitter chemicals are small or large, ionic, and basic. Hydroxide ions make pure bitter taste. 

Savory chemicals are large, ionic-polar, and slightly acidic. L-glutamic acid sodium salt (monosodium glutamate) 

tastes distinctively salty and sweet. 

Taste neurons inhibit and excite each other to compare sugar, acid, base, salt, and L-glutamate receptor inputs to find 

differences and indicate taste types [Kadohisa et al., 2005] [Pritchard and Norgren, 2004] [Rolls and Scott, 2003]. 

Tastes are relative. For example, salt only tastes salty relative to other tastes [Brillat-Savarin, 1825]. Saliva salt level 

is highest in morning, drops until afternoon, and then rises again to high morning value, so salt amount needed for salt 

taste varies during day. Saliva substance concentrations can vary tenfold. Tongue taste-receptor pattern affects taste. 

Taste is painful at high concentrations. Taste can detect low concentrations. 

Taste can detect source location. Taste can detect several sources from one location. 

acidity 

Molecule atoms, bonds, and electric charge determine acidity, which can be acidic, neutral, or basic. 

Sour is acidic. Salty is neutral acidity. Savory is neutral. Sweet is neutral. Bitter is basic. 



Salty, savory, and sweet have similar neutrality. 

Sour and bitter have opposite acidity. 

ionicity 

Molecule atoms and bonds and molecule-electron properties determine ionicity, which can be ionic or polar. 

Sweet and some bitters are polar. Salty, savory, sour, and some bitters are ionic. 

Sour and sweet, salty and sweet, and savory and sweet have opposite ionicity. 

size 

Sour and some bitters have similar small size. 

Salts have medium size. 

Sweet, savory, and some bitters have similar large size. 

polarity or ionicity; acidity, neutrality, or basicity; and size 

Taste molecules have a combination of polarity or ionicity; acidity, neutrality, or basicity; and size. 

Taste molecules can be: 

• acidic: hydrogen ion (sour) 

• neutral: monosodium glutamate (savory) 

• neutral: sodium chloride and potassium chloride (salt) 

• neutral: glucose and fructose (sweet) 

• slightly basic: phenylthiourea, phenylthiocarbamide, and 6-n-propylthiouracil (bitter) 

• basic: hydroxide ion (bitter) 

Taste molecules can be: 

• polar: glucose and fructose (sweet) 

• polar: phenylthiourea, phenylthiocarbamide, and 6-n-propylthiouracil (bitter) 

• ionic: hydroxide ion (bitter) 

• ionic: hydrogen ion (sour) 

• ionic: sodium chloride and potassium chloride (salt) 

• ionic: monosodium glutamate (savory) 

(They cannot be non-polar, because non-polar does not dissolve in water.) 

Taste molecules can have molecular weight 1 to 200: 

• 1: hydrogen ion (sour) 

• 17: hydroxide ion (bitter) 

• 58: sodium chloride (salt) 

• 75: potassium chloride (salt) 

• 152: phenylthiourea and phenylthiocarbamide (bitter) 

• 169: monosodium glutamate (savory) 

• 170: 6-n-propylthiouracil (bitter) 

• 180: glucose and fructose (sweet) 

Taste molecules are: 

• Sour: acidic, ionic, and small. 

• Salt: neutral, ionic, and medium. 

• Savory: neutral, ionic, and large. 

• Sweet: neutral, polar, and large. 

• Bitter: slightly basic, polar, and large. 

• Bitter: basic, ionic, and small. 

Acidic and polar do not exist, because acids are ionic. Basic and polar do not exist, because bases are ionic. 

Small and polar do not exist, because small molecules are ionic. Medium and polar do not exist, because medium 

molecules are ionic. 

Small and neutral do not exist, because small molecules have hydrogen ions or hydroxide ions. Large and acidic do 

not exist, because acidic molecules have small hydrogen ions. Large and basic do not exist, because basic molecules 

have small hydroxide ions. 

Taste molecules fall into six categories: 

• Large polar: neutral (sweet) or slightly basic (bitter) 

• Large ionic: neutral (savory) 

• Medium ionic: neutral (salt) 

• Small ionic: acidic (sour) or basic (bitter) 



 

learned taste aversion 

If new flavor associates with gastrointestinal illness, people are averse to the flavor {learned taste aversion}. 

 

taste zero 

Taste receptors adjust for current saliva substance concentrations. Taste stimulus at same concentration as saliva 

concentration is tasteless {taste zero}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Taste>Kinds 

 

primary taste 

Henning said tastes are bitter, salty, sour, and sweet {primary taste} {basic taste}. Some people can distinguish 

monosodium glutamate savory taste from salt taste. 

 

capsaicin 

Peppers have molecules {capsaicin} that cause pain and sweating. 

 

chow spice 

Ethiopian spice mixtures {chow, spice} have chili and other spices and inhibit bacteria. 

 

ginger taste 

Roots {ginger, taste} prevent seasickness. 

 

jambu 

Brazilian daisy {spilanthes} {jambu} numbs and tingles mouth. 

 

monosodium glutamate 

Some people can distinguish umami savory taste from salt taste. Glutamic-amino-acid sodium salt {monosodium 

glutamate}| (MSG) tastes distinctively salty and sweet. Autolyzed yeast extract, glutavene, calcium caseinate, sodium 

caseinate, Marmite, soy sauce, anchovy, and fish sauce have high MSG. 

 

phenylethylamine 

Brain makes amphetamines {phenylethylamine} (PEA). 

 

phenylthiourea 

For one-half to two-thirds of people, with dominant allele, urea compounds {phenylthiourea} (PTU) can taste bitter. 

PTU has no taste to other one-half to one-third of people, who cannot recognize NC=S chemical functional group 

[Kalmus and Hubbard, 1960]. 

 

tetrodotoxin 

Puffer-fish tissues can have poison {tetrodotoxin}, to which predators are averse. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Temperature 

 

temperature sense 

Skin has cold and warm receptors {temperature sense} {temperature receptor}. Coolness and warmth are relative 

and depend on body-tissue relative average random molecule speed. Very cold objects can feel hot at first. 

Nociceptive and thermal receptor systems interact. Tactile and thermal receptor systems interact. Warmth and 

coolness have no pressure. 

Nose and tongue thermoreceptors adjust food-digestion enzymes. 

 

thermoreceptor 

Skin mechanoreceptors {thermoreceptor} can detect temperature. Muscles, tendons, joints, alimentary canal, and 

bladder have thermoreceptors. 

 



cold fiber 

Skin has mechanoreceptors {cold fiber} that detect decreased skin temperature. Skin is normally 30 C to 36 C. If 

objects are colder than 30 C, cold fibers provide information about material as heat flows from skin to object. Cold 

receptors are mostly on face and genitals. Cold fibers are 30 times more than warmth fibers. 

 

warmth fiber 

Skin has receptors {warmth fiber} that detect increased skin temperature. Skin is normally 30 C to 36 C. If skin is 

above normal temperature, warmth fibers provide information about material as heat flows from skin to object. Warmth 

fibers also provide information about body state, such as fever or warm-weather overheating. Heat receptors are deep in 

skin, especially in tongue. Warm fibers are 30 times fewer than cool fibers. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Thirst 

 

thirst sense 

Throat chemoreceptors {thirst, receptor} {dryness, receptor} measure dryness. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Touch 

 

touch 

Mechanoreceptors can detect pressure at inside or outside body surfaces {touch, sense}. Compression, tension, and 

torsion stresses cause body-surface strains. Touch analyzes material properties, such as temperature, texture, surface 

curvature, density, hardness, and elasticity. Touch is a synthetic sense, with some analysis. Protozoa have touch and 

stretch receptors. 

physical properties 

Touch events include tissue stresses, motions, and vibrations, which displace surfaces and regions. Stresses vary in 

area, pressure, and vibration states. Pressures include compression, tension, and torsion. Stresses and stress changes 

stress skin mechanical receptors. 

types 

People can feel "butterflies", tickle, tingle, gentle touch, regular pressure, and sharp pressure. People can feel motion 

and vibrations up to 20 Hz. People can feel object temperature, texture, surface curvature, density, hardness, and 

elasticity. 

Touches relate in only one consistent and complete way. Touches are not symmetric, so touches have unique 

relations. Touches cannot substitute. Touches have specific sense qualities and so can never switch to other touches. 

Touches do not have opposites. Touch has same physical properties, and touch processes are similar, so touch 

perceptions are similar, for all undamaged people. 

Touch is pleasurable for babies and parents and for sexual relations. Perhaps, the first touch was for food or mating. 

properties 

Touch habituates quickly. Touch is in real time, with a half-second delay. Touch can detect low pressure or speed. 

Touch is painful at high pressure or speed. Touches do not mix to make new touches. Age reduces vibration sensitivity. 

source location 

Touch can locate body and objects {where system}. 

From one location, touch detects only one source. 

Touch can detect multiple sensations simultaneously. 

Touch has no fixed coordinate origin (egocenter), so coordinates change with task. 

evolution 

Humans have higher touch sensitivity than other mammals. Lower animals have even less touch sensitivity. Perhaps, 

the first touch was for food or mating. 

Protozoa have touch and stretch receptors. 

development 

Newborns can turn in touched-cheek direction. 

effects 

Pressure and touch receptor activity increases muscle flexor activity and decreases muscle extensor activity. 

Emotions generate brain-gut hormones that cause abdominal feelings. 

relations to other senses 

Hearing, temperature, and touch involve mechanical energy. 



Touch can feel vibrations below 20 Hz. Sound vibrates eardrum and other body surfaces but is not felt as touch. 

Touch uses higher energy level than hearing. Hearing uses waves that travel far, but touch uses vibrations that travel 

short. Hearing and touch have no input from most spatial locations. Hearing has sound attack and decay, and touch has 

temporal properties. 

Touch can feel air near smell receptors and react to noxious smells. Touch locates smell receptors in upper nose. 

Touch can feel solutions on tongue and react to noxious tastes. Touch locates tongue taste receptors. 

Touch coordinates with vision. 

Nociceptive and thermal receptor systems interact. Tactile and thermal receptor systems interact. 

 

hyperaesthesia touch 

People can have extreme touch sensitivity and low pain threshold {hyperaesthesia, touch}|. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Touch>Anatomy 

 

epicritic pathway 

Sense-nerve myelinated-fiber pathways {epicritic pathway} {lemniscal system} can begin at Meissner's corpuscles, 

Pacinian corpuscles, hair root structures, muscle spindles, and Golgi tendon organs, go through lateral cervical nucleus, 

continue to gracile and cuneate nuclei, and end at cerebellum and thalamus. 

Skin mechanical receptors send to spinal cord, brainstem nuclei, thalamus, and parietal lobe. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Touch>Anatomy>Fibers 

 

A-beta fiber 

Skin mechanoreceptor fibers {A-beta fiber} can be large. 

 

fast-adapting fiber I 

Meissner corpuscles are fast-adapting mechanoreceptors and have small receptive fields {fast-adapting fiber I} (FA 

I). 

 

fast-adapting fiber II 

Pacinian corpuscles are fast-adapting mechanoreceptors and have large receptive fields {fast-adapting fiber II} (FA 

II). 

 

slow-adapting fiber I 

Merkel receptors are slow-adapting mechanoreceptors and have small receptive fields {slow-adapting fiber I} (SA 

I). 

 

slow-adapting fiber II 

Ruffini receptors are slow-adapting mechanoreceptors and have large receptive fields {slow-adapting fiber II} (SA 

II). 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Touch>Anatomy>Receptors 

 

touch receptor 

Skin, muscles, tendons, joints, alimentary canal, and bladder have mechanical receptors that detect tissue strains, 

pressures/stresses (compression, tension, and torsion), motions, and vibrations {touch receptor}. Eight basic 

mechanoreceptor types each have many variations, making thousands of combinations. Skin has encapsulated tactile 

receptors, free-nerve-ending receptors, hair-follicle receptors, Meissner's corpuscles, Merkel cells, Pacinian corpuscles, 

palisade cells, and Ruffini endorgans. 

Skin mechanoreceptors (thermoreceptor) can detect surface temperature. Muscles, tendons, joints, alimentary canal, 

and bladder have thermoreceptors. Skin mechanoreceptors (cold fiber) can detect decreased skin temperature. Cold 

receptors are mostly on face and genitals. Skin has receptors (warmth fiber) that detect increased skin temperature. Heat 

receptors are deep in skin, especially in tongue. Warm fibers are 30 times fewer than cool fibers. 

 



free nerve ending 

Skin mechanoreceptors {free nerve ending} respond to all skin-stimulation types, because they are specialized 

receptors. 

 

hair cell of skin 

Skin mechanoreceptors {hair cell, skin}, with tip cilia {stereocilia} {stereocilium}, detect movement. Stereocilia 

movement begins neurotransmitter release. Hair cells send to brainstem and receive from brain. 

 

Herbst corpuscle 

Woodpeckers have tongue vibration detectors {Herbst corpuscle}, which are like Pacinian corpuscles. 

 

Krause end bulb 

Skin encapsulated mechanoreceptors {Krause end bulb} {Krause's end bulb} are in mammals other than primates 

and correspond to primate Meissner's corpuscles. Krause end bulbs are mostly in genitals, tongue, and lips. 

 

lateral line system 

Teleosts have side canals and openings {lateral line system}|, running from head to tail, which perceive water 

pressure and flow changes. Visual signals influence lateral-line perceptions. 

 

Meissner corpuscle 

Primate glabrous-skin encapsulated mechanoreceptors {Meissner's corpuscle} {Meissner corpuscle} are fast-

adapting, have small receptive fields of 100 to 300 micrometers diameter, and lie in rows just below fingertip surface-

ridge dermal papillae. Meissner's corpuscles are only in primates and correspond to Krause end bulbs in other 

mammals. 

Meissner's corpuscles respond to vibration, to detect changing stimuli. Maximum sensitivity is at 20 to 40 Hz. Range 

is from 1 Hz to 400 Hz. Meissner's corpuscles send to myelinated dorsal-root neuron fibers. 

 

Merkel cell 

Numerous encapsulated mechanoreceptors {Merkel cell} {Merkel-cell neurite complex} form domes {Iggo-Pinkus 

dome} visible at skin surfaces. Merkel cells are slow-adapting, have small receptive fields of 100 to 300 micrometers 

diameter, and are in hairy-skin epidermis-bottom small scattered clusters and in glabrous-skin epidermis rete pegs. 

Merkel cells detect continuous pressures and deformations as small as one micrometer. Merkel cells detect 0.4-Hz to 

3-Hz low-frequency vibrations. Merkel cells send to myelinated dorsal-root neuron fibers. 

 

ODC enzyme 

Enzymes {ODC enzyme} begin touch chemical changes. 

 

pacinian corpuscle 

Encapsulated mechanoreceptors {pacinian corpuscle}, 1 to 2 mm diameter, detect deep pressure. Pacinian corpuscles 

are fast-adapting, have large receptive fields, and are in body, joint, genital, and mammary-gland hairy-skin and 

glabrous-skin deep layers. 

Pacinian corpuscles respond to vibration with maximum sensitivity at 200 to 300 Hz. Range is 20 to 1500 Hz. 

Pacinian corpuscles can detect movements smaller than one micrometer. Pacinian corpuscles have lamellae, which act 

as high-pass filters to prevent steadily maintained pressure from making signals. Pacinian corpuscles send to 

myelinated dorsal-root neuron fibers. 

 

palisade cell in skin 

Hair follicles have pressure mechanoreceptors {palisade cell, touch} {hair follicle nerve}, around hair-shaft base, 

that have three myelinated-fiber types. Palisade cells respond to different deformations. Palisade cells respond to 

vibration frequencies from 1 to 1500 Hz. 

 

Ruffini endorgan 

Encapsulated skin mechanoreceptors {Ruffini's endorgan} {Ruffini endorgan} {Ruffini ending} are spindle shaped 

and 1 mm to 2 mm long, similar to Golgi tendon organs. Ruffini's endorgans are slow-adapting, are in joints and 

glabrous-skin dermis, and have large receptive fields (SA II), several centimeters diameter in arms and trunk. Ruffini 

endorgans have densely-branched center nerve endings. 



Ruffini endorgans respond to skin slip, stretch, and deformation, with sensitivity less than that of SA I receptors. 

Ruffini endorgans respond to 100 Hz to 500 Hz. Ruffini endorgans send to myelinated dorsal-root neuron fibers. 

 

skin receptor 

Skin has hair-follicle receptors, Meissner's corpuscles, Merkel cells, Pacinian corpuscles, and Ruffini endorgans 

{skin receptor}. 

 

tactile receptor 

Skin encapsulated mechanoreceptors {tactile receptor} are for vibration, steady pressure, and light touch. Receptors 

measure amplitude, constancies, changes, and frequencies. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Touch>Physiology 

 

touch physiology 

Mechanoreceptors detect pressures, strains, and movements {touch, physiology}. Touch stimuli affect many touch-

receptor types, which excite and inhibit each other to form intensity ratios. Receptors do not make equal contributions 

but have weights. Receptor sensitivity varies over touch spectrum and touch region [Katz, 1925] [McComas and 

Cupido, 1999] [Teuber et al., 1960] [Teuber, 1960]. 

Touch is more about weight, heat transfer, texture, and hardness {material property, touch} than about shape 

{geometric property, touch}. Weight discrimination is best if lifted-weight density is one gram per cubic centimeter. 

Touch receptors can detect mechanical vibrations up to 20 to 30 Hz. 

Touch can detect body location. From one location, touch detects only one source. Touch can detect multiple 

sensations simultaneously. Touch has no fixed coordinate origin (egocenter), so coordinates change with task. 

Pressure, pain, and touch receptor activity increases muscle flexor activity and decrease muscle extensor activity. 

Mechanoreceptors detect pressures/stresses (compression, tension, torsion), strains, motions, and vibrations 

[Bolanowski et al., 1998] [Hollins, 2002] [Johnson, 2002]: 

• Free nerve ending: smooth or rough surface texture 

• Hair cell: motion 

• Meissner corpuscle: vibration 

• Merkel cell: light compression and vibration 

• Pacinian corpuscle: deep compression and vibration 

• Palisade cell: light compression 

• Ruffini endorgan: slip, stretch, and vibration 

pressure 

Skin encapsulated tactile receptors are for steady pressure and light touch. 

Skin free-nerve-ending mechanoreceptors respond to all skin-stimulation types. 

Merkel cells detect continuous pressures and deformations as small as one micrometer. Merkel cells detect 0.4-Hz to 

3-Hz low-frequency vibrations. Merkel cells are slow-adapting. 

Pacinian corpuscles detect deep pressure. Pacinian corpuscles are fast-adapting. 

Palisade cells respond to different deformations. 

Ruffini endorgans respond to skin slip, stretch, and deformation, with sensitivity less than that of SA I receptors. 

Ruffini's endorgans are slow-adapting. 

Nerve signals differ for pain, itch, heat, and pressure [Bialek et al., 1991]. Pain is irregular and high intensity and has 

rapid increase. Itch is regular and fast. Heat rises higher. Pressure has high intensity that fades away. 

People can distinguish 10 stress levels. Maximum touch is when high pressure causes tissues to have inelastic strain, 

which stretches surface tissues past point to which they can completely return and which typically causes pain. 

vibration 

Skin encapsulated tactile receptors are for vibration. 

Skin free-nerve-ending mechanoreceptors respond to all skin-stimulation types. 

Meissner's corpuscles respond to vibration, to detect changing stimuli. Maximum sensitivity is at 20 to 40 Hz. Range 

is from 1 Hz to 400 Hz. Meissner corpuscles are fast-adapting. 

Pacinian corpuscles respond to vibration with maximum sensitivity at 200 to 300 Hz. Range is 20 to 1500 Hz. 

Pacinian corpuscles can detect movements smaller than one micrometer. Pacinian-corpuscle lamellae act as high-pass 

filters to prevent steadily maintained pressure from making signals. Pacinian corpuscles are fast-adapting. 

Palisade cells respond to vibration frequencies from 1 to 1500 Hz. 



Ruffini endorgans respond to 100 Hz to 500 Hz. Ruffini's endorgans are slow-adapting. 

People can distinguish 10 vibration levels. Age reduces vibration sensitivity. 

movement 

Skin hair-cell mechanoreceptors detect movement. 

Skin free-nerve-ending mechanoreceptors respond to all skin-stimulation types. 

The touch system can detect whether objects are stationary. Touch can tell whether surface is sliding under 

stationary skin, or skin is sliding over stationary surface. 

Most objects connect to the ground and are stationary. Their connection to the ground makes them have high inertia 

and no acceleration when pushed or pulled. 

Objects that slide past stationary skin have inertia similar to or less than the body. (If large object slides by skin, the 

collision affects the whole body, not just the skin.) They have measurable deceleration when pushed or pulled. 

The touch system measures accelerations and decelerations in the skin. Large decelerations in skin result from 

sliding by stationary objects. Small decelerations in skin result from objects sliding by skin. 

People can distinguish 10 motion levels. 

space 

Skin touches objects, and touch receptors receive information about objects adjacent to body. As body moves around 

in space, mental space expands by adding adjacency information. Sensations impinge on body surface in repeated 

patterns at touch receptors. From receptor activity patterns, nervous system builds a three-dimensional sensory surface. 

Foot motions stop at ground. Touch and kinesthetic receptors define a horizontal plane in space. 

People can distinguish inside-body stimuli, as self. Tightening muscles actively compresses, to affect proprioception 

receptors that define body points. When people move, other objects do not move, so correlated body movements belong 

to self. 

People can distinguish outside-body stimuli, as non-self. During movements or under pressure, body surfaces 

passively extend, to affect touch receptors that define external-space points. When people move, correlated 

non-movements belong to non-self. 

Because distance equals rate times time, motion provides information about distances. Nervous system correlates 

body motions and touch and kinesthetic receptors to extract reference points and three-dimensional space. Repeated 

body movements define perception metrics. Such ratios build standard length, angle, time, and mass units that model 

physical-space lengths, angles, times, and masses. As body, head, and eyes move, they trace geometric structures and 

motions. 

material properties 

Touch can identify {what system}. 

Holding in hand determines weight. 

Touching with no moving determines temperature. Material properties determine heat flow, which determines 

temperature, which ranges from cold to warm to pain. Temperature perceptual processes compare thermoreceptor 

inputs. People can distinguish 10 temperature levels. 

Applying pressure determines hardness. 

Sliding touch back and forth determines texture. 

Wrapping around determines shape and volume. Following contours determines shape. 

Touch is more about weight, heat transfer, texture, and hardness than about shape. Weight discrimination is best if 

lifted-weight density is one gram per cubic centimeter. 

qualities 

Emotions generate brain-gut hormones that cause abdominal feelings. Maximum touch is when high pressure causes 

tissues to have inelastic strain, which stretches surface tissues past point to which they can completely return and which 

typically causes pain. 

neuron 

Nerve signals differ for pain, itch, heat, and pressure [Bialek et al., 1991]. Pain is irregular and high intensity and has 

rapid increase. Itch is regular and fast. Heat rises higher. Pressure has high intensity that fades away. 

EEG 

In NREM sleep, anesthesia, and waking, short touch causes P1 cortical response 25 milliseconds later. In waking, 

short touch causes N1 cortical response 100 milliseconds later, lasting hundreds of milliseconds. 

temperature 

Coolness and warmth are relative and depend on body-tissue relative average random molecule speed. Very cold 

objects can feel hot at first. Skin is normally 30 C to 36 C. If objects are colder than 30 C, cold fibers provide 

information about material as heat flows from skin to object. If skin is above normal temperature, warmth fibers 



provide information about material as heat flows from skin to object. Warmth fibers also provide information about 

body state, such as fever or warm-weather overheating. 

 

exploratory procedure 

When touching objects, people use hand-movement patterns {exploratory procedure} to learn about features. 

Applying pressure determines hardness. Wrapping around determines shape and volume. Following contours 

determines shape. Touching with no moving determines temperature. Sliding touch back and forth determines texture. 

Holding in hand determines weight. 

 

haptic touch 

Skin, muscles, tendons, and joints have mechanoreceptors that work with muscle movements to explore 

environment. Touching by active exploration with fingers {haptic touch} {haptic perception} uses one information 

channel. Passive touch uses parallel channels. Touch can tell whether surface is sliding under stationary skin, or skin is 

sliding over stationary surface. See Figure 1. 



Figure 1 

Touch can tell whether a surface is sliding by stationary skin or skin is sliding over a stationary surface. 

 
Most objects connect to the ground and are stationary. Their connection to the ground makes them have high inertia 

and no acceleration when pushed or pulled. 

 

Objects that slide past stationary skin have inertia similar to or less than the body. (If large object slide by skin, the 

collision affects the whole body, not just the skin.) They have measurable deceleration when pushed or pulled. 

 

The touch system measures accelerations and decelerations in the skin. Large decelerations in skin result from sliding 

by stationary objects. Small decelerations in skin result from objects sliding by skin.  

 

The touch system can detect whether objects are stationary. It uses this knowledge, together with information from the 

kinesthetic system (including the vestibular system) to build the stationary three-dimensional spatial array known to 

consciousness. 

  



two-point threshold 

At different skin areas, for people to perceive separate touches, two touches must be separate by greater or smaller 

distances {two-point threshold}. 

 

what system 

Touch can identify {what system, touch}. Touch is more about weight, heat transfer, texture, and hardness than 

about shape. 

 

where system 

Touch can locate {where system, touch}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Urination 

 

urination sense 

Bladder mechanoreceptors {urination, receptor} {bladder, receptor} measure distension {distension receptor, 

bladder}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vestibular System 

 

vestibular system 

Semicircular canals, utricle, and saccule {vestibular system}| work together. Vestibular system detects rotary and 

linear accelerations and body positions. Vestibular system maintains balance. All vertebrates have semicircular canals 

to detect accelerations. 

Gravity makes constant force, and vestibular systems are similar, so balance feelings are similar, for all undamaged 

people. 

Body-equilibrium neurons continuously stimulate motor nerves. If body-equilibrium nerves have damage, body 

becomes weak [Cole, 1995] [Lee and Lishman, 1975]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vestibular System>Anatomy 

 

semicircular canal 

In inner ear, three mutually perpendicular semicircular tubes {semicircular canal}| {labyrinth, inner ear} detect head 

rotation. 

 

otolith 

In inner ear, small calcium-carbonate beads {otolith}| press on semicircular-canal hair-cell hairs. 

 

saccule 

Inner-ear parts {saccule}| can have small calcium-carbonate stones pressing on hair-cell hairs to detect body 

positions and rotary and linear accelerations. 

 

utricle 

Inner-ear parts {utricle}| can have small calcium-carbonate stones pressing on hair-cell hairs to detect head positions, 

centrifugal forces, and linear accelerations. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vestibular System>Problems 

 

Meniere disease 

Hair-cell damage can produce dizziness {Ménière's disease} {Ménière disease}. 

 

nystagmus 

Rapid involuntary eyeball oscillation {nystagmus}| can accompany dizziness. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision 

 



vision 

Perception, imagination, dreaming, and memory-recall process visual information to represent color, distance, and 

location {vision, sense}. Eyes detect visible light by absorbing light energy to depolarize receptor-cell membrane. 

Vision analyzes light intensities and frequencies [Wallach, 1963]. Vision can detect color, brightness, contrast, texture, 

alignment, grouping, overlap, transparency, shadow, reflection, refraction, diffraction, focus, noise, blurriness, 

smoothness, and haze. Lateral inhibition and spreading excitation help find color categories and space surfaces. 

properties: habituation 

Vision habituates slowly. 

properties: location 

Vision can detect location. Vision detects only one source from one location. Vision receives from many locations 

simultaneously. Vision perceives locations that correspond to physical locations, with same lengths and angles. 

properties: synthetic sense 

Vision is a synthetic sense. From each space direction/location, vision mixes colors and reduces frequency-intensity 

spectrum to one color and brightness. 

properties: phase 

Vision does not use electromagnetic-wave phase differences. 

properties: time 

Vision is in real time, with a half-second delay. 

factors: age 

Age gradually yellows eye lenses, and vision becomes more yellow. 

factors: material 

Air is transparent to visible light and other electromagnetic waves. Water is opaque, except to visible light and 

electric waves. Skin is translucent to visible light. 

nature: language 

People see same basic colors, whether language has rudimentary or sophisticated color vocabulary. However, people 

can learn color information from environment and experiences. Fundamental sense qualities are innate and learned. 

nature: perspective 

Vision always has viewpoint, which always changes. 

relations to other senses 

Vision seems unrelated to hearing. Hearing has higher energy level than vision. Hearing has longitudinal mechanical 

waves, and vision has transverse electric waves. Hearing has ten-octave frequency range, and vision has one-octave 

frequency range. Hearing uses wave phase differences, but vision does not. Hearing is silent from most spatial 

locations, but vision displays information from all scene locations. Hearing has sound attack and decay, but vision is so 

fast that it has no temporal properties. Integrating vision and hearing makes three-dimensional space. Hearing can have 

interference from more than one source, but vision can have interference from only one source. Hearing hears multiple 

frequencies, but vision reduces to one quality. Vision mixes sources and frequencies into one sensation, but hearing can 

detect more than one source and frequency from one location. 

Touch provides information about eyes. Vision coordinates with touch. Vision is at eye body surface, but brain feels 

no touch there. 

Vision coordinates with kinesthesia. 

Vision seems unrelated to smell and taste. 

graphics 

Images use vector graphics, such as splines with generalized ellipses or ellipsoids. Splines represent lines and can 

represent region boundary lines. Spline sets can represent surfaces using parallel lines or line grids, because they divide 

surfaces into polygons. Closed surfaces can be polygon sets. For simplicity, polygons can be triangles. Perhaps, brain 

uses ray tracing, but not two-dimensional projection. 

Vector graphics represents images using mathematical formulas for volumes, surfaces, and curves (including 

boundaries) that have parameters, coordinates, orientations, colors, opacities, shading, and surface textures. For 

example, circle information includes radius, center point, line style, line color, fill style, and fill color. Vector graphics 

includes translation, rotation, reflection, inversion, scaling, stretching, and skewing. Vector graphics uses logical and 

set operations and so can extrapolate and interpolate, including filling in. 

movement 

Vision improves motor control by locating and recognizing objects. 



evolution 

More than 500 million years ago, animal skin touch-receptor cells evolved photoreceptor protein for dim light, 

making light-sensitive rod cells. More than 500 million years ago, gene duplication evolved photoreceptor proteins for 

bright light, and cone cells evolved. 

Multiplying light-sensitive cells built a rod-cell region. Rod-cell region sank into skin to make a dimple, so light can 

enter only from straight-ahead. Dimple became a narrow hole and, like pinholes, allowed image focusing on light-

sensitive rod-cell region. Transparent skin covered narrow hole. Transparent-skin thickening created a lens, allowing 

better light gathering. Muscles controlled lens shape, allowing focusing at different distances. 

evolution: beginning 

Perhaps, the first vision was for direct sunlight, fire, lightning, or lightning bugs. 

evolution: animals 

Animal eyes are right and left, not above and below, to help align vertical direction. 

development 

Pax-6 gene has homeobox and regulates head and eye formation. 

 

change blindness 

People often do not see scene changes or anomalies {change blindness}, especially if overall meaning does not 

change. 

blinking 

When scene changes during eye blinks, people do not see differences. 

saccades 

When scene changes during saccades, people do not see differences. 

gradient 

People do not see gradual changes. 

masking 

People do not see changes when masking hides scene changes. 

featureless intermediate view 

When a featureless gray picture flashes between views of first scene and slightly-different second scene, people do 

not see differences. 

attentional load 

If attentional load increases, change blindness increases. 

 

enactive perception 

Vision behavior and use determine vision phenomena {enactive perception} [Noë, 2002] [Noë, 2004] [O'Regan, 

1992] [O'Regan and Noë, 2001]. 

 

fixation in vision 

To fixate moving visual target, or stationary target when head is moving {fixation, vision}|, vertebrates combine 

vestibular system, vision system, neck somatosensory, and extraocular proprioceptor movement-sensor inputs. For 

vision, eyes jump from fixation to fixation, as body, head, and/or eyes move. At each eye fixation, body parts have 

distances and angles to objects (landmarks). (Fixations last long enough to gather new information with satisfactory 

marginal returns. Fixations eventually gather new information too slowly, so eyes jump again.) 

 

mirror reversal 

As observer looks in a plane mirror, mirror reflects observer top, bottom, right, and left at observed top, bottom, 

right, and left. Observer faces in opposite direction from reflection, reflection right arm is observer left arm, and 

reflection left arm is observer right arm, as if observer went through mirror and turned front side back (inside out) 

{mirror reversal}. 

no inversion 

Reflection through one point causes reflection and rotation (inversion). Inversion makes right become left, left 

become right, top become bottom, and bottom become top. Plane mirrors do not reflect through one point. 

rotation 

If an object is between observer and mirror, observer sees object front, and mirror reflects object back. Front top is at 

observer top, front bottom is at observer bottom, front right is at observer left, and front left is at observer right. Back 

top is at observer top, back bottom is at observer bottom, back right is at observer right, and back left is at observer left. 

It is like object has rotated horizontally 180 degrees. Mirrors cause rotation {mirror rotation}. 180-degree horizontal 



rotation around vertical axis exchanges right and left. 180-degree vertical rotation around right-left horizontal axis 

exchanges top and bottom. 180-degree vertical rotation around front-back horizontal axis exchanges right and left and 

top and bottom. 

mirror writing 

If a transparent glass sheet has writing on the back side facing a plane mirror, observers looking at the glass front 

and mirror see the same "mirror" writing. People can easily read what someone writes on their foreheads, and it is not 

"mirror" writing. People can choose to observe from another viewpoint. 

eyes 

Because mirror reversal still occurs using only one eye, having two horizontally separated eyes does not affect 

mirror reversal. Observing mirror reversal while prone, with eyes vertically separated, does not affect mirror reversal. 

reporting 

Mirror reversals are not just verbal reports, because "mirror" writing is difficult to read and looks different from 

normal writing. 

cognition 

Because mirror reversal occurs even when people cannot perceive the mirror, mirror reversal does not have cognitive 

rotation around vertical axis. People do not see mirror reversal if they think a mirror is present, but it is not. 

 

optic array 

Light rays reflect from visual-field objects, forming a two-dimensional array {optic array} [Gibson, 1966] [Gibson, 

1979]. 

 

repetition blindness 

Repeated stimuli can lead to not seeing {repetition blindness}, especially if overall meaning does not change 

[Kanwisher, 1987]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Opacity 

 

opacity 

Surfaces can be transparent, translucent (semi-reflective), or opaque (reflective) {opacity}. 

 

absorbance 

For each wavelength, a percentage {absorbance} of impinging light remains in the surface. Surface transmits or 

reflects the rest. 

 

reflectance 

For each wavelength, a percentage {reflectance} of impinging light reflects from surface. Surface transmits or 

absorbs the rest. Reflectance changes at object boundaries are abrupt [Land, 1977]. Color depends on both illumination 

and surface reflectance [Land, 1977]. Comparing surfaces' reflective properties results in color. 

 

transmittance 

For each wavelength, a percentage {transmittance} of impinging light transmits through surface. Surface reflects or 

absorbs the rest. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy 

 

vision anatomy 

Inner eyeball has a visible-light receptor-cell layer {vision, anatomy}. 

occipital lobe 

Areas V2 and V4 detect contour orientation, regardless of luminance. Area V4 detects curved boundaries. 

temporal lobe 

Middle temporal-lobe area V5 detects pattern directions and motion gradients. Dorsal medial superior temporal lobe 

detects heading. 

temporal lobe: inferotemporal lobe 

Inferotemporal lobe (IT) detects shape parts. IT and CIP detect curvature and orientation. 

retina and brain 

Brain sends little feedback to retina [Brooke et al., 1965] [Spinelli et al., 1965]. 



pathways 

Brain processes object recognition and color from area V1, to area V2, to area V4, to inferotemporal cortex. Cortical 

area V1, V2, and V3 damage impairs shape perception and pattern recognition, leaving only flux perception. Brain 

processes locations and actions in a separate faster pathway. 

 

lamellar body 

At first-ventricle top, chordates have cells {lamellar body} with cilia and photoreceptors. In vertebrates, lamellar 

body evolved to make parietal eye and pineal gland. 

 

spatial frequency channel 

Cortical-neuron sets {spatial frequency channel} can detect different spatial-frequency ranges and so detect different 

object sizes. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Cells 

 

vision cells 

Vision cells {vision, cells} are in retina, thalamus, and cortex. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Cells>Cortex 

 

cardinal cell 

One thousand cortical cells collectively {cardinal cell} code for one perception type. 

 

color difference neuron 

Area-V4 neurons {color difference neuron} can detect adjacent and surrounding color differences, by relative 

intensities at different wavelengths. 

 

color-opponent cell 

Neurons {color-opponent cell} can detect output differences from different cone cells for same space direction. 

 

comparator neuron 

Visual-cortex neurons {comparator neuron} can receive same output that eye-muscle motor neurons send to eye 

muscles, so perception can account for eye movements that change scenes. 

 

double-opponent neuron 

Cells {double-opponent neuron} can have both ON-center and OFF-center circular fields and compare colors. 

 

face cell 

Some cortical cells {face cell} respond only to frontal faces, profile faces, familiar faces, facial expressions, or face's 

gaze direction. Face cells are in inferior-temporal cortex, amygdala, and other cortex. Face-cell visual field is whole 

fovea. Color, contrast, and size do not affect face cells [Perrett et al., 1992]. 

 

grandmother cell 

Some brain neurons {grandmother cell} {grandmother neuron} {Gnostic neuron} {place cell, vision} can recognize 

a perception or store a concept [Barlow, 1972] [Barlow, 1995] [Gross, 1998] [Gross, 2002] [Gross et al., 1969] [Gross 

et al., 1972] [Konorski, 1967]. Place cells recognize textures, objects, and contexts. For example, they fire only when 

animal sees face (face cell), hairbrush, or hand. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Cells>Retina 

 

amacrine cell in vision 

Small retinal cells {amacrine cell, vision} inhibit inner-plexiform-layer ganglion cells, using antitransmitter to block 

pathways. There are 27 amacrine cell types. 

 



bipolar cell in vision 

Photoreceptor cells excite retinal neurons {bipolar cell, vision}. There are ten bipolar-cell types. Parasol ganglion 

cells can receive from large-dendrite-tree bipolar cells {diffuse bipolar cell}. 

input 

Central-retina small bipolar cells {midget bipolar cell} receive from one cone. Peripheral-retina bipolar cells receive 

from more than one cone. Horizontal cells inhibit bipolar cells. 

output 

Bipolar cells send to inner plexiform layer to excite or inhibit ganglion cells, which can be up to five neurons away. 

ON-center cells 

ON-center midget bipolar cells increase output when light intensity increases in receptive-field center and/or 

decreases in receptive-field periphery. OFF-center midget bipolar cells increase output when light intensity decreases in 

receptive-field center and/or increases in receptive-field periphery. 

 

ganglion cell 

Retinal neurons {ganglion cell, retina} can receive from bipolar cells and send to thalamus lateral geniculate nucleus 

(LGN), which sends to visual-cortex hypercolumns. 

midget ganglion cell 

Small central-retina ganglion cells {midget ganglion cell} receive from one midget bipolar cell. Midget cells respond 

mostly to contrast. Most ganglion cells are midget ganglion cells. 

parasol cell 

Ganglion cells {parasol cell} {parasol ganglion cell} can receive from diffuse bipolar cells. Parasol cells respond 

mostly to change. Parasol cells are 10% of ganglion cells. 

X cell 

Ganglion X cells can make tonic and sustained signals, with slow conduction, to detect details and spatial 

orientation. X cells send to thalamus simple cells. X cells have large dendritic fields. X cells are more numerous in 

fovea. 

Y cell 

Ganglion Y cells can make phasic and transient signals, with fast conduction, to detect stimulus size and temporal 

motion. Y cells send to thalamus complex cells. Y cells have small dendritic fields. Y cells are more numerous in 

retinal periphery. 

W cell 

Ganglion W cells are small, are direction sensitive, and have slow conduction speed. 

ON-center neuron 

ON-center ganglion cells respond when light intensity above background level falls on their receptive field. Light 

falling on field surround inhibits cell. Bipolar cells excite ON-center neurons. 

Four types of ON-center neuron depend on balance between cell excitation and inhibition. One has high firing rate at 

onset and zero rate at offset. One has high rate at onset, then zero, then high, and then zero. One has high rate at onset, 

goes to zero, and then rises to constant level. One has high rate at onset and then goes to zero. 

OFF-center neuron 

OFF-center ganglion cells increase output when light intensity decreases in receptive-field center. Light falling on 

field surround excites cell. Bipolar cells excite OFF-center neurons. 

ON-OFF-center neuron 

ON-OFF-center ganglion cells for motion use ON-center-neuron time derivatives to find movement position and 

direction. Amacrine cells excite transient ON-OFF-center neurons. 

similar neurons 

Ganglion cells are like auditory nerve cells, Purkinje cells, olfactory bulb cells, olfactory cortex cells, and 

hippocampal cells. 

spontaneous activity 

Ganglion-cell spontaneous activity can be high or low [Dowling, 1987] [Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1984] [Wandell, 

1995]. 

 

horizontal cell 

Retinal cells {horizontal cell} can receive from receptor cells and inhibit bipolar cells. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Cells>Retina>Receptors 

 



photoreceptor cell 

Retina has pigment cells {photoreceptor cell}, with three layers: cell nucleus, then inner segment, and then outer 

segment with photopigment. Visual-receptor cells find illumination logarithm. 

types 

Human vision uses four receptor types: rods, long-wavelength cones, middle-wavelength cones, and short-

wavelength cones. 

hyperpolarization 

Visual receptor cells hyperpolarize up to 30 mV from resting level [Dowling, 1987] [Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 

1984] [Wandell, 1995]. Photoreceptors have maximum response at one frequency and lesser responses farther from that 

frequency. 

 

rod cell 

Rod-shaped retinal cells {rod cell} are night-vision photoreceptors, detect large features, and do not signal color. 

frequency 

Rods have maximum sensitivity at 498 nm, blue-green. 

Just above cone threshold intensity {mesopic vision, rod}, rods are more sensitive to short wavelengths, so blue 

colors are brighter but colorless. 

number 

Retinas have 90 million rod cells. 

layers 

Rods have cell nucleus layer, inner layer that makes pigment, and outer layer that stores pigment. Outer layer is next 

to pigment epithelium at eyeball back. 

size 

Rods are larger than cones. 

pigment 

Rod light-absorbing pigment is rhodopsin. Cones have iodopsin. 

rod cell and long-wavelength cone 

Brain can distinguish colors using light that only affects rod cells and long-wavelength cone cells. 

fovea 

Fovea has no rod cells. Rod cells are denser around fovea. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Cells>Retina>Receptors>Cones 

 

cone cell 

Cone-shaped retinal cells {cone, cell} have daylight-vision photoreceptors and detect color and visual details. 

types 

Humans have three cone types. Cone maximum wavelength sensitivities are at indigo 437 nm {short-wavelength 

cone}, green 534 nm {middle-wavelength cone}, and yellow-green 564 nm {long-wavelength cone}. Shrimp can have 

eleven cone types. 

evolution 

Long-wavelength cones evolved first, then short-wavelength cones, and then middle-wavelength cones. Long-

wavelength and short-wavelength cones differentiated 30,000,000 years ago. Three cone types and trichromatic vision 

began in Old World monkeys. 

fovea 

Fovea has patches of only medium-wavelength or only long-wavelength cones. To improve acuity, fovea has few 

short-wavelength cones, because different colors focus at different distances. Fovea center has no short-wavelength 

cones [Curcio et al., 1991] [Roorda and Williams, 1999] [Williams et al., 1981] [Williams et al., 1991]. 

number 

There are five million cones, mostly in fovea. Short-wavelength cones are mostly outside fovea. 

size 

Cones are smaller than rods. 

pigment 

Cone light-absorbing pigment is iodopsin. Rods have rhodopsin. 

frequency 

When rods saturate, cones have approximately same sensitivity to blue and red. 



Just above cone threshold {mesopic vision, cone}, rods are more sensitive to short wavelengths, so blue colors are 

brighter but colorless. Retinal receptors do not detect pure or unmixed colors. Red light does not optimally excite one 

cone type but makes maximum excitation ratio between two cone types. Blue light excites short-wavelength cones and 

does not excite other cone types. Green light excites all cone types. 

output 

Cones send to one ON-center and one OFF-center midget ganglion cell. 

 

dichromat 

Most mammals, including cats and dogs, have two photopigments and two cone types {dichromat}. For dogs, one 

photopigment has maximum sensitivity at 429 nm, and one photopigment has maximum sensitivity at 555 nm. Early 

mammals and most mammals are at 424 nm and 560 nm. 

 

monochromat 

Animals can have only one photopigment and one cone type {monochromat} {cone monochromat}. They have 

limited color range. Animals can have only rods and no cones {rod monochromat} and cannot see color. 

 

quadchromat 

Reptiles and birds have four different photopigments {quadchromat}, with maximum sensitivities at near-ultraviolet 

370 nm, 445 nm, 500 nm, and 565 nm. Reptiles and birds have yellow, red, and colorless oil droplets, which make 

wavelength range less, except for ultraviolet sensor. 

 

tetrachromacy 

Women can have two different long-wavelength cones {L-cone} {L photopigment}, one short-wavelength cone {S-

cone} {S photopigment}, and one middle-wavelength cone {M-cone} {M photopigment}, and so have four different 

pigments {tetrachromacy}. Half of men have one or the other long-wavelength cone [Asenjo et al., 1994] [Jameson et 

al., 2001] [Jordan and Mollon, 1993] [Nathans, 1999]. 

 

trichromat 

People with normal color vision have three different photopigments and cones {trichromat}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Eye 

 

eye 

Land-vertebrate eyes {eye} are spherical and focus images on retina. 

eye muscles 

Eye muscles exert constant tension against movement, so effort required to move eyes or hold them in position is 

directly proportional to eye position. Midbrain oculomotor nucleus sends, in oculomotor nerve, to inferior oblique 

muscle below eyeball, superior rectus muscle above eyeball, inferior rectus muscle below eyeball, and medial rectus 

muscle on inside. Pons abducens nucleus sends, in abducens nerve, to lateral rectus muscle on outside. Caudal midbrain 

trochlear nucleus sends, in trochlear nerve, to superior oblique muscle around light path from above eyeball. 

eye muscles: convergence 

Eyes converge toward each other as object gets nearer than 10 meters. 

eye muscles: zero-gravity 

In zero-gravity environment, eye resting position shifts upward, but people are not aware of shift. 

fiber projection 

Removing embryonic eye and re-implanting it in rotated positions does not change nerve fiber projections from 

retina onto visual cortex. 

 

simple eye 

Horseshoe crab (Limulus) eye {simple eye} can only detect light intensity, not direction. Input/output equation uses 

relation between Green function and covariance, because synaptic transmission is probabilistic. 

 

inner eyelid 

Most mammals and birds have tissue fold {inner eyelid} {palpebra tertia} that, when eye retracts, comes down from 

above eye to cover cornea. Inner eyelid has outside mucous membrane {conjunctiva}, inner-side lymphoid follicles, 

and lacrimal gland. 



 

nictitating membrane 

Reptiles and other vertebrates have transparent membrane {nictitating membrane}| that can cover and uncover eye. 

 

cornea 

Eye has transparent cells {cornea}| protruding in front. Cornea provides two-thirds of light refraction. Cornea has no 

blood vessels and absorbs nutrients from aqueous humor. Cornea has many nerves. Non-spherical-cornea astigmatism 

distorts vision. Corneas can transplant without rejection. 

 

lens of eye 

Elastic and transparent cell layers {lens, eye} {crystalline lens} attach to ciliary muscles that change lens shape. To 

become transparent, lens cells destroy all cell organelles, leaving only protein {crystallin} and outer membrane. Lens 

cells are all the same. They align and interlock [Weale, 1978]. Lens shape accommodates when objects are less than 

four feet away. Lens maximum magnification is 15. 

 

iris of eye 

Sphincter muscles in a colored ring {iris, eye}| close pupils. When iris is translucent, light scattering causes blue 

color. In mammals, autonomic nervous system controls pupil smooth muscles. In birds, striate muscles control pupil 

opening. 

 

pupil of eye 

Eye has opening {pupil}| into eye. In bright light, pupil is 2 mm diameter. At twilight, pupil is 10 mm diameter. Iris 

sphincter muscles open and close pupils. Pupil reflex goes from one eye to the other. 

 

fundus 

Eyeball has insides {fundus, eye}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Eye>Fluid 

 

aqueous humor 

Liquid {aqueous humor}| can be in anterior chamber behind cornea and nourish cornea and lens. 

 

vitreous humor 

Liquid {vitreous humor}| fills main eyeball chamber between lens and retina. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Eye>Layers 

 

sclera 

Eyeball has outer white opaque connective-tissue layer {sclera}|. 

 

trochlea 

Eye regions {trochlea}| can have eye muscles. 

 

choroid 

Eyeball has inner blood-vessel layer {choroid}. 

 

retinal pigment epithelium 

Between retina and choroid is a cell layer {retinal pigment epithelium} (RPE) and Bruch's membrane. RPE cells 

maintain rods and cones by absorbing used molecules. 

 

Bruch membrane 

Retinal-pigment epithelium and membrane {Bruch's membrane} {Bruch membrane} are between retina and choroid. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Eye>Retina 

 



retina 

At back inner eyeball, visual receptor-cell layers {retina}| have 90 million rod cells, one million cones, and one 

million optic nerve axons. 

cell types 

Retina has 50 cell types. 

cell types: clustering 

Retina has clusters of same cone type. Retina areas can lack cone types. Fovea has few short-wavelength cones. 

development 

Retina grows by adding cell rings to periphery. Oldest eye part is at center, near where optic nerve fibers leave 

retina. In early development, contralateral optic nerve fibers cross over to connect to optic tectum. In early 

development, optic nerve fibers and brain regions have topographic maps. After maturation, axons can no longer alter 

connections. 

processing 

Retina cells separate information about shape, reflectance, illumination, and viewpoint. 

 

blindspot 

Ganglion-cell axons leave retina at region {blindspot}| medial to fovea [DeWeerd et al., 1995] [Finger, 1994] 

[Fiorani, 1992] [Komatsu and Murakami, 1994] [Komatsu et al., 2000] [Murakami et al., 1997]. 

 

color-receptor array 

Cone cells are Long-wavelength, Middle-wavelength, or Short-wavelength. Outside fovea, cones can form two-

dimensional arrays {color-receptor array} with L M S cones in equilateral triangles. Receptor rows have ...S-M-L-S-M-

L-S... Receptor rows above, and receptor rows below, are offset a half step: ...-L-S-M-L-S-M-.../...S-M-L-S-M-L-

S.../...-L-S-M-L-S-M-... 

hexagons 

Cones have six different cones around them in hexagons: three of one cone and three of other cone. No matter what 

order the three cones have, ...S-M-L-S-M..., ...S-L-M-S-L..., or ...M-L-S-M-L..., M and L are beside each other and S 

always faces L-M pair, allowing red+green brightness, red-green opponency, and yellow-blue opponency. L receptors 

work with three surrounding M receptors and three surrounding S receptors. M receptors work with three surrounding 

L receptors and three surrounding S receptors. S receptors work with six surrounding L+M receptor pairs, which are 

from three equilateral triangles, so each S has three surrounding L and three surrounding M receptors. 

In all directions, fovea has alternating long-wavelength and middle-wavelength cones: ...-L-M-L-M-. 

 

fovea 

Primates have central retinal region {fovea}| that tracks motions and detects self-motion. Retinal periphery detects 

spatial orientation. Fovea contains 10,000 neurons in a two-degree circle. Fovea has no rods. Fovea center has no short-

wavelength cones. Fovea has patches of only medium-wavelength cones or only long-wavelength cones. Fovea has no 

blood vessels, which pass around fovea. 

 

inner plexiform layer 

Retinal layers {inner plexiform layer} can have bipolar-cell and amacrine-cell axons and ganglion-cell dendrites. 

There are ten inner plexiform layers. 

 

macula 

Near retina center is a yellow-pigmented region {macula lutea}| {yellow spot}. Yellow pigment increases with age. 

If incident light changes spectra, people can briefly see macula image {Maxwell spot}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Lateral Geniculate 

 

achromatic channel 

Lateral-geniculate-nucleus magnocellular neurons measure luminance {luminance channel, vision} {achromatic 

channel} {spectrally non-opponent channel}. 

 

chromatic channel 

Lateral-geniculate-nucleus parvocellular neurons measure colors {chromatic channel} {spectrally opponent 

channel}. 



 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Anatomy>Midbrain 

 

horizontal gaze center 

Regions {horizontal gaze center}, near pons abducens nucleus, can detect right-to-left and left-to-right motions. 

 

vertical gaze center 

Regions {vertical gaze center}, near midbrain oculomotor nucleus, can detect up and down motions. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology 

 

vision physiology 

Visual processing finds colors, features, parts, wholes, spatial relations, and motions {vision, physiology}. Brain first 

extracts elementary perceptual units, contiguous lines, and non-accidental properties. 

properties: sizes 

Observers do not know actual object sizes but only judge relative sizes. 

properties: reaction speed 

Reaction to visual perception takes 450 milliseconds [Bachmann, 2000] [Broca and Sulzer, 1902] [Efron, 1967] 

[Efron, 1970] [Efron, 1973] [Taylor and McCloskey, 1990] [Thorpe et al., 1996] [VanRullen and Thorpe, 2001]. 

properties: timing 

Location perception is before color perception. Color perception is before orientation perception. Color perception is 

80 ms before motion perception. If people must choose, they associate current color with motion 100 ms before. Brain 

associates two colors or motions before associating color and motion. 

processes: change perception 

Brain does not maintain scene between separate images. Perceptual cortex changes only if brain detects change. 

Perceiving changes requires high-level processing. 

processes: contrast 

Retina neurons code for contrast, not brightness. Retina compares point brightness with average brightness. Retinal-

nerve signal strength automatically adjusts to same value, whatever scene average brightness. 

processes: orientation response 

High-contrast feature or object movements cause eye to turn toward object direction {orientation response, vision}. 

processes: voluntary eye movements 

Posterior parietal and pre-motor cortex plan and command voluntary eye movements [Bridgeman et al., 1979] 

[Bridgeman et al., 1981] [Goodale et al., 1986]. Stimulating superior-colliculus neurons can cause angle-specific eye 

rotation. Stimulating frontal-eye-field or other superior-colliculus neurons makes eyes move to specific locations, no 

matter from where eye started. 

information 

Most visual information comes from receptors near boundaries, which have large brightness or color contrasts. For 

dark-adapted eye, absorbed photons supply one information bit. At higher luminance, 10,000 photons make one bit. 

 

blinking 

People lower and raise eyelids {blinking}| every few seconds. 

purpose 

Eyelids close and open to lubricate eye [Gawne and Martin, 2000] [Skoyles, 1997] [Volkmann et al., 1980]. 

Blinking can be a reflex to protect eye. 

rate 

Blinking rate increases with anxiety, embarrassment, stress, or distraction, and decreases with concentration. Mind 

inhibits blinking just before anticipated events. 

perception 

Automatic blinks do not noticeably change scene [Akins, 1996] [Blackmore et al., 1995] [Dmytryk, 1984] [Grimes, 

1996] [O'Regan et al., 1999] [Rensink et al., 1997] [Simons and Chabris, 1999] [Simons and Levin, 1997] [Simons and 

Levin, 1998] [Wilken, 2001]. 

 

constancy 

Vision maintains constancies: size constancy, shape constancy, color constancy, and brightness constancy 

{constancy, vision}. Size constancy is accurate and learned. 



 

eccentricity on retina 

Scene features land on retina at distances {eccentricity, retina} {visual eccentricity} from fovea. 

 

feature inheritance 

Visual features can blend {feature inheritance} [Herzog and Koch, 2001]. 

 

filling-in 

If limited or noisy stimuli come from space region, perception completes region boundaries and surface textures 

{filling-in}| {closure, vision}, using neighboring boundaries and surface textures. 

perception 

Filling-in always happens, so people never see regions with missing information. If region has no information, 

people do not notice region, only scene. 

perception: conceptual filling-in 

Brain perceives occluded object as whole-object figure partially hidden behind intervening-object ground 

{conceptual filling-in}, not as separate, unidentified shape beside intervening object. 

perception: memory 

Filling-in uses whole brain, especially innate and learned memories, as various neuron assemblies form and dissolve 

and excite and inhibit. 

perception: information 

Because local neural processing makes incomplete and approximate representations, typically with ambiguities and 

contradictions, global information uses marked and indexed features to build complete and consistent perception. Brain 

uses global information when local region has low receptor density, such as retina blindspot or damaged cells. Global 

information aids perception during blinking and eye movements. 

processes: expansion 

Surfaces recruit neighboring similar surfaces to expand homogeneous regions by wave entrainment. Contours align 

by wave entrainment. 

processes: lateral inhibition 

Lateral inhibition distinguishes and sharpens boundaries. Surfaces use constraint satisfaction to optimize edges and 

regions. 

processes: spreading 

Brain fills in using line completion, motion continuation, and color spreading. Brain fills areas and completes half-

hidden object shapes. Blindspot filling-in maintains lines and edges {completion, filling-in}, preserves motion using 

area MT, and keeps color using area V4. 

processes: surface texture 

Surfaces have periodic structure and spatial frequency. Surface texture can expand to help filling in. Blindspot 

filling-in continues background texture using area V3. 

processes: interpolation 

Brain fills in using plausible guesses from surroundings and interpolation from periphery. For large damaged visual-

cortex region, filling-in starts at edges and goes inward toward center, taking several seconds to finish [Churchland and 

Ramachandran, 1993] [Dahlbom, 1993] [Kamitani and Shimojo, 1999] [Pessoa and DeWeerd, 2003] [Pessoa et al., 

1998] [Poggio et al., 1985] [Ramachandran, 1992] [Ramachandran and Gregory, 1991]. 

 

flicker fusion frequency 

Stimuli blend if less than 200 milliseconds apart {flicker fusion frequency} [Efron, 1973] [Fahle, 1993] [Gowdy et 

al., 1999] [Gur and Snodderly, 1997] [Herzog et al., 2003] [Nagarajan et al., 1999] [Tallal et al., 1998] [Yund et al., 

1983] [Westheimer and McKee, 1977]. 

 

Standard Observer 

People have different abilities to detect color radiance. Typical people {Standard Observer} have maximum 

sensitivity at 555 nm and see brightness {luminance, Standard Observer} according to standard radiance weightings at 

different wavelengths. Brightness varies with luminance logarithm. 

 

variable resolution 

In dim light, without focus on anything, black, gray, and white blobs, smaller in brighter light and larger in dimmer 

light, flicker on surfaces. In darkness, people see large-size regions slowly alternate between black and white. Brightest 



blobs are up to ten times brighter than background. In low-light conditions, people see three-degrees-of-arc circular 

regions, alternating randomly between black and white several times each second {variable resolution}. If eyes move, 

pattern moves. In slightly lighter conditions, people see one-degree-of-arc circular regions, alternating randomly 

between dark gray and light gray, several times each second. In light conditions, people see colors, with no flashing 

circles. 

Flicker rate varies with activity. If you relax, flicker rate is 4 to 20 Hz. If flicker rate becomes more than 25 Hz, you 

cannot see flicker. 

Flicker shows that sense qualities have elements. 

causes 

Variable-resolution size reflects sense-field dynamic building. Perhaps, fewer receptor numbers can respond to lower 

light levels. Perhaps, intensity modulates natural oscillation. Perhaps, rods have competitive inhibition and excitation 

[Hardin, 1988] [Hurvich, 1981]. 

 

visual search 

Observers can look {visual search} for objects, features, locations, or times {target, search} in scenes or lists. 

distractors 

Other objects {distractor, search} are not targets. Search time is directly proportional to number of targets and 

distractors {set size, search}. 

types 

Searches {conjunction search} can be for feature conjunctions, such as both color and orientation. Conjunction 

searches {serial self-terminating search} can look at items in sequence until finding target. Speed decreases with 

number of targets and distractors. 

Searches {feature search} can be for color, size, orientation, shadow, or motion. Feature searches are fastest, because 

mind searches objects in parallel. 

Searches {spatial search} can be for feature conjunctions that have shapes or patterns, such as two features that 

cross. Mind performs spatial searches in parallel but can only search feature subsets {limited capacity parallel process}. 

guided search theory 

A parallel process {preattentive stage} suggests serial-search candidates {attentive stage} {guided search theory, 

search}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Binocular Vision 

 

binocular vision 

Vision combines output from both eyes {binocular vision}|. Cats, primates, and predatory birds have binocular 

vision. Binocular vision allows stereoscopic depth perception, increases light reception, and detects differences 

between camouflage and surface. During cortex-development sensitive period, what people see determines input 

pathways to binocular cells and orientation cells [Blakemore and Greenfield, 1987] [Cumming and Parker, 1997] 

[Cumming and Parker, 1999] [Cumming and Parker, 2000]. 

 

binocular summation 

One stimulus can affect both eyes, and effects can add {binocular summation}. 

 

disparity detector 

Visual-cortex cells {disparity detector} can combine right and left eye outputs to detect relative position disparities. 

Disparity detectors receive input from same-orientation orientation cells at different retinal locations. Higher binocular-

vision cells detect distance directly from relative disparities, without form or shape perception. 

 

eye-of-origin 

People using both eyes do not know which eye {eye-of-origin} saw something [Blake and Cormack, 1979] [Kolb 

and Braun, 1995] [Ono and Barbieto, 1985] [Pickersgill, 1961] [Porac and Coren, 1986] [Smith, 1945] [Helmholtz, 

1856] [Helmholtz, 1860] [Helmholtz, 1867] [Helmholtz, 1962]. 

 

interocular transfer 

Adaptation can transfer from one eye to the other {interocular transfer}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Contour 



 

contour in vision 

Boundaries {contour, vision} have brightness differences and are the most-important visual perception. Contours 

belong to objects, not background. 

curved axes 

Curved surfaces have perpendicular curved long and short axes. In solid objects, short axis is object depth axis and 

indicates surface orientation. Curved surfaces have dark edge in middle, where light and dark sides meet. 

completion 

Mind extrapolates or interpolates contour segments to make object contours {completion, contour}. 

When looking only at object-boundary part, even young children see complete figures. Children see completed 

outline, though they know it is not actually there. 

crowding 

If background contours surround figure, figure discrimination and recognition fail. 

 

relatability 

Two line segments can belong to same contour {relatability}. 

 

subjective contour 

Perception extends actual lines to make imaginary figure edges {subjective contour}|. Subjective contours affect 

depth perception. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Dark Adaptation 

 

duplex vision 

Rods and cones {duplex vision} operate in different light conditions. 

 

photopic system 

Vision has systems {photopic system} for daylight conditions. 

 

scotopic system 

Vision has systems {scotopic system} for dark or nighttime conditions. 

 

mesopic vision 

Seeing at dusk {mesopic vision, dark} {twilight vision} is more difficult and dangerous. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Depth Perception 

 

depth perception 

Brain can find depth and distance {depth perception} {distance perception} in scenes, paintings, and photographs. 

depth: closeness 

Closer objects have higher edge contrast, more edge sharpness, position nearer scene bottom, larger size, overlap on 

top, and transparency. Higher edge contrast is most important. More edge sharpness is next most important. Position 

nearer scene bottom is more important for known eye-level. Transparency is least important. Nearer objects are redder. 

depth: farness 

Farther objects have smaller retinal size; are closer to horizon (if below horizon, they are higher than nearer objects); 

have lower contrast; are hazier, blurrier, and fuzzier with less texture details; and are bluer or greener. Nearer objects 

overlap farther objects and cast shadows on farther objects. 

binocular depth cue: convergence 

Focusing on near objects causes extraocular muscles to turn eyeballs toward each other, and kinesthesia sends this 

feedback to vision system. More tightening and stretching means nearer. Objects farther than ten meters cause no 

muscle tightening or stretching, so convergence information is useful only for distances less than ten meters. 

binocular depth cue: shadow stereopsis 

For far objects, with very small retinal disparity, shadows can still have perceptibly different angles {shadow 

stereopsis} [Puerta, 1989], so larger angle differences are nearer, and smaller differences are farther. 



binocular depth cue: stereopsis 

If eye visual fields overlap, the two scenes differ by a linear displacement, due to different sight-line angles. For a 

visual feature, displacement is the triangle base, which has angles at each end between the displacement line and sight-

line, allowing triangulation to find distance. At farther distances, displacement is smaller and angle differences from 90 

degrees are smaller, so distance information is imprecise. 

binocular depth cue: inference 

Inference includes objects at edges of retinal overlap in stereo views. 

monocular depth cue: aerial perspective 

Higher scene contrast means nearer, and lower contrast means farther. Bluer means farther, and redder means nearer. 

monocular depth cue: accommodation 

Focusing on near objects causes ciliary muscles to tighten to increase lens curvature, and kinesthesia sends this 

feedback to vision system. More tightening and stretching means nearer. Objects farther than two meters cause no 

muscle tightening or stretching, so accommodation information is useful only for distances less than two meters. 

monocular depth cue: blur 

More blur means farther, and less blur means nearer. 

monocular depth cue: color saturation 

Bluer objects are farther, and redder objects are nearer. 

monocular depth cue: color temperature 

Bluer objects are farther, and redder objects are nearer. 

monocular depth cue: contrast 

Higher scene contrast means nearer, and lower contrast means farther. Edge contrast, edge sharpness, overlap, and 

transparency depend on contrast. 

monocular depth cue: familiarity 

People can have previous experience with objects and their size, so larger retinal size is closer, and smaller retinal 

size is farther. 

monocular depth cue: fuzziness 

Fuzzier objects are farther, and clearer objects are nearer. 

monocular depth cue: haziness 

Hazier objects are farther, and clearer objects are nearer. 

monocular depth cue: height above and below horizon 

Objects closer to horizon are farther, and objects farther from horizon are nearer. If object is below horizon, higher 

objects are farther, and lower objects are nearer. If object is above horizon, lower objects are farther, and higher objects 

are nearer. 

monocular depth cue: kinetic depth perception 

Objects becoming larger are moving closer, and objects becoming smaller are moving away {kinetic depth 

perception}. Kinetic depth perception is the basis for judging time to collision. 

monocular depth cue: lighting 

Light and shade have contours. Light is typically above objects. Light typically falls on nearer objects. 

monocular depth cue: motion parallax 

While looking at an object, if observer moves, other objects moving backwards are nearer than object, and other 

objects moving forwards are farther than object. For the farther objects, objects moving faster are nearer, and objects 

moving slower are farther. For the nearer objects, objects moving faster are nearer, and objects moving slower are 

farther. Some birds use head bobbing to induce motion parallax. Squirrels move orthogonally to objects. While 

observer moves while looking straight ahead, objects moving backwards faster are closer, and objects moving 

backwards slower are farther. 

monocular depth cue: occlusion 

Objects that overlap other objects {interposition} are nearer, and objects behind other objects are farther {pictorial 

depth cue}. Objects with occluding contours are farther. 

monocular depth cue: peripheral vision 

At the visual periphery, parallel lines curve, like the effect of a fish eye lens, framing the visual field. 

monocular depth cue: perspective 

By linear perspective, parallel lines converge, so, for same object, smaller size means farther distance. 

monocular depth cue: relative movement 

If objects physically move at same speed, objects moving slower are farther, and objects moving faster are nearer, to 

a stationary observer. 



monocular depth cue: relative size 

If two objects have the same shape and are judged to be the same, object with larger retinal size is closer. 

monocular depth cue: retinal size 

If observer has previous experience with object size, object retinal size allows calculating distance. 

monocular depth cue: shading 

Light and shade have contours. Shadows are typically below objects. Shade typically falls on farther objects. 

monocular depth cue: texture gradient 

Senses can detect gradients by difference ratios. Less fuzzy and larger surface-texture sizes and shapes are nearer, 

and more fuzzy and smaller are farther. Bluer and hazier surface texture is farther, and redder and less hazy surface 

texture is closer. 

properties: precision 

Depth-calculation accuracy and precision are low. 

properties: rotation 

Fixed object appears to revolve around eye if observer moves. 

factors: darkness 

In the dark, objects appear closer. 

processes: learning 

People learn depth perception and can lose depth-perception abilities. 

processes: coordinates 

Binocular depth perception requires only ground plane and eye point to establish coordinate system. Perhaps, 

sensations aid depth perception by building geometric images [Poggio and Poggio, 1984]. 

processes: two-and-one-half dimensions 

ON-center-neuron, OFF-center-neuron, and orientation-column intensities build two-dimensional line arrays, then 

two-and-one-half-dimensional contour arrays, and then three-dimensional surfaces and texture arrays [Marr, 1982]. 

processes: three dimensions 

Brain derives three-dimensional images from two-dimensional ones by assigning convexity and concavity to lines 

and vertices and making convexities and concavities consistent. 

processes: triangulation model 

Animals continually track distances and directions to distinctive landmarks. 

 

continuity constraint 

Adjacent points not at edges are on same surface and so at same distance {continuity constraint, depth}. 

 

corresponding retinal points 

Scenes land on right and left eye with same geometric shape, so feature distances and orientations are the same 

{corresponding retinal points}. 

 

cyclopean stimulus 

Brain stimuli {cyclopean stimulus} can result only from binocular disparity. 

 

distance ratio 

One eye can find object-size to distance ratio {distance ratio} {geometric depth}, using three object points. See 

Figure 1. 

Eye fixates on object center point, edge point, and opposite-edge point. Assume object is perpendicular to sightline. 

Assume retina is planar. Assume that eye is spherical, rotates around center, and has calculable radius. 

Light rays go from center point, edge point, and opposite edge point to retina. Using kinesthetic and touch systems 

and motor cortex, brain knows visual angles and retinal distances. Solving equations can find object-size to distance 

ratio. 

When eye rotates, scenes do not change, except for focus. See Figure 2. 

calculating distances to space points 

Vision cone receptors receive from a circular area of space that subtends one minute of arc (Figure 3). Vision 

neurons receive from a circular area of space that subtends one minute to one degree of arc. 

To detect distance, neuron arrays receive from a circular area of space that subtends one degree of arc (Figure 4). For 

the same angle, circular surfaces at farther distances have longer diameters, bigger areas, and smaller circumference 

curvature. 



Adjacent neuron arrays subtend the same visual angle and have retinal (and cortical) overlap (Figure 5). Retinal and 

cortical neuron-array overlap defines a constant length. Constant-length retinal-image size defines the subtended visual 

angle, which varies inversely with distance, allowing calculating distance (r = s / A) in one step. 

Each neuron array sends to a register for a unique spatial direction. The register calculates distance and finds color. 

Rather than use multiple registers at multiple locations, as in neural networks or holography, a single register can place 

a color at the calculated distance in the known direction. There is one register for each direction and distance. Registers 

are not physical neuron conglomerations but functional entities. 



Figure 1 

A single eye can find the ratio of object size to distance by looking at three points of the object. 

 
The eye fixates on a point (F) at the center of an object, on an edge (E) of the object, and on the opposite edge (H) of 

the object.  

 

Assume the object (HFE) is perpendicular to the line of sight (CF). Assume the retina (BCG) is a plane. Assume that a 

spherical eye rotates around its center (O) with a radius to determine (OC = OB = OG). The light rays go from the 

object's center point (F) to the retina (C), the edge point (E) to the retina (B), and the opposite edge point (H) to the 

retina (G).  

 

tan(angle BOC) = BC/OC = FE/OF and tan(angle GOC) = CG/OC = HF/OF 

BG/OC = HE/OF and HE = HF + FE and BG = BC + CG 

 

Using the kinesthetic and touch systems, and motor cortex, the brain knows the visual angles and the distances between 

projections on the retina.  

 

Solving the equations can find the ratio of object size to distance (HE/OF). 



Figure 2 

When the eye rotates, the scene does not change (except for focus). 

 
When looking at point F, point F in space projects to point C at the fovea on the retina. Point E in space projects to 

point B to the left of point C on the retina. Point D in space projects to point A to the left of point B on the retina. 

When looking at point E, point E in space projects to point B at the fovea on the retina. Point F in space projects to 

point C to the right of point B on the retina. Point D in space projects to point A to the left of point B on the retina. 

When looking at point D, point D in space projects to point A at the fovea on the retina. Point E in space projects to 

point B to the right of point A on the retina. Point F in space projects to point C to the right of point B on the retina. 

 

The location of the projection of the scene on the retina changes, but the order of points stays the same. The scene looks 

the same in all cases, except for the focus. 

 

You can verify this by looking at a point, then a nearby point, and then the first point again. You feel a scene shift but 

see no change in the scene. The scene periphery appears to change somewhat, because the eye is only approximately 

spherical and the lens has spherical aberration. 



Figure 3 

Adjacent Retinal Receptors Subtend the Same Angle, with No Overlap 

 

 



Figure 4 

For Same Subtended Angle, Circular Surfaces at Different Distances Have Different Diameters, Areas, and 

Circumference Curvatures 

 

subtended angle = A 

distance from eye = dashed-circle radius 

dashed-circle radius = subtended arc / subtended angle 

subtended arc ~ undashed-circle diameter 

distance from eye ~ undashed-circle diameter / subtended angle 

undashed-circle diameter = 2 * undashed-circle radius 

undashed-circle area = 2 * π * undashed-circle radius 

undashed-circle curvature = 1 / undashed-circle radius 



Figure 5 

Comparing Adjacent Neuron Arrays Calculates Constant Length and Constant-Length Subtended Angle, 

Allowing Distance Calculation 

 

Black and tan lines have same subtended angle as red and tan lines, and all lines meet at lens. 

Blue lines come from ends of farther constant-length arc, and green lines come from ends of closer constant-length arc. 

At farther distances, constant-length arc subtends smaller angle and smaller retinal image. 

Adjacent neuron arrays have retinal overlap, and retinal and cortical neuron-array overlap defines a constant length. 

Constant-length-arc retinal-image size defines the subtended visual angle, which varies inversely with distance, 

allowing calculating distance to surface in one step: 

distance = radius = arc length / subtended angle = constant length / subtended angle 

  



divergence of eyes 

Both eyes can turn outward {divergence, eye}, away from each other, as objects get farther. If divergence is 

successful, there is no retinal disparity. 

 

Emmert law 

Brain expands more distant objects in proportion to the more contracted retinal-image size, making apparent size 

increase with increasing distance {size-constancy scaling} {Emmert's law} {Emmert law}. Brain determines size-

constancy scaling by eye convergence, geometric perspective, texture gradients, and image sharpness. Texture 

gradients decrease in size with distance. Image sharpness decreases with distance. 

 

triangulation by eye 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to scene point, using geometric triangulation {triangulation, eye}. See 

Figure 1. 

comparison 

Comparing triangulations from two different distances does not give more information. See Figure 2. 

movement 

Moving eye sideways while tracking scene point can calculate distance from eye to point, using triangulation. See 

Figure 3. 

Moving eye sideways while tracking scene points calibrates distances, because other scene points travel across 

retina. See Figure 4. 

Moving eye from looking at object edge to looking at object middle can determine scene-point distance. See Figure 

5. 

Moving eye from looking at object edge to looking at object other edge at same distance can determine scene-point 

distance. See Figure 6. 



Figure 1 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to a point by triangulation. 

 
Two eyes have a distance between them (XY = OB + BP = 2 * OB). 

eye radius = OX = OA = PY = PC 

Point E is EB from the line between the eyes and OE (= PE) from the center of each eye and AE (= CE) from the retina 

of each eye. 

When the eyes look at a point on the line between the eyes (E), both eyes have the same angle of convergence (angle 

EOW = angle EPZ). 

angle EOW = angle OEB = angle AOX (= angle EPZ = angle PEB = angle CPY) 

angle AOX = AX/OX = YC/PY = angle CPY 

tan(angle OEB) = OB/EB = PB/EB = tan(angle PEB) 

sin(angle OEB) = OB/OE = PB/PE = sin(angle PEB) 

 

The kinesthetic system can find the convergence angles by measuring eye muscle tension and so can calculate the 

distance relative to eye separation distance. 

 

Using two eyes makes a triangle (EOP and EAC), and the length of a side can be found using its opposite angle and 

another side and its opposite angle (law of sines): (sin(pi/2 - angle OEB))/OE = (sin(2*angle OEB))/XY 

OE/XY = (sin(pi/2 - angle OEB))/(sin(2*angle OEB)) 

The length of a side can also be found from two other sides and the angle between them (law of cosines): 

OE^2 = OE^2 + XY^2 - 2*OE*XY*cos(pi/2 - angle OEB) 

2*OE*XY*cos(pi/2 - angle OEB) = XY^2 

OE/XY = 1/(2*cos(pi/2 - angle OEB)) 

 

From the angle of convergence, one can calculate distance relative to eye separation distance. 



Figure 2 

Comparing triangulations from two different distances does not give more information. 

 
Two eyes keep the same distance between them (XY = OB + BP = 2 * OB). 

At the nearer distance, the angle of convergence is more: 

angle EOW < angle DOW 

 

Two triangulations make two equations: 

OE = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PEB) 

OD = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PDB) 

 

However, the new equation has a new variable, so one cannot calculate absolute distance XY. Using two eyes, one can 

calculate only relative distances. 

 

Note: Moving the eye off the plane made by the line between the two points adds a new variable, the distance above the 

plane, so one still cannot calculate the absolute distance. Using two eyes, one can calculate only relative distances. 



Figure 3 

An eye moving sideways while tracking a point in space can calculate the distance from the eye to the point, using 

triangulation. 

 
If an eye moves a distance XY from position 1 to position 2 while looking at a point (E) in space, the point E in space 

always projects to the fovea on the retina (point A in position 1 and point C in position 2). 

 

The angle to the straight-ahead direction changes from angle WOE to angle ZPE and angle WOE = angle ZPE. 

 

The spatial situation is the same as in Figure 4, so: 

OE = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PEB) 

 

The distance moved XY is findable because the organism moved through space and the kinesthetic system finds the 

distance between the eyes. The kinesthetic system finds the eye angles by measuring eye muscle or head muscle 

tension. 

 

Movement of one eye can find the distance of a point. 

 

Closer objects require the eye to turn through more angle, helping to calibrate the angle. 



Figure 4 

An eye moving sideways while tracking a point in space calibrates distances because any other point in space travels 

across the retina. 

 
If an eye moves a distance XY from position 1 to position 2, while looking at a point (E) in space, the point D in space 

first projects to point F to the left of point A at the fovea on the retina, then projects to point G to the right of point C at 

the fovea on the retina. 

 

The projection of point D travels across the retina through the fovea. The retina knows the distances AF = CG. The 

kinesthetic system knows the angle WOE = angle ZPE. 

 

The roles of point E and D can reverse by tracking D instead of E. The projection of point E then travels across the 

retina through the fovea. The retina knows the distances AF = CG. The kinesthetic system knows the angle WOD = 

angle ZPD. 

 

The distances AF and CG define the angle between points D and E and the center of the eye (angle EOD = angle EPD). 

The distance is proportional to the difference of position or angle. 

 

The spatial situation is the same as in Figure 4, so: 

OE = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PEB) 

OD = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PDB) 

 

Now brain knows the distance moved XY, and the angles PEB and PDB, and both can corroborate the other.  

 

So the distances of points can be calibrate by movement of one eye. 



Figure 5 

If an eye looks at an object rather than just a point, moving the eye from looking straight at the edge to looking straight 

at the middle can determine the distance of a point in space. 

 
The eye (dashed circle) at position 1 is looking at point Y, which projects to point B at the fovea on the retina. Point X 

in space projects to point A to the left of point B on the retina. 

The same eye (solid circle) at position 2 has moved sideways to the right a distance of BC (= XY/2) and turned to the 

left to look at point Y, which projects to point G at the fovea on the retina. Point X in space projects to point F to the 

left of point G on the retina. 

At position 2, the distance YX looks maximum (FG). FG = AB because XY = ZX/2 and AD = 2 * FG. 

 

YX = distance between points in space 

BC = YX/2 = distance between eye positions 

FX = GY = distance from retina to points in space 

PY = PX = distance from center of eye to points in space 

radius of eye = OA = OB = PF = PG = PC 



AB = FG 

angle of turning = (angle FPG)/2 = (FG/FP)/2 

BY^2 + (BC + FG/2)^2 = GY^2 

BY/sin(pi/2 - (FG/FP)/2) = (BC + FG/2)/((FG/FP)/2) 

 

The visual system knows the distance between retinal points. The kinesthetic system knows the sideways distance and 

the turning angle. One then can calculate eye radius. 

 

Sideways eye movement can maximize the length seen for an object in space by moving to the point of view that looks 

straight at the middle of the object. Sideways eye movement can find the point of view that looks straight at the left 

side of the object and the point of view that looks straight at the right side of the object, because the two points make 

equal but opposite angles around the projection from the middle of the object. 

 

Sideways eye movement can determine the distance of a line segment in space from the eye by comparing the point of 

view that looks at the side of an object and the point of view that looks straight at the middle of the object. 

 

Sideways eye movement can determine the orientation of a line in space.  

 

Note: The eye can move along the length of the object or across the length of the object. 

 

Note: As an eye rotates in a direction, it also slides in the other direction, because the muscles thicken on the rotated-

toward side and lengthen on the rotated-away-from side. 



Figure 6 

If an eye looks at an object rather than just a point, moving the eye from looking straight at one edge to looking straight 

at the other edge (assumed to be at the same distance) can determine distance of a point. 

 



Line segment WZ is halfway to line segment YX. WZ = (2/3) * XY. 

 

At position 1, W projects to B and Z projects to A with A to the left of B. 

At position 2, W projects to D and Z projects to C with C to the left of D. 

radius of eye = OA = OB = PF = PG 

 

In position 1, eye looks straight ahead at W. 

In position 2, eye looks straight ahead at Z. 

The two situations are the same. 

AB = CD 

BC = AZ 

 

The visual system knows the distance between retinal points. The kinesthetic system knows the sideways distance 

(turning angle is zero). One then can calculate eye radius.  

 

Sideways eye movement can find the point of view that looks straight at the left side of the object and the point of view 

that looks straight at the right side of the object, because the two points make equal but opposite angles around the 

fovea on the retina. 

 

Sideways eye movement can determine the distance of a line segment in space from the eye by comparing the point of 

view that looks at the right side of an object and the point of view that looks straight at the left side of the object. 

 

Sideways eye movement can determine the orientation of a line in space.  

 

Note: The eye can move along the length of the object or across the length of the object. 

  



uniqueness constraint 

Scene features land on one retina point {uniqueness constraint, depth}, so brain stereopsis can match right-retina and 

left-retina scene points. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Depth Perception>Cue 

 

depth cue 

Various features {depth cue}| {cue, depth} signal distance. Depth cues are accommodation, colors, color saturation, 

contrast, fuzziness, gradients, haziness, distance below horizon, linear perspective, movement directions, occlusions, 

retinal disparities, shadows, size familiarity, and surface textures. 

types 

Non-metrical depth cues can show relative depth, such as object blocking other-object view. Metrical depth cues can 

show quantitative information about depth. Absolute metrical depth cues can show absolute distance by comparison, 

such as comparing to nose size. Relative metrical depth cues can show relative distance by comparison, such as twice 

as far away. 

 

aerial perspective 

Vision has less resolution at far distances. Air has haze, smoke, and dust, which absorb redder light, so farther 

objects are bluer, have less light intensity, and have blurrier edges {aerial perspective}| than if air were transparent. (Air 

scatters blue more than red, but this effect is small except for kilometer distances.) 

 

binocular depth cue 

Brain perceives depth using scene points that stimulate right and left eyes differently {binocular depth cue} 

{binocular depth perception}. Eye convergences, retinal disparities, and surface-area sizes have differences. 

surface area size 

Brain can judge distance by overlap, total scene area, and area-change rate. Looking at surfaces, eyes see 

semicircles. See Figure 1. Front edge is semicircle diameter, and vision field above that line is semicircle half-

circumference. For two eyes, semicircles overlap in middle. Closer surfaces make overlap less, and farther surfaces 

make overlap more. Total scene surface area is more for farther surfaces and less for closer surfaces. Movement 

changes perceived area at rate that depends on distance. Closer objects have faster rates, and farther objects have slower 

rates. 



Figure 1 

Brain can judge distance by the overlap, total area, and rate of change of area seen by two eyes. 

 
When looking at a surface (WZ, SV, NR, JM), each eye sees a semicircle of the surface. The front edge of the surface 

is the diameter of the semicircle (WZ, SV, NR, JM), and the field of vision above that line is the circumference of the 

semicircle. The semicircles of both eyes overlap in the middle (XY, TU, O, none).  

 

Closer surfaces (JM, NR) make the overlap less (none, O), and farther surfaces (WZ, SV) make the overlap more (XY, 

TU).  

 

The total area is more for farther surfaces (WZ, AB) and less (KL, PQ) for closer surfaces.  

 

Movement changes the areas seen at a rate dependent on distance. Closer objects (JM to NR) change area faster (KL to 

PQ) and farther objects (SV to WZ) change area slower (AB to WZ). 

  



convergence of eyes 

For fixation, both eyes turn toward each other {convergence, eye} {eye convergence} when objects are nearer than 

10 meters. If convergence is successful, there is no retinal disparity. Greater eye convergence means object is closer, 

and lesser eye convergence means object is farther. See Figure 1. 



Figure 1 

The eyes converge more to look at closer points. 

 
For a very far point (dashed lines), the eyes do not converge and the point lands on both foveas (C). 

For a far point (E), the eyes converge somewhat to make the point land on both foveas (B). 

For a near point (D), the eyes converge more to make the point land on both foveas (A). 

 

Notes: 

When the eyes look at a very far point, nearer points between the eyes project more toward the outer edge of the retina 

than farther points. 

When the eyes look at a far point, nearer points between the eyes project toward the outer edge of the retina and very 

far points between the eyes project toward the inner edge of the retina. 

When the eyes look at a near point, very far points between the eyes project more toward the inner edge of the retina 

than far points. 

Points (F), not between the eyes, project to points (G) toward the inner edge of closer retina and outer edge of farther 

retina. 

  



intensity difference during movement 

Brain can judge surface relative distance by intensity change during movement toward and away from surface 

{intensity difference during movement}. See Figure 1. 

moving closer 

Moving from point to half that distance increases intensity four times, because eye gathers four times more light at 

closer radius. 

moving away 

Moving from point to double that distance decreases intensity four times, because eye gathers four times less light at 

farther radius. 

moving sideways 

Movement side to side and up and down changes intensity slightly by changing distance slightly. Perhaps, saccades 

and/or eyeball oscillations help determine distances. 

memory 

Experience with constant-intensity objects establishes distances. 

accommodation 

Looking at object while moving it or eye closer, or farther, causes lens-muscle tightening, or loosening, and makes 

more, or less, visual angle. If brain knows depth, movement toward and away can measure source intensity. 

light ray 

Scene points along same light ray project to same retina point. See Figure 2. 

haze 

Atmospheric haze affects light intensity. Haze decreases intensity proportionally with distance. Object twice as far 

away has half the intensity, because it encounters twice as many haze particles. 

sound 

Sound-intensity changes can find distances. Bats use sonar because it is too dark to see at night. Dolphins use sonar 

because water distorts light. 



Figure 1 

Changes in intensity during movement toward and away from a surface can find relative distance. 

 
Moving from a point (F0) to its halfway point (F2) increases the intensity four times, because the eye gathers four times 

more light at the closer radius. Moving from a point (F2) to its double point (F0) decreases the intensity four times, 

because the eye gathers four times less light at the farther radius. 

 

Movement side to side and up and down changes the intensity slightly by changing the distance slightly. Perhaps 

saccades and/or eyeball oscillations help determine distances.  

 

Experience with objects of constant intensity establishes their distances. 

 

Atmospheric haze also affects light intensity. Haze decreases intensity proportionally with distance. An object twice as 

far away has half the intensity. 

 

You can verify this by looking at a candle while moving it closer and farther. You may feel tightening and loosening of 

the eye pupil muscles. You will see looming (or receding), as more (or less) visual angle sends light to the eye. 



Figure 2 

Points of a scene along the same light ray project to the same point on the retina. 

 
Points F0, F1, F2, and F3 project to point C on the retina. 

Points E0, E1, and E2 project to point B on the retina. 

Points D0 and D1 project to point A on the retina. 

 

Though their distances are different, the points along a light ray project to the same point on the retina. If intensities at 

points along a light ray increase with the square of the distance, the points along a light ray look the same, except for 

focus, because intensity decreases with square of the distance. 

 

You can verify this directly by moving a point closer to the eye or moving the head closer to the point, keeping the 

point on the fovea.  

 

Note: A real scene maintains the distances among its points in space, so, if it comes closer, it looks magnified, and, if it 

moves farther away, it looks smaller. If all points of a scene could come closer along their light rays, the distances 

among the points in space would decrease. If all points of a scene could go farther out along their light rays, the 

distances among the points in space would increase. 

  



monocular depth cue 

One eye can perceive depth {monocular depth cue}. Monocular depth cues are accommodation, aerial perspective, 

color, color saturation, edge, monocular movement parallax, occlusion, overlap, shadows, and surface texture. 

 

occlusion and depth 

Closer object can hide farther object {occlusion, cue}|. Perception knows many rules about occlusion. 

 

stereoscopic depth 

Using both eyes can make depth and three dimensions appear {stereoscopic depth} {stereoscopy} {stereopsis}. 

Stereopsis aids random shape perception. Stereoscopic data analysis is independent of other visual analyses. Monocular 

depth cues can cancel stereoscopic depth. Stereoscopy does not allow highly unlikely depth reversals or unlikely 

depths. 

 

texture gradient 

Features farther away are smaller than when closer, so surfaces have larger texture nearby and smaller texture farther 

away {texture gradient}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Eye Movements 

 

drift of eye 

During fixations, eye is not still but drifts irregularly {drift, eye} {eye drift} through several minutes of arc, over 

several fovea cones. 

 

microsaccade 

During fixations, eye is not still but moves in straight lines {microsaccade} over 10 to 100 fovea cones. 

 

scanning 

Eyes scan scenes {scanning, vision} in regular patterns along outlines or contours, looking for angles and sharp 

curves, which give the most shape information. 

 

tremor of eye 

During fixations, eye is not still but has tremor {eye tremor} {tremor, eye} over one or two fovea cones, as it also 

drifts. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Eye Movements>Saccade 

 

saccade 

After fixations lasting 120 ms to 130 ms, eye moves {saccade}|, in 100 ms, to a new fixation position. 

brain 

Superior colliculus controls involuntary saccades. Brain controls saccades using fixed vectors in retinotopic 

coordinates and using endpoint trajectories in head or body coordinates [Bridgeman et al., 1979] [Bridgeman et al., 

1981] [Goodale et al., 1986]. 

movement 

People do not have saccades while following moving objects or turning head while fixating objects. 

transformation 

When eye moves from one fixation to another, brain translates whole image up to 100 degrees of arc. World appears 

to stand still while eyes move, probably because motor signals to move eyes cancel perceptual retinal movement 

signals. 

perception 

Automatic saccades do not noticeably change scene [Akins, 1996] [Blackmore et al., 1995] [Dmytryk, 1984] 

[Grimes, 1996] [O'Regan et al., 1999] [Rensink et al., 1997] [Simons and Chabris, 1999] [Simons and Levin, 1997] 

[Simons and Levin, 1998] [Wilken, 2001]. 

 

saccadic suppression 

Brain does not block input from eye to brain during saccades, but cortex suppresses vision during saccades {saccadic 

suppression}, so image blurs less. For example, people cannot see their eye movements in mirrors. 



 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Focusing 

 

accommodation 

In land-vertebrate eyes, flexible lens focuses {accommodation, vision} image by changing surface curvature using 

eye ciliary muscles. In fish, an inflexible lens moves backwards and forwards, as in cameras. Vision can focus image 

on fovea, by making thinnest contour line and highest image-edge gradient [Macphail, 1999]. 

process 

To accommodate, lens muscles start relaxed, with no accommodation. Brain tightens lens muscles and stops at 

highest spatial-frequency response. 

distance 

Far objects require no eye focusing. Objects within four feet require eye focusing to reduce blur. Brain can judge 

distance by muscle tension, so one eye can measure distance. See Figure 1. 

Pinhole camera can focus scene, but eye is not pinhole camera. See Figure 2. 

far focus 

If accommodation is for point beyond object, magnification is too low, edges are blurry, and spatial-frequency 

response is lower, because scene-point light rays land on different retina locations, before they meet at focal point. 

Focal point is past retina. 

near focus 

If accommodation is for point nearer than object, magnification is too high, edges are blurry, and spatial-frequency 

response is lower, because scene-point light rays meet at focal point and then land on different retina locations. Focal 

point is in eye middle. 



Figure 1 

A single eye can measure distance by the amount of focusing required. 

 
To focus on point F3, the lens must have the least curvature. 

To focus on point F2, the lens must have a little more curvature. 

To focus on point F1, the lens must have more curvature. 

To focus on point F0, the lens must have the most curvature. 

 

The amounts of curvature (C3, C2, C1, C0) directly relate to the distances R3G3, R2G2, R1G1, R0G0, because the 

angles of refraction are the same. 

The distances R3G3, R2G2, R1G1, R0G0 directly relate to the distances F3G3, F2G2, F1G1, F0G0 and R3F3, R2F2, 

R1F1, R0F0, because the angles of refraction are the same. 

 

The amount of curvature directly relates to the distance of the point from the retina. 

 

The kinesthetic system can find the lens curvature by measuring lens muscle tension, so one can calculate distance 

relative to lens curvature. 

 

You can verify this by looking at a point, then a nearer point. You feel tightening of the lens muscles. 



Figure 2 

A pinhole camera can focus a scene, but the eye is not a pinhole camera. 

 
A pinhole (P) allows only one ray of light from a point to enter and project straight to the back. 

 

A pinhole camera is dim, because a pinhole is small and little light enters. 

 

A lens gathers light from a point over its area and focuses all those light rays onto a single point.  

 

The eye gathers light using its lens and controls the amount of light using its pupil. 

  



binocular disparity 

Right and left retinas see different images {retinal disparity} {binocular disparity}| [Dacey et al., 2003] [DeVries 

and Baylor, 1997] [Kaplan, 1991] [Leventhal, 1991] [MacNeil and Masland, 1998] [Masland, 2001] [Polyak, 1941] 

[Ramòn y Cajal, 1991] [Rodieck et al., 1985] [Rodieck, 1998] [Zrenner, 1983]. 

correlation 

Brain can correlate retinal images to pair scene retinal points and then find distances and angles. 

fixation 

Assume eye fixates on a point straight-ahead. Light ray from scene point forms horizontal azimuthal angle and 

vertical elevation angle with straight-ahead direction. With no eye convergence, eye azimuthal and elevation angles 

from scene point differ {absolute disparity}. Different scene points have different absolute disparities {relative 

disparity}. 

When both eyes fixate on same scene point, eye convergence places scene point on both eye foveas at corresponding 

retinal points, azimuthal and elevation angles are the same, and absolute disparity is zero. See Figure 1. After scene-

point fixation, azimuth and elevation angles differ for all other scene points. Brain uses scene-point absolute-disparity 

differences to find relative disparities to estimate relative depth. 

horopter 

Points from horopter land on both retinas with same azimuthal and elevation angles and same absolute disparities. 

These scene points have no relative disparity and so have single vision. Points not close to horopter have different 

absolute disparities, have relative disparity, and so have double vision. See Figure 2. 

location 

With eye fixation on far point between eyes and with eye convergence, if scene point is straight-ahead, between 

eyes, and nearer than fixation distance, point lands outside fovea, for both eyes. See Figure 3. For object closer than 

fixation plane, focal point is after retina {crossed disparity}. 

With eye fixation on close point between eyes and eye convergence, if scene point is straight-ahead, between eyes, 

and farther than fixation distance, point lands inside fovea, for both eyes. For object farther than fixation plane, focal 

point is before retina {uncrossed disparity}. 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to point by retinal disparity. See Figure 4. 

motion 

Retinal disparity and motion change are equivalent perceptual problems, so finding distance from retinal disparity 

and finding lengths and shape from motion changes use similar techniques. 



Figure 1 
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Figure 4 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to a point by retinal disparity. 

 
Two eyes have a distance between them (XY = OB + BP = 2 * OB). 

eye radius = OX = OA = PY = PC 

Point E is EB from the line between the eyes and OE (= PE) from the center of each eye and AE (= CE) from the retina 

of each eye. 

When the eyes look straight ahead, the angle of convergence is zero. 

In the left eye, point A is outside the fovea (X). 

In the right eye, point C is outside the fovea (Y). 

 

The same point in space projects to different positions on the two retinas (retinal disparity). The retina can measure the 

difference in positions and find the relative distances AX and CY. 

AX/OX = angle AOX = angle EOW = angle OEB 

OE/XY = (sin(pi/2 - angle OEB))/(sin(2*angle OEB)) 

OE/XY = (sin(pi/2 - AX/OX))/(sin(2*AX/OX)) 

 

From the relative angle, one can calculate distance relative to eye radius and eye separation. 

  



fixation plane 

Eye focuses at a distance, through which passes a vertical plane {fixation plane} {plane of fixation}, perpendicular 

to sightline. From that plane's points, eye convergence can make right and left eye images almost correspond, with 

almost no disparity. From points in a circle {Vieth-Müller circle} in that plane, eye convergence can make right and 

left eye images have zero disparity. 

 

horopter 

After eye fixation on scene point and eye convergence, an imaginary sphere {horopter} passes through both eye 

lenses and fixation point. Points from horopter land on both retinas with same azimuthal and elevation angles and same 

absolute disparities. These scene points have no relative disparity and so have single vision. 

 

Panum fusion area 

Brain fuses scene features that are inside distance from horopter {Panum's fusion area} {Panum fusion area} 

{Panum's fusional area}, into one feature. Brain does not fuse scene features outside Panum's fusional area, but features 

still register in both eyes, so feature appears double. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Intensity 

 

intensity in vision 

Color varies in energy flow per unit area {intensity, vision}. Vision can detect very low intensity. People can see 

over ten-thousand-fold light intensity range. Vision is painful at high intensity. 

sensitivity 

People can perceive one-percent intensity differences. Sensitivity improves in dim light when using both eyes. 

receptors 

Not stimulating long-wavelength or middle-wavelength receptor reduces brightness. For example, extreme violets 

are less bright than other colors. 

temporal integration 

If light has constant intensity for less than 100 ms, brain perceives it as becoming less bright. If light has constant 

intensity for 100 ms to 300 ms, brain perceives it as becoming brighter. If light has constant intensity for longer than 

300 ms, brain perceives it as maintaining same brightness. 

unchanging image 

After people view unchanging images for two or three seconds, image fades and becomes dark gray or black. If 

object contains sharp boundaries between highly contrasting areas, object reappears intermittently. 

bleaching 

Eyes blinded by bright light recover in 30 minutes, as eye chemicals become unbleached. 

 

Bloch law 

If stimulus lasts less than 0.1 second, brightness is product of intensity and duration {Bloch's law} {Bloch law}. 

 

brightness 

Phenomenal brightness {brightness} {luminosity} relates to logarithm of total stimulus-intensity energy flux from 

all wavelengths. Surfaces that emit more lumens are brighter. On Munsell scale, brightness increases by 1.5 units if 

lumens double. 

properties: reflectance 

Surfaces that reflect different spectra but emit same number of lumens are equally bright. 

properties: reflectivity 

For spectral colors, brightness is logarithmic, not linear, with reflectivity. 

factors: adaptation 

Brightness depends on eye adaptation state. Parallel pathways calculate brightness. One pathway adapts to constant-

intensity stimuli, and the other does not adapt. If two same-intensity flashes start at same time, briefer flash looks 

dimmer than longer flash. If two same-intensity flashes end at same time, briefer flash looks brighter than longer flash 

{temporal context effect} (Sejnowsky). Visual system uses visual-stimulus timing and spatial context to calculate 

brightness. 

factors: ambient light 

Brightness is relative and depends on ambient light. 



factors: color 

Light colors change less, and dark colors change more, as source brightness increases. Light colors change less, and 

dark colors change more, as color saturation decreases. 

factors: mental state 

Brightness depends on mental state. 

brightness control 

Good brightness control increases all intensities by same amount. Consciousness cannot control brightness directly. 

Television Brightness control sets "picture" level by increasing input-signal multiple {gain, brightness}. If gain is too 

low, high-input signals have low intensity and many low-input signals are same black. If gain is too high, low-input 

signals have high intensity and many high-input signals are same white. Television Brightness control increases ratio 

between black and white and so really changes contrast. 

 

contrast 

Detected light has difference between lowest and highest intensity {contrast, vision}. 

contrast control 

Good contrast control sets black to zero intensity while decreasing or increasing maximum intensity. Consciousness 

cannot control contrast directly. Television Contrast control sets "black level" by shifting lowest intensity to shift 

intensity scale. It adjusts input signal to make zero intensity. If input is too low, lower input signals all result in zero 

intensity. If input is too high, lowest input signal results in greater than zero intensity. Television Contrast control 

changes all intensities by same amount and so really changes brightness. 

 

contrast threshold 

Mind can detect small intensity difference {contrast threshold} between light and dark surface area. 

 

contrast sensitivity function 

Larger objects have smaller contrast thresholds. Stimulus-size spatial frequency determines contrast-threshold 

reciprocal {contrast sensitivity function} (CSF). Contrast-threshold reciprocal is large when contrast threshold is small. 

 

edge enhancement 

Visual system increases brightness contrast across edge {edge enhancement}, making lighter side lighter and darker 

side darker. 

 

fading 

If eyes are still with no blinking, scene fades {fading} [Coppola and Purves, 1996] [Pritchard et al., 1960] [Tulunay-

Keesey, 1982]. 

 

Mach band 

Human visual systems increase brightness contrast across edges, making lighter side lighter and darker side darker 

{Mach band}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Intensity>Luminance 

 

luminance 

Leaving, arriving, or transmitted luminous flux in a direction divided by surface area {luminance}. Constant times 

sum over frequencies of spectral radiant energy times long-wavelength-cone and short-wavelength-cone spectral-

sensitivity function [Autrum, 1979] [Segall et al., 1966]. Luminance relates to brightness. Lateral-geniculate-nucleus 

magnocellular-cell layers {luminance channel, LGN} measure luminance. Light power (radiance) and energy differ at 

different frequencies {spectral power distribution}, typically in 31 ranges 10 nm wide between 400 nm and 700 nm. 

 

luminous flux 

Light {luminous flux} can shine with a spectrum of wavelengths. 

 

illuminant 

Light sources {illuminant} shine light on observed surfaces. 

 



radiant flux 

Light {radiant flux} can emit or reflect with a spectrum of wavelengths. 

 

radiance 

Radiant flux in a direction divided by surface area {radiance}. 

 

irradiance 

Radiant flux divided by surface area {irradiance}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Motion 

 

motion perception 

Brain can perceive motion {motion perception} {motion detector}. Motion analysis is independent of other visual 

analyses. 

properties: adaptation 

Motion detector neurons adapt quickly. 

properties: direction 

Most cortical motion-detector neurons detect motion direction. 

properties: distance 

Most cortical motion-detector neurons are for specific distance. 

properties: fatigue 

Motion-detector neurons can fatigue. 

properties: location 

Most cortical motion-detector neurons are for specific space direction. 

properties: object size 

Most cortical motion-detector neurons are for specific object spot or line size. To detect larger or smaller objects, 

motion-detector neurons have larger or smaller receptive fields. 

properties: rotation 

To have right and left requires asymmetry, such as dot or shape. In rotation, one side appears to go backward while 

the other goes forward, which makes whole thing stand still. 

properties: speed 

Most cortical motion-detector neurons detect motion speed. 

processes: brain 

Area-V5 neurons detect different speed motions in different directions at different distances and locations for 

different object spot or line sizes. Motion detectors are for one direction, object size, distance, and speed relative to 

background. Other neurons detect expansion, contraction, and right or left rotation [Thier et al., 1999]. 

processes: frame 

Spot motion from one place to another is like appearance at location and then appearance at another location. Spot 

must excite motion-detector neuron for that direction and distance. 

processes: opposite motions 

Motion detectors interact, so motion inhibits opposed motion, making motion contrasts. For example, motion in one 

direction excites motion detectors for that direction and inhibits motion detectors for opposite direction. 

processes: retina image speed 

Retinal radial-image speed relates to object distance. 

processes: timing 

Motion-detector-neuron comparison is not simultaneous addition but has delay or hold from first neuron to wait for 

second excitation. Delay can be long, with many intermediate neurons, far-apart neurons, or slow motion, or short, with 

one intermediate neuron, close neurons, or fast motion. 

processes: trajectory 

Motion detectors work together to detect trajectory or measure distances, velocities, and accelerations. Higher-level 

neurons connect motion detection units to detect straight and curved motions (Werner Reichardt). As motion follows 

trajectory, memory shifts to predict future motions. 

 

biological motion 

Animal species have movement patterns {biological motion}. Distinctive motion patterns, such as falling leaf, 

pouncing cat, and swooping bat, allow object recognition and future position prediction. 



 

looming response 

Vision can detect that surface is approaching eye {looming response}. Looming response helps control flying and 

mating. 

 

smooth pursuit 

For moving objects, eyes keep object on fovea, then fall behind, then jump to put object back on fovea {smooth 

pursuit}. Smooth pursuit is automatic. People cannot voluntarily use smooth pursuit. Smooth pursuit happens even if 

people have no sensations of moving objects [Thiele et al., 2002]. 

 

Theory of Body 

Three-month-old infants understand {Theory of Body} that when moving objects hit other objects, other objects 

move. Later, infants understand {Theory of Mind Mechanism} self-propelled motion and goals. Later, infants 

understand {Theory of Mind Mechanism-2} how mental states relate to behaviors. Primates can understand that acting 

on objects moves contacted objects. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Motion>Parallax 

 

motion parallax 

Head or body movement causes scene retinal displacement. Nearer objects displace more, and farther objects 

displace less {motion parallax}| {movement parallax}. If eye moves to right while looking straight-ahead, objects 

appear to move to left. See Figure 1. 

Nearer objects move greater visual angle. Farther objects move smaller visual angle and appear almost stationary. 

See Figure 2. 

movement sequence 

Object sequence can change with movement. See Figure 3. 

depth 

Brain can use geometric information about two different positions at different times to calculate relative object 

depth. Brain can also use geometric information about two different positions at same time, using both eyes. 



Figure 1 

 



Figure 2 

 



Figure 3 

 
  



monocular movement parallax 

While observer is moving, nearer objects seem to move backwards while farther ones move in same direction as 

observer {monocular movement parallax}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Motion>Spots 

 

aperture problem 

When viewing moving object through small opening, motion direction can be ambiguous {aperture problem}, 

because moving spot or two on-off spots can trigger motion detectors. Are both spots in window aperture same object? 

Motion detectors solve the problem by finding shortest-distance motion. 

 

apparent motion 

When people see objects, first at one location, then very short time later at another location, and do not see object 

anywhere between locations, first object seems to move smoothly to where second object appears {apparent motion}|. 

 

correspondence problem 

Moving spot triggers motion detectors for two locations. 

two locations and spot 

How does brain associate two locations with one spot {correspondence problem, motion}? Brain follows spot from 

one location to next unambiguously. Tracking moving objects requires remembering earlier features and matching with 

current features. Vision can try all possible matches and, through successive iterations, find matches that yield 

minimum total distance between presentations. 

location and spot 

Turning one spot on and off can trigger same motion detector. How does brain associate detector activation at 

different times with one spot? Brain assumes same location is same object. 

processes: three-dimensional space 

Motion detectors are for specific locations, distances, object sizes, speeds, and directions. Motion-detector array 

represents three-dimensional space. Space points have spot-size motion detectors. 

processes: speed 

Brain action pathway is faster than object-recognition pathway. Brain calculates eye movements faster than 

voluntary movements. 

constraints: continuity constraint 

Adjacent points not at edges are at same distance from eye {continuity constraint, vision}. 

constraints: uniqueness constraint 

Scene features land on one retinal location {uniqueness constraint, vision}. 

constraints: spatial frequency 

Scene features have different left-retina and right-retina positions. Retina can use low resolution, with low spatial 

frequency, to analyze big regions and then use higher and higher resolutions. 

 

phi phenomenon 

If an image or light spot appears on a screen and then a second image appears 0.06 seconds later at a randomly 

different location, people perceive motion from first location to second location {phi phenomenon}. If an image or light 

spot blinks on and off slowly and then a second image appears at a different location, people see motion. If a green spot 

blinks on and off slowly and then a red spot appears at a different location, people see motion, and dot appears to 

change color halfway between locations. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Motion>Defined 

 

luminance-defined object 

Objects {luminance-defined object}, for example bright spots, can contrast in brightness with background. People 

see luminance-defined objects move by mechanism that differs from texture-defined object-movement mechanism. 

Luminance-defined objects have defined edges. 

 



texture-defined object 

Objects {texture-defined object} {contrast-defined object} can contrast in texture with background. People see 

luminance-defined objects move by mechanism that differs from texture-defined object-movement mechanism. 

Contrast changes in patterned ways, with no defined edges. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Motion>Order 

 

first-order motion 

Luminance changes indicate motion {first-order motion}. 

 

second-order motion 

Contrast and texture changes indicate motion {second-order motion}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Motion>Optic Flow 

 

visual flow 

Incoming visual information is continuous flow {visual flow}| {optical flow, vision} {optic flow} that brain can 

analyze for constancies, gradients, motion, and static properties. As head or body moves, head moves through 

stationary environment. Optical flow reveals whether one is in motion or not. Optical flow reveals planar surfaces. 

Optical flow is texture movement across eye as animals move. 

 

radial expansion 

Optic flow has a point {focus of expansion} (FOE) {expansion focus} where horizon meets motion-direction line. 

All visual features seem to come out of this straight-ahead point as observer moves closer, making radial movement 

pattern {radial expansion} [Gibson, 1966] [Gibson, 1979]. 

 

time to collision 

Optic flow has information {tau, optic flow} that signals how long until something hits people {time to collision} 

(TTC) {collision time}. Tau is ratio between retinal-image size and retinal-image-size expansion rate. Tau is directly 

proportional to time to collision. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Motion>Throw And Catch 

 

Throwing and Catching 

Mammals can throw and catch {Throwing and Catching}. 

Animal Motions 

Animals can move in direction, change direction, turn around, and wiggle. Animals can move faster or slower. 

Animals move over horizontal ground, climb up and down, jump up and down, swim, dive, and fly. 

Predators and Prey 

Predators typically intercept moving prey, trying to minimize separation. In reptiles, optic tectum controls visual-

orientation movements used in prey-catching behaviors. Prey typically runs away from predators, trying to maximize 

separation. Animals must account for accelerations and decelerations. 

Gravity and Motions 

Animals must account for gravity as they move and catch. Some hawks free-fall straight down to surprise prey. Seals 

can catch thrown balls and can throw balls to targets. Dogs can catch thrown balls and floating frisbees. Cats raise 

themselves on hind legs to trap or bat thrown-or-bouncing balls with front paws. 

Mammal Brain 

Reticular formation, hippocampus, and neocortex are only in mammals. Mammal superior colliculus can integrate 

multisensory information at same spatial location [O'Regan and Noë, 2001]. In mammals, dorsal vision pathway 

indicates object locations, tracks unconscious motor activity, and guides conscious actions [Bridgeman et al., 1979] 

[Rossetti and Pisella, 2002] [Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982] [Yabuta et al., 2001] [Yamagishi et al., 2001]. 

Allocentric Space 

Mammal dorsal visual system converts spatial properties from retinotopic coordinates to spatiotopic coordinates. 

Using stationary three-dimensional space as fixed reference frame simplifies trajectories perceptual variables. Most 

motions are two-dimensional rather than three-dimensional. Fixed reference frame separates gravity effects from 

internally generated motions. Internally generated motion effects are straight-line motions, rather than curved motions. 



Human Throwing and Shooting 

Only primates can throw, because they can stand upright and have suitable arms and hands. From 45,000 to 35,000 

years ago, Homo sapiens and Neanderthal Middle-Paleolithic hunter-gatherers cut and used wooden spears. From 

15,000 years ago, Homo sapiens Upper Paleolithic hunter-gatherers cut and used wooden arrows, bows, and spear-

throwers. Human hunter-gatherers threw and shot over long trajectories. 

Human Catching 

Geometric Invariants: Humans can catch objects traveling over long trajectories. Dogs and humans use invariant 

geometric properties to intercept moving objects. 

Trajectory Prediction: To catch baseballs, eyes follow ball while people move toward position where hand can reach 

ball. In the trajectory prediction strategy [Saxberg, 1987], fielder perceives ball initial direction, velocity, and perhaps 

acceleration, then computes trajectory and moves straight to where hand can reach ball. 

Acceleration Cancellation: When catching ball coming towards him or her, fielder must run under ball so ball 

appears to move upward at constant speed. In the optical-acceleration-cancellation hypothesis [Chapman, 1968], fielder 

motion toward or away from ball cancels ball perceived vertical acceleration, making constant upward speed. If ball 

appears to vertically accelerate, it lands farther than fielder. If it appears to vertically decelerate, it lands shorter. Ball 

rises until caught, because baseball is always above horizon, far objects are near horizon, and near objects are high 

above horizon. 

Transverse Motion: Fielder controls transverse motion independently of radial motion. When catching ball toward 

right or left, fielder moves transversely to ball path, holding ball-direction and fielder-direction angle constant. 

Linear Trajectory: In linear optical trajectory [McBeath et al., 1995], when catching ball to left or right, fielder runs 

in a curve toward ball, so ball rises in optical height, not to right or left. Catchable balls appear to go straight. Short 

balls appear to curve downward. Long balls appear to curve upward. Ratio between ball elevation and azimuth angles 

stays constant. Fielder coordinates transverse and radial motions. Linear optical trajectory is similar to simple predator-

tracking perceptions. Dogs use the linear optical trajectory method to catch frisbees [Shaffer et al., 2004]. 

Optical Acceleration: Plotting optical-angle tangent changes over time, fielders appear to use optical-acceleration 

information to catch balls [McLeod et al., 2001]. However, optical trajectories mix fielder motions and ball motions. 

Perceptual Invariants: Optical-trajectory features can be invariant with respect to fielder motions. Fielders catch fly 

balls by controlling ball-trajectory perceptions, such as lateral displacement, rather than by choosing how to move 

[Marken, 2005]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Number Perception 

 

number perception 

Brain can count {number perception}. Number perception can relate to time-interval measurement, because both 

measure number of units [Dehaene, 1997]. 

 

accumulator model 

Number perception can add energy units to make sum {accumulator model} [Dehaene, 1997]. 

 

numeron list model 

Number perception can associate objects with ordered-symbol list {numeron list model} [Dehaene, 1997]. 

 

object file model 

Number perception can use mental images in arrays, so objects are separate {object file model} [Dehaene, 1997]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Size 

 

acuity vision 

Vision detects smallest visual angle {visual acuity} {acuity, vision}. 

 

aliasing 

If they look at too few lines {undersampling}, people estimate grating size incorrectly {aliasing}. 

 

cortical magnification 

Visual angles land on retinal areas, which send to larger visual-cortex surface areas {cortical magnification}. 

 



twenty-twenty 

Good vision means that people can see at 20 feet what perfect-vision people can detect at 20 feet {twenty-twenty}. 

In contrast, 20-40 means that people can see at 20 feet what perfect-vision people can detect at 40 feet. 

 

visual angle 

Scene features have diameter, whose ends define rays that go to eye-lens center to form angle {visual angle}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Texture Perception 

 

texture perception 

Visual perceptual processes can detect local surface properties {surface texture} {texture perception} [Rogers and 

Collett, 1989] [Yin et al., 1997]. 

surface texture 

Surface textures are point and line patterns, with densities, locations, orientations, and gradients. Surface textures 

have point and line spatial frequencies [Bergen and Adelson, 1988] [Bülthoff et al., 2002] [Julesz, 1981] [Julesz, 1987] 

[Julesz and Schumer, 1981] [Lederman et al., 1986] [Malik and Perona, 1990]. 

occipital lobe 

Occipital-lobe complex and hypercomplex cells detect points, lines, surfaces, line orientations, densities, and 

gradients and send to neuron assemblies that detect point and line spatial frequencies [DeValois and DeValois, 1988] 

[Hubel and Wiesel, 1959] [Hubel and Wiesel, 1962] [Hubel, 1988] [Livingstone, 1998] [Spillman and Werner, 1990] 

[Wandell, 1995] [Wilson et al., 1990]. 

similar statistics 

Similar surface textures have similar point and line spatial frequencies and first-order and second-order statistics 

[Julesz and Miller, 1962]. 

gradients 

Texture gradients are proportional to surface slant, surface tilt, object size, object motion, shape constancy, surface 

smoothness, and reflectance. 

gradients: object 

Constant texture gradient indicates one object. Similar texture patterns indicate same surface region. 

gradients: texture segmentation 

Brain can use texture differences to separate surface regions. 

speed 

Brain detects many targets rapidly and simultaneously to select and warn about approaching objects. Brain can 

detect textural changes in less than 150 milliseconds, before attention begins. 

machine 

Surface-texture detection can use point and line features, such as corner detection, scale-invariant features (SIFT), 

and speeded-up robust features (SURF) [Wolfe and Bennett, 1997]. For example, in computer vision, the Gradient 

Location-Orientation Histogram (GLOH) SIFT descriptor uses radial grid locations and gradient angles, then finds 

principal components, to distinguish surface textures [Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005]. 

 

texel 

Surfaces have small regular repeating units {texel}. 

 

texton 

Texture perception uses three local-feature types {texton}: elongated blobs {line segment, texton}, blob ends {end-

point}, and blob crossings {texture, texton}. Visual-cortex simple and complex cells detect elongated blobs, 

terminators, and crossings. 

search 

Texture perception searches in parallel for texton type and density changes. 

attention 

Texture discrimination precedes attention. 

For texton changes, brain calls attention processes. 

similarity 

If elongated blobs are same, because blob terminators total same number, texture is same. 

statistics 

Brain uses first-order texton statistics, such as texton type changes and density gradients, in texture perception. 



 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Viewpoint 

 

viewpoint consistency 

Retina reference frame and object reference frame must match {viewpoint consistency constraint}. 

 

viewpoint-invariance 

Visual features can stay the same when observation point changes {viewpoint-invariance, vision}. Brain stores such 

features for visual recognition. 

 

visual egocenter 

People have a reference point {visual egocenter} {egocenter, vision} on line passing through nosebridge and head 

center, for specifying locations and directions. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Visual Processing Stages 

 

early vision 

Brain first processes basic features {early vision}, then prepares to recognize objects and understand scenes, then 

recognizes objects and understands scenes. 

 

middle vision 

Brain first processes basic features, then prepares to recognize objects and understand scenes {middle vision} 

{midlevel vision}, then recognizes objects and understands scenes. 

 

high-level vision 

Brain first processes basic features, then prepares to recognize objects and understand scenes, then recognizes 

objects and understands scenes {high-level vision}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision 

 

color vision 

People can distinguish 150 to 200 main colors and seven million different colors {vision, color} {color vision}, by 

representing the light intensity-frequency spectrum and separating it into categories. 

color: spectrum 

Colors range continuously from red to scarlet, vermilion, orange, yellow, chartreuse, green, spring green, cyan, 

turquoise, blue, indigo (ultramarine), violet, magenta, crimson, and back to red. Scarlet is red with some orange. 

Vermilion is half red and half orange. Chartreuse is half yellow and half green. Cyan is half green and half blue. 

Turquoise is blue with some green. Indigo is blue with some red. Violet is blue with more red. Magenta is half blue and 

half red. Crimson is red with some blue. 

color: definition 

Blue, green, and yellow have definite wavelengths at which they are pure, with no other colors. Red has no definite 

wavelength at which it is pure. Red excites mainly long-wavelength receptor. Yellow is at long-wavelength-receptor 

maximum-sensitivity wavelength. Green is at middle-wavelength-receptor maximum-sensitivity wavelength. Blue is at 

short-wavelength-receptor maximum-sensitivity wavelength. 

color: similarities 

Similar colors have similar average light-wave frequencies. Colors with more dissimilar average light-wave 

frequencies are more different. 

color: opposites 

Complementary colors are opposite colors, and white and black are opposites. 

color: animals 

Primates have three cone types. Non-mammal vertebrates have one cone type, have no color opponent process, and 

detect colors from violets to reds, with poorer discrimination than mammals. 

Mammals have two cone types. Mammals have short-wavelength receptor and long-wavelength receptor. For 

example, dogs have receptor with maximum sensitivity at 429 nm, which is blue for people, and receptor with 

maximum sensitivity at 555 nm, which is yellow-green for people. Mammals can detect colors from violets to reds, 

with poorer discrimination than people. 



With two cone types, mammals have only one color opponency, yellow-blue. Perhaps, mammals cannot see 

phenomenal colors because color sensations require two opponent processes. 

nature: individuality 

People's vision processes are similar, so everyone's vision perceptions are similar. All people see the same color 

spectrum, with the same colors and color sequence. Colorblind people have consistent but incomplete spectra. 

nature: objects 

Colors are surface properties and are not essential to object identity. 

nature: perception 

Colors are not symmetric, so colors have unique relations. Colors cannot substitute. Colors relate in only one 

consistent and complete way, and can mix in only one consistent and complete way. 

nature: subjective 

No surface or object physical property corresponds to color. Color depends on source illumination and surface 

reflectance and so is subjective, not objective. 

nature: irreducibility 

Matter and energy cannot cause color, though experience highly correlates with physical quantities. Light is only 

electromagnetic waves. 

processes: coloring 

Three coloring methods are coloring points, coloring areas, or using separate color overlays. Mind colors areas, not 

points or overlays, because area coloring is discrete and efficient. 

processes: edge enhancement 

Adjacent colors enhance their contrast by adding each color's complementary color to the other color. Adjacent black 

and white also have enhanced contrast. 

processes: timing 

Different color-receptor-system time constants cause color. 

processes: precision 

People can detect smaller wavelength differences between 500 nm and 600 nm than above 600 nm or below 500 nm, 

because two cones have maximum sensitivities within that range. 

physical: energy and color 

Long-wavelength photons have less energy, and short-wavelength photons have more energy, because photon 

energy relates directly to frequency. 

physical: photons 

Photons have emissions, absorptions, vibrations, reflections, and transmissions. 

physical: reflectance 

Color depends on both illumination and surface reflectance [Land, 1977]. Comparing surface reflective properties to 

other or remembered surface reflective properties results in color. 

physical: scattering 

Blue light has shorter wavelength and has more refraction and scattering by atoms. 

Long-wavelength and medium-wavelength cones have similar wavelength sensitivity maxima, so scattering and 

refraction are similar. Fovea has no short-wavelength cones, for better length precision. 

mixing 

Colors from light sources cannot add to make red or to make blue. Colors from pigment reflections cannot add to 

make red or to make blue. 

properties: alerting and calming colors 

Psychologically, red is alerting color. Green is neutral color. Blue is calming color. 

properties: contraction and expansion by color 

Blue objects appear to go farther away and expand, and red objects appear to come closer and contract, because reds 

appear lighter and blues darker. 

properties: color depth 

Color can have shallow or deep depth. Yellow is shallow. Green is medium deep. Blue and red are deep. 

Perhaps, depth relates to color opponent processes. Red and blue mainly excite one receptor. Yellow and green 

mainly excite two receptors. Yellow mixes red and green. Green mixes blue and yellow. 

properties: light and dark colors 

Yellow is the brightest color, comparable to white. In both directions from yellow, darkness grows. Colors darken 

from yellow toward red. Colors darken from yellow toward green and blue. Green is lighter than blue, which is 

comparable to black. 



properties: sad and glad 

Dark colors are sad and light colors are glad, because dark colors are less bright and light colors are more bright. 

properties: warm and cool colors 

Colors can be relatively warm or cool. Black-body-radiator spectra center on red at 3000 K, blue at 5000 K, and 

white at 7000 K. Light sources have radiation surface temperature {color temperature} comparable to black-body-

radiator surface temperature. However, people call blue cool and red warm, perhaps because water and ice are blue and 

fires are red, and reds seem to have higher energy output. Warm pigments have more saturation and are lighter than 

cool pigments. White, gray, and black, as color mixtures, have no net temperature. 

properties: hue change 

Colors respond differently as hue changes. Reds and blues change more slowly than greens and yellows. 

factors 

Colors change with illumination intensity, illumination spectrum, background surface, adjacent surface, distance, 

and viewing angle. Different people vary in what they perceive as unique yellow, unique green, and unique blue. The 

same person varies in what they perceive as unique yellow, unique green, and unique blue. 

realism and subjectivism 

Perhaps, color relates to physical objects, events, or properties {color realism} {color objectivism}. Perhaps, color is 

identical to a physical property {color physicalism}, such as surface spectral reflectance distribution {reflectance 

physicalism}. Perhaps, colors are independent of subject and condition. Mental processes allow access to physical 

colors. 

Perhaps, colors depend on subject and physical conditions {color relationism} {color relativism}. 

Perhaps, things have no color {color eliminativism}, and color is only in mind. Perhaps, colors are mental properties, 

events, or processes {color subjectivism}. Perhaps, colors are mental properties of mental objects {sense-datum, color}. 

Perhaps, colors are perceiver mental processes or events {adverbialism, color}. Perhaps, humans perceive real 

properties that cause phenomenal color. Perhaps, colors are only things that dispose mind to see color {color 

dispositionalism}. Perhaps, colors depend on action {color enactivism}. Perhaps, colors depend on natural selection 

requirements {color selectionism}. Perhaps, colors depend on required functions {color functionalism}. Perhaps, colors 

represent physical properties {color representationalism}. Perhaps, experience has color content {color intentionalism}, 

which provides information about surface color. 

Perhaps, humans know colors, essentially, by experiencing them {doctrine of acquaintance}, though they can also 

learn information about colors. 

Perhaps, colors are identical to mental properties that correspond to color categories {corresponding category 

constraint}. 

Properties {determinable property} can be about categories, such as blue. Properties {determinate property} can be 

about specific things, such as unique blue, which has no red or green. 

Perhaps, there are color illusions due to illumination intensity, illumination spectrum, background surface, adjacent 

surface, distance, and viewing angle. Human color processing cannot always process the same way or to the same 

result. Color names and categories have some correspondence with other animals, infants, and cultures, but vary among 

scientific observers and by introspection. 

How can colors be in mind but appear in space? Subjectivism cannot account for the visual field. Objectivism cannot 

account for the color facts. 

Differences among objective object and physical properties, subjective color processing, and relations among 

surfaces, illumination, background, viewing angle and distance do not explain perceived color differences {explanatory 

gap, color}. 

 

achromatic 

White, gray, and black have no hue {achromatic} and have color purity zero. 

 

aperture color 

Color can have no definite depth {aperture color}, such as at a hole in a screen. 

 

brain gray 

If eyes completely adapt to dark, people see gray {brain gray} {eigengrau}. 

 

chromatic-response curve 

Each opponent system has a relative response for each wavelength {chromatic-response curve}. The brightness-

darkness system has maximum response at 560 nm and is symmetric between 500 nm and 650 nm. The red-green 



system has maximum response at 610 nm and minimum response at 530 nm and is symmetric between 590 nm and 630 

nm and between 490 nm and 560 nm. The blue-yellow system has maximum response at 540 nm and minimum 

response at 430 nm and is symmetric between 520 nm and 560 nm and between 410 nm and 450 nm. 

 

color constancy 

Sight tries to keep surface colors constant {color constancy}. Lower luminance makes more red or green, because 

that affects red-green opponency more. Higher luminance makes more yellow or blue, because that affects blue-yellow 

opponency more. 

 

Haidinger brush 

Light polarization can affect sight slightly {Haidinger brush}. 

 

color frequency 

Color relates directly to electromagnetic wave frequency {color, frequency} and intensity. 

frequency 

Light waves that human can see have frequencies between 420 and 790 million million cycles per second, 420 and 

790 teraHertz or THz. Frequency is light speed, 3.02 x 10^8 m/s, divided by wavelength. Vision can detect about one 

octave of light frequencies. 

frequency ranges 

Red light has frequency range 420 THz to 480 THz. Orange light has frequency range 480 THz to 510 THz. Yellow 

light has frequency range 510 THz to 540 THz. Green light has frequency range 540 THz to 600 THz. Blue light has 

frequency range 600 THz to 690 THz. Indigo or ultramarine light has frequency range 690 THz to 715 THz. Violet 

light has frequency range 715 THz to 790 THz. Colors differ in frequency range and in range compared to average 

wavelength. Range is greater and higher percentage for longer wavelengths. 

Reds have widest range. Red goes from infrared 720 nm to red-orange 625 nm = 95 nm. 95 nm/683 nm = 14%. Reds 

have more spread and less definition. 

Greens have narrower range. Green goes from chartreuse 560 nm to cyan 500 nm = 60 nm. 60 nm/543 nm = 11%. 

Blues have narrowest range. Blue goes from cyan 480 nm to indigo or ultramarine 440 nm = 40 nm. 40 nm/463 nm 

= 8%. Blues have less spread and more definition. 

wavelength ranges 

Spectral colors have wavelength ranges: red = 720 nm to 625 nm, orange = 625 nm to 590 nm, yellow = 590 nm to 

575 nm, chartreuse = 575 nm to 555 nm, green = 555 nm to 520 nm, cyan = 520 nm to 480 nm, blue = 480 nm to 440 

nm, indigo or ultramarine = 440 nm to 420 nm, and violet = 420 nm to 380 nm. 

maximum purity frequency 

Spectral colors have maximum purity at specific frequencies: red = 436 THz, orange = 497 THz, yellow = 518 THz, 

chartreuse = 539 THz, green = 556 THz, cyan = 604 THz, blue = 652 THz, indigo or ultramarine = 694 THz, and violet 

= 740 THz. 

maximum purity wavelengths 

Spectral colors have maximum purity at specific wavelengths: red = 683 nm, orange = 608 nm, yellow = 583 nm, 

chartreuse = 560 nm, green = 543 nm, cyan = 500 nm, blue = 463 nm, indigo or ultramarine = 435 nm, and violet = 408 

nm. See Figure 1. Magenta is not spectral color but is red-violet, so assume wavelength is 730 nm or 375 nm. 

maximum sensitivity wavelengths 

Blue is most sensitive at 482 nm, where it just turned blue from greenish-blue. Green is most sensitive at 506 nm, at 

middle. Yellow is most sensitive at 568 nm, just after greenish-yellow. Red is most sensitive at 680 nm, at middle red. 

color-wavelength symmetry 

Colors are symmetric around middle of long-wavelength and middle-wavelength receptor maximum-sensitivity 

wavelengths 550 nm and 530 nm. Wavelength 543 nm has green color. Chartreuse, yellow, orange, and red are on one 

side. Cyan, blue, indigo or ultramarine, and violet are on other side. Yellow is 583 - 543 = 40 nm from middle. Orange 

is 608 - 543 = 65 nm from middle. Red is 683 - 543 = 140 nm from middle. Blue is 543 - 463 = 80 nm from middle. 

Indigo or ultramarine is 543 - 435 = 108 nm from middle. Violet is 543 - 408 = 135 nm from middle. 



Figure 1 

 

Color Wavelengths (and Extrapolated Wavelengths) 

 



Figure 2 

 

Example: How the Four Major Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 
 

Example: How the Three Additive Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 
 

Example: How the Three Subtractive Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 
  



opponency 

Cone outputs can subtract and add {opponency} {color opponent process} {opponent color theory} {tetrachromatic 

theory}. 

red-green opponency 

Middle-wavelength cone output subtracts from long-wavelength cone output, L - M, to detect blue, green, yellow, 

orange, pink, and red. Maximum is at red, and minimum is at blue. See Figure 1. Hue calculation is in lateral geniculate 

nucleus, using neurons with center and surround. Center detects long-wavelengths, and surround detects medium-

wavelengths. 

blue-yellow opponency 

Short-wavelength cone output subtracts from long-wavelength plus middle-wavelength cone output, (L + M) - S, to 

detect violet, indigo or ultramarine, blue, cyan, green, yellow, and red. Maximum is at chartreuse, minimum is at violet, 

and red is another minimu is at red. See Figure 1. Saturation calculation is in lateral geniculate nucleus, using neurons 

with center and surround. Luminance output goes to center, and surround detects short-wavelengths [Hardin, 1988] 

[Hurvich, 1981] [Katz, 1911] [Lee and Valberg, 1991]. 

brightness 

Long-wavelength and middle-wavelength cones add to detect luminance brightness: L + M. See Figure 1. Short-

wavelength cones are few. Luminance calculation is in lateral geniculate nucleus, using neurons with center and 

surround. Center detects long-wavelengths, and surround detects negative of medium-wavelengths. Brain uses 

luminance to find edges and motions. 

neutral point 

When positive and negative contributions are equal, opponent-color processes can give no signal {neutral point}. For 

the L - M opponent process, red and cyan are complementary colors and mix to make white. For the L + M - S 

opponent process, blue and yellow are complementary colors and mix to make white. The L + M sense process has no 

neutral point. 

color and cones 

Red affects long-wavelength some. Orange affects long-wavelength well. Yellow affects long-wavelength most. 

Green affects middle-wavelength most. Blue affects short-wavelength most. 

Indigo or ultramarine, because it has blue and some red, affects long-wavelength and short-wavelength. Violet, 

because it has blue and more red, affects long-wavelength more and short-wavelength less. Magenta, because it has half 

red and half blue, affects long-wavelength and short-wavelength equally. See Figure 1. 

White, gray, and black affect long-wavelength receptor and middle-wavelength receptor equally, and long-

wavelength receptor plus middle-wavelength receptor and short-wavelength receptor equally. See Figure 1. 

Complementary colors add to make white, gray, or black. 

color and opponencies 

For red, L - M is maximum, and L + M - S is maximum. For orange, L - M is positive, and L + M - S is maximum. 

For yellow, L - M is half, and L + M - S is maximum. For green, L - M is zero, and L + M - S is zero. For blue, L - M 

is minimum, and L + M - S is minimum. For magenta, L - M is half, and L + M - S is half. 

saturation 

Adding white, to make more unsaturation, decreases L - M values and increases L + M - S values. See Figure 1. 

evolution 

For people to see color, the three primate cone receptors must be maximally sensitive at blue, green, and yellow-

green, which requires opponency to determine colors and has color complementarity. The three cones do not have 

maximum sensitivity at red, green, and blue, because each sensor is then for one main color, and system has no 

complementary colors. Such a system has no opponency, because those opponencies have ambiguous ratios and 

ambiguous colors. 



Figure 1 

 

Example: Color vs. Cone Activity 

 

 
 

Example: Color vs. Opponent-Process Activity 

 

 
 

M - L gives same sequence as L - M. 

M - S and L - S give same sequence as L + M - S. 

S - M and S - L give same sequence as M - S and L - S. 

S - (L + M) gives same sequence as L + M - S. 

L - M - S and M - L - S have same information as L + M - S. 

S - M + L and S - L + M have same information as L + M - S. 

 

Adding L - M and L + M - S give same sequence as L + M - S. 

Therefore, L - M and L + M - S cannot combine into one measurement, 

but are two independent parameters. 

 

 

Unsaturation decreases L - M and increases L + M - S. 

  



univariance problem 

Photoreceptors can have the same output {univariance problem} {problem of univariance} {univariance principle} 

{principle of univariance} for an infinite number of stimulus frequency-intensity combinations. Different photon 

wavelengths have different absorption probabilities, from 0% to 10%. Higher-intensity low-probability wavelengths 

can make same total absorption as lower-intensity high-probability wavelengths. For example, if frequency A has 

probability 1% and intensity 2, and frequency B has probability 2% and intensity 1, total absorption is same. 

Photon absorption causes one photoreceptor molecule to isomerize. Isomerization reactions are the same for all 

stimulus frequencies and intensities. Higher intensity increases number of reactions. 

 

wavelength mixture space 

Color-vision systems have one or more receptor types, each able to absorb a percentage of quanta at each 

wavelength {wavelength mixture space}. For all receptor types, different wavelength and intensity combinations can 

result in same output. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision>Colors 

 

color categories 

Colors {colors} {color, categories} are distinguishable. 

The eleven fundamental color categories are white, black, red, green, blue, orange, yellow, pink, brown, purple 

(violet), and gray [Byrne and Hilbert, 1997] [Wallach, 1963]. 

major and minor colors 

Major colors are red, yellow, green, and blue. Yellow is red and green. Green is yellow and blue. Minor colors are 

orange, chartreuse, cyan, and magenta. Orange is red and yellow. Chartreuse is yellow and green {chartreuse, color 

mixture}. Cyan is green and blue {cyan, color mixture}. Magenta is red and blue. Halftones are between major and 

minor color categories: red-orange {vermilion, color mixture}, orange-yellow, yellow-chartreuse, chartreuse-green, 

green-cyan {spring green, color mixture}, cyan-blue {turquoise, color mixture}, blue-violet {indigo, color mixture} 

{ultramarine, color mixture}, indigo-magenta or blue-magenta {violet, color mixture}, and magenta-red {crimson, 

color mixture}. 

white 

White is relatively higher in brightness than adjacent surfaces. Adding white to color makes color lighter. However, 

increasing colored-light intensity does not make white. 

white: intensity 

When light is too dim for cones, people see whites, grays, and blacks. When light is intense enough for cones, people 

see whites, grays, and blacks if no color predominates. 

white: complementary colors 

Spectral colors have complementary colors. Color and complementary color mix to make white, gray, or black. Two 

spectral colors mix to make intermediate color, which has a complementary color. Mixing two spectral colors and 

intermediate-color complementary color makes white, gray, or black. 

black 

Black is relatively lower in brightness than adjacent surfaces. Black is not absence of visual sense qualities but is a 

color. 

gray 

Gray is relatively the same brightness as adjacent surfaces. 

red 

Red light is absence of blue and green, and so is absence of cyan, its additive complementary color. Red pigment is 

absence of green, its subtractive complementary color. 

red: purity 

Spectral red cannot be a mixture of other colors. Pigment red cannot be a mixture of other colors. 

red: properties 

Red is alerting color. Red is warm color, not cool color. Red is light color. 

red: mixing 

Red mixes with white to make pink. 

Spectral red blends with spectral cyan to make white. Pigment red blends with pigment green to make black. 

Spectral red blends with spectral yellow to make orange. Pigment red blends with pigment yellow to make brown. 

Spectral red blends with spectral blue or violet to make purples. Pigment red blends with pigment blue or violet to 

make purples. 



red: distance 

People do not see red as well at farther distances. 

red: retina 

People do not see red as well at visual periphery. 

red: range 

Red has widest color range because reds have longest wavelengths and largest frequency range. 

red: intensity 

Red can fade in intensity to brown then black. 

red: evolution 

Perhaps, red evolved to discriminate food. 

blue 

Blue light is absence of red and green, so blue is absence of yellow, its additive complementary color. Blue pigment 

is absence of red and green, so blue is absence of orange, its subtractive complementary color. 

blue: purity 

Spectral blue cannot be a mixture of other colors. Pigment blue cannot be a mixture of other colors. 

blue: properties 

Blue is calming color. Blue is cool color, not warm color. Blue is light color. 

blue: mixing 

Blue mixes with white to make pastel blue. 

Spectral blue blends with spectral yellow to make white. Pigment blue blends with pigment yellow to make black. 

Spectral blue blends with spectral green to make cyan. Pigment blue blends with pigment green to make dark blue-

green. Spectral blue blends with spectral red to make purples. Pigment blue blends with pigment red to make purples. 

blue: distance 

People see blue well at farther distances. 

blue: retina 

People see blue well at visual periphery. 

blue: range 

Blue has narrow wavelength range. 

blue: evolution 

Perhaps, blue evolved to tell when sky is changing or to see certain objects against sky. 

blue: saturation 

Teal is less saturated cyan. 

green 

Green light is absence of red and blue, and so magenta, its additive complementary color. Green pigment is absence 

of red, its subtractive complementary color. 

green: purity 

Spectral green can mix blue and yellow. Pigment green can mix blue and yellow. 

green: properties 

Green is neutral color in alertness. Green is cool color. Green is light color. 

green: mixing 

Green mixes with white to make pastel green. 

Spectral green blends with spectral magenta to make white. Pigment green blends with pigment magenta to make 

black. Spectral green blends with spectral orange to make yellow. Pigment green blends with pigment orange to make 

brown. Spectral green blends with spectral blue to make cyan. Pigment green blends with pigment blue to make dark 

blue-green. 

green: distance 

People see green OK at farther distances. 

green: retina 

People do not see green well at visual periphery. 

green: range 

Green has wide wavelength range. 

green: evolution 

Perhaps, green evolved to discriminate fruit and vegetable ripening. 

yellow 

Yellow light is absence of blue, because blue is its additive complementary color. Yellow pigment is absence of 

indigo or violet, its subtractive complementary color. 



yellow: purity 

Spectral yellow can mix red and green. Pigment yellow cannot be a mixture of other colors. 

yellow: properties 

Yellow is neutral color in alertness. Yellow is warm color. Yellow is light color. 

yellow: mixing 

Yellow mixes with white to make pastel yellow. 

Spectral yellow blends with spectral blue to make white. Pigment yellow blends with pigment blue to make green. 

Spectral yellow blends with spectral red to make orange. Pigment yellow blends with pigment red to make brown. 

Olive is dark low-saturation yellow (dark yellow-green). 

yellow: distance 

People see yellow OK at farther distances. 

yellow: retina 

People do not see yellow well at visual periphery. 

yellow: range 

Yellow has narrow wavelength range. 

orange: purity 

Spectral orange can mix red and yellow. Pigment orange can mix red and yellow. 

orange: properties 

Orange is slightly alerting color. Orange is warm color. Orange is light color. 

orange: mixing 

Orange mixes with white to make pastel orange. 

Spectral orange blends with spectral blue-green to make white. Pigment orange blends with pigment blue-green to 

make black. Spectral orange blends with spectral cyan to make yellow. Pigment orange blends with pigment cyan to 

make brown. Spectral orange blends with spectral red to make light red-orange. Pigment orange blends with pigment 

red to make dark red-orange. 

orange: distance 

People do not see orange well at farther distances. 

orange: retina 

People do not see orange well at visual periphery. 

orange: range 

Orange has narrow wavelength range. 

violet: purity 

Spectral violet can mix blue and red. Pigment violet has red and so is purple. 

violet: properties 

Violet is calming color. Violet is cool color. Violet is light color. 

violet: mixing 

Violet mixes with white to make pastel violet. 

Spectral violet blends with spectral yellow-green to make white. Pigment violet blends with pigment yellow-green to 

make black. Spectral violet blends with spectral red to make purples. Pigment violet blends with pigment red to make 

purples. 

violet: distance 

People see violet well at farther distances. 

violet: retina 

People see violet well at visual periphery. 

violet: range 

Violet has narrow wavelength range. 

violet: intensity 

Violet can fade in intensity to dark purple then black. 

brown: purity 

Pigment brown can mix red, yellow, and green. Brown is commonest color but is not spectral color. Brown is like 

dark orange pigment or dark yellow-orange. Brown color depends on contrast and surface texture. 

brown: properties 

Brown is not alerting or calming. Brown is warm color. Brown is dark color. 

brown: mixing 

Brown mixes with white to make pastel brown. 

Pigment brown blends with other pigments to make dark brown or black. 



brown: distance 

People do not see brown well at farther distances. 

brown: retina 

People do not see brown well at visual periphery. 

brown: range 

Brown is not spectral color and has no wavelength range. 

purple: purity 

Purples come from mixing red and blue. They have no green, to which they are complementary. Purples are non-

spectral colors, because reds have longer wavelengths and blues have shorter wavelengths. 

purple: saturation 

Purple is low-saturation magenta. 

 

gamut 

Hue, brightness, and saturation ranges make all perceivable colors {gamut, color}. Perceivable-color range is greater 

than three-primary-color additive-combination range. However, allowing subtraction of red makes color gamut. 

 

primary color 

For subtractive colors, combining three pure color pigments {primary color}, such as red, yellow, and blue, can 

make most other colors. 

secondary color 

Mixing primary-color pigments {secondary color} makes magenta from red and blue, green from blue and yellow, 

and orange from red and yellow. 

tertiary color 

Mixing primary-color and secondary-color pigment {tertiary color} {intermediate color} makes chartreuse from 

yellow and green, cyan from blue and green, violet from blue and magenta, red-magenta, red-orange, and yellow-

orange. 

non-unique 

Primary colors are not unique. Besides red, yellow, and blue, other triples can make most colors. 

 

related color 

Color can have light surround and appear to reflect light {related color}. Brown and gray can appear only when 

other colors are present. If background is white, gray appears black. If background is black, gray appears white. Color 

can have dark surround and appear luminous {unrelated color}. 

 

spectral color 

People can see colors {spectral color}| from illumination sources. Light from sources can have one wavelength. 

seven categories 

Violets are 380 to 435 nm, with middle 408 nm and range 55 nm. Blues are 435 to 500 nm, with middle 463 nm and 

range 65 nm. Cyans are 500 to 520 nm, with middle 510 nm and range 20 nm. Greens are 520 to 565 nm, with middle 

543 nm and range 45 nm. Yellows are 565 to 590 nm, with middle 583 nm and range 35 nm. Oranges are 590 to 625 

nm, with middle 608 nm and range 35 nm. Reds are 625 to 740 nm, with middle 683 nm and range 115 nm. 

fifteen categories 

Spectral colors start at short-wavelength purplish-blue. Purplish-blues are 400 to 450 nm, with middle 425 nm. Blues 

are 450 to 482 nm, with middle 465. Greenish-blues are 482 to 487 nm, with middle 485 nm. Blue-greens are 487 to 

493 nm, with middle 490 nm. Bluish-greens are 493 to 498 nm, with middle 495 nm. Greens are 498 to 530 nm, with 

middle 510 nm. Yellowish-greens are 530 to 558 nm, with middle 550 nm. Yellow-greens are 558 to 568 nm, with 

middle 560 nm. Greenish-yellows are 568 to 572 nm, with middle 570 nm. Yellows are 572 to 578 nm, with middle 

575 nm. Yellowish-oranges are 578 to 585, with middle 580 nm. Oranges are 585 to 595 nm, with middle 590 nm. 

Reddish-oranges and orange-pinks are 595 to 625 nm, with middle 610 nm. Reds and pinks are 625 to 740 nm, with 

middle 640 nm. Spectral colors end at long-wavelength purplish-red. 

 

non-spectral hue 

People can see colors {non-spectral hue} that have no single wavelength but require two wavelengths. For example, 

mixing red and blue makes magenta and other reddish purples. Such a mixture stimulates short-wavelength cones and 

long-wavelength cones but not middle-wavelength cones. 

 



unique hue 

Blue, red, yellow, and green describe pure colors {unique hue}. Unique red occurs only at low brightness, because 

more brightness adds yellow. Other colors mix unique hues. For example, orange is reddish yellow or yellowish red, 

and purples are reddish blue or bluish red. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision>Color Space 

 

color space 

Three-dimensional mathematical spaces {color space} can use signals or signal combinations from the three 

different cone cells to give colors coordinates. 

 

color wheel 

Circular color scales {color wheel} can show sequence from red to magenta. 

simple additive color wheel 

Colors on circle circumference can show correct color mixing. See Figure 1. Two-color mixtures have color halfway 

between the colors. Complementary colors are opposite. Three complementary colors are 120 degrees apart. Red is at 

left, blue is 120 degrees to left, and green is 120 degrees to right. Yellow is halfway between red and green. Cyan is 

halfway between blue and green. Magenta is halfway between red and blue. Orange is between yellow and red. 

Chartreuse is between yellow and green. Indigo or ultramarine is between blue and violet. Violet is between indigo or 

ultramarine and magenta. Non-spectral colors are in quarter-circle from violet to red. Cone color receptors, at indigo or 

ultramarine, green, and yellow-green positions, are in approximately half-circle. 

simple subtractive color wheel 

For subtractive colors, shift bluer colors one position: red opposite green, vermilion opposite cyan, orange opposite 

blue, yellow opposite indigo, and chartreuse opposite violet. Color subtraction makes darker colors, which are bluer, 

because short-wavelength receptor has higher weighting than other two receptors. It affects reds and oranges little, 

greens some, and blues most. Blues and greens shift toward red to add less blue, so complementary colors make black 

rather than blue-black. See Figure 2. 

quantum chromodynamics color Circle 

Additive color wheel can describe quantum-chromodynamics quark color-charge complex-number vectors. On 

complex-plane unit circle, red coordinates are (+1, 0*i). Green coordinates are (-1/2, -(3^(0.5))*i/2). Blue coordinates 

are (-1/2, +(3^(0.5))*i/2). Yellow coordinates are (+1/2, -(3^(0.5))*i/2). Cyan coordinates are (-1, 0*i). Magenta 

coordinates are (+1/2, +(3^(0.5))*i/2). 

To find color mixtures, add vectors. Two quarks add to make muons, which have no color and whose resultant 

vector is zero. Three quarks add to make protons and neutrons, which have no color and whose resultant vector is zero. 

Color mixtures that result in non-zero vectors have colors and are not physical. 

color wheel by five-percent intervals 

Color wheel can separate all colors equally. Divide color circle into 20 parts with 18 degrees each. Red = 0, orange = 

2, yellow = 4, chartreuse = 6, green = 8, cyan = 10, blue = 12, indigo or ultramarine = 14, violet = 16, and magenta = 

18. Crimson = 19, cyan-blue turquoise at 11, cyan-green at 9, yellow-orange = 3, and red-orange vermilion = 1. 

Primary colors are at 0, 8, and 12. Secondary colors are at 4, 10, and 18. Tertiary colors are at 2, 6, and 14/16. 

Complementary colors are opposite. See Figure 3. 

color wheel with number line 

Set magenta = 0 and green = 1. Red = 0.33, and blue = 0.33. Yellow = 0.67, and cyan = 0.67. Complementary colors 

add to 1. 

color wheel with four points 

Blue, green, yellow, and red make a square. Green is halfway between blue and yellow. Yellow is halfway between 

green and red. Blue is halfway between green and red in other direction. Red is halfway between yellow and blue in 

other direction. Complementary pigments are opposite. Adding magenta, cyan, chartreuse, and orange makes eight 

points, like tones of an octave but separated by equal intervals, which can be harmonic ratios: 2/1, 3/2, 4/3, and 5/4. 

white and black 

Color wheel has no black or white, because they mostly depend on brightness. Adding black, gray, and white makes 

color cylinder, on which unsaturated colors are pastels or dark colors. 



Figure 1 

 

Additive Colors in a Circle with Complementary Colors Opposite, 

Red, Green, and Blue (and Yellow, Cyan, and Magenta) 120 degrees apart, 

and Red, Green, and Blue 60 Degrees from Yellow, Cyan, and Magenta 

 

 
Complementary color lights make white. 



Figure 2 

 

Example: Subtractive Colors in a Circle with Complementary Colors Opposite 

 

 
Complementary color pigments make black. 



Figure 3 

 

Example: Four Main Colors in a Square 

 

 
 

Example: Colors in a Pentagram with Complementary Colors Opposite 

 

 
  



CIE Chromaticity Diagram 

Color-space systems {chromaticity diagram} {CIE Chromaticity Diagram} can use luminance Y and two 

coordinates, x and y, related to hue and saturation. CIE system uses spectral power distribution (SPD) of light emitted 

from surfaces. 

tristimulus 

Retina has three cone types, each with maximum-output stimulus frequency {tristimulus values}, established by eye 

sensitivity measurements. Using tristimulus values allows factoring out luminance brightness to establish luminance 

coordinate. Factoring out luminance leaves two chromaticity color coordinates. 

color surface 

Chromaticity coordinates define border of upside-down U-shaped color space, giving all maximum-saturation hues 

from 400 to 700 nm. Along the flat bottom border are purples. Plane middle regions represent decreasing saturation 

from edges to middle, with completely unsaturated white (because already white) in middle. For example, between 

middle white and border reds and purples are pinks. Central point is where x and y equal 1/3. From border to central 

white, regions have same color with less saturation [Hardin, 1988]. CIE system can use any three primary colors, not 

just red, green, and blue. 

 

Munsell color space 

Color-space systems {Munsell color space} can use color samples spaced by equal differences. Hue is on color-

circle circumference, with 100 equal hue intervals. Saturation {chroma, saturation} {chrominance} is along color-circle 

radius, with 10 to 18 equal intervals, for different hues. Brightness {light value} is along perpendicular above color 

circle, with black at 0 units and white at 10 units. Magenta is between red and violet. In Munsell system, red and cyan 

are on same diameter, yellow and blue are on another diameter, and green and magenta are on a diameter [Hardin, 

1988]. 

 

Ostwald color space 

Color-space systems {Ostwald color space} can use standard samples and depend on reflectance. Colors have three 

coordinates: percentage of total lumens for main wavelength C, white W, and black B. Wavelength is hue. For given 

wavelength, higher C gives greater purity, and higher W with lower B gives higher luminance [Hardin, 1988]. 

 

Swedish Natural Color 

Color-space systems {Swedish Natural Color Order System} (NCS) can depend on how primary colors and other 

colors mix [Hardin, 1988]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision>Contrast 

 

color contrast 

If two different colors are adjacent, each color adds its complementary color to the other {color contrast}. If bright 

color is beside dark color, contrast increases. If white and black areas are adjacent, they add opposite color to each 

other. If another color overlays background color, brighter color dominates. If brighter color is in background, it shines 

through overlay. If darker color is in background, overlay hides it. 

 

successive contrast 

Two adjacent different-colored objects have enhanced color differences {successive contrast} {simultaneous 

contrast}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision>Mixing Colors 

 

color mixture 

All colors from surface point can mix {color mixture}. 

intermediate color 

Two colors mix to make the intermediate color. For example, red and orange make red-orange vermilion. See Figure 

1. 

colors mix uniquely 

Colors blend with other colors differently. 



additive color mixture 

Colors from light sources add {additive color mixture}. No additive spectral-color mixture can make blue or red. 

Magenta and orange cannot make red, because magenta has blue, orange has yellow and green, and red has no blue or 

green. Indigo and cyan cannot make blue, because indigo has red and cyan has green, and blue has no green or red. 

subtractive color mixture 

Colors from pigmented surfaces have colors from source illumination minus colors absorbed by pigments 

{subtractive color mixture}. Colors from pigment reflections cannot add to make red or to make blue. Blue and yellow 

pigments reflect green, because both reflect some green, and sum of greens is more than reflected blue or yellow. Red 

and yellow pigments reflect orange, because each reflects some orange, and sum of oranges is more than reflected red 

or yellow. 

For subtractive colors, mixing cannot make red, blue, or yellow. Magenta and orange cannot make red, because 

magenta has blue, orange has yellow and green, and red has no blue or green. Indigo and cyan cannot make blue, 

because indigo has red and cyan has green, and blue has no red or green. Chartreuse and orange cannot make yellow, 

because chartreuse has green and some indigo, orange has red and some indigo, and yellow has no indigo. 

pastel colors 

Colors mix with white to make pastel colors. 

similarity 

Similar colors mix to make the intermediate color. 

primary additive colors 

Red, green, and blue are the primary additive colors. 

primary subtractive colors 

Red, yellow, and blue, or magenta, yellow, and cyan, are the primary subtractive colors. 

secondary additive colors 

Primary additive-color mixtures make secondary additive colors: yellow from red and green, magenta from red and 

blue, and cyan from green and blue. 

secondary subtractive colors 

Primary subtractive-color mixtures make secondary subtractive colors: orange from red and yellow, magenta from 

red and blue, and green from yellow and blue. 

tertiary additive colors 

Mixing primary and secondary additive colors makes tertiary additive colors: orange from red and yellow, violet 

from blue and magenta, and chartreuse from yellow and green. 

tertiary subtractive colors 

Mixing primary and secondary subtractive colors makes tertiary subtractive colors: cyan from blue and green, violet 

from blue and magenta, and chartreuse from yellow and green. 



Figure 1 

 

Example: How the Four Major Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 
 

Example: How the Three Additive Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 
 

Example: How the Three Subtractive Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 
  



complementary color 

Two colors {complementary color}| can add to make white. Complementary colors can be primary, secondary, or 

tertiary colors. 

complementary additive colors 

Colors with equal amounts of red, green, and blue make white. Red and cyan, yellow and blue, or green and magenta 

make white. 

Equal red, blue, and green contributions make white light. 

complementary subtractive colors 

Colors that mix to make equal amounts of red, yellow, and blue make black. Orange and blue, yellow and 

indigo/violet, or green and red make black. Equal magenta, yellow, and cyan contributions make black. 

 

Grassmann laws 

Grassmann described color-mixing laws {Grassmann's laws} {Grassmann laws}. Grassmann's laws are vector 

additions and multiplications in wavelength mixture space. 

If two pairs of wavelengths at specific intensities result in same color, adding the pairs gives same color: if C1 + C2 

= x and C3 + C4 = x, then C1 + C2 + C3 + C4 = x. For example, if blue-and-yellow pair makes green, and two greens 

together make same green, adding pairs makes same green. 

If pair of wavelengths at specific intensities makes color, adding same wavelength and intensity to each makes same 

color as adding it to the pair. If C1 + C2 = x and C3 = y, then (C1 + C3) + (C2 + C3) = (C1 + C2) + C3 = z. For 

example, if blue-and-yellow pair makes green, adding red to blue and to yellow makes same color as adding red to the 

pair. 

If pair of wavelengths at specific intensities makes color, changing both intensities equally makes same color as 

changing pair intensity. If C1 + C2 = x, then n*C1 + n*C2 = n*(C1 + C2) = w. For example, if blue-and-yellow pair 

makes green, increasing both color intensities by same amount makes same green, only brighter. 

 

Benham top 

Wheel with black and white areas, rotated five Hz to ten Hz to give flicker rate below fusion frequency, in strong 

light, can produce intense colors {Benham's top} {Benham top} {Benham disk}, because color results from different 

color-receptor-system time-constants. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision>Parameters 

 

chromaticity 

Color perception depends on hue, saturation, and brightness. Mostly hue and saturation {chromaticity} make colors. 

Brightness does not affect chromaticity much [Kandel et al., 1991] [Thompson, 1995]. 

 

hue 

Spectral colors depend on light wavelength and frequency {hue}. People can distinguish 160 hues, from light of 

wavelength 400 nm to 700 nm. Therefore, people can distinguish colors differing by approximately 2 nm of 

wavelength. 

color mixtures 

Hue can come from light of one wavelength or light mixtures with different wavelengths. Hue takes the weighted 

average of the wavelengths. Assume colors can have brightness 0 to 100. If red is 100, green is 0, and blue is 0, hue is 

red at maximum brightness. If red is 50, green is 0, and blue is 0, hue is red at half maximum brightness. If red is 25, 

green is 0, and blue is 0, hue is red at quarter maximum brightness. 

If red is 100, green is 100, and blue is 0, hue is yellow at maximum brightness. If red is 50, green is 50, and blue is 0, 

hue is yellow at half maximum brightness. If red is 25, green is 25, and blue is 0, hue is yellow at quarter maximum 

brightness. 

If red is 100, green is 50, and blue is 0, hue is orange at maximum brightness. If red is 50, green is 25, and blue is 0, 

hue is orange at half maximum brightness. If red is 24, green is 12, and blue is 0, hue is orange at quarter maximum 

brightness. 

 

lightness 

Fraction of incident light transmitted or reflected diffusely {lightness} {luminance factor}. Lightness sums the three 

primary-color (red, green, and blue) brightnesses. Assume each color can have brightness 0 to 100. For example, if red 

is 100, green is 100, and blue is 100, lightness is maximum brightness. If red is 100, green is 100, and blue is 50, 



lightness is 83% maximum brightness. If red is 100, green is 50, and blue is 50, lightness is 67% maximum brightness. 

If red is 67, green is 17, and blue is 17, lightness is 33% maximum brightness. If red is 17, green is 17, and blue is 17, 

lightness is 17% maximum brightness. 

 

saturation of color 

Pure saturated color {saturation, color}| {purity, color} has no white, gray, or black. White, gray, and black have 

zero purity. Spectral colors can have different white, gray, or black percentages (unsaturation). Saturated pigments 

mixed with black make dark colors, like ochre. Saturated pigments mixed with white make light pastel colors, like 

pink. 

frequency range 

The purest most-saturated color has light with one wavelength. Saturated color pigments reflect light with narrow 

wavelength range. Unsaturated pigments reflect light with wide wavelength range. 

colors and saturation 

All spectral colors can mix with white. White is lightest and looks least saturated. Yellow is the lightest color. 

Monochromatic yellows have largest saturation range (as in Munsell color system), change least as saturation changes, 

and look least saturated (most white) at all saturation levels. Green is second-lightest color. Monochromatic greens 

have second-largest saturation range, change second-least as saturation changes, and look second-least saturated 

(second-most white) at all saturation levels. Red is third-lightest color. Monochromatic reds have average saturation 

range, change third-least as saturation changes, and look third-least saturated (third-most white) at all saturation levels. 

Blue is darkest color. Monochromatic blues have smallest saturation range, change most as saturation changes, and 

look fourth-least saturated (least white) at all saturation levels. Black is darkest and looks most saturated. 

calculation 

Whiteness, grayness, and blackness have all three primary colors (red, green, and blue) in equal amounts. Whiteness, 

grayness, or blackness level is brightness of lowest-level primary color times three. Subtracting the lowest level from 

all three primary colors and summing the two highest calculates hue brightness. Total brightness sums primary-color 

brightnesses. Saturation is hue brightness divided by brightness. Assume colors can have brightness 0 to 100. If red is 

100, green is 100, and blue is 100, whiteness is maximum. If red is 50, green is 50, and blue is 50, grayness is half 

maximum. If red is 25, green is 25, and blue is 25, grayness is quarter maximum. 

Assume maximum brightness is 100%. If red is 33%, green is 33%, and blue is 33%, brightness is 100% = (33% + 

33% + 33%), whiteness is 100% = (33% + 33% + 33%), hue is white at 0%, and saturation is 0% = (0% / 100%). If red 

is 17%, green is 17%, and blue is 17%, brightness is 50% = (17% + 17% + 17%), whiteness is 50% = (17% + 17% + 

17%), hue is white at 0%, and saturation is 0% = (0% / 50%). If red is 33%, green is 33%, and blue is 17%, brightness 

is 83% = (33% + 33% + 17%), whiteness is 50% = (17% + 17% + 17%), hue is yellow at 33% = (33% - 17%) + (33% - 

17%), and saturation is 40% = (33% / 83%). If red is 67%, green is 17%, and blue is 17%, brightness is 100% = (67% + 

17% + 17%), whiteness is 50% = (17% + 17% + 17%), hue is red at 50% = (67% - 17%), and saturation is 50% = (50% 

/ 100%). If red is 100%, green is 0%, and blue is 0%, brightness is 100% = (100% + 0% + 0%), whiteness is 0% = (0% 

+ 0% + 0%), hue is red at 100% = (100% - 0%), and saturation is 100% = (100% / 100%). 

Assume colors can have brightness 0 to 100. If red is 100, green is 50, and blue is 50, red is 50 = 100 - 50, green is 0 

= 50 - 50, blue is 0 = 50 - 50, brightness is 200, whiteness is 150 = 50 + 50 + 50, and hue is pink with red saturation of 

25 = 50 / 200. If red is 100, green is 100, and blue is 50, red is 50 = 100 - 50, green is 50 = 100 - 50, blue is 0 = 50 - 50, 

brightness is 250, whiteness is 150 = 50 + 50 + 50, and hue is yellow with saturation of 40% = (50 + 50) / 100 = 100 / 

250. If red is 75, green is 50, and blue is 25, red is 50 = 75 - 25, green is 25 = 50 - 25, blue is 0 = 25 - 25, brightness is 

150, whiteness is 75 = 25 + 25 + 25, and hue is orange with saturation of 50% = (50 + 25) / 150 = 75 / 150. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision>Parameters>Effects 

 

Abney effect 

Hue depends on saturation {Abney effect}. 

 

Bezold-Brucke phenomenon 

If luminance is enough to stimulate cones, hue changes as luminance changes {Bezold-Brücke phenomenon} 

{Bezold-Brücke effect}. 

 

Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect 

At constant luminance, brightness depends on both saturation and hue {Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect}. If hue is 

constant, brightness increases with saturation. If saturation is constant, brightness changes with hue. 



 

Hunt effect 

Saturation increases as luminance increases {Hunt effect}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision>Qualia 

 

absent qualia 

Systems that can perform same visual functions that people perform can have no qualia {absent qualia}. Perhaps, 

machines can duplicate neuron and synapse functions, as in the China-body system [Block, 1980], and so do anything 

that human visual system can do. Presumably, system physical states and mechanisms, no matter how complex, do not 

have or need qualia. System has inputs, processes, and outputs. Perhaps, such systems can have qualia, but complexity, 

large scale, or inability to measure prevents people from knowing. 

 

alien color 

Perhaps, hue can be not any combination of red, blue, green, or yellow {alien color}. 

 

Inverted Earth 

Planets {Inverted Earth} {inverted qualia} can have complementary colors of Earth things [Block, 1990]. For same 

things, its people experience complementary color compared to Earth-people color experience. However, Inverted-

Earth people call what they see complementary color names rather than Earth color names, because their vocabulary is 

different. When seeing tree leaves, Inverted-Earth people see magenta and say green. 

If Earth people go to Inverted Earth and wear inverting-color lenses, they see same colors as on Earth and call colors 

same names as on Earth. When seeing tree leaves, they see green and call them green, because they use Earth language. 

If Earth people go to Inverted Earth and do not wear inverting-color lenses, they see complementary colors rather 

than Earth colors and call them Earth names for complementary colors. However, if they stay there, they learn to use 

Inverted-Earth language and call complementary colors Inverted-Earth names, though phenomena remain unchanged. 

When seeing tree leaves, they see magenta and say green. Intentions change though objects remain the same. Therefore, 

phenomena are not representations. 

problems 

Intentions probably do not change, because situation requires no adaptations. The representation is fundamentally 

the same. 

Perhaps, qualia do change. 

 

inverted spectrum 

Perhaps, spectrum can invert, so people see short-wavelength light as red and long-wavelength light as blue 

{inverted spectrum}. Perhaps, phenomena and experiences can be their opposites without affecting moods, emotions, 

body sensations, perceptions, cognitions, or behaviors. Subject experiences differently, but applies same functions as 

other people, so subject reactions and initiations are no different than normal. This can start at birth or change through 

learning and maturation. Perhaps, behavior and perception differences diminish over time by forgetting or adaptation. 

representation and phenomena 

Seemingly, for inverted spectrum, representations are the same, but inverted phenomena replace phenomena. 

Functions or physical states remain identical, but qualia differ. If phenomena involve representations, inverted spectra 

are not metaphysically possible. If phenomena do not involve representations, inverted spectra are metaphysically 

possible. 

inversion can be impossible 

Inverted spectra are not necessarily conceptually possible, because they can lead to internal contradictions. Colors do 

not have exact inversions, because colors mix differently, so no complete and consistent color inversion is possible. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Pattern Recognition 

 

pattern recognition 

Vision processes can recognize patterns {pattern recognition, vision} {shape perception}. 

patterns 

Patterns have objects, features, and spatial relations. Patterns can have points, lines, angles, waves, histograms, grids, 

and geometric figures. Objects have brightness, hue, saturation, size, position, and motion. 



patterns: context 

Pattern surroundings and/or background have brightness, hue, saturation, shape, size, position, and motion. 

patterns: movement 

Mind recognizes objects with translation-invariant features more easily if they are moving. People can recognize 

objects that they see moving behind a pinhole. 

patterns: music 

Mind recognizes music by rhythm or by intonation differences around main note. People can recognize rhythms and 

rhythmic groups. People can recognize melodies transformed from another melody. People most easily recognize same 

melody in another key. People easily recognize melodies that exchange high notes for low. People can recognize 

melodies in reverse. People sometimes recognize melodies with both reverse and exchange. 

factors: attention 

Pattern recognition depends on alertness and attention. 

factors: memory 

Recall easiness varies with attention amount, emotion amount, cue availability, and/or previous-occurrence 

frequency. 

animals 

Apes recognize objects using fast multisensory processes and slow single-sense processes. Apes do not transfer 

learning from one sense to another. Frogs can recognize prey and enemy categories [Lettvin et al., 1959]. Bees can 

recognize colors, except reds, and do circling and wagging dances, which show food-source angle, direction, distance, 

and amount. 

machines 

Machines can find, count, and measure picture object areas; classify object shapes; detect colors and textures; and 

analyze one image, two stereo images, or image sequences. Recognition algorithms have scale invariance. 

process levels 

Pattern-precognition processing has three levels. Processing depends on effective inputs and useful outputs 

{computational level, Marr}. Processing uses functions to go from input to output {algorithmic level, Marr}. 

Processing machinery performs algorithms {physical level, Marr} [Marr, 1982]. 

neuron pattern recognition 

Neuron dendrite and cell-body synapses contribute different potentials to axon initial region. Input distributions 

represent patterns, such as geometric figures. Different input-potential combinations can trigger neuron impulse. As in 

statistical mechanics, because synapse number is high, one input-potential distribution has highest probability. Neurons 

detect that distribution and no other. Learning and memory change cell and affect distribution detected. 

 

mirror recognition 

Children and adults immediately recognize their images in mirrors {mirror recognition}. Chimpanzees, orangutans, 

bonobos, and two-year-old humans, but not gorillas, baboons, and monkeys, can recognize themselves in mirrors after 

using mirrors for a time [Gallup, 1970]. 

species member 

Animals and human infants recognize that their images in mirrors are species members, but they do not recognize 

themselves. Perhaps, they have no mirror-reflection concept. 

movements 

Pigeons, monkeys, and apes can use mirrors to guide movements. Some apes can touch body spots that they see in 

mirrors. Chimpanzees, orangutans, bonobos, and two-year-old humans, but not gorillas, baboons, and monkeys, can use 

mirror reflections to perceive body parts and to direct actions [Gallup, 1970]. 

theory of mind 

Autistic children use mirrors normally but appear to have no theory of mind. Animals have no theory of mind. 

 

Molyneux problem 

Will a blind person that knows shapes by touch recognize the shapes if able to see {Molyneux problem}? Testing 

cataract patients after surgery has not yet resolved this question. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Pattern Recognition>Methods 

 

pattern recognition methods 

Brain has mechanisms to recognize patterns {pattern recognition, methods} {pattern recognition, mechanisms}. 



mechanism: association 

The first and main pattern-recognition mechanism is association (associative learning). Complex recognition uses 

multiple associations. 

mechanism: feature recognition 

Object or event classification involves high-level feature recognition, not direct object or event identification. Brain 

extracts features and feeds forward to make hypotheses and classifications. For example, people can recognize 

meaningful facial expressions and other complex perceptions in simple drawings that have key features [Carr and 

England, 1995]. 

mechanism: symbol recognition 

To recognize letters, on all four sides, check for point, line, corner, convex curve, W or M shape, or S or squiggle 

shape. 6^4 = 1296 combinations are available. Letters, numbers, and symbols add to less than 130, so symbol 

recognition is robust [Pao and Ernst, 1982]. 

mechanism: templates 

Templates have non-accidental and signal properties that define object classes. Categories have rules or criteria. 

Vision uses structural descriptions to recognize patterns. Brains compare input patterns to template using constraint 

satisfaction on rules or criteria and then selecting best-fitting match, by score. If input activates one representation 

strongly and inhibits others, representation sends feedback to visual buffer, which then augments input image and 

modifies or completes input image by altering size, location, or orientation. If representation and image then match 

even better, mind recognizes object. If not, mind inhibits or ranks that representation and activates next representation. 

mechanism: viewpoint 

Vision can reconstruct how object appears from any viewpoint using a minimum of two, and a maximum of six, 

different-viewpoint images. Vision calculates object positions and motions from three views of four non-coplanar 

points. To recognize objects, vision interpolates between stored representations. Mind recognizes symmetric objects 

better than asymmetric objects from new viewpoints. Recognition fails for unusual viewpoints. 

importance: frequency 

For recognition, frequency is more important than recency. 

importance: orientation 

Recognition processing ignores left-right orientation. 

importance: parts 

For recognition, parts are more important for nearby objects. 

importance: recency 

For recognition, frequency is more important than recency. 

importance: size 

Recognition processing ignores size. 

importance: spatial organization 

For recognition, spatial organization and overall pattern are more important than parts. 

method: averaging 

Averaging removes noise by emphasizing low frequencies and minimizing high frequencies. 

method: basis functions 

HBF or RBF basis functions can separate scene into multiple dimensions. 

method: cluster analysis 

Pattern recognition can place classes or subsets in clusters in abstract space. 

method: feature deconvolution 

Cerebral cortex can separate feature from feature mixture. 

method: differentiation 

Differentiation subtracts second derivative from intensity and emphasizes high frequencies. 

method: generalization 

Vision generalizes patterns by eliminating one dimension, using one subpattern, or including outer domains. 

method: index number 

Patterns can have algorithm-generated unique, unambiguous, and meaningful index numbers. Running reverse 

algorithm generates pattern from index number. Similar patterns have similar index numbers. Patterns differing by 

subpattern have index numbers that differ only by ratio or difference. Index numbers have information about shape, 

parts, and relations, not about size, distance, orientation, incident brightness, incident light color, and viewing angle. 

Index numbers can be power series. Term coefficients are weights. Term sums are typically unique numbers. For 

patterns with many points, index number is large, because information is high. 



Patterns have a unique point, like gravity center. Pattern points have unique distances from unique point. Power-

series terms are for pattern points. Term sums are typically unique numbers that depend only on coordinates internal to 

pattern. Patterns differing by subpattern differ by ratio or difference. 

method: lines 

Pattern recognition uses shortest line, extends line, or links lines. 

method: intensity 

Pattern recognition uses gray-level changes, not colors. Motion detection uses gray-level and pattern changes. 

method: invariance 

Features can remain invariant as images deform or move. Holding all variables, except one, constant can find the 

derivative with respect to the non-constant variable, and so calculate partial differentials to measure 

changes/differences and find invariants. 

method: line orientation 

Secondary visual cortex neurons can detect line orientation, have large receptive fields, and have variable 

topographic mapping. 

method: linking 

Vision can connect pieces in sequence and fill gaps. 

method: optimization 

Vision can use dynamic programming to optimize parameters. 

method: orientation 

Vision accurately knows surface tilt and slant, directly, by tilt angle itself, not by angle function [Bhalla and Proffitt, 

1999] [Proffitt et al., 1995]. 

method: probability 

Brain uses statistics to assign probability to patterns recognized. 

method: registers 

Brain-register network can store pattern information, and brain-register network series can store processes and 

pattern changes. 

method: search 

Matching can use heuristic search to find feature or path. Low-resolution search over whole image looks for matches 

to feature templates. 

method: separation into parts 

Vision can separate scene into additive parts, by boundaries, rather than using basis functions. 

method: sketching 

Vision uses contrast for boundary making. 

 

instructionism in recognition 

To recognize structure, brain can use information about that structure {instructionism, recognition}. 

 

selectionism recognition 

To recognize structure, brain can compare to multiple variations and select best match {selectionism, recognition}, 

just as cells try many antibodies to bind antigen. 

 

detection threshold 

To identify objects, algorithms can test patterns against feature sets. If patterns have features, algorithms add 

distinctiveness weight to object distinctiveness-weight sum. If object has sum greater than threshold {detection 

threshold} {threshold of detection}, algorithm identifies pattern as object. Context sets detection threshold. 

 

distinctiveness weight 

In recognition algorithms, object features can have weights {distinctiveness weight}, based on how well feature 

distinguishes object from other objects. Algorithm designers use feature-vs.-weight tables or automatically build tables 

using experiences. 

 

edge detection 

Sharp brightness or hue difference indicates edge or line {edge detection}. Point clustering indicates edges. Vision 

uses edge information to make object boundaries and adds information about boundary positions, shapes, directions, 

and noise. Neuron assemblies have different spatial scales to detect different-size edges and lines. Tracking and linking 

connect detected edges. 



 

Gabor transform 

Algorithms {Gabor transform} {Gabor filter} can make series, whose terms are for independent visual features, have 

constant amplitude, and have functions. Term sums are series [Palmer et al., 1991]. Visual-cortex complex cells act like 

Gabor filters with power series. Terms have variables raised to powers. Complex-cell types are for specific surface 

orientation and object size. Gabor-filter complex cells typically make errors for edge gaps, small textures, blurs, and 

shadows. 

 

histogram density estimate 

Non-parametric algorithms {histogram density estimate} can calculate density. Algorithm tests various cell sizes by 

nearest-neighbor method or kernel method. Density is average volume per point. 

 

image segmentation 

Using Bayesian theory, algorithms {image segmentation} can extend edges to segment image and surround scene 

regions. 

 

kernel method 

Algorithms {kernel method} can test various cell sizes, to see how small volume must be to have only one point. 

 

linear discriminant function 

Algorithms {linear discriminant function} (Fischer) can find abstract-space hypersurface boundary between space 

regions (classes), using region averages and covariances. 

 

memory-based model 

Algorithms {memory-based models} (MBM) can match input-pattern components to template-pattern components, 

using weighted sums, to find highest scoring template. Scores are proportional to similarity. Memory-based models 

uniquely label component differences. Memory-based recognition, sparse-population coding, generalized radial-basis-

function (RBF) networks, and hyper-basis-function (HBF) networks are similar algorithms. 

 

mental rotation 

Vision can manipulate images to see if two shapes correspond. Vision can zoom, rotate, stretch, color, and split 

images {mental rotation} [Shepard and Metzler, 1971] [Shepard and Cooper, 1982]. 

high level 

Images transform by high-level perceptual and motor processing, not sense-level processing. Image movements 

follow abstract-space trajectories or proposition sequence. 

motor cortex 

Motor processes transform visual mental images, because spatial representations are under motor control [Shiekh, 

1983]. 

time 

People require more time to perform mental rotations that are physically awkward. Vision compares aligned images 

faster than translated, rotated, or inverted images. 

 

nearest neighbor method 

Algorithms {nearest neighbor method} can test various cell sizes to see how many points (nearest neighbor) are in 

cells. 

 

pattern matching 

Algorithms {pattern matching} can try to match two network representations by two parallel searches, starting from 

each representation. Searches look for similar features, components, or relations. When both searches meet, they excite 

the intermediate point (not necessarily simultaneously), whose signals indicate matching. 

 

pattern theory 

Algorithms {pattern theory} can use feedforward and feedback processes and relaxation methods to move from input 

pattern toward memory pattern. Algorithm uses probabilities, fuzzy sets, and population coding, not formal logic. 

 



receiver operating characteristics 

For algorithms or observers, graphs {receiver operating characteristics} (ROC) can show true identification-hit rate 

versus false-hit rate. If correlation line is 45-degree-angle straight line, observer has as many false hits as true hits. If 

correlation line has steep slope, observer has mostly true hits and few false hits. If correlation line has maximum slope, 

observer has zero false hits and all true hits. 

 

region analysis 

Vision finds, separates, and labels visual areas by enlarging spatial features or partitioning scenes {region analysis}. 

expanding 

Progressive entrainment of larger and larger cell populations builds regions using synchronized firing. Regions form 

by clustering features, smoothing differences, relaxing/optimizing, and extending lines using edge information. 

splitting 

Regions can form by splitting spatial features or scenes. Parallel circuits break large domains into similar-texture 

subdomains for texture analysis. Parallel circuits find edge ends by edge interruptions. 

 

relational matching 

For feature detection, brain can use classifying context or constrain classification {relational matching}. 

 

response bias 

Algorithms {response bias} can use recognition criteria iteratively set by receiver operability curve. 

 

segmentation problem 

Vision separates scene features into belonging to object and not belonging {segmentation problem}|. Large-scale 

analysis is first and then local constraints. Context hierarchically divides image into non-interacting parts. 

 

shading for shape 

If brain knows reflectance and illumination, shading {shading}| can reveal shape. Line and edge detectors can find 

shape from shading. 

 

shape from motion 

Motion change and retinal disparity are equivalent perceptual problems, so finding distance from retinal disparity 

and finding shape from motion {shape from motion} changes use equivalent techniques. 

 

signal detection theory 

Algorithms {signal detection theory} can find patterns in noisy backgrounds. Patterns have stronger signal strength 

than noise. Detectors have sensitivity and response criteria. 

 

vertex perception 

Vision can label vertices as three-intersecting-line combinations {vertex perception}. Intersections can be convex or 

concave, to right or to left. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Pattern Recognition>Methods>Systems 

 

production system 

Classification algorithms {production system} can use IF/THEN rules on input to conditionally branch to one feature 

or object. Production systems have three parts: fact database, production rule, and rule-choosing control algorithm. 

database 

Fact-database entries code for one state {local representation, database}, allowing memory. 

rules 

Production rules have form "IF State A, THEN Process N". Rules with same IF clause have one precedence order. 

controller 

Controller checks all rules, performing steps in sequence {serial processing}. For example, if system is in State A 

and rule starts "IF State A", then controller performs Process N, which uses fact-database data. 

states 

Discrete systems have state spaces whose axes represent parameters, with possible values. System starts with initial-

state parameter settings and moves from state to state, along a trajectory, as controller applies rules. 



 

production rule 

Production systems have rules {production rule} for moving from one state to the next. Production rules have form 

"IF State A, THEN Process N". Rules with same IF clause have one precedence order. 

 

ACT production system 

Parallel pattern-recognition mechanisms can fire whenever they detect patterns {ACT production system}. Firing 

puts new data elements in working memory. 

 

Data Refractoriness 

Same production can match same data only once {Data Refractoriness production system}. 

 

Degree of Match 

Production with best-matched IF-clause can have priority {Degree of Match production system}. 

 

Goal Dominance 

Goals are productions put into working memory. Only one goal can be active at a time {Goal Dominance}, so 

productions whose output matches active goal have priority. 

 

Production Strength 

Recently successful productions can have higher strength {Production Strength production system}. 

 

Soar production system 

Parallel pattern-recognition mechanisms can fire whenever they detect particular patterns {Soar production system}. 

Firing puts new data elements in working memory. 

 

Specificity production system 

If two productions match same data, production with more-specific IF-clause wins {Specificity production system}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Pattern Recognition>Representation 

 

explicit representation 

Neuron assemblies can hold essential knowledge about patterns {explicit representation}, using information not in 

implicit representation. Mind calculates explicit representation from implicit representation, using feature extraction or 

neural networks [Kobatake et al., 1998] [Logothetis and Pauls, 1995] [Logothetis et al., 1994] [Sheinberg and 

Logothetis, 2001]. 

 

implicit representation 

Neuron or pixel sets can hold object image {implicit representation}, with no higher-level knowledge. Implicit 

representation samples intensities at positions at times, like bitmaps [Kobatake et al., 1998] [Logothetis and Pauls, 

1995] [Logothetis et al., 1994] [Sheinberg and Logothetis, 2001]. 

 

generalized cone 

Algorithms {generalized cone} can describe three-dimensional objects as conical shapes, with axis length/orientation 

and circle radius/orientation. Main and subsidiary cones can be solid, hollow, inverted, asymmetric, or symmetric. 

Cone surfaces have patterns and textures [Marr, 1982]. Cone descriptions can use three-dimensional Fourier spherical 

harmonics, which have volumes, centroids, inertia moments, and inertia products. 

 

generalized cylinder 

Algorithms {generalized cylinder} can describe three-dimensional objects as cylindrical shapes, with axis 

length/orientation and circle radius/orientation. Main and subsidiary cylinders can be solid, hollow, inverted, 

asymmetric, or symmetric. Cylindrical surfaces have patterns and textures. Cylinder descriptions can use three-

dimensional Fourier spherical harmonics, which have volumes, centroids, inertia moments, and inertia products. 

 



structural description 

Representations can describe object parts and spatial relations {structural description}. Structure units can be three-

dimensional generalized cylinders (Marr), three-dimensional geons (Biederman), or three-dimensional curved solids 

{superquadratics} (Pentland). Structural descriptions are only good for simple recognition {entry level recognition}, 

not for superstructures or substructures. Vision uses viewpoint-dependent recognition, not structural descriptions. 

 

template 

Shape representations {template} can hold information for mechanisms to use to replicate or recognize {template 

theory} {naive template theory}. Template is like memory, and mechanism is like recall. Template can be coded units, 

shape, image, model, prototype, or pattern. Artificial templates include clay or wax molds. Natural templates are 

DNA/RNA. Templates can be abstract-space vectors. Using templates requires templates for all viewpoints, and so 

many templates. 

 

vector coding 

Representations {vector coding} can be sense-receptor intensity patterns and/or brain-structure neuron outputs, 

which make feature vectors. Vector coding can identify rigid objects in Euclidean space. Vision uses non-metric 

projective geometry to find invariances by vector analysis [Staudt, 1847] [Veblen and Young, 1918]. Motor-

representation middle and lower levels use code that indicates direction and amount. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Pattern Recognition>Scene 

 

scene of vision 

The feeling of seeing whole scene {scene, vision} {vision, scene} results from maintaining general scene sense in 

semantic memory, attending repeatedly to scene objects, and forming object patterns. Vision experiences whole scene 

(perceptual field), not just isolated points, features, surfaces, or objects. Perceptual field provides background and 

context, which can identify objects and events. 

scale 

Scenes have different spatial frequencies in different directions and distances. Scenes can have low spatial frequency 

and seem open. Low-spatial-frequency scenes have more depth, less expansiveness, and less roughness, and are more 

natural. Scenes can have high spatial frequency and seem closed. High-spatial-frequency scenes have less depth, more 

expansiveness, and more roughness, and are more about towns. 

 

set size 

Scenes have numbers of objects {set size, scene}. 

 

spatial layout 

Scenes have patterns or structures of object and object-property placeholders {spatial layout}, such as smooth 

texture, rough texture, enclosed space, and open space. In spatial layouts, object and property meanings do not matter, 

only placeholder pattern. Objects and properties can fill object and object property placeholders to supply meaning. 

Objects have spatial positions, and relations to other objects, that depend on spacing and order. Spatial relations include 

object and part separations, feature and part conjunctions, movement and orientation directions, and object resolution. 

 

visual unit 

Scenes have homogeneous color and texture regions {visual unit}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Pattern Recognition>Shape 

 

shape 

Vision can recognize geometric features {shape, pattern} {pattern, features}. 

lines 

Shapes have lines, line orientations, and edges. Contour outlines indicate objects and enhance brightness and 

contrast. Irregular contours and hatching indicate movement. Contrast enhances contours, for example with Mach 

bands. Contrast differences divide large surfaces into parts. 

axes 

Shapes have natural position axes, such as vertical and horizontal, and natural shape axes, such as long axis and 

short axis. Vision uses horizontal, vertical, and radial axes for structure and composition. 



relations 

Objects are wholes and have parts. Wholes are part integrations or configurations and are about gist. Parts are 

standard features and are about details. 

surfaces 

Shape has surfaces, with surface curvatures, orientations, and vertices. Visual system can label lines and surfaces as 

convex, concave, or overlapping [Grunewald et al., 2002]. Shapes have shape-density functions, with projections onto 

axes or chords [Grunewald et al., 2002]. Shapes have distances and natural metrics, such as lines between points. 

illuminance 

Shapes have illuminance and reflectance. 

 

area eccentricity 

Shapes have axis and chord ratios {area eccentricity} [Grunewald et al., 2002]. 

 

compactness of shape 

Shapes have perimeter squared divided by area {compactness, shape} [Grunewald et al., 2002]. 

 

concavity tree 

Shapes have minimum chain-code sequences that make shape classes {concavity tree}, which have maximum and 

minimum concavity-shape numbers [Grunewald et al., 2002]. 

 

Euler number for shape 

Shapes have connectedness {Euler number, shape} [Grunewald et al., 2002]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Pattern Recognition>Type 

 

explicit recognition 

Pattern recognition can use conscious memory {explicit recognition} [McDougall, 1911] [McDougall, 1923]. 

 

implicit recognition 

Pattern recognition can be automatic {implicit recognition} [McDougall, 1911] [McDougall, 1923], like reflexes. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Gestalt 

 

gestalt laws 

Figures have three-dimensional representations or forms {gestalt}| built innately by vision, by analyzing stimulus 

interactions. Gestalt needs no learning. 

Gestalt law 

Finding stimulus relations or applying organizational laws {insight, Gestalt} allows recognizing figures, solving 

problems, and performing similar mental tasks. Related gestalt laws can conflict, and they have different relative 

strengths at different times. Grouping laws depend on figure-ground relationship, proximity, similarity, continuity, 

closure, connectedness, and context [Ehrenfels, 1891]. Laws {gestalt law} {grouping rule} {Gestalt grouping rule} can 

replace less-organized patterns with emphasized, complete, or adequate patterns. Gestalt laws are minimizations. 

Gestalt laws are assumptions about which visual-field parts are most likely to belong to which object. 

 

figure in Gestalt 

Perception must separate object {figure, Gestalt} from background, using Gestalt laws [Ehrenfels, 1891]. Regions 

with one color are figures. Many-colored regions are ground. Smaller region is figure, and nearby larger region is 

ground. 

Edges separate figure and ground. Lateral inhibition distinguishes and sharpens boundaries. 

Both figure and ground are homogeneous regions. Surfaces recruit neighboring similar surfaces to expand 

homogeneous regions by wave entrainment. 

Vision separates figure and ground by detecting edges and increasing homogeneous regions, using constraint 

satisfaction [Crane, 1992]. 

 

ground in Gestalt 

Perception must separate object figure from background {ground, Gestalt}, using Gestalt laws [Ehrenfels, 1891]. 



 

pragnans 

Vision finds simplest possible percept, which has internal consistency and regularity {pragnans} [Ehrenfels, 1891]. 

 

closure law 

Vision tends to perceive incomplete or occluded figures as wholes {closure law} {law of closure}. Closed contour 

indicates figure [Ehrenfels, 1891]. 

 

common fate 

Vision groups features doing same thing {common fate}, such as moving in same direction or moving away from 

point [Ehrenfels, 1891]. 

 

connectedness law 

Vision groups two features that touch or that happen at same time {connectedness, Gestalt} {law of connectedness} 

[Ehrenfels, 1891]. 

 

enclosedness law 

Vision tends to perceive enclosed region as figure {enclosedness} {law of enclosedness} {surroundedness, Gestalt}. 

Surrounded region is figure, and surrounding region is ground [Ehrenfels, 1891]. 

 

good continuation 

Vision perceives organization that interrupts fewest lines or that lies on one contour {good continuation} {law of 

good continuation}. Smooth lines, with no sharp angles, are figure parts. Regions with fewer continuous lines, fewer 

angles, and fewer angle differences are figures [Ehrenfels, 1891]. For example, the good-continuation law reflects 

probability that aligned edges belong to same object. 

 

parallelism law 

Vision groups two parallel contours {parallelism, Gestalt}. Region parallel contours are figure parts, and non-

parallel contours are ground parts [Ehrenfels, 1891]. Surfaces have periodic structure that can model periodic 

structures. 

 

proximity law 

Adjacent features are figure parts {proximity, Gestalt} {law of proximity} [Ehrenfels, 1891]. 

 

segregation law 

Vision finds image boundaries, to make perceptual regions, by angles, lines, and distances {segregation, Gestalt} 

{law of segregation, Gestalt} {differentiation, Gestalt} {law of differentiation} [Ehrenfels, 1891]. 

 

similarity law 

Similar shape, color, and size parts go together {similarity, Gestalt} {law of similarity} [Ehrenfels, 1891]. 

 

symmetry law 

Vision groups symmetrical contours {symmetry, Gestalt}. Symmetrical region is figure, and asymmetrical region is 

ground. Symmetrical closed region is figure [Ehrenfels, 1891]. 

 

synchrony law 

Vision groups features that change simultaneously {synchrony, Gestalt}, even if features move in different 

directions and/or at different speeds [Ehrenfels, 1891]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Illusions 

 

illusion 

Illusions {illusion} are perceptions that differ from actual metric measurements. Brain uses rules to interpret sense 

signals, but rules can have contradictions or ambiguities. Vision sees bent lines, shifted lines, different lengths, or 

different areas, rather than line or area physical properties. Visual illusions are typically depth-perception errors 

[Frisby, 1979] [Gregory, 1972] [Heydt et al., 1984] [Kanizsa, 1979] [Peterhans and Heydt, 1991]. 



perception 

Illusion, hallucination, and perception sense qualities do not differ. Mind typically does not notice illusions. 

neural channels 

Illusory edges and surfaces appear, because neural channels differ for movement and position. See Figure 1 and 

Figure 2. 

contrast illusions 

Contrast can cause illusions. Adelson illusion has grid of lighter and darker squares, making same-gray squares look 

different. Craik-O'Brien-Cornsweet illusion has lighter rectangle beside darker rectangle, making contrast enhancement 

at boundary. Mach bands have boundaries with enhanced contrast. Simultaneous brightness contrast illusions have 

same-gray squares in white or black backgrounds, looking like different grays. White illusion has black vertical bars 

with same-gray rectangle behind bars and adjacently and translucently in front of bars, looking like different grays. 

color illusions 

Color can cause color-contrast illusions and color and brightness illusions. Assimilation illusions have background 

effects that group same color points differently. Fading dot illusion has a green disk with blue dot in center, which 

fades with continued looking. Munker illusion has blue vertical bars with same-color rectangle behind bars or 

adjacently and translucently in front of bars, looking like different colors. Neon disk has an asterisk with half-white and 

half-red bars, which spins. Stroop effect has the word green in red, the word red in green. 

geometric illusions 

Geometry causes Ebbinghaus illusion, Müller-Lyer illusion, Ponzo illusion, and Zöllner illusion. Café-wall illusion 

has a vertically irregularly spaced black squares and white squares grid, making horizontal lines appear tilted. Distorted 

squares illusion has squares in concentric circles, making tilted lines. Ehrenstein illusion has radial lines with circle 

below center and square above center, making circle and square lines change alignment. Frazier spiral has concentric 

circles that look like a spiral in a spiraling background. Men with sunglasses illusion (Akiyoshi Kitaoka) has alternating 

color-square grid with two alternating vertical or horizontal dots at corners, making vertical and horizontal lines tilted. 

Midorigame or green turtle (Akiyoshi Kitaoka) has a grid with slightly tilted squares in one direction and a center grid 

with squares slightly tilted in other direction, making vertical and horizontal lines tilted. Poggendorf illusion has two 

vertical lines with diagonal line that goes behind space between lines, and two vertical lines with diagonal line that goes 

behind space between lines and dotted line on one side, making behind look not aligned. 

size and depth illusions 

Size and depth illusions are Ames room (Adelbert Ames), corridor illusion, impossible staircase (Maurits C. Escher), 

impossible triangle (Maurits C. Escher), impossible waterfall (Maurits C. Escher), Necker cube, size distortion illusion, 

and trapezoidal window (Adelbert Ames). 

figure illusions 

Imagined lines can cause illusions. Illusory circle has a small space between horizontal and vertical lines that do not 

meet, making a small circle. Illusory triangle has solid figures with cutouts that make angles in needed directions, 

which appear as corners of triangles with complete sides. Illusory square has solid figures with cutouts that make 

angles in needed directions, which appear as corners of squares with complete sides. 

ambiguous figures 

Ambiguous figures are eskimo-little girl seen from back, father-son, rabbit-duck, skull-two dancers, young woman 

and hag, and vase-goblet. 

unstable figures 

Figures can have features that randomly appear and disappear. Hermann's grid has horizontal and vertical lines with 

gaps at intersections, where dark disks appear and disappear. Rotating spiral snakes (Akiyoshi Kitaoka) have spirals, 

which make faint opposite spirals appear to rotate. Thatcher illusion has smile and eye corners up or down (Peter 

Thompson). 

alternating illusions 

Illusions with two forms show perceptual dominance or are bistable illusions. Vase-and-face illusion switches 

between alternatives. 

Hering illusion 

Radial rays, with two horizontal lines, make illusions. See Figure 4. 

music 

Music can cause illusions. 

Necker cube 

Wire cube at angle makes illusions. See Figure 3. 



Ponzo illusion 

If railroad tracks and ties lead into distance, and two horizontal bars, even with different colors, are at different 

distances, farther bar appears longer (Mario Ponzo) [1913]. See Figure 7. See Figure 8 for modified Ponzo illusions. 

See Figure 9 for split Ponzo illusions. Perhaps, line tilt, rather than depth perception, causes Ponzo illusion. 

Rubin vase 

Central vase has profiles that are symmetrical faces (Edgar Rubin). See Figure 5. 

Zollner illusion 

Vertical lines have equally spaced parallel line segments at 45-degree angles. See Figure 6. 



Figure 1 

illusory contour 

 



Figure 2 

illusory contour 

 



Figure 3 

Necker cube 

 



Figure 4 

Hering illusion 

 



Figure 5 

Rubin vase 

 



Figure 6 

Zollner illusion 

 



Figure 7 

Ponzo illusion 

 



Figure 8 

Modified Ponzo illusions 

 



Figure 9 

Split Ponzo illusions 

 
A: Bottom lines appear to go up outside of upper lines, though the lines are the same. 

 

B: Bottom lines appear to go up inside of upper lines, though the lines are the same. 

 

C: Lines appear to be the same. 

  



aftereffect 

After concentrating on object and then looking at another object, sense qualities opposite to, or shifted away from, 

original appear {aftereffect}| (CAE) [Blake, 1998] [Blake and Fox, 1974] [Dragoi et al., 2000] [He et al., 1996] [He et 

al., 1998] [He and MacLeod, 2001] [Koch and Tootell, 1996] [Montaser-Kouhsari et al., 2004]. 

afterimage 

After observing bright light or image with steady gaze, image can persist {afterimage} [Hofstötter et al., 2003]. For 

one second, afterimage is the same as positive image. Then afterimage has opposite color or brightness {negative 

afterimage}. Against white ceiling, afterimage appears black. Colored images have complementary-color afterimages. 

Intensity is the same as image {positive afterimage} if eyes close or if gaze shifts to black background. Afterimage 

size, shape, brightness, and location can change {figural aftereffect}. 

brain 

Perhaps, CAEs reflect brain self-calibration. Orientation-specific adaptation is in area V1 or V2. 

curves 

Aftereffects also appear after prolonged stimulation by curved lines. Distortions associated with converging lines do 

not change with different brightness or line thickness. 

gratings 

Horizontal and vertical gratings cause opposite aftereffect {orientation-dependent aftereffect}, even if not perceived. 

movement 

Background can seem to move after observer stops moving {motion aftereffect, vision}. 

stripes 

Alternating patterns and prolonged sense stimulation can cause distortions that depend on adapting-field and test-

field stripe orientations {contingent perceptual aftereffect}. 

theory 

Aftereffects appear because sense channels for processing color and orientation overlap {built-in theory} or because 

separate mechanisms for processing color and orientation overlap during adaptation period {built-up theory}. 

tilt 

After observing a pattern at an orientation, mind sees vertical lines tilt in opposite direction {tilt aftereffect}. 

time 

CAEs do not necessarily decay during sleep and can last for days. 

 

bistable illusion 

Illusions can have two forms. Illusions {bistable illusion} like Necker cube have two forms almost equal in 

perceptual dominance. 

 

cafe wall illusion 

Size, length, and curvature line or edge distortions can make illusions {cafe wall illusion}. 

 

camera lucida 

Illusions {Pepper's ghost} {stage ghost} {camera lucida} can depend on brightness differences. Part-reflecting 

mirrors can superimpose images on objects that people see through glass. Brightening one image while dimming the 

other makes one appear as the other disappears. If equally illuminated, both images superimpose and are transparent. 

 

color contrast effect 

Gray patches surrounded by blue are slightly yellow {color contrast effect}. Black is not as black near blue or violet. 

 

color scission 

Mind can perceive transparency when observing different-color split surfaces {color scission}. 

 

color stereo effect 

Blue and green appear closer {color stereo effect}. Red appears farther away. 

 

conjunction error 

When two objects have interchangeable features, and time or attention is short, mind can switch features to wrong 

object {conjunction error}. 

 



cutaneous rabbit 

Experimenter taps sharp pencil five times on wrist, three times on elbow, and two times on upper arm, while subject 

is not looking {cutaneous rabbit}. It feels like equal steps up arm [Geldard and Sherrick, 1972]. 

 

empty suitcase effect 

Minds perceive darker objects as heavier than lighter ones {empty suitcase effect}. 

 

flying squirrel illusion 

Light and dark checkerboards can have light-color dots at central dark-square corners, making curved square sides 

and curved lines along square edges {flying squirrel illusion}, though lines are really straight (Kitaoka). 

 

ghost 

Illusory people perceptions {ghost} can be partially transparent and speak. 

 

Hering illusion 

Radial rays with two horizontal lines can make illusions {Hering illusion}. 

 

Hermann grid 

Black squares in an array with rows and columns of spaces {Hermann grid} can appear to have gray circles in white 

spaces where four corners meet. 

 

irradiation illusion 

Lighter areas have apparently greater size than same-size darker areas {irradiation, perception}. 

 

McCullough effect 

Orientation-specific color aftereffects can appear without perception {McCullough effect}. McCullough effect does 

not transfer from one eye to the other. 

 

Moon illusion 

Moon or Sun apparent size varies directly with nearness to horizon {Moon illusion}, until sufficiently above 

horizon. On horizon, Moon is redder, hazier, lower contrast, and fuzzier edged and has different texture. All these 

factors affect perceived distance. 

elevation 

Horizon Moon dominates and elevates scene, but scene seems lower when Moon is higher in sky. 

distance 

Horizon Moon, blue or black sky, and horizon are apparently at same place. Risen Moon appears in front of black 

night sky or blue day sky, because it covers blue or black and there is no apparent horizon. 

topographic map 

Moon illusion and other perspective illusions cause visual-brain topographic image to enlarge or shrink, whereas 

retinal image is the same. 

 

perceptual dominance 

Illusions can have two forms, and people see mostly one {perceptual dominance}, then other. 

 

Purkinje shift 

In dark, blues seem brighter than reds {Purkinje shift}. In day, reds seem brighter than blues. 

 

radial lines illusion 

Line segments radiating from central imaginary circle {radial lines illusion} make center circle appear brighter. If 

center circle is black, it looks like background. If center circle has color, it appears brighter and raised {anomalous 

brightness}. If center circle is gray disk, it appears gray but shimmers {scintillating luster}. If center circle has color 

and background is black, center circle appears blacker {anomalous darkness}. If center circle has color and gray disk, 

center circle shimmers gray with complementary color {flashing anomalous color contrast}. 

 



rod and frame illusion 

A vertical line segment in a tilted square frame appears to tilt oppositely {rod and frame illusion}, a late-visual-

processing pictorial illusion. 

 

Roelof effect illusion 

If a rectangle is left of midline, with one edge at midline, rectangle appears horizontally shorter, and midline line 

segment appears to be right of midline {Roelof's effect} {Roelof effect}. If a rectangle is left of midline, with edge 

nearer midline left of midline, rectangle appears horizontally shorter, and rectangle appears closer to midline. 

 

simultaneous tilt illusion 

Central circle with vertical stripes surrounded by annulus with stripes angled to left appears to have stripes tilted to 

right {simultaneous tilt illusion}, an early visual processing illusion. 

 

size-weight illusion 

If small and large object both have same weight, small object feels heavier in hand than large object {size-weight 

illusion}. People feel surprise, because larger weight is lighter than expected. 

 

watercolor effect 

Lighter color contours inside darker color contours spread through interiors {watercolor effect}. 

 

zero-gravity illusion 

In zero-gravity environments, because eyes shift upward, objects appear to be lower than they actually are {zero-

gravity illusion}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Illusions>Ambiguous Figures 

 

ambiguous figure 

Figures {ambiguous figure}| can have two ways that non-vertical and non-horizontal lines can orient or have two 

ways to choose background and foreground regions. In constant light, observed ambiguous-figure surface-brightness 

changes as perception oscillates between figures [Gregory, 1966] [Gregory, 1986] [Gregory, 1987] [Gregory, 1990] 

[Gregory, 1997] [Seckel, 2000] [Seckel, 2002]. 

 

duck-rabbit illusion 

Figures (Jastrow) with duck beaks and rabbit ears make illusions {duck-rabbit illusion}. 

 

Rubin vase 

Vases with profiles of symmetrical faces (Edgar Rubin) can make illusions {vase and two faces illusion} {Rubin 

vase}. 

 

Salem witch girl illusion 

Old crone with black hair facing young girl can make illusions {Salem witch and girl illusion}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Illusions>Contrast Illusions 

 

Craik-Cornsweet illusion 

Illusions can depend on brightness differences, sound-intensity differences, or line-length and line-spacing 

differences {Craik-Cornsweet illusion}. Finding differences explains Weber's law and why just noticeable difference 

increases directly with stimulus magnitude. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Illusions>Depth Illusions 

 

impossible triangle 

People can see logically paradoxical objects {impossible triangle} {impossible staircase}. People can experience 

paradox perceptually while knowing its solution conceptually. Pictures are essentially paradoxical. 

 



Kanizsa triangle 

Impossible triangles can make illusions {Kanizsa illusion} {Kanizsa triangle}. 

 

Necker cube 

Wire cubes at angles can make illusions {Necker cube}. 

 

Schroder stairs 

Impossible stairs can make illusions {Schroder stairs}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Illusions>Figure Illusions 

 

illusory conjunction 

Minds can combine two features, for example, color and shape, and report perceiving objects that are not in scenes 

{illusory conjunction} {conjunction, illusory}. 

 

illusory contour 

Mind can extend contours to places with no reflectance difference {illusory contour} {contour, illusory}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Illusions>Geometric Illusions 

 

Ebbinghaus illusion 

Medium-size circle surrounded by smaller circles appears larger than same-size circle surrounded by larger circles 

{Ebbinghaus illusion} {Titchener circles illusion}, a late-visual-processing pictorial illusion. 

 

Muller-Lyer illusion 

Lines with inward-pointing arrowheads and adjacent lines with outward-pointing arrowheads appear to have 

different lengths {Müller-Lyer illusion}. 

 

Ponzo illusion 

If railroad tracks and ties lead into distance, and two horizontal bars, even with different colors, are at different 

distances, farther bar appears longer (Mario Ponzo) [1913] {Ponzo illusion}. Perhaps, line tilt, rather than depth 

perception, causes Ponzo illusion. 

 

Zollner illusion 

Vertical lines with equally spaced parallel line segments at 45-degree angles can make illusions {Zollner illusion}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Illusions>Motion Illusions 

 

autokinetic effect 

In homogeneous backgrounds, a single object appears to move around {autokinetic effect} {keyhole illusion} [Zeki 

et al., 1993]. 

 

flash-lag effect 

If line or spot is moving, and another line or spot flashes at same place, the other seems behind first {flash-lag 

effect} [Eagleman and Sejnowski, 2000] [Krekelberg and Lappe, 2001] [Nijhawan, 1994] [Nijhawan, 1997] [Schlag 

and Schlag-Rey, 2002] [Sheth et al., 2000]. Flashed object seems slower than moving object. 

 

kinetic depth effect 

Rotating two-dimensional objects makes them appear three-dimensional {kinetic depth effect} [Zeki et al., 1993]. 

 

Korte's law 

Alternating visual-stimulus pairs show apparent movement at special times and separations {Korte's law} [Zeki et 

al., 1993]. 

 



motion aftereffect 

After continuously observing moving objects, when movement stops, stationary objects appear to move {motion 

aftereffect, illusion}. 

 

motion-induced blindness 

If screen has stationary color spots and has randomly moving complementary-color spots behind them, mind sees 

stationary spots first, then does not see them, then sees them again, and so on {motion-induced blindness} [Bonneh et 

al., 2001]. 

 

wagon-wheel illusion 

Spokes in turning wheels seem to turn in direction opposite from real motion {wagon-wheel illusion} [Gho and 

Varela, 1988] [Wertheimer, 1912] [Zeki et al., 1993]. 

 

waterfall illusion 

If people view scenes with flows, when they look at stationary scenes, they see flow {waterfall illusion}. Waterfall 

illusion can be a series of still pictures [Cornsweet, 1970]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Problems 

 

vision problems 

Multiple sclerosis, neglect, and prosopagnosia can cause vision problems {vision, problems}. Partial or complete 

color-vision loss makes everything light or dark gray, and even dreams lose color. 

 

astigmatism 

Cornea can have different curvature radiuses at different orientations around visual axis and so be non-spherical 

{astigmatism}|. Unequal lens curvature causes astigmatism. 

 

cinematographic vision 

Vision can turn on and off ten times each second {cinematographic vision} [Sacks, 1970] [Sacks, 1973] [Sacks, 

1984] [Sacks, 1995]. 

 

diplopia 

Failure to combine or fuse images from both eyes results in double vision {diplopia}. 

 

phosphene 

People can see subjective sparks or light patterns {phosphene}| after deprivation, blows, eyeball pressure, or cortex 

stimulation. 

 

retinitis pigmentosa 

Genetic condition causes retina degeneration {retinitis pigmentosa}| and affects night vision and peripheral vision. 

 

stereoblindness 

People with vision in both eyes can lose ability to determine depth by binocular disparity {stereoblindness}. 

 

strabismus 

Extraocular muscles, six for each eye, can fail to synchronize, so one eye converges too much or too little, or one eye 

turns away from the other {strabismus}|. This can reduce acuity {strabismic amblyopia} {amblyopia}, because image 

is not on fovea. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Problems>Color 

 

achromatopsia 

Left inferior parietal lobe fusiform gyrus damage causes scene to have no color and be light and dark gray 

{achromatopsia} [Hess et al., 1990] [Nordby, 1990]. 

 



anomalous trichromacy 

Cone pigments can differ in frequency range or maximum-sensitivity wavelength {anomalous trichromacy}. 

Moderately colorblind people can have three photopigments, but two are same type: two different long-wavelength 

cones {deuteranomalous trichromacy}, which is more common, or two different middle-wavelength cones 

{protanomalous trichromacy} [Asenjo et al., 1994] [Jameson et al., 2001] [Jordan and Mollon, 1993] [Nathans, 1999]. 

 

color blindness 

8% of men cannot distinguish between red and green {color blindness} {colorblind} {red-green colorblindness}, but 

can see blue. They also cannot see colors that are light or have low saturation. Dichromats have only two cone types. 

Cone monochromats can lack two cone types and cannot distinguish colors well. Rod monochromats can have no 

cones, have complete color blindness, see only grays, and have low daylight acuity. 

 

color-anomalous 

People can have all three cones but have one photopigment that differs from normal {color-anomalous}, so two 

photopigments are similar to each other. They typically have similar medium-wavelength cones and long-wavelength 

cones and cannot distinguish reds, oranges, yellows, and greens. 

 

deuteranope 

People can lack medium-wavelength cones, but have long-wavelength cones and short-wavelength cones 

{deuteranope}, and cannot distinguish greens, yellows, oranges, and reds. 

 

protanope 

People can lack long-wavelength cones, but have medium-wavelength cones and short-wavelength cones 

{protanope}, and cannot distinguish reds, oranges, yellows, and greens. 

 

tritanope 

People can lack short-wavelength cones, but have medium-wavelength cones and long-wavelength cones 

{tritanope}, and cannot distinguish blue-greens, blues, and violets. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Problems>Lesion 

 

lesion in brain 

Brain can have wounded or infected areas {lesion, brain}. If lesion is in right hemisphere, loss is on left visual-field 

side {contralesional field}. If lesion is in right hemisphere, loss is on right visual-field side {ipsilesional field}. 

 

akinetopsia 

Mediotemporal (MT) damage causes inability to detect motion {akinetopsia}. 

 

double dissociation 

Two brain lesions in different places typically cause different defects {double dissociation}. 

 

hemianopia 

Lateral-geniculate-nucleus damage causes blindness in half visual field {hemianopia} [Celesia et al., 1991]. 

 

Kluver-Bucy syndrome 

Removing both temporal lobes makes monkeys fail to recognize objects {Klüver-Bucy syndrome, lesion}. 

 

scotoma 

Visual-cortex region can have damage {scotoma}|. People do not see black or dark area, but only have no sight 

[Teuber et al., 1960] [Teuber, 1960]. 

 

visual-field defect 

Visual-nerve damage can cause no or reduced vision in scene regions {visual-field defect}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Problems>Lesion>Blindsight 

 



blindsight 

People with visual-cortex scotoma can point to and differentiate between fast movements or simple objects but say 

they cannot see them {blindsight}|. They can perceive shapes, orientations, faces, facial expressions, motions, colors, 

and event onsets and offsets [Baron-Cohen, 1995] [Cowey and Stoerig, 1991] [Cowey and Stoerig, 1995] [Ffytche et 

al., 1996] [Holt, 1999] [Kentridge et al., 1997] [Marcel, 1986] [Marcel and Bisiach, 1988] [Marzi, 1999] [Perenin and 

Rossetti, 1996] [Pöppel et al., 1973] [Rossetti, 1998] [Stoerig and Barth, 2001] [Stoerig et al., 2002] [Weiskrantz, 

1986] [Weiskrantz, 1996] [Weiskrantz, 1997] [Wessinger et al., 1997] [Zeki, 1995]. 

properties: acuity 

Visual acuity decreases by two spatial-frequency octaves. 

properties: amnesia 

Amnesiacs with medial temporal lobe damage can use non-conscious memory. 

properties: attention 

Events in blind region can alter attention. 

properties: color 

Color sensitivity is better for red than green. 

properties: contrast 

Contrast discrimination is less. 

properties: dark adaptation 

Dark adaptation remains. 

properties: face perception 

People who cannot see faces can distinguish familiar and unfamiliar faces. 

properties: hemianopia 

Cortical-hemisphere-damage blindness affects only half visual field. 

properties: motion 

Complex motion detection is lost. Fast motions, onsets, and offsets can give vague awareness {blindsight type 2}. 

People with blindsight can detect movement but not recognize object that moved [Morland, 1999]. 

properties: perception 

Blindsight is not just poor vision sensitivity but has no experience [Weiskrantz, 1997]. 

properties: reflexes 

Vision reflexes still operate. 

properties: threshold 

Blindsight patients do not have altered thresholds or different criteria about what it means to see [Stoerig and 

Cowey, 1995]. 

brain 

Blindsight does not require functioning area V1. Vision in intact V1 fields does not cause blindsight [Weiskrantz, 

1986]. Brain compensates for visual-cortex damage using midbrain, including superior colliculus, and thalamus visual 

maps, allowing minimal visual perception but no seeing experience. Right prefrontal cortex has more blood flow. 

Blindsight uses dorsal pathway and seems different for different visuomotor systems [Milner and Goodale, 1995]. 

Animals with area V1 damage react differently to same light or no-light stimuli in normal and blindsight regions, with 

reactions similar to humans, indicating that they have conscious seeing. 

senses 

People can perceive smells when visual cortex has damage [Weiskrantz, 1997]. People can perceive sounds when 

visual cortex has damage [Weiskrantz, 1997]. People with parietal lobe damage can use tactile information, though 

they do not feel touch {numbsense} {blind touch}. 

 

Riddoch phenomenon 

Blindsight patients can be conscious of fast, high-contrast object movements {Riddoch phenomenon}. Retinal output 

for motion can go to area V5 [Barbur et al., 1993]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Techniques 

 

anorthoscopic perception 

If an object moves behind a slit, people can faintly glimpse whole object {anorthoscopic perception}. Object 

foreshortens along motion direction. People can also recognize an object that they see moving behind a pinhole, 

because memory and perception work together. 

 



distortion of vision 

People wearing glasses that make everything appear inverted or rotated {visual distortion} {distortion, vision} soon 

learn to move around and perform tasks while seeing world upside down. Visual distortion adaptation involves central-

nervous-system sense and motor neuron coding changes, not sense-organ or muscle changes. Eye, head, and arm 

position-sensations change, but retinal-image-position sensations do not change. People do not need to move to adapt to 

visual distortion. 

 

ganzfeld 

To try to induce ESP, illumination can be all white or pink with no features, and sound can be white noise 

{ganzfeld} {autoganzfeld}. 

 

grating 

Gratings {grating, vision} have alternating dark bars and light bars. Each visual-angle degree has some bar pairs 

{cycles per degree}. Gratings have cycles per visual-angle degree {spatial frequency, grating}. Gratings {phase, 

grating} can have relative visual-image positions. Gratings {sine wave grating} can have luminance variation like sine 

waves, rather than sharp edges. 

 

Mooney figures 

Figure sets {Mooney figures}, to display at different orientations or inversions, can show ambiguous faces (C. M. 

Mooney) [1957]. Faces have analytic face features and different configurations, so people typically perceive only half 

as faces. 

 

ophthalmoscope 

Instruments {ophthalmoscope}| can allow viewing retina and optic nerve. 

 

rapid serial visual presentation 

At one location, many different stimuli can quickly appear and disappear {rapid serial visual presentation} (RSVP), 

typically eight images per second. 

 

spectrogram 

Three-dimensional graphs {spectrogram} can show time on horizontal axis, frequency on vertical axis, and intensity 

as blue-to-red color or lighter to darker gray. 

 

stereogram 

Picture pairs {stereogram}| can have right-eye and left-eye images, for use in stereoscopes. Without stereoscopes, 

people can use convergence or divergence {free fusion} to resolve stereograms and fuse images. 

 

Troxler test 

If people stare at circle center, circle fades {Troxler test} (Ignaz Troxler) [1804]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Techniques>Binocular Rivalry 

 

binocular rivalry 

If eyes see different images, people see first one image and then the other {binocular rivalry}| [Andrews and Purves, 

1997] [Andrews et al., 1997] [Blake, 1989] [Blake, 1998] [Blake and Fox, 1974] [Blake and Logothetis, 2002] [Dacey 

et al., 2003] [de Lima et al., 1990] [Engel and Singer, 2001] [Engel et al., 1999] [Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998] [Fries 

et al., 1997] [Fries et al., 2001] [Gail et al., 2004] [Gold and Shadlen, 2002] [Kleinschmidt et al., 1998] [Lee and Blake, 

1999] [Lehky and Maunsell, 1996] [Lehky and Sejnowski, 1988] [Leopold and Logothetis, 1996] [Leopold and 

Logothetis, 1999] [Leopold et al., 2002] [Levelt, 1965] [Logothetis, 1998] [Logothetis, 2003] [Logothetis and Schall, 

1989] [Logothetis et al., 1996] [Lumer and Rees, 1999] [Lumer et al., 1998] [Macknik and Martinez-Conde, 2004] 

[Meenan and Miller, 1994] [Murayama et al., 2000] [Myerson et al., 1981] [Parker and Krug, 2003] [Pettigrew and 

Miller, 1998] [Polonsky et al., 2000] [Ricci and Blundo, 1990] [Sheinberg and Logothetis, 1997] [Tong and Engel, 

2001] [Tong et al., 1998] [Wilkins et al., 1987] [Yang et al., 1992]. Vision has disparity detectors [Blakemore and 

Greenfield, 1987]. 

 



dominant image 

In binocular rivalry, vision sees one image {dominant image} with more contrast, higher spatial frequency, and/or 

more familiarity for more time. 

 

flash suppression 

If eyes see different images and briefly presented stimulus follows one image, that image is less intense and people 

see other image more {flash suppression} [Krieman et al., 2002] [Sheinberg and Logothetis, 1997] [Wolfe, 1984] 

[Wolfe, 1999]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Theories 

 

modes of presentation 

Perhaps, physical and phenomenological are different visual-appearance types {modes of presentation} 

{presentation modes}, with different principles and properties. However, how can people know that both vision modes 

are about same feature or object or how modes relate. 

 

motor theory 

Perhaps, motor behavior determines visual perception {motor theory of perception}. However, eye movements do 

not affect simple visual sense qualities. 

 

phenomenal concept 

Perhaps, visual phenomena require concepts {phenomenal concept}. Phenomenal concepts are sensation types, 

property types, quality relations, memory indexes, or recognition principles. Phenomenal concepts refer to objects, 

directly or indirectly, by triggering thought or memory. However, if physical concepts are independent of phenomenal 

concepts, physical knowledge cannot lead to phenomenal concepts. 

 

sense-datum as image 

Perhaps, in response to stimuli, people have non-physical inner images {sense-datum, image}. Physical objects 

cause sense data. Sense data are representations. Mind introspects sense data to perceive colors, shapes, and spatial 

relations. For example, perceived colors are relations between perceivers and sense data and so are mental objects. 

However, sense data are mental objects, but brain, objects, and neural events are physical, and non-physical inner 

images cannot reduce to physical events. 

 

sensorimotor theory of vision 

Perhaps, coordination among sense and motor systems builds visual information structures {sensorimotor theory of 

vision}. Sense input and motor output have relations {sensorimotor contingency laws}. Body, head, and eye 

movements position sensors to gather visual information and remember semantic scene descriptions. Objects have no 

internal representations, only structural descriptions. Vision is activity, and visual perception depends on coordination 

between behavior and sensation {enactive perception, Noë} [Noë, 2002] [Noë, 2004] [O'Regan, 1992] [O'Regan and 

Noë, 2001]. However, perception does not require motor behavior. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Theories>Color 

 

adaptivism 

Perhaps, different species classify colors differently, because they inhabit different niches {adaptivism}. Perhaps, 

perceived colors are adaptive relations between objects and color experiences, rather than just categories about physical 

surfaces. However, experiences are mostly about physical quantities. 

 

adverbialist theories 

Perhaps, perceived color states are relations between perceivers and physical objects {adverbialist theories} 

{adverbialism} and are neural states, not non-physical mental states. However, experiences do not seem to be relations. 

 

dispositionalism 

Perhaps, colors are dispositions of physical-object properties to produce visual color states {dispositionalism}. 

Physical properties dispose perceiver to discriminate and generalize among colors. Colors have no mental qualities. 

Alternatively, physical-object properties dispose perceivers to experience what it is like to experience color physical 



properties. Mental qualities allow knowing qualitative similarities among colors. However, experienced colors do not 

look like dispositions. 

 

intentionalism and vision 

Perhaps, perceived colors are representations {intentionalist theories} {intentionalism and vision}, with no 

qualitative properties. However, afterimages have colors but do not represent physical objects. 

 

mental color 

Perhaps, colors have mental qualitative properties {mental color}. Mental colors are what it is like for perceivers to 

have color consciousness. However, mental colors can have no outside physical basis, whereas experienced colors 

correlate with physical quantities. 

 

physicalism and vision 

Perhaps, colors are objective non-relational physical-object properties and are describable in physical terms 

{physicalism, color}. For example, physical colors are surface-reflectance ratios. Object surface color remains almost 

constant during brightness and spectrum changes, because surface reflectances stay constant. Because objects with 

different surface reflectances can cause same color, physical colors are disjunctions of surface reflectances. However, 

experience does not provide information about surface reflectances or other physical properties. 

 

projectivism 

Perhaps, perceived colors are physical-object properties or brain states experienced in space {projectivist theories} 

{projectivism, vision}. However, mental locations are not physical locations. Mental properties cannot be physical 

properties, because mental states differ from objects. 

 

retinex theory 

Perhaps, vision can compare blue, red, and green surface-reflectance ratios between image segments to determine 

color {retinex theory}. Background brightness is ratio average. Surface neutral colors depend on blue, red, and green 

reflectance ratios [Land, 1977]. However, vision does not use local or global brightness or reflectance averages. 

 

trichromatic vision 

Three coordinates can define all colors that humans can perceive {trichromacy} {trichromatic vision} {trichromatic 

theory of color vision} {Young-Helmholtz theory}. Humans have three photopigments in three different cone cells that 

provide the three coordinates. Trichromatic vision is only in Old World monkeys, apes, and humans. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Experience 

 

phenomenal experience 

Sense qualities {conscious experience} {phenomenal character} {phenomenal experience} {phenomenal property} 

{phenomenally conscious mental state} {phenomenological property} {qualitative character} {qualitative state} {raw 

feel} {sense quality} {sensory quality} {subjective quality} can be what something is like to observer, rather than 

physically is. Qualia are ways things seem when awake, dreaming, or hallucinating. 

comparisons 

Experience differs from awareness because it has meaning. Sensations of reality, illusions, and hallucinations are 

similar. Experience differs from perception because it requires awareness. People can know that they are having 

experience and can know its type. However, phenomena then are about perception rather than object. 

types 

Sensations are colors, sounds, touches, temperatures, smells, and tastes. Sensations track feature and object 

positions, momenta, energies, and times. Sensations correspond to physical intensities, frequencies, materials, and other 

properties. Tastes are liquid-like. Smells are gaseous-like. Touches are surface contours and motions. Sounds are 

vibratory. Sights are surfaces. 

People hear sounds, which have loudness intensity and tone frequency. People can hear thousands of tones. Sounds 

have harmonics, with fundamentals and overtones. 

People smell air molecules, based on molecule shapes, sizes, rotations, and vibrations, at different intensities. People 

can smell thousands of smells. Olfaction sense qualities are acrid or vinegary, floral, foul or sulfurous, fruity, minty, 

ethereal like pear, musky, resinous or camphorous, smoky, and sweet. 



People taste molecules dissolved in water, based on molecule polarities and acidities, at different intensities. 

Gustation sense qualities are saltiness, sourness, sweetness, bitterness, and savoriness. 

People feel compression, tension, and torsion pressure, at different intensities. People feel temperature by random 

molecule motions. People can feel gentle touch, motion, shape, sliding, texture, tickle, vibration, warmth, and coolness. 

People can see visible light. People can see millions of hues, including blacks, whites, grays, and browns, with 

different brightness and saturation. 

field 

People can be conscious of many events and objects simultaneously. Subject experience has one moving viewpoint, 

which differs from others' viewpoints. Observation is having sensations. Observed and observer are an observing 

system. Processing and memory registers are observations, and reader and writer are observers. High-level perception 

builds scene, perceptual space, or phenomenal world, which is like ovoid including eye, face, periphery, front, and 

focal point. Unusual body motions can break sense-field coherence [Bayne and Chalmers, 2003] [Cleeremans, 2003]. 

Perception uses a self-centered egocentric reference frame, which has forward point during motion, receiving point 

for incoming stimuli, and vestibular-system gravity-aligned vertical axis. Consciousness has world-centered or object-

centered allocentric reference frame, which has two horizontal axes and vertical axis. 

variation 

Verbal reports indicate that most people have similar sensations. Gene alleles, culture, and age can vary experiences. 

Sense qualities of yellow can change with age. Sensitivity, acuity, precision, accuracy, discrimination, and 

generalization can vary. Conscious activities change often. 

properties 

Sensations always have location, size, duration, time, intensity, and phenomenal sense qualities. Phenomena can 

shift, compress, stretch, twist, rotate, or flip. 

Sensations are continuous, with no discontinuities, no gaps, and no units [VanRullen and Koch, 2003]. Inputs from 

small and large regions, and short and long times, integrate to make continuity [Dainton, 2000]. 

Sensations are immediate, and so not affected by activity, reasoning, or will [Botero, 1999]. 

Sensations are incorrigible, and so not correctable or improvable by activity, reasoning, or will. 

Sensations are ineffable, with no description except their own existence. 

Sensations are intrinsic, with no dependence on external processes [Harman, 1990]. 

Sensations are private, and so not available for others' observation or measurement. 

Sensations are privileged, and so not possible to observe except from first-person viewpoint [Alston, 1971]. 

Sensations are subjective, and so intrinsic, private, privileged, and not objective [Kriegel, 2005] [Nagel, 1979] [Tye, 

1986]. Subject experience belongs only to subject. No one else can have that experience or know it. Physical objects, 

such as stars, have no owner or have other owners, such as cars. 

Perhaps, phenomena belong to mental state rather than to subject. 

Sensations are transparent, with no intermediates [Kind, 2003]. 

Sensations are analytic, and so, like sounds, independent with no mixing. 

Sensations are synthetic, and so, like colors, dependent with mixing. 

Sensations are not physical. 

Sensations have no mass but have a type of density. 

Subjective experiences seem not to be ignorable and have self-intimation. 

Sensations always feel indubitable. 

Sensations seem unerring and infallible. 

Sensations always feel irrevocable. 

Sensations are not about microscopic things but about macroscopic regions. 

Sensations are not relational and not comparable. 

Sensations are the only thing that has meaning, because brain uses them for reference. However, sensations do not 

always have meaning. 

Subject experience is not observable by others and so is personal and not directly communicable, because it has no 

units with which to measure. 

non-locality 

Physical events happen locally and instantaneously. Mental relations characteristically relate two or more physically 

separated points, within one psychologically simultaneous time interval, and so are non-local. Mentality requires time 

to gather information from separated locations to integrate them. Mentality requires space to gather information from 

separated times, memories and current perceptions, to integrate them. Perceptions unify local sense processing about 

features, objects, and events. Mentality unifies separate things into structures or processes. 



surface property 

Sensations are about surfaces from which information began, not about information carrier to sense organ. Intensity 

energies carry surface information to sense organs but have no sense qualities. Information channels cannot have sense 

qualities. For example, electromagnetic radiation has no color. Sound waves have no sound. 

Only surfaces can have qualities. Color is not about waves traveling through space but is about surface from which 

waves emanated. Sound is not about waves traveling through medium but is about surface from which waves 

emanated. 

Visual sense qualities are about surface sizes and reflectances. Aural sense qualities are about surface vibration 

intensities and frequencies. Touch sense qualities are about surface torsion, compression, hardness, and texture. Taste 

and smell sense qualities are about surface molecular configurations. 

Experience is of objects and events, which people can invent or extend. Cognition, category making, distinction 

finding, and memory are consciousness foundations [Seager, 1999]. Sensations are about objects, events, and features, 

which cognition later interprets. 

brain 

Perhaps, sensations are brain events. However, experiences do not seem to be in brain or be like brain. Brain 

produces perceptions internally but perceives sensations externally, at spatial positions on surfaces. Consciousness 

itself does not provide knowledge of things external to mind, only of internal mental things [Seager, 1999]. 

Perhaps, external references are to object and event concepts or properties, rather than to external objects and events. 

Sensations can come from inside and outside body. When thinking, people talk to themselves and hear same sounds 

as if really talking. 

Perhaps, sensations are judgments or dispositions to do something about perceptions. 

Animal behaviors make it appear that only humans have experiences. 

nature 

Perhaps, sense phenomena are physical-object qualities. Identical objects then have same phenomena. However, 

same person can have different phenomena about same object, and different people can have different phenomena 

about same object. 

Perhaps, sense phenomena are experience or object physical properties. However, experience does not provide 

access to surface-reflectance relations, other physical properties, or experience relations. 

Mind and mental states use thoughts, perceptions, emotions, and moods {propositional attitude, phenomena}, which 

associate phenomenon with representation or intentional content. 

Perhaps, sense phenomena are relations to external or internal objects. However, experience seems to be about object 

features, not about relations. 

Sensations are meaningful because they represent something outside mind [Cummins, 1989] [Cummins, 1996] 

[Darling, 1993] [Papineau, 1987] [Perner, 1993]. Sensations represent physical data only to level useful for acting 

quickly and correctly in most situations. However, sensations can be different phenomenon, such as inverted spectrum, 

though intentional content does not vary. Sensations can be the same, by automatic sense processing, though high-level 

representations differ, such as Inverted Earth. Experiences, such as feeling depressed, can have no representations. 

Perhaps, when representation becomes explicit, it is conscious. Implicit representations are not conscious, though 

implicit activity can become explicit [Adolphs et al., 1999] [Zeki, 2001]. 

categorization 

Sense processes categorize sensations, breaking continuous values into ranges, such as different colors with different 

brightnesses. Among senses, ability to categorize depends on pairwise comparisons between multisensory neurons. 

Within sense, ability to categorize depends on pairwise comparisons between sense neurons [Donald, 1991]. 

media 

Like television, brain receives coded information and translates code into visual array. However, sensations have no 

substrate or medium to carry them. They are not physical and do not need substrates. They are their own medium. 

Having experience is not like looking at holograms, printed pages, or television displays. Those displays have 

boundaries, whereas sensations have no definite boundary. Those displays cover only some visual field, whereas 

sensations cover all space. Those displays have controls for adjusting display color, brightness, and contrast, but people 

cannot will sense-quality changes. Those displays often have distortions or false colors, but sensations are consistent 

and complete. However, they can distort if people take drugs. Size, flatness, and errors can distinguish displays from 

real world, but sensations are not distinguishable from real world, because people's memories depend on same abilities. 

Observers can look away from television displays but cannot look away from sensations. However, observers can look 

at different sense-quality parts, just as people watching television can look around. 



memory 

Sensations summarize and categorize whole-field and full-spectrum processing results to compress information for 

storage and recall. Previous experiences affect later experiences, automatically. Repeating similar experiences changes 

experience. 

labeled lines 

Sense organs make same sensations no matter which physical energy strikes them. For example, tapping eye causes 

light flashes. Receptor stimulation and brain-region stimulation cause same response type. 

time 

Consciousness requires time to integrate. Time is short enough to be psychologically simultaneous and long enough 

to integrate locations and parts. Psychologically simultaneous events are within 20-millisecond to 50-millisecond 

intervals. Features, objects, events, and scenes integrated during this interval automatically associate in space and time. 

information 

All senses require large information amounts. 

passivity 

Sense qualities require awake or dreaming brain processing but seem not to need conscious effort or will. 

emotions 

Colors, sounds, touches, smells, and tastes can convey emotion, such as anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, 

surprise, and remembrance. Most sensations have no associated emotion. Sensations can attract or repel, so people like 

or dislike them. People can feel doubt or confidence in statements. Feeling level goes from pleasure to pain. Success 

level goes from reward to punishment. 

 

autocerebroscope 

Imagine one can look inside brain while it is working {autocerebroscope}, to see all physical activity. How can this 

activity make many different phenomena? 

 

qualia 

People can attend to intrinsic, non-intentional experience features, sensations, or sense qualities {qualia}| {quale}. 

 

sentience 

People have mind and experiences {sentience}|. Sentience requires sensation, perception, awareness, mind, and 

experience. Sentience is state, not process, and requires no thoughts. Perhaps, only humans are sentient. 

 

aspect nature 

Consciousness can experience objects without knowing what they are, only that they are something {aspect nature}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Experience>Features 

 

perceptual intensity 

Conscious or dreaming people having above-threshold stimuli are aware of stimulus energy flow, density, pressure, 

flux, or amplitude {perceptual intensity}. For example, vision has brightness, and hearing has loudness. Conscious or 

dreaming people having below-threshold stimuli do not experience intensity. Unconscious people have no intensity 

awareness. For vision, intensity ranges are specular reflection, brilliant white, white, light gray, gray, dark gray, and 

black. For sound, ranges are whisper, normal, and intense. For touch, ranges are tickle, light pressure, touch, push, and 

pain. For taste, ranges are hint, full, and intense. For smell, ranges are whiff, signal, light, definite, strong, and pain. 

properties 

Intensities comes from surfaces. Intensity is about energy flow, not space or time, but has space and time locations. 

Sense-receptor membrane depolarization measures intensity, and neuron axon-impulse rate measures intensity. 

Perceptual intensity depends on stimulus intensity, nearby intensities, memories, and expectations, so intensity is 

relative. Perceptions do not have actual energy. Intensity has just-noticeable, dull, average, acute, and painful levels. 

Smallest intensity results from several energy quanta. Intensity is continuous, not continual or discrete. Intensity 

typically changes, flickers, or fades. Intensity has contrasts. 

quality 

People do not experience pure intensity. For perceived surface points, perceptual processing integrates remembered 

and current information about physical-stimulus intensity level and energy type, such as light, into non-physical 

quality, such as phenomenal bright red, pale yellow, or dark brown. Perceptual intensity and quality unite. 

 



perceptual quality 

Conscious or dreaming people, having above-threshold stimuli, perceive intensity types {perceptual quality}. 

Conscious or dreaming people having below-threshold stimuli are not aware of qualities. Unconscious people have no 

awareness of quality. Perhaps, only mammals experience sense qualities. 

types 

Hearing can detect formant sound frequency bands. Vision can detect color bands: black, gray, white, red, green, 

blue, yellow, pink, brown, purple/violet, orange, and indigo/ultramarine. Smell can detect air molecule types: esters, 

ketones, aldehydes, sulfur compounds, aromatics, and alcohols. Taste can detect water molecule types: salts, acids, 

bases, glutamate, and sugars. Touch can detect pressure types: tickle, tingle, pain, and pleasure. Touch can detect 

temperature types: warmth and coolness. 

categorization 

Sense qualities have quality spectra and overlapping categories. Sense categories form continuous ranges, with 

categories similar to and opposite from other categories. 

properties 

Qualities are like coded and compressed intensity-frequency spectra. Qualities are on space surfaces. Qualities are 

continuous, not discrete. Qualities are not about space, time, or energy, but have space and time locations. Whole image 

determines sense qualities. 

intensity 

People do not experience pure quality. Only quality has intensity. Quality categories have intensity. 

meaning 

Sense qualities are the only things that have meaning. 

 

perceptual space 

Conscious or dreaming people are aware of seemingly stationary infinite three-dimensional space {perceptual space} 

{theater of the mind} {subjective space} {sensory field} {visual field} in and around body, bounded by surfaces near 

and far. Conscious or dreaming people having below-threshold stimuli are still aware of space. Unconscious people 

have no awareness of space. Smallest space interval is one millisecond of arc. 

properties 

Sensations always are at three-dimensional-space locations, with directions and distances. Three planes define space 

outside head: horizontal at ground, vertical pointing straight-ahead, and vertical and parallel to face one meter away. 

People are aware only of three-dimensional space, not zero-dimensional, one-dimensional, two-dimensional, four-

dimensional, or higher-dimensional space. Space is about distance intervals appropriate to body actions, microns to 

centimeters, not about electrochemical and physical processes taking place at molecular distances. Space does not seem 

to stretch evenly but can compact and expand. Objects can seem to have longer or shorter extensions depending on 

nearby-object sizes and orientations. Space does not change, flicker, or fade. Space seems continuous, not discrete. 

Space has no intensity, density, energy, or mass. 

field 

People experience sense qualities at different distances. People feel that scenes extend to regions with no sense 

qualities, such as behind head. 

meaning 

Space is necessary for meaning, because it provides reference locations. 

processing 

To construct space, brain processing first constructs body-centered two-dimensional space, then body-centered two-

and-a-half dimensional space, which transform during body motions and do not have symbol grounding or sensations. 

Three-dimensional space is stationary. Body, head, and eye movements change observer perspective, making 

different viewpoints. Body, head, and eye movements transform egocentric space coordinates, using mostly 

translational and vibrational transformations. Sense processing transforms egocentric space coordinates to maintain 

stationary allocentric space, using mostly rotation transformations. Geometric coordinate transformations maintain 

spatial relations during eye, head, or body movements. Egocentric-space transformations maintain stationary allocentric 

space. Sense-processing tensors compensate for body movements that change egocentric space, and coordinate 

transformations create and maintain allocentric stationary space [Olson et al., 1999] [Pouget and Sejnowski, 1997]. 

Space uses absolute or relative body-centric and environment-centric coordinates, which are transformed during 

body movements. 

multisensory 

All senses seem to share same perceptual space. Cortical vision processing makes three-dimensional perceptual 

space. Temporal-and-parietal-lobe sound processing makes three-dimensional perceptual space. Hippocampus memory 



processing makes three-dimensional memory space. Cerebellum sensory-motor processing makes three-dimensional 

sensory-motor space. Frontal lobe and association cortex merge sensory, memory, and motor spaces to make unified 

perceptual space. 

observer 

People feel that they are behind sensory apparatus, observing outward. Observer or self seems to be at three-

dimensional-space center. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Experience>Features>Time 

 

perceptual time 

Conscious or dreaming people are aware of seemingly infinite one-dimensional time {perceptual time}. Conscious 

or dreaming people having below-threshold stimuli are still aware of time. Unconscious people have no awareness of 

time. Shortest sensations last one millisecond. 

properties 

People are aware of one-dimensional time, not zero-dimensional time, two-dimensional time, or higher-dimensional 

time. Time information must be in real time, so brain does not lose information because processing is too slow, and 

brain does not need to add information because processing is too fast. Time does not change, flicker, or fade. Time 

seems continuous, not discrete. Time has past and future, before and after. Time has no intensity or space location. 

People experience time flow, which seems faster with more events each second and slower with fewer events each 

second. Felt time-flow rate differs from brain-processing time-flow rate [Dennett and Kinsbourne, 1992] [Held et al., 

1978] [Flaherty, 1999] [Pastor and Artieda, 1996] [Pöppel, 1978] [Pöppel, 1997]. Sense qualities are about time 

intervals appropriate to body actions, time scale of 20 milliseconds to hours. Sense qualities are not about 

electrochemical and physical processes at millisecond time intervals nor instantaneous events [Clifford et al., 2003] 

[Elman, 1990] [Price, 1996]. 

meaning 

Time is necessary for meaning, because it provides references to past, present, and future. 

delays 

Time consciousness requires time delay. Time delay can use extra loop, temporary store, shuttle, stretch or shrink 

mechanism, or chemical delays. Circuits can have bypass circuits to adjust time. Main circuit can have inhibition while 

processing in bypass. Bypass can remove inhibition or overcome it. 

multisensory 

All senses seem to share same time. 

observer 

Observer or self seems to be at one-dimensional-time center. Self seems to be observing events in the present, 

looking backward to memories, and looking forward in imagination. Events circumscribe observer in time, forming 

envelope around observation point [Sellars, 1963]. 

 

minimal perceptual moment 

Sensations last at least minimum time {minimal perceptual moment}. Perhaps, activation builds until it reaches 

threshold. Perhaps, positive feedback causes response spiking. 

 

protracted duration 

In dangerous situations, people experience shorter moments and decreased time flow {protracted duration}, because 

they experience more moments per second. 

 

specious present 

Conscious time seems to cover interval of 1 to 3 seconds {specious present}. Brain processes inputs from many 

sources, taking time intervals to integrate. Information overlaps over time. 

 

backwards referral 

After neurosurgery, memory time markers can move backward in time {backwards referral in time} {subjective 

referral} {subjective antedating} [Libet, 1993] [Libet et al., 1999]. 

 



Libet's delay 

Consciousness requires minimum stimulation time {Libet's delay} {time-on theory} of 0.5 seconds, no matter what 

the intensity, to reach neuronal adequacy [Eccles, 1965] [Iggo, 1973] [Koch, 1999] [Libet, 1966] [Libet, 1973] [Libet, 

1993] [Libet et al., 1999] [Meador et al., 2000] [Ray et al., 1999]. 

 

neuronal adequacy 

Consciousness requires minimum stimulation time of 0.5 seconds {neuronal adequacy}, no matter what the intensity 

[Eccles, 1965] [Iggo, 1973] [Koch, 1999] [Libet, 1966] [Libet, 1973] [Libet, 1993] [Libet et al., 1999] [Meador et al., 

2000] [Ray et al., 1999]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Experience>Processing 

 

common sense 

Mental faculty {common faculty} {common sense, sensation} compares and associates shapes, sizes, and motions 

from all senses [Bayne and Chalmers, 2003] [Cleeremans, 2003]. 

 

observation 

Subject observers can have sensations {observation} of objects observed. Sensations are like reports in parallel. 

People feel that they are behind sensory apparatus, observing outward. Observations are in three-dimensional space and 

one-dimensional time. Self seems to be observing events in the present, looking backward to memories, and looking 

forward in imagination. Events circumscribe observer in time, forming envelope around observation point [Sellars, 

1963]. 

 

preconscious processing 

Stimuli can have intensity too low or duration too short for conscious awareness, but information affects behavior 

{preconscious processing}. EEG and brain blood flows indicate that sense regions, motor regions, association areas, 

emotion areas, and memory areas are active during unconscious processing. 

If attentional load is high, people can be unaware of non-attended stimuli, but information affects behavior. 

Anesthetized patients can remember and process information, so unconscious processing can affect conscious 

perceptions. Brain-damaged patients can remember and process information, so unconscious processing can affect 

conscious perceptions. 

 

reality monitoring 

Self knows about past, present, and future and can distinguish imagination, memory, and reality {reality monitoring} 

{reality discrimination} [Sellars, 1963]. People typically can discriminate between what they imagine and what they 

receive from environment or body [Johnson and Raye, 1981]. 

 

self-presentation 

Consciousness involves presentation to self {self-presentation} of quality type {cognitive quality}. 

 

subjective threshold 

Stimuli have three intensity levels that affect same brain regions differently. 

objective threshold 

Intensity below threshold level {objective threshold, experience} is too low for perception. 

perception 

Intensity above objective threshold causes non-conscious perception. If stimulus intensity level is above objective 

threshold but below subjective threshold, stimulus does not become conscious but can influence preferences for same 

or associated stimuli [Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc, 1980] [Murphy and Zajonc, 1993]. 

subjective threshold 

At higher intensity level {subjective threshold, experience}, people begin to detect sensations. For all senses, 

consciousness requires intensity level higher than intensity level needed for brain to detect and use stimuli [Dehaene et 

al., 1998] [Morris et al., 1998] [Morris et al., 1999] [Whalen et al., 1998]. 

accumulation 

Perhaps, activation must build to pass subjective threshold. Building counters dissipative and inhibitory processes 

and has positive feedback and signal recursion. 



feedback 

Perhaps, positive feedback must cause response spiking to pass subjective threshold. After spiking, activity falls, but 

sensations can linger [Cheesman and Merikle, 1984] [Kihlstrom, 1996]. 

 

symbol grounding 

Subjective experiences require relation {symbol grounding, experience} between internal thing or event and external 

thing or event. External things or events are physical memories or environmental effects. Internal things or events are 

sensations. Symbol grounding includes both perceptions and mental experiences. 

symbol 

Symbols are perceptions that label, index, or refer to perceptions or concepts. Both symbol and reference perceptions 

are mental representations. Perceptions have relations and form reference system. Nothing is intrinsically symbol, 

because only relations make symbols. As perceptions, symbols have space, time, intensity, and quality. Most symbols 

are non-conscious, but symbols, such as colors, can be conscious. 

symbol system 

Most perceptions are objects that are not in systems. Symbols have added meaning, because they have relations in 

coding systems. Coding systems use symbol sets and have processing mechanisms that have symbol reading, 

processing, and writing rules. When symbol appears, typically in a symbol series, coding-system processing 

mechanism follows rules to use symbol. Results/outputs are symbol meaning. Meaning occurs only in symbol systems. 

environment 

Perhaps, isolated systems cannot have subjective experiences. Perhaps, systems must learn, have memory, or interact 

with environment. Learning can supply outside information. Memory can supply secondary information sources. 

Environment can provide intention references [Harnad, 1990] [McGinn, 1987] [McGinn, 1989] [McGinn, 1991] 

[McGinn, 1999] [Velmans, 1996] [Velmans, 2000]. For example, computer programs on installation CDs do not 

interact with other information {isolation, system}. They cannot run, receive input, or produce output. Installing 

programs on computers allows programs to receive environment input, so they can establish references to real things 

[Chalmers, 1996] [Chalmers, 2000]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Experience>Properties 

 

alertness 

People can have different awake-consciousness levels {alertness}|. Alertness can be high, normal, or low. 

Physiological factors, such as hormones, stimulation level, novelty, nutrient levels, sleepiness, diseases, and moods, set 

alertness level. All mammals have alertness levels. 

 

immediacy 

Experience seems to happen immediately or in one step {immediacy}. Activity, reasoning, or will does not affect 

phenomenal-experience generation [Botero, 1999]. People cannot be aware of brain processing. Sensations are after 

processing. Sensations appear and do not change. Processing does not continue, and quality does not become more 

refined. (Quality can change with new information.) Perhaps, quality reaches optimum, then equilibrium holds. 

Perhaps, brain modifies processing to trick consciousness. 

 

incorrigibility 

Activity, reasoning, or will cannot correct or improve sensations {incorrigibility}| [Seager, 1999]. People cannot be 

aware of brain processing. Sensations are after processing. Sensations appear and do not change. Processing does not 

continue, and quality does not become more refined. (Quality can change with new information.) Sensations can 

misidentify. Sensations can misremember. 

 

ineffability 

Sensations are complex and can have no description except their own existence {ineffability}|. Nothing can 

substitute for experience. Knowledge about experience requires having the experience [Harman, 1990]. However, 

language can describe sense-quality properties. 

 

intrinsicness 

Subjects are integrated sets of sensations, which depend only on internal processes. Experience is a property, state, 

process, or essence of subjects {intrinsicness}. Experience depends on subject structures and functions. Alternatively, 



subject can have experiences [Seager, 1999]. Experience does not need screen or external aid. Experience does not 

depend on external things or events. 

 

minimal properties of consciousness 

Perhaps, consciousness requires ineffability, intrinsicness, immediacy, and privateness {3I-P} {minimal properties 

of consciousness}. 

 

object unity 

Object properties seem to belong to object and thus associate {object unity}. For example, object can be red and 

spherical. Subject perceives red spherical object, not red object and spherical object with a relation. There is only one 

object, not two objects. Phenomena link in objects [Seager, 1999]. 

 

phenomenal unity 

All experiences, including thoughts, moods, and emotions, at one time associate {phenomenal unity}. For example, 

sight and sound perceived at nearby locations associate. Brain processing adds links that unify them [Seager, 1999]. 

 

privateness 

Sensations are only available to subject, and direct observation from outside cannot measure them {privateness}. No 

one else can have the same experience [Seager, 1999]. 

 

privileged access 

Only subjects, with first-person viewpoints, can have sensations {privileged access} [Alston, 1971] [Gertler, 2003]. 

Comparing reactions to experiences and subjective-knowledge reports can result in objective knowledge. 

 

space-filling 

Sensations depend on whole scene or image and fill all of space and time {space-filling}, leaving no gaps or 

overlaps. 

 

subjective character 

Consciousness happens in people for that person only {subjective character}. Experience is phenomenon to subject, 

and no other subject can have that experience [Davidson, 2001] [Georgalis, 2005] [Kriegel, 2005] [Nagel, 1979] 

[Shoemaker, 1996] [Tye, 1986]. 

 

transparency of consciousness 

People do not perceive experience qualities but only object properties and qualities {transparency, consciousness}. 

Experiences do not themselves have knowable phenomena or properties [Kind, 2003] [Loar, 2002]. After experiencing 

object properties, people are only aware that they are having experiences of phenomenal character. Subject can 

perceive no intermediate to experiences, which are immediately available. Hallucinations are only about object 

properties. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Experience>Properties>Sense Types 

 

analytic sense 

Hearing does not mix tones {analytic sense}. Analytic senses analyze signals from source into independent elements. 

Touch, smell, and taste are both synthetic and analytic. 

 

synthetic sense 

Vision mixes colors {synthetic sense}. Synthetic senses mix signals from source to synthesize resultant sensation. 

Touch, smell, and taste are both synthetic and analytic. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Mental Theories 

 

mental theories 

Mind may be process, property, state, structure, or substance {mental theories}. However, phenomena are 

insubstantial, cannot change state, have no structure, do not belong to objects or events, and are results not processes. 

 



property theories of mind 

Perhaps, consciousness is a property {property theories of mind}. Physical-substance properties are features or 

variables that have values. Properties are stimulus type, frequency range, intensity or concentration range, comparison 

method, surface location, surface size, surface orientation, sensor and processing location, detection type, and 

comparison with other sense systems. 

 

state theories of mind 

Perhaps, consciousness is a state {state theories of mind}. Physical-substance states are part and energy 

configurations, with positions and momenta or energies and times. 

 

structure theories of mind 

Perhaps, consciousness is a structure {structure theories of mind}. Physical-substance structures are part 

arrangements with patterns and relations. Brain regions are structures. 

Mental structure has non-physical parts and relations. If structure is non-physical, it must still have physical means 

to move physical things. Physical means must follow physical laws. 

Perhaps, hidden natural non-logical structure {hidden structure, consciousness} mediates between mental and 

physical. Hidden structure allows physical and mental to interact. 

 

substance theories of mind 

Perhaps, consciousness is a substance {substance theories of mind}. Mind does not "look at" sense qualities but "is" 

sense qualities. 

non-physical 

Perhaps, consciousness is special non-physical substance, such as soul, Ideal, or Form. New substances can explain 

complex or mysterious phenomena by having needed properties. For example, people noticed that the main difference 

between living and non-living things was that living things move parts and bodies, so they imagind a new substance, 

élan vital, that can animate non-living things. People experienced sense qualities and noticed that only humans can 

reason, have moral feelings, use language, and/or have subjective experiences. Perhaps, a new substance, soul or 

conscience, can inhabit body and provide it with consciousness. Non-physical substance must work using non-

biological, non-chemical, and non-physical processes. People can learn nothing more about them and cannot test them, 

so they do not provide satisfactory explanations. 

physical 

Perhaps, consciousness is a new physical substance type. New substances can explain complex or mysterious 

phenomena by having needed properties. New physical substance types can work through either ordinary biological, 

chemical, and physical processes or new biological, chemical, and physical processes. For example, people felt warmth 

and noticed that it flows from cooler object to warmer object, so they imagined a new substance, phlogiston, that can 

flow. People sleep and notice that people become sleepy, so they imagined a new chemical, the dormant principle, that 

can induce sleep when released in brain. Invented physical substances include electrons, quarks, and Higgs particles. 

For physical substances, experiments can reveal physical, chemical, and biological properties. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Mental Theories>Process 

 

process theories of mind 

Perhaps, consciousness is a process {process theories of mind}. Physical processes are events that transform input to 

output. Processes involve energy or information and flows or transformations. Processes can be top-down or bottom-

up. 

algorithm 

Processes can be algorithms, such as finding square roots, which take input, transform it, and make output. Iterative 

algorithms can be slow. 

non-algorithmic processes 

Brain can use non-algorithmic procedures. Vectors and matrices are containers. Point graphs and edge graphs are 

container adapters. Matrices and graphs represent tables, polynomials, and object properties. Comparing numbers or 

strings, sorting, and generating random numbers are direct functions. File manipulations include renaming, moving, 

copying, and making directories. 



circuit 

Brains with enough mass and complexity have neural circuits and energy to run them. Circuits are loops that allow 

continuous flow, which brain can modulate and augment. Circuits can have input and output branches. Circuits can 

interact. Circuits have different lengths, axon numbers, and synapse numbers. 

pathway and flow 

Brains with enough mass and complexity have pathways and energy to make flows. Pathways carry different 

intensities, which brain can modulate and augment. Flows have different speeds. Flows can accumulate or dissipate 

energy or information, over time and space, in registers or other containers. Pathways have different lengths, axon 

numbers, and synapse numbers. Pathways can branch. 

 

actuality 

Perhaps, sense qualities are real properties that cause perception {occurrence, phenomena} {actuality, phenomena}. 

 

reflexive thinking 

Perhaps, experience happens if people think about perception reflexively {thinking, reflexive} {reflexive thinking}. 

 

unconscious belief 

Perhaps, events observed with sense organs create thoughts {unconscious belief} about perceptual contents, which 

cause unconscious higher-order recognition or action. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Mental Theories>Phenomenal Unity 

 

higher-order sense 

Perhaps, phenomenal states unify by higher-order sense {higher-order sense} (HOS) or awareness, which is 

conscious. However, then higher sense is another conscious object {just more contents}. 

 

higher-order thought 

Perhaps, experiences unify by higher-order thought {higher-order thought} (HOT), which is not conscious. 

 

subsumption 

Perhaps, phenomenal states are only whole {subsumption}, with no separable parts. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Prerequisites 

 

prerequisite functions 

Consciousness requires specific functions {prerequisite functions for consciousness} {consciousness, prerequisite 

functions}. 

coding 

In a one-millisecond interval, one neuron axon can carry one spike or no spike. Time sequences can make serial 

binary codes. In a one-millisecond interval, one neuron synapse can carry one neurotransmitter packet or no packet. 

Time sequences can make serial binary codes. Neuron sets can make parallel binary codes. 

Body analog signals can be chemical concentrations, ion concentrations, pressures, electric currents, or voltages. 

Neurons can change analog wave inputs into digital spike outputs, using comb filters. Neurons can change axon digital 

spike inputs into analog wave outputs using parallel oscillators or resistances for frequency modulation. 

frequency 

Neuron axons can carry frequencies up to 800 Hz. Neuron assemblies can detect mechanical frequencies up to 

20,000 Hz, using phase differences. Neurons can detect frequency bands. 

Neuron assemblies can modulate neuron-code carrier-wave frequency and amplitude to transfer signals. 

intensity 

Neurons can detect energy flow using consecutive starting and ending flow points. Neurons can detect intensity 

ranges. Neurons can detect mass or weight using consecutive starting and ending lifting points. 

Brain can use Wheatstone-bridge-like electrochemical mechanisms to null sense quantity to measure it precisely. 

Brain can use Wheatstone-bridge-like electrochemical mechanisms to tune to value to measure it precisely. 

space 

Neuron pairs can detect starting and ending space points for locations, directions, and distances. Hearing uses 

amplitude and timing differences to locate sounds. Vision uses angle and distance differences, plus timing and 



amplitude differences, to locate features. Touch, taste, and smell use relative distance and amplitude differences to 

locate surfaces. Objects and events can be near/far, right/left, and up/down. Near/far determination uses projection. 

Right/left determination uses midline. Up/down determination uses horizon. 

ON-center cells can detect local spatial relations. For example, cell can have horizontal band at center to detect space 

between two objects, band above to detect object above, or band below to detect object below. Cells with horizontal 

and/or vertical bands can detect all local spatial relations. 

motion 

Neuron pairs can detect motion using consecutive starting and ending points. Detecting body motions uses correlated 

sensations, such as front-to-back airflows and kinesthetic sensors. Trajectory perception allows extrapolation and/or 

interpolation. 

vibration 

Touch receptors can detect mechanical vibrations up to 30 Hertz, which are also the lowest-frequency vibrations 

detected by hearing receptors. Below 20 Hz, people feel pressure changes as vibration, rather than hearing them as 

sound. Images flashed at 20-Hz rate begin to blend. 20-Hz vibration rate is also maximum breathing, muscle-flex, and 

harmonic-body-movement rate. Muscles can contract at 20-Hz maximum rate, if muscles have no reflex or rebound 

response, unlike bird or insect wings. 

transformation 

Neuron assemblies can perform translation, inversion, rotation, reflection, and rotation/reflection by coordinate 

transformations using tensors. 

reference frame 

When eyes, head, or body moves intentionally, brain can make perceptual world remain stationary. Brain transforms 

whole scene, inverting linear transformations that caused movement, to cancel body movements and positions. Brain 

can transform through all dimensions and all angles for all muscle and body-part motions. 

pattern manipulation 

Brain can manipulate patterns, such as subtracting string from string or dividing two-dimensional arrays. For 

example, for strings "1122334455" and "4455", brain can subtract second from first to get "112233" in one operation: 

$1 - $2 = $3. For matrix, brain can find submatrix in one operation: M1/M2 = M3. In the same way, brain can find 

remainder in one operation. Brain has directory, pattern, file, and operating-system commands, such as "cmp" or "diff" 

Unix commands. Using these, brain can find greatest common pattern between two patterns and combine patterns to 

make larger patterns. 

time 

Neurons can synchronize signals using timing neurons and chemicals. ON-center cells can detect local temporal 

relations using spatial-relation changes. For example, cell can have horizontal band at center to detect time between two 

events, band above to detect event above, or band below to detect event below. Cells with horizontal and/or vertical 

bands can detect all local temporal relations. Neuron pairs can detect starting and ending time points, using phase 

differences to measure microsecond intervals. 

mathematics 

Neurons can add by summing excitatory inputs. Neurons can subtract by adding positive excitatory input and 

negative inhibitory input. Neurons can multiply using synapses that act like transistors, priming cell bodies to enhance 

dendritic inputs, or gating axons near synapses. Neurons can divide by multiplying reciprocal quantities. Neurons can 

find ratios by division, which is inverse multiplication. Neuron assemblies can integrate differentials. Neuron 

assemblies can differentiate integrals. Neuron assemblies can determine functions by correlating function domain and 

range values. Neural circuits allow iteration. 

indexing 

Neuron assemblies index all sensed objects and events, for memory and recall, including body parts and positions. 

Indexes have cross-references and links. Reference types can differ. For example, text documents can reference 

document path, page, paragraph, heading, bookmark, footnote, table, figure, slide, equation, or other named or 

numbered location. Document references can be to numbered pages, numbered paragraphs, text, something above 

reference, or something below reference. 

language 

Perhaps, consciousness requires language. However, sensations vary more than language [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

Perhaps, only humans are self-consciousness and have feelings, because only they have language. 

 

prerequisite structures 

Consciousness requires specific structures {prerequisite structures for consciousness} {consciousness, prerequisite 

structures}. 



body 

Body, separate from brain, carries sensors and performs movements. Body surfaces interface with environment and 

define body-part positions. Body surfaces encounter obstacles and interact with objects. 

Body and brain pair structures, for redundancy and cooperation. Redundancy allows one structure to perform 

required function, while other structure can start new function. 

Voluntary muscles allow repositioning sense organs, moving toward and way from perceived objects, and obtaining 

different viewpoints. 

Gravity establishes vertical pressure gradient from toe to head. 

Chemical gradients across body, organs, and organ modules establish growth, repair, and development axes. 

brain 

Brain, separate from body, optimizes distances between processing centers, for fastest speed and most interaction. 

Brain regions have locations that optimize function. Frontal lobe is in front, so its pathways can loop through thalamus 

and cortex with correct timing and spatial layout. Cerebellum is at rear, to connect to brainstem and to have proper 

timing with motor and touch sense systems. Cortex overlaps lower brain regions, to time multisensory and motor 

processes correctly. Brainstem is central, to activate and interact efficiently. 

Brain regions simulate body and environment spatial relations, using topographic neuron layers. 

Brain has three-dimensional registers to store information and to make behavior and memory lookup tables. 

Neural pathways go out and return to make ring or loop that allows feedback, feedforward, iteration, memory read, 

memory write, and reverberation. 

Brain regions can have circuits that cross up-down, right-left, and front-back. Switchboards allow read and write 

operations. 

Neurons interact with neighboring and distant neurons (neuron assemblies) to make overall behavior, mental 

function, and mood. Neurons adhere to other neurons and glia to form groups and layers that determine processing. 

Neurons have different shapes and chemicals to allow different processing types. 

Neurons have excitatory and inhibitory chemical synapses, with synapse plasticity. 

Neurons have support cells (glia) that regulate chemical environment. 

senses 

Sense systems have receptor and neuron-type spatial and temporal patterns, with interconnections to make 

distinctive signals and codes [Ackerman, 1990]. 

Multiple sense systems, especially vision, kinesthetic, and touch systems, allow comparisons among sense spaces 

and intensities to make consensus space and time. 

Body needs pain, temperature, kinesthesia, and vestibular systems (inside senses) to know body-part locations. 

Body needs vision, hearing, and touch (outside senses) to know outside object locations. 

Sense receptors absorb stimulus energy to polarize membranes and measure stimulus intensities. Sense systems have 

many receptor types. 

ground of Earth 

Main object outside body is the mostly horizontal ground. Ground establishes horizontal, with fundamental 

directions straight ahead and right/left. Body is perpendicular to ground, so ground establishes vertical direction. 

Specialized body surfaces contact ground, and feet feel substantial pressure. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Purposes 

 

consciousness purposes 

Perhaps, consciousness has purposes {consciousness, purposes}. 

categories 

Perhaps, without sense qualities, brain can detect only major categories. With sense qualities, brain can detect 

subtleties needed to recognize complex objects, such as people. 

evolution 

Perhaps, consciousness performs functions that help organisms get food, defend against predators, or reproduce. If 

consciousness has survival functions or structures, evolution can adapt it. Evolution, history, random effects, and 

physical laws affect adaptation, and adaptive traits are not best or perfect [Baars, 1988] [Crick and Koch, 1995] 

[Johnson-Laird, 1983] [Johnson-Laird, 1988] [Mandler, 2002] [Minsky, 1968] [Minsky, 1985] [Velmans, 1991] 

[Velmans, 1996]. If awareness and consciousness have no function, evolutionary processes cannot affect them 

[Cosmides et al., 1992]. 

needs 

Perhaps, consciousness manages drives, desires, moods, and emotions. 



self-knowledge 

Perhaps, consciousness allows one to know what one will do next. 

synapse strength 

Perhaps, consciousness strengthens or modifies synapses. 

no purpose 

Perhaps, consciousness does not cause anything and does not have purposes. 

 

behavior and consciousness purposes 

Perhaps, consciousness affects behavior, somatic functions, habits, skills, and reflexes {behavior, consciousness 

purposes} {consciousness purposes, behavior}. 

complex movement 

Perhaps, consciousness performs delicate and intricate acts and controls complex and subtle physical movements and 

forces. 

correlation 

Perhaps, consciousness correlates body movements and perceptions. 

preventing fixed action 

Perhaps, only animals with consciousness and will can stop or change fixed action patterns before they begin. 

Perhaps, consciousness is earlier in the pathway than action and fixed-action triggers. 

reflex blocking 

Perhaps, consciousness can suppress reflexes and automatic behaviors [Anderson and Green, 2001] [Mitchell et al., 

2002]. 

voluntary movement 

Perhaps, consciousness provides frameworks for voluntary movement control. 

control 

Perhaps, consciousness sends control signals to initiate feedback, feedforward, comparison, and reinforcement. 

Perhaps, consciousness improves behavior control and complexity, by improving selection among alternative or 

ambiguous patterns, meanings, or behaviors. 

Perhaps, consciousness decides among multiple sense and action modes. Perhaps, consciousness affects decisions, 

such as whether to fight or flee. Perhaps, consciousness participates in choosing among alternatives or creating new 

options. 

Perhaps, consciousness relates to punishment. People can realize which previous error, event, or choice caused pain, 

hunger, or frustration. 

Perhaps, consciousness relates to reward. People can realize which previous event or choice caused pleasure or 

success. 

Perhaps, consciousness motivates toward goals. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Purposes>Cognition 

 

cognition and consciousness purposes 

Perhaps, consciousness manages brain information flow and processing {cognition, consciousness purposes} 

{consciousness purposes, cognition}. 

attention 

Attention is to input. Perhaps, consciousness marks objects or places. Attending requires muscle and perception 

coordination. Animals with consciousness can attend to something only if they are already aware. Perhaps, 

consciousness is selective attention. Sense consciousness uses attention, shape, planning, and goal brain regions 

[Chalmers, 2000] [Ffytche, 2000] [Kanwisher, 2001] [Lumer, 2000] [Lumer et al., 1998]. Attention can be faster than 

consciousness. Attention to something else can distract attention to something, before awareness reaches 

consciousness. 

communication 

Perhaps, consciousness allows better communication, by resolving alternative meanings, making analogies, setting 

expectations, using recursions and nesting, commenting on truth, and marking situations as good or bad. Perhaps, 

consciousness improves self-communication, using grammar and syntax. 

Perhaps, consciousness is necessary for thinking in words and sentences and using symbols in grammatical 

combinations. Perhaps, consciousness is necessary for grammar. 

Single symbols do not require language. 

Communication allows lying. 



People talk to themselves {talking to oneself} without speaking aloud and hear themselves without using ears. 

emotion 

Perhaps, consciousness provides positive, negative, or neutral feelings about external objects, internal body parts, 

and external and internal body events. Sensations can relate to emotions. For example, colors are happy and sad, or 

light and dark. 

Affect includes lust, caring, panic, play, fear, anger, and search. It is about arousal, instinct, and drives. Affect does 

not seem to have cognition. Perhaps, consciousness realizes affect. 

Fundamental emotions are propensities to move toward, or away from, something and so are like instincts. Emotions 

cause attractions or repulsions. Emotions cause behavior, such as attention, "freezing", flight, fighting, and/or 

embracing. 

imagination 

Perhaps, consciousness forms and evaluates concepts, images, and actions, without actually using or performing 

them. 

learning 

Perhaps, consciousness connects features over space to make patterns or time to make sequences. 

memory 

Perhaps, consciousness organizes memory and recall. Perhaps, consciousness is a compression and decompression 

mechanism, allowing efficient memory storage and retrieval in systems with multisensory data. Perhaps, consciousness 

organizes memory sequences, to assign rewards and punishments, and manages registers. 

perception 

Perhaps, consciousness affects perception to generate spatial-field sensations. Sensors can move and change 

processing to gather useful data and detect complex patterns. Sense-cell arrangements can move or change in 

anticipation of, and/or in reaction to, perceptions. Mammals use voluntary muscles to explore object to learn more and 

to locate objects relative to other objects. For example, animals turn body or head to gather more information from 

ambient signals. Tasting and smelling can actively use tongue and nose. 

Perhaps, complex movement and energy detection require consciousness. 

Consciousness makes general, specific, and autobiographical images. Vision can remember and scan images. People 

use viewer-centered coordinates in imagery. Brain cannot readily manipulate images. Images can be in sequence. Eye 

position is cue to access next image in sequence. Subjects do not image themselves at three-dimensional-scene center. 

Perhaps, consciousness fills gaps and integrates regions, to make images consistent and complete. 

Perhaps, consciousness combines information from different senses and manages sense interactions. Multisensory 

convergence can have excitation-excitation (amplification), excitation-inhibition (inhibition and disinhibition patterns), 

inhibition-excitation (rare), or inhibition-inhibition (rare). 

Perhaps, detecting novelty requires consciousness. 

Perhaps, consciousness allows image to stay in mind longer, so all scene parts can interact. Attention, serial 

inspection, planning, and decision-making processes can complete. 

Perception can find only scalar intensity values. Perhaps, consciousness allows vector and tensor values, using space 

or time over which to differentiate. 

planning 

Perhaps, consciousness participates in setting goals and making plans. Perhaps, though self seems to have goals, 

brain has competing homeostatic processes, drives, desires, and immediate dangers whose totality results in goals. 

will 

Perhaps, consciousness controls will, and voluntary actions require sensory space. Though self seems to will actions, 

people often use voluntary muscles and exert force without being aware, as when people move tables at séances or 

move ouija boards. People can feel that they control events, but conscious thoughts actually follow actions. Because 

thought and action happen at similar times, and thought relates to action, people assume that they control action. 

However, brain actually initiated event earlier in time, so action coordinated with all other actions. If people introspect, 

they realize that they do not know real causes. 

meaning 

Perhaps, consciousness aids meaning, because it interprets information using symbol grounding. Meaning is abstract 

declarative knowledge about relations, and so implies sets and boundaries. Meanings have references, cross-

correlations, and associations. Meaning can package things into groups, as when sounds become language. Meaning 

can compress, categorize, generalize, and discriminate. 

Complex syntax can add properties and features that carry meaning. Properties add at higher level, because higher 

level can include new items and still keep lower level consistent and complete. For example, language keywords can 

have categories or lengths. 



categorization 

Perhaps, consciousness aids marking and grouping. Things inside marked boundary form group, and group has name 

or index. Features, objects, events, patterns, scenes, sequences, frames, and schemas have indexes. Marks and indices 

also separate figure and ground, or important and not important. 

Perhaps, consciousness aids marking and splitting. Markers divide space or time into two regions, with different 

property values, and so discriminate between them. For example, marks distinguish figure and ground, remember and 

do not remember, or important and not important. 

Perhaps, consciousness compares previous with past situations to find differences, errors, or successes. For example, 

people can realize that later perception shows that previous perception was incorrect or motion did not have expected 

effect. People can realize that action was correct or motion was effective. 

Perhaps, consciousness relates features. For example, consciousness finds feature ratios or products. 

Perhaps, consciousness can recognize individuals, such as face perception and voice tone. 

Perhaps, consciousness verifies perceptions, by adding information about interactions to unconscious perception. 

Added information contributes marginally to better performance, but enough to be adaptive. 

social 

Perhaps, people require consciousness to distract attention and deceive. For example, primates practice deception by 

distracting attention, allowing them to steal food or mate [Byrne and Whiten, 1988] [Whiten and Byrne, 1997]. 

Perhaps, consciousness allows imitation. 

Perhaps, consciousness can solve unfamiliar, non-routine problems or solve them more rapidly. 

Reporting requires consciousness. 

Perhaps, consciousness is for socialization. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Self-Consciousness 

 

self-consciousness 

Consciousness can refer to itself as whole that exists or perceives {self-consciousness, recursion}| {self-awareness}. 

Consciousness can know that it has experiences. Consciousness can be aware of its abilities, actions, feelings, 

memories, perceptions, plans, thoughts, and will. Perhaps, only higher primates have self-awareness. 

self 

Self can be physical, psychological, or non-physical substance {substantivalism, self}, be property, or have no 

substance or property per se. Perhaps, self is biological body, mind, ego, or soul. 

self: non-self 

Living systems can distinguish self from non-self, so they do not eat themselves, fight with themselves, or try to 

reproduce with themselves. Perceptions from inside senses and outside senses affect other body sensors and make 

feedback and feedforward signals that help define self and not-self. Algorithms can distinguish inside-body stimuli, as 

self, and outside-body stimuli, as non-self. Tightening muscles actively compresses, to affect proprioception receptors 

that define body points. During movements or under pressure, body surfaces passively extend, to affect touch receptors 

that define external-space points. 

nature 

Perhaps, self-consciousness is beliefs about body, mind, or world. 

Self-consciousness involves thinking about what one has just done, is doing, and/or will do. Self-consciousness is 

cognition of mental concepts as acting, attending, learning, remembering, perceiving, or reporting, such as perceiving 

oneself deciding problems or using language. 

Perhaps, self-consciousness is knowledge about body, mind, or world. 

Perhaps, self-consciousness requires symbol use, language, memory, and/or society. 

Self-consciousness involves thinking about what one did in recent and/or distant past. 

Perhaps, self-consciousness results from proprioception or other unconscious body perception. Perhaps, self-

consciousness results from sense perception. 

Self-consciousness requires higher-order thought and is extended consciousness [Damasio, 1999], autonoetic 

consciousness [Tulving, 1985], higher-order consciousness [Edelman and Tononi, 2000] [Tononi and Edelman, 1998], 

or reflective consciousness [Block, 1995]. 

Perhaps, self-consciousness requires interactions with other people, who act as mirrors for oneself, allowing self-

observation. People can learn to be self-aware, using verbal reports. As they communicate with more people at higher 

levels, self-consciousness develops. 

Creativity, self, and reason arise from social life, which use language reflexively. Language and symbolic interaction 

allow humans to be self-conscious. 



hypnosis 

Hypnosis can reduce self-consciousness and critical appraisal. 

 

apperception and consciousness 

Mental content {apperception, self-conscious}| can be self-conscious. 

 

imageless thought 

Self-consciousness does not require having sensation, body image, imagination, or proprioception, because people 

can have thoughts with no images {imageless thought} [Külpe, 1893]. 

 

life story 

Thinking about what they have just done, are doing, and/or will do allows people to create stories {narrative, 

consciousness} {life story}, in which earlier events cause later events, from past to present to future. 

 

prereflexive self-intimacy 

Selves are subjects of experiences and have self-consciousness {präreflexive Selbstvertrautheit} {prereflexive self-

intimacy}. Self-consciousness is not a concept but a feeling, in which person or self is a subject of experiences, such as 

seeing someone touch one's hand. 

 

self-monitoring 

Consciousness allows monitoring {self-monitoring} behavior and thoughts. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Self-Consciousness>Theories 

 

interdependence thesis 

Perhaps, self-consciousness depends on representation and comparison. Subject distinguishes self and not-self, 

positions self in space and time, realizes difference between perceiving act and perceived object, looks at itself 

objectively in third person, and compares itself to other selves using theory of mind {interdependence thesis}. 

 

interpreter theory 

At age 18 months, language areas become active. Perhaps, as they develop, self-consciousness develops [Gazzaniga 

and LeDoux, 1978] [Gazzaniga, 1980] [Gazzaniga, 1992]. Left-brain regions label, categorize, and describe 

experiences using language. Language underlies self-consciousness {interpreter theory}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Subjectivity 

 

subjectivity 

Consciousness has general subjective feel {subjectivity} {experiencer} {subject, consciousness}, associated with 

sensations. Consciousness seems to center on self. Subjects seem to stay the same. Subjects seem continuous and 

indivisible into units. Subjects seem insubstantial and immaterial, with neither mass nor energy. Subjects seem not to 

extend in space. Subjects seem not to extend in time. Subjects seem to have personality. Subjects seem to be just one 

observer, with only one viewpoint. 

processing 

Subjects have beliefs and thoughts. Subjects have external and internal three-dimensional sensory field. Subjects can 

be simultaneously conscious of more than one object or event, because one visual fixation can identify multiple objects. 

Subjects seem to observe sense qualities in space. Observers seem to be behind sensory apparatus, looking outward 

at consciousness contents. Observers seem to be at experience center and in scene. Subjects take viewpoints on objects. 

People are aware they can take different viewpoints and can imagine such viewpoints. Viewpoints and objects are in 

scenes. 

 

alterity 

Otherness, object, and representation {alterity} are opposite of ipseity. 

 

ipseity 

I-ness, selfhood, minimal subjective sense, primitive self, minimal self, pre-reflective self, and background 

consciousness {ipseity} are opposite of alterity. 



 

stream of consciousness 

People seem to have personal continuous experience {stream of consciousness}|. Subjective selves think, know, and 

are thoughts that continue into next thoughts. Stream of consciousness includes near past and near future. Stream of 

consciousness is continuous. Scene changes every 100 to 150 milliseconds. Like waves transitioning from one 

wavelength to another wavelength, stream of consciousness has no transition between states. Affect, mood, and 

aesthetic, dramatic, and religious memories affect stream of consciousness. 

Perhaps, subjects have no stream of consciousness, only current-content observations. 

unity 

Self unifies faculties that act, attend, decide, have conscience, have goals, judge, reason, remember, select, sense, 

and will [Hodgson, 1870] [James, 1890]. Perhaps, stream of consciousness is consciousness, because "...thought itself 

is the thinker..." [James, 1890]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Studies 

 

consciousness studies 

Consciousness studies use first-person, second-person, and third-person methods {consciousness, studies}. First-

person methods are purely subjective. Second-person methods are both subjective and objective. Third-person methods 

are purely objective. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Studies>First-Person Methods 

 

first-person methods 

People can analyze their thoughts, feelings, perceptions, and subjective experiences. First-person methods {first-

person methods} involve existence, infallibility, introspection, phenomenology, privileged access, and subjective 

knowledge. 

Perhaps, sense qualities are different existence-or-being kinds than physical things. Both existence kinds can connect 

using thinking mind [Searle, 1983] [Searle, 1992] [Searle, 1997]. 

Perhaps, people can have special subjective knowledge about their sense qualities, knowledge that differs from 

objective knowledge. Both knowledge kinds can connect using thinking mind [Metzinger, 2003]. 

 

introspection 

In early first-person methods {introspection}|, people trained themselves to attend to, and think about, their 

subjective experiences, then report their observations. 

People can introspect only mental states that are subjective or have subjective, phenomenological characteristics. 

Introspection does not reveal body processes [James, 1890] [Titchener, 1904] [Wundt, 1873]. 

Individuals have large phenomenal-experience differences, and introspective reports are not reproducible. Observing 

always requires hypotheses about what is happening [Lyons, 1986]. Introspection does not always understand, predict, 

or control [Barlow, 1987] [Barlow, 1995]. 

 

phenomenology method 

In early first-person methods {phenomenology method}, people trained themselves to try to suspend all judgments 

and hypotheses while they attended to their subjective experiences [Heidegger, 1996] [Husserl, 1905] [Husserl, 1907] 

[Husserl, 1913] [Merleau-Ponty, 1945] [Richardson and Velmans, 1997] [Stevens, 1997] [Stevens, 2000]. 

Consciousness study today uses some phenomenology methods [Depraz, 1999] [Hut, 1999] [Stevens, 2000] [Varela 

and Shear, 1999]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Studies>Second-Person Methods 

 

second-person methods 

Methods {second-person methods} can involve consensus, intersubjective analysis, intersubjectivity, and 

neurophenomenology. Comparing experience reactions and subjective-knowledge reports can result in objective 

knowledge. By observing from both their and other viewpoints and comparing responses, people can reach consensus 

about subjective experiences. Operational procedures that reproducibly and reliably report sensations allow objective 

study of subjective experience [Velmans, 1996] [Velmans, 1999] [Velmans, 2000]. 

 



intersubjective analysis of consciousness 

Rather than only considering first-person viewpoint, experiencer can include a second person. Two people can try to 

understand consciousness by each asking what other is experiencing and then exchanging asker and asked roles 

{intersubjective analysis of consciousness} [Thompson, 2001]. 

 

intersubjectivity 

Interchanging experiencer and researcher roles can help understand experience. People can exchange reports about 

same stimulus {intersubjectivity} and so agree on subjective-experience aspects. Combining first-person and third-

person provides intermediate second-person intersubjective viewpoints. Consciousness includes phenomena 

experienced in world, plus body feelings and thoughts [Velmans, 2000]. 

 

neurophenomenology 

Human-experience reports constrain cognitive-science objective knowledge, and vice versa {neurophenomenology}. 

Neural assemblies built over time represent recent past, now, and immediate future and correlate with specific sense 

qualities [Varela, 1997] [Varela, 1999] [Varela et al., 2001]. 

 

reflexive model 

Mental models or experiences are in surrounding three-dimensional space, where they seem to be. Consciousness 

includes phenomena experienced in world, plus body feelings and thoughts {reflexive model of consciousness} 

[Velmans, 2000]. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Studies>Third-Person Methods 

 

third-person methods 

Third-person methods {third-person method} involve experimental phenomenology, heterophenomenology, and 

reports. People can gather objective knowledge about subjective experience. Animals, robots, and software can model 

consciousness [Dennett, 1997] [Dennett, 2001]. 

 

apprehension span report 

Time interval between sensations and verbal report is 100 milliseconds {span of apprehension, report} 

{apprehension span, report}. 

 

experimental phenomenology 

Verbal reports describe stimuli, which are independent variables, and subjective impressions or responses, which are 

dependent variables. If stimulus spatiotemporal organization changes, responses and response categories change 

quantitatively and qualitatively. Phenomenological can equate with phenomenal. Subjective phenomena relate to 

stimuli and their objects {experimental phenomenology}, allowing theories of contents {eidology} and relations 

between contents {logology} [Stumpf, 1890]. 

 

heterophenomenology 

Fundamentally, experiences report brain-activity output or results. Researchers can ask people to report their 

experiences, observe their behaviors, and scan their brains. Researchers can build stories about subject experiences 

{heterophenomenology}. Stories can be as close to experience truth as time and effort allow [Dennett, 1991] [Dennett, 

2001]. 

 

higher-order thought method 

A conscious report to oneself {higher-order thought method} can accompany conscious mental states, so brain can 

monitor itself. Such control system allows recursion, through self-representations [Hofstadter, 1979] [Hofstadter and 

Dennett, 1981]. 

 

phrastic meaning 

Feeling has content {phrastic meaning}, which differs from mood and force {neustic meaning} [Hare, 1952] [Hare, 

1981]. 

 



reporting 

People can attend to, learn, perceive, or remember {reporting}| organisms, objects, features, times, and locations. 

People can make verbal or non-verbal objective reports about subjective experience, during or after experience. Reports 

are about perceptions, memories, imaginings, beliefs, cognitive states, higher-order thoughts, mental events, mental 

states, and phrastic meanings. Reporting requires former sensation, perception, memory, and awareness. People cannot 

report unconscious thoughts or perceptions. Reports about sensations indicate that most people's experiences are 

similar. Only humans can report using complete language, but all mammals can communicate. 

types 

People can report their feelings, and judge emotion reports, objectively [Hare, 1952] [Hare, 1981]. 

People have private stimuli and responses, only inside themselves and not observable by others. Private stimuli and 

responses are like reports to oneself {verbal report}. People learn to be self-aware by verbal reports [Skinner, 1938] 

[Skinner, 1953] [Skinner, 1957]. 

properties 

People can report only some conscious thoughts and perceptions. 

People do not express thoughts {unexpressed thought} about which they have no intention to report. 

Reports are objective and verifiable, allowing scientific analysis and theories. 

criticism 

Methods similar to literary criticism can analyze reports about consciousness. Criticism can use only actual words, 

only actual work, emotional reactions, feelings, history, meaning, objective standards, other works, personal viewpoint, 

principles, relativity, true wording, and theory. 

 

testimony method 

People can report their perceptions {testimony method}, which depend on object recognition. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Tests 

 

consciousness tests 

Consciousness is private, so direct observation from outside cannot sense consciousness. Perhaps, objective tests can 

prove that systems have sensations and subjective feeling {consciousness, tests}. Such tests require that subjective and 

objective interact. Are there tests, such as EEG wave or pattern, to prove that human, animal, or machine has 

consciousness? [Drummond, 2000] [Kulli and Koch, 1991] [Madler and Pöppel, 1987]. 

animals and human tests 

Perhaps, indirect tests, using human-perception methods, can indicate whether animals have consciousness. Perhaps, 

animals that perceive same visual illusions as humans have same sense qualities. Perhaps, animals that respond to color 

that only human-like opponent processes can detect have same sense qualities. Probably, anatomy and physiology 

differences cause animals and humans to have different consciousness levels and types. 

behaviors 

Sensations do not have to cause overt body movement or glandular activity. Overt behavior appears to need no 

mental component or factor, so movements or behaviors cannot prove consciousness. Vocalizations, voluntary 

movements, involuntary movements, learning, anticipation, fear, emotions, preferences, choices, and adaptability to 

new situations show intelligence but not consciousness. 

blushing 

Perhaps, blushing reveals that organisms are aware, because only humans blush. 

communication 

Animals can communicate without consciousness, so communication does not show consciousness. 

complexity 

Computers can use high-level processing, have complex functioning, use reasoning, use language, and have pseudo-

emotional responses, but they do not show consciousness. Turing test is about intelligence, not consciousness. 

confidence 

Perhaps, perception confidence shows consciousness amount [Arnold et al., 2001] [Dennett and Kinsbourne, 1992] 

[Kolb and Braun, 1995] [Kunimoto et al., 2001] [Moutoussis and Zeki, 1997] [Nishida and Johnston, 2002] [Zeki, 

1998] [Zeki and Bartels, 1999] [Zeki and Moutoussis, 1997]. 

crying 

Perhaps, crying reveals that organism is conscious, because only humans cry. 

delay test 

Perhaps, animal, baby, or patient ability to delay response after sense stimulus {delay test} indicates consciousness. 



emotion complexity 

Perhaps, having complex emotions, like confidence and regret, proves consciousness. Emotional feeling typically 

involves consciousness. 

eye focusing 

Unconscious people cannot focus eyes. Eye focusing can show that people are conscious. 

imitation 

Perhaps, animals can feel subjective experiences only if they can imitate. Imitation requires that organism be able to 

use perception and memory to form behavior representation that can initiate movement. Human infants can imitate 

sounds, gestures, and body positions. Birds can imitate bird songs. Parrots can imitate sounds. However, animal 

imitation happens in same situation that caused original behavior and so can just happen by chance and then reinforce. 

Whales can imitate whale songs [Reiss, 1998]. 

mirror imitation 

Pigeons, monkeys, and apes can use mirrors to guide movements. Children, including autistic children, use mirrors 

as human adults do. 

indirect test 

Perhaps, indirect tests, comparing system to human conscious perception, can indicate consciousness. For example, 

animals can perceive visual illusions or features that depend on consciousness. Perhaps, voluntary muscle or gland 

action is after stimulus, but no direct pathway connects stimulus and action, such as if face muscles react to toe pain. 

intelligence 

Vocalizations, voluntary movements, involuntary movements, learning, anticipation, fear, emotions, preferences, 

choices, and adaptability to new situations show intelligence but not consciousness. 

machine ability 

Machines without consciousness have high-level processing abilities, complex functioning, reasoning ability, 

language usage, and pseudo-emotional responses. Perhaps, indirect tests, using human-perception methods, can 

indicate whether machines have consciousness. Perhaps, machines that can perceive the same visual illusions as 

humans have similar sense qualities. Perhaps, machines that respond to color that only human-like opponent processes 

can detect have same sense qualities. 

movement 

Sensations do not have to cause overt body movement or glandular activity, so no specific movements indicate 

consciousness. Overt behavior appears to need no mental component or factor, so movements or behaviors cannot 

prove consciousness. Vocalizations, voluntary movements, involuntary movements, learning, anticipation, fear, 

emotions, preferences, choices, and adaptability to new situations show intelligence but not consciousness. 

problem-solving 

Animals can solve problems without consciousness, so problem-solving does not show consciousness. 

self-control 

Machines without consciousness can control themselves, so self-control does not show consciousness. 

high-level function 

Perhaps, animals can have lower-level subjective experiences but cannot perform higher functions, such as being 

kind, knowing beauty, being friendly, laughing, being moral, having goals, having motivation, being in love, using 

high-level language ability, using metaphor, being truly creative, thinking about itself, solving new problem types, and 

having sensation. People can judge that animals are conscious, because they have high-level processing abilities 

[Feinberg, 1969]. 

 

Turing test 

Computers and brain parts receive and analyze information unconsciously. Machines are intelligent if they can 

successfully imitate humans in a special test {Turing test}| {Turing's test} [Turing, 1950]. 

In test first part, human must determine gender of man and woman in separate room by writing questions to both and 

analyzing written responses {imitation game}. In test second part, machine replaces man or woman, and human must 

determine which is machine and which is person. Intelligent machines can equal human performance. 

For arithmetic, humans perform much worse than computers, allowing human questioner to detect that machine has 

higher intelligence. 

Turing test is about intelligence, not consciousness [Millican and Clark, 1999]. 

 

Prediction Algorithm Test of Understanding 

Four-rule algorithm with one-bit input and one-bit output can test machine and human understanding {Prediction 

Algorithm Test of Understanding}. 



test 

For random input and output trials, check the following. 

If input is ON and output is ON, input stays ON and output stays ON. 

If input is ON and output is OFF, input stays ON and output becomes ON but then goes OFF. 

If input is OFF and output is ON, input becomes ON and output becomes OFF but then goes ON. 

If input is OFF and output is OFF, input stays OFF and output stays OFF. 

Machines or people observe trials until they learn the four rules. After that, can people or machines make switches 

stay OFF or ON by setting input and output? 

test alternate 

Alternatively, input characters in medium become one switch, with OFF and ON positions. Output characters in 

medium become one switch, with OFF and ON positions. System has first circuit with solar cell, input switch run by 

second solenoid, and solenoid. System has second circuit with solar cell, output switch run by first solenoid, and 

solenoid. 

When first-circuit switch is ON and second switch is ON, first solenoid switches second switch ON, and second 

solenoid turns first switch ON, so both switches stay ON. 

When first-circuit switch is ON and second switch is OFF, first solenoid switches second switch ON, and second 

solenoid turns first switch ON, so both switches stay ON. 

When first-circuit switch is OFF and second switch is ON, first solenoid switches second switch OFF, and second 

solenoid turns first switch OFF, so both switches stay OFF. 

When first-circuit switch is OFF and second switch is OFF, first solenoid switches second switch OFF, and second 

solenoid turns first switch OFF, so both switches stay OFF. 

In sun, switches can be OFF or ON; but in shade, both switches can only be OFF. Outside force is what switches 

first switch ON or OFF, with no cause or effect from otherwise-isolated system. 

Outside detector uses reflected light from sun to measure switch position, with no cause or effect from otherwise-

isolated system. 

Time interval from first-switch setting to second-switch final position is less than one unit. Outside force sets first 

switch at time 0, and detector then measures second-switch position at time 1 unit. 

properties 

Seemingly, experiment conditions are complete as to hardware, mechanism, and possible events. Inputs and outputs 

are precise in physical form. Process algorithm is in system and has precise rules. System hard-wired computer 

program transforms input to output. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations 

 

consciousness speculations 

Biological sciences, computer sciences, mathematics, physical sciences, and psychology can contribute ideas about 

sensations, conscious observers, and mental space {consciousness, speculations} {speculations, consciousness}. 

 

dimensionless neuron outputs 

Neuron inputs and outputs do not use units, and so they are dimensionless, allowing neuron inputs and outputs to add 

{dimensionless neuron outputs}. Perceptual input and output are about information, which has no physical units 

[Shannon, 1948]. 

 

factoring and neurons 

Factoring can separate wholes into separate parts with no remainders {factoring and neurons}. Neuron-series-array 

arrays can check factors to make regions consistent and complete. 

factorable 

Dividing factorable numbers by correct factors leaves no remainder and results in one dividend, with no addition. 

For example, 15 is factorable, because 3 * 5 = 15, and 3 and 5 are unique and prime. Dividing factorable polynomials 

by correct factors leaves no remainder. 

remainder 

Dividing factorable numbers by incorrect factors leaves incorrect-factor fractions (remainder) that add to dividend. 

For example, 10/3 = 3 + 1/3. Dividing factorable polynomials by incorrect factors leaves remainders. 



logarithms 

Dividing factorable numbers by all correct prime factors equals one. For example, 8 has three factors 2, 2, and 2, and 

8/(2*2*2) = 2^3 / 2^3 = 1. Logarithm of 1 is 0. For example, log(2^3) / log(2) = log(2^2), log(2^2) / log(2) = log(2^1), 

log(2^1) / log(2) = log(1) = 0. Alternatively, log(2^3) = 3 and log(2) = 1, so 3 - 1 - 1 - 1 = 0. 

Dividing factorable numbers by incorrect factors does not equal one. For example, dividing 8 by 3 makes 2 + 2/3. 

Logarithm is not zero. For example, log(8) - log(3) is not zero. 

 

harmonic ratios and neurons 

Ratios are more harmonic if numerator and denominator have smaller integers {harmonic ratios and neurons}. The 

most-harmonic ratios are 1:1 and 2:1. The second-most harmonic ratios are 3/2, 4/3, 5/3, 5/4, and 6/5. 

Adding 1 to 1, for duplication, makes 2/1 ratio. Dividing 1 by 2, for splitting, makes 1/2 ratio. Repeated doubling 

and splitting can make all whole-number ratios. Because they can add and divide, neuron assemblies can build 

harmonic ratios. 

Opponent-process output is a ratio with range from 1 to 2. Therefore, high end to low end has ratio 2/1. Middle to 

low end has ratio 1.5 = 3/2. Middle, of low end to middle, to low end has ratio 1.25 = 5/4. Middle, of middle to high 

end, to low end has ratio 1.33 = 4/3. Continuing makes ratios 6/5, 7/6, 8/7, 9/8, and so on, including 15/8, 7/4, 5/3, and 

7/5. Opponent-process harmonic ratios can indicate categories. 

line length 

Line lengths have ratios. Geometric figures with sides in harmonic ratios have symmetries and high information. 

Geometric figures with sides in non-harmonic ratios have few symmetries and low information. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Observer 

 

semi-observer 

The first observer {pre-observer} {semi-observer} had no space, no time, no intensity, and no quality. Semi-

observer had semi-space and semi-qualities. Semi-observer had semi-feelings of self-awareness. It was like objectless 

meditation, blindsight, and attention without awareness. 

 

vector space and observer 

Vector space can model observer and observations as integrated system {vector space and observer}. Coordinate 

origin is observer. Vector termini are observations. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Observer>Biology 

 

body motions and observer 

Head and body rotate around centers. Vestibular, kinesthetic, and visual feedback makes motor centers into 

perceptual centers, which define observation point {body motions and observer}. 

 

circuit flows and observer 

Brain is large and complex and can have internal circuit flows, one of which represents observer {circuit flows and 

observer}. Loops allow reverberations, feedback, and feedforward, to maintain processes. Observer and observed 

circuit flows interact. 

 

origins of self 

Sensory and central neurons have electrochemical processes, have associative memories, and control motor neurons. 

Ganglia use neuromodulators, have procedural memories, and use statistical and vector processes to control motor-

neuron sets. Brains are ganglia sets that use statistical and tensor processes to coordinate body, head, and limb motions. 

Vertebrate brains have perceptions and declarative memories and use nested processes [Hofstadter, 2007]. Self began 

with a central perception and behavior process {origins of self} that nests and controls other brain processes. 

Algorithms can distinguish inside-body stimuli, as self, and outside-body stimuli, as non-self. Tightening muscles 

actively compresses, to affect proprioception receptors that define body points. During movements or under pressure, 

body surfaces passively extend, to affect touch receptors that define external-space points. 

 

resonating wave and observer 

Brain can have resonating waves, one of which can represent observer {resonating wave and observer} {self-wave}. 

 



CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Observer>Psychology 

 

frames and observer 

Sensations occur in contexts (frames), which indicate spatial relations. One context is observer {frames and 

observer}. 

 

knowing and having meaning 

Knowing {knowing, meaning} can be recognition or association. 

property 

Properties are about something measurable, such as location, time, intensity, or sense quality. Objects and events 

have properties. Properties have relative values. Perception measures property values while keeping property natures or 

types abstract and separate. Sensation measures values but also assigns property types and natures, so colors, sounds, 

and so on, have meaning. 

category 

Categories are object or event groups. Category objects share at least one property value. People can group objects 

and events to make categories (association). People can put objects or events into (previously memorized) categories 

(recognition). Categories have subcategories and supercategories. 

meaning 

Meaning {meaning, knowing} requires knowing something about property, not just property values. For example, 

meaning requires knowing something about red, not just intensity value. 

meaning: value relations 

Perception builds property-value series from repeated situations. Property-value sequences can reveal functions, such 

as x = x + 1, and other relations. Value changes (gradients or flows) and value-change changes (accelerations or forces) 

can have relations and reveal property-value functions. By remembering and comparing property values, brain can find 

property meaning by transforming to new properties that can be parameters, by associating properties to make 

categories, and by recognizing category members. 

symbol grounding 

Symbol systems give meaning to symbols. Property systems give meaning to property types. Symbols have 

grounding when they associate with spatial or temporal patterns. Property types have grounding when they have spatial 

or temporal patterns. Property types depend on symbol systems with grounding. 

 

self and first sensation 

Perhaps, sense qualities derive incoming-stimuli receiving point, to define observing self {self and first sensation}. 

However, behavior is not sense qualities, and self seems complex. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation 

 

intensity and space and sensations 

Sense qualities require intensity, space, and time {intensity and space and sensations}. 

 

intensity fluctuation type and sensations 

Light-wave amplitude has frequency. Sound-wave amplitude has frequency. Touch involves vibrations with 

frequencies. Smell and taste involve molecule collisions that cause molecule vibrations. For all senses, stimulus 

intensity fluctuates. Different senses have different vibration types. Perhaps, sense qualities are intensity-fluctuation 

types {intensity fluctuation type and sensations}. Intensity fluctuation involves frequency modulation and/or amplitude 

modulation. 

 

self-observable sensations 

People can observe sensations but not physical stimuli. Sensations have observers. Sensations are self-observable 

{self-observable sensations}. 

 

sensation parameters 

Sense functions have three parameters {sensation parameters}, making a function family. Different senses have 

different subfamilies. Within a sense, sense qualities have the same function with different parameter values. 



sensation parameters: intensity 

Intensity goes from zero to pain. Vision and other senses add receptor inputs to find intensity, and then compare 

adjacent intensities to find relative intensity. Intensity involves time, distance, momentum, and energy, which are never 

negative. 

sensation parameters: non-opposing quality 

Non-opposing quality goes from zero/low through middle to high maximum. Examples are frequency, concentration, 

polarity, shape, density, and absolute temperature, which are never negative. Light, sound, and vibrations have 

frequency. Molecules have shape, concentration, and polarity. Materials have temperature and density. 

sensation parameters: opposing quality 

Opposing quality can go from negative to zero to positive. Examples are charge and spin. Opposing quality can go 

from below to neutral to above. Examples are acidity and cool to neutral to warm temperatures, as well as compression 

to equilibrium to tension. Opposing quality can go from left to symmetric to right. Examples are handedness and parity. 

For opposing qualities, range ends are opposites. 

sensations 

Sensations always have intensity and have at least one opposing quality and at least one non-opposing quality. 

Senses combine sensation parameters to make sensations. 

 

stimulus matching and sensations 

Sensations evolve to become best matches to physical information {stimulus matching and sensations}. Brain 

analyzes inputs to find categories and relations and then synthesizes abstract variables to replace physical variables to 

make output model the input stream. Output and input integrate to make a unified whole. 

 

time and sensations 

Physical processes use gravitational and/or electromagnetic forces and so very short times. Mental processes are 

about information flows and have arbitrary times. Low-level mental processes occur over 20-millisecond to 200-

millisecond intervals {time and sensations}. High-level mental processes occur over hours. 20-millisecond and longer 

times allow neuron-assembly activity-pattern integration and expression as sensations. 

 

tingle 

Neuron-assembly activity patterns evolved to become tingles {tingle} {pre-qualities} {semi-qualities}, which later 

differentiated to become sense qualities. All sensations share an underlying vibrational state. 

predecessor 

Physical quantities have real-number amounts and have units, such as volts or frequencies, which may have 

directions. Physical quantities occur at one time and place. Physical intensities use only energy, area, direction, and 

time. Nerve impulses and neuron-assembly activity patterns involve physical quantities. Sense systems use neuron-

assembly activity patterns. 

tingles 

At first, all senses had only intensities. Evolution then began to work on neuron-assembly activity patterns to make 

kinetic effects and overall oscillations. These abstract vibrations are tingles. Tingles are non-local. Tingles have 

intensities. Tingles are the beginnings of sense qualities. Tingles are vibrations of new abstract physiological variables 

that combine physical quantities. Different senses have different vibration types. Within a sense, different sense 

qualities have the same vibration type but different frequencies and harmonic ratios. 

Tingles derive from neuron transient vibrations after stimuli. Neuron assemblies can combine inputs to make 

microphonic neuron signals [Saul and Davis, 1932], with frequencies up to 800 Hz. 

Semi-qualities are undifferentiated sense qualities and have semi-feeling and semi-meaning. Tingles are between 

neuron physiology and sense qualities. Like neuron signals, tingles can vary in wavelength, frequency, frequency 

range, frequency distribution, amplitude, amplitude change rate, amplitude acceleration, intensity, phase, persistence 

after stimulus, direction, rotation, orientation, pitch, roll, yaw, and wobble. Waves can have different forms, such as 

longitudinal, transverse, polarized, spherical, and ellipsoidal. Like sense qualities, tingle semi-qualities have semi-time, 

semi-space, and semi-intensity. 

antecessor 

As tingles evolved, they differentiated into sense qualities with intensities. Sensations have no real-number amounts 

and have no units. Rather, sensations have relative amounts and sense qualities. Sensations combine intensity amount 

and unit into a post-tingle. Tingle frequency, spatial extent, and amplitude differentiated to make different sense types. 

Within a sense type, post-tingles vary and make sense qualities, such as red. 

 



CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Biology 

 

animals and sensations 

Animals are Pre-Cambrian invertebrates, Cambrian invertebrates, chordates, vertebrates, fish, lobe-finned fish, 

freshwater lobe-finned fish, amphibians, reptiles, mammals, primates, Old World monkeys, apes, Home erectus, and 

Homo sapiens, in order of evolution. Many people believe that mammals have consciousness and sense qualities 

{animals and sensations}. However, mammal brain parts and functions are similar to other-vertebrate brain parts and 

functions, so mammals seem to have nothing fundamentally new in brain. 

 

behavior and perception 

Perception is like behavior in that input triggers output {behavior and perception}. Coordinated switches trigger 

muscle movements, gland outputs, and perceptions. Perception and behavior have feedback, looping, and exchanging. 

Muscles, glands, and nerves work together, as do sense receptors and brain. Behavior and perception use whole brain 

and body. 

 

energy flow and sense intensity 

Sense receptors measure kinetic-energy flow onto their receptive-field area {energy flow and sense intensity}. For 

example, taste receptors measure salt concentration as salt-to-receptor binding per second, which transfers kinetic 

energy per second. Kinetic energy flow transforms to potential-energy change. Membrane-potential changes and 

molecule-potential-energy changes continually transfer stimulus energy to new neurons. Neuron coding represents 

neuron potential-energy and kinetic-energy transfers. Electrochemical flows are like kinetic energy, and 

electrochemical states are like potential energy {electrochemical potential and kinetic energy}. Electric circuits have 

resistances, capacitances, and inductances, and pipes have constrictions and standpipes. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Biology>Brain 

 

brain evolution and first sensation 

Perhaps, sense qualities arose in humans or mammals from new brain regions or functions {brain evolution and first 

sensation}. However, human and mammal brain regions and functions are similar to other-vertebrate brain regions and 

functions, so humans and mammals seem to have nothing fundamentally new in brain. 

 

brain region duplication and multisense qualities 

After sense-region duplication, original region performs original function, so duplicated region can evolve to 

perform new functions, such as receive from another sense and integrate two senses {brain region duplication and 

multisense qualities}. 

 

color processing 

Vision processing {color processing} represents color brightness, hue, and saturation. 

photoreceptors 

Rods have photopigment with maximum sensitivity at bluish-green 498 nm, to measure light intensity. Cone types 

have maximum sensitivity at one wavelength and lower sensitivities at other wavelengths. 

Non-primate mammals have cones with photopigments with maximum sensitivity at indigo 424 nm to 437 nm 

(short-wavelength receptor) and yellow-green 555 nm to 564 nm (long-wavelength receptor). Non-primate mammals 

can distinguish colors over the same light-frequency range as primates. Because they have only one color dimension, 

they may or may not see subjective colors. 

Primates have cones with photopigments with maximum sensitivity at indigo 437 nm (short-wavelength receptor), 

green 534 nm (middle-wavelength receptor), and yellow-green 564 nm (long-wavelength receptor). Because they have 

two color dimensions, they may see subjective colors. 

neurons 

ON-center and OFF-center neurons calculate cone-input sum, which represents intensity, or ratio, which represents 

light frequency. The first opponent-process ratio was for yellowness and blueness. The second opponent-process ratio 

was for redness and greenness. 

Later processing categorizes colors. Perhaps, whiteness can change to light yellowness, and blackness can change 

into dark blueness. Perhaps, yellowness split into darker orangeness and lighter greenness, which mixes blueness and 

yellowness. Perhaps, orangeness becomes redness. 



labeled lines and topographic maps 

Visual-tract axons carry color-blob opponent-process information from retina to lateral-geniculate-nucleus and 

primary-visual-cortex topographic maps. Senses have labeled lines because their neurons follow sense-specific 

pathways and have physiological specializations. 

color lightness 

The lightness color parameter relates directly to the difference between brightness and short-wavelength-receptor 

output: M + L - S. In order of increasing color lightness, black causes no response. Blue has small M-receptor and L-

receptor outputs and large S-receptor output. Red has middle M-receptor and L-receptor outputs and small S-receptor 

output. Green has large M-receptor and L-receptor outputs and medium S-receptor output. Yellow has large M-receptor 

and L-receptor outputs and medium-small S-receptor output. White has very large M-receptor and L-receptor outputs 

and medium S-receptor output. Therefore, subjective color lightness relates directly to the blue-yellow opponent 

process. 

color temperature 

The temperature (warmth and coolness) color parameter relates directly to difference of long-wavelength-receptor 

and middle-wavelength-receptor outputs: L - M [Hardin, 1988]. In order of increasing color temperature, blue has small 

L-receptor and medium-small M-receptor outputs. Green has medium L-receptor and large M-receptor outputs. Black 

causes no response. White has very large L-receptor and M-receptor outputs. Yellow has large L-receptor and large M-

receptor outputs. Red has large L-receptor and medium M-receptor outputs. Therefore, subjective color temperature 

relates directly to the red-green opponent process. 

brightness, lightness, temperature 

If black has brightness 0, and if blue, red, and green have maximum brightness 1, then brightness ranges from 0 to 3. 

Magenta adds blue and red to make 2. Cyan adds blue and green to make 2. Yellow adds red and green to make 2. 

White adds blue, red, and green to make 3. 

If blue, red, and green have lightness 1, 2, and 3, respectively, lightness ranges from 0 to 6. Magenta adds blue and 

red to make 3. Violet adds blue and half red to make 3. Orange adds red and half green to make 3.5. Cyan adds blue 

and green to make 4. Chartreuse adds half red and green to make 4. Yellow adds red and green to make 5. White adds 

blue, red, and green to make 6. Blue and yellow, red and cyan, and green and magenta add blue, green, and red to make 

white 6. 

If blue, green, and red have temperature -2, 0, and 2, respectively, temperature ranges from -2 to +2. Cyan averages 

blue and green to make -1. Magenta averages blue and red to make 0. White averages blue, red, and green to make 0. 

Blue and yellow, red and cyan, and green and magenta average blue, green, and red to make white 0. Chartreuse 

averages half red and green to make 0.5. Yellow averages red and green to make 1. Violet averages blue and half red to 

make 1. Orange averages red and half green to make 1.5. 

If brightness is first coordinate, lightness is second coordinate, and temperature is third coordinate, blue is (1,1,-2), 

red is (1,2,2), and green is (1,3,0). Magenta is (2,3,0). Cyan is (2,4,-1). Yellow is (2,5,1). White is (3,6,0). Black is 

(0,0,0). Darkest gray is (0.5,1.0,0.0). Dark gray is (1,2,0). Gray is (1.5,3.0,0.0). Light gray is (2,4,0). Lightest gray is 

(2.5,5.0,0.0). 

brightness and blackness 

The brightness color property depends on the brightness color parameter, which sums long-wavelength-receptor and 

middle-wavelength-receptor outputs: L + M. Black has low brightness. Blue wavelength is far from L and M 

maximum-sensitivity wavelengths, so blue is dim. Red wavelength is closer to L and M maximum-sensitivity 

wavelengths, so red has average brightness. Green wavelength is close to L and M maximum-sensitivity wavelengths, 

so green is bright. White adds green, red, and blue and is brightest. 

saturation and whiteness 

Colors can have whiteness. White adds to primary colors linearly and equally. Any color mixture has red, green, and 

blue. In any color mixture, red, green, or blue has the lowest brightness, and the other two colors have at least that 

brightness. Therefore, whiteness is three times the lowest-brightness-primary-color brightness. Subtracting lowest-

brightness-primary-color brightness from the other two primary-color brightnesses, and then adding the two results 

defines hue brightness. Saturation is hue brightness divided by total brightness. Unsaturation is whiteness divided by 

total brightness. Hue brightness and whiteness add to 100%. Vision processing compares adjacent and overall 

brightnesses to adjust brightness and so saturation. 

hue 

Three photoreceptor types and two opponent processes determine color categories [Krauskopf et al., 1982]. Two 

color-blob-neuron opponent processes detect red-green and blue-yellow ranges [Livingstone and Hubel, 1984]. 

Retina unit areas have one Long-wavelength, one Middle-wavelength, and one Short-wavelength cone. See Figure 1. 

Any-wavelength light excites all cones. Retina opponent processes calculate L - M and L + M - S. See Figure 2. 



Comparing opponent processes, using thresholds to separate continuous frequency-intensity spectra into discrete 

categories, selects three color-categories. If both opponent-process ranges can be from -1 to +1, blue is (-1,-1), green is 

(0,0), and red is (+1,+1), where the first value is the L - M range, and the second value is the L + M - S range. 

Comparing opponent processes selects four color-categories. Blue is (-1,0), green is (0,+1), yellow is (+1,+1), and 

red is (+1,0). See Figure 2. 

Adding the black-gray-white sense process selects the red, yellow, green, blue, black, gray, and white color 

categories. See Figure 3. 

Vision processing subtracts the smallest primary-color brightness from the other two primary-color brightnesses, and 

then adds the two results to find hue brightness. Vision processing compares adjacent and overall hue brightnesses to 

adjust local hue. 

opponency pairs 

Brightness opponency pairs with darkness opponency. Yellow-blue opponency pairs with blue-yellow opponency. 

Red-green opponency pairs with green-red opponency. Brain compares opponency pairs for verification and 

discrimination. 

color constancy 

Visual-area-V4 neurons account for background illumination, which reflects differentially from local areas, to make 

color constancy. Spreading excitation, lateral inhibition, and object and object-relation knowledge help make color 

constancy. 

location 

A separate visual system finds color spatial locations. The location system finds visual angle (space direction) and 

distance. 

color and location integration 

Location system and color system information integrate to specify contrast, color, orientation, shape, location, 

distance, and time. 



Figure 1 

 

 
Color wavelengths range from 380 nm to 720 nm: Magenta, Violet, Indigo, Blue, Cyan, Green, Chartreuse, Yellow, 

Orange, and Red. Wavelengths under color letters indicate center of color range. 

Blues predominate from 380 nm to 500 nm. 

Blue-greens are from 460 nm to 545 nm. 

Greens predominate from 500 nm to 590 nm. 

Green-reds are from 545 nm to 630 nm. 

Reds predominate from 590 nm to 720 nm. 

Red-blues are from 630 nm to 460 nm. 

 

S, M, and L are the short-wavelength, middle-wavelength, and long-wavelength photoreceptors. Photoreceptor 

spectral curves approximate a normal distribution, with maximum sensitivity at 424 nm, 530 nm, and 560 nm, 

respectively. 

Short-wavelength range is 380 nm to 540 nm. 

Middle-wavelength range is 430 nm to 660 nm. 

Long-wavelength range is 430 nm to 720 nm. 



Figure 2 

 

Example: Color vs. Cone Activity 

 

 
Example: Color vs. Color-Opponent Activity 

 
Cone pairs are symmetric around their mean, and so color pairs are just opposites, with no phenomenal color. 

 

A cone triple makes colors asymmetric and so able to have different perceptual colors. 



Figure 3 

 

Example: Color vs. Cone Activity 

 

 
 

Example: Color vs. Color-Opponent Activity 

 

 
Numbers in parentheses show complementary colors. 

L-M has maximum at red and minimum at cyan. 

L+M has maximum at chartreuse and minimum at violet. 

M-L and L+M have maximum at green and minimum at magenta. 

L+M-S has maximum at yellow and minimum at blue. 

 

Opponencies make color categories: blue, green, yellow, and red. 

Other colors mix these colors. 

 

S-L-M and L-M and (L-M and L+M) have no maxima or minima. 

 

Combining opponencies makes white, because red, green, and blue mix equally. Combining opponencies makes black, 

because cyan, magenta, and yellow mix equally. Grays mix black and white. 

  



continuity and sensations 

Television-screen electron guns excite phosphors that shine until beam returns, so picture persists. Sensory-motor 

processing exchanges information and interconnects neurons faster than neuron signals decay, making spaces, times, 

intensities, and sense qualities continuous {continuity and sensations}. 

 

high-level processing and sensations 

Low-level processing determines high-level processing, and high-level processing sends feedback to low-level 

processing. However, high-level-processing feedback is not noticeable, because it causes only secondary effects, has 

complex features, is statistical, uses whole brain, and takes much longer times {high-level processing and sensations}. 

 

invariants and sensations 

Holding all variables, except one, constant can find the derivative with respect to the non-constant variable. 

Unchanging partial differentials are invariants. Neuron-assembly processing can detect perceptual invariants 

{invariants and sensations}. Invariants persist and so can become memories. 

 

perception change and first sensation 

Perhaps, brain compared before-and-after or adjacent perceptions, and perception changes caused first sensation 

{perception change and first sensation}. Perhaps, brain compared perception and memory, and sense qualities arose 

from spatial-gradients, temporal-gradients, differences, or errors. For example, people can realize that motion does not 

have expected effect. Error can cause punishment or can lower reward. Perhaps, brain detected position differences, 

and sense qualities arose as movement perception. Perhaps, sense qualities arose as perceptual-process modification, 

distinction, realization, notice, feeling, or comparison. However, changes, differences, gradients, and errors use same 

units as original quantities and so are not new things. 

 

probability and sensations 

Conscious sense qualities have largest combination number and so highest-probability state {probability and 

sensations}. 

 

response internalization and first sensation 

Stimuli tend to cause muscular or glandular responses. Perhaps, sense qualities arose as responses became notes, 

marks, or signals {response internalization and first sensation}. Alternatively, brain processes can inhibit tendencies or 

internal signals. However, behavior is not sense qualities. 

 

statistics and sensations 

Sensory-motor processes use many parallel processes and storage registers and are statistical {statistics and 

sensations}. Because many points contribute to results, narrowing to one distribution and average, resolution can be 

high. 

 

synchronization and arousal 

Synchronizing neuron signals increases intensity by causing simultaneous arrival. Synchronous alpha waves cause 

arousal {synchronization and arousal}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Biology>Brain>Topographic Map 

 

circuit flows and sensations 

Topographic maps can have neuron circuits [Gutkin et al., 2003]. Circuit-flow waves and local patterns can represent 

objects and sense qualities {circuit flows and sensations}. Vibrations, accelerations, jolts, eddies, vortexes, turbulence, 

and streamlining, with varying dimension, frequency, phase, and amplitude, can represent sense intensities and 

qualities. Different senses have different flow patterns. 

Intensity is kinetic energy flow per area in flow longitudinal direction. 

Liquid flows have lateral-pressure patterns, liquid pools have transverse waves from wind and forces, and moving 

charges have transverse magnetic fields. Sense-quality information is in two transverse potential energy (not distance) 

coordinates. Circuit flows have cross-sectional shapes, like random stereograms hold stereoscopic patterns. 

Reticular-formation input starts and sustains circuit flows. Topographic-map circuit elements control, analyze, and 

modulate flows, using stimuli, feedback, feedforward, or hormones. 

 



neuron-array output ratios and sensations 

Sense qualities are topographic-map local neuron-activity patterns [Schiffman, 2000] {neuron-array output ratios 

and sensations}. 

 

registers and sensations 

Topographic maps have variable-size three-dimensional registers that hold objects with sense qualities {registers and 

sensations}. Registers work together to represent motions. 

 

topographic-map displays and sensations 

Topographic-map neurons can be Off, On, or in between, like a black-and-white TV screen {topographic-map 

displays and sensations}. Topographic-map neuron activities can make geometric patterns, such as lines, circles, and 

ellipsoids. Changing neuron activities can make movements, flows, vibrations, orbits, spins, and waves. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Biology>Neuron 

 

coding and sensations 

Neuron electrochemical processes cause axon impulse instantaneous frequency, average frequency, and frequency 

changes, and synapse neurotransmitter-packet release rate {coding and sensations}. Impulses and packets are discrete 

and make digital code. Summing, averaging, synaptic transmission, transmitter binding, feedback, neuron interactions, 

and neurohormones blur digital code to make essentially analog code. 

 

stimulus energy and receptors 

Stimuli transfer kinetic energy to receptors, which require a minimum (threshold) energy to respond. Light photons 

collide with, and transfer kinetic energy to, retinal photoreceptors {stimulus energy and receptors}. Photons have 

energy E that depends on electric-field frequency f: E = h * f, where h is Planck constant. Blue-light-photon-energy to 

red-light-photon-energy ratio is approximately 1.75. Photoreceptors have maximum-sensitivity wavelength and respond 

less to higher and lower wavelengths. 

 

thresholds as category boundaries 

To cause one nerve impulse, neuron input must make neuron membrane potential higher than threshold potential. 

Below threshold, neuron axon has no impulse, equivalent to 0. Above threshold, neuron axon has one impulse, 

equivalent to 1. Neuron thresholds split instantaneous input-value range into two output opposites, to make intensity 

categories {thresholds as category boundaries}. Thresholds convert analog signals to digital signals. Neuron series with 

increasing thresholds can indicate increasing accumulations/intensities and so categories. Thresholds are the lowest 

level of meaning: yes or no, present or not, true or false. 

 

neurochemical waves and sensations 

After receiving sufficient stimulus input, axon-impulse-frequency and synapse-neurotransmitter-packet-release rates 

typically increase from baseline level, peak, then decrease to baseline, making one wave {neurochemical waves and 

sensations}, which has 2-millisecond to 20-millisecond time interval. Because they involve few axon impulses, single 

waves cannot have amplitude or frequency modulation. Neuron-assemblies have coordinated waves that make neuron-

assembly activity patterns, to code stimulus intensity, quality, and location. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Chemistry 

 

biochemicals and sensations 

Hallucinogens distort mental space and sense qualities. Perhaps, normal biochemicals make undistorted mental space 

and sense qualities {biochemicals and sensations}. 

 

chemical reactions and sensations 

Perhaps, stimuli are like reactants, and perceptions are like products {chemical reactions and sensations}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Computer Science 

 



filtering and sensations 

Filtering removes values outside a frequency and/or intensity range. Filtering defines a category by specifying 

boundaries {filtering and sensations}. Neuron assemblies use thresholds to establish boundaries and make categories. 

 

information processing and sensations 

Computers and brains have readers that input data and algorithms, processors that use data and algorithms to make 

output data, and writers that output data. Computers and brains process information in circuits, transfer information 

over channels, and store information in structures. Perhaps, mind is dynamic information in brain structures 

{information processing and sensations}. 

 

operating system and sensations 

Computer operating systems control basic functions, such as file manipulation, gathering input, and sending output. 

Perhaps, minds are like operating systems {operating system and sensations}. 

 

simultaneous mutual interactions and sensations 

Analog computers receive continuous voltages or currents and output continuous voltages or currents, so feedback 

and feedforward simultaneously affect output and input. Simultaneous mutual interaction requires system governors to 

prevent stops or exponential increases. 

Serial digital computers have clocks that step through algorithms in discrete isolated operations that wait for specific 

input and deliver specific output. Parallel digital computers use clocks and software to deliver inputs and use outputs 

when appropriate. Digital neural networks step through network layers, so inputs from one layer affect next layer. 

Two neurons can exchange information in both directions. One neuron can send excitation directly to other neuron. 

Other neuron can send excitation directly to third neuron, which sends inhibition directly to first neuron. Brain 

electrochemical signaling continuously goes through many interconnected circuits simultaneously, so inputs 

continually affect outputs, and outputs continually affect inputs, unifying and nesting sensation and action and causing 

continual recursion {simultaneous mutual interactions and sensations}. Perhaps, mind requires simultaneous mutual 

interactions. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Computer Science>Coding 

 

analog coding and sensations 

Analog coding is continuous and tracks physical processes directly. Digital coding prevents degradation and other 

errors and makes categories. Brain uses digital processing for axon impulses and neurotransmitter packets. Perhaps, 

mind uses analog processing to make continuous sensations {analog coding and sensations}. 

 

code types and sensations 

Current computers can code numbers and so code sense intensities but cannot code types and meanings and so 

cannot represent sense qualities {code types and sensations}. 

 

coded messages and meaning 

Perhaps, brain is like ink, and mind is like message {coded messages and meaning}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Computer Science>Files 

 

data structures and sensations 

Computers and brains use data structures, such as files, tables, arrays, and displays. Files have elements, such as 

bytes, numbers, strings, dates, times, and booleans, separated by tabs, commas, and/or spaces. Files can have rows, 

with fixed or variable column numbers. Perhaps, mind uses three-dimensional displays {data structures and 

sensations}. 

 

file access and sensations 

Computers open and close files to read or write data. Perhaps, brain opens and closes files {file access and 

sensations}. Opening files is like awakening and becoming conscious, by accessing memory. Closing files is like 

sleeping, by blocking memory. 

 



structure files and sensations 

To describe object collections, structure files list object types and relative coordinates and distances. For example, to 

describe molecules, chemical structure files list atoms and relative coordinates and distances [Dalby et al., 1992]. 

Brains can use structure files to describe visual displays {structure files and sensations}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Computer Science>Language 

 

programming languages and sensations 

Computer-processor programs use binary code. Assembly languages express hardware operations in simple 

grammar. Human-readable programming languages have sentence-like statements. Programming languages can 

emphasize procedures that manipulate objects or objects that have procedures. BASIC and C are procedure oriented. 

Java and C++ are object oriented. High-level code translates unambiguously into low-level code, and vice versa. Brain 

uses low-level code and/or procedure-oriented programming languages. Perhaps, mind uses object-oriented 

programming {programming languages and sensations} to represent geometric objects and perform geometric 

operations. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Computer Science>Vision 

 

ray tracing and sensations 

Ray tracing {ray tracing and sensations} tests light-source and surface-reflection light rays, to see where they land 

on object-depth-indexed two-dimensional-surface displays. Ray tracing indexes object locations, directions, and 

distances, as well as shapes, overlaps, shadows, light sources (emissions), absorptions, reflections, refractions, 

opaqueness, translucency, transparency, and color variations [Glassner, 1989]. 

 

vector graphics and sensations 

Vector graphics {vector graphics and sensations} [Foley et al., 1994] represents scenes using geometric-figure 

descriptors, such as "circle", which have parameters, such as "color", "radius", and "center", which have values, such as 

"black" or "2". Descriptors have positions relative to other descriptors or to the display. 

Vector graphics represents images using mathematical formulas for volumes, surfaces, and curves (including 

boundaries) that have parameters, coordinates, orientations, colors, opacities, shading, and surface textures. For 

example, circle information includes radius, center point, line style, line color, fill style, and fill color. Vector graphics 

includes translation, rotation, reflection, inversion, scaling, stretching, and skewing. Vector graphics uses logical and 

set operations and so can extrapolate and interpolate, including filling in. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Mathematics 

 

complex number analogy 

Complex-number real-number part indicates physical measurement. Imaginary-number part, and interactions 

between real and imaginary numbers, account for factors affecting solutions or processes. Complex-number 

multiplication is commutative: (a + b*i) * (c + d*i) = (c + d*i) * (a + b*i). Other complex-number operations can be 

non-commutative, so complex-number operations can represent all physical interactions. Complex-number functions 

and series can represent physical states or processes, because they can model translations, rotations, reflections, 

inversions, and waves, including interference, superposition, resonance, and entanglement. Complex-number 

operations make complex numbers, not new number types, and so can model physical situations, because physical 

interactions make only existing physical properties, not new ones. 

Perhaps, brain is like real numbers, and mind is like imaginary numbers {complex number analogy}. Like real and 

imaginary numbers, brain and mind are separate and independent but can interact. 

 

duals and sensations 

In networks, links and nodes are duals. In two-dimensional projective geometry, points and lines are duals. In three-

dimensional projective geometry, planes and points are duals. In three-dimensional space, lines bound surfaces, and 

surfaces bound lines, so mathematical theorems about lines have corresponding mathematical theorems about surfaces. 

On n-manifolds, p-forms and (n-p)-forms are duals, so 1-form (covariant tensor, linear function of coordinates, or 

manifold gradient) and vector field (contravariant tensor, function, or manifold) are duals, and they interact to make 

scalar products. For vectors, tangent vectors have covector duals. Perhaps, mind and brain are duals, and phenomena 

and manifolds are duals {duals and sensations}. 



 

principal components and perception 

From intensity and intensity-change comparisons, brain can build variables that are optimal for describing sensations 

{principal components, perception}. Different senses have different principal components. Within a sense, different 

qualities have the same principal components but with different values. Principal components are the same for 

everybody. 

 

spherical harmonics and sensations 

Indefinite spherical harmonics build to make indefinite Fourier three-dimensional waves that model/simulate 

sensations {spherical harmonics and sensations}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Mathematics>Color 

 

algebra and color 

Algebras have elements, such as integers. Algebras have operations on elements, such as addition. Integer additions 

result in integers. Integer addition commutes: 13 + 27 = 40 = 27 + 13. Integer addition is associative: (13 + 27) + 5 = 45 

= 13 + (27 + 5). Integer identity element adds to integers to make the same integer: 13 + 0 = 13, and 0 + 0 = 0. Integer 

inverse elements add to integers to make zero: 13 + -13 = 0, and 0 + 0 = 0. Finite or infinite tables can show operation 

results for all element pairs. 

If elements are colors and operation is additive color mixing, adding two colors makes color, by wavelength-space 

vector addition, following Grassmann's laws {algebra and color}. Order of adding two colors does not matter, so color 

addition is commutative. Sequence of adding three colors does not matter, so color addition is associative. Colors have 

complementary additive-inverse colors, and adding both colors makes white, so color addition has inverses. Adding 

black, white, or gray to color does not change color hue but does change saturation, so black, white, or gray are like 

identity elements. Unlike integer addition, adding color to itself makes same color. 

distributive property 

Identity, inverse, commutation, and association work whether colors come from light sources or reflect from 

pigments. Colors from light sources and colors from pigment reflections can mix. If reflected color mixes with mixture 

of two source colors, or if reflected color mixes with each of two source colors and then mixtures combine, same color 

results, like the distributive property. 

 

harmonic ratios and color 

Tone and color frequencies and wavelengths have harmonic ratios {harmonic ratios, color}. 

harmonics 

Harmonic ratios have small integers in numerator and denominator. In increasing order of denominator, harmonic 

ratios are 1:1, 2:1, 3:2, 4:3, 5:3, 5:4, and so on. 

color wavelengths 

The purest red color is at light wavelength 683 nm, with orange at 608 nm, yellow at 583 nm, green at 543 nm, cyan 

at 500 nm, blue at 463 nm, and violet at 408 nm. Magenta can be at 380 nm or 760 nm. 

color wavelength ratios 

Color wavelength ratio for red/yellow, 683/583 = 1.17, and green/blue, 543/463 = 1.17, is 7/6 = 1.17 or 6/5 = 1.20. 

Color wavelength ratio for red/green, 683/543 = 1.26, and yellow/blue, 583/463 = 1.26, is 5/4 = 1.25. Color wavelength 

ratio for red/blue, 683/463 = 1.48, is 3/2 = 1.5. Color wavelength ratio for yellow/green, 583/543 = 1.07, is 13/12 = 

1.085. Color wavelength ratio for red/violet, 683/408 = 1.67, and magenta/indigo, 725/435 = 1.67, is 5/3 = 1.67. See 

Figure 1. 

color frequency ratios 

Color frequency ratio for yellow/red, 518/436 = 1.19, and blue/green, 652/556 = 1.17, is 7/6 or 6/5. Color frequency 

ratio for green/red, 556/436 = 1.28, and blue/yellow, 652/518 = 1.26, is 5/4. Color frequency ratio for blue/red, 652/436 

= 1.50, is 3/2. Color frequency ratio for green/yellow, 556/518 = 1.07, is 13/12. Color frequency ratio for violet/red, 

740/436 = 1.70, and indigo/magenta, 694/420 = 1.66, is 5/3. 

additive complementary colors 

Additive complementary color pairs have same wavelength ratio, 4/3 = 1.33. Red/cyan is 683/500 = 1.37 to 650/500 

= 1.30. Yellow/blue is 583/463 = 1.26 to 583/435 = 1.34. Chartreuse/indigo is 560/435 = 1.29 to 560/408 = 1.37. 

Magenta/green is 722/543 = 1.33. 

Additive complementary-color triples have three color-pairs, whose average wavelength ratio is also 4/3. For three 

additive complementary colors, ratios are red/blue, 683/463 = 1.48, red/green, 683/543 = 1.26, and green/blue, 543/463 



= 1.17. Arithmetic average is (1.5 + 1.25 + 1.2)/3 = 1.32. Geometric average is (1.5 * 1.25 * 1.2)^0.333 = 1.32. For 

three subtractive complementary colors, ratios are magenta/cyan, 722/500 = 1.45, magenta/yellow, 722/583 = 1.24, and 

yellow/cyan, 583/500 = 1.17. Average wavelength ratio is 4/3. 

Three complementary colors have same relative values: red = 1.5, green = 1.2, and blue = 1, or magenta = 1.5, 

yellow = 1.2, and cyan = 1. 

subtractive complementary colors 

Because mixing darkens and blues colors, subtractive complementary color pairs have increasing wavelength ratios. 

Red/green is 683/543 = 1.26. Orange/blue is 608/463 = 1.31. Yellow/indigo is 583/435 = 1.34. Chartreuse/violet is 

560/408 = 1.37. 

color wavelength ratios starting at red 

Starting with red at 1/1 = 683/683, orange is 8/7 = ~683/608, yellow is 7/6 = ~683/583, green is 5/4 = ~683/543, 

cyan is 4/3 = ~683/500, blue is 3/2 = ~683/463, violet is 5/3 = ~683/408, and magenta is 7/4 = ~683/380. 

color wavelength ratios starting at green 

Magenta is 2/3 = ~380/543. Violet is 3/4 = ~408/543. Blue is 5/6 = ~463/543. Cyan is 8/9 = ~500/543. Green is 1/1 

= 543/543. Yellow is 17/16 = ~583/543. Orange is 9/8 = ~608/543. Red is 5/4 = ~683/543. Magenta is 4/3 = 720/543. 

color wavelength ratios starting at red 

Starting with red at 1/1 = 683/683, orange is 8/7 = ~683/608, yellow is 7/6 = ~683/583, green is 5/4 = ~683/543, 

cyan is 4/3 = ~683/500, blue is 3/2 = ~683/463, violet is 5/3 = ~683/408, and magenta is 7/4 = ~683/380. 

color wavelength ratios starting and ending at magenta 

On color circles, complementary colors are opposites. Complementary-color pairs have same wavelength ratio, so 

cyan/red = blue/yellow = magenta/green. Colors separated by same angle have same wavelength ratio, so yellow/red = 

green/yellow = cyan/green = blue/cyan = magenta/blue = red/magenta. Example color circle has red = 32, yellow = 16, 

green = 8, cyan = 4, blue = 2, and magenta = 1 and 64. Put into octave as exponentials, red = 2^0.83, yellow = 2^0.67, 

green = 2^0.5, cyan = 2^0.33, blue = 2^0.17, and magenta = 2^0 and 2^1. Put into octave, magenta = 2/1, red = 9/5, 

yellow = 8/5, green = 7/5, cyan = 5/4, blue = 9/8, and magenta = 1/1. Complementary colors have ratio 1.412 = ~7/5. 

Neighboring colors have ratio 1.125 = 9/8. Example wavelengths with these ratios are magenta = 750 nm, red = 668 

nm, yellow = 595 nm, green = 531 nm, cyan = 473 nm, blue = 421 nm, and magenta = 375 nm, close to actual color 

wavelengths. 

color harmonic ratios 

Color frequency categories are at harmonic ratios: 48 Hz for red, 60 Hz for green, and 72 Hz for blue. 60/48 = 1.25 = 

5/4. 72/48 = 1.5 = 3/2. 72/60 = 1.2 = 6/5. See Figure 2. Color-pair wavelength ratios have harmonic relations. 

Red/magenta = 7/4. Red/violet and magenta/indigo = 5/3. Red/blue = 3/2. Complementary colors red/cyan, 

yellow/blue, chartreuse/indigo, and magenta/green = 4/3. Red/green and yellow/blue = 5/4. Red/yellow and green/blue 

= 6/5 or 7/6. Red/orange = 8/7. Green/cyan = 9/8. Yellow/green = 13/12. See Figure 3. 

Red, green, and blue add to make white. Magenta, cyan, and yellow add to make black. For red, green, and blue, and 

for magenta, cyan, and yellow, average of the three color-pair wavelength ratios is 4/3. 

Looking at only primary colors red, green, and blue, color-pair wavelength ratios are red/blue 3/2, red/green 6/5, and 

green/blue 5/4. Red:green:blue relations have 6:5:4 ratios. 

Looking at wavelength differences rather than wavelength ratios, magenta, red, orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue, 

and violet have approximately equal wavelength differences between adjacent colors. See Figure 2. Setting wavelength 

difference equal to one, color wavelengths form series 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1. See Figure 3. 

Assuming colors are like tones, colors can fit into one octave. Primary colors red, green, and blue, and 

complementary colors cyan, magenta, and yellow, respectively, are equally spaced in octave from 2^0 to 2^1. Magenta, 

red, yellow, green, cyan, blue, and magenta form series 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0. Magenta = 2^1, red = 2^0.83, yellow = 

2^0.67, green = 2^0.5, cyan = 2^0.33, blue = 2^0.17, and magenta = 2^0. Adjacent colors have ratio 2^0.17 = 1.125 = 

9/8. All complementary colors have the same ratio, 2^0.5. All complementary-color triples, such as red/green/blue, 

average 2^0.5. White, gray, and black have average color-pair wavelength ratio 2^0.5. In this arrangement, color-pair 

ratios are red/magenta ~ 9/5, yellow/magenta ~ 8/5, green/magenta ~ 7/5, cyan/magenta ~ 5/4, and blue/magenta ~ 9/8. 

See Figure 3. In this arrangement, whites, grays, and blacks are farthest from being octaves and so have dissonance. 

Other colors have smaller integer ratios and so more consonance. Color categories are at harmonic ratios. 

multiple harmonics 

One pair has two or three categories, like tone intervals or red/green or red/green/blue. Two pairs make six or seven 

categories, like octave whole tones or main spectrum colors. Three pairs make 12 categories, like octave half tones or 

major spectrum colors. Four pairs make 24 categories, like octave quarter tones or major and minor spectrum colors. 



summary 

Using physical-color wavelengths, wavelength ratios are red/magenta = 7/4, red/violet = magenta/indigo = 5/3, 

red/blue = 3/2, red/cyan = yellow/blue= chartreuse/indigo = magenta/green = 4/3, red/green = yellow/blue = 5/4, 

red/yellow = green/blue = 6/5 or 7/6, red/orange = 8/7, green/cyan = 9/8, and yellow/green = 13/12. 

Additive complementary-color pairs, such as red/cyan, yellow/blue, chartreuse/indigo, and magenta/green, have 

same 4/3 wavelength-ratio. 

For red, green, and blue additive complementary colors, average of the three wavelength ratios, red/blue, red/green, 

and green/blue, is 4/3. For magenta, cyan, and yellow subtractive complementary colors, average of the three 

wavelength ratios, magenta/cyan, magenta/yellow, and yellow/cyan, is 4/3. 

These intervals are harmonic musical tones in an octave: C, E, and G in the key of C. Blue and red make a major 

fifth interval. Blue and green make a minor third interval. Green and red make a major third interval. 



Figure 1 

 

 
 

Colors and Frequency Ratios 

 

 



Figure 2 

 

Colors distribute approximately equally by wavelength across the visible spectrum. 

 

 
 

Colors distribute approximately equally around green, by wavelength. 

 

 
Equal-wavelength separations make a series of small-integer (harmonic) ratios. 

 

 



Figure 3 

 

Fit into an octave, color wavelengths have small-integer (harmonic) ratios. 

 

 
  



mathematical group and color 

Mathematical groups have elements, such as triangles. Operations map group elements to the same or another 

element. For example, if element is equilateral triangle, rotations around center by 120 degrees result in same element. 

Finite or infinite tables can show operation results for all elements. 

If elements are colors and operation is additive color mixing, adding two colors makes color, by wavelength-space 

vector addition, following Grassmann's laws {mathematical group and color}. Adding black, white, or gray to color 

does not change color hue but changes color saturation, so color addition is not a single operation. 

 

vectors and colors 

Because they cannot be negative but can complement each other, color qualities are vectors {vectors and colors}. 

Color vectors have three components: hue, saturation, and brightness, or red, green, and blue. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Mathematics>Information 

 

information compression and sensations 

Perhaps, sense qualities are compressed intensity-frequency spectra {information compression and sensations}. 

 

negative information 

Sense information includes negative information {negative information}, such as not blue. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Physics 

 

acceleration pattern and sensations 

Perhaps, sense qualities depend on acceleration patterns {acceleration pattern and sensations} and are about flow 

vibrations, jolts, eddies, vortexes, streamlining, and turbulence. 

motions 

Translations, vibrations, rotations, reflections, inversions, and transitions can have accelerations. Vibrations, 

rotations, and transitions have acceleration changes. 

accelerations 

Forces include tensions, compressions, and torsions. Photon and molecule interactions transfer energy and cause 

forces, accelerations, and acceleration changes. Materials resist tension, compression, and torsion and reduce initial 

acceleration to zero acceleration. Accelerations have location, duration, maximum, minimum, and change rate. 

jolt types 

Acceleration changes (jolts) are vectors, with magnitude and direction, and have different types. 

Acceleration can be zero (with no net force), so jolt is zero. Acceleration can be constant positive (due to constant 

positive force), so jolt is zero. Acceleration can be constant negative (due to constant negative force), so jolt is zero. 

Acceleration can increase at constant rate (due to constant positive force change), so jolt is constant positive. 

Acceleration can decrease at constant rate (due to constant negative force change), so jolt is constant negative. 

Acceleration can increase at increasing rate (due to increasing positive force change), so jolt is increasing positive 

(until resisting force makes it constant positive). Acceleration can decrease at increasing rate (due to increasing 

negative force change), so jolt is increasing negative (until resisting force makes it constant negative). Acceleration can 

increase at decreasing rate (due to decreasing positive force change), so jolt is decreasing positive (until it becomes 

constant). Acceleration can decrease at decreasing rate (due to decreasing negative force change), so jolt is decreasing 

negative (until it becomes constant). 

Acceleration can oscillate between increase and decrease, so jolt oscillates. 

collisions 

Before inelastic collisions, colliding-object deceleration is zero, and velocity is maximum: kinetic energy = 0.5 * 

mass * velocity^2. In inelastic collisions, colliding-object deceleration quickly reaches maximum, and velocity starts to 

decrease: Force = mass * acceleration = k * (S - x) = -k * S, where k is material's resistance factor, x is distance 

traveled in material, and S is distance at which object stops. After inelastic-collision process ends, colliding-object 

deceleration and velocity decrease to zero: F = k * (S - x) = 0. 

vibrations 

At vibration equilibrium point, molecule acceleration is zero, and velocity is maximum. Then, velocity decreases, 

and deceleration increases. At maximum displacement, velocity is zero, and deceleration is maximum. Then, velocity 

increases, and acceleration increases, in opposite direction. At equilibrium point, acceleration is zero, and velocity is 

maximum, in opposite direction. Jolts depend on wave frequency and amplitude. 



receptor acceleration patterns 

Energy transfer causes receptor-molecule change. Molecule atoms accelerate, change energy to potential energy as 

they decelerate, and then stop moving. Then, molecule transfers energy to signal molecule, and receptor molecule 

returns to resting state. Signal molecules go to other cell receptors, making a cell signaling system. Neurotransmitters, 

neurohormones, and neuroregulators go to receptors on other cells and sustain the code. Receptors, signal molecules, 

and later molecules have vibrations and so acceleration changes. 

 

dimension and sensations 

String theory has extra spatial dimensions. Universe may have hidden spatial or temporal dimensions. Perhaps, mind 

is in hidden dimensions, and experience is orthogonal to normal space-time {dimension and sensations}. However, 

physical activity must affect mind, so mind does not involve extra spatial or temporal dimensions. 

 

electromagnetism and sensations 

Electromagnetism can relate to sense qualities {electromagnetism, sensations}. 

electromagnetic induction 

Changing electric fields induce magnetism, and changing magnetic fields induce electric force. Perhaps, brain 

induces mind. For example, brain particles cause mind waves. 

fire 

Fire is electromagnetic radiation from excited electrons in oxidation reactions. Perhaps, brain has reactions whose 

secondary effects make mind. Burning is like unconsciousness, and fire is like consciousness. 

magnetism 

Though net electric charge is zero, electric-charge relativistic motions make observable net electric charge 

perpendicular to motion, creating magnetism. Perhaps, mind depends on active "charges" whose relative motions and 

interactions create net effects, but whose static states are not observable. 

 

hidden variable and sensations 

Physical and mental descriptions use variables. Variables can be measurable and have units. Variables can be ratios 

with no units. Variables can be not measurable and have no values or units. Perhaps, brain is about measurable 

variables, but mind involves hidden immeasurable variables {hidden variable and sensations}. Properties that combine 

other properties can seem ineffable. For example, words can sound the same when used as nouns or verbs, but actually 

have subtle noun-marker or verb-marker sound features. 

 

quantum mechanics and sensations 

Matter and energy properties are discrete. For example, energy has quanta. Matter and energy are both particle and 

wave. Waves allow probabilistic physical events and transitions without intermediate states. Particle waves are infinite 

and allow action at distance and non-local effects. Quantum-mechanical mathematical waves simultaneously represent 

multiple points and energies, and string-theory moving strings simultaneously represent multiple points. Perhaps, sense 

qualities are brain-activity quantum-mechanical effects {quantum mechanics and sensations}. 

mathematical waves 

Perhaps, mind and consciousness involve mathematical waves, similar to quantum-mechanical waves. Infinite waves 

have no definite position and fill space, accounting for sensory field. Waves can have wave packets, accounting for 

sensations. 

complementarity 

Quantum-mechanical waves and particles describe event positions and energies (complementarity). Forces are 

particle exchanges, and energies depend on wave superpositions. Perhaps, brain and mind have complementarity. Brain 

uses particle motions, and mind uses abstract waves. 

electronic transition 

Electrons orbiting atomic nuclei move to other orbits with no intermediate stages. Quantum-mechanical waves 

change frequency with no intermediate frequencies. Perhaps, mind is like quantum-mechanical waves or is intermediate 

to physical interactions. 

virtual particle 

Quantum-mechanical particle interactions and wave energy transformations can create particle pairs that exist for 

less than one quantum time unit. For example, spontaneous energy fluctuations create virtual particle pairs in space 

vacuum. Interaction cannot create single particles, because one particle cannot conserve momentum. Instruments 

cannot observe virtual particles, because they recombine rapidly to return vacuum energy to more-probable state. 



Though they have short existence, virtual particles can interact with real particles. Perhaps, mind is like virtual 

particles, which can affect brain but have no direct measure. 

orbitals 

Electron orbitals have one resonating wave, with frequency, amplitude, inertia, and moment. Perhaps, sense qualities 

are resonating wave packets in three-dimensional orbitals. Orbital amplitude represents intensity. However, orbitals 

cannot model colors, because colors also have saturation. 

spins 

Particles have spin, with frequency, amplitude, inertia, and moment. Perhaps, sense qualities are particles with spins. 

However, spins cannot model colors, because primary-color spins cannot interact or sum to make secondary-color 

spins. 

 

relativity and sensations 

General relativity shows that masses and energies change space shape, and changed space alters particle motions 

through space. Perhaps, brain is like masses and energies, and mind is like space {relativity and sensations}. Brain 

masses affect mind space, and mind space affects brain masses. 

 

right-left symmetry and sensations 

Universe has right and left forms, and most physical laws have parity. Perhaps, universe has another right-left-like 

asymmetry that causes reality to have two sides, physical and mental {right-left symmetry and sensations}. Mind can 

look behind reality. For example, surfaces have two sides, and back can affect front and vice versa. Mental reality is 

entirely physical but is complementary to physical reality. 

 

subphysical processes 

Particle and object collisions, gravitation, and electromagnetism are relatively strong (primary) forces. Perhaps, 

mental forces and energies are very weak (secondary) forces and energies {subphysical processes}. 

 

superphysical processes 

Superphysical processes transcend physical forces by extending them {superphysical processes}. Perhaps, mental 

forces and energies are superphysical. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Physics>Energy 

 

energy and sensations 

Perhaps, sense qualities are energies, and their intensities are energy densities {energy and sensations}. Perhaps, 

perceptual surfaces have types of kinetic and/or potential energy. 

Physical forces have one dimension, because they are interactions between particles. Vectors represent forces. 

Physical energies have no dimensions, because they are integrals of forces over distances. Scalars represent energies. 

Physical energies can flow, so intensities have one dimension. Vectors represent intensities. Perhaps, sensations have 

more than one dimension, because they combine properties. 

 

heat and temperature and sensations 

Heat, an extensive quantity, makes temperature, an intensive quantity. Perhaps, brain energy makes mind intensity 

{heat and temperature and sensations}. 

 

potential energy and sensations 

Potential energies are scalars and have type, amount, radial distance, azimuth, and elevation. Sensations are not 

vectors, because sense qualities do not have direction or flow. Like potential energies, sensations are in fields. 

Sensations have azimuth, elevation, and radial distance. Perhaps, sensations are like non-physical potential energies 

{potential energy and sensations}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Physics>Interaction 

 

interaction and sensations 

Independent things add. Same objects and properties can add. Summing or subtracting two same-type quantities 

results in values with same unit. Integration involves summation. Summations make extensive quantities. 



Interacting objects and properties multiply. Same or different objects and properties can multiply. Multiplying or 

dividing two quantities results in values with different unit. Differentiation involves division. Divisions make intensive 

quantities. 

Two masses or two charges interact to make gravitational or electric force. Multiplying same units can make 

intensive quantities: (4 kg) * (6 kg) / (2 meters)^2 = 6 N of force. Multiplying 4 newtons of force and 5 meters of 

distance makes 20 newton-meters, 20 joules of energy. Multiplying different units can make extensive quantities. 

Multiplying 4 coulombs and 5 kilograms makes 20 coulomb-kilograms. However, combining charge and mass has no 

physical meaning, because charge and mass do not interact. Multiplying can make extensive or intensive quantities. 

Only continuous quantities can interact. Discrete quantities cannot affect each other. For example, 4 oranges times 5 

bananas results in 20 banana-oranges, which do not exist. Multiplying 4 oranges and 5 oranges results in 20 orange-

oranges, which do not exist. 

New things arise from physical or mathematical interactions. Perhaps, sense qualities arise from physical or 

mathematical interaction mechanisms {interaction and sensations}. Neurons use no units. 

 

joining and sensations 

Joining existing things can produce something new {joining and sensations}. Joining alters or destroys existing 

objects. 

 

new force or energy 

Physics is still discovering new physical forces and energies, with unknown properties. Perhaps, mind has new 

physical forces, energies, and fields {new force or energy}. However, mind does not measurably affect physical world. 

 

splitting and sensations 

Splitting existing things can produce something new {splitting and sensations}. Making something from physical 

void or vacuum requires splitting. Void can split into opposites: point and anti-point, pole and anti-pole, left spin and 

right spin, and ON mark and OFF mark. Splitting can destroy existing properties. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Physics>Phase 

 

crystals and sensations 

Perhaps, colors are like crystals, with different symmetries and harmonics {crystals and sensations}. 

 

particles and sensations 

Perhaps, sense qualities result from kinetics and dynamics of many abstract particles, which make phases {particles 

and sensations}. 

 

phases and sensations 

Solid, liquid, and gas phases depend on material, temperature, and pressure. Within a sense type, sense qualities are 

like phases {phases and sensations}. Perhaps, red, green, and blue are different phases. Complementary colors mix 

phases, like at double points. Color mixtures that result in white, gray, and black are at triple points. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Physics>Wave 

 

phosphorescence and sensations 

Brain is like phosphors, which phosphoresce for seconds after stimulation {phosphorescence and sensations}. Long 

times allow neuron activities to integrate. 

 

waves and sensations 

Oscillations can be longitudinal along one dimension, such as chemical-bond-length oscillations. Oscillations can be 

transverse along two dimensions, such as chemical-bond-angle oscillations. Violin-string points oscillate transversely 

across resting-string line. Plane waves, such as in vibrating guitar strings, can rotate around travel-direction axis, like 

helices, in three dimensions. Electromagnetic-wave points have transverse electric-field oscillation and transverse 

perpendicular magnetic-field oscillation. Electromagnetic waves also travel, so they have three dimensions and can 

rotate around travel direction. Electrons in electronic orbitals can oscillate in three dimensions. 

Waves spread over space. Perhaps, mind is like waves {waves and sensations}. However, waves cannot model 

colors, because primary-color waves cannot interact or sum to make secondary-color waves. 



wave modulation 

Television and radio signals have basic frequencies. To carry information about music or scenes, basic-wave 

amplitude or frequency can vary with signal intensity and frequency. Flow modulation can carry information. Perhaps, 

mind is modulated brain waves or flows. 

frequency transitions 

Waves change frequency in one cycle, with no intermediate stages. Mind transitions between mental states with no 

intermediate states. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Psychology 

 

attention and first sensation 

People can attend to new or contrasting stimuli without full awareness {attention and first sensation} [Berns et al., 

1997] [Debner and Jacoby, 1994] [Hardcastle, 2003] [He et al., 1996] [Lamme, 2003] [McCormick, 1997] [Merikle 

and Joordens, 1997] [Posner, 1994] [Robertson, 2003] [Tsuchiya and Koch, 2007]. 

 

blindsight and first sensation 

Cortical disease or injury can result in minimal experience {blindsight and first sensation}, such as blindsight, in 

which people are only aware of object or surface presence, existence, or motion [Azzopardi and Cowey, 1997] [Barbur 

et al., 1993] [Güzeldere et al., 2000] [Holt, 1999] [Kolb and Braun, 1995] [Sanders et al., 1974]. 

 

labeling and sensations 

Sensations label perceptions {labeling and sensations}, to provide meaning for perceptions. For example, the color 

red is a label for a feature, and "red" and "green" name features. Using a symbol, label, index, reference, or name 

defines a category, feature, or variable type. Applying a label groups objects, events, relations, or ideas. Indexing helps 

memory and recall. 

Label meaning can depend on relation to body parts. Many means more than number of fingers. Large means larger 

than body. Right means nearer to right arm than left arm. Up means nearer to head than feet. Complex labels, such as 

elephant or victory, combine simple labels. 

 

marking and first sensation 

Perhaps, sense qualities arose as marking {marking and first sensation}. Markers provide reference signs, such as 

indexes, to which other signs can relate. For example, consciousness can mark figure and not ground. Marking has no 

units, such as length units. However, marking is only information bits and so is not a new thing. 

 

musical instrument analogy and first sensation 

Like music from instruments, brain produces mind {musical instrument analogy and first sensation}. 

 

synthesis and first sensation 

Analysis finds differences, parts, and functions. Synthesis finds similarities, wholes, and goals. After neuron-

assembly information analysis, brain synthesizes intensity and frequency to make first sensation {synthesis and first 

sensation}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Psychology>Sense 

 

sense properties and first sensation 

Sense properties relate to first sensation {sense properties and first sensation}. Sensations require duration, location, 

intensity, and quality. 

intensity 

Intensity alone cannot make sensation. Something or nothing, on or off, yes or no, true or false, or 0 or 1 has no type. 

Thresholds make switches, with no units. Intensity is only information bits and so is not a new thing. Intensity at spatial 

location has no type. Intensity for duration has no type. 

intensity type 

Intensity type alone, without intensity, spatial, or temporal information, has no amount. Intensity-type in space, 

without time or intensity, has no amount. Intensity type at space location for duration has no amount. Intensity type for 

duration has no amount. Intensity and intensity-type, without temporal or spatial information, has amount and type. 



time 

Before and after, time flow, or cycles in time, without space, intensity, or intensity type, has no type. 

position 

Space location alone, without intensity, intensity-type, or temporal information, has no type. 

space 

Perhaps, sense qualities arose as nearness or farness, right or left, or up or down in space. Space location for duration 

has no type. 

surface 

Perhaps, first sensations indicate only surface presence, existence, or motion, with no phenomenal quality, intensity, 

or pattern, purely mathematical, spatial, and geometric. 

 

hearing properties 

Tones can be harsh or smooth, be sharp or flat, and have acute or gradual onset and offset {hearing properties} {tone 

properties}. Tone pairs can have consonance or dissonance and major or minor intervals. 

Physically, sound waves have frequencies with intensities. Frequencies have ratios, so sounds have harmonics, such 

as octaves, fifths, thirds, fourths, sixths, and sevenths. Physiologically, sounds are independent and unmixed (analytic) 

and have loudness and tone. Hearing perceptual processes [Kaas and Hackett, 2000] compare adjacent and harmonic 

frequency intensities to find loudness and tone. Relative sound intensity determines loudness. Loudness ranges from 

painful to whisper. People can distinguish 100 loudness levels. Sound frequency determines tone. Tones have width, 

deepness, shrillness, and thickness. High frequencies are narrow, shallow, shrill, and thin. Low frequencies are wide, 

deep, dull, and thick. People can distinguish 10 octave levels and 12 (or 24) harmonic levels, so people can distinguish 

120 tones. 

 

pain and pleasure 

Pain can be high-amplitude pain, acute pain, or dull pain. Pleasure can be high-amplitude pleasure, acute pleasure, 

dull pleasure, or orgasm {pain properties} {pleasure properties}. 

Physically, pains have inelastic distortions. Physiologically, people feel dull or acute pain. Pain perceptual processes 

[Chapman and Nakamura, 1999] compare nociceptor inputs. Inelastic distortion determines pain, which can be acute or 

dull. People can distinguish 10 pain levels. 

 

smell properties 

Odors are sweet, putrid, cool, hot, sharp, and flat {smell properties} {odor properties}. Odors can be sweet, like 

fruit, or putrid, like goat or sweat. Odors can be cool, like menthol, or hot, like heavy perfume. Odors can be sharp and 

harsh, like vinegar or acid, or flat and smooth, like ether or ester. Aromatic, camphorous, ether, minty, musky, and 

sweet are similar. Camphor, resin, aromatic, musk, mint, pear, flower, fragrant, pungent, fruit, and sweets are similar. 

Goaty, nauseating, putrid, and sulphurous are similar. Smoky/burnt and spicy/pungent are similar. Putrid or nauseating, 

foul or sulfur, vinegar or acrid, smoke, garlic, and goat are similar. Acidic and vinegary are similar. Acidic and fruity 

are similar. Vegetable smells are similar. Animal smells are similar. 

Physically, air-borne chemicals have concentrations, sizes, shapes, and sites and attach to nasal-passage chemical 

receptors. Physiologically, smells are strong or weak fruity, flowery, sweet, malty, earthy, savory, grassy, acrid, putrid, 

minty, smoky, pungent, camphorous, musky, urinous, rubbery, tobaccoey, woody, spermous, nutty, fishy, rotten, and 

medicinal. Smell detects aldehyde smells first, floral smells second, and lingering musky, sweet spicy, and woody 

smells later. Smells are mild-pungent (flat-sharp) and sweet-putrid. Foul, sulfurous, acidic, acrid, and putrid are 

pungent and putrid. Pungent, burnt, and spicy are pungent and neutral. Mint, ether, and resin are pungent and sweet. 

Flowery and fruity are mild and sweet. Musk is mild and neutral. (Mild cannot be putrid.) Smells can be cool, like 

menthol, or hot, like heavy perfume. Cool and hot mix mild-pungent and sweet-putrid. Smell perceptual processes 

[Firestein, 2001] [Laurent et al., 2001] compare alcohols (fruity), ethers in concave and trough-shaped sites (ethereal 

and flowery), esters as chains (sweet), aldehydes (malty), dioxacyclopentanes (earthy, moldy, and potatoey), furanones 

(savory spice), hexenals and alkene aldehydes (grassy and herby), smallest positively charged carboxylic acids (acrid or 

vinegary), larger positively charged carboxylic acids as chains (putrid and sweaty and rancid), oxygen-containing-side-

group benzene rings in V-shaped sites (minty), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and phenols (burnt and smoky), 

negatively charged aryls as compact (spicy and pungent), multiple benzene rings in small concave sites (camphorous), 

multiple-benzene-ring ketones in large concave sites (musky), steroid ketones (urinous), isoprenes (rubber), carotenoids 

(tobacco), sesquiterpenes (woody), aromatic amines (spermous), alkyl pyrazines (nutty), three-single-bond 

monoamines (fishy), sulfur compounds (foul and sulfurous and rotten), methyl sulfides (savory), and halogens 

(pharmaceutical and medicinal). Concentration determines odor intensity, which can range from faint to harsh. People 



can distinguish 10 intensity levels. Molecule atoms and bonds determine odor shape, size, and site. Sites can be 

alcohol, ether, ester, aldehyde, ketone, acid, aryl, isoprene, amine, sulfur, and halogen. Shape can be chain, oblong, or 

ball, with sharp, medium, or smooth shape edges. People can distinguish 1000 odors. 

 

taste properties 

Tastes are salty, sweet, sour, and bitter {taste properties} {flavor properties}. Sour acid and salt are similar. Bitter 

and salt are similar. Sweet and salt are similar. Sour (acid) and bitter (base) are opposites. Sweet (neutral) and sour 

(acid) are opposites. Salt and sweet are opposites. 

Physically, water-borne chemicals have concentrations, sizes, shapes, sites, acidity, and polarity and attach to tongue 

chemical receptors. Physiologically, tastes are acid, salt, base, sugar, and savory. Taste has sweetness-saltiness and 

sourness-saltiness-bitterness. Taste perceptual processes [Kadohisa et al., 2005] [Pritchard and Norgren, 2004] [Rolls 

and Scott, 2003] compare sugar, acid, base, salt, and umami receptor inputs to find intensity, acidity, and polarity. 

Acid-salt-base and salt-sweet opponent processes share salt. Concentration determines taste intensity. People can 

distinguish 10 intensity levels. Molecule atoms and bonds and electric charge determine taste acidity, which can be 

acidic, neutral, or basic. People can distinguish 3 acidity levels. Molecule atoms and bonds and molecule-electron 

properties determine taste polarity, which can be polar, half polar, or nonpolar. People can distinguish 3 polarity levels. 

Polar and acid define sour. Polar and neutral define salt. Polar and base define bitter. Nonpolar and neutral define 

sweet. Between sour and salt defines umami-glutamate. (Nonpolar cannot be acid or base.) 

 

temperature properties 

Temperature can be warm or cool {temperature properties}. 

Physically, temperatures have random motions. Physiologically, people feel cool or warm. Temperature perceptual 

processes compare thermoreceptor inputs. Heat flow determines temperature, which ranges from cold to warm to pain. 

People can distinguish 10 temperature levels. 

 

touch properties 

Touches can be acute or smooth, steady or vibrating, and light or heavy {touch properties}. 

Physically, touches have transverse motions and pressures (compression, tension, and torsion) that displace surface 

areas. Physiologically, people feel hardness, elasticity, surface texture, motion, smooth surface texture, rough surface 

texture, tickle, sharp touch, and tingle. Touch perceptual processes [Bolanowski et al., 1998] [Hollins, 2002] [Johnson, 

2002] compare free nerve ending (smooth or rough surface texture), hair cell (motion), Meissner corpuscle (vibration), 

Merkel cell (light compression and vibration), pacinian corpuscle (deep compression and vibration), palisade cell (light 

compression), and Ruffini endorgan (slip, stretch, and vibration) inputs to find compression-tension and vibration. 

Pressure compression and tension determine hardness, elasticity, surface texture, motion, smooth surface texture, rough 

surface texture, tickle, sharp touch, and tingle. People can distinguish 10 compression-tension levels. Stimulus intensity 

and frequency determines vibration. People can distinguish 10 motion levels. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Psychology>Sense>Vision 

 

color parameters 

Colors have brightness, lightness, and temperature {color parameters}. Brightness defines the order black-white, 

blue/darkest_gray-yellow/lightest_gray, and red/dark_gray-green/light_gray. Color lightness (unsaturability, 

transparency, sparseness) defines the order black-white, blue-yellow, and red-green. Color temperature (texture, 

noisiness) defines the order blue-red, cyan-yellow, and green-magenta-black-white-gray. 

A coolness-warmth axis and a perpendicular darkness-lightness axis define a color wheel. Blue, green, and red are 

on the circumference, with equal arcs between them. Coolness-warmth runs from blue -1 through green 0 then red +1, 

where -1 is cool and +1 is warm. Darkness-lightness runs from blue -1 through red 0 then green +1, where -1 is dark 

and +1 is light, in the opposite direction around the color circle. Dark and cool make blue (-1,-1). Light and neither 

warmth nor coolness make green (+1,0). Neither dark nor light and warm make red (0,+1). 

Brightness is perpendicular to the color wheel, and the three axes define color space. 

 

color properties 

Color has brightness, hue, and saturation {color properties}. Color properties come from black-white, red-green, and 

blue-yellow opponent processes. 



hue 

Hue depends on electromagnetic-wave frequency [Krauskopf et al., 1982]. Fundamental color categories are white, 

gray, black, blue, green, yellow, orange, brown, red, pink, and purple [Kay and Regier, 2003]. White, gray, and black 

mix red, green, and blue. Brown is dark orange. Pink mixes red and white. Purple mixes red and blue. See Figure 1. 

Alternatively, colors have six categories: white, black, red, yellow, green, and blue. Blue and red have no green or 

yellow. All other colors mix main colors. Purple mixes red and blue. Cyan mixes green and blue. Chartreuse mixes 

yellow and green. Orange mixes red and yellow. Pink mixes red and white. Brown mixes orange and black. 

brightness and blackness 

Color brightness depends on electromagnetic-wave intensity [Krauskopf et al., 1982]. Darkness is the opposite of 

brightness and is the same as added blackness. Colors can add black, and white can add black. Black adds to colors 

linearly and equally. See Figure 2. At all brightness levels, white looks lightest, yellow looks next lightest, green looks 

next lightest, red looks next lightest, blue looks darker, and black looks darkest. 

White surroundings blacken color. Complementary-color surroundings enhance color. Black surroundings whiten 

color. 

saturation and whiteness 

Color saturation depends on electromagnetic-wave frequency distribution [Krauskopf et al., 1982]. Colors can add 

white, and black can add white. White adds to colors linearly and equally. Complete saturation means no added white. 

Lower saturation means more white. No saturation means all white. Less saturation makes colors look lighter. See 

Figure 3. Black looks most saturated. At all saturation levels, blue looks next most saturated, red looks somewhat 

saturated, and green looks less saturated. White looks least saturated. 

transparency and opacity 

Color transparency depends on source or reflector electromagnetic-wave density. Opaqueness means maximum 

color density, with no background coming through. Transparency means zero color density, with all background 

coming through. See Figure 4. With a white background, opacity is the same as saturation, and transparency is the same 

as no saturation, so colors are the same as in Figure 3. With a black background, opacity is the same as lightness, and 

transparency is the same as darkness, so colors are the same in Figures 2 and 4. Blue looks most opaque, and green 

looks least opaque. 

color strength 

For all color brightnesses, when both colors have equal brightness, black suppresses one color more {color strength}. 

Red is stronger than blue, because frequency is lower and wavelength is higher. Blue is stronger than green, because 

frequency is lower and wavelength is higher. Green is stronger than red, because frequency is lower and wavelength is 

higher. See Figure 6. Less blue needs to balance green and red, so blue is darker than red and green. Less red needs to 

balance green, so red is darker than green. 

For all color brightnesses, when stronger color is 32 bits lower, weaker color can appear. See Figure 6. 

Relative color strengths are the same no matter the computer-display color profile, contrast level, or brightness level. 

mixtures 

Blue is most dark, opaque, saturated, and cool. Red is less dark, opaque, and saturated and most warm. Green is least 

dark, opaque, and saturated and neither cool nor warm. See Figure 5, which displays the primary colors, their 1:1 

mixtures plus CYMK mixtures, and their 2:1 mixtures. 

Magenta mixes blue and red. In its group, it is most dark, opaque, saturated, and neither cool nor warm. Cyan mixes 

blue and green and so is less dark, opaque, and saturated and most cool. Yellow mixes red and green and so is least 

dark, opaque, and saturated and most warm. Because they add colors, magenta, cyan, and yellow do not directly 

compare to blue, green, and red. 

Violet mixes blue and some red. In its group, it is most dark, opaque, and saturated and slightly cool. Purple mixes 

red and some blue and so is less dark, opaque, and saturated and is slightly warm. Turquoise mixes blue and some 

green and so is less dark, opaque, and saturated and is slightly cool. Orange mixes red and some green and so is less 

dark, opaque, and saturated and is warm. Spring green mixes green and some blue and so is less dark, opaque, and 

saturated and is neither warm nor cool. Chartreuse mixes green and some red and so is least dark, opaque, and saturated 

and is neither warm nor cool. Because they add colors differently, these six colors do not directly compare to magenta, 

cyan, and yellow or to blue, green, and red. 

Mixing blue and yellow, green and magenta, or red and cyan makes white, gray, or black, because blue, green, and 

red then have ratios 1:1:1. White is lightest, because it adds blue, green, and red. Gray is in middle, because it mixes 

blue, green, and red. Black is darkest, because it subtracts blue, green, and red. 



Figure 1 

 

 
Color wavelengths range from 380 nm to 720 nm: Magenta, Violet, Indigo, Blue, Cyan, Green, Chartreuse, Yellow, 

Orange, and Red. Wavelengths under color letters indicate center of color range. 

Blues predominate from 380 nm to 500 nm. 

Blue-greens are from 460 nm to 545 nm. 

Greens predominate from 500 nm to 590 nm. 

Green-reds are from 545 nm to 630 nm. 

Reds predominate from 590 nm to 720 nm. 

Red-blues are from 630 nm to 460 nm. 

 

S, M, and L are the short-wavelength, middle-wavelength, and long-wavelength photoreceptors. Photoreceptor 

spectral curves approximate a normal distribution, with maximum sensitivity at 424 nm, 530 nm, and 560 nm, 

respectively. 

Short-wavelength range is 380 nm to 540 nm. 

Middle-wavelength range is 430 nm to 660 nm. 

Long-wavelength range is 430 nm to 720 nm. 
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Figure 4 

 

 



Figure 5 

 

 



Figure 6 

 

When both colors have equal amounts, as color decreases amount, 

 
When stronger color is 32 bits lower, as color decreases amount, 

weaker color can appear: 

 



When stronger color is 16 bits lower, as color decreases amount, 

colors balance: 

 



color properties 

Physically, light waves have frequencies with intensities. Physiologically, colors are dependent and mixed 

(synthetic) and have brightness, hue, and saturation. Brightness depends on intensity and ranges from dim to bright. 

People can distinguish 100 intensity levels. Hue depends on average light frequency and ranges across the color 

spectrum, from red to violet. People can distinguish 100 hues. Saturation depends on light-frequency distribution and 

ranges from unsaturated to saturated. People can distinguish 100 saturation levels. Brightness, hue, and saturation 

define colors. People can distinguish one million colors. Vision perceptual processes also find color temperature and 

color lightness. Relative light intensities determine brightness. People can distinguish 100 brightness levels. Relative 

salience and activity determine color temperature, which ranges from cool to warm. People can distinguish 100 color 

temperatures. Relative transparency determines color lightness, which ranges from dark to light. People can distinguish 

100 color lightnesses. Color brightness, temperature, and lightness define colors. 

 

color facts 

Colors are insubstantial, cannot change state, have no structure, do not belong to objects or events, and are results 

not processes {color facts}. 

number of colors 

Colors range continuously from red to scarlet, vermilion, orange, yellow, chartreuse, green, spring green, cyan, 

turquoise, blue, indigo, violet, magenta, crimson, and back to red. People can distinguish 150 to 200 main colors and 

seven million different colors. 

discrimination 

Humans can discriminate colors better from cyan to orange than from cyan through blues, purples, and reds. 

people see same spectrum 

Different humans see similar color spectra, with same colors and color sequence. Adults, infants, and animals see 

similar color spectra. Colorblind people have consistent but incomplete spectra. 

purity 

For each person, under specific viewing conditions, blue, green, and yellow can appear pure, with no other colors, 

but red does not appear pure. 

location 

Colors appear on surfaces. 

adjacency 

Adjacent colors affect each other and enhance contrast. 

metamerism 

Identical objects can have different colors. Different spectra can have the same color {metamerism}. 

hue 

Colors have hue. Colors respond differently as hue changes. Reds and blues change more slowly than greens and 

yellows. 

brightness 

Colors have brightness (lightness) or absence of black. 

opaqueness 

Colors have opaqueness. Transparency means no color. 

saturation 

Colors have saturation or absence of white. Different hues have different saturability and number of saturation 

levels. 

emotion 

Psychologically, red is alerting color. Green is neutral color. Blue is calming color. 

depth 

Blue objects appear to go farther away and expand, and red objects appear to come closer and contract, because reds 

appear lighter and blues darker. 

Color can have shallow or deep depth. Yellow is shallow. Green is medium deep. Blue and red are deep. 

lightness 

Dark colors are sad because darker, and light colors are glad because lighter. Yellow is the lightest color, comparable 

to white. Colors darken from yellow toward red. Red is lighter than blue but darker than green. Colors darken from 

yellow toward green and blue. Green is lighter than blue, which is comparable to black. Therefore, subjective lightness 

increases from blue to red to green to yellow. See Figure 1. Lightness relates directly to transparency, unsaturability, 

and sparseness. Blue is dark, opaque, saturable, and dense. Red is lighter, less opaque, less saturable, and less dense. 



Green is light, more transparent, unsaturable, and sparse. Yellow is lightest, most transparent, most unsaturable, and 

sparsest. 

Blue is similar to dark gray. Red is similar to medium gray. Green is similar to gray. Yellow is similar to very light 

gray. Magenta is similar to gray. Cyan is similar to light gray. See Figure 1. 

temperature 

Colors can be relatively warm or cool. Blue is coolest, then green, then yellow, and then red [Hardin, 1988]. White, 

gray, and black, as color mixtures, have no net temperature. Temperature relates directly to sharpness, emotion level, 

expansion, size, and motion toward observer. Blue is cool, is sharp and crisp, causes calmness, seems to recede, and 

appears contracting and smaller than red. Green has neutral temperature, is less sharp and less crisp, has neutral 

emotion, neither recedes nor approaches, and is neither smaller nor larger. Red is warm, is not sharp and not crisp, 

causes excitement, seems to approach, and appears expanding and larger than blue. See Figure 2. Red and blue are 

approximately equally far away from green, so green is average. Magenta has neutral temperature, because it averages 

red and blue. Cyan is somewhat cool, because it averages green and blue. Yellow is somewhat warm, because it 

averages green and red. Black, grays, and white have neutral temperature, because mixing red, green, and blue makes 

average temperature. 

Warmness-coolness, excitement-calmness, approach-recession, expansion-contraction, and largeness-smallness 

relate to attention level, so temperature property relates to salience. 

change 

Colors change with illumination intensity, illumination spectrum, background surface, adjacent surface, distance, 

and viewing angle. 

constancy 

Vision tries to keep surface colors constant, by color constancy processes, as illumination brightness and spectra 

change. 

white 

White is relatively higher in brightness than adjacent surfaces. High colored-light intensity makes white. 

black 

Black is relatively lower in brightness than adjacent surfaces. Black is not absence of visual sense qualities but is a 

color. Low colored-light intensity makes black. 

gray 

Gray is relatively the same brightness as adjacent surfaces. Increasing gray intensity makes white. Decreasing gray 

intensity makes black. Increasing black intensity or decreasing white intensity makes gray. 

red 

Red light is absence of blue and green. Red pigment is absence of green, its subtractive complementary color. Red is 

alerting color. Red is warm color, not cool color. Red has average lightness. Red mixes with white to make pink. 

Spectral red blends with spectral cyan to make white. Pigment red blends with pigment green to make black. Spectral 

red blends with spectral yellow to make orange. Pigment red blends with pigment yellow to make brown. Spectral red 

blends with spectral blue or violet to make purples. Pigment red blends with pigment blue or violet to make purples. 

People do not see red as well at farther distances. People do not see red as well at visual periphery. Red has widest 

color range. Red can fade in intensity to brown then black. 

blue 

Blue light is absence of red and green. Blue pigment is absence of red and green. Blue is calming color. Blue is cool 

color, not warm color. Blue is dark color. Blue mixes with white to make pastel blue. Spectral blue blends with spectral 

yellow to make white. Pigment blue blends with pigment yellow to make black. Spectral blue blends with spectral 

green to make cyan. Pigment blue blends with pigment green to make dark blue-green. Spectral blue blends with 

spectral red to make purples. Pigment blue blends with pigment red to make purples. People see blue well at farther 

distances. People see blue well at visual periphery. Blue has narrow color range. 

green 

Green light is absence of red and blue. Green pigment is absence of red. Green is neutral color in alertness. Green is 

cool color. Green is light color. Green mixes with white to make pastel green. Spectral green blends with spectral 

magenta to make white. Pigment green blends with pigment magenta to make black. Spectral green blends with 

spectral orange to make yellow. Pigment green blends with pigment orange to make brown. Spectral green blends with 

spectral blue to make cyan. Pigment green blends with pigment blue to make dark blue-green. People see green OK at 

farther distances. People do not see green well at visual periphery. Green has wide color range. 

yellow 

Yellow light is absence of blue. Yellow pigment is absence of indigo or violet. Yellow is neutral color in alertness. 

Yellow is warm color. Yellow is lightest color. Yellow mixes with white to make pastel yellow. Spectral yellow blends 



with spectral blue to make white. Pigment yellow blends with pigment blue to make green. Spectral yellow blends with 

spectral red to make orange. Pigment yellow blends with pigment red to make brown. Olive is dark yellow-green or 

less saturated yellow. People see yellow OK at farther distances. People do not see yellow well at visual periphery. 

Yellow has narrow color range. 

orange 

Spectral orange can mix red and yellow. Pigment orange can mix red and yellow. Orange is slightly alerting color. 

Orange is warm color. Orange is light color. Orange mixes with white to make pastel orange. Spectral orange blends 

with spectral blue-green to make white. Pigment orange blends with pigment blue-green to make black. Spectral orange 

blends with spectral cyan to make yellow. Pigment orange blends with pigment cyan to make brown. Spectral orange 

blends with spectral red to make light red-orange. Pigment orange blends with pigment red to make dark red-orange. 

People do not see orange well at farther distances. People do not see orange well at visual periphery. Orange has 

narrow color range. 

violet 

Spectral violet can mix blue and red. Pigment violet has red and so is purple. Violet is calming color. Violet is cool 

color. Violet is dark color. Violet mixes with white to make pastel violet. Spectral violet blends with spectral yellow-

green to make white. Pigment violet blends with pigment yellow-green to make black. Spectral violet blends with 

spectral red to make purples. Pigment violet blends with pigment red to make purples. People see violet well at farther 

distances. People see violet well at visual periphery. Violet has narrow color range. Violet can fade in intensity to dark 

purple then black. 

brown 

Pigment brown can mix red, yellow, and green. Brown is commonest color but is not spectral color. Brown is like 

dark orange pigment or dark yellow-orange. Brown color depends on contrast and surface texture. Brown is not alerting 

or calming. Brown is warm color. Brown is dark color. Brown mixes with white to make pastel brown. Pigment brown 

blends with other pigments to make dark brown or black. People do not see brown well at farther distances. People do 

not see brown well at visual periphery. Brown has wide color range. 
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color space with orthogonal vectors 

Simple color space can have orthogonal red, green, and blue coordinates {color space with orthogonal vectors}, with 

unit vectors at (1,0,0) for red, (0,1,0) for green, and (0,0,1) for blue. Adding red, green, and blue coordinates makes the 

resultant-vector color. 

Brightness is resultant-vector length. For example, bright green can have vector (0,9,0), with length 9. Bright green 

(0,9,0) and bright red (9,0,0) can add to vector (9,9,0), with length 9 * 2^0.5. 

Hue is resultant-vector direction. For example, unit red and unit green can add to yellow (1,1,0). 

Saturation is resultant-vector angle to the color-space diagonal. For example, unit red, unit green, and unit blue add 

to white (1,1,1), which is on the diagonal and so has 0% saturation. Unit red and unit blue add to magenta (1,0,1), 

which is on the farthest plane, with maximum 45-degree angle to the diagonal, and so has 100% saturation. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Space 

 

cross-sections and three-dimensional space 

Flow cross-sections have two dimensions and can represent surfaces. Flow cross-sections can represent three 

dimensions {cross-sections and three-dimensional space}. To represent a squat cylinder, cross-section left region can 

represent cylinder top layer, middle region can represent cylinder middle layer, and right region can represent cylinder 

bottom layer. Alternatively, the three regions can interleaf throughout cross-sections, with cross-section points having 

top-, middle-, and bottom-layer points. Because cross-sections can represent three-dimensions, circuit flows can 

represent three-dimensional space over time. 

 

layers and three-dimensional space 

Because layers can represent two-dimensional images, multiple layers can represent a three-dimensional image 

{layers and three-dimensional space}. See Figure 1. 

One layer can represent a three-dimensional image by skewing. See Figure 2. Left region represents top layer. 

Middle region represents middle layer. Right region represents bottom layer. 

One layer can represent a three-dimensional image by interleafing. See Figure 3. Evenly distributed neuron sets 

represent top layer, middle layer, and bottom layer. 

One topographic-map neuron layer can represent three-dimensional space, and layer series can represent three-

dimensional space over time. 
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network to space 

A network of nodes and links among nodes {network to space} can represent space. Sense processing uses neuron 

assemblies to represent nodes and links. 

 

semi-space 

Two-dimensional surfaces {pre-space} {semi-space} can add relative distance information to represent three-

dimensional spaces. Semi-spaces are like two-and-a-half-dimension sketches [Marr, 1982]. 

Sense, and computer, processing uses intensity variations to find symbolic primitives, such as zero crossings, edges, 

contours, and blobs; detect boundaries and brightnesses; and represent two dimensions. From the primitives, sense and 

computer processing finds relative surface distances, depths, contours, and orientations and uses surface shading, 

orientation, scaling, and texture to find object and observer spatial relations, to simulate three dimensions. Later, sense 

and computer processing uses memory and global information to integrate the two-dimensional and depths-and-

distances descriptions to build a three-dimensional model for object representation, manipulation, and recognition. 

 

stimuli as media 

Stimuli can serve as substrates/media on which to display sensations {stimuli as media}. Sense, and perhaps 

computer, processing can simulate stimulus input streams from physical space. 

 

surface elements and mental space 

Mental-space points are surface elements (differential surfaces), which have direction, distance, and orientation 

{surface elements and mental space}. Surface elements link to make space. Sense, and perhaps computer, processing 

can make surface elements in space. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Space>Biology 

 

adjacency and mental space 

Skin touches objects, and touch receptors receive information about objects adjacent to body {adjacency and mental 

space}. As body moves around in space, mental space expands by adding adjacency information. 

 

angle-comparison computations calculate distances 

Eye-accommodation-muscle feedback to vision depth-calculation processes can calculate distances up to two meters. 

Using metric depth cues can calculate all distances. Observing objects requires at least two eye fixations, which allow 

vision processing to calculate two different perceived angles, for two different eye, head, and body positions. Vision 

and body angle-comparison computations can calculate line, surface, feature, and object distances {angle-comparison 

computations, distances} {distances, angle-comparison computations}. 

two sight-line to surface angles 

At first eye fixation on a line or surface point, vision calculates a sight-line to point angle. At second eye fixation on 

a collinear or co-surface point, vision calculates a different sight-line to point angle, because eye, head, and/or body 

have rotated. At nearest possible line or surface point, sight-line to point angle is 90 degrees. At farthest possible line or 

surface point, sight-line to point angle is 0 degrees. Angle decreases linearly with distance. If angle of sight-line to line 

or surface is more perpendicular, line or surface point is nearer. If angle of sight-line to line or surface is less 

perpendicular, line or surface point is farther. 

Comparing sight-line angles to two collinear or co-surface points can calculate distance. Angle difference varies 

directly with distance. Larger angle change means object is nearer. Smaller angle change means object is farther. 

two visual angles 

At first eye fixation on an object edge or contour, object has a retinal visual angle, calculating object relative size. At 

second eye fixation on a different object edge or contour, object has a different retinal visual angle, because eye, head, 

and/or body have rotated. If sight-line to object edge or contour angle is 90 degrees, visual angle is maximum. At other 

angles, visual angle is less. Visual angle decreases linearly with distance. If sight-line to object edge or contour is more 

perpendicular, visual angle is more. If sight-line to object edge or contour is less perpendicular, visual angle is less. 

Comparing first and second visual angles can calculate object distance. Angle difference varies directly with 

distance. Larger angle change means object is nearer. Smaller angle change means object is farther. 

two sight-line to point angles 

At first eye fixation on an object point, sight-line to point has an angle. At second eye fixation on the same object 

point, sight-line to point has a different angle, because eye, head, and/or body have rotated. At nearest possible object 

point, sight-line to point angle is 90 degrees. At other object points, sight-line to point angle is less. Angle decreases 



linearly with distance. If sight-line to object point is more perpendicular, object is nearer. If sight-line to object point is 

less perpendicular, object is farther. 

Comparing first and second angles can calculate object distance. Angle difference varies directly with distance. 

Larger angle change means object is nearer. Smaller angle change means object is farther. 

two concave or convex corner angles 

The first eye fixation on a concave or convex corner determines its angle. The second eye fixation determines a 

different angle, because eye, head, and/or body have rotated. Smaller-angle concave corners are farther, and larger-

angle concave corners are nearer. Smaller-angle convex corners are nearer, and larger-angle convex corners are farther. 

Comparing first and second corner angles can calculate distance. Angle difference varies directly with distance. 

Larger angle change means object is nearer. Smaller angle change means object is farther. Angles and vertices use the 

same reasoning as corners. 

body angle comparisons 

First eye fixation and second eye fixation have two different eye, head, and/or body positions. The kinesthetic 

system determines their angle sets and sends kinesthetic angle-difference information to association cortex for 

comparison with the corresponding vision angle-difference information. 

integration 

Comparing the two sets of angle differences calculates absolute metric distances. Accumulating distance information 

allows building three-dimensional-space information. 

 

body surface and mental space 

Sensations impinge on body surface in repeated patterns at touch receptors. Nervous system occupies three 

dimensions and has information about receptor locations. From receptor activity patterns, nervous system builds a 

three-dimensional sensory surface {body surface and mental space}. 

 

carrier waves and mental space 

Senses make a global carrier-wave function, and whole brain-and-body has a carrier-wave function {carrier waves 

and mental space}. Global functions are regular and form coordinate grids, establishing egocentric space. Local 

disturbances affect global function to indicate location. 

 

convexity and concavity and mental space 

Frontal-lobe region derives three-dimensional images from two-dimensional topographic maps by assigning 

convexity, concavity, and boundary edges [Horn, 1986] to lines and vertices and making convexities and concavities 

consistent {convexity and concavity and mental space}. 

 

cortical processing and mental space 

Primary-visual-cortex topographic map represents scene intensities. After primary visual cortex, cortical 

topographic-map neurons {cortical processing and mental space} respond to orientations, locations, and distances 

[Burkhalter and Van Essen, 1986] [DeValois and DeValois, 1975] [Newsome et al., 1989] [Tootell et al., 1997] [Zeki, 

1985]. Topographic maps use thresholds to make boundaries and regions. Vision system sends information to motor 

and other sense systems [Bridgeman et al., 1997] [Owens, 1987]. Topographic maps use movements, angles, and 

perspective to add distance and depth by interpolation and extrapolation and represent egocentric space. Brain 

integrates and synthesizes spatial information [Andersen et al., 1997] [Gross and Graziano, 1995] [Olson et al., 1999]. 

 

frames and mental space 

Nose, cheeks, and eyebrow ridges frame vision scenes. Silent regions frame sounds. Untouched surrounding areas 

frame pressures. Neutral-temperature regions frame warm or cool areas. Nose touch sensations frame odors. Mouth 

touch sensations frame tastes. Silent sensors frame active sensors. Sensations have frames that provide context for near 

and far locations {frames and mental space}. 

 

memory and mental space 

Long-term memory recall makes space {memory and mental space}. Short-term memory builds space modifications. 

Awaking activates memory, which activates space. Perception and recall occur on space background. Memory is 

stronger than perception, because people can remember images and override perceptions. 

 



motions and mental space 

Retinal regions can receive repeated light-pattern series that correlate with motion {motions and mental space}. For 

example, when moving toward light source, as visual horizon lowers, source appears lower in visual field. When 

moving away, source appears higher in visual field. When turning, rotations are around sense organ. 

When people move, other objects do not move. Correlated movements belong to body region, and correlated non-

movements belong to other region. Moving establishes a boundary between adjacent moving and non-moving regions. 

Moving is inside region, and non-moving is outside region. In and out make a space axis. When finger slides across 

surface, or feet walk across ground, touch correlates with vision moving/non-moving boundary. 

 

motor feedback and space 

Brain senses, moves, senses, moves, and so on, to have feedback, so brain processes are multisensory and 

sensorimotor. Visual-motor and touch-motor feedback loops interact to locate surfaces {motor feedback and space}, 

also using kinesthetic and vestibular systems. Vertical gaze center near midbrain oculomotor nucleus detects up and 

down motions [Pelphrey et al., 2003] [Tomasello et al., 1999]. Horizontal gaze center near pons abducens nucleus 

detects right-to-left and left-to-right motions [Löwel and Singer, 1992]. 

 

multimodal neurons and mental space 

Midbrain tectum and cuneiform nucleus have multimodal neurons, whose axons envelop reticular thalamic nucleus 

and other thalamic nuclei to map three-dimensional space {multimodal neurons and mental space}. 

 

multiple neurons for multiple space points 

To experience multiple space points simultaneously, neuron assemblies have 200-millisecond intervals in which 

events are simultaneous {multiple neurons for multiple space points}. 

 

topographic map continuum 

Topographic-map neurons, dendrites, axons, and synapses are so numerous that overlapping forms a continuum 

{topographic map continuum}. Perhaps, the continuum carries analog signals and geometric figures, like TV screens, 

and models continuous space. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Space>Biology>Boundaries 

 

analog to digital conversion and mental space 

Neuron thresholds reduce instantaneous below-threshold input to 0 and set instantaneous above-threshold input to 1. 

Thresholds differentiate regions by establishing boundaries {analog to digital conversion and mental space}. 

 

boundary and mental space 

Brain can compare outgoing (inner) and incoming (outer) signals, which differ. Inner signals have loops and loop 

patterns and include memories and imaginings. Outer signals have non-looping patterns and include stimuli. Nervous 

system builds a boundary {boundary and mental space} between inner (self) and outer (other). Boundary is at nervous-

system edges. Waking and dreaming rebuild the boundary. 

 

inequalities and boundaries 

To trigger a neuron impulse, membrane potential, caused by input neuron impulses, must be greater than neuron 

threshold potential. Neuron threshold potentials establish inequalities. Lower potential has no effect. Higher potentials 

cause one impulse. (Higher potentials over time cause higher impulse rate.) Inequalities establish boundaries 

{inequalities and boundaries}. At space boundaries, one region has response above threshold, and adjacent region has 

response below threshold. (Neuron thresholds can change.) 

 

lateral inhibition and spatial regions 

Adjacent neurons can inhibit central neuron. Such lateral inhibition reduces central-neuron activity. Lateral 

inhibition can contract regions {lateral inhibition and spatial regions}. Lateral inhibition can move boundaries inwards. 

Lateral inhibition can suppress and eliminate boundaries. Spreading activation and lateral inhibition can join or separate 

regions. 

 



spreading activation and spatial regions 

Central neuron can excite adjacent neurons. Such spreading activation increases adjacent-neuron activity. Spreading 

activation can expand regions {spreading activation and spatial regions} {spreading excitation and spatial regions}. 

Spreading activation can move boundaries outwards. Spreading activation can establish and emphasize boundaries. 

Spreading activation and lateral inhibition can join or separate regions. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Space>Biology>Coordinates 

 

coordinate transformation and allocentric space 

People see objects in space as external and stationary (allocentric) [Rizzolatti et al., 1997] [Velmans, 1993]. 

Cerebellum and forebrain anticipate, coordinate, and compensate for movements. 

Frontal-lobe topographic maps can represent egocentric space [Olson et al., 1999], with vertical, right-left, and front-

back directions. Coordinate-origin egocenter is in head center, on a line passing through nosebridge. Space points have 

directions and distances from egocenter. All points make vector space. 

As body, head, or eyes move, egocentric space moves, spatial axes move, and point coordinates and geometric 

figures transform linearly to new coordinate values [Shepard and Metzler, 1971]. Transformations are translation, 

rotation, reflection, inversion, and scaling (zooming). Motor processing uses tensor transform functions to describe 

changes from former to current output-vector field [Pellionisz and Llinás, 1982]. To maintain stationary allocentric 

space, so point coordinates do not change when body moves, visual processing must cancel egocentric spatial-axis 

coordinate transformations {coordinate transformation and allocentric space}. Visual processing inverts motor-system 

tensors to transform egocentric coordinate systems in opposite directions from body movements [Pouget and 

Sejnowski, 1997]. Topographic maps can describe tensors that transform from egocentric to allocentric space. 

Topographic maps can represent allocentric space. 

example 

Translating and rotating make spatial axes change direction. After movement, new axes relate to old axes by 

coordinate transformations. For example, two-dimensional vector (0,1) can translate on y-axis to make vector (0,0), 

rotate both axes to make vector (1,0), or reflect y-axis to make vector (0,-1). Coordinate transformations do not change 

dimension number. 

stationary space 

Perception typically maintains an absolute spatial reference frame. Stationary space allows optimum feature tracking 

during object and/or body motions. Moving reference frames make all motions three-dimensional, but stationary space 

makes many movements one-dimensional or two-dimensional. 

 

gravity and vertical direction 

Gravity exerts vertical force on feet and body. Nervous system analyzes this distributed information and defines 

vertical axis in space {gravity and vertical direction}. 

 

ground and mental space 

Foot motions stop at ground. Touch and kinesthetic receptors repeatedly record this information. Nervous system 

analyzes this distributed information and defines a horizontal plane in space {ground and mental space}. Ground 

nearest to eye has sight-line perpendicular to ground. Farther-away ground points have sight-lines at smaller angles. All 

objects are on or vertically above ground. 

 

invariants and coordinate axes 

Vision observes moving and stationary points in space with varying brightnesses and colors. Nervous system 

analyzes this information to detect perceptual invariants. For space, invariant points are stationary reference points. 

Invariant lines are stationary coordinate axes {invariants and coordinate axes}: vertical, horizontal right-left, and 

horizontal near-far. Because invariants stay constant over many situations, invariants can be grounds for meaning. 

 

motions and touches 

Nervous system correlates body motions and touch and kinesthetic receptors to extract reference points and three-

dimensional space {motions and touches}. Repeated body movements define perception metrics. Such ratios build 

standard length, angle, time, and mass units that model physical-space lengths, angles, times, and masses. As body, 

head, and eyes move, they trace geometric structures and motions. 



tracking 

During body movements, neuron activations follow trajectories across topographic maps. Brain can track moving 

stimuli. Brain can study before and after effects by tracking stimuli. 

stimuli and motions 

Stimuli can trigger attention and orientation, and so body moves or turns toward or away. Different stimulus 

intensities cause different moving or turning rates. 

distance 

Because distance equals rate times time, motion provides information about distances. Brain can track locations over 

time. Brain can use interpolation and extrapolation. 

horizontal directions and motions 

Moving toward or away from stimuli maximizes visual flow and light-intensity gradient, and establishes forward-

backward direction. Moving perpendicular to sight-line to stimuli minimizes visual flow and light-intensity gradient, 

and establishes left-right direction. 

vertical direction and motion 

Body raising and lowering can indicate vertical direction. 

 

orientation columns and direction 

Vision topographic maps have orientation macrocolumns, which align and link orientations to detect line directions 

and establish all spatial directions {orientation columns and direction} [Blasdel, 1992]. 

 

pole and dimension 

As body moves in a straight line, visual flow and light-intensity gradient establish one forward point (pole). Eye to 

forward point defines the forward-backward spatial dimension {pole and dimension}. 

 

rotation centers and mental space 

Body and body parts rotate around balance or equilibrium points {rotation centers and mental space}. Kinesthetic 

receptors send information to brain, which defines those reference points and builds three-dimensional space. 

 

tensors and mental space 

Topographic-map series can store matrices and so represent tensors {tensors and mental space}. Motor processing 

uses tensor transform functions to describe changes from former to current output-vector field [Pellionisz and Llinás, 

1982]. Tensors can linearly transform coordinates from one coordinate system to another. Output vectors are linear 

input-vector and spatial-axis-vector functions. Motor-system topographic maps send vector-field output-vector spatial 

pattern to motor neurons. Muscles move body, head, and eye to specific space locations, or for specific distances or 

times. Current output-vector field differs from preceding output-vector field by a coordinate transformation. 

 

topographic maps and coordinate axes 

Topographic-map-neuron types have regular horizontal, vertical, and diagonal spacings, at different small, medium, 

and large distances. Neuron grids make a spatial network of nodes and links. Neuron grids allow measuring distances 

and angles and using coordinates. Topographic-map neuron grids have up/down, left/right, and near/far axes 

{topographic maps and coordinate axes}. Topographic-map spatial axes intersect to establish a coordinate origin and 

make a coordinate system, so points, lines, and regions have spatial coordinates. 

Sensory topographic maps can have lattices of superficial pyramidal cells, whose non-myelinated non-branched 

axons travel horizontally 0.4 to 0.9 millimeters to synapse in clusters on next superficial pyramidal cells. The skipping 

pattern aids macrocolumn neuron-excitation synchronization [Calvin, 1995]. 

 

topographic maps and distances 

Topographic maps have neurons specific for space locations {topographic maps and distances}. Locations involve 

space direction and distance. If 100 neurons are for radial distance one unit, to have same visual acuity 400 neurons 

must be for radial distance two units. To have less acuity, 100 neurons can be for radial distance two units. 

 

vestibular system and direction 

Vestibular-system saccule, utricle, and semicircular canals detect gravity, body accelerations, and head rotations. 

From that information, nervous system establishes vertical direction and two horizontal directions {vestibular system 

and direction}. 

 



vision and direction 

Animal eyes are right and left, not above and below, and establish a horizontal plane that visual brain regions 

maintain {vision and direction}. Vision processing can detect vertical lines and determine height and angle above 

horizontal plane. Body has right and left as well as front and back, and visual brain regions maintain right, left, front, 

and back in the horizontal plane. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Space>Computer Science 

 

models for three dimensions from two dimensions 

Models can build three dimensions from two-dimensional images {models for three dimensions from two 

dimensions}. Stacks of two-dimensional layers can model three-dimensional space. Rotation of one two-dimensional 

layer can sweep out three-dimensional space. 

 

reading and writing and mental space 

Mental space has no reading or writing {reading and writing and mental space}, because output becomes input and 

input becomes output simultaneously and in parallel. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Space>Computer Science>Algorithm 

 

segmentation and mental space 

Region boundaries have high contrast. Surfaces have coarser or finer and other texture types. Textures depend on 

surface slant, surface tilt, object size, object motion, shape constancy, surface smoothness, and reflectance. 

Segmentation algorithms {segmentation and mental space} separate observed regions by contrast and surface texture. 

Contrast and steep texture gradients define large domains. Subdomains have different surface textures. 

 

self-calibration and mental space 

Camera algorithms can use epipolar transform and absolute conic image in Kruppa equation to find standard metric 

and relative distances and positions {self-calibration and mental space}. 

 

shape from shading and mental space 

Vision processing can find convexities, concavities, and boundary edges. Later vision processing makes these 

consistent to build three-dimensional space {shape from shading and mental space}. 

 

structure from motion and mental space 

Motions cause disparities and disparity rates that can reveal structure {structure from motion and mental space}. 

Bundle-adjustment algorithm can find three-dimensional scene structure and eye trajectories. First, projective 

reconstruction can construct the projected structure, and then Euclidean upgrading can find actual shape. Affine 

projective reconstruction uses Tomasi-Kanade factorization. 

 

synthesis algorithms 

Synthesis algorithms {synthesis algorithms} compare vectors and coordinates to build images and space. 

 

vision algorithms and space 

Vision algorithms can use fiducials as reference points for calibration to make space coordinates {vision algorithms 

and space}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Space>Mathematics 

 

continuity and mental space 

Continuous surfaces have no gaps and no overlaps. Phenomenal space seems continuous {continuity and mental 

space}. 

 

cross products and mental space 

Two vectors define one plane or surface. Two vectors can multiply to make a vector perpendicular to both vectors. 

Perhaps, mental space gets the distance dimension from cross products {cross products and mental space}. 

 



derivatives and mental space 

Derivatives indicate changes, gradients, and directions at space and time points. Second derivatives indicate gradient 

and direction changes and so apply to curves. Perhaps, brain calculates derivatives to find directions and surfaces, and 

their curvatures, and so build mental space {derivatives and mental space}. 

 

generators and mental space 

Brain not only represents space, but also generates/constructs space {generators and mental space}. From an origin, 

each space direction has a function that indicates distance and color. Functions extend from origin, in brain, into space, 

outside body, so there is no action at a distance. Space is nonphysical abstract vector space. 

 

mathematics and mental space 

Mathematical ideas can relate to mental space {mathematics and mental space}. Neuron assemblies can represent 

mathematical objects and mathematical operations. 

number 

Over a one-millisecond interval, neurons have (1) or do not have (0) an impulse, so neuron series can represent 

binary numbers. Over a one-second interval, one neuron's series of 0s and 1s can represent a binary number with 1000 

digits. 

Over a one-second interval, single-neuron axon-impulse number or released-neurotransmitter-packet number can 

represent a whole number. Neurons have impulse frequencies up to 800 Hz, so one neuron can represent numbers from, 

say, 1 to 800. 

Neuron series can use positional notation to represent larger numbers. For example, one neuron can represent 

numbers from 0 to 99, and the other can represent numbers from 0000 to 9900, so neuron pairs can represent numbers 

from 0 to 9999. 

number: integer 

In neuron series, one neuron can represent sign, so neuron series can represent integers. 

number: rational 

In neuron series, one neuron can represent decimal point, so neuron series can represent rational numbers. 

number: real 

Real numbers have rational-number approximations, so neuron series can represent real numbers. 

number: imaginary 

In neuron series, one neuron can represent square root of -1, so neuron series can represent imaginary numbers. 

number: complex 

Complex numbers add real number and imaginary number, so two neuron series can represent complex numbers. 

ratio 

Neurons can compare receptive-field center input to surround input to measure stimulus-intensity ratio. Opponent 

processes compare inputs from two neurons to find ratio. Ratios are dimensionless, because dividing cancels units. 

ratio: metrics 

Comparing current and memorized ratios builds standard relative lengths, angles, and other measurement units 

(standardized metrics). 

addition 

To add two numbers, neuron series can receive input from two neuron series that represent numbers. To subtract, 

one input is negative. 

Single neurons can accumulate membrane potential or neurotransmitter over time to represent simple summation. 

addition: tables 

If tables are available, arithmetic operations can use table lookup. First number is in first column, second is in 

second column, and answer is in third column. Neuron arrays can store number tables. Using indexes allows table 

lookup. 

multiplication 

To multiply two numbers, neuron series can receive input from two neuron series that represent numbers. 

multiplication: amplification 

Single neurons can amplify input. Cell body priming can cause inputs to dendrites to make more membrane voltage. 

Axon gating near synapse can cause synapse to release more neurotransmitter. Amplification is like multiplication. 

multiplication: logarithm 

Neuron series can store bases and exponents, so three neuron series can represent exponentials and logarithms. 

Neuron-series sets can add logarithms to perform multiplications. Logarithms are smaller than original number. For 

example, if number is 100, logarithm is 2: 100 = 10^2. 



multiplication: power and root 

Powers are multiplication series: a^3 = a*a*a. Roots are multiples of reciprocals: a^0.5 = (1/a) * (1/a). Neuron-series 

sets can repeat multiplications and divisions to find powers and roots. 

symbol 

Alphabet letters and punctuation symbols can have number representations. Neuron series can represent numbers 

and so letters, symbols, and variables. 

mathematical term 

Mathematical terms are constants times variables raised to powers: a*x^b. Neuron series can represent symbols and 

can use powers and multiply, so five neuron series can represent mathematical terms. 

polynomial 

Polynomials are mathematical-term sums. Neuron-series arrays can represent mathematical terms, so neuron-series-

array series can represent mathematical-term sums. For infinite polynomials, higher terms have negligibly small values, 

so finite polynomials can approximate infinite polynomials. 

polynomial: functions 

Over space, time, or numeric intervals, polynomials can represent functions, so neuron-series-array series can 

represent functions. Polynomials can represent periodic, trigonometric, and wave functions: sin(x) = x - x^3/3! + x^5/5! 

- x^7/7! + ..., and cos(x) = 1 - x^2/2! + x^4/4! - x^6/6! + ... Polynomials can represent exponential functions: e^a = 1 + 

a + a^2/2! + a^3/3! + ..., and e^(i*a) = cos(a) + i*sin(a). 

polynomial: factoring 

Polynomials can have smaller polynomials that divide evenly into the polynomial. For example, a^2 + 2*a*b + b^2 

= (a + b)^2, so (a^2 + 2*a*b + b^2)/(a + b) = (a + b). Neuron-series-array arrays can factor. 

equation 

Equations set two functions equal to each other: 3*x + 2 = 2*x + 3. Neuron assemblies can represent functions and 

the equals operation, so neuron assemblies can represent equations. Because they can subtract, factor, and divide, 

neuron assemblies can solve linear equations. Linear equations can approximate other equations. 

equation: inequality and relation 

Neuron assemblies can represent equations, so neuron assemblies can represent inequalities. Inequalities can indicate 

relations: more, same, and less, or before and after. 

equation: system 

Two or more equations with same variables are equation systems. For example, 3*x + 2*y = 6 and 2*x + 3*y = -6. 

Large neuron assemblies can represent an equation system. Because they can subtract, multiply, and divide, and so 

substitute, neuron assemblies can solve linear-equation systems. Linear-equation systems can approximate other-

equation systems. 

algebra 

Algebras have elements, such as integers. Algebras have operations on elements, such as addition and multiplication. 

Operations on elements result in existing elements. Neuron series can represent numbers and perform arithmetic 

operations, so neuron assemblies can represent algebra. 

calculus 

All differentiations and integrations use only exponentials, multiplications, and powers. Neuron series can represent 

logarithms, multiplication, and powers, so neuron assemblies can differentiate and integrate. 

mathematical group 

Mathematical groups have elements, such as triangles. Mathematical groups have one operation, such as addition or 

rotation. Operations map every element to the same or another group element. For example, if element is equilateral 

triangle, 120-degree rotations result in same element. Tables show group-operation results for all element pairs. Neuron 

assemblies can represent number tables and table lookup and so represent mathematical groups. 

logic 

Neuron series can represent letters and symbols, so neuron-series arrays can represent words and statements. 

Statements can use nested variable relations. Neuron assemblies can represent and understand grammar. 

logic: truth value 

Neurons can represent TRUE or FALSE by potential above threshold or below threshold. 

logic: operations 

Two or three neuron series can represent NOT, AND, and OR operations. NOT operations can change input into no 

output, or vice versa, using excitation or inhibition. AND operations add two inputs to pass high threshold, which 

neither one alone can pass. OR operations add two inputs to pass low threshold, which either input alone can pass. 



logic: tables 

Logic operations can use table lookup. First variable is in first column, second variable is in second column, and 

truth-values are in third column. Neuron assemblies can store tables and perform table lookup. 

logic: conditionals 

Conditional statements combine NOT and AND operators: p -> q = ~(p & ~q). Neuron assemblies can represent 

NOT and AND operations and so represent conditionals. 

logic: reasoning 

Reasoning uses statement series. Neuron-assembly series can represent statement series and so reasoning. 

computation 

Neuron assemblies can represent numbers and statements and perform logic operations, so complex neuron 

assemblies can use programming languages and compute. Neuron-assembly activity patterns can represent cellular 

automata, which can simulate universal Turing machines and so compute any algorithm. 

geometry 

Visual processing can represent geometric objects, relations, and operations [Burgess and O'Keefe, 2003] 

[Moscovitch et al., 1995]. Representations have same relative lengths, angles, and orientations as physical geometric 

objects in space. 

Geometric objects are points, lines, angles, and surfaces. Geometric objects have location, extension, and shape. 

Geometric objects have brightness, hue, and saturation. Geometric-object relations are up, down, above, below, right, 

left, in, out, near, and far. Geometric operations are constructions, transformations, vector operations, topological 

operations, region marking, and boundary making and removing. 

geometry: point 

Dendritic-tree center-region input excites ON-center neurons. Surrounding-annulus input inhibits ON-center 

neurons. ON-center neurons can represent points [Hubel and Wiesel, 1959] [Kuffler, 1953]. 

geometry: line 

Lines are point series, so ON-center-neuron series can represent straight and curved lines [Livingstone, 1998] 

[Wilson et al., 1990]. Neuron-series length can represent line length. 

Lines are boundaries of regions. Distance and intensity change rates are greatest at boundaries. 

geometry: surface 

Surfaces are line series, so ON-center-neuron arrays can represent flat and curved surfaces. Distance and intensity 

change rates are small in surfaces. Neuron-array area can represent surface area. Line boundaries are surface edges and 

separate surfaces. 

geometry: orientation 

Lines and surfaces have orientation/direction. Topographic-map orientation columns, perpendicular to cortical 

neuron layers, detect orientation. Orientation columns are for specific space locations. Orientation columns are for 

specific line lengths and sizes. Therefore, orientation columns represent one space location, one orientation, and one 

line length [Blasdel, 1992] [Das and Gilbert, 1997] [Dow, 2002] [Hübener et al., 1997] [LeVay and Nelson, 1991]. 

geometry: angle 

For same space location and line length, adjacent orientation columns detect orientations. Neuron assemblies 

calculate plane angles between two line orientations or solid angles between three line orientations. Object and body 

rotation movements have angle changes. 

geometry: geometric figures 

Neuron assemblies can represent points, lines, orientations, angles, and surfaces, so neuron assemblies can represent 

geometric figures, such as spheres, cylinders, and ellipsoids. 

geometry: distance 

Neuron-series length can represent distance between two points. Neuron series can have all orientations, so neuron 

series can detect distance in any direction. 

Topographic-map orientation columns calculate line and surface orientations. At farther distances, concave angles 

appear smaller, and convex angles appear larger. 

Closer regions are brighter, and farther regions are darker, so neuron excitation can estimate distance. 

Closer surfaces have larger average surface-texture size and larger spatial-frequency-change gradient. Neuron 

assemblies can detect surface texture and spatial-frequency-change gradients and estimate distance. 

Object movements and body movements occur over distances, and neuron assemblies can track trajectories. 

geometry: triangulation 

To find triangle lengths and angles, neuron assemblies can use trigonometry cosine rule or sine rule. 



geometry: trilateralization 

Trilateralization finds point coordinates, using three reference points. The four points form a tetrahedron, with four 

triangles. Distance from first reference point defines a sphere. Distance from second reference point defines a circle on 

the sphere. Distance from third reference point defines two points on the circle. Neuron assemblies can measure 

distances between points and angles, and can use the cosine rule or sine rule to find all triangle angles and sides. 

Animals continually track distances and directions to distinctive landmarks. Animals navigate environments using 

maps with centroid reference points and gradient slopes [O'Keefe, 1991]. 

geometry: space 

Brain can represent perceptual space in topographic maps [Andersen et al., 1997] [Bridgeman et al., 1997] [Gross 

and Graziano, 1995] [Owens, 1987] [Rizzolatti et al., 1997]. 

Midbrain tectum and cuneiform nucleus have multimodal neurons, whose axons envelop reticular thalamic nucleus 

and other thalamic nuclei to map three-dimensional space. 

Vision processing derives three-dimensional images from two-dimensional ones by assigning convexity and 

concavity to lines and vertices and making convexities and concavities consistent. 

geometry: spatial axes 

Vestibular-system saccule, utricle, and semicircular canals establish vertical axis by determining gravity direction 

and horizontal directions by detecting body accelerations and head rotations. Three planes, one horizontal and two 

vertical, define vertical axis and two horizontal axes. 

Animal eyes are right and left, not above and below, and establish horizontal plane that visual brain regions 

maintain. 

Vision processing can detect vertical lines and determine height and angle above horizontal plane. Vertical gaze 

center near midbrain oculomotor nucleus detects up and down motions [Pelphrey et al., 2003] [Tomasello et al., 1999]. 

Body has right-left and front-back, and visual brain regions maintain right-left and front-back in horizontal plane. 

Horizontal gaze center near pons abducens nucleus detects right-to-left motion and left-to-right motion [Löwel and 

Singer, 1992]. 

Topographic-map orientation columns with same orientation align and link to establish coordinate axes, in all 

directions. 

Sense and motor topographic maps have regularly spaced lattices of special pyramidal cells. Non-myelinated and 

non-branched superficial-pyramidal-cell axons travel horizontally 0.4 to 0.9 millimeters and synapse in clusters on next 

superficial pyramidal cells. The skipping pattern aids macrocolumn neuron-excitation synchronization [Calvin, 1995]. 

The regularly spaced pyramidal-cell lattice can represent topographic-map reference points and make vertical, 

horizontal, and other-orientation axes. Lattice helps determine spatial frequencies, distances, and lengths. 

Medial entorhinal cortex has some grid cells that fire when body is at many spatial locations, which form a triangular 

grid [Sargolini et al., 2006]. 

geometry: coordinate system 

Vision processing relates spatial axes to make a coordinate system. Spatial axes intersect at a coordinate origin. In 

spherical coordinates, space points have distance to origin, horizontal angle to horizontal axis, and azimuthal angle to 

vertical axis. In Cartesian coordinates, points have distances to vertical, right-left-horizontal, and front-back-horizontal 

axes. Brain and external three-dimensional space use the same spatial axes and coordinate system. Coordinate origin 

establishes an egocenter, for egocentric space. 

tensor 

Neuron series can represent number magnitudes and space directions, so two neuron series can represent 

mathematical vectors. Neuron arrays can represent vectors and motions, so they can represent spinors as rotating 

vectors. 

Neuron arrays can represent vectors, so they can represent matrices, which can represent surfaces. Matrices can be 

two-dimensional tensors, which have all vector-component products as elements. For example, |x1*x2, y1*x2 / x1*y2, 

y1*y2| for vectors (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) has four elements. |x1*x2, y1*x2, z1*x2 / x1*y2, y1*y2 z1*y2 / x1*z2, y1*z2 

z1*z2| for vectors (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) has nine elements. 

Three-dimensional tensors have all vector-component products. Neuron arrays can represent matrices, so neuron 

assemblies can represent three-dimensional tensors. During eye, head, and body movements, tensors can transform 

egocentric-space coordinates to maintain stationary allocentric-space coordinates. 

 

self-reference and mental space 

Gödel numbers can contain compressed-information descriptions of themselves. Nesting allows self-reference. 

Topographic maps can contain descriptions of themselves. Topographic-map space information can contain space-

information descriptions. Mental space can contain space descriptions. Complete brain-based mental-space descriptions 



can contain mental space {self-reference and mental space}. By nesting, mental space can be internal, in observer, and 

observer can be in mental space. 

 

space by relaxation 

Color processing finds surfaces and distances by mathematical relaxation techniques that locate complete and 

consistent positions {space by relaxation}. 

 

state space and mental space 

Color phase space can have three spatial dimensions, one time dimension, surface orientation dimension, black-

white dimension, red dimension, blue dimension, and green dimension {state space and mental space}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Space>Mathematics>Vectors 

 

spinors and mental space 

Spinors are rotating three-dimensional vectors or quaternions. Perhaps, spins can define space axes, and three real-

number orthogonal independent spinor components make three-dimensional space {spinors and mental space}. 

 

tensors and space 

Tensors are scalars, vectors, matrices, three-dimensional arrays, and so on, that represent linear operations. Tensors 

can model flows and fields. Integrating tensors over one dimension decreases dimension by one. Differentiating tensors 

over one dimension increases dimension by one. Three tensor differentiations can build three dimensions from one 

scalar {tensors and space}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Space>Physics 

 

ether and mental space 

The ether can fill space or define space {ether and mental space}. The ether can provide a substrate for sensations 

and observer. 

 

holography and mental space 

Holography can make three-dimensional images in space from two-dimensional interference patterns illuminated by 

a coherent-light beam {holography and mental space}. Perhaps, association cortex stores two-dimensional interference 

patterns and makes beams. However, association cortex has no coherent beam to make interference patterns, and 

interference patterns and intensities, features, and objects have no relation. Brain does not send out signals. 

 

projection and mental space 

Projectors illuminate film or otherwise decode stored representations to create two-dimensional or three-dimensional 

displays in media, such as screens or monitors. Perhaps, mind is projection, and brain is projector {projection and 

mental space}. However, mind must know sensations, not just display them. Projection starts with a geometric figure. 

Projection needs something on which to project. Projection has no opposites. 

 

quantum mechanics entanglement and non-locality 

Physical interactions are local. Forces are particle exchanges. For example, masses exchange gravitons to affect each 

other. Force fields change space and so affect particle motions. Physical interactions do not allow action at distance, 

except for quantum-mechanical entanglement. Two particles that have interacted have a joint wavefunction, made of 

superposition of the two particle wavefunctions. Because particle waves are infinite, the joint wavefunction is infinite. 

The two particles have quantum-mechanical entanglement over all space. Consciousness has experiences at distant 

places, with no interceding events. Perhaps, consciousness entangles everything over all space {quantum mechanics 

entanglement and non-locality}. 

non-locality 

In quantum mechanics, observation at one location can appear to immediately affect another observation at a distant 

location. Though physical waves send information at finite speed, quantum-mechanical waves collapse everywhere at 

once. Perhaps, mind involves non-locality. Consciousness links separate space points, and sense system and sensation, 

and so is non-local. 

However, brain processing does not use waves, entanglement does not include knowing, and any entanglement in 

brain collapses in less than a microsecond. 



 

tunneling and mental space 

Perhaps, brain has potential barriers to outside world, but mind can tunnel through barriers to experience outside 

world {tunneling and mental space}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Space>Psychology 

 

sense qualities and mental space 

People seem to experience a sensory field outside themselves [Velmans, 1993]. Sense experiences are at locations in 

three-dimensional space. Sense qualities are the type of thing that allows consciousness of space {sense qualities and 

mental space}. Experiencing mental space requires sense qualities. 

 

surface distances and mental space 

The farthest surfaces, like the sky or distant mountains, seem to be a few kilometers away. The closest surfaces, like 

a book, appear smaller than their retinal visual angle indicates. Perhaps, rather than varying directly with distance, 

perceived sizes are logarithms of distances {surface distances and mental space}. 

 

surface texture and depth 

Gradient location-orientation histograms define surface textures. People assign depth using corresponding points in 

stereo or successive images and other monocular techniques {surface texture and depth}. Near objects have more 

texture details, and far objects have less texture details. 

 

surface transparency and perspective 

Windowpanes and perspective paintings represent depth and three-dimensional scenes in two dimensions, and their 

two-dimensional surfaces are apparent. If such surfaces have no reflection or any other property and so are invisible, 

they represent three-dimensional space perfectly {surface transparency and perspective}. 

 

zooming and mental space 

Scaling (zooming) maintains relative distances and angles {zooming and mental space} {scaling and mental space}. 

Zooming in can make a finite region equivalent to an infinite region, because the boundary becomes far away. Zooming 

out can make large regions smaller. Attention is like zooming. 

 



CONS>Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation Space Observer 

 

What Is Color 

 
Color Experiences 

Colors depend on brightness, light-source emissions, light paths/illuminations, object reflections, emitted and 

reflected light sources, matte/glossy surfaces, surface textures, physical states, shadows, contrasts, 

transparency/opaqueness, and occlusions. 

Color and brightness define surfaces/objects and their properties. For example, light blue color defines bluebirds. 

Color/brightness has multiple parameters, and so is not like physical quantities. 

Color/brightness experiences have properties. 

1. Color/brightness experiences 

From viewpoint at coordinate origin, color/brightness experiences are at distances in directions of space, 

representing a vector sheaf (because vectors have orientation), seen as the visual field with light rays. Colors are 

mixtures of black, white, and/or blue and red, blue and green, yellow and red, or yellow and green., representing 

brightness, hue, and saturation. 

1.1. Color properties 

Color experiences are for internal use only. 

Color experiences are spatial, and are not in brain or in a central processor. 

Color/brightness and space are fluid and continuous. There are no pixels or voxels. There are no units of brightness, 

hue, saturation, black, white, blue, yellow, red, or green. 

Color experiences are macroscopic, not microscopic (which is over space, time, and data categories). 

Colors in space use quality, not quantity. 

Color experiences are experienced/perceived light rays, with brightness and color. 

Colors are cannot change state. 

Colors have no structure. 

Colors are a knowledge network, with meaning. 

Light categories and properties make continuous, open-boundary, no-point, unitary geometric surfaces at physical 

distances and physical directions from viewpoint, so surfaces have space locations, with a distance in a direction. 

Surfaces are macroscopic, not microscopic. 

Surface information represents physical state, density, texture, transparency/opaqueness/depth, glossy or matte 

finish, and so on. 

Surfaces blend with adjacent surfaces. 

Different surfaces/objects make the same blue look different. For example, the same color blue looks different for 

water, sky, and feathers. 

People can see color/brightness without awareness, without definite color (such as at flicker threshold or in fast 

motion), with contradictory colors, and without object shape or motion (as in movement illusions). 

Perhaps colors (and sounds, touches, smells, tastes, and pains) are like bosons, in that an unlimited number can be at 

one location simultaneously. 

1.2. Colors from sensation, memory, and imagination 

Besides experiences made from sensations, colors in space can be remembered colors, constructed from color names 

or memories. People can say red and see a sort of red in their mind. 

Colors in space can be imagined colors, constructed from color locations or imagination. People imagine a location 

with an object with color. 

Spontaneous vision activities can evoke a sort of color in the mind. People see colors that change into something. 

1.3. Not physical 

People cannot experience physical things, which are only radiations, molecular structures, vibrations, and electrical 

forces. Color experiences are not physical. They are not a substance and have no structure. They have no particles, 

masses, charges, or resonances. They have no motions, translations, kinetics, dynamics, vibrations, oscillations, 

rotations, waves, flows, or frequencies. They have no particles, masses, charges, or amplitudes. They have no forces or 

energies. 

1.4. Not physiological 

Experienced light and space are not chemical or physiological. They are not electrical or chemical flows, other 

motions, or potentials. They have no chemical or electrical reactions or interactions. They have no electrochemical 

structures or internal changes. 



1.5. Not information 

Color experiences are not information, information structures, information transfers, inputs, outputs, or information 

processing. They are not datatypes, files/tables, or databases. They do not use coding or language. 

1.6. Purpose of experiences 

Experiences in space correlate perceptions among brain regions, such as sound and sight location, and correlate 

actions and perceptions, such as odor smell and nose touch. Perceptions from different senses can have the same space 

locations but have nothing in common to relate them there, but all sense experiences share common properties and 

share experienced space. 

Perceptions from different senses are similar in form. Experiences in space differentiate sights, sounds, touches, 

smells, tastes, and pains at the same location. 

Experiences in space associate perceptions of same sense at different locations. 

2. Fundamental colors are a complete and consistent system 

The fundamental hues yellow, blue, red, and green have colorfulness of different types. They each have no black or 

white and have none of other three hues. Fundamental hues are equally distant from two other fundamental hues: 

• Yellow is halfway between red and green. 

• Blue is halfway between red and green. 

• Red is halfway between yellow and blue. 

• Green is halfway between yellow and blue. 

The fundamental no-hues are black and white. White has no black and no net hue (no net blue, yellow, red, or 

green). Black has no white and no hue (no blue, yellow, red, or green). Because color mixes black, white, and/or blue 

and red, blue and green, yellow and red, or yellow and green, the amount of black is the amount of color that is not hue 

and not white, and the amount of white is the amount of color that is not hue and not black. 

The percentages for no hue and net hue add to 100%. 

2.1. Fundamental colors 

Color categories depend on all three opponencies. The fundamental colors are black, white, blue, yellow, red, and 

green. Fundamental colors are independent of each other, are at extremes, and have maximum contrast. Fundamental 

colors are similar to, differ from, are opposite to, and exclude other fundamental colors, in a unified system of color 

relations. 

2.2. Complete and consistent system 

Blue, yellow, red, and green account for all four possible sets of color properties from two independent parameters. 

Black and white account for all two possible sets of color properties from one independent parameter. The six 

fundamental colors form a complete and consistent system. (Perhaps, they are a language, with vocabulary, grammar 

about relations and properties, contexts, associations, and meanings.) 

Hues, black, white, and grays have relations among themselves (internal relatedness), with similarities and 

differences. 

Vision ganglia associate brightness and black, white, and hues and detect grays, oranges, chartreuses, magentas, and 

cyans, as well as dark, light, and pale colors. 

2.3. Color logic 

The black, white, blue, yellow, red, and green colors have the colors they do, and their internal and external 

relations, because they follow a logical pattern, and so must look like and be what they are. Colors, and all 

sensations/qualities/experiences, are mathematical constructs, with internal and external relations. Colors are a 

type/datatype, with three parameters that determine the color categories. (Other senses have different types, with one or 

more parameters.) 

Blue and yellow are opposites, and red and green are opposites, which mix to make no hue (so no blue-yellow and 

no red-green). Based on black-white opponency, blue and red have low color lightness, and green and yellow have high 

color lightness. To distinguish green and yellow, and distinguish red and blue, blue and green have low color 

temperature, and red and yellow have high color temperature. (Vision cortex may have process that measures red 

amount, and so color temperature, with highest value for red, high value for yellow, and low values for blue and green.) 

Less of any hue makes more black, which is missing hue, because vision measures relative amounts, positive and 

negative. More of all hues equally makes more white, which is all hues in equal amounts, because hue washes out. 

3. Dark/dim, light/bright, black, and white 

Experienced/perceived light rays from spots are relatively light/bright or dark/dim. Dimness is the inverse of 

brightness. Darkness is the inverse of lightness. Because they are both about color with no hue, darkness and lightness 

do not cancel each other but mix to make a range from black to white. 

Hues have decreasing lightness, from yellow, through green, through red, down to blue. 

White emits (is a source of) and/or reflects all hues. Black absorbs (is a sink for) all hues. 



Note: Vision programming realizes that darkness and lightness total gray over a whole region, so light is conserved. 

3.1. Black vs. dark 

For higher vision, pure black is darkest, pure blue is dark, pure red is medium dark, pure green has small darkness, 

pure yellow has slight darkness, and pure white has no darkness. Pure blue, red, green, yellow, and white have no black 

(and pure-hue mixtures have no black), so darkness and blackness can be different. 

Black is a color with little lightness. Note that if people saw only luminance, dim/dark/black surfaces would appear 

to be barely there and look like empty space. People see colors that come from surfaces. 

Black and white cannot be reversed. A night-sky spot with no stars is very dark and is black. A very dim surface is 

very dark and is black. Very dark color is black. 

Because color mixes black, white, and/or blue and red, blue and green, yellow and red, or yellow and green, the 

amount of black is the amount of missing hue and white. If hue and white total less than 100%, black makes up the 

missing percent. If net blue is 50%, other net hues are 0%, and white is 0%, color has 50% black. Middle gray has 

50% black and 50% white. Dark red is red 50% and black 50%. Dark orange is red 25%, yellow 25% (red 25% and 

green 25%), and black 50%. 

3.2. White vs. light 

For higher vision, pure black has no lightness, pure blue has low lightness, pure red has medium lightness, pure 

green has high lightness, pure yellow has very high lightness, and pure white has highest lightness. Pure black, blue, 

red, green, and yellow have no white, so whiteness and lightness can be different. 

White has no darkness. Note that people do not see luminance, only colors that come from surfaces. 

Black and white cannot be reversed. The brightest surface is very light and is white. Mixing all hues maximally and 

equally makes maximum lightness, with no net hue, and is white. Mixing complementary colors maximally and equally 

makes maximum lightness, with no net hue, and is white. Highest-lightness color is white. 

Any part of the color that is all hues together is white. If net blue is 50%, other net hues are 0%, and black is 0%, 

color has 50% white. Light gray has 25% black and 75% white. Light red is red 50% and white 50%. Light orange is 

red 25%, yellow 25% (red 25% and green 25%), and white 50%. 

4. Yellow, blue, red, and green hues 

Net hue is blue and red, blue and green, yellow and red, or yellow and green. It is never blue and yellow or red and 

green, which cannot mix because they are opposites about different things. Equal blue and yellow, or red and green, 

cancel each other to make no hue. 

5. Color properties and hue and no-hue categories 

Color has four hue categories: 

• Blue has low brightness, darkness/strength/wide chroma, and coolness/dullness. 

• Yellow has very high brightness, lightness/weakness/narrow chroma, and warmth/vividness. 

• Red has medium brightness, darkness/strength/wide chroma, and warmth/vividness. 

• Green has high brightness, lightness/weakness/narrow chroma, and coolness/dullness. 

Color has two no-hue color categories: 

• Black has darkness, high color strength, and high depth. 

• White has lightness, low color strength, and low depth. 

• Both pure black and white have no chroma range; not-applicable vividness and vibrancy; and neutral color 

temperature, attention, and salience. 

Note: Taking three levels for color temperature/vividness and two levels for color lightness/strength/depth makes six 

categories: black, white, blue, yellow, red, and green. 

This color set may be best for distinguishing and categorization. 

6. Color relations 

Experienced colors have relations. 

6.1. Fundamental-color property similarities 

Black and white have no hue, no chroma range, neutral color temperature, and no vividness. 

Blue and red are relatively dark, have high strength, and have wide chroma range. 

Green and yellow are relatively light, have low strength, and have narrow chroma range. 

Blue and green have cool color temperature and dullness. 

Red and yellow have warm color temperature and vividness. 

Blue, red, and black are dark and strong. 

Green, yellow, and white are light and weak. 



6.2. Fundamental-color property differences 

Black and white have opposite lightness and strength. 

Blue and red have opposite color temperature and vividness. 

Green and yellow have opposite color temperature and vividness. 

Blue and green have opposite lightness, chroma range, and strength. 

Red and yellow have opposite lightness, chroma range, and strength. 

Blue and yellow have opposite lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Red and green have opposite lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Blue and black have opposing chroma range, temperature, and vividness. 

Red and black have opposing chroma range, temperature, and vividness. 

Green and black have different lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Yellow and black have different lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Blue and white have different lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Red and white have different lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Green and white have different chroma range, temperature, and vividness. 

Yellow and white have different chroma range, temperature, and vividness. 

7. Fundamental colors maximize contrasts 

Colors maximize property contrasts. 

Blue and yellow are at extremes and have maximum contrast. Red and green are at extremes and have maximum 

contrast. Black and white are at extremes and have maximum brightness/lightness contrast. 

Yellow, blue, red, and green have maximum combined-lightness/temperature contrasts and so maximum hue 

contrast. 

Therefore, the fundamental colors have maximum brightness, hue, saturation, complementarity/simultaneity, 

lightness, temperature, vividness, and strength contrasts. 

Contrasts distinguish colors better, as well as calculate surface depth and figure/ground better. 

8. Brightness, hue, and saturation are not separate from color 

Experienced/perceived light rays and color require brightness, hue, and saturation, all three together. Brightness, hue, 

and saturation are not separate from color: they are inside color experiences. There is no need for separate explanations 

of brightness, hue, and saturation. 

Different colors can have the same brightness, hue, or saturation. The same brightness can be gray or have hue. The 

same hue can have different brightness depending on adjacent color and can have different saturations. The same 

saturation can have different hues and brightnesses. 

Different brightness, hue, or saturation makes different color. 

9. Black, white, blue, yellow, red, and green are not separate from color 

Experienced/perceived light rays and color require black, white, and/or blue and red, blue and green, yellow and red, 

or green and yellow. They are not separate from color: they are inside color experiences. There is no need for separate 

explanations of black, white, blue, yellow, red, and green. 

Different colors can have the same black, white, blue, yellow, red, or green quantities. The same black, white, blue, 

yellow, red, or green quantity can have different quantities of the others. 

Different black, white, blue, yellow, red, or green quantity makes different color. 

10. Colors are results not causes 

Experienced/perceived light rays and colors are results not causes. For example, blue and yellow do not add to white, 

only their wavelength amounts add to no hue for the blue-yellow opponency. Red and green do not add to yellow, only 

their wavelength amounts add to no hue for the red-green opponency and add to yellow wavelengths for the 

blue-yellow opponency. Black does not make colors blacker, only lack of hue makes low black-white opponency 

output. White does not make colors whiter, only all hues together make high black-white opponency output. 

11. Colors are independent and cannot interchange 

Blue, red, green, yellow, black, and white must have the colors they do and cannot interchange, because they differ 

in opponency properties, color properties, contrast properties, and color relations. 

Blue, red, green, yellow, black, and white are independent but are not opposites. 

11.1. Exchanging 

Assume that vision has three opponency pairs: white-black/black-white (dark-light), yellow-blue/blue-yellow, and 

red-green/green-red. 

Blue and green cannot exchange, because then there is no magenta and no chartreuse. 

Blue and red cannot exchange, because then there is no orange and no cyan. 

Yellow and green cannot exchange, because then there is no orange and no cyan. 



Yellow and red cannot exchange, because then there is no magenta and no chartreuse. 

Exchanging blue and yellow makes the same opponency and opponency relations, but then there is no bright yellow 

and blue is too light (and their saturability is incorrect). 

Exchanging red and green makes the same opponency and opponency relations, but then there is no bright green and 

red is too light (and their saturability is incorrect). 

Exchanging both blue and green and red and yellow, or blue and red and green and yellow, or blue and yellow and 

red and green causes the same problems as above. 

11.2. Modifying 

Changing the properties of blue, red, green, yellow, black, and white (so, for example, blue is bright) is not possible, 

because the properties form a complete and consistent system. 

12. Color systems 

Possible color systems are harmonic ratios, mathematical group, symmetry group, multivectors, and visual 

phonemes. 

12.1. Color harmonic ratios 

Musical tones have frequencies in harmonic ratios. Light frequency in terahertz (10^12 Hz) equals light speed 

(3.02 * 10^8 m/s) divided by wavelength in nanometers. Perhaps primary, secondary, and tertiary colors have harmonic 

ratios that fit into an octave. Table 1 shows example frequencies, ratios, and wavelengths. 

Table 1 

Hue harmonic ratios 

 
Notes: Azure has wavelength 461 nm to 481 nm. Spring green has wavelength 500 nm to 502 nm. Maroon has 

wavelength 700 nm to 740 nm. 

Perhaps color categories come from the twelve-tone scale: C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A#, B, C. 

Perhaps color categories come from the pentatonic scale: C, D, E, G, A, C. 

Perhaps color categories come from the tones in an octave: C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C. 

12.2. Colors as a mathematical group 

Perhaps colors form a mathematical group. 

The color mathematical group has colors as elements. The operation is color addition, and adding two colors makes 

a color (by wavelength-space vector addition, following Grassmann's laws). 

Color addition is commutative, because adding two colors in either order results in the same color. 

Color addition is associative, because adding three colors in sequence in either of the two ways results in the same 

color. 

Colors have additive inverses, because every hue has a complementary color, and black, grays, and white have 

white, grays, and black, respectively. 

Colors have an identity element, because adding black, white, or gray to a color makes the same hue and adding 

black, white, or gray to black, white, or gray makes black, white, or gray. 

Adding color to itself makes the same color. 

Multiplying color by a scalar represents decreasing or increasing intensity. Colors have the distributive property for 

scalar multiplication and vector addition, because increasing intensity does not change hue and increasing the intensity 

of a mixture of two colors makes the same color as increasing the intensity of each mixture color. 

Colors do not multiply (or divide) 

The color mathematical group applies to colors from light sources and from pigment reflections. 



12.3. Colors as a symmetry group 

Perhaps colors form a symmetry group. 

Colors have three particles, which have value +2/3, +1/3, -1/3, or -2/3. 

White has color charge 3*(+2/3) = +2. Yellow has color charge 2*(+2/3) + 1*(-1/3) = +1. Green has color charge 

1*(+2/3) + 2*(-1/3) = 0. Red has color charge 1*(-2/3) + 2*(+1/3) = 0. Blue has color charge 2*(-2/3) + 1*(+1/3) = -1. 

Black has color charge 3*(-2/3) = -2. 

2*(+2/3) + 1*(+1/3) = +5/3, 1*(+2/3) + 2*(+1/3) = +4/3, 1*(-2/3) + 2*(-1/3) = -4/3, and 2*(-2/3) + 1*(-1/3) = -5/3 

are not allowed. 

Alternatively, yellow has color charge 3*(+2/3) = +2. Red has color charge 2*(+2/3) + 1*(-1/3) = +1. White has 

color charge 1*(+2/3) + 2*(-1/3) = 0. Black has color 1*(-2/3) + 2*(+1/3) = 0. Green has color charge 2*(-2/3) + 

1*(+1/3) = -1. Blue has color charge 3*(-2/3) = -2. 

12.4. Colors as multivectors 

Perhaps colors are multivectors. 

Binomials have the form (a + b)^n, which equals the sum of binomial terms (n! / (r! * (n - r)!)) * a^(n - r) * b^r, 

where 0 >= r <= n. Each binomial coefficient indicates the number of possible combinations of n things taken r at a 

time. If n = 3, the four coefficients are 1, 3, 3, and 1: 

• The number of possible combinations of 3 things taken 0 at a time is 1. 

• The number of possible combinations of 3 things taken 1 at a time is 3. 

• The number of possible combinations of 3 things taken 2 at a time is 3. 

• The number of possible combinations of 3 things taken 3 at a time is 1. 

Geometric algebra GA(3) has dimension 2^3 = 8 and so 8 bases. Because both are about the number of possible 

combinations of 3 things taken r at a time, the binomial coefficients and the geometric algebra GA(3) coefficients are 

the same: 

• The one 0-vector is for the scalar basis. Black is scalar color. 

• The three 1-vectors are for the three space dimensions. Blue, red, and green are vector colors. 

• The three 2-vectors are for the three space planes. Yellow, cyan, and magenta are bivector colors. 

• The one 3-vector is for the single possible trivector. White is trivector color. 

12.5. Visual phonemes 

In phonetics, nine phonological distinctive features concatenate into sixty-seven phonemes (which concatenate into 

syllables, which concatenate into words). Phonological distinctive features are about consonant articulations and vowel 

acoustic-wave amplitudes, frequencies, frequency-intensity distribution, and amplitude-change rates, as they occur over 

one-dimensional time. 

In vision, unique combinations, of lightness, chroma, strength, and temperature, are a distinctive feature that makes 

the fundamental colors and their properties. Color lightness/strength has two main states, and color 

temperature/vividness has three main states. Two times three equals six directions (of the three opponency 

coordinates), making six fundamental colors: black, white, yellow, blue, red, and green. The fundamental colors are 

states of the same thing and are like visual phonemes. 



Making New Things 

Color/brightness experiences are new things. Also, brains can build new senses: starting with touch, people working 

with magnets learn to build a sense of magnetism. 

Splitting and joining existing things can make new things. Joining includes multiplying/finding a product. Splitting 

includes dividing/finding a quotient. Note: Adding or subtracting does not make new things, but only larger or smaller 

amounts/numbers of the same thing. 

Transforming existing things can make new things. 

Creating something physical requires energy and/or information transfer. 

1. New mathematical things by joining/multiplying or splitting/dividing 

Multiplying or dividing two same or different independent continuous quantity types makes a new quantity type. 

Geometric operations make new geometric figures by joining or splitting existing geometric figures. For example: 

• Polygons are connected lines. 

• Geometric projection links points to projected points. 

• Geometric drawing operations can construct points, lines, and surfaces. 

• Line generators can make ellipsoids. 

• Lines and vectors connect two points. 

2. New computational things by joining or splitting 

Computer programs join or split two same or different independent continuous datatypes to make a new datatype. 

For example: 

• Arrays can be series of strings. 

• A model and its parts and activities correspond to physical objects and events. 

3. New physical things by physical interactions of joining or splitting 

Physical interactions can make new things. 

New physical things can result from joining existing things to make larger and more-complex things. For example, 

features combine (by spatial and/or logical configuration) to make objects, and molecules combine (by chemical 

reaction) to make atoms. (However, most pairs of things do not have a way to join.) 

New physical things can result from multiplying two same or different independent continuous properties. For 

example, gravitational force multiplies two masses (scalar quantities), and torque multiplies force and radius (vector 

quantities). (However, most pairs of quantities do not have a way to multiply.) 

New physical things can result from splitting existing things to make smaller things. For example, atomic nuclei can 

split (by nuclear fission) to make smaller nuclei, and molecules can split (by chemical reaction) to make smaller 

molecules. (However, most things do not have a way to split.) 

New physical things can result from dividing existing things to make smaller things. For example, time divides into 

electric charge (scalar quantities) to make current, and radius divides into torque (vector quantities) to make force. 

(However, most things do not have any dividers.) 

New physical things can result from symmetry breaking. Perturbations can move systems from equilibrium. Vacuum 

fluctuations can reduce quantum-system symmetry. Transformation variabilities can reduce symmetry. Merging 

symmetric (or opposite) states breaks symmetry. Perhaps symmetry breaking gives rise to experiences. Opponent 

processes have two symmetric states, so perhaps their breakdown makes asymmetric states, as the states differentiate 

into black and white, yellow and blue, and red and green. Note that symmetry can be approximate. 

New physical things can result from symmetry making. States can move from an unstable to a stable (equilibrium) 

state. Reducing/damping fluctuations increases symmetry. Transformations can reduce variables or join two variables 

as opposites or end points. Splitting a state can make symmetric (or opposite) states. Perhaps symmetry making gives 

rise to experiences, by uniting different things into a symmetric whole. Using only descriptions has ambiguities, but 

images are unambiguous. For example, calculations using inputs to two ears result in two space locations, but sound 

comes from one location. 



4. Physical creation at a distance 

To create something physical at a distance requires energy transfer from existing to new and/or sending and 

receiving information signals. Some examples are: 

• An object can have a field around it. 

• Two objects can exchange particles and/or energy. 

• An object can send a signal to another object and receive the same or modified signal back. 

• Electrons in atoms can change orbital level. 

• Electromagnetic induction can propagate electromagnetic waves. 

• Two objects can have entanglement in a single quantum-mechanical wave. 

• Wave interference can make local wave resonances, and quantum-mechanical-wave interference can make local 

particles. 

• Quantum-mechanical-wave discrete-energy-level fluctuations can make virtual particles. 

• Quantum-mechanical-wave energy jumps/transfers can propagate charges, such as positive-charge "holes", 

through crystals. 

5. Transformations 

Transforming existing things can make new things. 

Transformations can change shapes, emphasize something different, associate or disassociate parts, and change 

viewpoint. 

6. Energy and/or information transfer 

Creating something new requires energy and/or information transfer. 

In cortical neural networks and neural assemblies, input opponent-process pairs and non-opponent processes have 

brightness/color and space-location information. Geometric/spatial computing has constructor functions/methods. 

Computation joins/finds-products-of and splits/finds-quotients-of information structures and processes to construct the 

display and viewpoint functions and make light and space. 

7. Alternative vectors and their representations 

Vectors represent force, velocity, and other intensive quantities that have magnitude and direction. Vectors indicate 

magnitude by their length. 

Vectors can have alternative representations that may relate to color/brightness. 

7.1. Width-vectors 

A new vector type could have unit length in the direction of force, velocity, or other intensive quantity and indicate 

magnitude by width. Such "width-vectors" have all vector properties: 

• Adding vectors: Add the two widths by vector addition. Resultant width-vector has unit length in the direction at 

a -90-degree angle (rotating clockwise) to resultant-width vector direction. 

• Vector dot product: Calculate the dot product of the two widths. 

• Vector cross product: Calculate the cross product of the widths. Resultant-width-vector has unit-length direction 

in the same direction as the cross product of the two traditional vectors. 

7.2. Extended-width-vectors 

A new vector type could have non-unit length in the direction of force, velocity, or other intensive quantity and 

indicate magnitude by width. Such "extended-width-vectors" can represent areas, bivectors, or right-angle 

electromagnetic values. 

For example, an extended-width-vector could have length 1, width 1, and area 1; length 0.5, width 2, and area 1; or 

length 0.33, width 3, and area 1. The extended-width-vector lengths have ratio 1:2:3. The extended-width-vector widths 

have ratio is 3:2:1. The areas are equal. 

7.3. Area-vectors 

A new vector type could have cross sections and area, with two widths as vectors. Such "area-vectors" can represent 

volumes and trivectors. Area-vectors can have area with any shape: triangle, circle, and so on. 

7.4. Vector-termini shapes 

A new vector type could have shapes with area at vector terminus or vector origin. 



How Vision Makes Light, Color, and Brightness in Space 

Brains have physiology, neural networks, and computations. Brain neuron-assembly electrochemical signals, 

calculations, comparisons, spatial and temporal relations, and computations are all internal. But yet, people experience 

colors in space. How do brains know the meaning of neuron-assembly positions and signals? 

How do brains know what space directions and distances are and what space is and know what is happening there? 

From knowing, how do brains make space around and in body? What are space experiences, and how do space 

experiences evolve/develop? How does space have color/brightness experiences? 

How do brains know what light, brightness, hue, saturation and color are? From knowing, how do brains make 

them? What are light experiences, and how do they evolve/develop? What is the same, and what differs, among black, 

white, blue, red, green, and yellow? How do color/brightness experiences have locations in space? 

How do brains know surfaces, features, objects, and scenes? From knowing, how do brains make them? 

This chapter describes how vision could make light, color, and brightness in space: 

• Vision anatomy and physiology calculates quantities for color properties and categories. 

• Brain information processing uses datatypes, named variables, computation procedures, and object-oriented 

programming. 

• Spatial object-oriented programming constructs spatial datatypes for colors/light rays, features, objects, scenes, 

and space. Spatial datatypes have locations. Programming analyzes, synthesizes, and uses languages, images, 

networks, and statistics. 

• Twinning makes virtual space to represent the physical world and colors/light rays. 

• Geometric/spatial computing represents geometric objects, and computes geometrically and spatially, in 

three-dimensional space, including representing colors/light rays. 

• Vision programming represents observer to perceive colors/light rays in space. 

• Experiencing programming experiences colors/light rays in space. 

Note: The appendices have the background information needed for this chapter. 

All senses convert stimuli to neural signals, so brains cannot know physical or chemical substances or properties 

directly and cannot know spatial or temporal extents or properties directly. Brains construct a useful simulation of the 

physical world and its observer from sense information, memories, and imagination, using associations, correlations, 

analysis, syhnthesis, and construction tools. Brains have both perception knowledge and perceptual behavior. 

1. Vision physiology 

From neuron-input quantities, vision anatomy and physiology can calculate neuron and neuron-assembly output 

quantities. 

1.1. Neurons and quantities 

Neural signals are about quantity. Some neurons measure quantity difference between two input signals. They are in 

pairs, to measure the difference in both directions. For example, one could be for center vs. surround, and the other for 

surround vs. center. Alternatively, one could be for a category vs. the opposite category, and the other for opposite 

category vs. category. Each neuron of the pair sends to a separate neuron circuit. Because the pair measures opposites, 

only one output can be above resting-signal quantity, so only one of the two neuron circuits has signals above resting. 

There is a third case: both outputs, and neuron circuits, are at resting level. 

Some neurons use thresholds, so that input must be above threshold quantity to make output above resting quantity. 

Neuron series can use a series of thresholds, and outputs go to separate circuits, each for a quantity category, for 

example, lowest, low, medium, high, and highest. 

Some neurons are for filtering, amplifying, and other functions of quantities. 

Note: Neural circuits can model all functions of electrical/electronic circuits. 

1.2. Multiple paths 

A sense uses multiple paths. 

Multiple paths can converge and/or diverge. 

Multiple paths can cause amplification. 

Some paths can carry the original signals and perform original processing, and other paths can evolve/develop to 

perform new processing and modify/embellish the signal. 

1.3. Contrasts and attention 

Brain anatomy and physiology emphasizes contrasts. 

The largest contrast gets the first attention. When/if that decreases by attenuation, the next largest contrast gets 

attention, and so on. 



1.4. Feedback and feedforward 

Feedback measures output and uses it to increase or decrease input, or measures output, compares it to a standard 

output or a previous output, and uses the difference to increase or decrease input. Feedback control mechanisms use a 

model of behavior, such as an optimum temperature, position, speed, time, concentration, and so on. 

Feedforward measures input and uses it, and a model of behavior, to increase or decrease that input or other inputs, 

or measures input, compares it to a standard input or a previous input, and uses the difference to increase or decrease 

that input or other inputs. Feedforward control mechanisms use a model of behavior, such as an additive, subtractive, 

multiplier, or divider factor to model how input affects output. 

Brain physiology may use deliberate perturbations, to vary things and to reach true equilibrium without sticking in 

the wrong state. 

1.5. Processing opponency outputs to calculate color-category quantities 

Retinal-ganglion-cell electrochemical outputs travel along trackable "labeled lines" to specific 

lateral-geniculate-nucleus and vision-cortex areas, which have opponent and non-opponent processes. Ganglion-cell 

output is excitatory (never inhibitory). 

Vision anatomy and physiology use arithmetic and algebra, and statistical processes, to calculate output quantities 

that later will relate to color brightness, hue, saturation, white, black, yellow, blue, red, and green: 

Step 1 - Resultant hue has two hues 

The yellow-blue opponent-process has yellow-wavelength and blue-wavelength ganglion-cell outputs, of which only 

one can have output above baseline. The red-green opponent-process has red-wavelength and green-wavelength 

ganglion-cell outputs, of which only one can have output above baseline. One ganglion-cell output is highest, and one 

is second highest. 

If second-highest amount equals highest amount, resultant hue has half of second hue and half of first hue. If 

second-highest amount is half highest amount, resultant hue has one-quarter of second hue and three-quarters of first 

hue. If second-highest amount equals zero, resultant hue has only first hue. The cases are: 

• If yellow has higher quantity than red and green, resultant hue is greenish-yellow or reddish-yellow. 

• If blue has higher amount than red and green, resultant hue is greenish-blue or reddish-blue. 

• If red has higher amount than blue and yellow, resultant hue is bluish-red or yellowish-red. 

• If green has higher amount than blue and yellow, resultant hue is yellowish-green or bluish-green. 

Step 2 - Saturation and unsaturation add to 100% 

The highest ganglion-cell output determines hue saturation. For example, if quantity is maximum, saturation 

is 100%. If quantity is half maximum, saturation is 50%. If quantity is zero, saturation is 0%. Hue saturation ranges 

from 0% to 100%. 

Black and white have no hue. Black quantity plus white quantity equals unsaturation. No-hue unsaturation 

equals 100% minus hue saturation. 

Step 3 - Luminance and whiteness quantity 

The white-black opponent process has ON-center and OFF-center ganglion-cell outputs. ON-center-output quantity 

is total luminance (from which vision later calculates brightness). (OFF-center-output quantity is inverse of total 

luminance.) 

Very low luminance appears black. Highest luminance appears white. 

Blue wavelengths have low luminance. Red wavelengths have medium luminance. Green wavelengths have high 

luminance. Yellow wavelengths have very high luminance. 

White quantity equals total luminance minus the two hue luminances. 

Step 4 - Unsaturation and blackness quantity 

Black quantity equals unsaturation minus white quantity. 

(Note: Black equals missing hue, so black quantity equals maximum possible luminance minus higher-hue 

luminance minus white luminance.) 

Evolution/development 

White-black opponency opposes the lightest and darkest fundamental colors. Yellow-blue opponency opposes the 

second-lightest and second-darkest fundamental colors. Red-green opponency opposes the third-lightest and 

third-darkest fundamental colors, which are the two middle fundamental colors. Perhaps colors split into black and 

white, then blue and yellow, and then red and green, to make lightness categories. 

1.6. Processing opponency outputs to calculate unsaturation with black and white 

What will be yellow and green have a narrow range when adding what will be white and a wide range when adding 

what will be black. 

What will be red and blue have a wide range when adding what will be white and a narrow range when adding what 

will be black. 



1.7. Processing transformed opponency outputs to calculate color-property quantities 

The two hue opponent processes naturally have blue-yellow and red-green principal components. Using evolution, 

development, and experiences, vision anatomy and physiology can transform coordinates to two other principal 

components: 

• One component runs from cyan, blue, and green through no hue to orange, yellow, and red. Red/yellow and 

blue/green have opposite values. Later vision processing uses this component for color temperature 

(cool/warm), vividness (vivid/dull), color vibrancy (low/high activity), attention (attracting/repulsing), and 

salience (foreground/background). Note: Blue and green have high light frequency, and yellow and red have low 

light frequency, so hue relative light frequency varies inversely with hue temperature/vividness, which may 

account for the yellow-blue and red-green opponencies. 

• The other component runs from chartreuse, yellow, and green through no hue to magenta, blue, and red. 

Red/blue and yellow/green have opposite values. Later vision processing uses this component for color lightness 

(dark/light), color strength (weak/strong), chroma range (narrow/wide), and color depth (shallow/deep). Note: 

Yellow and green have middle light frequencies, and blue and red have low and high light frequencies, so hue 

relative light frequency varies with chroma range and color strength, which may account for the yellow-blue and 

red-green opponencies. 

1.8. Keeping senses separate 

Brain anatomy and physiology keep vision, hearing, touch, smell, taste, and pain separate. 

2. Brain information processing 

Brain anatomy and physiology evolve/develop neurochemical processes that code information and perform 

information processing. For example, procedural loops have reverberations/resonances that extend over space and time 

to maintain signals, allowing space and time for parsing. 

Brain computation has the capabilities of general-purpose computers. It uses both serial and parallel, and both analog 

and digital, processing. Control mechanisms start, stop, and synchronize processes. 

Brain computation can represent space and color using programming languages and neural networks. 

2.1. Datatypes 

Nerve neurochemical transmissions represent quantities. Neuron assemblies have excitatory, quiet, and inhibiting 

signals and can amplify signals, the basis of representing intensity, and filter signals. the basis of representing sense 

types and their subcategories. 

The first neuron coding makes the first datatypes, which represent integer and real numbers. 

Later neuron coding represents datatypes for logical values. Examples include datatypes that represent on or off, true 

or false, low or high, middle or ends, or low or high importance/significance. 

That neuron coding evolves/develops to represent datatypes for dates/times and time intervals, space intervals and 

locations, object associations, and categories. 

Later neuron coding represents datatypes for symbols, such as alphabet characters and punctuation. 

Later neuron coding represents datatypes for angles and space directions. 

Later neuron coding represents datatypes for character strings, words, and phrases. 

Later neuron coding represents datatypes for events and event sequences. 

2.2. Data structures 

From datatypes, computation builds (and parses) data structures: bitmaps, pointers/links, records, tables/files, 

tablespaces, and databases. 

As an example, a MOL file describes a molecule. Its Counts line lists the number of atoms, number of bonds, if 

chiral or not, and file format type. Its Atoms block lists the atoms and their x,y,z coordinates. Its Bonds block lists the 

bonds: bond multiplicity, bond stereochemistry, first atom, and second atom. Its Properties block can list aromaticity, 

delocalization, tautomerism, coordination, net charge, stereocenter configuration, bond orientation, and other overall 

structure information. Computation can parse MOL file information. 

2.3. Variables and their values 

Variables represent, store, transfer, and process data, addresses, instructions, inputs, processes, and outputs. Variable 

values have a datatype. 

Variables can have multiple parameters. For example, color variables can have brightness, hue, and saturation 

parameters, and location variables can have three spherical or rectangular coordinates. 

Computation can track variables by space location and/or time interval. 

To track variables better during processes, computation declares and names/labels/codes variables. Labels are an 

internal information code, not symbols, numbers, or the like, and can be any datatype. 

Note: Brain physiology may use dynamic variables, which can vary and so have different expressions. 



2.4. Computation structures 

Computation uses neural networks, registers, processors, memories, and information channels. 

2.5. Computation steps 

Computation reads input into a variable; performs an input, output, mathematical, logical, or string 

operation/calculation; and writes output to a variable. 

Algorithms may have conditionals and loops. Computation uses reverberating neural networks. 

Computing analyzes, splits, and differentiates to discriminate details, find new properties, and distinguish categories. 

It synthesizes, joins, and integrates to construct categories and associate details. data and programming structures. It 

performs statistical processes, finds principal components, and transforms coordinates. 

2.6. Procedure-oriented programming 

Procedure-oriented programming declares variables and runs processes on variables using statements. Processing 

functions include input and output operations, if/then/else (selection) operations, for/while (repetition) operations, and 

instruction-sequence groups. 

2.7. Object-oriented programming 

Object-oriented programming declares objects, which form a hierarchy. Objects have the same methods/functions as 

in procedure-oriented programming. Object-oriented programming uses programming languages and neural networks. 

For perception, object-oriented programming represents space, with a viewpoint and represents brightnesses with 

color. 

2.8. Connectionism and neural networks 

Neural networks can analyze and synthesize. Connectionism models neural networks. 

Deep neural networks analyze vision to conclude that there is vision and it sees brightness, hue, and saturation. Deep 

neural networks analyze vision to conclude that there are colors and they have the properties they do. Deep neural 

networks give rise to vision experiences and awareness. 

Analysis 

Neural networks can analyze by discriminating, using weighted connections to find an output. Analysis 

differentiates/separates/defines boundaries. 

Neural networks distinguish locations, within locations, and across all locations. Neural networks make categories of 

locations. 

Neural networks distinguish times and time intervals, within time intervals, and across all times. Neural networks 

make categories of times and time intervals. 

Neural networks distinguish finer and finer cases within each sense and within its parts. Neural networks make 

categorize within each sense and within its parts. 

Neural networks distinguish among senses. Neural networks make categorize about general properties of senses. 

Neural networks distinguish features and objects and feature and object properties. Neural networks make categories 

of features, objects, and properties. 

Neural networks distinguish scenes and their properties. Neural networks make categories of scenes and properties. 

Neural networks distinguish space and its properties. Neural networks make categories of space and properties. 

Neural networks can represent language. They can make labels. They can make meaning trees. 

Synthesis 

Neural networks can synthesize by putting together, using weighted connections to find an output set. Synthesis 

integrates/combines/makes connections. 

Neural networks find connections among locations, times, sensations, features, objects, and scenes, and so make 

integrated space. 

Connectionism 

Connectionism models neural networks. Connectionism can find output from input and perform all mathematical, 

linguistic, logical, and input/output operations. Connectionism can find categories and make discriminations. 

In basic connectionism, an output can represent a variable, such a quantity of green, and/or a set of outputs can 

represent a vector/category, such as a color. The set of weights can represent a state. 

Connection networks can have many hidden layers (deep learning). The layers might be an input layer, filter layer 

(that uses convolution to find local features), rectified linear units (that block signals below a threshold level and so 

transmit only signals above threshold), pooling layer (that transmits only significant features), further set of input-filter-

rectified linear unit-pooling modules (that look for feature configurations), and classification layer (that labels objects). 

Connection networks can represent language vocabulary and syntax (including any language of thought), images, 

learning, behaviors, and knowledge. 

Connectionism can use modules with associations. Connectionist modules can represent objects and their spatial and 

temporal relations. Sets of modules can represent space and time. 



Note: Advanced symbolic processing and connectionism can have input, filter, rectify, pool, have modules, and 

classify, and can have the same capabilities. 

3. Perception programming 

Perception programming has information about intensity and other color/light parameters/properties and knows 

about color, brightness, hue, saturation, black, white, yellow, blue, red, and green, and their properties, associations, 

and correlations. It has information about directions, distances, locations, motions, space, spatial relations, and spatial 

coordinates. It has information about what is useful for behavior. It uses memory, motor, attention, and other brain 

systems, and their interactions. It has a system of meaning based on reference and association. 

It uses advanced vision graphics and integrates everything in three-dimensional working memory to represent 

perceptions in space as seen by observer. 

Perception compares previous, current, and projected perceptions to control behavior; gain confirmed knowledge; 

adjust connection weights, and update the model/representation. 

3.1. Perception programming and color-quality knowledge 

By comparison and contrast of neuron quantities, and other analysis and synthesis, perception programming has 

information about the concepts of continuous and discrete quantities, low-to-high and high-to-low relative quantities, 

and quantity categories. 

From information about continuous quantities, relative quantities, and quantity categories, perception programming 

has information about the concepts of absolute and relative presence and absence, including light absorption, reflection, 

and emission. 

From information about quantity, presence, and absence, vision perception programming has information about 

boundaries, and their widths and orientations, and about continuous regions, and their surface textures and material 

properties. 

From the above information, vision programming labels figure and ground. The contrast from figure to ground can 

be either low-to-high or high-to-low relative quantity, so, for example, figure can be black (on white) or white (on 

black). Figures can have presence and absence, such as the lowercase letter i. Absence is as important as presence: for 

example, text lines have blank letters. 

From information about figure and ground, vision programming has information about the concepts of absolute and 

relative foreground and background, marked and not-marked, salient and not-salient, and significant and not-important. 

Vision programming performs pattern recognition to find, discriminate, and construct feature and color properties 

and categories. Vision programming requires many parallel processes to work with spectra (for example, voiceprints). 

It can construct, remember, and compare spectra. and their properties and internal and external relations. Color 

properties and categories are not simple but require pattern building and recognition. Vision programming has 

information about the concepts of points, features, and objects, and about the concepts of brightness, dimness, 

lightness, and darkness, which go together, because contrasts define figures. Note: Compared to brightness, dimness 

makes less surface texture, fewer boundaries, and harder to discern distances and directions, so spatial information 

helps define relative brightness and dimness and brightness categories: darkest, dark, medium, light, and lightest. 

From information about lightness and darkness, and using the two dimensions of hue, vision programming has 

information about the concepts of color: black, white, yellow, blue, red, and green. Colors are 

labeled/coded/cross-referenced/systematic color-property sets. 

Vision programming has information about surface texture, physical state, hardness, and so on. 

Vision programming has information about scenes and spatial and functional relations. 

Note: At each stage, knowledge of later concepts also increases knowledge of previous concepts. 

Vision programming describes/models a space/perception/observer/mind system, which has light rays and whose 

space points have color functions at distances in directions, with observations from observation point, making a vector 

bundle. Vision programming represents observer/perceptions/space, which is seeing. Observer/perceptions/space has an 

origin of vector-sheaf vectors, which is viewpoint. Observer/perceptions/space connects observer and perceptions along 

space vector-sheaf vectors. 

Even a speck of color is a deep perception, with properties and their values, in space, and a viewpoint. 

3.2. Actions not states 

Perceptions are actions, not states. Information flow represents three-dimensional space with colors. 

3.3. All brain programs/activities use same observer/perceptions/space 

All senses, motor system, thinking, will, expectation/prediction, dreaming, imagination, memory, and recall use the 

same observer/perceptions/space. 



3.4. Language of thought 

A "language of thought" has vocabulary, grammar, and syntax and makes and uses descriptions of perceptions and 

concepts. Language of thought can make categories, make associations, store memories, and recall memories. 

Language of thought can have imagination, because it can construct new sentences/thoughts by combining previous 

sentences/thoughts. 

3.5. Images 

Information can describe images and maps, using internal properties and structures. 

Maps and images can have space locations. 

Image programming can use geometry and spatial relations to manipulate images/maps. Images/maps can 

superimpose. 

Images/maps have spatial categories, associations, memories, and recall of memories. 

Images/maps can have imagination, because they can construct new images/maps by transformations. 

4. Spatial object-oriented programming and spatial datatypes 

Object-oriented programming can have algebraic, geometric, and linguistic descriptions of datatypes (spatial 

datatypes) for points and lines and for brightnesses with colors. Object-oriented programming evolves/develops to 

spatial object-oriented programming, which uses algebraic, geometric, linguistic, vector-algebra, and 

algebraic-geometry descriptions to represent multi-parameter spatial datatypes for points, lines, surfaces, objects, and 

scenes, and their brightnesses with colors. Spatial object-oriented programming also represents object and scene 

transformations, other changes, movements/kinetics, activities, and energies/accelerations/dynamics. Codes, labels, 

variable names, datatypes, and types-with-parameters add spatial and temporal properties/parameters. 

4.1. Spatial-datatype properties 

Spatial datatypes have instances that represent physical objects seen in space and their movements/accelerations. 

Spatial datatypes have locations using spherical or rectangular coordinates. 

Spatial datatypes have methods/operations that write/put objects in space, read/get objects from space, calculate 

spatial-datatype locations, represent motions, and perform image and map operations. Whereas object-oriented 

programming performs geometric/spatial operations algebraically, spatial object-oriented programming performs 

geometric/spatial operations geometrically and algebraically. 

4.2. Spatial datatypes for light, color, and color categories and properties 

From information about sense signals, the sense and its properties, brightness, color, location, correlations with other 

senses, and how to construct objects and space, spatial object-oriented programming constructs spatial datatypes 

(light/brightness spatial datatypes) to represent spot brightness with color (hue and saturation). Light spatial datatypes 

are surfaces/patterns that merge color and space information into a unified representation. Brightness, color, and light 

are not simple, but are patterns that are recognized by pattern recognition for perception. 

Brightness spatial datatypes represent perceived light rays from macroscopic, continuous, open-boundary, no-point, 

unitary geometric surfaces at physical distances and physical directions from viewpoint, as well as physical state, 

density, texture, transparency/opaqueness/depth, and glossy or matte finish. They make and distinguish color categories 

(black, white, blue, yellow, red, and green) and properties (lightness, strength, chroma, temperature, and vividness). 

Light spatial datatypes represent methods that work with labeled/coded/cross-referenced/systematic color properties 

and categories. 

Brightness spatial datatypes represent intensities for color parameters. 

Light spatial datatypes include the meanings and relations of light categories and properties and include motion 

representation. 

Their instances are surfaces with space locations, with a distance in a direction. 

Note: Sound spatial datatypes represent vibrations, with categories and properties. Touch spatial datatypes represent 

pressures, with categories and properties. Smell spatial datatypes represent gaseous objects, with categories and 

properties. Taste spatial datatypes represent liquid objects, with categories and properties. Pain spatial datatypes 

represent strains, with categories and properties. 

Note: Experiences do not come from individual-neuron signals or from neuron-bundle signals, because they are not 

simple. Experiences are from programs. Neuron assemblies can have information flow and higher-level flows. 

Experiencing programming represents energy flows through areas. Different sense types, such as vision/color, and 

subcategories, such as red color, have different flows. Flows evolve/develop to vision brightness, hearing loudness, 

touch pressure intensity, smell odor intensity, taste flavor intensity, and pain inflammation intensity. 

Neuron signals are microscopic and fast, and information flows represent numbers and so a quantity of a variable. 

Datatypes are larger and slower, and information flows represent objects as sets of numbers that are quantities of 

variables. Mental objects are macroscopic and slow, because qualities/mental objects require time and space to make 

activities/patterns. Sensations are extended over time and space (as high-level reverberations). 



4.3. Spatial datatypes for features, objects, and scenes 

Spatial object-oriented programming constructs spatial datatypes for geometric configurations: 

• Straight-and-curved lines have light, color, brightness, orientation, and boundaries. 

• Planar-and-curved surfaces have sizes, shapes, textures, illuminations, reflections, transparencies, and depths. 

• Features have angles, categories, similarities, and contrasts. 

• Objects have physical states. Objects include sky, water, dirt, greenery, fur, hair, sense organs, and illumination 

sources. 

• Scenes have object-spatial-relation and category-spatial-relation descriptions and associations. 

Spatial-datatypes can represent motions and accelerations. 

Spatial-datatype instances have space locations, with a distance in a direction. 

4.4. Space spatial datatype 

Space spatial datatypes represent light/brightness/color at distances from viewpoint (coordinate origin) in directions. 

A vector sheaf represents continuous physical space and its metrics, as a visual field. Space spatial datatypes represent 

information about surfaces, physical states, densities, textures, features, objects, scenes, space, spatial relations, 

locations, directions, and distances. Space spatial datatypes represent information about 

labeled/coded/cross-referenced/systematic color variables, and their values/quantities, as constructed patterns for 

recognition. 

Space spatial datatypes have three-dimensional coordinate systems, with viewpoint at coordinate origin. Egocentric 

spherical coordinates are for vertical/elevation and horizontal/azimuth angles and radial distances. Allocentric 

rectangular coordinates are for front-back, left-right, and down-up. Spaces use physical-distance metrics. Space has 

writable/readable locations. 

Space spatial datatypes include all information about visual perception: 

• Light rays, color, brightness, hue, saturation, color properties (lightness, depth, strength, temperature, and 

vividness), and color categories (black, white, blue, yellow, red, and green) 

• Surface, physical state, density, texture, transparency/opaqueness/depth, glossy or matte finish 

• Features, objects, and scenes 

• Space, spatial relations, locations, directions, and distances 

• How to make complex categories, to know general principals and components 

• How to distinguish individual differences, to know particular surfaces and objects 

• How to merge general and individual, to know what colors are and look like 

• How everything works together spatially in space 

Space spatial datatypes merge color and space information into a unified representation. 

Space spatial datatypes represent motions and accelerations. 

Space continually updates. 

4.5. Spatial and temporal programming 

Spatial object-oriented programming includes spatial programming and temporal programming: 

• Spatial programming takes account of register, processor, input, processing, and output space locations, 

topology, and shapes. For example, three-dimensional arrays of computing elements, such as cellular automata, 

can have regions of connected elements. Regions can attract or repel, or otherwise link, through channels. 

Regions and channels can move, make copies, appear, and disappear. Regions and channels can send signals 

about property values to, and receive signals about property values from, the same or other regions or channels. 

• Temporal programming includes sequential programming, parallel programming, distributed programming, and 

multiprocessor programming. 

5. Twinning and virtual space 

Computer "twinning" uses graphics computation to construct, and continually update, a digital virtual 

three-dimensional representation of the physical world and its processes. Twinning uses sensors at boundaries to define 

surfaces and model shape. 

Twinning has multiple interconnected simulations for many related processes, typically with updating (whereas 

computer simulations are for one process, typically with no updating). It can test parts, components/functions, 

asset/component/system interactions, and process/system interactions and timing. It can simulate behaviors; test 

hypotheses; optimize performance; represent memories, imaginings, and dreams; and allow new processes to 

evolve/develop. Twinning represents motions, changes, transformations, accelerations, and all kinetics and dynamics. 



From a copy of spatial object-oriented programming and from previous knowledge/representations of space and 

color, vision evolves/develops to add graphics and enable twinning. Vision twinning uses parallel processing of all 

spatial datatype instances and their interactions to represent space three-dimensionally, as virtual space, with objects in 

space and viewpoint at coordinate origin. Vision twinning includes representations of the patterns of colors and light 

rays, as virtual light. Descriptions transform to image representations. 

Twinning graphics are the brain's version of vector graphics and use the space spatial datatype and its coordinate 

system to put light/color patterns/perceptions, with categories and properties, at space locations. 

Note: Twinning also applies to sound, touch, odor, flavor, and pain representations. 

6. Geometric/spatial computing 

From spatial object-oriented programming and twinning, vision evolves/develops fully geometric and spatial 

computing operations and representations (geometric/spatial computing). Geometric/spatial computing uses geometric 

descriptions (as well as symbolic or algebraic descriptions) of three-dimensional spatial objects, including images, 

maps, and models. Note: All previous hardware and software still work. 

Geometric/spatial computation uses spatial information processing, with serial and parallel processing, to perform 

geometric and spatial operations on three-dimensional spatial objects in physical three-dimensional space. 

Geometric/spatial computation geometrically moves, projects, transforms, and scales (zooms). It represents object 

trajectories and flows through space. It represents motions, accelerations, and all kinetics and dynamics. 

Geometric/spatial computation represents viewpoint translations, rotations, and other transformations through space 

and maintains stationary space by reverse transformations using tensor operations. 

Geometric/spatial computing writes to, and reads from, virtual three-dimensional registers, processors, memories, 

and information channels, with spherical and rectangular coordinate systems. 

Geometric/spatial computing processes light and color constructed patterns, with categories and properties, for 

pattern recognition. 

6.1. Geometric operations 

Geometric/spatial computing performs geometric operations spatially. 

Add vectors: To add vectors, add line segments. 

Projection and dot-products: Projection moves points linearly from original figure onto projection line, surface, or 

volume. To perform projections (find dot-products), use two intersecting lines and a line segment on one line. Lines 

from line-segment endpoints intersect the second line at right angles, to make two right triangles that share the point 

where the two lines intersect. Using line-segment scaling, find the length of the line segment between the right-angle 

vertices on the second line. 

Perpendicular and cross-product: Two vectors can share a perpendicular vector. To find the perpendicular 

(cross-product), use two intersecting line segments, with known lengths a and b, and with angle A between them. Use 

line-segment scaling to find the product: a * b. Use similar-triangle corresponding-side ratios to find the sine of the 

angle: sin(A). Length = a * b *sin(A). At the intersection, construct a perpendicular with that length to both line 

segments. 

Geometric product: Multivector geometric product is the sum of the dot-product and cross-product. 

6.2. Boundary, region, and object making 

Geometric/spatial computing can spatially: 

• Make boundaries and split regions into features. 

• Merge regions and join features to make objects. 

• Account for spatial relations, such as adjacency, overlapping, and nesting. 

• Extrapolate and interpolate, including filling in. 

• Account for temporal and spatial binding. 

• Orient and align. 

• Mark regions for attention and importance. 

• Compare boundaries and regions for similarity and congruency. 

• Index objects, spatial relations, and temporal relations. 

6.3. Motions 

Objects can move around in space and have internal motions, which can have modes. Objects can have translation, 

expansion-contraction, curving, rotation, vibration, and coordinate transformations. 



6.4. Arithmetic operations 

Geometric/spatial computing can perform arithmetic operations spatially. 

Addition and subtraction: To add (and subtract), add line segments. 

Multiplication and division: To multiply (and divide), scale line segments. For example, use similar triangles to 

find length ratios. Two right triangles are similar triangles, with all corresponding sides having the same ratio of side 

lengths. In the first right triangle, the vertical side has unit length, and the horizontal side has length b. In the second 

right triangle, the vertical side has length a, and the horizontal side has unknown length x. For the two triangles, the 

vertical-side length ratio is a/1, and the horizontal-side length ratio is x/b = a/1, so the second-triangle horizontal side 

has length a*b. 

6.5. Set and logical operations 

Geometric/spatial computing can perform set operations spatially. Sets (such as empty and universal sets) are spatial. 

The negation, union, and intersection set operations are spatial operations. Also, set operations are equivalent to 

arithmetic operations: 

• 0 is the empty set. 

• 1 is the universal set. 

• Adding adds sets. 

• Subtracting subtracts sets. 

• Multiplying and dividing are multiple additions or subtractions. 

Geometric/spatial computing can do logical operations spatially, because set operations are equivalent to logical 

operations: 

• Logical negation relates to complementary set (and Boolean-algebra negation). 

• Logical conjunction relates to set intersection (and Boolean-algebra subtraction). 

• Logical disjunction relates to set union (and Boolean-algebra addition). 

• Conditionals are equivalent to NOT(p AND NOT q). 

6.6. Algebraic, calculus, and linguistic (string) operations 

Using arithmetic, set, logic, and geometric operations, geometric/spatial computing can perform all algebraic, 

calculus, and linguistic (string) operations spatially. 

6.7. Information 

Geometric/spatial computing represents bits as points, and letters and numbers as two-dimensional patterns. It 

manipulates information geometrically. 

6.8. Information transfers 

In geometric/spatial computing, three-dimensional registers store three-dimensional spatial configurations. Registers 

have three-dimensional information channels between them. Spatial commands transfer spatial configurations 

three-dimensionally. 

Three-dimensional information channels have signal flows with both longitudinal and transverse components and so 

cross-sections and longitudinal sections. 

Three-dimensional registers, channels, and processors have synchronized (same frequency and phase) firing, at sets 

of adjacent and non-adjacent elements, to group all points of spatial objects. 

Stacking 

Three-dimensional information transfer (and storage) can use three-dimensional registers. At each time step, 

stacking puts the three-dimensional register into the flow, so the flow is a series of three-dimensional registers. To 

illustrate, use a 27-point three-dimensional register (Figure 1, left side) with a vector. Information flow sends the same 

register down the pathway. 

Figure 1 

Stacking 

 



The vector does not change. It repeats at equal time intervals. The flow is discontinuous. The register's and the flow's 

cross-sections have the same dimensions. 

Skewing 

Three-dimensional information transfer (and storage) can use two-dimensional layers. At each time step, skewing 

puts the three-dimensional register into a layer one element thick. For example (Figure 2), the left plane is the layer's 

left side, the middle plane is the layer's middle, and the right plane is the layer's right side. 

Figure 2 

Skewing 

 
The vector changes. It repeats at equal time intervals. The flow is discontinuous. The register's and the flow's 

cross-sections have different dimensions. 

Information storage can use such two-dimensional layers. Reversing the above process can recover the 

three-dimensional register. 

Interleafing 

Three-dimensional information transfer (and storage) can use two-dimensional layers. At each time step, interleafing 

puts the three-dimensional register into a layer one element thick. For example (Figure 3), the top plane is the layer's 

left side, the middle plane is the layer's middle, and the bottom plane is the layer's right side. 

Figure 3 

Interleafing 

 
The vector changes. It repeats at equal time intervals. The flow is discontinuous. The register's and the flow's 

cross-sections have different dimensions. 

Information storage can use such two-dimensional layers. Reversing the above process can recover the 

three-dimensional register. 

7. Experiencing programming and observer/experiences/space system 

Copies of spatial object-oriented programming, twinning/graphics, and geometric/spatial computing evolve/develop 

to experiencing programming, which uses advanced vision graphics and integrates everything in three-dimensional 

working memory to modify the space datatype to represent observer/perceptions/space. (Note that all previous 

hardware and software still work.) 

Observer/perceptions/space transforms to continuous observer/experiences/space when running experiencing 

programming to simulate the behavior of observer seeing experiences/light rays/images in space, over time. 

Experiencing programming transforms concepts of brightness/dimness, lightness/darkness, hue, saturation, blackness, 

whiteness, yellowness, blueness, redness, and greenness into actions/behavior. Brains construct a useful simulation of 

the physical world and its observer from sense information, memories, and imagination, using associations, 

correlations, analysis, synthesis, and construction tools. (Brains can have no direct contact with the physical world.) 

Vision experiences, awareness, seeing, knowing, memory, recall, will, dreaming, and imagination have the same 

basis. 



7.1. Vision programs for experiences 

Vision programming evolves/develops to experiencing programming by adding full/complete/actionable 

descriptions/information about continuous light intensity, colors, space, and vision/seeing. Experiencing programming 

performs the full/complete/actionable descriptions to simulate geometric seen actions/intensities in continuous 

simulated space. For example, actionable descriptions state how to see red, and reading and writing them is seeing red. 

(How else can what red is be known?) Experiencing programming is seeing behavior. 

Experiencing programming changes descriptive code to image code. Location descriptions become space locations, 

and color descriptions become seen intensities and color experiences. Perception knowledge becomes continuous 

spatial/geometric image. 

Experiencing programming does not write experiences in space, or in a space model, and does not read experiences 

from space, or from a space model. Experiencing is not about what is outside body, but is all internal. The model is in 

working memory. 

Experiences/awareness/consciousness are energized graphics. It is like a geometric flow. Experiencing programming 

adds/subtracts simulated energy/dynamics to the space/perception/observer/mind flow to program/create/build 

observing/seeing ongoing experiences in space. Consciousness simulates two poles of energy.  

7.2. Experiencing programming unifies writing and reading and making and knowing 

Experiencing programming, and the observer/perceptions/space, combines/unifies reading and writing, and so output 

and input. Observing merges making and knowing. (Similarly, people can have inner speech, which has simultaneous 

speaking, hearing, and understanding.) 

7.3. Evolution/development 

First, experiences are dark, neutral, or light surfaces at distances along directions, with only one surface type, limited 

depth in space, and broad locations. For example, vision had darkness, with proto-black surface type, near body with 

indefinite spread. 

Awareness then evolved/developed high-intensity simulations, with protection against too-high intensities, different 

surfaces/regions, extension farther out in space, and definite space locations. Vision then had brightness, hue, and 

saturation, at spots with exact locations. 

7.4. Qualities 

All senses have different experiences for low, medium, and high intensity (as well as for colors and so on). Different 

brightnesses have different qualities. 

Also, because intensity is too low to have definite type, black, whisper, tickle, whiff, hint, and uncomfortableness are 

similar. 

Because intensity is too high to have definite type, white, too-loudness, too-stressful, sharp, too-strong, and deep 

pain are similar. 

If intensity is medium, and all subcategories are present so that there is no definite type, then gray, noise, pressure, 

odor, flavor, and ache are similar. 

7.5. Subject, self, and consciousness 

Running experiencing programming to make seeing behavior results in observer/experiences/space and subject, self, 

and consciousness. Experiences are actions, not states. 

7.6. Purpose of consciousness 

Why did consciousness evolve/develop? Seeing behavior maintains signals and so keeps the sensed world and mind 

going when signals are absent, minimal, or fade, such as in unchanging and slightly changing environments. 

Consciousness sets up a mostly unchanging environment that can persist to allow continuous behaviors with no outside 

input. 

Such a state also is good for alertness to new signals and for attention to meaningful signals. 

Experiences aid perception by marking boundaries and regions better. 

Experiences aid perception by increasing energy differences to signify importance and aid attention. 

Experiences aid perception by adding meaning for better memory and recall. 
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Appendices about Evolution and Development of Sensation and Perception 

 

Evolution of Sensation and Perception 

Sensation and perception evolved as organisms evolved from one-celled organisms to humans. 

1. Protista/Protozoa 

Stimulus Detection by Cell Membrane: Cell-membrane receptor molecules react to pressure, light, or chemicals. 

Potential Difference across Cell Membrane: Cell-membrane ion channels actively transport ions across membrane, 

to make a concentration gradient that causes electric-voltage difference across cell membrane. 

2. Marine metazoa 

Glands: Mesoderm develops into glands, which release hormones to regulate cell metabolism (and into muscles). 

(Endoderm develops into digestive tract.) 

Neurons: Ectoderm develops into sense receptors, neurons, and nerves (and into outer skin). 

Nerve Impulse: Local stimulation can discharge local-cell-membrane electric potential, which discharges adjacent 

local-cell-membrane electric potential, and so on, so nerve impulse travels along nerve. 

Nerve Excitation: Excitation raises membrane potential to make reaching impulse threshold easier, or to amplify 

stimuli. 

Nerve Inhibition: Inhibition lowers membrane potential to damp competing weaker stimuli to leave stronger stimuli, 

or to more quickly damp neuron potential back to resting state (to allow timing). 

Neuron Coordination: Sense receptors and neurons connect by membrane electrical and chemical connectors, 

allowing neuron coordination. 

3. Bilateria 

Bilateral Symmetry: Flatworms have symmetrical right and left sides and have front and back. 

Ganglia: Neuron assemblies have functions. 

4. Deuterostomes 

Body Structure: Flatworm embryos have enterocoelom; separate mouth, muscular gut, and anus; and circulatory 

system. Embryo inner tube opens to outside at anus, not head. 

5. Chordata 

Body Structure: Larval and adult stages have notochord and distinct heads, trunks, and tails. 

Nervous System: Chordates have head ganglion, dorsal hollow nerve, and peripheral nerves. 

Reflexes: Sense receptors send electrochemical signals to neurons that send electrochemical signals to muscle or 

gland cells, to make reflex arcs. 

Interneurons for Excitation and Inhibition: Interneurons connect reflex arcs and other neuron pathways, allowing 

simultaneous mutual interactions, alternate pathways, and networks. 

Association: Interneurons associate pathway neuron states with other-pathway neuron states. Simultaneous 

stimulation of associated neurons modifies membrane potentials and impulse thresholds. 

Attention: Association allows input acknowledgement and so simple attention. 

Circuits for Timing and Calculation: Association series build neuron circuits. Outside stimulation causes 

electrochemical signal flows and enzyme releases. Circuits have signal sequences and patterns whose flows can spread 

stimulus effects over time and space and calculate algorithms. 

Receptor and Neuron Arrays for Feature Detection: Sense-receptor and neuron two-dimensional arrays detect spatial 

and temporal stimulus-intensity patterns, and so constancies, covariances, and contravariances over time and/or space, 

to find curvatures, edges, gradients, flows, and sense features. 

Topographic Maps for Spatial and Temporal Locations and for Objects and Events: Neuron arrays are topographic, 

with spatial layouts similar to body surfaces and space. Electrochemical signals stay organized spatially and temporally 

and so carry information about spatial and temporal location. Topographic maps receive electrochemical-signal 

vector-field wave fronts, transform them using tensors, and output electrochemical-signal vector-field wave fronts that 

represent objects and events. 

Memory for Excitation and Inhibition: Secondary neuron arrays, maps, and circuits store associative-learning 

memories. 

Recall for Excitation and Inhibition: Secondary neuron arrays, maps, and circuits recall associative-learning 

memories, to inhibit or excite neuron arrays that control muscles and glands. 

6. Vertebrates/fish 

Motor Coordination: Hindbrain has motor cerebellum. 

Sleeping and Waking: Hindbrain has sleep and wakefulness functions. 

Sensation: Hindbrain and midbrain have sense ganglia. 



Sensation Organization: Forebrain has vision occipital lobe, hearing-equilibrium temporal lobe, 

touch-temperature-motor parietal lobe, and smell frontal lobe. 

Balance: Vestibular system maintains balance. 

7. Fresh-water lobe-finned fish 

Hearing: Eardrum helps amplify sound. 

8. Amphibians 

No New Perception Functions: Early amphibians had no new sense or nervous-system features. 

9. Reptiles 

Sensation Organization: Paleocortex has two cell layers. 

Vision: Parietal eye detects infrared light. 

10. Anapsids, diapsids, synapsids, pelycosaurs, and pristerognathids 

No New Perception Functions: Early anapsids, diapsids, synapsids, pelycosaurs, and pristerognathids had no new 

nerve or sense features. 

11. Therapsids 

Warm-Blooded: Therapsids have thermoregulation. 

Hearing: Outer ear has pinna. 

12. Cynodonts, Eutheria, Tribosphenida, Monotremes, and Theria 

No New Perception Functions: Early cynodonts, Eutheria, Tribosphenida, monotremes, and Theria had no new nerve 

or sense features. 

13. Mammals 

Stationary Space: Vision can maintain stationary three-dimensional space, with a fixed reference frame. 

Sensation Organization: Neocortex has four cell layers. 

Vision: Mammals can see brightness and color. 

14. Insectivores 

Vision: Face has a front, with eyes with two overlapping visual fields. 

15. Primates, prosimians, and monkeys 

No New Perception Functions: Early primates, prosimians, and monkeys had no new nerve or sense features. 

16. Old World monkeys 

Vision: Old World monkeys have trichromatic vision. 

17. Apes 

Self: Chimpanzees and humans over two years old can recognize themselves using mirror reflections and can use 

mirrors to look at themselves and reach body-surface locations. 

18. Anthropoid apes 

Planning and Prediction: Neocortex frontal lobes have better memory and space functions, with planning and 

prediction. 

19. Hominins 

Multisensory Sensation Coordination: Neocortex has six layers and has multisensory regions. 

20. Humans 

Sensation and Motor Coordination and Space: New associational cortex is for better perception-motion coordination 

and behaviors. Frontal lobes have better spatial organization. 

Language: Neocortex has language areas. Parietal lobes have better communication. 



Human Growth and Development of Sensation and Perception 

Development is from embryo to fetus, newborn, infant, toddler, child, adolescent, and adult. 

During development, humans pass through many different environments, so development has many possibilities. 

Environment (nurture) and genes (nature) have approximately equal importance [Carey, 1987] [Winick, 1978]. 

1. Growth and development 

Growth and development begins at fertilization and involves cell proliferation and specialization that creates and 

modifies structures, functions, and behaviors. 

In early development, source cells secrete peptide transcription factors (morphogens) that diffuse through all 

stem-cell tissue, making concentration gradients. Different concentrations cause different stem-cell chemical reactions 

that differentiate stem cells into more specialized cells: low concentrations affect only low-threshold reactions, while 

high concentrations affect low-threshold and high-threshold reactions. 

Later in development, in each brain region and sub-region, cells secrete signaling proteins (morphogens), making 

concentration gradients. Different concentrations cause different chemical reactions to make specialized cells. 

Adult human bodies have 256 cell types and 10^15 cells. 

2. Development stages 

Human development passes through stages: embryo, fetus, newborn, infant, toddler, child, adolescent, and adult. 

2.1. Embryo 

By seven days after fertilization, cells that will make brain and spinal cord have rolled into a hollow cylinder 

(periventricular germ layer), multiplied, migrated outwards, and become neuroblasts. 

From 7 days to 21 days, neuroblasts make a cell slab (cortical plate) in embryo upper layer, with two hemispheres 

around empty regions (ventricles). 

From 14 days to 21 days, ectoderm above the notochord makes first neural plate, then neural groove, then neural 

folds, and then neural tube. Neural tube has inner ventricular zone (ependyma) around central ventricle, 

intermediate-zone (mantle-layer) gray matter, and marginal-zone (pia) white matter. Ependyma becomes neurons and 

glia. Mantle layer becomes dorsal sense neurons (alar plate) and ventral motor neurons (basal plate). Pia is myelinated 

axons. 

Mesoderm (neural crest) lies next to neural tube and makes adrenal medulla, sympathetic ganglia, and dorsal-root 

ganglia. 

Genes direct nervous-system development: 

• After head and tail develop, proneural genes code transcription factors that make neural precursor cells to start 

brain development. 

• Neurogenic genes make cell-to-cell signal proteins for cell adhesion, signal transduction, membrane channels, 

and transcription factors for differential cell proliferation and specialization. 

• Selector genes make neuron types. 

• Neurotrophic genes secrete neurotrophic factors that keep neurons alive, differentiate neurons, and make 

neurotransmitters. 

• Neurotrophic-factor receptor genes code neurotrophic-factor receptor proteins. 

By 21 days, brain interneurons have sent axons down brainstem to spinal cord and up to forebrain. Axons transmit 

messenger chemicals to other neurons to integrate central nervous system. Medulla oblongata appears at neural-tube 

first flexure. 

By 28 days, forebrain telencephalon and diencephalon, midbrain, and hindbrain pons and medulla have 

differentiated. Guided by chemical and electrical signals (with no learning), brainstem and spinal-cord ventral motor 

cells have grown axons to trunk, limb, and viscera muscles. Embryo has first coordinated movements. 

By 32 days, pons and cerebellum have appeared at neural-tube third flexure. Spinal ganglia begin forming. 

By 35 days, paleocortex, cerebral medulla, and basal ganglia have appeared at neural-tube fourth flexure. Sensory 

nerve tracts begin, as epithelial and head sensory receptors project to brainstem and spinal-cord dorsal half. Embryo has 

first sensory information. 

By 42 days, arms and legs have appeared. Sympathetic ganglia start to form segmental masses. Hypothalamus and 

epithalamus begin. Cerebral hemispheres start. Embryo has first reflex arcs. 

By 49 days, thalamus, corpus striatum, and hippocampus begin. Embryo has first spatial and temporal information. 

By 52 days, spinal reflexes work, and limbic lobe begins. Embryo has first emotional, success, and goal information. 

By 56 days, brainstem has many projections into cerebral cortex to guide cortical-neuron migration and 

differentiation. Embryo has first whole-body motor and sensory integration. 

2.2. Fetus 

By 63 days (two months), anterior commissure appears. 

By 66 days, hippocampal commissure appears. 



By 70 days, corpus callosum appears. Fetus has first right-left motor and sensory integration. 

By 74 days, spinal cord has internal structure. Neocortex parietal lobe starts. Fetus has localized movements. 

By 84 days, cortical layers five and six appear. Fetus has first high-level motor and sensory coordination. 

By 88 days, spinal cord has organized. Connections from neocortex to hippocampus start. Fetus has first high-level 

spatial and temporal information coordination. 

By 98 days, long sensory tracts have appeared in spinal cord. Flocculonodular lobe has appeared. Fetus has first 

balance, position, and position-change information. 

By 112 days, spinal-cord ventral-root myelination begins. Cerebellar vermis is in position. Corpora quadrigemina 

have appeared. Neocortex has first layering stage. Parietal and frontal lobes have separated. Fetus has first spatial maps 

and temporal sequences. 

By 126 days (four months), occipital lobe and temporal lobe have separated. Fetus has first high-level vision and 

hearing. 

By 136 days, tract myelination from spinal cord to cerebellum and pons begins, and dorsal-root myelination begins. 

Fetus has first sensory-motor coordination. 

By 140 days, inner neocortex layers have matured, and pyramidal tracts from cortex begin. Fetus has voluntary 

movements and moves eyes. Fetus has REM sleep, indicating dreaming. 

By 156 days (five months), outer neocortical layers have matured. Fetus has high-level control of motor and sensory 

processing. Fetus can have pain. 

By 170 days, brain has all cortical layers. Ventral commissure has myelinated. Cranial nerves have myelinated 

through midbrain. All cerebral-hemisphere commissures are complete. Some left and right temporal-lobe and 

parietal-lobe regions have become asymmetric, so fetus has first handedness. 

By 196 days, spinal cord to thalamus tract has myelinated through midbrain, and spinal cord to cerebellar vermis 

tract has myelinated. Cerebellum has final configuration. Cerebral convolutions and fissures start. Fetus has integrated 

motor and sensory processing. 

By 224 days, secondary and tertiary brain sulci start. 

2.3. Newborn 

Almost all central-nervous-system neurons are present at birth, and most brain connections are present. Cell 

dendrites are still growing, and synapse number is still increasing. (During maturation, 80% of neurons die.) 

Brainstem, thalamus, amygdala, and deep cerebellum are active. 

All reflex arcs are active. Newborns can cry, suck, swallow, thrash, yell, cough, vomit, lift chin while lying on 

stomach, smack lips, chew on fingers, flex limbs, extend limbs, creep, shiver, jerk, arch back, draw in stomach, twist, 

and turn in touched-cheek direction. If spoken to, newborns can smile, coo, and make hand gestures. 

All senses are present: 

• Newborns can have pain. 

• In first few days, newborns can distinguish people by odor. 

• Newborns react to loud sounds. If newborns are alert, high sound frequencies cause freezing, but low ones 

soothe crying and increase motor activity. Rhythmic sounds quiet newborns. 

• Newborns have wide-open eyes that can move stepwise to fixate on bright places or to track stimuli in motion. 

Gaze focuses only at 20 centimeters away. Newborns can follow slowly moving lights, react to brightness 

changes, and turn away from light stimuli. 

Newborns can learn and have short-term memory of times and locations. 

Newborns have emotions and express puzzlement, surprise, pleasure, and displeasure. They can try to avoid 

experiences. 

2.4. Infant 

In the first four months, infants look only at positions (because they do not know size, shape, color, or objects). Eyes 

and head can follow object position changes, so infants have vision and muscle coordination. 

From 1 to 4 months, infants have undifferentiated fear reactions to light flashes, fast object-position changes, noises, 

and falling, so infants have elementary perceptions. 

From 1 to 6 months, infants have undifferentiated excitement (associated with tension or need), undifferentiated 

relaxed quiescence, or no emotion, so they coordinate vision and emotions. 

By 1.5 months, infants can change pupil size, so they can account for light intensity. They can yawn, frown, sneeze, 

and close hand. 

By 2 to 3 months, eye accommodation begins, and infants have good visual attention. 

By 3 months, infants look back and forth between objects and hands and have good visually directed arm 

movements. They can put objects or hands in mouth. 



By 3 to 4 months, infants have eye convergence and eye coordination and know depth and orientation, so they 

perceive three-dimensional space. They have size constancy, shape constancy, completion, motion parallax, and 

binocular parallax. 

By 4 months, infants perceive size, shape, and color and have object perception. Infants never confuse objects with 

themselves. They can distinguish human faces and so realize whether people are family or strangers. 

They have undifferentiated fear reactions to strange objects and to people and animals associated with pain, and so 

coordinate vision and pain perceptions. 

By 6 months, most synapses have developed. Neocortex layers one, two, and three have myelinated. Frontal lobes 

have become active, and theta waves have appeared. Infants can place objects in three-dimensional space. 

By 7 months, delta and alpha waves have appeared. Infants can give meaning to perceptions. 

By 7.5 months, brain-wave pattern is continuously present. Infants can integrate perceptions. 

By 9 months, layer 3c and layer 4 cortical neurons are functional. Sensory tracts between thalamus and primary 

sensorimotor cortex, and motor tracts between motor cortex and cerebellum, are functional. Thalamus and lower 

gyrus-cinguli layers are in intraorganismic short circuit. 

Brain-wave waking and sleeping patterns are like adult ones. 

Infants first predict other's movements and realize that people are pointing at or looking at something, so they can 

follow other's eye direction toward distant objects. Infants first know relation of objects to self (intentionality) and have 

a body image. 

By 9 to 12 months, infants can reach everywhere in space without looking, so they have a cognitive map. 

By 12 months, pyramidal tract has myelinated. Infants can accurately reach for objects and are aware that objects 

exist even when not seen, so they have a complete cognitive map and can use symbols. Visual cortex has complete 

space and color information. Infants understand household-object names, so they coordinate language and perception. 

By 14 to 18 months, meaningful speech begins, and infants can make two-word phrases. 

By 18 months, pre-frontal lobes and language areas become active. Self-consciousness begins. Visual-cortex 

structures and functions for sensations have begun. 

2.5. Toddler 

By 24 months, toddlers have 75% of adult brain, and cerebellum is 80% of adult weight. Cortex layer 3b, thalamus 

and association-area tracts, and association-area outer sections are functional. Fissures between brain lobes are present. 

Vertical exogenous fibers connect cortex with subcortex. Subcortical association fibers, layer-one tangential fibers, and 

horizontal exogenous fibers develop. Visual-cortex structures and functions for sensations are complete. 

Toddlers use names plus verbs (grammar), so they know that things have actions. Toddlers use words that refer to 

self ("I", "my", "mine", "me", and "myself"), so they have good self-consciousness. Personality begins. 

By 24 to 36 months, toddlers learn tense, number, and other word-association rules and build simple sentences from 

words. Toddlers express locations, desires, goals, feelings, and thoughts, so they have integrated self and world. 

By 36 months, hippocampus becomes mature. Toddlers can remember sensations and have first long-term memory. 

They begin to know about minds and mental states. They cannot distinguish appearance and reality. 

By 36 to 48 months, toddlers can compare and reason, can connect sentences into paragraphs, can fantasize and 

pretend, and have first value systems. 

2.6. Child 

By 4 to 7 years, according to Piaget, children can use intuitive thought, make classes, realize that objects belong in 

classes, and use quantifiers, but use no logic and are still centering. Children cannot use interaction or no interaction 

between two variables to determine object properties, such as number, quantity, time, or space (conservation concept). 

At 5 years, temporal-pole fissure is complete. 

At 5 years, children can pick up tiny pellets and place them, have good balance, show handedness, act 

independently, dress themselves, use toilet alone, play alone unsupervised, and imitate activities. They can draw 

squares and triangles but not diamonds, trace long straight lines, and draw people. 

At 5 years, children can organize memories, so they can recover from speaking interruptions. They can recall 4 to 5 

numbers immediately, solve small problems, and talk and think to themselves. They have well-defined personalities. 

At 6 years, frontal-lobe, parietal-lobe, and occipital-lobe fissurations are mostly complete. Brain is 90% of adult 

weight. Parietal-lobe and occipital-lobe surface areas are complete. Layer 2 is functional. Neural connections maximize 

at age 6. 

At 6 years, children have 2500-word vocabularies, can read, and can count up to 9. 

At 6 years, children can throw balls well, go through mazes, and react to orientation changes, because they have 

learned up-down and right-left. 

At 7 years, children can recreate mental states and reverse logical processes or transformations (reversibility 

concept). 



At 7 to 8 years, children can understand metaphors. Speech articulation becomes as good as adults. 

At 7 to 11 years, according to Piaget, children can perform concrete operations (serialization), relate objects by scale 

or quantity, include objects in classes, relate parts to wholes, play using logical rules, use flexible thinking, consider 

other views, communicate extensively, make mental representations, know relations, and understand relations among 

relatives. 

At 10 years, frontal-lobe surface area is complete, and all fissurations are complete. 

At 10 years, children can recall 6 to 7 numbers immediately and can tell objects from outlines. 

At 11 years, according to Piaget, children can perform formal operations, think abstractly, analyze, judge, reason, 

deduce, consider problems not related to reality, apply rules to things, and combine rules and generalize (combinative 

structure). They can think about thinking, possibilities, self, future, and things not in experience. 

2.7. Adolescent 

At 11 to 14 years, brain-wave pattern is like adult. 

At 11 to 15 years, gonadotropin-releasing-hormone (GnRH) release from hypothalamus triggers puberty, causing 

pituitary to secrete hormones that affect testes or ovaries. Kiss-1-gene enzyme (kisspeptin) activates GPR54, which 

also affects puberty. 

At 12 years, layer two functions (except for prefrontal lobe). Alpha waves dominate EEG. Central association areas 

and frontal lobes can function. Reticular formation completes myelination at puberty. 

At 12 to 14 years, adolescents understand metaphors. 

At 13 years, cerebellum is at adult weight. Substantia-nigra dark pigmentation is complete. 

At 14 years, prefrontal-lobe lower layers function. Cortex layers one and two function (except in prefrontal lobe). 

These layers affect association areas and short-and-long circuit reorganizations. Waking and sleeping EEGs show 

sudden transitions. 

At 17 to 20 years, prefrontal-lobe layers three, four, five, and six function. Association areas are still developing. 

At 18 years, myelin is still forming in reticular formation and association areas. 

2.8. Adult 

Speed and ability peak between late teens and late thirties and then gradually decline. 

At age 35, all brain parts are complete. Frontal lobes have myelin. 

3. Summary of development 

Before one year old: 

• Three-month-olds seem to realize where things are in space, like hands and feet, music box on a cradle side, and 

people nearby. They can look at you, then turn away, and then look again. 

• Four-month-olds appear to see the world as stable and outside. They attend to some stimuli and ignore others. 

• Five-month-olds can recognize objects, like a bottle, and sounds, like people's voices and water running for the 

bottle. 

• Seven-month-olds know where a thing goes if it is moving or dragged. 

• Eight-month-olds can remember that pulling a cord made a light go on and off and that flowing faucet water 

means time for food. 

• Nine-month-olds can remember where something was, for example, where a toy is that had gone out of sight. 

• Ten-month-olds can remember in what direction a thing is. 

These do not prove consciousness or awareness before one year old. 

Between one year old and two years old: 

• One-year-olds know in and out, near and far, and open and closed, and can do them. 

• One-and-a-third-year-olds appear to know that seen and/or remembered items are similar, such as doilies. 

• One-and-two-thirds-year-olds can say the names of colors red and blue, and they realize that the parts of a doll 

body are the parts of a human body. 

These do not prove consciousness or awareness before two years old. 

Between two years old and three-and-a-half years old: 

• After two years old, toddlers have concepts of numbers. For example, if a father mentions that his shirt sleeve 

has one stripe, toddlers can notice that there is one stripe on the other sleeve, and say "two stripes". They can 

then say that their dress has no stripes. 

• Three-year-olds can put together a puzzle and memorize the pieces. When they see a sign, they can recognize 

some letters. 

• At three-and-a-half years old, when a father put stuffed animals in a car first, and said he was number 3, a girl 

can say Strawberry was first, Snoopy was second, and she was third. Then she can say that the three were 1, 2, 

and 3. Three-and-a-half-year-olds can realize that 2 and 1 are 3, by counting books. 



These do not prove consciousness or awareness before two years old between two years old and three-and-a-half 

years old. 



Living-Thing Properties 

Living organisms result from cell, organ, and organ system hierarchical structures and processes. They require 

energy and metabolism. They develop, grow, and have regulation and homeostasis. They have sensitivities and 

behaviors. 

Living things: 

• Move (movement) (behavior) and have internal motions that transform parts. 

• Have a hierarchy of structures (hierarchical organization) and processes (metabolism). 

• Act in response to internal and external conditions and changes (sensitivity). 

• Build and copy structures and processes (reproduction). 

• Develop (development) and grow (growth). 

• Regulate processes (regulation). 

• Keep processes steady/constant/in-balance (homeostasis). 

• Gather and use energy (energy processing) and conserve or shed heat (energy balance). 



Appendices about Human Vision Physiology for Color and Brightness 

 

Vision Reception and Vision Physiology up to Opponent Processes 

The visual system has retinal rods, cones, and neurons and lateral-geniculate-nucleus and visual-cortex neuron 

assemblies and topographic maps. Neurons for same spatial direction have same relative position in retina, thalamus, 

occipital lobe, and association cortex. 

Vision physiology calculates brightnesses and colors for all directions from eye and assigns them a distance. 

1. Visible light and its properties 

Vision can see electromagnetic waves (visible light) whose frequency is in a narrow range, above infrared light and 

below ultraviolet light. 

Electromagnetic radiation is a flow that has power (energy per second) and intensity (power per unit cross-sectional 

area). 

Radiant intensity, such as from infrared waves, is power per solid angle. Visible-light waves have radiant intensity 

called luminous intensity. 

Electromagnetic radiation has a frequency-intensity distribution, in which each frequency has intensity. A 

frequency-intensity distribution has weighted average frequency. Over visible light waves, weighted average frequency 

is the basis of hue, weighted frequency standard deviation is the basis of saturation, and total intensity is the square of 

color brightness. 

Two light sources with different frequency-intensity distributions combine to make a new frequency-intensity 

distribution, so vision is a synthetic sense, not an analytic sense). Two brightnesses/colors mix to make intermediate 

color. 

Note: All sight-line points between light source/surface and retina have no net intensity, because electromagnetic 

waves interfere and cancel, so no information comes from those points. 

2. Light sources 

Light has sources. Illumination can come from seen and unseen surfaces. Light, heat, electric, electronic, and/or 

mechanical energy make atoms, molecules, crystals, and fluids stretch, compress, twist, vibrate, and rotate, and so 

move charges and change electric-charge structure. For example, dyes, pigments, transition-metal complexes, and 

compounds with bond conjugation have free charges, charges in chemical bonds, ions, electric dipoles with polarities, 

and electron orbitals. 

Absorbed energy moves electrons and other charges to higher energy states (electron-orbital transitions, ionization, 

and charge transfer). When charges fall back to lower energy states, visible light emits. 

Electromagnetic waves come from light sources or surface reflections. 

2.1. Emission 

Surface emission is light intensity coming from a light source. Processes include incandescence, fluorescence, 

phosphorescence, neon and argon light, light amplification by stimulated emission (laser), diode light emission, and 

crystal color centers. 

Physical surfaces can be luminous and emit visible light. 

Light sources have no scattering and no absorbance. 

2.2. Reflection, pigment scattering, and absorption 

Light has surface reflections, with scattering and absorbance. Reflections can have diffraction, interference, and/or 

polarization. 

Physical surfaces can reflect visible light. Spectra depend on both illumination spectrum and surface reflectivity 

(reflectances at wavelengths). 

Pigments have scattering and absorbance. Reflectance increases with more scattering and decreases with more 

absorbance: 

• Black pigment scatters least and absorbs most. As value falls, black-to-paint ratio increases as a power, not 

linearly. 

• Blue, green, and cyan pigments have low scattering (and so higher tinting strength) and variable absorbance. 

• Yellow, red, and orange pigments have high scattering (and so lower tinting strength) and variable absorbance. 

• White pigment scatters most and absorbs least. As value rises, white-to-paint ratio increases as a power, not 

linearly. 

2.3. Diffuse and specular reflection 

Surfaces can have diffuse or specular reflection. 

Diffuse reflection means that a surface reflects light in all directions. Such surfaces are matte. 

Specular reflection means that a surface reflects light in one direction. Such surfaces are glossy/shiny/glittering. For 

example, light at a large angle to vertical has specular reflection. 



3. Light paths 

Light has reflection from opaque surfaces, with diffraction (as in liquid crystals), interference, and/or polarization. 

Surface reflectance is ratio of outgoing light intensity to incoming light intensity. 

Light has transmission through transparent or translucent materials, with scattering and/or polarization. 

Light has refraction through transparent or translucent materials, with chromatic (and other) aberration and/or 

polarization. 

Scenes have shadows and occlusions. 

3.1. Illumination angle and viewing angle 

Illumination angle and viewing angle affect perception of light, brightness, and color. 

Surface illumination is light intensity coming into the surface. Visual scenes have illumination from seen and unseen 

surfaces. 

Colors differ with illumination angle and viewing angle. 

3.2. Transparency 

Surfaces and materials can be opaque, translucent, or transparent. Opaque means that no light can come through 

from behind. Translucent means that some light can come through from behind. Transparent means that most light can 

come through from behind. 

Visible materials have opaque (or translucent) surfaces. (Because they have no surfaces, clear air and flawless glass 

are transparent.) 

Through transparent or translucent materials, light has transmission, with scattering and/or polarization, and 

refraction, with chromatic aberration and/or polarization. For example, applying a thin or low-density green paint over 

white paint allows white to show through, because green has only a narrow range of light wavelengths. Surface black, 

grays, and white must be opaque, because they have all wavelengths. For example, applying white, gray, or black paint 

over green paint blocks green from coming through. 

Opaque surfaces have no surface depth. Surfaces can have some depth, so that they can have some translucency, 

such as dark and deep surfaces. 

Colorless materials allow all light wavelengths to go through. Surfaces cannot be colorless, because then people 

cannot see them. 

3.3. Depth 

Transparent and translucent surfaces and materials can have depth. 

Note: Materials have depth and can have interior reflection. For example, air can be clear, hazy, or foggy. 

3.4. Physical state 

Objects have phase/state (solid, liquid, gas) and surface textures. 

3.5. Color associations 

Objects have color associations. For example, blue comes from sky and water. Yellow comes from sunlight, skin, 

and sand. Red comes from fruit, blood, and meat. Green comes from leaves and grass. Black comes from night. White 

comes from daylight. 

4. Cone and rod light reception 

Rod and cone retinal-receptor chemical processes have transition states whose energies are the same as those of 

visible-light-wavelength photons. 

After photon absorption, rods and cones change membrane potential. Rods and cones integrate intensities over a 

frequency range. Rod and cone outputs vary directly with logarithm of light intensity. 

4.1. Cone processing 

Cones absorb photons of a specific wavelength with highest probability, and absorb photons at lower and higher 

wavelengths with lower probabilities: 

• Short-wavelength cone: Maximum sensitivity is at 419 nm. Peak runs from 420 nm to 440 nm. Curve is 

approximately symmetric around 419 nm. The short-wavelength cone type has non-zero output at every light 

wavelength from 380 nm to 530 nm. 

• Middle-wavelength cone: Maximum sensitivity is at 531 nm. Peak runs from 534 nm to 545 nm. Curve is 

approximately symmetric around 531 nm. The middle-wavelength cone type has non-zero output at every light 

wavelength from 400 nm to 660 nm. 

• Long-wavelength cone: Maximum sensitivity is at 558 nm. Peak runs from 564 nm to 580 nm. Curve is 

approximately symmetric around 558 nm. The long-wavelength cone type has non-zero output at every light 

wavelength from 400 nm to 700 nm. 

Three cones are necessary, to cover the light spectrum. Cones require brighter light than rods. 



Cones take a logarithm of the integration/sum over the emitted or reflected frequency-intensity spectrum, with each 

frequency having a weight (sensitivity curve). Because cone output depends on a logarithm, output is not linear. For 

example, ten times the input intensity may only increase output by 1.5 times. 

4.2. Color and cone outputs 

For blues, short-wavelength cone has high output, middle-wavelength cone has low output, and long-wavelength 

cone has no output. 

For cyans, short-wavelength cone has output, middle-wavelength cone has output, and long-wavelength cone has 

low output. 

For greens, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has high output, and long-wavelength 

cone has low output. 

For chartreuses, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has output, and long-wavelength 

cone has output. 

For yellows, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has output, and long-wavelength cone 

has output. 

For oranges, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has output, and long-wavelength cone 

has output. 

For reds, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has low output, and long-wavelength cone 

has high output. 

For black, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has low output, and long-wavelength 

cone has low output. 

For middle gray, short-wavelength cone has half output, middle-wavelength cone has half output, and 

long-wavelength cone has half output. 

For white, short-wavelength cone has high output, middle-wavelength cone has high output, and long-wavelength 

cone has high output. 

4.3. Univariance and light spectrum 

Photoreceptors have a wavelength at which they have highest probability of energy absorption and lower and higher 

wavelengths at which they have lower probability of energy absorption. A higher-intensity low-probability wavelength 

can make same total absorption as a lower-intensity high-probability wavelength (univariance problem). For example, 

if frequency A has probability 1% and intensity 2, and frequency B has probability 2% and intensity 1, total 

photoreceptor absorption is the same. 

There are three cones, and every wavelength affects all three cones. Three wavelengths can have intensities at which 

all three photoreceptors have the same absorption as one or more wavelengths at other intensities. (Using three 

wavelengths always makes unsaturated color.) 

Note: Two different wavelengths can never have intensities at which all three cones have the same absorption, so 

that case has no univariance problem. Using two wavelengths always makes saturated color. 

4.4. Rod processing 

Retinal rod light receptors have highest sensitivity at wavelength 498 nm (blue-green). The wavelength range is 

440 nm to 660 nm. Rods take a logarithm of the integration/sum over the emitted or reflected frequency-intensity 

spectrum, with each frequency having a weight (sensitivity curve), because rods absorb photons of middle wavelengths 

with highest probability, and absorb photons at lower and higher wavelengths with lower probabilities. 

Rod cells evolved after cone cells (and opponent processes). Rods are more sensitive than cones. For light intensity 

below cone threshold, only rod cells measure light intensity. Rods have no information about hue or saturation, only 

brightness. 

Rods send to rod bipolar cells and amacrine cells, which then send to ganglion cells. 

4.5. Alternative receptor types and numbers 

Vision has three receptor types, which must cover the spectrum with even distribution. Therefore, because the 

spectrum is narrow, alternative receptor types can only differ somewhat in relative spectrum peak and so must be 

almost the same. 

Note: Because receptor peaks are too narrow, only one or two receptor types cannot cover the spectrum. Vision can 

have four receptor types, but, because the spectrum is narrow, two must have close spectrum peaks and so be almost 

the same. 

5. Adaptation 

Visual receptors adapt within a few seconds. Cortical processes also adapt. 

Vision adapts to illumination intensity changes, darker and lighter (simultaneous brightness contrast). 

Afterimages are temporal effects of adaptation and seem to not be on surfaces [Wilson and Brocklebank, 1955] 

[Brown, 1965]. 



6. Accommodation, focus, and resolution 

Occipital-lobe peristriate area 19 sends to Edinger-Westphal nucleus, which sends, along third cranial nerve, to: 

• Ciliary muscle to control lens accommodation 

• Sphincter pupillae muscle to control pupil constriction 

• Medial rectus muscle to converge eyes 

Eye can focus on objects between 6 cm and 6 meters away. (At distances greater than 6 meters, light rays are 

essentially parallel.) 

Rods and cones have diameters 4 to 100 micrometers. Dim light excites only rods and has less acuity. Bright light 

excites cones and has more acuity. Eye has resolution of 10 seconds of arc at best. Normal vision has visual acuity one 

minute of arc. 

Eye properties reduce resolution. Eye fluid scatters light. Eye lens has chromatic aberration. Retina has blood 

vessels, macula, fovea, and blind spot. Eye vibrates, drifts, and has saccades. 

7. Melanopsin-containing retinal ganglion cells 

Retina inner part has intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (melanopsin-containing retinal ganglion cells) 

that measure overall light intensity, approximately as intensity square root. They are 1% of retinal ganglion cells. They 

have melanopsin, whose absorption peak is at 480 nm, so they directly detect (with slow response) light intensity 

centered on that wavelength. They also receive from rods, which they use at low to medium light levels for light 

intensity centered on wavelength 500 nm. 

They have three main functions: 

• Pupillary light reflex: Their axons go to upper-midbrain olivary pretectal nucleus, which sends to 

Edinger-Westphal nucleus, which sends, along oculomotor nerve, parasympathetically to ciliary ganglion, which 

sends to iris sphincter. 

• Melatonin and sleep: Their axons go to hypothalamus ventrolateral preoptic nucleus and regulate melatonin 

release and sleep. 

• Circadian rhythms: Their axons go to hypothalamus suprachiasmatic nuclei and thalamus intergeniculate leaflet 

and regulate circadian rhythms. 

Attention, awareness, and perception affect these activities. 

Amacrine cells inhibit them. 

They contribute little to location, color, or object perception. 

8. Constancies 

Colors, sizes, and shapes stay relatively constant. 

Surface hues stay constant over illuminance changes (simultaneous chromatic contrast), because vision adapts to 

illumination chromaticity changes by changing relative cone sensitivities in retina and visual cortex [Kries, 1895] 

[Lamb, 1985]. 

9. Motion detection 

Retina outer part sends to occipital lobe to detect motion. 

10. Blinking 

Blinking occurs automatically to moisten cornea. 

Reflex eyelid blinking occurs upon cornea stimulation (corneal reflex) (blink reflex). Cornea sends to pons, which 

sends along facial nerve to eyelid muscle. 

Reflex eyelid blinking occurs to bright light (optical reflex) or to approaching objects. Occipital lobe mediates 

optical reflex. 



Vision-Physiology Opponent Processes 

Retinal opponent processes compare cone outputs (which have only positive values) to find differences [DeValois 

and DeValois, 1975] [Hurvich, 1981] [Hurvich and Jameson, 1955] [Hurvich and Jameson, 1956] [Jameson and 

Hurvich, 1955] [Jameson and Hurvich, 1956] [Svaetichin and MacNichol, 1958]. Opponent processes contrast two 

states. 

Each retinal location has three pairs of opponent-process ganglion-cell outputs: spot luminance relative to surround 

luminance, short-wavelength amount relative to long-and-middle-wavelength amount, short-and-long-wavelength 

amount relative to middle-wavelength amount, and their inverses. The opposing (but not necessarily opposite) states 

name the opponency, so the opponencies are white-black/black-white, yellow-blue/blue-yellow, and 

red-green/green-red. The two opponencies of an opponency pair are linear transformations of each other. Pairs are 

necessary because output is positive. Onset and offset have equal representation. The three opponency pairs are 

orthogonal/independent. 

Every visible-light stimulus typically affects all three cones, so opponent processes are necessary to differentiate 

colors. 

Cone cells and opponent processes evolved at the same time (before rod cells). Opponent processes aid hue 

discrimination and boundary demarcation, so vision favors opponent processes. 

Note: For each and all surfaces, cortical processes put the three opponency pairs together to make surface color, 

brightness, hue, and saturation. Each different color has a unique set of values of the three opponencies. 

1. Retina and cortex physiology 

Cones (and rods) connect to bipolar cells. All vertebrate retinas have bipolar cells, which have 

ON-center/OFF-surround or OFF-center/ON-surround receptive fields. ON-center/OFF-surround receptive-fields have 

positive input from center bipolar cells and negative input from annulus same-type bipolar cells, and so measure onset. 

OFF-center/ON-surround receptive-fields have positive input from annulus bipolar cells and negative input from center 

same-type bipolar cells, and so measure offset. Onset and offset have equal representation. Bipolar cells use graded 

potentials to excite or inhibit ganglion cells. 

Cones also connect to horizontal cells, which inhibit ON-center/OFF-surround and/or OFF-center/ON-surround 

bipolar cells. (Rods also connect to amacrine cells, which inhibit ganglion cells.) 

Ganglion cells have ON and OFF opponent-process pairs receptive fields. Ganglion-cell-center size defines the 

smallest perceptible visual angle. Each cone affects several ganglion cells (related to "filling-in"), and each ganglion 

cell gets information from several cones. Ganglion cells send action potentials (with 200-fold firing range), with high 

baseline rate, to lateral geniculate nucleus. 

Lateral-geniculate-nucleus neurons have ON and OFF opponent-process pairs and send to visual cortex, whose cells 

also have ON and OFF opponent-process pairs. The two types are approximately equal in number, so onset and offset 

have equal representation. 

1.1. Regulation 

Opponent-process inputs have weights, which can regulate color, region, and boundary detection. 

1.2. Lateral inhibition 

Cells can inhibit neighboring cells. Lateral inhibition increases contrast, suppresses noise, sharpens boundaries, and 

contracts (and distinguishes) regions. 

1.3. Spreading activation 

Cells can excite neighboring cells. Spreading activation reduces contrast, fills in, blurs boundaries, and expands (and 

unifies) regions. 



1.4. Ganglion-cell input and output 

Ganglion-cell input is a function of a difference, and so varies continuously from maximum negative to zero to 

maximum positive. 

Ganglion-cell-output action-potential rate varies continuously from minimum to baseline to maximum: 

• If negative input is maximum and positive input is half, negative input is three-quarters and positive input is 

one-quarter, or negative input is half and positive input is zero, so opponent-process-input difference is negative, 

ganglion-cell output is below baseline. Maximum negative input and zero positive input makes zero 

ganglion-cell output. 

• If positive input is maximum and negative input is maximum, positive input is half and negative input is half, or 

positive input is zero and negative input is zero, so opponent-process-input difference is zero, then ganglion-cell 

output is baseline. 

• If positive input is maximum and negative input is half, positive input is three-quarters and negative input is 

one-quarter, or positive input is half and negative input is zero, so opponent-process-input difference is positive, 

ganglion-cell output is above baseline. Maximum positive input and zero negative input makes maximum 

ganglion-cell output. 

Opponencies can have low baseline rate and so smaller range down and larger range up, medium baseline rate and so 

medium range down and medium range up, or high baseline value and so larger range down and smaller range up. 

2. White-black/black-white opponent-process pair 

For these ganglion cells, both the center and the surround have the same input function, whose general form is 

C * (l*L + m*M + s*S + K), where C, l, m, s, and K are constants. An example is C * (2*L + M + 0.5*S + K). An 

oversimplified function is (L + M) / 2. 

Input uses mostly long-wavelength and middle-wavelength cones, because ambient light has wavelengths near the 

middle of the visible spectrum. Input uses more than one cone to be more accurate. Therefore, each frequency has a 

different weight, with higher weights for long and medium wavelengths and lower weights for short wavelengths: 

• 380 nm: 0. 

• 415 nm to 425 nm: one-eighth of highest. 

• 440 nm to 450 nm: one-quarter of highest. 

• 505 nm to 515 nm: half of highest. 

• 535 nm to 545 nm: three-quarters of highest. 

• 550 nm to 560 nm: highest (photopic peak). 

• 570 nm to 580 nm: seven-eighths of highest. 

• 605 nm to 615 nm: half of highest. 

• 630 nm to 640 nm: three-eighths of highest. 

• 700 nm to 740 nm: 0. 

Maximum sensitivity is at yellow wavelengths, followed by green wavelengths, red wavelengths, and blue 

wavelengths. The sensitivity curve is approximately symmetric from 490 nm to 620 nm. 

Because this opponency pair depends on cone output, which depends on a logarithm, ganglion-cell output is not 

linear. 

This opponency pair is a function of the difference between input values from a surface and from its surrounding 

surface [Jameson, 1985] and measures relative luminosity between center and surround. For ON-center/OFF-surround: 

• If center has lower luminosity than surround, difference is negative, and ganglion-cell output is below baseline. 

• If center has higher luminosity than surround, difference is positive, and ganglion-cell output is above baseline. 

• If center has same luminosity as surround, difference is zero, and ganglion-cell output is at baseline. 

For OFF-center/ON-surround: 

• If center has lower luminosity than surround, difference is positive, and ganglion-cell output is above baseline. 

• If center has higher luminosity than surround, difference is negative, and ganglion-cell output is below baseline. 

• If center has same luminosity as surround, difference is zero, and ganglion-cell output is at baseline. 

If ON-center/OFF-surround has low output and OFF-center/ON-surround has high output, higher-level vision makes 

surface dark. If ON-center/OFF-surround has high output and OFF-center/ON-surround has low output, higher-level 

vision makes surface light. 

If center and surround have the same weight, if illumination doubles, the difference doubles, and if illumination 

halves, the difference halves. Higher illumination allows better contrast. (The quantity subtracted is never more than 

20% of the center quantity, so only large differences in illumination allow significantly better contrast.) Scenes with 

high contrast have high overall illumination. Scenes with low contrast have low overall illumination. 



White-black opponency measures sharpness of luminance contrast, gradient, and boundary between a spot and an 

adjacent surface, and black-white opponency measures the inverse. These opponencies distinguish one surface from 

another to make discriminations or categories. 

This opponency pair has spatial information, contrasting center and surround. Higher-level vision uses this 

information to find boundaries between space regions. 

This opponency pair (achromatic opponency) does not differentiate by different wavelengths, has no information 

about light frequency or frequency distribution, and does not compare hues or saturations. (Lightness and darkness 

have no hue information.) 

Note: Similar ganglion cells have positive input from current time and negative input from a previous time and 

detect changes in intensity over time and so help detect motions through space. 

3. Red-green/green-red opponent-process pair 

Ganglion-cell-input general function is C * (l*L + m*M + s*S + K), where C, l, m, s, and K are constants. An 

example is L - 1.09*M + 0.09*S. An oversimplified function is L - M. Therefore, these ganglion cells have positive 

input from one cone type/bipolar cell receiving from surface, and have negative input from a different cone type/bipolar 

cell receiving from same surface [Jameson, 1985]. 

Each frequency has a different weight, with positive weights for long wavelengths and negative weights for medium 

wavelengths: 

• 380 nm: 0. 

• 440 nm to 445 nm: smaller local maximum. Curve is symmetric between 425 nm and 460 nm. 

• 470 nm to 475 nm: 0. 

• 520 nm to 530 nm: local minimum. Curve is symmetric between 475 nm and 575 nm. 

• 570 nm to 575 nm: 0. 

• 605 nm to 615 nm: larger local maximum. Curve is symmetric between 580 nm and 640 nm. 

• 700 nm to 740 nm: 0. 

Because this opponency pair depends on cone output, which depends on a logarithm, output is not linear. 

This opponency pair measures the difference between surface long+short-wavelength and middle-wavelength inputs 

(total high+low-frequency intensity and total middle-frequency intensity). For ON: 

• If middle-wavelength light is more than little long+short-wavelength light, difference is negative, and 

ganglion-cell output is below baseline. 

• If long+short-wavelength light is more than middle-wavelength light, difference is positive, and ganglion-cell 

output is above baseline. 

• If long+short-wavelength light equals middle-wavelength light, difference is zero, and ganglion-cell output is at 

baseline. 

For OFF: 

• If middle-wavelength light is less than little long+short-wavelength light, difference is negative, and 

ganglion-cell output is below baseline. 

• If long+short-wavelength light is less than middle-wavelength light, difference is positive, and ganglion-cell 

output is above baseline. 

• If long+short-wavelength light equals middle-wavelength light, difference is zero, and ganglion-cell output is at 

baseline. 

Chromatic opponencies find difference between hue amounts/saturations at a spot (simultaneous color contrast). 

Red-green and green-red opponencies measure hue amount relative to its complementary/opposite hue amount. If ON 

has low output and OFF has high output, higher-level vision makes surface green. If ON has high output and OFF has 

low output, higher-level vision makes surface red. Equal opposite inputs cancel each other to make no hue. There is no 

reddish-green or greenish-red. Net hue appears either red or green, with no mixing. The hues cannot mix, because they 

are opposites about different things. Net hue (saturation) and no-hue (unsaturation) always add to 100%. Note: Red 

plus green appears yellow because both excite yellow, and red and green cancel. 

This opponency pair does not compare two surfaces and has no spatial information. It has no information about 

brightness, only about spot hue and saturation. The opponency pair is independent of both yellowness and blueness. 



4. Yellow-blue/blue-yellow opponent-process pair 

Ganglion-cell-input general function is C * (l*L + m*M + s*S + K), where C, l, m, s, and K are constants. An 

example is 0.11 * (L + M - 2*S). An oversimplified function is ((L + M) / 2) - S. Therefore, these ganglion cells have 

positive input from two cone types/bipolar cells receiving from surface, and have negative input from a different cone 

type/bipolar cell receiving from same surface [Jameson, 1985]. 

Each frequency has a different weight, with positive weights for long and medium wavelengths and negative weights 

for short wavelengths: 

• 380 nm: 0. 

• 440 nm to 450 nm: local minimum. Curve is symmetric between 420 nm and 470 nm. 

• 490 nm to 495 nm: 0. 

• 550 nm to 560 nm: local maximum. Curve is symmetric between 530 nm and 580 nm. 

• 675 nm to 700 nm: 0. 

Because this opponency pair depends on cone output, which depends on a logarithm, output is not linear. 

This opponency pair measures the difference between surface short-wavelength and long+middle-wavelength inputs 

(total low-frequency intensity and total high-frequency intensity). For ON: 

• If short-wavelength light is more than long+middle-wavelength light, difference is negative, and ganglion-cell 

output is below baseline. 

• If long+middle-wavelength light is more than short-wavelength light, difference is positive, and ganglion-cell 

output is above baseline. 

• If long+middle-wavelength light equals short-wavelength light, difference is zero, and ganglion-cell output is at 

baseline. 

For OFF: 

• If short-wavelength light is less than long+middle-wavelength light, difference is negative, and ganglion-cell 

output is below baseline. 

• If long+middle-wavelength light is less than short-wavelength light, difference is positive, and ganglion-cell 

output is above baseline. 

• If long+middle-wavelength light equals short-wavelength light, difference is zero, and ganglion-cell output is at 

baseline. 

Chromatic opponencies find difference between hue amounts/saturations at a spot (simultaneous color contrast). 

Yellow-blue and blue-yellow opponencies measure hue amount relative to its complementary/opposite hue amount. If 

ON has low output and OFF has high output, higher-level vision makes surface blue. If ON has high output and OFF 

has low output, higher-level vision makes surface yellow. Equal opposite inputs cancel each other to make no hue. Net 

hue appears either blue or yellow, with no mixing. The hues cannot mix, because they are opposites about different 

things. There is no bluish-yellow or yellowish-blue, because blue and yellow light mix to make white (and so are 

complementary colors). The percentages for no hue (unsaturation) and net hue (saturation) add to 100%. 

This opponency pair does not compare center and surround and has no spatial information. It has no information 

about brightness, only about spot hue and saturation. The opponency pair is independent of both redness and greenness. 

5. Light wavelengths have red-green, yellow-blue, and white-black opponency values 

Light wavelengths have yellow-blue, red-green, and white-black opponency values [Jameson, 1985]: 

380 nm: Red-green is zero, and yellow-blue is zero. 

440 nm to 450 nm (violet): Red-green is smaller maximum, and yellow-blue is minimum. 

470 nm to 475 nm (unique blue): Red-green is zero, and yellow-blue is half minimum. 

485 nm to 490 nm (cyan): Red-green is one-quarter minimum, and yellow-blue is one-quarter minimum, so 

approximately equal. 

490 nm to 495 nm (unique green): Red-green is half minimum, and yellow-blue is zero. 

520 nm to 530 nm (green): Red-green is minimum, and yellow-blue is seven-eighths maximum. 

550 nm to 560 nm (chartreuse): Red-green is three-quarters minimum, and yellow-blue is maximum. 

560 nm to 565 nm (yellow): Red-green is half minimum, and yellow-blue is maximum. 

570 nm to 575 nm (unique yellow): Red-green is zero, and yellow-blue is three-quarters maximum. 

590 nm to 595 nm (orange): Red-green is five-eighths maximum, and yellow-blue is two-thirds maximum, so 

approximately equal. 



605 nm to 615 nm (red beginning): Red-green is higher maximum, and yellow-blue is three-eighths maximum. 

There is no unique red because, at wavelength 600 nm, red-green difference is less than maximum, and yellow-blue 

difference is higher than at wavelength 610 nm; at wavelength 610 nm, red-green difference is maximum, but 

yellow-blue difference is not zero; and, at wavelength 620 nm, red-green difference is less than maximum, and 

yellow-blue difference is still not zero. 

670 nm to 680 nm (red to maroon): Red-green is one-eighth maximum, and yellow-blue is zero. 

700 nm to 740 nm: Red-green is zero, and yellow-blue is zero. 

Note: The three cone sensitivity curves cross at 465 nm, 475 nm, and 545 nm. 

When either red-green or yellow-blue opponency value is zero, that is said to be a "unique hue". Note: Unique hues 

are for maximum saturation and brightness. At lower saturation and/or lower brightness, unique hues make a line 

through color space. The unique-hue red line could come from a cortical process that combines weighted L - M and 

differently weighted S - (L + M). The unique-hue green line could come from a different cortical process that combines 

weighted L - M and differently weighted S - (L + M). The unique-hue blue line and yellow line could come from a 

third cortical process that combines weighted L - M and similarly weighted S - (L + M). 

Note: The color categories violet, blue, azure, cyan, spring green, green, chartreuse, yellow, orange, and red do not 

have even spacing over the spectrum. Blue, green, and yellow have even spacing over the spectrum, but violets and 

reds have wide ranges at spectrum ends. 

5.1. Colors and opponency values 

Colors depend on all three opponent processes: 

• For greens, the yellow-blue opponency crosses in the middle, with low yellow and low blue, with narrow 

wavelength range. Red-green input is negative. White-black input is high positive. 

• For reds, the yellow-blue opponency tapers off at the ends, with low yellow and low blue, with broad 

wavelength range. Red-green input is positive. White-black output is medium positive. 

• For blues, the red-green opponency crosses in the middle, with low red and low green, with narrow wavelength 

range. Yellow-blue input is negative. White-black output is low positive. 

• For yellows, the red-green opponency crosses in the middle, with low red and low green, with narrow 

wavelength range. Yellow-blue input is positive. White-black output is very high positive. 

• For blacks, the red-green opponency has no red and no green, and yellow-blue opponency has no blue and no 

yellow. White-black output is very negative. 

• For grays, the red-green opponency has equal red and green, and yellow-blue opponency has equal blue and 

yellow. White-black output is near zero. 

• For whites, the red-green opponency has equally high red and green, and yellow-blue opponency has equally 

high blue and yellow. White-black output is very positive. 

5.2. Red-green vs. yellow-blue 

Red-green opponency is more important at low intensity, and yellow-blue opponency is more important at high 

intensity. At higher intensity, vision boosts blue less and yellow more, and green less and red more. 

Slopes have large changes in difference as wavelength changes. Balance points and tails have small changes in 

difference as wavelength changes. Wavelength discrimination is better at opponent-process balance points, because 

differentials are larger. 

5.3. Color mixtures 

Mixing hues typically moves both yellow-blue and red-green opponent-process inputs toward zero and increases 

white-black opponent-process input. Color adds white and decreases saturation. 

Adding gray pigment to spot hue pigment may make white-black opponent-process input decrease, stay the same, or 

increase. Also, both red-green and yellow-blue opponent-process inputs are closer to zero, so hue has lower saturation. 

Yellow wavelengths, and equal-intensity red+green wavelengths, make red-green opponent-process input zero and 

make yellow-blue opponent-process input yellow. The two opponencies together have no region where green overlaps 

red, so red+green light does not make reddish-green or greenish-red. 

Cyan wavelengths, and equal-intensity blue+green wavelengths, make red-green opponent-process input green and 

make yellow-blue opponent-process input blue. The two opponencies together have a region where green overlaps 

blue, so blue+green light makes bluish-green or greenish-blue. 

Violet wavelengths, and equal-intensity blue+red wavelengths, make red-green opponent-process input red and 

make yellow-blue opponent-process input blue. The two opponencies together have a region where red overlaps blue, 

so blue+red light makes bluish-red or reddish-blue. 



Blue wavelengths make red-green opponent-process input zero and make yellow-blue opponent-process input blue. 

Red wavelengths make red-green opponent-process input red and make yellow-blue opponent-process input zero. 

Equal-intensity, but separate, blue+red wavelengths make magentas. Note that, at the other end of the spectrum from 

violets, the two opponencies together have no region where blue overlaps red. For pigments, blue mixed with red 

makes purples. 

Equal-intensity blue+yellow wavelengths make red-green opponent-process input zero and make yellow-blue 

opponent-process input zero, so color is gray or white. The two opponencies together have no region where yellow 

overlaps blue, so blue+yellow light does not make bluish-yellow or yellowish-blue. For pigments, blue mixed with 

yellow makes green, because blue has some green, and yellow has some green, so together green is more than blue or 

yellow. For emitted light, blue has little or no green, and yellow has little or no green. 

6. Only three opponency pairs needed 

The three opponency pairs provide three independent parameters/coordinates, enough for all colors. 

6.1. Two opponency pairs are not enough to distinguish colors 

If colors have just two coordinates, they are all on a plane. Then, one primary color is on the line from pure hue to 

black and the other primary color is on the line from pure hue to white. The two lines must intersect, so different 

amounts of blue and red, red and green, and/or blue and green can make the same two parameter/coordinate values. 

Therefore, two opponency pairs are not enough to distinguish colors, so colors cannot have just two 

parameters/coordinates. 

When colors have three parameters/coordinates, they are all in a solid, and so those two lines do not have to 

intersect, and different amounts of blue and red, red and green, and/or blue and green make different colors. 

6.2. Alternative opponencies for hue 

If hue opponencies were yellow-red and green-blue: For orange, yellow-red would be zero, and green-blue would be 

zero. For cyan, green-blue would be zero, and yellow-red would be zero. They cannot represent the spectrum. 

If hue opponencies were yellow-green and red-blue: For chartreuse, yellow-green would be zero, and red-blue would 

be zero. For magenta, red-blue would be zero, and yellow-green would be zero. They cannot represent the spectrum. 

Only the yellow-blue and red-green opponencies can represent the spectrum of hues and the purples. 

6.3. Alternative functions for white-black opponency 

Short-wavelength-receptor output is small for sunlight, so white-black opponency cannot be a function of middle 

and short wavelengths, or a function of short and long wavelengths. Only a function of middle and long wavelengths 

represents brightness most efficiently and accurately. 

7. Brain opponency variations 

Brain may modify the red-green opponency to be red-cyan opponency, such as L - (S+M)/2, and/or green-magenta 

opponency, such as M - (S+L)/2. 

Brain distinguishes between blue and green and so may use an opponency such as S - M. 

Brain distinguishes between blue and red and so may use an opponency such as S - L. 

Brain also distinguishes between green and yellow and between yellow and red and so may use opponencies such as 

M - (L+M)/2 and L - (L+M)/2. 

8. Double-opponent cells 

Double-opponent cells measure both adjacent spatial regions and two different wavelength intensities. Positive input 

comes to dendritic-tree central region from one or two cone types receiving from surface center, and negative input 

comes to dendritic-tree central region from a different cone type receiving from surface center, while positive input 

comes to dendritic-tree surround region from the different cone type receiving from surface annulus, and negative input 

comes to dendritic-tree surround region from the one or two cone types from surface annulus. 

Double-opponent cells differentiate two regions' wavelength-intensity differences, to detect boundaries between 

regions. 

Double-opponent cells start the process for cortical processes to maintain color constancy under low, medium, or 

high illumination and/or changes in illumination frequency-intensity spectrum. 



Opponent-Process Input and Output Properties 

Opponent processes measure a difference between two quantities, which are like opposite states. 

Opponencies can vary in input values, input ranges, input weights, difference range, difference change rate, baseline 

output, and output range. Opponencies can vary in spatial distribution. 

1. Input is negative, zero, or positive 

Opponent-process input is a function (e) of the difference (an extensive quantity) between two functions (f and g), 

each of which has one variable (x or y): e(f(x) - g(y)). For vision, receptor outputs are positive, so and f(x) and g(y) are 

always positive. The difference can be negative, zero, or positive. (The smaller function may negate/cancel some of the 

larger function.) 

Note: f(x) and g(y) can change with inhibition or excitation. Vision adjusts weights based on experience of different 

visual contexts during development. 

2. Possible values of input components 

A difference is minuend minus subtrahend. A difference, by itself, says nothing about the minuend or subtrahend. 

For example, for the difference x - y, if both x and y range from 0 to 1, the same difference has different possible 

x and y pairs: 

• Difference of -0.5 could be x = 0 and y = 0.5, ..., x = 0.25 and y = 0.75, ..., or x = 0.5 and y = 1.0. 

• Difference of 0.0 could be x = 0 and y = 0, ..., x = 0.5 and y = 0.5, ..., or x = 1 and y = 1. 

• Difference of +0.5 could be x = 0.5 and y = 0, ..., x = 0.75 and y = 0.25, ..., or x = 1.0 and y = 0.5. 

For the white-black opponent process: 

• If difference is half-maximum negative, center absolute brightness could be medium and surround high, or low 

and surround medium. 

• If difference is zero, center is same as surround. Center absolute brightness could be low and surround low, 

medium and surround medium, or high and surround high. 

• If difference is half-maximum positive, center absolute brightness could be medium and surround low, or high 

and surround medium. 

For the yellow-blue opponent process: 

• If difference is half-maximum negative, receptors could have high blue and medium yellow, or half blue and no 

yellow. 

• If difference is zero, receptors could have low blue and low yellow, medium blue and medium yellow, or high 

blue and high yellow. 

• If difference is half-maximum positive, receptors could have high yellow and medium blue, or medium yellow 

and low blue. 

For the red-green opponent process: 

• If difference is half-maximum negative, receptors could have high green and medium red, or medium green and 

low red. 

• If difference is zero, receptors could have low green and low red, medium green and medium red, or high green 

and high red. 

• If difference is half-maximum positive, receptors could have high red and medium green, or medium red and 

low green. 

Note: Perhaps cortical-opponency ganglion-cell outputs can also measure input differential (intensive quantity). 

Input differentials differ for the three cases, and so can distinguish between cases with equal input differences. 

Knowing both difference and differential allows calculating opponency minuend and subtrahend. 

3. Values of input components at maximum and minimum difference 

All differences have two extremes, the opposite system states, when one quantity is maximum and one minimum. 

When the opponent process has f(x) at maximum value and g(y) at minimum value, the difference is maximum 

positive. When the opponent process has g(y) at maximum value and f(x) at minimum value, the difference is 

maximum negative, the opposite state. 

Only when the difference is maximum positive or negative is there a definite minuend and a definite subtrahend. For 

example: 

• Difference of -1.0 requires x = 0 and y = 1. 

• Difference of +1.0 requires x = 1 and y = 0. 



For the white-black opponent process: 

• If difference is maximum negative, center absolute brightness must be lowest (appearing black) and surround 

must be highest (appearing white). 

• If difference is maximum positive, center absolute brightness must be highest (appearing white) and surround 

must be lowest (appearing black). 

For the yellow-blue opponent process: 

• If difference is maximum negative, center has highest blue, with no no-hue and no yellow. 

• If difference is maximum positive, center has highest yellow, with no no-hue and no blue. 

For the red-green opponent process: 

• If difference is maximum negative, center has highest green, with no no-hue and no red. 

• If difference is maximum positive, center has highest red, with no no-hue and no green. 

4. Difference range 

Depending on f(x) and g(y), the difference range can be small, medium, or large. If both f(x) and g(y) range from 

0 to 1, the difference ranges from -1 to +1. If f(x) and g(y) double, the difference doubles. If f(x) and g(y) halve, the 

difference halves. 

Opponencies can have small, medium, or wide range. 

5. Zero difference point can be lower or higher than range midpoint 

Depending on f(x) and g(y), the state where difference equals zero can be in the middle of the difference range, or 

lower or higher. 

Therefore, the range from most negative to zero can be smaller, the same as, or larger than the range from zero most 

positive. 

Opponencies can have low midpoint and so smaller range down and larger range up, high midpoint and so larger 

range down and smaller range up, or high midpoint and so larger range down and smaller range up. 

6. Difference change rate 

A linear function has constant change rate. For example, the difference x - y has constant slope. 

A non-linear function has decreasing, increasing, or increasing-and-decreasing change rate. For example, (x - y)^2 

has increasing slope, and a sigmoid curve has increasing and then decreasing slope. 

Vision opponent processes can have linear or non-linear difference-change rates. 



Vision Physiology after Opponent Processes: Analysis and Synthesis 

Successive cortical processes compare and combine ganglion-cell outputs to make new color, brightness, and light 

variables and parameters. Vision physiology acquires information about brightness, color lightness, and other color 

properties, and color categories, relations, and associations. 

Vision physiology calculates spatial direction, distance, location, spatial extension, temporal extension, and motion 

Vision physiology integrates "what" and "where", for cognition of features, objects, scenes, space, and concepts. 

Vision physiology learns from experience and development. 

1. Vision higher systems 

Visual processing proceeds through lateral geniculate nucleus, visual cortices, and association cortices. 

1.1. Lateral geniculate nucleus 

Correlating with retina, lateral-geniculate-nucleus ganglion cells are for white-black, yellow-blue, and red-green 

opponencies [Lennie, 1984]. It has alternating layers for each eye. 

1.2. Visual cortex 

Visual-cortex topographic maps have hypercolumns in a spatial array [LeVay and Nelson, 1991] [Wandell, 1995]. 

Hypercolumns have minicolumns that calculate color/brightness, location/distance, and other information for one 

spatial direction [Dow, 2002]. 

Visual cortex has simple cells (for line orientation and width) and complex cells (for line motion). Cell assemblies 

detect features [Teller, 1984]. 

Some visual-cortex cells respond to spatial frequency. 

Some cells respond to a narrow frequency band, shape, and/or orientation [Zeki, 1973] [Zeki, 1980] [Zeki, 1985]. 

Some cells respond to figure-ground hue differences and shapes [DeValois and DeValois, 1975]. 

Some chromatically opponent visual-cortex cells are also spatially opponent ON-center/OFF-surround cells. 

Some chromatically opponent visual-cortex cells are double-opponent cells, involving lateral inhibition. 

Some visual-cortex cells combine right-eye and left-eye information. 

1.3. After visual cortex 

Using occipital and posterior-parietal cortices, the "where" system directs attention to locations in space, at 

directions and distances, to gather more information about what, shape, and size. Location and motion use only 

brightness. 

Using occipital and ventral/inferior temporal cortices, the "what" system is about shape and size and directs memory 

to associated locations, to gather more information about where relative-location [Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982]. 

Inferior parietal lobe, prefrontal-cortex working-memory neurons, and whole-visual-field topographic neurons 

integrate the where and what systems. 

2. Signal flows 

Cortex has electrochemical flows through neuron assemblies and nerve bundles. Local flows directly relate to 

stimulus intensity. Coordinated brain pathways/circuits, in neuron bundles, have coordinated signal flows. 

Visual-system massively parallel signal flow goes from retina to visual cortex to perceptual cortex and location cortex 

to frontal lobes and spatial brain regions to motor and gland systems. 

Neuron-assembly output signals flow longitudinally through retina, thalamus, occipital lobe, and association cortex, 

making linear (terminal or pass-through) processing. Processing excites or inhibits neurons. 

Neuron-assembly output signals have lateral flows and circuits, for excitation or inhibition, making transverse 

(cross-sectional) processing. 

Electrochemical flows have excitations and inhibitions that are like fluid pressure; longitudinal speeds that are like 

fluid velocity; transverse motions that are like fluid viscosity; and intensities that are like fluid density. Tensors model 

longitudinal and transverse fluid motions and pressure fields, so tensors can describe neuron-assembly-output-signal 

flows. 

Locally and globally, different senses have different brain anatomy and physiology, so different senses have 

different flow patterns, and sense subcategories (such as red and blue) are variations on sense flow pattern. 

Electrochemical flows can model information processing and have input, processing, and output. Such information 

processing is the neural correlate of perceptions/sensations/experiences. 

Signal flows have nerve-signal spatial and temporal aggregations, configurations, and structures, with densities, 

gradients, velocities, and complex flow patterns. Signal flows can have smooth, abrupt, increasing, decreasing, and 

combined patterns of velocity and acceleration directions. Signal flows can be linear or have loops. 

Flow cross-sections have up-down and right-left and maintain spatial relations among space directions. The signal 

stream codes for intensities, colors, features and objects, and locations for all space directions. 

Signal flows can have analog and/or digital information. 



Feedback, feedforward, and reverberations/resonances can maintain data structures and processes and continuously 

update them. 

Signal flows have multiple threads. 

Current computers do not have flows. 

2.1. Discrete-to-continuous and local-to-global signal flow 

Flow analysis and synthesis merge and transform discrete flow points into continuous surface areas with intensities, 

colors, features and objects, and locations, for all space directions. This higher processing makes digital analog, 

discrete continuous, local global, and information mental. Senses can go from digital/discrete to analog/continuous by 

adding filters, current or voltage sources, and/or resistances. 

Perceiving is a statistical process, and perceptions have the highest probability. 

2.2. Coarse and fine tuning 

Coarse tuning has only intensity and type. For example, it can only distinguish loudness and frequency, plus 

computed space location. 

Fine tuning is about harmonics, relations, and detail. For example, people can distinguish whose voice it is and the 

voice has a location in three-dimensional space, which appears through the detailed space-relation network. 

3. Sensory-organ brain-pathway variables and amounts 

Brain pathways from sensory organs are for physiological variables. Brain pathways have coded or noncoded analog 

and/or digital information about variable amounts. (Pathways/variables are not knowable because they are 

physiological.) 

From retina, each space direction has three pathways/variables: electromagnetic-wave relative intensity 

(white-black), low to high wavelength (yellow-blue), and middle to high-or-low wavelength (red-green). 

At cortex, each space direction has three pathways/variables about color brightness, hue, and saturation. Each space 

direction also has three pathways/variables for space location, distance, horizontal angle, and vertical angle. 

3.1. Brain-pathway physiology 

Along pathways, neurons have spikes/second for impulses and mass/second for chemicals: 

• Impulses have rates, rate changes, spike clusters, intervals between spikes and clusters, and impulse envelopes. 

Rates range from baseline to 800/second. Time intervals are typically 2 milliseconds to 20 milliseconds. 

• Brain chemicals control individual and group neuron behavior. Chemicals can be for 2-millisecond to 

20-millisecond time intervals, longer intervals, and very long intervals. Chemicals can change digital signals 

into analog signals. 

3.2. Brain-pathway spatial and temporal characteristics 

Neuron pathways have spatial and temporal characteristics: 

• Neurons can send to one or many neurons, and many neurons can converge on one or many neurons. 

• Neuron pathways can split into different pathways that have different lengths and timings. 

• Neuron pathways can have loops/recurrences and make circuits. 

Neuron pathways have spatial organization, so each is for a space direction and/or distance. 

Neuron pathways have temporal organization, so each is for a time position and/or interval. 

4. Functions 

Brain signal flows can be adders/integrators, subtractors, multipliers/amplifiers, dividers/differentiators, filters, 

sequencers, and timers. Nerve-signal amplification and modulation depend on the number of neurons and on feedback 

and feedforward (reverberations). 

Signal flows can have feedback and feedforward, and lateral inhibition and spreading excitation. 

A third neuron can lower threshold in a pathway. 

Input to parallel neurons can multiply net output. 

Neurons do not use flow resistance, capacitance, inductance, or impedance (resistances and reactances), and so are 

not like electrical circuits. 

5. Circuits 

Brain circuits can have spatial and temporal patterns, including series of levels (such as those for >800 cycles/second 

hearing). 

Brains have many interacting circuits, perhaps with resonating waves. 

5.1. Circuit types 

Neural circuits can be converging (many to one, for addition), diverging (one to many, for spatial and temporal 

patterns), reverberating (positive feedback, for rhythms), or parallel after-discharge (one to many parallel pathways 

with different numbers of synapses, for temporal/spatial extensions) circuits. 

Filter circuits can keep low, high, low and high, or middle frequencies. 

Switching circuits (relays are electromechanical switches) can do computations. 



Amplifying circuits can use recurrent excitation, which inhibitory input can modulate. 

5.2. Learning 

Using input-stimuli features and predictive coding, vision circuits can self-organize and self-train. 

6. Neural networks 

Neural networks find pattern categories. Vision cortex uses the three opponencies as input vectors to neural networks 

that use coordinate transformations to find output vectors as color/brightness categories (such as pale yellow-green). 

7. Clustering/principal component analyses 

Principal component analysis and clustering find space axes. Vision cortex uses the three opponencies as input 

vectors to principal component analyses that use clustering and coordinate transformations to find color/brightness 

categories (such as pale yellow-green). 

8. Labels 

Cortical processing assigns labels/patterns to color categories, so they become variables for further processing. 

9. Integrating visual information 

From input-stimuli features (information context) and predictive coding, for each space direction, vision builds 

colors/brightnesses, regions and boundaries, features, objects, illumination sources, and scenes at distances in 

three-dimensional-space directions. Vision uses top-down and bottom-up processes. 

Vision uses differentiation and lateral inhibition to increase contrast, suppress noise, sharpen boundaries, and 

distinguish. 

Vision uses integration and spreading activation to reduce contrast, fill in, blur boundaries, and expand and unify. 

Vision uses unconscious inductive inference, associations, relaxation and optimization, clustering, constraint 

satisfaction, signal detection, statistics, and principal component analysis. 

Vision physiology becomes vision information processing and computation to analyze and synthesize light, 

brightness, color, distance, direction, feature, object, scene, and space information. 

Vision uses spatial Fourier analysis and distributed information [Harris, 1980] [Levine and Sheffner, 1981] 

[Robson, 1980] [Weisstein, 1980]. 

Vision analysis and synthesis includes attention, selection, and association. Vision also depends on memory and 

recall. 



Appendices about Human Vision Physiology for Distance, Direction, and Space 

 

Directions, Distances, Locations, and Spatial Relations 

Vision (and all senses) use trigonometry and vector algebra, and statistical processes, to calculate directions, 

distances, angles, locations, and spatial relations. 

1. Directions 

Primary-visual-cortex, pre-frontal-lobe, and frontal-lobe topographic maps have arrays of 

macrocolumns/hypercolumns, which have coordinated microcolumns/minicolumns [Dow, 2002]. Columns are neuron 

cylinders, perpendicular to cortical neuron layers, with an axis and cross-section. Each column represents one of a 

million radial directions from eye out into space. The columns have relative vertical elevations and horizontal azimuths 

for all spatial directions and measure distances. 

2. Distances using topographic maps 

Just as somatosensory-cortex macrocolumns detect skin or joint-and-muscle stimulation for one body-surface patch 

[Buxhoeveden and Casanova, 2002] [Mountcastle, 1998], primary-visual-cortex topographic-map columns measure 

relative distances apart between points and angles, in all spatial directions [Dow, 2002]. 

Topographic maps have grid markers whose spatial frequencies help establish a distance metric and calculate 

distances. 

Sensory and motor topographic maps have regularly spaced lattices of superficial pyramidal cells. Non-myelinated 

and non-branched superficial-pyramidal-cell axons travel horizontally 0.4 to 0.9 millimeters to synapse in 

superficial-pyramidal-cell clusters. The skipping pattern aids macrocolumn neuron-excitation synchronization 

[Calvin, 1995]. The superficial-pyramidal-cell lattice makes spatial frequencies that help calculate distances and 

lengths. 

Topographic maps use sky, ground, verticals, horizontals, and landmarks to make a system of distances. 

3. Distances using calculations 

The "where" visual system [Rao et al., 1997] measures distances and directions to objects in space and directs 

attention to gather more information about what. 

Distance representations can use actual distance, scaled distance, or logarithm of distance. 

Metric depth cues help calculate distances. Closer surfaces have larger average surface-texture size and larger 

spatial-frequency-change gradient. Closer regions are brighter. 

Angle comparisons, and convexity or concavity, help calculate distances. Closer concave angles appear larger, while 

closer convex angles appear smaller. 

Eye accommodation helps calculate distances. 

Animals continually track distances and directions to distinctive landmarks and navigate environments using maps 

with centroid reference points and gradient slopes [O'Keefe, 1991]. 

Visual feedback builds the correct distance-unit metric. 

4. Relative distance away 

Vision can use knowledge about visual angles to measure distances. 

Using coordination among vision, motor system, and kinesthetics, vision knows rotation angles as eye, head, and/or 

body rotate to fixate on space locations. 

To measure relative distance, vision can fixate on an object point. Then eye, head, and/or body rotate to fixate on a 

second object point. The rotation angle is the visual angle between the two points. Visual angle varies inversely with 

relative distance: d = k / A, where k is a constant, A is visual angle, and d is relative distance. If relative visual angle is 

larger, point is nearer. 

To measure absolute distance, eye, head, and/or body then rotate to fixate on a third object point. Vision compares 

the two visual angles in two equations to calculate the constant k and find the absolute distance. 

Using the same angle knowledge and calculations, vision can measure distance of a moving object on a trajectory. 

Vision fixates on the object at the first, second, and third location. 

5. Space locations 

Pre-frontal-lobe and frontal-lobe neurons respond to stimuli at specific three-dimensional locations and build 

egocentric maps of object locations (distances in directions) and spatial relations. 

Hippocampus "place cells" respond to stimuli at specific three-dimensional locations [Epstein et al., 1999] 

[Nadel and Eichenbaum, 1999] [O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971] [Rolls, 1999]. 

Medial entorhinal cortex has "grid cells" that fire when body is at specific spatial locations of a hexagonal grid 

[Fyhn et al., 2004] [Hafting et al., 2005] [Sargolini et al., 2006]. 



Dorsal presubiculum, postsubiculum, entorhinal cortex, anterior dorsal thalamic nucleus, and retrosplenial cortex 

have "head-direction cells" that fire when organism is facing in an absolute spatial direction [Sargolini et al., 2006] 

[Taube, 1998] [Taube, 2007] [Taube et al., 1990]. 

Subiculum, presubiculum, parasubiculum, and entorhinal cortex have "boundary cells" (boundary vector cell, border 

cell) that fire when organism is at a distance in a direction from a boundary [Barry et al., 2006] [Lever et al., 2009] 

[Savelli et al., 2008] [Solstad et al., 2008]. 

Hippocampus has "time cells" that fire upon time delays at locations, distances, and directions [Kraus et al., 2013] 

[MacDonald et al., 2011]. 

Coding patterns among place, grid, head-direction, boundary, and time cells build an allocentric map of space, with 

locations, distances, and directions. 

6. Space coordinates 

Knowing distances, and/or angles, from a point to reference points allows calculating point coordinates. 

6.1. Intersection 

From three points with known coordinates, calculate the three bearing angles to a space point. The point's location 

coordinates are where the three lines intersect. 

6.2. Resection 

From a space point, calculate the three bearing angles to three points with known coordinates. The point's location 

coordinates are where the three lines intersect. 

6.3. Triangulation 

The trigonometry tangent rule (equivalent to the sine rule) can find triangle sides and angles: (a - b) / (a + b) = 

tan(0.5 * (A - B)) / tan(0.5 * (A + B)), where a and b are triangle sides, and A and B are their opposite angles. Two 

reference points have a distance between them and make a line segment. From a space point, measure the two angles to 

the line segment. The third angle is 180 degrees minus the sum of the two angles. Use the tangent rule to calculate the 

other two side lengths, and so find point coordinates. 

The trigonometry sine rule can find triangle sides and angles: d = l * (sin(A) * sin(B) / sin(A + B)), where l is side 

length, angles A and B are the two angles to the side made by lines from the point, and d is distance from point to side. 

Two reference points have a distance between them and make a line segment. From a space point, measure the two 

angles to the line segment. Use the sine rule to calculate the distance from point to side, and so find point coordinates. 

6.4. Trilateration and multilateration 

Use the three distances from a point to three reference points with known coordinates to find the point's coordinates 

(trilateralization). The four points form a tetrahedron (with four triangles). Distance from first reference point defines a 

sphere. Distance from second reference point defines a circle on the sphere. Distance from third reference point defines 

two points on the circle. 

The time differences in signal arrivals from a point to three known points use a similar calculation (multilateration) 

to find point coordinates. 



Surfaces, Features, and Objects 

Vision physiology finds physical-space points, lines, lengths, rays, angles, surfaces, and regions 

[Burgess and O'Keefe, 2003] [Moscovitch et al., 1995]. Surfaces have orientations, curvatures, boundaries, fills, and 

filters. Vision physiology can then find shapes, features, and objects, and their spatial relations. 

1. Points 

ON-center-neuron dendritic trees have a center region, on which input excites neuron output, and have a surrounding 

annulus, on which input inhibits neuron output [Hubel and Wiesel, 1959] [Kuffler, 1953]. Light from a point has small 

diameter and so lands on either center region or surrounding annulus, not both. For its direction, a single neuron can 

detect whether or not a point is a light source. 

2. Lines and rays 

An ON-center-neuron series has a dendritic pattern with an ON line and OFF lines on both sides. ON-center-neuron 

series are for all line lengths, orientations, and directions. ON-center-neuron series can be for straight or curved lines, 

edges, boundaries, and contours [Livingstone, 1998] [Wilson et al., 1990]. 

2.1. Line orientation 

Lines have orientation compared to horizontal, vertical, or straight-ahead. 

Ocular-dominance hypercolumns have minicolumns (orientation columns) that detect one stationary, moving, or 

flashing line (edge) orientation, for a specific line length, for one spatial direction [LeVay and Nelson, 1991]. 

Orientations differ by approximately ten degrees of angle, making 18 principal orientations. 

Visual-cortex hypercolumns that receive from both eyes detect both orientation and distance for lines for one spatial 

direction [Wandell, 1995]. 

Vision assigns convexity and concavity to edges, boundaries, and contours [Horn, 1986]. Angle comparisons, and 

convexity or concavity, help calculate line orientations. 

Vision indexes lines for distance and orientation [Glassner, 1989]. 

2.2. Boundaries 

At a boundary, brightness changes. It can go up (positive), then down (negative), or vice versa (zero crossing). 

Vision uses zero-crossing brightness gradients to find boundaries [Horn, 1986]. 

Boundary-line perpendiculars have highest brightness gradient, while other directions have lower brightness 

gradients. 

2.3. Vectors 

A line with orientation and direction is a vector. 

An ON-center-neuron-series dendritic pattern can have an opponent process with value positive if pointing in a 

direction and value negative if pointing in the opposite direction. 

Macrocolumns/hypercolumns and their microcolumns/minicolumns have a central axis, from layer I through layer 

VI, and a preferred transverse direction, along the plane of same-orientation columns. The central axis and preferred 

transverse direction are vector components. 

Motor brain regions have coordinated signals that make a muscle move in a direction with a magnitude. Similarly, 

perceptual brain regions have coordinated signals that represent object motion in a direction with a magnitude, so 

topographic-map signal patterns can represent vectors. 

3. Angles 

Because two intersecting lines make angles, ON-center-neuron arrays can detect angles. 

4. Surfaces 

An ON-center-neuron-array dendritic pattern can have a large ON center and OFF surround to detect flat and curved 

surfaces. 

Because brightness gradient is small over surfaces, vision uses brightness variations to find two-dimensional visual 

primitives (blobs) [Horn, 1986]. 

4.1. Convexity and concavity 

Vision can use visual primitives to find surface flatness, convexity, or concavity [Horn, 1986]. 

4.2. Surface orientation 

Topographic-map orientation minicolumns detect surface orientation, for a specific surface size, for a specific spatial 

direction [Blasdel, 1992] [Das and Gilbert, 1997] [Hübener et al., 1997]. 

Visual-cortex hypercolumns that receive from both eyes detect both orientation and distance for surfaces for one 

spatial direction [Wandell, 1995]. 

Angle comparisons and convexity or concavity help calculate surface orientation. 

Vision indexes surfaces for distance and orientation [Glassner, 1989]. 



4.3. Surface texture 

Surfaces have fill colors, gradients, shading, transparency, patterns (foreground and background), and textures 

(smoothness-roughness and spacing, which is sparse or dense, random or non-random, clustered or dispersed spatial 

distribution). 

Surface textures can diffuse, fade, blur, blend, flood, merge, offset, blacken or whiten, make linear or radial 

gradients, and change lighting direction and amount. 

5. Regions 

An ON-center-neuron-assembly dendritic pattern can have an ON center and OFF surround to detect a region. 

Generalized cones or cylinders can describe local three-dimensional regions. 

6. Features and objects 

Vision uses point, line, surface, and region detection to find shapes. Shapes have points/vertices, lines/edges, and 

surfaces. Shapes have natural axes (such as vertical, horizontal, radial, long axis, and short axis) and orientations. 

Shapes have adjacent and separated parts, in directions at distances. 

Point, line, and surface configurations make features. For example, a corner has two intersecting rays. 

Feature configurations make objects. For example, a circle is a figure with constant distance from center. 

Alternatively, it is a closed figure with constant curvature and no vertices. 

6.1. Feature and object spatial relations 

Vision uses all point, line, surface, and region information to assign spatial coordinates and relations to points, lines, 

surfaces, regions, features, and objects. 

Spatial relations include adjacency, gradient, right-left, above-below, front-back, in-out, near-far, forward-backward, 

and up-down. 

Vision topographic maps have neuron arrays that detect when adjacent nerve pathways have coincidences, and so 

know point, line, ray, angle, surface, and region pairs and triples and their spatial relations. 

Spatial relations include symmetries and invariants [Burgess and O'Keefe, 2003] [Moscovitch et al., 1995]. 

Vision indexes features and objects for spatial relations [Glassner, 1989]. 



Scenes, Space, and Time 

Vision physiology represents scenes, space, and time. 

1. Scenes 

Vision experiences whole scene (perceptual field), not just isolated surfaces, features, or objects. The feeling of 

seeing whole scene results from maintaining general scene sense in semantic memory, attending repeatedly to scene 

objects, and forming object patterns. Perceptual field provides background and context, which can identify objects and 

events. 

Scenes have different spatial frequencies in different directions and distances. Scenes can have low spatial frequency 

and seem open. Low-spatial-frequency scenes have more depth, less expansiveness, and less roughness, and are more 

natural. Scenes can have high spatial frequency and seem closed. High-spatial-frequency scenes have less depth, more 

expansiveness, and more roughness, and are more about towns. 

Scenes have numbers of objects (set size). 

Scenes have patterns or structures of object and object-property placeholders (spatial layout), such as smooth texture, 

rough texture, enclosed space, and open space. In spatial layouts, object and property meanings do not matter, only 

placeholder pattern. Objects and properties can fill object and object property placeholders to supply meaning. Objects 

have spatial positions, and relations to other objects, that depend on spacing and order. Spatial relations include object 

and part separations, feature and part conjunctions, movement and orientation directions, and object resolution. 

Scenes have homogeneous color and texture regions (visual unit). 

1.1. Sketches and arrays 

Vision uses known shapes and orientations, consistent convexities and concavities, surface shading and texture, and 

motion information to make two-dimensional sketches (intrinsic image) that represent scene local properties 

[Marr, 1982]. 

From sketches, vision combines local properties to make scene two-dimensional line arrays. 

From line arrays, vision uses depth information to make scene two-and-one-half-dimensional contour arrays. (They 

are like oblique projections, or like 3/4 views with axonometric projections.) 

From contour arrays, vision assigns consistent convexities and concavities to lines and vertices, to make 

three-dimensional regions with surface-texture arrays. 

1.2. Scene files 

A vision scene file assigns relative three-dimensional positions, directions, distances (depths), orientations (surface 

normals), and spatial relations, as well as illumination and reflectance (albedo), to feature and object placeholders. 

Objects include ground and sky. 

2. Space 

Vision integrates scene, sketch, and array information, along with information from other senses and motor system, 

to make three-dimensional space. All use the same space. 

2.1. Topographic maps 

Midbrain tectum and cuneiform nucleus have multimodal neurons, whose axons envelop reticular thalamic nucleus 

and other thalamic nuclei to map three-dimensional space [Andersen et al., 1997]. 

Topographic maps specify body and three-dimensional-space locations [Gross and Graziano, 1995] and represent 

three-dimensional space [Olson et al., 1999] [Rizzolatti et al., 1997]. Locations include sensory-organ, 

sensory-receptor, and motor-system spatial layouts. 

Topographic maps can hold three-dimensional arrays. For example, 3 x n vertex matrices can represent n-point 

three-dimensional arrays (or n-vertex polygons/polyhedrons, or n-point curves/surfaces). Array indices correlate with 

directions, distances, and coordinates. 

2.2. Continuity 

Because adjacent topographic-map hypercolumns overlap and connect, they can represent continuous (rather than 

discrete) three-dimensional space. 

Vision physiology uses many neurons, which average over time and space, to represent each space point, so output 

can represent continuous three-dimensional space. 

Three-dimensional arrays a(x, y, z) can have elements that are themselves arrays b(i(x, y, z), j(x, y, z), k(x, y, z)). 

Topographic maps can hold such three-dimensional nested arrays. Nested arrays can represent connections to other 

space points, and elements can overlap their edges, to represent continuous three-dimensional space. 

2.3. Coordinate axes 

The vertical gaze center, near midbrain oculomotor nucleus, detects up and down motions [Pelphrey et al., 2003] 

[Tomasello et al., 1999], helping establish a vertical axis and determine heights. 

The horizontal gaze center, near pons abducens nucleus, detects right-to-left motion and left-to-right motion 

[Löwel and Singer, 1992], helping establish a horizontal axis and plane. 



Animals have right and left eyes, and this arrangement helps establish a vertical axis and a horizontal plane. 

The superficial-pyramidal-cell lattice can represent vertical and horizontal coordinate axes. 

Same-orientation topographic-map orientation columns have connections, helping establish spatial axes. 

Vestibular-system saccule, utricle, and semicircular canals make three planes, one horizontal and two vertical, and 

detect body accelerations, head rotations, and gravity direction. Vestibular system works with visual system to establish 

a vertical axis and ground plane. 

2.4. Distance metric 

Vision establishes a distance metric for the spherical-coordinate system. The radial coordinate uses the distance unit 

to assign numerical distances. 

2.5. Angle metric 

Vision establishes an angle metric for the spherical-coordinate system. The horizontal and vertical coordinates use 

the angle unit to assign numerical angles. 

2.6. Coordinate origin 

Coordinate axes intersect at coordinate origin. 

The superficial-pyramidal-cell lattice can represent topographic-map reference points, including coordinate origin. 

Two observations make two scenes, whose differences define a projection matrix. Inversion of perspective finds 

lines of sight and eye location in space. Eye location relates to coordinate origin. 

2.7. Coordinate system 

Coordinate axes and origin define a coordinate system. 

Spherical coordinates have a central coordinate origin, a radial vector from origin, a straight-ahead vector for polar 

axis, a transverse direction angle right and left from polar-axis, and a transverse direction angle up and down from 

polar-axis. A metric defines distance along radial direction. For vision, coordinate origin is at eye. 

Cartesian coordinates have a coordinate origin, a vector from origin straight-ahead, a vector from origin up, and a 

vector from origin right. A metric defines distance along vectors. For vision, coordinate origin is at eye. 

The visual, auditory, haptic, proprioceptive, and motor systems use the same egocentric coordinate system and 

egocenter [Bridgeman et al., 1997] [Owens, 1987], so perceptions and motions use the same coordinate system, point 

locations, and point-pair distances. 

3. Time 

Spatiotemporal processes establish perceptual time. Time has an interval, events, and temporal relations (before, 

during, after). Time intervals establish a clock for timing and flows. Memory realizes before and after, and historical 

time. 



Coordinate Transformations and Stationary Space 

The location/direction/distance/where pathway finds space locations as distances in directions, using spherical and 

rectangular coordinates to model physical-space directions and distances. 

Vision works with motor, auditory, haptic, proprioceptive, and kinesthetic systems. 

Thinking, dreaming, imagining, and memory recall use the same space. 

Attention and memory track features, objects, scenes, and space locations and spatial relations. 

Vision can track object motions in space. 

Vision can transform spherical-coordinate-system coordinates, to translate, rotate, scale, and zoom. 

As eye, head, and/or body move, coordinate transformations compensate for movements to make a stationary 

coordinate system, aligned with physical space. 

1. Motor system 

The motor system models muscle and bone positions and motions. 

Muscles rotate right or left, flex or extend (bend or straighten), abduct or adduct (go away from or toward spine), 

elevate or depress (raise or lower), and pronate or supinate (go up-forward or down-backward). 

Extremity bones are like connected rotatable vectors, which have origin (at joint), terminus (at joint or tip), length, 

and direction. Vectors translate and rotate. 

For voluntary movements, brain signals mark vector final position and/or speed and direction. The motor system 

compares the signal to current position, speed, and direction and makes a difference signal. Difference signals go to 

muscles to trigger and coordinate muscle movements. Bones and muscles have controlled movement direction and 

speed as they go from original position to final position. (Voluntary processes use will.) 

Visual perceptions of muscle and body positions integrate with motor-system muscle commands and reflexes, to 

develop fine voluntary-muscle control. 

2. Touch, proprioception, and kinesthesia 

To be surface-exploring devices, senses evolve and develop an experience surface. For example, a touch experience 

surface is on outside of skin. Experience surfaces have a spatial layout, with known sensory-receptor locations, 

distances, and directions. 

Body, head, and sense organs have a spatial layout, with known locations, distances, and directions. 

Body, head, and sense organs move so that eye, skin, ear, nose, and tongue sensory receptors can gather and store 

intensities. 

Proprioception and kinesthesia know eye, head, and body positions and position changes, and store positions in 

memory using series over time. 

Vision works with touch, proprioception, and kinesthesia. 

Touch knows the positions, and position changes, of objects nearby in space. 

3. Hearing 

Hearing knows the positions, and position changes, of objects nearby in space. Vision works with hearing. 

4. Attention and memory 

Attention processes select features, objects, and their spatial and temporal relations. 

Memory processes store and re-imagine features, objects, and their spatial and temporal relations. 

5. Motion tracking 

Vision, hearing, touch, kinesthesia, proprioception, and motor systems use the same perceptual space and work 

together to track object positions, motions, trajectories, orientations, vibrations, velocities, and accelerations. 

The vertical gaze center detects up and down motions, and the horizontal gaze center detects right-to-left motions 

and left-to-right motions. 

Perceptual brain regions have coordinated signals that represent object motion in a direction with a magnitude. 

Vision can track trajectories, as objects move or as eye, head, or body move. 

6. Coordinate transformations 

Coordinate systems can transform (translate, rotate, scale, and zoom) coordinates. 

Motor-system commands cause eye, head, and body movements. As eye, head, and/or body move, objects and 

scenes have translations, rotations, and scalings, and perceptual field has gradients and flows. 

Linear transformations and extrapolation reveal how eyes, head, and body, and egocentric coordinate origin, move 

through space. 

Integrated motor and sensory systems learn to track coordinate-system transformations, using tensor operations. 

(Topographic maps can represent magnitudes and directions and so represent vectors, matrices, and tensors.) 

Early in development, as voluntary-muscle control develops, integrated motor and sensory systems correlate 

coordinate transformations, senses, and muscles, to calculate how actual and intended eye, head, and/or body 

movements cause egocentric-space coordinate transformations. 



7. Stationary space 

As eye, head, and/or body move, computation maintains stationary space by performing coordinate transformations 

of the spherical-coordinate system to compensate for movements. 

Repeated scenes allow vision to learn to transform coordinates to compensate for body, head, and/or eye movements, 

using tensor operations to reverse egocentric-space coordinate transformations caused by anticipated body, head, and 

eye movements. 

Canceling egocentric-space coordinate transformations establishes stationary allocentric space and aligns directions, 

distances, and positions with physical-space directions, distances, and positions. 

Stationary space has invariant space positions for named and indexed features, objects, events, and scenes. 

Moving objects have trajectories through stationary space. For example, as body, head, and/or eyes move, coordinate 

origin moves though stationary space. 

Coordinate transformations provide feedback to visual, auditory, haptic, kinesthetic, and motor systems and help 

know eye, head, and body-part sizes, shapes, orientations, directions, distances apart, and locations, and object 

distances, directions, and locations. 

All senses and the motor system use the same stationary space, which aligns with physical space. 

8. Location concepts and principles 

Brains construct distance/direction/coordinate/spatial-relation concepts and principles about: 

• Direction, distance, and location 

• Point, line, surface, and solid 

• Space, coordinates, coordinate origin, and viewpoint 

• Adjacent, above-below, right-left, near-far, and other spatial relations 

• Orientation, spatial extent, boundary, angle, overlap, and occlusion 

• Location categories (such as "distant top right" or "on ground") 

• Motions, transformations, trajectories, and accelerations 



Appendices about Color and Brightness Experiences 

 

Color and Brightness Properties 

Color has brightness, hue, saturation, and other properties. 

1. Colors have brightness, hue, and saturation 

Every color has a unique set of values of the three opponencies, which are independent properties, and people can 

distinguish 256^3 colors. From the three opponencies, every color has a unique set of values of brightness, hue, and 

saturation. Light-stimuli total power relates to brightness. Light-stimuli energy distribution and relative uniformity 

relate to hue and saturation. 

1.1. Brightness 

Color brightness (value) is relative light intensity of center compared to surround, so it depends on a contrast. 

Brightness relates to light-stimuli total power. Perceived intensity {subjective magnitude} is a power function of 

stimulus intensity. 

For the same surround: Pure white has highest brightness. Pure yellow has very high brightness. Pure green has high 

brightness. Pure red has medium brightness. Pure blue has low brightness. Pure black has lowest brightness. 

1.2. Hue 

Hue has colorfulness. Hue is blue, yellow, red, or green, or a mixture of red and yellow, red and blue, blue and 

green, or green and yellow. 

Hue relates to light-stimuli energy distribution and relative uniformity. Hue causes brightness. 

1.3. Saturation 

Saturation is hue percent. More black, gray, or white reduces saturation. Less black, gray, or white increases 

saturation. 

Saturation relates to light-stimuli energy distribution and relative uniformity. White causes highest brightness, and 

black contributes very little to brightness. 

Color mixtures have higher unsaturation, because more wavelengths make both yellow-blue and red-green 

opponency inputs move toward zero. 

1.4. Evolution 

Mammals can perceive brightness and some colors. Old World monkeys have trichromatic vision. Human newborns 

can perceive brightness levels, and, by four months old, human infants can perceive color (and size and shape). 

2. Hue 

Hue is surface appearance compared to red, orange, yellow, green, blue, or purple. Hues form a closed system (color 

space), in which they mix to make only other hues. Colors differ in hue along a circular scale (color circle), and 

adjacent hues are similar [Armstrong, 1978]. People can distinguish 100 hues. 

Hues combine blue and red, blue and green, green and yellow, or red and yellow. Those pairs have one hue each 

from the yellow-blue and red-green opponencies and so are adjacent hues that mix to make intermediate color. Note: 

There are two other hue combinations, but they have one hue each from the yellow-blue or red-green opponency and do 

not make intermediate color: Equal yellow and blue make no-hue white, and equal red and green make yellow. 

Just noticeable differences in hue (and saturation) vary with wavelength. 

Hue relates to highest peak (average wavelength) height and narrowness (wavelength standard deviation) in the 

luminous frequency-intensity spectrum. Higher and narrower peaks have more hue. Lower and wider peaks have more 

unsaturation/no net hue. (However, color is not frequency or wavelength.) 

Colorfulness is perceived amount of hue. Colorfulness increases with brightness. Colorfulness is height of the 

highest-intensity frequency band in the luminous frequency-intensity spectrum compared to maximum possible height. 

Colorfulness varies directly with peak width, because wider peaks make lower heights. Low illumination makes less 

color and lower colorfulness, and high illumination makes more color and higher colorfulness. (However, very high 

illumination makes white and so lowers colorfulness.) High surface reflectance makes high colorfulness. All hues have 

the same colorfulness range, so one hue is not more colorful than another hue. White, grays, and black have no 

colorfulness, because they have no highest-intensity frequency band. 

Color chroma is relative colorfulness of reflected light, independent of illumination. For emitted light, chroma is 

relative colorfulness independent of intensity. 

Chroma range is color's number of Munsell equal steps from no chroma to maximum chroma. For the fundamental 

colors, blue and red have wide chroma range. Green and yellow have narrow chroma range. (For hues, chroma range 

correlates with lightness.) Black and white have no colorfulness and no chroma range. 

Different hue saturations have different brightness. Different illuminations have different hue saturation and 

brightness. Hue maintains the same hue (color constancy) over varying illuminations, saturation, and brightness and 

over surface orientation, waviness, and texture. 



2.1. Primary, secondary, and tertiary hues 

Figure 4 shows pure primary, secondary, and tertiary hues of the RGB color system. 

Figure 4 

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Hues 

 



Table 2 shows percentages of RGB-color-system primary colors for 41 colors. 

Table 2 

Mixed-color RGB percentages 

 
2.2. Hues, wavelengths, and yellow-blue and red-green opponencies 

The combined yellow-blue and red-green opponencies separate the frequency-intensity spectrum into four 

wavelength regions/categories, from short wavelengths to long wavelengths: 

• Blue and red 

• Blue and green 

• Green and yellow 

• Yellow and red 

All hues are one of those four mixtures. 



Hues correlate with wavelength: 

• The shortest wavelengths appear violet, with small blue and smaller red. 

• The next wavelengths appear blue, with blue and small red. 

• The next wavelengths appear blue, with blue and no red or green. 

• The next wavelengths appear blue, with blue and small green. 

• The next wavelengths appear cyan, with equal blue and green. 

• The next wavelengths appear green, with green and small blue. 

• The next wavelengths appear green, with green and no blue or yellow. 

• The next wavelengths appear green, with green and small yellow. 

• The middle wavelengths appear chartreuse, with equal yellow and green. 

• The next wavelengths appear yellow, with yellow and small green. 

• The next wavelengths appear yellow, with yellow and no green or red. 

• The next wavelengths appear yellow, with yellow and small red. 

• The next wavelengths appear orange, with equal yellow and red. 

• The next wavelengths appear red, with red and small yellow. 

• The longest wavelengths appear maroon, with small red and no yellow. 

In the sRGB system, hues and wavelengths correlate like this: 

• Violet: 437 nm (violet: 380 nm to 445 nm) 

• Blue: 472 nm 

• Azure: 481 nm 

• Cyan: 487 nm 

• Spring green: 500 nm 

• Green: 524 nm 

• Chartreuse: 554 nm 

• Yellow: 573 nm 

• Orange: 592 nm to 610 nm 

• Red: 645 nm to 700 nm (maroon: 700 nm to 740 nm) 

Purples mix red and blue: 

• Red-magenta (rose) mixes highest-intensity red with some blue. 

• Magenta (fuchsia) equally mixes highest-intensity red and highest-intensity blue. 

• Blue-magenta (bright violet) mixes highest-intensity blue with some red. 

2.3. Primary colors 

Three hues (primary colors) mix to make any and all colors. Surfaces reflect subtractive primary colors: red, yellow, 

and blue. Light sources make additive primary colors: red, green, and blue. 

The primary colors blue, red, and green have even spread over the spectrum. Blue anchors a spectrum end. Green is 

in spectrum middle. Red anchors a spectrum end. 

Colors from light sources, and colors from pigment reflections, cannot add to make blue or red, but can add to make 

green. 

Using blue, red, and green as the three additive primary colors best calculates surface depth and figure/ground. Blue, 

red, and green have the most differentiation of color lightness, temperature, colorfulness/vividness, and strength. 

The three primary colors do not cover the whole color gamut. 

2.4. Complementary colors 

For additive colors, red-cyan, green-magenta, and blue-yellow (complementary colors) mix red, green, and blue 

equally and so make white. 

For subtractive colors, red-green, yellow-violet, and blue-orange mix red, yellow, and blue equally and so make 

black. 

All hues have complementary hues. 

2.5. Analogous colors 

Three adjacent colors (analogous colors) are similar in wavelength and properties. Examples are blue, azure, and 

cyan, and red, red-orange, and orange. 

Four or five adjacent colors are also analogous colors, such as blue through cyan through green, and red through 

orange through yellow. 



2.6. Afterimages 

Afterimages can make imaginary color or chimerical color. 

Visual stimuli excite all three cone types. Stimulating just one cone type should make new colors (imaginary color) 

(unrealizable color). 

Staring at bright pure color and then looking at black, white, or opposite-color background makes the afterimage be a 

new color (chimerical color). Staring at yellow and then looking at black makes very dark very saturated blue (stygian 

color). Staring at green and then looking at white makes glowing red (self-luminous color). Staring at cyan and then 

looking at orange makes very saturated orange, and staring at magenta and then looking at green makes very saturated 

green (hyperbolic color). 

2.7. Ambient illumination and coloring 

Colors look redder or greener at lower ambient illumination, and yellower or bluer at higher ambient illumination 

(Bezold-Brücke hue shift) [Bezold, 1873] [Brücke, 1878], perhaps because the red-green and yellow-blue processes 

differ in activity for different ambient illuminations. 

2.8. Hue and saturation 

Hue varies with saturation (purity-on-hue effect) (Abney effect) [Abney, 1910]. Adding white light shifts perceived 

hue. 

2.9. Grassmann's laws of color mixing 

Grassmann described color-mixing laws that are vector additions and multiplications in wavelength mixture space 

[Grassmann, 1853]. To illustrate, use 475-nm blue B, 487-nm cyan C, 500-nm green G, 577-nm yellow Y, 630-nm 

red R, and white W. 

Association: Adding a color to a mixture of two colors makes the same color as adding the color to each mixture 

color. For example, mixing green and red makes yellow: G + R = Y. Adding blue to yellow makes white: Y + B = W. 

Adding blue to green, and adding blue to red, also makes white: (G + B) + (R + B) = W. 

Distribution: Increasing the intensity of a mixture of two colors makes the same color as increasing the intensity of 

each mixture color. For example, mixing green and red makes yellow: G + R = Y. Decreasing yellow intensity makes 

dark yellow: i*Y = dY. Decreasing green intensity and decreasing red intensity also makes dark yellow: 

i*G + i*R = dY. 

Identity: Adding color pairs that both make the same color makes the same color. For example, mixing cyan and red 

makes white: C + R = W, and mixing blue and yellow makes white: B + Y = W. Adding the pairs makes white: 

(C + R) + (B + Y) = W. 

2.10. Color-mixture appearances 

Red and blue mixtures make magentas, which appear to be reddish and/or bluish. 

Red and green mixtures make chartreuses, yellows, and oranges. Red and green do not make reddish-green or 

greenish-red. Chartreuse appears to have green and yellow. Yellow appears to have no green and no red. Orange 

appears to have no green. 

Blue and green mixtures make azures, cyans, and spring greens, which appear to be bluish and/or greenish. Azure 

appears to have no green. Cyan appears to have no green. Spring green appears to have no blue. 

For two 100% RGB colors on a flat screen, compare the equal mixture (no edge contrast), dots and field with equal 

areas (small edge contrast), and very-small-square checkerboard (medium edge contrast): 

• Mixtures: Blue/green, blue/red, and red/green make 100% secondary color. Red/yellow, green/yellow, 

blue/cyan, green/cyan, red/magenta, and blue/magenta make 100% tertiary color. Blue/yellow, red/cyan, and 

green/magenta make 100% white. 

• Dots and field, from far away: with straight-on viewing angle, blue/green, blue/red, and red/green average 

67% secondary color (not 50%, because of overlap). Red/yellow, green/yellow, blue/cyan, green/cyan, 

red/magenta, and blue/magenta average 67% of one primary color and 100% of another primary color (not 

50%/100%, because of overlap). Blue/yellow, red/cyan, and green/magenta average 67% white. (At higher 

viewing angles, colors are darker or lighter.) 

• Very-small-square checkerboard: Blue/green, blue/red, and red/green average 67% secondary color. 

Red/yellow, green/yellow, blue/cyan, green/cyan, red/magenta, and blue/magenta average 67% of one primary 

color and 100% of another primary color. Blue/yellow, red/cyan, and green/magenta average 67% white. 

2.11. Light scattering 

After white light passes through a length of dusty or moist air, you see yellow, because that air scatters blue, scatters 

green half, and scatters red little. "Yellow is a light which has been dampened by darkness" (paragraph 502) 

[Goethe, 1810]. 

After white light passes through a longer length of the same dusty or moist air, or through very dusty or moist air, 

you see dark red, because that air scatters blue, scatters green, and scatters red half. 



If white light strikes dusty or moist air from the side, and you look through that air at a black surface, you see blue, 

because that air scatters blue, scatters green half, and scatters red little. "Blue is a darkness weakened by light" 

(paragraph 502) [Goethe, 1810]. 

If white light strikes very dusty or moist air from the side, and you look through that air at a black surface, you see 

lighter and paler blue, because that air scatters blue, scatters green three-quarters, and scatters red half, and blue, green, 

and red mix to make white. 

If white light strikes slightly dusty or moist air from the side, and you look through that air at a black surface, you 

see darker and deeper blue, because that air scatters blue three-quarters, scatters green one-quarter, and scatters red 

little. 

If white light strikes very slightly dusty or moist air from the side, and you look through that air at a black surface, 

you see violet, because that air scatters blue half, scatters green little, and scatters red very little. 

Light scattering shows that white light is a mixture of different-wavelength light waves. 

2.12. Prism 

White light goes through a tiny square slit to make a light beam. A triangular prism rests on its base. The light beam 

comes from the left heading up and enters the left prism surface at a 45-degree angle. The light beam exits the right 

prism surface heading down and is wider than the entering beam. 

Red bends least in the prism and is at the top of the exiting beam. (Above the red, there is no light, so black appears.) 

The other colors bend more and so are no longer where red is: 

• Below the red, there is still red, and green begins, so the overlap makes orange. 

• Below the orange, there is less red, but more green, so the overlap makes yellow. 

• Below the yellow, there is no more red, so only green appears. (The total width of the red, orange, yellow, and 

green is typically the width of the original light beam.) 

• Below the green, there is still green, and blue begins, so the overlap makes cyan. 

• Below the cyan, there is no more green, so only blue appears. 

• Below the blue, blue has low intensity, so violet appears. 

• Below the violet, there is no light, so black appears. 

If the entering light beam first encounters a small square barrier, the barrier makes a shadow in the middle of the 

light beam. After the beam passes through the prism, the central shadow narrows. All the red and half the green do not 

bend enough to get out of the top of the light beam, so the top of the light beam still appears white: 

• Below the light beam, where the shadow was, there is half green, and blue begins, so the overlap makes cyan. 

• Below the cyan, there is no more green, so only blue appears. 

• Below the blue, there is still blue, and red from the lower light beam begins, so the overlap makes violet. (The 

total width of the cyan, blue, and violet is typically the width of the original shadow.) 

• Below the violet, there is no blue, so only red appears. 

• Below the red, there is red and some green, so the overlap makes orange. 

• Below the orange, there is some red and green, so the overlap makes yellow. 

• Below the yellow, the bottom white light is much brighter than any green or blue, so the bottom light beam 

appears white. 

Prism refraction shows that white light is a mixture of different-wavelength light waves. 

3. Brightness and lightness 

At each wavelength, sources and surfaces radiate light intensity. Integrating over the frequency-intensity spectrum 

(spectral power distribution) calculates total intensity. 

People sense different light wavelengths with different sensitivities. Color spaces use a standard colorimetric 

observer, who has specific weights for all visible-light wavelengths. Light intensity must be high enough so that rod 

receptors do not count. Centers must be larger than four degrees of angle. 

For the standard colorimetric observer, a luminosity function assigns weights to all visible-light wavelengths to 

make a normal distribution. White-black opponency has low sensitivity to blue, medium sensitivity to red, high 

sensitivity to green, and very high sensitivity to yellow. The CIE luminosity function centers on 555 nm: 

• Wavelength 400 nm has weight 0. 

• Wavelength 450 nm has weight <0.1. 

• Wavelength 500 nm has weight ~0.3. 

• Wavelength 555 nm has weight 1. 

• Wavelength 600 nm has weight ~0.6. 

• Wavelength 650 nm has weight <0. 

• Wavelength 700 nm has weight 0. 



Luminosity is total light power after weighting by the luminosity function, so it approximates sensed light power. 

Luminance is total light intensity (luminous intensity) after weighting by the luminosity function. It is 

luminous-power surface or angle density. Luminance is the sum of wavelength intensities (total intensity) in the 

frequency-intensity spectrum. Luminance is not about wavelength and has no hue information. Brightness models 

luminance. 

Light sources have different frequency-intensity spectra: 

• CIE standard illuminant D65 closely matches the frequency-intensity spectrum of the average midday sunlight 

and diffused clear-sky light at European latitudes, with color temperature 6500 K. For white, CIE XYZ 

(x,y) = (0.31, 0.33). Other D illuminants have different color temperatures. 

• CIE standard illuminant E has the same intensity at each frequency, making CIE XYZ (x,y) = (1/3, 1/3) for 

white. 

• CIE standard illuminants F are for fluorescent sources. 

• CIE standard illuminants L are for LED sources. 

3.1. Brightness 

White-black opponency senses center relative brightness. Center color brightness comes from hue and from no-hue 

gray. People can distinguish more than 100 brightness levels. Brightness is for contrast between adjacent surfaces. 

Color brightness depends on light intensity, and so, for reflected light, on illumination. Brightness depends on 

illuminant frequency-intensity spectrum and luminosity function. Brightness b is a root of intensity i: b = i^(1/gamma), 

where gamma>1.8. As intensity increases, brightness increases slower. (If intensity increases exponentially as a power 

function, brightness is the logarithm. For example, if i = 2^b, brightness increases by one unit when intensity doubles.) 

Brightness is not potential energy and is not kinetic energy and so is not physical intensity. 

In dim light, rods take over from cones, so luminosity function changes. In bright light, irises narrow, so eyes control 

brightness. 

Surface brightness is relative to illumination brightness and surrounding brightness. There is also a feeling of 

ambient brightness, from light sources and from reflections from all surfaces. 

If intensity is too high, people see painful flashes and cannot discriminate color surface. 

If intensity is zero, such as the black in the night sky, people still see a surface. 

Eye iris opens wide at low intensity. Eye iris closes at high intensity. Receptors also change. 

Note: A computer display's gamma and color-temperature settings affect color brightness and appearance. 

3.2. White-black opponency 

Surrounding central hue with white, or with complementary color, appears to darken hue. Surrounding central hue 

with black appears to lighten hue. Colors are not constant in different visual contexts. 

3.3. Light controls 

Brightness control: Brightness is average intensity level. Good brightness control increases all intensities by same 

amount. Note: A computer display or television "Brightness" control sets "picture" or "white level" by changing the 

multiple of intensity. It increases ratio between black and white and so really changes contrast. 

Contrast control: Contrast is difference between lowest and highest intensity. Good contrast control has black at 

zero intensity and white at maximum intensity. Note: A computer display or television "Contrast" control sets "black 

level" by shifting the intensity scale to set the lowest (zero) intensity to no input signal. It changes all intensities by 

same amount and so really changes brightness. 

Exposure control: Exposure is being dark or light. Good exposure control integrates over the correct time interval 

to make lowest intensity black and highest intensity white. 

Tint control: Tint is overall color. Good tint control is neutral and makes lowest intensity black and highest intensity 

white. 

3.4. Color lightness 

Surface lightness (color lightness [Goethe, 1810]) is color brightness compared to white brightness. Surface 

lightness ranges from 0 for black to 1 for white. Lightness is a function of surface reflectance. People can distinguish 

more than 100 lightness levels. In the CIE L*a*b* color space, middle gray has 50% black and 50% white and has 

50% lightness, so achromatic colors have lightness equal to white percent (absolute whiteness). For the same 

illuminant, blue is dark, red is medium, green is light, and yellow is very light [Goethe, 1810]. 

Color lightness is relative brightness. For emitted light, it is ratio to white light, and so is independent of light 

intensity. For reflected light, it is ratio to white, and so is independent of illumination. For the fundamental colors, 

black is darkest. Blue is dark. Red has medium lightness. Green is light. Yellow is very light. White is lightest. (For 

hues, lightness is highest at middle light frequencies and lowest at high and low frequencies.) For mixed colors, black, 

blue, and red typically add darkness. White, green, and yellow typically add lightness. 

Value is color lightness expressed as a range between 0 and 10. 



Lightness/value depends on contrast, so different illuminations make similar lightness/value. 

Color lightnesses do not add linearly. More white increases lightness. More black decreases lightness. Mixtures of 

two colors increase color lightness. 

3.5. Relative luminance 

Relative luminance is surface luminance divided by white-surface luminance. Relative luminance ranges from 

0% to 100%. Darkest color appears black, and lightest color appears white. For example, middle gray (50% black and 

50% white) has 18% relative luminance in the CIE L*a*b* color space. 

In color mixtures, primary-color relative luminances add linearly. 

For surfaces, color lightness is a function of luminance. In the CIE L*a*b* color space, surface lightness L* is 

116 * (luminance / white-point luminance)^0.33 - 16, where luminance ranges from 0 to ~100, and white-point 

luminance is near 100. L* ranges from 0 for black to 1 for white. Note: Surface luminance is ((L* + 16) / 116)^3. 

Luminance gradients have gradually varying brightness over long distances. Luminance-gradient causes include 

gradients of angles of incidence and/or reflection, shading over curved surfaces, shadows, and blur. Later visual 

processing integrates all luminance gradients to find all light sources and reflectors and uses ray tracing/casting to make 

scenes and space. 

3.6. Reflectance 

Surface reflectance is a function of percentage of impinging light reflected by surface. Standardly, reflectance 

equals relative luminance, so it ranges from 0% to 100%, and middle gray has 18% reflectance. In the CIE L*a*b* 

color space, surface lightness L* is 116 * (reflectance / white-point reflectance)^0.33 - 16, where reflectance ranges 

from 0 to 1, and white-point luminance is near 1. For example, middle gray has lightness 50 and reflectance 0.18. 

Note: Surface relative reflectance is ((L* + 16) / 116)^3. 

For color mixtures, relative reflectances add linearly: 

• Blue 0.07 and red 0.21 add to 0.28, and magenta is 0.28. 

• Blue 0.07 and green 0.71 add to 0.78, and cyan is 0.78. 

• Red 0.21 and green 0.71 add to 0.92, and yellow is 0.92. 

• Blue 0.07, red 0.21, and green 0.71 add to 0.99, and white is 1.00. 

• Blue 0.07 and yellow 0.92 add to 0.99, and white is 1.00. 

• Red 0.21 and cyan 0.78 add to 0.99, and white is 1.00. 

• Green 0.71 and magenta 0.28 add to 0.99, and white is 1.00. 

• 0.5*Green 0.71 and red 0.21 add to 0.57, and 0.5*yellow 0.92 and 0.5*red 0.21 add to 0.57, and orange is 0.57. 

• Green 0.71 and 0.5*red 0.21 add to 0.81, and 0.5*yellow 0.92 and 0.5*green 0.71 add to 0.81, and chartreuse is 

0.81. 

For achromatic light sources and surfaces, surfaces appear black if reflectance is less than 3% and lightness is 14% 

or less, medium gray if reflectances are 10% to 25%, and white if reflectance is more than 80% and lightness is 91% or 

more. 

3.7. Lightness of mixed colors 

For mixed colors, green, yellow, and white make lighter color. Blue and black make darker color. Red makes color 

more medium. 

The top part of Figure 5 shows color lightness for percentages of RGB-color-system primary, secondary, and tertiary 

colors mixed with white. RGB 75% is 25% white (and 0% black), RGB 50% is 50% white (and 0% black), and 

RGB 25% is 75% white (and 0% black). RGB 0% would be 100% white (and 0% black). 

The middle part of Figure 5 shows color lightness for percentages of RGB-color-system primary, secondary, and 

tertiary colors mixed with black (because the screen background is black). RGB 75% is 25% black (and 0% white), 

RGB 50% is 50% black (and 0% white), and RGB 25% is 75% black (and 0% white). RGB 0% would be 100% black 

(and 0% white). 

The bottom part of Figure 5 shows color lightness for percentages of RGB-color-system primary, secondary, and 

tertiary colors mixed with gray (because the screen background is black). RGB 75% is 25% gray, RGB 50% is 

50% gray, and RGB 25% is 75% gray. RGB 0% would be 100% gray. 



Figure 5 

Color Lightness for RGB Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Colors with White/Black/Gray 

 
At every percentage level, green is lighter than red, and red is lighter than blue. 

Reds change color lightness almost the same as grays do. 

Blues change from dark to light only above 100% blue with 75% white. 

Greens change from light to dark only below 50% green. 

RGB hues cannot have percentage less than 0% or greater than 100%. 



Figure 6 shows grays from 100% whiteness to 0% whiteness. 

Figure 6 

Gray Lightness in relation to White Percentage 

 
Black surrounded by white looks different than black surrounded by light gray and black surrounded by dark gray. 

White surrounded by black looks different than white surrounded by dark gray and white surrounded by light gray. 

For grays, going from 0% whiteness to 100% whiteness is linear. Gray lightness equals grayscale whiteness. 

Because the screen background is black, grayscale blackness equals 100% minus grayscale whiteness. Grays cannot 

have black or white percentage less than 0% or greater than 100%. 

3.8. Hue lightness compared to gray lightness 

Hues appear brighter than gray of the same luminance (Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect). The effect is greatest for blue 

and least for yellow: blue, red, magenta, green, orange, cyan, yellow. The effect varies inversely with hue lightness. 

The effect varies directly with hue chroma. 

3.9. Primary-color lightness range 

Because pure blue is dark, blue amount from zero to maximum has small lightness range. Blue can add more of 

white than red, green, or yellow. 

Because pure red is medium light, red amount from zero to maximum has medium lightness range. Red can add 

more of white than green and yellow but less than blue. 

Because pure green is light, green amount from zero to maximum has large lightness range. Green can add less of 

white than red and green but more than yellow. 

Because pure yellow is very light, yellow amount from zero to maximum has very large lightness range. Yellow can 

add less of white than blue, red, or green. 



3.10. Primary-color and yellow lightness with different background 

Hues appear to have different lightness depending on their surroundings. A white, gray, or black background affects 

color appearance. 

Figure 7 shows primary-color and yellow lightness with different backgrounds. White and complementary-color 

backgrounds make color darker. Black background makes color lighter. Equally bright foreground and background 

makes intermediate lightness. 

Figure 7 

Primary-Color and Yellow Lightness in White, Complementary Color, and Black 

 
The effect is the same for smaller and larger sizes. 

3.11. Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells 

Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) contain melanopsin. They help synchronize brain internal 

clocks with daylight changes. They measure brightness linearly. Image brightness depends on both cones and ipRGCs. 

3.12. Surface spatiotemporal pattern 

You can directly see surface spatiotemporal patterns. In dim light, do not focus on anything. You may see 

one-degree-of-arc (in brighter light) to three-degrees-of-arc (in dimmer light) circular regions that flicker between black 

and white several times each second (variable resolution). 

The dots do not move sideways, forward, or backward, but if you move your eyes, the pattern moves. 

Variable resolution is due to receptor-signal oscillation, from competitive inhibition and excitation, when low light 

activates only a few receptors [Hardin, 1988] [Hurvich, 1981]. 

4. Saturation 

Color saturation (color richness) is ratio of colorfulness to brightness. Color saturation is relative colorfulness of 

object's reflected light, dependent on brightness. For emitted light, richness/saturation is relative colorfulness dependent 

on intensity. People can distinguish 100 saturation levels. Black, grays, and white have no richness/saturation. Color 

mixtures typically have lower saturation. 

Saturation is hue quantity compared to maximum possible quantity. Colors have a saturated part and an unsaturated 

part. Color saturated part is hue as a mixture of red and blue, yellow and red, green and blue, or yellow and green. 

Color unsaturated part has no hue as a mixture of black and white (shade of gray). Saturation percent plus unsaturation 

percent is 100%. 

At low illumination, hue saturation decreases. At high illumination, hue saturation increases. However, a very high 

illumination, hue saturation decreases because of more white. 

Added black and added white unsaturate hues to equal extent. 

Just noticeable differences in saturation (and hue) vary with wavelength. 



4.1. Hue chroma 

Chroma is surface colorfulness relative to a white surface. Chroma is resistance to unsaturation by white. Chroma 

varies directly with colorfulness and strength. 

Chroma increases with surface reflectance, so different hues have different maximum chroma values. Yellow (with 

very high color lightness) has lowest. Green (with high color lightness) has second lowest. Red (with medium color 

lightness) has second highest. Blue (with low color lightness) has highest. Relative maximum colorfulness is: 

• Black: 0 

• Middle gray: 0 

• White: 0 

• Cyan: 10 (because coolest and very light) 

• Yellow: 12 (because warm and very light) 

• Azure: 12 (because very cool and light) 

• Orange: 14 (because very warm and light) 

• Chartreuse: 18 (because neutral and light) 

• Green: 18 (because cool and light) 

• Red: 18 (because warmest and medium light) 

• Red-magenta: 18 (because very warm and medium dark) 

• Spring green: 18 (because very cool and light) 

• Magenta: 20 (because warm and dark) 

• Blue-magenta: 24 (because neutral and very dark) 

• Blue: 24 (because cool and darkest) 

Low and high illuminations make similar surface chroma. 

White, grays, and black have no hue, so they have no chroma. 

Adding other hues, black, gray, or white to hue reduces chroma (and changes brightness). 

Hue saturation is ratio of chroma to lightness. For chromatic surfaces with the same surface reflectance relative to a 

white surface's reflectance, blue surfaces appear most saturated, red surfaces appear highly saturated, green surfaces 

appear medium saturated, and yellow surfaces appear least saturated. 

4.2. Chromaticity 

Chromaticness is hue saturation. Chromaticness ranges from 0% to 100%. Chromaticness is not about reflectance 

and so is about light, not surface. 

Black, grays, and white have no hue and so have 0% chromaticness. Adding black or white decreases chromaticness. 

Purity (chromaticity) is hue percent relative to white percent. Different hues have the same purity range, from 

0% to 100%, so one hue is not more pure than another hue. At different illuminations, hue purity/chromaticity stays 

constant. Purity/chromaticity is not about reflectance and so is about light, not surface. White has no hue and so has 

0% purity/chromaticity: adding white makes lower purity/chromaticity. Black has no hue and undefined 

purity/chromaticity: adding black does not change purity/chromaticity. 

Adding white (tinting) to a pure hue makes it less saturated, lighter, paler, and brighter. White adds to hues linearly. 

A hue has a tint at which it appears purest. For example, bright green may appear too light, whereas a darker green may 

look like pure green. 

Subtracting hue, and so adding black (shading) to a pure hue, makes it less saturated, darker, deeper, and duller. 

Black subtracts hue linearly. 

Adding gray to a pure hue (toning) changes its shade and tint. Adding one of the two adjacent colors (toning) to a 

pure hue changes its hue. 

4.3. RGB saturation 

RGB-color-system saturation is hue percent, equal to 100% minus black+white percent. For example: 

• Middle gray is 50% white and 50% black, black is 0% white and 100% black, and white is 100% white and 

0% black, and they all have saturation 0%. 

• Gray red has 25% black, 25% white, and 50% pure red (it has 75% red that contributes 25% to white), and so 

has 50% saturation. 

• Gray magenta has 25% black, 25% white, and 50% pure magenta (it has 75% magenta that contributes 25% to 

white), and so has 50% saturation. 



Saturation with respect to white 

The top third of Figure 5 shows RGB-color-system primary colors at a percent, mixed with white at 100% minus 

primary-color percent: 

• 100% primary color and 0% white has 100% saturation, such as a mixture of 100% red, 0% green, and 0% blue. 

• 75% primary color and 25% white has 75% saturation, such as a mixture of 100% red, 25% green, and 

25% blue. 

• 50% primary color and 50% white has 50% saturation, such as a mixture of 100% red, 50% green, and 

50% blue. 

• 25% primary color and 75% white has 25% saturation, such as a mixture of 100% red, 75% green, and 

75% blue. 

• 0% primary color and 100% white has 0% saturation, such as a mixture of 100% red, 100% green, and 

100% blue. 

Mixing two pure primary colors makes a color with no white (or black), so saturation is 100%. Mixing two 

half-white and half-primary-color colors makes a color with half white (and no black), so saturation is 50%. 

Saturation with respect to black 

The middle third of Figure 5 shows RGB-color-system primary colors at a percent, with black at 100% minus 

primary-color percent: 

• 100% primary color and 0% black has 100% saturation. 

• 75% primary color and 25% black has 75% saturation, such as a mixture of 75% red, 0% green, and 0% blue. 

• 50% primary color and 50% black has 50% saturation, such as a mixture of 50% red, 0% green, and 0% blue. 

• 25% primary color and 75% black has 25% saturation, such as a mixture of 25% red, 0% green, and 0% blue. 

• 0% primary color and 100% black has 0% saturation. 

Mixing two pure primary colors makes a color with no black (or white), so saturation is 100%. Mixing two 

50% primary colors makes a color with half black (and no white), so saturation is 50%. 

Saturation with respect to gray 

The bottom third of Figure 5 shows RGB-color-system primary colors at a percent, with gray at 100% minus 

primary-color percent: 

• 100% primary color and 0% gray has 100% saturation. 

• 75% primary color and 25% gray has 75% saturation, such as a mixture of 88% red, 13% green, and 13% blue. 

• 50% primary color and 50% gray has 50% saturation, such as a mixture of 75% red, 25% green, and 25% blue. 

• 25% primary color and 75% gray has 25% saturation, such as a mixture of 63% red, 38% green, and 38% blue. 

• 0% primary color and 100% gray has 0% saturation. 

Saturation with respect to both black and white 

Figure 8 shows RGB-color-system primary colors mixed with middle gray, light gray, or dark gray. 

Middle gray has one part black and one part white: 

• 100% primary color, 0% black, and 0% white has 0% middle gray and 100% saturation, such as a mixture of 

100% red, 0% green, and 0% blue. 

• 75% primary color, 12% black, and 12% white has 25% middle gray and 75% saturation, such as a mixture of 

75% red, 25% green, and 25% blue. 

• 50% primary color, 25% black, and 25% white has 50% middle gray and 50% saturation, such as a mixture of 

75% red, 25% green, and 25% blue. 

• 25% primary color, 37% black, and 37% white has 75% middle gray and 25% saturation, such as a mixture of 

62% red, 37% green, and 37% blue. 

• 0% primary color, 50% black, and 50% white has 100% middle gray and 0% saturation, such as a mixture of 

50% red, 50% green, and 50% blue. 

Light gray has one part black and two parts white: 

• 75% primary color, 8% black, and 17% white has 25% light gray and 75% saturation, such as a mixture of 

92% red, 17% green, and 17% blue. 

• 50% primary color, 17% black, and 33% white has 50% light gray and 50% saturation, such as a mixture of 

83% red, 33% green, and 33% blue. 

• 25% primary color, 25% black, and 50% white has 75% light gray and 25% saturation, such as a mixture of 

75% red, 50% green, and 50% blue. 



Dark gray has two parts black and one part white: 

• 75% primary color, 17% black, and 8% white has 25% dark gray and 75% saturation, such as a mixture of 

83% red, 8% green, and 8% blue. 

• 50% primary color, 33% black, and 17% white has 50% dark gray and 50% saturation, such as a mixture of 

67% red, 17% green, and 17% blue. 

• 25% primary color, 50% black, and 25% white has 75% dark gray and 25% saturation, such as a mixture of 

50% red, 25% green, and 25% blue. 

Figure 8 

Primary Colors with both Black and White 

 
Adding medium gray changes blue little, darkens green, and seems to change red's color. 

Adding light gray lightens blue, darkens green some, and washes out red. 

Adding dark gray darkens blue, darkens green, and makes red brown. 



4.4. Primary-color saturation range 

Primary-color saturation range from pure hue to black differs for all three primary colors, and perceivable difference 

in saturation differs for all three primary colors: 

• Blue: Because lightness difference between all black and pure blue is smaller, saturation range is smaller, with 

fewer saturation levels. Blue requires a larger difference in saturation to make a perceivable difference in 

saturation. 

• Red: Because lightness difference between all black and pure red is medium, saturation range is medium, with a 

medium number of saturation levels. Red requires a medium difference in saturation to make a perceivable 

difference in saturation. 

• Green: Because lightness difference between all black and pure green is larger, saturation range is larger, with 

more saturation levels. Green requires a smaller difference in saturation to make a perceivable difference in 

saturation. 

• Yellow: Because lightness difference between all black and pure yellow is largest, saturation range is largest, 

with most saturation levels. Yellow requires the smallest difference in saturation to make a perceivable 

difference in saturation. 

Primary-color saturation range from pure hue to white differs for all three primary colors, and perceivable difference 

in saturation differs for all three primary colors: 

• Blue: Because lightness difference between all white and pure blue is larger, saturation range is larger, with 

more saturation levels. Blue requires a smaller difference in saturation to make a perceivable difference in 

saturation. 

• Red: Because lightness difference between all white and pure red is medium, saturation range is medium, with a 

medium number of saturation levels. Red requires a medium difference in saturation to make a perceivable 

difference in saturation. 

• Green: Because lightness difference between all white and pure green is smaller, saturation range is smaller, 

with fewer saturation levels. Green requires a larger difference in saturation to make a perceivable difference in 

saturation. 

• Yellow: Because lightness difference between all white and pure yellow is smallest, saturation range is smallest, 

with fewest saturation levels. Yellow requires the largest difference in saturation to make a perceivable 

difference in saturation. 

For saturation with respect to both black and white (gray), saturation ranges are similar for blue, red, green, and 

yellow. 

4.5. Saturation with black or white and transparency of foreground color 

Figure 5 shows lightness for primary, secondary, and tertiary hues at different saturations with respect to white or 

black. 

In computer graphics, colors can be in foreground or background. Foreground colors can have transparency. 

0% transparency (opaqueness) means that no background color comes through. Opaqueness is maximum 

foreground-color density. 100% transparency means that all background color comes through. Transparency is zero 

foreground-color density. 

With a white background, opacity is the same as saturation with respect to white, and transparency is the same as no 

saturation. Blue looks most opaque, and green and yellow look least opaque. 

With a black background, opacity is the same as saturation with respect to black, and transparency is the same as no 

saturation. Blue looks most opaque, and green and yellow look least opaque. 

4.6. Saturation varies with luminance 

Saturation varies with luminance (Hunt effect) [Hunt, 1952]. 

Decreased light intensity and color brightness and saturation 

If center light intensity decreases, cones have lower output, so white-black opponent-process input decreases and 

brightness decreases. Also, both red-green and yellow-blue opponent-process inputs are closer to zero, so hue has lower 

saturation. 

Adding black pigment to center hue pigment makes white-black opponent-process input decrease, so color is darker. 

Also, both red-green and yellow-blue opponent-process inputs decrease, so hue has lower saturation. 



Increased light intensity and color brightness and saturation 

If center light intensity increases, cones have higher output, so white-black opponent-process input increases and 

brightness increases. Also, both red-green and yellow-blue opponent-process inputs are closer to zero, so hue has lower 

saturation. 

Adding white pigment to center hue pigment makes white-black opponent-process input increase so color is lighter. 

Also, both red-green and yellow-blue opponent-process inputs decrease, so hue has lower saturation. 

5. Color temperature and vividness 

Hue temperature is relative coolness/dullness or warmness/vividness [Goethe, 1810]. For the fundamental hues, red 

and yellow are warm and vivid, and blue and green are cool and dull. Because they have no net hue, both black and 

white have neutral temperature and undefined vividness. 

Color mixtures have more neutral color temperature, because more wavelengths make both yellow-blue and 

red-green opponency inputs move toward zero. 

Other names/concepts for color temperature are liveliness/dullness, boldness/quietness, activity/stillness, and 

salience/background. 

Color phenomena relate to color temperature/vividness: 

• Radial motion is along sight line. Blues and greens recede from observer. Reds, oranges, and yellows approach 

observer. 

• Transverse motion is across sight line. Blues and greens contract transverse to observer. Reds, oranges, and 

yellows expand transverse to observer. 

• Size is relative surface area. Blues and greens have smaller size. Reds, oranges, and yellows have larger size. 

• Texture is roughness or smoothness. Blues and greens have smoother surface texture. Reds, oranges, and 

yellows have rougher surface texture. 

Because they have no hue, white and black have neither recede nor approach, neither contract nor expand, are 

neither in background nor in foreground, are neither smaller nor larger, and are neither smoother nor rougher. 

6. Color strength 

Hue strength is dominance in mixtures of two hues. Other names/concepts for color strength are density, solidity, 

compactness, coverage, and opaqueness. Figure 5 shows mixtures of two primary colors to make secondary and tertiary 

colors, and shows that primary colors have different strengths. For the fundamental colors, red and blue are strong. 

Green and yellow are weak. Black is strong. White is weak. 

For hues, color strength is lowest at middle light frequencies and highest at high and low frequencies, and is lowest 

at high brightness and highest at low brightness, so strength correlates with lightness. 

For the fundamental colors black and white, color strength is lowest at high brightness and highest at low brightness, 

so strength correlates with lightness. 

Primary-color strength varies directly with lightness, vividness, and chroma. Lightness is less important than chroma 

and vividness. 

6.1. Blue vs. green 

The color between cyan and spring green appears half green and half blue, whereas cyan appears more blue than 

green, spring green appears green with no blue, and azure appears to have no green, so blue appears stronger. Blue 

appears to be darker and have more chroma than green, while both have same vividness. 

6.2. Blue vs. red 

Magenta appears half red and half blue, whereas blue-magenta appears purple, with both red and blue, and 

red-magenta appears red with no blue, so blue and red have equal strength. Red appears lighter and more vivid than 

blue, with same chroma. 

6.3. Yellow vs. green 

Because yellow includes green, chartreuse appears to have more green than yellow. Chartreuse appears to have no 

red. 

6.4. Yellow vs. red 

Because yellow includes red, orange appears to have more red than yellow. Orange appears to have no green. 

6.5. Red vs. green 

No hue appears half red and half green, so green and red have undefined relative strength. 

Yellow appears to have no red or green. Green is light and red is medium light, so yellow has very high lightness, 

washing out red and green. Green is dull and red is most vivid, so yellow has high vividness, washing out red vividness 

and changing green away from dullness. Green has low chroma and red has high chroma, so yellow has low chroma, 

washing out red chroma and increasing green chroma. 

6.6. Blue vs. yellow 

No hue appears half blue and half yellow, so blue and yellow have undefined relative strength. 



6.7. Darker hues 

Primary, secondary, and tertiary hues maintain hue as they get darker (Figure 5). Dark yellow is olive, which has no 

green, but yellow-black's black appears greenish, perhaps because green is brighter than red. Dark orange is brown. 

Secondary and tertiary hues maintain primary-color relative strengths as they get darker (Figure 5). 

6.8. Black and white 

Adding black and/or white (which are not hues) to primary color reduces color saturation, purity, chromaticness, and 

chroma, and so reduces primary-color strength. 

7. Color mixtures 

Red and yellow, red and blue, blue and green, and green and yellow can mix. Color mixtures cannot make blue or 

red. Black and white can mix with all hues. 

Color mixes no-hue gray (mixture of black and white) and hue (mixture of red and yellow, red and blue, blue and 

green, or green and yellow). Color-mixture property values are weighted averages of the color property values. 

The main color mixtures are gray, purple, cyan, orange, chartreuse, pink, brown, tan, and cream: 

• Black and white light and/or pigments mix to make gray. 

• Blue and red light and/or pigments mix to make magenta/purple. 

• Blue and green light and/or pigments mix to make cyan. 

• Yellow and red light and/or pigments mix to make orange. 

• Yellow and green light and/or pigments mix to make chartreuse. 

• White and red (or white, blue, and red) mix to make pink, a pale red (or pale magenta). 

• Red, yellow, and black mix to make brown, a dark orange. 

• White, red, and yellow mix to make tan, a pale brown. 

• White and yellow mix to make cream, a pastel yellow. 

Blue and yellow light mix to make low, middle, and high frequencies, with no dominant frequency, so color is white. 

Blue and yellow pigments have some green, and the blue and yellow add to cancel hue, so the mixture has dark green 

color. 

Green and red light add middle to low frequencies, so color is yellow. Green and red pigments have some yellow, 

and the red and green add to cancel hue, so the mixture has dark yellow color. 

Note: Magenta and cyan light and pigments mix to make blue. Magenta and yellow light and pigments mix to make 

red. Cyan and yellow light and pigments mix to make green. 



Color Coordinates 

Every color has a unique set of values of three independent properties, which do not add, interfere, displace, or 

overlap each other. Therefore, colors have locations in three-dimensional coordinate systems. 

1. CIE L*a*b* color space, with lightness and two opponency coordinates 

The CIELAB or CIE L*a*b* color space (1976) is for diffuse reflection from surfaces illuminated by a standard 

illuminant. The non-linear coordinates match the non-linear perceptions, so coordinate differences are linearly 

proportional to perceived color differences, making perceptual uniformity. The CIE L*a*b* color space covers the 

human gamut. 

L* equals lightness, which ranges from 0 to 1 (brightest white). The L* coordinate is perpendicular to the planes of 

the two opponency coordinates. The L* coordinate determines relative color brightness, which ranges from darkness to 

lightness. Lightness L* equals 116 * (reflectance)^0.33 - 16, for reflectances greater than 0.01. For example, 

18%-reflectance achromatic gray surface has lightness 0.50. Reflectance = ((0.16 + lightness) / 1.16)^3. Note: The best 

approximation using a power function is lightness equals (reflectance)^0.42. For example, 18%-reflectance achromatic 

gray surface has lightness 0.49. Reflectance = (lightness)^(1 / 0.42). 

a* is for red-green opponency, which ranges from -1 to +1. The a* coordinate determines the amount of red or green 

that is not in yellow and/or white. 

b* is for yellow-blue opponency, which ranges from -1 to +1. The b* coordinate determines the amount of blue or 

yellow that is not in white. Hues are mixtures of red or green and yellow or blue. 

The a* and b* axes are perpendicular. Each a*b* plane has a square of colors centered on a* = 0, b* = 0. Colors are 

relative to a* = 0 and b* = 0 white point, typically based on illuminant D50. Hue and saturation depend on linear 

combinations of a* and b*. The a* and b* coordinates together determine hue and saturation. 

In CIE (1976), red has wavelength 650 nm, green has wavelength 546 nm, and blue has wavelength 400 nm. 

sRGB: CIE L*a*b* can transform to sRGB. As an example, middle gray has CIE L*a*b* lightness 50% and 

reflectance 18%, with RGB coordinates (0.47, 0.47, 0.47) and sRGB brightness 47% (with gamma correction 2.44). 

Whiteness: Black has lightness 0 and reflectance 0. White has lightness 100 and reflectance 1. Blue has lightness 32 

and reflectance 0.07. Red has lightness 53 and reflectance 0.21. Green has lightness 88 and reflectance 0.71. 

Reflectance is linear, but lightness is not linear. Mixed colors add reflectances, so whiteness is 

0.07 B + 0.21*R + 0.71*G. For example, complementary colors have reflectances that add to 1, so magenta whiteness 

is 0.28 and green whiteness is 0.71. 

1.1. CIE XYZ color space, with luminance and two hue coordinates 

The CIE XYZ color space (1931) is for diffuse reflection from surfaces illuminated by a standard illuminant. It is not 

perceptually uniform, so coordinate differences are not proportional to perceived color differences. The CIE XYZ color 

space covers the human gamut. 

Y equals luminance, which tracks the luminosity function (normal distribution centered on 555 nm) and 

approximates medium-wavelength-cone output. For different media, the white point can have different luminances. 

Luminance can be set to relative luminance (surface reflectance), which ranges from 0 (darkest black) to 1 (brightest 

white). The luminance coordinate is perpendicular to the XZ plane. 

Z approximates short-wavelength-cone output. 

X is a linear function of long-, medium-, and short-wavelength-cone outputs. 

The XZ plane has the color chromaticities for relative luminance 1. Pure hues make an upside-down U shape. Green 

is at top left. Blue is at bottom left. Red is at low right. Purples go from blue to red. Hue is angle around center. 

Saturation is distance from center. The center has coordinates (0.33, 0.33), where color is white. Color purity is ratio of 

(distance to white point) to (distance of hue's boundary point to white point). 

sRGB: CIE XYZ can transform to sRGB. As an example, middle gray has CIE XYZ luminance/reflectance (relative 

whiteness) 50% and lightness 76%, with RGB coordinates (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and sRGB brightness 74% (with gamma 

correction 1.0). 

1.2. CIE LUV color space, with luminance and two hue coordinates 

The CIELUV or CIE L*u*v* color space (1976) is perceptually uniform, so coordinate differences are linearly 

proportional to perceived color differences. 

L* is the CIE XYZ space's Y. 

u* and v* are transformations of the CIE XYZ space's X and Z. 



1.3. CIE RGB color space, with luminance and two hue coordinates 

The CIE XYZ color space (1931) is a linear transformation of the CIE RGB color space (1931), whose three primary 

colors were red 700 nm, green 546 nm, and blue 436 nm. To match a single-wavelength color, observers added three 

brightnesses: 

• From 380 nm (end point) to 436 nm (the red and green starting point and blue maximum point) has increasing 

blue brightness, zero red brightness, and zero green brightness. 

• From 436 nm to 490 nm (the blue and green crossing point) has decreasing blue brightness, increasing negative 

red brightness, and increasing green brightness. 

• From 490 nm to 515 nm (red minimum point) has decreasing blue brightness, increasing negative red 

brightness, and increasing green brightness. 

• From 515 nm to 546 nm (the blue endpoint, blue and red crossing point, and green maximum point) has 

decreasing blue brightness, decreasing negative red brightness, and increasing green brightness. 

• From 546 nm to 580 nm (the red and green crossing point) has zero blue brightness, increasing red brightness, 

and decreasing green brightness. 

• From 580 nm to 610 nm (red maximum point) has zero blue brightness, increasing red brightness, and 

decreasing green brightness. 

• From 610 nm to 630 nm (the green end point) has zero blue brightness, decreasing red brightness, and 

decreasing green brightness. 

• From 630 nm to 700 nm (end point) has zero blue brightness, decreasing red brightness, and zero green 

brightness. 

The luminosity function (normal distribution) for blue centers on 440 nm. For green, it centers on 530 nm. For red, it 

centers on 610 nm and also centers negatively on 515 nm. The three functions have the same area, normalizing the 

three brightnesses. 

The luminance/brightness, equal to Y in CIE XYZ, is 0.18*red + 0.81*green + 0.01*blue, where r, g, and b range 

from 0 to 1, and 0.18 + 0.81 + 0.01 = 1. 

The CIE RGB color space covers the human gamut. 

2. Munsell color space, with value, hue, and chroma 

A coordinate system (Munsell color space) is for diffuse reflection from surfaces illuminated by a standard 

illuminant. The coordinate system indicates hue by angle around a circle, saturation (chroma) by distance from axis 

along circle radii, and lightness (value) by position along black-white axis along perpendicular through circle centers. 

2.1. Value 

Munsell value is a function of relative-luminance cube root. Value is on vertical axis and ranges from 0 to 10, for 

example: 

• Black: 0 

• Pure blue: 4 

• Pure red: 5 

• Pure green: 8 

• Pure yellow: 9 

• White: 10 

For mixed colors, adding values is not linear. 

2.2. Hue 

Hues are in a circle, with equal change in hue for every angle. The five main hues are blue, red, yellow, green, and 

purple. 

Complementary colors are in approximately opposite directions. 

Black, white, and grays are not hues, and so are only along vertical axis. 

2.3. Chroma 

Chroma (saturation) is distance from vertical axis. All chroma levels have equal distance. 

Green has fewest levels and so lowest maximum chroma value. 

Yellow has second-fewest levels and so second-lowest maximum chroma value. 

Red has second-most levels and so second-lowest maximum chroma value. 

Blue has most levels and so highest maximum chroma value. 



3. Natural Color System, with hue, blackness, and chromaticness 

A coordinate system (Natural Color System NCS) is for diffuse reflection from surfaces illuminated by a standard 

illuminant. It uses hue, blackness, and chromaticness coordinates. 

There are six elementary colors: black, white, blue, red, green, and yellow. NCS defines the six colors by 

human-perception experiments. Black and white are the same as in RGB color space, black with 0% of R, G, and B, 

and white with 100% of R, G, and B. NCS blue mixes B with G. NCS red mixes R with B. NCS green mixes G with B. 

NCS yellow mixes R and G. Note that there are no primary or secondary colors, only the four unique hues. 

3.1. Hue 

Hue is the percent (NCS first-hue percent) of NCS blue, red, green, or yellow, depending which is more, and the 

percent (NCS second-hue percent) of NCS blue, red, green, or yellow, depending which is less. (The remaining two of 

NCS blue, red, green, and yellow are not present.) For chromatic colors, the two numbers add to 100%: 

• Pure, dark, and light NCS blues, reds, greens, and yellows have first-hue 100% and second-hue 0%. 

• Pure, dark, and light NCS cyans and magentas have first-hue 50% and second-hue 50%. 

• Pure, dark, and light NCS oranges have NCS yellow 50% and NCS red 50%, as an example of tertiary colors. 

• Pure, dark, and light NCS red-magentas have NCS red 75% and NCS blue 25%, as another example of tertiary 

colors. 

Black, grays, and white have 0% for NCS blue, red, green, and yellow. 

3.2. Blackness 

Blackness is black percent. For example, pure yellow has 0% blackness. Olive has 50% blackness. Black has 

100% blackness. 

3.3. Chromaticness 

Chromaticness is most-saturated hue percent and is 100% minus black percent minus white percent. For example: 

• Pure yellow has 100% yellow, 0% black, and 0% white, and has 100% chromaticness. 

• Olive has 50% yellow, 50% black, and 0% white, and has 50% chromaticness. 

• Light yellow has 50% yellow, 0% black, and 50% white, and has 50% chromaticness. 

• Gray yellow has 50% yellow, 25% white, and 25% black, and has 50% chromaticness. 

• Black, grays, and white have no hue and so 0% chromaticness. 

3.4. Whiteness 

Whiteness is white percent and is 100% minus blackness minus chromaticness. For example, pure yellow has 

100% - 0% - 100% = 0% whiteness. Gray yellow has 100% - 25% - 50% = 25% whiteness. 

Saturation is ratio of chromaticness to (chromaticness plus whiteness). 

4. Ostwald color system, with hue, reflectance, and purity 

A coordinate system (Ostwald color system) is for diffuse reflection from surfaces illuminated by a standard 

illuminant. It uses hue, reflectance, and purity coordinates: 

• A circle has 24 equilateral triangles, for 24 hues at their average wavelength. Each triangle has one side along 

the perpendicular to the circle starting at circle center. Triangle third point is on circle circumference. Each 

triangle has seven squares along the perpendicular and 28 (7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1) squares total. 

• Lower reflectance (surface's reflected light energy per second divided by received light energy per second) 

means less hue and more black. Higher reflectance means more hue and less black. 

• Purity is hue percent relative to white percent. Lower purity means less hue and more white. Higher purity 

means more hue and less white. 

Triangle third point has hue maximum purity and hue maximum reflectance. 

The top point on the side beside the perpendicular has highest reflectance and lowest purity and so is gray/white. 

The bottom point on the side beside the perpendicular has lowest reflectance and lowest purity and so is black. 

Along any vertical, hue has the same purity. Reflectance decreases from vertical center point down and increases 

from vertical center point up. 

Along the horizontal, hue decreases in purity from triangle third point to side beside the perpendicular. 



5. Color cube, with blue, red, and green coordinates 

The color cube has rectangular blue B, red R, and green G positive-only coordinates, for the three additive primary 

colors. R, B, and G come from three light emitters with specific wavelengths, for example, 436 nm (blue), 546 nm 

(green), and 610 nm or 700 nm (red). R, G, and B range from 0 to 1 (for percentages), or from 0 to 255 (for octet or 

HEX values). Every color in the color cube has a unique set of B, R, and G percentages. 

Different vectors from coordinate origin represent different colors. Vectors from coordinate origin that are in the R, 

B, or G axis represent colors with one primary color and black. Vectors from coordinate origin that are in the RG, RB, 

or GB plane represent colors with two primary colors and black. Color-cube diagonal represents black, grays, and 

white; complementary colors add their two vectors to put resultant vector on the diagonal. 

RGB color spaces do not cover the human color gamut. They are about machine color production and color mixing. 

The Standard RGB (sRGB) color space (of Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard, 1996) uses the same three primary 

colors, the same D65 illuminant (and so same white standard), the same standard colorimetric observer, and the same 

luminosity function as the ITU-R BT.709 specification and the CIE XYZ color space. 

Note: Adobe RGB (for example, in Adobe Photoshop) has a wider gamut of colors than sRGB. 

5.1. Brightness, intensity, and voltage 

Selecting R, G, and B values sends voltages to pixels, whose red, green, and blue intensities are exponential 

functions of voltages and so non-linear. Expressing intensities in the range from 0 to 1, light 

intensity = ((x + 0.055) / 1.055)^2.4 (gamma expansion, with gamma = 2.4), where x = R, G, or B voltage, for x > 0.04. 

For example, R = 0 has intensity 0, R = 0.5 has intensity 0.21, and R = 1 has intensity 1. 

People see those light intensities as brightnesses, which are logarithmic/root functions of intensity. Expressing 

brightness in the range from 0 to 1, brightness = (1.055 * intensity)^(1/2.4) - 0.055 (gamma compression), for 

intensity > 0.003. For example, intensity = 0 has brightness 0, intensity = 0.5 has brightness 0.50, and intensity = 1 has 

brightness 1. Note that brightness then matches RGB voltages. 

As an example, middle gray has RGB coordinates (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and sRGB brightness 0.5. By comparison, middle 

gray has CIE L*a*b* lightness 0.53 and has CIE XYZ reflectance 0.21. 

5.2. Hue mixtures 

Hue mixes (RGB-highest-percent-primary-color percent minus RGB-lowest-percent-primary-color percent) and 

(RGB-middle-percent-primary-color percent minus RGB-lowest-percent-primary-color percent). 

At highest intensity, representative RGB values for the wavelength spectrum are: 

• Violet (darkest): 380 nm RGB(97,0,97) 

• Violet (medium): 387 nm RGB(116,0,128) 

• Violet (medium): 395 nm RGB(127,0,157) 

• Violet (bright): 420 nm RGB(106,0,255) 

• Blue (bright): 440 nm RGB(0,0,255) 

• Azure (bright): 461 nm RGB(0,127,255) 

• Cyan (bright): 490 nm RGB(0,255,255) 

• Spring green (bright): 502 nm RGB(0,255,123) 

• Green (lime): 510 nm RGB(0,255,0) 

• Chartreuse (bright): 540 nm RGB(129,255,0) 

• Yellow (bright): 580 nm RGB(255,255,0) 

• Orange (bright): 617 nm RGB(255,130,0) 

• Red (bright): 645 nm to 700 nm RGB(255,0,0) 

• Red (maroon): 766 nm RGB(128,0,0) 

• Red (maroon): 780 nm RGB(97,0,0) 

5.3. Blue, red, and green percentages and color mixing 

The RGB color space has blue-in-all-colors B, red-in-all-colors R, and green-in-all-colors G percentages. In that 

color space, pure primary color, pure secondary color, black, and white are definite and have percentages. Colors mix 

the three additive primary colors. For example, gray orange has 25% blue, 75% red, and 50% green. 

The RGB highest-percentage primary color contributes to white, secondary color, and/or pure primary color. 

The RGB middle-percentage primary color contributes to white and/or secondary color, and never appears as a pure 

primary color. 

The RGB lowest-percentage primary color contributes only and all to white, and never appears as a pure primary 

color or in a secondary color. 



Black percent 

The RGB color space has a black screen, so, when B, R, and G are all 0, color is black. In color mixtures, black 

percent equals 100% minus RGB highest percent, because that primary color is in pure primary color, pure secondary 

color, and white. For example, gray-orange's 75% red results in 25% black. 

Adding or subtracting that primary color is the only way to change black percent. Note: If color has more than one 

primary color, decreasing that primary color changes hue. Decreasing the primary color with RGB middle percent by 

the same proportion keeps hue the same. Adding or subtracting the primary color with RGB lowest percent changes 

white percent, but not black percent. 

White percent 

In color mixtures, white percent equals RGB lowest percent, because that primary color is all in white. (White is 

presence of all three primary colors.) For example, gray-orange's 25% blue results in 25% white. Note: Because adding 

a third primary color adds white, that third primary color is never in a hue. 

Adding or subtracting that primary color is the only way to change white percent. Adding or subtracting the same 

percent of all three primary colors increases white percent (and decreases black percent) by that percent. Note: A hue 

has two primary colors. Changing amount of the primary color with RGB lowest percent changes hue if it becomes the 

primary color with RGB middle percent. Adding or subtracting the same percent of all three primary colors does not 

change hue. 

Gray percent 

In color mixtures, gray percent equals RGB lowest percent plus 100% minus RGB highest percent. For example: 

• Gray orange has red at 75%, green at 50%, and blue at 25%, and its white percent is 25% and black percent 

is 25%, so it is 50% medium gray. 

• Dark gray orange has red at 60%, green at 40%, and blue at 20%, and its white percent is 20% and black percent 

is 40%, so it is 60% dark gray. 

• Light gray orange has red at 80%, green at 60%, and blue at 40%, and its white percent is 40% and black 

percent is 20%, so it is 60% light gray. 

Black, white, primary color, and secondary color 

Pure primary color (red, green, or blue) percent is RGB highest percent minus RGB middle percent. For example, 

gray-orange's 25% red equals 75% red minus 50% green. 

Pure secondary color (yellow, cyan, or magenta) percent is RGB middle percent minus RGB lowest percent (white 

percent). For example, gray-orange's 25% yellow equals 50% green minus 25% blue. 

Note: Yellow mixes equal percentages of red and green, with no blue, so yellow percentage equals the lower of R or 

G percentage, minus the B percentage (white percent), so colors with yellow have no pure red or pure green. (However, 

yellow has no red and has no green, but is a fundamental color.) 

5.4. RGB colors to grayscale whiteness 

A function can convert RGB percentages to grayscale whiteness, which ranges from 0% to 100%, with middle gray 

at 50% whiteness. Note: The function is about whiteness, not about brightness/luminance, lightness, reflectance, or 

luminosity. 

ITU-R 709 

To convert RGB percentages to grayscale whiteness for television and for LED monitors, International 

Telecommunications Union Radiocommunication (ITU-R) Sector Recommendation BT.709 uses primary colors such 

that whiteness equals 0.213 * R + 0.715 * G + 0.072 * B. 

The coefficients are primary-color reflectances and add to one. Those reflectances make blue lightness 0.33, red 

lightness 0.54, and green lightness 0.88, the CIE L*a*b* lightness values. 

ITU-R 601 

To convert RGB percentages to grayscale whiteness, Windows 10 "Grayscale Effect", Adobe PDF and Photoshop, 

and other programs use International Telecommunications Union Radiocommunication (ITU-R) Sector 

Recommendation BT.601, for television, with primary colors such that whiteness equals 

0.299 * R + 0.587 * G + 0.114 * B. 

The coefficients are primary-color reflectances and add to one. Those reflectances make blue lightness 0.40, red 

lightness 0.60, and green lightness 0.80, far from CIE L*a*b* lightness values but close to Munsell values. 



MacOS before version 10.6 

In versions before MacOS 10.6, RGB grayscale whiteness percentages in the PDF Viewer and in Microsoft 

Word 2004 for Mac are 25% for 100% blue, 46% for 100% red, and 80% for 100% green. Monitor primary colors are 

such that whiteness equals ((0.25 * Blue)^1.8 + (0.46 * Red)^1.8 + (0.80 * Green)^1.8)^0.556, where Blue, Red, and 

Green are percentages. 

The formula uses gamma correction: gamma = 1.8, and 1 / gamma = 0.556. 100% color has gamma-corrected value 

1.00^1.8 = 1.00. 50% color has gamma-corrected value 0.50^1.8 = 0.29. 

The coefficients are primary-color reflectances and add to one. Those reflectances make blue lightness 0.35, red 

lightness 0.57, and green lightness 0.86, close to CIE L*a*b* lightness values. 

5.5. Transforming coordinates 

Rotating the color cube transforms coordinates. Instead of using the red, green, and blue coordinates, color cubes can 

use the magenta, cyan, and yellow coordinates, or any linear combination of the blue, red, and green coordinates. 

Rotating the color cube counterclockwise around the green axis transforms the blue axis to magenta axis. (Rotating 

the color cube around the green axis clockwise transforms the blue coordinate to negative magenta coordinate, so do 

not use negative rotation angles.) Rotating the color cube counterclockwise around the perpendicular to both the green 

and new magenta axes transforms the original blue axis to a mixture of three primary colors (which has some white). 

Rotating the color cube counterclockwise around the green axis transforms the blue axis to magenta axis. Rotating 

farther counterclockwise transforms the magenta axis to red axis. (Rotating farther counterclockwise transforms the red 

axis to negative values, so do not rotate farther.) 

Yaw, pitch, roll 

Rotating w counterclockwise around the z axis (yaw, in the xy plane), then rotating v counterclockwise around the 

y axis (pitch, in the xz plane), and then rotating u counterclockwise around the x axis (roll, in the yz plane) keeps the 

old and new coordinates in the same relations. 

Rotating 45 degrees (0.79 radians) counterclockwise around the green axis (in the blue-red plane), then rotating 

45 degrees counterclockwise around the red axis (in the blue-green plane), and then rotating 45 degrees 

counterclockwise around the blue axis (in the red-green plane) puts the blue axis on the diagonal, and the red and green 

coordinates along two other old diagonals. 

The new axes have the same lengths as the old axes, so the three new axes still indicate blue, red, and green 

percentages. 

x-convention 

Rotating w counterclockwise around the z axis (in the xy plane), then rotating v counterclockwise around the new 

x' axis (in the y'z plane), and then rotating u counterclockwise around the new z' axis (in the x'y' plane) keeps the old 

and new coordinates in the same relations. 

Rotating 45 degrees counterclockwise around the green axis (in the blue-red plane), then rotating 45 degrees 

counterclockwise around new blue axis (in the red'-green plane), and then rotating 45 degrees counterclockwise around 

the new green axis (in the blue'-red' plane) puts the blue axis on the diagonal, and the red and green coordinates along 

two other old diagonals: 

The new axes have the same lengths as the old axes, so the three new axes still indicate blue, red, and green 

percentages. 



6. Color circle and color cone 

The color circle can represent all hues and hue percentages (Figure 9). The color circle is about light sources and 

color mixing, not human perception. Its RGB blue, green, and red are specific wavelengths, such as 436 nm, 546 nm, 

and 610 nm or 700 nm. 

Figure 9 

Three primary colors in a plane at 120-degree angles, and their equal-mixture colors 

 
The yellow-blue vertical line represents the yellow-blue opponency. Blue and yellow do not mix (to yellowish-blue 

or bluish-yellow), are complements of white, and have no red or green. Blue needs more weight than yellow. Yellow is 

warm and very bright, and blue is cool and very dark. 

The black horizontal line represents the red-green opponency. Red and green do not mix (to reddish-green or 

greenish-red), are equal components of yellow, and have no yellow or blue. Red and green have equal weight. Red is 

very warm and medium bright, and green is cool and bright. 

Color-circle circumference depicts pure hues, each at a polar angle: red 30, yellow 90, green 150, cyan 210, 

blue 270, and magenta 330 degrees. Note: People experimentally place their unique hues close to color-circle values: 

red 26, yellow 92, green 162, cyan 217, blue 272, and magenta 329 degrees. 

The color circle approximates a circle through Munsell color space, with pure hues at maximum saturation with their 

Munsell brightness. 

Black has 0% hue, and white has 0% net hue, so circle center represents black, grays, and white. 

6.1. Color-circle polar coordinates 

Color-circle points have polar coordinates: angle and radius. Hues have origin at circle center. 

In the color circle, hue polar angle defines hue and equals RGB-highest-percent-primary-color angle plus or minus 

(60 degrees times (RGB-middle-percent-primary-color percent minus RGB-lowest-percent-primary-color percent) 

divided by (RGB-highest-percent-primary-color percent minus RGB-lowest-percent-primary-color percent)). 



Each hue has a unique angle from polar axis, for example: 

• Red-magenta (rose): 0 degrees 

• Red: 30 degrees 

• Orange: 60 degrees 

• Yellow: 90 degrees 

• Chartreuse: 1200 degrees 

• Green: 150 degrees 

• Spring green: 180 degrees 

• Cyan: 210 degrees 

• Azure: 240 degrees 

• Blue: 270 degrees 

• Blue-magenta (violet): 300 degrees 

• Magenta (fuchsia): 330 degrees 

Pure hues have unit length from origin to circumference. Hue length represents hue percentage (and saturation 

percentage). 

Complementary colors (red and cyan, blue and yellow, and green and magenta) are in opposite directions. 

Adding black and/or white does not change hue angle. 

6.2. Color-circle rectangular coordinates 

Color-circle horizontal and vertical coordinates for pure RGB hues are: 

• (+1.00, +0.00) Red-magenta 

• (+0.87, +0.50) Red 

• (+0.50, +0.87) Orange 

• (+0.00, +1.00) Yellow 

• (–0.50, +0.87) Chartreuse 

• (–0.87, +0.50) Green 

• (–1.00, +0.00) Spring green 

• (–0.87, –0.50) Cyan 

• (–0.50, –0.87) Azure 

• (+0.00, –1.00) Blue 

• (+0.50, –0.87) Blue-magenta 

• (+0.87, –0.50) Magenta 

• (+0.00, +0.00) White, grays, and black 

6.3. Examples 

100% red and 50% green is the same as 50% red and 50% yellow and so bright orange, whose angle is halfway 

between red and yellow, with unit length. 

100% red, 100% green, and 50% blue is the same as 50% yellow and 50% white and so light yellow, whose angle is 

same as yellow, with half-unit length. 

50% red, 100% green, and 50% blue is the same as 50% green and 50% white and so light green, whose angle is 

same as green, with half-unit length. 

75% red, 25% green, and 25% blue is the same as 50% red, 25% black, and 25% white and so gray red, whose angle 

is same as red, with half-unit length. 

50% red and 25% green is the same as 25% yellow, 25% red, and 50% black and so dark orange, whose angle is 

same as orange, with quarter-unit length. 



6.4. Color cone 

Color-circle points indicate hue and saturation (hue percent). Hue percent plus black percent plus white percent 

equals 100%. White percent is percentage of RGB-lowest-percent primary color, and hue percent equals 

RGB-highest-percent-primary-color percent minus RGB-lowest-percent-primary-color percent. Perpendiculars to color 

circle model white percentage: 

• The perpendicular to color-circle center, where hue percent equals 0%, has 100% black and 0% white at its 

bottom. It has 50% black and 50% white at its middle. It has 0% black and 100% white at its top. 

• Every color-circle-circumference point, where hue percent equals 100%, has 0% black and 0% white, and so no 

perpendicular. 

• The perpendicular to every other color-circle point, where hue percent is greater than 0% and less than 100%, 

has (100% minus hue percent) black and 0% white at its bottom. It has ((100% minus hue percent) / 2) white 

and ((100% minus hue percent) / 2) black at its middle. It has (100% minus hue percent) white and 0% black at 

its top. 

The perpendiculars and the color circle make a color cone. The color cone does not model brightness or lightness. 

6.5. Color hexagon 

The RGB color circle can have an inscribed hexagon. The color hexagon models RGB primary and secondary colors 

as vectors and their mixtures as vector additions. Primary colors are at 120-degree angles (Figure 9). Hues have an 

angle from polar axis. Hue vectors have origin in color-hexagon center. Vectors have unit length from coordinate origin 

to color-hexagon corner. Hue-vector magnitude compared to maximum magnitude at that angle represents hue 

percentage (and saturation percentage). 

Trying to use a color hexagon shows that mixed colors are not vector sums of primary colors, because their 

percentages and saturations are not correct. 

7. HSV color space, with hue, saturation, and value 

A coordinate system (HSV color space) is about light sources and color mixing, not human perception. It uses hue, 

saturation, and value (lightness) coordinates. A cone has hue angle around circle, saturation along circle radii, and 

value along perpendicular downward from circle center. Circle center is 100% white. Cone vertex is 100% black. 

8. HSL color space, with hue, saturation, and lightness 

A coordinate system (HSL color space) is about light sources and color mixing, not human perception. It uses hue, 

saturation, and lightness coordinates. A bicone has hue angle around circle, saturation along circle radii, and lightness 

along perpendicular through circle center. Circle center is 50% white. Bicone vertices are 100% black and 100% white. 



Appendices about Other Senses 

 

Hearing/Sound, Loudness, and Tone 

Hearing refers to object that makes sound, not to accidental or abstract properties nor to concepts about hearing. 

Hearing is an analytic sense. Tones are independent, so people can simultaneously hear different frequencies (with 

different intensities). 

Hearing awareness models relatively-large-surface vibrations. Hearing has whisper, tones, and noise, with sound 

loudness, frequency, and harmonics. 

1. Sound properties 

Tone/loudness models sound-wave frequency-intensity spectrum. Sounds are a function of a set of intensities over a 

frequency range. 

Sounds have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Sounds have rate of onset (attack) and rate of offset (decay). 

Two frequencies can have harmonic ratios, and tones are in octaves. 

Low-frequency tones sound louder. High-frequency tones sound quieter. 

Warm tones have longer and lower attack and decay, longer tones, and more harmonics. Cool tones have shorter and 

higher attack and decay, shorter tones, and fewer harmonics. 

Clear tones have narrow frequency band. Unclear tones have wide frequency band. 

Full tones have many frequency resonances. Shallow tones have few frequency resonances. 

Shrill tones have higher frequencies. Dull tones have lower frequencies. 

Sounds with many high-frequency components sound sharp or strident. Tones with mostly low-frequency 

components sound dull or mellow. 

2. Space 

Hearing analyzes sound-wave phases to locate sound directions and distances in three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Tone/loudness properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations and properties), and language 

(with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



Touch, Pressure, and Deformation/Vibration 

Touch refers to object that makes touch, not to accidental or abstract properties nor to concepts about touch. 

Touch finds self and object movements, surface texture, surface curvature, material density, material hardness, and 

material elasticity. 

Touch is a synthetic sense, with some analysis. 

Touch awareness models surface vibrations, tensions, extensions, compressions, and torsions. Touch has tickle, 

touch, and pain, with pressure and vibration. 

1. Touch properties 

Touch/pressure models body-part strains, vibrations, and motions. Touches are a function of a set of 

pressures/vibrations over surfaces. 

Touches have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Touches have rate of onset and rate of offset. 

2. Space 

Touch/feel analyzes topographic maps to locate touch directions and distances in three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Deformation/vibration/pressure properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations and 

properties), and language (with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



Temperature, Magnitude, and Warmth/Coolness 

Temperature finds material warmth or coolness. 

Temperature refers to object that makes temperature, not to accidental or abstract properties nor to concepts about 

temperature. 

Temperature is a synthetic sense, with some analysis. 

1. Temperature properties 

Temperature/level models skin heat flows. Temperatures are a function of a set of heat flows over surfaces. 

Temperatures have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Temperatures have rate of onset and rate of offset. 

2. Space 

Temperature/warmth/coolness analyzes topographic maps to locate touch/temperature directions and distances in 

three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Warm/cool/magnitude properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations and properties), and 

language (with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



Smell, Concentration, and Odor 

Smell refers to object that makes smell, not to accidental or abstract properties nor to concepts about smell. 

Smell is an analytic sense, with some synthetic properties. Smells blend in concordances and discordances, like 

music harmonics. Pungent and sweet can mix. Pungent and sweaty can mix. Perhaps, smells can cancel other smells, 

not just mask them. 

Smell awareness models region vibrations. Smell has the main odors, with odor strength/concentration, sweetness, 

pungentness, and so on. 

1. Smell properties 

Odor/strength models volatile-chemical concentration gradient. Smells are a function of a set of concentrations of 

classes of gas molecules. 

Smells have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Smells have rate of onset and rate of offset. 

Odors have volatility, reactivity, and size. 

Odors are camphorous, fishy, fruity, malty, minty, musky, spermous, sweaty, or urinous. 

Odors can be acidic, acrid or vinegary, alliaceous or garlicy, ambrosial or musky, aromatic, burnt or smoky, 

camphorous or resinous, ether-like, ethereal or peary, floral or flowery, foul or sulfurous, fragrant, fruity, goaty or 

hircine or caprylic, halogens or mineral, minty, nauseating, peppermint-like, pungent or spicy, putrid, spearmint-like, 

sweaty, and sweet. 

Aromatic, camphorous, ether, minty, musky, and sweet are similar. Acidic and vinegary are similar. Acidic and 

fruity are similar. Goaty, nauseating, putrid, and sulphurous are similar. Smoky/burnt and spicy/pungent are similar. 

Camphor, resin, aromatic, musk, mint, pear, flower, fragrant, pungent, fruit, and sweets are similar. Putrid or 

nauseating, foul or sulfur, vinegar or acrid, smoke, garlic, and goat are similar. Vegetable smells are similar. Animal 

smells are similar. 

Acidic and sweet smells are opposites. Sweaty and sweet smells are opposites. 

Smells can have harshness and be sharp, or they can have dullness and be smooth. 

Smells can be cool or hot. 

2. Space 

Smell/odor analyzes topographic maps to locate smell directions and distances in three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Odor/concentration properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations and properties), and 

language (with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



Taste, Concentration, and Flavor 

Taste refers to object that makes taste, not to accidental or abstract properties nor to concepts about taste. 

Taste is a synthetic sense, with some analytic properties. 

Taste awareness models surface and region vibrations. Taste has sourness, saltiness, bitterness, and sweetness, and 

savoriness, with flavor strength/concentration, acidity, saltiness, and so on. 

1. Taste properties 

Flavor/strength models soluble-chemical concentration gradient. Tastes are a function of a set of concentrations of 

classes of liquid molecules. 

Tastes have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Tastes have rate of onset and rate of offset. 

Flavors have acidity, polarity, and size. 

Taste detects salt, sweet, sour, bitter, and savory: 

• Salt has neutral acidity, is ionic, and has medium size. 

• Sweet has neutral acidity, is polar, and has large size. 

• Sour has is acid, is ionic, and has small size. 

• Bitter is basic, is polar, and has small, medium, or large size. 

• Savory has neutral acidity, is ionic, and has large size. 

Sour acid and salt are similar. Bitter and salt are similar. Sweet and salt are similar. 

Sour (acid) and bitter (base) are opposites. Sweet (neutral) and sour (acid) are opposites. Salt and sweet are 

opposites. 

2. Space 

Taste/flavor analyzes topographic maps to locate taste directions and distances in three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Flavor/concentration properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations and properties), and 

language (with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



Pain, Level, and Pain Type 

Pain refers to accidental or abstract properties, not to concepts about pain or objects. 

Pain is an analytic sense. 

Pain awareness models region high-frequency vibrations and strong torsions. Pain has pressure, aching, squeezing, 

cramping, gnawing, burning, freezing, numbness, tingling, shooting, stabbing, and electric, with strength/intensity, 

acute/chronic, and so on. 

1. Pain properties 

Pain/level models pain-chemical concentration gradient. Pains are a function of chemical concentrations over 

surfaces. 

Pains have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Pains have no rate of onset and no rate of offset. 

2. Space 

Pain analyzes topographic maps to locate pain directions and distances in three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Pain type/level properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations and properties), and language 

(with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



Appendices about Perception, Cognition, and Meaning 

 

Perception 

Perception acquires information about physical objects and events using unconscious inductive inference. 

Perception/recognition depends on alertness and attention and on memory and recall. Perception requires sensation but 

not awareness or consciousness. 

The what pathway finds features, objects, scenes, and space. Vision uses fast multisensory processes and slow 

single-sense processes. Brain processes object recognition and color from area V1, to area V2, to area V4, to 

inferotemporal cortex. Cortical area V1, V2, and V3 damage impairs shape perception and pattern recognition. 

Perception involves amygdala, septum, hypothalamus, insula, and cingulate gyrus. 

Vision can perceive/recognize patterns, shapes, and objects. To survive and reproduce, organisms need to recognize 

food/prey, dangerous situation/predator, and related organism: mate, child, relative, and self. They can recognize 

different levels, such as food that is easier to get or more nutritious. 

Perception involves sensation, feature, object, and scene distinction, identification/recognition, 

organization/categorization, indexing, association, and narrative. 

Vision requires time to gather information from separated locations. Vision requires space to gather information 

from separated times. 

Perception uses statistical methods, data clustering, principal-component analysis, hypothesis testing, trial and error, 

constraint satisfaction, optimization, gestalt principles, rules, and geometry to perceive features, objects, scenes, and 

space and make categories. Perception integrates local and global information, takes account of context, and uses 

associations and memories. It changes discrete to continuous. 

1. Boundaries and regions 

Perception first finds boundaries and regions. 

1.1. Boundaries 

Vision uses edge information to make object boundaries and adds information about boundary positions, shapes, 

directions, and noise. Neuron assemblies have different spatial scales to detect different-size edges and lines. Tracking 

and linking connect detected edges. 

Differentiation subtracts second derivative from intensity and emphasizes high frequencies. 

Sharp brightness (or hue) difference indicates edge or line (edge detection). 

Point clustering indicates edges. 

Vision uses contrast for boundary making (sketching). Lateral inhibition distinguishes and sharpens boundaries. 

Pattern recognition uses shortest line, extends line, or links lines. Secondary visual cortex neurons can detect line 

orientation. 

Contour outlines indicate objects and enhance brightness and contrast. Irregular contours and hatching indicate 

movement. Contrast enhances contours, for example with Mach bands. Contrast differences divide large surfaces into 

parts. 

Vision can separate scene into additive parts, by boundaries, rather than using basis functions. 

1.2. Regions 

Regions form by clustering features, smoothing differences, relaxing/optimizing, and extending lines using edge 

information. 

Surfaces recruit neighboring similar surfaces to expand homogeneous regions by wave entrainment. Progressive 

entrainment of larger and larger cell populations builds regions using synchronized firing. 

Regions can form by splitting spatial features or scenes. Parallel circuits break large domains into similar-texture 

subdomains for texture analysis. Parallel circuits find edge ends by edge interruptions. 

Region analysis finds, separates, and labels visual areas by enlarging spatial features or partitioning scenes. 

HBF or RBF basis functions can separate scene into multiple dimensions. 

Vision can connect pieces in sequence and fill gaps. 

Vision can use dynamic programming to optimize parameters. 

Vision accurately knows surface tilt and slant, directly, by tilt angle itself, not by angle function [Bhalla and Proffitt, 

1999] [Proffitt et al., 1995]. 

Averaging removes noise by emphasizing low frequencies and minimizing high frequencies. 

1.3. Region expansion and contraction 

Boundaries, surfaces, regions, features, objects, scenes, and space result by optimal expansion and contraction. 

Clustering features, smoothing differences, relaxation, optimization, and extending lines make surfaces and regions. 

Association (over space and/or time), spreading activation (excitation of adjacent areas), and progressive 

entrainment (by synchronized firing) enlarge surfaces and regions. 



Lateral inhibition makes region boundaries, minimizes surfaces and regions, and separates figure and ground. 

Parallel texture-analysis circuits break large areas into smaller similar-texture areas. Parallel edge-interruption 

circuits find edge ends. 

Constraint satisfaction, such as minimization [Crane, 1992], detects edges and minimizes areas. 

1.4. Figure and ground 

Vision separates figure and ground by detecting edges and increasing homogeneous regions, using constraint 

satisfaction [Crane, 1992]. Smaller region is figure, and nearby larger region is ground. Edges separate figure and 

ground. 

1.5. Gestalt 

Vision groups points, lines, and regions into three-dimensional representations (gestalt) depending on figure-ground 

relationship, proximity, similarity, continuity, closure, connectedness, and context [Ehrenfels, 1891] [Köffka, 1935] 

[Köhler, 1929]. Figures have internal consistency and regularity (pragnans). 

1.6. Part relations 

Objects are wholes and have parts. Wholes are part integrations or configurations and are about gist. Parts are 

standard features and are about details. 

2. Features 

Perception then finds features. (Object classification first needs high-level feature recognition. Brain extracts 

features and feeds forward to make hypotheses and classifications.) 

Features can remain invariant as images deform or move. 

2.1. Vertex perception 

Vision can label vertices as three-intersecting-line combinations. Intersections can be convex or concave, to right or 

to left. 

2.2. Signal detection theory 

Signal detection theory can find patterns in noisy backgrounds. Patterns have stronger signal strength than noise. 

Detectors have sensitivity and response criteria. 

2.3. Segmentation 

Vision separates scene features into belonging to object and not belonging (segmentation problem). Large-scale 

analysis is first and then local constraints. Context hierarchically divides image into non-interacting parts. 

Using Bayesian theory, image segmentation extends edges to segment image and surround scene regions. 

2.4. Deconvolution 

Feature deconvolution separates feature from feature mixture. 

2.5. Relational matching 

For feature detection, brain can use classifying context or constrain classification {relational matching}. 

3. Shapes 

Vision can recognize geometric shapes. Shapes have lines, line orientations, and edges. Shapes have surfaces, with 

surface curvatures, orientations, and vertices. Shapes have distances and natural metrics, such as lines between points. 

3.1. Shading for shape 

If brain knows reflectance and illumination, shading can reveal shape. Line and edge detectors can find shape from 

shading. 

3.2. Shape from motion 

Motion change and retinal disparity are equivalent perceptual problems, so finding distance from retinal disparity 

and finding shape from motion changes use equivalent techniques. 

3.3. Axes 

Shapes have natural position axes, such as vertical and horizontal, and natural shape axes, such as long axis and 

short axis. Vision uses horizontal, vertical, and radial axes for structure and composition. 

3.4. Shape functions 

Vision can use shape functions [Grunewald et al., 2002]. Shapes have: 

• Convex, concave, or overlapping lines and surfaces. 

• Shape-density functions, with projections onto axes or chords. 

• Axis and chord ratios (area eccentricity). 

• Perimeter squared divided by area (compactness). 

• Minimum chain-code sequences that make shape classes (concavity tree), which have maximum and minimum 

concavity-shape numbers. 

• Connectedness (Euler number). 



4. Object representations 

From features and shapes, perception finds objects. Objects have shape, size, orientation, feature and part relations, 

color, texture, and location. 

Object representations include generalized cone, generalized cylinder, structural description, template, and vector 

coding. 

4.1. Generalized cone 

Generalized cones describe three-dimensional objects as conical shapes, with axis length/orientation and circle 

radius/orientation. Main and subsidiary cones can be solid, hollow, inverted, asymmetric, or symmetric. Cone surfaces 

have patterns and textures. Cone descriptions can use three-dimensional Fourier spherical harmonics, which have 

volumes, centroids, inertia moments, and inertia products. 

4.2. Generalized cylinder 

Generalized cylinders describe three-dimensional objects as cylindrical shapes, with axis length/orientation and 

circle radius/orientation. Main and subsidiary cylinders can be solid, hollow, inverted, asymmetric, or symmetric. 

Cylindrical surfaces have patterns and textures. Cylinder descriptions can use three-dimensional Fourier spherical 

harmonics, which have volumes, centroids, inertia moments, and inertia products. 

4.3. Structural description 

Structural descriptions are about object parts and spatial relations. Structure units can be three-dimensional 

generalized cylinders, three-dimensional geons, or three-dimensional curved solids. Structural descriptions are only 

good for simple recognition {entry level recognition}, not for superstructures or substructures. Vision uses 

viewpoint-dependent recognition, not structural descriptions. 

4.4. Template 

Defining properties make templates. Templates are structural descriptions. Templates can be coded shapes, images, 

models, prototypes, patterns, or abstract-space vectors. 

4.5. Vector coding 

Vector codings are sense-receptor intensity patterns and/or brain-structure neuron outputs, which make feature 

vectors. Vector coding can identify rigid objects in Euclidean space. Vision uses non-metric projective geometry to find 

invariances by vector analysis [Staudt, 1847] [Veblen and Young, 1918]. Motor-representation middle and lower levels 

use code that indicates direction and amount. 

5. Pattern and object recognition 

Vision recognizes/identifies patterns and objects. Vision uses statistics to assign probability to patterns recognized. 

5.1. Association 

The first and main pattern-recognition mechanism is association. Complex recognition uses multiple associations. 

5.2. Templates 

Vision compares input patterns to template using constraint satisfaction on rules or criteria and then selects 

best-fitting match, by score. If input activates one representation strongly and inhibits others, representation sends 

feedback to visual buffer, which then augments input image and modifies or completes input image by altering size, 

location, or orientation. If representation and image then match even better, vision recognizes object. If not, vision 

inhibits or ranks that representation and activates next representation. 

Matching can use heuristic search to find feature or path. Low-resolution search over whole image looks for matches 

to feature templates. 

5.3. Detection threshold 

To test patterns against feature sets, if pattern has a feature, add a distinctiveness weight to object 

distinctiveness-weight sum until sum is greater than threshold (detection threshold). (Set detection threshold using 

context.) 

5.4. Distinctiveness weight 

Object features have weights (distinctiveness weight), based on how well feature distinguishes object from other 

objects. Consulting the feature-vs.-weight table (perhaps built automatically using experiences) shows whether object is 

present. 

5.5. Gabor transform 

Gabor transform/filter makes series, whose terms are for independent visual features, have constant amplitude, and 

have functions. Term sums are series [Palmer et al., 1991]. Visual-cortex complex cells act like Gabor filters with 

power series. Terms have variables raised to powers. Complex-cell types are for specific surface orientation and object 

size. Gabor-filter complex cells typically make errors for edge gaps, small textures, blurs, and shadows. 

5.6. Histogram density estimate 

Histogram density estimate calculates density. Algorithm tests various cell sizes by nearest-neighbor method or 

kernel method. Density is average volume per point. 



5.7. Kernel method 

Kernel method tests various cell sizes, to see how small volume must be to have only one point. 

5.8. Linear discriminant function 

Linear discriminant function finds abstract-space hypersurface boundary between space regions (classes), using 

region averages and covariances. 

5.9. Memory-based model 

Memory-based models match input-pattern components to template-pattern components, using weighted sums, to 

find highest scoring template. Scores are proportional to similarity. Memory-based models uniquely label component 

differences. Memory-based recognition, sparse-population coding, generalized radial-basis-function (RBF) networks, 

and hyper-basis-function (HBF) networks are similar algorithms. 

5.10. Nearest neighbor method 

Nearest neighbor method tests various cell sizes to see how many points (nearest neighbor) are in cells. 

5.11. Cluster analysis 

Cluster analysis finds classes or subsets in abstract space. 

5.12. Selectionism 

Selectionism compares multiple variations and selects best match. 

5.13. Pattern matching 

Pattern matching tries to match two network representations by two parallel searches, starting from each 

representation. Searches look for similar features, components, or relations. When both searches meet, they excite the 

intermediate point (not necessarily simultaneously), whose signals indicate matching. 

5.14. Pattern theory 

Pattern theory uses feedforward and feedback processes and relaxation methods to move from input pattern toward 

memory pattern. Algorithm uses probabilities, fuzzy sets, and population coding, not formal logic. 

5.15. Production systems 

Production systems) use IF/THEN rules on input to conditionally branch to one feature or object. Production systems 

have three parts: fact database, production rule, and rule-choosing control algorithm: 

• Database: Fact-database entries code for one state {local representation, database}, allowing memory. 

• Rules: Production rules have form "IF State A, THEN Process N". Rules with same IF clause have one 

precedence order. Rules move from one state to the next. 

• Controller: It checks all rules, performing steps in sequence {serial processing}. For example, if system is in 

State A and rule starts "IF State A", then controller performs Process N, which uses fact-database data. 

Discrete systems have state spaces whose axes represent parameters, with possible values. System starts with 

initial-state parameter settings and moves from state to state, along a trajectory, as controller applies rules. 

6. Pattern recognition properties 

Frequency is more important than recency. 

Spatial organization and overall pattern are more important than parts. Parts are more important for nearby objects. 

Size/scale and orientation do not matter. 

Pattern recognition uses gray-level changes, not colors. Motion detection uses gray-level and pattern changes. 

7. Pattern generalization 

Pattern generalization eliminates one dimension, uses one subpattern, or includes outer domains. 

8. Perception properties 

Perceptions are on or from a surface at a distance along all directions from eye/head in continuous three-dimensional 

space. Perceptions have intensity and quality properties. 

8.1. Continuity 

Perceptions appear continuous (not particulate), so continuous geometric figures are in continuous space. 

Perceptions do not have parts, but they have components [Hardin, 1988]. 

8.2. Context 

Perceptions appear different in different contexts. Perception can have illusions, omissions, and additions. 



9. Object concepts and principles 

Brains construct concepts and principles about: 

• Features, objects, scenes, and space categories 

• Feature, object, scene, and space properties 

• Shapes 

• Spatial relations 

• Temporal relations 

• Associations 

• Contexts 



Perception Properties 

In the frontal lobes, perception integrates all "what", "where", and "what" and "where" information, to unify location 

and sense information, represent physical three-dimensional space, represent sense and multisense information, and 

model substances, densities, motions, and radiations. Perception has knowledge of sense categories, relations, 

associations, and properties. 

Perceptions are on or from a surface at a distance along all directions from eye/head in continuous three-dimensional 

space. Perceptions have intensity and quality properties. 

Perceptions are about surface appearance and object properties. They are for surface, feature, object, and scene 

identification, location, categorization, memory, and recall. Perceptions provide feedback. 

Surfaces, features, objects, and scenes maintain continuous existence as subjects and objects of verbs, with 

pasts/histories, current events, and futures, and have movement patterns, making narratives. 

Perceptions are similar to, different from, opposite to, and exclusive of other perceptions, in a unified system of 

relations. Perception properties statistically covary, and perception uses the covariances. Perception is a complete and 

consistent system. 

Perceptions are for use by muscles/actions and glands/feelings. Perception is for behavior: action preparation and 

action. 

Perceptions are intermediate behaviors. (The first perceptions came from attraction and/or repulsion.) 

Note: People can perceive without experience, as in seeing while sleepwalking and when awakened by a loud sound 

or bright light. 

1. Processing 

Perception requires time to gather information from separated locations and requires space to gather information 

from separated times. 

Information goes from local to global, to help find regions, categories, and concepts (that people can express in 

language). Perceptions (and imagination and memory) have linguistic and non-linguistic labels/categories/patterns for 

brightness, hue, and saturation and spatial and temporal locations and extensions. 

Information goes from global to local, general goes to particular, and category goes to detail/individual, to help find 

distinctions. Perceptions detect individual differences and fine gradations. Perceptual differences help 

discriminate/distinguish shapes, boundaries, regions, objects, depths, and figures from ground. 

Active non-conscious cognitive processes {constructivism} use associations, spatial and temporal relations, 

extrapolations, interpolations, interpretations, analysis, synthesis, and schema to make cognitions about physical 

phenomena, number, space, time, causation, and logic. 

Cortical information processing builds perceptions, associations, concepts, memories, and imagination about 

observer, observations, eyes, head, body, sensation sources, and sense properties. Perceptions can have example objects 

as paradigms, such as oranges for orange color. 

2. Light, brightness, and color perception 

Vision processes color through successive cortical regions and uses unconscious inductive inference to gain 

information about, and construct, color, brightness, and light properties and color coordinates. Vision distinguishes, 

relates, labels, and indexes color properties and categories. 

Vision uses differentiation and lateral inhibition to increase contrast, suppress noise, sharpen boundaries, and 

contract and distinguish regions. Vision uses integration and spreading activation to reduce contrast, fill in, blur 

boundaries, and expand and unify regions. Vision uses associations, relaxation and optimization, clustering, constraint 

satisfaction, signal detection, statistics, principal component analysis, and computation. Vision also depends on 

memory and recall. Vision uses top-down and bottom-up processes. All processes help to make color and brightness 

boundaries and categories. 

Vision builds a complete and consistent system of color and brightness properties, categories, and relations. Color 

and brightness are continuous, have multiple parameters, and are spatial. 

Vision constructs intensity, quality, and surface appearances at distances along all directions from eye/head in 

continuous three-dimensional space. Perception constructs vision as an observer with observations. 

Light, brightnesses, and colors and their properties provide the bases for gathering location and object information to 

build scenes and space. 

3. Continuity 

Perceptions appear continuous (not particulate), so continuous geometric figures are in continuous space. 

Perceptions do not have parts, but they have components [Hardin, 1988]. 

Massively parallel digital/discrete signals become analog/continuous, which involves diverging and converging and 

makes fluid, as brains use larger-scale and longer-time processes. Labeled lines become neuron assemblies, and signals 

become patterns. 



4. Multiple parameters 

Unlike physical quantities, perceptions have multiple intensive and/or extensive quantities. Perceptions are quantity 

sets/information multiples, over surfaces and time intervals. Perception labels the pathways/variables. 

Vision represents colors using multi-dimensional spaces/arrays for brightness, hue, and saturation and/or for the six 

fundamental colors, plus space location. 

5. Macroscopic level 

The classical-thermodynamics macroscopic-quantity temperature depends directly on the statistical-thermodynamics 

microscopic-quantity average random molecule kinetic energy. 

Organism small-scale processes lead directly to their large-scale processes. Electrochemical signals in neurons and 

glia lead directly to neuron-assembly representations of perceptions. 

Brains (unlike computers) have gigabit registers and processors, with large-scale structures and parallel-and-serial 

processes that model object spatial relations and space, with three-dimensional spherical and rectangular coordinates. 

Brains know details, such as colors, spatial relations, and individuals, and general information, such as categories, 

regions, and the whole visual field. 

6. Perception, space, and time 

Spaces have three-dimensional coordinate systems, with viewpoint at coordinate origin. Egocentric spherical 

coordinates are for vertical/elevation and horizontal/azimuth angles and radial distances. Allocentric rectangular 

coordinates are for front-back, left-right, and down-up. Spaces use physical-distance metrics. Spaces have 

one-dimensional time. 

Perception integrates space and time. 

Perceptions are all in the same continuous three-dimensional egocentric and allocentric/stationary space and in the 

same continuous time. 

People experience time as flowing (at differing rates). Observer travels through time and has memories. 

Perception has knowledge of space, time, space and time categories and relations, kinetics, and dynamics. 

7. Viewpoint and egocentric space 

Perception has egocentric space, with a viewpoint. People experience a coordinate origin that correlates with brain 

location. An observer observes along sight lines to brightness/color experiences. 

Eye, head, and body can move, so viewpoint moves in stationary space. Observer travels through space and has 

trajectories. A viewpoint/observer makes perspective, which can change. 

Perhaps perception evolves/develops from using a kind of vector algebra and/or algebraic geometry to using a kind 

of geometric algebra. Geometric algebra directly makes spatial objects and space and can transform 

coordinates/properties. 

Note: People cannot perceive empty space or its coordinates, but only perceive space and build coordinates from 

feature/object color spatial relations. 

Unlike a person looking at a printed page or monitor display, nothing is outside looking in. Unlike a computer, 

people do not write output or read input, and have no input or output devices with writing or reading mechanisms. 

8. Stationary space 

People feel that they are moving through space, so people experience space as stationary. Space has ground (down) 

and sky (up), left and right, and front and behind. Perception models the physical world. Far away observations are 

stationary. Objects have trajectories. All motions and relations coordinate with eye, head, and body motions. 

Space is stable, to be continually updated. Stationary space can maintain colors, optimize trajectories, and allow 

tracking of objects and self. 

Stationary space relies on a set of brain regions that stays the same for each observer location in a setting (room, 

field, town, and so on). 

Perception models motions/trajectories/transformations. In particular, as eye, head, and/or body move, tensor 

operations transform egocentric spherical coordinates to maintain allocentric stationary space. 



Cognition 

Cognitive processes include perception, selection, attention, categorization, recognition, identification, indexing, 

association, learning, memory, recall, language, and reasoning. 

Cognition relates to decision-making, action initiation, dreaming, imagination, will, voluntary motions, and affective 

mechanisms (pain, pleasure, and mood: happy, sad, angry, afraid, surprised, confused). 

Brains can derive the meaning of perceptions, concepts, and principles. 

1. Cognitions 

Cognitions are intuitions or concepts. 

Intuitions are conscious, immediate, and singular cognitions. They are objective representations about an object, 

property, or state. Empirical intuitions are perceptions. A priori intuitions are "meta-perceptions" or "sub-perceptions". 

Concepts are conscious, mediated, and general cognitions. They are objective representations about objects, 

properties, or states. Empirical concepts are perceptual categories. A priori concepts are reasoning, feeling, and mood 

categories. Concepts have subclasses and superclasses: 

• Concept extension is more specific subclasses that still have class properties. For example, things can be 

material or immaterial, and material things can be can be alive or not alive. Alternatively, concept extension is 

all instances of the class or all things with a property. 

• Concept intension is the list of specific values of the concept's superclass in the hierarchy. For example, people 

are alive and material. 

1.1. Concept types 

Concepts have types. 

Opposites: A concept can have opposite sub-concepts, perhaps with an in-between sub-concept. Such concepts can 

be about direction or about substance, state, and/or process: 

• Substance/state/process examples are dark/middling/light, cold/neutral/hot, and base/neutral acid. Such 

opposites are different in kind. 

• Direction examples are in/neutral/out, contracting/stationary/expanding, valley/plain/mountain, 

trough/middle/peak, take/neutral/give, and defend/stationary/attack. Because space is isotropic, directions are 

equivalent, so opposites based on direction are not different in kind. 

Phases: A concept can have two fundamentally different substances/states/phases, with no middle state/phase. An 

example is fermion spin, with values -1/2 and +1/2. A concept can have three fundamentally different 

substances/states/phases. An example is solid, liquid, and gas. A concept can have more than three fundamentally 

different substances/states/phases. An example is ice, which has many different frozen states. 

Group: A concept can have sub-concepts that form a mathematical group. It has an operation (such as addition), and 

perhaps a second operation, such as multiplication. It can have association. It can have commutation or 

anti-commutation. It can have an identity element. It can have an inverse element. Examples include geometric-figure 

rotations, such as the color circle. Values may be angles of -180 degrees to +180 degrees to a reference line (polar 

axis). 

Vector: A concept can be a vector, with magnitude and direction. Values range from negative minimum through zero 

to positive maximum. Its sub-concepts have vector addition, inner product, outer product, and geometric product. 

Examples include force and momentum. 

Conservation: A concept can conserve a quantity. Examples are conservation of energy, mass, and charge. Total 

energy is constant, though kinetic energy and potential energy interchange. Conservation is expressible in percent, so, 

for example, kinetic-energy percent plus potential-energy percent always equals 100%. 

2. Representations 

Cognitions always are representations. 

Representations have content, such as objects, properties, states, reasoning, feelings, mood, and events. 

Representations have basis/origin, such as empirical or a priori. 

Representations can be conscious or unconscious. Unconscious representations are information intermediaries. 

Conscious representations can be experiences or be cognitions of concepts or intuitions. 

3. Listening and reading 

Listening and reading are cognitive processes that use attention, selection, association, memory, recall, and 

reasoning to find meaning and understand the scene/situation/narrative. 

Listening requires ability to: 

• Select sound out of all sounds and noise (selection). 

• Attend to selected sound (attention). 

• Recognize, identify, and categorize sound (understanding), such as sound source, associations, and meaning. 



Listening to speech requires ability to: 

• Assign symbols to selected/attended sounds (phonics and phonemic awareness). 

• Form symbol sequences into words (phonics and phonemic awareness), using speech segmentation and 

identification. 

• Give words meaning using pictures or concepts (vocabulary). 

• Parse word strings to put words into contexts (recognize subject, verb, object, and their modifiers) and identify a 

scenario/situation and a narrative (comprehension). 

Reading requires ability to: 

• Recognize, identify, and categorize selected/attended letters/marks and assign known phonemes/symbols to 

them (phonics). 

• Form letter/mark strings into words, assign sounds (phonemic awareness) to words, and give words meaning 

using pictures or concepts (vocabulary). 

• Parse word strings to put words into contexts (recognize subject, verb, object, and their modifiers) and identify a 

scenario/situation and a narrative (comprehension). 

Fluency is accuracy and speed/efficiency at these tasks. 

During reading or listening, people may: 

• Use whole context to find meaning. 

• Understand theme and references. 

• Decide to remember. 

• Associate with previous knowledge. 

• Attend to idea or action. 

• Use reasoning to make an inference. 

Listening and reading require an integrated symbol system, with many connected datatypes at different hierarchy 

levels, with meaning as a place in the meaning relationship network. 



Meaning 

Meaning requires symbols, symbol systems, reference frames, association, and categorization. Spatial and other 

relations make categories and associations, and so make an integrated symbol system, with many connected datatypes 

at different hierarchy levels. Meaning is a place in a meaning relationship network. 

Perception has relations in space, and space has structure from perception. Correspondence with the physical world 

provides meaning. Perceptions have meaning because they are in space. 

1. Symbols 

Symbols represent, reference, and/or point to things, ideas, relations, processes, and functions. For example, the 

symbol A can represent "the highest grade". Anything can be a symbol of something else. Anything can be the 

reference of a symbol. Events, actions, and motions can be symbols, as can ideas of events, actions, and motions. 

2. Symbol systems 

A set of symbols can be a complete and consistent system. All symbols are of similar type, and all symbol references 

are in one category. 

For example, a symbol system can be about single characters for phonemes, in which the alphabet letters A through 

Z are symbols for sound syllables. 

As another example, a symbol system can be about single characters for success levels in school. The symbol A 

represents "the highest level", the symbol F represents "the lowest level", and so on. 

3. Reference frames and integrated symbol systems 

An integrated symbol system has relations among its symbols. Symbols have an order, values, roles, or probabilities, 

in relation to each other. For example, the letters A through Z are all letters and have an order, first to last. 

An integrated symbol system has relations among its representations. Representations have an order, values, roles, or 

probabilities, in relation to each other. For example, all sounds are syllables/phonemes, some sound syllables/phonemes 

are consonants, and consonants have different articulation types. 

Integrated symbol systems give meaning (grounding) to symbols by assigning parameters to references. Parameters 

make a reference frame. For example, a parameter can have values good or bad, true or false, large or small, or multiple 

values. In the letter-grade reference frame, A is good, and F is bad. Meaning requires an integrated symbol system. 

4. Association 

Association links two things. Some bases of association are location, time, shape, feature, property, process, 

function, state, structure, or substance. 

Association can be sharing the same property value. For example, two things can have the same location. The sound 

a and letter A link language speaking and writing. 

Association can be sharing the same property. For example, left and right associate along a horizontal direction. 

Association can be groups. For example, objects can be near each other in a cluster. Objects can be near each other 

in time. Objects can be parts of a whole. 

Association can be over evolution or development. For example, two advanced objects start from the same primitive 

object. 

Symbols and representations can have associations. 

Associations can make reference frames. 

5. Categorization 

Categories group things. Things that have the same or similar location, time, shape, feature, property, process, 

function, state, structure, or substance can be in a group. For example, the consonants form a category. 

Categories are collections of objects. For example, the letters are in the alphabet. Categories are higher than objects. 

Categories can have associations. 

Categories can make reference frames. 

6. Meaning 

Symbols, representations, reference frames, integrated symbol systems, associations, and categories make a meaning 

relationship network, which has connections and hierarchy levels. Meaning is a node or link in a meaning relationship 

network. 

7. Human, computer, and experiential languages 

Human languages are complex integrated symbol systems, with symbols, symbol systems, reference frames, 

association, and categorization, so they can have meanings. 

Computer languages are not integrated symbol systems, because they have no reference frame, so they cannot have 

meanings. Objects have relations but do not use representations. Computer code, input, output, datatypes, and constant 

and variable values are only series of off-on switch settings. Computer processing transforms switch settings. Computer 

languages are only formal, abstract, and syntactic. (However, human observers give datatypes and variables meaning 

when they design input, make programs, and observe output.) 



Experiences have space as reference frame, and so make an integrated symbol system, with meaning. 



Knowledge, Perception, Cognition, Meaning, and Behavior 

Vision physiology builds knowledge, perception, cognition, and meaning, for use in behavior: 

• Distances, angles, lengths 

• Radial distances in space directions, absolute and relative to eye, head, and body 

• Brightness, hue, saturation, and color; lightness, temperature, strength, vividness, depth, and glossiness; and 

color categories and amounts: black, white, yellow, blue, red, and green (four hue categories and two non-hue 

categories) and their properties 

• Points, surfaces, and regions, with orientation, finish (glossy, semi-glossy, or matte), material phase, mass, 

density, texture, depth, transparency, translucence, and opaqueness, plus overlapping, shadows, and occlusions 

• Light sources/emitters, reflections, refractions, and depths 

• Features, objects, scenes, and space, and feature and object spatial locations and configurations 

• Spherical (radial distance, azimuth, and elevation) and rectangular (right-left, up-down, and near-far) coordinate 

systems, including landmarks, with observer at coordinate origin 

• Relative (before, during, and after) and absolute time 

• Sequences and series 

• Motions (translations, rotations, and vibrations), flows, and body movements in egocentric and allocentric space 

• Physical-property and chemical-property labels 

• Behaviors 

• Numbers, text, and languages 

• Purposes, functions, and activities in relation to self and other objects 

• Methods about actions (muscles) and emotions (glands) 

• Emotion, mood, attention, attraction/repulsion, signifiers, and all behavior influences, plus observation self or 

not-self designation 

• Observations, observer, and observation-observer relations and spatial models 

• Context, association, memory, and recall 

Knowledge, perception, cognition, and meaning work together, use the same time and space, discriminate, 

categorize, and model physical properties, to make the bases for behaviors for actions/muscles and emotions for 

feelings/glands. 

Neural-assembly attractors and repellers direct behavior. 

Knowledge, perception, cognition, and meaning allow affective processes, which increase survival by avoiding 

problems and finding resources better. 

Brains can control and make voluntary movements and movement sequences. Will is about space directions 

(movements) and experience motivations (movement reasons and agency). 

Knowledge, perception, cognition, and meaning call attention and mark significance. 

Knowledge, perception, cognition, and meaning have an observer and recognize self and not-self. Narratives are 

about observer moving through space, knowing itself and objects in space. Selves have interactions among all their 

parts and surroundings. 



Appendices about Experiences and Consciousness 

 

Experiences, Space, and Time 

All senses gather information about direction, distance, and spatial extension (surface and/or volume), as well as 

about magnitude, quality, and temporal extension. The sensory processes use selection, discrimination, association, and 

memory to make spatial and temporal experiences and perceptions at locations in three-dimensional space and with 

spatial relations. 

Spatial extension, temporal extension, spatial location, spatial distance, and motion are the first steps of building 

space. Space is not a form of empirical intuition, because space is imperceptible and is not a cause or caused. Space 

could be a form of a priori intuition. Space representation could be a concept, because space has object spatial relations 

and geometry. 

People seem to see a visual field [Jackson, 1977]. The whole visual field has its own properties, such as overall 

lightness or darkness and brightness and color gradients. 

Experience requires associations (binding) of various perceptual features, for example, colors, brightnesses, shapes, 

and functions. Binding uses temporal/synchronized and spatial/shape information [Treisman, 2003], as well as 

sensation and function information. 

As body, head, and/or eyes move, senses maintain stationary space. Stationary space models motions most 

efficiently. 

1. Space properties 

Space locates all experiences and perceptions. Space is the reference frame for objects and object spatial relations, 

including the observer. Space itself is imperceptible. Experienced space is not a cause or caused. 

Space could be finite or infinite, homogeneous or heterogeneous, and isotropic or not, and have a fixed or relative 

geometry and static or changing geometry. 

If space is infinite, it cannot be a substance. If space is a property of a substance, then space depends on the 

substance (and so might not exist at some places and times). 

Psychological spatial concepts derive from object location, size, and orientation perceptions. Special visual systems 

encode spatial properties, separately from object shapes, colors, and textures. 

Space locations can be relative to retina (retinotopic coordinate) or relative to spatial reference point (spatiotopic 

coordinate). 

Spatiotopic coordinates can be relative to body (egocentric coordinate) or to another object (allocentric coordinate). 

Allocentric coordinates can be specific to view (viewer-centered) or object itself (object-centered). People use 

viewer-centered coordinates in imagery. Body-centered coordinates can relate to head (craniotopic). Allocentric 

representations can transform to egocentric representations, and egocentric space can transform to conceptual space 

representations. 

Conceptual space representations use Cartesian coordinates, along X, Y, and Z dimensions from origin, or polar 

coordinates, by radius and planar and depth angles from origin. 

Perception can use local coordinates for part locations, using many separate origins to form interlocking coordinate 

system, and global coordinates for part locations relative to one origin. Topographic maps compute locations in nearby 

space using body-based coordinates. Topographic maps compute locations in far space using allocentric coordinates. 

Behavior uses egocentric coordinates, compensating for body movements. Movement coordination requires only 

egocentric space, not images. 

Animals navigate environment using map (slope-centroid model) with reference point (centroid) and gradient 

(slope). Mind can calculate direction and distance to target by triangulation using centroid and slope. 

2. Motions through space over time 

Subject and objects have motions. Space has no motion. 

True motion is through absolute space or in relation to center of mass. 

Apparent motion is a change in relation to an object or objects or to observer. 

3. Theories of space 

Space could be: 

Objective - Physically and/or mathematically real, as physical substance or mathematical entity: The universe is 

space. 

Subjective - Ideal, mental, or mind-dependent representation, property, or relation: Space is part of experience. 



Space could be: 

Empirical - Information comes from experiences (and their associations). Empirical representations originate from 

sensory information: Space is not an object and does not make experiences and so is imperceptible. Space has 

geometrical structure but it is not sensed directly. 

A priori - A priori representations originate from mental information, as part of mind's nature, as a mental property, 

or as a product of a mental function: Sensory processes work on sensory information to make space as part of 

perceptions. 

Space could be: 

Absolute - Space is a substance or substrate, independent of objects and object relations. Space is uniform and 

homogeneous. Different orientations have different geometry, and so are objectively different. However, different 

orientations of absolute space look the same. Therefore, people cannot sense absolute space, so absolute space is 

impossible, because things that are not discernibly different must be identical. 

Relative - Space is an abstract mathematical (metaphysical) representation built by mind from experience and 

association among observer and real possible objects and object relations. Space and space points have geometry but 

are not substances. Perceiving a system of objects, observers can find locations that have specific relations to all 

objects, and all those (possible) locations make the space. 

Some space theories are: 

Naturalism - Information can only come from nature. Such information is empirical not a priori. Such information is 

an experience or representation (concept or intuition): Space is real and may or may not have geometrical structure. 

Rationalism - Information can come from deduction, induction, and all forms of reasoning: Space has geometrical 

structure and is a product of reasoning but not exclusively of reasoning. 

Transcendentalism - Information can come from the nature of mind. Such information is a representation. Such 

information is not empirical but a priori. Such information cannot be an experience, because experiences are always 

empirical. Such information cannot be a concept, because concepts always have higher and lower concepts, but mind is 

a whole with no constituents: Space is a mental representation that is an a priori intuition, not an empirical intuition. 

Space is not real and does not inhere in objects or their relations. Space has geometrical structure. 

Realism - Nature exists independently of mind. Sensations and experience are information about real objects: Space 

is objective and real. Space is independent of objects and object relations. Space has geometrical structure. 

• Non-transcendental realism - Space is physically objective and real and/or is a mathematical coordinate system 

(like a Platonic Real). Space is not a concept or intuition. 

• Transcendental realism - Mind has an empirical or a priori concept of space as physically objective and real, as a 

mathematical coordinate system, and/or as metaphysical representation that inheres/supervenes in object 

relations. Space has geometrical structure. 

Idealism - Sensations and experience are information only in mind. All objects and properties are empirical 

intuitions. Perceptions are mental representations: Space is a mental representation as an empirical intuition. Space has 

no objective existence but inheres/supervenes in object relations. Space has geometrical structure. 

• Non-transcendental idealism - Mind has an empirical intuition of space. Space has no objective existence and is 

not a concept. Space may or may not have geometrical structure. 

• Transcendental idealism - Mind has an a priori intuition of space. Such a space makes possible experience, 

perception, and representation of spatial relations and so objects outside and inside body. Such a space 

corresponds with the sensory processes. 

Space is not dependent on object relations and does not come from experience, because perceiving distance 

relations requires an existing space representation, so space cannot be built from distance relations. 

Space is not an empirical intuition because that would allow people to represent no space (not just empty space), 

but they cannot. 

Space cannot be a concept, or represented by any other concepts, because there is only one space, with no parts 

and no constituents, and all spatial things are in that space. (However, space does not appear uniform or to have 

no constituents or parts, being different when close or far and in front or behind, and being filled out by 

perception of more objects.) 

Space may or may not have geometrical structure. 



Experiences/Qualities of Light, Space, and Other Senses 

From physiology, perception, cognition, meaning, memory, imagination, and computation, vision makes 

experiences/qualities. 

1. Experience properties 

Color experiences have primary, secondary, and tertiary properties. 

Experiences have space location, time event, energy-like intensity, and experience quality. Experiences are in 

three-dimensional space. Space has regions and region relations. Intensity and quality interact, and total three or more 

parameters. 

Experiences are on continuous surfaces. Experiences have no medium. Colors make adjacent surface points 

continuous. Color, and all qualities, provide the "glue" to integrate all datatypes into a continuous whole. 

Experiences have categories. Physical quantities have values and units, but experience has intensity and 

sense/category (such as blue). 

By definition, experiences are empirical, never a priori (though the origin may be internal to brain). 

People can experience experiences (sentience) [Armstrong, 1981]. Sentience has levels. 

People can be aware of experiences. People can be aware that they sense. People can have awareness that they are 

aware of experiences (self-awareness) (self-consciousness) [Carruthers, 2000]. Self-consciousness has levels. 

Experiences may be independent and unmixed (analytic), like sounds; dependent and mixed (synthetic), like 

brightnesses and colors; or both, like touches, smells, and tastes. 

Experiences seem continuous, with no spatial or temporal gaps [VanRullen and Koch, 2003]. Experiences have no 

discrete units. To make continuity, inputs from small and large regions, and short and long times, integrate over space 

and time [Dainton, 2000]. 

Experiences seem to be about the objects, not about experience properties (transparency) [Dretske, 1995] 

[Harman, 1990] [Horgan and Tienson, 2002] [Moore, 1922] [Tye, 1995]. Experiences are transparent, with no 

intermediates [Kind, 2003]. People are conscious of objects, not just experiences [Rosenthal, 1986]. Consciousness is 

conscious of outside objects (the in-itself), which are intentional [Sartre, 1943], and such consciousness is not active. 

People may have a consciousness state without object. 

People can have ineffable qualitative sensory experiences (qualitative consciousness) [Chalmers, 1996] 

[Churchland, 1985] [Clark, 1993] [Shoemaker, 1990]. They have no description except their own existence. Subject 

experience is not directly communicable, because it has no units with which to measure. Such experiences could have 

inversion [Block, 1980] [Block, 1980] [Shoemaker, 1981] [Shoemaker, 1982]. Such experiences could be 

epiphenomenal [Chalmers, 1996] [Jackson, 1982]. 

Experiences are immediate, and so not affected by activity, reasoning, or will [Botero, 1999]. Subjective experiences 

seem not to be ignorable and have self-intimation. Experiences seem indubitable, unerring, infallible, and irrevocable. 

Experiences seem incorrigible, and so not correctable or improvable by activity, reasoning, or will. Experiences are 

intrinsic, with no dependence on external processes [Harman, 1990]. 

Experiences are private, and so not available for others' observations or measurements. 

Experiences are privileged, and so not possible to observe except from the first-person viewpoint [Alston, 1971]. 

Experiences are subjective, and so intrinsic, private, privileged, and not objective [Kriegel, 2005] [Nagel, 1979] 

[Tye, 1986]. Experiences are conscious states of a subject, and so are subjective representations. People have a 

subjective point of view that depends on their senses and ways of sensing (subjectivity) [Nagel, 1974]. People can 

know some things, but do not know many things, about their own conscious experiences [Chalmers, 2003] 

[Lycan, 1996] [Papineau, 2002] [Van Gulick, 1985]. 

People's knowledge about experience is not the experience itself [Jackson, 1982] [Jackson, 1986]. 

Conscious representations have unity across distances, times, and categories [Cleeremans, 2003]. Features unite into 

objects [Treisman and Gelade, 1980]. There are representational, functional, neural, and phenomenal unities 

[Bayne, 2010] [Tye, 2005]. People's experiences and actions have unity of purpose. 

Qualitative experiences form a multidimensional system in space and time, and have specific relations 

[Churchland, 1995] [Clark, 1993] [Hardin, 1992]. Qualitative consciousness seemingly needs no other cause or 

information to have meaning. 

2. Experiences are not processes, properties, states, structures, or substances 

Experiences are not processes, properties, states, structures, or substances. 

Processes (such as higher-order thinking) input, transform, and output information. Making experiences involves 

processing information. However, experiences appear to be results not processes. 

Properties are categories, such as lightness, with values. Experiences have properties. However, experiences appear 

to be whole things, not properties of something else. 



States are distributions of positions, momenta, energies, and times. Experiences have positions and times. However, 

experiences have no momenta or energies. 

Structures are feature and object patterns. Experiences are of features and objects. However, experiences appear to 

be wholes, not arrangements of parts. 

Substances may be physical or nonphysical and have properties. Experiences relate to physical properties. However, 

experiences are of, or on, substances, not substances themselves. 

Experiences are not variables, functions, or relations (which have an amount) but have multiple parameters for 

continuous spaces/arrays, with coordinates that may, or may not, be independent. Qualities mix amounts and variables. 

At different intensities qualities change. Color experiences/qualities are not substances and do not have motions. 

3. Essence/nature of experiences 

Experiencing appears to reveal experience nature/essence. 

People's language has experience categories/concepts. 

People have knowledge/beliefs about experience. Seeing experiences can cause belief that the experience is present. 

Experience can have example objects as paradigms, such as cherries for cherry red. 

Experiences are similar to, differ from, are opposite to, and exclude other colors, in a unified system of relations. 

Experiences are insubstantial, cannot change state, have no structure, do not belong to objects or events, and are 

results not processes. 

Experiences could be phenomena, experiences, perceptual features, conceptual or non-conceptual representations, 

elements in a relational/comparative system, and/or fundamental epistemological entities. Experience properties (such 

as hue, saturation, and brightness) could be properties in experiences or representations of object properties. 

Whereas brains do everything microscopically, experiences are macroscopic. 

4. Theories about experiences 

Experiences appear to depend on minds, because dreams and imagination are visual. Some theories are: 

Experience realism: Experiences are physical things or properties. 

Experience primitivism: Experiences are simple physical qualitative properties. 

Experience physicalism: Experiences have complex physical properties that cause appearance. 

Experience objectivism: Experiences are physical things that perform functions that make observers see them. 

Experience disjunctivism: The same subjective experience can have different causes. Different experiences can have 

the same cause. 

Experience dispositionalism: Experiences are physical things, with secondary qualities, that dispose normal 

observers, in standard conditions, to see them. 

Experience relationalism: Objects are physical things that, in a defined context/situation, have relational 

properties/qualities/capacities that make them appear to have experience to observers with a defined phenomenology. 

Vision develops experience categories that aid object classification and recognition. 

Experience enactivism: Observer actions change perspective. 

Experience adverbialism: Experiences are properties of perceptual processes which depend on objects, vision 

physiology, and mental state. 

Experience eliminativism: Experiences are not physical things or properties. 

Experience subjectivism: Experiences are psychological things or subjective properties, either of experiences or in 

experience's qualities. Psychological things or properties could be qualia, sensa, sense-data, experiential properties, 

non-intentional content, and/or intentional/representational content. Subjective properties could (monism), or could not 

(dualism), be identical to, or reducible to, physical properties. (Electrochemical patterns are stimuli for such 

psychological things or properties.) 

Experience projectivism: Experiences are subjective properties projected to surfaces in three-dimensional space. 



Consciousness and Philosophy 

Consciousness increases gradually as brain develops structures and functions [Aoki and Siekevitz, 1988] [Borrell 

and Callaway, 2002] [Carey, 1987] [Schaefer-Simmern, 1948]. 

Consciousness theories try to describe what consciousness is (features), why we have it (functions, roles, values), 

and how it came to be (causes, bases, antecedents) [Van Gulick, 2016]. 

Consciousness could be about processes, properties, states, structures, or substances. 

The foundation of consciousness is spatiality. Consciousness has: 

• Accessibility: Space provides a workspace for access. 

• Intentionality: Space provides representations for intentions. 

• Subjectivity: Space provides a coordinate-origin viewpoint for subject. 

• Reflexivity: Space provides a viewpoint representation for reflexive thought. 

• Narrative: Space provides scenes for narrative thought. 

Consciousness has many connections, with many spatial and other relations, at different hierarchy levels, that make 

an integrated symbol system and so make meaning possible. 

Consciousness can make experience by itself, with no input, and so can have memory, imagination, and dreams. 

1. Studying consciousness 

Consciousness studies use first-, second-, and third-person methods [Flanagan, 1992]. 

Introspection can reveal the nature of consciousness [Helmholtz, 1897] [James, 1890] [Titchener, 1901] 

[Wundt, 1897]. First-person self-observation, second-person interactions, and third-person observation require 

comparison [Searle, 1992] [Siewert, 1998] [Varela, 1996]. 

Consciousness has biological, personal, and social aspects (phenomenology) [Heidegger, 1927] [Husserl, 1913], 

[Husserl, 1929], [Merleau-Ponty, 1945]. 

Memory, perception, and language all process information (cognitive psychology) [Gardiner, 1985] [Neisser, 1965]. 

Philosophy, computer science, psychology, linguistics, and biology contribute to consciousness studies [Baars, 1988] 

[Chalmers, 1996] [Crick, 1994] [Dennett, 1991] [Libet, 1982] [Libet, 1985] [Lycan, 1987] [Lycan, 1996] 

[Penrose, 1989] [Penrose, 1994] [Wegner, 2002]. 

Neural damage and abnormal psychology indicate features of consciousness [Farah, 1995] [Sacks, 1985] 

[Shallice, 1988]. 

2. Nature and features of consciousness 

People can have different levels of arousal (alertness): awake, dreaming, hypnosis, stupor, non-dreaming sleep, 

minimally conscious state, vegetative state, and coma. 

People can have different levels of knowing that objects (including self), thoughts, or feelings are currently present 

or imagined (awareness). 

People can have consciousness (creature consciousness) [Rosenthal, 1986]. 

Consciousness is a physical-world object (the for-others) that relates to brain and body and that other people and the 

for-itself can perceive [Sartre, 1943]. 

Consciousness requires space, time, and causation [Kant, 1787]. 

Consciousness is experiences. 

2.1. Conscious states 

Mental states and processes can be conscious (state consciousness) [Rosenthal, 1986]. For example, people can have 

pains, sights, sounds, touches, smells, tastes, emotions, moods, feelings, and desires [Siewert, 1998]. 

Intentional conscious states 

Conscious states represent objects and have intentionality [Carruthers, 2000], as do some non-conscious states. 

Mental states model reality. People can be the subjects of conscious states. 

Perhaps conscious states are representations [Carruthers, 2000] [Dretske, 1995] [Harman, 1990] [Lycan, 1996] 

[Tye, 1995] [Tye, 2000]. However, representations may have no qualitative experiences [Block, 1996] 

[Peacocke, 1983] [Tye, 2003]. 

Perhaps consciousness requires interpretation of representations and testing against alternatives, with some rising in 

generality, as in the Multiple Drafts Model [Dennett, 1991]. Perhaps left hemisphere (interpreter module) integrates 

experiences and actions [Gazzaniga, 2011]. 

Attended Intermediate-level Representation [Prinz, 2012] represents, and attends to, colors, tones, and touches. 

Higher levels are judgments. Lower levels cannot have attention or qualitative experiences. 



Reflexive conscious states 

People can be aware that they are in a mental state (reflexive consciousness) (reflexivity) [Rosenthal, 1986] 

[Rosenthal, 1996]. People then have a mental state about a mental state. 

Perhaps conscious states require a higher level that can have self-awareness and reflexive intentionality (higher-order 

theories). Perhaps conscious states require higher-order thinking (higher-order thought) [Carruthers, 2000] 

[Gennaro, 1995] [Gennaro, 2004] [Rosenthal, 1986] [Rosenthal, 1993). Perhaps conscious states require mental 

perception monitoring (higher-order perception) [Armstrong, 1981] [Lycan, 1987] [Lycan, 1996] [Lycan, 2004] 

[Shoemaker, 1975] [Van Gulick, 2000]. However, it remains to explain why more thinking or perceiving makes 

consciousness [Byrne, 1997] [Dretske, 1995] [Lycan, 1997] [Rosenthal, 1997]. 

Perhaps conscious states require reflexivity in themselves, with intentionally toward both object and state 

[Brentano, 1874] [Gennaro, 2004] [Gennaro, 2012] [Kriegel, 2009] [Kriegel and Williford, 2006]. 

Perhaps conscious states require whole-brain states (Higher-Order Global State models) [Van Gulick, 2004] 

[Van Gulick, 2006]. 

Mental states can have the idea of selves as agents. 

Accessible conscious states 

Mental states can have interactions with other mental states, and more, or specific kinds of, interactions make more 

consciousness (access consciousness) (accessibility) [Block, 1995]. Consciousness is about functionality. 

Consciousness has interconnected contents [Van Gulick, 2000]. Consciousness seems to organize and create itself as 

a system [Varela and Maturana, 1980]. Mental states arise in brain, and some fit into a story and become conscious 

(narrative consciousness) [Dennett, 1991] [Dennett, 1992]. There is a stream of consciousness [James, 1890]. 

Phenomenal conscious states 

Mental states (phenomenal state) have space, time, causality, intentionality, body, self, physical-world concepts 

(phenomenal consciousness) [Husserl, 1913] [Husserl, 1929] [Siewert, 1998]. 

2.2. Self 

People are conscious selves/subjects [Descartes, 1644] [Searle, 1992]. Selves are observers and have a viewpoint on 

objects [Wittgenstein, 1921]. 

The physical world has space, time, and causation structure that defines the viewpoint and so self [Husserl, 1929] 

[Kant, 1787]. 

Consciousness is conscious of itself (the for-itself), which is non-intentional [Sartre, 1943], and such consciousness 

actively knows that there are intentions and the in-itself. 

Selves are abstract concepts built by mental processes combining functional elements [Mackay, 1987]. 

Selves have meaningful experiences [Baars, et al., 2003] [Baumeister, 1998] [Kessel, et al., 1992]. 

Selves are subjects of experiences [Zahavi, 2005]. 

Self is identity (not a property, and not just a body image), and people know self and not-self [Leary and 

Tangney, 2003]. 

As observer, selves are agents for reading/getting and writing/putting observations. To survive and reproduce, selves 

perceive prey, predator, self, same-sex species member, or opposite-sex species member and then act, controlling 

action inhibition or permission by using the will, so selves are agents. 

Selves have a continuous history, which can persist through amnesia, sensory deprivation, minimal information, 

body-perception loss, distorted perceptions, and hallucinations. 

Meaning and consciousness combine to make self. Consciousness refers experience to self. 

Mental processes combine functional elements to build abstract concepts and perceptions. Perceiving, thinking, 

reasoning, believing, imagining, dreaming, having emotions, having a conscience, being aware, and having a self all 

develop from experiences. 

Mental states, structures, and processes (mind) are about seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling, and feeling temperatures 

and touches (experiences). For example, people have mental images of the environment around them (cognitive map) 

[Järvilehto, 2000] and of their physical dimensions (body image). People need cognitive maps and body images to 

perform conscious actions. 

Body-movement, sense-quality, and mental-state covariance define subject and location, distinguishing it from 

environment, other organisms, and other minds. 

2.3. Thought 

People can think, and thought is everything that is conscious [Descartes, 1640]. 

Thinking requires sensibility [Locke, 1688]. Selves can think. 

Thoughts can have levels of consciousness and can be unconscious [Leibniz, 1686]. 

Conscious thoughts have associations [Hume, 1739] [Mill, 1829]. 

Thought associations can make new thoughts [Mill, 1865]. 



Thoughts are about the objects, not about the process [Searle, 1992] [Van Gulick, 1992]. 

Thoughts and beliefs may have qualitative experiences [Pitt, 2004] [Seigel, 2010] [Strawson, 2003], or may not 

[Prinz, 2012] [Tye, 2012]. 

2.4. Functions 

What function(s) does consciousness have? Does it cause anything [Chalmers, 1996] [Huxley, 1874] [Jackson, 1982] 

[Velmans, 1991]? 

Perhaps consciousness has a moral function in relation to pleasure and pain and in relation to responsibility 

[Singer, 1975]. 

Perhaps consciousness allows control and selection of thoughts and actions [Anderson, 1983] [Armstrong, 1981] 

[Penfield, 1975], useful in new situations. Repeated, or emotional, conscious processing may change over to 

unconscious processing [Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977]. 

Perhaps consciousness helps understand others' mental states (perceptions, thoughts, beliefs, desires, motivations, 

and goals) and so aids social interaction and communication [Dennett, 1978] [Dennett, 1992] [Humphrey, 1982] 

[Ryle, 1949]. Social interaction also aids consciousness. 

Perhaps consciousness integrates feature, object, space, and time information from all experiences, perceptions, and 

memories [Campbell, 1997] [Gallistel, 1990] [Husserl, 1913] [Kant, 1787] [Lorenz, 1977]. Consciousness provides a 

symbol system and so meaning. 

Perhaps consciousness provides overall information to many other brain processes [Baars, 1988] [Prinz, 2012] 

[Tononi, 2008], not just functional modules [Fodor, 1983]. 

Perhaps consciousness relates to choice and free will [Dennett, 1984] [Dennett, 2003] [Hasker, 1999] 

[van Inwagen, 1983] [Wegner, 2002]. Consciousness presents the information upon which to base the choice and 

presents the action options. 

Pleasure also has attraction, and pain also has repulsion [Humphreys, 1992] [Nelkin, 1989] [Rosenthal, 1991]. Such 

consciousness would then be a cause. 

3. Brains and consciousness 

How does consciousness come from physical things [Block and Stalnaker, 1999] [Chalmers and Jackson, 2001] 

[Van Gulick, 1995]? In physics, lower level structures and their properties and processes can make all higher level 

structures and their properties and processes (reduction) [Armstrong, 1968] [Lewis, 1972]. All physical functions have 

explanations in terms of matter and its laws. 

Currently, there is no physical explanation of consciousness [Levine, 1983] [Levine, 1993] [Levine, 2001] 

[Papineau, 1995] [Papineau, 2002] [Van Gulick, 2003]: 

• Perhaps people cannot know such an explanation [McGinn, 1991] [McGinn, 1995]. 

• Perhaps consciousness has no physical basis [Block, 1980] [Campbell, 1970] [Chalmers, 1996] [Foster, 1989] 

[Foster, 1996] [Kirk, 1970] [Kirk, 1974] [Robinson, 1982]. 

• Perhaps there is no reductive explanation, only a non-reductive one [Fodor, 1974] [Kim, 1980] [Kim, 1989] 

[Putnam and Oppenheim, 1958] [Putnam, 1975] [Van Gulick, 1993]. 

Access, phenomenal, qualitative, narrative, and reflexive consciousness seemingly arise from neural properties and 

activities. How can brains cause conscious experiences (mind-body problem) [Levine, 1983] [McGinn, 1991]? 

3.1. No consciousness, experience, or self 

Perhaps consciousness does not exist (eliminativism) [Churchland, 1983] [Wilkes, 1984] [Wilkes, 1988]. 

Perhaps consciousness has no qualitative experiences [Carruthers, 2000] [Dennett, 1990] 

[Dennett and Kinsbourne, 1992]. 

Perhaps consciousness has no self [Dennett, 1992]. 

3.2. Idealism 

Consciousness cannot come from matter or mechanics [Leibniz, 1714]. 

Perhaps causation is fundamental, and consciousness is an extension of it [Rosenberg, 2004]. 

Perhaps consciousness depends on a deeper non-physical/non-mental reality (neutral monism) [Russell, 1927] 

[Strawson, 1994]. 

Perhaps consciousness relates to the level of information integration (integrated information theory) [Koch, 2012] 

[Tononi, 2008]. 

Perhaps colors are mental properties, events, or processes (color subjectivism). Perhaps colors are mental properties 

of mental objects (sense-datum). Perhaps, colors are perceiver mental processes or events (adverbialism). 

3.3. Dualism 

Perhaps consciousness has aspects that are non-physical (dualism) [Eccles and Popper, 1977]. 

Perhaps reality has both physical and non-physical substances (substance dualism) [Descartes, 1644] [Foster, 1989] 

[Foster, 1996] [Swinburne, 1986]. Non-physical mind/self has consciousness. 



Perhaps consciousness has properties that are not physical (property dualism). Such properties may have 

independent existence (supervenience) [Chalmers, 1996] or emerge from physical properties (emergence) 

[Hasker, 1999] 

Perhaps all reality has mental aspects (panpsychism) [Nagel, 1979]. 

3.4. Physicalism 

Dualism cannot be correct [Churchland, 1981] [Dennett and Kinsbourne, 1992]. 

Perhaps consciousness has physical parts or functions (physicalism). Perhaps consciousness realizes the physical 

(realization). Physical states and processes have or are functions in a system (functionalism) [Block, 1980]. Higher 

level states and processes have their own principles that are not reducible to physical states and processes 

(non-reductive physicalism) [Boyd, 1980] [Putnam, 1975]. However, there remains the task of explaining how the 

higher level states and processes have those principles [Jackson, 2004] [Kim, 1989] [Kim, 1998]. 

Perhaps color relates to physical objects, events, or properties (color realism) (color objectivism). Perhaps, color is 

identical to a physical property (color physicalism), such as surface spectral reflectance distribution (reflectance 

physicalism). 

Perhaps colors depend on both subject and physical conditions (color relationism) (color relativism). 

Perhaps humans perceive real properties that cause phenomenal color. Perhaps colors are only things that dispose 

mind to see color (color dispositionalism). Perhaps colors depend on action (color enactivism). Perhaps colors depend 

on natural selection requirements (color selectionism). Perhaps, colors depend on required functions (color 

functionalism). Perhaps colors represent physical properties (color representationalism). Perhaps experience has color 

content (color intentionalism), which provides information about surface color. Perhaps humans know colors, 

essentially, by experiencing them (doctrine of acquaintance), though they can also learn information about colors. 

Perhaps, colors are identical to mental properties that correspond to color categories (corresponding category 

constraint). However, there are really no normal observers or standard conditions. 

Brain neural activities 

Consciousness seemingly must have "neural correlates of consciousness" [Crick and Koch, 1990] [Metzinger, 2000]. 

Perhaps conscious states, properties, or processes are physical/brain states, properties, or processes (identity theory) 

(type-type identity theory) [Place, 1956] [Smart, 1959]. However, many different physical states, properties, or 

processes can be/represent/model the same mental state, property, and process [Fodor, 1974] 

[Hellman and Thompson, 1975]. Perhaps qualitative experiences are physical/brain neurochemical activities 

[Hill and McLaughlin, 1998] [Papineau, 1995] [Papineau, 2003], though there remains the task of explaining why 

[Levine, 2001]. 

Perhaps consciousness is about neural activities that unify: 

• Synchronous oscillation can cause binding [Crick and Koch, 1990] [Singer, 1999]. 

• NMDA can make temporary neural assemblies [Flohr, 1995]. 

• Thalamus can initiate and control cortical-activation patterns [Llinas, 2001]. 

• Cortex can have circuits with feedback and feedforward [Edelman, 1989]. Local recurrent activity in sensory 

cortex may make qualitative experience [Block, 2007] [Lamme, 2006]. 

• Neural modules can have fields, and brain can have overall fields [Kinsbourne, 1988]. 

Perhaps consciousness is circuits: 

• Left hemisphere interprets perceptions according to a story [Gazzaniga, 1988]. 

• Frontal lobe and midbrain have circuits that initiate and control actions after predicting and comparing outcomes 

[Gray, 1995]. 

• Frontal lobe and limbic system have processes related to emotion [Damasio, 1999]. Peri-aqueductal gray matter 

has processes related to emotion [Panksepp, 1998]. 

Brain quantum mechanics 

Perhaps consciousness is quantum effects in neuron microtubules [Hameroff, 1998] [Penrose, 1989] [Penrose, 1994]. 

Perhaps consciousness occurs when brain states integrate into a single thing (as does a physical Bose-Einstein 

condensate) [Marshall, 1990] [Marshall and Zohar, 1990]. 

Perhaps consciousness occurs when separated brain parts interact (as in quantum entanglement) [Silberstein, 1998] 

[Silberstein, 2001]. 

Perhaps consciousness is necessary for physical reality, as an observer/measurement is necessary for wavefunction 

collapse [Stapp, 1993]. 



4. Perception, decision-making, language, and cognition 

Perception, decision-making, language, and cognition have productivity, systematicity, inferential coherence, and 

context dependence. 

4.1. Productivity 

Perception, decision-making, language, and/or cognition can build complex things from simpler things, so they can 

make sums and products (productivity). They have competence to do so, but only do so for useful things 

(performance). 

4.2. Systematicity of thoughts 

Perception, decision-making, language, and/or cognition have analogous, opposite, similar, logical, empirical, 

spatial, temporal, and other relations among their simple and complex things/objects (systematicity of mental contents 

and systematicity of thoughts). The same relation can hold between different objects in the same category. Different 

objects in the same category can have similar, opposite, contrasting, and other relations. Different objects and relations 

have similarities, opposites, and contrasts. 

4.3. Inferential coherence and systematicity of thinking 

Perception, decision-making, language, and/or cognition have analogous, opposite, similar, and other relations 

among their processes, inferences, and computations (inferential coherence and systematicity of thinking). The same 

process, inference, or computation can use different objects in the same category. Different objects in the same 

category can have similar, opposite, contrasting, and other processes, inferences, and computations. Different 

processes, inferences, and computations have similarities, opposites, and contrasts. 

4.4. Context dependency 

Thoughts and thinking, and their properties and relations, are context-dependent. 

Maps and images have context-dependency, as do neural networks. 

5. Computational theory of mind 

The computational theory of mind says that brains/minds are computers, with hardware, software, inputs, 

information processing, and outputs. Thinking is computation. Thoughts are representations. 

Perception, decision-making, language, and cognition are likely to use a programming language and computations, 

with datatypes and connecting words for arithmetic, logic, character manipulations, spatial manipulations, and temporal 

manipulations. 

Rational processes have implementations as physical causal processes. 

Meaning/intentionality can come from the system of relations of all mental representations and/or causal connections 

among perceptions and representations. 

Primitive mental representations may be innate or acquired and have syntactic, semantic, and computational roles 

and relations. 

Computational theories of mind include the language of thought hypothesis, causal-syntactic theory of mental 

processes, representational theory of mind, and neural networks. 

5.1. Language of thought 

The language of thought hypothesis says that mind is a representation system. There are innate or acquired primitive 

representations that have meaning. A syntax can combine primitive (and/or compound) representations to make 

compound representations (combinatorial syntax). Compound representations have semantics that comes from the 

components and how they are used in a representation structure (compositional semantics). 

5.2. Causal-syntactic theory of mental processes 

The causal-syntactic theory of mental processes takes the language of thought further. It says that representations 

have knowledge of syntax, and so have constraints on their compositional semantics. Mental processes are causal 

processes. 

5.3. Representational theory of mind 

The representational theory of mind says that minds have relations between subjects and mental representations. 

Such relations (intentional states/propositional attitudes) include beliefs, desires, and repulsions. Mental representations 

can be mental objects or mental sentences. 

5.4. Neural networks 

Neural networks (connectionism) have no syntax or semantics, so their representations do not use language. Each 

node has no meaning and contributes no meaning. Only the whole vector can have meaning, and meaning does not 

depend on symbolic processing. 

Neural networks must learn, and so have goal outputs. 

Neural networks are not like neuron assemblies. Neuron-assembly neurons have more connections to nearby 

neurons, but neural-network nodes have even distribution. Neuron assemblies not have scalars or vectors. 



6. Maps, images, and spatial features/descriptions 

Maps and images have spatial features and descriptions, whereas computation has logical features and descriptions. 

Cognitive maps in brains are processes and/or representations for animal navigation in three-dimensional space. 

Cognitive maps may be geometric and/or descriptional representations of distances, directions, angles, spatial relations, 

and/or space. Topological representations can be connectedness, adjacencies, or nesting/containment. Affine 

representations can be collinear, coplanar, intersecting, parallel, or curved. Metric representations can be distances and 

angles. Cognitive maps may be images or models of space. Cognitive maps may have productivity and systematicity. 

7. Consciousness and computation 

Access, phenomenal, qualitative, narrative, and reflexive consciousness appear to have computational aspects and be 

about cognition. 

The Global Workspace [Baars, 1988] [Dehaene, et al., 2000] is a main processor, with an information-processing 

limit, that disseminates information to many modules for output and behavior, including primary sensory cortex and 

attention centers in frontal and parietal lobes. 

Integrated Information Theory [Koch, 2012] [Tononi, 2008] equates level of information integration with level of 

consciousness. Information integration is system-organization information relations. 



Appendices about Information Processing 

 

Information Theory 

Processes in physical media can input/retrieve, transfer/process/transform, and output/store information. 

1. Information and data 

Positions have a finite number of possible states (information). States differ from other states, so information is 

about state differences, rather than state amounts. 

Two-state devices store one bit of binary information. Each of the two states has probability 1/2. Binary coding turns 

switches on and off to represent data and programs. It can represent Boolean false or true. Current, voltage, or wave 

amplitude can be 0 or 1. A switch can be off or on. A point can be absent or present. 

N-state devices store one bit of N-ary information. Each of the N states has probability 1/N. N-ary coding turns 

switches to digital or analog settings/positions to represent data and programs. Decimal code uses bits with values 0 

through 9. 

Device series store one byte of information. 

Device-series series store one record of information. 

Device-series-series series store one table of information. 

1.1. Addresses 

Bits, bytes, records, and tables have addresses, so processing can access them. 

1.2. Data types 

Data types can be for categories (qualitative data) or numbers (quantitative data). Categories can be in order (ordinal 

qualitative data, such as grades and sizes) or have no order (nominal qualitative data, such as colors and genders). 

Numbers can be discrete (integers) or continuous (real numbers). 

1.3. Data, context, contrast, and meaning 

State series are data. 

In a series, each state has preceding, following, adjacent, and related states (context) (data context). Contexts have 

possible-symbol sets (code) (data contrast). Symbols have probabilities of being in contexts, which are information 

amounts. 

Syntax defines context relations and contrasts/codes, which contribute to meaning. 

2. Information transfer 

Binary information transfer/transmission uses a series of absent or present currents or voltages along one channel, or 

parallel absent or present currents or voltages along multiple channels. 

Amplitude modulation of carrier-wave amplitude, or frequency modulation of carrier-wave frequency, makes a 

series of absent or present states. Carrier-wave frequency determines frequency or amplitude modulation range 

(bandwidth). 

The number of possible on-off positions per second is information carrying capacity. 

3. Input 

Inputs are vectors (ensemble). Each vector coordinate has possible events, each with a probability. A high number of 

possible events makes each state have low probability. 

4. Output 

Outputs are vectors (ensemble). Each vector coordinate has possible events, each with a probability. 

5. Information channel 

Information channels link input and output. 

Information channels have cross-sections, with a possible number (channel capacity) of carrier waves. 

Information redundancy, by series repetition or parallel channels, can overcome noise and reduce transient errors 

(but not systematic errors). 

6. Transducer 

Transducers extract information from data, by sampling. 

Information can change from analog to digital, or vice versa. 

7. Information compression 

If a series of bits has the same value, rather than using the whole series of bits, coding can denote series length. For 

example, 000000000000000 can have code 1111, because number of 0's is 15. 

If a code has few symbols, a series of bits is more likely to have the same value, allowing more compression. 

8. Error checking 

Error-correcting code can perform same operation three times and use majority result. 

Logical sum checking finds logical sum of bits. Weighted check sum uses bit frequencies. 



Extra bits (check bit) in bytes can detect errors. Parity checking compares check bit to sum of other bits. Rectangular 

code codes message in arrays, with check bits for rows and columns. 

9. Information processing 

A switching network runs a program. Switching can represent any serial or parallel program and all procedures and 

objects. 

Switching transforms an input state to an output state. Switching allows input values to have negative or positive 

weights, processing to go forward or backward, and output values to decrease or increase. 

10. Encoding and decoding 

Decoding is essentially reading code, using the code's format and rules, and expressing the code's information in a 

format that the reader understands, whereas encoding is essentially writing code, in the code's format and rules, 

expressing the writer's understanding of the information. 

A language has structures (syntax) for making phrases from words and morphemes and has rules (grammar) for 

producing phrases and sentences. 

Parsing uses syntax and grammar on a sentence or phrase to make a tree diagram showing the relations of parts of 

speech. 



Procedure-Oriented Structured Programming 

Procedure-oriented programming/structured programming reads inputs from addresses, runs information-processing 

instructions on constants and variables to get values, and writes output to addresses. 

1. Data hierarchy 

Instruction, address, and input and output data is in an information hierarchy: 

• Bits have one of a series of values. In binary code, bits represent two possible states 0 or 1. In decimal code, bits 

can have values 0 through 9. 

• Bytes are one-dimensional series of bits. Bytes can have any number of bits, but typically have eight bits. Bytes 

use positional notation. In binary code, a byte with two bits has values 00, 01, 10, and 11. In decimal code, a 

byte with two bits has values 00 through 99. 

• Fields (columns) are one-dimensional series of bytes. Fields represent numbers, strings, dates/times, Booleans, 

and pixels (system datatypes). Data types can be for categories (qualitative data) or numbers (quantitative data). 

Categories can be in order (ordinal qualitative data, such as grades and sizes) or have no order (nominal 

qualitative data, such as colors and genders). Numbers can be discrete (integers) or continuous (real numbers). 

• Records (rows) are one-dimensional series of fields. Records represent sentences, formulas, equations, and 

vectors. 

• Tables (files and arrays) are two-dimensional series of records. Tables represent paragraphs, equation systems, 

matrices, arrays, voxels, blobs, and bitmaps. Tablespaces (file sets) link tables. 

• Databases have three-dimensional arrays of tables. Databases represent books, tensors, spaces, and 

vector-graphic pictures. 

Computers typically use 64-bit data units (word) to represent data, instructions, and addresses in their registers, 

processors, and information channels. Typical words have eight eight-bit bytes. 

A hash, map, associative array, or dictionary datatype has name-value pairs. 

1.1. Program datatypes 

Structured programming uses integer, floating-point-number, character, string, Boolean, time, date, and 

monetary-value system datatypes to build program datatypes. 

The reference datatype is a memory or other address (so it comes from the integer datatype). The pointer datatype is 

a memory address and is the simplest reference datatype. 

The set datatype has elements, which may use a rule. The enumerated datatype has named elements (forming a set). 

Elements are typically constants. Elements may have an order. It is like a categorical variable in statistics. The union 

datatype is a record datatype that allows only one type of datatype. 

The list datatype has elements in a sequence. The linked list datatype has elements that each point to the next, 

making a sequence. The queue datatype is a linked list with first in, first out. The stack datatype is a linked list with last 

in, first out. 

The graph datatype has nodes/vertices and directed or undirected links/edges. The tree datatype has a root node and 

child nodes, with no recursion. 

The blob datatype holds images, sounds, or videos as binary strings/byte strings. 

1.2. Arrays 

Computer-software arrays are variables with any number of elements/dimensions, each of which can have values. 

For example, array A(e1, e2, e3) has three elements. Arrays are vectors or numbered lists. 

Elements are system datatypes or object references. All elements have the same datatype. 

Elements have integer indices in sequence. The example has 1, 2, 3. (Theoretically, indices could be any datatype 

and/or have mixed datatypes.) To scan arrays, programs read elements in sequence from first integer index to last 

integer index. Typical arrays have a specific number of elements, so that they use a contiguous memory block with 

elements in the same series as the integer indices. 

In procedural-programming languages, multidimensional arrays have dimensions, such as numbers of rows and 

columns. Arrays with four rows and four columns have 16 discrete elements: B(e11, e12, ..., e43, e44). The first element 

e11 is in row 1 and column 1. Arrays with four rows, four columns, and four depths have 64 discrete elements: 

C(e111, e112, ..., e443, e444). The first element e111 is in row 1, column 1, and depth 1. 

In the Java programming language, multidimensional arrays are nested arrays. Two-dimensional arrays are 

one-dimensional arrays whose elements are (references to) one-dimensional arrays, whose elements are values. For 

example, D(e1(f1, f2, f3), e2(f1, f2, f3), e3(f1, f2, f3)) has nine elements. Three-dimensional arrays are one-dimensional arrays 

whose elements are references to one-dimensional arrays, whose elements are references to one-dimensional arrays, 

whose elements are values. For example, E(e1(f1(g1, g2), f2(g1, g2)), e2(f1(g1, g2), f2(g1, g2))) has eight elements. 



The awk language uses one-dimensional arrays. Associative arrays are a series of string-index (not integer index) 

and string-element pairs: F(ia ea, ib eb, ic ec, id ed). For future scanning of the array, awk stores all index strings to which 

the program has assigned an element string. Such scanning is not by consecutive indices but by consecutive 

assignments. Multidimensional associative arrays have index strings with separators between index substrings: G(ia ja 

ea, ib jb eb, ic jc ec, id jd ed). The first substring is the index for the first dimension, the second substring is the index for 

the second dimension, and so on. Multidimensional associative arrays are still a series of index-element pairs. To scan 

multidimensional associative arrays, the program can scan by the whole index string, or it can first split the index string 

into substrings and then scan first by the first substring, then by the second substring, and so on. Associative arrays can 

change size by adding or deleting index-element pairs, so they can use random-access memory. 

Theoretically, arrays could start with variable size and dimension and/or change size and dimension during program 

runs. 

2. Programs 

Programs/algorithms are series of instructions to perform arithmetic, algebraic, calculus, logical, and linguistic 

operations on inputs to make outputs. 

Procedure-oriented programs read input, run application programs, and write output: 

1. The central processor unit (CPU) reads a program instruction and its input data from two addresses in memory 

registers. 

2. The CPU runs the instruction in its register, to perform an arithmetic, logical, or string operation on input. 

3. The CPU writes output data to an address in a memory register. 

4. The CPU repeats the steps for the next instruction in the program. 

The CPU clock sends electric pulses to run the processing steps. 

Information moves from one register to another along one information channel (serial processing) or through 

multiple independent information channels (parallel processing). 

2.1. Program instructions 

Structured programming uses if/then/else (selection), for/while (repetition), declarations and statements in groups 

(block structures), and instruction-sequence groups (subroutines). Computer instruction sets have approximately 200 

instructions: 

• Define a constant or variable. 

• Assign a datatype to a defined constant or variable. 

• Read data (number, symbol, letter, word, date, or Boolean) from a memory address into the CPU. 

• Write data from CPU to a memory address. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform an arithmetic operation and put the resulting data in a register. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform a logical operation (AND or OR) and put TRUE or FALSE in a 

register. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform a comparison operation, to see if numbers are equal, less than, 

or greater than, and put EQUAL/SAME, MORE, or LESS in a register. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform a comparison operation, to see if strings are the same, different, 

longer, or shorter, and put EQUAL/SAME, MORE, or LESS in a register. 

• Transform strings or extract substrings from strings. 

• Depending on a condition (or unconditionally), branch to a new location in a program and perform the 

instruction there, sometimes returning to the previous location. 

• Determine if statement A and/or B is (or is NOT) true, and then perform statement C (conditional): "IF A, 

THEN C", "IF A AND B, then C", or "IF A OR B, then C". 

• If value of i is between m and n, perform x to change i, and then check value of i again (loop): "FOR i FROM m 

TO n, DO x" or "DO ... WHILE ...". 

• Execute STOP instruction. 



2.2. Operating systems 

Computer operating systems manage files, memory, input-output devices, and system configuration: 

• Run the central processor unit (CPU). 

• Schedule and run applications in working registers, using the CPU. 

• Store in, retrieve from, and organize memory devices. 

• Create, name, copy, move, delete, locate, index, and search files and directories. 

• Compare, edit, and format files. 

• Use clocks to step through programs and track time and motion. 

• Read input from input devices. 

• Write output to output devices. 

• Coordinate CPU, memory and working registers, and input and output devices. 

Some operating-system functions are: 

• Import and export 

• APIs, applets, and init() method 

• Log in and log out 

• Processes and variable to open and close 

• Foreground and background operations 

• Windows 

3. Transformations in grammar 

Programming compares with transformations in grammar. 

Transformational grammar [Chomsky, 1957] generates and comprehends sentence patterns by mappings/rules. For 

example, predicate calculus is a transformational grammar. 

Phrase-structure rules describe language syntax by relating grammatical units (such as subject, verb, and object) to 

define basic sentence types. Basic-sentence-type elements are placeholders for grammatical units and their specific 

phrase or word categories. 

Transformations work on basic sentence types to make complex sentences: 

• The Move function has rules, with constraints, to move phrases and make trees, for each basic sentence. For 

example, the Move function can interchange phrases. The Move function can add and subtract branches and 

leaves. 

• The Merge function combines phrases and sentences by copying and deleting phrases. For example, the Merge 

can add phrases that govern, or bind to, another phrase. 

Specific sentences are sentence types with placeholders replaced with specific words. 



Object-Oriented Programming 

Function-oriented programming takes processes and use cases as fundamental, emphasizing the data flow. 

Object-oriented programming takes objects and their classes and fundamental, emphasizing the data hierarchy. 

In object-oriented programming, objects are unique (identity) with a unique name, are different from all other 

objects, and cannot transform to another object. Objects have properties/attributes/states, such as number, size, or 

shape. Objects have behaviors/methods, such as write, read, transform strings, and do arithmetic, which are functions. 

Functions are independent entities and have input(s), processing, and output. Objects and properties can be functions. 

Object-oriented programming builds datatypes for information categories. Datatypes have parameters, properties, 

and procedures, as well as structures and relations. Programs assign datatype instances to constants and variables and 

run the procedures to return values. 

1. Objects/datatypes 

Object-oriented programming has datatypes for strings (for qualitative data), numbers (for quantitative data), 

true/false, dates/times, and arrays. Qualitative data is for categories that have an order (ordinal qualitative data, such as 

grades and sizes) or no order (nominal qualitative data, such as color and gender). Quantitative data can be discrete 

(integers) or continuous (real numbers). Structured procedure-oriented and object-oriented programming both use the 

same system datatypes: integers, floating-point numbers, alphanumeric strings, times, dates, monetary values, and 

arrays. 

Object-oriented programming also has datatypes (spatial datatypes) for geometric objects such as points, straight and 

curved lines, polygons with straight and/or curved lines, circles, multiple points, multiple lines, multiple polygons, and 

their collections and indices. Spatial datatypes have information about lengths, areas, volumes, distances, directions, 

and orientations. Spatial datatypes can be for planar geometries or for curved surfaces and solids. Geographic spatial 

datatypes represent spatial datatypes for spheres/ellipsoids, so they have latitude, longitude, and distance from center. 

Spatial datatypes have information about coordinate systems. 

Spatial datatypes can use raster data, with a two-dimensional or three-dimensional grid of cells, or vector data, with 

points, polylines, and polygons at locations in space. They have color variables added to point locations. Vector data 

uses vector graphics, which may use vector algebra or geometric algebra. Spatial datatypes include information about 

names/labels and quantities, ratios, and intervals. Spatial datatypes can transform and scale (zoom). Spatial-datatype 

series and sequences can model motions. 

Object-oriented-programming languages use independent modules (class) to define datatypes for fields, records, 

files, tables, databases, database query results, windows, images, geometric figures, and algebraic and geometric 

functions. 

1.1. Spatial datatypes 

Spatial datatypes are geometric shapes. 

The point datatype is zero-dimensional. 

The line datatype is one-dimensional and has a pair, or series, of points connected by line segment(s). Lines have 

length. 

The curve datatype is one-dimensional and has a start point, middle point, and end point connected by an arc. Curves 

have length and width. 

The polygon datatype is two-dimensional and has a start point, lines, and an end point. Polygons have width and 

area. 

The curved-polygon datatype is two-dimensional and has a start point, curves, and an end point. Polygons have 

width and area. 

The solid datatype is three-dimensional and has surfaces. Solids have width and volume. 

Spatial datatypes can represent numbers, letters, symbols, and all geometric figures. 

Spatial datatypes have coordinate locations. 

Collections of spatial datatypes are necessary to describe scenes and space. 



1.2. Spatial-datatype properties 

Spatial datatypes are datatype collections. Spatial datatypes have: 

• Numbers, configurations, and patterns of bytes and datatypes 

• Magnitude 

• Area or volume 

• Shape 

• Location 

• Discrete or continuous boundaries 

• Orientation with or without direction 

• Constants, variables, and methods about object properties/attributes 

• Relations, indexes, and importance markers 

Any number of spatial datatypes can be at a location. 

1.3. Examples 

Object-oriented vector-graphics-like text files describe three-dimensional spatial datatypes and their 

three-dimensional spatial relations. An example is a string: 
public class class1 { // Define a class. 

   private static String String1 = "0"; // Define a variable. 

   public static void main (String args[]) { // main method. 

      System.out.println("String1 = " + String1); // Print. 

   } 

   public class1() { // Constructor method makes an instance. 

   } 

} 

A three-dimensional space can represent any text as an array. Therefore, a three-dimensional space can represent a 

molecule type by listing atoms, atom locations, and bonds. For that molecule type, methods can add or delete atoms, 

add or remove bonds, and describe molecule vibrations and rotations. Compiling the space in the memory register 

makes a three-dimensional molecule-instance in the working register. 

2. Methods 

Datatype classes define procedures (methods): 

• Define a variable and set its datatype instance to a value. 

• Make a datatype instance with specific property values (constructor method). 

• Make a datatype instance with a procedure that returns a value (instance method). 

• Change variable state or property. 

• Call a class or method. 

• Open and close windows. 

• Open file, write to file, read from file, and close file. 

• Get table-cell value and set (put) table-cell value. 

• Indicate if statement about datatype-instance state or property is true or false. 

Methods can have parameters and return result values. For example, a function with point coordinates as parameters 

can calculate distance between two points and return a variable with a real-number value. 

A main static method starts the program by assigning datatype instances to variables and running their datatype 

methods. 

2.1. Spatial methods 

Spatial methods store, retrieve, update, or query: 

• Dimension 

• Shape/Type 

• Text description 

• Coordinate geometry 

• Vector-graphic representation 

• Boundary 

• Constructor 

• Index 



3. Packages 

Classes are in a group (package) about database, files, output, input, flow control, or other system part. All the 

packages together make the program (software system). 

4. Example of class, instance, data attribute, and method 

Make a class file that can create the Point datatype. 

Run the class file to put the Point datatype into the system. 

Set a variable and assign it the Point datatype, making a specific instance (instantiation) of the class by using the 

class like a function (constructor): 

pt = Point(). 

Note: The class and constructor have the same name, but the constructor has parentheses to contain the three 

placeholders for the three data attributes, in this case the three point coordinates. 

To provide initial data for the instance, call (or let the system automatically call) an initializer method: 

define _init_(self,n,m,p). For pt = Point(). 

define _init_(self,n=0,m=0,p=0). For pt = Point(0,0,0). 

The variable is automatically set equal to "self": 

pt = self. 

The initializer method creates the x, y, and z coordinate values: 

self.x = n, self.y = m, self.z = p. 

After initialization, the variables have attribute values: 

pt.x = n, pt.y = m, pt.z = p. 

Note that all instances have the current settings (state) of their data attributes. 

Some system methods are: 

• set method sets an attribute value: set pt.x = 0. 

• get method gets an attribute value: get a = pt.x. 

• print() method sends a string to the printer or display: print(pt.x). 

Define methods in the class file: 

define CalculateDistanceFromOrigin(self). 

Call methods only from instances: 

pt.CalculateDistanceFromOrigin(). 

Parameters are datatypes. Methods can take parameter values: 

define CalculateDistanceBetweenPoints(self,n,m,p). 

Methods can return a value: 

return ((n - pt.x)^2 + (m - pt.y)^2 + (p - pt.z)^2)^0.5. 

Methods can return a value for the datatype: 

return Point(n,m,p). 

5. Object-oriented-programming language 

An object-oriented-programming language has an operating system, datatypes, compiler, machine, memory, 

instruction set, and run-time environment. 

The operating system runs the compiler, machine, and run-time environment using memory, datatypes, and 

instruction set. 

5.1. Structured files for datatypes 

Memory subdirectories (like packages in Java) have structured files (like classes in Java) that describe datatypes. 

Classes are collections of fields, methods, and attributes. 

A structured file (like the Object class in Java) describes datatypes in general, and all classes are subclasses of that 

datatype. 

Classes can have superclasses and subclasses. Some classes (like final classes in Java) have no superclasses or 

subclasses. 

An abstract class (like the Interface class in Java) acts like an interface. Datatypes can implement an interface, such 

as an interface (like a serializable interface in Java) that allows reading and writing datatypes. 

Datatypes have links to other datatypes. 

Constants and variables 

Classes define constants and variables (fields in Java) and then assign them a datatype. Some constants and variables 

(attributes in Java) belong to named objects of the class. 

Classes may give constants and variables a value. 

Some variables (like final variables in Java) must be initialized and then cannot be changed. 



Procedures and functions 

Classes define procedures and functions (methods in Java), such as set, get, print, and display. Procedures do not 

return values (void method in Java). Functions return a variable value (for example, int method in Java returns an 

integer). 

Procedures and functions have instructions, such as FOR...NEXT loops, IF...THEN conditionals, comparisons, and 

all arithmetic, algebraic, calculus, linguistic (string), and logical operations. 

Procedures and functions can have arguments (parameters). 

Procedures and functions can call procedures, functions, datatypes, and datatype instances. 

If a datatype has a "main" procedure, which can have arguments, it is run first by the program. 

Other procedures open, write to, read from, and close files. The files are the arguments. 

A procedure (like the Constructor method in Java) uses the class to create datatype instances. 

Functions return a field. Some functions write and read bytes from files. 

Some procedures and functions can be called by any method (public method in Java). Some procedures and 

functions can be called only by instance methods in the same class (private method in Java). Some procedures and 

functions can be called only by instance methods in the same class, package, or subclass (protected method in Java). 

Some procedures and functions are only in a class, not its instances (static method in Java). 

5.2. Compiling 

The operating system has a compiler to convert source-code text-like formatted files/information (like java files), in 

memory, into machine-language-like formatted files/information (like bytecode Java class files), in working registers. 

Compiled files are streams of bytes about one datatype and have a structure: 

• References to already-compiled classes/datatypes, interfaces, fields, methods, attributes, and constants 

• Permissions and access 

• Class/interface information 

• Fields with datatypes 

• Methods in the class 

• Attributes (constants or variables) of named objects of the class 

5.3. Virtual machine 

A virtual machine (like the Java Virtual Machine) is software that is an abstract computing machine. It can be 

hardware-, operating-system-, host-, and network-independent (like HTML and Java). Source-code programs can 

embed inside other programs (such as HTML pages). Virtual machines implement a programming language (such as 

Java). 

Virtual machines have a specification, implementation, and instance: 

• The specification document (such as the Java Virtual Machine Specification) describes virtual-machine 

implementation requirements. 

• Virtual machines implement the specification (the Java Development Kit has several implementations of the 

Java Virtual Machine). 

• The run-time environment/system (such as the Java run-time environment) makes an instance of the 

virtual-machine implementation on the hardware/software (including microcode) platform. 

5.4. Instructions and run-time 

Virtual machines have an instruction set (such as the Java Virtual Machine instruction set). An instruction is an 

operation code (one-byte opcode in Java) followed by zero or more arguments/data (operands in Java). Instructions are 

specific to datatypes (in Java, iadd and fadd add integers or floating-point numbers). 

Virtual machines know only a binary-file format (not the source-code programming language). A binary file (such as 

a Java class file) contains virtual-machine instructions, a symbol table that defines the placeholders used, and some 

information about the binary file itself. 

Virtual machines dynamically load, link, and initialize classes and interfaces: 

• Loading reads a named class binary file and creates a class or interface datatype. 

• Linking combines the class or interface datatype with the run-time state of the virtual machine, ready for 

execution. 

• Initializing executes an initialization method to make a class instance, interface, or array. 

The virtual-machine interpreter runs a loop: 

• Calculate program-counter value. 

• Fetch that value's operation code, and fetch that operation code's operands (if any). 

• Execute the operation-code action. 



Virtual machines can support many execution threads simultaneously, using separate program-counter registers 

(such as pc registers in Java). 

5.5. Datatypes and run-time 

Virtual machines work with datatypes: 

• They have system datatypes (primitive types in Java): numeric, Boolean, and address-return (returnAddress in 

Java). Primitive types can be declared as local variables, object-instance variables, and method class variables. 

• They create class and interface datatypes (reference types in Java). 

• They make class instances and create arrays (objects in Java). Array elements are primitive-type values or are 

object references. All array elements have the same primitive type or refer to the same object. Object references 

can be declared as local variables, object-instance variables, or method class variables. After declaring an object 

reference, it must be initialized by referencing an existing object or calling "new". Multidimensional arrays are 

arrays of arrays, of any dimension, and have more than one index. Arrays cannot be declared as variables. 

• Variables, constants, method arguments, method returns, and operands have values (primitive-type values or 

reference-type values in Java). 

Note that the compiler does all datatype checking, so virtual machines do not check datatypes. 

5.6. Memory areas and run-time 

Virtual machines manipulate memory areas at run time. 

At run time, virtual machines set up a stack or queue. Queues are linear collections of local variables accessible at 

either end. Stack memory is a vector of local variables, which can be primitive types or object references. It works 

last-in-first-out: 

• The Push command puts a local variable on top of the stack. 

• The Pop command takes the local variable off top of the stack. 

• The Peek command tells what local variable is at the top. 

• The Search command tells position of a local variable in the stack. 

• The Empty command tests if stack is empty. 

At run time, virtual machines set up a heap memory to hold all objects (class instances and arrays), with their 

object-instance variables. If the heap is full, virtual machines remove unused objects (garbage collection). 

At run time, virtual machines set up a memory area for methods, with their class variables. 

Note: At run time, virtual machines also set up memories for thread stacks, native handles, and virtual-machine 

internal data structures. 

6. Object-oriented database-management principles 

Objects have constants, variables, locations, times, descriptions, attributes, and parameters. Objects have contexts as 

spatial, temporal, and functional relations (for example, located at the same place). 

Object-oriented database-management and programming uses encapsulation, polymorphism, classes and instances, 

and subclasses and subclass inheritance. 

6.1. Encapsulation 

Objects have both data elements, such as identifiers, attributes, and coordinates, and procedures/methods, such as 

calculate length, area, or angle, for data-element processing. Datatypes/classes encapsulate data elements, attributes, 

parameters, variables, constants, and methods. Accessing an object executes the method on the data elements. 

6.2. Polymorphism 

For the same object, output can differ because the method first identifies the data element and then uses the method 

that applies to that data element. Polymorphism can make classes have categories. 

6.3. Class and instance 

Objects can have the same formal structure of data elements and methods. For example, curved lines formally model 

many things in nature and engineering. Classes have instances. The curved-line class has specific-shape circumference, 

perimeter, power-function graph, and other instances. 

6.4. Subclass and subclass inheritance 

Child classes have the same data elements and methods as a parent class, plus more-specific data elements and their 

methods. Subclasses are consistent with class data elements and methods. (It is possible for a subclass to have more 

than one parent class.) From basic datatypes and operations, subclasses and inheritance organize data and programs. 

7. Object-oriented user interfaces 

Object-oriented user interfaces, such as graphical user interfaces, have a "desktop", dialog boxes, and glyphs. 

7.1. Desktop 

Desktop/screen icons/objects include file folders, shortcuts to programs, recycle bin, and taskbar icons, to point to, 

click, double-click, drag, and drop 



7.2. Dialog boxes 

Dialog boxes have checkboxes, command buttons, radio/option buttons, sliders, spinners, and drop-down lists. 

7.3. Glyphs 

Glyphs are graphics displays and include screen savers and blinking arrows or dots indicating GPS positions on 

maps. 

7.4. Graphical user interfaces 

Computer graphical user interfaces have a: 

• Display, typically made to look like a desktop 

• Movable and shapeable icons and windows, for files and programs 

• Menus, to select a command to operate on selected item 

• Standard text and graphics formats, such as photos, tables, and spreadsheets 

• Center of attention/point of action, typically a pointer 

• Pointer mover/dragger, typically a mouse, trackball, finger pad, or joystick 

• Item activator/selector/releaser, typically a mouse button or keyboard key 

• Processes running in the background 

Vector-graphics files work with screen or printer two-dimensional-page coordinates to make the display. Vector 

graphics and rasterization have an existing display on which to write. 

8. Object-oriented programming systems 

Object-oriented programming systems use flowcharts to design code. Arranging flowchart objects (widgets) models 

the program's logic. Widgets have dialog boxes. Compiling writes actual code. 

Examples are Visual Basic and Visual C. Compiling writes actual Basic or C code. 

Many applications, such as Microsoft Word, include the ability to make short programs (macros). 

People can design data displays in Microsoft Excel. 



Vector Graphics 

Computer vector graphics [Foley et al., 1994] uses curves (including straight lines) to connect points (at coordinate 

locations) to make polygons, polyhedrons, and all three-dimensional shapes. For example, computer fonts are outlines 

using quadratic and cubic functions ("fills" fill in the outlines). 

Vector graphics is object-oriented. Objects include lines, polylines, splines, polygons, Bézier curves, bezigons, 

circles, ellipses, polyhedrons, and ellipsoids. Objects have an order of overlap from observer. Illumination sources and 

reflecting, refracting, and/or diffracting surfaces connect by ray casts and ray traces. 

Scripts perform operations on objects: translation, rotation, reflection, inversion, vibration, bending, scaling, 

stretching, skewing, all affine transformations, order of overlap from observer, embedding, nesting, and combining 

objects (such as with set operations) to make new objects. The same pattern can change position, brightness, color, size, 

scale, and shape. 

To display objects requires converting to the output-display pixel array, which has a coordinate system. A 

page-drawing program assigns object points to spatial coordinates. 

1. Geometric-figure representations 

Vector graphics represents geometric figures for use in drawing programs. As examples, Scalable Vector Graphics 

(SVG) is part of both XML and HTML page-drawing programs [www.w3schools.com/graphics/svg_intro.asp], and 

HTML scalable fonts use vector graphics. 

Vector graphics represents images with text, which allows editing, search, indexing, and scripts. 

2. Geometric figures 

Vector graphics represents planar geometric figures: 

• Point and pixel 

• Line 

• Circle and ellipse 

• Polyline has three or more points, connected by a series of lines, and includes angles. 

• Polygon has three or more vertices, connected by a series of lines, and includes triangles and rectangles. 

• Path has three or more points, connected by a series of absolute-or-relative-position commands: moveto, lineto, 

horizontal lineto, vertical lineto, curveto, smooth curveto, quadratic Bézier curve, smooth quadratic Bézier 

curveto, elliptical arc, and closepath. 

• Text can have different sizes, fonts, boldness, italics, transparencies, shadows, and other effects. Text can rotate 

and otherwise transform. Text can be hyperlinks. 

Spline descriptors can represent any point, line, or curve. Linear, quadratic, and cubic Bézier curves (Bézier spline) 

(Bézier polygon) (bezigon); Catmull-Rom splines; and non-uniform rational basis splines (NURBS) can represent 

region boundaries. 

Vector graphics represents surfaces in different ways: 

• Parallel splines or spline grids 

• Polygons and their vertices 

• Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline areas (NURBS), with parameters (knot) and weighted control points 

• Constructive Solid Geometry Boolean operations on shapes 

Vector graphics models surface location, orientation, curvature (convexity or concavity), shape, pattern, fill, and 

filters. Object surfaces have consistent indices for direction and distance [Glassner, 1989]. 

Splines can generate ellipsoids that represent voxels, boxes, parallelpipeds, spheres, ellipsoids, cylinders, cones, and 

other volumes. 

3. Geometric-figure parameters 

Geometric figures have parameters: 

• Center, vertex, endpoint, and control-point coordinates 

• Circle radius, ellipse radii, rectangle height and width, and other geometric-figure lengths 

• Line color, width, transparency, dashing, and end shape (square, round, arrow, flare) 

• Fill color, gradient, shading, transparency, pattern (foreground and background), and texture 

(smoothness-roughness and spacing, which is sparse or dense, random or non-random, clustered or dispersed 

spatial distribution) 

• Filters to diffuse, fade, blur, blend, flood, merge, offset, blacken or whiten, make linear or radial gradient, and 

change lighting direction and amount 

For example, the circle descriptor has parameter values for radius, center point, line style, line color, fill style, and 

fill color. 



4. Vector-graphics file 

To describe a three-dimensional scene, a text file has independent plane polygons (closed curves with Bézier 

splines), most commonly triangles, at spatial coordinates, marked with distance from viewer (z-buffer). 

Geometric figures have locations, adjacencies, invariants, and symmetries. 

4.1. Structural files 

Vector-graphics files are like structural files. Structural files describe spatial relations among objects. For example, 

chemical MOL, XYZ, and TGF files describe molecules using atom relative positions and atom connections, in three 

dimensions. 

5. Output 

Rendering (image synthesis) starts with a two-dimensional or three-dimensional model (in a scene file), which has a 

viewpoint, illumination sources, and reflecting, refracting, and/or diffracting objects, with shapes, textures, and 

refractive indices, with shadows, at depths and horizontal and vertical coordinates, and specifies the red, blue, and 

green levels for all pixels of a two-dimensional display. 

Rendering techniques are: 

• Rasterization includes scanline rendering (described below). 

• Ray casting uses rays from viewpoint to display pixel to reflecting, refracting, and/or diffracting object with 

shape, texture, and refractive index, taking account of illumination sources and reflections, refractions, and/or 

diffractions. 

• Ray tracing uses multiple rays going all the way back to illumination sources or a specific number of reflecting, 

refracting, and/or diffracting objects. It includes path tracing. 

5.1. Rasterization 

The graphical processing unit (GPU) transforms file information to give intensities to pixels of two-dimensional 

coordinate systems for dot-matrix printers, laser printers, and display monitors. 

The GPU performs rendering operations: 

• Using the Accelerated Graphics Port, the CPU uploads the vertex lists (of each polygon's vertices and their 

adjacent faces and vertices), texture maps (of color, surface texture, and surface details), and state information to 

the GPU. State information includes the projection matrix, which shows how to project the three-dimensional 

image onto the two-dimensional screen. The view matrix describes camera position and orientation. The near 

and far clipping planes define allowable distances from camera. The lighting model shows how light reflects 

from objects onto other objects (global illumination) to make indirect light. 

• Vertex shaders get vertex triplets (from vertex memory), use the projection and view matrices to transform their 

coordinates, use the clipping plane to include or exclude them from view, and send screen-coordinate vertex 

triplets to rasterizers. 

• Rasterizers make triangles from screen-coordinate vertex triplets and send triangle pixel positions, depth levels, 

and (interpolated) texture coordinates to fragment shaders. 

• Fragment shaders get texture maps (from texture memory), get lighting-model information, calculate pixel 

colors, and send shaded pixels to the screen. 

Vertex shaders, rasterizers, and fragment shaders are specialized for vector-processing types. Each polygon type has 

a rasterization algorithm. For example, the line-segment rasterization algorithm inputs beginning and ending points, 

finds line direction, starts at beginning point, finds points along line at the specified x and y interval, and sends pixels 

that are on the line (within the margin of error) to the output device. 

A polygon rasterization algorithm can work like this: 

• Start at a point and go around the closed curve counter-clockwise. 

• Transform polygon coordinate system into output coordinate system (projection step), so points and pixels 

correlate. 

• Segment polygon splines to make only upward or downward splines (monotonic step). 

• Segment monotonic splines into straight lines from pixel to pixel, marking starting pixels and ending pixels 

(run-limit step). 

• Use the line-segment rasterization algorithm. 

• Scan the pixels left to right, row by row, and mark pixels as either in or out of the polygon, to make runs of in or 

out pixels (scan step). 

• Send pixel runs to drawing program to output on the printer or screen (print step). 

The GPU rasterizes all scene polygons to make the final pixel display. 



Computer and Robotic Vision 

Computer and robotic-vision algorithms are examples of vision programs. Algorithms are for image capture, 

distance and location calculation, region and boundary detection, feature detection, object recognition, and image 

display [Aleksander, 1983] [Bülthoff et al., 2002] [Horn, 1986]. 

1. Image capture 

Cameras capture images as arrays of opaque, translucent, or transparent pixels with red, green, and blue intensities. 

Algorithms remove noise and crosstalk and correct errors such as low signal-to-noise ratio, high variance, high 

background, bright neighbors, rejected pixels, and saturated pixels. Averaging removes noise. Feedback reduces errors. 

For image comparison, image analysis aligns images by rotation and translation, resizes and skews images by 

changing image dimensions, and normalizes intensities by adjusting brightness and contrast. 

2. Locations and distances 

Algorithms can order objects from front to rear. 

Network mapping, and/or representing graphs as numbers (topological indexes), can describe topology. 

Self-localization alignment methods (SLAM) can find locations in environments (self-localization). 

Nearest-neighbor algorithms measure the Euclidean (or similar) metric to make clusters of neighboring points and 

group features. 

Two cameras can find camera position (self-calibration). First-camera pixels have corresponding pixels on 

second-camera image curve (epipolar line), because second camera has focal-point projection (epipole). The essential 

matrix describes epipolar geometry using focal length, chip size, or optical-center coordinates. The fundamental matrix 

calculates camera relative orientation and position. After finding camera position, algorithms can use the epipolar 

transform, absolute conic image, and Kruppa equation to calculate the distance metric. 

Using a distance metric, algorithms can calculate object distances. 

3. Regions and boundaries 

Image-processing algorithms find regions and boundaries: 

• Determine background as a large surface with small variation. 

• Find fiducials as marks or shapes with known coordinates. 

• Isolate intensity peaks by shrinking image, aligning the grid with fiducials, and aligning the centroid by intensity 

weighting. 

Derivatives with respect to non-constant variable calculate invariants. 

Lateral inhibition defines boundaries. Spreading activation maximizes regions. 

Constraint satisfaction defines boundaries and regions. 

Association connects points. Gap-filling links separated lines or regions. 

Best fit and other statistics and probabilities help identify points, lines, and surfaces. 

4. Feature detection 

Spatial relations of points, lines, angles, and surfaces make patterns and features. Features have parameters, such as 

length, angle, and color, so they are vectors. 

Feature detection finds invariants, such as angles and orientations. 

4.1. Descriptors 

Structural files, templates, and conditional rules can describe features as spatial relations among points, lines, angles, 

and surfaces. 

Features have distinctive points, and point patterns, that can have text descriptions (descriptor), with factors and 

parameters. 

4.2. Methods 

Image segmentation uses color, distance, and shape to split images into smaller regions. 

Factor analysis finds feature factors. 

Finding principal components removes unimportant parameters. 

Hill-climbing methods find parameter-space local-maxima peaks and points. 

Least-squares regression finds lines. 

Heuristic searches can find boundaries and features. 

Similarity and dissimilarity methods calculate disparities and disparity rates to find boundaries and features. 

Analyzing motions can find structures and features. 



4.3. Algorithms 

Specific-feature detection algorithms perform these steps: 

1. Find distinctive points, taking account of scale and orientation. 

2. Estimate orientations. 

3. Calculate gradients and make gradient histograms. 

4. May make a feature vector and then reduce its dimensions. 

5. Normalize scale and orientation of points, orientations, gradients, and features to a standard scale and 

orientation. 

For example, corner detectors have large gradient changes, or increased densities, in two directions from a 

distinctive point, accounting for scale and orientation. 

Some algorithm types are: 

• Speed-up robust features (SURF) 

• Scale invariant feature transforms (SIFT) 

• Histograms of oriented gradient (HOG) 

• Gradient location-orientation histograms (GLOH) 

The system can compare the detected feature to all feature descriptors stored in a library, to try to find a match. Note: 

Stored features are invariant to translation, rotation, scale, and other transformations. Noise, blur, occlusion, clutter, and 

illumination change have little effect. 

5. Object recognition 

Objects have specific features and are combinations of features. 

Similar objects have similar feature vectors. 

Clustering methods find feature groups and so objects. 

Templates describe feature-placeholder spatial relations and so objects. For example, line, circle, and ellipse test sets 

use accumulator-space coordinates. Structure spaces describe feature-placeholder spatial relations using principal 

components. 

Conditional rules describe feature spatial-relation information and so objects. 

Sketching methods find contrasts to establish boundaries and so objects. 

Separating scenes into multiple dimensions, looking at sub-patterns, and then eliminating dimensions can generalize 

to objects. 

Using multiple inputs from different viewpoints can generalize to objects. 

6. Image display 

Image displays put pixel, voxel, and/or vector-graphics information onto a screen or printed page. 

Volumetric displays can have multiple parallel display planes or a rotating plane to sweep out volume. 



Appendices about Brain Information Processing 

 

Neural Networks Can Perform Algorithms 

Neural networks can perform algorithms. They can represent any serial or parallel program and all procedures and 

objects. Neural networks can recognize one or more patterns, distinguish between patterns, detect pattern unions and 

intersections (such as words), and recognize patterns similar to a pattern (and so make categories). 

Neural networks [Arbib, 2003] [Hinton, 1992] have an input layer, middle layer, and output layer. Each input-layer 

element sends to all middle-layer elements, which weight the inputs. Each middle-layer element sends to all 

output-layer elements, which weight the inputs. 

Neural networks can use feedback from the next layer to the previous layer (recurrent processing). (Neural networks 

do not use same-layer cross-connections, because they add no processing power.) 

Neural networks have many units, and so still work if units fail. 

1. Input 

Input-layer states represent input values. Inputs are vectors. 

2. Output 

Output-layer states represent output values. For example, each output-layer element can have value 0 or 1. To 

distinguish alphabet letters, the output layer can have 26 elements. For each letter, one element has value 1, and the 

other 25 elements have value 0. 

Alternatively, each output-layer element can have an integer or real-number value. For example, to calculate a 

variable, an output layer can have one element with a numerical value. 

Outputs are vectors. In the alphabet example, for letter A, the 26-coordinate vector is (1, 0, 0, ..., 0, 0, 0). If 

output-layer elements have real-number values, output states are vectors in vector space. 

3. Processing 

Neural networks transform input vector into output vector and so are tensor processors. Multiple-nerve-bundle and 

multiple-neural-network input or output is a vector field, and a tensor transforms input into output. 

Neural networks use excitation and inhibition of flows started by an input state to make a flow pattern that represents 

an output state. 

Neural networks allow input values to have negative or positive weights, processing to go forward or backward, and 

output values to decrease or increase. 

4. Holographic processing 

Holography [Gabor, 1946] can act like a neural network. 

Making a holographic image has two steps: 

1. Illuminate the scene with a coherent-light reference beam and record the two-dimensional interference pattern 

on a photographic plate (or the three-dimensional interference pattern in a digital array). 

2. Illuminate the interference pattern with the coherent-light reference beam and observe the three-dimensional 

scene in space. 

For a holographic neural network, intensities from three-dimensional space points are the three-dimensional input 

layer. For example, the layer has n^3 points, where n is the number of points along one dimension. Those points have 

different distances to the elements of the two-dimensional (or three-dimensional) middle layer. For example, the layer 

has m^2 points, where m is the number of points along one dimension. 

Middle-layer elements have the same distances to the n^3 points of the three-dimensional output layer, because those 

points, as the image, coincide with the n^3 three-dimensional space points. 

A holographic neural network has two steps that match the two steps for holographic-image making. The image is 

the input layer, the retina is the middle layer, and the display is the output layer, which is in the same location as the 

image. 

4.1. Step 1: From input array to middle array 

For each two-dimensional middle-layer point (i2, j2, 0), add the contributions from all three-dimensional input-array 

points (i1, j1, k1), a total of n^3 contributions: 

Contribution to A(i2, j2, 0) from (i1, j1, k1) is A(i1, j1, k1) * sin(2 * pi * x / l). 

A(i1, j1, k1) is intensity at space point. 

x is distance from space point to middle-layer element: ((i2 - i)^2 + (j2 - j)^2 + (0 - k1)^2)^0.5 

l is wavelength, shorter than unit distance but long enough not to blur interferences. For unit distance, a good 

wavelength is 0.01. 



4.2. Step 2: From middle array to output array 

For each three-dimensional output-layer point (i3, j3, k3), add the contributions from all middle-layer elements 

(i2, j2, 0), a total of m^2 contributions: 

Contribution to A(i3, j3, k3) from (i2, j2, 0) is A(i2, j2, 0)*sin(2 * pi * x / l). 

A(i2, j2, 0) is intensity at middle-layer element. 

x is distance from middle-layer element to image point: ((i3 - i2)^2 + (j3 - j2)^2 + (k3 - 0)^2)^0.5. Because it is the 

image, distance from middle layer to output layer equals distance from input layer to middle layer. 

l is wavelength. Wavelength is the same as in the first step (like using the same reference beam). 

Normalize output-layer-point values to make the output pattern the same as the input pattern. Normalization 

typically requires dividing the sum of all contributions to each element by m^2, the number of contributing elements. 

4.3. Notes 

Both steps use the same sine (or cosine) function, with the same frequency and wavelength. 

The second step is like the reverse of the first. 

The mathematical function already has a wavelength, so there is no need for an actual reference beam. 



Neuron Assemblies Can Process Information and Run Programs 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical activities (tingles) have spatiotemporal properties and patterns that can manipulate 

symbols to represent and process information. Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity spatiotemporal patterns have 

large enough size, complexity, and plasticity to represent any data or algorithm [Wolfram, 1994]. 

1. Bits, bytes, words, and datatypes 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity spatiotemporal patterns and signal flows can represent bits, bytes, words, 

and datatypes. 

1.1. Neuron circuits can store bits 

Four neurons arranged in a circuit (hold-on relay) can store bits: 

• For AND hold-on relays, if both input switches change, and a fourth neuron sends WRITE input, a third neuron 

switches output. If either or both input switches do not change, the third neuron continues to have the same 

output. 

• For OR hold-on relays, if either or both input switches change, and a fourth neuron sends WRITE input, a third 

neuron switches output. If neither input switch changes, the third neuron continues to have the same output. 

• For both hold-on-relay types, if two neurons continually send the same input, and a fourth neuron does or does 

not send a WRITE input, a third neuron continues to have the same output. 

1.2. Neuron output can represent bits 

Each millisecond, neuron output is a spike (on) or no spike (off), like one bit of information for binary coding. 

Over longer time intervals, neuron-output firing rate can be at baseline level or at burst level, like one bit of 

information for binary coding. 

Multiple neurons can represent hexadecimal and any other multibit coding. 

1.3. Neuron-series output can represent bytes, words, and records 

Neuron series can represent bit series and so bytes (as in a Java BitSet class). Neuron-series neuron positions can 

represent positional notation for bits of number or string bytes. 

Neuron-series series can represent byte series and so words for data, instructions, and addresses in registers, 

processors, and information channels. Neuron-series neuron positions can represent the sequence of bytes in words. 

Neuron-series-series series can represent fields, records, sentences, and arrays. Alternatively, arrays (bitmap, bitset, 

bit string, bit vector) can be words split into parts. 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity patterns can represent data, addresses, and instructions. 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity patterns can have resonances that represent constants and variables. For 

example, neuron assemblies can combine inputs to make microphonic neuron signals [Saul and Davis, 1932]. 

2. Procedures 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity spatiotemporal patterns and signal flows can run procedures. Signal flows 

among neuron assemblies can represent constants, variables, and procedures and run programs with arithmetic, 

algebraic, calculus, logical, and linguistic steps. 

2.1. Sums and differences 

Neurons can find sums and differences and so can store, transfer, and process magnitudes. 

Integrator neurons (accumulator neurons), for example in both parietal cortex and prefrontal cortex, increase output 

to behavioral neurons when input has a greater number of items. (When output reaches the threshold, the behavior 

occurs. Both threshold and accumulator processes can regulate each other. Starting time, starting output level, and rate 

of increase of output modulate accumulator neurons to set behavioral response time and accuracy.) 

2.2. Byte manipulation 

Neuron assemblies can manipulate the bits in bytes: 

• Starting with one byte, shift all bits left or right, with wrap around. 

• Starting with one byte, make all bits their opposite (unary complement). 

• Starting with two bytes, perform bitwise AND, EXCLUSIVE OR, or INCLUSIVE OR. 

2.3. Logical operations 

Each millisecond, neurons can represent True by potential above threshold and False by potential below threshold, 

or neuron output can be no-spike for False or spike for True. Over longer time intervals, neuron outputs can be baseline 

spiking for False or burst spiking for True. 

Two neurons can work together to represent NOT (negation). When the output neuron is in the False state, the input 

neuron can excite it. When the output neuron is in the True state, the input neuron can inhibit it. Note: If statement is 

true, negation is false. If statement is false, negation is true. 



Two neurons can send either baseline input or burst input to a third neuron, which has only baseline or burst output: 

• For AND, third neuron outputs baseline unless both inputs are burst. The third neuron has high threshold, so it 

requires both inputs to pass threshold, and neither input alone can make it pass. Note: The only true conjunction 

is when both statements are true. 

• For OR, third neuron outputs burst unless both inputs are baseline. The third neuron has low threshold, so either 

input can make it pass threshold, and only no input can make it not pass. Note: The only false disjunction is 

when both statements are false. 

• Conditional statement IF p THEN q is equivalent to NOT(p AND NOT q). The third neuron outputs baseline if 

both inputs are the same, and outputs burst if the two inputs are different (Sheffer stroke element). Input from a 

neuron passes third-neuron threshold. Input from another neuron passes third-neuron threshold. Input from both 

neurons does not pass third-neuron threshold, because first two neurons inhibit each other. Note: The only false 

conditional is when first statement is true and second is false. 

Combining Sheffer stroke elements can make OR element, AND element, and NOT element, so multiple Sheffer 

stroke elements can make all logic circuits. 

2.4. Timing 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity patterns can have oscillations that represent clocks and timing 

frequencies. They can step through address reading, data input, instruction running, and data output to run programs. 

2.5. Programs 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity patterns can function as operating systems, input-output operations, 

central processor units, and memory management. 

3. Machine, assembly, and high-level languages 

At first, brains use binary or n-ary code to represent data/input/output, instructions, and addresses (compare to 

computer machine language). Brain computations transform input symbol strings into output symbol strings that lead to 

actions. 

Later, brain groups binary or n-ary code sequences into words for constants, variables, instructions, and addresses 

(compare to computer assembly language). Brain virtual machines transform input number, string, array, date, and 

logical datatypes into output number, string, array, date, and logical datatypes, for perception and thinking. 

Later, brain groups datatypes into statements using syntax (compare to computer high-level language, such as 

structured procedure-oriented programming). Brain virtual machines transform input instruction, address, and statement 

collections into output instruction, address, and statement collections, for language. 

Later, brain groups statements into objects and methods for features, objects, scenes, and space (compare to 

computer object-oriented programming). Brain virtual machines transform input objects and methods into output 

objects and methods, for meaning. 

Finally, brain virtual machines transform objects into three-dimensional structures and space (compare to computer 

vector graphics). 

4. Visual-information-processing levels 

Neuron assemblies transform visual information at three levels: 

• At the computational level [Marr, 1982], input is frequency-intensity-distribution information from space 

locations, and output is surfaces, with brightness and color, at distances along radial directions of a coordinate 

system around body. 

• At the algorithmic level, procedures transform visual information into brightness, color, and spatial information. 

• At the physical level, many neuron-assembly parallel, nested, and interlocking electrochemical processes 

represent conditionals and other computation. 



Appendices about Physical and Mathematical Properties 

 

Physical and Mathematical Properties 

Physical and mathematical properties are about surfaces, geometric figures, surface textures, geometric 

configurations, and physical and chemical properties. 

1. Surface and geometric properties 

Spatial datatypes can represent all surface and geometric properties. 

Surfaces and geometric figures have spatial properties. 

Surfaces and geometric figures have patterns. 

Surface textures have pattern, fill, spacing, roughness, and waviness. 

Geometric properties can be scalars or vectors. 

Spatial datatypes can use the following to define surfaces: 

• Bivectors 

• Intersections of two three-dimensional regions 

• Cross-sections of fields, flows, or pressures 

• Perpendiculars to lines 

• Extensions of lines 

• Faces of solids 

• Inside closed lines 

Spatial datatypes can use the following to define regions: 

• Trivectors 

• Perpendiculars to surfaces 

• Extensions of surfaces 

• Inside closed faces 

1.1. Physical quantities 

Physical quantities are extensive or intensive: 

• Extensive quantities are sums/products, or differences/quotients/ratios, over time and/or space. Extensive 

quantities are scalars. Number, length/distance, area, and volume; time interval; mass, moles, energy, power, 

and work; vibration and wave; charge; heat and entropy; and plane and solid angle. 

• Intensive quantities are instantaneous local values at times and places. Scalar intensive quantities include 

coordinate position/location, clock time/time instant, temperature, frequency, rate, viscosity, concentration, 

chemical potential, electric potential, capacitance, resistance, and conductance. Vector intensive quantities 

include direction, distance in a direction, velocity, acceleration, impulse, intensity, momentum, force, pressure, 

spin, torque, radiation, current, flow, intensity, light flux, and illuminance. Matrix and tensor intensive quantities 

include fluid flow, field flux, and relativistic gravity. 

Integrating an intensive quantity over time or space makes an extensive quantity. For example, to find total charge, 

integrate current over time. 

Differentiating an extensive quantity over time and/or space makes an intensive quantity. For example, velocity is 

the differential of distance over time. Temperature is the differential, at constant volume, of internal energy over 

entropy. 

2. Spatial properties 

Surfaces and geometric figures can have, and spatial datatypes can represent, shapes, symmetries, scale, curvature, 

and orientation. 

Shapes 

Bivectors, polygons (typically triangles), spline areas, parallel splines, spline grids, and shape Boolean operations 

can represent surfaces. 

Trivectors, tetrathedrons, spline regions, and shape Boolean operations can represent three-dimensional figures. 

Symmetries 

Ring (hollow circle), filled circle, ellipse, triangle, square, and hexagon are two-dimensional geometric figures with 

symmetry. 

Disc, sphere, torus, ellipsoid, tetrahedron, and regular polyhedron are three-dimensional geometric figures with 

symmetry. 



Scale 

Radius, area, and volume give size (scale) to geometric figures. 

Note: Only paraboloids with parabola equation y = x^2 have height y proportional to circular cross-sectional area 

pi * x^2. 

Curvature 

Geometric figures have curvature: 

• Straight lines have zero curvature. 

• Circles and ellipses have positive curvature. 

• Hyperbolas have negative curvature. 

• Parabolas have positive curvature if concave upward and negative curvature if concave downward. Curvature 

absolute value is 1 / (latus-rectum / 2) at maximum or minimum point. 

Vectors represent curvature. 

Surfaces can have concave or convex regions. Surfaces have two principal curvatures: maximum and minimum: 

• Spherical surfaces have positive maximum principal curvature, positive minimum principal curvature, and 

positive surface curvature. For example, surface tension causes liquid surfaces to have negative, zero, or positive 

curvature. 

• Cylindrical surfaces have positive maximum principal curvature, zero minimum principal curvature, and 

positive surface curvature. 

• Saddle surfaces have positive maximum principal curvature, negative minimum principal curvature, and 

negative surface curvature. 

• Flat surfaces have zero maximum principal curvature, zero minimum principal curvature, and no surface 

curvature. 

Orientation 

Lines, surfaces, and regions have spatial orientation. Orientation can be up or down, left or right, backward or 

forward, and so on. 

Vectors represent orientations. 

3. Patterns 

Patterns have points, lines, angles, and surfaces, and the parts have sizes, positions, and spatial relations that make 

shapes. Spatial datatypes can represent all patterns. 

Shapes have varying and transformation-invariant features, such as lengths, angles, areas, and textures, with 

repeating and non-repeating elements. 

Patterns can be radial or have other symmetries. 

Patterns are not additive. 

Patterns can have a dimension for magnitude, such as number or area. 

Patterns can have internal motions, with frequencies. 

Microgeometries and surface-wave patterns 

Surfaces can have different three-dimensional polygon (typically triangle) patterns (microgeometries), with uniform 

or non-uniform spatial distribution. Polygons have surface orientation and curvature. 

Microgeometries can mix without overlap or displacement. 

Microgeometries can have transverse and longitudinal waves (but no rotations or translations). 

Patterns made by changing point states 

If a point can have two states, two adjacent points can alternate states to appear oscillating. Any number of points, in 

any pattern, can have off-on patterns. 

If points have any number of states, two adjacent points can have any number of patterns of state pairs. Any number 

of points, in any pattern, can have state patterns. 

If something can detect the whole point array, simultaneously or serially, it has a succession of patterns. 



4. Surface textures 

Surfaces have surface texture, with elements, waviness, and roughness. Spatial datatypes can represent all surface 

textures. 

Surface-texture elements and element spatial properties 

Surface textures have elements: points, line segments, and/or areas. Elements vary in shape, angle, length, width, 

area, holes, orientation, number, density, gradients, and spatial distribution. For example, surface textures can have 

only line segments [Julesz, 1987], of same or different widths, and line segments have ends and have crossings, such as 

corners and intersecting lines. 

Surface texture has one or more element shapes/types. Number density (or number) determines element average 

spacing. 

Elements have area. Area density (or total area) determines element average spacing. 

Elements can have random or regular patterns. Spatial-distribution regularity level above baseline random spatial 

distribution determines element minimum, average, and maximum spacing. Elements can be in grid, radial, transverse, 

or spiral patterns. Surfaces have foreground and background patterns of elements. 

Elements can have clustered or dispersed spatial distributions with spacing and periodicity. Surface textures are 

sparse or dense. Spatial-distribution clustering level above baseline even/dispersed spatial distribution determines 

element minimum, average, and maximum spacing. 

Elements can be repeating or non-repeating. 

Surfaces have fill, so surface textures have colors, gradients, shading, and transparency. 

Surface textures can diffuse, fade, blur, blend, flood, merge, offset, blacken or whiten, make linear or radial gradient, 

and change lighting direction and amount. 

Surface-texture spatial properties 

Surface textures can be two-dimensional or have spatial depth and be three-dimensional. 

Surface-texture spatial properties and features can be uniform across the surface, and so look the same along 

dimensions, or differ along different dimensions. 

Surface textures can have temporal properties, such as translations, rotations, and vibrations. 

Microscopic surface textures 

Surface texture can be at microscopic scale. 

Perhaps color/brightness relates to microscopic surface texture. If so, it must be evenly distributed, because space is 

isotropic. Surface-texture-element sets have three independent variables. Perhaps spatial density accounts for 

brightness. Perhaps spatial activity, such as radial, circumferential, transverse, and/or longitudinal 

vibrations/resonances (that balance in all spatial directions, because space is isotropic) account for hue and saturation. 

Note: Because space and time are isotropic, opposite directions have no real differences. 

Physical surface textures 

Physical surface textures have surface peaks and valleys with spacing, roughness, and waviness: 

• Spacing is about average distances between small and large peaks and valleys (periodicities = spatial 

frequencies) and their numbers per unit area (spatial densities). 

• Roughness is about non-periodic short-wavelength waves with maximum and average small and large peak and 

valley deviation from baseline. 

• Waviness is about long-wavelength waves with maximum and average small and large peak and valley 

deviation from baseline. 

• Combinations of spacing, roughness, and waviness are about slopes and average deviation from baseline. More 

and/or bigger peaks and valleys make bigger slopes and locally curvier surfaces. 

5. Simple geometric figures 

Spatial datatypes can represent all geometric figures. Simple geometric figures have a spatial configuration like the 

following: 

• Point with vector distance (spacing) to another point, line, or plane. Note: Distances can be discrete values, such 

as electron-orbital radii. 

• Point vector motion, such as spin. 

• Point scalar or vector parameter, such as charge. 

A spinning charge is a simple geometric figure. 

Points 

Points have only one property, magnitude. 

Points are radially symmetric, so points have only one structure. 



Points can translate and oscillate, but are not distinguishable if they rotate, librate, or vibrate. Because spatial 

directions are isotropic, surface points have only one oscillation type. 

Vectors 

Vectors have magnitude and direction, with one dimension. 

Vectors can translate, oscillate, rotate, and librate, but have no transverse vibrations. Because spatial directions are 

isotropic, surface vectors have only one oscillation type, only one rotation type, and only one libration type. 

Note: An appendix is about alternative representations of vectors. 

Bivectors 

Bivectors have magnitude and two directions, with two dimensions. 

Bivectors can translate, oscillate, rotate, and librate, and have transverse vibrations. 

Bivectors have two oscillation types: both vectors extend or contract together, or one extends while one contracts. 

Bivectors have two rotation types: in the same plane, or through the third dimension. 

Bivectors have two transverse vibration types: the planar angle widens and narrows, or the skew angle widens and 

narrows. 

Surfaces 

Continuous surfaces have curvature. 

Continuous surfaces can have three different vibrations: longitudinal vibration along normal, radial transverse 

vibration, and circumferential transverse vibration. 

6. Negative, zero, and positive values, and opposites 

Spatial datatypes can represent negative, zero, and positive magnitudes and represent opposites. 

Negative, zero, and positive values can be because of direction from a reference point in a coordinate system. For 

example: 

• Vectors in opposite directions have opposite signs. Displacement, velocity, acceleration, force, momentum, and 

fields are vectors whose direction in a coordinate system can be in the positive direction or in the negative 

(opposite) direction. Note: Adding vectors with opposite directions adds a positive magnitude to a negative 

magnitude (and so is the same as subtracting the second magnitude from the first magnitude). 

• Clockwise rotation is conventionally negative, and counterclockwise rotation is conventionally positive. Bosons 

have spin -1, 0, or +1. 

+ and - are in opposite directions from zero along one dimension. Negative and positive spatial directions, spins, and 

curvatures have the same physics, because three-dimensional space is isotropic. 

Unit-vector cross-products are i x j = -k, i x k = -j, and j x k = -i, so k is opposite of (i x j), j is opposite of (i x k), and 

i is opposite of (j x k), each along one dimension. 

x^-1 and x^1 are reciprocals. x^-1 has log -1, x^0 has log 0, and x^1 has log +1, so the logarithms are in opposite 

directions from zero along one dimension. Note that x^0 = 1 = x^-1 * x^1. Reciprocals do not balance around the 

value 1. For example, 4^-1 = 1/4, 4^-0.5 = 1/2, 4^0 = 1, 4^0.5 = 2, and 4^1 = 4. 

7. Physical and chemical properties 

Physical and chemical properties, changes, and events are about matter, mass, matter phases (solid, liquid, gas), 

phase properties, translations, kinetics, momentum, acceleration, force, energy, dynamics, and chemical changes. 

7.1. Mediums 

Mediums/ethers/substrates can be transparent, translucent, or opaque. They can have a kind of density. They can 

vibrate. 

7.2. Particle configurations 

The same or different particles in different numbers and spatial configurations make geometric figures. 

Two states 

Stereoisomers are particle configurations with left-handed and right-handed states: 

• Two different tetrahedra, with four atoms of four different types 

• Two different triangular bipyramids, with five atoms of five different types 



Three states 

Particle configurations with three states are: 

• Three atoms, each with the same two parameters that can have value 0 or 1. The three atoms are 00, 01, and 11. 

• Three compounds, each with two atoms that can be one of two types 0 or 1. The three compounds are 00, 01, 

and 11. 

• Three spatial configurations of compounds with four same-type atoms. The configurations are linear (four in a 

row), iso (four in a T), and cyclic (four in a circle) isomers. 

• Three octahedral compounds, each with six atoms of five different types 

• Three two-tetrahedra compounds, each with eight atoms of four different types 

Chemicals 

Atoms have exact ratios of electrons, neutrons and protons. Molecules have exact ratios of atoms. 

Mixtures 

Mixing adds some or many type-2 molecules to many type-1 molecules. Mixtures do not make new molecules. 

Volatile molecules leave the liquid and mix with air. 

Alloys 

Alloying combines some or many type-2 molecules with many type-1 molecules to make new materials. 

Solutions 

Dissolving some or many type-2 molecules in many type-1 molecules surrounds non-ionic type-2 molecules or splits 

ionic type-2 molecules. For example, aromatic compounds dissolve in benzene, and acid and base solutions dissolve 

ionic molecules. 

Reactions 

Chemical reactions split a molecule or join two molecules to make new molecules. 

7.3. Particle physical properties 

Particles have physical properties. For example, particles can have mass and charge. 

Polarity 

Particles can have polar or non-polar polarity. 

Electric dipoles: Positive and negative electric charges are poles (electric monopoles). Separated charges are 

electric-charge dipoles. (Moving electric charges have relativistic effects that separate charges, making magnetism and 

relativistic electric-charge dipoles. Accelerating electric charges have electric-and-magnetic-field dipole interactions 

that generate electromagnetic waves, with planar electric waves and perpendicular planar magnetic waves.) 

Mass dipoles: Masses are poles (gravitational monopoles). Separated masses make a dipole. The whole system has a 

center of mass, at which dipole moment is zero, because mass can only be positive (with no opposite). (Moving masses 

have relativistic effects that separate mass, but mass center still has no dipole moment, so gravity has no counterpart to 

magnetism. For accelerating masses, mass center still has no dipole moment, so there are no planar gravitational 

waves.) 

Quadrupoles: Masses separated, from center of mass, differently longitudinally and transversely make a quadrupole 

moment (which is a tensor). For example, uniform-density spheres have no quadrupole moment, but rods, disks, and 

two spheres have a quadrupole moment. (Two spheres vibrating longitudinally or transversely, and relativistically 

accelerating masses, have an oscillating quadrupole moment, which makes gravitational waves. Gravitational waves 

have two orthogonal linear-polarization states, at 45-degree angle, and make gravitational-field surfaces, whereas 

gravitational fields have only field lines. Gravitational-wave gravitons have spin 2, required by the 45-degree-angle 

orthogonal linear-polarization states, which is invariant under 180-degree rotation around motion direction.) 

Spin and phase 

Atoms and molecules can spin: 

• Spherical particles with no surface marker have no observable spin, because they look the same whether 

spinning or not. 

• Ellipsoids with no surface marker have no observable spin around the long direction, because that looks the 

same whether spinning or not. They have observable spin around any axis through the center perpendicular to 

the long direction, because of the two protrusions. 

• Atom p electron orbitals project along the x, y, and z axes. They have observable spin around any axis through 

the center, because of the six protrusions. 

Spherical particles with an observable marker, such as a mass or charge density change or something sticking out, 

can have observable spin. 

Ellipsoids can have an observable marker and/or can have a variability along the long axis (so they look like a pear 

or dumbbell, for example). Solids can have variability along any axis. 



For particles with two kinds of spin, the two rotations can be in-phase or out-of-phase, in many different ways. 

Intrinsic spin and spinors 

Particles can have intrinsic angular momentum (spin). Fermions have half-integer spins, and bosons have integer 

spins. 

Points look the same in all three dimensions and have no observable spin. Points cannot have markers. Particles with 

spin cannot be point-like. 

Vectors have length and look the same in two dimensions but different in one dimension, so they have no observable 

spin around the long axis, but can spin around any axis perpendicular to the long axis and through the center. Particles 

with spin are vector-like. 

Vectors can have a marker to make spin observable around the long axis. A line or flag perpendicular to the 

longitudinal axis can start at the axis or go through the axis and be at the ends or in the middle. A surface, with same 

length as the vector, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis can start at the axis or go through the axis. 

Marked vectors have two kinds of spin: flipping of the long axis and rotation around the long axis. The two rotations 

can be in-phase or out-of-phase. For example, one flip of the long axis can correspond with a half rotation around the 

long axis, so two flips (one rotation) of the long axis, with two half rotations around the long axis, bring both back to 

original position. Alternatively, two flips (one rotation) of the long axis can correspond with a half rotation around the 

long axis, so four flips (two rotations) of the long axis, with one rotation around the long axis, bring both back to 

original position. 

Marked vectors can be spinors. Imaginary numbers can be markers, so vectors with complex or hypercomplex 

numbers can be spinors. Spinors can have two different rotations that are in-phase or out-of-phase, in many different 

ways. Spinors model fermions. 

Handedness 

Tetrahedra with four different objects (such as atoms) at the four vertices have right-handed and left-handed forms. 

Right-handed and left-handed forms have the same composition, but different configurations. 

Particles can have handedness. For example, particle spin can be clockwise or counterclockwise with respect to 

motion direction. 

Helicity is right-handed if particle's spin vector and motion vector have same direction, or left-handed if particle's 

spin vector and motion vector have opposite direction. 

Parity is the result when a particle or event transforms (parity transformation) to its mirror reflection. Parity is even 

when the transformation results in the same thing. Parity is odd when the transformation results in the opposite 

handedness. 

Chirality is about a particle or event and its mirror reflection. An event is chiral if the right-handed or left-handed 

states are different. Chiral symmetry is invariance under parity transformation. 

Note: If motion direction changes for observer, spin flips. For example, if a stationary observer sees right-handed 

electron spin, an observer moving at velocity greater than the electron's velocity sees left-handed electron spin 

(opposite helicity). For massive particles, helicity is not preserved, and massive particles have chiral asymmetry. 

Massless particles move at light speed, so observers cannot have higher velocity than massless particles, so helicity is 

preserved, and massless particles have chiral symmetry. 

Note 2: Gravitation, electromagnetism, and the strong nuclear force use the same equations for particles with 

right-handed or left-handed spin. The weak nuclear force only acts on particles with left-handed spin and has no effect 

on particles with right-handed spin, so its physical equations must be in pairs, one for right-handed spin and one for 

left-handed spin. 

Physical fields 

Electric (or gravitational) forces connect charges (or masses) through quantum-mechanical wavefunctions, which 

mediate photon (or graviton) particle exchanges that transfer energy and momentum and cause acceleration (attraction 

or repulsion). The number of photons (or gravitons) exchanged determines force strength. 

Around charges (or masses), electromagnetism (or gravitation) have fields that represent space-time curvature, 

which causes acceleration, because all particles must travel at light speed through space-time. Fields represent potential 

energy that can give particles kinetic energy. Space-time-curvature amount (field-line number through unit area) 

determines force strength. 

Space-time curvature and particle exchange are both local. Because all physics is local, objects know nothing of 

other objects or themselves. They only have accelerations. 

Relativistic fields have no medium. Relativistic fields have a source, which can be external (such as the electron for 

an electromagnetic field) or internal (such as the condensate of virtual Higgs particles for the Higgs field). Relativistic 

quantum fields are condensates of virtual bosons, and have excitations and so real quanta, which are the (massless or 

massive) particles. 



Thermodynamics and statistical mechanics 

Thermodynamic properties, such as temperature, arise from statistical mechanics, such as molecule average random 

translational kinetic energy. Gases have molecule average speed less than one meter per second. 

7.4. Physical properties with negative, zero, and positive values and opposites 

Physical properties can have negative, zero, and positive values because of electric force and its quanta. For 

example, quarks have electric charge plus, or minus, one-third or two-thirds. Electrons, neutrons, and protons have 

electric charge -1, 0, and +1, respectively. Negative and positive charges have the same type of physics. 

Physical properties can have negative, zero, and positive values because of direction from a reference point in a 

coordinate system. Displacement, velocity, acceleration, force, momentum, and fields are vectors whose direction in a 

coordinate system can be in the positive direction or in the negative (opposite) direction. 

Physical situations can have opposites. + and - are in opposite directions from zero along one dimension. Negative 

and positive spatial directions, spins, and curvatures have the same physics, because three-dimensional space is 

isotropic. 

8. Types and type theories 

Types/datatypes include numbers, logical values, strings, dates, times, and arrays. 

In type theory, terms (constants or variables) must have a type. For example, the term n has the real-number type, 

and the term word has a text type. 

A dependent term/name depends on the type or a parameter value. An independent term can be a constant, such as a 

person's name, or a variable with constant type and no parameter, such a clock time. 

9. Homotopy 

Mathematical homotopy classifies geometric regions by their path types. For example, paths with constant endpoints 

are homotopic if one can be continuously deformed into the other while remaining in the geometric region. 

Perhaps logical steps, and set theory, correspond to defined-geometric-region homotopies. 

Perhaps programming data structures, data types, and programs are the foundation of mathematical elements, sets, 

and functions. 



Motions 

Geometric figures can move around in space and have internal motions, which can have modes. Geometric figures 

can have translation, expansion-contraction, curving, rotation, vibration, and coordinate transformations. 

1. Motion tracking 

Computing can spatially: 

• Track trajectories, as object, eye, head, or body movements change relative lengths, orientations, and angles. 

• Transform coordinates and perform projection, translation, rotation, oscillation, scaling, and skewing. 

• Use on-off patterns to model cellular automata [Wolfram, 1994]. 

2. Coordinate transformation 

Coordinate transformations translate, rotate, scale, and skew the coordinate system. Coordinate transformations are 

vector and tensor operations. Use line-segment scaling to find the product, and use similar-triangle corresponding-side 

ratios to find the sine of the angle. 

3. Translation, zooming, and skewing 

Translations move points linearly and have velocity. Use line-segment scaling for translating, zooming, and 

skewing/warping points or line segments. For two translations, add motion vectors. 

4. Expansion-contraction 

Expansion increases surface area, with radial outward movement. 

Contraction decreases surface area, with radial inward movement. 

5. Curving 

Curving increases or decreases surface curvature. 

6. Rotation 

Rotation is turning, or orbiting around an axis, counterclockwise or clockwise. Rotations change angle and have 

frequency. Start with the known rotation angle, use line-segment scaling to find the product, and use similar-triangle 

corresponding-side ratios to find the sine of the angle. For two rotations, add spin/orbit/rotation vectors. 

Spins and orbits can wobble around rotation-axis direction. An example is gyroscope wobble. 

Librations are small rotations that reverse direction and have frequency and amplitude. 

7. Vibrations and waves 

Vibrations have amplitude, frequency, and wavelength. 

Linear vibrations: Linear vibrations are along a line (longitudinal) or across a line (transverse). Transverse 

vibrations can rotate and oscillate. 

Oscillations: Oscillations (longitudinal vibrations) are small translations that reverse direction and have frequency 

and amplitude. 

Surface vibrations: Surfaces can have two-dimensional vibrations. Surface vibrations go up and down transversely 

to surface and/or forth and back longitudinally along surface. Vibrations can be radial from center outward. For 

example, surface center goes up and down transverse to surface, while surface circumference is stationary. Vibrations 

can be circumferential around perimeter. For example, circumference has transverse or longitudinal vibrations, while 

center is stationary. Surface waves can have stationary or moving nodes. 

Amplitude: Maximum sideways displacement is transverse-vibration amplitude. Maximum lengthening/shortening 

is longitudinal-vibration amplitude. 

Temporal frequency and wavelength: Vibrations go up and down, or back and forth, a number of cycles per 

second, to make temporal frequency. Wavelength times temporal frequency is wave speed. 

Superposition: Two vibrations independently add to make a new vibration. For example, waves with frequencies 2 

and 3 have superposed wave with frequency 1. Waves with frequencies 3 and 5 have superposed wave with 

frequency 2. Waves with frequencies 2 and 5 have superposed wave with frequency 3. (Note that wave packets are 

infinitely many waves that interfere constructively only at a small space region, because of their relative phases and 

amplitudes.) 

Position: Surface waves can have stationary or moving nodes. 

Phase: Two same-frequency vibrations can go up and down, or back and forth, together, to be in phase. In-phase 

vibrations enhance amplitude. Two same-frequency vibrations can be in opposite directions, to be out of phase. 

Out-of-phase vibrations cancel amplitude. 

Spatial frequency: Resonating waves can have a number of waves from point to point, or around circumference, to 

make spatial frequency. Wavelength is inversely proportional to spatial frequency. 



Resonance: Vibrations can bounce back and forth between two stationary points, in phase, to make a standing wave. 

Vibrations can go around a perimeter in phase. Physical objects have internal electromagnetic forces, among protons 

and electrons, across diameters, so that, when they vibrate, they resonate at a fundamental frequency (and its harmonic 

frequencies): 

• If same-frequency vibrations collide, or interact, with the object, the waves resonate (resonance), and the object 

can absorb vibration energy by increasing vibration amplitude. 

• If different-frequency vibrations interact with the object, there is wave interference, decreased vibration 

amplitude, and low energy absorption. 

Particle creation: Hadrons have internal strong nuclear forces, among quarks, across diameters (cross-sections), so 

that, when they vibrate, they resonate at a fundamental frequency. When protons or neutrons collide, if net kinetic 

energy equals a hadron's rest-mass energy, the hadron appears. If rest-mass energy is high, cross-section is large. 

Collision vibration frequency, which determines kinetic energy, equals (resonance) hadron vibration frequency, which 

determines rest mass. (However, the strong nuclear force pulls such hadrons apart in the time, about 10^-23 second, 

that it takes for light to travel across particle diameter, which is one cycle of the quantum-mechanical-particle-wave 

frequency. Hadrons with larger cross-sections, and higher particle-wave frequencies, survive longer.) 

Circuits: Series and/or parallel circuits have resistances, inductances, and capacitances. In series circuits, equal 

inductance and capacitance make minimum impedance, and resonance at a voltage frequency increases current. In 

parallel circuits, equal inductance and capacitance make maximum impedance, and resonance at a voltage frequency 

decreases current. 

Bivector vibrations: Bivector vibrations can model all surface vibrations, including radial and circumferential 

vibrations, with the following types: 

• Planar angle between vectors increases, then decreases, and so on. (If the two vectors both point left, then right, 

and so on, the angle stays the same.) 

• One vector points up then down while the other vector points down then up, and so on, skewing the angle. (If 

the two vectors both point up, then down, and so on, the angle stays the same.) 

• Both vectors increase length, then decrease length, and so on, so vectors have same-phase longitudinal 

vibrations. 

• One vector increases length while the other vector decreases length, and so on, so vectors have opposite-phase 

longitudinal vibrations. 

• Both vectors have transverse waves that reverberate to make standing waves. 

8. Flows 

Physical fluid flows have pressure, flow velocity, density, viscosity, and turbulence: 

• Pressure is force per area. Flows depend on pressure gradients. 

• Longitudinal motions have different rates and rate changes over their cross-section. 

• Transverse motions have different rates and rate in different radial and/or rectangular directions. 

• Density is mass per volume. Flows have particles with different masses, sizes, and shapes 

• Viscosity is internal friction, resistance to shear stress between gas or liquid parallel layers (or to tensile stress 

due to gas expansion). Intermolecular force causes liquid viscosity. (Gas diffusion contributes to gas viscosity.) 

• When kinetic energy of a part of a fluid flow overcomes viscous internal friction, typically in low viscosity 

fluids, fluid has non-stable interacting vortices, with different sizes and frequencies, as fluid layers have 

different velocities. Turbulence is like white noise, with all frequencies. Turbulence includes oscillations, 

skewed varicose instabilities, cross-rolling, knots, and zigzags. Higher viscosity lowers turbulence. (Because 

space is isotropic in all three dimensions, all transverse directions are equivalent.) 

Flows can have oscillations, librations, vibrations, rotations, and starting/stopping. 

Flows are vector fields. Mathematical tensors can model fluid flows. Tensors transform longitudinal and transverse 

pressure-and-velocity components. 

9. Vector-field properties 

Vector fields have intensive properties/operations/operators: densities, gradients, divergences/convergences, and 

rotations/curls. 

Vector-field densities: Flows have numbers of vectors per cross-sectional area. Surface points have different area 

densities and/or curvatures. Vector fields have vector densities and magnitudes. 

Vector-field gradients: Flows have different speeds at different places in cross-sections. Surface points have 

directions of maximum descent or ascent. Vector fields have varying vector magnitudes. 

Vector-field divergences/convergences: Flows have divergences, linear flows, and convergences. Vector fields 

have sources and sinks. 



Vector-field rotations/curls: Flows are linear or have torques. Vector fields are conserved or have rotations. 



Mediums and Ethers 

Mediums are physical substances that occupy volume and have physical and mathematical properties. 

A special medium is ether. 

1. Media 

Mediums can be gases, liquids, or solids. Mediums can be geometric only. 

Mediums can be continuous or have particles. For example, water has closely packed molecules that can act like 

continuous manifolds macroscopically. Geometric mediums have be continuous or discrete. 

Mediums can be stationary, have parts or regions that move, or move as a whole. 

Mediums can have density. Geometric mediums have no density. 

Mediums and geometric mediums can have elasticity. Solids can be rigid or quasi-rigid. Mediums with elasticity can 

vibrate. Gases have no elasticity. 

Mediums can fill space, fill matter, or be local. 

2. Caloric and heat 

To explain heat in matter and heat flows from hotter bodies to colder bodies, caloric was supposed to be a 

continuous, highly-elastic, weightless gas, pervading matter. It did not change density, state, or substance. It was 

transparent and had no other sensible properties. Because it had no parts, it could not be broken up or put together. Its 

regions repelled each other, making heat flow. 

There is no need for caloric because heat is random translational kinetic energy. 

3. Phlogiston and burning 

To explain burning and rusting, phlogiston was supposed to be a gas pervading matter. Burning and rusting released 

phlogiston. The remaining ashes are always denser than the original material, so phlogiston was supposed to have 

negative mass. Phlogiston did not change density, state, or substance, and was transparent and had no other sensible 

properties. 

There is no need for phlogiston because burning and rusting are chemical oxidations. 

4. Luminiferous ether and electromagnetic waves 

To explain how electromagnetic waves traveled through space, luminiferous ether was supposed to be a stationary, 

continuous, inert, transparent, low-density, quasi-rigid and highly-elastic solid, distributed evenly through space and in 

matter. It could vibrate and so carry electromagnetic waves. 

Fizeau (1849) measured light speed through the atmosphere near earth (stationary and moving air). He later (1851) 

measured light speed in stationary and moving water. He found that light speed is finite and constant in stationary or 

moving air or water. He concluded that luminiferous ether must be stationary and have no internal motions. 

Hertz (1888) transmitted radio waves through air and showed that electromagnetic waves have finite velocity, 

indicating that luminiferous ether must be like matter. 

Lorentz's theory (1892) linked electromagnetic radiation and matter, which both have momentum and energy, so 

both are distributed energy, and luminiferous ether must have constant geometry. 

The special theory of relativity (1905) equates mass and energy and states that all constant-velocity reference frames 

are equivalent. Therefore, luminiferous ether can move at any constant velocity, has no particles or internal motions, 

and is continuous, deformable, fluid, evenly distributed, and inert. 

Luminiferous ether had to be solid because electromagnetic waves are transverse waves (with polarization), which 

are not possible in a fluid, because fluids have relative motions of parts. 

Luminiferous ether had to have no parts, because parts could have internal motions and flows, making a fluid. 

Luminiferous ether had to be quasi-rigid, because such materials can have small deformations and so can vibrate. 

Completely rigid material cannot vibrate. Note: Lenses and mirrors can have material distortions that change density, 

making light rays from a point not focus at a single point (aberration), and only quasi-rigid material allows aberration. 

Luminiferous ether could not compress or expand, and so did not change density, change state, or disperse. 

Luminiferous ether was inert to chemical or physical change. 

Luminiferous ether was not sensible or perceptible, and so was transparent. 

There is no need for luminiferous ether because electromagnetic-wave electric and magnetic field interactions cause 

wave propagation, and the fields need no physical medium. 



5. Space 

Newton (1685) assumed space to be absolute, with unchanging coordinates and with no translations, rotations, or 

vibrations. Time is also assumed absolute. Accelerations, including rotations, are relative to absolute space. Newton 

also assumed that immovable absolute space had physical properties, but they were not perceptible (making a physical 

ether, and, at least, a geometric ether). 

To avoid absolute space, Mach (1883) proposed that accelerations are relative to universe total mass distribution, 

which causes the inertia of masses. However, that seems to require action at a distance. (Universe total mass 

distribution makes a kind of physical ether.) 

Einstein's special theory of relativity (1905) equates mass and energy and states that all constant-velocity reference 

frames are equivalent, so space-time is relative. In the general theory of relativity (1915), space-time geometry changes 

depending on masses/energies at space locations, and masses/energies move through changing space-time geometry, 

making apparent accelerations. Gravitational potentials determine space metrics. Empty space-time has Cartesian 

geometry, and masses/energies make curved space-time. There is no action at a distance, because gravitational force is 

curved space-time. (Space-time always has geometric properties, and is a geometric ether.) 

6. Electromagnetic fields 

Electromagnetic fields are mediums. 

Electromagnetic fields do not affect space-time geometry. 



Algebras, Algebraic Geometry, and Vector Algebras 

Algebras have a set of elements and operations over elements. Elements may be numbers, variables, or vectors. 

Operations can be addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. 

Algebras include groups, fields, and rings. 

• A group is a set of elements that has an associative operation that combines two elements to make an element in 

the set. The set has an identity element. Each element has an inverse. For example, addition over the integers 

forms a group, with identity element 0. For geometric objects with symmetries, specific geometric 

transformations, such as rotation by an angle, over the elements form a group. The roots of a polynomial 

equation form a symmetry group. 

• A field is a set of elements with addition (subtraction) and multiplication (division). A field has associative 

addition, commutative addition, an additive identity element, additive inverses, associative multiplication, 

commutative multiplication, a multiplicative identity element, multiplicative inverses, and distribution of 

multiplication over addition. The rational numbers, real numbers, and complex numbers are fields. The rational 

functions form a field. 

• A ring extends fields to allow non-commutative multiplication and no multiplicative inverses. An example is 

multiplication over integers. 

1. Algebraic geometry 

Polynomials, which can have one or more variables, can represent geometric objects, including straight lines, curves, 

and surfaces. Algebraic geometry is about finding the variable values at which polynomials have value zero, which 

may be at singular points, inflection points, or points at infinity. Algebraic geometry uses commutative algebra. 

Algebraic geometry is also about systems of polynomial equations, geometric-object relations, and geometric-object 

topologies. 

2. Vector algebras 

Vector algebras have vectors, as elements, and scalar and vector addition and multiplication, as operations. 

2.1. Linear algebra 

Linear algebra is about linear equations and functions and their addition and multiplication operations. Linear 

algebra is also about linear mappings. One kind of vector algebra is about linear mappings among vectors in vector 

spaces, which involve vector addition and scalar multiplication. 

Matrices and their operations involve linear algebra, and matrices can represent vectors. 

2.2. Vector calculus 

Vector calculus has dot-product and cross-product algebraic operations on vectors in three-dimensional space, 

making a vector algebra (which generalizes to geometric algebra). 

2.3. Algebra over a field 

A vector space with vector addition and a bilinear product forms a field with a vector algebra. 

2.4. Hypercomplex numbers 

The vector algebras of quaternions, biquaternions, hyperbolic quaternions, and other hypercomplex numbers have 

specific sums and products. 

3. Differential forms 

Expressions (integrand) that have integrations of functions over curves, surfaces, and solids (manifold) have two 

parts. The integration is over an interval of the domain of the function. The differential form is the function over the 

curve, surface, or solid. For example, a 1-form (linear form, covector) is f(x) * dx, with a one-variable linear function. 

A 2-form is a multi-variable function over a surface. A 3-form is a multi-variable function over a region. Note: A 

0-form is a function. 

Differential forms have an algebra, featuring the exterior product (wedge product). For example, the exterior product 

of two vectors is a bivector. Note: 1-forms are duals to vector fields. 

Differential forms represent multivariable calculus without using coordinates. 

have an orientation. 

Differential forms have an orientation. 

To relate function integration and differentiation, the function has an exterior derivative, which, for example, maps 

df(x) to f'(x) * dx. To illustrate, a 1-form is the flux through an infinitesimal surface at domain points, and the exterior 

derivative is the net flux through the infinitesimal volume at domain points. 

To relate function integration and differentiation, differential forms have an interior product (interior derivative), 

which contracts the form with a vector field. 



Geometric Algebra 

Vector graphics can use geometric algebra. Geometric algebra extends the real-number system by adding direction 

(the basis of geometry), making the directed-real-number system. (The imaginary number i can have direction, and, in a 

directed-complex-number system, there can be three different imaginary numbers i1, i2, and i3, or there can be a 

chosen or resulting direction.) 

Geometric algebra unites all the algebraic systems used to describe geometric relations: quaternions, complex 

analysis, calculus of differential forms, and vector, tensor, spinor, and matrix algebras. 

Point, line, plane, the incidence relation meet (for example, point of intersection of two lines), the incidence relation 

join (for example, all points on the line between two points), and duality (for example, of points and planes), of 

synthetic/axiomatic geometry, have specific representations in geometric algebra. 

Geometric algebra [Clifford, 1878] [Grassmann, 1862] is Clifford algebra applied to real fields. 

Geometric algebra extends vector algebra and projective geometry. 

1. Multivectors in Euclidean three-dimensional space 

Euclidean three-dimensional space has real-number coordinates, whose algebraic structure is about inner products. 

For Euclidean three-dimensional space, geometric algebra GA(3) is a six-dimensional vector (multivector) space. This 

geometric algebra is a three-dimensional vector calculus. 

Three-dimensional points are scalars (zero-length vectors). Scalars can represent numbers. 

Lines are vectors. Vectors have length, direction, and direction sense. Vectors can represent complex numbers. 

Surfaces are bivectors. Angles are a unit bivector times angle size. Bivectors can represent quaternions. 

Regions are trivectors. Trivectors can represent hypercomplex numbers. 

Multivectors are linear combinations of scalars, vectors, bivectors, and trivectors. Multivectors have: 

• Dimension (grade) three or less, defining three dimensions. 

• Scalar amount (magnitude). 

• Space orientation angle (direction) and relative direction (direction sense): up or down, inside or outside, or 

positive or negative. 

Integrals can reduce to scalars. Vectors can represent derivatives. Bivectors can represent fields. For example, in 

electromagnetism with space-time, the electromagnetic field is a bivector, and the charge and current density together, 

which is a derivative of the field, is a vector. The electric charge over a domain is an integral. Note: For space-time, 

points have a four-dimensional vector with three dimensions for space and one dimension for time. 

Multivectors define quantities and surfaces, including orthogonals, tangents, paths, trajectories, flows, fields, 

potentials, translations, torsions, compressions, tensions, accelerations, and spins. For example, in electromagnetism 

with separate space and time, the electromagnetic field is a multivector due to electric-field scalar charge and 

magnetic-field vector current, and current is a multivector due to charge density and flow. Note: With separate space 

and time, points have a three-dimensional vector for space and a one-dimensional scalar for time. 

Geometric algebra represents points, lines, planes, regions, and all geometric figures by multivectors (without 

coordinates). For example, circles are geometric products of three points. 

Geometric algebra represents translations, reflections, rotations, line and plane intersections, and all motions, 

kinematics, and transformations spatially (without coordinates). For example, for rotations, bivectors define the rotation 

plane, and bivector magnitude is rotation angle. 

2. Operations 

Geometric-algebra operations are multivector addition and multivector geometric product. Geometric-algebra 

operations are linear. 

Same-grade multivectors add to make a new multivector of that grade. For example, adding two vectors results in a 

vector. 

Scalars multiply multivectors to change magnitudes but maintain orientations. For example, multiplying a scalar and 

a vector changes scale but not direction. 



Multivectors of same or different grade multiply (geometric product) to make a multivector of lower, same, or higher 

grade, with different magnitude and orientation: 

• The geometric product of two vectors is the inner product (like the dot product) plus outer product (like the 

cross product), a scalar and a bivector (which has an orientation). The geometric product of a vector with itself 

is a scalar: absolute value squared. 

• The outer product of three vectors is a trivector (which has an orientation). 

• The outer product of a bivector and a vector is a vector. In two dimensions, the outer product of a bivector and a 

bivector is a scalar. In three dimensions, the outer product of a trivector and a vector, or a bivector and a 

bivector, is a scalar. 

• In three dimensions, the outer product of trivector and vector, or bivector and bivector, is a scalar. 

Geometric products allow dividing multivectors, so they have the inverse operation (invertibility). For example, 

dividing trivectors by vectors makes bivectors. 

3. Properties 

Because inner and outer products are associative, geometric algebras are associative algebras. Geometric algebras 

have an identity element. 

Geometric algebra uses relative coordinates. 

4. Dimension 

Geometric algebra GA(3) has one scalar (0-vector) basis, three 1-vector bases, three 2-vector bases, and one 3-vector 

basis, so it has 8 bases. Its dimension is 2^3 = 8. 

Geometric algebra GA(n) has 2^n bases and so dimension 2^n. One scalar is the lowest-grade basis. One n-vector is 

the highest-grade basis. 

Geometric algebras have subspaces with subsets of the bases. Subspaces have lower dimension but the same space 

structure. Subspaces have orthogonal dual subspaces. 

5. Space geometries 

Geometric algebras can represent transformational, affine, conformal, or projective space geometries. 

5.1. Transformational geometry 

Transformational spaces have invariant distances, areas, and angles. Transformational spaces have linear 

transformations: rotation, reflection, scaling, and shear. 

Matrix multiplications can account for all linear transformations. 

Three-dimensional geometric algebra represents reflections, rotations, and all linear transformations. 

5.2. Affine geometry 

Affine spaces have invariant distances, areas, and angles. Affine spaces have linear transformations and have 

translations. 

A transformational space can extend to have one more point, along a dimension orthogonal to all other dimensions, 

at position coordinate 1. Then its vectors (x,y,z) become (x,y,z,1). Its matrices add a row or column with values 1. 

Matrix multiplications in such extended spaces can account for all linear transformations and for translations, because 

linear transformations in such extended spaces are equivalent to affine transformations in the original dimensions. 

Three-dimensional geometric algebra with an additional (homogeneous) coordinate represents all linear 

transformations and translation. 

5.3. Conformal geometry 

Conformal spaces have invariant angles, but not invariant distances or areas. Conformal spaces have linear 

transformations and translations and have conformal operations. 

A transformational space can extend to have two more points, in opposite directions along a dimension orthogonal to 

all other dimensions. For example, conformal space can have a point at infinity and a second point at negative infinity. 

Matrix multiplications in such extended spaces can account for all conformal operations. 

Conformal geometric algebra uses five-dimensional Minkowski space and represents all linear transformations, 

translation, and conformal operations. Geometric objects can have up to five dimensions: points, curves (including 

splines), surfaces (including polygons), volumes (including polyhedrons), and geometric objects made of parts with 

same or different dimensions (simplicial complex). Conformal geometric algebra describes geometric-object 

intersections (meet) and unions (join). Geometric algebras GA(n) can represent (n-1)-conformal space that includes an 

extra point. 



5.4. Projective geometry 

Projective spaces do not have invariant lengths, areas, or angles. Projections are not affine, because values depend on 

distance from observer. Projective spaces have linear transformations and translations and have projections. 

A transformational space can extend to have a dimension orthogonal to all other dimensions. Using homogeneous 

coordinates, its vectors (x/w, y/w, z/w) become vectors (x, y, z, w). Note that if w = 0, (x, y, z) is at infinity (point at 

infinity). Its matrices add a row or column. Matrix multiplications using homogeneous coordinates in such extended 

spaces can account for linear transformations, translations, and projections, because linear transformations using 

homogeneous coordinates in such extended spaces are equivalent to projective transformations in the original 

dimensions. 

Three-dimensional geometric algebra with two additional (homogeneous) coordinates represents all linear 

transformations, translation, and projection. Geometric algebras GA(n) can represent (n-1)-dimensional projective 

space. 



Networks and Graphs 

Networks and graphs have lines that intersect at points. Figure 10 shows a planar graph for the 8 vertices and 

12 edges of a box. A planar graph has vertices (nodes) connected by lines (edges). 

Figure 10 

Planar graph for box 

 
Other examples of two-dimensional networks and graphs are tree diagrams, electrical circuits, and woven cloth, with 

vertical warp threads and horizontal woof (weft) threads that intersect perpendicularly. 

Networks and graphs can have any number of dimensions. 

1. Nodes and edges 

Network points (nodes) can represent geometric-object types, states, particles, fields, forces, energies, momenta, 

angular momenta (spins), or positions. 

Network lines (edges) connect nodes. Edges can have a direction (orientation), with a beginning node and an ending 

node. Edges can have discrete or continuous values. Edges can represent geometric-object surfaces, particle-state 

transitions, or field, force, energy, momentum, or angular-momentum changes. 

As a physical geometric example, in loop quantum gravity, spin networks describe particle quantum states and their 

transitions and so model both quantum mechanics and general relativity. Spin networks have nodes, for all possible 

particle states, and edges, for all possible transitions from first state to second state. Edges have discrete spin-change 

values. (Spin foams model electronic transitions and particle interactions. They are spin networks that evolve in 

quantum time. Spin-foam nodes are space-time lines, and edges are space-time surfaces.) 

2. Loops 

Going from a network node to other nodes and back to the starting node (loop) typically goes around the perimeter 

of one planar geometric figure. At any node, a loop can also take a path out and back to that node (kink). If two planar 

geometric figures intersect (knot), a loop can go around two planar geometric figures. 

Going around loops can describe forces, energies, fields, or space-time curvatures. As a physical geometric example, 

in loop quantum gravity, spin-network loops represent (transferable) spin-1 or spin-2 bosons that mediate 

quantum-mechanical particle interactions or general-relativistic attractive and repulsive force fields. Spin-network-loop 

areas are multiples of Planck area (never zero) and represent quantum energy levels, from ground state up. 

3. Duals 

In many geometries, theorems about a geometric-figure type, such as lines, have corresponding (dual) theorems 

about another geometric-figure type, such as points. For example: 

• In two-dimensional projective geometry, points and lines are duals. 

• In three-dimensional projective geometry, planes and points are duals. 

• In three-dimensional space, lines bound surfaces, and surfaces bound lines. 

As a physical geometric example, in loop quantum gravity, a spin-network's dual is general-relativistic local 

space-time curvature, which changes particle spin as particle passes through space. 



4. Dual networks 

For a network/graph that can have a dual, constructing a dual transforms network nodes into dual-network edges and 

network edges into dual-network nodes, or transforms network node-and-edge combinations into dual-network 

edge-and-node combinations, while maintaining the same topology. 

Two networks are duals of each other if: 

• Both networks have exactly two element types. For example, the first network has only points and lines, and the 

second network has only volumes and surfaces (or lines and points). 

• Each first-network-element type, such as lines, corresponds to a second-network element of different type, such 

as points. 

• Both networks have the same topology. 

• A first-network property-or-activity value, such as length or angle, is proportional to a second-network 

property-or-activity value, such as length or angle. 

For example, in graph theory, all graph nodes become dual-network edges, and all graph edges become dual-network 

nodes. The dual graph has a vertex for each edge cycle (face) and has lines between vertices of adjacent regions (across 

planar-graph edges). Figure 11 shows the non-planar dual of the planar graph for a box. It has 6 vertices for the 6 faces, 

and 12 edges for the 12 face adjacencies. 

Figure 11 

Dual graph of planar graph for box 

 
A network and its dual can have different dimensions: 

• A planar graph can transform into a three-dimensional geometric figure (Figure 11). Nodes represent figure 

faces, and edges represent adjacency of faces. Associating values with nodes specifies face areas. Alternatively, 

associating values with edges specifies face diameters/widths/heights. 

• A three-dimensional network can transform into a three-dimensional spatial layout of points, lines, surfaces, and 

regions, and vice versa (Figure 12). 

Figure 12 shows a point (zero dimensions) with three perpendicular line segments (one dimension) through it. This 

graph can represent a box (three dimensions) with six faces (two dimensions), if graph line segments end at face center 

points. Associating a value with the point (node) specifies box volume. Alternatively, associating values with lines 

(edges) specifies face areas. 

Figure 12 

Line graph for box 

 
Spatial datatypes can represent all networks and graphs. 



ARTS>Art 

 

art 

People can create material objects using new materials or designs {art, arts}. Painting and sculpture {pure art} have 

no practical function. Architecture, illustration, interior decoration, typography, design, and advertising are arts 

{applied art} with form and function. 

art principles 

Art principles are idea synthesis, people and nature observation, concentration, creativity, joyful emotions, beauty 

ideals, symbolism, composition, form, nuance sensitivity, and discrimination among alternatives, and generalization 

from concrete to abstract. 

emotion 

Emotion ranges from wild to restrained. 

culture 

Art depends on culture, which supplies themes, ideas, and perspectives, and art tradition, which supplies forms. 

criticism 

Art depends on knowledgeable audiences, to judge and discuss new and old works. 

 

arts 

Major arts {arts} are painting, sculpture, and architecture. 

painting 

Painting includes drawings, illustrations, cartoons, calligraphy, engravings, woodcuts, etchings, miniatures, mosaics, 

murals, and sand paintings. Painting techniques include pens, pencils, chalk, crayon, brushes, air guns, inks, frescoes, 

tempera, acrylic paint, oil paint, and water color. Painting materials include paper, sand, cloth, wood, plaster, tile, glass, 

and metal. 

sculpture 

Sculpture includes statues, reliefs, clothing, rugs, pottery, utensils, furniture, glassware, stained glass, bone, and 

wrought iron. Sculpture techniques include casting, chiseling, forging, weaving, hanging, and turning. Sculpture 

materials include ivory, whalebone, clay, bronze, steel, marble, wood, glass, and plastic. 

architecture 

Architecture includes buildings, bridges, roads, aqueducts, canals, docks, wharves, automobiles, trucks, boats, 

airplanes, trains, monuments, power plants, communications exchanges, utility networks, and town plans. Architecture 

techniques include urban studies, mechanical drawing, computer-assisted design, materials science, and engineering. 

Architecture materials include steel, concrete, wood, glass, aluminum, and plastic. 

 

craftsmanship 

People can create material objects by copying previous design {craftsmanship}. 

 

graphic arts 

drawing, illustration, or mechanical drawing {graphic arts}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Style 

 

style in art 

Styles {style, art} {art style} can follow rules or be freeform. 

 

Apollonian art style 

Art can follow principles of order, harmony, composition, and form {classic style} {rationalism, art} {classicism} 

{Apollonian art style}. 

 

Dionysian art style 

Art can be emotional, personal, discordant, and free-form {romantic style} {romanticism} {baroque style, art} 

{Dionysian art style}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture 

 



architecture 

Art {architecture} can be about buildings and building parts. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts 

 

cornerstone 

commemorative stone {cornerstone} placed at main building corner just after building has begun. 

 

fixture 

Living room, bathroom, kitchen, and bedroom items {fixture}, such as sink, bathtub, toilet, ceiling lights, and power 

outlets, attach to house. 

 

millstone 

Circular stones {millstone} can grind grain. 

 

moat 

Ditches {moat} can be around castles. 

 

scaffold 

Temporary platforms {scaffold} can be for construction or execution. 

 

woodwork 

moldings, doors, and ornamental pieces {woodwork}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Arch 

 

arch of building 

Stones {arch, building}| can curve over space between two stone columns. To build, stones rise from column tops. 

Scaffolding holds stones. Top middle has a stone {keystone}, added last. Arches have side and downward pressures. 

Steel arches use steel rectangles. Beams or bridges can be on arch tops. 

 

post and lintel 

Straight beams {lintel} can lie across two column tops {post} {post and lintel}|. 

 

truss of arch 

Visible frames {truss, roof}| can support roofs over halls. 

 

voussoir 

Semicircular arches can have wedge-shaped blocks {voussoir}, not overlapping stones. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Arch>Kinds 

 

corbel 

First arches {corbel} had center point. 

 

Gothic arch 

Gothic cathedrals had pointed arches {Gothic arch}. 

 

Romanesque arch 

Romanesque churches had round arches {Romanesque arch}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Basement 

 

crypt 

Church basements {crypt}| can store the dead. 

 



foundation 

concrete building base {foundation}. 

 

sepulcher 

tomb {sepulcher}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Beam 

 

beam 

main horizontal wood or steel board {beam, building}. 

 

butt joint 

flat end connector {butt joint}. 

 

girder 

main horizontal beam {girder}. 

 

I beam 

steel beam {I beam}. 

 

joint of beam 

metal beam connector {joint, building}. 

 

mortise 

Holes {mortise} can receive tenons to make joins. 

 

quoin 

Blocks {quoin} can make angles on building exteriors. 

 

rafter 

Sloping beams {rafter} can go from top horizontal beam to roof edge, under joists. 

 

ridgepole 

Horizontal beams {ridgepole} can be along rooftops. 

 

scantling 

Short light wood beams {scantling} can insert vertically in building frames. 

 

tenon 

Points {tenon} can insert into mortises to make joins. 

 

two-by-four 

Wood beams {two-by-four} are 1-5/8 inch by 3-3/8 inch. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Column 

 

abutment 

bridge-end support {abutment}. 

 

caryatid 

Columns can have woman shape {caryatid}. 

 

pendentive 

Byzantine churches can have buttressed main columns {pier, column}, with rim {pendentive} at dome. 

 



pilaster 

square pillar {pilaster}|. 

 

piling 

Large wood, steel, or concrete posts {piling} {pile, building}, deep in ground, can support buildings. 

 

pillar 

Columns or beams {pillar, column} can support roofs. 

 

pontoon 

floating-bridge support {pontoon}. 

 

pylon as pole 

wire-carrying steel pole or ceremonial gateway {pylon, column}. 

 

spandrel of arch 

Triangular regions {spandrel, building} can be between two arches or from column tops to arch tops. 

 

stanchion 

vertical post {stanchion}. 

 

totem pole 

North-American tree trunks {totem pole} can have carved animal totems. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Door 

 

doorjamb 

Wedges {doorjamb} can hold doors open. 

 

Dutch door 

Doors {Dutch door} can have top and bottom halves that open separately. 

 

French door 

Doors {French door} can have glass. 

 

jamb of door 

doorframe side {jamb, door}. 

 

mullion 

vertical door divide {mullion}. 

 

portal door 

entranceway {portal}. 

 

postern 

rear gate {postern}. 

 

pylon as gateway 

Egyptian New Kingdom temples had ceremonial gateway {pylon, gateway} between two walls at entrance. 

 

rail of door 

horizontal door side {rail, door}. 

 

shoji 

Japanese light sliding or folding door {shoji}. 

 



snubber 

A chain and spring {snubber, door} can prevent doors from opening too wide. 

 

stile of door 

vertical door side {stile, door}. 

 

stoop 

small entrance stairs {stoop}. 

 

storm door 

heavy door {storm door}. 

 

threshold as door 

entrance or under-door wood or stone panel {threshold, door} {saddle, door}. 

 

torii gate 

Shinto shrine gate {torii, gate}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Floor 

 

joist 

Parallel horizontal beams {joist} can hold floors or ceilings. 

 

parquet 

Wood flooring {parquet} can have checkerboard look. 

 

rostrum 

public speaker's raised platform {rostrum}. 

 

terrazzo 

Polished stone chips {terrazzo} can be in marble floors. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Furnace 

 

briquette 

charcoal square {briquette}. 

 

clinker 

burned coal remains {clinker}. 

 

ember 

hot burned wood remains {ember}. 

 

hearth 

Brick areas {hearth} can be in front of fireplaces. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Greek Temple 

 

Greek temple 

Greek Archaic had different temple styles {Greek temple}: Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian. Temple stones fit together, 

with no clay, concrete, or cement. Temple roofs were terra-cotta tiles on wood rafters over wood beams. 

 

entablature 

Archaic temples had stepped platform, platform columns, and stones above columns {entablature}|. 

 



capital of column 

Doric columns had tops {capital, column} including echinus and abacus. 

 

echinus 

Doric columns had capitals including lower flared piece {echinus} and abacus. 

 

abacus of column 

Doric columns had capitals including echinus and higher thick piece {abacus, column}. 

 

volute 

Ionic columns had bottom flat base, capital, deeper fluting, and curved piece {volute}| between echinus and abacus. 

Corinthian columns had more-elaborate volutes. 

 

entasis 

Doric columns taper and are slightly convex {entasis}, but Ionic columns are cylindrical. 

 

architrave 

Entablature included stone blocks {architrave}| {epistyle}, resting on columns, around top. Entablatures had stone-

block friezes over architraves. 

 

triglyph 

Doric friezes had regularly repeated blocks {triglyph}. 

 

glyph of frieze 

Doric friezes had triglyphs with two vertical grooves {glyph, frieze}. 

 

chamfer 

Doric friezes had triglyphs with two half-grooves {chamfer} alternating with metope. 

 

metope 

Doric friezes had triglyphs with glyph and two chamfer alternating with blank spaces {metope}. Ionic friezes had 

three vertical small rectangles alternating with reliefs. 

 

pediment 

Entablatures had triangles {pediment}| between flat ceiling and sloping roof sides, on short sides. 

 

frieze 

Entablatures had bands {frieze}| around building tops, on long sides. 

 

facade of temple 

Entablatures had horizontal pieces on long sides and triangular stones on short sides {facade, temple}, projecting 

over cornice. 

 

cornice 

Entablatures had horizontal pieces on long sides and facades projecting over frieze tops {cornice}|. 

 

cella 

Temples had a central room {cella} {naos} for god image. In front of cella was a pronaos walled porch with two 

front columns. Closed porches can be behind cella. Cella and pronaos were like megaron of Mycenaeans. 

 

colonnade 

In large temples, columns {colonnade}| {peristyle} went around naos and pronaos. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Greek Temple>Kinds 

 



Doric temple general 

Archaic temples {Doric temple} had an oldest style. 

 

Ionic temple 

Archaic temples {Ionic temple} had a newer style. 

 

Corinthian temple 

Archaic temples {Corinthian temple} can vary Ionic style. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Pipe 

 

conduit 

pipe {conduit}. 

 

duct 

pipe {duct}. 

 

penstock 

Pipes {penstock} can carry water to turbines. 

 

standpipe 

Vertical pipes {standpipe} can hold water to make pressure. 

 

water main 

street water pipe {water main}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Roof 

 

crenel 

battlement {crenel}. 

 

fascia of roof 

overhang and beam end {fascia, building}. 

 

flashing 

Metal or plastic {flashing, roof joints} can be over roof joints, such as where chimney meets roof. 

 

hip 

Convex edges {hip, building} can be where two sloping roofs meet. 

 

plenum roof 

Spaces {plenum, roof} can be between suspended ceilings and roofs or raised floor and ground. 

 

rake 

roof slope {rake, roof}. 

 

ridge of roof 

sloping-roof horizontal top {ridge, roof}. 

 

soffit 

under overhangs and beams {soffit, roof}. 

 

valley 

Concave edges {valley} can be where two sloping roofs meet. 

 



vault 

Roofs {vault} can have arches. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Roof>Ornaments 

 

belfry 

bell tower {belfry}. 

 

belvedere 

raised turret or pavilion {belvedere}. 

 

cupola 

small roof dome {cupola}. 

 

dormer 

roof-window gable {dormer}. 

 

eave 

Roof edges {eave} can extend beyond wall. 

 

gable in roof 

Triangles {gable, roof} can be at rooftop ends. 

 

gargoyle 

fantastically carved drain spout or beam {gargoyle}. 

 

pinnacle 

point {pinnacle}|. 

 

sky lick 

Temple roof points can have upward curved metal points {sky lick}. 

 

skylight 

Roof openings {skylight} can have transparent material to let in light. 

 

windsock 

Sleeves {windsock} can rotate in wind. 

 

yak on roof 

tall plaster demon {yak, roof}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Roof>Kinds 

 

canopy 

Cloth roofs {canopy} can be on poles. 

 

hipped roof 

Russian Orthodox cathedrals {tented church} can have roofs {hipped roof} {tented roof} with small arches in tiers. 

 

mansard 

Roofs {mansard} can have two levels on all four sides, with lower roof steeper than upper. 

 

marquee 

large tent or theater-entrance small roof {marquee}. 

 



shake 

wood roof tiles {shake}. 

 

shingle 

Thin wood, rubber, composite, brick, or terra cotta rectangles {shingle} can overlap to cover roof. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Roof>Vault 

 

barrel vault 

cylindrical roof {barrel vault}. 

 

cross vault 

Early Romanesque church vaults had groined vaults {cross vault}. 

 

groined vault 

intersecting barrel vault {groined vault}. 

 

ribbed groin vault 

Later Romanesque church vaults {ribbed groin vault} used wood or masonry in intersecting groined-vault lines {rib, 

vault}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Room 

 

ambulatory dome 

Column rings can hold domes, with aisles {ambulatory, building} between inside columns and outer wall. 

 

anechoic chamber 

Closed rooms {anechoic chamber} can prevent echoes. 

 

antechamber 

small waiting room {antechamber}. 

 

anteroom 

small waiting room {anteroom}. 

 

atrium 

Houses can have hall rooms {atrium, building}. Churches can have colonnaded end courts. 

 

attic 

Spaces {attic} can be under roofs and above top floors. 

 

campanile 

Romanesque churches can have bell towers {campanile}. 

 

chamber room 

room {chamber}. 

 

comfort station 

bathroom/restroom {comfort station}. 

 

darkroom 

Rooms {darkroom} can be for developing photographs. 

 

den room 

home study room {den, room}. 

 



drawing room 

living room or special reception room {drawing room}. 

 

foyer 

lobby or entrance hall {foyer}. 

 

garret 

attic loft or room {garret}. 

 

grandstand for field 

Rising plank seats {grandstand, building} can be beside reviewing areas or playing fields. 

 

lavatory 

bathroom {lavatory}. 

 

lobby entrance 

government or business building entrance hall {lobby, building}. 

 

lounge 

bar {lounge}. 

 

megaron 

Mycenaean palaces had centers with audience halls {megaron}. 

 

mezzanine 

Theaters can have lowest balconies or half stories {mezzanine}. 

 

narthex 

Churches can have an entrance hall {narthex} between atrium and nave. 

 

nave 

Long halls have ends {nave}|. 

 

parlor 

Businesses or houses have visiting rooms {parlor}. 

 

patio 

uncovered paved recreation area {patio}. 

 

penthouse 

Apartments {penthouse} can be on top stories, or sheds can use building walls. 

 

portico 

Covered areas {portico}| with two parallel column rows can be at entrances. 

 

powder room 

ladies restroom {powder room}. 

 

privy latrine 

latrine {privy}. 

 

root cellar 

Basement areas {root cellar} can be for keeping vegetables. 

 

rotunda 

domed round large room {rotunda}. 



 

salon 

drawing room or fancy shop {salon}. 

 

scullery 

Rooms {scullery} can be beside kitchens for dish washing and food preparation. 

 

solarium 

windowed south room or porch {solarium}. 

 

study 

reading or writing room {study}. 

 

suite of rooms 

room set {suite, building}. 

 

sun parlor 

windowed south room {sun parlor}. 

 

transept 

Churches can have crosswise halls or side halls {bema} {transept} between apse and nave. 

 

verandah 

Roofed open porches {verandah} {veranda} can be along building sides. 

 

vestibule 

small lobby, small entrance hall, or train-car enclosed end {vestibule}. 

 

vestry 

sacristy or church meeting room {vestry}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Room>Parts 

 

alcove 

small extra space {alcove}. 

 

apse 

Long halls can have two large circular end niches {apse}|. 

 

chancel 

Areas {chancel} around alter can be for choirs. 

 

corncrib 

corn holder {corncrib}. 

 

cubicle 

Enclosed square areas {cubicle} in large rooms can be for office workers. 

 

gable as porch 

triangular-ended porch {gable, porch}|. 

 

kitchen midden 

garbage area {kitchen midden}. 

 

larder 

Rooms or closets {larder, room} can be for meat and other foods. 



 

midden 

house garbage dump {midden}. 

 

module of building 

Standardized building units {module, building} have functions. 

 

mow 

Raised racks {mow} can be for grain or hay storage. 

 

nook 

room corner {nook}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Sewer 

 

cleanout 

Waste drain systems have extensions {cleanout} from lowest drain to above-house trap, with covers. 

 

septic tank 

Tanks {septic tank} can receive house wastewater and have anaerobic bacteria. They do not connect to public sewer 

systems. 

 

soil stack 

Waste drain systems can have main pipes {soil stack} that lead from lowest drain to roof. 

 

vent stack 

Waste drain systems can have branch pipes {vent stack} that lead from toilet to roof. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Theater 

 

bleacher 

stadium plank seats {bleacher}. 

 

box seat 

enclosed theater seat {box seat}. 

 

footlight 

Stages can have lights {footlight}| in front at stage level. 

 

house lights 

theater lights {house lights}. 

 

loge 

Theaters can have enclosed seating rooms {loge}|. Theater mezzanines can have front rows. 

 

proscenium arch 

Theater stages can have arches {proscenium arch}| over front. 

 

tableau curtain 

Curtains {tableau curtain} can draw sideways and upward, as on theater stages. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Walkway 

 

baluster 

banister or railing vertical post {baluster}. 

 



balustrade 

walkway railing and posts {balustrade}. 

 

banister 

stair railing {banister}. 

 

breezeway 

Roofed open walkways {breezeway} can be between two buildings. 

 

catwalk 

Narrow walkways {catwalk} can be beside bridges or posts. 

 

loggia 

Buildings can have front or side open-sided galleries or arcades {loggia}|, above street level. 

 

newel 

Posts {newel} can be at upper or lower staircase banister ends. 

 

railing 

hand rail {railing}. 

 

riser 

Vertical boards {riser, stairs} can be under staircase steps. 

 

stringer 

Vertical boards {stringer, stairs} can be on staircase sides. 

 

tread of stair 

staircase step {tread, stairs}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Wall 

 

baseboard 

5-centimeter to 10-centimeter wood boards {baseboard} can be on walls beside floors. 

 

buttress 

Arched roof vaults can have outside wood or stone supports {buttress}|. 

 

clerestory 

Walls can go up to windowed walls {clerestory}| above one roof level. 

 

curtain wall 

Buildings can have steel skeletons and glass sides {curtain wall}. 

 

facade wall 

front wall {facade, building}. 

 

facing 

Materials {facing} can be on building outside surfaces. 

 

firewall 

insulated wall {firewall}. 

 

flying buttress 

Gothic cathedrals had outside arch supports {flying buttress}|, from ground to clerestory. 

 



furring strip 

wall-frame horizontal board {furring strip}. 

 

mantle of fireplace 

Horizontal wood board or bricks {mantle, fireplace} can be over fireplace tops. 

 

niche 

Temples can have concave wall recesses {niche, wall}, to hold sculptures. 

 

rampart 

Walls or banks {rampart} can guard soldiers against attack. 

 

scarcement 

wall or embankment ledge {scarcement}. 

 

shoe molding 

baseboard horizontal molding {shoe molding}. 

 

siding 

Aluminum or wood boards or panels {siding, wall} can attach to frames to make walls. 

 

sole plate 

wall-frame bottom board {sole plate}. 

 

stud of wall 

wall-frame vertical board {stud, wall}. 

 

top plate 

wall-frame top board {top plate}. 

 

wainscot 

wall wood panel or wall lower half {wainscot} {wainscoting}. 

 

westwork 

Later Medieval chapels had tall monumental entrance {westwork} with two towers. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Wall>Fence 

 

paling 

picket {pale, picket} {paling}. 

 

picket post 

Fence sticks {picket, post} can have point pounded into ground. 

 

sunk fence 

Ditches {sunk fence} can be beside walls at land borders. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Wall>Niche 

 

mihrab 

Mosque qibla has a center niche {mihrab}, to cause illusion of limitless horizontal distance. 

 

qibla 

A Mosque side {qibla} faces Mecca. 

 



stupa 

Hindu temples can have bell-shaped reliquary niches {stupa}|. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Building Parts>Window 

 

apron of window 

Supports {apron, window} can be under window stools. 

 

bay window 

Windows {bay window} can curve outward from walls. 

 

blind 

Horizontal or vertical window slats {blind} can turn or slide. 

 

casing 

Decorative trim {casing, window} can be around window frames. 

 

embrasure 

door or window recess or wall gun opening {embrasure}. 

 

grate 

Parallel or crossed bars {grate over opening} can be over openings. 

 

jamb of window 

window-frame side {jamb, window}. 

 

louver 

Movable slats {louver} can be over windows or over roof or wall openings. 

 

molding 

surface decorative strip {molding}. 

 

muntin 

vertical or horizontal window divide {muntin}. 

 

pane of window 

glass window {pane}. 

 

picture window 

large living-room window {picture window}. 

 

rail of window 

movable-sash horizontal wood side {rail, window}. 

 

sash 

window-frame movable frame {sash, window}. 

 

shutter 

Outer window covers {shutter, window} can be on hinges or hooks. 

 

sill of window 

window-frame and outer window-ledge bottom horizontal part {sill, window}. 

 

stile of window 

movable-sash vertical wood side {stile, window}. 

 



stool of window 

inner window ledge {stool, window}. 

 

storm window 

Second windows {storm window} can hook outside windows. 

 

transom 

Windows {transom} above doors or windows can be on hinges, or windows can have horizontal pieces. 

 

triforium 

Gothic cathedrals had windows in openings {triforium} between arches. 

 

weather stripping 

Cloth or rubber strips {weather stripping} can be between door and door jamb or window and window sill. 

 

windowsill 

Horizontal boards {windowsill} can be below windows. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings 

 

annex building 

added building {annex, building}. 

 

complex of buildings 

single-purpose building set {complex, building}. 

 

edifice 

building {edifice}. 

 

field house 

stadium end building {field house}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Church 

 

abbey 

monastery building {abbey}. 

 

baptistery 

Domed round or polygonal buildings {baptistery} are for baptizing. 

 

basilica 

Churches can have long halls {basilica}|. 

 

central plan church 

Early Renaissance churches {central plan church} had polygon shapes. 

 

chapel 

Domed round or polygonal buildings {chapel}| are for funerals. 

 

cloister 

monastery, convent, or covered columned walkway {cloister}. 

 

convent 

nuns' building {convent}. 

 



madrasah 

Mosques {madrasah} can have open squares with four rectangular, vaulted side halls. Domes can be over open 

squares. 

 

megalith stones 

Late New Stone Age peoples built large stone monuments {megalith}, using tall massive stones, with stones 

{cromlech} across tops, arranged in concentric rings. 

 

minster 

cathedral or monastery church {minster}. 

 

monastery 

monks' building {monastery}. 

 

nunnery 

nuns' building {nunnery}. 

 

pagoda 

Buddhist temple or tower {pagoda}. 

 

parsonage 

parson's home {parsonage}. 

 

priory 

monastery or convent {priory}. 

 

rectory 

school-headmaster or parish-priest home {rectory}. 

 

sacristy 

Church rooms {sacristy} can be for ceremonial utensils and clothes. 

 

sanctuary 

church {sanctuary}. 

 

tabernacle 

large temple or Eucharist-items holder {tabernacle}. 

 

Wailing Wall 

Jerusalem wall remnant {Wailing Wall} can be old-temple remains. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Home 

 

abode 

living place {abode}. 

 

barracks 

Buildings {barracks} can house soldiers, who sleep together in a large room. 

 

brownstone 

brick townhouse {brownstone}. 

 

bungalow 

small house {bungalow}. 

 



cabin house 

small rough wood house or ship living quarters {cabin}. 

 

chalet 

Houses {chalet} can let snow slide off roof. 

 

condominium 

One-story apartments {condominium}| can be in homeowner associations and have monthly fees for maintenance, 

security, insurance, and recreation facilities. 

 

diggings 

living place {diggings}. 

 

duplex 

Houses {duplex} can have two similar-size living quarters. 

 

habitation 

house {habitation}. 

 

hovel 

shack {hovel}. 

 

igloo 

domed ice-block house {igloo}. 

 

keep 

castle {keep}. 

 

lean-to 

Shacks {lean-to} can have sloping roofs and open fronts. 

 

lodge 

large cabin {lodge}. 

 

manor 

estate house {manor}. 

 

pad 

house or apartment {pad}. 

 

ranch house 

single-story house {ranch house}. 

 

rest home 

Houses {rest home} can be for old people unable to care for themselves. 

 

row house 

townhouse {row house}. 

 

tenement 

poorly maintained apartment {tenement}. 

 

townhouse 

Two-story houses {townhouse}| can be in homeowner associations and have monthly fees for maintenance, security, 

insurance, and recreation facilities. 

 



villa 

large estate {villa}. 

 

walk-up 

Apartments or office buildings {walk-up} can have no elevators. 

 

wickiup 

Temporary dwellings {wickiup} can have wood frames covered by bark, hides, twigs, or grass. 

 

wigwam 

Dome-shaped or cone-shaped dwellings {wigwam} can have wood frames covered by bark, hides, twigs, or grass. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Home>Animal And Plant Housing 

 

apiary 

bee buildings or hives {apiary}. 

 

arboretum 

enclosed trees and plant building {arboretum}. 

 

aviary 

enclosed bird building {aviary}. 

 

dovecote 

dove building {dovecote}. 

 

hutch 

small house or domesticated-rabbit holder {hutch}. 

 

kennel 

dog building {kennel}. 

 

paddock 

Fenced areas {paddock} can be for horses to wait for races. 

 

stable 

horse house {stable}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Inn 

 

boardinghouse 

Houses {boardinghouse} can rent rooms and provide meals. 

 

caravansary 

traveler lodging {caravansary}. 

 

flophouse 

cheap hotel {flophouse}. 

 

hospice 

travel shelter or rooms {hospice}. 

 

hostel 

backpacker inn or rooms {hostel}. 

 



hostelry 

inn or hotel {hostelry}. 

 

roadhouse 

inn {roadhouse}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Prison 

 

calaboose 

prison {calaboose}. 

 

hoosegow 

prison {hoosegow}. 

 

house of correction 

prison {house of correction}. 

 

oubliette 

Prisons {oubliette} can have ceiling entries. 

 

penitentiary 

federal or state prison {penitentiary}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Public Area 

 

concourse 

Open areas {concourse} can be for many people to gather or pass through. 

 

courtyard 

enclosed yard {courtyard}. 

 

labyrinth maze 

Walls or hedges {labyrinth, maze} can form mazes. 

 

longhouse 

communal house {longhouse}. 

 

monolith 

large stone {monolith}. 

 

obelisk 

tall thin four-sided stone tower {obelisk}. 

 

pantheon building 

Buildings {pantheon} can showcase famous people statues. 

 

quad 

Campuses can have quadrangular central areas {quad}, typically with four surrounding buildings. 

 

terrace 

Porches, balconies, patios, or flat areas {terrace} can be on raised earth or mountainsides. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Restaurant 

 

automat 

Rooms {automat} can be for buying food from machines. 



 

bistro 

small restaurant {bistro}. 

 

cafe restaurant 

small restaurant {café, restaurant}. 

 

canteen 

eating hall {canteen}. 

 

coffeehouse 

Restaurants {coffeehouse} can serve mainly specialty coffees. 

 

delicatessen 

Shops {delicatessen} can sell cold meats, cheeses, and prepared vegetables. 

 

refectory 

cafeteria {refectory}. 

 

soup kitchen 

Buildings {soup kitchen} can be for poor people to receive free food. 

 

teahouse 

Japanese buildings {teahouse} can be for tea ceremonies. 

 

tearoom 

Restaurants {tearoom} can have refreshments. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Restaurant>Bar 

 

cabaret 

nightclub {cabaret}. 

 

dive 

low-class nightclub {dive}. 

 

gin mill 

bar {gin mill}. 

 

public house 

bar {public house}. 

 

saloon 

bar {saloon}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Theater 

 

amphitheater 

large outdoor theater {amphitheater}. 

 

arena 

large sports or theatrical-event building {arena}. 

 

band shell 

Clamshell-shaped enclosures {band shell} can be behind outdoor stages. 

 



clamshell 

Stages can have semispherical backdrops {clamshell}|. 

 

coliseum 

ancient large arena {coliseum}. 

 

discotheque 

dance hall {discotheque}. 

 

hippodrome 

horse-show arena {hippodrome}. 

 

stadium 

large roofless sports arena {stadium}. 

 

theater-in-the-round 

Theaters {theater-in-the-round} can have stage in middle, with seats all around. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Tomb 

 

beehive tomb 

Tombs {tholos} {beehive tomb} can have deep shafts with conical stone chambers. 

 

catacomb 

tomb {catacomb}. 

 

hecatomb 

tomb building {hecatomb}. 

 

mausoleum tomb 

burial chamber {mausoleum}|. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Transportation 

 

apron of airport 

airplane parking area {apron, airport}. 

 

autobahn 

German highway {autobahn}. 

 

boardwalk 

raised wooden walkway {boardwalk}. 

 

causeway 

Elevated roads {causeway} can be across wetlands or water. 

 

cloverleaf 

Highway interchanges {cloverleaf}, in which vehicles do not cross paths but only merge, can look like four-leaf 

clovers from above. 

 

gantry 

tall supporting frame {gantry}, as for rockets. 

 

trunk line 

main telephone line {trunk line}. 

 



ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Transportation>Train 

 

ell 

elevated train structure {ell}. 

 

metro 

city or subway {metro}. 

 

railhead 

railroad track beginning {railhead}. 

 

roundhouse 

Train engines turn around in buildings {roundhouse}. 

 

semaphore 

Towers {semaphore} can have flags, arms, or lights that can go up or down. 

 

trestle 

Structures {trestle} can be under bridges, or horizontal bars can have end legs. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Waterway 

 

aqueduct waterway 

Sluices {aqueduct}| can transport water over long distances using steady grade. 

 

cistern 

water storage pond or tank {cistern}. 

 

culvert 

Pipes {culvert} can go under roads or earth berms. 

 

drawbridge bridge 

Machines {drawbridge} can raise or tilt bridge middle sections, to allow ships through. 

 

millrace 

Channels {millrace} to water wheels can speed water. 

 

seaway 

Waterways {seaway} can go from ocean inland. 

 

sluice 

Sloping water channels or troughs {sluice} can have gates. 

 

spillway 

reservoir water-overflow channel {spillway}. 

 

Turkish bath 

Buildings {Turkish bath} can have steam baths, massage, and cold showers. 

 

viaduct 

Roads or railroads {viaduct} can be above valleys on arches. 

 

waterworks 

water-processing buildings {waterworks}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Waterway>Dam 



 

breakwater 

Rocks or concrete {breakwater} can block tides at sea inlets. 

 

cofferdam 

People can build enclosures {cofferdam} from bottom to surface, to empty of water and allow work on bottom. 

 

embankment 

Earth or stone piles {embankment} can hold back water. 

 

jetty 

Concrete or rock lines {jetty} can block tides or currents at harbors or shorelines. 

 

levee 

Earth or concrete banks {levee} can prevent river overflow. 

 

seawall 

Earth or concrete banks {seawall} can be at shore. 

 

weir 

River dams {weir} can change water flow or trap fish. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Waterway>Dock 

 

dock 

Walkways and vehicle ways {dock, building} can lead into water for tying ships and boats. 

 

dry dock 

Docks {dry dock} can lift boats out of water for work on hulls. 

 

pier 

Vertical columns or beams {pier, building} can support buildings or platforms for boat docking. 

 

quay 

wharf {quay}. 

 

wharf 

Platforms {wharf} can allow boat docking. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Workplace 

 

atelier 

artist workshop {atelier}. 

 

athenaeum 

library or education building {athenaeum}. 

 

bandstand 

raised roofed outdoor platform {bandstand}. 

 

bazaar 

Outdoor/indoor marketplaces {bazaar} can have vendor stalls. 

 

boutique 

Shops {boutique} can sell rare or fancy goods. 

 



cabana 

beach bathhouse {cabana}. 

 

capitol 

legislative building {capitol}. 

 

casino 

high-class-gambling building {casino}. 

 

clinic 

Buildings {clinic} can be where several doctors practice most specialties. 

 

conservatory 

arts-education building {conservatory}. 

 

customhouse 

border tax-collection building {customhouse}. 

 

dispensary 

Buildings {dispensary} can be where people get medical supplies and medicines. 

 

emporium 

large shop {emporium}. 

 

experiment station 

Buildings {experiment station} can hold measuring apparatus. 

 

finishing school 

Schools {finishing school} can be for learning manners and etiquette. 

 

flea market 

Outdoor/indoor markets {flea market} can be for used or discounted items. 

 

foundry 

Buildings {foundry} can be for molding or casting metal. 

 

gallery 

Buildings {gallery} can be for exhibiting art works. 

 

kiosk 

Very small buildings {kiosk} can be for selling small items. 

 

machine shop 

Shops {machine shop} can cut and grind metal. 

 

mall 

Enclosed or open shops {mall} can have parking areas. 

 

midway 

Ride and amusement areas {midway} can be at fairs or circuses. 

 

natatorium 

swimming pool {natatorium}. 

 

observatory 

Buildings {observatory} can hold telescopes. 



 

package store 

liquor store {package store}. 

 

penny arcade 

old-time amusement center {penny arcade}. 

 

pharmacy 

Shops {pharmacy} can dispense drugs. 

 

planetarium 

Domed buildings {planetarium} with projectors can display star and planet positions on ceilings. 

 

sanatorium 

Buildings {sanitarium} {sanatorium} can be for people with chronic diseases or tuberculosis, or can be resorts for 

exercise and rest. 

 

shed 

small storage building {shed}. 

 

statehouse 

state legislative building {statehouse}. 

 

station 

Buildings {station} can be for waiting for trains or buses. 

 

stoa 

Greek Classical towns had municipal halls {stoa} near market. 

 

studio room 

Buildings {studio} can be for producing entertainments or can be artist workshops or practice rooms. 

 

sweatshop 

Workplaces {sweatshop} can have large rooms where underpaid and overworked workers work. 

 

wind tunnel 

Cylindrical chambers {wind tunnel} can have large fans. 

 

windmill 

Buildings {windmill} can have four large blades on a rotor that turns in wind. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Workplace>Death 

 

crematorium 

Buildings {crematory} {crematorium} can be for cremation. 

 

funeral home 

Buildings {funeral home} can be where bodies wait for burial or cremation. 

 

morgue 

Buildings {morgue} can be for dead people waiting for autopsy or identification. 

 

mortuary 

Buildings {mortuary} can be for preparing bodies for burial or cremation. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Workplace>Farm 



 

abattoir 

slaughterhouse {abattoir}. 

 

creamery 

Buildings {creamery} can process dairy products. 

 

distillery 

Buildings {distillery} can make alcohol. 

 

granary 

Buildings {granary} can hold stored grain. 

 

hothouse 

Enclosed buildings {hothouse} can be for sensitive plants, with filtered light. 

 

packinghouse 

Slaughterhouses {packinghouse} can package meat. 

 

plantation 

Estates or farms {plantation} can have workers living there. 

 

silo 

Cylindrical buildings {silo} can hold fodder. 

 

stockyard 

Areas {stockyard} can hold livestock. 

 

truck farm 

Small farms {truck farm} can be for produce. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Workplace>Military 

 

bastion 

fort or fortified palace {bastion}. 

 

blockhouse 

fortified wood or concrete building {blockhouse}. 

 

commissary 

military grocery and general store {commissary}. 

 

presidio 

Military grounds {presidio} can have fort and quarters. 

 

ARTS>Art>Architecture>Buildings>Workplace>Prostitution 

 

bagnio 

Buildings {bagnio} can hold working prostitutes. 

 

bordello 

Buildings {bordello} can hold working prostitutes. 

 

brothel 

Buildings {brothel} can hold working prostitutes. 

 



ARTS>Art>Painting 

 

painting 

Color ranges from full to pastel {painting}. Blacks, grays, and whites are colors. Paintings can depict nature 

realistically, though with distortion or abstraction. Surface ranges from thin to thick. 

 

aureole 

halo around head {aureole, head}|. 

 

background 

Compositions have scenes behind main objects {background, art}, to complement subjects. 

 

biomorphic abstraction 

Paintings can use curved outlines {biomorphic abstraction}. 

 

calligraphy 

Writing {calligraphy}| can have floriated and foliated embellishments. 

 

color in painting 

Paintings have color mixtures {color, painting}|. 

colors 

Primary pigments are blue, yellow, and red. Colors can be similar {analogous, color}. 

brightness 

Color has lightness or darkness {value, color}. Color can mix with white {tint}. Red with white makes pink. Color 

can mix with black {shade, color}. Red with black makes burgundy. 

saturation 

Colors can have less whiteness. 

pigment mixing 

Complementary colors mix to brown: red and green, orange and blue, and yellow and violet. 

warm and cool colors 

Red, orange, and yellow are warm colors. Green, blue, and violet are cool colors. 

Warm colors and/or intense colors appear closer {advancing color}. Cool colors and/or dull colors appear farther 

{receding color}. 

Warm colors and/or intense colors appear more exciting. Cool colors and/or dull colors appear more calming. 

Warm pigments have higher saturation and lighter value than cool pigments have. 

contrast 

Adjacent large regions increase contrast. Small regions in large regions acquire large-region color {assimilation, 

color}. Adjacent small regions mix colors. 

illumination spectrum and brightness 

Color changes with illumination. Studio painters like daylight from north. Outdoor painters like south-France 

daylight. Paintings in galleries and homes have illumination that differs from original illumination. 

 

composition in painting 

In painting, triangles, lines, or circles determine main-object positions {composition, art}. For example, Christian 

altarpieces use triangle, to suggest the Holy Trinity. 

locations 

People or objects can be at center. People or objects can be in groups, be in isolation, or oppose each other. Objects 

can be at different depths. 

viewpoint 

Perspective has observation points. 

number 

Numbers of people and objects can balance or not. 

movement 

Object angles and contours can suggest motion or stillness. 



mood 

Line shapes and lengths can suggest mood, such as calm, energy, or tension. For example, smooth curves flowing 

into each other suggest calmness. Straight lines interrupting each other at angles suggest tension. 

lighting 

Painting uses light from above or side, with different brightness and color contrast. 

surface 

Painting has thin or thick surface. 

 

depth in painting 

Depth {depth, art} can be shallow or deep. 

 

embellishment in art 

Extra features {embellishment, art} can range from full to spare. 

 

epigonal style 

Art {epigonal style} can use angles and squares. 

 

geometric form 

Forms {geometric form, art} can be regular geometric forms, irregular forms, or no form. 

 

hilyah 

Words and phrases, such as Prophet descriptions {hilyah}, can have bird or animal shapes. 

 

horror vacui 

Early Minoan and Greek art fills all spaces {horror vacui}. 

 

nimbus in art 

Rings {nimbus, ring}| of light can be around head. 

 

nonrepresentational art 

Paintings can have no recognizable objects or events {nonrepresentational art}| {non-objective art}. 

 

perspective painting 

Viewpoints {perspective, art} can be geometric, such as linear perspective, or flat, such as looking perpendicular to 

all scene surfaces. 

 

ARTS>Art>Painting>Categories 

 

abstractionism art 

Art {abstract art} can suggest scenes or ideas with pure lines and colors, using contours, composition, and contrast 

{abstractionism}|. All art uses abstractions. 

 

objective art 

Art {objective art} can depict actual objects or people. 

 

realism in art 

Art can accurately represent scenes {realism, art}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Painting>Japan 

 

suiboku 

Japanese ink painting {suiboku}. 

 

sumi style 

Japanese fine brush style {sumi style} uses special brushes for incisive strokes. 

 



ARTS>Art>Painting>Lighting 

 

lighting 

Illumination {lighting, art} can be from above, below, or side. Brightness ranges from light to dark. Contrast ranges 

from high to low. 

 

chiaroscuro 

Figures can be bright or dark {chiaroscuro}|, with light coming from undefined source. 

 

sfumat 

Soft veiled hazy {sfumat}| atmosphere suggests more depth. 

 

synthetism 

Flat picture can have strong colors, as in pre-Renaissance style {synthetism}. 

 

tenebrism 

Light from one source can highly contrast with dark areas {tenebrism} {dramatic illumination}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Painting>Linear Perspective 

 

linear perspective 

An artistic technique {linear perspective}| depicts scenes as they appear to human eyes. 

picture plane 

Imagine standing in front of a window looking onto a street or yard. Window is a vertical plane, parallel to line 

between your eyes. Straight lines of sight go from eye to scene points. See Figure 1. 

Lines go through window at unique points. Artists paint scene-point color at the unique point in the picture plane. 

See Figure 2. Farther scene points have higher picture-plane points. 

lines 

In linear perspective, vertical lines stay vertical. See Figure 3. Scene points 1 and 2 make vertical line, and their 

picture-plane points make vertical line. 

In linear perspective, horizontal lines stay horizontal. See Figure 4. Scene points 3 and 4 make horizontal line, and 

their picture-plane points make horizontal line. 

The ground is plane and meets wall in horizontal line in scene and picture-plane. Ground meets sky in horizontal 

horizon line in scene and picture-plane. 

horizon 

Horizon height depends on eye height. Observer high above ground sees large ground amount and low horizon. 

Observer close to ground sees small ground amount and high horizon. 

Observer attention typically moves along eye-level line. 

line convergence 

In linear perspective, non-vertical and non-right-left parallel lines converge and intersect at vanishing point. See 

Figure 5. Scene points 5/6 and 7/8 make two parallel lines, and their picture-plane points form two lines that converge 

toward a horizon point. 

For parallel lines in horizontal plane, vanishing point is on horizon. For parallel lines in plane that rises as it goes 

farther from observer, vanishing point is above horizon. For parallel lines in plane that goes lower as it goes farther 

from observer, vanishing point is below horizon. 

history 

In Early Renaissance, Europeans studied al-Hazen's book [al-Haytham, 1010] about perspective and began to paint 

using linear perspective. 
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convergence line 

In linear perspective, parallel lines that are not vertical or horizontal intersect at vanishing point, so line ends 

converge {convergence line, painting} {orthogonal line, painting} {vanishing line, painting}. 

 

eye-level 

Where horizon line goes through imaginary window indicates eye viewpoint {eye-level}. Observer attention 

typically moves along eye-level line. Viewpoint depends on ground amount compared to sky amount. Eye-

level/horizon high in window or painting shows much ground. Eye is looking down on scene from high above ground. 

Eye-level/horizon low in window or painting shows little ground. Eye is looking up at scene from close to ground. 

 

ground line 

Objects have lowest point, through which line {ground line} can be horizontally parallel to window plane. 

 

horizon 

Horizontal ground plane, including treetops, buildings, or hills, and sky or wall bottom meet in a horizontal line 

{horizon, painting} in windows or paintings. Where horizon line goes through window indicates eye level. 

 

picture plane 

Imagine standing in front of a vertical rectangular window {picture plane} {plane of picture} looking onto a street or 

yard. The picture plane is a vertical plane parallel to the line between the two eyes. 

 

sightline 

Straight lines {line of sight} {sightline} go from eye to scene points. 

 

station point 

Eye is reference point {station point} in linear perspective. 

 

vanishing point 

In linear perspective, parallel lines that are not vertical or horizontal intersect at a point {vanishing point}|, so line 

ends converge {convergence line, perspective} {orthogonal line, perspective} {vanishing line, perspective}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Painting>Materials 

 

crayon 

Powdered chalk can be in wax {crayon}. 

 

decalomania 

Pressure from another surface can apply oil to surface {decalomania}|. 

 

encaustic 

Pigments can be in hot wax {encaustic}|. 

 

fresco 

Painter can apply water-based pigments onto wet lime plaster {fresco}|. 

 

frottage 

Rubbing something on other materials leaves impressions or tints {frottage}|. 

 

palette 

Oval boards {palette, painting}, with thumbhole, can have different-color oil paints. 

 

pastel 

powdered chalk sticks {pastel}. 

 

tempera 

Pigments can be in egg yolk {tempera}|. 



 

watercolor paint 

Water-soluble pigments dissolved in water can make paint {watercolor}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Painting>Kinds 

 

anamorphic art 

People can draw paintings using projections from scene through cylinder or cone onto flat surface {anamorphic art}. 

Viewing the painting in cylindrical or conical mirrors reveals scene. 

 

illuminated book 

painted book {illuminated book}. 

 

lekythio 

Greek oil jugs {lekythio} had paintings. 

 

mise en abyme 

A painting can contain itself or a part of itself {mise en abyme} (place in the abyss). 

 

oriflamme 

painted banner {oriflamme}. 

 

polyptych 

Paintings can be on several panels {polyptych}. 

 

split-style drawing 

Painting can show all figure parts by spreading the figure flat, looking from top {split-style drawing}. 

 

woodcut 

Artists can chisel flat wood blocks {woodcut}|, inked, and pressed to paper. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture 

 

headstone 

stone grave marker {headstone}. 

 

kaleidoscope 

Sighting-tube {kaleidoscope}| ends have colored translucent-plastic layers in geometric shapes, which move when 

tube rotates. 

 

lost wax process 

Artists can shape wax, cover wax with earth, heat to bake earth and melt wax {ciré-perdue process} {lost wax 

process}, then pour bronze into mold to cool. 

 

mosaic 

Artists can set small cersamic pieces in cement {mosaic, art}. 

 

sarcophagus 

Stone caskets {sarcophagus}| had clay lids. 

 

schiacciato 

Early Renaissance relief was very shallow {schiacciato, sculpture}|, using light and shadow. 

 

scrimshaw 

whalebone carvings {scrimshaw}|. 

 



stele as marker 

Upright stone slabs {stele, sculpture} can be markers. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Furniture 

 

altarpiece 

altar artwork {altarpiece}. 

 

broadloom carpet 

wide carpet {broadloom carpet}. 

 

censer 

incense burner {censer}. 

 

chandelier lamp 

Glass or crystal light arrays {chandelier} can hang in dining rooms or halls. 

 

dumbwaiter 

Pulley systems {dumbwaiter} can go from basement to dining area. 

 

easel 

Frames {easel} can hold paintings for painting. 

 

finish 

wood-furniture surface coating {finish, furniture}. 

 

fire iron 

fireplace pokers, tongs, and shovels {fire iron}. 

 

font 

baptism water basin {font}. 

 

lectern 

lecture-note stand {lectern}. 

 

reliquary 

relic holder {reliquary}. 

 

shelf 

Flat horizontal boards {shelf} can attach to walls. 

 

shelving 

shelves {shelving}. 

 

shim 

Thin wood wedges {shim} can be under legs to make legs even, to prevent rocking. 

 

silent butler 

Small boxes {silent butler} with hinged lids can hold crumbs or ashes. 

 

sitz bath 

Bathtubs {sitz bath} can be for hips and buttocks. 

 

ticking 

pillow and mattress-cover tightly woven fabric {ticking, furniture}. 

 



trellis 

climbing-plant wooden lattice {trellis}. 

 

triptych 

three-panel painting {triptych}. 

 

upholstery 

Springs, stuffing, and cushions can have fabric covers {upholstery}. 

 

urinal 

Restroom receptacles {urinal} can be for urine. 

 

valance 

Frames or drapery {valance} can be over window tops. 

 

veneer 

thin expensive wood covering {veneer}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Furniture>Bed 

 

batting 

mattress or quilt cotton or wool stuffing {batting, furniture}. 

 

box spring 

Lined spring sets {box spring} can be under mattresses. 

 

comforter 

quilt {comforter}. 

 

counterpane 

bedspread {counterpane}. 

 

coverlet 

bedspread {coverlet}. 

 

crib holder 

baby bed or holder {crib}. 

 

four-poster 

Beds {four-poster} can have posts at frame corners. 

 

headboard 

bed-frame front board {headboard}. 

 

Hollywood bed 

Metal frames {Hollywood bed} can have low legs and optional headboards. 

 

Murphy bed 

Single beds {Murphy bed} can hinge to wall. 

 

trundle bed 

Small low beds {trundle bed} can store under larger high beds. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Furniture>Cabinet 

 



cabinet 

Cases {cabinet, furniture} can have shelves, drawers, and/or doors. 

 

armoire 

large cupboard or wardrobe {armoire}. 

 

chest 

Large wood boxes {chest, furniture} can have hinged lids. 

 

chiffonier 

slim drawer chest {chiffonier}. 

 

commode 

toilet, washstand, waist-high cabinet, or waist-high drawer chest {commode}. 

 

console 

radio or television cabinet {console}. 

 

credenza 

legless sideboard {credenza}. 

 

dresser 

drawer chest {dresser}. 

 

highboy 

tall long-legged drawer chest {highboy}. 

 

hope chest 

small chest {hope chest}. 

 

lowboy 

waist-high drawer chest {lowboy}. 

 

sideboard 

dining-room linen and utensil drawer chest {sideboard}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Furniture>Chair 

 

chair 

Seats {chair} can have three or four legs. 

 

antimacassar 

arm or chair back cover {antimacassar}. 

 

cane 

woven rattan strips {cane, furniture}. 

 

chaise longue 

long-seat chair {chaise longue, chair}. 

 

club chair 

soft leather chair {club chair}. 

 

davenport 

large sofa {davenport}. 

 



deck chair 

Folding chairs {deck chair} can have wood frames and cloth seats and backs. 

 

divan 

sofa or long couch {divan}. 

 

hassock 

legless round or square seat {hassock}. 

 

love seat 

two-person sofa {love seat}. 

 

Morris chair 

adjustable removable-cushion chair {Morris chair}. 

 

ottoman 

upholstered footstool or backless sofa {ottoman}. 

 

pew 

long church bench {pew}. 

 

platform rocker 

Rocking chairs {platform rocker} can have curved flat pieces. 

 

sedan chair 

Chairs {sedan chair} can be on horizontal poles. 

 

settee 

high-backed wood bench {settee}. 

 

sofa 

Long upholstered seats {sofa} can have backs and arms. 

 

splat 

chair slat {splat}. 

 

stool as chair 

four-legged round top {stool, furniture}. 

 

studio couch 

couch or bed {studio couch}. 

 

Windsor chair 

Walnut or birch chairs {Windsor chair} can have shaped wood seats and side legs [1700 to 1800]. 

 

wing chair 

Chairs {wing chair} can have high backs with sides. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Furniture>Platform 

 

bier 

casket stand {bier}. 

 

dais 

speaker's raised platform {dais}. 

 



podium 

speaker's or conductor's raised platform {podium, platform}. 

 

pulpit 

Raised areas {pulpit} can have lecterns for leading church services and/or delivering sermons. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Furniture>Table 

 

table 

four-legged round or rectangular surface {table, furniture}. 

 

altar 

church-ceremony table {altar}. 

 

bar as table 

High tables {bar, furniture}, for serving drinks, can have high chairs. 

 

carrel 

small library desk {carrel}. 

 

coffee table 

Low tables {coffee table} can be in front of sofas. 

 

drop-leaf 

Desks can have hinged wood pieces {drop-leaf} that can drop down or be flat. 

 

end table 

Small tables {end table} can be at sofa sides. 

 

rolltop desk 

Desks {rolltop desk} can have flexible covers that can roll down to cover writing surface or roll up for writing. 

 

secretary 

writing desk {secretary, furniture}. 

 

trivet 

Stands {trivet} can have three legs. 

 

vanity table 

dressing table {vanity, furniture}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Pottery 

 

amphora 

Two-handle storage jars {amphora}| can have narrative decoration with expressive figures. 

 

faience 

Pottery can have ground-quartz, ash, or copper-oxide or azurite coatings {faience}, fused to surface. 

 

kylix 

Greek drinking cup {kylix}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Statue 

 

action-in-repose 

Sculptures can show mental force in calm body {action-in-repose}. 



 

Archaic smile 

Classical-Greek statues had quiet tight smiles {Archaic smile}. 

 

chiastic balance 

Statues can balance shoulder and hip tension and relaxation {chiastic balance}. 

 

counterpoise 

Human statue can have weight on one leg {contrapposta} {counterpoise}|. 

 

exomis 

toga {exomis}. 

 

fillet as headband 

headband type {fillet, sculpture}. 

 

foam and mist 

Indian sculpting style {foam and mist}. 

 

putti 

cherubs {putti}. 

 

tribhanga 

Female sculpture can show head tilted to left, trunk tilted to right, and hips tilted to left {triple flexion} {tribhanga}. 

Male pelvic shape prevents this pose. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Tableware 

 

candelabra 

multiple-candle holder {candelabra}. 

 

centerpiece 

dining-table decoration {centerpiece}. 

 

doily 

small lace mat {doily}. 

 

lazy susan rotator 

rotating serving platter {lazy susan}. 

 

potsherd 

shard {potsherd}. 

 

saltcellar 

salt container {saltcellar}. 

 

sandwich board 

wooden bread-cutting board {sandwich board}. 

 

Sevres 

French porcelain {Sèvres} [1756]. 

 

shard 

broken pottery piece {shard}. 

 



stone 

baking stone {stone}. 

 

tine 

fork point {tine}. 

 

toby 

Beer mugs {toby} can have shapes like stout men with three-cornered hats. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Textiles 

 

textile as art 

Textiles {textile, art} include curtains, rugs, and tapestries. 

 

tapestry 

Colorful woven cloths {tapestry} with scenes can hang on walls. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Textiles>Curtain 

 

drape 

curtain {drape}. 

 

drapery 

curtains {drapery}. 

 

drawstring 

Strings {drawstring} can close bags or sacks. 

 

tieback 

curtain string or rope {tieback}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Sculpture>Textiles>Rug 

 

mat 

carpet pad {mat, carpet}|. 

 

Persian rug 

Patterned rugs {Persian rug} can have wool or silk loops knotted to wool or silk backing. 

 

steamer rug 

Blankets {steamer rug} can be for ship passengers using deck chairs. 

 

tatami 

Japanese mat {tatami}. 

 

ARTS>Art>Museum 

 

British Museum 

London, United Kingdom {British Museum}. 

 

Field Gallery 

Chicago, Illinois {Field Gallery}. 

 

Guggenheim Museum 

New York, New York {Guggenheim Museum}. 

 



Hermitage Museum 

St. Petersburg, Russia {Hermitage Museum}. 

 

Lido Museum 

Venice, Italy {Lido Museum}. 

 

Louvre Museum 

Paris, France {Louvre Museum}. 

 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 

New York, New York {Metropolitan Museum of Art}. 

 

Museum of Modern Art 

New York, New York {Museum of Modern Art}. 

 

National Gallery 

Washington, DC {National Gallery}. 

 

Prado Museum 

Madrid, Spain {Prado Museum}. 

 

Uffizi Gallery 

Florence, Italy {Uffizi Gallery}. 

 

Vatican Museum 

Rome, Italy {Vatican Museum}. 

 

ARTS>Art>History 

 

art in history 

architect/painter/sculptor 

Earth 

-30000 to 2007 

Art history is about architecture, art styles, painting, and sculpture. 

 

ARTS>Art>History>Art Styles 

 

Paleolithic or Old Stone Age 

art period 

Europe/Near East 

-600000 to -20000 

It had cave painting. 

 

Neolithic or New Stone Age 

art period 

Europe/Near East 

-9000 to -5000 

It had pottery and carving. 

 

Sumerian 

art period 

Sumer 

-4000 to -2340 

Sumerian began after city-states arose near confluence of Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. 

 



Egyptian Old Kingdom 

art period 

Egypt 

-3200 to -2185 

Egyptian Old Kingdom included Imhotep. 

 

Cyclades 

art period 

Cyclades Islands, Crete 

-2400 to -1100 

It started in early Bronze Age. 

 

Akkadian or Old Assyrian 

art period 

Akkad 

-2340 to -2180 

Akkadian began after King Sargon conquered south Sumer. 

 

New Sumerian 

art period 

Sumer 

-2150 to -2000 

New Sumerian began after kings of Ur conquered Akkadians. 

 

Egyptian Middle Kingdom 

art period 

Egypt 

-2133 to -1786 

Egyptian Middle Kingdom included the 11th and 12th Dynasties. 

 

Minoan or Cretan 

art period 

Crete 

-1900 to -1400 

It used color. 

 

Babylonian 

art period 

Babylonia 

-1760 to -1600 

Babylonian began with King Hammurabi. 

 

Mycenaean 

art period 

Mycenae, Greece 

-1550 to -1200 

It had painted pottery. 

 

Egyptian New Kingdom 

art period 

Thebes, Egypt 

-1500 to -1166 

Egyptian New Kingdom included the 18th, 19th, and 20th Dynasties and had various styles. 

 

Chinese 

art period 



Yellow River, China 

-1500 to 2000 

Chinese art began as cities formed. 

 

Hittite 

art period 

Anatolia 

-1400 

Hittite art became different than in Sumer and Babylon. 

 

Assyrian 

art period 

Assyria 

-1000 to -612 

It became different from Babylonian style. 

 

Pre-Columbian 

art period 

Americas 

-1000 to 1500 

Pre-Columbian art began as villages began. 

 

Greek Geometric 

art period 

Greece 

-776 to -700 

Oldest Greek style {Geometric Style} flourished when cities started. Pottery and small statues had human and 

animal figures, as well as ornamental triangles, checks, and concentric circles. 

 

Greek Archaic 

art period 

Greece 

-776 to -480 

Greek Archaic included Psiax and Douris. 

 

Greek Orientalizing 

art period 

Greece 

-700 to -650 

Second-oldest Greek style {Orientalizing Style} had a proto-Attic group in Athens and a proto-Corinthian group in 

Corinth. Near East and Egypt influenced it. Vases and amphora used narrative decoration with expressive figures. 

 

Etruscan 

art period 

Italy 

-700 to -200 

It was in Etruria in Tuscany. 

 

New Babylonian 

art period 

Babylonia 

-612 to -539 

New Babylonian began after Assyria lost to Medes and Scythians under Nebuchadnezzar. 

 

Petran 

art period 



Petra, Jordan 

-600 to -400 

Nabatean Arabs built in southwest Jordan. 

 

Sri Lankan 

art period 

Sri Lanka 

-600 to 600 

It became different from Indian art. 

 

Old Persian 

art period 

Iran 

-539 to -331 

Old Persian began after Cyrus the Great conquered Babylon. 

 

Greek Classical 

art period 

Athens, Greece 

-480 to -400 

Greek Classical began with rebuilding on the Acropolis, the sacred hill above Athens, and included Ictinus, 

Callicrates, Mnesicles, Polyclitus, Myron, and Phidias. 

 

Late Greek Classical or Hellenistic 

art period 

Greece 

-400 to -80 

Late Greek Classical or Hellenistic included Bryaxis, Scopas, Praxiteles, and Lysippus. 

 

Roman Republic 

art period 

Rome, Italy 

-150 to -50 

It had engineering projects. 

 

Roman Imperial 

art period 

Rome, Italy 

-50 to 320 

It had monumental buildings. 

 

Early Christian 

art period 

Rome, Italy 

100 to 323 

Early Christian and Byzantine art had few angels. 

 

New Persian 

art period 

Iran 

260 to 272 

New Persian began after Shapur I defeated Romans. 

 

Constantine Style 

art period 

Rome, Italy 



323 to 547 

Constantine Style used unrelated images. Figures were immobile and large-headed, and depth was shallow with little 

perspective. 

 

Viking 

art period 

Scandinavia 

500 to 1000 

Viking metal arts used orderly arrangements of ornamental designs and animal figures. 

 

Byzantine 

art period 

Istanbul, Turkey 

527 to 1453 

Byzantine began with Emperor Justinian and included Andrei Rublev. 

 

Early Medieval 

art period 

Europe 

560 to 800 

Early Medieval art had Christian art, Celtic art, and Pre-Romanesque art. 

 

Arabic Calligraphy 

art period 

Near East/Spain 

632 to 1600 

Arabic Calligraphy included Ibn Muqla, Ibn al-Bawwab, Bihzad, Mir Ali, Sinan, Muhammadi, Sadiqi-Beg, Riza-i 

Abbasi, and Hafiz Osman. They used floriated and foliated embellishments in calligraphy. 

 

Tibetan 

art period 

Tibet 

700 to 800 

It became different from Indian and Chinese art. 

 

Javan 

art period 

Java, Indonesia 

800 to 900 

Borobudur in central Java had reliefs. 

 

Medieval 

art period 

Europe 

800 to 962 

Medieval began with Charlemagne, whose capital was at Aachen. 

 

Cambodian 

art period 

Cambodia 

800 to 1400 

Khmer art began [800]. 

 

Ottonian 

art period 

Europe 



962 to 1050 

Ottonian Renaissance began when Otto and Adelaide married [951]. 

 

Romanesque 

art period 

Europe 

1050 to 1200 

Romanesque had romantic Cluniac style and classical Cistercian style and included Gislebertus, Benadetto Antelani, 

Revier of Huy, and Nicholas of Verdun. 

 

Perpendicular 

art period 

England 

1050 to 1450 

English Late Gothic cathedrals had steeply curved vaults with ribs passing through clerestory {Perpendicular style}. 

 

Gothic 

art period 

France 

1150 to 1550 

Gothic style began with Abbey Church of St. Denis rebuilding. St. Denis is patron saint of France. Abbey Church is 

French-king burial place. Gothic had Parisian and International styles and included Abbot Suger, Cimabue, Claus 

Sluter, Nicola Pisano, Giovanni Pisano, Lorenzo Ghiberti, Giotto, Duccio, Pietro Lorenzetti, and Limbourg Brothers. 

English architecture had English Early Gothic and English Late Gothic or Perpendicular style. 

 

Gothic International Style 

art style 

Europe 

1400 to 1420 

Gothic International Style paintings [1400 to 1420]; Gothic International Style statues [1400 to 1420] 

Painting in north Europe and Italy had soft, modeled quality, using light, shadow, and detail {Gothic International 

Style}. Gothic statues had fuller body forms and individualistic figures. 

 

Burmese 

art period 

Rangoon, Burma 

1400 to 1500 

It began in Burma dry zone [-500] in early Bronze-Iron Age. 

 

Early Renaissance 

art period 

Italy 

1400 to 1500 

Early Renaissance began as Italy revived classical ideas, compared Greek city-states to Italian city-states, and 

learned about linear perspective from al-Hazen's book. Early Renaissance painting was first to project scenes onto 

surfaces as they appeared to painters, using sightlines. Early Renaissance was humanistic and individualistic art and 

included Florentine style. Early Renaissance included Brunelleschi, Masaccio, and Donatello. 

 

Late Gothic 

art period 

Europe 

1420 to 1500 

Late Gothic included Master of Flemalle or Robert Campin, Jan van Eyck, and Martin Schongeuer. 

 

Thai 

art period 



Thailand 

1450 to 1900 

Kings commissioned Buddhist art. 

 

High Renaissance 

art period 

Italy 

1495 to 1520 

High Renaissance was subjective and individualistic, with more drama and emotion, and included Raphael, 

Michelangelo, and Leonardo da Vinci. 

 

Northern Renaissance 

art period 

Germany 

1500 to 1600 

Northern Renaissance featured strong color, colored light, and soft bodies. It included Matthias Grunewald. 

 

Late Renaissance 

art period 

Italy 

1520 to 1600 

Late Renaissance presaged Baroque and included Tintoretto, El Greco, Vasari, and Coreggio. 

 

Mannerism 

art period 

Italy 

1520 to 1600 

Mannerism showed inner thoughts, rather than realism or classical values. 

 

Northern Italian Realism 

art period 

Italy 

1520 to 1600 

Northern Italian Realism included Veronese, Cellini, Bologna or Jean de Boulogne, and Palladio. 

 

Baroque 

art period 

Italy/Germany 

1600 to 1750 

Baroque began in Rome, spread to Italy, went to Germany, and then got to France and England. Baroque painting, 

but not architecture nor sculpture, spread to Flanders, Holland, and Spain. Baroque is anti-classical, actively relates 

sculpture to setting, and features putti cherubs, concave and convex surfaces, and elastic forms. 

 

Rococo 

art period 

France 

1720 to 1800 

Rococo featured flowery and colorful interior decoration. 

 

Romanticism or Neoclassical 

art period 

England 

1750 to 1850 

Romanticism or Neoclassical Art revived Greek classical, Romanesque, and Gothic styles, to create intense 

emotional experience by removing present customs and social orders and returning to simpler, more natural time. It 

began with archeological discoveries of Greek antiquities and ruins at Pompeii and Herculaneum. Romanticism 



included Millet, Rousseau, Corot, and Daubigny. Romanticism included Barbizon School. Soufflot, Robert Adam, and 

Thomas Jefferson are Neoclassical. 

 

Iron Architecture 

art period 

Europe 

1843 to 1900 

Iron Architecture included Eiffel. 

 

Barbizon School 

art period 

France 

1850 to 1880 

Barbizon School of landscape painting included Millet, Rousseau, Corot, and Daubigny. 

 

Impressionism 

art period 

France 

1850 to 1900 

Impressionism showed features of reality as experienced personally by artist. Manet was the first Impressionist. 

 

Realism 

art period 

Europe 

1850 to 1900 

It showed everyday situations. 

 

Post-Impressionism 

art period 

France 

1886 to 1914 

Post-Impressionism included Cezanne, Gauguin, Soutime, and van Gogh. 

 

Art Nouveau 

art period 

Europe/USA 

1890 to 1910 

Art Nouveau was a decorative style based on curve patterns and nature and included Beardsley in England and 

Gaudí in Spain. Hector Guimard [1867 to 1942] designed Paris Metro subway entrances [1898 to 1901], such as at 

Porte Dauphine station. Art Nouveau in Germany was Jugendstil or Youth Style. Art Nouveau in Austria was 

Sezessionstil or Secession Style. Gustav Klimt painted [1862 to 1918]. Josef Hoffmann built furniture. Siegfried Bing 

started La Maison de l'Art Nouveau in Paris [1896]. 

 

Belle Epoque 

art period 

France 

1900 to 1914 

Belle Epoque was classical and traditional. Jewelry used diamonds, pearls, and platinum. 

 

Edwardian 

art period 

England 

1900 to 1914 

Edwardian depended on Georgian and was classical and traditional. Jewelry used diamonds, pearls, and platinum. 

 



Expressionism 

art period 

France/Dresden, Germany 

1900 to 1930 

Expressionism expressed artist emotions toward world and human condition and included Matisse, Roualt, Soutime, 

and Die Brücke or Bridge School. 

 

Fauvism 

art period 

France 

1900 to 1930 

Fauvism included Kandinsky, Matisse, and Roualt. 

 

Neo-plasticism or De Stijl Movement 

art period 

Europe 

1900 to 1930 

Neo-plasticism or De Stijl Movement used non-objective abstraction to achieve pure reality through balance of non-

symmetrical parts. 

 

Primevalism 

art period 

England 

1900 to 1930 

Primevalism returned to primitive forms, and sculptors included Brancusi and Moore. 

 

Abstractionism 

art period 

Europe/USA 

1900 to 1950 

Abstractionism was about art and reality form and structure. 

 

Cubism 

art period 

Europe/USA 

1900 to 1950 

Cubism used shaded wedges and open spaces. 

 

Fantasism 

art period 

Italy/France 

1900 to 1950 

Fantasism was irrational, spontaneous, and imaginative and included Chirico, Chagall, Klee, and Duchamp. 

Duchamp started Dadaism. 

 

Futurism 

art period 

Italy 

1910 to 1920 

Futurism included Boccioni and Balla. 

 

Art Deco 

art period 

Europe/USA 

1920 to 1940 



Art Deco depended on geometric forms, common materials, and function. Erté or Romain de Tirtoff [1892 to 1990] 

was from Russia. 

 

International Style of Architecture 

art period 

Germany 

1920 to 1940 

It was symmetrical, balanced, and unornamented. Richard Neutra started International Style in America. 

 

Surrealism 

art period 

Spain/Sweden 

1924 to 1950 

Surrealism expressed thought unbounded by reason, aesthetics, or morals and included Ernst, Dali, and Miro. 

 

Moderne 

art period 

France 

1930 to 1940 

Moderne extended Art Deco and used cheaper objects and materials. 

 

ARTS>Art>History>Architecture 

 

White Temple 

architect 

Uruk, Iraq/Warka, Iraq/Erech, Iraq 

-3200 to -3000 

White Temple [-3200 to -3000] 

Sumerian temples had shrines, workshops, and storehouses around them. 

 

Hierakompolis 

architect 

Hierakompolis, Egypt 

-3200 to -2185 

Hierakompolis [-3200 to -2185] 

Egyptian Old-Kingdom tombs were rectangular earth mounds, with brick or stone sides, for kings and courts. Chapel 

in mound had shaft to burial chamber. Tombs had mummies, sculptures, household items, and paintings. 

 

ziggurat 

architect 

Ur, Iraq 

-3000 to -2340 

ziggurat [-3000 to -2340] 

Sumerians built high rising platforms {ziggurat}|, with temples opposite stair tops. Sumerian temples had a narrow 

cella hall with small side chambers and had shrines, workshops, and storehouses around them. Sumerian buildings used 

rectangular sun-dried clay-and-straw mud bricks, as well as wood. 

 

Beaker Folk 

architect 

Wiltshire, England 

-2800 to -2300 

Avebury [-2800 to -2300: megalith] 

Wiltshire is in Wessex, near Stonehenge. 

 

Abu Temple 

architect 



Tell Ismar, Iraq 

-2700 to -2500 

Abu Temple [-2700 to -2500] 

Giant Sumerian statues had conical or cylindrical bodies and large inlaid eyes. 

 

Imhotep 

architect/physician 

Saqqara, Egypt 

-2650 

Pyramid of King Zoser [-2650: first step pyramid that used cut stones] 

He lived -2635 to -2595, multiplied using times-two table, and built pyramid. Egyptian Old Kingdom 3rd Dynasty 

pyramids had temples, palaces, and tombs {funerary district}. Palaces had fluted columns. 

 

Sumerian tombs 

architect 

Ur, Iraq 

-2600 

Sumerian tombs [-2600] 

Sumerian tombs contained harps and statues. 

 

Pyramids 

architect 

Giza, Egypt 

-2570 to -2300 

Pyramids [-2570 to -2300] 

Egyptian Old Kingdom 4th Dynasty kings built pyramid burial chambers. First and largest pyramid was for Cheops. 

Second, next largest pyramid was for Chefron. Last, smallest pyramid was for Mycerinus. Pyramid sides had smooth 

dressed stone. Burial chamber is in pyramid middle. East of each pyramid is Old-Kingdom temple with causeway 

leading to another temple near Nile. One temple has giant diorite seated Chefron. Another temple has giant slate statue 

of Mycerinus standing with his queen. Third temple has giant limestone statue of seated Prince Rahotep and his wife 

Nofret. Bodies are rectangular in style, but faces are individualistic. 

 

Beaker Folk 

architect 

Salisbury Plain, England 

-2550 to -1900 

Stonehenge [-2550 to -1900: megalith] 

Tall massive stones, with cromlechs, were in three concentric rings. Third ring was four meters high. Ditches were 

100 meters diameter. Inner ring had no lintels. In center were five eight-meter-tall posts and lintels. Upright stones 

surrounded central altar stone. Stone alignments pointed to sunrise or sunset on some days each year. Main axis pointed 

to sunrise on June 24. Nearest quarries were 200 kilometers away. 

 

Ur Great Ziggurat Sumer 

architect 

Ur, Iraq 

-2060 

Great Ziggurat of Ur [-2060: Sumerian ziggurat to Moon goddess Nanna or Sin used sun-baked brick with bitumen 

mortar, had glazed and colored brick facing, and had three tiers with sloping walls] 

Shulgi of Urim, second king of Sumer, built it [-2047 to -1999]. Shulgi was son of Ur-Nammu, Third Dynasty of Ur 

founder. 

 

Minoan palaces 

architect 

Phaistos, Crete/Malia, Crete 

-2000 to -1400 

Minoan palaces [-2000 to -1400] 



Minoan palaces had stairs and airshafts and had low ceilings. Porticos were at entrances. Interiors had decorations 

and paintings. Palaces had no fortifications. 

 

Carnac tombs 

architect 

Carnac, France 

-2000 to -1000 

Carnac tombs [-2000 to -1000] 

Late New Stone Age peoples built large dolmen tombs with stone walls and stone tops. 

 

Beni Hasan tombs 

architect 

Beni Hasan, Egypt 

-1920 

Beni Hasan tombs [-1920] 

Egyptian Middle Kingdom kings built tombs. 

 

Minos Palace 

architect 

Knossos, Crete 

-1900 

Palace of Minos [-1900: cut stone with wooden columns] 

Large Minoan palace was the labyrinth of Greek myth. 

 

Mycenaean tombs 

architect 

Mycenae, Greece 

-1600 to -1100 

Mycenaean tombs [-1600 to -1100] 

Mycenaean beehive tombs were in deep shafts with conical stone chambers and contained mummies, golden 

facemasks, and household items. 

 

Queen Hatsheput Temple 

architect 

Deir el-Bahri, Egypt 

-1485 

Temple of Queen Hatsheput [-1485: Egyptian New Kingdom temple next to cliffs] 

Deir el-Bahri is near Thebes. 

 

Hittite Lion Statue 

architect 

Bogazkoy, Turkey 

-1400 

Lion Statue [-1400] 

Hittites built rough-cut stone fortresses, with gates flanked by lion statues. 

 

Mycenaean fortresses 

architect 

Crete 

-1400 to -1200 

Mycenaean fortresses [-1400 to -1200] 

Mycenaeans built hilltop fortresses with stone block walls, similar to Hittite fortresses. 

 

Mycenaean palaces 

architect 

Crete 



-1400 to -1200 

Mycenaean palaces [-1400 to -1200] 

Mycenaean palaces had a center with a megaron audience hall. 

 

Amon-Re Precinct 

architect 

Karnak, Egypt 

-1390 to -1290 

Precinct of Amon-Re [-1390 to -1290: Egyptian New Kingdom temple complex had statues of Ramses II] 

Amon-Re is largest of four parts of Karnak Temple Complex to north. Karnak is near Luxor. Theban kings 

conquered Hyskos 15th dynasty and ruled Egypt in New Kingdom, especially 18th dynasty. In older mythology 

{Theban mythology}, Thoth created Amen or Amon or Amun, god of creation in Theban mythology. Amun was main 

Theban god. Ra or Re is spirit. His original wife was Amenet. In New-Kingdom mythology, his wife was Mut, goddess 

of motherhood in Theban mythology. Khons was god of moon in Theban mythology and was Amen's and Mut's son. 

Ptah was creation god {Memphis mythology}. Re-Harakhte was sun god {Heliopolis mythology}. After New-

Kingdom Aten-cult, Amen, Ptah, and Re-Harakhte merged to make Amen. 

 

Amen-Re Temple 

architect 

Karnak, Egypt 

-1355 to -1335 

Temple of Amen-Re [-1355 to -1335] 

Egyptian New Kingdom temple had gateway between two walls at pylon entrance, then court with low walls, then 

hall of pillars, and then second court. Halls and chapels were around square room with four columns. High walls were 

around main temple and halls. Columns were massive and had top lintels. 

 

Ramses II Temple 

architect 

Abu Simbel, Egypt 

-1275 to -1225 

Temple of Ramses II [-1275 to -1225: It has statues of Ramses II carved out of rock] 

Ramses II Temple is for Amen, Ptah, and Re-Harakhte. 

 

Atreus Treasury 

architect 

Mycenae, Greece 

-1250 

Treasury of Atreus [-1250] 

Atreus Treasury is largest tholos beehive tomb. Mycenaeans used cut stones to make arched vaults, with outside 

wood or stone buttresses. They also built first corbel arches. 

 

Jerusalem Temple built 

architect 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

-1000 to -900 

Temple at Jerusalem [-1000 to -900] 

Over rock, King Solomon of Israel built temple, which Babylonians destroyed later. 

 

Ashurbanipal II Palace 

architect 

Nimrud, Iraq/Calah, Assyria 

-875 

Palace of Ashurbanipal II or Palace of Assurnasirpal II [-875: Assyrian palace] 

Relief shows Ashurbanipal II Killing Lions. 

 



Sargon II Palace 

architect 

Dur Sharrukin, Iran/Khorsabad, Iran 

-742 to -706 

Palace of Sargon II [-742 to -706: Two gates had relief sculptures, and wall reliefs showed Sargon's conquests in 

historical sequence] 

Brick walls with turrets surrounded Assyrian palaces. 

 

Hunting and Fishing Tomb 

architect 

Tarquinia, Italy 

-700 to -400 

Hunting and Fishing Tomb [-700 to -400] 

Etruscan tombs were stone house imitations in conical earth mounds. Sarcophaguses had sculptured clay lids with 

reclining figures in happy poses. Etruscan tombs had bird and dolphin paintings. 

 

Etruscan houses 

architect 

Italy 

-700 to -200 

Etruscan houses [-700 to -200] 

Etruscan houses had an atrium. 

 

Etruscan towns 

architect 

Italy 

-700 to -200 

Etruscan towns [-700 to -200] 

Etruscan towns had north-south road and east-west road. Narrow aqueducts transported water over long distances. 

They built fortifications, bridges, and drainage systems. 

 

Doric temple began 

architect 

Greece 

-650 to -480 

Doric temples [-650 to -480] 

Archaic Style had different temple styles: older Doric, newer Ionic, and Corinthian Ionic variant. 

 

Ashurbanipal Palace 

architect 

Nineveh, Iraq 

-645 

Palace of Ashurbanipal [-645: Assyrian palace with reliefs of royal lion hunts and garden parties] 

Nineveh is in north Iraq. 

 

Tower of Babel 

architect 

Babylonia 

-612 to -539 

Tower of Babel [-612 to -539] 

Nebuchadnezzar II built Tower of Babel. New Babylonians put smooth transparent glossy hard surface glazes on 

baked bricks. 

 

Ur Great Ziggurat Babylon 

architect 

Ur, Iraq 



-612 to -539 

Great Ziggurat of Ur [-612 to -539: seven-tier tower 50 meters high, with 70-meter by 50-meter base and special 

staircase] 

Nebuchadnezzar rebuilt Sumerian ziggurat to Moon goddess. 

 

New Babylonian bridges 

architect 

Near East 

-600 

New Babylonian bridges [-600] 

New Babylonians built first wood bridges, with stone piers. 

 

Petra 

architect 

Jordan 

-600 to -400 

Petra [-600 to -400: pink tombs cut into sandstone cliff, with largest 15 stories tall with 13-meter-high door] 

Petra was capital of Nabatean Arabs and is east of Wadi Musa in southwest Jordan. 

 

Artemis Temple Corfu 

architect 

Corfu Island, Greece 

-590 

Temple of Artemis [-590: Doric temple had porch columns carved as female figures, and pediment and frieze had 

reliefs] 

Corcyra is Corfu. 

 

Ishtar Gate 

architect 

Babylon 

-575 

Ishtar Gate [-575: New Babylonian city gate had large colored molded-brick animals] 

Babylon had eight gates. 

 

Paestum Basilica 

architect 

Paestum, Italy 

-550 

Basilica or Temple of Hera I [-550: Doric temple] 

Paestum is near Salerno in Campania in southwest Italy. 

 

Siphnians Treasury 

architect 

Delphi, Greece 

-525 

Treasury of Siphnians [-525: Greek Archaic building with frieze reliefs] 

Pediment has Contest of Herakles and Apollo. Delphi is on Mount Parnassus in Phocis (Fokis) in central Greece. 

 

Darius I Palace 

architect 

Persepolis, Iran 

-518 

Palace of Darius I [-518] 

Old-Persian palace was on a raised platform. Rooms, halls, and courts had many slender, fluted columns. Wooden 

roofs had beams fitted into column capitals. Relief sculptures had solemn ceremonial figures, mixing nomadic 

ornamentation styles with Greek and Sumerian styles. 



 

Portonaccio Temple 

architect 

Veii, Italy/Etruria 

-510 to -500 

Portonaccio Temple or Sanctuary of Minerva [-510 to -500: Etruscan temple had four roof terra-cotta statues] 

It includes Vulca's muscular and aggressive terracotta Apollo of Veii. Etruscan is Tuscan. Veii was in south Etruria, 

north of Rome. 

 

Libon of Elis 

architect 

Olympia, Greece 

-470 to -456 

Temple of Zeus [-470 to -456: large Greek Classical] 

Olympia is on Greece west coast. 

 

Miletus old town 

architect 

Miletus, Ionia 

-450 

Miletus old town [-450] 

Greek Classical town has stoa municipal halls near market. 

 

Poseidon Temple 

architect 

Paestum, Italy 

-450 

Temple of Poseidon or Temple of Hera [-450: Doric] 

Paestum is near Naples. 

 

Ictinus 

architect 

Athens, Greece 

-447 to -432 

Parthenon [-447 to -432: large Doric marble temple on Acropolis] 

He worked with Callicrates and Phidias on Parthenon. 

 

Callicrates 

architect 

Athens, Greece 

-447 to -424 

Parthenon [-447 to -432: large Doric marble temple on Acropolis]; Temple of Athena Nike [-427 to -424: small 

Greek Classical Ionic temple on Acropolis] 

He worked with Ictinus and Phidias on Parthenon. 

 

Mnesicles or Mnesikles 

architect 

Athens, Greece 

-437 to -405 

Propylaea [-437 to -432: Greek Classical marble entry gate is west of Acropolis. Small Doric temple has two side 

rooms and Ionic columns.]; Erechtheum [-421 to -405: Greek Classical Ionic temple on Acropolis has Porch of the 

Maidens, with roof supported by six female statues] 

Plutarch mentions him. 

 

Tomb of the Reliefs 

architect 



Cerveteri, Italy 

-400 to -300 

Tomb of the Reliefs [-400 to -300] 

Etruscan rock tombs looked like house insides, with square pilaster pillars. 

 

Mausoleum Halicarnassus 

architect 

Halicarnassus, Asia Minor 

-359 to -351 

Mausoleum [-359 to -351: Ionic tomb of King Mausolus] 

Halicarnassus is on Aegean-Sea coast in southwest Asia Minor. 

 

Polyclitus the Younger or Polykleitos 

architect 

Epidaurus, Greece 

-350 

Tholos or Theater of Epidaurus [-350: Greek Classical theater has concentric seat rows, aisles with stairs, and bottom 

orchestra area] 

He lived -365 to -320. Tholos is at Asclepios sanctuary. 

 

Paeonius/Demetrios 

architect 

Ephesus, Turkey 

-340 to -250 

Temple of Artemis [-340 to -250: large temple] 

Artemis is Diana. Chersiphron and his son, Metagenes, built first temple [-550], but it burned [-356]. The 

replacement temple burned [262] and invaders destroyed it [401]. 

 

Great Wall of China built 

architect 

China 

-300 to -200 

Great Wall of China [-300 to -200] 

Eastern wall, begun by Ch'in Shih Hwang-ti, averages eight meters tall, is seven to ten meters wide at bottom, and is 

five meters wide at top. Western wall is an earth mound with stone facing and is in ruins. Complete wall goes from 

Shanhaikuan on Yellow Sea to Chaiyukuan in Gobi Desert, 2500 kilometers, with side branches, and has 24,000 gates 

and towers. Ming Dynasty did next major work. Wall is largest construction in size, labor, and weight. 

 

Brazen Palace 

architect 

Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka 

-300 to -100 

Brazen Palace or Loha Pasada [-200 to -100: brass roof]; Ruwanweli Pagoda or Ruwanveliseya Dagaba [-144: silver 

base is 50 square meters]; Thuparama Dagaba or Thuparama Pagoda [-300 to -200] 

First capital [-500] had giant earth stupas, with stone facings, and a temple carved from solid rock. Some stupas were 

larger than the Pyramids. Anuradhapura is north of Columbo. 

 

Porta Augusta 

architect 

Perugia, Italy 

-200 to -100 

Porta Augusta or Augusta Gate [-200 to -100: Roman fortified city gate in Etruscan style] 

Porta Augusta had two wide towers, with a semicircular arch of voussoir wedge-shaped blocks, not overlapping 

stones. 

 



Great Stupa 

architect 

Sanchi, India 

-200 to 200 

Great Stupa [-200 to 200: Kushana temple with carved gateways] 

Great Stupa is in central India. 

 

Zeus Alter 

architect 

Pergamon, Asia Minor 

-180 

Alter of Zeus [-180: Ionic alter] 

Eumenes II, king of Pergamon in northwest Asia Minor, built it. East pediment shows race between Pelops and 

Oenomaos. 

 

Fortuna Virilis 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

-100 

Temple of Fortuna Virilis or Temple of Portunus [-100: Roman Ionic temple with podium, deep porch, and wide 

cella] 

Ionic temples can have high platform {podium, temple}. Portunus protected harbors. 

 

Sibyl Temple 

architect 

Tivoli, Italy 

-100 to -50 

Temple of the Sibyl [-100 to -50: round concrete Roman temple] 

Roman temples were concrete covered with plaster. 

 

Ixion Room 

architect 

Pompeii, Italy 

-100 to 1 

Ixion Room of House of Vettii [-100 to 1: Roman house] 

Pompeii is near Naples in Campania. 

 

domus 

architect 

Pompeii, Italy/Herculaneum, Italy 

-100 to 100 

domus [-100 to 100: house] 

Roman private houses {domus, house} had central atrium and rectangular central hall, with outer rooms. 

 

insula as apartment 

architect 

Rome, Italy/Ostia, Italy 

-100 to 100 

insula [-100 to 100: apartments] 

Roman apartments {insula, apartment} had small central court, then space open to sky, and then opening to street. 

Shops were on first floor, with living quarters above. 

 

true arch 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

-100 to 100 



true arch [-100 to 100: arch] 

Romans built first semicircular true arches, which had no buttresses. 

 

Fortuna Primigenia 

architect 

Palestrina, Italy 

-80 

Sanctuary of Fortuna Primigenia [-80: Roman temple] 

Roman temples had cylindrical-roof barrel vaults. 

 

Roman Forum built 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

-40 to 200 

Roman Forum [-40 to 200] 

Imperial Rome civic center first had Forum of Caesar and then Forum of Peace, Forum of Nerva, Forum of 

Augustus, Forum of Trajan, and Column of Trajan. 

 

Jerusalem Temple rebuilt 

architect 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

-20 to 1 

Temple at Jerusalem [-20 to 1] 

King Herod built temple over rock where Solomon had built temple. Romans destroyed it [70]. 

 

Pont du Gard 

architect 

Nimes, France 

-15 to 14 

Pont du Gard or Bridge on the Gard [-15 to 14: Roman aqueduct] 

Aqueduct of Nîmes is 50 km long. Nimes is between Provence and Languedoc in south France. 

 

Colosseum 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

70 to 82 

Colosseum [70 to 82: Roman amphitheater for 50,000 people] 

Colosseum used barrel vaults and intersecting barrel groined vaults. 

 

Vitruvius 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

80 

On Architecture [80: book] 

He lived -90 to -20. 

 

Pantheon temple 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

118 to 125 

Pantheon [118 to 125: Large Roman temple with hemispheric dome, opening at top, and deep porch] 

Niches have sculptures. 

 

Castel Sant'Angelo 

architect 

Rome, Italy 



135 to 139 

Castel Sant'Angelo or Mausoleum of Hadrian [135 to 139: Hadrian's former mausoleum] 

Castel Sant'Angelo was a fortress [271]. Nicholas II connected it to Vatican by corridor. First floor has long winding 

ramp. Fourth floor has papal apartment and loggia of Julius II, designed by Bramante. 

 

Sassanid Palace 

architect 

Ctesiphon, Iraq 

242 to 272 

Sassanid Palace [242 to 272: Sassanid-style palace with brick vaulted audience hall] 

Arch of Ctesiphon is the 30-meter gate finished by Chosroes I of Sasanian Empire. 

 

Diocletian Palace 

architect 

Split, Yugoslavia 

300 

Palace of Diocletian [300: Roman palace with arcade] 

Roman palaces had columns and arches {arcade}. 

 

Constantine Arch 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

312 to 315 

Arch of Constantine [312 to 315: stone arch with Constantine Style reliefs] 

Constantine Style reliefs had no spatial perspective, flat background, immobile figures, large-headed figures, 

different measurement scales, and unrelated images. 

 

Santa Costanza 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

320 to 330 

Santa Costanza chapel [320 to 330: Constantine Style polygonal building] 

Constantine-Style round or polygonal domed baptistery buildings were for baptisms. Constantine-Style chapels were 

for funerals. Column rings supported domes, with ambulatories. Santa Costanza has mosaics. 

 

Constantine Basilica 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

326 

Basilica of Constantine or Basilica of Maxentius [326: Constantine Style church in Roman Forum] 

Constantine Style churches had three large aisles, with groined vault and wide wooden roof, copied after public 

baths. Basilicas had apses at naves and colonnades down sides. 

 

St. Peter's Basilica 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

333 

St. Peter's Cathedral [333: Constantine style church] 

On site of Nero's amphitheater, Constantine built small church with long nave and long side aisles and with windows 

separated by columns. Apse with altar was at one end. Atrium was at other end. Narthex was between atrium and nave. 

Transept was between apse and nave. Roof was wood. Outside was brick or mortar. Inside walls were marble. Inside 

had colored stone pieces, small colored-glass-cube tesserae, and glazed clay mosaics embedded in plaster or cement. 

Much later, pope crowned Charlemagne and other kings there. 

 

St. Paul's outside the Walls 

architect 



Rome, Italy 

386 

St. Paul's outside the Walls [386: Constantine Style church] 

It is on Via Ostiense. 

 

Santa Maria Maggiore church 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

440 

Basilica di Santa Maria Maggiore or Saint Mary Major Basilica or Basilica di Santa Maria della Neve or Basilica 

Liberiana [440] 

Pope Liberius built it. 

 

San Vitale 

architect 

Ravenna, Italy 

526 to 547 

San Vitale Church [526 to 547: Byzantine church in octagon shape, with large dome, large windows, and niches 

between ambulatory columns, was model for later Eastern Orthodox churches] 

San Vitale has famous mosaics. 

 

Hagia Sophia 

architect 

Byzantium 

532 to 537 

Hagia Sophia or Church of Holy Wisdom [532 to 537: Byzantine church, built by Justinian, has central, high, light 

dome with many windows, resting on four arches from central-square pillars, with spherical triangles between piers and 

pendentives. Half-domes are on opposite dome sides] 

Byzantine churches can have buttressed main piers with pendentive rim at dome. 

 

Sant'Apollinaire 

architect 

Ravenna, Italy 

533 to 549 

Basilica di Sant'Apollinaire in Classe [533 to 549: Constantine Style church] 

Ravenna is in Emilia-Romagna region in northeast Italy. 

 

Shiva Temple Bombay 

architect 

Bombay, India/Mumbai, India 

550 

Shiva Temple or Trimurti Temple [550: Hindu style cave temple] 

Shiva Temple is on Elephanta Island in Bombay harbor. Trimurti is Brahma, Vishnu/Krishna, and Shiva. Main 

statue is Shiva as Maheshwara. 

 

Anundshog 

architect 

Anundshog, Sweden 

600 

Anundshog [600: megalith kings' burial place] 

Anundshog is near Stockholm. In the Ynglingasaga, Yngvar's son Anundr became king after Yngvar died [600]. 

 

Shwedagon Pagoda 

architect 

Rangoon, Burma/Yangon, Myanmar 

600 to 1000 



Shwedagon Pagoda [600 to 1000: Gold-plated towers up to 100 meters high are on a tiled terrace 500 meters in 

perimeter] 

Buddhist temple is on Singuttara hill. 

 

Mecca Mosque 

architect 

Mecca, Saudi Arabia 

632 

Mecca Mosque or Masjig al-Haram [632: has six minarets] 

It contains Kabaa and Zamzam Well. 

 

Potala Palace 

architect 

Lhasa, Tibet 

641 

Potala Palace [641: Tibetan palace has nine stories and is 330 meters wide] 

Potala Palace is in Potala, a hill next to Lhasa (place of gods or Forbidden City), capital of Tibet, and is home of 

Dalai Lama. Songtsan Gambo, ruler of Tubo Kingdom, built it. 17th-century rulers built it again. 

 

Sutton Hoo Ship Burial 

architect 

Suffolk, England 

655 

Sutton Hoo Ship Burial [655] 

Vikings buried leaders in ships. 

 

Dome of the Rock 

architect 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

685 to 691 

Mosque of Omar or Dome of the Rock or Haram al Sharif [691: First mosque has dome 30 meters high] 

Abdul Malik ibn Marwan, eighth caliph, and Abd al-Malik, ninth caliph, built it. 

 

Dravida style 

architect 

Orissa, India 

700 to 1300 

Dravida temples [700 to 1300] 

Dravida temples in south India were pyramids and had stories. 

 

Nagara style 

architect 

Orissa, India 

700 to 1300 

Nagara temples [700 to 1300] 

Nagara temples in Khajuraho region in north India were Hindu curvilinear tower sikhara temples in cross shape. 

 

sikhara 

architect 

India 

700 to 1300 

sikhara or temples [700 to 1300] 

After 700, main temple-architecture styles are Nagara in north India, Dravida in south India, and Vesara on Deccan 

peninsula. Hindu curvilinear tower temples {sikhara} were in cross shape and were in Khajuraho region in north India. 

Dravida temples were pyramids and had stories. Vesara temples had northern and southern influences. 

 



Silpasastras 

architect 

India 

700 to 1300 

Silpasastras or Scriptural Texts on Art [700 to 1300: books on art] 

They are scriptural texts about art. 

 

Vesara style 

architect 

India 

700 to 1300 

Vesara temples [700 to 1300] 

Deccan-peninsula Vesara temples had northern and southern influences. 

 

Damascus Great Mosque 

architect 

Damascus, Syria 

706 to 715 

Great Mosque [706 to 715: open rectangle plan] 

It is on a Roman-temple platform {temenos}. 

 

Mont-Saint-Michel abbey 

architect 

Normandy 

708 

Mont-Saint-Michel abbey [708] 

One mile offshore in English Channel, a village has a high stone wall and a Benedictine Abbey with a spire. An 

earthquake and tidal wave [725] washed surrounding plains away and created a tidal marsh, with 13-meter tides. France 

built a stone causeway to French coast for the 250 inhabitants [1875]. 

 

Khirbat al-Mafjar Palace 

architect 

Jordan River Valley, Jordan 

724 to 743 

Palace of Khirbat al-Mafjar [724 to 743: Umayyad Islamic style] 

Khirbat al-Mafjar Palace is near Jericho. 

 

Mshatta Palace 

architect 

Jordan 

743 to 744 

Mshatta Palace or al-Mshatta Palace or Mushattah Palace [743 to 744: Islamic style] 

Mshatta Palace is southeast of Amman. 

 

Kailasanatha Temple 

architect 

Elura, India 

757 to 790 

Kailasanatha Temple [757 to 790] 

Hindu and Buddhist sculptures are in 34 cave temples. Ellora is Elura. 

 

Ukhaydir Palace 

architect 

Ukhaydir, Iraq 

778 

Palace of Ukhaydir [778: Islamic style] 



Ukhaydir Palace is south of Karbala. 

 

Cordoba Mosque 

architect 

Cordoba, Spain 

784 to 987 

Mosque [784 to 987: open rectangle plan] 

It is now La Mezquita cathedral. Cordoba is in Andalucia in south Spain. 

 

St. Riquier 

architect 

Centula, France 

790 to 799 

Abbey Church of St. Riquier [790 to 799: Medieval church at monastery] 

Medieval basilicas have westworks, with two round towers, vaulted narthex, and tower over transept and nave 

crossing. Square choir space separates apse and transept. Centula is near Abbéville. 

 

Palatine Chapel Aachen 

architect 

Aachen, Germany 

796 to 805 

Palatine Chapel or Palace Chapel [796 to 805: Medieval chapel with massive piers and westwork] 

Later Medieval chapels had a tall monumental westwork entrance, with two towers. 

 

Chichen Itza 

architect 

Yucatan Peninsula 

800 

Chichen Itza [800: Mayan pyramid] 

Mayans also built other buildings nearby. 

 

Shiva Temple Java 

architect 

Borobudur, Java 

800 to 900 

Temple of Shiva [800 to 900: Spiral path around seven square terraces, and then three circular terraces, shows 

sculptures of Buddha's life in stupas on circular platforms, and a large Buddha is on top terrace] 

Path has 72 bell-shaped reliquary stupa niches. Java restored temple in early 20th century. It is near Jogyakarta. 

 

Angkor Wat 

architect 

Angkor, Cambodia 

800 to 1400 

Angkor Wat [800 to 1400: Khmer main temple is world's largest temple, has towers 82 meters high that look like 

inverted acorns, and has a moat] 

It has many sacred seven-headed cobra images. 

 

Mayan pyramids 

architect 

Yucatan Peninsula 

800 to 1400 

Mayan and Toltec pyramids [800 to 1400] 

Mayans and Toltecs built steep, stepped, symmetrical, stone pyramids, with a temple on top. 

 

Qayrawan Great Mosque 

architect 



Qayrawan, Tunisia 

826 to 852 

Great Mosque [826 to 852: open rectangle plan] 

Qayrawan Great Mosque is by Aghlabids. 

 

al-Mutawakkil 

caliph 

Samarra, Iraq 

847 to 861 

Great Mosque of Samarra [847 to 852: Open rectangle plan has spiral minaret and columns to support wooden roof] 

He lived 821 to 861, was Abbasid ruler [847 to 861], and built many palaces. Samarra is north of Baghdad on Tigris 

River. 

 

Pranbanan Temple 

architect 

Pranbanan, Java 

850 to 950 

Pranbanan Temple Complex [850 to 950: Hindu] 

Pranbanan Temple is near Jogyakarta. 

 

Corvey Abbey Church 

architect 

Corvey, Germany 

873 to 885 

Abbey Church of Corvey Westwork [873 to 885: Medieval church westwork in Carolingian style] 

Imperial Abbey of Corvey is east of Paderborn in Westphalia. 

 

Ibn Tulun mosque 

architect 

Cairo, Egypt 

879 

Mosque of Ibn Tulun [879: open rectangle plan] 

Ibn Tulun, Tulunid-Dynasty founder, built it, on Mount Yashkur [868 to 905]. 

 

Jaina Temple Palitana 

architect 

Palitana, India 

960 

Temple [960: Jaina style] 

Palitana is in Gujarat. 

 

St. Pantaleon Abbey 

architect 

Cologne, Germany 

980 

Abbey Church of St. Pantaleon [980: Ottonian church, Benedictine] 

It replaced a Benedictine abbey. 

 

Samanid Mausoleum 

architect 

Bukhara, Afghanistan 

999 

Samanid Mausoleum or Mausoleum of Ismail [999: Islamic style] 

Samanid Mausoleum was for Ismail Samani [? to 999], founder of Samanids, and contains other Samanid ruler 

remains. 

 



El Oued 

architect 

El Oued, Algeria/Sahara Desert/Great Eastern Erg 

1000 to 2000 

El Oued oasis [1000 to 2000] 

In driest part of Sahara Desert, an Islamic town has many domes. 

 

St. Michael's church 

architect 

Hildesheim, Germany 

1001 to 1033 

St. Michael's church [1001 to 1033: Ottonian church] 

Ottonian churches had two transepts, large choir, small apse, and high walls. Walls went up to clerestory above roof 

level. Crypt under the choir stored the dead. 

 

Gunbad-i Qabus Mausoleum 

architect 

Gorgan, Iran 

1006 to 1007 

Gunbad-i Qabus Mausoleum [1006 to 1007: tower tomb] 

Shams al-Ma'ali 'Abd al-Hasan Qabus of Gurgan and Tabaristan built it. 

 

al-Hakim mosque 

architect 

Cairo, Egypt 

1013 

Mosque of al-Hakim [1013: open rectangle plan] 

Fatimid dynasty built it. 

 

Hosios Loukas Monastery 

architect 

Phocis, Greece 

1020 to 1040 

Monastery of Hosios Loukas [1020 to 1040: Byzantine high-domed church in Greek-cross shape] 

It is on Mt. Helikon in Boeotia. Greek crosses can have four equal arms. 

 

Imperial Cathedral 

architect 

Speyer, Germany 

1030 to 1061 

Imperial Cathedral [1030 to 1061: Romanesque church] 

Conrad II of Salic emperors began Imperial Cathedral. 

 

Vimala Sha temple 

architect 

Mount Abu, India 

1032 to 1039 

Vimala Sha temple [1032 to 1039: Jaina temple] 

Vimala Sha is for the 22nd Jainist saint. 

 

Westminster Abbey 

architect 

London, United Kingdom 

1045 to 1400 

Westminster Abbey [1045 to 1400: English Late Gothic cathedral] 

It is where Britain crowns monarchs and is near Houses of Parliament. 



 

Cluniac style 

architect 

Cluny, Burgundy 

1049 to 1109 

Abbey of Cluny [1049 to 1109: Romanesque church, Benedictine order] 

Romanesque reliefs used primary colors, swirling clothes, body twists, and many people, with sharp and deep 

cutting {Cluniac style}. 

 

Romanesque architecture 

architect 

Europe 

1050 to 1200 

Romanesque architecture [1050 to 1200] 

Romanesque architecture depended on Roman architecture, with Byzantine and Islamic ornamentation. Romanesque 

churches had Romanesque arches. Vaulted roofs used stone masonry. Early Romanesque church vaults had groined 

cross vaults. Later Romanesque churches used ribbed groin vaults, to make wider and higher vaults. Vaults had solid, 

heavy walls. Exteriors had carvings and decorations. Church shapes were Latin crosses, with entrance facade, long 

nave, single transept, choir, and apse. 

 

Florence Baptistry 

architect 

Florence, Italy 

1059 to 1128 

Florence Baptistry [1059 to 1128: Romanesque chapel] 

North Doors are by Ghiberti. South Doors are by Pisano. 

 

St. Mark's Cathedral 

architect 

Venice, Italy 

1063 

St. Mark's Cathedral [1063: large and lavish Byzantine church in Greek-cross shape, with high wooden domes and 

gilt copper over cross arms] 

St. Mark's Cathedral is in Piazza San Marco (St. Mark's Plaza). 

 

Pisa Cathedral 

architect 

Pisa, Italy 

1063 to 1272 

Pisa Cathedral [1063 to 1272: Romanesque church] 

It is near Pisa Campanile [1174] and Baptistry. Pisa is in Tuscany. 

 

Saint Etienne church 

architect 

Caen, France 

1068 to 1120 

Saint Étienne church [1068 to 1120: Romanesque church] 

Étienne is Stephen. 

 

St. Sernin 

architect 

Toulouse, France 

1070 to 1080 

St. Sernin basilica [1070 to 1080: largest Romanesque church] 

Toulouse is in Midi-Pyrénées in south France. 

 



Canterbury Cathedral 

architect 

Canterbury, England 

1070 to 1185 

Canterbury Cathedral [1070 to 1185: Gothic cathedral with Romanesque East End] 

Canterbury Cathedral is on site of original cathedral built by St. Augustine [597] and destroyed by fire [1067]. 

 

St. Savin-sur-Gartempe 

architect 

Gartempe, France 

1080 to 1112 

Abbey Church of St. Savin-sur-Gartempe [1080 to 1112: Romanesque church] 

Gartempe is in Vienne department of former province of Poitou in west France. 

 

Gloucester Cathedral 

architect 

Gloucester, England 

1089 to 1450 

Gloucester Cathedral [1089 to 1450: English Late Gothic cathedral] 

English Late Gothic cathedrals had steeply curved vaults with ribs passing through clerestory, in Perpendicular style. 

 

Isfahan Great Mosque 

architect 

Isfahan, Iran 

1092 

Great Mosque [1092: four-ivan plan, with high-walled gate and Gunbad-i Kharka dome] 

Seljuk Turks built it. 

 

Durham Cathedral 

architect 

Durham, England 

1093 to 1130 

Durham Cathedral [1093 to 1130: Romanesque church] 

Cathedral Church of Christ, Blessed Mary the Virgin, and St. Cuthbert of Durham is in northeast England. 

 

Sainte Foy at Conques 

architect 

Conques, France 

1100 

Sainte Foy at Conques [1100: Romanesque church] 

Conques is in Midi Pyrénées province in southwest France. 

 

St. Pierre church 

architect 

Moissac, France 

1100 

Abbey Church of St. Pierre [1100: Romanesque church contained statues with Moorish, Irish, and Persian 

influences] 

St. Pierre church is in southwest France. 

 

Notre-Dame-la-Grande 

architect 

Poitiers, France 

1100 to 1200 

Notre-Dame-la-Grande [1100 to 1200: Romanesque church] 

It was Benedictine abbey before. Poitiers is in west-central France. 



 

Saint Martin of Tours 

architect 

Tours, France 

1100 to 1200 

St. Martin of Tours church [1100 to 1200: Cluniac pilgrimage church] 

Tours is in northwest France. 

 

Mudejar style 

architect 

Aragon, Spain 

1100 to 1700 

Mudejar architecture [1100 to 1700] 

Islamic architecture style {Mudejar style} used brick and glazed tiles. 

 

Autun Cathedral 

architect 

Autun, France 

1120 to 1146 

Cathedral of St. Lazare at Autun [1120 to 1146: Romanesque church] 

Autun Cathedral is near Bourgogne. 

 

Tintern Abbey 

architect 

Monmouthshire, England 

1131 to 1300 

Tintern Abbey [1131 to 1300: Romanesque church ruins in Cistercian style] 

Tintern Abbey is in southeast Wales. 

 

Tournai Cathedral 

architect 

Tournai, Belgium 

1146 to 1325 

Cathedral Notre-Dame of Tournai [1146 to 1325: Romanesque church with Gothic choir] 

Largest church in Belgium is 134 meters long. 

 

French Gothic cathedrals 

architect 

France 

1150 to 1550 

French Gothic cathedrals [1150 to 1550] 

Gothic cathedrals in France were for the Virgin Mary, envisioned as young girl, rather than matron as before. Gothic 

cathedrals had ribbed groin vaults, Gothic pointed arches, flying buttresses, slender inner columns, triforia, choir, and 

niches around apse. Column clusters flowed smoothly into pointed arch and across vault. Large colored-glass-piece 

windows {stained glass window} often had rose shape {rose window}. 

 

hallenkirche 

architect 

Germany 

1150 to 1550 

German Gothic cathedral or hallenkirche [1150 to 1550] 

In most Gothic churches {hall church} {hallenkirche} in Germany, nave and side aisles were at same height. 

 

Italian Gothic cathedrals 

architect 

Italy 



1150 to 1550 

Italian Gothic cathedrals [1150 to 1550] 

Most Gothic cathedrals in Italy were in Cistercian style. 

 

Pisa Baptistry 

architect 

Pisa, Italy 

1152 to 1363 

Battistero or Pisa Baptistry [1152 to 1363: Romanesque chapel] 

It is near Pisa Campanile [1174] and Campo Santo [1278 to 1283]. Pisa is in Tuscany. 

 

Le Mans Cathedral 

architect 

Le Mans, France 

1158 to 1430 

Le Mans Cathedral or Cathedral St-Julien [1158 to 1430: Gothic] 

First it was Cathedral of St. Julian of Mans. Le Mans is in northwest France. 

 

Maurice de Sully 

architect 

Paris, France 

1163 to 1250 

Notre-Dame Cathedral [1163 to 1250: Gothic] 

He lived 1120 to 1196. 

 

Leaning Tower of Pisa 

architect 

Pisa, Italy 

1173 to 1250 

Leaning Tower of Pisa [1173 to 1250: Romanesque bell tower of Cathedral of Pisa, 60 meters tall, with six 

columned galleries and belfry. It leans five meters out of line, to south, so north-side galleries are higher] 

Romanesque churches can have campaniles. 

 

Guichard of Lyons 

archbishop/architect 

Lyon, France 

1175 to 1550 

St. Jean Cathedral [1175 to 1550: Gothic] 

Lyon is Lugdunum or Lyons. 

 

Maestro Mateo 

architect 

Compostela, Spain 

1188 to 1211 

Santiago de Compostela Cathedral or Saint James of Compostela Cathedral [1188 to 1211: Romanesque church has 

Portico de la Gloria] 

Church was north Spain destination for medieval Way of Saint James (Camino de Santiago) pilgrimage. Santiago is 

Saint James. 

 

Chartres Cathedral 

architect 

Chartres, France 

1194 to 1220 

Chartres Cathedral [1194 to 1220: Gothic] 

It has a floor labyrinth. 

 



Koutoubia Minaret 

architect 

Marrakech, Morocco 

1195 

Koutoubia Minaret [1195: 77-meter Islamic style square minaret celebrates Sultan Yakub al-Mansur's victory over 

Alphonso VIII at Alarcos, Spain. Musk is in mortar.] 

Koutoubia Gardens are beside it. Marrakech is also Marrakesh. 

 

Henri de Sully [Sully, Henri de] 

archbishop/architect 

Bourges, France 

1195 to 1220 

Cathedral of St. Etienne of Bourges [1195 to 1220: Gothic] 

He lived 1103 to 1195 and was archbishop of Bourges [1183 to 1995]. 

 

Rouen Cathedral 

architect 

Rouen, France 

1200 to 1280 

Rouen Cathedral [1200 to 1280: Gothic with Albaine Tower] 

Bishop Mellon built first one. Rouen is in northwest France. 

 

Aztec pyramids 

architect 

Mexico City, Mexico 

1200 to 1400 

Aztec pyramids [1200 to 1400] 

Aztecs built stepped, symmetrical, stone pyramids. 

 

Meenakshi Sundareswarar 

architect 

Madurai, India 

1200 to 1600 

Meenakshi Sundareswarar Temple or Temple of Shiva [1200 to 1600: ten pyramid towers 20 stories high have gods 

and monsters in red and green plaster, and temple walls are 300 meters long] 

Temple is in capital of Tamil kingdom. King Tirumula built it. Madurai also has the name Mathurai. Meenakshi is 

consort of Sundareswarar, who is Shiva. 

 

Fossanova Abbey Church 

architect 

Fossanova, Italy 

1208 

Abbey Church of Fossanova [1208: Gothic cathedral in Cistercian style with no towers, no vault ribs, and small 

windows] 

Fossanova is in Lazio, south of Rome, Italy. 

 

Salisbury Cathedral 

architect 

Salisbury, England 

1220 to 1258 

Salisbury Cathedral [1220 to 1258: Gothic] 

Early English Gothic cathedrals were lower than in Europe. 

 

Robert de Luzarches/Thomas de Cormont/Renaud de Cormont 

architect 

Amiens, France 



1220 to 1269 

Amiens Cathedral Notre-Dame [1220 to 1269: Gothic, tallest in France] 

Luzarches lived ? to 1223. Thomas de Cormont lived ? to 1228. 

 

Alaeddin mosque 

architect 

Nigde, Turkey 

1223 

Alaeddin Mosque [1223: domed] 

Seljuk Turks built it. 

 

Rheims Cathedral 

architect 

Rheims, France 

1225 to 1299 

Rheims Cathedral [1225 to 1299: Gothic cathedral has tall statues, called Kings and Queens, on porches] 

French Gothic cathedrals had west facade with triangular-ended gable porches with pinnacle points. 

 

Kubadabad Palace 

architect 

Lake Beysehir, Afghanistan 

1227 

Kubadabad Palace [1227: Islamic style] 

It was summer palace of Sultan Alaeddin Keykubad, who reigned 1220 to 1236 over Seljuk Turks. Lake Beysehir is 

in central Turkey. 

 

Alhambra Palace 

architect 

Granada, Spain 

1230 to 1391 

Alhambra Palace [1230 to 1391: Islamic palace of Moorish kings has open rectangle plan and many slender columns 

with symmetric designs and honeycomb arches] 

Alcazaba is old Moorish section, with fountains, arcades, tiles, courtyards, Hall of Ambassadors, and Court of 

Myrtles. Palace of the Kings has central Court of Lions. 

 

Strasbourg Cathedral 

architect 

Strasbourg, France 

1230 to 1439 

Strasbourg Cathedral [1230 to 1439: Gothic cathedral with 150-meter tower with three clock faces and many 

figurines] 

Strasbourg is in Alsace in east France. 

 

Tejahapala/Vastupala 

architect 

Mount Abu, India 

1232 

Delwara Temple or Dilwara Temple or Luna Vasahi [1232: Jaina temple] 

Delwara Temple is in Gujarat. Tejahapala and Vastupala were brothers. 

 

Cologne Cathedral 

architect 

Cologne, Germany 

1248 to 1880 

Cologne Cathedral [1248 to 1880: French Gothic and tallest Gothic cathedral] 

Domkirche St. Peter und Maria has Shrine of the Three Kings. 



 

St. Mary Magdalene 

architect 

Saint-Maximin, France 

1250 to 1532 

St. Mary Magdalene basilica [1250 to 1532: Romanesque and Gothic church] 

Saint-Maximin is in Provence. Charles of Anjou sponsored it. 

 

Dabhoi Temple 

architect 

Dabhoi, India 

1254 

Dabhoi Temple [1254: Jaina temple] 

Dabhoi is in Vadodara district of Gujarat. Dabhoi is Darbhavati. 

 

Purandar Fort 

architect 

Poona, India 

1290 

Purandar Fort [1290: Fortress built for Rajah of Bedar has gate with gold foundation] 

It was capital of Shivaji Marathas and Murar Baji. Purandar is in north India. 

 

Santa Croce 

architect 

Florence, Italy 

1295 

Church of Santa Croce or Holy Cross Church [1295: Gothic cathedral in Cistercian style had no buttresses but was 

light and open] 

Santa Croce was Franciscan and has Pazzi Chapel [1433 to 1461]. 

 

Florence Cathedral 

architect 

Florence, Italy 

1296 to 1436 

Florence Cathedral or Santa Maria del Fiore or Il Duomo or Saint Mary's of Florence [1296 to 1436: Gothic and 

Early Renaissance central plan church in Florentine style] 

Early-Renaissance central-plan churches had polygon shapes. Dome is by Filippo Brunelleschi. 

 

Palazzo Publico 

architect 

Siena, Italy 

1297 to 1315 

Palazzo Publico or Public Palace [1297 to 1315: Gothic palace] 

Palazzo Publico is in Piazza del Campo (Campo Plaza) beside Torre del Mangia or Mangia Tower [1348]. 

 

Arnolfo di Cambio [Cambio, Arnolfo di] 

architect 

Florence, Italy 

1298 

Palazzo della Signoria or Palazzo Vecchio or Vecchio Palace [1298: fortress-like Gothic palace with high square 

tower] 

He lived 1245 to 1302. It was Piazza della Signoria or Leaders' Plaza. Signoria were leaders of Florence. 

 

Oljeitu Mausoleum 

architect 

Sultaniya, Iran 



1313 

Mausoleum of Oljeitu [1313: Islamic style] 

Sultaniya is in south Azerbaijan in northwest Iran. 

 

Taddeo Gaddi [Gaddi, Taddeo] 

architect 

Florence, Italy 

1345 

Ponte Vecchio or Vecchio Bridge [1345: bridge] 

He lived 1300 to 1366 [rebuilt 1564]. 

 

Kerman Friday Mosque 

architect 

Kerman, Iran 

1349 

Great Mosque or Friday Mosque [1349: four-ivan plan] 

Kerman is on Lut-Desert (Kavir-e lut) edge in south-central Iran. Kerman also has Ganj-Ali-Khan bazaar, bath, and 

caravanserai. 

 

Inca Rope Bridge 

architect 

Apurimac River, Peru 

1350 

Inca Rope Bridge or Bridge of San Luis Rey [1350: Pre-Columbian rope bridge is 50 meters wide and 40 meters 

above water] 

Apurimac River is northwest of Cuzco. 

 

Sultan Hasan Madrasah 

architect 

Cairo, Egypt 

1356 to 1361 

Madrasah of Sultan Hassan or Madrasah of Sultan Hasan [1356 to 1361] 

Buildings used open square with four rectangular vaulted side halls. Domes can be over open squares. Mausoleums 

can attach. Original one was from 757 to 762. Qalawun ruled after Babar and built Sharia al-Muiz [1284 to 1285]. His 

son Khalil ruled [1290]. His brother Sultan Muhammad al-Hasir ruled Egypt [1310 to 1341], dug canal between 

Alexandria and Nile [1311], and had son, Sultan Hassan bin Mohammad bin Qala'oun. 

 

Kremlin 

architect 

Moscow, Russia 

1365 to 1830 

Kremlin [1365 to 1830: Byzantine] 

Ivan III ordered Kremlin built. Triangular wall surrounds it. Inside is white Palace of Facets. Spasskaya Tower is 

gate tower. The Great Bell Tower is 90 meters tall, with gold onion-shaped dome. The King of Bells weighs 216 tons, 

is seven meters high, rang for only three years [1733 to 1736], and now is on ground. World's largest cannon is also in 

Kremlin, but they never fired it. Largest building is Grand Palace, built in 19th century. 

Kremlin is next to Red Square, Cathedral of St. Basil, and black marble Tomb of Lenin. Cathedral of St. Basil was 

built in late 16th century. 

 

Simone da Orsenigo [Orsenigo, Simone da]/Nicola di Bonaventura [Bonaventura, Nicola di]/Giovannino de' 

Grassi [Grassi, Giovannino de']/Giacomo da Campione [Campione, Giacomo da]/Filippino degli Ugoni [Ugoni, 

Filippino degli]/Giovanni Solari [Solari, Giovanni]/Guinforte Solari [Solari, Guinforte]/Pier Antonio Solari 

[Solari, Pier Antonio]/Giovanni Antonio Amadeo [Amadeo, Giovanni Antonio]/Pellegrino Pellegrini [Pellegrini, 

Pellegrino] or Tibaldi 

architect 

Milan, Italy 



1366 to 1485 

Milan Cathedral [1366 to 1485: French Gothic] 

Guinforte Solari lived 1465 to 1481. Amadeo lived 1447 to 1521. Pellegrini lived 1527 to 1596. 

 

Lorenzo Ghiberti [Ghiberti, Lorenzo] 

architect/sculptor 

Florence, Italy 

1401 to 1435 

Florence Baptistery Dome [1401 to 1422: Gothic International style]; Gates of Paradise [1435: on Florence-Baptistry 

bronze doors] 

He lived 1378 to 1455. 

 

Gur-i Amir Mausoleum 

architect 

Samarkand, Uzbekistan 

1405 

Guri Amir Mausoleum [1405: Islamic style tomb] 

It was for Muhammad Sultan, Timur's grandson, and includes Timur and his sons and grandsons. 

 

Forbidden City 

architect 

Beijing, China 

1406 to 1420 

Forbidden City or Imperial Palace [1406 to 1420] 

Ming Dynasty built Forbidden City. 

 

GoharShad mosque 

architect 

Mashad, Iran 

1418 

Mosque of GoharShad [1418: four-ivan plan] 

Goharshad, wife of Shahrokh, funded Timurid mosque [1405 to 1447]. 

 

Green Mosque 

architect 

Bursa, Turkey 

1421 to 1424 

Yesil Cami or Green Mosque [1421]; Green Mausoleum [1424] 

Mehmet I was Ottoman sultan. 

 

Bartolomeo Bon [Bon, Bartolomeo] 

architect 

Venice, Italy/Rome, Italy 

1422 to 1434 

Ca' d'Oro Palazzo or House of Gold or Saint Sofia Palace [1422 to 1434: Gothic palace, light and ornate] 

He lived 1421 to 1464. 

 

Filippo Brunelleschi [Brunelleschi, Filippo] 

architect 

Florence, Italy 

1434 to 1469 

Santa Maria degli Angeli or Saint Mary of the Angels [1434: central plan church]; San Spirito [1434]; Dome of 

Florence Cathedral [1436: Octagonal ribbed dome has two lightweight shells and a small hole, through which light 

shines on a metal floor plate on June 21]; Pazzi Chapel of Santa Croce or Pazzi Chapel of Holy Cross [1460]; Old 

Sacristy of San Lorenzo [1469: small round columns and multiple spaces]; Foundling Hospital; Library of San Marco; 

Piazza of Florence Cathedral [drawing in linear perspective] 



He lived 1377 to 1446 and invented Florentine style. 

 

Filippo Brunelleschi [Brunelleschi, Filippo]/Luca Fancelli [Fancelli, Luca] 

architect 

Florence, Italy 

1440 to 1472 

Pitti Palace [1440 to 1472: first construction phase used Renaissance style] 

Brunelleschi lived 1377 to 1446. Fancelli lived 1430 to 1494. Bartolomeo Ammannati changed it from 1558 to 1570. 

 

Topkapi Palace 

architect 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1459 to 1465 

Topkapi Palace or Topkapi Saray [1459 to 1465: Islamic style, on Seraglio] 

Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror built it. Ottoman sultans lived there until Abdulmecid I [1839 to 1860]. 

 

Luciano Laurana [Laurana, Luciano] 

architect 

Urbino, Italy 

1468 

Palace of Urbino [1468: Renaissance style] 

He lived 1420 to 1479. 

 

Trinita dei Monti 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

1495 

Church of the Trinità dei Monti or Church of the Holy Trinity [1495: Late Renaissance church at Santa Maria 

Maggiore has two cupolas] 

Trinita dei Monti is at top of Spanish Steps, according to Papal town plan. It has the Descent from the Cross fresco 

by Daniele da Volterra. 

 

Qaitbay Mausoleum 

architect 

Cairo, Egypt 

1496 

Madrasah and Mausoleum of Qaitbay [1496: madrasah style] 

al-Ashraf Qaitbay was sultan of Mamelukes [1468 to 1496] and who lived 1423 to 1496. 

 

Inca Tunnel 

architect 

Peru 

1500 

Inca Tunnel [1500] 

Inca tunnel goes 250 meters through cliff. 

 

Henry VII chapel 

architect 

London, United Kingdom 

1503 to 1519 

Henry VII chapel [1503 to 1519: at Westminster Abbey, contains tomb of Henry VII and Elizabeth of York and is in 

Perpendicular Gothic style] 

Henry VII lived 1491 to 1547. 

 

Donato Bramante [Bramante, Donato] 

architect 



Italy 

1506 to 1508 

Original Plan of St. Peter's Cathedral [1506: in Rome]; Tempietto of San Pietro or Saint Peter's small temple [1508: 

in Rome] 

He lived 1444 to 1514. 

 

Donato Bramante [Bramante, Donato]/Michelangelo 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

1506 to 1626 

St. Peter's Cathedral [1506 to 1626: Late Renaissance church is world's largest Christian church, 230 meters by 150 

meters with roof 15 stories high] 

Michelangelo succeeded Bramante in 1547. Michelangelo lived 1475 to 1564. 

 

Baldassare Peruzzi [Peruzzi, Baldassare] 

architect 

Italy 

1510 to 1520 

Plan of St. Peter's [1510 to 1520] 

He lived 1481 to 1536. 

 

Antonio da Sangallo the Younger [Sangallo the Younger, Antonio da]/Michelangelo/Giacomo della Porta [Porta, 

Giacomo della] 

architect/sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

1517 to 1590 

Farnese Palace [1517 to 1589: Baroque]; Il Gesù Facade [1575 to 1584]; St. Peter's Cathedral Dome [1590: Dome is 

20 meters higher than dome of Capitol Building in Washington] 

Porta lived 1533 to 1602 and completed collaborations with Sangallo and Michelangelo. Sangallo the Younger lived 

1484 to 1546. Sangallo the Elder lived 1455 to 1534. 

 

Domenico Bernabei [Bernabei, Domenico] or Domenico da Cortona [Cortona, Domenico da] 

architect 

Italy 

1519 to 1539 

Chateau de Chambourd [1519 to 1539: Early Renaissance castle] 

He lived 1470 to 1549. 

 

Francesco Primaticcio [Primaticcio, Francesco]/Sebastiano Serlio [Serlio, Sebastiano] 

architect 

France 

1541 to 1545 

Fontainebleau Palace [1541 to 1545: French Mannerist] 

Primaticcio lived 1504 to 1570. Serlio lived 1475 to 1554. 

 

Pierre Lescot [Lescot, Pierre] 

architect 

Paris, France 

1546 

Louvre [1546: Court southwest side is High Renaissance] 

He lived 1510 to 1578. 

 

Giorgio Vasari [Vasari, Giorgio] 

architect/historian 

Florence, Italy 

1550 to 1560 



Uffizi Gallery [1559 to 1560]; Lives of the Most Excellent Architects, Sculptors, and Painters [1550: book] 

He lived 1511 to 1574. 

 

Barma or Postnik Yakovlev [Yakovlev, Postnik] 

architect 

Moscow, Russia 

1555 to 1561 

Cathedral of St. Basil the Blessed or Intercession Cathedral [1555 to 1561: Byzantine tented church next to Kremlin 

has bulb-shaped wood towers] 

Cathedral has hipped roof with small arches in tiers. Ivan the Terrible had it built after he captured Kazan Khanate. 

St. Basil has chapel built by Czar Fedor Ivanovich [1588]. 

 

Carlo Borromeo [Borromeo, Carlo] or San Carlo Borromeo [Borromeo, San Carlo] or Charles Borromaeus 

[Borromaeus, Charles] 

cardinal/architect/saint 

Milan, Italy 

1564 to 1584 

Instructiones fabricae et supellectilis ecclestiasticae or Instructions for building and decorating churches [1573: 

book] 

He lived 1538 to 1584 and became Roman Catholic saint. 

 

Andrea Palladio [Palladio, Andrea] 

architect/designer 

Vincenza, Italy 

1565 to 1570 

San Giorgio Maggiore or Saint George Major [1565]; Villa Rotunda [1567 to 1570]; Palladian furniture style [1550: 

windows and columns had pediments and cornices, with eagle, scallop shell, and acanthus leaf decorations] 

He lived 1518 to 1580. 

 

Giacomo Barozzi da Vignola [Vignola, Giacomo Barozzi da] 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

1568 

Il Gesu church or Jesus church [1568: Late Renaissance and pre-Baroque church] 

He lived 1507 to 1573. 

 

Mimar Koca Sinan [Sinan, Mimar Koca] 

architect 

Edirne, Turkey 

1568 to 1574 

Selimiye Mosque [1568 to 1574] 

He lived 1489 to 1588. It was for Selim II. 

 

Fathpur Sikri Mosque 

architect 

Fathpur Sikri, India 

1571 to 1575 

Great Mosque at Fatehpur Sikri or Fathpur Sikri [1571]; Gate of Victory or Buland Darwaza [1575: mosque gate] 

Mogul emperor Akbar built Fathpur Sikri Mosque near Asra. 

 

Domenico Fontana [Fontana, Domenico] 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

1586 

St. John Lateran or Cathedral of Rome [1586: Late Renaissance church]; Lateran Palace [1586] 

He lived 1543 to 1607. Cathedral began in 324 under Constantine at place according to Papal town plan. 



 

Carlo Maderno [Maderno, Carlo] 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

1607 to 1626 

St. Peter's Cathedral Facade and Nave [1607 to 1615: Baroque]; Santo Ignacio di Loyola a Campo Marzio or Saint 

Ignace of Loyola in the Field of Mars [1626: Baroque church] 

He lived 1556 to 1629. Santo Ignacio has painting by Pozzo. 

 

Sedefkar Mehmed Aga 

architect 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1609 to 1616 

Mosque of Sultan Ahmed I or Sultanahmet Cami or Blue Mosque [1609 to 1616: madrasah style] 

He lived 1562 to 1622 and was Sinan's student. Ahmed I [1589 to 1617] was Ottoman sultan [1603 to 1617]. 

 

Inigo Jones [Jones, Inigo] 

architect 

London, United Kingdom 

1619 to 1622 

Royal Banquet Hall or Banqueting House of Whitehall Palace [1619 to 1622: Baroque and Classical Palladian style] 

He lived 1573 to 1652. 

 

Jacques Lemercier [Lemercier, Jacques] 

architect 

Paris, France 

1627 to 1633 

Tuileries Palace [1627]; Palais Royal [1633] 

He lived 1585 to 1654. Tuileries Garden is near Louvre, where Tuileries Palace was. 

 

Jahan 

shah/architect 

Agra, India 

1629 to 1648 

Taj Mahal [1629 to 1648: madrasah near Jumna River] 

He lived 1592 to 1666 and ruled as Shah [1628 to 1658]. Taj Mahal is at old capital and is tomb of his wife Mumtaz 

Mahal. It has a square marble platform 100 meters on sides, octagon 60 meters on longest side, walls 23 meters high, 

and bulb-shaped dome 80 meters high. It has four minarets, at corners, 45 meters high. A walled garden, with reflecting 

pools and walkways, surrounds it. 

 

Carlo Maderno [Maderno, Carlo]/Gianlorenzo Bernini [Bernini, Gianlorenzo] 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

1630 

Palazzo Barberini or Barberini Palace [1630: Baroque palace] 

Maderno lived 1556 to 1629. Bernini lived 1598 to 1680. 

 

François Mansart [Mansart, François] 

architect 

Paris, France 

1632 to 1646 

Château de Maisons-Laffitte [1632 to 1646: Early Baroque palace]; Church of Val de Grace or Valley of Grace 

church [1640: in Paris] 

He lived 1598 to 1666. 

 



Isfahan Friday Mosque 

architect 

Isfahan, Iran 

1638 

Friday Mosque or Masjid-i-Jomi [1638: four-ivan plan] 

Shah Abbas of Safavid dynasty started final construction. 

 

Francesco Borromini [Borromini, Francesco] 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

1638 to 1663 

San Carlo alle Quatro Fontane or Saint Charles of the Four Fountains [1638 to 1641]; Santo Ivo della Sapienza or 

Saint Ives of Wisdom [1642 to 1660]; Facade of Santa Agnese [1653 to 1663: in Navona plaza] 

He lived 1599 to 1667. 

 

Louis Le Vau [Le Vau, Louis] 

architect 

Versailles, France 

1661 to 1688 

Palace of Versailles [1661 to 1688: Baroque palace has Hall of Mirrors, Salon de la Guerre, Salon de la Paix, and 

park] 

He lived 1614 to 1670 and worked for Louis XIV. 

 

Jules Hardouin-Mansart [Hardouin-Mansart, Jules] 

architect 

France 

1661 to 1709 

Versailles Palace [1661 to 1687]; Grand Trianon [1680: at Versailles]; Place Vendôme [1698: in Paris]; Dome of 

Les Invalides [1709: in Paris] 

He lived 1646 to 1708. His great-uncle was François Mansart. 

 

Guarino Guarini [Guarini, Guarino] 

architect 

Turin, Italy 

1666 to 1694 

San Lorenzo [1666 to 1687: in Turin]; Chapel of the Holy Shroud [1667 to 1694: in Turin]; Palazzo Carignano or 

Carignano Palace [1679: in Turin] 

He lived 1624 to 1683. 

 

Christopher Wren [Wren, Christopher] 

architect 

England 

1666 to 1708 

London town plan [1666: submitted after Great Fire]; St. Paul's Cathedral [1675 to 1708: in London]; Royal Hospital 

[1694: in Greenwich]; Octagon Room of Royal Observatory [1675: in Greenwich] 

He lived 1632 to 1723. His clerk was Nicholas Hawksmoor. 

 

Claude Perrault [Perrault, Claude] 

architect 

Paris, France 

1667 to 1672 

Louvre East Facade and Colonnade [1667 to 1670: Baroque and French Classical palace]; Paris Observatory [1667 

to 1672] 

He lived 1613 to 1688. 

 



Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach [Erlach, Johann Bernhard Fischer von] 

architect 

Vienna, Austria 

1694 to 1737 

Dreifaltigkeitssäule or Holy Trinity Column [1694 to 1702: monument in Vienna]; University Church [1694 to 1707: 

in Salzburg]; Church of the Trinity [1694 to 1710: in Salzburg]; Imperial Palace Schönbrunn [1696 to 1711: in 

Vienna]; Karlskirche or Church of San Carlo Borromeo [1715 to 1737: Baroque church in Vienna]; Hofbibliothek or 

Imperial Library [1722: in Vienna]; Plan of Civil and Historical Architecture [1721: book] 

He lived 1656 to 1723. San Carlo Borromeo is St. Charles Borromaeus. 

 

Charlottenburg Palace 

architect 

Berlin, Germany 

1695 to 1699 

Charlottenburg Palace or Schloss Charlottenburg [1695 to 1699 Baroque] 

Charlottenburg Palace was for Sophie Charlotte, wife of first Prussian king, Friedrich I. Johann Eosander von 

Goethe was architect as it expanded later. It added east wing [1740 to 1746]. 

 

Berthold Dietmayr [Dietmayr, Berthold] 

abbot/architect 

Melk, Austria 

1702 to 1736 

Melk Monastery [1702 to 1736: Baroque] 

He lived 1670 to 1739. 

 

John Vanbrugh [Vanbrugh, John] 

architect 

Oxfordshire, England 

1705 

Blenheim Palace [1705: Baroque palace shows Italian styling] 

He lived 1664 to 1726. 

 

Egid Quirin Asam [Asam, Egid Quirin]/Cosmas Damian Asam [Asam, Cosmas Damian] 

architect/painter 

Germany 

1716 to 1733 

Weltenburg Church [1716 to 1721: at Weltenburg]; Rohr Church [1716 to 1733: at Rohr]; St. Johann Nepomuk or 

Asamkirche or Asam Church [1729 to 1733: at Munich] 

Egid Quirin Asam lived 1692 to 1750 and was architect. Cosmas Damian Asam lived 1686 to 1739 and was painter 

and architect. 

 

Balthasar Neumann [Neumann, Balthasar] 

architect 

Bohemia/Würzburg, Germany 

1719 to 1772 

Episcopal Palace [1719 to 1744: in Würzburg in Bavaria, Late Baroque palace has many windows, bright colored 

paintings, and hidden structural members, and Kaisersall paintings have Rococo style]; Vierzahnheiligen or Fourteen 

Saints [1743 to 1772] 

He lived 1687 to 1753. 

 

Matthäus Daniel Pöppelmann [Pöppelmann, Matthäus Daniel] 

architect 

Dresden, Germany 

1722 

Zwinger Palace [1722: Dresden Baroque] 

He lived 1662 to 1737. 



 

Richard Boyle, Earl of Burlington [Burlington, Richard Boyle, Earl of] 

architect 

London, United Kingdom 

1725 

Chiswick House [1725: Neoclassical house has landscaped garden and has style similar to Villa Rotunda] 

He lived 1694 to 1753. 

 

Dominikus Zimmermann [Zimmermann, Dominikus] 

architect 

Bavaria 

1728 to 1757 

Pilgrimage Church of Steinhausen [1728 to 1733: Late Baroque pilgrimage church has oval hall]; Die Wies Church 

or Wieskirche [1745 to 1757: has Rococo paintings] 

He lived 1714 to 1786. 

 

François de Cuvillies [Cuvillies, François de] 

architect 

France 

1734 to 1739 

Amalienburg Pavilion [1734 to 1739: beside Nymphenburg Palace near Munich, it has Hall of Mirrors] 

He lived 1695 to 1768. 

 

Domenico Gregorini [Gregorini, Domenico]/Pietro Passalacqua [Passalacqua, Pietro] 

architect 

Rome, Italy 

1741 to 1744 

Basilica of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme or Basilica of the Holy Cross in Jerusalem [1741 to 1744: Baroque church] 

Gregorini lived 1700 to 1777. First built in 325, the stone columns remain. 

 

Nikolaus Pacassi [Pacassi, Nikolaus] or Nikolaus von Pacassi [Pacassi, Nikolaus von] 

architect 

Vienna, Austria 

1742 

Schönbrunn Palace [1742: Rococo] 

He lived 1716 to 1790. Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach designed and built the Early Baroque original [1696 to 

1699]. 

 

Jacques-Ange Gabriel [Gabriel, Jacques-Ange] 

architect 

France 

1755 to 1775 

Place de la Concorde [1755 to 1775: in Paris between Champs Elysées and Tuileries Garden and beside Seine River, 

with Obelisk of Luxor]; Petit Trianon [1762 to 1768: at Versailles] 

He lived 1698 to 1782. 

 

Jacques-Germain Soufflot [Soufflot, Jacques-Germain]/Jean-Baptiste Rondelet [Rondelet, Jean-Baptiste] 

architect 

Paris, France 

1758 to 1780 

Le Panthéon or St. Genevieve Church [1758 to 1789: Neoclassical museum] 

Le Panthéon is in Latin Quarter. Soufflot lived 1713 to 1780. 

 

Robert Adam [Adam, Robert] 

architect 

London, United Kingdom 



1760 to 1773 

New Town of Edinburgh [1760: Neoclassical]; Home House [1773: Neoclassical, in London] 

He lived 1728 to 1792. 

 

Pierre-Alexandre Barthélémy Vignon [Vignon, Pierre-Alexandre Barthélémy] 

architect 

Paris, France 

1764 to 1807 

La Madeleine or Church of St. Mary Magdalene [1764 to 1807: Neoclassical] 

He lived 1763 to 1828. 

 

Emerald Buddha Temple 

architect 

Bangkok, Thailand 

1782 

Temple of the Emerald Buddha [1782: in Grand Palace area built for King Tiloka as center of Thailand religious 

life] 

Temple is part of Wat Phia Kaeo, walled religious complex containing Royal Pantheon, which has life-sized bronzes 

of former kings and contains many yaks. At roof points are sky licks. Across Chaophraya River is Wat Arun or Temple 

of the Dawn. 

 

Karl Gotthard Langhans [Langhans, Karl Gotthard] 

architect 

Berlin, Germany 

1788 to 1791 

Brandenburg Gate [1788 to 1791: Neoclassical] 

He lived 1732 to 1808. 

 

Pierre Charles L'Enfant [L'Enfant, Pierre Charles] 

architect 

France 

1791 

Washington DC town plan [1791] 

He lived 1754 to 1852 and designed Washington avenues and quadrants. 

 

Thomas Jefferson [Jefferson, Thomas] 

architect 

USA 

1798 to 1806 

Virginia State Capitol [1798: Neoclassical]; Monticello [1806: his Neoclassical house in Virginia]; University of 

Virginia [Neoclassical] 

He lived 1743 to 1826. 

 

Jean François Thérèse Chalgrin [Chalgrin, Jean François Thérèse]/Guillaume Abel Blouet [Blouet, Guillaume 

Abel] 

architect 

Paris, France 

1806 

Arc de Triomphe or Triumphal Arch [1806: Neo-Baroque arch] 

Chalgrin lived 1739 to 1811. Blouet lived 1795 to 1853. 

 

John Nash [Nash, John] 

architect 

Brighton, England 

1815 to 1823 

Royal Pavilion [1815 to 1823: House is in Georgian style with Motifs from India] 



He lived 1752 to 1835. 

 

Charles Bulfinch [Bulfinch, Charles] 

architect 

USA 

1818 to 1830 

State House [1818: Federal style, in Boston]; Massachusetts General Hospital [1820: Federal style, in Boston]; 

Capitol Building [1818 to 1830: Federal style, in Washington] 

He lived 1763 to 1844. 

 

Thomas Telford [Telford, Thomas] 

architect 

Anglesey, England 

1825 

Menai Straits Bridge [1825: first large suspension bridge]; Aqueduct over the Dee; Design for London Bridge 

He lived 1757 to 1834. It is in north Wales. 

 

Isambard Kingdom Brunel [Brunel, Isambard Kingdom] 

architect 

England 

1829 to 1852 

Design for a Suspension Bridge at Clifton over the Avon River [1829]; Box Tunnel for the Great Western Railway 

[1833]; Great Western Steamship [1838]; Great Eastern Steamship [1852] 

He lived 1806 to 1859. 

 

Charles Barry [Barry, Charles] 

architect 

London, England 

1839 to 1859 

Houses of Parliament or Palace of Westminster [1839]; Big Ben [1859: Gothic clock] 

He lived 1795 to 1860. 

 

Henri Labrouste [Labrouste, Henri] 

architect 

Paris, France 

1843 to 1851 

Bibliothèque Sainte Genevieve or Sainte Genevieve Library [1843 to 1851: Cast iron building] 

He lived 1801 to 1875. 

 

Robert Mills [Mills, Robert] 

architect 

Washington, DC 

1848 to 1855 

Washington Monument [1848 to 1885: concrete and iron obelisk] 

He lived 1781 to 1855. 

 

Joseph Paxton [Paxton, Joseph] 

architect 

Sydenham, England 

1851 

Crystal Palace [1851: Three tiers of long parallel halls inside a glass and iron shell had a central entrance hall 35 

meters high with trees inside] 

He lived 1801 to 1865. Crystal Palace was at Great Exhibition, the first World's Fair. In 1854, it moved to Hyde Park 

until 1939. Sydenham is now in London. 

 



Thomas U. Walter [Walter, Thomas U.] 

architect 

Washington, DC 

1851 to 1865 

Capitol Dome and Wings [1851 to 1865: Neoclassical] 

He lived 1804 to 1887. 

 

William Smith [Smith, William] 

architect 

Royal Deeside, Scotland 

1856 

Balmoral Castle [Gothic] 

He lived 1817 to 1891. It is near Aberdeen. 

 

Ferdinand de Lesseps [Lesseps, Ferdinand de]/Alois Negrelli [Negrelli, Alois] 

diplomat/architect 

France/Austria/Egypt 

1858 to 1869 

Suez Canal [1858 to 1869: iron canal from Port Said on Mediterranean to Suez on Red Sea] 

Negrelli lived 1799 to 1858 and was from Austria. Lesseps lived 1805 to 1894 and was from France. 

 

Charles Garnier [Garnier, Charles] 

architect 

Paris, France 

1861 to 1875 

Paris Opera House [1861 to 1875: Neo-Baroque theater] 

He lived 1857 to 1874. 

 

Henry Hobson Richardson [Richardson, Henry Hobson] 

architect 

Chicago, Illinois 

1866 to 1887 

Richardson House [1866: Romanesque]; Trinity Church [1872 to 1877: Romanesque]; Marshall Field Wholesale 

Store [1885 to 1887: Beaux Arts style seven-story building used iron and concrete and was dismantled in 1930] 

He lived 1838 to 1886. 

 

John Augustus Roebling [Roebling, John Augustus] 

architect 

Germany/New York, New York 

1869 to 1883 

Brooklyn Bridge [1869 to 1883: iron bridge has span of 160 meters from Manhattan Island to Brooklyn] 

He lived 1806 to 1869 and patented wire rope, used in suspension bridges. 

 

Frederic-Auguste Bartholdi [Bartholdi, Frederic-Auguste] 

architect 

Liberty Island, New York 

1881 to 1886 

Statue of Liberty or Liberty Enlightening the World [1881 to 1886: Iron statue is 50 meters tall, on a 50-meter 

pedestal, and is copper over an iron and steel frame] 

He lived 1834 to 1904. Eiffel built the frame. Liberty Island is part of New York City. 

 

Sarah Winchester [Winchester, Sarah] 

owner/architect 

San José, California 

1884 to 1922 



Winchester Mansion [1884 to 1922: Romantic-style wood house has eight stories and 160 rooms and cost five 

million dollars] 

She lived 1837 to 1922. 

 

William LeBaron Jenney [Jenney, William LeBaron] 

architect 

Chicago, Illinois 

1885 

Home Insurance Company Building [1885: first to use steel skeleton] 

He lived 1832 to 1907. Home Insurance had ten stories. 

 

Alexandre Gustave Eiffel [Eiffel, Alexandre Gustave] 

architect 

Paris, France 

1889 

Eiffel Tower [1889: International-Exposition iron tower is tallest building in Europe at 350 meters, with four base 

columns that merge 200 meters above ground into one tower] 

He lived 1832 to 1923. Stephen Sauvestre [1874 to 1919] added design. 

 

Louis Sullivan [Sullivan, Louis] 

architect 

USA 

1890 to 1899 

Wainwright Building [1890: steel-framed first skyscraper, in St. Louis]; Carson, Pirie, Scott and Co. [1899: in 

Chicago] 

He lived 1856 to 1924 and was father of modernism. He was of Chicago school and founded Prairie School of 

architecture. 

 

Antoni Gaudí [Gaudí, Antoni] 

architect 

Barcelona, Spain 

1905 to 1907 

Casa Mila or La Pedrera or Quarry [1905 to 1907: Art Nouveau apartment building]; Parque Güell or Güell Park 

[1900 to 1926] 

He lived 1852 to 1926. 

 

Simplon Tunnel 

architect 

Italy/Switzerland 

1905 to 1922 

Simplon Tunnel or Internationale Ausstellung [1905 and 1922: first one then two railroad tunnels running 20 

kilometers through Alps] 

It connects Brig with Domodossola. 

 

Ernest Flagg [Flagg, Ernest] 

architect 

New York, New York 

1906 to 1908 

Singer Building [1906 to 1908: iron skyscraper is 200 meters tall] 

He lived 1857 to 1947. 

 

Napoleon LeBrun [LeBrun, Napoleon] 

architect 

New York, New York 

1907 to 1909 

Metropolitan Life Insurance Tower [1907 to 1909: masonry and iron tower is 213 meters tall] 



He lived 1821 to 1901. 

 

Frank Lloyd Wright [Wright, Frank Lloyd] 

architect 

USA 

1909 to 1959 

Robie House [1909: in Chicago]; Taliesin [1911 and 1925: in Spring Green, Wisconsin]; Imperial Hotel [1916 to 

1922: in Tokyo]; Fallingwater [1934, 1938, and 1948: Ohiopyle or Bear Run, Pennsylvania]; Johnson Wax Building 

[1936 to 1939: in Racine, Wisconsin]; Taliesin West [1937: in Scottsdale, Arizona]; Guggenhiem Museum [1956 to 

1959: in New York]; Marin Civic Center [1957: in San Rafael, California]; Organic Architecture [1939: book] 

He lived 1867 to 1959 and used Cubist ideas. Horizontal houses {prairie house} integrate with surroundings. Well-

designed houses {Usonian house} can be affordable. 

 

Stanford White [White, Stanford]/Charles Follen McKim [McKim, Charles Follen] 

architect 

New York, New York 

1910 

Great Hall of Penn Station [1910: Beaux Arts Neoclassical building was dismantled in 1964] 

White lived 1853 to 1906. McKim lived 1847 to 1909. 

 

Cass Gilbert [Gilbert, Cass] 

architect 

New York, New York 

1910 to 1931 

Woolworth Building [1910 to 1913: iron skyscraper is 260 meters tall]; George Washington Bridge [1925 to 1931: 

iron and concrete suspension bridge connects New York and New Jersey across Hudson River] 

He lived 1859 to 1934. 

 

George Goethals [Goethals, George] 

architect 

USA 

1914 

Panama Canal [1914: between Atlantic and Pacific Oceans] 

He lived 1858 to 1928. 

 

Walter Gropius [Gropius, Walter] 

architect 

Dessau, Germany 

1928 

Bauhaus style or Staatliches Bauhaus school or House Building [1928: Modern style, at Dessau] 

He lived 1883 to 1969. Style {Bauhaus style} can unite art and craft, without distinction between worker and artist. 

 

Le Corbusier or Charles-Edouard Jeanneret-Gris [Jeanneret-Gris, Charles-Edouard] 

architect 

Switzerland/USA 

1928 to 1953 

Villa Savoye [1928 to 1929: at Poissy-sur-Seine, France]; Unité d'Habitation or Housing Unit [1946 to 1952: in 

Marseilles, France]; United Nations Building [1947 to 1953: modern curtain wall building in New York]; Ronchamp or 

Nôtre Dame du Haut chapel [1955: with projecting sunscreens, at Ronchamp, France]; Towards a New Architecture 

[1917: book] 

He lived 1887 to 1965 and designed "machines to be lived in" {machines à habiter}. He built curtain-wall buildings, 

with steel skeletons and glass sides. 

 

William Frederick Lamb [Lamb, William Frederick] 

architect 

New York, New York 



1930 to 1931 

Empire State Building [1930 to 1931: Iron and concrete Art Deco skyscraper is 102 stories and 400 meters tall] 

He lived 1883 to 1958 and worked for Shreve, Lamb, and Harmon Company [1929], with Richmond Harold Shreve 

[1877 to 1946] and Arthur Loomis Harmon [1878 to 1958]. 

 

Hoover Dam built 

architect 

Black Canyon/Arizona/Nevada 

1931 to 1936 

Hoover Dam or Boulder Dam [1931 to 1936: 70 stories high, 200 meters thick at bottom, 15 meters wide at top, and 

400 meters from side to side, in northwest Arizona] 

Lake Mead formed behind it. 

 

Leon Moisseiff [Moisseiff, Leon]/Charles Alton Ellis [Ellis, Charles Alton] 

architect 

San Francisco, California 

1933 to 1937 

Golden Gate Bridge [1933 to 1937: steel suspension bridge has span of 1300 meters] 

Moisseiff lived 1872 to 1943. Ellis lived 1876 to 1949. 

 

Richard Buckminster Fuller [Fuller, Richard Buckminster] 

architect 

USA 

1936 to 1950 

Geodesic Dome [1948 to 1950: tetrahedral frames increase strength with size] 

He lived 1895 to 1983. 

 

George Bergstrom 

architect 

Arlington, Virginia 

1941 to 1943 

Pentagon [1941 to 1943: Five-sided headquarters of USA Defense Department, world's largest office building, holds 

30,000 people and has 300-meter sides, with five concentric pentagons five stories high.] 

He lived 1876 to 1955. 

 

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe [Rohe, Ludwig Mies van der] 

architect 

Germany/USA 

1948 to 1951 

Lake Shore Drive Apartment Houses or Glass House apartments [1948 to 1951: twin towers in Chicago] 

He lived 1886 to 1969. 

 

Alvar Aalto [Aalto, Alvar] 

architect/sculptor 

Finland 

1955 to 1966 

House of Culture [1955 to 1958: at Helsinki, Finland]; Student's Hostel [1962 to 1966: at Otaniemi, Finland] 

He lived 1898 to 1976 and designed buildings and furniture. 

 

Lake Pontchartrain Cause 

architect 

Metairie, Louisiana/Mandeville, Louisiana 

1956 to 1969 

Lake Pontchartrain Causeway [1956 to 1969: iron and concrete bridge is 38 kilometers long, second causeway 

opened in 1969] 



It is not on I-10 and US-90 Pontchartrain Expressway in New Orleans. Lake Pontchartrain is in south Louisiana, 

northeast of New Orleans. 

 

St. Lawrence Seaway 

architect 

Atlantic Ocean/Montreal, Canada 

1959 

St. Lawrence Seaway [1959: opened St. Lawrence River for navigation up to Montreal] 

Now canals allow ocean traffic to go to Great Lakes. 

 

Othmar Ammann [Ammann, Othmar] 

architect 

Switzerland/New York, New York 

1959 to 1964 

Verrazano Narrows Bridge [1959 to 1964: iron and concrete bridge goes from Brooklyn to Staten Island, has 1400-

meter span, has 70-story towers, and is 70 meters above water] 

He lived 1879 to 1965. 

 

Walter P. Moore [Moore, Walter P.]/John G. Turney [Turney, John G.] 

architect 

Houston, Texas 

1962 to 1966 

Astrodome [1966: First domed stadium had dome 70 meters high and 230 meters diameter] 

Moore lived 1937 to 1998. 

 

Chesapeake Bay Bridge 

architect 

Virginia/Delaware 

1964 

Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel [1964: 28 kilometers long, 10 meters above water, with two kilometer-long tunnels 

in middle underneath ship channels] 

William Preston Lane, Jr., Memorial Bridge is on US 50 and 301. 

 

Eero Saarinen [Saarinen, Eero] 

architect 

Finland/USA 

1965 

Gateway Arch [1965: steel arch 200 meters tall and 200 meters wide in St. Louis, Missouri] 

He lived 1910 to 1961. 

 

Minoru Yamasaki [Yamasaki, Minoru] 

architect 

New York, New York 

1966 to 1977 

World Trade Center [1966 to 1977: Two iron and concrete skyscrapers were each 450 meters tall.] 

He lived 1912 to 1986. Towers burned down in 2001. 

 

Max O. Urbahn [Urbahn, Max O.] 

architect 

Cape Canaveral, Florida 

1968 

Vehicle Assembly Building [1968: has the most space inside one room, 180 meters tall and 230 meters square, and 

has 150-meter tall doors] 

He lived 1912 to 1995. 

 



Aswan High Dam built 

architect 

Nile River, Egypt 

1972 

Aswan High Dam [1972] 

Aswan High Dam is in upper Egypt. 

 

Shayad Monument 

architect 

Tehran, Iran 

1972 

Shayad Monument [1972: iron and concrete monument] 

Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi built it on west road to airport. 

 

Bruce Graham [Graham, Bruce] 

architect 

Chicago, Illinois 

1973 

Sears Tower [1973: iron and concrete skyscraper is 480 meters tall] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Alaska Pipeline 

architect 

Alaska 

1975 to 1977 

Alaska Pipeline or Trans-Alaska pipeline [1975: runs 1300 kilometers from Arctic Ocean through middle Alaska to 

Valdez] 

Alyeska Pipeline Service Company runs it. 

 

Christopher Alexander [Alexander, Christopher] 

architect 

USA 

1977 to 1999 

Pattern Language [1977: with Sara Ishikawa and Murray Silverstein]; Timeless Way of Building [1999]; Oregon 

Experiment [1977 to 1999] 

Towns and buildings built in natural, intuitive, organic, and evolving way are best. People in society can share ideas 

{pattern language}. Pattern-language patterns solve problems of living in environments, from large regions down to 

room parts. Patterns depend on each other. 

Larger patterns are about town or community. They have independent regions. They have town distributions, city-

country fingers, agricultural valleys, country streets, country towns, and countryside. They have subcultures, scattered 

work, and local transport areas. They have community of 7000, subculture boundary, identifiable neighborhood, and 

neighborhood boundary. They have public transportation webs, ring roads, learning networks, shopping webs, and 

minibuses. They have four-story limit, nine-percent parking, parallel roads, sacred sites, access to water, life cycle 

accommodation, and men and women. They have eccentric nuclei, density rings, activity nodes, promenades, shopping 

streets, nightlife, and interchanges. They have household mix, public and private mix, house clusters, row houses, 

housing hills, and old people everywhere. They have work communities, industrial ribbons, marketplace universities, 

local town halls, community-project loops, large markets, health centers, and housing between. They have looped local 

roads, T-junctions, green streets, path and road networks, main gateways, road crossings, raised walks, bike paths and 

racks, and children. They have carnivals, quiet back areas, accessible greens, small public squares, high places, street 

dancing, pools and streams, birthplaces, and holy ground. They have common land, connected play, public outdoor 

rooms, grave sites, still water, local sports, adventure playgrounds, and animals. They have families and different-size 

houses. They have self-governing workshops and offices, small services without red tape, office connections, masters 

and apprentices, teenage society, shop-front schools, and homes. They have individually owned shops, street cafes, 

corner groceries, beer halls, traveler's inns, bus stops, and food stands. 

Smaller patterns are for buildings. They have building complexes, several stories, shielded parking, circulation 

realms, main buildings, pedestrian paths, building thoroughfares, family entrances, and small parking lots. They have 



site repair, south-facing outdoor areas, outdoor spaces, light wings, connected buildings, and long thin houses. They 

have main entrances, half-hidden gardens, entrance transitions, car connections, open-space hierarchies, living 

courtyards, cascading roofs, sheltering roofs, and roof gardens. They have arcades, paths and goals, path shapes, 

building fronts, pedestrians not too crowded, activity pockets, and stair seats. They have intimacy gradient, indoor 

sunlight, common areas at heart, entrance rooms, flows through rooms, short passages, staircase stages, zen-style 

views, and light and dark tapestries. They have couple realms, children realms, sleeping to east, farmhouse kitchens, 

private terraces, own rooms, sitting spaces, bed clusters, bathing rooms, and bulk storage. They have flexible office 

space, communal eating, small work groups, reception areas, places to wait, small meeting rooms, and half-private 

offices. They have rooms to rent, teenager cottages, old-age cottages, settled workplaces, home workshops, and open 

stairs. They have light on two room sides, building edges, sunny places, north facing areas, outdoor rooms, street-level 

windows, openings to street, galleries, six-foot balconies, and connections to earth. They have terraced slopes, fruit 

trees, tree places, wild gardens, garden walls, trellised walks, greenhouses, garden seats, vegetable gardens, and 

compost. They have alcoves, window places, fireplaces, eating spots, workspace enclosures, cooking layouts, sitting 

circles, communal sleeping, marriage beds, bed alcoves, and dressing rooms. They have ceiling-height variety, indoor 

space shapes, large windows, half-open walls, interior windows, good staircase volume, and corner doors. They have 

thick walls, closets between rooms, sunny counters, open shelves, waist-high shelves, built-in seats, child caves, and 

secret places. 

Building details have patterns. Buildings have structure that follows social spaces, efficient structure, good materials, 

and gradual stiffening. They have roof layouts, floor-and-ceiling layouts, outer wall thickenings, corner columns, and 

column distributions. They have root foundations, ground floor slab, box columns, perimeter beams, wall membranes, 

floor-ceiling vaults, and roof vaults. They have natural doors and windows, low sill, deep reveals, low doorway, and 

frames as thickened edges. They have column places, column connections, stair vaults, duct spaces, radiant heat, 

dormer windows, and roof caps. They have floor surfaces, lapped outside walls, soft inside walls, windows that open 

wide, solid doors with glass, filtered light, small panes, and half-inch trim. They have seat spots, front-door benches, 

sitting walls, canvas roofs, flower baskets, climbing plants, stone paving, tile, and brick. They have ornaments, warm 

colors, different chairs, light pools, and things from life. 

Combining patterns gives deeper meaning. 

 

ARTS>Art>History>Painting 

 

Altamira Cave paintings 

painter 

Santillana del Mar, Spain 

-16500 to -12000 

Altamira Cave [-16500 to -12000: wounded bison and other animals, hands, and signs] 

Altamira Cave is in Monte Vispieres. 

 

Addaura Cave 

painter 

Palermo, Sicily 

-15000 to -10000 

Cave of Addaura [-15000 to -10000: ritual dance] 

Addaura Cave is in Monte Pellegrino. Niscemi's Cave is nearby. 

 

pictograph 

painter 

Earth 

-15000 to -10000 

pictograph 

Aborigines painted natural and abstract designs {pictograph}|, using red ochre on rocks. 

 

Lascaux Cave painting 

painter 

Lascaux, France/Dordogne, France 

-14000 to -13000 

Lascaux cave [-14000 to -13000: horses, bison, deer, and cattle] 



Lascaux Cave is in Dordogne region in southwest France. 

 

La Magdelaine Cave 

painter 

Penne, France 

-12000 

La Magdelaine Cave [-12000: nude reclining woman] 

La Magdelaine Cave is in Tarn region. 

 

Queen Puabi tomb paintings 

painter 

Ur, Iraq 

-2600 

Queen Puabi tomb paintings [-2600] 

Sumerian tomb paintings had overlapping figures and 3/4 views. 

 

Octopus Vase 

painter 

Crete 

-1600 to -1450 

Octopus Vase [-1600 to -1450] 

Minoan palaces had wall paintings of realistic scenes, with smooth lines and curves. Early Minoan art and Greek art 

filled all spaces. 

 

Harvester Vase 

painter 

Crete 

-1550 to -1500 

Harvester Vase [-1550 to -1500: Minoan painted steatite vase, with singing men holding harvesting tools] 

It was in Hagia Triada palace with Chieftain Cup. Hagia Triada is in south-central Crete. 

 

New Kingdom paintings 

painter 

Egypt 

-1365 

Egyptian New Kingdom paintings [-1365] 

Egyptian New Kingdom tomb paintings and reliefs showed landscapes and everyday life. 

 

Assyrian painting 

painter 

Assyria 

-1000 to -612 

Assyrian animal painting [-1000 to -612] 

Assyrian painting had nomadic style and featured animal paintings. 

 

Etruscan tomb murals 

painter 

Italy 

-700 to -200 

Etruscan tomb murals [-700 to -200] 

Etruscan tombs had painted murals. 

 

Greek Archaic vases 

painter 

Greece 

-650 to -480 



Greek Archaic vases [-650 to -480] 

Greek Archaic vase painting had scenes from mythology and everyday life and used strong outlines filled with 

opaque flat colors. 

 

Greek Archaic walls 

painter 

Greece 

-650 to -480 

Greek Archaic walls [-650 to -480] 

Greek Archaic wall paintings {mural} had scenes from mythology and everyday life and used strong outlines filled 

with opaque flat colors. 

 

Exekias 

painter 

Athens, Greece 

-550 to -525 

Ship of Dionysius [-530: Greek Archaic decorated pottery with black figures] 

He decorated amphora. 

 

Psiax 

painter 

Greece 

-525 

Herakles Strangling the Lion [-525: Greek Archaic amphora with red figures and black background] 

He painted black figures and then red figures. 

 

Greek Classical painting 

painter 

Greece 

-480 to -400 

Greek Classical painting [-480 to -400] 

In Greek Classical painting, white backgrounds, body-part foreshortening, and thicker or thinner outlines {contour, 

Greek painting} caused appearance of depth and three dimensions. Lekythio oil jugs can have paintings. 

 

Battle of Issus mosaic 

mosaicist 

Pompeii, Italy 

-200 

Battle of Issus [-200: Roman mosaic, from lost painting by Philoxenes of Eretria between -310 and -300] 

Battle of Issus [-333] matched Alexander the Great and Darius III. Pompeii is near Naples in Campania. 

 

Odyssey Landscapes 

painter 

Rome, Italy 

-50 to 1 

Odyssey Landscapes [-50 to 1: Roman wall paintings in house] 

Roman wall paintings in Pompeii and Herculaneum had odd perspectives, diffuse lighting, and hazy atmosphere. 

Pompeii is near Naples in Campania. 

 

codex 

painter 

Europe 

1 to 400 

codex [1 to 400] 

Thin bleached parchment replaced papyrus rolls. Books {codex}| had vellum sheets bound at one side. 

 



Later Han Dynasty 

painter 

China 

25 to 200 

Later Han Dynasty landscape painting [25 to 200] 

Later Han-Dynasty painters used black ink on paper to paint scenery and landscapes. 

 

Faiyum portraits 

painter 

Faiyum District, Egypt 

100 to 200 

Faiyum portraits [100 to 200] 

Roman painted portraits used encaustic. 

 

Early Christian paintings 

painter 

Rome, Italy 

100 to 323 

Early Christian paintings [100 to 323] 

Early Christian paintings in Roman catacombs had aureole haloes around heads and Christian symbols. 

 

Dura-Europus paintings 

painter 

Dura-Europus, Syria 

245 to 256 

Dura-Europus Synagogue paintings [245 to 256: Early Christian paintings show jumbled images of King David and 

Syrian priests] 

Dura-Europus was in desert near Palmyra. 

 

Constantine-Style illuminated books 

painter 

Europe 

300 

Constantine-Style illuminated books [300] 

Constantine-Style painted books began. 

 

Vatican Vergil Codex 

painter 

Rome, Italy 

400 to 450 

Vatican Vergil Codex [400 to 450: Constantine Style illustrated book] 

It has Aeneid and Georgics. 

 

St. George Basilica mosaic 

painter 

Salonika, Greece 

400 to 600 

St. George Basilica mosaic [400 to 600: Constantine-Style mosaic is inside dome] 

Theodosius the Great commissioned it. 

 

Beautiful Bodhisattva 

painter 

Ajanta, India 

450 to 642 

Beautiful Bodhisattva [450 to 642: Indian Hinayana Buddhist fresco wall painting in Cave 1, showing goddess] 

Ajanta is in Maharashtra in north India. 



 

Vienna Genesis Codex 

painter 

Vienna, Austria 

500 to 550 

Vienna Genesis Codex [500 to 550: used continuous narration] 

Constantine Style painting sequences showed different time stages {continuous narration}. 

 

Santa Maria Maggiore mosai 

painter 

Rome, Italy 

525 to 532 

Santa Maria Maggiore mosaics [525 to 532: Constantine-Style Old-Testament scenes, such as Parting of Lot and 

Abraham, are on walls] 

Pope Nicholas IV rebuilt it and restored mosaics [1671]. 

 

Justinian and Attendants 

painter 

Ravenna, Italy 

526 to 547 

Justinian and Attendants [526 to 547: Byzantine mosaic]; Empress Theodora and Her Attendants [526 to 547: 

Byzantine mosaic] 

Byzantine mosaics in San Vitale (Saint Vitalis) church show tall, slim figures with small faces, narrow straight 

noses, and dark staring eyes, under curved brows with passive bodies. 

 

Byzantine icons 

painter 

Byzantium 

527 to 1453 

Byzantine icons [527 to 1453] 

Byzantine sacred pictures {icon painting} conformed to strict rules. 

 

Islamic mosaics 

painter 

Spain 

632 to 1300 

Islamic mosaics [632 to 1300] 

Islamic mosaics used geometric and symmetric patterns. 

 

Lindisfarne Gospels 

painter 

Lindisfarne, Scotland 

700 

Lindisfarne Gospels [700: Early Medieval illuminated book has nomadic designs] 

Monks illustrated them. Lindisfarne Island is in Northumbria in northeast England. 

 

Echternach Gospels 

painter 

Ireland 

700 to 800 

Echternach Gospels or Willibrord Gospels [700 to 800: Early Medieval illuminated book with nomadic designs] 

Monks at Lindisfarne Island, in Northumbria in northeast England, illustrated it. Monastery is at Echternach. 

Willibrord lived 658 to 739 and was missionary from Northumbria to Frisians in Netherlands. 

 

Wang-wei or Poet Buddha 

painter/poet 



China 

720 to 750 

landscape paintings [720 to 750] 

Zen Buddhist lived 698 to 759, in T'ang Dynasty. He affected later Southern school of Chinese landscape art. 

 

Wu Tao-tzu or Wu Daozi [Daozi, Wu] 

painter 

China 

730 to 750 

mural [730 to 750: commissioned by Emperor Xuanzong] 

Zen Buddhist lived 700 to 760, in T'ang Dynasty. 

 

Kufic script 

painter 

Iraq 

780 to 900 

Kufic script [780 to 900: modified Syrian script with straight lines and angles had no diacritical marks or vowels] 

Islamic calligraphy began with Koran production. 

 

aqlam al-sitta 

calligrapher 

Iran 

780 to 1100 

aqlam al-sitta or six hands style [780 to 1100] 

Islamic cursive calligraphy had six hands or styles {aqlam al-sitta} used in Iran before ta'liq style: Naskh, Thuluth, 

Muhaqqaq, Rihani, Tauqi, and Riqa. 

Naskh is regular and balanced. Seljuks in Iran used Naskh for correspondence and literature. Ibn Muqla [? to 939] of 

Shiraz applied rules to existing naskh. Letters fit into a circle whose vertical diameter represented the alef letter. 

Calligraphers measured lines by dots. Ahmad-i Nayrizi and Ibn al-Bawwab [? to 1022] wrote proportioned naskh 

scripts. Mirza Ahmad Nayrizi [1800 to 1850] used naskh. 

Thuluth is an impressive script used mosque, monument, and plaque titles. Rounded letters can intersect above and 

below lines. Imamzadeh Mahruq used thuluth. The Safavid calligrapher Ali Reza Abbasi used thuluth in Isfahan and 

Mashhad mosques. Muhaqqaq is narrower than thuluth. Rihani is like muhaqqaq, but smaller. Riqa is a small script 

used in documents. 

Ta'liq and nasta'liq appeared in Iran in 14th century and dominated in 15th and 16th centuries. Ta'liq has short thin 

verticals and broad horizontals. In 14th century, Mir Ali Tabrizi developed nasta'liq from ta'liq for poetry. 

Sayyid Shafua of Herat changed nasta'liq to shikastah (broken script) in 17th century. Shikastah fills spaces between 

words and sentences. 

 

Godescalc 

painter 

Aachen, Germany 

783 

Gospel Book of Charlemagne or Godescalc Evangelistary or Godescalc Gospel Lectionary [783: Medieval 

illuminated book] 

Charlemagne commissioned it after he marched to meet Pope Adrian I. 

 

Book of Kells 

painter 

Dublin, Ireland 

800 

Book of Kells or Book of Columba [800: Early Medieval illuminated book with nomadic designs] 

It has the four Gospels and Eusebian Canons, in which Eusebius cross-referenced the Gospels. 

 

Sung Dynasty woodcut 

painter 



China 

800 to 900 

Sung Dynasty landscape woodcut [800 to 900] 

During Sung Dynasty, landscape artists chiseled flat wood-block woodcuts, inked them, and pressed them to paper. 

 

Carolingian alphabet 

painter 

Europe 

800 to 962 

Carolingian alphabet [800 to 962] 

Monks copied many Latin texts. 

 

Utrecht Psalter 

painter 

Hautvillers, France 

816 to 835 

Utrecht Psalter [816 to 835: Medieval illuminated book] 

Monks at Benedictine Abbey at Hautvillers, near Rheims in north France, illustrated it. 

 

Ebbo Gospel Book 

painter 

Rheims, France 

820 to 830 

Gospel Book of Archbishop Ebbo [820 to 830: Medieval illuminated book] 

Monks illustrated it. A Benedictine abbey is at Hautvillers, near Rheims in north France. Monks there also illustrated 

the Utrecht Psalter. Ebbo was archbishop of Reims [816 to 835]. 

 

Lindau Gospels 

painter 

Lindau, Germany 

870 to 880 

Lindau Gospels [870 to 880: Medieval illuminated book] 

Lindau is on east Lake Constance (Bodensee) in Bavaria in south Germany. 

 

Ibn Muqla [Muqla, Ibn] 

calligrapher 

Middle East 

900 to 940 

Naskh script [900 to 940: first systematic cursive Arabic calligraphy style] 

He lived ? to 940 and perfected Naskh. 

 

Paris Psalter 

painter 

Paris, France 

900 to 1000 

Paris Psalter [900 to 1000: Byzantine illuminated book] 

It has Greek style. 

 

Eastern Kufic 

painter 

Iran 

900 to 1300 

Eastern Kufic script or Qarmathian Kufic script [900 to 1300: Arabic calligraphy style used in Arabia and Near East] 

Example is Piramouz Kufic Script. 

 



Maghribi script 

painter 

Africa/Spain 

900 to 1300 

Maghribi script or Western script [900 to 1300: cursive Kufic used in Africa, Egypt, and Spain] 

Islamic calligraphy developed the first cursive forms of Kufic. 

 

Plaited Kufic script 

painter 

Baghdad, Iraq 

940 

Plaited Kufic script [940: Arabic calligraphy with vertical letters intertwined in knots] 

Ibn Muqla lived ? to 940, was Vizier at Baghdad, and codified Plaited Kufic script. 

 

Sung Dynasty painting 

painter 

China 

960 to 1279 

Sung Dynasty landscape painting [960 to 1279] 

During Sung Dynasty, landscape paintings were silk painted with carbon black dissolved in water and other 

watercolors. 

 

Vigilanus Codex 

painter 

Spain 

976 

Codex Vigilanus or Albelda Codex or Codex Albeldensis [976: illustrated book about two kings of Leon and three 

Visigoth kings] 

It has Arabic numerals. 

 

Otto III Gospel Book 

painter 

Reichenau, Germany 

998 to 1001 

Gospel Book of Otto III [1000: Ottonian illuminated book] 

Reichenau monastery was on an island in Lake Constance in Bavaria in south Germany. 

 

Khajuraho nymphs 

painter 

Khajuraho, India 

1000 to 1200 

Khajuraho style nymph sculptures [1000 to 1200: in Chandela temples] 

Chandela dynasty ruled Bundelkhand [900 to 1500]. Khajuraho is in Madhya Pradesh state in central India. 

 

Native American painting 

painter 

Americas 

1000 to 1700 

Native American painting [1000 to 1700] 

Native-American painting on wood or human body used ornamental designs. American Indians drew all figure parts, 

by spreading the figure flat, looking from top, in split-style drawing. 

 

sand painting 

painter 

Southwest USA 

1000 to 1700 



sand painting [1000 to 1700] 

Navajo painted on flat sand {sand painting} by pouring powdered earth in abstract patterns. Hosteen Klah wove 

sandpainting images into rugs [1935]. 

 

Ibn al-Bawwab [al-Bawwab, Ibn] 

calligrapher 

Middle East 

1022 

Naskh [1022: cursive Arabic calligraphy] 

He lived ? to 1022. 

 

Romanesque paintings 

painter 

Europe 

1050 to 1200 

Romanesque paintings [1050 to 1200] 

Romanesque paintings were two-dimensional, patterned, outlined, and active, blending symbolic and ornamental 

styles. 

 

St. Savin paintings 

painter 

France 

1060 to 1115 

St. Savin-sur-Gartempe paintings [1060 to 1115: Romanesque paintings, such as Sant'Angelo in Formis Near Capua, 

are on nave vault] 

Charlemagne started the abbey. Gartempe is in Vienne department of former province of Poitou in west France. 

 

St. Mark's mosaics 

painter 

Venice, Italy 

1063 to 1094 

St. Mark's Cathedral mosaics [1063 to 1094: Byzantine mosaics] 

Domenico Contarini was Doge and commissioned it. 

 

Christ Pantokrator 

painter 

Daphne, Greece 

1080 to 1100 

Christ Pantokrator or Christ All Powerful [1080 to 1100: Crucifix mosaic in Daphne Monastery Church] 

Byzantine mosaics began to use crucifixion theme. 

 

Bayeux Tapestry 

painter 

Bayeux, France 

1100 

Bayeux Tapestry [1100: Romanesque tapestry depicts Norman Conquest of England] 

Bishop Odo commissioned it. Bayeux is in Normandy in north France. 

 

Islamic style Egypt 

painter 

Egypt 

1100 

Islamic style [1100] 

Islamic style used geometric and floral arabesques. 

 



St. Denis Banner 

painter 

Paris, France 

1144 

Banner of St. Denis [1144: Gothic style] 

Flags and oriflamme banners had Gothic style. 

 

Palatine Chapel Palermo 

painter 

Palermo, Sicily 

1150 

Ceiling of the Palatine Chapel [1150: Fatimid style mosaic in wooden ceiling] 

Palermo is port in northwest Sicily. 

 

Virgin and Child paintings 

painter 

Europe 

1150 to 1550 

Virgin and Child paintings [1150 to 1550: Gothic] 

Madonna paintings predominated as Roman Catholic church emphasized her role. 

 

Nicholas of Verdun 

painter 

Austria 

1181 

Klosterneuburg Abbey Altar [1181: Romanesque and early Gothic engraved and enameled plaques about courtly 

love] 

He lived 1262 to 1316. 

 

Ma Yuan 

painter 

China 

1190 to 1225 

Scholar by a Waterfall [1190 to 1225] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1155 to 1235 in Sung Dynasty. He founded Ma-Hsia school of landscape painting, with Hsia 

Kuei. 

 

Liang K'ai 

painter 

China 

1200 to 1210 

Sixth Patriarch (Hui Neng) Chopping the Bamboo [1200 to 1210]; Immortal in Splashed Ink [1200 to 1210] 

Zen Buddhist lived in Sung Dynasty. 

 

Ta'liq script 

painter 

Iran 

1200 to 1300 

Ta'liq script or hanging script [1200 to 1300: unornamented cursive Arabic calligraphy style] 

The later nasta'liq combines naskhi and ta'liq styles. 

 

Hsia Kuei or Xia Gui 

painter 

China 

1210 to 1230 

Twelve River Views [1210 to 1230] 



Zen Buddhist lived 1180 to 1230 in Sung Dynasty. He founded Ma-Hsia school of landscape painting, with Ma 

Yuan. 

 

Saint-Etienne windows 

painter 

Bourges, France 

1214 to 1255 

Saint-Étienne ambulatory windows [1214 to 1255: Gothic stained glass windows in Saint-Étienne de Bourges 

Cathedral] 

Bourges is in central France. 

 

Mu-Ch'i or Fa-Ch'ang 

painter 

China 

1245 to 1270 

Kwan-Yin triptych [1245: with Crane and Monkey]; Six Persimmons [1270] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1200 to 1274 in Sung Dynasty. 

 

Giovanni Cimabue [Cimabue, Giovanni] 

painter 

Assisi, Italy 

1280 

Crucifixion [1280: in church of St. Francis of Assisi]; St. Francis [1280: in church of St. Francis of Assisi]; Madonna 

Enthroned and Child [1280: in church of St. Francis of Assisi] 

He lived 1240 to 1302. 

 

Giotto or Ambrogio Bondone [Bondone, Ambrogio] 

painter 

Padua, Italy/Florence, Italy 

1290 to 1313 

St. Francis of Assisi [1290 to 1300: frescoes]; Arena Chapel Murals [1305 to 1313: Byzantine and Gothic frescoes 

about life of Christ are in Padua]; Lamentation [1305 to 1313: in Arena Chapel]; Noli me Tangere or Do Not Touch Me 

[1305 to 1313: in Arena Chapel]; Wedding Procession [1305: in Arena Chapel]; Marriage at Cana [1305 to 1313: in 

Arena Chapel]; Madonna Enthroned [1305 to 1313: in Arena Chapel]; Christ Entering Jerusalem [1305 to 1313: in 

Arena Chapel]; Life of the Virgin [1303 to 1313: frescoes in Arena Chapel]; Santa Croce Frescoes or Holy Cross 

Frescoes [1310: in Florence] 

He lived 1267 to 1337, used linear perspective, and painted with tempera. 

 

Byzantine-Gothic painting 

painter 

Italy 

1300 

Byzantine-Gothic painting [1300] 

Italian painters, who put figures in architectural settings to give more depth to painting, combined Byzantine and 

Gothic styles. 

 

Muso Kokushi [Kokushi, Muso] or Muso Soseki [Soseki, Muso] 

painter 

Japan 

1300 to 1350 

gardens [1300 to 1350]; Dream Conversations [1300 to 1350: book] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1275 to 1351 and used fine brush style {sumi style, Kokushi}. He designed gardens. 

 

Duccio di Buoninsegna 

painter 

Italy 



1308 to 1311 

Maesta Altar [1308 to 1311: back is Byzantine and Gothic]; Jesus Opens the Eyes of a Man Born Blind [1311] 

He lived 1260 to 1318. 

 

Pietro Lorenzetti [Lorenzetti, Pietro] 

painter 

Italy 

1342 

Birth of the Virgin [1342: Byzantine and Gothic] 

He lived 1280 to 1348. 

 

Islamic style Near East 

painter 

Near East 

1380 

Islamic style paintings [1380] 

Islamic style paintings had high horizon. 

 

Mir Ali 

calligrapher/painter 

Tabriz, Iran 

1380 to 1400 

Nasta'liq [1380 to 1400: Arabic calligraphy style] 

He lived ? to 1416 and painted miniatures. 

 

Cho Densu [Densu, Cho] or Kichizan Mincho [Mincho, Kichizan] or Myo-cho 

painter 

Japan 

1390 to 1420 

Indian Saints [1390 to 1420] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1352 to 1431 and painted in sumi style. 

 

Early Renaissance painting 

painter 

Italy 

1400 to 1500 

Early Renaissance painting [1400 to 1500] 

Early-Renaissance artists painted frescoes and polyptychs. 

 

Late Gothic painting 

painter 

Europe 

1400 to 1500 

Late Gothic painting [1400 to 1500] 

Late Gothic painting used color shading to achieve depth {atmospheric perspective} [Clark, 1969]. 

 

Andrei Rublev [Rublev, Andrei] 

painter 

Russia 

1410 

Old Testament Trinity icon [1410: Byzantine] 

He lived 1360 to 1430. 

 



Limbourg Brothers or Limburg Brothers/Herman Limbourg [Limbourg, Herman]/Jean Limbourg [Limbourg, 

Jean] or Jannequin Limbourg [Limbourg, Jannequin]/Paul Limbourg [Limbourg, Paul] or Pol Limbourg 

[Limbourg, Pol] 

painter 

France 

1413 to 1416 

Très Riches Heures de Duc de Berry or Very Rich Hours of the Duke of Berry [1413 to 1416: Byzantine and Gothic 

illuminated book used new light directions and showed integrated nature and life] 

Herman Limbourg lived 1370 to 1416. Paul Limbourg lived 1375 to 1416. Jean Limbourg lived 1380 to 1416. 

 

Robert Campin [Campin, Robert] or Master of Flemalle 

painter 

Flemalle, Flanders 

1425 

Merode Altarpiece [1425] 

He lived 1378 to 1444 and dissolved pigments in oil {oil painting}. Oil allows more color tones and can be thick or 

thin. He was among the earliest portrait artists. His Late Gothic painting is realistic, with light, depth, continuity, and 

detail. 

 

Masaccio 

painter 

Italy 

1425 to 1427 

Holy Trinity with the Virgin and St. John [1425]; Carmelite Church polyptych [1426: in Pisa]; Tribute Money 

[1427: fresco in Brancacci Chapel in Church of the Carmine]; Expulsion from Paradise [1427: fresco in Brancacci 

Chapel in Church of the Carmine]; St. Peter Healing the Sick with His Shadow [1427]; Madonna Enthroned [1427: in 

Pisa alter] 

He lived 1401 to 1428, began Early-Renaissance painting, and used perspective and full-bodied figures. 

 

Hubert van Eyck [van Eyck, Hubert] 

painter 

Flanders 

1425 to 1432 

Ghent Altarpiece [1425 to 1432: Northern Renaissance triptych including Crucifixion, Last Judgment, Annunciation, 

Adam and Eve. with Jan van Eyck] 

He lived 1370 to 1426 and first used atmospheric perspective. 

 

Jan van Eyck [van Eyck, Jan] 

painter 

Flanders 

1425 to 1434 

Ghent Altarpiece [1425 to 1432: with Hubert van Eyck. Northern-Renaissance triptych includes Crucifixion, Last 

Judgment, Annunciation, Adam and Eve]; Adoration of the Mystic Lamb [1432]; Man in a Red Turban [1433]; 

Giovanni Arnolfini and His Bride [1434] 

He lived 1390 to 1441, first used oil paint, and painted the first portraits. 

 

Roger van der Weyden [van der Weyden, Roger] 

painter 

Flanders 

1435 

Descent from the Cross [1435]; Francesco d'Este 

He lived 1399 to 1464. 

 

Fra Filippo Lippi [Lippi, Fra Filippo] or Lippo Lippi [Lippi, Lippo] 

painter 

Florence, Italy 



1440 to 1445 

Madonna and Child [1440 to 1445: Early Renaissance tempera] 

He lived 1406 to 1469 and was of Florentine school. 

 

Shubun 

painter 

Japan 

1440 to 1465 

ink paintings [1440 to 1465] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1414 to 1465 and painted in sumi style of Chinese ink painting of Muromachi period. He was 

Josetsu's student and taught Sesshu. 

 

Santa Francesca Romana 

painter 

Rome, Italy 

1448 

Santa Francesca Romana [1448: fresco painting in Tor de' Specchi Chapel in Santa Francesca Romana monastery or 

Tower of Mirrors or Palazzo dei Ponziani] 

St. Francesca Romana lived 1384 to 1440 in Rome and started Olivetan Oblates. 

 

Andrea Mantegna [Mantegna, Andrea] 

painter 

Padua, Italy/Mantua, Italy 

1448 to 1497 

Ovetari Chapel frescoes [1448 to 1459: in Padua in Church of Eremitani. Includes St. James Led to his Execution]; 

Calvary [1457 to 1460]; Camera degli Sposi Frescoes or Room of the Bride and Groom or Room of the Spouses [1465 

to 1474: in Mantua. Includes The Gonzaga Family]; St. Sebastian [1485: fresco]; Triumphs of Caesar [1489: fresco]; 

Lamentation over the Dead Christ [1490: Tempera on canvas used foreshortening]; Battle of Sea Gods [1490: fresco]; 

Madonna of Victory [1495: diagonal composition]; Parnassus [1497: allegory commissioned by Isabelle d'Este] 

He lived 1431 to 1506. 

 

Fra Angelico or Fiesole 

painter 

Florence, Italy 

1450 

Annunciation [1450: Florentine fresco in San Marco] 

He lived 1302 to 1373. 

 

Andrea del Castagno [Castagno, Andrea del] 

painter 

Italy 

1450 to 1457 

Last Supper [1450: fresco in Santa Apollonia convent refectory]; David [1457: on leather shield] 

He lived 1418 to 1457. 

 

Ibrahim Munif/Shaikh Hamadullah al-Amsani 

painter 

Turkey 

1453 to 1500 

Diwani script or Imperial script [1453 to 1500: complex Arabic calligraphy style with diagonals, for Ottoman-

Empire official documents] 

Munif originated it, and Hamadullah improved it. 

 

Tughra script 

painter 

Turkey 



1453 to 1900 

Tughra script [1543 to 1900: Ottoman-court Arabic calligraphy style] 

Monogram of the Sultan used Tughra script. 

 

Piero della Francesca 

painter 

Italy 

1459 to 1480 

Discovery and Proving of the True Cross [1459: in San Francesco Church in Arezzo]; Ideal Town [1475]; De 

Prospecttiva Pingendi or On Painting in Perspective [1480: book] 

He lived 1420 to 1492. 

 

Kamal-udin Bihzad [Bihzad, Kamal-udin] or Kamal-od-Din Behzad [Behzad, Kamal-od-Din] 

painter 

Tabriz, Iran/Herat, Afghanistan 

1467 to 1494 

History of Taimur [1467: miniature in Timurid style]; Garden of Sultan Hussain Bayqara [1480: miniature in 

Timurid style]; Bustan of Saadi or Orchard of Saadi [1487: miniature in Timurid style]; Khamseh Tribesmen [1491: 

miniature in Timurid style]; Laila and Majnoon [1494: miniature in Timurid style] 

He lived 1450 to 1520, was of Herat School [1467 to 1506], was later of Tabriz School [1506 to 1520], and used 

Safavid style. Herat is in northwest Afghanistan. 

 

Soga Jasoku [Jasoku, Soga] or Jasoku Soga [Jasoku, Soga] 

painter 

Japan 

1469 to 1483 

Tokusan and Rinza [1469 to 1483]; Sakyamuni in His Contemplation [1469 to 1483]; Landscape [1469 to 1483]; 

Birds and Flowers in the Four Seasons [1469 to 1483] 

Zen Buddhist lived ? to 1483, painted in Bummei-Period sumi style, and started Soga School. 

 

Sandro Botticelli [Botticelli, Sandro] 

painter 

Florence, Italy 

1478 to 1490 

Allegory of Spring or La Primavera [1478]; Birth of Venus [1490] 

He lived 1444 to 1510. 

 

Michael Pacher [Pacher, Michael] 

sculptor/painter 

Germany 

1480 to 1483 

Coronation of the Virgin [1480]; Altarpiece of the Four Latin Fathers [1483: at Sankt Wolfgang in Austria] 

He lived 1435 to 1498. 

 

Giovanni Bellini [Bellini, Giovanni] 

painter 

Venice, Italy 

1480 to 1488 

St. Francis in Ecstasy [1480]; Madonna with the Pear [1488] 

He lived 1430 to 1516. 

 

Martin Schongauer [Schongauer, Martin] 

engraver 

Germany 

1480 to 1490 

Temptation of St. Anthony [1480 to 1490: Late Gothic woodcut] 



He lived 1450 to 1491 and used copper plates. 

 

Leonardo da Vinci 

sculptor/painter/architect/engineer/inventor/biologist 

Italy 

1480 to 1519 

Helicopter [1480: drawing]; Adoration of the Magi [1482: painting]; Horse [1482: drawing]; Flying Wings [1485: 

drawing]; Equestrian Monument of Francesco Sforza [1490]; Last Supper [1500: painting]; Mona Lisa [1504: 

painting]; Lady with Ermine [1490: painting]; Battle of Anghiari [1505: painting]; Virgin of the Rocks [1506: 

painting]; Embryo in the Womb [1510: drawing] 

He lived 1452 to 1519 and studied anatomy. Fossils are sea organisms that fell to bottom in layers, but land 

subsequently rose [1482 to 1499]. 

He used perspective and shadow. Figures were in chiaroscuro light and dark, with light coming from undefined 

source. Sfumat haze makes soft veiled atmosphere to suggest more depth. Brighter objects appear larger by irradiation. 

He mirror wrote, as can many left-handers. He used hydraulics in shows that he created for the duke. 

 

Mogul miniatures 

painter 

India 

1483 to 1530 

Mogul style miniatures [1483 to 1530] 

Akbar and later Mogul emperors commissioned nature and court-life paintings in north India and had workshops that 

combined Indian and Islamic styles. 

 

Pietro Perugino [Perugino, Pietro] 

painter 

Italy 

1485 to 1496 

Annunciation [1485]; Crucifixion with Saints [1496] 

He lived 1446 to 1523. 

 

Sesshu or Sesshu Toyo or Toyo Sesshu [Sesshu Toyo] 

painter 

Japan 

1495 

Ink-splash Landscape [1495] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1421 to 1506 and was master of Japanese suiboku ink painting. 

 

Albrecht Durer [Durer, Albrecht] 

painter/engraver 

Germany 

1498 to 1525 

Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse [1498: Northern-Renaissance engraving]; Oswald Krell [1499: Northern-

Renaissance engraving]; Self-Portrait [1500: Northern-Renaissance engraving]; Young Hare [1502: Northern-

Renaissance engraving]; Tall Grasses or The Great Turf [1503: Northern-Renaissance engraving]; Adam and Eve 

[1504: Northern-Renaissance engraving]; Knight, Death, and the Devil [1513: Northern-Renaissance engraving]; 

Melancholia I [1514: Northern-Renaissance engraving]; Head of a Walrus [1521: Northern-Renaissance engraving]; 

Instructions in Measuring with Compass and Straightedge [1525: book] 

He lived 1471 to 1528. 

 

Zen painting 

painter 

China/Japan 

1500 

Zen painting [1500] 



Zen painting, other Zen arts, and classical Chinese poetry have four modes. Sabi is quiet and isolated or in the 

middle and so neither desired or rejected. Wabi is depressed, simple, ordinary, or common. Aware is nostalgic or 

regretful. Yugen is mysterious or deep. 

 

Rajasthan style 

painter 

India 

1500 to 1800 

Rajasthan style miniatures [1500 to 1800] 

Rajasthan state is in northwest India. 

 

Hieronymous Bosch [Bosch, Hieronymous] 

painter 

Flanders 

1504 

Garden of Earthly Delights [1504: triptych] 

He lived 1450 to 1516. 

 

Luca Signorelli [Signorelli, Luca] 

painter 

Orvieto, Italy 

1504 

Damned Cast into Hell [1504: Renaissance style painting in Orvieto Cathedral] 

He lived 1450 to 1523. 

 

Raphael or Raffaello Sanzio [Sanzio, Raffaello] 

painter 

Florence, Italy/Rome, Italy 

1505 to 1520 

Madonna del Granduca or Madonna of the Grand Duke or Madonna con il Bambino or Madonna and Child [1505: in 

Pitti Palace]; Cardinal Virtues [1510 to 1511: fresco in Vatican]; School of Athens [1510 to 1511: fresco in Vatican]; 

Parnassus [1510 to 1511: fresco in Stanza della Segnatura or Signature Room]; Disputa or Disputation of the Holy 

Sacrament or Adoration of the Sacrament [1510 to 1511: fresco in Stanza della Segnatura]; Triumph of Galatea [1511: 

fresco in Stanza della Segnatura]; Miraculous Draught of Fishes [1515]; Pope Leo X with His Nephews [1518]; 

Transfiguration [1520: fresco in Stanza della Segnatura] 

He lived 1483 to 1520. 

 

Mozaffar Ali Siyavash [Siyavash, Mozaffar Ali] 

painter 

Isfahan, Iran 

1508 to 1535 

Layla and Majnun [1508: Safavid miniature]; Rostam 

Sultan Muhammad's son Mozaffar Ali Siyavash or Mosavar Mohammadi was miniature painter of Ghazvin School. 

 

Sultan Muhammad 

painter 

Isfahan, Iran 

1508 to 1543 

Khamsa by Nezami [1539 to 1543: book illustrations] 

He was of Tabriz School of miniature painters, as was Behzad, and was Aqa Mirak of Isfahan's pupil. Mir Sayyid 

Ali, Mirza Ali, and Muzaffar Ali were also of Tabriz School. 

 

Giorgione 

painter 

Italy 

1509 to 1510 



Fete Champêtre or Outdoor Festival [1509]; Tempest [1510]; Col Tempo or La Vecchia or Old Woman [1510] 

He lived 1477 to 1510. 

 

Matthias Grunewald [Grunewald, Matthias] 

painter 

Germany 

1510 to 1515 

Isenheim Altarpiece [1510 to 1515] 

He lived 1470 to 1528. 

 

Titian or Vecellio Tiziano [Tiziano, Vecellio] 

painter 

Italy 

1518 to 1570 

Assumption of the Virgin [1518]; Man with the Glove [1522]; Bacchanal of the Andrians [1525]; Madonna with 

Members of the Pesaro Family [1526]; Paul III and His Grandsons Ottavio and Cardinal Alessandro Farnese [1546]; 

Charles V [1548]; Christ Crowned in Thorns [1570] 

He lived 1485 to 1576. 

 

Hans Holbein the Younger [Holbein the Younger, Hans] 

painter 

Germany 

1523 to 1540 

Erasmus [1523]; Madonna of Burgomeister Meyer [1526]; Sir Thomas More and His Family [1527]; Henry VIII 

[1540] 

He lived 1497 to 1543. 

 

Correggio 

painter 

Italy 

1525 to 1532 

Assumption of the Virgin [1525]; Jupiter and Io [1532] 

He lived 1489 to 1534. 

 

Giulio Romano 

painter 

Italy 

1525 to 1535 

Polyphemus the Cyclops [1525 to 1535: Mannerist] 

He lived 1499 to 1546 and started academic style. 

 

Lucas Cranach the Elder [Cranach the Elder, Lucas] 

engraver 

Germany 

1528 to 1545 

Judgment of Paris [1528]; Stag Hunt of the Elector Frederick the Wise [1529: Northern Renaissance]; Christ 

Blessing the Children [1545] 

He lived 1472 to 1553. Lucas Cranach the Younger lived 1515 to 1586. 

 

Albrecht Altdorfer [Altdorfer, Albrecht] 

painter 

Germany 

1529 

Battle of Issus [1529: Northern-Renaissance panel] 

He lived 1480 to 1538. 

 



Aqa Mirak [Mirak, Aqa] or Agha Mirak [Mirak, Agha] or Aqa Jalal ad-Din Mirak al-Hasani [Mirak al-Hasani, 

Aqa Jalal ad-Din] 

painter 

Isfahan, Iran 

1532 to 1543 

Firdausi Encounters the Court Poets of Ghazna [1532]; Khamsa by Nezami [1539 to 1543] 

He taught Sultan Muhammad. 

 

Daniele da Volterra [Volterra, Daniele da] 

painter 

Rome, Italy 

1545 

Descent from the Cross [1545: in Church of the Trinità dei Monti] 

Mannerist lived 1509 to 1566. 

 

Sadiqi-Beg or Sadegh Beig [Beig, Sadegh] 

calligrapher 

Isfahan, Iran 

1550 

Dragon and Horseman [1550] 

He lived 1533 to 1610, wrote Arabic calligraphy, painted miniatures, and was of Ghazvin School. 

 

Paolo Veronese [Veronese, Paolo] 

painter 

Venice, Italy 

1559 to 1576 

Supper at Emmaus [1559: in Church of San Sebastian in Venice]; Marriage at Cana [1562]; Rape of Europa [1576: 

in Ducal Palace in Venice] 

He lived 1528 to 1588. 

 

Muhammadi 

painter 

Middle East 

1560 to 1586 

miniatures [1560 to 1586] 

He painted miniatures. 

 

Pieter Bruegel the Elder [Bruegel the Elder, Pieter] 

painter 

Flanders 

1565 to 1568 

Return of the Herd [1565]; Hunters in the Snow [1565: Northern Renaissance]; Peasant Wedding [1568]; Blind 

Leading the Blind [1568] 

He lived 1525 to 1569. 

 

Tintoretto 

painter 

Italy 

1566 to 1581 

Christ before Pilate [1566]; Last Supper [1581] 

He lived 1518 to 1594. 

 

Muzaffar 'Ali 

painter 

Isfahan, Iran 

1570 to 1575 



He lived 1540 to 1576 and was miniature painter of Ghazvin School. 

 

Imad al-Husni [al-Husni, Imad] 

calligrapher 

Isfahan, Iran 

1580 to 1610 

Imad al-Husni lived 1554 to 1614 and was of Isfahan School. 

 

El Greco or Domenikos Theotokopoulos [Theotokopoulos, Domenikos] 

painter 

Greece/Spain 

1588 to 1609 

Burial of Count Orgaz [1588]; Fray Felix Hortensio Paravicino [1609: oil]; View of Toledo [1597] 

He lived 1541 to 1614, in Spain from 1577. 

 

Caravaggio or Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio [Caravaggio, Michelangelo Merisi da] 

painter 

Italy 

1600 to 1606 

Calling of St. Matthew [1600]; Madonna di Loreto or Madonna with Pilgrims [1606]; Death of the Virgin [1606] 

He lived 1571 to 1610 and used naturalism. He used tenebrism high contrast between dark and light from one 

source. 

 

Shikastah script 

painter 

Herat, Afghanistan 

1600 to 1700 

Shikastah script or Broken script [modified Nasta'liq] 

Sayyid Shafua of Herat invented it. 

 

Miyamoto Musashi [Musashi, Miyamoto] or Shinmen Takezo [Takezo, Shinmen] 

painter/samurai/author 

Japan 

1610 to 1645 

Miyamoto Musashi [self-portrait]; Book of Five Rings [1645: about swordsmanship] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1582 to 1645 and painted in sumi style. 

 

Peter Paul Rubens [Rubens, Peter Paul] 

painter 

Netherlands 

1610 to 1660 

Raising of the Cross [1610]; Descent from the Cross [1614]; Christ on the Cross [1620]; Arrival of Marie de' Medici 

at Marseilles [1626: in Luxembourg Palace in Paris]; Garden of Love [1632]; Landscape with the Chateau of Steen 

[1636]; Triumphant Christ Forgiving Penitent Sinners or Sinners Saved by Penitence [1660] 

He lived 1577 to 1640. 

 

Diego Valasquez [Valasquez, Diego] 

painter 

Spain 

1619 to 1656 

Water Carrier of Seville [1619]; Surrender of Breda [1635]; Las Meninas or Ladies in Waiting or Maids of Honor 

[1656] 

He lived 1599 to 1660. 

 

Reza Abbasi [Abbasi, Reza] 

painter 



Isfahan, Iran 

1620 to 1625 

Youth [1620 to 1625]; Old Man [1620 to 1625] 

He lived 1580 to 1530, wrote Safavid Arabic calligraphy, painted miniatures, and was of Isfahan School. Reza 

Abassi's pupil was Moin. Moin painted Reza Abassi. Muhammad Qasim, Mir Muhammad Ali, and Muhammad Yusuf 

continued Isfahan School style until 1700. Nadir Shah showed Mogul influences in 18th century. 

 

Iwasa Matabei [Matabei, Iwasa] 

printmaker 

Japan 

1620 to 1650 

Popular prints [1620 to 1650] 

He lived 1577 to 1650. He studied at Tosa School and then at Kano School, and then he founded Ukiyoye School or 

Popular School. Tosa School [1220] painted court scenes and battles. Kano School [1460] used Chinese-style painting 

for shoguns. 

 

Angeli von Guercino [Guercino, Angeli von] 

painter 

Rome, Italy 

1621 to 1623 

Aurore [1621 to 1623: Baroque ceiling fresco in Villa Ludovisi] 

He lived 1591 to 1666. 

 

Frans Hals [Hals, Frans] 

painter 

Netherlands 

1629 to 1664 

Jolly Toper or Merry Drinker [1629]; Member of the Haarlem Civic Guard [1636]; Descartes [1649]; Hille Bobbe or 

Malle Bobbe [1650]; Women's Regents of the Haarlem Almshouse [1664] 

He lived 1582 to 1666. 

 

Anthony van Dyck [van Dyck, Anthony] 

painter 

Flanders 

1632 to 1635 

Crucifixion with Saint Francis [1632]; Deposition [1634]; Charles I in Hunting Dress [1635] 

He lived 1599 to 1639. 

 

Rembrandt van Rijn 

painter 

Netherlands 

1632 to 1669 

Anatomy Lesson [1632]; Blinding of Samson [1636]; Night Watch [1642]; Tobit and Anna with the Kid [1645]; 

Bathsheba [1654]; Jacob Blessing the Sons of Joseph [1656]; Dutch Masters or The Syndics or Staatmeesters [1662]; 

Return of the Prodigal Son [1662]; Jewish Bride or The Loving Couple [1666]; Self-Portrait [1669] 

He lived 1606 to 1669. 

 

Nicolas Poussin [Poussin, Nicolas] 

architect/painter 

France 

1633 to 1648 

Cephalus and Aurora [1633]; Rape of the Sabine Women [1634]; Palace of Versailles paintings [1640 to 1642]; 

Landscape with the Burial of Phocion [1648] 

He lived 1594 to 1665. 

 



Pietro da Cortona [Cortona, Pietro da] 

painter 

Rome, Italy 

1639 

Barberini Palace Frescoes [1639] 

He lived 1596 to 1669. 

 

Claude Lorrain [Lorrain, Claude] or Claude Gellée [Gellée, Claude] 

painter 

France 

1639 to 1647 

Pastoral Landscape: The Roman Campagna [1639]; Pastoral Landscape [1647] 

He lived 1602 to 1682. 

 

Peter Saenredam [Saenredam, Peter] 

painter 

Haarlem, Netherlands 

1645 

Interior of St. Janskerk [1645] 

He lived 1597 to 1665 and built church interiors. 

 

Georges de La Tour [La Tour, Georges de] 

painter 

France 

1645 to 1650 

Joseph the Carpenter [1645]; Madonna and Child [1645]; Education of the Virgin [1650] 

He lived 1593 to 1652. 

 

Paul Potter [Potter, Paul] 

painter 

Netherlands 

1647 

Young Bull [1647] 

He lived 1625 to 1654. 

 

Jacob van Ruisdael [Ruisdael, Jacob van] 

painter 

Netherlands 

1657 

Jewish Graveyard [1657: landscape] 

He lived 1628 to 1682. 

 

Francesco Cozza [Cozza, Francesco] 

painter 

Rome, Italy 

1660 

Madonna del Riscatto [1660: Baroque painting in Santa Francesca Romana monastery or Tower of Mirrors or 

Palazzo dei Ponziani] 

He lived 1605 to 1682. 

 

Pieter de Hooch [Hooch, Pieter de] 

painter 

Netherlands 

1660 

Preparing Bread [1660] 

He lived 1629 to 1684 and painted domestic scenes. 



 

Jan Steen [Steen, Jan] 

painter 

Netherlands 

1660 to 1666 

Eve of St. Nicholas [1660 to 1666]; Drawing Lesson [1665] 

He lived 1625 to 1679. 

 

Jan Vermeer van Delft [Vermeer van Delft, Jan] 

painter 

Netherlands 

1661 to 1667 

View of Delft [1661]; Music Lesson [1665]; Girl with a Pearl Earring [1665]; Letter [1667] 

He lived 1632 to 1675. 

 

Hishikawa Moronobu [Moronobu, Hishikawa] 

engraver 

Japan 

1670 to 1700 

prints [1670 to 1700] 

He lived 1638 to 1714 and printed ukiyo-e from woodblocks. 

 

Eizan/Horishige/Hokusai/Utamaro 

engraver 

Japan 

1670 to 1867 

ukiyo-e [1670 to 1800: woodblock ink prints] 

He lived 1787 to 1867 and printed India-ink woodblock prints {ukiyo-e}. Horishige, Hokusai, Utamaro, and 

Hishikawa Moronobu also printed them. 

 

Hafiz Osman [Osman, Hafiz] 

painter 

Iran 

1680 

Hilyah or Description of the Prophet [1680: Arabic calligraphy style] 

He lived 1642 to 1698 and used words and phrases to depict bird or animal. 

 

Gerrit Berckheyde [Berckheyde, Gerrit] 

painter 

Netherlands 

1696 

Market Square at Haarlem [1696] 

He lived 1638 to 1698 and painted town scenes. 

 

Antoine Watteau [Watteau, Antoine] 

painter 

France 

1717 to 1719 

Gilles as Pierrot [1718]; Pilgrimage to Cythera [1719]; Fêtes Venitiennes or Venice Festivals [1719] 

He lived 1684 to 1721. 

 

Matabei or Matahei 

printmaker 

Japan 

1725 

Otsu pictures [1725] 



He lived ? to 1725 and sketched scenes and demons {Otsu pictures} in Otso near Kyoto. 

 

Suzuki Harunobu [Harunobu, Suzuki] 

engraver 

Japan 

1730 to 1800 

nishiki-e [1730 to 1800: color woodblock prints] 

He lived 1725 to 177 and printed woodblocks in colors {nishiki-e}. 

 

William Hogarth [Hogarth, William] 

painter 

England 

1732 to 1754 

Harlot's Progress [1732]; Rake's Progress [1735]; Orgy [1735]; Marriage a la Mode [1743]; Chairing the Candidate 

[1754]; Analysis of Beauty [1753: book] 

He lived 1697 to 1764. Feeling of beauty depends on bodily characteristics and sensations, as they identify 

themselves with art {empathy theory}. 

 

François Boucher [Boucher, François] 

painter 

France 

1734 to 1761 

Capriccio View from the Campo Vaccino [1734]; Vulcan Presenting Venus with Arms for Aeneas [1756]; Shepherd 

and Shepherdess Reposing [1761] 

He lived 1703 to 1770 and used Rococo style. 

 

Jean Chardin [Chardin, Jean] 

painter 

France 

1738 to 1741 

Scullery Maid [1738]; La Toilette de Matin or Morning Dressing [1741] 

He lived 1699 to 1779. 

 

Thomas Gainsborough [Gainsborough, Thomas] 

painter 

England 

1748 to 1785 

Robert Andrews and His Wife Mary [1748]; Mountain Landscape with Bridge [1784]; Mrs. Siddons [1785] 

He lived 1727 to 1788. 

 

Giovanni Tiepolo [Tiepolo, Giovanni] 

painter 

Italy/Würzburg, Germany 

1753 

Kaisersaal Ceiling Fresco [1753: Rococo, in Episcopal Palace of Würzburg, Bavaria] 

He lived 1696 to 1770. 

 

Battersea enamel boxes 

painter 

England 

1755 to 1765 

Battersea enamel boxes [1755 to 1765] 

Company was Bilston & Battersea Enamels. 

 

Jean Honoré Fragonard [Fragonard, Jean Honoré] 

painter 



France 

1756 to 1764 

Les Baigneuses or Bathers [1756 to 1764] 

He lived 1732 to 1806. 

 

Richard Wilson [Wilson, Richard] 

painter 

England 

1757 to 1765 

Landscape with Diana and Callisto [1757]; Snowdon from Llyn Nantlle [1765] 

He lived 1713 to 1782 and painted landscapes. 

 

George Stubbs [Stubbs, George] 

painter 

England 

1766 

Lion Attacking a Horse [1766: Romantic] 

He lived 1724 to 1806. 

 

John Singleton Copley [Copley, John Singleton] 

painter 

USA 

1766 to 1778 

Mrs. Thomas Boylston [1766]; Watson and the Shark [1778] 

He lived 1738 to 1815. 

 

Joshua Reynolds [Reynolds, Joshua] 

painter 

England 

1766 to 1790 

Orrery [1766]; Experiment with an Air Pump [1768]; Mrs. Siddons as the Tragic Muse [1787]; Discourses [1769 to 

1790: book] 

He lived 1723 to 1792. Beauty relates to central idea. The most-beautiful things are the most-representative class 

examples. 

 

Benjamin West [West, Benjamin] 

painter 

USA 

1770 to 1817 

Death of General Wolfe [1770]; Death on a Pale Horse [1817] 

He lived 1738 to 1820. 

 

Caspar Wolf [Wolf, Caspar] 

painter 

Switzerland 

1773 

Lauteraargletscher [1773: landscape of Lauteraargletscher river] 

He lived 1735 to 1783. 

 

Sengai Gibon [Sengai, Gibon] or Gibon Sengai [Sengai, Gibon] 

painter 

Japan 

1780 to 1810 

Frog and Snail; Banana Plant or Basho; Bamboos in the Wind 

Zen Buddhist lived 1750 to 1837 and painted in sumi style. 

 



John Henry Fuseli [Fuseli, John Henry] 

painter 

Switzerland/England 

1781 

Nightmare [1781] 

He lived 1741 to 1825. 

 

Jacques Louis David [David, Jacques Louis] 

painter 

France 

1784 to 1801 

Oath of the Horatii [1784]; Death of Socrates [1787]; Lictors Bringing Back the Sons of Brutus [1789]; Oath of the 

Tennis Court [1791]; Death of Marat [1793]; View of the Luxembourg Palace Gardens [1794]; Madame Verninac 

[1799]; Madame Récamier [1800]; Napoleon Crossing the Alps [1801] 

He lived 1748 to 1825. 

 

John Trumbull [Trumbull, John] 

painter 

USA 

1786 to 1824 

Declaration of Independence [1786]; Paintings in United States Capitol Building [1824] 

He lived 1756 to 1843. 

 

William Blake [Blake, William] 

painter 

England 

1794 

Ancient of Days [1794] 

He lived 1757 to 1827. 

 

Gilbert Stuart [Stuart, Gilbert] 

painter 

USA 

1795 to 1805 

Washington [1795]; Jefferson [1805] 

He lived 1755 to 1828. 

 

Joseph Mallord William Turner [Turner, Joseph Mallord William] 

painter 

England 

1798 to 1844 

Buttermere Lake: A Shower [1798]; Willows by a Stream [1805]; Passage of the Mont Cenis [1820]; Waves 

Breaking on a Lee Shore [1835]; Slave Ship or Slaves Throwing Overboard the Dead and Dying, Typhoon Coming On 

[1840]; Rain, Steam, Speed [1844] 

He lived 1775 to 1851. 

 

Francisco Goya [Goya, Francisco] 

painter 

Greece/Spain 

1800 to 1810 

Family of Charles IV [1800]; Third of May [1808]; Disasters of War [1810] 

He lived 1746 to 1828. 

 

Henry Raeburn [Raeburn, Henry] 

painter 

Scotland 



1800 to 1810 

Lieut-Colonel Bryce McMurdo [1800 to 1810]; Sir Henry Raeburn The 1st Viscount Melville [1805] 

He lived 1756 to 1823 and painted portraits. 

 

Jean Ingres [Ingres, Jean] 

painter 

France 

1806 

Napoleon as Emperor [1806] 

He lived 1780 to 1867. 

 

Caspar David Friedrich [Friedrich, Caspar David] 

painter 

Germany 

1809 to 1821 

Man Looking at Mountains with Rainbow [1809]; Wreck of the "Hope" [1821] 

He lived 1774 to 1840. 

 

John Constable [Constable, John] 

painter 

England 

1811 to 1830 

Stoke-by-Nayland [1811]; Boys Fishing by the Stour [1813]; Haywain [1819]; Cloud Studies [1819 to 1830]; 

Hampstead Heath [1821] 

He lived 1776 to 1837. 

 

Theodore Gericault [Gericault, Theodore] 

painter 

France 

1819 to 1822 

Raft of the Medusa [1819]; Madman [1822] 

He lived 1791 to 1824. 

 

George Cruikshank [Cruikshank, George] 

illustrator 

England 

1821 to 1841 

Life in London [1821: illustration, with Robert Isaac]; Oliver Twist [1841: illustration] 

He lived 1792 to 1878. 

 

Eugène Delacroix [Delacroix, Eugène] 

painter 

France 

1822 to 1861 

Dante and Virgil Crossing the Styx or Barque of Dante [1822]; Massacre of Chios [1824]; Greece expiring on the 

Ruins of Missolonghi [1827]; Women of Algiers in their Apartments [1834]; Attila and his Hordes Overrun Italy and 

the Arts [1847]; Liberty Guiding the People [1848]; Odalisque [1854]; Lion Hunt [1854]; Jacob Wrestling with the 

Angel [1861] 

He lived 1798 to 1863. 

 

Jean Baptiste Corot [Corot, Jean Baptiste] 

painter 

France 

1826 to 1870 

View of the Farnese Gardens [1826]; Femme à la Perle or Woman with a Pearl [1870]; Interrupted Reading [1870] 

He lived 1796 to 1875. 



 

Hokusai Katsushika [Katsushika, Hokusai] 

painter 

Japan 

1827 

Mount Fuji Views [1827] 

He lived 1760 to 1849. 

 

George Catlin [Catlin, George] 

painter 

USA 

1831 to 1832 

White Cloud [1832] 

He lived 1796 to 1872 and painted Native Americans. 

 

Hiroshige or Ando Hiroshige [Hiroshige, Ando] or Utagawa Hiroshige [Hiroshige, Utagawa] or Ichiyusai 

Hiroshige [Hiroshige, Ichiyusai] 

printmaker 

Japan 

1833 to 1857 

Pheasant on a Snowy Hillside [1845] 

He lived 1797 to 1858 and was of Ukiyo-e School of printmaking. 

 

John James Audubon [Audubon, John James] 

painter 

USA 

1835 to 1840 

bird paintings [1835 to 1840] 

He lived 1785 to 1851 and painted birds. 

 

Thomas Cole [Cole, Thomas] 

painter 

England/USA 

1836 to 1842 

Course of Empire series [1836]; Notch in the White Mountains [1839: in the White Mountains series]; Voyage of 

Life series [1842] 

He lived 1801 to 1848 and founded Hudson River School of nature painting. 

 

Edward Hicks [Hicks, Edward] 

painter 

USA 

1846 

Peaceable Kingdom [1846] 

He lived 1780 to 1849. 

 

Nathaniel Currier [Currier, Nathaniel] 

lithographer 

USA 

1849 to 1850 

Way They Come from California [1849]; Son and Daughter of Temperance [1850] 

He lived 1813 to 1888. 

 

Gustave Courbet [Courbet, Gustave] 

painter 

France 

1849 to 1855 



Stone Breakers [1849]; Burial at Ornano [1849]; Interior of My Studio [1855] 

He lived 1819 to 1877. 

 

François Millet [Millet, François] 

painter 

France 

1850 to 1855 

Sower [1850]; Peasant Spreading Manure [1855] 

He lived 1814 to 1875 and was of Barbizon School. 

 

Ford Madox Brown [Brown, Ford Madox] 

painter 

England 

1852 to 1865 

Work [1852 to 1865: Pre-Raphaelite] 

He lived 1821 to 1893. 

 

Paul Gustave Doré [Doré, Paul Gustave] 

painter/illustrator 

France 

1856 to 1887 

Contes Drolatiques by Balzac or Droll Stories by Balzac [1856: illustrations]; Divine Comedy [1861 to 1868: 

illustrations]; Scripture Reader in a Night Shelter [1865]; Paradise Lost [1866: illustrations]; Don Quixote in His 

Library [1887]; Men Setting Their Watches by the Noon Gun 

He lived 1832 to 1883. 

 

Eduardo Manet [Manet, Eduardo] 

painter 

France 

1863 to 1882 

Luncheon on the Grass [1863]; Olympia [1863]; Fifer [1866]; Bar at the Folies-Bergere [1882] 

He lived 1832 to 1883 and was the first Impressionist, for whom painting itself was reality. 

 

Edgar Dégas [Dégas, Edgar] 

painter 

France 

1868 to 1895 

Orchestra at the Opera [1868]; Prima Ballerina [1876]; Dancer at the Bouquet [1876]; Rehearsal in the Foyer of the 

Opera [1895] 

He lived 1834 to 1917. 

 

Claude Monet [Monet, Claude] 

painter 

France 

1868 to 1906 

River [1868]; Impression: Sunrise [1872]; Water Lilies [1906] 

He lived 1840 to 1926. 

 

Auguste Renoir [Renoir, Auguste] 

painter 

France 

1869 to 1881 

Le Grenoullière or Froggery [1869: inn on river north of Paris]; Dance at Le Moulin de la Galette or Dance at the 

Pancake Mill [1876]; Luncheon of the Boating Party [1881] 

He lived 1841 to 1919. 

 



James Abbott McNeill Whistler [Whistler, James Abbott McNeill] 

painter 

USA/England 

1871 to 1877 

Arrangement in Black and Gray: the Artist's Mother or Whistler's Mother [1871]; Nocturne in Black and Gold: the 

Falling Rocket [1877] 

He lived 1834 to 1903. 

 

Winslow Homer [Homer, Winslow] 

painter 

USA 

1873 

Morning Bell [1873] 

He lived 1836 to 1910. 

 

Thomas Eakins [Eakins, Thomas] 

painter 

USA 

1875 

Gross Clinic [1875] 

He lived 1844 to 1916. 

 

Paul Cézanne [Cézanne, Paul] 

painter 

France 

1879 to 1897 

Self-Portrait [1879 and 1895]; Mont Sainte-Victoire Seen from Bibemus Quarry [1897] 

He lived 1839 to 1906, was Post-Impressionist, and articulated foreground and background. 

 

Albert Pinkham Ryder [Ryder, Albert Pinkham] 

painter 

USA 

1879 to 1919 

Toilers of the Sea [1919: realist]; Dead Bird [1879: realist] 

He lived 1847 to 1917. 

 

Georges Seurat [Seurat, Georges] 

painter 

France 

1884 to 1888 

Bathers at Asnieres [1884 and 1887]; Side Show [1888] 

He lived 1859 to 1891 and used color dots {Pointillism} {Divisionism}. 

 

Vincent van Gogh [van Gogh, Vincent] 

painter 

France 

1887 to 1889 

Self-Portrait [1887]; Wheat Field and Cypress Trees [1889]; Potato Eaters [1889]; Starry Night [1889] 

He lived 1853 to 1890, was Post-Impressionist, and painted landscapes filled with emotion and bright colors. 

 

Honoré Daumier [Daumier, Honoré] 

painter 

France 

1890 to 1902 

Good Samaritan [1890]; Don Quixote Attacking the Windmill [1902] 

He lived 1808 to 1879. 



 

Paul Gauguin [Gauguin, Paul] 

painter 

France 

1891 to 1893 

Women of Tahiti [1891]; Offerings of Gratitude [1893] 

He lived 1848 to 1903 and was Post-Impressionist. He used folk art, stained glass, and flat picture with strong colors, 

in pre-Renaissance style {synthetism, Gauguin}. His later work is his Tahitian period. 

 

Edvard Munch [Munch, Edvard] 

painter 

Norway 

1893 to 1894 

Scream [1893]; Madonna [1894] 

He lived 1863 to 1944. 

 

Aubrey Beardsley [Beardsley, Aubrey] 

illustrator 

England 

1893 to 1909 

Bon-Mots Series or Witticisms Series [1893 to 1897]; Enter Herodias [1893]; Salome [1894]; Mysterious Rose 

Garden [1895: in The Yellow Book]; Messalina and her Companion [1895]; Portrait of Miss Winifred Emery [1895: in 

The Yellow Book]; Ave Atque Vale or Hail Brother Farewell or Hail and Farewell [1896: poem]; Antoinette at her 

Dressing Table [1909] 

He lived 1872 to 1898. 

 

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec [Toulouse-Lautrec, Henri de] 

painter 

France 

1895 

At the Moulin Rouge [1895] 

He lived 1864 to 1901. 

 

Henri Rousseau [Rousseau, Henri] 

painter 

France 

1897 to 1910 

Sleeping Gypsy [1897]; Exotic Landscape [1908]; Dream [1910] 

He lived 1844 to 1910. 

 

collage 

painter 

Europe 

1900 to 1920 

Artists cut and pasted scraps onto background {collage}| or in three dimensions {constructivism, art}. 

 

Maurice Prendergast [Prendergast, Maurice] 

painter 

Canada/USA 

1901 to 1923 

Central Park, New York [1901]; Sunset and Sea Fog [1923] 

He lived 1858 to 1924. 

 

John Singer Sargeant [Sargeant, John Singer] 

painter 

USA 



1902 

Mrs. Knowles and Her Children [1902] 

He lived 1856 to 1925. 

 

Pablo Picasso [Picasso, Pablo] 

painter 

Spain 

1903 to 1943 

Old Guitarist [1903]; Les Demoiselles d'Avignon or Young Women of Avignon [1907]; Ambroise Voillard [1910]; 

Still Life with Chair Caning [1912]; Three Musicians [1921]; Mother and Child [1921]; Three Dancers [1925]; 

Guernica [1937]; Bull's Head [1943: sculpture] 

He lived 1881 to 1973, had a Blue period, and then had a Rose period. He used shaded wedges and open spaces 

{Cubism} and pasted collages. 

 

Maxfield Parrish [Parrish, Maxfield] 

painter 

USA 

1904 to 1962 

Air Castles [1904]; Daybreak [1920]; Knave of Hearts [1925: book]; Brown and Bigelow calendars [1937 to 1962] 

He lived 1870 to 1966 and was Art Nouveau. 

 

Henri Matisse [Matisse, Henri] 

painter 

France 

1906 to 1910 

Joy of Life [1906]; Harmony in Red [1908]; Conversation [1909]; Dance [1910] 

He lived 1869 to 1954 and was Expressionist and Fauvist. 

 

Amadeo Modigliani [Modigliani, Amadeo] 

painter/sculptor 

Italy/France 

1908 to 1917 

Jewess [1908: painting]; Head [1912: sculpture]; Caryatid [1914: sculpture]; Moise Kisling [1915]; Nude [1917] 

He lived from 1884 to 1920. 

 

Giacomo Balla [Balla, Giacomo] 

painter 

Italy 

1909 to 1913 

Street Lamp [1909]; Dog on a Leash [1912]; Rhythms of a Bow [1912]; Abstract Speed [1913] 

He lived 1871 to 1958, was Futurist, and used Cubist ideas. 

 

Wassily Kandinsky [Kandinsky, Wassily] 

painter 

Russia/Dresden, Germany/Munich, Germany 

1910 to 1939 

Improvisation 7 [1910]; Compositions [1911 to 1939: I to X]; Concerning the Spiritual in Art [1912: book] 

He lived 1866 to 1944, led Die Brucke or the Bridge, and was the first non-objective or non-representational painter 

{non-representational art} {non-objective art, Kandinsky}. He was Fauvist. He, Franz Marc, and other German 

expressionists formed Der Blaue Reiter (The Blue Rider) [1911 to 1014]. 

 

Marc Chagall [Chagall, Marc] 

painter 

Russia/France 

1911 

I and the Village [1911: Cubist and Romanticist] 



He lived 1887 to 1985. 

 

Georges Braque [Braque, Georges] 

painter 

France 

1912 to 1913 

Man with Guitar [1912]; Le Courrier or Courier [1913] 

He lived 1882 to 1963. 

 

Marcel Duchamp [Duchamp, Marcel] 

painter 

France 

1912 to 1934 

Nude Descending a Staircase (No. 2) [1912]; Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (The Large Glass) [1915 

to 1923]; Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (The Green Box) [1934] 

He lived 1887 to 1968 and superimposed movement phases. 

 

Piet Mondrian [Mondrian, Piet] 

painter 

Netherlands 

1912 to 1943 

Flowering Apple Tree [1912]; Composition with Red, White, and Blue [1921]; Composition in Red, Blue, and 

Yellow [1930]; Broadway Boogie-Woogie [1943] 

He lived 1872 to 1944 and used a non-objective style {Neo-Plasticism} {De Stijl} that balanced asymmetrical parts. 

 

Giorgio de Chirico [Chirico, Giorgio de] 

painter 

Italy/Paris, France 

1914 

Mystery and Melancholy of a Street [1914] 

He lived 1888 to 1978 and was Fantasist. 

 

Erté or Romain de Tirtoff [Tirtoff, Romain de] 

painter 

Russia/France 

1915 to 1973 

Symphony in Black [1973: tall slim woman in black dress with long black dog] 

He lived 1892 to 1990, designed stage and film clothes, and was of Art Deco. 

 

Norman Rockwell [Rockwell, Norman] 

illustrator 

USA 

1916 to 1958 

Freedom of Speech, Freedom of Worship, Freedom from Want, and Freedom from Fear [1942] 

He lived 1894 to 1978 and painted Saturday Evening Post magazine covers [1916 to 1958]. 

 

Diego Rivera [Rivera, Diego] 

painter 

Mexico 

1921 to 1940 

Man, Controller of the Universe [1934]; Pan American Unity or Marriage of the Artistic Expression of the North and 

of the South on this Continent [1940] 

He lived 1886 to 1957 and painted murals. Jose Clemente Orozco, David Alvaro Siquieros, and Rivera painted 

public-building frescos in Mexican Mural Renaissance [1921 to 1930]. 

 



Charles Prendergast [Prendergast, Charles] 

painter 

Canada/USA 

1922 to 1932 

Fairy Story [1922]; Holiday Beach Scene [1932] 

He lived 1863 to 1948. 

 

Paul Klee [Klee, Paul] 

painter 

Germany 

1922 to 1938 

Twittering Machine [1922]; Park near Lucerne [1938] 

He lived 1879 to 1940 and used ideographic and simple shapes. 

 

Chaim Soutine [Soutine, Chaim] 

painter 

France 

1923 to 1926 

Still Life with Skate [1923]; Seated Woman [1924]; Dead Fowl [1926: Post-Impressionist] 

He lived 1893 to 1943, used color dots {Pointillism, Soutine} {Divisionism, Soutine}, and was Post-Impressionist. 

 

Stuart Davis [Davis, Stuart] 

painter 

USA 

1927 to 1930 

Eggbeater series [1927 to 1930] 

He lived 1894 to 1964. 

 

Raoul Dufy [Dufy, Raoul] 

painter 

France 

1928 

Interior with Open Windows [1928] 

He lived 1877 to 1953 and was Fauvist. 

 

Max Ernst [Ernst, Max] 

painter 

Germany 

1929 

La Femme 100 têtes or Hundred-headed Woman [1929] 

He lived 1891 to 1976, was Surrealist, and constructed frottages [1925] and decalomania. 

 

Salvador Dali [Dali, Salvador] 

painter 

Spain 

1929 to 1962 

Lugubrious Game [1929]; Persistence of Memory [1931]; Evocation of the Apparition of Lenin [1933]; Autumn 

Cannibalism [1937]; Geopoliticus World Child Watching the Birth of the New Man [1943]; Christ of St. John of the 

Cross [1951]; Raphaelesque Head Exploding [1951]; Oecumenical Council [1962] 

He lived 1904 to 1989, used psychoanalytic ideas, and was Surrealist. 

 

Maurice Utrillo [Utrillo, Maurice] 

painter 

Paris, France 

1936 

Montmartre Street Corner/Lapin Agile [1936] 



He lived 1883 to 1955 and painted Paris street scenes. 

 

Georges Rouault [Rouault, Georges] 

painter 

France 

1937 

Head of Christ [1937]; Old King [1937] 

He lived 1871 to 1958. 

 

Maurits C. Escher [Escher, Maurits C.] 

painter 

Netherlands 

1937 to 1968 

Metamorphosis I [1937]; Sky and Water I [1938]; Sky and Water II [1938]; Day and Night [1938]; Regular Division 

of the Plane with Asymmetric Congruent Polygons [1941]; Drawing Hands [1948]; Gravity [1952]; Ascending and 

Descending [1953]; Relativity [1953]; Circle Limit I [1955]; Circle Limit II [1959]; Circle Limit III [1959]; Circle 

Limit IV [1960]; Regular Division of the Plane [1958]; Up and Down [1961]; Waterfall [1961]; Möbius Strip I [1963]; 

Metamorphosis III [1967] 

He lived 1898 to 1972 and etched lithographs and woodcuts with scenes impossible in three-dimensional space or 

with opposite-shape tilings. He used the 17 symmetries available in the plane {wallpaper group, Escher}. He also 

represented hyperbolic space by projection onto plane. 

 

Edward Hopper [Hopper, Edward] 

painter 

USA 

1940 to 1942 

Gas [1940]; Nighthawks: Boulevard of Broken Dreams [1942] 

He lived 1882 to 1967. 

 

Jackson Pollack [Pollack, Jackson] 

painter 

USA 

1942 to 1946 

Moon Woman [1942]; One [1946] 

He lived 1912 to 1956 and was Abstract Expressionist, who used poured or squirted paint in an active painting 

process {action painting}. 

 

Andrew Wyeth [Wyeth, Andrew] 

painter 

USA 

1948 

Christina's World [1948]; Helga Pictures 

He lived 1917 to ?. 

 

William De Kooning [De Kooning, William] 

painter 

USA 

1952 to 1954 

Woman I [1952]; Woman and Bicycle [1953]; Marilyn Monroe [1954] 

He lived 1904 to 1997. 

 

Joseph Albers [Albers, Joseph] 

painter 

Germany/USA 

1961 

Homage to the Square [1961] 



He lived 1888 to 1976 and used color squares to study color relations. 

 

Andy Warhol [Warhol, Andy] or Andrew Warhola [Warhola, Andrew] 

painter 

USA 

1962 to 1965 

Campbell's Soup Can [1962 to 1965: painting series] 

He lived 1928 to 1987. 

 

Joan Miro [Miro, Joan] 

painter 

Spain 

1963 

Composition II [1963] 

He lived 1934 to 1976, was Surrealist, and used only curved outlines {biomorphic abstraction, Miro}. 

 

Ben Shawn [Shawn, Ben] 

painter 

USA 

1967 

Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti [1967] 

He lived 1898 to 1969. 

 

Ivar Brunn [Brunn, Ivar] 

painter 

Norway 

1970 

He used thick oil. 

 

ARTS>Art>History>Sculpture 

 

Venus of Willendorf 

sculptor 

Willendorf, Austria 

-25000 

Venus of Willendorf [-25000: animal-horn nude woman] 

Upper Paleolithic Period [-30000 to -20000] carved many small nude female figures. 

 

Cro-Magnon art 

sculptor 

Les Eyzies, France 

-15000 to -10000 

Cro-Magnon rock shelter art [-15000 to -10000: reindeer-horn bison] 

Les Eyzies is in Dordogne region. 

 

plastered skulls 

sculptor 

Jericho, Palestine 

-7000 to -6000 

Jericho plastered skulls [-7000 to -6000] 

Plastered skulls with individual faces, pottery, and woven cloth were made. 

 

Female Head 

sculptor 

Uruk, Iraq 

-3500 to -3000 



Female Head from Uruk or Warka Head [-3500 to -3000: marble] 

Inanna was main Sumer goddess and the sky god An's daughter. Uruk is Warka. Culture also cast bronze king heads. 

 

King Narmer Palette 

sculptor 

Egypt 

-3168 

King Narmer Palette or King Menes Palette [-3168: Stone with hieroglyphs has body, head, and legs in profile but 

eyes and shoulders face on] 

Egyptian Old Kingdom had abstract-picture hieroglyphs. Sculptural views were face on, profile, or from above. 

Menes is Greek name for Narmer. 

 

Cyclades tombs 

sculptor 

Cyclades Islands, Crete 

-2600 to -1100 

Cyclades tombs [-2600 to -1100] 

In Cyclades stone tombs, marble standing-female statues were naked or draped {nude}, had folded arms, had 

flattened bodies, had faces with noses only, and were probably motherhood and fertility goddesses. 

 

Sphinx built 

sculptor 

Giza, Egypt 

-2570 to -2500 

Great Sphinx [-2570 to -2500: limestone Chefron head and lion body] 

Sphinx is next to King Chefron's pyramid. Sculptors carved it at site. 

 

Seated Scribe 

sculptor 

Saqqara, Egypt 

-2500 to -2400 

Seated Scribe [-2500 to -2400: large Egyptian Old Kingdom limestone statue] 

Sculptors in Fourth dynasty carved it. Saqqara is west of Memphis and south of Cairo. 

 

Indus sculptures 

sculptor 

Indus River 

-2500 to -1500 

Indus sculptures [-2500 to -1500] 

Indus Valley people carved sculptures with soft, full human forms, in the first communities in Pakistan and 

northwest India. 

 

Old Kingdom tombs 

sculptor 

Egypt 

-2400 

Old Kingdom tombs [-2400] 

In Egyptian Old Kingdom tombs, royal-household limestone busts {reserve head} were near burial chamber, and 

limestone walls had sculptures {relief}. 

 

Akkadian head 

sculptor 

Iraq 

-2300 to -2200 

Akkadian portrait head [-2300 to -2200: bronze king bust] 

Akkadian rulers commissioned busts. 



 

Naran-Sin Stele 

sculptor 

Iraq 

-2230 

Victory Stele of Naran-Sin [-2230: stone with king and army] 

Akkadians cut upright stone slabs used as stele markers. 

 

Gudea Statue 

sculptor 

Girsu, Iraq 

-2150 to -2000 

Statue of Gudea [-2150 to -2000: New Sumerian diorite statue, with rounded features and muscle definition] 

Gudea was prince of Lagash and ruler of New Sumerian Empire. Girsu is Tello in south Mesopotamia. 

 

Sesotris III 

sculptor 

Karnak, Egypt 

-1850 

Sesotris III [-1850: Egyptian Middle Kingdom realistic quartzite head in temple of Mentu] 

Khakhaure Senusret III or Senwosret III or Sesostris III was pharaoh in middle of 12th Dynasty. Mentu was 

originally the main Theban god. Thebes is Luxor in north Egypt. 

 

Hammurabi Law Code 

sculptor 

Babylonia 

-1760 to -1600 

Law Code of Hammurabi [-1760 to -1600: Diorite stele contains Hammurabi's law code and has Hammurabi and the 

sun god Samash on top] 

Babylonians used deep-cut reliefs {high relief} and shallow reliefs {bas relief}. Statues had rounded eyes. 

 

Colossi of Memnon 

sculptor 

Thebes, Egypt 

-1500 to -1400 

Colossi of Memnon [-1500 to -1400: two 20-meter tall statues were at entrance to funeral temple, one making harp-

like musical sounds at dawn] 

Amenhotep III of Egyptian New Kingdom erected them. Earthquake damaged them during reign of Septimus 

Severus, and they sang no more. Temple and statues do not exist now. 

 

Three Deities 

sculptor 

Mycenae, Greece 

-1500 to -1400 

Three Deities [-1500 to -1400: Mycenaean terracotta statue showed human emotion] 

Mycenaeans molded small female terracotta statues. 

 

Vaphio Cups 

sculptor 

Vaphio, Greece 

-1500 to -1400 

Vaphio Cups [-1500 to -1400: Mycenaean or Minoan gold cups] 

Vaphio is in Mycenae near Sparta. 

 

Queen Nefertiti 

sculptor 



Egypt 

-1365 

Queen Nefertiti [-1365: Egyptian New Kingdom bust of King Amenhotep IV's wife has relaxed contours and form] 

Amenhotep IV is Akhenaten. 

 

Tutankhamen Coffin Cover 

sculptor 

Luxor, Egypt 

-1360 

King Tutankhamen Coffin Cover [-1360: Egyptian New Kingdom sculpted cover] 

Tomb was in Valley of the Kings near Thebes (Luxor). 

 

Ramses II sculpture 

sculptor 

Abu Simbel, Egypt 

-1300 to -1200 

Ramses II [-1300 to -1200] 

Near Aswan, at Temple of Amon Re, four statues of Egyptian New Kingdom pharaoh Ramses II, sitting and looking 

east over Nile, are 23 meters high, in a cliff. 

 

Kamakura Buddha 

sculptor 

Daibutsu, Japan 

-1252 

Great Buddha of Kamakura [1252: giant bronze statue of Amida Buddha] 

Kamakura Period [1185 to 1573] was in Yorimoto shogunate. 

 

Olmec heads 

sculptor 

Mexico 

-1200 to -500 

Olmec heads [-1200 to -500] 

Olmecs cut realistic sculptures. 

 

Assyrian sculpture 

sculptor 

Assyria 

-1000 to -612 

Assyrian sculpture [-1000 to -612] 

Assyrian art had nomadic style and featured animal sculptures. 

 

Etruscan urns 

sculptor 

Italy 

-700 to -200 

Etruscan urns [-700 to -200] 

Etruscan urns had human shapes. 

 

Greek Archaic sculptures 

sculptor 

Greece 

-650 to -480 

Greek Archaic sculptures [-650 to -480] 

Early Greek Archaic sculptures can stand alone {freestanding statue}, had free arms and legs, had staring eyes, and 

were similar to Egyptian styles. Two forms were clothed maiden {kore} and nude young man {kouros}. 

 



Chinese dragon sculptures 

sculptor 

China 

-600 

Chinese dragon sculptures [-600] 

Dragons are luck and prosperity symbols. 

 

Poseidon Soter 

sculptor 

Artemisium, Greece 

-575 

Poseidon Soter at Artemisium or Poseidon as Savior [-575: Greek Classical bronze statue in Severe Style] 

Artemisium is north of Euboea or Negropont or Negroponte Island in Aegean Sea near east central Greece. 

 

Phaidimos 

sculptor 

Athens, Greece 

-570 to -560 

Calf-Bearer or Moschophoros [-570 to -560: Greek Archaic painted sculpture] 

It was on Acropolis. 

 

Smilis 

sculptor 

Samos, Ionia 

-565 

Hera [-565: Greek Archaic painted wood sculpture] 

Smilis was Daedalus' student. Perhaps, Isches of Ionia commissioned it. Samos is Pythagoreion in Asia Minor. 

 

Rampin Head 

sculptor 

Athens, Greece 

-560 

Rampin Head [-560: Greek Archaic painted sculpture head of rider, from an equestrian statue, with resin, hair, and 

beard, from Acropolis] 

It has Mesopotamian style. 

 

Kroisos Kouros 

sculptor 

Anavysos, Greece 

-525 

Kroisos Kouros [-525: painted marble] 

Greek-Archaic statues had quiet tight Archaic smiles. 

 

Kore 

sculptor 

Chios, Greece 

-520 

Kore [-520: Greek Archaic painted girl] 

Chios is island in north Aegean Sea. 

 

She-Wolf 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

-500 

She-Wolf [-500: Etruscan bronze in Capitol] 

It has mane. 



 

Aphaea Temple Pediments 

architect 

Aegina, Greece 

-500 to -480 

Temple of Aphaea Pediments [-500 to -480: West Pediment Dying Warrior and East Pediment Dying Warrior of 

Doric temple have freestanding statues, with natural forms and expressive faces] 

Aphaea was local goddess but later was same as Athena or Artemis. 

 

Douris 

sculptor 

Greece 

-490 

Eros and Memnon [-490: Greek Archaic cup] 

Greek Archaics formed kylix drinking cups. 

 

Herakles 

sculptor 

Greece 

-490 

Herakles [-490: Greek Archaic Doric statue]; Dying Warrior [-490: Greek Archaic Doric statue] 

Statues are freestanding, with natural forms and expressive faces, in East Pediment of Temple of Aphaia at Aegina. 

 

Kritios 

sculptor 

Greece 

-480 

Kritios Boy or Kritian Boy or Kritios Ephebe or Standing Youth [-480: Greek Classical marble statue in Severe 

Style with asymmetrical body in counterpoise from Acropolis] 

He taught Myron. Greek Classical statues typically put weight on one leg in counterpoise. 

 

Greek Classical statues 

sculptor 

Greece 

-480 to -450 

Greek Classical statues [-480 to -450] 

Greek Classical statues used serious facial expressions {Severe Style}, rather than Archaic smiles. 

 

Delphi Charioteer 

sculptor 

Delphi, Greece 

-474 

Charioteer of Delphi or Heniokhos or Rein-holder [-474: Greek Classical bronze statue in Severe Style] 

Delphi is on Mount Parnassus in Phocis (Fokis) in central Greece. 

 

Lapiths defeating the Centaurs 

sculptor 

Olympia, Greece 

-460 

Lapiths defeating the Centaurs or Centauromachy [-460: Greek Classical West Pediment of Temple of Zeus shows 

Apollo at battle center] 

Lapiths were in Thessaly. Theseus aided the Lapiths. 

 

Myron 

sculptor 

Athens, Greece 



-456 to -448 

Timanthes [-456]; Discobolus or Discus Thrower [-450: Greek Classical bronze statue in Severe Style]; Lycinus [-

448] 

Perhaps, he was Ageladas of Argos' student. 

 

Polyclitus the Older or Polycleitus 

sculptor 

Greece 

-450 to -420 

Doryphorus or Spear Bearer [-450: Greek-Classical marble copy of original Severe-Style bronze statue shows 

classical male-beauty standard]; Diadumenus or Man Tying on a Fillet or Man Tying on a Headband [-430]; Amazon [-

450 to -420: wearing exomis toga]; Hera [-450 to -420: gold and ivory] 

His technique {canon of Polykleitos} {Polykleitos canon} balances shoulder-and-hip tension and relaxation in 

chiastic balance. He worked in bronze. 

 

Dying Niobid 

sculptor 

Athens, Greece 

-440 

Dying Niobid [-440: Greek Classical marble statue in Severe Style shows facial emotion] 

It is first female nude sculpture of Classical period. 

 

Phidias 

sculptor 

Athens, Greece/Olympia, Greece 

-440 

Athena [-440: Greek Classical ivory and gold statue for Parthenon]; Athena [-440: Greek Classical bronze statue for 

Acropolis]; Parthenon Pediments and Friezes [-440: Greek Classical marble]; Zeus [-430: Greek Classical ivory and 

gold statue for temple of Olympia] 

He worked with Callicrates and Ictinus on Parthenon. 

 

Paeonius or Paionios 

sculptor 

Mende, Thrace 

-420 to -400 

Nike [-420 to -400: marble statue] 

Thrace is in northeast Greece, south Bulgaria, and northwest Turkey. 

 

Heracleidas 

sculptor 

Catana, Sicily 

-415 to -403 

Apollo of Catana [-415 to -403: Hellenistic tetradrachma coin] 

Catana was first Greek colony in Sicily [-734]. 

 

Bryaxis 

sculptor 

Halicarnassus, Greece 

-362 to -351 

Apollo [-362: in grove of Daphne near Antioch]; Mausoleum of Mausolus [-359 to -351: Hellenistic marble statue 

was individual] 

He worked with Scopas, Leochares, and Timotheus on Mausoleum. 

 

Scopas 

sculptor 

Halicarnassus, Greece 



-359 to -330 

Battle of Greeks and Amazons [-359 to -351: Hellenistic east frieze of Mausoleum at Halicarnassus]; Meleager [-50: 

copy]; Apollo Citharoedus [-340 to -330]; Ludovisi Ares or Ludovisi Mars [-340] 

He lived -400 to -350 and came from Paros in Cyclades islands. 

 

Demetrios of Alopeka 

sculptor 

Alopeka, Greece 

-350 

Pellichus [-350: realistic marble statue] 

Alopeka is on Asia-Minor coast. 

 

Praxiteles 

sculptor 

Cnidus, Greece 

-350 to -320 

Aphrodite of the Cnidians or Aphrodite of Knidos [-350: Hellenistic marble statue with surface that looks like flesh]; 

Demeter [-340 to -330: Hellenistic seated marble statue in Knidos]; Hermes with Bacchus [-330: Hellenistic marble 

statue]; Apollo Belvedere [-320: Hellenistic marble statue] 

He lived -400 to -340. 

 

Lysippus 

sculptor 

Sicyon, Greece 

-340 to -330 

Alexander the Great [-340]; Apoxyomenos or Scraper [-330: Realistic Hellenistic bronze statue, with small head and 

slender body] 

He led Argos and Sicyon school. Sicyon is between Corinth and Achaea. 

 

Lysicrates Monument 

sculptor 

Athens, Greece 

-334 

Monument of Lysicrates or Diogenes' Lantern [-334: Greek Classical choragic monument is cylindrical, has tall 

base, has columns set in wall, and has Corinthian capitals with top acanthus leaves] 

Lysicrates was chorus leader {choragos} and play sponsor. 

 

Lion Capital 

sculptor 

Sarnath, India 

-240 

Lion Capital of Asoka [-240: was on Ashoka Column at Sarnath] 

King Asoka had giant sculptures made, which had Persian influences. 

 

Dying Gaul 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

-230 to -220 

Dying Gaul or Galata Morente [-230 to -220: Hellenistic marble statue is about victory of Hellenes over Galatians] 

It copies bronze Greek statue commissioned [-220] by Attalos I of Pergamon, Asia Minor, in west Turkey. Galatia is 

Gaul. 

 

Nike of Samothrace 

sculptor 

Samothrace, Greece 

-200 to -190 



Nike of Samothrace or Winged Victory [-200 to -190: Hellenistic marble statue in Sanctuary of Kabeiroi shows Nike 

alighting] 

Samothrace island is in north Aegean Sea. 

 

Metellus 

sculptor 

Florence, Italy 

-90 

L'Arringatore or Aulus Metellus or The Orator [-90: Etruscan bronze statue is a toga-wearing man with upraised arm 

and stern patrician pose] 

Tenine commissioned it. 

 

Roman Head 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

-80 

Head of a Roman [-80: Roman marble statue] 

Some portraits copied death masks. 

 

Mysteries Villa frieze 

sculptor 

Pompeii, Italy 

-50 

Villa of the Mysteries frieze [-50: Roman frieze with individual style, such as Dionysiac Frieze showing initiation 

rites] 

Pompeii is near Naples in Campania. 

 

Hagesandros or Agesander/Athenodoros/Polydoros of Rhodes 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

-40 to 20 

Laocöon Group [-40 to 20: Hellenistic marble statue shows Laocöon and his sons' tragic deaths] 

Rhodes is island near Crete. 

 

Ara Pacis 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

-9 

Ara Pacis Augustae or Alter of Peace or Alter of Augustus [-9: Roman reliefs show Imperial victories] 

Augustus commissioned it after he returned from Gallic and Spanish wars [-13]. 

 

Augustus of Primaporta 

sculptor 

Livia, Italy 

15 

Augustus of Primaporta [15: Roman marble statue of Augustus Caesar in Hellenistic Style] 

Tiberius commissioned it [15]. It was in Livia's villa at Prima Porta, just north of Rome. 

 

Vespasian sculpture 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

75 

Vespasian [75: Roman marble statue] 

Vespasian constructed Forum [75] and began Colosseum. His sin Titus finished the Colosseum [80]. 

 



Flavian Lady Portrait 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

78 

Portrait of a Flavian Lady [78: Roman marble statue with Flavian-period hair style] 

 

Titus Arch 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

81 

Arch of Titus [81: Roman marble reliefs show Imperial victories, such as Spoils of Jerusalem and the Triumph of 

Titus] 

It is Pentelic marble arch southeast of Forum. 

 

Early Indian Buddha 

sculptor 

India 

100 

Buddha statues [100: Early Indian giant Buddhas with Indian, Greek, and Roman influences began] 

Buddha forbade statues of himself. 

 

Farnese Atlas 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

100 to 200 

Farnese Atlas [100 to 200] 

It has Atlas holding globe with Greek constellations. 

 

Apollodorus of Damascus 

sculptor/architect 

Greece/Rome, Italy 

113 

Column of Trajan [113: Roman spiral reliefs with little depth and weak background, similar to Assyrian style, in 

Trajan's Forum] 

He lived 50 to 130. 

 

Trajan Plutei 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

117 

Plutei of Trajan [117: Roman marble reliefs in Curia Julia in Forum] 

It has two balustrades of reliefs. 

 

Gandhara School 

sculptor 

Gandhara, Pakistan 

151 

Buddha statue [151] 

Gandhara School of sculpture carved first Buddha statues. Gandhara is in northwest Pakistan. 

 

Marcus Aurelius sculpture 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

176 

Marcus Aurelius [176: Roman bronze equestrian statue] 

It was first in Lateran Palace and then in Piazza del Campidoglio until recently moved inside and replaced by replica. 



 

Bamiyan Buddha 

sculptor 

Bamiyan, Afghanistan 

200 to 300 

Buddha [200 to 300: Two Early-Indian giant Buddhas on hillside] 

Bamiyan is northwest of Kabul. Kushan Dynasty of 3rd century sculpted them. 

 

New Persian reliefs 

sculptor 

Naksh-i-Rustam, Iran 

260 to 272 

New Persian reliefs [260 to 272] 

New Persian reliefs are in rocks near Persepolis. 

 

New Persian weaving 

sculptor 

Iran 

260 to 272 

New Persian weaving [260 to 272] 

New Persians wove silk and wool rugs with ornamental and animal designs. 

 

Mochica pottery 

sculptor 

Chile/Columbia 

300 to 1300 

Mochica pottery [300 to 1300] 

Andes-Mountain Mochica and Quimbaya peoples shaped and baked clay {firing, pottery} to make pottery and 

created jewelry and gold sculptures. 

 

Constantine the Great sculpture 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

315 to 330 

Constantine the Great [315 to 330: Constantine Style marble head with large eyes] 

Whole statue was 12 meters tall. 

 

Constantine Style heads 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

323 to 547 

Constantine Style heads [323 to 547: saint portrait heads in marble] 

 

Constantine Style tombs 

sculptor 

Rome, Italy 

323 to 547 

Constantine Style tombs [323 to 547] 

Constantine Style marble sarcophagi were made. 

 

Germanic metal arts 

sculptor 

Germany 

560 to 800 

Germanic metal arts [560 to 800] 

Germanic metal arts used orderly arrangements of ornamental designs and animal figures. 



 

Shivalaya 

sculptor 

Bhaja, India 

675 

Shivalaya or Home of Shiva [675] 

Bhaja Caves are in Maharashtra in south India. 

 

Islamic pottery 

sculptor 

Spain 

700 

Islamic pottery [700] 

Islamic pottery used special shine {lustre}. 

 

Shore Temple 

sculptor 

Mamallapuram, India 

700 

Shore Temple [700] 

Indian peoples started new foam and mist sculpting style. 

 

Ting porcelain 

sculptor 

China 

960 to 1297 

Ting porcelain [960 to 1297] 

First in Tingchow during the Five Dynasties [907 to 960] and later during the Sung Dynasty [960 to 1297], workers 

hardened translucent white non-porous clay to a smooth finish {porcelain, Ting}. Pai Ting (White Ting) is best. Tu 

Ting (Earth Ting) has cream-white glaze. Fen Ting (Flour Ting) is lowest. Nan Ting (Southern Ting) has same 

gradations. Kuan is royal porcelain. Yuan, Ming, Ching, and Sung porcelain are of equal value. Kiln gloss decreases 

over time. 

 

Lothar Cross 

sculptor 

Cologne, Germany 

969 to 976 

Cross of Lothar [969 to 976: Ottonian jeweled crucifix] 

Theophano was wife of Otto II and mother of Otto III and regent [973 to 991] and commissioned it. 

 

Dancing Shiva 

sculptor 

Tamil Nadu, India 

970 

Dancing Shiva or Nataraja [970: Chola-style bronze statue] 

Tamil is most southern state of India. 

 

Gero Crucifix 

sculptor 

Cologne, Germany 

970 

Gero Crucifix [975 to 1000: Ottonian wood cross showing suffering Christ in realistic style] 

Archbishop Gero lived ? to 976 and commissioned it. 

 

bonsai 

sculptor 



China/Japan 

1000 

bonsai [1000] 

Gardeners began growing miniature plants {bonsai}. 

 

Jaina and Buddhist art 

sculptor 

Mathura, India 

1000 

Jaina and Buddhist art [1000] 

Jaina and Buddhist art mixed in north India. 

 

Bishop Bernward Doors 

sculptor 

Hildesheim, Germany 

1015 

Doors of Bishop Bernward [1015: Ottonian reliefs on St. Michael's Church bronze doors] 

Bernward was bishop [993 to 1022]. Hildesheim is in Lower Saxony, Germany in northwest Germany. 

 

Nataraja 

sculptor 

Tamil Nadu, India 

1100 

Dancing Shiva or Nataraja [1100: bronze in Chola style] 

Nataraja was in south India. Chola period [860 to 1279] built many temples. 

 

Parvati 

sculptor 

Tamil Nadu, India 

1100 

Parvathi or Parvati [1100: bronze mother Goddess in Chola style] 

Parvati is in south India. Body has head tilted to left, trunk tilted to right, and hips tilted to left in triple flexion. Male 

pelvic shape prevents this pose. 

 

Renier of Huy or Reiner von Huy [Huy, Reiner von] 

sculptor 

Liège, Belgium 

1107 to 1118 

Baptismal Font [1107 to 1118: in gold, commissioned by Abbot Hellinus for St Bartholomew Cathedral] 

He molded Romanesque metal work. 

 

Mission of the Apostles 

sculptor 

Vézelay, France 

1120 to 1132 

Mission of the Apostles [1120 to 1132: expressive and active Romanesque reliefs in Ste. Madeleine]; Ascension of 

Christ [1120 to 1132: in Ste. Madeleine] 

Vézelay is in Burgundy or Bourgogne in central France. 

 

Gislebertus d'Autun 

sculptor 

Autun, France 

1120 to 1135 

Last Judgement [1120 to 1135: expressive, active, and fantastic reliefs on Autun-Cathedral West Portal]; Eve [1120 

to 1135: on Autun-Cathedral North Portal] 

He lived ? to 1150. 



 

Roger II Robe 

clothier 

Sicily 

1134 

Coronation Robe of Roger II [1134: Fatimid-style robe] 

The pope crowned Roger II of Sicily [1095 to 1154]. 

 

Chartres Royal Portals 

sculptor 

Chartres, France 

1145 to 1155 

Royal Portals of Chartres Cathedral West Facade or West Portals of Chartres Cathedral [1145 to 1155: Gothic tall, 

thin, and serene figures] 

Figures have symmetrical arrangement on door jambs. 

 

St. Gilles-du-Gard Portal 

sculptor 

Gard, France 

1150 

St. Gilles-du-Gard Portal [1150: Romanesque reliefs, such as Sacrifices of Cain and Abel, are on west-facade doors] 

Gard is in Provence in south France. 

 

Bobrinski Bucket 

sculptor 

Herat, Afghanistan 

1163 

Bobrinski Bucket [1163: Islamic style bronze with silver and gold calligraphy] 

Herat is in northwest Afghanistan. 

 

Lion Monument 

sculptor 

Brunswick, Germany 

1166 

Lion Monument or Lowendenkmal [1166: Romanesque freestanding bronze monument is symbol of Henry the 

Lion] 

Brunswick is Braunschweig. 

 

Benedetto Antelami [Antelami, Benedetto] 

sculptor 

Italy 

1180 to 1216 

King David [1180 to 1190: Romanesque and classical relief in Fidenza Cathedral]; King David [1210 to 1216: 

Romanesque and classical relief in Borgo San Donnino Cathedral] 

He lived 1150 to 1230 and was of Parma School. 

 

minai 

sculptor 

Spain/Iran 

1187 

Minai ceramic bowl [1187]; tiles [1187] 

Islamic luster technique allowed many colors {minai}, because it applied metallic oxides after first glazing and then 

refired pottery at lower temperature. Such enamel tiles started in Seljuk regions of Iran, such as at Alaeddin Palace in 

Konya during reign of Kilic Arsalan II [1156 to 1192]. 

Seljuk barbotine technique used rosettes, animals, and foliates. 



Sgraffiato technique [800 to 900] in Islamic and Christian art incises foliate, geometric, animal, and human designs 

onto clay, covers ceramic with yellow-brown, green, or polychrome transparent glaze, and refires. 

Champleve technique engraves deep, wide grooves filled with dark brown or black colors with transparent colorless, 

green, brown, or polychrome glaze. 

 

Early African heads 

sculptor 

Ife, Nigeria 

1200 

Early African portrait heads [1200] 

Early Africans shaped terracotta portrait heads. Artists worked wax into face, covered wax with earth, heated to bake 

earth and melt wax in the ciré-perdue process (lost-wax process), and then poured bronze into mold. 

 

African masks 

sculptor 

Africa 

1200 to 1700 

African masks [1200 to 1700] 

Africans carved symmetrical human and animal masks. 

 

Native American masks 

sculptor 

Americas 

1200 to 1700 

Native American masks [1200 to 1700] 

Native Americans carved realistic or geometric wood and shell masks. 

 

Northwest Indian masks 

sculptor 

Canada/Alaska 

1200 to 1700 

Northwest Native American masks [1200 to 1700] 

North-American Indians carved asymmetrical and unreal wood and bark masks, sometimes about myths. 

 

South Pacific masks 

sculptor 

South Pacific Ocean 

1200 to 1700 

South Pacific masks [1200 to 1700] 

South-Pacific islanders carved asymmetrical and unreal wood and bark masks, sometimes about myths. 

 

Chartres North Transept 

sculptor 

Chartres, France 

1220 to 1240 

Chartres Cathedral North Transept Facade [1220 to 1240: Gothic statues of Old Testament people detach more from 

columns than in earlier styles] 

Gothic statues have slender S-shaped bodies, small round faces, drapery folds, and strong smiles {Parisian style}. 

 

Visitation Group Portals 

sculptor 

Rheims, France 

1223 

Visitation Group Portals [1223: Parisian-Style Gothic statues on Rheims Cathedral West Portal] 

Rheims is in north France. 

 



Ekkehard and Uta 

sculptor 

Naumburg, Germany 

1249 to 1255 

Ekkehard and Uta [1249 to 1255: Gothic sculpture and reliefs in Naumburg Cathedral] 

Naumburg is in northeast Germany. 

 

Nicola Pisano [Pisano, Nicola] 

sculptor 

Pisa, Italy 

1258 to 1278 

Marble Pulpit of the Baptistry of Pisa [1258 to 1278: Gothic and classical style] 

He lived 1220 to 1284. 

 

Giovanni Pisano [Pisano, Giovanni] 

sculptor 

Pisa, Italy/Pistoia, Italy 

1297 to 1310 

San Andrea Pulpit [1297 to 1301: Early Gothic marble sculpture in San Andrea Cathedral in Pistoia]; Pisa Pulpit 

[1302 to 1310: Early Gothic marble sculpture in Pisa Cathedral] 

He lived 1250 to 1314. 

 

Strasbourg Portals 

sculptor 

Strasbourg, France 

1300 

Strasbourg Cathedral Portals [1300: Gothic statues in Parisian style] 

Strasbourg is in Alsace in east France. 

 

Virgin of Paris 

sculptor 

Paris, France 

1300 to 1350 

Virgin of Paris [1300 to 1350: Late Gothic stone statue in Parisian style in Notre Dame Cathedral] 

It came from St. Aignan in Loire region. 

 

Andrea Pisano [Pisano, Andrea] 

sculptor 

Florence, Italy 

1330 to 1336 

South Door of the Florence Baptistry [1330 to 1336] 

He lived 1290 to 1349. 

 

Claus Sluter [Sluter, Claus] 

sculptor 

Dijon, France 

1385 to 1406 

Chartreuse de Champnol Portal [1385 to 1393: Gothic International style]; Moses Well [1395 to 1406: Gothic 

International style] 

He lived 1350 to 1406. 

 

Early Renaissance relief 

sculptor 

Italy 

1400 to 1500 

Early Renaissance relief [1400 to 1500] 



Early Renaissance relief was very shallow {schiacciato, relief}, using light and shadow. 

 

Donatello 

sculptor 

Florence, Italy 

1413 to 1454 

St. Mark [1413: marble in Or San Michele in Florence]; St. George and the Dragon [1417: marble in Or San 

Michele, with schiacciato relief]; Prophet or Zuccone [1423: marble on Florence-Cathedral campanile]; Feast of Herod 

[1425: painting of Herod Antipas, Herod the Great's son, using linear perspective]; David [1432: bronze]; Gattamelata 

[1445: bronze]; Annunciation [1430 to 1435]; High Altar of St Anthony [1447 to 1450: in St. Anthony of Padua 

church]; St. Mary Magdalene [1454: wood] 

He lived 1386 to 1466. 

 

Leone Battista Alberti [Alberti, Leone Battista] 

architect/sculptor 

Italy 

1435 to 1476 

Luca della Robbia [1435: marble]; Malatesta Temple [1450]; Virgin and Child [1450: glazed terracotta]; Rusellai 

Palace [1455 to 1458: in Florence]; Giovanni da San Miniato [1456: marble]; Santa Andrea [1470 to 1476: in Mantua]; 

Hercules and Antaeus [1475: bronze]; On Painting [1435: book]; Ludi Matematici or Mathematical Games [1436: 

book]; Treatise on Architecture or De Re Aedificatoria [1452 to 1458: book] 

He lived 1404 to 1472. 

 

Avignon Pieta 

sculptor 

Avignon, France 

1470 

Avignon Pieta or Pieta de Villeneuve-les-Avignon [1470: Late Gothic woodcut by School of Avignon] 

Avignon is in Provence and Camargue in southeast France. 

 

Andrea del Verrocchio [Verrocchio, Andrea del] or Andrea di Cione [Cione, Andrea di] 

sculptor 

Florence, Italy/Venice, Italy 

1470 to 1496 

Putto with Dolphin [1470: bronze]; Baptism of Christ [1472 to 1475: bronze, with da Vinci]; David [1473 to 1475: 

bronze]; Colleoni or Bartolomeo Colleoni [1496: bronze equestrian statue] 

He lived 1435 to 1488. 

 

Unicorn Tapestries 

sculptor 

Flanders 

1495 to 1505 

Unicorn Tapestries [1495 to 1505: Gothic tapestry in Parisian style, including Lady and the Unicorn and Hunt of the 

Unicorn] 

They were in Flanders in south Belgium. 

 

Michelangelo Buonarroti 

sculptor/architect/painter 

Italy 

1499 to 1555 

Pieta [1499: marble]; David [1504: marble]; Ceiling of Sistine Chapel [1509 to 1512: frescoes in Vatican]; Creation 

of Adam [1509 to 1512: fresco in Sistine Chapel]; Division of Light from Darkness [1509 to 1512: fresco in Sistine 

Chapel]; Fall of Man and the Expulsion from the Garden of Eden [1509 to 1512: fresco in Sistine Chapel]; God 

Dividing the Waters from the Earth [1509 to 1512: fresco in Sistine Chapel]; Deluge [1509 to 1512: fresco in Sistine 

Chapel]; Last Judgment [1509 to 1512: fresco in Sistine Chapel]; Athletes [1509 to 1512: fresco in Sistine Chapel]; 

Captives [1509 to 1512: fresco in Sistine Chapel]; Dawn and Evening [1509 to 1512: fresco in Sistine Chapel]; Night 



and Day [1509 to 1512: fresco in Sistine Chapel]; Moses [1513: marble]; Dying Slave [1516: marble]; Rebellious Slave 

[1516: marble]; Tomb of Giuliano de Medici [1519 to 1534: marble]; Laurentian Library [1525: in Florence]; New 

Sacristy or Medici Chapel [1526 to 1531: in San Lorenzo]; Campidoglio or Capitol [1538 to 1564: design for Rome]; 

Conversion of Saul or St. Paul [1545: in Pauline Chapel in Rome]; Tomb of Pope Julius II [1545: in Rome]; St. Peter's 

Cathedral drawing [1546: for Rome]; Conservator's Palace [1555: in Rome]; Senator's Palace [1555: in Rome] 

He lived 1475 to 1564 and used mental force in calm body {action-in-repose, Michelangelo}. 

 

Benin portrait heads 

sculptor 

Nigeria 

1500 to 1700 

Benin kingdom portrait heads [1500 to 1700: bronze] 

Benin-kingdom bronze portrait heads can have simple bodies. 

 

Ardabil Carpet 

weaver 

Tabriz, Iran 

1540 

Ardabil Carpet [1540: wool and silk] 

Two are in Los Angeles County Museum of Art and Victoria and Albert Museum. 

 

Berndt Notke [Notke, Berndt] 

sculptor 

Germany/Stockholm, Sweden 

1546 

St. George Group [1546: Northern-Renaissance wood sculpture in Cathedral of Saint Nicholas, including St. George 

and the Dragon] 

He lived 1435 to 1509, was from Germany, carved wood, and painted. 

 

Benvenuto Cellini [Cellini, Benvenuto] 

sculptor 

Italy 

1550 

Saltcellar of Francis I [1550: Mannerist] 

He lived 1500 to 1571. 

 

Germain Pilon [Pilon, Germain] 

sculptor 

France 

1564 to 1583 

Tomb of Henry II and Catherine de Medici [1564 to 1583: Mannerist] 

He lived 1535 to 1590. 

 

moai 

sculptor 

Easter Island, Peru 

1600 to 1730 

moai [1600 to 1730: 600 large stone statues] 

Early Pacific Islanders carved many long, giant, staring, chiseled faces {moai} from soft volcanic tufa stone. They 

connect to large carved and buried bodies, up to 10 meters deep, and peer out to sea. They used to have flat red rocks 

on head tops. Inhabitants also buried ash and bones with the statues. In Polynesian, it is Rapa Nui. 

 

Baroque etchings 

sculptor 

Europe 

1600 to 1750 



Baroque etchings [1600 to 1750] 

Baroque artists etched metal plates and printed on paper {etching}. 

 

Gianlorenzo Bernini [Bernini, Gianlorenzo] 

sculptor/architect 

Rome, Italy 

1624 to 1667 

Baldacchino [1624 to 1633]; David [1624]; Apollo and Daphne [1625]; Tomb of Urban VIII [1628 to 1647]; 

Scipione Borghese [1632]; Ecstasy of St. Theresa [1647 to 1652]; Colonnade of St. Peter's Cathedral [1656: in Rome]; 

Tabernacle [1657: in St. Peter's Cathedral]; Throne of St. Peter [1657 to 1666: in St. Peter's Cathedral]; Piazza di San 

Pietro or St. Peter's Plaza [1656 to 1667: Late Renaissance. The Egyptian obelisk from Nero's amphitheater is in 

middle] 

He lived 1598 to 1680. 

 

Pierre-Paul Puget [Puget, Pierre-Paul] 

sculptor 

France 

1671 to 1683 

Milo of Crotona [1671 to 1683: Early Baroque marble sculpture] 

He lived 1622 to 1694. 

 

Jean Antoine Houdon [Houdon, Jean Antoine] 

sculptor 

France 

1781 to 1789 

Voltaire [1781]; George Washington [1788]; Thomas Jefferson [1789] 

He lived 1741 to 1828. 

 

Etienne Falconet [Falconet, Etienne] 

sculptor 

Leningrad, Russia 

1782 

Equestrian Monument of Peter the Great or Bronze Horseman [1782: Rococo statue] 

He lived 1741 to 1791. 

 

François Rude [Rude, François] 

sculptor 

Paris, France 

1833 to 1836 

La Marseillaise or Departure of the Volunteers of 1792 [1833 to 1836: on Arc de Triomphe] 

He lived 1784 to 1855. 

 

Jean-Jacques Pradier [Pradier, Jean-Jacques] or James Pradier [Pradier, James] 

sculptor 

France 

1834 

Satyr and Bacchante [1834: Rococo clay figures] 

He lived 1790 to 1852. 

 

August Welby Northmore Pugin [Pugin, August Welby Northmore] 

sculptor 

London, England 

1835 to 1852 

Houses of Parliament furnishings [1835 to 1852] 

He lived 1812 to 1852. 

 



Auguste Rodin [Rodin, Auguste] 

sculptor 

France 

1863 to 1900 

Man with the Broken Nose [1863: bronze mask]; Age of Bronze [1876: bronze]; Gates of Hell [1880 to 1917: 

bronze]; Thinker [1881: bronze]; Eve [1881: bronze]; Burghers of Calais [1884 to 1886: bronze]; Kiss [1886: bronze]; 

Balzac [1893 to 1897: bronze]; Walking Man [1900: bronze] 

He lived 1840 to 1917. 

 

Aristide Maillol [Maillol, Aristide] 

sculptor 

France 

1905 to 1936 

La Méditerranée [1905 to 1923]; La Nuit or Night [1909]; Young Woman Seated [1936: bronze] 

He lived 1861 to 1944. 

 

Ernst Barlach [Barlach, Ernst] 

sculptor 

Germany 

1911 

Man Drawing a Sword [1911: Post-Impressionist wood sculpture] 

He lived 1870 to 1938. 

 

Jacob Epstein [Epstein, Jacob] 

sculptor 

USA/England 

1912 

Tomb of Oscar Wilde [1912] 

He lived 1880 to 1959 and was Expressionist. 

 

Umberto Boccioni [Boccioni, Umberto] 

sculptor 

Turin, Italy 

1913 

Unique Form of Continuity in Space [1913] 

He lived 1882 to 1916, was Futurist, and used Cubist ideas. 

 

Wilhelm Lehmbruck [Lehmbruck, Wilhelm] 

sculptor 

Europe 

1913 

Standing Youth [1913: Post-Impressionist cast stone] 

He lived 1881 to 1919. 

 

kinetic sculpture 

sculptor 

Russia 

1917 to 1922 

kinetic sculpture [1917 to 1922] 

Artists built moving collages in three dimensions {kinetic sculpture}. 

 

Constantin Brancusi [Brancusi, Constantin] 

sculptor 

Romania 

1920 to 1925 

Golden Bird [1920]; Bird in Space [1923]; Kiss [1925] 



He lived 1876 to 1957, was Primevalist, and used primitive influences. He sculpted in metal, marble, and wood. 

 

Marcel Breuer [Breuer, Marcel] 

sculptor/architect 

Austria 

1925 to 1966 

Wassily Chair No. B3 [1925]; Whitney Museum of American Art [1966: in New York] 

He lived 1902 to 1981 and started International Style. 

 

Gutzon Borglum [Borglum, Gutzon] 

sculptor 

Black Hills, South Dakota 

1927 to 1941 

Mount Rushmore [1927 to 1941: World's four largest sculptures are each 20 meters high and show George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, and Theodore Roosevelt] 

He lived 1867 to 1941. 

 

Henry Moore [Moore, Henry] 

sculptor 

England 

1934 to 1969 

Recumbent Figure [1938]; Two Forms [1934 and 1969] 

He lived 1898 to 1986 and was Primevalist. 

 

Jean Arp [Arp, Jean] or Hans Arp [Arp, Hans] 

sculptor 

France 

1938 

Coquille Crystals [1938] 

He lived 1886 to 1966 and founded a non-sensical irrational style {Dadaism}. 

 

Alexander Calder [Calder, Alexander] 

sculptor 

USA 

1943 

mobiles [1943] 

He lived 1898 to 1976 and balanced movable pieces connected by wires {mobile sculpture} and stationary structures 

{stabile sculpture}. 

 

Gustav Vigeland [Vigeland, Gustav] 

sculptor 

Oslo, Norway 

1943 

Human Pillar [1943: obelisk 17 meters high and 3 meters diameter, with 121 humans climbing to top, in Frogner 

Sculpture Park] 

He lived 1869 to 1943. 

 

Charles Eames [Eames, Charles] 

architect/sculptor 

USA 

1956 to 1977 

Relax Lounge Chair and Ottoman [1956]; Powers of Ten [1977: slides, with Ray Eames] 

He lived 1907 to 1978 and molded plywood chairs. 

 

Jacques Lipchitz [Lipchitz, Jacques] or Chaim Jacob Lipchitz [Lipchitz, Chaim Jacob] 

sculptor 



France 

1958 to 1971 

Between Heaven and Earth [1958: bronze]; Beautiful One [1962: bronze]; L'Amazone [1971: bronze] 

He lived 1891 to 1973 and built transparent sculptures. 

 

Earl Reiback [Reiback, Earl] 

sculptor 

USA 

1969 to 1970 

Three Experiments within the TV Tube [1969: light sculpture]; Electron Beam [1969]; Suspension and Thrust 

[1970]; Luminage Projectors [1970]; Lumia Aurore [1970: 3d-lumia] 

He lived 1936 to ? and was Thomas Wilfred's student. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy built Light-Space Modulator [1922 to 

1930], with light bulbs, reflectors, and filters. Wilfred built Lumia, such as his Clavilux [1922 to 1925], with lenses, 

color filters, mirrors, prisms, and projectors. 

 

Claus Oldenburg [Oldenburg, Claus] 

sculptor 

USA 

1971 to 1991 

Giant 3-Way Plug (Cube Tap) [1971]; Spoonbridge and Cherry [1985 to 1988]; Giant Binoculars [1985 to 1991] 

He lived 1928 to ? and built gigantic works. 

 

ARTS>Art>History>Sculpture>Furniture 

 

Egyptian furniture 

designer 

Egypt 

-1500 to -100 

Egyptian 

It was heavy and angular. 

 

Etruscan furniture 

designer 

Italy 

-1000 to -500 

Etruscan 

It used primitive and Tuscan themes. 

 

Greek furniture 

designer 

Greece 

-500 to -300 

Greek 

It was classical. 

 

Roman furniture 

designer 

Italy 

-500 to 300 

Roman 

It is classical. 

 

Gothic furniture 

designer 

Europe 

1250 to 1450 



Gothic 

Style derived from Gothic cathedrals and used carved and heavy pieces, sometimes with iron bands, such as chests 

and X-framed chairs. 

 

Florentine furniture 

designer 

Florence, Italy 

1350 to 1550 

Florentine 

It was classical style. 

 

Italian furniture 

designer 

Italy 

1400 to 1500 

Italian 

It was baroque. 

 

Spanish furniture 

designer 

Spain 

1400 to 1500 

Spanish 

It is heavy and ornate. 

 

Neoclassical furnitur 1500 

designer 

Europe 

1450 to 1550 

Neoclassical 

It is classical. 

 

Tudor furniture 

designer 

England 

1550 to 1600 

Tudor 

It had carving or paneling. Chairs had high backs. 

 

Elizabethan furniture 1500 

designer 

England 

1560 to 1600 

Elizabethan 

Heavy, carved, and austere style began. 

 

Jacobean furniture 

designer 

England 

1600 to 1650 

Jacobean 

King James I style [1603 to 1625] used upholstery and Italianate carving, especially arabesques on cupboards. 

 

Baroque furniture 

designer 

Europe 



1600 to 1700 

Baroque 

It was intricate and fluid. 

 

Louis XIII furniture 

designer 

France 

1600 to 1700 

Louis XIII 

It was angular and heavy, using Italian style plus Spain and Flanders. 

 

Colonial furniture 

designer 

USA 

1600 to 1775 

Colonial 

It was classical. 

 

Louis XIV furniture 

designer 

France 

1643 to 1715 

Louis XIV 

Subdued Baroque style of Louis XIV [1643 to 1715] was formal and used carved or painted animals, mythological 

animals, fruit and flower garlands, and fleur-de-lis. 

 

William and Mary furniture 

designer 

England/USA 

1670 to 1690 

William and Mary 

King William III and Queen Mary II [1670 to 1690] style used Dutch influences, such as floral marquetry and oyster 

shell veneer. 

 

Thomas Sheraton [Sheraton, Thomas] 

designer 

England 

1700 to 1730 

Sheraton 

He lived 1751 to 1806. It was a light linear neoclassical style based on Adam and Hepplewhite. It used contrasting 

veneers, inlay, and painted decorations. Chair backs had urns, swags, or lyres. 

 

Pennsylvanian furniture 

designer 

USA 

1700 to 1750 

Pennsylvanian or Pennsylvanian Dutch 

It is simple and austere. 

 

Rococo furniture 

designer 

Europe 

1700 to 1750 

Rococo 

Hardwoods with scrollwork and curves derived from Régence and Baroque. 

 



Chinese furniture 

designer 

China 

1700 to 1800 

Chinese 

It used lacquer or bamboo. 

 

Queen Anne furniture 

designer 

England 

1702 to 1714 

Queen Anne 

Style differed from previous French style. Walnut veneer, gentle curves, cabriole legs, and serpentine arms were in 

secretaries and china cupboards. 

 

Georgian furniture 

designer 

England 

1714 to 1795 

Georgian 

Style derived from Queen Anne, but added decorations and ornaments, such as leaves, masks, and eagle and lion 

heads and claws. 

 

Regence furniture 

designer 

France 

1715 to 1723 

Régence 

During regency from death of Louis XIV [1715] to ascension of Louis XV [1723], furniture moved from Baroque to 

rococo. 

 

Louis XV furniture 

designer 

France 

1732 to 1774 

Louis XV 

Rococo style of Louis XV [1732 to 1774] was small and rounded, with ornaments. Veneers often had Oriental 

lacquer or porcelain plaques. 

 

Neo-Gothic furniture 1700 

designer 

Europe 

1745 

Neo-Gothic 

Style used Gothic arches and tracery. 

 

Neoclassical furnitur 1700 

designer 

Europe 

1750 to 1800 

Neoclassical 

Style used Greek, Roman, and Egyptian designs of archaeological finds. 

 

New England Windsor furni 

designer 

USA 



1750 to 1800 

New England Windsor 

It derived from Windsor style. 

 

Robert Adam [Adam, Robert]/James Adam [Adam, James] 

designer 

Scotland 

1758 to 1794 

Adam 

Robert lived 1728 to 1792. James lived 1732 to 1794. It replaced Rococo and Palladian. 

 

Thomas Chippendale [Chippendale, Thomas] 

designer 

England 

1760 

Chippendale 

He lived 1718 to 1779. It derived from late Baroque, Rococo, Louis XV, and Georgian. Chippendale Gothic and 

Chinese Chippendale derived from it. 

 

Louis XVI furniture 

designer 

France 

1774 to 1792 

Louis XVI 

Neoclassical style of Louis XVI [1774 to 1792] was geometric with architectural decoration. 

 

Josiah Wedgwood [Wedgwood, Josiah] 

designer 

England 

1780 

Wedgwood 

He lived 1730 to 1792 and manufactured china. 

 

Federal furniture 

designer 

USA 

1780 to 1830 

Federal 

Style derived from Adam, Hepplewhite, and Sheraton. 

 

George Heppelwhite [Heppelwhite, George] 

designer 

England 

1786 

Heppelwhite 

He lived ? to 1786 and drew furniture designs [1786]. Style derived from Adam and neoclassical but was lighter and 

more curved. Chairs can have Prince-of-Wales feathers on back. 

 

Directoire 

designer 

France 

1790 to 1800 

Directoire 

Style removed royal traits from Louis XVI. 

 



Duncan Phyfe [Phyfe, Duncan] or Duncan Fife [Fife, Duncan] 

designer 

USA 

1800 to 1830 

Duncan Phyfe 

He lived 1768 to 1854 and defined Federal style. He used rectilinear style, with veneer, inlay, and brass feet. 

 

Regency furniture 

designer 

England 

1800 to 1840 

Regency 

Prince of Wales [1811 to 1820] style derived from French Directoire and Empire styles and used Greek and Roman 

furniture designs, such as Klismos chair. 

 

Biedermeier 

designer 

Germany 

1800 to 1850 

Biedermeier 

Strong and simple style derived from French Empire. Biedermeier was a cartoon figure representing German country 

gentlemen. 

 

Mediterranean furniture 

designer 

France 

1800 to 1900 

Mediterranean 

It is light and functional. 

 

Provincial furniture 

designer 

France 

1800 to 1900 

Provincial 

Cheaper and simpler styles came from main styles. 

 

Shaker furniture 

designer 

USA 

1800 to 1900 

Shaker 

Practical design used plain wood in smooth lines, such as in ladder-back chair. 

 

Spanish Credenza furniture 

designer 

Spain 

1800 to 1900 

Spanish Credenza 

It is heavy and ornate. 

 

Empire furniture 

designer 

France 

1804 to 1815 

Empire 



Neoclassical, Egyptian, and Roman imperial style used decorated woods and metals, featuring bees, crowns, laurels, 

mythological figures, and letter N. 

 

Lambert Hitchcock [Hitchcock, Lambert] 

designer 

USA 

1818 

Hitchcock 

He lived 1795 to 1852. First mass produced furniture in USA. 

 

Elizabethan furniture 1800 

designer 

England 

1820 to 1830 

Elizabethan 

It was heavy, carved, and austere. 

 

Neo-Gothic furniture 1800 

designer 

Europe 

1830 

Neo-Gothic 

Style mixed Gothic and Neoclassical. 

 

Michael Thonet [Thonet, Michael] 

designer 

Vienna, Austria 

1830 to 1860 

Bentwood 

He lived 1796 to 1871. 

 

Victorian furniture 

designer 

England/USA 

1837 to 1901 

Victorian 

Queen Victoria [1837 to 1901] style derived from rococo and Louis XV, using curves, horsehair upholstery, and 

carving. 

 

Art Nouveau furniture 

designer 

Europe 

1875 to 1925 

Art Nouveau 

It used floral designs and curves. 

 

William Morris [Morris, William] 

designer 

England 

1884 to 1896 

Morris chair [1880 to 1890] 

William Morris lived 1834 to 1896 and led Arts and Crafts movement. 

 

William Morris [Morris, William]/John Ruskin [Ruskin, John]/Gustav Stickley [Stickley, Gustav] 

designer 

England/USA 



1884 to 1916 

Arts and Crafts [1884 to 1916] 

Morris lived 1834 to 1896. Ruskin lived 1819 to 1900. Stickley lived 1858 to 1942. They started a craft style {Arts 

and Crafts movement}. 

 

Gustav Stickley [Stickley, Gustav] 

designer 

USA 

1901 to 1916 

Mission [1901 to 1916]; Stickley [1901 to 1930] 

He lived 1858 to 1942. Oak furniture design derived from English Arts and Crafts. Gustav Stickley and Roycroft 

Community were in upstate New York State. Craftsman Magazine [1901] featured its designs. 

 

International furniture 

designer 

Europe 

1920 to 1940 

International 

German Bauhaus designers, such as Walter Gropius, Marcel Breuer, and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, used simple 

lines with no decoration and used chrome and glass. It allowed factory production. 

 

Danish Modern 

designer 

Denmark 

1920 to 1970 

Danish Modern 

It used molded wood and plywood. 

 

Art Deco furniture 

designer 

Europe 

1925 to 1940 

Art Deco 

It used plastic and metal in architecture, interior design, and industrial design. 

 

Moderne furniture 

designer 

USA 

1930 to 1940 

Moderne 

Style derived from Art Deco and International. It was asymmetric or contrasted curves and straight lines, used 

polished surfaces and plastic, and used skyscraper designs. 

 

ARTS>Art>History>Sculpture>Jewelry 

 

René Lalique [Lalique, René] 

designer 

France 

1882 to 1934 

SS Normandie dining room and grand salon lighted glass walls and columns [1934: Art Deco] 

He lived 1860 to 1945 and was jewelry maker instrumental in Art Nouveau and Art Deco. He worked in glass, 

enamel, and stones. 

 

ARTS>Dance 

 



dance 

Dances {dance} are ballet, folk/traditional, and modern. 

 

ARTS>Dance>Ballet 

 

choreography 

Ballets have moves and poses {choreography}. 

 

libretto of ballet 

Ballets have plots or ideas {libretto, ballet}. 

 

ARTS>Dance>Ballet>Equipment 

 

barre 

Ballet classes have round bars {barré} 3.5 feet above floor. 

 

tutu 

Above-the-knee ballet skirts {tutu}| have ruffles. 

 

ARTS>Dance>Ballet>Movements 

 

a terre 

Stay on floor and perform no leaps {à terre} {à par terre}. 

 

assemble 

Take short leap, straighten both legs, and land in fifth position {assemblé}. 

 

ballon 

Ascend, hold position in air, and land {ballon}. 

 

battement 

Move one leg only {battement}. 

 

batterie 

Beat one foot against the other or beat both feet together {batterie}. Action can use large high steps {grande batterie} 

or small low steps {petite batterie}. 

 

brise 

Leap from fifth position, beat one leg against the other, and return to fifth position {brisé}. 

 

cabriole 

Beat legs together, keeping both legs at 90-degree or 45-degree angle to floor {cabriolé}. 

 

changement de pieds 

Step from fifth position, make small jump, change foot from front to back, and land in fifth position {changement de 

pieds}. 

 

chasee 

Jump low, land on one foot, land on second foot, and slide first foot forward {chasée}. 

 

developpe 

Stand on one leg and raise other foot straight up and then out to fully extend leg high in air {developpé}. 

 

echappe 

Move feet rapidly, from closed to open position, during jumps {echappé}. 

 



elevation 

leap height {elevation, dance}. 

 

en arriere 

Move backward {en arriere}. 

 

en avant 

Move forward {en avant}. 

 

en dedans 

Move inward {en dedans}. 

 

en dehors 

Move outward {en dehors}. 

 

entrechat 

Jump straight up from plié and cross straight legs several times {entrechat}. 

 

fouette 

Extend and shift free leg to spin around {fouette}. 

 

glissade 

Glide from fifth position to open position to fifth position {glissade}. 

 

jete 

Move one leg up during leap {jeté}, which can include a pose {grande jeté}. 

 

pas 

Step with formal, whole-body movement {pas, dance}. 

 

pirouette 

Turn {pirouette, ballet}| en pointe, for women, or demi-pointe, for men. 

 

plie 

Bend knees with feet turned outward and knees open {plié, ballet}|, which can be small {demi-plié} or deep {grand 

plié}. 

 

port de bras 

Move or position arms {port de bras}. 

 

releve 

Raise body using toes {relevé, ballet}. 

 

reverence 

Bow deeply {revérence}. 

 

rond de jambe 

Rotate one leg {rond de jambe en l'air} {rond de jambe}, with pointed toe or with toe above floor. 

 

saute 

Jump and step {sauté, ballet}. 

 

sur la demi-pointe 

Dance on toe bottoms {sur la demi-pointe}. 

 



sur les pointes 

Dance on toe tips {sur les pointes}. 

 

tour en l'air 

Start in demi-plié fifth position, do one to three complete turns in air, and return to fifth position {tour en l'air}. 

 

ARTS>Dance>Ballet>Poses 

 

ballet position 

Ballet has five positions {ballet position} {ballet pose}. 

general 

Legs turn from hip 90 degrees, so feet are parallel to torso. Feet, feet balls, or toes can be on floor. 

positions 

First position places heels together and feet in straight line. 

Second position places heels one foot apart and feet in straight line. 

Third position has both legs turned out, with one foot in front and with heel touching other foot. 

Fourth position has both legs turned out, with one foot in front, feet one foot apart. In fourth position, front-leg toe 

can extend on line passing through back heel and front toe {fourth position croisé}. Alternatively, front-leg toe can 

extend with back foot half-foot more in toe direction {fourth position effacé}. 

Fifth position has both legs turned out, with one foot in front, with heel touching toe. 

 

arabesque 

Dancers can stand on one leg with other leg raised and extended behind {arabesque}|. Arabesques {arabesque 

penché} can hold body parallel to floor. 

 

attitude in ballet 

Dancers can stand on one leg with other thigh perpendicular to standing leg {attitude, pose}. 

 

turned out leg 

Feet can be parallel to torso {turned out leg}. 

 

turnout 

Dancers can open knees to front, with leg turned out from hip {turnout}. 

 

ARTS>Dance>Ballet>Kinds 

 

adagio dance 

Slow, controlled, graceful dance {adagio, dance} by ballerina and partner has no elevation. 

 

allegro dance 

Fast dances {allegro, dance} can have elevation. 

 

ballet blanc 

Ballets can use white gossamer gowns {ballet blanc}. 

 

ballet d'action 

Ballets {ballet d'action} can have drama and story. 

 

ballet de cour 

In the 17th century, nobles invented court dances {ballet de cour}. 

 

balleti 

In the 17th century, court dances evolved more steps and patterns and became ballroom dances {balleti}. 

 

basse 

A 17th-century court dance {bassé} was a minuet ancestor. 



 

caractere 

Dances can be national or folk dances {carâctere}. 

 

choredrame 

In ballets {choredrame}, emotion can be more important than plot. 

 

classic ballet 

Ballet {classic ballet} can use ballet tradition and principles. 

 

corps de ballet 

Dances can have many dancers {corps de ballet}. 

 

danse d'ecole 

Dances {danse d'école} can display classic ballet techniques. 

 

divertissement 

Dances {divertissement}| can be excerpts from longer works. 

 

pas d'action 

Dances {pas d'action} can combine dancing, mime, and plot. 

 

pas de deux 

Two-person dances {pas de deux, ballet}| can have five parts: entrée, adagio, ballerina solo, danseur solo, and coda. 

 

romantic ballet 

Ballets {romantic ballet} can be about romantic themes. Romantic ballet introduced toe dancing, ballet blanc, and 

expression to ballet, from 1820 to 1870. 

 

variation in dance 

solo dance {variation, dance} {pas seul}. 

 

ARTS>Dance>Kinds 

 

bugaku-gigaku 

Japanese dance {bugaku-gigaku}. 

 

calypso dance 

Trinidad folk dance {calypso}|. 

 

hora dance 

traditional Jewish dance {hora, dance}|. 

 

hula 

traditional Hawaiian dance {hula}|. 

 

kagura 

Japanese dance {kagura}. 

 

ARTS>Dance>Kinds>USA 

 

Charleston dance 

1920s American dances {Charleston, dance}| can be in 4/4 time. 

 

fantan 

American dances {fantan} can use a fan. 



 

foxtrot 

American dances {foxtrot}| can be for two people in 4/4 time. 

 

hoedown 

19th-century American party dance {hoedown}|. 

 

jitterbug 

1940s American dances {jitterbug}| can be for two people. 

 

lindy 

20th-century American dance {lindy}|. 

 

snake dance 

American dances {snake dance} can have lines. 

 

soft-shoe 

20th-century American dances {soft-shoe}| can be for one person, using shoes with no taps. 

 

square dance 

19th-century American folk dances {square dance}| can be for four people. 

 

tap dance 

20th-century American dances {tap dance}| can be for one person, using shoes with taps. 

origins 

Fast-step dances {clog, dance} in Ireland [400] can use hard shoes and no arm movements. Ireland and England 

clogs include Lancashire Clog. Irish jig came from clogging. English hornpipes and USA reels are other tap-dance 

bases. Barney Williams came to USA from Ireland [1840], as did the Irish Clog dancers. 

levee dancer 

Slaves {levee dancer} danced in rhythm on riverboats or on shore. Minstrel shows used white men with black faces 

{blackface} as levee dancers [1830]. The Black Bottom was minstrel dance. 

musical 

In 1866, Black Crook, the first musical, had burlesque, minstrel, and clog dancers. Dancing and singing shows 

{Shout} {Ring-Shout} depended on camp-meeting hymns and work hollers. 

founders 

Master Juba or William Henry Lane was clogger. "Daddy" Thomas Rice danced. Zip Coon did the dances Jump Jim 

Crow and Zip Coon. Barney Fagan was Father of Tap. In 1902, Ned Wayburn used dances {Tap and Step dance} in his 

Minstrel Misses show. Henry E. Dixey, and other dancers {pedestal dancer}, looking like statues, danced on pedestals. 

steps 

Steps {wing step} can be like minstrel Pigeon-Wing steps [1900]. One leg {winging leg} is off the floor while the 

other taps. Winging leg goes up and down {pump, tap dance} {double back} {pendulum, tap dance}. One tap is on way 

up, and two are on way down {three-tap wing}. It can have more taps {five-tap wing}. 

Buck and Wing used clogs, jigs, and sand dance. Time step evolved from Buck and Wing style, as well as other 

steps {falling off a log} {shuffling off to Buffalo}. George H. Primrose of Cotton Coons Minstrel Company clogged 

without wooden soles {soft-shoe dance} {sand dance} [1910 to 1920]. Toots Davis in Darktown Follies [1913] 

invented extra routines {over the top} {through the trenches} {flash step}. Shim Sham {Shim-Sham Shimmy} began 

[1910 to 1920]. 

 

turkey trot 

20th-century American dance {turkey trot} [1910]. 

 

twist dance 

1960s American dances {twist, dance}| can be for one person. 

 

two-step 

20th-century American dance {two-step}|. 



 

Virginia reel 

19th-century American folk dances {Virginia reel}| can have people facing each other in two rows. 

 

ARTS>Dance>Kinds>Europe 

 

bolero 

Spanish dance {bolero, dance}. 

 

branles 

17th-century European court dance {branles}. 

 

cancan 

French dances {cancan}| in musical revues can have high kicks. 

 

chaconne dance 

19th-century French dance {chaconne, dance}. 

 

czardas 

Hungarian folk dance {czardas}. 

 

fandango dance 

Spanish folk dance {fandango, dance}|. 

 

flamenco 

Spanish gypsy dance {flamenco}|. 

 

gaillard 

17th-century European court dance {gaillard}. 

 

gavotte dance 

French court dances {gavotte, dance}| can be in 3/4 time. 

 

highland fling 

Scottish folk dance {highland fling}|. 

 

hornpipe 

English and American sailor dance {hornpipe, dance}|. 

 

jig dance 

Fast Irish folk dances {jig, dance}| can be in 3/4 time. 

 

maypole dance 

English folk dances {maypole dance} can use decorated pole with streamers for dancers to hold. 

 

mazurka dance 

Polish folk dances {mazurka, dance}| can be in 3/4 or 3/8 time. 

 

minuet dance 

French court dances {minuet, dance}| can be in 3/4 time. 

 

morris dance 

English folk dance {morris dance}|. 

 

pavan 

French court dance {pavan}. 



 

polka 

Upbeat Bohemian folk dances {polka}| can be for two people in 3/4 time. 

 

polonaise dance 

Slow Polish dance {polonaise, dance}. 

 

quadrille dance 

French square dances {quadrille, dance}| can be for four people. 

 

rondeau dance 

European dances {rondeau, dance}| in circles include rondelet, rondo, and roundelay. 

 

saraband 

17th-century French court dance {saraband}. 

 

tarantella dance 

Italian traditional dance [1400 to 1600] {tarantella}|. 

 

waltz dance 

Smooth 19th-century Austrian dances {waltz, dance}| {valse} can be for two people in 3/4 time. 

 

ARTS>Dance>Kinds>Latin 

 

cha-cha 

Latin-American dance {cha-cha, dance}|. 

 

conga 

Latin-American dances {conga, dance}| can have lines. 

 

mambo 

Latin-American dance {mambo, dance}|. 

 

rumba 

Cuban dance {rumba, dance}|. 

 

salsa dance 

Latin-American dances {salsa, dance}| can have jazz and rock-and-roll influences. 

 

samba 

Brazilian dances {samba}| can derive from African dance. 

 

tango 

dramatic Argentinian ballroom dance {tango}|. 

 

ARTS>Dance>History 

 

dance in history 

choreographer 

Earth 

-30000 to 2007 

Dance includes ballet, modern dance, and traditional dances. 

 

ARTS>Dance>History>Ballet 

 



Roman entertainments 

choreographer 

Rome, Italy 

-500 to 500 

Roman entertainments [-500 to 500] 

Roman entertainments had comical dances and acrobatics. 

 

Greek dance 

choreographer 

Greece 

-300 to -100 

Greek dance [-300 to -100] 

Greek drama used choral dances related to story. Meaningful movements developed to show story action without 

words {pantomime, Greece}. 

 

mumming 

choreographer 

England 

1377 

mumming [1377: at young Richard II's court] 

Court members wore disguises {disguising} and danced {mumming}. 

 

morisco dance 

choreographer 

England 

1458 to 1750 

morris dance or morisco dance [1458 to 1750] 

Villagers, then court, performed Moorish dance {morisco dance}. 

 

Jacques Salmon [Salmon, Jacques]/Sieur de La Chesnaye [Chesnaye, Sieur de La]/Lambert de Beaulieu 

[Beaulieu, Lambert de] 

choreographer/composer/lyricist 

Italy 

1581 

Ballet Comique de la Reine [1581] 

First ballet was for Catherine de Medici. Dances combined ballet de cour and Italian opera and had music, dance, 

plot, and choreography. 

 

Thoinot Arbeau [Arbeau, Thoinot] 

choreographer 

France 

1588 

ballet positions [1588] 

He lived 1519 to 1596 and outlined the ballet positions. 

 

antimasque began 

choreographer 

England 

1603 to 1653 

antimasque [1603 to 1653] 

Antimasques preceded masques in Stuart England. 

 

Ben Jonson [Jonson, Ben]/Inigo Jones [Jones, Inigo] 

lyricist 

England 

1605 to 1618 



Twelfth Night [1605: masque]; Masque of Blackness [1605: masque]; Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue [1618: masque] 

He lived 1572 to 1637. At European courts, pageants and dances used masked actors in masques. 

 

Jean Baptiste Lully [Lully, Jean Baptiste] 

choreographer/composer 

France 

1653 to 1671 

Ballet de la Nuit or Ballet of the Night [1653: masque]; La Marriage Forcé or Forced Marriage [1664: comedy]; Le 

Bourgeois Gentilhomme or Bourgeois Gentleman [1670: comedy]; Les Amants Magnifiques or Magnificent Loves 

[1670: comedy, including Le Divertissement Royal]; Ballet des Nations [1670]; Psyche [1671: tragic ballet] 

He lived 1632 to 1687 and included ballet in French opera. 

 

Jean Baptiste Lully [Lully, Jean Baptiste]/Molière 

choreographer/composer/lyricist 

France 

1653 to 1686 

ballets de cour [1653 to 1663]; comédies-ballets [1663 to 1672]; tragédie lyrique [1673 to 1686] 

Lully lived 1632 to 1687. Molière lived 1622 to 1673. 

 

Paris Opera 

ballet school 

France 

1661 

Louis XIV founded the ballet school. 

 

Pierre Beauchamp [Beauchamp, Pierre] 

choreographer 

France 

1664 

foot positions [1664] 

He lived 1639 to 1705 and established the five ballet foot positions. 

 

Robert Cambert [Cambert, Robert] 

composer 

France 

1671 

Pomone [1671: First opera at Paris Opera had ballet] 

He lived 1628 to 1677. 

 

De Lafontaine [Lafontaine, De] 

ballerina 

France 

1681 to 1707 

Triumph of Love [1681: first ballet with woman as solo dancer] 

She lived 1665 to 1738 and was first woman to appear professionally in ballet as solo female dancer {prima 

ballerina} {premiere danseuse}. 

 

Louis Pecourt [Pecourt, Louis] 

ballet dancer 

France 

1700 

He lived 1655 to 1729 and was solo dancer {premier danseur} and balletmaster [1700]. 

 

Louis Dupré [Dupré, Louis] 

ballet dancer 

France 



1715 to 1751 

He lived 1697 to 1774 and was principal dancer [1715 to 1751]. 

 

Pierre Rameau [Rameau, Pierre] 

choreographer/ballet dancer 

France 

1725 

Dancing Master [1725: book] 

He lived 1674 to 1748 and recorded the five ballet foot positions. He invented first ballet leaps and turns in air 

{elevation, Rameau}. 

 

Marie Camargo [Camargo, Marie] 

ballerina 

France 

1726 to 1734 

She lived 1710 to 1770. 

 

Marie Sallé [Sallé, Marie] 

ballerina 

France 

1727 to 1733 

Pygmalion [1733] 

She lived 1707 to 1756 and first used ballet gestures. 

 

Jean Georges Noverre [Noverre, Jean Georges] 

ballet dancer/choreographer 

France 

1743 to 1760 

Lettres sur la danse et sur les ballets or Letters on dance and ballet [1760: book] 

He lived 1727 to 1810. He choreographed ballet d'action. Emotion became more important than plot in choredrame 

ballets. 

 

Gaetan Vestris [Vestris, Gaetan] 

ballet dancer 

France 

1751 to 1770 

He lived 1729 to 1808 and was first great classical ballet dancer. 

 

Jean Dauberval [Dauberval, Jean] 

choreographer 

France 

1761 to 1789 

La Fille Mal Gardée or Unchaperoned Daughter [1789: oldest comic ballet still performed, with music by Ferdinand 

Herold] 

He lived 1742 to 1806. Frederick Ashton updated the dance [1950]. 

 

Marie Allard [Allard, Marie] 

ballerina 

France 

1770 to 1775 

She lived 1743 to 1802. 

 

Vincenzo Galeotti [Galeotti, Vincenzo] 

ballet dancer/choreographer 

France 

1775 to 1816 



Whims of Cupid and the Ballet Master [1786: music by Jens Lolle] 

He lived 1733 to 1816. From 1775 to 1816, he directed Royal Danish Ballet. 

 

Madeleine Guinard [Guinard, Madeleine] 

ballerina 

France 

1790 

Temple of Terpiscore [1790] 

She lived 1767 to 1837. 

 

Charles Didelot [Didelot, Charles] 

choreographer 

Sweden/France/Russia 

1796 to 1808 

Flore et Zaphire or Flower and Sapphire [1796]; Don Quixote [1808] 

He lived 1767 to 1837 and founded Russian Imperial Ballet [1801]. 

 

Salvatore Vigano [Vigano, Salvatore] 

choreographer 

Milan, Italy 

1801 

Les Créatures de Prométhée or Creatures of Prometheus [1801: music by Beethoven] 

He lived 1769 to 1821 and unified music, ballet, and mime. 

 

Carlo Blasis [Blasis, Carlo] 

choreographer 

Milan, Italy 

1820 to 1830 

Elementary Treatise upon the Theory and Practice of the Art of Dancing [1820: book]; Code of Terpsichore [1830: 

book] 

He lived 1803 to 1878, was Dauberval's student, codified the dance at La Scala opera house, and first used poses. 

 

toe dancing 

choreographer 

France 

1830 

toe dancing [1830] 

Toe-dancing and new leaps began. 

 

Jean Coralli [Coralli, Jean] 

choreographer 

France 

1831 to 1843 

La Peri [1843: music by Norbert Burgmuller] 

He lived 1779 to 1854. 

 

Filippo Taglioni [Taglioni, Philippe] 

choreographer 

France 

1832 

La Sylphide [1832: music by Jean Schneithöffer, for Marie Taglioni] 

He lived 1777 to 1871. 

 

Fanny Cerrito [Cerrito, Fanny] 

ballerina 

Italy 



1832 to 1845 

Pas de Quatre [1845: with Carlotta Grisi, Marie Taglioni, Lucille Grahn, and Fanny Cerrito] 

She lived 1817 to 1909. 

 

Marie Taglioni [Taglioni, Marie] 

ballerina 

Italy 

1832 to 1845 

Pas de Quatre [1845: with Carlotta Grisi, Marie Taglioni, Lucille Grahn, and Fanny Cerrito] 

She lived 1804 to 1884. 

 

Fanny Essler [Essler, Fanny] 

ballerina 

France 

1835 to 1837 

She lived 1810 to 1884. 

 

Lucille Grahn [Grahn, Lucille] 

ballerina 

USA 

1836 to 1845 

Pas de Quatre [1845: with Carlotta Grisi, Marie Taglioni, Lucille Grahn, and Fanny Cerrito] 

She lived 1819 to 1907. The Danish ballet dismissed her [1841]. 

 

August Bourneville [Bourneville, August] or August Bournonville [Bournonville, August] 

choreographer/ballet dancer 

France/Denmark 

1836 to 1849 

La Sylphide [1836: music by Løvenskjold]; Napoli [1842: music by E. Halstead, Gade, and Paulli]; Le 

Conservatoire [1849: including The Dancing School, music by H. S. Paulli] 

He lived 1805 to 1879. 

 

Jules Perrot [Perrot, Jules] 

choreographer 

St. Petersburg, Russia/France 

1841 to 1858 

Giselle [1841: created with Jean Coralli]; Pas de Quatre [1845: music by Cesare Pugni, for Taglioni, Cerrito, Grahn, 

and Grisi]; Le Corsaire [1858] 

He lived 1810 to 1882 and choreographed and danced at Imperial Theater. 

 

Carlotta Grisi [Grisi, Carlotta] 

ballerina 

France 

1845 

Pas de Quatre [1845: with Carlotta Grisi, Marie Taglioni, Lucille Grahn, and Fanny Cerrito] 

She lived 1819 to 1899. 

 

Arthur Michel Saint Léon [Saint Léon, Arthur Michel] 

ballet dancer/choreographer 

France 

1852 to 1870 

Stenochorégraphie [1852: book about choreography notation]; Coppelia or Girl with Enamel Eyes [1870: ballet with 

music by Léo Delibes] 

He lived 1815 to 1870. 

 



Joseph Mazilier [Mazilier, Joseph] 

choreographer 

France 

1856 

Le Corsaire [1856: especially the pas de deux, music by Adolph Adam] 

He lived 1797 to 1868. 

 

Marius Petipa [Petipa, Marius] 

ballet dancer/choreographer 

St. Petersburg, Russia 

1869 to 1898 

Don Quixote [1869: music by Ludwig Minkus, including the Pas de Deux]; La Bayadere or Temple Dancer [1877: 

music by Ludwig Minkus, including Act IV, In the Kingdom of the Shades]; Sleeping Beauty [1890 and 1910: music 

by Tchaikowsky]; Raymonda [1898: music by Glazounov] 

He lived 1818 to 1910 and choreographed at the Imperial Theater. 

 

Christian Johansson [Johansson, Christian] 

ballet dancer/teacher 

Russia/Sweden 

1869 to 1903 

He lived 1841 to 1903. 

 

Enrico Cecchetti [Cecchetti, Enrico] 

ballet dancer 

Italy 

1872 to 1927 

He lived 1850 to 1928 and was balletmaster of Diaghilev's Ballet Russes. 

 

Louis Merante [Merante, Louis] 

choreographer 

France 

1876 

Sylvia [1876: music by Leo Delibes] 

He lived 1828 to 1887. 

 

Lev Ivanov [Ivanov, Lev] 

ballet dancer/choreographer 

Russia 

1877 to 1892 

Swan Lake [1877: music by Tchaikowsky, updated by Marius Petipa in 1895]; Nutcracker [1892: music by 

Tchaikowsky] 

He lived 1834 to 1901. 

 

Loie Fuller [Fuller, Loie] 

ballerina 

USA 

1882 to 1906 

She lived 1862 to 1928. 

 

Vladimir I. Stepanov [Stepanov, Vladimir I.] 

choreographer 

Russia 

1893 

He lived 1866 to 1896 and developed ballet notation. 

 



Marie-Thérèse de Subligny [Subligny, Marie-Thérèse de] 

ballerina 

France 

1898 

She lived 1666 to 1736. 

 

Anna Pavlova [Pavlova, Anna] 

ballerina 

Russia 

1899 to 1909 

Autobiography [1922: book] 

She lived 1881 to 1931. 

 

Alexander Gorsky [Gorsky, Alexander] 

choreographer 

Russia 

1900 

Don Quixote [1900] 

He lived 1871 to 1924. 

 

Tamara Karsavina [Karsavina, Tamara] 

ballerina 

Russia 

1902 to 1912 

Thamar [1912] 

She lived 1885 to 1978. 

 

Michael Fokine [Fokine, Michael] 

ballet dancer/choreographer 

Russia 

1905 to 1912 

Dying Swan [1905: music by Saint-Saens and dance by Anna Pavlova]; Les Sylphides [1909: ballet blanc with 

music by Chopin]; Prince Igor [1909]; Scheherazade [1910: music by Rimsky-Korsakov]; Firebird [1910: music by 

Stravinsky]; Petrouchka [1911: comic ballet with music by Stravinsky]; Le Spectre de la Rose or Spirit of the Rose 

[1912: especially the pas de deux, music by von Weber] 

He lived 1890 to 1942. 

 

Ruth St. Denis [St. Denis, Ruth] 

ballerina 

USA 

1906 to 1939 

Unfinished Life [1939] 

She lived 1879 to 1968 and combined theater and dance. 

 

Vaslav Nijinsky [Nijinsky, Vaslav] 

ballet dancer/choreographer 

Poland/Russia 

1907 to 1919 

Afternoon of a Faun [1912: angular poses, music by Debussy]; Rite of Spring or La Sacre du Printemps [1913: 

music by Stravinsky] 

He lived 1890 to 1950. Afternoon of a Faun uses Greek-frieze setting as a tableau. 

 

Bronislava Nijinska [Nijinska, Bronislava] 

ballerina 

Russia 

1909 to 1924 



Les Biches or Bad Girls [1924: music by Poulenc, Concerto Grosso in D for Strings] 

She lived 1891 to 1972. 

 

Serge Diaghilev [Diaghilev, Serge] 

ballet dancer/choreographer 

Russia 

1909 to 1929 

He lived 1872 to 1929 and founded Ballets Russes. Ballets Russes included Anna Pavlova, Tamara Karsavina, 

Nijinska, Vaslav Nijinsky, Serge Lifan, Ninette de Valois, Leonid Massine, and George Balanchine. 

 

Olga Spessivtzeva [Spessivtzeva, Olga] 

ballerina 

Russia 

1921 

Sleeping Beauty [1921] 

She lived 1895 to 1991. 

 

Ninette de Valois [de Valois, Ninette] 

ballerina 

Ireland/England 

1921 to 1928 

She lived 1898 to 2001 and founded Royal Ballet [1928]. 

 

Serge Lifar [Lifar, Serge] 

ballet dancer 

Russia/France 

1923 to 1929 

He lived 1905 to 1986. 

 

Alicia Markova [Markova, Alicia] 

ballerina 

Russia 

1924 to 1929 

She lived 1910 to 2004. 

 

Kurt Joosa [Joosa, Kurt] 

choreographer 

England 

1932 

Green Table [1932]; Dance of Death [1932: music by Fritz Cohen] 

He lived 1901 to 1979. 

 

Anthony Tudor [Tudor, Anthony] 

choreographer 

England 

1935 to 1967 

Pillar of Fire [1935]; Dark Elegies [1937: music by Mahler, Kindertotenlieder]; Gala Performance [1938: comic 

ballet with music by Prokofiev, Concerto #3 in C for Piano and Classical Symphony]; Shadowplay [1967] 

He lived 1908 to 1987. 

 

George Balanchine [Balanchine, George] 

ballet dancer/choreographer 

Russia/USA 

1936 to 1962 

Slaughter on Tenth Avenue [1936: modern dance with music by Richard Rodgers]; Le Baiser de la Fée or Fairy's 

Kiss [1937: music by Stravinsky, based on Ashton's and Nijinska's works]; Four Temperaments [1946: music by 



Hindemith]; Firebird [1949: music by Stravinsky]; Pas de Deux [1950: music by Leo Delibes, played on pan pipes]; 

Agon [1957: music by Stravinsky, based on the 17th-century-court saraband, gaillard, and branles dances]; Midsummer 

Night's Dream [1962: music by Mendelssohn] 

He lived 1909 to 1962. 

 

Leonid Massine [Massine, Leonid] 

ballet dancer 

Russia 

1938 

Seventh Symphony [1938] 

He lived 1886 to 1979. 

 

Margot Fonteyn [Fonteyn, Margot] 

ballerina 

England 

1939 to 1966 

Romeo and Juliet [1966: with Fonteyn and Nureyev] 

She lived 1919 to 1991. 

 

Frederick Ashton [Ashton, Frederick] 

ballet dancer/choreographer 

England 

1940 to 1956 

Romeo and Juliet [1940: music by Prokofiev]; Cinderella [1945: music by Prokofiev, for Margot Fonteyn]; La Peri 

[1956: music by Paul Dukas] 

He lived 1904 to 1988. 

 

Rudolf von Laban [Laban, Rudolf von] 

ballet dancer 

Hungary 

1946 to 1974 

Mastery of Movement on the Stage [1950]; Principles of Dance and Movement Notation [1956]; Effort: Economy in 

Body Movement [1974: with F. C. Lawrence] 

He lived 1879 to 1958. He developed a system {ballet notation} {Kinetographic Laban} {Labanotation} to record 

ballets and human motions. 

 

Alicia Alonso [Alonso, Alicia] 

ballerina 

Cuba 

1948 to 1977 

Giselle [1977] 

She lived 1921 to ? and founded Havana Ballet. 

 

Patricia McBride [McBride, Patricia] 

ballerina 

USA 

1957 

She lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Edward Villella [Villella, Edward] 

ballet dancer 

USA 

1958 to 1986 

He lived 1936 to ?. 

 



Rudolph Nureyev [Nureyev, Rudolph] 

ballet dancer 

Russia/England 

1961 to 1966 

Romeo and Juliet [1966: with Fonteyn and Nureyev] 

He lived 1938 to 1993. 

 

Mikhail Baryshnikov [Baryshnikov, Mikhail] 

ballet dancer 

Russia/USA 

1972 to 1992 

He lived 1948 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Dance>History>Modern Dance 

 

Fatima 

belly dancer 

Chicago, Illinois 

1896 to 1901 

Danse du Ventre or Dance of the Wind [1896: film in Egyptian style]; Fatima, Muscle Dancer [1896: film]; Fatima's 

Coochee-Coochee Dance [1901: film] 

She performed at Chicago World's Fair. 

 

Isadora Duncan [Duncan, Isadora] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

USA 

1903 to 1927 

My Life [1927] 

She lived 1878 to 1927 and choreographed modern expressive dances. 

 

modern dance 

dance form 

USA 

1910 

Dances {modern dance} began to express ideas and emotions in free form. Isadora Duncan began modern dance, 

followed by Mary Wigman, Martha Graham, Hanya Holm, Doris Humphrey, and Charles Weidman. 

 

Vernon Castle [Castle, Vernon]/Irene Castle [Castle, Irene] 

ballroom dancer 

USA 

1910 to 1920 

Fox Trot; Castle Walk; Maxixe; One Step; Two Step 

He lived 1887 to 1918. She lived 1893 to 1969. 

 

Mary Wigman [Wigman, Mary] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

Germany 

1919 to 1965 

She lived 1886 to 1973 and used angular style and strong emotion in modern dances. 

 

Martha Graham [Graham, Martha] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

USA 

1926 to 1948 



Seraphic Dialogue [1926: modern dance]; Lamentation [1930: modern dance]; Primitive Mysteries [1931]; El 

Penitente [1940: modern dance]; Appalachian Spring [1944: modern dance with music by Copland]; Diversion of 

Angels [1948: modern dance] 

She lived 1894 to 1991 and choreographed modern dances with inner tension. 

 

Bill Robinson [Robinson, Bill] or Bojangles 

tap dancer 

USA 

1928 to 1938 

Blackbirds of 1928 [1928]; Hot Mikado [1938] 

He lived 1878 to 1949. 

 

Agnes de Mille [de Mille, Agnes] 

choreographer 

USA 

1928 to 1942 

Rodeo [1942: modern dance with music by Aaron Copland] 

She lived 1905 to 1993. 

 

Doris Humphrey [Humphrey, Doris] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

USA 

1928 to 1945 

Air for the G String [1928]; Variations on a Theme of Handel [1931] 

She lived 1895 to 1958 and choreographed modern dances based on a method {fall and recovery}. 

 

José Limon [Limon, José] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

Spain 

1928 to 1949 

Moor's Pavane [1949: ballet] 

He lived 1908 to 1972. 

 

Charles Weidman [Weidman, Charles] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

USA 

1929 to 1966 

He lived 1901 to 1975 and choreographed modern dances. 

 

Hanya Holm [Holm, Hanya] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

Germany/USA 

1931 to 1948 

Kiss Me Kate [1948] 

She lived 1893 to 1992 and choreographed modern dances. 

 

Fred Astaire [Astaire, Fred] or Frederick Austerlitz [Austerlitz, Frederick] 

ballroom dancer 

USA 

1933 to 1955 

Flying Down To Rio [1933: with Ginger Rogers]; Gay Divorcee [1934: with Ginger Rogers]; Top Hat [1935: with 

Ginger Rogers] 

He lived 1899 to 1987. 

 

Ray Bolger [Bolger, Ray] 

jazz dancer 



USA 

1936 to 1939 

Great Ziegfeld [1936]; Slaughter on Tenth Avenue [1936: from On Your Toes]; Sweethearts; Wizard of Oz [1939: 

he was the Scarecrow] 

He lived 1904 to 1966. 

 

Jerome Robbins [Robbins, Jerome] 

jazz dancer/choreographer 

USA 

1944 to 1964 

Fancy Free [1944: modern dance with music by Leonard Bernstein]; Cage [1951: modern dance with music by 

Stravinsky]; Fiddler on the Roof [1964] 

He lived 1918 to 1998. 

 

Arthur Mitchell [Mitchell, Arthur] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

USA 

1949 to 1969 

He lived 1934 to ?. 

 

José Greco [Greco, José] 

flamenco dancer 

Spain/USA 

1951 

He lived 1918 to 2001. 

 

Gower Champion [Champion, Gower] 

jazz dancer 

USA 

1951 to 1980 

Showboat [1951: with Marge Champion]; 42nd Street [1980] 

He lived 1920 to 1980. 

 

Alwin Nikolais [Nikolais, Alwin] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

USA 

1953 to 1963 

Tensile Involvement [1953]; Imago Suite [1963] 

He lived 1912 to 1992 and used fancy costumes. 

 

Eliot Feld [Feld, Eliot] 

modern dancer 

USA 

1958 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Alvin Ailey [Ailey, Alvin] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

USA 

1958 to 1963 

He lived 1931 to 1989 and started Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater [1958]. 

 

Twyla Tharp [Tharp, Twyla] 

modern dancer/choreographer 

USA 

1965 to 1976 



Push Comes to Shove [1976: modern dance] 

She lived 1941 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Literature 

 

literature 

People study drama, poetry, prose, criticism, and printing {literature}. 

 

adaptation of book 

Work can transform into another form {adaptation, book}, such as adapting book to make movie. 

 

censorship 

Government or private authority {censor} can remove work from public circulation {censorship, literature}. 

 

composition in writing 

People can write works {composition, writing}. 

 

corpus literature 

Writers have completed works {corpus}. 

 

courtly love 

Speaking and acting in court {courtly love} can show love and respect for women. 

 

literacy 

People can read {literacy}. 

 

oral tradition 

People has works taught to next generation orally {oral tradition}. 

 

phraseology 

People choose words and stresses {phraseology} {phrasing}. 

 

plagiarism 

People can use another's exact words, or closely similar words, in work {plagiarism}|. 

 

satire 

Words can ridicule {satire}|. Light satire {Horatian satire} deals with foibles and follies. Serious satire {Juvenalian 

satire} can be about vice and crime. Pretentious pedants can espouse long-winded minutiae {Menippean satire} [-290]. 

Satire {indirect satire} can have story and characters. Satire {formal satire} can be observations about things, with no 

story or characters. 

 

usage 

Words have typical context {usage}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Book Parts 

 

addendum 

Just before publication, works can add an end page or chapter {addendum}|, with details or corrections. 

 

afterword 

Works can have page or chapter {afterword}| added at end about later events or ideas. 

 

annotation 

note {annotation}|. 

 



appendix 

Work can have page or chapter {appendix, book}| added at end with details about topic. 

 

bibliography 

Works can have book lists {bibliography}|. 

 

byline 

article author name {byline}. 

 

caption 

Pictures can have short descriptions {caption}. 

 

citation reference 

reference {citation, reference}. 

 

dust jacket 

paper or plastic book cover {dust jacket}. 

 

end paper 

Published works can have heavy paper pasted to back cover and last page {end paper} {end leaf}. 

 

epigraph 

Chapter or section can begin with quotation or phrase {epigraph}|. 

 

epilogue 

Works can end with a story {epilogue}| of what happened after main action concluded. 

 

flyleaf 

Published work can have empty page {flyleaf}| next to cover. 

 

foreword 

Works can have page or chapter {foreword}| added at beginning summarizing main ideas and giving 

acknowledgments. 

 

frontispiece 

Published work can have photograph or painting {frontispiece}| near front. 

 

glossary 

Works can have a chapter {glossary}| with definitions. 

 

header inscription 

page or section beginning inscription {header}. 

 

heading 

chapter, section, or subsection name {heading}. 

 

index book 

Works can list words and phrases with corresponding page numbers {index, book}|. 

 

masthead 

Printed blocks {masthead}| can have publishers names and addresses and information about subscribing, changing 

address, and/or price. 

 

preface 

Works can have beginning pages {preface, book}| preparing reader for main text by giving background information 

or recommending how to read text. 



 

prologue 

Works can begin with story {prologue}| of what happened before main action began. 

 

salutation 

greeting {salutation}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Drama 

 

act in drama 

Plays have main sections {act, drama}. 

 

agon 

Ancient Greek plays can have contrast or debate {agon}. 

 

bathos 

Pathos {bathos}| can be too much or about trivial things and can cause laughter. 

 

black face 

White actors can paint faces black {black face} to portray black people. 

 

catharsis in drama 

Drama often gives people heightened pity or fear feelings, which drain emotions {catharsis, drama}|. Tragic drama 

imitates life and excites fear and sympathy, which it then relieves. 

 

claque 

Publicists can pay audience members {claque} to applaud actor. 

 

curtain call 

After dramas, audience can request actor to appear in front of curtain {curtain call}. 

 

empathy 

People can feel character emotions {empathy, drama} {Einfühlung}. 

 

mise en scene 

Putting on drama includes making scenery, making properties, positioning actors on stage, and determining actor 

gestures and inflections {mise en scene}. 

 

pathos 

Dramas can evoke sympathy, pity, or sorrow {pathos}|. 

 

pratfall 

Comic actors can appear to trip and fall exaggeratedly {pratfall}|. 

 

scene of drama 

Acts have parts {scene, drama}. 

 

scenery 

Dramas have backgrounds {scenery}. 

 

stage direction 

Dramas have instructions {stage direction} for staging. 

 

Unities 

one location, one time, and one theme {Unities}|. 

 



ARTS>Literature>Drama>Set 

 

set of drama 

Dramas have outdoor or indoor scenes {set, drama} with properties, such as trees or furniture. 

 

property in drama 

Drama sets have movable items {property, drama}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Drama>Chorus 

 

chorus 

Ancient Greek drama featured men {chorus} who commented on the action. 

 

antistrophe 

Chorus can recite when it leaves stage {antistrophe}. 

 

epode 

Chorus can recite when it is on stage {epode}. 

 

strophe in drama 

Chorus can recite when it moves onto stage {strophe, chorus}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Drama>Dialogue 

 

dialogue in drama 

Actors speak to each other {dialogue}. 

 

aside 

Characters can direct dialog to audience {aside}|, not to other characters. 

 

byplay 

Characters can perform extra dialogue or actions {byplay}|. 

 

monologue 

Characters can give long speeches {monologue}| while other characters are on stage. 

 

soliloquy 

Speeches {soliloquy}| can be to oneself, while alone on stage. 

 

stichomythia 

Two characters can alternate, saying one line each {stichomythia}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Drama>Performers 

 

actor 

People {actor} {actress} can perform drama. 

 

cameo role 

Actors can appear briefly {cameo role}|. 

 

comedienne 

Comic actors can be females {comedienne}. 

 

dramatis personae 

Play beginning has character list {dramatis personae}|. 

 



marionette 

Puppets {marionette}| can hang from strings used to raise head, arms, and legs. 

 

repertory company 

Permanent acting groups {repertory company} can perform previously performed plays. 

 

stock company 

Temporary acting groups {stock company} can perform previously performed plays. 

 

walk-on 

Unprepared actors {walk-on} can appear in drama. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Drama>Kinds 

 

bunraku 

Japanese puppet theater {bunraku} uses one-meter-tall puppets. 

 

burlesque show 

Stage shows {burlesque show} can have songs and dances by scantily clad women. 

 

capa y espada 

Dramas {capa y espada} {cloak and sword} can have love and intrigue. 

 

Chinese drama 

Chinese plays {Chinese drama} can last six hours. Facial-makeup color indicates character. Scenery is minimal. 

Man in black moves set properties while play continues. 

 

closet drama 

Dramas {closet drama} can be just for reading. 

 

curtain raiser 

Short presentations {curtain raiser} can precede plays. 

 

dress rehearsal 

Plays have final rehearsal {dress rehearsal} in full costume. 

 

kabuki play 

17th-century Japanese plays {kabuki play}| were about common subjects, had a revolving stage, used scenery, 

featured elaborate costumes, and had songs, dances, and dialogues. A ramp {flowery walk} went from stage to lobby. 

Noh and Kabuki have rhythm or tempo {jo-ha-kyu}. In Kabuki, males play females {onnagata}. 

 

masque 

Renaissance court dramas {masque}| {mask} can be about myth or allegory and use costumed and masked nobles, 

who entered as if from afar, asked ladies to dance, and then left. Before masques, professional dancers, representing 

chaos, appeared as monsters or clowns, whom nobles then routed. Ben Jonson developed antimasques. Baroque 

musical masques had speaking parts separated by songs. 

 

melodrama 

Dramas {melodrama} can use exaggerated suspense, much action, and villains and heroes. 

 

miracle play 

Medieval dramas {miracle play} can be about saint's life. 

 

morality play 

Medieval dramas {morality play} can be allegories of conflict between good and evil, as in the play Everyman. 

 



mystery play 

Medieval dramas {mystery play} can be about Bible stories. 

 

noh play 

14th-century Japanese plays {noh play}| used historic and religious topics, male chorus on one stage side, musicians 

and property men on other stage side, simple properties and scenery, and one or two actors singing, dancing, or talking. 

 

pantomime 

Dramas can use movements, poses, and gestures {pantomime}, with no words {dumb show}. 

 

problem play 

Dramas {problem play} can explore social problems. 

 

shadow play 

Old Javanese plays {shadow play} were about gods and monsters and had narrator. 

 

straw-hat theater 

Theaters {straw-hat theater} can present vaudeville and light entertainments. 

 

theater of the absurd 

Plays {theater of the absurd}| can have plots in which life seems to have no meaning. 

 

vaudeville 

In 20th-century first half, in America, stage shows {vaudeville} had unconnected songs, dances, humorous antics, 

and readings. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Drama>Kinds>Comedy 

 

comedy drama 

Dramas {comedy} can involve unimportant characters, have celebratory endings, emphasize variety, explore love's 

foibles, or have main character that succeeds or has luck. Aristophanes and others began Greek comedy using satire and 

fantasy {Old Comedy}. Second Greek-comedy period {Middle Comedy} was after Aristophanes. After -300, 

Menander, Plautus, and Terence were in last Greek-comedy phase {New Comedy}. 

 

antimasque drama 

Before masque {antimasque}, professional dancers, representing chaos, appeared as monsters or clowns, whom 

nobles then routed, in drama form developed by Ben Jonson. 

 

boulevard drama 

Late-19th-century European comedies {boulevard drama}, such as Offenbach comedies, can have sophisticated 

humor. 

 

caricature 

People, event, or work imitations {caricature}| {burlesque imitation} can be comic and arouse contempt or 

indignation. 

 

comedy of humors 

Comedies {comedy of humors} can be about character type or about mood. 

 

commedia dell'arte 

Italian comedy {commedia dell'arte} [1545 to 1763] had professional actors, who improvised using comic dances, 

stock gestures, and stock characters. Commedia dell'arte evolved from gypsy traveling theaters {carro di tespi} 

(thespian). 

characters 

Arlecchino (Harlequin) is Pantalone's poor servant, who has cat, pig, or monkey mask and has a stick to hit people. 

Brighella (Figaro or Scapin) is Arlecchino's partner and likes money and women. 



Columbina (Colombina, the Servant, Columbine, Harlequine, or Pierrette) is the Innamorati's intelligent 

maidservant, Arlecchino's lover, and a plotter. 

Il Capitano (the Captain) is a boastful but cowardly soldier. 

Il Dottore (the Doctor), Dottore Balanzone, or Dottore Graziano is a rich aristocrat. 

Innamorata (Lover) is leading lady. Innamorato (Lover) is leading man. These two lovers are Amorosi or 

Innamorati. 

Isabella (Lucinda, Cornelia, Silvia, or Rosaura) is Pantalone's attractive and teasing daughter, whom he introduces to 

old rich men. 

Pagliaccio (Clown) is a clown. 

Pantalone (Pantalon de' Bisognosi or Pantaloon) is a rich miser, Isabella's father, and Arlecchino's cruel employer. 

Pedrolino (Pierino, Vicenza, or Pierrot) lives in fantasy and wears a white mask. 

Pulcinella (Punch) is hunchback who likes women. 

Scaramuccia (Scaramouche) is a swordsman who can replace Il Capitano. He is typically a servant who wears all 

black, including black velvet mask and hat. 

La Ruffiana is an old woman who gossips and bothers the Lovers. Gianduia is a good peasant. Zanni is a poor old 

servant. 

 

farce 

Comedies {farce} can have humorous plot. 

 

high comedy 

Comedies {high comedy} can use witty and humorous dialogue {repartee} between characters. Etherage, 

Wycherley, and Congreve developed high comedy {Restoration comedy}. Later, others developed Restoration-comedy 

derivatives {comedy of manners} {comedy of wit}. 

 

kyogen 

Japanese comedy {kyogen}. 

 

rogue comedy 

Dramas {rogue comedy} can involve pleasant scoundrels. 

 

romantic comedy 

Dramas {romantic comedy} can involve lovers or soon-to-be lovers in improbable situations. 

 

satiric comedy 

Comedies {satiric comedy} {critical comedy} can ridicule main-character faults or meddling. 

 

situational comedy 

Comedies {situational comedy} can use plots that put characters in humorous situations. 

 

slapstick 

Comedies {slapstick} can use humorous plots and involve physical comedy, such as hitting, falling, and contortion. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Drama>Kinds>Tragedy 

 

tragedy 

Dramas {tragedy} can be about important actions, dramatize death, show degradation process, or depict person's life. 

Tragedy typically uses humorous scenes {comic relief}, to change viewpoint or change pace. 

 

anagnorisis 

Tragedy often depicts new self-consciousness {anagnorisis} in the hero, through fact discovery, personal-trait 

recognition, communication, or disclosure. 

 

hamartia 

Main characters have a character defect {tragic flaw} {hamartia}, such as pride, excess virtue, greed, lust, or power 

hunger. 



 

peripety 

Tragedy can have actions that result in opposite of intended effect {peripety}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Drama>Kinds>Tragedy>Type 

 

bourgeois tragedy 

Tragedies {bourgeois tragedy} {domestic tragedy} can depict middle-class or lower-class family problems. 

 

heroic tragedy 

Dramas {heroic tragedy} {heroic drama} can be about love or honor among aristocrats and rulers. 

 

tragicomedy 

Dramas {tragicomedy} can be about important situations, such as possible death, but with successful conclusions. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Literary Criticism 

 

absolute criticism 

Critical analysis can refer to literature principles {absolute criticism}. 

 

affective criticism 

Critical analysis can refer to emotional reactions {affective criticism}. 

 

deconstruction 

Critical analysis can use ideas about language relativity {deconstruction}. 

 

explication 

Critical analysis can search for meaning {explication} {exegesis}. 

 

Freudian criticism 

Critical analysis can refer to writings and ideas of Freud {Freudian criticism}. 

 

historical criticism 

Critical analysis can emphasize history and context, not the work itself {historical criticism}. 

 

immanent criticism 

Critical analysis can develop literature theory from examples {immanent criticism, literature}. 

 

impressionist criticism 

Critical analysis can express unanalyzed feelings {impressionist criticism}. 

 

judicial criticism 

Critical analysis can refer to objective standards applied to parts and whole {judicial criticism}. 

 

Marxian criticism 

Critical analysis can refer to writings and ideas of Marx {Marxian criticism}. 

 

New Criticism 

Critical analysis can refer only to work and its actual words {New Criticism}, not to what people know about author, 

emotional reactions to work, historical perspectives, philosophies, or literary forms. 

 

practical criticism 

Critical analysis can emphasize actual work, rather than history and context {practical criticism}. 

 

relativist criticism 

Critical analysis can refer to other works {relativist criticism}. 



 

subjectivist criticism 

Critical analysis can be about personal viewpoint {subjectivist criticism}. 

 

textual criticism 

Critical analysis can attempt to select true wording meant by author among various existing versions {textual 

criticism}. 

 

theoretical criticism 

Critical analysis can emphasize literature theory and principles {theoretical criticism}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Literary Prizes 

 

Booker Prize 

England {Booker Prize}. 

 

Prix de Goncourt 

France {Prix de Goncourt}. 

 

Pulitzer Prize 

USA {Pulitzer Prize}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Literary Techniques 

 

allusion 

People can refer to something {allusion}|. 

 

ambiguity 

Word or phrase can have two meanings {ambiguity}|. 

 

anachronism 

People can use word or phrase used earlier in history {anachronism}|. 

 

analogy in literature 

People can refer to second situation to illustrate situation {analogy, language}. 

 

conceit literature 

Work can be about ideals or philosophical ideas {conceit, literature}, such as references to noble or serious ideas 

{metaphysical conceit} {Petrarchan conceit}. 

 

declarative sentence 

Sentences {declarative sentence} can be statements, not questions or commands. 

 

didactic 

People can use style like teaching lesson {didactic}. 

 

epiphany literature 

People can realize something's meaning {epiphany}|. 

 

foreshadowing 

Narrative can state fact or hint about what will happen later {foreshadowing}|. 

 

interior monologue 

Stream-of-consciousness writing can have uninterrupted thought flow {interior monologue}|. 

 



lyricism 

People can express things poetically {lyricism}. 

 

magical realism 

Latin-American writing {magical realism} can be realistic but add miracles and fantastic events. 

 

mock-heroic 

People can use lofty style {mock-heroic} {mock-epic} {high burlesque} on trivial themes. 

 

paraphrase 

People can use different words for same idea {paraphrase, literature}|, to vary diction. 

 

stock character 

Work can use standard dramatic character {stock character}, such as villain in melodrama, hopeless drunk, or mad 

scientist. 

 

stream of consciousness technique 

20th-century novels can describe hero's continuous conscious and unconscious mental life {stream of consciousness 

technique}. 

 

ubi sunt 

"Where are they?" or "Where have the beautiful and powerful gone?" {ubi sunt} was medieval motif. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry 

 

poetry 

Poems {poetry} have rhythm, prosody, rhyme, and sound effects. 

 

poesy 

poetry {poesy}. 

 

creacionismo 

Poets {creacionismo} can be word magicians. 

 

griot 

Mande poet {griot} {dyeli} {belein-tigui}. 

 

kenning 

Stereotyped synonyms {kenning} or compound words were in Old-English poetry. 

 

qualitative verse 

Chinese verse {qualitative verse} uses voice pitch, rather than rhythm. 

 

quantitative verse 

Greek and Latin verse {quantitative verse} depended on long and short syllable rhythms. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Prosody 

 

prosody in poetry 

Poems have stanza patterns {prosody, poetry}. 

 

canto 

long-poem part {canto}. 

 

couplet 

Line pairs {couplet}| can rhyme. Couplets typically have eight syllables per line. 



 

heroic couplet 

Iambic-pentameter line pairs {heroic couplet} can rhyme. 

 

ottava rima 

Eight iambic pentameter lines have rhyme scheme ABABABCC {ottava rima}. 

 

quatrain 

Stanzas {quatrain}| can have four lines. Quatrains can have iambic pentameter lines with rhyme scheme ABAB 

{heroic quatrain} {elegiac quatrain} {heroic stanza}. Quatrains can have iambic pentameter line, iambic trimeter line, 

iambic tetrameter line, and iambic trimeter line {ballad stanza}. 

 

quintain 

Verses {quintain} can have five lines. 

 

rhyme royal 

Seven iambic pentameter lines have rhyme scheme ABABBCC {rhyme royal}. 

 

Spenserian stanza 

Eight iambic-pentameter lines can precede an Alexandrine line, with rhyme scheme ABABBCBCC {Spenserian 

stanza}. 

 

stanza 

Poems have sections or paragraphs {stanza} {verse} with fixed line numbers in rhyming patterns. 

 

tercet 

Stanzas {triplet, three} {tercet} can have three lines. 

 

terza rima 

Triplet stanzas {terza rima} can have line that rhymes with line in next stanza. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Rhyme 

 

rhyme 

Poetry typically uses similar sounds at line ends or inside lines {rhyme} {rhyming}. Line ends can have similar 

sounds {terminal rhyme} {end rhyme}. Line last syllables can have same last vowel sound and same last consonant 

sound {perfect rhyme} {exact rhyme}. Line last syllables can have same last consonant sound {half-rhyme} {off 

rhyme}. Line last syllables can have same spelling but different pronunciation {eye rhyme}. 

 

alliteration 

Initial word sounds can be similar {alliteration}| {initial rhyme}. 

 

assonance 

Two words can have same vowel sound but different consonant sounds {assonance}. 

 

consonance in rhyme 

Two words can have same consonant sounds but different vowel sounds {consonance, rhyme}. 

 

double rhyme 

The rhyming syllable can be unstressed {feminine rhyme} {double rhyme}, with stressed syllable preceding 

unstressed syllable. 

 

internal rhyme 

Similar sounds can repeat inside line {internal rhyme}. 

 



masculine rhyme 

Rhyming syllable can have stress {masculine rhyme}. 

 

sight rhyme 

Line ends can look the same but sound different {sight rhyme}. 

 

slant rhyme 

Line ends can have same vowel sound but different consonants {slant rhyme}. 

 

stress in poetry 

Rhyming syllable can have stress {stress, poetry} or no stress. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Rhythm 

 

rhythm in poetry 

Poetry uses repeated stressed and unstressed syllables {rhythm, poetry}. Pauses, word lengths, and consonant 

clusters affect rhythm. 

 

anacrusis 

One or more unstressed syllables can be at line beginning {anacrusis}. 

 

caesura 

Line can have short pause {caesura}. 

 

catalexis 

One or two unstressed syllables can be at line end {catalexis}. 

 

ending 

Unstressed syllable can be at line end {feminine ending} or stressed syllable can be at line end {masculine ending} 

{ending}. 

 

end-stopped line 

Line ends can have a pause {end-stopped line}. 

 

enjambment 

Line ends can have no pause {run-on line} {enjambment}. 

 

hypermeter 

One or more unstressed syllables can be at line beginning or end {hypermeter}. 

 

meter in poetry 

Poem lines can repeat feet {meter, poetry}. Poem lines can have three feet {trimeter}, four feet {tetrameter}, five 

feet {pentameter}, six feet {hexameter}, or seven feet {heptameter}. 

 

scansion 

Poem lines have foot type and feet number {scansion}| {scan}. To scan lines, foot name in adjective form precedes 

meter. For example, Alexandrine poetry used iambic hexameter. Shakespeare used iambic pentameter. 

 

sprung rhythm 

One stressed syllable can be at foot beginning, with any number of unstressed syllables {sprung rhythm}. 

 

accent in poetry 

English verse uses louder and longer syllables {accented syllable} and softer and shorter syllables {unaccented 

syllable} {accent, poetry}. 

 



stress-verse 

Poems {stress-verse} typically have stressed-syllable patterns. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Rhythm>Feet 

 

foot 

Two or three syllables {foot, poetry} {feet, poetry} have one stressed syllable or no stressed syllable. Poem lines 

repeat feet. 

 

anapest in poetry 

Three syllables {anapest, poetry} can have last syllable stressed and so have rising stress. 

 

dactyl in poetry 

Three syllables {dactyl, poetry} can have first syllable stressed and so have falling stress. 

 

iamb in poetry 

The most common foot {iamb, poetry} has two syllables with second stressed, and so has rising stress. 

 

pyrrhic in poetry 

Two syllables {pyrrhic, poetry} can have no stress. 

 

spondee in poetry 

Three syllables {spondee, poetry} can have neither rising nor falling stress. 

 

trochee in poetry 

Two syllables {trochee, poetry} with first stressed have falling stress. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds 

 

antipoetry 

Poems {antipoetry} can be in colloquial language about common life. 

 

ballad poem 

story poem {ballad poem}. 

 

blank verse 

Poems {blank verse}| can use unrhymed iambic pentameter lines. 

 

confessional poetry 

Poems {confessional poetry} can admit sin. 

 

elegy 

Poems {elegy}| can be melancholy contemplations or laments. 

 

epigram 

Short sentences {epigram}| can be solemn {Greek epigram} or witty {Roman epigram}. 

 

Gnomic poetry 

Poetry {Gnomic poetry} can use aphorisms, maxims, and proverbs. 

 

lyric poem 

Poems {lyric poem} can express emotions or thoughts, with no story. 

 

macaronic verse 

Poems {macaronic verse} can use several languages. 

 



occasional verse 

Poems {occasional verse} can be for common events. 

 

ode 

Lyric poems {ode}| can be about serious themes, gods, or heroes. Odes {Pindaric ode} can have stanzas with 

strophe, anti-strophe, and epode and have lines with different lengths. Odes {Horatian ode} can have four-line stanzas 

about love, patriotism, and morals. 

 

pastoral poetry 

Poems {pastoral, poem} {bucolic, poem} can be about simple country life or about shepherds. Pastoral poems are 

often in Arcadia, mountainous region of Greece. 

 

sonnet 

Poems {sonnet}| can have 14, 12, or 16 lines in iambic pentameter. Sonnets can use rhyme scheme ABAB CDCD 

EFEF GG {Shakespearean sonnet} {English sonnet} or ABBA ABBA CDE CDE {Petrarchan sonnet} {Italian 

sonnet}. Sonnets can be in series {sonnet sequence}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>Church 

 

hymn 

Songs {hymn} can be about God, something sacred, or heroes. 

 

magnificat as hymn 

Hymns {magnificat}| can praise God. 

 

psalm 

Hymns {psalm}| can be of praise. 

 

psalmody 

Books {psalmody} can have psalms. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>Epic Poem 

 

epic poem 

Narrative poems {epic poem} {heroic epic} can be about heroes in golden or mythical age, in serious and formal 

style and with allusions and figurative language. Epic poems begin with appeal to the Muses {invocation, poem}. Then 

the poet asks the Muses the epic question. Then narrative begins, often in media res, when the hero is at low point. 

Action continues from that point, with occasional flashbacks. Gods or magic can intervene {machinery, poem}. 

style 

Epic poems typically repeat stock epithets and line formulas. 

types 

Epic poems can feature trips to land of the dead. Epic poems can be for recitation before royalty {primary epic} 

{folk epic}. Epic poems can be for reading {secondary epic} {literary epic}. 

 

epic question 

In narrative poems, poet asks the Muses what began the action {epic question}|. 

 

in media res 

In narrative poems, narrative begins, often in story middle {in media res}, when hero is at low point. 

 

Homeric simile 

Epic poems can be long comparisons {epic simile} {Homeric simile}. 

 

idyll 

Short epic poems {idyll}| {epyllion} can be pastoral in tone. 

 



lay 

Short medieval tales or songs {lay} {lai} were about love and adventure. 

 

narrative poem 

Poems {narrative poem} can tell story. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>French 

 

aube 

Troubadours sang lyrics {aube} from a lady to her lover. 

 

ballade poem 

Three eight-line stanzas have rhyme scheme ABABBCBC, followed by four-line envoy with rhyme scheme BCBC 

{ballade poem}. 14th-century troubadours used ballade form. 

 

Breton lay 

Rhyming short love stories {Breton lay} can have mythology, chivalry, and magic. Chaucer adapted English Breton 

lays for The Canterbury Tales. 

 

chanson de geste 

French songs {chanson de geste, French} can be about deeds. 

 

chant royal 

Five eleven-line stanzas have rhyme scheme ABABCCDDEDE, followed by five-line envoy with rhyme scheme 

DDEDE {chant royal}. 

 

chantefable 

Poems {chantefable} can have alternating verse and prose. 

 

debat 

In medieval poetic forms {debat}, two characters disputed abstract topic. 

 

envoy poetry 

Last stanzas {envoy, poem} can be farewells. Envoys typically dedicate poem to someone. 

 

French fixed form 

Poetry forms {French fixed form} can be similar to ballade: love song {canso}, debate {tenso}, intellectual debate 

{partimen} {joc parti}, satirical song {sirventes}, conversation between people separating at dawn {alba}, knight and 

female shepherd {pastorela}, and lament {planh}. 

 

rondeau poetry 

round {rondeau, poetry}. 

 

vers de societe 

Light verse {vers de societé} can use complicated rhyme scheme and sophisticated ideas. 

 

vers libre 

Unrhymed poems {free verse} {vers libre} in fixed meter can have different line lengths. 

 

villanelle 

19-line poems {villanelle} have five tercets, each followed by refrain, and one quatrain, followed by refrain. First-

tercet first and third lines are refrain. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>Funeral 

 



dirge 

short sung funeral elegy {dirge}|. 

 

eulogy 

Poems {eulogy}| can praise living or dead people. 

 

monody 

Eulogies {monody, poetry} can be at funerals. 

 

threnody 

Eulogies {threnody} can be at funerals. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>Greek 

 

dithyramb 

Ancient Greeks composed wild and emotional hymns {dithyramb} to Dionysius. Greek tragedy developed from 

dithyramb. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>Humorous 

 

abecedarius 

Poems or acrostics {abecedarius} can use alphabet. 

 

acrostic 

Poem letters or lines can make patterns {acrostic}|. 

 

anacreonic poetry 

Poetry {anacreonic poetry} can be about wine and women. 

 

complaint 

Poets can make poetic protests {complaint, poetry} to unresponsive opposite-sex people. 

 

concrete poem 

Poems {concrete poem} can describe images or shapes. 

 

ditty poem 

Poems {ditty} can be short informal humorous songs. 

 

doggerel 

Humorous poems {doggerel} can use rhymed lines with odd stresses and irregular metrics. 

 

emblematic poetry 

Poem lines can form shape {emblematic poetry}. 

 

flyting 

Folk poems {flyting} can alternate abusive comments from two characters. 

 

Goliardic verse 

Lyrics {Goliardic verse} can be about wine and women in made-up Latin. 

 

Hudibrastic 

Mock-heroic poetry can use iambic-tetrameter couplets {Hudibrastic couplet}. 

 

light verse 

Poems {light verse} can be playful, comic, absurd, sophisticated, or witty, or have complicated rhyme scheme. 

 



limerick 

Humorous poems {limerick}| can use rhyme scheme AABBA, with third and fourth lines shorter than the others. 

 

nonsense verse 

Light verse {nonsense verse} can use absurd words or ideas. 

 

shape poem 

Poems {shape poem} can have different-length lines that form shapes. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>Italian 

 

canzone 

Poems {canzone} {fronte} {sirma} similar to Italian sonnet can have several stanzas of 14 lines, followed by envoy. 

 

marinismo 

florid style {marinismo}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>Japanese 

 

haiku 

Poems {haiku}| can have three lines, with five, seven, and five syllables. Basho, Buson, Chiyo-ni, Chosu, Dansui, 

Etsujin, Issa, Kyorai, Oeharu, Shiki, Shisei-jo, Shusen, and Soseki used haiku form. 

 

renga 

Japanese poem form {renga}. 

 

tanka poem 

Poems {tanka} can have five lines, with five, seven, five, seven, and seven syllables. Tsurayuki used tanka form. 

 

waka 

Japanese poem form {waka}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>Persian 

 

khamriyyat 

Drinking songs {khamriyyat} can be about the wine boy {saqi}. 

 

mudhakkarat 

funny love lyrics {mudhakkarat} {mujuniyyat}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>Roman 

 

eclogue 

Pastoral poems {eclogue} can be dialogue between shepherds or rural description. 

 

epinicia 

chorus odes {epinicia}. 

 

epithalamion 

Catullus developed lyrics {epithalamion} for newlyweds. 

 

georgic 

Pastoral poems {georgic} can be about farming and farm work. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Poetry>Kinds>Spanish 

 



cante jondo 

gypsy deep song {cante jondo}. 

 

carmina 

personal-life poems {carmina, poem}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose 

 

prose 

Literary works can be narratives or analyses {prose}, not dramas or poetry. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Expressions 

 

alarum 

Sounds or signals {alarum} can be about imminent danger. 

 

colloquy 

formal conversation {colloquy}|. 

 

spectacle 

public performance {spectacle}. 

 

suspense 

anxiety and uncertainty {suspense}. 

 

utterance 

expression {utterance}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Expressions>Humorous 

 

aphorism 

witty statement {aphorism}|. 

 

badinage 

bantering {badinage}. 

 

blarney flattery 

Irish flattery {blarney}. 

 

derision 

People can have fun at expense of people or ideas {derision}. 

 

drollery 

comic story {drollery}. 

 

humoresque 

light and playful work {humoresque}. 

 

lampoon 

Personal attacks {lampoon}| can be comically overdrawn. 

 

parody 

Literary imitations {parody}| can be comic. 

 

patter 

Humorous talking {patter} can accompany music or magic performances. 



 

persiflage 

banter {persiflage}|. 

 

raillery 

happy teasing or ridicule {raillery}. 

 

ribaldry 

vulgar humor {ribaldry}. 

 

witticism 

insightful and humorous expression {witticism}. 

 

wordplay 

repartée {wordplay}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Expressions>Letter Combinations 

 

anagram 

Two words {anagram}| can use same letters. 

 

monogram 

Designs {monogram} can use one or more letters. 

 

palindrome 

Expressions {palindrome}| can have same letter sequence forward and backward. 

 

pangram 

Sentences {pangram} can use all alphabet letters. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Expressions>Sayings 

 

adage 

People can use proverbs or sayings {adage}|. 

 

bromide 

trite expression {bromide}. 

 

byword 

Words {byword} can be common. 

 

catch phrase 

Words or phrases {catch phrase} can be common. 

 

catchword 

slogan {catchword}. 

 

epitaph 

tombstone or monument phrase {epitaph}|. 

 

fatuity 

People can express ignorant or oversimplified idea {fatuity}. 

 

filler 

Words {filler} can fill publication's empty columns. 

 



given 

People can express accepted idea {given}. 

 

jive 

jazz jargon {jive}. 

 

maxim 

rule or principle {maxim}. 

 

pabulum as expression 

trite expression {pabulum, writing}. 

 

pap 

trite expression {pap}. 

 

platitude 

trite expression {platitude}. 

 

pleasantry 

innocuous expression {pleasantry}. 

 

proverb 

Traditional sayings {proverb} can be about proper-living rules. 

 

raspberry expression 

Vibrating tongue on lips makes disapproving sounds {raspberry, expression}. 

 

saw as expression 

saying {saw, saying} {saying, saw}. 

 

sop as saying 

soothing expression {sop}. 

 

tag line 

Slogans or last lines {tag line} can emphasize idea. 

 

verity 

a truth {verity}. 

 

watchword 

slogan or password {watchword}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Expressions>Serious 

 

admonition 

People can tell others to do or not do something {admonition}. 

 

apology 

regretful note {apology}. 

 

aspersion 

disparagement {aspersion}. 

 

bombast 

high-sounding but ridiculous expression {bombast}. 

 



brickbat 

criticism {brickbat}. 

 

calumny 

falsely attributing trait or action to damage reputation {calumny}|. 

 

casuistry 

Arguing cases {casuistry}| can show how it is not against religious or state law. 

 

catcall 

derisive or disapproving expression {catcall}. 

 

conjecture 

hypothesis {conjecture}. 

 

contumely 

hurtful expression {contumely}. 

 

conundrum 

problem or riddle {conundrum}. 

 

critique 

formal criticism {critique, literature}. 

 

denunciation 

Expressions {denunciation} can state that people have done wrong. 

 

diatribe 

long denunciation {diatribe}. 

 

dogma 

People can espouse simple ideas {dogma}. 

 

drivel 

uninformative expression {drivel}. 

 

epithet 

derogatory name {epithet}|. 

 

expletive 

profane or vulgar exclamation {expletive}. 

 

harangue 

long emotional speech {harangue}. 

 

incantation 

charms and spells {incantation}. 

 

invective 

Words can denounce something {invective}. 

 

malediction 

curse {malediction}. 

 

obituary 

Life summaries {obituary} can be published after death. 



 

oratory 

oration style {oratory}. 

 

polemic 

argument {polemic}|. 

 

pornography 

obscene literature {pornography}|. 

 

prescript 

rule {prescript}. 

 

prescription 

doctor's drug order {prescription, medicine}. 

 

query 

search question or keyword {query}. 

 

rap 

Expressions {rap} can be about immediate feelings and ideas. 

 

rebuttal 

answering argument points {rebuttal}. 

 

recitation expression 

expressing from memory {recitation, speech}. 

 

rejoinder 

reply to reply {rejoinder}. 

 

retraction 

recanting {retraction}. 

 

rhetorical question 

Speakers can pose and answer questions {rhetorical question}|. 

 

rhubarb expression 

argument {rhubarb, argument}. 

 

riddle question 

Questions {riddle} can suggest objects or situations using metaphorical clues. 

 

rote 

People can recite from memory {rote}, without thinking. 

 

sarcasm 

ironic or mocking expression {sarcasm}. 

 

scuttlebutt 

gossip {scuttlebutt}. 

 

siren song 

enticing or alluring expression {siren song}. 

 



snow job 

Persuasion {snow job} can use deception and flattery. 

 

sophistry 

People can use logic or reasoning to reach questionable conclusions {sophistry}. 

 

stricture 

criticism {stricture}. 

 

suggestion 

advice {suggestion}. 

 

tirade 

emotional speech {tirade}. 

 

travesty literature 

Words can trivialize important or heroic thing {travesty, literature} {low burlesque}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Expressions>Speaking Methods 

 

allocution 

People can speak formally {allocution}|. 

 

anglicize 

Foreign-language words can change to form more like English usage {anglicize}. 

 

back-formation 

Removing affix from another word {back-formation} can make new word or meaning. 

 

blend 

Two sounds can affect each other {blend}. 

 

bowdlerize 

For commercial or prudish purposes, publisher can remove vulgar or offensive words or sections {bowdlerize}. 

 

cacaphony 

People can speak simultaneously {cacaphony}|, so noise is great and sound has no meaning. 

 

circumlocution 

People can use many words to convey thought {circumlocution}|. 

 

cognomen 

Names {cognomen}| can be descriptive or can be last names. 

 

coined word 

People can make up words {coined word}. 

 

combining form 

Words can combine with context {combining form}, such as making word into prefix. 

 

diapason in prose 

People can make harmonious sounds {diapason, speaking}. 

 

double negative 

In bad usage, sentence can have two negatives {double negative}. 

 



elocution 

People can pronounce properly using good grammar, tone, and style {elocution}|. 

 

euphony 

Two sounds can be harmonious {euphony}|. 

 

gallicism 

French-like expression {gallicism}. 

 

interlocution 

conversation part {interlocution}. 

 

poetics 

People can express using rhyme or rhythm {poetics}. 

 

set piece 

Works {set piece} can have formal patterns. 

 

titter 

People can speak softly but rapidly about ongoing situation {titter}. 

 

verbiage 

words {verbiage}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Styles 

 

Apollonian prose style 

Prose can be restrained and ordered {Apollonian prose style}. 

 

Attic style 

Prose can be clear and simple {Attic style}. 

 

baroque style 

Prose can state the main idea and then elaborate, using no parallel constructions and no climax {baroque style, 

prose} {loose style}. 

 

Ciceronian style 

Prose can be complex and smooth, using parallel constructions, crescendos, and dependent clauses {periodic style, 

Cicero}, so meaning becomes clear only at end {Ciceronian style}. 

 

Dionysian prose style 

Prose can be wild, free, willful, and violent {Dionysian prose style}. 

 

Euphuistic style 

Isocratic style {Euphuistic style} can use myths, proverbs, and zoological references. 

 

Isocratic style 

Prose can be ornate, using equal-length clauses, equal numbers of sounds, and parallel constructions and thoughts 

{Isocratic style}. 

 

naturalism in prose 

Plot and characters can evolve in deterministic way {naturalism, literature} {naturalist style}. 

 

periodic style 

Prose can be complex and smooth, using parallel constructions, crescendos, and dependent clauses {periodic style, 

prose}. 



 

purple passage 

Prose can be florid writing {purple passage}. 

 

realism in prose 

Howells, Crane, Garland, and Twain wrote detailed accounts of everyday life {realism, literature} {realistic style}. 

 

sentimental style 

Prose can involve good middle-class people or reformed villains {sentimental style}. It uses no wit. 

 

ukiyozoshi 

Japanese popular-writing form {ukiyozoshi}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Theory 

 

diction in prose 

Certain words or grammatical forms {diction, literature} are appropriate for meaning intended. Using different 

words for same idea {paraphrase, diction} varies diction. Certain words or grammatical forms are appropriate only in 

poetry {poetic diction}. 

 

decorum in literature 

In sentence positions, words or grammatical forms can be appropriate {decorum, literature}. 

 

irony in prose 

Literature can use contradiction {irony, literature}, in which intention is opposite of signal or result. 

types 

Spoken or written words can imply opposite idea {verbal irony, opposites}. During reasoning, later statements can 

contradict earlier statements {Socratic irony}. Characters can claim to have no knowledge but then demonstrate 

knowledge, as when Socrates claimed to have no knowledge, in Plato. Writers can playfully discuss contradictory ideas 

about love {romantic irony}, as in Romantic German literature. Action results can be opposite to what person expected, 

with tragic consequences {tragic irony}, as in Sophocles' works. Action results can be opposite to what person 

expected, for comical effect, as in farce. Fate can change action consequences or cause action changes {irony of fate} 

{cosmic irony}. 

 

mannerism in literature 

Writing can use too many stylistic devices {mannerism, literature}. 

 

motivation in prose 

Literature can describe how and why character actions result from personality {motivation, literature}. 

 

setting 

Works have time and place {setting, literature}. 

 

structure of prose 

Literature can have hierarchies and sequences {structure, literature}. Stanzas or episodes can be about one event. 

Episodes are at scenes. Works can have acts. Structure can repeat similar parts {parallel structure} or contrast differing 

parts {antithetical structure}. Content ideas unify episodes, scenes, and acts. Opposing episodes, scenes, and acts can 

create conflict and tension. 

 

style in prose 

Literature can use expression devices and methods {style, literature}. In general, style is high or grand style, middle 

style, or low or plain style. 

 

texture in prose 

Poems or sentence lines have structure {texture, literature}. Texture involves imagery, meter, and detail, which 

underlying idea {content, prose} unifies or opposes to create conflict {tension, prose}. 



 

theme literature 

Literature can have underlying idea or principle {theme, literature}, which develops in the work. 

 

unity in literature 

All parts can contribute to each other {unity, literature}. Renaissance critics suggested that the following three things 

{three unities} gave greatest unity: all scenes are relevant to the plot {action, unity}, period is less than day {time, 

unity}, and setting is one location {place, unity}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Theory>Plot 

 

plot in prose 

Literature can describe event sequences {plot, literature}. Works can use subplots within main plot or plots 

{underplot} contrasting with main plot. Works can have main subplots or underplots {double plot}. 

 

action in prose 

Literature can describe mental and physical activities {action, plot}. 

rising 

Plots have beginnings {rising action}. Rising action starts with character presentation {exposition, character}. 

Exposition includes meeting between protagonist and antagonist. Conflict between protagonist and antagonist or fate 

{complication, plot} follows, reaching conflict height {crisis, plot} {climax, plot}. Climax can be trivial or exaggerated 

{anticlimax}. 

falling 

Plots have second sections {falling action}. Falling action starts with conflict result, which can involve winning, 

losing, winning then losing, or losing then winning {reversal, plot}. Endings {catastrophe, plot} describe climax-and-

reversal reactions {denouement, plot} and emotions {resolution, plot}. 

 

conflict in literature 

Action involves struggle {conflict, literature} between protagonist and antagonist, fate, or self. 

 

denouement 

reversal {denouement, literature}|. 

 

flashback 

Stories can describe events {flashback}| {retrospect} that happened earlier in time. 

 

story in plot 

Plots have sections {story, plot}. Stories either narrate scenes or summarize periods. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Theory>Characters 

 

character in literature 

Literature can describe personalities {characterization} {character, literature}. Characters can have one main trait 

{flat character} or several main traits {round character}. 

 

protagonist 

Main character {hero} {protagonist}| is person who struggles against antagonist. 

 

antagonist in literature 

Protagonist struggles against another main character {antagonist, literature}|. 

 

antihero 

Main characters {antihero} can have actions or emotions opposite to hero actions or emotions. 

 

foil in literature 

Main character can contrast with another character {foil, literature}. 



 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Theory>Formats 

 

format literature 

Literature can use one or several paragraph or section formats {format, literature} {form, literature}. 

 

argumentation literature 

Works can contrast pros and cons about questions {argumentation}. 

 

description literature 

Works can describe scenes {description, literature}. 

 

discourse 

Works can use dialogue {discourse}. 

 

exposition literature 

Works can explain acts or opinions {exposition, literature}. 

 

illustration literature 

Works can state theme examples {illustration, literature}. 

 

judgment literature 

Works can analyze performances or works {judgment, literature}. 

 

narration literature 

Stories can have little dialogue {narration}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Theory>Viewpoint 

 

point of view in prose 

Literature can reflect author relation to story {viewpoint, literature} {point of view, literature} {voice, literature}. 

 

first-person observer 

Characters {first-person observer} can observe and report action but have no action. 

 

first-person participant 

Characters {first-person participant} can participate in, and report on, action. 

 

objective third person 

Authors {objective third person} can know no thoughts and not editorialize. 

 

omniscient third person 

Authors {omniscient third person} can know character thoughts and actions. Authors {selective omniscient third 

person} {limited omniscient third person} can know one character's thoughts. 

 

editorial observer 

Authors {editorial observer} can comment on character thoughts or actions. 

 

innocent eye 

Naive people or children {innocent eye} can express author viewpoint in first person. 

 

neutral observer 

Authors {neutral observer} can make no comment on character thoughts or actions. 

 

narrator 

Persons {narrator} telling stories can express author thoughts. 



 

mask character 

Implied characters {mask character} can express author thoughts. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds 

 

cryptogram 

People can analyze {cryptography} coded messages {cryptogram}|. 

 

draft of document 

proposed version {draft, paper}. 

 

logotype 

company symbol or lettering {logo} {logotype}|. 

 

previous question 

Motions {previous question} can be current in parliaments. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Book 

 

analect 

excerpt anthology {analect}. 

 

anthology 

previously-published-works collection {anthology}|. 

 

archive 

historical and/or rare documents {archive}|. 

 

chronicle 

narrative history {chronicle}. 

 

commonplace book 

Notebooks {commonplace book} can contain photographs and other personal-interest items. 

 

compendium 

works collection {compendium}|. 

 

compilation 

works collection {compilation}. 

 

diary 

Books {diary} can describe writer's days. 

 

digest 

short abridgement {digest}. 

 

emblem book 

Books {emblem book} can explain drawings. 

 

primer book 

elementary-student textbook or introductory book {primer, book}. 

 

screenplay 

film text {screenplay}. 

 



semidocumentary 

Documentaries {semidocumentary} can include fictional or imagined historical events. 

 

source book 

Historical, literary, or religious works {source book} can be for reference. 

 

trilogy 

three related works {trilogy}. 

 

utopia 

ideal-society description {utopia}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Book>Fiction 

 

bestiary 

Books {bestiary} can be about animals, illustrating moral principles. 

 

bilddungsroman 

Novels {bilddungsroman} {Erziehungsroman} can be about main-character maturation. 

 

epistolary novel 

Novels {epistolary novel} can be letters. 

 

fictional biography 

Biographies {fictional biography} can be plausible life recreations. 

 

Gothic novel 

Novels {Gothic novel} can use horror. 

 

historical novel 

Novels {historical novel} can be about historical people and actual settings. 

 

horse opera 

western drama {horse opera}. 

 

kunstlerroman 

Novels {kunstlerroman} can be about artist development. 

 

novel 

Fiction {novel} can have more than 200 pages, with developed plot and fully described characters. 

 

novelette 

Short novels {novelette} can have 50 to 100 pages. 

 

novella 

During late Middle Ages and Renaissance, people wrote down epic poems about heroes or lovers of European 

nations, far away lands, or fantasy lands in prose {novella} in the national language. Short novel can have 100 to 200 

pages. 

 

picaresque novel 

Novels {picaresque novel} can involve nice rogues who escape dull middle-class life in exciting episodes. This 

novel form started in 16th century Spain as chivalry burlesques. 

 

potboiler 

sensational and commercial book {potboiler}. 

 



psychological novel 

Novels {psychological novel} can explore hero mental patterns, as in Dostoevski's works. 

 

roman a clef 

Novels {roman a clef} can be about contemporary figures but with names changed. 

 

romance 

During and after Renaissance, prose stories {romance} with heroic and romantic themes had contemporary 

characters, who underwent character development. 

 

saga 

long narrative {saga}. 

 

science fiction 

future story {science fiction}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Book>Nonfiction 

 

almanac 

annual fact book {almanac}|. 

 

annals 

society-member reports {annals}. 

 

atlas of maps 

map book {atlas, book}|. 

 

autobiography 

People can write biographies {autobiography}| about selves. 

 

biography 

Nonfiction can be life stories {biography}|. 

 

black book 

address book {black book}. 

 

breviary 

prayer and hymn book {breviary}. 

 

catalog 

collection contents or index {catalog}. 

 

conspectus 

library-collection description {conspectus}. 

 

cyclopedia 

encyclopedia {cyclopedia}. 

 

directory book 

alphabetical names, telephone numbers, and/or addresses {directory, book}. 

 

encyclopedia 

many alphabetical articles {encyclopedia}|. 

 

hagiography 

Biographies {hagiography} can be about saints. 



 

ledger 

account book {ledger}. 

 

log record 

event record {log, record}. 

 

memoir 

Nonfiction can recount {memoir}| writer's life in a historical period. 

 

missal 

prayer and response book {missal}. 

 

pandect 

law or legal-code digest {pandect}. 

 

pharmacopoeia 

drug, preparation, and dosage list {pharmacopoeia}. 

 

thesaurus 

synonym book {thesaurus}|. 

 

tome 

long nonfiction book {tome}. 

 

travelogue 

Nonfiction books or films {travelogue} can be about journeys. 

 

treatise 

Books {treatise} can contain complete subject knowledge. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Broadsheet 

 

brochure 

advertising or marketing booklet {brochure}. 

 

circular 

brochure {circular}. 

 

handbill 

handed out printed sheet {handbill}. 

 

leaflet 

handbill or circular {leaflet}. 

 

placard 

poster or public nameplate {placard}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Condensation 

 

condensation of book 

abridgement {condensation, work}. 

 

abridgment 

shortened work {abridgment}|. 

 



abstract summary 

Scientific articles begin with summaries {abstract, article}|. 

 

precis 

abstract or short summary {précis}|. 

 

summation 

summary {summation}. 

 

synopsis 

plot summary {synopsis}|. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Declaration 

 

credo 

beliefs {credo}. 

 

creed 

beliefs {creed}. 

 

doctrine 

group beliefs {doctrine}. 

 

manifesto 

goal or principle declaration {manifesto}|. 

 

precept 

conduct principle {precept}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Document 

 

document 

Others can require official information {document, prose} in fixed formats. 

 

accord between parties 

In legal disputes, parties can reach agreement {accord between parties}. 

 

bann 

proposed-marriage announcement {bann}. 

 

compact agreement 

community-member agreement {compact}. 

 

concordat document 

Signed agreements {concordat} can be between two or more groups. 

 

confession 

sin admission {confession}. 

 

declaration document 

formal announcement {declaration, document}. 

 

deed 

title {deed}. 

 



directive 

authority's order {directive}. 

 

disclaimer document 

Declarations {disclaimer, prose} {hedge clause} can state facts and warnings and state that person is not responsible 

for what happens in situation. 

 

edict proclamation 

proclamation {edict, proclamation}. 

 

petition document 

formal request {petition, document}. 

 

preamble 

Document introductions {preamble}| can state purposes. 

 

syllabus 

college-course outline and schedule {syllabus}|. 

 

transcript 

speech or meeting record {transcript}|. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Essay 

 

essay 

Articles {essay, writing} can state personal thoughts about subjects. 

 

disquisition 

long essay {disquisition}. 

 

dissertation 

Masters and doctoral degrees require research descriptions and conclusions {dissertation}. 

 

gloss 

passage explanation or long commentary {gloss}. 

 

homily 

sermon {homily}|. 

 

monograph 

Books {monograph}| can be about one subject. 

 

oration 

long formal speech {oration}. 

 

paean 

praising poem or speech {paean}|. 

 

panegyric 

formal eulogy {panegyric}. 

 

peroration 

long speech or formal-speech summary {peroration}. 

 

preachment 

sermon {preachment}. 



 

review 

critical appraisal {review}. 

 

thesis essay 

research description and conclusions {thesis, essay}. 

 

tract essay 

propaganda pamphlet {tract}. 

 

valediction 

farewell {valediction}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Letter 

 

chain letter 

The same letter {chain letter} can go to a sequence of persons. 

 

encyclical 

Letters {encyclical}| can be to all group members, such as pastoral letters from Pope. 

 

epistle 

letter {epistle}|. 

 

letterhead 

Pages {letterhead} can have printed logos or addresses. 

 

missive 

letter {missive}|. 

 

open letter 

public letter {open letter}. 

 

postscript 

end-of-letter note {postscript}| {P.S.}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>News 

 

dispatch news 

Diplomats and reporters can send messages {dispatch, message} to superiors or employers. 

 

gazette 

newspaper or journal {gazette}. 

 

house organ 

Publications {house organ} can be for employees or clients. 

 

journal literature 

daily event record, newspaper, or scholarly periodical {journal}. 

 

journalism 

newspaper-article writing {journalism}. 

 

periodical 

Regularly published magazines {periodical} can contain original articles. 

 



scandal sheet 

Newspapers {scandal sheet} can print stories of improper behavior by famous people. 

 

tabloid 

sensational newspaper {tabloid}. 

 

tidings 

news {tidings}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Religious 

 

apocrypha 

Many books {apocrypha} have same subjects as books of Old and New Testaments, but bible compilers did not 

accept them. 

 

beatitude 

blessing {beatitude}|. 

 

benediction 

Priests can pray that God will protect and bless congregation {benediction}|. 

 

benison 

spoken blessing {benison}. 

 

catechism 

Books {catechism}| can summarize Christian-sect principles in question-and-answer form. 

 

invocation 

prayer {invocation, prayer}|. 

 

litany 

Prayers can have set phrases from leaders followed by set responses from congregation {litany}|. 

 

liturgy 

religious-service ritual or standard part {liturgy}|. 

 

offertory 

Texts {offertory, text} can be for offering collection or for bread and wine sharing. 

 

responsory 

After leader speaks, audience can chant or sing a set phrase {responsory}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Prose>Kinds>Story 

 

allegory 

Stories {allegory}| can illustrate moral choices or life styles. 

 

anecdote 

short biographical narrative {anecdote}. 

 

canard 

fictional story {canard, story}. 

 

exemplum 

Medieval sermons {exemplum} can have parables. 

 



fable 

Animal stories {fable}| can illustrate moral principles. 

 

fabliau 

Medieval satires {fabliau} can be on middle-class life or clergy. 

 

fairy tale 

Children's stories {fairy tale} can use animals, magic, and non-existent places or places distant in time or space. 

Fairy tale often starts with the phrase, "Long ago and far away" Fairy tales seem realistic but add miracle and fantasy. 

gender 

Often in fairy tales, boys do heroic things, while girls wait for rescue or support boy heroes. 

speculation 

Perhaps, updated fairy tales can use the phrase "Right now, right here." Updated fairy tales can use magician tricks, 

quickness, and distraction. For example, invisibility uses dark clothes, has quiet movements, has no smell, and uses 

tricks to distract or hide. Updated fairy tales can use equal activity levels for boys and girls. 

 

flash fiction 

very short story {flash fiction}. 

 

frame tale 

In a setting, a character tells a tale, or a storyteller tells stories {frame tale}. Frame tales include 1001 Nights and 

Canterbury Tales. 

 

myth 

ancient god, hero, and event story {myth}. 

 

narrative in prose 

story {narrative, writing}. 

 

parable 

Stories {parable}| can illustrate morals. 

 

shaggy-dog story 

Long anecdotes {shaggy-dog story} can end absurdly or anticlimactically. 

 

short story 

Narratives {short story} can have less than 50 pages or less than 15,000 words. 

 

tale 

Stories {tale} can emphasize plot. 

 

tall tale 

Stories {tall tale} can have exaggerated events. 

 

vignette 

sketched story {vignette}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric 

 

rhetoric 

Speaking has persuasion and correct expression {rhetoric}. 

 

absolute construction 

Use sentence parts independently of other sentence parts {absolute construction}. 

 



anacolouthon 

Stop in mid-sentence and start a new sentence {anacolouthon}. 

 

antecedent in rhetoric 

Refer to earlier word {antecedent, rhetoric}. 

 

diathesis 

Relate subject to verb as action agent or target {diathesis}. 

 

displaced speech 

Indicate objects that are not present {displaced speech}. 

 

hypotaxis 

Attach clause to another clause {hypotaxis} {subordination}. 

 

parataxis 

Use short and simple sentences with no conjunctions {parataxis}. 

 

prolepsis 

Answer argument opponent likely will use or place object or event before actual existence {prolepsis}. 

Hypotheticals, such as "If you do this, then result will be that", are examples. 

 

protasis in rhetoric 

Start a clause with "if" {hypothetical clause} {protasis, rhetoric}. 

 

risus sophisticus 

Use laughter to stop seriousness, or vice versa {risus sophisticus}. 

 

subjunctive 

Show hypothetical or conditional actions or states {subjunctive, rhetoric}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Anamnesis 

 

anamnesis 

Allude to the familiar, such as recalling former success or catastrophe {anamnesis, rhetoric}. 

 

parachresis 

Use another's words in new context, with new emphasis or effect {parachresis}. 

 

paradiorthosis 

Quote famous words, with new twists or changes, without identifying them {paradiorthosis}. 

 

paroemia 

Use proverbs in new situations {paroemia}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Asyndeton 

 

asyndeton 

Build to a climax, such as using clauses without conjunctions {asyndeton}. 

 

climax rhetoric 

Repeat word or sound in succeeding phrase or clause {climax, rhetoric}. 

 

incrementum 

Use words or phrases arranged from lowest to highest {incrementum}. 

 



synonymy 

Use synonyms {synonymy}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Contrast 

 

antithesis 

Contrast an idea with its opposite {antithesis, rhetoric}. 

 

chiasmus 

Reverse word order in second clause {chiasmus} {antimitabole}. 

 

comparison rhetoric 

Match words in clauses syllable for syllable, with substitutions {comparison, rhetoric}. 

 

dilemma rhetoric 

Pair opposite suppositions or switch consequent and antecedent {dilemma, rhetoric}. 

 

dissimile 

Show how dissimilar to usual things something is, for emphasis {dissimile}. 

 

enatiosis 

Emphasize contrary statements {enatiosis}. It often combines with chiasmus. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Erotesis 

 

erotesis 

Intensify, such as using rhetorical question {erotesis}. 

 

anacoenosis 

Use frequent rhetorical questions, as if consulting audience {anacoenosis}. 

 

apodioxis 

Emphatically reject idea {apodioxis}. 

 

aposiopesis 

Stop in mid-sentence {aposiopesis}. 

 

apostrophe in rhetoric 

Address someone not present or address non-human thing or god as if person {apostrophe, rhetoric}. 

 

exclamatio 

Address someone not present to say something against him {ecphoneis} {exclamatio}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Fallacy 

 

affective fallacy 

Use logical reasoning incorrectly {affective fallacy}. 

 

pathetic fallacy 

Give human characteristics to inanimate objects {pathetic fallacy}|. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Figurative Language 

 

figurative language 

Use words, phrases, or passages that represent something else {figurative language}| {figure of speech}. 

 



figure in rhetoric 

Deviate from ordinary usage {figure, rhetoric}. 

 

holophrasis 

Use one word for whole sentence {holophrasis}. 

 

hypocoristic 

Use diminutives, pet names, or endearment terms {hypocoristic}. 

 

metaphor in rhetoric 

Words {metaphor, rhetoric} can describe something as if it is something else, compare two things without using 

connective, or substitute for other words. 

examples 

Sarcasm, hyperbole, and indirect speech are metaphor examples. 

predicates, not subjects 

Metaphors express similarities in predicates. Subject, object, or event can be analogy to another subject, object, or 

event. 

relations 

Narration uses simple phrases, about one thing. Relation nests and inverts two simple phrases to make complex 

phrase. Metaphors and models are relations of relations, among three things: topic, analogous topic, and purpose. 

types 

Metaphor {submerged metaphor} can make implicit comparison. Using two metaphors at once is often confusing 

{mixed metaphor}. Metaphors {dead metaphor} can no longer have meaning, because time has obscured their 

references. 

 

personification 

Give human attributes to non-human things {personification}. 

 

simile 

Use a connective, such as "as", "then", "like", or "seems", followed by a comparison {simile}|. 

 

symbol in rhetoric 

Use words, phrases, or passages that represent something else {symbol, rhetoric}. 

 

synesthesia in rhetoric 

Describe sense data using another sense {synesthesia, rhetoric}. 

 

trope in rhetoric 

Use words, phrases, or passages that represent something else {trope, rhetoric}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Hyperbole 

 

hyperbole 

State fact in way much greater than real importance, or use exaggerated word for emphasis {hyperbole}| 

{overstatement}. 

 

hypothesis in rhetoric 

Use impossible supposition {hypothesis, rhetoric}. 

 

understatement 

State facts in ways much lower than real importance {understatement, rhetoric}|. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Irony 

 

ironia 

Say opposite of what is meant {verbal irony, rhetoric} {ironia}. 



 

antiphrasis 

Say opposite of what is meant {antiphrasis}. 

 

antonomasia 

Use labels or epithets, usually ironic, for real names {antonomasia}. 

 

aporia 

Say it is hard to choose between two bad alternatives {aporia}. 

 

auxesis 

Use exaggerated word, for irony {auxesis}. It uses understatement or overstatement. 

 

epitrope 

Ironically grant permission {epitrope}. 

 

euphemism 

Ironically substitute milder words for harsh ones {euphemism}|. Milder word can replace offensive word. 

 

litotes 

Assert something by denying opposite {litotes}. It uses understatement. 

 

meiosis in rhetoric 

Use lesser word, for irony {meiosis, rhetoric}. It uses understatement or overstatement. 

 

oxymoron 

Combine opposite ideas in epigram-like form or use apparent contradiction or inconsistency for ironic emphasis 

{oxymoron}|. 

 

paradiastole 

Substitute words containing general idea for harsher words, for irony {paradiastole}. It uses substitution. 

 

paralepsis 

Say one will not mention something and then say it {apophasis} {paralepsis} {preteritio}. 

 

zeugma 

Use two words, one apt and the other ironic, or one word with double purpose {zeugma}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Stress 

 

hyperbaton 

Use atypical word order {hyperbaton}. 

 

martyria 

State one's experience {martyria}. 

 

metabasis 

Remind about previous statements, summarize present state, or indicate future statements {metabasis}. 

 

mimesis in rhetoric 

Imitate others' language {mimesis, rhetoric}. 

 

synchoresis 

Make ironic concessions, followed by retorts {synchoresis}. 

 



ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Substitution 

 

hendiadys 

Change adjective and noun to two nouns connected by "and" {hendiadys}. 

 

metonymy 

Use name of one thing to suggest another related thing, use similar-meaning word, or use metaphor in which 

associated word substitutes for thing {metonymy}. 

 

parabola rhetoric 

Use narrative examples {parabola, rhetoric}. 

 

prosopopeia 

Personify inanimate object {prosopopeia}. 

 

synecdoche 

Use part for whole, whole for part, or material for finished product {synecdoche}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Rhetoric>Word Play 

 

anaphora 

Repeat phrases at line beginnings {anaphora}. 

 

anastrophe 

Invert word order or omit words {anastrophe}. 

 

conditioned rhetoric 

Change meaning by changing word position {conditioned}. 

 

correlation in rhetoric 

Match voiced and unvoiced, or aspirate and inaspirate, sounds {correlation, rhetoric}. 

 

crasis 

Fuse end vowel and initial vowel {crasis}. 

 

ecthlipsis 

Leave out consonant {ecthlipsis}. 

 

enclisis 

Use unaccented word as part of unaccented preceding word {enclisis}. 

 

epanalepsis 

Use personal pronoun instead of previous noun {epanalepsis}. 

 

epenthesis 

Add sound to word without etymological reason {epenthesis}. 

 

hesitation-form 

Fill hesitations with syllables or words {hesitation-form}. 

 

hiatus rhetoric 

Pause between two successive vowels {hiatus, rhetoric}. 

 

hyperform 

Pronounce word by spelling and so pronounce it incorrectly {hyperform}. 

 



malapropism 

Use wrong but similar-sounding words {malapropism}|. 

 

metathesis rhetoric 

Change word order or word sounds {metathesis}. 

 

opposition 

Change phonemes to change meaning {opposition}. 

 

orthoepy 

Pronounce correctly {orthoepy}. 

 

orthophony 

Articulate or pronounce correctly {orthophony}. 

 

paragoge 

Add to word end for easier pronunciation {paragoge}. 

 

pendent 

Use grammatically incomplete phrases {pendent, rhetoric}. 

 

portmanteau word 

Combine two words to make a new shortened word {portmanteau word}. 

 

prothesis 

Add vowel or syllable prefix to word {prothesis}. 

 

pun 

Play with words that have two meanings or sounds {pun}|, using homonyms. 

 

rhotacism 

Use r sound rather than l or s sound {rhotacism}. 

 

sandhi in rhetoric 

Join or use two words to change meaning {sandhi, rhetoric}. 

 

syllepsis 

Have irregular or improper grammatical agreement {syllepsis}. 

 

synchysis 

Put words in jumbled orders {synchysis}. 

 

syncope 

Drop word middles to make contractions {syncope}. 

 

syndesis 

Link two elements with connecting particle {syndesis}. 

 

synesis 

Make something grammatical by meaning, rather than by grammar or syntax {synesis}. 

 

transferred epithet 

Use adjective transferred to nearby noun {transferred epithet}. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Works 

 



literature works 

Works {literature works} include best books and projects. 

 

ARTS>Literature>Works>Best Books 

 

books 

Books {books} can be for adults. 

Charles Dickens wrote A Tale of Two Cities. 

James Joyce wrote Ulysses. 

Norman Maclean wrote A River Runs Through It. 

Marcel Proust wrote In Search of Lost Time or Remembrance of Things Past, including Swann's Way and The Past 

Recaptured. 

Leo Tolstoy wrote War and Peace. 

Virginia Woolf wrote To the Lighthouse. 

 

chapter books 

Books {chapter books} can be for young readers. 

Louisa May Alcott wrote Little Women. 

Carol Ryrie Brink wrote Caddie Woodlawn. 

Thorton W. Burgess wrote Reddy Fox. 

John Ciardi wrote You Read to Me, I Read to You. 

Beverly Cleary wrote Ramona and Her Father and Ramona Quimby Age 8. 

Eleanor Coerr wrote Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes. 

Barbara Cohen wrote Thank You, Jackie Robinson. 

Mary Mapes Dodge wrote Hans Brinker or the Silver Skates. 

Eleanor Estes wrote The Hundred Dresses. 

Astrid Lindgren wrote Pippi Longstocking. 

Maud Hart Lovelace wrote Betsy-Tacy. 

Patricia MacLachlan wrote Sarah Plain and Tall. 

Eleanor Porter wrote Pollyanna. 

Mary Rodgers wrote Freaky Friday. 

Louis Sachar wrote Sideways Stories. 

 

picture books 

Books {picture books} can be for non-readers. 

Ludwig Bemelmans wrote Madeleine. 

Margaret W. Brown wrote The Noisy Book and Color Kittens. 

Bennett Cerf wrote Book of Animal Riddles, Book of Laughs, and Book of Riddles. 

P. D. Eastman wrote Are You My Mother? 

Russell Hoban wrote How Tom Beat Captain Najork and His Hired Sportsmen. 

Munro Leaf wrote The Story of Ferdinand. 

Arnold Lobel wrote Mouse Tales and Owl at Home. 

Betty MacDonald wrote Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle. 

James Marshall wrote George and Martha. 

Peggy Parish wrote Amelia Bedelia. 

Maurice Sendak wrote Outside Over There and Where the Wild Things Are. 

Dr. Seuss wrote Horton Hatches the Egg, Horton Hears a Who, and Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose. 

Marjorie Sharmat wrote Nate the Great. 

Rosemary Wells wrote Max. 

 

ARTS>Literature>History 

 

literature in history 

writer 

Earth 

-1000 to 2007 



Literature includes nonfiction, children's books, dramas, novels, stories, and poetry. Children's books are chapter 

books, picture books, and teenage books. 

 

ARTS>Literature>History>Children 

 

children's literature 

writer 

Earth 

1800 to 2007 

Children's books include chapter books, picture books, and teenage books. 

 

ARTS>Literature>History>Children>Chapter Book 

 

Charles Perrault [Perrault, Charles] 

poet/storyteller 

France 

1697 

Contes de ma Mère l'Oye or Tales of Mother Goose [1697: with The Sleeping Beauty, Little Red Riding Hood, 

Bluebeard, Puss in Boots, Diamonds and Toads, Cinderella or The Little Glass Slipper, Riquet a la houppe, and Tom 

Thumb] 

He lived 1628 to 1703. 

 

Johann Wyss [Wyss, Johann] 

writer 

Switzerland 

1812 to 1813 

Swiss Family Robinson [1812] 

He lived 1743 to 1818. 

 

Brothers Grimm/Jakob Grimm [Grimm, Jakob]/Wilhelm Grimm [Grimm, Wilhelm] 

writer 

Germany 

1812 to 1857 

Children's and Household Tales [1812 to 1857: 7 editions, including Elves and Shoemaker, Hansel and Gretel, Red 

Riding Hood, Rumpelstiltskin, Sleeping Beauty, Snow White, and Tom Thumb] 

Jakob lived 1785 to 1863. Wilhelm lived 1786 to 1859. 

 

Hans Christian Andersen [Andersen, Hans Christian] 

storyteller/writer 

Denmark 

1835 to 1845 

Thumbelina [1835: story]; Princess and the Pea [1835: story]; Little Mermaid [1836: story]; Emperor's New Clothes 

[1837: story]; Steadfast Tin Soldier [1838: story]; Ugly Duckling [1844: story]; Red Shoes [1845: story]; Snow Queen 

[1845: story] 

He lived 1805 to 1875 and wrote fairy tales. 

 

Charles L. Dodgson [Dodgson, Charles L.] or Lewis Carroll [Carroll, Lewis] 

storyteller/poet 

England 

1864 to 1871 

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland [1864: story]; The Walrus and the Carpenter [1871: poem in Through the 

Looking Glass]; Jabberwocky [1871: in Through the Looking Glass]; Through the Looking Glass [1871: story]; Father 

William [1876: poem]; Hunting of the Snark [1876: poem] 

He lived 1832 to 1898. 

 



Mary Mapes Dodge [Dodge, Mary Mapes] 

writer 

USA 

1865 

Hans Brinker or the Silver Skates [1865] 

She lived 1830 to 1905. 

 

Carlo Collodi [Collodi, Carlo] or Carlo Lorenzini [Lorenzini, Carlo] 

writer 

Italy 

1883 

Pinocchio [1883] 

He lived 1826 to 1890. 

 

Frances Hodgson Burnett [Burnett, Frances Hodgson] 

writer 

England 

1888 

Secret Garden [1888] 

She lived 1849 to 1924. 

 

Howard Pyle [Pyle, Howard] 

writer 

USA 

1888 to 1892 

Otto of the Silver Hand [1888]; Men of Iron [1892] 

He lived 1853 to 1911. 

 

L. Frank Baum [Baum, L. Frank] or Lyman Frank Baum [Baum, Lyman Frank] 

writer 

USA 

1900 

Wonderful Wizard of Oz [1900] 

He lived 1856 to 1919. 

 

Edith Nesbit [Nesbit, Edith] 

writer 

England 

1902 to 1907 

Five Children and It [1902]; Railway Children [1906]; Enchanted Castle [1907] 

She lived 1858 to 1924. 

 

Lucy Maud Montgomery [Montgomery, Lucy Maud] 

writer 

Canada 

1908 to 1915 

Anne of Green Gables [1908]; Anne of Avonlea [1909]; Anne of the Island [1915] 

She lived 1874 to 1942. 

 

Kenneth Grahame [Grahame, Kenneth] 

novelist 

England 

1908 to 1939 

Wind in the Willows [1908]; Reluctant Dragon [1939] 

He lived 1859 to 1932. 

 



Thornton W. Burgess [Burgess, Thornton W.] 

writer 

USA 

1910 to 1913 

Old Mother West Wind [1910]; Adventures of Reddy Fox [1913] 

He lived 1874 to 1965. 

 

Eleanor Hodgman Porter [Porter, Eleanor Hodgman] 

writer 

USA 

1913 

Pollyanna [1913] 

She lived 1868 to 1920. 

 

Margary Williams [Williams, Margary] 

writer 

USA 

1922 

Velveteen Rabbit or How Toys Become Real [1922] 

She lived 1881 to 1944. 

 

Alan Alexander Milne [Milne, Alan Alexander] 

novelist/poet 

England 

1924 to 1928 

When We Were Very Young [1924: poems]; Winnie the Pooh [1926: story]; Now We Are Six [1927: poems]; 

House at Pooh Corner [1928: story] 

He lived 1882 to 1956. 

 

Carolyn Keene [Keene, Carolyn] or Mildred Wirt Benson [Benson, Mildred Wirt] 

writer 

USA 

1929 to 1948 

Nancy Drew [1929 to 1948: books, commissioned by Edward Stratemeyer] 

She lived 1905 to 2002. 

 

Clive Staples Lewis [Lewis, Clive Staples] or C. S. Lewis [Lewis, C. S.] or Jack Lewis [Lewis, Jack] 

writer/philosopher 

USA 

1930 to 1956 

Miracles [1930]; Chronicles of Narnia [1946 to 1956: including Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe]; Lion, the 

Witch, and the Wardrobe [1950] 

He lived 1898 to 1963. If any thought is valid, eternal self-existent Reason must exist and must be source of 

imperfect and intermittent rationality. Love can be sexual, brotherly/sisterly, affectionate, or friendly. People have 

worth. 

 

Laura Ingalls Wilder [Wilder, Laura Ingalls] 

writer 

USA 

1932 to 1935 

Little House in the Big Wood [1932]; Farmer Boy [1933]; Little House on the Prairie [1935] 

She lived 1867 to 1957. 

 

Lois Lenski [Lenski, Lois] 

writer 

USA 



1932 to 1945 

Little Auto [1932: picture book about Mr. Small]; Phebe Fairchild, Her Book [1936]; Indian Captive, The Story of 

Mary Jemison [1941]; Bayou Suzette [1943: about girl in Louisiana]; Strawberry Girl [1945: about girl in Florida] 

She lived 1893 to 1974. 

 

Pamela Lyndon Travers [Travers, Pamela Lyndon] 

writer 

England 

1934 

Mary Poppins [1934: books] 

She lived 1899 to 1996. 

 

Carol Ryrie Brink [Brink, Carol Ryrie] 

writer 

USA 

1935 to 1972 

Caddie Woodlawn [1935]; Bad Times of Irma Baumlein [1972] 

She lived 1895 to 1981. 

 

Hazel Felleman [Felleman, Hazel] 

writer 

USA 

1936 

Best Loved Poems of the American People [1936] 

 

John Ronald Reuel Tolkien [Tolkien, John Ronald Reuel] 

novelist 

England 

1937 to 1955 

Hobbit [1937]; Lord of the Rings [1955] 

He lived 1892 to 1973. 

 

Marjorie Rawlings [Rawlings, Marjorie] 

novelist 

USA 

1938 

Yearling [1938] 

She lived 1896 to 1953. 

 

Esphyr Slobodkina [Slobodkina, Esphyr] 

writer 

USA 

1938 

Caps for Sale: A Tale of a Peddler, Some Monkeys and Their Monkey Business [1938] 

He lived 1908 to 2002. 

 

Eric Knight [Knight, Eric] 

writer 

USA 

1940 

Lassie Come Home [1940] 

He lived 1897 to 1943. 

 

Armstrong Sperry [Sperry, Armstrong] 

writer 

USA 



1940 

Call It Courage [1940] 

He lived 1897 to 1976. 

 

Maud Hart Lovelace [Lovelace, Maud Hart] 

writer 

USA 

1940 to 1943 

Betsy-Tacy [1940]; Betsy-Tacy and Tib [1941]; Betsy and Tacy Go Over the Big Hill [1942]; Betsy and Tacy Go 

Downtown [1943] 

She lived 1892 to 1980. 

 

Walter Farley [Farley, Walter] 

writer 

USA 

1941 

Black Stallion [1941] 

He lived 1915 to 1989. 

 

Eleanor Estes [Estes, Eleanor] 

writer 

USA 

1942 to 1944 

Moffats [1941]; Middle Moffat [1942]; Hundred Dresses [1944]; Ginger Pye 

She lived 1909 to 1988. 

 

Gertrude Warner [Warner, Gertrude] 

writer 

USA 

1942 to 1949 

Boxcar Children [1942]; Surprise Island [1949: Boxcar Children #2] 

She lived 1890 to 1979. 

 

Esther Forbes [Forbes, Esther] 

writer 

USA 

1943 

Johnny Tremaine [1943] 

She lived 1891 to 1967. 

 

Astrid Lindgren [Lindgren, Astrid] 

writer 

Sweden 

1945 

Pippi Longstocking [1945] 

She lived 1907 to 2002. 

 

Carolyn Sherwin Bailey [Bailey, Carolyn Sherwin] 

writer 

USA 

1946 

Miss Hickory [1946] 

She lived 1875 to 1961. 

 

Marguerite Henry [Henry, Marguerite] 

writer 



USA 

1947 

Misty of Chincoteague [1947]; King of the Wind 

She lived 1902 to 1997. 

 

Marguerite DeAngeli [DeAngeli, Marguerite] 

writer 

USA 

1949 

Door in the Wall [1949] 

She lived 1889 to 1987. 

 

Ralph Moody [Moody, Ralph] 

writer 

USA 

1950 

Little Britches [1950] 

He lived 1898 to 1982. 

 

Patrick Skene Catling [Catling, Patrick Skene] 

writer 

USA 

1952 

Chocolate Touch [1952] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Mary Norton [Norton, Mary] 

writer 

USA 

1952 

Borrowers [1952] 

She lived 1903 to 1992. 

 

Elwyn B. White [White, Elwyn B.] 

novelist 

USA 

1952 to 1954 

Charlotte's Web [1952]; Second Tree from the Corner [1954]; Stuart Little 

He lived 1899 to 1985. 

 

Joseph Krumgold [Krumgold, Joseph] 

writer 

USA 

1953 

And Now Miguel [1953] 

He lived 1908 to 1980. 

 

Fred Gipson [Gipson, Fred] 

writer 

USA 

1956 

Old Yeller [1956] 

He lived 1908 to 1973. 

 

Keith Robertson [Robertson, Keith] 

writer 



USA 

1958 

Henry Reed Inc. [1958] 

He lived 1941 to 1991. 

 

Elizabeth George Speare [Speare, Elizabeth George] 

writer 

USA 

1958 

Sign of the Beaver; Witch of Blackbird Pond [1958]; Bronze Bow 

She lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Louis Untermeyer [Untermeyer, Louis] 

editor 

USA 

1959 

Golden Treasury of Poetry [1959] 

He lived 1885 to 1977. 

 

George Selden [Selden, George] 

writer 

USA 

1960 

Cricket in Times Square [1960] 

He lived 1929 to 1989. 

 

Scott O'Dell [O'Dell, Scott] 

writer 

USA 

1960 to 1980 

Island of the Blue Dolphins [1960]; Sing Down the Moon [1971]; Sarah Bishop [1980] 

He lived 1898 to 1989. 

 

Norton Juster [Juster, Norton] 

writer 

USA 

1961 

Phantom Tollbooth [1961] 

He lived 1929 to ?. 

 

Wilson Rawls [Rawls, Wilson] 

writer 

USA 

1961 

Where the Red Fern Grows [1961] 

He lived 1913 to 1984. 

 

Roald Dahl [Dahl, Roald] 

writer 

England 

1961 to 1982 

James and the Giant Peach [1961]; Charlie and the Chocolate Factory [1964]; Magic Finger [1966]; Danny the 

Champion of the World [1975]; Enormous Crocodile [1976]; Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar [1977]; BFG [1982] 

He lived 1916 to 1990. 

 



Joan Aiken [Aiken, Joan] 

writer 

USA 

1962 

Wolves of Willoughby Chase [1962] 

She lived 1924 to 2004. 

 

Robert C. Lee [Lee, Robert C.] 

writer 

USA 

1962 

It's a Mile from Here to Glory [1962] 

 

Madeleine L'Engle [L'Engle, Madeleine] 

writer 

USA 

1962 

Wrinkle in Time [1962] 

She lived 1918 to ?. 

 

Edith Fisher Hunter [Hunter, Edith Fisher] 

writer 

USA 

1963 

Child of the Silent Night [1963] 

Laura Bridgman lived 1829 to 1889 and was first deaf and blind child taught. 

 

Louise Fitzhugh [Fitzhugh, Louise] 

writer 

USA 

1964 

Harriet the Spy [1964] 

She lived 1928 to 1974. 

 

Jean Merrill [Merrill, Jean] 

writer 

USA 

1964 

Pushcart War [1964] 

 

Lloyd Alexander [Alexander, Lloyd] 

writer 

USA 

1964 to 1969 

Prydain Chronicles [1964 to 1969: five books, including Westmark trilogy and Book of Three] 

He lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Shel Silverstein [Silverstein, Shel] or Uncle Shelby 

writer 

USA 

1964 to 1984 

Giving Tree [1964]; Where the Sidewalk Ends [1974]; Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back [1978]; Light in the Attic 

[1984]; Falling Up 

He lived 1930 to 1999. 

 



Walt Morey [Morey, Walt] 

writer 

USA 

1965 

Gentle Ben [1965] 

He lived 1907 to 1992. 

 

Laurence Yep [Yep, Laurence] 

writer 

USA 

1965 

Child of the Owl [1965] 

He lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Sid Fleischman [Fleischman, Sid] 

writer 

USA 

1965 to 1986 

Ghost in the Noonday Sun [1965]; Humbug Mountain [1978]; Whipping Boy [1986]; McBroom Tells the Truth; By 

the Great Horn Spoon 

He lived 1920 to ?. 

 

Irene Hunt [Hunt, Irene] 

writer 

USA 

1966 

Up a Road Slowly [1966] 

She lived 1907 to 2001. 

 

Mary Weik [Weik, Mary] 

writer 

USA 

1966 

Jazz Man [1966] 

She lived 1922 to 1978. 

 

Lois Duncan [Duncan, Lois] 

writer 

USA 

1966 to 1985 

Five Were Missing [1966]; Killing Mr. Griffin [1978]; Locked in Time [1985] 

She lived 1934 to ?. 

 

John Christopher [Christopher, John] or Samuel Youd [Youd, Samuel] 

writer 

USA 

1967 

White Mountains [1967: first novel of Tripods trilogy] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Elaine Konigsburg [Konigsburg, Elaine] or E. L. Konigsburg [Konigsburg, E. L.] 

writer 

USA 

1967 

From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler [1967]; View from Saturday 

She lived 1930 to ?. 



 

Phyllis LaFarge [LaFarge, Phyllis] 

writer 

USA 

1967 

Gumdrop Necklace [1967] 

 

Eleanor Clymer [Clymer, Eleanor] 

writer 

USA 

1967 to 1973 

My Brother Stevie [1967]; Luke Was There [1973] 

She lived 1906 to 2001. 

 

Susan Cooper [Cooper, Susan] 

writer 

USA 

1967 to 1975 

Dark Is Rising [1967 to 1975: books] 

She lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Robert Lipsyte [Lipsyte, Robert] 

writer 

USA 

1967 to 1977 

Contender [1967]; One Fat Summer [1977] 

 

Paula Fox [Fox, Paula] 

writer 

USA 

1967 to 1991 

How Many Miles to Babylon [1967]; Slave Dancer [1973]; One-Eyed Cat [1984]; Lily and the Lost Boy [1987]; 

Village by the Sea [1988]; Moonlight Man [1991] 

 

Mel Ellis [Ellis, Mel] 

writer 

USA 

1968 

Ironhead [1968] 

 

Paul Zindel [Zindel, Paul] 

writer 

USA 

1968 to 1976 

Pigman [1968]; My Darling, My Hamburger [1969]; Pardon Me, You're Stepping on My Eyeball [1976] 

He lived 1936 to 2003. 

 

Barbara Wersba [Wersba, Barbara] 

writer 

USA 

1968 to 1987 

Dream Watcher [1968]; Fat, a Love Story [1987] 

 

Betsy Byars [Byars, Betsy] 

writer 

USA 



1968 to 1988 

Midnight Fox [1968]; Trouble River [1969]; Pinballs [1977]; 18th Emergency [1981]; Golly Sisters Go West [1984]; 

Not-Just-Anybody Family [1986]; Burning Questions of Bingo Brown [1988]; Summer of the Swans 

She lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Virginia Hamilton [Hamilton, Virginia] 

writer 

USA 

1968 to 1989 

House of Dies Drear [1968]; Time-Ago Tales of Jahdu [1969]; Planet of Junior Brown [1971]; M. C. Higgins the 

Great [1974]; Little Love [1975]; Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush [1982]; Magical Adventures of Pretty Pearl [1983]; 

People Could Fly [1985]; In the Beginning [1989] 

She lived 1936 to 2002. 

 

Ursula K. Le Guin [Le Guin, Ursula K.] or Ursula K. LeGuin [LeGuin, Ursula K.] 

writer 

USA 

1968 to 1999 

Catwings; Wizard of Earthsea [1968]; Tombs of Atuan [1971]; Farthest Shore [1972]; Tehanu: The Last Book of 

Earthsea [1990]; Other Wind [2001]; Catwings [1988]; Catwings Return [1989]; Wonderful Alexander and the 

Catwings [1994]; Jane on Her Own [1999] 

She lived 1929 to ?. 

 

William Armstrong [Armstrong, William] 

writer 

USA 

1969 

Sounder [1969] 

He lived 1914 to 1999. 

 

Vera Cleaver [Cleaver, Vera]/Bill Cleaver [Cleaver, Bill] 

writer 

USA 

1969 

Where the Lilies Bloom [1969] 

Vera Cleaver lived 1919 to 1992. Bill Cleaver lived ? to 1981. 

 

Constance Greene [Greene, Constance] 

writer 

USA 

1969 

Girl Called Al [1969] 

She lived 1897 to 1975. 

 

Mary Q. Steele [Steele, Mary Q.] 

writer 

USA 

1969 

Journey Outside [1969] 

She lived 1922 to 1992. 

 

Theodore Taylor [Taylor, Theodore] 

writer 

USA 

1969 

Cay [1969] 



He lived 1925 to 2004. 

 

Jane Wagner [Wagner, Jane] 

writer 

USA 

1969 

J. T. [1969] 

She lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Natalie Babbitt [Babbitt, Natalie] 

writer 

USA 

1969 to 1975 

Search for Delicious [1969]; Tuck Everlasting [1975] 

She lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Barbara Corcoran [Corcoran, Barbara] 

writer 

USA 

1970 

Long Journey [1970] 

 

Julia Cunningham [Cunningham, Julia] 

writer 

USA 

1970 

Burnish Me Bright [1970] 

 

Judy Blume [Blume, Judy] 

writer 

USA 

1970 to 1996 

Are You There God? It's Me, Margaret [1970]; Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing [1976]; Freckle Juice [1978]; 

Superfudge [1980]; Tiger Eyes [1981]; Forever [1996] 

She lived 1938 to ?. 

 

Allan W. Eckert [Eckert, Allan W.] 

writer 

USA 

1971 

Incident at Hawk's Hill [1971] 

 

Clifford Hicks [Hicks, Clifford] 

writer 

USA 

1971 

Peter Potts [1971] 

 

Miska Miles [Miles, Miska] 

writer 

USA 

1971 

Annie and the Old One [1971] 

She lived 1899 to 1986. 

 



Osmond Molarsky [Molarsky, Osmond] 

writer 

USA 

1971 

Take It or Leave It [1971] 

 

Beatrice Sparks [Sparks, Beatrice] 

writer 

USA 

1971 

Go Ask Alice [1971] 

She lived 1918 to ?. 

 

Yoshiko Uchida [Uchida, Yoshiko] 

writer 

USA 

1971 

Journey to Topaz [1971] 

She lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Robert C. O'Brien [O'Brien, Robert C.] 

writer 

USA 

1971 to 1974 

Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of NIMH [1971]; Z for Zachariah [1974] 

He lived 1918 to 1973. 

 

John Bellairs [Bellairs, John] 

writer 

USA 

1972 

House with a Clock in Its Walls [1972] 

He lived 1938 to 1991. 

 

Jean George [George, Jean] 

writer 

USA 

1972 

Julie of the Wolves [1972]; My Side of the Mountain 

She lived 1919 to ?. 

 

Isabelle Holland [Holland, Isabelle] 

writer 

USA 

1972 

Man without a Face [1972] 

She lived 1920 to ?. 

 

Barbara Robinson [Robinson, Barbara] 

writer 

USA 

1972 

Best Christmas Pageant Ever [1972] 

She lived 1927 to ?. 

 



Mary Rodgers [Rodgers, Mary] 

writer 

USA 

1972 

Freaky Friday [1972] 

She lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Jay Williams [Williams, Jay] 

writer 

USA 

1972 

Hero from Otherwhere [1972] 

 

Charlotte Zolotow [Zolotow, Charlotte] 

writer 

USA 

1972 to 1974 

William's Doll [1972]; My Grandson Lew [1974] 

She lived 1915 to ?. 

 

Myron Levoy [Levoy, Myron] 

writer 

USA 

1972 to 1977 

Witch of Fourth Street [1972]; Alan and Naomi [1977] 

 

Barbara Cohen [Cohen, Barbara] 

writer 

USA 

1972 to 1983 

Carp in the Bathtub [1972]; Thank You, Jackie Robinson [1974]; Molly's Pilgrim [1983: My Name is Rosie] 

She lived 1932 to 1992. 

 

Lee Harding [Harding, Lee] 

writer 

USA 

1973 

Fallen Spaceman [1973] 

 

Penelope Lively [Lively, Penelope] 

writer 

Egypt/England 

1973 

Ghost of Thomas Kempe [1973] 

She lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Alfred Slote [Slote, Alfred] 

writer 

USA 

1973 

Hang Tough Paul Mather [1973] 

 

Ivan Southall [Southall, Ivan] 

writer 

USA 

1973 



Josh [1973] 

 

George Woods [Woods, George] 

writer 

USA 

1973 

Catch a Killer [1973] 

 

Robert Newton Peck [Peck, Robert Newton] 

writer 

USA 

1973 to 1974 

Day No Pigs Would Die [1973]; Soup [1974] 

 

Clyde Robert Bulla [Bulla, Clyde Robert] 

writer 

USA 

1973 to 1977 

Dexter [1973]; Shoeshine Girl [1975]; Wish at the Top [1977]; Lion to Guard Us 

He lived 1914 to ?. 

 

Elliott Arnold [Arnold, Elliott] 

writer 

USA 

1974 

Brave Jimmy Stone [1974] 

He lived 1912 to 1980. 

 

Sheila R. Cole [Cole, Sheila R.] 

writer 

USA 

1974 

Meaning Well [1974] 

 

Paula Danziger [Danziger, Paula] 

writer 

USA 

1974 

Cat Ate My Gymsuit [1974] 

She lived 1945 to 2004. 

 

Gene Smith [Smith, Gene] 

writer 

USA 

1974 

Hayburners [1974] 

 

Colin Thiele [Thiele, Colin] 

writer 

USA 

1974 

Storm Boy [1974] 

He lived 1920 to 2006. 

 

Robert Cormier [Cormier, Robert] 

writer 



USA 

1974 to 1979 

Chocolate War [1974]; After the First Death [1979] 

He lived 1925 to 2000. 

 

Elizabeth Coatsworth [Coatsworth, Elizabeth] 

writer 

USA 

1975 

Werefox or Pure Magic [1975]; Cat Who Went to Heaven 

She lived 1893 to 1986. 

 

Ellen Conford [Conford, Ellen] 

writer 

USA 

1975 

Luck of Pokey Bloom [1975] 

 

Irene Hass [Hass, Irene] 

writer 

USA 

1975 

Maggie B. [1975] 

 

Richard Kennedy [Kennedy, Richard] 

writer 

USA 

1975 

Contests at Cowlick [1975] 

 

Daniel Manus Pinkwater [Pinkwater, Daniel Manus] 

writer 

USA 

1975 

Wingman [1975] 

 

Mordecai Richler [Richler, Mordecai] 

writer 

USA 

1975 

Jacob Two-Two Meets the Hooded Fang [1975] 

He lived 1931 to 2001. 

 

William Sleator [Sleator, William] 

writer 

USA 

1975 

Among the Dolls [1975]; Duplicate 

 

Robert Westall [Westall, Robert] 

writer 

England 

1975 

Machine Gunners [1975] 

 



Carol Carrick [Carrick, Carol]/Donald Carrick [Carrick, Donald] 

writer 

USA 

1975 to 1982 

Old Mother Witch [1975]; Sleep Out [1982] 

 

Richard Peck [Peck, Richard] 

writer 

USA 

1975 to 1986 

Ghost Belonged to Me [1975]; Remembering the Good Times [1986] 

 

Margaret Mahy [Mahy, Margaret] 

writer 

USA 

1975 to 1987 

Boy Who Was Followed Home [1975]; Haunting [1982]; Changeover: A Supernatural Romance [1984]; Memory 

[1987] 

 

T. Ernesto Bethancourt [Bethancourt, T. Ernesto] 

writer 

USA 

1976 

Dog Days of Arthur Cane [1976] 

 

Rose Blue [Blue, Rose] 

writer 

USA 

1976 

Grandma Didn't Wave Back [1976] 

 

Esther Wood Brady [Brady, Esther Wood] 

writer 

USA 

1976 

Toliver's Secret [1976] 

She lived 1905 to ?. 

 

Scott Corbett [Corbett, Scott] 

writer 

USA 

1976 

Hockey Girls [1976] 

 

Milton Meltzer [Meltzer, Milton] 

writer 

USA 

1976 

Never to Forget: The Jews of the Holocaust [1976] 

 

Mark Taylor [Taylor, Mark] 

writer 

USA 

1976 

Henry the Explorer [1976] 

 



Susan Terris [Terris, Susan] 

writer 

USA 

1976 

No Boys Allowed [1976] 

 

Mildred Taylor [Taylor, Mildred] 

writer 

USA 

1976 to 1981 

Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry [1976]; Let the Circle Be Unbroken [1981]; Land 

She lived 1943 to ?. 

 

Norma Klein [Klein, Norma] 

writer 

USA 

1976 to 1988 

Mom, the Wolfman, and Me [1976]; My Life as a Body [1988] 

 

Benjamin Appel [Appel, Benjamin] 

writer 

USA 

1977 

Heart of Ice [1977: from the French by Anne Claude de Tubieres, Comte de Caylus, 1692 to 1765] 

He lived 1907 to 1977. 

 

Eleanor Coerr [Coerr, Eleanor] 

writer 

USA 

1977 

Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes [1977] 

 

Phyllis Green [Green, Phyllis] 

writer 

USA 

1977 

Grandmother Orphan; Ice River; Wild Violets [1977] 

 

Sheila Greenwald [Greenwald, Sheila] 

writer 

USA 

1977 

Secret in Miranda's Closet [1977] 

 

Jon Hassler [Hassler, Jon] 

writer 

USA 

1977 

Four Miles to Pinecone [1977] 

 

Nigel Hinton [Hinton, Nigel] 

writer 

USA 

1977 

Collision Course [1977] 

 



Gary Paulsen [Paulsen, Gary] 

writer 

USA 

1977 to 1987 

Foxman [1977]; Dogsong; Hatchet [1987]; Voyage of the Frog 

He lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Avi 

writer 

USA 

1977 to 1990 

Captain Grey [1977]; Emily Upham's Revenge [1978]; Wolf Rider [1986]; True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle 

[1990] 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

David A. Adler [Adler, David A.] 

writer 

USA 

1977 to 2004 

Cam Jansen [1977 to 2004: books] 

He lived 1947 to ?. 

 

Thomas J. Dygard [Dygard, Thomas J.] 

writer 

USA 

1978 

Winning Kicker [1978] 

He lived 1931 to 1996. 

 

Ellen Raskin [Raskin, Ellen] 

writer 

USA 

1978 

Westing Game [1978] 

She lived 1928 to 1984. 

 

Brenda Sivers [Sivers, Brenda] 

writer 

USA 

1978 

Snailman [1978] 

 

Robert K. Smith [Smith, Robert K.] 

writer 

USA 

1978 

Chocolate Fever [1978] 

 

Beverly Cleary [Cleary, Beverly] 

writer 

USA 

1978 to 1984 

Beezus and Ramona [1978]; Ellen Tibbits [1979]; Henry Huggins [1979]; Ramona and Her Father [1979]; Ramona 

and Her Mother [1980]; Ramona the Pest [1981]; Ramona Quimby Age 8 [1982]; Ramona the Brave [1984]; Mouse 

and the Motorcycle; Dear Mr. Henshaw 

She lived 1916 to ?. 



 

Joan W. Blos [Blos, Joan W.] 

writer 

USA 

1979 

Gathering of Days [1979] 

She lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Eth Clifford [Clifford, Eth] 

writer 

USA 

1979 

Help! I'm a Prisoner in the Library [1979] 

 

Bruce Coville [Coville, Bruce]/Katherine Coville [Coville, Katherine] 

writer 

USA 

1979 

Sarah's Unicorn [1979] 

 

Charlotte Graeber [Graeber, Charlotte] 

writer 

USA 

1979 

Grey Cloud [1979] 

 

Barbara Holland [Holland, Barbara] 

writer 

USA 

1979 

Prisoners at the Kitchen Table [1979] 

 

James Howe [Howe, James] 

writer 

USA 

1979 

Bunnicula [1979] 

 

Lois Lowry [Lowry, Lois] 

writer 

USA 

1979 

Anastasia Krupnik [1979]; All about Sam; Number the Stars; Giver 

She lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Bernard Miles [Miles, Bernard] 

writer 

England 

1979 

Robin Hood: His Life and Legend [1979] 

 

Robb White [White, Robb] 

writer 

USA 

1979 

Fire Storm [1979] 



 

G. Clifton Wisler [Wisler, G. Clifton] 

writer 

USA 

1979 

My Brother the Wind [1979] 

 

Lynne Reid Banks [Banks, Lynne Reid] 

writer 

USA 

1980 

Indian in the Cupboard [1980] 

She lived 1929 to ?. 

 

John R. Gardiner [Gardiner, John R.] 

writer 

USA 

1980 

Stone Fox [1980] 

He lived 1945 to 2006. 

 

Ruth Park [Park, Ruth] 

writer 

USA 

1980 

Playing Beatie Bow [1980] 

 

Thomas Rockwell [Rockwell, Thomas] 

writer 

USA 

1980 

How to Eat Fried Worms [1980: plays] 

 

Sarah Sargent [Sargent, Sarah] 

writer 

USA 

1980 

Weird Henry Berg [1980] 

 

Carol Beach York [York, Carol Beach] 

writer 

USA 

1980 

Remember Me When I Am Dead [1980] 

 

Sue Ellen Bridgers [Bridgers, Sue Ellen] 

writer 

USA 

1981 

Notes for Another Life [1981] 

 

John Donovan [Donovan, John] 

writer 

USA 

1981 

Wild in the World [1981] 



 

Ann Cameron [Cameron, Ann] 

writer 

USA 

1981 to 1987 

Stories Julian Tells [1981]; Julian's Glorious Summer [1987] 

 

Nancy Garden [Garden, Nancy] 

writer 

USA 

1982 

Annie on My Mind [1982] 

 

Meredith Pierce [Pierce, Meredith] 

writer 

USA 

1982 

Darkangel [1982] 

 

Margot Zemach [Zemach, Margot] 

writer 

USA 

1982 

Jake and Honeybunch Go to Heaven [1982] 

 

Cynthia Voigt [Voigt, Cynthia] 

writer 

USA 

1982 to 1985 

Dicey's Song [1982]; Runner [1985]; Homecoming; When She Hollers 

She lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Suzanne Newton [Newton, Suzanne] 

writer 

USA 

1983 

I Will Call It Georgie's Blues [1983] 

 

Bruce Brooks [Brooks, Bruce] 

writer 

USA 

1984 

Moves Make the Man [1984] 

 

Patricia K. Roche [Roche, Patricia K.] 

writer 

USA 

1984 

Jump All the Morning: A Child's Day in Verse [1984: editor] 

 

Alvin Schwartz [Schwartz, Alvin] 

writer 

USA 

1984 

In a Dark Dark Room and Other Scary Stories [1984] 

 



Susan Shreve [Shreve, Susan] 

writer 

USA 

1984 

Flunking of Joshua T. Bates [1984] 

 

Paul Goble [Goble, Paul] 

writer 

USA 

1984 to 1986 

Buffalo Woman [1984]; Death of the Iron Horse [1986] 

He lived 1866 to 1946. 

 

Charlotte Herman [Herman, Charlotte] 

writer 

USA 

1985 

Millie Cooper, 3B [1985] 

 

Barbara Park [Park, Barbara] 

writer 

USA 

1985 

Buddies [1985] 

 

Philip Pullman [Pullman, Philip] 

writer 

USA 

1985 

Ruby in the Smoke [1985] 

 

Tricia Tusa [Tusa, Tricia] 

writer 

USA 

1985 

Miranda [1985] 

 

John Archambault [Archambault, John]/Bill Martin [Martin, Bill] 

writer 

USA 

1985 to 1999 

Ghost Eye Tree [1985]; Chicka Chicka Boom Boom [1999] 

 

Alice Dalgleish [Dalgleish, Alice] 

writer 

USA 

1986 

Courage of Sarah Noble [1986] 

 

Niki Daly [Daly, Niki] 

writer 

USA 

1986 

Not So Fast Songololo [1986] 

 



Patricia Hermes [Hermes, Patricia] 

writer 

USA 

1986 

Kevin Corbett Eats Flies [1986] 

 

X. J. Kennedy [Kennedy, X. J.] or Joseph Charles Kennedy [Kennedy, Joseph Charles] 

writer 

USA 

1986 

Brats [1986] 

 

Patricia MacLachlan [MacLachlan, Patricia] 

writer 

USA 

1986 

Sarah Plain and Tall [1986] 

 

Christobel Mattingley [Mattingley, Christobel] 

writer 

USA 

1986 

Angel with a Mouth Organ [1986] 

 

Rebecca Caudill [Caudill, Rebecca] 

writer 

USA 

1987 

Certain Small Shepherd [1987] 

 

Jean Fritz [Fritz, Jean] 

writer 

USA 

1987 

Cabin Faced West [1987] 

 

Mark Geller [Geller, Mark] 

writer 

USA 

1987 

What I Heard [1987] 

 

Ruth Gordon [Gordon, Ruth] 

editor 

USA 

1987 

Under All Silences: Shades of Love [1987] 

 

Johanna Hurwitz [Hurwitz, Johanna] 

writer 

USA 

1987 

Class Clown [1987] 

 

Brian Jacques [Jacques, Brian] 

writer 



USA 

1987 

Redwall [1987] 

 

Mavis Jukes [Jukes, Mavis] 

writer 

USA 

1987 

Like Jake and Me [1987] 

 

Marianna Mayer [Mayer, Marianna] 

writer 

USA 

1987 

Beauty and the Beast [1987] 

 

Carol Purdy [Purdy, Carol] 

writer 

USA 

1987 

Least of All [1987] 

 

Johanna Reiss [Reiss, Johanna] 

writer 

USA 

1987 

Upstairs Room [1987] 

 

Hilma Wolitzer [Wolitzer, Hilma] 

writer 

USA 

1987 

Introducing Shirley Braverman [1987] 

 

Lyll Becerra de Jenkins [Becerra de Jenkins, Lyll] 

writer 

USA 

1988 

Honorable Prison [1988] 

 

Mary D. Hahn [Hahn, Mary D.] 

writer 

USA 

1988 

Following the Mystery Man [1988] 

 

Florence Parry Heide [Heide, Florence Parry] 

writer 

USA 

1988 

Shrinking of Treehorn [1988] 

 

Hazel Hutchins [Hutchins, Hazel] 

writer 

USA 

1988 



Three and Many Wishes of Jason Reed [1988] 

 

Hazel Rochman [Rochman, Hazel] 

editor 

USA 

1988 

Somehow Tenderness Survives: Stories of Southern Africa [1988] 

 

Pamela Service [Service, Pamela] 

writer 

USA 

1988 

Stinker from Space [1988] 

 

Donald Hall [Hall, Donald] 

editor 

USA 

1990 

Oxford Book of Children's Verse in America [1990] 

 

Jerry Spinelli [Spinelli, Jerry] 

writer 

USA 

1990 to 2000 

Maniac Magee [1990]; Stargirl [2000] 

He lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Rosa Guy [Guy, Rosa] 

writer 

USA 

1991 

Disappearance [1991] 

 

Phyllis Reynolds Naylor [Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds] 

writer 

USA 

1991 

Shiloh [1991] 

 

Stephanie Spinner [Spinner, Stephanie]/Jonathan Etra [Etra, Jonathan] 

writer 

USA 

1991 

Aliens for Breakfast [1991] 

 

R. L. Stine [Stine, R. L.] or Robert Lawrence Stine [Stine, Robert Lawrence] 

writer 

USA 

1992 

Goosebumps [1992: and later books] 

He lived 1943 to ?. 

 

Frances McCullough [McCullough, Frances] 

editor 

USA 

1993 



Love Is Like a Lion's Tooth [1993] 

 

Sharon Creech [Creech, Sharon] 

writer 

USA 

1994 

Walk Two Moons [1994] 

 

Elizabeth Winthrop [Winthrop, Elizabeth] 

writer 

USA 

1994 

Castle in the Attic [1994] 

 

Karen Cushman [Cushman, Karen] 

writer 

USA 

1994 to 1996 

Catherine, Called Birdy [1994]; Midwife's Apprentice [1996] 

 

Betty Ren Wright [Wright, Betty Ren] 

writer 

USA 

1995 

Dollhouse Murders [1995] 

 

Margaret Davidson [Davidson, Margaret] 

writer 

USA 

1997 

Helen Keller [1997] 

 

Karen Hesse [Hesse, Karen] 

writer 

USA 

1997 

Out of the Dust [1997] 

 

ARTS>Literature>History>Children>Picture Book 

 

Verma Aardema [Aardema, Verma] 

writer 

USA 

Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain 

 

Raymond Abrashkin [Abrashkin, Raymond]/Jay Williams [Williams, Jay] 

writer 

USA 

Danny Dunn and the Universal Glue 

 

Arnold Adoff [Adoff, Arnold] 

writer 

USA 

Eats 

 



Jon Agee [Agee, Jon] 

writer 

USA 

Ludlow Laughs 

 

Allan Ahlberg [Ahlberg, Allan]/Janet Ahlberg [Ahlberg, Janet] 

writer 

USA 

Baby's Catalogue; Peekaboo 

 

Aliki or Liacouras Brandenberg Aliki [Aliki, Liacouras Brandenberg] 

writer 

USA 

Hush Little Baby; Mummies Made in Egypt; Two of Them 

 

Harry Allard [Allard, Harry] 

writer 

USA 

Miss Nelson has a Field Day; Miss Nelson Is Back; Miss Nelson Is Missing; Stupids Step Out 

 

Victor Ambrus [Ambrus, Victor] 

writer 

USA 

Mishka 

 

Jan Andrews [Andrews, Jan] 

writer 

USA 

Very Last First Time 

 

Edward Ardizzone [Ardizzone, Edward] 

writer 

USA 

Little Tim and the Brave Sea Captain; Sarah and Simon and No Red Paint 

 

Alan Arkin [Arkin, Alan] 

writer/actor 

USA 

Tony's Hard Work Day 

He lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Frank Asch [Asch, Frank] 

writer 

USA 

Sand Cake; Turtle Tale 

 

Richard Atwater [Atwater, Richard]/Florence Atwater [Atwater, Florence] 

writer 

USA 

Mr. Popper's Penguins 

 

Mary Azarian [Azarian, Mary] 

writer 

USA 

Farmer's Alphabet 

 



Lorna Balian [Balian, Lorna] 

writer 

USA 

Animal; Sweet Touch 

 

Molly Bang [Bang, Molly] 

writer 

USA 

Grey Lady and the Strawberry Snatcher; Paper Crane; Ten, Nine, Eight; Wiley and the Hairy Man 

 

Judi Barrett [Barrett, Judi] 

writer 

USA 

Animals Should Definitely Not Act Like People; Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 

 

Tobias Hosea [Hosea, Tobias]/Lisa Baskin [Baskin, Lisa]/Leonard Baskin [Baskin, Leonard] 

writer/writer/illustrator 

USA 

Hosie's Alphabet 

 

Nicola Bayley [Bayley, Nicola] 

writer 

USA 

One Old Oxford Ox 

 

Byrd Baylor [Baylor, Byrd]/Garth Williams [Williams, Garth] 

writer/illustrator 

USA 

Amigo 

 

Jennifer Beck [Beck, Jennifer] 

writer 

USA 

Choosing Day 

 

Terry Berger [Berger, Terry] 

writer 

USA 

Ben's ABC Day 

 

Claire Bishop [Bishop, Claire] 

writer 

USA 

Twenty and Ten 

 

Lenore Blegvad [Blegvad, Lenore]/Erik Blegvad [Blegvad, Erik] 

writer 

USA 

Great Hamster Hunt 

 

Francesca Block [Block, Francesca] 

writer 

USA 

Weetzie Bat 

 



Crosby Bonsall [Bonsall, Crosby] 

writer 

USA 

Case of the Cat's Meow; Mine's the Best 

He lived 1921 to 1995. 

 

Barbara Brenner [Brenner, Barbara] 

writer 

USA 

Wagon Wheels 

 

Raymond Briggs [Briggs, Raymond] 

writer 

USA 

Father Christmas; Snowman 

 

Leslie Brooke [Brooke, Leslie] 

writer 

USA 

Johnny Crow's Garden 

 

Walter Brooks [Brooks, Walter] 

writer 

USA 

Freddy the Detective [books] 

 

Anthony Brown [Brown, Anthony] 

writer 

USA 

Gorilla; Piggybook 

 

Jeff Brown [Brown, Jeff] 

writer 

USA 

Flat Stanley 

 

Marc Brown [Brown, Marc] 

writer 

USA 

Arthur's Thanksgiving; Finger Rhymes; Hand Rhymes 

 

Marcia Brown [Brown, Marcia] 

writer 

USA 

All Butterflies 

 

Dick Bruna [Bruna, Dick] 

writer 

USA 

Snuffy 

 

Kate Buckley [Buckley, Kate] 

writer 

USA 

Love Notes 

 



Eve Bunting [Bunting, Eve] 

writer 

USA 

Big Red Barn; Ghost's Hour, Spook's Hour; Scary, Scary, Halloween 

 

Doris Burn [Burn, Doris] 

writer 

USA 

Andrew Henry's Meadow 

 

Oliver Butterworth [Butterworth, Oliver] 

writer 

USA 

Enormous Egg 

 

Larry Callen [Callen, Larry] 

writer 

USA 

Pinch 

 

Eric Carle [Carle, Eric] 

writer 

USA 

Grouchy Ladybug; Secret Birthday Message; Very Busy Spider; Very Hungry Caterpillar 

He lived 1929 to ?. 

 

Natalie Savage Carlson [Carlson, Natalie Savage] 

writer 

USA 

Family under the Bridge 

 

Nancy Carlstrom [Carlstrom, Nancy] 

writer 

USA 

Jesse Bear, What Will You Wear? 

 

David Carter [Carter, David] 

writer 

USA 

What's in My Pocket? 

 

Sylvia Cassedy [Cassedy, Sylvia] 

writer 

USA 

M.E. and Morton 

 

Miriam Chaikin [Chaikin, Miriam] 

writer 

USA 

Light Another Candle 

 

Lydia Child [Child, Lydia] 

writer 

USA 

Over the River and Through the Woods 

 



Alice Childress [Childress, Alice] 

writer 

USA 

Hero Ain't Nothin' But a Sandwich 

 

Deborah Chocolate [Chocolate, Deborah] 

writer 

USA 

Kwanzaa 

 

Kay Chorao [Chorao, Kay] 

writer 

USA 

Baby's Lap Book 

 

Lucille Clifton [Clifton, Lucille] 

writer 

USA 

Lucky Stone 

 

Shirley Climo [Climo, Shirley]/Jane Manning [Manning, Jane] 

writer/illustrator 

USA 

Cobweb Christmas 

 

Miriam Cohen [Cohen, Miriam] 

writer 

USA 

First Grade Takes a Test 

 

Brock Cole [Cole, Brock] 

writer 

USA 

Goats 

 

Catherine Cookson [Cookson, Catherine] 

writer 

USA 

Our John Willie 

 

Barbara Cooney [Cooney, Barbara] 

writer 

USA 

Island Boy; Miss Rumphius 

 

Helen Cresswell [Cresswell, Helen] 

writer 

USA 

Bagthorpe Saga [books]; Ordinary Jack 

 

Donald Crews [Crews, Donald] 

writer 

USA 

Freight Train 

 



Chris Crutcher [Crutcher, Chris] 

writer 

USA 

Running Loose 

 

Tomie De Paola [De Paola, Tomie] 

writer 

USA 

Charlie Needs a Cloak; Nana Upstairs and Nana Downstairs; Prince of the Dolomites; Quicksand Book; Strega Nona 

He lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Meindert DeJong [DeJong, Meindert] 

writer 

USA 

Hurry Home Candy 

 

Demi Hitz [Hitz, Demi] or Demi 

writer 

USA 

Demi's Count the Animals, 1, 2, 3 

 

Wende Devlin [Devlin, Wende]/Harry Devlin [Devlin, Harry] 

writer 

USA 

Cranberry Thanksgiving 

 

Lawrence Di Fiori [Di Fiori, Lawrence] 

writer 

USA 

My First Book 

 

Carla Dijs [Dijs, Carla] 

writer 

USA 

How Many? 

 

Mary Lois Dunn [Dunn, Mary Lois] 

writer 

USA 

Man in the Box 

 

Roger Duvoisin [Duvoisin, Roger] 

writer 

USA 

A for the Ark 

 

Julie Andrews Edwards [Edwards, Julie Andrews] 

writer 

USA 

Mandy 

 

Amy Ehrlich [Ehrlich, Amy] 

writer 

USA 

Story of Hanukkah; Where It Stops Nobody Knows 

 



Frotz Eichenberg [Eichenberg, Frotz] 

writer 

USA 

Ape in a Cape 

 

Russell Erickson [Erickson, Russell] 

writer 

USA 

Warton and Morton; Toad for Tuesday 

 

Norma Farber [Farber, Norma] 

writer 

USA 

As I Was Crossing Boston Commons 

 

Muriel Feelings [Feelings, Muriel]/Tom Feelings [Feelings, Tom] 

writer 

USA 

Moja Means One 

 

Edward Fenton [Fenton, Edward] 

writer 

USA 

Penny Candy 

 

John Fitzgerald [Fitzgerald, John] 

writer 

USA 

Great Brain 

 

Paul Fleischman [Fleischman, Paul] 

writer 

USA 

Half-a-Moon Inn; Joyful Noise 

 

James Flora [Flora, James] 

writer 

USA 

Great Green Turkey Creek Monster 

 

Valorie Flournoy [Flournoy, Valorie] 

writer 

USA 

Patchwork Quilt 

 

Kathryn Forbes [Forbes, Kathryn] 

writer 

USA 

Mama's Bank Account 

 

Heather Forest [Forest, Heather]/Susan Gaber [Gaber, Susan] 

writer/illustrator 

USA 

Stone Soup 

 



Mem Fox [Fox, Mem] 

writer 

USA 

Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge 

 

Priscilla Friedrich [Friedrich, Priscilla]/Otto Friedrich [Friedrich, Otto] 

writer 

USA 

Easter Bunny that Overslept 

 

Dick Gackenbach [Gackenbach, Dick] 

writer 

USA 

Do You Love Me?; Harry and the Terrible Whatzit; Leatherman 

 

Wanda Gag [Gag, Wanda] 

writer 

USA 

Storybook [1932: including Millions of Cats, The Funny Thing, and Snippy and Snappy] 

She lived 1893 to 1946. 

 

Paul Galdone [Galdone, Paul] 

writer 

Hungary/USA 

Androcles and the Lion; Bremen Town Musicians; Frog Prince; Gingerbread Boy; Princess and the Pea; Puss in 

Boots; Three Bears; Three Billy Goats Gruff 

He lived 1914 to ?. 

 

Ruth S. Gannett [Gannett, Ruth S.] 

writer 

USA 

My Father's Dragon 

 

Leon Garfield [Garfield, Leon] 

writer 

USA 

Smith 

 

Alan Garner [Garner, Alan] 

writer 

USA 

Owl Service 

 

Dr. Seuss [Seuss, Dr.] or Theodore Geisel [Geisel, Theodore] 

writer 

USA 

And To Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street [1938]; King's Stilts [1939]; Horton Hatches the Egg [1947]; 

Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose [1948]; Bartholomew and the Oobleck [1949]; If I Ran the Zoo [1950]; 500 Hats of 

Bartholomew Cubbins [1950]; Horton Hears a Who [1954]; Cat in the Hat [1954]; If I Ran the Circus [1956]; Cat in 

the Hat Comes Back [1958]; Cat in the Hat Comes Back [1958]; Green Eggs and Ham [1960]; Wacky Wednesday 

[1974] 

He lived 1904 to 1991. 

 

Mordicai Gerstein [Gerstein, Mordicai] 

writer 

USA 



Mountains of Tibet; Seal Mother; Tales of Pan 

 

Pericle Luigi Giovannetti [Giovannetti, Pericle Luigi] 

writer 

USA 

Max 

 

William Goldman [Goldman, William] 

writer 

USA 

Wigger 

 

Bob Graham [Graham, Bob] 

writer 

USA 

Bath Time for John; Here Comes John; Here Comes Theo; Where Is Sarah? 

 

Hardie Gramatky [Gramatky, Hardie] 

writer 

USA 

Little Toot 

 

Valerie Greeley [Greeley, Valerie] 

writer 

USA 

Farm Animals; Field Animals; Pets; Zoo Animals 

 

Eloise Greenfield [Greenfield, Eloise] 

writer 

USA 

Honey I Love 

 

Ann Grifalconi [Grifalconi, Ann] 

writer 

USA 

Village of Round and Square Houses 

 

Helen Griffith [Griffith, Helen] 

writer 

USA 

Georgia Music; Granddaddy's Place 

 

Elizabeth Guilfoile [Guilfoile, Elizabeth] 

writer 

USA 

Nobody Listens to Andrew 

 

Lynn Hall [Hall, Lynn] 

writer 

USA 

Just One Friend 

 

David Harrison [Harrison, David] 

writer 

USA 

Book of Giant Stories 



 

Gudrun Helgadottir [Helgadottir, Gudrun] 

writer 

USA 

Flumbra 

 

Ruth Heller [Heller, Ruth] 

writer 

USA 

Chickens Aren't the Only Ones 

 

Kathryn Hewitt [Hewitt, Kathryn] 

writer 

USA 

Two by Two 

 

E. Wallace Hildick [Hildick, E. Wallace] 

writer 

USA 

Louie's Lot 

 

Eric Hill [Hill, Eric] 

writer 

USA 

Spot [books] 

 

Marilyn Hirsh [Hirsh, Marilyn] 

writer 

USA 

Potato Pancakes All Around 

 

Lillian Hoban [Hoban, Lillian] 

writer 

USA 

Arthur's Honey Bear 

 

Tana Hoban [Hoban, Tana] 

writer 

USA 

1, 2, 3; Opposites; Red, Blue, Yellow, Shoe 

 

Mary Hoffman [Hoffman, Mary] 

writer 

USA 

Amazing Grace 

 

Felice Holman [Holman, Felice] 

writer 

USA 

Cricket Winter; Slake's Limbo 

 

Patricia Hooper [Hooper, Patricia] 

writer 

USA 

Bundle of Beasts 

 



Lee Bennett Hopkins [Hopkins, Lee Bennett] 

writer/editor 

USA 

My Mane Catches the Wind; Surprises 

 

Dean Hughes [Hughes, Dean] 

writer 

USA 

Family Pose 

 

Shirley Hughes [Hughes, Shirley] 

writer 

USA 

Alfie Gives a Hand; Out and About 

 

Ted Hughes [Hughes, Ted] 

writer 

USA 

Iron Giant; Season Songs 

 

Mollie Hunter [Hunter, Mollie] 

writer 

USA 

Smartest Man in Ireland; Stranger Came Ashore; Walking Stones 

 

Pat Hutchins [Hutchins, Pat] 

writer 

USA 

Don't Forget the Bacon 

 

Trina Schart Hyman [Hyman, Trina Schart] 

writer 

USA 

Little Red Riding Hood; St. George and the Dragon 

 

Rachel Isadora [Isadora, Rachel] 

writer 

USA 

Ben's Trumpet; City Seen from A to Z 

 

Paul Janeczko [Janeczko, Paul] 

editor 

USA 

Going Over to Your Place; This Delicious Day 

 

Randall Jarrell [Jarrell, Randall] 

translator 

USA 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 

 

Joseph Joffo [Joffo, Joseph] 

writer 

USA 

Bag of Marbles 

 



Crockett Johnson [Johnson, Crockett]/Ruth Krauss [Krauss, Ruth] 

writer 

USA 

Carrot Seed [1945]; Hole is to Dig [1952] 

 

Steven Kellogg [Kellogg, Steven] 

writer 

USA 

Chicken Little; Island of the Skog; Mysterious Tadpole; Pecos Bill 

 

Eric A. Kimmel [Kimmel, Eric A.]/Charles Mikolaycak [Mikolaycak, Charles] 

writer/illustrator 

USA 

Bearhead. A Russian Folktale 

 

Dick King-Smith [King-Smith, Dick] 

writer 

USA 

Babe, the Gallant Pig; Ace, the Very Important Pig; Harry's Mad 

 

Bert Kitchen [Kitchen, Bert] 

writer 

USA 

Animal Alphabet 

 

Irina Korschunow [Korschunow, Irina] 

writer 

USA 

Adam Draws Himself a Dragon 

 

William Kotzwinkle [Kotzwinkle, William] 

writer 

USA 

Leopard's Tooth 

 

Karla Kuskin [Kuskin, Karla] 

writer 

USA 

Dallas Titans Get Ready for Bed; Philharmonic Gets Dressed 

 

Andrew Lang [Lang, Andrew] 

writer 

USA 

Blue Fairy Book 

 

Nancy Larrick [Larrick, Nancy] 

editor 

USA 

Piper, Pipe that Song Again; When the Dark Comes Dancing 

 

Dennis Lee [Lee, Dennis] 

writer 

USA 

Garbage Delight; Jelly Belly 

 



Joan Levine [Levine, Joan] 

writer 

USA 

Bedtime Story 

 

Sonia Levitin [Levitin, Sonia] 

writer 

USA 

Nobody Stole the Pie 

 

Joan Lexau [Lexau, Joan] 

writer 

USA 

Benjie; Don't Be My Valentine 

 

Kenneth Lilly [Lilly, Kenneth] 

writer 

USA 

Animal Builders; Animal Climbers; Animal Jumpers; Animal Runners; Animal Swimmers 

 

Kathleen Lines [Lines, Kathleen] 

writer 

USA 

Dick Whittington and His Cat 

 

Myra Cohn Livingston [Livingston, Myra Cohn] 

writer/editor 

USA 

Earth Songs; Monkey Puzzle; Thanksgiving Poems; There Was a Place; Up in the Air 

 

Arnold Lobel [Lobel, Arnold] 

writer 

USA 

Frog and Toad Together [1972]; Mouse Tales [1972]; On Market Street [1989]; Owl at Home [1975]; Random 

House Book of Mother Goose [1986] 

He lived 1933 to 1987. 

 

Ai-Laing Louie [Louie, Ai-Laing] 

writer 

USA 

Yeh Shen 

 

Doris Lund [Lund, Doris] 

writer 

USA 

You Ought To See Herbie's House 

 

David Macaulay [Macaulay, David] 

writer 

USA 

Castle; Cathedral; City; Pyramid; Underground; Way Things Work 

 

George MacDonald [MacDonald, George] 

writer 

USA 

Princess and the Goblin 



 

Jane Mall [Mall, Jane]/Alison Herzig [Herzig, Alison] 

writer 

USA 

Thaddeus 

 

Bill Martin [Martin, Bill]/John Archambault [Archambault, John] 

writer 

USA 

Knots on a Counting Rope 

 

Toshi Maruki [Maruki, Toshi] 

writer 

Japan 

Hiroshima No Pika 

 

Bobbie Ann Mason [Mason, Bobbie Ann] 

writer 

USA 

In Country 

 

Sharon Bell Mathis [Mathis, Sharon Bell]/Diane Dillon [Dillon, Diane] 

writer/illustrator 

USA 

Hundred Penny Box 

 

Mercer Mayer [Mayer, Mercer] 

writer 

USA 

East of the Sun and West of the Moon [1980]; Liza Lou and the Yeller Belly Swamp [1980]; There's a Nightmare in 

My Closet [1990] 

He lived 1943 to ?. 

 

William Mayne [Mayne, William] 

writer 

USA 

Gideon 

 

Harry Mazer [Mazer, Harry] 

writer 

USA 

Snow-Bound 

 

Agnes McCarthy [McCarthy, Agnes] 

writer 

USA 

Room 10 

 

David McCord [McCord, David] 

writer 

USA 

One at a Time 

 

Emily Arnold McCully [McCully, Emily Arnold] 

writer 

USA 



Picnic 

 

Gerald McDermott [McDermott, Gerald] 

writer/illustrator 

USA 

Anansi the Spider; Arrow to the Sun 

 

Robin McKinley [McKinley, Robin] 

writer 

USA 

Beauty, a Retelling of the Story of Beauty and the Beast 

 

Patricia McKissack [McKissack, Patricia] 

writer 

USA 

Flossie and the Fox; Mirandy and Brother Wind 

 

Joseph McNair [McNair, Joseph] 

writer 

USA 

Commander Coatrack Returns 

 

Mary McNeer [McNeer, Mary] 

writer 

USA 

My Friend Mac 

 

David McPhail [McPhail, David] 

writer 

USA 

Bear's Toothache; Henry Bear's Park 

 

Eve Merriam [Merriam, Eve] 

writer 

USA 

Fresh Paint; Halloween ABC 

 

Margaret Miller [Miller, Margaret] 

writer 

USA 

At My House; In My Room; Me and My Clothes; Time to Eat 

 

Else Holmelund Minarik [Minarik, Else Holmelund] 

writer 

USA 

Little Bear [books]; No Fighting, No Biting 

 

Anno Mitsumasa [Mitsumasa, Anno] 

writer 

USA 

Anno's Alphabet; Anno's Counting Book 

 

Kees Moerbeek [Moerbeek, Kees] 

writer 

USA 

New at the Zoo 



 

Louise Moeri [Moeri, Louise] 

writer 

USA 

Girl Who Lived on the Ferris Wheel; Star Mother's Youngest Child; Save the Queen of Sheba 

 

Willie Morris [Morris, Willie] 

writer 

USA 

Good Old Boy 

 

Lillian Morrison [Morrison, Lillian] 

writer 

USA 

Rhythm Road 

 

Marietta Moskin [Moskin, Marietta] 

writer 

USA 

Waiting for Mama 

 

Robert Murphy [Murphy, Robert] 

writer 

USA 

Pond 

 

Shirley Rousseau Murphy [Murphy, Shirley Rousseau] 

writer 

USA 

Flight of the Fox [1983: with Don Sibley]; Valentine for a Dragon [1984: with Kay Chorao] 

 

Evaline Ness [Ness, Evaline] 

writer 

USA 

Sam, Bangs, and Moonshine 

 

Robert Newman [Newman, Robert] 

writer 

USA 

Case of the Baker Street Irregular 

 

Joan Lowery Nixon [Nixon, Joan Lowery] 

writer 

USA 

Fat Chance Claude; Other Side of Dark 

She lived 1927 to 2003. 

 

Trinka Noble [Noble, Trinka] 

writer 

USA 

Meanwhile Back at the Ranch; Day Jimmy's Boa Ate the Wash 

 

Gunilla Norris [Norris, Gunilla] 

writer 

USA 

Time for Watching 



 

Laura Numeroff [Numeroff, Laura] 

writer 

USA 

If You Give a Mouse a Cookie 

 

Zibby O'Neal [O'Neal, Zibby] 

writer 

USA 

In Summer Light; Language of Goldfish 

 

Jan Ormerod [Ormerod, Jan] 

writer 

USA 

Dad's Back; Messy Baby; Reading; Sleeping 

 

Helen Oxenbury [Oxenbury, Helen] 

writer 

USA 

All Fall Down; Clap Hands; Say Goodnight 

 

Francine Patterson [Patterson, Francine]/Ron Cohn [Cohn, Ron] 

writer/photographer 

USA 

Koko's Kitten 

 

Philippa Pearce [Pearce, Philippa] 

writer 

USA 

Tom's Midnight Garden 

 

Bill Peet [Peet, Bill] 

writer 

USA 

Cyrus the Unsinkable Sea Serpent; Wingdingdilly 

 

Barbara Ann Porte [Porte, Barbara Ann] 

writer 

USA 

Harry's Mom 

 

Alice Provenson [Provenson, Alice]/Martin Provenson [Provenson, Martin] 

writer 

USA 

Glorious Flight 

 

Bonnie Pryor [Pryor, Bonnie] 

writer 

USA 

Amanda and April 

 

Carol Ra [Ra, Carol] 

writer 

USA 

Trot Trot to Boston 

 



Mary Rayner [Rayner, Mary] 

writer 

USA 

Mr. and Mrs. Pig's Evening Out; Mrs. Pig Gets Cross 

 

Eve Rice [Rice, Eve] 

writer 

USA 

Benny Bakes a Cake; Sam Who Never Forgets 

 

Anne Rockwell [Rockwell, Anne] 

writer 

USA 

Albert B. Cub and Zebra 

 

Harlow Rockwell [Rockwell, Harlow] 

writer 

USA 

My Dentist; My Doctor; My Nursery School 

 

Pat Ross [Ross, Pat] 

writer 

USA 

M and M and the Bad News Babies 

 

Glen Rounds [Rounds, Glen] 

writer 

USA 

Old MacDonald Had a Farm 

 

Cynthia Rylant [Rylant, Cynthia] 

writer 

USA 

Henry and Mudge [series]; When I was Young in the Mountains; Missing May 

She lived 1954 to ?. 

 

Marilyn Sachs [Sachs, Marilyn] 

writer 

USA 

Bear's House; Matt's Mitt; Thunderbird 

 

Julia Sauer [Sauer, Julia] 

writer 

USA 

Mike's House 

 

Amy Schwartz [Schwartz, Amy]/Amy Hest [Hest, Amy] 

writer 

USA 

Purple Coat 

 

Ouida Sebestyen [Sebestyen, Ouida] 

writer 

USA 

Words by Heart 

 



Lore Segal [Segal, Lore] 

writer 

USA 

Tell Me a Mitzi 

 

Norma Shreve [Shreve, Norma] 

writer 

USA 

Family Secrets 

 

Uri Shulevitz [Shulevitz, Uri] 

writer 

USA 

Dawn 

 

Liesel M. Skorpen [Skorpen, Liesel M.] 

writer 

USA 

Michael; Old Arthur 

 

Jim Slater [Slater, Jim] 

writer 

USA 

Grasshopper and the Unwise Owl 

 

Jan Slepian [Slepian, Jan] 

writer 

USA 

Night of the Bozos 

 

David Small [Small, David] 

writer 

USA 

Imogene's Antlers 

 

Janice Lee Smith [Smith, Janice Lee] 

writer 

USA 

Kid Next Door and Other Headaches; Monster in the Third Dresser Drawer 

 

Zilpha Keatley Snyder [Snyder, Zilpha Keatley] 

writer 

USA 

Black and Blue Magic 

 

Donald Sobol [Sobol, Donald] 

writer 

USA 

Encyclopedia Brown [books] 

 

Peter Spier [Spier, Peter] 

writer 

USA 

Bored, Nothing To Do; Noah's Ark; Peter Spiers' Rain 

 



Pamela Stearns [Stearns, Pamela] 

writer 

USA 

Into the Painted Bear Lair 

 

John Steptoe [Steptoe, John] 

writer 

USA 

Mufaro's Beautiful Daughter; My Special Best Words; Stevie 

 

James Stevenson [Stevenson, James] 

writer 

USA 

Could Be Worse!; That Terrible Halloween Night; Wilfred the Rat 

 

Mary Stolz [Stolz, Mary] 

writer 

USA 

Emmett's Pig 

 

Glendon Swarthout [Swarthout, Glendon]/Kathryn Swarthout [Swarthout, Kathryn] 

writer 

USA 

Button Boat 

 

Hildegarde Swift [Swift, Hildegarde]/Lynd Ward [Ward, Lynd] 

writer 

USA 

Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge 

 

Joan Tate [Tate, Joan] 

writer 

USA 

Luke's Garden and Gramp 

 

Keizaburo Tejima [Tejima, Keizaburo] 

writer 

USA 

Owl Lake 

 

Ernest Thayer [Thayer, Ernest] 

writer 

USA 

Casey at the Bat 

 

Jeanne Titherington [Titherington, Jeanne] 

writer 

USA 

Place for Ben; Pumpkin, Pumpkin 

 

Wendy Tokuda [Tokuda, Wendy]/Richard Hall [Hall, Richard] 

writer 

USA 

Humphrey the Lost Whale 

 



John Rowe Townsend [Townsend, John Rowe] 

writer 

USA 

Downstream 

 

Wallace Tripp [Tripp, Wallace] 

writer 

USA 

Great Big Ugly Man Came Up and Tied His Horse to Me 

 

Brinton Turkle [Turkle, Brinton] 

writer 

USA 

Deep in the Forest; Obadiah the Bold 

 

Anne Turner [Turner, Anne] 

writer 

USA 

Street Talk 

 

Ul de Rico or Ulderico di Troppenberg [Troppenberg, Ulderico di] 

writer 

USA 

Rainbow Goblins 

 

Chris Van Allsburg [Van Allsburg, Chris] 

writer 

USA 

Jumangi; Polar Express 

 

Jean Van Leeuwen [Van Leeuwen, Jean] 

writer 

USA 

Amanda Pig [books]; Oliver Pig [books] 

 

Gabrielle Vincent [Vincent, Gabrielle] 

writer 

USA 

Merry Christmas, Ernest and Celestine 

 

Julie Vivas [Vivas, Julie] 

writer 

USA 

Nativity 

 

Bernard Waber [Waber, Bernard] 

writer 

USA 

House on East 88th Street [1973]; Ira Sleeps Over [1973] 

 

Lynd Ward [Ward, Lynd] 

writer 

USA 

Biggest Bear; Silver Pony 

 



Shigeo Watanabe [Watanabe, Shigeo] 

writer 

USA 

Daddy Play With Me; How Do I Put It On?; I Can Build a House; It's My Birthday; What a Good Lunch!; Where's 

My Daddy? 

 

Clyde Watson [Watson, Clyde]/Wendy Watson [Watson, Wendy] 

writer 

USA 

Catch Me and Kiss Me and Say It Again 

 

Joanna Cole Wexler [Wexler, Joanna Cole]/Jerome Wexler [Wexler, Jerome] 

writer 

USA 

Chick Hatches 

 

Hans Wilhelm [Wilhelm, Hans] 

writer 

USA 

I'll Always Love You 

 

Nancy Willard [Willard, Nancy] 

writer 

USA 

Visit to William Blake's Inn 

 

Margaret Willey [Willey, Margaret] 

writer 

USA 

Finding David Dolores 

 

Vera Williams [Williams, Vera] 

writer 

USA 

Chair for My Mother 

 

Jeanette Winter [Winter, Jeanette] 

writer 

USA 

Follow the Drinking Gourd 

 

Maia Wojciechowska [Wojciechowska, Maia] 

writer 

USA 

Hey, What's Wrong with This One?; Shadow of a Bull 

 

Audrey Wood [Wood, Audrey] 

writer 

USA 

Horrible Holidays 

 

Audrey Wood [Wood, Audrey]/Don Wood [Wood, Don] 

writer 

USA 

King Bidgood's in the Bathtub; Napping House 

 



Blanche Wright [Wright, Blanche] 

writer 

USA 

Real Mother Goose 

 

Patricia Wrightson [Wrightson, Patricia] 

writer 

USA 

Nargun and the Stars 

 

Jane Yolen [Yolen, Jane] 

writer 

USA 

Commander Toad in Space; Favorite Folktales from Around the World; Owl Moon; Piggins 

 

Boris Zhitkov [Zhitkov, Boris] 

writer 

USA 

How I Hunted the Little Fellows 

 

Gene Zion [Zion, Gene] 

writer 

USA 

Harry the Dirty Dog 

 

Randolph Caldecott [Caldecott, Randolph] 

writer 

England 

1876 to 1886 

Irving's Old Christmas [1876]; House that Jack Built [1878]; Diverting History of John Gilpin [1878]; Ride a 

Cockhorse to Banbury Cross; Babes in the Wood; Frog He Would A-Wooing Go; Sing a Song for Sixpence [1880] 

He lived 1846 to 1886. 

 

Beatrix Potter [Potter, Beatrix] 

writer/storyteller 

England 

1902 to 1905 

Tale of Peter Rabbit [1902]; Tale of Squirrel Nutkin [1903]; Tailor of Gloucester [1903]; Tale of Two Bad Mice 

[1904]; Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle [1905] 

She lived 1866 to 1943. 

 

Hergé or Georges Remi [Remi, Georges] 

writer 

Belgium 

1930 

Tintin [1930 on: books] 

He lived 1907 to 1983. 

 

Watty Piper [Piper, Watty] 

writer 

USA 

1930 

Little Engine That Could [1930] 

Piper was pseudonym used by Platt and Munk publishers. 

 



Jean de Brunhoff [Brunhoff, Jean de] 

writer 

France 

1931 

Story of Babar [1931] 

He lived 1899 to 1937. 

 

Marjorie Flack [Flack, Marjorie] 

writer 

USA 

1933 

Story of Ping [1933] 

She lived 1897 to 1958. 

 

Munro Leaf [Leaf, Munro] 

writer 

USA 

1936 

Story of Ferdinand [1936] 

He lived 1905 to 1976. 

 

Robert Lawson [Lawson, Robert] 

writer 

USA 

1938 to 1945 

Mr. Popper's Penguins [1938]; Rabbit Hill [1945] 

He lived 1892 to 1957. 

 

Ludwig Bemelmans [Bemelmans, Ludwig] 

writer 

France 

1939 

Madeleine [1939] 

He lived 1898 to 1962. 

 

Dubose Heyward [Heyward, Dubose] 

writer 

USA 

1939 

Country Bunny and the Little Gold Shoes [1939] 

He lived 1885 to 1940. 

 

Virginia Lee Burton [Burton, Virginia Lee] 

writer 

USA 

1939 to 1943 

Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel [1939]; Little House [1942]; Katy and the Big Snow [1943] 

She lived 1909 to 1968. 

 

Dorothy Kunhardt [Kunhardt, Dorothy] 

writer 

USA 

1940 

Pat the Bunny [1940] 

She lived 1901 to 1979. 

 



Robert McCloskey [McCloskey, Robert] 

writer 

USA 

1940 to 1952 

Lentil [1940]; Make Way for Ducklings [1941]; Blueberries for Sal [1948]; One Morning in Maine [1952]; Homer 

Price 

He lived 1914 to ?. 

 

Hans Augusto Rey [Rey, Hans Augusto] 

writer 

Germany/USA 

1941 

Curious George [1941 on: 7 books] 

He lived 1898 to 1977. Margret Rey lived 1906 to 1996. 

 

Janette S. Lowrey [Lowrey, Janette S.] 

writer 

USA 

1942 

Poky Little Puppy [1942] 

She lived 1892 to ?. 

 

Margaret Wise Brown [Brown, Margaret Wise] 

writer 

USA 

1942 to 1949 

Runaway Bunny [1942]; Noisy Book [1942]; Child's Good Night Book [1943]; Goodnight Moon [1947]; Color 

Kittens [1949] 

She lived 1910 to 1952. 

 

William Pene duBois [duBois, William Pene] 

writer 

USA 

1947 

Twenty-One Balloons [1947] 

He lived 1916 to 1993. 

 

Betty MacDonald [MacDonald, Betty]/Hilary Knight [Knight, Hilary] 

writer 

USA 

1947 

Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle [1947: books] 

Betty MacDonald lived 1908 to 1958 and wrote The Egg and I. 

 

Edward Eager [Eager, Edward]/N. M. Bodecker [Bodecker, N. M.] 

writer/illustrator 

USA 

1954 

Half Magic [1954] 

Eager lived 1911 to 1964. 

 

Taro Yashima [Yashima, Taro] or Jun Atsushi Iwamatsu [Iwamatsu, Jun Atsushi] 

writer 

Japan/USA 

1955 

Crow Boy [1955] 



He lived 1908 to 1994. 

 

Michael Bond [Bond, Michael] 

writer 

England 

1958 

Bear Called Paddington [1958] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Syd Hoff [Hoff, Syd] 

writer 

USA 

1958 to 1988 

Danny and the Dinosaur [1958]; Horse in Harry's Room [1970]; Mrs. Brice's Mice [1988] 

He lived 1912 to 2004. 

 

Bennett Cerf [Cerf, Bennett] 

writer/essayist/humorist 

USA 

1959 to 1962 

Book of Laughs [1959: humor]; Book of Riddles [1960: humor]; More Riddles [1961: humor]; Book of Animal 

Riddles [1962: humor] 

He lived 1898 to 1971. 

 

Stan Berenstain [Berenstain, Stan] 

writer 

USA 

1960 

Berenstain Bears [1960 on: books] 

He lived 1923 to 2005. 

 

Philip D. Eastman [Eastman, Philip D.] 

writer 

USA 

1960 to 1961 

Are You My Mother? [1960]; Go Dog Go [1961] 

He lived 1909 to 1986. 

 

Leo Lionni [Lionni, Leo] 

writer 

Netherlands/USA 

1960 to 1969 

Inch by Inch [1960]; Swimmy [1963]; Frederick [1967]; Alexander and the Wind-Up Mouse [1969] 

He lived 1910 to 1999. 

 

Russell Hoban [Hoban, Russell] 

writer 

USA 

1960 to 1974 

Bedtime for Frances [1960]; Bread and Jam for Frances [1964]; How Tom Beat Captain Najork and His Hired 

Sportsmen [1974] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Farley Mowat [Mowat, Farley] 

writer 

USA 



1961 

Owls in the Family [1961] 

He lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Maurice Sendak [Sendak, Maurice] 

writer 

USA 

1962 to 1981 

Chicken Soup with Rice [1962]; Where the Wild Things Are [1963]; In the Night Kitchen [1970]; Outside Over 

There [1981] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Ezra Jack Keats [Keats, Ezra Jack] 

writer 

USA 

1962 to 1987 

Snowy Day [1962]; Whistle for Willie [1964]; Regards to the Man in the Moon [1981]; Trip [1987] 

He lived 1916 to 1983. 

 

John Peterson [Peterson, John] 

writer 

USA 

1967 

Littles [1967 on: books] 

He lived 1924 to 2002. 

 

Arlene Mosel [Mosel, Arlene] 

writer 

USA 

1968 

Tikki Tikki Tembo [1968: Chinese folktale] 

 

William Steig [Steig, William] 

writer 

USA 

1969 to 1983 

Sylvester and the Magic Pebble [1969]; Amos and Boris [1971]; Real Thief [1973]; Amazing Bone [1983]; Abel's 

Island 

He lived 1907 to 2003. 

 

Fred Gwynne [Gwynne, Fred] 

writer 

USA 

1970 to 1976 

King Who Rained [1970]; Chocolate Moose for Dinner [1976] 

He lived 1926 to 1993. 

 

Judith Viorst [Viorst, Judith] 

writer 

USA 

1971 to 1979 

Tenth Good Thing about Barney [1971]; Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day [1979] 

She lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Peggy Parish [Parish, Peggy] 

writer 



USA 

1972 to 1974 

Amelia Bedelia [1972: books]; Dinosaur Time [1974: with Arnold Lobel] 

She lived 1927 to 1988. 

 

Marjorie Sharmat [Sharmat, Marjorie] 

writer 

USA 

1972 to 1980 

Nate the Great [1972 on: books]; Gila Monsters Meet You at the Airport [1980] 

She lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Doris B. Smith [Smith, Doris B.]/Mike Wimmer [Wimmer, Mike] 

writer/illustrator 

USA 

1973 

Taste of Blackberries [1973] 

 

Rosemary Wells [Wells, Rosemary] 

writer 

USA 

1973 to 1979 

Benjamin and Tulip [1973]; Morris's Disappearing Bag [1975]; Max [1979: and later books] 

She lived 1943 to ?. 

 

James Marshall [Marshall, James] 

illustrator 

USA 

1977 to 1988 

Miss Nelson Is Missing [1977]; Stupids Step Out [1978]; Three By the Sea [1981]; Miss Nelson Is Back [1982]; Fox 

and His Friends [1982]; George and Martha Back in Town [1984: books]; Three Up a Tree [1986]; Fox on the Job 

[1988] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Don Freeman [Freeman, Don] 

writer 

USA 

1978 to 1981 

Corduroy [1978]; Norman the Doorman [1981] 

He lived 1908 to 1978. 

 

Franklyn Mayer [Mayer, Franklyn] 

writer 

USA 

1980 to 1990 

Me and Caleb 

 

Jack Prelutsky [Prelutsky, Jack] 

writer 

USA 

1981 to 1988 

It's Christmas [1981]; New Kid on the Block [1984]; Read-Aloud Rhymes for the Very Young [1986]; 

Tyrannosaurus was a Beast [1988] 

He lived 1940 to ?. 

 



Joanna Cole [Cole, Joanna] 

writer 

USA 

1983 to 1988 

Best Loved Folktales of the World [1983]; Magic School Bus [1988] 

She lived 1944 to ?. 

 

Thacher Hurd [Hurd, Thacher] 

writer 

USA 

1985 

Mama Don't Allow [1985] 

 

Richard Scarry [Scarry, Richard] 

writer 

USA 

1986 to 1987 

My First Word Book [1986]; Best Music Book Ever [1987]; Things That Go [1987]; Things To Love [1987]; Busy 

Workers [1987] 

He lived 1919 to 1994. 

 

Dianne Snyder [Snyder, Dianne]/Allen Say [Say, Allen] 

writer/illustrator 

USA 

1988 

Boy of the Three-Year Nap [1988] 

 

Eric A. Kimmel [Kimmel, Eric A.] 

writer 

USA 

1989 

Hershel and the Hanukkah Goblins [1989] 

 

ARTS>Literature>History>Children>Teenage Book 

 

Dalton Trumbo [Trumbo, Dalton] 

writer 

England 

1939 

Johnny Got His Gun [1939] 

He lived 1905 to 1976. 

 

William Golding [Golding, William] 

writer 

England 

1954 

Lord of the Flies [1954] 

He lived 1911 to 1993. 

 

Susan E. Hinton [Hinton, Susan E.] 

writer 

USA 

1967 

Outsiders [1967] 

She lived 1950 to ?. 

 



K. M. Peyton [Peyton, K. M.]/Kathleen Peyton [Peyton, Kathleen]/Michael Peyton [Peyton, Michael] 

writer 

England 

1967 to 1969 

Flambards [1967: trilogy]; Edge of the Cloud [1969: book 2 of Flambards]; Flambards in Summer [1969: book 3 of 

Flambards] 

Kathleen Peyton lived 1929 to ?. Michael Peyton lived 1933 to ?. 

 

M. E. Kerr [Kerr, M. E.] or Mary James [James, Mary] or Marijane Agnes Meaker [Meaker, Marijane Agnes] 

writer 

USA 

1972 

Dinky Hocker Shoots Smack [1972] 

She lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Bette Greene [Greene, Bette] 

writer 

USA 

1973 

Summer of My German Soldier [1973] 

She lived 1934 to ?. 

 

James Collier [Collier, James]/Christopher Collier [Collier, Christopher] 

writer 

USA 

1974 

My Brother Sam Is Dead [1974] 

James Collier lived 1928 to ?. Christopher Collier lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Katherine Paterson [Paterson, Katherine] 

writer 

USA 

1977 to 1985 

Bridge to Terabithia [1977]; Great Gilly Hopkins [1978]; Jacob Have I Loved [1980]; Rebels of the Heavenly 

Kingdom [1983]; Come Sing Jimmy Jo [1985] 

He lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Louis Sachar [Sachar, Louis] 

writer 

USA 

1978 to 1998 

Sideways Stories from Wayside School [1978]; There's a Boy in the Girls' Bathroom [1990]; Holes [1998] 

He lived 1954 to ?. 

 

Walter Dean Myers [Myers, Walter Dean] 

writer 

USA 

1988 

Fallen Angels [1988]; Monster 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

JK Rowling [Rowling, JK] or Joanne Rowling [Rowling, Joanne] 

writer 

England 

1997 to 2005 



Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone or Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone [1997]; Harry Potter and the 

Chamber of Secrets [1998]; Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban [1999]; Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire 

[2000]; Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix [2003]; Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince [2005] 

She lived 1965 to ?. 

 

Virginia Euwer Wolff [Wolff, Virginia Euwer] 

writer 

USA 

1998 

Probably Still Nick Swanson [1998]; Make Lemonade; True Believer 

She lived 1937 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Literature>History>Drama 

 

Aeschylus 

playwright 

Greece 

-490 to -458 

Suppliants [-490]; Persians [-472]; Seven against Thebes [-467]; Oresteia [-458: trilogy]; Agamemnon [-458: 

Oresteia first play]; Choephoros or Libation Bearers [-458: Oresteia second play]; Eumenides or Fates [-458: Oresteia 

third play] 

He lived -525 to -456 and wrote tragedies. Perhaps, his son Ion wrote Prometheus Bound. 

 

Sophocles 

playwright 

Greece 

-450 to -406 

Ajax [-450]; Antigone [-441]; Oedipus Rex or Oedipus Tyrannus [-429]; Electra [-425 to -410]; Trachiniae or 

Women of Trachis [-425 to -410]; Philoctetes [-409]; Oedipus at Colonus [-406] 

He lived -496 to -406 and wrote tragedies. 

 

Euripedes 

playwright 

Greece 

-438 to -406 

Alcestis [-438]; Medea [-431]; Heraclidae or Descendants of Heracles [-430]; Hippolytus [-428]; Andromache [-

426]; Hecuba [-425]; Suppliants [-420]; Hercules Furens or Madness of Hercules [-420]; Electra [-417]; Trojan Women 

[-415]; Helena [-412]; Ion [-412]; Phoenician Women [-409]; Orestes [-408]; Iphigenia in Aulis [-406]; Iphigenia in 

Tauris [-406]; Bacchae [-406] 

He lived -485 to -406 and wrote tragedies. 

 

Aristophanes 

playwright 

Greece 

-423 to -411 

Clouds [-423]; Wasps [-422]; Birds [-414]; Lysistrata [-411] 

He lived -448 to -380 and wrote comedies. 

 

Menander 

playwright 

Greece 

-317 

Dyskolos or The Grouch [-317: comedy] 

He lived -342 to -291. 

 



Titus Maccius Plautus [Plautus, Titus Maccius] 

playwright 

Rome, Italy 

-205 

Swaggering Soldier [-205: comedy] 

He lived -254 to -184. 

 

Terence 

playwright 

Rome, Italy 

-162 to -160 

Eunuchus [-161]; Phormio [-161]; Adelphi [-160] 

He lived -192 to -158 and was of Scipionic Circle. 

 

Peter van Diest [Diest, Peter van] 

playwright 

Flanders 

1495 to 1518 

Elckerlijc or Everyman [1495 to 1518: morality play later translated into English] 

Perhaps, he was Petrus Dorlandus [1454 to 1507]. 

 

Lope de Vega or Phoenix of Spain or Félix Lope de Vega Carpio [Lope de Vega Carpio, Félix] 

playwright 

Spain 

1594 to 1634 

El maestro de danzar or Dance Teacher [1594: comedy]; La Arcadia [1598: pastoral romance]; La Dragontea [1598: 

poem of Sir Francis Drake's last expedition and death]; El Isidro or Isidore [1598: octosyllabic quintillas about St. 

Isidro, patron of Madrid]; La Hermosura de Angélica or Beauty of Angelica [1602: three poem books]; La viuda de 

Valencia or Valencian Widow [1611: comedy]; El perro del hortelano or Dog in the Manger [1612: comedy]; Fuente 

Ovejuna or Sheep Well [1612 to 1614: comedy]; Arte nuevo de hacer comedias en este tiempo or New Art of Making 

Comedy in this Time [1609: book]; Rimas humanas y divinas del licenciado Tomé de Burguillos or Human and Divine 

Rhymes [1634: poems] 

He lived 1562 to 1635 and wrote love and intrigue dramas {capa y espada, Lope de Vega} (cloak and sword). 

 

Francis Beaumont [Beaumont, Francis] 

playwright 

England 

1607 to 1610 

Woman Hater [1607]; Knight of the Burning Pestle [1607]; Philaster [1609: with John Fletcher]; Maid's Tragedy 

[1610: with John Fletcher] 

He lived 1584 to 1616 and worked with John Fletcher. 

 

Thomas Dekker [Dekker, Thomas] 

playwright 

England 

1608 to 1609 

Bellman of London [1608]; Gull's Hornbook [1609] 

He lived 1570 to 1632. 

 

John Fletcher [Fletcher, John] 

playwright 

England 

1609 to 1610 

Philaster [1609: with Francis Beaumont]; Maid's Tragedy [1610: with Francis Beaumont] 

He lived 1579 to 1625 and worked with Francis Beaumont. 

 



John Webster [Webster, John] 

playwright 

England 

1609 to 1613 

White Devil [1609 to 1612]; Duchess of Malfi [1612 to 1613] 

He lived 1578 to 1635. 

 

Tirso de Molina [Molina, Tirso de] or Gabriel Tellez [Tellez, Gabriel] 

playwright 

Spain 

1627 

El Burlador de Sevilla y Convidado or Rake of Seville and the Stone [1627: about Don Juan] 

He lived 1583 to 1648. Don Juan lived 1571 to 1648. 

 

Pierre Corneille [Corneille, Pierre] 

playwright 

France 

1637 

Le Cid [1637] 

He lived 1606 to 1684. 

 

Molière or Jean-Baptiste Pocquelin [Pocquelin, Jean-Baptiste] 

playwright 

France 

1658 to 1673 

Amorous Doctor [1658]; Tartuffe [1664]; Misanthrope [1666]; Doctor in Spite of Himself [1666]; Miser [1668]; 

Amphytrion [1668]; Wise Women [1669]; Le Bourgeois gentilhomme or Gentleman Bourgeois [1670]; Les Fourberies 

de Scapin or Scapin's Tricks [1671]; Le Malade Imaginaire or Imaginary Illness [1673] 

He lived 1622 to 1673. 

 

Jean Racine [Racine, Jean] 

playwright 

France 

1669 to 1691 

Britannicus [1669]; Berenice [1670]; Bajazet [1672]; Mithradate [1673]; Iphigenie en Aulide [1674]; Phaedra 

[1677]; Esther [1689]; Athalie [1691] 

He lived 1639 to 1699. 

 

William Wycherley [Wycherley, William] 

playwright 

England 

1672 

Country Wife [1672] 

He lived 1641 to 1715. 

 

William Congreve [Congreve, William] 

playwright 

England 

1700 

Way of the World [1700] 

He lived 1670 to 1729. 

 

George Farquhar [Farquhar, George] 

playwright 

England 

1706 



Recruiting Officer [1706] 

He lived 1678 to 1707. 

 

Prosper Crébillon [Crébillon, Prosper] 

playwright 

France 

1711 to 1748 

Rhadamiste et Zenobie [1711]; Catilina [1748] 

He lived 1674 to 1762. 

 

Chikamatsu Monzaemon [Monzaemon, Chikamatsu] 

playwright 

Japan 

1720 

Double Suicide [1720] 

She lived 1653 to 1725. 

 

Antoine Prévost [Prévost, Antoine] or Abbé Prévost [Prévost, Abbé] 

playwright 

France 

1731 

Manon Lescaut [1731] 

He lived 1697 to 1763. 

 

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe [Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von] 

novelist/playwright/scientist 

Germany 

1773 to 1821 

Gotz von Berlichingen [1773: play]; Sorrows of Young Werther [1774: novel]; Iphigenie auf Tauris [1787: play]; 

Romische Elegien or Roman Elegies [1790: poems]; Hermann und Dorothea [1798: poem]; Egmont [1808: play]; Faust 

[1808 to 1832: part 1 and part 2, plays]; Die Wahlverwandschaften or Elective Affinities [1809: novel]; Aus meinem 

Leben: Dichtung und Wahrheit or Out of My Life: Poetry and Truth [1811 to 1813: poems]; Wilhelm Meisters 

Lehrjahre or Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship [1821: novel]; Metamorphosis of Plants [1790: nonfiction book]; 

Theory of Colors [1810: nonfiction book]; Italienische Reise or Italian Journey [1817: nonfiction book] 

He lived 1749 to 1832 and wrote about strong emotions {sturm und drang}. He studied color contrast effects 

{Goethe's shadows} and biology. Living things have repeated parts with similar structures. Leaf is basic plant form, 

and other plant parts are leaf variations. Skulls evolved from vertebrae. 

Metaphysics 

Nature is a living whole, a unity manifesting God. All transitory things are but symbols. Things have archetypes or 

beginning forms {Ur, Goethe}. 

 

Pierre de Beaumarchais [Beaumarchais, Pierre de] or Pierre-Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais [Beaumarchais, 

Pierre-Augustin Caron de] 

playwright 

France 

1775 to 1784 

Barber of Seville [1775]; Marriage of Figaro [1784] 

He lived 1732 to 1799. 

 

Richard Sheridan [Sheridan, Richard] 

playwright 

England 

1777 

School for Scandal [1777] 

He lived 1751 to 1816. 

 



Alfred de Musset [Musset, Alfred de] 

playwright 

France 

1833 to 1837 

Moods of Marianne [1833]; Fantasio [1834]; Don't Play with Love [1834]; Lorenzaccio [1834]; Caprice [1837] 

He lived 1810 to 1857. 

 

Georg Büchner [Büchner, Georg] 

playwright 

Germany 

1834 to 1835 

Woyzeck [1834]; Lenz [1835] 

He lived 1813 to 1837. 

 

Nikolai Gogol [Gogol, Nikolai] 

novelist/playwright/essayist 

Russia 

1836 to 1842 

Inspector-General [1836: play]; Dead Souls [1842: novel]; Shinel or The Overcoat [1842: story] 

He lived 1809 to 1852. 

 

Henrik Ibsen [Ibsen, Henrik] 

playwright 

Norway 

1875 to 1899 

Peer Gynt [1875]; Doll's House [1879]; Enemy of the People [1882]; Wild Duck [1884]; Hedda Gabler [1890]; 

Master Builder [1892]; When We Dead Awaken [1899] 

He lived 1828 to 1906. 

 

August Strindberg [Strindberg, August] 

playwright/novelist 

Sweden 

1887 to 1907 

Father [1887]; Miss Julie [1888]; Inferno [1894]; Son of a Servant [1896]; Dream Play [1907] 

He lived 1849 to 1912. 

 

Anton Chekhov [Chekhov, Anton] 

playwright 

Russia 

1890 to 1904 

Boor [1890]; Sea Gull [1896]; Uncle Vanya [1899]; Three Sisters [1901]; Cherry Orchard [1904] 

He lived 1860 to 1904 and wrote in Realistic style. 

 

Arthur W. Pinaro [Pinaro, Arthur W.] 

playwright 

England 

1891 to 1900 

Times [1891]; Second Mrs. Tanqueray [1893]; Trelawny of the Wells [1900]; Gay Lord Quex [1900] 

He lived 1855 to 1934. 

 

Maurice Maeterlinck [Maeterlinck, Maurice] 

playwright/essayist 

Belgium 

1892 to 1909 

Pelléas et Mélisande [1892]; Monna Vanna [1902]; Bluebird [1909] 

He lived 1862 to 1949. 



 

George Bernard Shaw [Shaw, George Bernard] 

playwright 

England 

1897 to 1925 

Devil's Disciple [1897]; Candida [1898]; Caesar and Cleopatra [1901]; Man and Superman [1903: includes the scene 

Don Juan in Hell]; Major Barbara [1905]; Doctor's Dilemma [1906]; Androcles and the Lion [1913]; Pygmalion 

[1916]; Heartbreak House [1919]; Back to Methuselah [1921]; Arms and the Man [1924]; Saint Joan [1925] 

He lived 1856 to 1950. 

 

Edmond Rostand [Rostand, Edmond] 

playwright 

France 

1898 

Chanticleer; Cyrano de Bergerac [1898] 

He lived 1868 to 1918 and was Romantic. 

 

James Barrie [Barrie, James] 

playwright 

Scotland 

1902 to 1908 

Admirable Crichton [1902]; Peter Pan [1904]; What Every Woman Knows [1908] 

He lived 1860 to 1937. 

 

Maxim Gorky [Gorky, Maxim] or Alexander Peshkov [Peshkov, Alexander] 

storyteller/playwright/novelist 

Russia 

1902 to 1913 

Twenty-six Men and a Girl [1899: story]; Foma Gordeyev or Gordeyev Family [1899: novel]; Chelkash [1895: 

story]; Decadence [1902: play]; Lower Depths [1902: play]; Malva [1906: story]; Mother [1906: novel]; Life of Klim 

Samgin [1925 to 1936: novels]; My Childhood [1913: biography] 

He lived 1868 to 1936. 

 

Edward Dunsany [Dunsany, Edward] 

playwright 

England 

1906 to 1918 

Time and the Gods [1906]; Land That Time Forgot [1918] 

He lived 1878 to 1957. 

 

John Millington Synge [Synge, John Millington] 

playwright 

Ireland 

1907 

Playboy of the Western World [1907] 

He lived 1871 to 1909. 

 

John Drinkwater [Drinkwater, John] 

playwright/poet 

England 

1913 to 1922 

Georgian Poetry [1913 to 1915: poems]; Rebellion [1914: play]; Preludes [1921 to 1922: poems] 

He lived 1882 to 1937. 

 

Rabindranath Tagore [Tagore, Rabindranath] 

playwright 



India 

1913 to 1930 

Gardener [1913: play]; King of the Dark Chamber [1914: play]; Religion of Man [1930: essay] 

He lived 1861 to 1941. 

 

Samuel N. Behrman [Behrman, Samuel N.] 

playwright 

USA 

1914 

Destroyer [1914] 

He lived 1893 to 1973. 

 

James Joyce [Joyce, James] 

novelist/playwright 

Ireland 

1914 to 1939 

Dubliners [1914: play]; Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man [1915: novel]; Ulysses [1914 to 1922: novel]; 

Finnegan's Wake [1939: novel] 

He lived 1882 to 1941. 

 

Akutagawa Ryunosuke [Ryunosuke, Akutagawa] 

writer 

Japan 

1915 

Rashomon [1915] 

He lived 1892 to 1927. 

 

Luigi Pirandello [Pirandello, Luigi] 

playwright 

Italy 

1917 to 1932 

Right You Are If You Think So [1917 and 1922]; Six Characters in Search of an Author [1925]; As You Desire Me 

[1932] 

He lived 1867 to 1936. 

 

Ernst Toller [Toller, Ernst] 

playwright 

Germany 

1919 

Letters from Prison [1919] 

He lived 1893 to 1939. 

 

Eugene O'Neill [O'Neill, Eugene] 

playwright 

USA 

1922 to 1953 

Hairy Ape [1922]; Great God Brown [1926]; Strange Interlude [1928]; Desire under the Elms [1931]; Mourning 

Becomes Electra [1931]; Emperor Jones [1933]; Ice Man Cometh [1939]; Long Day's Journey into Night [1940]; 

Touch of the Poet [1953] 

He lived 1888 to 1953. 

 

Sean O'Casey [O'Casey, Sean] 

playwright 

Ireland 

1924 to 1956 



Juno and the Paycock [1924: play]; Plough and the Stars [1926: play]; Within the Gates [1934: play]; Mirror in My 

House [1956: autobiography] 

He lived 1880 to 1964. 

 

Arthur Schnitzler [Schnitzler, Arthur] 

playwright 

Germany 

1926 

Traumnovelle or Dream Story [1926] 

He lived 1862 to 1931. 

 

Archibald Macleish [Macleish, Archibald] 

playwright 

USA 

1926 to 1952 

End of the World [1926: poem]; Ars Poetica [1926: book]; J. B. [1952: poem play] 

He lived 1892 to 1982. 

 

Thorton Wilder [Wilder, Thorton] 

playwright/novelist 

USA 

1928 to 1943 

Bridge of San Luis Rey [1928: novel]; Our Town [1938: play]; Matchmaker [1938: play]; Skin of Our Teeth [1943: 

play] 

He lived 1897 to 1975. 

 

Noel Coward [Coward, Noel] 

playwright 

England 

1930 to 1939 

Private Lives [1930]; Dinner at Eight [1933]; Private Lives [1934]; Topper [1937]; Man Who Came to Dinner 

[1939] 

He lived 1899 to 1973. 

 

Moss Hart [Hart, Moss] 

playwright 

USA 

1930 to 1959 

Once in a Lifetime [1930: play, with Kaufman]; Act One [1959: autobiography] 

He lived 1904 to 1961. 

 

George S. Kaufman [Kaufman, George S.] 

playwright 

USA 

1931 to 1936 

Butter and Egg Man [1925]; Of Thee I Sing [1931: with Morrie Ryskind]; You Can't Take It with You [1935: with 

Moss Hart]; Stage Door [1936: with Edna Ferber] 

He lived 1889 to 1961. 

 

Clifford Odets [Odets, Clifford] 

playwright 

USA 

1933 to 1950 

Awake and Sing [1933]; Waiting for Lefty [1935]; Golden Boy [1937]; Country Girl [1950] 

He lived 1906 to 1963. 

 



Maxwell Anderson [Anderson, Maxwell] 

playwright 

USA 

1935 

Elizabeth the Queen [1930]; Winterset [1935]; What Price Glory [1935]; High Tor [1937] 

He lived 1888 to 1959. 

 

Berthold Brecht [Brecht, Berthold] 

playwright 

Germany 

1936 to 1941 

Threepenny Opera [1928]; Mother Courage [1941]; Good Woman of Setzuan [1943]; Galileo [1943] 

He lived 1898 to 1956. 

 

Jean Giraudoux [Giraudoux, Jean] 

playwright 

France 

1937 

Electre [1937] 

He lived 1882 to 1944. 

 

Robert Sherwood [Sherwood, Robert] 

playwright 

USA 

1938 

Abe Lincoln in Illinois [1938]; Petrified Forest 

He lived 1896 to 1955. 

 

Rodolfo Usigli [Usigli, Rodolfo] 

playwright 

Latin America 

1938 

Gesticulator [1938] 

He lived 1905 to 1979. 

 

Lillian Hellman [Hellman, Lillian] 

playwright 

USA 

1939 

Little Foxes [1939] 

She lived 1905 to 1984. 

 

Rachel de Queiroz [Queiroz, Rachel de] 

novelist/playwright 

Brazil 

1939 to 1967 

Three Marias [1939: novel]; Metonymy or Husband's Revenge [1967: story] 

She lived 1910 to 2003 and wrote in Portuguese. 

 

Jean Anouilh [Anouilh, Jean] 

playwright 

France 

1942 to 1959 

Antigone [1942]; La Valse des Toréadors or Waltz of the Toreadors [1952]; Becket [1959] 

He lived 1910 to 1987. 

 



Mary Chase [Chase, Mary] 

playwright 

USA 

1944 

Harvey [1944] 

She lived 1907 to 1981. 

 

Tennessee Williams [Williams, Tennessee] 

playwright 

USA 

1945 to 1964 

Glass Menagerie [1945]; Summer and Smoke [1948]; Rose Tattoo [1950]; Camino Real [1953]; Cat on a Hot Tin 

Roof [1954]; Streetcar Named Desire [1955]; Sweet Bird of Youth [1962]; Night of the Iguana [1964] 

He lived 1911 to 1983. 

 

Eric Bentley [Bentley, Eric] 

novelist 

USA 

1946 to 1965 

Playwright as Thinker [1946]; Life of the Drama [1964]; Bentley on Brecht [1965] 

He lived 1916 to ?. 

 

Christopher Fry [Fry, Christopher] 

playwright 

England 

1948 to 1949 

Lady's Not for Burning [1948]; Venus Observed [1949] 

He lived 1907 to 2004. 

 

Terence Rattigan [Rattigan, Terence] 

playwright 

England 

1948 to 1965 

Winslow Boy [1948]; Browning Version [1951]; Separate Tables [1954]; VIP's [1963]; Yellow Rolls-Royce [1965] 

He lived 1911 to 1977. 

 

Ugo Betti [Betti, Ugo] 

playwright 

Italy 

1949 

Queen and the Rebels [1949] 

He lived 1892 to 1953. 

 

Garson Kanin [Kanin, Garson] 

playwright 

USA 

1949 to 1950 

Adam's Rib [1949]; Born Yesterday [1950] 

He lived 1912 to 1999. 

 

Eugene Ionesco [Ionesco, Eugene] 

playwright 

Romania/France 

1949 to 1960 

Bald Soprano [1949]; Rhinoceros [1960] 

He lived 1912 to 1994. 



 

Arthur Miller [Miller, Arthur] 

playwright 

USA 

1949 to 1968 

Death of a Salesman [1949]; Crucible [1953]; View from the Bridge [1955]; Price [1968] 

He lived 1915 to 2005. 

 

Peter Weiss [Weiss, Peter] 

playwright 

Germany 

1950 to 1964 

Der Turm or The Tower [1950]; Persecution and Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat as Performed by the Inmates of 

the Asylum of Charenton Under the Direction of the Marquis de Sade [1964] 

He lived 1916 to 1982. 

 

William Carlos Williams [Williams, William Carlos] 

poet/playwright 

USA 

1951 

Farmer's Daughter [1951: play] 

He lived 1883 to 1963. 

 

Samuel Beckett [Beckett, Samuel] 

playwright 

France 

1952 to 1953 

End Game [1952]; Waiting for Godot [1953] 

He lived 1906 to 1989 and wrote theater of the absurd. 

 

William Inge [Inge, William] 

playwright 

USA 

1952 to 1958 

Come Back, Little Sheba [1952]; Bus Stop [1955]; Picnic [1955]; Dark at the Top of the Stairs [1958] 

He lived 1913 to 1973. 

 

Robert W. Anderson [Anderson, Robert W.] 

playwright 

USA 

1953 

Tea and Sympathy [1953] 

He lived 1917 to ?. 

 

Peter Shaffer [Shaffer, Peter] 

playwright/novelist 

England 

1954 to 1959 

Salt Land [1954]; Balance of Terror [1957]; Five Finger Exercise [1959] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Paddy Chayefsky [Chayefsky, Paddy] 

playwright 

USA 

1956 

Marty [1956] 



He lived 1923 to 1981. 

 

Friedrich Durrenmatt [Durrenmatt, Friedrich] 

playwright 

Switzerland 

1956 to 1962 

Der Besuch der alten Dame or Old Woman's Visit [1956]; Physicists [1962] 

He lived 1921 to 1990. 

 

Jean Genet [Genet, Jean] 

playwright 

France 

1959 

Our Lady of the Flowers [1959]; Blacks 

He lived 1910 to 1986. 

 

Lorraine Hansberry [Hansberry, Lorraine] 

playwright 

USA 

1959 

Raisin in the Sun [1959] 

She lived 1930 to 1965. 

 

Ben Hecht [Hecht, Ben] 

playwright 

USA 

1959 

Ten Commandments [1959] 

He lived 1894 to 1964. 

 

Arthur L. Kopit [Kopit, Arthur L.] 

playwright 

USA 

1960 

Phantom [1960]; Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mamma's Hung You in the Closet and I'm Feelin' So Sad [1967] 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Harold Pinter [Pinter, Harold] 

playwright 

England 

1961 

Birthday Party [1961] 

He lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Edward Albee [Albee, Edward] 

playwright 

USA 

1961 to 1980 

American Dream [1961]; Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf [1962]; Zoo Story [1980] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Robert Bolt [Bolt, Robert] 

playwright 

England 

1962 

Man for All Seasons [1962] 



He lived 1924 to 1995. 

 

William Gibson [Gibson, William] 

playwright 

USA 

1962 

Miracle Worker [1962] 

He lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Brendan Behan [Behan, Brendan] 

playwright/novelist 

Ireland 

1962 to 1964 

Island [1962]; New York [1964] 

He lived 1923 to 1964. 

 

Martin Duberman [Duberman, Martin] 

playwright 

USA 

1964 

In White America [1964] 

He lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Rolf Hochhuth [Hochhuth, Rolf] 

playwright 

Germany 

1964 

Deputy [1964] 

He lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Leroi Jones [Jones, Leroi] or Amiri Baraka [Baraka, Amiri] 

playwright/poet 

USA 

1964 

Preface to a Twenty Volume Suicide Note [1961: poems] 

He lived 1934 to ?. 

 

John Osborne [Osborne, John] 

playwright 

England 

1964 

Look Back in Anger [1956]; Luther [1964] 

He lived 1929 to 1994. 

 

Frank D. Gilroy [Gilroy, Frank D.] 

playwright 

USA 

1965 

Subject Was Roses [1965] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Tom Stoppard [Stoppard, Tom] 

playwright 

England 

1967 

Rosencranz and Guildenstern are Dead [1967] 



He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Ruth Jhabvala [Jhabvala, Ruth] 

playwright 

Germany 

1970 to 1974 

Bombay Talkie [1970]; Heat and Dust [1974] 

She lived 1931 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Literature>History>Novel 

 

Papyrus Ebers 

writer 

Thebes, Egypt 

-1552 

Papyrus Ebers [-1550: written in hieratic by priest] 

It is about Egyptian medicine. 

 

Sin-leqi-unninni 

priest 

Sumer 

-1400 

Epic of Gilgamesh [-1400: contains flood story] 

He revised previous version [-1600]. Gilgamesh was ruler of Uruk. 

 

Book of the Dead 

writer 

Egypt 

-1240 

Book of the Dead [-1240: including Papyrus of Ani] 

18th or 19th Dynasty scrolls used stripped and crossed papyrus reeds. 

 

Enuma Elish 

writer 

Babylonia 

-1200 to -1100 

Enuma Elish or Epic of Creation [-1200 to -1100: Creation story is in Akkadian on seven clay tablets] 

 

Aesop 

storyteller 

Greece 

-600 to -560 

Aesop's Fables [-600 to -560: more than 500 stories about animals or people with morals]; Androcles and the Lion; 

Fox and the Grapes; Lion And His Councilors; Goose That Laid A Golden Egg; Oak And The Reeds; Boy Who Cried 

Wolf; Wolf and the Lamb; Lion and the Hare; Lion and the Mouse; Stargazer or The Astronomer 

He lived -620 to -560. 

 

Demosthenes 

orator 

Greece 

-351 to -330 

Philippics or Tirades [-351: orations]; Olynthiacs or Political Speeches [-349: orations]; On the Peace [-346: 

oration]; On the False Legation [-343: oration]; On the Crown [-330: oration] 

He lived -384 to -322. 

 



Literary criticism 

critic 

Alexandria, Egypt 

-300 to -100 

Literary criticism began. 

 

Theocritus 

writer 

Greece 

-250 

Fifteenth Idyll [-250] 

He lived -300 to -250. 

 

Augustan Age 

literary school 

Rome, Italy 

-27 to 14 

Group included Ovid, Virgil, and Horace. 

 

Petronius Arbiter or Titus Petronius Arbiter [Petronius Arbiter, Titus] 

novelist 

Rome, Italy 

62 to 65 

Satyricon [62 to 65] 

He lived 27 to 66. 

 

Pliny the Elder or Caius Plinius Caecilius [Caecilius, Caius Plinius] 

essayist/biologist 

Rome, Italy 

77 

Natural History [77] 

He lived 23 to 79. 

 

Martial or Marcus Valerius Martialis [Martialis, Marcus Valerius] 

writer 

Rome, Italy 

86 to 103 

Epigrams [86 to 103] 

He lived 40 to 110. 

 

Juvenal or Decimus Junius Juvenalis [Juvenalis, Decimus Junius] 

essayist 

Rome, Italy 

100 to 127 

Satires [100 to 127: Satires 1 through 16] 

He lived 55 to 127. 

 

Pliny the Younger or Gaius Plinius Caecilius Secundus [Plinius Caecilius Secundus, Gaius] 

essayist 

Rome, Italy 

111 to 113 

Letters [111 to 113: letters to Trajan and Tacitus, the historian, including Letter Concerning the Christian Problem] 

He lived 62 to 115. 

 

Apuleius or Lucius Apuleius of Madura [Apuleius of Madura, Lucius] 

writer 



Rome, Italy 

161 to 170 

Apologies [161]; Golden Ass or The Metamorphoses or Transformations of Lucius [170] 

He lived 124 to 170. 

 

Padma Sambhava 

writer/missionary 

India/Tibet 

750 to 760 

Tibetan Book of the Dead or Bardo Thodol or Bardo Thotrol [1300 to 1400] 

He lived 717 to 762 and was Tantric Buddhist missionary. 

 

Sei Shonagon [Shonagon, Sei] 

essayist 

Japan 

996 

Pillow Book [996: about court life in Heian Japan] 

She lived 966 to 1017. 

 

Murasaki Shikibu [Shikibu, Murasaki] 

novelist 

Kyoto, Japan 

1008 to 1015 

Tale of Genji [1008 to 1015: about Heian Japan court life] 

She lived 973 to 1015 or 1025 and was at court. 

 

Shi Nai'an [Nai'an, Shi] or Shi Naian [Naian, Shi]/Luo Guanzhong or Luo Daobun or Lo Kuan-chung 

novelist 

China 

1100 to 1200 

Water Margin or Outlaws of the Marsh or All Men Are Brothers or Shui Hu Chuan [1100 to 1200: about outlaws of 

Mount Liang] 

Nai'an lived 1296 to 1370. Guanzhong lived 1330 to 1400. 

 

Zhu Xi or Chu Hsi 

writer 

China 

1160 to 1190 

He lived 1130 to 1200 and encouraged footbinding and small feet. 

 

Andreas Capellanus [Capellanus, Andreas] or Andreas Capella [Capella, Andreas] 

essayist 

Europe 

1174 to 1186 

Art of Courtly Love [1174 to 1186: essay] 

He lived 1140 to 1200. Capellanus means Chaplain. At the Countess' request, he described courtly love and its 

speaking and acting rules in Eleanor of Aquitaine's court. Her daughter was Countess Maria of Troyes [1170 to 1174]. 

 

Reynard the Fox 

storyteller 

Alsace-Lorraine, France 

1175 to 1250 

Reynard the Fox or Roman de Renart [1175 to 1250: French stories]; Historie of Reynart the Foxe [1481: in English] 

It satirizes upper classes. 

 



Wang Shifu 

writer 

China 

1295 to 1307 

Romance of the Western Chamber or Story of the Western Wing or Hsi Hsiang Chi [1295 to 1307] 

He lived 1250 to 1300. 

 

Brother Ugolino [Ugolino, Brother] 

writer 

Naples, Italy 

1327 to 1342 

Little Flowers of St. Francis or Fioretti [1327 to 1342: Latin original] 

He lived 1262 to 1348. He wrote original Latin version, which is lost. Somebody wrote the Italian version in 

Tuscany [1400]. Stories about Francis of Assisi say he preached to birds and tamed wolf by his gentleness. 

 

Luo Guanzhong or Lo Kuan-chung 

novelist 

China 

1360 

Romance of the Three Kingdoms [1360: about war adventures] 

He lived 1330 to 1400. 

 

Arabian Nights 

writer 

Cairo, Egypt/Baghdad, Iraq 

1400 to 1500 

Arabian Nights or Thousand and One Nights [1400 to 1500: stories translated by Richard Francis Burton in 1850 as 

The Book of the Thousand Nights and a Night]; Story of King Shahryar and His Brother; Tale of the Bull and the Ass; 

Fisherman and the Jinni; Tale of the Ensorceled Prince; Porter and the Three Ladies of Baghdad; First Kalandar's Tale; 

Second Kalandar's Tale; Third Kalandar's Tale; Eldest Lady's Tale; Tale of the Three Apples; Tale of Nur al-Din Ali 

and his son Badr al-Din Hasan; City of Many-Columned Iram and Abdullah Son of Abi Kilabah; Sweep and the Noble 

Lady; Man Who Stole the Dish of Gold Wherein the Dog Ate; Ruined Man Who Became Rich Again through a Dream; 

Ebony Horse; Angel of Death with the Proud and the Devout Man; Sindbad the Seaman and Sindbad the Landsman; 

First Voyage of Sindbad the Seaman; Second Voyage of Sindbad the Seaman; Third Voyage of Sindbad the Seaman; 

Fourth Voyage of Sindbad the Seaman; Fifth Voyage of Sindbad the Seaman; Sixth Voyage of Sindbad the Seaman; 

Seventh Voyage of Sindbad the Seaman; Lady and Her Five Suitors; Khalifah the Fisherman of Baghdad; Abu Kir the 

Dyer and Abu Sir the Barber; Sleeper and the Waker; Story of the Larrikin and the Cook; Aladdin or The Wonderful 

Lamp; Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves [in which woodcutter says "open sesame" to open cave]; Conclusion. 

Tales are about Baghdad court of Abbasid Caliph Harun al-Rashid. Shahyrar, King of India, marries a girl each day 

and beheads her the next until Scheherazade, his vizier's daughter, begins to tell stories each night, always never 

revealing climax until next day. After a thousand and one nights, king relents. Stories feature djin and ghuls. 

Mas'udi mentions her [944]. The Fihrist [987] says she was in the Hezar Afsan (Thousand Tales) of Princess Homai, 

Artaxerxes I's daughter. 

 

Compagnie Teatrale della Calza 

club 

Venice, Italy 

1400 to 1500 

Private theater clubs used different colored stockings {calze}. 

 

Tochihuitzin Coyolchiuhqui [Coyolchiuhqui, Tochihuitzin] 

writer 

Mexico 

1450 to 1480 

Cantares Mexicanos or Songs of the Aztecs [1450 to 1480] 

He lived ? to 1481, was señor de Mexicaltzinco, and was son of Itzcoatl, ruler of Teotlaltzinco. 



 

Fernando de Rojas [Rojas, Fernando de] 

writer 

Spain 

1499 

La Celestina or Celestina [1499] 

He lived 1465 to 1541. 

 

Baldassare Castiglione [Castiglione, Baldassare] 

essayist 

Italy 

1514 

Il Libro del Cortegiano or Book of the Courtier [1514: essay] 

He lived 1478 to 1529. Respect and worship of women have rules of conduct. 

 

François Rabelais [Rabelais, François] 

novelist 

France 

1533 

Gargantua and Pantagruel [1533] 

He lived 1494 to 1553. 

 

Lazarillo de Tormes 

writer 

Spain 

1554 

Life of Lazarillo de Tormes and of His Fortunes and Adversities [1554] 

Spanish Inquisition banned the first picaresque novel. 

 

Popol Vuh 

writer 

Mexico 

1554 to 1558 

Popol Vuh or Council Book or Book of the Community [1554 to 1558: Maya genealogy and creation myth] 

It is in Quiché language. 

 

Giovanni della Casa [Casa, Giovanni della] 

writer 

Italy 

1558 

Il Galateo [1558] 

He lived 1503 to 1556. Gentleman has good manners. 

 

Codex Chimalpopoca 

book 

Mexico 

1570 to 1588 

Anales de Cuauhtitlan or Annals of Cuauhtitlan [1570: translated to Spanish]; Leyenda de los Soles or Legend of the 

Suns [1558: translated to Spanish] 

They are in Nahuatl. Aztecs [1350] and then Spanish [1430] destroyed most texts of Nahua. 

 

Wang Shih-cheng 

writer 

China 

1580 

Golden Lotus [1580: Ming Dynasty novel] 



He lived ? to 1593. 

 

Miguel Cervantes [Cervantes, Miguel] 

novelist 

Spain 

1585 to 1615 

La Galatea or Galatea [1585]; Don Quixote de la Mancha [1605 and 1615: mock epic novel] 

He lived 1547 to 1616. 

 

Wu Cheng'en 

novelist 

China 

1590 to 1600 

Journey to the West or Westward Journey or Monkey King [1590 to 1600: The monk Xuanzang travels westward to 

find Buddhist writings] 

He lived 1506 to 1582. 

 

Lanling Xiaoxiao Sheng 

writer 

China 

1617 

Plum in the Golden Vase or Chin P'ing Mei or Jin Ping Mei or Golden Lotus [1617: realistic] 

Lanling Xiaoxiao Sheng is pseudonym for a late-Ming-Dynasty writer. 

 

Francisco Quevedo y Villegas [Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco] 

writer 

Spain 

1626 to 1627 

Historia de la vida del Buscón or History of the Life of Buscon [1626: novel]; Los sueños or Visions [1627: satire] 

He lived 1580 to 1645. 

 

Li Yü 

writer 

China 

1634 

Jou Pu Tuan or Prayer Mat of Flesh [1634] 

He lived 1611 to 1680. 

 

François Duc de la Rochefoucauld [Rochefoucauld, François Duc de la] 

essayist 

France 

1665 

Maxims [1665: epigrams] 

He lived 1613 to 1680. 

 

Marie Madeleine de la Fayette [Fayette, Marie Madeleine de la] or Marie Madeleine Pioche de la Vergne, 

Comtesse de La Fayette [Fayette, Marie Madeleine Pioche de la Vergne, Comtesse de La] 

writer 

France 

1670 

Zayde [1670] 

She lived 1634 to 1693. 

 

Ihara Saikaku [Saikaku, Ihara] 

storyteller/poet 

Japan 



1670 to 1690 

Koshoku Ichidai Onna or Life of an Amorous Woman [1670 to 1690: humorous] 

He lived 1642 to 1693 and wrote in popular form {ukiyozoshi, Saikaku}. 

 

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle [Fontenelle, Bernard le Bovier de] 

essayist 

Paris, France 

1686 

Entretiens sur la pluralité des mondes or Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds [1686: essays] 

He lived 1657 to 1757 and wrote essays and operas. 

 

Jean de La Bruyere [La Bruyere, Jean de] 

essayist 

France 

1688 

Les Caracteres or Characters [1688: essay] 

He lived 1645 to 1696. 

 

Jean de la Fontaine [Fontaine, Jean de la] 

poet/storyteller 

France 

1688 to 1693 

Fables [1668 to 1693] 

He lived 1621 to 1695. 

 

scholarly journal 

journalist 

France 

1695 

First scholarly journal began. 

 

femme savantes 

club 

Paris, France 

1700 

Anne Lefebvre (Dacier) lived 1647 to 1720 and was the first {femme savante}. 

 

Alain-Rene LeSage [LeSage, Alain-Rene] 

writer 

France 

1700 to 1730 

Gil Blas [1700 to 1730: stories] 

He lived 1668 to 1747. 

 

Cao Xueqin or Ts'ao Chan [Chan Ts'ao] or Cao Xue Qin or Cao Zhan [Zhan, Cao] or Chan Tsao or Tsao Chan 

[Chan Tsao] or Ts'ao Hsueh-ch'in 

novelist 

China 

1763 

Dream of the Red Chamber or Red Chamber Dream or A Dream of Red Mansions or The Story of the Stone or 

Honglou Meng or Hung lou meng [1763: autobiographical epic novel about a family] 

He lived 1715 to 1763. 

 

Carlo Goldoni [Goldoni, Carlo] 

writer 

Italy 



1777 

Il Mondo della luna or World of the Moon [1777: music by Joseph Haydn] 

He lived 1707 to 1793. He wrote operas with Baldassare Galuppi. 

 

Johann Peter Eckermann [Eckermann, Johann Peter] 

essayist 

Germany 

1781 to 1783 

Gespräche mit Goethe or Conversations with Goethe or Conversations of Eckermann [1836 and 1848] 

He lived 1792 to 1854. 

 

Baron Munchausen [Munchausen, Baron] 

essayist 

Germany 

1781 to 1783 

Tales [1781 to 1783] 

He lived 1720 to 1797 and wrote about travel. 

 

Choderlos de Laclos [Laclos, Choderlos de] 

writer 

France 

1782 

Les Liaisons dangereuses or Dangerous Liaisons [1782] 

He lived 1741 to 1803. 

 

Johann Paul Friedrich Richter [Richter, Johann Paul Friedrich] or Jean Paul [Paul, Jean] 

novelist 

Germany 

1796 

Hesperus [1795]; Leben des Quintus Fixlein or Life of Quintus Fixlein [1796: fantasy novel]; Siebenkas or 

Sevencheese [1796: fantasy novel]; Titan [1803]; Flegeljahre or Lout Years [1805] 

He lived 1763 to 1825. 

 

François de Chateaubriand [Chateaubriand, François de] 

novelist 

France 

1802 

Genius of Christianity [1802: novel]; Atala [1802: story in The Genius of Christianity]; René [1802: story in The 

Genius of Christianity] 

He lived 1768 to 1848. 

 

Germaine de Stael [Stael, Germaine de] 

essayist/novelist 

France 

1802 to 1813 

Delphine [1802: novel]; Corinne [1807: novel]; De l'Allemagne or On Germany [1810 to 1813: essays] 

She lived 1766 to 1817. 

 

Wilhelm Grimm [Grimm, Wilhelm]/Jacob Grimm [Grimm, Jacob] 

storyteller 

Germany 

1812 

Children's and Household Tales [1812: story collection] 

The Brothers Grimm wrote fairy tales. Jacob lived 1785 to 1863. Wilhelm lived 1786 to 1859. 

 



Ernst T. A. Hoffman [Hoffman, Ernst T. A.] 

storyteller 

Germany 

1816 

Nutcracker and the Mouse King [1816: story]; Sandman [1816: story] 

He lived 1776 to 1822. 

 

Prosper Merimée [Merimée, Prosper] 

storyteller/playwright 

France 

1825 to 1840 

Le Théâtre de Clara Gazul [1825: play]; Colomba [1840: story] 

He lived 1803 to 1870. 

 

Friedrich Holderlin [Holderlin, Friedrich] 

writer 

Germany 

1826 

Essays and Letters on Theory [1826] 

He lived 1770 to 1843. 

 

Victor Hugo [Hugo, Victor] 

novelist 

France 

1830 to 1866 

Hernani [1830]; Hunchback of Notre Dame [1831]; La Legends des Siècles or Legends of the Centuries [1859 to 

1883: stories]; Les Misérables or Poor People or Unfortunates [1862]; Toilers of the Sea [1866] 

He lived 1802 to 1885. 

 

Stendhal or Henri Beyle [Beyle, Henri] 

novelist 

France 

1831 to 1839 

Red and the Black [1831]; Charterhouse of Parma [1839] 

He lived 1783 to 1842. 

 

Alexandre Dumas (père) [Dumas (père), Alexandre] 

novelist 

France 

1832 to 1850 

La Tour de Nesle or Tower of Nesle [1832]; Count of Monte Cristo [1844]; Three Musketeers [1844]; Man in the 

Iron Mask [1850] 

He lived 1802 to 1870. 

 

George Sand [Sand, George] or Amandine Aurore Lucie Dupin [Dupin, Amandine Aurore Lucie] 

novelist 

France 

1832 to 1864 

Indiana [1832]; Un hiver à Majorque or Winter in Majorca [1838: essay]; Haunted Pool [1846]; Fanchon the Cricket 

[1864] 

She lived 1804 to 1876. 

 

Angel Rivas [Rivas, Angel] or Angel de Saavedra, Duque de Rivas [Rivas, Angel de Saavedra, Duque de] 

writer 

Spain 

1835 to 1841 



Don Álvaro or La fuerza del sino or Don Alvaro or Power of Destiny [1835]; Romances históricos or Historical 

Romances [1841] 

He lived 1791 to 1865. 

 

Honoré de Balzac [Balzac, Honoré de] 

novelist 

France 

1835 to 1847 

Eugenie Grandet [1833]; Le Père Goriot or Father Goriot [1835]; La Cousin Bette or Cousin Betty [1846]; Le 

Cousin Pons or Cousin Pons [1847] 

He lived 1799 to 1850 and wrote the Human Comedy series. 

 

Mikhail Lermontov [Lermontov, Mikhail] 

poet/novelist 

Russia 

1840 

Hero of Our Time [1840]; Poems [1840] 

He lived 1814 to 1841. 

 

Pierre Joseph Proudhon [Proudhon, Pierre Joseph] 

essayist 

France 

1840 

What Is Property? [1840: essay] 

He lived 1809 to 1865 and was anarchist. Property is theft. People are equal. Living and working in small 

communities or cooperatives is best. For justice and equality, small farmers, integrated through contracts, are better 

than large landowners. 

 

Fernan Caballero [Caballero, Fernan] or Cecilia Bohl de Faber [Faber, Cecilia Bohl de] 

writer 

Spain 

1840 to 1860 

La Oreja de Lucifer y Otros Cuentos del Demonio or The Ear of Lucifer and Other Tales of the Devil [1840 to 1860: 

stories] 

He lived 1796 to 1877. 

 

Franz Grillparzer [Grillparzer, Franz] 

writer 

Germany 

1851 to 1855 

Libussa [1851]; Die Jüdin von Toledo or Jewess of Toledo [1855] 

He lived 1791 to 1872. 

 

Alexandre Dumas (fils) [Dumas (fils), Alexandre] 

novelist 

France 

1852 to 1858 

Camille [1852]; Le Demi-Monde or Underworld [1855]; Le Fils Naturel or Natural Child [1858] 

He lived 1824 to 1895. 

 

Pierre Larousse [Larousse, Pierre] 

editor 

France 

1856 

Larousse Dictionary [1856: dictionary] 

He lived 1817 to 1875. 



 

Gustave Flaubert [Flaubert, Gustave] 

novelist 

France 

1857 

Madame Bovary [1857: novel]; Three Tales [1872: stories]; Simple Heart [1872: Three Tales first story]; St. Julian 

the Hospitaler [1872: Three Tales second story]; Aucassin et Nicolette [1872: Three Tales third story] 

He lived 1821 to 1880. 

 

Ivan Goncharov [Goncharov, Ivan] 

writer 

Russia 

1858 

Oblomov [1858] 

He lived 1812 to 1891. 

 

Ivan Turgenev [Turgenev, Ivan] 

novelist 

Russia 

1861 

Fathers and Sons [1861] 

He lived 1818 to 1883. 

 

Fyodor Dostoyevsky [Dostoyevsky, Fyodor] 

novelist 

Russia 

1864 to 1880 

Notes from Underground [1864]; Crime and Punishment [1866]; Idiot [1869]; Possessed [1872]; Brothers 

Karamazov [1880] 

He lived 1821 to 1881. 

 

Jules Verne [Verne, Jules] 

novelist 

France 

1865 to 1873 

From the Earth to the Moon [1865]; Journey to the Center of the Earth [1871]; 20,000 Leagues under the Sea [1873]; 

Tour of the World in 80 Days [1873] 

He lived 1828 to 1905. 

 

Alphonse Daudet [Daudet, Alphonse] 

writer 

France 

1866 to 1869 

Les lettres de mon moulin or Letters from My Windmill [1866 to 1869] 

He lived 1840 to 1897. 

 

Leo Tolstoy [Tolstoy, Leo] 

novelist 

Russia 

1869 to 1899 

War and Peace [1869]; Anna Karenina [1877]; Death of Ivan Ilyich [1884: story]; Kreutzer Sonata [1889: story]; 

Resurrection [1899] 

He lived 1828 to 1910. 

 

Jean N. Arthur Rimbaud [Rimbaud, Jean N. Arthur] 

novelist 



France 

1871 

Drunken Boat [1871] 

He lived 1854 to 1891. 

 

Johanna Spyri [Spyri, Johanna] or Johanna Heuser [Heuser, Johanna] 

novelist 

Switzerland 

1872 

Heidi [1872] 

She lived 1827 to 1901. 

 

Pedro Alarçon [Alarçon, Pedro] or Pedro Antonio de Alarcon y Ariza [Alarcon y Ariza, Pedro Antonio de] 

writer 

Spain 

1874 

El Sombrero de Tres Picos or Three-Cornered Hat [1874] 

He lived 1833 to 1891. 

 

Juan Valera y Alcala Galiano [Valera y Alcala Galiano, Juan] 

writer 

Spain 

1874 

Pepita Jimenez [1874] 

He lived 1824 to 1905. 

 

Guy du Maupassant [Maupassant, Guy du] 

storyteller/essayist 

France 

1880 to 1884 

Tallow Ball [1880: story]; Necklace [1883: story]; Piece of String [1884: story]; Miss Harriet [1884: story] 

He lived 1850 to 1893 and was French Realist. 

 

Émile Zola [Zola, Émile] 

novelist 

France 

1880 to 1898 

Nana [1880]; Germinal [1885]; J'Accuse or I Accuse [1898] 

He lived 1840 to 1902 and wrote in Naturalistic style. 

 

Giovanni Verga [Verga, Giovanni] 

writer 

Italy 

1881 

House by the Medlar Tree [1881] 

He lived 1840 to 1922. 

 

Anatole France [France, Anatole] or Jacques Anatole François Thibault [Thibault, Jacques Anatole François] 

novelist 

France 

1881 to 1908 

Crime of Sylvester Bonnard [1881]; Penguin Island [1908] 

He lived 1844 to 1924. 

 

Emilia Bazan [Bazan, Emilia] 

writer 



Spain 

1883 

Critical Issue [1883] 

She lived 1852 to 1921. 

 

Manuel Gutiérrez Nájera [Nájera, Manuel Gutiérrez] 

writer 

Mexico 

1883 to 1898 

Cuentos frágiles or Gossamer Stories [1883]; Cuentos de color de humo or Smoke-colored Stories [1898] 

He lived 1859 to 1895. 

 

Joris Huysmans [Huysmans, Joris] or Charles-Marie-Georges Huysmans [Huysmans, Charles-Marie-Georges] 

writer 

France/Netherlands 

1884 

À Rebours or Against the Grain [1884] 

He lived 1848 to 1907 and was Aesthetic and Decadent. 

 

Julien Viaud [Viaud, Julien] or Pierre Loti [Loti, Pierre] 

writer 

France 

1886 to 1897 

Pêcheur d'Islande or Iceland Fisherman [1886]; Ramuntcho [1897] 

He lived 1850 to 1923. 

 

Symbolist Movement 

literary school 

Europe 

1886 to 1905 

Mallarmé and Valéry in France and Yeats in England used sounds with associations, not words with meanings. 

 

Theodor Storm [Storm, Theodor] 

writer 

Germany 

1888 

Der Schimmelreiter or The White Horse Rider or The Dykemaster [1888] 

He lived 1817 to 1888. 

 

Gerhart Hauptmann [Hauptmann, Gerhart] 

writer 

Germany 

1889 

Before Sunrise [1889] 

He lived 1862 to 1946 and was of German Naturalism. 

 

Armando Palacio Valdes [Valdes, Armando Palacio] 

writer 

Spain 

1889 to 1911 

La hermana San Sulpicio or Joy of Captain Ribo [1889]; La aldea perdida or Lost Village [1911] 

He lived 1853 to 1938. 

 

Fin de Siècle 

literary school 

Europe 



1890 to 1900 

English Aesthetic Movement and French Decadence included Fin de siècle. 

 

Joaquin Machado de Assis [Machado de Assis, Joaquin] 

writer 

Brazil 

1891 to 1904 

Heritage of Quincas Borba [1891]; Esau and Jacob [1904] 

He lived 1839 to 1908. 

 

Gabriele d'Annunzio [d'Annunzio, Gabriele] 

writer 

Italy 

1894 

Triumph of Death [1894] 

He lived 1863 to 1879. 

 

Pierre Louys [Louys, Pierre] 

writer 

France 

1894 

Chansons de Bilitis or Songs of Bilitis [1894] 

He lived 1870 to 1925. 

 

Frank Wedekind [Wedekind, Frank] 

writer 

Germany 

1894 to 1895 

Pandora's Box: A Monstre Tragedy [1894: in the Lulu cycle]; Earth Spirit [1895: in the Lulu cycle] 

He lived 1864 to 1918. 

 

Konstantin E. Tsiolkovsky [Tsiolkovsky, Konstantin E.] 

novelist 

Russia 

1895 to 1903 

Dreams of the Earth [1895: science fiction novel] 

He lived 1857 to 1935. He invented equations {rocket equation} [1903] that calculate fuel mass to incrementally 

increase rocket speed {delta-v} and exhaust velocity. 

 

Ramon Valle-Inclan [Valle-Inclan, Ramon] 

poet/playwright 

Spain 

1895 to 1920 

Divine Words; Silver Face; Femeninas or Women [1895]; Sonatas [1902 to 1905]; Aromas de leyenda or Aroma of 

a Legend [1907: poem]; Águila de blasón or Eagle of Honor [1907: play]; La Marquesa Rosalinda [1913: play in 

verse]; La pipa de Kif or Marijuana Pipe [1919: poem]; Luces de Bohemia or Bohemian Lights [1920] 

He lived 1866 to 1936. 

 

Henryk Sienkiewicz [Sienkiewicz, Henryk] 

novelist 

Poland 

1896 

Quo Vadis or Whither Thou Goest [1896] 

He lived 1846 to 1916. 

 



Vicente Ibanez [Ibanez, Vicente] or Vicente Blasco Ibáñez [Ibáñez, Vicente Blasco] 

writer 

Spain 

1898 to 1918 

La barraca or The Cabin [1898]; Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse [1918] 

He lived 1867 to 1928. 

 

Constantin Stanislavsky [Stanislavsky, Constantin] 

actor 

Moscow, Russia 

1898 to 1936 

Actor Prepares; Building a Character; Creating a Role; My Life in Art [1924] 

He lived 1863 to 1938. He taught actors to interpret role subjectively {method acting}, rather use stylizations. He 

cofounded, with Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko, the Moscow Art Theater [1898]. 

 

Verismo 

literary school 

Italy 

1900 to 1940 

Group included Grazia Deledda. 

 

Euclides da Cunha [Cunha, Euclides da] 

writer 

Brazil 

1901 

Os Sertões or Rebellion in the Backlands [1901] 

He lived 1866 to 1909. 

 

Thomas Mann [Mann, Thomas] 

novelist 

Germany 

1901 to 1947 

Buddenbrooks [1901]; Death in Venice [1911]; Confessions of Felix Krull Confidence Man [1922]; Magic 

Mountain [1924]; Dr. Faustus [1947] 

He lived 1875 to 1955. 

 

Grazia Deledda [Deledda, Grazia] 

storyteller 

Sardinia, Italy 

1902 to 1922 

After the Divorce [1902: story]; Elias Portolu [1903: story]; Mother [1922: story] 

She lived 1875 to 1936 and wrote in Verismo style. 

 

André Gide [Gide, André] 

novelist 

France 

1902 to 1926 

Immoralist [1902]; Straight Is the Gate [1909]; Counterfeiters [1926] 

He lived 1869 to 1951. 

 

Hugo von Hofmannsthal [Hofmannsthal, Hugo von] 

writer 

Germany 

1903 to 1933 

Elektra [1903: Richard Strauss opera]; Der Rosenkavalier or Rose Cavalier [1911: Richard Strauss opera]; Ariadne 

auf Naxos [1912: Richard Strauss opera]; Arabella [1933: Richard Strauss opera] 



He lived 1874 to 1929. 

 

Pio Baroja y Nessi [Baroja y Nessi, Pio] 

writer 

Spain 

1904 to 1928 

La lucha por la vida or Struggle for Existence [1904]; La busca or The Quest [1922]; Mala hierba or Weeds [1923]; 

Aurora roja or Red Dawn [1924]; Memórias de un hombre de acción or Memoirs of a Man of Action [1913 to 1928] 

He lived 1879 to 1956, was Basque, and was of Generation of '98. 

 

Heinrich Mann [Mann, Heinrich] 

writer 

Germany 

1905 

Professor Unrat [1905] 

He lived 1871 to 1950. 

 

Baroness Emmuska Orczy [Orczy, Baroness Emmuska] 

novelist 

France 

1905 

Scarlet Pimpernel [1905] 

She lived 1865 to 1947. 

 

Martin A. Nexo [Nexo, Martin A.] 

novelist 

Scandinavia 

1906 to 1921 

Pelle the Conqueror [1906 to 1910]; Ditte, Daughter of Mankind [1917 to 1921] 

He lived 1869 to 1954. 

 

Mariano Azuela [Azuela, Mariano] 

writer 

Mexico 

1907 to 1916 

María Luisa [1907]; Los fracasados or The defeated [1908]; Mala Yerba or Ill Weed [1909]; Andrés Pérez, 

maderista or Andrés Pérez, supporter of Madero [1911]; Los de abajo or Underdogs [1915]; Los caciques or Political 

Leaders [1916] 

He lived 1873 to 1952. 

 

Andrei Bely [Bely, Andrei] 

writer 

Russia 

1909 to 1912 

Silver Dove [1909]; Petersburg [1912] 

He lived 1880 to 1934. 

 

Serafin Alvarez Quintero [Quintero, Serafin Alvarez]/Joaquin Alvarez Quintero [Quintero, Joaquin Alvarez] 

writer 

Spain 

1909 to 1919 

Papá Juan: centenario or Father John: hundredth anniversary [1909]; Los mosquitos [1928]; Los galeotes or Galley 

Slaves [1900]; Las flores or Flowers [1901]; Malvaloca [1912]; La calumniada or Calumny [1919] 

Joaquin lived 1873 to 1944. Serafin lived 1871 to 1938. 

 



Junichiro Tanizaki [Tanizaki, Junichiro] 

writer 

Japan 

1910 to 1950 

Tattooer [1910]; Reed Cutter [1932]; Captain Shigemoto's Mother [1950] 

He lived 1886 to 1965. 

 

Gregorio Martinez Sierra [Sierra, Gregorio Martinez] 

writer 

Spain 

1911 

Canción de cuna or Cradle Song [1911] 

He lived 1881 to 1947. 

 

Franz Werfel [Werfel, Franz] 

writer 

Germany 

1911 to 1913 

Der Weltfreund or Friend of the World [1911]; Wir sind or We are heroes [1913] 

He lived 1890 to 1945. 

 

Charles Peguy [Peguy, Charles] 

writer 

France 

1912 

Sinners and Saints [1912] 

He lived 1873 to 1914. 

 

Alain-Fournier or Henri Alban Fournier [Fournier, Henri Alban] 

writer 

France 

1913 

Le Grand Meaulnes or Wanderer [1913] 

He lived 1886 to 1914. 

 

Franz Kafka [Kafka, Franz] 

novelist 

Prague, Czech Republic 

1913 to 1926 

Amerika [1913]; Metamorphosis [1915]; Penal Colony [1919]; Trial [1925]; Castle [1926] 

He lived 1883 to 1924. 

 

Marcel Proust [Proust, Marcel] 

novelist 

France 

1913 to 1927 

Remembrance of Things Past or In Search of Lost Time [1913 to 1927: Swann's Way was first book in 1913 and The 

Past Recaptured was last book in 1927] 

He lived 1871 to 1922. 

 

Eduardo Barrios [Barrios, Eduardo] 

writer 

Latin America 

1915 to 1948 

El niño que se enloqueció de amor or The child who went mad because of love [1915]; Gran señor y rajadiablos or 

Big Man and Devilish Fellow [1948] 



He lived 1884 to 1963. 

 

Sholom Aleichem [Aleichem, Sholom] 

essayist/storyteller 

Russia 

1916 to 1917 

Big Lottery/The Jackpot [1916: story]; Tevye the Milkman [1917: story] 

He lived 1859 to 1916. 

 

César Vallejo [Vallejo, César] 

writer 

Peru 

1918 

Los Heraldos Negros or Black Heralds [1918] 

He lived 1892 to 1938. 

 

Hermann Hesse [Hesse, Hermann] 

novelist 

Germany 

1919 to 1943 

Demian [1919]; Siddhartha [1922]; Steppenwolf [1927]; Narcissus and Goldmund [1930]; Magister Ludi or Master 

Ludi [1943] 

He lived 1877 to 1962. 

 

André Maurois [Maurois, André] or Emile Salomon Wilhelm Herzog [Herzog, Emile Salomon Wilhelm] 

writer 

France 

1920 

Les silences du colonel Bramble [1920] 

He lived 1885 to 1967. 

 

Karel Capek [Capek, Karel] 

writer 

Czech Republic 

1920 to 1930 

Rossum's Universal Robots [1920]; Fateful Game of Love [1930] 

He lived 1890 to 1938. 

 

Colette or Sidonie-Cabrielle Colette [Colette, Sidonie-Cabrielle] 

novelist 

France 

1920 to 1945 

Cheri [1920]; Gigi [1945] 

She lived 1863 to 1954. 

 

Neosensualism or Shinkankaku 

literary school 

Japan 

1920 to 1950 

It had intense emotions and perceptions and included Yasunari Kawabata [1899 to 1972]. 

 

Ernst Junger [Junger, Ernst] 

writer 

Germany 

1920 to 1957 

Storm of Steel [1920]; Glass Bees [1957] 



He lived 1895 to 1998. 

 

Mohammad Ali Jamalzadeh [Jamalzadeh, Mohammad Ali] or Mohammad Ali Jamal-Zadegh [Jamal-Zadegh, 

Mohammad Ali] 

essayist 

Persia 

1921 

Once Upon a Time [1921: essay]; Tender as Rain 

He lived 1892 to 1997. 

 

Lu Xun or Lu Hsun 

novelist 

China 

1921 

True Story of Ah Q [1921] 

He lived 1881 to 1936. 

 

Ali Esfandiary [Esfandiary, Ali] or Nima Yushij [Yushij, Nima] 

poet/novelist 

Persia 

1921 to 1937 

Pale Story; Tale [book]; Afsaneh or Fantasy [1921: poem]; Nima's Fable; Oh! Night or City of Night [1922: story]; 

City of Morning; Bell; Makhula; Manneli; Phoenix [1937] 

He lived 1894 to 1959. 

 

Nikos Kazantzakis [Kazantzakis, Nikos] 

novelist 

Greece/Crete/Germany 

1921 to 1946 

Last Temptation of Christ [1921]; Alexi Zormpa or Zorba the Greek [1946] 

He lived 1883 to 1957. 

 

Amedo Nervo [Nervo, Amedo] 

writer 

Mexico 

1922 

La amada inmóvil or Immobile Loved One [1922] 

He lived 1870 to 1919. 

 

José Martínez Ruiz [Ruiz, José Martínez] or Azorín 

writer 

Spain 

1922 

Don Juan [1922] 

He lived 1873 to 1967 and founded the Generation of '98. 

 

Roger Martin du Gard [Martin du Gard, Roger] 

writer 

France 

1922 to 1940 

Thibaults series [1922 to 1940] 

He lived 1881 to 1958. 

 

Kahlil Gibran [Gibran, Kahlil] 

writer 

Lebanon 



1923 

Prophet [1923] 

He lived 1883 to 1931. 

 

Paul Eluard [Eluard, Paul] or Eugène Grindel [Grindel, Eugène] 

writer 

France 

1924 

Mourir de ne pas or Death of No [1924] 

He lived 1895 to 1952 and was Surrealist. 

 

Mikhail Zoshchenko [Zoshchenko, Mikhail] 

writer 

Russia 

1924 to 1934 

Changing Model of Authorship [1924 to 1934] 

He lived 1895 to 1958. 

 

Ferenc Molnar [Molnar, Ferenc] or Ferenc Neumann [Neumann, Ferenc] 

writer 

Hungary 

1925 

Play at the Castle [1925] 

He lived 1878 to 1952. 

 

B. Traven [Traven, B.] or Berwick Traven Torsvan [Traven Torsvan, Berwick] 

writer 

Germany 

1925 to 1927 

Death Ship [1925]; Treasure of the Sierra Madre [1927] 

He lived 1890 to 1969. 

 

Mikhail Bulgakov [Bulgakov, Mikhail] 

writer 

Russia 

1925 to 1940 

White Guard [1925]; Master and Margarita [1940] 

He lived 1891 to 1940. 

 

François Mauriac [Mauriac, François] 

novelist 

France 

1925 to 1947 

Desert of Love [1925]; Therèse Desqueyroux [1927]; Viper's Tangle [1947] 

He lived 1885 to 1970. 

 

Yasunari Kawabata 

writer 

Japan 

1925 to 1962 

Izu-no Odoriko or Izu Dancer [1925]; Kuritta Ippeji or Page of Madness [1926: film by Kinugasa Teinosuke]; 

Asakusa Kurenaidan or Scarlet Gang of Asakusa [1929 to 1930]; Ki-no Ue or Up in the Tree [1962] 

He lived 1899 to 1972 and was Neosensualist. 

 

Arnold Zweig [Zweig, Arnold] 

writer 



Germany 

1927 

Case of Sergeant Grischa [1927] 

He lived 1887 to 1968. 

 

Marcel Ayme [Ayme, Marcel] 

writer 

France 

1929 

La Table aux crevés or Hunting Ground [1929] 

He lived 1902 to 1967. 

 

Oliver La Farge [La Farge, Oliver] 

novelist 

USA 

1929 

Laughing Boy [1929] 

He lived 1901 to 1963. 

 

Erich Maria Remarque [Remarque, Erich Maria] 

novelist 

Germany 

1929 

All Quiet on the Western Front [1929] 

He lived 1898 to 1970. 

 

Josef Capek [Capek, Josef] 

painter/writer 

Czech Republic 

1930 to 1933 

Fateful Game of Love [1930]; Principles of German Education [1933] 

He lived 1887 to 1945 and co-founded the Group of Avant-Garde Artists. 

 

Alberto Moravia [Moravia, Alberto] 

novelist 

Italy 

1931 to 1958 

Two Adolescents [1931]; Conformist [1951]; Conjugal Love [1951]; Two Women [1958] 

He lived 1907 to 1990. 

 

Anaïs Nin [Nin, Anaïs] 

novelist 

USA 

1931 to 1966 

Journals [1931 to 1934]; Diary of Anaïs Nin, Vol. I [1966] 

She lived 1903 to 1977. 

 

Ilya Ehrenberg [Ehrenberg, Ilya] 

writer 

Russia 

1932 to 1954 

Street in Moscow [1932]; Thaw [1954] 

He lived 1891 to 1967. 

 

Ignazio Silone [Silone, Ignazio] or Secondino Tranquilli 

writer 



Italy 

1933 

Fontamara [1933] 

He lived 1900 to 1978. 

 

Osamu Dazai [Dazai, Osamu] or Tsushima Shuji [Shuji, Tsushima] 

writer 

Japan 

1933 to 1939 

Seascape with Figures in Gold [1939]; OMOIDE [1933] 

He lived 1909 to 1948. 

 

Louis Destouches [Destouches, Louis] or Celine 

novelist 

France 

1934 

Death on the Installment Plan [1934] 

He lived 1894 to 1961. 

 

André Malraux [Malraux, André] 

novelist 

France 

1934 

Man's Fate or La Condition Humaine [1934] 

He lived 1901 to 1976. 

 

Mikhail Sholokhov [Sholokhov, Mikhail] 

novelist 

Russia 

1934 

Quiet Flows the Don [1934] 

He lived 1905 to 1984. 

 

Gregorio Lopez y Fuentes [Lopez y Fuentes, Gregorio] 

writer 

Mexico 

1934 to 1937 

Mi General! or My General! [1934]; El Indio or The Indian [1937] 

He lived 1895 to 1966. 

 

Isak Dinesen [Dinesen, Isak] or Karen Dinesen [Dinesen, Karen] 

essayist/novelist 

Denmark/Kenya 

1934 to 1942 

Seven Gothic Tales [1934: stories]; Out of Africa [1937: novel]; Winter's Tales [1942: stories] 

She lived 1885 to 1962. 

 

Eduardo Mallea [Mallea, Eduardo] 

writer 

Argentina 

1935 

El escritor y nuestro tiempo or The writer and our time [1935] 

He lived 1903 to 1982. 

 

Ciro Alegria [Alegria, Ciro] 

writer 



Peru 

1935 to 1941 

El La Serpiente de Oro or The Golden Serpent [1935]; El mundo es Ancho y Ajeno or World is Broad and Alien 

[1941] 

He lived 1909 to 1967. 

 

Georges Bernanos [Bernanos, Georges] 

writer 

France 

1936 

Diary of a Country Priest [1936] 

He lived 1888 to 1948. 

 

Prem Chand [Chand, Prem] or Munshi Premchad [Premchad, Munshi] or Dhanpat Srivastava [Srivastava, 

Dhanpat] 

writer 

India 

1936 

Gift of a Cow [1936] 

He lived 1880 to 1936. 

 

Romain Rolland [Rolland, Romain] 

writer 

France 

1936 

Le 14 Juillet or 14th of July [1936] 

He lived 1866 to 1944. 

 

Sadegh Hedayat [Hedayat, Sadegh] 

novelist 

Persia 

1937 

Blind Owl [1937] 

He lived 1903 to 1951. 

 

Vladimir Nabokov [Nabokov, Vladimir] 

novelist 

Russia 

1938 to 1969 

Gift [1938 and 1952]; Lolita [1955]; Pale Fire [1962]; Speak, Memory or Conclusive Evidence [1951 and 1966: 

autobiography]; Ada [1969] 

He lived 1899 to 1977. 

 

Pietro di Donato [Donato, Pietro di] 

novelist 

Italy 

1939 

Christ in Concrete [1939] 

He lived 1911 to 1992. 

 

Arthur Koestler [Koestler, Arthur] 

novelist/biologist 

Russia/USA 

1940 to 1978 

Darkness at Noon [1940: novel]; Act of Creation [1964]; Beyond Reductionism [1969: with John R. Smythies]; Case 

of the Midwife Toad [1971]; Janus: a Summing Up [1978] 



He lived 1905 to 1983 and studied creativity. 

 

Elio Vittorini [Vittorini, Elio] 

writer 

Italy 

1941 

Conversations in Sicily [1941] 

He lived 1908 to 1966. 

 

Jorge Luis Borges [Borges, Jorge Luis] 

writer 

Argentina 

1941 to 1975 

Library of Babel [1941: story in Ficciones]; Ficciones or Fictions [1944: stories]; Aleph [1949: stories]; Book of 

Sand [1975: novel] 

He lived 1889 to 1986. 

 

Camilo Cela [Cela, Camilo] 

writer 

Spain 

1942 

Family of Pascual Duarte [1942] 

He lived 1916 to 2002. 

 

Robert Musil [Musil, Robert] 

writer 

Austria 

1942 

Man without Qualities [1942] 

He lived 1880 to 1942. 

 

Albert Camus [Camus, Albert] 

novelist 

France 

1942 to 1956 

Myth of Sisyphus [1942]; Stranger [1942]; Plague [1947]; Fall [1956] 

He lived 1913 to 1960 and was Existentialist. People need justice and reason, but world does not have those 

concepts, leading to conflict {absurdity, Camus}. 

 

Anne Frank [Frank, Anne] 

biographer 

Netherlands 

1943 

Diary of a Young Girl [1943: autobiography] 

She lived 1929 to 1945. 

 

Antoine Saint-Exupery [Saint-Exupery, Antoine] 

writer 

France 

1943 

Little Prince [1943] 

He lived 1900 to 1944. 

 

Carmen Laforet [Laforet, Carmen] 

writer 

Spain 



1944 

Nada [1944] 

He lived 1921 to 2004. 

 

Simone de Beauvoir [Beauvoir, Simone de] 

philosopher/novelist 

France 

1944 to 1970 

Pyrrhus et Cinéas [1944: play]; Ethics of Ambiguity [1947: essay]; Second Sex [1949: essay]; Mandarins [1954: 

novel]; Old Age [1970: essay] 

She lived 1908 to 1986 and was Existentialist. She compared female to "Other" or perceived, rather than male 

perceiver. She examined girl, woman, prostitute, and wife roles. 

Ethics 

Girls become women and so bear responsibility for choosing security over action. However, situations constrain 

what people can do. People can change or control lives and surroundings, or not. Significant constraints are effects on 

others. 

 

Ivo Andric [Andric, Ivo] or Ivan Andric [Andric, Ivan] 

writer 

Bosnia 

1945 

Bridge over the Drina [1945] 

He lived 1892 to 1975. 

 

Hermann Broch [Broch, Hermann] 

writer 

Austria 

1945 

Death of Vergil [1945] 

He lived 1886 to 1951. 

 

Viktor Frankl [Frankl, Viktor] 

essayist 

Germany 

1946 

Man's Search for Meaning [1946: nonfiction] 

He lived 1905 to 1997. "The angels are lost in perpetual contemplation of an infinite glory." "When we form a clear 

and precise idea of an emotion, the emotion ceases to exist." 

 

Kawabata Yasunari [Yasunari, Kawabata] 

novelist 

Japan 

1946 

Sound of the Mountain [1946] 

He lived 1899 to 1972 and used neosensualism style. 

 

Marcel Pagnol [Pagnol, Marcel] 

writer 

France 

1947 

En Habit d'Académicien en Mars [1947] 

He lived 1895 to 1974. 

 

Vasco Pratolini [Pratolini, Vasco] 

writer 

Italy 



1947 

Cronache di poveri amanti or Chronicle of Poor Lovers [1947] 

He lived 1913 to 1991. 

 

Sigrid Undset [Undset, Sigrid] 

novelist 

Sweden 

1947 

Cross [1922: last in Kristan Lavransdatter trilogy of 1920 to 1922] 

She lived 1882 to 1947. 

 

Italo Calvino [Calvino, Italo] 

storyteller 

Italy 

1947 to 1981 

Path to the Nest of Spiders [1947]; Adam, One Afternoon, and Other Stories [1949]; Cloven Viscount [1951]; 

Nonexistent Knight [1959]; Watcher and Other Stories [1963]; Cosmicomics [1968]; Invisible Cities [1972]; Castle of 

Crossed Destinies [1976]; Italian Folktales [1981] 

He lived 1923 to 1985. 

 

Constantin Virgil Gheorghiu [Gheorghiu, Constantin Virgil] 

writer 

Romania 

1949 

25th Hour [1949] 

He lived 1916 to 1992. 

 

Yukio Mishima [Mishima, Yukio] or Hiraoka Kimitake [Kimitake, Hiraoka] 

writer 

Japan 

1949 to 1970 

Confessions of a Mask [1949]; Sailor Who Fell From the Grace With the Sea [1963]; Sea of Fertility tetralogy [1964 

to 1970] 

He lived 1925 to 1970. 

 

Par Lagerkvist [Lagerkvist, Par] 

novelist 

Sweden 

1950 

Barabbas [1950] 

He lived 1891 to 1974. 

 

Immanuel Velikovsky [Velikovsky, Immanuel] 

novelist 

Russia 

1950 

Worlds in Collision [1950: science fiction novel] 

He lived 1895 to 1979. 

 

Juan Antonio Vallejo-Nagera [Vallejo-Nagera, Juan Antonio] 

writer 

Spain 

1951 

Ante la depresión or Before Depression [1951] 

He lived 1926 to 1990. 

 



Marguerite Yourcenar [Yourcenar, Marguerite] or Marguerite de Crayencour [Crayencour, Marguerite de] 

writer 

Europe 

1951 

Memoirs of Hadrian [1951] 

She lived 1903 to 1987. 

 

Stanislaw Lem [Lem, Stanislaw] 

novelist/philosopher 

Poland 

1951 to 1983 

Astronauts [1951: science fiction novel]; Magellan Nebula [1955: science fiction novel]; Memoirs of a Space 

Traveler [1957: science fiction novel]; Solaris [1961: science fiction novel]; Invincible [1973: science fiction novel]; 

Cyberiad [1974: science fiction novel, including The Seventh Sally]; Futurological Congress [1983: science fiction 

novel] 

He lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Han Suyin [Suyin, Han] or Elizabeth Guang-Hu Zhou [Zhou, Elizabeth Guang-Hu] 

writer 

China 

1952 to 1958 

Many Splendored Thing [1952]; Mountain is Young [1958] 

She lived 1917 to ?. 

 

Gabriel Garcia Marquez [Marquez, Gabriel Garcia] 

novelist 

Colombia 

1952 to 1992 

Leaf Storm [1952]; No One Writes to the Colonel and Other Stories [1961: stories]; One Hundred Years of Solitude 

[1967]; Chronicle of a Death Foretold [1981]; Love in the Time of Cholera [1985]; General in His Labyrinth [1989]; 

Strange Pilgrims [1992] 

He lived 1928 to 2000. 

 

José Gironella [Gironella, José] 

writer 

Spain 

1953 

Los cipreses creen en Dios or Cypresses Believe in God [1953] 

He lived 1917 to 2003. 

 

Vyankatesh Madgulkar [Madgulkar, Vyankatesh] 

writer 

India 

1953 

Village Had No Walls [1953] 

He lived 1927 to ? and wrote in Marathi. 

 

Francoise Sagan [Sagan, Francoise] or Françoise Quoirez [Quoirez, Françoise] 

writer 

France 

1954 

Bonjour tristesse or Goodbye Sadness [1954] 

He lived 1935 to 2004. 

 

Kamala Markandaya [Markandaya, Kamala] 

novelist 



India 

1954 to 1977 

Nectar in a Sieve [1954]; Silence of Desire [1960]; Possession [1963]; Handful of Rice [1966]; Coffer Dams [1969]; 

Nowhere Man [1972]; Golden Honeycomb [1977] 

He lived 1923 to ?. 

 

André Breton [Breton, André] 

writer 

France 

1955 

Les Vases Communicants or Communicating Vessels [1955] 

He lived 1896 to 1966. 

 

Kamala Das [Das, Kamala] 

novelist 

India 

1955 

Walls [1955] 

He lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Elie Wiesel [Wiesel, Elie] 

essayist/novelist 

Romania/France 

1955 to 1960 

Night [1955]; Dawn [1957]; Accident [1960] 

He lived 1928 to ? and wrote the Night trilogy. 

 

Louis Aragon [Aragon, Louis] 

writer 

France 

1956 

Red Poster [1956] 

He lived 1897 to 1982. 

 

Joao Guimarães Rosa [Rosa, Joao Guimarães] 

writer 

Brazil 

1956 

Grande Sertão: Veredas or Devil to Pay in the Backlands [1956] 

He lived 1908 to 1967. 

 

Romain Gary [Gary, Romain] 

novelist 

France 

1956 to 1975 

Les racines du ciel or Roots of Heaven [1956]; La vie devant soi or Life Before Him [1975] 

He lived 1914 to 1980. 

 

Max Frisch [Frisch, Max] 

writer 

Germany 

1957 

Homo faber or Working man [1957] 

He lived 1911 to 1991. 

 



Boris Pasternak [Pasternak, Boris] 

novelist 

Russia 

1957 

Doctor Zhivago [1957] 

He lived 1890 to 1960. 

 

Alain Robbe-Grillet [Robbe-Grillet, Alain] 

novelist 

France 

1957 to 1962 

Jealousy [1957]; Last Year at Marienbad [1962] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Octavio Paz [Paz, Octavio] 

writer 

Mexico 

1957 to 1988 

Collected Poems of Octavio Paz, 1957-1987 [1988]; Selected Poems [1988] 

He lived 1914 to 1998. 

 

Milovan Djilas [Djilas, Milovan] 

novelist 

Yugoslavia 

1958 

New Class [1955]; Land Without Justice [1958] 

He lived 1911 to 1995. 

 

Chinua Achebe [Achebe, Chinua] 

novelist 

Nigeria 

1958 to 1966 

Things Fall Apart [1958]; No Longer at Ease [1960]; Arrow of God [1964]; Man of the People [1966] 

He lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Heinrich Böll [Böll, Heinrich] 

novelist 

Germany 

1959 

Billiards at Half Past Nine [1959] 

He lived 1917 to 1985. 

 

André Schwarz-Bart [Schwarz-Bart, André] 

novelist 

France 

1959 

Last of the Just [1959] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Gunter Grass [Grass, Gunter] 

novelist 

Germany 

1959 to 1965 

Tin Drum [1959]; Dog Years [1965] 

He lived 1927 to ?. 

 



Nathalie Sarraute [Sarraute, Nathalie] or Nathalie Ilyanova Tcherniak [Tcherniak, Nathalie Ilyanova] 

writer 

Russia/France 

1959 to 1972 

Planetarium [1959]; Do You Hear Them? [1972] 

She lived 1900 to 1999. 

 

Rasipuram Krishnaswami Narayan [Narayan, Rasipuram Krishnaswami] 

writer 

India 

1961 

Guide [1961] 

He lived 1906 to 2001. 

 

Erico Verissimo [Verissimo, Erico] 

writer 

Brazil 

1961 

O Tempo e o Vento or Time and the Wind [1961] 

He lived 1905 to 1975. 

 

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn [Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr] 

novelist 

Russia 

1962 to 1973 

One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich [1962]; First Circle [1968]; Cancer Ward [1968]; Gulag Archipelago [1973: 

essay] 

He lived 1918 to ?. 

 

Ramon Sender [Sender, Ramon] or Ramon Sender Barayón [Sender Barayón, Ramon] 

writer 

Spain 

1963 

Death in Zamora [1963] 

He lived 1902 to 1982. 

 

Pauline Reage [Reage, Pauline] or Anne Desclos [Desclos, Anne] 

novelist 

France 

1965 

Story of O [1965] 

She lived 1907 to 1998. 

 

Jerzy Kosinski [Kosinski, Jerzy] 

novelist 

Poland 

1965 to 1970 

Painted Bird [1965]; Steps [1968]; Being There [1970] 

He lived 1933 to 1991. 

 

Abioseh Nicol [Nicol, Abioseh] 

storyteller 

Sierra Leone 

1965 to 1990 

Truly Married Woman and Other Stories [1965: stories] 

He lived 1924 to ?. 



 

Jorge Amado [Amado, Jorge] 

writer 

Brazil 

1966 

Dona Flor and her Two Husbands [1966] 

He lived 1912 to 2001. 

 

Knut Hamsun [Hamsun, Knut] 

novelist 

Norway 

1967 

Hunger [1967: translated to English] 

He lived 1859 to 1952. 

 

Hans Kirst [Kirst, Hans] 

writer 

Germany 

1967 to 1970 

Night of the Generals [1967]; Officer Factory [1970] 

He lived 1914 to 1989. 

 

Henry de Montherlant [Montherlant, Henry de] 

writer 

France 

1968 

La Rose de sable or Black Rose [1968] 

He lived 1896 to 1972. 

 

Uwe Johnson [Johnson, Uwe] 

writer 

Germany 

1970 

Jahrestage or Anniversary [1970] 

He lived 1934 to 1984. 

 

Anita Desai [Desai, Anita] 

novelist 

India 

1977 to 1987 

Fire on the Mountain [1977]; Games at Twilight and Other Stories [1978: stories]; Clear Light of Day [1980]; 

Baumgartner's Bombay [1987] 

She lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Isabel Allende [Allende, Isabel] 

novelist 

Chile 

1981 to 1995 

House of the Spirits [1981]; Of Love and Shadows [1984]; Stories of Eva Luna [1986]; Paula [1995] 

She lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Juan Goytisolo [Goytisolo, Juan] 

writer 

Spain 

1985 to 1986 



Forbidden Territory or Memoirs of Juan Goytisolo 1931-1956 [1985]; Realms of Strife or Memoirs of Juan 

Goytisolo 1957-1982 [1986] 

He lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Laura Esquivel [Esquivel, Laura] 

writer 

Mexico 

1993 to 2000 

Like Water for Chocolate [1993]; Law of Love [2000] 

She lived 1950 to ?. 

 

Andrei Voznesensky [Voznesensky, Andrei] 

writer 

Russia 

2000 

Parabolic Ballad [2000] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Literature>History>Novel>English 

 

Sir Gawain 

storyteller 

England 

1350 

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight [1350: story] 

It is about Arthurian times and is in Middle English. 

 

William Langland [Langland, William] 

novelist 

England 

1365 

Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman [1365] 

He lived 1332 to 1387. 

 

Thomas Nashe [Nashe, Thomas] 

novelist 

England 

1594 

Unfortunate Traveller [1594: picaresque novel] 

He lived 1567 to 1601. 

 

Thomas Middleton [Middleton, Thomas] 

playwright 

England 

1613 to 1623 

Chaste Maid in Cheapside [1613]; Any Thing for a Quiet Life [1621]; Changeling [1623] 

He lived 1580 to 1627. 

 

Thomas Browne [Browne, Thomas] 

novelist 

England 

1642 

Religion of a Physician [1642] 

He lived 1605 to 1682. 

 



Izaak Walton [Walton, Izaak] 

essayist 

England 

1655 

Compleat Angler [1655: essay] 

He lived 1593 to 1683. 

 

John Bunyan [Bunyan, John] 

novelist 

England 

1678 

Pilgrim's Progress [1678] 

He lived 1628 to 1688. 

 

Augustan Age 

literary school 

England 

1690 to 1750 

Group included Alexander Pope, John Dryden, Richard Steele, Jonathan Swift, and Joseph Addison, who tried to 

imitate Horace and Virgil. 

 

Richard Steele [Steele, Richard] or Isaac Bickerstaff [Bickerstaff, Isaac] 

essayist 

England 

1709 to 1722 

Tatler [1709 to 1711: edited magazine]; Spectator [1711 to 1712: edited magazine with Addison]; Conscious Lovers 

[1722] 

He lived 1672 to 1729. 

 

Joseph Addison [Addison, Joseph] 

essayist 

England 

1713 

Squire Roger de Coverly [1713: essay] 

He lived 1672 to 1719. 

 

Daniel Defoe [Defoe, Daniel] 

novelist 

England 

1719 

Robinson Crusoe [1719] 

He lived 1660 to 1731. 

 

Lord Chesterfield [Chesterfield, Lord] or Philip Dormer Stanhope [Stanhope, Philip Dormer] 

essayist 

England 

1720 

Letters [1720: essays about chatterer, flatterer, and silent man] 

He lived 1694 to 1773. 

 

Jonathan Swift [Swift, Jonathan] 

novelist 

England 

1726 

Gulliver's Travels [1726: tiny Lilliputians, big Brobdingnagians, and yahoos like stupid people] 

He lived 1667 to 1745. 



 

Samuel Richardson [Richardson, Samuel] 

novelist 

England 

1740 to 1748 

Pamela [1740]; Clarissa: Or the History of a Young Lady [1748] 

He lived 1689 to 1761. 

 

David Garrick [Garrick, David] 

actor 

England 

1741 to 1771 

Richard III [1741] 

He lived 1717 to 1779. 

 

Henry Fielding [Fielding, Henry] 

novelist/essayist 

England 

1742 to 1749 

Essay on Conversation [1742]; Tom Jones [1749: novel] 

He lived 1701 to 1754. The highest pleasure that people can enjoy in conversation is to be with persons whose 

understanding is equal with their own. 

 

Tobias George Smollett [Smollett, Tobias George] 

novelist 

England 

1748 to 1771 

Adventures of Roderick Random [1748]; Adventures of Peregrine Pickle [1751]; Expedition of Humphrey Clinker 

[1771] 

He lived 1721 to 1771. 

 

Bluestocking Ladies 

club 

London, England 

1750 

Ladies joined learning societies. 

 

Horace Walpole [Walpole, Horace] 

storyteller/novelist 

England 

1764 

Castle of Otranto [1764: Gothic horror novel] 

He lived 1717 to 1797. 

 

Laurence Sterne [Sterne, Laurence] 

novelist 

England 

1765 to 1767 

Sentimental Journey through France and Italy [1765: essay]; Life and Opinions of Tristam Shandy [1767: novel] 

He lived 1713 to 1768. 

 

Mary Wollstonecraft [Wollstonecraft, Mary] 

novelist 

England 

1792 to 1818 



Vindication of the Rights of Women [1792: essays]; Frankenstein [1818: Gothic horror novel about body with 

transplanted brain] 

She lived 1759 to 1797. 

 

Matthew Lewis [Lewis, Matthew] 

novelist 

England 

1796 

Monk [1796: Gothic novel] 

He lived 1775 to 1818. 

 

William Hazlitt [Hazlitt, William] 

essayist 

England 

1807 to 1808 

Reply to Malthus [1807: essay]; Eloquence of the British Senate [1808: essay] 

He lived 1778 to 1830. 

 

Charles Lamb [Lamb, Charles] or Elias 

essayist/poet 

England 

1807 to 1828 

Tales of Shakespeare [1807: stories]; On an Infant Dying as Soon as Born [1828] 

He lived 1775 to 1834. 

 

Jane Austen [Austen, Jane] 

novelist 

England 

1810 to 1815 

Sense and Sensibility [1810]; Pride and Prejudice [1813]; Mansfield Park [1813]; Emma [1815] 

She lived 1775 to 1817. 

 

Thomas De Quincey [De Quincey, Thomas] 

essayist 

England 

1821 

Confessions of an English Opium Eater [1821: essay] 

He lived 1785 to 1859. 

 

Thomas Love Peacock [Peacock, Thomas Love] 

novelist 

England 

1831 

Crotchet Castle [1831: satire] 

He lived 1785 to 1866. 

 

Edward Bulwer-Lytton [Bulwer-Lytton, Edward] 

novelist 

England 

1834 

Last Days of Pompeii [1834] 

He lived 1803 to 1873. 

 

James J. Morier [Morier, James J.] 

novelist 

England 



1835 

Hajji Baba or Adventures of Hajji Baba of Isfahan [1835: stories] 

He lived 1780 to 1849. 

 

Charles Dickens [Dickens, Charles] 

novelist 

England 

1837 to 1861 

Pickwick Papers [1837]; Oliver Twist [1837]; Nicholas Nickleby [1839]; David Copperfield [1850]; Christmas 

Carol [1859]; Tale of Two Cities [1859]; Great Expectations [1861] 

He lived 1812 to 1870. 

 

John Ruskin [Ruskin, John] 

critic/essayist 

England 

1846 to 1853 

Modern Painters [1846: essay]; Seven Lamps of Architecture [1849: essay]; Stones of Venice [1853: essay] 

He lived 1819 to 1900 and praised Arts and Crafts movement [1880 to 1900]. 

 

Charlotte Brontë [Brontë, Charlotte] 

novelist 

England 

1847 

Jane Eyre [1847] 

She lived 1816 to 1855. 

 

Emily Brontë [Brontë, Emily] 

novelist 

England 

1847 

Wuthering Heights [1847] 

She lived 1818 to 1848. 

 

William Makepeace Thackeray [Thackeray, William Makepeace] 

novelist 

England 

1848 

Vanity Fair [1848] 

He lived 1811 to 1863. 

 

Peter Mark Roget [Roget, Peter Mark] 

essayist 

England 

1852 

Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases [1852: thesaurus] 

He lived 1779 to 1869. 

 

Anthony Trollope [Trollope, Anthony] 

novelist 

England 

1855 to 1867 

Barsetshire Chronicles [1855 to 1867: novels]; Warden [1855: Barsetshire Chronicles first novel]; Barchester 

Towers [1857: Barsetshire Chronicles second novel]; Framley Parsonage [1861: Barsetshire Chronicles third novel]; 

Last Chronicle of Barset [1867: Barsetshire Chronicles fourth novel] 

He lived 1815 to 1882. 

 



George Meredith [Meredith, George] 

novelist/poet 

England 

1859 to 1862 

Ordeal of Richard Feveral [1859]; Modern Love [1862] 

He lived 1828 to 1909. 

 

George Eliot [Eliot, George] or Mary Ann Evans [Evans, Mary Ann] 

novelist 

England 

1859 to 1876 

Adam Bede [1859]; Mill on the Floss [1860]; Silas Marner [1861]; Middlemarch [1872]; Daniel Deronda [1876] 

She lived 1819 to 1880. 

 

John Henry Newman [Newman, John Henry] 

essayist/cardinal 

England 

1864 

Apology for His Life [1864: essay] 

He lived 1801 to 1890. People need well-rounded liberal education, to know things and see relations between things. 

 

Willkie Collins [Collins, Willkie] 

novelist 

England 

1868 

Moonstone [1868] 

He lived 1824 to 1889. 

 

Richard Blackmore [Blackmore, Richard] 

novelist 

England 

1869 

Lorna Doone [1869] 

He lived 1825 to 1900. 

 

Aesthetic Movement or Decadence 

literary school 

England/Europe 

1870 to 1890 

Aesthetic Movement [1882: by Walter Hamilton] 

Art is for art's sake. Aesthetic Movement included Fin de Siècle. 

 

Samuel Butler [Butler, Samuel] 

novelist 

England 

1872 to 1902 

Erewhon [1872]; Way of All Flesh [1903] 

He lived 1835 to 1902. 

 

Walter Pater [Pater, Walter] 

essayist 

England 

1873 to 1885 

Studies in the History of the Renaissance [1873: essay]; Marius the Epicurean [1885: essay] 

He lived 1839 to 1894 and was in Aesthetic Movement. 

 



Thomas Hardy [Hardy, Thomas] 

novelist 

England 

1874 to 1895 

Far From the Madding Crowd [1874]; Return of the Native [1878]; Mayor of Casterbridge [1886]; Tess of the 

Durbervilles [1891]; Jude the Obscure [1895] 

He lived 1840 to 1928. 

 

Arthur Conan Doyle [Conan Doyle, Arthur] 

novelist 

England 

1887 to 1902 

Study in Scarlet [1887]; Sign of the Four [1890]; Final Problem [1893]; Hound of the Baskervilles [1902] 

He lived 1859 to 1930 and wrote stories about detective Sherlock Holmes and his assistant Dr. Watson. 

 

Oscar Wilde [Wilde, Oscar] 

writer 

England 

1891 to 1905 

Portrait of Dorian Gray [1891: novel]; Importance of Being Ernest [1895: novel]; Ballad of Reading Gaol [1898: 

poem]; De Profundis or From the Depths [1905: essay] 

He lived 1854 to 1900 and was in Aesthetic Movement. 

 

Herbert George Wells [Wells, Herbert George] or H. G. Wells [Wells, H. G.] 

novelist 

England 

1895 to 1920 

Time Machine [1895: science fiction novel]; War of the Worlds [1898: science fiction novel]; Outline of History 

[1920] 

He lived 1866 to 1946. 

 

Max Beerbohm [Beerbohm, Max] 

essayist/caricaturist/critic 

England 

1896 to 1912 

Works of Max Beerbohm [1896]; Happy Hypocrite [1897]; Zuleika Dobson [1911]; Christmas Garland [1912] 

He lived 1872 to 1956. 

 

Bram Stoker [Stoker, Bram] 

novelist 

England 

1897 

Dracula [1897: horror novel about vampire] 

He lived 1847 to 1912. 

 

Joseph Conrad [Conrad, Joseph] or Josef Korzeniowski [Korzeniowski, Joseph] 

novelist 

England 

1897 to 1915 

Nigger of the "Narcissus" [1897]; Youth [1898: story]; Lord Jim [1900]; Typhoon [1901]; Heart of Darkness [1902]; 

Nostromo [1904]; Secret Sharer [1910]; Under Western Eyes [1911]; Victory [1915] 

He lived 1857 to 1924. 

 

Frederic William Henry Myers [Myers, Frederic William Henry] 

writer 

Britain 



1901 

Human Personality and Its Survival of Bodily Death [1901] 

He lived 1843 to 1901. 

 

William H. Hudson [Hudson, William H.] 

novelist 

England 

1904 

Green Mansions [1904] 

He lived 1841 to 1922. 

 

Hector Hugh Munro [Munro, Hector Hugh] or Saki 

essayist 

England 

1904 to 1912 

Reginald [1904]; Reginald in Russia [1910]; Chronicles of Clovis [1912] 

He lived 1870 to 1916. 

 

Bloomsbury Group 

literary school 

England 

1904 to 1940 

Group included Virginia Woolf. 

 

Edward Morgan Forster [Forster, Edward Morgan] 

novelist 

England 

1908 to 1924 

Room with a View [1908]; Howard's End [1910]; Passage to India [1924] 

He lived 1879 to 1970. 

 

Gilbert Keith Chesterton [Chesterton, Gilbert Keith] 

essayist 

England 

1911 to 1935 

Father Brown short stories [1911 to 1935] 

He lived 1874 to 1936. People achieve happiness by their decisions as agents motivated by values {distributism, 

Chesterton}, so people must have private ownership and personal liberty. Distributism is communitarianism against 

capitalism and socialism. 

 

Ford Madox Ford [Ford, Ford Madox] 

novelist 

England 

1915 

Good Soldier [1915] 

He lived 1873 to 1939. 

 

Virginia Woolf [Woolf, Virginia] 

novelist/critic 

England 

1915 to 1941 

Voyage Out [1915]; Night and Day [1919]; Monday or Tuesday [1921: short story]; Jacob's Room [1922]; Mrs. 

Dalloway [1925]; To the Lighthouse [1927]; Orlando [1928]; Room of One's Own [1929: criticism]; Waves [1931]; 

Between the Acts [1941]; Haunted House [1941: short story] 

She lived 1882 to 1941 and was of Bloomsbury Group. 

 



W. Somerset Maugham [Maugham, W. Somerset] 

novelist 

England 

1915 to 1945 

Of Human Bondage [1915]; Moon and Sixpence [1919]; Miss Thompson [1924: story]; Cakes and Ale [1930]; 

Razor's Edge [1945] 

He lived 1874 to 1965. 

 

John Galsworthy [Galsworthy, John] 

novelist 

England 

1922 

Forsythe Saga [1922: novels] 

He lived 1867 to 1933. 

 

Katherine Mansfield [Mansfield, Katherine] or Kathleen Murry [Murry, Kathleen] 

essayist 

England 

1922 

Her First Ball [1922]; Garden Party [1922]; Doll's House [1922] 

She lived 1888 to 1923. 

 

Victoria Sackville-West [Sackville-West, Victoria] 

novelist 

England 

1930 

Edwardians [1930] 

She lived 1892 to 1962. 

 

Aldous Huxley [Huxley, Aldous] 

novelist 

England 

1932 to 1954 

Chrome Yellow [1921]; Point Counter Point [1928]; Brave New World [1932]; Eyeless in Gaza [1936]; Doors of 

Perception [1954: essay] 

He lived 1894 to 1963. 

 

Sean O'Faolain [O'Faolain, Sean] or John Whelan [Whelan, John] 

essayist 

Ireland 

1932 to 1971 

Midsummer Night Madness [1932]; Man Who Invented Sin [1948]; Heat of the Sun [1966]; Talking Trees [1971] 

He lived 1900 to 1991. 

 

Lytton Strachey [Strachey, Lytton] 

writer 

England 

1933 

Characters and Commentaries [1933] 

He lived 1880 to 1932. 

 

Robert Graves [Graves, Robert] 

novelist 

England 

1934 

I, Claudius [1934] 



He lived 1895 to 1985. 

 

Agatha Christie [Christie, Agatha] 

novelist 

England 

1934 to 1957 

Murder on the Orient Express [1934]; Death on the Nile [1937]; Ten Little Niggers [1939: And Then There Were 

None]; Mousetrap [1948: mystery novel]; Witness for the Prosecution [1957: mystery novel] 

She lived 1890 to 1976. 

 

Pelham Grenville Wodehouse [Wodehouse, Pelham Grenville] 

essayist/humorist 

England 

1934 to 1974 

Jeeves and Wooster canon [1934 to 1974: four books] 

He lived 1904 to 1977. 

 

Emlyn Williams [Williams, Emlyn] 

novelist 

England 

1935 to 1938 

Night Must Fall [1935]; Corn is Green [1938] 

He lived 1905 to 1987. 

 

Cecil Scott Forester [Forester, Cecil Scott] 

novelist 

England 

1935 to 1966 

African Queen [1935]; Midshipman Hornblower series [1937 to 1966: novels] 

He lived 1899 to 1966. 

 

Daphne du Maurier [du Maurier, Daphne] 

novelist 

England 

1938 

Rebecca [1938] 

She lived 1907 to 1989. 

 

Christopher Isherwood [Isherwood, Christopher] 

essayist/storyteller 

England/USA 

1939 

Mr. Norris Changes Trains or The Last of Mr. Norris [1939]; Goodbye to Berlin [1939] 

He lived 1904 to 1986 and wrote Berlin Stories. 

 

Shalom Asch [Asch, Shalom] 

novelist 

England 

1939 to 1955 

Nazarene [1939]; Apostle [1943]; Prophet [1955: about Isaiah] 

He lived 1880 to 1957. 

 

Charles Percy Snow [Snow, Charles Percy] 

novelist 

England 

1940 to 1951 



Strangers and Brothers [1940: novels]; Masters [1951] 

He lived 1905 to 1980. 

 

Graham Greene [Greene, Graham] 

novelist/screenwriter 

England 

1940 to 1955 

Power and the Glory [1940: novel]; Third Man [1949: screenplay]; End of the Affair [1951]; Quiet American [1955: 

novel] 

He lived 1904 to 1991. 

 

Richard Llewellyn [Llewellyn, Richard] 

novelist 

England 

1941 

How Green Was My Valley [1941] 

He lived 1907 to 1983. 

 

James Hilton [Hilton, James] 

novelist 

England 

1942 

Goodbye Mr. Chips [1942]; Lost Horizon 

He lived 1900 to 1954. 

 

Joyce Cary [Cary, Joyce] 

novelist 

England 

1944 

Horse's Mouth [1944] 

He lived 1888 to 1957. 

 

George Orwell [Orwell, George] or Eric Arthur Blair [Blair, Eric Arthur] 

novelist 

England 

1945 to 1949 

Animal Farm [1945]; 1984 [1949] 

He lived 1903 to 1950. 

 

John Boynton Priestley [Priestley, John Boynton] 

essayist/humorist 

England 

1946 

Inspector Calls [1946] 

He lived 1894 to 1984. 

 

Alan Paton [Paton, Alan] 

novelist 

South Africa 

1948 

Cry the Beloved Country [1948] 

He lived 1903 to 1988. 

 

Angry Young Men 

literary school 

England 



1953 to 1960 

Group included Alan Sillitoe, John Braine, John Osborne, Colin Wilson, John Wain, and Kingsley Amis. 

 

Thomas B. Costain [Costain, Thomas B.] 

novelist 

Canada 

1954 

Silver Chalice [1954] 

He lived 1885 to 1965. 

 

Dorothy Sayers [Sayers, Dorothy] 

novelist 

England 

1956 

Lord Peter Wimsey [1956: mysteries] 

She lived 1893 to 1967. 

 

John Braine [Braine, John] 

writer 

England 

1957 

Room at the Top [1957] 

He lived 1922 to 1986. 

 

Ian Fleming [Fleming, Ian] 

novelist 

England 

1957 

James Bond series [1952 and 1964] 

He lived 1908 to 1964 and wrote about James Bond. 

 

Nevil Shute [Shute, Nevil] 

novelist 

England 

1957 

On the Beach [1957] 

He lived 1899 to 1960. 

 

Lawrence Durrell [Durrell, Lawrence] 

novelist 

England 

1957 to 1960 

Alexandria Quartet [novels]; Justine [1957: first novel in The Alexandria Quartet]; Balthazar [1958: second novel in 

The Alexandria Quartet]; Mountolive [1959: third novel in The Alexandria Quartet]; Clea [1960: fourth novel in The 

Alexandria Quartet] 

He lived 1912 to 1990. 

 

Terence White [White, Terence] 

novelist 

England 

1958 

Once and Future King [1958] 

He lived 1906 to 1964. 

 

Shelagh Delaney [Delaney, Shelagh] 

novelist 



England 

1959 

Taste of Honey [1959] 

She lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Alan Sillitoe [Sillitoe, Alan] 

novelist 

England 

1959 

Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner [1959] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

David Storey [Storey, David] 

novelist 

England 

1960 

This Sporting Life [1960] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Vidiadhar Naipaul [Naipaul, Vidiadhar] 

writer 

England 

1961 

House for Mr. Biswas [1961] 

He lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Anthony Burgess [Burgess, Anthony] 

novelist 

England 

1962 

Clockwork Orange [1962] 

He lived 1917 to ?. 

 

Mary Renault [Renault, Mary] or Mary Challens [Challens, Mary] 

novelist 

England 

1962 to 1966 

Bull from the Sea [1962]; Mask of Apollo [1966] 

She lived 1905 to 1983. 

 

Doris Lessing [Lessing, Doris] 

novelist 

England 

1963 

Golden Notebook [1963] 

She lived 1919 to ?. 

 

William Sansom [Sansom, William] 

novelist 

England 

1963 

Stories of William Sansom [1963] 

He lived 1912 to 1976. 

 

Richard Hughes [Hughes, Richard] 

novelist 



England 

1965 

High Wind in Jamaica [1965] 

He lived 1900 to 1976. 

 

Margaret Drabble [Drabble, Margaret] 

novelist 

England 

1965 to 2004 

Millstone [1965]; Red Queen [2004] 

She lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Jean Rhys [Rhys, Jean] 

writer 

USA/England 

1966 to 1979 

Wide Sargasso Sea [1966] 

She lived 1894 to 1979. 

 

Janet Frame [Frame, Janet] 

writer 

New Zealand 

1966 to 1985 

State of Siege [1966]; Angel at My Table [1984]; To the Is-Land [1982]; Envoy from Mirror City [1985] 

She lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Iris Murdoch [Murdoch, Iris] 

novelist 

England 

1970 to 1993 

Sovereignty of Good [1970]; Fire and the Sun [1977]; Metaphysics as a Guide to Morals [1993: essay] 

She lived 1919 to 1999 and was Platonist. Moral beliefs and judgments are true or false. Moral properties and values 

exist {moral realism}. 

 

Margaret Atwood [Atwood, Margaret] 

writer 

Canada 

2000 

Blind Assassin [2000] 

She lived 1939 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Literature>History>Novel>English>USA 

 

Washington Irving [Irving, Washington] 

novelist 

USA 

1809 to 1819 

Knickerbocker History of New York [1809: humorous history]; Legend of Sleep Hollow [1819: story]; Rip van 

Winkle [1819: story]; Sketch Book of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent. [1819: including Rip Van Winkle and Legend of Sleepy 

Hollow] 

He lived 1783 to 1859. 

 

James Fenimore Cooper [Cooper, James Fenimore] 

novelist 

USA 

1823 to 1841 



Leatherstocking Tales [1823 to 1841: novels]; Last of the Mohicans [1826: in Leatherstocking Tales] 

He lived 1789 to 1851. 

 

Noah Webster [Webster, Noah] 

lexicographer 

USA 

1828 

Dictionary [1828] 

He lived 1758 to 1843 and wrote dictionary. 

 

Horace Greeley [Greeley, Horace] 

journalist 

New York, New York 

1834 to 1841 

New Yorker [1834]; Log Cabin [1840]; New York Tribune [1841] 

He lived 1811 to 1872 and founded new York Tribune, which advocated high tariffs, social reforms, peace, and 

amnesty for the South. He later helped form the Liberal Republican Party, against Grant, for civil service reform and 

just reconstruction. Greeley said, "Go west, young man". 

 

New England Transcendentalist 

literary school 

USA 

1836 to 1844 

Nature [1936: by Emerson] 

It emphasized direct communication with God and Nature and included Emerson and Thoreau. 

 

William H. McGuffey [McGuffey, William H.] 

editor 

USA 

1836 to 1857 

McGuffey Eclectic Reader [1836 and 1857: collection] 

He lived 1800 to 1873. 

 

Nathaniel Hawthorne [Hawthorne, Nathaniel] 

novelist 

USA 

1837 to 1851 

Twice Told Tales [1837]; Scarlet Letter [1850]; House of the Seven Gables [1851] 

He lived 1804 to 1864. 

 

Richard Henry Dana [Dana, Richard Henry] 

novelist 

USA 

1840 

Two Years before the Mast [1840] 

He lived 1815 to 1882. 

 

Frederick Douglass [Douglass, Frederick] 

biographer 

USA 

1845 

Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave [1845: biography] 

He lived 1818 to 1895. 

 

Henry David Thoreau [Thoreau, Henry David] 

essayist 



USA 

1845 to 1849 

Walden [1845]; Civil Disobedience [1849: essay] 

He lived 1817 to 1862 and was New England Transcendentalist. 

 

Edwin Booth [Booth, Edwin] 

actor 

USA 

1849 to 1864 

He lived 1833 to 1893. 

 

Herman Melville [Melville, Herman] 

novelist 

USA 

1851 to 1891 

Moby Dick [1851]; Billy Budd, Foretopman [1891] 

He lived 1819 to 1891. 

 

Harriet Beecher Stowe [Stowe, Harriet Beecher] 

novelist 

USA 

1852 

Uncle Tom's Cabin [1852] 

She lived 1811 to 1896. 

 

John Bartlett [Bartlett, John] 

editor 

USA 

1855 

Familiar Quotations [1855: dictionary] 

He lived 1820 to 1905. 

 

Local Color Movement or American Regionalism 

literary school 

USA 

1865 to 1895 

Writers used regional scenery, customs, and dialect {Local Color Movement}. Bret Harte started it. 

 

Louisa May Alcott [Alcott, Louisa May] 

novelist 

USA 

1867 

Little Women [1867] 

She lived 1832 to 1888. 

 

Horatio Alger, Jr. [Alger, Jr., Horatio] 

novelist 

USA 

1867 

Ragged Dick [1867] 

He lived 1832 to 1898 and wrote novels {Horatio Alger story} in which young man overcomes adversity and 

succeeds. 

 

Mark Twain or Samuel Langhorn Clemens [Clemens, Samuel Langhorn] 

novelist 

USA 



1867 to 1889 

Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County [1867: story]; Innocents Abroad [1869]; Tom Sawyer [1876]; Prince 

and the Pauper [1882]; Huckleberry Finn [1884]; Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court [1889] 

He lived 1835 to 1910. 

 

Bret Harte [Harte, Bret] 

novelist 

USA 

1868 to 1869 

Luck of Roaring Camp [1868]; Outcast of Poker Flats [1869] 

He lived 1836 to 1902. 

 

Edward Eggleston [Eggleston, Edward] 

novelist 

USA 

1871 

Hoosier Schoolmaster [1871] 

He lived 1837 to 1902. 

 

Sarah O. Jewett [Jewett, Sarah O.] or Sarah O. Sweet [Sweet, Sarah O.] 

essayist 

USA 

1871 to 1909 

Spendthrift Doll [1871]; Bit of Foolishness [1881]; White Heron [1886]; Little Captive Maid [1891: Irish story]; 

Country of the Pointed Firs [1909] 

She lived 1849 to 1909. 

 

Henry James [James, Henry] 

novelist 

USA 

1879 to 1904 

Daisy Miller [1879]; Washington Square [1880]; Portrait of a Lady [1881]; Turn of the Screw [1898]; Wings of the 

Dove [1902]; Ambassadors [1903]; Golden Bowl [1904] 

He lived 1843 to 1916. 

 

Henry Adams [Adams, Henry] 

novelist 

USA 

1880 to 1906 

Democracy [1880: essay]; History of the United States of America [1889 to 1891]; Education of Henry Adams 

[1906: history] 

He lived 1838 to 1918. 

 

Joseph Pulitzer [Pulitzer, Joseph] 

essayist/journalist 

USA 

1882 to 1911 

He lived 1847 to 1911. 

 

Helen Hunt Jackson [Jackson, Helen Hunt] 

writer 

USA 

1884 

Ramona [1884] 

She lived 1830 to 1885. 

 



William Dean Howells [Howells, William Dean] 

novelist 

USA 

1885 

Rise of Silas Lapham [1885] 

He lived 1837 to 1920. 

 

Edward Bellamy [Bellamy, Edward] 

novelist 

USA 

1887 

Looking Backward [1887] 

He lived 1850 to 1898. 

 

William Randolph Hearst [Hearst, William Randolph] 

journalist 

USA 

1887 to 1940 

He lived 1863 to 1951 and wanted war with Spain, opposed World War I and international dealings, and specialized 

in sensationalism and scandal {muckraking} {yellow journalism}. 

 

Hamlin Garland [Garland, Hamlin] 

novelist 

USA 

1891 

Main-traveled Roads [1891] 

He lived 1860 to 1940. 

 

Lew Wallace [Wallace, Lew] 

novelist 

USA 

1893 

Ben-Hur [1893] 

He lived 1827 to 1905. 

 

Stephen Crane [Crane, Stephen] 

novelist 

USA 

1893 to 1895 

Maggie: A Girl of the Streets [1893]; Red Badge of Courage [1895] 

He lived 1871 to 1900. 

 

Frank Norris [Norris, Frank] 

novelist 

USA 

1899 to 1901 

Blix [1899]; Pit [1903]; Octopus [1901] 

He lived 1870 to 1902. 

 

Booth Tarkington [Tarkington, Booth] 

novelist 

USA 

1901 to 1935 

Monsieur Beaucaire [1901]; Penrod [1914]; Magnificent Ambersons [1918]; Seventeen [1918]; Alice Adams [1935] 

He lived 1869 to 1946. 

 



Owen Wister [Wister, Owen] 

novelist 

USA 

1902 

Virginian [1902] 

He lived 1860 to 1938. 

 

Helen Adams Keller [Keller, Helen Adams] 

biographer 

USA 

1903 

Story of My Life [1903: autobiography about experience of being blind] 

She lived 1880 to 1968. 

 

Kate Douglas Wiggin [Wiggin, Kate Douglas] 

novelist 

USA 

1903 

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm [1903] 

She lived 1856 to 1923. 

 

Jack London [London, Jack] 

novelist/essayist 

USA 

1903 to 1908 

Call of the Wild [1903]; Sea Wolf [1904]; White Fang [1906]; To Build a Fire [1908] 

He lived 1876 to 1916. 

 

O. Henry [Henry, O.] or William Sydney Porter [Porter, William Sydney] 

storyteller 

USA 

1904 to 1907 

Friends in San Rosario [1903: story]; A Retrieved Reformation [1903: story]; Cabbages and Kings [1904: stories]; 

Cop and the Anthem [1904: story]; A Municipal Report [1904: story]; Gift of the Magi [1905: story]; After Twenty 

Years [1905: story]; Compliments of the Season [1906: story]; Furnished Room [1906: story]; Four Million [1906: 

stories, including The Gift of the Magi, The Cop and the Anthem, After Twenty Years, Compliments of the Season, 

and The Furnished Room]; Trimmed Lamp [1907: stories including The Last Leaf and The Pendulum]; Pendulum 

[1907: story]; Last Leaf [1907: story]; Ransom of Red Chief [1910: story] 

He lived 1862 to 1910. 

 

Lincoln Steffens [Steffens, Lincoln] 

novelist 

USA 

1904 to 1909 

Shame of the Cities [1904]; Upbuilders [1909] 

He lived 1866 to 1936. 

 

Upton Sinclair [Sinclair, Upton] 

novelist 

USA 

1906 

Jungle [1906] 

He lived 1878 to 1968. 

 

Joel Chandler Harris [Harris, Joel Chandler] 

storyteller 



USA 

1907 

Uncle Remus [1907: stories]; Brer Rabbit [1907: story in Uncle Remus]; Brer Fox [1907: story in Uncle Remus]; 

Brer Bear [1907: story in Uncle Remus] 

He lived 1848 to 1908. 

 

Zane Grey [Grey, Zane] 

novelist 

USA 

1910 to 1912 

Heritage of the Desert [1910]; Riders of the Purple Sage [1912] 

He lived 1872 to 1939 and wrote western stories. 

 

Imagist 

literary school 

USA 

1912 to 1914 

Common speech can detail visual experience in free verse. It included Ezra Pound and Amy Lowell. 

 

Edgar Rice Burroughs [Burroughs, Edgar Rice] 

novelist 

USA 

1914 

Tarzan of the Apes [1914] 

He lived 1875 to 1960. 

 

Ring Lardner [Lardner, Ring] 

novelist 

USA 

1916 

You Know Me Al [1916] 

He lived 1885 to 1933. 

 

Don Marquis 

essayist/humorist 

USA 

1916 to 1927 

Life and Times of Archie and Mehitabel [1916 to 1927: humorous stories] 

He lived 1878 to 1937. 

 

Will Rogers [Rogers, Will] or William Penn Adair Rogers [Rogers, William Penn Adair] 

essayist/humorist 

USA 

1916 to 1929 

Ziegfeld Follies [1916]; Cowboy Philosopher on the Peace Conference [1919]; Cowboy Philosopher on Prohibition 

[1919]; Either and Me [1929] 

He lived 1879 to 1935. 

 

James B. Cabell [Cabell, James B.] 

novelist 

USA 

1917 

Cream of the Jest [1917] 

He lived 1879 to 1958. 

 



William Strunk, Jr. [Strunk, Jr., William] 

writer 

USA 

1918 to 1959 

Elements of Style [1918 and 1959: nonfiction, in 1959 with Elwyn B. White] 

He lived 1869 to 1946. 

 

Sherwood Anderson [Anderson, Sherwood] 

novelist 

USA 

1919 

Winesberg, Ohio [1919] 

He lived 1876 to 1941. 

 

F. Scott Fitzgerald [Fitzgerald, F. Scott] 

novelist 

USA 

1920 to 1934 

This Side of Paradise [1920]; Six Tales of the Jazz Age [1922: stories]; Great Gatsby [1925]; Tender is the Night 

[1934] 

He lived 1896 to 1940. 

 

Sinclair Lewis [Lewis, Sinclair] 

novelist 

USA 

1921 to 1927 

Main Street [1921]; Babbitt [1922]; Arrowsmith [1925]; Elmer Gantry [1927] 

He lived 1885 to 1951. 

 

Robert Benchley [Benchley, Robert] 

essayist/humorist 

USA 

1922 

Love Conquers All [1922] 

He lived 1889 to 1945. 

 

Emily Post [Post, Emily] 

essayist 

USA 

1922 

Etiquette in Society, in Business, in Politics and at Home [1922] 

She lived 1862 to 1960. 

 

Kenneth L. Roberts [Roberts, Kenneth L.] 

storyteller 

USA 

1922 to 1923 

Adventures in Budgeting [1922: story]; Ambush of Italy [1923: story] 

He lived 1885 to 1957. 

 

Ole Rolvaag [Rolvaag, Ole] 

novelist 

Norway/USA 

1924 to 1925 

I de dage or In these Days [1924]; Riket gundlaeges or Kingdom Is Founded [1925]; Giants in the Earth [1927: 

combined In these Days and Kingdom Is Founded] 



He lived 1876 to 1931. 

 

Edna Ferber [Ferber, Edna] 

novelist 

USA 

1924 to 1926 

So Big [1924]; Show Boat [1926] 

She lived 1885 to 1968. 

 

Theodore Dreiser [Dreiser, Theodore] 

novelist 

USA 

1925 

American Tragedy [1925] 

He lived 1871 to 1945. 

 

Henry Louis Mencken [Mencken, Henry Louis] 

essayist/critic/editor 

USA 

1926 

Last Words [1926] 

He lived 1880 to 1956 and edited American Mercury magazine. 

 

Ernest Hemingway [Hemingway, Ernest] 

novelist 

USA 

1927 to 1940 

Men without Women [1927]; Farewell to Arms [1929]; Death in the Afternoon [1932]; Snows of Kilimanjaro 

[1933]; For Whom the Bell Tolls [1940]; Old Man and the Sea [1952] 

He lived 1899 to 1961. 

 

Evelyn Waugh [Waugh, Evelyn] 

novelist 

USA 

1928 to 1948 

Decline and Fall [1928]; Loved One [1948] 

He lived 1903 to 1966. 

 

Thomas Wolfe [Wolfe, Thomas] 

novelist 

USA 

1929 to 1938 

Look Homeward Angel [1929, includes A Stone, A Leaf, A Door]; Of Time and the River [1935]; You Can't Go 

Home Again [1938] 

He lived 1900 to 1938. 

 

William Faulkner [Faulkner, William] 

novelist 

USA 

1929 to 1948 

Sound and the Fury [1929]; As I Lay Dying [1930]; Sanctuary [1931]; Light in August [1932]; Absalom, Absalom 

[1936]; Hamlet [1940]; Intruder in the Dust [1948] 

He lived 1897 to 1962. 

 

James Thurber [Thurber, James] 

essayist/humorist 



USA 

1929 to 1952 

Is Sex Necessary? [1929: humorous essays]; Seal in the Bedroom [1932: humorous essays]; Male Animal [1941: 

humorous essays]; Thurber Album [1952: humorous essays] 

He lived 1894 to 1961. 

 

Dashiell Hammett [Hammett, Dashiell] 

novelist 

USA 

1930 to 1934 

Maltese Falcon [1930]; Glass Key [1930]; Thin Man [1934] 

He lived 1894 to 1961. 

 

Dorothy Parker [Parker, Dorothy] or Dorothy Rothschild [Rothschild, Dorothy] 

essayist/humorist 

USA 

1930 to 1942 

Laments for the Living [1930: stories]; After Such Pleasures [1933: stories]; Collected Stories [1942] 

She lived 1893 to 1967. 

 

Katherine Anne Porter [Porter, Katherine Anne] 

storyteller/novelist 

USA 

1930 to 1965 

Flowering Judas [1930: stories]; Collected Stories of Katherine Anne Porter [1965] 

She lived 1890 to 1980. 

 

Frederick Allen [Allen, Frederick] 

novelist 

USA 

1931 

Only Yesterday [1931: history] 

He lived 1890 to 1954. 

 

Pearl S. Buck [Buck, Pearl S.] 

novelist 

USA 

1931 

Good Earth [1931] 

She lived 1890 to 1973. 

 

Damon Runyan [Runyan, Damon] or Damon Runyon [Runyon, Damon] 

novelist/essayist 

USA 

1932 

Guys and Dolls [1932] 

He lived 1884 to 1946. 

 

Erskine Caldwell [Caldwell, Erskine] 

novelist 

USA 

1932 to 1933 

Tobacco Road [1932]; God's Little Acre [1933] 

He lived 1903 to 1987. 

 



Hervey Allen [Allen, Hervey] 

novelist 

USA 

1933 

Anthony Adverse [1933] 

He lived 1889 to 1949. 

 

Nathanael West [West, Nathanael] or Nathan Weinstein [Weinstein, Nathan] 

novelist 

USA 

1933 to 1939 

Miss Lonelyhearts [1933]; Day of the Locust [1939] 

He lived 1903 to 1940. 

 

John Steinbeck [Steinbeck, John] 

novelist 

USA 

1933 to 1961 

Red Pony [1933 and 1937]; Tortilla Flat [1935]; Cannery Row [1937]; Of Mice and Men [1937]; Grapes of Wrath 

[1939]; Moon Is Down [1941]; East of Eden [1952]; Winter of Our Discontent [1961] 

He lived 1902 to 1968. 

 

Earl Stanley Gardner [Gardner, Earl Stanley] 

novelist 

USA 

1933 to 1970 

Case of the Sulky Girl [1933] 

He lived 1889 to 1970 and wrote Perry Mason detective novels. 

 

William Saroyan [Saroyan, William] 

essayist/novelist 

USA 

1934 

Man on the Flying Trapeze [1934] 

He lived 1908 to 1981. 

 

Henry Miller [Miller, Henry] 

novelist 

USA 

1934 to 1941 

Tropic of Cancer [1934]; Tropic of Capricorn [1936]; Colossus of Maroussi [1941] 

He lived 1891 to 1980. 

 

Willa Cather [Cather, Willa] 

novelist 

USA 

1935 

Death Comes to the Archbishop [1935] 

She lived 1873 to 1947. 

 

Clarence Day [Day, Clarence] 

novelist 

USA 

1935 

Life with Father [1935] 

He lived 1874 to 1935. 



 

John O'Hara [O'Hara, John] 

novelist/essayist 

USA 

1935 to 1940 

Appointment in Samarra [1935]; Butterfield 8 [1935]; Pal Joey [1940] 

He lived 1905 to 1970. 

 

Walter Edmonds [Edmonds, Walter] 

novelist 

USA 

1936 

Drums along the Mohawk [1936] 

He lived 1903 to 1998. 

 

James Agee [Agee, James] 

novelist 

USA 

1936 to 1957 

Let Us Now Praise Famous Men [1936: essay]; Death in the Family [1957: novel] 

He lived 1909 to 1955. 

 

Charles Nordhoff [Nordhoff, Charles]/James N. Hall [Hall, James N.] 

novelist 

USA 

1937 

Mutiny on the Bounty [1937] 

Nordhoff lived 1887 to 1947. 

 

James T. Farrell [Farrell, James T.] 

novelist 

USA 

1938 

Studs Lonigan [1938] 

He lived 1904 to 1979. 

 

Edith Wharton [Wharton, Edith] 

novelist 

USA 

1938 

Ethan Frome [1938] 

She lived 1862 to 1937. 

 

Margaret Mitchell [Mitchell, Margaret] 

novelist 

USA 

1939 

Gone with the Wind [1939] 

She lived 1900 to 1949. 

 

Dorothea Canfield Fisher [Fisher, Dorothea Canfield] 

essayist 

USA 

1940 

Nothing Ever Happens and How It Does [1940] 

She lived 1879 to 1958. 



 

Richard Wright [Wright, Richard] 

novelist 

USA 

1940 

Native Son [1940] 

He lived 1908 to 1960. 

 

Finley Peter Dunne [Dunne, Finley Peter] 

essayist/humorist 

USA 

1941 

Mr. Dooley's America [1941: humor] 

He lived 1867 to 1936. 

 

Budd Schulberg [Schulberg, Budd] 

novelist 

USA 

1941 to 1954 

What Makes Sammy Run [1941]; On the Waterfront [1954] 

He lived 1914 to ?. 

 

Emily Kimbrough [Kimbrough, Emily] 

novelist 

USA 

1942 

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay [1942: with Cornelia Otis Skinner] 

She lived 1899 to 1989. 

 

Cornelia Otis Skinner [Skinner, Cornelia Otis] 

novelist 

USA 

1942 

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay [1942: with Emily Kimbrough] 

She lived 1901 to 1979. 

 

Philip Wylie [Wylie, Philip] 

novelist 

USA 

1942 to 1955 

Generation of Vipers [1942 and 1955] 

He lived 1902 to 1971. 

 

Ernie Pyle [Pyle, Ernie] 

essayist 

USA 

1943 

G. I. Joe [1943: stories about World War II] 

He lived 1900 to 1945. 

 

Ayn Rand [Rand, Ayn] 

novelist 

Russia/USA 

1943 

Fountainhead [1943]; Atlas Shrugged 

She lived 1905 to 1982. 



 

Jesse Stuart [Stuart, Jesse] 

essayist 

USA 

1943 

Kentucky is My Land [1952] 

He lived 1907 to 1976. 

 

John Hersey [Hersey, John] 

novelist 

USA 

1944 to 1959 

Bell for Adano [1944]; Hiroshima [1946]; War Lover [1959] 

He lived 1914 to 1993. 

 

Lloyd C. Douglas [Douglas, Lloyd C.] 

novelist 

USA 

1944 

Robe [1944] 

He lived 1877 to 1951. 

 

Lillian Smith [Smith, Lillian] 

novelist 

USA 

1945 

Strange Fruit [1945] 

She lived 1897 to 1966. 

 

Jessamyn West [West, Jessamyn] 

novelist 

USA 

1945 to 1953 

Friendly Persuasion [1945]; Cress Delahanty [1953] 

She lived 1907 to 1984. 

 

Thomas Heggen [Heggen, Thomas] 

novelist 

USA 

1946 

Mr. Roberts [1946] 

He lived 1905 to 1982. 

 

Robert Penn Warren [Warren, Robert Penn] 

novelist 

USA 

1946 

All the King's Men [1946] 

He lived 1905 to 1989. 

 

Eudora Welty [Welty, Eudora] 

novelist 

USA 

1946 

Robber Bridegroom [1946]; Delta Wedding [1946] 

She lived 1909 to 2001. 



 

Alexander Woollcott [Woollcott, Alexander] 

novelist 

USA 

1946 

Shouts and Murmurs column in The New Yorker; Portable Woollcott [1946] 

He lived 1887 to 1943. 

 

Carson McCullers [McCullers, Carson] 

novelist 

USA 

1946 to 1951 

Member of the Wedding [1946]; Ballad of the Sad Cafe [1951] 

She lived 1917 to 1967. 

 

Ambrose Bierce [Bierce, Ambrose] 

essayist/humorist 

USA 

1946 to 1947 

Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge [1946: story]; Devil's Dictionary [1947: humorous dictionary] 

He lived 1842 to 1914. 

 

Sidney Joseph Perelman [Perelman, Sidney Joseph] 

essayist/humorist 

USA 

1947 

Westward Ho! [1947] 

He lived 1904 to 1979. 

 

Alfred Bertram Guthrie [Guthrie, Alfred Bertram] 

novelist 

USA 

1947 to 1949 

Big Sky [1947]; Way West [1949] 

He lived 1901 to 1991. 

 

James Michener [Michener, James] 

novelist 

USA 

1947 to 1959 

Tales of the South Pacific [1947]; Hawaii [1959] 

He lived 1907 to 1997. 

 

Norman Mailer [Mailer, Norman] 

novelist 

USA 

1948 to 1951 

Naked and the Dead [1948]; Barbary Shore [1951] 

He lived 1923 to ?. 

 

Nelson Algren [Algren, Nelson] 

novelist 

USA 

1949 

Man with the Golden Arm [1949] 

He lived 1909 to 1981. 



 

John P. Marquand [Marquand, John P.] 

novelist 

USA 

1949 

Point of No Return [1949] 

He lived 1893 to 1960. 

 

James Jones [Jones, James] 

novelist 

USA 

1951 

From Here to Eternity [1951] 

He lived 1921 to 1977. 

 

Jerome David Salinger [Salinger, Jerome David] 

novelist 

USA 

1951 

Catcher in the Rye [1951] 

He lived 1919 to ?. 

 

Herman Wouk [Wouk, Herman] 

novelist 

USA 

1951 

Caine Mutiny [1951] 

He lived 1915 to ?. 

 

Ralph Ellison [Ellison, Ralph] 

novelist 

USA 

1952 

Invisible Man [1952] 

He lived 1914 to ?. 

 

Amy Vanderbilt [Vanderbilt, Amy] 

essayist 

USA 

1952 

Complete Book of Etiquette [1952] 

She lived 1908 to 1974 and wrote about etiquette. 

 

Mary T. McCarthy [McCarthy, Mary T.] 

novelist 

USA 

1952 to 1963 

Groves of Academe [1952]; Group [1963] 

She lived 1912 to 1989. 

 

Ernest K. Gann [Gann, Ernest K.] 

novelist 

USA 

1953 

High and the Mighty [1953] 

He lived 1910 to 1991. 



 

Conrad Richter [Richter, Conrad] 

novelist 

USA 

1953 

Light in the Forest [1953] 

He lived 1890 to 1968. 

 

James Baldwin [Baldwin, James] 

novelist 

USA 

1953 to 1963 

Go Tell It on the Mountain [1953]; Fire Next Time [1963] 

He lived 1924 to 1987. 

 

Saul Bellow [Bellow, Saul] 

novelist 

Canada/USA 

1953 to 1970 

Adventures of Augie March [1953]; Herzog [1964]; Mr. Sammler's Planet [1970] 

He lived 1915 to 2005. 

 

John Gassner [Gassner, John] 

writer 

USA 

1954 

Masters of the Drama [1954] 

He lived 1903 to 1967. 

 

Leslie P. Hartley [Hartley, Leslie P.] 

novelist 

USA 

1954 

Go Between [1954] 

He lived 1895 to 1972. 

 

Edwin O'Connor [O'Connor, Edwin] 

novelist 

USA 

1954 

Last Hurrah [1954] 

He lived 1918 to 1968. 

 

Peter De Vries [De Vries, Peter] 

novelist 

USA 

1954 to 1959 

Tunnel of Love [1954]; Comfort Me with Apples [1956]; Tents of Wickedness [1959] 

He lived 1910 to 1993. 

 

William S. Burroughs [Burroughs, William S.] 

novelist 

USA 

1955 

Naked Lunch [1955] 

He lived 1914 to 1997. 



 

Jack Kerouac [Kerouac, Jack] 

novelist 

USA 

1955 

On the Road [1955] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Anne Lindbergh [Lindbergh, Anne] 

novelist 

USA 

1955 

Gift from the Sea [1955] 

She lived 1906 to 2001. 

 

Flannery O'Connor [O'Connor, Flannery] 

novelist 

USA 

1955 

Good Man Is Hard to Find [1955] 

She lived 1925 to 1964. 

 

Gore Vidal [Vidal, Gore] 

novelist 

USA 

1955 to 1960 

Visit to a Small Planet [1955]; Best Man [1960] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Gerald Green [Green, Gerald] 

novelist 

USA 

1956 

Last Angry Man [1956] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

John Cheever [Cheever, John] 

novelist 

USA 

1957 

Wapshot Chronicle [1957] 

He lived 1912 to 1982. 

 

Walter V. Clark [Clark, Walter V.] 

novelist 

USA 

1957 

Ox-Bow Incident [1957] 

He lived 1909 to 1971. 

 

James Gould Cozzens [Cozzens, James Gould] 

novelist 

USA 

1957 

By Love Possessed [1957] 

He lived 1903 to 1978. 



 

Alistair Maclean [Maclean, Alistair] 

novelist 

USA 

1957 

Guns of Navarone [1957] 

He lived 1922 to 1987. 

 

Wright Morris [Morris, Wright] 

novelist 

USA 

1957 

Love among the Cannibals [1957] 

He lived 1910 to 1998 and was photographer. 

 

Taylor Caldwell [Caldwell, Taylor] 

novelist 

USA 

1958 

Dear and Glorious Physician [1958] 

She lived 1900 to 1985. 

 

Irwin Shaw [Shaw, Irwin] 

novelist 

USA 

1958 

Young Lions [1958] 

He lived 1913 to 1984. 

 

Eugene Burdick [Burdick, Eugene] 

novelist 

USA 

1958 to 1962 

Ugly American [1958: with William Lederer]; Fail-Safe [1962] 

He lived 1918 to 1965. 

 

William Lederer [Lederer, William] 

novelist 

USA 

1958 to 1962 

Ugly American [1958: with Eugene Burdick] 

He lived 1912 to ?. 

 

Truman Capote [Capote, Truman] 

novelist 

USA 

1958 to 1965 

Breakfast at Tiffany's [1958]; In Cold Blood [1965] 

He lived 1924 to 1984. 

 

James Costigan [Costigan, James] 

novelist 

USA 

1959 

Little Moon of Alban [1959] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 



 

John Knowles [Knowles, John] 

novelist 

USA 

1959 

Separate Peace [1959] 

He lived 1926 to 2001. 

 

James Purdy [Purdy, James] 

novelist 

USA 

1959 to 1961 

Malcolm [1959]; Nephew [1961] 

He lived 1923 to ?. 

 

Philip Roth [Roth, Philip] 

novelist 

USA 

1959 to 1969 

Goodbye, Columbus [1959]; Portnoy's Complaint [1969] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Cleveland Amory [Amory, Cleveland] 

novelist 

USA 

1960 

Who Killed Society? [1960] 

He lived 1917 to 1998. 

 

Clifton Fadiman [Fadiman, Clifton] 

essayist/humorist 

USA 

1960 

Lifetime Reading Plan [1960] 

He lived 1902 to 1999. 

 

Harper Lee [Lee, Harper] 

novelist 

USA 

1960 

To Kill a Mockingbird [1960] 

She lived 1926 to ?. 

 

John Barth [Barth, John] 

novelist 

USA 

1960 to 1964 

Sot-Weed Factor [1960]; Giles Goat Boy [1964] 

He lived 1930 to ?. 

 

John Updike [Updike, John] 

novelist 

USA 

1960 to 1990 

Rabbit, Run [1960]; Rabbit Redux [1971]; Rabbit is Rich [1981]; Rabbit at Rest [1990] 

He lived 1932 to ?. 



 

Muriel Spark [Spark, Muriel] 

essayist 

USA 

1961 

Prime of Miss Jean Brodie [1961] 

She lived 1918 to ?. 

 

Irving Stone [Stone, Irving] 

novelist 

USA 

1961 

Agony and the Ecstasy [1961] 

He lived 1903 to 1989. 

 

Joseph Heller [Heller, Joseph] 

novelist 

USA 

1961 to 1974 

Catch 22 [1961]; Something Happened [1974] 

He lived 1923 to 1999. 

 

Isaac Bashevis Singer [Singer, Isaac Bashevis] 

writer 

Poland/USA 

1961 to 1986 

Spinoza of Market Street [1961]; Magician of Lublin [1961]; In My Father's Court [1966]; Tale of Three Wishes 

[1975: story]; Power of Light [1980: story]; Stories for Children [1986: stories] 

He lived 1904 to 1991. 

 

Ken Kesey [Kesey, Ken] 

novelist 

USA 

1962 

One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest [1962] 

He lived 1935 to 2001. 

 

James Patrick Donleavy [Donleavy, James Patrick] 

novelist 

USA 

1963 

Ginger Man [1963] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

John Dos Passos [Dos Passos, John] 

novelist 

USA 

1963 

USA [1963] 

He lived 1896 to 1970. 

 

Frank Harris [Harris, Frank] 

novelist 

England 

1963 

My Life and Loves [1963: autobiography published] 



He lived 1856 to 1931. 

 

John Rechy [Rechy, John] 

novelist 

USA 

1963 

City of Night [1963] 

He lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Thomas Pynchon [Pynchon, Thomas] 

novelist 

USA 

1963 to 1973 

V [1963]; Gravity's Rainbow [1973] 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Eldridge Cleaver [Cleaver, Eldridge] 

essayist 

USA 

1964 

Soul on Ice [1964: nonfiction] 

He lived 1935 to 1998. 

 

Bel Kaufman [Kaufman, Bel] 

novelist 

Germany/USA 

1964 

Up the Down Staircase [1964] 

She lived 1911 to ?. 

 

Hubert Selby [Selby, Hubert] 

novelist 

USA 

1964 

Last Exit to Brooklyn [1964] 

He lived 1928 to 2004. 

 

Jim Bishop [Bishop, Jim] 

novelist 

USA 

1965 

Day Lincoln Was Shot [1965] 

He lived 1907 to 1987. 

 

Lionel Trilling [Trilling, Lionel] 

essayist/critic 

USA 

1965 

Beyond Culture: Essays on Literature and Learning [1965] 

He lived 1905 to 1975. 

 

Alex Haley [Haley, Alex] 

novelist 

USA 

1965 to 1976 

Autobiography of Malcolm X [1965: ghostwriter biography]; Roots [1976: novel] 



He lived 1921 to 1992. 

 

Walter Kerr [Kerr, Walter] 

essayist/critic 

USA 

1966 

He lived 1913 to 1996. 

 

Bernard Malamud [Malamud, Bernard] 

novelist 

USA 

1966 

Fixer [1966] 

He lived 1914 to 1986. 

 

Anne Sexton [Sexton, Anne] 

novelist 

USA 

1966 

Live or Die [1966] 

She lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Ray Bradbury [Bradbury, Ray] 

novelist 

USA 

1967 

Fahrenheit 451 [1967: science fiction] 

He lived 1920 to ?. 

 

James Dickey [Dickey, James] 

novelist/poet 

USA 

1967 

Deliverance [1967] 

He lived 1923 to 1997. 

 

William Styron [Styron, William] 

novelist 

USA 

1967 to 1979 

Confessions of Nat Turner [1967]; Sophie's Choice [1979] 

He lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Louis Auchincloss [Auchincloss, Louis] 

novelist 

USA 

1968 

Rector of Justin [1968] 

He lived 1917 to ?. 

 

Louis L'Amour [L'Amour, Louis] 

writer 

USA 

1968 

Down the Long Hills [1968] 

He lived 1908 to 1988. 



 

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. [Vonnegut, Kurt] 

novelist 

USA 

1968 

Slaughterhouse Five [1968] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Jean Stafford [Stafford, Jean] 

novelist 

USA 

1969 

Collected Stories [1969] 

She lived 1915 to 1979. 

 

Toni Morrison [Morrison, Toni] 

novelist 

USA 

1970 to 1992 

Bluest Eye [1970]; Sula [1973]; Song of Solomon [1977]; Tar Baby [1982]; Beloved [1988]; Jazz [1992] 

She lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Norman Maclean [Maclean, Norman] 

novelist 

USA 

1977 

River Runs Through It [1977: biography] 

He lived 1902 to 1990. 

 

ARTS>Literature>History>Poetry 

 

Bible poets 

poet 

Palestine 

-1100 to -600 

Address of Ruth to Naomi [-1100 to -600: in Book of Ruth]; Twenty-Third Psalm [-1100 to -600: in Book of 

Psalms] 

Bible poets include King David, who wrote most psalms. 

 

Homer 

poet 

Chios, Greece 

-850 

Iliad [-850]; Odyssey [-850] 

He lived -900 to -850 and described ancient Greek laws. George Chapman translated [1611 to 1616]. 

 

Hesiod 

poet 

Greece 

-700 

Theogony or Genealogy of the Gods [-700]; Works and Days [-700: didactic poetry] 

He lived 730 to ? and was from Boeotia. 

 

Sappho 

poet 

Greece 



-590 to -570 

Hymn to Aphrodite [-590 to -570: in Sapphic metric form, Fragment 1]; Anaktoria [-590 to -570: Fragment 16]; 

Tithonus [-590 to -570: Fragment 58] 

She lived -610 to -570 and was lyric poet. 

 

Pherecydes of Syrus 

poet/philosopher 

Asia Minor 

-586 

Hymn to Jupiter [-586]; Theology [-586] 

He was lyric and gnomic poet. 

 

Thespis 

poet 

Greece 

-536 to -534 

Games of Pelias or Phorbas [-536 to -534]; Priests [-536 to -534]; Youths [-536 to -534]; Pentheus [-536 to -534] 

He lived -560 to -525 and was first known tragic actor, who spoke his own verse as character in festival. 

 

Anacreon 

poet 

Greece 

-530 to -500 

Accompt [-530 to -500]; Age [-530 to -500]; Beauty [-530 to -500]; Grasshopper [-530 to -500]; Picture [-530 to -

500]; Spring [-530 to -500]; Vintage [-530 to -500]; Wish [-530 to -500] 

He lived -563 to -478 and wrote poetry about wine and women {anacreonic poetry, Anacreon}. Thomas Moore 

translated the Odes [1801]. 

 

Pindar 

poet 

Greece 

-490 to -470 

Epinicia or Victory Songs [-490 to -470: for chorus] 

He lived -518 to -438, was from Boeotia, and wrote odes for chorus {epinicia, Pindar}, which celebrated victories at 

Pythian, Olympic, Isthmian, and Nemean games. 

 

Gaius Valerius Catullus [Catullus, Gaius Valerius] 

poet 

Rome, Italy 

-54 

Lesbia [-54: lyric poem] 

He lived -84 to -54 and wrote poems about personal life {carmina, Catullus}. 

 

Virgil or Publius Vergilius Maro [Maro, Publius Vergilius] 

poet 

Rome, Italy 

-42 to -19 

Eclogues or Bucolics [-42]; Georgics [-30]; Aeneid [-19] 

He lived -70 to -19. 

 

Horace or Quintus Horatius Flaccus [Flaccus, Quintus Horatius] 

poet 

Rome, Italy 

-32 to -29 

Ars Poetica or Art of Poetry [-30: book] 

He lived -65 to -8. 



 

Ovid or Publius Ovidius Naso [Ovidius Naso, Publius] 

poet 

Rome, Italy 

-20 to 2 

Amores [-20]; Metamorphoses [-10]; Ars Amatoria or Art of Love [2] 

He lived -43 to 17. 

 

Phaedrus 

poet 

Rome, Italy 

40 

Fables [40: including Lupus ad Canem or The Dog and the Wolf, Soror ad Fratrem or The Brother and Sister, 

Socrates ad Amicos] 

He lived -15 to 50 and translated Aesop's Fables into poetry. 

 

Percius 

poet 

Rome, Italy 

62 

Satires [62] 

He lived 34 to 62. 

 

Ossian or Oisin 

poet 

Ireland 

300 

Finn Mac Cumhail or Fionn mac Cumhail or Finn MacCool [300: about his father]; Cuchulain [300] 

Legendary poet wrote in Gaelic. 

 

Kalidasa 

poet/playwright 

India 

380 to 420 

Meghaduta or Cloud Messenger [400: poem]; Sakuntala or Fatal Ring [400: play]; Abhiknana Shakuntala or 

Recollection of Shakuntala [400]; Ritu Samhara or Account of Seasons or Cycle of Seasons [400] 

He lived 353 to 420. 

 

Tao Yuanming or T'ao Ch'ien or Tao Qian 

poet 

China 

390 to 410 

Peach Blossom Shangri-la or Peach Blossom Country or Peach Blossom Spring or Tao Hua Yuan Ji [390 to 410]; 

Returning to Live in the Country [390 to 410]; Moving House [390 to 410] 

He lived 365 to 427. 

 

Bidpai or Bidpay or Pilpai 

poet 

Persia 

450 to 500 

Pancha Tantra or Panchatantra or Pancatantra or Fables of Bidpai [450 to 500: Sanskrit animal fables, translated into 

Pahlavi in 550 and later by Rudaki in 930] 

Bidpai means wise man or court scholar in Sanskrit. 

 

ravi 

poet 



Arabia 

500 

ghasideh [500: poems that troubadours sang] 

Troubadours sang Ghasideh poems {ravi}. 

 

Barbad or Borbad 

composer/poet 

Persia 

600 

Kin-e Iraj or Vengeance of Iraj [600: epic song]; Takhte Ardeshir or Throne of Ardeshir [600: epic song]; Baq-e-

Sahryar or Sovereign's Garden [600]; Haft Ganj or Seven Treasures [600]; Mah Abr Kuhan or Moon, Cloud, 

Mountains [600] 

He lived 586 to 636, during the Sassanid Empire, in Khosrow Perviz's court [590 to 628]. He created a musical 

system with seven khosravani modes. Bamshad was another Sassanid surud song composer. 

 

Caedmon 

poet 

England 

670 

Hymn [poem] 

He lived ? to 680 and wrote hymns. 

 

Beowulf 

poet 

England 

700 to 800 

Beowulf [1100: national poem] 

Poem is in Old English. King Beowulf kills the monster Grendel and angers its giant serpent-like mother. 

 

Li Bai or Li Bo or Li Po or Li Taibai 

poet 

China 

730 to 750 

Night Thoughts or Thoughts on a Still Night [730 to 750: romantic]; Hearing a Flute on a Spring Night in Luoyang 

[730 to 750]; Seeing a Friend Off [730 to 750]; Staying the Night at a Mountain Temple [730 to 750] 

He lived 701 to 762 and was Taoist. 

 

Du Fu or Tu Fu 

poet 

China 

740 to 760 

Seeing Li Bai in a Dream [740 to 760: realistic] 

He lived 712 to 770. 

 

Abu Navass [Navass, Abu] or Abu Nawas [Nawas, Abu] or Father of Curls 

poet 

Persia 

780 to 800 

Diwan Abu Nuwas or Collected Poems [780 to 800]; What Has Become of Your Youth [780 to 800]; Love in Bloom 

[780 to 800]; Boy Is Worth More Than a Girl [780 to 800] 

He lived 756 to 815 and wrote drinking songs {khamriyyat, Navass} and funny love lyrics {mudhakkarat, Navass} 

{mujuniyyat, Navass}. 

 

Bo Juyi [Juyi, Bo] or Bai Juyi [Juyi, Bai] or Po Chu-i 

poet 

China 



800 to 820 

Song of Everlasting Sorrow or Song of Eternal Regret [800 to 820: about Yang Guifei or Yang Yuhuan, one of the 

Four Beauties and consort of Xuanzong of Tang Dynasty]; Song of the Pipa Player [800 to 820] 

He lived 772 to 846. Pipa is Chinese lute. 

The army killed Yang Guifei and her cousin Yang Guozhong, because it thought Yangs caused the Rebellion of 

Anshi. The Four Beauties are Xi Shi [-700 to -600] of Spring and Autumn Period, Wang Zhaojun [-100 to 1] of 

Western Han Dynasty, Diao Chan [200 to 300] of Romance of the Three Kingdoms, and Yang Guifei [719 to 756] of 

Tang Dynasty. 

 

Zhang Ji 

poet 

China 

800 to 820 

Night Mooring near Maple Bridge or Mooring by Fengqiao at Night or Overnight Stay at Feng Qiao [800 to 820] 

He lived 766 to 830. 

 

Du Mu 

poet 

China 

830 to 850 

Poems for Parting [830 to 850] 

He lived 803 to 852. 

 

Abu Tammam Habib ibn Aus [Tammam Habib ibn Aus, Abu] 

poet 

Arabia 

840 

Hamasa or Valor [840: ancient-verse anthology] 

He lived 805 to 845. 

 

Li Shangyin 

poet 

China 

840 to 850 

Han Monument [840 to 850]; Cicada [840 to 850]; Wind and Rain [840 to 850]; Falling Petals [840 to 850]; 

Thoughts in the Cold [840 to 850] 

He lived 813 to 858 and wrote in five-character regular verse. 

 

al-Buhturi 

poet 

Arabia 

850 to 880 

Hamasa or Valor [850 to 880: ancient-verse anthology] 

He lived 820 to 897. 

 

Poetic Edda 

poet 

Iceland 

850 to 1150 

Poetic Edda or Elder Edda [850 to 1150: 30 poems about Scandinavian and German gods and heroes, such as 

Sigurdur, who is same as Siegfried] 

Poem includes Völuspá or The Vision of the Seeress and Hávamál or The Speech of the High One. 

 

Skaldic poetry 

poet 

Iceland 



850 to 1250 

Skaldic poetry [850 to 1250: 30 poems about Scandinavian and German gods and heroes, such as Sigurdur, who is 

same as Siegfried] 

Poetry is about nobles, love, or events, is syllabic, and uses kenning. 

 

Manuskihar or Manuschihar or Manushchihar 

writer 

Sirkan, Persia 

881 

Epistles [881] 

Sirkan is in Baluchestan in southeast Iran. 

 

Hallaj or Husayn ibn Mansur al-Hallaj [al-Hallaj, Husayn ibn Mansur] or Mansoor al-Hallaj [al-Hallaj, 

Mansoor] 

poet 

Persia 

900 

Diwan al-Hallaj or Collected Poems [900] 

He lived 858 to 922. 

 

Isaac Ben Solomon Israeli [Israeli, Isaac Ben Solomon] or Isaac Israeli [Israeli, Isaac] or Isaac the Elder or Abu 

Ya-'qub Ishaq Ibn Sulayman al-Isra'ili [al-Isra'ili, Abu Ya-'qub Ishaq Ibn Sulayman] 

poet 

Spain 

900 

Book of Elements [900]; Book of Five Substances [900] 

He lived 865 to 955. 

 

Kino Tsurayuki [Tsurayuki, Kino] 

poet 

Japan 

910 to 935 

Preface to Kokinwakashû [910 to 935: introduces his ancient and modern verse collection and describes Japanese 

poetics]; Tosa nikki or Tosa Diary [935] 

Zen Buddhist lived 872 to 945 and wrote tanka. 

 

Abu Abullah Rudaki [Rudaki, Abu Abullah] or Abu 'Abd Allah Ja'far ibn Muhammad [Muhammad, Abu 'Abd 

Allah Ja'far ibn] 

poet 

Arabia 

930 to 940 

Kalila wa Dimna or Pancha Tantra or Fables of Bidpai [930: translator]; Lament in Old Age [940: poem] 

He lived 858 to 941 and wrote bayt. 

 

al-Mutanabbi 

poet 

Iraq 

948 to 957 

To Sayfu d-Dawla [948 to 957: ode] 

He lived 915 to 965. 

 

Firdausi or Ferdowsi or Abu Ol-Qasem Mansur [Mansur, Abu Ol-Qasem] 

poet 

Persia 

960 to 1025 

Book of Kings or Shah-Nameh or Shah Nama [1010] 



He lived 932 to 1025. 

 

Baba Taher or Baba Tahir or Oryan 

poet 

Persia 

1000 

Dubayti or Two-Sentence Poems [1000: in two-bayt form] 

He lived 934 to 1019. Poetic forms {bayt} can have two sentences. 

 

Fujiwara Kinto [Kinto, Fujiwara] or Fujiwara no Kinto [Kinto, Fujiwara no] 

poet 

Japan 

1000 to 1040 

Selected Poems of the Thirty-six Immortal Poets or Collection of Clear Songs [1000 to 1040: anthology of Chinese 

and Japanese poems]; Swooping Hawk [1000 to 1040] 

Zen Buddhist lived 966 to 1041 and wrote Japanese waka poems. 

 

Solomon Ibn Gabirol [Gabirol, Solomon Ibn] or Avicebron 

philosopher/poet 

Spain 

1045 to 1050 

Mekor Hayyim or Fons Vitae or Well of Life [1045 to 1050: poem]; Tikkun Middot ha-Nefesh or On the 

Improvement of the Moral Qualities [1045: essay]; Choice of Pearls [1045 to 1050: sayings]; Kingly Crown [1050: 

poem] 

He lived 1020 to 1070 and wrote in Kabbalah mystic style. 

 

Nasir Khosrow [Khosrow, Nasir] or Nasser Khosrow ebn-e Haress al-Qobadiani al-Balkhi al-Marvazi [Khosrow 

ebn-e Haress al-Qobadiani al-Balkhi al-Marvazi, Nasser] or Abu Mo'in Hamid al-Din Nasir ibn Khusraw 

[Khusraw, Abu Mo'in Hamid al-Din Nasir ibn] 

poet 

Persia/Tajikestan 

1046 to 1052 

Book of Travels or Safarnama [1046 to 1052]; Ruby of Badakhshan [1047]; Diwan or Collected Poems [1046 to 

1052] 

He lived 1004 to 1072. 

 

Fakhroddin Gorgani [Gorgani, Fakhroddin] or Fakhr al-Din As'ad Gurgani [Gurgani, Fakhr al-Din As'ad] 

poet 

Persia 

1054 

Vis and Rahmin [1054: original Pahlavi translated into Farsi] 

 

Su Dongpo or Su Shi or Su Shih 

poet 

China 

1070 to 1090 

Chibifu or The Red Cliffs [1070 to 1090]; Shui diao ge tou or Remembering Su Zhe on the Mid-Autumn Festival or 

Mid-Autumn Moon [1070 to 1090] 

He lived 1037 to 1101, founded the Haofang School, and wrote poetic satires {fu}, late-Han and early-Tang dynasty 

classical poetry {shi}, and formal lyrical poems {ci}. 

 

Omar Khayyam [Khayyam, Omar] 

poet/mathematician 

Persia/Iraq 

1080 to 1123 

Rubaiyat [1080] 



He lived 1048 to 1123 and invented new Persian calendar. 

 

Song of Roland 

poet 

France 

1090 

Chanson de Roland or Song of Roland [1090: national poem] 

Poem was French song of deeds {chanson de geste, poem}. 

 

al-Hariri 

poet 

Arabia 

1100 

Maqamat or Assemblies [1100: entertaining dialogues] 

He lived 1054 to 1122. 

 

Cantar del mio Cid 

poet 

Spain 

1100 

Cantar del mio Cid or Lay of the Cid [1100: oral national poem about life of El Cid of Castile from 1081 to 1099] 

It is oldest cantar de gesta, and Per Abbat recorded it [1142]. 

 

Li Ching-zhao or Li Ch'ing-zhao or Li Qingzhao or Li Ch'ing-chao 

poet 

China 

1100 

Dream Season [1100]; Cilun or Tz'u-lun or Lun ci or On lyrics or Discourse on Lyric [1120 to 1150: book]; Double 

Nine [1100]; Wuling Spring or Spring Ends [1100]; Autumn Evening Beside the Lake [1100]; Two Springs [1100]; 

Sorrow of Departure or Cutting a Flowering Plum Branch [1100]; Autumn Love or A Weary Song to a Slow Sad Tune 

[1100]; Quail Sky [1100]; Clear Peace Happiness [1100]; Fading Plum Blossoms or Perfumed Garden [1100]; 

Bodhisattva's Headdress [1100] 

She lived 1084 to 1151. 

 

Ari Thorgilsson the Learned [Thorgilsson the Learned, Ari] 

poet 

Iceland 

1100 to 1140 

Islendingabok or Book of Icelanders [1100 to 1140: about Iceland society and wars]; Landnamabok or Book of 

Settlements [1100 to 1140: about Iceland society and wars] 

He lived 1067 to 1148. 

 

Judah Halevi [Halevi, Judah] 

poet 

Spain 

1100 to 1141 

Kuzari [1100: Khazar king converts to Judaism] 

He lived 1075 to 1141. Franz Rosenzweig, who also translated the Old Testament into German from Hebrew, 

translated his work into German [1886 to 1929]. 

 

Abol-Maid Sana'i [Sana'i, Abol-Maid] or Hakim Sana'i [Sana'i, Hakim] 

poet/teacher 

Ghazni, Afghanistan/Persia 

1130 to 1131 

Tadhkirat al-Awliyd or Book of Saints [1130]; Hadiqa or Hadiqat al-Haqiqa or Walled Garden of Truth or Garden of 

Truth or Garden of Mystical Truth [1131: first mathnawi] 



He lived 1092 to 1167, wrote masnavi and ghazal, and was Sufi. Lust, greed, and emotional excitement stand 

between humans and divine knowledge. Love and social conscience are religion foundations. 

 

Abraham Ibn Ezra [Ibn Ezra, Abraham] or Abenezra 

poet/philosopher 

Spain 

1148 

Beginning of Wisdom [1148] 

He lived 1092 to 1167. 

 

Auhadu'd-Dín Mohammad Anvari [Anvari, Auhadu'd-Dín Mohammad] 

poet 

Persia 

1150 to 1170 

Divan-e Anvari or Collected Poems of Anvari [1150 to 1170] 

He lived 1126 to 1190. 

 

Icelandic Sagas 

poet 

Iceland 

1150 to 1350 

Icelandic Sagas [1150 to 1350: national poems] 

Icelandic sagas are about Iceland from 870 to 1050. 

 

Confession of Golias 

poet 

Europe 

1160 

Confession of Golias [1160] 

He used lyrics about wine and women in made-up Latin {Goliardic verse, Golias}. Golias Episcopus or Bishop 

Golias was fictional. Perhaps, Primas and Archipoeta or The Archpoet were fictional. 

 

Chrétien de Troyes [Troyes, Chrétien de] 

poet 

Troyes, France 

1164 to 1180 

King Arthur [1164]; Erec et Enide [1170]; Cliges [1176]; Lancelot [1178 to 1180]; Yvain [1178 to 1180]; Perceval 

or The Story of the Grail [1180] 

He lived 1135 to 1190. 

 

Nezami or Elyas Yusof Nezami Ganjavi [Nezami Ganjavi, Elyas Yusof] 

poet 

Persia 

1166 to 1199 

Khamseh or Five Books [1166 to 1191: mathnavi poems]; Makhzanul-Assrar or Treasure of Mysteries [1166: in 

Khamseh]; Khosrow and Shirin [1176: in Khamseh]; Leili and Majnoon [1189: in Khamseh]; Eskandarnameh or Book 

of Alexander [1191: in Khamseh]; Haft Peykar or Seven Figures [1199: in Khamseh] 

He lived 1141 to 1202. 

 

Ananga Ranga 

poet 

India 

1172 

Ananga Ranga or Stage of the Bodiless One [1172: from the Kama Sutra, love poem about kama and emotions] 

It translated into English by Richard Burton [1885]. 

 



Afkham Darbandi Farid al-Din Attar [Attar, Afkham Darbandi Farid al-Din] 

poet 

Persia 

1180 to 1200 

Book of Saints or Recapitulation of the Saints [1180 to 1200]; Book of Travail [1180 to 1200]; Pand Namah or Book 

of Counsel [1180 to 1200]; Book of Secrets [1180 to 1200]; Mantiq al-Tayr or Conference of the Birds or Bird 

Discourse or Parliament [1188]; Divan or Collected Poems [1190] 

He lived 1145 to 1221. Collective human souls are God or the divine. 

 

Marie de France [France, Marie de] 

poet 

France 

1200 

Lay of the Werewolf [1200: Breton lay] 

She lived 1174 to 1204. 

 

troubadours 

poet 

Europe 

1200 

Troubadour poems began. 

 

Bieris de Romans [Romans, Bieris de] or Bieiris de Romans [Romans, Bieiris de] 

poet 

France 

1200 to 1220 

Na Maria, pretz e fina valors or Na Maria, you are a prize [1200 to 1220] 

She was a troubadour. 

 

Gisla Saga 

poet 

Iceland 

1200 to 1250 

Gisla Saga or Gísla saga Súrssonar [1200 to 1250: tragedy about sensitive outlaw] 

It is about Gísli Súrsson, who killed his brother-in-law [960]. 

 

Huon of Bordeaux 

poet 

France 

1200 to 1250 

Huon of Bordeaux [1200 to 1250: chanson de geste] 

Knight accidentally kills Charlot, supposed son of Charlemagne, and must perform difficult tasks. Perhaps, Charlot 

was Charles l'Enfant, Charles the Bald's son, who died in 866. 

 

Gottfried von Strassburg [von Strassburg, Gottfried] 

poet 

Strasbourg, France 

1210 

Tristan [1210] 

He lived ? to 1210. 

 

Snorri Sturluson [Sturluson, Snorri] 

poet 

Iceland 

1210 to 1240 



Heimskringla or Disc of the World [1210 to 1240: about Norway kings from 870 to 1177]; Prose Edda or Younger 

Edda [1220: about Scandinavian mythology] 

He lived 1178 to 1241. 

 

Egil's Saga 

poet 

Iceland 

1220 to 1240 

Egil's Saga [1220 to 1240: about Egill Skallagimsson, skaldic poet and soldier] 

Perhaps, Snorri Sturluson [1179 to 1241] wrote it. 

 

Aucassin et Nicolette 

poet 

France 

1225 

Aucassin et Nicolette [1225: chanson de geste or chantefable] 

Poem has alternating verse and prose {chantefable, Aucassin et Nicolette}. 

 

Njal's Saga 

poet 

Iceland 

1230 to 1290 

Njal's Saga or Brennu-Njáls saga or Story of the Burning of Njáll or Njála [1230 to 1290: about Iceland society and 

wars] 

It is about Iceland from 930 and 1020. 

 

Guillaume de Lorris [Lorris, Guillaume de] or Guillaume de Loris [Loris, Guillaume de] 

poet 

France 

1237 

Roman de la Rose or Story of the Rose [1237] 

He lived 1215 to 1278. 

 

Molavi or Jalal al-Din Mohammad al-Rumi [al-Rumi, Jalal al-Din Mohammad] or Jalalu'ddin Rumi [Rumi, 

Jalalu'ddin] or Mawlana Jalaluddin Rumi [Rumi, Mawlana Jalaluddin] or Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Balkhi 

[Balkhi, Jalal ad-Din Muhammad] or Mawlawi or Mawlana or Mevlana 

poet/philosopher 

Balkh, Afghanistan/Konya, Turkey 

1240 to 1270 

Divan Shams Tabrizi or Diwan-e Shams-e Tabriz-i or The Works of Shams of Tabriz [1270: poems]; Spiritual 

Couplets or Qur'an-e Farsi or Masnavi-e-Ma'navi or Mathnawi-i-maanawi or Poem of Inner Meaning [1270: poems 

totaling 24,000 verses]; Ruba'iyat [1270: poems]; Fihi Ma Fih or Discourses of Rumi [1240 to 1270: Rumi's speeches, 

as transcribed by his son Sultan Valad and other disciples]; Majalis-i Sab-a or Sermons [1240 to 1270: lectures] 

He lived 1207 to 1273, wrote in Farsi, and was Sufi. His father was Bahauddin Walad, professor who wrote Maarif, 

or mystic visions. Sayyid Burhaneddin, his father's friend and from Balkh, taught him after his father died, when he 

was 24 through 33. Rumi became Sufi-community sheikh at Konya. At age 37, he met Shams of Tabriz, Iran, mystic, 

who left after two days but was brought back and then disappeared. EPISTEMOLOGY: Knowledge of objective truth, 

or God, develops through love and self-knowledge. Physical and emotional stimuli prevent people from higher 

perceptions. Addiction to vice or virtue is idolatry and prevents higher perception {veiling}. Teaching people to hate 

evil and to covet sanctity teaches hatred and covetousness, not goodness or holiness. Conventional religious systems 

are secondary, imitative, and limited. However, teacher can help people reach higher perceptions, because ordinary 

people cannot evaluate the mystical masters. Sufi knowledge involves escaping from familiar dimensions. 

 

Laxdaela Saga 

poet 

Iceland 



1245 

Laxdaela Saga [1245: tragic poem] 

It is about the Laxárdalur clan. 

 

Volsunga Saga 

poet 

Iceland 

1250 

Völsunga Saga [1250: about Scandinavian gods and heroes] 

It is about the Volsung clan and Giuking or Niflung or Nibelung clan of Germany and Burgundy and has Sigurd and 

Brynhild. 

 

Sturla Thordarson [Thordarson, Sturla] 

poet 

Iceland 

1250 to 1280 

Islendinga Saga [1250 to 1280: part of Sturlunga Saga] 

He lived 1214 to 1284 and was nephew of Snorri Sturluson. 

 

Saadi or Mosleh al-Din Saadi Shirazi [Saadi Shirazi, Mosleh al-Din] 

poet 

Persia 

1257 to 1270 

Bustan or Scented Garden or Orchard [1257]; Golestan or Rose Garden [1270] 

He lived 1210 to 1290 and was Sufi. 

 

Knytlinga Saga 

poet 

Iceland 

1260 

Knytlinga Saga [1260: about Dane kings from Gorm the Old to Canute IV] 

Knytlinga are descendants of Knut or Canute. 

 

Jean de Meun [Meun, Jean de] or Jean de Meung [Meung, Jean de] 

poet 

France 

1275 

Roman de la Rose or Story of the Rose [1275] 

He lived 1240 to 1305 and wrote satires. 

 

Amir Khusrau [Khusrau, Amir] or Abul Hasan Yaminuddin Khusro [Khusro, Abul Hasan Yaminuddin] or 

Amir Khusro Dehlavi [Dehlavi, Amir Khusro] 

poet 

Delhi, India 

1290 to 1310 

Khamsa or Amulet [1290 to 1310] 

He lived 1253 to 1325 and wrote masnavi. 

 

Dante Alighieri 

poet 

Florence, Italy 

1292 to 1321 

New Life [1292: poem about love]; De Vulgari Eloquentia or Of Vulgar Eloquence [1300: essay]; Divine Comedy 

[1319 to 1321: poem trilogy dedicated to Beatrice]; Inferno [1319: Divine Comedy first poem]; Purgatorio [1319: 

Divine Comedy second poem]; Paradiso [1321: Divine Comedy third poem] 

He lived 1265 to 1321, was White Guelf, and wrote Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and European language studies. 



 

Sturlunga Saga 

poet 

Iceland 

1300 

Sturlunga Saga [1300: compiled from various authors] 

It is about the Sturlungs clan and Icelandic history [1117 to 1262]. 

 

Sir Patrick Spens 

poet 

Scotland 

1300 to 1400 

Sir Patrick Spens [1500: ballad about ship captain who dies] 

Perhaps, it is about when someone must bring Scottish princess home from Norway [1290]. 

 

Sumer Is Icumen In 

poet 

England 

1300 to 1400 

Sumer Is Icumen In [1300 to 1400] 

It is oldest known round. 

 

Grettis Saga 

poet 

Iceland 

1320 

Grettis Saga or Grettir's Saga or Saga of Grettir the Strong or Grettla [1320: tragic poem about outlaw] 

It was last Icelandic saga. 

 

Petrarch or Francesco Petrarcha [Petrarcha, Francesco] 

poet 

Arezzo, Tuscany/France 

1340 to 1372 

Trionfi or Triumphs [1340: poem]; Canzoniere or Songbook [1340: Petrarchan sonnets]; On Remedies for Fortune, 

Fair and Foul [1365: essay]; On His Own Ignorance [1372: essay] 

He lived 1304 to 1374, was Stoic, had ethics based on emotion, and wrote language studies. 

 

Giovanni Boccaccio [Boccaccio, Giovanni] 

poet/storyteller 

Florence, Italy 

1348 to 1353 

Decameron [1348 to 1353: stories] 

He lived 1313 to 1375. 

 

Hafez or Hafiz or Khajeh Shamseddin Mohammad Hafiz-e Shirazi [Shirazi, Khajeh Shamseddin Mohammad 

Hafiz-e] 

poet 

Persia 

1350 to 1370 

Divan-e Hafiz or Divan Ghazaliat or Collected Poems [1350 to 1370] 

He lived 1324 to 1389. 

 

Geoffrey Chaucer [Chaucer, Geoffrey] 

poet 

England 

1370 to 1387 



Book of the Dutchess [1370]; Troilus and Criseyde [1385]; Canterbury Tales [1387] 

He lived 1343 to 1400. 

 

Jami or Mulla Nuru'd-Din Abdur Rahman ibn Ahmad Jami [Jami, Mulla Nuru'd-Din Abdur Rahman ibn 

Ahmad] or Risalat al-Insha [al-Insha, Risalat] 

poet 

Persia/Herat, Tajikistan 

1440 to 1490 

Lava'ih or Flashes [1440]; Fragrances of Companionship or Breeze of Friendship [1440]; Chain of Gold [1470]; 

Baharistan or Abode of Spring [1490: poems]; Divan or Collected Poems [1440 to 1490: lyric poems]; Fatihatush 

Shabab or Opening of Youth [1440: in Divan]; Wasitatul-lqd or Middle of the Necklace [1470: in Divan]; Khatimatul-

Hayat or End of Life [1490: in Divan]; Haft Awrang or Seven Thrones or Sab'a or Septet [1440 to 1490: seven 

mathnavi poems]; Silsilatudh-Zahab [1440 to 1490: in Haft Awrang]; Salman-wa-Absal; Tuhfatul-Ahrar or Gift of the 

Noble [1440 to 1490: in Haft Awrang]; Sabhatul-Abrar or Rosary of the Pious [1440 to 1490: in Haft Awrang]; Yusuf-

u-Zulaikha [1470: in Haft Awrang]; Laila-wa-Majnun [1440 to 1490: in Haft Awrang]; Khirad-nama-i-Sikandari or 

Book of Wisdom of Alexander [1440 to 1490: in Haft Awrang] 

He lived 1414 to 1492 and was of naqshbandiyya or Designers School of Sufism. 

 

François Villon [Villon, François] or François Montcorbier [Montcorbier, François] 

poet 

France 

1461 to 1463 

Testament [1461: including Where Are the Snows of Yesteryear, in the longer poem Ballade des dames du temps 

jadis] 

He lived 1431 to 1463 and wrote lyric poems. 

 

Thomas Mallory [Mallory, Thomas] 

poet 

England 

1470 

Morte d'Arthur [1470] 

He lived 1405 to 1471. 

 

Green Willow 

poet 

England 

1500 

Green Willow or The Willow Song [1500] 

Desdemona sings it in Othello. 

 

Lord Randal 

poet 

England 

1500 

Lord Randal [1500: ballad] 

Someone poisons him. 

 

John Skelton [Skelton, John] 

poet 

England 

1521 

Speke Parrot [1521: satire] 

He lived 1460 to 1529. 

 

Ludovico Ariosto [Ariosto, Ludovico] 

poet 



Italy 

1532 to 1533 

Orlando Furioso [1532: epic poem] 

He lived 1474 to 1533. 

 

Nostradamus 

poet 

France 

1555 

Centuries [1555: poetic prophecies] 

He lived 1503 to 1566. 

 

Louise Labé [Labé, Louise] or La Belle Cordière [Cordière, La Belle] 

poet 

Lyon, France 

1556 

Sonnet I What If The Hero [1556]; Sonnet II Your Cold, Appraising Eyes [1556]; Sonnet III My Long Desire 

[1556]; Sonnet IV When Love Arrives [1556]; Sonnet V Bright Venus [1556]; Sonnet VI Twice Blessed [1556]; 

Sonnet VII All Love Is Seen [1556]; Sonnet VIII I Live, I Die [1556]; Sonnet IX However Soon [1556]; Sonnet X 

When I Catch Sight [1556]; Sonnet XI One Passing Glance [1556]; Sonnet XII O Lute, True Friend [1556]; Sonnet 

XIII If Only I Were Ravished [1556]; Sonnet XIV As Long As Tears [1556]; Sonnet XV Pay Homage [1556]; Sonnet 

XVI A Bolt of Lightning [1556]; Sonnet XVII I Run Away [1556]; Sonnet XVIII O Kiss Me [1556]; Sonnet XIX The 

Beautiful Diana [1556]; Sonnet XX I Always Knew [1556]; Sonnet XXI That Solemn Grandeur [1556]; Sonnet XXII 

O Shining Sun [1556]; Sonnet XXIII Alas! You Used To Pour Out Lavish Praise [1556]; Sonnet XXIV Do Not Blame 

Me, Ladies [1556]; À Mademoiselle Clémence de Bourges [1556]; Au temps qu'Amour or In the Time of Love [1556]; 

D'un tel vouloir or Wanting [1556]; Quand vous lirez or When you listen [1556] 

She lived 1524 to 1566 and was of the Lyons School of Humanist poets, which used the Petrarchan sonnet. 

 

Shaikh Bahai [Bahai, Shaikh] or Shaykh Baha'i [Baha'i, Shaykh] or Sheykh-e Baha'ee [Baha'ee, Sheykh-e] or 

Sheikh Baha' al-Din Mohammed bin Hossein Ameli [Ameli, Sheikh Baha' al-Din Mohammed bin Hossein] 

poet 

Persia 

1560 to 1605 

Tashrih al-Aflak or Explanation of Heavens [1605: poem about astrology]; Risalat Khulasat al-Hisab or Khulasat al-

Hisab or Kholasat al-Hesab or al-Khullasah Fil Hisab or Treatise on Reckoning [1560 to 1605: about mathematics]; 

Milk and Sugar [1560 to 1605: masnavi poem]; Bread and Sweet Paste [1560 to 1605: masnavi poem]; Kashkool or 

Scraps [1560 to 1605: stories and Persian and Arabic proverbs]; Collection [1560 to 1605: essays] 

He lived 1532 to 1610 and wrote in Arabic. 

 

Torquato Tasso [Tasso, Torquato] 

poet 

Italy 

1573 to 1581 

Aminta [1573: pastoral play]; Gerusalemme Liberata or Jerusalem Delivered [1581: poem] 

He lived 1544 to 1595. 

 

Edmund Spenser [Spenser, Edmund] 

poet 

England 

1579 to 1596 

Shepheardes Calendar [1579: pastoral]; Epithalamion or Wedding Song [1595: poem]; Fairie Queen [1590 to 1596: 

poem] 

He lived 1552 to 1599. 

 

Christopher Marlowe [Marlowe, Christopher] or Cristofer Marley [Marley, Cristofer] 

poet/playwright 



England 

1587 to 1593 

Tamburlaine the Great [1587: play]; Jew of Malta [1589: play]; Passionate Shepherd to his Love [1589: poem]; 

Tragedy of Dr. Faustus or Faustus [1590: play]; Edward II [1592: play]; Hero and Leander [1593]; Who Ever Loved, 

that Loved not at First Sight [1593: poem from Hero and Leander] 

He lived 1564 to 1593. 

 

Alonso de Ercilla y Zuniga [Ercilla y Zuniga, Alonso de] 

poet 

Spain/Chile 

1590 

La Araucana or Araucaniad [1590] 

He lived 1533 to 1595. 

 

William Shakespeare [Shakespeare, William] 

playwright/poet 

England 

1590 to 1611 

Henry VI [1590 to 1592: in three parts]; Richard II [1593]; Comedy of Errors [1594]; Titus Andronicus [1595]; 

Taming of the Shrew [1595]; Two Gentlemen of Verona [1595]; Love's Labour's Lost [1595]; Romeo and Juliet 

[1596]; Richard II [1596]; Midsummer Night's Dream [1596]; King John [1596]; Merchant of Venice [1596]; Henry IV 

[1596: in two parts]; Much Ado about Nothing [1597]; Henry V [1598]; Julius Caesar [1599]; As You Like It [1599]; 

Twelfth Night [1600]; Hamlet [1601]; Merry Wives of Windsor [1602]; Troilus and Cressida [1602]; All's Well That 

Ends Well [1603]; Measure for Measure [1603]; Othello [1604]; King Lear [1605]; Macbeth [1606]; Antony and 

Cleopatra [1606]; Coriolanus [1607]; Timon of Athens [1607]; Henry VIII [1608]; Two Noble Kinsmen [1608]; 

Pericles [1609]; Cymbeline [1609]; Winter's Tale [1610]; Tempest [1611]; When Forty Winters [sonnet 2]; Shall I 

Compare Thee [sonnet 18]; When in Disgrace with Fortune [sonnet 29]; When to the Sessions [sonnet 30]; Full Many a 

Glorious Morning [sonnet 33]; Let Me Not to the Marriage of True Minds [sonnet 66]; Marriage of True Minds [sonnet 

116]; Who is Sylvia? [1595: from Two Gentlemen of Verona]; Winter [1595: from Love's Labour Lost]; Imagination 

[1596: from Midsummer Night's Dream]; He Jests at Scars [1596: from Romeo and Juliet]; The Living Juliet [1596: 

from Romeo and Juliet]; Quality of Mercy [1596: from Merchant of Venice]; Blow Blow Thou Winter Wind [1599: 

from As You Like It]; Seven Ages of Man or All the World's a Stage [1599: from As You Like It]; Under the 

Greenwood Tree [1599: from As You Like It]; Loves Love the Spring [1599: from As You Like It]; To Thine Own 

Self Be True [1601: from Hamlet]; To Be or Not To Be [1601: from Hamlet]; Tomorrow and Tomorrow and 

Tomorrow [1606: from MacBeth]; Hark Hark the Lark [1609: from Cymbeline]; When I was and a Little Tiny Boy 

[1611: from The Tempest]; O Mistress Mine [1611: from the Tempest]; Full Fathom Five [1611: from The Tempest]; 

Our Revels Now Are Ended [1611: from The Tempest] 

He lived 1564 to 1616. 

 

Philip Sidney [Sidney, Philip] 

poet 

England 

1591 

Astrophel and Stella [1591]; My True Love Hath My Heart [1591] 

He lived 1554 to 1586. 

 

Thomas Campion [Campion, Thomas] or Thomas Campian [Campian, Thomas] 

poet 

England 

1595 to 1613 

Poemata [1595]; Observations in the Art of English Poesy [1602]; Books of Airs [1601 to 1617: five song books]; 

New Way of Making Four Parts in Counterpoint [1613] 

He lived 1567 to 1620 and wrote lute lyrics. 

 

George Chapman [Chapman, George] 

poet 



England 

1598 to 1616 

Iliad [1598 to 1611: translated]; Odyssey [1614 to 1616: translated] 

He lived 1559 to 1634 and translated Homer. 

 

Metaphysical Poets 

literary school 

England 

1600 to 1700 

John Donne, George Herbert, Andrew Marvell, Thomas Traherne, Henry Vaughan, Thomas Carew, Abraham 

Cowley, Richard Crashaw, Edward Herbert, Richard Lovelace, and John Suckling used colloquial and metaphorical 

verse in irregular meter. Samuel Johnson identified them in The Lives of the Poets [1744]. 

 

Ben Jonson [Jonson, Ben] 

playwright/poet 

England 

1606 to 1616 

Volpone [1606: play]; Epicœne [1609: play]; Alchemist [1610: play]; Bartholomew Fair [1616: poem]; Song to 

Celia [1616: poem]; Drink to Me Only with Thine Eyes [1616: poem in Song to Celia] 

He lived 1572 to 1637. 

 

Robert Herrick [Herrick, Robert] 

poet 

England 

1610 to 1648 

Country Life [1610]; To The Virgins, To Make Much of Time [1648]; To Anthea, Who May Command Him 

Anything [1648]; Delight in Disorder [1648]; Hesperides [1648: poems] 

He lived 1591 to 1674. 

 

John Donne [Donne, John] 

poet 

England 

1617 to 1644 

Song [1617]; Valediction Forbidding Mourning [1617]; Death Be Not Proud or Death [1617]; No Man is an Island 

[1644] 

He lived 1572 to 1631. 

 

George Wither [Wither, George] 

poet 

USA 

1620 

Lover's Resolution [1620] 

He lived 1588 to 1667. 

 

Giambattista Marino [Marino, Giambattista] or Giambattista Marini [Marini, Giambattista] 

poet 

Italy 

1623 

Adone [1623] 

He lived 1569 to 1625 and wrote in florid marinismo style. 

 

Cavalier Poets 

literary school 

England 

1625 to 1649 

Group included Herrick, Suckling, Carew, and Lovelace. 



 

John Milton [Milton, John] 

poet 

England 

1629 to 1671 

On the Morning of Christ's Nativity [1629: poem]; Il Penseroso or Meditator [1631: poem]; Comus [1634: masque]; 

Lycidas [1637: poem]; Aereopagitica or Against Censorship [1644: treatise]; On His Blindness [1651: poem]; Paradise 

Lost [1667: poem, including Eve to Adam]; Samson Agonistes or Samson the Struggler [1670: play]; Paradise 

Regained [1671: poem] 

He lived 1608 to 1674. 

 

John Suckling [Suckling, John] 

poet 

England 

1630 to 1640 

Constant Lover [1630 to 1640: poem]; Ballad upon a Wedding [1630 to 1640: poem]; Why so Pale and Wan, Fond 

Lover [1637: poem in Aglaura]; Goblins [1638: play]; Fragmenta Aurea or Incomparable Pieces [1646] 

He lived 1609 to 1642. 

 

Andrew Marvell [Marvell, Andrew] 

poet 

England 

1630 to 1650 

To His Coy Mistress [1630]; Thoughts in a Garden [1650]; Horatian Ode [1650] 

He lived 1621 to 1678. 

 

Richard Crashaw [Crashaw, Richard] 

poet 

England 

1646 

Steps to the Temple [1646]; Weeper [1646] 

He lived 1613 to 1649. 

 

Richard Lovelace [Lovelace, Richard] 

poet 

England 

1649 

Lucasta [1649]; On Going to the Wars or To Lucasta, on Going to the Wars [1649: in Lucasta]; To Althea from 

Prison [1649: in Lucasta] 

He lived 1618 to 1657. 

 

Anne Bradstreet [Bradstreet, Anne] 

poet 

USA 

1650 

Tenth Muse [1650] 

She lived 1612 to 1672. 

 

Henry Vaughn [Vaughn, Henry] 

poet 

England 

1650 to 1655 

I Saw Eternity the Other Night [1650]; World [1655]; Silex Scintillans or As Time One Day by Me Did Pass [1650 

and 1655] 

He lived 1622 to 1695. 

 



Zeb-un-Nissa 

poet 

India 

1660 to 1680 

Song of Princess Zeb-Un-Nissa in Praise of Her Own Beauty [1660]; Things of Love [1660 to 1680]; Diwan or 

Collected Poems [1680] 

She lived 1638 to 1702. 

 

John Dryden [Dryden, John] 

poet/playwright 

England 

1668 to 1697 

Dramatick Poesy [1668: essay]; Marriage a la mode [1672]; Ode to the Memory of Mrs. Anne Killigrew [1686: 

poem]; Alexander's Feast or The Power of Musique [1697: poem] 

He lived 1631 to 1700. 

 

Matsuo Basho [Basho, Matsuo] or Matsuo Munefusa [Munefusa, Matsuo] 

poet 

Japan 

1670 to 1690 

Journal of Weather-Beaten Skeleton [1670 to 1690: poems]; Notes in My Knapsack [1670 to 1690: poem]; Narrow 

Road to the Deep North and Other Travel Sketches [1670 to 1690: essays] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1643 to 1694 and wrote haiku. 

 

Alexander Pope [Pope, Alexander] 

poet/essayist/critic 

England 

1714 to 1734 

Little Learning [1711: poem]; Essay on Criticism [1711: essay]; Odyssey of Homer [1713 to 1725: translated from 

Greek, including Vital Spark of Heavenly Fire]; Iliad of Homer [1713 to 1725: translated from Greek]; Rape of the 

Lock [1714: poem]; Solitude [1717: poem]; Elegy to the Memory of an Unfortunate Lady [1717: poem]; Eloisa to 

Abelard [1717: poem]; Moral Essays [1731 to 1735: essays]; On the Nature and State of Man or An Essay on Man 

[1734: essay, including The Riddle of the World or Know Then Thyself]; Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot [1735: essay in 

Moral Essays]; Dunciad [1742: poem] 

He lived 1688 to 1744. 

 

James Thomson [Thomson, James] 

poet 

Scotland 

1726 to 1748 

Seasons [1726 to 1730 and 1744: epic poem]; Rule, Britannia [1740: poem from Alfred, music by Arne]; Castle of 

Indolence [1748] 

He lived 1700 to 1748. 

 

John Gay [Gay, John] 

playwright/poet 

England 

1728 

Beggar's Opera [1728: play] 

He lived 1685 to 1732. 

 

William Collins [Collins, William] 

poet 

England 

1746 

Ode to Evening [1746]; Ode Written in 1746 [1746] 



He lived 1721 to 1759. 

 

Graveyard School or Gothic Revival 

literary school 

England 

1750 

Ir used melancholy style associated with old places. Group included William Collins, William Cowper, Thomas 

Gray, James Macpherson, and James Thomson. 

 

Thomas Gray [Gray, Thomas] 

poet 

England 

1750 

Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard [1750] 

He lived 1716 to 1771 and was of the Graveyard School. 

 

James MacPherson [MacPherson, James] 

poet 

Scotland 

1761 

Romantic Poems of Ossian [1761: poems]; Fingal, An Ancient Epic [poem] 

He lived 1736 to 1796. 

 

Oliver Goldsmith [Goldsmith, Oliver] 

poet/playwright 

England 

1765 to 1773 

Traveller [1765: poem]; Vicar of Wakefield [1766: play]; Deserted Village [1770: poem]; She Stoops to Conquer 

[1773: play] 

He lived 1728 to 1774. 

 

Yosa Buson [Buson, Yosa] or Yosa no Buson [Buson, Yosa no] or Buson Yosa [Buson, Yosa] or Taniguchi Buson 

[Buson, Taniguchi] 

poet 

Japan 

1771 to 1772 

Light from the Snow [1772: poem]; Around Here [1772: poem]; Crow at Dawn [1772: poem]; Ten Screens [1771: 

paintings] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1716 to 1783, wrote haiku, and painted. 

 

Seyed Ahmad Hatef [Hatef, Seyed Ahmad] or Sayyed Ahmad Hatef [Hatef, Sayyed Ahmad] or Sayyid Ahmad 

Hatif [Hatif, Sayyid Ahmad] or Hatef Esfehani 

poet 

Persia 

1777 to 1783 

Atom [1784]; Tarjih-Band or Strophes [1777 to 1783] 

He lived ? to 1783 and was at the School of Moshtaq. 

 

William Cowper [Cowper, William] 

poet 

England 

1780 

Light Shining Out of Darkness [1780] 

He lived 1731 to 1800. 

 



Ryokan 

poet 

Japan 

1780 to 1831 

Haiku [1780 to 1810] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1758 to 1831 and wrote haiku. 

 

Johann von Schiller [Schiller, Johann von] 

poet/playwright/philosopher 

Germany 

1781 to 1805 

Die Rauber or The Robbers [1781: play]; An die Freude or Ode to Joy [1785: poem]; Don Carlos [1787: play]; 

Wallenstein [1800: play]; Die Jungfrau von Orleans or Young Woman of Orleans [1801: play]; Wilhelm Tell [1804: 

play]; Story of the Bell [1805: poem]; What is Universal History? [1789: essay]; On the Aesthetic Education of Man 

[1795: essay]; Naive and Sentimental Poetry [1796: essay] 

He lived 1759 to 1805. 

Aesthetics 

Beauty is freedom in phenomenal appearance. It is not subject to concepts, understanding, or related phenomena. It 

has no known cause and makes cause meaningless. It is not about ethics, because it does not relate to duty. It is play. It 

involves no want or need, and so no will. It can create state in which sensuous and moral natures harmonize. Art 

silences natural will, allowing moral will to work. 

Politics 

Man started in instinctive state, following moral laws, because sensuous and moral natures were yet to come to 

consciousness. History and poetry evolved together. In first state, naive poetry was about unity with nature, was 

realistic, and used author-narrator. Middle states are sentimental and are about personal reflection, appeals to nature, 

and poet as subject. In final state, moral law will reunite with will. 

 

Robert Burns [Burns, Robert] 

poet 

Scotland 

1785 to 1788 

To a Mouse [1785]; Poems Chiefly in the Scottish Dialect [1786]; My Love Is Like a Red, Red Rose or Red, Red 

Rose [1786]; My Heart's in the Highlands [1786]; Man's a Man for A' That [1786]; Tam O'Shanter [1786]; Comin' thro' 

the Rye [1786]; Auld Lang Syne [1788]; John Anderson, My Jo [1789]; Flow Gently, Sweet Afton [1791] 

He lived 1759 to 1796. 

 

Philip Freneau [Freneau, Philip] 

poet 

USA 

1786 to 1787 

Poems of Philip Freneau [1786]; Journey from Philadelphia to New York [1787] 

He lived 1752 to 1832 and was American-Revolution poet. 

 

William Blake [Blake, William] 

poet 

England 

1789 to 1794 

Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience [1789 to 1794]; Tiger or Tyger [1789 to 1794: in Songs of Innocence 

and Songs of Experience]; Lamb [1789 to 1794: in Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience]; Auguries of 

Innocence [1789 to 1794: in Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience]; Piping Down the Valleys Wild [1789 to 

1794: in Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience]; Marriage of Heaven and Hell [1789 to 1794: in Songs of 

Innocence and Songs of Experience]; To the Evening Star [1792] 

He lived 1757 to 1827. 

 

Anne W. Radcliffe [Radcliffe, Anne W.] 

poet 



England 

1790 to 1794 

Sicilian Romance [1790]; Mysteries of Udolpho [1794] 

She lived 1764 to 1823. 

 

Robert Southey [Southey, Robert] 

poet 

England 

1797 to 1837 

To a Goose [1799: sonnet]; Ariste [1797: sonnet]; Winter [sonnet]; Go, Valentine [sonnet]; Two Poems Concerning 

the Slave Trade [1797 to 1810: poems]; My Days Among the Dead Are Past [1837] 

He lived 1774 to 1843 and was Lake Poet. 

 

William Wordsworth [Wordsworth, William] 

poet 

England 

1798 to 1806 

Tintern Abbey [1798]; Lyrical Ballads [1798: with Coleridge]; She Dwelt Among the Untrodden Ways [1799]; 

World Is Too Much With Us [1799]; My Heart Leaps Up When I Behold [1802]; I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud 

[1802]; London 1802 [1802]; Daffodils [1802]; Rainbow [1802]; Ode (Intimations of Immortality from Recollections 

of Early Childhood) [1802]; Solitary Reaper [1803]; Prelude [1805]; She Was a Phantom of Delight or The Perfect 

Woman [1805]; Ode to Duty [1805]; Character of the Happy Warrior [1806] 

He lived 1770 to 1850. 

 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge [Coleridge, Samuel Taylor] 

poet 

England 

1798 to 1825 

Rime of the Ancient Mariner [1798: poem]; Kubla Khan [1816: poem]; Aids to Reflection [1825: book] 

He lived 1772 to 1834. 

 

Nguyen Du [Du, Nguyen] or To Nhu or Thanh-hien or Shakespeare of Vietnam 

poet 

Vietnam 

1800 

Tale of Kieu or Kim van Kieu [1800] 

He lived 1765 to 1820 and wrote in Nom {chu nom} {nom script} ideograph script. 

 

Ho Xuan Huong 

poet 

Vietnam 

1800 

On Sharing a Husband [1800]; Cake that Drifts in Water [1800]; Three-Mountain Pass [1800] 

Ho^` Xua^n Hu'o'ng lived 1775 to 1820 and wrote in Nom (No^m) ideograph script. 

 

Kobayashi Issa [Issa, Kobayashi] or Kobayashi Yataro [Yataro, Kobayashi] 

poet 

Japan 

1801 to 1819 

Journal of My Father's Last Days [1801]; Oragaharu or A Year of My Life [1819] 

Zen Buddhist lived 1763 to 1827 and wrote haiku. 

 

Thomas Moore [Moore, Thomas] 

poet/composer 

England 

1801 to 1834 



Irish Melodies [1807 to 1834]; Tis the Last Rose of Summer [1801]; Believe Me If All those Endearing Young 

Charms [1808]; Oft in the Stilly Night [1815] 

He lived 1779 to 1852. 

 

Walter Scott [Scott, Walter] 

novelist/poet 

England 

1805 to 1825 

Lay of the Last Minstrel [1805: poem, including Native Land]; Patriotism [1808: poem]; Lochinvar [1808: poem 

from Marmion]; Lady of the Lake [1810: poem]; Proud Maisie [1818: poem]; Ivanhoe [1819: novel]; Kenilworth 

[1821: novel]; Talisman [1825: novel] 

He lived 1771 to 1832. 

 

George Crabbe [Crabbe, George] 

poet 

England 

1807 to 1812 

Late Wisdom; Marriage Ring; Parish Register [1807]; Borough [1810]; Tales [1812] 

He lived 1754 to 1832. 

 

George Byron [Byron, George] or Lord Byron [Byron, Lord] 

poet 

England 

1807 to 1821 

Farewell or Farewell to the Muse [1807]; When We Two Parted [1808]; Childe Harold's Pilgrimage [1812 to 1818: 

including Ocean]; She Walks in Beauty [1814]; Destruction of Sennacherib [1815]; Prisoner of Chillon [1816]; So 

We'll Go No More A-Roving [1817]; Don Juan [1821] 

He lived 1788 to 1824. 

 

William Cullen Bryant [Bryant, William Cullen] 

poet 

USA 

1815 to 1850 

To a Waterfowl [1815]; Thanatopsis [1817]; To the Fringed Gentian [1832]; Death of the Flowers [1850] 

He lived 1794 to 1878. 

 

John Keats [Keats, John] 

poet 

England 

1816 to 1820 

On First Looking into Chapman's Homer [1816]; I Stood Tip-toe upon a Little Hill [1816]; When I Have Fears that I 

May Cease To Be [1817]; Endymion [1818]; Thing of Beauty [1818: in Endymion]; Ode to a Nightingale [1819]; To 

Autumn [1819]; Ode to Melancholy [1819]; Hyperion [1819]; Bright Star Would that I Were Steadfast As Thou Art 

[1819 and 1820]; Ode on a Grecian Urn [1820]; La Belle Dame Sans Merci or Beautiful Lady without Mercy [1820]; 

Eve of St. Agnes [1820]; On the Grasshopper and the Cricket [1820] 

He lived 1795 to 1821. 

 

Percy Blythe Shelley [Shelley, Percy Blythe] 

poet 

England 

1817 to 1821 

Ozymandias [1817]; Ode to the West Wind [1819]; Prometheus Unbound [1819]; Love's Philosophy [1819]; To a 

Skylark [1820]; Adonäis [1821]; To Night [1821]; Defence of Poetry [1821: essay]; Music [1821] 

He lived 1792 to 1822. 

 



Alexander Pushkin [Pushkin, Alexander] 

poet 

Russia 

1818 to 1834 

Russlan and Ludmilla [1818: poem]; Eugene Onegin [1823 to 1831: verse novel]; Boris Godunov [1831: poem]; 

Queen of Spades [1834: story] 

He lived 1799 to 1837. 

 

Alphonse de Lamartine [Lamartine, Alphonse de] 

poet 

France 

1820 

Les Méditations poétiques or Poetic Meditations [1820] 

He lived 1790 to 1869. 

 

Heinrich Heine [Heine, Heinrich] or Harry Heine [Heine, Harry] 

poet 

Düsseldorf, Germany 

1821 to 1853 

Gedichte or Poems [1821]; Die Harzreise or Harz Journey [1824]; Book of Songs [1827]; Lorelei [1827: in Book of 

Songs]; Neue Gedichte or New Poems [1844]; Atta Troll [1847]; Deutschland [1847: in Wintermärchen]; Letzte 

Gedichte or Late Poems [1853] 

He lived 1797 to 1856. 

 

Clement Clark Moore [Moore, Clement Clark] 

poet 

USA 

1822 to 1837 

Night Before Christmas or Twas the Night Before Christmas [1822] 

He lived 1779 to 1863. 

 

Adam Mickiewicz [Mickiewicz, Adam] 

poet 

Poland 

1823 to 1834 

Dziady or Forefathers' Eve [1823 to 1832: play]; Konrad Wallenrod [1828: poem]; Pan Tadeus [1834: long poem] 

He lived 1798 to 1855 and was nationalist. 

 

Ralph Waldo Emerson [Emerson, Ralph Waldo] 

poet/essayist 

USA 

1823 to 1841 

Good-Bye [1823 to 1829]; Nature [1836: essay that started New England Transcendentalism]; American Scholar 

[1837: essay]; Concord Hymn [1837: poem]; Self-Reliance [1841: essay]; Essays [1841: essays]; Brahma [1857] 

He lived 1803 to 1882. 

 

Thomas Hood [Hood, Thomas] 

poet 

England 

1826 

I Remember, I Remember [1826] 

He lived 1799 to 1845. 

 

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. [Holmes Sr., Oliver Wendell] 

essayist/poet 

USA 



1830 to 1858 

Old Ironsides [1830: poem]; Autocrat of the Breakfast Table [1858: essay]; Deacon's Masterpiece, or The Wonderful 

One-Hoss Shay [1858: poem]; Chambered Nautilus [1858: poem] 

He lived 1809 to 1894. 

 

Edgar Allen Poe [Poe, Edgar Allen] 

storyteller/poet 

USA 

1831 to 1849 

To Helen [1831: poem]; Israfel [1831: poem]; Fall of the House of Usher [1839: story]; Descent into the Maelstrom 

[1841: story]; Murders in the Rue Morgue [1841: story]; Pit and the Pendulum [1842: story]; Raven [1845: poem]; 

Cask of Amontillado [1846: story]; Ulalume [1847: poem]; Annabel Lee [1849: poem]; Bells [1849: poem]; El Dorado 

[1849: poem] 

He lived 1809 to 1849. 

 

John Greenleaf Whittier [Whittier, John Greenleaf] 

poet 

USA 

1832 to 1867 

Moll Pitcher [1832]; Barefoot Boy [1855]; Skipper Ireson's Ride [1857]; Barbara Fritchie or Barbara Frietchie 

[1863]; Laus Deo or Praise to God [1863]; Snowbound [1866]; Maud Miller [1867]; Saddest Words [1867: in Maud 

Muller] 

He lived 1807 to 1892. 

 

Alfred, Lord Tennyson [Tennyson, Alfred, Lord] 

poet 

England 

1833 to 1889 

In Memoriam A.H.H. [1833: including Ring Out, Wild Bells]; Ulysses [1833]; Break, Break, Break [1842]; Lady of 

Shallot [1843]; Eagle [1850]; Sweet and Low [1855]; Idylls of the King [1859]; Flower in the Crannied Wall [1868]; 

Charge of the Light Brigade [1880]; Locksley Hall [1886]; Crossing the Bar [1889] 

He lived 1809 to 1892. 

 

Theophile Gautier [Gautier, Theophile] 

poet 

France 

1834 to 1838 

Mademoiselle de Maupin [1834]; d'Une Nuit de Cléopâtre or One Night with Cleopatra [1838] 

He lived 1811 to 1872 and was in Aesthetic Movement. 

 

Robert Browning [Browning, Robert] 

poet 

England 

1835 to 1864 

Pippa's Song [1835: in Paracelsus]; My Last Duchess [1842]; Incident of the French Camp [1842]; Home-Thoughts 

from Abroad [1845]; Love among the Ruins [1852]; Grow Old Along with Me [1864]; Prospice [1864] 

He lived 1812 to 1889. 

 

Leigh Hunt [Hunt, Leigh] 

poet 

USA 

1838 

Abou Ben Adhem [1838]; Jenny Kiss'd Me [1838] 

He lived 1784 to 1859. 

 



Henry Wadsworth Longfellow [Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth] 

poet 

USA 

1839 to 1863 

Psalm of Life [1839]; Wreck of the Hesperus [1841]; Village Blacksmith [1841]; Day Is Done [1845]; Evangeline 

[1847]; Courtship of Miles Standish [1859]; Children's Hour [1860: poems]; Paul Revere's Ride [1861]; Excelsior 

[1862]; Song of Hiawatha [1863: including Hiawatha's Departure] 

He lived 1807 to 1882. 

 

Qa'ani or Mirza Habib Gha'ani Shirazi [Shirazi, Mirza Habib Gha'ani] 

poet 

Persia 

1840 

Elegy [1840] 

He lived 1807 to 1853. 

 

Thomas Macaulay [Macaulay, Thomas] 

poet 

England 

1842 

Lays of Ancient Rome [1842: poem] 

He lived 1800 to 1859. 

 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning [Browning, Elizabeth Barrett] 

poet 

England 

1845 to 1846 

How Do I Love Thee? [1845: in Sonnets from the Portuguese]; Go from Me [1845: in Sonnets from the Portuguese]; 

If Thou Must Love Me [1845: in Sonnets from the Portuguese]; Sonnets from the Portuguese [1846] 

She lived 1806 to 1861. 

 

Edward Lear [Lear, Edward] 

poet 

USA 

1846 

Owl and the Pussycat [1846] 

He lived 1812 to 1888 and wrote limericks and nonsense verse. 

 

Arthur Hugh Clough [Clough, Arthur Hugh] 

poet 

England 

1849 

Say Not the Struggle Nought Availeth [1849] 

He lived 1819 to 1861. 

 

James Russell Lowell [Lowell, James Russell] 

poet 

USA 

1849 to 1888 

Once to Every Man and Nation [1849: hymn]; On Democracy [1868]; Heartsease and Rue [1888: poems] 

He lived 1819 to 1891. 

 

Charles A. Saint-Beuve [Saint-Beuve, Charles A.] 

poet 

France 

1850 



Causeries du Lundi or Monday Chats [1850] 

He lived 1804 to 1869. 

 

Matthew Arnold [Arnold, Matthew] 

poet 

England 

1851 to 1869 

Dover Beach [1851: poem]; Culture and Anarchy [1869: essay] 

He lived 1822 to 1888. People need liberal education, to know what is and what is best. 

 

Walt Whitman [Whitman, Walt] 

poet 

USA 

1855 to 1870 

There Was a Child Went Forth [1855]; Song of Myself [1855]; I Hear America Singing [1855]; Leaves of Grass 

[1855: poems]; Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking [1859]; O Captain! My Captain! [1866 and 1881: in Memories of 

President Lincoln]; When Lilacs Last in the Courtyard Bloom'd [1866 and 1881: in Memories of President Lincoln]; 

Noiseless Patient Spider [1868]; Ethiopia Saluting the Colors [1870] 

He lived 1819 to 1892. 

 

Charles Baudelaire [Baudelaire, Charles] 

poet 

France 

1857 

Flowers of Evil [1857] 

He lived 1821 to 1867. 

 

Edward FitzGerald [FitzGerald, Edward] 

poet/translator 

England 

1859 to 1879 

Omar Khayyam's Rubaiyat or Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam [1859 and 1879: translated poem] 

He lived 1809 to 1883 and rhymed stanza first, second, and fourth lines {FitzGerald stanza}. 

 

Emily Dickinson [Dickinson, Emily] 

poet 

USA 

1860 to 1865 

I Never Saw a Moor or Chartless [1860 to 1865]; My Life Closed Twice Before Its Close [1860 to 1865]; Because I 

Could Not Stop for Death [1863]; Tell All The Truth But Tell It Slant [1860 to 1865]; The Only News I Know [1860 to 

1865]; Soul Selects [1862] 

She lived 1830 to 1886. 

 

Christina Rossetti [Rossetti, Christina] 

poet 

England 

1862 to 1881 

Goblin's Market [1862]; Pageant and Other Poems [1881] 

She lived 1830 to 1894. 

 

Julia Ward Howe [Howe, Julia Ward] 

poet 

USA 

1863 

Battle Hymn of the Republic [1863: hymn] 

She lived 1819 to 1910. 



 

Algernon Swinburne [Swinburne, Algernon] 

poet 

England 

1865 to 1866 

Atalanta in Calydon [1865]; When the Hounds of Spring [1865: in Atalanta in Calydon]; Forsaken Garden [1865]; 

Garden of Proserpine [1866]; Triumph of Time [1866]; Poems and Ballads [1866: including Hymn to Proserpine] 

He lived 1837 to 1909. 

 

Paul Verlaine [Verlaine, Paul] 

poet 

France 

1869 to 1889 

A la promenade or At the promenade [1869: from Fêtes galantes]; A la manière or In the manner [1869 to 1889: 

from Parallèlement]; A la princesse Roukhine [1889: from Parallèlement] 

He lived 1844 to 1896. 

 

Sidney Lanier [Lanier, Sidney] 

poet 

USA 

1875 to 1881 

Symphony [1875]; Song of the Chattahoochee [1877]; Marshes of Glynn [1879]; Ballad of Trees and the Master 

[1881] 

He lived 1842 to 1881. 

 

William Ernest Henley [Henley, William Ernest] 

poet 

England 

1875 to 1891 

Invictus [1875]; England, My England [1888 to 1891] 

He lived 1849 to 1903. 

 

Gerald Manley Hopkins [Hopkins, Gerald Manley] 

poet 

England 

1876 

Wreck of the Deutschland [1876] 

He lived 1844 to 1889. 

 

Robert Louis Stevenson [Stevenson, Robert Louis] 

novelist/poet 

England 

1879 to 1889 

Requiem [1879: poem]; Treasure Island [1883: novel]; Child's Garden of Verses [1885: poems]; Kidnapped [1886: 

novel]; Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde [1886: novel]; Master of Ballantrae [1889: novel] 

He lived 1850 to 1894. 

 

James Whitcomb Riley [Riley, James Whitcomb] 

poet 

USA 

1880 to 1890 

When the Frost Is on the Punkin [1880]; Little Orphan Annie [1885]; Raggedy Man [1890] 

He lived 1849 to 1916. 

 

Dante Gabriel Rossetti [Rossetti, Dante Gabriel] 

poet/painter 



England 

1881 

Blessed Damozel [1881]; House of Life 

He lived 1828 to 1882 and was painter. 

 

Ivan Bunin [Bunin, Ivan] 

poet 

Russia 

1885 to 1920 

Russian Requiem [1885 to 1920: poems] 

He lived 1870 to 1953. 

 

Emma Lazarus [Lazarus, Emma] 

poet 

USA 

1886 

New Colossus [1886: on Statue of Liberty] 

She lived 1849 to 1887. 

 

Eugene Field [Field, Eugene] 

poet 

USA 

1888 to 1904 

Little Boy Blue [1888]; Winken, Blinken and Nod or A Dutch Lullaby [1890]; Poems of Childhood [1904: including 

Winken, Blinken, and Nod]; Winken, Blinken, and Nod [1904] 

He lived 1850 to 1895. 

 

Constantine Cavafy [Cavafy, Constantine] 

poet 

Greece 

1890 to 1933 

Passions and Ancient Days [1903: including September 1903 and December 1903] 

He lived 1863 to 1933. 

 

Rudyard Kipling [Kipling, Rudyard] 

novelist/poet 

England 

1891 to 1902 

Light that Failed [1891: novel]; Gunga Din [1892: poem]; Mandalay or Road to Mandalay [1892: poem]; Jungle 

Book [1894: stories]; Recessional 1897 [1897: poem]; Captain's Courageous [1901: novel]; Kim [1901: novel]; Just So 

Stories [1902: stories] 

He lived 1865 to 1936. 

 

Paul Laurence Dunbar [Dunbar, Paul Laurence] 

poet 

USA 

1893 

Sympathy [1893] 

He lived 1872 to 1906. 

 

Francis Thompson [Thompson, Francis] 

poet 

England 

1893 

Hound of Heaven [1893] 

He lived 1859 to 1907. 



 

William Butler Yeats [Yeats, William Butler] 

poet 

England 

1893 to 1926 

Song of Wandering Aengus [1893]; Long-Legged Fly; Responsibilities [1914]; Second Coming [1919]; Sailing to 

Byzantium [1926] 

He lived 1865 to 1939 and was Symbolist. 

 

A. E. Housman [Housman, A. E.] 

poet 

England 

1896 

Shropshire Lad [1896: poems]; When I Was One-and-Twenty [1896: in A Shropshire Lad]; Be Still My Soul [1896: 

in A Shropshire Lad]; To an Athlete Dying Young [1896: in A Shropshire Lad]; On Wenlock Edge [1896: in A 

Shropshire Lad]; Bredon Hill [1896: in A Shropshire Lad]; Loveliest of Trees [1896: in A Shropshire Lad] 

He lived 1859 to 1936. 

 

Rubén Darío [Darío, Rubén] 

poet 

Nicaragua 

1896 to 1905 

Prosas Profanas or Profane Proses [1896: poems]; Azul or Blue [1905: collected works]; Cantos de Vida y 

Esperanza or Songs of Life and Hope [1905: poems] 

He lived 1867 to 1916 and began modernismo in Latin America [1899]. 

 

Paul Valéry [Valéry, Paul] or Ambroise-Paul-Touissaint-Jules Valéry [Valéry, Ambroise-Paul-Touissaint-Jules] 

poet 

France 

1896 to 1920 

La Soirée avec M. Teste or Evening with Mr. Teste [1896]; La Jeune Parque or Yellow Park [1917: long poem]; Le 

Cimetière marin or Graveyard by the Sea [1920] 

He lived 1871 to 1945 and was Symbolist. 

 

Stéphane Malarmé [Malarmé, Stéphane] 

poet 

France 

1897 

One Toss of the Dice Never Will Abolish Chance [1897] 

He lived 1842 to 1898 and was Symbolist. 

 

Edwin Arlington Robinson [Robinson, Edwin Arlington] 

poet 

USA 

1897 to 1921 

Luke Havergall [1897]; Richard Cory [1916]; Man against the Sky [1916]; Miniver Cheevy [1921] 

He lived 1869 to 1935. 

 

Rainer Maria Rilke [Rilke, Rainer Maria] 

poet 

Germany 

1898 to 1923 

Book of Images [1898 to 1906: four poem books]; Tale of Love and Death of Cornet Christopher Rilke [1906]; 

Duinese Elegies [1922]; Sonnets to Orpheus [1923] 

He lived 1875 to 1926. 

 



Sam Walter Foss [Foss, Sam Walter] 

poet 

USA 

1899 

House by the Side of the Road [1899]; Songs of War and Peace [1899] 

He lived 1858 to 1911. 

 

Edwin Markham [Markham, Edwin] 

poet 

USA 

1899 

Man with the Hoe [1899] 

He lived 1852 to 1940. 

 

John Masefield [Masefield, John] 

poet 

England 

1902 

On Growing Old [1902]; Sea-Fever [1902: in Salt-Water Ballads]; Cargoes [1902: in Salt-Water Ballads] 

He lived 1878 to 1967. 

 

Juan Jimenez [Jimenez, Juan] 

poet 

Spain 

1903 to 1953 

Complete Perfectionist: A Poetics of Work; Three Hundred Poems, 1903-1953 [1953] 

He lived 1881 to 1958. Nicaraguan poet Rubén Darío influenced him. 

 

Alfred Noyes [Noyes, Alfred] 

poet 

England 

1904 to 1906 

Barrel-Organ [1904]; Highwayman [1906] 

He lived 1880 to 1958. 

 

Guillaume Apollinaire [Apollinaire, Guillaume] 

poet 

France 

1905 

Alcools or Alcohols [1905] 

He lived 1880 to 1918. 

 

Iraj Mirza [Mirza, Iraj] or Iraj Mirza Jal'ul Mamalik [Mirza Jal'ul Mamalik, Iraj] 

poet 

Germany 

1910 

Book of the Veil [1910: in Farsi] 

He lived 1874 to 1925. 

 

Walter de la Mare [de la Mare, Walter] 

poet 

England 

1912 

Listeners [1912] 

He lived 1873 to 1953. 

 



Amy Lowell [Lowell, Amy] 

poet 

USA 

1912 to 1955 

Dome of Many-Colored Glass [1912]; Sword Blades and Poppy Seed [1914]; Men, Women and Ghosts [1916]; 

Weather-Cock Points South [1919]; Sisters [1925] 

She lived 1874 to 1925 and was Imagist. 

 

Anna Akhmatova [Akhmatova, Anna] 

poet 

Russia/France 

1912 to 1963 

Evening [1912]; Requiem [1963] 

She lived 1889 to 1966. 

 

David Herbert Lawrence [Lawrence, David Herbert] 

novelist/poet 

England 

1913 to 1928 

Sons and Lovers [1913: novel]; Rainbow [1915: novel]; Women in Love [1920: novel]; Plumed Serpent [1926: 

novel]; Lady Chatterly's Lover [1928: novel] 

He lived 1885 to 1930. 

 

Vachel Lindsay [Lindsay, Vachel] 

poet 

USA 

1913 to 1928 

General William Booth Enters into Heaven [1913]; Congo [1914]; Johnny Appleseed [1923]; Eagle Forgotten 

[1928] 

He lived 1879 to 1931. 

 

Rupert Brooke [Brooke, Rupert] 

poet 

England 

1914 

Songs of Innocence [1914: poems]; Soldier [1914: sonnet]; Peace [1914: sonnet] 

He lived 1887 to 1915. 

 

Wilfred Owen [Owen, Wilfred] 

poet 

England 

1914 to 1918 

Greater Love [1914]; Strange Meeting [1918] 

He lived 1893 to 1918. 

 

Ezra Pound [Pound, Ezra] 

poet 

USA 

1914 to 1925 

In a Station of the Metro [1914]; On Immortality [1925] 

He lived 1885 to 1972 and was Imagist. 

 

Gertrude Stein [Stein, Gertrude] 

playwright/poet 

USA 

1914 to 1948 



Tender Buttons [1914]; Rose is a Rose is a Rose [1934: poem]; Yes is for a Very Young Man [1946: poem]; Four 

Saints in Three Acts [1948: opera, music by Virgil Thomson] 

She lived 1874 to 1946. 

 

Gabriela Mistral [Mistral, Gabriela] or Lucila Alcayaga [Alcayaga, Lucila] 

poet 

Chile 

1914 to 1954 

Sonnets of Death [1914: poems]; Desolation [1922: poems]; Tala or Destruction [1938: poems]; Lagar or Winepress 

[1954: poems] 

She lived 1889 to 1957. 

 

Edgar Lee Masters [Masters, Edgar Lee] 

poet 

USA 

1915 

Spoon River Anthology [1915: poems] 

He lived 1868 to 1950. 

 

John McCrae [McCrae, John] 

poet 

Canada 

1915 

In Flanders Fields [1915] 

He lived 1872 to 1918. 

 

Robert Frost [Frost, Robert] 

poet 

USA 

1915 to 1936 

Mending Wall [1915]; Road Not Taken [1920]; Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening [1936] 

He lived 1874 to 1963. 

 

Sara Teasdale [Teasdale, Sara] 

poet 

USA 

1915 to 1937 

Rivers to the Sea [1915]; Flame and Shadow [1920 and 1924]; Strange Victory [1933]; Collected Poems [1937] 

She lived 1884 to 1933. 

 

Carl Sandburg [Sandburg, Carl] 

poet 

USA 

1916 to 1936 

Fog [1916]; People, Yes [1936]; Chicago [1916]; Grass [1918]; Fire and Ice [1936] 

He lived 1878 to 1967. 

 

Edna St. Vincent Millay [Millay, Edna St. Vincent] 

poet 

USA 

1917 to 1923 

Renascence [1917]; First Fig [1920]; Few Figs From Thistle [1923] 

She lived 1892 to 1950. 

 

Siegfried Sassoon [Sassoon, Siegfried] 

poet 



England 

1917 to 1925 

To any dead officer [1917]; Old Huntsman [1918]; Counter-Attack [1918]; Diaries [1923 to 1925] 

He lived 1886 to 1967. 

 

Marianne Moore [Moore, Marianne] 

poet 

USA 

1917 to 1941 

Sojourn in the Whale [1917]; Fish [1921]; Poems [1921]; Selected Poems [1935]; What Are Years [1941] 

She lived 1887 to 1972. 

 

Vicente Huidobro [Huidobro, Vicente] 

poet 

Chile 

1917 to 1948 

Tour Eiffel or Eiffel Tower [1917]; Manifestes or Manifestos [1925]; Altazor or Voyage in a Parachute [1931]; 

Ultimos poemas or Last Poems [1948] 

He lived 1893 to 1948. Poets are word magicians {creacionismo, Huidobro}. 

 

Thomas Stearns Eliot [Eliot, Thomas Stearns] 

poet/playwright 

England/USA 

1917 to 1949 

Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock [1917: poem]; Waste Land [1922: poem]; Hollow Men [1925: poem]; Ash 

Wednesday [1930: poem]; Murder in the Cathedral [1935: play]; Four Quartets [1936 to 1944: poems]; Family 

Reunion [1939: play]; Cocktail Party [1949: play]; Notes towards the Definition of Culture [1948: essay] 

He lived 1888 to 1965. 

 

Paul Claudel [Claudel, Paul] 

poet 

France 

1919 

Verlaine [1919] 

He lived 1868 to 1955. 

 

Conrad Aiken [Aiken, Conrad] 

poet 

USA 

1920 to 1929 

House of Dust [1920]; Mr. Arcularis [1929] 

He lived 1889 to 1973. 

 

Federico García Lorca [Lorca, Federico García] 

poet/playwright 

Spain 

1921 to 1935 

Libro de Poemas or Book of Poems [1921]; Blood Wedding [1933: play]; Lament for the Death of a Bullfighter 

[1935: poem] 

He lived 1898 to 1936. He wrote gypsy deep song {cante jondo, Lorca}. 

 

Edward Estlin Cummings [Cummings, Edward Estlin] 

poet 

USA 

1922 to 1931 

What if a much of a which of a wind [1922]; Enormous Room [1922]; I Sing of Olaf [1931] 



He lived 1894 to 1962. 

 

Pablo Neruda [Neruda, Pablo] 

poet 

Chile 

1923 to 1959 

Crepusculario or Twilight [1923: poems]; Twenty Love Poems and a Song of Despair [1924: poems]; Residence on 

Earth [1933: poems]; Canto General or General Song [1950: poems, including Alturas de Macchu Picchu]; One 

Hundred Love Sonnets [1959: poems] 

He lived 1904 to 1973. 

 

James Stevens [Stevens, James] 

storyteller 

USA 

1925 to 1928 

Paul Bunyan [1925]; Brawnyman [1926]; Mattock [1927]; Homer in the Sagebrush [1928] 

He lived 1892 to 1971. 

 

Allen Tate [Tate, Allen] 

poet 

USA 

1925 to 1938 

Ode [1925]; Reason in Madness [1938] 

He lived 1899 to 1979. 

 

Robinson Jeffers [Jeffers, Robinson] 

poet 

USA 

1925 to 1951 

Shine, Perishing Republic [1925 and 1941: poem]; Hurt Hawks [1928]; Medea [1946: adaptation from Euripedes]; 

Carmel Point [1951] 

He lived 1887 to 1962. 

 

Langston Hughes [Hughes, Langston] 

poet 

USA 

1926 to 1951 

Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain [1926]; Dream Deferred [1951] 

He lived 1902 to 1967. 

 

James Weldon Johnson [Johnson, James Weldon] 

poet 

USA 

1927 

God's Trombones [1927] 

He lived 1871 to 1938. 

 

Yannis Ritsos [Ritsos, Yannis] 

poet 

Greece 

1927 to 1956 

Legend of America [1927]; Sonnets of an Immigrant [1930]; Fourth Dimension [1930]; Moonlight Sonata [1956] 

He lived 1909 to 1991. 

 

Stephen Vincent Benet [Benet, Stephen Vincent] 

storyteller/poet 



USA 

1928 

Devil and Daniel Webster [1928: story]; John Brown's Body [1928: poem] 

He lived 1898 to 1943. 

 

Edith Sitwell [Sitwell, Edith] 

poet 

England 

1928 to 1962 

Five Poems [1928]; Fanfare for Elizabeth [1946]; Queens and the Hive [1962] 

She lived 1887 to 1964. 

 

Hart Crane [Crane, Hart] 

poet 

USA 

1930 

Bridge [1930: long poem] 

He lived 1899 to 1932. 

 

Wystan Hugh Auden [Auden, Wystan Hugh] 

poet 

England/USA 

1930 to 1947 

Poems [1930]; Orators, an English Study [1932]; Funeral Blues [1936]; Collected Poetry [1945]; Age of Anxiety 

[1947] 

He lived 1907 to 1973. 

 

Dylan Thomas [Thomas, Dylan] 

poet 

England 

1930 to 1951 

Force that through the Green Fuse Drives the Flower [1930]; Death Shall Have No Dominion [1933]; Do Not Go 

Gentle into That Good Night [1951] 

He lived 1914 to 1953. 

 

Stanley J. Kunitz [Kunitz, Stanley J.] 

poet 

USA 

1930 to 1958 

Intellectual Things [1930]; Selected Poems 1928-1958 [1958] 

He lived 1928 to 1978. 

 

Salvatore Quasimodo [Quasimodo, Salvatore] 

poet 

Italy 

1930 to 1965 

Acque e terra or Water and Land [1930]; Dare e avere or To Give and to Have [1959 to 1965] 

He lived 1901 to 1968. 

 

Richard Eberhart [Eberhart, Richard] 

poet 

USA 

1931 to 1947 

Bravery of Earth [1931]; Burr Oaks [1947] 

He lived 1904 to 2005. 

 



Ogden Nash [Nash, Ogden] 

poet 

USA 

1931 to 1970 

Hard Lines [1931]; I'm a Stranger Here Myself [1938]; Selected Verse [1946]; Versus [1949]; Private Dining Room 

[1953]; You Can't Get There from Here [1957]; Verses From 1929 On [1959]; Everyone But Thee and Me [1962]; Bed 

Riddance [1970] 

He lived 1902 to 1971 and wrote limericks. 

 

Stephen Spender [Spender, Stephen] 

poet 

England 

1933 to 1951 

Poems [1933]; World Within World [1951] 

He lived 1909 to 1995. 

 

Nicanor Parra [Parra, Nicanor] 

poet 

Chile 

1937 to 1954 

Cancionero sin Nombre or Songs without Number [1937]; Emergency Poems; Poems and Antipoems [1954] 

He lived 1914 to ? and wrote in colloquial language about common life {antipoetry, Parra}. 

 

Wallace Stevens [Stevens, Wallace] 

poet 

USA 

1937 to 1954 

Man With the Blue Guitar [1937]; Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird [1954] 

He lived 1879 to 1955. 

 

May Sarton [Sarton, May] 

poet/novelist 

USA 

1937 to 1994 

Encounter in April [1937: poetry collection]; Lion and the Rose [1948: poetry collection]; Small Room [1961]; 

Coming into Eighty [1994: poetry collection] 

She lived 1912 to 1995 and wrote about lesbianism starting 1974. 

 

Kenneth Patchen [Patchen, Kenneth] 

poet 

USA 

1939 to 1955 

First Will and Testament [1939]; Sleepers Awake [1947]; Glory Never Guesses [1955] 

He lived 1911 to 1972. 

 

Karl Shapiro [Shapiro, Karl] or Bourgeois Poet 

poet 

USA 

1940 to 1953 

Person, Place, and Thing [1942]; Poems 1940-1953 [1953] 

He lived 1913 to 2000. 

 

Phyllis McGinley [McGinley, Phyllis] 

poet 

USA 

1940 to 1960 



Pocketful of Wry [1940]; Love Letters of Phyllis McGinley [1950]; Times Three [1960] 

She lived 1905 to 1978. 

 

Robert Hayden [Hayden, Robert] 

poet 

USA 

1940 to 1962 

Heart-Shape in the Dust [1940]; Those Winter Sundays [1962] 

He lived 1913 to 1980. 

 

John C. Ransom [Ransom, John C.] 

critic/poet 

USA 

1941 

New Criticism [1941: book] 

He lived 1864 to 1950. New Criticism is only about actual words, not about author, emotional reactions, historical 

perspectives, philosophies, or literary forms. 

 

Hillaire Belloc [Belloc, Hillaire] 

poet/storyteller 

England 

1942 

Servile State [1942: commentary] 

He lived 1870 to 1953. People achieve happiness by their decisions as agents motivated by values {distributism, 

Belloc}, so people must have private ownership and personal liberty. Distributism is communitarianism against 

capitalism and socialism. 

 

Richard Wilbur [Wilbur, Richard] 

poet 

USA 

1943 to 1969 

Baroque Wall Fountain in the Villa Sciarra [1943]; Poems 1943-1956 [1956]; Advice to a Prophet [1961]; Walking 

to Sleep [1969] 

He lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Philip Larkin [Larkin, Philip] 

poet 

England 

1945 to 1974 

North Ship [1945]; High Windows [1974] 

He lived 1922 to 1985. 

 

Kingsley Amis [Amis, Kingsley] 

poet 

England 

1946 to 1963 

Poems 1946-1956 [1956]; One Fat Englishman [1963] 

He lived 1922 to 1995. 

 

Cesare Pavese [Pavese, Cesare] 

poet 

Italy 

1950 

Verra la morte e avra i tuoi occhi or Death Will Come and Will Have Your Eyes [1950] 

He lived 1908 to 1950. 

 



Beat Generation 

poetic school 

USA 

1950 to 1965 

Beatnik poets {Beat Generation} included Alan Ginsburg. 

 

Padraic Colum [Colum, Padraic] 

poet 

England 

1953 

Treasury of Irish Folklore [1953: stories] 

He lived 1881 to 1972. 

 

Theodore Roethke [Roethke, Theodore] 

poet 

USA 

1953 

Waking [1953] 

He lived 1908 to 1963. 

 

Lawrence Ferlinghetti [Ferlinghetti, Lawrence] 

poet 

USA 

1955 

Sometimes During Eternity [1955]; Far Rockaway of the Heart [1955] 

He lived 1919 to 2001. 

 

Alan Ginsburg [Ginsburg, Alan] 

poet 

USA 

1955 

Howl [1955] 

He lived 1926 to 1997. 

 

Yevgeny Yevtushenko [Yevtushenko, Yevgeny] 

poet/novelist 

Russia 

1955 to 1993 

Third Snow [1955: poems]; Wild Berries [1985: novel]; Kindergarten [film]; Don't Die Before Your Death [1993: 

novel] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

William D. Snodgrass [Snodgrass, William D.] 

poet 

USA 

1959 

Examination [1959] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Sylvia Plath [Plath, Sylvia] 

poet 

USA 

1960 to 1963 

Colossus [1960]; Ariel [1963] 

She lived 1932 to 1963. 

 



Wole Soyinka [Soyinka, Wole] 

poet/playwright 

Nigeria 

1960 to 2000 

Invention [1959: poem]; Dance of the Forests [1960: poem]; Play of Giants [1984: poem]; Interpreters [1965: 

novel]; Ake: Years of Childhood [1981: memoir] 

He lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Mark Van Doren [Van Doren, Mark] 

poet 

USA 

1961 to 1967 

Happy Critic [1961]; 100 Poems [1967] 

He lived 1894 to 1972. 

 

John Ciardi [Ciardi, John] 

poet 

USA 

1962 to 1987 

You Read to Me, I Read to You [1962: poems]; I Met a Man [1973]; Doodle Soup [1985: poems]; You Read to Me, 

I Read to You [1987: poems] 

He lived 1916 to 1986. 

 

Robert Lowell [Lowell, Robert] 

poet 

USA 

1964 

For the Union Dead [1964] 

He lived 1917 to 1977. 

 

Seamus Heaney [Heaney, Seamus] 

poet 

Ireland 

1966 to 1995 

Death of a Naturalist [1966: poems] 

He lived 1919 to ?. 

 

Rod McKuen [McKuen, Rod] 

poet 

USA 

1967 to 1969 

If You Go Away [1967: translated from Jacques Brel]; Lonesome Cities [1967]; Jean [1969] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Derek Walcott [Walcott, Derek] 

poet 

Santa Lucia 

1984 

Collected Poems [1984] 

He lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Maya Angelou [Angelou, Maya] 

poet 

USA 

1992 to 1993 

Still I Rise [1992: poem]; I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings [1993: autobiography] 



She lived 1928 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Movie 

 

movie 

Movies {movie} have equipment, people, printing, and technique. 

 

trailer 

Short films {trailer} can advertise films. 

 

downstage 

Stage parts {downstage} can be farther from camera. 

 

upstage near 

Stage parts {upstage, drama} can be closer to camera. 

 

ARTS>Movie>Equipment 

 

cyclorama 

Semicircular wall-high backdrops {cyclorama}| can represent sky or room. 

 

enlarger 

Lenses {enlarger, movie} can transfer picture from negative to positive. 

 

kinetoscope 

Cameras {kinetograph} can make film {kinetoscope} for viewing in windows. Kinetoscope parlors showed slapstick 

comedy and pornography. 

 

Moviola 

Machines {Moviola} allow viewing film on a small screen. 

 

sound stage 

Air-conditioned, soundproof building {sound stage} holds scene. 

 

ARTS>Movie>Equipment>Camera 

 

anamorphic lens 

Curved lens {anamorphic lens} can fit wide-screen image onto film. 

 

telephoto lens 

Lenses {telephoto lens} can magnify. 

 

ARTS>Movie>Equipment>Film 

 

acetate film 

Film {acetate film} can be cellulose triacetate {film base} and contain picture and sound. 

 

composite print 

Prints {composite print} can have both picture and sound. 

 

contact printing 

Rather than using light, negative emulsion can touch positive emulsion for printing {contact printing, movie}. 

 

developer 

Alkali solution {developer, film} brings out negative or positive image. 

 



double system 

Picture is on one filmstrip side, and sound is on other side {double system}. 

 

emulsion of film 

Silver-salt gelatin {emulsion, movie} bonds to film base. 

 

fixer 

After development, solutions {fixer, film} can harden and set photographs. 

 

leader 

Blank film pieces {leader, film} are at film-roll beginning. 

 

optical printing 

Enlargers can use light to make negative into positive {optical printing}, rather than using contact. 

 

outtake 

Film final version does not have some filmed scenes {outtake}. 

 

rushes 

Film studios make daily prints {rushes}. 

 

stop bath 

Acid solution {stop bath} stops development. 

 

ARTS>Movie>Equipment>Film>Wide-Screen Process 

 

Cinemascope 

Wide-screen process {Cinemascope} uses anamorphic lens. 

 

Cinerama 

Wide-screen process {Cinerama} uses highly curved screen. 

 

Panavision 

Wide-screen process {Panavision} uses anamorphic lens. 

 

Technirama 

Wide-screen process {Technirama} uses anamorphic lens. 

 

ARTS>Movie>Personnel 

 

double 

Actors {double} can substitute for other actors. 

 

extra 

Actors {extra} can appear in background. 

 

gaffer electrician 

Films have chief electrician {gaffer, movie}|. 

 

grip 

Films use stagehands {grip}. 

 

key grip 

Films have stagehand leader {key grip}|. 

 



lead role 

Films have important roles {lead, role}. 

 

mixer of movie 

Technicians {mixer, movie} make sound tracks. 

 

ARTS>Movie>Techniques 

 

animation 

Films can have drawings on film or on celluloid sheets {animation}. 

 

back lighting 

Lighting {back lighting} can be from behind set. 

 

burn-in 

Scenes can move within fixed film area {burn-in}. 

 

cinematography 

Cinematographers use cameras to make films {cinematography}|. 

 

crosscutting 

Film editors can jump to different scenes {crosscutting}|. 

 

cut 

Films can use quick scene changes, cutaways to quick peeks at other action, cutbacks to main action after cutaways, 

inserts, or close-ups {cut}. 

 

dissolve 

Second scene can gradually superpose on previous scene {dissolve}. 

 

dub 

New dialogue {dub} can substitute for old. 

 

fade in or fade out 

Film transitions {fade out} can go from scene or sound to darkness or silence, or vice versa {fade in}. 

 

flip over 

Scenes can rotate on horizontal or vertical axis {flip over}. 

 

follow shot 

Camera can tilt, pass, and scan {follow shot}. 

 

freeze frame 

Repeating film frame maintains same screen image {freeze frame} when showing film. 

 

FX 

Films can use special effects {F/X}. 

 

halation 

Shots can use glare, or bulb-like light can inadvertently appear around subject outside {halation}. Film backing that 

blocks light reflection from film base back into emulsion can eliminate halation. 

 

high-key lighting 

Sets can use strong light or high contrast {high-key lighting}. 

 



looping dialogue 

Dialogue recordings can replace original dialogues {looping, movie}. 

 

low-key lighting 

Sets can use lighting {low-key lighting} with short tone range. 

 

matte in movies 

Action scenes can have pattern or photographed backgrounds {matte, movie}|. 

 

montage 

Superimposed or dissolve shots can appear in succession {montage}|. 

 

optical in movie 

Films can use dissolves and fades {optical}. 

 

overlap 

Sounds can extend into next scene {overlap, sound}. 

 

pan camera 

Cameras can move on pivots {pan, camera}. 

 

process photography 

Background can project onto translucent screen {process photography} {rear projection}. 

 

reaction shot 

Films can use bystander close-ups {reaction shot}. 

 

score 

Films have music {score, movie}. 

 

slow motion 

Cameras can run faster than normal, so action appears slower when projected {slow motion}. 

 

special effect 

Films can use models, miniatures, split screens, montages, and vignetting {special effect}. 

 

split screen 

Two scenes can be in one frame {split screen} {composite matte}. 

 

still picture 

Films can have no-motion periods {still, movie}. 

 

track by camera 

Cameras can move toward, away from, or parallel to action or subject {track, camera}. 

 

travelling matte 

Background and foreground can shoot separately and add together later {travelling matte}. 

 

ARTS>Movie>History 

 

Nickelodeon Age 

movie period 

USA 

1902 to 1911 

Short films had stories. 

 



Motion Picture Patents Co./General Film 

company 

USA 

1909 to 1915 

Companies controlled film production and distribution and included Solig, Vitagraph, Essaney, Kalem, Biograph, 

Edison, Lubin, Kleine, Pathé, and Melies. William Fox and Carl Laemmle worked against them. 

 

Famous Players in Famous Plays 

acting company 

USA 

1913 to 1920 

Group included Geraldine Farrar, Pauline Frederick, Ali Nazimova, and Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. 

 

Mark Strand [Strand, Mark] 

theater 

New York, New York 

1914 

Mark Strand Theater at Broadway and 47th Street had 3000 seats. 

 

United Artists 

film studio 

USA 

1919 

Group included Fairbanks, Pickford, Chaplin, and Griffith. 

 

melodrama began 

writer 

USA 

1920 to 1930 

Melodramas had Hero, Heroine, Mother, Villain, and Vamp. 

 

Will Hays [Hays, Will] 

clergyman 

USA 

1922 to 1945 

He lived 1879 to 1954 and administered movie code [1930 to 1966]. 

 

Roxy 

theater 

New York, New York 

1927 

Samuel L. Rothafel or Roxy Rothafel started Roxy's Midway Theatre at 50th St. and 7th Ave., which had 6000 seats. 

 

talking pictures 

film studio 

USA 

1929 

Talking pictures completely replaced silent movies in USA after 1928. 

 

Motion Picture Production Code or Hays Code 

code 

USA 

1930 to 1966 

Motion Picture Code and Rating Program replaced it [1966]. 

 



ARTS>Movie>History>Invention 

 

Thomas Alva Edison [Edison, Thomas Alva]/George Eastman [Eastman, George] 

inventor 

USA 

1889 

film strip 

Edison lived 1847 to 1931. Eastman lived 1854 to 1932. They invented frame-lined celluloid strip {filmstrip}. 

 

William Kennedy-Laurie Dickson [Dickson, William Kennedy-Laurie] 

inventor 

USA 

1892 

kinetoscope 

He lived 1860 to 1935. Film was for viewing in window {kinetoscope, Dickson}. William Heise invented camera 

{kinetograph, Heise} to make the film. Kinetoscope parlors showed slapstick comedy and pornography. 

 

Mutoscope 

inventor 

USA 

1895 to 1909 

Mutoscope 

Flipped cards showed moving pictures in window {Mutoscope}. 

 

William Kennedy-Laurie Dickson [Dickson, William Kennedy-Laurie]/Herman Casler [Casler, Herman]/Henry 

Marvin [Marvin, Henry]/Elias Koopman [Koopman, Elias] 

inventor 

USA 

1896 

Biograph projector 

Dickson lived 1860 to 1935. Casler lived 1867 to 1939. Biograph projector showed motion pictures on a large 

screen. 

 

Movietone newsreels 

inventor 

USA 

1919 to 1963 

Movietone newsreels 

Fox studio began Movietone newsreels {newsreel} with sound on film [1927]. 

 

J. Stuart Blackton [Blackton, J. Stuart]/Albert E. Smith [Smith, Albert E.] 

inventor 

New York, New York 

1925 to 1933 

Vitaphone 

He lived 1875 to 1941. The Jazz Singer and talking short subjects had sound on a disc {sound movie}. 

 

Fred Waller [Waller, Fred] 

inventor 

USA 

1952 

Cinerama [1937 to 1952: wide-screen movies]; Waller Gunnery Trainer; water skis; 360-degree still camera 

He lived 1885 to 1953 {wide-screen movie}. 

 

ARTS>Movie>History>Silent Movie 

 



Sarah Bernhardt [Bernhardt, Sarah] 

actor 

France/USA 

1862 to 1912 

Camille [1912]; Queen Elizabeth [1912] 

She lived 1844 to 1923. 

 

Louis Lumiere [Lumiere, Louis]/Auguste Lumiere [Lumiere, Auguste] 

director 

France 

1894 to 1903 

sprocket holes in film strips; cinématographe [1894]; public film showing [1895]; Autochrome Lumière [1903: color 

photography] 

Louis lived 1864 to 1948. Auguste lived 1862 to 1954. 

 

Georges Melies [Melies, Georges] 

director 

France 

1898 to 1912 

La Caverne maudite or Cave of the Demon [1898: first double exposure]; Un Homme de tête or A Man's Head 

[1898: first split-screen shot]; Cendrillon [1899: first dissolve]; Cinderella [1900]; Cabinet of Dr. Caligari [1919: first 

horror film] 

He lived 1861 to 1938 and used double exposure, stop action, speed changes, animation, dissolves, and fades. 

 

Edwin S. Porter [Porter, Edwin S.] 

director 

USA 

1902 to 1907 

Life of an American Fireman [1902]; Great Train Robbery [1903]; Uncle Tom's Cabin [1907] 

He lived 1869 to 1941 and used close-ups and crosscutting. 

 

Marcus Loew [Loew, Marcus] 

theater owner 

USA 

1903 to 1927 

He lived 1870 to 1927 and built arcades and movie theaters. 

 

Florence Lawrence [Lawrence, Florence] 

actor 

USA 

1908 

She lived 1886 to 1938 and was the Biograph girl and the Imp girl. 

 

John Bunny [Bunny, John]/Flora Finch [Finch, Flora] 

actor 

USA/England 

1910 to 1915 

Bunnygraphs or Bunnyfinches or Bunnyfinchgraphs [1910 to 1915] 

Bunny lived 1863 to 1915. Finch lived 1869 to 1940. They were in comic one-reelers, with fat erring husband and 

shrewish wife. 

 

Gilbert Anderson [Anderson, Gilbert] or Max Aronson [Aronson, Max] or Broncho Billy 

actor 

USA 

1910 to 1918 

Bronco Billy series [1910 to 1918: 400 silent movie westerns] 



He lived 1880 to 1971. 

 

Hoot Gibson [Gibson, Hoot] or Edmund Richard Gibson [Gibson, Edmund Richard] 

actor 

USA 

1910 to 1929 

Pride of the Range [1910: western] 

He lived 1892 to 1962. 

 

Tom Mix [Mix, Tom] or Thomas E. Mix [Mix, Thomas E.] 

actor 

USA 

1910 to 1929 

Pride of the Range [1910: western] 

He lived 1880 to 1940. 

 

Thomas Alva Edison [Edison, Thomas Alva] 

producer 

USA 

1912 

What Happened to Mary [1912: first serial, with Mary Fuller] 

He lived 1847 to 1931. 

 

Martin Johnson [Johnson, Martin]/Osa Johnson [Johnson, Osa] 

director 

USA 

1912 to 1940 

travelogues [1912 to 1940: silent] 

Martin lived 1884 to 1937. Osa lived 1894 to 1953. 

 

Enrico Guazzoni [Guazzoni, Enrico] 

director 

Italy 

1913 

Quo Vadis or Whither Goest Thou? or Whither Thou Goest [1913] 

He lived 1876 to 1949. 

 

David Wark Griffith [Griffith, David Wark] 

director 

USA 

1913 to 1930 

Judith of Bethulia [1913: first spectacular]; Birth of a Nation [1915: about the Civil War. G. W. Bitzer or Billy 

Bitzer, cameraman, used close-ups, fade outs, back lighting, iris picture dissolves, fuzzy close-ups, panoramic long 

shots, cut-backs between simultaneous scenes, last second rescues, and effective lighting. Lillian Gish acted]; 

Intolerance [1916: Set had palace of Belshazzar of Babylon. Movie used 400 reels and had Babylon, Renaissance-

France, Crucifixion, and modern-slum parts. Lillian Gish acted]; Abraham Lincoln [1920]; Way Down East [1920: 

melodrama]; Isn't Life Wonderful [1924]; Abraham Lincoln [1930: sound] 

He lived 1875 to 1948. 

 

Colin Campbell [Campbell, Colin] 

director 

USA 

1914 

Spoilers [1914: first fight] 

He lived 1883 to 1966. 

 



Pearl White [White, Pearl] 

actor 

USA 

1914 

Perils of Pauline [1914: serial silent movie] 

She lived 1889 to 1938. 

 

Mack Sennett [Sennett, Mack] 

director 

USA 

1914 to 1923 

Keystone Kops [1914 to 1917: silent comedies with Mabel Normand, Chester Conklin, and Ben Turpin]; Tillie's 

Punctured Romance [1914: Charlie Chaplin, Mabel Normand, and Marie Dressler acted]; Sheik of Araby [1923] 

He lived 1880 to 1960. 

 

William S. Hart [Hart, William S.] 

actor 

USA 

1914 to 1925 

Hell's Hinges [1916]; Narrow Trail [1917] 

He lived 1870 to 1946 and showed realism in silent westerns. 

 

Ronco Arbuckle [Arbuckle, Ronco] or Fatty Arbuckle [Arbuckle, Fatty] 

actor 

USA 

1914 to 1927 

Keystone Kops [1914 to 1917] 

He lived 1887 to 1933, was a comic and Keystone Kop, and was the Prince of Whales. 

 

Charlie Chaplin [Chaplin, Charlie] 

actor 

USA 

1915 to 1947 

Tramp [1915]; Easy Street [1917]; Shoulder Arms [1918]; Gold Rush [1925]; City Lights [1931: sound]; Great 

Dictator [1940: sound]; Monsieur Verdoux [1947: sound] 

He lived 1889 to 1977. 

 

Francis X. Bushman [Bushman, Francis X.] 

actor 

USA 

1916 

Ben-Hur [1916]; Romeo and Juliet [1916] 

He lived 1883 to 1966. 

 

Cecil B. DeMille [DeMille, Cecil B.] 

director 

USA 

1917 to 1956 

Joan the Woman [1917: luxury, bath scenes, and parties]; Male and Female [1919]; Feet of Clay [1920]; 

Manslaughter [1922]; Ten Commandments [1923]; Ben-Hur [1926: Ramon Novarro acted]; King of Kings [1927]; 

Sign of the Cross [1932: sound]; Cleopatra [1934: sound. Claudette Colbert acted]; Samson and Delilah [1949: sound]; 

Greatest Show on Earth [1952: sound. Betty Hutton acted]; Ten Commandments [1956: sound. Charlton Heston and 

Yul Brynner acted] 

He lived 1881 to 1959. 

 



Theda Bara [Bara, Theda] 

actor 

USA 

1918 

Cleopatra [1918] 

She lived 1885 to 1955 and was a vamp. 

 

Mary Pickford [Pickford, Mary] 

actor 

USA 

1918 to 1921 

Daddy Long Legs [1918]; Pollyanna [1920]; Little Lord Fauntleroy [1921]; Poor Little Rich Girl [1921] 

She lived 1893 to 1979 and was "America's sweetheart". 

 

Louis B. Mayer [Mayer, Louis B.] 

studio manager 

USA 

1918 to 1948 

He lived 1882 to 1957 and produced silent movies and talkies at MGM. 

 

Gloria Swanson [Swanson, Gloria] 

actor 

USA 

1919 to 1928 

Male and Female [1919]; Sadie Thompson [1928] 

She lived 1897 to 1983. 

 

Jackie Coogan [Coogan, Jackie] 

actor 

USA 

1920 

Kid [1920: Charlie Chaplin acted] 

He lived 1914 to 1984. 

 

Robert Flaherty [Flaherty, Robert] 

director 

USA 

1920 to 1926 

Man of Aran [1920: documentary]; Nanook of the North [1921: documentary]; Moana [1926: documentary] 

He lived 1884 to 1951. 

 

Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. [Fairbanks, Sr., Douglas] 

actor 

USA 

1920 to 1929 

Mark of Zorro [1920]; Three Musketeers [1921]; Robin Hood [1922: largest set]; Thief of Baghdad [1924]; Don Q 

[1925]; Black Pirate [1926]; Iron Mask [1929] 

He lived 1883 to 1939. 

 

Rex Ingram [Ingram, Rex] 

director 

USA 

1921 

Four Horseman of the Apocalypse [1921: Rudolph Valentino acted] 

He lived 1895 to 1969. 

 



Louis Delluc [Delluc, Louis] 

director 

France 

1921 to 1922 

Fièvre or Fever [1921]; La Femme de nulle part or Woman from Nowhere [1922] 

He lived 1890 to 1924. 

 

Ramon Novarro [Novarro, Ramon] 

actor 

Mexico/USA 

1922 

Prisoner of Zenda [1922] 

He lived 1899 to 1968. 

 

Rudolph Valentino [Valentino, Rudolph] 

actor 

USA 

1922 to 1924 

Blood and Sand [1922]; Sheik [1922: first full-length color film]; Monsieur Beaucaire [1924] 

He lived 1895 to 1926. 

 

Mary Astor [Astor, Mary] 

actor 

USA 

1922 to 1928 

Rose of the Golden West [1927] 

She lived 1906 to 1987 and was in silent movies and talkies. 

 

Harold Lloyd [Lloyd, Harold] 

actor 

USA 

1922 to 1928 

Grandma's Boy [1922]; Safety Last [1923]; Why Worry [1923]; Girl Shy [1924]; Freshman [1925]; Speedy [1928] 

He lived 1893 to 1971. 

 

Clara Bow [Bow, Clara] 

actor 

USA 

1922 to 1929 

It [1927] 

She lived 1905 to 1965 and was the It Girl. 

 

Friedrich Wilhelm Murnau [Murnau, Friedrich Wilhelm] 

director 

Germany 

1922 to 1931 

Nosferatu [1922]; Last Laugh [1925]; Tabu [1931: sound] 

He lived 1888 to 1988. 

 

Hal Roach [Roach, Hal] 

director 

USA 

1922 to 1944 

Our Gang or Little Rascals [1922 to 1944: silent and sound comedies] 

He lived 1892 to 1992. 

 



Mae Murray [Murray, Mae] 

actor 

USA 

1923 

French Doll [1923] 

She lived 1889 to 1965 and popularized bobbed hair, short skirts, the Charleston, rolled stockings, and bee-stung 

lips. 

 

Lon Chaney, Sr. [Chaney, Sr., Lon] 

actor 

USA 

1923 to 1925 

Hunchback of Notre Dame [1923]; Phantom of the Opera [1925] 

He lived 1893 to 1930 and was the "man of a thousand faces". 

 

Ernest Lubitsch [Lubitsch, Ernest] 

director 

Hungary/USA 

1923 to 1939 

Passion [1923: Emil Jannings and Pola Negri acted]; Gypsy Blood [1924: Pola Negri acted]; Ninotchka [1939: 

sound. Greta Garbo and Melvyn Douglas acted] 

He lived 1887 to 1954. 

 

Ken Maynard [Maynard, Ken] 

actor 

USA 

1923 to 1940 

Demon Rider [1925: western] 

He lived 1928 to 1998. 

 

John Barrymore [Barrymore, John]/Lionel Barrymore [Barrymore, Lionel] 

actor 

USA 

1924 

Beau Brummel [1924] 

He lived 1882 to 1942. 

 

Harry Langdon [Langdon, Harry] 

comedian/actor 

USA 

1924 to 1926 

Flickering Youth [1924]; Forgotten Clown [1926] 

He lived 1884 to 1944 and had a Scottish brogue. 

 

Buster Keaton [Keaton, Buster] 

actor 

USA 

1924 to 1927 

Navigator [1924]; Steamboat Bill Jr. [1925]; General [1927] 

He lived 1895 to 1966. 

 

Irving Thalberg [Thalberg, Irving] 

producer 

USA 

1924 to 1932 



Big Parade [1925]; Flesh and the Devil [1926]; La Boheme [1926]; Road to Mandalay [1926]; Broadway Melody 

[1929: sound]; Grand Hotel [1932: sound]; Red Dust [1932: sound] 

He lived 1899 to 1936. 

 

Eric von Stroheim [Stroheim, Eric von] 

director 

USA 

1924 to 1937 

Greed [1924: mobile cameras and unusual camera angles]; Merry Widow [1925]; Grand Illusion [1937: sound] 

He lived 1885 to 1957. As actor, he was the "man you love to hate". 

 

John Ford [Ford, John] 

director 

USA 

1924 to 1964 

Iron Horse [1924]; Lost Patrol [1934: sound]; Stagecoach [1938: sound. Claire Trevor acted]; How Green Was My 

Valley [1941: sound]; Quiet Man [1952: sound. John Wayne and Maureen O'Hara acted]; Sergeant Rutledge [1960: 

sound]; Cheyenne Autumn [1964: sound] 

He lived 1894 to 1973. 

 

James Cruze [Cruze, James] 

director 

USA 

1925 

Pony Express [1925] 

He lived 1884 to 1942. 

 

Carl Mayer [Mayer, Carl] 

screenwriter 

Austria/USA 

1925 

Das Kabinett des Doktor Caligari or Cabinet of Dr. Caligari [1920]; Der Letzte Man or Last Laugh [1924: for 

Murnau]; Sunrise [1927: for Murnau] 

He lived 1894 to 1944. 

 

Sergei Eisenstein [Eisenstein, Sergei] 

director 

Russia 

1925 to 1943 

Battleship Potemkin [1925]; October or Ten Days That Shook the World [1928]; General Line or Old and New 

[1929]; Ivan the Terrible [1943: sound] 

He lived 1898 to 1948. 

 

Myrna Loy [Loy, Myrna] 

actor 

USA 

1925 to 1950 

Don Juan [1926]; Desert Song [1929: sound] 

She lived 1905 to 1993 and was in silent movies and talkies. 

 

King Vidor [Vidor, King] 

director 

USA 

1925 to 1956 

Big Parade [1925: John Gilbert acted]; Hallelujah [1929]; War and Peace [1956: sound. Audrey Hepburn and Henry 

Fonda acted] 



He lived 1894 to 1982. 

 

John Barrymore [Barrymore, John] 

actor 

USA 

1926 

Don Juan [1926] 

He lived 1882 to 1942. 

 

Dolores Del Rio [Del Rio, Dolores] 

actor 

Mexico/USA 

1926 

What Price Glory? [1926] 

She lived 1905 to 1983. 

 

John Gilbert [Gilbert, John]/Lillian Gish [Gish, Lillian] 

actor 

USA 

1926 

La Boheme [1926] 

Gilbert lived 1894 to 1982. Gish lived 1893 to 1993. 

 

Lillian Gish [Gish, Lillian] 

actor 

USA 

1926 

Scarlet Letter [1926] 

She lived 1893 to 1993. 

 

Eddie Cantor [Cantor, Eddie] 

actor 

USA 

1926 to 1927 

Kid Boots [1926]; Special Delivery [1927] 

He lived 1892 to 1964. 

 

Stan Laurel [Laurel, Stan]/Oliver Hardy [Hardy, Oliver] 

actor 

England/USA 

1926 to 1934 

Leave 'em Laughing [1928]; Music Box [1932: sound]; Babes In Toyland [1934: sound] 

Laurel lived 1890 to 1965. Hardy lived 1892 to 1957. They were in silent comedies and talkies. 

 

Ronald Colman [Colman, Ronald] 

actor 

England/USA 

1926 to 1935 

Beau Geste or Noble Gesture [1926]; Tale of Two Cities [1935: sound] 

He lived 1891 to 1958. 

 

Greta Garbo [Garbo, Greta] 

actor 

USA 

1926 to 1936 



Mata Hari [1926: silent]; Torment [1926: silent]; Anna Christie [1930: sound]; Queen Christina [1933: sound]; 

Camille [1936: sound] 

She lived 1905 to 1990. 

 

Greta Garbo [Garbo, Greta]/John Gilbert [Gilbert, John] 

actor 

USA 

1927 

Flesh and the Devil [1927] 

Garbo lived 1905 to 1990. Gilbert lived 1894 to 1982. 

 

Janet Gaynor [Gaynor, Janet] 

actor 

USA 

1927 

Seventh Heaven [1927]; Sunrise [1927] 

She lived 1906 to 1984. 

 

Ramon Novarro [Novarro, Ramon]/Norma Shearer [Shearer, Norma] 

actor 

USA 

1927 

Student Prince [1927] 

Novarro lived 1899 to 1968. Shearer lived 1902 to 1983. 

 

Emil Jannings [Jannings, Emil] 

actor 

Austria/USA 

1927 to 1928 

Last Laugh [1927]; Variety [1928] 

He lived 1884 to 1950. 

 

Josef von Sternberg [Sternberg, Josef von] 

director 

Austria/USA 

1927 to 1930 

Underworld [1927]; Last Command [1928: Emil Jannings acted]; Morocco [1930: sound. Marlene Dietrich and Gary 

Cooper acted] 

He lived 1894 to 1969. The Last Command combined vulgarity and menace {schrecklichkeit}. 

 

animals in movies 

actor 

USA 

1927 to 1940 

Rin-Tin-Tin was a dog. Ben was Mack Sennett's dog. Rex was a wild horse. 

 

William A. Wellman [Wellman, William A.] 

director 

USA 

1927 to 1949 

Wings [1927: silent. Clara Bow acted]; Beau Geste [1939: sound. Gary Cooper, Ray Milland, and Robert Preston 

acted]; Battleground [1949: sound. Van Johnson and Richard Jaeckel acted] 

He lived 1896 to 1975. 
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Thomas L. Tully [Tully, Thomas L.] 

businessman 

Los Angeles, California 

1901 

movie theater 

He lived 1908 to 1982. 

 

Wallace Beery [Beery, Wallace] 

actor 

USA 

1914 to 1934 

Viva Villa! [1934] 

He lived 1885 to 1949 and was in silent and sound movies. 

 

Samuel Goldwyn [Goldwyn, Samuel] 

producer 

USA 

1916 to 1959 

Arrowsmith [1931]; Dodsworth [1936]; Dead End [1937]; Wuthering Heights [1939]; Little Foxes [1941]; Best 

Years of Our Lives [1946]; Guys and Dolls [1955]; Porgy and Bess [1959] 

He lived 1879 to 1974 and produced silent movies and talkies. 

 

Herman Mankiewicz [Mankiewicz, Herman] 

screenwriter 

USA 

1926 to 1941 

Citizen Kane [1941: screenplay] 

He lived 1897 to 1953 and wrote for silent and sound movies. 

 

Lewis Selznick [Selznick, Lewis]/Myron Selznick [Selznick, Myron] 

producer 

USA 

1927 to 1940 

Bill of Divorcement [1932]; What Price Hollywood? [1932]; Little Women [1933]; Dinner at Eight [1933]; David 

Copperfield [1935]; Anna Karenina [1935]; Tale of Two Cities [1935]; Little Lord Fauntleroy [1936]; Star Is Born 

[1937]; Prisoner of Zenda [1937]; Intermezzo [1939] 

Louis lived 1870 to 1933. Myron lived 1898 to 1944. They produced silent movies and talkies. 

 

Al Jolson [Jolson, Al] 

singer/actor 

USA 

1927 

Jazz Singer [1927: Vitaphone and Warner Brothers produced the first talkie, with sound on disc] 

He lived 1886 to 1950. 

 

Luis Bunuel [Bunuel, Luis] 

director 

Spain 

1928 to 1967 

Un Chien andalou or Andalusian Dog [1928]; L'Age d'Or or Golden Age [1930]; Belle de Jour or Call Girl [1967] 

He lived 1900 to 1983. 

 

Ruth Chatterton [Chatterton, Ruth] 

actor 

USA 

1929 



Madame X [1929] 

She lived 1893 to 1961. 

 

Marie Dressler [Dressler, Marie] 

actor 

USA 

1929 

Hollywood Review of 1929 [1929] 

She lived 1868 to 1934. 

 

George Arliss [Arliss, George] 

director 

England/USA 

1929 to 1935 

Disraeli [1929]; Cardinal Richelieu [1935] 

He lived 1868 to 1946. 

 

Raoul Walsh [Walsh, Raoul] 

director 

USA 

1929 to 1953 

Cockeyed World [1929]; Lion in the Streets [1953: James Cagney acted] 

He lived 1887 to 1980. 

 

Lew Ayres [Ayres, Lew] 

actor 

USA 

1930 

All Quiet on the Western Front [1930] 

He lived 1908 to 1996. 

 

Richard Barthelmess [Barthelmess, Richard] 

actor 

USA 

1930 

Dawn Patrol [1930] 

He lived 1895 to 1963. 

 

Constance Bennett [Bennett, Constance]/Lew Ayres [Ayres, Lew] 

actor 

USA 

1930 

Common Clay [1930] 

Bennett lived 1904 to 1965. Ayres lived 1908 to 1996. 

 

Marie Dressler [Dressler, Marie]/Wallace Beery [Beery, Wallace] 

actor 

USA 

1930 

Min and Bill [1930] 

Dressler lived 1869 to 1934. Beery lived 1885 to 1949. 

 

Lillian Gish [Gish, Lillian]/Marie Dressler [Dressler, Marie] 

actor 

USA 

1930 



Swan [1930] 

Gish lived 1893 to 1993. Dressler lived 1869 to 1934. 

 

Edward G. Robinson [Robinson, Edward G.] 

actor 

Romania/USA 

1930 

Little Caesar [1930] 

He lived 1893 to 1973. 

 

Norma Shearer [Shearer, Norma] 

actor 

Canada/USA 

1930 

Divorcee [1930] 

She lived 1902 to 1983. 

 

Paul Whiteman [Whiteman, Paul] 

actor 

USA 

1930 

King of Jazz [1930] 

He lived 1890 to 1967. 

 

Marcus C. Connelly [Connelly, Marcus C.] 

essayist/novelist/director 

USA 

1930 to 1936 

Green Pastures [1930 and 1936: play and movie] 

He lived 1890 to 1980. 

 

Marx Brothers/Margaret Dumont [Dumont, Margaret] 

actor 

USA 

1930 to 1937 

Animal Crackers [1930]; Horse Feathers [1932]; Duck Soup [1933]; Night at the Opera [1935]; Day at the Races 

[1937] 

Groucho lived 1890 to 1964. They were Groucho, Harpo, Chico, and Zeppo. 

 

Jean Cocteau [Cocteau, Jean] 

playwright/director 

France 

1930 to 1959 

Blood of a Poet [1930: play]; Le Bel Indifférent or Indifferent Beauty [1940: play]; Beauty and the Beast [1946: 

movie]; Orpheus [1950: movie]; Testament of Orpheus [1959: movie] 

He lived 1889 to 1963. 

 

Constance Bennett [Bennett, Constance]/Joel McCrea [McCrea, Joel] 

actor 

USA 

1931 

Born to Love [1931] 

Bennett lived 1904 to 1965. McCrea lived 1905 to 1990. 

 

Jackie Cooper [Cooper, Jackie]/Wallace Beery [Beery, Wallace] 

actor 



USA 

1931 

Champ [1931] 

Cooper lived 1921 to ?. Beery lived 1885 to 1949. 

 

Boris Karloff [Karloff, Boris] 

actor 

England/USA 

1931 

Frankenstein [1931] 

He lived 1887 to 1969. 

 

Bela Lugosi [Lugosi, Bela] 

actor 

Hungary/USA 

1931 

Dracula [1931: Tod Browning wrote]; Murders in the Rue Morgue [1932] 

He lived 1882 to 1956. 

 

Joel McCrea [McCrea, Joel] 

actor 

USA 

1931 

Kept Husbands [1931] 

He lived 1905 to 1990. 

 

Adolphe Menjou [Menjou, Adolphe]/Pat O'Brien [O'Brien, Pat] 

actor 

USA 

1931 

Front Page [1931] 

Menjou lived 1890 to 1963. O'Brien lived 1899 to 1983. 

 

Josef von Sternberg [Sternberg, Josef von] 

director 

USA 

1931 

American Tragedy [1931] 

He lived 1894 to 1969. 

 

Irene Dunne [Dunne, Irene] 

actor 

USA 

1931 to 1936 

Cimarron [1931]; Back Street [1932]; Show Boat [1936] 

She lived 1898 to 1990. 

 

Joan Crawford [Crawford, Joan] 

actor 

USA 

1931 to 1945 

Possessed [1931]; Dancing Lady [1933]; Mildred Pierce [1945] 

She lived 1905 to 1977. 

 

Spencer Tracy [Tracy, Spencer] 

actor 



USA 

1931 to 1957 

Quick Millions [1931]; Bad Day at Black Rock [1955]; Old Man and the Sea [1957] 

He lived 1900 to 1967. 

 

James Cagney [Cagney, James] 

actor 

USA 

1931 to 1960 

Public Enemy [1931]; G-Men [1935]; Yankee Doodle Dandy [1942]; Tribute to a Bad Man [1956]; Man of a 

Thousand Faces [1957]; Shake Hands with the Devil [1959]; Gallant Hours [1960] 

He lived 1899 to 1986. 

 

Tallulah Bankhead [Bankhead, Tallulah] 

actor 

USA 

1932 

Faithless [1932] 

She lived 1902 to 1968. 

 

Lionel Barrymore [Barrymore, Lionel]/Ethel Barrymore [Barrymore, Ethel]/John Barrymore [Barrymore, 

John] 

actor 

USA 

1932 

Rasputin and the Empress [1932] 

Lionel lived 1878 to 1954. Ethel lived 1879 to 1959. John lived 1882 to 1942. 

 

John Barrymore [Barrymore, John]/Katherine Hepburn [Hepburn, Katherine] 

actor 

USA 

1932 

Bill of Divorcement [1932] 

Barrymore lived 1882 to 1942. Hepburn lived 1907 to 2003. 

 

Joan Crawford [Crawford, Joan]/Greta Garbo [Garbo, Greta]/Wallace Beery [Beery, Wallace]/John Barrymore 

[Barrymore, John]/Lionel Barrymore [Barrymore, Lionel] 

actor 

USA 

1932 

Grand Hotel [1932] 

Crawford lived 1905 to 1977. Garbo lived 1905 to 1990. Beery lived 1885 to 1949. Barrymore lived 1882 to 1942. 

 

Bing Crosby [Crosby, Bing]/Kate Smith [Smith, Kate]/Mills Brothers/George Burns [Burns, George]/Gracie 

Allen [Allen, Gracie]/Arthur Tracy [Tracy, Arthur]/Boswell Sisters 

actor 

USA 

1932 

Big Broadcast [1932: Arthur Tracy was the Street Singer] 

Crosby lived 1903 to 1977. Smith lived 1909 to 1986. Burns lived 1896 to 1996. Allen lived 1895 to 1964. Tracy 

lived 1899 to 1997. 

 

Marlene Dietrich [Dietrich, Marlene]/Cary Grant [Grant, Cary] 

actor 

USA 

1932 



Blonde Venus [1932] 

Dietrich lived 1901 to 1992. Grant lived 1904 to 1986. 

 

Helen Hayes [Hayes, Helen]/Adolphe Menjou [Menjou, Adolphe]/Gary Cooper [Cooper, Gary] 

actor 

USA 

1932 

Farewell to Arms [1932] 

Hayes lived 1900 to 1993. Menjou lived 1890 to 1963. Cooper lived 1901 to 1961. 

 

Russell Mack [Mack, Russell] 

director 

USA 

1932 

Once in a Lifetime [1932: George S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly wrote] 

He lived 1891 to 1960. 

 

Fredric March [March, Fredric] 

actor 

USA 

1932 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde [1932] 

He lived 1897 to 1975. 

 

Dick Powell [Powell, Dick] 

actor 

USA 

1932 

Blessed Event [1932] 

He lived 1904 to 1963. 

 

Johnny Weismuller [Weismuller, Johnny]/Maureen O'Sullivan [O'Sullivan, Maureen] 

actor 

USA 

1932 

Tarzan [1932] 

Weismuller lived 1904 to 1984. O'Sullivan lived 1911 to 1998. 

 

Mae West [West, Mae]/George Raft [Raft, George] 

actor 

USA 

1932 

Night after Night [1932] 

West lived 1893 to 1980. Raft lived 1895 to 1980. 

 

Busby Berkeley [Berkeley, Busby] 

director/producer 

USA 

1932 to 1935 

Ziegfield Girl; Broadway Serenade; Footlight Parade; For Me and My Gal; Forty Second Street [1932]; Goldiggers 

of 1935 [1935] 

He lived 1895 to 1976. 

 

Lewis Milestone [Milestone, Lewis] 

director 

Ukraine/USA 



1932 to 1938 

Rain [1932: with Joan Crawford. remake of Sadie Thompson]; Of Mice and Men [1938] 

He lived 1895 to 1980. 

 

Paul Muni [Muni, Paul] 

actor 

Austria/USA 

1932 to 1939 

I am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang [1932]; Scarface [1932]; Story of Louis Pasteur [1935]; Life of Émile Zola 

[1937]; Juarez [1939] 

He lived 1895 to 1967. 

 

Wallace Beery [Beery, Wallace]/Jean Harlow [Harlow, Jean] 

actor 

USA 

1933 

Dinner at Eight [1933] 

Beery lived 1885 to 1949. Harlow lived 1911 to 1937. 

 

Marlene Dietrich [Dietrich, Marlene]/Emil Jannings [Jannings, Emil] 

actor 

USA 

1933 

Blue Angel [1933] 

Dietrich lived 1901 to 1992. Jannings lived 1884 to 1950. 

 

Marie Dressler [Dressler, Marie]/Wallace Beery [Beery, Wallace]/Robert Young [Young, Robert]/Maureen 

O'Sullivan [O'Sullivan, Maureen] 

actor 

USA 

1933 

Tugboat Annie [1933] 

Dressler lived 1869 to 1934. Beery lived 1885 to 1949. Young lived 1907 to 1998. O'Sullivan lived 1911 to 1998. 

 

Clark Gable [Gable, Clark]/Jean Harlow [Harlow, Jean] 

actor 

USA 

1933 

Hold Your Man [1933] 

Gable lived 1901 to 1960. Harlow lived 1911 to 1937. 

 

Claude Rains [Rains, Claude] 

actor 

England/USA 

1933 

Invisible Man [1933] 

He lived 1889 to 1967. 

 

Fay Wray [Wray, Fay] 

actor 

Canada/USA 

1933 

King Kong [1933] 

She lived 1907 to 2004. 

 



W. C. Fields [Fields, W. C.] or William Claude Dukenfield [Dukenfield, William Claude] 

actor 

USA 

1933 to 1941 

Alice in Wonderland [1933]; You Can't Cheat an Honest Man [1933]; David Copperfield [1936]; Bank Dick [1940]; 

Never Give a Sucker an Even Break [1941] 

He lived 1904 to 1946. 

 

Walt Disney [Disney, Walt] 

director 

USA 

1933 to 1950 

Three Little Pigs [1933: cartoon]; Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs [1937: cartoon]; Ugly Duckling [1938: 

cartoon]; Sleeping Beauty [1939: cartoon]; Fantasia [1940: cartoon]; Pinocchio [1940: cartoon]; Cinderella [1950: 

cartoon] 

He lived 1901 to 1966. 

 

Mervyn LeRoy [LeRoy, Mervyn] 

director 

USA 

1933 to 1950 

Grand Slam [1933]; Escape [1940: with Norma Shearer, Robert Taylor, Conrad Veidt]; Quo Vadis [1950] 

He lived 1900 to 1987. 

 

Mae West [West, Mae] 

actor 

USA 

1933 to 1950 

She Done Him Wrong [1933]; Diamond Lil; I'm No Angel 

She lived 1892 to 1980. 

 

George Cukor [Cukor, George] 

director 

USA 

1933 to 1957 

Little Women [1933: Katherine Hepburn acted]; David Copperfield [1935: W. C. Fields acted and David O. Selznick 

produced]; Born Yesterday [1950: Judy Holliday, Broderick Crawford, and William Holden acted. Garson Kanin 

wrote]; Marrying Kind [1952: Judy Holliday and Aldo Ray acted]; Actress [1953: Spencer Tracy and Jean Simmons 

acted]; Star is Born [1954: Judy Garland and James Mason acted]; Les Girls [1957: Gene Kelly and Mitzi Gaynor 

acted] 

He lived 1899 to 1983. 

 

Frank Capra [Capra, Frank] 

director 

Italy/USA 

1933 to 1959 

Lady for a Day [1933]; It Happened One Night [1934: Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert acted]; Mr. Deeds goes to 

Town [1936]; Lost Horizon [1937: Jane Wyatt and Ronald Colman acted]; Mr. Smith goes to Washington [1938: James 

Stewart and Claude Rains acted]; It's a Wonderful Life [1950: James Stewart acted]; Hole in the Head [1959: Frank 

Sinatra and Edward G. Robinson acted] 

He lived 1897 to 1991. 

 

Carl Laemmle [Laemmle, Carl] 

director 

Germany/USA 

1934 



Phantom of the Opera [1934] 

He lived 1867 to 1939. 

 

Hamilton MacFadden [MacFadden, Hamilton] 

director 

USA 

1934 

Stand Up and Cheer [1934] 

He lived 1901 to ?. 

 

Grace Moore [Moore, Grace] 

actor 

USA 

1934 

One Night of Love [1934] 

She lived 1901 to 1953. 

 

Norma Shearer [Shearer, Norma]/Fredric March [March, Fredric] 

actor 

USA 

1934 

Barretts of Wimpole Street [1934] 

Shearer lived 1902 to 1983. March lived 1897 to 1975. 

 

William Powell [Powell, William]/Myrna Loy [Loy, Myrna] 

actor 

USA 

1934 to 1936 

Thin Man [1934]; After the Thin Man [1936] 

Powell lived 1892 to 1984. Loy lived 1905 to 1993. 

 

William Dieterle [Dieterle, William] 

director 

Germany/USA 

1934 to 1940 

Madame du Barry [1934]; Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet [1940: with Edward G. Robinson]; Dispatch from Reuters 

[1940: with Eddie Albert] 

He lived 1893 to 1972. 

 

Bette Davis [Davis, Bette] 

actor 

USA 

1934 to 1953 

Of Human Bondage [1934]; Dark Victory [1939]; Now, Voyager [1942]; Star Is Born [1953] 

She lived 1908 to 1989. 

 

James Cagney [Cagney, James]/Anita Louise [Louise, Anita] 

actor 

USA 

1935 

Midsummer Night's Dream [1935] 

Cagney lived 1899 to 1986. Louise lived 1915 to 1970. 

 

Ben Hecht [Hecht, Ben]/Charles MacArthur [MacArthur, Charles] 

writer 

USA 



1935 

Scoundrel [1935] 

Hecht lived 1894 to 1964. MacArthur lived 1895 to 1956. 

 

Boris Karloff [Karloff, Boris]/Elsa Lanchester [Lanchester, Elsa] 

actor 

USA 

1935 

Bride of Frankenstein [1935] 

Karloff lived 1887 to 1969. Lanchester lived 1902 to 1986. 

 

Charles Laughton [Laughton, Charles]/Clark Gable [Gable, Clark]/Donald Crisp [Crisp, Donald] 

actor 

USA/England 

1935 

Mutiny on the Bounty [1935] 

Laughton lived 1899 to 1962. Gable lived 1901 to 1960. Crisp lived 1882 to 1974. 

 

Charles Laughton [Laughton, Charles]/Zasu Pitts [Pitts, Zasu]/Charlie Ruggles [Ruggles, Charlie] 

actor 

USA 

1935 

Ruggles of Red Gap [1935] 

Laughton lived 1899 to 1962. Pitts lived 1894 to 1963. Ruggles lived 1886 to 1970. 

 

Shirley Temple [Temple, Shirley]/Bill Robinson [Robinson, Bill] or Bojangles 

actor 

USA 

1935 

Little Colonel [1935] 

Temple lived 1928 to ?. Robinson lived 1878 to 1949. 

 

Nelson Eddy [Eddy, Nelson]/Jeanette MacDonald [MacDonald, Jeanette] 

actor 

USA 

1935 to 1945 

Rose Marie; Naughty Marietta [1935] 

Eddy lived 1901 to 1967. MacDonald lived 1903 to 1965. 

 

William Boyd [Boyd, William] 

actor 

USA 

1935 to 1948 

Hopalong Cassidy of the Bar 20 [1938: western] 

He lived 1910 to 1972. 

 

Fred Astaire [Astaire, Fred] 

actor 

USA 

1935 to 1955 

Top Hat [1935: Irving Berlin composed]; Three Little Words [1950]; Daddy Long Legs [1955] 

He lived 1899 to 1987. 

 

Alfred Hitchcock [Hitchcock, Alfred] 

director 

USA 



1935 to 1963 

39 Steps [1935: Robert Donat acted]; Rebecca [1940]; Foreign Correspondent [1940: Joel McCrea acted]; Suspicion 

[1941]; Shadow of a Doubt [1943: Joseph Cotten acted]; Spellbound [1945: Ingrid Bergman and Gregory Peck acted]; 

Dial M for Murder [1954]; Rear Window [1954: James Stewart acted]; To Catch a Thief [1955: Cary Grant and Grace 

Kelly acted]; North by Northwest [1959: Cary Grant acted]; Psycho [1960: Anthony Perkins acted]; Birds [1963] 

He lived 1899 to 1980. 

 

John Barrymore [Barrymore, John]/Norma Shearer [Shearer, Norma]/Leslie Howard [Howard, Leslie] 

actor 

USA 

1936 

Romeo and Juliet [1936] 

Shearer - Barrymore lived 1882 to 1942. Shearer lived 1902 to 1983. Howard lived 1893 to 1943. 

 

Charlie Chaplin [Chaplin, Charlie]/Paulette Goddard [Goddard, Paulette] 

actor 

USA 

1936 

Modern Times [1936] 

Chaplin lived 1889 to 1977. Goddard lived 1910 to 1990. 

 

Gary Cooper [Cooper, Gary]/Jean Arthur [Arthur, Jean] 

actor 

USA 

1936 

Plainsman [1936] 

Cooper lived 1901 to 1961. Arthur lived 1900 to 1991. 

 

Roy Del Ruth [Del Ruth, Roy] 

director 

USA 

1936 

Broadway Melody of 1936 [1936] 

He lived 1895 to 1961. 

 

Clark Gable [Gable, Clark]/Jeanette MacDonald [MacDonald, Jeanette] 

actor 

USA 

1936 

San Francisco [1936] 

Gable lived 1901 to 1960. MacDonald lived 1903 to 1965. 

 

Fritz Lang [Lang, Fritz] 

director 

Austria/USA 

1936 

Fury [1936]; Big Heat [1953: Glenn Ford acted] 

He lived 1890 to 1976. 

 

Robert Z. Leonard [Leonard, Robert Z.] 

director 

USA 

1936 

Great Ziegfeld [1936: with William Powell and Myrna Loy] 

He lived 1889 to 1968. 

 



Eleanor Powell [Powell, Eleanor] 

actor 

USA 

1936 

Born to Dance [1936: Cole Porter composed] 

She lived 1912 to 1982. 

 

William Powell [Powell, William]/Carole Lombard [Lombard, Carole] 

actor 

USA 

1936 

My Man Godfrey [1936] 

Powell lived 1892 to 1984. Lombard lived 1908 to 1942. 

 

David O. Selznick [Selznick, David O.] 

director/producer 

USA 

1936 to 1937 

Little Lord Fauntleroy [1936]; Adventures of Tom Sawyer [1937] 

He lived 1902 to 1965. 

 

Humphrey Bogart [Bogart, Humphrey] 

actor 

USA 

1936 to 1948 

Black Legion [1936]; Petrified Forest [1936]; Action in the North Atlantic [1943]; Treasure of the Sierra Madre 

[1948] 

He lived 1899 to 1957. 

 

Errol Flynn [Flynn, Errol] 

actor 

Australia/USA 

1936 to 1949 

Charge of the Light Brigade [1936]; Adventures of Robin Hood [1938]; Sea Hawk [1940]; Don Juan [1949] 

He lived 1909 to 1959. 

 

Dead End Kids/Humphrey Bogart [Bogart, Humphrey] 

actor 

USA 

1937 

Dead End [1937: Sam Goldwyn produced] 

Bogart lived 1899 to 1957. 

 

Deanna Durbin [Durbin, Deanna]/Leopold Stokowski [Stokowski, Leopold] 

actor 

USA/England 

1937 

One Hundred Men and a Girl [1937] 

Durbin lived 1921 to ?. Stokowski lived 1882 to 1977. 

 

Janet Gaynor [Gaynor, Janet]/Adolphe Menjou [Menjou, Adolphe]/Fredric March [March, Fredric] 

actor 

USA 

1937 

Star is Born [1937] 

Gaynor lived 1906 to 1984. Menjou lived 1890 to 1963. March lived 1897 to 1975. 



 

Cary Grant [Grant, Cary]/Constance Bennett [Bennett, Constance] 

actor 

USA 

1937 

Topper [1937] 

Grant lived 1904 to 1986. Bennett lived 1904 to 1965. 

 

Carole Lombard [Lombard, Carole]/Fredric March [March, Fredric] 

actor 

USA 

1937 

Nothing Sacred [1937: David O. Selznick produced and Ben Hecht wrote] 

Lombard lived 1908 to 1942. March lived 1897 to 1975. 

 

Luise Rainer [Rainer, Luise] 

actor 

Austria/USA 

1937 

Good Earth [1937] 

She lived 1910 to 2003. 

 

Spencer Tracy [Tracy, Spencer]/Freddie Bartholomew [Bartholomew, Freddie] 

actor 

USA/Ireland 

1937 

Captains Courageous [1937] 

Tracy lived 1900 to 1967. Bartholomew lived 1924 to 1992. 

 

Richard Thorpe [Thorpe, Richard] 

director 

USA 

1937 to 1954 

Night Must Fall [1937: with Robert Montgomery]; Student Prince [1954] 

He lived 1896 to 1991. 

 

Irving Berlin [Berlin, Irving] 

composer 

USA 

1938 

Alexander's Ragtime Band [1938] 

He lived 1888 to 1989. 

 

Charles Boyer [Boyer, Charles]/Hedy Lamarr [Lamarr, Hedy] 

actor 

USA 

1938 

Algiers [1938] 

Boyer lived 1899 to 1978. Lamarr lived 1914 to 2000. She said "Come with me to the Casbah". 

 

James Cagney [Cagney, James]/Pat O'Brien [O'Brien, Pat]/Humphrey Bogart [Bogart, Humphrey] 

actor 

USA 

1938 

Angels with Dirty Faces [1938] 

Cagney lived 1899 to 1986. O'Brien lived 1899 to 1983. Bogart lived 1899 to 1957. 



 

Cary Grant [Grant, Cary]/Katherine Hepburn [Hepburn, Katherine] 

actor 

USA 

1938 

Bringing Up Baby [1938] 

Grant lived 1904 to 1986. Hepburn lived 1907 to 2003. 

 

Charles Laughton [Laughton, Charles]/Elsa Lanchester [Lanchester, Elsa] 

actor 

USA 

1938 

Beachcomber [1938] 

Laughton lived 1899 to 1962. Lanchester lived 1902 to 1986. 

 

Ginger Rogers [Rogers, Ginger]/Fred Astaire [Astaire, Fred] 

actor 

USA 

1938 

Carefree [1938] 

Rogers lived 1911 to 1995. Astaire lived 1899 to 1987. 

 

Penny Singleton [Singleton, Penny] 

actor 

USA 

1938 

Blondie [1938] 

She lived 1908 to 2003. Series went to 1950. 

 

James Stewart [Stewart, James]/Jean Arthur [Arthur, Jean] 

actor 

USA 

1938 

You Can't Take It With You [1938] 

Stewart lived 1908 to 1997. Arthur lived 1900 to 1991. 

 

Michael Curtiz [Curtiz, Michael] 

director 

Hungary/USA 

1938 to 1943 

Four Daughters [1938]; This Is the Army [1943: Irving Berlin composed] 

He lived 1888 to 1962. 

 

Bette Davis [Davis, Bette]/Errol Flynn [Flynn, Errol] 

actor 

USA 

1939 

Elizabeth the Queen [1939] 

Davis lived 1908 to 1989. Flynn lived 1909 to 1959. 

 

Robert Donat [Donat, Robert] 

actor 

USA 

1939 

Goodbye Mr. Chips [1939] 

He lived 1900 to 1900. 



 

Judy Garland [Garland, Judy]/Ray Bolger [Bolger, Ray]/Jack Haley [Haley, Jack]/Bert Lahr [Lahr, Bert] 

actor 

USA 

1939 

Wizard of Oz [1939] 

Garland lived 1922 to 1969. Bolger lived 1904 to 1987. Haley lived 1899 to 1979. Lahr lived 1895 to 1967. 

 

Cary Grant [Grant, Cary]/Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. [Fairbanks, Jr., Douglas] 

actor 

USA 

1939 

Gunga Din [1939] 

Grant lived 1904 to 1986. Fairbanks lived 1909 to 2000. 

 

Vivien Leigh [Leigh, Vivien]/Clark Gable [Gable, Clark] 

actor 

USA 

1939 

Gone with the Wind [1939: David O. Selznick produced] 

Leigh lived 1913 to 1967. Gable lived 1901 to 1960. 

 

Basil Rathbone [Rathbone, Basil]/Nigel Bruce [Bruce, Nigel] 

actor 

England 

1939 

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes [1939] 

Rathbone lived 1892 to 1967. Bruce lived 1895 to 1953. 

 

Edward G. Robinson [Robinson, Edward G.]/George Sanders [Sanders, George] 

actor 

USA/Russia 

1939 

Confessions of a Nazi Spy [1939] 

Robinson lived 1893 to 1973. Sanders lived 1906 to 1972. 

 

Norma Shearer [Shearer, Norma]/Joan Crawford [Crawford, Joan]/Rosalind Russell [Russell, Rosalind] 

actor 

USA 

1939 

Women [1939] 

Shearer lived 1902 to 1983. Crawford lived 1905 to 1977. Russell lived 1907 to 1976. 

 

James Stewart [Stewart, James]/Marlene Dietrich [Dietrich, Marlene] 

actor 

USA 

1939 

Destry Rides Again [1939] 

Stewart lived 1908 to 1997. Dietrich lived 1901 to 1992. 

 

James Stewart [Stewart, James]/Carole Lombard [Lombard, Carole] 

actor 

USA 

1939 

Made for Each Other [1939] 

Stewart lived 1908 to 1997. Lombard lived 1908 to 1942. 



 

Mickey Rooney [Rooney, Mickey]/Lewis Stone [Stone, Lewis]/Judy Garland [Garland, Judy] 

actor 

USA 

1939 to 1944 

Andy Hardy [1939 on: comedies] 

Rooney lived 1920 to ?. Stone lived 1879 to 1953. Garland lived 1922 to 1969. 

 

Tyrone Power [Power, Tyrone] 

actor 

USA 

1939 to 1956 

Jesse James [1939]; Eddy Duchin Story [1956] 

He lived 1914 to 1958. 

 

William Wyler [Wyler, William] 

director 

USA 

1939 to 1967 

Wuthering Heights [1939: Laurence Olivier and Merle Oberon acted, and Sam Goldwyn produced]; Little Foxes 

[1941: Bette Davis acted, and Sam Goldwyn produced]; Mrs. Miniver [1942: Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon acted]; 

Best Years of Our Lives [1946: Myrna Loy, Fredric March, Dana Andrews, and Harold Russell acted, and MacKinley 

Kantor and Robert Sherwood wrote]; Heiress [1949]; Roman Holiday [1953: Gregory Peck and Audrey Hepburn 

acted]; Friendly Persuasion [1956: Gary Cooper and Dorothy McGuire acted]; Ben-Hur [1958: Charleton Heston 

acted]; Funny Girl [1967: Barbra Streisand acted] 

He lived 1902 to 1981. 

 

W. C. Fields [Fields, W. C.]/Mae West [West, Mae] 

actor 

USA 

1940 

My Little Chickadee [1940] 

Fields lived 1879 to 1946. West lived 1892 to 1980. 

 

Henry Fonda [Fonda, Henry] 

actor 

USA 

1940 

Grapes of Wrath [1940] 

He lived 1905 to 1982. 

 

Katherine Hepburn [Hepburn, Katherine] 

actor 

USA 

1940 

Philadelphia Story [1940] 

She lived 1907 to 2003. 

 

Raymond Massey [Massey, Raymond]/Ruth Gordon [Gordon, Ruth] 

actor 

USA 

1940 

Abe Lincoln in Illinois [1940: Robert Sherwood wrote] 

Massey lived 1896 to 1983. Gordon lived 1896 to 1985. 

 



Warner Oland [Oland, Warner] 

actor 

Sweden/USA 

1940 

Charlie Chan in Panama [1940]; Charlie Chan at the Wax Museum [1940] 

He lived 1880 to 1938. 

 

Roy Rogers [Rogers, Roy] 

actor 

USA 

1940 

Colorado [1940: singing western] 

He lived 1911 to 1998. 

 

Leslie Goodwins [Goodwins, Leslie] 

director 

England/USA 

1940 to 1944 

Mummy's Hand [1940]; Mummy's Curse [1944: with Lon Chaney, Jr.] 

He lived 1899 to 1969. 

 

Bing Crosby [Crosby, Bing]/Bob Hope [Hope, Bob]/Dorothy Lamour [Lamour, Dorothy] 

actor 

USA 

1940 to 1962 

Road to Singapore [1940]; Road to Morocco [1942]; Road to Rio [1947]; Road to Bali [1952]; Road to Hong Kong 

[1962] 

Crosby lived 1903 to 1977. Hope lived 1903 to 2003. Lamour lived 1914 to 1996. 

 

Humphrey Bogart [Bogart, Humphrey]/Peter Lorre [Lorre, Peter]/Sidney Greenstreet [Greenstreet, Sidney] 

actor 

USA/England 

1941 

Maltese Falcon [1941] 

Bogart lived 1899 to 1957. Lorre lived 1904 to 1964. Greenstreet lived 1879 to 1954. 

 

Gary Cooper [Cooper, Gary] 

actor 

USA 

1941 

Sergeant York [1941] 

He lived 1901 to 1961. 

 

Margaret Sullivan [Sullivan, Margaret]/Charles Boyer [Boyer, Charles] 

actor 

USA 

1941 

Back Street [1941] 

Sullivan lived 1911 to 1960. Boyer lived 1899 to 1978. 

 

Matt Willis [Willis, Matt] 

actor 

USA 

1941 

Wolf Man [1941] 

He lived 1913 to 1989. 



 

Orson Welles [Welles, Orson] 

director/actor 

USA 

1941 to 1959 

Citizen Kane [1941: Joseph Cotten and Orson Welles acted]; Magnificent Ambersons [1942: Tim Holt and Agnes 

Moorehead acted]; Jane Eyre [1944]; Macbeth [1948: Judith Anderson acted]; Touch of Evil [1958]; Compulsion 

[1959] 

He lived 1915 to 1985. 

 

Humphrey Bogart [Bogart, Humphrey]/Ingrid Bergman [Bergman, Ingrid] 

actor 

USA/Sweden 

1942 

Casablanca [1942] 

Bogart lived 1899 to 1957. Bergman lived 1915 to 1982. 

 

Frank Tuttle [Tuttle, Frank] 

director 

USA 

1942 

This Gun for Hire [1942] 

He lived 1892 to 1963. 

 

Bing Crosby [Crosby, Bing] 

actor 

USA 

1942 to 1945 

Holiday Inn [1942]; Going My Way [1944]; Bells of St. Mary's [1945] 

He lived 1903 to 1977. 

 

George Stevens [Stevens, George] 

director 

USA 

1942 to 1959 

Woman of the Year [1942]; Place in the Sun [1951: Montgomery Clift and Elizabeth Taylor acted]; Shane [1953: 

Alan Ladd, Jean Arthur, Van Heflin, Brandon de Wilde, and Jack Palance acted]; Giant [1956: Elizabeth Taylor, Rock 

Hudson, and James Dean acted]; Diary of Anne Frank [1959] 

He lived 1904 to 1975. 

 

Charles Coburn [Coburn, Charles]/Joel McCrea [McCrea, Joel] 

actor 

USA 

1943 

More the Merrier [1943: Garson Kanin wrote] 

Coburn lived 1877 to 1961. McCrea lived 1905 to 1990. 

 

Tim Holt [Holt, Tim] 

actor 

USA 

1943 

Hitler's Children [1943] 

He lived 1919 to 1973. 

 

Howard Hughes [Hughes, Howard] 

director 



USA 

1943 

Outlaw [1943: Jane Russell acted] 

He lived 1905 to 1976. 

 

Jennifer Jones [Jones, Jennifer] 

actor 

USA 

1943 to 1944 

Song of Bernadette [1943]; Since You Went Away [1944] 

She lived 1919 to ?. 

 

June Allyson [Allyson, June]/Margaret O'Brien [O'Brien, Margaret] 

actor 

USA 

1944 

Music for the Millions [1944] 

Allyson lived 1917 to 2006. O'Brien lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Humphrey Bogart [Bogart, Humphrey]/Lauren Bacall [Bacall, Lauren] 

actor 

USA 

1944 

To Have and Have Not [1944] 

Bogart lived 1899 to 1957. Bacall lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Judy Garland [Garland, Judy]/Margaret O'Brien [O'Brien, Margaret] 

actor 

USA 

1944 

Meet Me in St. Louis [1944] 

Garland lived 1922 to 1969. O'Brien lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Van Johnson [Johnson, Van] 

actor 

USA 

1944 

Thirty Seconds over Tokyo [1944] 

He lived 1916 to 2004. 

 

Danny Kaye [Kaye, Danny] 

actor 

USA 

1944 

Up in Arms [1944] 

He lived 1913 to 1987. 

 

Robert Mitchum [Mitchum, Robert] 

actor 

USA 

1944 

Story of G. I. Joe [1944] 

He lived 1917 to 1997. 

 

Preston Sturges [Sturges, Preston] 

director 



USA 

1944 

Miracle of Morgan's Creek [1944: William Demarest and Betty Hutton acted]; Mad Wednesday [1946: Harold Lloyd 

acted] 

He lived 1898 to 1959. 

 

Elizabeth Taylor [Taylor, Elizabeth]/Mickey Rooney [Rooney, Mickey] 

actor 

USA 

1944 

National Velvet [1944] 

Taylor lived 1932 to ?. Rooney lived 1920 to ?. 

 

Esther Williams [Williams, Esther] 

actor 

USA 

1944 to 1954 

Bathing Beauty [1944: first swimming movie] 

She lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Billy Wilder [Wilder, Billy] 

director 

Poland/USA 

1944 to 1966 

Double Indemnity [1944]; Lost Weekend [1945: Ray Milland acted]; Sunset Boulevard [1950: William Holden, 

Gloria Swanson, and Eric von Stroheim acted, and Charles Brackett wrote]; Ace in the Hole [1951: Kirk Douglas 

acted]; Stalag 17 [1953: William Holden acted]; Witness for the Prosecution [1958: Tyrone Power, Marlene Dietrich, 

and Charles Laughton acted]; Some Like It Hot [1959: Jack Lemmon, Tony Curtis, and Marilyn Monroe acted]; 

Apartment [1960: Jack Lemmon, Shirley Maclaine, and Fred MacMurray acted]; Fortune Cookie [1966: Walter 

Matthau and Jack Lemmon acted] 

He lived 1906 to 2002. 

 

Peter Collinson [Collinson, Peter] 

director 

England 

1945 

And Then There Were None [1945: with Wallace Beery] 

He lived 1936 to 1980. 

 

Garson Kanin [Kanin, Garson]/Carol Reed [Reed, Carol] 

director 

USA/England 

1945 

True Glory [1945: documentary] 

Kanin lived 1912 to 1999. Reed lived 1906 to 1976. 

 

Gene Kelly [Kelly, Gene]/Frank Sinatra [Sinatra, Frank]/Kathryn Grayson [Grayson, Kathryn] 

actor 

USA 

1945 

Anchors Aweigh [1945] 

Kelly lived 1912 to 1996. Sinatra lived 1915 to 1998. Grayson lived 1897 to 1978. 

 

Claude Rains [Rains, Claude]/Vivien Leigh [Leigh, Vivien] 

actor 

England/USA 



1945 

Caesar and Cleopatra [1945] 

Rains lived 1889 to 1967. Leigh lived 1913 to 1967. 

 

Louis de Rochemont [Rochemont, Louis de] 

director 

France 

1945 to 1946 

House on 92nd Street [1945]; 13 Rue Madeleine [1946] 

He lived 1899 to 1978. 

 

Bud Abbott [Abbott, Bud]/Lou Costello [Costello, Lou] 

actor 

USA 

1945 to 1951 

Abbott lived 1895 to 1974. Costello lived 1906 to 1959. They were in comedies. 

 

Jeanne Crain [Crain, Jeanne] 

actor 

USA 

1946 

Margie [1946] 

She lived 1925 to 2003. 

 

Gregory Peck [Peck, Gregory]/Jennifer Jones [Jones, Jennifer] 

actor 

USA 

1946 

Duel in the Sun [1946] 

Peck lived 1916 to 2003. Jones lived 1919 to ?. 

 

David Lean [Lean, David] 

director 

England 

1946 to 1957 

Great Expectations [1946]; Oliver Twist [1951]; Bridge on the River Kwai [1957: Alec Guinness, William Holden, 

Jack Hawkins, and Sessue Hayakawa acted] 

He lived 1908 to 1991. 

 

Gene Autry [Autry, Gene] 

actor 

USA 

1947 

Last Roundup [1947: singing western] 

He lived 1907 to 1998. 

 

Henry Hathaway [Hathaway, Henry] 

director 

USA 

1947 

Kiss of Death [1947] 

He lived 1898 to 1985. 

 

Edward Dmytryk [Dmytryk, Edward] 

director 

USA 



1947 to 1954 

Crossfire [1947]; Caine Mutiny [1954] 

He lived 1908 to 1999. 

 

Jacques Tati [Tati, Jacques] 

director/actor 

France 

1947 to 1958 

L'ecole des facteurs or School of Workers [1947]; Mon Oncle or My Uncle [1958] [1947] 

He lived 1907 to 1982. 

 

Elia Kazan [Kazan, Elia] 

director 

USA 

1947 to 1963 

Boomerang [1947]; Panic in the Streets [1950: Jack Palance, Richard Widmark, Paul Douglas, and Zero Mostel 

acted]; Streetcar Named Desire [1951: Vivien Leigh, Marlon Brando, and Kim Hunter acted]; Viva Zapata [1952: 

Marlon Brando and Jean Peters acted]; Man on a Tightrope [1953: Fredric March acted]; On the Waterfront [1954: 

Marlon Brando acted]; Baby Doll [1956: Eli Wallach and Carroll Baker acted, and Tennessee Williams wrote]; 

Splendor in the Grass [1961: Natalie Wood and Warren Beatty acted]; America, America [1963] 

He lived 1909 to 2003. 

 

Lew Ayres [Ayres, Lew]/Jane Wyman [Wyman, Jane] 

actor 

USA 

1948 

Johnny Belinda [1948] 

Ayres lived 1908 to 1996. Wyman lived 1914 to ?. 

 

Judy Garland [Garland, Judy]/Fred Astaire [Astaire, Fred] 

actor 

USA 

1948 

Easter Parade [1948: Irving Berlin composed] 

Astaire lived 1899 to 1987. 

 

Gregory Peck [Peck, Gregory]/Celeste Holm [Holm, Celeste]/John Garfield [Garfield, John] 

actor 

USA 

1948 

Gentlemen's Agreement [1948] 

Peck lived 1916 to 2003. Holm lived 1919 to ?. Garfield lived 1913 to 1952. 

 

Frank Sinatra [Sinatra, Frank]/Kim Novak [Novak, Kim] 

actor 

USA 

1948 

Pal Joey [1948] 

Sinatra lived 1915 to 1998. Novak lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Clifton Webb [Webb, Clifton] 

actor 

USA 

1948 

Sitting Pretty [1948: introduced Mr. Belvedere] 

He lived 1889 to 1966. 



 

Laurence Olivier [Olivier, Laurence] 

director/actor 

England 

1948 to 1950 

Hamlet [1948]; Othello [1950]; Richard III 

He lived 1907 to 1989. 

 

Bob Hope [Hope, Bob] 

actor 

USA 

1948 to 1954 

Paleface [1948]; Seven Little Foys [1954] 

He lived 1903 to 2003. 

 

Anatole Litvak [Litvak, Anatole] 

director 

Ukraine/USA 

1948 to 1959 

Snake Pit [1948: Olivia de Haviland acted]; Decision before Dawn [1951]; Anastasia [1956: Ingrid Bergman, Yul 

Brynner, and Helen Hayes acted]; Journey [1959: Deborah Kerr and Yul Brynner acted] 

He lived 1902 to 1974. 

 

Clarence Brown [Brown, Clarence] 

director 

USA 

1949 

Intruder in the Dust [1949] 

He lived 1890 to 1987. 

 

Tay Garnett [Garnett, Tay] 

director 

USA 

1949 

Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court [1949] 

He lived 1894 to 1977. 

 

Gene Kelly [Kelly, Gene]/Frank Sinatra [Sinatra, Frank] 

actor 

USA 

1949 

Take Me Out to the Ball Game [1949] 

Kelly lived 1912 to 1996. Sinatra lived 1915 to 1998. 

 

Charles Lamont [Lamont, Charles] 

director 

USA 

1949 

Ma and Pa Kettle [1949: with Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride] 

He lived 1895 to 1990. 

 

Jean-Pierre Melville [Melville, Jean-Pierre] 

director 

France 

1949 

Les Enfants Terrible or Holy Terrors [1949] 



He lived 1917 to 1973. 

 

David Miller [Miller, David] 

director 

USA 

1949 

Sands of Iwo Jima [1949: with John Wayne] 

He lived 1909 to 1992. 

 

Donald O'Connor [O'Connor, Donald] 

actor 

USA 

1949 

Francis [1949] 

He lived 1925 to 2003. 

 

Spencer Tracy [Tracy, Spencer]/Katherine Hepburn [Hepburn, Katherine] 

actor 

USA 

1949 

Adam's Rib [1949] 

Tracy lived 1900 to 1967. Hepburn lived 1907 to 2003. 

 

Ethel Waters [Waters, Ethel] 

actor 

USA 

1949 

Pinky [1949] 

She lived 1896 to 1977. 

 

Alfred L. Werker [Werker, Alfred L.] 

director 

USA 

1949 

Lost Boundaries [1949] 

He lived 1896 to 1975. 

 

Alec Guinness [Guinness, Alec] 

actor 

England 

1949 to 1955 

Kind Hearts and Coronets [1949]; Prisoner [1955] 

He lived 1914 to 2000. 

 

Robert Rossen [Rossen, Robert] 

director 

USA 

1949 to 1961 

All the King's Men [1949: Broderick Crawford acted]; Brave Bulls [1951: Mel Ferrer and Anthony Quinn acted]; 

Alexander the Great [1956: Richard Burton and Fredric March acted]; Hustler [1961: Paul Newman, Jackie Gleason, 

and Piper Laurie acted] 

He lived 1908 to 1965. 

 

Stanley Kramer [Kramer, Stanley] 

director 

USA 



1949 to 1967 

Home of the Brave [1949]; Wild One [1953: Marlon Brando acted]; Defiant Ones [1958: Tony Curtis and Sidney 

Poitier acted]; On the Beach [1959]; Inherit the Wind [1960: Spencer Tracy, Fredrich March, and Gene Kelly acted]; 

Judgment at Nuremburg [1961]; Ship of Fools [1965: Oskar Werner and Simone Signoret acted]; Guess Who's Coming 

to Dinner [1967: Spencer Tracy, Katherine Hepburn, and Sidney Poitier acted] 

He lived 1913 to 2001. 

 

David Butler [Butler, David] 

director 

USA 

1950 

Tea for Two [1950: with Doris Day] 

He lived 1894 to 1979. 

 

Delmer Daves [Daves, Delmer] 

director 

USA 

1950 

Broken Arrow [1950] 

He lived 1904 to 1977. 

 

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. [Fairbanks, Jr., Douglas]/Glynis Johns [Johns, Glynis] 

actor 

USA 

1950 

State Secret [1950] 

Fairbanks lived 1909 to 2000. Johns lived 1923 to ?. 

 

John Garfield [Garfield, John]/Patricia Neal [Neal, Patricia] 

actor 

USA 

1950 

Breaking Point [1950] 

Garfield lived 1913 to 1952. Neal lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Bob Hope [Hope, Bob]/Lucille Ball [Ball, Lucille] 

actor 

USA 

1950 

Fancy Pants [1950] 

Hope lived 1903 to 2003. Ball lived 1911 to 1989. 

 

Trevor Howard [Howard, Trevor]/Joseph Cotten [Cotten, Joseph]/Orson Welles [Welles, Orson] 

actor 

USA 

1950 

Third Man [1950] 

Howard lived 1913 to 1988. Cotten lived 1905 to 1994. Welles lived 1915 to 1985. 

 

Betty Hutton [Hutton, Betty]/Howard Keel [Keel, Howard] 

actor 

USA 

1950 

Annie Get Your Gun [1950] 

Hutton lived 1921 to 2007. Keel lived 1919 to 2004. 

 



Clifton Webb [Webb, Clifton]/Myrna Loy [Loy, Myrna] 

actor 

USA 

1950 

Cheaper by the Dozen [1950] 

Webb lived 1889 to 1966. Loy lived 1905 to 1993. 

 

Jane Wyman [Wyman, Jane]/Arthur Kennedy [Kennedy, Arthur]/Kirk Douglas [Douglas, Kirk]/Gertrude 

Lawrence [Lawrence, Gertrude] 

actor 

USA/England 

1950 

Glass Menagerie [1950] 

Wyman lived 1914 to ?. Kennedy lived 1914 to 1990. Douglas lived 1916 to ?. Lawrence lived 1898 to 1952. 

 

Claudette Colbert [Colbert, Claudette] 

actor 

France/USA 

1950 to 1951 

Imitation of Life [1934]; Three Came Home [1950]; Let's Make It Legal [1951] 

She lived 1903 to 1996. 

 

James Dean [Dean, James] 

actor 

USA 

1950 to 1955 

East of Eden [1955: directed by Elia Kazan]; Rebel without a Cause [1955] 

He lived 1931 to 1955. 

 

Vincente Minnelli [Minnelli, Vincente] 

director 

USA 

1950 to 1956 

Father of the Bride [1950: Spencer Tracy acted]; American in Paris [1951: Leslie Caron and Gene Kelly acted]; 

Bandwagon [1953: Fred Astaire acted]; Lust for Life [1956: Kirk Douglas acted] 

He lived 1903 to 1986. 

 

José Ferrer [Ferrer, José] 

actor 

Puerto Rico/USA 

1950 to 1957 

Cyrano de Bergerac [1950]; Great Man [1957] 

He lived 1909 to 1992. 

 

John Huston [Huston, John] 

director 

USA 

1950 to 1962 

Asphalt Jungle [1950]; Red Badge of Courage [1951]; African Queen [1952: Humphrey Bogart and Katherine 

Hepburn acted]; Moulin Rouge [1953: José Ferrer acted]; Moby Dick [1956: Gregory Peck acted]; Freud [1962: 

Montgomery Clift acted] 

He lived 1906 to 1987. 

 

Joseph Mankiewicz [Mankiewicz, Joseph] 

director 

USA 



1950 to 1963 

All about Eve [1950: Bette Davis and Anne Baxter acted]; No Way Out [1950]; People Will Talk [1951: Cary Grant 

and Jeanne Crain acted]; Five Fingers [1952: James Mason acted]; Julius Caesar [1953: John Gielgud, Marlon Brando, 

and James Mason acted]; Guys and Dolls [1955: Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, and Frank Sinatra acted]; Cleopatra 

[1963: Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, and Rex Harrison acted] 

He lived 1909 to 1993. 

 

Gregory Peck [Peck, Gregory] 

actor 

USA 

1950 to 1963 

Gunfighter [1950]; To Kill a Mockingbird [1963] 

He lived 1916 to 2003. 

 

James Stewart [Stewart, James] 

actor 

USA 

1950 to 1965 

Harvey [1950]; Spirit of St. Louis [1957]; Shenandoah [1965] 

He lived 1908 to 1997. 

 

Akira Kurosawa [Kurosawa, Akira] 

director 

Japan 

1950 to 1985 

Rashomon [1950]; Seven Samurai [1954]; Hidden Fortress [1958]; Yojimbo [1961]; Ran [1985] 

He lived 1910 to 1985. 

 

Ken Annakin [Annakin, Ken]/Harold French [French, Harold] 

director 

England 

1951 

Trio [1951] 

Annakin lived 1914 to ?. French lived 1897 to 1997. 

 

Richard Basehart [Basehart, Richard]/Paul Douglas [Douglas, Paul] 

actor 

USA 

1951 

Fourteen Hours [1951] 

Basehart lived 1914 to 1984. Douglas lived 1916 to ?. 

 

Kirk Douglas [Douglas, Kirk]/William Bendix [Bendix, William] 

actor 

USA 

1951 

Detective Story [1951] 

Douglas lived 1916 to ?. Bendix lived 1906 to 1964. 

 

Fredric March [March, Fredric]/Mildred Dunnock [Dunnock, Mildred] 

actor 

USA 

1951 

Death of a Salesman [1951] 

March lived 1897 to 1975. Dunnock lived 1901 to 1991. 

 



Christian Nyby [Nyby, Christian] 

director 

USA 

1951 

Thing [1951] 

He lived 1913 to 1993. 

 

George Pal [Pal, George] 

director 

Austria/USA 

1951 

When Worlds Collide [1951] 

He lived 1908 to 1980. 

 

Robert Parrish [Parrish, Robert] 

director 

USA 

1951 

Cry Danger [1951] 

He lived 1916 to 1995. 

 

Tyrone Power [Power, Tyrone]/Susan Hayward [Hayward, Susan] 

actor 

USA 

1951 

Rawhide [1951] 

Power lived 1914 to 1958. Hayward lived 1917 to 1975. 

 

Michael Rennie [Rennie, Michael] 

actor 

England 

1951 

Day the Earth Stood Still [1951] 

He lived 1909 to 1971. 

 

Alistair Sim [Sim, Alistair] 

actor 

England 

1951 

Christmas Carol [1951] 

He lived 1900 to 1976. 

 

Ralph Thomas [Thomas, Ralph] 

director 

England 

1951 

Clouded Yellow [1951] 

He lived 1915 to 2001. 

 

Richard Widmark [Widmark, Richard] 

actor 

USA 

1951 

Halls of Montezuma [1951] 

He lived 1914 to ?. 

 



George Sidney [Sidney, George] 

director 

Hungary/USA 

1951 to 1953 

Show Boat [1951: Howard Keel and Ava Gardner acted and sang]; Scaramouche [1952]; Young Bess [1953: Jean 

Simmons acted]; Kiss Me Kate [1953: Howard Keel acted and sang] 

He lived 1916 to 2002. His father, George Sidney, lived 1876 to 1945. 

 

Glenn Ford [Ford, Glenn] 

actor 

Canada/USA 

1951 to 1956 

Follow the Sun [1951]; Teahouse of the August Moon [1956] 

He lived 1916 to 2006. 

 

Dean Martin [Martin, Dean]/Jerry Lewis [Lewis, Jerry] 

actor 

USA 

1951 to 1959 

Martin lived 1917 to 1995. Lewis lived 1926 to ?. They were in comedies. 

 

Gene Kelly [Kelly, Gene] 

director/actor/jazz dancer 

USA 

1951 to 1976 

American in Paris [1951]; Singing in the Rain [1952]; That's Entertainment Part 2 [1976] 

He lived 1912 to 1996. 

 

Charlie Chaplin [Chaplin, Charlie]/Claire Bloom [Bloom, Claire] 

actor 

USA/England 

1952 

Limelight [1952] 

Chaplin lived 1889 to 1977. Bloom lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Merian C. Cooper [Cooper, Merian C.] 

producer 

USA 

1952 

King Kong [1933]; Gone with the Wind [1939]; Quiet Man [1951]; This is Cinerama [1952: in Cinerama] 

He lived 1893 to 1973. 

 

Stewart Granger [Granger, Stewart]/Deborah Kerr [Kerr, Deborah] 

actor 

USA 

1952 

Prisoner of Zenda [1952] 

Granger lived 1913 to ?. Kerr lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Olivia de Havilland [Havilland, Olivia de]/Richard Burton [Burton, Richard] 

actor 

USA 

1952 

My Cousin Rachel [1952] 

Havilland lived 1916 to ?. Burton lived 1925 to 1984. 

 



Howard Hawks [Hawks, Howard] 

director 

USA 

1952 

Big Sky [1952: Arthur Hunnicutt and Kirk Douglas acted] 

He lived 1896 to 1977. 

 

Gene Kelly [Kelly, Gene]/Donald O'Connor [O'Connor, Donald]/Debbie Reynolds [Reynolds, Debbie] 

actor 

USA 

1952 

Singin' in the Rain [1952] 

Kelly lived 1912 to 1996. O'Connor lived 1925 to 2003. Reynolds lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Teinosuke Kinugasa [Kinugasa, Teinosuke] 

director 

Japan 

1952 

Gate of Hell [1952] 

He lived 1896 to 1982. 

 

Fernando Lamas [Lamas, Fernando]/Lana Turner [Turner, Lana] 

actor 

USA 

1952 

Merry Widow [1952] 

Lamas lived 1915 to 1982. Turner lived 1920 to 1995. 

 

Burt Lancaster [Lancaster, Burt]/Shirley Booth [Booth, Shirley]/Richard Jaeckel [Jaeckel, Richard] 

actor 

USA 

1952 

Come Back, Little Sheba [1952] 

Lancaster lived 1913 to 1994. Booth lived 1898 to 1992. Jaeckel lived 1926 to 1997. 

 

Gregory Peck [Peck, Gregory]/Ava Gardner [Gardner, Ava] 

actor 

USA 

1952 

Snows of Kilamanjaro [1952] 

Peck lived 1916 to 2003. Gardner lived 1922 to 1990. 

 

Robert Taylor [Taylor, Robert]/Elizabeth Taylor [Taylor, Elizabeth] 

actor 

USA 

1952 

Ivanhoe [1952] 

Elizabeth Taylor lived 1932 to ?. Robert Taylor lived 1911 to 1969. 

 

Robert Walker [Walker, Robert]/Helen Hayes [Hayes, Helen] 

actor 

USA 

1952 

My Son John [1952] 

Hayes lived 1900 to 1993. Hayes lived 1900 to 1993. 

 



Fred Zinnemann [Zinnemann, Fred] 

director 

Austria/USA 

1952 to 1957 

High Noon [1952: Gary Cooper and Grace Kelly acted]; Hatful of Rain [1957] 

He lived 1907 to 1997. 

 

Leslie Caron [Caron, Leslie] 

actor 

USA 

1953 

Lili [1953] 

She lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Byron Haskin [Haskin, Byron] 

director 

USA 

1953 

War of the Worlds [1953] 

He lived 1899 to 1984. 

 

Audrey Hepburn [Hepburn, Audrey]/Gregory Peck [Peck, Gregory] 

actor 

USA 

1953 

Roman Holiday [1953] 

Hepburn lived 1929 to 1993. Peck lived 1916 to 2003. 

 

Henry Koster [Koster, Henry] 

director 

USA 

1953 

Robe [1953: in Cinemascope] 

He lived 1905 to 1988. 

 

Burt Lancaster [Lancaster, Burt]/Deborah Kerr [Kerr, Deborah]/Montgomery Clift [Clift, Montgomery]/Frank 

Sinatra [Sinatra, Frank] 

actor 

USA 

1953 

From Here to Eternity [1953] 

Lancaster lived 1913 to 1994. Kerr lived 1921 to ?. Clift 1920 to 1966. Sinatra lived 1915 to 1998. 

 

Ethel Merman [Merman, Ethel] 

actor 

USA 

1953 

Call Me Madam [1953] 

She lived 1908 to 1984. 

 

Kenji Mizoguchi [Mizoguchi, Kenji] 

director 

Japan 

1953 

Ugetsu monogatami or Ugetsu or Tales of Ugetsu or Tales of Moonlight and Rain [1953] 

He lived 1898 to 1956. 



 

André De Toth [Toth, André De] 

director 

USA 

1953 

House of Wax [1953: in 3-D]; Man on a String [1960] 

He lived 1912 to 2002. 

 

Gordon MacRae [MacRae, Gordon]/Shirley Jones [Jones, Shirley] 

actor 

USA 

1953 to 1956 

Oklahoma [1953]; Carousel [1956] 

MacRae lived 1921 to 1986. Jones lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Marilyn Monroe [Monroe, Marilyn] 

actor 

USA 

1953 to 1956 

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes [1953]; Seven Year Itch [1954]; Bus Stop [1956] 

She lived 1926 to 1962. 

 

Robert Wise [Wise, Robert] 

director 

USA 

1953 to 1958 

So Big [1953: Jane Wyman acted]; Somebody Up There Likes Me [1956: Paul Newman acted]; I Want to Live 

[1958: Susan Hayward acted]; Run Silent, Run Deep [1958: Clark Gable and Burt Lancaster acted] 

He lived 1914 to 2005. 

 

Bing Crosby [Crosby, Bing]/Danny Kaye [Kaye, Danny] 

actor 

USA 

1954 

White Christmas [1954] 

Crosby lived 1903 to 1977. Kay lived 1913 to 1987. 

 

Bing Crosby [Crosby, Bing]/Grace Kelly [Kelly, Grace]/William Holden [Holden, William] 

actor 

USA 

1954 

Country Girl [1954] 

Crosby lived 1903 to 1977. Kelly lived 1929 to 1982. Holden lived 1918 to 1981. 

 

Gordon Douglas [Douglas, Gordon] 

director 

USA 

1954 

Them [1954] 

He lived 1909 to 1993. 

 

Don Siegel [Siegel, Don] 

director 

USA 

1954 

Riot in Cellblock 11 [1954] 



He lived 1906 to 1990. 

 

James Stewart [Stewart, James]/June Allyson [Allyson, June] 

actor 

USA 

1954 

Glenn Miller Story [1954] 

Stewart lived 1908 to 1997. Allyson lived 1917 to 2006. 

 

Stanley Donen [Donen, Stanley] 

director 

USA 

1954 to 1957 

Seven Brides for Seven Brothers [1954: Howard Keel acted]; Funny Face [1957: Fred Astaire and Audrey Hepburn 

acted] 

He lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Ernest Borgnine [Borgnine, Ernest] 

actor 

USA 

1955 

Marty [1955] 

He lived 1917 to ?. 

 

Maurice Chevalier [Chevalier, Maurice] 

actor 

France/USA 

1955 

Gigi [1955] 

He lived 1888 to 1972. 

 

John Ford [Ford, John]/Mervyn LeRoy [LeRoy, Mervyn] 

director 

USA 

1955 

Mister Roberts [1955: Henry Fonda acted] 

Ford lived 1894 to 1973. 

 

Janet Leigh [Leigh, Janet] 

actor 

USA 

1955 

My Sister Eileen [1955] 

She lived 1927 to 2004. 

 

Anna Magnani [Magnani, Anna]/Burt Lancaster [Lancaster, Burt] 

actor 

Italy/USA 

1955 

Rose Tattoo [1955] 

Magnani lived 1908 to 1973. Lancaster lived 1913 to 1994. 

 

Marilyn Monroe [Monroe, Marilyn]/Laurence Olivier [Olivier, Laurence] 

actor 

USA 

1955 



Prince and the Showgirl [1955] 

Monroe lived 1926 to 1962. Olivier lived 1907 to 1989. 

 

Audie Murphy [Murphy, Audie] 

actor 

USA 

1955 

To Hell and Back [1955] 

He lived 1924 to 1971. 

 

Kim Novak [Novak, Kim] 

actor 

USA 

1955 

Man with the Golden Arm [1955] 

She lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Tyrone Power [Power, Tyrone]/Myrna Loy [Loy, Myrna] 

actor 

USA 

1955 

Rains of Ranchipur [1955] 

Power lived 1914 to 1958. Loy lived 1905 to 1993. 

 

Mark Robson [Robson, Mark] 

director 

USA 

1955 

Bridges at Toko-Ri [1955] 

He lived 1913 to 1978. 

 

Richard Todd [Todd, Richard]/Jean Peters [Peters, Jean] 

actor 

England/USA 

1955 

Man Called Peter [1955] 

Todd lived 1919 to ?. Peters lived 1926 to 2000. 

 

Richard Brooks [Brooks, Richard] 

director 

USA 

1955 to 1967 

Blackboard Jungle [1955: Glenn Ford acted]; Cat on a Hot Tin Roof [1958: Elizabeth Taylor, Paul Newman, and 

Burl Ives acted]; Elmer Gantry [1960: Burt Lancaster and Jean Simmons acted]; In Cold Blood [1967] 

He lived 1912 to 1992. 

 

Anne Francis [Francis, Anne] 

actor 

USA 

1956 

Forbidden Planet [1956] 

She lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Judy Holliday [Holliday, Judy] 

actor 

USA 



1956 

Solid Gold Cadillac [1956] 

She lived 1921 to 1965. 

 

Grace Kelly [Kelly, Grace] 

actor 

USA 

1956 

Swan [1956] 

She lived 1929 to 1982. 

 

Deborah Kerr [Kerr, Deborah]/Yul Brynner [Brynner, Yul] 

actor 

USA 

1956 

King and I [1956] 

Kerr lived 1921 to ?. Brynner lived 1920 to 1985. 

 

David Niven [Niven, David]/Cantinflas 

actor 

England/France/USA 

1956 

Around the World in 80 Days [1956] 

Niven lived 1910 to 1983. Cantinflas lived 1911 to 1993. 

 

Gregory Peck [Peck, Gregory]/Fredric March [March, Fredric]/Jennifer Jones [Jones, Jennifer] 

actor 

USA 

1956 

Man in the Gray Flannel Suit [1956] 

Peck lived 1916 to 2003. March lived 1897 to 1975. Jones lived 1919 to ?. 

 

Frederico Fellini [Fellini, Frederico] 

director 

Italy 

1956 to 1963 

La Strada or The Street [1956: Anthony Quinn acted]; La Dolce Vita or The Sweet Life [1961: Marcello Mastroianni 

acted]; 8 1/2 [1963] 

He lived 1920 to 1993. 

 

Kon Ichikawa [Ichikawa, Kon] 

director 

Japan 

1956 to 1965 

Burmese Harp or Harp of Burma [1956]; Fires on the Plane [1959]; Tokyo Olympiad [1965] 

He lived 1948 to 1983. 

 

Fielder Cook [Cook, Fielder] 

director 

USA 

1956 to 1966 

Patterns [1956]; Big Hand for the Little Lady [1966: Henry Fonda, Joanne Woodward, and Jason Robards acted] 

He lived 1923 to 2003. 

 

Joshua Logan [Logan, Joshua] 

director 



USA 

1956 to 1967 

Picnic [1956: William Holden, Rosalind Russell, and Kim Novak acted]; Camelot [1967] 

He lived 1908 to 1988. 

 

Doris Day [Day, Doris] or Doris Mary Ann von Kappelhoff [Kappelhoff, Doris Mary Ann von] 

actor 

USA 

1957 

Pajama Game [1957] 

She lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Jennifer Jones [Jones, Jennifer]/John Gielgud [Gielgud, John] 

actor 

USA 

1957 

Barretts of Wimpole Street [1957] 

Jones lived 1919 to ?. Gielgud lived 1904 to 2000. 

 

Burt Lancaster [Lancaster, Burt]/Tony Curtis [Curtis, Tony] 

actor 

USA 

1957 

Sweet Smell of Success [1957] 

Lancaster lived 1913 to 1994. Curtis lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Karl Malden [Malden, Karl] 

director 

USA 

1957 

Time Limit [1957] 

He lived 1912 to ?. 

 

Joanne Woodward [Woodward, Joanne] 

actor 

USA 

1957 

Three Faces of Eve [1957] 

She lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Marlon Brando [Brando, Marlon] 

actor 

USA 

1957 to 1963 

Sayonara [1957]; Ugly American [1963] 

He lived 1924 to 2004. 

 

Stanley Kubrick [Kubrick, Stanley] 

director 

USA 

1957 to 1964 

Paths of Glory [1957: Kirk Douglas and Adolphe Menjou acted]; Spartacus [1960: Kirk Douglas acted]; Dr. 

Strangelove [1964: Peter Sellers, George C. Scott, and Sterling Hayden acted] 

He lived 1928 to 1999. 

 



Sidney Lumet [Lumet, Sidney] 

director 

USA 

1957 to 1964 

Twelve Angry Men [1957: Henry Fonda acted]; Fugitive Kind [1960: Marlon Brando and Anna Magnani acted]; 

Long Day's Journey into Night [1962: Katherine Hepburn, Ralph Richardson, and Dean Stockwell acted]; Fail-Safe 

[1964] 

He lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Ingmar Bergman [Bergman, Ingmar] 

director 

Sweden 

1957 to 1983 

Wild Strawberries [1957]; Seventh Seal [1957]; Virgin Spring [1959]; Through a Glass, Darkly [1962]; Winter Light 

[1962]; Silence [1963]; Persona [1966]; Cries and Whispers [1972]; Fanny and Alexander [1983] 

He lived 1918 to ?. 

 

Anthony Asquith [Asquith, Anthony] 

director 

England 

1958 

Doctor's Dilemma [1958] 

He lived 1902 to 1968. 

 

Shirley Booth [Booth, Shirley] 

actor 

USA 

1958 

Matchmaker [1958] 

She lived 1898 to 1992. 

 

Andy Griffith [Griffith, Andy] 

actor 

USA 

1958 

No Time for Sergeants [1958] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Jean-Paul Le Chanois [Le Chanois, Jean-Paul] or Jean-Paul Dreyfus [Dreyfus, Jean-Paul] 

director 

France 

1958 

Les Misérables [1958] 

He lived 1909 to 1985. 

 

John Mills [Mills, John] 

actor 

England 

1958 

Dunkirk [1958] 

He lived 1908 to 2005. 

 

Kenneth More [More, Kenneth] 

actor 

England 

1958 



Night to Remember [1958] 

He lived 1914 to 1982. 

 

Kurt Neumann [Neumann, Kurt] 

director 

Germany/USA 

1958 

Fly [1958] 

He lived 1898 to 1958. 

 

Rosalind Russell [Russell, Rosalind] 

actor 

USA 

1958 

Auntie Mame [1958] 

She lived 1907 to 1976. 

 

Robert Ryan [Ryan, Robert] 

actor 

USA 

1958 

God's Little Acre [1958] 

He lived 1909 to 1973. 

 

Kim Stanley [Stanley, Kim] 

actor 

USA 

1958 

Goddess [1958: Paddy Chayefsky wrote] 

She lived 1925 to 2001. 

 

Gwen Verdon [Verdon, Gwen] 

actor 

USA 

1958 

Damn Yankees [1958] 

She lived 1925 to 2000. 

 

Francois Truffaut [Truffaut, Francois] 

director 

France 

1958 to 1959 

Jules et Jim [1958: Oscar Werner acted]; 400 Blows [1959]; Shoot the Piano Player 

He lived 1932 to 1984. 

 

Martin Ritt [Ritt, Martin] 

director 

USA 

1958 to 1964 

Long Hot Summer [1958: Paul Newman, Orson Welles, and Joanne Woodward acted]; Hud [1963: Paul Newman 

and Patricia Neal acted]; Outrage [1964: Paul Newman, Claire Bloom, and Laurence Harvey acted] 

He lived 1914 to 1990. 

 

Doris Day [Day, Doris]/Rock Hudson [Hudson, Rock]/Tony Randall [Randall, Tony] 

actor 

USA 



1959 

Pillow Talk [1959] 

Day lived 1924 to ?. Hudson lived 1925 to 1985. Randall lived 1920 to 2004. 

 

Laurence Harvey [Harvey, Laurence]/Simone Signoret [Signoret, Simone] 

actor 

England/Germany/France 

1959 

Room at the Top [1959] 

Harvey lived 1928 to 1973. Signoret lived 1921 to 1985. 

 

Howard Koch [Koch, Howard] 

director 

USA 

1959 

Last Mile [1959: Mickey Rooney acted] 

He lived 1902 to 1995. 

 

Sidney Poitier [Poitier, Sidney]/Sammy Davis, Jr. [Davis, Jr., Sammy] 

actor 

USA 

1959 

Porgy and Bess [1959] 

Poitier lived 1924 to ?. Davis lived 1925 to 1990. 

 

Otto Preminger [Preminger, Otto] 

director 

Austria/USA 

1959 to 1962 

Anatomy of a Murder [1959: James Stewart acted]; Advise and Consent [1962] 

He lived 1906 to 1986. 

 

Alain Resnais [Resnais, Alain] 

director 

France 

1959 to 1962 

Hiroshima, Mon Amour [1959]; Last Year at Marienbad [1962] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Peter Ustinov [Ustinov, Peter] 

playwright/director 

England 

1959 to 1962 

Romanov and Juliet [1959: play and movie]; Billy Budd [1962] 

He lived 1921 to 2004. 

 

Peter Sellers [Sellers, Peter] 

actor 

England 

1959 to 1966 

Mouse that Roared [1959]; Waltz of the Toreadors [1962]; Pink Panther [1964]; Wrong Box [1966] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Audrey Hepburn [Hepburn, Audrey] 

actor 

Belgium/USA 



1959 to 1967 

Nun's Story [1959]; Wait Until Dark [1967] 

She lived 1929 to 1993. 

 

Jean Luc Godard [Godard, Jean Luc] 

actor 

France 

1959 to 1968 

Breathless [1959]; Weekend [1968] 

He lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Tony Richardson [Richardson, Tony] 

director 

England 

1959 to 1968 

Look Back in Anger [1959: Richard Burton and Claire Bloom acted]; Entertainer [1960: Laurence Olivier acted]; 

Taste of Honey [1962: Rita Tushingham acted]; Tom Jones [1963: Alfred Finney and Susannah York acted]; Charge of 

the Light Brigade [1968: Trevor Howard and John Gielgud acted] 

He lived 1928 to 1991. 

 

James B. Clark [Clark, James B.] 

director 

USA 

1960 

Dog of Flanders [1960] 

He lived 1908 to 2000. 

 

Alec Guinness [Guinness, Alec]/John Mills [Mills, John] 

actor 

England 

1960 

Tunes of Glory [1960] 

Guinness lived 1914 to 2000. Mills lived 1908 to 2005. 

 

Trevor Howard [Howard, Trevor]/Wendy Hiller [Hiller, Wendy]/Dean Stockwell [Stockwell, Dean] 

actor 

England/USA 

1960 

Sons and Lovers [1960] 

Howard lived 1913 to 1988. Hiller lived 1912 to 2003. Stockwell lived 1936 to ?. 

 

Wolf Rilla [Rilla, Wolf] 

director 

USA 

1960 

Village of the Damned [1960] 

He lived 1920 to 2005. 

 

Robert Youngson [Youngson, Robert] 

director 

USA 

1960 

When Comedy was King [1960] 

He lived 1917 to 1974. 

 



Jules Dassin [Dassin, Jules] 

director 

USA 

1960 to 1964 

Never on Sunday [1960: Melina Mercouri acted]; Topkapi [1964: Peter Ustinov and Melina Mercouri acted] 

He lived 1911 to ?. 

 

Fred Astaire [Astaire, Fred]/Debbie Reynolds [Reynolds, Debbie] 

actor 

USA 

1961 

Pleasure of His Company [1961] 

Astaire lived 1899 to 1987. Reynolds lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Claudia Cardinale [Cardinale, Claudia] 

actor 

USA 

1961 

Girl with a Suitcase [1961] 

She lived 1938 to ?. 

 

Tony Curtis [Curtis, Tony] 

actor 

USA 

1961 

Great Imposter [1961] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Kirk Douglas [Douglas, Kirk] 

actor 

USA 

1961 

Town without Pity [1961] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Eugene Lourie [Lourie, Eugene] 

director 

Russia/France 

1961 

Gorgo [1961] 

He lived 1903 to 1991. 

 

Don Murray [Murray, Don] 

actor 

USA 

1961 

Hoodlum Priest [1961] 

He lived 1929 to 2006. 

 

Gregory Peck [Peck, Gregory]/David Niven [Niven, David]/Anthony Quinn [Quinn, Anthony] 

actor 

USA 

1961 

Guns of Navarone [1961] 

Peck lived 1916 to 2003. Niven lived 1910 to 1983. Quinn lived 1915 to 2001. 

 



Sidney Poitier [Poitier, Sidney]/Ruby Dee [Dee, Ruby] 

actor 

USA 

1961 

Raisin in the Sun [1961] 

Poitier lived 1924 to ?. Dee lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Luchino Visconti [Visconti, Luchino] 

director 

Italy 

1961 

Rocco and His Brothers [1961] 

He lived 1906 to 1976. 

 

Karel Zeman [Zeman, Karel] 

director 

Bohemia 

1961 

Fabulous World of Jules Verne [1961] 

He lived 1910 to 1989. 

 

Vittorio de Sica [Sica, Vittorio de] 

director 

Italy 

1961 to 1962 

Two Women [1961: Sophia Loren acted]; Easy Life [1962] 

He lived 1902 to 1974. 

 

Blake Edwards [Edwards, Blake] 

director 

USA 

1961 to 1965 

Breakfast at Tiffany's [1961: Audrey Hepburn acted]; Days of Wine and Roses [1962: Jack Lemmon and Lee 

Remick acted]; Experiment in Terror [1962]; Shot in the Dark [1964: Peter Sellers and Elke Sommer acted]; Great 

Race [1965: Jack Lemmon acted] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Marlon Brando [Brando, Marlon]/Trevor Howard [Howard, Trevor]/Richard Harris [Harris, Richard] 

actor 

USA 

1962 

Mutiny on the Bounty [1962] 

Brando lived 1924 to 2004. Howard lived 1913 to 1988. Harris lived 1930 to 2002. 

 

Pierre-Dominique Gaisseau [Gaisseau, Pierre-Dominique] 

director 

USA 

1962 

Sky Above, Mud Below [1962] 

He lived 1923 to 1997. 

 

Val Guest [Guest, Val] 

director 

United Kingdom 

1962 

Day the Earth Caught Fire [1962] 



He lived 1911 to 2006. 

 

William Holden [Holden, William]/Lilli Palmer [Palmer, Lilli] 

actor 

USA/Germany 

1962 

Counterfeit Traitor [1962] 

Holden lived 1918 to 1981. Palmer lived 1914 to 1986. 

 

Rock Hudson [Hudson, Rock]/Doris Day [Day, Doris]/Tony Randall [Randall, Tony] 

actor 

USA 

1962 

Lover Come Back [1962] 

Day lived 1924 to ?. Hudson lived 1925 to 1985. Randall lived 1920 to 2004. 

 

Burt Lancaster [Lancaster, Burt] 

actor 

USA 

1962 

Birdman of Alcatraz [1962] 

He lived 1913 to 1994. 

 

Gregory Peck [Peck, Gregory]/Robert Mitchum [Mitchum, Robert] 

actor 

USA 

1962 

Cape Fear [1962] 

Peck lived 1916 to 2003. Mitchum lived 1917 to 1997. 

 

Sam Peckinpah [Peckinpah, Sam] 

director 

USA 

1962 

Ride the High Country [1962: Randolph Scott and Joel McCrea acted] 

He lived 1925 to 1984. 

 

Frank Perry [Perry, Frank] 

director 

USA 

1962 

David and Lisa [1962] 

He lived 1930 to 1995. 

 

Robert Preston [Preston, Robert]/Shirley Jones [Jones, Shirley] 

actor 

USA 

1962 

Music Man [1962] 

Preston lived 1918 to 1987. Jones lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Anthony Quinn [Quinn, Anthony]/Jackie Gleason [Gleason, Jackie] 

actor 

USA 

1962 

Requiem for a Heavyweight [1962] 



Quinn lived 1915 to 2001. Gleason lived 1916 to 1987. 

 

John Wayne [Wayne, John]/Robert Mitchum [Mitchum, Robert] 

actor 

USA 

1962 

Longest Day [1962] 

Wayne lived 1907 to 1979. Mitchum lived 1917 to 1997. 

 

Marcello Mastroianni [Mastroianni, Marcello] 

actor 

Italy 

1962 to 1964 

Divorce Italian Style [1962]; Organizer [1964] 

He lived 1924 to 1996. 

 

John Frankenheimer [Frankenheimer, John] 

director 

USA 

1962 to 1966 

Manchurian Candidate [1962: Frank Sinatra, Lawrence Harvey, and Janet Leigh acted]; Seven Days in May [1964]; 

Seconds [1966] 

He lived 1930 to 2002. 

 

Arthur Penn [Penn, Arthur] 

director 

USA 

1962 to 1977 

Miracle Worker [1962: Patty Duke and Anne Bancroft acted]; Bonnie and Clyde [1977: Warren Beatty and Faye 

Dunaway acted] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Peter Brook [Brook, Peter] 

director 

England 

1963 

Lord of the Flies [1963] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Jacques Demy [Demy, Jacques] 

director 

France 

1963 

Seven Capital Sins [1963] 

He lived 1931 to 1990. 

 

Brian Forbes [Forbes, Brian] 

director 

USA 

1963 

L-shaped Room [1963: Leslie Caron acted] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Cary Grant [Grant, Cary]/Audrey Hepburn [Hepburn, Audrey] 

actor 

USA 



1963 

Charade [1963] 

Grant lived 1904 to 1986. Hepburn lived 1929 to 1993. 

 

Richard Harris [Harris, Richard] 

actor 

England 

1963 

This Sporting Life [1963] 

He lived 1930 to 2002. 

 

Sidney Poitier [Poitier, Sidney] 

actor 

USA 

1963 

Lilies of the Field [1963] 

He lived 1927 to ?. 

 

Richard Lester [Lester, Richard] 

director 

England 

1963 to 1966 

Mouse on the Moon [1963]; Hard Day's Night [1964: The Beatles acted and sang]; Knack [1965]; Funny Thing 

Happened on the Way to the Forum [1966: Zero Mostel, Phil Silvers, and Jack Gilford acted] 

He lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Steve McQueen [McQueen, Steve] 

actor 

USA 

1963 to 1968 

Great Escape [1963]; Bullitt [1968] 

He lived 1930 to 1980. 

 

Sean Connery [Connery, Sean]/Roger Moore [Moore, Roger] 

actor 

England 

1963 to 1973 

Dr. No [1963: James Bond]; From Russia with Love [1963: James Bond]; Goldfinger [1965: James Bond]; 

Thunderball [James Bond]; You Only Live Twice [James Bond]; Diamonds Are Forever [1974: James Bond] 

Connery lived 1930 to ?. Moore lived 1927 to ?. 

 

Roman Polanski [Polanski, Roman] 

director 

France/Poland/USA 

1963 to 2003 

Knife in the Water [1963]; Pianist [2003] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Richard Attenborough [Attenborough, Richard] 

actor 

USA 

1964 

Seance on a Wet Afternoon [1964] 

He lived 1923 to 1983. 

 



Jacques Cousteau [Cousteau, Jacques] 

director 

USA 

1964 

World without Sun [1964] 

He lived 1910 to 1997. 

 

Pietro Germi [Germi, Pietro] 

director 

Italy 

1964 

Seduced and Abandoned [1964] 

He lived 1914 to 1974. 

 

Audrey Hepburn [Hepburn, Audrey]/Rex Harrison [Harrison, Rex] 

actor 

Belgium/USA/England 

1964 

My Fair Lady [1964] 

Hepburn lived 1929 to 1993. Harrison lived 1908 to 1990. 

 

Arthur Hiller [Hiller, Arthur] 

director 

USA 

1964 

Americanization of Emily [1964: James Garner and Julie Andrews acted and Paddy Chayevsky wrote] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Paul Newman [Newman, Paul]/Elke Sommer [Sommer, Elke] 

actor 

USA/Germany 

1964 

Prize [1964] 

Newman lived 1925 to ?. Sommer lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Anthony Quinn [Quinn, Anthony] 

actor 

Mexico/USA 

1964 

Zorba the Greek [1964] 

He lived 1915 to 2001. 

 

Joseph Losey [Losey, Joseph] 

director 

England 

1964 to 1965 

Servant [1964: Dirk Bogarde and Sarah Miles acted]; These Are the Damned [1965] 

He lived 1909 to 1984. 

 

Mel Brooks [Brooks, Mel] 

director/composer 

USA 

1964 to 1968 

Young Frankenstein [1964]; Producers [1968: Zero Mostel and Gene Wilder acted. includes the song Springtime for 

Hitler, with Burt Bacharach] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 



 

Franklin J. Schaffner [Schaffner, Franklin J.] 

director 

USA 

1964 to 1968 

Best Man [1964: Henry Fonda and Cliff Robertson acted]; Planet of the Apes [1968] 

He lived 1920 to 1989. 

 

Beatles 

actor 

England 

1965 

Help [1965] 

John Lennon lived 1940 to 1979. 

 

Richard Burton [Burton, Richard]/Claire Bloom [Bloom, Claire]/Oskar Werner [Werner, Oskar] 

actor 

USA/England/Austria 

1965 

Spy Who Came in from the Cold [1965] 

Burton lived 1925 to 1984. Bloom lived 1931 to ?. Werner lived 1922 to 1984. 

 

Jane Fonda [Fonda, Jane]/Lee Marvin [Marvin, Lee] 

actor 

USA 

1965 

Cat Ballou [1965] 

Fonda lived 1937 to ?. Marvin lived 1924 to 1987. 

 

Harvey Hart [Hart, Harvey] 

director 

Canada/USA 

1965 

Bus Riley's Back in Town [1965] 

He lived 1928 to 1989. 

 

Jason Robards [Robards, Jason] 

actor 

USA 

1965 

Thousand Clowns [1965] 

He lived 1922 to 2000. 

 

John Schlesinger [Schlesinger, John] 

director 

USA 

1965 

Darling [1965: Julie Christie acted] 

He lived 1926 to 2003. 

 

Rod Steiger [Steiger, Rod] 

actor 

USA 

1965 

Pawnbroker [1965] 

He lived 1925 to 2002. 



 

Terry-Thomas or Thomas Terry Hoar Stevens [Stevens, Thomas Terry Hoar] 

actor 

England 

1965 

Those Magnificent Men in their Flying Machines [1965] 

He lived 1911 to 1990. 

 

Michael Caine [Caine, Michael] 

actor 

England 

1965 to 1966 

Ipcress File [1965]; Alfie [1966] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Norman Jewison [Jewison, Norman] 

director 

USA 

1965 to 1967 

Cincinnati Kid [1965: Steve McQueen and Edward G. Robinson acted]; In the Heat of the Night [1967: Rod Steiger 

and Sidney Poitier acted] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Michelangelo Antonioni [Antonioni, Michelangelo] 

director 

Italy 

1966 

Blow Up [1966] 

He lived 1912 to ?. 

 

Basil Dearden [Dearden, Basil] 

director 

England 

1966 

Khartoum [1966] 

He lived 1911 to 1971. 

 

James Hill [Hill, James] 

director 

England 

1966 

Born Free [1966] 

He lived 1838 to 1994. 

 

Claude Lelouch [Lelouch, Claude] 

director 

France 

1966 

Man and a Woman [1966] 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Paul Newman [Newman, Paul]/Lauren Bacall [Bacall, Lauren] 

actor 

USA 

1966 

Harper [1966] 



Newman lived 1925 to ?. Bacall lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Gregory Peck [Peck, Gregory]/Sophia Loren [Loren, Sophia] 

actor 

USA 

1966 

Arabesque [1966] 

Peck lived 1916 to 2003. Loren lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Lynn Redgrave [Redgrave, Lynn] 

actor 

USA 

1966 

Georgy Girl [1966] 

She lived 1943 to ?. 

 

Karel Reisz [Reisz, Karel] 

director 

Czech/England 

1966 

Morgan! [1966] 

He lived 1926 to 2002. 

 

Paul Scofield [Scofield, Paul]/Robert Shaw [Shaw, Robert] 

actor 

USA 

1966 

Man for All Seasons [1966] 

Scofield lived 1922 to ?. Shaw lived 1927 to ?. 

 

Raquel Welch [Welch, Raquel] 

actor 

USA 

1966 

Fantastic Voyage [1966] 

She lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Mike Nichols [Nichols, Mike] 

director 

USA 

1966 to 1967 

Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf [1966: Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton acted]; Graduate [1967: Dustin 

Hoffman and Anne Bancroft acted] 

He lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Alan Arkin [Arkin, Alan] 

actor 

USA 

1966 to 1968 

Russians Are Coming, Russians Are Coming [1966]; Heart Is a Lonely Hunter [1968] 

He lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Sandy Denis [Denis, Sandy] 

actor 

USA 

1967 



Up the Down Staircase [1967] 

She lived 1937 to 1992. 

 

Robert Morse [Morse, Robert]/Michele Lee [Lee, Michele]/Rudy Vallee [Vallee, Rudy] 

actor 

USA 

1967 

How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying [1967] 

Morse lived 1931 to ?. Lee lived 1942 to ?. Vallee lived 1901 to 1986. 

 

Paul Newman [Newman, Paul]/George Kennedy [Kennedy, George] 

actor 

USA 

1967 

Cool Hand Luke [1967] 

Newman lived 1925 to ?. Kennedy lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Eli Wallach [Wallach, Eli]/Anne Jackson [Jackson, Anne] 

actor 

USA 

1967 

Tiger Makes Out [1967] 

Wallach lived 1915 to ?. Jackson lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Franco Zefferelli [Zefferelli, Franco] 

director 

USA 

1967 to 1968 

Taming of the Shrew [1967: Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor acted]; Romeo and Juliet [1968] 

He lived 1923 to ?. 

 

Alan Bates [Bates, Alan] 

actor 

England 

1968 

Fixer [1968] 

He lived 1934 to 2003. 

 

Mel Brooks [Brooks, Mel]/Burt Bacharach [Bacharach, Burt] 

director/composer 

USA 

1968 

Producers [1968: Zero Mostel and Gene Wilder acted. includes the song Springtime for Hitler] 

He lived 1926 to ?. Bacharach lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Mia Farrow [Farrow, Mia] 

actor 

USA 

1968 

Rosemary's Baby [1968] 

She lived 1945 to ?. 

 

William Friedkin [Friedkin, William] 

director 

USA 

1968 



Night They Raided Minsky's [1968] 

He lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Paul Newman [Newman, Paul] 

director 

USA 

1968 

Rachel, Rachel [1968: Joanne Woodward acted] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Gene Saks [Saks, Gene] 

director 

USA 

1968 

Odd Couple [1968] 

He lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Robert Blake [Blake, Robert] 

actor 

USA 

1969 

Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here [1969] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Vanessa Redgrave [Redgrave, Vanessa] 

actor 

USA 

1969 

Loves of Isadora [1969] 

She lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Robert Altman [Altman, Robert] 

director 

USA 

1971 

M*A*S*H [1971] 

He lived 1925 to 2006. 

 

Jack Haley, Jr. [Haley, Jr., Jack] 

director 

USA 

1974 

That's Entertainment [1974] 

He lived 1933 to 2001. 

 

Michael Caine [Caine, Michael]/Sean Connery [Connery, Sean] 

actor 

England 

1975 

Man Who Would Be King [1975] 

Caine lived 1933 to ?. Connery lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Kenneth Branagh [Branagh, Kenneth]/Emma Thompson [Thompson, Emma] 

director/actor 

England 

1993 



Much Ado about Nothing [1993] 

Branagh lived 1960 to ?. Thompson lived 1959 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Music 

 

music 

People sing and play classical music, folk music, country music, jazz, traditional music, hymns, and Christmas 

music {music}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Classical 

 

canon music 

Written music instructions {canon, music}| began in 14th century. 

 

theme and variations 

Classical music uses harmonic, melodic, rhythmic, and contrapuntal melody variations {theme and variations}. 

 

troubadour music 

The 13th century began love poetry with music {troubadour music}| {trouvere}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Classical>Composition Types 

 

music composition forms 

Musical lines or phrases have formal arrangement {music composition forms}. 

 

anthem 

Songs {anthem}| can be hymns about praise, patriotism, or loyalty. 

 

barcarole 

Venetian gondoliers sing folk songs {barcarolle} {barcarole}. 

 

Baroque sonata 

Sonatas {Baroque sonata} can be contrapuntal. 

 

cantata 

Baroque madrigals {cantata}| used unstaged operatic form. 

 

canticle 

Hymns {canticle} can be from the Bible, but not be psalms. 

 

canzona 

Baroque motets {canzona} used polyphony, often on organ. 

 

carol 

Songs {carol} can be about joy or praise something. 

 

chaconne music 

Passacaglia {chaconne, music} can begin without unaccompanied theme. 

 

chaisson 

Music forms {chaisson} evolved from Mannerism. 

 

chorale 

Fugues {chorale}| can be variations on hymns. 

 



concerto 

Baroque fugues {concerto}| can have dialogue {ripieno} between solo instrument {concertino} and orchestra {tutti}. 

Tutti had five string parts: first violin, second violin, viola, cello, and double bass. 

 

concerto grosso 

Instruments can replace the solo instrument in concertos {concerto grosso}. 

 

etude 

Romantic piano music {etude}| can depend on dances. 

 

formes fixe 

14th century poetic forms {formes fixe} were for songs. 

 

frottole 

Mannerist Italian songs used poetic forms {strambotto} {capitolo} {oda} {frottola} and used refrain {reprisa} 

{frottole}. 

 

fugue in music 

Baroque music forms {fugue, music}| used polyphony with changing key relations. Three or four voices stated 

theme and modulated key, then stated counter theme, and then varied theme. Variations included imitation, canon, 

inversion, augmentation, and diminution. 

 

impromptu 

Romantic piano music {impromptu} can depend on dances. 

 

lied 

Romantic music {lied} {song} can restate melody but not develop theme. 

 

madrigal 

Mannerist polyphonic form {madrigal}| {ballade, music} had lines of 7 or 11 syllables in varied rhyme scheme, had 

fugue form, was secular, and had no accompaniment. 14th-century madrigal poetic form had three stanzas, each ending 

with refrain. 

 

minstrel song 

A 14th century troubadour love song {minstrel song}| used polyphony, at royal courts. 

 

motet 

Mannerist form {motet} was sacred fugue with voices but no accompaniment. Later secular motets used different 

texts in melody and harmony, were in local language, rather than Latin, and had freer rhythm. 

 

musica humana 

Medieval music {musica humana} can be about soul and its relation to body. 

 

musica instrumentalis 

Medieval music {musica instrumentalis} can use instrumental or voice sounds. 

 

musica mandana 

Medieval music {musica mandana} can be about harmony of universe or about angels. 

 

parody mass 

Mannerist masses {parody mass} can paraphrase existing polyphonic works. 

 

pastorale 

Baroque lyric poem or drama {pastorale}| was about shepherds and nymphs. 

 



piano concerto 

Romantic piano compositions {piano concerto}| have three movements: fast sonata with refrain in tonic key, slow 

lyric andante movement, and fast sonata or rondo. Piano plays cadenzas with trills at movement ends. Orchestra joins 

piano at finish. 

 

program music 

Music {program music} can evoke ideas, events, or images. 

 

recercar 

Baroque music forms {recercar} can use one melody and theme variations. 

 

rhapsody 

Instrumental compositions {rhapsody}| can have free form and have joy and feeling. 

 

rococo sonata 

Sonatas {rococo sonata} had one melody and its harmony and often used violins. 

 

rondeau music 

14th century poetic form {rondeau, music} used one stanza and refrain. 

 

rondo 

Fast sonatas or refrains {rondo}| can repeat new theme three times and end with a refrain. Music can use sonata 

form: abacada. 

 

round 

In 13th century, melodies can repeat at phrase ends {round, music}|, as in Sumer Is Icumen In. 

 

sinfonia 

Baroque music {sinfonia} can have three movements, each with different tempo. 

 

singspiel 

Enlightenment and Romantic operas {singspiel} can have songs or folk songs between dialogues. 

 

sonata 

Compositions {sonata}| can have tonic-theme exposition, dominant-theme exposition, optional second dominant-

theme exposition, theme development in other keys, tonic-theme recapitulation, optional second development, and final 

recapitulation. Sonata form has three movements: fast-slow-fast. Instrumental sonatas can have four movements: fast-

fast-slow-fast. Sonata form came from sinfonia form. Sonatas, symphonies, string quartets, and concertos can use 

sonata form. 

 

sprechgesang 

A 20th century music form {sprechgesang} used spoken melody with rhythm that followed instrumental music. 

Word notes were only approximately same as instrumental notes. 

 

string quartet 

Compositions {string quartet} for first and second violin, viola, and cello can have four movements: allegro, lyrical, 

minuet, and allegro. 

 

strophic composition 

Songs can be about Latin poems, which have several stanzas {strophe, stanza}. The same music repeats for each 

stanza {strophic composition}, like most hymns today. 

 

suite in music 

Baroque melody series {suite, music} can use one theme. 

 



symphony 

Classical compositions {symphony} have parts {movement, symphony}. Movements begin with presentation 

{exposition, symphony} of contrasting melodies {theme, symphony}. First theme is in tonic key. A bridge is between 

themes. Second theme is in dominant key. After exposition, themes expand {development, symphony}. Symphonies 

end with theme restatements {recapitulation, symphony}. Symphonies developed from sinfonia forms. Symphonies use 

fourth, fifth, octave, octave-and-fourth, octave-and-fifth, and double-octave intervals. 

 

three-part form 

Musical forms {three-part form} can use sequence aba, as in minuet, scherzo, nocturne, ballade, reverie, elegy, 

waltz, etude, capriccio, impromptu, intermezzo, mazurka, and polonaise. 

 

toccata 

Baroque music {toccata}| can use rapid running phrases, often on organ. 

 

tone poem 

Stories or descriptions {tone poem} {symphonic poem} can use nature imitation or human emotion and be romantic, 

descriptive, and freeform. 

 

two-part form 

Musical forms {two-part form} can use sequence ab or aab, as in allemande, courante, saraband, gigue, gavotte, 

passpied, bourée, and loure. 

 

virelai 

14th-century poetic forms {virelai} {ballato} can have three stanzas and refrain at beginning and end. 

 

ARTS>Music>Classical>Composition Types>Church 

 

conductus 

Starting in the 12th century, music {conductus} can accompany priest movements. 

 

cyclic mass 

Mannerist masses {cyclic mass} can use repeating parts. 

 

Gregorian chant 

Biblical passages were official late-Middle-Ages Catholic Church music {Gregorian chant}|. Gregorian chants use 

one note per syllable {syllabic style} and one of eight key modes. Modes have different intervals between tones and so 

have different moods. Modes have a central tone {reciting tone} for melody, a tone {ambitus} one octave above central 

tone, and a tone {final tone} on which music ends. 

 

mass in church 

Catholic Church music {mass, music} {missa} can be for communion thanksgiving service {Eucharistic Service} 

{Liturgy of the Faithful}, held daily between terce and sept. 

parts 

Mass starts with preparation {Preface, mass} followed by main events {Sacrifice, mass}. The Sacrifice has three 

parts: offering {Offertory, mass}, blessing {Consecration}, and partaking {Communion}. Congregations or priests sing 

mass parts that stay the same {ordinary, mass}. Parts that change daily {proper, mass} are refrains or chants. 

Singers can read or intone the lessons using mainly one pitch {lection tone}. Psalms use music phrases in which 

pitch {psalm tone} rises, plateaus, and then falls. 

Preface 

First part {Introit} is the entrance and has an antiphon refrain. Next comes the psalm verse, different for different 

days of year. Next comes the doxology. Next comes Kyrie Eleison (Lord have mercy). Next comes the optional gloria: 

"Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost" (Gloria Patri) or "Glory to God in the highest" (Gloria in 

Excelsis Deo). Next comes Te Deum Laudamus (We praise thee God). After the prayers and the lesson, a song 

{gradual, mass} precedes a rejoicing song {alleluia}, on regular days, or a sad song {tractus, mass}, for penitence or 

mourning days. Gloria, gradual, and alleluia or tractus change daily. After the Bible lesson comes a song {credo, mass} 

(creed). 



Sacrifice 

The Sacrifice has five steps {Sequentia}. First is the Offertory refrain, different every day. During Consecration, a 

song {sanctus} (holy) accompanies canon prayers, and a priest sings the Lord's prayer. During Communion, a choir 

sings Agnus Dei (Lamb of God). After Communion, a choir sings a refrain, and mass ends with a song {dismissal, 

mass}. 

Renaissance 

Renaissance masses used same phrase at ordinary-part beginnings {head-motif} or same melody for all mass parts 

{cantus firmus}. 

prayers 

Dominus Vobiscum (The Lord be with you) can precede formal prayers. Ave Maria (Hail Mary) is a three-part 

prayer but is not in the mass. 

 

oratorio 

Baroque devotional songs {oratorio}| can use dialogue form. 

 

postlude 

After church service, organ plays hymn or hymn-like music {postlude}. 

 

prelude 

Baroque and Romantic free music form {prelude}| was fantasy, elegy, impromptu, or aria. 

 

processional 

Music {processional}| can accompany entrance to ceremony. 

 

recessional 

Music {recessional}| can accompany exit from ceremony. 

 

refrain 

Catholic-Church choir sings response {refrain, music}. Choir typically divides into two halves that alternately sing 

parts. 

 

requiem 

Masses {requiem}| for resting of the dead omit regular alleluias, doxologies, and blessings. Parts are Requiem (rest), 

Kyrie Eleison (Lord have mercy), Sequentia Dies Irae (day of wrath), Sequentia Tuba Mirum (wondrous trumpet), 

Sequentia Rex Tremendae (majestic king), Sequentia Recordare (remember), Sequentia Confutatis (confounded), 

Sequentia Lacrimosa (mournful), Offertorium Domine Jesu (Lord Jesus), Offertorium Domine Hostias (Lord of hosts), 

Sanctus (holy), Benedictus (blessed), Agnus Dei (Lamb of God), and Communion. 

 

responsorial chant 

Catholic Church music {responsorial chant} can use soloist and choir singing alternately. Responsorial chants can 

use melisma. Chants can add troping. 

 

strophe in music 

Conductus used Latin poems with several stanzas {strophe, music}. Singers sang harmonic parts together, but long 

melisma can extend syllables. 

 

through-composition 

Each stanza can have different music {through-composition}. 

 

trope in chant 

Chants can add personal non-Biblical words and music {trope, chant} {troping}. Tropes can follow chant {sequence, 

trope}. The first harmony started at end of 9th century, when singers sang trope and chant end simultaneously. 

 

ARTS>Music>Classical>Composition Types>Dance 

 



allemande 

Baroque dances {allemande} can be slow and in 4/4 time. 

 

bouree 

Baroque dances {bourée} can be in 3/4 time. 

 

courante 

Fast Baroque dances {courante} can be in 4/4 time. 

 

gavotte music 

Baroque dances {gavotte, music} can be in 3/4 time. 

 

gigue 

Fast Baroque dances {gigue, dance} can be in 4/4 time. 

 

mazurka music 

Romantic piano music {mazurka, music}| can depend on a dance. 

 

minuet music 

Baroque dances {minuet, music}| can be in 3/4 time. 

 

nocturne 

Romantic piano music {nocturne}| can depend on dances. 

 

polonaise music 

Romantic piano music {polonaise, music} can depend on dances in 3/4 time. 

 

sarabande 

Slow Baroque dances {sarabande} can be in 4/4 time. 

 

scherzo 

Romantic piano music {scherzo} can depend on dances. 

 

waltz music 

Romantic piano music {waltz, music} can depend on dances in 3/4 time. 

 

ARTS>Music>Classical>Composition Types>Opera 

 

opera 

Musical plays {opera} can use music in speaking parts as well as songs. 

 

aria 

Opera songs {aria}| have one {soloist}, two {duet}, three {trio}, four {quartet}, five {quintet}, six {sextet, music}, 

or more singers. 

 

da capo aria 

Baroque arias {da capo aria} can use two stanzas, with first stanza repeated. 

 

French opera 

First operas {French opera} used Enlightenment and Romantic ideals. 

 

grand opera 

Operas {grand opera} can be about historical themes, religion, and passion. 

 

Italian overture 

Baroque overtures {Italian overture} can have distinctive style. 



 

libretto of opera 

Operas have text {libretto, opera} without written music, which singers can say melodiously or with no melody. 

 

opera buffa 

Comic operas {opera buffa} can have no spoken dialogue. Acts end with finales. 

 

opera comique 

Operas {opera comique} can have spoken dialogue between aria and ensemble singing. 

 

opera seria 

Baroque three-act operas {opera seria} had tragic theme and no comic scenes. 

 

operetta 

Operas {operetta}| {light opera} can be about humorous or personal themes. 

 

overture 

Instruments play musical themes {overture} from opera before it starts. 

 

recitativa 

Musical dialogue {recitativa} separates opera songs. Operas can have quick recitatives {secco, recitativa}. 

Accompanied dialogue {recitativa accompagnato} is for dramatic climaxes. 

 

ARTS>Music>Classical>Choral 

 

choral music 

Singers sing in different ranges {choral music}. Renaissance choral singing used four singing voices that imitated 

melody: lowest {contratenor bassus}, tenor, second highest {contratenor altus}, and highest {cantus}. 

 

soprano 

very high {soprano}|. 

 

mezzo-soprano 

middle high {mezzo-soprano}|. 

 

contralto 

higher than alto {contralto}|. 

 

alto 

high {alto}|. 

 

countertenor 

higher than tenor {countertenor}|. 

 

tenor 

middle {tenor}|. 

 

baritone 

low {baritone}|. 

 

bass in music 

lower {bass, singing}. 

 

basso profundo 

very low {basso profundo}. 

 



ARTS>Music>Classical>Daily Offices 

 

daily office 

Starting in 8th century, priests and/or choirs sang Catholic-Church services daily at regular hours {daily hour} {daily 

offices}. 

 

matins 

morning {matins}. 

 

lauds 

later morning {lauds}. 

 

prime daily hour 

first {prime, daily hour}. 

 

terce 

third {terce}. 

 

sept 

seventh {sept, seventh}. 

 

none 

ninth {none, ninth}. 

 

vespers 

evening {vespers}|. 

 

complise 

night {complise}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Classical>Styles 

 

twelve-tone technique 

20th-century music styles {tone row} {twelve-tone technique}| {12-tone technique} {basic series} can place the 

twelve octave tones and half tones in sequence, with no repetition, so all twelve notes have equal representation. The 

same intervals separate the twelve tones. The twelve tones have no special relations, and so no dissonance, consonance, 

or tonality. Tone rows can be original series, its inversion, its reverse, or inversion of reverse. Whole tone row can rise 

or fall by any pitch amount {transposition, tone row}. Tone-row notes can change to octave higher or lower. Tone-row 

tones can simultaneously sound in chords or counterpoint. 

 

a capella 

Renaissance choral singing {a capella}| can use no instruments except voices. 

 

a tutti 

Musicians can play antiphon parts simultaneously {a tutti}. 

 

arioso 

Baroque recitation style {arioso} used more melody than before. 

 

atonal 

The twelve octave tones can have no dissonance, consonance, or tonality {atonal}|. 

 

basso ostinado 

Repeated figures {basso ostinado} can have ground bass. 

 



bel canto 

Baroque style can use extended melodic periods {bel canto}|. 

 

bicinium 

Renaissance choral singing {bicinium} can use paired voices. 

 

cacia 

13th=century music {chase, music} {cacia} can repeat melody in phrase middle or use incomplete repeated phrases. 

 

cadenza 

Works can have end sections {cadenza}| {cadence}. Common cadenzas are progressions from dominant or dominant 

seventh chord to tonic chord. 

 

chromaticism 

Dissonance between notes causes beat frequency {chromaticism}|. In chromaticism, leading tones point toward 

tonic. Chromaticism began with Bach. Mozart, Beethoven, and Chopin used it. Wagner's Tristan und Isolde uses 

chromaticism. 

 

coda music 

Long melisma {coda}| {caudae} can extend syllables. 

 

coloratura 

Sopranos began singing without words in 17th century Italy {coloratura}|. 

 

contrary organum 

Harmony rose as melody fell or harmony fell as melody rose, until they met at same tone {contrary organum}. 

 

counterpoint 

Melody and harmony can have equal loudness {counterpoint}|. 

 

cross-relation 

Mannerist phrases {cross-relation} can use two tones, separated by a halftone, sung one after the other, while 

instruments play antiphon parts simultaneously {a tutti, Mannerism}. 

 

descant music part 

Gregorian chants can have a second part above {descant}. 

 

descant style 

12th century Catholic Church music {descant style} {modified counterpoint style} {organum purum} used one, two, 

or three harmony notes {duplum} for each melody note. Melody was in range lower middle. A 12th century French 

style used two independent melodies, one moving up and the other down, with fourth, fifth, or octave intervals between 

simultaneous notes. 

 

dissonance 

Chords can sound tense or harsh {dissonance, chord}, such as intervals major second, minor seventh, minor second, 

major seventh, diminished fifth, and augmented fourth. In dissonance, interval root becomes unstable. Dissonance 

decreases at higher frequencies, because critical bands are smaller. 

 

false bass 

In 14th and 15th century music, highest voice can sing melody, one voice can sing sixth below, and one voice can 

sing fourth below, so bottom two voices have third between them {faux bourdon} {false bass}. Instrument can be a 

voice. 

 



figured bass 

In Baroque period, one bass line accompanied voice {basso continuo} {thorough bass} {figured bass}. Accompanist 

improvised triad above bass. Bass note can be harmony fundamental note {fundamental note}, with other notes a third 

above each other: fundamental, third, fifth, seventh, ninth, eleventh, thirteenth, and so on. 

 

figured chord 

Chords {figured chord} can have harmonic tones. 

 

harmony 

Music can use chord series {harmony}. 

 

hocket 

In polyphony, two parts can sing alternate notes {hocket}. 

 

homophony 

Chordal accompaniment to melody can move in same direction and time as melody {homophony}, as in early Italian 

opera. 

 

leitmotif 

Successive chord, harmony, or melody tones {leitmotif}| can recall past or future emotions, as in Wagner. 

 

melisma 

Music can have many notes per syllable {melisma}| {melismatic style}. Notes typically join. 

 

monodic composition 

Baroque music {monodic composition} {monody, music} can use one melody, which can imitate human-voice 

inflections. 

 

monophony 

Music {monophony} can use only one voice, which sings or plays melody. Oriental, Greek, and Gregorian 

monophony used complex percussion. 

 

motif 

Mannerist music used diatonic scale and musical phrases. Mannerist and 19th century music used key to indicate 

mood and key changes {motif}| to indicate emotion changes. Musical phrases represented emotions. Grief and sadness 

used small melodic intervals. Harshness and anger used large intervals. Slow notes were for sorrow, and fast notes were 

for happiness. Long notes were for accented syllables, and short notes were for unaccented syllables. Minor intervals 

were for grief, and major intervals were for aggression. Dissonance and clashes in harmony were for harshness or 

bitterness. Ascending melodies denoted height, and descending melodies denoted depth. Short rapid notes were for 

laughter, and rests were for sighs. 

 

oblique organum 

First melody-phrase note can substitute for sharp or flat notes {oblique organum}. 

 

organum 

Medieval Catholic Church music used one soloist who sang trope at constant fourth below, fifth above, or octave 

below melody sung by choir {organum} {parallel organum}. In England and France, trope in parallel organum was 

always in counterpoint. 

 

passacaglia 

Slow, repeated bass theme was in 3/4 time {passacaglia}. 

 

polyphony 

In 13th century, Catholic-Church music and secular music began to have four independent parts {polyphony}|. 

Soprano soloist sang one octave above melody. Soloist sang one-fifth above melody {captus}. Choir sang melody as 

tenor part. Bass soloist sang one octave below melody. 



organum 

To maintain parallel organum, singers used occasional sharp or flat notes or substituted first melody-phrase notes for 

sharp or flat notes. Harmony rose as melody fell, or harmony fell as melody rose, until they met at same tone. 

instruments 

Instruments played tenor, contratenor, and highest part {triplum, music part}. 

endings 

Harmonic cadences in stanza middle {open ending} or end {closed ending} divided music into phrases. 

 

serial technique 

Romantic music styles {serial technique} can use tone sequences. One note sequence follows regular time and 

emphasizes unity and harmony. Another note sequence contrasts with regular time and emphasizes variety and discord, 

making irregular rhythm and dissonance. 

 

stile concertato 

Baroque bass instruments were for harmony and contrasted with melody {stile concertato} {concerted style}. 

 

stile concitato 

Baroque music used rapid succession of 16th notes to express wrath and indignation {stile concitato} {excited 

style}. 

 

stile recitativa 

Camerota groups staged Baroque plays with singing and invented musical recitation style {stile recitativa}. 

 

syncopation 

In 14th century, music started to combine perfect and imperfect time. Tenor voice used one rhythmic pattern {tolca} 

and one style {isorhythm} {syncopation}|. 

 

texture in music 

Number of chord notes {texture, chord} can be several tones {thin texture} or many tones {rich texture}. 

 

tocsin 

Bells {tocsin} can warn or sound alarms. 

 

tonal music 

Tonic note can be central note {tonality} {tonal music}. Chord inversion relates each note to tonic note. 

 

triad music 

Three tones or halftones {triad, music} can have thirds between them. 

types 

Minor third can follow major third {major triad}, so triad can have fundamental, major third, and perfect fifth tones. 

Major third can follow minor third {minor triad}, so triad can have fundamental, minor third, and perfect fifth tones. 

These two triads are the most-consonant chords. 

Major third can follow major third {augmented triad}. Minor third can follow minor third {diminished triad}. 

dominance 

Triad can use the fundamental as dominant tone {dominant triad}. Triad can use tonic as fundamental tone {tonic 

triad} {tonic chord}. Triad can use fundamental as subdominant tone {subdominant triad}. Triad lowest tone can be not 

the fundamental {inverted triad}. 

 

voix celeste 

Organ stop {voix celeste} {celeste} uses pipes tuned sharp or flat to produce beats when used with main pipes. 

 

ARTS>Music>Folk 

 

folk music 

People anonymously invented dance or situation songs {folk music}. 

 



ballad song 

Narrative songs {ballad, music} can have stanzas, each followed by refrain. 

 

chantey 

Working men anonymously invented work songs {chantey}|. 

 

folk rock 

Rock songs {folk rock} can derive from folk music forms. 

 

yodel 

Voice can alternate between normal and falsetto {yodel}|. 

 

ARTS>Music>Instrument 

 

acoustics 

Rooms or concert halls emphasize and de-emphasize pitches {acoustics}|. 

 

embouchure 

Woodwind or brass players use lips and tongue {embouchure}|. 

 

mouthpiece of instrument 

Woodwind or brass instruments have apparatus {mouthpiece, instrument} into which people blow air. 

 

tone color 

Musical instruments make fundamental-note harmonics {tone color}, as does human voice. 

 

ARTS>Music>Instrument>Categories 

 

musical instrument class 

Instruments {musical instrument class} {instrument class} have sounds produced by vibrating strings or air columns 

or by percussing wood, metal, or skin membranes. 

 

Hornbostel-Sachs system 

Erich von Hornbostel and Curt Sachs [1914] {Sachs-Hornbostel system} {Hornbostel-Sachs system} classed 

instruments. Instruments {idiophone, Sachs-Hornbostel}, such as xylophone, can vibrate. Instruments 

{membranophone}, such as drum or kazoo, can have vibrating membranes. Instruments {chordophone}, such as piano 

or cello, can have vibrating strings. Instruments {aerophone}, such as pipe organ or oboe, can have vibrating air 

columns. Instruments {electrophone}, such as theremin, can be electronic. 

 

brass instrument 

Instruments {brass instrument}| {horn instrument} can use mouthpieces into which breath blows through vibrating 

lips to vibrate air in variable-length tubing. Brass includes alpenhorn, alto horn, baritone, bugle, French horn, 

trombone, tuba, cornet, trumpet, cornet, mellophone, and sousaphone. 

 

percussion instrument 

Instruments {percussion instrument}| can use stick, mallet, or fingers. Percussion instruments can have definite 

pitch: bells, carillon, celesta, chimes, cimbalon, clavichord, steel drum, glockenspiel like xylophone, harp, harpsichord, 

marimba, piano, player piano, tuning fork, kettle drum or tympani, vibraphone, and xylophone. Piano can be grand, 

baby grand, spinet, and upright. Percussion instruments can have no pitch: block, castanet, cymbal, bass drum, bongo 

drum, snare drum, gong, maraca, tambourine, timbale, tom-tom, and triangle. 

 

wind instrument 

Instruments {wind instrument}| can use holes into which or over which air blows into variable-length tubing. Winds 

include concertina, fife, flute, harmonica, Jew's harp, kazoo, ocarina, piccolo, pipes, pan pipe, pitch pipe, soprano 

recorder, alto recorder, tenor recorder, bass recorder, slide whistle, and whistle. 

 



woodwind 

Instruments {reed instrument} {woodwind}| can use flexible reed or cane wedges, over which breath blows into 

variable-length tubing. Woodwinds include bassoon, clarinet, bass clarinet, English horn, oboe, alto saxophone, and 

tenor saxophone. Oboe and bassoon use reed with two sides, through which air blows {double-reed instrument}, while 

others use only one reed, over which air blows {single-reed instrument}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Instrument>Categories>String Instrument 

 

string instrument 

Instruments {string instrument}| can use metal, nylon, or animal sinew strings. Orchestral string instruments are 

violin, viola or violin cello, viol, bass viol, cello, and double bass or bass. Other string instruments include balalaika, 

banjo, dulcimer, gamelan, guitar, Aeolian harp, autoharp, lute, lyre, mandolin, sitar, steel guitar, ukelele, and zither. 

 

bow in music 

Drawing a flat horsehair layer {bow, music}, rubbed with rosin, across strings can make sound. 

 

bridge 

Sounding-board lower-front wood piece {bridge, guitar} raises strings away from instrument body. 

 

f-hole 

Sounding-board lower front has center hole or two f-shaped slits {f-hole}. 

 

fingerboard 

String tighteners (peg) pull strings up long, thin part {fingerboard} {neck, instrument}. 

 

fret 

Fingerboard can have thin bars {fret} across it. 

 

pick in music 

Plucking strings with a plastic wedge {pick, music} can make sound. 

 

sounding board of instrument 

Instruments can have a lower-front wood panel {sounding board, instrument} {sound box}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Instrument>Instruments 

 

accordion 

Instruments {accordion} can use squeezed air. 

 

bagpipe 

Instruments {bagpipe} can use squeezed air. 

 

baton 

Orchestra leaders use a stick {baton} to keep time. 

 

caps 

Medieval instruments {caps} can have hard metal caps struck to make tone. 

 

clavichord 

Baroque period had harpsichords {clavichord} {clavier}. 

 

dan bau 

Vietnamese one-stringed violins {dan bau} can use a stand. 

 

dan tran 

People play Vietnamese flat stringed instruments {dan tran} with a pick. 



 

gamelan 

People play Indonesian flat stringed instruments {gamelan} with a pick. 

 

grand tambour 

People play West-Indies African drums {grand tambour} {tambour} with sticks. 

 

idiophone 

Instruments {idiophone, instrument} {autophone} with no strings or membranes can vibrate. Metal instruments 

{metallophone} with no strings or membranes can vibrate. Struck idiophones {concussion idiophone} include triangle, 

bell, marimba, as well as scraped or shaken idiophones, such as maracas, flexatone, and bell. Plucked idiophones 

include jew's harp, music box, thumb piano, and mbira. Blown idiophones include Aeolsklavier. Instruments {friction 

idiophone}, such as glass harmonica, daxophone, styrophone, musical saw, and nail violin, can have metal or wood 

pieces rubbed with bows. 

 

kamancheh 

Players can bow Persian one-stringed violins {kamancheh}. 

 

koto 

Players can use a pick to play Japanese flat stringed instruments {koto}. 

 

lamellaphone 

Idiophone instruments {lamellaphone} can have large or small thin metal keys {tongue, key}, attached to wood, that 

vibrate when pushed and let go. They include thumb piano, Jew's harp, marimbula, music box, sanza, kisanji, likembe, 

mbira, mbila, and kalimba. 

 

lyre 

Players can pluck Greek six-stringed harps {lyre} with fingers. 

 

mariachi band 

Mexican bands {mariachi band}| can have two violins, two trumpets, Spanish guitar, higher-pitched five-string 

guitar {vihuela}, and small bass guitar {guitarron}, with no singer. 

origins 

The sound {son, Mexico} derives from Spanish theatrical orchestras, African music, and Native-American music. 

Mariachi started in Jalisco {son jalisciense}. Example is La Negra. 

In Veracruz, harp replaces guitarron {son veracruzano} {son jarocho}. Example is La Bamba. 

Southeast Mexico adds flute {son huasteco} {huapango}. Examples are La Malagueña and Serenata Huasteca. 

dance 

Mariachi music is for dancing. In Jalisco and Veracruz, dances {zapateado} feature hard pounding by boot heels, to 

make fast syncopated rhythms. In Guadalajara, Mexican hat dances {jarabe tapatio} have man wearing Jalisco cowboy 

{charro} clothes and woman wearing shawl and colorful blouse with sequins. 

 

musette 

French bagpipe {musette}. 

 

organ music 

Instruments {organ, instrument} can use air pipes or simulated air pipes. Organs include barrel organ, calliope, 

glockenspiel, hurdy-gurdy, melodeon, Moog synthesizer, synthesizer, and reed organ. 

 

piano 

Percussion instruments {piano, instrument} {pianoforte} can have key levers that bounce felt hammer off string and 

raise damper off strings. Wood slab beside strings is sounding board. Piano can have two or three pedals. Left pedal 

keeps all dampers half down. Middle pedal keeps all dampers down. Right pedal keeps all dampers up. Harpsichords 

use plucking. 

 



pipa 

Chinese lute {pipa}. 

 

plectrum 

Medieval picks {plectrum} plucked stringed instruments. 

 

santour 

Persian hammered 72-string dulcimer {santour}. 

 

steel band 

In Trinidad, oil drums make xylophone-like instruments {steel band}. 

 

tar instrument 

Players pluck Persian three-string guitars {tar, guitar} with fingers. 

 

tombak 

People play Persian ceramic drums {tombak} with fingers. 

 

voice as instrument 

Human instruments {voice, singing} can use lungs for energy, vocal chords for frequency, throat as air cavity, head 

and neck for resonance, and tongue, lips, and mouth for articulation. 

 

ARTS>Music>Jazz 

 

jazz 

Music {jazz} can come from East-Europe polkas, Italian folk and classical music, French woodwind music, military 

marches, and brass bands [1920]. 

 

beguine 

Latin rhythm {beguine}| can be like Begin the Beguine. 

 

blues 

African-American songs [1900] {blues}| can repeat a phrase three times and then have a different fourth phrase. 

 

blue note 

In the blues, scale third or seventh note can be flat {blue note}. 

 

boogie woogie 

Chicago jazz [1930] {boogie woogie}| {boogie}. 

 

bossa nova 

Brazil jazz [1960] {bossa nova}|. 

 

cakewalk 

syncopated piano music [1920] {cakewalk}|. 

 

honky-tonk 

syncopated piano music [1920] {honky-tonk}|. 

 

jig in jazz 

syncopated piano music [1920] {jig, music}|. 

 

quadrille music 

jazzy piano music [1920] {quadrille, music}. 

 



ragtime 

syncopated song [1890 to 1910] {ragtime}|. 

 

torch song 

love song [1920 to 1960] {torch song}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Notation 

 

music notation 

Music terms {music notation} indicate music play. 

 

tablature 

notation {tablature}|. 

 

ARTS>Music>Notation>Music Directives 

 

ad libitum 

Play accompaniment in any manner or leave out {ad libitum}. 

 

al Coda 

Play until jump sign {al Coda}, and then go to the word CODA. 

 

al Fine 

Play until jump sign {al Fine}, and then go to the word FINE. 

 

D.C. 

Go back to beginning {D.C.} {da capo}. 

 

D.S. 

Go back to sign {D.S.} {dal segno}. 

 

molto 

Perform as directed but more than normal {molto}, such as allegro molto. 

 

obbligato 

Play accompaniment or leave out {obbligato}. 

 

parlando 

Play as if speaking {parlando}. 

 

pizzicato 

Play in quick staccato {pizzicato}. 

 

poco music 

Perform as directed but less than normal {poco, music}, such as allegro poco. 

 

scherzando 

Perform playfully {scherzando}. 

 

sempre 

Play same direction through whole composition {sempre}. 

 

sforzando 

Play with strong stress {sforzando}. 

 



veloce 

Play quickly {veloce}. 

 

vibrato 

Rapidly and slightly alternate pitch {vibrato}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Notation>Note Changes 

 

appoggiatura 

Scores can have small-type notes {appoggiatura}, not counted in rhythm, one step above or below notes. 

 

arpeggio 

Harmonic tones can go up or down in succession {arpeggio}|. 

 

fermata 

Musical signs {fermata} can indicate to hold note longer. 

 

grace note 

Embellishment notes {grace note}|, such as appoggiaturas, can be in small type in scores, because they do not count 

in rhythm. 

 

ligature in music 

Musical signs {ligature, music}| can join notes. 

 

mordent 

Play short trill {mordent}. 

 

pedal point 

Hold bass tonic or dominant note {organ point} {pedal point}. 

 

portamento 

Glide from tone to next tone, using voice or string-instrument bow {portamento}. 

 

tremolo 

Rapidly repeat note or rapidly alternate between two notes {tremolo}. 

 

triple-tongue 

Play brass-instrument triplets t-t-k {triple-tongue}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Notation>Note Signs 

 

CODA sign 

Go to musical-phrase beginning {CODA sign}. 

 

FINE sign 

Go to end {FINE sign}. 

 

stop in music 

Stop playing at a symbol {stop, music}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Notation>Staff 

 

staff in music 

Five parallel horizontal lines {staff, music}| represent possible notes. Notes are open or closed circles, typically with 

vertical lines. 

 



clef 

Five staff lines {clef}| can represent notes in different systems. Second line from bottom can represent G {treble 

clef} {G clef}. Second line from top can represent F {bass clef} {F clef}. Treble clef is for high notes, and bass clef is 

for low notes. Middle line can represent C {alto clef} {tenor clef} {C clef}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Singing And Playing 

 

audition 

People can perform for directors and/or producers {audition, competition} to select for shows. 

 

cantor 

Singers {cantor}| can sing in Jewish-ceremony musical parts. 

 

discography 

Musical performers have published records, tapes, CDs, or DVDs {discography}. 

 

diva 

Female opera singers {diva} {prima donna} can be among the best. 

 

gig as performing 

Players can have short-term contracts {gig, singing} to play at bars, hotel lounges, nightclubs, or dance halls. 

 

hootenanny 

Folk singers can gather {hootenanny}. 

 

jam session 

Jazz musicians can play together informally {jam session}. 

 

karaoke 

Instruments can play melody and accompaniment, while amateur singer substitutes for original singer {karaoke}|. 

 

meistersinger 

From 14th to 16th centuries in Germany, professional singers {meistersinger} and poetry readers were in guilds. 

 

recital 

Player can perform solo or with few others in small venue {recital}. 

 

riff 

Players can improvise musical phrase {riff}. 

 

set of songs 

Musicians plays songs {set, songs} at concerts. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory 

 

music theory 

Theories {music theory} can be about tone, melody, rhythm, and scales. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Melody 

 

melody 

Note sequences {melody} can rise, fall, or stay the same. Line or phrase notes typically go up, go down, pause, and 

build to climax. Melody typically repeats phrases. Melody can have small interval between adjacent notes 

{conjunction, notes} or large interval {disjunction, notes}. Humans can recognize melody from several notes. People 

perceive melodies more easily at higher frequencies. 

 



Fitts law 

Larger pitch changes are typically between longer-duration notes, and smaller pitch changes are typically between 

shorter-duration notes {Fitts' law} {Fitts law} {leap lengthening}. Large pitch changes are typically upward [Fitts, 

1954]. 

 

post-skip reversal 

Melody typically goes down after large rise and goes up after large fall {post-skip reversal}, because it reaches range 

end. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Rhythm 

 

rhythm in music 

Regular musical beats {rhythm, music} can vary by slightly altering note times and by changing middle beats. 

 

rest in music 

Music can have pauses {rest, music}. Rest can be for whole beat {whole rest}, half beat {half rest}, quarter beat 

{quarter rest}, eighth beat {eighth rest}, or sixteenth beat {sixteenth rest}. 

 

upbeat 

In written music, one note {upbeat} can be before first measure. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Rhythm>Measure 

 

measure in music 

Beats have groups {measure, music}. Measures have same number of beats. Measure type determines rhythm. First 

beat usually has stress. Recurrent and non-recurrent rhythm patterns over several measures can make stresses, which 

are the same as, complementary to, or opposite from meter. 

 

meter in music 

Measures can have 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 9 beats and have same stressed and unstressed beats {meter, music} {time 

signature}: 2/4 time, 2/2 time, 3/4 time, 3/8 time, or 4/4 time. 

 

duple time 

Measures can have two quarter notes {duple time} {2/4 time}. 

 

alla breve 

Measures can have two half notes {alla breve}. 

 

triple time 

Measures can have three quarter notes {3/4 time} or three eighth notes {3/8 time} {triple time}. 

 

quadruple time 

Measures can have four quarter notes {quadruple time} {common time} {4/4 time}. 

 

compound time 

Measures can have two or more duple or triple meters {compound measure} {compound time}. In compound time, 

first-duple or first-triple first beat has stress, and second-duple or second-triple first beat has slightly less stress. 

Compound-meter measures can have six quarter notes {6/4 time}, six eighth notes {6/8 time}, nine eighth notes {9/8 

time}, or twelve eighth notes {12/8 time}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Rhythm>Unit 

 

beat 

Rather than using one second as time unit, music has its own time unit {beat, rhythm}. Beats {whole note} can 

divide into half beats {half note}, quarter beats {quarter note}, eighth beats {eighth note}, or sixteenth beats {sixteenth 



note}. Notes can sound for any number of beats or beat fractions. Notes can have 1.5 beats {dotted note, beat}, 0.75 

beats {dotted half note}, 0.375 beats {dotted quarter note}, and 0.1875 beats {dotted eighth note}. 

 

brevis 

In late 12th century, besides long notes, chants began to use short notes {brevis}. Brevis had one beat. Long had two 

beats. One long equaled two brevis. As in poetry, brevis and long can make two-syllable, three-syllable, or four-

syllable meters: pyrrhic, iamb, trochee, spondee, tribrach, anapest, dactyl, and dispondee. 

Later, chants began to use notes that combined long and brevis to make "longshort" three-beat notes. Then, trochee 

was long-short. Dactyl was long-short-short or longshort-short-long. Anapest was long-long-longshort. Spondee was 

longshort-longshort. Tribrach was short-short-short. 

 

tempus 

European time units {tempus} equal to brevis began [1300 to 1400]. Tempus had two or three parts {semibreve}, 

each of which had two or three parts {semibreve minimae} {minimae}. Time types were three semibreves {perfect 

time} or two semibreves {imperfect time}, to make four time signatures {prolation}. 2/4 time had two semibreves with 

two minimae. 6/8 time had two semibreves with three minimae. 3/4 time had three semibreves with two minimae. 9/8 

time had three semibreves with three minimae. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Rhythm>Hand 

 

levatio 

Rhythm can use up {levatio} hand motions. Last phrase tone can end on levatio {metric rhythm}. 

 

positio 

Rhythm can use down {positio} hand motions. Musical phrases can end with rest as long as positio. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Rhythm>Note 

 

accented note 

A second note {accented note} can quickly play after a note. 

 

dashed note 

Notes {dashed note} can be longer in time than normal beat, as indicated by a dash over or under note. 

 

dotted note 

Notes {dotted note, note} can be shorter in time than normal beat, as indicated by a dot over or under note. 

 

slur in music 

Two different-pitch notes can slide from one to the other {slur, music}. 

 

tie in music 

Two same-pitch or different-pitch notes can link {tie, music}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Rhythm>Style 

 

legato 

Musicians can play smoothly {legato}. 

 

staccato 

Musicians can play short sharp crisp notes {staccato}. 

 

accelerando 

Musicians can increase tempo {accelerando}. 

 

ritardando 

Musicians can play slow {ritardando}. 



 

rubato 

Musicians can use any tempo {rubato}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Rhythm>Meter 

 

pyrrhic in music 

short-short {pyrrhic, music}. 

 

iamb in music 

short-long {iamb, music}. 

 

trochee in music 

long-short {trochee, music}. 

 

spondee in music 

long-long or longshort-longshort {spondee, music}. 

 

tribrach in music 

short-short-short {tribrach}. 

 

anapest in music 

short-short-long or long-long-longshort {anapest, music}. 

 

dactyl in music 

long-short-short or longshort-short-long {dactyl, music}. 

 

dispondee in music 

long-long-long-long {dispondee}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Rhythm>Tempo 

 

tempo 

Beats have speed {tempo}|. 

 

presto 

extremely fast {presto}. 

 

vivace 

very fast {vivace}. 

 

allegro music 

fast {allegro, tempo}. 

 

allegretto 

moderately fast {allegretto}. 

 

moderato 

moderate {moderato}. 

 

andante 

moderately slow {andante}. 

 

lento 

slow {lento}. 

 



adagio music 

very slow {adagio, tempo}. 

 

largo 

very slow and broad {largo}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Scale 

 

musical scale 

All scale systems {scale, music} {musical scale} depend on notes in octaves. Octaves can have tones, halftones, and 

quartertones. In many cultures, non-harmonic frequency ratios between notes fit notes into octave. For example, music 

of India has twenty-two microtones in octave. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Scale>Scales 

 

42-tone scale 

Octave can have 42 evenly spaced tones {42-tone scale}. 

 

chromatic scale 

The twelve octave semitones can have equal frequency spacing {chromatic scale}| {modern scale}. Twelve major 

and twelve minor chromatic keys are available. Major keys use tone-tone-semitone-tone-tone-tone-semitone. Minor 

keys use tone-semitone-tone-tone-semitone-tone-tone. Chromatic keys start on different semitones. All major keys 

sound the same, and all minor keys sound the same. 

 

concordant scale 

Diatonic scales {concordant scale} can have correct intervals and not use octaves. Alternatively, octaves can have 

unequal intervals to fit into octave, but singers altered tones to make correct intervals. 

 

discordant scale 

In 16th century, concordant-scale note intervals changed to fit the twelve scale tones into octave, with almost equal 

intervals between semitones {tempering the scale} {discordant scale} {discordance}. 

 

ecclesiastical scale 

Scales {ecclesiastical scale} can use fewer than five tones. 

 

enharmonic scale 

Scales {enharmonic scale} can use octave tones and quartertones. 

 

pentatonic scale 

Octaves can have five whole tones {pentatonic scale} {five-tone scale} {Greek scale}. 

 

quartertone scale 

Octaves can have 24 quartertones {quartertone scale}. 

 

whole-tone scale 

Octaves can have six whole tones {whole-tone scale} {six-tone scale}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Scale>Scales>Diatonic 

 

diatonic scale 

Octaves can have five whole notes and two halftones {diatonic scale}|. Diatonic scales used other note spacing in 

1600s but now are only major or minor scales. 

 

major scale 

Diatonic scales {major scale}| can have intervals tone-tone-semitone-tone-tone-tone-semitone and sound lighter and 

brighter. 



 

minor scale 

Diatonic scales {minor scale}| can have intervals tone-semitone-tone-tone-semitone-tone-tone and sound heavier and 

darker. 

 

key of C 

Equal temperament scales have no sharps or flats {open key} {C key} {key of C}, one sharp note, one flat note, and 

so on. 

 

Pythagorean comma 

The twelve acoustically correct diatonic-scale intervals do not make exact octaves, missing by one quartertone 

{Pythagorean comma}. To fit intervals into octaves, different keys {mode, Greek music} use different interval series, 

with different spacing between tones and semitones, so keys sound different. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Scale>Scales>Diatonic>Tone 

 

tonic 

Diatonic scales can start on first note {fundamental, music} {tonic, tone} {key, diatonic}. 

 

dominant tone 

Major diatonic scales have tone {dominant tone}| a fifth above tonic, in frequency ratio 3:2. 

 

subdominant tone 

Major diatonic scales have tone {subdominant tone}| a fourth above tonic, in frequency ratio 4:3. 

 

leading tone 

Major diatonic scales have tone {leading tone}| seventh above tonic, in frequency ratio 9:5 or 15:8. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Scale>Scales>Mode 

 

mode as scale 

Ancient Greece used eight different scales {mode, scale}, named after different tribes. Notes and intervals are the 

same for all modes, but fundamental tone and central tone differ. 

 

ethos in music 

Modes have associated moods {ethos, music}. 

 

nese 

Greek modes were descending scales, so top tone was fundamental tone. Modes had central tones {nese}. 

 

greater perfect system 

Dorian-mode nese is central tone of interval from second F below middle C to F above middle C {greater perfect 

system}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Scale>Tone 

 

chroma 

Notes {chroma, pitch}, such as A, B, C, D, E, F, or G, are in each octave. Pitch takes into account chroma and 

octave. 

 

tonal fusion 

Two tones can sound the same {tonal fusion}. Unison, octave, perfect fifth, and perfect fourth tend to fuse. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Scale>Tuning 

 



equal temperament tuning 

In 19th century, spacing the 12 semitones equally in the octave allows all keys to transpose {equal temperament 

tuning}, though different instruments tune to different keys. In equal temperament, all keys sound the same. 

 

just temperament 

19th-century music scales can have pure fifths and pure thirds {just temperament} {just intonation}, instead of only 

pure fifths. 

 

meantone 

As musical instruments improved in 16th century, scales used fixed and unequal intervals between notes 

{meantone}. To make pure third, each fifth added equal frequency ranges. However, this created quartertones in higher 

keys. In meantone, keys have different sounds. 

 

well-tempered 

In 16th century, meantone changed to allow instruments to play full chords in all keys {well-tempered}. In well-

tempered scale, keys have different sounds. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Song 

 

song forms 

Song forms {song forms} are aaab, aaba, and abab. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Tone 

 

tone or note 

Sound has vibration frequency {note, music} {tone, music} {pitch, music}. Sounds with one frequency are pure 

tones. Letters or syllables represent whole tones: do C, re D, mi E, fa F, so G, la A, and ti B. Between two whole tones 

are two halftones or four quartertones. 

 

modulation in music 

shift between keys {modulation, music}. 

 

microtone 

Notes {microtone} can be at unequal and non-harmonic intervals in the octave. For example, music of India has 

twenty-two microtones {sruti, tone} in octave. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Tone>Interval 

 

interval in music 

Two tones have a number of tones {interval, music} between them. Interval can be halftone {minor second} or 

whole tone {major second}. 

Interval can be whole tone and halftone {minor third}, with frequency ratio 6:5, or two whole tones {major third}, 

with frequency ratio 5:4. 

Interval can be whole tone and two halftones {diminished fourth, interval}, two whole tones and halftone {perfect 

fourth, interval}, or three whole tones {augmented fourth, interval}. 

Interval can be two whole tones and two halftones {divided fifth}, three whole tones and one halftone {perfect 

fifth}, with frequency ratio 3:2, or four whole tones {augmented fifth}. 

Interval can be three whole tones and two halftones {minor sixth}, with frequency ratio 8:5, or four whole tones and 

one halftone {major sixth}, with frequency ratio 5:3. 

Interval can be three whole tones and three halftones {divided seventh}, four whole tones and two halftones {minor 

seventh}, or five whole tones and one halftone {major seventh}. 

Interval can be five whole tones and two halftones {octave, interval}, so one tone has twice the other's frequency. 

 

octave in music 

First concert music used two simultaneous notes, with ratio 2:1 between frequencies {octave, music}. 

 



tritone 

Three-tone intervals {tritone} can be whole tone and two halftones {diminished fourth, tritone}, two whole tones 

and halftone {perfect fourth, tritone}, or three whole tones {augmented fourth, tritone}. 

 

consonance in music 

Two tones heard together can sound pleasing {consonance, music} {harmonics, music} or sound harsh {dissonance, 

music}. Humans experience tension in dissonance and repose in consonance. 

musical intervals 

Two musical notes have musical notes between them. Perfect first means one note with zero notes between. Perfect 

octave means notes are separate by eight notes. Second means notes are separate by two notes. Third means notes are 

separate by three notes, and so on for fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh. 

frequency ratio 

Tones have vibration frequencies, and two tones have frequency ratio. 

ratio pairs 

Frequency ratio can be higher frequency to lower frequency or lower to higher. Example is 200/100 or 100/200. 

Because tones are the same, both ratios have same consonance or dissonance. Musical intervals therefore are ratio 

pairs, each other's inverse. 

Perfect first has ratio 1/1, whose inverse is also 1/1. 

Perfect octave has ratios 2/1 and 1/2. Interval 2:1 is the same as interval 1/2, with octave and fundamental 

exchanged. Fundamental has octave 2/1 and subfundamental 1/2. Octave is most pleasing {perfect consonance}. 

Perfect fifth has ratio 3/2, and perfect fourth has ratio 4/3 = 1/((3/2) * (1/2)). They are very pleasing. 

Major third has ratio 5/4, and minor sixth has ratio 8/5 = 1/((5/4) * (1/2)). Minor third has ratio 6/5, and major sixth 

has ratio 5/3 = 1/((6/5) * (1/2)). They are pleasing {imperfect consonance}. 

Other ratio pairs are 7/4 and 8/7, 7/5 and 10/7, 9/5 and 10/9, 7/6 and 12/7, 11/6 and 12/11, 9/7 and 14/9, 11/7 and 

14/11, 13/7 and 14/13, 9/8 and 16/9, 11/8 and 16/11, 13/8 and 16/13, and 15/8 and 16/15. They are inharmonious. 

Dissonance increases with distance from octave. 

musical interval pairs 

Musical-interval pairs add to nine notes: perfect first and perfect octave, perfect fifth and perfect fourth, major sixth 

and minor third, major third and minor sixth, major seventh and minor second, and major second and minor seventh. 

overtones 

Fundamental tones have overtones. First overtone has frequency two times fundamental frequency. First overtone is 

the octave. 

Second overtone has frequency three times fundamental frequency. Because 3/1 * 1/2 = 3/2, second overtone is same 

tone as perfect fifth and perfect fourth but over two octaves. 

Third overtone has frequency four times fundamental frequency. Because 4/1 * 1/2 = 2/1, third overtone is same 

tone as octave, but over two octaves. First three overtones sound harmonious, stable, and pleasing. 

Fourth overtone has frequency five times fundamental frequency. Because 5/1 * 1/4 = 5/4, fourth overtone is same 

tone as major third and major sixth, but over three octaves. It is somewhat harmonious. 

 

unison in music 

one tone {unison, music}. 

 

diapason in music 

Tone and octave-above or octave-below tone {diapason, music}| are harmonious. Pipe organs have a diapason stop 

to express tone and its octaves. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Tone>Sign 

 

sharp sign 

Symbols {sharp sign} added after letter or symbol can raise note one halftone. 

 

flat sign 

Symbols {flat sign} added after letter or symbol can lower note one halftone. 

 



natural sign 

Symbols {natural sign, music} added after letter or symbol can indicate to play tone with no sharp or flat, though 

key uses sharp or flat tone. 

 

accidental note 

Sharp, flat, or natural symbol changes note {accidental note} from normal tone in key. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Tone>Chord 

 

chord in music 

Two or more notes can sound simultaneously, by same or different instruments or voices {chord, music}. Related 

chords share tone. 

 

tetrachord 

Chords can have four tones {tetrachord}. 

 

genera in music 

Tetrachord can divide intervals three ways {genera}: diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic. 

 

diatonic interval 

Intervals can have two whole tones and one halftone {diatonic interval}, such as C, D, E, and F. 

 

chromatic interval 

Intervals can have one minor third and two halftones {chromatic interval}, such as C, D#, E, and F. 

 

enharmonic interval 

Intervals can have one major third and two quartertones {enharmonic interval}, such as C, E, E/F, and F. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Tone>Loudness 

 

loudness 

Sound has intensity {loudness, music} {volume, sound}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Tone>Loudness>Levels 

 

fortissimo 

very loud {fortissimo}. 

 

forte loudness 

loud {forte, loudness}. 

 

mezzoforte 

moderately loud {mezzoforte}. 

 

mezzopiano 

moderately soft {mezzopiano}. 

 

piano loudness 

soft {piano, loudness}. 

 

pianissimo 

very soft {pianissimo}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Theory>Tone>Loudness>Direction 

 



crescendo 

Music can increase loudness {crescendo}. If loudness increases too much, people do not perceive crescendo. People 

can perceive crescendo better than diminuendo. For example, Beethoven used gradual crescendo and abrupt 

diminuendo. 

 

decrescendo 

Music can decrease loudness {decrescendo}. 

 

diminuendo 

Music can diminish loudness {diminuendo}. 

 

ARTS>Music>Traditional Music 

 

Asian music 

Music {Asian music} can have melody and rhythm, uses pentatonic scale, has no harmony, uses chords with no key 

relations, and uses tetrachord. 

 

Greek music 

Music {Greek music} can use two, three, or four long and short syllable meters. Different meters can be in one song. 

Melodies have small tone changes, with no harmony, but use tetrachords. 

 

khosravani 

Persian musical system has seven modes {khosravani} {khusravani}, thirty derivative modes {magham} {lahn}, and 

three hundred sixty melodies {dastan}. 

 

Cuban music 

Music {Cuban music} can have European, folk, sacred, and jazz roots. 

Cuban popular dance music {son, Cuba} can be from Oriente province. Son includes Son-montuno, Afro-son, and 

Guajira-son {changui}. Slower son {Guajira} has piano or guitar arpeggios, as in the song Guantanamera. Son can 

have ballads {bolero, music}. 

Son is basis of salsa, which has derivatives {songo} and {timba}. 

Flamenco has an offshoot {zapateo}. 

Folk music {rumba, music} has drums and call-and-response singing. 

Lucumi-religion sacred music {Yoruba music} uses bata drums. 

European dance styles evolved {danzón}. Danzon has section {nuevo ritmo}, which evolved in 1940s and 1950s 

{mambo, music}. Mambo has a branch {cha-cha, music}. 

Jazz has a branch {descarga}. 

Music can be for Carnaval in Mozambique {conga, music}. 

Instrumental music uses flutes and violins {pachanga} {charanga}. 

Dance music from Pilón is about sugarcane pounding {pilón}. 

instruments 

Instruments are lute-like or mandolin-like {laud, instrument}, claves, maracas, ukelele {cuatro} {tiple}, lute 

{charango}, ocarina {zampona}, panpipes {antara}, thumb piano, cowbell, bongo drums, conga drum {tumba} {nino}, 

and three-stringed guitar {tres, guitar}. Instruments can be gourds with notches scraped by a stick {guiro} {guayo} 

{cacho}. Instruments can be wooden spools with metal beads {cabaca}. 

 

surud 

Persian Sassanid songs {surud} used khosravani, lakui, or uramani form. 

 

Thai music 

Music {Thai music} can use 18-bar phrases. 

 

Vietnamese music 

Cheo is popular opera {Vietnamese music}, typically using clowns, from near Red River. Tuong is classical opera of 

17th and 18th centuries, from south center. Cai Luong is from Mekong River delta and sings character thoughts. Music 

accompanies water puppets. Quan Ho is folk songs from Bac Ninh in north. 



 

ARTS>Music>History 

 

music in history 

composer 

Earth 

-30000 to 2007 

Music has Christmas music, classical music and opera, college songs, country and western music, folk music, 

children's songs, hymns, jazz, musicals, movie music, popular music, rock music, and traditional world music. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Christmas Music 

 

Deck the Halls 

composer 

Wales 

Deck the Halls with Boughs of Holly 

traditional. 

 

First Noel 

composer 

France/England 

First Noel 

traditional. Modern version appeared in 1833. 

 

Friendly Beasts 

composer 

France/England 

Friendly Beasts [music is Orientis Partibus] 

traditional. Robert Davis wrote modern words [1925 to 1934]. 

 

God Rest Ye Merry 

composer 

England 

God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen 

traditional. 

 

Good King Wenceslaus 

composer 

Bohemia 

Good King Wenceslaus 

traditional. 

 

I Saw Three Ships 

composer 

England 

I Saw Three Ships 

traditional. 

 

Oh Christmas Tree 

composer 

Germany 

O Tannenbaum or Oh Christmas Tree 

traditional. 

 

Paul Gerhardt [Gerhardt, Paul]/Catherine Winkworth [Winkworth, Catherine]/John Ebeling [Ebeling, John] 

lyricist/composer/composer 



Germany/USA 

1653 to 1858 

All My Heart This Night Rejoices [1653: translated by Winkworth, 1858] 

Gerhardt lived 1607 to 1676. Winkworth lived 1829 to 1878. Ebeling lived 1637 to 1676. 

 

Isaac Watts [Watts, Isaac]/Georg Friedrich Handel [Handel, Georg Friedrich]/David Lowell Mason [Mason, 

David Lowell] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

England 

1689 

Joy to the World [1689: music is Antioch, arranged by Mason] 

Watts lived 1674 to 1748. Mason lived 1792 to 1872. 

 

Charles Wesley [Wesley, Charles]/Felix Mendelssohn [Mendelssohn, Felix]/William H. Cummings [Cummings, 

William H.] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1743 to 1855 

Hark! The Herald Angels Sing [1743: music is Festgesang, 1855] 

Wesley lived 1757 to 1834. 

 

Joseph Mohr [Mohr, Joseph]/Franz Gruber [Gruber, Franz] 

lyricist/composer 

Germany 

1818 

Silent Night [1818] 

Mohr lived 1792 to 1848. Gruber lived 1787 to 1863. 

 

Frederick Oakley [Oakley, Frederick]/John Reading [Reading, John] 

composer 

Germany 

1841 

Come, All Ye Faithful or Adeste Fidelis [1841: music is Portuguese Hymn] 

Reading lived 1677 to 1764. 

 

Placide Cappeau [Cappeau, Placide]/Adolphe-Charles Adam [Adam, Adolphe-Charles] 

composer 

France/USA 

1847 

O Holy Night [1847: translated by John Sullivan Dwight] 

Cappeau lived 1808 to 1877. Adam lived 1803 to 1856. 

 

Jolly Old St. Nicholas 

composer 

USA 

1850 to 1900 

Jolly Old St. Nicholas [1850 to 1900] 

 

Edward Caswell [Caswell, Edward]/John Goss [Goss, John] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1851 to 1871 

Christ Is Born in Bethlehem [1851: music, 1871] 

Caswell lived 1814 to 1873. Goss lived 1800 to 1880. 

 



John Henry Hopkins, Jr. [Hopkins, Jr., John Henry] 

composer 

USA 

1857 

We Three Kings of Orient Are [1857] 

He lived 1820 to 1891. 

 

William Dix [Dix, William]/Conrad Kocher [Kocher, Conrad] 

composer 

England 

1860 to 1861 

As with Gladness Men of Old [1860] 

Dix lived 1837 to 1898. Kocher lived 1786 to 1872. 

 

James S. Pierpont [Pierpont, James S.] 

composer 

USA 

1860 to 1870 

Jingle Bells [1860 to 1870] 

He lived 1822 to 1893. 

 

Edmund Sears [Sears, Edmund]/Richard Willis [Willis, Richard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1860 to 1870 

It Came upon a Midnight Clear [1860 to 1870] 

Sears lived 1810 to 1876. Willis lived 1819 to 1900. 

 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow [Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth]/John Baptiste Calkin [Calkin, John Baptiste] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1863 to 1872 

I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day [1863 to 1872: music is from Waltham and from Mainzer] 

Calkin lived 1827 to ?. 

 

Phillips Brooks [Brooks, Phillips]/Lewis Henry Redner [Redner, Lewis Henry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1868 

O Little Town of Bethlehem [1868] 

Brooks lived 1835 to 1893. Redner lived 1830 to 1908. 

 

John T. McFarland [McFarland, John T.]/William J. Kirkpatrick [Kirkpatrick, William J.] 

composer 

Germany 

1885 to 1895 

Away in a Manger [1885 and 1895] 

McFarland lived 1851 to 1913. Kirkpatrick lived 1838 to 1932. First two verses are anonymous [1885]. 

 

Edith Nesbit Bland [Bland, Edith Nesbit] 

composer 

England 

1890 to 1900 

Christmas Is Coming [1890 to 1900] 

She lived 1858 to 1924. Lyrics are traditional. 

 



Mykola Dmytrovich Leontovych [Leontovych, Mykola Dmytrovich] 

composer 

USA 

1916 to 1936 

Carol of the Bells or Ukrainian Bell Carol [1916: updated by Peter J. Wilhousky, 1936] 

He lived 1877 to 1921. 

 

Richard B. Smith [Smith, Richard B.]/Felix Bernard [Bernard, Felix] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1934 

Winter Wonderland [1934] 

Smith lived 1901 to 1935. Bernard lived 1897 to 1944. 

 

Hugh Martin [Martin, Hugh]/Ralph Blaine [Blaine, Ralph] 

composer 

USA 

1944 

Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas [1944: sung by Judy Garland] 

Martin lived 1914 to ?. 

 

Robert Wells [Wells, Robert]/Mel Torme [Torme, Mel] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1945 

Christmas Song or Chestnuts roasting over an open fire [1945] 

Wells lived 1922 to ?. Torme lived 1925 to 1999. 

 

Gene Autry [Autry, Gene]/Oakley Haldeman [Haldeman, Oakley] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1947 

Here Comes Santa Claus [1947] 

Autry lived 1907 to 1998. Haldeman lived 1909 to 1986. 

 

Mitchell Parish [Parish, Mitchell]/Leroy Anderson [Anderson, Leroy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1948 

Sleigh Ride [1948] 

Parish lived 1900 to 1993. Anderson lived 1908 to 1975. 

 

Alex Anderson [Anderson, Alex] 

composer 

USA/Hawaii 

1949 

Mele Kalikimaka or Merry Christmas [1949] 

He lived 1894 to 1995. 

 

Johnny Marks [Marks, Johnny] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1949 

Rudolf the Red-nosed Reindeer [1949] 

He lived 1909 to 1985. 

 



Andrews Sisters 

singer 

USA 

1950 

Winter Wonderland [1950] 

Patty lived 1920 to ?. Maxene lived 1916 to 1995. Laverne lived 1911 to 1967. 

 

Steve Nelson [Nelson, Steve]/Walter E. Rollins [Rollins, Walter E.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1950 

Frosty the Snowman [1950] 

Rollins lived 1906 to 1973. 

 

Katherine K. Davis [Davis, Katherine K.]/Henry Onorati [Onorati, Henry]/Harry Simeone [Simeone, Harry] 

composer 

USA 

1958 

Little Drummer Boy [1958] 

Davis lived 1892 to 1980. Simeone lived 1911 to 2005. 

 

Noel Regney [Regney, Noel]/Gloria Shayne [Shayne, Gloria] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1962 

Do you hear what I hear? [1962] 

Regney lived 1922 to 2002. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Classical Music 

 

keys 

singer 

Europe 

700 to 1300 

Music used 15 keys, similar to modern keys. 

 

solmization syllable 

singer 

Europe 

1000 to 1300 

Scale used syllables do, re, mi, fa, so, la {solmization syllable}, in ascending order. Halftone is between mi and fa, 

and whole tones are between others. ti or si and higher do came later. 

 

Guido d'Arezzo [d'Arezzo, Guido] 

composer 

Italy 

1020 to 1050 

He lived 995 to 1050, wrote masses and Gregorian chants, and invented clef. 

 

William IX, Duke of Aquitaine 

composer 

Aquitaine 

1110 to 1127 

He lived 1087 to 1127 and composed troubadour love poetry and music. 

 



Leonin or Leoninus 

composer 

Paris, France 

1163 to 1190 

Magnus Liber Organi or Great Book of the Organ [1163 to 1190: for masses] 

He lived 1135 to 1201 and worked at Notre Dame Cathedral. He added second descant part above the Gregorian 

chant and so composed organum polyphonic music. He developed chant-note rhythm and time notation. 

 

Perotin or Perotinus 

composer 

Paris, France 

1200 

Magnus Liber Organi or Great Book of the Organ [1200: for masses] 

He lived 1160 to 1203, was Leonin's student, and worked at Notre Dame Cathedral. He added two more voices 

{triplum voice} {quadruplum voice} above chant and renamed descant {duplum voice}. 

 

Philippe de Vitry [Vitry, Philippe de] 

composer 

Meaux, France 

1320 to 1350 

Ars Nova or New Art [1320 to 1350: book] 

Bishop of Meaux lived 1291 to 1361 and developed four prolation time signatures. 

 

Guillaume de Machaut [Machaut, Guillaume de] 

composer 

France 

1330 to 1346 

He lived 1300 to 1346 and developed minstrels. 

 

Francesco Landini [Landini, Francesco] 

composer 

Italy 

1360 to 1397 

Landini cadence 

He lived 1330 to 1397, wrote madrigals, ballato, and cacia, and began the Landini cadence. 

 

Guillaume Dufay [Dufay, Guillaume] 

composer 

France 

1430 to 1474 

He lived 1400 to 1474 and first used thirds, sixths, and false bass. 

 

Marco Cara [Cara, Marco] 

composer 

Italy 

1450 to 1500 

He lived 1470 to 1525 and composed Mannerist frottole. 

 

Bartolomeo Tromboncino [Tromboncino, Bartolomeo] 

composer 

Italy 

1450 to 1500 

He lived 1470 to 1535 and composed Mannerist frottole. 

 

Josquin des Prez 

composer 



Spain 

1470 to 1521 

He lived 1440 to 1521. He composed Renaissance motets that used paired voices and followed text in both rhythm 

and phrasing. 

 

Adrian Willaert [Willaert, Adrian] 

composer 

Europe 

1480 to 1550 

He lived 1490 to 1562 and composed Mannerist madrigals. 

 

Philippe Verdelot [Verdelot, Philippe] 

composer 

Europe 

1536 

Madrigal book [1536] 

He lived 1475 to 1552 and composed Mannerist madrigals. 

 

Costanzo Festa [Festa, Costanzo] 

composer 

Europe 

1537 

Magnificat [1537] 

He lived 1490 to 1545 and composed Mannerist madrigals. 

 

Jacques Arcadelt [Arcadelt, Jacques] 

composer 

Europe 

1550 

Il Bianco e Dolce Cigno or Sweet White Swan [1550]; Ave Maria or Hail Mary [1550] 

He lived 1504 to 1568 and composed Mannerist madrigals. 

 

Orlando di Lasso [Lasso, Orlando di] 

composer 

Flanders/France 

1560 

Penitential Psalms [1560] 

He lived 1532 to 1594, composed masses, motets, and choral music, and invented cross-relation. 

 

Vincinzo Galilei [Galilei, Vincinzo] 

composer 

Italy 

1563 to 1584 

Dialogo della musica antica et della moderna or Dialogue on ancient and modern music [1581]; Fronimo or Lute 

Playing [1584] 

He lived 1528 to 1591 and composed Baroque monodic works. 

 

Andrea Amati [Amati, Andrea] 

instrument maker 

Cremona, Italy 

1564 

He lived 1520 to 1578 and perfected violins [1564], labeling them Amadus or Andreas Amatus and using varnish 

with amber color. His sons, Antonio Amati and Girolamo Amati, used Antonius Amatus and Hieronymus Amatus. 

Girolamo Amati's son Niccolò Amati [1596 to 1684] built the best ones [1645], labeling them Nicolaus Amatus. His 

students were Antonio Stradivari, Andrea Guarneri, and his son Girolamo Amati [1649 to 1740]. 

 



Giovanni Palestrina [Palestrina, Giovanni] 

composer 

Italy 

1570 

Tu Es Petrus or You Are Peter [1570] 

He lived 1524 to 1594 and composed masses, motets, and choral music. 

 

Luca Marenzio [Marenzio, Luca] 

composer 

Italy 

1577 to 1593 

Madrigals [1577 to 1593: in five and six parts] 

He lived 1553 to 1599 and composed Mannerist madrigals with five voices. 

 

Carlo Gesualdo [Gesualdo, Carlo] or Prince of Venosa 

composer 

Italy 

1594 

Lagrime di San Pietro or Spiritual Madrigals of Saint Peter [1594: madrigals] 

He lived 1566 to 1613 and composed Baroque polyphonic madrigals. 

 

Giovanni Gabrielli [Gabrielli, Giovanni] 

composer 

Italy 

1597 

Sacrae Sinfonia: I Solisti di Sofia or Sacred Symphony: Solace of Sophia [1597] 

He lived 1557 to 1612 and used contrasting pitch and color. 

 

Heinrich Schutz [Schutz, Heinrich] 

composer 

Germany 

1615 to 1631 

Motet [1631] 

He lived 1585 to 1672 and composed Baroque bel canto. 

 

Tarquinio Merula [Merula, Tarquinio] 

composer 

Italy 

1616 to 1652 

He lived 1595 to 1665 and composed Baroque and rococo sonatas. 

 

Giacomo Carissimi [Carissimi, Giacomo] 

composer 

Italy 

1625 to 1674 

Mass for Three Voices; Six Motets 

He lived 1605 to 1674 and composed Baroque cantatas. 

 

Giovanni Battista Fontana [Fontana, Giovanni Battista] 

composer 

Italy 

1627 

Sonata 1; Sonata 3; Sonata quarta 

He lived 1571 to 1630 and composed Baroque sonatas using violin. 

 



Gregorio Allegri [Allegri, Gregorio] 

composer 

Italy 

1639 

Miserere or Have Mercy or Have Pity [1639] 

He lived 1582 to 1652 and composed masses. 

 

Luigi Rossi [Rossi, Luigi] 

composer 

Italy 

1650 

L'Orfeo or Orpheus [1650] 

He lived 1598 to 1653 and composed Baroque cantatas. 

 

Johann Jacob Froberger [Froberger, Johann Jacob] 

composer 

Germany 

1656 

Capriccio in G major [1656]; Toccata in C major [1656] 

He lived 1616 to 1667 and composed Baroque harpsichord concertos. 

 

Dieterich Buxtehude [Buxtehude, Dieterich] or Dietrich Buxtehude [Buxtehude, Dietrich] or Diderik Buxtehude 

[Buxtehude, Diderik] 

composer/organist 

Denmark/Lübeck, Germany 

1667 to 1705 

Prelude and Fugue BuxWV 139; Cantata BuxWV 104; Membra Jesu Nostri or The Limbs of Our Jesus [1681]; 

Variations on an Aria by Lully 

He lived 1637 to 1707 and composed organ chorales, preludes, cantatas, oratorios, and sonatas. He used old notation 

{organ tablature}. 

 

Alessandro Scarlatti [Scarlatti, Alessandro] or Il Palermitano 

composer 

Italy 

1679 

Gli Equivoci nel Sembiante or Deceptions [1679] 

He lived 1660 to 1725 and composed Italian overtures, da capo arias, operas, cantatas, oratorios, and masses. 

 

Arcangelo Corelli [Corelli, Arcangelo] 

composer 

Italy 

1685 to 1700 

sonatas or trio sonatas for violin [1685 to 1700] 

He lived 1653 to 1713 and composed sonatas. 

 

Johann Pachelbel [Pachelbel, Johann] 

organist/composer 

Germany 

1698 

Canon in D [1698] 

He lived 1653 to 1706. 

 

Johann Sebastian Bach [Bach, Johann Sebastian] 

composer 

Germany 

1707 to 1749 



Fugue in G Minor or Little Fugue [1703 to 1707]; Mighty Fortress Is Our God [1707: hymn with lyrics by Martin 

Luther]; Toccata and Fugue in D Minor [1709]; Sheep May Safely Graze or Hunting Cantata or Birthday Cantata 

[1713]; Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring [1716 to 1723: Chorale from Cantata No. 147]; Passacaglia and Fugue in C Minor 

[1717]; Brandenburg Concerto No. 1 [1717]; Orchestral Suite No. 1 [1717]; Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 [1719]; 

Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 [1721]; Orchestral Suite No. 2 [1721]; Well-tempered Clavier [1722]; St. John Passion 

[1723: mass]; Two-Part Inventions [1723]; Three-Part Inventions [1723]; Mass in B Minor [1724 to 1749: mass]; 

Magnificat [1725: mass]; Minuet in G [1725: from Anna Magdalena Notebook]; Anna Magdalena Notebook [1725: 

with The Little Suite and Art Thou with Me or Bist du bei mir]; Orchestral Suite No. 3 in D [1727]; Air on the G String 

[1727: from Orchestral Suite No. 3 in D]; St. Matthew Passion [1729: mass]; Oboe Concerto in D minor [1731]; 

Sleepers Awake [1731: from Cantata 140]; Christmas Oratorio [1734: including Sinfonia in G]; Italian Concerto 

[1735]; Goldberg Variations [1742]; Musical Offering [1747]; Art of Fugue [1749] 

He lived 1685 to 1750 and composed Baroque polyphonic works. 

 

Antonio Stradivari [Stradivari, Antonio] 

instrument maker 

Italy 

1709 to 1720 

"Ernst" violin [1709]; "Madrileno" violin [1720] 

He lived 1644 to 1737 and perfected violin, which he signed Antonius Stravidarius. 

 

François Couperin le grand [Couperin le grand, François] 

composer 

France 

1713 to 1730 

1st Suite [1713 to 1730]; 2nd Suite [1713 to 1730: includes La Flateuse and La Florentine]; 3rd Suite [1713 to 

1730]; 4th Suite [1713 to 1730] 

He lived 1668 to 1733. 

 

Jean Philippe Rameau [Rameau, Jean Philippe] 

composer 

France 

1722 

Traité de l'harmonie or Treatise on Harmony [1722]; Nouveau système de musique théorique or New System of 

Music Theory [1726]; Hippolyte et Aricie [1733] 

He lived 1683 to 1764. 

 

Antonio Vivaldi [Vivaldi, Antonio] 

composer 

Italy 

1725 to 1731 

Four Seasons [1725: symphony has four of The Strife between Harmony and Invention twelve concertos]; Mandolin 

Concerto in C [1729]; Flute Concerto in G minor or La Notte or The Night [1731] 

He lived 1678 to 1741. 

 

Tomaso Albinoni [Albinoni, Tomaso] 

composer 

Italy 

1730 

Adagio [1730] 

He lived 1671 to 1750. He wrote oboe concertos. 

 

Domenico Scarlatti [Scarlatti, Domenico] 

composer/harpsichordist 

Italy 

1752 

da capo arias; Italian overtures 



He lived 1685 to 1757 and developed Baroque da capo arias and Italian overtures. 

 

Leopold Mozart [Mozart, Leopold] 

composer 

Austria 

1756 

Toy Symphony [1756] 

He lived 1719 to 1787. 

 

Francis Hopkinson [Hopkinson, Francis] 

composer 

USA 

1759 

My Days Have Been So Wondrous Free [1759] 

He lived 1737 to 1791. 

 

Joseph Haydn [Haydn, Joseph] 

composer 

Austria 

1781 to 1801 

Russian Quartets [1781]; Seven Last Words [1786: oratorio by Eugene Drucker]; Symphony 88 in G [1787]; 

Symphony No. 94 or Surprise Symphony [1791]; London Symphonies [1791 to 1792]; Symphony 99 in E Flat [1794]; 

Clock Symphony [1794]; Trumpet Concerto in E flat [1796]; Creation [1796 to 1798: oratorio]; String Quartet in C 

[1797: including Emperor's Hymn]; Emperor Quartet [1797]; Seasons [1801: oratorio] 

He lived 1732 to 1809. 

 

Ludwig van Beethoven [Beethoven, Ludwig van] 

composer 

Germany 

1796 to 1824 

Minuet in G [1796]; Pathetique Sonata [1798]; Moonlight Sonata [1801]; Kreutzer Sonata [1803]; Fidelio [1805: 

opera]; Third Symphony or Eroica [1805]; Fifth Symphony [1808]; Sixth Symphony or Pastoral [1808]; Fifth Piano 

Concerto or Emperor [1809]; Für Elise or For Elise [1810]; Seventh Symphony [1812]; Missa Solemnis [1817 to 1823: 

mass]; Ninth Symphony [1824] 

He lived 1770 to 1827. 

 

Franz Schubert [Schubert, Franz] 

composer 

Austria 

1811 to 1827 

German Dance No. 1 [1811]; Erlkonig or Elf King [1815: songs]; Symphony No. 8 in B Minor or Unfinished 

Symphony [1822]; Rosamunde [1823: opera, including Ballet Music in G]; Ave Maria [1823: song]; Die Schone 

Mullerin or Fair Maid of the Mill [1823: songs]; Symphony No. 9 in C Major or the Great Symphony [1826]; Die 

Winterreise or Winter Journey [1827: songs]; Serenade or Ständchen [1827] 

He lived 1797 to 1828 and composed lied. 

 

Niccolò Paganini [Paganini, Niccolò] 

violinist/composer 

Italy 

1813 to 1826 

Theme and Variations on a Song by Süssmayr or Le Streghe or The Witches [1813]; I Palpiti or Pulsations or 

Heartbeats [1819: from Rossini]; Concerto No. 2 in B minor or La Campanella or Cloister Bell [1826] 

He lived 1782 to 1840 and composed violin music. 

 

Fréderic Chopin [Chopin, Fréderic] 

composer 



France/Poland 

1830 to 1838 

Piano Concerto No. 2 [1830]; Etude No. 3 in E or Tristesse [1832: étude]; Polonaise in A or Military [1838] 

He lived 1810 to 1849 and composed preludes, waltzes, nocturnes, and polonaises. 

 

Felix Mendelssohn [Mendelssohn, Felix] 

composer 

Germany 

1830 to 1846 

Scottish Symphony [1830 and 1842]; Reformation Symphony [1832]; Hebrides [1832]; Symphony No. 4 in A or 

Italian Symphony [1833]; St. Paul [1836: oratorio]; Spring Song [1841]; Midsummer Nights Dream [1843: opera, with 

The Wedding March]; Violin Concerto in E Minor [1845]; Elijah [1846: oratorio] 

He lived 1809 to 1847. 

 

Michal Oginski [Oginski, Michal] 

composer 

Poland 

1831 

Polonaise in A minor or Farewell to the Homeland or Les Adieux or Polonaise tres favorite [1831] 

He lived 1765 to 1833. 

 

Robert Schumann [Schumann, Robert] 

composer 

Germany 

1831 to 1848 

Papillons [1831]; Carnaval [1835]; Marches des "Davidsbündler" contre les Phillistins or March of the "League of 

David" against the Philistines [1838 and 1850]; Kinderszenen or Scenes from Childhood [1838]; Kreisleriana [1838]; 

Träumerei or Dreaming [1838]; Fourth Symphony in D Minor [1841]; Spring Symphony [1841]; Piano Concerto in A 

Minor [1845]; Rhenish Symphony or 3rd Symphony [1850]; Merry Peasant [1848] 

He lived 1810 to 1856. 

 

Franz Liszt [Liszt, Franz] 

composer 

Hungary 

1836 to 1860 

Années de Pelerinage or Years of Pilgrimage [1836: tone poems]; Hungarian Rhapsodies [1846 to 1860]; Hungarian 

Rhapsody No. 1 [1846: symphony]; Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 [1847: symphony]; Liebestraum No. 3 in A flat or 

Love Dream No. 3 in A flat [1847]; Concerto No. 1 in E Flat [1849]; Hungarian Rhapsody No. 3 [1853: symphony]; 

Les Préludes [1854: tone poem]; Dante Symphony [1856]; Faust Symphony [1857]; Hungarian Rhapsody No. 4 [1857: 

symphony]; Hungarian Rhapsody No. 5 [1860: symphony] 

He lived 1811 to 1886 and composed symphonies and tone poems. 

 

Johann Strauss, Sr. [Strauss, Sr., Johann] 

composer 

Austria 

1848 

Radetsky March [1848] 

He lived 1804 to 1849. 

 

Anton Rubinstein [Rubinstein, Anton] 

pianist 

Russia 

1858 

Melody in F [1858] 

He lived 1829 to 1894. 

 



Johann Strauss, Jr. [Strauss, Jr., Johann] 

composer 

Austria 

1858 to 1899 

Tritsch Tratsch Polka [1858]; Blue Danube [1867]; Tales from the Vienna Woods [1868]; Die Fledermaus or Flying 

Mouse [1874: opera]; Emperor Waltz [1889]; Vienna Blood [1899: waltz] 

He lived 1825 to 1899 and composed operettas. 

 

Camille Saint-Saens [Saint-Saens, Camille] 

composer 

France 

1863 to 1877 

Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso [1863]; Danse Macabre [1874]; Omphale's Spinning Wheel [1871]; Samson 

and Delilah [1877: opera] 

He lived 1835 to 1921 and composed symphonies and operas. 

 

Edvard Grieg [Grieg, Edvard] 

composer 

Norway 

1864 to 1886 

I Love You [1864: song]; Peer Gynt [1876: opera]; Piano Concerto in A Minor; Last Spring [1886: song] 

He lived 1843 to 1907. 

 

Johannes Brahms [Brahms, Johannes] 

composer 

Germany 

1865 to 1880 

Hungarian Dances [1865]; Waltz in A flat or Valse-Berceuse Célèbre [1865]; Cradle Song or Brahm's Lullaby 

[1868]; German Requiem [1868: mass]; Symphony Number One in C Minor [1876]; Academic Festival Overture 

[1880] 

He lived 1833 to 1897. 

 

Anton Dvorak [Dvorak, Anton] 

composer 

Czech Republic 

1865 to 1894 

Slavonic Dance No. 1 or Bells of Zlonice [1865]; Songs My Mother Taught Me [1880]; Slavonic Dance No. 2 

[1886]; Symphony No. 9 From the New World [1893: symphony]; Humoresque [1894: song] 

He lived 1841 to 1904. 

 

Bedrich Smetana [Smetana, Bedrich] 

composer 

Czech Republic 

1866 to 1879 

Bartered Bride [1866: opera]; Moldau [1875]; From My Life [1876]; My Fatherland [1879] 

He lived 1824 to 1884. 

 

Pyotr I. Tchaikowsky [Tchaikowsky, Pyotr I.] 

composer 

Russia 

1869 to 1893 

Romeo and Juliet [1869 and 1880: ballet]; Piano Concerto No. 1 in B Flat Minor [1875]; Marche Slave Overture 

[1876]; Swan Lake [1876: ballet]; Francesca da Rimini [1876: symphonic poem]; Violin Concerto in D [1878]; Eugene 

Onegin [1878: opera]; Fourth Symphony [1878]; 1812 Overture [1880]; Fifth Symphony [1888]; Sleeping Beauty 

[1889: ballet]; Queen of Spades [1890: opera]; Nutcracker [1892: ballet, including Waltz of the Flowers]; Sixth 

Symphony or Pathetique [1893] 



He lived 1840 to 1893. 

 

Modeste Mussorgsky [Mussorgsky, Modeste] 

composer 

Russia 

1874 to 1880 

Boris Godunov [1874: opera]; Pictures at an Exhibition [1874: symphony]; Night on Bald Mountain [1880: 

symphony] 

He lived 1839 to 1881. 

 

Pablo de Sarasate [Sarasate, Pablo de] or Pablo Martín Melitón de Sarasate y Navascuéz [Sarasate y Navascuéz, 

Pablo Martín Melitón de] 

composer 

Spain 

1878 

Zigeunerweisen or Gypsy Ways [1878] 

He lived 1844 to 1908. 

 

César Franck [Franck, César] 

composer 

Belgium/France 

1879 to 1890 

Les Beatitudes [1879]; Prelude, Choral, and Fugue [1884]; Variations Symphoniques [1885]; Symphony in D Minor 

[1888]; Trois Chorales or Three Chorals [1890] 

He lived 1822 to 1890. 

 

Alexander Borodin [Borodin, Alexander] 

composer 

Russia 

1880 to 1890 

In the Steppes of Central Asia [1880]; Prince Igor [1890: with the Polovtzian Dances] 

He lived 1833 to 1887. 

 

Gustav Fauré [Fauré, Gustav] 

composer 

France 

1880 to 1915 

Barcarolle No. 1 in A minor [1880]; Pelleas and Melisande [1903: opera]; Barcarolle No. 11 in G minor [1915] 

He lived 1845 to 1924. 

 

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov [Rimsky-Korsakov, Nikolai] 

composer 

Russia 

1882 to 1907 

Snow Maiden [1882: opera]; Capriccio Espagnole or Spanish Caprice [1887]; Scheherazade [1888]; Russian Easter 

Overture [1888]; Ivan the Terrible [1892: opera]; Flight of the Bumblebee [1900]; Le Coq d'Or or Golden Rooster 

[1907: opera] 

He lived 1844 to 1908 and composed symphonies and operas. 

 

Arturo Toscanini [Toscanini, Arturo] 

conductor 

Italy 

1886 to 1954 

He lived 1867 to 1957. 

 



Gustav Mahler [Mahler, Gustav] 

composer 

Austria 

1888 to 1909 

Symphony 1 or Titan [1888]; Symphony 5 [1902]; Das Lied von der Erde or Songs of the Earth [1909] 

He lived 1860 to 1911 and composed nine symphonies. 

 

Erik Satie [Satie, Erik] 

composer 

France 

1888 to 1924 

Gymnopedies [1888]; Uspud [1892]; Entr'Acte or Intermission [1924] 

He lived 1866 to 1925. 

 

Max Reger [Reger, Max] 

composer 

Germany 

1890 

String Trio [1915] 

He lived 1873 to 1916 and composed symphonies. 

 

Claude Débussy [Débussy, Claude] 

composer 

France 

1890 to 1913 

Suite Bergamasque [1890: with Claire de Lune]; Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun [1894]; Nocturnes [1899]; 

Pelléas et Mélisande [1902: opera]; La Mer or The Sea [1905]; Children's Corner [1908]; La Cathedral Engloutie or 

Cathedral Beneath the Waves [1910]; Jeux or Games [1913: ballet] 

He lived 1862 to 1918, was Impressionist, and used pentatonic and six-tone whole-tone scales. 

 

Jean Sibelius [Sibelius, Jean] 

composer 

Finland 

1892 to 1903 

En Saga [1892]; Finlandia [1899: symphony]; Valse Triste or Sad Waltz [1903: waltz] 

He lived 1865 to 1957. 

 

Sergei Rachmaninoff [Rachmaninoff, Sergei] 

composer 

Russia 

1892 to 1936 

Prelude in C Sharp Minor [1892]; Second Piano Concerto [1900]; Prelude in G Minor [1901]; Second Symphony 

[1907]; Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini [1936: symphony] 

He lived 1873 to 1943. 

 

Anton Bruckner [Bruckner, Anton] 

composer 

Austria 

1894 

Ninth Symphony [1894] 

He lived 1824 to 1896 and composed nine symphonies and string quartet. 

 

Vincent d'Indy [d'Indy, Vincent] 

musician 

France 

1894 



He lived 1851 to 1931 and founded the Schola Cantorum early-music school [1894] in Paris as alternative to the 

Paris Conservatory. 

 

Alexander Scriabin [Scriabin, Alexander] 

composer 

Russia 

1896 to 1910 

Piano Concerto [1896]; Symphony No. 3 or Divine Poem [1903]; Poem of Ecstasy [1907]; Prometheus [1910] 

He lived 1872 to 1915. 

 

Edward Elgar [Elgar, Edward] 

composer 

England 

1899 to 1901 

Enigma Variations [1899: symphony]; Pomp and Circumstance [1901: March No. 1] 

He lived 1857 to 1934. 

 

Arnold Schönberg [Schönberg, Arnold] or Arnold Schoenberg [Schoenberg, Arnold] 

composer 

Austria 

1899 to 1942 

Verklarte Nacht or Transfigured Night [1899]; Erwartung or Expectation [1909]; Five Orchestral Pieces [1910]; 

Herzgewächse or Heart Growth [1911]; Pierrot Lunaire [1912]; Accompaniment to a Cinematographic Scene [1930]; 

Moses and Aron [1933]; Suite for Piano [1924]; Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte [1942] 

He lived 1874 to 1951 and used tone-row technique. 

 

Ralph Vaughan Williams [Williams, Ralph Vaughan] 

composer 

England 

1901 to 1930 

Linden Lea [1901: song]; Songs of Travel [1904]; In the Fen Country [1904]; Sea Symphony [1910]; Fantasia on a 

Theme by Thomas Tallis [1910]; London Symphony [1913]; Job [1930] 

He lived 1872 to 1958. 

 

Maurice Ravel [Ravel, Maurice] 

composer 

France 

1902 to 1928 

Pavane pour une Infante Défunte or Pavane for a Dead Infant [1902: dance]; Rhapsodie Espagnole or Spanish 

Rhapsody [1908: symphony]; Valse Nobles et Sentimentales or Noble and Sentimental Waltz [1911: waltz]; Ma Mere 

l'Oye or Mother Goose [1911: ballet]; Daphnis et Chloe [1912: ballet]; La Valse or Waltz [1914 and 1920: waltz]; La 

Tombeau de Couperin or Fall of Couperin [1917 and 1918]; Pictures at an Exhibition [1922: orchestration]; Bolero 

[1928: symphony] 

He lived 1875 to 1937. 

 

Charles Ives [Ives, Charles] 

composer 

USA 

1904 to 1914 

Third Symphony or the Camp Meeting [1904]; Three Places in New England [1914: symphony]; In Flanders Fields 

[1919: lyrics by McCrae. part of Three Songs of War] 

He lived 1874 to 1954. 

 

Zoltan Kodaly [Kodaly, Zoltan] 

composer 

Hungary 



1905 to 1920 

Adagio for Viola and Piano [1905]; Serenade for Two Violins and Viola [1920] 

He lived 1882 to 1967. 

 

Anton Webern [Webern, Anton] 

composer 

Austria 

1910 to 1928 

Six Pieces for Orchestra [1910 and 1928: symphony] 

He lived 1883 to 1945. 

 

Ignace Paderewski [Paderewski, Ignace] 

pianist 

Poland 

1910 to 1932 

He lived 1860 to 1941. 

 

Igor Stravinsky [Stravinsky, Igor] 

composer 

Russia 

1910 to 1965 

Firebird [1910: ballet]; Sacre du Printemps or Rite of Spring [1913: ballet]; Soldiers Tale [1918]; Oedipus Rex or 

Oedipus the King [1927: opera]; Symphony of Psalms [1930]; Orpheus [1947: ballet]; Petrouchka [1947: ballet]; 

Rake's Progress [1951: opera]; Cantata [1952]; Septuor or Composition for Seven Voices [1953: chorale]; Agon or 

Struggle [1953 and 1957: chorale]; Pulcinella [1965] 

He lived 1882 to 1971 and used serial technique. 

 

Bela Bartok [Bartok, Bela] 

composer 

Hungary 

1911 to 1939 

Allegro barbaro or Barbaric Allegro or Magyar Rhapsody No. 2 [1911]; Mikrokosmos [1926 to 1939 symphony]; 

Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion [1937: symphony] 

He lived 1881 to 1945. 

 

Pablo Casals [Casals, Pablo] 

cellist 

Spain 

1916 to 1973 

He lived 1876 to 1973. 

 

Ottorino Respighi [Respighi, Ottorino] 

composer 

Italy 

1917 to 1929 

Fountains of Rome [1917: symphony]; Pines of Rome [1924: symphony]; Feste Romane or Roman Festivals [1929: 

symphony] 

He lived 1879 to 1936. 

 

Serge Prokofiev [Prokofiev, Serge] 

composer 

Russia 

1917 to 1936 

Classical Symphony or Symphony No 1 [1917]; Peter and the Wolf [1936: symphony with singing] 

He lived 1891 to 1953. 

 



Manuel de Falla [Falla, Manuel de] 

composer 

Spain 

1919 

Three-Cornered Hat [1919: ballet] 

He lived 1876 to 1946. 

 

Darius Milhaud [Milhaud, Darius] 

composer 

France 

1920 

Creation of the World [1923: symphony] 

He lived 1892 to 1974. 

 

Albert Ketelbey [Ketelbey, Albert] 

composer 

England 

1920 to 1925 

In a Persian Market [1920]; In a Monastery Garden [1921]; In a Chinese Temple Garden [1923]; In a Lovers' Garden 

[1925] 

He lived 1875 to 1959. 

 

Gian Francesco Malipiero [Malipiero, Gian Francesco] 

composer 

Italy 

1920 to 1933 

Rispetti e Strambotti for String Quartet [1920: Rispetti and strambotti are short poetic forms]; Le Otto Stagioni or 

Eight Seasons [1933] 

He lived 1882 to 1973 and composed eight string quartets. 

 

Ferde Grofe [Grofe, Ferde] 

composer 

USA 

1921 to 1931 

Song of India [1921]; Mississippi Suite [1926: symphony]; Grand Canyon Suite [1931: symphony] 

He lived 1892 to 1972. 

 

Arthur Honegger [Honegger, Arthur] 

composer 

Switzerland/France 

1923 to 1935 

King David or Le Roi David [1923]; Joan of Arc at the Stake or Jeanne d'Arc au bûcher [1935] 

He lived 1892 to 1955 and composed five symphonies. 

 

Paul Hindemith [Hindemith, Paul] 

composer 

Germany/USA 

1923 to 1957 

Das Marienleben or Life of Maria [1923: songs for Rilke's poems]; Mathis der Maler or Homage to Mahler [1934: 

symphony]; Der Schwanendreher or Swan-turner [1935: symphony]; Nobilissima Visione or Noblest Vision [1938: 

symphony]; Die Harmonie der Welt or Harmony of the World [1957: symphony] 

He lived 1895 to 1963. 

 

Hector Villa-Lobos [Villa-Lobos, Hector] or Heitor Villa-Lobos [Villa-Lobos, Heitor] 

composer 

Brazil 



1924 to 1938 

Choros No. 7 [1924: Brazilian dance, in a series]; Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5 [1938: series] 

He lived 1887 to 1959. 

 

Edgard Varese [Varese, Edgard] 

composer 

France/USA 

1924 to 1958 

Hyperprism [1924: symphony]; Ionization [1931: symphony]; Poem Electronique [1958] 

He lived 1883 to 1965. 

 

Dmitri Shostakovich [Shostakovich, Dmitri] 

composer 

Russia 

1925 to 1941 

First Symphony [1925]; Golden Age [1930: symphony]; Fifth Symphony [1937]; Seventh Symphony or Leningrad 

Symphony [1941] 

He lived 1906 to 1975 and composed symphonies. 

 

Andres Segovia [Segovia, Andres] 

guitarist 

Spain 

1925 to 1949 

He lived 1893 to 1987. 

 

Vladimir Horowitz [Horowitz, Vladimir] 

pianist 

Russia/USA 

1928 to 1947 

He lived 1903 to 1989. 

 

Walter Piston [Piston, Walter] 

composer 

USA 

1931 to 1948 

Three Places in New England [1931: symphony]; Symphony No. 3 [1948] 

He lived 1894 to 1976. 

 

Joseph Yasser [Yasser, Joseph] 

composer 

USA 

1932 

Theory of Evolving Tonality [1932: divided equally tempered whole tone into 100 parts] 

He lived 1893 to 1981 and composed electronic music. 

 

Roy Harris [Harris, Roy] 

composer 

USA 

1935 

When Johnny Comes Marching Home [1935] 

He lived 1898 to 1979. 

 

Aaron Copland [Copland, Aaron] 

composer 

USA 

1936 to 1954 



Billy the Kid [1936: ballet]; El Salon Mexico [1936: ballet]; Rodeo [1942: ballet]; Lincoln Portrait [1942: 

symphonic reading]; Fanfare for the Common Man [1943]; Appalachian Spring or Ballet for Martha [1946: ballet, 

using the Shaker hymn The Gift to Be Simple]; Simple Gifts or Gift to Be Simple [1944: by Joseph Brackett]; Tender 

Land [1954] 

He lived 1900 to 1990. 

 

Samuel Barber [Barber, Samuel] 

composer 

USA 

1936 to 1967 

String Quartet No. 1 [1936]; Adagio for Strings [1938]; Agnus Dei or Lamb of God [1967] 

He lived 1910 to 1981. 

 

Artur Rubinstein [Rubinstein, Artur] 

pianist 

Poland/USA 

1937 to 1966 

He lived 1887 to 1982. 

 

Lou Harrison [Harrison, Lou] 

composer 

USA 

1937 to 1992 

Prelude and Sarabande for Piano [1937]; La Koro Sutro or Heart Sutra [1988]; Rhymes with Silver [1992] 

He lived 1917 to 2003. 

 

Joaquín Rodrigo [Rodrigo, Joaquín] 

composer 

Spain 

1939 to 1959 

Concierto de Aranjuez [1939]; Aria Antigua or Ancient Aria [1959: for flute and string orchestra] 

He lived 1901 to 1999. 

 

Leopold Stokowski [Stokowski, Leopold] 

conductor 

England 

1940 

Fantasia [1940] 

He lived 1882 to 1977. 

 

Aram Khachaturian [Khachaturian, Aram] 

composer 

Russia 

1941 to 1942 

Masquerade [1941: ballet suite]; Gayane or Gayaneh [1942: ballet] 

He lived 1903 to 1978. 

 

André Kostelanetz [Kostelanetz, André] 

conductor 

USA 

1942 

He lived 1901 to 1980. 

 

Carlos Chavez [Chavez, Carlos] 

composer 

Mexico 



1942 to 1950 

Toccata para percusión or Toccata for percussion [1942]; Concierto para violín y piano [1950] 

He lived 1899 to 1978 and composed Native American music. 

 

William Walton [Walton, William] 

composer 

England 

1944 

Henry V [1944] 

He lived 1902 to 1983 and composed symphonies. 

 

Yehudi Menuhin [Menuhin, Yehudi] 

violinist 

Great Britain 

1944 to 1970 

He lived 1916 to 1999. 

 

Virgil Thomson [Thomson, Virgil] 

composer 

USA 

1948 to 1951 

Four Saints in Three Acts [1948: symphonic poem]; Tiger Tiger [1951: lyrics by William Blake] 

He lived 1896 to 1989 and composed symphonies and opera. 

 

Harry Partch [Partch, Harry] 

composer 

USA 

1949 to 1966 

Genesis of a Music [1949: book]; And on the Seventh Day Petals Fell in Petaluma [1964 and 1966]; Delusion of the 

Fury [1966] 

He lived 1901 to 1974 and used the 43-tone scale. 

 

Jascha Heifetz [Heifetz, Jascha] 

violinist 

USA 

1949 to 1967 

He lived 1901 to 1987. 

 

Rudolph Reti [Reti, Rudolph] 

critic 

Austria 

1951 to 1957 

Thematic Process in Music [1951]; Tonality in Modern Music [1957] 

He lived 1885 to 1957. 

 

John Cage [Cage, John] 

composer 

USA 

1952 

4'33'' [1952] 

He lived 1912 to 1992 and composed electronic music. 

 

William Schuman [Schuman, William] 

composer 

USA 

1952 



George Washington Bridge [1952] 

He lived 1910 to 1992 and composed symphonies. 

 

Luigi Dallapiccola [Dallapiccola, Luigi] 

composer 

Italy/Croatia 

1956 

Concerto per la notte di Natale dell'anno or Concerto for New Year's Eve [1956] 

He lived 1904 to 1975 and composed operas and choral music in 12-tone technique. 

 

François Poulenc [Poulenc, François] 

composer 

France 

1956 

Flute Sonata [1956] 

He lived 1899 to 1963 and composed symphonies. 

 

Zino Francescati [Francescati, Zino] 

violinist 

USA 

1958 

 

Pierre Boulez [Boulez, Pierre] 

composer 

France/USA 

1958 to 1991 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Van Cliburn [Cliburn, Van] 

pianist 

USA 

1958 to 1999 

He lived 1934 to 1999. 

 

Carlos Montoya [Montoya, Carlos] 

guitarist 

Spain 

1961 

He lived 1903 to 1993. Flamenco. 

 

Eugene Ormandy [Ormandy, Eugene] 

conductor 

Hungary/USA 

1966 

He lived 1899 to 1985. 

 

Roger Sessions [Sessions, Roger] 

composer 

USA 

1971 

Concerto for Violin, Violoncello, and Orchestra [1971]; When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd [1971: cantata] 

He lived 1896 to 1985 and composed symphonies. 

 

Lejaren Hiller [Hiller, Lejaren] 

composer 

USA 



1973 to 1984 

Computer Cantata [1963: used digital effects]; Seven Artifacts [1973 and 1984] 

He lived 1924 to 1994 and composed electronic music. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Classical Music>Opera 

 

opera invented 

composer 

Florence, Italy 

1600 

Opera began in Count Bordi's house. 

 

Jacopo Peri [Peri, Jacopo] 

composer 

Florence, Italy 

1600 

Euridice [1600: first known opera, with lyricist Ottavio Rinuccini] 

He lived 1561 to 1633. 

 

castrati 

singer 

Italy 

1600 to 1700 

Emasculated singers were first used to obtain high male voice {castrati}. 

 

Claudio Monteverdi [Monteverdi, Claudio] 

composer 

Italy 

1607 to 1642 

Orfeo [1607: opera]; Arianna [1608: opera]; Il combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda or Battle of Tancred and 

Clorinda [1624: opera]; L'incoronazione di Poppea or Coronation of Poppea [1642: opera] 

He lived 1567 to 1643, composed Baroque polyphonic madrigals, and began stile concitato in opera. 

 

Henry Purcell [Purcell, Henry] 

composer 

England 

1685 to 1692 

Trumpet Tune and Air [1685]; Dido and Aeneas [1689: opera]; King Arthur [1691: opera]; Fairy Queen [1692: 

opera] 

He lived 1659 to 1695. 

 

Georg Friedrich Handel [Handel, Georg Friedrich] 

composer 

Germany/England 

1717 to 1749 

Royal Water Music, Suite No. 2 in D [1717: symphony]; Esther [1718: oratorio]; Xerxes or Serses [1734]; Atalanta 

[1736: opera]; Berenice [1737: opera]; Saul [1738: oratorio]; Concerto grosso in A minor [1739]; Israel in Egypt [1739: 

oratorio]; Samson [1741: oratorio]; Messiah [1742: oratorio, including the Hallelujah Chorus]; Judas Maccabeus [1747: 

oratorio]; Royal Fireworks Music [1749: symphony]; Solomon [1749: including Arrival of the Queen of Sheba] 

He lived 1685 to 1759 and used arias. 

 

Christopher Willibald Gluck [Gluck, Christopher Willibald] 

composer 

France/Germany 

1762 to 1779 



Orfeus et Eurydice [1762: opera, including Dance of the Blessed Spirits]; Alceste [1776: opera]; Iphigenie en 

Tauride [1779: opera] 

He lived 1714 to 1787 and used drama in opera seria. 

 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart [Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus] 

composer 

Austria 

1770 to 1791 

Cosi fan Tutte or thus do all or They're All Like That or The School for Lovers [1770: opera]; Violin Concerto No. 3 

in G [1775]; Violin Concerto No. 5 in A [1775]; Serenata Notturna or Nocturnal Serenade [1776]; Piano Sonata in A 

[1778: includes Turkish March]; Flute Concerto No. 2 in D [1778]; Abduction from the Seraglio [1782: opera]; Horn 

Concerto No. 3 in E flat [1783]; Piano Concerto No. 21 in C [1785]; Piano Concerto No. 23 in A [1786]; Marriage of 

Figaro or Le Nozze di Figaro [1786: opera, including Duettino Sull'aria]; Don Giovanni [1787: opera]; A Little Night 

Music or Eine Kleine Nachtmusik [1787: symphony]; Symphony 39 in E Flat [1788]; Symphony 40 in G Minor 

[1788]; Symphony 41 in C or Jupiter [1788]; Magic Flute [1791: opera]; Clarinet Concerto in A [1791]; Requiem 

[1791] 

He lived 1756 to 1791. His operas had finales. 

 

Gioacchino Rossini [Rossini, Gioacchino] 

composer 

Italy 

1813 to 1823 

L'Italiana in Algeri or Italian Girl in Algiers [1813: opera]; William Tell [1816: opera, with well-known Overture]; 

Thieving Magpie or La Gazza ladra [1817: opera]; Barber of Seville or Il Barbiere di Siviglia [1821: opera]; 

Semiramide or Semiramus [1823: opera] 

He lived 1792 to 1868. 

 

Carl Maria von Weber [Weber, Carl Maria von] 

composer 

Germany 

1820 to 1826 

Der Freischütz or The Free-Shooter [1820: opera]; Invitation to the Dance [1821: music]; Euryanthe [1823: opera]; 

Oberon [1826: opera] 

He lived 1786 to 1826. 

 

Hector Berlioz [Berlioz, Hector] 

composer 

France 

1830 to 1858 

Symphonie Fantastique [1830]; Harold en Italie [1834: opera]; Requiem or Grand Messe des Morts or Grand Mass 

of Death [1837: mass]; Benvenuto Cellini [1838: opera]; Romeo et Juliette [1839: opera]; Damnation of Faust [1846: 

opera, including Rakoczy March]; Trojans [1858: opera] 

He lived 1803 to 1869. 

 

Vincenzo Bellini [Bellini, Vincenzo] 

composer 

Italy 

1831 to 1835 

Norma [1831: opera]; I Puritani or The Puritans [1835: opera] 

He lived 1801 to 1835. 

 

Gaetano Donizetti [Donizetti, Gaetano] 

composer 

Italy 

1832 to 1842 



Elixir of Love or L'elisir d'amore [1832: opera]; Lucia di Lammermoor [1835: opera]; Daughter of the Regiment 

[1840: opera]; Don Pasquale [1842: opera] 

He lived 1797 to 1848. 

 

Mikhail Glinka [Glinka, Mikhail] 

composer 

Russia 

1836 to 1842 

Life for the Tsar [1836: opera]; Russlan and Ludmilla [1842: opera] 

He lived 1804 to 1857. 

 

Giuseppe Verdi [Verdi, Giuseppe] 

composer 

Italy 

1842 to 1896 

Nabucco [1842]; Rigoletto [1851: opera]; Il Trovatore or The Troubadour [1853: opera]; La Traviata or The Woman 

Who Strayed [1854: opera]; Masked Ball or Un Ballo in Maschera [1859: opera]; La Forza del Destino or Force of 

Destiny [1862: opera]; Aida [1871: opera]; Requiem [1874: mass]; Othello [1887: opera]; Falstaff [1893: opera]; Stabat 

Mater or The Mother Was Standing [1896: mass] 

He lived 1813 to 1901. 

 

Richard Wagner [Wagner, Richard] 

composer 

Germany 

1843 to 1882 

Flying Dutchman [1843: opera]; Tannhäuser [1845: opera, including Arrival of the Guests at Wartburg]; Lohengrin 

[1850: opera, including Wedding March or Bridal Chorus]; Tristan und Isolde [1865: tone poem]; Die Meistersinger 

von Nurnberg [1868: opera]; Der ring der Nibelungen or Ring of the Nibelung [1869 to 1874: operas]; Das Rheingold 

or Rhine Gold [1869: Ring first part]; Die Walkure or Valkyries [1870: Ring second part]; Siegfried [1876: Ring third 

part]; Die Götterdämmerung or Twilight of the Gods [1877: Ring fourth part includes Death of Siegfried]; Parsifal 

[1882: opera] 

He lived 1813 to 1883. Operas had leitmotifs and chromaticism, with continuous melody, no melodic or poetic 

repetitions, and no separate arias or recitativas. 

 

Franz von Suppe [Suppe, Franz von] 

composer 

Dalmatia/Austria 

1846 to 1866 

Poet and Peasant [1846: opera, includes the Poet and Peasant Overture]; Light Cavalry [1866: opera, includes the 

Light Cavalry Overture] 

He lived 1819 to 1895. 

 

Friedrich von Flotow [Flotow, Friedrich von] 

composer 

Germany 

1847 

Martha [1847: opera, including M'appari Tutt' Amor] 

He lived 1812 to 1883. 

 

Charles Gounod [Gounod, Charles] 

composer 

Germany/France 

1853 to 1882 

Meditation on the First Prelude of Bach or Ave Maria [1853]; Faust [1859: opera]; Romeo and Juliet [1864: opera]; 

La Redemption [1882: chorale] 

He lived 1818 to 1893. 



 

Jacques Offenbach [Offenbach, Jacques] 

composer 

France/Germany 

1858 to 1866 

Orpheus in the Underworld [1858: opera]; Tales of Hoffman [1864: opera]; Beautiful Helene [1864: opera]; Parisian 

Life [1866: opera] 

He lived 1819 to 1880. 

 

Georges Bizet [Bizet, Georges] 

composer 

France 

1872 to 1875 

L'Arlésienne or Woman from Arles [1872: opera]; Carmen [1875: opera] 

He lived 1838 to 1875. 

 

Amilcare Ponchielli [Ponchielli, Amilcare] 

composer 

Italy 

1876 

La Gioconda or Mona Lisa [1876: opera] 

He lived 1834 to 1886. 

 

Jules Massenet [Massenet, Jules] 

composer 

France 

1881 to 1894 

Herodiade [1881: opera]; Le Cid [1885: opera]; Manon [1893: opera]; Werther [1893: opera]; Thaïs [1894: opera] 

He lived 1842 to 1912. 

 

Pietro Mascagni [Mascagni, Pietro] 

composer 

Italy 

1890 

Cavalleria Rusticana or Rustic Chivalry [1890: opera] 

He lived 1863 to 1945. 

 

Ruggiero Leoncavallo [Leoncavallo, Ruggiero] 

composer 

Italy 

1892 to 1897 

Pagliacci [1892: opera]; La Bohème or The Bohemian [1897] 

He lived 1858 to 1919. 

 

Englebert Humperdinck [Humperdinck, Englebert] 

composer 

Germany 

1893 to 1910 

Hansel and Gretel [1893: opera]; Die Königskinder or The King's Children [1910: opera] 

He lived 1854 to 1921. 

 

Giacomo Puccini [Puccini, Giacomo] 

composer 

Italy 

1893 to 1910 



Manon Lescaut [1893: opera]; La Boheme [1895: opera]; Tosca [1900: opera]; Madame Butterfly [1904: opera]; 

Girl of the Golden West [1910: opera] 

He lived 1858 to 1924. 

 

Umberto Giordano [Giordano, Umberto] 

composer 

USA 

1896 

La Mamma Morta or Dead Mother [1896: in Andrea Chenier. also in the film Philadelphia, 1993, sung by Peter 

Gabriel] 

He lived 1867 to 1948. 

 

Richard Strauss [Strauss, Richard] 

composer 

Germany/Austria 

1896 to 1912 

Thus Spake Zarathustra [1896: opera]; Don Quixote [1897: opera]; Ein Heldenleben or Life of a Hero [1898: opera]; 

Till Eulenspiegel [1898: opera]; Don Juan [1889: opera]; Death and Transfiguration [1889: opera]; Salome [1905: 

opera]; Elektra [1909: opera]; Der Rosenkavalier or Rose Cavalier [1910: opera]; Ariadne auf Naxos [1912: opera] 

He lived 1864 to 1949 and composed symphonies and operas. 

 

Leos Janacek [Janacek, Leos] 

composer 

Czech Republic 

1903 to 1926 

Jenufa [1903: opera]; Taras Bulba [1918: opera]; Glagolitic Mass [1926] 

He lived 1854 to 1928. 

 

Enrico Caruso [Caruso, Enrico] 

tenor 

Italy 

1908 to 1921 

He lived 1873 to 1921 and sang opera music. 

 

Alban Berg [Berg, Alban] 

composer 

Austria 

1925 to 1935 

Chamber Concerto [1925: for violin, piano, and 13 winds]; Wozzeck [1925: opera]; Lyric Suite [1926: for string 

quartet]; Lulu [1928 to 1935: opera]; Der Wein or Wine [1929: for Baudelaire's poems]; Violin Concerto [1935] 

He lived 1885 to 1935 and composed symphonies and operas. 

 

Ernst Krenek [Krenek, Ernst] 

composer 

Austria/USA 

1926 to 1933 

Jonny Spielt auf or Johnny Strikes Up [1926: opera]; Karl V [1933: opera] 

He lived 1900 to 1991. 

 

Lily Pons [Pons, Lily] 

singer 

France 

1928 to 1958 

Lakmé [1928: music by Leo Delibes] 

She lived 1904 to 1976. 

 



Kirstin Flagstad [Flagstad, Kirstin] 

ballerina 

Norway 

1930 to 1940 

She lived 1895 to 1962. 

 

Benjamin Britten [Britten, Benjamin] 

composer 

England 

1939 to 1962 

Ceremony of Carols [1939: to Old English carols]; Peter Grimes [1945: opera]; Young Person's Guide to the 

Orchestra [1946: symphony]; Billy Budd [1951: opera]; Turn of the Screw [1954: opera]; War Requiem [1962: mass] 

He lived 1913 to 1976. 

 

Marian Anderson [Anderson, Marian] 

soprano 

USA 

1940 to 1955 

She lived 1898 to 1992. 

 

Gian-Carlo Menotti [Menotti, Gian-Carlo] 

composer 

Italy/USA 

1951 

Amahl and the Night Visitors [1951: opera] 

He lived 1911 to ?. 

 

Maria Callas [Callas, Maria] 

soprano 

USA/Greece 

1955 

She lived 1923 to 1977. 

 

Marilyn Horne [Horne, Marilyn] 

soprano 

USA 

1957 to 1965 

She lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Leontyne Price [Price, Leontyne] 

soprano 

USA 

1958 

She lived 1927 to ?. 

 

Luciano Pavarotti [Pavarotti, Luciano] 

tenor 

Italy 

1961 to 1992 

He lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Placido Domingo [Domingo, Placido] 

tenor 

Mexico 

1966 to 1992 

He lived 1941 to ?. 



 

José Carreras [Carreras, José] 

tenor 

Spain 

1971 to 1987 

He lived 1946 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>College Songs 

 

Colin K. Urquhart [Urquhart, Colin K.] 

lyricist 

USA 

1880 to 1890 

Far Above Cayuga's Waters [1880 to 1890: Cornell University. music is Annie Lisle] 

 

Georgia song 

lyricist 

USA 

1890 

Hail to Georgia [1890: University of Georgia. music is by Gaines Walter] 

Hugh Hodgson arranged it [1915]. 

 

Augustine P. Conniff [Conniff, Augustine P.] 

lyricist 

USA 

1902 

Alma Mater or Holy Cross, Old Holy Cross [1902: music is Maryland] 

 

John Lang Sinclair [Sinclair, John Lang] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1903 to 1936 

Eyes of Texas [1903: University of Texas theme song became a hit in 1936] 

He lived ? to 1947. 

 

Charles A. Zimmermann [Zimmermann, Charles A.]/Alfred Hart Miles [Miles, Alfred Hart] 

composer 

USA 

1906 

Anchors Aweigh [1906: USA Naval College] 

Zimmermann lived 1861 to 1916. Miles lived 1883 to 1956. 

 

Georgia Tech 

lyricist 

USA 

1908 

Ramblin' Wreck from Georgia Tech [1908: music is Sons of the Gamboliers] 

Frank Roman arranged it [1920]. 

 

Michael J. Shea [Shea, Michael J.]/John F. Shea [Shea, John F.] 

composer 

USA 

1908 

Notre Dame Fight Song [1908] 

 



Carl Beck [Beck, Carl]/W. T. Purdy [Purdy, W. T.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1909 

On Wisconsin [1909: University of Wisconsin] 

 

Edmund Gruber [Gruber, Edmund] 

composer 

USA 

1917 

Caissons Go Rolling Along or Caisson Song [1917: West Point Army College] 

He lived 1879 to 1941. 

 

L. Z. Phillips [Phillips, L. Z.] 

lyricist 

USA 

1919 

Marines' Hymn [1919: Marine Corps. music is by Offenbach] 

 

George Roth [Roth, George]/F. F. Flemming [Flemming, F. F.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1930 

Hail, Alma Mater [1930: George Washington University. music is Integer Vitae] 

George Steiner rewrote words [1970]. Flemming lived 1778 to 1813. 

 

Robert Crawford [Crawford, Robert] 

composer 

USA 

1938 

Off We Go into the Wild Blue Yonder [1938: Air Force Academy] 

He lived 1899 to 1964. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Country Music 

 

Don Richardson [Richardson, Don] 

singer 

USA 

1914 to 1916 

Arkansas Traveler [1916] 

He lived 1898 to 1954. 

 

John Carson [Carson, John] or Fiddling John Carson [Carson, Fiddling John] 

violinist 

USA 

1923 

Little Old Log Cabin in the Lane [1923]; Old Hen Cackled and the Rooster's Going to Crow [1923] 

He lived 1868 to 1949. His daughter Rosa Lee was Moonshine Kate. 

 

Vernon Dalhart [Dalhart, Vernon] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1924 

Wreck of Old '97 [1924]; Prisoner's Song [1924] 

He lived 1883 to 1948. 

 



Ernest Van Stoneman [Stoneman, Ernest Van] or Pop Stoneman [Stoneman, Pop] 

musician 

USA 

1924 to 1929 

Sinking of the Titanic [1924] 

He lived 1893 to 1968 and was from Blue Ridge Mountains. 

 

Charlie Poole [Poole, Charlie] 

banjo player/singer 

USA 

1925 to 1930 

Don't Let Your Deal Go Down [1925]; Can I Sleep in Your Barn Tonight, Mister; Old and Only in the Way; White 

House Blues 

He lived 1892 to 1931 and led the North Carolina Ramblers. 

 

George Riley Puckett [Puckett, George Riley] or Riley Puckett [Puckett, Riley] 

guitarist/banjo player 

USA 

1926 to 1930 

In a Little Gypsy Tea Room [1926 to 1930] 

He lived 1894 to 1946 and was in Clayton McMichen's Hometown Band and the Skillet Lickers. 

 

Deford Bailey [Bailey, Deford] 

singer/harmonica 

USA 

1926 to 1941 

Hard to Please [1926 to 1941] 

He lived 1899 to 1982. 

 

Gid Tanner [Tanner, Gid] or James Gideon Tanner [Tanner, James Gideon]/Skillet Lickers 

musician 

USA 

1927 

Corn Licker Still in Georgia [1927] 

Gid Tanner and His Skillet Lickers. He lived 1885 to 1960. 

 

Jimmie Rodgers [Rodgers, Jimmie] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1927 to 1933 

Blue Yodel [1927 to 1933]; Waiting for a Train [1927 to 1933]; In the Jailhouse Now [1927 to 1933]; Jimmie the 

Kid [1927 to 1933]; Miss the Mississippi and You [1927 to 1933]; Looking for a New Mama [1927 to 1933]; Jimmie's 

Mean Mama Blues [1927 to 1933]; Train Whistle Blues [1927 to 1933]; Muleskinner Blues [1927 to 1933] 

He lived 1897 to 1933 and sang the blues. He was the Singing Brakeman and the Blue Yodeler. 

 

A. P. Carter [Carter, A. P.] or Alvin Pleasant Delaney Carter [Carter, Alvin Pleasant Delaney]/Carter Family 

composer/singer 

USA 

1927 to 1943 

Wandering Boy [1927]; Poor Orphan Child [1927]; Storms Are on the Ocean [1928]; Single Girl, Married Girl 

[1928]; Meet Me by the Moonlight Alone [1928]; Keep on the Sunny Side [1928]; Little Darling, Pal of Mine [1928]; 

Forsaken Love [1928]; Anchored in Love [1928]; I Ain't Goin' to Work Tomorrow [1928]; Will You Miss Me When 

I'm Gone [1928]; Wildwood Flower [1928]; River of Jordan [1928]; Chewing Gum [1928]; John Hardy Was a 

Desperate Little Man [1928]; I'm Thinking Tonight of My Blue Eyes [1929]; My Clinch Mountain Home [1929]; 

Sweet Fern [1929]; Grave on the Green Hillside [1929]; Little Moses [1929]; Don't Forget This Song [1929]; Engine 

143 [1929] 



He lived 1891 to 1960. Sara Doughtety Carter lived 1898 to 1979 and played autoharp and guitar. Maybelle Carter 

lived 1909 to 1978 and played guitar. 

 

Wilf Carter [Carter, Wilf] or Montana Slim 

composer/singer 

Canada 

1933 to 1937 

My Swiss Moonlight Lullaby [1933]; Capture of Albert Johnson [1933] 

He lived 1904 to 2006. 

 

Tex Ritter [Ritter, Tex] or Woodard Maurice Ritter [Ritter, Woodard Maurice] 

singer 

USA 

1935 to 1952 

Sam Hall [1935]; Get Along Little Dogie [1935]; Jingle, Jangle, Jingle [1942]; I'm Wastin' My Tears on You [1944]; 

There's A New Moon Over My Shoulder [1944]; You Two Timed Me One Time Too Often [1945]; Rye Whiskey 

[1948]; Deck of Cards [1948]; High Noon (Do Not Forsake Me Oh My Darlin') [1952] 

He lived 1905 to 1974 and sang western music. 

 

Gene Autry [Autry, Gene]/Ray Whitley [Whitley, Ray] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1939 

Back in the Saddle Again [1939: western] 

Autry lived 1907 to 1998. Whitley lived 1901 to 1979. 

 

Bob Wills [Wills, Bob] or James Robert Wills [Wills, James Robert] 

composer/violinist 

USA 

1940 

New San Antonio Rose [1940] 

He lived 1905 to 1975 and led the Wills Fiddle Band, Light Crust Doughboys, and the Texas Playboys. 

 

June Hershey [Hershey, June]/Don Swander [Swander, Don] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1941 to 1942 

Deep in the Heart of Texas [1941: from the film Deep in the Heart of Texas. sung by Gene Autry] 

Swander lived 1906 to ?. 

 

Ernest Tubbs [Tubbs, Ernest] 

singer 

USA 

1944 to 1966 

Soldier's Last Letter [1944: by Henry Stewart and Ernest Tubbs]; Till My Get up Has Got up and Gone [1966] 

He lived 1914 to 1984. 

 

Eddy Arnold [Arnold, Eddy] 

singer 

USA 

1945 to 1968 

I'll Hold You in My Heart (Till I Can Hold You in My Arms); I Wanna Play House with You; Cattle Call [1955]; 

Make the World Go Away [1965]; Misty Blue [1967]; Then You Can Tell Me Goodbye [1968] 

He lived 1918 to 2008. 

 



Arthur Crudup [Crudup, Arthur] or Big Boy Crudup [Crudup, Big Boy] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1946 

That's All Right (Mama) [1946] 

He lived 1905 to 1974 and played rockabilly. 

 

Bert Reisfeld [Reisfeld, Bert]/Jean Villard [Villard, Jean]/Marc Herrand [Herrand, Marc] 

composer 

USA/France 

1946 to 1948 

Les trois cloches or Three Bells [1946 to 1948] 

Reisfeld lived 1906 to 1974. 

 

Lester Flatt [Flatt, Lester]/Earl Scruggs [Scruggs, Earl]/Foggy Mountain Boys 

musician 

USA 

1946 to 1969 

Don't Get Above Your Raisin' [1951] 

They played with the Foggy Mountain Boys. Flatt lived 1914 to 1979 and played five-string banjo. Scruggs lived 

1924 to ? and played banjo. 

 

Merle Travis [Travis, Merle] 

composer 

USA 

1947 

Sixteen Tons [1947: sung by Tennessee Ernie Ford] 

He lived 1917 to 1983. 

 

Redd Stewart [Stewart, Redd]/Pee Wee King [King, Pee Wee] 

composer 

USA 

1948 

Tennessee Waltz [1948] 

Stewart lived 1923 to 2003. King lived 1914 to 1999. 

 

Stan Jones [Jones, Stan] or Stanley Davis Jones [Jones, Stanley Davis]/Johnny Cash [Cash, Johnny] 

composer/lyricist 

USA 

1949 

Ghost Riders in the Sky [1949: western] 

Cash lived 1932 to 2003. Jones lived 1914 to 1963. 

 

Hank Williams [Williams, Hank] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1949 to 1953 

Lovesick Blues [1949]; Long Gone Lonesome Blues [1950]; Hey, Good Lookin' [1951]; Dear John [1951]; Cold 

Cold Heart [1951]; Jambalaya (on the Bayou) [1952]; Your Cheatin' Heart [1952]; Kaw-Liga [1953: about wooden 

Indian] 

He lived 1923 to 1953. 

 

Red Foley [Foley, Red] or Clyde Julian Foley [Foley, Clyde Julian] 

singer 

USA 

1950 



Chattanooga Shoeshine Boy [1950] 

He lived 1910 to 1968 and played Texas Swing guitar. 

 

Hank Snow [Snow, Hank] or Singing Ranger 

singer 

Canada/USA 

1950 to 1962 

I'm Movin' On [1950]; I've Been Everywhere [1962: by Geoff Mack. sung by Lucky Starr, 1959] 

He lived 1914 to 1999. 

 

Dale Evans [Evans, Dale] 

composer 

USA 

1951 to 1955 

Happy Trails [1951: from the TV series The Roy Rogers Show]; Bible Tells Me So [1955] 

She lived 1912 to 2001. 

 

Ray Price [Price, Ray] 

singer 

USA 

1952 to 1963 

Don't Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes [1952]; Crazy Arms [1956]; I've Got a New Heartache [1956]; My Shoes Keep 

Walking Back to You [1957]; City Lights [1958]; Make the World Go Away [1963] 

He lived 1926 to ? and played honky tonk, as in the 4/4 country shuffle called the Ray Price beat. 

 

Melvin Endsley [Endsley, Melvin] 

composer 

USA 

1954 

Singing the Blues [1954] 

He lived 1934 to 2004. 

 

Robert Yount [Yount, Robert]/Eddie Miller [Miller, Eddie]/Dub Williams [Williams, Dub] 

composer 

USA 

1954 

Release Me [1954] 

 

Bill Flagg [Flagg, Bill] 

musician 

USA 

1955 to 1956 

Go Cat Go [1956] 

Bill Flagg and His Rockabillies. He lived 1934 to ? and played the first rockabilly. 

 

Sonny James [James, Sonny] 

singer 

USA 

1956 

Young Love [1956: by Carole Joyner and Ric Cartey]; My Love Is Warmer than the Warmest Sunshine 

He lived 1929 to ? and was the "country gentleman". 

 

Johnny Cash [Cash, Johnny] or John R. Cash [Cash, John R.] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1956 to 1969 



I Walk the Line [1956]; Ring of Fire [1962: by Merle Kilgore and June Carter]; Boy Named Sue [1969] 

He lived 1932 to 2003. 

 

Boudleaux Bryant [Bryant, Boudleaux]/Felice Bryant [Bryant, Felice] 

composer 

USA 

1957 to 1967 

Wake up Little Susie [1957: with Felice Bryant]; Bird Dog [1958]; Devoted to You [1958]; All I Have to Do Is 

Dream [1958]; Rocky Top [1967] 

Boudleaux Bryant lived 1920 to 1987. Felice Bryant lived 1925 to 2003. 

 

Roy Acuff [Acuff, Roy] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Great Speckled Bird [1958] 

He lived 1903 to 1992. 

 

Patsy Cline [Cline, Patsy] or Patsy Hensley [Hensley, Patsy] 

singer 

USA 

1959 to 1962 

Walkin' After Midnight [1959]; Crazy Dreams [1960]; I Fall to Pieces [1961]; Crazy [1961: by Willie Nelson] 

She lived 1932 to 1963. 

 

Joe Allison [Allison, Joe]/Audrey Allison [Allison, Audrey] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

He'll Have to Go [1960: sung by Jim Reeves] 

Joe Allison lived 1924 to 2002. 

 

Webb Pierce [Pierce, Webb] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Rose And A Thorn [1960] 

He lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Roy Clark [Clark, Roy] 

singer/composer/guitarist 

USA 

1960 to 1963 

Down Home [1960]; Talk about a Party [1962]; Tips of My Fingers [1963] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Jimmy Dean [Dean, Jimmy] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1961 

Big Bad John [1961] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

John Loudermilk [Loudermilk, John] 

composer 

USA 



1961 

Sad Movies Make Me Cry [1961] 

He lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Buck Owens [Owens, Buck] or Alvis Edgar Owens [Owens, Alvis Edgar] or Baron of Bakersfield/Buckaroos 

singer 

USA 

1963 to 1967 

Act Naturally [1963]; My Heart Skips a Beat [1963]; Together Again [1963]; Love's Gonna Live Here [1965]; 

Buckaroo [1965] 

He lived 1929 to 2006. 

 

Roger Miller [Miller, Roger] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1964 to 1965 

Chug-a-lug [1964]; Dang Me [1964]; King of the Road [1964]; England Swings [1965] 

He lived 1936 to ?. 

 

Chet Atkins [Atkins, Chet] 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Yakety Axe [1965] 

He lived 1924 to 2001. 

 

Merle Haggard [Haggard, Merle] 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1969 

Mama Tried [1965]; Bottle Let Me Down [1965]; If We Make It Through December [1965]; Okie from Muskogee 

[1969] 

He lived 1937 to ? and played Western swing. 

 

Loretta Lynn [Lynn, Loretta] 

composer 

USA 

1965 to 1971 

You Ain't Woman Enough [1965]; Don't Come Home a-Drinkin' [1967]; Fist City [1968]; Woman of the World 

[1969]; Coal Miner's Daughter [1970]; One's on the Way [1971: by Shel Silverstein] 

She lived 1935 to ?. 

 

John Hartford [Hartford, John] 

composer 

USA 

1967 

Gentle on My Mind [1967: sung by Glen Campbell] 

He lived 1937 to 2001. 

 

Kris Kristofferson [Kristofferson, Kris] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

For the Good Times [1968] 

He lived 1936 to ?. 

 



Charley Pride [Pride, Charley] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Kiss an Angel Good Morning [1968]; (Is Anybody Going To) San Antone [1968]; Crystal Chandeliers [1968] 

He lived 1938 to ?. 

 

Bobby Russell [Russell, Bobby] 

composer 

USA 

1968 

Little Green Apples [1968] 

He lived 1913 to 2002. 

 

Tammy Wynette [Wynette, Tammy] or Virginia Wynette Pugh [Wynette Pugh, Virginia] or First Lady of 

Country Music 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Take Me to Your World [1968]; DIVORCE [1968]; Stand by Your Man [1968] 

She lived 1942 to 1998. 

 

Eric Weissberg [Weissberg, Eric] 

composer 

USA 

1972 

Dueling Banjos [1972: with guitarist Steve Mandell. Originally Duelin' Banjo, 1963, by Rodney Dillard, Douglas 

Dillard, Mitchell F. Jayne, and Dean Webb] 

 

John Martin Sommers [Sommers, John Martin] 

composer 

USA 

1974 

Thank God I'm a Country Boy [1974] 

 

Don Schlitz [Schlitz, Don] 

composer 

USA 

1977 

Gambler [1977: sung by Kenny Rogers] 

 

Willie Nelson [Nelson, Willie] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1980 to 1982 

On the Road Again [1980: from the film Honeysuckle Rose]; Mammas Don't Let Your Babies Grow up to Be 

Cowboys [1981: by Ned Sublette]; Always on My Mind [1982] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Clint Black [Black, Clint] 

singer 

USA 

1988 to 1992 

Better Man [1988]; We Tell Ourselves [1992] 

He lived 1962 to ?. 

 



Garth Brooks [Brooks, Garth] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1989 to 1990 

If Tomorrow Never Comes [1989]; Not Counting You [1990]; Dance [1990] 

He lived 1962 to ?. 

 

Billy Ray Cyrus [Cyrus, Billy Ray] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1991 

Achy Breaky Heart [1991] 

He lived 1961 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Country Music>Styles 

 

Western Swing 

style 

USA 

1920 to 1950 

Country dance music {Western Swing}| {Country Swing} can be in southwest-USA style. Bob Wills lived 1905 to 

1975 and led the Texas Playboys. 

 

Appalachian 

style 

USA 

1927 

Appalachian-Mountain folk music {Appalachian style} derived from old English styles. 

 

Cajun 

style 

USA 

1927 

New-Orleans syncopated two-step or waltz music {Cajun music}| can use fiddle and accordion. It came from French 

Catholic sources. D. L. Menard, Dewey Balfa, Belton Richard, Blind Uncle Gaspard, and Harry Choates preceded 

Balfa Toujours, Steve Riley, the Mamou Playboys, and La Bande Feufollet. 

 

jug band 

style 

USA 

1927 

Country music can use different-size jugs {jug band}|, guitar, washtub, washboard, spoons, kazoo, and mandolin. 

Players blow air across jug tops. 

 

rockabilly 

style 

USA 

1927 

Arthur Crudup, Elvis, Sam Perkins, and Bill Flagg played {rockabilly}|. 

 

western 

style 

USA 

1927 

Folk ballads can be western-movie style {western music}|. Roy Rogers and Gene Autry were western music singers. 

 



Zydeco 

style 

USA 

1928 

Les haricots sont pas salés or Snap beans are not salty [1928] 

Music {Zydeco}| developed from Creole music and New Orleans style jazz [1910 to 1930]. Southwest-Louisiana 

syncopated fast-paced music {la-la} {zodico} uses accordions or melodeons, corrugated metal boards {frottoir} {rub-

board}, drums, and electric guitars. Amédé Ardoin [1928], Beau Jocque, Boozoo Chavis, Clifton Chenier, Buckwheat 

Zydeco, and Rockin' Sidney are Zydeco musicians. Rockin' Sidney played My Toot Toot. 

 

bluegrass 

style 

USA 

1939 

South-USA folk music {bluegrass, music}| uses mandolin, violin, banjo, or guitar at fast tempo. It often has 

improvisations as instruments take the melody in turn, as in jazz. It derived from British folk music. Bill Monroe and 

the Blue Grass Boys began bluegrass [1939]. The Foggy Mountain Boys, the Stanley Brothers, and Don Reno 

followed. Earl Scruggs used three-finger banjo roll {Scruggs style}. Lester Flatt sang and played guitar. 

 

Bakersfield Sound 

style 

USA 

1955 

Wynn Stewart, Merle Haggard, Buck Owens, and Roy Clark developed modern country sounds {Bakersfield 

Sound}. 

 

Nashville Sound 

style 

USA 

1955 

Modern country music {Nashville Sound} uses jazz and popular styles. Chet Atkins, Owen Bradley, Bob Ferguson, 

Patsy Cline, and Floyd Cramer were stars in the first decade. It became countrypolitan in later 1960's. 
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Abdullah Bulbul Amir 

composer 

USA 

Abdullah Bulbul Amir 

 

Afton Water 

composer 

USA 

Afton Water 

 

A-Hunting We Will Go 

composer 

USA 

A-Hunting We Will Go 

 

Ain' No Mo' Cane on Dis Brazis 

composer 

USA 

Ain' No Mo' Cane on Dis Brazis 

 



All My Trials 

composer 

USA 

All My Trials 

 

All the Pretty Little Horses 

composer 

USA 

All the Pretty Little Horses 

 

All through the Night 

composer 

USA 

All through the Night 

 

Almost Done 

composer 

USA 

Almost Done 

 

Alouette song 

composer 

France 

Alouette 

 

Amazing Grace 

composer 

USA 

Amazing Grace 

 

Amici 

composer 

USA 

Amici 

 

Annie Laurie 

composer 

USA 

Annie Laurie 

 

Annie Lisle 

composer 

USA 

Annie Lisle 

 

Another Man Done Gone 

composer 

USA 

Another Man Done Gone 

 

A-Roving 

composer 

England 

A-Roving 

 



Ash Grove 

composer 

USA 

Ash Grove 

 

Au Claire de la Lune 

composer 

France 

Au Claire de la Lune 

 

Aunt Rhody 

composer 

USA 

Aunt Rhody or Go Tell Aunt Nancy or Aunt Nancy 

 

Aura Lee 

composer 

USA 

Aura Lee 

 

Banks of the Ohio 

composer 

USA 

Banks of the Ohio 

 

Beautiful Brown Eyes 

composer 

USA 

Beautiful Brown Eyes 

 

Bendemeer's Stream 

composer 

USA 

Bendemeer's Stream 

 

Betty and Dupree 

composer 

USA 

Betty and Dupree 

 

Big Rock Candy Mountain 

composer 

USA 

Big Rock Candy Mountain 

 

Bigler 

composer 

USA 

Bigler 

 

Bile Them Cabbage Down 

composer 

USA 

Bile Them Cabbage Down 

 



Billy Barlow 

composer 

USA 

Billy Barlow 

 

Billy Boy 

composer 

USA 

Billy Boy 

 

Black Is the Color 

composer 

USA 

Black Is the Color of My True Love's Hair or Black, Black 

 

Black-eyed Susie 

composer 

USA 

Black-eyed Susie 

 

Blow the Man Down 

composer 

USA 

Blow the Man Down 

 

Blow Ye Winds of the Morning 

composer 

USA 

Blow Ye Winds of the Morning 

 

Blue Bell of Scotland 

composer 

Scotland 

Blue Bell of Scotland 

 

Blue Mountain Lake 

composer 

USA 

Blue Mountain Lake 

 

Blues Ain't Nothin' 

composer 

USA 

Blues Ain't Nothin' 

 

Bold Soldier 

composer 

England 

Bold Soldier 

 

Boll Weevil Song 

composer 

USA 

Boll Weevil Song or The Boll Weevil 

 



Bonnie Blue Flag 

composer 

USA 

Bonnie Blue Flag 

 

Bound for the Promised Land 

composer 

USA 

Bound for the Promised Land 

 

Brave Wolfe 

composer 

USA 

Brave Wolfe 

 

Bright Mohawk Valley 

composer 

USA 

Bright Mohawk Valley 

 

British Grenadiers 

composer 

England 

British Grenadiers 

 

Buckeye Jim 

composer 

USA 

Buckeye Jim 

 

Buffalo Gals 

composer 

USA 

Buffalo Gals 

 

Buffalo Skinners 

composer 

USA 

Buffalo Skinners 

 

Bulldog music 

composer 

USA 

Bulldog 

 

Bury Me Not 

composer 

USA 

Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie 

 

By the Silv'ry Rio Grande 

composer 

USA 

By the Silv'ry Rio Grande 

 



Campbells Are Comin' 

composer 

Scotland 

Campbells Are Comin' 

 

Can'cha Line 'Em 

composer 

Scotland 

Can'cha Line 'Em 

 

Can't You Dance the Polka 

composer 

USA 

Can't You Dance the Polka? 

 

Careless Love 

composer 

USA 

Careless Love 

 

Casey Jones 

composer 

USA 

Casey Jones 

 

Ching-a-Ling 

composer 

USA 

Ching-a-Ling 

 

Cindy 

composer 

USA 

Cindy 

 

Clementine music 

composer 

USA 

Clementine or Oh My Darling Clementine 

 

Cockles and Mussels 

composer 

England 

Cockles and Mussels 

 

Coffee Grows on White Oak Trees 

composer 

USA 

Coffee Grows on White Oak Trees 

 

Come All Ye Fair and Tender Ladies 

composer 

USA 

Come All Ye Fair and Tender Ladies 

 



Comin' through the Rye 

composer 

Scotland 

Comin' through the Rye 

 

Constant Sorrow 

composer 

USA 

I'm a Man of Constant Sorrow 

 

Corinna 

composer 

USA 

Corinna 

 

Cotton Mill Girls 

composer 

USA 

Cotton Mill Girls 

 

Cowboy 

composer 

USA 

Cowboy 

 

Cowboy's Dream 

composer 

USA 

Cowboy's Dream or Cowboy's Meditation 

 

Crawdad Song 

composer 

USA 

Crawdad Song 

 

Cruel War 

composer 

USA 

Cruel War 

 

Cumberland Gap 

composer 

USA 

Cumberland Gap 

 

Danville Girl 

composer 

USA 

Danville Girl 

 

Dark Eyes 

composer 

USA 

Dark Eyes 

 



Darlin' Corey 

composer 

USA 

Darlin' Corey 

 

Days of '49 

composer 

USA 

Days of '49 

 

Dear Evelina 

composer 

USA 

Dear Evelina 

 

Dink's Song 

composer 

USA 

Dink's Song 

 

Down by the Riverside song 

composer 

USA 

Down by the Riverside 

 

Down in the Valley 

composer 

USA 

Down in the Valley 

 

Down in the Willow Garden 

composer 

USA 

Down in the Willow Garden 

 

Down Down Down 

composer 

USA 

Down, Down, Down 

 

Drill Ye Tarriers Drill 

composer 

England 

Drill Ye Tarriers, Drill 

 

Drunken Sailor 

composer 

USA 

Drunken Sailor or What Shall We Do with a Drunken Sailor? 

 

Dry Bones 

composer 

USA 

Dry Bones 

 



Durant Jail 

composer 

USA 

Durant Jail 

 

East Bound Train 

composer 

USA 

East Bound Train 

 

Easy Rider 

composer 

USA 

Easy Rider 

 

El Paso del Ebro 

composer 

Mexico 

El Paso del Ebro or Crossing the Ebro [Spanish Civil War song] 

 

Erie Canal song 

composer 

USA 

Erie Canal or E-R-I-E 

 

Fair and Tender Ladies 

composer 

USA 

Come All Ye Fair and Tender Ladies or Tiny Sparrow 

 

Foggy Foggy Dew 

composer 

USA 

Foggy Foggy Dew 

 

For He's a Jolly Good Fellow 

composer 

USA 

For He's a Jolly Good Fellow 

 

Four Marys 

composer 

USA 

Four Marys 

 

Fox music 

composer 

USA 

Fox 

 

Frere Jacques 

composer 

France 

Frère Jacques or Brother Jack 

 



Frog He Would A-Wooing Go 

composer 

England 

Frog He Would A-Wooing Go 

 

Froggie Went a Courting 

composer 

USA 

Froggie Went a Courting 

 

Gaudeamus Igitur 

composer 

USA 

Gaudeamus Igitur or Let Us Rejoice 

 

Gee But I Want to Go Home 

composer 

USA 

Gee, But I Want to Go Home 

 

Get on Board 

composer 

USA 

Get on Board, Little Children 

 

Girl I Left Behind Me 

composer 

USA 

Girl I Left Behind Me 

 

Git Along Little Dogies 

composer 

USA 

Git Along, Little Dogies 

 

Go Down Moses 

composer 

USA 

Go Down, Moses 

 

Go Tell It on the Mountain 

composer 

USA 

Go Tell It on the Mountain 

 

Goin' Down the Road 

composer 

USA 

Goin' Down the Road Feelin' Bad 

 

Golden Slippers 

composer 

USA 

Golden Slippers 

 



Goober Peas 

composer 

USA 

Goober Peas 

Civil War. 

 

Good News 

composer 

USA 

Good News 

 

Good Night Ladies 

composer 

USA 

Good Night, Ladies 

 

Gospel Ship 

composer 

USA 

Gospel Ship 

 

Great Gittin' up Mornin' 

composer 

USA 

Great Gittin' up Mornin' 

 

Green Corn 

composer 

USA 

Green Corn 

 

Green Grow the Lilacs 

composer 

USA 

Green Grow the Lilacs 

 

Greensleeves 

composer 

England 

Greensleeves 

 

Grey Goose 

composer 

USA 

Grey Goose 

 

Ground Hog song 

composer 

USA 

Ground Hog 

 

Gypsy Davy 

composer 

USA 

Gypsy Davy 

 



Hail to the Chief 

composer 

USA 

Hail to the Chief 

 

Hail Hail The Gang's All Here 

composer 

USA 

Hail! Hail! The Gang's All Here 

 

Handsome Molly 

composer 

USA 

Handsome Molly 

 

Hard Ain't It Hard 

composer 

USA 

Hard, Ain't It Hard 

 

Havah Nagilah 

composer 

Germany 

Hava Nagilah or Havah Nagilah or Let Us Rejoice 

Chassid from Radomsker altered the Shabbat song Yismichu B'malchuskha [1850 to 1900]. 

 

Henry Martin 

composer 

Scotland 

Henry Martin 

 

He's Got the Whole World in His Hands 

composer 

USA 

He's Got the Whole World in His Hands 

 

Hold 'em Joe 

composer 

USA 

Hold 'em Joe 

 

Home on the Range 

composer 

USA 

Home on the Range 

 

Home Sweet Home 

composer 

USA 

Home Sweet Home 

 

Homespun Dress 

composer 

USA 

Homespun Dress 

 



House of the Rising Sun 

composer 

USA 

House of the Rising Sun 

 

Hush Little Baby 

composer 

USA 

Hush, Little Baby 

 

Hush-a-bye and Good Night 

composer 

USA 

Hush-a-bye and Good Night 

 

I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow 

composer 

USA 

I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow 

 

I Am a Poor Wayfaring Stranger 

composer 

USA 

I Am a Poor Wayfaring Stranger 

 

I'd Like to Be in Texas 

composer 

USA 

I'd Like to Be in Texas 

 

I Gave My Love a Cherry 

composer 

USA 

I Gave My Love a Cherry 

 

I Know Where I'm Going 

composer 

USA 

I Know Where I'm Going 

 

I Never Will Marry 

composer 

USA 

I Never Will Marry 

 

I Ride an Old Paint 

composer 

USA 

I Ride an Old Paint or Old Paint 

cowboy. 

 

I Was Born about Ten Thousand Years Ago 

composer 

USA 

I Was Born about Ten Thousand Years Ago 

 



I Wish I Was Single 

composer 

USA 

I Wish I Was Single 

 

In the Evening When 

composer 

USA 

In the Evening When the Sun Goes Down 

 

Irene Good Night 

composer 

USA 

Irene Good Night 

 

Irish Washerwoman 

composer 

USA 

Irish Washerwoman 

 

I've Been Working on the Railroad 

composer 

USA 

I've Been Working on the Railroad 

 

Jam on Gerry's Rocks 

composer 

USA 

Jam on Gerry's Rocks 

 

Jennie Jenkins 

composer 

USA 

Jennie Jenkins 

 

Jesse James 

composer 

USA 

Jesse James 

 

John Brown's Body 

composer 

USA 

John Brown's Body 

 

John Hardy 

composer 

USA 

John Hardy 

 

John Henry music 

composer 

USA 

John Henry 

 



John Riley 

composer 

USA 

John Riley 

 

Johnny Has Gone for a Soldier 

composer 

USA 

Johnny Has Gone for a Soldier 

 

Joshua Fit the Battle 

composer 

USA 

Joshua Fit the Battle of Jericho 

 

Juanita 

composer 

Spain 

Juanita 

 

Kansas City Blues 

composer 

USA 

Kansas City Blues 

 

Katiusha 

composer 

Russia 

Katiusha 

 

Keep Your Hand on the Plow 

composer 

USA 

Keep Your Hand on the Plow 

 

La Bamba 

composer 

Veracruz, Mexico 

La Bamba or Wedding Dance or Anthem of Veracruz 

Engaged couple ties wedding bow with their feet. 

 

La Cucuracha 

composer 

Mexico 

La Cucuracha or Cockroach 

 

La Marseillaise 

composer 

France 

La Marseillaise 

 

Last Rose of Summer 

composer 

USA 

Last Rose of Summer 

 



Lavender's Blue 

composer 

USA 

Lavender's Blue 

 

Leatherwing Bat 

composer 

USA 

Leatherwing Bat 

 

Life on the Ocean Wave 

composer 

USA 

Life on the Ocean Wave 

 

Lightly Row 

composer 

USA 

Lightly Row 

 

L'il Liza Jane 

composer 

USA 

L'il Liza Jane 

 

Little Annie Rooney 

composer 

USA 

Little Annie Rooney 

 

Little Bitty Baby 

composer 

USA 

Little Bitty Baby 

 

Little Brown Jug 

composer 

USA 

Little Brown Jug 

 

Little Mohee 

composer 

USA 

Little Mohee 

 

Loch Lomond music 

composer 

Scotland 

Loch Lomond or Lomond Lake 

 

Lolly-Too-Dum 

composer 

USA 

Lolly-Too-Dum 

 



Londonderry Air 

composer 

Ireland 

Londonderry Air 

 

Lone Green Valley 

composer 

USA 

Lone Green Valley or Lonely Valley 

 

Lonesome Traveller 

composer 

USA 

Lonesome Traveller 

 

Lonesome Valley 

composer 

USA 

Lonesome Valley 

 

Long Long Ago 

composer 

USA 

Long, Long Ago 

 

Lord Is My Shepherd 

composer 

USA 

Lord Is My Shepherd 

 

Lowlands 

composer 

USA 

Lowlands 

 

Lulu Is Our Darling Pride 

composer 

USA 

Lulu Is Our Darling Pride 

 

Lumberman in Town 

composer 

USA 

Lumberman in Town 

 

Make Me a Bed on the Floor 

composer 

USA 

Make Me a Bed on the Floor 

 

Mama Don't Allow 

composer 

USA 

Mama Don't Allow 

 



Mango Walk 

composer 

USA 

Mango Walk 

 

Marching through Georgia 

composer 

USA 

Marching through Georgia 

 

Massa's in the Ground 

composer 

USA 

Massa's in de Cold, Cold Ground 

 

Midnight Special 

composer 

USA 

Midnight Special 

 

Mister Rabbit 

composer 

USA 

Mister Rabbit 

 

Mocking Bird Song 

composer 

USA 

Mocking Bird Song 

 

Molly Malone 

composer 

USA 

Molly Malone 

 

More Pretty Girls Than One 

composer 

USA 

More Pretty Girls Than One 

 

Mule Skinner Blues 

composer 

USA 

Mule Skinner Blues 

 

My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean 

composer 

USA 

My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean 

 

My Home's across the Smoky Mountains 

composer 

USA 

My Home's across the Smoky Mountains 

 



My Love Is Like a Red Red Rose 

composer 

USA 

My Love Is Like a Red, Red Rose 

 

My Maryland 

composer 

USA 

My Maryland 

 

My Name Is Jon Johnson 

composer 

USA 

My Name Is Jon Johnson 

 

Hand Me Down My Walking Cane 

composer 

USA 

Hand Me Down My Walking Cane 

 

Napoleon song 

composer 

USA 

Napoleon 

 

Nelly Bly 

composer 

USA 

Nelly Bly 

 

Never Said a Mumblin' Word 

composer 

USA 

Never Said a Mumblin' Word 

 

New York Town 

composer 

USA 

New York Town 

 

Nine Hundred Miles 

composer 

USA 

Nine Hundred Miles 

 

Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen 

composer 

USA 

Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen 

 

Nola 

composer 

USA 

Nola 

 



O Bury Me Not 

composer 

USA 

O Bury Me Not 

 

O Freedom 

composer 

USA 

O Freedom or Freedom 

 

O Lula 

composer 

USA 

O Lula 

 

Oh Where Is My Little Dog Gone 

composer 

Germany 

Oh Where, O Where Is My Little Dog Gone 

 

Oh Susanna 

composer 

USA 

Oh Susanna 

 

Oh Sinner Man 

composer 

USA 

Oh, Sinner Man 

 

Old Blue 

composer 

USA 

Old Blue 

 

Old Chisholm Trail 

composer 

USA 

Old Chisholm Trail or Chisholm Trail 

 

Old Dan Tucker 

composer 

USA 

Old Dan Tucker 

 

Old Gray Mare 

composer 

USA 

Old Gray Mare 

 

Old Joe Clark 

composer 

USA 

Old Joe Clark 

 



Old Settler's Song 

composer 

USA 

Old Settler's Song 

 

Oleanna 

composer 

USA 

Oleanna 

 

On Top of Old Smoky 

composer 

USA 

On Top of Old Smoky or Old Smoky 

 

Once More a-Lumb'ring Go 

composer 

USA 

Once More a-Lumb'ring Go 

 

One More River to Cross 

composer 

USA 

One More River to Cross 

 

One Two Three Four 

composer 

USA 

One, Two, Three, Four 

 

Over the River 

composer 

USA 

Over the River and through the Woods 

 

Paddy Works on the Erie 

composer 

USA 

Paddy Works on the Erie 

 

Paper of Pins 

composer 

USA 

Paper of Pins 

 

Pick a Bale of Cotton 

composer 

USA 

Pick a Bale of Cotton 

 

Plaisir d'Amour 

composer 

France 

Plaisir d'Amour or Pleasure of Love 

 



Po' Laz'us 

composer 

USA 

Po' Laz'us 

 

Po' Lil' Jesus 

composer 

USA 

Po' Lil' Jesus 

 

Polly Wolly Doodle 

composer 

USA 

Polly Wolly Doodle 

 

Poor Boy 

composer 

USA 

Poor Boy 

 

Pretty Polly 

composer 

USA 

Pretty Polly 

 

Putting on the Style 

composer 

USA 

Putting on the Style 

 

Raise a Ruckus 

composer 

USA 

Raise a Ruckus 

 

Red River Valley 

composer 

USA 

Red River Valley 

 

Roamin' in the Gloamin' 

composer 

USA 

Roamin' in the Gloamin' 

 

Rock about My Saro Jane 

composer 

USA 

Rock about My Saro Jane 

 

Rosalee 

composer 

USA 

Rosalee or Rosa Lee 

 



Rye Whiskey 

composer 

USA 

Rye Whiskey 

 

Sacramento song 

composer 

USA 

Sacramento 

 

Sailor's Hornpipe 

composer 

USA 

Sailor's Hornpipe 

 

Sam Bass 

composer 

USA 

Sam Bass 

 

Santa Lucia song 

composer 

Italy 

Santa Lucia 

 

Santy Anno 

composer 

USA 

Santy Anno 

 

Scarborough Fair 

composer 

USA 

Scarborough Fair 

 

Set Down Servant 

composer 

USA 

Set Down, Servant 

 

She'll Be Comin Round the Mountain 

composer 

USA 

She'll Be Comin' 'Round the Mountain 

 

Shenandoah song 

composer 

USA 

Shenandoah 

 

Ship Titanic 

composer 

USA 

Ship Titanic 

 



Shoo Fly 

composer 

USA 

Shoo Fly 

 

Shoot the Buffalo 

composer 

USA 

Shoot the Buffalo 

 

Short'nin' Bread 

composer 

USA 

Short'nin' Bread 

 

Shorty George 

composer 

USA 

Shorty George 

 

Silver Threads among Gold 

composer 

USA 

Silver Threads among the Gold 

 

Skip to My Lou 

composer 

USA 

Skip to My Lou 

 

Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child 

composer 

USA 

Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child 

 

Soon One Mornin' 

composer 

USA 

Soon One Mornin' 

 

Sourwood Mountain 

composer 

USA 

Sourwood Mountain 

 

Sporting Bachelors 

composer 

USA 

Sporting Bachelors 

 

Springfield Mountain 

composer 

USA 

Springfield Mountain 

 



St. James Infirmary 

composer 

USA 

St. James Infirmary 

 

Stagolee 

composer 

USA 

Stagolee 

 

Starving to Death on a Government Claim 

composer 

USA 

Starving to Death on a Government Claim 

 

State of Arkansas 

composer 

USA 

State of Arkansas 

 

Step It up and Go 

composer 

USA 

Step It up and Go 

 

Streets of Glory 

composer 

USA 

Streets of Glory 

 

Streets of Laredo 

composer 

USA 

Streets of Laredo 

 

Study War No More 

composer 

USA 

Study War No More 

 

Sucking Cider through a Straw 

composer 

USA 

Sucking Cider through a Straw 

 

Sugar Babe 

composer 

USA 

Sugar Babe 

 

M. D. Sullivan [Sullivan, M. D.] 

composer 

USA 

Blue Juniata 

 



Sur la Pont d'Avignon 

composer 

France 

Sur la Pont d'Avignon or On the Bridge at Avignon 

 

Sweet and Low 

composer 

USA 

Sweet and Low 

 

Sweet Betsy from Pike 

composer 

USA 

Sweet Betsy from Pike 

 

Sweet Thing 

composer 

USA 

Sweet Thing 

 

Take a Whiff on Me 

composer 

USA 

Take a Whiff on Me 

 

Take This Hammer 

composer 

USA 

Take This Hammer 

 

Tavern in the Town 

composer 

USA 

There Is a Tavern in the Town 

 

Tenting Tonight 

composer 

USA 

Tenting Tonight 

 

Texian Boys 

composer 

USA 

Texian Boys 

 

They're Laying Eggs Now 

composer 

USA 

They're Laying Eggs Now 

 

This Train 

composer 

USA 

This Train 

 



Tom Dooley 

composer 

USA 

Tom Dooley 

 

Viva La Quince Brigada 

composer 

Mexico 

Viva La Quince Brigada or Long Live the 15th Brigade [Spanish Civil War song] 

 

Vive La Compagnie 

composer 

France 

Vive La Compagnie or Hail the Company 

 

Volga Boatman 

composer 

Russia 

Volga Boatman 

 

Wagoner's Lad 

composer 

USA 

Wagoner's Lad 

 

Waltzing Matilda 

composer 

Australia 

Waltzing Matilda 

 

Wanderin' 

composer 

USA 

Wanderin' 

 

Water Is Wide 

composer 

USA 

Water Is Wide 

 

Wayfaring Stranger 

composer 

USA 

Wayfaring Stranger 

 

We Be Three Poor Mariners 

composer 

England 

We Be Three Poor Mariners 

 

Wearing o' the Green 

composer 

Ireland 

Wearing o' the Green 

 



Weeping Willow Tree 

composer 

USA 

Weeping Willow Tree 

 

Were You There 

composer 

USA 

Were You There? 

 

Oh Dear What Can the Matter Be 

composer 

USA 

Oh Dear, What Can the Matter Be? 

 

When I Was Single 

composer 

USA 

When I Was Single 

 

When I Was Young and Foolish 

composer 

USA 

When I Was Young and Foolish 

 

When Johnny Comes Marching 

composer 

USA 

When Johnny Comes Marching Home 

 

When My Blood Runs Chilly and Col' 

composer 

USA 

When My Blood Runs Chilly and Col' 

 

When You Go a-Courtin' 

composer 

USA 

When You Go a-Courtin' 

 

Whistling Gypsy 

composer 

England 

Whistling Gypsy 

 

Whoa Buck 

composer 

USA 

Whoa Buck 

 

Who's Gonna Shoe 

composer 

USA 

Who's Gonna Shoe Your Pretty Little Foot 

 



Wildwood Flower 

composer 

USA 

Wildwood Flower 

 

Winkin Blinkin and Nod 

composer 

USA 

Winkin Blinkin and Nod 

 

Wondrous Love 

composer 

USA 

Wondrous Love 

 

Worried Man Blues 

composer 

USA 

Worried Man Blues 

 

Yellow Rose of Texas 

composer 

USA 

Yellow Rose of Texas 

 

Young Man Who Wouldn't Hoe Corn 

composer 

USA 

Young Man Who Wouldn't Hoe Corn 

 

Barbara Allen 

composer 

England 

1600 to 1660 

Ballad of Barbara Allen [1600 to 1660: ballad mentioned by Pepys] 

First published in Tea Table Miscellany or a Collection of Choice Songs, Scots and English, edited by Allan Ramsay 

[1740]. 

 

Ben Jonson [Jonson, Ben] 

lyricist 

England 

1616 

Drink to Me Only with Thine Eyes [1616: music is traditional air] 

He lived 1572 to 1637. 

 

Robert Burns [Burns, Robert] 

lyricist 

Scotland 

1759 

Auld Lang Syne [1759: traditional music. poem by Robert Burns, 1788] 

He lived 1759 to 1796. 

 

Frankie and Johnny 

composer 

USA 

1840 



Frankie and Johnny or Frankie and Albert [1840] 

 

Turkey in the Straw 

composer 

USA 

1850 

Turkey in the Straw [1850] 

 

Frank Proffit [Proffit, Frank] 

singer 

USA 

1929 

Tom Dooley [1947: traditional. sung by Frank Proffit] 

Proffit lived 1897 to 1938. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Folk Music>Children 

 

Barnyard Song 

composer 

England 

Barnyard Song 

I had a cat, and the cat pleased me... 

 

Bobby Shaftoe 

composer 

England 

Bobby Shaftoe 

 

Bye Baby Bunting 

composer 

England 

Bye, Baby Bunting 

 

Curly Locks Curly Locks 

composer 

England 

Curly Locks, Curly Locks 

 

Diddle Diddle Dumpling 

composer 

England 

Diddle Diddle Dumpling, My Son John 

 

Ding Dong Bell 

composer 

England 

Ding Dong Bell 

 

Early to Bed 

composer 

England 

Early to Bed 

 

Farmer in the Dell 

composer 

England 



Farmer in the Dell 

 

Georgie Porgie 

composer 

England 

Georgie Porgie 

 

Goosey Goosey Gander 

composer 

England 

Goosey, Goosey Gander 

 

Grand Old Duke of York 

composer 

England 

Grand Old Duke of York 

 

Handy Spandy 

composer 

England 

Handy Spandy 

 

Here Is the Church 

composer 

England 

Here Is the Church, and Here Is the Steeple 

 

Hey Diddle Diddle 

composer 

England 

Hey Diddle Diddle 

 

Hickory Dickory Dock 

composer 

England 

Hickory, Dickory Dock 

 

Hot Cross Buns 

composer 

England 

Hot Cross Buns 

 

Humpty Dumpty 

composer 

England 

Humpty Dumpty 

 

I Had a Little Pony 

composer 

England 

I Had a Little Pony 

 

I Love Little Pussy 

composer 

England 

I Love Little Pussy 



 

If Wishes Were Horses 

composer 

England 

If Wishes Were Horses 

 

It's Raining It's Pouring 

composer 

England 

It's Raining, It's Pouring 

 

Jack and Jill 

composer 

England 

Jack and Jill 

 

Jack Be Nimble 

composer 

England 

Jack Be Nimble 

 

Jack Sprat 

composer 

England 

Jack Sprat 

 

Ladybird Ladybird 

composer 

England 

Ladybird, Ladybird 

 

Little Bo-peep 

composer 

England 

Little Bo-peep 

 

Little Boy Blue 

composer 

England 

Little Boy Blue 

 

Little Fishes in a Brook 

composer 

England 

Little Fishes in a Brook 

 

Little Jack Horner 

composer 

England 

Little Jack Horner 

 

Little Miss Muffet 

composer 

England 

Little Miss Muffet 

 



Little Polly Flinders 

composer 

England 

Little Polly Flinders 

 

Little Tommy Tucker 

composer 

England 

Little Tommy Tucker 

 

London Bridge 

composer 

England 

London Bridge Is Falling Down 

 

Mary Had a Little Lamb 

composer 

England 

Mary Had a Little Lamb 

 

Mary Mary Quite Contrary 

composer 

England 

Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary 

 

Muffin Man 

composer 

England 

Muffin Man 

 

Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush 

composer 

England 

Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush 

 

My Black Hen 

composer 

England 

Hickety, Pickety, Hickety, Pickety, My Black Hen 

 

Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep 

composer 

England 

Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep 

 

Old King Cole 

composer 

England 

Old King Cole 

 

Old MacDonald Had a Farm 

composer 

England 

Old MacDonald Had a Farm 

 



Old Mother Goose 

composer 

England 

Old Mother Goose 

 

Old Mother Hubbard 

composer 

England 

Old Mother Hubbard 

 

Old Woman Lived in a Shoe 

composer 

England 

There Was an Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe 

 

Pat-a-Cake 

composer 

England 

Pat-a-Cake, Pat-a-Cake, Baker's Man 

 

Pease Porridge Hot 

composer 

England 

Pease Porridge Hot 

 

Peter Peter Pumpkin 

composer 

England 

Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater 

 

Polly put the Kettle On 

composer 

England 

Polly put the Kettle On 

 

Pop Goes the Weasel 

composer 

England 

Pop Goes the Weasel 

 

Pretty Maid 

composer 

England 

Pretty Maid 

 

Pussy Cat Pussy Cat 

composer 

England 

Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat 

 

Queen of Hearts 

composer 

England 

Queen of Hearts 

 



Rain Rain Go Away 

composer 

England 

Rain, Rain, Go Away 

 

Ride a Cock-Horse 

composer 

England 

Ride a Cock-Horse 

 

Ring-a-Ring o' Roses 

composer 

England 

Ring-a-Ring o' Roses 

 

Rock-a-bye Baby 

composer 

England 

Rock-a-bye Baby 

 

Roses Are Red 

composer 

England 

Roses Are Red 

 

Row Row Row Your Boat 

composer 

England 

Row, Row, Row Your Boat 

 

Rub-a-Dub-Dub 

composer 

England 

Rub-a-Dub-Dub 

 

See-Saw Margery Daw 

composer 

England 

See-Saw, Margery Daw 

 

Simple Simon 

composer 

England 

Simple Simon 

 

Sing a Song of Sixpence 

composer 

England 

Sing a Song of Sixpence 

 

Solomon Grundy 

composer 

England 

Solomon Grundy 

 



Star Light Star Bright 

composer 

England 

Star Light, Star Bright 

 

Ten Little Indians 

composer 

England 

Ten Little Indians 

 

There Was a Crooked Man 

composer 

England 

There Was a Crooked Man 

 

There Was a Little Girl 

composer 

England 

There Was a Little Girl 

 

This Little Pig Went to Market 

composer 

England 

This Little Pig Went to Market 

 

This Old Man 

composer 

England 

This Old Man 

 

Three Blind Mice 

composer 

England 

Three Blind Mice 

 

To Market to Market 

composer 

England 

To Market, to Market 

 

Tom Tom the Piper's Son 

composer 

England 

Tom, Tom, the Piper's Son 

 

Turn Again Whittington 

composer 

England 

Turn Again, Whittington 

 

Twinkle Twinkle 

composer 

England 

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star 

 



Wee Willie Winkie 

composer 

England 

Wee Willie Winkie 

 

Yankee Doodle 

composer 

England 

Yankee Doodle 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Hymn 

 

Down by the Riverside hymn 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

Down by the Riverside [gospel] 

traditional. 

 

Just a Closer Walk with Thee 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

Just a Closer Walk with Thee 

traditional. 

 

Old Time Religion 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

Old Time Religion or Give Me that Old Time Religion 

traditional. 

 

Rock-a My Soul 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

Rock-a My Soul [gospel] 

traditional. 

 

Standing in the Need of Prayer 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

Standing in the Need of Prayer [gospel] 

traditional. 

 

Martin Luther [Luther, Martin] 

lyricist/composer 

Worms, Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany 

1529 

Mighty Fortress Is Our God [1529: music is Ein' Feste Burg, translated by Frederick H. Hedge in 1914] 

He lived 1483 to 1546. 

 

Adrianus Valerius [Valerius, Adrianus] 

lyricist/composer 

Netherlands/USA 

1597 

We Gather Together or Prayer of Thanksgiving [1597: translated by Theodore Baker, 1894, arranged and translated 

from Dutch to Latin by Eduard Kremser, 1877] 

He lived 1575 to 1625. 



 

Thomas Ken [Ken, Thomas]/Louis Bourgeois [Bourgeois, Louis] 

lyricist/composer 

England/France 

1674 

Praise God, from Whom All Blessings Flow or the Doxology [1674: music is Old 100th, 1551] 

Ken lived 1637 to ?. Bourgeois lived 1515 to 1559. 

 

Isaac Watts [Watts, Isaac]/William Croft [Croft, William] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1709 

O God, Our Help in Ages Past [1709: music is St. Anne, 1718] 

Watts lived 1674 to 1748. 

 

John M. Neale [Neale, John M.]/Christoph Meineke [Meineke, Christoph] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1710 

Gloria Patri or Glory to the Father [1710: translated from Latin by John M. Neale] 

traditional [200 to 300]. Neale lived 1818 to 1866. Meineke lived [1782 to 1850]. 

 

Philip Doddridge [Doddridge, Philip]/Edward P. Rimbault [Rimbault, Edward P.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1751 

Oh Happy Day [1751: music, 1854] 

Doddridge lived 1702 to 1751. Rimbault lived 1816 to 1876. 

 

John Newton [Newton, John]/William Cowper [Cowper, William] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1772 

Amazing Grace [1772: last stanza is anonymous. music is 19th century American melody, Loving Lambs] 

Newton lived 1725 to 1807. Cowper lived 1731 to 1800. 

 

Augustus M. Toplady [Toplady, Augustus M.]/Thomas Hastings [Hastings, Thomas] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1776 

Rock of Ages [1776: music, 1830] 

Toplady lived 1740 to 1778. Hastings lived 1784 to 1872. 

 

Sarah F. Adams [Adams, Sarah F.]/Lowell Mason [Mason, Lowell] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1841 to 1858 

Nearer, My God, to Thee [1841: music is Bethany, 1858] 

Adams lived 1805 to 1848. Mason lived 1792 to 1872. 

 

Henry F. Lyte [Lyte, Henry F.]/William H. Monk [Monk, William H.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1847 

Abide with Me [1847: music is Eventide, 1861] 

Lyte lived 1793 to 1847. Monk lived 1823 to 1889. 



 

Frederick W. Faber [Faber, Frederick W.]/Henri F. Hemy [Hemy, Henri F.]/James G. Walton [Walton, James 

G.] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

England 

1849 to 1871 

Faith of Our Fathers [1849: music is Hemy's St. Catherine, 1864, as adapted by Walton, 1871] 

Faber lived 1814 to 1863. Hemy lived 1818 to 1888. Walton lived 1821 to 1905. 

 

Edward Caswell [Caswell, Edward]/Joseph Barnby [Barnby, Joseph] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1853 to 1868 

When Morning Gilds the Skies [1853 and 1858: Caswell translated from German, music is Laudes Domini, 1868] 

Barnby lived 1838 to 1896. 

 

Joseph M. Scriven [Scriven, Joseph M.]/Charles C. Converse [Converse, Charles C.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1855 

What a Friend We Have in Jesus [1855: music, 1868] 

Scriven lived 1820 to 1886. Converse lived 1832 to 1918. 

 

William S. Pitts [Pitts, William S.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1857 

Church in the Wildwood [1857] 

He lived 1830 to 1918. 

 

Anna B. Warner [Warner, Anna B.]/Susan Warner [Warner, Susan]/William B. Bradbury [Bradbury, William 

B.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1860 

Jesus Loves Me [1860] 

Anna Warner lived 1820 to 1915. Susan Warner lived 1819 to 1885. Bradbury lived 1816 to 1868. 

 

Samuel Francis Smith [Smith, Samuel Francis] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1860 to 1890 

America or My Country, 'Tis of Thee [1860 to 1890] 

He lived 1808 to 1895. 

 

Julia Ward Howe [Howe, Julia Ward]/William Steffe [Steffe, William] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1861 

Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory or Battle Hymn of the Republic [1861: music is American camp meeting tune] 

Howe lived 1819 to 1910. Steffe lived 1830 to 1890. 

 

Robert Lowry [Lowry, Robert] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1864 



Shall We Gather at the River [1864: music is Hanson Place] 

He lived 1826 to 1899. 

 

Sabine Baring-Gould [Baring-Gould, Sabine]/Arthur S. Sullivan [Sullivan, Arthur S.] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1865 to 1871 

Onward, Christian Soldiers [1865: music is St. Gertrude, 1871] 

Baring-Gould lived 1834 to 1924. Sullivan lived 1842 to 1900. 

 

Joseph P. Webster [Webster, Joseph P.]/Sanford F. Bennett [Bennett, Sanford F.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1867 

In the Sweet By and By [1867] 

Webster lived 1819 to 1875. Bennett lived 1836 to 1898. 

 

Knowles Shaw [Shaw, Knowles]/George Minor [Minor, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1874 

Bringing in the Sheaves [1874: music in 1880] 

Shaw lived 1834 to 1878. Minor lived 1845 to 1904. 

 

Mary A. Lathbury [Lathbury, Mary A.]/William F. Sherwin [Sherwin, William F.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1877 

Day Is Dying in the West [1877: music is Chautauqua, 1877] 

Lathbury lived 1841 to 1913. Sherwin lived 1826 to 1888. 

 

James M. Black [Black, James M.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1893 

When the Roll Is Called up Yonder [1893] 

He lived 1856 to 1938. 

 

Katherine E. Purvis [Purvis, Katherine E.]/James M. Black [Black, James M.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1896 

When the Saints Go Marching In [1896] 

Black lived 1856 to 1938. 

 

Johnson Oatman, Jr. [Oatman, Jr., Johnson]/Edwin O. Exell [Exell, Edwin O.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1897 

Count Your Blessings [1897] 

Oatman lived 1856 to 1922. 

 

Peter C. Lutkin [Lutkin, Peter C.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1900 



Lord Bless You And Keep You [1900] 

He lived 1858 to 1931. 

 

Maltbie D. Babcock [Babcock, Maltbie D.]/Franklin L. Sheppard [Sheppard, Franklin L.] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1901 

This Is My Father's World [1901: music is modified traditional English melody, Terra Beata] 

Babcock lived 1858 to 1901. Sheppard lived 1852 to 1930. 

 

Ada R. Habershon [Habershon, Ada R.]/Charles H. Gabriel [Gabriel, Charles H.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1907 

Will the Circle Be Unbroken? [1907] 

Habershon lived 1861 to 1918. Gabriel lived 1856 to 1932. 

 

Henry Van Dyke [Van Dyke, Henry] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1908 

Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee [1908: music is Hymn to Joy by Ludwig van Beethoven] 

He lived 1852 to 1933. 

 

George Bennard [Bennard, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1913 

Old Rugged Cross [1913] 

He lived 1873 to 1958. 

 

Ina Dudley Ogdon [Ogdon, Ina Dudley]/Charles H. Gabriel [Gabriel, Charles H.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1913 

Brighten the Corner Where You Are [1913] 

Gabriel lived 1856 to 1932. 

 

Ervin Drake [Drake, Ervin]/Irvin Graham [Graham, Irvin]/Jimmy Shirl [Shirl, Jimmy]/Al Stillman [Stillman, 

Al] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1952 

I Believe [1952] 

Stillman lived 1906 to ?. 

 

Stuart K. Hine [Hine, Stuart K.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1953 

How Great Thou Art [1953] 

He lived 1899 to 1989. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Jazz 

 



W. C. Handy [Handy, W. C.] or William Christopher Handy [Handy, William Christopher] or Father of the 

Blues 

composer 

USA 

1909 to 1917 

Memphis Blues [1909 and 1912]; St. Louis Blues [1914]; Yellow Dog Blues [1914]; Beale Street Blues [1917] 

He lived 1873 to 1958 and composed blues. 

 

Papa Jack or George Vital Laine [Laine, George Vital] 

drummer/arranger 

USA 

1910 to 1920 

He lived 1873 to 1966 and played Dixieland. 

 

Manuel Perez [Perez, Manuel] or Manole Perez [Perez, Manole] 

cornetist 

USA 

1910 to 1920 

He lived 1871 to 1946 and played Dixieland. 

 

Buddy Bolden [Bolden, Buddy] 

trumpeter 

USA 

1910 to 1930 

He lived 1877 to 1931 and played Dixieland, New Orleans, and blues. 

 

Kid Ory [Ory, Kid] or Edward Ory [Ory, Edward] 

trombonist/composer 

USA 

1910 to 1930 

He lived 1886 to 1973 and played Dixieland and New Orleans Revival: New Orleans Tailgate Trombonists. 

 

Jelly Roll Morton [Morton, Jelly Roll] or Ferdinand Morton [Morton, Ferdinand]/Red Hot Peppers 

pianist/lyricist/composer 

Chicago, Illinois 

1915 to 1939 

Jelly Roll Blues [1915]; Frog-i-more Rag [1918]; Pearls [1923]; King Porter Stomp [1924]; Milenberg Joys [1924: 

with Leon Toppolo, Paul Mares, and Walter Melrose]; Chicago Breakdown [1927]; King Porter Stomp [1939] 

He lived 1890 to 1941 and played Chicago and New Orleans Revival: Red Hot Peppers. 

 

Nick La Rocca [La Rocca, Nick] 

saxophonist/clarinetist/singer/bandleader 

USA 

1917 

He lived 1889 to 1961 and played in Dixieland Jazz Band. 

 

Paul Whiteman [Whiteman, Paul] or King of Jazz or Pops 

violist/bandleader 

USA 

1919 

He lived 1890 to 1967 and played Swing and Big Band. 

 

Johnny Dodds [Dodds, Johnny] 

clarinetist 

USA 

1920 to 1930 



He lived 1892 to 1940 and played Modern. 

 

Bunk Johnson [Johnson, Bunk] 

trumpeter 

USA 

1920 to 1930 

He lived 1889 to 1949 and played Dixieland and New Orleans Revival. 

 

Jim McPartland [McPartland, Jim] 

trumpeter 

Chicago, Illinois 

1920 to 1930 

He lived 1907 to 1991 and played Chicago. 

 

Jimmie Noone [Noone, Jimmie] 

clarinetist 

Chicago, Illinois 

1920 to 1930 

He lived 1895 to 1944 and played Chicago. 

 

Joe Oliver [Oliver, Joe] or King Oliver [Oliver, King] 

trumpeter/composer 

Chicago, Illinois 

1920 to 1930 

He lived 1901 to 1971 and played Dixieland and Chicago. 

 

Ben Pollack [Pollack, Ben] 

drummer 

Chicago, Illinois 

1920 to 1930 

He lived 1903 to 1963 and played Chicago. 

 

Jimmy Yancey [Yancey, Jimmy] or James Edward Yancey [Yancey, James Edward] 

pianist 

USA 

1920 to 1930 

He lived 1898 to 1951 and played Boogie Woogie and Blues. 

 

Art Hodes [Hodes, Art] 

pianist 

Russia/USA 

1920 to 1940 

He lived 1904 to 1993 and played Boogie Woogie. 

 

Blind Willie Johnson [Johnson, Blind Willie] 

guitarist 

USA 

1920 to 1940 

He lived 1897 to 1945 and played bottleneck or slide guitar in Big Band. 

 

James P. Johnson [Johnson, James P.] or Father of Stride Piano 

pianist/composer 

USA 

1921 to 1925 

Loveless Love [1921]; Carolina Shout [1925] 

He lived 1894 to 1955 and played Big Band. 



 

Eubie Blake [Blake, Eubie] or James Hubert Blake [Blake, James Hubert] 

pianist/composer 

USA 

1921 to 1930 

I'm Just Wild about Harry [1921: from Shuffle Along] 

He lived 1887 to 1983 and played Ragtime. 

 

Memphis Five 

band 

USA 

1923 to 1931 

Big Band. 

 

Fats Waller [Waller, Fats] or Thomas Waller [Waller, Thomas] 

pianist/composer 

USA 

1923 to 1943 

Handful of Keys [1930] 

He lived 1904 to 1943 and played Big Band and Swing. 

 

Louis Armstrong [Armstrong, Louis] 

trumpeter/singer 

Chicago, Illinois 

1923 to 1967 

Mack the Knife [1956]; Hello, Dolly! [1964]; What a Wonderful World [1967] 

He lived 1901 to 1971 and played Chicago, Swing, and New Orleans Revival. 

 

Meade Lux Lewis [Lewis, Meade Lux] 

pianist/composer 

USA 

1927 to 1939 

Honky Tonk Train Blues [1936] 

He lived 1905 to 1964 and played Boogie Woogie and Blues. 

 

Earl Hines [Hines, Earl] or Fatha Hines [Hines, Fatha] 

pianist 

Chicago, Illinois 

1928 

Apex Blues [1928] 

He lived 1903 to 1983 and played Chicago and Swing. 

 

Lester Young [Young, Lester] 

tenor saxophonist 

USA 

1929 

He lived 1909 to 1959 and played Swing. 

 

King Keppard [Keppard, King] or Freddie Keppard [Keppard, Freddie] or Whalemouth Keppard [Keppard, 

Whalemouth] 

trumpeter 

USA 

1929 to 1930 

He lived 1889 to 1933 and played Dixieland and Chicago. 

 



Bessie Smith [Smith, Bessie] or Empress of the Blues 

singer 

USA 

1929 to 1930 

Dirty No-Gooder's Blues [1929]; Poor Man's Blues [1930] 

She lived 1894 to 1937 and played Big Band and blues. 

 

Clarence Williams [Williams, Clarence] 

pianist/composer 

USA 

1929 to 1940 

He lived 1898 to 1965 and used plunger mute for Duke Ellington's Big Band. 

 

Willie Smith [Smith, Willie] or Lion 

alto saxophonist 

USA 

1929 to 1953 

He lived 1910 to 1967 and played Modern and stride. 

 

Sidney Bechet [Bechet, Sidney] 

trumpeter 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

1930 

He lived 1897 to 1959 and played New Orleans Revival. 

 

Bix Beiderbecke [Beiderbecke, Bix] 

trumpeter 

Chicago, Illinois 

1930 

He lived 1903 to 1931 and played Chicago and Swing. 

 

Jimmy Harrison [Harrison, Jimmy] 

trombonist 

USA 

1930 

He lived 1900 to 1931 and played Modern. 

 

Benny Carter [Carter, Benny] 

saxophonist 

USA 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1907 to 2003 and played Modern. 

 

Eddie Condon [Condon, Eddie] 

banjo player 

Chicago, Illinois 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1905 to 1973 and played Chicago. 

 

Spike Hughes [Hughes, Spike] or Patrick Hughes [Hughes, Patrick] 

bassist/bandleader 

England 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1908 to 1987 and played Modern. 

 



Miff Mole [Mole, Miff] or Irving Milfred Mole [Mole, Irving Milfred] 

trombonist 

USA 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1898 to 1961 and played Big Band. 

 

Phil Napoleon [Napoleon, Phil] 

trumpeter 

USA 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1901 to 1990 and played Big Band. 

 

Red Nichols [Nichols, Red] 

cornetist/bandleader 

USA 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1905 to 1965 and played Big Band. 

 

Joe Sullivan [Sullivan, Joe] 

trumpeter/pianist 

USA 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1906 to 1971 and played Swing. 

 

Art Tatum [Tatum, Art] 

pianist 

USA 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1909 to 1956 and played Big Band and Swing. 

 

Lu Watters [Watters, Lu]/Yerba Buena Jazz Band 

cornetist 

USA 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1911 to 1989 and played Swing. 

 

Dickie Wells [Wells, Dickie] 

trombonist 

USA 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1909 to 1985 and played Swing. 

 

Teddy Wilson [Wilson, Teddy] or Theodore Shaw Wilson [Wilson, Theodore Shaw] 

pianist 

USA 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1912 to 1986 and played Swing. 

 

Gene Krupa [Krupa, Gene] or Eugene Bertram Krupa [Krupa, Eugene Bertram] 

drummer 

Chicago, Illinois 

1930 to 1960 

He lived 1909 to 1973 and played Chicago and Swing. 

 

Chick Webb [Webb, Chick] or William Henry Webb [Webb, William Henry] 

drummer 



USA 

1931 to 1939 

He lived 1909 to 1939 and played Swing. 

 

Benny Goodman [Goodman, Benny] 

clarinetist/bandleader 

USA 

1934 to 1939 

He lived 1909 to 1986 and played Swing. 

 

Teddy Hill [Hill, Teddy] 

saxophonist/bandleader 

USA 

1935 to 1937 

Uptown Rhapsody [1935] 

He lived 1909 to 1978 and played Modern. 

 

Robert Johnson [Johnson, Robert] 

composer 

Mississippi 

1936 

Rambling on My Mind [1936]; Crossroads Blues [1936]; Me and the Devil Blues [1936] 

He lived 1911 to 1938 and was the "father of blues". 

 

Jimmie Lunceford [Lunceford, Jimmie] 

composer/bandleader 

USA 

1936 to 1941 

For Dancers Only [1936] 

He lived 1902 to 1947 and played Big Band. 

 

Count Basie or William Allen Basie [Basie, William Allen] 

pianist/bandleader/composer 

USA 

1937 to 1938 

One O'Clock Jump [1937]; Swingin' the Blues [1937] 

He lived 1904 to 1984 and played Big Band. 

 

Artie Shaw [Shaw, Artie] 

clarinetist/bandleader 

USA 

1938 

Begin the Beguine [1938] 

He lived 1910 to 2004 and played Big Band. 

 

Glenn Miller [Miller, Glenn] 

clarinetist/bandleader/composer 

USA 

1938 to 1942 

Moonlight Serenade [1938]; Little Brown Jug [1938]; In the Mood [1938]; Tuxedo Junction [1938]; At Last [1939]; 

Careless [1940]; Elmers Tune [1942] 

He lived 1904 to 1944 and played Big Band. 

 

Lionel Hampton [Hampton, Lionel] 

vibraphonist/bandleader 

USA 



1939 

He lived 1908 to 2002 and played Swing and Big Band. 

 

Coleman Hawkins [Hawkins, Coleman] 

saxophonist 

USA 

1939 

Body and Soul [1939] 

He lived 1904 to 1969 and played Big Band and Swing. 

 

Helen O'Connell [O'Connell, Helen] 

singer 

USA 

1940 

She lived 1920 to 1993 and sang with Bob Eberly for bandleader Jimmy Dorsey, in Swing. 

 

Leon Roppolo [Roppolo, Leon] or Leon Rappolo [Rappolo, Leon] 

clarinetist 

Chicago, Illinois 

1940 

He lived 1902 to 1943 and played Chicago. 

 

Fletcher Henderson [Henderson, Fletcher] 

pianist/bandleader 

USA 

1940 to 1950 

He lived 1897 to 1952 and played Big Band. 

 

Johnny Hodges [Hodges, Johnny] 

trumpeter 

USA 

1940 to 1950 

He lived 1906 to 1970 and played Modern. 

 

Buddy Rich [Rich, Buddy] or Bernard Rich [Rich, Bernard] 

drummer 

USA 

1940 to 1960 

He lived 1917 to 1987 and played Modern. 

 

Roy Eldridge [Eldridge, Roy] or Little Jazz 

trumpeter/composer 

USA 

1941 

Let Me Off Uptown [1941] 

He lived 1911 to 1989 and played Swing. 

 

Stan Kenton [Kenton, Stan] 

pianist/composer 

USA 

1944 

Eager Beaver [1944] 

He lived 1912 to 1979 and played Progressive. 

 

Dizzy Gillespie [Gillespie, Dizzy] or John Birks [Birks, John] 

trumpeter/lyricist/composer 



USA 

1944 to 1949 

Woody 'n You [1944]; Groovin' High [1945]; Night in Tunisia [1945]; Ooo Bop Sh'bam [1946]; In the Land of Oo-

Bla-Dee [1949]; Jumpin' with Symphony Sid [1949] 

He lived 1917 to 1993 and played Bebop. 

 

Charlie Parker [Parker, Charlie] or Bird 

saxophonist/composer 

USA 

1945 to 1948 

Billie's Bounce [1945]; Now's the Time [1945]; Ornithology [1946]; Confirmation [1946]; Yardbird Suite [1946]; 

Relaxin' at Camarillo [1947]; Chasin' the Bird [1948] 

He lived 1920 to 1955 and played Bebop. 

 

Thelonious Monk [Monk, Thelonious] 

pianist/composer 

USA 

1945 to 1953 

52nd St. Theme [1945: recorded by Charlies Parker]; Well You Needn't [1948]; In Walked Bud [1948]; Straight, No 

Chaser [1948] 

He lived 1917 to 1982 and played Cool. 

 

Gerry Mulligan [Mulligan, Gerry] or Gerald Joseph Mulligan [Mulligan, Gerald Joseph] 

tenor saxophonist/composer 

USA 

1949 

Venus De Milo [1949] 

He lived 1927 to 1996 and played Cool. 

 

Milt Jackson [Jackson, Milt] or Bags Jackson [Jackson, Bags] 

vibraphonist/composer 

USA 

1950 

Bag's Groove [1950] 

He lived 1923 to 1999 and was in the Modern Jazz Quartet and played Modern. 

 

Art Blakey [Blakey, Art]/Jazz Messengers 

drummer 

USA 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1919 to 1990 and played Modern. 

 

Kenny Clark [Clark, Kenny] 

drummer 

USA 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1914 to 1985 and played Cool. 

 

Bill Evans [Evans, Bill] 

pianist 

USA 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1929 to 1980 and played Modern. 

 

Percy Heath [Heath, Percy] 

bassist 



USA 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1923 to 2005, was in played Modern Jazz Quartet, and played Cool. 

 

Lee Konitz [Konitz, Lee] 

alto saxophonist 

USA 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1937 to ?. Cool. 

 

Billy Kyle [Kyle, Billy] 

pianist 

USA 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1915 to 1966 and played Modern. 

 

John Lewis [Lewis, John] 

pianist 

USA 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1920 to 2001, was in the Modern Jazz Quartet, and played Cool and Modern. 

 

Charlie Mingus [Mingus, Charlie] 

trumpeter 

USA 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1922 to 1979. Cool. 

 

Max Roach [Roach, Max] 

drummer 

USA 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1924 to ? and played Modern. 

 

Johnny St. Cyr [St. Cyr, Johnny] 

banjo player 

USA 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1890 to 1966 and played Modern. 

 

Miles Davis [Davis, Miles] 

trumpeter 

USA 

1950 to 1965 

He lived 1926 to 1991 and played Cool. 

 

George Shearing [Shearing, George] 

pianist/bandleader/composer 

England/USA 

1952 

Lullaby of Birdland [1952] 

He lived 1919 to ? and played Big Band. 

 

Erroll Garner [Garner, Erroll] 

pianist/composer 

USA 



1954 

Misty [1954] 

He lived 1921 to 1977 and played Swing. 

 

J. J. Johnson [Johnson, J. J.] 

trombonist 

USA 

1954 

He lived 1924 to 2001 and worked with Kai Winding [1954]. 

 

Kai Winding [Winding, Kai] 

trombonist/composer/bandleader 

Denmark/USA 

1954 to 1963 

More [1963] 

He lived 1922 to 1983 and worked with J. J. Johnson [1954]. 

 

Chico Hamilton [Hamilton, Chico] 

drummer 

USA 

1955 

He lived 1921 to ?, formed the Chico Hamilton Quintet [1955], and played Modern. 

 

Cozy Cole [Cole, Cozy] 

pianist 

USA 

1958 

Topsy [1958] 

He lived 1910 to 1981 and played Swing. 

 

Dave Brubeck [Brubeck, Dave] 

pianist 

USA 

1960 

Take Five [1960] 

He lived 1920 to ? and played Progressive. 

 

Ornette Coleman [Coleman, Ornette] 

saxophonist 

USA 

1960 to 1970 

He lived 1930 to ? and played New Wave. 

 

Pete Fountain [Fountain, Pete] 

clarinetist 

USA 

1960 to 1970 

He lived 1930 to ? and played Modern. 

 

Archie Shepp [Shepp, Archie] 

saxophonist 

USA 

1960 to 1970 

He lived 1939 to ? and played New Wave. 

 



Cootie Williams [Williams, Cootie] or Charles Melvin Williams [Williams, Charles Melvin] 

trumpeter 

USA 

1960 to 1970 

He lived 1910 to 1985 and played Modern. 

 

Carl Hilding Severinsen [Severinsen, Carl Hilding] or Doc Severinsen [Severinsen, Doc] 

trumpeter 

USA 

1960 to 1980 

He lived 1927 to 1989 and played Modern. 

 

Stan Getz [Getz, Stan] 

saxophonist 

USA 

1962 to 1963 

Desafinado or Slightly Out of Tune [1962: by Stan Getz and Charlie Byrd]; Girl from Ipanema [1963] 

He lived 1927 to 1991 and played Bossa Nova. 

 

John Coltrane [Coltrane, John] 

saxophonist 

USA 

1964 

A Love Supreme [1964]; My Favorite Things [1964] 

He lived 1926 to 1967 and played New Wave. 

 

Al Hirt [Hirt, Al] 

trumpeter 

USA 

1964 

Cotton Candy [1964]; Java [1964] 

He lived 1922 to 1999 and played Modern. 

 

Moacir Santos [Santos, Moacir] 

composer/musician 

Brazil 

1965 

Coisa No. 5 or Nana [1965: in the album Coisas. Later lyrics by Mario Telles] 

He lived 1926 to 2006. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Jazz>Styles 

 

New Orleans 

jazz 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

1890 to 1917 

Originating in New Orleans, jazz developed from blues, spirituals, and African-American work songs. Jazz uses 

African rhythms and melodies, British ballads, and folk songs. Brass bands and minstrel bands contributed to jazz. 

Rampart Street, Franklin Street, Basin Street, Congo Square, and Perdido Street are in New Orleans' Storyville section. 

 

Dixieland 

jazz 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

1900 to 1917 

It started in Storyville and on Bourbon Street and featured brass instruments. It improvised from marches, quadrilles, 

ragtime, and blues. Name comes from the Original Dixieland Jass Band of 1917. It migrated to Chicago and New York. 



 

Chicago 

jazz 

Chicago, Illinois 

1917 to 1930 

Style evolved from New Orleans style jazz, used harmony in improvisation, and included Benny Goodman, Thomas 

Waller, and Bix Beiderbecke. It migrated to New York in 1930's. 

 

Swing 

jazz 

New York, New York 

1927 to 1945 

It was music to dance to. 

 

Big Band 

jazz 

New York, New York 

1935 to 1950 

Large bands played jazz in the Swing Era. 

 

New Orleans Revival 

jazz 

New York, New York 

1937 to 1954 

White musicians, such as clarinetist George Lewis with Burgundy Street Blues [1946], rediscovered Dixieland. 

 

Bebop 

jazz 

New York, New York 

1939 to 1950 

It is fast and uses harmonics. It started with Coleman Hawkins [1939] and included Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, 

Bud Powell, and Thelonious Monk. 

 

Progressive or Cool 

jazz 

California/New York 

1945 to 1955 

Named by Stan Kenton, it was on the West Coast and was experimental and dissonant. 

 

Cool or West Coast 

jazz 

New York, New York 

1950 to 1965 

Miles Davis was leader. 

 

Modern 

jazz 

USA 

1952 to 1968 

It incorporates classical music and is very complex and/or fast, such as by the Modern Jazz Quartet: John Lewis, 

Milt Jackson, Percy Heath, and Connie Kay. 

 

New Wave 

jazz 

New York, New York 

1960 to 1990 



It was free form and included John Coltrane, Charles Mingus, McCoy Tyner, Albert Ayler, Jimmy Garrison, Elvin 

Jones, and Pharoah Sanders. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Persian Music 

 

Barbod or Baarbod 

musician 

Persia 

600 

Royal Khosravani or Royal Modes [600] 

He lived during the Sassanid Empire and created music with seven royal modes. 

 

Nakisa or Nakissa 

musician 

Persia 

600 

Royal Khosravani or Royal Modes [600] 

He lived 549 to 623 during the Sassanid Empire and created music with seven royal modes. 

 

Ramtin or Raamtin 

musician 

Persia 

600 

He lived 547 to 620 during the Sassanid Empire and created music with seven royal modes. 

 

Gisu Navagar [Navagar, Gisu] 

musician 

Persia 

620 

He lived 589 to 640. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Popular Music 

 

popular music 

composer 

Earth 

1400 to 2000 

Popular song {popular music} matches words and music, in one octave, with catchy melodic phrases, typically 

repeated. Melodies typically go up on open vowels A, I, and O. 

 

Tarantella music 

composer 

Italy 

1500 to 1600 

Tarantella [1500 to 1600] 

traditional. 

 

Rouget de Lisle [Lisle, Rouget de] 

lyricist/composer 

France 

1798 

Le Marseillaise [1798] 

He lived 1760 to 1836. 

 

Francis Scott Key [Key, Francis Scott]/John Stafford Smith [Smith, John Stafford] 

lyricist/composer 



USA/England 

1812 

Star-Spangled Banner [1812: music is To Anacreon in Heaven] 

Key lived 1779 to 1843. Smith lived 1750 to 1836. 

 

Samuel Woodworth [Woodworth, Samuel]/George F. Kiallmark [Kiallmark, George F.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1818 

Old Oaken Bucket [1818: music, 1826] 

Woodworth lived 1785 to 1842. Kiallmark lived 1804 to 1887. 

 

Charles Jefferys [Jefferys, Charles]/Sidney Nelson [Nelson, Sidney] 

composer 

Ireland 

1835 

Rose of Allandale [1881] 

Jeffreys lived 1807 to 1865. Nelson lived 1800 to 1862. 

 

Daniel Decatur Emmett [Emmett, Daniel Decatur] 

composer 

USA 

1843 to 1859 

Old Man Tucker [1843]; Blue Tail Fly or Jimmy Crack Corn [1846]; Dixie [1859]; Black Brigade [1863] 

He lived 1815 to 1904. 

 

Stephen C. Foster [Foster, Stephen C.] 

composer 

USA 

1848 to 1865 

Oh Susanna [1848]; De Camptown Races [1850]; Ah! May the Red Rose Live Alway! [1850]; Old Folks at Home or 

Swanee River [1851]; My Old Kentucky Home [1853]; I Dream of Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair [1854]; Old 

Black Joe [1860]; Beautiful Dreamer [1862]; Voices That Are Gone [1865] 

He lived 1826 to 1864. 

 

Sanford C. Faulkner [Faulkner, Sanford C.] 

composer 

USA 

1850 

Arkansas Traveler [1850] 

He lived 1806 to 1874. 

 

Jenny Lind [Lind, Jenny] 

soprano 

Sweden 

1854 

Few Days [1854] 

She lived 1820 to 1887. 

 

Carl Spohr [Spohr, Carl] 

composer 

USA 

1861 

Band Polka [1861] 

 



George Frederick Root [Root, George Frederick] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1861 to 1862 

Battle Cry of Freedom [1861]; Two Brothers or One Wore Blue, One Wore Gray [1862] 

He lived 1820 to 1895 and wrote songs about the Civil War. 

 

Henry Clay Work [Work, Henry Clay] 

composer 

USA 

1865 to 1876 

Marching Through Georgia [1865]; Grandfather's Clock [1876] 

He lived 1832 to 1884. 

 

J. G. Hunting [Hunting, J. G.] 

composer 

USA 

1867 

Happy Uncle Joe [1867] 

 

Joseph Funk [Funk, Joseph] 

arranger 

USA 

1871 

Swing Low, Sweet Chariot [1871: spiritual] 

He lived 1778 to 1862. It is traditional. 

 

John Philip Sousa [Sousa, John Philip] 

composer 

USA 

1872 to 1896 

Moonlight on the Potomac [1872]; Semper Fidelis or Always Faithful [1888]; Washington Post March [1889]; 

Thunderer [1889]; Stars and Stripes Forever [1896] 

He lived 1854 to 1932 and composed marches. 

 

Gus Williams [Williams, Gus] 

composer 

USA 

1873 to 1878 

German Polka [1873]; Belle of the Ball [1873]; Banner Song [1874]; See That My Grave Is Kept Clean [1878] 

He lived 1847 to 1915. 

 

J. Wellman [Wellman, J.] 

composer 

USA 

1876 

Branigan's Band [1876] 

 

Will S. Hays [Hays, Will S.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1877 to 1895 

Roll Out! Heave Dat Cotton [1877]; Drummer Boy of Shiloh [1895] 

He lived 1837 to 1907. 

 



Lydia Liliuokalani [Liliuokalani, Lydia] 

composer/lyricist 

Hawaii 

1878 

Aloha Oe or Farewell to Thee [1878] 

She lived 1838 to 1917 and was last queen of Hawaii [1891 to 1893]. 

 

James A. Bland [Bland, James A.] 

composer 

USA 

1878 to 1881 

Carry Me Back to Old Virginia [1878]; Oh, Dem Golden Slippers [1879]; In the Evening by the Moonlight [1880]; 

Colored Hop [1881] 

He lived 1854 to 1911. 

 

Van Alexander [Alexander, Van] or Al Feldman [Feldman, Al] 

composer 

USA 

1879 

A-Tisket A-Tasket [1879: adapted in 1920] 

 

Lou Dockstader [Dockstader, Lou] 

composer 

USA 

1881 

Colored Band [1881] 

 

Billy Mortimer [Mortimer, Billy]/Dan Lewis [Lewis, Dan] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1881 

I Had But Fifty Cents [1881] 

 

P. Percy [Percy, P.] 

composer 

USA 

1883 

Sambo's Double Shuffle [1883] 

 

Juventino Rosas [Rosas, Juventino] or José Juventino Policarpo Rosas Cadenas [Rosas Cadenas, José Juventino 

Policarpo] 

composer 

Mexico 

1884 

Sobre las Olas or Over the Waves [1884: waltz] 

He lived 1868 to 1894. 

 

Frank W. Meacham [Meacham, Frank W.] 

composer 

USA 

1885 

American Patrol [1885] 

He lived 1856 to 1909. 

 

Michael Nolan [Nolan, Michael] 

composer 



USA 

1890 

Little Annie Rooney [1890] 

 

Charles Graham [Graham, Charles] 

composer 

USA 

1891 

Picture That's Turned to the Wall [1891] 

 

Henry Sayers [Sayers, Henry] 

composer 

USA 

1891 

Ta-ra-ra Boom der-e or Ta-Ra-Ra-Boom-Dee-Ay [1891] 

 

Paul Dresser [Dresser, Paul] 

composer 

USA 

1891 to 1905 

Pardon came Too Late [1891]; On the Banks of the Wabash [1897]; My Gal Sal [1905] 

He lived 1858 to 1906. 

 

Charles H. Hoyt [Hoyt, Charles H.]/Percy Gaunt [Gaunt, Percy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1892 

Bowery [1892] 

Gaunt lived 1852 to 1896. Hoyt lived 1859 to 1900. 

 

Katherine Lee Bates [Bates, Katherine Lee]/Samuel A. Ward [Ward, Samuel A.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1893 to 1913 

America the Beautiful [1893 to 1913] 

Bates lived 1859 to 1929. Ward lived 1847 to 1903. 

 

Joe Hayden [Hayden, Joe]/Theodore Mertz [Mertz, Theodore] 

composer 

USA 

1894 

Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight or Hot Times (In the Old Town Tonight) [1894] 

 

Charles L. Van Baar [Van Baar, Charles L.] 

composer 

USA 

1894 

Yale Society Two-Step [1894] 

 

Ben Harney [Harney, Ben] 

composer 

USA 

1895 to 1899 

You've Been a Good Old Wagon but You've Done Broke Down [1895]; Mister Johnson Turn Me Loose [1896]; 

Cake Walk in the Sky [1899] 

He lived 1871 to 1938. 



 

J. H. Ellis [Ellis, J. H.] 

composer 

USA 

1896 

Remus Takes the Cake [1896] 

 

Alfred Marks [Marks, Alfred] 

composer 

USA 

1896 

Sambo at the Cake Walk [1896] 

 

Benny David [David, Benny]/Philip Braham [Braham, Philip] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1897 

Walkin' for Dat Cake [1897] 

 

William H. Krell [Krell, William H.] 

composer 

USA 

1897 

Mississippi Rag [1897] 

 

Arthur Lamb [Lamb, Arthur]/Henry W. Petrie [Petrie, Henry W.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1897 

Asleep in the Deep [1897] 

Petrie lived 1857 to 1925. 

 

Kerry Mills [Mills, Kerry] 

composer 

USA 

1897 

At a Georgia Campmeeting [1897: cakewalk] 

He lived 1869 to 1948. 

 

Ted Morse [Morse, Ted] 

composer 

USA 

1897 

Coontown Capers [1897: cakewalk] 

Morse lived 1873 to 1924. 

 

J. R. Todd [Todd, J. R.] 

composer 

USA 

1897 

Shuffling Coon [1897] 

 

Ned Wayburn [Wayburn, Ned]/Stanley Whiting [Whiting, Stanley] 

composer 

USA 

1897 



Syncopated Sandy [1897] 

Wayburn lived 1874 to 1942. 

 

Arthur Pryor [Pryor, Arthur] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1897 to 1905 

Ye Boston Tea Party [1897]; Whistler and His Dog [1905] 

He lived 1870 to 1942. 

 

William O'Hare [O'Hare, William] 

composer 

USA 

1898 

Levee Revels [1898] 

 

Scott Joplin [Joplin, Scott] 

composer/pianist 

USA 

1898 to 1914 

Swipsy [1898]; Banjo Rag Time [1899]; Maple Leaf Rag [1899]; Entertainer [1902: lyrics by John Brimhall]; 

Cascades [1904]; Paragon Rag [1909]; New Rag [1912]; Magnetic Rag [1914] 

He lived 1868 to 1917. Ragtime. 

 

Will Marion Cook [Cook, Will Marion] 

composer 

USA 

1899 

Darktown is Out Tonight [1899] 

He lived 1869 to 1944. 

 

Maurice Levi [Levi, Maurice] 

composer 

USA 

1899 

Ethiopian Mardi Gras [1899: cakewalk] 

 

Pee Wee Russell [Russell, Pee Wee] 

composer 

USA 

1899 

Happy Mose [1899: cakewalk] 

He lived 1906 to 1969. 

 

Jean Schwartz [Schwartz, Jean] 

composer 

USA 

1899 

Dusky Dudes [1899: cakewalk] 

He lived 1878 to 1956. 

 

Charles L. Johnson [Johnson, Charles L.] 

composer 

USA 

1899 to 1909 

Doc Brown's Cakewalk [1899]; Dill Pickles Rag [1906: two-step]; Tabasco [1909: rag time waltz] 



He lived 1876 to 1950. 

 

Abe Holzmann [Holzmann, Abe] 

composer 

USA 

1900 

Hunky Dory [1900: cakewalk] 

He lived 1874 to 1939. 

 

J. B. Lampe [Lampe, J. B.] or Ribe Danmark [Danmark, Ribe] 

composer 

USA 

1900 

Creole Belles [1900: 2-Step] 

He lived 1869 to 1929. 

 

Frederick Edward Weatherly [Weatherly, Frederick Edward]/George Petrie [Petrie, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1900 

Danny Boy [1900: music is Londonderry Air of 1855] 

Weatherly lived 1848 to 1929. 

 

Bert Williams [Williams, Bert]/George Walker [Walker, George] 

composer 

USA 

1900 

Voodoo Man [1900]; Blackville Strutters Ball [1900] 

Williams lived 1874 to 1922. Walker lived 1873 to 1911. 

 

Chocolate Creams 

composer 

USA 

1901 

Chocolate Creams [1901: cakewalk] 

 

Hughie Cannon [Cannon, Hughie] 

composer 

USA 

1902 

Bill Bailey, Won't You Please Come Home [1902] 

He lived 1877 to 1912. 

 

Lilla Cayley Robinson [Robinson, Lilla Cayley]/Paul Lincke [Lincke, Paul] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1902 

Shine Little Glow Worm or Glow Worm [1902] 

Lincke lived 1866 to 1946. 

 

Ren Shields [Shields, Ren]/George Evans [Evans, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1902 

In the Good Old Summertime [1902] 

Shields lived 1868 to 1913. 



 

Bob Cole [Cole, Bob] or Robert Cole [Cole, Robert] 

composer 

USA 

1902 to 1906 

Under the Bamboo Tree [1902]; Countess of Alagazam [1906] 

 

Giambattista de Curtis [de Curtis, Giambattista]/Ernesto de Curtis [de Curtis, Ernesto] 

lyricist/composer 

Italy 

1902 

Torna a Surriento or Come Back to Sorrento [1902] 

He lived 1875 to 1937. 

 

H. B. Blanke [Blanke, H. B.] 

composer 

USA 

1902 to 1913 

Cubanola [1902] 

 

Davis/Meskin 

composer 

USA 

1903 

Coonville Cullud Band [1903] 

 

Glen MacDonough [MacDonough, Glen]/Victor Herbert [Herbert, Victor] 

composer 

USA 

1903 

Toyland [1903] 

MacDonough lived 1870 to 1924. Herbert lived 1859 to 1924. 

 

Tom Turpin [Turpin, Tom] 

composer 

USA 

1903 

St. Louis Rag [1903] 

He lived 1871 to 1922. 

 

Josef Franz Wagner [Wagner, Josef Franz] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1903 

Under the Double Eagle [1903] 

He lived [1856 to 1908]. 

 

Irving Berlin [Berlin, Irving] or Isidore Baline [Baline, Isidore] 

composer 

Russia/USA 

1903 to 1962 

Babes in Toyland [1903: musical with Victor Herbert]; Marie from Sunny Italy [1907]; Everybody's Doin' It [1911]; 

Alexander's Ragtime Band [1911]; Play a Simple Melody [1913: from Watch Your Step]; Watch Your Step [1914: 

musical]; Girl on the Magazine Cover [1915: from Stop Look and Listen]; I Love a Piano [1915: from Stop Look and 

Listen]; Century Girl [1916: musical with Victor Herbert]; Oh How I Hate to Get up in the Morning [1918: from Yip 

Yip Yaphank]; Mandy [1919: from Yip, Yip, Yaphank]; Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody [1919: from Ziegfield Follies]; 



(I'll See You In) C-U-B-A [1920]; Tell Me Little Gypsy [1920: from Ziegfeld Follies]; Say It with Music [1921: from 

1st Music Box Revue]; Lady of the Evening [1922: from Music Box Revue 1922]; All Alone [1924]; Who [1924: from 

Music Box Revue]; Lazy [1924]; Always [1925]; Song Is Ended [1927]; Blue Skies [1927: from the musical Betsy and 

in the film the Jazz Singer]; My Mammy [1927: from the Jazz Singer]; Toot, Toot, Tootsie [1927: from the Jazz 

Singer]; Shaking the Blues Away [1927: from Ziegfeld Follies of 1927]; Puttin' on the Ritz [1928: from the movie 

Puttin' on the Ritz]; How about Me [1928]; Little Things in Life [1930]; Let Me Sing and I'm Happy [1930: sung by 

Jolson]; Face the Music [1931: musical]; How Deep Is the Ocean [1932]; Say It Isn't So [1932]; I'm Playing with Fire 

[1932]; Soft Lights and Sweet Music [1932: from Face the Music]; Easter Parade [1933]; Harlem on My Mind [1933: 

from As Thousands Cheer]; Yesterdays [1933]; Not for All the Rice in China [1933: from As Thousands Cheer]; 

Maybe It's Because I Love You Too Much [1933]; Supper Time [1933: from As Thousands Cheer]; How's Chances 

[1933: from As Thousands Cheer]; Heat Wave [1933: sung by Ethel Waters from As Thousands Cheer]; Isn't This a 

Lovely Day [1935: from Top Hat]; Cheek to Cheek [1935: in the film Top Hat]; Top Hat [1935]; Top Hat, White Tie 

and Tails [1935: from the film Top Hat]; Let's Face the Music and Dance [1935: from the movie Follow the Fleet]; 

Follow the Fleet [1936]; You're the Top [1936: from the film Anything Goes]; Change Partners [1937: from the movie 

Carefree]; I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm [1937: from On the Avenue]; God Bless America [1938]; Now It Can 

Be Told [1938: from Alexander's Ragtime Band]; White Christmas [1941: from Holiday Inn]; This Is the Army [1942: 

musical]; Easter Parade [1942: from the film Holiday Inn]; Holiday Inn [1942: including White Christmas]; White 

Christmas [1942: from Holiday Inn]; Be Careful, It's My Heart [1942]; Annie Get Your Gun [1946: musical, including 

Anything You Can Do, Doin' What Comes Naturally, Girl That I Marry, I Got the Sun in the Morning, There's No 

Business Like Show Business, They Say It's Wonderful]; Girl That I Marry [1946: from Annie Get Your Gun]; I Got 

Lost in His Arms [1946: from Annie Get Your Gun]; I've Got the Sun in the Morning [1946: from Annie Get Your 

Gun]; My Defenses Are Down [1946: from Annie Get Your Gun]; They Say It's Wonderful [1946: from Annie Get 

Your Gun]; Doin' What Comes Natur'lly [1946: from Annie Get Your Gun]; You Can't Get a Man with a Gun [1946: 

from Annie Get Your Gun]; Anything You Can Do (I Can Do Better) [1946: from Annie Get Your Gun]; There's No 

Business Like Show Business [1946: from Annie Get Your Gun]; Couple of Swells [1948: from Easter Parade]; 

Steppin' Out With My Baby [1948: from the film Easter Parade]; Shine on Your Shoes [1948]; It Only Happens When I 

Dance with You [1948: from Easter Parade]; Miss Liberty [1948: musical]; Call Me Madam [1950: musical]; Best 

Thing for You (Is Me) [1950: from Call Me Madam]; It's a Lovely Day [1950: from Call Me Madam]; You're Just in 

Love [1950: from Call Me Madam]; Count Your Blessings instead of Sheep [1954: from the film White Christmas]; 

Mr. President [1962: musical] 

He lived 1888 to 1989. His piano had a lever to shift the keyboard and thus transpose music. He composed using 

mostly black keys. 

 

Theron Catlen Bennett [Bennett, Theron Catlen] 

composer 

USA 

1904 

St. Louis Tickle [1904] 

She lived 1879 to 1937. 

 

William Kindt [Kindt, William] 

composer 

USA 

1904 

Wabash Cannonball [1904: sung in 1943] 

 

Andrew Sterling [Sterling, Andrew]/Kerry Mills [Mills, Kerry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1904 

Meet Me in St. Louis [1904] 

Sterling lived 1874 to 1955. Mills lived 1869 to 1948. 

 

Vincent Bryan [Bryan, Vincent]/Gus Edwards [Edwards, Gus] 

composer 

USA 



1905 

In My Merry Oldsmobile [1905] 

Bryan lived 1883 to 1937. Edwards lived 1879 to 1945. 

 

Andrew Sterling [Sterling, Andrew]/Harry Von Tilzer [Von Tilzer, Harry]/Vincent Bryan [Bryan, Vincent]/Gus 

Edwards [Edwards, Gus] 

composer 

USA 

1905 

Wait 'Til the Sun Shines, Nellie [1905] 

Sterling lived 1874 to 1955. Von Tilzer lived 1872 to 1946. Bryan lived 1883 to 1937. 

 

Harry H. Williams [Williams, Harry H.]/Egbert van Alstyne [Alstyne, Egbert van] 

composer 

USA 

1905 

In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree [1905] 

Alstyne lived 1878 to 1951. 

 

William Jerome [Jerome, William]/Jean Schwartz [Schwartz, Jean] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1906 

Chinatown, My Chinatown [1906] 

Jerome lived 1865 to 1932. Schwartz lived 1878 to 1956. 

 

Arthur Anderson [Anderson, Arthur]/Howard Talbot [Talbot, Howard] 

composer 

USA 

1907 

Land Where the Best Man Wins [1907: from The Girl Behind the Counter of Lew Field] 

Talbot lived 1865 to 1928. 

 

William Myddleton [Myddleton, William] 

composer 

USA 

1907 

Down South [1907] 

 

James Scott [Scott, James] 

composer 

USA 

1907 

Kansas City Rag [1907] 

 

George Botsford [Botsford, George] 

composer 

USA 

1908 

Black and White Rag [1908] 

He lived 1874 to 1949. 

 

Jack Norworth [Norworth, Jack]/Albert Von Tilzer [Von Tilzer, Albert] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1908 



Take Me Out to the Ball Game [1908] 

Norworth lived 1879 to 1959. Von Tilzer lived 1872 to 1946. 

 

Percy Wenrich [Wenrich, Percy] 

composer 

USA 

1908 

Memphis Rag [1908] 

He lived 1880 to 1952. 

 

Joseph F. Lamb [Lamb, Joseph F.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1909 

Sensation Rag [1909] 

He lived 1887 to 1960. 

 

Stanley Murphy [Murphy, Stanley]/Percy Wenrich [Wenrich, Percy] 

lyricist/composer 

Ireland/USA 

1909 

Put on Your Old Gray Bonnet [1909] 

Murphy lived 1875 to 1919. 

 

J. Russel Robinson [Robinson, J. Russel] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1909 

Sapho Rag [1909] 

He lived 1892 to 1963. 

 

Shelton Brooks [Brooks, Shelton] 

composer 

Canada/USA 

1909 to 1917 

Some of These Days [1909: sung by Sophie Tucker]; Darktown Strutters Ball [1917] 

He lived 1886 to 1975. 

 

Lucien Denny [Denny, Lucien] 

composer 

USA 

1910 

Red Devil Rag [1910] 

 

Ren Shields [Shields, Ren]/Bert Leighton [Leighton, Bert]/Frank Leighton [Leighton, Frank] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1910 

Steamboat Bill [1910] 

Shields lived 1868 to 1913. 

 

William Tracey [Tracey, William]/Lewis F. Muir [Muir, Lewis F.] 

composer 

USA 

1910 

Play That Barber Shop Chord [1910] 



Muir lived 1883 to 1915. 

 

James Brockman [Brockman, James]/Abe Olman [Olman, Abe] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1910 to 1920 

Down among the Sheltering Palms [1910 to 1920] 

Olman lived 1888 to 1984. 

 

Howard E. Johnson [Johnson, Howard E.]/Theodore Morse [Morse, Theodore] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1910 to 1920 

M-O-T-H-E-R [1910 to 1920] 

Johnson lived 1887 to 1941. Morse lived 1873 to 1924. 

 

Yvette Guilbert [Guilbert, Yvette] 

singer 

France 

1910 to 1944 

She lived 1865 to 1944 and spoke her songs. 

 

L. Wolfe Gilbert [Gilbert, L. Wolfe]/Lewis F. Muir [Muir, Lewis F.] 

composer 

Russia/USA 

1911 

Waiting for the Robert E. Lee [1911] 

Gilbert lived 1886 to 1970. Muir lived 1883 to 1915. 

 

Cecil Macklin [Macklin, Cecil] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1911 

Tres Moutarde or Too Much Mustard [1911] 

 

George Asaf [Asaf, George] or George Powell [Powell, George]/Felix Powell [Powell, Felix] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1912 

Pack up Your Troubles in an Old Kit Bag and Smile, Smile, Smile [1912] 

Asaf lived 1880 to 1951. Powell lived ? to 1942. 

 

Grant Clarke [Clarke, Grant]/Maurice Abrahams [Abrahams, Maurice]/Lewis F. Muir [Muir, Lewis F.] 

composer 

USA 

1912 

Ragtime Cowboy Joe [1912] 

Clarke lived 1891 to 1931. Muir lived 1883 to 1915. 

 

Buddy G. DeSylva [DeSylva, Buddy G.]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1912 

Look for the Silver Lining [1912: from Sally] 

DeSylva lived 1895 to 1950. Kern lived 1885 to 1945. 

 



Rudolf Friml [Friml, Rudolf] 

composer 

USA 

1912 

Indian Love Call [1912: from The Firefly, also in the film Rose-Marie, 1936, sung by Jeanette MacDonald and 

Nelson Eddy]; Mountie Song [1912: from The Firefly]; Rose Marie [1912: from The Firefly] 

He lived 1879 to 1972. 

 

Jack Judge [Judge, Jack]/Harry Williams [Williams, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1912 

It's a Long Way to Tipperary [1912] 

Williams lived 1901 to 1982. 

 

Chauncey Olcott [Olcott, Chauncey]/George Graff, Jr. [Graff, Jr., George]/Ernest Ball [Ball, Ernest] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1912 

When Irish Eyes Are Smiling [1912] 

Olcott lived 1858 to 1932. Graff lived 1886 to 1973. Ball lived 1878 to 1927. 

 

Hart A. Wand [Wand, Hart A.]/Lloyd Garret [Garret, Lloyd] 

composer 

USA 

1912 

Dallas Blues [1912] 

 

Arthur Wimperis [Wimperis, Arthur]/Paul A. Rubens [Rubens, Paul A.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1912 

Argentine [1912] 

Wimperis lived 1874 to 1953. Rubens lived 1875 to 1917. 

 

Jim Burris [Burris, Jim]/Chris Smith [Smith, Chris] 

composer 

USA 

1913 

Ballin' the Jack [1913] 

Smith lived 1879 to 1949. 

 

Cecil Mack [Mack, Cecil]/James P. Johnson [Johnson, James P.] 

composer 

USA 

1913 

Charleston [1913] 

Mack lived 1883 to 1944. Johnson lived 1894 to 1955. 

 

Luckey Roberts [Roberts, Luckey] 

composer 

USA 

1913 

Junk Man Rag [1913] 

He lived 1887 to 1968. 

 



Juca Storoni [Storoni, Juca] 

composer 

USA 

1913 

Amapa Maxixa [1913: maxixe] 

 

Harold Atteridge [Atteridge, Harold]/Harry Carroll [Carroll, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1914 

By the Beautiful Sea [1914] 

Atteridge lived 1886 to 1938. Carroll lived 1892 to 1962. 

 

W. Beardsley [Beardsley, W.] 

composer 

USA 

1914 

Mexi-Tango [1914] 

 

Guy d'Hardelot [d'Hardelot, Guy]/Edward Teschemacher [Teschemacher, Edward] 

composer/lyricist 

USA 

1914 

Because [1914] 

Teschemacher lived 1875 to 1940. 

 

James P. Europe [Europe, James P.] 

composer 

USA 

1914 

Castle House Rag [1914: for Vernon and Irene Castle] 

 

Arthur Fields [Fields, Arthur]/Walter Donovan [Donovan, Walter] 

composer 

USA 

1914 

Aba Daba Honeymoon [1914] 

Fields lived 1905 to 1974. 

 

Herbert Reynolds [Reynolds, Herbert]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1914 

They Didn't Believe Me [1914: from The Girl from Utah] 

Reynolds lived 1905 to 1988. Kern lived 1885 to 1945. 

 

Henry Fillmore [Fillmore, Henry] 

composer 

USA 

1915 

Lassus Trombone [1915: march and two-step] 

He lived 1881 to 1956. 

 

Roger Graham [Graham, Roger]/Spencer Williams [Williams, Spencer]/Dave Peyton [Peyton, Dave] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 



1915 

I Ain't Got Nobody [1915] 

Williams lived 1889 to 1965. 

 

Stoddard King [King, Stoddard]/Zo Elliott [Elliott, Zo] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1915 

There's a Long Long Trail A-Winding [1915] 

Elliott lived 1891 to 1964. 

 

Mademoiselle Armentieres 

composer 

Canada/England 

1915 

Mademoiselle from Armentieres 

possibly by Edward Rowland and Glitz Rice [1915] or by Alfred J. Walden or Harry Wincott. 

 

Jack Yellen [Yellen, Jack]/George Cobb [Cobb, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1915 

Alabama Jubilee [1915] 

Yellen lived 1892 to 1991. Cobb lived 1886 to 1942. 

 

Raymond Hubbell [Hubbell, Raymond]/John Golden [Golden, John] 

composer/lyricist 

USA 

1916 

Poor Butterfly [1916] 

Hubbell lived 1879 to 1954. Golden lived 1874 to 1955. 

 

Gus Kahn [Kahn, Gus]/Egbert van Alstyne [Alstyne, Egbert van] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1916 

Memories [1916] 

Kahn lived 1886 to 1941. Alstyne lived 1878 to 1951. 

 

Wilbur C. Sweatman [Sweatman, Wilbur C.] 

composer 

USA 

1916 

Down Home Rag [1916] 

He lived 1882 to 1961. 

 

Joseph M. Verges [Verges, Joseph M.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1916 

Camel Walk [1916] 

He lived 1882 to 1964. 

 

Frederick Edward Weatherly [Weatherly, Frederick Edward]/Haydn Wood [Wood, Haydn] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 



1916 

Roses of Picardy [1916] 

Weatherly lived 1848 to 1929. Wood lived 1882 to 1959. 

 

P. G. Wodehouse [Wodehouse, P. G.]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1916 

My Castle in the Air [1916: from Miss Springtime] 

Wodehouse lived 1881 to 1975. Kern lived 1885 to 1945. 

 

Harry Thacker Burleigh [Burleigh, Harry Thacker] 

arranger 

USA 

1917 

Swing Low, Sweet Chariot [1917] 

He lived 1866 to 1949. 

 

Harry DeCosta [DeCosta, Harry]/Original Dixieland Jazz Band 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1917 

Tiger Rag or Hold That Tiger [1917] 

He lived 1885 to 1964. 

 

Jack Hanley [Hanley, Jack]/Ballard MacDonald [MacDonald, Ballard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1917 

Indiana or Back Home Again in Indiana [1917] 

MacDonald lived 1882 to 1935. 

 

Ray Lopez [Lopez, Ray]/Yellow Nuñez [Nuñez, Yellow] or Alcide Nuñez [Nuñez, Alcide] 

composer 

USA 

1917 

Livery Stable Blues [1917] 

Nuñez lived 1884 to 1934. 

 

Original Dixieland Jazz Band or ODJB 

composer 

USA 

1917 

Dixie Jass Band One Step [1917] 

Group had Dominic "Nick" James LaRocca, trumpet, Larry Shields, clarinet, Edwin "Eddie" Branford Edwards, 

trombone, Harry W. Ragas, piano, and Anthony "Tony" Sbarbaro, drums. 

 

Larry Shields [Shields, Larry]/Nick La Rocca [La Rocca, Nick] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1917 

At the Jazz Band Ball [1917] 

La Rocca lived 1885 to 1938. 

 



Frank H. Warren [Warren, Frank H.]/S. R. Henry [Henry, S. R.]/Domenico Savino [Savino, Domenico] or 

Domenico Onivas [Onivas, Domenico] 

lyricist/composer 

USA/Italy 

1917 

Indianola [1917] 

Savino lived 1888 to 1973. 

 

Harry H. Williams [Williams, Harry H.]/Art Hickman [Hickman, Art] 

composer 

USA 

1917 

Rose Room [1917] 

Hickman lived 1886 to 1930. 

 

J. Will Callahan [Callahan, J. Will]/Lee S. Roberts [Roberts, Lee S.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1918 

Smiles [1918: from The Passing Show] 

Callahan lived 1874 to 1946. 

 

Bob Carleton [Carleton, Bob] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1918 

Ja Da [1918] 

He lived 1896 to 1956. 

 

Oliver Wallace [Wallace, Oliver]/Harold Weeks [Weeks, Harold] 

composer 

USA 

1918 

Hindustan [1918] 

Wallace lived 1887 to 1963. 

 

Irving Caesar [Caesar, Irving]/George Gershwin [Gershwin, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1919 

Swanee [1919] 

Caesar lived 1895 to 1996. Gershwin lived 1898 to 1937. 

 

Al Dubin [Dubin, Al]/Victor Herbert [Herbert, Victor] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1919 

Indian Summer [1919] 

Dubin lived 1891 to 1945. Herbert lived 1859 to 1924. 

 

Fred Fischer [Fischer, Fred]/Felix Bernard [Bernard, Felix]/Johnny Black [Black, Johnny] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1919 

Dardanella [1919] 

Fischer lived 1875 to 1942. Bernard lived 1897 to 1944. Black lived 1891 to 1936. 



 

James Kendis [Kendis, James]/James Brockman [Brockman, James]/Nat Vincent [Vincent, Nat]/John William 

Kellette [Kellette, John William] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1919 

I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles [1919] 

Kendis lived 1883 to 1946. Brockman lived 1886 to 1967. 

 

Eugene Lockhart [Lockhart, Eugene]/Ernest Seitz [Seitz, Ernest] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1919 

World is Waiting for the Sunrise [1919] 

Seitz lived 1892 to 1978. 

 

C. Mordaunt Spencer [Spencer, C. Mordaunt]/Clarence Williams [Williams, Clarence] 

composer 

USA 

1919 

Royal Garden Blues [1919] 

Spencer lived ? to 1888. Williams lived 1898 to 1965. 

 

Sam M. Lewis [Lewis, Sam M.]/Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Walter Donaldson [Donaldson, Walter] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1919 to 1920 

How Ya Gonna Keep 'Em Down on the Farm? [1919]; My Mammy or Sun Shines East [1920] 

Lewis lived 1885 to 1959. Young lived 1889 to 1939. Donaldson lived 1893 to 1947. 

 

Lorenz Hart [Hart, Lorenz]/Richard Rodgers [Rodgers, Richard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1919 to 1940 

Any Old Place with You [1919]; Poor Little Ritz Girl [1920]; I'll Take Manhattan [1925]; Manhattan [1925: from 

Garrick Gaieties]; Here in My Arms [1925: from Dearest Enemy]; Blue Room [1926: from The Girl Friend]; Girl 

Friend [1926: musical]; Mountain Greenery [1926: from 2nd Garrick Gaieties]; Thou Swell [1927]; To Keep My Love 

Alive [1927: from A Connecticut Yankee]; Connecticut Yankee [1927: musical, including Thou Swell]; Present Arms 

[1928: musical]; My Heart Stood Still [1927: from A Connecticut Yankee]; You Took Advantage of Me [1928: from 

Present Arms]; Ship Without a Sail [1929]; With a Song in My Heart [1929: from Spring is Here]; Spring Is Here 

[1929: musical, including with a Song in My Heart]; Simple Simon [1930: musical, including Ten Cents a Dance]; 

Dancing on the Ceiling [1930: from Evergreen]; I Still Believe in You [1930: from Simple Simon]; Ten Cents a Dance 

[1930: from Simple Simon. also in the film Love Me or Leave Me, 1955, sung by Doris Day]; Isn't It Romantic [1932: 

from the film Love Me Tonight]; Lover [1932: from Love Me Tonight]; MiMi [1932: from Love Me Tonight]; Blue 

Moon [1934]; My Romance [1935: from Jumbo]; Most Beautiful Girl in the World [1935: from Jumbo]; Little Girl 

Blue [1935: from Jumbo]; Down by the River [1935]; It's Easy to Remember [1935: from Mississippi]; Jumbo [1935: 

musical]; Boys from Syracuse [1935: musical, including Falling in Love with Love, This Can't Be Love]; On Your 

Toes [1936: musical]; Have You Met Miss Jones [1937: from I'd Rather Be Right]; Going Home [1937]; Where or 

When [1937: from Babes in Arms]; Lady Is a Tramp [1937: from Babes in Arms]; My Funny Valentine [1937: from 

Babes in Arms]; Johnny One Note [1937: from Babes in Arms]; I Wish I Were in Love Again [1937: from Babes in 

Arms]; My Heart Stood Still [1938]; There's a Small Hotel [1936: from On Your Toes]; Babes in Arms [1937: musical, 

including Johnny One-Note, Lady Is a Tramp, My Funny Valentine, Where or When]; This Can't Be Love [1938: from 

The Boys from Syracuse]; Sing for Your Supper [1938: from The Boys from Syracuse]; Falling in Love with Love 

[1938: from The Boys from Syracuse]; I Didn't Know What Time It Was [1939: from Too Many Girls]; I Could Write 

a Book [1940: from Pal Joey]; Nobody's Heart (Belongs to Me) [1940]; My Funny Valentine [1940: from Pal Joey]; 

Bewitched [1940: from Pal Joey]; Wait 'Till You See Her [1940]; Everything I've Got [1940: from By Jupiter]; Pal 



Joey [1941: musical, including Bewitched, I Could Write a Book, and My Funny Valentine]; By Jupiter [1942: 

musical] 

Hart lived 1895 to 1943. Rodgers lived 1902 to 1979. 

 

Al Jolson [Jolson, Al]/Vincent Rose [Rose, Vincent] 

lyricist/composer 

USA/Italy 

1920 

Avalon [1920] 

Jolson lived 1886 to 1950. Rose lived 1880 to 1944. 

 

Art Swanstrom [Swanstrom, Art]/Carey Morgan [Morgan, Carey] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1920 

I'm a Jazz Vampire [1920] 

 

Blind Lemon Jefferson [Jefferson, Blind Lemon] 

singer/guitarist 

USA 

1920 to 1929 

Match Box Blues [1920 to 1929]; Black Snake Moan [1920 to 1929] 

He lived 1893 to 1929 and sang Texas blues. 

 

Tom Delaney [Delaney, Tom] 

composer 

USA 

1921 

New York Glide [1921] 

 

Buddy G. DeSylva [DeSylva, Buddy G.]/Louis Silvers [Silvers, Louis] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1921 

April Showers [1921: sung by Al Jolson from Bombo] 

DeSylva lived 1895 to 1950. 

 

Billy Higgins [Higgins, Billy]/W. Benton Overstreet [Overstreet, W. Benton] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1921 

There'll Be Some Changes Made [1921] 

 

Arthur Jackson [Jackson, Arthur]/George Gershwin [Gershwin, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1921 

Drifting Along with the Tide [1921: from George White's Scandals of '21] 

Gershwin lived 1898 to 1937. 

 

Gus Mueller [Mueller, Gus]/Bert Johnson [Johnson, Bert]/Henry Busse [Busse, Henry] 

composer 

USA 

1921 

Wang Wang Blues [1921] 

 



Dave Ringle [Ringle, Dave]/Fred Meinken [Meinken, Fred] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1921 

Wabash Blues [1921] 

 

Harry Smith [Smith, Harry]/Francis Wheeler [Wheeler, Francis]/Ted Snyder [Snyder, Ted] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1921 

Sheik of Araby [1921] 

 

Zez Comfrey [Comfrey, Zez] 

composer 

USA 

1922 

Stumbling [1922] 

 

Fred Fisher [Fisher, Fred] 

composer 

USA 

1922 

Chicago [1922] 

He lived 1875 to 1942. 

 

Douglas Furber [Furber, Douglas]/Phillip Braham [Braham, Phillip] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1922 

Limehouse Blues [1922] 

Braham lived 1909 to 2002. 

 

A. H. Gibbs [Gibbs, A. H.] 

composer 

USA 

1922 

Runnin' Wild [1922] 

 

Joe Grey [Grey, Joe]/Leo Wood [Wood, Leo]/A. Harrington Gibbs [Gibbs, A. Harrington] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1922 

Runnin' Wild [1922: also in the film Some Like It Hot, 1959, sung by Marilyn Monroe] 

 

Dick Winfree [Winfree, Dick]/Phil Boutelje [Boutelje, Phil] 

composer 

USA 

1922 

China Boy [1922] 

 

Isham Jones [Jones, Isham]/Gus Kahn [Kahn, Gus] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1922 to 1924 

On the Alamo [1922]; Swinging Down the Lane [1923]; One I Love (Belongs to Somebody Else) [1923]; It Had to 

Be You [1924]; Spain [1924] 



Kahn lived 1886 to 1941. 

 

Gus Kahn [Kahn, Gus]/Walter Donaldson [Donaldson, Walter] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1922 to 1928 

Carolina in the Morning [1922]; My Buddy [1922]; Yes Sir, That's My Baby [1925]; Whoopee [1928: musical]; 

Love Me or Leave Me [1928]; Love Me or Leave Me [1928]; Makin' Whoopee [1928] 

Kahn lived 1886 to 1941. Donaldson lived 1893 to 1947. 

 

Carlos Fernandez [Fernandez, Carlos] 

composer 

Mexico 

1923 

Cielito Lindo or Beautiful Heaven [1923] 

English translation was by Neil C. Wilson [1923] and Jerry Castillo [1935]. 

 

Al Jolson [Jolson, Al]/Buddy G. DeSylva [DeSylva, Buddy G.]/Joseph Meyer [Meyer, Joseph] 

composer 

USA 

1923 

California, Here I Come [1923] 

DeSylva lived 1895 to 1950. Meyer lived 1894 to 1987. 

 

Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Mort Dixon [Dixon, Mort]/Ray Henderson [Henderson, Ray] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1923 

That Old Gang of Mine [1923] 

Rose lived 1899 to 1966. Dixon lived 1892 to 1956. Henderson lived 1896 to 1970. 

 

George Gershwin [Gershwin, George] 

composer 

USA 

1923 to 1928 

Rhapsody in Blue [1923]; Piano Concerto in F [1925]; American in Paris [1928] 

He lived 1898 to 1937. 

 

Joseph Oliver [Oliver, Joseph] or King Oliver [Oliver, King] 

composer 

USA 

1923 to 1928 

Dipper Mouth Blues or Sugar Foot Stomp [1923]; Snag It [1926]; West End Blues [1928] 

He lived 1885 to 1938. 

 

Ray Lopez [Lopez, Ray]/Lew Colwell [Colwell, Lew] 

composer 

USA 

1924 

Stack O' Lee Blues [1924] 

 

Cecil Mack [Mack, Cecil]/Lew Brown [Brown, Lew]/Ford Dabney [Dabney, Ford] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1924 

Shine [1924] 



Mack lived 1883 to 1944. Brown lived 1893 to 1958. Dabney lived 1883 to 1958. 

 

Bennie Moten [Moten, Bennie]/Thamon Hayes [Hayes, Thamon] 

composer 

USA 

1924 

South [1924] 

Moten lived 1894 to 1935. 

 

Ira Gershwin [Gershwin, Ira]/George Gershwin [Gershwin, George] 

composer 

USA 

1924 to 1937 

Lady, Be Good [1924: from Lady Be Good]; Man I Love [1924: from Lady Be Good]; Fascinating Rhythm [from 

Lady Be Good] [1924]; Someone to Watch Over Me [1926: from Oh Kay!]; Do-Do-Do [1926: from Oh Kay!]; Funny 

Face [1927: from Funny Face]; S'wonderful [1927: from Funny Face]; He Loves and She Loves [1927]; (I've Got A) 

Feeling I'm Falling [1928: from Treasure Girl]; How Long Has This Been Going On [1928: from Rosalie]; Soon 

[1929]; I've Got a Crush on You [1929]; Liza [1929: from Show Girl]; But Not for Me [1930: also in the film Girl 

Crazy, 1943]; I Got Rhythm [1930: from Girl Crazy]; Biding My Time [1930: from Girl Crazy]; Embraceable You 

[1930: from Girl Crazy]; Who Cares [1931]; Love is Sweeping the Country [1931: from Of Thee I Sing]; Till Then 

[1933]; Foggy Day [from A Damsel in Distress] [1937]; Nice Work If You Can Get It [1937: from A Damsel in 

Distress]; Let's Call the Whole Thing Off [1937: in the film Shall We Dance?]; They All Laughed [1937: in the film 

Shall We Dance?]; They Can't Take That Away from Me [1937: in the film Shall We Dance?]; Nice Work If You Can 

Get It [1937: in the film Damsel in Distress]; Shall We Dance? [1937: film]; Damsel in Distress [1937: film]; Love is 

Here to Stay [1937: from the film Goldwyn Follies]; Love Walked in [1937: from the film Goldwyn Follies] 

George lived 1898 to 1937. Ira lived 1896 to 1983. 

 

Oscar Hammerstein II [Hammerstein II, Oscar]/Otto Harbach [Harbach, Otto]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1925 

Sunny [1925: from Sunny] 

Hammerstein lived 1895 to 1960. Harburg lived 1873 to 1963. Kern lived 1885 to 1945. 

 

Willard Robison [Robison, Willard] 

composer 

USA 

1925 

Peaceful Valley [1925] 

He lived 1894 to 1968. 

 

Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Lew Brown [Brown, Lew]/Ray Henderson [Henderson, Ray] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1925 

Don't Bring Lulu [1925] 

Rose lived 1899 to 1966. Brown lived 1893 to 1958. Henderson lived 1896 to 1970. 

 

Ira Gershwin [Gershwin, Ira]/Philip Charig [Charig, Philip] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1926 

Blowin' the Blues Away [1926: from Americana] 

Gershwin lived 1896 to 1983. 

 



Ray Henderson [Henderson, Ray]/Mort Dixon [Dixon, Mort] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1926 

Bye Bye Blackbird [1926] 

Henderson lived 1896 to 1970. Dixon lived 1892 to 1956. 

 

Edward Ory [Ory, Edward]/Roy Gilbert [Gilbert, Roy] 

composer 

USA 

1926 

Muskrat Ramble [1926] 

 

Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke] or Edward Kennedy Ellington [Ellington, Edward Kennedy] 

composer/pianist/bandleader 

USA 

1926 to 1947 

East St. Louis Toodle-oo [1926]; Rent Party Blues [1929]; Wall Street Wail [1929]; Sophisticated Lady [1932]; 

Solitude [1934]; In a Sentimental Mood [1935]; I Let a Song Go Out of My Heart [1938]; Prelude to a Kiss [1938]; In a 

Mellotone [1940]; Cotton Tail [1940]; Take the A Train [1941]; C Jam Blues [1942]; Don't Get Around Much 

Anymore [1942]; Do Nothin' Till You Hear from Me [1943]; Deep South Suite [1947] 

He lived 1899 to 1974. 

 

Howard Dietz [Dietz, Howard]/Arthur Schwartz [Schwartz, Arthur] 

composer 

USA 

1926 to 1953 

I Guess I'll Have to Change My Plans [1926: from The Grand Street Follies]; Something to Remember You By 

[1930: from Three's a Crowd]; Alone Together [1932: from Flying Colors]; I See Your Face Before Me [1937: from 

Between the Devil]; That's Entertainment [1953: from the movie The Bandwagon] 

Dietz lived 1896 to 1983. Schwartz lived 1900 to 1984. 

 

James Cavanaugh [Cavanaugh, James]/Harry Barris [Barris, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1927 

Mississippi Mud [1927] 

Cavanaugh lived 1892 to 1967. Barris lived 1905 to 1962. 

 

Mort Dixon [Dixon, Mort]/Harry Woods [Woods, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1927 

I'm Looking over a Four-Leaf Clover [1927] 

Dixon lived 1892 to 1956. Woods lived 1896 to 1970. 

 

Lil Hardin [Hardin, Lil] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1927 

Struttin' with Some Barbecue [1927] 

She lived 1898 to 1971. 

 

Howard E. Johnson [Johnson, Howard E.]/Billy Moll [Moll, Billy]/Robert King [King, Robert] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 



1927 

I Scream, You Scream, We All Scream for Ice Cream [1927] 

Johnson lived 1908 to 1991. 

 

Bubber Miley [Miley, Bubber]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke] 

composer 

USA 

1927 

Black and Tan Fantasy [1927] 

Miley lived 1903 to 1932. Ellington lived 1899 to 1974. 

 

Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Al Jolson [Jolson, Al]/Dave Dreyer [Dreyer, Dave] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1927 

Me and My Shadow [1927] 

Rose lived 1899 to 1966. 

 

George Whiting [Whiting, George]/Walter Donaldson [Donaldson, Walter] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1927 

My Blue Heaven [1927] 

Donaldson lived 1893 to 1947. 

 

Oscar Hammerstein II [Hammerstein II, Oscar]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1927 to 1942 

Ol' Man River [1927]; Show Boat [1927: musical, including Ol' Man River, Can't Help Lovin' That Man, Make 

Believe, and Bill]; Music in the Air [1932: musical, including I've Told Every Little Star]; I've Told Every Little Star 

[1932: from Music in the Air]; All the Things You Are [1939]; Lady, Be Good [1940: musical, including Last Time I 

Saw Paris]; Last Time I Saw Paris [1941: from the film Lady Be Good] 

Hammerstein lived 1895 to 1960. Kern lived 1885 to 1945. 

 

Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Louis Alter [Alter, Louis] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1928 

Manhattan Serenade [1928] 

Adamson lived 1906 to 1980. Alter lived 1902 to 1980. 

 

Leroy Carr [Carr, Leroy] 

composer 

USA 

1928 

How Long Blues [1928] 

He lived 1905 to 1935. 

 

Tommy Dorsey [Dorsey, Tommy] or Thomas A. Dorsey [Dorsey, Thomas A.]/Hudson Whittaker [Whittaker, 

Hudson] or Tampa Red 

composer 

USA 

1928 

Tight Like That [1928] 

Dorsey lived 1899 to 1993. Whittaker lived 1904 to 1981. 



 

Mark Fisher [Fisher, Mark]/Joe Goodwin [Goodwin, Joe]/Larry Shay [Shay, Larry] 

composer 

USA 

1928 

When You're Smiling [1928] 

Goodwin lived 1889 to 1943. Shay lived 1898 to 1988. 

 

Al Jolson [Jolson, Al]/Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Dave Dreyer [Dreyer, Dave] 

composer 

USA 

1928 

There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder [1928] 

Jolson lived 1886 to 1950. Rose lived 1899 to 1966. 

 

Irving Kahal [Kahal, Irving]/Francis Wheeler [Wheeler, Francis]/Sammy Fain [Fain, Sammy] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1928 

Let a Smile Be Your Umbrella [1928] 

Kahal lived 1903 to 1942. Fain lived 1902 to 1989. 

 

Roger Wolfe Kahn [Kahn, Roger Wolfe]/Irving Caesar [Caesar, Irving]/Joseph Meyer [Meyer, Joseph] 

composer 

USA 

1928 

Crazy Rhythm [1928] 

Kahn lived 1907 to 1962. Caesar lived 1895 to 1996. Meyer lived 1894 to 1987. 

 

Frank Silver [Silver, Frank]/Irving Cohn [Cohn, Irving] 

composer 

USA 

1928 

Yes! We Have No Bananas [1928] 

Cohn lived 1898 to 1961. 

 

Dorothy Terriss [Terriss, Dorothy] or Theodora Morse [Morse, Theodora]/Walter Donaldson [Donaldson, 

Walter] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1928 

There Must Be a Silver Lining [1928] 

Terriss lived 1883 to 1953. Donaldson lived 1893 to 1947. 

 

Spencer Williams [Williams, Spencer] 

composer 

USA 

1928 

Basin Street Blues [1928] 

He lived 1893 to 1969. 

 

Roy Turk [Turk, Roy]/Fred Ahlert [Ahlert, Fred] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1928 to 1932 



I'll Get By (As Long As I Have You) [1928]; Mean to Me [1929]; Walking My Baby Back Home [1930]; Love, You 

Funny Thing [1932] 

Turk lived 1892 to 1934. Ahlert lived 1892 to 1953. 

 

Dorothy Fields [Fields, Dorothy]/Jimmy McHugh [McHugh, Jimmy] 

composer 

USA 

1928 to 1935 

I Can't Give You Anything But Love [1928]; Exactly Like You [1930]; On the Sunny Side of the Street [1930: from 

Lew Leslie's International Revue]; Don't Blame Me [1932: from Chicago Revue Clowns in Clover]; I'm in the Mood 

for Love [1935] 

Fields lived 1905 to 1974. McHugh lived 1893 to 1969. 

 

Cole Porter [Porter, Cole] 

composer 

USA 

1928 to 1957 

You Do Something to Me [1928: from Fifty Million Frenchmen]; Let's Do It (Let's Fall in Love) [1928: from Paris]; 

What Is This Thing Called Love [1929: from Wake up and Dream]; My Heart Belongs to Daddy [1930]; Love for Sale 

[1930: from The New Yorkers]; Night and Day [1932: from Gay Divorcee]; After You, Who? [1932: from Gay 

Divorcee]; Gay Divorcee [1932: musical]; All Through the Night [1934: from Anything Goes]; Anything Goes [1934: 

from Anything Goes]; Don't Fence Me In [1934]; I Get a Kick Out of You [1934: from Anything Goes]; Miss Otis 

Regrets [1934]; Begin the Beguine [1935: from Jubilee]; You're the Top [1934: from Anything Goes]; I Get a Kick Out 

of You [1934: from Anything Goes]; Blow Gabriel, Blow [1934: from Anything Goes]; All Thru the Night [1934: from 

Anything Goes]; Why Shouldn't I? [1935: from Jubilee]; Just One of Those Things [1935: from Jubilee]; Jubilee [1935: 

musical]; Born to Dance [1936]; Easy to Love [1936: from Born to Dance]; I've Got You under My Skin [1936: from 

the film Born to Dance]; Born to Dance [1936: musical, including Easy to Love and I've Got You under My Skin]; 

Red, Hot and Blue! [1936: musical, including It's De-Lovely]; Rosalee or Rosalie [1937: musical]; In the Still of the 

Night [1937: from Rosalie]; At Long Last Love [1938: from You Never Know]; Get Out of Town [1938: from Leave It 

to Me]; Leave It to Me [1938: musical, including My Heart Belongs to Daddy]; DuBarry Was a Lady [1939: musical, 

including Friendship]; Do I Love You [1939: from Du Barry Was a Lady]; I've Got My Eyes on You [1940: from 

Broadway Melody of 1940]; Broadway Melody of 1940 [1940]; You'll Never Get Rich [1941]; Don't Fence Me In 

[1942: western]; Something to Shout About [1942: musical, including You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To]; Mexican 

Hayride [1943: musical]; You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To [1943: from Something to Shout About]; Ev'ry Time 

We Say Goodbye [1944: from Seven Lively Arts]; So in Love [1948: from Kiss Me Kate]; Pirate [1948]; Be a Clown 

[1948: from the film The Pirate]; Kiss Me Kate [1948: musical, including Always True to You in My Fashion, Another 

Op'nin', Another Show, So in Love, Wunderbar, and Too Darn Hot]; Wunderbar [1948: from Kiss Me Kate]; Why 

Can't You Behave [1948: from Kiss Me Kate]; We Open in Venice [1948: from Kiss Me Kate]; Another Op'nin', 

Another Show [1948: from Kiss Me Kate]; Tom, Dick or Harry [1948: from Kiss Me Kate]; Too Darn Hot [1948: from 

Kiss Me Kate]; Brush up Your Shakespeare [1948: from Kiss Me Kate]; I Love Paris [1952: from Can Can]; Can-Can 

[1952: musical, including I Love Paris, It's All Right with Me]; Silk Stockings [1954: musical, including All of You]; 

True Love [1955: from the movie High Society]; All of You [1955: from Silk Stockings]; High Society [1956: 

including True Love]; True Love [1956: in the film High Society]; Les Girls [1957] 

He lived 1891 to 1964. 

 

Grant Clarke [Clarke, Grant]/Harry Akst [Akst, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1929 

Am I Blue [1929: sung by Ethel Waters from On with the Show] 

Clarke lived 1891 to 1931. Akst lived 1894 to 1963. 

 

Paul Denniker [Denniker, Paul] 

composer 

USA 

1929 



S'posin' [1929] 

 

Edward Eliscu [Eliscu, Edward]/Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Vincent Youmans [Youmans, Vincent] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1929 

Without a Song [1929] 

Eliscu lived 1902 to 1998. Rose lived 1899 to 1966. Youmans lived 1898 to 1946. 

 

Paul James [James, Paul] or James Warburg [Warburg, James]/Kay Swift [Swift, Kay] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1929 

Can't We Be Friends? [1929: from The Little Show] 

James lived 1896 to 1969. Swift lived 1897 to 1993. 

 

Robert Liebmann [Liebmann, Robert]/Friedrich Hollaender [Hollaender, Friedrich] 

lyricist/composer 

Germany 

1929 

Ich bin die fesche Lola or I am the naughty Lola [1929: from The Blue Angel] 

Hollaender lived 1896 to 1976. 

 

Edgar Yipsel Harburg [Harburg, Edgar Yipsel] or Yip Harburg [Harburg, Yip] 

composer 

USA 

1930 

Brother Can You Spare a Dime [1930] 

Harburg lived 1898 to 1981. 

 

Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Frank Harling [Harling, Frank]/Richard A. Whiting [Whiting, Richard A.] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1930 

Beyond the Blue Horizon [1930: from Monte Carlo] 

Robin lived 1895 to 1984. Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Paul James [James, Paul] or James Warburg [Warburg, James]/Kay Swift [Swift, Kay] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1930 

Fine and Dandy [1930: from Fine and Dandy] 

James lived 1896 to 1969. Swift lived 1897 to 1993. 

 

Con Conrad [Conrad, Con]/Herb Magidson [Magidson, Herb] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1930 to 1934 

Continental [1930: also in the film The Gay Divorcee, 1934] 

Conrad lived 1890 to 1938. Magidson lived 1906 to 1986. 

 

Ted Koehler [Koehler, Ted]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1930 to 1934 



One Love [1930: from Earl Carroll Vanities of 1930]; Sweet and Hot [1931]; Between the Devil and the Deep Blue 

Sea [1931: from Cotton Club Revue]; I've Got the World on a String [1932: from Cotton Club Revue]; I Gotta Right to 

Sing the Blues [1932: from Carroll's Vanities of '32]; Happy As the Day Is Long [from Cotton Club Revue] [1933]; 

Stormy Weather [1933: from Cotton Club Revue]; Ill Wind [1934: from Cotton Club Revue of 1934]; As Long As I 

Live [1934: from Cotton Club Parade]; Let's Fall in Love [1934: from Lets Fall in Love] 

Koehler lived 1894 to 1973. Arlen lived 1905 to 1986. 

 

Ted Koehler [Koehler, Ted]/Billy Moll [Moll, Billy]/Harry Barris [Barris, Harry] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams [1931] 

Koehler lived 1894 to 1973. Barris lived 1905 to 1962. 

 

Charles O'Flynn [O'Flynn, Charles]/Jack Meskill [Meskill, Jack]/Max Rich [Rich, Max] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

Smile, Darn Ya, Smile [1931] 

O'Flynn lived 1897 to 1964. 

 

Leon Rene [Rene, Leon]/Otis Rene [Rene, Otis]/Clarence Muse [Muse, Clarence] 

composer 

USA 

1931 

When It's Sleepy Time Down South [1931] 

Leon Rene lived 1902 to 1982. Otis Rene lived 1898 to 1970. Muse lived 1889 to 1979. 

 

Arthur Schwartz [Schwartz, Arthur]/Vincent Youmans [Youmans, Vincent] 

composer 

USA 

1931 

High and Low [1931: from The Band Wagon]; New Sun in the Sky [1931: from The Band Wagon]; Dancing in the 

Dark [1931: from The Band Wagon] 

Schwartz lived 1900 to 1984. Youmans lived 1898 to 1946. 

 

Roy Turk [Turk, Roy]/Fred Ahlert [Ahlert, Fred]/Bing Crosby [Crosby, Bing] 

lyricist/composer/lyricist 

USA 

1931 to 1932 

Where the Blue of the Night Meets the Gold of the Day [1931: from the film Big Broadcast] 

Turk lived 1892 to 1934. Ahlert lived 1892 to 1953. Crosby lived 1903 to 1977. 

 

Irving Mills [Mills, Irving]/Manny Kurtz [Kurtz, Manny]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke] 

composer 

USA 

1931 to 1935 

In a Sentimental Mood [1935] 

Mills lived 1894 to 1985. Ellington lived 1899 to 1974. 

 

Joe Bishop [Bishop, Joe]/Isham Jones [Jones, Isham] 

composer 

USA 

1933 

Blue Prelude [1933: from Tuba Player] 

Bishop lived 1907 to 1976. Jones lived 1894 to 1956. 



 

Ann Ronell [Ronell, Ann]/Frank Churchill [Churchill, Frank] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1933 

Whose Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf? [1933: in the movie The Three Little Pigs] 

Churchill lived 1901 to 1942. Ronell lived 1906 to 1993. 

 

Jimmy Durante [Durante, Jimmy]/Ben Ryan [Ryan, Ben]/Harry Donnelly [Donnelly, Harry] 

composer 

USA 

1933 

Inka-Dinka-Doo [1933: also in the film Two Girls and a Sailor, 1944, sung by Jimmy Durante] 

Durante lived 1893 to 1980. 

 

Edward Eliscu [Eliscu, Edward]/Gus Kahn [Kahn, Gus]/Vincent Youmans [Youmans, Vincent] 

composer 

USA 

1933 

Carioca or Rio de Janeiroan [1933: from the film Flying Down to Rio]; Flying Down to Rio [1933: from Flying 

Down to Rio]; Orchids in the Moonlight [1933: from Flying Down to Rio]; Music Makes Me [1933: from Flying Down 

to Rio] 

Eliscu lived 1902 to 1998. Kahn lived 1886 to 1941. Youmans lived 1898 to 1946. 

 

Bennie Moten [Moten, Bennie] 

composer 

USA 

1933 

Moten Swing [1933] 

He lived 1894 to 1935. 

 

James Cavanaugh [Cavanaugh, James]/Frank Weldon [Weldon, Frank] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1933 

I Like Mountain Music [1933] 

Cavanaugh lived 1892 to 1967. 

 

Al Dubin [Dubin, Al]/Harry Warren [Warren, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1933 to 1935 

42nd Street or Forty-Second Street [1933: from the film 42nd Street]; Forty-Second Street [1933]; We're in the 

Money [1933: from the film Gold Diggers of 1933]; I Only Have Eyes for You [1934: from Dames]; (You May Not Be 

An Angel But) I'll String Along with You [1934]; Gold Diggers of 1935 [1935: film]; Lullaby of Broadway [1935: 

from the film Gold Diggers of 1935]; Lady in the Tutti-Frutti Hat or Gang's All Here [1943: from the film The Gang's 

All Here] 

Dubin lived 1891 to 1945. Warren lived 1893 to 1981. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1933 to 1951 

Lazybones [1933]; Skylark [1944]; How Little We Know [1944]; How Little We Know [1945: from the film To 

Have and Have Not]; In the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening [1951: from the movie Here Comes the Groom] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. 



 

Lew Brown [Brown, Lew]/Wladimir Timm [Timm, Wladimir]/Jaromir Vejvoda [Vejvoda, Jaromir]/Vasek 

Zeman [Zeman, Vasek] 

lyricist/composer 

Poland/USA 

1934 

Beer Barrel Polka or Roll Out the Barrel or Skoda Lasky [1934] 

Brown lived 1893 to 1958. 

 

Sidney Crane [Crane, Sidney]/Richard A. Whiting [Whiting, Richard A.] 

composer 

USA 

1934 

On the Good Ship Lollipop [1934: from the movie Bright Eyes] 

Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Sammy Lerner [Lerner, Sammy] 

composer 

USA 

1934 

I'm Popeye the Sailor Man [1934: from Popeye cartoon series] 

He lived 1903 to 1989. 

 

Andy Razaf [Razaf, Andy]/Chick Webb [Webb, Chick]/Benny Goodman [Goodman, Benny]/Edgar Sampson 

[Sampson, Edgar] 

composer 

USA 

1934 

Stompin' at the Savoy [1934] 

Razaf lived 1895 to 1973. Webb lived 1905 to 1939. Goodman lived 1909 to 1986. Sampson lived 1907 to 1973. 

 

Haven Gillespie [Gillespie, Haven]/J. Fred Coots [Coots, J. Fred] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1934 to 1938 

Santa Claus is Coming to Town [1934]; You Go to My Head [1938] 

Gillespie lived 1898 to 1975. Coots lived 1897 to 1985. 

 

Dorothy Fields [Fields, Dorothy]/George Oppenheimer [Oppenheimer, George]/Jimmy McHugh [McHugh, 

Jimmy] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1935 

I Feel a Song Comin' On [1935: from Every Night at Eight] 

Fields lived 1905 to 1974. Oppenheimer lived 1900 to 1981. McHugh lived 1893 to 1969. 

 

Marvin V. Frey [Frey, Marvin V.] 

composer 

Nigeria 

1935 

Kum Ba Ya or Kumbaya or Come By Here, Lord [1935] 

He lived 1918 to 1992. 

 

Ted Koehler [Koehler, Ted]/Rube Bloom [Bloom, Rube] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 



1935 to 1939 

Truckin' [1935]; Don't Worry 'Bout Me [1939: from Cotton Club Parade] 

Koehler lived 1894 to 1973. Bloom lived 1902 to 1976. 

 

E. Y. Harburg [Harburg, E. Y.] or Edgar Yipsel Harburg [Harburg, Edgar Yipsel] or Yip Harburg [Harburg, 

Yip]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1935 to 1944 

Last Night When We Were Young [1935]; Lydia the Tattooed Lady [1939: from the film At the Circus]; Wizard of 

Oz [1939: musical]; Ding Dong the Witch Is Dead [1939: from the film The Wizard of Oz]; If I Only Had a Brain 

[1939: from the film The Wizard of Oz]; Over the Rainbow [1939: from the film The Wizard of Oz]; Happiness Is a 

Thing Called Joe [1943: from the film Cabin in the Sky]; Evelina [1944: from Bloomer Girl] 

Arlen lived 1905 to 1986. Harburg lived 1896 to 1981. 

 

Huddie Ledbetter [Ledbetter, Huddie]/John A. Lomax [Lomax, John A.] 

composer 

USA 

1936 

Goodnight, Irene [1936] 

Ledbetter lived 1888 to 1949. Lomax lived 1867 to 1948. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Walter Donaldson [Donaldson, Walter] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1936 

Mr. Meadowlark [1936] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Donaldson lived 1893 to 1947. 

 

Meade Minnigerode [Minnigerode, Meade]/George Pomeroy [Pomeroy, George]/Tod Galloway [Galloway, Tod] 

singer 

USA 

1936 

Whiffenpoof Song or Baa! Baa! Baa! [1936: sung by Rudy Vallee] 

Minnigerode lived 1887 to 1967. 

 

Jose Norman [Norman, Jose] 

composer 

USA 

1936 

Cuban Pete [1936: in the film Cuban Pete, 1946] 

 

Andy Razaf [Razaf, Andy]/Leon Berry [Berry, Leon] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1936 

Christopher Columbus [1936] 

Razaf lived 1895 to 1973. 

 

Gladys Shelley [Shelley, Gladys]/Fred Astaire [Astaire, Fred] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1936 

Rise and Shine [1936] 

Shelly lived 1911 to 2003. Astaire lived 1899 to 1987. 

 



Cliff Friend [Friend, Cliff]/Dave Franklin [Franklin, Dave] 

composer 

USA 

1936 

When My Dreamboat Comes Home [1936] 

 

Ray Bauduc [Bauduc, Ray]/Bob Haggart [Haggart, Bob] 

composer 

USA 

1937 

South Rampart Street Parade [1937] 

Bauduc lived 1906 to 1988. Haggart lived 1914 to 1998. 

 

Clay Boland [Boland, Clay] 

composer 

USA 

1937 

Gypsy in My Soul [1937] 

 

Herb Magdison [Magdison, Herb]/Allie Wrubel [Wrubel, Allie] 

composer 

USA 

1937 

Gone with the Wind [1937] 

Wrubel lived 1905 to 1973. 

 

Irving Mills [Mills, Irving]/Juan Tizol [Tizol, Juan]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA/Puerto Rico 

1937 

Caravan [1937] 

Mills lived 1894 to 1985. Tizol lived 1900 to 1984. Ellington lived 1899 to 1974. 

 

Larry Morey [Morey, Larry]/Frank E. Churchill [Churchill, Frank E.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1937 

Heigh-Ho [1937: from the movie Snow White]; Someday My Prince Will Come [1937: from the movie Snow 

White]; Whistle While You Work [1937: from the movie Snow White]; One Song [1937] 

Churchill lived 1901 to 1942. 

 

Slim Gaillard [Gaillard, Slim]/Slam Stewart [Stewart, Slam]/Bud Green [Green, Bud] 

composer 

USA/Austria 

1938 

Flat Foot Floogie [1938] 

Gaillard lived 1916 to 1991. Stewart lived 1914 to 1987. Green lived 1897 to 1981. 

 

Raymond Leveen [Leveen, Raymond]/Maria Grever [Grever, Maria]/Horace Heidt [Heidt, Horace] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 

Ti-Pi-Tin [1938] 

Heidt lived 1901 to 1986. 

 



Saxie Dowell [Dowell, Saxie] 

composer 

USA 

1939 

Three Little Fishies or Itty Bitty Poo [1939] 

He lived 1904 to 1968. 

 

Buddy Feyne [Feyne, Buddy]/Erskine Hawkins [Hawkins, Erskine]/William Johnson [Johnson, William]/Julian 

Dash [Dash, Julian] 

lyricist/composer/composer/composer 

USA 

1939 

Tuxedo Junction [1939] 

Feyne lived 1912 to 1998. Hawkins lived 1914 to 1993. Dash lived 1916 to 1974. 

 

Annette Mills [Mills, Annette] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1939 

Boomps-A-Daisy [1939] 

She lived 1894 to 1955. 

 

Mitchell Parish [Parish, Mitchell] or Mitchell Parrish [Parrish, Mitchell]/Glenn Miller [Miller, Glenn] 

lyricist/composer/clarinetist 

USA 

1939 

Moonlight Serenade [1939] 

Parish lived 1900 to 1993. Miller lived 1904 to 1944. 

 

Ross Parker [Parker, Ross]/Hughie Charles [Charles, Hughie] 

composer 

England 

1939 

There'll Always Be an England [1939]; We'll Meet Again [1939] 

 

Muggsy Spanier [Spanier, Muggsy]/Joe Bushkin [Bushkin, Joe] 

composer 

USA 

1939 

Relaxin' at the Touro [1939] 

 

Woody Herman [Herman, Woody] 

clarinetist/saxophonist/bandleader/composer 

USA 

1939 to 1945 

Woodchoppers' Ball [1939]; Bijou [1945] 

He lived 1913 to 1987. Big Band. 

 

Jimmy Hughes [Hughes, Jimmy]/Frank Lake [Lake, Frank]/Al Stillman [Stillman, Al] 

composer 

USA 

1940 

Bless 'Em All [1940] 

Stillman lived 1906 to ?. 

 



Al Jolson [Jolson, Al]/Vincent Rose [Rose, Vincent]/Buddy G. DeSylva [DeSylva, Buddy G.] 

composer 

USA 

1940 

Avalon [1940] 

Jolson lived 1886 to 1950. Rose lived 1899 to 1966. DeSylva lived 1895 to 1950. 

 

Charles Tobias [Tobias, Charles]/Cliff Friend [Friend, Cliff] 

composer 

USA 

1940 

Tradewinds [1940] 

Tobias lived 1898 to 1970. 

 

Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Leigh Harline [Harline, Leigh] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1940 

Give a Little Whistle [1940: from the movie Pinocchio]; Hi-Diddle-Dee-Dee an Actor's Life for Me [1940: from the 

movie Pinocchio]; When You Wish upon a Star [1940: in the film Pinocchio]; Pinocchio [1940: film] 

Washington lived 1901 to 1976. Harline lived 1907 to 1969. 

 

Johnny Burke [Burke, Johnny]/James Van Heusen [Heusen, James Van] or Jimmy Van Heusen [Heusen, 

Jimmy Van] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1940 to 1953 

Imagination [1940]; Polka Dots and Moonbeams [1940]; Moonlight Becomes You [1942: in the film Road to 

Morocco]; (We're off on the) Road to Morocco [1942: in the film Road to Morocco]; Sunday, Monday or Always 

[1943]; Like Someone in Love [1944]; It Could Happen to You [1944: from the movie And the Angels Sing]; 

Swinging on a Star [1944: from the film Going My Way]; Here's That Rainy Day [1953: from Carnival in Flanders] 

Burke lived 1884 to 1950. Van Heusen lived 1913 to 1990. 

 

Woody Guthrie [Guthrie, Woody] 

composer 

USA 

1940 to 1956 

So Long, It's Been Good to Know You [1940]; This Land Is Your Land or God Blessed America or This Land Was 

Made For You And Me [1956] 

He lived 1912 to 1967. 

 

Nat Burton [Burton, Nat]/Walter Kent [Kent, Walter] 

composer 

England 

1941 

White Cliffs of Dover or There'll Be Bluebirds Over the White Cliffs of Dover [1941: sung by Vera Lynn] 

Lynn lived 1917 to ?. 

 

John DeVries [DeVries, John]/Joe Bushkin [Bushkin, Joe] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1941 

Oh! Look at Me Now [1941] 

Bushkin lived 1916 to 2004. 

 



Fred Fisher [Fisher, Fred]/Doris Fisher [Fisher, Doris] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1941 

Whispering Grass [1941] 

Fred Fisher lived 1875 to 1942. Doris Fisher lived 1915 to 2003. 

 

Ted Grouya [Grouya, Ted]/Ed Anderson [Anderson, Ed] 

composer 

USA 

1941 

Flamingo [1941] 

 

Billie Holiday [Holiday, Billie]/Arthur Herzog [Herzog, Arthur] 

composer 

USA 

1941 

God Bless the Child [1941] 

Holiday lived 1915 to 1959. Herzog lived ? to 1983. 

 

Mack Gordon [Gordon, Mack]/Harry Warren [Warren, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1941 to 1945 

Chattanooga Choo Choo [1941: from the film Sun Valley Serenade]; Serenade in Blue [1942]; At Last [1942]; There 

Will Never Be Another You [1942: from Iceland]; You'll Never Know (Just How Much I Love You) [1943: from the 

film Hello, Frisco, Hello]; More I See You [1945: from Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe] 

Gordon lived 1904 to 1959. Warren lived 1893 to 1981. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold] 

composer 

USA 

1941 to 1946 

Blues in the Night [1941: from Blues in the Night]; That Old Black Magic [1942: from Star Spangled Rhythm]; One 

for My Baby [1943: from the film The Sky's the Limit]; My Shining Hour [1943: from The Sky's the Limit]; Ac-Cent-

Tchu-Ate the Positive [1944: from Here Come the Waves]; Out of This World [1945]; Come Rain or Come Shine 

[1946]; Any Place I Hang My Hat [1946: from St Louis Woman] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Arlen lived 1905 to 1986. 

 

W. Herbert Brewster [Brewster, W. Herbert] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1941 to 1949 

Move on up a Little Higher [1941: sung by Mahalia Jackson]; Surely, God Is Able [1947]; Peace Be Still [1949]; Let 

Us Go Back to the Old Landmark [1949] 

He lived 1897 to 1987. 

 

Ralph Blane [Blane, Ralph]/Hugh Martin [Martin, Hugh] 

composer 

USA 

1941 to 1964 

Ev'ry Time (We Say Goodnight) [1941: from Best Foot Forward]; You Are for Loving [1941: from Best Foot 

Forward]; Meet Me In St. Louis [1944]; Trolley Song [1944: from the film Meet Me in St. Louis]; Boy Next Door 

[1944: from the film Meet Me in St. Louis]; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas [1944: from the film Meet Me in 

St. Louis]; Occasional Man [1955: from The Girl Rush]; You'd Better Love Me [1964: from Blythe Spirit] 

Blane lived 1914 to 1995. Martin lived 1914 to ?. 



 

Stanley Adams [Adams, Stanley]/Abel Baer [Baer, Abel]/George W. Meyer [Meyer, George W.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1942 

There Are Such Things or A Heart That's True, There Are Such Things [1942] 

Adams lived 1914 to 1994. Baer lived 1893 to 1976. Meyer lived 1884 to 1959. 

 

Ray Gilbert [Gilbert, Ray] 

composer 

USA 

1942 

Baja [1942] 

He lived 1912 to 1976. 

 

Jack Lawrence [Lawrence, Jack]/Eric Coates [Coates, Eric] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1942 

Sleepy Lagoon [1942] 

Lawrence lived 1912 to ?. Coates lived 1886 to 1957. 

 

Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Joseph Lilley [Lilley, Joseph] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1942 

Jingle Jangle Jingle or I Got Spurs [1942: from the movie The Forest Rangers] 

Loesser lived 1910 to 1969. 

 

Eddie Seiler [Seiler, Eddie]/Sol Marcus [Marcus, Sol]/Bennie Benjamin [Benjamin, Bennie] 

composer 

USA 

1942 

When the Lights Go on Again All over the World [1942] 

Benjamin lived 1907 to 1989. 

 

Robert Fletcher [Fletcher, Robert]/Cole Porter [Porter, Cole] 

composer 

USA 

1942 to 1945 

Don't Fence Me In [1942: from the film Don't Fence Me In] 

Porter lived 1891 to 1964. 

 

Ralph Blane [Blane, Ralph]/Roger Edens [Edens, Roger]/Hugh Martin [Martin, Hugh] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1943 

Pass That Peacepipe [1943: from Good News] 

Blane lived 1914 to 1995. Edens lived 1905 to 1970. Martin lived 1914 to ?. 

 

Al Dexter [Dexter, Al] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1943 

Pistol Packin' Mama [1943] 

He lived 1902 to 1984. 



 

Sammy Gallop [Gallop, Sammy]/David Rose [Rose, David] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1943 

Holiday for Strings [1943] 

Rose lived 1910 to 1990. 

 

Bud Green [Green, Bud]/Les Brown [Brown, Les]/Ben Homer [Homer, Ben] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1944 

Sentimental Journey [1944] 

Green lived 1897 to 1981. Brown lived 1912 to 2001. 

 

Alex Kramer [Kramer, Alex]/Joan Whitney [Whitney, Joan]/Mack David [David, Mack] 

composer 

USA 

1944 

Candy [1944] 

Kramer lived 1903 to 1998. David lived 1912 to 1993. 

 

William F. Lee [Lee, William F.]/Stan Kenton [Kenton, Stan] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1944 

Artistry in Rhythm [1944] 

Kenton lived 1911 to 1979. 

 

Jerry Livingston [Livingston, Jerry]/Milton Drake [Drake, Milton]/Al Hoffman [Hoffman, Al] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1944 

Mairzy Doats and Dozy Doats a Little Lamsey Divy [1944] 

Livingston lived 1909 to 1987. Drake lived 1916 to ?. 

 

Phil Silvers [Silvers, Phil]/James Van Heusen [Heusen, James Van] 

composer 

USA 

1944 

Nancy [1944] 

Silvers lived 1911 to 1985. Van Heusen lived 1913 to 1990. 

 

Cootie Williams [Williams, Cootie]/Bernard Hanighen [Hanighen, Bernard]/Thelonious Monk [Monk, 

Thelonious] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1944 

'Round Midnight [1944] 

Williams lived 1910 to 1985. Hanighen lived 1908 to 1976. Monk lived 1917 to 1982. 

 

Sammy Cahn [Cahn, Sammy]/Jule Styne [Styne, Jule] 

lyricist/composer 

USA/England 

1944 to 1954 



I'll Walk Alone [1944: from the film Follow the Boys]; Let it Snow [1945]; Five Minutes More or (Give Me) Five 

Minutes More [1946]; Time After Time [1947: from It Happened in Brooklyn]; Three Coins in the Fountain [1954: 

from the movie Three Coins in the Fountain] 

Cahn lived 1913 to 1993. Styne lived 1905 to 1994. 

 

Dizzy Gillespie [Gillespie, Dizzy]/Charlie Parker [Parker, Charlie] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1945 

Hot House [1945] 

Gillespie lived 1917 to 1993. Parker lived 1920 to 1955. 

 

Louis Jordan [Jordan, Louis] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1945 

Caldonia [1945] 

He lived 1908 to 1975. 

 

Harry Ruby [Ruby, Harry]/Rube Bloom [Bloom, Rube] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1945 

Give Me the Simple Life [1945: from Wake up and Dream] 

Ruby lived 1895 to 1974. Bloom lived 1902 to 1976. 

 

Charles Trenet [Trenet, Charles]/Jack Lawrence [Lawrence, Jack] 

composer/lyricist 

France/USA 

1945 

Beyond the Sea [1945] 

Trenet lived 1913 to 2001. Lawrence lived 1912 to ?. 

 

Jay Livingston [Livingston, Jay]/Ray Evans [Evans, Ray] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1945 to 1961 

Cat and the Canary [1945]; To Each His Own [1946]; Buttons and Bows [1948: from the film The Paleface]; Silver 

Bells [1948]; Mona Lisa [1949: from the movie Captain Carey, U.S.A.]; Silver Bells [1951: from The Lemon Drop 

Kid]; Whatever Will Be, Will Be or Que Sera, Sera [1955: from the film The Man Who Knew Too Much. sung by 

Doris Day]; Tammy [1957: from the film Tammy and the Bachelor. sung by Debbie Reynolds]; Bonanza [1959: from 

the TV series Bonanza]; Almost in Your Arms [1958: from Houseboat]; Mr. Ed [1961] 

Livingston lived 1915 to 2001. Evans lived 1915 to 2007. 

 

Charles Tobias [Tobias, Charles]/Nat Simon [Simon, Nat] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1946 

Old Lamplighter [1946] 

Tobias lived 1898 to 1970. 

 

Edgar Yipsel Harburg [Harburg, Edgar Yipsel] or Yip Harburg [Harburg, Yip]/Burton Lane [Lane, Burton] 

composer 

USA 

1946 to 1947 



Finian's Rainbow [1946: musical, including How Are Things in Glocca Morra, Old Devil Moon]; How Are Things 

in Gloccamora [1947: from Finian's Rainbow]; If This Isn't Love [1947: from Finian's Rainbow]; Old Devil Moon 

[1947: from Finian's Rainbow] 

Harburg lived 1898 to 1981. Lane lived 1912 to 1997. 

 

Johnny Burke [Burke, Johnny]/James Van Heusen [Heusen, James Van]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, 

Hoagy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1947 

Ivy [1947] 

Burke lived 1884 to 1950. Van Heusen lived 1913 to 1990. Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. 

 

Alex Kramer [Kramer, Alex]/Joan Whitney [Whitney, Joan] 

composer 

Canada/USA 

1947 

Far Away Places [1947] 

Kramer lived 1903 to 1998. 

 

Edith Piaf [Piaf, Edith]/Louiguy or Louis Gugliemi [Gugliemi, Louis]/Mack David [David, Mack] 

lyricist/composer/lyricist 

France/USA 

1947 

La Vie En Rose or Life in Pink [1947] 

Piaf lived 1915 to 1963. Gugliemi lived 1916 to 1991. David lived 1912 to 1993. 

 

George Russell [Russell, George] 

composer 

USA 

1947 

Cubana Be and Cubana Bop [1947] 

He lived 1923 to ?. 

 

Paul Burkhard [Burkhard, Paul]/John Turner [Turner, John]/Geoffrey Parsons [Parsons, Geoffrey] 

composer/lyricist/lyricist 

USA 

1948 

Oh My Papa or O Mein Papa [1948] 

Burkhard lived 1911 to 1977. Parsons lived 1929 to 2005. 

 

Ralph Burns [Burns, Ralph] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1948 

Early Autumn [1948] 

He lived 1922 to 2001. 

 

Arturo O'Farrill [O'Farrill, Arturo] or Chico O'Farrill [O'Farrill, Chico] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1948 

Manteca Suite [1948] 

He lived 1921 to 2001. 

 



George Wallington [Wallington, George] or Giacinto Figlia [Figlia, Giacinto] 

lyricist/composer 

Italy/USA 

1948 to 1949 

Lemon Drop [1948]; Godchild [1949] 

He lived 1924 to 1993. 

 

Evelyn Danzig [Danzig, Evelyn] 

composer 

USA 

1949 

Scarlet Ribbons [1949] 

She lived 1902 to 1996. 

 

Bob Hilliard [Hilliard, Bob]/Sammy Fain [Fain, Sammy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1949 

Dear Hearts and Gentle People [1949] 

Hilliard lived 1918 to 1971. Fain lived 1902 to 1989. 

 

Stephan Weiss [Weiss, Stephan]/Bernie Baum [Baum, Bernie] 

composer 

USA 

1949 

Music! Music! Music! or Put Another Nickel In [1949] 

 

Lennie Tristano [Tristano, Lennie] or Leonard Joseph Tristano [Tristano, Leonard Joseph] 

composer 

USA 

1949 to 1950 

Crosscurrent [1949: with Tadd Dameron]; Intuition [1950]; Digression [1950] 

He lived 1919 to 1978, was bebop and cool jazz pianist, and started trend of playing whatever came to mind {free 

jazz}. 

 

Bill Katz [Katz, Bill]/Gene Pillar [Pillar, Gene]/Ruth Roberts [Roberts, Ruth] 

composer 

USA 

1950 

Mister Touchdown, U.S.A. [1950] 

 

Charles Macak [Macak, Charles]/Tafft Baker [Baker, Tafft]/Larry LaPrise [LaPrise, Larry] 

composer 

USA 

1950 

Hokey Pokey [1950] 

 

Annie Ross [Ross, Annie]/Wardell Gray [Gray, Wardell] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1950 

Twisted [1950: with Lambert and Hendricks] 

 

Art Farmer [Farmer, Art] 

composer 

USA 



1951 

Farmer's Market [1951] 

He lived 1928 to 1999. 

 

Ronnie Gilbert [Gilbert, Ronnie]/Lee Hays [Hays, Lee]/Fred Hellerman [Hellerman, Fred]/Pete Seeger [Seeger, 

Pete]/Huddie Ledbetter [Ledbetter, Huddie] 

lyricist/lyricist/lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1951 

Kisses Sweeter Than Wine [1951] 

Gilbert lived 1926 to ?. Hays lived 1914 to 1981 and was in the Weavers. Hellerman lived 1927 to ?. Seeger lived 

1919 to ?. Ledbetter lived 1888 to 1949. 

 

Neal Hefti [Hefti, Neal] 

composer 

USA 

1951 

Coral Reef or Swingin' on a Coral Reef [1951] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Alan Jay Lerner [Lerner, Alan Jay]/Burton Lane [Lane, Burton] 

composer 

USA 

1951 to 1965 

What Did I Have That I Don't Have Now [1951: from Too Late Now]; On a Clear Day You Can See Forever [1951: 

from Too Late Now]; Too Late Now [1951: from Too Late Now] 

Lerner lived 1918 to 1986. Lane lived 1912 to 1997. 

 

Leroy Anderson [Anderson, Leroy] 

composer 

USA 

1952 

Rakes of Mallow [1952: from The Irish Suite]; Blue Tango [1952] 

Anderson lived 1908 to 1975. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Ralph Burns [Burns, Ralph]/Woody Herman [Herman, Woody] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1952 

Easy Street [1952] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Herman lived 1913 to 1987. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Lilla Cayley Robinson [Robinson, Lilla Cayley]/Paul Lincke [Lincke, Paul] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA/Germany 

1952 

Glow Worm [1952] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Linck lived 1866 to 1946. 

 

Geoffrey Parsons [Parsons, Geoffrey]/Rudi Revil [Revil, Rudi]/John Turner [Turner, John] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

France/USA 

1953 

Little Shoemaker [1953] 

Parsons lived 1929 to 2005. 

 



Sammy Cahn [Cahn, Sammy]/Jimmy Van Heusen [Heusen, Jimmy Van] or James Van Heusen [Heusen, James 

Van] 

lyricist 

USA 

1953 to 1962 

My Kind of Town [1953]; Love and Marriage [1955]; Tender Trap or (Love Is) The Tender Trap [1955: from the 

film The Tender Trap]; All the Way [1957: from the film The Joker Is Wild]; High Hopes [1959: from the film A Hole 

in the Head]; (Love is Prettier) The Second Time Around [1960]; Call Me Irresponsible [1962: from the movie Papa's 

Delicate Condition] 

Cahn lived 1913 to 1993. Van Heusen lived 1913 to 1990. 

 

Truman Capote [Capote, Truman]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1954 

Sleepin' Bee [1954: from House of Flowers]; Two Ladies in De Shade of De Banana Tree [1954: from House of 

Flowers] 

Capote lived 1924 to 1984. Arlen lived 1905 to 1986. 

 

Douglass Cross [Cross, Douglass]/George Cory [Cory, George] 

composer 

USA 

1954 

I Left My Heart in San Francisco [1954: sung by Tony Bennett] 

 

Carl Stuart Hamblen [Hamblen, Carl Stuart] or Stuart Hamblen [Hamblen, Stuart] 

composer 

USA 

1954 

This Old House [1954: sung by Rosemary Clooney] 

He lived 1908 to 1989. 

 

Joan Javits [Javits, Joan]/Phil Springer [Springer, Phil]/Tony Springer [Springer, Tony] 

composer 

USA 

1954 

Santa Baby [1954: originally sung by Eartha Kitt] 

 

Carolyn Leigh [Leigh, Carolyn]/Johnny Richards [Richards, Johnny] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1954 

Young at Heart [1954: sung by Frank Sinatra] 

Leigh lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Antonia Ridge [Ridge, Antonia]/Friedrich Moller [Moller, Friedrich] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1954 

Happy Wanderer [1954] 

 

John Turner [Turner, John]/Geoffrey Parsons [Parsons, Geoffrey]/Charles Chaplin [Chaplin, Charles] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1954 

Smile [1954] 



Parsons lived 1929 to 2005. 

 

Les Baxter [Baxter, Les] 

singer 

USA 

1954 to 1956 

Poor People of Paris or Jean's Song [1954: French lyrics by Rene Rouzaud, music by Marguerite Monnot, lyrics by 

Jack Lawrence]; Unchained Melody [1955: music by Alex North and lyrics by Hy Zaret] 

He lived 1922 to 1996. 

 

Irving Burgie [Burgie, Irving] or Lord Burgess 

composer 

USA 

1955 

Jamaica Farewell [1955: sung by Harry Belafonte] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Irving Burgie [Burgie, Irving] or Lord Burgess/William Attaway [Attaway, William] 

composer 

USA 

1955 

Banana Boat Song or Day-o [1955: sung by Harry Belafonte] 

Burgie lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Gigi Gryce [Gryce, Gigi] 

composer 

USA 

1955 

Blue Lights [1955] 

She lived 1925 to 1983. 

 

Lonnie Donegan [Donegan, Lonnie] or King of Skiffle 

composer 

Scotland/England 

1956 

Rock Island Line [1956] 

He lived 1931 to 2002. 

 

Pete Seeger [Seeger, Pete]/Joe Hickerson [Hickerson, Joe] 

composer 

USA 

1956 to 1960 

Where Have All the Flowers Gone? [1956 to 1960] 

Seeger lived 1919 to ?. Hickerson lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Odetta Holmes 

singer 

USA 

1956 to 1965 

Take This Hammer 

She lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Jester Hairston [Hairston, Jester] 

composer 

USA 

1957 



Amen [1957: from the movie Lilies of the Field] 

He lived 1901 to 2000. 

 

Hal David [David, Hal]/Burt Bacharach [Bacharach, Burt] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1957 to 1969 

Story of My Life [1957: sung by Marty Robbins]; Magic Moments [1957: sung by Perry Como]; Liberty Valence 

[1962: sung by Gene Pitney]; Make It Easy on Yourself [1962: sung by Jerry Butler]; Only Love Can Break a Heart 

[1962: sung by Gene Pitney]; Don't Make Me Over [1962: sung by Dionne Warwick]; Blue on Blue [1963: sung by 

Bobby Vinton]; Reach Out for Me [1963: sung by Lou Johnson]; Anyone Who Had a Heart [1963: sung by Dionne 

Warwick]; Wishin' and Hopin' [1964: sung by Dusty Springfield]; There's Always Something There to Remind Me 

[1964: sung by Lou Johnson and by Sandie Shaw]; Walk on By [1964: sung by Dionne Warwick]; Baby Elephant 

Walk [1964: from the movie Hatari!]; Don't Go Breaking My Heart [1965]; What the World Needs Now Is Love 

[1965: sung by Jackie DeShannon]; What's New Pussycat? [1965: sung by Tom Jones, from the film What's New 

Pussycat?]; Alfie [1966: sung by Cilla Black, from the film Alfie]; I Say a Little Prayer [1967: sung by Dionne 

Warwick]; Do You Know the Way to San Jose [1968: sung by Dionne Warwick]; This Guy's in Love with You [1968: 

sung by Herb Alpert]; Promises, Promises [1968: sung by Dionne Warwick]; Raindrops Keep Fallin' on My Head 

[1969: sung by B. J. Thomas, from the film Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid]; I'll Never Fall in Love Again [1969: 

sung by Dionne Warwick]; They Long to Be Close to You [1970: sung by the Carpenters]; One Less Bell to Answer 

[1970: sung by the Fifth Dimension] 

David lived 1921 to ?. Bacharach lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Lee Pockriss [Pockriss, Lee]/Paul Vance [Vance, Paul] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1958 

Catch a Falling Star [1958] 

 

Wayne Shanklin [Shanklin, Wayne]/George Callender [Callender, George] 

composer 

USA 

1958 

Primrose Lane [1958] 

 

Billy Strayhorn [Strayhorn, Billy]/Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1958 

Satin Doll [1958] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Ellington lived 1899 to 1974. 

 

Antonio Maria [Maria, Antonio]/Luiz Bonfa [Bonfa, Luiz] 

lyricist/composer 

Brazil 

1959 

Samba de Orfeu [1959] 

Bonfa lived 1922 to 2001. 

 

Newton Mendonca [Mendonca, Newton]/Antonio Carlos Jobim [Jobim, Antonio Carlos]/Jon Hendricks 

[Hendricks, Jon]/Jessie Cavanaugh [Cavanaugh, Jessie] 

lyricist/composer/lyricist/lyricist 

Brazil/USA 

1959 

Slightly Out of Tune or Desafinado [1959] 

Jobim lived 1927 to ?. 



 

Ray Bryant [Bryant, Ray] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Little Susie [1960] 

He lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Zilphia Horton [Horton, Zilphia]/Frank Hamilton [Hamilton, Frank]/Guy Carawan [Carawan, Guy]/Pete 

Seeger [Seeger, Pete] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

We Shall Overcome [1960] 

traditional. Horton lived 1905 to 1991. Seeger lived 1919 to ?. 

 

Carolyn Leigh [Leigh, Carolyn]/Cy Coleman [Coleman, Cy] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Hey, Look Me Over [1960: from the musical Wildcat] 

Leigh lived 1926 to ?. Coleman lived 1929 to 2004. 

 

Pat Boone [Boone, Pat]/Ernest Gold [Gold, Ernest] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1961 

Exodus [1961: from the movie Exodus] 

Boone lived 1934 to ?. Gold lived 1921 to 1999. 

 

Mack David [David, Mack]/Elmer Bernstein [Bernstein, Elmer] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1961 

Walk on the Wild Side [1961] 

David lived 1912 to 1993. Bernstein lived 1922 to 2004. 

 

Ervin M. Drake [Drake, Ervin M.] 

composer 

USA 

1961 

It Was a Very Good Year [1961: sung by Frank Sinatra] 

He lived 1919 to ?. 

 

Tom Paxton [Paxton, Tom] 

composer 

USA 

1961 

Marvelous Toy [1961] 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Vassili Soloviev-Sedoy [Soloviev-Sedoy, Vassili]/Mikhail Matusovsky [Matusovsky, Mikhail]/Kenny Ball [Ball, 

Kenny] 

composer 

Russia/USA 

1961 



Midnight in Moscow [1961] 

Ball lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Shel Silverstein [Silverstein, Shel] 

composer 

USA 

1962 

Unicorn [1962] 

He lived 1930 to 1999. 

 

Pete Seeger [Seeger, Pete] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1962 to 1963 

Turn! Turn! Turn! or To Everything There Is a Season [1962: words from the Book of Ecclesiastes, sung by the 

Byrds]; We Shall Overcome [1963] 

Seeger lived 1919 to ?. 

 

Charles Tobias [Tobias, Charles]/Hans Carste [Carste, Hans] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1963 

Those Lazy-Hazy-Crazy Days of Summer [1963] 

Tobias lived 1898 to 1970. 

 

Peter Yarrow [Yarrow, Peter]/Leonard Lipton [Lipton, Leonard] 

composer/lyricist 

USA 

1963 

Puff (the Magic Dragon) [1963] 

Yarrow lived 1938 to ?. Lipton live 1941 to ?. 

 

Dean Kay [Kay, Dean]/Kelly Gordon [Gordon, Kelly] 

composer 

USA 

1964 

That's Life [1964: sung by Frank Sinatra] 

 

Pierre Coeur [Coeur, Pierre]/Bryan Blackburn [Blackburn, Bryan]/Andre Popp [Popp, Andre] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1966 

Love Is Blue [1966: played by Paul Mauriat] 

Mauriat lived 1925 to 2006. 

 

Jose Marti [Marti, Jose]/Bernard Gasso [Gasso, Bernard] 

composer 

Cuba 

1966 

Guantanamera or Lady of Guantanamo [1966] 

Marti lived 1853 to 1895. 

 

Leon Pober [Pober, Leon] 

composer 

USA 

1966 



Tiny Bubbles or Hua Li'i [1966: sung by Don Ho] 

Ho lived 1930 to 2007. 

 

Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl]/Luis Bonfa [Bonfa, Luis] 

lyricist/composer 

Germany/USA 

1966 

Day in the Life of a Fool or Manha de Carnaval [1966: from the movie Black Orpheus] 

Sigman lived 1909 to 2000. Bonfa lived 1922 to 2001. 

 

George David Weiss [Weiss, George David]/Bob Thiele [Thiele, Bob]/Louis Armstrong [Armstrong, Louis] 

lyricist/composer/singer 

USA 

1967 

What a Wonderful World [1967: sung by Louis Armstrong] 

Weiss lived 1921 to ?. Thiele lived 1922 to 1996. Armstrong lived 1901 to 1971. 

 

Jacques Revaux [Revaux, Jacques]/Claude François [François, Claude]/Gilles Thibault [Thibault, Gilles]/Paul 

Anka [Anka, Paul] 

composer 

USA 

1968 

My Way [1968: sung by Frank Sinatra] 

Revaux lived 1940 to ?. François lived 1939 to ?. Anka lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Bruce Hart [Hart, Bruce]/Jon Stone [Stone, Jon]/Joe Raposo [Raposo, Joe] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1970 

Sesame Street Theme [1970] 

Hart lived 1938 to 2006. Stone lived 1931 to 1997. Raposo lived 1937 to 1989. 

 

Don Black [Black, Don]/John Barry [Barry, John] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1971 

Diamonds are Forever [1971: sung by Shirley Bassey] 

Black lived 1938 to ?. Barry lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Jean Joseph Mouret [Mouret, Jean Joseph]/Paul Parnes [Parnes, Paul] 

composer 

England 

1972 

Masterpiece [1972: from the TV series Masterpiece Theater, based on the Rondeau from First Symphonic Suite by 

Mouret] 

Mouret lived 1682 to 1738. 

 

Scott Morris/Big Bad Voodoo Daddy 

composer 

USA 

1994 

Go Daddy-O [1994: in the film Swingers, 1996]; You and Me and the Bottle Makes Three [1994]; Jump Jive and 

Wail [1994] 
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C. Mordaunt Spencer [Spencer, C. Mordaunt]/Charles Glover [Glover, Charles] 

lyricist/composer 

Ireland 

1860 to 1870 

Rose of Tralee [1912] 

Spencer lived ? to 1888. Glover lived 1806 to 1863. 

 

George Leybourne [Leybourne, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1868 

Man on the Flying Trapeze [1868] 

He lived 1842 to 1884. 

 

Thomas Westendorf [Westendorf, Thomas] 

composer 

USA 

1875 

I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen [1875] 

He lived 1848 to 1923. 

 

G. Clifton Bingham [Bingham, G. Clifton]/James Molloy [Molloy, James] 

lyricist/composer 

Ireland 

1884 

Love's Old Sweet Song [1884] 

Molloy lived 1837 to 1909. 

 

Ed Haley [Haley, Ed]/Robert A. Keiser [Keiser, Robert A.] 

composer 

USA 

1884 

While Strolling in the Park One Day [1884] 

 

Carrie Jacobs-Bond [Jacobs-Bond, Carrie] 

composer 

USA 

1890 

I Love You Truly [1890] 

She lived 1862 to 1946. 

 

Harry Dacre [Dacre, Harry] 

composer 

USA 

1892 

Bicycle Built for Two or Daisy Bell [1892] 

He lived 1860 to 1922. 

 

Charles K. Harris [Harris, Charles K.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1892 

After the Ball Is Over [1892] 

He lived 1867 to 1930. 

 



Charles Lawlor [Lawlor, Charles]/James Blake [Blake, James] 

composer 

USA 

1894 

Sidewalks of New York or East Side, West Side [1894] 

Lawlor lived [1852 to 1925]. 

 

John F. Palmer [Palmer, John F.] or Jack Palmer [Palmer, Jack]/Charles B. Ward [Ward, Charles B.] 

composer 

USA 

1895 

Band Played On [1895] 

Ward lived 1865 to 1917. 

 

Maude Nugent [Nugent, Maude] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1896 

Sweet Rosie O'Grady [1896] 

Nugent lived 1877 to 1958. 

 

Chauncey Olcott [Olcott, Chauncey] 

composer 

USA 

1898 

My Wild Irish Rose [1898] 

He lived 1858 to 1932. 

 

Giovanni Capurro [Capurro, Giovanni]/Eduardo di Capua [Capua, Eduardo di] 

lyricist/composer 

Italy 

1899 

O Sole Mio or My Sunshine [1899] 

Capurro lived 1825 to 1920. Capua lived 1865 to 1917. 

 

Charles N. Daniels [Daniels, Charles N.] 

composer 

USA 

1899 

You Tell Me Your Dreams [1899] 

He lived 1878 to 1943. 

 

Harry Guy [Guy, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1899 

Belle of the Creoles [1899] 

 

Joseph Howard [Howard, Joseph]/Ida Emerson [Emerson, Ida] 

composer 

USA 

1899 

Hello My Baby [1899: perhaps, composed by Maxwell Marcuse] 

Howard lived 1878 to 1961. 

 



Louis-Philippe Laurendeau [Laurendeau, Louis-Philippe] 

composer 

Canada/USA 

1899 

Daphne Schottische [1899] 

He lived 1861 to 1916. 

 

Theodore Moses Tobani [Tobani, Theodore Moses] 

composer 

USA 

1899 

Hearts and Flowers [1899] 

He lived 1855 to 1933. 

 

Will Cobb [Cobb, Will]/Gus Edwards [Edwards, Gus] 

composer 

USA 

1900 

I Can't Tell Why I Love You, But I Do [1900] 

Cobb lived 1876 to 1930. Edwards lived 1879 to 1945. 

 

Arthur Gillespie [Gillespie, Arthur]/Herbert Dillea [Dillea, Herbert] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1900 

Absence Makes the Heart Grow Fonder [1900] 

 

Arthur Lamb [Lamb, Arthur]/Harry Von Tilzer [Von Tilzer, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1900 

Bird in a Gilded Cage or She's Only a Bird in a Gilded Cage [1900] 

Von Tilzer lived 1872 to 1946. 

 

Alice Mack [Mack, Alice]/Andrew Mack [Mack, Andrew] 

composer 

USA 

1900 

Heart of My Heart or Story of the Rose [1900] 

 

Ethelbert Nevin [Nevin, Ethelbert] 

composer 

USA 

1901 

Mighty Like a Rose [1901] 

He lived 1862 to 1901. 

 

Richard Gerard [Gerard, Richard]/Harry Armstrong [Armstrong, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1903 

Sweet Adeline [1903] 

Gerard lived 1876 to 1948. Armstrong lived 1879 to 1951 and was a boxer. 

 

Eddie Leonard [Leonard, Eddie]/Eddie Munson [Munson, Eddie] 

lyricist/composer 



USA 

1903 

Ida, Sweet as Apple Cider [1903] 

 

Nora Bayes [Bayes, Nora] 

composer 

USA 

1908 

Shine on Harvest Moon [1908] 

She lived 1880 to 1928. 

 

William Dillon [Dillon, William]/Harry Von Tilzer [Von Tilzer, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1910 

I Want a Girl Just Like the Girl [1910] 

Dillon lived 1877 to 1966. Von Tilzer lived 1872 to 1946. 

 

Bill Hansen [Hansen, Bill]/Filippo D. Marchetti [Marchetti, Filippo D.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1910 

Fascination or Valse Tzigane [1910] 

Marchetti lived 1831 to 1902. 

 

Tell Taylor [Taylor, Tell] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1910 

Down by the Old Mill Stream [1910] 

He lived 1876 to 1937. 

 

Beth Slater Whitson [Whitson, Beth Slater]/Leo Friedman [Friedman, Leo] 

composer 

USA 

1910 

Let Me Call You Sweetheart [1910] 

Friedman lived 1869 to 1927. 

 

Sam M. Lewis [Lewis, Sam M.]/Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Jean Schwartz [Schwartz, Jean] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1910 to 1920 

Rock-a-bye Your Baby with a Dixie Melody [1910 to 1920] 

Lewis lived 1885 to 1959. Young lived 1889 to 1939. Schwartz lived 1878 to 1956. 

 

Ed Rose [Rose, Ed]/Abe Olman [Olman, Abe] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1910 to 1920 

Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh! [1910 to 1920] 

Rose lived 1875 to 1935. Olman lived 1888 to 1984. 

 

George A. Norton [Norton, George A.]/Maybelle E. Watson [Watson, Maybelle E.]/Ernest M. Burnett [Burnett, 

Ernest M.] 

composer 



USA 

1911 

My Melancholy Baby [1911] 

 

Nellie Heim [Heim, Nellie] 

composer 

USA 

1912 

Maurice Tango [1912]; That Old Girl of Mine [1912] 

 

Edward Madden [Madden, Edward]/Percy Wenrich [Wenrich, Percy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1912 

Moonlight Bay [1912] 

Madden lived 1878 to 1952. Wenrich lived 1887 to 1952. 

 

Byron D. Stokes [Stokes, Byron D.]/F. Dudleigh Vernor [Vernor, F. Dudleigh] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1912 

Sweetheart of Sigma Chi [1912] 

Vernor lived 1892 to 1974. 

 

Fred Fisher [Fisher, Fred]/Alfred Bryan [Bryan, Alfred] 

composer 

USA 

1913 

Come, Josephine, in My Flying Machine [1910]; Peg O' My Heart [1913] 

Fisher lived 1875 to 1942. Bryan lived 1871 to 1958. 

 

Joseph McCarthy [McCarthy, Joseph]/James V. Monaco [Monaco, James V.] 

lyricist/composer 

Italy/USA 

1913 to 1938 

You Made Me Love You (I Didn't Want to Do It) [1913]; Dear Mr. Gable (You Made Me Love You) [1938: from 

the film Broadway Melody of 1937] 

McCarthy lived 1885 to 1943. Monaco lived 1885 to 1945. 

 

Eric Maschwitz [Maschwitz, Eric] or Albert Eric Maschwitz [Maschwitz, Albert Eric] or Holt Marvell [Marvell, 

Holt]/Manning Sherwin [Sherwin, Manning] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1915 

Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square [1915: from New Faces, sung by Vera Lynn in 1940] 

Maschwitz lived 1901 to 1969. Sherwin lived 1890 to 1960. 

 

Clifford Grey [Grey, Clifford]/Nat D. Ayer [Ayer, Nat D.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1916 

If You Were the Only Girl [1916] 

Grey lived 1887 to 1941. Ayer lived 1887 to 1952. 

 

Gus Kahn [Kahn, Gus]/Egbert van Alstyne [Alstyne, Egbert van]/Tony Jackson [Jackson, Tony] 

lyricist/composer/composer 



USA 

1916 

Pretty Baby [1916] 

Kahn lived 1886 to 1941. Alstyne lived 1878 to 1951. Jackson lived 1876 to 1921. 

 

Armand J. Piron [Piron, Armand J.]/Clarence Williams [Williams, Clarence] 

composer 

USA 

1916 

I Can Beat You Doing What You're Doing Me [1916: sung by Sophie Tucker, the Last of the Red Hot Mamas] 

Piron lived 1888 to 1943. Williams lived 1898 to 1965. 

 

Murray Roth [Roth, Murray]/George Gershwin [Gershwin, George] 

composer 

USA 

1916 

When You Want 'Em, You Can't Get 'Em; When You've Got 'Em, You Don't Want 'Em [1916] 

Gershwin lived 1898 to 1937. 

 

Edgar Leslie [Leslie, Edgar]/E. Ray Goetz [Goetz, E. Ray]/George Meyer [Meyer, George] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1917 

For Me and My Gal [1917] 

Goetz lived 1886 to 1954. 

 

George A. Norton [Norton, George A.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1917 

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon [1917] 

 

Raymond Egan [Egan, Raymond]/Richard Whiting [Whiting, Richard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1918 

Till We Meet Again [1918]; Japanese Sandman [1920] 

Egan lived 1890 to 1952. Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Joseph McCarthy [McCarthy, Joseph]/Harry Carroll [Carroll, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1918 

I'm Always Chasing Rainbows [1918] 

McCarthy lived 1885 to 1943. Carroll lived 1892 to 1962. 

 

Geoffrey O'Hara [O'Hara, Geoffrey] 

composer 

USA 

1918 

K-K-K-Katy [1918] 

He lived 1882 to 1967. 

 

Joseph McCarthy [McCarthy, Joseph]/Harry Tierney [Tierney, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 



1919 

Alice Blue Gown [1919] 

McCarthy lived 1885 to 1943. Tierney lived 1890 to 1965. 

 

Charles Warfield [Warfield, Charles]/Clarence Williams [Williams, Clarence] 

composer 

USA 

1919 

Baby Won't You Please Come Home [1919] 

Williams lived 1898 to 1965. 

 

Grant Clarke [Clarke, Grant]/Roy Turk [Turk, Roy]/Joseph Meyer [Meyer, Joseph]/James P. Johnson 

[Johnson, James P.] 

composer 

USA 

1919 to 1924 

Mandy, Make up Your Mind [1919] 

Clarke lived 1891 to 1931. Turk lived 1892 to 1934. Meyer lived 1894 to 1987. Johnson lived 1894 to 1955. 

 

Perry Bradford [Bradford, Perry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1920 

That Thing Called Love [1920: sung by Mamie Smith]; You Can't Keep a Good Man Down [1920: sung by Mamie 

Smith] 

He lived 1893 to 1970. 

 

Henry Creamer [Creamer, Henry] 

composer 

USA 

1920 

I'm Looking all Around for a Vampire [1920] 

He lived 1879 to 1930. 

 

Benny Davis [Davis, Benny]/Com Conrad [Conrad, Com]/J. Russel Robinson [Robinson, J. Russel] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1920 

Margie [1920] 

 

William LeBaron [LeBaron, William]/Victor Jacobi [Jacobi, Victor] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1920 

Goodbye [1920: from the musical The Half Moon] 

 

Armand J. Piron [Piron, Armand J.] 

composer 

USA 

1920 

Purple Rose of Cairo [1920] 

He lived 1888 to 1943. 

 

John Schonberger [Schonberger, John]/Vincent Rose [Rose, Vincent] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 



1920 

Whispering [1920] 

Rose lived 1880 to 1944. 

 

Benny David [David, Benny]/Milton Ager [Ager, Milton]/Lester Santly [Santly, Lester] 

composer 

USA 

1921 

I'm Nobody's Baby [1921] 

 

Isham Jones [Jones, Isham]/Ray Miller [Miller, Ray] 

composer 

USA 

1921 

I'll See You in My Dreams [1921] 

 

Buddy G. DeSylva [DeSylva, Buddy G.]/Victor Herbert [Herbert, Victor] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1922 

Kiss in the Dark [1922] 

DeSylva lived 1895 to 1950. 

 

Gus Kahn [Kahn, Gus]/Ernie Erdman [Erdman, Ernie]/Dan Russo [Russo, Dan]/Ted Fiorito [Fiorito, Ted] 

composer 

USA 

1922 

Toot, Toot, Tootsie (Good-bye) [1922] 

Kahn lived 1886 to 1941. 

 

Harry Ruby [Ruby, Harry]/Joseph Meyer [Meyer, Joseph] 

composer 

USA 

1922 

My Honey's Lovin' Arms [1922] 

Meyer lived 1894 to 1987. 

 

Gus Arnheim [Arnheim, Gus]/Abe Lyman [Lyman, Abe]/Arthur Freed [Freed, Arthur] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1923 

I Cried for You [1923] 

Arnheim lived 1897 to 1955. Lyman lived 1897 to 1957. Freed lived 1894 to 1973. 

 

Charlie Chase [Chase, Charlie]/Jim Chase [Chase, Jim] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1923 

Charley My Boy [1923] 

 

Cliff Friend [Friend, Cliff]/Abel Baer [Baer, Abel] 

composer 

USA 

1923 

Mama Loves Papa [1923] 

Baer lived 1893 to 1976. 



 

Gertrude Rainey [Rainey, Gertrude] or Ma Rainey [Rainey, Ma] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1923 

See See Rider [1923: blues] 

She lived 1886 to 1939. 

 

Buddy G. DeSylva [DeSylva, Buddy G.]/Ballard MacDonald [MacDonald, Ballard]/George Gershwin 

[Gershwin, George] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1924 

Somebody Loves Me [1924: from Scandals of '24] 

DeSylva lived 1895 to 1950. Gershwin lived 1898 to 1937. 

 

Oscar Hammerstein II [Hammerstein II, Oscar]/Otto Harbach [Harbach, Otto]/Rudolf Friml [Friml, Rudolf] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1924 

Rose-Marie [1924: musical]; Indian Love Call [1924: from Rose-Marie] 

Harburg lived 1873 to 1963. Friml lived 1879 to 1972. Hammerstein lived 1895 to 1960. 

 

Edgar Yipsel Harburg [Harburg, Edgar Yipsel] or Yip Harburg [Harburg, Yip]/Vincent Youmans [Youmans, 

Vincent] 

composer 

USA 

1924 

Tea for Two [1924: from No No Nanette] 

Harburg lived 1898 to 1981. 

 

Gus Kahn [Kahn, Gus]/Ernie Erdman [Erdman, Ernie]/Elmer Schoebel [Schoebel, Elmer]/Billy Meyers 

[Meyers, Billy] 

composer 

USA 

1924 

Nobody's Sweetheart [1924] 

Kahn lived 1886 to 1941. 

 

Sam M. Lewis [Lewis, Sam M.]/Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Harry Akst [Akst, Harry] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1924 

Dinah [1924] 

Lewis lived 1885 to 1959. Young lived 1889 to 1939. Akst lived 1894 to 1963. 

 

John F. Palmer [Palmer, John F.] or Jack Palmer [Palmer, Jack]/Spencer Williams [Williams, Spencer] 

composer 

USA 

1924 

Everybody Loves My Baby [1924] 

 

Ben Bernie [Bernie, Ben]/Kenneth Casey [Casey, Kenneth]/Maceo Pinkard [Pinkard, Maceo] 

composer 

USA 

1925 



Sweet Georgia Brown [1925] 

Bernie lived 1891 to 1943. 

 

Ben Black [Black, Ben]/Edwin LeMare [LeMare, Edwin]/Neil Monet [Monet, Neil] 

composer 

USA 

1925 

Moonlight and Roses [1925] 

Black lived 1889 to 1950. 

 

Irving Caesar [Caesar, Irving]/Vincent Youmans [Youmans, Vincent] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1925 

Sometimes I'm Happy [1925: from A Night Out] 

Caesar lived 1895 to 1996. Youmans lived 1898 to 1946. 

 

Buddy G. DeSylva [DeSylva, Buddy G.]/Joseph Meyer [Meyer, Joseph] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1925 

If You Knew Susie [1925] 

DeSylva lived 1895 to 1950. Meyer lived 1894 to 1987. 

 

Al Lewis [Lewis, Al]/Howard Simon [Simon, Howard]/Richard Whiting [Whiting, Richard] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1925 

Sweet Child (I'm Wild about You) [1925] 

Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Sam M. Lewis [Lewis, Sam M.]/Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Ray Henderson [Henderson, Ray] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1925 

Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue [1925]; I'm Sitting on Top of the World [1925] 

Lewis lived 1885 to 1959. Young lived 1889 to 1939. Henderson lived 1896 to 1970. 

 

Ange Lorenzo [Lorenzo, Ange]/Richard Whiting [Whiting, Richard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1925 

Sleepy Time Gal [1925] 

Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Harry Woods [Woods, Harry] 

composer 

USA 

1925 to 1927 

Paddlin' Madeline Home [1925]; Side by Side [1927] 

Woods lived 1896 to 1970. 

 

Anne Caldwell [Caldwell, Anne]/Vincent Youmans [Youmans, Vincent] 

composer 

USA 

1926 



I Know That You Know [1926: from Oh Please] 

Youmans lived 1898 to 1946. 

 

Henry Creamer [Creamer, Henry]/James P. Johnson [Johnson, James P.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1926 

If I Could Be with You [1926] 

Creamer lived ? to 1930. Johnson lived 1894 to 1955. 

 

Benny Davis [Davis, Benny]/Harry Akst [Akst, Harry] 

composer 

USA 

1926 

Baby Face [1926] 

Akst lived 1894 to 1963. 

 

Sam M. Lewis [Lewis, Sam M.]/Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Mabel Wayne [Wayne, Mabel] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1926 

In a Little Spanish Town or 'Twas on a Night like This [1926] 

Lewis lived 1885 to 1959. Young lived 1889 to 1939. Wayne lived 1904 to 1978. 

 

Will Marion Cook [Cook, Will Marion]/Donald Heywood [Heywood, Donald] 

composer 

USA 

1927 

I'm Coming Virginia [1927] 

Cook lived 1869 to 1944. 

 

Buddy G. DeSylva [DeSylva, Buddy G.]/George Gershwin [Gershwin, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1927 

I'll Build a Stairway to Paradise [1927] 

DeSylva lived 1895 to 1950. Gershwin lived 1898 to 1937. 

 

Walter Donaldson [Donaldson, Walter] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1927 to 1937 

At Sundown [1927]; You're Driving me Crazy [1930]; Little White Lies [1937] 

He lived 1893 to 1947. 

 

Will Harris [Harris, Will]/Victor Young [Young, Victor] 

composer 

USA 

1928 

Sweet Sue, Just You [1928] 

Young lived 1899 to 1956. 

 

Neil Moret [Moret, Neil]/Richard A. Whiting [Whiting, Richard A.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1928 



She's Funny That Way [1928] 

Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Walter Browne [Browne, Walter]/Julian Edwards [Edwards, Julian] 

composer 

USA 

1929 

Marianne [1929] 

Edwards lived 1855 to 1910. 

 

Al Dubin [Dubin, Al]/Joseph Burke [Burke, Joseph] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1929 

Tip-toe through the Tulips with Me [1929: from the film Golddiggers of Broadway] 

Dubin lived 1891 to 1945. Burke lived 1884 to 1950. 

 

Friedrich Hollaender [Hollaender, Friedrich] 

composer 

Germany 

1929 

Ich bin von Kopf bis Fuss auf Liebe eingestellt or Falling in Love Again or I am adjusted from head to foot with love 

[1929: from The Blue Angel] 

Hollaender lived 1896 to 1976. 

 

Harry Link [Link, Harry]/Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Fats Waller [Waller, Fats] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1929 

I've Got a Feelin' I'm Falling [1929] 

Rose lived 1899 to 1966. Waller lived 1904 to 1943. 

 

Mitchell Parish [Parish, Mitchell] or Mitchell Parrish [Parrish, Mitchell]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, 

Hoagy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1929 

Stardust [1929] 

Parish lived 1900 to 1993. Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. 

 

Andy Razaf [Razaf, Andy]/Harry Brooks [Brooks, Harry] 

composer 

USA 

1929 

Ain't Misbehaving, Savin' My Love for You [1929: sung by Fats Waller] 

Razaf lived 1895 to 1973. Brooks lived 1895 to 1970. 

 

Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Richard A. Whiting [Whiting, Richard A.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1929 

All I Want is Just One Girl [1925]; Louise [1929: from the movie Innocents in Paris] 

Robin lived 1895 to 1984. Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Edward Eliscu [Eliscu, Edward]/Vincent Youmans [Youmans, Vincent] 

composer 



USA 

1929 

More Than You Know [1929: from Great Day] 

Rose lived 1899 to 1966. Eliscu lived 1902 to 1998. Youmans lived 1898 to 1946. 

 

Jo Trent [Trent, Jo]/Louis Alter [Alter, Louis] 

composer 

USA 

1929 

My Kinda Love [1929] 

Alter lived 1902 to 1980. 

 

Nilo Menendez [Menendez, Nilo]/Adolfo Utrera [Utrera, Adolfo]/E. Rivera [Rivera, E.]/Woods [Woods, E.] 

composer/lyricist 

Spain/USA 

1929 to 1931 

Aquellos Ojos Verdes or Green Eyes [1929] 

 

Andy Razaf [Razaf, Andy]/Fats Waller [Waller, Fats] 

composer 

USA 

1929 to 1932 

Honeysuckle Rose [1929: from Ain't Misbehavin']; Black and Blue [1929]; Keepin' Out of Mischief Now [1932] 

Razaf lived 1895 to 1973. Waller lived 1904 to 1943. 

 

Sam Coslow [Coslow, Sam] 

composer 

USA 

1929 to 1938 

Sweeping the Clouds Away [1929]; (I'm in Love With) The Honorable Mr. So and So [1938: from Society Lawyer] 

He lived 1900 to 1982. 

 

Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy] 

composer 

USA 

1929 to 1939 

Rockin' Chair [1929: sung by Mildred Bailey]; I Get Along without You Very Well [1938: from poem by J. B. 

Thompson]; Hong Kong Blues [1939] 

He lived 1899 to 1981. 

 

Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Mack Gordon [Gordon, Mack]/Vincent Youmans [Youmans, Vincent] 

composer 

USA 

1930 

Time on My Hands [1930: from Smiles] 

Adamson lived 1906 to 1980. Gordon lived 1904 to 1959. Youmans lived 1898 to 1946. 

 

Gus Arnheim [Arnheim, Gus]/Harry Barris [Barris, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1930 

It Must be True (You Are Mine, All Mine) [1930] 

Arnheim lived 1897 to 1955. Barris lived 1905 to 1962. 

 

Julius Brammer [Brammer, Julius]/Leonello Casucci [Casucci, Leonello]/Irving Caesar [Caesar, Irving] 

lyricist/composer/lyricist 



USA 

1930 

Just a Gigolo [1930] 

Casucci lived 1885 to 1975. Caesar lived 1895 to 1996. 

 

Newell Chase [Chase, Newell]/Richard Whiting [Whiting, Richard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1930 

My Ideal [1930: from Playboy of Paris] 

Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Stuart Gorrell [Gorrell, Stuart]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1930 

Georgia on My Mind [1930] 

Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. 

 

Edgar Yipsel Harburg [Harburg, Edgar Yipsel] or Yip Harburg [Harburg, Yip]/John W. Green [Green, John 

W.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1930 

I'm Yours [1930] 

Harburg lived 1898 to 1981. Green lived 1908 to 1989. 

 

Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]/Robert Sour [Sour, Robert]/Frank Eyton [Eyton, Frank]/John Green 

[Green, John] 

lyricist/lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1930 

Body and Soul [1930] 

Heyman lived 1907 to 1981. Sour lived 1906 to 1985. Green lived 1908 to 1989. 

 

Gus Kahn [Kahn, Gus]/Wilbur Schwandt [Schwandt, Wilbur]/Fabian Andree [Andree, Fabian] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1930 

Dream a Little Dream of Me [1930] 

Kahn lived 1886 to 1941. Schwandt lived 1904 to 1998. 

 

Maceo Pinkard [Pinkard, Maceo]/William Tracy [Tracy, William]/Doris Tauber [Tauber, Doris] 

composer 

USA 

1930 

Them There Eyes [1930] 

Pinkard lived 1897 to 1962. Tracy lived 1917 to 1967. Tauber lived 1907 to 1996. 

 

Andy Razaf [Razaf, Andy]/Eubie Blake [Blake, Eubie] or James Herbert Blake [Blake, James Herbert] 

composer 

USA 

1930 

Memories of You [1930] 

Razaf lived 1895 to 1973. Blake lived 1883 to 1983. 

 



Roy Turk [Turk, Roy]/Fred Ahlert [Ahlert, Fred]/Fats Waller [Waller, Fats] or Thomas Waller [Waller, 

Thomas] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1930 

Walking My Baby Back Home [1930] 

Turk lived 1892 to 1934. Ahlert lived 1892 to 1953. Waller lived 1904 to 1943. 

 

Mort Dixon [Dixon, Mort]/Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Harry Warren [Warren, Harry] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1930 to 1931 

Would You Like to Take a Walk [1930: from Sweet and Low]; I Found a Million Dollar Baby [1931: from Crazy 

Quilt] 

Dixon lived 1892 to 1956. Rose lived 1899 to 1966. Warren lived 1893 to 1981. 

 

Jimmie Davis [Davis, Jimmie] or James Edward Davis [Davis, James Edward]/Charles Mitchell [Mitchell, 

Charles] 

composer 

USA 

1930 to 1942 

You Are My Sunshine, My Only Sunshine [1930: became a hit in 1942] 

Davis lived 1899 to 2000. 

 

Arthur Altman [Altman, Arthur]/Seymour Simons [Simons, Seymour]/Gerald Marks [Marks, Gerald] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

All of Me [1931] 

Altman lived 1911 to 1994. Simons lived 1896 to 1949. Marks lived 1900 to 1997. 

 

Gus Arnheim [Arnheim, Gus]/Harry Tobias [Tobias, Harry]/Jules Lemare [Lemare, Jules] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

Sweet and Lovely [1931] 

Arnheim lived 1897 to 1955. Tobias lived 1895 to 1994. 

 

Sidney Arodin [Arodin, Sidney]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

Lazy River [1931: from The Best Years of Our Lives] 

Arodin lived 1901 to 1948. Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. 

 

Lew Brown [Brown, Lew]/Ray Henderson [Henderson, Ray] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

Life Is Just a Bowl of Cherries [1931: from George White's Scandals] 

Brown lived 1893 to 1958. Henderson lived 1896 to 1970. 

 

Jimmy Campbell [Campbell, Jimmy]/Reg Connelly [Connelly, Reg]/Ray Noble [Noble, Ray] 

composer 

USA/England 

1931 



Goodnight Sweetheart [1931] 

Noble lived 1903 to 1978. 

 

Will Jason [Jason, Will]/Val Burton [Burton, Val] 

composer 

USA 

1931 

Penthouse Serenade or When We're Alone [1931] 

 

Howard E. Johnson [Johnson, Howard E.]/Harry M. Woods [Woods, Harry M.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

When the Moon Comes over the Mountain [1931: sung by Kate Smith] 

Johnson lived 1908 to 1991. Woods lived 1896 to 1970. 

 

Nick Kenny [Kenny, Nick]/Charles Kenny [Kenny, Charles]/J. Fred Coots [Coots, J. Fred] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

Love Letters in the Sand [1931] 

Kenny lived 1895 to 1975. Coots lived 1897 to 1985. 

 

Ned Lehak [Lehak, Ned]/Edward Eliscu 

composer 

USA 

1931 

You Forgot Your Gloves [1931: from The Third Little Show] 

Eliscu lived 1902 to 1998. 

 

Sam Lewis [Lewis, Sam]/John Klenner [Klenner, John] 

composer 

USA 

1931 

Just Friends [1931] 

Lewis lived 1885 to 1959. 

 

Errell Reaves [Reaves, Errell]/Tolchard Evans [Evans, Tolchard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

Lady of Spain [1931] 

Evans lived 1901 to 1978. 

 

Einer A. Swan [Swan, Einer A.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

When Your Lover Has Gone [1931: from Blonde Crazy] 

 

Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]/John W. Green [Green, John W.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 to 1933 

(You Came to Me From) Out of Nowhere [1931]; Hello My Lover, Goodbye [1931: from Here Goes the Bride]; I 

Cover the Waterfront [1933] 



Heyman lived 1907 to 1981. Green lived 1908 to 1989. 

 

Al Bowlly [Bowlly, Al]/Ray Noble [Noble, Ray] 

composer 

USA 

1932 

Love Is the Sweetest Thing [1932] 

Noble lived 1903 to 1978. 

 

Cab Calloway [Calloway, Cab] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1932 

Minnie the Moocher [1932] 

He lived 1907 to 1994. 

 

Arthur Freed [Freed, Arthur]/Harry Barris [Barris, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1932 

It Was So Beautiful (And You Were All Mine) [1932] 

Freed lived 1894 to 1973. Barris lived 1905 to 1962. 

 

Leo Reisman [Reisman, Leo]/Arthur Schwartz [Schwartz, Arthur] 

composer 

USA 

1932 

Louisiana Hayride [1932] 

Reisman lived 1897 to 1961. Schwartz lived 1900 to 1984. 

 

Ann Ronell [Ronell, Ann] 

composer 

USA 

1932 

Willow Weep for Me [1932] 

She lived 1908 to 1993. 

 

Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/George Bassman [Bassman, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1932 

I'm Getting Sentimental Over You [1932] 

Washington lived 1901 to 1976. Bassman lived 1914 to 1997. It was Tommy Dorsey's theme song and was 

instrumental. 

 

Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Victor Young [Young, Victor]/Bing Crosby [Crosby, Bing] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1932 

I Don't Stand A Ghost of a Chance with You or A Ghost of a Chance [1932] 

Washington lived 1901 to 1976. Young lived 1899 to 1956. Crosby lived 1903 to 1977. 

 

Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Little Jack Little/John Siras [Siras, John] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1932 



In a Shanty in Old Shanty Town [1932: from The Crooner] 

Young lived 1889 to 1939. Little lived 1899 to 1956. 

 

Edgar Yipsel Harburg [Harburg, Edgar Yipsel] or Yip Harburg [Harburg, Yip]/Vernon Duke [Duke, Vernon] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1932 to 1934 

April in Paris [1932: from Walk a Little Faster]; What Is There to Say [1934]; Autumn in New York [1934: from 

Thumbs Up]; I Like the Likes of You [1934: from Ziegfeld Follies] 

Harburg lived 1898 to 1981. Duke lived 1903 to 1969. 

 

Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Burton Lane [Lane, Burton] 

composer 

USA 

1933 

Everything I Have Is Yours [1933: from Dancing Lady] 

Adamson lived 1906 to 1980. Lane lived 1912 to 1997. 

 

Irving Caesar [Caesar, Irving] 

composer 

USA 

1933 

If I Forget You [1933] 

He lived 1895 to 1986. 

 

Max Kester [Kester, Max]/Ray Noble [Noble, Ray] 

composer 

USA 

1933 

Love Looked Out [1933] 

Noble lived 1903 to 1978. 

 

Irving Mills [Mills, Irving]/Edgar Sampson [Sampson, Edgar] 

composer 

USA 

1933 

Blue Lou [1933] 

Mills lived 1894 to 1985. Sampson lived 1907 to 1973. 

 

Jack P. Murray [Murray, Jack P.]/Ben Oakland [Oakland, Ben] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1933 

If I Love Again [1933] 

Oakland lived 1907 to 1979. 

 

Bernice Petkere [Petkere, Bernice] 

composer 

USA 

1933 

Close Your Eyes [1933] 

She lived 1902 to 2000. 

 

Leo Reisman [Reisman, Leo]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 



1933 

Stormy Weather [1933: from Cotton Club Revue] 

Reisman lived 1897 to 1961. Arlen lived 1905 to 1986. 

 

Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Edgar Yipsel Harburg [Harburg, Edgar Yipsel] or Yip Harburg [Harburg, Yip]/Harold 

Arlen [Arlen, Harold] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1933 

It's Only a Paper Moon [1933] 

Rose lived 1899 to 1966. Harburg lived 1898 to 1981. Arlen lived 1905 to 1986. 

 

Marty Symes [Symes, Marty]/Al J. Neiburg [Neiburg, Al J.]/Jerry Livingston [Livingston, Jerry] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1933 

It's the Talk of the Town [1933]; Under a Blanket of Blue [1933] 

Symes lived 1904 to 1953. Livingston lived 1909 to 1987. 

 

Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Victor Young [Young, Victor] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1933 

Hundred Years from Today [1933: from Lew Leslie's Blackbirds of 1933] 

Washington lived 1901 to 1976. Joe Young lived 1889 to 1939. Victor Young lived 1899 to 1956. 

 

Arthur Johnston [Johnston, Arthur]/Sam Coslow [Coslow, Sam] 

composer 

USA 

1933 to 1934 

Moon Song [1933: from Hello Everybody]; My Old Flame [1934: from Belle of the Nineties] 

Johnston lived 1898 to 1954. Coslow lived 1900 to 1982. 

 

Ray Noble [Noble, Ray] 

composer 

England/USA 

1933 to 1939 

I Hadn't Anyone 'Till You [1933]; Very Thought of You [1934]; Cherokee [1939] 

He lived 1903 to 1978. 

 

Brooks Bowman [Bowman, Brooks] 

composer 

USA 

1934 

East of the Sun and West of the Moon [1934] 

He lived 1913 to 1937. 

 

Maria Grever [Grever, Maria]/Stanley Adams [Adams, Stanley] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1934 

What a Difference a Day Makes [1934] 

Adams lived 1914 to 1994. 

 



Robert Hargreaves [Hargreaves, Robert]/Stanley Damerell [Damerell, Stanley]/Tolchard Evans [Evans, 

Tolchard] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1934 

If [1934] 

Evans lived 1901 to 1978. 

 

Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]/Oscar Levant [Levant, Oscar] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1934 

Blame It on My Youth [1934] 

Heyman lived 1907 to 1981. Levant lived 1906 to 1972. 

 

Will Hudson [Hudson, Will]/Eddie DeLange [DeLange, Eddie]/Irving Mills [Mills, Irving] 

composer 

USA 

1934 

Moonglow [1934] 

Hudson lived 1908 to 1981. DeLange lived 1904 to 1949. Mills lived 1894 to 1985. 

 

Gordon Jenkins [Jenkins, Gordon]/Bernard Hanighen [Hanighen, Bernard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1934 

When a Woman Loves a Man [1934] 

Jenkins lived 1910 to 1984. Hanighen lived 1908 to 1976. 

 

Sammy Lerner [Lerner, Sammy]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1934 

Judy [1934] 

Lerner lived 1903 to 1989. Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. 

 

Edgar Leslie [Leslie, Edgar]/Fred Ahlert [Ahlert, Fred] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1934 

Moon Was Yellow [1934] 

Leslie lived 1885 to 1976. Ahlert lived 1892 to 1953. 

 

Mitchell Parish [Parish, Mitchell] or Mitchell Parrish [Parrish, Mitchell]/Frank Perkins [Perkins, Frank] 

composer 

USA/England 

1934 

Stars Fell on Alabama [1934] 

Parish lived 1900 to 1993. Perkins lived 1889 to 1967. 

 

Dana Suesse [Suesse, Dana]/Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1934 

You Oughta Be in Pictures [1934] 

Suesse lived 1909 to 1987. Heyman lived 1907 to 1981. 



 

Sam Coslow [Coslow, Sam]/Tom Satterfield [Satterfield, Tom] 

composer 

USA 

1935 

Restless [1935] 

Coslow lived 1900 to 1982. 

 

Ira Gershwin [Gershwin, Ira]/Vernon Duke [Duke, Vernon] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1935 

I Can't Get Started (With You) [1935: from Ziegfeld Follies] 

Gershwin lived 1896 to 1983. Duke lived 1903 to 1969. 

 

Gordon Jenkins [Jenkins, Gordon] 

composer 

USA 

1935 

Goodbye [1935] 

He lived 1910 to 1984. Duke lived 1903 to 1969. 

 

Jimmy Kennedy [Kennedy, Jimmy]/Hugh Williams [Williams, Hugh] or Will Grosz [Grosz, Will] 

composer 

USA 

1935 to 1937 

Red Sails in the Sunset [1935]; Harbor Lights [1937] 

Kennedy lived 1902 to 1984. 

 

Stanley Adams [Adams, Stanley]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1936 

Little Old Lady [1936] 

Adams lived 1914 to 1994. Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. 

 

Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Walter Donaldson [Donaldson, Walter] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1936 

Did I Remember [1936: from Suzy] 

Adamson lived 1906 to 1980. Donaldson lived 1893 to 1947. 

 

Tommy Dorsey [Dorsey, Tommy] or Thomas A. Dorsey [Dorsey, Thomas A.] 

composer 

USA 

1936 

Music Goes 'Round and 'Round [1936] 

He lived 1905 to 1956. 

 

Vernon Duke [Duke, Vernon] 

composer 

Russia/USA 

1936 

Now [1936: from The Show Is On] 

He lived 1903 to 1969. 



 

Billy Hill [Hill, Billy] 

composer 

USA 

1936 

In the Chapel in the Moonlight [1936]; Glory of Love [1936] 

He lived 1899 to 1940. 

 

Mann Holiner [Holiner, Mann]/Alberta Nichols [Nichols, Alberta]/Sammy Cahn [Cahn, Sammy]/Saul Chaplin 

[Chaplin, Saul]/L. E. Freeman [Freeman, L. E.] 

composer 

USA 

1936 

Until the Real Thing Comes Along [1936] 

Cahn lived 1913 to 1993. Chaplin lived 1912 to 1997. 

 

Holt Marvell [Marvell, Holt] or Maschwitz [Maschwitz, Albert Eric]/Jack Strachey [Strachey, Jack]/Harry Link 

[Link, Harry] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1936 

These Foolish Things [1936] 

Marvell lived 1901 to 1969. Strachey lived 1894 to 1972. 

 

Sidney D. Mitchell [Mitchell, Sidney D.]/Louis Alter [Alter, Louis] 

composer 

USA 

1936 

You Turned the Tables on Me [1936] 

Mitchell lived 1888 to 1942. Alter lived 1902 to 1980. 

 

Lew Brown [Brown, Lew]/Sammy Fain [Fain, Sammy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1937 

That Old Feeling [1937] 

Brown lived 1893 to 1958. Fain lived 1902 to 1989. 

 

Mack Gordon [Gordon, Mack]/Harry Revel [Revel, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA/England 

1937 

There's a Lull in My Life [1937] 

Gordon lived 1904 to 1959. Ravel lived 1905 to 1958. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny] 

composer 

USA 

1937 

Jamboree Jones [1937]; Sent for You Yesterday, and Here You Come Today [1937] 

He lived 1909 to 1976. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Bernard Hanighen [Hanighen, Bernard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1937 



Bob White [1937] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Hanighen lived 1908 to 1976. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Gordon Jenkins [Jenkins, Gordon] 

composer 

USA 

1937 

P.S. I Love You [1937] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Jenkins lived 1910 to 1984. 

 

Mitchell Parish [Parish, Mitchell] or Mitchell Parrish [Parrish, Mitchell]/Benny Goodman [Goodman, 

Benny]/Edgar Sampson [Sampson, Edgar] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1937 

Don't Be That Way [1937] 

Parish lived 1900 to 1993. Goodman lived 1909 to 1986. Sampson lived 1907 to 1973. 

 

Harry Tobia [Tobia, Harry]/Percy Wenrich [Wenrich, Percy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1937 

Sail Along, Silv'ry Moon [1937] 

Wenrich lived 1887 to 1952. 

 

Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1937 

Nearness of You [1937] 

Washington lived 1901 to 1976. Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Richard A. Whiting [Whiting, Richard A.] 

composer 

USA 

1937 to 1938 

(You're) Too Marvelous for Words [1937: from Ready, Willing and Able]; Hooray for Hollywood [1938: from the 

film Hollywood Hotel] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Jimmy McHugh [McHugh, Jimmy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1937 to 1947 

Where Are You [1937: from Top of the Town]; You're a Sweetheart [1937]; Coming in on a Wing and a Prayer 

[1943]; It's a Most Unusual Day [1947: from A Date with Judy] 

Adamson lived 1906 to 1980. McHugh lived 1893 to 1969. 

 

Sammy Cahn [Cahn, Sammy]/Saul Chaplin [Chaplin, Saul] 

composer 

USA 

1938 

Please Be Kind [1938] 

Cahn lived 1913 to 1993. Chaplin lived 1912 to 1997. 

 



Larry Clinton [Clinton, Larry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 

My Reverie [1938]; Cry, Baby, Cry [1938]; Dipsy Doodle [1938] 

He lived 1909 to 1985. 

 

Mack David [David, Mack]/Jerry Livingston [Livingston, Jerry]/Count Basie 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 

Blue and Sentimental [1938] 

David lived 1912 to 1993. Livingston lived 1909 to 1987. Basie lived 1904 to 1984. 

 

Irving Kahal [Kahal, Irving]/Sammy Fain [Fain, Sammy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 

I Can Dream, Can't I? [1938]; I'll Be Seeing You [1938: from Right This Way] 

Kahal lived 1903 to 1942. Fain lived 1902 to 1989. 

 

Jimmy Kennedy [Kennedy, Jimmy]/Georges Boulanger [Boulanger, Georges] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 

My Prayer [1938: adapted from the music Avant de Mourir] 

Kennedy lived 1902 to 1984. 

 

Jack Lawrence [Lawrence, Jack]/Harry James [James, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 

Ciribiribin or They're So in Love [1938] 

Lawrence lived 1912 to ?. James lived 1916 to 1983. 

 

Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy] 

composer 

USA 

1938 

Two Sleepy People [1938]; Small Fry [1938: from Sing You Sinners]; Heart and Soul [1938: from the short A Song 

Is Born] 

Loesser lived 1910 to 1969. Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. 

 

Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Alfred Newman [Newman, Alfred] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 

Moon of Manakoora [1938] 

Loesser lived 1910 to 1969. Newman lived 1900 to 1970. 

 

Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Manning Sherwin [Sherwin, Manning] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 

I Fall in Love Everyday [1938] 

Loesser lived 1910 to 1969. Sherwin lived 1890 to 1960. 



 

Paul Mann [Mann, Paul]/Ned Weaver [Weaver, Ned] 

composer 

USA 

1938 

I Simply Adore You [1938] 

 

Johnny Burke [Burke, Johnny]/James V. Monaco [Monaco, James V.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 to 1939 

On the Sentimental Side [1938]; Apple for the Teacher [1939: from The Star Maker] 

Burke lived 1884 to 1950. Monaco lived 1885 to 1945. 

 

Edgar De Lange [De Lange, Edgar]/James Van Heusen [Heusen, James Van] or Edward Chester Babcock 

[Babcock, Edward Chester] 

composer 

USA 

1938 to 1939 

Deep in a Dream [1938]; Darn That Dream [1939] 

Van Heusen lived 1913 to 1990. 

 

Peter DeRose [DeRose, Peter] 

composer 

USA 

1939 

Deep Purple [1939] 

He lived 1900 to 1953. 

 

Alberto Dominguez [Dominguez, Alberto] 

composer 

Chiapas, Mexico 

1939 

Perfidia or Perfidy [1939]; Frenesí [1939] 

He lived 1913 to 1975. 

 

Ziggy Elman [Elman, Ziggy] 

composer 

USA 

1939 

And the Angels Sing [1939] 

He lived 1914 to 1968. 

 

Joe Garland [Garland, Joe] 

composer 

USA 

1939 

In the Mood [1939] 

He lived 1903 to 1977. 

 

Jack Lawrence [Lawrence, Jack] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1939 

If I Didn't Care [1939] 

He lived 1912 to ?. 



 

Jack Lawrence [Lawrence, Jack]/Arthur Altman [Altman, Arthur] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1939 

All or Nothing At All [1939] 

Lawrence lived 1912 to ?. Altman lived 1911 to 1994. 

 

Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Burton Lane [Lane, Burton] 

composer 

USA 

1939 

Lady's in Love with You [1939: from Some Like It Hot]; I Hear Music [1940: from Dancing on a Dime] 

Loesser lived 1910 to 1969. Lane lived 1912 to 1997. 

 

Jimmy Lunceford [Lunceford, Jimmy]/Trummy Young [Young, Trummy] 

composer 

USA 

1939 

'Taint What You Do (It's the Way Whatcha Do It) [1939] 

Lunceford lived 1902 to 1947. Young lived 1912 to ?. 

 

June Richmond [Richmond, June]/Andy Kirk [Kirk, Andy] 

composer 

USA 

1939 

Wham Rebop Boom Bam (I'm a Killer Diller, Yes I Am) [1939] 

 

Sid Robin [Robin, Sid]/Lionel Hampton [Hampton, Lionel]/Benny Goodman [Goodman, Benny] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1939 

Flyin' Home [1939] 

Hampton lived 1908 to 2002. Goodman lived 1909 to 1986. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Rube Bloom [Bloom, Rube] 

composer 

USA 

1939 to 1951 

Day In, Day Out [1939]; Fools Rush In [1940]; Here's to My Lady [1951] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. 

 

Tom Adair [Adair, Tom] or Thomas Montgomery Adair [Adair, Thomas Montgomery]/Matt Dennis [Dennis, 

Matt] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1940 

Everything Happens to Me [1940]; Night We Called it a Day [1940]; Will You Still Be Mine [1940] 

Adair lived 1913 to ?. 

 

Earl Brent [Brent, Earl]/Matt Dennis [Dennis, Matt] 

composer 

USA 

1940 

Angel Eyes [1940] 

 



Bill Carey [Carey, Bill]/Carl Fisher [Fisher, Carl] 

composer 

USA 

1940 

It Started All Over Again [1940] 

 

Kim Gannon [Gannon, Kim]/Arthur Altman [Altman, Arthur] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1940 

I'll Pray for You [1940] 

Altman lived 1911 to 1994. 

 

Nancy Hamilton [Hamilton, Nancy]/Morgan Lewis [Lewis, Morgan] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1940 

How High the Moon [1940: from Two for the Show] 

 

Hans Liep [Liep, Hans]/Tommie Connor [Connor, Tommie]/Norbert Schultze [Schultze, Norbert] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

Germany/USA 

1940 

Lilli Marlene [1940] 

 

Ruth Lowe [Lowe, Ruth] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1940 

I'll Never Smile Again [1940] 

She lived 1915 to ?. 

 

Mitchell Parish [Parish, Mitchell] or Mitchell Parrish [Parrish, Mitchell]/Cliff Burwell [Burwell, Cliff] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1940 

Sweet Lorraine [1940] 

Parish lived 1900 to 1993. 

 

Terry Shard [Shard, Terry]/Jimmy Eaton [Eaton, Jimmy]/Mickey Leader [Leader, Mickey] 

composer 

USA 

1940 

Dance with a Dolly with a Hole in Her Stocking [1940] 

 

Joe Bushkin [Bushkin, Joe] 

composer 

USA 

1941 

You Don't Know What Love Is [1941: from Keep 'em Flyin'] 

He lived 1916 to 2004. 

 

Mack David [David, Mack]/Ray Joseph [Joseph, Ray] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1941 



(The Night) A Sinner Kissed a Angel [1941] 

David lived 1912 to 1993. 

 

Jimmie Davis [Davis, Jimmie] or James Edward Davis [Davis, James Edward]/Roger Ramirez [Ramirez, 

Roger]/Jimmy Sherman [Sherman, Jimmy] 

composer 

USA/Puerto Rico 

1941 

Lover Man [1941: sung by Billie Holiday] 

Davis lived 1899 to 2000. Ramirez lived 1913 to 1994. 

 

Gene de Paul [Paul, Gene de] 

composer 

USA 

1941 

I'll Remember April [1941: from Ride 'em Cowboy] 

He lived 1919 to 1988. 

 

Ralph Freed [Freed, Ralph]/Burton Lane [Lane, Burton] 

composer 

Canada/USA 

1941 

How about You? [1941: from the film Babes on Broadway] 

Freed lived 1907 to 1973. Lane lived 1912 to 1997. 

 

Bud Green [Green, Bud]/Mickey Stoner [Stoner, Mickey] 

lyricist/composer 

Austria/USA 

1941 

I Guess I'll Have to Dream the Rest [1941] 

Green lived 1897 to 1981. 

 

Agustin Lara [Lara, Agustin]/Ray Gilbert [Gilbert, Ray] 

composer/lyricist 

Spain/USA 

1941 

You Belong to My Heart or Solamente una vez [1941] 

Lara lived 1900 to 1970. Gilbert lived 1912 to 1976. 

 

Paul Madeira [Madeira, Paul]/Jimmy Dorsey [Dorsey, Jimmy] 

composer 

USA 

1941 

I'm Glad There Is You [1941] 

Dorsey lived 1904 to 1957. 

 

Sol Marcus [Marcus, Sol]/Bennie Benjamin [Benjamin, Bennie]/Eddie Seiler [Seiler, Eddie] 

composer 

USA 

1941 

I Don't Want to Set the World on Fire [1941] 

Benjamin lived 1907 to 1989. 

 

Sy Oliver [Oliver, Sy] 

composer 

USA 



1941 

Swingin' on Nothin' [1941]; Yes Indeed, It Comes Out If It's in You [1941] 

He lived 1910 to 1988. 

 

Juan Tizol [Tizol, Juan]/Ervin Drake [Drake, Ervin]/Hans Lengsfelder [Lengsfelder, Hans] 

composer 

USA 

1941 

Perdido [1941] 

Tizol lived 1900 to 1984. Drake lived 1919 to ?. 

 

Consuelo Velazquez [Velazquez, Consuelo]/Sunny Skylar [Skylar, Sunny] 

composer/lyricist 

Spain/Mexico/USA 

1941 

Bésame Mucho or Kiss Me Much [1941] 

Velazquez lived 1916 to 2005. 

 

Paul Francis Webster [Webster, Paul Francis]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1941 

I Got it Bad and That Ain't Good [1941] 

Webster lived 1907 to 1984. Ellington lived 1899 to 1974. 

 

Les Brown [Brown, Les]/Charles Tobias [Tobias, Charles]/Sam H. Stept [Stept, Sam H.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA/Russia 

1942 

Don't Sit under the Apple Tree [1942] 

Brown lived 1912 to 2001. Tobias lived 1898 to 1970. Stept lived 1897 to 1964. 

 

Al Dubin [Dubin, Al]/Dave Franklin [Franklin, Dave] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1942 

Anniversary Waltz [1942] 

Dubin lived 1891 to 1945. 

 

Tom Glazer [Glazer, Tom]/Hans Engelmann [Engelmann, Hans] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1942 

Melody of Love [1942] 

Glazer lived 1914 to 2003. 

 

Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]/Dana Suesse [Suesse, Dana] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1942 

My Silent Love [1942] 

Suesse lived 1909 to 1987. Heyman lived 1907 to 1981. 

 

Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Jimmy McHugh [McHugh, Jimmy] 

composer 

USA 



1942 

Can't Get Out of This Mood [1942: from Seven Days' Leave] 

Loesser lived 1910 to 1969. McHugh lived 1893 to 1969. 

 

Joe McCoy [McCoy, Joe] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1942 

Why Don't You Do Right [1942] 

He lived 1905 to 1950. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Victor Schertzinger [Schertzinger, Victor] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1942 

I Remember You [1942: from The Fleet's In] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Schertzinger lived 1890 to 1941. 

 

Ogden Nash [Nash, Ogden]/Kurt Weill [Weill, Kurt] 

composer 

USA 

1943 

Speak Low [1943: from One Touch of Venus] 

Nash lived 1902 to 1971. Weill lived 1900 to 1950. 

 

Tom Adair [Adair, Tom] or Thomas Montgomery Adair [Adair, Thomas Montgomery]/Hal Hopper [Hopper, 

Hal] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1944 

There's No You [1944] 

Adair lived 1913 to ?. 

 

John Blackburn [Blackburn, John]/Karl Suessdorf [Suessdorf, Karl] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1944 

Moonlight in Vermont [1944] 

 

J. Keirn Brennan [Brennan, J. Keirn]/Ernest R. Ball [Ball, Ernest R.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1944 

Let the Rest of the World Go By [1944] 

 

Don George [George, Don]/Johnny Hodges [Hodges, Johnny]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke]/Harry James 

[James, Harry] 

composer 

USA 

1944 

I'm Beginning to See the Light [1944] 

Hodges lived 1907 to 1970. Ellington lived 1899 to 1974. 

 

Ira Gershwin [Gershwin, Ira]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 



1944 

Long Ago and Far Away [1944: from the film Cover Girl] 

Gershwin lived 1896 to 1983. Kern lived 1985 to 1945. 

 

Mills Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1944 

Till Then [1933: by George Gershwin] 

John Jr. lived 1911 to 1936. Herbert lived 1912 to 1989. Harry lived 1913 to 1982. Donald lived 1915 to 1999. 

 

Russ Morgan [Morgan, Russ]/Larry Stock [Stock, Larry]/James Cavanaugh [Cavanaugh, James] 

composer 

USA 

1944 

You're Nobody Until Somebody Loves You [1944] 

Morgan lived 1904 to 1969. Stock live 1897 to 1984. Cavanaugh lived 1892 to 1967. 

 

Buck Ram [Ram, Buck]/Morty Nevins [Nevins, Morty]/Al Nevins [Nevins, Al] 

lyricist/composer/composer 

USA 

1944 

Twilight Time [1944] 

Ram lived 1907 to 1991. 

 

Bob Russell [Russell, Bob]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1944 

I Didn't Know about You [1944] 

Ellington lived 1899 to 1974. 

 

Den Berry [Berry, Den]/Desmond O'Connor [O'Connor, Desmond]/Bernard Harris [Harris, Bernard] 

composer 

USA 

1945 

Apple Honey [1945] 

 

Carl Fischer [Fischer, Carl] 

composer 

USA 

1945 

We'll Be Together Again [1945] 

He lived 1875 to 1962. 

 

Jack Lawrence [Lawrence, Jack]/Walter Gross [Gross, Walter] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1945 

Tenderly [1945] 

Lawrence lived 1912 to ?. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/David Raksin [Raksin, David] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1945 



Laura [1945] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Raksin lived 1912 to 2004. 

 

Mack Gordon [Gordon, Mack]/Josef Myrow [Myrow, Josef] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1946 

You Make Me Feel So Young [1946: from Three Little Girls in Blue] 

Gordon lived 1904 to 1959. Myrow lived 1910 to 1987. 

 

Al Jolson [Jolson, Al] or Asa Yoelson [Yoelson, Asa]/Saul Chaplin [Chaplin, Saul] 

composer 

USA 

1946 

Anniversary Song [1946] 

Jolson lived 1886 to 1950. Chaplin lived 1912 to 1997. 

 

Charles Phillip Thompson [Thompson, Charles Phillip] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1947 

Robbins' Nest or Just When We're Falling in Love [1947] 

He lived 1918 to ?. 

 

Buddy Bernier [Bernier, Buddy]/Jerry Brainin [Brainin, Jerry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1948 

Night Has a Thousand Eyes [1948] 

 

John Benson Brooks [Brooks, John Benson] or Jack Brooks [Brooks, Jack]/Bob Russell [Russell, Bob] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1948 

You've Come a Long Way from St. Louis [1948] 

 

Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1948 

For Every Man There's a Woman [1948: from Casbah] 

Robin lived 1895 to 1984. Arlen lived 1905 to 1986. 

 

Sid Tepper [Tepper, Sid]/Roy C. Bennett [Bennett, Roy C.] 

composer 

USA 

1948 

Red Roses for a Blue Lady [1948] 

Bennett lived 1918 to ?. 

 

Tadd Dameron [Dameron, Tadd] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1949 

Lady Bird [1949: with Fats Navarro, trumpet] 

He lived 1917 to 1965. 



 

Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Victor Young [Young, Victor] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1949 

My Foolish Heart [1949] 

Washington lived 1901 to 1976. Young lived 1899 to 1956. 

 

Mack David [David, Mack]/Jacques Larue [Larue, Jacques]/Louiguy or Louis Gugliemi [Gugliemi, Louis] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

France/USA 

1950 

Cherry Pink and Apple Blossom White [1950: translated by David] 

Gugliemi lived 1916 to 1991. David lived 1912 to 1993. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Jacques Prevert [Prevert, Jacques]/Joseph Kosma [Kosma, Joseph] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA/France 

1950 

Autumn Leaves [1950] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Prevert lived 1900 to 1977. Kosma lived 1905 to 1969. 

 

Angele Vannier [Vannier, Angele]/Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Philippe Bloch [Bloch, Philippe] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

France/USA 

1950 

When the World Was Young [1950: modified by M. Philippe-Gerard, 1956] 

Vannier lived 1917 to 1980. Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. 

 

Paul Francis Webster [Webster, Paul Francis]/Juventino Rosas [Rosas, Juventino] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1950 to 1951 

Loveliest Night of the Year [1950] 

Webster lived 1907 to 1984. Rosas lived 1868 to 1894. 

 

Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1951 

My Resistance Is Low [1951] 

Adamson lived 1906 to 1980. Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. 

 

Dorothy Fields [Fields, Dorothy]/Arthur Schwartz [Schwartz, Arthur] 

composer 

USA 

1951 

Make the Man Love Me [1951: from A Tree Grows in Brooklyn] 

Fields lived 1905 to 1974. Schwartz lived 1900 to 1984. 

 

Irving Gordon [Gordon, Irving] 

composer 

USA 

1951 

Unforgettable [1951] 

He lived 1915 to 1996. 



 

Helen Deutsch [Deutsch, Helen]/Bronislau Kaper [Kaper, Bronislau] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1952 

Hi-lili Hi-lo [1952] 

Kaper lived 1902 to 1983. 

 

Michele Galdieri [Galdieri, Michele]/P. G. Redi [Redi, P. G.]/Shelley Dobbins [Dobbins, Shelley] 

lyricist/composer/lyricist 

Italy/USA 

1952 

Non Dimenticar or Go Where I Send Thee or T'ho voluto bene [1952: from the movie Anna] 

Galdieri lived 1902 to 1965. 

 

Bob Haymes [Haymes, Bob]/Alan Brandt [Brandt, Alan] 

composer 

USA 

1952 

That's All [1952] 

Haymes lived 1923 to 1989. Brandt lived 1923 to ?. 

 

Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]/Victor Young [Young, Victor] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1952 

When I Fall in Love [1952: from the movie One Minute to Zero] 

Heyman lived 1907 to 1981. Young lived 1899 to 1956. 

 

Gerhard Winkler [Winkler, Gerhard]/Fred Rauch [Rauch, Fred]/Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl] 

composer/lyricist 

Germany/USA 

1952 

Answer Me My Love [1952: sung by Nat King Cole] 

Winkler lived 1906 to 1977. Sigman lived 1909 to 2000. 

 

John Benson Brooks [Brooks, John Benson] or Jack Brooks [Brooks, Jack]/Harry Warden [Warden, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1953 

That's Amore [1953: from the movie The Caddy] 

 

Arthur Hamilton [Hamilton, Arthur] 

composer 

USA 

1953 

Cry Me a River [1953] 

 

James Hudson [Hudson, James]/Calvin Carter [Carter, Calvin] 

composer 

USA 

1953 

Goodnight, Sweetheart or Goodnight, It's Time to Go [1953] 

 

Edward Madden [Madden, Edward]/Gus Edwards [Edwards, Gus] 

lyricist/composer 



USA 

1953 

By the Light of the Silvery Moon [1953] 

Edwards lived 1879 to 1945. 

 

Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl]/Robert Maxwell [Maxwell, Robert] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1953 

Ebb Tide [1953] 

Sigman lived 1909 to 2000. Maxwell lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Pat Ballard [Ballard, Pat] 

composer 

USA 

1954 

Mister Sandman [1954: sung by the Andrews Sisters] 

He lived 1899 to 1960. 

 

Howard Barnes [Barnes, Howard]/Harold Cornelius [Cornelius, Harold]/Dominic John [John, Dominic] 

composer 

USA 

1954 

Blossom Fell [1954: sung by Nat King Cole] 

 

Pietro Garinei [Garinei, Pietro]/Sandro Giovanninni [Giovanninni, Sandro]/Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl]/Renato 

Rascel [Rascel, Renato] 

lyricist/lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1954 

Arrivederci Roma or Goodbye Rome [1954] 

Sigman lived 1909 to 2000. 

 

Ira Gershwin [Gershwin, Ira]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1954 

Man That Got Away [1954: from the film A Star Is Born] 

Gershwin lived 1896 to 1983. Arlen lived 1905 to 1986. 

 

Bart Howard [Howard, Bart] 

composer 

USA 

1954 

Fly Me to the Moon or In Other Words [1954] 

He lived 1915 to 2004. 

 

Tulio Trapani [Trapani, Tulio]/Lee Lange [Lange, Lee] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1954 

Cara Mia or My Dear One [1954] 

 

Buck Ram [Ram, Buck]/Ande Rand [Rand, Ande] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 



1955 

Only You [1955] 

Ram lived 1907 to 1991. 

 

Hy Zaret [Zaret, Hy]/Alex North [North, Alex] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1955 

Unchained Melody [1955] 

Zaret lived 1907 to 2007. North lived 1910 to 1991. 

 

Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Victor Young [Young, Victor] 

composer 

USA 

1956 

Around the World [1956] 

Adamson lived 1906 to 1980. Young lived 1899 to 1956. 

 

Gloria Lasso [Lasso, Gloria] or Rosa Maria Coscolin [Coscolin, Rosa Maria] 

singer 

Spain/France 

1956 

Padre or Father [1956]; Extraños en el Paraiso or Strangers in Paradise [1956] 

She lived 1922 to 2005. 

 

Maurice Mysels [Mysels, Maurice]/Ira Kosloff [Kosloff, Ira] 

composer 

USA 

1956 

I Want You, I Need You, I Love You [1956] 

 

Danny di Minno [Minno, Danny di]/Carmen Lombardo [Lombardo, Carmen] 

composer 

USA 

1957 

Return to Me [1957] 

Lombardo lived 1903 to 1971. 

 

Ben Raleigh [Raleigh, Ben]/Sherman Edwards [Edwards, Sherman] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1957 

It's Wonderful [1957: sung by Johnny Mathis] 

Raleigh lived 1913 to 1997. Edwards lived 1919 to 1981. 

 

Robert Allen [Allen, Robert]/Richard Adler [Adler, Richard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1958 

Everybody Loves a Lover [1958: sung by Doris Day] 

Adler lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Mack Discant [Discant, Mack]/Max Steiner [Steiner, Max] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1960 



Theme from A Summer Place [1960: played by Percy Faith] 

Steiner lived 1888 to 1971. 

 

Pierre DeLanoë [DeLanoe, Pierre]/Gilbert Becaud [Becaud, Gilbert]/Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl] 

lyricist/composer/lyricist 

France/USA 

1961 

What Now My Love or Et maintenant [1961] 

DeLanoë lived 1918 to 2006. Becaud lived 1927 to 2001. Sigman lived 1909 to 2000. 

 

Carlos Rigual [Rigual, Carlos]/Carlos Martinoli [Martinoli, Carlos]/Sunny Skylar [Skylar, Sunny] 

composer/lyricist 

USA 

1961 

Love Me with All Your Heart [1961] 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Henry Mancini [Mancini, Henry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1961 to 1964 

Moon River [1961: in the film Breakfast at Tiffany's]; Charade [1964: from the film Charade] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Mancini lived 1924 to 1994. 

 

Arthur Altman [Altman, Arthur]/Jean Ioannidis [Ioannidis, Jean]/M. Hadjidakis [Hadjidakis, M.] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

Greece/USA 

1962 

All Alone Am I [1962] 

Altman lived 1911 to 1994. 

 

Rick Marlow [Marlow, Rick]/Bobby Scott [Scott, Bobby] 

composer 

USA 

1962 

Taste of Honey [1962] 

 

Hal Shaper [Shaper, Hal]/Antonio DeVita [DeVita, Antonio]/Giorgio Calabrese [Calabrese, Giorgio] 

composer 

USA 

1962 

Softly, As I Leave You [1962: sung by Matt Monro and by Frank Sinatra] 

Shaper lived 1931 to 2004. 

 

Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Fred Ahlert [Ahlert, Fred] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1963 

I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a Letter [1963] 

Ahlert lived 1892 to 1953. Young lived 1889 to 1939. 

 

Antonio Carlos Jobim [Jobim, Antonio Carlos]/Norman Gimbel [Gimbel, Norman]/Vinicius DeMoraes 

[DeMoraes, Vinicius] 

composer 

Brazil/USA 

1964 

Girl from Ipanema [1964: played by Stan Getz] 



Jobim lived 1927 to ?. Gimnel lived 1927 to ?. DeMoraes lived 1913 to 1980. 

 

Jay Livingston [Livingston, Jay]/Henry Mancini [Mancini, Henry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1964 

Dear Heart [1964] 

Livingston lived 1915 to 2001. Mancini lived 1924 to 1994. 

 

Riz Ortolani [Ortolani, Riz]/Norman Newell [Newell, Norman]/Nino Oliviero [Oliviero, Nino] 

composer 

USA 

1964 

More [1964: sung by Steve Lawrence] 

Ortolani lived 1931 to ?. Newell lived 1919 to 2004. 

 

Cindy Walker [Walker, Cindy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1964 

In the Misty Moonlight [1964] 

She lived 1918 to 2006. 

 

Charles Aznavour [Aznavour, Charles]/Herbert Kretzmer [Kretzmer, Herbert] 

composer/lyricist 

France/USA 

1965 

Yesterday, When I Was Young or Hier encore [1965] 

Aznavour lived 1924 to ?. Kretzmer lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Hans Bradtke [Bradtke, Hans] 

composer/lyricist 

USA 

1965 

Summer Wind [1965: sung by Frank Sinatra] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. 

 

Pierre Barouh [Barouh, Pierre]/Francis Lai [Lai, Francis]/Jerry Keller [Keller, Jerry] 

lyricist/composer/lyricist 

France/USA 

1966 

Man and a Woman [1966: from the movie A Man and a Woman] 

Lai lived 1932 to ?. Keller lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Charles Singleton [Singleton, Charles]/Eddie Snyder [Snyder, Eddie]/Bert Kaempfert [Kaempfert, Bert] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1966 

Strangers in the Night [1966: sung by Frank Sinatra] 

Kaempfert lived 1923 to 1980. 

 

Jay Livingston [Livingston, Jay]/Ray Evans [Evans, Ray]/Victor Young [Young, Victor] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1967 

Golden Earrings [1967] 



Livingston lived 1915 to 2001. Evans lived 1915 to 2007. Young lived 1899 to 1956. 

 

C. Carson Parks [Parks, C. Carson] 

composer 

USA 

1967 

Something Stupid [1967] 

He lived 1936 to 2005. 

 

Armando Manzanero [Manzanero, Armando]/Sid Wayne [Wayne, Sid] 

composer/lyricist 

Mexico/USA 

1968 

It's Impossible or Somos novios [1968] 

Manzanero lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Rod McKuen [McKuen, Rod] 

composer 

USA 

1969 

Love's Been Good to Me [1969: sung by Frank Sinatra] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Carmine Coppola [Coppola, Carmine]/Nino Rota [Rota, Nino] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1972 

Godfather Waltz [1972] 

Coppola lived 1910 to 1991. Rota lived 1911 to 1979. 

 

Thomas Fundora [Fundora, Thomas]/Morris Albert [Albert, Morris]/Louis Gaste [Gaste, Louis] 

lyricist/composer 

Brazil/USA/France 

1974 

Feelings or Dime? [1974] 

Albert lived 1951 to ?. Gaste lived 1908 to 2006. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Popular Music>Movie Music 

 

Kenneth J. Alford [Alford, Kenneth J.] or Frederick Joseph Ricketts [Ricketts, Frederick Joseph] 

composer 

USA 

1914 

Colonel Bogey March or Bridge over the River Kwai March [1914: used in the film The Bridge on the River Kwai, 

1956] 

He lived 1881 to 1945. 

 

Bert Kalmar [Kalmar, Bert]/Harry Ruby [Ruby, Harry] 

composer 

USA 

1930 to 1951 

Hooray for Captain Spaulding [1930: from the film Animal Crackers]; Kiss to Build a Dream On [1951: from the 

film The Strip] 

Kalmar lived 1884 to 1947. Ruby lived 1895 to 1974. 

 



Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Ralph Rainger [Rainger, Ralph] 

composer 

USA 

1932 to 1938 

Here Lies Love [1932]; Love in Bloom [1934: from the film She Loves Me Not]; If I Should Lose You [1935: from 

Rose of the Rancho]; Blue Hawaii [1936: from the film Waikiki Wedding]; Thanks for the Memory [1938: from the 

film The Big Broadcast of 1938] 

Robin lived 1895 to 1984. Rainger lived 1901 to 1942. 

 

Dorothy Fields [Fields, Dorothy]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1933 to 1936 

Roberta [1933]; Swing Time [1936]; Pick Yourself Up [1936: from the film Swing Time]; Way You Look Tonight 

[1936: from the film Swing Time]; A Fine Romance [1936: from the film Swing Time] 

Kern lived 1985 to 1945. Fields lived 1905 to 1974. 

 

Max Steiner [Steiner, Max] 

composer 

Austria/USA 

1933 to 1959 

King Kong [1933]; Gone with the Wind [1939]; Tara's Theme [1939: from the film Gone with the Wind]; Gay 

Divorcee [1934]; Summer Place [1959: Percy Faith arranged later] 

He lived 1888 to 1971. 

 

Sidney Clare [Clare, Sidney]/Richard A. Whiting [Whiting, Richard A.] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1934 

On the Good Ship Lollipop [1934: from the film Bright Eyes] 

Clare lived 1892 to 1972. Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Ralph Rainger [Rainger, Ralph]/Richard A. Whiting [Whiting, Richard A.] 

composer 

USA 

1935 

Miss Brown to You [1935: from the film Big Broadcast of 1936] 

Robin lived 1895 to 1984. Whiting lived 1891 to 1938. 

 

Harry Ruby [Ruby, Harry]/Irving Caesar [Caesar, Irving] 

composer/lyricist 

USA 

1935 

Animal Crackers in My Soup [1935: from the film Curly Top] 

Caesar lived 1895 to 1996. 

 

John Burke [Burke, John]/Arthur Johnston [Johnston, Arthur] 

composer 

USA 

1936 

Pennies from Heaven [1936: in the film Pennies from Heaven] 

Burke lived 1884 to 1950. Johnston lived 1898 to 1954. 

 

Bronislau Kaper [Kaper, Bronislau] 

composer 

USA 



1936 

San Francisco [1936: from the film San Francisco] 

He lived 1902 to 1983. 

 

Frank Churchill [Churchill, Frank]/Leigh Harline [Harline, Leigh] 

composer 

USA 

1937 

Whistle While You Work [1937: from the film Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs] 

Churchill lived 1901 to 1942. Harline lived 1907 to 1969. 

 

Harry Owens [Owens, Harry] 

composer 

USA 

1937 

Sweet Leilani [1937: from the film Waikiki Wedding] 

He lived 1902 to 1986. 

 

Erich Wolfgang Korngold [Korngold, Erich Wolfgang] 

composer 

Moravia/USA 

1938 to 1941 

Adventures of Robin Hood [1938]; Sea Hawk [1940]; Kings Row [1941] 

He lived 1897 to 1957. 

 

Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Harry Warren [Warren, Harry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 to 1945 

You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby [1938: from the film Hard to Get]; Jeepers Creepers [1938: from the film 

Going Places]; On the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe [1945: from the film The Harvey Girls] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. Warren lived 1893 to 1981. 

 

Friedrich Hollaender [Hollaender, Friedrich]/Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1939 

Boys in the Backroom [1939: from the film Destry Rides Again. sung by Marlene Dietrich] 

Hollaender lived 1896 to 1976. Loesser lived 1910 to 1969. 

 

Jimmy Kennedy [Kennedy, Jimmy]/Michael Carr [Carr, Michael] 

composer 

USA 

1939 

South of the Border [1939: from the film South of the Border] 

Kennedy lived 1902 to 1984. 

 

Miklos Rozsa [Rozsa, Miklos] 

composer 

USA 

1940 to 1961 

Thief of Baghdad [1940]; Spellbound [1945]; Double Life [1948]; Madame Bovary [1949]; Quo Vadis or Whither 

Thou Goest [1951]; Ivanhoe [1952]; Ben-Hur [1959]; El Cid [1961] 

He lived 1907 to 1995. 

 



Gene Autry [Autry, Gene] 

composer 

USA 

1941 

Back in the Saddle Again [1941: from the film Back in the Saddle] 

Autry lived 1907 to 1998. 

 

Don Raye [Raye, Don]/Hughie Prince [Prince, Hughie] 

composer 

USA 

1941 

Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy of Company B [1941: from the film Buck Privates. sung by the Andrews Sisters] 

Raye lived 1909 to 1985. 

 

Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Frank Churchill [Churchill, Frank] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1941 

Baby Mine [1941: from the film Dumbo] 

Washington lived 1901 to 1976. Churchill lived 1901 to 1942. 

 

Bernard Herrmann [Herrmann, Bernard] 

composer 

USA 

1941 to 1983 

Citizen Kane [1941]; Hangover Square [1944]; Ghost And Mrs. Muir [1947]; Day the Earth Stood Still [1951]; 

Vertigo [1958]; Psycho [1960]; Fahrenheit 451 [1967]; Taxi Driver [1983] 

He lived 1911 to 1975. 

 

Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy]/Herman Hupfeld [Hupfeld, Herman] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1942 to 1943 

As Time Goes By [1942: from the film Casablanca. written in 1931] 

Carmichael lived 1899 to 1981. Hupfeld lived 1894 to 1951. 

 

Jule Styne [Styne, Jule]/Sammy Cahn [Cahn, Sammy] 

composer/lyricist 

England/USA 

1942 to 1948 

I've Heard That Song Before [1942: from the film Youth on Parade]; I Fall in Love Too Easily [1945: from the film 

Anchors Aweigh. sung by Frank Sinatra]; It's Magic [1948: from the film Romance on the High Seas] 

Styne lived 1905 to 1994. Cahn lived 1913 to 1993. 

 

John Jacob Loeb [Loeb, John Jacob]/Carmen Lombardo [Lombardo, Carmen] 

composer 

USA/Canada 

1946 

Seems Like Old Times [1946] 

Loeb lived 1910 to ?. Lombardo lived 1903 to 1971. 

 

Allan Roberts [Roberts, Allan]/Doris Fisher [Fisher, Doris] 

composer 

USA 

1946 

Put the Blame on Mame [1946: from the film Gilda] 



Fisher lived 1915 to 2002. 

 

Hugo Friedhofer [Friedhofer, Hugo] 

composer 

USA 

1946 to 1957 

Best Years of Our Lives [1946]; Affair to Remember [1957: from the film An Affair to Remember] 

He lived 1902 to 1981. 

 

Ray Gilbert [Gilbert, Ray]/Allie Wrubel [Wrubel, Allie] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1947 

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah [1947: from the film Song of the South] 

Wrubel lived 1905 to 1973. 

 

Eden Ahbez [Ahbez, Eden] 

composer 

USA 

1948 

Nature Boy [1948: from the film The Boy With Green Hair] 

He lived 1908 to 1995. 

 

Walter Lord [Lord, Walter]/Anton Karas [Karas, Anton] 

lyricist/composer 

England/Austria 

1949 

Third Man Theme [1949: from the movie The Third Man] 

Lord lived 1917 to ?. Karas lived 1906 to 1985. 

 

Larry Morey [Morey, Larry]/Eliot Daniel [Daniel, Eliot] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1949 

Lavender Blue [1949: from the film So Dear to My Heart] 

Daniel lived 1908 to 1997. 

 

Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Jule Styne [Styne, Jule] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1949 

Diamonds Are a Girl's Best Friends [1949: sung by Marilyn Monroe in the movie Gentlemen Prefer Blondes]; 

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes [1949] 

Robin lived 1895 to 1984. 

 

Nicholas Brodszky [Brodszky, Nicholas]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold]/Cesare Andrea Bixio [Bixio, Cesare 

Andrea] 

composer 

Russia/USA 

1950 

Be My Love [1950: from the film The Toast of New Orleans] 

Brodszky lived 1905 to 1985. Arlen lived 1905 to 1986. Bixio lived 1920 to 1978. 

 

Ted Koehler [Koehler, Ted]/Mack Gordon [Gordon, Mack] 

composer 

USA/Poland 



1950 

Get Happy [1950: from the film Summer Stock. sung by Judy Garland] 

Koehler lived 1894 to 1973. Gordon lived 1904 to 1959. 

 

Franz Waxman [Waxman, Franz] 

composer 

Germany/USA 

1950 to 1962 

Sunset Boulevard [1950]; Place In The Sun [1951]; Taras Bulba [1962] 

He lived 1906 to 1967. 

 

Mack David [David, Mack]/Jerry Livingston [Livingston, Jerry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1950 to 1965 

Bobbidi-Boo [1950: from the film Cinderella]; Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes [1950: from the film Cinderella]; 

77 Sunset Strip [1959: from the TV series]; Ballad of Cat Ballou [1965: from the film Cat Ballou] 

David lived 1912 to 1993. Livingston lived 1915 to 2001. 

 

Arthur Freed [Freed, Arthur]/Nacio Herb Brown [Brown, Nacio Herb] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1952 

You Were Meant for Me [1929]; Should I [1929]; Singin' in the Rain [1929]; Dream of You [1934]; You Are My 

Lucky Star [1935: from the film Broadway Melody of 1936]; Good Morning [1952: from the film Singin' in the Rain]; 

Make 'Em Laugh [1952: from the film Singin' in the Rain]; Singin' in the Rain [1952: from the film Singin' in the Rain] 

Brown lived 1896 to 1964. Freed lived 1894 to 1973. 

 

Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Dimitri Tiomkin [Tiomkin, Dimitri] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1952 

High Noon or Do Not Forsake Me, Oh My Darlin' [1952: from the film High Noon. sung by Tex Ritter] 

Washington lived 1901 to 1976. Tiomkin lived 1894 to 1979. 

 

Bronislaw Kaper [Kaper, Bronislaw]/Adolph Deutsch [Deutsch, Adolph] 

composer 

USA/England 

1953 

Hi-Lili, Hi-Lo [1953: from the film Lili] 

Deutsch lived 1897 to 1980. 

 

Arthur Schwartz [Schwartz, Arthur]/Howard Dietz [Dietz, Howard] 

composer/lyricist 

USA 

1953 

Band Wagon [1953] 

Schwartz lived 1900 to 1984. Dietz lived 1896 to 1983. 

 

Paul Francis Webster [Webster, Paul Francis]/Sammy Fain [Fain, Sammy] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1953 

Secret Love [1953: from the film Calamity Jane. sung by Doris Day]; Love Is a Many Splendored Thing [1955] 

Webster lived 1907 to 1984. Fain lived 1902 to 1989. 

 



Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Gene de Paul [Paul, Gene de] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1954 

Seven Brides for Seven Brothers [1954] 

Mercer lived 1909 to 1976. de Paul lived 1919 to 1988. 

 

Leonard Bernstein [Bernstein, Leonard] 

composer 

USA 

1954 to 1971 

On the Waterfront [1954]; West Side Story [1961: including America, Somewhere, and Tonight]; Mass [1971: mass] 

He lived 1918 to 1990. 

 

Sonny Burke [Burke, Sonny]/Peggy Lee [Lee, Peggy] 

composer 

USA 

1955 

He's a Tramp [1955: from the film Lady and the Tramp] 

Burke lived 1914 to 1980. Lee lived 1920 to 2001. 

 

George Duning [Duning, George] 

composer 

USA 

1955 

Theme from Picnic or Love Theme from Picnic [1955: from the film Picnic] 

He lived 1908 to 2000. 

 

Elisha A. Hoffman [Hoffman, Elisha A.]/Anthony J. Showalter [Showalter, Anthony J.] 

composer 

USA 

1955 

Leaning on the Everlasting Arms [1955: from the film The Night of the Hunter] 

Showalter lived 1858 to 1924. 

 

Alfred Newman [Newman, Alfred]/Sammy Fain [Fain, Sammy] 

composer 

USA 

1955 

Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing [1955: from the film Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing] 

Newman lived 1901 to 1970. Fain lived 1902 to 1989. 

 

Elmer Bernstein [Bernstein, Elmer] 

composer 

USA 

1955 to 1966 

Man With the Golden Arm [1955]; Magnificent Seven [1960]; To Kill a Mockingbird [1962]; Return of the Seven 

[1966]; Thoroughly Modern Millie [1966] 

He lived 1922 to 2004. 

 

Jerry Goldsmith [Goldsmith, Jerry] 

composer 

USA 

1955 to 1985 

Gunsmoke [1955]; Perry Mason [1957]; Twilight Zone [1959]; Planet of the Apes [1968]; Patton [1970]; Ben [1972: 

from the film Ben]; Chinatown [1974]; Omen [1975]; Islands in the Stream [1977]; Under Fire [1983]; Legend [1985] 



He lived 1929 to 2004. 

 

Vera Matson [Matson, Vera] or Ken Darby [Darby, Ken]/Elvis Presley [Presley, Elvis] 

composer 

USA 

1956 

Love Me Tender [1956: from the film Love Me Tender] 

Darby lived 1909 to 1992. Presley lived 1935 to 1977. 

 

Paul Francis Webster [Webster, Paul Francis]/Dimitri Tiomkin [Tiomkin, Dimitri] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1956 to 1960 

Friendly Persuasion (Thee I Love) [1956: from the film Friendly Persuasion]; Green Leaves of Summer [1960] 

Webster lived 1907 to 1984. Tiomkin lived 1894 to 1979. 

 

Jerome Moross [Moross, Jerome] 

composer 

USA 

1958 

Big Country [1958] 

He lived 1913 to 1983. 

 

Henry Mancini [Mancini, Henry] or Enrico Nicola Mancini [Mancini, Enrico Nicola] 

composer 

England 

1958 to 1982 

Peter Gunn [1958: including Peter Gunn Theme, with lyrics by Ray Evans and Jay Livingston]; Mr. Lucky [1959]; 

Moon River [1961: lyrics by Johnny Mercer]; Breakfast at Tiffany's [1961: including Moon River, with lyrics by 

Johnny Mercer]; Hatari! [1962: including Baby Elephant Walk, with lyrics by Hal David]; Days of Wine and Roses 

[1962: including Days of Wine and Roses]; Man's Favorite Sport [1963: lyrics by Johnny Mercer]; I Love You and 

Don't You Forget It [1963: lyrics by Al Stillman]; Richard Boone Show [1963: including How Soon, with lyrics by Al 

Stillman]; Charade [1963]; Pink Panther Theme [1964]; Pink Panther [1964: including Pink Panther Theme and It Had 

Better Be Tonight, with lyrics by Johnny Mercer]; Dear Heart [1964: including Dear Heart]; Shot in the Dark [1964: 

including Moment to Moment, with lyrics by Johnny Mercer]; What Did You Do in the War, Daddy? [1966: including 

In the Arms of Love, with lyrics by Jay Livingston and Ray Evans]; Party [1968: including Nothing to Lose, sung by 

Claudine Longet]; Darling Lili [1969: including I'll Give You Three Guesses and Darling Lili, with lyrics by Johnny 

Mercer]; Love Theme from Romeo and Juliet [1969]; Sunflower [1970: including Loss of Love, with lyrics by Bob 

Merrill]; Newhart [1982] 

He lived 1924 to 1994. 

 

Alfred Newman [Newman, Alfred] 

composer 

USA 

1959 

Diary of Anne Frank [1959] 

He lived 1901 to 1970. 

 

Alex North [North, Alex] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Spartacus [1960] 

He lived 1910 to 1991. 

 



Neil Sedaka [Sedaka, Neil]/Stella Unger [Unger, Stella] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Where the Boys Are [1960: from the film Where the Boys Are] 

Sedaka lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Georges Delerue [Delerue, Georges] 

composer 

France 

1960 to 1961 

Shoot the Piano Player [1960]; Jules et Jim [1961] 

He lived 1925 to 1992. 

 

Richard M. Sherman [Sherman, Richard M.]/Robert B. Sherman [Sherman, Robert B.] 

composer 

USA 

1960 to 1963 

Mary Poppins [1960: musical]; Chim Chim Cher-ee [1960: from the film Mary Poppins, 1963]; 

Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious [1960: from the film Mary Poppins, 1963] 

Richard lived 1928 to ?. Robert lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Boris Bassiak [Bassiak, Boris] 

composer 

France 

1961 

Le tourbillon or Canoe [1961: from the film Jules et Jim] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Al Hoffman [Hoffman, Al] 

lyricist/composer 

USA/Russia 

1961 

Blue Hawaii [1961: from the film Blue Hawaii] 

Robin lived 1895 to 1984. Hoffman lived 1902 to 1960. 

 

Monty Norman [Norman, Monty] 

composer 

England 

1962 

James Bond Theme [1962: in the film Dr. No] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

John Barry [Barry, John] or John Barry Prendergast [Prendergast, John Barry] 

composer 

England 

1962 to 1987 

Dr. No [1962]; Stalking [1963: from the film From Russia with Love]; From Russia with Love [1963]; Goldfinger 

[1964]; Thunderball [1965]; Born Free [1966]; You Only Live Twice [1967]; On Her Majesty's Secret Service [1969]; 

Diamonds Are Forever [1971]; Man with the Golden Gun [1974]; Moonraker [1979]; Somewhere in Time [1980]; 

Octopussy [1983]; Out of Africa [1985]; View to a Kill [1985]; Living Daylights [1987] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Mack David [David, Mack]/Ernest Gold [Gold, Ernest] 

lyricist/composer 

USA/Austria 



1963 

It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World [1963: from the film It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World] 

Gold lived 1921 to 1999. David lived 1912 to 1993. 

 

Maurice Jarre [Jarre, Maurice] 

composer 

USA 

1963 to 1985 

Lawrence of Arabia [1963]; Lara's Theme [1965: from the film Doctor Zhivago]; We Don't Need Another Hero or 

Thunderdome [1985: from the film Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome] 

He lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Guy Hemric [Hemric, Guy]/Les Baxter [Baxter, Les] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1965 

Beach Blanket Bingo [1965: from the film Beach Blanket Bingo] 

Baxter lived 1922 to 1996. 

 

Paul Francis Webster [Webster, Paul Francis]/John Alfred Mandel [Mandel, John Alfred] or Johnny Mandel 

[Mandel, Johnny] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1965 

Shadow of Your Smile [1965: from the film The Sandpiper] 

Webster lived 1907 to 1984. Mandel lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Don Black [Black, Don]/Mark London [London, Mark] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1967 

To Sir With Love [1967: from the film To Sir With Love] 

Black lived 1938 to ?. 

 

Terry Gilkyson [Gilkyson, Terry]/Phil Harris [Harris, Phil] 

composer 

USA 

1967 

Bare Necessities [1967: from the film The Jungle Book]; I Want to Be like You [1967: from the film The Jungle 

Book] 

Gilkyson lived 1916 to 1999. Harris lived 1904 to 1995. 

 

Quincy Jones [Jones, Quincy] 

composer 

USA 

1967 

In the Heat of the Night [1967: from the film In the Heat of the Night] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Andre Previn [Previn, Andre]/Elmer Bernstein [Bernstein, Elmer] 

composer 

USA 

1967 

Thoroughly Modern Millie [1967: from the film Thoroughly Modern Millie] 

Previn lived 1929 to ?. 

 



Burt Bacharach [Bacharach, Burt]/John Barry [Barry, John] 

composer 

USA 

1968 

Windmills of Your Mind [1968: from the film The Thomas Crown Affair] 

Bacharach lived 1928 to ?. Barry lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Oliver 

composer 

USA 

1968 to 1969 

Jean [1968: from the film The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie]; Good Morning, Starshine [1969] 

He lived 1945 to ?. 

 

Dory Previn [Previn, Dory]/Fred Karlin [Karlin, Fred] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1969 

Come Saturday Morning [1969: from the film The Sterile Cuckoo] 

Karlin lived 1936 to 2004. 

 

Fred Karlin [Karlin, Fred]/Robb Royer [Royer, Robb]/James Griffin [Griffin, James] 

composer/lyricist/lyricist 

USA 

1970 

For All We Know [1970: from the film Lovers and Other Strangers] 

 

John Alfred Mandel [Mandel, John Alfred] or Johnny Mandel [Mandel, Johnny] 

composer 

USA 

1970 

Suicide Is Painless [1970: from the film M*A*S*H] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl]/Francis Lai [Lai, Francis] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1970 

Where Do I Begin [1970: from the film Love Story] 

Sigman lived 1909 to 2000. 

 

Isaac Hayes [Hayes, Isaac] 

composer 

USA 

1971 

Shaft or Theme from Shaft [1971: from the film Shaft] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Sherman Edwards [Edwards, Sherman] 

composer 

USA 

1972 

1776 [1972] 

He lived 1920 to 1981. 

 



Larry Kusik [Kusik, Larry]/Nino Rota [Rota, Nino] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1972 

Speak Softly Love [1972: from the film The Godfather] 

Rota lived 1911 to 1979. 

 

Joel Hirschhorn [Hirschhorn, Joel]/Al Kasha [Kasha, Al] 

composer 

USA 

1972 to 1974 

Morning After [1972: from the film The Poseidon Adventure]; We May Never Love Like This Again [1974: from 

the film The Towering Inferno] 

 

Carly Simon [Simon, Carly] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1972 to 1988 

You're So Vain [1972]; Haven't Got Time for the Pain [1972]; Nobody Does It Better [1977: from the film The Spy 

Who Loved Me]; Let the River Run [1988: from the film Working Girl] 

She lived 1945 to ?. 

 

Alan Bergman [Bergman, Alan]/Marvin Hamlisch [Hamlisch, Marvin] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1973 

Way We Were [1973: from the film The Way We Were] 

Hamlisch lived 1944 to ?. 

 

Paul McCartney [McCartney, Paul]/Linda McCartney [McCartney, Linda] 

composer 

USA 

1973 

Live and Let Die [1973: from the film Live and Let Die] 

Paul lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd] 

composer 

USA 

1973 

I Don't Know How to Love Him [1973: from the film Jesus Christ Superstar] 

He lived 1948 to ?. 

 

John Morris [Morris, John]/Mel Brooks [Brooks, Mel] 

composer 

USA 

1974 

I'm Tired [1974: from the film Blazing Saddles] 

 

Keith Carradine [Carradine, Keith] 

composer 

USA 

1975 

I'm Easy [1975: from the film Nashville] 

He lived 1949 to ?. 

 



Michael Masser [Masser, Michael]/Gerry Coffin [Coffin, Gerry] 

composer 

USA 

1975 

Mahogany or Theme from Mahogany or Do You Know Where You're Going To [1975: from the film Mahogany] 

 

Richard O'Brien [O'Brien, Richard] 

composer 

USA 

1975 

Time Warp [1975: from the film The Rocky Horror Picture Show] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Carol Connors [Connors, Carol]/Ayn Robbins [Robbins, Ayn]/Bill Conti [Conti, Bill] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1976 

Gonna Fly Now or Theme From Rocky [1976: from the film Rocky] 

Conti lived 1943 to ?. 

 

Laura Nyro [Nyro, Laura] 

composer 

USA 

1976 

Smile [1976: from the film Smile] 

She lived 1947 to 1997. 

 

Barbra Streisand [Streisand, Barbra]/Paul Williams [Williams, Paul] 

composer 

USA 

1976 

Evergreen or Love Theme from A Star Is Born [1976: from the film A Star Is Born. sung by Barbra Streisand] 

Streisand lived 1942 to ?. Williams lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Joseph Brooks [Brooks, Joseph] 

composer 

USA 

1977 

You Light up My Life [1977: from the film You Light up My Life. sung by Debby Boone] 

 

John Williams [Williams, John] 

composer 

USA 

1977 

Close Encounters of the Third Kind [1977]; Star Wars [1977] 

He lived 1932 to ?. 

 

David Zippel [Zippel, David]/Marvin Hamlisch [Hamlisch, Marvin] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1977 

Goodbye Girl [1977: from the film The Goodbye Girl] 

Hamlisch lived 1944 to ?. 

 

Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/John Williams [Williams, John] 

lyricist/composer 



USA 

1978 

Can You Read My Mind [1978: from the film Superman] 

Bricusse lived 1931 to ?. Williams lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Jim Casey [Casey, Jim]/Warren Jacobs [Jacobs, Warren] 

composer 

USA 

1978 

Summer Nights [1978: from the film Grease] 

 

John Farrar [Farrar, John] 

composer 

USA 

1978 

Hopelessly Devoted to You [1978: from the film Grease]; You're the One That I Want [1978: from the film Grease] 

 

Dolly Parton [Parton, Dolly] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1978 to 1992 

Here You Come Again [1978]; 9 to 5 [1980: from the film 9 to 5]; I Will Always Love You [1992: from the film 

The Bodyguard. sung by Whitney Houston] 

She lived 1946 to ?. 

 

Kenny Ascher [Ascher, Kenny]/Paul Williams [Williams, Paul] 

composer 

USA 

1979 

Rainbow Connection [1979: from the film The Muppet Movie] 

 

Carmine Coppola [Coppola, Carmine] 

composer 

USA 

1979 

End [1979: from the film Apocalypse Now] 

She lived 1910 to 1991. 

 

Amanda McBroom [McBroom, Amanda] 

composer 

USA 

1979 

Rose [1979: from the film The Rose] 

She lived 1946 to ?. 

 

Joey Ramone [Ramone, Joey] 

composer 

USA 

1979 

Rock 'N' Roll High School [1979: from the film Rock 'N' Roll High School. sung by the Ramones] 

He lived 1951 to 2001. 

 

Carole Bayer Sager [Sager, Carole Bayer]/Marvin Hamlisch [Hamlisch, Marvin] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1979 



Through the Eyes of Love [1979: from the film Ice Castles. sung by Melissa Manchester] 

Sager lived 1946 to ?. Hamlisch lived 1944 to ?. 

 

David Shire [Shire, David] 

composer 

USA 

1979 

It Goes Like It Goes [1979: from the film Norma Rae. sung by Jennifer Warnes] 

 

Michael Gore [Gore, Michael]/Paul McCrane [McCrane, Paul] 

composer 

USA 

1980 

Fame [1980: from the film Fame] 

 

Deborah Harry [Harry, Deborah] or Blondie 

composer 

USA 

1980 

Call Me [1980: from the film American Gigolo] 

 

Kenny Loggins [Loggins, Kenny] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1980 to 1984 

I'm Alright [1980: from the film Caddyshack. sung by Kenny Loggins]; Footloose [1984] 

He lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Peter Allen [Allen, Peter]/Burt Bacharach [Bacharach, Burt] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1981 

Arthur's Theme (Best That You Can Do) [1981: from the film Arthur] 

Bacharach lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Michael Leeson [Leeson, Michael]/Bill Conti [Conti, Bill] 

composer 

USA 

1981 

For Your Eyes Only [1981: from the film For Your Eyes Only. sung by Sheena Easton] 

Conti lived 1943 to ?. 

 

Lionel Richie [Richie, Lionel] 

composer 

USA 

1981 to 1985 

Endless Love [1981: from the film Endless Love. sung with Diana Ross]; Truly [1982]; All Night Long [1983]; 

Hello [1984]; Say You, Say Me [1986: from the film White Knights]; Dancing on the Ceiling [1986]; Se La or Sela 

[1986] 

He lived 1949 to ?. 

 

Alan Bergman [Bergman, Alan]/Dave Grusin [Grusin, Dave] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1982 

It Might Be You or Theme from Tootsie [1982: from the film Tootsie] 



 

Michel Legrand [Legrand, Michel] 

composer 

USA 

1982 

How Do You Keep the Music Playing? [1982: from the film Best Friends] 

He lived 1932 to 1987. 

 

Jack Nitzsche [Nitzsche, Jack]/Will Jennings [Jennings, Will]/Buffy Sainte-Marie [Sainte-Marie, Buffy] 

composer 

USA 

1982 

Up Where We Belong [1982: from the film An Officer and a Gentleman. sung by Joe Cocker and Jennifer Warnes] 

 

Frankie Sullivan [Sullivan, Frankie]/Jim Peterik [Peterik, Jim] 

composer 

USA 

1982 

Eye of the Tiger [1982: from the film Rocky III. sung by Survivor] 

 

Alan Bergman [Bergman, Alan]/Marilyn Bergman [Bergman, Marilyn]/Michel Legrand [Legrand, Michel] 

composer 

USA 

1983 

Papa, Can You Hear Me? [1983: from the film Yentl] 

 

Norman Whitfield [Whitfield, Norman] 

composer 

USA 

1983 

Ain't Too Proud to Beg [1983: from the film The Big Chill] 

 

Miles Goodman [Goodman, Miles]/Dean Pitchford [Pitchford, Dean] 

composer 

USA 

1984 

Footloose [1984: from the film Footloose] 

 

Christopher Guest [Guest, Christopher]/Michael McKean [McKean, Michael]/Harry Shearer [Shearer, 

Harry]/Rob Reiner [Reiner, Rob] 

composer 

USA 

1984 

Big Bottom [1984: from the film This Is Spinal Tap] 

 

Ray Parker, Jr. [Parker, Jr., Ray] 

composer 

USA 

1984 

Ghostbusters [1984: from the film Ghostbusters] 

 

Thompson Twins 

composer 

USA 

1984 

If You Were Here [1984: from the film Sixteen Candles. sung by Thompson Twins] 



 

Quincy Jones [Jones, Quincy]/Rod Temperton [Temperton, Rod]/Lionel Richie [Richie, Lionel] 

composer 

USA 

1985 

Miss Celie's Blues or Sister [1985: from the film The Color Purple] 

 

Simple Minds 

composer/singer 

USA 

1985 

Don't You (Forget about Me) [1985: from the film The Breakfast Club] 

 

James Horner [Horner, James]/Barry Mann [Mann, Barry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1986 

Somewhere Out There [1986: from the film An American Tail] 

 

Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark 

composer 

USA 

1986 

If You Leave [1986: from the film Pretty in Pink. sung by Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark or OMD] 

 

Howard Ashman [Ashman, Howard]/Alan Menken [Menken, Alan] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1986 to 1992 

Somewhere That's Green [1986: from the film Little Shop of Horrors]; Under the Sea [1989: from the film The Little 

Mermaid]; Beauty and the Beast [1991: from the film Beauty and the Beast]; Be Our Guest [1991: from the film 

Beauty and the Beast]; Friend Like Me [1992: from the film Aladdin]; Whole New World [1992: from the film 

Aladdin] 

 

Bill Medley [Medley, Bill]/Jennifer Warnes [Warnes, Jennifer] 

composer 

USA 

1987 

Time of My Life or (I've Had) The Time of My Life [1987: from the film Dirty Dancing] 

 

Larry Henley [Henley, Larry]/Jeff Silbar [Silbar, Jeff] 

composer 

USA 

1988 

Wind Beneath My Wings [1988: from the film Beaches] 

 

Carlton Ridenhour [Ridenhour, Carlton]/Hank Shocklee [Shocklee, Hank] 

composer 

USA 

1989 

Fight the Power [1989: from the film Do the Right Thing. sung by Public Enemy] 

 

Eric Clapton [Clapton, Eric]/Will Jennings [Jennings, Will] 

composer 

USA 

1991 



Tears in Heaven [1991: from the film Rush] 

Clapton lived 1945 to ?. 

 

A. R. Rahman [Rahman, A. R.] or Duleep Kumar [Kumar, Duleep] 

composer 

India 

1992 

Roja or Rose [1992: including Yeh Haseen Vadiyan and Roja Jaaneman] 

He lived 1967 to ?. 

 

Graham Lyle [Lyle, Graham]/Terry Britten [Britten, Terry] 

composer 

USA 

1993 

What's Love Got to Do With It [1993: from the film What's Love Got to Do With It] 

 

Marc Shaiman [Shaiman, Marc] 

composer 

USA 

1993 

Wink and a Smile [1993: from the film Sleepless in Seattle] 

 

Tim Rice [Rice, Tim]/Elton John [John, Elton] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1994 

Can You Feel the Love Tonight [1994: from the film The Lion King]; Circle of Life [1994: from the film The Lion 

King]; Hakuna Matata or No Worries [1994: from the film The Lion King. Swahili] 

Rice lived 1944 to ?. John lived 1947 to ?. 

 

Johnny Hartman [Hartman, Johnny] 

composer 

USA 

1995 

I See Your Face Before Me [1995: from the film Bridges of Madison County] 

 

Stephen Schwartz [Schwartz, Stephen]/Alan Menken [Menken, Alan] 

composer 

USA 

1995 

Colors of the Wind [1995: from the film Pocahontas] 

Schwartz lived 1949 to ?. Menken lived 1949 to ?. 

 

Stevie Wonder [Wonder, Stevie]/Artis Ivey [Ivey, Artis]/Doug Rasheed [Rasheed, Doug]/Lawrence Sanders 

[Sanders, Lawrence] 

composer 

USA 

1995 

Gangsta's Paradise [1995: from the film Dangerous Minds. sung by Coolio] 

Wonder lived 1950 to ?. 

 

Randy Newman [Newman, Randy] 

composer 

USA 

1995 to 2001 



You've Got a Friend in Me [1995: from the film Toy Story]; When She Loved Me [1999: from the film Toy Story 

2]; If I Didn't Have You [2001: from the film Monsters, Inc.] 

 

Bryan Adams [Adams, Bryan]/Marvin Hamlisch [Hamlisch, Marvin] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1996 

I Finally Found Someone [1996: from the film The Mirror Has Two Faces] 

 

Howard Shore [Shore, Howard] 

composer 

USA 

1996 

That Thing You Do! [1996: from the film That Thing You Do!] 

 

Diane Warren [Warren, Diane] 

composer 

USA 

1996 to 1998 

Because You Loved Me [1996: from the film Up Close and Personal]; I Don't Want to Miss a Thing [1998: from the 

film Armageddon. sung by Aerosmith] 

 

Danny Elfman [Elfman, Danny] 

composer 

USA 

1997 

Men in Black [1997: from the film Men in Black] 

 

Stephen Flaherty [Flaherty, Stephen]/David Newman [Newman, David] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1997 

Journey to the Past [1997: from the film Anastasia] 

 

James Horner [Horner, James]/Will Jennings [Jennings, Will] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1997 

My Heart Will Go On [1997: from the film Titanic] 

 

Elliott Smith [Smith, Elliott] 

composer 

USA 

1997 

Miss Misery [1997: from the film Good Will Hunting] 

 

Carole Bayer Sager [Sager, Carole Bayer]/David Foster [Foster, David] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1998 

Prayer [1998: from the film Quest for Camelot] 

 

Stephen Schwartz [Schwartz, Stephen]/Hans Zimmer [Zimmer, Hans] 

composer 

USA 

1998 



Prince of Egypt or When You Believe [1998: from the film The Prince of Egypt] 

Schwartz lived 1949 to ?. 

 

Chris Isaak [Isaak, Chris] 

composer 

USA 

1999 

Baby Did a Bad Bad Thing [1999: from the film Eyes Wide Shut] 

 

Aimee Mann [Mann, Aimee] 

composer 

USA 

1999 

Save Me [1999: from the film Magnolia] 

 

Trey Parker [Parker, Trey]/Marc Shaiman [Shaiman, Marc] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1999 

Blame Canada [1999: from the film South Park: Bigger, Longer & Uncut] 

 

David Baerwald [Baerwald, David] 

composer 

USA 

2001 

Come What May [2001: from the film Moulin Rouge!] 

 

Bono 

composer 

USA 

2002 

Hands That Built America [2002: from the film Gangs of New York. sung by U2] 

 

Eminem 

composer 

USA 

2002 

Lose Yourself [2002: from the film 8 Mile] 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Popular Music>Musical 

 

William S. Gilbert [Gilbert, William S.]/Arthur Sullivan [Sullivan, Arthur] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1878 to 1888 

H.M.S. Pinafore [1878: musical]; Pirates of Penzance [1879: musical]; Mikado [1885: musical, including A 

Wandering Minstrel]; Ruddigore [1887]; Yeomen of the Guard [1888: musical] 

Gilbert lived 1836 to 1911. Sullivan lived 1842 to 1900. 

 

George M. Cohan [Cohan, George M.] 

composer 

USA 

1896 to 1942 

Hot Tamale Alley [1896]; Warmest Baby in the Bunch [1896]; Yankee Doodle Dandy or Yankee Doodle Boy 

[1904]; Little Johnny Jones [1904: musical, including Give My Regards to Broadway and Yankee Doodle Dandy]; 

Mary [1905]; Mary's a Grand Old Name [1906]; Forty-five Minutes from Broadway [1906]; Grand Old Flag or You're 



a Grand Old Flag [1906]; George Washington, Jr. [1906: including You're a Grand Old Flag]; Harrigan [1907]; Over 

There [1917: song]; Yankee Doodle Boy [1942: in the film Yankee Doodle Dandy] 

He lived 1878 to 1942. 

 

Franz Lehar [Lehar, Franz] 

lyricist/composer 

Hungary/Austria 

1905 

Merry Widow [1905: musical] 

He lived 1870 to 1948. 

 

Rida Johnson Young [Young, Rida Johnson]/Victor Herbert [Herbert, Victor] 

lyricist/composer 

USA/Ireland 

1910 

Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life [1910: also in the film Naughty Marietta, 1935] 

Young lived 1869 to 1926. Herbert lived 1859 to 1924. 

 

Henry Creamer [Creamer, Henry]/J. Turner Layton [Layton, J. Turner] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1918 to 1922 

After You've Gone [1918: sung by Mildred Bailey]; One Mo' Time [1919: musical, including After You've Gone]; 

Way Down Yonder in New Orleans [1922]; Spices of 1922 [1922: musical, including Way Down Yonder in New 

Orleans] 

Creamer lived ? to 1930. Layton lived 1894 to 1978. 

 

Harry Tierney [Tierney, Harry]/Joseph McCarthy [McCarthy, Joseph] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1919 

Irene [1919: musical] 

Tierney lived 1890 to 1965. McCarthy lived 1885 to 1943. 

 

Otto Harbach [Harbach, Otto]/Vincent Youmans [Youmans, Vincent] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1925 

No No Nanette [1925: musical, including Tea for Two and I Want to Be Happy] 

Harbach lived 1873 to 1963. Youmans lived 1898 to 1946. 

 

Oscar Hammerstein II [Hammerstein II, Oscar]/Otto Harbach [Harbach, Otto]/Sigmund Romberg [Romberg, 

Sigmund] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1926 

Desert Song [1926: musical] 

Hammerstein lived 1895 to 1960. Harbach lived 1873 to 1963. Romberg lived 1887 to 1951. 

 

Buddy G. DeSylva [DeSylva, Buddy G.]/Lew Brown [Brown, Lew]/Ray Henderson [Henderson, Ray] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1926 to 1930 

Birth of the Blues [1926]; Button up Your Overcoat [1928: from the musical Follow Thru]; Follow Thru [1928: 

musical]; Hold Everything [1928: musical, including You're the Cream in My Coffee]; I'm in Seventh Heaven [1929: 



with Al Jolson]; Sonny Boy [1929: from the film The Singing Fool. sung by Al Jolson]; Varsity Drag [1930: also in the 

film Good News, 1947] 

DeSylva lived 1895 to 1950. Brown lived 1893 to 1958. Henderson lived 1896 to 1970. 

 

Oscar Hammerstein II [Hammerstein II, Oscar]/Sigmund Romberg [Romberg, Sigmund] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1928 

New Moon [1928: musical] 

Hammerstein lived 1895 to 1960. 

 

Bertold Brecht [Brecht, Bertold]/Kurt Weill [Weill, Kurt] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1928 to 1933 

Threepenny Opera [1928: musical, including Mack the Knife]; Rise and Fall of the City of Mahogany [1929: 

musical]; Yea-Sayer [1929: musical]; Happy End [1930: musical]; Seven Deadly Sins [1933: musical] 

Weill lived 1900 to 1950. Brecht lived 1898 to 1956. 

 

Irving Mills [Mills, Irving]/Albany Bigard [Bigard, Albany] or Barney Bigard [Bigard, Barney]/Duke Ellington 

[Ellington, Duke] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

USA 

1931 

Sophisticated Ladies [1931: musical, including It Don't Mean a Thing If It Ain't Got That Swing, Mood Indigo, 

Sophisticated Lady] 

Mills lived 1894 to 1985. Bigard lived 1906 to 1980. Ellington lived 1899 to 1974. 

 

Otto Harbach [Harbach, Otto]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1933 

Roberta [1933: musical, including Smoke Gets in Your Eyes and Lovely to Look At]; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes 

[1933: from Roberta] 

Harburg lived 1873 to 1963. Kern lived 1985 to 1945. 

 

Moss Hart [Hart, Moss]/Irving Berlin [Berlin, Irving] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1933 to 1940 

As Thousands Cheer [1933: musical] 

Hart lived 1904 to 1961. 

 

Ira Gershwin [Gershwin, Ira]/DuBose Heyward [Heyward, DuBose]/George Gershwin [Gershwin, George] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1935 

Porgy and Bess [1935: musical, including Summertime] 

George lived 1898 to 1937. DuBose Heyward lived 1885 to 1940. Ira lived 1896 to 1983. 

 

Moss Hart [Hart, Moss]/Kurt Weill [Weill, Kurt] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1935 

Lady in the Dark [1935: musical] 

Hart lived 1904 to 1961. Weill lived 1900 to 1950. 



 

Harry Smith [Smith, Harry]/Victor Herbert [Herbert, Victor] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1935 

Gypsy Love Song [1935: musical, including Gypsy Love Song] 

Smith lived 1860 to 1936. Herbert lived 1859 to 1924. 

 

Dorothy Fields [Fields, Dorothy]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1936 

Way You Look Tonight [1935]; Fine Romance [1936: from the film Swing Time]; Swing Time [1936: musical, 

including A Fine Romance, Pick Yourself Up, Way You Look Tonight] 

Fields lived 1905 to 1974. Kern lived 1985 to 1945. 

 

Maxwell Anderson [Anderson, Maxwell]/Kurt Weill [Weill, Kurt] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1938 to 1944 

Knickerbocker Holiday [1938: musical, including September Song]; Lost in the Stars [1944: musical, including Lost 

in the Stars] 

Anderson lived 1888 to 1959. 

 

Kurt Weill [Weill, Kurt] 

composer 

USA 

1943 to 1949 

One Touch of Venus [1943: musical, including Speak Low]; Lost in the Stars [1949] 

He lived 1900 to 1950. 

 

Oscar Hammerstein II [Hammerstein II, Oscar]/Richard Rodgers [Rodgers, Richard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1943 to 1959 

Oklahoma [1943: musical, including Oh, What A Beautiful Morning, Oklahoma, People Will Say We're in Love, 

Surrey with the Fringe on Top]; It's a Grand Night for Singing [1945: from State Fair]; It Might As Well Be Spring 

[1945: from State Fair]; State Fair [1945: musical, including It Might as Well Be Spring, It's a Grand Night for 

Singing]; South Pacific [1949: musical, including Bali Ha'i, Happy Talk, I'm Gonna Wash That Man Right Out of My 

Hair, Some Enchanted Evening, This Nearly Was Mine, A Wonderful Guy, Younger Than Springtime]; King and I 

[1951: musical, including Getting to Know You, Hello, Young Lovers, I Have Dreamed, I Whistle A Happy Tune, 

March of the Siamese Children, Shall We Dance?, We Kiss in a Shadow]; Carousel [1954: musical, including If I 

Loved You, June Is Bustin' Out All Over, You'll Never Walk Alone]; Pipe Dream [1955: musical]; Flower Drum Song 

[1958: musical, including I Enjoy Being A Girl, Love, Look Away, You Are Beautiful]; Sound of Music [1959: 

musical, including Do-Re-Mi, Edelweiss, Climb Ev'ry Mountain, Maria, My Favorite Things, Sixteen Going on 

Seventeen, So Long, Farewell, Sound of Music] 

Hammerstein lived 1895 to 1960. Rodgers lived 1902 to 1979. 

 

Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1943 to 1967 

Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition [1943]; Spring Will Be a Little Late This Year [1943: from Christmas 

Holiday]; Baby, It's Cold Outside [1948: from Neptune's Daughter]; More I Cannot Wish You [1950: from Guys and 

Dolls]; Luck Be a Lady [1950: from Guys and Dolls]; Sit Down You're Rockin' the Boat [1950: from Guys and Dolls]; 

Guys and Dolls [1950: musical, including Sit Down You're Rockin' the Boat, More I Cannot Wish You, and Luck Be a 



Lady]; Thumbelina [1952: from the film Hans Christian Andersen]; Most Happy Fella [1956: musical]; How to 

Succeed in Business without Really Trying [1967: musical, including I Believe in You] 

He lived 1910 to 1969. 

 

Betty Comden [Comden, Betty]/Adolph Green [Green, Adolph]/Leonard Bernstein [Bernstein, Leonard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1944 to 1953 

On the Town [1944: musical, including New York, New York]; Wonderful Town [1953: musical] 

Bernstein lived 1918 to 1990. Comden lived 1919 to ?. Green lived 1914 to 2002. 

 

Robert Wright [Wright, Robert]/George Forrest [Forrest, George] 

composer 

USA 

1944 to 1954 

Song of Norway [1944: musical]; Kismet [1954: musical, including Stranger in Paradise] 

Wright lived 1914 to 2005. Forrest lived 1915 to 1999. 

 

Alan Jay Lerner [Lerner, Alan Jay]/Frederick Loewe [Loewe, Frederick] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1947 to 1960 

Brigadoon [1947: musical, including Almost Like Being in Love]; Paint Your Wagon [1951: musical, including I 

Talk to the Trees, They Call the Wind Maria]; My Fair Lady [1956: musical, including Get Me to the Church on Time, 

I Could Have Danced All Night, I've Grown Accustomed to Her Face, On the Street Where You Live, With a Little Bit 

of Luck, Wouldn't It Be Loverly, Rain in Spain]; Gigi [1957: musical, including Gigi, I Remember It Well, Thank 

Heaven for Little Girls]; Camelot [1960: musical, including Camelot, If Ever I Would Leave You] 

Lerner lived 1918 to 1986. Loewe lived 1904 to 1988. 

 

Richard Rodgers [Rodgers, Richard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1952 to 1962 

Victory at Sea [1952]; No Strings [1962: musical, including The Sweetest Sounds] 

He lived 1902 to 1979. 

 

Arnold Horwitt [Horwitt, Arnold]/Albert Hague [Hague, Albert] 

lyricist/composer 

USA/Germany 

1954 

Plain and Fancy [1954: musical] 

Hague lived 1920 to 2001. 

 

Jerry Ross [Ross, Jerry]/Richard Adler [Adler, Richard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1954 to 1955 

Pajama Game [1954]; Hey There [1954: from the Pajama Game]; Damn Yankees [1955]; Whatever Lola Wants 

[1955: from the film Damn Yankees] 

Ross lived 1926 to 1955. Adler lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Alexandre Breffort [Breffort, Alexandre]/Marguerite Monnot [Monnot, Marguerite] 

lyricist/composer 

France/USA 

1956 

Irma La Douce [1956: musical, translated to English by Julian More, David Heneker, and Monty Norman] 



 

Richard Wilbur [Wilbur, Richard]/John LaTouche [LaTouche, John]/Stephen Sondheim [Sondheim, 

Stephen]/Leonard Bernstein [Bernstein, Leonard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1956 

Candide [1956: musical] 

Wilbur lived 1921 to ?. LaTouche lived 1914 to 1956. Bernstein lived 1918 to 1990. 

 

Stephen Sondheim [Sondheim, Stephen]/Leonard Bernstein [Bernstein, Leonard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1957 

West Side Story [1957: musical, lyrics by Stephen Sondheim, including America, Somewhere, and Tonight] 

Sondheim lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Meredith Willson [Willson, Meredith] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1957 

Music Man [1957: musical, including Seventy-Six Trombones] 

He lived 1902 to 1984. 

 

Tom Jones [Jones, Tom]/Harvey Schmidt [Schmidt, Harvey] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1957 to 1966 

Fantasticks [1957: musical, including Try to Remember]; I Do! I Do! [1966: musical, including My Cup Runneth 

Over] 

Schmidt lived 1920 to 2001. 

 

Marshall Barer [Barer, Marshall]/Mary Rodgers [Rodgers, Mary] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1959 

Once upon a Mattress [1959: musical] 

Barer lived 1923 to 1998. 

 

Sheldon Harnick [Harnick, Sheldon]/Jerry Bock [Bock, Jerry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1959 

Fiorello [1959: musical] 

Harnick lived 1924 to ?. Bock lived 1928 to ? 

 

Stephen Sondheim [Sondheim, Stephen]/Jule Styne [Styne, Jule] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1959 

Gypsy [1959: musical, with Jerome Robbins, choreographer, and Ethel Merman, singer, Arthur Laurents, book, 

including Everything's Coming up Roses, Let Me Entertain You, Small World, Together Wherever We Go] 

Styne lived 1904 to 1994. 

 

Betty Comden [Comden, Betty]/Adolph Green [Green, Adolph]/Jule Styne [Styne, Jule] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 



1959 to 1960 

Bells Are Ringing [1959: musical, including The Party's Over, Just in Time]; Do Re Mi [1960: musical, including 

Make Someone Happy] 

Comden lived 1919 to ?. Green lived 1914 to 2002. Styne lived 1905 to 1994. 

 

Lionel Bart [Bart, Lionel] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Oliver! [1960: musical, including As Long As He Heeds Me, Consider Yourself at Home] 

He lived 1930 to 1999. 

 

Lee Adams [Adams, Lee]/Charles Strouse [Strouse, Charles] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1960 to 1964 

Bye Bye Birdie [1960: musical, including Put on a Happy Face]; Once Upon a Time [1962]; Fiddler on the Roof 

[1964: musical, including If I Were a Rich Man and Sunrise, Sunset. choreography by Jerome Robbins] 

Adams lived 1924 to ?. Strouse lived 1928 to ?. Robbins lived 1918 to 1998. 

 

Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/Anthony Newley [Newley, Anthony] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1961 to 1971 

Stop the World, I Want to Get Off [1961: musical, including What Kind of Fool Am I?]; Roar of the Greasepaint, 

The Smell of the Crowd [1964: musical]; Talk to the Animals [1967: from the film Doctor Dolittle]; Candy Man [1971: 

from the film Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory] 

Bricusse lived 1931 to ?. Newley lived 1931 to 1999. 

 

Stephen Sondheim [Sondheim, Stephen] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1962 to 1990 

Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum [1962: musical, including Comedy Tonight]; Company [1970: 

musical]; Send in the Clowns [1973]; Sooner or Later (I Always Get My Man) [1990: from the film Dick Tracy]; I'm 

Still Here [1990: from the film Postcards from the Edge] 

Sondheim lived 1830 to ?. 

 

Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/Cyril Ornadel [Ornadel, Cyril] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1963 

Pickwick [1963: musical] 

Bricusse lived 1931 to ?. Ornadel lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Bob Merrill [Merrill, Bob]/Jule Styne [Styne, Jule] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1963 

Funny Girl [1963: musical, including People, My Man, and Don't Rain on My Parade] 

Merrill lived 1921 to 1998. Styne lived 1905 to 1994. 

 

Jerry Herman [Herman, Jerry] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1963 to 1966 



Hello, Dolly [1963: musical, including Hello, Dolly]; Mame [1966: musical, including Mame] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Joe Darion [Darion, Joe]/Mitch Leigh [Leigh, Mitch] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1965 

Man of La Mancha [1965: musical, including Impossible Dream or Quest] 

Darion lived 1911 to 2001. Leigh lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Stephen Sondheim [Sondheim, Stephen]/Richard Rodgers [Rodgers, Richard] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1965 

Do I Hear a Waltz? [1965: musical] 

Rodgers lived 1902 to 1979. 

 

Dorothy Fields [Fields, Dorothy]/Cy Coleman [Coleman, Cy]/Bob Fosse [Fosse, Bob] 

lyricist/composer/choreographer 

USA 

1966 

Sweet Charity [1966: musical, including Big Spender and If My Friends Could See Me Now] 

Fields lived 1905 to 1974. Coleman lived 1929 to 2004. Fosse lived 1927 to 1987. 

 

Fred Ebb [Ebb, Fred]/John Kander [Kander, John] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1966 to 1977 

Cabaret [1966: musical, including Cabaret, Willkommen, and Tomorrow Belongs to Me]; Chicago [1975: musical, 

including All That Jazz and Razzle Dazzle]; New York, New York or Theme from New York, New York [1977: from 

the film New York, New York] 

Ebb lived 1932 to 2004. Kander lived 1927 to ?. 

 

Galt MacDermot [MacDermot, Galt]/James Rado [Rado, James] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1967 

Hair [1967: musical, including Aquarius, Let the Sunshine In, and Hair] 

MacDermot lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Jacques Brel [Brel, Jacques] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1968 

Jacques Brel Is Alive and Well and Living in Paris [1968: musical, with English translation by Mort Shuman and 

Eric Blau] 

Brel lived 1929 to 1978. 

 

Edward Kleben [Kleben, Edward]/Marvin Hamlisch [Hamlisch, Marvin]/Michael Bennett [Bennett, Michael] 

lyricist/composer/choreographer 

USA 

1975 

Chorus Line [1975: musical]; One [1975] 

Hamlisch lived 1944 to ?. 

 



Charlie Smalls [Smalls, Charlie] 

composer 

USA 

1975 

Wiz [1978]; Ease on Down the Road [1975: from the Wiz] 

 

Martin Charnin [Charnin, Martin]/Charles Strouse [Strouse, Charles] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1976 

Tomorrow [1976] 

Strouse lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Tim Rice [Rice, Tim]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1976 

Evita [1976]; Don't Cry for Me, Argentina [1996: from Evita] 

Rice lived 1938 to ?. Webber lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Don Black [Black, Don]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1979 

Song and Dance [1979: musical] 

Black lived 1938 to ?. Webber lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Trevor Nunn [Nunn, Trevor]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1981 

Cats [1981: musical, based on T. S. Eliot poem, including the song Memory] 

Webber lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Charles Hart [Hart, Charles]/Richard Stilgoe [Stilgoe, Richard]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew 

Lloyd] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

England 

1986 

Phantom of the Opera [1986: musical, including The Music of the Night] 

Hart lived 1962 to ?. Webber lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Don Black [Black, Don]/Charles Hart [Hart, Charles]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

England 

1988 

Aspects of Love [1988: musical] 

Black lived 1938 to ?. Webber lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/Frank Wildhorn [Wildhorn, Frank] 

lyricist/composer 

England 

1990 

Jekyll and Hyde [1990: musical] 

Bricusse lived 1931 to ?. 

 



Don Black [Black, Don]/Christopher Hampton [Hampton, Christopher]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, 

Andrew Lloyd] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

England 

1993 

Sunset Boulevard [1993: musical] 

Black lived 1938 to ?. Webber lived 1948 to ?. 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Popular Music>Rock Music 

 

Frank Sinatra [Sinatra, Frank] 

singer 

USA 

1942 to 1979 

Night and Day [1942]; I Get a Kick out of You [1953]; Young at Heart [1953]; Learnin' the Blues [1955]; I've Got 

You under My Skin [1956]; All the Way [1957: from the film The Joker Is Wild]; Lady is a Tramp [1957]; Chicago 

[1957]; Witchcraft [1957]; For Only the Lonely [1958]; Softly as I Leave You [1964]; Fly Me to the Moon [1964]; 

Way You Look Tonight [1964]; It Was a Very Good Year [1965]; Strangers in the Night [1966]; That's Life [1967]; 

My Way [1968]; New York, New York [1979] 

He lived 1915 to 1998. 

 

Fats Domino [Domino, Fats] 

singer 

USA 

1949 to 1961 

Fat Man [1949]; Every Night about this Time [1950]; Goin' Home [1952]; Ain't That a Shame or Ain't It a Shame 

[1955]; I'm in Love Again [1955]; Blue Monday [1955]; Valley of Tears [1957]; It's You I Love [1957]; I'm Walking 

[1957]; Whole Lotta Lovin' [1958]; Be My Guest [1959]; I'm Goin' to Be a Wheel Someday [1959]; I'm Ready [1959]; 

Margie [1959]; My Girl Josephine [1960]; Walkin' to New Orleans [1960]; Let the Four Winds Blow [1961: sung by 

Ray Brown 1957]; Blueberry Hill [1940: by Al Lewis, Larry Stock, and Vincent Rose. sung in 1956] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Percy Mayfield [Mayfield, Percy] 

singer 

USA 

1950 

Please Send Me Someone to Love [1950] 

 

Professor Longhair 

singer 

USA 

1950 

Mardi Gras in New Orleans [1950] 

 

Muddy Waters [Waters, Muddy] 

singer 

USA 

1950 

Rollin' Stone [1950] 

He lived 1915 to 1983. 

 

Ruth Brown [Brown, Ruth] 

singer 

USA 

1950 to 1953 

Teardrops from My Eyes [1950]; Mama, He Treats Your Daughter Mean [1953] 



She lived 1928 to 2006. 

 

Nat King Cole or Nathaniel Adams Coles [Coles, Nathaniel Adams] 

singer 

USA 

1950 to 1962 

Mona Lisa [1950]; Too Young [1951]; Blossom Fell [1955]; Ramblin' Rose [1962] 

He lived 1919 to 1965. 

 

Patti Page [Page, Patti] 

singer 

USA 

1950 to 1965 

Tennessee Waltz [1950]; How Much Is That Doggy in the Window [1953]; Hush, Hush, Sweet Charlotte [1965] 

She lived 1927 to ?. 

 

Jackie Brenston [Brenston, Jackie] 

singer 

USA 

1951 

Rocket 88 [1951] 

 

Elmore James [James, Elmore] 

singer 

USA 

1951 

Dust My Broom [1951] 

 

Johnnie Ray [Ray, Johnnie] 

singer 

USA 

1951 

Cry [1951] 

 

B. B. King [King, B. B.] 

singer 

USA 

1951 to 1969 

Three O'Clock Blues [1951]; Thrill Is Gone [1969] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Jimmy Forrest [Forrest, Jimmy] 

singer 

USA 

1952 

Night Train [1952] 

 

King Pleasure 

singer 

USA 

1952 

Moody Mood for Love [1952] 

 

Johnny Ace [Ace, Johnny] 

singer 

USA 



1952 to 1954 

My Song [1952]; Pledging My Love [1954] 

 

Little Walter 

singer 

USA 

1952 to 1955 

Juke [1952]; My Babe [1955] 

 

Lloyd Price [Price, Lloyd] 

singer 

USA 

1952 to 1959 

Lawdy Miss Clawdy [1952]; Personality [1959] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Faye Adams [Adams, Faye] 

singer 

USA 

1953 

Shake a Hand [1953] 

 

Ray Anthony [Anthony, Ray] 

singer 

USA 

1953 

Hokey Pokey [1953] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Willie Mae Thornton [Thornton, Willie Mae] or Big Mama Thornton [Thornton, Big Mama] 

singer 

USA 

1953 

Hound Dog [1953] 

She lived 1926 to 1984. 

 

Guitar Slim 

singer 

USA 

1953 to 1954 

Things that I Used to Do [1953] 

He lived 1926 to 1959. 

 

Joe Turner [Turner, Joe] 

singer 

USA 

1953 to 1954 

Honey Hush [1953]; Shake, Rattle And Roll [1954] 

 

Bonnie Lou 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Daddy-o [1955] 

 



Tennessee Ernie Ford [Ford, Tennessee Ernie] 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Sixteen Tons [1955] 

He lived 1919 to 1991. 

 

Georgia Gibbs [Gibbs, Georgia] 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Dance with Me Henry or Wallflower [1955] 

 

Bill Hayes [Hayes, Bill] 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Ballad of Davy Crockett [1955] 

 

Smiley Lewis [Lewis, Smiley] 

singer 

USA 

1955 

I Hear You Knockin' [1955] 

 

Johnny Maddox [Maddox, Johnny] 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Crazy Otto [1955] 

 

Gale Storm [Storm, Gale] 

singer 

USA 

1955 

I Hear You Knocking [1955] 

She lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Joan Weber [Weber, Joan] 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Let Me Go Lover [1955] 

 

Johnny Cash [Cash, Johnny]/Tennessee Two 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1956 

Folsom Prison Blues [1955]; I Walk the Line [1956] 

He lived 1932 to 2003. 

 

Gogi Grant [Grant, Gogi] 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1956 

Suddenly There Is a Valley [1955: by Chuck Meyer and Biff Jones]; Wayward Wind [1956] 



She lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Perry Como [Como, Perry] 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1958 

Ko Ko Mo (I Love You So) [1955]; Hot Diggity (Dog Ziggity Boom) [1956]; Round and Round [1957]; Catch a 

Falling Star [1958] 

He lived 1912 to 2001. 

 

Bo Diddley [Diddley, Bo] 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1958 

Bo Diddley [1955: by Ellas McDaniel] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Perez Prado [Prado, Perez] 

singer 

Cuba/USA 

1955 to 1958 

Cherry Pink and Apple Blossom White [1955]; Patricia [1958] 

He lived 1916 to 1989. 

 

Laverne Baker [Baker, Laverne] 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1959 

Tweedle Dee [1955]; Jim Dandy to the Rescue [1957]; I Cried a Tear [1959] 

She lived 1929 to 1997. 

 

Pat Boone [Boone, Pat] 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1962 

Ain't That a Shame [1955]; Two Hearts [1955]; I'll Be Home My Darling [1956: written by Ferdinand Washington 

and Stan Lewis]; I Almost Lost My Mind [1956]; Don't Forbid Me [1957]; April Love [1957: from the film April 

Love]; Love Letters in the Sand [1957]; Moody River [1961]; I'll See You in My Dreams [1962] 

He lived 1934 to ?. 

 

Billy Vaughn [Vaughn, Billy] 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1962 

Melody of Love [1955]; Swinging Safari [1962] 

 

Roger Williams [Williams, Roger] 

player 

USA 

1955 to 1966 

Autumn Leaves [1955]; Born Free [1966] 

He lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Bill Doggett [Doggett, Bill] 

singer 

USA 



1956 

Honky Tonk (Parts 1 and 2) [1956] 

He lived 1916 to 1996. 

 

Jim Lowe [Lowe, Jim] 

singer 

USA 

1956 

Green Door [1956] 

 

Kay Starr [Starr, Kay] 

singer 

USA 

1956 

Rock and Roll Waltz [1956] 

 

Gene Vincent [Vincent, Gene]/Bluecaps 

singer 

USA 

1956 

Be-Bop-A-Lula [1956] 

 

Little Richard 

singer 

USA 

1956 to 1957 

Miss Ann [1956]; Slippin' and Slidin' [1956]; Tutti-Fruiti [1956]; Keep a Knockin' or I Hear You Knockin', But You 

Can't Come In [1956]; Long Tall Sally [1956]; Rip It Up [1957]; Good Golly, Miss Molly [1957]; Lucille [1957] 

He lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Guy Mitchell [Mitchell, Guy] 

singer 

USA 

1956 to 1959 

Singing the Blues [1956]; Heartaches by the Number [1959] 

 

Dean Martin [Martin, Dean] 

singer 

USA 

1956 to 1964 

Memories Are Made of This [1956]; Everybody Loves Somebody [1964] 

He lived 1917 to 1995. 

 

James Brown [Brown, James]/Famous Flames 

singer 

USA 

1956 to 1965 

Please, Please, Please [1956]; I Got You (I Feel Good) [1965] 

James Brown and the Famous Flames. He lived 1933 to 2007. 

 

Elvis Presley [Presley, Elvis] 

singer 

USA 

1956 to 1974 

Blue Suede Shoes [1955: by Carl Perkins]; Hound Dog [1956: by Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller]; Don't Be Cruel 

[1956: by Otis Blackwell and Elvis Presley]; Heartbreak Hotel [1956: by Mae Boren Axton, Tommy Durden, and Elvis 



Presley]; Love Me Tender [1956: by Vera Matson and Elvis Presley]; All Shook Up [1957: by Otis Blackwell and 

Elvis Presley]; Teddy Bear [1957: by Kal Mann and Bernie Lowe]; Jailhouse Rock [1957: by Jerry Leiber and Mike 

Stoller]; Stuck on You [1960: by Aaron Schroeder and J. Leslie McFarland]; Surrender [1960: music by E. De Curtis, 

with Italian words by G. B. De Curtis and English by Doc Pomus and Mort Shuman]; It's Now or Never [1960: by 

Aaron Schroder and Wally Gold]; Can't Help Falling in Love [1961: by George Weiss, Hugo Peretti, and Luigi 

Creatore]; Little Sister [1961: by Doc Pomus and Mort Shuman]; Be My Good Luck Charm [1962]; Return to Sender 

[1962: by Otis Blackwell and Winfield Scott]; She's Not You [1962]; Suspicious Minds [1969]; In the Ghetto [1969]; 

Burning Love [1972]; Are You Lonesome Tonight [1926: by Roy Turk and Lou Handman]; Blue Hawaii [1936: by 

Leo Robin and Ralph Rainger]; Crying in the Chapel [1953: by Artie Glenn]; Now and Then There's a Fool Such As I 

[1952: by Bill Trader] 

He lived 1935 to 1977. 

 

Charlie Gracie [Gracie, Charlie] 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Butterfly [1957] 

 

Thurston Harris [Harris, Thurston] 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Little Bitty Pretty One [1957] 

 

Tab Hunter [Hunter, Tab] 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Young Love [1957] 

He lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Jerry Lee Lewis [Lewis, Jerry Lee] 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Great Balls of Fire [1957: by Otis Blackwell and Jack Hammer]; Whole Lot of Shakin' Goin' On [1957] 

He lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Johnny Mathis [Mathis, Johnny] 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Chances Are [1957]; Wonderful Wonderful [1957] 

He lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Debbie Reynolds [Reynolds, Debbie] 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Tammy [1957] 

She lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Larry Williams [Williams, Larry] 

singer 

USA 

1957 



Bony Maronie or Bony Moronie [1957] 

 

Chuck Willis [Willis, Chuck] 

singer 

USA 

1957 

C C Ryder [1957] 

 

Jimmie F. Rodgers [Rodgers, Jimmie F.] 

singer 

USA 

1957 to 1958 

Honeycomb [1957]; Oh, Oh, I'm Falling in Love Again [1958]; Secretly [1958]; Kisses Sweeter than Wine [1951] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Andy Williams [Williams, Andy] 

singer 

USA 

1957 to 1964 

Butterfly [1957]; Bilbao Song or Greatest Nights of Them All [1961]; Can't Get Used To Losing You [1963: by Doc 

Pomus and Mort Shuman, 1962]; Dear Heart [1964] 

He lived 1927 to ?. 

 

Jackie Wilson [Wilson, Jackie] 

singer 

USA 

1957 to 1967 

Lonely Teardrops [1957: by Berry Gordy, Gwen Gordy Fuqua, and Tyran Carlo]; Night [1960]; Baby Workout 

[1963]; Higher and Higher [1967] 

He lived 1934 to 1984. 

 

Rick Nelson [Nelson, Rick] 

singer 

USA 

1957 to 1972 

I'm Walkin' [1957]; You're My One and Only Love [1957]; Be Bop Baby [1957]; Never Be Anyone Else but You 

[1958]; Have I Told You Lately That I Love You [1958]; Poor Little Fool [1958: by Sharon Sheeley]; Lonesome Town 

[1958]; Waitin' in School [1958]; Stood Up [1958]; It's Late [1959]; You Are My Sunshine [1960]; Young Emotions 

[1960]; Traveling Man [1960: by Jerry Fuller]; Hello, Mary Lou, Goodbye Heart [1961]; Wonder like You [1961]; 

Teenage Idol [1962]; She Belongs to Me [1969]; Garden Party [1972] 

He lived 1940 to 1985. 

 

Paul Anka [Anka, Paul] 

singer 

USA 

1957 to 1974 

Diana [1957]; Lonely Boy [1959]; Put Your Head on My Shoulder [1959]; Puppy Love [1959]; My Home Town 

[1960]; Papa [1974] 

He lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Eddie Cochran [Cochran, Eddie] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Summertime Blues [1958] 

 



Bobby Day [Day, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Rockin' Robin [1958: by Jimmie Thomas or Leon Rene]; Over and Over [1958: by Bobby Day] 

He lived 1928 to 1990. 

 

Tommy Edwards [Edwards, Tommy] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

It's All in the Game [1958] 

 

Laurie London [London, Laurie] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

He's Got the Whole World (in His Hands) [1958] 

 

Robin Luke [Luke, Robin] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Susie Darling [1958] 

 

Domenico Modugno [Modugno, Domenico] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Nel Blu Dipinto Di Blu or Volare or In the Blue Painted Blue or To Fly [1958] 

He lived 1928 to 1994. 

 

Bill Parsons [Parsons, Bill] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

All-American Boy [1958] 

 

Jody Reynolds [Reynolds, Jody] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Endless Sleep [1958] 

 

David Seville [Seville, David] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Witch Doctor [1958] 

 

Ed Townsend [Townsend, Ed] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

For Your Love [1958] 

 



Ritchie Valens [Valens, Ritchie] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

La Bamba [1958]; Oh Donna or Donna [1958] 

He lived 1941 to 1959. 

 

Jerry Wallace [Wallace, Jerry] 

singer 

USA 

1958 

How the Time Flies [1958: by Tommy Jarrett] 

 

Duane Eddy [Eddy, Duane] 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1960 

Rebel Rouser [1958]; Because They're Young [1960]; Peter Gunn [1960] 

He lived 1938 to ?. 

 

Connie Francis [Francis, Connie] 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1962 

Jingle Bell Rock [1958]; Who's Sorry Now [1958]; Frankie [1959]; Many Tears Ago [1960]; My Heart Has a Mind 

of Its Own [1960]; Where the Boys Are [1961]; Don't Break the Heart That Loves You [1962] 

She lived 1938 to ?. 

 

Trini Lopez [Lopez, Trini] 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1962 

If I Had a Hammer [1958: by Lee Hays and Pete Seeger]; La Bamba [1958] 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Clyde McPhatter [McPhatter, Clyde] 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1962 

Lover's Question [1958]; Lover Please [1962] 

He lived 1932 to 1972. 

 

Bobby Freeman [Freeman, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1964 

Do You Want to Dance [1958]; C'mon and Swim [1964] 

 

Peggy Lee [Lee, Peggy] 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1969 

Fever [1958]; Is That All There Is? [1969: by Leiber and Stoller] 

She lived 1920 to ?. 

 



Frankie Avalon [Avalon, Frankie] 

singer 

USA 

1959 

Why [1959] 

He lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Carl Dobkins, Jr. [Dobkins, Jr., Carl] 

singer 

USA 

1959 

My Heart Is an Open Book [1959] 

 

Toni Fisher [Fisher, Toni] 

singer 

USA 

1959 

Big Hurt [1959] 

 

Frankie Ford [Ford, Frankie] 

singer 

USA 

1959 

Sea Cruise [1959] 

 

Earl Grant [Grant, Earl] 

singer 

USA 

1959 

End or At the End of the Rainbow [1959] 

 

Wilbert Harrison [Harrison, Wilbert] 

singer 

USA 

1959 

Kansas City [1959: by Mike Stoller and Jerry Leiber] 

 

Ray Peterson [Peterson, Ray] 

singer 

USA 

1959 

Wonder of You [1959]; Corinna, Corinna [1960]; Tell Laura I Love Her [1960] 

He lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Barrett Strong [Strong, Barrett] 

singer 

USA 

1959 

Money [1959] 

 

Dinah Washington [Washington, Dinah] 

singer 

USA 

1959 

What a Diff'rence a Day Makes [1959] 

She lived 1924 to 1963. 



 

Johnny Horton [Horton, Johnny] 

singer 

USA 

1959 to 1960 

Battle of New Orleans [1959]; North to Alaska [1960]; Sink the Bismarck [1960] 

 

Marty Robbins [Robbins, Marty] 

singer 

USA 

1959 to 1960 

El Paso [1959] 

He lived 1925 to 1982. 

 

Dave Cortez [Cortez, Dave] or Baby Cortez [Cortez, Baby] or David Cortez Clowney [Clowney, David Cortez] 

organist 

USA 

1959 to 1962 

Happy Organ [1959]; Rinky Dink [1962: based on the song Love Is Strange] 

He lived 1938 to ?. 

 

Steve Lawrence [Lawrence, Steve] 

singer 

USA 

1959 to 1963 

Pretty Blue Eyes [1959]; Footsteps [1960]; More [1962: in the movie Mondo Cane]; Go Away Little Girl [1963] 

He lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Bobby Rydell [Rydell, Bobby] or Robert Ridarelli [Ridarelli, Robert] 

singer 

USA 

1959 to 1964 

We Got Love [1959]; Wild One [1960]; Little Bitty Girl [1960]; Swinging School [1960]; Volare [1960]; Ding-a-

ling [1960]; Sway [1961: 1954]; Good Time Baby [1961]; I've Got Bonnie [1962]; Cha Cha Cha [1962]; Forget Him 

[1963]; World Without Love [1964] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Jeanne Black [Black, Jeanne] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

He'll Have to Stay [1960] 

 

Billy Bland [Bland, Billy] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Let the Little Girl Dance [1960] 

 

Johnny Bond [Bond, Johnny] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Hot Rod Lincoln [1960] 

 



Al Cayola [Cayola, Al] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Magnificent Seven [1960] 

 

Barry Darvell [Darvell, Barry] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

How Will It End [1960] 

 

Mark Dinning [Dinning, Mark] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Teen Angel [1960: by Jean Surrey and Red Surrey] 

He lived 1933 to 1986. 

 

Percy Faith [Faith, Percy] 

orchestra leader 

USA 

1960 

Theme from a Summer Place [1960] 

Percy Faith and His Orchestra. He lived 1908 to 1976. 

 

Bobby Hendricks [Hendricks, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Psycho [1960] 

He was in the Drifters. 

 

Howlin' Wolf 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Spoonful [1960]; Back Door Man [1965] 

 

Wanda Jackson [Jackson, Wanda] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Let's Have a Party [1960] 

 

Marv Johnson [Johnson, Marv] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

You Got What It Takes [1960] 

 

Jimmy Jones [Jones, Jimmy] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Good Timing [1960]; Handy Man [1960: composed by Otis Blackwell and Jimmy Jones] 



 

Joe Jones [Jones, Joe] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

You Talk Too Much [1960] 

 

Hank Locklin [Locklin, Hank] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Please Help Me, I'm Falling [1960] 

 

Lolita 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Sailor (You're Home Is the Sea) [1960] 

 

Johnny Preston [Preston, Johnny] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Running Bear [1960]; Cradle of Love [1960] 

He lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Jim Reeves [Reeves, Jim] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

He'll Have to Go [1960] 

He lived 1923 to 1964. 

 

Connie Stevens [Stevens, Connie] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Sixteen Reasons Why I Love You [1960] 

She lived 1938 to ?. 

 

Larry Verne [Verne, Larry] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Mr. Custer [1960] 

 

Dinah Washington [Washington, Dinah]/Brook Benton [Benton, Brook] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Baby (You've Got What It Takes) [1960: by Clyde Otis and Murray Stein] 

Washington lived 1924 to 1963. 

 

Kathy Young [Young, Kathy] 

singer 

USA 



1960 

Thousand Stars [1960] 

 

Johnny Tillotson [Tillotson, Johnny] 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1961 

It Keeps Right on Hurtin' [1962]; Why Do I Love You So [1960]; Poetry in Motion [1960: by Paul Kaufman and 

Mike Anthony] 

He lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Gary U. S. Bonds [Bonds, Gary U. S.] 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1962 

Take Me Back to New Orleans or New Orleans [1960]; Quarter to Three [1961]; School Is Out [1962] 

 

Brian Hyland [Hyland, Brian] 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1962 

Itsy Bitsy Teeny Weeny Yellow Polka Dot Bikini [1960]; Sealed with a Kiss [1962] 

 

Brenda Lee [Lee, Brenda] 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1963 

So Sorry or I'm Sorry [1960]; I Want to Be Wanted [1960]; Sweet Nothin's [1960]; That's All You Gotta Do [1960]; 

Fool #1 [1961]; Break It to Me Gently [1962]; All Alone Am I [1962]; Losing You [1963] 

She lived 1944 to ?. 

 

Roy Orbison [Orbison, Roy] 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1964 

Only the Lonely [1960: with Joe Melson]; Cryin' [1961: with Joe Melson]; Blue Bayou [1961: with Joe Melson]; 

Blue Angel [1962]; Dream Baby [1962]; In Dreams [1963]; Pretty Woman [1964: with Bill Dees] 

He lived 1936 to 1988. 

 

Mary Wells [Wells, Mary] 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1964 

Bye Bye, Baby [1960]; One Who Really Loves You [1962]; You Beat Me to the Punch [1962]; Two Lovers [1963]; 

My Guy [1964] 

 

Bobby Vee [Vee, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1967 

Devil or Angel [1960]; Take Good Care of My Baby [1961]; Rubber Ball [1962]; Night has a Thousand Eyes [1963: 

by Benjamin Weisman, Dorothy Wayne, and Marilynn Garrett]; Come Back When You Grow Up [1967] 

He lived 1943 to ?. 

 

Bobby Bland [Bland, Bobby] 

singer 



USA 

1961 

Turn on Your Love Light [1961] 

 

Maxine Brown [Brown, Maxine] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

All in My Mind [1961] 

 

Gene Chandler [Chandler, Gene] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Duke of Earl [1961: by Earl Edwards, Eugene Dixon, and Bernice Williams] 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

James Darren [Darren, James] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Goodbye Cruel World [1961] 

 

Barbara George [George, Barbara] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

I Know [1961] 

 

Clarence Henry [Henry, Clarence] or Frogman Henry [Henry, Frogman] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

But I Do or (I Don't Know Why I Love You) But I Do [1961] 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Jorgen Ingmann [Ingmann, Jorgen] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Apache [1961: by Jerry Lordan] 

 

Etta James [James, Etta] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

At Last [1961] 

She lived 1938 to ?. 

 

Ernie K-Doe [K-Doe, Ernie] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Mother-in-Law [1961] 

 



Chris Kenner [Kenner, Chris] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

I Like It Like That [1961] 

 

Freddy King [King, Freddy] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Hide Away [1961] 

 

Bobby Lewis [Lewis, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Tossin' And Turnin' [1961] 

 

Linda Scott [Scott, Linda] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

I Told Every Little Star [1961] 

 

Sue Thompson [Thompson, Sue] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Norman [1961] 

 

Ben E. King [King, Ben E.] 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1962 

Stand by Me [1961]; There Is a Rose in Spanish Harlem [1961]; Don't Play That Song (You Lied) [1962] 

He lived 1938 to ?. Drifters. 

 

Gene McDaniels [McDaniels, Gene] 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1962 

One Hundred Pounds of Clay [1961]; Tower of Strength [1962: by Burt Bacharach and Bob Hilliard] 

He lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Del Shannon [Shannon, Del] 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1963 

Runaway [1961]; Little Town Flirt [1962]; Hats Off to Larry [1963]; Keep Searchin' (We'll Follow the Sun) [1964] 

He lived 1934 to 1990. 

 

Timi Yuro [Yuro, Timi] 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1963 

Hurt [1961]; Make the World Go Away [1963] 



She lived 1941 to 2004. 

 

Matt Monro [Monro, Matt] 

singer 

England 

1961 to 1964 

My Kind of Girl [1961]; Walk Away [1964] 

He lived 1930 to 1985. 

 

Carla Thomas [Thomas, Carla] 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1966 

Gee Whiz [1961]; BABY [1966: by Isaac Hayes and David Porter] 

She lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Dion DiMucci 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1968 

Runaround Sue [1961]; Lovers Who Wonder [1962]; Wanderer [1962]; Donna the Prima Donna [1964]; Abraham, 

Martin, and John [1968: by Richard Holler] 

He lived 1939 to 1996. 

 

Brook Benton [Benton, Brook] 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1978 

Boll Weevil Song [1961]; Frankie and Johnny [1961]; Rainy Night in Georgia [1978] 

He lived 1931 to 1988. 

 

Kenny Ball [Ball, Kenny] 

player 

USA 

1962 

Midnight in Moscow [1962] 

Kenny Ball and His Jazzmen. 

 

Tony Bennett [Bennett, Tony] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

I Left My Heart in San Francisco [1962] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Mr. Acker Bilk [Bilk, Mr. Acker] 

singer 

England 

1962 

Stranger on the Shore [1962] 

He lived 1929 to ?. 

 

Marcie Blane [Blane, Marcie] 

singer 

USA 

1962 



Bobby's Girl [1962] 

 

Bruce Chanel [Chanel, Bruce] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Hey Baby [1962] 

 

Claudine Clark [Clark, Claudine] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Party Lights [1962] 

 

Johnny Crawford [Crawford, Johnny] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Cindy's Birthday [1962] 

 

Shelley Fabares [Fabares, Shelley] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Johnny Angel [1962] 

She lived 1944 to ?. 

 

Frank Ifield [Ifield, Frank] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

I Remember You [1962: lyrics by Johnny Mercer and music by Victor Schertzinger, from The Fleet's In of 1942] 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Johnny Thunder or Gil Hamilton [Hamilton, Gil] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Here We Go Loop-de-loop or Loop-de-loop [1962] 

 

Bill Justis [Justis, Bill] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Alley Cat [1962: by Jack Harlen and Frank Bjorn] 

 

Dickie Lee [Lee, Dickie] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Patches [1962] 

 

Little Eva 

singer 

USA 

1962 



Loco-Motion or Locomotion [1962] 

 

Barbara Lynn [Lynn, Barbara] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

You'll Lose a Good Thing [1962] 

 

Bobbi Martin [Martin, Bobbi] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

For the Love of Him [1962] 

 

Bobby Pickett [Pickett, Bobby] or Boris Pickett [Pickett, Boris] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Monster Mash [1962] 

 

David Rose [Rose, David] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Stripper [1962] 

 

Dee Dee Sharp [Sharp, Dee Dee] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Mashed Potato Time [1962] 

 

Joanie Sommers [Sommers, Joanie] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Johnny Get Angry [1962] 

 

Terry Stafford [Stafford, Terry] 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Suspicion [1962: by Doc Pomus and Mort Shuman] 

 

Skeeter Davis [Davis, Skeeter] 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1963 

End of the World [1962]; I Forgot More Than You'll Ever Know [1963: sung by the Davis Sisters]; I Can't Stay Mad 

at You [1963] 

He lived 1931 to 2004. 

 

Jimmy Soul 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1963 



Twistin' Matilda [1962]; If You Wanna Be Happy (for the Rest of Your Life) [1963] 

 

Gene Pitney [Pitney, Gene] 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1964 

Man Who Shot Liberty Valence or Liberty Valence [1962]; Only Love Can Break a Heart [1962: lyrics by Hal 

David and music by Burt Bacharach]; It Hurts to Be in Love [1964] 

He lived 1940 to 2006. 

 

Lou Christie [Christie, Lou] 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1965 

Gypsy Cried [1962]; Two Faces Have I [1963]; Lightning Strikes [1965] 

He lived 1943 to ?. 

 

Wayne Newton [Newton, Wayne] 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1965 

Danke Schoen or Thank You [1962: by Bert Kaempfert]; Red Roses for a Blue Lady [1965] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Chris Montez [Montez, Chris] 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1966 

Let's Dance [1962]; More I See You [1966]; There Will Never Be Another You [1966]; Call Me [1966] 

He lived 1943 to ?. 

 

Otis Redding [Redding, Otis] 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1968 

These Arms of Mine [1962]; (Sitting on the) Dock of the Bay [1968] 

He lived 1941 to 1967. 

 

Bobby Vinton [Vinton, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1968 

Roses Are Red [1962]; Blue Velvet [1963]; Blue on Blue [1963]; Mr. Lonely [1964]; There I've Said It Again 

[1964]; Please Love Me Forever [1967]; I Love How You Love Me [1968] 

He lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Tommy Roe [Roe, Tommy] 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1969 

Sheila [1962]; Everybody [1963]; Dizzy [1969] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Ray Stevens [Stevens, Ray] 

singer 

USA 



1962 to 1974 

Ahab the Arab [1962]; Everything Is Beautiful [1970]; Streak [1974] 

 

Dionne Warwick [Warwick, Dionne] 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1986 

Don't Make Me Over [1962: by Hal David and Burt Bacharach]; Walk on By [1964: by Hal David and Burt 

Bacharach]; What the World Needs Now Is Love [1966: by Hal David and Burt Bacharach]; I Say a Little Prayer for 

You [1967: by Hal David and Burt Bacharach]; Valley of the Dolls [1968]; Do You Know the Way to San Jose [1968: 

by Hal David and Burt Bacharach]; That's What Friends Are For [1986: by Carole Sager and Burt Bacharach] 

She lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Bob Dylan [Dylan, Bob] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1962 to 2000 

Blowin' in the Wind [1962]; Times They Are a-Changin' [1963]; Don't Think Twice, It's All Right [1963]; It Ain't 

Me Babe [1965]; It's All Over Now, Baby Blue [1965]; Like a Rolling Stone [1965]; Mr. Tambourine Man [1965]; 

Positively 4th Street [1965]; Subterranean Homesick Blues [1965]; Lay Lady Lay [1969]; Knockin' on Heaven's Door 

[1973]; Tangled up in Blue [1975]; Things Have Changed [2000: from the film Wonder Boys] 

He lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Bobby Bare [Bare, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Five Hundred Miles [1963] 

 

Johnny Cymbal [Cymbal, Johnny] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Mr. Bass Man [1963] 

 

Betty Everett [Everett, Betty] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Shoop Shoop Song or It's in His Kiss [1963: by Rudy Clark] 

 

Leslie Gore [Gore, Leslie] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

It's My Party [1963]; You Don't Own Me [1963: by Dusty Springfield]; Judy's Turn to Cry [1963]; She's a Fool 

[1963] 

She lived 1946 to ?. 

 

Rolf Harris [Harris, Rolf] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Tie Me Kangaroo Down Sport [1963] 

 



Little Peggy March [March, Little Peggy] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

I Will Follow Him [1963] 

 

Lou Monte [Monte, Lou] 

player 

USA 

1963 

Pepino the Italian Mouse [1963] 

 

Joey Powers [Powers, Joey] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Midnight Mary or Meet Me at Midnight, Mary [1963: by Artie Wayne and Ben Raleigh] 

 

Ruby and the Romantics/Romantics 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Our Day Will Come [1963]; Hey There Lonely Boy [1963] 

 

Kyu Sakamoto [Sakamoto, Kyu] 

singer 

Japan 

1963 

Sukiyaki [1963] 

He lived 1941 to 1985. 

 

Mongo Santamaria [Santamaria, Mongo] or Ramon Santamaria [Santamaria, Ramon] 

singer/drummer 

USA 

1963 

Watermelon Man [1963] 

 

Vonda Shepard [Shepard, Vonda] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Tell Him [1963: by Bert Russell Berns. also sung by the Exciters] 

 

Allan Sherman [Sherman, Allan] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Hello Muddah, Hello Fadduh! or Letter from Camp [1963] 

He lived 1924 to 1973. 

 

Singing Nun or Sieur Sourire 

singer 

France 

1963 

Dominique [1963] 

 



Doris Troy [Troy, Doris] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Just One Look [1963] 

 

Vince Guaraldi [Guaraldi, Vince] 

player 

USA 

1963 to 1965 

Cast Your Fate to the Wind [1963]; Peanuts Theme [1965] 

Vince Guaraldi Trio. 

 

Lennie Welch [Welch, Lennie] 

singer 

USA 

1963 to 1965 

Since I Fell for You [1963]; Ebb Tide [1964]; Darling Take Me Back [1965] 

 

Marvin Gaye [Gaye, Marvin] 

singer 

USA 

1963 to 1973 

Stubborn Kind of Fella [1963]; How Sweet It Is to Be Loved by You [1965]; I'll Be Doggone [1965]; I Heard It 

Through the Grapevine [1968]; What's Going On [1971]; Let's Get It On [1973] 

He lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Marianne Faithfull [Faithfull, Marianne] 

singer 

England 

1964 

As Tears Go By or It is the Evening of the Day [1964: by Keith Richard] 

 

Major Lance 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Hey Little Girl [1964] 

 

Diane Renay [Renay, Diane] 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Navy Blue [1964] 

 

Millie Small [Small, Millie] 

singer 

USA 

1964 

My Boy Lollipop [1964] 

 

Joe Tex [Tex, Joe] 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Hold What You Got [1964] 



 

Danny Williams [Williams, Danny] 

singer 

USA 

1964 

White on White, Lace on Satin [1964] 

 

Shirley Ellis [Ellis, Shirley] 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1965 

Nitty-Gritty [1964]; Name Game [1965] 

 

Dusty Springfield [Springfield, Dusty] 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1966 

I Only Want to Be with You [1964]; Wishin' and Hopin' [1964]; You Don't Have to Say You Love Me [1966] 

 

Manfred Mann [Mann, Manfred] 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1968 

Do Wah Diddy Diddy [1964]; Mighty Quinn [1968] 

 

Johnny Rivers [Rivers, Johnny] 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1968 

Memphis [1964]; On the Poor Side of Town [1966]; Secret Agent [1965: by P. F. Sloan and Steve Barri, from the 

TV series]; Summer Rain [1968] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Barbra Streisand [Streisand, Barbra] 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1974 

People [1964]; Funny Girl [1964]; Way We Were [1974] 

She lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Jewel Akens [Akens, Jewel] 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Birds and the Bees [1965] 

 

Len Barry [Barry, Len] 

singer 

USA 

1965 

1-2-3 [1965] 

 

Fontella Bass [Bass, Fontella] 

singer 

USA 

1965 



Rescue Me [1965] 

 

Shirley Bassey [Bassey, Shirley] 

singer 

Wales 

1965 

Goldfinger [1965] 

She lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Buster Brown 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Fannie Mae [1965] 

 

Mel Carter [Carter, Mel] 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me [1965] 

 

Patty Duke [Duke, Patty] 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Don't Just Stand There [1965] 

She lived 1946 to ?. 

 

Bobby Fuller [Fuller, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1965 

I Fought the Law and the Law Won [1965] 

 

Jonathan King [King, Jonathan] 

singer 

England 

1965 

Everyone's Gone to the Moon [1965] 

 

Shirley Lewis [Lewis, Shirley] 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Clapping Song or Clap Pat Clap Slap [1965] 

 

Barry McGuire [McGuire, Barry] 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Eve of Destruction [1965] 

 

Billy Joe Royal [Royal, Billy Joe] 

singer 

USA 

1965 



Down in the Boondocks [1965]; I Knew You When [1965] 

 

Glenn Yarbrough [Yarbrough, Glenn] 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Baby, The Rain Must Fall [1965] 

He lived 1930 to ?. 

 

Tom Jones [Jones, Tom] 

singer 

England/Wales 

1965 to 1966 

It's Not Unusual [1965]; Green Green Grass of Home [1966] 

He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Wilson Pickett [Pickett, Wilson] 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1966 

In the Midnite Hour [1965]; Mustang Sally [1966] 

 

Petula Clark [Clark, Petula] 

singer 

England 

1965 to 1967 

Downtown [1965]; I Know a Place [1965]; My Love [1965]; This Is My Song [1967] 

She lived 1932 to ?. 

 

James Brown [Brown, James] 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1970 

Papa's Got a Brand New Bag [1965]; Get Up (I Feel Like Being A) Sex Machine [1970] 

He lived 1933 to 2007. 

 

Cher 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1971 

All I Really Want to Do [1965]; Bang Bang [1966]; Gypsies, Tramps and Thieves [1971] 

She lived 1946 to ?. 

 

Dobie Gray [Gray, Dobie] 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1973 

In Crowd [1965]; Drift Away [1973] 

 

Charlie Rich [Rich, Charlie] 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1973 

Mohair Sam [1965]; Behind Closed Doors [1973]; Most Beautiful Girl [1973] 

He lived 1932 to 1995. 

 



Bobby Hebb [Hebb, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Sunny [1966] 

 

Jimmy Ruffin [Ruffin, Jimmy] 

singer 

USA 

1966 

What Becomes of the Broken Hearted [1966] 

 

Barry Sadler [Sadler, Barry] 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Ballad of the Green Berets [1966] 

 

Nancy Sinatra [Sinatra, Nancy] 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Sugar Town [1966]; These Boots Are Made for Walking [1966] 

She lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Percy Sledge [Sledge, Percy] 

singer 

USA 

1966 

When a Man Loves a Woman [1966: by Calvin Lewis and Andrew Wright] 

He lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Buffalo Springfield 

singer 

USA 

1966 to 1967 

For What It's Worth [1966] 

 

Judy Collins [Collins, Judy] 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Both Sides Now [1967: by Joni Mitchell]; Send in the Clowns [1977] 

She lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Arthur Conley [Conley, Arthur] 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Sweet Soul Music [1967] 

 

Bobbie Gentry [Gentry, Bobbie] 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Ode to Billie Joe [1967] 



 

Albert King [King, Albert] 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Born under a Bad Sign [1967] 

 

Lulu or Marie McDonald McLaughlin Lawrie [Lawrie, Marie McDonald McLaughlin] 

singer 

Scotland 

1967 

To Sir, with Love [1967] 

She lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Jimi Hendrix [Hendrix, Jimi] 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1968 

Purple Haze [1967]; Hey Joe [1967]; Foxey Lady [1967]; Fire [1967]; All along the Watchtower [1968]; Voodoo 

Chile/Slight Return [1968] 

He lived 1942 to 1970. 

 

Harry Nilsson [Nilsson, Harry] 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1969 

Everybody's Talking at Ya or Everybody's Talking at Me or Echoes or Theme from Midnight Cowboy [1967: from 

the film Midnight Cowboy] 

He lived 1941 to 1994. 

 

Neil Diamond [Diamond, Neil] 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1972 

For What It's Worth (Stop, Hey, What's That Sound) [1967]; Girl, You'll Be a Woman Soon [1967]; Cracklin' Rosie 

[1970]; Song Sung Blue [1972]; Sweet Caroline [1972] 

He lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Janis Ian [Ian, Janis] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1967 to 1974 

Society's Child [1967]; At Seventeen [1974] 

 

Aretha Franklin [Franklin, Aretha] or Queen of Soul 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1998 

(You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural Woman [1967]; Respect [1967: by Otis Redding]; Chain of Fools [1968]; 

Think [1968]; Day Dreaming [1972]; I Knew You Were Waiting for Me [1987]; A Rose Is Still a Rose [1998] 

She lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Glen Campbell [Campbell, Glen] 

singer 

USA 

1968 



Wichita Lineman [1968] 

He lived 1936 to ?. 

 

Clarence Carter [Carter, Clarence] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Slip Away [1968] 

 

Bobby Goldsboro [Goldsboro, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Honey [1968] 

 

Richard Harris [Harris, Richard] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

MacArthur Park [1968] 

 

Mary Hopkins [Hopkins, Mary] 

singer 

England 

1968 

Those Were the Days [1962: by Gene Raskin] 

 

Mama Cass or Cass Elliot [Elliot, Cass] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Dream a Little Dream of Me [1930: by Gus Kahn, Wilber Schwandt, and Fabian Andre] 

She lived 1941 to 1974. 

 

Hugh Masekela [Masekela, Hugh] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Grazing in the Grass [1968] 

 

Cliff Nobles [Nobles, Cliff] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Horse [1968] 

Cliff Nobles and Company. 

 

Jeannie C. Riley [Riley, Jeannie C.] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Harper Valley P.T.A. [1968] 

 

Melanie Rush [Rush, Melanie] 

singer 

USA 



1968 

Angel of the Morning [1968] 

 

O. C. Smith [Smith, O. C.] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Little Green Apples [1968] 

 

Mason Williams [Williams, Mason] 

guitarist 

USA 

1968 

Classical Gas [1968] 

 

Desmond Dekker [Dekker, Desmond] 

singer 

Jamaica 

1968 to 1969 

Israelites [1968] 

He lived 1943 to 2006 and popularized dance music of Jamaica {ska}, which preceded the slower reggae. 

 

Janis Joplin [Joplin, Janis] 

singer 

USA 

1968 to 1971 

Piece of My Heart [1968]; Me and Bobby McGee [1971] 

She lived 1943 to 1970. 

 

Jackie DeShannon [DeShannon, Jackie] 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Put a Little Love in Your Heart [1969] 

 

R. B. Greaves [Greaves, R. B.] 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Take a Letter Maria [1969] 

 

Norman Greenbaum [Greenbaum, Norman] 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Spirit in the Sky [1969] 

 

Bobby Sherman [Sherman, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Little Woman [1969] 

 

Joe South [South, Joe] 

singer 

USA 



1969 

Games People Play [1969] 

 

B. J. Thomas [Thomas, B. J.] 

singer 

USA 

1969 to 1970 

Hooked on a Feeling [1969]; Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head [1970] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Neil Young [Young, Neil] 

singer 

USA 

1969 to 1972 

Cinnamon Girl [1969]; Ohio [1970]; Southern Man [1970]; Heart of Gold [1972] 

He lived 1945 to ?. 

 

Joe Cocker [Cocker, Joe] 

singer 

USA 

1969 to 1975 

With a Little Help from My Friends [1969: by the Beatles]; Letter [1970]; You Are So Beautiful [1975] 

 

David Bowie [Bowie, David] 

singer 

England 

1969 to 1983 

Space Oddity [1969]; Changes [1971]; Suffragette City [1972]; Ziggy Stardust [1972]; Fame [1975]; Heroes [1977]; 

Ashes to Ashes [1983]; Modern Love [1983]; China Girl [1983]; Let's Dance [1983] 

He lived 1947 to ?. 

 

Freda Payne [Payne, Freda] 

singer 

USA 

1970 

Band of Gold [1970] 

 

Edwin Starr [Starr, Edwin] 

singer 

USA 

1970 

War [1970] 

 

James Taylor [Taylor, James] 

singer 

USA 

1970 to 1971 

Fire and Rain [1970]; Sweet Baby James [1970]; You've Got a Friend [1971] 

He lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Diana Ross [Ross, Diana] 

singer 

USA 

1970 to 1973 

Ain't No Mountain High Enough [1970]; Touch Me in the Morning [1973] 

She lived 1944 to ?. 



 

Anne Murray [Murray, Anne] 

singer 

USA 

1970 to 1980 

Snowbird [1970]; You Needed Me [1978]; Could I Have this Dance [1980] 

 

Carole King [King, Carole] 

singer 

USA 

1971 

It's Too Late [1971]; You've Got a Friend [1971] 

She lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Don McLean [McLean, Don] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1971 

American Pie [1971]; Vincent or Starry, Starry Night [1971] 

He lived 1945 to ?. 

 

Melanie 

singer 

USA 

1971 

Brand New Key [1971] 

 

Al Green [Green, Al] 

singer 

USA 

1971 to 1972 

Let's Stay Together [1971] 

 

Cat Stevens [Stevens, Cat] or Yusuf Islam 

singer 

England 

1971 to 1972 

Wild World [1971]; Moon Shadow [1971]; If You Want to Sing Out, Sing Out [1971: from the film Harold and 

Maude]; Morning Has Broken [1972: from hymn by Eleanor Farjeon] 

He lived 1948 to ?. 

 

Bill Withers [Withers, Bill] 

singer 

USA 

1971 to 1972 

Ain't No Sunshine [1971]; Lean on Me [1972] 

 

Joni Mitchell [Mitchell, Joni] 

singer 

USA 

1971 to 1974 

Blue [1971]; Help Me [1974] 

She lived 1943 to ?. 

 

Paul McCartney [McCartney, Paul] 

singer 



USA 

1971 to 1977 

Uncle Albert/Admiral Halsey [1971: with Linda McCartney]; My Love [1973: with Wings]; Maybe I'm Amazed 

[1977] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Rod Stewart [Stewart, Rod] 

singer 

England 

1971 to 1978 

Maggie May [1971]; Tonight's the Night [1976]; Your in My Heart [1978] 

He lived 1945 to ?. 

 

Alice Cooper [Cooper, Alice] 

singer 

USA 

1972 

School's Out [1972] 

 

Sammy Davis, Jr. [Davis, Jr., Sammy] 

singer 

USA 

1972 

Candy Man [1972] 

He lived 1925 to 1990. 

 

Malo 

singer 

USA 

1972 

Suavecito or Smooth and Easy [1972] 

 

Gilbert O'Sullivan [O'Sullivan, Gilbert] 

singer 

England 

1972 

Alone Again (Naturally) [1972] 

 

Billy Paul [Paul, Billy] 

singer 

USA 

1972 

Me and Mrs. Jones [1972] 

 

Roberta Flack [Flack, Roberta] 

singer 

USA 

1972 to 1973 

First Time Ever I Saw Your Face [1972]; Killing Me Softly (With His Song) [1973] 

She lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Helen Reddy [Reddy, Helen] 

singer 

USA 

1972 to 1973 

I Am Woman [1972]; Delta Dawn [1973] 



 

Lou Reed [Reed, Lou] 

singer 

USA 

1972 to 1973 

Walk on the Wild Side [1972] 

 

Edward Bear [Bear, Edward] 

singer 

USA 

1973 

Last Song [1973] 

 

Jim Croce [Croce, Jim] 

singer 

USA 

1973 

Time in a Bottle [1973]; Bad, Bad Leroy Brown [1973] 

He lived 1943 to 1973. 

 

Vicki Lawrence [Lawrence, Vicki] 

singer 

USA 

1973 

Night the Lights Went Out in Georgia [1973] 

 

Edgar Winter [Winter, Edgar] 

singer 

USA 

1973 

Frankenstein [1973] 

 

Peter Frampton [Frampton, Peter] 

singer 

England 

1973 to 1974 

Do You Feel Like We Do [1973]; Show Me the Way [1974] 

He lived 1950 to ?. 

 

Billy Joel [Joel, Billy] 

singer 

USA 

1973 to 1978 

Piano Man [1973]; Captain Jack [1973]; Entertainer [1974]; New York State of Mind [1976]; Just the Way You Are 

[1977]; Only the Good Die Young [1977]; Scenes from an Italian Restaurant [1977]; She's Always a Woman [1977]; 

Big Shot [1978] 

He lived 1949 to ?. 

 

Bob Seger [Seger, Bob] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1973 to 1978 

Turn the Page [1973]; Night Moves [1976]; Rock 'N' Roll Never Forgets [1976]; Old Time Rock and Roll [1978: in 

the film Risky Business, 1983]; Hollywood Nights [1978] 

He lived 1945 to ?. 

 



Joe Walsh [Walsh, Joe] 

singer 

USA 

1973 to 1978 

Rocky Mountain Way [1973]; Life's Been Good [1978] 

 

Harry Chapin [Chapin, Harry] 

singer 

USA 

1974 

Cat's in the Cradle [1974] 

 

Carl Douglas [Douglas, Carl] 

singer 

USA 

1974 

Kung Fu Fighting [1974] 

 

Terry Jacks [Jacks, Terry] 

singer 

USA 

1974 

Seasons in the Sun [1974] 

 

Gordon Lightfoot [Lightfoot, Gordon] 

singer 

USA 

1974 

Sundown [1974] 

 

George McCrae [McCrae, George] 

singer 

USA 

1974 

Rock Your Baby [1974] 

 

Herbert Ohta [Ohta, Herbert] 

ukelele player 

USA 

1974 

Song for Anna [1974: by André Popp] 

 

Paul Simon [Simon, Paul] 

singer 

USA 

1974 to 1986 

Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard [1974]; Graceland [1986] 

He lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Morris Albert [Albert, Morris] 

singer 

USA 

1975 

Feelings [1975] 

 



Van McCoy [McCoy, Van] 

singer 

USA 

1975 

Hustle [1975] 

 

Linda Ronstadt [Ronstadt, Linda] 

singer 

USA 

1975 

When Will I Be Loved [1975] 

She lived 1946 to ?. 

 

George Benson [Benson, George] 

singer 

USA 

1976 

This Masquerade [1976] 

He lived 1943 to ?. 

 

Debby Boone [Boone, Debby] 

singer 

USA 

1977 

You Light up My Life [1977] 

 

Elvis Costello [Costello, Elvis] 

singer 

USA 

1977 

Alison [1977]; Watching the Detectives [1977] 

 

Peter Gabriel [Gabriel, Peter] 

singer 

USA 

1977 to 1986 

Solsbury Hill [1977]; Sledgehammer [1986]; In Your Eyes [1986] 

He lived 1950 to ?. 

 

Jackson Browne [Browne, Jackson] 

singer 

USA 

1977 to 1987 

Load Out/Stay [1977]; Running on Empty [1987] 

 

Blondie or Deborah Harry [Harry, Deborah] 

singer 

USA 

1978 

Heart of Glass [1978] 

 

Eric Clapton [Clapton, Eric] 

singer 

USA 

1978 



After Midnight [1970]; I Shot the Sheriff [1974]; Cocaine [1977]; Wonderful Tonight [1977]; Lay Down Sally 

[1978]; I Can't Stand It [1980]; Tears in Heaven [1992]; Layla Unplugged [1992]; Change the World [1996] 

Clapton lived 1945 to ?. 

 

Bonnie Tylor [Tylor, Bonnie] 

singer 

USA 

1978 

It's a Heartache [1978] 

 

Gloria Gaynor [Gaynor, Gloria] 

singer 

USA 

1978 to 1979 

I Will Survive [1978] 

 

Rupert Holmes [Holmes, Rupert] 

singer 

USA 

1979 

Escape or Pina Colada Song [1979] 

 

Sister Sledge 

singer 

USA 

1979 

We Are Family [1979] 

 

Michael Jackson [Jackson, Michael] or King of Pop 

singer 

USA 

1979 to 1995 

Don't Stop 'Til You Get Enough [1979]; Thriller [1982]; Billie Jean [1982]; Beat It [1982]; We Are the World 

[1985: with Quincy Jones]; Man in the Mirror [1987]; I Just Can't Stop Loving You [1987]; Bad [1987]; Way You 

Make Me Feel [1987]; Dirty Diana [1987]; Black or White [1991]; You Are Not Alone [1995] 

He lived 1958 to 2009 and invented a dance step in which one appears to walk forward but goes backward 

{moonwalk} [1983]. 

 

Pat Benatar [Benatar, Pat] 

singer 

USA 

1980 

Hit Me with Your Best Shot [1980] 

She lived 1953 to ?. 

 

Christopher Cross [Cross, Christopher] 

singer 

USA 

1980 to 1981 

Sailing [1980]; Arthur's Theme or Best That You Can Do [1981: by Burt Bacharach, Carole Sager, Christopher 

Cross, and Peter Allen] 

 

Kim Carnes [Carnes, Kim] 

singer 

USA 

1981 



Bette Davis Eyes [1981] 

 

Sheena Easton [Easton, Sheena] 

singer 

England 

1981 

For Your Eyes Only [1981] 

 

Rick James [James, Rick] or King of Funk 

singer 

USA 

1981 

Superfreak or Super Freak [1981] 

He lived 1948 to 2004. 

 

Diana Ross [Ross, Diana]/Lionel Richie [Richie, Lionel] 

singer 

USA 

1981 

Endless Love [1981] 

Ross lived 1944 to ?. Richie lived 1949 to ?. 

 

Rick Springfield [Springfield, Rick] 

singer 

USA 

1981 

Jessie's Girl [1981]; I've Done Everything for You [1981] 

He lived 1949 to ?. 

 

Phil Collins [Collins, Phil] 

composer/singer 

England 

1981 to 1999 

In the Air Tonight [1981]; Against All Odds (Take a Look At Me Now) [1984: from the film Against All Odds]; 

One More Night [1985]; Another Day in Paradise [1990]; You'll Be in My Heart [1999: from the film Tarzan] 

He lived 1951 to ?. 

 

Kenny Rogers [Rogers, Kenny] 

singer 

USA 

1982 

Through the Years [1982] 

He lived 1938 to ?. 

 

Prince or Prince Rogers Nelson [Nelson, Prince Rogers] 

singer 

USA 

1982 to 1986 

1999 [1982]; When Doves Cry [1984]; Purple Rain [1984: from the film Purple Rain]; Let's Go Crazy [1984: from 

the film Purple Rain]; Let's Go Crazy [1984: from the film Purple Rain]; Kiss [1986] 

He lived 1958 to ?. 

 

Billy Idol 

singer 

USA 

1983 



White Wedding [1983] 

 

Rita Coolidge [Coolidge, Rita] 

singer 

USA 

1983 

All Time High [1983] 

 

Cyndi Lauper [Lauper, Cyndi] 

singer 

USA 

1983 to 1986 

Girls Just Want to Have Fun [1983]; Time After Time [1983]; True Colors [1986] 

She lived 1953 to ?. 

 

Laura Branigan [Branigan, Laura] 

singer 

USA 

1984 

Self Control [1984] 

 

Sade or Helen Folasade Adu [Adu, Helen Folasade] 

singer 

Nigeria/England 

1984 

Smooth Operator [1984] 

She lived 1959 to ?. 

 

Matthew Wilder [Wilder, Matthew] 

singer 

USA 

1984 

Break My Stride [1984] 

 

Gheorghe Zamfir [Zamfir, Gheorghe] 

panpipe player 

Romania 

1984 

Lonely Shepherd [1984] 

He lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Don Henley [Henley, Don] 

singer 

USA 

1984 to 1990 

Boys of Summer [1984]; End of the Innocence [1989]; Heart of the Matter [1990] 

 

Madonna or Madonna Louise Veronica Ciccone [Ciccone, Madonna Louise Veronica] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1984 to 1990 

Like a Virgin [1984]; Into the Groove [1985: from the film Desperately Seeking Susan, sung by Madonna]; Papa 

Don't Preach [1986: by Brian Elliot and Madonna]; True Blue [1986]; Open Your Heart [1986]; Like a Prayer [1989]; 

Vogue [1990] 

She lived 1958 to ?. 

 



John Fogerty [Fogerty, John] 

singer 

USA 

1985 

Centerfield [1985] 

 

Steve Winwood [Winwood, Steve] 

singer 

USA 

1985 

Higher Love [1985] 

 

Bruce Hornsby [Hornsby, Bruce] 

singer 

USA 

1986 

Way It Is [1986] 

 

Whitney Houston [Houston, Whitney] 

singer 

USA 

1986 to 1993 

How Will I Know [1986]; Saving All My Love for You [1986]; Hold Me [1986: with Teddy Pendergrass]; Greatest 

Love of All [1987]; I Wanna Dance with Somebody (Who Loves Me) [1987]; One Moment in Time [1988]; I Will 

Always Love You [1992: from the film the Bodyguard]; I'm Every Woman [1993] 

She lived 1963 to ?. 

 

Chris DeBurgh [DeBurgh, Chris] 

singer 

USA 

1987 

Lady in Red [1987] 

 

George Michael [Michael, George] 

singer 

USA 

1987 to 1993 

Faith [1987]; Different Corner [1993] 

He lived 1963 to ?. 

 

Bobby McFerren [McFerren, Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1988 

Don't Worry, Be Happy [1988] 

 

Robert Palmer [Palmer, Robert] 

singer 

USA 

1988 

Simply Irresistible [1988] 

 

Tracy Chapman [Chapman, Tracy] 

singer 

USA 

1988 to 1996 



Fast Car [1988]; Give Me One Reason [1996] 

 

Bette Midler [Midler, Bette] 

singer 

USA 

1989 

Wind Beneath My Wings [1989] 

She lived 1945 to ?. 

 

Marcia Griffiths [Griffiths, Marcia] 

singer 

USA 

1990 

Electric Boogie [1990] 

 

Sinead O'Connor [O'Connor, Sinead] 

singer 

USA 

1990 

Nothing Compares 2 U [1990] 

 

Bryan Adams [Adams, Bryan] 

singer 

USA 

1990 to 1991 

Summer of '69 [1990]; Everything I Do [1991] 

 

Bonnie Raitt [Raitt, Bonnie] 

singer 

USA 

1991 

Something to Talk About [1991] 

 

Celine Dion [Dion, Celine] 

singer 

Canada/USA 

1991 to 1999 

Beauty and the Beast [1991: with Peabo Bryson]; When I Fall in Love [1994: with Clive Griffin]; Because You 

Loved Me [1996]; It's All Coming Back to Me Now [1996]; Power of the Dream [1996]; My Heart Will Go On [1999: 

by James Horner]; I'm Your Angel [1999: with R. Kelly] 

 

Kenny G or Kenneth Gorelick [Gorelick, Kenneth] 

singer 

USA 

1992 

Forever in Love [1992] 

He lived 1956 to ?. 

 

Tina Turner [Turner, Tina] 

singer 

USA 

1993 

What's Love Got to Do with It [1993] 

She lived 1939 to ?. 

 



Sheryl Crow [Crow, Sheryl] 

singer 

USA 

1994 

All I Wanna Do [1994] 

 

Melissa Etheridge [Etheridge, Melissa] 

singer 

USA 

1995 

Like the Way I Do [1995] 

 

Alanis Morissette [Morissette, Alanis] 

singer 

USA 

1995 

You Oughta Know [1995]; Ironic [1995] 

 

Ry Cooder [Cooder, Ry] 

guitarist 

USA 

1996 

Buena Vista Social Club [1996]; El Cuarto de Tula or Tula's Room [1996: composed by Luis Maquetti] 

He lived 1947 to ?. 

 

Lou Bega [Bega, Lou] 

singer 

USA 

1999 

Mambo No. 5 [1999] 

 

Ricky Martin [Martin, Ricky] 

singer 

USA 

1999 

Livin' La Vida Loca or Living the Crazy Life [1999] 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Popular Music>Rock Music>Composers 

 

Johnny Otis [Otis, Johnny] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1945 to 1958 

Harlem Nocturne [1945]; Willie and the Hand Jive or Doin' the Hand Jive [1958] 

He lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Robert Maxwell [Maxwell, Robert] 

composer 

USA 

1946 to 1953 

Ebb Tide [1953: with Carl Sigman. sung by The Righteous Brothers 1965]; Shangri-la [1946: sung by Four Coins 

1957] 

 

Henri Betti [Betti, Henri]/Jerry Seelen [Seelen, Jerry]/Andre Hornez [Hornez, Andre] 

composer 

France/USA 



1949 

C'est Si Bon or It Is So Good [1949: sung by Louis Armstrong] 

Betti lived 1917 to ?. 

 

Bernie Wayne [Wayne, Bernie]/Lee Morris [Morris, Lee] 

composer 

USA 

1951 

Blue Velvet [1951] 

 

Jerry Leiber [Leiber, Jerry]/Mike Stoller [Stoller, Mike] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1952 to 1959 

Kansas City [1952: sung by the Wilbert Harrison 1959 and the Beatles 1965]; Loving You [1957]; Jailhouse Rock 

[1957: from the film Jailhouse Rock]; Yakety Yak [1958]; Poison Ivy [1959]; Charlie Brown [1959] 

Leiber lived 1933 to ?. Stoller lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Max Freeman [Freeman, Max]/Jimmy DeKnight [DeKnight, Jimmy] 

composer 

USA 

1953 

Rock Around the Clock [1953: sung by Bill Haley and the Comets] 

 

Charles Calhoun [Calhoun, Charles] 

composer 

USA 

1954 

Shake, Rattle and Roll [1954] 

 

Ray Charles [Charles, Ray] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1954 to 1962 

I've Got a Woman [1954]; Hallellujah I Love Him So [1956]; I Can't Stop Loving You [1958: by Don Gibson]; Hit 

the Road Jack [1959]; What'd I Say [1959]; Georgia on My Mind [1960]; Hit the Road Jack [1961]; I Can't Stop 

Loving You [1962] 

He lived 1930 to 2004. 

 

Robert Guidry [Guidry, Robert] 

composer 

USA 

1955 

See You Later, Alligator [1955] 

 

Herb Newman [Newman, Herb]/Stan Lebowsky [Lebowsky, Stan] 

composer 

USA 

1955 

Wayward Wind [1955] 

 

Carl Perkins [Perkins, Carl] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1955 to 1956 

Blue Suede Shoes [1955] 



He lived 1932 to 1998. 

 

Bobby Charles [Charles, Bobby] or Robert Charles Guidry [Guidry, Robert Charles] 

composer 

USA 

1955 to 1959 

See You Later Alligator [1955]; Bye Bye Baby [1959: with Dave Bartholomew] 

 

Chuck Berry [Berry, Chuck] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1955 to 1964 

Maybelline [1955]; Roll over Beethoven [1956]; Monkey Business [1956]; School Days [1958]; Sweet Little 

Sixteen [1958]; Johnny B. Goode [1958]; Rock and Roll Music [1958]; Nadine [1964]; No Particular Place to Go 

[1964] 

He lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Ricky Coyne [Coyne, Ricky] 

composer 

USA 

1956 

That's Why I Love You So Much [1956: sung by Ferlin Husky] 

 

Fred Parris [Parris, Fred] 

composer 

USA 

1956 

In the Still of the Night [1956] 

 

Buck Ram [Ram, Buck] 

composer 

USA 

1956 

Magic Touch [1956] 

He lived 1907 to 1991. 

 

Morris Stoloff [Stoloff, Morris] 

composer 

USA 

1956 

Moonglow and Theme from "Picnic" [1956] 

He lived 1898 to 1980. 

 

Margo Sylvia [Sylvia, Margo]/Gilbert Lopez [Lopez, Gilbert] 

composer 

USA 

1956 

Happy, Happy Birthday Baby [1956] 

 

Dale Hawkins [Hawkins, Dale]/Stan Lewis [Lewis, Stan]/Eleanor Broadwater [Broadwater, Eleanor] 

composer 

USA 

1957 

Susie-Q [1957] 

 



Clyde Otis [Otis, Clyde]/Nancy Lee [Lee, Nancy] 

composer 

USA 

1957 

Stroll [1957] 

 

David White [White, David] 

composer 

USA 

1957 

Rock and Roll Is Here to Stay [1957] 

 

Buddy Knox [Knox, Buddy] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1957 to 1961 

Party Doll [1957]; Lovey Dovey [1960] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Sam Cooke [Cooke, Sam] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1957 to 1965 

You Send Me [1957: by Charles "LC" Cooke]; Wonderful World [1960]; Chain Gang [1960]; Cupid [1961]; 

Twisting the Night Away [1962]; Bring It on Home to Me [1962]; Saturday Night and I Ain't Got Nobody [1963]; 

Change Is Gonna Come [1965] 

He lived 1931 to 1964. 

 

Jay Althouse [Althouse, Jay] 

composer 

USA 

1958 

Summertime Summertime [1958: sung by the Jamies] 

 

John Paul Richardson [Richardson, John Paul] or Big Bopper 

composer 

USA 

1958 

Chantilly Lace [1958: by J. P. Richardson] 

He lived 1930 to 1959. 

 

Sylvester Bradford [Bradford, Sylvester]/Al Lewis [Lewis, Al] 

composer 

USA 

1958 

Tears on My Pillow [1958] 

 

Bobby Darin [Darin, Bobby]/Jean Murray [Murray, Jean] 

composer 

USA 

1958 

Splish Splash [1958] 

Darin lived 1936 to 1973. 

 

Duane Eddy [Eddy, Duane]/Lee Hazlewood [Hazlewood, Lee] 

player/composer 



USA 

1958 

Rebel 'Rouser [1958] 

Eddy lived 1938 to ?. Hazlewood lived 1929 to ?. 

 

Ed Marshall [Marshall, Ed] 

composer 

USA 

1958 

Venus [1958: sung by Frankie Avalon] 

He lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Wayne Shanklin [Shanklin, Wayne] 

composer 

USA 

1958 

Chanson d'Amour or Song of Love or Ra-Da-Da-Da-Da Song [1958] 

 

Sharon Sheeley [Sheeley, Sharon] 

composer 

USA 

1958 

Poor Little Fool [1958: sung by Rick Nelson] 

 

Conway Twitty [Twitty, Conway] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1958 

It's Only Make Believe [1958: with Jack Nance] 

He lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Sheb Wolley [Wolley, Sheb] 

composer/guitarist 

USA 

1958 

Purple People Eater [1958] 

He lived 1921 to 2003. 

 

Bobby Darin [Darin, Bobby] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1958 to 1961 

Early in the Morning [1958]; Queen of the Hop [1958]; Splish Splash [1958]; Mack the Knife [1959]; Dream Lover 

[1959]; Beyond the Sea or La Mer [1959]; Things [1961]; Lazy River [1961] 

He lived 1936 to 1973. 

 

Link Wray [Wray, Link] 

composer/guitarist 

USA 

1958 to 1963 

Rumble [1958]; Rawhide [1959]; Jack the Ripper [1963] 

He lived 1929 to 2005 and invented electric guitar chord {power chord} that featured distortion. 

 

Jerry Butler [Butler, Jerry] 

composer/singer 

USA 



1958 to 1967 

For Your Precious Love [1958]; He Will Break Your Heart or He Don't Love You (Like I Love You) [1960]; Moon 

River [1961]; Make It Easy on Yourself [1962]; Hey, Western Union Man [1967]; Only the Strong Survive [1967] 

He lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Allen Toussaint [Toussaint, Allen] 

composer 

USA 

1958 to 1970 

Java Jones [1958]; Working in a Coal Mine [1970] 

 

Harry Giosasi [Giosasi, Harry]/Artie Zwirn [Zwirn, Artie] 

composer 

USA 

1959 

I Ran All the Way Home [1959: sung by Impalas] 

 

Jerry Leiber [Leiber, Jerry]/Mike Stoller [Stoller, Mike]/Ben E. Nelson [Nelson, Ben E.]/Lover Patterson 

[Patterson, Lover]/George Treadwell [Treadwell, George] 

composer 

USA 

1959 

There Goes My Baby [1959] 

Leiber lived 1933 to ?. Stoller lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Santo and Johnny 

composer/singer 

USA 

1959 

Sleep Walk [1959] 

Santo Farina and Johnny Farina. 

 

Jean Surrey [Surrey, Jean] 

composer 

USA 

1959 

Teen Angel [1959] 

 

Mikis Theodorakis [Theodorakis, Mikis] 

composer 

Greece/USA 

1959 

Never on Sunday [1959] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Bobby Weinstein [Weinstein, Bobby]/Teddy Randazzo [Randazzo, Teddy] 

composer 

USA 

1959 

Pretty Blue Eyes [1959] 

Randazzo lived 1935 to 2003. 

 

Dee Clark [Clark, Dee] 

composer 

USA 

1959 to 1961 



Hey Little Girl [1959]; Raindrops [1961] 

 

Neil Sedaka [Sedaka, Neil] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1959 to 1962 

Oh Carol [1959]; Calendar Girl [1961: by Howard Greenfield and Neil Sedaka]; Happy Birthday Sweet Sixteen 

[1961: by Howard Greenfield and Neil Sedaka]; Breaking up Is Hard to Do [1962: by Howard Greenfield and Neil 

Sedaka]; Living Right Next Door to an Angel [1962] 

He lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Doc Pomus [Pomus, Doc]/Mort Shuman [Shuman, Mort] 

composer 

USA 

1959 to 1964 

Teenager in Love [1959]; This Magic Moment [1959: sung by the Drifters]; Save the Last Dance for Me [1960]; 

Viva Las Vegas [1964: from the film Viva Las Vegas] 

Pomus lived 1925 to 1991. Shuman lived 1936 to 1991. 

 

Jimmy Charles [Charles, Jimmy]/Revelettes 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Million to One [1960] 

 

Floyd Cramer [Cramer, Floyd] 

piano player/composer 

USA 

1960 

Last Date [1960] 

He lived 1933 to 1997. 

 

Harold Dorman [Dorman, Harold] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1960 

Mountain of Love [1960: also sung by Johnny Rivers, 1964] 

 

Dallas Frazier [Frazier, Dallas] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Alley-oop [1960: sung by Hollywood Argyles] 

 

Howard Greenfield [Greenfield, Howard]/Neil Sedaka [Sedaka, Neil] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Where the Boys Are [1960: from the movie Where the Boys Are. sung by Connie Francis] 

Greenfield lived 1952 to ?. Sedaka lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Shirley Hall [Hall, Shirley]/Leslie Temple [Temple, Leslie]/James Johnson [Johnson, James] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Watusi [1960] 



 

Paul Kaufman [Kaufman, Paul]/Mike Anthony [Anthony, Mike] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Poetry in Motion [1960] 

 

Jerry Lordan [Lordan, Jerry] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Apache [1960: played by Jorg Ingemann and the Ventures] 

 

William Robinson [Robinson, William] or Smokey Robinson [Robinson, Smokey]/Berry Gordy [Gordy, Berry] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Shop Around [1960: sung by Smokey Robinson and the Miracles] 

Robinson lived 1940 to ?. Gordy lived 1929 to ? 

 

W. S. Stevenson [Stevenson, W. S.]/Charley Ryan [Ryan, Charley] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Hot Rod Lincoln [1960] 

 

Ben Weisman [Weisman, Ben]/Kay Twomey [Twomey, Kay]/Fred Wise [Wise, Fred]/Berthold Kaempfert 

[Kaempfert, Berthold] 

composer 

USA 

1960 

Wooden Heart [1960] 

 

Johnny Burnette [Burnette, Johnny] 

composer 

USA 

1960 to 1961 

You're Sixteen [1960]; Dreamin' [1960] 

He lived 1934 to 1964. 

 

Freddy Cannon [Cannon, Freddy] or Boom Boom Cannon [Cannon, Boom Boom] 

composer 

USA 

1960 to 1962 

Way Down Yonder in New Orleans [1960]; Palisades Park [1962] 

Cannon lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Jimmy Clanton [Clanton, Jimmy] 

composer 

USA 

1960 to 1962 

Go, Jimmy, Go [1960]; Venus in Blue Jeans [1962] 

 

Chubby Checker [Checker, Chubby] 

composer/singer 

USA 



1960 to 1963 

Twist [1960]; Pony Time [1961]; Limbo Rock [1962]; Let's Twist Again [1963]; Lazy Elsie Molly [1964] 

He lived 1941 to ?. 

 

George Burton [Burton, George]/Paul Hampton [Hampton, Paul] 

composer 

USA 

1961 

You Don't Know What You've Got [1961: sung by Ral Donner] 

 

Mack David [David, Mack]/Burt Bacharach [Bacharach, Burt]/Barney Williams [Williams, Barney] 

composer 

USA 

1961 

Baby, It's You [1961] 

David lived 1912 to 1993. Bacharach lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Henry Glover [Glover, Henry]/Carl Spencer [Spencer, Carl] 

composer 

USA 

1961 

Let the Little Girl Dance [1961: sung by Steve Lawrence] 

 

Ben E. King [King, Ben E.]/Jerry Leiber [Leiber, Jerry]/Mike Stoller [Stoller, Mike] 

composer 

USA 

1961 

Stand by Me [1961]; Spanish Harlem [1961] 

King lived 1938 to ?. Leiber lived 1933 to ?. Stoller lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Curtis Lee [Lee, Curtis]/Tommy Boyce [Boyce, Tommy] 

composer 

USA 

1961 

Angel Eyes [1961: sung by Curtis Lee and the Halos] 

Curtis Lee and the Halos. 

 

Barry Mann [Mann, Barry] 

composer 

USA 

1961 

Who Put the Bomp [1961] 

 

Del Shannon [Shannon, Del]/Max Crook [Crook, Max] 

composer 

USA 

1961 

Runaway [1961: sung by Del Shannon] 

Shannon lived 1934 to 1990. 

 

Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/Anthony Newley [Newley, Anthony] 

composer 

USA 

1962 

What Kind of Fool Am I [1962] 

Bricusse lived 1931 to ?. Newley lived 1931 to 1999. 



 

Chubby Checker [Checker, Chubby]/Dee Dee Sharp [Sharp, Dee Dee] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1962 

Slow Twistin' [1962] 

Checker lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Kal Mann [Mann, Kal]/Dave Appell [Appell, Dave] 

composer 

USA 

1962 

Wah Watusi [1962] 

 

Joe Meek [Meek, Joe] 

composer 

USA 

1962 

Telstar [1962: played by Tornados] 

 

Emilio Pericoli [Pericoli, Emilio] 

composer/singer 

Italy 

1962 

Al Di La or Far, Far Away or Beyond the Beyond [1962] 

Ervin M. Drake translated into English. 

 

Peter Udell [Udell, Peter]/Gary Geld [Geld, Gary] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1962 

Sealed with a Kiss [1962] 

 

Teddy Vann [Vann, Teddy] 

composer 

USA 

1962 

Loop de Loop [1962: sung by Johnny Thunder] 

 

H. Wynn [Wynn, H.]/Jeff Hooven [Hooven, Jeff] 

composer 

USA 

1962 

Cindy's Birthday Party [1962: sung by Johnny Crawford] 

 

Beatles/John Lennon [Lennon, John]/Paul McCartney [McCartney, Paul] 

singer/composer/composer 

England 

1962 to 1973 

Hard Day's Night [1964]; All My Loving [1963]; All I've Got to Do [1963]; All You Need Is Love [1967]; And I 

Love Her [1964]; Any Time at All [1964]; Back in the USSR [1968]; Bad to Me [1963]; Can't Buy Me Love [1964]; 

Come Together [1969]; Day in the Life [1967]; Day Tripper [1965]; Do You Want to Know a Secret [1963]; Eight 

Days a Week [1964]; Eleanor Rigby [1966]; Every Little Thing [1964]; From Me to You [1963]; Get Back [1969]; 

Golden Slumbers Medley [1969]; Good Day Sunshine [1966]; Hard Day's Night [1964]; Hello, Goodbye [1967]; Help! 

[1965]; Here, There and Everywhere [1966]; Here Comes the Sun [1969]; Hey Jude [1968]; Hold Me Tight [1963]; I 

Don't Want to See You Again [1964]; I Feel Fine [1964]; I Need You [1965]; I Saw Her Standing There [1963]; I 



Should Have Known Better [1964]; I Want to Hold Your Hand [1964]; If I Fell [1964]; I'll Be Back [1964]; I'll Cry 

Instead [1964]; I'll Follow the Sun [1964]; I'll Get You [1963]; I'm Happy Just to Dance with You [1964]; I Am the 

Walrus [1967]; In My Life [1965]; It Won't Be Long [1963]; Let It Be [1970]; Long & Winding Road [1970]; Love Me 

Do [1962]; Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds [1967]; Magical Mystery Tour [1967]; Michelle [1965]; Night Before 

[1965]; No Reply [1964]; Not a Second Time [1963]; Nowhere Man [1965]; P.S. I Love You [1962]; Paperback Writer 

[1966]; Penny Lane [1967]; Please, Please Me [1962]; Revolution [1968]; Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band 

[1967]; She's a Woman [1964]; She Loves You [1963]; Something [1969]; Strawberry Fields Forever [1967]; Tell Me 

Why [1964]; Thank You Girl [1963]; There's a Devil in Her Heart [1962]; There's a Place [1963]; Things We Said 

Today [1964]; This Boy [1963]; Ticket to Ride [1965]; We Can Work It Out [1965]; What You're Doing [1964]; When 

I Get Home [1964]; While My Guitar Gently Weeps [1968]; With a Little Help from My Friends [1967]; World 

without Love [1964]; Yesterday [1965]; Yes It Is [1965]; You Can't Do That [1964]; You're Going to Lose That Girl 

[1965]; You Won't See Me [1965]; You've Got to Hide Your Love Away [1965]; You've Really Got a Hold on Me 

[1962: by William Robinson]; Mr. Moonlight [1962: by Roy Lee Johnson]; Twist and Shout [1960: by Bert Russell and 

Phil Medley]; Words of Love [1957: by Buddy Holley]; Kansas City [1952: by Mike Stoller and Jerry Leiber]; Baby, 

It's You [1961: by Mack David, Burt Bacharach, and Barney Williams] 

Lennon lived 1940 to 1979. 

 

Barry and the Tamerlanes/Tamerlanes 

composer 

USA 

1963 

I Wonder What She's Doing Tonight [1963] 

 

Dale and Grace 

composer 

USA 

1963 

I'm Leaving It op to You [1963] 

 

Gale Garnett [Garnett, Gale] 

singer/composer 

New Zealand/USA 

1963 

We'll Sing in the Sunshine [1963] 

She lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Bob Hilliard [Hilliard, Bob]/Mort Garson [Garson, Mort] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1963 

Our Day Will Come [1963: sung by Ruby and the Romantics] 

 

Al Martino [Martino, Al] 

composer 

USA 

1963 

I Love You Because [1963] 

 

Barbara Lewis [Lewis, Barbara] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1963 to 1965 

Hello Stranger [1963]; Baby, I'm Yours [1965: also sung by Shirelles] 

 

Stevie Wonder [Wonder, Stevie] 

singer/composer 



USA 

1963 to 1984 

Fingertips (Part II) [1963: Little Stevie Wonder]; For Once in My Life [1965: lyrics by Ronald Miller, music by 

Orlando Murden. sung 1968]; Uptight [1965: by Stevie Wonder, Sylvia Moy, and Henry Cosby]; Place in the Sun 

[1966: by Bryan Wells and Miller]; You Are the Sunshine of My Life [1972]; Superstition [1972]; Living for the City 

[1973]; I Just Called to Say I Love You [1984] 

He lived 1950 to ?. 

 

Chuck Berry [Berry, Chuck]/Jerome Patrick Holan [Holan, Jerome Patrick] 

composer 

USA 

1964 

You Never Can Tell [1964] 

Berry lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Ray Davies [Davies, Ray] 

composer 

USA 

1964 

You Really Got Me [1964] 

 

Bob Marley [Marley, Bob] or Robert Nesta Marley [Marley, Robert Nesta]/Wailers 

composer/singer 

Jamaica 

1964 to 1977 

Simmer Down [1964]; Get Up, Stand Up [1973]; I Shot the Sheriff [1974: sung by Eric Clapton]; No Woman, No 

Cry [1974]; One Love [1977: based on Curtis Mayfield's People Get Ready]; Punk Reggae Party [1977] 

He lived 1945 to 1981. He popularized Jamaican slower dance music {reggae}, which came after ska and 

rocksteady. In reggae, guitarist plays regular chops on backbeat {skank}, and drummer plays rhumba box on measure 

third beat {one drop}. Ska fast calypso can derive from mento, calypso, jazz, and rhythm and blues. Calypso 

{rocksteady} can be slower [1966 to 1968]. 

Jamaican folk music {mento} uses acoustic guitar, banjo, hand drums, and large-box mbira {rhumba box}. 

Trinidad and Tobago calypso has African and Spanish influences. East Africa and West Indies use wood boards 

{thumb piano} {mbira huru} {mbira njari} {mbira nyunga nyunga} {marimba} {karimba} {kalimba}, with staggered 

metal keys and resonators. 

 

Lee Andrews [Andrews, Lee]/Bernice Davis [Davis, Bernice]/Mimi Uniman [Uniman, Mimi]/Douglas Henderson 

[Henderson, Douglas] 

composer 

USA 

1965 

Long Long and Lonely Nights [1965: sung by Bobby Vinton] 

 

Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/Anthony Newley [Newley, Anthony]/John Barry [Barry, John] 

lyricist/lyricist/composer 

England 

1965 

Goldfinger [1965: sung by Shirley Bassey] 

Bricusse lived 1931 to ?. Newley lived 1931 to 1999. Barry lived 1933 to ?. 

 

Gerry Goffin [Goffin, Gerry]/Carole King [King, Carole] 

composer 

USA 

1965 

I'm Into Something Good [1965: sung by Herman's Hermits] 

Goffin lived 1939 to ?. King lived 1942 to ?. 



 

Lee Hazlewood [Hazlewood, Lee] 

composer 

USA 

1965 

These Boots Are Made for Walkin' [1965: sung by Nancy Sinatra] 

Hazlewood lived 1929 to ?. 

 

Al Kooper [Kooper, Al]/Irwin Levine [Levine, Irwin]/Bob Brass [Brass, Bob] 

composer 

USA 

1965 

This Diamond Ring [1965] 

 

Teddy Randazzo [Randazzo, Teddy]/Bobby Weinstein [Weinstein, Bobby]/Bobby Hart [Hart, Bobby] 

composer 

USA 

1965 

Hurt So Bad [1965] 

Randazzo lived 1935 to 2003. 

 

John Sebastian [Sebastian, John]/Steve Boone [Boone, Steve] 

composer 

USA 

1965 

You Didn't Have to Be So Nice [1965] 

 

Paul F. Webster [Webster, Paul F.]/Maurice Jarre [Jarre, Maurice] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1965 

Somewhere My Love or Lara's Theme [1965: from the film Dr. Zhivago] 

Webster lived 1907 to 1984. Jarre lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Wonder Who 

singer/composer 

USA 

1965 

Don't Think Twice [1965] 

 

Van Morrison [Morrison, Van] 

singer/composer 

Ireland 

1965 to 1970 

Gloria [1965]; Brown-eyed Girl [1967]; Astral Weeks [1968]; Moondance [1970] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Donovan Leitch [Leitch, Donovan] or Donovan 

singer/composer 

England 

1965 to 1972 

Catch the Wind or Try and Catch the Wind [1965]; Sunshine Superman [1966]; Mellow Yellow [1966]; Hurdy 

Gurdy Man [1968]; Yellow Is the Color [1972] 

He lived 1946 to ?. 

 



Ronald Blackwell [Blackwell, Ronald] 

composer 

USA 

1966 

Lil' Red Riding Hood [1966: sung by Sam the Sham and the Pharaohs] 

 

Jim Dale [Dale, Jim]/Tom Springfield [Springfield, Tom] 

lyricist/composer 

USA 

1966 

Georgie Girl [1966: from the movie Georgy Girl] 

 

Bob Lind [Lind, Bob] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1966 

Elusive Butterfly [1966] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 

Fred Neil [Neil, Fred] 

composer 

USA 

1966 

Everybody's Talkin' [1966: in the film Midnight Cowboy, 1969. sung by Nilsson] 

 

Geoff Stephens [Stephens, Geoff] 

composer 

USA 

1966 

Winchester Cathedral [1966] 

 

Happenings 

composer/singer 

USA 

1966 to 1967 

See You in September [1966]; I've Got Rhythm [1967] 

 

Lalo Schifrin [Schifrin, Lalo] 

composer 

USA 

1966 to 1967 

Mission: Impossible Theme [1966: from the TV series]; Mannix [1967: from the TV series] 

He lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Alton Ellis [Ellis, Alton] 

composer/singer 

Jamaica 

1966 to 1968 

Rock Steady [1966] 

Rocksteady is slower [1966 to 1968]. 

 

Ennio Morricone [Morricone, Ennio] 

composer 

USA 

1966 to 1971 

Good, the Bad, and the Ugly [1966]; Chi Mai or Who Me [1971: from the film Maddalena] 



He lived 1928 to ?. 

 

Steve Duboff [Duboff, Steve]/Artie Kornfeld [Kornfeld, Artie] 

composer 

USA 

1967 

Rain, the Park and Other Things [1967: sung by The Cowsills] 

 

Lee Hazlewood [Hazlewood, Lee]/Nancy Sinatra [Sinatra, Nancy] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1967 

Summer Wine [1967] 

Hazlewood lived 1929 to ?. 

 

Scott McKenzie [McKenzie, Scott] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1967 

San Francisco [1967] 

He lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Keith Reid [Reid, Keith]/Gary Brooker [Brooker, Gary] 

composer 

USA 

1967 

Whiter Shade of Pale [1967] 

 

Felix Cavaliere [Cavaliere, Felix]/Edward Brigati, Jr. [Brigati, Jr., Edward]/Rascals 

composer/singer 

USA 

1968 

It's a Beautiful Morning [1968] 

 

Friend and Lover 

composer 

USA 

1968 

Reach out of the Darkness [1968] 

 

John Kay [Kay, John]/Rushton Moreve [Moreve, Rushton] 

composer 

USA 

1968 

Magic Carpet Ride [1968: sung by Steppenwolf] 

 

Lemon Pipers 

singer/composer 

England 

1968 

Green Tambourine [1968] 

 

Arthur Resnick [Resnick, Arthur]/Joe Levine [Levine, Joe] 

composer 

USA 

1968 



Yummy Yummy Yummy [1968] 

 

Jimmy Webb [Webb, Jimmy] 

composer 

USA 

1968 

Wichita Lineman [1968] 

 

George Harrison [Harrison, George] 

composer 

England 

1968 to 1970 

My Sweet Lord [1968] 

He lived 1943 to 2001. 

 

Johnny Nash [Nash, Johnny] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1968 to 1972 

Hold Me Tight [1968]; I Can See Clearly Now [1972] 

He lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Andy Kim [Kim, Andy] 

composer 

USA 

1969 

Baby, I Love You [1969] 

 

Peggy Lee [Lee, Peggy]/Mundell Lowe [Lowe, Mundell]/Mike Melvoin [Melvoin, Mike] 

composer 

USA 

1969 

Lean on Me [1969] 

Lee lived 1920 to ?. 

 

Bobby Scott [Scott, Bobby]/Bobby Russell [Russell, Bobby] 

composer 

USA 

1969 

He's Not Heavy, He's My Brother [1969: sung by the Hollies] 

Scott lived 1937 to ?. Russell lived 1941 to ?. The Hollies also sang The Air That I Breath [1974]. 

 

John Denver [Denver, John] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1969 to 1981 

Follow Me [1969]; Take Me Home Country Roads [1971: with Bill Danoff and Taffy Nivert]; Sunshine on My 

Shoulders [1971: lyrics by John Denver, music by John Denver, Mike Taylor, and Dick Kniss]; Rocky Mountain High 

[1972: music with Mike Taylor]; Annie's Song [1974]; Perhaps Love [1981] 

He lived 1943 to 1997. 

 

John Lennon [Lennon, John]/Plastic Ono Band 

composer/singer 

USA 

1969 to 1982 

Instant Karma [1969]; Imagine [1971]; Watching the Wheels [1980]; Jealous Guy [1982] 



He lived 1940 to 1979. 

 

Michael Brewer [Brewer, Michael]/Thomas Shipley [Shipley, Thomas] 

composer 

USA 

1970 

One Toke Over the Line [1970] 

 

Eric Clapton [Clapton, Eric]/Jim Gordon [Gordon, Jim] 

composer 

USA 

1970 

Layla [1970] 

Clapton lived 1945 to ?. 

 

Walter Nims [Nims, Walter] 

composer 

USA 

1970 

Precious and Few [1970] 

 

Scott English [English, Scott]/Richard Kerr [Kerr, Richard] 

composer 

USA 

1971 

Mandy [1971] 

 

Elton John [John, Elton] or Reginald Dwight [Dwight, Reginald]/Bernie Taupin [Taupin, Bernie] 

singer/composer 

England 

1971 

Tiny Dancer [1970: lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Levon [1970: lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Your Song [1970: 

lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Rocket Man [1972: lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Honky Cat [1972: lyricist was Bernie 

Taupin]; Saturday Night's Alright for Fighting [1973]; Crocodile Rock [1973: lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Daniel 

[1973: lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Bennie and the Jets [1973: lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Funeral for a Friend/Love 

Lies Bleeding [1973]; Goodbye Yellow Brick Road [1973: lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Candle in the Wind [1973]; 

Bitch Is Back [1974: lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me [1974: lyricist was Bernie 

Taupin]; Philadelphia Freedom [1975: lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Island Girl [1975: lyricist was Bernie Taupin]; Sad 

Songs (Say So Much) [1984]; Nikita [1986]; Candle in the Wind [1987]; I Don't Want to Go on with You like That 

[1988]; Sacrifice [1990] 

He lived 1947 to ?. 

 

Janis Joplin [Joplin, Janis]/Michael McClure [McClure, Michael]/Bob Neuwirth [Neuwirth, Bob] 

composer 

USA 

1971 

Mercedes Benz [1971] 

Joplin lived 1943 to 1970. 

 

Steven Stills [Stills, Steven] 

singer/composer 

USA 

1971 

Love the One You're With [1971] 

He lived 1945 to ?. 

 



Jim Weatherly [Weatherly, Jim] 

composer 

USA 

1971 

Midnight Train to Georgia [1971: sung by Gladys Knight and the Pips] 

 

Badfinger 

singer/composer 

USA 

1972 

Day After Day [1972] 

 

Walter Becker [Becker, Walter]/Donald Fagen [Fagen, Donald] 

composer 

USA 

1972 

Reeling in the Years [1972] 

 

Eagles 

singer/composer 

USA 

1972 to 1977 

Take It Easy [1972]; Peaceful Easy Feeling [1972]; Desperado [1973]; Already Gone [1974]; Take It to the Limit 

[1974: by Randy Meisner, Don Henley, Glenn Frey]; Lyin' Eyes [1975]; One of these Nights [1975]; Life in the Fast 

lane [1976]; Hotel California [1976] 

Don Henley lived 1947 to ?. 

 

Gerry Rafferty [Rafferty, Gerry] 

composer 

USA 

1972 to 1978 

Stuck in the Middle With You [1972: sung by Stealers Wheel]; Star [1973]; Baker Street [1978]; Right Down the 

Line [1978] 

He lived 1947 to ?. 

 

Perry Botkin, Jr. [Botkin, Jr., Perry]/Barry DeVorzon [DeVorzon, Barry] 

composer 

USA 

1973 

Nadia's Theme or Young and the Restless [1973] 

 

ZZ Top 

composer/singer 

USA 

1973 to 1983 

La Grange [1973]; Tush [1975]; Cheap Sunglasses [1979]; Legs [1983]; Sharp Dressed Man [1983]; Gimme All 

Your Lovin' [1983] 

Billy Gibbons, Dusty Hill, and Frank Beard. 

 

Bruce Springsteen [Springsteen, Bruce] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1973 to 1993 

Rosalita (Come out Tonight) [1973]; She's the One [1975]; Born to Run [1975]; Jungleland [1975]; Thunder Road 

[1975]; Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out [1975]; Badlands [1978]; River [1980]; Hungry Heart [1980]; Glory Days [1984]; 

Born in the USA [1984]; Dancing in the Dark [1984]; Jersey Girl [1986]; Tunnel of Love [1987]; Brilliant Disguise 



[1987]; One Step Up [1987]; Streets of Philadelphia [1993: from the film Philadelphia]; Dead Man Walking [1995: 

from the film Dead Man Walking]; Secret Garden [1996: from the film Jerry Maguire] 

He lived 1949 to ?. 

 

Norman Gimbel [Gimbel, Norman]/Charles Fox [Fox, Charles] 

composer 

USA 

1974 

Happy Days [1974: from the TV series Happy Days] 

 

Barry Manilow [Manilow, Barry] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1974 

Mandy [1974]; I Write the Songs [1975]; Can't Smile Without You [1978]; Copacabana [1978]; Looks Like We 

Made It [1979] 

He lived 1946 to ?. 

 

Kool and the Gang 

composer 

USA 

1974 to 1982 

Jungle Boogie [1974]; Celebration [1981]; Get Down on It [1982] 

 

Jimmy Buffett [Buffett, Jimmy] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1975 to 1977 

Margaritaville [1975] 

Coral Reefer Band. 

 

Donna Summer [Summer, Donna] or LaDonna Adrian Gaines [Gaines, LaDonna Adrian] or Queen of Disco 

composer/singer 

USA 

1975 to 1989 

Love to Love You Baby [1975]; Try Me, I Know We Can Make It/Could It Be Magic [1976]; I Feel Love [1977]; 

Now I Need You [1978]; Working the Midnight Shift [1978]; Last Dance [1978: from the film Thank God It's Friday]; 

MacArthur Park [1978]; Our Love [1979]; Lucky [1979]; Hot Stuff [1979]; Bad Girls [1979]; Dim All the Lights 

[1979]; No More Tears (Enough is Enough) [1979: with Barbra Streisand]; Wanderer [1980]; This Time I Know It's for 

Real [1989]; I Don't Wanna Get Hurt [1989] 

She lived 1948 to ?. 

 

England Dan/John Ford Coley [Coley, John Ford] 

composer 

USA 

1976 

I'd Really Love to See You Tonight [1976] 

 

Frank Mills [Mills, Frank] 

pianist/composer 

England 

1976 to 1979 

Music Box Dancer [1976: instrumental] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

 



Vangelis 

composer 

USA 

1977 

Hymne [1977] 

 

Dino Ferakis [Ferakis, Dino]/Freddie Perren [Perren, Freddie] 

composer 

USA 

1978 

I Will Survive [1978] 

 

Andy Gibb [Gibb, Andy] 

composer 

USA 

1978 

Shadow Dancing [1978] 

He lived 1958 to 1988. 

 

Warren Zevon [Zevon, Warren]/Robert Wachtel [Wachtel, Robert]/Leroy Marinel [Marinel, Leroy] 

composer 

England 

1978 

Werewolves of London [1978] 

Zevon lived 1947 to 2003. 

 

Robert Hazard [Hazard, Robert] 

composer 

USA 

1979 

Girls Just Want to Have Fun [1979: sung by Cyndi Lauper] 

 

Modern English 

composer 

USA 

1982 

I Melt With You or I'll Stop the World and Melt With You [1982: also sung by the Cure] 

 

John Mellencamp [Mellencamp, John] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1982 to 1985 

Jack and Diane [1982]; Pink Houses [1983]; Small Town [1985] 

He lived 1951 to ?. 

 

Keith Forsey [Forsey, Keith]/Irene Cara [Cara, Irene]/Giorgio Moroder [Moroder, Giorgio] 

lyricist/singer/composer 

USA 

1983 

What a Feeling [1983: in the movie Flashdance] 

 

David A. Stewart [Stewart, David A.]/Annie Lennox [Lennox, Annie] 

composer 

England 

1983 

Sweet Dreams are Made of This [1983: sung by the Eurythmics] 



Lennox lived 1954 to ?. 

 

Sting or Gordon Matthew Thomas Sumner [Sumner, Gordon Matthew Thomas] 

singer/composer 

England 

1983 to 1993 

Every Breath You Take [1983: sung by the Police]; Fields of Gold [1993] 

He lived 1951 to ?. 

 

Chaka Khan [Khan, Chaka] 

composer 

USA 

1984 

I Feel for You [1984] 

 

Curtis Mayfield [Mayfield, Curtis] 

composer 

USA 

1985 

It's Alright [1985: sung by JJ Jackson and Huey Lewis and the News] 

 

Giorgio Moroder [Moroder, Giorgio]/Tom Whitlock [Whitlock, Tom] 

composer 

USA 

1986 

Take My Breath Away [1986: sung by Berlin. from the film Top Gun] 

 

Steven Tyler [Tyler, Steven]/Joe Perry [Perry, Joe]/Desmond Child [Child, Desmond] 

composer 

USA 

1987 

Dude (Looks Like a Lady) [1987: sung by Aerosmith] 

 

Roy Orbison [Orbison, Roy]/Jeff Lynne [Lynne, Jeff]/Tom Petty [Petty, Tom] 

composer 

USA 

1989 

You Got It [1989] 

Orbison lived 1936 to 1988. Lynne lived 1947 to ?. Petty lived 1952 to ? 

 

Tom Petty [Petty, Tom]/Jeff Lynne [Lynne, Jeff]/Heartbreakers 

composer 

USA 

1989 

Free Fallin' [1989: sung by Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers] 

Petty lived 1952 to ?. Lynne lived 1947 to ?. 

 

MC Hammer [Hammer, MC] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1990 

U Can't Touch This [1990] 

 

Luther Vandross [Vandross, Luther] 

composer 

USA 



1990 

Here and Now [1990] 

 

Mariah Carey [Carey, Mariah] 

composer/singer 

USA 

1990 to 1991 

Vision of Love [1990]; Love Takes Time [1990]; Someday [1990]; I Don't Wanna Cry [1990]; Emotions [1991]; 

Can't Let Go [1991] 

She lived 1970 to ?. 

 

Jewel Kilcher [Kilcher, Jewel]/Steve Poltz [Poltz, Steve] 

composer 

USA 

1995 

You Were Meant for Me [1995] 

 

Enya or Eithne Ní Bhraonáin [Bhraonáin, Eithne Ní] 

composer/singer 

Wales 

1995 to 2005 

Memory of Trees [1995]; Paint the Sky with Stars [1997]; Only Time [2001]; Amarantine [2005] 

She lived 1961 to ?. 

 

Jim Steinman [Steinman, Jim] 

composer 

USA 

1996 

It's All Coming Back to Me Now [1996] 

 

Bob Carlisle [Carlisle, Bob]/Randy Thomas [Thomas, Randy] 

composer 

USA 

1997 

Butterfly Kisses [1997] 

 

ARTS>Music>History>Popular Music>Rock Music>Musical Groups 

 

Johnny Otis [Otis, Johnny]/Little Esther [Esther, Little]/Robins 

singer 

USA 

1950 

Double Crossing Blues [1950] 

Otis lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Five Keys 

singer 

USA 

1951 

Glory of Love [1951] 

 

Les Paul [Paul, Les]/Mary Ford [Ford, Mary] 

singer 

USA 

1951 

How High the Moon [1951] 



Paul lived 1915 to ?. Ford lived 1924 to ?. 

 

Dominoes 

singer 

USA 

1951 to 1952 

Sixty Minute Man [1951]; Have Mercy Baby [1952] 

 

Five Royales 

singer 

USA 

1952 

Baby, Don't Do It [1952] 

 

Clovers 

singer 

USA 

1952 to 1959 

One Mint Julep [1952]; Devil or Angel [1956]; Love Potion No. 9 [1959] 

 

Coronets 

singer 

USA 

1953 

Nadine [1953] 

 

Crows 

singer 

USA 

1953 

Gee or Oh Gee [1953: by William Davis and Morris Levy] 

 

Orioles 

singer 

USA 

1953 

Crying in the Chapel [1953] 

 

Drifters/Clyde McPhatter [McPhatter, Clyde] 

singer 

USA 

1953 to 1964 

Honey Love [1953]; Money Honey [1953]; White Christmas [1954]; Adorable [1955]; I Count the Tears [1962: by 

Doc Pomus and Mort Shuman]; There Goes My Baby [1959]; Save the Last Dance [1960]; This Magic Moment 

[1960]; Please Stay [1961: by Burt Bacharach and Bob Hilliard]; Up on the Roof [1962]; Under the Boardwalk [1964] 

McPhatter lived 1932 to 1972. 

 

Chords 

singer 

USA 

1954 

Sh-Boom [1954] 

 

Crescents 

singer 

USA 



1954 

Sh-boom or Life Could Be a Dream [1954: by James Keyes, Claude Feaster, Carl Feaster, Floyd McRae, and James 

Edwards] 

 

Penguins 

singer 

USA 

1954 

Earth Angel [1954] 

 

Elvis Presley [Presley, Elvis]/Scotty and Bill 

singer 

USA 

1954 

That's All Right [1954] 

Presley lived 1935 to 1977. 

 

Royals/Midnighters 

singer 

USA 

1954 

Work with Me Annie [1954] 

 

Spaniels 

singer 

USA 

1954 

Goodnite Sweetheart Goodnite [1954] 

 

Chordettes 

singer 

USA 

1954 to 1958 

Mr. Sandman [1954: by Pat Ballard]; Lollipop [1958] 

 

Bill Haley [Haley, Bill]/Comets 

singer 

USA 

1954 to 1958 

Shake Rattle and Roll [1954]; Rock around the Clock [1954]; See You Later Alligator [1955]; Boney Maroney 

[1958]; Skinny Minny [1958] 

Bill Haley and the Comets. Haley lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Boyd Bennett [Bennett, Boyd]/Rockets 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Seventeen [1955] 

Boyd Bennett and the Rockets. 

 

Fontaine Sisters 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Hearts of Stone [1955] 

 



Four Aces 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Love Is a Many Splendored Thing [1955] 

 

Mitch Miller [Miller, Mitch] 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Yellow Rose of Texas [1955] 

He lived 1911 to ?. 

 

Nutmegs 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Story Untold [1955] 

 

Robins 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Smoky Joe's Cafe [1955] 

 

Turbans 

singer 

USA 

1955 

Sister Sookey [1955] 

 

Four Lads 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1956 

Moments to Remember [1955]; No, Not Much [1956] 

 

Frankie Lymon [Lymon, Frankie]/Teenagers 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1956 

Why Do Fools Fall in Love [1955]; I Want You to Be My Girl [1956] 

Frankie Lyman and the Teenagers. Lymon lived 1942 to 1968. 

 

Cadillacs 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1957 

Speedo [1955]; Woe Is Me [1957] 

 

Five Satins 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1957 

All Mine [1956]; In the Still of the Night [1956]; Wonderful Girl [1956]; To the Aisle [1957] 

 



McGuire Sisters 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1958 

Sincerely [1955]; Sugartime [1958] 

Christine lived 1926 to ?. Dorothy lived 1930 to ?. Phyllis lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Flamingos 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1959 

I'll Be Home My Darling [1955]; Kiss from Your Lips [1956]; I Only Have Eyes for You [1959] 

 

Platters 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1960 

Great Pretender [1955: by Buck Ram]; You'll Never Never Know [1956]; Twilight Time [1958]; Smoke Gets in 

your Eyes [1959]; Harbor Lights [1960]; My Prayer [1939: music by Georges Boulanger, lyrics by Jimmy Kennedy] 

 

Cleftones 

singer 

USA 

1955 to 1961 

You Baby You [1955]; Heart And Soul [1961]; For Sentimental Reasons [1961] 

 

Heartbeats 

singer 

USA 

1956 

Thousand Miles Away [1956] 

 

Nelson Riddle [Riddle, Nelson] 

orchestra leader 

USA 

1956 

Lisbon Antigua [1956] 

He lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Shirley and Lee 

singer 

USA 

1956 

Let the Good Times Roll [1956: by Leonard Lee] 

 

Willows 

singer 

USA 

1956 

Church Bells May Ring [1956] 

 

G-Clefs 

singer 

USA 

1956 to 1961 

Ka Ding Dong [1956]; Cause You're Mine [1956]; I Understand (How You Feel) [1961] 



 

Danny and the Juniors/Juniors 

singer 

USA 

1957 

At the Hop [1957: by David White, John Madara, and Artie Singer] 

Danny and the Juniors. 

 

Del Vikings 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Whispering Bells [1957]; Come Go with Me [1957] 

 

Jerry Gilkyson [Gilkyson, Jerry]/Easy Riders 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Marianne 

Jerry Gilkyson and the Easy Riders. 

 

Buddy Holly [Holly, Buddy]/Crickets 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Peggy Sue [1957]; That'll Be the Day [1957]; Everyday [1957] 

Buddy Holly and the Crickets. Holly lived 1936 to 1959. 

 

Maguire Sisters 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Sugar in the Morning [1957: by Charles Phillips and Odis Echols] 

Christine lived 1926 to ?. Dorothy lived 1930 to ?. Phyllis lived 1931 to ?. 

 

Hal Miller [Miller, Hal]/Rays 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Silhouettes on the Shade [1957: by Frank Slay, Jr., and Bob Crewe] 

Hal Miller and the Rays. 

 

Monotones 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Book of Love [1957: by Warren Davis, George Malone, and Charles Patrick] 

 

Huey Smith [Smith, Huey] or Piano Smith [Smith, Piano]/Clowns 

singer 

USA 

1957 

Rocking Pneumonia and the Boogie Woogie Flu [1957] 

 

Crickets 

singer 



USA 

1957 to 1958 

That'll Be the Day [1957]; It's So Easy [1958] 

 

Coasters 

singer 

USA 

1957 to 1959 

Searchin' [1957: by Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller]; Young Blood [1957]; Yakety-yak [1958]; Poison Ivy [1959]; 

Charlie Brown [1959] 

 

Diamonds 

singer 

Canada 

1957 to 1961 

Little Darlin' [1957: by Maurice Williams]; Strollin' [1958: by Clyde Otis and Nancy Lee]; One Summer Night 

[1961] 

 

Everly Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1957 to 1962 

Bye Bye, Love [1957]; Wake up Little Susie [1957: by Boudleaux Bryant and Felice Bryant]; Bird Dog [1958: by 

Boudleaux Bryant]; All I Have to Do Is Dream [1958: by Boudleaux Bryant]; 'Til I Kissed Ya [1959: by Don Everly]; 

Let It Be Me [1959]; When Will I Be Loved [1960: by Phil Everly]; Cathy's Clown [1960: by Don Everly]; Crying in 

the Rain [1962] 

Phil lived 1939 to ?. Don lived 1937 to ?. 

 

Jerry Butler [Butler, Jerry]/Impressions 

singer 

USA 

1958 

For Your Precious Love [1958] 

Butler lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Champs 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Tequila [1958] 

 

Danleers 

singer 

USA 

1958 

One Summer Night [1958: by Danny Webb] 

 

Elegants 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Little Star [1958: by Vito Picone and Arthur Venosa, from the song Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, by Mozart] 

 

Galen Brothers 

singer 

USA 



1958 

When [1958: by Jack Reardon and Paul Evans] 

 

Kalin Twins 

singer 

USA 

1958 

When [1958] 

Herb and Hal Kalin. 

 

Ponytails 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Born Too Late [1958] 

 

Shields 

singer 

USA 

1958 

You Cheated (You Lied) [1958] 

 

Silhouettes 

singer 

USA 

1958 

Get a Job [1958] 

 

Teddy Bears 

singer 

USA 

1958 

To Know Him Is to Love Him [1958: by Phil Spector] 

 

Skyliners 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1959 

Since I Don't Have You [1958: by James Beaumont, Janet Vogel, Joseph Verscharen, Walter Lester, Lennie Martin, 

Joseph Rock, and John Taylor]; This I Swear [1959] 

 

Dion/Belmonts 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1960 

I Wonder Why [1958]; Teenager in Love [1959]; Where or When [1960]; Lonely Teenager [1960] 

Dion and the Belmonts. Dion lived 1939 to 1996. 

 

Four Preps 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1960 

26 Miles across the Sea [1958]; I Was a Big Man Yesterday [1958]; Down by the Station [1960] 

 

Ross Bagdasarian/Chipmunks 

singer 



USA 

1958 to 1962 

Chipmunk Song [1958]; Christmas Don't Be Late [1962] 

Bagdasarian lived 1919 to 1972. 

 

Kingston Trio 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1962 

Tom Dooley [1958]; Greenback Dollar [1962]; Scotch and Soda [1962]; Where Have All the Flowers Gone [1962] 

 

Shirelles 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1963 

I Met Him on a Sunday [1958]; Dedicated to the One I Love [1959]; Baby It's You [1961: by Burt Bacharach, Mack 

David, and Barney Williams]; Mama Said [1961]; Tonight's the Night [1961: by Luther Dixon and Shirley Owens]; 

Soldier Boy [1961]; Will You Love Me Tomorrow [1960]; Foolish Little Girl [1963] 

 

Little Anthony and the Imperials/Imperials 

singer 

USA 

1958 to 1965 

Tears on My Pillow [1958]; Goin' out of My Head [1964: by Teddy Randazzo and Bobby Weinstein]; Hurt So Bad 

[1965] 

 

Falcons 

singer 

USA 

1959 

You're So Fine [1959] 

 

Fireflies 

singer 

USA 

1959 

You Were Mine [1959: by Paul Giacalone] 

 

Fleetwoods 

singer 

USA 

1959 

Come Softly to Me [1959]; I'm Mr. Blue [1959] 

 

Impalas 

singer 

USA 

1959 

Sorry (I Ran All the Way Home) [1959] 

 

Mystics 

singer 

USA 

1959 

Hushabye [1959] 

 



Rocking Rebels 

singer 

USA 

1959 

Wild Weekend [1959] 

 

Browns 

singer 

USA 

1959 to 1960 

Three Bells [1959]; Old Lamplighter [1960] 

 

Johnny Maestro/Crests 

singer 

USA 

1959 to 1960 

Angels Listened In [1959]; Sixteen Candles [1959]; Step by Step [1960]; There's Trouble in Paradise [1960] 

Johnny Maestro and the Crests. 

 

Isley Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1959 to 1962 

Shout [1959]; Twist and Shout [1962]; Shout 1 and Shout 2 [1962] 

Ronald lived 1941 to ?. Rudolph lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Jan and Dean 

singer 

USA 

1959 to 1964 

Baby Talk [1959]; Surf City [1963]; Little Old Lady (from Pasadena) [1964]; Dead Man's Curve [1964] 

 

Hank Ballard [Ballard, Hank]/Midnighters 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Finger Poppin' Time [1960]; Let's Go, Let's Go, Let's Go [1960] 

Ballard lived 1927 to ?. Hank Ballard and the Midnighters. 

 

Baysiders 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Over the Rainbow [1960] 

 

Chimes/Lenny Cocco [Cocco, Lenny] 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Once in a While [1960] 

 

Crests 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Step by Step [1960] 



 

Dante and the Evergreens/Evergreens 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Alley-Oop [1960] 

Dante and the Evergreens. 

 

Dells 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Oh What a Night [1960] 

 

Donny Brooks 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Mission Bells [1960: by Jesse D. Hodges and William Michael] 

 

Fendermen 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Mule Skinner Blues [1960] 

 

Paragons 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Diamonds and Pearls [1960] 

 

Rosie and the Originals/Originals 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Angel Baby [1960] 

 

Safaris 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Image of a Girl [1960] 

 

Stanley Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Rank Strangers [1960] 

 

Ventures 

singer 

USA 

1960 

Walk, Don't Run [1960: by Johnny Smith] 

 



Shep and the Limelights/Limelights 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1961 

Thousand Miles Away [1960]; Our Anniversary [1960]; Daddy's Home [1961] 

 

Lawrence Welk [Welk, Lawrence] 

orchestra leader 

USA 

1960 to 1961 

Calcutta [1960] 

He lived 1903 to 1992. 

 

Miracles/Smokey Robinson [Robinson, Smokey] 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1966 

Shop Around [1960]; I Need a Change [1960]; Way Over There [1962]; You've Really Got a Hold on Me [1962]; 

Mickey's Monkey [1963]; Tracks of My Tears [1965]; Bad Girl [1966] 

Robinson lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Maurice Williams [Williams, Maurice]/Zodiacs 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1966 

Stay [1960]; May I [1966] 

Maurice Williams and the Zodiacs. Williams lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Brothers Four 

singer 

USA 

1960 to 1969 

Yellow Bird [1960]; Greenfields [1960]; Green Leaves of Summer [1960: written by Dimitri Tiomkin and Paul 

Webster]; Four Strong Winds [1969] 

 

Al Caiola [Caiola, Al] 

orchestra leader 

USA 

1961 

Bonanza [1961] 

 

Capris 

singer 

USA 

1961 

There's a Moon Out Tonight [1961] 

 

Corsairs 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Smoky Places [1961] 

 

Lonnie Donegan [Donegan, Lonnie]/Skiffle Group 

singer 

USA 



1961 

Does Your Chewing Gum Lose Its Flavor [1961] 

Lonnie Donegan and His Skiffle Group. 

 

Edsels 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Rama Lama Ding Dong [1961] 

 

Ferrante/Teicher 

player 

USA 

1961 

Exodus [1961] 

Ferrante and Teicher. 

 

Jarmels 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Little Bit of Soap [1961] 

 

Cathy Jean [Jean, Cathy]/Roommates 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Please Love Me Forever [1961] 

Cathy Jean and the Roommates. 

 

Jive Five 

singer 

USA 

1961 

My True Story [1961] 

 

Joey Dee/Starliters 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Peppermint Twist [1961: by J. Deem and H. Glover] 

 

Virgil Johnson [Johnson, Virgil]/Velvets 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Tonight Could Be the Night [1961] 

Virgil Johnson and the Velvets. 

 

Bert Kaempfert [Kaempfert, Bert] 

orchestra leader 

USA 

1961 

Wonderland By Night [1961] 

 



Little Caesar and the Romans/Romans 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Those Oldies But Goodies (Remind Me of You) [1961] 

 

Arthur Lyman [Lyman, Arthur] 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Yellow Bird [1956] 

Arthur Lyman Group. 

 

Marcels 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Blue Moon [1961]; Heartaches [1961] 

 

Mar-Keys 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Last Night [1961] 

 

Paris Sisters 

singer 

USA 

1961 

I Love How You Love Me [1961] 

 

Ramrods 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Ghost Riders in the Sky [1961] 

 

Raylettes 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Hit the Road Jack [1961] 

 

Regents 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Barbara Ann [1961] 

 

Tokens 

singer 

USA 

1961 

Lion Sleeps Tonight [1961] 

 



Highwaymen 

singer/musical group 

USA 

1961 to 1962 

Michael, Row the Boat Ashore [1961: traditional. sung by Harry Belafonte in the fifties]; Cotton Fields [1962: by 

Huddie Ledbetter] 

Highwaymen were David Fisher, Steve Trott, Chan Daniels, Steve Butts, and Bob Burnett. Daniels lived ? to 1975. 

 

Lettermen 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1962 

When I Fall in Love [1961]; Come Back, Silly Girl [1962] 

 

Marvelettes 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1962 

Please Mr. Postman [1961]; Playboy [1962]; Beechwood 4-5789 [1962] 

 

Dovells 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1963 

Bristol Stomp [1961: by Kal Mann and Dave Appell]; You Can't Sit Down [1963] 

 

Earls 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1963 

Life Is But a Dream [1961]; Remember Then [1963]; Never; I Believe 

 

Dick and Deedee 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1964 

Mountain's High [1961]; When You're Young and in Love [1963]; Turn Around [1964] 

 

Vibrations 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1964 

Watusi [1961]; Since I Fell for You [1963]; My Girl Sloopy [1964] 

 

Showmen 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1967 

I Will Stand [1961]; 39-21-46 (40 Shape) [1967] 

 

Gladys Knight [Knight, Gladys]/Pips 

singer 

USA 

1961 to 1973 

Every Beat of My Heart [1961]; I Heard It through the Grapevine [1967]; Midnight Train to Georgia [1973] 

Gladys Knight and the Pips. Knight lived 1944 to ?. 



 

Bent Fabric 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Alley Cat [1962] 

 

Cascades 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Rhythm of the Falling Rain or Rhythm of the Rain [1962] 

 

Contours 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Do You Love Me [1962: by Berry Gordy Jr.] 

 

Joey Dee/Starliters 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Peppermint Twist [1962] 

Joey Dee and the Starliters. 

 

Don and Juan 

singer 

USA 

1962 

What's Your Name [1962: by Claude Johnson] 

 

Duprees 

singer 

USA 

1962 

You Belong to Me [1962]; My Own True Love [1962] 

 

Sensations 

singer 

USA 

1962 

Let Me In [1962] 

 

Cookies 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1963 

Chains [1962]; Don't Say Nothin' Bad (About My Baby) [1963] 

 

Orlons 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1963 

Don't Hang Up [1962]; Wah-Watusi [1962]; South Street [1963] 

 



Peter, Paul, and Mary 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1967 

Lemon Tree [1962]; All My Trials [1962]; Blowin' in the Wind [1963: Bob Dylan, writer]; If I Had a Hammer 

[1963: 1958 by Lee Hays and Pete Seeger]; Don't Think Twice, It's All Right [1963]; Puff the Magic Dragon [1963]; 

That's What You Get for Loving Me [1963]; And When I Die [1964]; In the Early Morning Rain [1964: by M. 

Witmark]; Leaving on a Jet Plane [1967: by John Denver] 

 

Herb Alpert [Alpert, Herb]/Tijuana Brass 

orchestra leader 

England 

1962 to 1968 

Lonely Bull [1962]; Taste of Honey [1965]; This Guy's in Love with You [1968] 

Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass. Alpert lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Booker T/MG's 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1968 

Green Onions [1962]; Soul Limbo [1968] 

Booker T and the MG's. 

 

Jay and the Americans 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1969 

She Cried [1962]; Only in America [1963]; Come a Little Bit Closer [1964]; Cara Mia [1965]; This Magic Moment 

[1969] 

Jay Black. 

 

Four Seasons/Frankie Valli [Valli, Frankie] 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1976 

Big Girls Don't Cry [1962]; Sherry [1962]; Candy Girl [1963]; Walk like a Man [1963]; Dawn (Go Away) [1964]; 

Rag Doll [1964]; Ronnie [1964]; Let's Hang On [1965]; Can't Take My Eyes Off You [1967]; Oh What a Night or 

December '63 [1976] 

 

Beach Boys 

singer 

USA 

1962 to 1989 

Surfin' Safari [1962]; Little Deuce Coupe [1963]; Surfer Girl [1963]; Surfin' U.S.A. [1963: by Chuck Berry and 

Brain Wilson]; In My Room [1963]; I Get Around [1964]; Don't Worry, Baby [1964]; Fun, Fun, Fun [1964]; California 

Girls [1965]; Help Me, Rhonda [1965]; She's Not the Little Girl I Once Knew [1965]; Good Vibrations [1966]; Barbara 

Ann [1966]; Sloop John B [1966]; Wouldn't It Be Nice [1966]; God Only Knows [1966]; I Can Hear Music [1974]; 

Kokomo [1989] 

 

Angels 

singer 

USA 

1963 

My Boyfriend's Back [1963] 

 



Chantays 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Pipeline [1963] 

 

Crystals 

singer 

USA 

1963 

And Then He Kissed Me [1963]; He's a Rebel [1963: by Gene Pitney]; Da Do Ron Ron [1963] 

 

Dixiebelles/Cornbread and Jerry 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Papa Joe's [1963] 

 

Essex 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Easier Said Than Done [1963] 

 

Exciters 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Tell Him [1963: by Bert Russell Berns. also sung by Vonda Shepard] 

 

Jimmy Gilper [Gilper, Jimmy]/Fireballs 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Sugar Shack [1963] 

Jimmy Gilper and the Fireballs. 

 

Garnet Mimms [Mimms, Garnet]/Enchanters 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Cry Baby [1963] 

 

Pastel Six 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Cinnamon Cinder [1963] 

 

Paul and Paula 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Hey Paula [1963] 

 



Randy and the Rainbows/Rainbows 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Denise [1963] 

 

Rivingtons 

singer 

USA 

1963 

The Bird's the Word [1963] 

 

Rooftop Singers 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Walk Right In [1930: by Gus Cannon and H. Woods] 

 

April Stevens [Stevens, April]/Nino Tempo [Tempo, Nino] 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Deep Purple Dream [1963] 

 

Surfaris 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Wipeout [1963] 

 

Tremolos 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Silence Is Golden [1963: by Bob Crewe and Bob Gaudio] 

 

Tymes 

singer 

USA 

1963 

So in Love [1963] 

 

Village Stompers 

singer 

USA 

1963 

Washington Square [1963] 

 

Ronettes 

singer 

USA 

1963 to 1964 

Baby I Love You [1963]; Be My Baby [1963: by Barry, Greenwich, and Phil Spector]; Walking in the Rain [1964] 

 

Tams 

singer 



USA 

1963 to 1964 

Laugh It Off [1963]; What Kind of Fool Do You Think I Am [1964] 

 

Dave Clark Five 

singer 

England 

1963 to 1965 

Glad All Over [1963]; Bits And Pieces [1964]; Do You Love Me [1964]; Can't You See That She's Mine [1964]; 

Any Way You Want It [1965]; Catch Us If You Can [1965] 

 

Impressions 

singer 

USA 

1963 to 1965 

It's All Right [1963]; Amen [1965]; People Get Ready [1965] 

 

Kingsmen 

singer 

USA 

1963 to 1965 

Louie, Louie [1963]; Jolly Green Giant [1965] 

 

Chiffons 

singer 

USA 

1963 to 1966 

One Fine Day [1963: by Goffin and King]; He's So Fine [1963]; I Have a Boyfriend [1964]; Sweet Talkin' Guy 

[1966] 

 

Martha and the Vandellas/Vandellas 

singer 

USA 

1963 to 1967 

Come and Get These Memories [1963]; Heat Wave [1963]; Quicksand [1964]; Dancing in the Street [1964]; 

Nowhere to Run [1965]; Jimmy Mack [1967] 

 

Jerry Butler [Butler, Jerry]/Betty Everett [Everett, Betty] 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Let It Be Me [1964] 

Butler lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Ray Charles Singers 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Love Me with All Your Heart or Cuando Calienta El Sol [1964] 

 

Dixie Cups 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Chapel of Love [1964] 

 



Gerry and the Pacemakers 

singer 

England 

1964 

Don't Let the Sun Catch You Cryin' [1964]; Ferry Cross the Mersey [1965] 

 

Honeycombs 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Have I the Right? [1964] 

 

Jerry Kramer [Kramer, Jerry]/Dakotas 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Little Children [1964] 

Jerry Kramer and the Dakotas. 

 

Larks 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Jerk [1964] 

 

McCoys 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Hang On, Sloopy [1964: by Wes Farrell and Bert Russell]; Fever [1965] 

 

Murmaids 

singer 

Canada 

1964 

Popsicles and Icicles [1964: by David Gates] 

 

New Beats 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Bread and Butter [1964: by Larry Parks and Jay Turnbow] 

 

New Christy Minstrels 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Today [1964] 

 

Ramsey Lewis Trio 

singer 

USA 

1964 

"In" Crowd [1964: by Billy Page] 

 



Reflections 

singer 

USA 

1964 

(Just Like) Romeo and Juliet [1964] 

 

Rivieras 

singer 

USA 

1964 

California Sun [1964] 

 

Ronny and the Daytonas/Daytonas 

singer 

USA 

1964 

G.T.O. [1964] 

 

Serendipity Singers 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Don't Let the Rain Come Down (Crooked Little Man) [1964] 

 

Shangri-las 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Leader of the Pack [1964]; Remember Walking in the Sand [1964]; I Can Never Go Home Anymore [1965] 

 

Statler Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Counting Flowers on the Wall [1964] 

 

J. Frank Wilson [Wilson, J. Frank]/Cavaliers 

singer 

USA 

1964 

Last Kiss [1964: composed by Wayne Cochran] 

J. Frank Wilson and the Cavaliers. 

 

Animals 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1965 

House of the Rising Sun [1964]; We Got to Get Out of this Place [1965]; Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood [1965] 

 

Chad and Jeremy 

singer 

England 

1964 to 1965 

Summer Song [1964: by Chad Stuart, Metcalfe, and Noble]; Yesterday's Gone [1964]; Willow Weep for Me [1965] 

Chad Stuart and Jeremy Clyde. 

 



Searchers 

singer 

England 

1964 to 1965 

Needles and Pins [1964: by Jack Nitzsche and Sonny Bono]; Love Potion Number Nine [1964] 

 

Sal Valentino [Valentino, Sal]/Beau Brummels 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1965 

Laugh Laugh [1964]; Just a Little [1965] 

Sal Valentino and the Beau Brummels. 

 

Herman and the Hermits or Herman's Hermits 

singer 

England 

1964 to 1966 

Mrs. Brown You've Got a Lovely Daughter [1964: by Trevor Peacock]; Can't You Hear My Heart Beat [1965: by 

John Carter and Ken Lewis]; I'm Into Something Good [1965]; Listen, People [1966]; Silhouettes [1957: by Franck 

Slay, Jr., and Bob Crewe] 

 

Peter and Gordon 

singer 

England 

1964 to 1966 

World without Love [1964]; I Go to Pieces [1965]; Lady Godiva [1966] 

 

Four Tops 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1968 

Baby, I Need Your Lovin [1964]; I Can't Help Myself [1965]; Ask the Lonely or Just Ask the Lonely [1965]; It's the 

Same Old Song [1965]; Reach Out I'll Be There [1966]; Don't Walk Away, Renée [1968] 

 

Georgie Fame/Blue Flames 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1968 

Yeah Yeah or Yeh Yeh [1964: sung by Dale Hawkins 1959]; Ballad of Bonnie and Clyde [1968] 

Georgie Fame and the Blue Flames. 

 

Diana Ross [Ross, Diana]/Supremes 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1968 

I've Got Him Back in My Arms Again [1964]; Where Did Our Love Go? [1964]; Baby Love [1964]; Come See 

about Me [1964]; Stop! in the Name of Love [1965]; You Keep Me Hanging On [1966]; Love Child [1968] 

Diana Ross and the Supremes. 

 

Zombies 

singer 

England 

1964 to 1969 

Tell Her No [1964]; She's Not There [1965]; Time of the Season [1969] 

 



Kinks 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1970 

You Really Got Me [1964]; All Day and All of the Night [1964]; Tired of Waiting for You [1965]; Well Respected 

Man [1966]; Lola [1970] 

 

Moody Blues 

singer 

England 

1964 to 1970 

Go Now [1964]; Nights in White Satin [1967: by Justin Hayward]; Tuesday Afternoon [1967: by Justin Hayward]; 

Question [1970] 

 

Temptations 

singer 

USA 

1964 to 1972 

Way You Do the Things You Do [1964]; My Girl [1965]; Ain't Too Proud to Beg [1966]; All I Need [1967]; I Can't 

Get Next to You [1969]; Just My Imagination [1971]; Papa Was a Rollin' Stone [1972] 

 

Ad-libs 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Boy from New York City [1965] 

 

Beau Brummels 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Just a Little [1965]; Laugh, Laugh [1965] 

 

Cannibal and the Headhunters 

player 

USA 

1965 

Land of 1000 Dances [1965] 

 

Wayne Fontana [Fontana, Wayne]/Mindbenders 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Game of Love [1965] 

Wayne Fontana and the Mindbenders. 

 

Fortunes 

singer 

USA 

1965 

You've Got Your Troubles, I've Got Mine [1965] 

 

Freddy and the Dreamers/Dreamers 

singer 

England 

1965 



I'm Telling You Now [1965] 

Freddy and the Dreamers. 

 

Gentries 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Keep on Dancing [1965] 

 

Horst Jankowski [Jankowski, Horst] 

orchestra leader 

Germany/USA 

1965 

Walk in the Black Forest [1965] 

Horst Jankowski and His Orchestra. Jankowski lived 1936 to 1998. 

 

Gary Lewis [Lewis, Gary]/Playboys 

singer 

USA 

1965 

This Diamond Ring [1965]; Count Me In [1965]; Everybody Loves a Clown [1965]; Green Grass [1966] 

Gary Lewis and the Playboys. 

 

Ramsey Lewis Trio 

player 

USA 

1965 

In Crowd [1965] 

Ramsey Lewis Trio. 

 

Sam the Sham/Pharaohs 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Wooly-Booly [1965] 

Sam the Sham and the Pharaohs. 

 

Sounds Orchestral 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Cast Your Fate to the Wind [1965] 

 

T-bones 

singer 

USA 

1965 

No Matter What Shape Your Stomach Is In [1965] 

 

Them/Van Morrison [Morrison, Van] 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Gloria [1965]; Here Comes the Night [1965] 

Morrison lived 1942 to ?. 

 



Toys 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Lover's Concerto [1965] 

 

Trade Winds 

singer 

USA 

1965 

New York's a Lonely Town [1965] 

 

Junior Walker [Walker, Junior]/All-Stars 

singer 

USA 

1965 

How Sweet It Is [1965]; Shotgun [1965] 

Junior Walker and the All-Stars. 

 

Walker Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1965 

Make It Easy on Yourself [1965] 

 

We Five 

singer 

USA 

1965 

You Were on My Mind [1965: by Sylvia Fricker] 

 

Yardbirds 

singer 

USA 

1965 

For Your Love [1965] 

 

Byrds 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1966 

Mr. Tambourine Man [1965]; Turn! Turn! Turn! [1965]; Eight Miles High [1966] 

 

Righteous Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1966 

Ebb Tide [1953: sung in 1965]; Unchained Melody [1955: music by Alex North and lyrics by Hy Zaret, sung in 

1965]; You've Lost That Loving Feeling [1964]; (You're My) Soul And Inspiration [1966] 

 

Seekers 

singer 

Australia 

1965 to 1967 

World of Our Own [1965]; I'll Never Find Another You [1965]; Georgie Girl [1967] 

 



Sonny and Cher 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1967 

I Got You Babe [1965]; All I Really Want to Do [1965]; Baby, Don't Go [1965]; Beat Goes On [1967] 

 

Rascals or Young Rascals 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1968 

Good Lovin' [1965]; Groovin' [1967]; How Can I Be Sure [1967]; I've Been Lonely Too Long [1967]; It's a 

Beautiful Morning [1968]; People Got to Be Free [1968] 

 

Troggs 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1968 

Wild Thing [1965: by Chip Taylor]; Love is All Around [1968] 

 

Vogues 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1968 

You're the One (That I Love) [1965: by Petula Clark and Tony Hatch]; Five O' Clock World [1965]; Turn Around, 

Look at Me [1968]; My Special Angel [1968] 

 

Tommy James [James, Tommy]/Shondells 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1969 

Hanky Panky [1965]; I Think We're Alone Now [1967]; Mony Mony [1968]; Crystal Blue Persuasion [1969]; 

Crimson and Clover [1969] 

Tommy James and the Shondells. 

 

Paul Revere [Revere, Paul]/Raiders 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1971 

Kicks [1965]; Indian Reservation [1971] 

Paul Revere and the Raiders. 

 

Who 

singer 

USA 

1965 to 1978 

My Generation [1965]; I Can See for Miles [1967]; Magic Bus [1968]; Pinball Wizard [1969]; Baba O'Riley [1971]; 

Bargain [1971]; Won't Get Fooled Again [1971]; Behind Blue Eyes [1971]; Love Reign O'er Me [1973]; Who Are You 

[1978] 

 

Rolling Stones 

singer 

England 

1965 to 1981 

It's All Over Now [1965]; (I Can't Get No) Satisfaction [1965]; Last Time [1965]; Get Off of My Cloud [1965]; As 

Tears Go By [1965]; Under My Thumb [1966]; Paint It Black [1966]; Ruby Tuesday [1967]; Mother's Little Helper 

[1967]; Let's Spend the Night Together [1967]; Jumpin' Jack Flash [1968]; Street Fighting Man [1968]; Sympathy for 



the Devil [1968]; You Can't Always Get What You Want [1969]; Gimme Shelter [1969]; Honky Tonk Woman [1969]; 

Midnight Rambler [1969]; Wild Horses [1971]; Brown Sugar [1971]; Tumbling Dice [1972]; Angie [1973]; It's Only 

Rock 'n Roll (But I Like It) [1974]; Beast of Burden [1978]; Miss You [1978]; Shattered [1978]; Start Me Up [1981] 

 

Paul Butterfield Blues Band [Butterfield Blues Band, Paul] 

singer 

USA 

1966 

East-West [1966] 

 

Cyrkle 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Red Rubber Ball [1966] 

 

Spencer Davis [Davis, Spencer] 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Gimme Some Lovin' [1966] 

Spencer Davis Group. 

 

Los Bravos 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Black is Black [1966] 

 

Lovin' Spoonful 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Summer in the City [1966]; Nashville Cats [1966: by John B. Sebastian]; Daydream [1966] 

 

?/Mysterians 

singer 

USA 

1966 

96 Tears [1966] 

? and the Mysterians. 

 

New Vaudeville Band 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Winchester Cathedral [1966] 

 

Outsiders 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Time Won't Let Me [1966] 

 

Poco Seco Singers/Don Williams [Williams, Don] 

singer 



USA 

1966 

Time [1966] 

Don Williams and the Poco Seco Singers. 

 

James and Bobby Purify [Purify, James and Bobby] 

singer 

USA 

1966 

I'm Your Puppet [1966: by Lindon Oldham and Dan Pennington] 

 

Mitch Ryder [Ryder, Mitch]/Detroit Wheels 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Jenny Take a Ride [1965]; Devil with the Blue Dress On and Good Golly Miss Molly [1966] 

Mitch Ryder and the Detroit Wheels. 

 

Sandpipers 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Guantanamera or Lady of Guantanamo [1966: by Jose Marti. translated into English by Bernard Gasso] 

 

Shades of Blue 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Oh How Happy [1966] 

 

Swingin' Medallions 

singer 

USA 

1966 

Double Shot of My Baby's Love [1966] 

 

Ike Turner [Turner, Ike]/Tina Turner [Turner, Tina] 

singer 

USA 

1966 

River Deep, Mountain High [1966] 

Ike and Tina Turner. Tina lived 1939 to ?. 

 

Association 

singer 

USA 

1966 to 1967 

Cherish [1966]; Windy [1967]; Never My Love [1967] 

 

Mamas and Papas 

singer 

USA 

1966 to 1967 

California Dreamin' [1966]; I Saw Her Again Last Night [1966: by Phillips and Doherty]; Monday Monday [1966]; 

Go Where You Wanna Go [1966]; Words of Love [1967] 

 



Monkees 

singer 

USA 

1966 to 1967 

Last Train to Clarksville [1966]; Daydream Believer [1967]; I'm a Believer [1967]; A Little Bit Me, a Little Bit You 

[1967] 

 

Sam and Dave 

singer 

USA 

1966 to 1967 

Hold On, I'm Coming [1966]; Soul Man [1967] 

 

Turtles 

singer 

USA 

1966 to 1967 

You Baby [1966]; Happy Together [1967] 

 

Paul Simon [Simon, Paul]/Art Garfunkel [Garfunkel, Art] 

singer 

USA 

1966 to 1970 

Homeward Bound [1966]; I am a Rock [1966]; Sounds of Silence [1966]; Hazy Shade of Winter [1966]; Mrs. 

Robinson [1967: from the film The Graduate]; Boxer [1969]; Bridge over Troubled Waters [1970] 

Simon lived 1941 to ?. Garfunkel lived 1941 to ?. 

 

Buckinghams 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Kind of a Drag [1967] 

 

Casinos 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Then You Can Tell Me Goodbye [1967: words and music by John D. Loudermilk] 

 

Critters 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Don't Let the Rain Fall Down on Me [1967] 

 

Jay and the Techniques 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Apples, Peaches, Pumpkin Pie [1967] 

 

Jefferson Airplane 

singer 

USA 

1967 

White Rabbit [1967]; You're My Best Friend [1967]; Somebody to Love [1967] 



 

Left Banke 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Don't Walk Away, Renée [1967] 

 

Mothers of Invention 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Freak Out! [1967] 

 

Procol Harum 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Whiter Shade of Pale [1967] 

 

Royal Guardsmen 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Snoopy vs. the Red Baron [1967] 

 

Nancy Sinatra [Sinatra, Nancy]/Frank Sinatra [Sinatra, Frank] 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Somethin' Stupid [1967] 

Frank lived 1915 to 1998. 

 

Small Faces 

singer 

USA 

1967 

It's All Too Beautiful [1967] 

 

Soul Survivors 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Expressway to Your Heart [1967] 

 

Spanky and Our Gang/Our Gang 

singer 

USA 

1967 

I'd Like to Get to Know You [1967]; Sundays Will Never Be the Same [1967]; Lazy Day [1967] 

 

Strawberry Alarm Clock 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Incense and Peppermints [1967] 

 



Sweet Inspirations 

singer 

USA 

1967 

Sweet Inspirations [1967] 

 

Box Tops 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1968 

Letter [1967]; Cry Like a Baby [1968] 

 

Brenton Wood 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1968 

Gimme a Little Sign [1967]; Oogum-Boogum [1967]; Reach Out in the Darkness [1968] 

 

Cream 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1968 

Sunshine of Your Love [1967]; White Room [1968]; Crossroads [1968] 

 

Marvin Gaye [Gaye, Marvin]/Tammi Terrell [Terrell, Tammi] 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1968 

Ain't No Mountain High Enough [1967]; Ain't Nothing Like the Real Thing [1967]; You're All I Need to Get By 

[1967]; You Can Have My Private Number [1968: by Judy Clay and William Bell] 

 

Grass Roots 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1968 

Let's Live for Today [1967]; Midnight Confessions [1968] 

 

Cowsills 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1969 

Rain, the Park and Other Things or The Flower Girl [1967]; Hair [1969] 

 

Fifth Dimension 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1969 

Up, Up and Away [1967]; Go Where You Wanna Go [1967]; Stoned Soul Picnic [1968]; Age of Aquarius/Let the 

Sunshine In [1969] 

 

Marmalade 

singer 

Scotland 

1967 to 1970 

I See the Rain [1967]; Reflections of My Life [1970] 

 



Doors 

singer 

USA 

1967 to 1971 

Light My Fire [1967]; Break on Through [1967]; People Are Strange [1967]; Love Me Two Times [1967]; Hello, I 

Love You [1968]; Touch Me [1969]; Roadhouse Blues [1970]; Riders on the Storm [1971]; L.A. Woman [1971]; Love 

Her Madly [1971] 

 

Bee Gees/Barry Gibb [Gibb, Barry]/Maurice Gibb [Gibb, Maurice]/Robin Gibb [Gibb, Robin] 

singer 

England 

1967 to 1978 

1941 New York Mining Disaster [1967]; Massachusetts or Lights Went Out [1967]; I Started a Joke [1968]; I've 

Gotta Get a Message to You [1968]; How Can You Mend a Broken Heart [1971]; Stayin' Alive [1978: in the film 

Saturday Night Fever]; How Deep Is Your Love [1977: in the movie Saturday Night Fever]; More Than a Woman 

[1977: in the film Saturday Night Fever]; Stayin' Alive [1977: in the film Saturday Night Fever] 

Barry Gibb lived 1946 to ?. 

 

1910 Fruitgum Company 

singer 

USA 

1968 

1, 2, 3, Red Light [1968]; Simon Says [1968] 

 

American Breed 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Bend Me, Shape Me [1968] 

 

Band 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Weight [1968] 

 

Chambers Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Time Has Come Today [1968] 

 

Classics IV 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Spooky [1968]; Stormy [1968]; Traces [1969] 

 

Judy Clay [Clay, Judy]/William Bell [Bell, William] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

You Can Have My Private Number [1968] 

 

Human Beinz 

singer 



USA 

1968 

Nobody But Me [1968] 

 

Irish Rovers 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Unicorn [1968] 

 

Paul Mauriat [Mauriat, Paul] 

orchestra leader 

France 

1968 

Love Is Blue [1968: by André Popp] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Sergio Mendes [Mendes, Sergio]/Brasil 66 

player 

Brazil 

1968 

Look of Love [1968] 

 

Hugo Montenegro [Montenegro, Hugo] 

orchestra leader 

USA 

1968 

Good, the Bad and the Ugly [1968] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Ohio Express 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Yummy Yummy Yummy [1968]; Chewy Chewy [1968] 

 

O'Kaysions 

singer 

USA 

1968 

I'm a Girl Watcher [1968] 

 

Linda Ronstadt [Ronstadt, Linda]/Stone Poneys 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Different Drum [1968] 

 

Union Gap/Gary Puckett [Puckett, Gary] 

singer 

USA 

1968 

Woman, Woman [1968]; Young Girl [1968]; Lady Willpower [1968] 

 

Archie Bell [Bell, Archie]/Drells 

singer 



USA 

1968 to 1969 

Tighten Up [1968]; Goin' to be a Showdown [1969] 

Archie Bell and the Drells. 

 

Foundations 

singer 

USA 

1968 to 1969 

Baby, Now That I've Found You [1968]; Build Me up Buttercup [1969] 

 

Steppenwolf 

singer 

USA 

1968 to 1969 

Born to be Wild [1968: by Mars Bonfire and Dennis Edmonton]; Magic Carpet Ride [1968] 

 

Guess Who 

singer 

USA 

1968 to 1970 

Undone or She's Come Undone [1968]; No Time [1969]; These Eyes [1969]; No Sugar Tonight/New Mother Nature 

[1970]; American Woman [1970] 

 

Sly and the Family Stone/Family Stone 

singer 

USA 

1968 to 1971 

Dance to the Music [1968]; Everyday People [1969]; Hot Fun in the Summertime [1969]; Thank You For Lettin' Me 

[1970]; There's a Riot Goin' On [1971]; Family Affair [1971] 

 

Three Dog Night 

singer 

USA 

1968 to 1971 

Celebrate [1968: by Alan Gordon and Garry Bonner]; Easy to be Hard [1969]; One [1969]; Eli's Comin' [1969]; 

Mama Told Me Not to Come [1970]; Joy to the World [1971]; Old Fashioned Love Song [1971] 

 

Traffic 

singer 

USA 

1968 to 1971 

Dear Mr. Fantasy [1968]; Low Spark of High Heeled Boys [1971] 

 

Deep Purple 

singer 

USA 

1968 to 1972 

Hush [1968]; Smoke on the Water [1972] 

 

Archies 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Sugar, Sugar [1969] 

 



Blood, Sweat and Tears 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Spinning Wheel [1969]; You've Made Me So Very Happy [1969] 

 

Brooklyn Bridge 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Welcome Me Love [1969]; Worst That Could Happen [1969] 

 

Flying Machine 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Smile a Little Smile for Me [1969] 

 

Harpers Bizarre 

singer 

USA 

1969 

59th Street Bridge Song or Feelin' Groovy [1969: by Simon and Garfunkel] 

 

Edwin Hawkins [Hawkins, Edwin]/Edwin Hawkins Singers 

singer 

USA 

1969 

O Happy Day [1969] 

Edwin Hawkins Singers. 

 

Joe Jeffries Group 

singer 

USA 

1969 

My Pledge of Love [1969] 

 

Mercy 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Love Can Make You Happy [1969] 

 

Rondells/Bill Deal [Deal, Bill] 

singer 

USA 

1969 

I've Been Hurt [1969] 

Bill Deal. 

 

Smothers Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1969 

My Old Man [1969] 

 



Spiral Staircase 

singer 

USA 

1969 

More Today than Yesterday [1969] 

 

Steam 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye [1969] 

 

Temptations/Supremes 

singer 

USA 

1969 

I'm Gonna Make You Love Me [1969] 

 

Youngbloods 

singer 

USA 

1969 

Get Together [1969] 

 

Zager and Evans 

singer 

USA 

1969 

In the Year 2525 [1969] 

 

Creedence Clearwater Revival/John Fogerty [Fogerty, John] 

singer 

USA 

1969 to 1970 

Bad Moon Risin' [1969]; Proud Mary [1969]; Fortunate Son [1969]; Down on the Corner [1969]; Born on the Bayou 

[1969]; Up Around the Bend [1970]; Travelin' Band [1970]; Looking out My Back Door [1970]; Who'll Stop the Rain 

[1970]; Have You Ever Seen the Rain [1970]; I Heard It through Grapevine [1970] 

 

Jackson Five 

singer 

USA 

1969 to 1971 

I Want You Back [1969]; I'll Be There [1970]; ABC [1970]; Never Can Say Goodbye [1971] 

 

Allman Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1969 to 1973 

Whipping Post [1969]; Ramblin' Man [1973]; Jessica [1973] 

 

David Crosby [Crosby, David]/Stephen Stills [Stills, Stephen]/Graham Nash [Nash, Graham] 

singer 

USA 

1969 to 1982 

Marrakesh Express [1969]; Wooden Ships [1969]; Suite: Judy Blue Eyes [1969]; Southern Cross [1982] 

 



Santana 

singer 

USA 

1969 to 1999 

Evil Ways [1969]; Black Magic Woman [1970: by Peter Green, 1968]; Oye Como Va or Hear How It Goes [1971]; 

Smooth [1999] 

 

Bread 

singer 

USA 

1970 

I'd Like to Make It with You or Make It with You [1970] 

David Gates. 

 

Carpenters 

singer 

USA 

1970 

We've Only Just Begun [1970]; Close to You [1970] 

Karen Carpenter. 

 

Derek and the Dominos 

singer 

USA 

1970 

Layla [1970] 

 

Emerson/Lake/Palmer 

singer 

USA 

1970 

Lucky Man [1970] 

Emerson, Lake and Palmer. 

 

Free 

singer 

USA 

1970 

All Right Now [1970] 

 

Grateful Dead 

singer 

USA 

1970 

Uncle John's Band [1970]; Truckin' [1970] 

 

Partridge Family 

singer 

USA 

1970 

I Think I Love You [1970] 

 

Shocking Blue 

singer 

USA 

1970 



Venus [1970] 

 

Vanity Fare 

singer 

USA 

1970 

Early in the Morning [1970]; Hitchin' a Ride [1970] 

 

Black Sabbath 

singer 

USA 

1970 to 1971 

Paranoid [1970] 

 

Led Zeppelin 

singer 

USA 

1970 to 1971 

Heartbreaker/Livin' Lovin' Maid [1969]; Thank You [1969]; Good Times, Bad Times [1969]; Ramble On [1969]; 

Whole Lotta Love [1969]; Immigrant Song [1970]; Dazed And Confused [1969]; Black Dog [1971]; D'yer Mak'er 

[1971]; Rock and Roll [1971]; Going to California [1971]; Misty Mountain Hop [1971]; Stairway to Heaven [1971: by 

Robert Plant]; Over the Hills and Far Away [1973]; Kashmir [1975]; All My Love [1979]; Fool in the Rain [1979] 

 

Grand Funk Railroad 

singer 

USA 

1970 to 1973 

Closer to My Home/I'm Your Captain [1970]; We're An American Band [1973] 

 

David Crosby [Crosby, David]/Stephen Stills [Stills, Stephen]/Graham Nash [Nash, Graham]/Neil Young 

[Young, Neil] 

singer 

USA 

1970 to 1982 

Teach Your Children [1970]; Woodstock [1970]; Our House [1970]; Carry On [1970]; Southern Cross [1982] 

 

Hollies 

singer 

USA 

1971 

Long Cool Woman (In a Black Dress) [1971] 

 

Honey Cone 

singer 

USA 

1971 

Want Ads [1971] 

 

Jethro Tull [Tull, Jethro] 

singer 

USA 

1971 

Aqualung [1971]; Locomotive Breath [1971] 

 

Osmonds 

singer 



USA 

1971 

One Bad Apple [1971] 

 

Ten Years After 

singer 

USA 

1971 

I'd Like to Change the World [1971] 

 

Looking Glass 

singer 

USA 

1971 to 1972 

Brandy [1971: by Elliot Lurie] 

 

Tony Orlando [Orlando, Tony]/Dawn 

singer 

USA 

1971 to 1973 

Knock Three Times [1971]; Tie a Yellow Ribbon 'round the Old Oak Tree [1973] 

Tony Orlando and Dawn. 

 

Yes 

singer 

USA 

1971 to 1983 

I've Seen All Good People [1971]; Roundabout [1971]; Owner of a Lonely Heart [1983] 

 

America 

singer 

USA 

1972 

Horse with No Name [1972] 

 

Chi-Lites 

singer 

USA 

1972 

Oh Girl [1972] 

 

Aretha Franklin [Franklin, Aretha]/James Cleveland [Cleveland, James]/Southern California Community 

Choir 

singer 

USA 

1972 

Amazing Grace [1972] 

 

Harold Melvin [Melvin, Harold]/Blue Notes 

singer 

USA 

1972 

If You Don't Know Me by Now [1972] 

 

Staple Singers 

singer 



USA 

1972 

I'll Take You There [1972] 

 

T. Rex 

singer 

USA 

1972 

Bang a Gong (Get It On) [1972] 

 

Doobie Brothers 

singer 

USA 

1972 to 1974 

Listen to the Music [1972]; China Grove [1973]; Long Train Running [1973]; Black Water [1974] 

 

Steely Dan 

singer 

USA 

1972 to 1977 

Reeling in the Years [1972]; Do It Again [1972]; Rikki Don't Lose That Number [1974]; Deacon Blues [1977] 

 

Chicago 

singer 

USA 

1972 to 1985 

Saturday in the Park [1972]; You're the Inspiration [1985] 

 

Kenny Loggins [Loggins, Kenny]/Jim Messina [Messina, Jim] 

singer 

USA 

1973 

Your Mama Don't Dance [1973] 

 

Bachman-Turner Overdrive 

singer 

USA 

1973 to 1974 

Takin' Care of Business [1973]; You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet [1974] 

 

Lynyrd Skynyrd 

singer 

USA 

1973 to 1977 

Free Bird [1973]; Gimme Three Steps [1973]; Sweet Home Alabama [1974]; What's Your Name [1977] 

 

Steve Miller Band 

singer 

USA 

1973 to 1977 

Joker [1973]; Rock 'N Me [1976]; Fly Like an Eagle [1976]; Take the Money and Run [1976]; Jet Airliner [1977] 

 

Pink Floyd 

singer 

England 

1973 to 1980 



Money [1973]; Time [1973]; Us and Them [1973]; Speak, Breathe, Run [1973]; Brain Damage/Eclipse [1973]; Have 

a Cigar [1975]; Welcome to the Machine [1975]; Shine on You Crazy Diamond [1975]; Wish You Were Here [1975]; 

Hey You [1979]; Comfortably Numb [1979]; Young Lust [1979]; Run Like Hell [1979]; Another Brick in the Wall, 

Part 2 [1979]; Another Brick in the Wall [1980] 

 

Golden Earring 

singer 

USA 

1973 to 1982 

Radar Love [1973]; Twilight Zone [1982] 

 

Aerosmith 

singer 

USA 

1973 to 1998 

Dream On [1973]; Walk This Way [1975]; Sweet Emotion [1975]; Crazy [1993]; I Don't Want to Miss a Thing 

[1998: by Diane Warren] 

 

Hues Corporation 

singer 

USA 

1974 

Rock the Boat [1974] 

 

Kraftwerk 

singer 

USA 

1974 

Autobahn [1974] 

 

LaBelle 

singer 

USA 

1974 

Lady Marmalade [1974] 

 

Rufus 

singer 

USA 

1974 

Tell Me Something Good [1974: written by Stevie Wonder] 

 

Bad Company 

singer 

USA 

1974 to 1979 

Bad Company [1974]; Can't Get Enough [1974]; Feel Like Makin' Love [1975]; Rock & Roll Fantasy [1979] 

 

Queen 

singer 

England 

1974 to 1979 

Killer Queen [1974]; Bohemian Rhapsody [1975]; We Will Rock You [1977]; We Are the Champions [1977]; Crazy 

Little Thing Called Love [1979] 

 



Foghat 

singer 

USA 

1975 

Slow Ride [1975] 

 

Kiss 

singer 

USA 

1975 

Rock and Roll all Night [1975] 

 

Nazareth 

singer 

USA 

1975 

Love Hurts [1975] 

 

Fleetwood Mac 

singer 

England 

1975 to 1977 

Rhiannon [1975]; Go Your Own Way [1977: by Lindsey Buckingham]; Chain [1977]; Dreams [1977: by Stevie 

Nicks]; Don't Stop [1977: by Christine McVie]; Gold Dust Woman [1977: by Stevie Nicks] 

Lindsey Buckingham was singer and guitarist, Mick Fleetwood was on drums, Christine McVie was singer and 

keyboardist, John McVie was bassist, and Stevie Nicks was singer. 

 

K.C./Sunshine Band 

singer 

USA 

1975 to 1978 

That's the Way I Like It [1975]; Get Down Tonight [1975]; Shake Your Booty [1976]; Boogie Shoes [1978] 

K.C. and the Sunshine Band. 

 

Captain and Tennille 

singer 

USA 

1975 to 1979 

Love Will Keep Us Together [1975]; Do That to Me One More Time [1979: by Toni Tennille] 

Daryl Dragon and Toni Tennille. 

 

Elton John [John, Elton] or Reginald Dwight [Dwight, Reginald]/Kiki Dee [Dee, Kiki] 

singer 

England 

1976 

Don't Go Breaking My Heart [1976] 

 

Orleans 

singer 

USA 

1976 

Still the One [1976] 

 

Parliament 

singer 

USA 



1976 

Tear the Roof off the Sucker [1976] 

 

Thin Lizzy 

singer 

USA 

1976 

Boys Are Back in Town [1976] 

 

Wild Cherry 

singer 

USA 

1976 

Play That Funky Music [1976] 

 

Heart 

singer 

USA 

1976 to 1977 

Crazy on You [1976]; Magic Man [1976]; Barracuda [1977] 

 

Kansas 

singer 

USA 

1976 to 1977 

Carry on Wayward Son [1976]; Dust in the Wind [1977] 

 

Sex Pistols 

singer 

USA 

1976 to 1977 

Anarchy in the UK [1976]; God Save the Queen [1977] 

 

Boston 

singer 

USA 

1976 to 1978 

More than a Feeling [1976]; Rock & Roll Band [1976]; Foreplay/Longtime [1976]; Peace of Mind [1976]; Don't 

Look Back [1978] 

 

Ramones 

singer 

USA 

1976 to 1978 

Blitzkrieg Bop [1976]; Sheena Is a Punk Rocker [1977]; I Wanna Be Sedated [1978] 

 

Abba 

singer 

Sweden 

1976 to 1979 

Fernando [1976]; Dancing Queen [1976]; Take a Chance on Me [1979] 

 

Blue Oyster Cult 

singer 

USA 

1976 to 1981 



(Don't Fear) The Reaper [1976]; Burning for You [1981] 

 

Roxy Music 

singer 

USA 

1976 to 1982 

Love Is the Drug [1976]; Avalon [1982] 

 

Tom Petty [Petty, Tom]/Heartbreakers 

singer 

USA 

1976 to 1989 

Breakdown [1976]; Refugee [1979]; Free Fallin' [1989]; Runnin' Down a Dream [1989] 

Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers. 

 

Emotions 

singer 

USA 

1977 

Best of My Love [1977] 

 

Manfred Mann [Mann, Manfred] or Manfred Mann's Earth Band 

singer 

USA 

1977 

Blinded by the Light [1977] 

 

Olivia Newton-John [Newton-John, Olivia]/John Travolta [Travolta, John] 

singer 

USA 

1977 

You're the One that I Want [1978] 

 

Commodores 

singer 

England 

1977 to 1979 

Easy [1977]; Brick House [1977]; Three Times a Lady [1978]; Sail On [1979]; Still [1979] 

 

Styx 

singer 

USA 

1977 to 1979 

Come Sail Away [1977]; Renegade [1978]; Babe [1979] 

 

Supertramp 

singer 

England 

1977 to 1979 

Give a Little Bit [1977]; Logical Song [1979]; Breakfast in America [1979] 

 

Foreigner 

singer 

USA 

1977 to 1984 

Cold As Ice [1977]; Juke Box Hero [1982]; I Want to Know What Love Is [1984] 



 

Otis Day [Day, Otis]/Knights 

singer 

USA 

1978 

Shout [1978] 

Otis Day and the Knights. 

 

Funkadelic 

singer 

USA 

1978 

One Nation under a Groove [1978] 

 

Meatloaf 

singer 

USA 

1978 

Paradise by the Dashboard Light [1978] 

 

Village People 

singer 

USA 

1978 

YMCA [1978] 

 

Cheap Trick 

singer 

USA 

1978 to 1979 

Surrender [1978]; I Want You to Want Me [1979] 

 

Chic 

singer 

USA 

1978 to 1979 

Le Freak [1978]; Good Times [1979] 

 

Police/Sting 

singer 

USA 

1978 to 1983 

Roxanne [1978]; Message in a Bottle [1979]; Every Little Thing She Does Is Magic [1981]; Every Breath You Take 

[1983] 

 

Cars 

singer 

USA 

1978 to 1984 

Just What I Needed [1978]; Drive [1984] 

 

Van Halen 

singer 

USA 

1978 to 1984 

You Really Got Me [1978]; Dance the Night Away [1979]; Jump [1984] 



 

Dire Straits 

singer 

USA 

1978 to 1985 

Sultans of Swing [1978]; Money for Nothing [1985] 

 

B-52's 

singer 

USA 

1978 to 1989 

Rock Lobster [1978]; Love Shack [1989] 

 

Clash 

singer 

USA 

1979 

London Calling [1979] 

 

Knack 

singer 

USA 

1979 

My Sharon [1979] 

 

Poco 

singer 

USA 

1979 

Crazy Love [1979] 

 

Sugarhill Gang 

singer 

USA 

1979 

Rapper's Delight [1979] 

 

AC/DC 

singer 

USA 

1979 to 1980 

Highway to Hell [1979]; You Shook Me All Night Long [1980] 

 

Pretenders 

singer 

USA 

1979 to 1980 

Brass in Pocket (I'm Special) [1980] 

 

Rush 

singer 

USA 

1980 to 1981 

Spirit of Radio [1980]; Tom Sawyer [1981] 

 



Quarterfish 

singer 

USA 

1981 

Harden My Heart [1981] 

 

Soft Cell 

singer 

USA 

1981 

Tainted Love [1981] 

 

Joe Cocker [Cocker, Joe]/Jennifer Warnes [Warnes, Jennifer] 

singer 

USA 

1982 

Up Where We Belong [1982] 

 

Human League 

singer 

USA 

1982 

Don't You Want Me [1982] 

 

J. Gells Band 

singer 

USA 

1982 

Centerfold [1982] 

 

Joan Jett [Jett, Joan]/Blackhearts 

singer 

USA 

1982 

I Love Rock and Roll [1982] 

Joan Jett and the Blackhearts. 

 

George Thorogood [Thorogood, George]/Destroyers 

singer 

USA 

1982 

Bad to the Bone [1982] 

George Thorogood and the Destroyers. 

 

Toto 

singer 

USA 

1982 

Africa [1982]; Rosanna [1982] 

 

Journey 

singer 

USA 

1983 

Faithfully [1983] 

 



Talking Heads 

singer 

USA 

1983 

Burning down the House [1983] 

 

UB40 

singer 

England 

1983 

Red Red Wine [1983: by Neil Diamond] 

 

Gloria Estefan [Estefan, Gloria] or Queen of Latin Pop/Miami Sound Machine 

singer 

USA 

1984 

Dr. Beat [1984]; Conga [1986]; Anything for You [1988]; 1,2,3 [1988]; Rhythm Is Gonna Get You [1988]; Can't 

Stay Away from You [1988]; Don't Wanna Lose You [1989]; Cuts Both Ways [1989]; Reach [1996] 

Gloria Estefan and the Miami Sound Machine. 

 

Michael Jackson [Jackson, Michael]/Friends 

singer 

USA 

1985 

We Are the World (USA for Africa) [1985] 

 

Jefferson Starship or Starship 

singer 

USA 

1985 

We Built This City [1985] 

 

Wham! 

singer 

England 

1985 

Careless Whispers [1985] 

 

Bangles 

singer 

England 

1986 

Walk Like an Egyptian [1986] 

 

Huey Lewis [Lewis, Huey]/News 

singer 

USA 

1986 

Hip to Be Square [1986] 

Huey Lewis and the Playboys. 

 

Beastie Boys 

singer 

USA 

1987 

Fight for Your Right (to Party) [1987] 



 

Duran Duran 

singer 

England 

1987 

View to a Kill [1987] 

 

Guns n' Roses 

singer 

USA 

1987 

Sweet Child O Mine [1987] 

 

Los Lobos 

singer 

USA 

1987 

La Bamba [1987] 

 

U2 

singer 

Ireland 

1987 

Sunday Bloody Sunday [1983]; New Year's Day [1983]; Pride (in the Name of Love) [1984]; I Still Haven't Found 

What I'm Looking For [1987]; Where the Streets Have No Name [1987]; With or Without You [1987]; Mysterious 

Ways [1991]; One [1992] 

 

R.E.M. 

singer 

USA 

1987 to 1993 

It's the End of the World as We Know It [1987]; Losing My Religion [1991]; Everybody Hurts [1993] 

 

Def Leppard 

singer 

USA 

1988 

Pour Some Sugar on Me [1988] 

 

Fine Young Cannibals 

singer 

USA 

1989 

She Drives Me Crazy [1989] 

 

Roxette 

singer 

USA 

1989 

Listen to Your Heart [1989] 

 

Depeche Mode 

singer 

USA 

1990 

Enjoy the Silence [1990] 



 

Black Crowes 

singer 

USA 

1991 

Hard to Handle [1991] 

 

Nirvana 

singer 

USA 

1991 

Smells Like Teen Spirit [1991] 

 

Metallica 

singer 

USA 

1992 

Enter Sandman [1992] 

 

Red Hot Chili Peppers 

singer 

USA 

1992 

Under the Bridge [1992] 

 

Pearl Jam 

singer 

USA 

1992 to 1994 

Jeremy [1992]; Alive [1992]; Better Man [1994] 

 

Aces of Bass 

singer 

USA 

1993 

Sign [1993] 

 

Radiohead 

singer 

USA 

1993 

Creep [1993] 

 

Soul Asylum 

singer 

USA 

1993 

Runaway Train [1993] 

 

Stone Temple Pilots 

singer 

USA 

1993 

Plush [1993] 

 



Mariah Carey [Carey, Mariah]/Boys II Men 

singer 

USA 

1994 

One Sweet Day [1994] 

 

Counting Crows 

singer 

USA 

1994 

Mr. Jones [1994] 

 

Green Day 

singer 

USA 

1994 

Longview [1994] 

 

Blues Traveler 

singer 

USA 

1995 

Run Around [1995] 

 

Dave Matthews [Matthews, Dave] or Dave Matthews Band 

singer 

USA 

1995 

Ants Marching [1995]; What Would You Say [1995] 

 

Oasis 

singer 

USA 

1995 

Wonderwall [1995] 

 

TLC 

singer 

USA 

1995 

Waterfalls [1995] 

 

Los Del Rio 

singer 

USA 

1996 

Macarena [1996: woman's name and neighborhood in Seville] 

 

Quad City DJs 

singer 

USA 

1996 

C'mon 'N' Ride It or Train [1996] 

 

Smashing Pumpkins 

singer 



USA 

1996 

Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness [1996] 

 

ARTS>Photography 

 

calotype 

Colored photographs can use light-sensitive paper {calotype} {talbotype} to make negative print and then positive 

print. 

 

daguerreotype 

Black-and-white photography improved {daguerreotype}. 

 

dry collodion process 

Collodion plates can have gelatin coatings {dry collodion process}. 

 

kinemacolor 

color-film type {kinemacolor}. 

 

microfilm 

Film {microfilm}| can have high-resolution and record pages. 

 

stereoscope 

Photographers can make two pictures, one for each eye. Instruments {stereoscope}| can have two separate eyepieces 

through which to view the pictures, to give three-dimensional views. 

 

tintype 

Photographs can be tin etchings {tintype}. 

 

wet collodion process 

Photographs in wet colloids used bulky plates and big cameras {wet collodion process}. 

 

ARTS>Photography>History 

 

Frederick Scott Archer [Archer, Frederick Scott] 

photographer 

USA 

1851 

He lived 1813 to 1857 and used wet collodion process. 

 

Matthew B. Brady [Brady, Matthew B.] 

photographer 

USA 

1860 to 1865 

He lived 1823 to 1896. His Civil War photographs used dry collodion process. 

 

Eadweard Muybridge [Muybridge, Eadweard] 

photographer 

England 

1870 to 1880 

He lived 1830 to 1904. His action photographs used dry collodion process. 

 

Jacob Riis [Riis, Jacob] 

photographer 

USA 

1890 



Studies of the Tenements of New York [1890]; How the Other Half Lives [1890] 

He lived 1849 to 1914 and photographed slums. 

 

Alfred Stieglitz [Stieglitz, Alfred] 

photographer 

USA 

1897 to 1907 

Hand Camera: its present importance [1897] 

He lived 1864 to 1946. 

 

Edward Curtis [Curtis, Edward] 

photographer 

USA 

1900 to 1930 

He lived 1868 to 1952 and took still and moving American-Indian pictures. 

 

Edward Steichen [Steichen, Edward] 

photographer/director 

USA 

1923 to 1947 

Family of Man [1923 and 1947]; Fighting Lady [1944: documentary] 

He lived 1879 to 1973. 

 

Margaret Bourke-White [Bourke-White, Margaret] 

photographer 

England 

1927 to 1936 

She lived 1904 to 1971 and took farm-worker photographs. 

 

Alfred Eisenstadt [Eisenstadt, Alfred] 

photographer 

USA 

1932 to 1954 

He lived 1898 to 1995. 

 

Ansel Adams [Adams, Ansel] 

photographer 

USA 

1933 to 1942 

He lived 1902 to 1984 and took nature photographs. 

 

Dorothea Lange [Lange, Dorothea] 

photographer 

USA 

1933 to 1942 

She lived 1895 to 1965 and took farm-worker photographs. 

 

Berenice Abbott [Abbott, Berenice] 

photographer 

USA 

1935 to 1938 

She lived 1898 to 1991, took portraits, and photographed New York City scenes. 

 

ARTS>Photography>History>Invention 

 



Jacob Christof Le Blon [Le Blon, Jacob Christof] 

inventor 

Germany 

1725 

He lived 1667 to 1741 and introduced color plates. 

 

Joseph Niepce [Niepce, Joseph] 

inventor/photographer 

USA 

1822 

photography [1822] 

He lived 1765 to 1833 and invented photography. Light darkens silver chloride or silver bromide, and then sodium 

hypochlorite fixes it. 

 

Louis J. M. Daguerre [Daguerre, Louis J. M.] 

inventor/photographer 

France 

1837 

He lived 1787 to 1851 and invented daguerreotype. 

 

John Benjamin Dancer [Dancer, John Benjamin] 

inventor 

England 

1839 

microfilm [1839] 

He lived 1812 to 1889 and invented microfilm. 

 

William Henry Fox Talbot [Talbot, William Henry Fox] 

inventor/photographer 

USA 

1839 

He lived 1800 to 1877 and invented calotype. 

 

Robert Bingham [Bingham, Robert] 

inventor 

England 

1850 

He lived 1824 to 1870 and invented dry collodion process. Process became efficient later [1871]. 

 

Hamilton Smith [Smith, Hamilton] 

inventor 

USA 

1856 

tintype or ferrotype 

He invented tintype. 

 

George Eastman [Eastman, George] 

inventor 

USA 

1884 to 1888 

roll film [1884]; Kodak camera [1888] 

He lived 1854 to 1932 and invented roll film and cameras. 

 

George Albert Smith [Smith, George Albert] 

inventor 

England 



1906 

He invented kinemacolor. 

 

Leon Douglass [Douglass, Leon] 

inventor 

USA 

1918 to 1935 

Cupid Angling [1918: with Ruth Roland] 

He invented color travelogues. Technicolor came from it [1935], requiring only one exposure. 

 

ARTS>Radio 

 

radio shows 

Broadcasts {radio shows} had adventure shows, comedy shows, dramas, music shows, soap operas, variety shows, 

and westerns. 

 

ARTS>Radio>History 

 

radio in history 

radio 

USA 

1935 to 2007 

USA radio {radio in history} had adventure shows, comedy shows, dramas, music shows, soap operas, variety 

shows, and westerns. 

 

ARTS>Radio>History>Adventure Shows 

 

Batman and Robin 

actor 

USA 

Batman and Robin 

 

Big Town 

actor 

USA 

Big Town 

 

Boston Blackie 

actor 

USA 

Boston Blackie 

 

Buck Rogers 

actor 

USA 

Buck Rogers in the 25th Century 

 

Captain Midnight 

actor 

USA 

Captain Midnight 

 

Casey Crime Photographer 

actor 

USA 

Casey, Crime Photographer 



 

Dick Tracy 

actor 

USA 

Dick Tracy 

 

Dragnet radio 

actor 

USA 

Dragnet 

 

Falcon radio 

actor 

USA 

Falcon 

 

Gangbusters 

actor 

USA 

Gangbusters 

 

Green Hornet 

actor 

USA 

Green Hornet 

 

Hop Harrigan 

actor 

USA 

Hop Harrigan 

 

I Love a Mystery 

actor 

USA 

I Love a Mystery 

 

Inner Sanctum 

actor 

USA 

Inner Sanctum 

 

Jack Armstrong 

actor 

USA 

Jack Armstrong, All-American Boy 

 

Lights Out 

actor 

USA 

Lights Out 

 

Little Orphan Annie 

actor 

USA 

Little Orphan Annie 

 



Mr. District Attorney 

actor 

USA 

Mr. District Attorney 

 

Nick Carter 

actor 

USA 

Nick Carter 

 

Sam Spade 

actor 

USA 

Sam Spade 

 

Shadow radio 

actor 

USA 

Shadow 

Announcer said, "Who knows what evil lurks in the minds of men?" 

 

Sherlock Holmes 

actor 

USA 

Sherlock Holmes 

 

Sky King 

actor 

USA 

Sky King 

 

Sorry Wrong Number 

actor 

USA 

Sorry Wrong Number 

 

Superman 

actor 

USA 

Superman 

 

Terry and the Pirates 

actor 

USA 

Terry and the Pirates 

 

Whistler radio 

actor 

USA 

Whistler 

 

ARTS>Radio>History>Comedy Shows 

 

Aldrich Family 

actor 

USA 



Aldrich Family 

 

Fred Allen [Allen, Fred] 

actor 

USA 

Fred Allen 

 

Amos and Andy radio 

actor 

USA 

Amos and Andy 

 

Jack Benny [Benny, Jack] 

actor 

USA 

Jack Benny 

 

Edgar Bergen [Bergen, Edgar] 

puppeteer 

USA 

Edgar Bergen 

Charlie McCarthy and Mortimer Snurd were puppets. 

 

Easy Aces 

actor 

USA 

Easy Aces 

 

Fibber McGee and Molly 

actor 

USA 

Fibber McGee and Molly 

 

Vic and Sade 

actor 

USA 

Vic and Sade 

 

ARTS>Radio>History>Drama Shows 

 

Norman Corwin [Corwin, Norman] 

producer 

USA 

dramas. 

 

First Nighter 

actor 

USA 

First Nighter 

 

Grand Central Station 

actor 

USA 

Grand Central Station 

 



Hitchhiker 

actor 

USA 

Mercury Theater on the Air: Hitchhiker 

 

Lux Radio Theater 

actor 

USA 

Lux Radio Theater 

 

War of the Worlds 

actor 

USA 

Mercury Theater on the Air: War of the Worlds 

 

ARTS>Radio>History>Music Shows 

 

Metropolitan Opera 

actor 

USA 

Metropolitan Opera 

 

ARTS>Radio>History>Soap Opera Shows 

 

Against the Storm 

actor 

USA 

Against the Storm 

 

Just Plain Bill 

actor 

USA 

Just Plain Bill 

 

Ma Perkins 

actor 

USA 

Ma Perkins 

 

Mary Marlin 

actor 

USA 

Mary Marlin 

 

One Man's Family 

actor 

USA 

One Man's Family 

 

Our Gal Sunday 

actor 

USA 

Our Gal Sunday 

 

Romance of Helen Trent 

actor 



USA 

Romance of Helen Trent 

 

Stella Dallas 

actor 

USA 

Stella Dallas 

 

When a Girl Marries 

actor 

USA 

When a Girl Marries 

 

ARTS>Radio>History>Variety Shows 

 

Arthur Godfrey [Godfrey, Arthur] 

actor 

USA 

Godfrey 

 

Eddie Cantor [Cantor, Eddie] 

actor 

USA 

Eddie Cantor 

 

College of Musical 

actor 

USA 

College of Musical Knowledge 

 

Art Linkletter [Linkletter, Art] 

actor 

USA 

Art Linkletter 

 

ARTS>Radio>History>Western Shows 

 

Cisco Kid 

actor 

USA 

Cisco Kid 

 

Death Valley Days 

actor 

USA 

Death Valley Days 

 

Gunsmoke radio 

actor 

USA 

Gunsmoke 

 

Lone Ranger 

actor 

USA 

Lone Ranger 



 

Red Ryder 

actor 

USA 

Red Ryder 

 

Sergeant Preston 

actor 

USA 

Sergeant Preston of the Yukon 

 

Tom Mix 

actor 

USA 

Tom Mix 

 

ARTS>Television 

 

television shows 

Broadcasts {television shows} can have adventure shows, children's shows, comedy shows, dramas, game shows, 

music shows, variety shows, and westerns. 

 

ARTS>Television>History 

 

television in history 

television 

USA 

1950 to 2007 

USA television {television in history} had adventure shows, children's shows, comedy shows, dramas, game shows, 

music shows, variety shows, and westerns. 

 

ARTS>Television>History>Adventure Shows 

 

Alfred Hitchcock [Hitchcock, Alfred] 

director 

USA 

Alfred Hitchcock Presents 

Music was Funeral March of the Marionettes. 

 

Dragnet tv 

actor 

USA 

Dragnet 

 

ARTS>Television>History>Children Shows 

 

Bugs Bunny and Friends 

actor 

USA 

Bugs Bunny and Friends 

 

Bullwinkle 

actor 

USA 

Bullwinkle 

 



Captain Kangaroo 

actor 

USA 

Captain Kangaroo 

 

Electric Company 

actor 

USA 

Electric Company 

 

Lassie 

actor 

USA 

Lassie 

 

Fred Rogers [Rogers, Fred] 

actor 

USA 

Misterrogers 

 

Romper Room 

actor 

USA 

Romper Room 

 

Sesame Street 

actor 

USA 

Sesame Street 

 

Walt Disney 

actor 

USA 

Walt Disney 

 

Yogi Bear 

actor 

USA 

Yogi Bear 

 

ARTS>Television>History>Comedy Shows 

 

All in the Family 

actor 

USA 

All in the Family 

 

Amos and Andy tv 

actor 

USA 

Amos and Andy 

 

Lucille Ball [Ball, Lucille] 

comedian 

USA 

I Love Lucy; Lucy Show 



 

Dick Van Dyke [Dyke, Dick Van] 

comedian 

USA 

Dick Van Dyke Show 

 

Buddy Ebsen [Ebsen, Buddy] 

comedian 

USA 

Beverly Hillbillies 

 

MASH 

actor 

USA 

M*A*S*H 

 

Mary Tyler Moore [Moore, Mary Tyler] 

comedian 

USA 

Mary Tyler Moore Show 

 

Phil Silvers [Silvers, Phil] 

comedian 

USA 

Sergeant Bilko 

 

ARTS>Television>History>Drama Shows 

 

Bell Telephone Hour 

actor 

USA 

Bell Telephone Hour 

 

Continental 

actor 

USA 

Continental 

 

Hallmark Hall of Fame 

actor 

USA 

Hallmark Hall of Fame 

 

Millionaire 

actor 

USA 

Millionaire 

 

Playhouse 90 

actor 

USA 

Playhouse 90 

 

Rod Serling [Serling, Rod] 

writer 

USA 



Twilight Zone 

 

Studio I 

actor 

USA 

Studio I 

 

Texaco Star Theater 

actor 

USA 

Texaco Star Theater 

 

ARTS>Television>History>Game Shows 

 

64000 Dollar Question 

actor 

USA 

$64,000 Question 

 

Beat the Clock 

actor 

USA 

Beat the Clock 

 

Concentration game 

actor 

USA 

Concentration 

 

Dating Game 

actor 

USA 

Dating Game 

 

Hollywood Squares 

actor 

USA 

Hollywood Squares 

 

I've Got a Secret 

actor 

USA 

I've Got a Secret 

 

Jeopardy 

actor 

USA 

Jeopardy 

 

Let's Make a Deal 

actor 

USA 

Let's Make a Deal 

 

Password 

actor 



USA 

Password 

 

Price Is Right 

actor 

USA 

Price Is Right 

 

To Tell the Truth 

actor 

USA 

To Tell the Truth 

 

Truth or Consequences 

actor 

USA 

Truth or Consequences 

 

Twenty-One 

actor 

USA 

Twenty-One 

 

ARTS>Television>History>Music Shows 

 

Dick Clark [Clark, Dick] 

actor 

USA 

American Bandstand 

 

Your Hit Parade 

actor 

USA 

Your Hit Parade 

 

ARTS>Television>History>Soap Opera Shows 

 

Another World 

actor 

USA 

Another World 

 

As the World Turns 

actor 

USA 

As the World Turns 

 

Dark Shadows 

actor 

USA 

Dark Shadows 

 

Edge of Night 

actor 

USA 

Edge of Night 



 

Secret Storm 

actor 

USA 

Secret Storm 

 

ARTS>Television>History>Variety Shows 

 

Steve Allen [Allen, Steve] 

comedian 

USA 

Steve Allen Show 

 

Milton Berle [Berle, Milton] 

comedian 

USA 

Milton Berle 

 

Sid Caesar [Caesar, Sid]/Imogene Coco [Coco, Imogene] 

comedian 

USA 

Your Show of Shows 

 

Johnny Carson [Carson, Johnny]/Ed McMahon [McMahon, Ed] 

host 

USA 

Tonight Show 

 

Dave Garroway [Garroway, Dave] 

host 

USA 

Today Show 

 

Jack Parr [Parr, Jack] 

host 

USA 

Tonight Show 

 

Ed Sullivan [Sullivan, Ed] 

host 

USA 

Ed Sullivan 

 

ARTS>Television>History>Western Shows 

 

Bonanza 

actor 

USA 

Bonanza 

 

Gunsmoke tv 

actor 

USA 

Gunsmoke 

 



Maverick tv 

actor 

USA 

Maverick 

 

MATH>Mathematics 

 

mathematics 

Mathematical ideas {mathematics} include intuition, empiricism, and abstraction; relations, functions, and 

transformations; logic, proof, and rigor; truth, certainty, and uncertainty; existence and quantity; and formalism, 

symbolic languages, and formal languages. 

mathematical objects 

In realism, mathematical objects can be abstract acausal things. In structuralism, they are structures and systems. In 

idealism, constructivism, and intuitionism, they are mental conventions. Perhaps, mathematics has no objects but is 

only analytic or linguistic conventions used by the mathematics community. 

mathematical operations 

Arithmetic main operations {arithmetic operation} {fundamental operation} are add, subtract, multiply, and divide. 

Division by 0 has no definition. Algebra operations {algebraic operation} include all arithmetic operations and their 

combinations. Exponential operations manipulate constant and variable powers to find exponents {evolution, 

arithmetic} and logarithms {involution, arithmetic}. Operations {trigonometric operation} can find sines, cosines, and 

tangents. Calculus operations {analytic operation} differentiate and integrate. Geometric operations {symmetry 

operation} are for transformation, translation, rotation, reflection, and inversion. 

mathematical foundations 

Mathematical objects, such as circles and tori, have reality or are concepts. 

realism 

Realism says that object essences are real. Mathematical Realism, Idealism, and Platonism [Penrose, 2004] say 

mathematical objects are abstract essences: always existing, unchanging, timeless, without spatial location, sometimes 

with spatial extension, and metaphysical. They are not physical or mental. Mathematical objects are Ideals or Forms, 

fundamental reality that underlies physical and mental things. The physical follows mathematical laws and objects. The 

mental can comprehend mathematical laws and objects. 

objectivism 

Objectivism says that people can know the real world. People can know things' essences and underlying reality. 

language 

Because they share definitions and concepts, which are accessible reality or built by language, people can 

communicate about knowledge [Peirce, 1878]. 

positivism 

Positivism [Ayer, 1940] says that people can experience the real world, and can know what statements about it are 

right or wrong based on their and other people's measurements to determine corroborations or denials. 

nominalism 

Nominalism says that object essences are only mental concepts, derived by human perception and reasoning from 

physical examples. Outside of language are only particulars. Conceptualism [Abelard, 1120] says that categories and 

rules are mental concepts shared by people that respond to similar world with similar minds, so universals are real 

insofar as they express similarities or essential object characteristics to which people respond to make concepts or 

dispositions. The physical world has no universals. Mathematical objects are human constructs, definitions, or 

concepts. 

intuitionism 

Mathematical intuitionism [Brouwer, 1927] says that people, using cognitive skills and experience, develop 

understandings of mathematical ideas. Analysis of the real world reveals mathematical objects and concepts. People 

then describe mathematical objects and concepts using language and logic. People cannot know things' essences or if 

there is underlying reality. 

constructivism 

Constructivism [Piaget, 1954] says that people use their, and other people's, innate and learned cognitive skills on 

perceptions to build concepts about their mental world, as opposed to discovering concepts of the real world. As 

opposed to just "telling", people use "showing" or proving [Wittgenstein, 1922]. Statements are not true but are 

provable or constructable. Statements are not false but have a counterexample. 



formalism 

Formalism [Russell, 1919] says that mathematical laws and objects are mental logical/axiomatic systems. Logic and 

reasoning are unchanging, timeless, meta-mathematical, and abstract. Mathematical laws and objects can describe the 

physical. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>Axiomatic Theory 

 

axiomatic theory 

Formal systems {axiomatic theory} can have primitives, definitions, axioms, and postulates in theory language 

{object language}. 

primitive terms 

Object language has undefined primitive symbols or objects. 

definitions 

Combining primitive terms defines further symbols or objects. 

axioms 

Combining primitives and definitions can make assumptions. Axioms assume identity element existence, inverse 

element existence, commutation law, association law, and distribution law. Axioms are independent of other axioms. 

postulates 

Object languages have valid statement structures and have logical rules for transforming statement structures. For 

example, variables can take values. 

proofs 

Starting from primitive terms, definitions, axioms, and postulates, logic can prove theorem or formula statements, by 

deduction and formal proofs. 

examples 

First-order predicate calculus {standard formalization} {first-order theory} is an example. 

equivalences 

The same axiomatic theory can use different symbols and relations {formulation} {model, axiomatic theory}. 

Axiomatic-theory primitive terms and relations can have different meanings {interpretation, axiomatic theory} 

{representation, axiomatic theory}. 

Axiomatic theories using different symbols and relations can be formally the same {isomorphism, axiomatic 

theory}. Axiomatic theories can always have isomorphic forms {representation theorem}. Categorical theory shows 

how to prove that two axiomatic theories are isomorphic. 

 

consistency of axioms 

In axiomatic theories, contradiction means that statement and its inverse are true. If no theorem can contradict any 

axiom or theorem {consistency, mathematics}, statements and their inverses cannot both be true. Inconsistent theories 

have proofs that start with axiom or theorem and lead to inverse and so contradiction. 

 

standard interpretation 

Formal-system symbols, words, axioms, coding, and rules have intended representation {standard interpretation}. If 

formal system is consistent, nonstandard interpretations exist that make statements that were false in standard 

interpretations true in nonstandard interpretations. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>Axiomatic Theory>Decision Problem 

 

decision problem 

For axiomatic theories, does algorithm exist that can determine if formula is true or false {decision problem}? Do 

algorithms exist that can determine if formulas with no variables are true or false? Does showing that formula is true or 

false require formal proof? 

 

Church thesis about truth 

In axiomatic theories that contain number theory, it is impossible to decide whether formula is true by any method 

except formal proof {Church's thesis, truth} {Church thesis, truth}. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>Axiomatic Theory>Metamathematics 

 



metamathematics 

Logical-principle and simple formal-system theory {metamathematics} {proof theory, mathematics} can have no 

infinities, use minimum English, use existence theorems to show how to construct new objects, not use proof by 

contradiction, not use Zorn's lemma, and not use axiom of choice [Hilbert, 1899] [Kleene, 1952] [Tarski, 1983]. 

 

metalanguage 

Axiomatic-theory object languages can use higher-level natural-language terms {metalanguage} {syntax language}. 

Higher-level languages express theorems {metatheorem} about proofs, formal theories, languages, and logic [Hilbert, 

1899] [Kleene, 1952] [Tarski, 1983]. Metamathematics is a metalanguage. 

 

pure mathematics 

Mathematics can use only ideas of relation and class {logic of relations} {pure mathematics}. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>Axiomatic Theory>Completeness 

 

completeness math 

Axiomatic theories can prove all theorems from terms and axioms {completeness, mathematics}. For example, 

propositional calculus and predicate calculus are complete. Incomplete theories cannot prove at least one true statement 

from terms and axioms. 

d-completeness 

Complete theories can not allow new axioms {d-completeness}, because new axioms cause contradiction. For 

example, propositional calculus is d-complete. Predicate calculus is not d-complete, because it can add new axioms 

without contradicting any axiom or theorem and then use that axiom to prove more theorems. 

 

Godel completeness theorem 

Formal mathematical system, such as arithmetic, algebra, geometry, or set theory, has true propositions that people 

cannot prove true or false using theory definitions, axioms, rules, and theorems {completeness theorem} {Gödel 

completeness theorem} {Gödel's theorem} {incompleteness theorem}. Formal mathematical system that includes all 

true mathematics theorems cannot exist. 

formal system 

Formal mathematical systems have finite numbers of word and symbol definitions, assumed-true axioms, and rules 

for combining words, symbols, and statements. Propositions combine words, symbols, and axioms. Typically, formal 

systems can form an infinite number of propositions. 

For example, arithmetic is a formal mathematical system. It defines real numbers; sign symbols, such as plus and 

minus; operation symbols, such as addition and multiplication; grouping symbols, such as parentheses, brackets, 

commas, and spaces; variable symbols, such as x and y; proposition and axiom symbols, such as A and B; quantifier 

symbols, such as existential quantifier and universal quantifier; and logic symbols, such as AND, OR, NOT, IMPLIES, 

and IF. Arithmetic has axioms, such as commutation and association, about addition and multiplication operations. 

Arithmetic has axioms that are logic truths, such as "NOT of NOT of statement is statement", and "NOT of function 

existential quantifier is equivalent to universal quantifier for function NOT". Arithmetic has rules to derive propositions 

from previous propositions, for example, specifying variable value. Important rule is "If implication premise is true and 

implication is true, conclusion is true." Arithmetic can use word and symbol definitions, axioms, and rules to calculate 

and represent variables and functions. 

proof 

Formal-mathematical-system purpose is to prove propositions true or false. Proofs are proposition series that use 

axioms, rules, and theorems to go from premise to conclusion. Valid formal mathematical systems prove true theorems 

and disprove false statements. Later proofs can use proved theorems. 

natural number 

Natural numbers are finite digit sequences, with no signs or symbols. Natural numbers can have binary coding. 

code array 

Because formal systems have finite parts and countable propositions, unique natural numbers can represent words, 

symbols, axioms, propositions, theorems, and rules. Proposition series can be unique natural-number series, and coded 

proofs are countable unique natural-number series. Listing all natural numbers represents the formal mathematical 

system. Number of binary digits needed to express all mathematical-system propositions and proofs is the same as 

number of propositions and proofs. Therefore, list length is the same as width. See Figure 1. 



constructing new natural number 

Starting from unique natural-number list, one can construct a new natural number that is not in original system by 

the following method. Start with diagonal {diagonal slash} of the square list. See Figure 2. 

Change marks at intersections of first row and column, second row and column, and so on. See Figure 3. New digit 

sequence has same length as the others and is unique natural number. It is not the same as any row or column sequence. 

It differs from first row and column at first number, differs from second row and column at second number, and so on. 

completeness 

The unique natural number represents a statement that was not in original system. However, original list contained 

all system propositions. Therefore, no formal mathematical system can be complete. One can always derive new 

statements. 

consistency 

Original list contained all proven system propositions, so new statement has no proof yet. New proposition is 

derivable from system but is neither true nor false yet. System plus new statement is indeterminate and inconsistent. 

incompleteness or inconsistency 

If system lacks the proposition proof, proposition does not have correct form. However, proposition came directly 

from original propositions and so must have correct form. Therefore, statement is part of formal system but is 

indeterminate in trueness or falseness. Such formal systems are not consistent. 

If system has the proposition proof, proposition is in current system but was not in original system. Such formal 

systems were incomplete. 

If a formal system has only true propositions, and if the system does not prove the newly derived proposition, NOT 

of new proposition is false, because system already has all true-proposition proofs. New proposition is true, but its 

proof is not in system. Such systems are inconsistent. 

If a formal system has only true propositions, and if the system does prove the newly derived proposition, new 

proposition is true, because all proven statements are true. However, all true propositions were already in system. Such 

systems were incomplete. 

Formal systems must be either incomplete or inconsistent. 

question 

Number of binary digits needed to express all mathematical-system propositions and proofs is the same as number of 

propositions and proofs, so another binary digit must be added to all original propositions and to new proposition. To 

make a valid formal system, adding a proposition must change the original propositions. Note: Added binary digit can 

be the same as or different from added binary digit in original statements. Perhaps, the new system can be complete and 

consistent. 
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omega consistency 

Perhaps, formal system can have proofs for all true statements {omega consistency, completeness}. However, the 

incompleteness theorem demonstrates that consistent formal system has at least one true statement that has no proof 

and so is incomplete, as shown by Gödel. Incompleteness theorem shows that the proposition that formal system is 

omega consistent is not provable by the formal system. For example, logic and number theory have no proof that they 

are consistent using formal number theory. Therefore, information derivable from formal systems has limits. No axiom 

set is sufficient to prove all arithmetic or mathematics, by Gödel's proof. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>Axiomatic Theory>Postulates 

 

induction postulate 

If "one" has a property, and number successors have the property, all numbers have the property {mathematical 

induction postulate} {induction postulate}. It is a Dedekind-Peano postulate. 

 

Peano postulates 

Positive-integer axiomatic theory has postulates {Peano's postulates} {Peano postulates} {Dedekind-Peano 

postulates}. "One" is a number. The number "one" is not any number's successor. A number successor is a number. No 

two numbers have same successor. If "one" has property and if number successor has property, all numbers have 

property {induction postulate, Peano}. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>Axiomatic Theory>Kinds 

 

geometry theory 

Geometry is an axiomatic system {geometry theory}. 

primitives 

Geometry can use two undefined ideas: point and order. 

symbols 

Geometry can use three symbols: point or line, segment, and motion or congruence. Points can be ordered-pairs. 

Line can be a ratio. Congruence can be translation, rotation, and reflection. 

axioms 

Points can form a set. At least one point exists. If there is a point, then there is another point. Given two points, there 

are lines. Given a line, there is another line. Given two lines, there is a space. 

postulates 

Axiomatized geometry has five postulates, similar to Euclid's five postulates. Lines can have no multiple points 

{Jordan curve, geometry}. Figures can have infinite perimeters. 

In three-dimensional space, continuity axiom is true, but planes and surfaces do not need this axiom. 

Dimension number is not necessarily coordinate number or point multiplicity. 

theory 

Geometry uses point, line, plane, how point "lies on" line, how point "lies on" plane, how point pairs are congruent, 

how angles are congruent, and/or how points order on lines {betweenness, geometry}. 

consistency 

Geometry is consistent if arithmetic is consistent. 

 

natural number theory 

Counting numbers, and all numbers, can form an axiomatic theory {natural number theory}. 

axioms 

Start with null set and with two axioms. Numbers correspond to two sets of previously constructed numbers, with no 

member of left set greater than or equal to members of right set. Number is less than or equal to another number, if and 

only if no member of first-number left set is greater than or equal to second number and no member of second-number 

right set is less than or equal to first number. 

axioms: procedure 

First, make null set both right and left set, to obtain number zero. Then make right set null and left set contain 

number zero to obtain number one. Continue to build all counting numbers. All other numbers can derive from 

counting numbers. 



equivalence 

Equivalence or one-to-one correspondence can construct counting numbers. Start with null set. Define zero as 

cardinal number of elements in null set and equivalent sets. Define one as number of elements in set that contains only 

zero as element. Define two as number of elements in set that contains only elements zero and one. Define N as number 

of elements in set that contains only elements zero through N. 

numbers in general 

Axiomatizing natural numbers allows axiomatizing all number types. The number "one" belongs to a set. Set 

members have one and only one successor. If two successors are equal, then members are equal. The number "one" is 

not any number's successor. If subset contains "one" and another number, then number successor is in subset and subset 

is same as whole set. 

integers 

Positive integers can be an axiomatic system. Undefined terms are "one", "number", and "successor of". Dedekind-

Peano postulates can construct the positive integers. 

 

non-Archimedian geometry 

Geometries {non-Archimedian geometry} that violate Archimedes axiom can be axiomatic systems. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History 

 

Pierre de Fermat [Fermat, Pierre de] 

mathematician 

France 

1629 to 1640 

He lived 1601 to 1665, invented Fermat's minor theorem and Fermat's last theorem [1640], and studied differential 

calculus, maxima/minima in war and astronomy [1629], curve and surface tangents and normals in optics and motion, 

and infinite-descent method. 

 

Jacob Bernoulli [Bernoulli, Jacob] 

mathematician 

Basel, Switzerland 

1686 

Art of Conjecturing [1686] 

He lived 1654 to 1705 and studied calculus of variations, variable separation, lemniscate curve, differential 

equations, and inflection points. He invented Bernoulli's theorem and Bernoulli equation. If event can have two 

outcomes, each with probability, after many independent events, relative frequency approaches probability {weak law 

of large numbers, Bernoulli}. Perhaps, probabilities are inferable from frequencies. 

 

Johann Bernoulli [Bernoulli, Johann] 

mathematician 

Basel, Switzerland 

1691 

He lived 1667 to 1748 and studied series, arithmetic series, geometric series, differential equations [1691], astroid 

[1691], curvature radius, Bernoulli numbers, and curve rectification. Wire shape allows bead to slide from one end to 

the other in shortest possible time {brachistochrone, Bernoulli} [1696]. 

 

Leonhard Euler [Euler, Leonhard] 

mathematician 

Basel, Switzerland 

1748 to 1770 

Introduction to Infinite Analysis [1748]; Institutes of Integral Calculus [1770]; Institutes of Differential Calculus 

[1770] 

He lived 1707 to 1783 and invented Euler's formula, Euler number, and Euler constant. He studied incompressible 

non-rotating non-viscous fluid flows {potential flow}. He studied non-homogeneous nth order differential equations, 

partial-fractions method, explicit and implicit functions, networks, harmonic and divergent series, hypergeometric 

functions, natural logarithms, partial derivatives, multiple integrals, calculus of variations, finite-differences method, 

and gamma and beta functions. 



First-order equations can be exact differentials. Newton's laws can depend on a maximizing-minimizing principle 

{principle of stationary action} {stationary action principle} {Euler-Lagrange equations}. 

 

European 1750 

mathematician 

Europe 

1750 

European mathematicians used induction, generalization, agreement method, difference method, analogy, and causal 

generalization. 

 

Adrien-Marie Legendre [Legendre, Adrien-Marie] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1794 to 1830 

Elements of Geometry [1794]; Theory of Numbers [1808]; Exercises in Integral Calculus [1811 to 1830] 

He lived 1752 to 1833, studied number theory and elliptic integrals, and invented Legendre function and Legendre 

differential equation. 

 

European 1800 

mathematician 

Europe 

1800 

European mathematicians studied populations, statistics, distributions, sampling, correlation, and correlation 

coefficient. 

 

Karl Friedrich Gauss [Gauss, Karl Friedrich] 

mathematician 

Göttingen, Germany 

1801 to 1827 

Disquisitions on Arithmetic [1801]; General Investigations of Curved Surfaces [1827] 

He lived 1777 to 1855 and studied Earth magnetic field. In statistics, he developed Gaussian distribution {normal 

distribution, Gauss}, variance, standard deviation, mean standard error, least-squares method, and regression. In 

number theory, he worked on analytic number theory, algebraic numbers, complex numbers, hypercomplex numbers, 

Diophantine analysis, and theory of forms. In geometry, he invented seventeen-sided regular polygons, used substitute 

parallel axiom for non-Euclidean geometry, and studied curvature, congruence theory, and Gaussian coordinates. In 

algebra, he invented fundamental theorem of algebra and studied elliptic functions, Gauss characteristic equation, and 

central limit theorem. In vector theory, he worked with dot product and cross product. In physics, he developed 

dynamic equations that minimized quantity and Principle of Least Constraint. 

 

Niels Abel [Abel, Niels] 

mathematician 

Norway 

1824 to 1826 

He lived 1802 to 1829 and invented elliptic-function addition theorems and integrals. He studied quintic polynomials 

[1824], elliptic functions, series, fields, and rings. He invented Abelian integrals [1826], Abel's theorem, Abel 

summability, and Abelian group or commutative group. 

 

Lejeune Dirichlet [Dirichlet, Lejeune] 

mathematician 

Belgium 

1825 to 1839 

Lectures on Number Theory [1839] 

He lived 1805 to 1859 and invented Dirichlet series, Dirichlet conditions, and Dirichlet principle or Thomson 

principle. He studied analytic number theory [1825]. 

 



European 1830 

mathematician 

Europe 

1830 

European mathematicians studied transitivity, reflexivity, symmetry, equivalence, axial symmetry, radial symmetry, 

rotation, reflection, translation, and inversion. 

 

Nikolai Ivanovich Lobachevski [Lobachevski, Nikolai Ivanovich] 

mathematician 

Kazan, Russia 

1830 

On the Principles of Geometry [1830] 

He lived 1793 to 1856 and invented Lobachevsky's rule. He used substitute parallel axiom, applied to two boundary 

lines with angle to the perpendicular, to make non-Euclidean hyperbolic geometry {Lobachevskian geometry, 

Lobachevski}. People do not know Euclid's axioms with certainty, and they are not true a priori. 

 

Leopold Kronecker [Kronecker, Leopold] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1845 to 1887 

On Complex Units [1845]; Foundation of an Arithmetic Theory of General Algebra [1882]; On the Concept of 

Numbers [1887] 

He lived 1823 to 1891 and helped develop intuitionism. He invented Kronecker delta function and studied fields 

[1881]. 

 

Karl Weierstrass [Weierstrass, Karl] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1854 

On the Theory of Abelian Functions [1854] 

He lived 1815 to 1897, used arithmetic concepts for mathematical analysis, and studied real number theory, analytic 

and elliptic functions, and uniform convergence. He invented Weierstrass-Bolzano theorem [1854]. To remove 

contradictions introduced by infinitesimals, he reformulated calculus using limits and exhaustion method. Elliptic 

complex functions are sums of convergent power functions. Irrational numbers are rational-number-series 

convergences. 

 

Felix Klein [Klein, Felix] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1871 

On the So-called Non-Euclidean Geometry [1871]; Erlanger Program [1872: Erlanger is town in Germany]; 

Riemann's Theory of Algebraic Functions and their Integrals [1882] 

He lived 1849 to 1925 and set forth Erlangen program [1872]. He invented Klein's bottle and metric. In three 

dimensions, all metric geometries are projective geometry augmented by a quadric {absolute, geometry} or a curve 

related to absolute. 

 

Ferdinand Georg Frobenius [Frobenius, Ferdinand Georg] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1878 

He lived 1849 to 1917 and studied linear algebra [1878], series, and groups. 

 

Hermann Amandus Schwarz [Schwarz, Hermann Amandus] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1885 



He lived 1843 to 1921 and invented Schwarz statistics criterion, Schwarz's inequality [1885], and Schwarz's 

paradox. 

 

Émile Borel [Borel, Émile] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1895 to 1946 

Risk [1913]; Space and time [1921]; Treatise on calculation of probability and its applications [1924 to 1934]; 

Paradoxes of infinity [1946] 

He lived 1871 to 1956 and studied functions using series and measure theory [1895], invented Heine-Borel theorem, 

and helped develop intuitionism. 

 

David Hilbert [Hilbert, David] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1897 to 1912 

Report on Numbers [1897]; Foundations of Geometry [1899]; 23 Unsolved Problems of Mathematics [1900: at 

International Congress of Mathematicians, Paris]; Elements and Principles of Mathematics [1912] 

He lived 1862 to 1943 and studied formal systems, proof theory, metamathematics, and Erlanger Program. He 

studied real numbers using connection, calculation, order, and continuity axioms. He invented Hilbert space and 

Hilbert-Schmidt theorem. He posed problems {Hilbert program} for 20th century mathematicians to solve [1900]. His 

tenth problem {Entscheidungsproblem} asked if theorem-proving algorithms are possible. Integral equations and 

complete orthogonal-system theories relate. 

Epistemology 

Mathematics can depend on proofs using symbol language {formalism, Hilbert}. Mathematics branches can be 

formal and studied at higher level {metamathematics, Hilbert}, but do not need infinitely high level. Meaningful 

mathematics is about finite objects and relations. The infinite hotel {Hilbert hotel} has an infinite number of rooms, so 

it has infinitely many vacancies, no matter how many people. 

 

European 1900 

mathematician 

Europe 

1900 

European mathematicians studied topology or analysis situs, as in neighborhood, completeness, compactness, 

connectedness, winding number, homeomorphy, Königsberg bridges problem, four-color theorem or map problem, 

manifold, simplex, and tesselation. They studied impredicative definition, as in Burali-Forti paradox, barber paradox, 

Richard's paradox, heterological paradox, Russell's paradox, hangman's paradox, and Newcomb's problem. 

 

Henri Lebesgue [Lebesgue, Henri] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1901 

On a generalization of the definite integral [1901] 

He lived 1875 to 1941 and invented Lebesgue integral and Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, studied measure theory 

[1901], and helped develop intuitionism. 

 

Jacques Hadamard [Hadamard, Jacques] 

mathematician 

France 

1903 to 1945 

Mathematician's Mind or Psychology of Invention in the Mathematical Field [1945] 

He lived 1865 to 1963 and studied functionals [1903], characteristic equations and helped develop intuitionism. 

 

Elie Cartan [Cartan, Elie] 

mathematician 

France 



1904 to 1945 

Exterior differential systems and their geometric applications [1945] 

He lived 1869 to 1951 and studied hypercomplex numbers, Lie group theory, differential geometry [1904], and 

exterior derivatives. 

 

Jules Henri Poincaré [Poincaré, Jules Henri] 

mathematician/philosopher 

Paris, France 

1905 to 1908 

Science and Hypothesis [1905]; Foundations of Science [1908] 

He lived 1854 to 1912, helped develop intuitionism, and studied function theory, differential equations, orbits, and 

combinatorial topology. He found special-relativity equations [1905]. He showed how to keep distances constant as 

observed from different constant motions in flat space-time {Poincaré motion} {inhomogeneous Lorentz motion}, by 

lengthening light-cone along space dimensions and shrinking light-cone along time dimension. After systems reach 

largest phase-space region, they can return to all smaller regions over times much longer than universe age {Poincaré 

recurrence}. 

Epistemology 

Mathematical thinking is purely mental and so can reveal what is essential in mind. Unconscious thinking has 

preceded insight. Mind unconsciously selects possible solutions using innate or consciously formulated rules. Thinking 

appears to move in one direction and has purpose. Aesthetic value is an important creativity component. 

Thinking converges on truth, but absolute truth is unattainable. Statement is possibly true if it is not necessary that it 

is not true. Contradictions are necessarily not true. Statements that do not involve contradiction state logical possibility. 

Not all contradictions are apparent. Nature contains contradictions, so contradictions can state possibilities. 

Science decides what is naturally possible and naturally impossible. Epistemic possibility is what is consistent with 

human knowledge states. Possible truth is true in at least one possible world. Necessary truth is true in all possible 

worlds. Possibility and necessity are arbitrary rules about word use. Concept meaning depends on possible and 

impossible. 

Definition can quantify over all class objects {vicious-circle principle, Poincaré} {impredicative definition, 

Poincaré} or not include them {predicative definition, Poincaré}. 

 

George David Birkhoff [Birkhoff, George David] 

mathematician 

USA 

1907 to 1933 

Asymptotic Properties of Certain Ordinary Differential Equations with Applications to Boundary Value and 

Expansion Problems [1907]; Relativity and Modern Physics [1923: with R. E. Langer]; Aesthetic Measure [1933] 

He lived 1884 to 1944, invented Birkhoff's theorem [1909], proved Poincaré's Last Geometric Theorem [1913], 

discovered ergodic theorem [1931 to 1932], studied asymptotic series, and helped develop quantum logic. 

 

Hermann Weyl [Weyl, Hermann] 

mathematician 

Germany/USA 

1918 to 1952 

Continuum [1918]; Symmetry [1952] 

He lived 1885 to 1955, studied integral equations, helped develop intuitionism, and studied universe symmetries. 

Abstract objects exist only if they have predicative definitions {predicative theory, Weyl}. Predicative definition must 

be countable. 

 

European 1920 

mathematician 

Europe 

1920 

European mathematicians invented Students' t distribution, F distribution, chi-square distribution, variation 

coefficient, factor analysis, sequential analysis, estimation, unbiased estimate, and confidence interval. 

 



Nicholas Bourbaki [Bourbaki, Nicholas] 

mathematics group 

France 

1939 

Elements of Mathematics [1939] 

Mathematicians, including Claude Chevalley, André Weil, Henri Cartan, and Jean Dieudonné, studied modern-

mathematics foundations. 

 

European 1940 

mathematician 

Europe 

1940 

European mathematicians studied operations research, linear programming, simplex method, marginal value 

principle, formal languages, algorithms, and decision problem. 

 

European 1960 

mathematician 

Europe 

1960 

European mathematicians studied coding, check bits, parity checking, logical sum checking, weighted check sums, 

modulo 37 with progressive digitizing, Hamming code, geometric code, variable length code, instantaneous code, 

Huffman code, compression, hashing, and Gray code [Hamming, 1960]. 

 

Imre Lakatos [Lakatos, Imre] 

mathematician 

Hungary/England 

1963 to 1976 

Proofs and Refutations [1963] 

He lived 1922 to 1974. He founded empirical mathematics philosophy, in which people can know truth by 

Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes. He opposed the philosopher of science Paul Feyerabend. 

 

Alexandr D. Alexandrov [Alexandrov, Alexandr D.]/Andrei N. Kolmogorov [Kolmogorov, Andrei N.]/Mikhail 

A. Lavrent'ev [Lavrent'ev, Mikhail A.] 

mathematician 

Russia 

1984 

Mathematics: its content, methods, and meaning [1984: translated by S. H. Gould and T. Bartha] 

Kolmogorov lived 1903 to 1987 and developed measure theory [1965]. 

 

James Gleick [Gleick, James] 

writer 

USA 

1987 

Chaos [1987] 

He wrote popular science. 

 

Reuben Hersh [Hersh, Reuben] 

mathematician 

USA 

1997 

What Is Mathematics Really? [1997] 

He wrote popular science. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Algebra 

 



algebra invented 

mathematician 

Babylonia/Egypt 

-1950 to -1750 

algebra 

Middle Eastern mathematicians solved general linear and quadratic equations using variables. 

 

Mohammad ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi [al-Khwarizmi, Mohammad ibn Musa] or Algorizm or Muhammad Bin 

Musa al-Khwarizmi [al-Khwarizmi, Muhammad Bin Musa] 

mathematician 

Baghdad, Iraq 

825 

Arithmetic [825]; Algebra [839]; world map [830] 

He lived 770 to 840, used Hindu numbers and fractions, and studied algebra. Adelard of Bath and Gerard of 

Cremona [1100 to 1150] translated his works and so transferred Indian and Islamic philosophy to Europe. 

 

al-Karkhi or al-Karaji 

mathematician 

Baghdad, Iraq 

1010 

Glorious on Algebra [1010] 

He lived 953 to 1029 and invented completing the square. 

 

Girolamo Cardano [Cardano, Girolamo] or Gerolamo Cardano [Cardano, Gerolamo] 

mathematician/physician/inventor 

Milan, Italy 

1524 to 1545 

Book of Games of Chance [1524]; Practice of Arithmetic and Simple Mensuration [1540]; Great Arts [1545]; 

universal joint or cardan shaft [1545]; combination lock 

He lived 1501 to 1576 and found general-cubic-equation and general-quartic-equation solutions. He studied 

negative-number square roots and essentially discovered complex numbers, finding complex-number roots of x + y = 

10 and x*y = 40. Cubic equation can be x^3 = p*x + q, where p and q can be zero, positive, or negative. Cubic equation 

can have up to three roots, all real numbers. If there are three roots {casus irreducibilis}, intermediate steps to solution 

can require complex numbers. He also studied game probability and began probability theory. 

Politics 

Culture and politics relate, as actual states and history show. 

 

Nicolo Tartaglia [Tartaglia, Nicolo] 

mathematician 

Venice, Italy 

1537 to 1546 

New Sciences [1537]; New Problems and Inventions [1546] 

He lived 1499 to 1557 and found general solution to cubic equation. 

 

Lodovico Ferrari [Ferrari, Lodovico] 

mathematician 

Italy 

1542 

He lived 1522 to 1565 and found general solution to quartic equation [1542]. 

 

Thomas Harriott [Harriott, Thomas] 

mathematician 

England 

1588 

Brief and True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia [1588: close-packing] 

He lived 1560 to 1621, used modern algebra notation, and studied trajectories. He invented refraction law. 



 

Gabriel Cramer [Cramer, Gabriel] 

mathematician 

Geneva, Switzerland 

1749 

Introduction to the analysis of algebraic curved lines [1749] 

He lived 1704 to 1752 and invented Cramer's rule. 

 

Alexandre-Theophile Vandermonde [Vandermonde, Alexandre-Theophile] 

mathematician 

Alsace 

1771 

Memoir of equation solving [1771]; Remarks on the problems of position [1771: about knots] 

He lived 1735 to 1796 and invented determinant minor. 

 

George Peacock [Peacock, George] 

mathematician 

London, England 

1830 

Treatise on Algebra [1830] 

He lived 1791 to 1858 and studied algebra systems and permanence of form. 

 

Augustus De Morgan [De Morgan, Augustus] 

mathematician 

England 

1830 to 1849 

Elements of Arithmetic [1830]; Induction [1838]; Formal Logic [1847]; Trigonometry and Double Algebra [1849] 

He lived 1806 to 1871 and studied divergent series. He invented De Morgan's laws [1849] of algebra of classes: 

commutation, association, inverse, identity, distribution, and null. 

 

Ernst Steinitz [Steinitz, Ernst] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1910 

Algebraic Theory of Fields [1910] 

He lived 1871 to 1928 and studied algebraic field theory. 

 

Georg Pólya [Pólya, Georg] or George Pólya [Pólya, George] 

mathematician 

USA 

1954 to 1957 

How to solve it [1945]; Mathematics and Plausible Reasoning [1954] 

He lived 1887 to 1985 and studied problem solving and problem-solving heuristics and invented counting formula. 

Plausibility depends on authority or reliability of information source used to justify proposition, not on probabilities of 

alternatives. Reasoning-chain plausibility is least-plausible-proposition plausibility. 

 

Mikio Sato [Sato, Mikio] 

mathematician 

Japan 

1958 

He lived 1928 to ? and studied hyperfunctions [1958]. 
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Madhava of Sangamagramma 

mathematician 



Kerala, India 

1380 to 1410 

Rig-veda comments [1380 to 1410] 

He lived 1350 to 1425, founded Kerala School of mathematics, developed infinite series, and started mathematical 

analysis. 

 

Augustin-Louis Cauchy [Cauchy, Augustin-Louis] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1814 to 1829 

Lessons on Differential Calculus [1829] 

He lived 1789 to 1857, used arithmetic concepts for mathematical analysis, and began complex-variable function 

theory [1814]. He invented Cauchy's principle, Cauchy convergence criterion, and Cauchy integral theorem. He studied 

method of characteristics, theory of content, and spaces. Separating first-order partial-differential-equation variables 

can make ordinary-differential-equation systems. First-order partial differential equation systems can describe elastic-

media properties. 

 

Friedrich Bessel [Bessel, Friedrich] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1817 to 1824 

He lived 1784 to 1846 and invented Bessel equation [1817 to 1824] and Bessel's inequality. 

 

Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi [Jacobi, Carl Gustav Jacob] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1829 to 1841 

Fundamental new theory of elliptical functions [1829]; On determinants of functions [1841] 

He lived 1804 to 1851 and studied elliptic integrals, function theory, and inverse elliptic functions {theta function, 

Jacobi}. He invented Jacobian. 

 

Christoph Gudermann [Gudermann, Christoph] 

mathematician 

Munster, Germany 

1840 to 1841 

He lived 1798 to 1852 and worked with elliptic functions [1840 to 1841]. Elliptic functions are sums of converging 

power terms. 

 

Charles Hermite [Hermite, Charles] 

mathematician 

France 

1858 to 1864 

On a new development in function series [1864] 

He lived 1822 to 1901 and invented Hermitean operators and Hermite functions [1858 to 1864]. 

 

Alfred Clebsch [Clebsch, Alfred] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1862 to 1866 

Theory of Elasticity in Fields [1862]; On the Applications of Abelian Functions in Geometry [1864]; Theory of 

Abelian Functions [1866: with Paul Gordan] 

He lived 1833 to 1872 and studied genus of curves {Clebsch-Gordan coefficients}. 

 

Paul Gordan [Gordan, Paul] 

mathematician 

Germany 



1866 

Theory of Abelian Functions [1866: with Alfred Clebsch] 

He lived 1837 to 1912. 

 

William Kingdon Clifford [Clifford, William Kingdon] 

mathematician/philosopher 

England 

1874 to 1877 

Body and Mind [1874]; Ethics of Belief [1877]; Applications of Grassmann's extensive algebra [1878] 

He lived 1845 to 1879 and invented geometric product and Clifford algebras [1878]. He studied complex analysis. 

Addition does not necessarily combine two units of same kind but instead defines relations, as in complex numbers or 

hypernumbers. People have innate learning, which developed through evolution {evolutionary epistemology, Clifford}. 

Mind grows by evolution {creative evolution}. 

 

Sonja Kowalewski [Kowalewski, Sonja] or Sophie Kowalewski [Kowalewski, Sophie] or Sofia Kovalevskia 

[Kovalevskia, Sofia] 

mathematician 

Russia 

1889 

On the problem of rotation of solid body around fixed point [1889] 

She lived 1850 to 1891 and studied elliptic functions and power-series sums. 

 

Stefan Banach [Banach, Stefan] 

mathematician 

Poland 

1922 

He lived 1892 to 1945 and studied functional analysis, projection theorem, triangle inequality, and adjoints. He 

invented Banach spaces, Hahn-Banach theorem [1922], and Banach algebra. 

 

Hans Hahn [Hahn, Hans] 

mathematician 

Austria 

1922 

He lived 1879 to 1934 and invented Hahn-Banach theorem [1922]. 

 

Sergei Lvovich Sobolev [Sobolev, Sergei Lvovich] 

mathematician 

Russia 

1932 to 1939 

He lived 1920 to 1990 and developed generalized-function spaces [1932]. 

 

Richard von Mises [Mises, Richard von] 

physicist 

Ukraine/USA 

1941 

He lived 1883 to 1953 and developed measure theory [1941]. 

 

Laurent Schwartz [Schwartz, Laurent] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1945 to 1950 

He lived 1915 to 2002, developed distribution theory {theory of distributions}, and developed generalized-function 

theory, allowing discontinuous-function derivatives [1945 to 1950]. 
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Mesopotamian calendar 

calendar 

Mesopotamia 

-4000 

Mesopotamian calendar [-4000: lunar calendar] 

It had 12 months and predicted yearly flooding. 

 

Egyptian calendar 

calendar 

Egypt 

-2770 

Egyptian calendar [-2770: solar calendar] 

Year was 365 days long, with 12 months of 30 days. Calendar predicted Nile flooding. 

 

Sun and Moon position 

mathematician 

Babylonia 

-1750 

Sun and Moon position prediction 

Babylonian mathematicians predicted Sun and Moon positions. 

 

Ahmes 

mathematician 

Fayum, Egypt 

-1650 

Rhind papyrus or Ahmes Papyrus [-1650] 

He lived -1680 to -1620, solved practical architecture problems, calculated astronomical events, and used simple 

interest, compound interest, principal, and rate. Multiplication is repeated doubling, and division is repeated halving. 

 

Pythagoras 

mathematician 

Greece 

-530 

He lived -580 or -569 to -500 and invented gnomon and Pythagorean theorem. He used similar figures, proportions, 

Pythagorean triples, Golden Ratio, Golden Section, and Golden Rectangle, and triangular, square, perfect, amicable, 

and prime numbers. 

 

sexagesimal number system 

mathematician 

Babylonia 

-500 

sexagesimal number system 

Babylonian mathematicians used number system based on 60 {sexagesimal number system}. They predicted Sun, 

Moon, and planet positions based on previous positions that they had recorded. 

 

Platonists 

mathematics school 

Greece 

-400 to -350 

Platonists used inference, proof, deduction, and induction. They studied regular polyhedra, conic sections, prism, 

pyramid, cone, cylinder, perimeter, area, volume, and surfaces. Regular polyhedra are tetrahedron, icosahedron, and 

dodecahedron. 

 

Platonists 

mathematics school 

Greece 



-300 to -150 

Platonists studied prisms, pyramids, cylinders, cones, conic sections, and the five regular polyhedra. They gave 

circle 360 degrees. They assumed proposition is true and then deduced consequences, until statement is clearly true or 

false {method of analysis}. They assumed theorem and showed that theorem leads to contradiction, so theorem is false 

{reductio ad absurdum, Platonists}. They used deductive proof {deduction, Platonists}. 

 

Surya Siddhanta 

mathematician 

India 

400 

Sun Principles [400: about astronomical calculations] 

It depends on Persian books. 

 

Thabit or Tabit ibn Qorra or al-Sabi Thabit ibn Qurra al-Harrani [Thabit ibn Qurra al-Harrani, al-Sabi] 

mathematician 

Baghdad, Iraq 

870 

Conics [870] 

He lived 836 to 901. 

 

al-Battani or al-Batin or Albategnius or Albategni or Albatenius 

mathematician 

Baghdad, Iraq 

900 

Book of Astronomical Tables [900: about astronomical calculations] 

He lived 868 to 929 and found ecliptic angle and solar-year length. 

 

al-Hazen or Alhazen or Ibn al-Haytham [al-Haytham, Ibn] or Abu Ali al-Hassan 

mathematician/physicist 

Baghdad, Iraq/Egypt 

1030 

Treasury of Optics [1030] 

He lived 965 to 1039 and studied perspective, projection, vanishing points, and cubic equations. 

 

Bhaskara or Bhaskara II or Bhaskaracharya 

mathematician 

Ujjain, Mahdya Pradesh, India 

1114 to 1140 

Sun Spheres and Light [1114: spheres, planets, and decimal number system]; Diadem of an Astronomical System 

[1140] 

He lived 1114 to 1185, followed Brahmagupta, and used combinations and permutations. 

 

Jamshid al-Kashi [al-Kashi, Jamshid] 

mathematician 

Samarkand, Kazakhstan 

1407 to 1427 

Stairway of Heaven [1407]; Compendium of the Science of Astronomy [1411]; Key to Arithmetic [1427] 

He lived 1390 to 1450 and used base-ten number system, decimals, and negative powers. 
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Moritz Pasch [Pasch, Moritz] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1882 

He lived 1843 to 1930 and studied geometry foundations [1882], especially line and point interchangeability. 



 

Giuseppe Peano [Peano, Giuseppe] 

mathematician 

Turin, Italy 

1890 

Mathematical Formulas [1890] 

He lived 1858 to 1932. He invented logical notation, which Russell used. He studied axiomatic number systems. He 

invented Peano's postulates about rational numbers, based on Dedekind's work. He used reflexive, symmetric, and 

transitive axioms to derive rational numbers from natural numbers. 

 

Oswald Veblen [Veblen, Oswald] 

mathematician 

England 

1910 to 1918 

Projective Geometry [1910 to 1918: with John Wesley Young, 2 volumes] 

He lived 1880 to 1960 and axiomatized geometry using ideas of point and order. 

 

Gino Fano [Fano, Gino] 

mathematician 

Turin, Italy 

1914 to 1930 

Lessons in Descriptive Geometry [1914]; Lessons in Analytical and Projective Geometry [1930: with Alessandro 

Terracini] 

He lived 1871 to 1952 and invented line and space axiomatic systems, building from points to lines to space. The 

three complete-quadrilateral diagonal points are never collinear {Fano's axiom}. 

 

Kurt Gödel [Gödel, Kurt] 

mathematician/logician 

Czech Republic/Slovakia/USA 

1930 to 1939 

On Formally Undecidable Propositions of Principia Mathematica and related systems [1931]; Consistency of the 

Axiom of Choice and of the Generalized Continuum-hypothesis with the Axioms of Set Theory [1940] 

He lived 1906 to 1978. First-order predicate calculus and first-order logic are complete [1930]. All formal arithmetic 

systems must be incomplete [1931]. For all formal and consistent arithmetic systems, at least one true arithmetic 

proposition cannot be formally decidable. Neither proposition nor negation has proof, so arithmetic system is 

incomplete {Gödel's first incompleteness theorem}. Propositions are statements about numbers. Propositions have 

Gödel-number codes. Systems have propositions about propositions, and at least one such statement is not provable, 

because proofs use self-referential number statements. Therefore, it is impossible to prove system consistency using 

arithmetic. 

Formal or logical systems are logically equivalent to recursively definable functions and arithmetic systems. 

Computing machines embody such functions. Therefore, machines can never prove their consistency or completeness. 

The continuum hypothesis is consistent with basic set-theory axioms [1938 to 1939]. 

Epistemology 

Definitions can specify class elements and their relations, and relations can make new elements {recursive 

definition}. 

Mathematical objects and concepts are real and separate from mind. People know fundamental mathematical truths 

by intuition. 

 

Haskell Curry [Curry, Haskell] 

mathematician 

England 

1951 

Outlines of a Formalist Philosophy of Mathematics [1951] 

He lived 1900 to 1982. Mathematics branches become more formal over time, until they are deductive systems. 

Mathematics is about deductive systems. 

 



William Craig [Craig, William] 

mathematician 

USA 

1953 

On Axiomatizability within a System [1953] 

For axiomatic theories, subsets can use only some original terms but contain same theorems {Craig's theorem}. 
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Takakazu Seki [Seki, Takakazu] or Kowa Seki [Seki, Kowa] or Seki Kowa [Seki, Kowa] 

mathematician 

Edo (Tokyo), Japan 

1674 to 1683 

Mathematical Methods for Finding Details [1674] 

He lived 1642 to 1708, invented calculus, and used determinants [1683]. Japanese temple geometry flourished at this 

time. 

 

Michel Rolle [Rolle, Michel] 

mathematician 

France 

1691 

He lived 1652 to 1719 and invented Rolle's theorem [1691]. 

 

Daniel Bernoulli [Bernoulli, Daniel] 

mathematician 

Basel, Switzerland 

1734 

Hydrodynamics [1734] 

He lived 1700 to 1782. He solved differential equations by isolating variables. He developed cylindrical and 

spherical wave equations to represent organ-pipe sounds. He invented vibrating string equation. He studied 

hydrodynamics and invented Bernoulli's law [1734]. 

 

Pierre-Louis Moreau de Maupertuis [Maupertuis, Pierre-Louis Moreau de] 

mathematician 

France 

1744 to 1746 

He lived 1698 to 1759 and developed dynamics maximizing-minimizing principle (principle of least action or least-

action principle or principle of stationary action or stationary-action principle). 

 

Joseph Louis Lagrange [Lagrange, Joseph Louis] 

mathematician 

Paris, France/Italy 

1771 to 1811 

Turin Miscellany [1771]; Analytical Mechanics [1788 and 1811] 

He lived 1736 to 1813 and studied calculus of variations, mean-value theorem, spherical coordinates, solution 

envelopes, adjoint equations, finite-differences method, and perturbation methods. He solved differential-equation 

systems using conic-section deviations. Newton's laws can depend on principle of stationary action in Euler-Lagrange 

equations. Natural numbers are sums of four natural-number squares. 

 

Jean Le Rond d'Alembert [d'Alembert, Jean Le Rond] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1772 

Preliminary Discourse to the Encyclopedia [1772] 

He lived 1717 to 1783 and studied differential equations and multiple integrals and invented d'Alembert's test. He 

found that Newton's 3rd law applies to free bodies {d'Alembert's principle}. 



 

Pierre-Simon de Laplace [Laplace, Pierre-Simon de] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1780 

Mémoire sur la probabilité des causes par les événements or Memoir on the probability of events [1774]; Théorie du 

mouvement et de la figure elliptique des planètes or Theory of movement of planet elliptical orbits [1776]; Mécanique 

céleste or Celestial Mechanics [1780]; Essai philosophique sur les probabilités or Philosophical essay on probabilities 

[1814] 

He lived 1749 to 1827 and studied partial differential equations, Laplace transforms and operators, perturbations 

method, spherical coordinates, finite-differences method, and divergence theorem. 

After proving that planetary elliptical orbits can be stable, he said, "Je n'avais pas besoin de cette hypothèse-là" or "I 

had no need of that hypothesis" when asked by Napoleon why he did not invoke God to explain solar-system stability, 

as Newton had thought necessary because of chaotic conditions (which are there but just small enough). 

Epistemology 

Given physical laws and particle motions and positions, people can predict everything in the future. 

Metaphysics 

Solar system formed from spinning gas cloud {nebular hypothesis}. Gravity and motion correct planetary-orbit 

perturbations, rather than causing chaos. 

 

George Green [Green, George] 

mathematician 

England 

1827 

Essay on the Application of Mathematical Analysis to the Theories of Electricity and Magnetism [1827] 

He lived 1793 to 1841, invented Green's theorem, and studied double integrals, line integrals, and curvilinear 

integrals. 

 

Joseph Liouville [Liouville, Joseph] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1829 to 1851 

Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics [1836] 

He lived 1809 to 1882 and invented Sturm-Liouville theory [1829 and 1837] and transcendental numbers [1851]. 

Phase-space region volume is constant for Hamiltonian equation {Liouville's theorem, Liouville}, but volumes spread 

into larger space, leaving empty spaces. 

 

Gabriel Lamé [Lamé, Gabriel] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1840 to 1859 

Lessons on curvilinear coordinates and their diverse applications [1859] 

He lived 1795 to 1870 and studied curvilinear coordinates [1840] and invented Lamé's differential equation. 

 

George Gabriel Stokes [Stokes, George Gabriel] 

mathematician 

Ireland 

1845 to 1849 

Dynamical Theory of Diffraction [1849] 

He lived 1819 to 1903 and invented Stokes theorem [1845], fluid-dynamics Navier-Stokes equations, and Stokes 

lines. Navier-Stokes equations extend Newton's second dynamics law and linear constitutive stress relation. 

 

Paul Du Bois-Reymond [Du Bois-Reymond, Paul] 

mathematician 

France 

1877 



On the paradoxes of the infinitary calculus [1877] 

He lived 1831 to 1889 and classified partial differential equations. 

 

Thomas Stieltjes [Stieltjes, Thomas] 

mathematician 

Netherlands 

1894 

Researches on continuous fractions [1894] 

He lived 1856 to 1894 and invented Stieltjes integral. 

 

Richard V. Southwell [Southwell, Richard V.] 

mathematician 

England 

1940 to 1952 

Relaxation Methods in Engineering Science [1940 and 1952] 

He lived 1888 to 1970 and solved differential equations by substituting algebraic equations {relaxation method, 

Southwell}. 

 

Abraham Robinson [Robinson, Abraham] 

mathematician 

Germany/USA 

1951 to 1966 

On the Metamathematics of Algebra [1951]; Non-Standard Analysis [1961 to 1966] 

He lived 1918 to 1974 and developed the idea of infinitesimals as greater than zero but smaller than all positive 

numbers {nonstandard analysis, Robinson}. He described infinitesimal neighborhoods of points infinitely close to a 

point {compactness theorem, Robinson}. 
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Andrei N. Kolmogorov [Kolmogorov, Andrei N.] 

mathematician 

Russia 

1933 to 1965 

Foundations of Probability [1933]; General theory of dynamical systems and classical mechanics [1954] 

He lived 1903 to 1987, invented Kolmogorov probability, and developed measure theory [1965]. System-complexity 

measures {algorithmic complexity, Kolmogorov} {Kolmogorov complexity, Kolmogorov} {algorithmic information 

content, Kolmogorov} can be number of bits for smallest program that can run on universal Turing machines and 

produce same output. In turbulence, low frequencies transfer energy to higher frequencies throughout fluid. 

 

Mary Cartwright [Cartwright, Mary]/John Littlewood [Littlewood, John] 

mathematician 

England 

1946 

She lived 1900 to 1998. For non-linear radio amplifiers, equations {Van der Pol equation} can calculate output for 

sine-wave input. At higher amplifier gains, output period doubles input period and then becomes non-periodic. Van-

der-Pol-equation solutions were early chaos-theory ideas. 

 

Lev D. Landau [Landau, Lev D.] 

physicist 

Russia 

1959 

Course of Theoretical Physics [1959: with Evgenii M. Lifshitz] 

He lived 1908 to 1968. He proposed neutron stars [1932], and J. Robert Oppenheimer and G. M. Volkov found mass 

limit {Landau-Oppenheimer-Volkov limit, Landau} for making black holes instead of neutron stars, 2.5 times Sun 

mass. 



Turbulence begins when new frequencies appear in fluid at overlapping velocities and masses. Turbulent motions 

include oscillatory, skewed varicose, cross-roll, knot, and zigzag. Turbulence is like white noise, with all frequencies. 

 

Edward Lorenz [Lorenz, Edward] 

meteorologist/computer scientist 

USA 

1963 

Deterministic Nonperiodic Flow [1963] 

He lived 1917 to ? and studied complex systems. He invented non-periodic weather-system computer models that 

were sensitive to initial conditions {butterfly effect, Lorenz}. 

He studied fluid convections with circular motions {Rayleigh-Bénard convection, Lorenz}. Equations are dx / dt = 

10 * (y - x), dy / dt = x * z + 28 * x - y, and dz / dt = x * y - (8/3) * z. 

Paths through phase space never cross. Attractor can move to another surface when it moves to another phase-space 

region, so surfaces do not intersect. 

Complex non-linear systems can have different final states that are not interchangeable {intransitive system}. 

Systems can be almost intransitive and can flip spontaneously from one state to another. 

 

Alexander N. Sarkovskii [Sarkovskii, Alexander N.] 

mathematician 

Russia 

1964 

Coexistence of Cycles of a Continuous Map of a Line into Itself [1964] 

One-dimensional objects with cycle of period three have all periods. 

 

Stephen Smale [Smale, Stephen] 

mathematician 

USA 

1967 

Differentiable Dynamic Systems [1967] 

He lived 1930 to ? and studied non-linear oscillators that had stable, non-repeating, periodic patterns. He studied 

topology in five or higher dimensions and Poincaré conjecture. He invented topological phase-space transformations 

{Smale's horseshoe}, in which space stretches, shrinks, and folds multiple times in any dimension. Transformations are 

sensitive to initial conditions. 

 

René Thom [Thom, René] 

mathematician 

France 

1968 to 1972 

Dynamic theory of morphogenesis [1968]; Structural Stability and Morphogenesis [1972] 

He lived 1923 to 2002 and studied catastrophe theory. 

 

David Ruelle [Ruelle, David] 

mathematician 

Belgium 

1971 

On the Nature of Turbulence [1971: with Floris Takens] 

He used three independent motions to describe turbulence. However, this was wrong. Phase-space centers can be not 

equilibria or periodic loops but infinitely long lines in confined space {strange attractor, Ruelle}. Strange attractors are 

stable, can have few dimensions, and are periodic but not exactly periodic. 

 

Mitchell Feigenbaum [Feigenbaum, Mitchell] 

physicist 

USA 

1973 

He studied feedback systems and devised how to calculate order in one-dimensional-system chaos [1973], using 

quantum-field-theory renormalization group, stochastic processes, and fractals to remove infinities. Using y = r * (x - 



x^2) and x(t) = r * sin(pi * x(t - 1)), doubling oscillation period converges geometrically and so scales with constant 

ratio = 4.6692016090, to predict all doubling values. Functions are recursive {self-referential} and so introduce higher 

frequencies that indicate turbulence. 

 

Harry Swinney [Swinney, Harry] 

physicist 

USA 

1973 

He studied conductivity [1973], with Jerry Gollub. He studied phase transitions. Rotating one cylinder inside another 

causes intervening liquid to flow {Couette-Taylor flow, Swinney}. First, flow streamlines. At faster speed, fluid 

cylinder separates into layers along cylinder axis, so fluid goes up and down cylinder. At higher frequency, flow is 

chaotic, with no defined frequencies. Vapor at critical point gives off white glow {opalescence, vapor}. 

 

James Yorke [Yorke, James] 

mathematician 

USA 

1975 

Period Three Implies Chaos [1975: with Tien-Yien Li] 

He analyzed work of Robert May. In one-dimensional systems, regular cycle of period three implies regular cycles 

of other periods, as well as chaotic behavior. 

 

Robert May [May, Robert] 

biologist 

USA 

1976 

Simple Mathematical Models with Very Complicated Dynamics [1976] 

Assign initial number to logistic difference equation. Low rate values make number go to zero. Medium values make 

number go higher steady-state numbers. After high initial value, system oscillates between two values. After even 

higher initial value, system oscillates among four values. After even higher initial values, system oscillates among 8, 

16, 32, and so on, values, with smaller differences between rates, until chaos starts {point of accumulation} 

{accumulation point, complexity}. After that point, oscillations are among all values. However, at higher points, 

oscillations are among 3 or 7 values, then oscillations are among 6, 9, 12, 14, 21, 28, and so on, values, then chaos 

returns again. 

 

Stanislaus M. Ulam [Ulam, Stanislaus M.] 

mathematician 

Poland/USA 

1976 

Adventures of a Mathematician [1976] 

He lived 1909 to 1984 and studied chaos in vibrating strings {Fermi-Pasta-Ulam theorem}. 

 

Michel Hénon [Hénon, Michel] 

astronomer 

France 

1976 to 2002 

He studied stretching, compressing, and folding phase space to get self-similarity {Hénon attractor} [1976]: x(t) = 

y(t - 1) + 1 - 1.4 * (x(t - 1))^2 and y(t) = 0.3 * x(t - 1). He predicted that globular clusters have center that experienced 

gravitational collapse {gravothermal collapse} [2002]. 

 

Alexander Woodcock [Woodcock, Alexander]/Monte Davis [Davis, Monte] 

mathematician 

USA 

1978 

Catastrophe Theory [1978] 

They studied catastrophe theory. 

 



Stuart Kauffman [Kauffman, Stuart] 

mathematician 

USA 

1993 to 1995 

Origins of Order [1993]; At Home in the Universe [1995] 

He studied random graphs and Boolean networks to try to find complex-system, chaos, and self-organization laws. 

Most algorithms are their shortest descriptions {incompressibility}. Element physical interactions can order systems 

{self-organization, Kauffman} [Kauffman, 1995]. 

 

Brian Goodwin [Goodwin, Brian] 

mathematician 

USA 

1994 

How the Leopard Changed Its Spots: The Evolution of Complexity [1994] 

Self-organizing systems follow physical laws and describe living-system energy flows. 

 

Alwyn Scott [Scott, Alwyn] 

mathematician 

USA 

1995 to 2005 

Stairway to the Mind [1995]; Neuroscience: A Mathematical Primer [2002]; Nonlinear Science: Emergence and 

Dynamics of Coherent Structures [2003: 2nd edition]; Encyclopedia of Nonlinear Science [2005: editor] 

Brain has hierarchical structure and new properties can arise at highest levels. 

 

Albert Libchaber [Libchaber, Albert] 

physicist 

France 

1996 

He used a liquid-helium box to study turbulence onset and found that it had period doubling, as in other complex 

non-linear systems [1996]. First, system reaches steady state as cylinders roll, then convection rolls become toruses, 

then those bifurcate, making 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and so on, rolls as convection coil goes faster, and turbulence increases. 

 

Leo Kadanoff [Kadanoff, Leo] 

physicist 

USA 

1999 

Phase transitions and critical points can be hierarchies of phase regions that affect neighbors {phase scaling} [1999]. 
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Ada Lovelace [Lovelace, Ada] or Augusta Byron [Byron, Augusta] 

mathematician 

London, England 

1843 

Notes on the Analytical Engine [1843: notes about general purpose computers added to her translation of French 

memoir on Babbage's Analytical Engine] 

She lived 1815 to 1852. Calculating machines cannot be creative, but only do what program indicates {Lady 

Lovelace's objection}. 

 

Alan Mathison Turing [Turing, Alan Mathison] 

mathematician 

Britain 

1937 to 1950 

On Computable Numbers with an Application to the Entscheidungs Problem [1937]; Computing Machinery and 

Intelligence [1950] 



He lived 1912 to 1954 and developed Turing test for intelligence. He developed a code-breaking machine 

{electronic cryptanalytic machine}, which was the first programmed computer {Colossus computer}. Fixed definite 

processes {algorithm, Turing} {recursive procedure, Turing} or trial-and-error procedure {heuristic procedure} can 

solve mathematical problems. Turing machines programmed to perform procedures can solve problems. Universal 

Turing machines can define all possible operations and solve general problems. Algorithms and heuristics cannot solve 

some mathematical problems, so machines cannot solve them [Turing, 1950]. 

 

Abraham Wald [Wald, Abraham] 

mathematician 

Hungary/USA 

1939 to 1947 

Sequential Analysis [1947] 

He lived 1902 to 1950, studied statistical decision problem, and used minimax [1939]. 

 

Norbert Wiener [Wiener, Norbert] 

mathematician 

USA 

1942 to 1958 

Cybernetics or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine [1942 and 1947]; Human Use of Human 

Beings [1950]; Nonlinear Problems in Random Theory [1958] 

He lived 1894 to 1964 and studied non-linear problems. He developed animal and machine control and 

communication theory {cybernetics, Wiener} and feedback-using self-regulating system theory. He helped develop 

artificial limbs. He studied automata {logical net}, information theory, and principles involved in communication 

between sources and sinks. 

Epistemology 

Information has encoding, transmission, and decoding. A possibly noisy channel transmits information. Channel has 

information capacity. The same information can use different codes, one of which can be optimum. 

 

John von Neumann [Neumann, John von] 

mathematician 

Germany/USA 

1944 to 1958 

Theory of Games and Economic Behavior [1944 and 1953: with Oskar Morgenstern]; Probabilistic Logics [1952]; 

Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics [1932]; Computer and the Brain [1958] 

He lived 1903 to 1957. 

In logic, he studied empirical logic, logic with uncertainty, error, and logical-net errors and helped develop quantum 

logic, with Birkhoff and Mackey. 

In computing, he studied linear programming and electronic digital-computer theory and developed first digital 

computer [1946], called ENIAC. Multiple connections between elements allow system to operate, even if some units 

fail {multiplexing, Neumann}. Multiple lines can provide multiplexing. 

In biology, he studied finite automata as central-nervous-system models. 

In geometry, he showed how to use general eigenvalue theory for axiomatic Hilbert spaces and operators. 

In game theory, he studied zero-sum games, strategy, Colonel Blotto game, minimax theorem, utility function, 

prisoner's dilemma, competition, and cooperation. Game theory involves decision-making when conditions are 

uncertain. 

Set theory does not allow sets {paradoxical set, Neumann} to be their own elements {Foundation axiom, Neumann}. 

 

Richard W. Hamming [Hamming, Richard W.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1950 to 1960 

Coding and Information Theory [1960] 

He lived 1915 to 1998 and invented Hamming code [1950] to detect computer-coding errors. 

 

Edward Fredkin [Fredkin, Edward] 

mathematician 



USA 

1956 to 2005 

He lived 1934 to ? and invented reversible-computing gates {Fredkin gate} {Conservative Logic Gate}. 

Mathematical models can reversibly transform into computational models {Fredkin transforms}. Universe computes 

using discrete and finite quantities {digital mechanics}. The more two alternatives are similar, the harder it is to choose 

and the less the choice matters {Fredkin paradox, Fredkin}. 

 

Hao Wang [Wang, Hao] 

mathematician 

China 

1959 to 1986 

Beyond Analytic Philosophy [1986] 

He lived 1921 to ?, invented computer programs to prove first-order theorems [1959], and invented infinite series of 

types. Mathematics is intuitive. 

 

Seymour Papert [Papert, Seymour] 

mathematician 

South Africa/USA 

1991 

Constructionism: research reports and essays 1985-1990 [1991: with I. Harel] 

He lived 1928 to ?, studied learning theories {constructionism}, and invented the Logo computer language. 

 

Joseph Weizenbaum [Weizenbaum, Joseph] 

mathematician 

USA 

1960 

Computer Power and Human Reason [1960] 

He lived 1923 to ? and wrote ELIZA program to imitate psychologist querying patient. 

 

Scott E. Fahlman [Fahlman, Scott E.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1979 

NETL, A System for Representing and Using Real World Knowledge [1979] 

He studied neural networks. 

 

Patrick Henry Winston [Winston, Patrick Henry] 

psychologist 

USA 

1979 

Artificial Intelligence, an MIT Perspective [1979: editor with Richard Henry Brown] 

He studied AI. 

 

Avron Barr [Barr, Avron]/Edward A. Feigenbaum [Feigenbaum, Edward A.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1981 

Handbook of Artificial Intelligence [1981] 

They studied AI. 

 

Gregory E. Hinton [Hinton, Gregory E.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1981 to 1992 

Parallel Models of Associative Memory [1981: editor with John A. Anderson]; How Neural Networks Learn from 

Experience [1992] 



He invented backpropagation learning algorithms. 

 

Valentin Braitenberg [Braitenberg, Valentin] 

mathematician 

USA 

1984 

Vehicles [1984] 

He invented robots. 

 

W. Daniel Hillis [Hillis, W. Daniel] 

mathematician 

USA 

1985 

Connection Machine [1985] 

He studied neural networks. 

 

David Deutsch [Deutsch, David] 

mathematician 

England 

1985 to 1993 

He studied quantum computation [1985]. 

 

David Rumelhart [Rumelhart, David]/James McClelland [McClelland, James] 

mathematician 

USA 

1986 

Parallel Distributed Processing [1986] 

They studied neural networks, with Gregory E. Hinton and R. J. Williams. 

 

Ivars Ekeland [Ekeland, Ivars] 

mathematician 

USA 

1988 

Mathematics and the Unexpected [1988] 

He studied computer memory. 

 

Pentti Kanerva [Kanerva, Pentti] 

mathematician 

USA 

1988 

Sparse Distributed Memory [1988] 

He studied computer memory. 

 

Jeffrey Elman [Elman, Jeffrey] 

computer scientist 

USA 

1990 

Finding Structure in Time [1990] 

To hidden layer, he added units {context layer, Elman} that received a hidden-layer copy and then added back to 

hidden layer {simple recurrent network, Elman}. 

 

Terrence J. Sejnowski [Sejnowski, Terrence J.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1992 

He studied shape from shading in neural networks [1992], with Sidney Lehky. 



 

Stephen Wolfram [Wolfram, Stephen] 

mathematician 

USA 

1994 to 2002 

Cellular Automata and Complexity: Collected Papers [1994]; New Kind of Science [2002] 

He invented Mathematica software. 

Science does not need laws expressed as mathematical equations. Simple non-linear rules operating on simple units 

can generate all pattern types and describe all phenomena. Because they can be equivalent to any algorithm, cellular 

automata can describe all complex processes. Physical systems satisfying differential equations can be cellular 

automatons, by substituting finite differences and discrete variables for differential equations. His Rule 30 seems to 

create unpredictable pattern, rather than expected recursiveness. 

www.stephenwolfram.com/publications/articles/date.html. 

 

Benjamin W. Schumacher [Schumacher, Benjamin W.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1996 to 1998 

Quantum data processing and error correction [1996] 

Information is only in physical media, which store bits or qubits {information science, Schumacher}. Physical 

medium can transform and/or transfer information to process information. Output from processing must be verifiable or 

complete task. 

 

Scott Kirkpatrick [Kirkpatrick, Scott] 

mathematician 

USA 

2001 

traveling-salesman problem [2001] 

Salesmen want to travel shortest distance among cities, with no path duplication. What is the shortest path 

{traveling-salesman problem, Kirkpatrick} [2001]? Traveling-salesman problems are NP-complete. Number of 

possible paths is factorial of number of cities, divided by two, because trips can be in either direction. Tours are 

vertexes of N-dimensional polygons. Tours that differ by one city are near each other in N-dimensional space. 

Simulated annealing can find shorter paths but allow longer paths, to avoid local minima. Techniques can find good 

paths but not necessarily the best. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Game Theory 

 

Oskar Morgenstern [Morgenstern, Oskar] 

mathematician 

USA 

1944 

Theory of Games and Economic Behavior [1944: with John von Neumann] 

He lived 1902 to 1977 and studied game theory, competition, and cooperation. 

 

John F. Nash, Jr. [Nash, John F. Jr.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1950 to 1951 

Equilibrium points in n-person games [1950]; Bargaining problem [1950]; Non-cooperative games [1951]; Two-

Person Cooperative Games [1953] 

He lived 1928 to ? and invented Nash equilibrium [1950], Nash bargaining solution [1950], and Nash programme 

[1951]. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Geometry 

 



geometric patterns 

mathematician 

France 

-25000 

geometric patterns 

Cavemen painted designs on cave walls. 

 

Moscow Papyrus 

mathematician 

Thebes, Egypt 

-1900 

Moscow Papyrus or Golenischev Papyrus [-1900] 

Papyrus describes Egyptian geometry. 

 

Pythagorean theorem proved 

mathematician 

Babylonia 

-1850 to -1750 

Pythagorean theorem 

Babylonian mathematicians used Pythagorean theorem to find distances. 

 

Manava 

Vedic priest/craftsman 

India 

-720 

Discourses on Altar Construction [-720: about altar construction] 

He lived -750 to -690 and constructed circles from rectangles and squares from circles. 

 

Sophists 

mathematics school 

Greece 

-450 to -300 

Sophists invented geometric proofs and studied circles as many-sided regular polygons. They tried to square circle, 

trisect angle, and double cube using only straightedge and compass. 

 

Hippocrates of Chios 

mathematician 

Athens, Greece 

-450 to -410 

He lived -470 to -410 and wrote first geometry text, first calculated curved area using rectilinear figures {quadrature, 

Hippocrates}, and first proved theorems using earlier theorems {pyramiding theorems}. He invented method of proving 

something by disproving its opposite {indirect proof, Hippocrates}. 

 

Eudoxus of Cnidus 

astronomer/mathematician 

Cnidus, Greece 

-380 to -355 

He lived -408 to -355. He studied limits, used infinite polygons to find curved-figure areas and volumes {exhaustion 

method, Eudoxus}, and developed explicit axioms. 

Proportion is magnitude or length. He showed how to prove that two different integer ratios, which make real 

numbers, are equal or not equal. Proportions are magnitude or length ratios. To compare ratios, find integer pairs such 

that product of first integer and numerators and product of second integer and denominators makes numerators greater 

than denominators. If successful, first ratio is greater than second, because new ratio, first/second, is less than first ratio 

and greater than second ratio. If unsuccessful, find integer pairs such that product of first integer and numerators and 

product of second integer and denominators makes numerators less than denominators. If successful, first ratio is less 

than second, because new ratio, first/second, is greater than first ratio and less than second ratio. If not successful, ratios 



are equal. You can thus approach any real number and so can work with irrational-number square roots of positive 

integers. 

Planetary orbits are nested spheres. He measured year length. 

 

Euclid 

mathematician 

Alexandria, Egypt 

-300 to -280 

Elements [-300 to -280] 

He lived -325 to -265 developed Euclid's theorem and Euclid's algorithm. He studied perpendicular, parallel, 

superposition, arc, and prime numbers. He used exhaustion method, rather than infinitesimals, to study curves. He 

systematized plane geometry, number proportions and ratios, prime numbers, and solid geometry. 

Book 1 is about congruence, parallel lines, Pythagorean theorem, simple constructions, constructions with equal 

areas, and parallelograms {rectilinear figure, Euclid}. Sum of two triangle-side lengths is greater than or equal to third-

side length. Book 2 is about geometric algebra, using areas and volumes to find products and quadratic equations, and 

adding line segments to add. Book 3 is about circles, chords, tangents, secants, central angles, and inscribed angles. 

Book 4 is about figures inscribed in, or circumscribed around, circles. Book 5 is about proportion by magnitudes, 

commensurable magnitudes, and incommensurable magnitudes. Book 6 is about similar figures, using proportions. 

Book 7 is about number theory, Euclidean algorithm, and numbers as line segments. Book 8 is about geometric 

progressions. Book 9 is about square and cubic numbers, plane and solid numbers, geometric progressions, and the 

theorem that number of primes is infinite. Book 10 classifies incommensurable magnitudes. Book 11 is about convex 

solids and generation of solids. Book 12 is about curved-surface areas and volumes, using exhaustion method and 

indirect proof. Book 13 is about regular polyhedrons in spheres and regular polygons in circles. 

 

Eratosthenes 

mathematician 

Egypt 

-250 to -200 

He lived -276 to -194 and found circumference of Earth. 

 

Apollonius of Perga or Appolonios or Great Geometer 

mathematician/philosopher 

Greece 

-230 to -200 

Conics or Conic Sections [-230 to -200] 

He lived -262 to -185 and was Neo-Pythagorean and mystic. He invented a systematic theory of parabolas, ellipses, 

and hyperbolas, based on eccentricity, directrix, and focus. He studied right circular cones, oblique circular cones, 

hyperbolas, parabolas, ellipses, conjugate diameters, tangents, asymptotes, foci, conic intersections, maximum and 

minimum conic lengths, conic normals, similar and congruent conics, and conic segments. Two conic tangents meet at 

poles, and sides are polars. Given three points, lines, or circles, construct a circle tangent to or including the points, 

lines, or circles {Apollonian problem}. 

Ethics 

Simple life is best. 

Mind 

Mind and body are separate realities. 

 

Ptolemy 

mathematician 

Alexandria, Egypt 

150 

Almagest or Great Book [150] 

He lived 87 to 150, invented maps with longitude and latitude, discovered Ptolemy's theorem, and invented epicycles 

to describe planetary motions. 

 

Pappus of Alexandria 

mathematician 



Alexandria, Egypt 

340 

Mathematical Collection or The Collection [340] 

He lived 260 to 350 and proved Pappus' theorem {Guldinus theorem}. 

 

Abul Wafa Muhammad al-Buzjani [al-Buzjani, Abul Wafa Muhammad] or al-Buzjani 

mathematician 

Baghdad, Iraq 

970 to 980 

Book on What Is Necessary from the Science of Arithmetic for Scribes and Businessmen [970 to 980]; Book on 

What Is Necessary from Geometric Constructions for the Artisan [970 to 980] 

He lived 940 to 997, used secant and cosecant, and constructed using straightedges and circles. 

 

Nasir-Eddin or Nasireddin or Nasir Tusi [Tusi, Nasir] or Abu Jafar Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan 

Nasir al-Din al-Tusi [al-Tusi, Abu Jafar Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Nasir al-Din] or Nasir al-

Din al-Tusi [al-Tusi, Nasir al-Din] 

mathematician 

Alamut, Persia 

1272 

Ilkhanic Tables [1272] 

He lived 1201 to 1274 and used tangent and secant. He invented devices to resolve linear motion into sum of two 

circular motions {Tusi-couple, Nasir-Eddin}. 

 

François Vieta [Vieta, François] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1579 

Mathematical Canon [1579] 

He lived 1540 to 1603 and invented sine law, cosine law, and Napier's rule. 

 

Simon Stevin [Stevin, Simon] 

mathematician 

Bruges, Belgium 

1585 

Art of Tenths [1585] 

He lived 1548 to 1620 and used decimal fractions and force parallelograms. 

 

Bonaventura Cavalieri [Cavalieri, Bonaventura] 

mathematician 

Bologna, Italy 

1629 to 1647 

Geometry of Indivisibles [1635]; Geometric Exercises [1647] 

He lived 1598 to 1647, invented Cavalieri's theorem, and studied indivisibles method [1629]. 

 

Girard Desargues [Desargues, Girard] 

mathematician 

France 

1639 

Rough draft for an essay on the results of taking plane sections of a cone [1639] 

He lived 1591 to 1661, invented Desargue's theorem, and studied projective geometry, involution, harmonic point 

sets, and poles and polar theory. 

 

Alexis-Claude Clairaut [Clairaut, Alexis-Claude] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1731 to 1752 



Theory of the Shape of the Earth [1743]; Theory of the Moon [1752] 

He lived 1713 to 1765, studied space curves [1731], invented Clairaut's equation, and determined Earth's shape. 

 

Maria Gaetana Agnesi [Agnesi, Maria Gaetana] 

mathematician 

Bologna, Italy 

1748 

Analytic Institutions for Use by Italian Youth [1748 to 1749] 

She lived 1718 to 1799 and published discussion of cubic witch of Agnesi curve [1948]. 

 

Gaspard Monge [Monge, Gaspard] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1768 to 1800 

Descriptive Geometry [1800] 

He lived 1746 to 1818, studied developable surfaces, rediscovered projective geometry [1768], and was the "father 

of descriptive geometry". 

 

Jean-Victor Poncelet [Poncelet, Jean-Victor] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1822 

Treatise on the projective properties of figures [1822] 

He lived 1788 to 1867, rediscovered projective geometry, and studied affine geometry, differential geometry, and 

harmonic point sets. 

 

Janos Bolyai [Bolyai, Janos] 

mathematician 

Hungary 

1823 to 1833 

Appendix to Tentamen [1833: of Farkas Bolyai or Wolfgang Bolyai] 

He lived 1802 to 1860 and used substitute parallel axiom [1823], applied to intersecting and non-intersecting lines, 

to make non-Euclidean geometry [1833]. 

 

Julius Plucker [Plucker, Julius] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1828 to 1835 

Developments in Analytic Geometry [1828 to 1831: two volumes]; System of Analytic Geometry [1835] 

He lived 1801 to 1868 and studied trilinear coordinates and line coordinates. 

 

Joseph Plateau [Plateau, Joseph] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1836 to 1883 

Experimental and Theoretical Statics of Liquids under only Molecular Forces [1873]; stroboscope [1836] 

He lived 1801 to 1883 and invented Plateau's problem. 

 

Karl von Staudt [Staudt, Karl von] 

mathematician 

Nuremberg, Germany 

1847 

Geometry of Position [1847] 

He lived 1798 to 1867 and analyzed projective geometry without metric and without congruence. 

 



Georg Bernhard Riemann [Riemann, Georg Bernhard] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1854 to 1859 

On the hypotheses that lie at the foundations of geometry [1854]; Theory of Abelian functions [1857]; On the 

number of primes less than given magnitude [1859] 

He lived 1826 to 1866. He studied non-Euclidean geometry, differential geometry, complex functions, multiple-

valued functions, mapping, prime-number theorems, analytic number theory, and singularities. He invented Riemann 

surfaces, Riemann-Darboux integral, Riemann zeta function, Riemann mapping theorem, and Riemann hypothesis. 

Riemann integrals are sums over infinity of step functions. All closed line segments have the same number of points. 

All points, in plane touching Riemann sphere at South Pole, map to sphere points, with points at infinity mapping to 

North Pole. Compact-plane points can thus map to limited, closed, and bounded surfaces. 

 

Edwin A. Abbott [Abbott, Edwin A.] or A. Square [Square, A.] 

mathematician 

England 

1926 

Flatland A Romance of Many Dimensions [1926] 

He lived 1838 to 1926. 

 

Benoit Mandelbrot [Mandelbrot, Benoit] 

mathematician 

Poland/France/USA 

1977 

Fractals: Form, Chance and Dimension; Fractal Geometry of Nature [1977] 

He lived 1924 to ? and ascribed fluctuations to discontinuous effects and to trends. He studied fractals, self-

symmetry, 1/f noise, and 1/f squared noise. Fractal curves have non-integral dimensions. 1/f noise is like Cantor sets. In 

continuous intervals, continually removing inner third of each remaining continuous interval still leaves infinitely many 

points, and total empty distance is interval length {Cantor set, Mandelbrot}. Cantor sets are the same at all scales. 

 

Ian Stewart [Stewart, Ian] 

mathematician 

England 

1989 to 2001 

Does God Play Dice? [1989]; Flatterland [2001] 

He lived 1945 to ?. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Group Theory 

 

Evariste Galois [Galois, Evariste] 

mathematician 

France 

1830 to 1832 

He lived 1811 to 1832 and studied group, field, solvability, and factoring representation theory [1830 to 1832]. 

 

Sophus Lie [Lie, Sophus] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1874 

Theory of Integrability Factors [1874] 

He lived 1842 to 1899 and studied transformation groups and finite continuous groups {Lie group, Lie}. 

 

Walther von Dyck [Dyck, Walther von] 

mathematician 

Netherlands 

1901 



He lived 1856 to 1934 and combined equation group theory, group number theory, and infinite transformation 

groups {abstract group theory} [1901]. 

 

Emmy Noether [Noether, Emmy] or Amalie Noether [Noether, Amalie] 

mathematician 

Göttingen, Germany/USA 

1915 to 1921 

Ideal Theory in Ring-Fields [1921] 

She lived 1882 to 1935, studied invariance, and showed that symmetries relate to conservation laws [1915] 

{Noether's theorem, Noether}. She also studied rings [1921]. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Information Theory 

 

Claude Shannon [Shannon, Claude] 

mathematician 

USA 

1948 

Mathematical Theory of Communication [1948] 

He lived 1916 to 2001 and founded information theory and studied transition probabilities. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Invention 

 

Archimedes 

physicist/mathematician/inventor 

Syracuse, Sicily 

-264 to -212 

Archimedes' screw 

He lived -287 to -212 and invented Archimedes' theorem, Archimedes spiral, Archimedes axiom, and Archimedes 

real-number property. He used exhaustion method to find pi and sphere and conic areas and volumes. He used 

completeness axiom. He found Archimedes buoyancy law {Archimedes' principle, Archimedes} {Archimedes 

principle, Archimedes}. He put a screw {Archimedes' screw} {Archimedes screw} inside a cylinder, to lift water. 

 

Hero of Alexandria 

mathematician/physicist/inventor 

Alexandria, Egypt 

60 to 62 

Pneumatics [60]; Automata [62]; Mechanics [60 to 70]; Metrics [60 to 70]; Sighting Tube [60 to 70] 

He lived 10 to 70, invented Hero's formula, and studied geodesy, mechanics, and pneumatics. He maintained 

constant water-clock water supply, using float and needle valve, as in carburetors. He invented steam engine 

{aeolipile} [62]. 

 

Blaise Pascal [Pascal, Blaise] 

mathematician/philosopher/inventor 

France 

1642 to 1670 

Thoughts [1670]; Provincial Letters; calculating machine [1642] 

He lived 1623 to 1662, was Cartesian and Jansenist, and invented first metal-tooth wheeled calculating machine 

[1642]. He invented hydraulic press to multiply force, syringe, Pascal's principle, Pascal's theorem, Pascal's triangle, 

mathematical induction, fundamental enumeration principle, binomial theorem, large-numbers law, and conditional-

probability law. 

At mechanical equilibrium, with only gravity acting, liquid has hydrostatic pressure {Pascal's law}. 

Epistemology 

People can neither reject reasoning nor say there is only reasoning. Reason cannot deal with ultimate metaphysical 

problems. Faith is necessary complement to reason. Expected value of believing in God is more than value of non-

belief {Pascal's wager}. 



Metaphysics 

God exists because man is helpless without God. 

 

John G. Kemeny [Kemeny, John G.] 

mathematician/inventor 

Hungary/USA 

1964 

BASIC [1964] 

He lived 1926 to 1992 and developed a FORTRAN-like programming language {BASIC programming language}. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Logic 

 

George Boole [Boole, George] 

mathematician 

England 

1847 to 1854 

Mathematical Analysis of Logic [1847]; Investigation of the Laws of Thought, on which are founded the 

Mathematical Theories of Logic and Probabilities [1854] 

He lived 1815 to 1864 and studied symbolic logic and logic of classes or extensional logic. Arithmetic and algebras 

have axioms and theorems allowing independent term or variable meanings. Axioms and theorems can be statements, 

sets, classes, events, or durations. Syllogisms can use arithmetic notation, and algorithm can prove them {Boolean 

algebra, Boole}. Boolean algebra has sets, union operation, intersection operation, complement operation, zero 

element, and unit element. Arithmetic axioms hold for elements and operations. 

Epistemology 

Mind has ability to conceive class, designate individual class members by common name, perform other logical 

tasks, and think logically {laws of thought, Boole}. Thought laws are innate and inherited. 

 

Joseph Bertrand [Bertrand, Joseph] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1889 

Calculation of Probabilities [1889] 

He lived 1822 to 1900. Because circle chords can have varying angles to tangents, for example perpendicular to 

radius and parallel to tangent, different ways of selecting chords lead to different probabilities that chord is less than 

inscribed-equilateral-triangle side {Bertrand's paradox}. 

 

Charles Dodgson [Dodgson, Charles] or Lewis Carroll [Carroll, Lewis] 

mathematician 

England 

1895 

What the Tortoise Said to Achilles [1895] 

He lived 1832 to 1898 and studied symbolic logic. Assuming inference rule is not the same as assuming conditional 

statement. 

 

Jules Antoine Richard [Richard, Jules Antoine] 

philosopher 

France 

1905 

He lived 1862 to 1956. Integers are describable in words with a finite number of letters. An integer exists that is the 

least integer not describable in 100 or less letters. However, that phrase has less than 100 letters {Richard's paradox} 

[1905]. 

 

Luitzen E. J. Brouwer [Brouwer, Luitzen E. J.] 

mathematician 

Netherlands 

1908 to 1924 



Unreliability of the Logical Principles [1908]; Intuitionistic Reflections on Formalism [1927] 

He lived 1881 to 1966, tried to define numbers, and helped develop quantum logic. He helped develop the idea that 

mathematics requires mental constructions for truth {intuitionism, Brouwer} [1924]. Unconstructed and non-existent 

things cannot be the basis for truth. Infinities cause excluded-middle-law contradiction, so mathematics cannot use this 

law. 

 

Alfred North Whitehead [Whitehead, Alfred North] 

mathematician/philosopher 

Britain/USA 

1910 to 1938 

Principia Mathematica or Principles of Mathematics [1910 to 1913: with Russell]; Enquiry Concerning the 

Principles of Natural Science [1919]; Concept of Nature [1920]; Principle of Relativity with Applications to Physical 

Science [1922]; Science and the Modern World [1925]; Religion in the Making [1926]; Process and Reality [1929]; 

Adventures of Ideas [1933]; Modes of Thought [1938] 

He lived 1861 to 1947 and was idealist. He studied logical analysis, axiomatized logic, and developed logicism. 

Events can relate {process, Whitehead}. Relations and events transform object properties. Objects are always changing 

properties or property values. Reality is about such changes {process philosophy, Whitehead}. Since no properties exist 

for significant times, processes and relations are more important than matter, time, and position. All things interconnect 

and continually adjust to environment {philosophy of organism, Whitehead}. Higher properties emerge from lower 

systems. God is always becoming, and this unifies universe. Qualities are not substances but are mind-activity results. 

 

Nicolai A. Vasiliev [Vasiliev, Nicolai A.] 

mathematician 

Russia/Berlin, Germany 

1911 to 1913 

Imaginary (non-Aristotelian) Logic [1912: non-Aristotelian logic]; Logic and metalogic [1913] 

He lived 1880 to 1940 and helped develop three-valued logic [1910 to 1913]. 

 

Henry M. Sheffer [Sheffer, Henry M.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1913 

Set of Five Independent Postulates for Boolean Algebras, with application to logical constants [1913] 

He lived 1883 to 1964. Elements {Sheffer stroke element} can equal "Not AND" and fire if either, but not both, of 

two input elements fire. Sheffer-stroke-element combinations can make OR element, AND element, and NOT element. 

Using many Sheffer stroke elements creates devices whose output fires if and only if most inputs fire. 

 

Thoralf Skolem [Skolem, Thoralf]/Leopold Löwenheim [Löwenheim, Leopold] 

mathematician 

Norway/Germany 

1915 to 1920 

Skolem lived 1887 to 1963. Lowenheim lived 1878 to 1957. If countable sets have formal models, domain is 

countable {Löwenheim-Skolem theorem}, as proved by Löwenheim [1915] and Skolem [1920]. However, real 

numbers are not countable {Skolem paradox}. Models {nonstandard model} can have elements that are not countable. 

 

Stanislaw Lesniewski [Lesniewski, Stanislaw] 

logician 

Poland/Russia 

1916 

General Theory of Sets [1916] 

He lived 1886 to 1939 and invented definition theory. He helped develop quantum logic, based on equivalence 

{protothetic logic, Lesniewski}, abstract quantifiers {ontology logic, Lesniewski}, and part and whole relations 

{mereology, Lesniewski}. Logic is not about real world, only about statements. Wholes are not just sets or sums of 

parts, because parts relate. Because living things can replace parts, modal or temporal logic can maintain integrated 

wholes by maintaining relations among replaced parts. 

 



Emil Post [Post, Emil] 

mathematician 

USA 

1920 to 1936 

Introduction to a General Theory of Elementary Propositions [1920] 

He lived 1897 to 1954. Symbol strings can substitute other symbol strings {Post grammar, Post} {Post machine} 

[1936], to make formal systems. Start with long symbol string and substitute, using symbol-string precedence rules. 

Logic can be three-valued {many-valued logic}. Many-valued logic can use cyclic negation, so next truth-value 

negates previous one. Such systems include all finite-valued logics. Such logics can represent switching circuits with 

many inputs and/or outputs. 

 

Hans Reichenbach [Reichenbach, Hans] 

logician 

Berlin, Germany 

1928 to 1951 

Philosophy of Space and Time [1928]; Rise of Scientific Philosophy [1951] 

He lived 1891 to 1953, studied analytic philosophy, and helped develop quantum logic. Spaces and times are 

relative. Probability depends on frequency. Induction depends on frequency. The geometry people use for universe is 

just conventional, not real, because instruments can systematically alter from expectations. 

 

Clarence I. Lewis [Lewis, Clarence I.] 

logician 

USA 

1929 to 1959 

Mind and the World Order [1929]; Symbolic Logic [1932: with Cooper H. Langford]; Analysis of Knowledge and 

Valuation [1946] 

He lived 1883 to 1964, helped develop modal or relevance logic, developed implication requiring necessity {strict 

implication, Lewis}, and studied phenomenalism. 

 

Arend Heyting [Heyting, Arend] 

mathematician 

England 

1930 

He lived 1898 to 1980 and helped develop quantum logic [1930]. 

 

Stanislaw Jaskowski [Jaskowski, Stanislaw] 

mathematician 

Poland 

1934 to 1936 

He lived 1906 to 1965 and invented natural deduction and worked with infinite-valued logic [1934 to 1936]. 

 

Gerhard Gentzen [Gentzen, Gerhard] 

logician 

Germany 

1935 

He lived 1909 to 1945. He developed formal first-order logic {natural deduction, Gentzen} [1935], which only 

assumes inference laws. One rule uses premises and operator to make compound statement {introduction rule, 

Gentzen}. Another rule uses compound statement and statement to make statement. Statements depend on simple and 

compound sequent statements. Sequent-calculus proofs can be truth-trees or truth-tables {cut elimination theorem, 

Gentzen}, which eliminate formulas. Natural deduction led to proof theory. 

 

Alfred Tarski [Tarski, Alfred] 

logician/mathematician 

Poland/USA 

1935 to 1983 



Concept of Truth in Formalized Languages [1933]; On the Concept of Logical Consequence [1936]; Introduction to 

Logic and to the Methodology of Deductive Science [1937]; Semantic Conception of Truth [1944]; Undecidable 

Theories [1953]; Axiomatic Method: with special reference to geometry and physics [1957]; Equational logic and 

equational theories of algebra [1968]; Logic, Semantics and Metamathematics [1983] 

He lived 1902 to 1983, founded modern logical theory, studied part and whole relations {mereology, Tarski}, helped 

develop quantum logic, and invented Banach-Tarski theorem. 

Convention establishes basic-linguistic-element use and meaning {basic vocabulary}, which can construct complex 

term and sentence meanings {compositional semantics} {recursive semantics}. 

Formal languages have consistent syntax, in which sentences form correctly or not. Formal language uses objects to 

replace language variables and predicates to replace language functions {interpretation, Tarski}. Truth is about 

interpretation {semantic theory of truth}. Determining truth requires defining what constitutes satisfying interpretation 

{satisfaction, Tarski}, which requires metalanguage {Tarski's theorem}. Formal languages have true interpretations 

{model, Tarski}. Premise sets can be models. If premise model is sentence model, sentences are premise-set 

consequences {theory of logical consequence} {logical consequence theory}. 

For two sentence systems, sentences in one system can derive from sentences in other system {equipollence, 

Tarski}. 

 

Kurt Grelling [Grelling, Kurt] 

philosopher 

Germany/England 

1936 

Logical Paradoxes [1936] 

He lived 1886 to 1941. Self-applicable can mean thing expresses property that it has. Self-applicable can mean 

expression applies to itself. If heterological means not-self-applicable, then heterological is both self-applicable and 

not-self-applicable {Grelling's paradox} {Weyl's paradox}. 

 

Alonzo Church [Church, Alonzo] 

mathematician 

USA 

1941 to 1956 

Calculi of Lambda-Conversion [1941]; Introduction to Mathematical Logic [1944 and 1956] 

He lived 1903 to 1995, studied denotation, and helped develop quantum logic. Symbol strings can represent numbers 

and functions. Using functions on input function and data strings makes output function and data strings {lambda 

calculus, Church}. Lambda acts on variable or function, or variable and function combination, which is second-

function dummy variable: lambda(x(f(x))) = f, lambda(x(f(x)))(a) = f(a), lambda(f(f(f(x)))) = 

lambda(f(lambda(x)(f(f(x))))) = lambda(f(x)(f(f(x)))). This expression is a function and precedes a value, which 

substitutes into function. In particular, after lambda, expressions can have variable zero times, function of variable one 

time, function of function of variable two times, and so on: 0 = lambda(f(x)(x)), 1 = lambda(f(x)(f(x))), 2 = 

lambda(f(x)(f(f(x)))). Function of function equals lambda and function of function {abstraction, lambda calculus}: 

f(f(x)) = lambda(x)(f(f(x))). Really, symbols are functions. Lambda calculus represents recursion, iteration, and 

algorithm loops. Recursive functions can be equation sets. Recursive functions are computable {Church's theorem}. 

Functions are computable if they are recursive {Church's thesis, recursion}. Recursive functions can be lambda 

calculus. Lambda calculus is equivalent to Post grammar and Turing machine and so can express all algorithms. LISP 

computer language depends on lambda calculus. 

Epistemology 

Formal systems can prove most theorems {effectively calculable} {computability}. Lambda calculus shows that it is 

impossible to prove some valid theorems in most formal systems, including arithmetic. 

 

Stephen Cole Kleene [Kleene, Stephen Cole] 

mathematician 

USA 

1952 

Introduction to Metamathematics [1952] 

He lived 1909 to 1994, studied recursion theory and formal logic, and added subtraction to lambda calculus. At least 

one mathematical truth is true intuitionistically but not Platonically [Kleene, 1952]. 

 



Ruth C. Barcan [Barcan, Ruth C.] or Ruth C. Barcan Marcus [Barcan Marcus, Ruth C.] 

philosopher 

England 

1961 to 1993 

Modalities and Intentional Languages [1961]; Modalities: Philosophical Essays [1993] 

She lived 1921 to ? and studied modal logic. The possibility that something has an attribute implies that something 

exists that possibly has the attribute {Barcan formula}, assuming that possible worlds overlap. 

 

Lofti Zadeh [Zadeh, Lofti] 

mathematician 

Azerbaijan/USA 

1965 

fuzzy logic [1965] 

He lived 1921 to ? and invented fuzzy-set theory or fuzzy logic. 

 

George Spencer-Brown [Spencer-Brown, George] 

logician 

England 

1969 

Laws of Form [1969] 

He lived 1923 to ? and developed laws of form {calculus of indications, Spencer-Brown}, based on differences. 

Autopoietic theory references his work. 

 

Alan Ross Anderson [Anderson, Alan Ross]/Nuel D. Belnap, Jr. [Belnap, Jr., Nuel D.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1975 to 1992 

Entailment: The Logic of Relevance and Necessity [1975 and 1992] 

They helped develop relevance logic, modal logic, deontic logic, and logical connectives. 

 

Ray E. Jennings [Jennings, Ray E.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1986 

Punctuational Sources of the Truth-Functional "Or" [1986] 

Granting permission for two things can sound like permitting first or second, and so like exclusive OR, but is 

actually conjunction {confectionary fallacy, Jennings}. It is a deduction fallacy. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Matrix 

 

Arthur Cayley [Cayley, Arthur] 

mathematician 

England 

1855 

Determinants used before Matrices [1855] 

He lived 1821 to 1895 and studied matrix theory and invariant theory. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Number Theory 

 

numbers recorded 

mathematician 

France 

-30000 

recorded number 

Cavemen carved numbers on bones. 

 



sexagesimal number began 

mathematician 

Mesopotamia 

-3000 

sexagesimal number system 

Sumerian sexagesimal number system was for finances, with positional notation but with no zero. They had ordinal 

numbers, cardinal numbers, odd and even numbers, addition, subtraction, and simple fractions. They also used lines, 

circles, and angles. 

 

decimal number system 

number system 

Egypt 

-2900 

decimal number system [-2900] 

Egyptian mathematicians used hieroglyphs to represent 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000, and 100000. 

 

decimal number system 

number system 

India/Pakistan 

-2000 

decimal number system [-2000] 

Harappans decimal system was for weights and lengths. 

 

multiplication table 

mathematician 

Babylonia 

-1800 to -1750 

multiplication table 

Babylonian mathematicians calculated multiplication tables for number squares, cubes, and square roots, using 

sexagesimal number system with positional notation. 

 

decimal number system 

number system 

China 

-1360 

decimal number system [-1360: decimal number system] 

It had nine symbols for numerals 1 through 9, but zeroes were empty spaces. 

 

counting board 

calculator 

China 

-1000 

counting board [-1000] 

Manipulating objects can add and subtract. 

 

abacus 

calculator 

Greece/Middle East/China 

-1000 to -500 

abacus [-1000 to -500: calculating frame with sliding beads] 

The word abacus comes from Indo-European root for sand. 

 

counting rods 

calculator 

China 

-540 



counting rods [-540] 

Manipulating red and black counting rods can add and subtract. 

 

Puspandanta/Bhutabalin 

mathematician 

India 

100 to 200 

Approaching the Parts [100 to 200: decimal number system] 

It has decimal logarithms. 

 

Diophantus 

mathematician 

Greece 

250 

Arithmetic [250] 

He lived 200 to 284 and studied number theory, algebra symbols, and determinate and indeterminate equations. 

 

Aryabhata or Aryabhatiya or Aryabhatta 

mathematician 

Kusumapura (Patna), Bihar, India 

499 

Works of Aryabhatta [499]; Principles of Aryabhatta [499: about astronomical calculations] 

He lived 476 to 550, used positional notation, found circle chord lengths, and calculated sine tables. 

 

Varahamihira or Varaha or Mihira 

mathematician 

Ujjain, Mahdya Pradesh, India 

575 

Five Astronomical Canons [575] 

He lived 505 to 587 and used positional notation. 

 

Bakhshali Manuscript 

mathematician 

Bakhshali, Pakistan 

600 to 700 

Bakhshali Manuscript [600 to 700] 

Manuscript is about arithmetic and algebra. 

 

Brahmagupta 

mathematician 

Bhillamala (Bhinmal), Rajasthan, India 

628 to 665 

Opening of the Universe or Improved System of Brahma [628]; Time Sweetmeat [665]; zero; negative numbers 

He lived 598 to 668 and used decimal number system, negative numbers, and zero. He invented Brahmagupta's 

theorem. 

 

Mahavira or Mahaviracharya 

mathematician 

India 

850 

Ganita Sara Sangraha or Compendium of the Essence of Mathematics [850] 

He lived 800 to 870 and used zero, positional notation, decimal system, and negative, irrational, and rational 

numbers. 

 

Fibonacci or Leonardo of Pisa 

mathematician 



Pisa, Italy 

1202 

Book of Calculation [1202] 

He lived 1170 to 1250 and invented Fibonacci numbers and studied number theory. 

 

Simon Stevinus [Stevinus, Simon] 

mathematician 

Netherlands 

1585 

Decimal Numbers [1585] 

He lived 1548 to 1620. He invented decimal numbers and fractions, and so real numbers [1585]. 

 

John Napier [Napier, John] 

mathematician 

Edinburgh, Scotland 

1594 to 1617 

Description of the Wonderful Canon of Logarithms [1614]; Using Sticks for Calculation of Products [1617: about 

Napier's Rods or Napier's Bones] 

He lived 1550 to 1617, used decimal point [1594], and studied logarithms. 

 

John Wallis [Wallis, John] 

mathematician 

England 

1655 

He lived 1616 to 1703, studied cryptography, and invented expressions for pi [1655]. 

 

James Gregory [Gregory, James] 

mathematician/astronomer 

Scotland 

1671 

He lived 1638 to 1675 and invented expressions for pi [1671]. 

 

Abraham de Moivre [Moivre, Abraham de] 

mathematician 

France/England 

1718 to 1722 

Doctrine of Chances [1718] 

He lived 1667 to 1754 and invented DeMoivre's theorem [1722]. 

 

Christian Goldbach [Goldbach, Christian] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1742 

He lived 1690 to 1764. All even integers greater than 2 are sums of two primes {Goldbach's hypothesis, Goldbach} 

[1742]. 

 

Caspar Wessel [Wessel, Caspar] 

mathematician 

Norway 

1797 

He lived 1745 to 1818 and placed complex numbers on a plane with two perpendicular coordinates. 

 

Jean Robert Argand [Argand, Jean Robert] 

mathematician 

France 

1806 



He lived 1768 to 1822 and placed complex numbers on a plane with two perpendicular coordinates. 

 

Sophia Germain [Germain, Sophia] or Sophie Germain [Germain, Sophie] 

mathematician 

France 

1816 to 1820 

She lived 1776 to 1831 and studied number theory and elasticity [1816]. For integers x, y, and z, if x^5 + y^5 = z^5, 

then x, y, or z must be divisible by 5 [1820] {Germain's theorem}. 

 

Hermann Grassmann [Grassmann, Hermann] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1844 to 1862 

Theory of Linear Extension [1844]; Theory of Extension [1862] 

He lived 1809 to 1877 and invented hypercomplex numbers {Grassmann variable}. Hypernumbers can represent 

tensors, quaternions, matrices, determinants, and all number types. Grassmann variables anti-commute: m . n = - n . m. 

He studied calculus of extension. Perhaps, space-time has extra, Grassmann dimensions to allow supersymmetry and 

supergravity. 

 

William R. Hamilton [Hamilton, William R.] 

mathematician 

Ireland/Scotland 

1850 to 1856 

Lectures on Metaphysics and Logic [1869] 

He lived 1788 to 1856 and belonged to school of intuition. He invented quaternions and Cayley-Hamilton theorem. 

He studied non-commutative algebras. His student was H.L. Mansel. People can know the finite, but people know the 

rest by faith, based on Kant. 

 

Richard Dedekind [Dedekind, Richard] 

mathematician 

France 

1870 to 1916 

Essay on the Theory of Numbers [1870] 

He lived 1831 to 1916 and studied fields, algebraic numbers, and irrational numbers. 

 

Leon Chwistek [Chwistek, Leon] 

mathematician 

Krakow, Poland 

1925 to 1935 

Problem of Reality [1935] 

He lived 1884 to 1937 and defined number. 

 

John Horton Conway [Conway, John Horton] 

mathematician 

USA 

1970 

He lived 1937 to ? and invented an axiomatic number system, constructing counting numbers, and so all numbers, 

using rules for right and left. He invented Game of Life [1970], based on cellular automata. 

 

Yuri Matiyasevich [Matiyasevich, Yuri] 

mathematician 

Russia 

1970 

He lived 1947 to ? and proved that no general algorithm can decide if Diophantine-equation systems have integer 

solutions, based on work by Julia Robertson, Martin Davis, and Hilary Putnam. 

 



Amir D. Aczel [Aczel, Amir D.] 

mathematician 

USA 

2000 

Mystery of the Aleph [2000] 

Aleph is symbol for infinity levels. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Series 

 

Guillaume de l'Hôpital [l'Hôpital, Guillaume de] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1696 

Analysis of the Infinitely Small by Understanding Curved Lines [1696] 

He lived 1661 to 1704 and studied series and invented L'Hospital's rules. 

 

Brook Taylor [Taylor, Brook] 

mathematician 

London, England 

1715 

Direct and Inverse Methods of Increments [1715]; Linear Perspective [1715] 

He lived 1685 to 1731 and invented Taylor series and Taylor's theorem. 

 

Colin Maclaurin [Maclaurin, Colin] 

mathematician 

London, England 

1720 to 1742 

Organic Geometry [1720]; Treatise of Fluxions [1742] 

He lived 1698 to 1746, invented Maclaurin series, and used determinants method to solve linear equations [1726 to 

1729]. 

 

Thomas Simpson [Simpson, Thomas] 

mathematician 

London, England 

1745 

Algebra [1745] 

He lived 1710 to 1761 and invented Simpson's rule. 

 

Joseph Fourier [Fourier, Joseph] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1822 

Analytical Theory of Heat [1822] 

He lived 1768 to 1830, invented heat equation, and invented Fourier series and Fourier transform: over intervals, any 

function can be trigonometric series. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Set Theory 

 

Bernard Bolzano [Bolzano, Bernard] 

mathematician 

Bohemia 

1837 to 1850 

Scientific Theory [1837]; Paradoxes of Infinity [1850] 

He lived 1781 to 1848 and studied continuity and set theory. Real numbers in closed intervals can be in one-to-one 

correspondence with real numbers in other closed intervals. Infinite sequences in closed intervals have limits {Bolzano-

Weierstrass theorem}. Truths can be a priori. Logic is about ideals, not about time or space. 



 

John Venn [Venn, John] 

mathematician 

USA 

1880 

On the Diagrammatic and Mechanical Representation of Prepositions and Reasonings [1880] 

He lived 1834 to 1923 and invented Venn diagrams. 

 

Georg Cantor [Cantor, Georg] 

mathematician 

Halle, Germany 

1885 

Contributions to the Founding of the Theory of Transfinite Numbers [1885] 

He lived 1845 to 1918 and studied set theory, infinity, continuity, transfinite numbers, union, intersection, 

conjunction, disjunction, bound, extension principle, abstraction principle, and one-to-one correspondence. 

He invented continuum hypothesis. Cardinal-number series and ordinal-number series are infinite. Irrational 

numbers in closed intervals are rational-number-series limits. Sets of limits can have sets of limits, and so on, to 

infinity. 

Geometrical-figure or space topologies are points related by distance functions or limits. For any real number n, 2^n 

> n. 

 

Cesare Burali-Forti [Burali-Forti, Cesare] 

mathematician 

Italy 

1897 

Question about Transfinite Numbers [1897] 

He lived 1861 to 1931. Ordinal numbers are well-ordered by definition. Ordinal-number sets must then have a 

greatest ordinal number. However, the set can be infinite and not have greatest ordinal number. Therefore, infinite 

ordinal-number sets cannot exist {Burali-Forti paradox}. Ordinal-number sets are higher-ordinal-number-set subsets. 

 

Ernst Zermelo [Zermelo, Ernst] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1904 to 1908 

He lived 1871 to 1956 and invented Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory [1904 to 1908]. Infinite sets can contain sets with 

no elements in common. Methods to choose one element from each set must exist {axiom of choice, Zermelo}. If sets 

have no defined choice function, sets must use axiom of choice. 

 

Felix Hausdorff [Hausdorff, Felix] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1907 to 1919 

Principles of Set Theory [1914]; Dimension and Outer Measure [1919] 

He lived 1868 to 1942, invented generalized continuum hypothesis [1907], and invented Hausdorff space. 

 

Abraham Fraenkel [Fraenkel, Abraham] or Abraham Fränkel [Fränkel, Abraham] 

mathematician 

Germany 

1922 

He lived 1891 to 1965 and improved Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory [1922]. 

 

Paul J. Cohen [Cohen, Paul J.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1963 to 1966 

Set Theory and the Continuum Hypothesis [1966] 



He lived 1934 to ? and proved that continuum hypothesis was indeterminable under set theory [1963]. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Statistics 

 

Thomas Bayes [Bayes, Thomas] 

mathematician 

London, England 

1736 to 1761 

Introduction to the Doctrine of Fluxions, and a Defence of the Mathematicians Against the Objections of the Author 

of The Analyst [1736] 

He lived 1702 to 1761. Expected outcome is worth or gain multiplied by probability. Risk is expected-outcome 

divided by outcome value {Bayesian theory} [1761]. 

Epistemology 

Census, experimental, or statistical data can determine expected outcomes and find hypothesis probability {Bayesian 

confirmation theory}. Before evaluating new data, people already have beliefs about hypothesis risk and expected 

outcome. They know what they expect data to be if hypothesis is correct and what data happen no matter whether 

hypothesis is true or false. 

 

Simeon-Denis Poisson [Poisson, Simeon-Denis] 

mathematician 

Paris, France 

1808 to 1837 

On the inequalities of the methods of planet movements [1808]; On the movement of Earth's rotation [1809]; On the 

variation of arbitrary constants in mechanical questions [1809]; Researches in the probability of judgments of criminal 

and civil matters [1837] 

He lived 1781 to 1840 and invented Poisson distribution. 

 

Andrei A. Markov [Markov, Andrei A.] 

mathematician 

Russia 

1900 to 1913 

He lived 1856 to 1922, invented probability theory using Chebyshev continued fraction [1900], and invented 

Markov process [1913]. 

 

Jerzy Neyman [Neyman, Jerzy] 

mathematician 

USA 

1933 

He lived 1894 to 1981 and invented Neyman-Pearson hypothesis-testing theory [1933]. 

 

Karl Pearson [Pearson, Karl] 

mathematician 

USA 

1933 

He lived 1857 to 1936 and invented Neyman-Pearson hypothesis-testing theory [1933]. 

 

Herman Chernoff [Chernoff, Herman]/Lincoln E. Moses [Moses, Lincoln E.] 

mathematician 

USA 

1959 

Elementary Decision Theory [1959] 

Chernoff lived 1923 to ?. Mises lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Bruno de Finetti [Finetti, Bruno de] 

mathematician 

Italy 



1974 

Theory of Probability [1974] 

He lived 1906 to 1985. Probability is graded belief or judgments. If judgments are coherent and consistent, 

judgments converge to consensus with more data, and probability is relative frequencies observed in nature. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Tensor 

 

Gregorio Ricci-Curbastro [Ricci-Curbastro, Gregorio] 

mathematician 

Italy 

1894 to 1900 

Methods of calculating absolute differentials and their applications [1900: with Levi-Civita] 

He lived 1853 to 1925 and studied absolute differential calculus [1894]. He started tensors, spinors, invariance, 

covariant, contravariant, version orientation-entanglement relation, and bivector wedge product. 

 

Tullio Levi-Civita [Levi-Civita, Tullio] 

mathematician 

Padua, Italy 

1901 

Note on the resistance of fluids [1901] 

He lived 1873 to 1941 and studied tensors. 

 

MATH>Mathematics>History>Topology 

 

Augustus Ferdinand Möbius [Möbius, Augustus Ferdinand] 

mathematician 

Leipzig, Germany 

1827 to 1837 

Calculus of Centers of Gravity [1827]; Handbook on Statics [1837] 

He lived 1790 to 1868, invented Möbius strip, and studied homogeneous coordinates. 

 

Maurice Frechet [Frechet, Maurice] 

mathematician 

France 

1906 

Abstract Spaces [1928] 

He lived 1878 to 1973 and studied function spaces and topology [1906], introducing metric spaces [1906]. 

 

Simon K. Donaldson [Donaldson, Simon K.] 

mathematician 

England 

1983 

He applied Yang-Mills gauge theory to four-dimensional manifolds [1983]. 

 

MATH>Arithmetic 

 

arithmetic 

Systems {arithmetic} can idealize amount and individuation logic. Arithmetic operations add, subtract, multiply, and 

divide discrete magnitudes. 

 

mensuration 

An arithmetic branch {mensuration}| calculates geometric-shape length, area, and volume. 

 



modular arithmetic 

Maximum numbers {modulus, arithmetic} can define arithmetics {modular arithmetic} {modulo arithmetic}. If 

arithmetic-operation result is more than modulus minus one, divide modulus into result until you get remainder less 

than modulus. 

set 

In modular arithmetic, modulus is highest number, and zero is lowest number. Modular arithmetic has no negative 

numbers or fractions. Therefore, many equations have no solutions. 

periodicity 

Modular arithmetic makes circular set and makes mathematical operations periodic. 

congruency 

An infinite number of positive integers {congruent integer} have same remainder when divided by modulus. For 

modulus, all congruent integers form set {residue class, congruency} [x]n or Zn. 

 

mu operation 

Operations {mu operation}| {µ operation} can find the smallest natural number that satisfies an arithmetic equation 

or inequality. Turing machines, and formal systems and algorithms that simulate Turing-machine computations, must 

have the mu operation to reach the stop command. 

 

repeating decimal 

For digits to right of decimal point, dots over digits indicate a repeating digit sequence {repeating decimal}. 

 

vinculum arithmetic 

Horizontal line {vinculum, arithmetic} above terms indicates terms to collect. 

 

MATH>Arithmetic>Addition 

 

addition 

An arithmetic operation {addition, arithmetic} involves number {addend}, second-number addend, and total number 

{sum}. 

 

casting out nines 

To sum numbers {casting out nines}, first add the digits, for each number. Add sums. Use modulo nine to find result. 

Casting out nines can check additions. 

 

sigma in uppercase 

Uppercase Greek letter {sigma, uppercase} can indicate continual addition of indexed variable or function. 

 

MATH>Arithmetic>Subtraction 

 

subtraction 

An arithmetic operation {subtraction} involves minuend, subtrahend, and remainder number {difference, 

subtraction} left after subtracting subtrahend from minuend. Subtraction inverts addition. 

 

minuend 

Subtraction has a number {minuend}, from which to remove subtrahend. 

 

subtrahend 

Subtraction removes a number {subtrahend} from minuend. 

 

MATH>Arithmetic>Multiplication 

 

multiplication operation 

An arithmetic operation {multiplication} involves number {multiplicand}, second number {multiplier, 

multiplication}, and total number {product, multiplication}. Multiplication adds multiplier number of multiplicands. 

For example, 3*4 = 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 12 adds four threes. 

 



continued product 

Products {continued product} can have more than two factors, for example, 3*4*5. 

 

law of signs 

Minus times minus is plus, plus times plus is plus, and plus times minus is minus, and minus times plus is minus 

{law of signs}|. 

 

pi in uppercase 

Uppercase Greek letter {pi, uppercase} can indicate continued multiplication of indexed variable or function. 

Inverted uppercase Greek letter pi indicates continued division of indexed variable or function. 

 

rationalization in arithmetic 

Process {rationalization, arithmetic} can eliminate irrational quantities or numbers, by removing non-repeating 

decimals. 

 

MATH>Arithmetic>Division 

 

division in arithmetic 

An arithmetic operation {division, arithmetic} involves number {dividend, division}, second number {divisor}, and 

result number {quotient}. Division subtracts divisor number from dividend until remainder {remainder, division} is 

greater than or equal to zero and less than divisor. For example, 12/4 = 12 - 4 - 4 - 4 = 3 subtracts three fours from 

twelve. Quotient is number of repeated differences required. Division inverts multiplication. Quotient and divisor can 

be equal {square root}. 

 

MATH>Arithmetic>Fraction 

 

fraction 

Quotients {fraction} {simple fraction} {common fraction} {ordinary fraction} {ratio of terms} have top expression 

{numerator} {antecedent, ratio} divided by bottom expression {denominator, fraction} {consequent, ratio}. Term can 

divide another term: a/b, x/y, and a*x^b / c*y^d. 

simplification 

Simplify fraction by factoring same number, variable, coefficient, or polynomial from both numerator and 

denominator. Then cancel factor. After all common factors cancel, smallest possible denominator {least common 

denominator} remains, and numerator is simplest. 

addition 

To add or subtract two simple fractions, first make denominators equal by multiplying each-fraction top and bottom 

by other-fraction denominator. Then add resulting numerators. Simplify fraction by factoring out terms, to make 

smallest possible denominator. 

multiplication 

To multiply two fractions, multiply numerators and multiply denominators. Simplify resulting fraction. 

division 

To divide two fractions, multiply top-fraction numerator by bottom-fraction denominator to make numerator. 

Multiply top-fraction denominator by bottom-fraction numerator to make denominator. Simplify fraction by factoring. 

rational numbers 

Integers divided by integers make rational numbers. 

 

common denominator 

Two fractions can have same denominator {common denominator}. 

 

solidus for fraction 

An oblique line {solidus, arithmetic} / denotes fraction. 

 

MATH>Arithmetic>Fraction>Types 

 

aliquot part 

Fractions {aliquot part} {unit fraction} can have the number one in numerators: 1/n. 



 

complex fraction 

Polynomials can divide into other polynomials {complex fraction}: (a*x + b) / (b*y + d). Alternatively, fractions can 

have numerator and/or denominator fractions: (3/4) / (7/8). 

 

continued fraction 

A fraction {continued fraction}| can have an integer plus a numerator-1 fraction, and that fraction can have a 

denominator with an integer plus a numerator-1 fraction, and so on: a + 1/(b + 1/(c + 1/(...))), where a, b, and c are 

integers. a + (b + (c + (...)^-1)^-1)^-1. Rational numbers can be terminating continued fractions. Quadratic irrational 

numbers can be non-terminating periodic continued fractions. Real numbers can be non-terminating non-periodic 

continued fractions. 

 

mediant fraction 

Two fractions, a1/b1 and a2/b2, can make a fraction {mediant fraction} whose value is between the original 

fractions: (a1 + a2) / (b1 + b2). 

 

partial fraction 

Fractions {partial fraction} can have form A / (a*x + b)^n or (A*x + B) / (a*x^2 + b*x + c)^2, and so on. Proper 

fractions can be sums of partial fractions whose denominators are proper-fraction denominator factors: 16/12 = 1/2 + 

1/3 + 1/2. 

 

proper fraction 

Numerator can be less than denominator {proper fraction}. Numerator can be greater than denominator {improper 

fraction}. 

 

similar fraction 

Fractions {similar fraction} can have same denominator. 

 

MATH>Arithmetic>Exponential 

 

exponent in arithmetic 

Variable or constant raised to power {exponent, arithmetic} indicates to multiply power number of times. For 

example, 2^4 = 2*2*2*2. Fractional exponents are roots. For example, square root has exponent 0.5: 4^0.5 = 2. 

 

involution 

Constant or variable can have power {involution, mathematics}. 

 

evolution 

Constant or variable can have nth root {evolution, mathematics}. 

 

zeroth power 

Bases can have exponent zero {zeroth power}: x^0. Bases, except zero, to zeroth power equal one: x^0 = 1 and 2^0 

= 1. Zero to zeroth power has no definition: 0^0 = null. 

 

MATH>Arithmetic>Exponential>Fractional 

 

fractional exponent 

Exponents {fractional exponent} can be fractions. If exponent is 1/2, find square root. If exponent is 1/3, find cube 

root. If exponent is 1/n, where n is integer, find nth root. Exponentials with fractional exponents, of form 1/n, have 

main roots {principal nth root}. 

 

radical sign 

Fractional exponent can have special root symbol {radical sign}, with fraction denominator placed in crook of 

radical sign. 

 



radicand 

Fractional exponent can have the base {radicand}, raised to fraction numerator, inside radical sign. 

 

MATH>Arithmetic>Exponential>Logarithm 

 

logarithm 

Powers {logarithm, exponential} of bases make numbers. For number e^2, ln(e^2) = 2. For number 100, log(100) = 

log(10^2) = 2. Taking logarithms and finding exponentials are inverses. 

 

Naperian logarithm 

Logarithms {Naperian logarithm} can use base 10. For example, log(100) = 2, because 10^2 = 100. 

 

natural logarithm 

Logarithms {natural logarithm, exponential}| {hyperbolic logarithm} can use base e. For example, ln(e^2) = 2. 

 

modulus of logarithm 

Numbers can multiply logarithms with one base to give logarithms with another base {modulus, logarithm}. 

 

MATH>Algebra 

 

algebra in math 

Mathematics {algebra} can be about functions and equations. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Term 

 

term 

A coefficient can multiply one or more variables raised to powers {term, algebra}. Terms can add. 

simplification 

To simplify terms with parentheses, first remove exponents outside parentheses by multiplying exponent by all term 

exponents, including exponents of 1. After removing parentheses, multiply term factors. Make term have fewest 

variables and coefficients. 

If term has more than one constant or repeats same variable, first multiply coefficients, including signs, to obtain one 

coefficient. Then, for all variables, add exponents. 

addition 

To add or subtract terms, first put terms in simplest form. Then add coefficients of terms that have same variables 

with same exponents. 

 

cosa 

unknowns {cosa}. 

 

similar term 

Terms {similar term} {like term} can differ only in numerical or literal coefficient. 

 

surd 

Expressions can have irrational numbers {surd}. Expressions {pure surd} can have irrational numbers in all terms. 

Expressions {entire surd} can have no rational factors. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Term>Coefficient 

 

coefficient of term 

Numbers {coefficient} {constant, algebra}, or letters that equal constants, can multiply variables. Coefficients have 

no exponent. 

 

literal coefficient 

Coefficients {literal coefficient} can use letters, instead of numbers. 

 



MATH>Algebra>Term>Variable 

 

variable in algebra 

Letters {variable, algebra} can have values. Variables can have constant or variable exponents. 

 

power of variable 

Variables {base, exponent} can have exponents {exponent, variable} {power, variable}. To multiply variable with 

exponent with same variable with exponent, add exponents: x^3 * x^2 = x^5. To divide variable with exponent by same 

variable with exponent, subtract exponents: x^3 / x^2 = x^1. To raise variable with exponent to power, multiply 

exponent and power: (e^x)^3 = e^(3*x). 

 

MATH>Algebra>Term>Sum 

 

monomial 

Expressions {monomial} can have one term. 

 

binomial 

Sums can have two terms {binomial}. 

 

trinomial 

Sums can have three terms {trinomial}. 

 

polynomial 

Sums can have more than one term {polynomial}. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Kinds 

 

Banach algebra 

Complex-number algebras {Banach algebra} can have norms. Norms can be absolute values. Product norm is less 

than or equal to product of norms. Real numbers, quaternions, or complex numbers form Banach algebra for 

multiplication when norm is absolute value. Banach algebra is associative. It can be commutative or non-commutative. 

It can have or not have identity element. 

 

division algebra 

Only real numbers, complex numbers, quaternions, and octonions allow division {division algebra}. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation 

 

equation general 

Two mathematical expressions can be equal {equation, algebra}. Mathematical expression can be less than or greater 

than another mathematical expression {inequality, mathematics}. 

 

fundamental theorem of algebra 

Polynomial equations have at least one solution {fundamental theorem of algebra}. The fundamental theorem of 

algebra requires complex numbers. 

 

bilinear equation 

Linear equations {bilinear equation} can have products of two variables: c*x*y + b = 0, where x and y are variables 

to first power, and c and b are constants. Bilinear equations can be sums of indexed variables: a11 * x1 * y1 + a12 * x1 

* y2 + ... + aNN * aN * yN, where aNN are constants, and xN and yN are indexed variables. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>Graph 

 

asymptote of graph 

Graphs can approach limiting slope {asymptote, graph}|, as independent variable approaches infinity or negative 

infinity. 



 

unit circle 

Circles {unit circle} can have center at origin of Cartesian coordinates and radius one unit. 

angle 

Unit-circle points define angle between radius and positive x-axis. 

Counterclockwise angle is positive. 90 degrees equals pi/2 radians. 180 degrees equals pi radians. 270 degrees equals 

3 * pi/2 radians. 

Clockwise angle is negative. -90 degrees equals -pi/2 radians. -180 degrees equals -pi radians. -270 degrees equals -3 

* pi/2 radians. 

coordinates 

Unit-circle point (x,y) relates to angle A by trigonometric functions: x = cos(A) and y = sin(A). Coordinates x and y 

relate: x^2 + y^2 = 1, because radius = 1. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>Solution 

 

root of equation 

Equation solutions {root, equation}| {zero, equation} are variable values that make equation true {solution, 

equation} {equation, solving}. Roots {null, equation} can be non-existent or zero. Equation-solution number equals 

equation degree. Two or more solutions can be equal {multiplicity, solution}. 

order 

Equations have highest exponent. Roots can be highest radical {order, radical} {radical, order}. 

homogeneity 

Equations can equal zero: f(x) = 0. Homogeneous equations have solutions. 

polynomial 

If polynomials have real-number coefficients, one factor is coefficient of highest-power term times product of 

polynomials of form (x - r) or (x^2 - (r + r')*x + r*(r')), where r is root and r' is root complex conjugate. Root complex 

conjugate is also a root. 

complex number 

If x and n are real, equation x^n = -1 solutions are complex numbers {roots of unity} {nth roots of unity}. For x^2 = 

-1, x = i. For x^3 = -1, x = i^(2/3). If w and z are complex, equation w^z = 1 solutions are log(1) = 0, 2 * pi * i, 4 * pi * 

i, 6 * pi * i, 8 * pi * i, ... 

In unit circle, solutions are regular-polygon vertices, forming complex-number cyclic group Zn, a finite 

multiplicative group. 

 

determinate equation 

If equations {determinate equation} have only one unknown variable, equation has a numerical solution. If equation 

{indeterminate equation} has more than one unknown variable, equation has solution in terms of unknowns. If 

unknowns number equals equation number, equation system has numerical solutions. If unknowns number is more than 

equation number, equation system has solutions in terms of unknowns. 

 

evaluation of expression 

Expressions can have numeric values {evaluation, expression}. 

 

checking solution 

To check solution steps {checking solution}, do additions and multiplications forward and backward, making sure 

that sign is correct. For (x - 3) / (x + 2) = x / (x - 2), x^2 - 2*x - 3*x + 6 = x^2 + 2, so 7x = 6. 

 

discriminant 

For general quadratic-equation solution, quantity {discriminant, solution} under square root sign is b^2 - 4*a*c. 

 

extraneous solution 

If unknowns number is less than equation number, solutions {extraneous solution}| can depend on other solutions. 

 

repeated root 

For polynomials divisible by (x - a)^n, root a {repeated root} repeats n times. 

 



signs and roots rule 

If polynomial equals zero and has two positive or negative terms in succession, at least one root is negative {signs 

and roots rule} {rule of signs and roots}. If polynomial equals zero and has positive term succeeding negative term, or 

negative term succeeding positive term, at least one root is positive. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>Solution>Methods 

 

extrapolation 

If you know two function points, two points make a line, and you can use the linear function to estimate function 

values {extrapolation}| for independent-variable values greater than the larger, or less than the smaller, of the point 

independent-variable values. 

 

interpolation 

If you know two function points, two points make a line, and you can use the linear function to estimate function 

values {interpolation}| for independent-variable values between the point independent-variable values. 

 

isolate variable 

All terms with unknown variable can be on left or right equation side {isolate variable}. 

process 

Remove exponents outside parentheses by multiplying. 

Remove all fractions and divisions by multiplying out all denominators. Factor denominator and cancel factors, 

divide into numerator to get quotient, or multiply both equation sides by denominator. 

Remove parentheses by performing all multiplications, to make sum of terms. 

Make irrational numbers or variables rational by taking both equation sides to power. 

Multiply repeated variables in terms to make one variable. 

Add similar terms. 

Add all constants. 

Put all terms containing unknown variable on one equation side. 

roots 

Assume left-side expression has unknown variable. Find left-side-expression roots by polynomial factoring or other 

method. Find right-side-expression roots. For whole equation, root is left-side-expression root minus right-side-

expression root. 

 

linearize 

If h is small compared to x, change (x + h)^n to x + n*h to remove exponent and make linear {linearize}. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>System 

 

system of linear equations 

Equation sets {linear-equation system} {system of linear equations} can have only variables to first power. To find 

roots, use determinant laws. To determine points and slopes, use determinant laws. To rearrange equations, use matrix 

laws. 

 

determinative system 

In equation systems {determinative system} {consistent system} {simultaneous system}, number of independent 

equations can equal number of variables, and all variables have numerical solutions. Number of independent equations 

can be less than number of variables {inconsistent system}, so not all variables have numerical solutions. If some 

equations are equivalent to others {dependent system}, not all variables have numerical solutions. Number of 

independent equations can be more than number of variables {overdetermined system}. 

 

triangular form 

For linear-equation systems {triangular form}, first linear equation can have only first variable, second equation can 

have only first and second variables, and so on. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>System>Solution 

 



Cramer rule 

For linear-equation system, variable equals determinant value divided by resultant-determinant value {Cramer's 

rule} {Cramer rule}. 

 

dialytic method 

If two equations contain unknown raised to power, eliminate unknown from both equations by substitution {dialytic 

method}. 

 

elimination from equation 

To eliminate a term {elimination, equation}, subtract one equation from another equation. If needed, multiply 

equation by coefficient or variable before subtracting. 

 

Gauss-Jordan elimination 

Dividing equations by coefficients and subtracting equations {Gauss-Jordan elimination} can solve equation 

systems. 

process 

Divide first row by first-variable coefficient {pivot element}, so first-variable coefficient is one. For other rows, 

subtract multiple of first row to make first-variable coefficient equal zero, and replace row with resulting row. 

Divide new second row by second-variable coefficient, so second-variable coefficient is one. For other rows, 

subtract multiple of second row to make second-variable coefficient equal zero, and replace row with resulting row. 

Follow same steps for all rows. Use pivoting to avoid dividing by zero. 

result 

All rows begin with variable with coefficient equal one. All rows begin with different variables: row n begins with 

nth variable. 

 

multiplier method 

To solve equation systems, multiply {multiplier method} one equation by a scalar to make unknown's coefficient the 

same as unknown's coefficient in a second equation. Then subtract first equation from second equation to eliminate 

term with the unknown. Multiplier method does not change resultant determinant. 

 

pivoting in equation solving 

Interchanging rows {partial pivoting} or interchanging rows and columns {full pivoting} can put term to eliminate 

on the diagonal {pivoting in equation solving}. Typically, pivot is largest term. 

 

power function of linear equations 

To solve linear-equation systems, sum all linear-equation powers to derive a power function and then find power-

function minimum {power function, linear equations}. 

 

substitution in equation 

To solve equation systems, rearrange equation terms to have only one variable on equation left side {substitution, 

equation}. In second equation containing that variable, substitute first-equation right side for variable, to eliminate 

variable from second equation. This is an example of replacing whole by sum of its parts. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>System>Matrix 

 

matrix 

Numbers, terms, and vectors can be in arrays {matrix, mathematics}. Two-dimensional matrices have vertical 

positions {column, matrix}, horizontal positions {row, matrix}, and elements {cell, matrix}. Infinite matrices can have 

any number of dimensions, with any number of elements, as in quantum mechanics. 

notation 

Matrix notation is braces. 

examples 

One-element matrix is scalar. One-row matrix is vector. 

multiplication 

Matrices have products of scalars, vectors, and matrices. 



purposes 

Matrix elements can represent relations between set members. Matrices can be truth-tables, with element T or F 

listed for statement pairs. Propositions can be matrices in Boolean algebra form. 

Matrices can be ordered-set components. Sequences can be n-dimensional matrices. 

Matrices can represent states and operations of mathematical groups, state spaces, and symmetries. Matrices can 

represent particle-pair spin states. 

Matrices can represent graphs. Rows and columns represent nodes. Elements are connection values between nodes. 

Matrices model linear equations. Quadratic expressions use matrices to find moments of inertia. Product of solution-

matrix transpose and coefficient matrix and solution matrix can find linear-equation solutions. 

 

element of matrix 

Matrices have cell values {element, matrix}. 

 

order of matrix 

Matrices have number of dimensions {order, matrix}. Scalars have order zero. Vectors have order one. Two-

dimensional matrices have order two. 

 

rank of matrix 

Matrices have maximum row or column number {rank, matrix}. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>System>Matrix>Characteristic 

 

characteristic equation 

For linear equations, matrix equations {characteristic equation, matrix} can set matrix determinant minus x times 

unit-matrix determinant equal to zero-matrix determinant: |M| - x * |1| = |0|. Solving for x gives equation roots. 

 

trace of matrix 

Characteristic-equation-root sums {trace, matrix} can be matrix parameters. Unitary matrices have invariant traces 

{character function} {group character} {character, matrix} that characterize the mathematical group that the matrix 

represents. 

 

characteristic value 

Coefficient-matrix A and solution-matrix X product can have a factor {lambda} {characteristic value}: A*X = 

lambda * X. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>System>Matrix>Operations 

 

matrix addition 

Adding corresponding elements adds matrices {matrix addition}. Adding vectors is an example. Summing matrices 

is like adding one effect to another effect to get total effect. 

 

matrix multiplication 

To multiply matrices {matrix multiplication} {matrix dot product}, multiply each row by each column. Matrix with 

m columns and n rows times matrix with n columns and p rows makes matrix of m columns and p rows. First-matrix 

rows and second-matrix columns must have same rank. For 1x1 matrices [a11] and [b11], matrix dot product is 

[a11*b11]. For 2x2 matrices [a11 a12 / a21 a22] and [b11 b12 / b21 b22], matrix dot product is [a11*b11 + a11*b21 

a12*b12 + a12*b22 / a21*b11 + a21*b21 a22*b12 + a22*b22]. For example, [1 2 / 3 4] . [5 4 / 3 2] = [1*5+1*3 

2*4+2*2 / 3*5+3*3 4*4+4*2]. 

vector 

Vector dot products are matrix multiplications of one-row 1xN matrix with one-column Nx1 matrix. 

properties 

Matrix multiplication is not commutative but is associative. 

purposes 

Multiplying matrices indicates results of interactions between two effects. Squaring matrix is like repeating 

operation. 

 



matrix cross product 

Cross products {matrix cross product} of two square matrices indicate interactions between set-A and set-B 

members: A x B. Matrix cross products can find extensive quantities, such as area, from intensive quantities, such as 

vector distances. Matrix cross products are differences between matrix dot product and reverse matrix dot product: A x 

B = (A . B) - (B . A). Only square matrices can have matrix cross products. Matrix cross products find square matrices. 

For 1x1 matrices [a11] and [b11], matrix cross product is [a11*b11 - b11*a11] = [0]. For 2x2 matrices [a11 a12 / a21 

a22] and [b11 b12 / b21 b22], matrix cross product is [a11*b11 + a11*b21 a12*b12 + a12*b22 / a21*b11 + a21*b21 

a22*b12 + a22*b22] - [b11*a11 + b11*a21 b12*a12 + b12*a22 / b21*a11 + b21*a21 b22*a12 + b22*a22] = [a11*b11 

+ a11*b21 - b11*a11 - b11*a21 a12*b12 + a12*b22 - b12*a12 - b12*a22 / a21*b11 + a21*b21 - b21*a11 - b21*a21 

a22*b12 + a22*b22 - b22*a12 - b22*a22] = [a11*b21 - b11*a21 a12*b22 - b12*a22 / a21*b11 - b21*a11 a22*b12 - 

b22*a12]. If both matrices are the same, matrix cross product is zero matrix: A x A = 0. Matrix cross products are not 

commutative: A x B = (A . B) - (B . A) <> (B . A) - (A . B) = B x A. 

 

Cayley-Hamilton theorem 

If M is a square matrix and another matrix is equivalent to M, their difference is zero matrix {Cayley-Hamilton 

theorem}. Theorem helps find characteristic equation. 

 

conjugate transpose 

For non-unitary matrices, replacing each matrix element by its complex conjugate and transposing the matrix 

{Hermitean operation, transposing} makes the same matrix {conjugate transpose}. For unitary matrices, matrix 

conjugate transpose is matrix inverse. 

 

equivalence operation 

Interchanging any two matrix rows does not change matrix meaning {equivalence operation}. Multiplying all 

elements in row by non-zero number does not change matrix meaning. Replacing row by sum of itself and another row 

does not change matrix meaning. 

 

Hermitean operation 

Replacing each matrix element by its complex conjugate and transposing matrix {Hermitean operation, matrix} 

makes a matrix. Hermitean operators follow general eigenvalue theory, where (R(f),g) = (f,R(g)) and R is linear. 

 

trace as sum 

Square-matrix diagonal elements have a sum {trace, sum}. Matrix-product trace is first-matrix trace times second-

matrix trace. Finding matrix-product traces is commutative: trace(A . B) = trace(B . A). 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>System>Matrix>Kinds 

 

cofactor matrix 

Matrices {cofactor matrix} can represent linear-equation systems. Columns are variables plus one column for 

constant. Rows are equations. Elements are variable coefficients. Alternatively, elements can be variables, and columns 

can be variable coefficients. 

 

augmented matrix 

Variable-coefficient and constant matrices {augmented matrix} can represent linear-equation systems. 

 

adjoint matrix 

Matrices have associated matrix {adjoint matrix} that replaces each element by its cofactor. 

 

complex-number matrix 

Complex numbers are equivalent to 2x2 real-number matrices {complex-number matrix} whose diagonal elements 

are equal and whose off-diagonal elements are equal but opposite in sign: a + b*i = (a b / -b a), where / indicates row 

end. For example, i equals (0 1 / -1 0), and 1 equals (1 0 / 0 1). Complex numbers and 2x2 real-number matrices have 

the same results under addition and multiplication, and the determinant of 2x2 real-number matrices equals the absolute 

value of their complex numbers. 

 



inverse matrix 

Non-singular matrices have associated matrices {inverse matrix} that are reciprocals of determinant times adjoint 

matrix. To find matrix inverse, replace each element by its cofactor divided by matrix determinant. Matrix inverse can 

solve equations. Linear-equation system has coefficient matrix A, solution matrix X, and cofactor matrix B. A-inverse 

times A times X equals B: A^-1 * A * X = B. Solution matrix X equals coefficient-matrix A inverse times adjoint 

matrix B: X = A^-1 * B. 

 

Jordan canonical form 

Matrices can have standard forms {Jordan canonical form}. 

 

normal form 

Matrices can be the identity matrix {normal form, matrix}. 

 

quadratic form 

Linear-equation systems have variable-coefficient matrices {quadratic form} and solution matrices. Solution matrix 

X transpose times variable-coefficient matrix A times solution matrix X equals bivariate sum with three coefficients: 

(transpose of X) * A * X = a*x*x + b*x*y + c*y*y. 

 

singular matrix 

Matrices {singular matrix} can have determinant equal zero. Matrices {non-singular matrix} can have determinant 

not equal zero. 

 

square matrix 

Matrices {square matrix} can have same number of rows and columns. 

 

transpose matrix 

Square matrices {transpose matrix} {transverse matrix} can interchange rows and columns. Matrix transpose can be 

same as matrix {symmetric matrix}, negative of matrix {skew symmetric matrix}, or conjugate of matrix {conjugate 

matrix}. Transposition can define square matrices {Hermitean matrix} {skew Hermitean matrix}. Adjoint matrices 

have transposes. Inverse transverse-matrix can equal matrix {orthogonal matrix}. 

 

triangular matrix 

If principal diagonal is not all zeroes, matrices {triangular matrix} can transform to have only zeroes on left or right 

of principal diagonal. 

 

unimodular matrix 

Square matrices {unimodular matrix} can have determinant equal one. 

 

unitary matrix 

Matrices {unitary matrix} can have ones on diagonal and zeroes everywhere else. Products of two unitary matrices 

make a unitary matrix. 

group 

Mathematical groups have representations {representational theory, group} as sets of same-order square unitary 

matrices, whose determinants equal one. For groups, square unitary matrices make an orthonormal basis-vector set. 

group: trace 

Unitary-matrix traces are invariant under transformation. Traces characterize the mathematical group. All class 

members have same trace. Different class characters are orthogonal. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>System>Determinant 

 

determinant in mathematics 

Matrices define square element arrays {determinant, equation}|. Determinant symbol uses vertical lines at array 

sides: |A|. For square matrix, determinant elements are same as matrix elements. Second-order square matrices have 

rows "a b" and "c d": {a b / c d}, where / denotes row end. Determinant is |a b / c d|. Second-order square matrices have 

four elements. Third-order square matrices have nine elements. Fourth-order square matrices have 16 elements. 



value 

Determinants have scalar values, which are like area. To find determinant value, multiply each element of first 

column or first row by its signed minor. Add all products. 

value: dependence 

If a determinant row is a linear combination of other rows, determinant value equals zero. 

value: triangular matrix 

For triangular matrices, determinant value is product of principal-diagonal elements. 

inverse 

If matrix has determinant value zero, matrix is singular and has no inverse. 

equation system 

Equation systems have coefficient and constant arrays. Resultant determinant has variable coefficients: 2*x + 3*y = 

0 and 4*x + 5*y = 0 goes to |2 3 / 4 5| = 2*5 + -3*4 = 2*5 + -4*3 = -2. Variables have determinants. Constants column 

replaces variable-coefficient column. For variable x, |0 3 / 0 5| = 0*5 + -3*0 = 0*5 + -0*3 = 0. 

Determinative non-homogeneous linear-equation systems have determinant value not equal zero. Determinative 

homogeneous systems of linear equations have determinant value zero. To find variable values, use coefficient and 

constant determinant. 

 

minor 

Determinant elements can have subdeterminants {minor, determinant} containing elements that are not in same row 

and column. For determinant with rows "a b" and "c d", element-a minor is d, because a is in first row and column, and 

d is not in first row and not in first column. The smallest minor is one element. 

 

cofactor of determinant 

Minors {signed minor} {cofactor}| can have sign. Sign depends on sum of element row and column positions. If 

element is in row and column whose sum is odd, sign is -1. If element is in row and column whose sum is even, sign is 

+1. For determinant |a b / c d|, a's signed minor is +d, because element a has row 1 and column 1, which sum to 2, 

which is even. b's signed minor is -c, because element b has row 1 and column 2, which sum to 3, which is odd. 

Therefore, determinant value is a*d - b*c. 

 

modulus of determinant 

Determinants can have squares, cubes, and higher powers {modulus, determinant}. 

 

rank of determinant 

Determinants have a number of rows {rank, determinant}. Determinants have same number of columns, because 

they are square. Matrix rank is biggest non-zero-determinant number of rows. 

 

Sarrus rule 

To find determinant value, copy determinant {Sarrus rule} {rule of Sarrus}. Write all determinant rows, except last 

row, below copy. Multiply elements on each diagonal. Change sign on ascending diagonals, going down to right, but 

not sign on descending diagonals, going up to right. Add terms. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>System>Determinant>Types 

 

Hessian determinant 

For a matrix representing linear homogeneous equations, partial-derivative coefficient determinant {Hessian 

determinant} indicates inflection points. 

 

Jacobian determinant 

Determinants {Jacobian determinant} {functional determinant} can be for coordinate transformations: double 

integral of F(x,y) * dx * dy = double integral of G(u,v) * determinant(fu, fv, gu, gv) * du * dv. Jacobian determinants 

have two rows of partial derivatives, one row for F(x,y) and one row for G(u,v). Jacobian determines scalar for unit 

vectors. Jacobians can determine normal vectors at function intersections. 

 

similar determinant 

Product of determinant inverse and second determinant B and first determinant A calculates third determinant C 

{similar determinant}, which is similar to second determinant: A^-1 * B * A = C. 



 

MATH>Algebra>Equation>Kinds 

 

cyclotomic equation 

Equation x^p - 1 = 0 {cyclotomic equation}, where p is prime number and x is independent variable, constructs 

polygons in circles. Polygons in circles have rotation-symmetry groups. 

 

defective equation 

Lower-order equations {defective equation} can derive from equations. 

 

Diophantine equation 

Polynomial equations {Diophantine equation} can have integer coefficients. It can have integer solutions. If system 

of Diophantine equations has nine variables, no algorithm can decide if system has integer solutions. 

 

homogeneous equation 

Linear equations {homogeneous equation}| can have constant equal zero. 

 

parametric equation 

Equations {parametric equation} can depend on one variable. For example, line has parametric equations x = x1 + 

t*A and y = y1 + t*B, where t is parameter, A and B are constants, x and y are coordinates, and (x1,y1) is point on line. 

Line slope is B/A, if A is not 0. If A = 0, line is parallel to y-axis. 

 

periodic equation 

Wave equation {periodic equation} repeats at regular intervals: y = A * sin(a*x + b) or y = A * cos(a*x + b) or y = 

A * sin(a*x + b) + B * cos(c*x + d), where A is maximum y amplitude, a and b are constants, and x is independent 

variable. Phase angle is a*x + b. Angle phase shift from 0 is -b/a. 

 

proportion 

Two ratios can be equal {proportion} {analogy, mathematics}: a/b = c/d. In proportion, variable can be in numerator 

and another variable can be in other numerator {direct variation} {direct proportion}: x/3 = y/4. In proportions, product 

of two variables can be in numerator {inverse variation} {inverse proportion}: x*y = 4. Direct or inverse proportion 

can have a constant {proportionality constant}: c * (x/3) = y/4 or c * (x*y) = 4. 

Proportions can change to product equalities by multiplying {cross-multiply} both equation sides by denominator 

product: x/3 = y/4 goes to 12 * x/3 = 12 * y/4 = 4*x = 3*y. 

 

symmetric equation 

Two-variable equations {symmetric equation} can interchange x and y to make same equation. 
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quadratic equation 

Equations {quadratic equation} {second-degree equation} {quadric equation} can have one variable raised to second 

power. Quadratic equations have form a*x^2 + b*x + c = 0. Solution is x = (-b + (b^2 - 4*a*c)^0.5)/(2*a) and x = (-b - 

(b^2 - 4*a*c)^0.5)/(2*a). Quantity under square root is b^2 - 4*a*c {discriminant, quadratic equation}. 

square 

If quadratic equation has form a^2 * x^2 + b * x = c, add (b/(2*a))^2 to both equation sides {completing the square}. 

Factor left side: (a*x + b/(2*a))^2 = c. Take square root of both sides: a*x + b/(2*a) = c^0.5. Solve for x: x = (-b/(2*a) 

+ c^0.5)/a. 

factoring 

If quadratic equation has form a*(x - r1)*(x - r2) = 0, then x = r1, x = r2, a = r1 + r2, and r1 * r2 = c/a. 

graph 

Quadratic-equation graph has U-shape. 

 

cubic equation 

Equations {cubic equation} can have variable raised to third power. General cubic equation has a solution. 

 



quartic equation 

Equations {quartic equation} can have variable raised to fourth power. General quartic equation has a solution. 

 

n-tic equation 

General degree-higher-than-four equations {n-tic equation} do not have solutions. 
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linear equation 

Equations {linear equation} {first-degree equation} can have variables raised only to first power. 

graph 

Linear-equation graph is a straight line. 

form 

Standard form is a1 * x1 + a2 * x2 + ... + aN * xN = b, where b is constant, a1 to aN are coefficients, and x1 to xN 

are variables. 

homogeneous 

Linear homogeneous equations equal zero. 

one variable 

Linear equation can have only one variable: a1 * x1 = b. Straight line can have point where line intercepts y-axis {y-

intercept} and point where line intercepts x-axis {x-intercept}. Straight line inclines to x-axis {slope, line}. 

 

general form of linear equation 

Linear equation can have form a*y + b*x = c {general form}. x = (c - a*y) / b. Slope is -b/a. y-intercept is c/a. 

 

intercept form of linear equation 

Linear equation can have form x/a + y/b = 1 {intercept form, line}. y-intercept is a. x-intercept is b. 

 

normal equation of linear equation 

Straight lines in planes can have length p. x * cos(A) + y * sin(A) - p = 0 {normal equation}, where A is angle that 

perpendicular from origin (0,0) to straight line makes with positive x-axis. 

 

point-slope form of linear equation 

Linear equation can have form y - A = m * (x - B) {point-slope form}. (B,A) is line point. Slope is m. 

 

slope-intercept form of linear equation 

Linear equation can have form y = m*x + b {slope-intercept form}. x = (y - b) / m. Slope is m. y-intercept is b. 
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algebra as system 

Sets, such as numbers, can have two operations, such as addition and multiplication {algebra, system} {formal 

system, algebra}. Operations map elements, or element pairs, to elements: 1 + 2 = 3. Arithmetic is algebra. Elements 

are real numbers, and operations are addition and multiplication. 

 

associative law of addition 

In arithmetic, a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c {associative law of addition}. 

 

associative law of multiplication 

In arithmetic, a * (b * c) = (a * b) * c {associative law of multiplication}. 

 

commutative law of addition 

In arithmetic, a + b = b + a {commutative law of addition}. 

 

commutative law of multiplication 

In arithmetic, a * b = b * a {commutative law of multiplication}. 

 



distributive law 

In arithmetic, a * (b + c) = a*b + a*c {distributive law}. 

 

identity element of system 

A number {identity element, addition} can sum with another number to make second number. A number {identity 

element, multiplication} can multiply with another number to make second number. In arithmetic, 0 is additive identity 

and 1 is multiplicative identity. 

 

inverse element of system 

In arithmetic, numbers has numbers {additive inverse} {inverse element, algebra} that can add to make additive 

identity element: n + -n = 0. Numbers have numbers {multiplicative inverse} that can multiply to make multiplicative-

identity element: n * (1/n) = 1. 

 

Jacobi identity 

In non-associative algebras, association-axiom replacement {Jacobi identity} can be (a, (b, c)) + (b, (c, a)) + (c, (a, 

b)) = 0. Commutative-axiom replacement can be (a, b) = -(b, a). 
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mathematical function 

In algebraic-operation sequences {mathematical function} {function, mathematics}, every domain value can result 

in only one range value. Defined variable {dependent variable, function} equals function of original variable 

{independent variable, function}: y = f(x). Functions can have more than one independent variable: y = f(x1, x2, ...). 

domain 

Independent variable value is in a possible-value set. 

range 

Dependent variable value is in a possible-value set. 

mapping 

Domain elements correspond to one range element {image, range} {mapping, range}: x -> y. 

one-to-one correspondence 

Domain element can correspond to only one range element, and range elements can correspond to only one domain 

element. 

relation 

In algebraic-operation sequences {relation, function}, every domain value can result in one or more range values. 

Independent-variable values can result in more than one dependent-variable value. Relations are about order, 

symmetry, transitivity, reflexivity, equivalence, material implication, inclusion, one-to-one correspondence, and many-

to-one correspondence relations. 

relation: explicit 

Two variables can directly relate {explicit relation} {explicit function}. Example is y = 3*x. 

relation: implicit 

Two variables can relate to same parameter {implicit relation} {implicit function, algebra}. Example is x = t and y = 

3*t, so y = 3*x. 

relation: reflexive 

Symbol, concepts, or sentences can refer to itself. Example is "This sentence is true." Relations can relate domain 

elements to themselves {reflexive relation}. Example is the equality relation x = x. 

relation: anti-reflexive 

Relations can relate no domain element to itself {anti-reflexive relation}. Example is the inequality relation: y > x. 

relation: non-reflexive 

One or more domain elements can not relate to itself {non-reflexive relation}. 

relation: recursive 

Relations can repeatedly apply algebraic-operation sequences to domain elements to make successive terms 

{recursive relation} {recurring sequence} {recurring series}: for example, x, x + x = 2*x, 2*x + x = 3*x, ..., (n - 1)*x + 

x = n*x. In recursive relations, nth term has coefficient {scale, relation}. 

relation: transitive 

Relations {transitive relation} can preserve value order. Example is if a > b and b > c, then a > c. 



variation: monotonic decreasing 

Quantities can always decrease or stay the same {monotonic decreasing}. 

variation: monotonic increasing 

Quantities can always increase or stay the same {monotonic increasing}. 

variation: joint 

Variables can vary directly with product of other variables {joint variation}. 

variation: combined 

Variables can relate to expressions of other variables {combined variation}. 

variation: invariance 

After transformation, functions can result in same product as before. By energy conservation, functions that calculate 

energy have invariance. Invariants are covariants of order zero. 

 

generalized function 

Discontinuous functions {generalized function} can have derivatives. 

 

linear function operations 

Sum of a * f(x) + b * g(x) equals a * (sum of f(x)) + b * (sum of g(x)) {linear function, operations}. Sum from x = m 

to x = n of f(x) equals (sum from x = m to x = p of f(x)) + (sum from x = p + 1 to x = n of f(x)), where m < p < n. Sum 

from x = m to x = m of f(x) equals f(m). Sum from k = 1 to k = n of k equals (n^2 + n) / 2. Sum from k = 1 to k = n of 

k^2 equals (2 * n^3 + 3 * n^2 + n) / 6. 

 

moment 

Difference between value and mean or another value can have power {moment, function}: (x - u)^2. First moment is 

first power of difference: x - u. Second moment {variance, moment} is second power of difference: (x - u)^2. Third 

moment {skewness, moment} is third power of difference: (x - u)^3. Fourth moment {kurtosis, moment} is fourth 

power of difference: (x - u)^4. 

 

singularity in function 

Function can have points {singularity, function} where it has multiple values {degeneracy, function} and so is not a 

function. 

boundary 

Line can have all or many singular points {natural boundary}. 

types 

Polynomial functions can go to infinity {pole, singularity}. Function main term can have form ln(x) {logarithmic 

singularity} {logarithmic branch point}. Function can go to infinity but have bound {removable singularity}. Pole, 

logarithmic singularity, removable singularity, and essential singularity have no other singularities nearby {isolated 

singularity}. f(x) * (x - c)^n, where n is integer greater than 0, can be not differentiable {essential singularity}. 
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domain of function 

Independent variables have possible values {domain, variable}|. 

 

range of function 

Dependent variables have possible values {range, variable}|. 

 

critical value 

Function values {critical value} at endpoint, undefined point, and optimum are the most-important values. 

 

intermediate value theorem 

For function over interval, domain value gives range value that is between range values at interval endpoints 

{intermediate value theorem}. 

 

correspondence rule 

Domain members can map to only one range member {correspondence rule, function} {rule of correspondence}, 

because function has only one value. 



 

equipotent set 

Function and inverse can have same number of elements in domain and range {equipotent set}. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Function>Map 

 

mapping of function 

If domain elements correspond to only one range element, and range elements correspond to only one domain 

element, domain and range elements have one-to-one correspondence {mapping, function}. Functions and their inverse 

functions map. 

 

conformal map 

Two functions can map {conformal map} in an ordered sequence, with no overlaps or gaps. Angles are the same as 

in Euclidean space. Shapes stay the same, but sizes change. 

 

Riemann mapping theorem 

Complex-plane closed region, bounded by closed loop that has no intersections, can holomorphically map onto 

complex-plane unit disc {Riemann mapping theorem}. Two simply connected planes can conformally map one-to-one. 

One inner and one boundary point of one plane are in other plane. Transformations on unit circles through z = -1 makes 

airfoil shapes {Zhoukowski airfoil transformation} {Joukowski airfoil transformation}. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Function>Transformation 

 

analytic continuation 

Starting with holomorphic function in complex-plane region, the function can extend to other domains by moving 

along path to points that allow overlapping regions {analytic continuation}. Different paths result in different 

extensions. 

 

contravariance 

Tensors can project onto coordinate systems, with basis vectors, to find coefficients {contravariance}|. Spatial-

coordinate differentials dx^i make simplest contravariant vector {rank one tensor}. Contravariant coefficients 

contracted with metric tensor give covariant coefficients. 

 

covariance 

Transforming functions can result in same product {covariance}| times a constant or a power of determinant 

{modulus, covariance}. For tensors, covariance transforms basis-vector coefficients into other basis-vector coefficients. 

 

family of functions 

Function groups {family of functions} can differ by algebraic parameter. 

 

invariance of function 

Transforming functions can have same results {invariance, function}. Energy conservation requires that total energy 

be invariant. Functions can remain the same under linear transformations {algebraic invariant}. Invariants are 

covariants of order zero. 
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entire function 

In plane regions, functions {entire function} can be single-valued and have no singularities. 

 

greatest integer function 

Functions {greatest integer function} can have range equal nearest lower integer when domain is a real number. 

 

identity function 

Functions {identity function} can have range equal to domain. 

 



infinite function 

As independent variable approaches value, function {infinite function} can approach +infinity, -infinity, or 

(infinity)^-1 = 0. 

 

inverse function 

Functions that have one range value for each domain value and one domain value for each range value {bijective} 

can exchange domain and range {inverse function}. Reciprocals of relations can be relations {inverse relation}: x * 

R^1 * y = y * R^-1 * x. In the plane, inverse-function graphs reflect function graphs around line at 45-degree angle to 

x-axis and y-axis. 

 

multiple-valued function 

At points, inverses of single-valued functions can have multiple values {multiple-valued function} {multivalued 

function}. Multiple-valued functions are not functions. 

 

postage stamp function 

Functions {postage stamp function} can have intervals with higher or lower constant range. Graphs look like stair 

steps. 

 

prime function 

Functions {prime function} can be a sum from k = 1 to k = s of k^(-s), where p is prime number, and s is positive 

number. It equals product from p = 1 to p = s of (1 - p^(-s))^(-1). 

 

reciprocal 

Number or expression can have inverse {reciprocal}: 1/x. 
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Bessel function 

Functions {Bessel function} can have values P0(x) = 1, P1(x) = x, ..., PN(x) = ?, where P is function over interval, N 

is positive integer representing interval, and x is domain value. Bessel functions include beta functions. 

 

beta function 

Gamma of z plus w can divide into gamma of z times gamma of w {beta function}: beta(w,z) = (gamma(z) * 

gamma(w)) / gamma(z + w). Beta functions are Bessel functions. Beta of z and w equals beta of w and z. Beta function 

equals integral from x = 0 to x = 1 of x^(z - 1) * (1 - x)^(w - 1) * dx. 
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Cauchy formula 

Holomorphic-function value at origin {Cauchy formula} is (1 / (2 * pi * i)) * contour integral (f(z)/z) * dz. 

Holomorphic-function value at point p is (1 / (2 * pi * i)) * contour integral (f(z)/(z - p)) * dz. Holomorphic-function 

nth-derivative value at origin is (n! / (2 * pi * i)) * contour integral (f(z)/z^(n + 1)) * dz. 

 

complex function 

Functions {complex function} {complex-valued function} can use complex variables: F(z), where z is complex 

variable. Complex function has form M + i*N, where M and N are real expressions, and i is imaginary number. For 

complex function F(z) = M + i*N, F(z') = M - i*N, where z' is z complex conjugate {fundamental theorem of complex 

numbers}. 

 

elliptic function 

Complex-number analytic functions {elliptic function} can be doubly periodic, be single-valued, have poles, and 

have singularity at infinity. Elliptic functions are power-series-equation solutions. They are elliptic-integral inverses. 

They are complex functions, because period ratios cannot be real numbers. 

Weierstrass 

Differential equations can have form dx^2 / dt^2 = A + B * x + C * x^2, where x is complex number. It has integral 

solutions {Weierstrass elliptic function}. 



Jacobi 

Differential equations can have form dx^2 / dt^2 = A + B * x + C * x^2 + D * x^3, where x is complex number. It 

has integral solutions {Jacobi elliptic function}. 

Elliptic functions {Jacobian functions} can have higher powers. Determinants give solutions. 

Darboux 

Integrals {elliptic integral} {Darboux integral} can be (integral of P(x)) / (R(x))^0.5, where P is rational function, R 

is fourth-degree polynomial, and x is complex variable. 

Abelian 

Elliptic functions {Abelian integral} can have integral additions. They can also have algebraic and logarithmic 

terms. Integral of (R(u, z)) * dz, where f(u, z) = 0, requires more than one integral to describe domain. For Abelian 

integrals, equation genus is number of integrals needed to express solution {Abel's theorem}. 

 

holomorphic function 

Complex analytic functions {holomorphic function} {holomorphic map} {differential function} {complex 

differentiable function} {regular function} can be differentiable for all derivatives. 

equations 

Complex-function real-part derivative with variable real part can equal complex-function imaginary-part derivative 

with variable imaginary part. Complex-function real-part derivative with variable imaginary part can equal negative of 

complex-function imaginary-part derivative with variable real part {Cauchy-Riemann equations, holomorphic 

function}. If Cauchy-Riemann equations hold, integrating on any path between two real complex-plane points obtains 

same result. 

holomorphy 

Paths can be deformable into each other or not {holomorphy}. Deformability allows canceling by going over same 

portion in opposite directions {homology, holomorphy}. Non-deformability does not allow canceling {homotopy, 

holomorphy}. If path has singularity, different paths are not homologous. At infinitesimal limit, holomorphic functions 

can be conformal, non-reflective, and orientation-preserving, so the only transformations are additions and 

multiplications. Reciprocal functions are holomorphic. Transformations (a*z + b)/(c*z + d) {bilinear transformation} 

{Möbius transformation, holomorphy} are holomorphic. Laplace equation in two dimensions has holomorphic function 

solutions. 

 

hyperfunction 

Difference between holomorphic-function positive-frequency part and negative of negative-frequency part makes a 

function {hyperfunction}. Hyperfunctions have sums, derivatives, and products with analytic functions. Two 

hyperfunctions have no product. Hyperfunctions can represent Heaviside step function, Dirac delta function, and all 

analytic and holomorphic functions. 

 

Riemann surface 

Multiple-valued complex functions {Riemann surface} can be complex-plane spirals {winding space, spiral}. 

point 

Riemann surfaces have a central point {branch point} about which to turn. 

infinity 

Surfaces can rejoin after a finite number of turns {finite order, surface} or can be infinite. 

logarithm function 

Logarithm-function Riemann surface is not compact but can compact to Riemann sphere. 

Riemann sphere 

The simplest compact/closed Riemann surface {Riemann sphere} has complex plane goes through equator. Complex 

plane stereographically projects onto one hemisphere, and its reciprocal projects onto other hemisphere. Circles or 

straight lines on complex planes are circles on spheres. 

genus 

Sphere has genus 0, because it has no complex moduli and has three holomorphic self-transformation parameters, for 

bilinear transformations. Torus has genus 1, because it has one complex modulus and one holomorphic self-

transformation parameter, for translation. Genus 2 has three complex moduli and no holomorphic self-transformation 

parameters. Genus n has 3*n - 3 complex moduli and no holomorphic self-transformation parameters. 

 



Riemann zeta function 

If Riemann hypothesis is true, functions {Riemann zeta function} can find number of primes less than N. Riemann 

zeta function is Dirichlet series. For complex numbers, zeta(z) = 1^-z + 2^-z + 3^-z + ..., which converges if z real part 

> 1, zeta(z) = 0, and z = -2, -4, -6, ... If imaginary numbers are input to zeta function, output can equal 0. Riemann zeta 

function equals infinity if z = 0 or 1. 

Riemann hypothesis 

Riemann zeta function converges if z real part = -0.5 {Riemann hypothesis} {Riemann problem}. This has no proof 

yet. 

primes 

If Riemann hypothesis is true, equation-zero locations give prime-number locations. 

properties 

For numbers x and N, zeta(x) = 1 + 1/2^x + 1/3^x + ... + 1/N^x. If x = 1, zeta is harmonic series. For x = 2, zeta 

converges to (pi)^2/6 [Euler, 1748], so sum of rational fractions gives transcendental number. 

 

theta function 

Elliptic functions can have inverses {theta function, elliptic}. Sum from z = -infinity to z = +infinity of e^(-t * n^2 + 

2 * n * i * z), where n is 0 or positive integer, and t is parameter. If t > 0, theta has real part. 

 

winding space 

Multiple-valued complex functions can be sheets or spirals {winding space, function} in complex-plane Riemann 

surfaces. 
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continuous function 

Over an interval, at domain points, function {continuous function} limits can equal range values. All polynomials 

are continuous functions. At points, if two functions are continuous, their sums, products, and quotients are continuous. 

 

discrete function 

Over an interval, at domain points, function {discrete function} limits can not equal range values. Functions can 

have values only at a finite number of points. Finite strings can represent finite discrete point sets, so discrete functions 

can map finite strings onto finite strings. 
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catenary 

Flexible heavy cable hanging from two ends makes a curve {catenary} with function y = a * cosh(x/a). y = a if x = 0. 

 

lacunary 

Functions {lacunary} can have natural boundaries. 
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error function 

Functions {error function} can have value (2 / (pi^0.5)) * integral from t = 0 to t = z of e^(-t^2) * dt. 

 

exponential function 

Functions {exponential function, power} can have constant base {radix, base} {base, radix} raised to variable 

power: 10^x and e^x. exp(x) equals e^x if base is e or equals 10^x if base is 10. Exponential functions are logarithmic-

function inverses. 

 

Laplace transform 

Functions {Laplace transform} can be integral from t = 0 to t = +infinity of e^(-s*t) * F(t) * dt. If function value is 

1/s, then F(t) = 1. Integral from x = 0 to x = infinity of integral of y = 0 to y = infinity of e^(-u*x - v*y) * F(x,y) * dx * 

dy is Laplace transform. 

 



logarithmic function 

Functions {logarithmic function, exponential} can use variable powers of constant bases. ln(x) depends on base e 

{natural logarithm, base}. log(x) depends on base 10 {common logarithm}. Logarithms are exponential inverses. 

Taking logarithm of value gives exponent to use with base. log(100) = x = log(10^x) = 2. ln(e^x) = x. 

product 

Product logarithm equals sum of factor logarithms {law of exponents}: log(M * N) = log(M) + log(N). 

Exponential-function product equals exponential function of exponent sum: exp(x) * exp(y) = exp(x + y). 

hyperbola 

Logarithm equals area under hyperbola integrated from 1 to y, because hyperbola has equation y = 1/x, and integral 

of 1/y is logarithm. 

line 

Exponential equals 1 + n + n^2 / 2, for value n. Therefore, exponential equals 1 plus value plus area under line plus 

area under line at 45-degree angle. 
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comb function 

Filtering functions {comb function} {shah function} {sampling function} can have unit amplitude, zero width, and 

unit area at regular intervals: _|_|_|_|_. Comb filter selects points or intervals. 

 

Dirac delta function 

Filtering functions {Dirac delta function} {pulse filter} can have infinite amplitude, zero width, and unit area: __|__. 

The pulse filter selects point or interval. 

 

filter function 

Functions {filter function} can sample another function at intervals, to measure spatial wave-front spectrum or 

reveal pattern shape and size. 

 

pi function 

Filtering functions {rectangle function} {pi function} can equal one over interval and equal zero elsewhere: __-__. 

Filter selects point or interval. 

 

triangle function 

Filtering functions {triangle function} can equal zero except over interval where it rises then falls linearly at 45-

degree angle: __A__. Filter selects interval and weights middle most and ends least. 
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gamma function 

Functions {gamma function} can be gamma(n) = (n! * n^z) / (z * (z + 1) * (z + 2) * ... * (z + n)), where n is number. 

It has limit at infinity. Gamma function is integral {Euler's integral} from t = 0 to t = infinity of t^(z - 1) * e^(-t) * dt. 

Value at z + 1 is z! = product from i = 1 to i = z of integral from x = 0 to x = 1 of (-log(x))^z * dx. 

 

psi function 

Functions {psi function} {digamma function} can be derivatives of gamma divided by gamma, so value at z + 1 is 

value at z plus 1 divided by z: psi(z + 1) = psi(z) + 1/z. 
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even function 

Functions {even function} can not change sign or absolute value when independent-variable sign changes. Even-

function graphs are symmetric to y-axis. 

 

odd function 

Functions {odd function} can change sign when independent-variable sign changes. Odd-function graphs are 

symmetric to origin. 
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form for polynomial 

Forms {form, polynomial} are polynomial expressions. Forms can have any variable degree or number {module, 

polynomial} {modular system}. Forms have finite numbers of basic forms {basis, polynomial}, which make complete 

systems {Hilbert's basis theorem, form}. 

 

degree 

In polynomials, variable has highest exponent {degree, polynomial} {index, polynomial}. For example, polynomial 

x^2 + 4*x has degree 2. 

 

graphing of function 

For one-variable functions, variable power determines graph {graphing}. 

Linear function has first power and is straight line, with slope and y-intercept. 

Quadratic function has second power and is parabola, with two x-intercepts and one y-intercept. 

Cubic equation has third power and has S shape, with three x-intercepts and one y-intercept. 

Products of independent and dependent variables, x*y, are hyperbolas. 

conics 

General functions can add two variables, each raised to second and first power: A * x^2 + B * y^2 + C * x + D * y + 

E. Functions can equal zero. Equations are ellipses if b^2 - 4*a*c < 0, hyperbolas if b^2 - 4*a*c > 0, and parabolas if 

b^2 - 4*a*c = 0. 

 

undetermined coefficients 

If two polynomials are equal, then coefficients of terms with same variables with same exponents are equal 

{undetermined coefficients principle} {principle of undetermined coefficients}. 

 

MATH>Algebra>Function>Kinds>Polynomial>Operations 

 

polynomial operations 

To add polynomials {polynomial addition}, first put terms in simplest form. Then add coefficients of terms that have 

same variables with same exponents. Sums have same number of terms as total number of different terms in both 

polynomials. 

polynomial division 

To divide two polynomials, write polynomials with terms decreasing from highest exponent term. Divide smaller 

second-polynomial first term into larger first-polynomial first term. Multiply smaller polynomial by quotient. Subtract 

product from first polynomial. Divide difference by second-polynomial first term, to get new quotient. Then repeat 

steps. For example, (12*x^2 - x - 6) / (3*x + 2) = (4*x) * (3*x + 2) - 9*x - 6 = (4*x - 3) * (3*x + 2). 

polynomial multiplication 

To multiply polynomials, multiply each first-polynomial term by each second-polynomial term. Product-term 

number is number of first-polynomial terms times number of second-polynomial terms. Put terms in simplest form. 

Add coefficients of terms that have same variables with same exponents. 

 

Cartesian product 

Products can result in ordered pairs {Cartesian product, function}, denoted [X,Y]. 

 

factor 

A number or polynomial {factor, polynomial} can divide into another number or polynomial with no remainder. Try 

to find prime number that factors, try coefficient, try variable, and then try simple polynomial. Different terms can 

share a prime-factor product {greatest common factor, polynomial}, which divides into terms with no fractional 

remainder. Linear or quadratic polynomial with real coefficients can have factors with real coefficients. 

 

factoring polynomials 

Polynomials can equal smaller-polynomial products {factoring, polynomial}. For example, a^3 - b^3 factors to (a - 

b)*(a^2 + a*b + b^2). 



difference of squares 

Binomials can factor if it they are differences between two squares. For example, x^2 - y^2 factors as (x + y)*(x - y). 

9*(x^2) - 64*(y^4) factors as (3*x + 8*(y^2))*(3x - 8*(y^2)). 

process 

To factor polynomial, first try to find number, coefficient, or variable {monomial factor} that is in all terms. Then try 

factor with two terms {binomial factor}. First, try binomial whose first term has coefficient that factors highest-power-

term coefficient and has highest-power-term variable with no exponent. Second term is number that factors polynomial 

number term. 

process: quadratic trinomial 

To factor quadratic trinomials, first place terms in decreasing order of powers. Factor trinomial by highest-power-

term coefficient. Try to factor trinomial by variable. Find constant-term numerator and denominator factors. From 

factors, use two numbers that add to middle-term coefficient. Then factors are (x + number1) and (x + number2). 

a*(x^2) + b*x + c factors to a*(x^2 + x*(b/a) + c/a) which factors to (x + c1/a1)*(x + c2/a2), where c = c1*c2, a = 

a1*a2, b/a = (c1/a1 + c2/a2), and b = c1*a2 + c2*a1. 

process: quadrinomial 

To factor quadrinomials, first try to find a monomial factor using any term pair. For example, a + b + c + d can factor 

to e*(f + g) + c + d. Then try to find binomial factor shared by two term pairs. For example, 6*a*x - 2*b - 3*a + 4*b*x 

factors to 3*a*(2*x - 1) + 2*b*(2*x - 1) which factors to (2*x - 1)*(3*a + 2*b). 

process: test binomial 

If polynomial has no factors, use test binomial factor. The variable is in highest polynomial term with no exponent. 

Add constant. For example, x^2 + x + 1 has test factor (x + 1). Divide polynomial by test factor {synthetic division}, to 

get quotient polynomial and remainder polynomial {remainder theorem}. For example, (x^2 + x + 1)/(x + 1) = x + 

1/(x^2 + x + 1). 

If remainder is zero, test factor is polynomial factor {factor theorem}. If remainder is zero, negative of constant is a 

polynomial zero {converse, factor theorem}. For example, (x^2 + 2x + 1)/(x + 1) = x + 1, so remainder is zero, and x is 

-1. 

 

law of quadratic reciprocity 

After dividing power functions or polynomials by modulus, if remainders are the same, the power functions or 

polynomials are congruent quadratics {quadratic reciprocity law} {law of quadratic reciprocity}, biquadratics {law of 

biquadratic reciprocity}, and cubics {cubic reciprocity law} {law of cubic reciprocity}. 
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homogeneous function 

Functions {homogeneous function} can allow factoring a constant: (k^n) * f(x, y, ...) = f(k*x, k*y, ...), where n is 

degree, k is constant, f is homogeneous function, and x, y, ... are variables. 

 

linear function 

Functions {linear function, polynomial} can relate variables with first power. 

 

power function 

Variable base can have constant power in function {power function}|. For example, x^3. 

 

Clebsch-Gordan theorem 

Finite complete systems for any-degree binary forms can have rational integral invariants and covariants {Clebsch-

Gordan theorem}. Covariants are function projections in binary form. 

 

Hilbert basis theorem 

Forms can have any variable degree or number. Forms can use finite numbers of basic forms, which make complete 

systems {Hilbert's basis theorem, polynomial} {Hilbert basis theorem, polynomial}. 

 

homogeneous expression 

For all terms, sums of variable exponents can be constant {homogeneous expression}. An example is a^2 * b^1 + 

a^1 * b^2. 

 



integral expression 

If denominators have no variables, all variable exponents are positive {integral expression}. 

 

perfect power polynomial 

Polynomials {perfect power, polynomial} can be nth powers of similar polynomials. 

 

perfect trinomial square 

Binomials squared make trinomials {perfect trinomial square}. 

 

quantic 

Algebraic polynomials {quantic} can have two or more variables, be homogeneous, and be rational integral 

functions. Quantics can have two variables {binary polynomial}, three variables {ternary polynomial}, four variables 

{quaternary polynomial}, two degrees {quadric polynomial}, three degrees {cubic polynomial}, four degrees {quartic 

polynomial}, or five orders or degrees {quintic polynomial}. 

 

radical expression 

Expressions {radical expression} can contain radical signs. 

 

rational expression 

Expressions can have no radical expressions or fractional exponents {rational expression}. Rational expressions can 

be quotients of two polynomials. Polynomials are rational integral expressions. 
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trigonometric function 

Trigonometry is about ratios of right-triangle sides and acute angles {trigonometric function, mathematics}. 

triangle sides 

Right triangle has longest side opposite right angle {hypotenuse, right triangle}, side opposite acute angle {opposite 

side, right triangle}, and side adjacent to acute angle {adjacent side}. 

ratios 

Acute right-triangle angles have ratios of opposite side to hypotenuse {sine}, adjacent side to hypotenuse {cosine}, 

opposite side to adjacent side {tangent, angle}, adjacent side to opposite side {cotangent}, hypotenuse to opposite side 

{cosecant}, and hypotenuse to adjacent side {secant, trigonometry}. 

sin = opposite/hypotenuse. cos = adjacent/hypotenuse. tan = opposite/adjacent. csc = hypotenuse/opposite. sec = 

hypotenuse/adjacent. cot = adjacent/opposite. 

trigonometric relations 

Tangent equals sine divided by cosine: tan = sin/cos. Cotangent equals cosine divided by sine: cot = cos/sin. 

Sine equals cosecant reciprocal: sin = 1/csc. Cosine equals secant reciprocal: cos = 1/sec. Tangent equals cotangent 

reciprocal: tan = 1/cot. Cotangent equals tangent reciprocal: cot = 1/tan. Secant equals cosine reciprocal: sec = 1/cos. 

Cosecant equals sine reciprocal: csc = 1/sin. 

domain and range 

For all trigonometric functions, domain is all real numbers. 

The sine and cosine range is from negative one to positive one. The secant range is from positive one to infinity. 

Cosecant range is from negative one to negative infinity. Tangent and cotangent range is all real numbers. 

angles 

Trigonometric functions can have angles of less than 0 or more than 90 degrees. Trigonometric functions can have 

angles between 270 and 360 degrees and negative acute angles. sin(A) = -sin(360 - A). tan(A) = -tan(360 - A). csc(A) = 

-csc(360 - A). cos(A) = cos(360 - A). cot(A) = -cot(360 - A). sec(A) = sec(360 - A). Trigonometric functions can have 

angles between 180 and 270 degrees and negative obtuse angles. sin(A) = -sin(A - 180). tan(A) = tan(A - 180). csc(A) 

= -csc(A - 180). cos(A) = -cos(A - 180). cot(A) = cot(A - 180). sec(A) = -sec(A - 180). Trigonometric functions can 

have obtuse angles between 90 and 180 degrees. sin(A) = sin(180 - A). tan(A) = tan(180 - A). csc(A) = csc(180 - A). 

cos(A) = -cos(180 - A). cot(A) = -cot(180 - A). sec(A) = -sec(180 - A). 

angles: radians 

Angle 360 degrees = 2*pi radians. 



angles: phase 

To make angle be from 0 to 360 degrees, add or subtract multiple of 360 degrees = 2 * pi radians. All trigonometric 

functions repeat values for angle plus 2 * n * pi and angle minus 2 * n * pi, where n is integer. For example, sin(A) = 

sin(A + 2 * n * pi) and sin(A) = sin(A - 2 * n * pi). 

angles: differences 

Trigonometric angle-difference functions relate to trigonometric angle functions. sin(A - B) = sin(A) * cos(B) - 

cos(A) * sin(B). cos(A - B) = cos(A) * cos(B) + sin(A) * sin(B). 

angles: negative 

Trigonometric negative-angle functions relate to trigonometric positive-angle functions. sin(-A) = -sin(A). cos(-A) = 

cos(A). tan(-A) = -tan(A). 

angles: sums 

Trigonometric angle-sum functions relate to trigonometric angle functions. sin(A + B) = sin(A) * cos(B) + cos(A) * 

sin(B), so sin(2*A) = 2 * sin(A) * cos(A). cos(A + B) = cos(A) * cos(B) - sin(A) * sin(B), so cos(2*A) = (cos(A))^2 - 

(sin(A))^2 = 2 * (cos(A))^2 - 1. tan(2*A) = (2 * tan(A)) / (1 - (tan(A))^2). tan(A) = (1 - cos(2*A)) / sin(2*A) = 

sin(2*A) / (1 + cos(2*A)). 

sums and products 

Sums of trigonometric functions relate to products of trigonometric functions. sin(A + B) + sin(A - B) = 2 * sin(A) * 

cos(B). sin(A + B) - sin(A - B) = 2 * cos(A) * sin(B). cos(A + B) + cos(A - B) = 2 * cos(A) * cos(B). cos(A - B) - 

cos(A + B) = 2 * sin(A) * sin(B). Set A = (x + y) / 2 and B = (x - y) / 2 to solve for sin(x) + sin(y), sin(x) - sin(y), 

cos(x) + cos(y), or cos(y) - cos(x). 

 

circular function 

Trigonometric functions relate to unit circle {circular function}. 

 

excosecant 

Cosecant minus one is trigonometric function {excosecant} (excsc). 

 

exsecant 

Secant minus one is trigonometric function {exsecant} (exsec). 

 

hyperbolic function 

Functions {hyperbolic function, trigonometry} can relate to unit hyperbola as trigonometric functions relate to unit 

circle. For independent variable x and base e of natural logarithms, (e^x - e^-x) / 2 {hyperbolic sine} (sinh). (e^x + e^-

x) / 2 {hyperbolic cosine} (cosh). (e^x - e^-x) / (e^x + e^-x) {hyperbolic tangent} (tanh). (e^x + e^-x) / (e^x - e^-x) 

{hyperbolic cotangent} (coth). 2 / (e^x + e^-x) {hyperbolic secant} (sech). 2 / (e^x - e^-x) {hyperbolic cosecant} 

(csch). 

relations 

(sinh(x))^2 + (cosh(x))^2 = cosh(2*x). (cosh(x))^2 - (sinh(x))^2 = 1. sinh(x + y) = sinh(x) * cosh(y) + cosh(x) * 

sinh(y). cosh(x + y) = cosh(x) * cosh(y) + sinh(x) * sinh(y). arcsinh(x) = ln(x + (x^2 + 1)^0.5). 

 

principal branch function 

Trigonometric functions {principal branch function} can have domain 0 to 90 degrees, for acute angles. 

 

trigonometric inverse 

If angle is acute, between 0 and 90 degrees, trigonometric functions have inverses {trigonometric inverse}: sin^-1 

{arcsine}, cos^-1 {arccosine}, tan^-1 {arctangent}, cot^-1 {arccotangent}, sec^-1 {arcsecant}, and csc^-1 

{arccosecant}. 

 

versed sine 

One minus cosine is function {versed sine} {versine}. One minus the sine is function {coversed sine} {versed 

cosine} {coversine}. 

 

wave function 

Functions {wave function} can be waves. 



series 

Periodic functions can be trigonometric series. If period is T, series is: a0 + sum over i of (ai * cos(2n * pi * tau / T) 

+ bi * sin(2n * pi * tau / T)), where a0 = (1/T) * (integral from -T/2 to T/2 of f(t) * dt), ai = (2/T) * (integral of f(t) * 

cos(2n * pi * t / T)), and bi = (2/T) * (integral of f(t) * sin(2n * pi * t / T)). 

Sine or cosine can be zero. Even periodic function uses cosine. Odd periodic function uses sine. 

period 

For function over interval with width x, period T is twice interval length x: T = 2*x. 

jump 

Term coefficients depend on differences {jump} between left-hand and right-hand function limits, derivatives at 

jump points, and second derivatives at jump points. 

analyzer 

Harmonic analyzer can find first 20 coefficients from function graph and areas. Integrator circuits can calculate area. 

 

Fourier transform polynomial 

Fourier trigonometric series {Fourier transform, function} can represent function over interval. 

transformation 

Function can transform by multiplying function by periodic function and integrating. Integral from x = -infinity to x 

= +infinity of g(x) * e^(-i * 2 * pi * u * x) * dx, where x = domain value, g(x) is function, u is frequency, and i is 

square root of -1. 

transformation: coordinates 

Fourier trigonometric series can transform coordinates. (1/(2 * pi)) * (integral from q = -infinity to q = +infinity of 

(e^(i*q*x)) * dq) * (integral from a = -infinity to a = +infinity of F(a) * (e^(-i*q*x)) * da). 

limit 

Fourier series go to limit as period approaches infinity. 

time 

Time t relates to phase A: t = tan(A/2). 

power series 

Complex power series can represent periodic functions with holomorphic positive and negative frequency. 

 

harmonic analyzer 

Mechanisms {harmonic analyzer} can find first 20 Fourier-transform coefficients, using function graphs and 

measuring areas. 

 

Fresnel integral 

Functions {Fresnel integral} can have value C(z) = integral, from t = 0 to t = z, of cos(pi * t^2 / 2) * dt. It equals 0.5 

if z equals infinity. 

 

Gudermannian 

Functions {Gudermannian function} Gdx can have sin(u) = tanh(x), cos(u) = sech(x), or tan(u) = sinh(x) (Christoph 

Gudermann) [1798 to 1852]. 

 

haversine 

One-half versed sine is a function {haversine} (hav). 

 

Legendre function 

Functions {Legendre function} S(z) can be integrals from t = 0 to t = z of sin((pi * t^2)/2) * dt and equal 0.5 if z 

equals infinity. 
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trigonometry 

Right-triangle sides have ratios {trigonometry}. 

 



cosine rule 

In triangles, length of side c opposite angle C relates to other-two side lengths a b {law of cosines} {cosine law} 

{cosine rule}: c^2 = a^2 + b^2 - 2 * a * b * cos(C). If opposite angle is right angle, making right triangle, cos(C) = 0 

and c^2 = a^2 + b^2, the Pythagorean theorem. 

 

sine rule 

In triangles, ratio of angle A sine to opposite-side a length is equal for all three sides {law of sines} {sine law} {sine 

rule} {sine formula}: sin(A) / a = sin(B) / b = sin(C) / c. 

 

tangent law 

In triangle, (a - b) / (a + b) = tan((A - B)^0.5) / tan((A + B)^0.5) {tangent law}, where angles are A and B and 

opposite sides are a and b. 
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problem solving algebra 

Solving problems {problem solving, algebra} requires understanding problem or question, realizing what you know 

already, and knowing answer type. 

hypothesis 

Solving formal problem requires testing hypothetical solution {hypothesis}. 

assumptions 

Problem has problem context. Solving problem requires using correct assumptions about context. 

principles 

Believe solution is possible. Do not feel pressured, confused, or anxious. Do not think about problem difficulty or 

time. 

Estimate and approximate, before doing details. Always try something, do not just think. Talk while doing problems 

to aid thinking. 

If solution fails, repeat procedure to check for errors and do not become frustrated or bored. 

skill 

Problem-solving skill involves ability to find rules, structures, or patterns that link known with unknown. 

methods 

Problem solving methods are similar in all cultures, though problem types differ across cultures. People try all 

known methods to see if one works. 

Problem-solving methods include modeling, dimensional analysis, symmetries, physical-quantity analytic properties 

such as differentiable or power series, parametric methods such as perturbation theory, Scene Analysis, image filtering, 

contour smoothing, skeletonization, polar mapping, and structural descriptions. 

example 

Starting at 6 PM, car 1 goes east at 100 km/hr from X toward Y. Starting at 10 PM, car 2 goes west at 80 km/hr from 

Y toward X. X is 800 km from Y. X is 1000 km from Z. When will the cars meet? First, read problem and make sketch 

with X on left and Y on right, 800 km apart, with no Z. Then realize that times, t1 = 6 and t2 = 10, speeds, v1 = 100 and 

v2 = 80, and distance, s = 800, have values. Remember relation between time, speed, and distance, s = v*t, where time 

is interval, so s1 = v1*(t12 - t1) and s2 = v2*(t12 - t2). Then use the rule that whole equals sum of its parts, to realize 

that s1 + s2 = 800. Solve by substitution and algebra. Realize that it needs clock time, t12 = ?, not time interval. Check 

dimensions, logic, and size. Reflect on method. 

steps 

Solving problems requires steps, from known to unknown, with reasons or examples. Verify and correct step before 

going to next step. 

steps: 1 

Specify goal and answer-type output. Classify problem. Understand problem. Read whole problem. Visualize 

situation, draw picture or graph, or make concrete example. Write known information. Write variable for unknown 

information and note which variable type it is, such as measurement, number, word, or sentence. Work on only part of 

large problems. 

steps: 2 

Gather information and connect data. Specify assumptions. Gather information and connect data. Categorize 

problem. Remember previous or alternative solutions. Remember equation, relation, or definition between stated 



variables. Look for symmetries, analogies, and simplifiers. Use thought rules and logical relations. Remember related 

definitions, assumptions, concepts, data, history, and causes. Look for redundant data and for insufficient data. 

One rule is whole equals sum of its parts. 

steps: 3 

Use input and output properties to find operations or transformations necessary to derive output from input. Perform 

analysis to get answer. Solve problem using solution type, relation, or rule found in step two. Use reasoning, insight, or 

trial and error. Use conclusion drawn from data. Think "if A then B" and "B", then A is probably true {heuristic 

reasoning, problem solving}. Make hypothesis and try it. Do overall and most important problem part first. Do problem 

step-by-step, properly and neatly. Check steps immediately. Put in numbers or details after feeling solution will work. 

Master manipulating, rearranging, substituting, using logic, and recalling facts, to solve quickly and accurately. 

steps: 4 

Evaluate solution and check result. Check answer against expected answer type. Check physical dimensions. Check 

answer magnitude. Check against real-world knowledge. Check details for accuracy. Check logic for accuracy. Test 

solution in problem. 

steps: 5 

Think about work. Try to find shorter solution path. Remember similar problems. Remember method steps. Classify 

problem. Think about what to do with knowledge gained. Note other solution effects. 
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dimensional analysis 

Measurement units can transform into equivalent measurement units with more meaning {dimensional analysis}|, to 

give insight into problem. Constraints on units indicate answer type needed. Solution must have correct units. 

 

generate and test method 

Problem-solving methods {generate and test method}| {trial and error} can generate answers from a possible-answer 

space and test whether answer solves problem. 

 

incubation 

After studying and understanding problems, solvers can do something non-intellectual {incubation}. If solutions 

come to mind, they must be ready to recognize solution. 
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word problem 

Algebra problems {word problem} can find unknown value from conditions, using definition, theorem, or fact. 

 

age problem 

a1 = f(a2) and a2 = g(a1) {age word problem}, where a1 and a2 are ages and f and g are functions. 

 

digit problem 

d1 = f(d2) and d2 = g(d1) {digit word problem}, where d1 and d2 are digits and f and g are functions. 

 

proportion problem 

a = k(b) and f(a or b) / g(a or b) = h(a or b) / j(a or b) {proportion word problem}, where a and b are integers and f, 

g, h, j, and k are functions. 
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fraction problem 

h2 = f(h1) and 1/h1 + 1/h2 = 1 {fraction word problem}, where h1 and h2 are integers, f is a function, and 1 is 

equivalent to 100%. 

 

percent problem 

p1 = f(a or b), p2 = g(a or b), p1 + p2 = 1 {percent word problem}, where p1 and p2 are percentages, a and b are 

numbers, f and g are functions, and 1 is equivalent to 100%. 



 

percent mixture problem 

h1 = f(a or b), h2 = g(a or b), and 1/h1 + 1/h2 = 1 {percent mixture word problem}, where h1 and h2 are 

concentrations, a and b are numbers, f and g are functions, and 1 is equivalent to 100%. 

 

rate of work problem 

h1 = f(a or b), h2 = g(a or b), and 1/h1 + 1/h2 = 1 {rate of work word problem}, where h1 and h2 are time, a and b 

are numbers, f and g are functions, and 1 is equivalent to 100%. 
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area problem 

For triangle, A = 0.5 * l * h {area word problem}, where A is area, h is height, and l is side length. For rectangle, A 

= l*h, where A is area, and l h are side lengths. For circle, A = pi * r^2, where A is area, and r is radius. 

 

interest problem 

P + P * r^t = T {interest word problem} {savings word problem} {investment word problem}, where P is principal, t 

is time, r is rate, and T is total. 

 

perimeter problem 

For triangle, p = a + b + c {perimeter word problem}, where p is perimeter, and a b c are side lengths. For rectangle, 

p = a + b + c + d, where p is perimeter, and a b c d are side lengths. For circle, p = 2 * pi * r, where p is perimeter, and r 

is radius. 

 

uniform motion problem 

d = v*t {uniform motion word problem} {rate word problem} {time word problem} {distance word problem}, 

where d is distance, v is speed, and t is time. vf^2 = vi^2 + 2 * a * ds, where ds is distance, vf is final speed, vi is initial 

speed, and a is acceleration. 

 

volume problem 

For box, V = l*h*w {volume word problem}, where V is volume, and l h w are side lengths. For sphere, V = (4/3) * 

pi * r^3, where V is volume, and r is radius. 

 

MATH>Calculus 

 

calculus math 

Calculus can calculate quantities when other quantities are changing {calculus, mathematics}. For example, distance 

equals velocity times time, but velocity can change as time changes. Circle, ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola slopes 

change as position changes. 

 

exterior calculus 

P-forms have derivatives {exterior derivative}. Integral of p-form exterior derivative over region equals integral of 

p-form over region boundary {exterior calculus fundamental theorem} {fundamental theorem of exterior calculus} 

{exterior calculus}. Generally, integral of p+1-form over p dimension compact oriented region equals integral of p-

form over p+1 dimension compact oriented region. Boundary of boundary is 0. 

 

fundamental theorem of calculus 

Integration inverts differentiation, and differentiation inverts integration {fundamental theorem of calculus}. Integral 

of f'(x) * dx = f(x). d(integral of f(x) * dx) / dx = f(x). If f(x) = g'(x), integral from a to b of f(x) * dx equals g(b) - g(a). 
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differentiation in calculus 

For continuous functions, range has change rate {derivative, function} {first derivative} with domain 

{differentiation, mathematics}. Functions f have independent-variable domain, such as time t, and dependent-variable 

range, such as distance x: f(t) = x. You can differentiate to find how distance x varies with time t: velocity v = df = dx / 



dt. For functions whose domain is time and whose range is velocity, you can differentiate to find how velocity v varies 

with time t: acceleration a = dv / dt. 

Curve or surface functions have y-axis range and x-axis domain. At domain and range points (x,y), you can 

differentiate to find angle A of tangent to curve: tan(A) = dy / dx. You can also calculate slope of line normal to curve 

or surface. 

See Figure 1. For function y = f(x) and two function points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), change rate {slope, function} 

between two points is (y2 - y1) / (x2 - x1). Slope converges to value {limiting value} {limit} as x2 - x1 approaches 

zero at point (x1, y1). Limit is change rate at point (x1, y1). 

See Figure 2. Functions have maximum or minimum where tangent slope is zero, because function has reached top 

or bottom. 
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limit theorem 

At a point, if two functions have limits, function-sum limit is sum of function limits {limit theorem}. Function-

product limit is product of function limits. Function-quotient limit is quotient of function limits. For functions, nth-root 

limit is nth root of limit. 

 

non-decreasing function 

Functions {non-decreasing function} can have derivatives >= 0 over intervals. 

 

non-increasing function 

Functions {non-increasing function} can have derivatives <= 0 over intervals. 

 

second derivative 

Functions can have derivatives {second derivative} of first derivatives. Second differential is d2x [2 is superscript] 

or d2f(x): (d^2)x or (d^2)f(x). 
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difference operator 

For discontinuous functions, operator {difference operator} can find finite difference between (n+1)th term and nth 

term: y(n + 1) - y(n). First-order difference operator symbol is uppercase Greek letter delta. Second-order difference 

operator symbol is uppercase Greek letter delta squared. 

 

differential in mathematics 

Vanishingly small increment or infinitesimally small interval can have symbol dx {differential}. dx = (x + delta_x) - 

x, as delta_x approaches zero. For function, df(x) = f(x + delta_x) - f(x), as delta_x approaches zero. Therefore, (f(x + 

dx) - f(x)) / ((x + dx) - x) ~ df(x) / dx or f'(x) and f(x + dx) ~ f(x) + f'(x) * dx ~ f(x) + df(x). 

 

exact differential 

Variable partial derivative times variable differential is variable change {exact differential}: (Df(x,y) / Dx) * dx = (x 

change), where f(x,y) is a two-variable function, D is partial derivative, and dx is differential. For all variables, sum 

exact differentials. For two variables, (Df(x,y) / Dx) * dx + (Df(x,y) / Dy) * dy = (x change) + (y change). First-order 

differential equation can use differentials. 
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directional derivative 

At point, in direction, surface has slope {directional derivative}|. Directional-derivative vector is tangent to manifold 

in direction. 

 

rate of change 

Function derivatives {rate, differentiation} can be with respect to time. 

 

singular point 

Curve gradient can be indeterminate at point {singular point, curve}. 
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minimum of curve 

Relative minima {minimum, curve} have first derivative zero and second derivative greater than zero. 

 

maximum of curve 

Relative maxima {maximum, curve} have first derivative zero and second derivative less than zero. 

 

concave curve 

Functions {concave curve} can have points where second derivative is greater than zero {concave upward, concave 

curve} {convex downward, concave curve} and tangent is below curve. Functions can have points where second 



derivative is less than zero {concave downward, concave curve} {convex upward, concave curve} and tangent is above 

curve. 

 

convex curve 

Functions {convex curve} can have points where second derivative is greater than zero {concave upward, convex 

curve} {convex downward, convex curve} and tangent is below curve. Functions can have points where second 

derivative is less than zero {concave downward, convex curve} {convex upward, convex curve} and tangent is above 

curve. 

 

optima 

Functions can have points {optimum, calculus} {optima} where they are greatest or least. Functions can have 

highest points {relative maximum} in intervals. Functions can have lowest points {relative minimum} in intervals. 

derivative 

At maximum or minimum, derivative equals zero or has no definition. If first derivative changes sign, point is 

relative maximum or minimum. 

Two-variable function maximum and minima are at points where both partial derivatives are zero. Maximum is if 

second partial derivative with respect to variable is less than zero: D^2f(x,y) / Dx < 0, where D^2 is second partial 

derivative, D is partial derivative, x and y are variables, and f is function. Minimum is if second partial derivative with 

respect to variable is greater than zero: D^2f(x,y) / Dx > 0. 

Product of second partial derivatives with respect to each variable minus product of second derivatives with respect 

to each variable must be greater than zero: (D^2f(x,y) / Dx) * (D^2f(x,y) / Dy) - (d^2f(x,y) / dx^2) * (d^2f(x,y) / dy^2) 

> 0, where D^2 is second partial derivative, D is partial derivative, d^2 is second derivative, d is derivative, x and y are 

variables, and f is function. 

 

inflection point 

Function can have points {inflection point}| where second derivative equals zero, tangent intersects curve, and curve 

has zero curvature. At inflection point, curve changes from concave to convex, or vice versa. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differentiation>Mean Value 

 

mean value theorem 

If a continuous function has derivatives at all interval points, at one or more points derivative has slope equal to 

slope of straight line passing through interval endpoints {mean value theorem}. For interval (a,b), line slope is (f(b) - 

f(a)) / (b - a). Point (x,y) has a <= x <= b and dy/dx = (f(b) - f(a)) / (b - a). 

 

extended law of the mean 

For two functions over interval, at one or more points derivative ratio equals difference ratio {extended law of the 

mean} {law of the mean extended}. For interval (a,b), and functions f(x) and g(x), at (x,y), (f(b) - f(a)) / (g(b) - g(a)) = 

f'(x) / g'(x). 

 

Rolle theorem 

If continuous function has two roots over interval and has derivatives at all interval points, first derivative equals 

zero at one or more points {Rolle's theorem} {Rolle theorem}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differentiation>Partial 

 

partial derivative 

Function can have two or more independent variables. To find derivative with respect to variable {partial 

derivative}|, hold other variables constant: df(x, y, z, ...) / dx = df(x, a, b, c, ...) / dx, where d is derivative, f is function, 

xyz are variables, and abc are constants. 

change 

For two variables, function-change slope or gradient df equals function value at x + dx and y + dx minus function 

value at x and y: df = f(x + dx, y + dy) - f(x,y) = (Df(x,y) / Dy) * dx + (Df(x,y) / Dy) * dy = D^2f(x,y) / DxDy, where d 

is differential, D is partial derivative, and D^2 is second partial derivative. Total change is sum of x and y changes. 

Direction change is partial derivative. 



order 

Order of taking partial derivatives does not matter, because variables are independent. 

complex numbers 

Complex-number differential depends on Cartesian differential. M is complex-number real part and N is imaginary 

part. dx and dy are infinitesimals on x-axis and y-axis. dq and dp are infinitesimals on real and imaginary axes. dq = M 

* dx + N * dy and dp = N * dx - M * dy. Therefore, Dp / Dx = Dq / Dy and Dp / Dy = - Dq / Dx {Cauchy-Riemann 

equations, partial derivative}, where D denotes partial differentials. 

 

implicit function 

At point, two-variable function {implicit function, differentiation} can equal zero: f(x,y) = 0. Then, derivative of one 

variable by other variable, dy/dx, equals negative of function partial derivative with respect to x divided by function 

partial derivative with respect to y, because differentiation makes constant zero: dy/dx = -(Df(x,y) / Dx) / (Df(x,y) / 

Dy), where D is partial derivative. 

Because differentiation makes constant zero, constant can be any value. Constant can be implicit-function-family 

{primitive function} parameter. Differential equation is sum of parameter equation and primitive function. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differentiation>Function 

 

constant differentiation 

For constants {constant, differentiation}, function does not change, so derivative is zero. f(x) = c, and df(x) / dx = 0. 

 

constant times function 

For constant times function {constant times function differentiation}, derivative is constant times function 

derivative. y = c * f(x), so dy / dx = c * df(x) / dx. 

 

power function differentiation 

For power functions {power function differentiation}, reduce exponent by one and multiply by original exponent: 

dx^n = n * x^(n - 1) * dx. For example y = x^3, dy / dx = 3 * x^2. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differentiation>Function>Exponential 

 

exponential function differentiation 

d(e^x) / dx = e^x {exponential function, differentiation}. d(e^u(x)) = e^u(x) * du(x). Limit of (1 + 1/n)^n is e. Limit 

of (1 + h)^(1/h) is e. Limit of (1 + dx)^(1/dx) is e. Limit of (1 + (x / dx))^(x / dx) is e. On semi-log graph paper, y = b * 

a^x makes straight lines. On log-log graph paper, y = b * x^a makes straight lines. 

 

logarithmic function differentiation 

If x > 0, dln(x) = 1/x {logarithmic function, differentiation}. If u(x) > 0, dln(u(x)) = (1 / u(x)) * du(x). (v(x))^a = 

e^(a * ln(v(x))). (v(x))^z(x) = e^(z(x) * ln(v(x))). 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differentiation>Function>Trigonometric 

 

trigonometric function differentiation 

dsin(x) = cos(x) {trigonometric function, differentiation}. dcos(x) = -sin(x). dtan(x) = (sec(x))^2. dcot(x) = -

(csc(x))^2. dsec(x) = sec(x) * tan(x). dcsc(x) = -csc(x) * cot(x). 

 

trigonometric function inverse differentiation 

darcsin(x) = 1 / (1 - x^2)^0.5 {trigonometric function, inverse differentiation}. darccos(x) = -1 / (1 - x^2)^0.5. 

darctan(x) = 1 / (1 + x^2). darccot(x) = -1 / (1 + x^2). darcsec(x) = 1 / (x * (x^2 - 1)^0.5). darccsc(x) = -1 / (x * (x^2 - 

1)^0.5). 

 

hyperbolic function differentiation 

sinh(x) = (e^x - e^-x) / 2 and cosh(x) = (e^x + e^-x) / 2 {hyperbolic function, differentiation}. dsinh(x) = cosh(x). 

dcosh(x) = sinh(x). 

 



MATH>Calculus>Differentiation>Function>Multiple 

 

sum of terms differentiation 

For sum of terms {sum of terms differentiation}, find sum of differentials. For h(x) = f(x) + g(x), dh(x) = df(x) + 

dg(x). 

 

product of functions differentiation 

For product of functions {product of functions differentiation}, add second function times first-function differential 

and first function times second-function differential: g(x) * df(x) + f(x) * dg(x). 

 

quotient of functions differentiation 

For quotient of functions {quotient of functions differentiation}, multiply second function by first-function 

differential: g(x) * df(x). Then subtract first function times second-function differential: g(x) * df(x) - f(x) * dg(x). 

Then divide by second function squared: (g(x) * df(x) - f(x) * dg(x)) / (g(x))^2. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differentiation>Function>Vector 

 

gradient of vector 

Vector functions {gradient, vector}| can be sum of each partial derivative times its unit vector i: (Df(x,y) / Dx) * i + 

(Df(x,y) / Dy) * j, where D is partial derivative. Gradient is in respect to direction. Gradient uses an operator {del 

operator}, which is upside-down uppercase delta: del = ((D / Dx) * i + (D / Dy) * j). For two dimensions, gradient is 

normal vector to vector-function curve. For three dimensions, gradient is normal vector to vector-function surface. 

 

curl of vector 

Vector functions {curl, vector}| can be vector products of del operator and vector function: del x f. Curl of gradient 

of scalar function equals zero: del x (del f) = 0. 

 

divergence of vector 

Scalar functions {divergence, vector}| can be scalar products of del operator and vector function: del . f. Divergence 

of curl equals zero: del . (del x f) = 0. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differentiation>Methods 

 

finite differences method 

For f(x) near x = a, f(a + h) - f(a) = (h/c) * C + (h / (2*c)) * (h/c - 1) * C^2 + ..., where C = f(a + c) - f(a), c = x 

change, and h = x - a {method of finite differences} {finite differences method}. 

 

Leibniz theorem 

Rules can find nth derivative of function product {Leibniz's theorem} {Leibniz theorem}. If w = u*v, (D^n)w = 

(D^n)u * v + ... + (D^(n/2))u * (D^(n/2))v + ... + u * (D^n)v, where D^n is nth partial derivative and D^(n/2) is (n/2)th 

partial derivative. The rule makes binomial expansion series with n + 1 terms. 

 

L'Hospital rules 

Limit of function ratio is limit of function first-derivative ratio, if function limit equals zero or if denominator-

function limit is positive infinity or negative infinity {L'Hôspital's rules} {L'Hôspital rules}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differentiation>Methods>Chain Rule 

 

chain rule 

For functions of functions {function of function differentiation}, multiply differential of main function and 

differential of other function: dg(f) = (dg / df) * df {chain rule, differentiation}. Other function can be independent 

variable: df(x) = (df(x) / dx) * dx. 

 

chain rule for partial derivatives 

Derivative of two-variable function f(x,y) with respect to variable t is (Df(x,y) / Dx) * (dx/dt) + (Df(x,y) / Dy) * 

(dy/dt), where D is partial derivative {chain rule, partial derivatives}. 



 

MATH>Calculus>Integration 

 

integration in calculus 

For smoothly changing continuous functions {integrand}, with y-axis range and x-axis domain, you can calculate 

area between curve and x-axis {integral} {first integral} {integration, calculus}, from lower domain value {lower 

limit} to higher domain value {upper limit}. For example, you can calculate enclosed-surface area and volume. 

summation 

See Figure 1. Domain goes continuously from lower value x1 to higher value x2, while range goes continuously 

from lower value y1 to higher value y2. Length x2 - x1 can divide into number N of intervals with equal widths (x2 - 

x1)/N. 

In Figure 1, dashed line divides x2 - x1 interval into two intervals, each with width (x2 - x1)/2, because N = 2. 

Range at left of each small interval is f(x1 + (ni - 1) * (x2 - x1)/N), for ith interval. For i = 1, it is f(x1). For i = 2, it 

is f(x1 + (x2 - x1)/2). Range halfway between left and right of each small interval is f(x1 + (ni - 1/2) * (x2 - x1)/N). For 

i = 1, it is f(x1 + -(1/2) * (x2 - x1)/2). For i = 2, it is f(x1 + (3/2) * (x2 - x1)/2). Range at right of each small interval is 

f(x1 + ni * (x2 - x1)/N). For i = 1, it is f(x1 + (x2 - x1)/2). For i = 2, it is f(x1 + 2 * (x2 - x1)/2). Product of range and 

interval width is rectangular area. For example, using left of each small interval, (f(x1 + (ni - 1) * (x2 - x1)/N)) * (x2 - 

x1)/N, for ith interval. For i = 1, it is f(x1) * (x2 - x1)/2. For i = 2, it is (f(x1 + (x2 - x1)/2)) * (x2 - x1)/2. Sum of all 

interval areas approximates total area between curve and x-axis, between domain values. As interval number increases, 

widths decrease, and area sum approaches true area. 

interval position 

The three different ways of taking interval range do not matter, because total area is same. For example, using right 

of each small interval, (f(x1 + ni * (x2 - x1)/N)) * (x2 - x1)/N, for ith interval. For i = 1, it is (f(x1 + (x2 - x1))/2) * (x2 

- x1)/2. For i = 2, it is f(x1) * (x2 - x1)/2. Total area is the same. 

number of intervals 

Number of intervals does not matter. Use function f(x) = x^2, as in parabola. Interval is x1 = 0 to x2 = b. Number of 

subintervals is N = 3. (x2 - x1)/N = b/3. If f(x) is at midpoint of each interval, sum from x1 = 0 to x2 = b of f(x1 + (ni - 

1/2) * (x2 - x1)/N) * (x2 - x1)/N is ((b/6)^2 + (b/2)^2 + ((5 * b)/6)^2) * (b/3), which is (b^3)/3. If function f(x) = x^2, 

x1 = 0, x2 = b, and N = 6, sum from x1 = 0 to x2 = b is ((b/12)^2 + ((3 * b)/12)^2 + ((5 * b)/12)^2 + ((7 * b)/12)^2 + 

((9 * b)/12)^2 + ((11 * b)/12)^2) * (b/6), which is (b^3)/3. Therefore, results for different numbers of intervals are the 

same. 

line 

If f(x) = x, function is line. See Figure 2. Sum from x1 = a to x2 = b with N = 1 of f(x1 + (ni - 1/2) * (x2 - x1)/N) * 

(x2 - x1)/N is ((b + a)/2) * (b - a), which is area of trapezoid of base b - a and heights a and b. 

constant 

If f(x) = C, function is constant. See Figure 3. Sum from x = b to x = a with N = 1 of f(x1 + (ni - 1/2) * (x2 - x1)/N) * 

(x2 - x1)/N is C * (b - a), which is area of rectangle with height C and length b - a. 

definite integral 

Given function f(x) and interval (b - a), you can calculate integral from x = a to x = b of f(x) * dx {definite integral}. 

Domain-value variable dx {dummy variable} {variable of integration} does not appear in definite-integral result, 

because domain values over interval replace it. 

indefinite integral 

Without using interval, formula or other method can calculate integral {indefinite integral} {anti-differential} 

{antiderivative} {antiderived function}. Antiderivatives are functions from which original function can derive by 

differentiation. 

Because derivatives of constants equal zero, function antiderivatives differ by a constant {constant of integration}. 

Knowing original-function domain and range allows calculating constant. 
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hyperelliptic integral 

Degree-greater-than-four integrals {hyperelliptic integral} can be rational elliptic-integral products. 

 

integral equation 

Equations {integral equation} can represent an infinite number of ordinary differential equations. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Integration>Double 

 

double integral 

For two-independent-variable functions, calculate integral {double integral} by holding first variable constant and 

integrating over second variable, then holding second variable constant and integrating over first variable, and then 

adding results. It does not matter which variable is first. Double-integral domain can be surface {closed region} inside 

closed curve. 

 

area by integration 

To find surface area {area, integration}, take double integral over differential area (1 + (df(x,y) / dx)^2 + (df(x,y) / 

dy)^2)^0.5 * dx * dy. 

 

divergence theorem 

Triple integral, over volume, of scalar product of del operator and vector function equals double integral, over 

surface, of scalar product of function and normal vector to surface {divergence theorem}. 

 

Cavalieri theorem 

If two solids have equal altitudes and all sections parallel to base have same ratio, volumes have same ratio 

{Cavalieri's theorem} {Cavalieri theorem}. 

 

Laplacian 

The gradient of scalar electric potential is vector electric field. A scalar function has a divergence of the gradient 

{Laplacian}: D^2f/Dx^2 + D^2f/Dy^2 + D^2f/Dz^2, where D is partial derivative. Potential relates to charge density as 

Laplacian of potential equals negative of charge density divided by electrostatic constant (Poisson's equation). If charge 

density is zero, Laplacian of potential equals zero (Laplace's equation). 

 

Schwarz paradox 

Curved-surface area is not the limit of surface's plane-triangle areas {Schwarz's paradox} {Schwarz paradox}. 

 

Dirichlet principle 

In a plane region, if function has no singularities, is single-valued, and solves the potential equation, double integral 

of ((du/dx)^2 + (du/dy)^2) * dx * dy over x and y has a minimum {Dirichlet principle} {Thomson principle}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Integration>Line 

 

line integral 

Integral between two curve points is integral {line integral} {curvilinear integral} from a to b of p(x, f(x)) * dx, 

where f(x) is curve function, and p is surface function. 

 

Green theorem 

For closed curve, line integral over line equals double integral over closed region {Green's theorem} {Green 

theorem}. Line integral over regular simply connected closed curve equals zero. Line integrals over any two regular 

curves between two region points are equal. For closed surface, double integral over surface equals triple integral over 

closed volume. 

 

Stokes theorem 

Double integral, over surface, of cross product of del operator and vector function, equals line integral, over 

boundary curve, of vector function {Stokes theorem}. 

 



MATH>Calculus>Integration>Line>Complex 

 

contour integration 

In complex plane, paths {closed contour} can loop around origin. There is line integral {contour integration} around 

the path. Looping once increases integral by 2 * pi * i. Looping counterclockwise once increases integral by -2 * pi * i. 

 

Cauchy integral theorem 

Integration paths over complex functions do not matter {Cauchy integral theorem}. For complex function f(z), 

integral of f(z) = F(z) = (1 / (2 * pi)) * (integral from p = -pi to p = +pi of (x * f(x) / (x - z)) * dp), where z is complex 

number, and x = |z| * e^(i*p) {Cauchy integral formula}. Cauchy integral formula makes series {majorant series} and 

has residue {integral residue}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Integration>Function 

 

constant times function integration 

To integrate constant times function {constant times function integration}, take integral of k * u(x) * dx = k * 

(integral of u(x) * dx), where k is constant, and u(x) is function. 

 

linear function integration 

Integral from a to b of f(x) * dx equals f(mean) * (b - a) {linear function, integration}. Integral of sum equals sum of 

integrals. 

 

power function integration 

To integrate power function {power function, integration}: Increase exponent by one and divide by new exponent. 

Integral of x^p * dx = x^(p + 1) / (p + 1), if p != -1 (p <> -1), so integral of x^3 = x^4 / 4. Integral from x = 1 to x = b of 

(1/x) * dx equals ln(b). 

 

exponential function integration 

Integral of e^x = e^x {exponential function, integration}. Integral of b^x = (1 / ln(b)) * b^x. 

 

logarithmic function integration 

Integral of ln(e^x) = integral of x {logarithmic function, integral}. 

 

midpoint rule 

For degree 1, 2, or 3 polynomials P(x), definite integral over interval (a,b) is ((b - a) / 6) * (P(a) + P(a + b) / 2 + P(b)) 

{midpoint rule}. 

 

trigonometric function integration 

Integral of sin(x) = -cos(x) {trigonometric function, integration}. Integral of cos(x) = sin(x). Integral of tan(x) = - 

ln(|cos(x)|). Integral of cot(x) = ln(|sin(x)|). Integral of sec(x) = ln(|sec(x) + tan(x)|). Integral of csc(x) = ln(|csc(x) - 

cot(x)|). Integral of (sin(x))^2 = (x - sin(x) * cos(x)) / 2. Integral of (cos(x))^2 = (x + sin(x) * cos(x)) / 2. Integral of 

(tan(x))^2 = tan(x) - x. Integral of (cot(x))^2 = -cot(x) - x. Integral of (sec(x))^2 = tan(x). Integral of (csc(x))^2 = -

cot(x). 

 

MATH>Calculus>Integration>Function>Multiple 

 

ratios of polynomials integration 

If numerator polynomial has higher degree, divide polynomials to get quotient and remainder. Then integrate 

quotient, integrate remainder, and add results {ratios of polynomials integration}. 

 

sum of functions integration 

To integrate sum of functions {sum of functions integration}: Integral of |u(x) + v(x)| * dx = integral of u(x) * dx + 

integral of v(x) * dx. Integral of |u(x) - v(x)| * dx = integral of u(x) * dx - integral of v(x) * dx. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Integration>Methods 

 



improper integral 

Definite integrals {improper integral} can have infinity as limit or integrate over an open interval. To integrate 

improper integrals, take integral limit as variable approaches infinity. If limit is infinity, split domain at value zero, 

integrate over both intervals, and add results. 

 

method of exhaustion 

To find curved-figure areas and volumes, add many small discrete triangular or trapezoidal areas {method of 

exhaustion} {exhaustion method}. 

 

method of indivisibles 

Magnitudes can be infinite numbers of small units {indivisibles method} {method of indivisibles}. Cavalieri 

invented this calculus forerunner [1629]. 

 

Simpson rule 

For degree-n functions, definite integral over (a,b) is ((b - a) / (3*n)) * (sum from k = 0 to k = n of c * f(a + k * (b - 

a) / n)), where n is even integer, c = 4 if k is odd, c = 2 if k is even, and c = 1 if k = 0 {Simpson's rule} {Simpson rule}. 

Error is less than or equal to M * (b - a)^5 / (180 * n^4), where M is less than or equal to fourth-derivative absolute 

value. 

 

Wallis formula 

For functions sin^m(x), cos^m(x), and cos^m(x) * sin^m(x), where m is positive integer, such as sin(x) and sin^2(x), 

reduction formulas {Wallis's formula} {Wallis formula} can evaluate definite integrals from x = 0 to x = pi/2. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Integration>Methods>Parts 

 

integration by parts 

Integral of u*dv equals u*v minus integral of v*du {parts integration} {integration by parts}. 

 

composite function 

For two functions that depend on the same variable {composite function integration}, integral of u(x) * dv(x) = u(x) 

* v(x) - integral of v(x) * du(x). 

 

MATH>Calculus>Calculus Of Variations 

 

calculus of variations 

Calculus {calculus of variations} studies function maxima and minima (Euler and Lagrange). 

optimum 

Maximum or minimum is where function has derivative equal zero: f'(y) = 0. For f'(y) = 0 = df(y) / dx, integrating 

gives f(y) - f(y', x) - f(y', y) * y' - f(y', y') * y'' = 0, where x = maximum or minimum domain value, y' = dy / dx, and y'' 

= d^2y / dx^2, with d^2 for second derivative. 

If function is continuous in closed bounded domain, it has maximum and minimum. 

motion through fluid 

Motion through fluid takes path with least action, such as least-resistance path, brachistochrone, geodesic, and 

isoperimetrical curves. 

iteration 

Calculus of variations solves problems involving friction, inhomogeneity, and anisotropy by iterative integration. 

First, transform integral into sum of terms, to change boundary-value problem into initial-value problem. Then use 

initial value to optimize variable, using envelope of curve tangents, not point set. Repeat using previous state, to re-

optimize. Solution is typically disturbance that moves through space or time. 

 

geodesic of space 

Curved space has minimum path length {geodesic, calculus}|. 

 

isoperimetrical curve 

Curves {isoperimetrical curve} can bound maximum area. 

 



MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation 

 

differential equation 

Equations {differential equation} can use derivatives to model change, without considering initial or boundary 

conditions. 

purpose 

Differential equations solve elasticity, spring, vibration, catenary, pendulum, astronomy, Earth-shape, and tractrix 

problems. 

types 

Ordinary differential equations have no partial derivatives. Partial differential equations have at least one partial 

derivative. 

order 

Differential equation has highest derivative {order, differential}. 

degree 

Differential equations have variable power {degree, equation} in highest-order derivative. First-degree differential 

equations {linear differential equation, degree} model additive phenomena. 

 

ordinary differential equation 

Differential equations {ordinary differential equation} with no partial derivatives can model past or future conditions 

over time. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation>Methods 

 

general solution of differentiation 

Integrating differential equation removes derivative and finds solution {general solution, differentiation}. Equations 

with nth derivative integrate n times. Variable power in highest-order derivative determines integration method. 

integration constant 

Because derivatives of constants are zero, general solutions are true to within an additive constant. General solutions 

are solution envelopes. 

initial condition 

Knowing one function value {boundary value} {initial value} or function derivative {initial condition} allows 

finding integration constant and so exact solution {particular solution} {singular solution}. If equation has nth 

derivative, n initial conditions find exact solution. Sum of general solution and particular solution is solution {complete 

solution}. 

partial differential equations 

Using variable-separation methods and/or infinite-series methods, to make ordinary differential equations, can solve 

partial differential equations. 

conditions 

To model situations that depend on conditions, use same differential equation and add integral equation to account 

for conditions separately. 

existence proofs 

To prove solution existence, demonstrate condition {Lipschitz condition}, demonstrate theorem {Cauchy-Lipschitz 

theorem}, or use iteration to reach solution {successive approximation method} {method of successive approximation} 

{existence of solutions}. 

 

company 

Terms {company} on non-homogeneous differential-equation right side can be similar to terms on left side. 

 

method of perturbations 

Slight deviations from conic sections {method of perturbations} {perturbations method} can solve differential 

equations. 

 

method of undetermined coefficients 

To solve differential equations with derivatives of x^n, sin(a*x), or cos(a*x), reset coefficients to one or zero, solve, 

and then put back coefficients {method of undetermined coefficients} {undetermined coefficients method}. 

 



method of variation of constants of integration 

Small integral-value changes {method of variation of constants of integration} {variation of constants of integration 

method} can solve differential equations. 

 

method of variation of parameters 

To solve differential equations with derivatives of functions that are not x^n, sin(a*x), or cos(a*x), use parameters to 

make ordinary differential equation and vary parameters to simplify equation {method of variation of parameters} 

{parameter variation method} {variation of parameters method}. 

 

power series method 

To solve differential equations with derivatives of functions that are not x^n, sin(a*x), or cos(a*x), substitute power 

series, such as Taylor series, for function {power series method}. 

 

relaxation method in mathematics 

Substituting with algebraic equations can solve differential-equation systems {relaxation method, mathematics} 

{relaxation process}. Over an interval, select number of discrete points equal to number of variables in differential 

equations. At points, find approximate function values. At points, find partial derivative slope {differential coefficient} 

with respect to each variable: Df(x(i)) / Dx(i), where D denotes partial derivative, x is variable, and i is point/variable 

index. Write same number of algebraic equations as number of variables and points, each with a differential coefficient. 

Solve algebraic-equation system by computer. 

iteration 

Recognition algorithms can use iteration to move simultaneously toward optimum parameter values. Enhance some 

frequencies. Correlate with template. Equalize frequency histogram for more contrast. Subtract slowly varying 

information {background, recognition}. Find edge that has fast intensity change, using templates. Find surface 

orientations by neighboring reflectances. Find distances. Find velocities by comparing succeeding images. Find 

discontinuities and continuities. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation>Methods>Boundary 

 

boundary value problem 

After integration, solutions need point {boundary value, solution} {initial value, solution} to find integration 

constant. Problem can have no boundary or initial value {boundary value problem} {initial value problem}. Method of 

arithmetic means and method of sweeping out can find solutions to ordinary and partial differential-equation systems. 

 

Dirichlet problem 

Potential function or harmonic function may or may not exist at boundary {Dirichlet problem} {first boundary-value 

problem}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation>Methods>Homogeneous 

 

indicial equation 

For homogeneous differential equations, equations {indicial equation} {characteristic equation, solution} can find 

solutions using base e raised to a power. r^n + a1 * r^(n - 1) + a2 * r^(n - 2) + ... + an = 0, where n is equation order, 

and r is general-solution highest power of e. Indicial equations remove highest-power term from differential equations, 

reducing equation degree. 

 

integrating factor 

Factors {integrating factor} can multiply an equation to make equation homogeneous. 

 

method of separation of variables 

To solve homogeneous differential equations, isolate variables {method of separation of variables} {separation of 

variables method}. Roots are e^(q*x) * (a + b*x + c * x^2 + ...), where q is coefficient, x is independent variable, and a 

b c are coefficients. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation>Methods>Partial 

 



characteristics method 

For first-order partial differential equations with n variables, variable separation can make ordinary differential 

equations with n parameters {method of characteristics} {characteristics method}. Characteristic curves and integrals 

are envelopes. 

 

Lagrange method 

For first-order partial differential equations, variable separation can result in ordinary differential equations with 

parameters {Lagrange method}. 

 

majorant function 

Power series with convergence domain can solve partial-differential-equation systems {method of majorant 

functions} {majorant function method}. 

 

method of singularities 

Green's theorem and Green's function can solve partial differential equations {method of singularities} {singularities 

method}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation>Singularity 

 

singularity in solution 

Differential-equation solution can have infinite value {singularity, solution} at point {singular point, differential 

equation}. Singular point has at least one discontinuous differential coefficient. Singular point can be stable at focal 

point, where all curves through the point are convex. Singular point can be stable at center. Singular point can be 

unstable at point {node, intersection} where paths meet and end. 

 

Fuchsian theory 

Theories {Fuchsian theory} can smooth singularities in linear differential equations. 

 

monodromy group 

Groups {monodromy group} can explain singularities in linear differential equations. 

 

saddle point 

Singular points {saddle point}| can be unstable where convex and concave curves are orthogonal. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation>Kinds 

 

adjoint equation 

Non-homogeneous nth-order differential equations {adjoint equation} can have non-constant coefficients. 

 

Bernoulli equation 

dy/dx = p(x) * y + q(x) * y^a, where a is not zero and a is not one {Bernoulli equation}. 

 

Clairaut equation 

y = x * y' + f(y') {Clairaut's equation} {Clairaut equation}. 

 

factorial equation 

Y(n,z) = sum from n = 0 to n = infinity of ((-1)^r * (z/2)^(n + 2*r) / (r! * (n + r)!)) * (2 * log(z/2) + 2*c - (sum from 

m = 1 to m = n + r of (1/m)) - (sum from m = 1 to m = r of (1/m))) - (sum from r = 0 to r = n - 1 of (z/2)^(2*r - n) * (n - 

r - 1)! / r!) {factorial equation}. 

 

Hermite function 

Special functions {Hermite function} can solve ordinary differential equations over infinite or semi-infinite 

intervals. 

 



Lame differential equation 

(p^2 - h^2) * (r^2 - k^2) * ((d^2)E(r) / (dr)^2) + r * (2 * p^2 - h^2 - k^2) * (dE(r) / dr) + ((h^2 + k^2) * p - n * (n + 

1) * r^2) * E(r) = 0, where (d^2) is second derivative, r is radius, p is vertical dimension, n is parameter, and (k,h) is 

point {Lamé's differential equation} {Lamé differential equation}. Solution functions {Lamé function} are elliptical 

harmonics of first or second kind. 

 

linear differential equation 

Linear equation has variables raised only to first power. Differential equation has derivatives {linear differential 

equation, calculus}. Second-order differential equation has second derivatives. Homogeneous equation has function 

equal to zero. 

homogeneous 

Second-order first-degree linear homogeneous differential general equation is a * (d^2)x + b * dx + c = 0, where 

(d^2) is second differential, d is first differential, x is independent variable, and a, b, and c are coefficients. General 

solution is c1 * e^(r1 * x) + c2 * e^(r2 * x), where e is base of natural logarithms, c1 and c2 are constants, r1 and r2 are 

roots, and x is independent variable. 

non-homogeneous 

Second-order, first-degree linear non-homogeneous differential general equation is a * (d^2)x + b * dx = -c, with 

same general solution. 

 

multiple-valued function theory 

Functions can have multiple values. Partial-differential-equation systems can model multiple-value functions {theory 

of multiple-valued functions} {multiple-valued function theory}. 

 

non-linear differential equation 

To solve non-linear differential equations {non-linear differential equation}, look for stable point using qualitative 

theory or find characteristic equation, using theorems {Poincaré-Bendixson theorem} and operations {Painleve 

transcendent operations}. 

 

Riccati equation 

dy/dx = a0(x) + a1(x) * y + a2(x) * y^2 {Riccati equation}. 

 

Sturm-Liouville theory 

Second-order ordinary differential equation can expand into infinite series of eigenfunctions {Sturm-Liouville 

theory, differential equation}. 

 

three-body problem 

No exact model exists for three mutually gravitationally interacting bodies {three-body problem}. Approximate 

solutions model mass-center straight-line motions and use energy and momentum conservation laws. 

two dimensions 

Perhaps, physical problems in three dimensions can reduce to problems in two dimensions using information 

concepts. Information is on surface, instead of in volume. Projection onto surface from volume has same information 

about positions, momenta, and transition probabilities. For special cases, reducing to two dimensions can solve the 

three-body problem. 

 

Weber function 

Functions {Mathieu function} {Weber function}, in mutually orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, can solve the 

potential equation. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation>Kinds>Complex 

 

automorphic function 

Circular, elliptic, hyperbolic, and other analytic functions {automorphic function} can generalize to find higher 

properties. 

invariance 

Automorphic functions are invariant if z' = (a*z + b) / (c*z + d) where a*d - b*c = 1, z is complex number, and z' is 

complex conjugate. 



theta 

theta(z) = sum from i = 0 to i = infinity of (c(i) * z + d(i))^(-2 * m) * H(z(i)), where m > 1 and H is rational function. 

Automorphic-function groups can be discrete or discontinuous groups of infinite order {theory of automorphic 

functions, discontinuous} {automorphic function theory, discontinuous}. 

 

Bessel equation 

(d^2)u / (dr)^2 + du / (r * dr) + a^2 - b^2 / r^2 = 0 {Bessel equation}. x^2 * y'' + x * y' + (x^2 - n^2) * y = 0, where 

(d^2) is second derivative and x and n are complex, has two solutions. J(n,x) = (1 / (2 * pi)) * (integral from u = 0 to u 

= 2*pi of (cos(n*u) - x * sin(u)) * du). x * J(n+1,x) - 2 * n * J(n,x) + x * J(n-1,x) = 0. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation>Kinds>Partial 

 

partial differential equation 

Partial differential equation {partial differential equation} can have order greater than one, with second or higher 

derivatives. Partial differential equations of order greater than one are equivalent to first-order partial-differential-

equation systems {system of partial differential equations}. For example, homogeneous, linear, second-order partial 

differential equation can be two first-order partial differential equations. c1 * (D^2)x + c2 * Dx + c3 = 0, where (D^2) 

is second derivative, D is first derivative, and c1, c2, and c3 are constants. c11 * Dx + c12 = 0 and d21 * Dx + d22 = 0, 

where D is first derivative and c11, c12, c21, and c22 are constants. 

conditions 

Partial differential equations can use boundary values and initial values. 

 

method of arithmetic means 

Methods {arithmetic means method} {method of arithmetic means} {sweeping out method} {method of sweeping 

out} similar to ordinary-differential-equation methods can find partial-differential equation-system solutions. 

 

heat-flow equation 

Partial differential equation {heat-flow equation} {heat equation} can represent heat flow. Second derivatives of heat 

with respect to distance equal constant squared times first partial derivative of heat with respect to time: (D^2)T / Dx + 

(D^2)T / Dy + (D^2)T / Dz = (k^2) * (DT / Dt), where T is heat, (D^2) is second partial derivative, D is partial 

derivative, k is constant, and x, y, z, and t are coordinates. 

 

eigenfunction 

Variable separation on partial differential equations can result in ordinary differential equations that use parameters 

{eigenfunction}| that have value sequences {eigenvalue, mathematics}. Ordinary differential equation solutions use 

eigenvalues. Second-order ordinary differential equations can expand into infinite series of eigenfunctions {Sturm-

Liouville theory, eigenfunction}. 

 

Euler theorem 

For homogeneous functions u with n variables, n*u = x * (Du/Dx) + y * (Du/Dy) + ..., where D are partial 

differentials {Euler's theorem} {Euler theorem}. 

 

Navier-Stokes equation 

First-order partial differential equations {Navier-Stokes equation} describe fluid dynamics, using velocity, pressure, 

density, and viscosity. Examples are fluid motions and viscous-media object motions. 

 

Plateau problem 

Partial differential equations {Plateau's problem} {Plateau problem} can represent surfaces of least area under closed 

boundaries. Example is soap film in loop. 

 

total differential 

Partial differential equations {total differential equation} can be P*dx + Q*dy + R*dz = 0. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation>Kinds>Partial>Potential 

 



excess function 

Partial differential equations {excess function} {E-function} can represent energy function. 

 

least constraint 

Energy or force equations can minimize quantities {least constraint principle} {principle of least constraint}. For 

example, sum of kinetic-energy-to-potential-energy changes over time {action} can be minimum: integral of (kinetic 

energy - potential energy) * dt. 

 

Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

Partial differential equations {Hamilton-Jacobi equation} can represent potential energy plus kinetic energy equals 

total energy. Sum of second partial derivatives of potential with respect to each coordinate and partial derivative of 

potential with respect to time equals zero: (D^2)V / Dx + (D^2)V / Dy + (D^2)V / Dz - DV / Dt = 0, where V is 

potential, (D^2) is second partial derivative, D is partial derivative, and x, y, z, and t are coordinates. 

 

Laplace operator 

Operators {Laplace operator} {Laplace's operator}, on vector fields or potentials {del squared of f}, can be second 

derivatives, describe field-variation smoothness, be vectors, and be non-linear. 

potential 

Partial differential equations {potential equation} {Laplace's equation} can represent potentials. Potential V depends 

on distance r from mass or charge center: r = (x^2 + y^2 + z^2)^0.5. 

Second partial derivative of potential V with respect to distance along x-axis plus second partial derivative of 

potential V with respect to distance along y-axis plus second partial derivative of potential V with respect to distance 

along z-axis equals zero: (D^2)V / Dx + (D^2)V / Dy + (D^2)V / Dz = 0, where (D^2) is second partial derivative, D is 

partial derivative, and V is constant times distance from center, because dx^2 / dx = 2 * x and d(2*x) / dx = 0. 

solution 

Spherical functions or Legendre polynomials can solve potential equation. 

 

Legendre differential 

(1 - x^2) * y'' - 2 * x * y' + n * (n + 1) * y = 0, where n is parameter {Legendre differential equation}. Solutions are 

polynomials {Legendre polynomial}, potential equation spherical coordinates derived by variable separation, or 

spherical harmonics of second kind. 

 

Neumann problem 

For boundaries with potential change zero, calculations can find potential change normal to region {Neumann 

problem} {second fundamental problem}. 

 

Poisson equation 

If potential-equation right side equals -4 * pi * (energy density), rather than zero, equation describes gravitation and 

electrostatics {Poisson's equation} {Poisson equation}. Energy density is pressure. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Differential Equation>Kinds>Partial>Wave 

 

periodic function 

Functions {periodic function} can solve partial differential equations (D^2)y / Dt = (a^2) * ((D^2)y / Dx), where 

(D^2) is second partial derivative, D is partial derivative, a is constant, t is time, x is distance, and y is function of time 

and distance. Representing functions by infinite trigonometric series can solve periodic equations. Parameters can 

analyze function, so y(t,x) = h(t) * g(x). Parameters set equation eigenfunction and eigenvalues. 

 

electromagnetic wave equation 

First-order partial differential equation {electromagnetic wave equation} describes electromagnetic-wave energy 

oscillations. 

 

cylindrical wave 

Waves {cylindrical wave} can have partial differential equations. Second partial derivative of velocity with respect 

to time, times 1/c^2, equals three times partial derivative of velocity with respect to distance along pipe length, times 

1/z, plus second partial derivative of velocity with respect to distance: ((D^2)v / Dt) * (1 / c^2) = 3 * (Dv / Dz) * (1/z) + 



(D^2)v / Dz, where (D^2) is second partial derivative, D is partial derivative, v is velocity, z is distance, t is time, and c 

is constant. 

 

spherical wave 

Waves {spherical wave} can have partial differential equations. Second partial derivative of radial velocity with 

respect to time, times 1/c^2, equals four times partial derivative of radial velocity with respect to radius, times 1/V, plus 

second partial derivative of radial velocity with respect to radius: ((D^2)s / Dt) * (1/c^2) = 4 * (Ds / DV) * (1/V) + 

(D^2)v / DV, where (D^2) is second partial derivative, D is partial derivative, v is radial velocity (ds/dt), c is constant, 

and radius V = (x^2 + y^2 + z^2)^0.5. 

 

stationary wave equation 

Vibrators with fixed endpoints can have stationary waves. Wave equations {stationary wave equation} can model 

steady-state waves. Wavefunction del operator, potential energy change, plus constant times wavefunction, kinetic 

energy change, equals zero {reduced wave equation} {Helmholtz equation}: Dw + (k^2) * w = 0, where w is 

wavefunction, D is delta function, and k is constant. The solution is an exponential function with complex exponents. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Series 

 

series 

Terms can add or multiply in sequence {series, mathematics} {mathematical series}. Series has sum or product. 

Series has general term and follows rule. For example, 1 + 2 + 3 + ... is series that has general term n and follows the 

rule that next term is one higher than previous term. Series sum through nth position is n * (n + 1) / 2. 

 

recursion formula 

For series, a formula {recursion formula} gives next term from previous term. 

 

partial sum 

For series, sum {partial sum} adds first term through nth term: Sn = sum from k = 1 to k = n of general term a(k). 

Other sums {averaging partial sums} {Holder summability} {Cesaro sum} include converting divergent series to 

continued fractions, or vice versa. 

 

partial product 

For series, a product {partial product} multiplies first term through nth term: Pn = product from k = 1 to k = n of 

general term a(k). 

 

error term 

Power series can have error term {error term} {remainder, series}, which can have Taylor error term form and other 

forms {Schlömilch form} {Lagrange form} {Cauchy form}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Series>Sequence 

 

sequence 

Series {sequence, mathematics} {mathematical sequence} can have numbers or terms {ordered term} in sequence. 

Sequence has general term {general term, sequence} and follows rule. Example sequence is x, 2*x, 3*x, ... General 

term a(n) = n * x, where n is term position. The rule is that n increases by one. 

separator 

Commas separate sequence terms, as in 1, 2, 3, ... 

types 

Sequences can descend, ascend, or alternate. Sequence terms can approach number {convergent sequence}. 

Sequence terms can approach infinity {divergent sequence}. Sequence can be neither convergent nor divergent 

{indefinite sequence}. Sequence can increase, decrease, increase, and so on {oscillating sequence} {alternating 

sequence}. 

 

coincident sequence 

Two sequences are equal {coincident sequence} if and only if all corresponding sequence terms are equal. 

 



induction axiom 

The only sequence whose first term equals zero, and whose n+1th term equals zero if nth term equals zero, is 

sequence of zeroes {induction axiom}. The only sequence whose first term equals one, and whose n+1th term equals k 

+ 1 if nth term equals k, is the positive-integer sequence. The positive-integer series is the only sequence that has the 

number one and contains the positive integers. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Series>Convergence 

 

convergence of series 

If successive-term absolute value is less than previous-term absolute value, series converges {absolutely convergent} 

{convergence, series}. 

Series can be convergent even if successive-term absolute value is not less than previous-term absolute value 

{conditionally convergent}. Conditionally convergent series can rearrange to make sum be any number. 

constant times sequence 

If sequence converges, limit of constant times sequence is constant times sequence limit. 

uniform 

Absolute value of partial sum S(n) minus sum from x = 1 to x = n of S(n) * x can be less than small value, for all x 

{uniform convergence}. 

 

Abel summability 

Convergent-power-series partial-sum limit is partial sum, if convergence radius replaces general-term independent 

variable {Abel summability}. 

 

asymptotic series 

Divergent series {asymptotic series} can represent functions and evaluate integrals. In such divergent series, nth-

term error is less than n+1th-term absolute value, so error becomes less as term number increases. 

 

bounded sequence 

Absolute value of each sequence term can be less than or equal to a constant {bounded sequence}. 

 

divergence of series 

If ratio between next-term absolute value and previous-term absolute value is greater than or equal to one, sequence 

diverges {divergence, series}. 

semiconvergence 

Divergent series {semiconvergent series} can have nth-term error less than n+1th-term absolute value, so error 

decreases faster than terms increase. Though they diverge, semiconvergent series can evaluate integrals, because sum is 

finite. Useful asymptotic series is f(x) = a0 + a1/x + a2/(x^2) + ... If x is large, limit of x^n * (f(x) - series) = 0. x 

approaches 0 if 1/(x^n) * (f(x) - series) = a(n). Other ideas about asymptotic series include {Birkhoff's theorem} 

{Birkhoff's connection formula} {WKBJ solution} {Airy's integral}. 

 

limit 

If sequence successive term is less than previous term, and if general term is always less than constant, sequence has 

limit {limit, sequence} {sequence limit} {limit, series} less than or equal to constant. 

 

Tauberian theorem 

Summable series can make convergent series {Tauberian theorem}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Series>Convergence>Radius 

 

radius of convergence 

Independent variable can have value {radius of convergence} {convergence radius} greater than zero at which 

power series changes from convergence to divergence. Power series, power-series differential, and power-series 

integral have same convergence radius. 

 



circle of convergence 

For complex-number power series, if complex number lies within a complex-plane circle {convergence circle} 

{circle of convergence} centered on zero, with no singularities, series converges. If complex number lies outside a 

complex-plane circle, series diverges. 

 

annulus of convergence 

Laurent series has complex number that lies within annulus in complex plane {convergence annulus} {annulus of 

convergence}. 

 

convergence region 

Independent variable can have values {region of convergence} {convergence region, series} for which series 

converges. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Series>Convergence>Test 

 

Cauchy convergence criterion 

If and only if absolute value of difference between successive partial sums is less than small value {Cauchy 

convergence criterion}, series converges. 

 

comparison test 

Sequence general term can be less than or equal to constant times second-sequence general term {comparison test}. 

If second sequence diverges, first sequence diverges. If second sequence converges, first sequence converges. 

If second sequence converges, and if second-sequence general term divided by sequence general term has limit, first 

sequence converges. 

If second sequence diverges, and second-sequence general term divided by sequence general term has limit or if 

quotient is infinite, first sequence diverges. 

If limit of quotient of sequence general terms does not equal zero, both sequences either diverge or converge. 

 

Dirichlet integral 

Integral from x = 0 to x = a of (f(x) * sin(u*x) / sin(x)) * dx, and integral from x = a to x = b of (f(x) * sin(u*x) / 

sin(x)) * dx {Dirichlet integral}, where b > a > 0, can show convergence. 

 

integral test 

Sequences converge if and only if integral of general term, from x equals some value to x equals infinity, exists 

{integral test}. 

 

Leibniz test 

Alternating sequences can converge {Leibniz's test} {Leibniz test}. 

 

ratio test 

If successive-term to previous-term ratio limit is less than one, sequence converges {ratio test}. If successive-term to 

previous-term ratio limit is greater than one, sequence diverges. If successive-term to previous-term ratio limit is one, 

sequence can converge or diverge. If general-term limit equals zero, successive-term to previous-term-ratio absolute-

value limit is less than one. Generalized ratio test {d'Alembert's test} exists. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Series>Mean 

 

arithmetic mean 

To average sequence terms {arithmetic mean}, add all terms and divide by number of terms: (sum from k = 1 to k = 

n of a(k)) / n, where a(k) is general term, k is sequence position, and n is number of terms. 

 

geometric mean 

To average sequence terms {geometric mean}|, multiply all sequence numbers to get product, and then take product 

term-number root: (product from k = 1 to k = n of a(k))^(1/n), where a(k) is general term, k is sequence position, and n 

is term number. 

 



harmonic mean 

To average sequence terms {harmonic mean}|, divide number of terms by sum of sequence-term reciprocals: n / 

(sum from k = 1 to k = n of 1/a(k)), where a(k) is general term, k is sequence position, and n is number of terms. 

 

Cauchy principle 

Arithmetic mean {mean, series} can be greater than or equal to geometric mean, which is greater than or equal to 

harmonic mean {Cauchy's principle} {Cauchy principle}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Series>Kinds 

 

convergent polynomial series 

Continuous functions over real-number closed intervals can be absolutely and uniformly convergent series of 

polynomials {convergent polynomial series}. 

 

monotone series 

Series {monotone series} can be single-valued, have bounds, be piecewise continuous, and have finite numbers of 

discontinuities, maxima, and minima. 

 

null sequence 

Sequences {null sequence} can have zero as limit. Sequence-element absolute values can be less than positive 

rational numbers. 

 

ordered sequence 

Sequences {ordered sequence} can have one-to-one correspondence with positive integers. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Series>Kinds>Multiple 

 

sum of sequences 

Sequences {sum of sequences} can have terms that are sums of terms of two other sequences. For sequences that 

converge, limit of sum sequence is sum of original-sequence limits. 

 

product sequence 

Sequences {product sequence} can have terms that are products of terms of two other sequences. For sequences that 

converge, limit of product sequence is product of original sequence limits. 

 

quotient sequence 

Sequences {quotient sequence} can have terms that are quotients of terms of two other sequences. For sequences 

that converge, limit of quotient sequence is quotient of original sequence limits. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Series>Kinds>Number 

 

Fermat numbers series 

Number series can have general term 2^(2^n) + 1, for n = 0, 1, 2, ... {Fermat's numbers} {Fermat numbers}. 

 

Fibonacci ratio 

Fibonacci sequences have consecutive-number ratios that approach golden section, (1 + 5^0.5) / 2 {Fibonacci ratio}. 

 

Gregory series 

pi = 4 * (1 - 1/3 + 1/5 - 1/7 + 1/9 - ...) {Gregory's series} {Gregory series}. 

 

polygonal number 

Arithmetic progression can have first term one and common difference n - 2, where n is number of polygon sides 

{polygonal number}. 

n can be three, so sequence is 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, ... {triangular number}. 

n can be four, so sequence is 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, ... {square number, polygonal}. 

n can be five, so sequence is 1, 5, 12, 22, ... {pentagonal number}. 



For n, sequence is l, n, 3*n - 3, 6*n - 8, ... {n-gonal number}. 

general 

In general, 0.5 * (r + 1) * (r*n - 2*r + 2), where r is whole number, makes polygonal numbers. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Series>Kinds>Progression 

 

arithmetic progression 

Difference {common difference} between consecutive sequence terms can be constant {arithmetic progression}. 

General term is a(n) = a(1) + d * (n - 1), where d is common difference. First-n-terms partial sum is n times average of 

first and last terms: Sn = n * (a(1) + a(n)) / 2, where a(k) is general term, and n is number of terms. 

 

geometric progression 

Consecutive sequence-term ratios {common ratio} can be constant {geometric progression}. General term is a(n) = 

a(1) * r^(n - 1), where r is common ratio, and n is number of terms. Partial sum is Sn = a(1) * (1 - r^n) / (1 - r), where r 

is common ratio, and n is number of terms. 

 

harmonic progression 

Difference between reciprocals of successive sequence terms can be constant {harmonic progression}. General term 

a(n) is 1 / a(n) = 1 / (a(1) + d * (n - 1)), where d is difference. 
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power series 

Sequence general term can be a(n) * x^n {power series}|, where a are rational coefficients, and n is number of terms. 

Power series converges if independent variable equals zero. x^n / n! converges at all x. 

 

associated series 

1 + a1 * u + a2 * u^2 / 2! + ... {associated series}, where ai are series coefficients. 

 

expansion of function 

Power series {expansion, function} {expansion, series} can replace function or integral. 

 

exponential series 

e^x = 1 + x + x^2 / 2! + x^3 / 3! + ... {exponential series}. 

 

hyperbolic expansion 

sinh(x) = x + x^3 / 3! + x^5 / 5! + ... {hyperbolic expansion}. cosh(x) = 1 + x^2 / 2! + x^4 / 4! + ... 

 

hypergeometric series 

1 + a*b*x / c + (a * (a + 1) * b * (b + 1) * x^2) / (2 * c * (c + 1)) + ... {hypergeometric series} can converge at x. If x 

= 1, function equals (gamma(c) * gamma(c - a - b)) / (gamma(c - a) * gamma(c - b)). 

 

Laguerre series 

1 + x + 2! * x^2 + 3! * x^3 + ... {Laguerre series}. 

 

logarithmic series 

ln(1 + x) = x - x^2 / 2 + x^3 / 3 - x^4 / 4 + ... {logarithmic series}, where -1 <= x <+ +1. ln(N + 1) - ln(N) = 2 * (1 / 

(2*N - 1) + 1 / (3 * (2*N - 1)^3) + 1 / (5 * (2*N - 1)^5) + ...). 

 

Maclaurin expansion 

f(b) = f(0) + (sum from i = 0 to i = n - 1 of (function ith derivative at 0) / i!) * b^i + error term {Maclaurin 

expansion}. Maclaurin expansion is Taylor series with a = 0. 

 

radix fraction 

Fractions {radix fraction} can be sums of positive common fractions a/r + b / r^2 + c / r^3 + ..., where r is a number, 

and a b c are integers. Common fractions can be radix fractions, using any radix in any number system. 



 

Taylor theorem 

f(b) = f(a) + (sum from i = 0 to i = n - 1 of (function ith derivative at a) / i!) * (b - a)^i + error term {Taylor's 

theorem} {Taylor theorem} {Taylor series}. For two variables, Taylor series has twice as many terms {Taylor 

expansion}. 
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trigonometric series 

Over intervals, periodic functions can be infinite sine and cosine series {trigonometric series}. 

 

Fourier analysis 

Trigonometric series {Fourier series} {Fourier integral} can represent function over interval: (1 / pi) * (integral from 

-a = infinity to a = +infinity of F(a) * da) * (integral from a = 0 to a = infinity of cos(q * (x - a)) * da). Complex 

waveforms over time or position can be finite or infinite series of harmonic sine and cosine waves {Fourier analysis}|: 

f(x) = (2 * pi)^-0.5 * (integral from -infinity to +infinity of g(p) * e^(i*x*p) * dp), where g(p) is density {Fourier 

transform, series}. Complex function can have g(p) = 0 for p >= 0 {positive frequency function}. 

convergence 

If Fourier series is single-valued, has a bound, is piecewise continuous, and has finite numbers of discontinuities, 

maxima, and minima {Dirichlet condition}, it converges. 

domain 

Domain can be circle whose circumference is period or wavelength. 

range 

Series can be on unit circle in complex plane. 

theorem 

Fourier-series coefficients can exist and have properties {Parseval's theorem}. 

 

Laurent series 

Sines and cosines of Fourier series can be complex exponentials {Laurent series}: F(z) = F(e^i * a * x) = sum from -

infinity to + infinity of Ar * z^r, where z is complex number, Ar is general term, and r is convergence radius. Laurent 

series has convergence annulus on Riemann sphere. Convergence circle can be for positive-term sum {positive 

frequency part}. Convergence circle can be for negative-term sum {negative frequency part}. 
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vector in mathematics 

Line segment {vector, mathematics} can have magnitude and direction. 

length 

Vectors have length {modulus, vector} {absolute value, vector}. Vectors {unit vector} can have length equal to one 

unit. 

direction 

Vectors have angle to x-axis {amplitude, vector}. 

equality 

Equal vectors have same sense, direction, and length but do not have to have same space position. 

addition 

To add two vectors, move vector {component} so initial end coincides with other-vector terminal end. Keep 

component vector parallel to original direction. Sum is vector resultant from first-vector initial end to component-

vector terminal end. 

To add two vectors, add corresponding coordinates to get resultant-vector coordinates: (1,2) + (3,4) = (4,6). 

Vector addition is commutative and associative. 

subtraction 

To subtract vectors, first reverse direction of vector to subtract. Then add the vectors. 

To subtract vectors, subtract corresponding coordinates: (1,2) - (3,4) = (-2,-2). 

vector function 

Ordered pairs can have real numbers as domain and vectors as range. 



bundle 

Vectors can have initial ends at same point {bound vectors} {bundle, vector} {vector, bundle}. 

triangle of vectors 

Two component vectors and their resultant make triangle {triangle of vectors}. 

tensor 

Vectors are rank-1 covariant tensors. 

vector types 

Vectors can have structures at termini. Structure can be another vector, such as a rotating vector. Structure can be a 

differential length, area, or volume. 

 

funicular polygon 

Coplanar vectors can make polygons {funicular polygon}. Coplanar-vector sum makes one polygon side. 

 

Lame theorem 

If three vectors have resultant zero, then vectors are in same plane, and vectors are proportional to sine of angle 

between other two vectors {Lamé's theorem} {Lamé theorem}. 

 

version of vector 

Tie cube by eight threads, one from each cube corner to each room corner {orientation-entanglement relation}. 

Rotate cube {version, vector}| 360 degrees. Orientation is same as before, but threads no longer go straight to corners. 

Rotate cube total of 720 degrees, so orientation is same as before. Now threads go straight to corners. 
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magnitude of vector 

Vector has absolute value {length, vector} {magnitude, vector}|. 

 

direction angle 

Vectors make angles {direction angle} with coordinate axes. Direction angles have cosines {direction cosine}. Space 

curves have derivatives of tangent, binormal, and normal with respect to direction cosines {Serret-Frenet formula}. 

 

direction number 

Vectors have coordinate values {direction number} along dimensions. 
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vector field in mathematics 

Spaces can be continuous point, vector, loop, string, spinor, or other-object sets. Fields {vector field, mathematics} 

can have vectors at all points. Force and momentum fields are vector fields. Scalar-field gradients are vector fields, 

because gradients have direction and magnitude. 

 

scalar field in mathematics 

Fields {scalar field, mathematics} can have magnitude, like temperature or position, at points. 
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couple 

For mappings, sets of joins {couple, vector} are correspondences. 

 

curl operation 

Distance-vector-field curls {curl, operation} are vector fields. If distance vector fields make 2x2 determinants, curls 

calculate area: a X b. If distance vector fields make 3x3 determinants, curls calculate volume: a . (b X c). If distance 

vector fields make 4x4 determinants, curls calculate four-volume: (a X b) . (c X d). 

 

flux of vector 

Force-vector-field divergence makes a scalar field {flux, vector}| indicating total lines through a point or surface. 



 

parallel transport 

Move vector on geodesic while keeping vector tangent to geodesic and parallel to original vector direction, so 

gradient along vector equals zero {parallel displacement} {parallel transfer} {parallel transport}|. 

 

projection of vector 

Vectors can project onto line using perpendiculars from vector endpoints to line {projection, vector}. 

 

rotation operator 

Vectors can rotate around {rotation operator} own axis, coordinate axis, or any axis. Vectors can rotate around 

points. 

rotation only 

Complex rotation operator is 1 - (i/2) * (Ax * dt(y, z) + Ay * dt(z, x) + Az * dt(x, y)), where t is time and Ax = |0, 1, 

1, 0|, Ay = |0, -1, i, 0|, and Az = |1, 0, 0, -1|. A^2 = 1. Ax * Ay = - Ay * Ax = i * Az. Operator changes vector direction 

but not length or origin {active transformation}. 

Product of two rotation operators gives result of two rotations. Rotations have inverses. Rotation and inverse rotation 

result in no rotation, so product is zero. 

translation 

Complex translation operators can changes reference frame, but vector maintains direction and length {passive 

transformation}. cos(t/2) - (i * sin(t/2)) * (Ax * cos(a) + Ay * cos(b) + Az * cos(c)), where t is rotation angle, Ax = |0, 

1, 1, 0|, Ay = |0, -1, i, 0|, and Az = |1, 0, 0, -1|. A^2 = 1. Ax * Ay = - Ay * Ax = i * Az. i^2 = j^2 = k^2 = i * j * k = 1. j 

* k = 1. k * j = -1. k * i = j. i * k = -j. i * j = k. j * i = - k. 

reflection 

If rotation angle is t, rotation is equivalent to two successive reflections in two planes that meet at angle t/2. 
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resolution of vectors 

Two component vectors can add to result in one resultant vector {resolution, vector}|. 

 

resultant vector 

Vector sum {resultant vector}| is vector from first-vector initial end to component-vector terminal end. 
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bivector 

Vectors are directed line segments. Two vectors with same origin {bivector} represent a directed plane segment. 

Bivector attitude, orientation, rotation, or gradient is direction in space of plane-segment normal compared to 

coordinate axes. Bivector direction, rotation sense, or circulation is sense of rotation of first vector into second vector 

(clockwise or counterclockwise). Bivector symbol is /| {wedge symbol} between two vectors. 

The wedge product of two vectors makes a bivector. Wedge product squared equals negative of first-vector 

magnitude squared times second-vector magnitude squared times sine of angle A between vectors squared: (a /| b)^2 = - 

|a|^2 * |b|^2 * sin^2(A). Therefore, bivectors are imaginary numbers, and bivectors are not vectors or scalars. 

Bivector magnitude is the parallelogram area: |a| * |b| * sin(A). If bivector magnitude equals zero, vectors are 

parallel, collinear, or linearly dependent. 

Three vectors with same origin {trivector} represent a directed volume segment. Trivector symbol is wedges 

between vectors: a /| b /| c. k vectors with same origin {k-vector} represent a directed k-volume segment. k vectors can 

combine to represent a directed k-volume segment. k-vectors can have parallel and perpendicular components. 

Cross products of two vectors make a third vector perpendicular to both vectors. Wedge (exterior) products express 

cross products using only components in the plane made by the two vectors. For two vectors a = x1 * i + x2 * j and b = 

y1 * i + y2 * j, cross product is (x1*y2 - x2*y1) * k, and wedge product is (x1*y2 - x2*y1) times the ij bivector: (x1*y2 

- x2*y1) * i/|j. 

Two dimensions have one basis bivector: e12. Three dimensions have three basis bivectors: e23 = i, e31 = j, e12 = k. 

Three-dimensional bivectors have form a * e23 + b * e31 + c * e12. 

Geometric product of a vector and a bivector is interior-product vector plus exterior-product trivector. (Commutator 

product is zero.) In two-dimensional space, this geometric product rotates the vector. In three-dimensional space, if, for 



example, vector is a1 * i and bivector is a2 * e23 + b2 * e31 + c2 * e12, geometric product is a1 * i * a2 * e23 + a1 * i 

* b2 * e31 + a1 * i * c2 * e12 = - a1 * a2 * e123 + + a1 * b2 * j - a1 * c2 * k. 

Geometric product of two bivectors is interior-product scalar plus commutator-product bivector plus exterior-

product quadrivector. Three-dimensional spaces have no exterior-product quadrivector. For example, if first bivector is 

a1 * e23 + b1 * e31 + c1 * e12 and second bivector is a2 * e23 + b2 * e31 + c2 * e12, geometric product is - a1 * a2 - 

b1 * b2 - c1 * c2 + (c1 * b2 - b1 * c2) * e23 + (a1 * c3 - c1 * a3) * e31 + (b1 * a2 - a1 * b2) * e12. Commutator 

product makes a plane segment. If first bivector is a2 * e23 and second bivector is a2 * e23, geometric product is 0. If 

first bivector is a1 * e23 and second bivector is b2 * e31, geometric product is a1 * b2 * e23 * e31 = - a1 * b2 * e12. 

 

Cartesan product 

Ordered pairs {Cartesan product} relate first member to second member. Cartesan product is correspondence. 

Inverse of Cartesan product has bold divide sign. 

 

cross product 

Vector products {cross product}| {vector product} {outer product} can result in vectors. Cross-product symbol is X: 

u X v. 

magnitude 

Cross-product-vector magnitude equals first-vector u length absolute value times second-vector v length absolute 

value times sine of angle A between vectors: |u| * |v| * sin(A). 

direction 

Cross-product-vector direction is perpendicular to both original vectors. Cross-product-vector sense is thumb 

direction if right-hand fingers curl in direction of positive angle between vectors. 

coordinates 

i-direction coordinate equals first-vector second coordinate x2 times second-vector third coordinate y3 minus first-

vector third coordinate x3 times second-vector second coordinate y2. j-direction coordinate equals first-vector third 

coordinate x3 times second-vector first coordinate y1 minus first-vector first coordinate x1 times second-vector third 

coordinate y3. k-direction coordinate equals first-vector first coordinate x1 times second-vector second coordinate y2 

minus first-vector second coordinate x2 times second-vector first coordinate y1. Therefore, cross-product vector is (x2 

* y3 - x3 * y2) * i + (x3 * y1 - x1 * y3) * j + (x1 * y2 - x2 * y1) * k. 

Unit-vector cross products make unit vectors. j X k = i. k X i = j. i X j = k. Unit-vector cross products with 

themselves equal zero: i X i = j X j = k X k = 0. 

properties 

Cross products are not commutative, because i X j = +k and j X i = -k. i X j = -j X i. i X k = -k X i. j X k = -k X j. 

Cross products are distributive: c * (i X j) = (c * i) X (c * j) = c * k. Cross products have no inverse, because there is no 

cross division. Cross products find forces and torques and so curve the function. 

 

exterior product 

Vector products {exterior product} {wedge product} can be cross products of two vectors expressed without using 

components outside vector plane. If a = x1 * i + x2 * j and b = y1 * i + y2 * j, wedge product is (x1 * y2 - x2 * y1) 

times bivector of i and j. 

 

geometric product 

For two geometric objects, sum of dot product and wedge product is a product {geometric product} (Clifford). Dot 

product makes geometric object one grade lower. Wedge product makes geometric object one grade higher. 

 

grade 

Wedge products have numbers {grade, vector}| of elements. 

 

Grassmann product 

Two operations make wedge products {Grassmann product, wedge product}. 

 

right hand rule for vectors 

For spread right hand, if straight fingers point in same direction as first vector and bent fingers point in same 

direction as second vector, vector product direction is thumb direction {right hand rule, vector}|. Positive angle is 

between first and second vector. 

 



multivector 

Geometric products sum vectors of different dimensions to make a vector type {multivector}. 

 

scalar multiplication 

Vector multiplied by constant {scalar multiplication} makes vector shorter or longer and changes modulus but does 

not change orientation. Multiplying vector by negative number changes sense, with same orientation but opposite 

direction. Vector coordinates are distributive over scalar multiplication. 

 

scalar product 

Products {scalar product}| {dot product} {inner product} of two vectors can result in scalars. Scalar product sign is 

bold dot: u . v, where u and v are vectors. 

Scalar equals first vector-length u times second-vector length v times cosine of angle A between vectors: |u| * |v| * 

cos(A). 

Scalar equals first-vector first coordinate x1 times first-vector second coordinate x2 plus second-vector first 

coordinate y1 times second-vector second coordinate y2: x1 * x2 + y1 * y2. 

Both vectors can be the same: x*x + y*y = x^2 + y^2. Two vectors are parallel if they are scalar multiples. Two 

vectors are perpendicular if their scalar product equals zero. 

Scalar product is commutative, is distributive, and has no inverse. Scalar products find energies and so where 

functions begin or end (boundaries). 
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tensor 

Linear forms {tensor, mathematics} have dimension or variable coefficients. Scalars, vectors, and matrices are 

tensors. Vectors are rank-1 covariant tensors. 

purposes 

Tensors can transform coordinates. Tensors can sum over all component combinations or any component. Tensors 

describe vector operations, complex numbers, analytic geometry, and differential geometry. All physical laws are 

tensor relations. For example, tensors describe flow, crystal deformations, and elasticity. All intensive physical 

quantities can be tensors. Tensors can measure extensive quantities, such as mass, momentum, energy, inertia moment, 

length, area, and volume. 

differentiation 

To differentiate tensor, raise tensor order by one. Differentiating first-order tensor results in second-order tensor. 

Differentiating tensor makes tensor gradient. 

integration 

To integrate tensor, lower tensor order by one, by summing over one component. 

area 

Tensor transformations find surface areas, which are outer products. Tensor determinants give areas. 

Transformations can be second-order skew-symmetrical covariant tensors or skew-symmetric bilinear forms: sum over 

all ij of g(ij) * du *dv. Terms with same index, such as ii, have coefficient zero. Terms with different indexes, such as 

ij, have coefficient one. In covariant transformations, new coefficients are new-vector coefficients, and variable number 

stays the same. 

invariants 

Tensor invariants are distance, curvature, sum of curve partial-derivative squares, sum of curve second derivatives, 

sum of area second derivatives, and sum of volume second derivatives. Tensor invariants have both contravariant and 

covariant components. They can contract. 

tensor density 

Tensors can multiply metric-coefficient-determinant square roots. Tensor densities are contravariant and symmetric, 

like divergence. If vectors have same direction, metric-coefficient-determinant square root is zero. 

polynomials 

Many-variable polynomials can be equivalent to tensors {polynomial, tensor} {tensor, polynomial}. For example, 

double sums with two-variable terms have quadratic form a*x*x + b*x*y + c*y*y, which can be equivalent to scalar 

products. Differential forms can use dx instead of x. 

 



order of tensor 

Temperature and other scalars are quantities without direction, have no components, and are zero-order tensors 

{order, tensor}. Motion, momentum, force, and other vectors have one direction and are first-order tensors. Metric and 

other matrices can represent two-dimension interactions and are second-order tensors. Vector curvatures can represent 

four-dimension interactions and are fourth-order tensors. 
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Bianchi symmetry 

Curvature tensor is 0 if there is no torsion {first Bianchi identity, symmetry} {Bianchi symmetry, tensor}. 

 

Bianchi identity 

Curvature-tensor derivative is 0 if there is no torsion {Bianchi identity, tensor} {second Bianchi identity, tensor}. 

 

contravariant 

Coordinates can depend directly on dimensions {contravariant, tensor}. Coefficients a times basis vectors e result in 

coordinates x: a(i) * e(i) = x(i). 

covariant 

Covariant components relate to contravariant components. If basis vectors are orthogonal, covariant components and 

contravariant components are equal: a(i) = x(i) / e(i). 

If basis vectors are curved coordinates, then a(i) = g(i,j) * a(j), where g(i,j) depend on basis vectors e(i) and e(j). 

Some g(i,j) components are for covariance, some for contravariance, and some for both. g(i,j) tensor relates basis 

vectors. g(i,j) elements are functions of curved-space positions. 

Euclidean space 

g(i,j) elements are 1 or 0 for flat space with orthogonal basis vectors. 

 

coordinate transformation 

Physical quantities or coordinates can transform from one coordinate system to another {coordinate transformation}. 

First coordinate-system vector components are linear functions of second coordinate-system components. 

tensor 

Tensor coefficients are weights by which to multiply old variables to get new variables. Tensor-term number is old-

component number times new-component number. Scalar product of outer-product tensor and old basis vectors obtains 

new basis-vector scalars. 

projection 

Linear transformation projects old onto new. Linear transformation is affine geometry. 

contravariant 

Contravariant component {contravariant}, such as dx, multiplies with tensor. Terms with same index, such as ii, 

have coefficient one. Terms with different indexes, such as ij, have coefficient zero. In contravariant transformation, 

only diagonal terms remain. Contravariant component sum is vector expressed in old basis vectors. Diagonal terms are 

scalars for new basis vectors. 

covariant 

Covariant component {covariant}, such as partial derivative, is contravariant component times tensor. Terms with 

different indexes, such as ij, have coefficient one. Terms with same index, such as ii, have coefficient zero. In covariant 

transformation, diagonal terms are not present. Covariant component sum is weight matrix. Non-diagonal terms are 

weights. 

covariance and contravariance 

Covariant means that different old and new components interact. Contravariant means that same old and new 

components interact. Together, they account for all interactions. Contravariant reduces dimension by one. Covariant 

does not change dimensions. If components are orthogonal, as in Euclidean space, covariant and contravariant 

components are the same. Contravariant or covariant transformation does not change symmetrical-tensor value. 

Contravariant or covariant transformation only changes sign of odd number of skew-symmetrical tensor 

transformations. 

 

covariant 

Linear functions can find coefficients of scalar products from original variables and basis vectors {covariant, 

tensor}: a(i) = x(i) * e(i). Covariant components relate to contravariant components by relations between basis vectors. 



If basis vectors are orthogonal, covariant components and contravariant components are equal. If basis vectors are 

curved coordinates, then a(i) = g(i,j) * a(j), where g(i,j) depend on basis vectors e(i) ... e(j). Some g(i,j) components are 

for covariance, some for contravariance, and some for both. g(i,j) tensor relates basis vectors. g(i,j) elements are 

functions of curved-space positions. 

g(i,j) elements are 1 or 0 for flat space with orthogonal basis vectors. 

covariant transformation 

Terms with different indexes, such as ij, have coefficient one. In covariant transformation, new coefficients are new-

vector coefficients, and variable number stays the same. 

 

Einstein summation 

Notation conventions {Einstein summation convention} can denote tensors. 

 

projection by tensor 

Coordinates have unit vectors, such as u for x-axis and v for y-axis. Vector from origin can have coordinates: (2,3) = 

2*u + 3*v, where u and v are unit vectors for two-dimensions. Straight vector has constant slope. 

Lines and surfaces can curve. At point, line or surface has curvature. Slope change indicates curvature amount. For 

two dimensions, two orthogonal directions, u and v, can change slope: du and dv, where d is differential. Total 

curvature has coefficients that depend on dimensions and is sum of changes along dimensions: (Df(u,v) / Dv) * du + 

(Df(u,v) / Du) * dv, where D is partial derivative and d is differential. 

linear 

Linear functions depend on one variable raised only to first power: C * x. Bilinear functions depend on product of 

first-power variables: C * x * y. 

symmetry 

Functions have symmetry if function variables can interchange, for example, they are Euclidean space dimensions. 

tensor 

Tensors are linear functions of coefficients times any number of variables: c * v1 * v2 * ... * vN, where c is 

coefficient, vi are variables, and N can be infinite. Tensors can be sums of these terms: c1 * i1 * j1 * ... * n1 + c2 * i2 * 

j2 * ... * n2 + ... + cN * iN * jN * ... * nN, where n can be infinite. Vectors are tensors: Cu * u or Cu * u + Cv * v. 

scalar product 

Bilinear forms are tensors: Cuv * du * dv. Bilinear tensors can be sum over all ij of g(ij) * du * dv, where i and j are 

dimensions, g is function of dimensions, and u and v are dimension unit vectors. Scalar product of two vectors (a,b) and 

(c,d) is a*c*i*i + b*d*j*j + a*d*i*j + b*c*j*i = a*c + b*d, which is symmetric bilinear tensor. In scalar products, terms 

with same index, such as ii, have coefficient one, and terms with different indexes, such as ij, have coefficient zero 

{contravariant transformation}. Vector projection onto itself makes 100% = 1 of vector. Vector projection onto 

perpendicular makes zero. 

scalar product: symmetry 

Tensor projection and scalar product are symmetric, because answer is the same if either vector projects onto other 

vector. 

scalar product: projection 

Scalar product projects one vector onto another to find length. Tensor transformations can project {projection, 

tensor} one vector onto another vector, to give length. 

quadratic 

If two vectors are the same, scalar product is quadratic. For vector (a,b), sum over all ij of g(ij) * du * du = a*a*i*i + 

b*b*j*j = a^2 + b^2. 

cross product 

Vector cross products are vectors and tensors: (a,b) and (c,d) make a*c*i*i + b*d*j*j + a*d*i*j + b*c*j*i = (a*d - 

b*d)*k, where j*i = - i*j = -k, because opposite direction. In cross products, terms with same index, such as ii, have 

coefficient zero, and terms with different indexes, such as ij, have coefficient one {covariant transformation}. 

Divergence of vector from itself is zero. Divergence of vector onto perpendicular makes 100% = 1 divergence. Tensors 

can be scalar, vector, matrix, and tensor products. 

 

tensor contraction 

Tensor order can reduce by two {tensor contraction}. If tensor has contravariant component and covariant 

component, sum tensor over each component, at same time, to eliminate each component. 

 



trace of tensor 

Scalar products contract second-order tensors and are sums of squares along diagonal {trace, tensor} {spur, tensor}. 

 

volume using tensors 

Volumes {volume, tensor} are determinants of third-order skew-symmetrical covariant tensors. 
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basis vector 

Space has dimensions. Vectors {basis vector} can lie along coordinate axes. Other vectors are basis-vector linear 

combinations. 

contravariant 

For point, coefficients a(i) times basis vectors e(i) result in point coordinates x(i): a(i) * e(i) = x(i), where i is number 

of dimensions. Points can move. New coefficients x(i) of same dimensions e(i) relate to old coefficients a(i): a(i) * e(i) 

= x(i). 

covariant 

For points, coordinate system can change. New-dimension coefficients a(i) relate to old dimensions e(i), because 

new dimensions are linear transformations x(i) of old dimensions: a(i) = x(i) * e(i). 

relation 

Covariant components relate to contravariant components. If basis vectors are orthogonal, covariant components and 

contravariant components are equal. If basis vectors are curved coordinates, a(i) = g(i,j) * a(j), where a(i) and a(j) are 

coefficients and g(i,j) is tensor relating basis vectors e(i) ... e(j). Some g(i,j) components are for covariance, some for 

contravariance, and some for both. g(i,j) elements are functions of curved-space positions. g(i,j) elements are 1 or 0 for 

flat space with orthogonal basis vectors. 

 

coordinate system tensor 

Tensor can express coordinates {coordinate system}. For example, space points can be vectors: a*i + b*j + c*k. 

Coordinates can be perpendicular or not perpendicular. Physical quantity depends on coordinates and can use tensor 

form. For example, momentum can be vector: mass * (a*i + b*j + c*k). 

 

curvature of surface 

Surface can deviate from flatness {curvature, tensor}. 

local 

Curvature is at point and is local property. 

intrinsic 

Curvature is intrinsic to surface and does not depend on outside reference points. 

curve 

For curves, curvature at point is curvature-radius reciprocal. 

surface 

For surface points, curvature R is product of reciprocals of maximum curvature radius R1 and minimum curvature 

radius R2: R = (1 / R1) * (1 / R2). Rotating plane around normal to surface can find both. 

surface: triangle 

Triangles are three geodesics. Curvature is triangle-angle sum minus pi radians, all divided by triangle area: r = 

(angle sum - pi) / area. 

surface: sphere 

Surface curvature is area by surface projection onto a sphere, divided by surface area: r = (projection area) / area. 

surface: normals 

Curvature is solid angle in radians by normals to surface over surface region, divided by surface area. 

surface: volume 

Volume can also find curvature. 

surface: hexagon 

To measure curvature around point, use regular hexagon around the point and measure angles. 

bending 

If surface bends without stretching, curvature stays constant, because one radius increases and other radius decreases 

proportionally. 



space-time: curvature tensor 

In space-time, geodesic deviations, measured along each dimension, are metric second derivative and are second-

order differential forms. The result is fourth-order tensor whose matrix coefficients have one covariant and three 

contravariant indices. For four-dimensional space-time, tensor has 20 independent terms. Metric coefficients are 

potentials. 

Tensor is skew-symmetric and cyclic symmetric and is commutative, with diagonal terms equal zero. 

space-time: Weyl tensor 

Tensors {Weyl tensor} can measure gravity-field tidal distortion. 

space-time: Riemann curvature tensor 

At points, total space curvature depends on Ricci tensors and Weyl tensors. Curved space can be Euclidean space 

{Riemannian manifold} locally. Curved space-time can be Minkowski space {Lorentzian manifold} {pseudo-

Riemannian manifold} {semi-Riemannian manifold} locally. 

space-time: distance curvature 

Second-order tensor {distance curvature} can derive from vector curvature, by contracting matrix coefficients. 

space-time: scalar curvature 

Tensor trace is scalar invariant. First-order tensors {scalar curvature} can derive from distance curvatures, by 

contracting to put metric-coefficient second derivatives into linear forms. Scalar curvature is the only such invariant. 

Physical world has four dimensions, because only such manifold results in curvature invariance. 

 

differential form 

Functions have functions {form, mathematics}. 

types 

Functions are 0-form manifolds. 

Exterior derivatives of functions with basis vectors are 1-forms {differential form} {covector} {covariant vector} 

{1-form, basis}. Tensors operate on 1-forms to give real numbers. Linear operations on vectors can give integral 

numbers of equally spaced phase surfaces, of de-Broglie particle waves, through which vector passes. Force, energy, 

momentum, and velocity directional derivatives are 1-form gradients. Anticommutative tensor products and wedge 

products of two 1-forms are 2-forms. Anticommutative wedge products of three 1-forms are 3-forms. Antisymmetric 

covariant tensors are k-forms. 

algebra 

Exterior-derivative wedge products form exterior algebra (Elie Cartan). 

dual 

p-forms and (n-p)-forms are duals on n-manifolds {Hodge star}. 1-form and vector field are duals and interact to 

make scalar products. Tangent vector has covector dual. 

 

geodesic tensor 

Two manifold points have shortest path {geodesic, tensor}| between them. Geodesic is straightest possible direction 

between two points. 

metric 

Quadratic differential linear metric forms can measure geodesic length: ds^2. Geodesic length is sum from points i = 

1 to i = m, and from points j = 1 to j = m, of g(i, j) * du(i) * du(j). Coefficients g(i, j) = Du(i) / Du(j), where D are 

partial derivatives and u are coordinates. 

geometry 

Geodesic metric defines surface geometry at manifold points. 

linear 

Using only local operations allows geodesic to be linear. 

operator 

Geodesic metric operates on vectors to give squared lengths. Squared length can be greater than zero {space-like 

vector}, less than zero {time-like vector}, or equal to zero {light-like vector}. 

space-time 

In four-dimensional space-time, particles move along maximum spatial-length lines, which is the shortest possible 

time as measured in particle reference frame. In flat space-time, geodesics are straight lines. On spheres, geodesics are 

on great circles. 

 

metric length 

For surface, quadratic differential linear form can measure geodesic length {metric, length}|: ds^2. 



 

Ricci tensor 

Four-dimensional space has vector curvature with 4x4x4x4 terms, which are linear function-second-derivative 

combinations. However, terms are in pairs, so four-dimensional vector curvature can contract to 16 independent terms 

in 4x4 matrices {Ricci tensor}. The other four terms are vector components. Ricci tensor measures volume change, as 

gravity causes space to contract, and equals energy-momentum tensor. Ricci tensor equals mass-energy density, which 

is pressure. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Vector>Kinds 

 

hodograph 

For vectors with origins at same point, vector ends can represent velocities at different times at the point 

{hodograph}. Tangent to hodograph is acceleration. 

 

normal 

Vectors {normal}| can be perpendicular to curves or surfaces. Normals can point out of convex sides {external 

normal}. Normals can point out of concave sides {internal normal}. 

 

orthogonal vectors 

Vectors {orthogonal vectors}| {orthogonal axes} can be perpendicular. Basis vectors are orthogonal, when axes are 

independent. 

 

orthonormal 

Unit vectors {orthonormal}| can be perpendicular. 

 

position vector 

Vectors {position vector} can go from origin to point. 

 

scalar as magnitude 

Numbers or variables {scalar}| can have magnitude but no direction. 

 

sensed segment 

Line segments {sensed segment} can have beginning end {initial end} and ending end {terminal end}. Sensed 

segment can be point {point-segment}. Sensed segments or point-segments are vectors and have length and direction. 

 

spinor 

Complex-number vectors {spinor}| have rotation around an axis. Specifically, complex-number vectors are second-

rank Hermitean spinors. Spinors have direction, amplitude, and frequency. Spinors can be hypercomplex-number 

vectors. Spinors are like flagpoles, plus flags with lengths, plus orientation-entanglement relations. Though flagpole 

and flag are like two vectors, spinors are not bivectors, which have real numbers only. Complex-number bivectors are 

bispinors. Complex-number trivectors are trispinors. 

chirality 

Spinors have right-handed or left-handed orientation (chirality). 

axis 

Vectors can rotate around own axis, coordinate axis, or any axis. 

quaternions 

Quaternions have form a + b*i + c*j + d*k, where a, b, c, and d are real numbers, and i, j, and k are orthogonal unit 

vectors, so quaternions are vectors in three-dimensional space but with added scalar. Rotating quaternions are real-

number spinors. Multiplying quaternions gives i*j = k, j*k = i, k*i = j, j*i = -k, k*j = -i, and i*k = -j, so quaternion 

multiplication is non-commutative. Multiplying quaternions describes quaternion rotations. Rotation transforms 

quaternion coordinates {spinor transformation}. 

spin matrix 

Matrices {spin matrix} describe quaternion and spinor rotations. Spin matrices are scalar products of spinor matrix 

and rotation matrix: new spin matrix = (rotation matrix) * (old spin matrix) * (rotation-matrix conjugate transpose). 



rotation 

Spinors reverse sign for 360-degree rotation, because loop cannot shrink to point. Spinors reverse sign twice for 720-

degree rotation (4 * pi radians). Rotation sums are vector sums. Two rotations make double-twist that is equivalent to 

no twist {topological torsion}, because loop can shrink to point. 

Complex-plane pi/2 radian rotations rotate pi radians in spherical representations, along oriented great-circle arcs. 

If space has n dimensions, rotations are always about axes with n - 2 dimensions. Reflections are always through n - 

1 dimension plane. Two reflections through perpendicular planes are equivalent to rotation through pi radians. 

history 

Elie Cartan discovered spinors [1913] and invented orthogonal-group representation theory. 

purposes 

Spinors relate geometry, topology, and analysis. Spinors describe fermion and boson spin. Spin matrices (Pauli) and 

relativistic electron-spin theory (Dirac) use spinors. Spinors are in index theorems for elliptic operators, characteristic 

number integrability, positive scalar curvature metric existence, twistor spaces, Seiberg-Witten theory, Clifford 

algebras, spin groups, manifold spin structures, Dirac operators, supersymmetry, four-manifold invariants, and 

superstring theory. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis 

 

analysis in mathematics 

Mathematics branches {analysis, mathematics} {mathematical analysis} can be about theory of real-variable 

functions and theory of integrals and integral equations. 

purposes 

Mathematical analysis studies continuous but non-differentiable functions. It studies continuous-function series 

whose sum is discontinuous. It studies continuous functions that are not piecewise monotonic. It studies functions with 

bounded derivatives that are not Riemann integrable. It studies curves that are rectifiable, but not by calculus arc-length 

definition. It studies non-integrable functions that are limits of integrable-function series. It studies Fourier series 

relations to represented functions. 

point density 

Number of interval points and number of subinterval points are the same. 

Laplace transform 

Integral from t = -infinity to t = +infinity of e^(-x * t) * g(t) * dt, where g(t) = (0.5 * i) * (integral from x = a - 

infinity to x = a + infinity of (e^(x * t))*(f(x)) * dx), where a is large. 

integral existence 

If interval points are differentiable, function can integrate over interval. Intervals have variable maximum and 

minimum values. Function f(x) has maximum and minimum over interval. Maximum-M limit minus minimum m times 

x-change dx goes to zero as dx goes to zero: (M - m) * dx. 

series expansion 

Functions can be equivalent to series. Function series expansions are in integral-equation theory {convergence of 

mean} {Lebesgue square integral} {Riesz-Fischer theorem} {moment problem} {Holder inequalities} {strong 

convergence} {weak convergence} {singular integral equations}. 

 

analytic function 

Over intervals, functions can be almost equivalent to power-series functions {Comega-smooth function} {analytic 

function}. Real analytic functions {Cinfinity-smooth function} can be differentiable at domain points any number of 

times. Complex analytic functions are complex differentiable, typically only once, at domain points. Complex entire 

functions are differentiable at all complex-plane finite points. Non-analytic functions are not differentiable at some 

singularity point or along branch cut. 

 

branch cut 

Analytic multiple-valued functions in complex plane can be discontinuous across curve {branch cut} {cut line} {slit, 

mathematics} {branch line}. 

 

Dirichlet series 

Sums, from n = 1 to n = infinity, of a(n) * n^-z, where n is number of terms, a(n) is complex general term, and z is 

complex number, are number series {Dirichlet series}. 

 



Hessian matrix 

Gradient matrices {Hessian matrix} can have first-derivative components. Hessian matrices also have basis-

function-parameter second-derivative components, which are typically negligible, because they are like random 

measurement errors and cancel each other. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Orthogonal 

 

orthogonal system 

Integral equations relate to complete orthogonal-system theory {orthogonal system}. Functions can expand using 

orthogonal systems {Fredholm alternative theorem} {complete continuity}. 

 

norm of function 

Complex function has complex conjugate {norm, function}. Two infinite complex-number sequences are orthogonal 

if and only if norm equals zero. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Differential Equation 

 

successive substitutions 

Using integral equations and initial or boundary values can solve differential equations. Methods {method of 

successive substitutions} {successive substitutions method} can use iterative substitutions. Methods can use complex-

variable functions that are monodrome, monogenic, and holomorphic. Methods can use meromorphic functions. 

 

monodrome 

Complex-variable functions can be single-valued {monodrome}. 

 

monogenic 

Complex-variable functions can have only one derivative at domain values {monogenic}. 

 

meromorphic function 

Single-valued functions {meromorphic function} can be differentiable except at singularities, where they go to 

infinity. Polynomials can be meromorphic at points {pole, meromorphic function} but cannot have other singularity 

types. Meromorphic functions are entire-function ratios. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Integral 

 

Lebesgue integral 

Functions {Lebesgue integral} can have sums of lengths over intervals. 

purposes 

Lebesgue integrals can integrate discontinuous functions. 

finite 

Lebesgue integrals can be finite {summable function}. Limit from x = a to x = b of f(x) * cos(n*x) * dx equals zero. 

Limit from x = a to x = b of f(x) * sin(n*x) * dx equals zero. Therefore, Lebesgue integral can use Fourier series 

{Riemann-Lebesgue lemma}. 

finite: convergence 

Functions can have no bound in interval, but Lebesgue integral can converge absolutely. 

extensions 

Lebesgue-integral extensions include spectral theory {Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral} {ergodic theory} {harmonic 

analysis} {generalized Fourier analysis}. 

 

Riemann-Darboux integral 

Analytic-function sequence limits are integrals {Stieltjes integral, Riemann}. Stieltjes integrals generalize simpler 

integrals {Riemann-Darboux integral}. 

Integrals, from x = a to x = b, of f(x) * dg(x) * dx equal limits of sums, from i = 0 to i = n, of f(e(i)) * (g(x(i + 1)) - 

g(x(i))), where x(i) are partition intervals and e(i) are inside intervals (x(i), x(i + 1)). 



Riemann 

Functions {Riemann integrable function} can have no discontinuities or have discontinuities that form measure-zero 

sets. Riemann integrals are Lebesgue integrable, but Lebesgue integrals can be not Riemann integrable. 

 

Stieltjes integral 

Analytic-function sequence limits are integrals {Stieltjes integral}. Stieltjes integrals are generalized Riemann-

Darboux integrals. Integrals, from x = a to x = b, of f(x) * dg(x) * dx equals limits of sums, from i = 0 to i = n, of f(e(i)) 

* (g(x(i+1)) - g(x(i))), where x(i) are partition intervals and e(i) are inside intervals (x(i), x(i+1)). 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Measure 

 

mathematical measure 

Theories {measure theory} can find discontinuous-function magnitudes {mathematical measure} {measure, 

mathematics}, for quantum mechanics, statistics, and probability. 

process 

Enclose set points in an open-set interval inside a finite or countably infinite set of non-overlapping intervals {union 

of non-overlapping denumerable open intervals}. To obtain lower bound {exterior measure}, sum non-overlapping 

intervals. Use sum to find set-point complement {interior measure}. 

measure 

If function has bound and is measurable, length, area, or volume is greatest lower bound {greatest exterior measure} 

and equals least upper bound {least interior measure}. 

types 

Boolean sigma-algebra can represent discontinuous-function measures. In intervals, Lebesgue generalized ordinary 

integrals, over discontinuous-function points, can find function values {P-measure}. If Lebesgue integrals are constant, 

P-measures {Lebesgue measure} are constant. 

 

measurable set 

Point-set {measurable set} exterior measure can equal interior measure. If functions are greater than a number, and 

point sets are measurable, functions are measurable. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Method 

 

steepest descent method 

Non-linear least-squares parameter estimation methods {steepest descent method} {method of steepest descent} can 

use points, far from minimum, where first derivative is maximum. 

 

normal equations method 

Methods {normal equations method} {method of normal equations} can find function minimum. 

 

inverse-Hessian method 

Non-linear least-squares parameter estimation methods {inverse-Hessian method} can use points near minimum, 

where first derivative equals zero. 

 

Levenberg-Marquardt method 

Non-linear least-squares parameter estimation methods {Levenberg-Marquardt method} {Marquardt method} can 

generalize normal-equations method to find minimum and avoid steepest-descent and inverse-Hessian extremes. 

Taking gradient by differentiating eliminates equation constants and so cannot calculate equation-constant 

magnitude. However, Hessian-matrix components can indicate constant magnitude. 

Using scale factor can transform matrix into diagonally dominant matrix. After finding minimum, set scale factor to 

zero, and compute estimated fitted-parameter standard-error covariance matrix. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Operator 

 

continuous additive operator 

To generalize solutions involving constants or additions, use axioms A(c*x) = c * A(x) and A(x + y) = A(x) + A(y) 

{continuous additive operator}. 



 

Einzeltransformation 

Linear bounded Hermitean operators can be operators {Einzeltransformation} E such that E-E- = E-, E+E+ = E+, 

and I = E- + E+. Einzeltransformations are commutative and commute with any operator that commutes with 

Hermitean operator. Hermitean times E- is greater than zero, and Hermitean times E+ is greater than zero. 

 

fixed-point analysis 

In equation A(x) = x, operation or transformation A leaves function or vector constant {fixed-point analysis}. If 

operator is continuous and operates on n-dimensional spheres, function has at least one fixed point {Brouwer fixed-

point theorem}. 

 

projection operator in analysis 

Subsets can project {projection operator, set} onto element sets. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Operator>Adjoint 

 

adjoint operator in analysis 

Operators {adjoint operator} {transposed operator} can find function scalar products, which are linear 

transformations from one function to another: (A(f1), f2). Adjoint operators can have inverses {self-adjointness}: 

(A(f1), f2) = (f1, A(f2)). The situation is analogous to the symmetric-integral-equation kernel. (T*f, g) = (f, T*g) and 

||T*|| = ||T||, where T* is matrix-T transpose. 

 

Riesz operator 

Adjoint-operator theory can apply to operators {Riesz operator} with form I - lambda * V, where lambda is 

parameter, I is identity operator, and V is complex continuous L^2-space operator. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Theorem 

 

content theory 

Lengths are closed intervals. The idea of length {theory of content} {content theory} can extend to open intervals. 

For open intervals, sum of subintervals that enclose points has greatest lower bound {outer content} and sum of 

polygonal regions makes least upper bound {inner content}. If outer content is less than or equal to inner content, 

interval has content. 

length 

If inner content equals outer content, inner content is interval length for one dimension. 

additive 

For finite number of intervals, sum of disjoint sets with content is sum of set contents {additivity property}. 

 

Hahn-Banach theorem 

For adjoint spaces, map of vector space onto line can extend to map of space including line {Hahn-Banach 

theorem}. 

 

Heine-Borel theorem 

In closed intervals (a,b) that have countably infinite interval sets, if a <= x <= b, and x is inside at least one interval, 

x is inside at least one interval of any finite interval set {Heine-Borel theorem} (Eduard Heine) [1821 to 1881]. 

 

projection theorem 

Closed space subsets have two unique elements, one in subset and the other orthonormal to every element in 

subspace {projection theorem} {Riesz representation theorem}. 

 

stationary phase principle 

Main contribution to integral is from points at which derivative equals zero {stationary phase principle} {principle of 

stationary phase}. 

 



Weierstrass-Bolzano theorem 

In bounded infinite point sets, a point exists in which any neighborhood has set points {Weierstrass-Bolzano 

theorem}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Theorem>Spectral Theory 

 

spectral theory 

In intervals, analysis can find function-root sets {spectral theory}. Root index is less than its multiplicity. General 

spectral theory can be for symmetric kernels. Function kernels can have orthonormal eigenfunctions {Hilbert-Schmidt 

theorem}. Eigenfunction roots {eigenvalue, spectral theory} can be point, band, or continuous spectrum. 

 

spectral radius theorem 

Spectral theory can generalize Volterra's method {spectral radius theorem}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Kernel 

 

kernel 

Integral from e = a to e = x of K(x,e) * u(e) * de, where K(x,e) are differential equations {kernel, equation} and u(e) 

equals integral from x = a to x = b of K(x,e) * f(x) * dx, is limiting form of n linear algebraic-equations with n 

unknowns, as n goes to infinity. 

 

Fredholm equations 

Integrals can be from e = a to e = b for K(x,e) * u(e) * de {Fredholm's equations} {Fredholm equations}. 

 

Volterra equations 

Integrals can be equal to zero to make homogeneous equations {Volterra's equations} {Volterra equations}. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Space 

 

adjoint space 

All continuous bounded linear functionals have spaces {dual space} {adjoint space} {Banach space}. Dual-space 

norms are functional bounds. Duals change L^q to L^p, where q = p / (p - 1). Dual spaces are generalized Hilbert 

spaces. 

 

complex sequence space 

Spaces {complex sequence space} can be equivalent to L^2 spaces of complex-valued, measurable, and square 

integrable functions. Complex space has inequalities {Schwarz's inequality} {Parseval's inequality}. 

 

function space 

Spaces {function space} can have functions as points or distances. Spaces can have finite numbers of elements. 

Spaces can have infinite numbers of elements, with two limiting elements at interval ends {closed set, function}. 

Spaces can have no sequence gaps {sequentially compact}. Spaces can have only one limit element {relatively 

sequentially compact}. 

Function spaces can use generalized Pythagorean theorem. 

Function spaces can have triangle inequality, Schwarz's inequality, and other inequalities {Bessel's inequality}. 

Mutually orthogonal space elements are linearly independent. 

 

Hilbert space in mathematics 

Complex abstract spaces {Hilbert space, analysis} can have infinite dimensions. 

transformation 

Coordinates can transform. Integral from x = a to x = b of K(x,y) * u(x) * dx can transform differentiable function 

u(x), where K(x,y) are differential equations. 

purposes 

Differential and integral equation eigenvalue theory is similar to n-dimensional-space linear transformations. 

Quantum-mechanics equations can use Hilbert-space spectral theory. Observed values are linear symmetric operators in 

Hilbert space. Linear symmetric energy-operator eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are energy levels. Eigenvalue 



differences show emitted-light frequencies. Lebesgue integrable functions {square summable function} make spaces 

similar to Hilbert spaces of sequences. Banach spaces {complete normed vector space} are generalized Hilbert spaces. 

 

linear vector space 

Spaces {linear vector space} can have complete orthonormal countable sets. Topology is about equivalencies during 

continuous motions. Linear vector space can define metric using the norm {strong topology}. Linear vector spaces can 

have systems of neighborhoods with weak convergence {weak topology}. 

 

Lp space 

Banach space includes spaces {L^p space}, of continuous bounded measurable functions, which does not need two 

orthogonal elements and in which inner product does not define norm. 

 

metric space 

Spaces {metric space} can have distances. Integral from x = a to x = b of K(x,y) * u(x) * dx, where K(x,y) are 

differential equations, can transform distance function u(x) into another distance function. 

 

MATH>Calculus>Analysis>Kinds 

 

combinatorial analysis 

Permutations, combinations, binomial theorem, magic squares, and partition theory can combine into one subject 

{combinatorial analysis}. 

 

functional analysis 

Continuous functions, convergences, and limits can combine into one subject {functional analysis}. Analysis 

includes infinite series, ordinary differential equations, partial differential equations, differential geometry, calculus, 

and calculus of variations. Analysis excludes plane geometry, solid geometry, and computational methods. Analysis 

uses arithmetic, variable, function, continuity, differentiability, integrability, limits, infinitesimals, infinite, least upper 

bound, uniformity, convergence, and fundamental theorem of calculus. 

purposes 

Functional analysis can be for generalized moment problem, statistical mechanics, fixed-point theorems, partial-

differential-equation existence and uniqueness theorems, calculus of variations, and continuous compact-group 

representation. Linear functional analysis can study integral equations. 

functional 

Functions of functions {functional} map function to number. Functionals can find areas of products of two 

functions, over intervals. Functionals can evaluate functions at points. Functionals have generalized derivatives that are 

also functionals, but can have singularities. 

 

linear functional analysis 

Sum from p = 1 to p = infinity of (z(p) * Z(p))^0.5, where Z(p) is z(p) complex conjugate, can study calculus of 

variations {linear functional analysis}. 

 

standard analysis 

Analysis {standard analysis} can use limits and exhaustion method. Standard analysis and nonstandard analysis use 

same language and rules, but interpretation is different. 

 

nonstandard analysis 

Analysis {nonstandard analysis} can use infinitesimals that can never get large. In nonstandard analysis, numbers, 

metrics, and spaces always have nearby values. 

contradiction 

Non-standard analysis can introduce contradictions, because added infinitesimals do not necessarily stay small. 

Infinitesimals can violate Archimedes principle {non-Archimedian}. 

theorem 

For proposition sets, if finite proposition subsets are true in standard analysis, whole proposition set is true in 

nonstandard analysis {compactness theorem}. 

 



MATH>Game Theory 

 

game theory 

Theories {decision theory, game} {operational research} {game theory}| can analyze competition and cooperation 

among players, who must make decisions that result in rewards, punishments, or neutral outcomes. Predictions require 

creating possible alternatives, stimulating system, extrapolating trends, and building relevance hierarchies to see how to 

reach goals. 

decision 

Decision requires thought, but choice does not. Decision selects option. Decision is not true or false. Decision can 

cause intention. 

theory 

People can minimize maximum risk {minimax, strategy} {maximin}, using decision values {statistical decision 

theory} {Wald theory}. 

 

information in games 

Games have possible player decisions and actions {information, games}, which have probabilities. 

perfect information 

Games can have no chance decisions {perfect information}. For perfect information, strategy determines outcome 

{normal form, games}. Strategies make decision-point action sequences {extensive form}. 

Real games with perfect information often have too many decisions to record in normal form, so the game 

practically has imperfect information and has approximate strategy. Chess is two-person, zero-sum game with perfect 

information but very large decision space. 30,000 and 50,000 basic patterns exist. Mutual defense between pieces, 

cooperation in attacking common target, special pawn chains, and various castled-king patterns are basic patterns. 

imperfect information 

Most games involve chance {imperfect information}. Games can allow outside information. Life situations allow 

new action types. 

 

player power 

Players can control {power, player} {player power} game outcome or their gains to some extent. 

 

strict determinacy 

Games with perfect information {strict determinacy} have only required decisions and actions. 

 

utility function 

For all outcomes, sum of outcome value times outcome probability gives expected value or utility {utility function}. 

If games have known probabilities, as in gambling, and player outcomes have values, utility function is calculable. 

 

MATH>Game Theory>Strategy 

 

strategy 

Principles or tables {strategy} determine decisions. 

risk 

Strategy {minimax theorem} can minimize risk. Minimax strategies are good, no matter what other player does. In 

finite, zero-sum, two-person game, one player gets average amount from the other if both use best strategy to minimize 

risk. 

dominance 

Strategy {dominant strategy} can always be better than or equal to all other strategies and is always better in at least 

one situation. 

equilibrium 

If one player maintains strategy, and the second changes strategy to best strategy, outcomes can stay constant 

{equilibrium point} {equilibrium strategy}. Games can have no equilibrium point. To try to maximize gain and 

minimize loss, use mixed strategies based on strategy-combination reward and punishment probabilities. Typical result 

is that no one gains or loses. If playing superior opponent, it is best to use mixed strategies. 

 



Nash strategy 

At least one strategy {Nash strategy} makes player better off if other players use best strategy. If all players use only 

Nash strategy, games play in set patterns in which all players are better off {Nash equilibrium}, but reward can be not 

optimum. In many-person games, many Nash equilibria exist, and no method can find best Nash strategy. 

 

MATH>Game Theory>Coalition 

 

coalition 

In forming coalitions {coalition}, player power to affect outcome, including making coalitions, is the most-important 

factor. Player must gain equal or more value by being in coalition, or else player does not join group. Acceptable 

outcome requires Pareto optimum. 

symmetry 

All players can have same role {symmetric game}. 

communication 

Outcomes {discriminatory solution} can give less than fair share to outsider and keep rest for coalition, which 

typically happens when games allow communication. 

set 

Typically, each possible outcome dominates another outcome, and outcomes are intransitive, so no outcome 

dominates all others. Typically, many undominated outcomes result {imputation}. 

An outcome {effective set} can dominate if players get more when in coalitions, and coalitions can form. 

set: stability 

Typically, at least one outcome in current set dominates all new outcomes, making pressure to stay in current set. If 

gains are large and number of people is large, stability is low. 

 

Aumann-Masschler theory 

Theories {Aumann-Masschler theory} can study game coalitions. Aumann-Masschler theory uses characteristic 

function form, determines outcomes for coalitions, does not try to predict coalitions or determine fairness or equity, 

assumes players are in only one coalition or act alone, and assumes coalitions have value equal to member-value sum. 

Aumann-Masschler theory uses no utility comparisons or Pareto optima. 

objection 

Games have bargaining sets. Players can want member to leave coalition, so remaining players can get more 

{objection}. Acceptable outcome has no objections or reciprocal objections. 

 

characteristic function form 

Games that reach situations with two coalitions {characteristic function form} are like two-person games. 

 

self-policing set 

Strong imputations can cause dominating outcomes {self-policing set} outside current set to cause coalition 

members to take losses. 

 

Shapley value 

For all players, values {Shapley value} can measure difference between coalition utilities if player is in or out of 

coalition. All coalitions have Shapley values. Coalition closest to having half total power is most likely. Coalition must 

have at least half total power to determine outcome. In coalitions, strong players gain more than weak players, but 

strong-weak coalitions do not form often. Players do best in only one coalition. 

 

superadditivity 

Coalition value can equal or exceed {superadditivity} coalition-player-value sum, because utility can transfer. 

 

MATH>Game Theory>Communication 

 

communication in games 

Games can allow threats, binding or non-binding agreements, side payments, real and pretended restrictions, and real 

or false information {communication, games}. Communication can be free or restricted by rules. Rules and normal 

form have equal importance, depending on ability to communicate and cooperate. Games can allow shared rewards. 



Games can allow binding or non-binding agreements among communicating players. Agreements can be free or 

restricted by rules. 

 

Nash arbitration scheme 

Arbitration {Nash arbitration scheme} can maximize player-utility product. 

 

Pareto optimum in games 

Arbitrators and bargainers try to find point at which both players are best off {Pareto optimum, games}. Typically, 

more than Pareto optimum exists. 

 

MATH>Game Theory>Communication>Bargaining 

 

bargaining 

Bargaining {bargaining, games} {negotiation, arbitration}, or using third party to determine outcome fairly 

{arbitration, negotiation}, makes outcome independent of utility function, as well as independent of allowing other 

outcomes. In cooperative games and bargaining, one player often dominates. 

 

bargaining set 

Games have acceptable-outcome sets {bargaining set}. 

 

Bowley point 

In bargaining, player can assume other player will maximize outcome {Bowley point}. Games with no repeated play 

and incomplete information often reach the Bowley point, instead of Pareto optimum. 

 

equal profits point 

Bargaining can find point where outcomes are equal for both players {equal profits point}. 

 

MATH>Game Theory>Game Types 

 

game types 

Games have kinds {game types}. In real games, players often value rewards differently than in simulated games. For 

example, rather than using strategy that tries to minimize losses, players often use strategy that tries to get greatest 

average return. Players tend to cooperate more. Personal or emotional factors, such as ideology, can affect decisions. 

Player goals determine decisions. 

In real n-person games, communication difficulties are important, player physical arrangement is important, and 

aggressive and fast-acting players typically do better. People typically do not maintain utility transitivity, so value 

assignments are inconsistent. Environment can change and affect values and probabilities used in utility function. 

Players typically do not gamble large amounts, and they gamble based on emotion, not calculated utility. 

 

Colonel Blotto game 

Two-person, finite, zero-sum games {Colonel Blotto game} can involve one decision from each player. 

 

compound game 

Games {compound game} can have several independent games. Compound-game expected value is sum of 

component-game expected values. 

 

finite game 

Most games {finite game} have limited move numbers. Few games allow infinite numbers of moves. 

 

non-zero-sum game 

Different outcomes can have different total rewards and punishments {non-zero-sum game}|, so both players can 

gain or lose. 

 

one-person game 

Games {one-person game} can have one player. 



types 

In one-person game, player decisions alone can determine outcome, with no decisions determined by chance, as with 

Tower of Hanoi. Alternatively, player decisions and decisions with known probabilities, as with dice games, determine 

outcome. Alternatively, player decisions and unknown-probability decisions, such as acts of god, determine outcome. 

strategy 

In one-person games, player typically assumes worst outcome will happen and uses minimax strategy. 

 

prisoner's dilemma 

In two-person, non-zero-sum games {prisoner's dilemma}|, players can choose from two alternatives. If both players 

choose number one, both players get reward. If both players choose number two, both players get punishment. If one 

player chooses number one and the other chooses number two, first player has more punishment, but second player has 

more reward. 

strategy 

Both players do best if they cooperate. However, if one player uses only one strategy, other player can change 

strategy and get big reward. 

experiments 

In real experiments, finite games have no cooperation, but infinite games have cooperation. 

factors 

Reward and punishment sizes, previous play, communication ability, and personality affect the game, so it is a 

competitive game. 

 

traveler's dilemma 

In a two-person, non-zero-sum game {traveler's dilemma}|, players can choose number from 2 to 100. Third party 

asks each to state number. If both write same number, they both receive that amount. Otherwise, lower number receives 

that amount plus bonus, and higher number receives that amount minus penalty. 

 

two-person game 

Games {two-person game} can have two players. 

 

zero-sum game 

Games {zero-sum game}| can have total rewards and punishments that are the same for all outcomes, so players can 

gain only at expense of other players. 

examples 

Chess, checkers, go, and tic-tac-toe are zero-sum games, because they are win, lose, or draw. 

strategy 

Two-person, finite, zero-sum games have strategy that wins for first player, makes first player lose, makes it so first 

player cannot lose, or makes first player lose or draw. 

types 

Typical two-person, finite, zero-sum game, such as rock-scissors-hand, has no perfect information, because players 

choose simultaneously. 

non-zero-sum 

Different outcomes can have different total rewards and punishments, so players can gain or lose, in a non-zero-sum 

game, as in prisoner's dilemma. 

 

MATH>Game Theory>Voting 

 

voting 

People can cast ballots {voting}| to determine election or referendum. Voting chooses among alternatives, perhaps 

allowing write-in candidates. Winner is choice with the most votes. Jurisdictions can require people to vote or restrict 

voting by literacy. 

types 

Voting can use different systems with different outcomes. From list, people can choose one alternative. If more than 

half the voters select one choice, it wins. If no choice has more than half the vote, choice with most votes can win, or 

runoff can select between the two choices with most votes. People can indicate preference order {proportional voting}. 

Vote counting weights preference order and selects most popular overall. 

 



Condorcet paradox 

Simple majority rule can violate transitivity {Condorcet paradox, voting}, because rankings can permute in all ways 

{Condorcet cycle, voting}. 

 

democratic voting 

Democratic decisions can result if five assumptions hold {democratic voting}. With three or more candidates or 

proposed laws, the five assumptions are inconsistent. 

 

single-peaked preference 

Voters can prefer only one outcome {single-peaked preference}. With single-peaked preferences, voters choose 

outcome closest to preference, group preferences are transitive, and outcome is acceptable to all voters, because it is 

near middle. 

 

social welfare function 

If ballot has several alternatives, several voters will vote, voters have different preferences between any two 

alternatives, and outcome depends on more than one player, no method can find true group preference {social welfare 

function}. Preferences among some alternatives are independent of preferences for others, and if more people favor 

alternative, it stays favored {Arrow social welfare theorem}. 

 

MATH>Game Theory>Voting>Attitude 

 

sincere voting 

Voting rounds {sincere voting} can indicate people's true relative preferences. 

 

strategic voting 

Voting rounds {strategic voting} can invoke strategy to help people's true preference win. 

 

MATH>Game Theory>Voting>Methods 

 

instant-runoff voting 

Voters can indicate preference order. Count first eliminates lowest-ranked candidate and apportions that candidate's 

votes to remaining candidates. Count then eliminates lowest-ranked candidate and apportions that candidate's votes to 

remaining candidates, and so on, until only one candidate remains {instant-runoff voting} (IRV). 

 

plurality voting 

Candidate or proposition can win with the most votes {plurality voting}, even with no majority. Allowing plurality 

voting tends to merge parties, and voters tend to avoid extremes, so outcomes tend toward middle. 

 

proportional representation 

Number of representatives for a group can depend on group vote percentage {proportional representation}. This 

method allows more extremes, such as fringe parties. Under proportional representation, small groups that vote together 

usually have more power than large disorganized groups. 

 

rank-order voting 

In one voting round, people assign rank, from 1 to candidate number, to all candidates {rank-order voting} {Borda 

count}. Winner has the most points. Because it is numerical, it can violate the neutrality principle. 

 

successive procedure 

Voting methods can first decide between two choices {successive procedure}, then decide between winner and third 

choice, then decide between winner and fourth choice, and so on. Final winner wins. 

 

true majority rule 

In one voting round, people list preference order among candidates {true majority rule} {simple majority rule}. 

Winner has won all one-on-one contests. 

 



MATH>Game Theory>Voting>Principles 

 

equal treatment principle 

Voters have equal weight {equal treatment principle} {one-person one-vote principle} {anonymity principle}. 

 

neutrality principle 

Election system gives no advantage to any candidate {symmetry principle} {neutrality principle}. Third-candidate 

presence or absence can have no affect on choice between two candidates. Third-candidate preference change can have 

no affect on outcome. 

 

Pareto principle 

With several candidates, someone who always ranks below another person must not defeat that person {Pareto 

principle}. 

 

transitivity principle 

If voter prefers candidate over second one, whom he or she prefers over third one, voter prefers first one over third 

one {transitivity principle}. In simple majority rule, if there are three candidates, and one is never second {value 

restriction}, transitivity holds. In simple majority rule, transitivity holds if all voters base decision on one parameter. 

Simple majority rule can violate transitivity {Condorcet paradox, transitivity} because rankings can permute in all ways 

{Condorcet cycle, transitivity}. In case of no simple majority, using rank-order to supplement vote maintains 

transitivity. 

 

MATH>Geometry 

 

geometry in mathematics 

Mathematics {geometry} can study space properties, such as distances and angles. Historically, geometry developed 

from techniques to measure land, construct temples, and observe stars. 

 

concurrent figures 

Several figures or lines {concurrent figures} can share points. 

 

Erlanger program 

Geometry can have transformation groups that have invariants {Erlanger program}. Possible invariants are linearity, 

collinearity, cross ratio, harmonic point set, and conic section. According to the Erlanger Programme [1872] (Felix 

Klein), geometry is point spaces and their transformation groups (mappings). For a geometry, specific invariant space 

structures do not change under its transformations. For Euclidean geometry, rigid motions (displacement and rotation 

transformations) do not change invariant separation. Euclidean geometry has between-ness and separation (length). For 

similarity or extended Euclidean geometry, rigid motions, translations, rotations, and uniform scalings (similarity 

transformations) do not change invariant length ratios. Extended Euclidean geometry has between-ness, length ratios, 

and angles. For affine geometry, translations, rotations, skewings, non-isotropic scalings, and nonsingular linear 

mappings (affine transformations) do not change invariant line at infinity or three-collinear-point cross ratio. Affine 

geometry has between-ness but no length ratios. For projective geometry, all linear mappings (projective collineations) 

do not change invariant four-collinear-point cross ratio. Projective geometry has no separation, length ratios, or 

between-ness. Euclidean geometry has the most invariants, and projective geometry has the least. 

 

locus of points 

Points, lines, or curves can trace paths {locus of points}, using conditions, equations, or inequalities. 

 

nomogram 

Graphics {nomogram} can contain three scales. If two scales have known values, straightedge can determine value 

on third scale. 

 

sangaku 

Japanese temple geometry {sangaku}. 

 



MATH>Geometry>Cartography 

 

cartography 

Geometry includes making maps {cartography}. 

 

notation of maps 

Symbols {notation, map}, such as colors, contours, and dots, describe maps. 

 

projection for map 

Drawing maps can use projective metric geometry {projection, map} to put actual surface onto map. 

 

scale of map 

Map relates map distances to actual distances {scale, map}. Scales use units or ratios. For example, rulers can be one 

meter long, marked in centimeter units. 

 

topographic map in cartography 

Maps {topographic map, cartography}| can have both natural features and human-made features. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Construction 

 

construction geometry 

Drawing figures {construction, geometry} can use only ruler and compass. 

 

geometric proof 

To prove using geometry {geometric proof}, use only movable and changeable angle {compass, geometry} and 

straight line {straightedge}. 

 

trisection 

Straightedge and compass can divide line segments into three equal parts {trisection}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Coordinate System 

 

bipolar coordinate 

Points in planes can have distances {bipolar coordinate} to two fixed points. 

 

Cartesian coordinate 

Points in planes have distances to x-axis {abscissa} and distances to y-axis {ordinate} {Cartesian coordinate}. 

Cartesian coordinates use perpendicular axes {rectangular coordinate}. x-axis and y-axis divide the plane into four 

parts {quadrant, plane}. Axes intersect at point {origin}. In Cartesian coordinates, distance between two points is ((x2 - 

x1)^2 + (y2 - y1)^2)^0.5. Space points have distances to x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis. x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis are 

perpendicular. 

 

homogeneous coordinate 

System, such as Cartesian space, can have three perpendicular axes {homogeneous coordinate}. Point has 

coordinates that are perpendicular distances to axes. For homogeneous coordinates u, v, and w {line coordinate}, u*x + 

v*y + w*z = 0 represents a line. 

Using homogeneous coordinates, all curve equations are first-degree homogeneous equations. Equation degree gives 

curve class. For example, quadratic equations are surfaces. 

triangle 

In triangle, point has signed perpendicular distances to triangle sides. If triangle side is at infinity, x = x1/x3 and y = 

x2/x3. 

comparison 

For point coordinates, equation degree is curve order. 

duality 

Line coordinates prove the duality principle that points and lines are complementary. 

 



polar coordinate 

Plane can use radius and angle to x-axis as coordinates {polar coordinate}, rather than x and y coordinates. 

pole 

Origin is reference point {pole, coordinate}. 

polar axis 

x-axis is reference line {polar axis, coordinate}. 

coordinates 

Plane points have distance to pole {radius, coordinate} and angle to polar axis. 

straight line equation 

Straight line has equation r * cos(A) = b, where r is radius, A is angle to polar axis, and b is constant. Straight line 

can have equation r * cos(a - A) = b, where a is angle to axis perpendicular to polar axis {angle of inclination} 

{inclination angle}. Slope is tan(a). 

circle equation 

Circle has equation r^2 - 2 * r * c * cos(A) + c^2 = d^2, where r is radius, A is angle to polar axis, and a, c, and d are 

constants. 

parabola equation 

Parabola has equation r = (e * a) / (1 - e * cos(A)), where e is eccentricity and a is constant. 

hyperbola equation 

With polar coordinates centered at a focus, hyperbola has equation r = (e * a) / (1 + e * sin(A)), where e is 

eccentricity and a is constant. 

ellipse equation 

Ellipse has equation r = (e * a) / (1 - e * sin(A)), where e is eccentricity and a is constant. 

spiral equation 

Polar equations r = A * a, where a is constant, graph to spirals {Archimedes spiral}. 

rectangular coordinates 

Polar coordinates relate to rectangular coordinates. x = r * cos(A), y = r * sin(A), r = (x^2 + y^2)^0.5, and tan(A) = 

y/x. 

cylindrical coordinates 

Space points can use plane polar coordinates and reference line perpendicular to the plane from pole {cylindrical 

coordinate}. Points have distance to pole, distance along perpendicular axis, and angle to polar axis. Cylindrical 

coordinates relate to rectangular coordinates. x = p * cos(A), y = p * sin(A), and z = z. 

spherical coordinates 

Space points can use pole and two perpendicular reference lines through pole {spherical coordinate}. Points have 

radius to pole and two angles to the reference lines. Spherical coordinates relate to rectangular coordinates. x = r * 

sin(A) * cos(B), y = r * sin(A) * sin(B), and z = r * cos(B). Spherical coordinates relate to cylindrical coordinates. p = r 

* sin(A), z = r * cos(A), r = (p^2 + z^2)^0.5, and A = arctan(p/z). 

 

MATH>Geometry>Fractal Geometry 

 

fractal curve 

Curves {fractal curve}| can have non-integral dimension. 

dimension 

Dimension d depends on unit-copy number m needed to make shape that number n of times bigger: m = n^d. For 

example, line segments can be two times longer using two line segments, so dimension is 1: 2 = 2^1. 

If fractal unit has _/|_ shape, next larger self-similar shape is _/|_, and line segments look like original unit. The next-

larger shape is three times bigger and needs four unit copies, making dimension 1.26186...: 4 = 3^1.26186... 

self-similarity 

For fractals, whole shape is similar to part shape {self-symmetry, polar} {self-similarity}. Scale changes do not 

change pattern. Fractals can model objects that have same shape at different scales. Fractals can model renormalization. 

non-linear 

Fractals are non-linear. 

fractal limits 

Fractal shape is the limit of iteratively applying mapping rules. 

rule 

Given fractal shapes, using same shape at smallest scale can induce rules for making the shape {collage theorem}. 



examples: Mandelbrot curve 

Fractal curves {Mandelbrot curve} can enclose finite or zero area but have infinite length. Infinite length fills two-

dimensional space. Fractal curve has physical dimension 1. If fractal curve fills two-dimensional plane, it has fractal 

dimension 2. 

examples: Peano curve 

Fractals can be curves {Peano curve}. 

examples: Koch curve 

Starting with a triangle, repeatedly adding triangle one-third the size to line-segment middles makes curves {Koch 

curve}. Boundary has infinite length but finite area. 

examples: Sierpinski carpet 

Starting with square, making nine squares inside, removing central square, and then repeating makes surfaces 

{Sierpinski carpet}. 

examples: Sierpinski gasket 

Starting with equilateral triangle, making nine equilateral triangles inside, removing center equilateral triangle, and 

then repeating makes surfaces {Sierpinski gasket}. 

examples: Menger sponge 

Menger sponges are three-dimensional Sierpinski carpets. 

examples: nature 

Natural fractals are coastlines, rivers, islands, seas, lakes, mountains, arteries, music, Brownian motion paths, critical 

points, elasticity, turbulence, snowflakes, clouds, disconnected star-cluster points, temperature, spectra, and all 

intensive properties. 

uses 

Relief maps, Cantor infinite sets, computer designs, and Fourier analysis can use fractals. 

 

fractal interval 

Intervals {fractal interval} can be harmonic, as in logarithmic relations, instead of linear or vectorial. For example, 

remove interval middle third, then remove middle thirds of both remaining line segments, and so on, indefinitely, to 

make triadic set. Intervals can use other numbers, proportions, sizes, and positions of such cutouts. Cutouts can be 

random or fixed. 

purposes 

Triadic sets, and similar point distributions over intervals, model hierarchical errors, time-measurement errors, high 

signal-to-noise-ratio noise, negligible thermal noise {excess noise}, computing errors, and other errors in which, as 

time goes up, error chance goes down. 

dimensions and fractals 

Points have dimension zero. Sets of countable separated points have dimension zero. Sets of uncountable separated 

points have no density and have topological and fractal dimension zero. Line segments are point sets with linear density 

and have topological and fractal dimension one. Bounded surfaces are point sets with surface density and have 

topological and fractal dimension two. Bounded volumes are point sets with volume density and have topological and 

fractal dimension three. 

Fractals are geometric figures with non-integer dimensions. Some geometric fractals start with a line segment and 

repeatedly remove intervals. Repeatedly removing intervals (to make Cantor sets, for example) keeps topological 

dimension one but reduces fractal dimension to less than one. 

Some geometric fractals start with a line segment and repeatedly replace intervals with added values. Repeatedly 

replacing intervals with added values (to make Koch curves, for example) makes topological dimension two and fractal 

dimension greater than one. 

To make more than one dimension, fractals use complex numbers, which have two components and so can graph to 

surfaces. Some geometric fractals start with a bounded surface and repeatedly remove inner regions, to make 

topological dimension two and fractal dimension less than two. Some geometric fractals start with a bounded surface 

and repeatedly replace inner regions with added values, to make topological dimension three and fractal dimension 

greater than two. 

To make more than two dimensions, fractals use hypercomplex numbers, which have three or more components and 

so can graph to volumes and hypervolumes. Some geometric fractals start with a bounded volume and repeatedly 

remove inner regions, to make topological dimension three and fractal dimension less than three. Some geometric 

fractals start with a bounded volume and repeatedly replace inner regions with added values, to make topological 

dimension four and fractal dimension greater than three. 

 



Levy flight 

Generalized Brownian motion {Levy flight} has different-length jumps in all directions. Levy flights are isotropic. 

Jump-length distribution has fractal dimension. 

 

self-symmetry 

If fractal-curve or figure scale changes, curve has same shape {self-symmetry, fractal}| {fractal hierarchy}. Whole 

shape is similar to part shape. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Fractal Geometry>Fractal Set 

 

fractal set 

Sets {fractal set}| can have members related by fractal steps. All initial values used in Newton's method lead to 

square root. Following fractal paths, initial value lying between two roots can lead to any value. Feigenbaum functions 

on complex plane reach all frequencies {Julia set}. Julia sets can generalize. Take complex number, square it, add 

square to original complex number, square result, add square to original complex number, and so on. If result does not 

diverge from complex-plane origin, result has bound, and complex number is in set {Mandelbrot set}. If real or 

imaginary part becomes greater than 2 or smaller than -2, number diverges. Mandelbrot set is boundary between the 

regions {fractal basin boundary}. Mandelbrot set is not precisely self-similar. 

 

Levy set 

Sets {Levy set}, such as rectifiable or connected curves, can have dimension between zero and one and density 

between zero and one. Points have dimension zero. Lines have dimension one. Lower dimension means more 

clustering. 

 

triadic set 

Remove line-segment middle third, then remove middle thirds of both remaining line segments, and repeat 

indefinitely {triadic set}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Mapping 

 

mapping in geometry 

Ordered-set points can correspond to other ordered-set points {mapping, geometry}. 

 

congruence 

Figures can have same line segment lengths and angles {congruence}|. 

 

homothetic ratio 

Lines passing through corresponding points of a figure set can meet at a fixed point {center of homothety} {center of 

similitude} {similitude center} {ray center} {homothetic center} {radially related figures}. Corresponding-point 

distances from ray center have constant ratio {homothetic ratio} {ray ratio} {ratio of homothety} {ratio of similitude} 

{similitude ratio}. 

 

intercept in geometry 

Two configurations can coincide at point {intercept, geometry}. 

 

monotonic mapping 

Ordered set can map onto ordered set so element preceding or equaling a first-set element has image that precedes or 

equals image of a second-set element {monotonic mapping}. Monotonic mapping preserves order. 

 

similar figure 

Figures can have constant ratio between corresponding line segments {similar figure}. 

 

similar surface 

Corresponding-point pairs can have constant ratio between distances {similar surface}. 

 



similitude 

Similar figures can be radially related {similitude}. 

 

superimposable figure 

Figures {superimposable figure} can be congruent. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane 

 

plane geometry 

On planes, straight lines intersect at one or no points {plane geometry}|. Two points determine a line. For every 

straight line, through any point outside the line, one line is parallel to the line. In triangles, angle sum is 180 degrees. 

 

plane as surface 

Flat surfaces {plane, geometry} have two dimensions. 

 

area 

Surfaces have extent measures {area, surface} {surface area}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Angle 

 

angle in geometry 

The point at which two lines intersect has opening {angle, geometry} between lines. 

 

bisector 

Lines {bisector, angle}| can divide angles in half. 

 

half-line 

Angles have sides {half-line} {ray, angle}. 

 

internal bisector 

Bisectors {internal bisector} can be perpendicular to external bisector. 

 

nodal point in tessellation 

In tessellations, vertexes {nodal point, tessellation} can be common to three or more polygons. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Angle>Size 

 

degree of angle 

Circles can divide into 360 equal arcs {degree, angle}. Degrees can divide into 60 parts {minute, angle}. Minutes 

can divide into 60 parts {second, angle}. 

 

grad 

Angle units {grad} {grade, angle} can equal 1/100 right angle. 

 

perigon 

2*pi radians, or 360 degrees, make one revolution {perigon}. 

 

radian 

Circles with one-unit-length radius have circumference 2*pi radians, so 360 degrees equals 2*pi radians {radian, 

angle}. One radian equals 360 / (2 * pi) degrees or 57 degrees. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Angle>Kinds 

 

acute angle 

Angles {acute angle}| can be less than 90 degrees. 

 



complementary angle 

Two angles {complementary angle}| can add to 90 degrees. 

 

corresponding angle 

Two angles {corresponding angle, plane} can have parallel corresponding sides. 

 

directed angle 

One ray {initial side} can be stationary and one ray {terminal side} can rotate, so angle {directed angle} changes. 

 

equal angle 

Two angles {equal angle} with parallel sides are equal. 

 

exterior angle 

Polygon sides make angles {exterior angle} outside polygon vertices. External angle is 360 degrees minus internal 

angle. 

 

interior angle 

Two polygon sides make an angle {interior angle} {internal angle} inside a polygon vertex. 

 

obtuse angle 

Angles {obtuse angle}| can be between 90 and 180 degrees. 

 

quadrantal angle 

Angles {quadrantal angle} can be (n * pi) / 2 radians, where n = 0, 1, 2, ..., for 0, 90, 180, ... degrees. 

 

reflex angle 

Angles {reflex angle, size} can be greater than pi radians and less than two times pi radians. 

 

straight angle 

Angles {straight angle} can be pi radians. 

 

supplementary angle 

Two angles {supplementary angle}| can add to 180 degrees. 

 

vertical angle 

Two lines intersect to form opposite angles {vertical angle}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Circle 

 

circle in geometry 

Closed geometric figures {circle, geometry} have centers and circumferences. Circle equation is (x - h)^2 + (y - k)^2 

= r^2, where r is radius. For given perimeters, out of all plane figures, circles bound greatest area {area, circle}. Circle 

area = pi * r^2, where r is radius. 

 

annulus 

Plane figures {annulus}| can have ring shape. 

 

arc of circle 

Circles can have parts {arc, circle} greater than semicircles {major arc} or less than semicircles {minor arc}. Arcs 

subtend central angle. Area subtended by circle arc = 0.5 * r^2 * A, where A is angle in radians, and r is radius. Arc 

length s equals radius r times angle A in radians: s = r*A. In two different circles, for same angle, arc-length ratio is 

proportional to radii ratio. 

 

central angle 

Circles can have angles {central angle} between two radii. 

 



chord of circle 

Line segments {chord, circle}| can link two circle points. Diameter is longest chord. 

 

circular measure 

2*pi radians equals 360 degrees {circular measure}. pi radians equals 180 degrees. pi/2 radians equals 90 degrees. 

 

circumference 

distance around circle {circumference}. 

 

curvature of circle 

Circles have radius-length reciprocal {curvature, circle}. 

 

inverse curve 

All curve points can invert {inverse curve}. Operations {inversion, curve} can find inverse curves. 

 

long radius 

For polygons, circumscribed-circle radius {long radius} is longer than inscribed-circle radius. 

 

perimeter of circle 

Circle perimeter is 2 * pi * radius {perimeter, circle}. 

 

Ptolemy theorem 

Circles can have inscribed quadrilaterals, which have two diagonals. Diagonal product equals sum of opposite-side 

products {Ptolemy's theorem} {Ptolemy theorem}. 

 

quadrant of circle 

Circle regions {quadrant, circle}| can include one-quarter circumference and two radii. 

 

rectangular properties 

Two intersecting lines intersect a circle to make line segments {rectangular properties}. 

 

secant circle 

Chords {secant, circle}| can extend beyond circles. 

 

sector circle 

Circular arc and radii from endpoints make pie-piece figures {sector, circle}| {segment, circle}. Sectors {major 

sector, circle} {major segment, circle} can be greater than semicircles. Sectors {minor sector, circle} {minor segment, 

circle} can be less than semicircles. 

 

semicircle 

Diameter ends define half circle {semicircle}|. Angle from circle point to diameter ends is right angle. 

 

subtend 

Arcs define {subtend}| central angle. Area subtended by arc is 0.5 * r^2 * A, where r is radius and A is arc length in 

radians. Arc length s equals radius r times angle A in radians: s = r*A. In two different circles, for same angle, arc-

length ratio is proportional to radii ratio. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Circle>Generated Solids 

 

band of sphere 

Solids {zone, sphere} {band}| can result when circle sector rotates around sphere diameter that does not pass 

through sector. Zone is on sphere surface. Right-circular cone connects sphere center to closer zone base. 

 

cap using sector 

Solids {cap, circle}| {cap zone} can result when circle sector rotates around sphere diameter that passes through 

sector. Right-circular cone connects sphere center to cap base. 



 

spheroid 

Circles can make ellipsoids {spheroid} of revolution. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Circle>Point 

 

circular point 

Two imaginary points {circular point at infinity} on line at infinity are common to two circles. 

 

concyclic point 

Several points {concyclic point} can lie on same circle. 

 

power of point 

Line from point intersects circle at two points, to form secant. Distances from point to both points can multiply 

{power, point}. Point power is negative if point is inside circle and positive if point is outside circle. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Circle>Kinds 

 

inversion circle 

For circles, radius midpoints define smaller-circle {inversion circle} centers that intersect first circle at only one 

point and include larger-circle center. Radius diameters intersect first circles at points {inverse point}. Distance from 

first intersection to first-circle center times distance from inverse point to first-circle center equals r^2 {inversion 

constant}. 

 

concentric circle 

Circles {concentric circle} can have same center. 

 

escribed circle 

Circles {escribed circle} can touch three consecutive polygon sides, if two polygon sides extend. 

 

great circle 

Circles {great circle}| on spheres can have same radius as sphere. 

 

imaginary circle 

Equation (x - a)^2 + (y - b)^2 + c^2 = 0 has radius = i*c {imaginary circle}. 

 

inscribed circle 

Circle can touch three consecutive polygon sides {incircle} {inscribed circle}. Inscribed circle has center {incenter}. 

 

orthogonal circle 

Two circles {orthogonal circle} can intersect at right angles. Curves {orthogonal trajectory} can intersect all curve-

family members at right angles. 

 

small circle 

Plane intersects sphere to make circle {small circle}. Small circle does not include great circle. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Curve 

 

curve of line 

Line segments can be straight or not-straight {curve}. 

 

arc of curve 

Curves have parts {arc, curve}. 

 

asymptote of curve 

At large positive or negative values, curves can approach straight lines {asymptote, curve}. 



 

family of curves 

Equations with parameters can define sets of curves {family of curves}. 

 

Peaucellier linkage 

Linkages {Peaucellier's linkage} {Peaucellier linkage} can construct inverse curves. 

 

perimeter of figure 

Figures have length around edges {perimeter, curve}. 

 

rectification of curve 

Curved line-segment length {rectification of curve}| is integral from x = x1 to x = x2 of (1 + (dy/dx)^2)^0.5 * dx. 

 

rolling motion 

Moving curves or surfaces can have contact points or lines with fixed curves or surfaces, with no slippage {rolling 

motion}. Moving curve rotates around centroid. Centroid revolves around fixed-surface curvature center at contact 

point or line. 

 

secant curve 

Straight lines can intersect curves to form line segments {secant, curve}|. 

 

segment of curve 

Curve parts {segment, curve} lie between two points. Area between arc and chord makes segment. Solid formed by 

two parallel planes intersecting sphere makes segment. 

 

subnormal of curve 

Normals at curve points can make orthogonal projections {subnormal, curve} onto x-axis. 

 

subtangent 

Tangents at curve points can make orthogonal projections {subtangent} onto x-axis. 

 

supplemental chord 

Chords {supplemental chord} can go from any circle or ellipse point to diameter end. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Curve>Point 

 

acnode 

Function points {acnode} {isolated point} can have no nearby points that belong to function. Acnodes must be at 

least double points. 

 

centroid 

Points {centroid, curve} can be curve-point-coordinate arithmetic means. 

 

multiple point 

Curve branches meet at a point {multiple point}. 

 

node of curve 

Two curve branches can meet at point {node, curve} {double point}. Both branches can have real and distinct 

tangents {crunode}. Both branches can have real and coincident tangents {cusp, curve}. Both branches can have 

imaginary tangents at acnodes. 

 

osculation point 

Curves can have double cusps {tacnode} {point of osculation} {osculation point}. 

 

stationary point 

Turning points or maximum or minimum points {stationary point} do not have to be inflection points. 



 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Curve>Kinds 

 

brachistochrone 

Wires can have a shape {brachistochrone} so that a bead can slide from one end to the other in shortest possible 

time. 

 

exponential curve 

Equation y = a * e^(b*x) defines curve {exponential curve}|. 

 

glissette 

Points or envelopes can slide along two fixed curves and make curve {glissette}. 

 

integral curve 

Curve families {integral curve} can be differential-equation solutions. 

 

isoclinal 

For successive c values, function f(x,y) = c makes curves {isoclinal}. If dy/dx = f(x,y), solutions have graphs. 

 

Jordan curve 

Lines {Jordan curve} can have no multiple points. Plane closed curves have inside and outside {Jordan curve 

theorem}. 

 

parallel curves 

Two curves {parallel curves} can have same normal, have same curvature center, and be in one-to-one 

correspondence. 

 

Peano-Hilbert curve 

Continuous curves {Peano-Hilbert curve} can fill continuous two-dimensional regions. Start with square. Put four 

squares inside and connect centers to make polygonal curve. Put four squares inside small squares to make 16 squares 

and connect centers to make polygonal curve. Continue to make polygonal curve that approaches passing through all 

points inside starting square. 

 

quadratrix curve 

Hippias of Elias [-430 to -420] invented a curve {quadratrix curve} {trisectrix}. Begin with semicircle and line 

segment equal to radius but tangent to semicircle at end. Move line segment through semicircle uniformly, keeping 

direction, until it is tangent to other semicircle end. Simultaneously rotate ray, starting from same semicircle end as line 

segment, around semicircle until it goes through other semicircle end. Line segment and ray intersect to form a curve. 

 

quadric curve 

Curves {quadric curve} can have second-order equations. Surfaces {quadric surface} can have second-order 

equations. 

 

Riemann-Weierstrass curve 

Continuous curves {Riemann-Weierstrass curve} can have no direction at all points. Start with straight line segment 

with slope +1 and straight line segment with slope -1, meeting in middle, like this: ^. Then, on line segments, repeat 

construction, to make shape like M, with four line segments, placing base endpoints half as far apart as before. If 

repeated, both endpoints approach same point, and slopes approach infinity. 

 

sine curve 

Curves {sine curve} can look like waves. 

 

sinusoid 

Curves {sinusoid} {sinusoidal curve} can be like sine curves. 

 



tangent curve 

Curves {tangent curve} can have same tangent at points. 

 

tangent graph 

Graphs {tangent graph} can look like third-power functions. 

 

trisectrix of Maclaurin 

x^3 + x * y^2 + a * y^2 - 3 * a * x^2 = 0 defines curves {trisectrix of Maclaurin}, which can trisect angles. 

 

unicursal curve 

One continuous xy-plane curve {unicursal curve, continuous} can make x and y be finite continuous functions of a 

parameter. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Curve>Kinds>Envelope 

 

envelope 

Curves {envelope, curve}| can be tangential to all curve-family curves. Curve families can have equation f(x,y,a) = 

0, for parameter a. Curve families have boundary curves. Eliminating parameter from function and taking partial 

differential with respect to parameter can find envelope. 

 

evolute 

Curve normals {evolute} can form envelopes. Curve evolute is curvature-center locus. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Curve>Kinds>Rolling 

 

cardioid 

Epicycloids {cardioid} can be curves traced by one circle point rolling on fixed equal-radius-circle outside: r = 2 * a 

* (l - cos(A)), where r is distance from pole, a is fixed-circle radius, pole is where rolling point meets fixed circle, and 

A is angle to radius. Cardioids have one loop and are special limaçon-curve cases. 

 

cycloid 

Circle points rolling along straight lines make curves {cycloid}. Circle points rolling on fixed-circle outsides make 

curves {epicycloid}. Circle points rolling on fixed-closed-curve outsides make curves {pericycloid}. Circle points 

rolling on fixed-circle insides make curves {hypocycloid}. Fixed circles can have four times rolling-circle diameter 

{astroid}. 

 

limacon of Pascal 

Conchoids {limaçon of Pascal} can have circle for fixed curve: r = 2 * a * cos(A) + b, where r is distance from pole, 

pole is where rolling point meets fixed circle, A is angle to radius, and a and b are constants. If b < 2*a, limaçon of 

Pascal has two loops. If b > 2*a, limaçon of Pascal has one loop. If b = 2*a, limaçon of Pascal is a cardioid curve. 

 

roulette curve 

Curve points or line envelopes rolling along fixed curves make curves {roulette curve}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Curve>Kinds>Set 

 

Cassini oval 

Oval points can have distances to two fixed points. Product of distances can be constant {Cassini oval}. Product 

equals b^2, where b is distance when oval point is equidistant from fixed points. 

 

cissoid 

Secant endpoints can make curves {cissoid}. 

 



conchoid 

Two points on the line passing through fixed point and intersecting fixed curve both maintain equal and constant 

distance from intersection point and make two curves {conchoid}. Fixed curve is asymptotic to both conchoid 

branches. 

 

conchoid of Niomedes 

Conchoids {conchoid of Niomedes} can have straight lines as fixed curves. Conchoid of Niomedes can trisect angle 

and duplicate cube. 

 

involute 

Points on flexible but not stretchable thread, kept taut while being wound or unwound on another curve, can trace a 

curve {involute}. Curve used for winding is traced-curve involute. 

 

lemniscate curve 

For Cassini ovals, distance between both points can be constant {lemniscate curve}. 

 

lemniscate of Bernoulli 

Feet of perpendiculars from rectangular-hyperbola center to all tangents makes a curve {lemniscate of Bernoulli}. If 

fixed point is circle radius times square root of two from circle center, and two points are secant-through-fixed-point 

chord length from fixed point, both point loci make lemniscate of Bernoulli. 

 

orthotomic curve 

Point maintaining same distance to intersection point for all tangents to fixed curve makes curve {orthotomic curve}. 

 

pedal curve 

Points where perpendiculars from fixed points meet tangent to fixed curve point {pole, pedal curve} make curves 

{pedal curve}. For parabolas, pedal curves are tangents at vertices. For ellipses or hyperbolas, pedal curves are 

auxiliary circles. In pedal curves, perpendicular length relates to length from fixed point to curve point {tangent-polar 

equation} {pedal equation}. 

 

spiral 

Point sets {spiral} around a fixed point {center, spiral} can have distance {radius vector, spiral} from center to fixed 

point that relates to rotation angle {vectorial angle}. 

equiangular 

Spirals {equiangular spiral} can have equal inclinations of radius vector and tangent vector at all points. 

types 

Archimedes spiral is r = a*A, where a is constant, A is angle, and r is radius. Spirals {parabolic spiral} {Fermat's 

spiral} can be r^2 = a*A. 

Equiangular spirals {logarithmic spiral} {logistic spiral} can be log(r) = a*A. 

reciprocal 

Spirals {hyperbolic spiral} can be: r*A = a. Hyperbolic spirals are same as inverse {reciprocal spiral}. 

loxodromic spiral 

Spirals {loxodromic spiral} {rhumb line, spiral} in spheres can cut meridians at constant angle. 

 

strophoid 

Straight lines can pass through fixed points {pole, strophoid} to intersect all fixed curve points. Two line points 

maintain same distance to intersection as distance from intersection to another fixed point, not necessarily on line, to 

make a curve {strophoid}. 

 

tractrix 

Curve points can have distance to a fixed point. Fixed point has distance from coordinate origin. Curves {tractrix} 

can have constant ratio of distance from curve point to fixed point to distance from origin to fixed point. 

 



versed sine curve 

For radius-a circle with center at (0,a), a straight line from the origin intersects the circle to define the y-coordinate 

for all x {witch of Agnesi} {Agnesi witch} {versed sine curve} {versiera} (Maria Agnesi): y = 8 * a^3 / (x^2 + 4 * 

a^2). 
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logistic curve 

Curves {logistic curve} can model growth with growth factors and limiting resources. Growth can depend on growth 

factors, which can have weights. Limiting resources {bottleneck, growth} can slow growth. 

Amount or percentage P at time t is P(t) = A * (1 + m * e^(-t/T)) / (1 + n * e^(-t/T)), where A = constant growth-

factor weight, m = original growth-factor amount, n = original limiting-resource amount, and T = time period or inverse 

growth rate. 

Growth is percentage of factor to resource. Denominator and numerator decrease at same rate. 

beginning 

Original amount depends on relative m and n amounts and on weight A: P(0) = A * (1 + m) / (1 + n). If n is much 

greater than m and A, denominator is large, and P is zero. 

process 

At first, growth is exponential with time. Then growth passes through time when growth has constant rate and is 

linear. Then growth slows exponentially to zero. Amount is then maximum or 100 percent at maturity. 

shape 

Logistic curve has sigmoid shape. 

comparison 

Logistic function inverts natural logit function. 

 

logit curve 

For numbers between 0 and 1, functions {logit curve} can be logit(p) = log(p / (1 - p)) = log(p) - log(1 - p). 

Logarithmic base must be greater than 1, for example, 2 or e. p / (1 - p) is the odds, so logit is logarithm of odds. 

Logistic function inverts natural logit function. Logit functions can be linear {logit model}: logit(p) = m*x + b. Logit 

models {logistic regression} can be for linear regression. 

 

probit curve 

Inverse cumulative distribution functions, or normal-distribution quantile functions, depend on error-function 

inverses {probit curve}. It changes probability into function over real numbers: probit(p) = 2^0.5 * erf^-(2*p - 1). 

Probit functions can be linear over a large real-number middle range {probit model}. 

 

sigmoid curve 

Logistic curve can look like S {sigmoid curve}| {standard logistic function}. Sigmoid curve starts at minimum or 

maximum, always increases or decreases, and ends at maximum or minimum. It has one inflection point, near which it 

grows linearly. It changes exponentially at beginning and end. Amount or percentage P over time t is P(t) = A * (1 + m 

* e^(-t/T)) / (1 + n * e^(-t/T)). If A = 1, m = 0, n = 1, and T = 1, P(t) = 1 / (1 + e^-t). dP/dt = P * (1 - P), with P(0) = 1/2 

and dP(0) / dt = 1/4. 

Arctangent, hyperbolic tangent, and error function make sigmoid curves. 

 

double sigmoid curve 

Curves {double sigmoid curve} can look like double S. Double sigmoid curves start at minimum or maximum, 

always increase or decrease, and end at maximum or minimum. They have two inflection points, near which it grows 

linearly. Growth rate is zero in middle. Double sigmoid curves change exponentially at beginning and end and near 

middle. Amount or percentage N over variable x is N(x) = (x - d) * (1 - exp(-((x - d) / s)^2)), where d is average, and s 

is standard deviation. 

 

Verhulst curve 

Logistic curves {Verhulst curve} can have growth rate directly related to current percentage or total amount and 

directly related to current resource amount. dN / dt = r * N * (1 - N/K), where N is total population, r is growth rate, 

and K is maximum population possible {carrying capacity, logistic}. Amount or percentage N over time t is N(t) = (K * 



N(0) * e^(r*t)) / (K + N(0) * (e^(r*t) - 1)), which comes from N(t) = A * (1 + m * e^(-t/T)) / (1 + n * e^(-t/T)), where A 

~ 1, m ~ N(0), n ~ N(0) / K, and T = -1/r. 
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line 

Lines {line} are straight and have no endpoint. 

 

join 

Line segments can connect {join} two points. 

 

proportional division 

Dividing line segment internally or externally can divide second line segment in same proportions {proportional 

division}. Put second-segment end on first-segment end. Then draw straight line between other endpoints. Then draw 

line parallel to straight line at first-line-segment dividing point. 

 

rectilinear figure 

Figures {rectilinear figure, line} can have only straight lines. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Line>Axiom 

 

Archimedes axiom for line 

Line-segment multiples can have greater length than any line segment {Archimedes axiom, line} {axiom of 

Archimedes, line}. 

 

Euclid twelfth axiom 

Plane-geometry axioms {Euclid's twelfth axiom} {Euclid twelfth axiom} can claim that parallel lines exist. 

 

parallel postulate 

One and only one straight line through a point not on another straight line does not intersect second straight line 

{parallel postulate}|. 

 

Playfair axiom 

Euclid's twelfth axiom can be simpler {Playfair's axiom} {Playfair axiom}. Through any point, only one line can be 

parallel to fixed line. Given straight line and exterior point, only one straight line is parallel to the line. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Line>Intersection 

 

isometric axes 

Three lines can meet at angles of 120 degrees {isometric axes}. 

 

piercing point 

Lines can intersect coordinate planes at one point {piercing point}, where they orthogonally project onto coordinate 

planes. Surfaces intersect coordinate planes to make curves {trace curve}. 

 

quartic symmetry 

Four symmetry axes {quartic symmetry} can make eight angles of 45 degrees. 

 

transversal 

A line {transversal} can cross two coplanar lines, to form four angle pairs. Angles can orient in same direction 

{corresponding angle, transversal}. Angles {alternate angle} can lie on opposite sides of coplanar-line transversal. 

Angles can be opposite each other at intersection points {vertically opposite angle}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Line>Theorem 

 



intercept theorem 

If two transverse lines cross parallel lines, transversal line-segment ratios are equal {intercept theorem}. 

 

Pappus theorems 

Pappus invented line and centroid theorems {Pappus's theorems} {Pappus theorems}. 

Draw line segments from first first-line-segment point to first second-line-segment point, second first-line-segment 

point to second second-line-segment point, and first first-line-segment point to second second-line-segment point. The 

drawn line segments have three intersection points that make a straight line. 

Arcs have planes. Arcs rotated around plane axis generate area equal to arc length times circular-path segment 

traveled by arc centroid. 

Planes rotated around plane axis generate volume equal to surface area times circular-path segment traveled by 

centroid. 

revolution 

If centroid paths are circles, the previous two theorems generate surfaces or volumes of revolution. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Line>Kinds 

 

anti-parallel line 

Two straight lines {anti-parallel line} can cut two straight lines so first angle cut by one line is supplementary to 

second angle cut by other line. 

 

extended line 

Line segments {extended line} can be longer, at either end. 

 

isotopic line 

Curved lines {isotopic line} can be perpendicular to themselves. 

 

median of trapezoid 

A line {median, trapezoid} joins midpoints of non-parallel trapezium or trapezoid sides. 

 

nodal line 

Figure lines {nodal line} can stay fixed during rotation or deformation. 

 

oblique line 

Lines {oblique line} can be neither parallel nor perpendicular to a direction. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Polygon 

 

polygon 

Many-sided figures {polygon} can surround one connected space. Polygons {convex polygon} can have all interior 

angles less than 180 degrees. Polygons {concave polygon} can have at least one angle more than 180 degrees. 

Polygons {circumscribed circle} can have all vertices on a circle. Polygons {circumscribed polygon} can have all sides 

tangent to a closed curve. 

 

apothem 

Line segments {apothem} {shorter radius} can run from regular-polygon center perpendicular to side. 

 

Brianchon theorem 

Three lines, joining opposite vertices of a conic circumscribed hexagon, pass through one point {Brianchon's 

theorem} {Brianchon theorem}. 

 

opposite side 

Regular polygons can have parallel equal-length sides {opposite side, polygon}. Regular polygons can have opposite 

equal angles {opposite angle}. Regular polygons can have opposite vertices {opposite vertex}. 

 



nodal point of polygon 

A number {order, polygon} of polygons can share a point {nodal point, polygon}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Polygon>Number of Sides 

 

ternary 

Figures can have three parts {ternary}. 

 

quaternary polygon 

Figures can have four parts {quaternary}. 

 

quinary 

Figures can have five parts {quinary}. 

 

senary 

Figures can have six parts {senary}. 

 

septenary 

Figures can have seven parts {septenary}. 

 

octenary 

Figures can have eight parts {octenary}. 

 

undenary 

Figures can have eleven parts {undenary}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Polygon>Kinds 

 

gnomon 

Removing a smaller parallelogram, which shares parts of two adjacent sides, from a larger parallelogram makes a 

figure {gnomon}|. 

 

pentagram of Pythagoras 

The five regular-pentagon diagonals make a five-point star {pentagram of Pythagoras}|. 

 

polyomino 

Rectilinear plane figures {polyomino} can involve congruent squares that share sides. Finite numbers of identical 

squares can join at edges to make shapes, such as crosses or lines. One polyomino can tile plane periodically or not. 

One polyomino cannot tile plane aperiodically. Polyomino pairs or triples can tile plane periodically, aperiodically, or 

not. Because aperiodic tilings are possible, no algorithm can decide, for all sets, if a polygon set will tile plane. 

 

regular polygon 

Polygons {regular polygon} can have all angles equal and all sides equal. 

 

tangram 

Games {tangram} can use squares cut into seven pieces, which rearrange without overlapping to make designs. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Polygon>Kinds>Number 

 

trigon 

Polygons {trigon} can have three sides. 

 

tetragon 

Polygons {tetragon} can have four sides. 

 



pentagon polygon 

Figures {pentagon}| can have five sides. 

 

hexagon 

Figures {hexagon}| can have six sides. 

 

heptagon 

Figures {heptagon}| can have seven sides. 

 

octagon 

Figures {octagon}| can have eight sides. 

 

dodecagon 

Figures {dodecagon}| can have 12 sides. 

 

icosagon 

Figures {icosagon}| can have 20 sides. 

 

n-gon 

Polygons {n-gon} can have n sides. In polygons, exterior-angle sum equals 360 degrees. In polygons, interior-angle 

sum is (n - 2) * (180 degrees). 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Polygon>Kinds>Quadrilateral 

 

quadrilateral 

Figures {quadrilateral}| can have four sides. Quadrilaterals {cyclic quadrilateral} can have all four vertices on a 

circle. 

area: parallelogram 

Parallelogram area = b * a * sin(A), where a and b are side lengths and A is angle between them. 

area: rectangle 

Rectangle area = l*h, where l and h are side lengths. 

area: rhombus 

Rhombus area = s * s * sin(A), where s is side length and A is small angle. 

area: square 

Square area = s^2, where s is side length. 

area: trapezoid 

Trapezoid area = a * sin(A) * (b1 + b2) / 2, where a is vertical-side length, A is small angle between side and base, 

and b1 and b2 are bases. Trapezoid area = h * (b1 + b2) / 2, where h is height and b1 and b2 are bases. 

perimeter: rectangle 

Rectangle perimeter = 2*a + 2*b, where a and b are side lengths. 

perimeter: rhombus 

Rhombus perimeter = 4*s, where s is side length. 

perimeter: square 

Square perimeter = 4*s, where s is side length. 

perimeter: trapezoid 

Trapezoid perimeter = a + b + c + d, where a, b, c, d are side lengths. 

perimeter: parallelogram 

Parallelogram perimeter = 2*a + 2*b, where a and b are side lengths. 

 

quadrangle 

Figures {quadrangle}| can have four vertices. Quadrangles {simple quadrangle} can have four vertices and four 

lines, with no diagonals. Quadrangles {complete quadrangle} can have four points, four lines, and two diagonals. 

 

kite 

Diamond-shaped quadrilaterals {kite} can have two equal-side pairs and two equal-angle pairs. Diagonals are 

perpendicular. 



 

parallelogram 

Figures {parallelogram}| can have two pairs of equal, opposite, and parallel sides. 

 

rectangle 

Figures {rectangle} can have two pairs of equal and opposite sides at right angles. 

 

rhombus 

Figures {rhombus}| {rhom} can have four equal sides. 

 

square figure 

Figures {square figure} can have four equal sides at right angles. 

 

trapezoid 

Figures {trapezoid}| {trapezium} can have only one pair of parallel opposite sides. 

 

skew quadrilateral 

Quadrilaterals {skew quadrilateral} can have four points not in same plane. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Polygon>Kinds>Triangle 

 

triangle 

Plane figures {triangle} can have three sides. 

area 

Triangle area equals 0.5 * b * h, where b is base and h is height. 

Triangle area = r*s, where r is inscribed-circle radius, s is (a + b + c) / 2, and a, b, c are sides. 

Triangle area = c^2 * sin(A) * sin(B) / (2 * sin(C)), where c is side length, and A, B, C are opposite angles to sides a, 

b, c. 

Triangle area = 0.5 * b * c * sin(A), where b is base length, c is side length, and A is angle between base and side. 

area: isosceles 

Isosceles-triangle area = 0.5 * b * a * sin(A), where b is base length, a is equal-side length, and A is base angle. 

area: equilateral 

Equilateral-triangle area = 3^(0.5) * s / 2, where s is side length. 

angle sum 

Triangle angle sum is 180 degrees. 

triangle perimeter 

Triangle perimeter = a + b + c, where a, b, c are side lengths. Isosceles-triangle perimeter = 2*a + b, where a is 

equal-side length, and b is other-side length. Equilateral triangle perimeter = 3*s, where s is side length. 

 

congruent 

Triangles {congruent}| can be the same but have different locations. Congruent triangles have same three sides, same 

two angles with same side, and same two sides with same angle. 

 

Heronic triple 

Three integers {Heronic triple} can represent triangle sides for triangles with integer area. 

 

Hero formula 

Triangle area = (s * (s - a) * (s - b) * (s - c))^0.5, where s = 0.5 * (a + b + c) and a, b, c are sides {Hero's formula} 

{Hero formula}. 

 

nine-point circle 

For triangles, a circle {nine-point circle} can pass through side midpoints, feet of perpendiculars to sides, and 

midpoints of line segments between orthocenter and triangle vertices. Nine-point circle center is equidistant to 

orthocenter and circumcenter. 

 



Pythagorean theorem 

Right triangles have one right angle. In Euclidean geometry, for right triangles, sum of squares of two shorter sides 

equals hypotenuse squared {Pythagorean theorem}: c^2 = a^2 + b^2. 

proof 

To prove theorem, use geometric construction. Use only straightedge and compass to draw new lines and angles. See 

Figure 1. 

Square sides. See Figure 2. 

Add original triangle of size 0.5 * a * b, triangle of size 0.5 * a * b beside it, and rectangle of size a*b to squares of 

sides, to make square of sum of sides and complete the square: (a + b)^2. See Figure 3. (a + b)^2 = a^2 + b^2 + a*b + 

0.5 * a * b + 0.5 * a * b = a^2 + b^2 + 2*a*b. 

Flip hypotenuse square into square of sum of sides. See Figure 4. c^2 + 4 * (0.5 * a * b) = (a + b)^2. c^2 + 2*a*b = 

a^ + 2*a*b + b^2. c^2 = a^ + b^2. Hypotenuse squared equals sum of squares of two shorter sides. 



Figure 1 
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Figure 4 

 

 
  



triangle inequality 

For three points, distance between first two points is less than or equal to sum of distance between first and third 

point and distance between second and third point {triangle inequality}|. 

 

triangulation length 

To find side length, first measure base line, then measure angles to other point, and then compute side length 

{triangulation, length}|. To find angle, first measure base line, then measure sides, and then compute angle {chain 

triangulation}. 

 

trilateration 

To find space position, first measure distance to three reference points, then find intersection of three spheres 

{trilateration}|. Global Positioning System (GPS) uses 24 fixed satellites and trilateration by timing signals. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Polygon>Kinds>Triangle>Line 

 

altitude of triangle 

Triangles have line segment {altitude}| from vertex perpendicular to opposite side. 

 

arm and leg 

Right triangles have two shorter sides {arm, triangle} {leg, triangle}. 

 

base of triangle 

Triangles have a side {base, triangle} intersected by the altitude. 

 

hypotenuse 

Right triangles have a longest side {hypotenuse, triangle}|. 

 

median of triangle 

Triangles have line segments {median, triangle} from vertices to opposite-side midpoints. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Polygon>Kinds>Triangle>Point 

 

Brocard point 

Inside triangles, lines from vertexes can meet at two points {Brocard point} and form equal angles at intersections 

with sides. 

 

circumcenter 

Triangle circumscribed circles have centers {circumcenter} inside triangle. 

 

median point 

Three medians intersect at one point {median point}. 

 

orthocenter 

Triangles have a point {orthocenter} where three altitudes intersect. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Polygon>Kinds>Triangle>Kinds 

 

acute triangle 

Triangles {acute triangle} can have largest angle less than 90 degrees. 

 

equiangular triangle 

Triangles {equiangular triangle} can have all angles equal 60 degrees. 

 

equilateral triangle 

Triangles {equilateral triangle} can have all sides equal. 

 



isosceles triangle 

Triangles {isosceles triangle}| can have two sides equal. 

 

obtuse triangle 

Triangles {obtuse triangle} can have largest angle more than 90 degrees. 

 

pedal triangle 

From fixed point, lines to vertexes can be perpendiculars {pedal triangle}. Pedal triangles are lines {pedal line} 

{Simpson's line} if fixed point is on circumscribed circle. 

 

Pythagorean triangle 

Right triangles {Pythagorean triangle} can have integer-length sides, such as 3, 4, and 5 {rope stretcher's triangle, 

Pythagorean triangle}; 5, 12, and 13; or 8, 15, and 17. 

 

right triangle 

Triangles {right triangle}| can have one angle of 90 degrees. 

 

rope stretcher's triangle 

Right triangles {rope stretcher's triangle} can have side lengths 3, 4, and 5. 

 

scalene triangle 

Triangles {scalene triangle} can have no two sides equal. 

 

similar triangle 

Triangles {similar triangle} can have same ratios of sides. Similar triangles have corresponding sides and angles. 

 

spherical triangle 

Triangles {spherical triangle} on spheres can have three right angles {trirectangular spherical triangle} or two right 

angles {birectangular spherical triangle}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Plane>Tiling 

 

tiling 

Different-shape polygons can cover planes {tiling, geometry} with no gaps and no overlaps. 

shapes 

One triangle, square, or hexagon shape can tile. One pentagon shape cannot tile. 

Pairs of shapes can tile, such as two different irregular pentagons. Such tilings have repeated parallelograms 

{periodic tiling}. 

Spirals can tile without repeated parallelogram {aperiodic tiling}. For example, nine-sided triangle-shaped tile 

{versatile} can tile periodically and non-periodically. Square-shaped tiles with protruding points and corresponding 

concave depressions can tile aperiodically. Other four-sided shapes {Penrose tiles} have protrusions and depressions, 

have five-fold symmetry, make repeated patterns, and can tile aperiodically {quasi-periodic tiling}. 

periodicity 

Algorithms can decide if tiles can tile the plane periodically. No algorithm can decide generally if tiles can tile the 

plane aperiodically. 

 

tessellation 

Identical shapes, such as triangles, rectangles, hexagons, or special five-sided polygons, or shape sets can fill planes, 

polyhedrons, or curved surfaces without gaps or overlaps {tessellation}|. 

types 

Tessellation {regular tessellation} can use equilateral triangles, squares, or regular hexagons. Tessellation 

{homogeneous tessellation} {semiregular tessellation} can have congruent common vertices {nodal point, 

homogeneous tessellation} and regular polygons. Tessellation {non-homogeneous tessellation} can use irregular 

shapes, different sizes of one shape, or both. 

 



MATH>Geometry>Projections 

 

projection 

Projection {projection, geometry} can project object onto plane or planes or project sphere onto plane. 

 

perspective projection 

Pictures of scenes can use linear perspective {perspective projection}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Projections>Object Onto Planes 

 

geometric projection 

Objects can project {geometric projection} onto planes. Plane figures {plane of projection} {projection plane} 

{image-plane} can transform to objects {image-picture} by one-to-one correspondence. Lines {projection ray} can join 

corresponding points from figures to images. 

 

axonometric projection 

Projections {axonometric projection} can keep vertical lines vertical, have main horizontal axis at angle 45 or 30 

degrees to verticals, and have third dimension at angle of 45 or 60 degrees to main horizontal axis. 

 

isometric projection 

Projections {isometric projection} can have all vertical lines stay vertical, and both other axes at angle 60 degrees to 

verticals. 

 

oblique projection of object 

Projections {oblique projection, object} can keep all vertical lines vertical, have main horizontal axis at right angle 

to right of verticals, and have third axis at angle 45 degrees to left of verticals. Oblique projection has projection rays 

not perpendicular to the plane. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Projections>Object Onto Planes>Orthogonal 

 

orthogonal projection 

Parallel projection {orthogonal projection, geometry} {orthographic projection, orthogonal} can have projection 

rays perpendicular to the plane. Orthogonal projection can be on horizontal plane {horizontal projection} {plan, 

projection}, vertical plane {elevation, projection}, or other planes {section, projection}. Plans {figured plan} can mark 

vertical distances from plane to figure. 

 

first angle projection 

Orthogonal projection {first angle projection} can be on bottom horizontal plane {plan projection, first angle}, back 

left vertical plane {front elevation, first angle}, and back right vertical plane {side elevation, first angle} {end 

elevation, first angle}. Front and plan are like looking into far lower corner from outside room. 

 

third angle projection 

Orthogonal projection {third angle projection} can be on top horizontal plane {plan projection, third angle}, front 

right vertical plane {front elevation, third angle}, and front left vertical plane {side elevation, third angle} {end 

elevation, third angle}. Front and plan projections are like looking into top front corner from outside room. This 

projection makes common edges closer and is usually better. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Projections>Object Onto Planes>Pictorial 

 

pictorial projection 

All three dimensions can be in one picture {pictorial projection}. 

 

metric projection 

Pictorial projection {metric projection} can be to scale. 

 



MATH>Geometry>Projections>Rays 

 

parallel projection 

Projection rays can be parallel {cylindrical projection, rays} {parallel projection, rays}, so projection center is at 

infinity. Parallel projection can have projection rays perpendicular to plane {orthogonal projection, parallel} or not 

perpendicular to plane {oblique projection, parallel}. 

 

radial projection 

Projection rays can pass through fixed point {central projection, rays} {radial projection} {conical projection, rays}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Projections>Descriptive Geometry 

 

descriptive geometry 

Three-dimensional object can project onto two orthogonal planes {descriptive geometry} in central projection, point 

projection, parallel projection, perspectivity, or projectivity. 

 

central projection of object 

Three-dimensional object can project onto two orthogonal planes from center {central projection, geometry}. 

 

parallel projection descriptive 

Three-dimensional object can project onto two orthogonal planes using parallel lines {parallel projection, descriptive 

geometry}. 

 

perspectivity 

Three-dimensional object can project onto two orthogonal planes using section through object and projection onto 

plane {perspectivity}. 

 

point projection 

Three-dimensional object can project onto two orthogonal planes from point {point projection}. 

 

projectivity 

Three-dimensional objects can project onto two orthogonal planes using projection and section sequences 

{projectivity}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Projections>Sphere To Plane 

 

conical projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {conical projection, geometry} can have meridians radiating from vertex at equal 

angles and parallels in concentric circles around vertex. 

 

equatorial projection 

Equator can be in map center {equatorial projection}. Equatorial projection can have two forms {semisided} {flat 

polar quartic}. 

 

line projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {line projection} can keep east-west horizontal latitude constant and vertical longitude 

lines from pole to pole constant. 

 

orthomorphic projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {orthomorphic projection} can keep shapes similar. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Projections>Sphere To Plane>Area Constant 

 

equal area projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {homalographic projection} {equal area projection} can keep area ratios constant. 

 



cylindrical projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {cylindrical projection, geometry} can make equator horizontal, make meridians 

perpendicular to equator and equidistant from each other, and place parallels at distances that maximally reduce 

distortion. Cylindrical projections preserve areas. 

 

elliptical projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {elliptical projection} can place equator, meridians, and parallels to maximally reduce 

distortion. Elliptical projections preserve areas. 

 

orthographic projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {orthographic projection, area} can use parallel rays to place one hemisphere on its 

equatorial plane, making circle edges highly distorted. Orthographic projection preserves either equivalent angles or 

areas. Mapmaker can choose to keep equivalent areas or equivalent directions but cannot choose both. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Projections>Sphere To Plane>Azimuth Constant 

 

azimuthal projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {azimuthal projection} can keep correct azimuth. 

 

conformal transformation 

Projecting sphere onto plane {conformal transformation}, such as stereographic, Mercator, and Miller projections, 

can preserve directions and angles. Gnomic, cylindrical, and elliptical projections do not preserve directions and angles. 

 

Mercator projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {Mercator's projection} {Mercator projection} can maintain straight-line loxodrome 

constant bearings. 

 

Miller projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {Miller projection} can keep straight-line loxodrome constant bearings but reduce area 

distortion at poles. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Projections>Sphere To Plane>Zenithal 

 

zenithal projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {zenithal projection} can use plane tangent to sphere. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Projections>Sphere To Plane>Zenithal>Center 

 

central projection of sphere 

Projecting sphere onto plane {central projection, mapping} {gnomic projection} can use zenithal projection with 

projection center at sphere center. 

 

orthographic projection zenithal 

Projecting sphere onto plane {orthographic projection, zenithal} can use zenithal projection with projection center at 

infinite distance. Orthographic projection preserves either equivalent angles or areas. Mapmaker can choose to keep 

equivalent areas or equivalent directions but cannot choose both. 

 

stereographic projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {stereographic projection, map} can use zenithal projection with projection center at 

opposite end of diameter at tangent. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Projections>Sphere To Plane>Zenithal>Tangent 

 

normal projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {normal projection} can use plane tangent at equator. 

 



oblique projection zenithal 

Projecting sphere onto plane {oblique projection, zenithal} can use plane tangent to sphere at point that is neither at 

pole nor on equator. Pole can be not at map center. 

 

polar projection 

Projecting sphere onto plane {polar projection} can use plane tangent at pole. Pole can be at map center {transverse 

projection} or offset from center. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid 

 

solid geometry 

Geometry {solid geometry} can be about three spatial dimensions and solids. 

 

solid figure 

Closed surface can bound figure {solid figure}. Solid can be figure bounded by planes {face, solid}, which meet at 

points {vertex, solid} and lines {edge, solid}. 

 

parallelepiped 

Six-sided solids {parallelepiped}| can have six parallelogram faces. 

 

pencil of figures 

Figure sets {pencil, geometry} can have all figures pass through common points. Lines can pass through one point 

{vertex, pencil}. Circles can pass through two points. Order-n curves can pass through n^2 points. Parallel figures can 

have a common point {ideal point} or line {ideal line}. Parallel planes can have a common line {axis, plane}. Spheres 

can have a common circle. Planes can share a straight line. 

 

torus 

Rectangles can transform {torus}|, by connecting top and bottom to make a cylinder and left and right to make a 

circle. Toruses have two circles, one along cylinder and one around cylinder. Toruses can result when closed plane 

regions revolve around an axis in a plane that does not intersect surface. If closed plane regions are circles, solid rings 

form, with volume = 2 * pi^2 * p^2 * r^2 and area = 4 * pi^2 * p * r, where p is torus radius and r is circle radius. 

 

volume of solid 

Solid figure has interior space {volume, solid}. Box volume = h*w*l, where h, w, l are side lengths. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Angle 

 

solid angle 

Two solids meet at an angle {solid angle}| measured as a wedge. Solid angle measure is in steradians. Solid angle is 

at vertex. 

 

dihedral angle 

Two angles {dihedral angle}| are where two planes intersect. The smaller angle is angle size {inclination}. Dihedral 

angle lies between line in each plane perpendicular to intersection line {vertex, dihedral angle}. Dihedral angle is angle 

between normals to the planes. Dihedral angle measure is in radians. 

 

plane angle 

Two planes meet at an angle {plane angle} measured between two lines perpendicular to plane-intersection line. 

Plane angle measure is in radians. 

 

polyhedral angle 

Edges and faces at vertices make solid angles {polyhedral angle}|. 

 

trihedral angle 

Three lines can meet at one point, defining three planes {trihedral angle}|. Trihedral-angle ray relative directions can 

be left-handed or right-handed. 



 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Cone 

 

cone in geometry 

Angles can rotate through 360 degrees, around the line {bisector, cone} dividing angle in half, to make solid figure 

{cone, geometry}. Cones have base, bisector axis, vertex, and vertex angle. Cone lines {element, cone} can go through 

vertex. Right-circular-cone area is bottom area plus side area: pi * r^2 + pi * r * (r^2 + h^2)^0.5, where r is base radius 

and h is height. Right-circular-cone volume = (pi * h * r^2) / 3, where r is radius and h is height. 

 

nappe 

Conical surfaces have two conical halves {nappe}|. 

 

slant height of cone 

Right circular cones have generating-line length {slant height, cone}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Cone>Conic Section 

 

conic section 

Planes can intersect cones to make plane curves {conic section}|. Plane can be parallel to base and intersect cone at 

right angle to axis {circle, cone}. Plane can intersect cone at angle less than vertex angle {ellipse, cone}. Plane can 

intersect cone at angle equal to vertex angle and parallel to element {parabola, cone}. Plane can intersect cone parallel 

to axis {hyperbola, cone}. Plane can intersect cone so plane includes vertex and bisector {intersecting lines}. Plane can 

be tangent to cone {tangent line, cone}. 

slope 

Circles and ellipses are closed curves and have same slope at diameter ends. Parabolas are not closed curves and 

approach maximum slope as they go farther from axis. Hyperbolas are not closed curves and approach maximum slope 

as they go farther from axis. 

pole 

Two tangents to conic can meet at point {pole, cone}. 

conic points 

Two conics intersect at four points. Two real conics that do not intersect share two imaginary chords. 

generation: point and curve 

For conic sections, line goes through fixed point {generator, cone} and closed curve {directrix, cone}. 

generation: lines 

Conics can be line series and pencils, as can ruled quadrics. 

 

truncate 

Two non-parallel planes can cut {truncate} cone, cylinder, prism, or pyramid. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Cone>Conic Section>Sections 

 

ellipse 

(x - h)^2 / a^2 + (y - k)^2 / b^2 = 1, where center is at (h,k), a is longer radius, and b is shorter radius {ellipse, 

conic}|. x = - h + a^2 / (a^2 + b^2)^0.5, where a > b. 

foci 

Ellipses have two focuses. Ellipse points have distances to foci. For all ellipse points, distance sum is constant. 

Ellipses are symmetric about two lines. Ellipses have four points {vertex, ellipse} intersected by symmetry axes. 

Longest symmetry axis {major diameter} {major axis} has length = 2*a, where a > b. Shortest symmetry axis {minor 

diameter} {minor axis} has length = 2*b. 

circle 

Circle equation is (x - h)^2 + (y - k)^2 = r^2, where r is radius, and center is at (h,k). 

auxiliary circle 

A circle {auxiliary circle} with diameter equal major axis can surround ellipse. 

 

helix 

Curves {helix}| {bolt, helix} can maintain constant angle with cylinder, cone, or sphere generator. 



In right circular cylinders, helix {circular helix} has equations x = r * cos(A), y = r * sin(A), z = r * A * cos(B), 

where A is revolution angle, r is cylinder radius, and B is helix-to-generator inclination angle. 

Right-circular-cone helices are like tapered screws. If helices open to become circle sectors, they look like 

equiangular-spiral pieces. 

spherical helix 

Loxodromic spirals can be helices {spherical helix}. 

 

hyperbola 

In Cartesian coordinates, hyperbolas {hyperbola, conic}| have equation (x - h)^2 / a^2 - (y - k)^2 / b^2 = 1, where 

center is (h,k), a is length between vertex and center, and b is length between focus and hyperbola point along a line 

perpendicular to long axis through focus. 

Eccentricity e is distance from hyperbola point to focus divided by distance from hyperbola point to directrix and is 

constant and greater than 1: e = (a^2 + b^2)^0.5 / a. If center is at (0,0), focus is at x = a * e. 

In polar coordinates with center at origin, r^2 = a^2 * b^2 / (b^2 * cos^2(A) - a^2 * sin^2(A)). In polar coordinates 

with center at focus, equation applies to only one branch: r = a * (e^2 - 1) / (1 - e * cos(A)) = a * ((a^2 + b^2)/a^2) / (1 - 

((a^2 + b^2)^0.5 / a) * cos(A)), where -1 <= cos(A) <= 1. 

directrix 

Hyperbolas have two directrixes, a fixed line perpendicular to the long axis, typically between center and vertex, in 

the same plane as the hyperbola. 

foci 

Hyperbolas have two focuses, a fixed point on the long axis on the convex side. Hyperbola points have distances to 

foci. All hyperbola points have the same focal-distance difference, equal to 2*a. 

symmetry 

Hyperbolas are symmetric about the centers. The symmetry line intersects hyperbola at two points {vertex, 

hyperbola}. 

Hyperbolas can rotate around long axis to make hyperboloid surfaces. 

diameters 

A line segment {transverse diameter} between vertices has length 2*a. A line segment {conjugate diameter} 

perpendicular to transverse diameter at focus has length 2*b. Hyperbolas {equilateral hyperbola} can have transverse 

diameter equal to conjugate diameter. The auxiliary circle, with center at (0,0) and radius a, intersects the vertices. 

asymptote 

When x is large positive or negative, hyperbola slope approaches straight line {asymptote, hyperbola}. 

rectangular hyperbola 

If transverse and conjugate axes are equal, hyperbola {rectangular hyperbola} can have asymptotes at right angles. If 

rectangular hyperbola is symmetric to coordinate axes, equation is x^2 - y^2 = a^2, where a is half axis length. If 

asymptotes are coordinate axes, equation is x*y = a^2 / 2 = c^2, where a is half axis length and c is constant. 

auxiliary rectangle 

Conjugate diameter determines rectangle {auxiliary rectangle} between the hyperbola curves. 

 

parabola as conic section 

Conic sections {parabola, conic section} can have U shape. 

equation 

Parabola equation can be a * (x - h) = (y - k)^2, where h is x-intercept, k is y-intercept, and a is major conic-section 

diameter. Minor conic-section diameter is zero. For parabola, x = k - a. Parabola equation can be y = a*x^2 + b*x + c. 

definition 

Distance from any parabola point to parabola center {focus, parabola} equals distance from point to defining line 

{directrix, parabola}. 

axis 

A symmetry line {axis, parabola} divides parabolas lengthwise. Axis intersects parabola at point {vertex, parabola}. 

Distance {focal length, parabola} from focus to vertex is major diameter. Parabolas have no minor diameter. 

semicubical parabola 

Equation a * y^2 = x^3 or b * y^3 = x^2, where a is focal length, defines parabola {semicubical parabola}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Cone>Conic Section>Eccentricity 

 



eccentricity of conic 

Distance from conic-section point to focus divided by distance from conic-section point to directrix is constant 

{eccentricity, conic}: e = (a^2 + b^2)^0.5 / a, where a is major axis and b is minor axis. For circle, e = 2^0.5. For 

parabola, e = 1, because b = 0. For hyperbola and ellipse, e > 1. 

 

eccentric angle 

For ellipses, angle A {eccentric angle} in equations x = a * cos(A) and y = b * sin(A), where a is ellipse major axis, 

and b is ellipse minor axis, determines eccentricity. Hyperbola has eccentric angle A with x = a * sec(A) and y = b * 

tan(A). 

 

eccentric circle 

In ellipses, two circles {eccentric circle} can have major and minor axes as diameters. In hyperbola, two eccentric 

circles have transverse axis and conjugate axis {harmonic conjugate of transverse axis} as diameters. 

 

polar equation of conics 

l / r = 1 - e * cos(A) {polar equation}, where l is latus-rectum length divided by two, r is distance from pole or focus, 

e is eccentricity, and A is polar angle. Transverse or major-axis positive direction is reference line {initial line} {polar 

axis, conic}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Cone>Conic Section>Parameters 

 

directrix 

For conic sections, a line {directrix, conic} goes through generator point and closed curve. 

 

focal length 

Distance {focal length, conic} from focus to vertex is major diameter. 

 

latus rectum 

Line segments {latus rectum} can go through conic-section focus and two conic-section points, whose distances to 

focus are equal. 

 

polar of conic 

Line segments {polar, conic} can connect conic poles. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Cube 

 

cube 

Six-sided solids {cube} can have six square faces. Cube volume = s^3, where s is side. Skeletons of n-dimensional 

cubes correspond to Gray binary codes. 

 

cuboid 

Six-sided solids {cuboid} can have six rectangular faces. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Curve 

 

curve of circles 

Lines {curve, circles} can vary curvature radius. Curves {regular arc} {regular curve} can be in intervals. 

 

arc length 

Surfaces have metric elements {arc length, curve}: ds^2 = dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2. Locally, arc length is invariant. Arc-

length curvature and functions {torsion, curve} can determine space-curve properties, except position. 

 

Plucker formula 

Curve order and class relate to simple singularities {Plucker formula}. 

 



Gauss characteristic equation 

Curvature depends only on surface parameters {Gauss characteristic equation}. Curvature is product of principal 

curvatures. Linear curvature is tangent-angle change divided by arc length. It is radial-length change times two divided 

by arc length squared. It is curved-surface solid angle divided by surface area. To measure curvature around point, use 

regular hexagon and measure angles. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Curve>Kinds 

 

binormal 

All surface points have a perpendicular {binormal} to osculating plane. 

 

coaxial circle 

In three dimensions, circles {coaxial circle} can share axis. 

 

higher curve 

Curves {higher curve} {higher plane curve} can have equations with degree greater than two. Defining degree-n 

curves requires n * (n + 3) / 2 points. Higher plane curves have inflection points, multiple points, cusps, conjugate 

points, genuses, and branches. One degree-m curve and one degree-n curve can intersect at m*n points. 

 

osculating curve 

A point and two points on a curve near the point define a circle with curvature equal to curve {osculating curve}| 

curvature. 

 

screw curve 

Rotation about, and translation along, line makes space curve {screw curve}. 

 

simple closed curve 

Non-intersecting curves {simple closed curve} can enclose regions. Simple closed curves {simply connected region} 

can surround only region points. 

 

skew curve 

Curves {skew curve} {twisted curve} can go outside of plane. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Cylinder 

 

cylinder 

Solid figures {cylinder} can have circle and long axis. Right-circular-cylinder area equals top area plus bottom area 

plus side area = 2 * pi * r^2 + 2 * pi * r * h, where r is base radius and h is height. Right-circular-cylinder volume = pi 

* h * r^2, where r is radius and h is height. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Ellipsoid 

 

ellipsoid 

Surfaces {ellipsoid}| can have elliptical cross-sections in three coordinate planes. Larger axes can be equal {oblate 

ellipsoid}. Smaller axes can be equal {prolate ellipsoid}. For sphere, three axes are equal. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Line 

 

diagonal 

Lines {diagonal} can go from one vertex to non-adjacent vertex. Tetrahedron and Csaszar polyhedron have no 

diagonals. 

 

perpendicular lines 

If two lines are perpendicular {perpendicular lines}, line slopes are negative reciprocals: m2 = -1 / m1, where m1 

and m2 are slopes. 

 



slant height of pyramid 

Regular pyramid has apex and lateral face, which has median {slant height, pyramid} through apex. 

 

skew line 

Space can have non-intersecting, non-parallel lines {skew line}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Plane 

 

plane of solid 

Three points not on same line define a flat surface {plane, mathematics}. Lines and line points are in a plane. Lines 

perpendicular to all plane lines are perpendicular to plane. At a plane point, only one line can be perpendicular to a 

plane. At a line point, only one plane can be perpendicular to a line. If normal to a plane is perpendicular to a line, line 

and plane are parallel. 

 

half-plane 

Straight line divides plane in half {half-plane}. 

 

multifoil 

Equal congruent arcs can bound plane figure {multifoil}: three arcs {trefoil, figure}, four arcs {quatrefoil}, five arcs 

{pentafoil}, and six arcs {hexafoil}. Arc centers make regular-polygon vertices. 

 

osculating plane 

Planes {osculating plane} can pass through a surface point and two nearby points. 

 

parabolic segment 

Parabolas and chords, perpendicular to parabola axis, can make plane figures {parabolic segment}. Parabolic-

segment area is 2 * c * a / 3, where c is chord length, and a is distance from vertex to chord. 

 

radical plane 

Eliminating spherical-equation second-power terms defines a plane {radical plane}. Radical plane contains circle of 

sphere pencil. 

 

solid of revolution 

Plane region rotated around line {axis of revolution} {revolution axis} in the plane makes solid {solid of 

revolution}. Plane-region perimeter generates surface {surface of revolution}. Volume is integral from x = a to x = b of 

pi * y^2 * dx, for y = f(x). Area is integral from x = a to x = b of 2 * pi * y * (1 + (dy/dx)^2)^0.5 * dx. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Plane>Form 

 

intercept form of plane 

Plane can have equation x/a + y/b + z/c = 1 {intercept form, plane}, where a, b, c are x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis 

intercepts. 

 

normal form of plane 

Plane can have equation x * cos(a) + y * cos(b) + z * cos(c) = p {perpendicular form} {normal form, plane}, where 

p is perpendicular distance from origin to plane, and a, b, c are angles between perpendicular and x y z axes. 

 

three-point form 

Plane can have matrix |x y z 1 / x1 y1 z1 1 / x2 y2 z2 1 / x3 y3 z3 1| {three-point form}, where (xi,yi,zi) are points. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Plane>Intersection 

 

intersecting planes 

Two planes are either parallel or intersecting {intersecting planes}. Intersecting planes make a wedge. 

 



section 

Plane and solid intersect to makes a plane region {section, plane} {cross-section}|. 

 

sheaf of planes 

Plane sets {sheaf, plane}| can pass through a point {center, sheaf}. 

 

wedge of planes 

Planes can intersect to make a solid figure {wedge, plane}|. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Polyhedron 

 

polyhedron in geometry 

Simple multiple-sided solids {polyhedron, solid}| have genus zero. 

 

edge 

Faces can meet at lines {edge, polyhedron}. 

 

face 

Plane polygons {face, polyhedron} can bound solids. 

 

vertex of polyhedron 

Three or more edges can meet at points {vertex, polyhedron}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Polyhedron>Kinds 

 

Csaszar polyhedron 

Polyhedrons {Csaszar polyhedron} can model seven-color maps of toruses, finite projective planes, and error-

correcting binary codes, when used as Hadamard matrices {Room square}. 

 

Platonic solid 

Polyhedrons {regular polyhedron} {regular solid} {Platonic solid} can have same regular polygon for all faces: four 

equilateral triangles {regular tetrahedron}, six squares {cube, Platonic solid}, six regular hexagons {regular 

hexahedron}, eight equilateral triangles {regular octahedron}, twelve regular pentagons {regular dodecahedron}, and 

twenty equilateral triangles {regular icosahedron}. All vertices are on circumscribed sphere. Concave regular 

polyhedrons are small stellated dodecahedron, great dodecahedron, or great icosahedron. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Polyhedron>Kinds>Prism 

 

prism 

Congruent parallel faces {base, prism} and congruent parallelograms {lateral face}, joining corresponding base 

vertices, can make solids {prism}|. Lateral faces can be rectangles {right prism}. Prisms have adjacent lateral faces 

{prismatic surface}. 

 

prismatoid 

Polyhedrons {prismatoid} can have two faces that are parallel planes, with no vertices outside the faces. Lateral 

faces are triangles or quadrilaterals. 

 

prismoid 

Prisms {prismoid} can have quadrilaterals for all lateral faces. Bases have same number of sides and vertices. 

 

pyramid 

Prismatoids {pyramid} can have polygon bases, which contain all vertices except apex. Lateral faces are triangles. 

For tetrahedrons, bases are triangles. In regular pyramids, regular polygons can be bases and isosceles triangles can be 

lateral faces. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Polyhedron>Kinds>Number Of Faces 



 

tetrahedron 

Polyhedrons {tetrahedron}| can have four faces. 

 

pentahedron 

Polyhedrons {pentahedron}| can have five faces. 

 

diamond 

Polyhedrons {diamond} can have six equal equilateral triangle faces. Diamonds are two tetrahedrons that share a 

face. 

 

hexahedron 

Polyhedrons {hexahedron} can have six faces. 

 

rhombohedron 

Polyhedrons can have six rhombus faces {rhombohedron}|. 

 

octahedron 

Polyhedrons {octahedron}| can have eight faces. 

 

dodecahedron 

Polyhedrons {dodecahedron}| can have 12 faces. 

 

icosahedron 

Polyhedrons {icosahedron}| can have 20 faces. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Polyhedron>Kinds>Kepler-Poinsot 

 

Kepler-Poinsot concave solid 

Concave regular polyhedrons {Kepler-Poinsot concave solid} can be small stellated dodecahedron, great 

dodecahedron, or great icosahedron. 

 

great dodecahedron 

Concave regular polyhedrons can have 12 regular pentagons {great dodecahedron}. 

 

great icosahedron 

Concave regular polyhedrons can have 20 equilateral triangles {great icosahedron}. 

 

small stellated dodecahedron 

Concave regular polyhedrons can have 12 regular pentagons {small stellated dodecahedron}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Sphere 

 

sphere 

Solids {sphere} can result when semicircle rotates around its diameter. Equation is x^2 + y^2 + z^2 <= r^2, where r 

is radius. 

area 

Area is 4 * pi * r^2, where r is radius. 

volume 

Volume is 4 * pi * r^3 / 3, where r is radius. 

imaginary circle 

Two spheres share imaginary circle. 

secondaries 

Great circles can pass through poles. 

spherical distance 

Geodesic has length {spherical distance}. 



spherical polygon 

Great-circle arcs can bound spherical surface region {spherical polygon}. 

spherical surface 

x^2 + y^2 + z^2 = r^2 defines spherical surface. Area is 4 * pi * r^2, where r is radius. 

diameter 

Diameter is perpendicular to sphere at both endpoints. 

coordinates 

Sphere coordinates are longitude (360 degrees) and latitude (180 degrees), because they define unique points. 

Longitudes are perpendicular to latitudes. For spinning spheres, longitudes are along general direction of spherical axis, 

and latitudes are perpendicular to spherical axis. 

Spherical coordinates can be vertical and horizontal latitude, so axes are perpendicular, but two latitudes define two 

different points, so points must have one more coordinate, such as north or south. Spherical coordinates can be vertical 

and horizontal longitudes, with axes not always perpendicular, but two longitudes can define the same great circle, so 

points must have one more coordinate. Therefore, only longitude and latitude define sphere points using two numbers. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Sphere>Point 

 

antipodes of sphere 

Diameter intersects sphere at two points {antipodes, geometry}|. 

 

pole 

Spheres have points {pole, sphere} where meridians meet. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Sphere>Spherical Angle 

 

azimuth angle 

Radii can make an angle {azimuth}| {polar angle} with polar axis. 

 

spherical angle 

Dihedral angles {spherical angle} are at diameter where great-circle planes intersect. 

 

spherical degree 

1/720 {spherical degree}| of sphere surface is solid-angle unit. One spherical degree is the birectangular spherical 

triangle whose third angle is one degree. 

 

spherical excess 

Difference {spherical excess} between spherical-polygon angle sum and plane angle sum is (n - 2) * (180 degrees), 

where n is number of angles. 

 

steradian 

Sphere has solid angle 4 * pi {steradian, solid angle}|. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Sphere>Spherical Regions 

 

cap of sphere 

Spherical areas {cap, sphere} can go from pole down to circle where plane intersects sphere. Cap area is pi * d * h, 

where d is diameter, and h is cap height from center. 

 

hemisphere 

Sphere halves {hemisphere}| are solids. 

 

lune 

Two great circles not in perpendicular planes make two major and two minor spherical-surface regions {lune}. 

 



segment of sphere 

Sectors {segment, sphere} {major sector, sphere} {major segment, sphere} can be greater than hemisphere. Sectors 

{minor sector, sphere} {minor segment, sphere} can be less than hemisphere. 

 

spherical wedge 

Planes of two great circles intersect at diameter {spherical wedge} and divide sphere into four parts. Spherical-

wedge volume is (A / (3 * pi / 2)) * pi * r^2, where A is angle between planes, and r is radius. 

 

zone of sphere 

Sphere and two parallel planes intersect to make a solid figure {zone, sphere region}. Sphere and plane intersection 

has area pi * d * h, where d is diameter, and h is height from center. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Surface 

 

development of solids 

Solid surfaces can unfold or unroll so all faces or surfaces lie in one plane {development, solid}. 

 

developable surface 

Surfaces {developable surface} can flatten onto a plane without distortion, so surface line elements become plane 

line elements. 

 

fixed point theorem 

Continuous transformations of n-simplexes onto themselves have at least one fixed point {fixed point theorem}. 

 

quadrature 

Processes {quadrature} can try to find squares equal in area to surfaces. If plane figure has only straight lines, 

compass and straightedge can perform quadrature. 

 

simplex 

Spaces can have simplest geometric figure {simplex, space}| {space, cell}. Number of space dimensions defines 

simplex: 0 is point, 1 is line, 2 is triangle, 3 is tetrahedron, and n is n-simplex. Simplexes are manifolds. Simplexes 

have orientation. Even numbers of permutations make same orientation. Odd numbers of permutations make opposite 

orientation. Simplex boundaries are next-lower-dimension simplexes and have orientation. 

 

square measure 

Surface areas can use measures {square measure}. 

 

trapezoidal rule 

To find area under curve, replace curve with chords, to make equal-width orthogonal projections onto independent-

variable axis, and add trapezoid areas {trapezoidal rule}|. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Solid>Surface>Kinds 

 

continuous surface 

Surfaces {continuous surface} can have tangent plane and normal line at all points. 

 

frustum 

Truncated solids can have parallel plane sections {frustum}. 

 

hyperboloid 

Surfaces {hyperboloid} can have cross-sections that are hyperbolas. 

 

isometric surface 

If surfaces {isometric surface} bend without stretching and keep one-to-one correspondence, curvature and all other 

properties stay the same. 

 



Kummer surface 

Focal surfaces of systems of second-order rays are fourth-degree and class-four surfaces {Kummer surface}. Fresnel 

wave surfaces are special cases. 

 

lamina surface 

Solids can have plane parallel faces {lamina} that are small distance apart compared to face length. 

 

paraboloid 

Surfaces {paraboloid} can have sections that are parabolas. x^2 / a^2 + y^2 / b^2 = 2*c*z {elliptic paraboloid}, 

where a b c are axes. Elliptic paraboloid with a = b is parabola rotated about its z-axis. x^2 / a^2 - y^2 / b^2 = 2*c*z 

{hyperbolic paraboloid}, where a b c are axes. 

 

ruled surface 

Straight lines {rectilinear generator} can generate surfaces {ruled surface}| by translation in one direction, making 

lines at equal intervals. If there are two distinct generators, surfaces are doubly ruled. No generator can make skew 

surfaces. 

 

smooth surface 

Surfaces {smooth surface} can have no irregularities. Objects on smooth surfaces move only in direction tangent to 

surface. 

 

unilateral surface 

Surfaces {unilateral surface} can have one side. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Space 

 

space in geometry 

Spaces {space, geometry} have elements. For example, space can be points. Elements combine to make space and 

figures in space. For example, points along one dimension form line, points along two dimensions form surface, and 

points along three dimensions form volume. Elements can be lines, surfaces, volumes, vectors, triangles, loops, colors, 

or objects. Points can represent vectors {vector space}. Phase-space elements can represent system states or dynamical 

equations. 

 

dimension 

Spaces have components {dimension}. Spaces can have zero-dimension points, one-dimension curves, two-

dimension surfaces, and three-dimension solids. Spaces can have infinitely many dimensions and can have fractional 

dimensions. 

component 

Dimension can be infinite or finite. Finite dimensions can be circular. 

continuous 

Dimensions can be discrete or continuous. 

elements 

Space can have different elements, such as points or lines. Two-dimensional space can use three reference points. 

Three-dimensional space can use four reference points. Three-dimensional space can use three orthogonal lines or four 

non-orthogonal lines. 

coordinates 

In two-dimensional space, point position is (x,y) {ordered pair, space}, where x and y are distances to two reference 

lines. In three-dimensional space, point position is (x,y,z) {ordered triple}, where x, y, and z are distances to three 

reference lines. 

 

direction 

From reference points, lines can go in directions {direction} {orientation}. 

 

elliptic space 

Non-Euclidean space can have no parallel to given line through external point {elliptic space}. Elliptic space can 

have spherical geometry. 



 

line segment 

Line segments {line segment, magnitude} can represent magnitudes, ratios, or proportions. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Transformation 

 

transformation in space 

Space coordinates or figures can move {transformation, space}. 

translation 

Motion can be along geodesic {translation, transformation}. Transformation shifts axes, keeping new axes parallel to 

old axes: x2 = x1 - h and y2 = y1 - k, where h and k are shift distances. 

translation: shear 

Translation can keep one coordinate axis or coordinate plane unchanged while others change {shear transformation} 

{shear translation}. Points move parallel to fixed axis or plane. Movement can be proportional to distance from fixed 

axis or plane. 

dilation 

Transformations {dilation transformation} can be through a fixed point, so distances from points to fixed point are a 

constant {constant of dilation} multiple of distances from fixed point to new points. Dilation is similar to similarity. 

rotation 

Rigid turning motion through angle can be around a common center or line {rotation, transformation}. Positive 

rotation is anti-clockwise. Negative rotation is clockwise. Transformation rotates both axes by angle A: x2 = x1*cos(A) 

+ y1*sin(A) and y2 = - x1*sin(A) + y1*cos(A). 

isometry 

One-to-one transformation can leave distances, sizes, and shapes unchanged {isometry transformation}. Isometry 

involves translation and rotation. Rotate both axes by angle A and translate axes: x2 = x1*cos(A) + y1*sin(A) - h and 

y2 = - x1*sin(A) + y1*cos(A) - k, where h and k are shift distances. 

reflection 

Transformation can reflect both axes through origin: x2 = - x1 and y2 = - y2 {reflection, transformation}. 

inversion 

Transformation can involve both rotation and reflection {inversion, transformation}. 

invariance 

Transformations can result in same product as before {invariance, transformation}. Invariance example is geometric-

figure rotation or reflection that transforms the points back into same figure {symmetry group, transformation}. 

invariance: symmetry 

For symmetric reflection through line or plane, if (x,y) is on figure, then (x,-y) or (-x,y) is on figure {axial symmetry 

transformation} {bilateral symmetry transformation}. For symmetric reflection through point, if (x,y) is on figure, then 

(-x,-y) is on figure {radial symmetry transformation} {point symmetry transformation}. 

association 

For three successive operations, find result of first and second and then do third, (a + b) + c, or do first then find 

result of second and third, a + (b + c) {association operation}. Results can be same product {associative}, (a + b) + c = 

a + (b + c), or different products {non-associative, transformation}, (a + b) + c != a + (b + c). 

commutation 

Two successive operations can happen in either order, a + b or b + a {commutation operation}. The result can be 

same product {commutative, transformation}, a + b = b + a, or different products {non-commutative, transformation}: 

a + b != b + a. 

covariance 

Transformations can result in same product as before but times constant. 

contravariance 

Transformations can result in same product as before, but using different coordinates. 

group 

Transformations form groups. Operations transform elements to other elements. In groups, transformations can 

reduce to other transformations or be irreducible. Metric determines possible coordinate transformations at manifold 

points. Transformations transform basis vectors into themselves, if transformation keeps same coordinate system. 

Transformations can transform basis vectors into their linear combinations. 

 



affinities 

Transformation groups can combine isometries, shear transformations, and similarities {affinities}. 

 

birational transformation 

Rational coordinate functions can have inverses {birational transformation}. Birational transforms can change 

irreducible algebraic plane curves to curves with no singular points, except for double points with distinct tangents. 

 

continuity principle 

If one figure derives from another by continuous changes, and derived figure has same generality as original figure, 

all first-figure properties are true of second figure {continuity principle} {correlativity principle} {contingent relations 

principle} {principle of continuity} {principle of correlativity} {principle of contingent relations}. 

 

Cremma transformation 

Derivatives of three-dimensional functions with spatial directions can be rational, single-valued, and solvable 

{Cremma transformation}. Cremma transforms can change irreducible algebraic plane curves to curves with no 

singular points, except for multiple points with distinct tangents. 

 

duality in geometry 

Lines and points are duals in plane projective geometry. For plane figures, true theorems {reciprocal theorem} about 

non-metric properties can interchange the words "line" and "point" {duality}| {principle of duality}. For example, "a 

unique line intersects two points" and "a unique point intersects two lines". 

three dimensions 

Planes and points are duals in three-dimensional projective geometry. For plane figures, true theorems about non-

metric properties can interchange the words "plane" and "point", if the word "line" does not change. 

metric 

These duality principles are not true for metric properties. 

 

homography transformation 

Plane points and lines can transform {homography transformation} into points and lines in the plane or another 

plane, to make homologous or projectively related figures. 

 

superposition axiom 

Figures can move in space without shape or size distortion {superposition axiom}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Transformation>Symmetry 

 

image of point 

Point reflections make points {image, point}. 

 

order of symmetry 

Rotations around symmetry center can result in coincidence. Rotations can be fractions of 360 degrees: 180, 120, 90, 

72, 60, 45, 30, and 15 degrees. 360 divided by rotation degrees makes whole number {order of symmetry}: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

8, 12, and 24. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Transformation>Symmetry>Kinds 

 

axial symmetry 

For symmetry through line or axis {axial symmetry}|, (x,y) goes to (x,-y) or (-x,y). 

 

radial symmetry 

For symmetry through point or origin {radial symmetry}| {central symmetry} {point symmetry}, (x,y) goes to (x,-

y), (-x,y), and (-x,-y). 

 

MATH>Geometry>Kinds 

 



differential geometry 

Smooth manifolds allow any number of differentiations at all points {differential geometry}. Differential geometries 

use metrics and covariant derivatives. Riemannian geometry and pseudo-Riemannian geometry are differential 

geometries. 

 

differential topology 

Smooth manifolds have global differentiable functions {differential topology}. Differential topology uses no metric 

and no covariant derivatives. 

 

ordered geometry 

One point B can lie between two other points A and C {intermediacy}: ABC. All intermediate points B make a 

segment. All intermediate points B, plus points A and C, make an interval. All points past A in direction AC make a 

ray. An interval and its two rays make a line. Two rays with a common point make an angle. 

Non-metric geometry {ordered geometry} can use intermediacy. Ordered geometry can be the basis of affine 

geometry and its sub-geometries: Euclidean geometry (parabolic geometry), absolute geometry, and hyperbolic 

geometry, because straight lines, parabolas, and hyperbolas are open figures and have between-ness. Ordered geometry 

cannot be the basis of projective geometry, because circles and ellipses are closed figures and so do not have between-

ness. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Kinds>Geometric Algebra 

 

geometric algebra 

Algebras {geometric algebra} can represent real and complex vector-space non-coordinate classical and relativistic 

geometries. Geometric-algebra elements (vectors) have dimension (grade), scalar amount (magnitude), space 

orientation/angle (direction), and relative direction {direction sense} (up or down, inside or outside, or positive or 

negative). Two vectors have a scalar dot product (inner product) {interior product}, bivector cross product (outer 

product), and inner product plus outer product (geometric product) (multivector). Grassmann and Clifford algebras 

generalize geometric algebra. 

 

Clifford algebra 

Hypernumber algebras {Clifford algebra} [1878] have 2^n dimensions for n number components. Dimensions 

represent reflections and rotations. Rotations are reflection combinations. Reflections convert right to left, or vice 

versa. Clifford algebras model spinors. 

 

Grassmann algebra 

In generalized geometric algebras {Grassmann algebra}, the basis elements are the unit-magnitude dimensions, 

which can be any number and can be non-orthogonal. Elements are dimension linear combinations and have grade, 

magnitude, direction, and direction sense. 

Operations are reflections. Elements add to make a new element. Elements multiply to make an element of one 

higher dimension (wedge product) {Grassmann product, algebra}. Parallel vectors are commutative. Perpendicular 

vectors are anti-commutative. Elements are associative for addition and multiplication. Grassmann algebra [1844 and 

1862] is Clifford algebra in which two successive reflections cancel, rather than making rotation, and so there are no 

rotations and no need for metric or perpendicularity. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Kinds>Projective Geometry 

 

projective geometry 

Non-metric geometry {projective geometry}| can require that parallel lines meet at infinity {elliptic parallel axiom}: 

at a vanishing point on the horizon line. In the projective plane, two lines intersect at one point {elliptic incidence 

property}, so, for a line and a point not on the line, all lines through the point intersect the line once. In projective 

space, two planes intersect at one line. 

Projective geometry involves constructions with straightedge only (no compass). Straight lines remain straight. 

Projective geometry is not about circles, angles, and parallels. All conic sections are equivalent. 

Projective geometry has no circles, no angles, no measurements (no metric), no parallels, and no between-ness (no 

intermediacy). 



Collinearity is invariant in projective geometry. Therefore, projective geometry has invariant point and line 

structures (incidence structure) (incidence relation) that make generalized planes. The Fano plane is the simplest 2-

dimensional finite incidence structure. 

Cross ratio is relation of projective harmonic conjugates. Cross ratios are invariant in projective geometry. Cross 

ratio is ratio of distance ratios. For four distinct collinear points A, B, C, and D in sequence, the cross ratio is 

(AC/BC)*(BD/AD) = (medium1/short)*(medium2/long) = (AC/BC) / (AD/BD) = (medium1/short)/(long/medium2) = 

(AC*BD)/(BC*AD) = (13*24)/(23*14) = (medium1*medium2)/(short*long). For a line, if three points and the cross 

ratio are known, the fourth point is known. 

Projective geometry has surface curve categories. 

Projective geometry includes non-Riemannian geometry, single elliptic geometry, double elliptic geometry, and 

hyperbolic geometry. 

Projective geometry includes non-Riemannian geometry, single elliptic geometry, double elliptic geometry, and 

hyperbolic geometry. 

 

analytic surface 

Spheres {analytic surface} are the only constant-positive-curvature closed surfaces with no singularities. 

 

cross ratio 

Ratios {cross ratio} can be distance from line-segment point to line-segment end divided by distance from line-

segment point to other line-segment end. Cross ratio can apply in non-metric geometries. Cross ratio is relation of 

projective harmonic conjugates. Cross ratios are invariant in projective geometry. Cross ratio is ratio of distance ratios. 

For four distinct collinear points A, B, C, and D in sequence, the cross ratio is (AC/BC)*(BD/AD) = 

(medium1/short)*(medium2/long) = (AC/BC) / (AD/BD) = (medium1/short)/(long/medium2) = (AC*BD)/(BC*AD) = 

(13*24)/(23*14) = (medium1*medium2)/(short*long). For a line, if three points and the cross ratio are known, the 

fourth point is known. 

 

Desargue theorem 

If three line segments meet at point, they have one point each such that the three lines defined by line-segment 

endpoints intersect the three lines defined by the three pairs of points at three points on same line {Desargue's theorem} 

{Desargue theorem}. 

 

harmonic section 

For line segments, distance from a point to one end divided by distance from the point to other end {harmonic 

section} {harmonic ratio} equals negative of distance from one point {ideal point, line} on line-segment extension to 

one end divided by distance from ideal point to other end: PE1 / PE2 = - IE1 / IE2. For all other line-segment points, 

ratios {anharmonic ratio} are not harmonic. Point position determines ideal-point position {harmonic conjugate, 

endpoint}. If ideal point is at infinity, line-segment point is at midpoint. Projections keep harmonic ratio and relative 

positions the same. 

 

incidence structure 

Points lie on lines, lines include points, and points and lines have Cartesan point and line products {incidence 

structure} {incidence relation}. Projective geometry preserves incidence structure. Incidence structure is independent 

of intermediacy. 

 

loxodrome 

Mapping can project sphere onto plane and maintain constant bearings {rhumb line, loxodrome} {loxodrome}. 

 

parallel axiom 

A point is not on a line. In Euclidean geometry, parallel lines do not meet {parallel axiom}|, and only one line 

through the point is parallel to the line. In elliptic geometry, parallel great circles meet at two points, and only one line 

through the point is parallel to the line. Parallel great circles meet at poles of sphere. Parallel lines can make obtuse 

angles, as on imaginary-radius spheres, or acute angles, as on real-radius spheres. In hyperbolic geometry, parallel great 

circles do not meet, and many lines through the point are parallel to the line. In projective geometry, parallel lines meet 

at infinity. 

 



Pascal theorem 

Three sides of a conic-inscribed hexagon intersect at three points, which lie on same line {Pascal's theorem} {Pascal 

theorem}. 

 

MATH>Geometry>Kinds>Projective Geometry>Kinds 

 

algebra of throws 

Projective geometry (Karl von Staudt) can use line-segment cross ratio and length analog {algebra of throws}. Lines 

(ray) can have cross-ratio coordinates 0 for one line-segment end, 1 for line-segment middle, and infinity for other line-

segment end. Line segments can transform into arrays, and vice versa. 

 

affine geometry 

Non-metric geometry {affine geometry} can use parallel or cylindrical geometric projection, with projection center 

at infinity {ideal point at infinity}. Only one line goes through two points. Through a point not on a line, only one line 

is parallel to the line. Straight lines stay straight and parallel lines stay parallel, but lengths and angles can alter {non-

Riemannian geometry}, so transformations and translations preserve parallel lines and distance ratios, but not 

necessarily congruence. Affine geometry is projective geometry with one line or plane as the points at infinity, which 

transformations leave invariant. (Projective geometry has only one projective plane.) Affine geometry is Euclidean 

geometry without congruence. 

Ratios of separations are invariant in affine geometry. For three distinct collinear points A, B, and C in sequence, 

length ratio is AB/BC = medium1/medium2. Alternatively, AC/BC = long/medium2. Alternatively, AB/AC = 

medium2/long. For a line, if two points and the ratio of their separations are known, the third point is known. 

 

Euclidean geometry 

Space can have no curvature {Euclidean geometry}| {parabolic space} {parabolic metric geometry}. Geodesics are 

straight lines. Parabolic metric geometry preserves angle size and similar figures. Each line has one distinct real ideal 

point, and no line is perpendicular to itself. As conic sections, parabolas have no asymptotes and one distinct real ideal 

point. 

postulates 

Euclidean geometry has five assumptions {postulate}. Straight lines can go from any point to any other point. Finite 

straight lines can extend to any length and remain straight and in same direction. Circles have a center point and finite 

straight radius with one end in center. Two perpendicular straight lines intersect to make equal angles {right angle}. 

One and only one straight line through a point not on another straight line does not intersect second straight line 

{parallel postulate, Euclid}. 

First two postulates do not state that lines are unique lines but use lines as if they are unique. Euclid's use of 

superposition without postulation is questionable. 

axioms 

Euclidean geometry has five facts that depend on reason or common sense {axioms, Euclid}. Things equal to same 

thing are equal to each other. If equal things add to equal things, sums are equal. If equal things subtract from equal 

things, differences are equal. Things that exactly overlap {coincide} are equal. Wholes are greater than or equal to any 

parts. 

definitions 

Euclidean geometry relies on definitions. Points are infinitely small space volumes. Two points define a line. 

Continuous infinite point sets can define lines. Lines have finite line segments. Lines have two infinite rays starting at a 

line point. Angles have two straight rays starting at vertex point. 

Only Euclidean geometry, single elliptic geometry, double elliptic geometry, and hyperbolic geometry permit rigid 

figure motions. 

 

hyperbolic geometry 

In two dimensions, geometry can have saddle shape {hyperbolic geometry}| {Lobachevskian geometry, hyperbolic}. 

If space has hyperbolic geometry, infinitely many lines through a point not on a line are parallel to the line and do not 

intersect the line. If a shape becomes larger or smaller, shape changes, so figures cannot be similar. 

Triangle angles add to less than pi. Pi minus angle sum varies directly with triangle area A: C * A = pi - (a + b + c), 

where C is Gaussian curvature. Gaussian curvature C = -1 / R^2, so for hyperbolic space, curvature radius is imaginary 

{pseudo-radius}. 

As conic sections, hyperbolas have two asymptotes and two distinct real ideal points. 



Hyperbolic surfaces can map conformally to discs in Euclidean planes {conformal model} {Poincaré model} 

{Poincaré disc}. Hyperbolic-surface straight lines are circle arcs that intersect disc edge at right angles. Hyperbolic-

surface angles are the same as disc angles. 

Hyperbolic surfaces can map non-conformally to discs in Euclidean planes {Klein representation}. Straight lines in 

hyperbolic surfaces are straight lines in discs. Angles in hyperbolic surfaces are not the same as angles in discs. 

In discs, distances closer to edge contract more, and disc has bound. In hyperbolic surfaces, space has no boundary 

distances and does not contract. Distance between points A and B is 0.5 * ln((QA / QB) * (PB / PA)), where Q is closer 

to B and on disc and P is closer to A and on disc. Projective model is conformal model but with distances from center 

multiplied by (2 * R^2) / (R^2 + r^2), where R is disc radius, and r is distance of point from center. Conformal disc can 

project vertically onto hemisphere above disc {hemispheric representation}. 

Lines can project from conformal circle {equatorial disc} to sphere south pole and to northern hemisphere 

{stereographic projection, geometry}. 

Hyperbolic surface can project to Poincaré half-plane. Metric is (dx^2 + dy^2)/y^2. 

Hyperbolic surface can project to surface with constant negative curvature {pseudo-sphere} {pseudosphere}. 

Distances in pseudo-sphere and Euclidean space are equal. To construct pseudo-sphere, rotate tractrix around its 

asymptote. To construct tractrix, use zero-rest-mass rod with large mass at one end resting on surface with friction and 

with other end on asymptote, then slide end along asymptote to trace curve with other end. Metrics 4 * (dx^2 + 

dy^2)/(1 - x^2 - y^2)^2 {Poincaré metric} can have constant negative curvature. 

Special-relativity Minkowskian geometry is a hyperbolic space. 

 

intrinsic geometry 

Surface geometries {intrinsic geometry} need not use, or depend on, surrounding space or coordinates. Properties 

{intrinsic property} do not change if coordinates change. Equations {intrinsic equation} can use no coordinates. 

Intrinsic equations typically use only curvature radius and arc length. 

 

metric geometry 

Geometry {metric geometry}| can use magnitudes and measures. Euclidean geometry has a metric. Topology is non-

metric geometry. In two dimensions, all metric geometries are projective geometry augmented by conic. In three 

dimensions, all metric geometries are projective geometry augmented by quadric {absolute curve}. Metric-geometry 

determinant must equal positive one or negative one. 

Separation is invariant in Euclidean geometry. For two distinct collinear points A and B in sequence, separation is 

AB. For a line, if one point and the separation are known, the second point is known. 

 

non-Euclidean geometry 

Geometry {non-Euclidean geometry}| can be about curved spaces. Curved spaces can be hyperbolic spaces or 

spherical spaces. 

 

single elliptic geometry 

On spheres, great circles intersect at two points. So that two points determine a line, assume that opposite sphere 

points are identical {single elliptic geometry}, so two great circles intersect at only one point. For every great circle, 

through any point outside the great circle, no lines are parallel to the great circle. In triangles, angle sum is greater than 

180 degrees. As conic sections, ellipses have no asymptotes and two imaginary ideal points. 

 

spherical geometry 

On spheres, great circles intersect at two points. Two points do not determine one line. For every great circle, 

through any point outside the great circle, no lines are parallel to the great circle {spherical geometry} {double elliptic 

geometry}. In triangles, angle sum is greater than 180 degrees. As conic sections, circles and ellipses have no 

asymptotes and two imaginary ideal points. 

 

MATH>Group Theory 

 

group in mathematics 

Element sets {group, mathematics} {mathematical group}, such as equilateral-triangle points, can have one or more 

operations, such as rotations through 60-degree angles. All elements are products {word, group} of the operation 

{generator, group} acting on group elements. 



elements 

Elements can be geometric or algebraic. Groups have finite or infinite number {order, group} of elements. 

operation 

Operation maps element to element {product, operation}. For example, rotation maps point to second point. 

Addition maps two elements to one element {binary operation}. 

generator 

Some groups have constraints on generators, and some groups (free group) have no constraints on generators. 

identity 

Operations can map element to same element {identity operation}. 

inverse 

Operations can be another operation's opposite {inverse operation}. Operation followed by inverse operation makes 

original element. 

association 

For three elements and a binary operation, do operation on first and second elements, and then do operation on 

product element and third element, (a + b) + c, or do operation on second and third elements, and then do operation on 

first element and product element, a + (b + c). The resulting products can be the same (associative group) {association, 

group} or different {non-associative group}. 

commutation 

Binary operations can happen in either order: a + b or b + a. For two elements and a binary operation, do operation 

on first and second elements, a + b, or do operation on second and first elements, b + a. The resulting products can be 

the same (commutative group) {commutation, group} or different {non-commutative group}. Non-commutative 

operations typically make the negative: a + b = -(b + a). Complex-number multiplication is commutative. Matrix 

multiplication is non-commutative. 

transformation groups 

Different spaces and geometries have different invariant transformations. For example, different spaces and 

geometries can be invariant under rigid motions {motion geometry}. For different space geometries, number of 

dimensions determines number of possible shape changes. Space geometries are in a hierarchy from least general to 

most general: metrical geometry, affine geometry, projective geometry, and topology. 

Transformation groups have operations that are linear transformations {analytic transformation, group}. Different 

groups have different invariant transformations. Transformation groups describe spaces and geometries. For example, 

group U(1) describes circle rotation symmetries (electromagnetism has U(1) symmetry, which implies charge 

conservation). Symmetry groups {universality class} represent substances with different symmetries. 

Transformation results can be in tables {multiplication table}. Rows and columns are elements, and cells have 

products. 

types 

Transformation groups are finite continuous groups. Differential equations make an infinite continuous group. 

Substitution groups are finite-order discontinuous groups. Automorphic functions are infinite-order discontinuous 

groups. 

matrix 

Matrices can represent groups. 

 

group theory 

Mathematical groups have invariance types {group theory}. Groups with same invariance type are mathematically 

the same. Group theory is complete, because mathematics has discovered all invariance types. Finite-group theory is 

not isomorphic to any other theory. Equation theory, number theory, and infinite-group theory are mathematically 

equivalent. 

 

Burnside problem 

For finitely generated groups, if elements have finite order, is group finite {Burnside's problem} {Burnside 

problem}? 

 

class of group 

Groups can split into mutually exclusive sets {class, group}. One class is the identity class. Classes {conjugate 

class} can have other-class conjugates. For group A and its conjugate A^-1, if A^-1 * B * A = C, B and C are 

conjugates, and A * C * A^-1 = B. 

 



isomorphism problem 

When are two groups isomorphic {isomorphism problem}? 

 

Lagrange theorem 

Subgroup order divides finite-group order {Lagrange's theorem} {Lagrange theorem}. 

 

Liouville theorem 

Phase-space volume is constant {Liouville's theorem, group} {Liouville theorem, group}. 

 

MATH>Group Theory>Field 

 

field 

Groups {field, mathematics} can have two operations, such as adding and multiplying. For example, rational 

numbers and real numbers form mathematical fields over addition and multiplication. The rational-function field 

(which includes polynomials) has adding and multiplying operations. Rational numbers, real numbers, and rational 

functions are infinite fields. Other fields are algebraic number fields (algebras), relative Galoisian fields (Galoisian 

equation), relative Abelian fields (polynomial equations), class fields, valuation fields, separable fields, and prime 

fields. 

 

p-adic field 

Fields {p-adic number} {p-adic field} can have sums, from -p to infinity, of rational number times prime numbers. 

 

MATH>Group Theory>Group Theories 

 

Abelian equation 

For polynomial equations {Abelian equation}, all roots are square roots or first-power roots. Square roots and first-

power roots can interchange. 

 

Galois theory 

Some polynomial equations are solvable by algebraic operations {Galois theory}, and mathematical groups show 

which types. 

For equations with prime-number degree {Galoisian equation}, solutions are rational functions of two roots, found 

from two linear equations, two quadratic equations, or one linear and one quadratic equation. 

To find polynomial roots, find successively smaller groups down to all smallest normal subgroups {composition 

series}. The set of composition-series subgroups is unique. If composition-series subgroup indices are prime numbers, 

roots have radicals. 

Quotient groups do not depend on composition-series subgroups {Jordan-Holder theorem}. 

 

renormalization group 

To understand critical phenomena, use reiterative group theory {renormalization group theory}. Critical phenomena 

include Curie point, critical temperature, critical pressure, superconductivity transition temperature, and alloy metal-

atom order-disorder temperature. Renormalization-group-theory operations eliminate infinities by reiteration to 

eliminate higher-order terms. 

 

representation theory 

The non-commutative GL(n) subgroup has matrix operations {representation theory}. 

 

MATH>Group Theory>Mathematical Groups 

 

Abelian group 

Groups {Abelian group} {commutative group} can have commutative operation. 

 

associative group 

Groups {associative group} can have associative operation. 

 



continuous group 

Groups {continuous group} can have local operations on infinitesimal elements, to make real-number algebras. 

 

Lie group 

Continuous commutative or non-commutative groups {Lie group}, such as n^2 parameter Lie groups {SU(n) 

group}, have parameters and make associative and non-associative algebras (Lie algebra). 

 

non-Abelian group 

Groups {non-Abelian group} can have non-commutative operations. 

 

orthogonal group 

Classical groups {symmetric bilinear form} {orthogonal group} can preserve linear vector transformations in three-

dimensional Euclidean space, because axes stay at right angles and maintain non-singular quadratic form. 

matrices 

Matrices can represent orthogonal groups. For orthogonal-group transformations, inverse matrix equals transpose 

matrix. 

Matrix diagonal has 0, 1, or -1. Orthogonal groups {Lorentz group} can have diagonal {Lorentzian diagonal} with 

one 1, zero 0s, and non-zero -1s. Number of 1s and -1s can be invariant {signature, group}. 

If diagonal has only 1s {positive-definite diagonal}, matrix is non-singular and positive, and has positive-definite 

non-singular symmetric tensors {metric, tensor}. Group {pseudo-orthogonal group} matrix can be singular and not 

positive-definite {pseudometric}. 

If orthogonal-group transformation determinant equals 1, group is non-reflective. 

 

permutation group 

Groups {substitution group} {permutation group} can have operation that maps one element to another element 

{substitution, group}. An example is rearranging element positions {permutation, group}, such as exchanging elements 

at line-segment ends. Permutations can result in equivalent subsets {combination, group}. Product element is in group 

{closure, group} {closed group}. 

identity 

Substitution groups must have identity operation. 

inverse 

Substitution-group operations must have inverse operations. 

transitive 

Group operation, such as rotations, can substitute all elements {transitive group}. Group operations, such as division, 

may not apply to all elements or some elements may not be operation results {intransitive group}. 

primitive 

Elements can have separate subsets that permute among themselves {imprimitive group} or have no separable 

subsets {primitive group}. 

abstract groups 

Generalized substitution groups {abstract group} show group properties. 

 

symmetry group 

Groups {symmetry group, mathematics} can have operations that leave system unchanged {symmetry 

transformation}. 

types 

If elements are alphabet characters, groups {symmetric group} can have all letter permutations, or groups 

{alternating group} can have all even permutations. If elements are numbers, groups {cyclic group} can have all 

element powers. If elements are points, motions can go around angles {rotation symmetry}, can be axis linear motions 

{transformational symmetry}, or can be line motions {translation symmetry}. Transformations {displacement, 

transformation} can preserve geometric-figure congruence. 

types: reflection 

If elements are points, motions in planes can go through axes {reflection symmetry}. Reflections can be through 

points {radial symmetry reflection} {central symmetry reflection}, lines {axial symmetry reflection}, or planes {plane 

symmetry reflection}. If elements are points, motions can have both rotation and reflection {inversion symmetry}. 

 



symplectic group 

Classical groups {symplectic group} can have linear transformations with anti-symmetry (transpose equals negative 

of original). 

 

topological group 

Groups {topological group} can be continuous, infinite, connected, and compact. 

 

transformation group 

Groups {transformation group} can be finite continuous groups. 

 

unitary group 

Classical groups {unitary group} can preserve complex linear transformations and maintain non-singular Hermitean 

form, rather than orthogonal-group quadratic form. Hermitean form equals its complex conjugate {Hermitean 

conjugation}, which is the dual space. For unitary groups, linear-transformation inverse is positive-definite transpose. 

For pseudo-unitary groups, linear-transformation inverse is not positive-definite transpose. 

 

MATH>Group Theory>Mathematical Groups>Morphism 

 

homomorphism of group 

Smaller groups {homomorphism, group} can have same elements and same multiplication table as larger-group 

subgroup. For example, C4v group is homomorphic to group of multiplications of 1 and -1. Several extended-group 

members can associate with same smaller-group member {many-to-one mapping}. Isomorphism and homomorphism 

are independent group properties. 

 

isomorphism of group 

Two groups can have same number of elements and same multiplication table {isomorphism, group}. For example, 

group of eight 2x2 matrices with elements 0 and 1 is isomorphic to C4v group of square symmetries. Isomorphism and 

homomorphism are independent group properties. 

 

MATH>Group Theory>Mathematical Groups>Subgroup 

 

subgroup 

Groups can have smaller groups {subgroup}. If subgroups share only the identity element, and multiplication 

commutes, products of two subgroups are subgroups. Groups {composite group} can have invariant subgroups. 

 

coset of group 

Group elements can be either non-subgroup elements or subgroup elements. All non-subgroup elements form a set 

{coset, group}. 

 

factor group 

Groups {factor group} can have normal subgroups that factor the group commutatively. 

 

normal subgroup 

Groups {normal subgroup, commutation} {invariant subgroup} {self-conjugate subgroup} can have same products 

when using group member and then subgroup member, or subgroup member and then group member, so group 

elements commute with subgroup elements. 

 

proper subgroup 

Subgroups {proper subgroup} can have more than one element and less than all elements. 

 

quotient group 

Subgroup {quotient group} elements can be an invariant-subgroup's cosets. 

 

simple group 

Groups, such as complex numbers, can have subgroups. Groups, such as empty set and sets with one element, can 

have no subgroups. Non-Abelian Lie groups {simple group} can have no normal subgroups. 



 

semi-simple group 

Non-Abelian Lie groups {semi-simple group} can have no Abelian normal subgroups. 

 

classical group 

Continuous simple groups {classical group} have four families and exceptional groups. 

families 

For m = 1, 2, 3, ... SU(m + 1) is unitary {Am family}, with dimension m * (m + 2). SO(2*m + 1) is orthogonal {Bm 

family}, with dimension m * (2*m + 1). Sp(m) is symplectic {Cm family}, with dimension m * (2*m + 1). SO(2*m) is 

orthogonal {Dm family}, with dimension m * (2*m - 1). 

exceptional groups 

Other continuous simple groups {exceptional groups} are E6, E7, E8, F4, and G2. 

finite 

Finite simple groups have classical groups and exceptional groups. SO(3) group is Special, because it has unit 

determinant and so is non-reflective. SO(3) group is Orthogonal, because the three axes are at right angles. SO(3) group 

has number 3 because rotations can be in three dimensions. 

product 

Simple groups can combine {product group} to make element pairs. 

product: linear 

n-dimensional vector spaces have product groups {general linear group} GL(n) of linear translational symmetries. 

GL(n) is product group of n x n singular matrices, one for each dimension. 

 

sporadic group 

Simple groups {sporadic group} can have finite number of elements, such as Janko J4, Fischer Fi24, Baby Monster 

B, Monster M, M12, M24, and Co1. There are 26 sporadic groups. 

 

MATH>Group Theory>Ring 

 

ring 

Fields {ring, field} can have only addition, subtraction, and multiplication, with no division. Rings have distributive 

property. Rings can have unit element or not. In rings, one operation is commutative, and other operation is closed, 

associative, and not necessarily commutative. If rings have unit element and inverse elements, they are non-

commutative {division ring}. Rings have elements {center, ring} that do commute. Ring elements {kernel, ring} can 

correspond to another ring's zero elements, by homomorphism. 

 

Lie algebra 

Rings can be associative and non-associative algebras {Lie algebra}. 

 

Noetherian ring 

Commutative rings {Noetherian ring} can have ideals in forms (Amalie Noether or Emmy Noether). 

 

MATH>Group Theory>Selection Operation 

 

selection operation 

Group operation {selection operation} can select from group. All selections can have equal effect {idempotent}. 

Two selected members can have nothing in common {non-overlapping}. Selecting all members can equal selecting 

whole set {exhaustion}. 

 

spectral set 

Selection can be idempotent, non-overlapping, and exhaustive {spectral set}. 

 

MATH>Group Theory>State Space 

 

state space 

Spaces {state space}| can have possible states and an operation on one or more states that makes a state. States are n-

dimensional point sets (vectors), as in Hilbert spaces. 



metric 

Spaces allow measurements. Measurability has rules {convergence rule}. 

trajectory 

Spaces can have initial states and goal states, which link along intermediate-state paths (trajectory). Distance metric, 

matching features, or total optimal value heuristic search can find trajectory. 

spaces and groups 

The possible states are elements, so the state-transition operation makes a group. Transformations represent forces 

and motions. 

matrix 

Matrices {second-order tensor} can describe states and operations, which operate on vector states to change state 

vectors or find vector interaction results. Matrix transformations form groups. 

 

MATH>Information Theory 

 

information theory 

Physical medium can store bits or qubits {information science} {information theory, mathematics}. Physical media 

can transform, to input, process, or output information. 

memory 

Because information uses bits, two-states devices, such as on-off switches, can store information. Devices like 

switch series can store bit series. More switches can hold more bits. 

memory: address 

Switches have addresses, so processing can access them and use relations between them. 

information 

Information amount is alternative number. 

transfer 

On or off signal series can transmit information-bit series. Signals have sequence numbers, so processing can access 

them and use relations between them. 

transfer: capacity 

Carrier-wave frequency has number of on-off positions per second, which is information carrying capacity. 

cross-section 

Information channels have cross-sections, which can hold waves or carriers, with total channel capacity. Surface area 

limits information capacity. Information transfer always flows through surface, even from three-dimensional space 

region. 

 

algorithmic information theory 

Computability theory (Turing) and information theory (Shannon) have relations {algorithmic information theory} 

[Chaitin, 1987] (Andrei N. Kolmogorov) (Ray J. Solomonoff) [1960]. Strings (patterns) have complexity (Kolmogorov 

complexity). String information is the smallest possible program that generates the string. 

A universal computer running a random program has a probability {algorithmic probability} (Solomonoff) [1960] of 

outputting a string. Strings represent patterns and so algorithmic probability helps study induction. 

 

efficiency in communication 

In contexts, efficient communication {efficiency, communication} requires that linguistic-unit-contrast number is 

inversely proportional to frequency. 

 

ensemble of information 

At information-channel ends are possible-event sets {ensemble, information}. Events have probability. Information 

exchange changes probabilities, so people know more about events. 

 

redundancy of information 

Data repetition {redundancy} adds more information about context and state. For example, whole message can 

repeat to double information. Information channels can carry copies or repeats of same information. Parallel 

information channels can carry same information. Redundancy can overcome noise. Repeating message eliminates 

transient errors but not systematic errors. 

 



sampling theorem 

Theorems {sampling theorem} {Logan's zero-crossing theorem} describe how to extract information from data. 

 

MATH>Information Theory>Reversible 

 

reversible computing 

Fredkin gate (Edward Fredkin) and Toffoli gate (Tommaso Toffoli) are reversible circuits that preserve information 

{reversible computing}. 

 

controlled NOT gate 

If first switch is at 1, second switch NOTs second input bit {controlled NOT gate}. If first switch is at 0, second 

switch transfers same second input bit. First input bit always transfers. Passing two-bit signals through controlled NOT 

gates twice restores two-bit signals, allowing reversible computing. 

 

Landauer principle 

Erasing information releases energy {Landauer's principle} {Landauer principle}. 

 

MATH>Information Theory>Coding 

 

coding length 

In information theory, symbol coding-lengths {coding length} are inversely proportional to symbol probability, 

compared to other possible symbols. Number of bits needed equals negative of base-2 logarithm of probability. More-

frequently-occurring symbols can use shorter-length strings, while less-frequently-occurring symbols can use longer 

strings {variable length code}. String length can increase to provide more redundancy {geometric code}. 

 

compression in coding 

Instead of binary code, codes can represent series, to make total length shorter {compression, information}. Instead 

of using 0 series, code can denote series length. For example, 000000000000000 can have code 1111, because number 

of 0's is 15. 

symbol number 

Compression requires that code has few symbols, allowing more repetition. 

predictability 

Series make predictability high. If predictability is high, number of possible states is less, and code can use fewer 

information bits. 

arithmetic coding 

Symbol probability can be relative symbol memory-amount needed. 

amount 

Maximum compression is about 100 times. 

no compression 

If system can have new elements, bits must be independent, allowing no compression. 

 

Gray code 

Information can change from analog into digital form {Gray code}. Analog changes can change digital code by one. 

 

Huffman code 

String length can be inversely proportional to symbol or state probability {Huffman code}. 

 

instantaneous code 

Coding {instantaneous code} can use no prefixes, so no reverse processing is necessary. 

 

modulo-37 arithmetic 

Modulo 37 can progressively digitize message, because 37 is prime {modulo-37 arithmetic}. 

 

MATH>Information Theory>Error Prevention 

 



error prevention 

Information transfer can prevent errors {error prevention}. For fewest errors, strings and blocks are approximately 

same length. 

 

check bit 

Extra bits {check bit} in bytes can be for detecting message errors. Check bits are independent. 

 

error correction 

Coding methods {error correction} can correct errors automatically. Error-correcting code can perform same 

operation three times and use majority result. 

 

Hamming code 

Ordered parity-check series, using parity bits for overlapping strings, can find error positions {Hamming code}. 

Programs can check strings at all positions. For position errors, programs add 1 at position. 

 

logical sum checking 

Error checking {logical sum checking} can find logical sum of bits. 

 

parity checking 

Error checking {parity checking}| can compare check bit to sum of other bits. Parity checks have order {syndrome, 

parity}, typically by position. 

 

rectangular code 

Error-correcting codes {rectangular code} can code message in arrays, with check bits for rows and columns. The 

same check bit can be for row and column {triangular code}. Three-dimensional arrays can have line check bits {cubic 

code}. Codes with higher dimension are better for error prevention. 

 

Reed-Solomon code 

Parity checking {Reed-Solomon code} can use Galois field theory. 

 

source symbol 

Symbols {source symbol} added to predicted symbols in messages can make error codes. Source symbol adds to 

predicted symbol at receiving end, to generate original string, which will be correct even if prediction is in error. 

 

weighted check sum 

Error checking {weighted check sum} can use bit frequencies. 

 

MATH>Information Theory>Information 

 

information and theory 

Positions have a finite number of possible states {information}. Positions can be static, as in memories or registers, 

or moving, as in information channels. Mathematical rules {information theory, data} describe storing, retrieving, and 

transmitting data. 

information extraction from data 

States differ from other states, so information extraction at locations notes differences, rather than measuring 

amounts. Information is any difference, change, or possible-set selection. 

Sampling theorems, such as Logan's zero-crossing theorem, describe how to extract information from data. 

probability 

States have probabilities of being at locations. If location has states at random, there is no information, even if states 

have known transitions. Non-random conditional probability is information. 

system 

Finite systems have finite numbers of elements, which have finite numbers of states. Systems are information spaces, 

and distributions are information sets. Highest probability has the most possible states. Some outputs are typically more 

probable than others. 



dependence 

Difference between sum of independent entropies and actual system entropy measures dependence. System subsets 

can depend on whole system {mutual information}. 

 

data 

Memories, registers, and information flows have state series {data}. 

 

context 

Preceding, following, adjacent, and related states define state environment {context, state} {data context}. 

Information meaning comes from context. Contexts have codes or contrasts. Syntax defines context relations. 

 

code 

Contexts have possible-symbol sets {code} {contrast, data}. Symbols have probabilities of being in contexts, which 

are information amounts. 

 

MATH>Information Theory>Information>Unit 

 

bit of information 

The smallest information amount {bit, information} involves one position that can have two equally probable states, 

so states have probability 1/2. If one position has one possible state, state probability is 1, but this situation has no 

differences and no information. If one position has three equally probable states, states have probability 1/3, requiring 

1.5 information bits. If one position has four equally probable states, states have probability 1/4, requiring two 

information bits. If two positions each have two equally probable states, pairs have probability 1/4, requiring two 

information bits. 

 

quantum bit 

Smallest quantum-information amount {quantum bit}| {qubit} involves 0 and 1 superposition. 

model 

Sphere points, with 0 and 1 at pole, can represent superposition. Sphere points have probabilities of obtaining 0 or 1 

at decoherence. 

information 

Qubits have one quantum information bit {Holevo chi}, because output is 0 or 1 after decoherence. This information 

bit is quantum equivalent of information-theory information bit (Shannon). 

entanglement 

Quantum particles can be in systems with overall quantum states, so quantum-particle states interact by 

entanglement. 

decoherence 

Isolated systems can maintain quantum states, as in superconductivity and quantum Hall effect. Measurements, 

gravity, and other interactions with larger systems can collapse wavefunctions and cause wave decoherence. 

uses 

Quantum states can teleport, because entanglement can transfer to another quantum system. Quantum states can use 

entanglement for cryptography keys. Quantum-mechanical computers use entangled qubits. Quantum computers can 

find integer prime factors in same way as finding quantum-system energy levels. Quantum error correction can 

eliminate noise and random interactions of quantum system with environment, by correcting states without knowing 

what they are. However, unknown-state quantum bit cannot duplicate. 

 

MATH>Information Theory>Information Channel 

 

information channel 

Two ensembles can link on paths {channel, information} {information channel} {communication channel} that 

carry information. Information channel transmits output sets, for information categories. Information-channel receiver 

knows output set, how to process outputs, how to correct errors, and how to mitigate noise. Communication-channel 

input transforms into output, typically by selecting from available outputs. Physical information channels use frequency 

ranges, directions, times, and physical media. 

 



bandwidth 

Main frequency limits higher frequency or amplitude range {bandwidth}|. 

 

carrier frequency 

Main frequency {carrier frequency}| can carry information. Information can be in higher frequencies superimposed 

on main frequency {frequency modulation, data}. Information can be in main-frequency amplitude variations 

{amplitude modulation, data}. 

 

channel capacity 

Channels can carry numbers of bits each second {channel capacity}|. Channel capacity depends on carrier frequency. 

Higher frequencies can carry more information. Channel capacity depends on carrying method. Older methods are 

amplitude modulation and frequency modulation. 

 

MATH>Information Theory>Noise 

 

noise 

Communication-channel random disturbances {noise} can happen at encoding or decoding and interfere with 

selecting correct symbol from possible symbols. Noise decreases information. More noise requires more redundancy, to 

overcome information loss by adding information. Codes {error correcting code} can correct errors automatically, by 

adding information to overcome noise. 

 

1 over f noise 

Sounds can have loudness related to frequency reciprocal {1 over f noise} {1/f noise}, which is music, time-

measurement, flow, and other rhythmic-event noise. 1/f noise is self-symmetric and fractal. 

 

1 over f squared noise 

Sounds can have loudness related to frequency-squared reciprocal {1 over f squared noise} {1/f^2 noise}, which is 

music noise. 1/f^2 noise is self-symmetric and fractal. 

 

white noise 

Sounds {white noise}| can be purely random and not depend on loudness or frequency. 

 

MATH>Logic 

 

logic mathematics 

Consistent and complete valid inference rules can cover all reasoning situations {logic}. Logic laws are language 

laws, not necessarily laws of reality. 

Traditional logic started with statement and performed conversion to get converse, obversion to get obverse, 

contraposition to get contrapositive, and inversion to get inverse {immediate inference, tradition}. Logic is about 

qualities and relations, not about world. 

People learn logical principles, as people perceive particular examples. Babies and young children do not know or 

use logical principles. 

Logic and mathematics provide proposition forms but not actual propositions. 

scope 

Statements have terms and operations {scope, logic}. 

randomness 

It is impossible to prove that number is random. By information theory, numbers have same information content as 

all other numbers. High randomness means high information complexity. 

 

category mistake 

Explanation errors {category mistake}| can compare different-type things, compare different levels, or create wrong-

type or at wrong-level categories. 

 

consistency in logic 

Statement sets, such as arguments, can be true {consistency, logic} if and only if all statements are true. Sound 

arguments are consistent. 



In consistent formal systems, no proposition can be both true and false, and propositions are either true or false. 

Logical consistency requires model or universe in which all sentences are true {consistency theorem}. 

omega 

Propositions can depend on variables. Propositions can be true for only some variable values {omega consistency, 

logic} and not true for others. Incompleteness theorem states that the proposition that formal system is omega 

consistent is not provable by the formal system. 

contradiction 

If statements are not consistent, at least one statement is false {contradiction}. 

 

cut elimination theorem 

Sequent-calculus proofs can be truth-trees or truth-tables, which always eliminate formulas {cut elimination 

theorem}. 

 

decidability 

Proofs show that either proposition or its negation is true {decidability}|. 

 

defeasable 

Proofs can show that statement is false or needs revision {defeasable}. 

 

equivalence relation 

Relations {equivalence relation, symmetry} can be symmetric, reflexive, and transitive. Two propositions can imply 

each other {material equivalence}. Material equivalences {logical equivalence, logic} can be tautologies. 

 

predicative theory 

Abstract objects exist only if they have predicative definitions {predicative theory}. Predicative definition must be 

countable. 

 

propositional attitude 

Mind and mental states use thoughts, perceptions, emotions, and moods {propositional attitude, logic}, which 

associate phenomenon with representation or intentional content. Judgment is proposition and is separate from truth, 

falsity, or other claim or feeling about statement. Communication expresses belief, goal, intention, or emotion to 

audience that is to understand message and recognize speaker intention. 

 

propositional sign 

Complex-sentence words and clauses {propositional sign} {propositio} can indicate propositions. 

 

recursion in logic 

Processes can cycle or loop {recursion, logic}. Loop shows infinite process in finite way, using self-reference. 

Gödel's theorem uses recursion. Recursion can happen if something is both program and data. 

 

reducibility axiom 

For any function, equivalent type-0 propositional functions exist {axiom of reducibility, logic} {reducibility axiom, 

propositional function}. Equivalent type-0 propositional functions {relation, logic} have object sets {class, logic} as 

members. For example, functions can have two variables, whose pairs are class members. 

 

reflection principle 

People can assign meaning or interpretation to axiomatic systems {reflection principle}, to judge if axioms and rules 

are valid. This method can find mathematical truth beyond proofs derived in axiomatic system itself. 

 

reflexivity 

Things can relate to self {reflexivity}. 

 

truth-function 

Propositions can have functions {truth-function}. Proposition truth varies with function and arguments. Truth-

functions have truth-values TRUE or FALSE. Truth-values can be in truth-tables. 

 



truth-table 

For connectives, all true or false term combinations can be in tables {truth-table}| whose cells indicate statement 

truth or falsity. 

 

validity in logic 

At argument inferences, applying correct rule makes conclusion true if premises are true {validity, argument}. 

 

MATH>Logic>Applications 

 

logic applications 

Logic has applications {logic applications}. People can describe how and why they accepted proposition. Sets and 

logical operations have equivalences. Union is equivalent to AND. Intersection is equivalent to OR. Universal set is 

equivalent to TRUE. Empty set is equivalent to FALSE. Complementary set is equivalent to NEGATION or NOT. 

 

algebra of propositions 

Logical Boolean algebra can determine proposition validity {proposition algebra} {algebra of propositions}. 

 

Boolean algebra 

Logic algebras {Boolean algebra}| {extensional logic} can depend on set theory {logic of classes}. 

operations 

Rules for operating on sets are the same as logic rules. Boolean algebra uses the number zero as empty set for false 

and the number one as universal set for true. Boolean addition is set-theory selection operation. Boolean-algebra 

negation is set complement: -a = ~a = NOT a. Boolean-algebra addition is set union {inclusive OR, logic}: a + b = (a | 

b) = a OR b. Boolean-algebra subtraction is set intersection: a - b = (a & b) = a AND b. 

laws 

Boolean algebra follows set-theory contradiction, commutation, association, and distribution laws. Boolean algebra 

uses excluded-middle law. 

 

number calculus 

Number calculus is equivalent to logic calculus, if 0 equals truth-value false and 1 equals truth-value true {number, 

calculus}. 

 

deontic logic 

Statements using must and may have logic {deontic logic}. 

 

logical calculus 

Valid argument schemas {logical calculus} can use rules or syntax to move from simple valid arguments to complex 

ones, such as natural-deduction calculus (Gentzen) [1934] or tableau or truth-tree calculus (Beth) [1955]. For first-order 

logic, semantic proof is also syntactic proof {soundness theorem, logical calculus}. 

 

predicate calculus 

Predicates can have calculus {predicate calculus, logic} {calculus of relations}. 

laws 

Predicate calculus uses contradiction law, excluded-middle law, detachment rule, tautology, addition, association, 

permutation, and summation. AND, NOT, OR, ALL, SOME, and EQUIVALENT have meaning. 

variables 

Predicates can have variables. Predicate can have more than one variable {n-place predicate}. 

first-order 

Variable can be terms {first-order predicate}. For first-order predicates, constants are proper nouns, and variables are 

pronouns or common nouns {term, predicate}. 

First-order predicate calculus is complete. 

first-order: quantifiers 

First-order predicate calculus {functional calculus} {first-order logic} {restricted predicate calculus} can have 

quantifiers. Quantifiers can affect variables {bound variable} or not {free variable}. 



If A implies B, if A and B have bound variables, and if B, then every A value has a B value {generalization rule} 

{rule of generalization}. If A implies B, if A and B have bound variables, and if B implies A, then an A value exists 

{specification rule} {rule of specification}. 

second-order 

Variables can be predicates {second-order predicate}. 

second-order: recursion 

Predicates can contain themselves {recursive predicate}. Recursive predicates can assume existence of a set that 

does not actually exist and so have contradiction. 

 

proof in logic 

True formula {string, logic} sequences {canonical proof} {proof, logic} {demonstration, logic} go from premises to 

conclusions without errors. Canonical proofs establish mathematical-statement meaning. Non-canonical proofs 

establish canonical-proof possibility. 

 

propositional calculus 

Formal logic {propositional calculus, logic} {sentential calculus} can be about statements {proposition} that have 

one subject, one predicate, constants, and variables. Statements are propositional functions, with variable for subject 

and subject property for predicate. Assertion that proposition is true is a different statement than the proposition itself. 

connectives 

Propositional calculus uses NOT, OR, AND, IMPLIES or IF/THEN, and IF AND ONLY IF connectives. AND, 

NOT, and OR are constant operators. 

quantifiers 

Subject can have universal quantifier: for any x, subject has the property. Subject can have existential quantifier: at 

least one x has the property. 

instantiation 

Variables have possible-value sets {class, propositional calculus}. Values can substitute for subject variables 

{universal instantiation}. If arbitrarily selected values have a predicate property, class has property {universal 

generalization}. If class has property, value has property {existential instantiation}. If value has property, at least one 

thing in class has property {existential generalization}. 

 

Scholastic method 

Put all arguments into chain of syllogisms {Scholastic method}| to prove or refute answers. 

 

semantic proof 

Valid argument schemas can use semantics and try to find counterexamples. If argument finds none, it is proof 

{semantic proof}. For first-order logic, semantic validity is also syntactic validity {soundness theorem, semantic 

proof}. For first-order logic, if one can find semantic counterexample, syntactic calculus cannot prove argument. 

Second-order, monadic, modal, and temporal logics use semantic argument proofs. 

 

sequent calculus 

Natural deduction has calculus {sequent calculus}. Statement sequence gives reasoning chain and conclusion 

{sequent, reasoning}. Stating simple statements {basic sequent} in natural deductions starts premise or conclusion. 

rules 

Rules {introduction rule} can allow operation to make more complex formulas from simpler ones. Rules 

{elimination rule} can allow inference from complex formulas to simpler formulas. The reductio-ad-absurdum rule 

eliminates hypotheses. Sequent-calculus proofs can be truth-trees or truth-tables, which always eliminate formulas {cut 

elimination theorem, sequent}. 

 

type theory 

Sets and function-of-sets sets have object types {theory of types, logic} {type theory}. 

purpose 

Distinguishing between types avoids set-theory paradoxes. 

types 

Sets about objects have type 0. Sets about functions of type-0 sets have type 1. Sets about type-1 sets have type 2. 

Type-n sets are sets about type n-1 sets. 



reducibility 

For any type, an equivalent type-0 propositional function exists {axiom of reducibility, type theory} {reducibility 

axiom, type theory}. Equivalent type-0 propositional functions {relation, type} have classes as members. Classes have 

object sets. For example, functions can have two variables, and its class can have variable pairs as members. 

class 

Classes are similar if they have one-to-one correspondence. They are then reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. 

 

MATH>Logic>Conditional 

 

conditional statement 

Statements can connect by IF/THEN, as in IF a THEN b {conditional statement, logic}. The only false conditional is 

when first statement is true and second is false. If antecedent is false, all consequents are true. 

hypothetical 

Conditionals are hypotheticals. If their statements do not relate, reasoning seems suspect. Such conditionals are 

typically not possible in universe, and conditional probability is typically zero. 

not proposition 

Perhaps, conditionals are not propositions and so are not true or false (V. H. Dudman). 

 

apodosis 

Antecedent precedes second statement {consequent, logic} {apodosis}. 

 

protasis in logic 

First statement {antecedent, logic} {protasis, logic} precedes consequent. 

 

condition in logic 

Conditions {condition} are necessary or sufficient. If X is not true, Y is not true {necessary condition}. If X is true, 

Y is true {sufficient condition}. 

 

MATH>Logic>Conjunction 

 

conjunction 

Statements can connect by AND, as in a AND b {conjunction, logic}. If statement is true and second statement is 

true, statement "first statement AND second statement" is true: p and q, so (p & q). The only true conjunction is when 

both statements are true {conjunction rule} {rule of conjunction}. Statements in conjunctions can relate or be 

independent. 

 

agglomeration 

Conjunction can apply to functions of cases: f(A) AND f(B). Conjunction can apply to function cases: f(A AND B). 

If cases do not exclude each other, the two conjunctions are equal {agglomeration}: f(A) AND f(B) = f(A AND B). 

 

MATH>Logic>Definition 

 

definition in logic 

Defining {definition} can state class and distinction. 

 

impredicative definition 

Definitions {impredicative definition}| {vicious-circle principle} can define objects in terms of object classes, a type 

of circular definition. The idea of set of all sets leads to such contradiction. Logical paradoxes can depend on 

impredicative definition. 

 

operational definition 

Definitions {operational definition, logic} can be how to use words. 

 

predicative definition 

Definitions {predicative definition} can not quantify over all class objects. 

 



MATH>Logic>Fallacy 

 

fallacy in logic 

Reasoning can be incorrect, irrelevant, or ambiguous {fallacy}. 

 

MATH>Logic>Fallacy>Ambiguity 

 

accent fallacy 

People can change word emphasis, inflection, or context {accent, fallacy}, an ambiguity fallacy. 

 

amphiboly 

Two grammatical word or phrase forms can be in different word groups, link to different pronouns, or be different 

speech parts {amphiboly}, an ambiguity fallacy. 

 

composition fallacy 

Extension to whole from part, or to class from individual, can have no logical basis {composition fallacy}|, an 

ambiguity fallacy. 

 

decomposition fallacy 

Extension to part from whole can have no basis {decomposition}, an ambiguity fallacy. 

 

division fallacy 

Idea about class can apply to individual, or idea about whole can apply to part {division fallacy}, an ambiguity 

fallacy. 

 

either-or fallacy 

Assuming only mentioned alternatives, if other alternatives exist, is incompleteness {either-or fallacy}|, an 

ambiguity fallacy. 

 

equivocation fallacy logic 

Words can have two meanings or have different contexts {equivocation}, an ambiguity fallacy. 

 

false dichotomy 

Assuming only two conclusions or premises, if many exist, is incompleteness {false dichotomy}| {either/or fallacy}, 

an ambiguity fallacy. 

 

haec ergo quid fallacy 

Thingness can differentiate thing from other things {haec ergo quid fallacy}. However, two things can share more 

similarities than differences. Thing natures can be general categories. 

 

ignoring the base rate 

Conditions have probabilities, such as 1% for diseases. Tests have reliability, such as 90%, and corresponding false-

positive rates, such as 10%. If test is positive, most people think that chance of having condition is reliability, such as 

90%, not probability divided by reliability, such as 0.9% {ignoring the base rate}. 

 

misplaced concreteness 

Wholes can be only one aspect {misplaced concreteness fallacy}|, an ambiguity fallacy. Part relations can be more 

important than part types. 

 

scope fallacy 

Words often have ambiguous scope or change scope after sentence rearranging or inference making {scope fallacy, 

logic}, an ambiguity fallacy. Statement, subject, or predicate negation changes scope. Reference change changes scope. 

 

vagueness fallacy 

Arguments can use imprecise language {vagueness}, an ambiguity fallacy. 

 



MATH>Logic>Fallacy>Deduction 

 

affirming the consequent 

If A then B is true, and B is true, then A is true {affirming the consequent}|, a deduction fallacy. 

 

begging the question 

Arguments can assume conclusion in question without proof {begging the question}| {petitio principii}. It is a 

deduction fallacy and is the same as circularity. However, allowing conclusion with which no one argues is not fallacy. 

Proposing conclusions for argument's sake is not fallacious. 

 

circular reasoning 

Conclusion can prove premise {circular argument} {circular reasoning}| {circularity}. It is a deduction fallacy and is 

the same as begging the question. 

 

confectionary fallacy 

Granting permission for two things can sound like permitting first or second, like exclusive OR, but is actually 

conjunction {confectionary fallacy}, a deduction fallacy. 

 

denying the antecedent 

If A then B, and not A, so not B is incorrect logic {denying the antecedent}|, a deduction fallacy. If A then B, and 

not B, so not A is modus-tollens denying the consequent and is correct reasoning. 

 

false analogy 

People can incorrectly assume that if two things are alike in some ways, they are alike in other ways {false 

analogy}|, a deduction fallacy. 

 

four-term fallacy 

Syllogism can incorrectly have four terms, typically because one term has two meanings {four-term fallacy}, a 

deduction fallacy. 

 

guilt by association 

A is B; C is B; so A is C is association, not deduction {guilt by association}|, a deduction fallacy. 

 

masked man fallacy 

I know who my father is. I do not know who the masked man is. My father is not the masked man {masked man 

fallacy}|. However, the masked man can be anybody. Sentence objects are not the same. It is a deduction fallacy. 

 

non sequitur 

People can make wrong implications {non sequitur}|, a deduction fallacy. 

 

omission fallacy 

People can leave out important part {omission fallacy}, a deduction fallacy. 

 

oversimplification 

Overgeneralization, jumping to conclusion, stereotyping, either-or fallacy, or trivial analogies simplify argument 

{oversimplification}|, a deduction fallacy. 

 

post hoc prompter hoc 

Because effect follows something, the something can be said to be cause {post hoc ergo prompter hoc} {post hoc 

prompter hoc}, a deduction fallacy. 

 

undistributed middle 

In syllogism, neither premise can have distributed term, which applies to All or No {undistributed middle fallacy}|, a 

deduction fallacy. 

 



vicious circle fallacy 

Premise or definition can include the term to define {vicious circle fallacy}|, a deduction fallacy. 

 

MATH>Logic>Fallacy>Irrelevance 

 

accident fallacy 

Event can be happenstance, rather than relevant {accident, fallacy}, an irrelevance fallacy. 

 

ad hominem argument 

Attacks can be on people instead of arguments, to discredit experts or people with bad reputations {ad hominem 

argument}| {argumentum ad hominem}, an irrelevance fallacy. 

 

bandwagon effect logic 

Appeals to follow popular opinion are not about argument {bandwagon effect}| {bandwagon appeal}, an irrelevance 

fallacy. 

 

bias charge 

Arguers can talk about people who believe statements, rather than reasoning for or against statements {bias charge}|. 

It is an irrelevance fallacy and is the same as ad hominem. 

 

character assassination fallacy 

Attacking personal character is not about the argument {character assassination fallacy}|. It is an irrelevance fallacy 

and is the same as ad hominem. 

 

definist fallacy 

Arguments can define terms in favorable or unfavorable ways without discussion {definist fallacy}, an irrelevance 

fallacy. 

 

extension fallacy 

People can exaggerate claim or include too much {extension fallacy}, an irrelevance fallacy. 

 

false testimony 

People can pay for, or coerce, testimony {false testimony}, an irrelevance fallacy. 

 

ignoratio elenchi 

Arguments can be about statement that is not statement to prove but only related statement {ignoratio elenchi}, an 

irrelevance fallacy. 

 

ignoring the context 

People can use omission or misinterpretation {ignoring the context}, an irrelevance fallacy. 

 

ignoring the question 

Leaving out part is not about the argument {ignoring the question}|. It is an irrelevance fallacy and is the same as red 

herring or name-calling. 

 

irrelevance fallacy 

Arguments can refer to something other than current premises and conclusions {irrelevance}, an irrelevance fallacy. 

Appeals to force, person, pity, the people, or authority are irrelevant fallacies. Arguments from ignorance, neglect of 

circumstances, questions containing implied question, and irrelevant conclusions are irrelevant fallacies. 

 

loaded word 

People can use words that cause emotional reactions {loaded word}, an irrelevance fallacy. 

 

many-questions fallacy 

Arguments can use valid inferences from answer to question that was about something non-existent and so not real 

{many-questions fallacy}, an irrelevance fallacy. 



 

name-calling 

People can apply false label or use emotional words or connotations without evidence {name-calling}. It is an 

irrelevance fallacy and is the same as red herring or ignoring the question. 

 

overgeneralization 

People can exaggerate claims or include too much {overgeneralization}| {hasty generalization}, an irrelevance 

fallacy. For example, Some A is B, C is A, so C is B. 

 

red herring 

People can use false issue, emotional issue, or digression {red herring}|. It is an irrelevance fallacy and is the same 

as ignoring the question or name-calling. 

 

straw-man fallacy 

Arguments can distort or exaggerate opponent ideas, making them easier to attack {straw-man fallacy}|, an 

irrelevance fallacy. 

 

transfer of association 

Arguments can use association with something that causes emotion {association transfer} {transfer of association}, 

an irrelevance fallacy. 

 

MATH>Logic>Foundations 

 

logic foundations 

Approaches to logic are logicist, intuitionist, and formalist {logic foundations}. 

 

formalism in logic 

Universally accepted logical principles plus simple formal systems can establish logic and formal-system 

consistency {formalism, logic}. Formalism tries to establish arithmetic, number theory, and logic consistency and 

foundations, without set theory. 

formula 

Formalism uses symbolic expressions {formula} for logical relations. Formulas connect symbols using logic rules 

{well-formed formula} {wff} and therefore have syntax. Formulas have truth-values. Formulas have meaning though 

they have no words. 

schema 

Sentence or formula can use term or clause placeholders {schema, logic}. Schema is not true or false, until terms or 

clauses substitute for placeholders. 

 

intuitionism in logic 

Logic comes from mathematics {intuitionism}. Whole numbers come from time intuition. The only proof of 

existence is to make something exist. Truth is about provability or assertibility. In intuitionism, all definitions and 

proofs are constructive. Excluded-middle law can only work for proofs with finite numbers of steps. Double negation is 

not equivalent to original statement. Kripke trees can formalize intuitionist logic. 

 

intuitionist logic 

Statements can be true for observer, be false for observer, have later decision, or never have decision {intuitionist 

logic} {topos theory}. Observer actions can access different information and can affect truth. Shared observations have 

same truth. The same information always gives same truth-value. 

 

logicism 

Logic can be an axiomatic system {logicism}. Undefined terms are elementary proposition, propositional function, 

elementary-proposition truth assertion, proposition negation, and proposition disjunction {inclusive OR, logicism}. 

Syllogism rules are theorems. 

 

MATH>Logic>Inference 

 



inference in logic 

Starting with statement or statements, argument {inference, logic} can derive further statements. 

 

abductive inference 

If an object belongs to a class and has probability of having a property, other class objects have probability of having 

the property {ampliative inference} {abductive inference} {abduction, logic}. Ampliative inference goes from one or 

more examples to abstraction {hypothesis, ampliative inference} that explains evidence. From observations and 

theoretical assumptions, abduction infers best explanation. 

 

enthymeme 

Inference can rely upon suppressed premise {enthymeme} {enthymematic}. Shortened categorical syllogism has 

two premises but no conclusion, because conclusion is obvious. 

 

immediate inference 

From one premise, inferences {immediate inference, logic} can be "All a are b" implies "No a are no b", "All a are 

b" entails "Some a are b", and "No a are b" entails "Some a are not b". 

 

MATH>Logic>Necessity 

 

logical necessity 

Logical forms can appear to be true by necessity {logical necessity}, based on form alone. To test sentence truth, 

transform into logical forms. 

 

nomic necessity 

Necessity {nomic necessity} can be regular and law-like. Logically possible worlds can have same logic rules as 

universe. 

 

MATH>Logic>Paradox 

 

paradox 

Seeming logic can lead to absurd or meaningless statements {paradox}. Paradox is about conflict of opposites, 

conflict with accepted ideas, or category conflict. 

resolution 

Paradoxes can resolve by alternating truth-values in time, changing logical laws, identifying language or fact conflict 

and working around it, or choosing correct category level. 

logical 

Paradoxes {logical paradox} can use faulty laws or misapply logical laws. Logical paradoxes include Epimenides, 

Russell, Burali-Forti, and relation between two relations that are not so related. 

semantic 

Paradoxes {semantic paradox} can have ambiguity or error in thought or language. Semantic paradoxes include liar, 

Berry, Konig {least definable ordinal}, Richard, and Grelling. 

 

Banach-Tarski paradox 

Using axiom of choice, fixed-radius Euclidean spheres can map to finite parts that can then make two spheres of 

same fixed radius {Banach-Tarski paradox}. 

 

barber paradox 

A barber says he shaves all those who do not shave themselves and does not shave those who shave themselves, so 

he can and cannot shave himself {barber paradox}. 

 

Berry paradox 

Sets can have the least integer not nameable in fewer than nineteen syllables, but this statement has only 18 syllables 

{Berry's paradox} {Berry paradox}. However, naming is arbitrary and not the same as nameable. 

 



Chisholm paradox 

If surgeons operate, they should use anesthesia. If surgeons do not operate, they should not use anesthesia. Surgeons 

should operate but do not {Chisholm paradox}. 

 

crocodile paradox 

A crocodile tells a parent that he will return a child if parent can guess whether crocodile will return it or not. Parent 

says that crocodile will not return child {crocodile paradox}. 

 

Fredkin paradox 

The more two alternatives are similar, the harder it is to choose, and the less it matters {Fredkin paradox}. 

 

gambler's paradox 

For two linked games, at both of which player tends to lose, randomly switching between games can win {gambler's 

paradox}. One game must have constant event probabilities, and other game must have varying event probabilities. 

Switching favors keeping gains made, while losses stay constant. 

 

Good Samaritan paradox 

If someone regrets crime, person committed the crime {Good Samaritan paradox}. However, people should regret, 

but people should not commit crime. 

 

heterological paradox 

Many words do not describe themselves. Words are heterological if they are not themselves the word. What if the 

word is the word heterological {heterological paradox}? 

 

lottery paradox 

Lotteries have high odds against winning, so no one can believe that they will win. Someone has to win, though 

nobody can expect to win {lottery paradox}. Therefore, belief probability cannot completely explain belief. 

 

Newcomb paradox 

Choosers can select only box 2 or both box 1 and box 2. Box 1 has $1000. Box 2 has $1000000 if predictor predicts 

chooser will take box 2. Box 2 has $0 if predictor predicts chooser will take both boxes or choose randomly. 

Predictions have always been correct before. Using expected utility, take box 2, but, using dominance, take both boxes 

{Newcomb's paradox} {Newcomb paradox}. 

 

preface paradox 

Prefaces can state that a book has at least one mistake and that the author stands behind what he or she wrote 

{preface paradox}. Authors can believe all book statements but also believe that at least one statement is false. 

 

Protagoras paradox 

Protagoras gave law lessons to a student who agreed to pay Protagoras after winning a case. The student never got a 

case, so Protagoras brought the first case against the student, asking specifically for the pay. If student wins case, he 

both does not and does have to pay {Protagoras paradox}. If Protagoras wins case, he will receive pay, and he will not 

receive pay. 

 

ravens paradox 

Induction can lead to statements but can also lead to statement contrapositives. Contrapositive statements are 

general, while statements are specific. Evidence for contrapositive statements cannot support statements. For example, 

"All ravens are black" has support from each raven observation. The statement is logically the same as its 

contrapositive, "All not black things are not ravens", which also has support from each raven observation {paradox of 

the ravens} {ravens paradox}. 

 

Russell paradox 

A class can be about all things not in the class {Russell paradox} {Russell's paradox}, such as set of all sets that are 

not members of themselves. 



sets 

The set of all infinite sets is an infinite set and is a member of itself. The set of all sets is a member of itself. The set 

of all ideas can be an idea. 

However, the set of all men is not a man. Therefore, sets with elements that are not classes cannot be members of 

themselves. 

proof 

Assume set of all sets that do not belong to themselves exists and is not a member of itself. Then it must belong to 

itself by its set definition, causing contradiction. If this set really does belong to itself, then it must not belong to itself 

by its set definition, causing contradiction. Therefore, set either does or does not belong to itself. 

universal set 

These two set types are mutually exclusive. The set of all sets that do not belong to themselves cannot be in either of 

these two set types. Therefore, no universal set exists. 

class 

Classes {class, set} have sets as members. Classes cannot be class members. 

resolution 

To resolve the paradox, replace the word "class" with the word "function" in paradox and proof. 

 

Simpson paradox 

Probability in combined population can favor one solution, even if probability in separate populations favors another 

solution {Simpson's paradox} {Simpson paradox}. For example, for population A, solution 1 has probability 2/3 with 

N = 3, and solution 2 has probability 1/2 with N = 2. For population B, solution 1 has probability 3/4 with N = 4, and 

solution 2 has probability 5/7 with N = 7. For combined population, solution 1 has probability 5/7 with N = 7, and 

solution 2 has probability 6/9 with N = 9. Average of population averages is not necessarily combined population 

average, because some populations have more weight. 

mediant fraction 

Simpson's paradox follows from mediant fraction properties. 

change 

If probability of two outcomes varies in one population or set and does not vary in another set, expected outcome can 

reverse. 

 

MATH>Logic>Paradox>Eubulides 

 

Eubulides paradox 

"This statement is false", liar paradox, and masked man paradox {Eubulides paradox} have direct contradiction. 

 

masked man paradox 

People know a brother, but, if brother is a masked man, they do not know their brother {masked man paradox}. It 

depends on opaque reference. 

 

MATH>Logic>Paradox>Identity 

 

identity paradox 

One thing is tautologically identical to itself, but two different things cannot be identical {paradox of identity} 

{identity paradox}. Identity cannot be one relation. Identity requires conjunction of two propositions. 

 

Locke sock 

John Locke imagined that he had a sock with a hole. Is a mended sock the same sock {Locke's sock} {Locke sock}? 

 

Theseus paradox 

Theseus returned from Crete in a thirty-oared ship. Athenians preserved his ship and, as years passed, replaced 

planks. Is a ship that has replaced parts the same ship {Theseus' paradox} {Theseus paradox} {Ship of Theseus}? Do 

things that grow maintain their identity? Is a second ship, built from the old planks, the original ship? 

 

MATH>Logic>Paradox>Liar 

 



liar paradox 

People can say that they are stating false statements, but they can be lying, so statements can be both true and not 

true in all cases {liar paradox}. 

 

Epimenides paradox 

This statement is false, or I am lying {Epimenides paradox}. 

 

MATH>Logic>Paradox>Prediction 

 

prediction paradox 

An event will happen some day of the next n days, but the day must be such that no one can predict the day 

{prediction paradox}. Event cannot be on last day, because it is last possible day and so predictable. If it cannot be last 

day, then it cannot be next-to-last day, because that day has in effect become the last day, and so on, until first day, so 

event cannot happen. 

 

examination paradox 

Examination will be some day next week, but no one can know the day {examination paradox}. Exam cannot be on 

last day of week, because it is last possible day. Because it cannot be last day, it cannot be next-to-last day, because last 

day is not possible. It cannot be on other days, because it cannot be on next day. 

 

hangman's paradox 

People that are to hang at noon one day of next week cannot predict the day {hangman's paradox}. If seventh day 

comes and no hanging has happened yet, prediction is possible, so it is clear that they cannot hang on seventh day. 

Then they cannot hang on sixth day either, and so on, until first day, so no hanging can happen. 

 

MATH>Logic>Paradox>Sorites 

 

sorites principle 

Removing small amounts makes little difference, but inconsequential-change series can add to consequential change 

{sorites principle, logic}. 

 

heap paradox 

Heaps of sand are still heaps after removing some grains, but are not heaps after removing too many {heap paradox} 

{paradox of the heap}. Removing some grains makes little difference, but a series of such inconsequential changes 

adds to consequential change {sorites principle, heap}. The same idea applies to having hair and being bald {bald man 

paradox}. 

 

MATH>Logic>Reasoning 

 

reasoning 

Thinking {reasoning} can start with true and complete facts and make logically valid inferences. If reasoning needs 

testimony, testimony must have no bias. All parties accept all judgments. Causal reasoning can have errors. Use effect 

as cause. Use something as cause just because it happened first. Use merely contributory cause as the only sufficient 

cause. Use only one cause, when causes are many. 

 

analogy in logic 

If two things are alike in some ways, they will be alike in other ways {analogy, reasoning}. 

 

dichotomy in logic 

Wholes can divide into two mutually exclusive {disjoint} parts {dichotomy}. Dividing whole into two parts can 

make non-mutually-exclusive parts. Dividing whole into only two parts can leave out important or necessary third 

parts. 

 



generalization in logic 

Laws can cause generalizations {generalization}. Only laws support counterfactual conditionals. Other 

generalizations are just situations or accidental generalizations. Laws are inductions from instances, but accidents are 

not. Laws fit into knowledge systems, but accidents do not. 

 

heuristic reasoning 

If statements "if A then B" and "B" are true, then A is probably true {heuristic reasoning, logic}|. 

 

invariance in logic 

If premises are invariant under transformation, so is conclusion {invariance, logic}. 

 

property equivalence 

Properties are equivalent {equivalence of property} {property equivalence} if they determine same set. The 

equivalence property sign is double arrow. 

 

sorites reasoning 

Reasoning can leave out argument and only give premises and conclusions, if logic follows a recognized syllogism 

type {sorites, logic}. 

 

square of opposition 

Traditional logic used relations {square of opposition} between the four proposition forms to show inferences, 

contradictions, and contraries. 

four forms 

All a are b. No a are b. Some a are b. Some a are not b. 

contraries 

"All a are b" and "No a are b" are contraries, because both can be false and both cannot be true {contrary relation}. 

"Some a are b" and "Some a are not b" are subcontraries, because both can be true and both cannot be false 

{subcontrary relation}. 

contradiction 

"All a are b" and "Some a are not b" are contradictories, because one must be true and one must be false 

{contradictory relation}. "No a are b" and "Some a are b" are contradictories, because one must be true and one must be 

false. 

subalternation 

"All a are b" entails "Some a are b" {subalternation relation}. "No a are b" entails "Some a are not b". 

 

subalternation 

Universal implies particular {subalternation}. "All a are b" entails "Some a are b". 

 

symmetry in logic 

If one thing relates to another thing, second thing relates to first thing {symmetry, logic}. 

 

MATH>Logic>Reasoning>Argument 

 

argument in reasoning 

Starting from statements, logical steps {argument, logic} can prove that statement is true or false. Arguments link 

statement and proposition constants and variables. Terms can rearrange or substitute. 

variables 

Propositions can use variables, such as place and time. 

syllogism 

Changing verbal argument into syllogism can find inconsistencies and incorrect inferences. 

fallacy 

Arguments can be invalid, argument forms can be invalid, or proofs can be faulty. Argument irrelevance, invalid 

deduction, or ambiguity can cause fallacies. 

categories 

People can make category mistakes. 

 



obligationes 

People can state propositions {argument, obligationes}, to which other people {respondent to argument} agree, 

disagree, or leave open, using relation rules, such as counterfactuals {obligationes}. 

 

argument from authority 

Experts or authorities can state that propositions are true or false {argument from authority} {argumentum ad 

verecundium}, a plausible argument. Showing that proposition is false can show that proposition propounders are not 

experts or authorities. 

 

argument from ethos 

Honest and believable people can state that propositions are true or false {argument from ethos}, a plausible 

argument. Showing that proposition is false can show that proposition propounders are not honest. 

 

argument from sign 

If one property happens, second property happens {argument from sign}, a plausible argument. 

 

argumentum ad ignorantium 

People can state that propositions not proved true or false are false or true {argumentum ad ignorantium}, a plausible 

argument. This relates to burden of proof. 

 

argumentum ad misericordiam 

Propositions can have support from emotions, such as pity {argumentum ad misericordiam}, a plausible argument. 

This appeals to secondary effects. 

 

argumentum ad populum 

Propositions can have support by mass opinion {argumentum ad populum}, a plausible argument. This relates to 

peer pressure, emotional ties, or customs and traditions. 

 

MATH>Logic>Reasoning>Deduction 

 

deduction in reasoning 

Starting from true general statement or statements, logical steps prove conclusion true {deduction}. Deduction is true 

if premises are true. 

 

decision procedure 

Proposition proofs have finite numbers of steps {decision procedure}. 

 

existence proof 

Proofs {existence proof} can try to show that something exists, preliminary to showing what it is like. Disproving 

non-existence or proving no non-existence cannot establish existence. 

 

natural deduction 

Logic {natural deduction} can have only inference rules, with no axioms. It reaches results but is not about truth. 

Natural deduction uses sequent calculus. Basic sequent statements are premises or conclusions. Statement sequence 

shows reasoning chain and conclusion. Introduction rules make more-complex formulas from simpler ones. 

Elimination rules change complex formulas to simpler formulas. Proofs and truth-trees eliminate formulas by reductio 

ad absurdum {cut elimination theorem, natural deduction}. 

 

reductio ad absurdum 

Proof methods {reductio ad impossibile} {reductio ad absurdum}| {indirect proof} {method of contradiction} 

{contradiction method} can assume that negative of theorem is true, and then prove that theorem or its premise is false, 

establishing contradiction. For any component-statement truth-values, contradictions are always false. 

 

MATH>Logic>Reasoning>Induction 

 



induction in logic 

Reasoning can go from true similar things to true general thing or pattern {induction, logic}. Starting from examples, 

induction can formulate conclusion that is not implicit in premises. Properties of some class members can predict 

properties of all class members. 

complete 

Premises can be less general than conclusion, but together they can cover all instances in conclusion {complete 

induction}. 

numerical 

If property of number one is also property of number n, then property is also property of n+1 and property of all 

natural numbers {numerical induction}. 

eliminative 

Observing many examples can find properties that remain constant or true and causes that have effects and can 

eliminate properties that are untrue or change and causes have no or different effect {Baconian induction} {eliminative 

induction, Bacon}. 

invalid cases 

Induction does not always apply. Valid predictions about the future based on hypothesis do not necessarily confirm 

the hypothesis. Two independent studies can inductively prove hypothesis, but when combined can disprove 

hypothesis. Highest event probability is not highest combined-event probability. Pairwise probability choices are not 

necessarily transitive. 

 

mathematical induction 

Proof methods {mathematical induction} {first principle of mathematical induction} can be: Prove theorem true for 

the number one and then, assuming theorem is true for a number, prove it true for any number plus one. Recursive 

definitions or inductive definitions use mathematical induction. 

 

second induction principle 

Proof methods {second induction principle} {second principle of mathematical induction} can be: Theorem can be 

true for the number one and true for arbitrary number, assuming theorem is true for number minus 1. 

 

MATH>Logic>Rules 

 

absorption rule 

If statement implies second statement, first statement implies both itself and second statement: If (p -> q), then p -> 

(p & q) {absorption rule}. 

 

addition rule 

If statement is true, it implies the statement that either the statement is true and/or second statement is true: If p, then 

(p | q) {addition rule}. 

 

association rule 

a & (b & c) = (a & b) & c. a | (b | c) = (a | b) | c {association rule}|. 

 

biconditional 

Statements can connect by IF AND ONLY IF ... THEN ..., as in IF AND ONLY IF a THEN b or IFF a THEN b 

{biconditional} {iff}. If and only if means theorem and converse. Biconditional is true if and only if both statements 

are true or both statements are false. 

 

commutation rule 

a & b = b & a. a | b = b | a {commutation rule}|. 

 

complex constructive dilemma 

First statement implies second statement AND third statement implies fourth statement. First statement OR third 

statement. THEN second statement OR fourth statement {complex constructive dilemma}: (p -> q) & (r -> s). p | r. 

Therefore, q | s. 

 



complex destructive dilemma 

First statement implies second statement AND third statement implies fourth statement. NOT second statement OR 

NOT fourth statement. THEN NOT first statement OR NOT third statement {complex destructive dilemma}: (p -> q) 

& (r -> s). ~q | ~s. Therefore, ~p | ~r. 

 

contradiction 

No statement can be both true and false {principle of contradiction} {contradiction principle}|. 

 

De Morgan laws logic 

In algebra of sets, 1 - (x + y) = (1 - x) (1 - y) and 1 - xy = (1 - x) + (1 - y) {De Morgan's laws, logic} {De Morgan 

laws, logic}. In propositional logic, not (x and y) equals not x or not y, and not (x or y) equals not x and not y: ~(x + y) 

= ~x - ~y, and ~(x - y) = ~x + ~y. 

 

deduction theorem 

If A1, A2, ..., and An are true, then B is true. A1 is true. A2 is true. ... An-1 is true. If An is true, then B is true 

{deduction theorem}. 

 

disjunction in logic 

Statements can connect by OR (a OR b), where OR is inclusive {inclusive OR, disjunction} {disjunction, logic}| 

{alternation}. The only false disjunction is if both statements are false. OR can also mean a or b but not both a and b 

{exclusive OR}. 

 

disjunction rule 

If first or second statement is true and second statement is not true, first statement is true: (p | q) & ~p, so q 

{disjunction rule}|. 

 

distribution rule 

a | (b & c) = (a | b) & (a | c) and a & (b | c) = (a & b) | (a & c) {distribution rule}|. 

 

double negation 

Negative of a negative statement is statement: ~(~p) = p {double negation}. 

 

excluded middle 

Statements are either true or false {excluded middle, principle}| {principle of the excluded middle}. Disjunction of 

statement and negative statement is true. 

 

exportation rule 

The statement that first statement and second statement imply third statement is materially equivalent to the 

statement that first implies second, which implies third: (p & q) -> r = p -> q -> r {exportation rule}. Exportation is true 

in propositional calculus. Exportation is not true for strict implication or entailment. 

 

identity in logic 

Statements imply that they are true statements {principle of identity} {identity principle}|. If statement, statement is 

true. 

 

implication 

True statements imply true statements {implication, logic rule}|. False statements imply any statement. 

 

material implication 

Conclusion is equivalent to negative of conjunction of premise and negative of conclusion {material implication}|: b 

= -(a & -b). Material implication has sideways horseshoe or arrow -> symbol. 

 

modus ponens 

If first statement is true and statement that first statement implies second statement is true, second statement is true 

{modus ponens, rule}| {detachment rule} {rule of detachment} {affirming the antecedent}. If A is true, and A then B is 

true, then B is true. p & (p -> q) -> q. Modern formal logic requires only modus-ponens rule. 



 

modus tollens 

If A then B is true, and not-B is true, then not-A is true {modus tollens}| {denying the consequent}. If first statement 

implies second statement is true, and second statement is not true, then first statement is not true: (p -> q) & -q, so -p 

{principle of modus tollens}. 

 

most statement 

Most A is B {most statement} {statement using most}. Most A is C. Therefore, Some B are C. 

 

simple constructive dilemma 

First statement implies second statement AND third statement implies second statement. First statement OR third 

statement. THEN second statement {simple constructive dilemma}: (p -> q) & (r -> q). p | r. Therefore, q. 

 

simple destructive dilemma 

First statement implies second statement AND first statement implies third statement. NOT second statement OR 

NOT third statement. THEN NOT first statement {simple destructive dilemma}: (p -> q) & (p -> s). ~q | ~s. Therefore, 

~p. 

 

simplification rule 

If the statement "first statement AND second statement" is true, first statement is true {simplification rule}: (p & q), 

so p. 

 

strict implication 

P implies Q if and only if it is impossible that P is true and Q false {strict implication}| {logical implication}: (p -> 

q) = ~(p & ~q). 

 

transposition rule 

If first statement implies second statement, then second-statement negative implies first-statement negative 

{transposition rule}|: if (p -> q), then (-q -> -p). 

 

MATH>Logic>Statements 

 

statement in logic 

Logic can use declarative sentences {statement, logic} {logical statement} with only constants, no variables. 

Statements are always either true or false. 

relations 

Statement contains subject and action, state, or relation {predicate}. Statements have. Statement uses basic elements 

{symbol} with no meaning. 

meaning 

Statement meaning associates actual objects and events with symbols and relations. For example, statements can 

describe parts, relations among parts, and spatial axes. 

language 

Statements are built from pre-language ideas such as number, case, gender, nouns, verbs, modifiers, tenses, gerunds, 

infinitives, particles, prepositions, and articles. Pre-language ideas include spatial and temporal ideas such as line, 

group, boundary, figure and background, movement, ascending and descending, association, and attraction and 

repulsion. 

 

proposition in logic 

Logic can use declarative sentences {proposition, logic} {formula, logic} with constants and variables. Propositions 

are true or false, depending on variable substitution. Propositions contain subject and predicate. Propositions allow 

analogy, perspective, coordinates, space, time, fields, stories, and images. 

 

undecidability 

Propositions can be neither provable nor unprovable {undecidability, logic}, because proof is not finite. 

Propositional-calculus propositions are decidable. Predicate-calculus theorems have no terminus and are not decidable. 

 



contrary in logic 

Two opposing statements cannot be true, but both can be false {contrary, logic}. Two propositions can be contraries, 

such as "All A are B" and "No A are B". Two opposing statements sometimes are not both false {subcontrary}. 

 

MATH>Logic>Statements>Function 

 

propositional function 

Functions {propositional function} can have formulas with variables. Propositional functions are true or false, 

depending on variable value. 

 

sentential function 

Subjects and predicates with variables {sentential function} can make sentences. Sentential functions have constant 

connectives. 

 

MATH>Logic>Statements>Permutations 

 

contradictory 

Premise's negative {contradictory, logic} has opposite truth-value. 

 

contrapositive 

Changing subject to negative of predicate and predicate to negative of subject can make new statements 

{contrapositive}| {transposition, logic} {contraposition}. "If A then B" transposes to "If not B, then not A". If theorem 

is true, contrapositive is true. If contrapositive is true, theorem is true. "All A are B" transposes to "All not B are not 

A". "Some A are not B" transposes to "Some B are not A". "No A are B" transposes to "No not B are not A". "Some A 

are B" transposes to "Some not B are not A". For true statements, contrapositive of "All A are B" and "Some A are not 

B" are true. For true statements A and B, "No A are B" and "Some A are B" contrapositives are not true. 

 

converse 

Exchanging subject and predicate can make new statements {converse, logic}|. For example, "No A is B" has 

converse "No B is A". "Some A is B" converts to "Some B is A". For categorical statements "No A is B" and "Some A 

is B", if statement is true, converse is true. All other categorical converse statements must have independent proof. 

Conversion {conversion per accidens} from "All A are B" to "Some B are A" is valid. 

 

denial in logic 

Changing connectives to opposite makes negative statements {denial} {negation}. NOT added to statements denies 

statement: NOT a or -a. Negation changes statement truth-value. Negative statements only entail similar qualities and 

are less specific. Negation can result in statements about ambiguous, non-existent, or arbitrary things. In common 

language, negative particles, word meanings, or inflections negate statements. 

 

equipollence 

Negation can apply to sentences with quantities. NOT every a is b, so Every a is NOT b {equipollence, negation}|. 

 

inversion 

Changing subject to negative subject {inversion, logic} {inverse, logic} makes new statements. For example, "All A 

are B" inverts to "All not A are B". "All A are B" implies "Some not A are not B". If inverse is true, converse is true. If 

converse is true, inverse is true. 

 

obverse 

Changing predicate to complement or negative and negating the statement can make new statements {obverse}|. 

Obversions of the four categorical forms are valid. All A are B, so Not (All A are not B). Some A are B, so Not (Some 

A are not B). Some A are not B, so Not (Some A are B). No A are B, so Not (No A are not B). If converse is true, 

obverse is true. 

 

MATH>Logic>Statements>Reasoning 

 



premise 

Facts, judgments, or expert testimony can provide statements from which to reason {premise}. Arguments start with 

premises. Premises can be definitions, axioms, postulates, or previously proved theorems. 

not contradictory 

Premises must have no contradictions. 

not dependent 

Premises must be independent. 

definition 

Definition includes how to use word {operational definition, premise}, what words can substitute {synonym, 

premise}, class and distinction, pointing at object {ostensive definition, premise}, and conceiving example. Definition 

can eliminate ambiguity and clarify idea. Word has precise meaning {denotation, meaning}, as well as properties, 

associations, and feelings {connotation, meaning}. Theory can explain definition, which can influence attitudes and 

increase vocabulary. 

axiom 

Premises can be about general or fundamental objects or symbols, assumed to be true. 

postulates 

Premises can be general statements about mathematical or logical objects and symbols. Anything implied by an 

elementary and true proposition is true. Disjunction of proposition with itself implies proposition: (a | a) -> a. 

Propositions imply disjunction of themselves and other propositions: a -> (a | b). Disjunction of one proposition with 

another implies disjunction of other and first {commutation, postulate}: (a | b) -> (b | a). Disjunction of proposition 

with disjunction of two other propositions implies disjunction of second with disjunction of first and third {association, 

postulate}: (a | (b | c)) -> (b | (a | c)). Assertion that statement is true and that the statement implies second statement is 

true is equivalent to assertion that second statement is true {modus ponens, postulate}. a. a -> b. b. Assertion that 

proposition implies second proposition is equivalent to disjunction of inverse of first proposition and second 

proposition {implication, postulate}. (a -> b) = (-a | b). These postulates have no proof that they are independent or 

consistent. 

 

conclusion in logic 

Reasoning wants to obtain true results {conclusion, logic} {theorem}. Conclusions are true or false. Conclusions 

must be more general than premises. 

 

corollary 

If theorem is true, other statements {corollary} can be true. 

 

lemma 

To prove theorems can require first proving another theorem {lemma}. 

 

MATH>Logic>Statements>True 

 

analytic statement 

Statements {analytic statement} can be true because subject and object meanings are the same, or one is part of 

other. Using general logical laws and definitions, denying analytic statements leads to contradiction, so analytic 

statements are logically necessary. 

 

necessary truth 

Statements {necessary truth}| can be true and cannot be false, like arithmetical equalities. 

 

tautology 

Statements {tautology}| {valid formula} can be true in themselves, without reference to anything else. Tautologies 

are true for any term or predicate substitutions. Tautologies have necessary and sufficient conditions. Tautologies 

depend on accepted definitions. The opposite of tautology is self-contradictory. 

 

MATH>Logic>Statements>Kinds 

 

categorical statement 

Statements {categorical statement} can use All, Some, or No. 



 

existential import 

Statements {existential import} can imply that something exists, as in "Some A Is B". Existential import can be in 

statements with "Some" and in statements with "All" or "No" that refer to particular or individual. 

 

modal statement 

Statements {modal judgment} can be about the possible or necessary. 

 

MATH>Logic>Syllogism 

 

syllogism 

Arguments {syllogism} can have general statement or assumption {major premise}, fact or information {minor 

premise}, and statement to prove {conclusion, syllogism}. 

types 

Syllogism types correspond to statement types used for premises. Traditional logic used different premise figures 

and moods to make 16 * 16 = 256 syllogisms. 24 are valid. 19 are strong, because conclusion is as strong as the 

premises. 15 have equal strength in premises and conclusion {fundamental syllogism}. 

Allowing negations, the eight possible forms each can have eight different expressions, making 64 possibilities for 

each two-premise-one-conclusion combination. Therefore, 64 * 64 * 64 different syllogisms exist. 

universals 

There cannot be particular solution with two universal premises. 

 

alternative syllogism 

Syllogisms {alternative syllogism} can use OR. Alternative syllogism has the following forms. Either A or B is true, 

not A is true, so B is true. Either A or B is true, not B is true, so A is true. A and B do not have to be mutually 

exclusive. 

 

antilogism 

Syllogisms {antilogism} can have two premises and conclusion negation. Statement pairs can lead to third-

proposition negation. 

 

categorical syllogism 

Syllogisms {categorical syllogism} can have major premise, minor premise, and conclusion. Major premise and 

minor premise share term. For example, "all a are b" is major premise. "c is a" is minor premise. Therefore, "c is b" 

{conclusion}, because both premises share term a. 

negative 

Categorical syllogism can have only one negative premise, and then conclusion must be negative. 

quantifier 

Categorical syllogisms can have premises about all, some, or none, in four forms: "All A are B", "No A are B", 

"Some A are B", or "Some A are not B". Verb must be "to be". 

First, statement states All, Some, or No {quantifier, syllogism}. Noun phrase {subject class} follows quantifier. 

Verb {copula, syllogism} follows subject class. Second noun phrase {predicate class} follows copula. Therefore, 

categorical syllogism has three terms: two noun phrases and copula. 

types 

Categorical syllogisms have four types {figure, syllogism}. All A are B, C is A, and so C is B {first figure of 

syllogism}. All B are A, C is A, and so C is B {second figure of syllogism}. All B are A, A is C, and so C is B {third 

figure of syllogism}. All A are B, A is C, and so C is B {fourth figure of syllogism}. 

The four types can use "All", "Some", or "No", making twelve categorical syllogisms. With "Some" in conclusion 

{particular statement}, only one premise can have "All" or "No" {universal statement}. 

errors 

Errors can be in categorical syllogisms. Major premise can be untrue. Syllogism can reverse major premise. Terms 

can be ambiguous. Middle term can be ambiguous {ambiguous middle}. For example, A is B(1) is true, B(2) is C is 

true, so A is C is true. 

 

Celarent Barbara 

Hexameter rhymes {Celarent Barbara} [1200] can be mnemonics for valid syllogisms. 



 

conditional syllogism 

Syllogisms {conditional syllogism} {hypothetical syllogism} can use IF ... THEN .... Conditional syllogism has the 

following forms. If A then B is true, A is true, so B is true. If A then B is true, not B is true, so not A is true. Unless A 

then B is true, not A is true, so B is true. If not A then B is true, not A is true, so B is true. If first statement implies 

second and second implies third, first implies third: if (p -> q) & (q -> r), then (p -> r). 

 

disjunctive syllogism 

Syllogisms {disjunctive syllogism} can use NOT BOTH. Disjunctive syllogism has the following forms. Not both A 

and B is true, A is true, and so not B is true. Not both A and B is true, B is true, and so not A is true. 

 

distributed middle 

Middle term must distribute at least once in categorical syllogism {distributed middle}|. 

 

distribution in logic 

Statements can exclude or include all members {distribution, logic}. Distributed terms refer to all individuals. In 

"All A are B", A distributes, but B does not. In "No A are B", A and B distribute. In "Some A are B", A and B do not 

distribute. In "Some A are not B", A does not distribute, but B distributes. Categorical syllogisms have three terms. If 

one term distributes in premises and either of the other two terms does not distribute in premises, the other two terms 

cannot distribute in conclusion. 

 

MATH>Logic>Kinds 

 

closed logic 

Logic {closed logic} can use intersection and account for all intersection cases. 

 

complementary logic 

Complementary propositions have no simultaneous decidability of incompatible or non-commuting propositions 

{complementary logic}. 

 

fuzzy logic 

Logic {fuzzy set} {fuzzy logic} can use probability. 

 

modal logic 

Whenever A entails B, it must be impossible for A to be true without B also being true {modal logic, relevance} 

{relevance logic}. In modal-logic predicate calculus, Necessarily and Possibly are constants. 

 

non-distributive logic 

Distributive law does not hold in some logics {non-distributive logic}. 

 

non-monotonic logic 

Adding new premise to system can make previously valid conclusions become invalid {non-monotonic logic}. 

 

ontology logic 

Logic {ontology logic} can use abstract quantifiers. 

 

probability logic 

Truth-value can have probability {probability logic}. 

 

protothetic logic 

Logic {protothetic logic} can use equivalence. 

 

quantum logic 

Quantum mechanics violates regular logic, because proposition "A and B" can be false even if both A and B are true 

{quantum logic}. Quantum logic can make logic relative. 

 



symbolic logic 

& means AND {symbolic logic}. | means OR. - means NOT. Parentheses delimit compound or complex statements. 

Implication, or other logical operation, needs no other symbol. 

 

three-valued logic 

Statements about future contingent events are neither true nor false, requiring logic with three values {three-valued 

logic}. 

 

MATH>Number Theory 

 

number theory 

Mathematical theories {number theory} can be about number relations and types. 

 

continuum in number theory 

Number of real numbers {continuum} is greater than number of natural numbers. 

number types 

Natural numbers are counting numbers: 0, 1, 2, 3, ... Counting numbers can be binary numbers. Integers are natural 

numbers plus their negatives: ... -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, ... Zero is its own negative. Rational numbers are integer fractions, 

such as -3/-1, -3/1, 3/-1, 3/1, -1/-3, -1/3, 1/-3, 1/3, and 0/integer, but not integer/0, because it has no definition. Rational 

numbers are repeated decimal numbers. Irrational numbers are non-repeating decimal numbers. Infinite operation 

series, making digit series, can represent irrational numbers {countable irrational number}. The number pi and all 

rational-number roots are countable irrational numbers {countably infinite}. However, most irrational numbers are not 

countable. Real numbers are rational numbers plus irrational numbers. 

countable infinity 

Numbers of natural numbers, integers, rational numbers, and countable irrational numbers are equal, because they 

can be put in one-to-one correspondence with counting numbers. See Figure 1. 

Fraction has integer numerator and denominator. Countable irrational numbers are countable, because you can count 

operations and digits. Therefore, natural, rational, or countable irrational numbers have one-to-one correspondence with 

counting numbers. 

continuum 

Try to align natural numbers with non-countable irrational numbers in one-to-one correspondence by making an 

array, with natural numbers on one axis and non-countable irrational numbers on other axis. See Figure 2. 

Mark diagonal, to take diagonal slash. See Figure 3. 

Change the mark at first-row-and-column first position, at second-row-and-column second position, and so on. See 

Figure 4. 

The new sequence is non-countable irrational number, because it randomly comes from the non-countable irrational-

number array. However, it is not the same as any row or column sequence, because it differs from first row and column 

at first number, differs from second row and column at second number, and so on. If natural numbers and non-

countable irrational numbers have one-to-one correspondence, the list must contain all possible non-countable irrational 

numbers. Therefore, natural numbers and non-countable irrational numbers have no one-to-one correspondence, and 

number of non-countable irrational numbers, and so number of real numbers, is greater than number of natural 

numbers. 



Figure 1 
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magic square 

Square number arrays {magic square}| can have row, column, and long-diagonal elements that add to same number. 

 

nested interval 

Smaller intervals {nested interval}| can be in larger intervals. For nested-interval series, interval length goes toward 

zero, and interval converges on a number {nest, interval} at a point {final residue}. Two numbers cannot be in same 

nest, because length greater than zero always separates them. 

 

number line 

Lines {number line} can have a zero point, positive numbers on right side in increasing order, and negative numbers 

on left in decreasing order. 

 

parity of numbers 

Two numbers can both be even or both be odd {same parity} or one be even and one odd {opposite parity} {parity, 

number}|. 

 

ratio 

Numbers with same units can divide {ratio}. Ratios have no units. Multiplying ratios makes ratio. a/b > c/d if a^M > 

b^N and d^N > c^M, where M and N are positive integers. a/b < c/d if a^M < b^N and d^N < c^M. a/b = c/d if a/b !> 

c/d and a/b !< c/d. Irrational numbers are rational-number limiting values, as M and N become large. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Factoring 

 

factoring numbers 

Smaller numbers, excluding one, can divide into whole numbers with no remainders {factoring, numbers} {factor, 

number} {associate, number}. Most whole numbers {composite number} have factors. 

Theories {theory of ideal numbers} {ideal numbers theory} can find unique factorization into primes. 

divisible by 11 

If integer is divisible by 11, sum of digits with alternating sign is 0. For example, 121 (1 - 2 + 1 = 0) is divisible by 

11, but 1234 (1 - 2 + 3 - 4 = -2) is not divisible by 11. 

divisible by 3 

If integer is divisible by 3, sum of digits is divisible by 3. For example, 24 (2 + 4 = 6) is divisible by 3, but 38 (3 + 8 

= 11) is not divisible by 3. 

divisible by 5 

If integer is divisible by 5, last digit must be 0 or 5. For example, 25 and 30 are divisible by 5. 

 

fundamental theorem of arithmetic 

All natural numbers, except the number one, factor into primes in only one way {fundamental theorem of 

arithmetic}. 

 

greatest common factor 

Two numbers have largest factor in common {greatest common factor, number}. First divide smaller number into 

larger. Then divide remainder into smaller. Then divide new remainder into first remainder. Continue until remainder is 

zero. Greatest common factor is remainder obtained just before remainder is zero. Greatest common factor is product of 

shared prime factors. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Field 

 

closure of numbers 

Adding or multiplying two real numbers makes real number {closure}. 

 

identity element of number 

Elements {identity element, number}, such as 0 or 1, can add to numbers to give same number or multiply number to 

give same number. 

 



inverse element of number 

Real-number reciprocals {inverse element, number} are real numbers. 

 

quotient field 

Rational numbers form mathematical field {quotient field} with addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Form 

 

form for number polynomial 

Numbers can be polynomial expressions {form, number polynomial} with integer constants and variable 

coefficients. Different equivalent forms can represent same number. Forms can multiply {composition, form}. 

 

geometric theory of number 

Lattices and number forms can solve number-theory problems {geometric theory of numbers}. 

 

rectangular form 

Complex-number forms {rectangular form} can be x + i*y. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Magnitude 

 

magnitude of number 

Real or complex numbers have absolute values {magnitude, number}. 

 

absolute value 

Removing negative sign can find real-number magnitude {absolute value, number}. Absolute-value symbol is 

vertical lines around value. For example, absolute value of -17 equals 17: |-17| = 17. For complex numbers, absolute 

value is |a + b*i| = ((a + b*i) * (a - b*i))^0.5 = (a^2 + b^2)^0.5. 

 

numerical value 

Number values {numerical value} can be absolute values. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Notation 

 

notation system 

Real numbers can use notation {system of notation} {notation system}. For example, at positions, number-system 

base has powers. For example, 1234 = 1 * 10^3 + 2 * 10^2 + 3 * 10^1 + 4 * 10^0. 

 

positional notation 

Positions around decimal point can correspond to powers of number-system base {positional notation}|. For 

example, 1234 = 1 * 10^3 + 2 * 10^2 + 3 * 10^1 + 4 * 10^0. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Notation>Scientific Notation 

 

scientific notation 

Large or small numbers can use notation {scientific notation}| with mantissa between 1 and 10 times number 10 to 

characteristic power. For example, 120,000,000 = 1.2 x 10^8. 

 

characteristic number 

Scientific notation uses mantissa between 1 and 10 times number 10 to power {characteristic, number}. 

 

mantissa 

Scientific notation uses numbers between 1 and 10 {mantissa} times 10 to characteristic powers. Mantissa has 

number of significant digits. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Number System 

 



binary number system 

Number systems {binary number system}| {bicimal system} can use two as base. Base-2 number system uses two 

digits, 0 and 1. For example, 111 in base 2 is 1 * 2^2 + 1 * 2^1 + 1 * 2^0, which equals 7 in base 10. 

 

decimal number system 

Base-10 number system {decimal number system}| {denary number system} uses ten digits: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 

and 9. For example, 1357 equals 1 * 10^3 + 3 * 10^2 + 5 * 10^1 + 7 * 10^0. 

 

duodenary number system 

Base-12 number system {duodenary number system} uses twelve digits: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, a, and b. 

 

modulo n 

Number systems {modulo n} {mod n} can include only positive integers from number zero up to number {modulus, 

number} minus one. For example, modulo-3 number system has only integers 0, 1, and 2. For mod n, modulus is n. 

 

sexagesimal as sixty 

Things can have sixty parts {sexagesimal}. 

 

unary notation 

Amounts or values can be string lengths {unary notation}. Unary notation uses only one symbol, such as 1. For 

example, 1111 in base 1 has length 4, which equals 4 in base 10. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Theorem 

 

analytic number theory 

Analysis can assist number theory {analytic number theory}. 

 

Dedekind cut 

Rational numbers define cuts {Dedekind cut} in rational-number ordered set, so left side is less than or equal to 

rational number and right side is greater than rational number. Real numbers are limits of Dedekind-cut convergent 

sequences. Limits are rational-approximation converging-sequence limits. Irrational numbers partition rational-number 

sets. 

 

Euler conjecture 

For integer n > 2, x1^(n + 1) + x2^(n + 1) + ... + xn^(n + 1) = z^(n + 1), where z and x1 through xn are integers, has 

no positive integer solutions {Euler conjecture}. Case x1^4 + x2^4 + x3^4 = z^4 (n + 1 = 4) is false. Case x1^5 + x2^5 

+ x3^5 + x4^5 = z^5 (n + 1 = 5) is false. Fermat's last theorem is case x1^3 + x2^3 = z^3, where n = 2 (n + 1 = 3), 

which is true. 

 

Fermat last theorem 

For integer w > 2, x^w + y^w = z^w, where x y z are integers, has no positive integer solutions {Fermat's last 

theorem} {Fermat last theorem}. Fermat proved that x^3 + y^3 = z^3 has no positive integer solutions. Andrew Wiles 

proved theorem for all cases [1993]. 

properties 

x^2 + y^2 = z^2 has solutions for x = 3, 4, 5, and so on. z is odd, x is odd, and y is even. x + y > z. In 

parameterization, x = 2*m*n, y = m^2 - n^2, and z = m^2 + n^2. 

Multiples of Pythagorean triples are Pythagorean triples. For lowest Pythagorean triples, z - y = 1 if x is odd, or z - y 

= 2 if x is even. For lowest Pythagorean triples, n = 1, if lowest of x or y is even, or m - n = 1, if lowest of x or y is odd. 

x^2 + y^2 = z^2 has (x^2)/(z^2) + (y^2)/(z^2) = 1 and ((x^2 + y^2)^0.5)/z = 1, so one percent plus other percent = 

100%. x^2/z^2 + y^2/z^2 + 2*x*y/z^2 = 1 + 2*x*y/z^2 means (x + y)^2 = z^2 + 2*x*y, where (x + y)^2 is area of 

square whose side is straight line of x + y, and 2*x*y is two times area of triangle rectangle. 

triangle 

For x + y = z, three natural numbers lie on a straight line, with xy angle 180 degrees. For x^2 + y^2 = z^2, three 

natural numbers lie on a right triangle, with xy angle 90 degrees. Perhaps, for x^3 + y^3 = z^3, three natural numbers 

lie on a triangle with xy angle 60 degrees, but this only allows x = y = z, so no natural number solutions. Perhaps, for 



x^4 + y^4 = z^4, three natural numbers lie on a triangle with xy angle 45 degrees, but this only allows x < x and z > y, 

so no natural number solutions. 

cube 

x^3 + y^3 = z^3 makes (x + y)^3 = z^3 + 3*x^2*y + 3*x*y^2. 3 * x^2 * y + 3 * x * y^2 = 3 * x * y * (x + y). (x + 

y)^3 is volume of cube with side x + y. 3 * x * y * (x + y) is three times volume of rectilinear solid with sides x, y, and 

x + y. x + y > z. Perhaps, side lengths and angles make an impossible figure. Perhaps, all higher powers make 

impossible figures. Perhaps, x^3 + y^3 = z^3 requires not odd and even properties, but three-part system with divisible-

by-3 numbers, numbers one higher, and numbers two higher. x, y, and z must come from different categories. Perhaps, 

this is impossible. 

 

Pell equation 

x^2 - A * y^2 = 1 {Pell's equation} {Pell equation}, where A is integer. 

 

permanence of form 

Rules for operations on integers can be for all algebras {permanence of form}. 

 

uniqueness law 

One and only one number adds or multiplies number to give another number {uniqueness law, number}. 

 

Waring theorem 

Integers are sums of at most nine cubes {Waring's theorem} {Waring theorem}. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Theorem>Axiom 

 

Archimedes axiom number 

If number is greater than zero, smaller number added to itself enough times can equal the number {axiom of 

Archimedes, number} {Archimedes axiom, number}. 

 

calculation axiom 

Number-theory axioms {calculation axiom} can be about calculation, such as associative law, commutative law, and 

distributive law. 

 

completeness axiom 

Adding anything to real numbers makes all preceding axioms untrue, so real-number system cannot be larger {axiom 

of completeness} {completeness axiom}. 

 

connection axiom 

Number-theory axioms {connection axiom} can be about operations, such as closure, uniqueness, and identity. 

 

continuity axiom 

Number-theory axioms {continuity axiom} can be about continuity, such as axiom of Archimedes and axiom of 

completeness. 

 

order axiom 

Number-theory axioms {order axiom} can be about order, such as transitive law. For two different numbers, one 

number is greater and one number is smaller. If first number is greater than second number, then first number plus third 

number is greater than second number plus third number. If first number is greater than second number, then first 

number times third number is greater than second number times third number. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Theorem>Factorial 

 

Stirling theorem 

If n > 7, n! ~ n^n * e^-n * (2 * pi * n)^0.5, where n is integer, and e is base of natural logarithms {Stirling's theorem} 

{Stirling theorem} {Stirling's formula}. 

 



Wilson theorem 

Numbers equal to (p - 1)! + 1 are divisible by p if and only if p is prime {Wilson's theorem} {Wilson theorem}. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Theorem>Order Relation 

 

order relation 

Rational numbers have order {order relation}. 

 

consistency relation 

If a is less than b, then a + c is less than b + c for all c, and a*c is less than b*c for all positive c {consistency 

relation}, where a b c are rational numbers. 

 

density relation 

If a is less than b, some c is greater than a and less than b {density relation}, where a b c are rational numbers. 

 

extension relation 

For interval from b to c, some a are less than c and greater than b {extension relation}, where a b c are rational 

numbers. 

 

transitivity relation 

If a is less than b, and if b is less than c, then a is less than c {transitivity relation} {transitive law} {transitivity, 

number}, where a b c are rational numbers. 

 

trichotomy relation 

For rational numbers a and b, a is greater than b, equal to b, or less than b {trichotomy relation}. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Theorem>Prime Number 

 

prime number theorem 

Ratio between number of prime numbers less than or equal to an integer and integer can have an approximation 

{prime number theorem}. Number of primes not exceeding number n is PI(n), whose limit can find the prime numbers: 

limit of PI(n) / (n / log(n)) = 1, as n goes to infinity. 

 

Euclid theorem 

Number of primes is infinite {Euclid's theorem} {Euclid theorem}. 

 

Fermat theorem 

If p is prime, and a is an integer with no common factor with p, then a^(p - 1) / p has remainder one {Fermat's 

theorem} {Fermat theorem}. 

 

Goldbach hypothesis 

Positive even integers are sums of two primes {Goldbach's hypothesis} {Goldbach hypothesis} {Goldbach's 

conjecture}. 

 

Levy conjecture 

Odd numbers can be primes plus two times primes {Levy's conjecture} {Levy conjecture}: p' + 2 * q' = 2*n + 1, 

where n goes from 0 to infinity. 

 

Shor algorithm 

Algorithms {Shor's algorithm} {Shor algorithm} can find prime factors. 

modular 

Modular arithmetics have circular sets of numbers. Mathematical operations are periodic. 

process 

Start with mod. Using any number smaller than the mod, take its first, second, and so on, powers and express result 

in the mod until number sequence shows a repeating pattern. Distance between repeats is period. Divide period by two 

and use result as mod exponent. If period divided by two is not even number, start over. 



factors 

Take the integers one above and one below result. Find largest common divisor of number and two integers to 

calculate number factors. 

 

sieve of Eratosthenes 

From natural-number list, cross out all second numbers except for number two, then cross out all third numbers 

except for number three, and so on {sieve of Eratosthenes} {Eratosthenes sieve}. What remains are prime numbers. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Number Types 

 

algebraic number 

Polynomial equations with rational coefficients have numbers {algebraic number} as roots, because polynomial 

functions involve only arithmetic operations. Algebraic numbers can have degrees, such as square root, depending on 

equation degree. 

Kummer 

If a is imaginary pth root of unity {algebraic number, Kummer}, f(a) = A(0) + A(1) * a + A(2) * a^2 + ... + A(p - 2) 

* a^(p - 2). 

infinity 

Algebraic and rational numbers have same infinity order. 

denumerability 

Integer-coefficient polynomial-equation roots are denumerable. Real-number-coefficient polynomial-equation roots 

are not denumerable. Algebraic numbers do not have unique factorization. 

 

amicable number 

For number pairs {amicable number}, one number's factor sum, including 1, can equal other number. For example, 6 

is amicable with 6: 3 + 2 + 1 = 6. 9 is amicable with 7: 3 + 3 + 1 = 7. 

 

Bernoulli number 

Number series {Bernoulli number} can be 1/6, 1/30, 1/42, 1/30, 5/66, 691/2730, 7/6, 3617/510, .... 

 

Catalan number 

Number series {Catalan number} can be 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430, 4862, .... 

 

cubic number 

Numbers {cubic number} that are cubes of n (n^3) equal sum of n consecutive odd numbers starting with n * (n - l) 

+ l and equal n * (n * (n - 1) + l) + 2 * (n - 1). 

 

Euler number series 

Number series {Euler number series} (En) can be 1, 5, 61, 1385, 50521, .... 

 

Euler number 

e = 2.7182818284... {Euler's number} {Euler number} {Napier's constant}. 

 

even number 

Whole numbers {even number} can be multiples of two. 

 

Fibonacci number 

Numbers {Fibonacci number} {Fibonacci sequence} can be sums of the two preceding numbers, starting with one: 

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, .... Fibonacci sequence is a geometric progression in which number ratios converge 

on golden ratio: 2/1, 3/2, 5/3, 8/5, 13/8, and so on. 

 

gamma as constant 

Limit of 1/1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + ... + 1/n - log(n) is 0.5772... {Euler's constant} {gamma}, where n is integer that goes to 

infinity. Is Euler's constant rational or irrational? 

 



gnomonic number 

Odd numbers {gnomonic number}, 2*n + 1, can add to squares of natural numbers n^2 to make squares of next 

natural number (n + 1)^2: n^2 + 2*n + l = (n + 1)^2. 

 

Godel number 

Gödel numbering {Gödel number} can assign unique digit strings to statements, ideas, images, strings, and so on. 

 

golden ratio 

For Fibonacci sequence, sum of two numbers divided by larger number equals larger number divided by smaller 

number {golden ratio}| {golden section}. Golden ratio equals 1.618034..., reciprocal equals 0.618033..., and square 

equals 2.618034.... 

construction 

First, bisect square side. Then draw circle with center at bisection point and radius from bisection point to square far 

corner. Extend one square side until extension meets circle. Extended side has length 1.618... 

geometry 

If right triangle has one side equal 1 and hypotenuse equal 1.618..., angle is one radian. Golden rectangle has sides in 

golden ratio and has central point angle of 58 degrees. Pentagram and decagram have sides in golden ratio. Golden 

ratio is ratio of rectangle {golden rectangle} sides in logarithmic spirals. 

music 

In music, ratio 2^0.67 = 1.59 ~ 1.618... is similar to major-sixth/octave = 1.67, octave/major-fourth = 1.6, and minor-

seventh/major-second = 1.59. Golden ratio and its inverse can make all music harmonics. 

 

ideal number 

If integer sets form mathematical fields, product of any two integers a b, plus product of any other two integers c d, 

is an integer e {ideal number}: a * b + c * d = e. Ideal numbers have unique factorization, primes, and maxima. Ideal 

numbers are algebraic-number classes. 

 

integer 

To count numbers greater than zero {positive number} or less than zero {negative number} use signed whole 

numbers and zero {integer}, such as -9, 0, +9. 

Integers can be function domain J, and positive integers can be function domain J+. 

sums 

Positive integers are sums of at most four squares. Integers are sums of at most 19 quarts. Positive even integers are 

sums of not more than four primes. Odd integers are sums of not more than three primes. 

primes 

Are there infinitely many positive integers, so both one less and one more are prime? 

 

irrational number 

Numbers {irrational number}| can have infinite non-repeating decimals. Example is 2^0.5. Polynomial positive roots 

can have irrational numbers. Most irrational numbers are transcendental numbers, such as pi and e, not algebraic 

numbers. Transcendental-number infinity order is more than algebraic-number or rational-number infinity order. 

Irrational numbers in closed intervals are rational-number-series limits. 

 

natural number 

To count how many, use whole numbers, such as one, two, and so on {natural number}| {cardinal number}. Zero is 

natural number. 

 

normal number 

Real numbers {normal number} can have all digits, pairs, triples, and so on, in equal numbers. 

 

odd number 

Whole numbers {odd number} can be not multiples of two. 

 

ordinal number 

To count in order, use numbers {ordinal number}| like first, second, third, and so on. 

 



perfect cube 

Numbers {perfect cube} can be natural-number cubes, such as 1 = 1^3, 8 = 2^3, and 27 = 3^3. 

 

perfect number 

Numbers {perfect number} can equal sum of prime factors: 6 = 1 + 2 + 3. If 2^n - 1 is prime number and n is 

integer, 2^(n - 1) * (2^n - 1) is perfect number. Number's prime-factor sum can be greater than number {deficient 

number} {defective number}. Number's prime-factor sum can be less than number {abundant number} {excessive 

number} {redundant number}. 

 

perfect power 

Numbers {perfect power, number} can be smaller-number nth powers. 

 

perfect square 

Numbers {perfect square} can be natural-number squares, such as 1 = 1^2, 4 = 2^2, and 9 = 3^2. 

 

prime number 

Only one and the number can divide into some whole numbers {prime number}| without remainder. For every prime 

p, factorial of p minus one, plus 1, is factorable by prime: ((p - 1)! + 1) / p. 

 

quadratic irrational number 

General quadratic equation (a*x^2 + b*x + c = 0) solutions {quadratic irrational number} can have form a + b^0.5, 

where a and b are rational and b is not a perfect square. Ruler and compass constructions that do not result in rational 

numbers can most simply result in quadratic irrational lengths. Quadratic irrational numbers can be periodic continued 

fractions. For a = 0 and b = 14, 14^0.5 = 3 + (1 + (2 + (1 + (6 + (1 + (2 + (1 + (6 + (...)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-

1)^-1. Solutions have form A + (B + (C + (D + (E + (B + (C + (D + (E + (...)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-1)^-1. 

 

rational number 

Numbers {rational number}|, such as 3/5 or 1/9, can have finite or repeating decimals. In one system, rational 

numbers derive from natural numbers, using reflexive, symmetric, and transitive axioms. Rational numbers are all 

numbers expressed as one integer divided by another integer. 

 

real number 

Numbers {real number}| can include both irrational and rational numbers. Real numbers make all equation roots. In 

one system, real numbers derive from natural numbers using axioms of connection, calculation, order, and continuity. 

Real numbers and points on closed intervals have one-to-one correspondence. Real numbers and points in closed-

interval squares have one-to-one correspondence, because square points are real-number pairs and line points are 

numbers that alternate pair digits. 

 

square number 

N^2 = 1 + 3 + 5 + ... + (2*N - 1) {square number, theory}. (N^2 + N) / 2 = sum from 1 to N of i = (N/2) * (N + 1). 

 

transcendental number 

Non-algebraic numbers {transcendental number}| are roots of equations with trigonometric, inverse trigonometric, 

exponential, and logarithmic functions. Transcendental numbers can relate to circles, triangles, exponents, and 

logarithms, such as pi = 3.1415926535... and e = 2.7182818284... = Euler's number. 

pi 

pi is the limit of ratio between many-sided regular-polygon circumference and center-to-vertex line length. 

e 

e is base of expression e^-x, such that derivative of e^-x equals e^-x. Lower values make lower derivatives and 

higher make higher, so e is in middle. It also makes x^(1/x) maximum. It is the limit of (1 + 1/n)^n, when compound 

interest has many periods and interest is 1/n per period. Definite integral of (1/x) * dx from 1 to e equals 1. 

e = 1/0! + 1/1! + 1/2! + 1/3! + ... = 1/1! + 2/2! + 3/3! + 4/4! + ... 

e^a = 1 + a + a^2/2! + a^3/3! + ... 

-1/(e^pi) = 1 + i - 1/2 - i/6 + 1/24 + i/120 + ... 

-1/(e^pi) - 1/2 + 1/24 - 1/720 + ... = i*(1 - 1/6 + 1/120 + ...). 

i = (-1/(e^pi) - 1/2 + 1/24 - 1/720 + ...)/(1 - 1/6 + 1/120 + ...). 



integral from -infinity to +infinity of e^-x^2 * dx = pi^0.5. 

trigonometry 

sin(a) = a - a^3/3! + a^5/5! - a^7/7! + ... 

cos(a) = 1 - a^2/2! + a^4/4! - a^6/6! + ... 

i 

i = e^(i*pi/2). 

ln(i) = i*pi/2 

e^(i*a) = cos(a) + i*sin(a), where a is in radians and is real. 

sin(a) = (e^i*a - e^-i*a)/2i 

cos(a) = (e^i*a + e^-i*a)/2. 

e^i = 1 + i - 1/2 - i/6 + 1/24 + i/120 + ... 

cos(i) = 1 + 1/2 + 1/24 + 1/720 + ... 

i = arccos(1 + 1/2 + 1/24 + 1/720 + ...). 

-e^-pi = e^i 

i = ln(-e^-pi). 

e^-pi = -e^i 

pi = -ln(-e^i) = - ln(-1) - ln(i). 

ln(i) = i*pi/2 = i/2 * (- ln(-1) - ln(i)). 

ln(i) = -i*ln(-1)/2 - i*ln(i)/2 

i*ln(i) = ln(-1)/2 + ln(i)/2 

2*i*ln(i) = ln(-1) + ln(i). 

2*i*ln(i) - ln(i) = ln(-1). 

ln(i) * (2*i - 1) = ln(-1). 

2^0.5 is minimum of rectangle-diagonal-length to average-side-length ratio. 

 

transfinite number 

The Hebrew-alphabet first letter, aleph, with subscript from 0 to infinity, represents infinity orders {transfinite 

number}|. The infinity orders are infinite. Finite-number sets have a greatest number. 

 

trillion 

10^12 is a number {trillion}|. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Number Types>Complex Number 

 

complex number 

Numbers {complex number}| can have real part x added to imaginary part i*y, where y is real number: x + i*y. 

Complex numbers can solve all polynomial equations, such as x^2 + 1 = 0. Complex numbers are roots of 

homogeneous polynomial equations with only positive factors: a*x^n + ... + C = 0. For example, quantum mechanics 

has only positive energy components, and so uses complex-number equations. Because polynomials can approximate 

all equations, complex numbers can approximately solve all equations. Because they have two independent 

components, complex numbers have no inequality equations. 

 

imaginary number 

The number i equals -1^0.5 {imaginary number}|. By DeMoivre's theorem, any power of i is expressible as a + b*i. 

For example, i^2 = -1, i^3 = -i, and i^4 = 1. i^0.5 = 1/(2^0.5) + (1/(2^0.5))*i. i^0.5 = -1/(2^0.5) - (1/(2^0.5))*i. i^0.333 

= (3^0.5)/2 + (1/2)*i. Therefore, complex numbers need only a real part and an imaginary part, with no other 

components. 

i^i = e^-pi / 2, for log i = 0.5 * pi * i. All i^i are real numbers. z = r * e^i*A. log z = log r + i*A. e^i*A = cos A + 

i*sin A. 

All polynomial roots are expressible by at least one complex number (though not as radicals, by the Abel-Ruffini 

theorem [1824]). 

Perhaps, a new complex-number type can use a factor of reals and imaginaries, but not be a hypercomplex number. 

 

Argand diagram 

Complex numbers can be on planes {Argand diagram}, with real numbers on horizontal axis and imaginary numbers 

on vertical axis. Complex numbers can be on planes with polar coordinates: z = r * cos(A) + i * r * sin(A), where r 



equals length from point to origin {absolute value, complex number} {magnitude, complex number} {norm, complex 

number} {modulus, complex number}, and A equals angle to horizontal axis {argument, complex number} {phase, 

complex number} {amplitude, complex number}. 

 

complex conjugate 

Complex numbers x + i*y have associated complex numbers {complex conjugate}|: x - i*y. Complex numbers 

multiplied by complex conjugates make real numbers whose magnitude is complex-number squared. 

 

DeMoivre theorem 

(cos(A) + i * sin(A))^n = cos(n*A) + i * sin(n*A) {DeMoivre's theorem} {DeMoivre theorem}. 

 

Euler identity 

e^i * pi = -1 {Euler's identity} {Euler identity}. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Number Types>Complex Number>Hypercomplex 

 

hypercomplex number 

Numbers can have more than one imaginary component {hypercomplex number} {hypernumber}. Complex 

numbers are two-dimensional vectors, and hypernumbers are n-dimensional vectors. Hypernumbers can represent 

tensors, quaternions, matrices, determinants, and all number types. Hypernumbers are directed line segments 

{extension, calculus}. 

magnitude 

Magnitudes are the same as for vectors. 

addition 

Hypernumbers add corresponding parts, like complex numbers. 

multiplication 

Hypernumbers, like complex numbers, multiply like polynomials. Products are scalars or vectors. Product of same 

axis and itself makes scalars. When axis multiplies another axis, result is vector orthogonal to both original axes. 

 

quaternion 

Hypercomplex numbers {quaternion} can be scalar plus three-dimensional vector: a + b*i + c*j + d*k, where a, b, c, 

and d are real numbers, and i, j, and k are orthogonal unit vectors. 

operations 

Quaternion addition is like translation. Multiplying quaternions is non-commutative: i*j = k, j*k = i, k*i = j, j*i = -k, 

k*j = -i, i*k = -j and describes quaternion rotations. Quaternions can divide. 

space 

Complex numbers map to two-dimensional space, and quaternions map to three-dimensional space. 

spinor 

Real-number spinors represent rotating quaternions. 

 

biquaternion 

Hypernumbers {biquaternion} can be real quaternion plus w times real quaternion: a + b*i + c*j + d*k + w * (e + f*i 

+ g*j + h*k), where w^2 = 1. w commutes with all real quaternions. Biquaternion operations obey multiplication 

product law and are linear, associative, and non-commutative. 

 

octonion 

Hypernumbers {octonion} can have one real term and seven imaginary terms: N, i, j, k, l, m, n, p. Imaginary term 

multiplied by itself gives real term. Two different imaginary terms multiply to different third term, by cyclic ordering: i 

* j = k, for example. Octonions can divide. Figures {Fano plane} that represent octonions have seven points, each with 

two links. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Number Types>Complex Number>Law 

 

parallelogram law 

Adding complex numbers is like adding vectors {parallelogram law}. Adding is translation. Triangle 0, 1, w is 

similar to triangle 0, z, wz. 



 

similar triangles law 

Multiplying complex numbers is like multiplying vectors {similar triangles law}. Multiplying two complex numbers 

multiplies moduli and adds arguments. Arguments are like logarithms in this way. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Number Types>Factorial 

 

factorial number 

N! = N * (N - 1) * ... * 1 {factorial}|. Factorial symbol {factorial sign} is exclamation point. 

 

interpolation problem 

Factorial is true even if number n is not integer: n! = product from k = 1 to k = infinity of ((k + 1) / k)^n * k / (k + n) 

{interpolation problem}. Eulerian integrals, like gamma function or beta function, can be for interpolation. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Number Types>Pi 

 

Leibniz formula 

pi = 4 * (1/1 - 1/3 + 1/5 - 1/7 + ...) {Leibniz formula}. 

 

Wallis product 

pi = 2 * (2/1) * (2/3) * (4/3) * (4/5) * (6/5) * (6/7) * ... pi/2 is product {Wallis's product} {Wallis' product} {Wallis 

product} of terms (2 * r / (2*r - 1)) * (2 * r / (2*r + 1)), from r = 1 to infinity. 

 

MATH>Number Theory>Numeral 

 

Arabic numeral 

Number representations {Hindu-Arabic numeral} {Arabic numeral}| can use different systems, such as derivatives 

of Hindu numerals: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. 

 

digit as numeral 

Number representations {digit, numeral} {numeral, digit} can use different systems, such as Arabic numerals: 0, 1, 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. 

 

MATH>Set Theory 

 

set theory 

Set operations follow rules {set theory}. Boolean-set algebras {algebra of sets} can be axiomatic set theories. From 

sets, one can choose {selection, set} smaller sets {subset, selection}, without regard for sequence or order 

{combination, set}. For valid set-theory statements, if operations union and intersection interchange, null set and 

universal set interchange, and set inclusions reverse, valid statements result. Set inclusion can use only intersection and 

union, so statements do not need to have set inclusion. 

 

set in mathematics 

Objects {member, set} {element, set} and events can be in groups {set, mathematics}. Sets {well-defined set} can 

have membership criteria. Sets have numbers of members {cardinality, set} {power, set} {size, set}, which can be 

specific, unspecific, or infinite. 

subsets 

Sets can have parts {subset, set}. Sets can split into mutually exclusive subsets {partition, subset}. Subsets 

{connected set} can have all set members that are not in union of two separated sets. 

union 

Sets can contain all members of two sets {union, set}. Union of set with empty set is the set. Union of set with 

universal set is universal set. Union of relative complements is a set {symmetric difference}. 

intersection 

Sets can contain all members shared by two sets {intersection, set}. Intersection of set with empty set is empty set. 

Intersection of set with universal set is the set. 

 



Venn diagram 

Circles {Venn diagram} can be graphs that show set relations. 

 

MATH>Set Theory>Set Types 

 

universal set 

Sets {universal set}| can contain everything. 

 

empty set 

Sets {null set} {empty set} can contain nothing. 

 

countable set 

Sets {countable set} can be in one-to-one correspondence with positive-integer set. 

 

disjoint set 

Two sets {disjoint set, non-overlapping} {non-overlapping set} can have no members in common. 

 

equivalence class 

Sets {equivalence class} can include all number examples. Equivalence classes are typically infinite sets. For 

example, the equivalence class of -2 can include all possible pairs of natural-number subtractions {equivalence relation, 

class}: -2 = 0 - 2 = (0,2) and -2 = 1 - 3 = (1,3), and so on. Complex numbers are equivalence classes of remainders of 

polynomials x / (x^2 + 1), where x is a real number. 

 

residue class 

All congruent integers form set {residue class, set}, [x]n or Zn. 

 

MATH>Set Theory>Set Types>Interval 

 

closed set 

Sets {closed set, interval} can contain limit point at boundary. 

 

derived set 

Sets {derived set} can have other-set limit points. 

 

open set 

Sets {open set} can contain no boundary points and so have only interior points. 

 

perfect set 

All closed-set {perfect set} points can be at the limit. 

 

MATH>Set Theory>Set Types>Ordered 

 

monotonic set 

Set systems {monotonic set} can have previous sets contained in next sets. 

 

ordered set 

Sets {ordered set} can have elements that follow trichotomy and transitivity relations. Sets {partially ordered set} 

can have elements that follow trichotomy and transitivity relations. 

 

reflexive set 

Relation between second coordinate and first coordinate can be same as relation between first coordinate and second 

coordinate {reflexive set}. 

 

transitive set 

Relation between second coordinate and first coordinate can be from higher to lower {transitive set}. 

 



MATH>Set Theory>Set Types>Subset 

 

complement of subset 

Subsets {complement, set}| {absolute complement} can have all set members that do not belong to another subset. 

Subsets {relative complement} can have set members that do not belong to another subset and belong to third subset. 

 

coset 

Subsets {coset, subset} can contain products of one set element times all set elements. 

 

nested set 

Sets {nested set} {nest, set} can have one set inside the other. 

 

power set 

For a set, a set {power set} can contain all subsets. For n-element sets, power sets have 2^n elements. Subset number 

is greater than set-member number. 

 

MATH>Set Theory>Axioms 

 

Foundation axiom 

Set theory does not allow sets {paradoxical set} that are elements of themselves {Foundation axiom}. 

 

Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory 

Set theories {Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory} {ZF set theory} can be axiomatic systems. Zermelo set theory has no 

paradoxes but is not consistent. 

The empty set exists {axiom of empty set}. The empty set exists, so at least one set exists {axiom of existence}. Sets 

with same elements are equal {axiom of extension} {axiom of extensionality}. For two sets, another set exists that 

contains all and only elements of the two sets {axiom of union}. For two sets, another set exists that has the two sets as 

only elements {axiom of pairing}. For a set, another set exists whose elements are the subsets of the original set {axiom 

of powers} {axiom of power set}. A set exists that has the empty set as an element and, if an element is in the set, the 

set that contains only that element is an element in the set {axiom of infinity}. 

Non-empty sets contain at least one element, and the non-empty set and the set of any element are disjoint sets 

{axiom of regularity}. For any set and any mapping, a subset of the set exists that has as elements the domain of the 

mapping {axiom of separation}. For any set and any mapping, a set exists that has as elements the range of the 

mapping over the original set's elements (as domain of mapping) {axiom of replacement} {axiom of specification}. For 

any set, a mapping exists that chooses one element of each subset (axiom of choice). 

 

MATH>Set Theory>Axioms>Axiom Of Choice 

 

axiom of choice 

For any set, a mapping exists that chooses one element of each subset {axiom of choice} {Zermelo's axiom}. 

Elements are not in any other non-empty set, even if number of non-empty subsets is infinite. Axiom of choice is 

independent of set theory. Zermelo set theory has no paradoxes but is not consistent. If Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory is 

consistent without axiom of choice, then ZF set theory is consistent with axiom of choice. 

 

Banach-Tarski theorem 

Axiom of choice leads to unexpected consequences if applied to sets with uncountably infinite members. In such set, 

object can divide into five pieces that can rotate, translate, and invert to make much greater volume {Banach-Tarski 

theorem}. 

 

Zorn lemma 

In partially ordered sets in which subsets have upper bounds, sets have greatest member {Zorn's lemma} {Zorn 

lemma}. Zorn's lemma is equivalent to axiom of choice. 

 

MATH>Set Theory>Infinite Set 

 



infinite set 

Sets {infinite set} can have unlimited numbers of elements, with no greatest element. 

 

aleph naught 

The smallest infinite set {aleph naught} is enumerable. Enumerable sets include cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers, 

integers, and rational numbers {algebraic-equation solutions}, which all have same size. 

 

power of the continuum 

The next-smallest infinite set is all points on a line {power of the continuum} {aleph one}, which is equivalent to all 

n-dimensional space points and to all real numbers. The second-smallest infinite set is all curves {aleph two}. Even-

higher infinite sets exist, up to infinity {aleph infinity} {aleph naught naught}. 

 

Cantor diagonal process 

Rational-number sets have same infinity level as counting-number sets, as proved by Cantor's diagonal process 

{diagonalization} {Cantor diagonal process} {diagonal proof}. 

rational numbers 

Make table with infinite rows and columns. Cells have positive rational numbers. First row is a positive-integer 

series. Second row is a positive-integer series, each divided by 2. nth row is a positive-integer series, each divided by n. 

To count fractions, start at top left 0. Go down one row to 0/2. Go diagonally up and right to first row at 1. Go right 

one column to 2. Go diagonally down and left to first column at 0/3. Repeat to cover all cells and count all fractions. 

Fractions count only once, establishing one-to-one correspondence between counting numbers and rational numbers. 

real numbers 

The real-number set has higher infinity than counting-number set. List real numbers in sequence as table. Rows are 

real numbers. Columns are digits. Along diagonals through table are real numbers, with one digit from each row and 

column. Change all digits of main-diagonal real number. Resulting real number is not any real number already in table, 

because all row and column digits have changed. Therefore, real numbers number more than counting numbers, and no 

one-to-one correspondence exists between counting numbers and real numbers. 

 

continuum hypothesis 

No set has size between integer-set size and real-number-set size {continuum hypothesis} {continuum problem}. No 

aleph is between aleph naught and aleph one. Raising any positive integer to aleph-naught power results in aleph one. 

indeterminible 

Continuum hypothesis is indeterminable under set theory. 

generalized continuum hypothesis 

Positive integers raised to aleph n power equal aleph n+1 {generalized continuum hypothesis}. Generalized 

continuum hypothesis is independent of set theory. 

 

Cantor set 

In continuous intervals, continually removing inner third of remaining continuous interval still leaves infinitely many 

points, and total empty distance is interval length {Cantor set}. Cantor sets are the same at all scales. 1/f noise is like 

Cantor sets. 

 

Cantor paradox 

Power sets are larger than their basis sets {Cantor's paradox} {Cantor paradox}. Therefore, there can be no largest 

set and no set of all sets. 

 

Galileo paradox 

Are infinite sets countable {paradox of Galileo} {Galileo paradox}? 

 

MATH>Set Theory>Laws 

 

absorption law 

Union of set a and its intersection with another set b is the set {absorption law}: a V (a & b) = a. Intersection of set a 

and its union with another set b is the set: a & (a V b) = a. 

 



idempotent law 

Union of set a with itself is the set {idempotent law}: a V a = a. Intersection of set a with itself is the set: a & a = a. 

 

De Morgan laws for sets 

Absolute complement of set union equals intersection of set absolute complements {De Morgan's laws, set} {De 

Morgan laws, set} {De Morgan's complement}: ~(a V b) = ~a & ~b. Absolute complement of set intersection equals 

union of set absolute complements: ~(a & b) = ~a V ~b. 

 

involution of set 

Absolute complement of set absolute complement is set {involution, set}: ~(~a) = a. Absolute complement of empty 

set is universal set. Absolute complement of universal set is empty set. 

 

MATH>Set Theory>Laws Of Form 

 

laws of form 

Sets have types {theory of types, laws of form} {laws of form}. Sets have lower or higher type than other sets. 

Lower sets cannot be in statements about higher sets, and higher sets cannot be in statements about lower sets. 

differences 

Laws of form use differences {calculus of indications}. 

self-reference 

In set type, boundary contains object surrounded, and object is boundary {self-reference, set}. Self-reference allows 

references to members, classes, classes of classes, and so on. Imaginary numbers express self-reference and self-

referential statements, because imaginary numbers can represent time dimensions. 

Statements that use set types correctly can use self-reference. Statements that do not use set types correctly must not 

use self-reference. 

space or set 

Members, definition, description, selection, name, or statement define space or set {space, laws of form}. Spaces can 

imply boundaries and have natural boundaries. Absolute time and relative time can be boundaries and show boundary 

history {creativity, laws of form}. 

logical laws 

Laws of form are equivalent to logical laws. NOT a = marked a. a OR b = NOT a AND NOT b. a AND b = NOT 

(NOT a OR NOT b). a THEN b = NOT a OR b. 

 

boundary in sets 

Sets have open or closed boundaries {boundary, set}. Actions can create a boundary {expansion, laws of form} or 

cross a boundary {contraction, laws of form}. Complex actions combine expansions and contractions. 

marking 

Boundary side can be positive {marked region} and other side negative {unmarked region}. 

space 

Drawing boundary inside space tells nothing about whole space. Encircling whole space with boundary tells nothing 

about whole space. 

boundary making 

Interaction between observer and system {boundary making} makes larger system containing both observer and 

original system. Observer can surround all or some sets or be inside a set in the set hierarchy. 

Observer cannot know whole system, only part close to boundary. Observer makes boundaries to describe whole 

system. 

interval 

Regions {interval, laws of form} have boundaries. Boundaries can be in marked sets or spaces {open interval, set}. 

Boundaries can not be in marked sets or spaces {closed interval, set}. 

operations at boundaries 

Going from inside boundary to outside boundary is opposite operation {inverse, laws of form}. Going from inside 

boundary to outside boundary, and then going from inside boundary to outside boundary, results in original condition 

{identity, laws of form}. Drawing same boundary second time is NULL operation and gives no new information. 

 



contraction statement 

Two mutually exclusive same-type sets can become one same-type set, by crossing a boundary. Statements 

{contraction statement} can name two classes {categorizing, laws of form} and a relation {description, laws of form}, 

such as equality, with a reference point from which to relate members. Instructions {selection rule, laws of form} can 

be about how to select members. Processes can cross boundaries. 

 

expansion statement 

Sets can divide into two mutually exclusive same-type sets, by creating a boundary. Statements {expansion 

statement} can name {naming, laws of form} classes {definition, expansion} and a distinction, such as equality, with a 

reference point from which to identify members. Instructions {selection rule, expansion} can be about how to select 

members. Processes can draw boundaries. 

 

MATH>Set Theory>Set Properties 

 

abstraction principle 

If all set members have a property, set has property {abstraction principle} {principle of abstraction}. 

 

adjunction 

Elements added to sets {adjunction} can extend set properties. 

 

bound of set 

Sets have a highest member {upper bound, set} {bound}. Sets have a lowest member {lower bound, set}. Sets can 

have minimum at highest member {greatest lower bound, set}. Sets can have maximum at lowest member {least upper 

bound, set}. 

 

cyclic permutation 

Ordered-set elements can advance one place {cyclic permutation}. Cyclic permutations can have only two elements 

{transposition, set}. 

 

extension principle 

Two sets are equal if and only if sets have same members {principle of extension} {extension principle}. 

 

injection mapping 

The identity relation can apply to domain subset {injection mapping}. 

 

integral domain 

Sets can have two binary operations {integral domain}. Operations make commutative rings and have identity 

elements. First operation has identity element if second operation happens. 

 

interior point 

Open sets can contain no point {interior point} at boundary. 

 

one-to-one correspondence 

Two sets are equivalent if their elements pair {one-to-one correspondence}|. 

 

ordered in sets 

Relations {ordered} between two or more things can have sequence. Sequence does not have to be complete {partial 

order}. 

number 

For two things, first {first coordinate} and second {second coordinate} make pair {ordered pair, set} or relation 

{binary relation}. First coordinate belongs to domain. Second coordinate belongs to range. Second coordinate derives 

from first coordinate {Cartesian product, pair}. 

Relations can be among many things {ordered n-tuple} {n-ary relation}, with many coordinates. 

types 

Order can be linear {simple order} {linear order}. All set members can have simple order {chain, set}. Non-empty 

sets can have unique lowest members {well-ordered set}. 



value 

Sets can have unique lowest {least element} member. Sets can have unique highest {greatest element} member. 

Maximum at lowest member {least upper bound, element} and minimum at highest member {greatest lower bound, 

element} bound interval. 

 

partition of set 

Sets can split {partition, set}| into mutually exclusive subsets. 

 

symmetric in sets 

Relation between second coordinate and first coordinate can be image of relation between first coordinate and 

second coordinate {symmetric}. Relations can be reflexive and transitive {antisymmetric}, so both members are equal. 

 

MATH>Statistics 

 

statistics 

Mathematics {statistics} can be about probability, populations, distributions, and testing. 

 

analysis of proximities 

After rank ordering, proximities can show approximate distances {analysis of proximities}. 

 

order statistics 

Statistics {order statistics} can be about sequences. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Correlation 

 

correlation in statistics 

Two population-sample measurements can have relation {correlation, statistics}| {regression coefficient}. Sample 

members are measurement pairs. Both measurement values can increase {positive correlation}, decrease {negative 

correlation}, or have no correlation. 

 

correlation coefficient 

For paired measurements, such as individual weight and height, sum of products of z scores, divided by number of 

individuals, makes a number {correlation coefficient}| between -1 and +1. Correlation coefficient R measures relations 

between two variables: R^2 = SSR/SST = 1 - SSE/SST, where SSR is residual sum of squares, SST is term sum of 

squares, and SSE is error sum of squares. 

z scores 

Sum from i = 1 to i = N of z1(i) * z2(i) / N, where z is z score and N is population size. 

means 

Sum from i = 1 to i = N of (n1(i) * n2(i) / N - x1 * x2) / (s1 * s2), where n is value, x is mean, s is standard deviation, 

and N is population size. 

values 

(N * (sum from i = 1 to i = N of n1(i) * n2(i)) - (sum from i = 1 to i = N of n1(i)) * (sum from i = 1 to i = N of n2(i))) 

/ ((N * (sum from i = 1 to i = N of (n1(i))^2) - (sum from i = 1 to i = N of n1(i)) * (sum from i = 1 to i = N of 

n1(i)))^0.5) * ((N * (sum from i = 1 to i = N of (n2(i))^2) - (sum from i = 1 to i = N of n2(i)) * (sum from i = 1 to i = N 

of n2(i)))^0.5). 

 

correlation coefficient test 

If population distribution is not normal, testing correlation coefficient {correlation coefficient test} can show if two 

event sets relate. Hypothesize that correlation coefficient is zero. Choose significance level. Degrees of freedom are 

sample size minus two for the two events. Convert correlation coefficient to t value: t = r * (N - 2)^0.5 / (1 - r^2)^0.5, 

where r is correlation coefficient and N is number of individuals. If t value is less than t-distribution value at that 

significance level and degrees of freedom, do not reject hypothesis. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Correlation>Regression 

 



regression line 

Lines {regression line}| {regression curve} closest to all points can go through correlation graphs. 

 

linear regression 

Regression curve can be straight line {linear regression}|. 

 

best fit 

Regression lines pass as close as possible {best fit}| to all points and so minimize sum of distances from points to 

regression line. Lines can pass closest to points if sum of squares of differences from line to points is minimum. Best-fit 

lines must pass through all property means: x2 = m * x1 + b, where x1 and x2 are means, m is slope, and b is y-

intercept. m = (N * (sum from i = 1 to i = N of n1(i) * n2(i)) - (sum from i = 1 to i = N of n1(i)) * (sum from i = 1 to i = 

N of n2(i))) / (N * (sum from i = 1 to i = N of n1(i)^2) - (sum from i = 1 to i = N of n1(i)^2)). b = x2 - m * x1. 

 

prediction 

Regression curves can predict {prediction} second-variable amount from first-variable amount. Second-variable 

value y equals regression-curve slope m times first variable x plus intercept b: y = m*x + b. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Distribution 

 

distribution statistics 

Measurement values can have frequencies {distribution, population}| {frequency distribution} {theoretical 

distribution}, such as frequencies at ages. 

 

binomial distribution 

Distributions {binomial distribution} can reflect probability of event series that have two possible outcomes. Terms 

equal (n! / (r! * (n - r)!)) * p^r * (1 - p)^(n - r), where n is event number, r is favorable-outcome number, and p is 

favorable-outcome probability. Mean equals n*p. Variance equals n * p * (1 - p). 

ratio 

Small p with caret (^) {p-hat} denotes ratio of subset X to sample N: = X/N. p-hat standard deviation = (p * (1 - p) / 

N)^0.5 or (N * p * (1 - p))^0.5 / N, if p = X/N and 1 - p = (N - x) / N. 

 

bivariate distribution 

Distributions {bivariate distribution} can have two random variables. Average value of (x1 - u1) * (x2 - u2), where x 

is value and u is mean, measures covariance. 

 

hypergeometric distribution 

N things can have x of one kind and N - x of another kind {hypergeometric distribution}. Mean equals R*p, where p 

is favorable-outcome probability and R is favorable-outcome number. Variance equals R * p * (1 - p) * ((N - R) / (N - 

1)). Terms equal (x! / (x1! * (x - x1)!)) * ((N - x)! / ((N - x1)! * (N - R - x + x1)!)) / (N! / (R! * (N - R)!)), where x is 

thing or event and x1 is number of things that are the same. 

comparisons 

Hypergeometric distributions approximate binomial distributions, if probability is less than 0.1 and number of things 

is large. Hypergeometric distributions approximate Poisson distributions, if number of things is large and favorable-

event number divided by thing number is less than 0.1. Hypergeometric distributions approximate normal distributions, 

if mean is greater than or equal to four. 

 

normal distribution 

Symmetrical distributions {normal distribution} {normal curve} {Gaussian curve} {Gaussian distribution} over 

continuous domain can have highest frequencies near mean and lowest frequencies farthest from mean. y = (1 / (s * (2 

* pi)^0.5)) * (e^(-(x - u)^2 / (2 * s^2))), where x is domain value, y is frequency, u is mean, and s is standard deviation. 

median 

In normal distributions, mean equals mode equals median. 

approximations 

Non-normal distributions can transform to normal distributions using square root of x or logarithm of x. 



purposes 

Normal distribution models random errors {error curve}. Normal distributions result from measurements that have 

many factors or random errors. For example, height results from genetics, diet, exercise, and so on, and has normal 

distribution. 

Passing inputs through different-threshold sigmoidal functions, and then finding differences, results in Gaussian 

distributions. 

theorem 

If many random same-size samples come from a large population with normal distribution, sums of samples make a 

normal distribution {central limit theorem, normal distribution}, as do sample means. 

mean 

Sample-mean mean is an unbiased population-mean estimate. 

 

Pascal triangle 

If binomial coefficients are in a triangle {Pascal's triangle} {Pascal triangle}, so nth row has coefficients for n, 

coefficients are sums of two nearest preceding-row coefficients. Pascal's triangle is 1 / 1 1 / 1 2 1 / 1 3 3 1 / 1 4 6 4 1 / 

... 

 

Poisson distribution 

Asymmetrical distributions {Poisson distribution, statistics} can have most numbers near mean. Domain starts at 

zero and is continuous. Mean and variance equal n*p. Terms equal (u^r / r!) * e^-u, where r is favorable-outcome 

number, from zero to infinity, u equals n*p, p is favorable-outcome probability, and n is event number. Poisson 

distribution is binomial-distribution limit, as p goes to zero and N goes to infinity. 

 

standard score 

z scores can convert to whole numbers {T score} {standard score} between 0 and 100: T = 50 + z*10. T score has 

mean 50 and standard deviation 10. 

 

z distribution 

Normal-distribution variable can change from x to z = (x - u) / s {standard measure} {z distribution} {z score}, 

where u equals mean and s equals standard deviation. New mean equals zero, and new standard deviation equals one. z 

score measures number of standard deviations from mean. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Distribution>Markov Process 

 

Markov process 

Outcome or state probability can depend on outcome or state sequence {Markov process}. Events can depend on 

previous-event order. Transition graphs show event orders needed to reach all events. 

 

Markov chain Monte Carlo method 

Taking samples can find transition matrices, or using transition matrices can generate data points {Markov chain 

Monte Carlo method} (MCMC). MCMC includes jump MCMC, reversible-jump MCMC, and birth-death sampling. 

 

Markov-modulated Poisson process 

Hidden Markov models {Markov-modulated Poisson process} can have continuous time. 

 

autocorrelation function 

Functions {autocorrelation function} (ACF) can measure if process description needs extra dimensions or 

parameters. 

 

autoregressive integrated moving average 

An average {autoregressive integrated moving average} (ARIMA) can vary around means set by hidden Markov 

chains. 

 

Bayesian information criterion 

Minus two times Schwarz criterion {Bayesian information criterion} (BIC) approximates hidden-Markov-model 

number of states. 



 

Bayesian model 

Models {Bayesian model} can estimate finite-state Markov chains. 

 

direct Gibbs sampler 

Methods {direct Gibbs sampler, sampling} can sample states in hidden Markov chains. 

 

EM algorithm 

Algorithms {EM algorithm} can have E and M steps. 

 

finite mixture model 

Hidden Markov models {finite mixture model} can have equal transition-matrix rows. 

 

forward-backward Gibbs sampler 

Stochastic forward recursions and stochastic and non-stochastic backward recursions {forward-backward Gibbs 

sampler, sampling} can sample distribution. 

 

forward-backward recursion 

Recursion {forward-backward recursion, sampling} can adjust distribution sampling. It is similar to Kalman-filter 

prediction and smoothing steps in state-space model. 

 

hidden Markov model 

Finite-state Markov chain {hidden Markov model} (HMM) samples distribution. 

model 

Hidden Markov models are graphical models. Bayesian models are finite-state Markov chains. 

purposes 

Hidden Markov chains model signal processing, biology, genetics, ecology, image analysis, economics, and network 

security. Situations compare error-free or non-criminal distribution to error or criminal distribution. 

transition 

Hidden-distribution Markov chain has initial distribution and time-constant transition matrix. 

calculations 

Calculations include estimating parameters by recursion {forward-backward recursion, Markov} {forward-backward 

Gibbs sampler, Markov} {direct Gibbs sampler, Markov}, filling missing data, finding state-space size, preventing 

switching, assessing validity, and testing convergence by likelihood recursion. 

 

hidden semi-Markov model 

Models {hidden semi-Markov model} can maintain distribution states over times. 

 

Langevin diffusion 

In Monte Carlo simulations, if smaller particles surround particle, where will particle be at later time? Answer uses 

white noise {Langevin equation} {Langevin diffusion}: 6 * k * T * (lambda / m) * D(t), where lambda/m is friction 

coefficient, T is absolute temperature, k is elasticity, and D(t) is distance at time t. At much later time, distance = (k * 

T) / (m * lambda). 

 

likelihood recursion 

Recursion {likelihood recursion} can calculate over joint likelihood averaged over time, typically taking logarithm. 

 

marginal estimation 

Methods {marginal estimation} can estimate hidden Markov distribution and probability. 

 

maximum a posteriori 

Methods {maximum a posteriori estimation} (MAP) can estimate hidden Markov distribution and probability. 

 

Metropolis-Hastings 

Methods {Metropolis-Hastings sampler} can sample from multivariate normal distribution centered on current data 

point, depending on Hastings probability. 



 

predictive distribution 

Distributions {predictive distribution} can measure how well models predict actual data. 

 

Schwarz criterion 

Asymptotic approximations {Schwarz criterion} to logarithm of state-number probability can depend on likelihood 

maximized over transition matrix, sample size, and free-parameter number. 

 

state-space model 

Models {state-space model} can use Gaussian distributions for hidden Markov models. 

 

Viterbi algorithm 

Algorithms {Viterbi algorithm} can find most likely Bayesian trajectory, using forward-backward recursion with 

maximization, rather than averaging, and can estimate hidden Markov distribution. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Events 

 

combination in statistics 

Systems can permute things in sequences of positions. Systems can have things in sequences of positions but 

sequence does not matter or some things are the same, so some permutations are the same {combination, mathematics}. 

Combinations are number of different permutations. Number of combinations is less than or equal to number of 

permutations. 

permutations 

N positions and N things have number of permutations N! = N * (N - 1) * (N - 2) * ... * 1. N things and R positions, 

with R < N, have number of permutations N! / (N - R)! = N * (N - 1) * (N - 2) * ... * (N - (R - 1)). N things and R 

positions, with N <= R, have number of permutations N! = N * (N - 1) * (N - 2) * ... * 1. 

combinations 

Number of combinations C equals number of permutations P divided by factorial of number of positions R: C = P / 

R!. Number of combinations of n things taken r at a time is n! / r!. 

Number of combinations of n + 1 things taken r at a time equals number of combinations of n things taken r - 1 at a 

time, plus number of combinations of n things taken r at a time: (n + 1)! / r! = n! / (r - 1)! + n! / r!. 

Number of combinations of n things taken n - r at a time equals number of combinations of n things taken r at a time: 

n! / (n - r)! = n! / r!. 

Number of combinations of n things taken r + 1 at a time equals number of combinations of n things taken r at a 

time, times quantity (n - r) divided by (r + 1): n! / (r + 1)! = (n! / r!) * (n - r) / (r + 1). 

binomial 

Systems can have things that have states. Two things, each with possible states a and b, have four permutations and 

three combinations: 1 a*a, 2 a*b, and 1 b*b. Three things with states a and b have eight permutations and four 

combinations: 1 a*a*a, 3 a*a*b, 3 a*b*b, or 1 b*b*b, and so on. 

Combination-term coefficients derive from binomial powers. (a + b)^2 = a^2 + 2*a*b + b^2, (a + b)^3 = a^3 + 

3*a^2*b + 3*a*b^2 + b^3, (a + b)^4 = a^4 + 4*a^3*b + 6*a^2*b^2 + 4*a*b^3 + b^4, and so on. 

 

independent event 

First-event outcome can have no affect on second-event outcome {independent event}. For independent events, to 

find probability of outcome series, multiply event probabilities: P = p1 * p2 * p3 * ... * pN, where pi are probabilities, 

and N is event number. 

 

mutually exclusive events 

Event outcome can mean that other outcomes cannot happen {disjoint events} {mutually exclusive events}|. For 

equally probable outcomes, outcome probability is 1/N, where N is number of mutually exclusive outcomes. To find 

probability of at least one of mutually exclusive outcomes, add all probabilities: P = p1 + p2 + p3 + ... + pN, where pi 

are probabilities, and N is outcome number. 

 

permutation in statistics 

Systems can have things that can be at sequence positions, or a thing can have a succession of states {permutation}| 

{arrangement}. 



states 

Number P of permutations for succession of states is product of number N of states raised to power of number R of 

events: N^R. 

things 

For sequences, number of permutations is product of number N of things times number of things minus one, and so 

on, until number R of sequence positions: N * (N - 1) * (N - 2) * ... * (N - R + 1). Using an outcome makes it 

unavailable for succeeding events. 

 

stochastic process 

Event series {stochastic process}| can have different results with different probabilities. Events can be independent 

{Bernoulli sequence}. Events can depend on preceding events in a Markov process. 

 

transition graph 

Graphs {transition graph} can show event orders needed to reach all events. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Graph 

 

graph statistics 

Two-dimensional displays {graph} can show distributions. 

 

bar graph 

Values or value ranges can have bars whose height or length indicates frequency {bar graph}. For example, yellow 

has three items, orange has four items, and green has two items. Straight lines can connect bar-top midpoints 

{frequency polygon}. 

 

histogram 

Bar graphs {histogram}| can display frequency versus property value over property-value range. For example, 0 to 5 

has 15 items, 5 to 10 has 20 items, and 10 to 15 has 12 items. 

 

scattergram 

Coordinate systems {scatter diagram} {scattergram}| can display data dispersion. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Probability 

 

probability statistics 

Event-outcome chance {probability} {risk} is between zero and one. To find probability, count how many times 

outcome happens compared to how many times event repeats: p = outcomes / events. Probability can be from theory {a 

priori probability} or from experiment {empirical probability}. 

 

conditional probability 

First-event outcome can influence second-event outcome {conditional probability}| {prior probability}. For 

conditional probability, to find probability that outcome happens in first event and outcome happens in second event, 

multiply first-outcome probability times modified second-outcome probability {conditional probability law} {law of 

conditional probability}: P = p1 * p2(p1). 

 

Kolmogorov probability 

Systematic probability {Kolmogorov probability} {Kolmogorov axioms} can use three axioms. Outcome probability 

is zero or positive real number. Probability that event has some outcome is one. For disjoint subsets, probability of 

union of subsets is sum of subset probabilities {sigma-additivity} {additivity}. 

 

large numbers law 

The more times event repeats, the closer to actual probability outcome-probability becomes {large numbers law} 

{law of large numbers}. 

 



Monte Carlo fallacy 

People can believe that an improbable situation that has not happened recently is more likely to happen now, or that 

the past affects next outcome of random process {Monte Carlo fallacy} {gambler's fallacy}. 

 

risk in probability 

Expected outcome divided by outcome value measures risk {risk, outcome}. Expected outcome value is worth or 

gain multiplied by probability. 

 

weak law of large numbers 

After many independent events, relative frequency approaches outcome probability {weak law of large numbers}. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Probability>Events 

 

birthday probability 

Probability is 0.5 that at least two people out of 25 have same birthday {birthday, probability}. 

 

Buffon problem 

What is probability that needle falls on parallel lines {Buffon's problem} {Buffon problem}? Probability that needle 

touches line is 2 * l / (pi * d), where l is needle length and d is distance between lines. 

 

Monty Hall problem 

First, contestant chooses one of three outcomes. Then contestant learns that one of other two outcomes is incorrect. 

Do people switch to another outcome or keep current choice {Monty Hall problem}? Switch, because first guess was 

only 1/3 correct, but second guess must be 2/3 correct, because contestant now knows that probability of one outcome 

is zero. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Randomness 

 

middle-square method 

To generate pseudorandom number sequence, square number and use result without first and last digits, then repeat 

{middle-square method}. 

 

Monte Carlo method 

Sampling from tables of random digits {Monte Carlo method} can determine empirical probability. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Statistical Error 

 

systematic error 

Data-collection methods can cause errors {systematic error}. 

 

Gauss-Laplace law 

Normal distribution indicates error frequencies {Gauss-Laplace law}. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Statistical Population 

 

statistical population 

Statistics find information about group {population, statistics} {statistical population}. Population has number of 

people or objects, which have measurable properties {statistic, data} {descriptive statistic} {datum}. Experimenters can 

check population sample or collect information from all population members {census, population}. 

 

central limit theorem 

If many random same-size samples come from a population with normally distributed measurements, sample sums 

and means are both normal distributions {central limit theorem, population}. 

 



degrees of freedom in statistics 

Samples have numbers {degrees of freedom, statistics}| of independent values, free to change. Degrees of freedom 

equal value number minus one, because last value is total minus other values and so is dependent. If situation has 

factors, factor degrees of freedom are factor number minus one, because last factor depends on the others. 

 

sampling from population 

Taking {sampling}| one value {sample, population} from a population can be random {random sample}. Sample 

sets {aggregate, population} have number of samples {sample size}. 

attributes 

Samples have properties {parameter, population} {sampling statistic}, such as weight. Samples have property values 

{attribute data} {measurement data}, such as high weight. Sampling can infer {statistical inference} population mean, 

variance, mode, and median. 

types 

Random samples can have same subgroup proportions as population {stratified random sample}, such as same age 

distribution. 

Sampling can return sampled member to population {sampling with replacement} or not {sampling without 

replacement}. 

subsets 

Sample subsets {sample class} share an attribute, such as high weight. 

 

trend statistics 

Data can have linear changes over time {trend}| {trend line}. 

 

weighting 

Numbers can have coefficients {weight, multiplier} based on frequency or importance {weighting}|. Averages 

{weighted average} can use weights. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Statistical Population>Estimation 

 

estimation 

Means can have an estimate {estimate} {estimation}|. 

 

confidence interval 

Intervals {confidence interval}| around estimated means have a confidence level that population mean is in the 

interval. Unbiased estimate can have 95% confidence if low estimate equals x - (1.96 * s) / N^0.5 and high estimate 

equals x + (1.96 * s) / N^0.5, where x is mean, s is standard deviation, and N is sample size. 

 

expected value 

On average, situations have sets of expected outcomes {expectation, statistics} {expected value}|. Averaging 

outcome values can find expected value: sum from i = 1 to i = N of (w(i) * p(i)) / N, where N is number of values, w(i) 

is outcome worth, and p(i) is outcome probability. 

 

Stein paradox 

Average is not the best estimate {Stein's paradox} {Stein paradox}. Best estimate is average plus factor times 

difference between average and grand average: e = u * f * (u - U). Factor depends on standard deviation, as shown by 

Bayes. 

 

unbiased estimate 

Estimates have population, which sets correct confidence interval {unbiased interval}. Sample means are unbiased 

population-mean estimates. Sample variances are unbiased population-variance estimates. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Statistical Population>Percentile 

 



percentile 

Percent of numbers that are less than a number plus half of percent of numbers equal to the number is a statistic 

{percentile rank} {percentile}|. For example, if n is at 50th percentile {second quartile, percentile} {fifth decile}, half 

of all values are less than or equal to n. 

 

inter-quartile range 

Dispersion {inter-quartile range} can be between lower quartile 25% and upper quartile 75%. Median splits inter-

quartile range. 

 

quantile 

Value has cumulative probability {quantile} {inverse density function} {percent point function} for that value and 

all lower values. Quantile function is integral of probability function from minimum to value. 

 

quartile 

For distributions, one quarter {quartile} goes from 0th to 25th percentile {first quartile}. One quarter goes from 25th 

to 50th percentile {second quartile, distribution}. One quarter goes from 50th to 75th percentile {third quartile}. 

 

quartile deviation 

Deviation {quartile deviation} (Q) can be half the difference between first and third quartiles. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Statistical Population>Statistic 

 

statistic 

Population measurement, such as weight, has calculated numbers {statistic, population}, such as median, mode, 

mean, and range. 

 

coefficient of variability 

Standard deviation divided by mean {coefficient of variation} {coefficient of variability} {variation coefficient} can 

measure population variation. 

 

mean 

Sum from i = 1 to i = N of n(i) /N, where N equals number of numbers, and n(i) equals number, is a statistic {mean, 

population}| {average}. For example, the numbers 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 have mean equal to (1 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6) / 

7. Average is number-group balance point, because sum of differences between numbers and mean equals zero. 

 

median statistic 

If numbers are in sequence, middle number of odd number of numbers, or average of two middle numbers of even 

number of numbers, is a statistic {median, population}|. For example, the numbers 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 have median 

equal 3. 

 

mode statistic 

Number with greatest frequency is a statistic {mode, population}|. For example, the numbers 1, 2, 2, 4, 5, and 6 have 

mode equal 2. 

 

range statistic 

Difference between lowest and highest number is a statistic {range, number}. For example, the numbers 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 

5, and 6 have range equal 5. 

 

relative error 

Mean can divide into quotient error {relative error, statistics}. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Statistical Population>Statistic>Moment 

 



dispersion in statistics 

Number sets have variance spread {dispersion, statistics}|. Dispersion is torques of numbers around balance point: 

sum from i = 1 to i = N of (n(i) - x)^2 / N, or sum from i = 1 to i = N of (n(i))^2 / N - x^2, where n(i) are numbers, and 

x equals mean. 

 

kurtosis 

Fourth moment {kurtosis, distribution} measures distribution fatness or slimness. 

 

root mean square 

Square root of mean of squares of differences between numbers and mean {root mean square} (RMS) can equal 

standard deviation. 

 

skewness 

Third moment {skewness, distribution} measures distribution asymmetry, whether it is more to right or left of mean. 

Skew distribution is not symmetric. To find skewness, calculate median and compare to mean. 

 

standard error of the mean 

Sample-mean distribution standard deviation {standard error of the mean}| is smaller than population standard 

deviation: s / N^0.5, where s is population standard deviation, and N is sample size. 

 

standard deviation 

Variance has a square root {standard deviation}|. 

 

variance in statistics 

Torques of numbers around balance point measure dispersion {variance, distribution}|: sum from i = 1 to i = N of 

(n(i) - x)^2 / N, or sum from i = 1 to i = N of (n(i))^2 / N - x^2, where n(i) are numbers, and x equals mean. 

 

MATH>Statistics>Tests 

 

statistical tests 

Using a parameter {statistic, test} can test {test, statistics} {statistical tests} whether two sample groups from 

population are similar. 

statistic 

Statistic can be mean or variance. 

hypothesis 

Hypothesis is false if it leads to contradiction, and then hypothesis opposite is true. Assume groups have no 

difference for statistic {null hypothesis, statistical test}. Try to reject null hypothesis. 

significance 

Choose allowable probability {significance level, test}, usually 5%, that rejected hypothesis is actually true {type-

one error, test} or that accepted hypothesis is actually false {type-two error, test}. 

calculation 

Calculate probability that sample group is from population. 

comparison 

Reject hypothesis if probability is less than 5%. The statistic {two-tailed test, error} can be too high and/or too low, 

the usual case. The statistic {one-tailed test} can be too low or too high. It is hard to prove hypotheses true, but 

hypotheses are false if they lead to contradiction, thus proving hypothesis opposite. 

 

hypothesis testing 

Statistics can test statement {hypothesis, statement} about population {hypothesis testing}. 

To test, take sample. Sample can be from hypothesized population or not. Sample can be represent hypothesized 

population or not. If sample is from hypothesized population and represents it, hypothesis is true. If sample is not from 

hypothesized population and does not represent it, hypothesis is false. 

errors 

If sample is from hypothesized population but does not represent it, hypothesis is true but seems false. Errors {Type 

I error} can happen, with probability {alpha risk}. 



If sample is not from hypothesized population and represents it, hypothesis is false but seems true. Errors {Type II 

error} can happen, with probability {beta risk}. 

independence 

Perhaps, events, such as political party, job type, sex, or age category, do not affect each other {independence, 

statistics}. Tests can see if they do affect each other {dependence, statistics}. 

 

analysis of variance 

Testing variable found in mutually exclusive groups from same population, normally distributed or not, can show if 

groups are equivalent {analysis of variance} {variance analysis} (ANOVA). 

measurements 

In ANOVA, measurements are sums of four parts: mean, class or treatment effect, sampling or measurement effect, 

and normally distributed random error. ANOVA checks if sampling error or class error is great enough compared to 

random error to make samples or classes actually different. 

process 

Assume groups are equivalent and so have same mean. Set significance level to 5%. 

For two groups, calculate variance ratio {variance ratio} {F value, ANOVA}. Group degrees of freedom are group 

number minus one: C - 1. Sample degrees of freedom df are sum of group degrees of freedom Ni, minus group number 

C. df = N1 + N2 + ... - C. 

Numerator is sample-mean-difference variance: ( (sum from i = 1 to i = N1 of (n1(i))^2) / N1 - (sum from i = 1 to i = 

N1 + N2 + ... of (n(i))^2) / (N1 + N2 + ...) ) / (C - 1) + ( (sum from i = 1 to i = N2 of (n2(i))^2) / N2 - (sum from i = 1 

to i = N1 + N2 + ... of (n(i))^2) / (N1 + N2 + ...) ) / (C - 1) + ... Denominator is population variance: ( (sum from i = 1 

to i = N1 + N2 + ... of (n(i))^2) - ( (sum from i = 1 to i = N1 of (n1(i))^2) / N1 + (sum from i = 1 to i = N2 of (n2(i))^2) 

/ N2 + ... ) ) / (N1 + N2 + ... - C), where n is frequency, N is sample size, and C is sample number. 

F values form distributions {F distribution, ANOVA} that vary with degrees of freedom and significance. 

If calculated F value is less than F value in F distribution for same degrees of freedom and significance level, accept 

that samples have same mean. If calculated F value is more, reject hypothesis, so at least one sample is not random, or 

samples are from different populations. 

mean square 

For samples or treatments, degrees of freedom can divide into sum of squares of differences between values and 

mean {mean square}. Mean square estimates population variance. F value is sample or treatment mean square divided 

by error mean square. 

missing data 

Least-squares method can estimate missing data. 

types 

Replications are like classes {randomized blocks plan}. 

Testing interactions between treatments can be at same time as testing interactions between samples {two-way 

classification}. 

comparison to t test 

With two samples, F test and t test are similar. 

 

chi square 

In populations, tests {chi square} can show whether one property, such as treatments, affects another property, such 

as recovery level. Properties have mutually exclusive outcomes, such as cured or not. 

process 

Hypothesize that events are independent. Select significance level, typically 5%. Make contingency table. 

Calculate degrees of freedom: (R - 1) * (C - 1), where R is number of table rows and C is number of table columns. 

Calculate chi square value: X = sum from i = 1 to i = R and from j = 1 to j = C of (x(i,j) - f(i,j))^2 / f(i,j), where x(i,j) 

is observed frequency and f(i,j) is expected frequency. f(i,j) = (sum from i = 1 to i = R of x(i,j)) * (sum from j = 1 to j = 

C of x(i,j)) / (sum from i = 1 to i = R and from j = 1 to j = C of x(i,j)), where x(i,j) is observed frequency. 

result 

If calculated chi square value is less than actual chi square value for degrees of freedom at significance level, do not 

reject hypothesis. 

 

contingency table 

Table rows can be possible outcomes of one variable, and table columns can be possible outcomes of other variable 

{contingency table}. Table cells are numbers {observed frequency} having both outcomes. For example, table rows 



can be Wide and Narrow people, and table columns can be Tall and Short people, so table 0 1 / 2 3 has 0 of Wide and 

Tall and 3 of Narrow and Short. 

 

F test 

Testing two same-size samples, each from different and not necessarily normally distributed populations, can show 

if populations are the same {F test}. Hypothesize that samples are the same. Set significance level to 5%. Sample 

degrees of freedom are sample size minus one. Calculate variance ratios between two samples {F distribution, test} {F 

value, test}: v1 / v2, where v is sample variance. If calculated F value is less than actual F value for degrees of freedom 

at significance level, do not reject hypothesis. F distribution measures variance distribution. 

 

factorial experiment 

Experiments {factorial experiment} can use factors. Several variables {factor, variable} can affect dependent 

variable. Set up ANOVA. Calculate factor effects, by finding average of differences between variable measurements, 

while holding other factors at their constant means. Calculate factor interactions, by finding differences between 

variable-measurement changes, at varying other-variable levels. Small differences mean little interaction. For no 

interactions, factor effects can add. 

 

hierarchical classification 

ANOVA {nested classification} {hierarchical classification} can have sample treatments and classes. 

 

Latin square 

Randomizing treatments over replications {Latin square} can control two variation sources. 

 

mixed model ANOVA 

ANOVA {mixed model ANOVA} can have no treatments or classes, with sample subsamples. 

 

Model I ANOVA 

ANOVA {fixed effect model} {Model I analysis of variance} can have no treatments or classes and only replicate 

samples. 

 

Model II ANOVA 

ANOVA {random effect model} {Model II analysis of variance} can have one random sample from any number of 

treatments or classes. 

 

non-parametric test 

Tests {distribution-free test} {non-parametric test}, such as sign tests, can be for unknown distributions. Sign and 

difference value can make a non-parametric test {sign rank test}. 

 

null hypothesis 

Assume groups have no difference for parameter {null hypothesis, test}|. 

 

sequential analysis 

Methods {sequential analysis} can test paired attribute data to decide between classes/treatments. For all pairs, check 

treatment differences. Count only significant differences. Observe until number of accepted counted differences 

exceeds number required by significance level and total number of observations, or until total number of observations 

exceeds threshold. If difference number is greater than threshold, accept that one treatment is better. 

 

sign test 

Testing two samples with matched pairs {sign test} can show if they are from same, not necessarily normally 

distributed, population. 

matched pairs 

Before and after comparison has matched pairs. 

hypothesis 

Hypothesize that first and second samples show no change. 

significance 

Set significance level to 5%. 



degrees of freedom 

Degrees of freedom are sample size minus one. 

calculation 

For all matched pairs, subtract before-value from after-value to get plus, minus, or no sign. Add positive signs. 

Use probability of 1/2 for getting positive sign, because samples are the same by hypothesis. Calculate binomial-

distribution z score: (P - 0) / (N * 0.5 * 0.5)^0.5, where P is positive-sign number, N is sample size, mean equals zero, 

and standard deviation equals (N * p * (1 - p))^0.5. 

test 

If z score is less than normal-distribution value with same degrees of freedom at significance level, do not reject 

hypothesis. 

 

significance level 

Choose allowable probability {significance level, statistics}|, usually 5%, that rejected hypothesis is actually true 

{type-one error, significance} or that accepted hypothesis is actually false {type-two error, significance}. 

 

t test 

Sample can test the hypothetical mean of normally distributed population {t test} {one-sample t test}. Hypothesize 

that sample and population means are equal. Set significance level to 5%. Sample size less one gives independent-value 

number {degrees of freedom, t test}. Calculate distribution of same-size-sample means with same degrees of freedom. 

Result is similar to normal distribution, except distribution includes degrees of freedom {t value} {t distribution}: t = (x 

- u)/e, where x is sample mean, u is hypothetical population mean, and e is sample-mean standard error. If calculated t 

value is less than actual t value for significance level and degrees of freedom, do not reject hypothesis. 

two samples 

Testing two independent samples from population can show if samples are from same population. Hypothesize that 

first and second sample means are equal. Set significance level to 5%. Degrees of freedom involve both sample sizes: 

(N1 - 1) + (N2 - 1) = N1 + N2 - 2. Calculate t value: t = (x1 - x2)/e, where x is sample mean. e is standard error of 

difference, which equals ( ( (v1 * (N1 - 1) + v2 * (N2 - 1)) / (N1 + N2 - 2) )^0.5) * ((1 / N1 + 1 / N2)^0.5), where v is 

sample variance and N is sample degrees of freedom. If t value is less than t-distribution value with same degrees of 

freedom at significance level, do not reject hypothesis. 

paired samples 

Testing two paired samples, or matched pair samples, can show if they are from same population. Hypothesize that 

first and second sample means are equal. Set significance level to 5%. Degrees of freedom are sample size minus one. 

Calculate t value: t = sum from i = 1 to i = N of (n1 - n2)/e, where N is sample size and n is sample value. e is standard 

error of difference, which equals (N * (sum from i = 1 to i = N of (n1 - n2)^2) - (sum from i = 1 to i = N of (n1 - n2)^2) 

) / (N - 1)^0.5. If t value is less than t-distribution value with same degrees of freedom at significance level, do not 

reject hypothesis. 

 

two-tailed test 

Statistic can be too high and/or too low {two-tailed test, statistics}, the usual case. 

 

type-one error 

Rejected hypothesis can be actually true {type-one error, statistics}. 

 

type-two error 

Accepted hypothesis can be actually false {type-two error, statistics}. 

 

z test 

Testing {z test} an outcome that recurs in successive events can show if it is a true outcome. 

set up 

Assume outcome is true outcome. Set significance level to 5%. Degrees of freedom are sample size minus one. Add 

number of times outcome happens. Use probability, usually 0.5, suggested by null hypothesis for outcome. 

test 

Calculate z score for binomial distribution: (P - 0) / (N * p * (1 - p))^0.5, where P is outcome number, p is 

probability, N is event number, mean equals zero, and standard deviation equals (N * p * (1 - p))^0.5. If z score is less 

than normal-distribution value with same degrees of freedom at significance level, do not reject hypothesis. 

 



MATH>Statistics>Theories 

 

Fisher theory 

Theories {Fisher theory} can be about experiment design. 

 

Neyman-Pearson theory 

Theories {Neyman-Pearson theory} can be about hypothesis testing. 

 

MATH>Topology 

 

topology 

Topology is about non-metric space properties {topology}| {analysis situs}. 

properties 

Open-set space properties are continuity, proximity, homeomorphy, and invariance under transformation 

{topological property}. Topological properties are invariant if figures bend, stretch, shrink, or deform without creating 

or losing points and nearby points are still nearby. Being a curve is invariant topological property. Space dimension is 

an invariant topological property. 

not properties 

Size, shape, angle, or length are not open-set space properties and are not topological properties. 

 

atlas in topology 

Geometries have intrinsic properties {atlas, topology}|. Curvature is a local intrinsic surface property. Connectivity 

and orientability are global intrinsic properties. 

 

homeomorphism 

Two functions or topologies are equivalent if both are continuous and in one-to-one correspondence {topological 

equivalence} {homeomorphism}|. Elastic figures are topologically equivalent. Cut figure that reattaches is 

topologically equivalent to original figure. 

 

MATH>Topology>Curve 

 

curve in topology 

Intervals {curve, topology} can map or transform onto planes. Curves are positive-direction moving-point paths. 

 

rectifiable curve 

Curves {rectifiable curve} can have limiting arc lengths. For interval (a,b), arc length = integral from x = a to x = b 

of (1 + (f'(x))^2)^0.5 * dx, where f(x) is curve function, and f'(x) is derivative. 

 

winding number 

Curves can wind 360 degrees around plane points {winding number} {index of the mapping}, depending on surface 

topology. 

 

MATH>Topology>Interval 

 

interval in topology 

Point sets {interval, topology} can connect. Neighborhoods are open intervals. Unbounded intervals have no upper, 

no lower, or no upper or lower bound. 

 

accumulation point 

Open sets around points {accumulation point, topology} contain sequence points. 

 

bounded interval 

Functions can have all points inside n-sphere {bounded interval}. 

 



compactness in topology 

Functions can be in closed and bounded intervals {compactness, topology}|. Intervals can have limits for all infinite 

subsets. Non-compact manifolds have edges or are infinite. 

 

completeness in topology 

Curves, surfaces, spaces, or functions can have no breaks or missing values over real-number intervals 

{completeness, topology}|. 

 

connectedness in topology 

Curves, surfaces, spaces, or functions can have no breaks or missing values over real-number intervals 

{connectedness, topology}|. All convex figures connect. Interval boundaries are in two disjoint subsets. Intersections 

are never empty. 

 

continuous in topology 

All points can have neighborhoods {continuous, topology}. Functions have inverses. 

 

continuum in topology 

Curves, surfaces, spaces, or functions can be in closed intervals and have connectedness {continuum, topology}. 

Curves are one-dimensional continuums, closed at infinity. Sphere surfaces are two-dimensional continuums. 

 

disjoint set in topology 

Two sets {disjoint set, topology} can share no points. Two disjoint open sets have disjoint closed sets inside {normal 

space}. 

 

neighborhood of interval 

Points can be in sphere-like regions {neighborhood}|. Neighborhoods are open sets. 

 

osculating circle 

At curve or surface points, circles {circle of curvature} {osculating circle} can have radius equal to curvature radius. 

 

MATH>Topology>Interval>Boundary 

 

closed interval 

Intervals {closed interval, topology} can have all points within or on higher boundary {upper bound, interval} and 

within or on lower boundary {lower bound, interval}. 

 

open interval 

Intervals {open interval, topology} can have all points within highest value {least upper bound, interval} and within 

lowest value {greatest lower bound, interval}. Neighborhoods are open intervals. 

 

MATH>Topology>Polyhedron 

 

combinatorial topology 

Geometric-figure topologies {combinatorial topology} {algebraic topology} can be mathematical groups. Face, 

edge, and vertex numbers can relate. 

 

cross cut 

If surfaces have edges, closed curves can go from one edge to the other {cross cut}. 

 

Euler law 

For closed convex polyhedrons, vertex number v minus edge number e plus face number f equals two: v - e + f = 2 

{Euler's law} {Euler law}. 

 



network in topology 

Topologies {network, topology}| can have nodes {vertex, network} connected by lines {edge, network}. Two non-

parallel surfaces intersect at an edge. Three non-parallel surfaces intersect at a vertex. Non-zero areas intersect at edges 

{path arc} {arc, boundary} {boundary, arc} and vertices and are finite in number. 

connected 

Networks can have one or more vertices that have only one edge. Networks {connected network} can have at least 

two path arcs at all vertexes. 

map 

Networks {map, network} can have path arcs that bound countries or regions. 

path 

Traveling along edges leads to vertex sequences {path}. Traveling around whole network can involve returning to 

vertex or never returning. 

random 

Keeping node number constant, nodes can have random numbers of random links to other nodes {random network} 

{exponential network}. Nodes have same average link number. Probability that node connects to N other nodes 

decreases exponentially with N. Variance can be small {Poisson distribution, network}. 

hubs 

Not keeping node number constant, random networks {scale-free network} can have nodes {hub} with more links 

than others. Probability that node connects to N other nodes is approximately proportional to (1/N)^2. Early nodes tend 

to have more links. Several nodes are critical. Affecting single and many random hubs is unlikely to break network. 

Internet, social networks, alliances, and cell biochemical reactions can be scale-free networks. 

 

point set topology 

Geometric-figure or space topologies {point set topology} can be points related by distance functions or limits. 

 

topological graph 

Figures {topological graph} can have nodes and connection paths between nodes. Nodes with even number of paths 

are even. Nodes with odd number of paths are odd. 

 

triangulation of polygons 

Two-dimensional polygons can change into triangles {triangulation, polygon}. 

 

MATH>Topology>Polyhedron>Complex 

 

complex in topology 

Finite linear simplex combinations {complex, topology} can meet or not meet in common faces. Complexes have 

values {characteristic, complex} found by formulas {Euler-Poincaré formula}. Complexes {chain, simplex} {simplex 

chain} can be linear oriented-simplex combinations. Boundary of chain boundary equals zero. 

 

Poincare group 

Space-time can have transformations. For four-dimensional flat space-time, ten transformations leave proper time 

(and proper length) between two events (with a trajectory between them) unchanged {isometry}: translation through 

time dimension, translation through space dimension 1, translation through space dimension 2, translation through 

space dimension 3, fixed-angle rotation around space dimension 1, fixed-angle rotation around space dimension 2, 

fixed-angle rotation around space dimension 3, no-rotation velocity change (Lorentz transformation) {boost} along 

space dimension 1, no-rotation velocity change along space dimension 2, and no-rotation velocity change along space 

dimension 3. Series of these transformations also leave proper time (and proper length) unchanged. Therefore, this 

transformation set forms a group {Poincaré group}, which shows rotational symmetries of empty space and special-

relativity time coordinates. 

The Poincaré group is about Minkowski space-time isometries and is a ten-dimensional noncompact Lie (abelian) 

group. The Poincaré group defines Minkowski-space-time geometry and is the relativistic-field-theory group. In 

quantum mechanics, particle mass (four-momentum), spin, parity, and charge are positive-energy unitary irreducible 

Poincaré-group representations. 

In topology, complexes have Poincaré groups {first homotopy group}. Group operation traverses curve and then 

traverses another curve in same direction. Curves that can deform into each other have one class and are homotopic. 

Therefore, chain and cycle theory and group theory have equivalences. 



For three-dimensional manifolds, two simplex subdivisions {Haupvermutung} are isomorphic. At least one singular 

point exists on even-dimensional spheres. 

 

MATH>Topology>Surface 

 

cycle in topology 

If surface has more than two dimensions, closed surfaces {cycle, topology} exist. 

orientable 

Closed surfaces can have orientation. 

simply connected 

Closed surfaces can have no singularities or infinities. 

independence 

For closed surface, chain can meet itself, so boundary equals zero. Cycles are dependent if chain boundary is not 

zero. Number {Betti number} of manifold-dimension independent cycles is invariant. In orientable n-dimensional 

cycles, dimension-p Betti number equals dimension n - p Betti number {duality theorem}. 

torsion 

Number {torsion coefficient} of times cycle {torsion cycle} must multiply to bound is invariant. Simply connected 

closed n-dimensional manifolds are homeomorphic to spheres with same Betti number and torsion coefficients. Spheres 

are simply connected closed two-dimensional manifolds. 

 

Gaussian coordinate 

Meshes or nets can be on surfaces. Scale can vary from point to point {Gaussian coordinate} {curvilinear 

coordinate}, in which case magnitude is not important. Locally, surface manifolds can have curvature zero, be flat, and 

use Pythagorean theorem to find distances, vectors, and metric. 

 

geometrization 

Topology can have geometry {geometrization}, which has constant curvature. 

 

Ricci flow equation 

Like heat flows from hot to cold and makes uniform temperature, curvature can flow to make constant curvature 

{Ricci flow equation}. However, Ricci flow allows singularities, with different starting geometries. For example, 

dumbbell shape tends to make two spheres with point between, rather than one large sphere. Thin rod tends to have 

singular point at one end {cigar singularity}. If sphere replaces singularity, Ricci flow can continue. Ricci flow can find 

possible shapes in compact spaces (Richard Hamilton) [1982]. 

Grigory Perelman [2003] used Ricci flow to show that all Ricci-flow-procedure singularity types can morph into 

spheres or tubes in finite time, so procedures can remove them from space. 

 

Riemann-Roch theorem 

Two theorems {Riemann-Roch theorem} {residual theorem} are about regular and irregular surfaces. 

 

MATH>Topology>Surface>Genus 

 

genus of surface 

Connectivity and closedness combine to make surface property {genus, surface}|. Closed Riemann surfaces with 

same genus are topologically equivalent. Genus is invariant under birational transformation. 

sphere 

Sphere has genus 0. Genus-0 closed surfaces can map onto spheres and connect simply. Sphere projective planes 

have genus zero, are closed, and look like circles with semi-circumference line at infinity. 

handles 

Sphere with n handles has genus n. The one-sided-surface Klein's bottle has genus one, because it has one handle. 

holes 

Sphere with n holes has genus n. Hole number equals function branch-point number divided by two, minus function-

value number, plus one. For curves, genus equals 0.5 * (n - 1) * (n - 2) - d, where d equals double-point number and n 

equals function degree. Riemann surface corresponding to genus-p curve has connectivity 2*p + 1. 

 



connectivity of surface 

Number of possible closed curves {connectivity, topology}| can differ. Connectivity is number of closed surfaces 

that do not make disjoint regions. Spheres have one loop type. Toruses can have loops around and loops across. Closed 

curves can follow surface in different ways. Loops {loop out} completely bound closed surface. Connectivity is a 

global surface property. 

 

homotopy 

Surface-topology indexes {homotopy, topology}| can measure how many ways a closed curve can be in a surface. 

First way is that loop can become point, as on sphere. For other topologies, loop cannot become point. Second way is 

that loop can become circle, as across torus. Loops and mathematical groups are homotopic. Functions or structures 

have symmetries. 

 

uniformization theorem 

For all genuses, using parameters can make multiple-valued functions into single-valued functions {uniform 

function} {uniformization problem} {uniformization theorem}. For genus zero {unicursal curve, genus}, 

parameterized function f(w,z) can equal zero. For genus equal one {bicursal curve}, parameterized function f(w,z) can 

equal zero. 

 

MATH>Topology>Surface>Manifold 

 

manifold in topology 

Curves or curved surfaces {manifold, topology}| can have Euclidean-space neighborhoods at all points, and 

neighborhoods connect continuously at overlapping open regions. Point or element sets are continuous functions 

specifiable by coordinates. Manifolds are generalized Riemann surfaces. 

examples 

Planes, spheres, and toruses are two-dimensional manifolds. 

topological equivalence 

Two two-dimensional manifolds can be topologically equivalent. For three-dimensional manifolds, the proof does 

not yet exist that any two manifolds can be topologically equivalent. For four-dimensional manifolds, no algorithm can 

prove that any two manifolds can be topologically equivalent. 

metric 

Riemannian manifolds can have a metric. 

boundary 

Manifolds with boundaries have neighborhood part on boundary. 

Hausdorff space 

All points can have open sets that do not intersect, so there is no branching {Hausdorff space}. Two distinct points 

have open sets that do not intersect other open set. 

Volume depends on line element raised to power {Hausdorff dimension} and is not necessarily an integer. 

fields: scalar 

Manifolds can have smooth coordinate functions, making scalar fields. Manifolds are commutative scalar-field 

algebras. 

fields: vector 

Manifolds can have differentiation operator on scalar field, making vector field. 

fields: covector field 

Manifolds have symmetrical duals {1-form, topology} to vector fields {covector field}. Covector space is an n - 1 

dimension hyperplane. 

Vector spaces have tangents at points. Tangents have duals {covector space}. 

p 1-form intersections make dimension n - p hyperplanes {p-form} {simple p-form}. p-forms are integrable 

{exterior calculus, manifold} to find density or gradient. Exterior derivative gradient is covector space. 

Vector-field tensor differentiation depends on tangent vectors {covariant derivative operator} {connection, 

derivative}. 

curvature 

Curvature tensor measures vector change after parallel transport around loop. 

torsion 

If there is no torsion, curvature tensor is zero {first Bianchi identity, torsion} {Bianchi symmetry, torsion}. If there is 

no torsion, curvature-tensor derivative is zero {Bianchi identity, torsion} {second Bianchi identity, torsion}. 



Torsionless connections {Riemannian connection} {Christoffel connection} {Levi-Civita connection} can preserve 

vector length during parallel transport. 

 

2-manifold 

Non-metric spaces {2-manifold} can have two dimensions. Three geometrized 2-manifolds exist, depending on 

curvature. The simplest compact 2-manifold is a sphere with positive curvature. Torus is a 2-manifold with zero 

curvature. 2-manifolds can have negative curvature when they have two or more handles. 

 

3-manifold 

Non-metric spaces {3-manifold} can have three dimensions. 3-manifolds are possible three-dimensional topologies. 

The simplest compact 3-manifold is a 3-sphere. Other 3-manifolds have edges or have multiple paths from one region 

to another. People know all 3-manifold types. Manifolds can have orientation or not. 

 

Thurston geometrization conjecture 

Eight geometries can make geometrized 3-manifolds {Thurston geometrization conjecture}: positive curvature, 

negative curvature, flat curvature, and five 2-sphere combinations with curvatures. 

 

Poincare conjecture 

3-spheres are unique 3-manifolds {Poincaré conjecture} [1904]. If all loops in three-dimensional compact closed 

space can shrink to points, without breaking loop or space, space is 3-sphere, and no other such 3-space exists. 4-

spheres are unique 4-manifolds, as proved by Michael Freedman [1983]. 5-spheres are unique 5-manifolds, and all 

higher dimensional spheres are unique manifolds, as proved by Stephen Smale [1960]. 

 

MATH>Topology>Surface>Orientation 

 

orientation in topology 

Topology can define direction {orientation, topology}. To turn bounded surfaces inside out, project at right angles 

through plane defined by surface boundary line, to make projected-figure points same distance from plane as original 

bounded surface {inside out}. Turning figures with surface arrows inside out reverses arrow direction. 

 

orientability 

After one loop, vector direction is either same or opposite {orientability}|. Orientability is a global property. 

 

orientable surface 

On triangulated surfaces {orientable surface}, triangles can orient so sides common to two triangles orient oppositely 

on two triangles. Spheres are orientable surfaces. Projective planes are not orientable surfaces. If and only if two 

orientable closed surfaces have same genus, surfaces are homeomorphic. 

 

version on surface 

If arrow goes around Klein bottle or Möbius strip once, arrow reverses direction {version, topology}|, the same as 

turning figure inside out. 

 

MATH>Topology>Problems 

 

topological problems 

Topology can determine if equation or simultaneous equations have solutions {topological problems}. Function 

must be continuous, compact, and connected. If winding number is greater than zero, two simultaneous equations have 

solutions. 

 

Konigsberg bridges problem 

Can one cross all seven bridges of old Königsberg only once and return to start {Königsberg bridges problem}? 

Königsberg had seven bridges and two river islands. 

Euler replaced bridges by lines and land by points to show that one path cannot traverse the bridges. Königsberg 

bridges problem is a topological graph, in which land is nodes and bridges are connections. If all nodes are even, one 

can cross all bridges once and return to start. If one or two nodes are odd, one can cross all bridges once but end at 

another point. If more than two nodes are odd, one must cross at least one bridge more than once. 



 

tower of Hanoi 

Games {tower of Hanoi} can use a horizontal board with three vertical pegs. Discs are on one peg, with largest on 

bottom. The idea is to transfer discs to another peg to recreate same series, without ever putting a larger disc on a 

smaller-disc top. With n discs, it requires 2^n - 1 transfers. 

 

traveling-salesman problem 

Salesman wants to travel shortest distance among cities, with no path duplication {traveling-salesman problem}. 

 

MATH>Topology>Problems>Map 

 

four-color theorem 

Four colors can color two-dimensional maps so no two countries with common boundary have same color {map 

problem} {four-color theorem}|. Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken proved the four-color theorem [1976], by 

enumerating possibilities and then checking all by computer. One-dimensional line maps need two colors. Three-

dimensional maps need six colors. 

 

MATH>Topology>Topologies 

 

Klein bottle 

One-sided-surface bottles {Klein's bottle} {Klein bottle} have genus one, because it has one handle. 

 

Mobius strip 

One-sided surfaces {Möbius strip}| {Möbius band} can exist. Normal that moves around surface axis from point and 

returns to the point has opposite direction. If it goes around again, it has original direction. 

 

polyhedron in topology 

Two-dimensional-polygon sets {polyhedron, topology} can change into triangles, or triangle sets can change into 

polygons. 

 

compact space in topology 

Two-dimensional spaces {compact space} can be planes, spheres, or saddles. 

 

Thurston conjecture 

Three-dimensional compact spaces have eight basic shapes {Thurston conjecture} (William Thurston) [1985]. 

 

wallpaper group 

Plane has 17 figure symmetries {wallpaper group, topology}. 

 

MATH>Computer Science 

 

computer science 

Mathematical sciences {computer science, mathematics} can be about hardware and software. 

computers 

Computers input data; run application programs to perform arithmetic, logical, or string operations on input and 

intermediate data; and output data. Computers are information processors, general symbol manipulators, and efficient 

universal Turing machines. 

Digital computers [Neumann, 1946] use off-on (binary code) switches, in switching networks of digital electronic 

circuits, to represent data and instructions. Electronic switching devices keep their current state until the next machine 

step resets switches. [Telephone exchanges are also switching networks, using switches with more than two positions 

(n-ary code).] 

Analog computers use continuous voltage or current magnitudes in electronic circuits to represent numbers, calculate 

integrals, find slope or gradient, sense coincidences and anti-coincidences, time pulses, shape pulses, combine pulses, 

amplify pulses, invert pulses, and invert and amplify pulses. 



computer parts 

The central processing unit (CPU) runs the clock, reads input data from memory, reads program instructions, 

executes instructions, and writes output data to memories, screens, or printers. 

The computer clock sends electric pulses at beginnings of CPU cycles (steps). 

Computer memory stores data and instructions. 

Input-output devices include tapes, disks, solid-state memories, printers, and screens. 

CPUs and memories have registers for holding input values, output values, instructions, results, and register 

addresses. Information moves in sequence from one register to another, along one serial path or simultaneously on 

parallel paths. 

operating system 

Computer operating systems store system configuration, handle input-output operations, manipulate and process 

files, manage and allocate memory, and begin and end application programs. 

Assemblers, compilers, and interpreters change high-level-language programs into assembly language or binary code 

that can run directly on the CPU. 

programs 

Computer programs retrieve input, transform information, and store output. 

Computer programs are sequences of instructions. A complex instruction set has approximately 200 different 

instructions: 

• Read data (number, symbol, letter, word, date, or boolean) from a memory address into the CPU, or write data 

from CPU to a memory address. 

• Move data from a memory address to a register, or from a register to a memory address. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform an arithmetic operation and put the resulting data in a register. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform a logical operation (AND or OR) and put TRUE or FALSE in a 

register. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform a comparison operation, to see if numbers are equal, less than, or 

greater than, or if strings are the same, different, longer, or shorter, and put EQUAL/SAME, MORE, or LESS in a 

register. 

• Depending on a condition (or unconditionally), branch to a new location in a program and perform the instruction 

there, sometimes returning to the previous location. 

• Transform strings or extract substrings from strings. 

• Determine if statement A and/or B is (NOT) true, and then perform statement C (conditional): "IF A, THEN C", 

"IF A AND B, then C", or "IF A OR B, then C". 

• If value of i is between m and n, perform x to change i, and then check value of i again (loop): "FOR i FROM m 

TO n, DO x". 

• Execute STOP instruction. 

operation 

The initial program loader starts the computer system by placing the operating system in memory and starting the 

central processor unit (CPU). 

The operator routine loads the application program. 

The data-management program inputs data and controls data flow. 

The controller module controls operations, so the CPU executes the first instruction to retrieve, process, or write 

data. 

The CPU continues following the program's instructions to the STOP program instruction. Computers must be able 

to get to at least one stop instruction and end program operation. 

principles 

Input data, instructions, intermediate results, and output data together make a state. Turing machines and computer 

systems have a finite number of states and go from initial state to final state. 

Turing machines and computer systems go from state to state deterministically. Current state (instruction, 

intermediate result, and input) determines next state. 

Positive integers can represent states. Turing machines and computer systems make integer series, which operate like 

algebras and are closed systems. 

brains compared to computers 

Neuron arrays can be computers [Eccles et al., 1976] [Pellionisz and Llinás, 1982]. 

Computers and brains have hardware and software: input data, data reading, computer memory, information 

processing, central processing unit, operating system, application programs, data writing, and output. 



Brains and computers are integrated systems that store instructions, input, intermediate results, and output; read 

input and write output; process information using instructions, rules, and programs; and have states. 

Brains combine features of analog and digital computers, because they have switches, clocks, continuous signals, 

thresholds, and multiple connections. 

Brains combine features of serial and parallel computers, because many neurons simultaneously and continually read 

and write data according to instructions to many neurons. 

Brains and computers have registers and memories that hold data, which can change. 

Brains and computers have a central processing unit and operating system to run instructions and execute processes. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware 

 

switching network 

Computers are switching networks {switching network}|, like telephone exchanges. CPUs are electronic switching 

devices, which keep current state until next machine step resets switches. Instructions, from registers, open and close 

switches that activate hardware. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware>Kinds 

 

analog computer 

Computers {analog computer}| can have electronic circuits that use electrical or physical magnitudes, rather than 

digital codes, to represent numbers and manipulate physical quantities algebraically, rather than digitally. 

types 

Analog computers {integrator computer} {summing integrator} can calculate integrals. Differential analyzers find 

slope or gradient. Analog computers can sense coincidences, sense anti-coincidences, combine pulses, amplify 

{summing amplifier}, time, shape, invert pulses {inverter}, invert and amplify {inverter amplifier}, find voltages 

{coefficient potentiometer}, supply constant voltage {constant-voltage supply}, and amplify selectively {operational 

amplifier}. 

 

DNA computer 

DNA can code combinations {DNA computer}. Filters can look for answer pieces. DNA hybridization indicates 

solution. DNA performs faster than computers. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware>Kinds>Size 

 

server 

Large computers {server, computer} can receive input from many smaller computers {client}. 

 

mainframe computer 

Bigger computers {mainframe computer}| are faster, have more memory, and have more input/output terminals. 

 

minicomputer 

Midsize computers {minicomputer}| can perform most mainframe-computer functions but slower and cheaper, with 

less memory and less input/output terminals. 

 

workstation 

Smaller computers {workstation}| can function independently and perform complex and fast calculations. 

 

microcomputer 

The smallest computers {microcomputer}| function independently and perform most functions. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware>Parts 

 

computer parts 

Computer systems have physical parts {computer, parts} {peripheral}. CPU reads instructions and data and 

calculates. Memory stores data and instructions. Input receives data. Output prints, displays, or sends data to another 

device. 



relations 

Input or output devices connect to peripheral-control bus, which connects to input-output processor, which connects 

to CPU and memory. Central processor connects to input-output processor and memory. Memory connects to input-

output processor and CPU. 

computer clock 

Computer clocks send electric pulse at beginning of CPU cycles or steps. Time pulse into AND-circuit flip-flop sets 

flip-flop circuit. Time-pulse length must be long enough to set flip-flop. Signals go from one flip-flop circuit to the next 

in one time pulse. Time interval between CPU clock pulses must be long enough to let signal stabilize and to let pulse 

pass through longest network. 

data protection 

Duplicate equipment can preserve data. Comparing twin equipment can check for errors. Duplicate equipment can 

share work. One can switch on as backup, if other fails. Backup methods {failsoft} can limit data loss from failures. 

Central-control unit can switch off parts that have failed or are being serviced {controlled reconfiguration}. 

 

central processing unit 

Computers have a control part {central processing unit}| {central processor} (CPU). 

functions 

CPUs route signals, control input and output, and decode and execute instructions. 

modules 

CPUs have hardware modules that receive one or two inputs, perform functions, and send results to memory or 

output. Modules count {counter circuit}, add {adder circuit}, make one signal from many signals {decoder}, make 

several inputs into code {encoder}, or make one code into another code {translator circuit}. Gates can perform logical 

functions. Comparator compares number or string values. 

subtraction 

Subtraction adds input-number 10s complement to first number, using adder circuits. 

multiplication 

Multiplying repeats adding and shifts register using adder circuit. 

division 

Division has carry detector and restoring method, using adder circuit. 

 

register 

CPUs and memories have locations {register, computer}| for holding input values, output values, instructions, 

results, and addresses. Registers {look-ahead register} can hold next instruction or input value. Registers {accumulator 

register} can hold processing result or point to memory location holding result. Registers {address register} can hold 

other-register locations. Registers {operation code register} can hold operation instructions. Registers {temporary 

storage register} can hold data to transfer to other registers. Registers {stack} can hold value sequences. Stacks {stack 

counter register} can hold word address. 

Register series {multi-register} can have fixed addresses for registers. Register series {stack processor} can be in 

CPU memory, so operations use only pushdown and popup in stack, with no addresses. 

transfer 

Information can move in sequence from one register to another on one path {bit serial} {character serial}. 

Information can move on parallel paths simultaneously {bit parallel} {character parallel}. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware>Circuit 

 

differentiator 

Electrical circuits {differentiator}| can find difference between two inputs. Differentiators can have input voltage 

from ground through capacitance to output voltage node, which connects to ground using diode or resistor. RC-circuit 

time constant must be small. 

 

electron sink 

Wires can connect device to ground {electron sink}| {electrical ground}, which can absorb any number of electrons. 

 

electron source 

Circuit currents come from batteries or other voltage sources {electron source}|. 

 



flip-flop circuit 

Electrical circuits {flip-flop circuit}| can change output voltage from zero to unit voltage and from unit voltage to 

zero, after input. Flip-flop circuits can have two inputs, each from transistor ground to base. For both transistors, 

emitters connect to ground. For both transistors, collector connects to other-transistor base. Both transistors have 

grounded emitters. Second-transistor collector connects through resistance to output voltage node, which connects 

through capacitor to ground. 

 

hold-on relay 

Electrical circuits {hold-on relay}| can maintain voltage until switch changes. Hold-on relays can have grounded 

inductor, which connects to two switches. First switch leads to third switch. Second switch leads to third switch but 

also connects to ground through capacitor. Output voltage is across third switch. Output voltage is 0 or 1 and does not 

change until one of first two switches changes. Hold-on relay in OR circuit has output voltage 1 if OR is true. Hold-on 

relay in AND circuit has output voltage 0 if AND is true. 

 

integrator circuit 

Electrical circuits {integrator circuit}| can add two inputs. Integrators can have input voltage from ground through 

resistor to output voltage node, which connects through capacitor to ground. RC-circuit time constant must be large. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware>Circuit>Gate 

 

logic circuit 

Electrical circuits {logic circuit}| {logic gate} can perform logical operations, such as AND, OR, NOT, NOT OR 

{NOR gate, circuit}, and NOT AND. For NAND gates, P|Q = NOT(P AND Q). For AND gates, if all inputs are 1, 

output is 1. For OR gates, if at least one input is 1, output is 1. For inverter gates, if input is 1, output is 0. NAND gates 

are AND, followed by inverter. NOR gates are OR, followed by inverter [Church, 1956]. 

 

AND gate 

Logic circuits {AND gate}| can be equivalent to (A v B) or (A and B). AND gates can have two input voltages, each 

from ground to reverse diode. Output currents combine at node whose output voltage is across resistor and capacitor, 

each of which is parallel to input diode. AND gates can have two input voltages, each from ground through resistor to 

transistor base, which also connects through resistor to ground. One emitter connects to ground, and other emitter 

connects to first-transistor collector. Output voltage is at second collector, which lies across resistor and capacitor to 

grounded emitter. 

 

AND-OR gate 

Logic circuits {AND/OR gate} {AND-OR gate}| can have two system inputs, controller input, and output. Output of 

2 or 3 sends output. If controller is 0, circuit is AND gate. If controller is 1, circuit is OR gate. 

 

NEGATIVE AND gate 

Logic circuits {NEGATIVE AND gate}| {NAND gate} {Sheffer stroke} can be equivalent to ~(A v B) or not (A and 

B). NEGATIVE AND gates can have two input voltages, each from ground to diode, whose output currents combine at 

node whose output voltage is across resistor and capacitor to ground. NEGATIVE AND gates can have two input 

voltages, each from ground to reverse diode, whose output currents combine at node, which connects across resistor to 

ground and connects to diode. Diode output current goes to transistor base, which connects across resistor to ground. 

Emitter connects to ground. Output voltage is from collector to grounded emitter, across resistor. 

 

NEGATIVE OR gate 

Logic circuits {NEGATIVE OR gate}| {NOR gate, negative or} can be equivalent to ~(A ^ B) or not (A or B). 

NEGATIVE OR gates can have two input voltages, each from ground to reverse diode, whose output currents combine 

at node. Node connects across resistor to ground and leads to diode, whose output current goes to transistor base, which 

connects across resistor to ground. Emitter connects to ground. Output voltage is at collector, which connects across 

resistor to ground. 

 



NOT gate 

Logic circuits {NOT gate}| {inverter circuit} can be equivalent to ~A or not A. NOT gates can have input voltage 

from ground through resistor to transistor base, which lies across resistor and capacitor to ground. Emitter connects to 

ground. Output voltage is across capacitor to collector, which connects across diodes and resistors to ground. 

 

OR gate 

Logic circuits {OR gate}| can be equivalent to (A ^ B) or (A OR B). OR gates can have two input voltages, each 

from ground to diode. Two output currents combine at node whose output voltage is across resistor to ground. OR gates 

can have two input voltages, each from ground to diode, whose output currents combine at transistor base. Base also 

connects through resistor and capacitor to ground. Emitter connects to ground. Output voltage is at collector, which 

connects across resistor and capacitor to grounded emitter. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware>Data Conversion 

 

code-decoder 

Analog signal magnitude can convert to digital and then reconvert for display {compression-decompression} {code-

decoder} {codec}, possibly using time-division multiplexing. 

 

pulse-code modulation 

Sampling analog signal magnitude at regular intervals can code binary signals {pulse-code modulation} {analog-to-

digital}, possibly using multiplexing {time-division multiplexing}. 

 

pulse-width modulation 

Digital input can go through low-pass filter with frequency close to digital frequency {pulse-width modulation} 

{digital-to-analog}. Negative feedback in one-bit digital-to-analog converters {Digital to Analog Converter} (DAC) 

can create high-pass filter that eliminates noise {pulse-density modulation} {oversampling DAC}. Digital bits can have 

resistances across voltage or have current sources {binary weighted DAC} {R2R ladder DAC} {segmented DAC} 

{hybrid DAC}. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware>Memory 

 

memory of computer 

Input or output devices {memory, computer} store data on magnetic disk {tanking} or in semiconductor memory 

{scratch pad memory}. Memories have byte sets. Memory-control devices assign addresses to bytes and read, write, 

sense, or inhibit bits. 

 

cache memory 

Temporary memories {cache, memory}| can hold data. 

 

holographic memory 

Memories {holographic memory} can use interference patterns to store information and coherent input to retrieve 

information. 

 

magnetic bubble memory 

At surface positions, current can change magnetized-bubble direction {magnetic bubble memory}. 

 

magnetic core memory 

Magnetic cores can be registers {magnetic core memory}. Wire circles carry current to make solenoids with 

magnetism. Wires through magnetic cores can turn current off or on. Other wires through magnetic cores can read 

whether magnetism is present or not. 

 

random-access memory 

Memory controllers can read or write disks {random-access memory} (RAM) at any register location at all times. 

System stores information at random locations. For strings, logically add bits to make unique random numbers. Place 

string in memory at random-number position. Add line to table {hash table} relating memory-location random numbers 



to strings. To recover string from memory, look up random number in table. At that location, retrieve string from 

memory. Logically subtract bits from string. 

 

serial memory 

Tapes {serial memory} read and write in sequence. 

 

thin-film memory 

Disk or tape magnetic films {thin-film memory} can magnetize or not at all positions. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware>Input-Output 

 

input of computer 

Programs obtain data values or programming instructions {input, computer} by opening and reading files. Input 

devices include magnetic tape, magnetic disk, magnetic drum, card reader, microfilm, microfiche, keytape from 

typewriter to tape, paper-tape reader, mark-sense reader, optical character recognition {optical character recognition} 

(OCR), cathode ray terminal, data cells, magnetic card, diskette, floppy disk, and flash memory card. 

 

output of computer 

Programs display, print, send data to other devices, or make data-value or programming-parameter files {output, 

computer}. Output devices include de-collator, burster, folder, line printer, laser printer, card puncher, paper tape 

puncher, key-to-disc, and key-to-drum. 

 

file transfer protocol 

File transfer protocol {file transfer protocol} (FTP) allows public file access via anonymous log on. There is a user 

account for anonymous logons (GUEST by default) and a default home directory. 

 

channel of computer 

CPUs can connect {channel} to one input or output device {fixed channel} or switch from one input or output 

device to another {floating channel}. 

 

line of computer 

Input-output lines {line, input and output} {input line} {output line} connect CPU and device. Direct lines {bit 

stream} can connect one input or output device to CPU. Leased telephone lines and modems connect one input or 

output device to CPU. Multiple lines connect to switching network, which connects to CPU. CPU lines {multi-drop 

line} can have several modems, so CPU polls and selects data. CPU lines {line concentrator} can receive direct and 

telephone lines, poll them, and send bit-stream packets to CPU. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware>Input-Output>Devices 

 

adapter of computer 

Computer devices {adapter} can make bits into line characters. 

 

data communications controller 

Computer devices {data communications controller} {datacom} can control data input and output from different 

terminals. 

types 

Datacoms {uniplexor} {single line control} (SLC) can take bits from one line and pass characters to CPU. Datacoms 

{multiplexor} {multi-line control} (MLC) can take bits from many lines, sort bits by logic, and send characters to CPU. 

Datacoms {front-end processor} (FEP) can take bits from several lines, assemble them into words, and send words to 

CPU. Datacoms {data communications processor} can take bits from one line, assemble them into words, add message 

header, queue messages, and send them to memory or input-output processor. 

 

modem 

Devices {modem}| {data set} can convert digital bits to analog data, or vice versa, or alter line bit streams. 

 



sort-merge of computer 

Devices {sort-merge} can manipulate input and output forms. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Hardware>Robot 

 

robot machine 

Robots {robot, computer} can recognize patterns [Aleksander, 1983] [Liang et al., 1997]. QRio android robot can 

move and converse. 

Kismet is a robot head whose parts can move like human head parts [Breazeal, 2001]. If it is too close to see, it 

cranes back, and if it is too far, it cranes forward. It checks for movement, skin color, and saturated colors and looks in 

weighted direction. State depends on happiness, stimulation, and willingness for new stimuli. State affects where it 

looks. It checks pitch for approving, disapproving, attending, and soothing patterns, as used worldwide by mothers to 

babies, but it has no language ability. It can make sounds in pitch patterns. It can move eyebrows, lips, and ears to 

reflect happiness, stimulation, and willingness for new stimuli. 

 

silicon retina 

In neuromorphic systems {silicon retina}, photodetectors output voltages proportional to current logarithm. Resistive 

network locally weights averages, so point effects decrease exponentially with distance. Retinal output is difference 

between local and overall voltage [Mead and Mahowald, 1991]. 
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software 

Application programs {software} run on hardware. 

 

bottleneck in process 

Where inventory piles up indicates where processes slow down {bottleneck, process}. To remove bottlenecks, use 

smaller batches, decrease flow rate, improve efficiency and productivity there, increase people or tools there, build an 

alternate pathway, and/or modify process to eliminate bottleneck. Typical design weaknesses include confusing 

hierarchy of screens, incomplete instructions or information, poor screen design and layout, and/or unjustified 

assumptions about user knowledge. 

 

contextual design 

Contextual design {contextual design} finds what customers need and do and how the organization develops, 

checks, and sells its products, using focus groups, protocol capture, and prototyping. 

Contextual design diagrams the roles of people and things in processes: Information and materials flow among 

people and objects. People assume information, have organizational relationships, and interaction types. Whole 

organization and its subgroups perform tasks. Physical objects have assigned descriptions and locations. 

Organization users have goals, requirements to reach goals, and bases for satisfactory goal completion. Users have 

inputs with sources, processes, and outputs with destinations. Users have physical, business, and information contexts. 

Users have information, skills, and mental models, and talk to themselves while doing tasks. 

Customers use products in specific ways, have needs and priorities, and have specific interactions with organization 

objects, information, and people. 

Information and material flows, people relationships, people tasks, and physical objects have relations and fall into 

groups by time, space, task, flow, or culture. 

People have roles, and objects are parts of processes, and role-and-process groups model the whole organization. 

Contextual design fits changes and new roles and processes into the organization model at the appropriate location to 

improve functions but minimize how much people must learn. 

 

focus group 

Programmers can observe 6 to 8 users {focus group} to see how they solve a problem using software. Focus groups 

help find the basis of problems, not just symptoms and solutions. 

 

pilot study 

small-scale studies {pilot study}. 

 



protocol capture 

Programmers can find the protocol {protocol capture} an average user and/or an expert uses to do a (complex) 

process, before building software or with built software. Story boards can show processes. 

 

prototyping 

Programmers can roughly design papers or screens {prototyping} for a problem, to test and modify quickly, to build 

user interfaces. 

 

trigger event 

Events {trigger, event} can cause users to begin searches or other actions. 

 

usability 

Usability {usability} involves information, objects, and results. People and computers use data, object and part 

definitions, and instructions about procedures. Objects receive information from an object, transform received 

information into new sendable information, or send information to another object, and all three steps are a work task. 

Results are goals of a person, achievable by processing information in the system and the user. 

Work flows have bottlenecks, where processes slow and inventory piles up. Businesses concentrate resources on 

improving bottlenecks, typically user interface (UI) design of tools and menus. Tasks must be relevant to goals and 

relatively easy to perform and understand. 

Work items are analyzed for relevance, speed and ease of search and transfer, ease of understanding, and 

possibilities of mistakes. Users perform relevant tasks with more attention and good will. Understanding is better if all 

terms defined, steps read easily, necessary preconditions noted, branches noted, procedure accurate and tested, and 

steps presented one at a time. Speed is better if fewer steps, less data, fewer branches, fewer decisions, and fewer 

clicks. 

Businesses typically reallocate work items from human objects to inanimate objects to reduce information burdens 

on users. Systems can guide users to information by directed search, using context-sensitive help and dialog-box help. 

Systems display only the most needed information. Distinctive locators include pop-up help, labels, and grouped menu 

items and interface objects. Wizards and coaches present a defined way of working. 

usability testing 

Test usability on typical user tasks by focus groups and protocol capture. Identify users' goals, current knowledge, 

and steps of learning to use product. Qualify users as new or existing and by knowledge level. Measure task times, 

successes, and errors, and user fatigue, confusion, frustration, and satisfaction. 

 

usability engineering 

Usability engineering {usability engineering} solves usability problems. Work flows have bottlenecks, where 

processes slow and inventory piles up. Usability engineering concentrates resources on improving bottlenecks, 

typically user interface (UI) design of tools and menus. Tasks must be relevant to goals and relatively easy to perform 

and understand. Work items are analyzed for relevance, speed and ease of search and transfer, ease of understanding, 

and possibilities of mistakes. Users perform relevant tasks with more attention and good will. Understanding is better if 

all terms defined, steps read easily, necessary preconditions noted, branches noted, procedure accurate and tested, and 

steps presented one at a time. Speed is better if fewer steps, less data, fewer branches, fewer decisions, and fewer 

clicks. Usability engineering typically reallocates work items from human objects to inanimate objects to reduce 

information burdens on users. Systems can guide users to information by directed search, using context-sensitive help 

and dialog-box help. Systems display only the most needed information. Distinctive locators include pop-up help, 

labels, and grouped menu items and interface objects. Wizards and coaches present a defined way of working. 

 

work flow 

Users have a work flow {work flow} they follow and a mental model of what they are supposed to do (goals) and 

how they do it (protocol). Users have skills and experience that contribute to performance. Users have a work 

environment that constrains their performance. 
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coding of data 

Storing or transmitting information can use coded symbols {coding, computer} {encoding, computer} {decoding}. 



types 

Codes can use binary numbers, decimal numbers, words, images, and switches. Code size depends on possible-

symbol number and probability. 

probability 

Symbols can have equal or unequal probability. Binary code use symbols 0 and 1, with equal probability. Probability 

is base-2 logarithm: P = - log(2^1) = 1/2 for one position. Information {average unexpectedness} is greatest if all 

symbols are equally probable. 

information 

Information measurement uses binary units. For binary code, with two equal-probability symbols, information in one 

position is 1 bit, 2^1 = 2. Information in three positions is 3 bits, 2^3 = 8, with eight possible series, such as 010. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Software>Coding>String 

 

block of data 

Machines store and transmit data in record sets {block, data}| containing 2000, 4000, or 8000 bytes in fixed-length 

or variable-length blocks. Longer data blocks have fewer recombinations and can process faster. 

 

packet of data 

Message or information packets {packet, information} {information packet} {message, information} are only for 

recipients that can decode them, using same methods as for encoding. Communication requires similarities between 

senders and receivers. Messages must have marks to show that they are messages. Messages reflect coding method. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Software>Coding>Methods 

 

block switching 

If several inputs or outputs are waiting for transmission, CPU sends blocks in the most-efficient way {message 

switching} {block switching}. 

 

Data Encryption Standard 

Binary messages can split into sections and recombine many times, using methods {Data Encryption Standard} 

(DES) encoded in 56-bit keys. Methods can use three different keys {triple DES}. 

 

multiplexing of data 

Data can separate into small chunks, travel in pieces through different channels, and then reassemble {multiplexing, 

data}|. 

 

packet switching 

Message can split into parts that take alternate routes and then recombine at delivery {packet switching}|. In 

modems, packets are strings of 8-bit bytes, each with start and stop bit. 

 

packing of data 

Decimal-number input can convert to binary numbers {packing, data} {data, packing}. Binary numbers can convert 

to decimal-number output {unpacking}. 

 

ultrawideband 

Data can travel on carrier frequencies by AM or FM, or data can be in pulses {ultrawideband}| (UWB). 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Software>Coding>Codes 

 

ANSI code 

Codes {ANSI code} can use 7, 8, or 9 bits to represent 128 or 256 printable and unprintable characters and symbols. 

ANSI is similar to ASCII. 

 

ASCII code 

Codes {ASCII code} can use 7, 8, or 9 bits to represent 128 or 256 printable and unprintable characters and symbols. 

 



binary code 

Memory locations or switches can have two states {binary code}: 0 or 1, on or off, zero voltage or unit voltage. 

 

Manchester encoding 

0 is impulse-pause, 1 is pause-impulse, and start or stop is impulse-impulse {Manchester encoding}. Start-bit 

impulse interval sets transmission rate, so transmission rates can vary. 
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data hierarchy 

Data is in bits that make bytes that make words that make records that make files that make directories {data 

hierarchy}. 

 

byte 

Bit sets {byte}| can hold one binary-coded character or symbol, such as letters, numbers, and punctuation marks. 

Eight-bit bytes can code 2^8 = 256 different symbols. Bytes can have 8, 16, 32, or 64 bits. Eight-bit bytes can have two 

four-bit parts {nibble}. Nibbles code numbers from 0 to 15 in hexadecimal. 

 

word of data 

Byte sets {word, data}| can hold values or instructions. Word length can be constant, for more speed. Word length 

can be variable, for more flexibility and memory space. Words can have extra bits {tag bit} {word tag} to indicate data, 

code, control instruction, descriptor, date, or read-only. Words can have extra bits {correction bit} for error correction. 

Error-checking codes correct one-bit errors automatically and flag two-bit errors for automatic repeat. 

 

field of record 

Sets {field, record} of one or more words can hold strings or numbers. Fields can hold phrases, sentences, and 

instructions {data element}. 

 

record of data 

In files, field sets {record, data}| can hold data lines. Records typically have 80, 256, 2048, or 4096 bytes. Records 

have addresses. Records can have next-record address {pointer}. Using pointers, record series {thread} can link. 

Records {multi-threaded element} can be in more than one logical file. 

 

list of records 

Records can have pointers to next-record address, linking records {list, computing}. Records can have indexes. List 

elements can point to positions in address table {inverted list}. Last list record can point to first record {closed list} 

{ring, record}. Records can have pointers in both directions. Hierarchies and networks have related data elements. 

Memories can be lists, with nodes and node links. 

 

file of data 

Tables or record arrays {file, computing}| can store programs and/or data values. Files are record sets {data 

collection}. 

parts 

Files have initial information {file header, file} and end markers {end-of-file marker} (EOF). 

file operations 

Sort file lines in alphabetical, numerical, or other order. Compare files line-by-line, for differences or similarities. 

Delete (Remove) file from directory. Save file in directory. Copy saved file to another directory or to same directory 

with new name. Rename file. 

reading 

Computers can read files bit by bit in sequence from start to finish {serial file} or at any point {random access file}. 

Files can have no index {direct file}, sequential index {index sequential file}, or random index {index random file}. 

database 

Computer files {master file} can hold reference data or database. Files {transaction file} can contain new or 

temporary data to update master file. 

output 

Files {output file} can result from processing. 



 

file access 

Computers open and close files to read or write data {file, access}. Reading and writing can be from and to text files 

in linear order {sequential access}, such as appending to files. After opening sequential-access files for writing output 

or appending data, computers must close files before opening files for reading input. Reading and writing can be from 

and to records {random access}, which have addresses, such as in databases. After opening random-access files, 

computers can write to files and then read record without closing files first. Reading and writing can be from and to 

bitmaps {binary access}, which have byte positions. After opening binary-access files, computers can write to files and 

then read record without closing files first. 

 

directory of computer 

Named file groups {directory, computer}| form hierarchies from root directory to leaf directories. List or show 

directory files by alphabetical order, date saved or last used, or size. Display current directory name. Change to another 

directory. Make directory in higher directory. Remove directory from higher directory. 
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Comma-Separated Value file 

Text files {Comma-Separated Value file} (CSV) can contain record lists, with record values separated by commas. 

Values are in quotes. Records end with newline character. 

 

DOC file 

Microsoft(R) Word, WordPerfect (TM), and similar word-processing programs save documents as binary files 

{DOC file} with DOC extension. Word-processing programs can convert DOC-file formats. In Microsoft Word, files 

can have Table of Contents (TOC) and Index, as well as links, fields, and hidden text. 

contents 

Heading paragraph styles determine TOC paragraph styles and indentation levels. TOC page numbers link to 

headings. 

index 

Text can have index fields, which you can hide or show. In Microsoft Word, field has format: special-left-

brace_space_XE_space_phrase_space_special-right-brace. To search for fields, use ^d. To insert fields, use Ctrl-F9 or 

Insert menu and Field command. Page numbers in Index are not links. 

 

Framemaker file 

Adobe Framemaker (TM) word-processing program uses a proprietary document format {Framemaker file} with 

extension FM. You can import files from other formats and export Framemaker files to other formats. Other 

applications typically cannot open Framemaker files. Adobe Acrobat (TM) can open Framemaker files. 

 

HTML file 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is an example of Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). Such files 

(SGML file) {HTML file} are text files. 

tags 

HTML uses tags to open and close formatting. Tags can be in any order or relation. Tags start with less-than signs 

and close with greater-than signs. 

semantics 

HTML has no semantics. 

comment 

<!-- comment --> inserts comment. 

format 

HTML files have a document-type line first, heading section second, and body section last. 

document type line 

<!DOCTYPE html> starts HTML 5 files. 

beginning and ending lines 

<HTML LANG="en-US"> is after the document-type line. </HTML> is at file end. 

heading block 

<HEAD> is after <HTML>, to start heading block. 



<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> names content type for search 

engines. 

<META HTTP-EQUIV="Expires" CONTENT="0"> expires page for search engines. 

<TITLE>Title</TITLE> inserts title. 

<META HTTP-EQUIV="keywords" CONTENT="keyword1, ..., keyword25"> or <META NAME="keywords" 

CONTENT="keyword1, ..., keyword25"> specifies up to 25 keywords for search engines. 

<META NAME="description" CONTENT="25-word description"> describes HTML pages for search engines, 

using up to 25 words. 

<META NAME="robots" CONTENT="noindex"> excludes indexing by search engines. <META NAME="robots" 

CONTENT="nofollow"> excludes searching for links by search engines. <META NAME="robots" 

CONTENT="noindex, nofollow"> excludes indexing by search engines and searching for links by search engines. 

<STYLE TYPE="text/css"> starts the list of style attributes. HTML styles include: P, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, H7, 

A, and LI. P is paragraph. H1 through H7 are headings. A is anchor for name, id, and references. LI is list element. 

HTML styles, such as "color: blue" are in braces. text-align: center; font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

font-size: 12px; font-weight: bold; font-style: italic; color: red; text-decoration: none; are examples. 

<LINK HREF="stylesheet.css" REL="stylesheet" TYPE="text/css"> points to a style sheet. 

</STYLE> ends the list. 

HTML can use CGI to add programs. <SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript" TYPE="text/javascript" 

SRC="path/file.js"></SCRIPT> specifies Java script to run program. <IMG ALT="Counter" SRC="/cgi-

bin/counter.pl"> specifies Counter image. <A HREF="http://.../cgi-bin/guestbook.cgi">View My Guestbook</A> uses 

guestbook. 

</HEAD> ends heading block. 

body beginning and ending 

After heading block, <BODY> starts body block. <BODY STYLE="background-image: url(path/file_name.gif); 

background-repeat: no-repeat;"> uses the STYLE attribute to specify parameters. At line before </HTML>, </BODY> 

ends BODY block. 

paragraph, heading, and section 

<P>...</P> is for paragraph, which has blank lines before and after. 

<BR> is for line feed. 

<H1>...</H1> is for heading 1. Headings 2 through 7 are similar. 

<DIV>...</DIV> is for text section or page division, with blank lines before and after. 

<SPAN>...</SPAN> is for paragraph phrase. 

<OL> <LI>...</LI> </OL> is for list. 

style tag and attribute 

<P STYLE="text-align: center; font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-weight: bold; font-size: 12px; 

font-style: italic; color: red; text-decoration: none;"> specifies parameters. 

For font-family, use fonts found on all browsers, such as Courier, Times, Arial, or Helvetica. font-family:sans-serif 

includes Verdana, Arial, and Helvetica. font-family:serif includes Times and Courier. 

For font-size, use font-size:larger, font-size:smaller, or font-size:normal. 

For font-weight, use font-weight:bold or font-weight:normal. 

For font-style, use font-style:italic or font-style:normal. 

For color, use hexadecimal string, such as color:FFFFFF for black and color:000000 for white, or use color name, 

such as color:blue, color:red, or color:green. 

For text-decoration, use text-decoration:none to remove underlines from links. 

table 

<TABLE BORDER="0" WIDTH="640" CELLPADDING="0" CELLSPACING="0" > starts table, with border, 

width, and cell size. WIDTH="100%" uses percent. <TR>...</TR> is for table row. <TD COLSPAN="3" 

WIDTH="100%" ALIGN="left" VALIGN="middle">...</TD> is for table-row detail, such as column entry or line, 

with column span, width, horizontal alignment, and vertical alignment. </TABLE> ends table. 

image 

<IMG SRC="/x/x/xxx.gif" WIDTH="15" HEIGHT="10" HSPACE="0" VSPACE="0"> is for image, with source 

file, width, height, horizontal spacing, and vertical spacing. 

jumping 

<A HREF="#Glossary">Glossary</A> jumps to same-file position marked by <A NAME="Glossary"></A>. If 

there is no marked position, program searches for first occurrence in file. 



anchor and linking 

<A HREF="path/file_name">link_name</A> is for linking to a file or URI by clicking on the link name. <A 

HREF="path/file_name#ID">link_name</A> is for linking to a file or URI and jumping to the ID in the file. <A 

HREF="path/file_name.jpg" TARGET="_blank">image</A> opens a new window. <A HREF="http://x/x/xxx.pdf" 

NAME="x" ONMOUSEOVER="ft(this)"></A> shows something when cursor mouses over text. 

URI Escape Characters 

Use % for Unicode (and ISO-Latin) hexadecimal numbers. Always encode the following URI characters. space = 

%20. double quotation mark = %22. # = %23. % = %25. < = %3C. > = %3E. [ = %5B. backslash = %5C. ] = %5D. ^ = 

%5E. ` = %60 = opening single quote. { = %7B. | = %7C. } = %7D. ~ = %7E. Period, apostrophe, and hyphen are OK. 

Do not use parentheses, underscore, exclamation mark, or asterisk. 

URI reserved characters define syntax. If used in URIs, encode them. $ = %24. & = %26. + = %2B. , = %2C. / = 

%2F. : = %3A. ; = %3B. = = %3D. ? = %3F. @ = %40. 

characters 

Unicode (and ISO-Latin) characters 0 to 31 and 127 are ASCII control characters and do not print. tab = 9. carriage 

return = 13. 

HTML recognizes the following Unicode, ASCII, and ANSI characters: blank ! double quotation mark # $ % ' ( ) * + 

, - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ; = ? @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z [ backslash ] ^ _ ` a b c d e 

f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z right brace left brace | ~ ¢ £ ± µ. 

HTML Escape Characters 

For other characters or for escaping characters, use &#NNN; for Unicode (and ISO-Latin) decimal numbers or &...; 

for alphabetic. 000 to 031 have no printing characters. 009 = tab. 013 = carriage return. 

032 = sp = blank = space. 033 = excl = !. 034 = quot = double quotation mark. 035 = num = #. 036 = dollar = $. 037 

= percnt = %. 038 = amp = & (ampersand). 039 = apos = ' = apostrophe = closing single quote. 040 = lpar = (. 041 = 

rpar = ). 042 = ast = *. 043 = plus = +. 044 = comma = ,. 045 = hyphen = dash = -. 046 = period = . 047 = sol = / 

(solidus). 048 to 057 are digits 0 to 9. 058 = colon = :. 059 = semi = ;. 060 = lt = <. 061 = equals = =. 062 = gt = >. 063 

= quest = ?. 064 = commat = @. 

065 to 090 are letters A to Z. 

091 = lsqb = [. 092 = bsol = backslash. 093 = rsqb = ]. 094 = caret = ^. 095 = lowbar = _. 096 = ` (accent grave). 

097 to 122 are letters a to z. 

123 = lcub = left brace = left curly bracket. 124 = verbar = |. 125 = rcub = right brace = right curly bracket. 126 = 

tilde = sim = ~. 127 is for Delete. 

ISO-Latin characters 128 to 255 are not in the ASCII set and may not print. 

Unicode does not use ANSI 128 to 159. 

160 = nbsp = non-breaking space. 161 = iexcl = ¡. 162 = cent = ¢. 163 = pound = £. 164 = curren. 165 = yen = ¥. 166 

= brvbar = brkbar = broken vertical bar. 167 = sect = §. 168 = uml = die = ¨. 169 = copy = copyright. 170 = ordf 

(superscript a). 171 = laquo = «. 172 = not = ¬. 173 = shy = soft hyphen. 174 = reg = registered. 175 = macr = hibar = 

¯. 176 = deg = °. 177 = micro = µ. 178 = sup2 = superscript 2. 179 = sup3 = superscript 3. 180 = acute = ´. 181 = 

plusmn = ±. 182 = para = ¶. 183 = middot = ·. 184 = cedil = .̧ 185 = sup1 = superscript 1. 186 = ordm = º. 187 = raquo 

= ». 188 = frac14 = 1/4. 189 = frac12 = half = 1/2. 190 = frac34 = 3/4. 191 = iquest = ¿. 192 = Agrave = À. 193 = 

Aacute = Á. 194 = Acirc = Â. 195 = Atilde = Ã. 196 = Auml = Ä. 197 = Aring = Å. 198 = AElig = Æ. 199 = Ccedil = 

Ç. 200 = Egrave = È. 201 = Eacute = É. 202 = Ecirc = Ê. 203 = Euml = Ë. 204 = Igrave = Ì. 205 = Iacute = Í. 206 = 

Icirc = Î. 207 = Iuml = Ï. 208 (eth). 209 = Ntilde = Ñ. 210 = Ograve = Ò. 211 = Oacute = Ó. 212 = Ocirc = Ô. 213 = 

Otilde = Õ. 214 = Ouml = Ö. 215 (multiply). 216 = Oslash = Ø. 217 = Ugrave = Ù. 218 = Uacute = Ú. 219 = Ucirc = 

Û. 220 = Uuml = Ü. 221 = Yacute = Y acute. 222 (thorn). 223 = szlig = ß (sharp s). 224 = agrave = à. 225 = aacute = á. 

226 = acirc = â. 227 = atilde = ã. 228 = auml = ä. 229 = aring = å. 230 = aelig = æ. 231 = ccedil = ç. 232 = egrave = è. 

233 = eacute = é. 234 = ecirc = ê. 235 = euml = ë. 236 = igrave = ì. 237 = iacute = í. 238 = icirc = î. 239 = iuml = ï. 240 

(eth). 241 = ntilde = ñ. 242 = ograve = ò. 243 = oacute = ó. 244 = ocirc = ô. 245 = otilde = õ. 246 = ouml = ö. 247 

(division). 248 = oslash = ø. 249 = ugrave = ù. 250 = uacute = ú. 251 = ucirc = û. 252 = uuml = ü. 253 (y acute). 254 

(thorn). 255 = yuml = ÿ. 

ANSI and Unicode differences 

8364 (ANSI 128) (euro). 129 (not used). 8218 (ANSI 130) (low-9 quotation mark). 402 (ANSI 131) (f with hook). 

8222 (ANSI 132) (double low-9 quotation mark). 8230 (ANSI 133) = ... (ellipsis). 8224 (ANSI 134) = † (dagger). 8225 

(ANSI 135) = ‡ (double dagger). 710 (ANSI 136) = ˆ (circumflex accent). 8240 (ANSI 137) (per mille). 352 (ANSI 

138) (S with caron). 8249 (ANSI 139) (left-pointing angle quote). 338 (ANSI 140) = Œ. 141 (not used). 381 (ANSI 

142) (Z with caron). 143 (not used). 144 (not used). 8216 (ANSI 145) (left single quotation mark). 8217 (ANSI 146) 

(right single quotation mark). 8220 (ANSI 147) (left double quotation mark). 8221 (ANSI 148) (right double quotation 



mark). 8226 (ANSI 149) (bullet). 8211 (ANSI 150) (en dash). 8212 (ANSI 151) (em dash). 732 (ANSI 152) = ˜ (tilde). 

8482 (ANSI 153) (trademark). 353 (ANSI 154) (s with caron). 8250 (ANSI 155) (right-pointing angle quote). 339 

(ANSI 156) = œ. 157 (not used). 382 (ANSI 158) (z with caron). 376 (ANSI 159) = Ÿ. 

Unicode and ANSI control characters 

000 = NUL (Null character). 001 = SOH (Start of Header). 002 = STX (Start of Text). 003 = ETX (End of Text). 

004 = EOT (End of Transmission). 005 = ENQ (Enquiry). 006 = ACK (Acknowledgment). 007 = BEL (Bell). 008 = 

BS (Backspace). 009 = HT (Horizontal Tab). 010 = LF (Line Feed). 011 = VT (Vertical Tab). 012 = FF (Form Feed). 

013 = CR (Carriage Return). 014 = SO (Shift Out). 015 = SI (Shift In). 016 = DLE (Data Link Escape). 017 = DC1 

(XON)(Device Control 1). 018 = DC2 (Device Control 2). 019 = DC3 (XOFF or Device Control 3). 020 = DC4 

(Device Control 4). 021 = NAK (Negative Acknowledgement). 022 = SYN (Synchronous Idle). 023 = ETB (End of 

Transmission Block). 024 = CAN (Cancel). 025 = EM (End of Medium). 026 = SUB (Substitute). 027 = ESC (Escape). 

028 = FS (File Separator). 029 = GS (Group Separator). 030 = RS (Request to Send or Record Separator). 031 = US 

(Unit Separator). 

 

PDF file 

Portable Document Format {PDF file} depends on a format {PostScript} (PS file) from Adobe Systems. PDF files 

can be unstructured, structured, or tagged, with increasing file-structure information, such as bookmarks, pages, tables, 

lists, and images. The freely downloadable Adobe Reader application reads PDF files. Adobe Acrobat and Adobe 

Distiller make PDF files. 

 

SGML file 

Standard Generalized Markup Language {SGML file} defines electronic-document structure and content. Structured 

documents allow searching and semantics. 

 

XML file 

Extensible Markup Language {XML file} is a Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). 

tags 

XML uses text blocks begun and ended by tags. Tags can have attributes, which can have values. Well-formed 

documents conform to XML language. 

document type 

Document Type Definition (DTD) defines document structure using tag tree. Valid documents conform to a DTD. 

types 

XML Linking Language (XLL) has link semantics, extended links to other documents, pointers to document parts, 

and links in both directions. XML Stylesheet Language (XSL) tells how to parse XML documents. Simple API for 

XML (SAX) allows programming, using tag-sequence events. Document Object Model (DOM) allows programming, 

using API-object tag trees. 

languages 

XML languages include Chemical Markup Language (CML), MathML, Bioinformatic Sequence MArkup Language 

(BSML), Biopolymer MArkup Language (BioML), GAME for Drosophila sequence information, and BlastXML for 

search output. 

data 

Modeling, storing, and querying data needs data structure. Data often grows exponentially, has complex 

relationships, has new data types generated from old data, has new relation types, needs archiving, has many objects 

with much data, has updates, and has users with different needs, skills, and tools. XML schema adds object-oriented 

relational database concepts. XML can be for Web interfacing among object-oriented relational databases. Only object-

oriented approaches can model data. Object-oriented relational database management systems (OODBMS) have query 

languages, many relation types, constraints, symmetry, data clustering, many data types, tables, triggers, indexing, 

inheritance, security, access, methods, and objects. Relation can be not-null, unique, test, and one-of. 
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relational database 

Databases have formatted records that allow indexing and searching. Databases {relational database} can have 

different-format records and relations among formats. 



tables 

Relational databases store data in two-dimensional tables. For example, table can be about people in a group. Rows 

are about one object or event, such as person. Columns are fields, properties, classes, or data categories, such as person 

names and weights. 

tables: columns 

Columns have value formats. Column values can be numbers, character strings, bitmaps, times, dates, or monetary 

amounts. Column values can have fixed or variable number of characters. Columns can be empty or require values. 

Column values can be unique or the same. Column values can be another-column values. Column values can be any 

sequence value, such as 1 to n. 

tables: key column 

Tables typically have main column {primary key}. For example, in Person table, primary key is person name or ID. 

Several columns can link to make primary key. 

tables: index 

Columns can have indexes. Indexes assign table-row number to column value. Columns can require that each value 

occur only once or allow values to repeat. For example, person names occur only once, but the same weight can apply 

to several people. It takes time to make indexes, but indexing speeds searches. Indexing is more efficient if table 

updates are infrequent. 

tables: relations 

Two tables cross-reference each other, if they both have same column. For example, Person table can have PersonID 

column and WeightCategory column. Weight table can have WeightCategory column and WeightAmount category. 

Both tables share WeightCategory column. Database queries that use both tables can yield WeightAmount for 

PersonID. WeightCategory column in weight table is reference {foreign key} for WeightCategory column in Person 

table. Database can allow only weight categories listed in weight table to be values for WeightCategory column in 

Person table. 

trigger 

Inserting, deleting, or updating table values can cause {trigger, database} actions on database tables. For example, if 

Person table lists all people and their groups and if group table lists group members, adding person and his or her group 

to Person table can automatically add person to Group table. 

normal forms 

Theory governs table structure in relational databases. Five principles {normal form, database} improve performance 

speeds and prevent update problems, data redundancies, and data inconsistencies. Tables and records typically have 

normal forms {normalization, database}, unless performance considerations require non-normalization. 

normal forms: First Normal Form 

Table records have same number of non-repeating fields. For example, people in Person table have names, weights, 

and heights, even if some people have no known height values. 

normal forms: Second Normal Form 

Tables have one primary key. In Person table, name field is primary key, because it identifies person uniquely. Other 

fields state facts about primary key, such as weight and height, and are not unique. 

normal forms: Third Normal Form 

Columns are independent of other columns. There is only one column about each property. For example, in Person 

table, there are not two columns about weight, one for kilograms and one for pounds, or one for weight numbers and 

one for weight categories. For weights, there can be a Weight table. Non-key fields cannot be subsets of, or have 

another relation to, primary keys. For example, Person table has name column and does not have nickname column. For 

nicknames, there can be a nickname table. 

normal forms: Fourth Normal Form 

Row and column cells have one value, not multiple values. In Person table, name column has only best name, not 

alternative names, and language column has only preferred language, not all languages spoken. For nicknames, there 

can be a nickname table. For languages, there can be a language table. In Person table, each column is only about one 

property, not multiple properties. For example, Person table does not have a name-language column. For names and 

languages, there can be a language table. 

normal forms: Fifth Normal Form 

If two columns relate, and relation does not have direction {symmetric constraint}, use several tables with as few 

fields as possible, rather than fewer tables with more fields. For example, to relate person, weight amount, and weight 

category, Person table has name and weight category columns, and weight table has weight amount and weight 

category. Person table does not have person, weight amount, and weight category columns. For asymmetric constraints, 

database must have two tables. 



tablespace 

Single files {tablespace} can store related tables. Tablespaces represent shared columns only once, so memory size 

and computer processes decrease and processing speed increases. 

Tablespace tables {cluster} {data cluster} can share columns. Clusters place related information in one physical 

location and allow overlapping indexes. Clustering works well for adding data to tables but is not good for tables that 

have many deletions or updates. 

 

pivoting of data 

For tables, cell values in any column or row can become columns or rows {pivoting}|. The new table shows a 

different perspective on data, along a new dimension. Pivoting can correlate two table variables. 

empty cells 

Cells can be empty (NULL). Pivoting treats NULL the same as other cell values. Pivoting can make fewer cells and 

so fewer NULL cells. 

example 

Table has Days columns D1, D2, ... and Persons rows P1, P2, ... Table cells have Locations L1, L2, ..., with L1 in 

D1-P1 cell, and so on. See Figure 1. You can pivot table to make table with Days columns, Locations rows, and 

Persons in cells. See Figure 2. Cells fill by rule: Days and Locations have Persons. You can always pivot new table 

back to old table. 

data rows 

You can pivot table on one column to put another column in cells. For example, table can have Day, Location, 

People, Thing, and Amount columns. Row records are Days, Places, People, Things, and Amounts combinations. You 

can pivot on Day column and rows, to put Amount in cells. Now table rows are Thing, People, and Place combinations, 

and columns are Day values listed in original-table cells. Cell Amount matches Day, Place, People, and Thing. If new 

table has same or greater cell number as original table, you can pivot back to original table. 



Figure 1 

 

 



Figure 2 

 

 
  



security policy 

Databases need security {security policy}: database roles (USER and ADMINISTRATOR), role system privileges 

for each application, role object privileges for each application, users, and row-level security. 

Application Security creates roles and grants them privileges for one application. Roles and privileges for other 

applications should not affect the application. Users should not be able to alter roles and privileges inside or outside of 

the application. Application security must include SQL*Plus, SQL*Loader, and all other such available applications 

which might allow unrestricted SQL statement execution. 

Application Context sets up session-based attributes. Each user has attributes, such as a user name, a role, an 

application, tables and views authorized to access, and other information which can be used to determine context. The 

context is used to determine what is accessed in the session. 

Access Control allows row-based security for tables and views using Oracle functions attached to the table or view 

which is the basis of an application. When a user enters a SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement on the 

table or view, Oracle modifies the statement to include a WHERE clause which limits the data affected. 

A schema is owned by a user. Schemas are accessible to other users when privileges are granted by the owner. The 

USER is the schema which contains all objects. 

 

triggering 

Database change or command use {event, computer} can trigger action {triggering, database}, such as displaying 

report or executing program. 
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version number 

Every time data changes, it can have higher identifying number {version number}. Databases can keep previous 

record versions {version control}. 

 

generation in versioning 

Version branches {generation, data} start with generation 1. Generation and version combinations are unique. 
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command to computer 

Commands {command, computer} {executable command} execute actions, such as login, logout, show user name, 

or change password. 

 

execute command 

Commands {execute command} can save data to database, like Commit, and start background processing. 

 

commit command 

Commands {commit} can save data to database. Commit saves everything since previous Commit command, 

Rollback command, or application opening. 

 

rollback command 

Commands {rollback} can discard all unsaved data and return to state at previous Commit command or application 

opening. 

 

login 

Commands can allow user into computer system {login}. 

 

logout 

Commands can allow user to exit computer system {logout}. 
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component of system 

Software parts {component, computer} can call other applications, products, or components. 



 

Application Programming Interface 

Components {Application Programming Interface} (API) can share inputs and outputs. 

 

Database Management System 

Components {Database Management System} (DBMS) can store and retrieve database data. 

 

Enterprise Java Beans 

Component architecture {Enterprise Java Beans} (EJB) can deploy object-oriented distributed enterprise-level 

applications. Applications using Enterprise Java Beans architecture are scalable, use transactions, and can have 

multiple users. 

 

Graphical User Interface 

Users see window sets {Graphical User Interface} {user interface} (GUI) (UI), containing text fields, selection lists, 

check boxes, buttons, and other controls, in which to enter or view data and to issue commands. 

 

module in software 

Software components, applications, and products have subsets {module, software} {software module} that perform 

commands, actions, functions, or operations. 
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computer security 

Computation can have constraints on users and data {security, computer} {computer security}. 

A secure computing environment involves identifying a user at logon or when accessing services (authentication) 

and assigning privileges to directories and files to users or groups of users (authorization). 

A security policy establishes administrative procedures for reacting to break-ins, backing up data, logging on, 

allowing user access, and setting appropriate security levels for hardware, software, application programs, and network 

services. 

A security configuration for a computer involves the hardware, software, application programs, and network services 

and includes administrative procedures, physical security, installation, network access considerations, user training, and 

software security, such as user accounts, object permissions, auditing, and registry keys. 

C2 Security Level 

The National Computer Security Center (NCSC) of the United States performs software security evaluations for 

operating systems and publishes the results in a book entitled "Department of Defense Trusted Computer System 

Evaluation Criteria, " also known as the "Orange Book." 

The C2 security level has the following main requirements: 

The owner of a resource (such as a file or directory) must be able to control access to the resource. 

The operating system must protect objects from unauthorized reuse by other processes. (As examples, freed memory 

contents cannot be read by another process, and data from deleted files cannot be accessed.) 

To access the system, each user must enter a unique name and password. The system must be able to track all user 

activities using the unique identification. 

System administrators must be able to audit security-related events, and access to audit data must be limited to 

authorized administrators. 

The operating system must protect itself from external interference or tampering (As examples, modification of a 

running system or modification of disk files is prevented.) 

The NCSC document "Introduction to Certification and Accreditation" discusses how to configure the physical and 

software computing environment. Certification is the use of the computer system in a specific environment. 

Accreditation is an evaluation of the certification plan by administrators. 

Network Security 

Network security evaluations are contained in the "Red Book" of the NCSC. 

Network 

Isolate the workstation from the network if possible. Preferably use a network entirely contained in a secure 

building. If network cables are in unsecured areas, use optical fiber cables to prevent wiretaps. 

Internet 

Do not connect the workstation to the Internet. 



FTP 

If the workstation is on the Internet, file transfer protocol (FTP) might be available. FTP allows public file access via 

anonymous log on. There is a user account for anonymous logons (GUEST by default) and a default home directory. 

If FTP must be made available, create a user account specifically for FTP and require a password. Do not assign the 

account to any user groups. Do not allow the account the user right to "Logon on Locally." 

As the home directory, assign a separate disk partition, with no secure files or directories. 

Remove the NetBios Interface. 

Security Administration 

System administrators should follow specific rules for effective computer security: 

Allow few users to have Administrator privileges. Always log out of the Administrator account when not using the 

workstation. 

Set computer security to the minimum level required to protect resources to minimize setup, maintenance, and 

security evasions (such as password sharing). 

Document backup and all other security procedures to create a security policy. 

Always follow the procedures of the security policy. 

Monitor security logs regularly and adjust security policies and settings as needed. 

Use an up-to-date anti-virus and anti-Trojan Horse program. 

Use security mailing lists to be aware of virus attacks. 

Check software vendors for recent security fixes. 

Always update software with the latest service pack. 

Use the Backup utility to back up the registry, files, and directories regularly. Allow Backup privileges only to 

Administrators. 

Set the security features of applications to work with computer security features. 

Security administration for a workstation should include physical security, installation, network security, user 

training, and software security (such as user accounts, object permissions, auditing, and registry keys). 

Physical Security 

Physical security involves computer and cable location and locking, physical access to the CPU and removable 

media, power on and rebooting from floppy disk or network, testing of the CPU and peripherals, hard disk set up and 

maintenance, and surge protection. 

Access 

Protect the computer workstation from theft. Place the computer in a case that requires a key to open and store the 

key away from the computer. Attach the computer to a wall or desk with a locked cable. Allow access to the room only 

to authorized persons. Establish procedures for moving or repairing the computer. 

Expose only the computer's keyboard, monitor, mouse, and printer to users. Prevent unauthorized users from 

touching the power or reset switches, the CPU, and the removable media drives by locking the case or locking the 

entire CPU in a ventilated enclosure. Access to drives can be limited by using a locked opening. 

Booting 

Use a workstation with a power-on password to prevent unauthorized personnel from starting another operating 

system. Set the power-on password using the vendor's instructions, typically by changing the computer's BIOS setup. 

Remove the floppy disk drive or disable a floppy-based boot. Also, remove the network card if possible. Allow 

booting only from the fixed disk. 

Edit the boot.ini file so that the boot time-out is 0 seconds, to prevent booting another operating system. 

Lock the CPU to physically prevent another operating system from being loaded. 

Testing 

Test the processor using diagnostic integrity tests. 

Test peripherals using the integrity tests of the product. 

Hard Disk Maintenance 

Make the entire hard disk one file system. Do not use the FAT file system, which has no security features. 

Scan and defragment disks regularly to isolate bad sectors and maintain performance. 

Surge Protection 

Use a surge protector or power conditioner to protect the computer and its peripherals from power spikes. 

Installation 

Use a password at least nine characters long with some non-alphabetic characters in the first seven characters. 

Create an Emergency Repair Disk (ERD) and lock the disk in a secure area (the ERD contains security information). 

Set up a special location called the Alternate Data Location, recorded in the Registry. 

For Network Protocol, select only TCP/IP. 



Use a fixed IP address. Do not use DHCP. 

Add the workstation only to a secure domain. 

Do not install by disk duplication (which uses the xcopy command). 

Do not install any other operating systems on the computer. 

After installation, reboot Windows and log on as an Administrator. 

Check the Installation Report. 

User Training 

User training involves use of passwords, proper log on, file protection for copies, data deletion at log off, necessary 

restarts, proper log off, and use of XXXX file checksums. 

Passwords 

Users should follow the password rules: 

Memorize passwords (never write them down). 

Use passwords longer than five characters. 

Change passwords frequently. 

Never reuse previous passwords. 

Never use easily-guessed passwords or words in a dictionary. 

Use a combination of letters and numbers. 

Log On 

Users should always press CTRL+ALT+DEL to log onto Windows, in order to obtain the secure Windows log-on 

screen. Other logon methods or dialogs risk use of a substitute log-on screen designed to collect account passwords. 

File Copies 

When a file is copied to a new directory, the file acquires the permissions of files in the new directory. The 

protections assigned to the document in the old directory are lost. 

After copying a file to a new directory, users should set the protections on the file, or alternatively, first move the file 

to the new directory and then copy the file back to the original directory to reset the protections. 

Data Deletion 

Users should remove sensitive data from floppy disks or CD-ROM drives before logging off. 

Restart 

Users should restart the computer before using the tape drive. 

Log Off 

Users should log off or lock the workstation when not at the computer. Users should set the workstation to lock 

automatically if not used for a period of time. A 32-bit screen saver with the Password Protected option has this feature. 

Checksums 

All data files include a checksum value. Compare file checksums to determine if the file has been modified by any 

other application or any outside process. 

Software Security 

Software security involves user and group accounts, auditing, file and directory permissions, and registry key 

settings. Software security protects against accidental or deliberate changes to the data files, the operating system 

software, and the computer set up and security configuration. 

Check the user accounts, security settings, trust relationships, network access points, and the registry regularly. 

Check for inconsistent permissions of users and objects, user accounts that should be disabled, and unauthorized 

network connections. 

User and Group Accounts 

Create users and user groups. Assign users to user groups. 

Password and Account Lockout Policies 

Set password and account lockout policies for user accounts. 

Set the maximum password age to 42 days. Allow the password to change immediately. Set the minimum password 

length to six (or more). (Make sure that the Permit Blank Password box is not checked.) Set the password uniqueness 

so that no password history is kept. 

Set account lockout to allow only three invalid logon attempts, to reset the count after 60 minutes, and to have a 

duration of 60 minutes. 

User Rights and Auditing Policies 

Give each user or user group user rights. 

Grant privileges to objects and procedures. 

File and Directory Permissions 

Control access to files and directories. 



Event Auditing 

Select auditing options and Audit Policies. 

Alerts 

Set administrative alerts (electronic mail messages) to System Administrator if any attempt at unauthorized use or 

other security problem occurs. 

 

digital rights management 

Software {digital rights management} (DRM) can prevent copying files. 

 

rootkit 

Applications {rootkit} at root-user level can hide program files, such as copy-protection programs. 

 

row-level security 

Methods {row-level security} can control access to project data based on role assigned to a user by the administrator, 

because projects and roles are linked. The table privileges granted to a role are removed. A package has a function to 

make the predicate for the queries. Policies use the predicate-creating function on all statements (SELECT, INSERT, 

UPDATE, DELETE) on the project tables. Depending on the role assigned to the user and the projects paired with that 

role, users logging in will only see the protocols or experiments associated with the allowed projects. 
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computer challenge 

Applications can request password, fingerprint, or electronic signature {challenge, computer} {computer challenge}, 

before allowing access to information or functions. 

 

electronic signature 

Users must enter username and/or password {electronic signature} before committing data to database. A field holds 

a unique code based on user ID and password. Electronic signatures include the user name, date, time, role of signer 

(review, approval, authorship, or ownership), and digital signature. Digital signatures are generated using biometrics or 

cryptography. 

Saving files is the typical example of an event that requires an electronic signature. Creating an electronic signature 

displays the role to be applied and requires entry of the user name and password; if multiple signatures are required in 

one user session, later signatures require only a password. Electronic signatures are only assigned to verified 

individuals. Electronic signatures cannot be assigned to someone else. Persons with electronic signatures certify that 

their electronic signatures are to be legally equivalent to handwritten signatures. 
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auditing of data 

Programs {auditing} can record who changed database data, when, and why, as shown in audit logs. 

 

keychain for data 

Users have identification and authentication information, plus information about what user can access {keychain}. 

 

profile of computer user 

Users can have permission to execute specific functions {profile, computer}. 

 

static data 

Users do not update system data {static data}, such as instrument locations, entered by administrator at system setup 

or upgrade. 
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user of computer 

People {user, computer} can access software or data, after authentication. 

 



root user 

Users {root user} can control whole computer. 

 

computer administrator 

Users {administrator, computer} {computer administrator} can have access to whole system have privileges to add, 

remove, or edit all data and manage access control for other users. 

 

datagroup 

Users can access only data in their datagroups {datagroup}. 

 

role for user 

Users have permission to execute specific functions {role, computer}. Roles control user access to application 

functions. Interfaces can display available commands and not display unavailable commands. 

 

security group 

User groups {security group} can access data types in special ways: read/view, update, create, and/or delete. 

 

user group of computer 

Users, such as technicians, administrators, scientists, or guests {user group}, can have same privileges to access data 

and functions. 
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operating system 

Software {operating system}| can allocate CPU resources. Operating systems determine peripheral number and type. 

They handle input-output operations, manipulate and process files, manage and allocate memory, begin and end jobs, 

and keep accounting, data-loading, job-priority, error-checking, backup, and recovery records. They put system 

description {system configuration} in memory. They can execute several programs at once {multiprogramming}, using 

swapping and executive control. They can allot maximum time {timeslicing} to program before switching to another. 

Operating systems can have application programs, which perform business or fundamental functions. 

 

Unix 

The most common operating system {Unix} has many variations. At login prompt, enter username. At password 

prompt, enter password. To change password: passwd followed by old password, and repeat new password. To log out: 

logout. To create a directory: mkdir directory-name. To display file: cat filename or more filename. To print file: lpr 

filename. To list files and directories: ls directory-name or filename. To rename files and directories: mv source-

filename destination-filename, or mv source-filename destination-directory, or mv source-directory-name destination-

directory-name. To copy files: cp source-filename destination-filename or cp source-filename destination-directory. To 

delete file or directory: rm filename or rmdir directory-name. To change working directory: cd directory-name. 

Pathnames use forward slash. ~ is Home directory. . is working directory. ..is parent of working directory. 

wild cards 

? is single character wild card. * is arbitrary number of characters. 

redirecting 

command-name > filename - System types output of command to file rather than screen, replacing current contents 

of file, if any. 

command-name > > filename - System types output of command to file rather than screen, appending to current 

contents of file, if any. 

editing files 

vi - enter text editor 

search files 

grep search-string filename to type lines containing the string in a specific file. 

online documentation 

To see online Man Pages: man command-name. 
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assembler 

Operating-system programs {assembler}| can change programs into assembly-code language. 

 

compiler 

Operating-system programs {compiler}| can change high-level language program into computer language used by 

computer hardware, such as binary code. 

 

interpreter program 

Operating-system programs {interpreter program} can translate instructions from high-level program to binary code 

and runs computer program immediately. 
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controller module 

Operating-system programs {controller module} can control operations. 

 

data management program 

Operating-system programs {data management program} can manage data flow. 

 

diagnostic program 

Operating-system programs {diagnostic program} can diagnose problems. 

 

emulator 

Operating-system programs {emulator} can represent another computer. 

 

executive control program 

Operating-system programs {executive control program} can control several programs and interfaces. 

 

format maker and user 

Operating-system programs {format maker and user} can print or display formatted job output. 

 

generator program 

Operating-system programs {generator program} {object program} can make object programs from parameters. 

 

initial program loader 

Operating-system programs {initial program loader} can start computer system by placing operating system in 

memory and starting CPU. 

 

job scheduler 

Operating-system programs {job scheduler} {job control language} can perform program commands most 

efficiently. 

 

maintenance program 

Operating-system programs {maintenance program} can be for on-line testing. 

 

memory dump program 

Operating-system programs {memory dump program} can read memory contents. 

 

operator routine 

Operating-system programs {operator routine} can load programs. 

 

simulator 

Operating-system programs {simulator} can represent models. 

 

sorting device 

Operating-system programs {sorting device} can organize different memories. 



 

utility program 

Operating-system programs {utility program} can track or organize computer system and memory. 

 

workflow language compiler 

Operating-system programs {workflow language compiler} can accept and store jobs. 
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computer operations 

Computers have operations {computer operations}. Programs can run immediately {interactive processing} {on-line 

processing} {real-time processing}. Programs can execute later, typically at night when CPU usage is low {batch 

processing, computer} {off-line processing}. On-line transactions take time {response time} {flowtime} {float time} to 

process [Luce, 1986]. 

 

multiprocessing 

Computer systems can have two or more processors {multiprocessing}. Job-control program decide job types to do 

and their priority and puts jobs in job queue. 

 

swapping 

Operating systems can add and remove program parts {swapping}| {memory swapping} from storage devices into 

memory {virtual memory}, to use only needed program sections. Virtual memory uses either fixed-length pages or 

logical program segments. 

 

throughput 

Operations process many characters per second {throughput}|. 

 

timesharing 

Several users can use CPU at once {timesharing}|, because CPU is fast compared to input rates. 
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algorithm 

Ordered instruction sequences {algorithm}| {recursive procedure} can perform functions in finite numbers of steps. 

Algorithms start from input data, process data, and make output data. Algorithms use finite numbers of symbols. 

Computing is algorithm automation and execution. 

components 

Algorithms use non-algorithmic components, such as containers, container adapters, function objects, and file 

manipulations. Containers are vectors and matrices. Container adapters are point graphs and edge graphs. Function 

objects are for sorting, generating random numbers, having properties, and comparing numbers. 

input 

Input requires redundancy to overcome noise. 

output 

Performing algorithm gives results {enaction}. Results are in code and have no intrinsic meaning. Result meaning 

relates to coded input. 

processing 

Algorithms can be recursive and nested and use feedback and feedforward. The shortest way to predict algorithm 

results is to run algorithm. The most compressed algorithm description is algorithm itself. 

 

Church thesis for functions 

Computable functions can be partial recursive functions {Church's thesis, algorithm} {Church thesis, algorithm} 

{Turing's thesis}. 
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approximation by discrete 

Using time-interval midpoints, discrete functions can approximate continuous or non-discrete functions 

{approximation by discrete function} {discrete function approximation}. 

 

non-deterministic computer 

Ideal computers {non-deterministic computer} can choose better at decision points. Real computers {deterministic 

computer} choose by approximate methods. 

 

non-linear processing 

Processing {non-linear processing} can describe quantity interactions. Multiplications combine two or more 

different measurable things to get new thing. Multiplication can reduce data from several quantities to one quantity. For 

example, gravitational force multiplies two interacting particle masses and then divides by distance between them. 

Multiplicative effects include division, differentiation, and integration. Differentiation reduces interaction number. 

Integration increases interaction number. 
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forward analysis 

Analysis algorithms {forward analysis} can use assumptions about node relations to go from one node to another, to 

avoid costly and time-consuming backtracking. 

 

frame analysis 

Analysis algorithms {frame analysis} can use object-class variable, parameter, or property-type lists, with default 

values. However, such lists do not use "OR" relations well. 
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alpha-beta technique 

For hierarchies or networks, heuristic search methods {alpha-beta technique} {minimax algorithm} repeatedly 

evaluate nearby situations to check if they are nearer goal situation. 

scoring 

Alpha-beta technique assigns scores to all evaluated situations {node, hierarchy}. Score determines which nodes to 

check further. 

node 

Nodes have immediate-successor nodes. Alpha-beta technique checks beyond current nodes minimum distance and 

maximum distance {depth, search}. Node scores decide which immediate successors to check further. Alpha-beta 

technique removes low-scoring nodes {pruning} {alpha-beta pruning} or progressively worse nodes {tapered pruning}. 

depth 

Alpha-beta is depth first search, rather than width first. Alpha is maximum lower bound and can only increase. Beta 

is minimum upper bound and can only decrease. 

 

generate and test algorithm 

Techniques {generate and test algorithm} for reaching goal situations can produce random or directed trials and 

check results. 

 

Grover algorithm 

Subtract searched-for message wavelet from possible wavelets to find wavelet that makes zero {Grover's algorithm} 

{Grover algorithm}. Invert wavelet. Probabilities stay the same. Find average amplitude. Invert wavelets around 

average amplitude. Searched-for wavelet magnifies amplitude while others reduce. Repeating converges on searched-

for wavelet. 

 

heuristic search 

For hierarchical networks, searches {search, computer} {computer search} can go first to lower nodes {depth first 

search}, stay at same level {breadth first search}, or use evaluation function {heuristic search}|. Heuristic search tries 

to reach goal. It starts from current situation, evaluates nearby situations to short depth to see if goal is closer or farther, 



chooses only nearby situations that are closer, and then repeats, until exhausting all new nearby situations or finding 

goal. 

evaluation 

Evaluation uses scoring methods. Searching requires assigning probabilities. Search eliminates nodes by checking if 

they have successors, by assigning scores, or by checking for duplicates. Search can minimize risk {minimax, search}. 

Heuristic search can evaluate search steps to decide whether to go backward or forward {Shannon paradigm}. Search 

can use other strategies {set-of-support strategy} {unit preference strategy} {linear input form strategy} {ancestry-

filtered strategy}. 

 

hill climbing 

Techniques {hill climbing}| for reaching goal situation can find path from initial to goal situation, while always 

maximizing score. Hill climbing locally improves answer until reaching optimum. Hill climbing often stops at solution 

that is not the best globally, because possible solutions are independent and are in different space locations, with 

valleys between them. Better hill climbing requires overview to check larger regions. 

 

hypothesize and match algorithm 

Techniques {hypothesize and match}| for reaching goal situation can make many examples to compare to true goal 

{match, search} or make and iteratively test better hypotheses until one matches. 

 

resolution procedure 

For reaching goal situations, techniques {resolution procedure}| {resolution principle} can check if all formulas are 

true and check if negative of formula to prove is unsatisfiable, to imply formula. Resolution procedures work if 

formulas, expressed in predicate calculus, describe situation space. Formulas must allow causality, ability, temporality, 

recursion formulas, and spatial relations. 

 

situation space 

Problems can have initial situations, possible situations, actions moving from one situation to another, action 

relations, and goal situations {situation space}|. Solving problem involves finding path from initial situation to goal 

situation, while avoiding traps. 

 

system inference model 

Techniques {system inference model} for reaching goal situations can find function or relation between initial 

situation and goal situation or build relations using examples and counterexamples. 
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polynomial time 

Problems {P problem} can be solvable with polynomials {polynomial time}| {P time}. Time to solve them increases 

as polynomial-first-term power, as number of items grows. Linear growth has power one: n^1. Quadratic growth has 

power two: n^2. Cubic growth has power three: n^3. 

Polynomial-time problems include whether number is prime or not, if two lists have all members paired, and if all 

towns on maps have paths to other towns. 

exponential 

Problems {non-deterministic problem} {NP problem} can grow superpolynomially or exponentially in time, 

resources, or memory {non-deterministic polynomial time} {NP time}, as number of items grows. NP problems 

include all P problems. 

Konigsburg bridges problem is an NP problem. Superpolynomial problems {subset sum problem} can try to find sets 

of numbers that add to zero from a large number set. Can a set of boxes fit in a larger box? Do three-color maps have 

no neighboring countries with same color? 

Evaluating proposed solutions to NP problems requires polynomial time. 

NP-complete 

NP problems {non-deterministic polynomial time complete} {NP-complete} can be the most general. NP-complete 

problems include all NP problems. Quantum computers cannot solve NP-complete problems in P time, but can solve 

some NP problems in much faster NP time, by using specific problem features. 

 



satisfiability problem 

People have conflicting demands, so a problem is how to satisfy people {satisfiability}| {satisfiability problem} 

(SAT). Satisfaction depends on others' choices. Satisfiability problems are NP-complete, because they scale 

exponentially. 
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finite-state machine 

Software machines {finite-state machine} can have a finite number of possible states. 

 

automata theory 

Finite strings can map to finite strings {automata theory}. 

symbols 

Systems have finite symbol sets, such as 0 or no symbol and 1. 

strings 

Finite tape has segments, each with one symbol. Segment series make symbol series. 

read and write 

Tape reader reads one tape segment. Tape writer writes one tape segment. Tape mover moves tape one segment 

forward or backward. 

tape 

Tape has input symbols and starts at initial position. 

state 

Automaton starts in initial internal state. Automaton changes state in response to rules. Controller has a finite 

number of possible states. 

rules 

Given current state and symbol, functions {transition function} {next-output function} tell which symbol to write 

and where, functions {next-state function} tell what next controller state is, and functions {next-move function} tell 

whether to move tape, read tape, or write on tape. 

processing 

Controller decides what tape mover, tape writer, and tape reader do at next step, based on symbol reading, controller 

state, and rules. When automaton stops, original string has become new string. 

algorithm 

Automatons can represent any computer program or algorithm. 
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computer graphics 

Image files {vector file} {geometric file} can use mathematical formulas that software {object-oriented graphics} 

{vector graphics} {computer graphics} {graphics} {draw program} manipulates. Vector-graphics images transform 

easily, look good on higher-resolution displays, and use less memory than bitmaps. 

fonts 

Scalable fonts {True Type font} {vector font} {scalable font} {object-oriented font} {outline font} use vector 

graphics. 

parameters 

Main parameter is geometric-object type, such as rectangle. x, y, and z coordinates locate figure. Width and height 

are dimensions. Lines have color and size. Fill has color, opacity, orientation, and pattern. 

spline 

Splines represent lines and can represent boundary lines that divide surfaces into polygons. 

surfaces 

Closed surfaces can be polygons, such as triangles. Surfaces can be parallel lines or grids. 

volumes 

Splines and generalized ellipses or ellipsoids can represent volumes. 

formulas 

Vector graphics uses formulas for points, lines, splines, polygons, circles, ellipses, Bézier curves, Bézier splines 

{bezigon}, text in Bézier curve fonts, Catmull-Rom splines, NURBS, and rectangle bitmaps. For example, circle 

information includes radius, center point, line style, line color, fill style, and fill color. Formulas can combine. 



formulas: transformations 

Most formulas allow transformations, such as rotation, translation, reflection, scaling, stretching, and skewing. 

Programs can perform logical and set operations. Programs can also add surface-texture bitmaps, add shading, and 

smooth irregularities. 

bit map 

Images can be pixel arrays {bit map} {raster file} that software {raster graphics} manipulates. Programs {paint 

program} can make bit maps smaller or larger, but enlarged images have blank or repeated areas. Vector graphics 

convert to raster graphics for dot-matrix printers, laser printers, and display monitors, but not plotters. 

 

Bezier curve 

Computer-graphics algorithms {de Casteljau's algorithm} {Farin-Boehm algorithm} can evaluate parametric curves 

{Bézier curve} or surfaces {Bézier surface}. Linear, quadratic, and cubic Bézier-curve {Bézier polygon} splines can 

draw any shape. 

history 

Paul de Casteljau invented de Casteljau's algorithm [1959]. Pierre Bézier of France designed automobiles [1962]. 

equations 

Lines can use two points P0 and P1 {control points} and have equation f(t) = (1 - t) * P0 + t * P1, where 0 <= t <= 1. 

Quadratics can start at P0, go toward P1, and end at P3: f(t) = (1 - t)^2 * P0 + 2 * t * (1 - t) * P1 + t^2 * P2, where 0 <= 

t <= 1. Cubics can start at P0, go toward first P1 then P2, and end at P3. f(t) = (1 - t)^3 * P0 + 3 * t * (1 - t)^2 * P1 + 3 

* t^2 * (1 - t) * P2 + t^3 * P3, where 0 <= t <= 1. 

interface 

Drawing programs display control points, which control lines. 

 

level set method 

Real functions can have domain-value sets {level set} {fiber, set} that make function constant. Real-equation roots 

are level sets. For two-dimensional domains f(x,y), level sets are curves {implicit curve} {isocontour}. For three-

dimensional domains f(x,y,z), level sets are surfaces {implicit surface} {isosurface}. 

function 

Functions are positive inside surface, zero on surface, and negative outside surface. At points, function gradient is 

perpendicular to level-set surface. 

shape 

Closed planar curves can be isocontours. Closed surfaces can be isosurfaces. Shape boundaries are level sets. Shapes 

have real-function positive values. As object changes, level-set function translates by non-parametric methods {level 

set method} {Eulerian approach} (Stanley Osher and James Sethian) [1988]. 

 

ray tracing 

Computers can test all rays entering screen to see where they land on object-indexed kd-tree scene {ray tracing} {ray 

processing unit} (RPU). Ray tracing can check for shadows, reflection, refraction, and color. 

 

graphical processing unit 

Rasterization software renders three-dimensional scenes for two-dimensional screens {graphical processing unit} 

(GPU). GPU first makes scene into independent plane polygons, typically triangles. It must find which ones are closer 

{z-buffer}. Because light reflects from objects onto other objects {global illumination}, GPU must later add indirect 

light. 
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computer programming 

Steps in making computer programs {computer programming} {programming, computer} are defining problem, 

creating algorithm to solve problem, making flowchart to see how to implement algorithm conceptually, writing 

program using language and following flowchart, and checking program for errors. 

 

computer program 

Computers can process problem-solving algorithms {computer program}. Computer programs are explicit formal 

processes to generate output from input and internal settings. Programs have instruction sequences. 



types 

User programs perform arithmetic calculations, word processing, or spreadsheet manipulations. Utility programs 

perform functions about files and directories. Environmental programs work in background to perform accounting, 

memory-utilization, and scheduling functions. 

making 

Set goals or requirements. Develop functions to achieve goals. Design how to implement functions. Implement 

actual code. 

module 

Programs can have small independent programs {module, program}, to reach intermediate goals. 

errors 

Languages have special commands or techniques for error or exception handling, which replace IF ... THEN ... 

statements, prevent crashes, give needed information about errors or warnings, and provide logging information. 

process 

Code development follows standard process, uses standard methodology, and has life cycle. Requirements state 

involved units and required deliverables. Flow charts, such UML diagrams, show workflows, inputs, outputs, and use 

cases. 

 

program structure 

Programs have subunits {program structure}, such as declarations, executable units, loops, functions, subroutines, 

procedures, and recursive or reentrant subunits. Program have data types, such as arithmetic, Boolean, alphanumeric, 

formal or algebraic, string, list, vector, array, or hierarchical. Program statements assign variables or values, handle 

alphanumeric data, control sequences, make decisions, input, output, debug, store, and operate on system statements. 

 

addressing in program 

Programs can use addresses {descriptor, computing} to locate program segments or data blocks {addressing}. 

Descriptors contain addresses pointing to program-segment or data-block locations, word counts indicating program-

segment or data-block sizes, and descriptor-sequence descriptor bits {presence-bit}. 

 

collection in program 

Sets {collection} can have same-type objects {homogeneous collection} or different types {heterogeneous 

collection}. 

 

debugging in program 

Checking {debugging}| programs for errors follows programming. 

 

decision table 

Stored value arrays {decision table} {lookup memory} can allow result look-up for already-performed calculations, 

rather than performing calculations. 

 

instruction in program 

Processing operations {instruction, computing} need two steps. First, get instruction from storage and put it in 

instruction register. Then get data from address and put it in data register. Instructions can specify many addresses, 

including next instruction address. CPU has 30 basic instructions. 

stack 

Instead of using addresses, instructions {zero-address instruction} can specify stack, stack dictionary level, and 

dictionary-level index value {address couple}. 

program 

Instructions are elementary switches or gates {microfunction} and so are small programs {microprogram}. 

 

open-closed principle 

Existing functions can be open for extension to new requirements but closed for modifications affecting published 

interfaces {open-closed principle}. 

 

operations in program 

Operations {operations, program} on input values give output values. Operations include all arithmetical operations. 

Operations {let command} {set command} can calculate function value. Operations {if ... then ... commands} 



{conditional command} can check statement truth and perform actions. Operations {for ... next commands} {loop 

command} can repeat instruction sets over index-value ranges. Operations {goto command} {subroutine} can jump to 

another instruction block. 

 

Polish notation 

Statements can have operators and operands in correct sequence to execute them {Polish notation}, requiring no 

addressing, storage, or retrieval. 

 

set-based analysis 

Program variables can be infinite value sets {set-based analysis} (SBA), so program ignores variable dependencies 

but considers all data and data structures. 

 

string operation 

Alphabetical operations {string operation} can extract sequence {string, text} parts {substring}. String operations 

can find string location {index, string} in another string. String operations can partition string to make array. 

 

workflow of system 

Logical-step series {workflow}| start from input and use processes and decisions to reach output, typically using 

branching paths. 
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software architecture 

High-level function-organization description {software architecture} {system architecture} defines system. 

 

computer system 

Components include applications, technical services, integration services, business services, and data services 

{computer system}. 

 

Common Object Request Broker Architecture 

Architectures {Common Object Request Broker Architecture} can have object-oriented ways to handle data between 

clients and servers, using Interface Definition Language (IDL) and Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (CORBA). 

 

envelope in software 

execution environment {envelope, computing}. 

 

implementation model 

Models {implementation model} can describe function logical and physical representation. 

 

overlaying in software 

Modules can have use in several programs {overlaying}. 

 

punch-out in software 

User-interface sections {punch-out} can be for multiple applications. 

 

Remote Method Invocations 

Method invocations {Remote Method Invocations} (RMI) can use Java data model. 

 

toolkit in software 

Related reusable class sets {toolkit} provide general functions. 

 

unified process software 

Integrated project stages, methods, and principles {unified process} develop and maintain software. 

 

value object 

Objects {value object} transfer data between presentation and domain layers. 
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software design tools 

Tools {software design tools} can check high-level design models {model checking}, using automated reasoning on 

structure language, to prove algorithms have no counterexamples or contradictions. Integrated-circuit design uses 

model checking. Systems have object operations, mappings, and relations, with assertions. Design-checkers try to find 

cases in which assertions are not true, so designers can exclude those cases. 

 

contract-based design 

Designs {contract-based design} can specify contracts between user and service provider. If user provides requisites 

{pre-conditions}, then service provider guarantees service will perform functions and give results {post-conditions}. 

 

responsibility-driven design 

Starting with requirements, specifying functions and designing objects {responsibility-driven design} can meet 

requirements. 

 

top-down design 

Designs {top-down design} can use modules, which contain submodules, which contain sub-submodules, and so on. 
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framework in software 

Abstract-class sets {framework} can work together in reusable designs. 

 

request-response framework 

Frameworks {request-response framework} can be integration services that send service requests to technical 

services, applications, and business-model instances and receive responses. Service-request {request, computer} 

execution environment can include required input. Service-response {response, computer} execution environment can 

include output. 

 

services framework 

Frameworks {services framework} can define and specify service uses. 
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software layers 

System components {software layers} can be for applications, technical services, integration services, business 

services, and data services. 

 

application layer 

Software layers {application layer} can include installers and user interfaces and use business and technical services, 

through integration services. Interfaces are for navigating, querying, calculating, displaying, and reporting. 

 

business layer 

Software layers {business layer} can include instrument controls, analysis tools, quality-control modules, parameter 

settings, queries, and business objects. Models {business model} can be business-object content, behavior, rules, and 

interactions. Data objects {business object} are in systems. Service groups {business service} access and control shared 

domain-specific service interfaces, such as instrument controls and data. 

 

data layer 

Software layers {data layer} can include auditing, ID, password, authentication, persistence, and relational database. 

Implementation-model subset {data model} describes persistent procedure, trigger, and constraint logical and physical 

data representation. 

 



domain layer 

Software layers {domain layer} can contain modules working with data objects. Business-model subsets {domain 

model} can have business types. 

 

integration layer 

Software layers {integration layer} can include request-response, instrument, workflow, directory, and messaging 

services. A service group {integration service} includes request-response framework, architectural framework, and 

services that access and control shared services. 

 

presentation layer 

Software layers {presentation layer} can contain user interfaces. 
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software services 

Querying, versioning, or persisting data {system service} {software services} happens upon request for service or 

system function. Software components {service provider} provide service functions, such as for instrument runtime or 

messaging. System-architecture primary services allow other-service development. 

 

Java Database Connectivity 

Java class and component-library APIs {Java Database Connectivity} (JDBC) can allow Java applications to 

communicate with database server, outside database software. 

 

Java Message Service 

Services {Java Message Service} (JMS) can publish and listen for messages. 

 

Java Naming Directory Interface 

Java extensions {Java Naming and Directory Interface} (JNDI) can provide API for accessing directory and naming 

services, such as LDAP, Novell Netware NDS, CORBA Naming Service, and naming services provided by EJB 

servers. EJB servers organize beans into directory structure and provide JNDI driver service provider for accessing 

directory structure. 

 

naming service 

JNDI database {naming service} contains named objects, with no attributes. 

 

technical service 

Infrastructure services {technical service} can be for applications and business services: logging, security, 

exceptions, and system management. 
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programming language 

Computer instructions have exactly defined and limited vocabulary, syntax, and grammar {formal language, 

programming} {programming language}| {computer language}, with no ambiguities or connotations. 

parts 

Programming languages have alphabet {character set} that makes numbers and words in formats. They have 

mathematical functions, logical operations, and string manipulations {operator, programming}. They have processing 

instructions {executable}. They have sentences {declaration, programming} {non-executable declaration} that name, 

set up arrays, or create symbols. 

levels 

Machine uses machine-dependent binary code {machine language}. Assembler uses machine-dependent three-letter 

codes {assembly language} for instructions and addresses and has one statement for each instruction. People use 

higher-level languages {compiler language} {high-level language}, with one statement for several instructions, such as 

BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, UNIX, and DOS. 

 



ALGOL language 

early procedural computer language {ALGOL language}. 

 

BASIC language 

Simple basic-function languages {BASIC language} can be for interactive use. 

 

COBOL language 

early procedural computer language {COBOL language}. 

 

Java language 

Computer languages {Java language} can be object oriented. Java has classes with methods. A main static method 

may be first. Methods use "get" and "put" for getting and setting values, "is" or "has" for boolean test functions, and 

action verbs for methods that change state or take action in other ways. Methods should proceed from public to 

protected to private. Within each group, methods should start with constructors, then instance methods, then static 

methods. Java has local and global class member instance variables and static member variables. Java has constants. 

Create output using System.out.println. The entire system has to be layered and buildable in a single pass. A script 

defines the order in which the packages are built. Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) defines application servers for 

Enterprise Java Beans (EJB), Servlets, and Java Server Pages (JSP), to make web-enabled applications. 

 

LISP language 

Interactive computer languages {LISP language} can be for symbol manipulation. Symbols can be numbers, words 

{atom, LISP}, or groups {list, LISP}. Data and operations are both lists {list structure}. Programs use, modify, and 

recognize lists. List addresses contain two pointers, one to current list value and other to next list item. LISP can 

perform all string operations and compare lists and operations. Lists can have any number of dimensions. 

 

SQL language 

Relational database queries use a language {SQL language} {Structured Query Language}. Make variable names no 

more than 31 characters. Declare cursors explicitly. Primary cursors remain open. Secondary cursors close after 

fetching all rows. 

table 

In a database, each data structure is a table, with columns and rows. The rows are records, a set of information about 

one item, and the columns are each attributes of the item. 

datatype 

Each column has entries all in one datatype. The datatypes are integer, floating point number, fixed length field of n 

characters, variable length field of characters, bit, binary fixed length field of n characters, money, and date and time. A 

"null" entry means an unknown entry, not blank or zero. 

queries 

select column, column, ... from table - retrieves data from columns in the table and displays in the order specified. 

select column from table where phrase - phrase sets conditions for selection. The phrase may use symbols such as =, 

>, <, >=, <=, !=, !>, and !< and may use connectors such as and, or, not, between m and n, is null, is not null, in ( ... ), 

not in ( ... ), and LIKE ' '. The symbols that can be used in LIKE are % for any string of 0 or more characters, _ for 

anyone character, [ ] for any single character in a range or set, [^] for any single character not in a range or set. 

function 

select function from table - runs a function, such as "getdate ()". 

order 

select column from table order by column - sorts in ascending order. 

select column from table order by column desc - sorts in descending order. 

group 

select column from table group by column, column, ... - makes nested groups. 

select column from table group by column having phrase - phrase sets conditions for grouping. 

operator 

select operator(column) - operators check numbers of entries: count(column), max(column), min(column), 

sum(column), avg(column). 

insert 

insert table (column, column, ... ) (column-1-name datatype, ...) values ('x', 'y') - inserts rows into table at the 

columns specified using the values in order. 



update 

update table set column, column, ... from table where phrase - modifies one table by updating its rows. 

delete 

delete table from table where phrase - deletes rows from table. 

Exception 

EXCEPTION traps errors. Some named exceptions are ZERO_DIVIDE, NO_DATA_FOUND, 

TOO_MANY_ROWS, VALUE_ERROR, OTHERS (for all errors). For example, EXCEPTION WHEN 

ZERO_DIVIDE THEN RESULT1 = NULL;. It has no continue. 
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code access 

Use all function arguments. Be able to access all code {code access}. 

 

code comments 

Add comments {code comments} for logical units. Add comments for modifications. Add inline comment after final 

brace to identify original brace. 

 

conditional statement in software 

Use IF-THEN-ELSE {conditional statement, software}, rather than multiple IFs. Use compound IFs, rather than 

nested IFs. Use braces for nested IF blocks. Always use ELSE after ELSE IF. Enter NULL statement ";" in IF block 

with no action. Use Switch statements, rather than IF-THEN-ELSE, if possible. Use default Switch at end, containing 

at least break statement. 

 

constant in software 

Use symbolic constants {constant, software}, with no hard-coded numbers. 

 

data type in software 

Do not use mixed data types {data type} in expressions. Do not use machine-dependent data representations. 

 

dynamic memory 

Use dynamic memory {dynamic memory, computer}, rather than allocating fixed storage. Verify that memory gave 

information. Free all memory structures no longer used. Allocate memory to structures to keep before structures to free, 

to avoid memory leaks. 

 

error message in software 

Use parameters for error messages {error message} and error numbers, not many hard-coded messages. 

 

file header 

Put file name, author, creation date, description, purpose, and modification history in file header {file header, 

information}. 

 

function header 

Put function name, author, creation date, short description, usage, possible return codes, and modification history in 

function header {function header}. 

 

function return 

Return success or failure status {function return} {return, function} to caller. Check status in caller. Store function-

return codes in caller for future reference. Do not test function logical value directly. Declare return "void" for 

functions that do not return value. Declare argument list "void" for functions that do not use parameters. 

 

GOTO command 

Do not use GOTO statements {GOTO command}. 

 



header file 

Put definitions, global-variable declarations, and function prototypes in header files {header file}. Use "include" 

statements. For static functions used by one module, put prototype at module top. 

 

input in software 

Check input values {input, software} for range and reasonableness. 

 

looping in software 

Do not reinitialize index variables in loops {looping, software}. Do not use non-loop-dependent statements in loop 

bodies. 

 

module files 

Put modules in separate files {module files}. Put source code for C++ classes in .CXX files. Put class definitions in 

.HXX files. Use only logically related functions. Use one entry and exit point for each function. Exit program only 

through "main" command. 

 

object names in software 

Make object names {object names, software} descriptive and globally unique. Use suffix for object types, like 

libraries. For functions, use lowercase or mixed case. For variables, use lowercase or mixed case. For constants, use 

uppercase. 

 

operating system services 

Minimize operating-system services {operating system services}. Put operating-system services in "system" library, 

not in high-level code. 

 

readability in software 

Separate variables and operators {readability, software}. Write one statement per line, using consistent indentation 

for logical structure. Place lead brace on same line as statement, or place on next line in same column as statement 

beginning. Put end brace in same column as statement beginning. Indicate conditional statement using inline comment 

after end brace. 

 

standard usage in software 

Use only standard programming language {standard usage, software}. 

 

variable declaration 

Use one line for each variable declaration {variable declaration}. Minimize number of global variables and external 

variables by passing arguments by value or reference. Declare arrays and do not use pointers except for dynamically 

allocated memory. Use structures for related data elements, to treat them as single objects. 

 

WHILE command 

Do not exit from WHILE-statement body {WHILE command}. 
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encapsulation 

Only methods can access objects {encapsulation, programming}. 

 

inheritance 

You can make a child class with all the members and methods of a parent class, and then add extra members and 

methods {inheritance, programming}. 

 

polymorphism programming 

If classes share common methods, the same methods can apply to all the classes {polymorphism, programming}. 

 

Liskov Substitution Principle 

You can use a child-class instance if you can use a parent-class instance {Liskov Substitution Principle}. 
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programming types 

Programs can be procedure-oriented, non-procedural, problem-oriented, application-oriented, special purpose, 

problem defining, problem describing, or problem solving {programming types}. 

 

functional programming 

Programming {functional programming} can change input to output by performing logical relations on input. 

Sequence and location are not important, because input calls functions, not registers. 

 

procedural programming 

Programming {procedural programming} can perform actions on register states to get new register states. Actions 

must be in exact sequence at one location. Modules are command sets that perform one process or procedure {process 

box}, such as moving values, performing logical AND, executing if-then-else statement, or iterating through do-while 

or perform-until statement. Modules can be scripts. BASIC depends on procedures or scripts and is useful for small 

systems and rapid development. 

 

satisfiability solver 

Software can start with objects and find arrangements that satisfy rule {satisfiability solver} (SAT), in reasonable 

time. 

 

structured programming 

Programming {structured programming} can use independent modules. Programming languages can use objects 

{object-oriented programming} {component architecture}, rather than procedures. SVL and Perl have both objects and 

procedures. C++ and Java are almost all object-oriented, can code larger systems, and can require more development 

time. 

Rather than procedures, structured programming languages, such as Java, use independent modules {class} about 

data types (abstract objects) more complex than basic data types such as integers, floating-point numbers, strings, dates, 

and arrays. Class groups {Java package} are about one system part, such as file control, database, output, input, or flow 

control. Software systems are package groups. 

Objects model data structures such as windows, files, tables, databases, database query results, and images. Data 

structures have parameters and constant and/or variable properties. 

Classes have procedures {methods} about data structures: 

• Make {constructor} a specific instance of an abstract object with specific property values. 

• Make an instance {instance method} of an object with a procedure and a returned value. 

• Open and close windows. 

• Open file, write to file, read from file, and close file. 

• Get table-cell value and set table-cell value. 

• Change object state or property. 

• Indicate if statement about object state or property is true or false. 

Methods can have parameters and return result values. A main static method starts the program and has a procedure 

that calls objects. 

Methods, classes, and packages can call methods, classes, and packages. Classes and packages can share global 

constants and variables and can modify global variables. 

variables 

Programs can use global variables in different ways, or different functions can modify global variables {coupling, 

Java}. Constants can be global. 

unique 

Functions, methods, classes, and packages have only one copy, called by other functions, methods, classes, or 

packages. 

comments 

Packages, classes, functions, and variables can have comments. 



format 

Commands at same level indent, typically four spaces, to same position. Line lengths are less than 80 characters. 

Open braces are at line ends, with their close braces on one separate line lined up with opening-line first character 

{Microsoft style}. 

naming 

Object names typically have capitalized syllables or words, as in ElecModelWrapper. High-level objects are nouns, 

as in ElecModelWrapper. Action names start with verbs, as in writeThisFile. Queries start with "get", as in getString. 

Information collection starts with "put", as in putString. True or false indicators, with boolean datatype, start with "is", 

as in isConnected. Names about same thing start the same, as in SysProps and SysVars. Typical prefixes are c for 

constants, g for globals, m for member variables, s for statics, v for variables, and p for parameters. Names are longer 

than two characters and use letters rather than numbers. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Software>Speech Recognition 

 

speech recognition 

Put sounds in intervals, measure energies, identify words, and parse sentences to recognize speech {speech 

recognition}. Segment acoustic waveform into ten-millisecond intervals {segment, sound} {sound segment}. 

energy 

In intervals, measure several frequency-band energies from 200 Hertz to 6000 Hertz. Linear predictive coding 

coefficients, zero-crossing rates, glottal frequency, and total energy are measures. 

word 

Energy sustained over several intervals indicates word. Interval number is word duration. Compressing longer words 

and elongating shorter words can standardize word duration. 

pause 

Low energy in one or more intervals indicates pause between words. 

identification 

Compare word frequency-band energy spectrum to stored word templates to identify word. 

parsing 

Use word syntactic and semantic information to parse sentence. 

 

language understanding 

Systems {language understanding system} can detect strings using features and then classify strings and substrings 

by syntax. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis 

 

systems analysis 

Systems analysis {systems analysis} {system analysis} {system design} tracks inputs, processing, and outputs. 

theories 

Artificial intelligence, artificial life, catastrophe theory, chaos theory, complexity theory, computational complexity 

theory, cybernetics, dynamical systems theory, evolution theories, experimental mathematics, fractal geometry, general 

systems theory, nanotechnology, scientific computing, self-organization, and statistical mechanics are theories about 

systems and can be analysis tools. 

changing 

To change system, change weakest part first. Change only one step or thing, then test system behavior [Kampis, 

1991]. 

matrix 

Matrices indicate part-pair relation and interaction strength. Hypermatrices can show secondary interactions and 

synergisms. 

iterations 

Systems can repeat processes, to converge on solutions. Fast systems, algorithms, and processes are unlikely to use 

loops and iterations. 

goal-driven system 

Goals are ideal states to approach or bad states to avoid. Programs measure progress toward goal after each step. 

Systems {goal-driven system} can try to minimize difference between current situation {origin, state} and desired 



situation {destination, state}. Systems can try to maximize difference between current situation and undesired situation. 

Goal-driven systems typically have subgoals and subsystems that lead to main goal. 

To reach goal, systems usually use association and recall, rather than logic or statistics. 

interactive system 

Systems {interactive system} can be complex, chaotic, and unpredictable. They can self-organize, because 

interactions assume stable patterns. Other parts can assume damaged-part or overloaded-part functions. 

 

operations research 

Data flows from input, to data capture, to data processing, to output, to output distribution {operations research}|. At 

each step, there must be error prevention, error detection, error correction, security, backup, and controlled access. 

 

categoricity 

Theories can describe pure structure categories {categoricity}, with no reference to physical objects or events. 

Systems with that structure category are isomorphic to all other structures with that structure category. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Definition 

 

system by definition 

Independent object and relation sets {system, definition} can have limited and special interactions with outside. 

outside 

Systems {open system} can interact with outside world and take in or give out negentropy. Open systems can reach 

same state in different ways. Systems {closed system, analysis} can be separate from outside world. 

objects and properties 

System objects and events have properties, which have values. Systems, codes, or machines have one or more 

independent elements and element types. For example, elements can be numbers, letters, words, picture elements, 

sounds, tastes, smells, pressures, emotions, and signals. Elements can have sequences, patterns, or structures. Element 

properties can have value ranges. 

relations 

Relations determine how property values change. Real systems have forces and transfer energy. Interactions among 

system parts define system functions, goals, or dynamics. Parts can exchange data to provide input to one part from 

other-part output {communication, system}. Parts can combine to perform subfunctions {cooperation, system}. Parts 

can increase other-part activities or amounts by positive feedback. Parts can decrease other-part activities or amounts 

by negative feedback. Series can use output as input in chain reactions. 

states 

At all times, system objects have property values. 

purpose 

System typically describe action or how to perform action. Systems describe how to manage data. Goals are ideal 

states, in which variables have optimum values. Systems can try to maximize, minimize, or optimize variable values. 

process 

Systems select input data, represent data, process data, and output data. Processing stores, recalls, connects, and 

compares data. Given inputs, outputs have probability. Systems approach, avoid, use, control, or act on subsystems or 

environment. Systems select from choices. Systems recognize objects or events. Systems respond to input and/or state. 

Systems have stored facts and actions to use as resources. 

problems 

Systems with too many interactions are fragile. Systems with too many similar interactions are too redundant to 

adapt to novel situations. Systems must have enough time to process information to avoid mistakes and act correctly 

[Lévi-Strauss, 1966] [Lévi-Strauss, 1969] [Lévi-Strauss, 1985]. 

 

formal system 

Information processing produces output from input using functions and symbols {formal system, analysis}, without 

using intentions or intentionality. 

 

metron 

Elements can move or change independently. Independent elements have degrees of freedom {logon}. Elements 

have weights or probabilities, which form metrics {metron}. 

 



operator in system 

Systems have one or more operations or relations {operator, system} among elements. Operators can start with 

existing elements and make same element types or make new element types. 

types 

Operators can be negating {unary operator}; adding, multiplying, linking, associating, and surrounding {binary 

operator}; association, chord, and color making {tertiary operator}; or object making and scene making {n-ary 

operator}. 

relations 

Familial relations can be parent-child, sister-sister, cousin-cousin, and so on. Object relations can be whole-part. 

Spatial relations can be above-below, left-right, front-back, inside-outside, and so on. Temporal relations can be before-

after. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Outputs 

 

equivalent output 

Systems can have the same output {equivalent output} as other systems. First, identifier module samples system 

input and output to identify system parameters that model system. Second-system control module uses system 

parameters that model first system and feedback signals from second system to add control signal to second-system 

output. 

 

identification problem 

Two different systems can have same outputs for same inputs, so people cannot know machine nature from inputs 

and outputs alone {identification problem}. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Model 

 

model 

Ordered sets {model, system} {software model}, of various elements, can represent object or process properties. 

Models simulate positions, motions, times, momenta, energies, and interactions. Models can be physical or 

mathematical but have actual physical actions. Model elements have or represent points, lines, angles, surfaces, and/or 

solids, so models have geometric relations. Typically, model shapes are similar to physical shapes. Model and physical 

metrics are proportional. Model motions represent physical motions. Typically, model motions are similar to physical 

motions. Function models have moving parts that change positions and motions to represent events and transfers 

among states. 

purposes 

Constructing models can find what is important and not important, sharpen definitions and categories, identify 

procedure steps, identify structure parts, test interactions, sharpen boundaries, make categories, and uncover new 

relations, meanings, and properties. Constructing models adds information that causes understanding. 

Models can represent system views. Models try to include constancies in real system and relations among elements. 

Models can simulate one description level or one input/output signal class. Models can measure information flows and 

constraints. Models can test knowledge or predictions and can reveal new object or process knowledge. 

symbol grounding 

Models can have parts and functions that relate to physical parts and functions {symbol grounding, model}. 

 

black box 

Systems {black box}| can have only inputs and outputs, with no process explanation. 

 

computation theory 

Models {computation theory} must specify what to compute. 

 

formal model 

Models {formal model} can put relations and components into symbols. Solutions come from mathematical analysis. 

 

scale model 

Models {scale model}| {replica} can copy larger-object shapes. 

 



simulation on computer 

Models {simulation, computer} can put relations and components into symbols. Computers find iterated or statistical 

solutions [Pellionisz and Llinas, 1982]. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Learning 

 

learning in systems 

Systems can learn {learning, machine}, if parts or part relations can alter. Learning allows new states and/or 

trajectories. Learning requires mechanisms that can change system relations or rules. Learning requires input 

information. Separate evaluation function indicates success or failure in performing system function. 

 

competitive learning 

Networks {competitive learning} can use units that inhibit nearby units, creating competition among units. 

 

constraint satisfaction 

Networks can adjust connection strengths among nodes {constraint satisfaction}|, using feedforward and feedback, 

to find complete and consistent input-property interpretations. 

 

conspiracy effect 

If new pattern is similar to training patterns, new pattern enhances all network nodes {conspiracy effect}. New 

pattern unrelated to training patterns degrades training. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Network 

 

association graph 

Networks can link nodes by associations {association graph}, with or without scaling. 

 

connectedness in networks 

Networks can have only one or two inputs to each node {sparsely connected}. Networks can have four or more 

inputs to each node {densely connected} [Kanerva, 1988] {connectedness}. 

 

feedforward network 

Networks {feedforward network} can have interconnected units that adjust connection strengths to store processes or 

representations. Input-layer nodes receive intensities. Middle-layer nodes connect to all input nodes and to all output 

nodes. Nodes at same level do not interact. Output layer indicates answers by output pattern at nodes. Output from 

hidden units logarithmically relates to input. 

 

McCulloch-Pitts neuron 

Neuron models {McCulloch-Pitts neuron} can use linear threshold logic units. It strengthens synapse if input fails to 

fire neuron when expected, or weakens synapse if input fires neuron when not expected. Networks can use McCulloch-

Pitts neurons to store representations, match input to representations, and send output. 

 

pandemonium network 

Networks {pandemonium network} {contention scheduling network} {winner-take-all network} depend on 

competition among processes {demon}, until only one process is still active. Representations try to inhibit all other 

representations. The strongest inhibits all others, and program selects it. 

 

Perceptron 

Network input-output devices {Perceptron} can alter connections or connection strengths by adjusting weights based 

on input, using feedback that output was correct or incorrect compared to ideal output {Perceptron learning rule}. Ideal 

output is one pattern or separable linear patterns. In initial learning period, Perceptrons adjust weights. In later test 

period, Perceptrons send more or less correct output for inputs. 

 

random graph 

Systems {random graph} can have nodes and edges with no organization and no order. 



clustering 

If edge number is smaller than half node number, so edge-to-node ratio is less than 0.5, few nodes cluster, largest 

cluster is small, and most nodes do not connect to other nodes. Connection growth rate is greatest as edge-to-node ratio 

increases from 0.5 to 0.6. If edge-to-node ratio equals 0.6 system has phase transition, most nodes cluster, largest 

cluster is big, and most nodes connect to other nodes. After that, growth slows, because most nodes have connections 

already. 

node number 

If node number is small, phase transition has wider edge-to-node ratio. If node number is large, phase transition has 

smaller ratio. 

 

reaction graph 

Graphs {reaction graph} can have nodes that are compounds, such as polymers, and connectors that are reactions. 

nodes 

Polymers have different lengths. Polymers are products of reactant polymers. Compounds can supply energy to 

make polymers. Required compounds are polymer units and do not have input reaction paths. Some compounds are 

never reactants and have no output reaction paths. 

connectors 

Connectors lead from reactant nodes to product nodes {reaction path}. Reactions can lengthen or shorten polymers. 

Lengthening polymers requires energy. Shortening polymers releases energy. 

process 

If existing polymers can make more-complex polymers, number of compound nodes increases and number of 

reactions increases more. If many different reactions make and break polymers, reaction-to-compound ratio increases 

exponentially. 

catalyst 

Reactions can have input catalysts that increase reaction rate but that reaction does not consume. Reaction-graph 

subsets {catalyzed reaction subgraph} can have only catalyzed reactions. 

autocatalytic 

Systems {autocatalytic system, reaction graph} can have reactions whose products are reactants and increase rates of 

reactions that depend on concentration. Autocatalytic systems consume original reactants quickly and end quickly. 

Catalyzed reaction subgraphs {autocatalyzed subset} are self-catalyzing if all compounds are either food or are 

catalysis products. 

If existing polymers can make more-complex polymers, a small percentage of new polymers can be catalysts. When 

catalyzed-reaction number becomes more than polymer number, phase transition goes to autocatalytic system. 

If autocatalytic systems have food and energy compounds, number of different polymers can increase. If system can 

double, probably requiring specialized catalysts and molecules, it has reproduced itself {self-reproducing}. 

critical 

Reaction graphs can have chain reactions {criticality, reaction}. Chain reactions can make same molecules 

{subcriticality}, so number increases exponentially. Chain reactions can make new molecule types {supracriticality}, 

so chain reactions make exponentially more types. If different-object-type number increases, supracritical behavior 

increases. If reaction-catalysis probability increases, supracritical behavior increases. 

 

transition network 

Networks {transition network} can represent objects as nodes and conjunctions between objects as arcs. 

purposes 

Transition networks can model binary object conjunctions by AND operations. Transition networks can represent 

processes. Transition networks do not model object quantities. Transition networks do not model disjunctions, such as 

inclusive OR. 

transition 

System states have specific nodes and arcs. Transition from one state to another state has probability. Transitions 

have directions. There can be final state. Transitions can depend on time, properties, and previous transitions. 

comparison 

Transition networks relate to algorithms and grammars. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Network>Boolean 

 



Boolean network 

Networks {Boolean network} can have nodes that are either on 1 or off 0. Inputs from other nodes determine node 

state. Boolean rules can make values 0 or 1 equally likely, make value 0 certain, make value 1 certain, or make any 

probability. If average Boolean rule makes value 0 or 1 almost certain, system is stable. If average value makes 0 and 1 

equally likely, system is unstable. At one probability, system switches rapidly from order to chaos. 

 

canalyzing 

Boolean networks {canalyzing Boolean function} can have input that determines node output. For example, OR has 

two inputs and is canalyzing, because if either input is 1, output is 1. EXCLUSIVE OR is not canalyzing, because 

inputs depend on each other. If input number is two, 14 of 16 possible Boolean functions are canalyzing. EXCLUSIVE 

OR and IF AND ONLY IF are non-canalyzing. For Boolean functions with more than two inputs, few are canalyzing. 

Canalyzing functions have fewer interactions and so are simpler. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Network>Neural Net 

 

neural network 

Interconnected units {neural network}| can adjust connection strengths to model processes or representations. 

Each input-layer unit sends its signal intensity to all middle-layer units, which weight each input. 

Each middle-layer unit sends its signal intensity to all output-layer units, which weight each input. 

The system can use feedback [Hinton, 1992], feed-forward, and/or human intervention to adjust weights (connection 

strengths). 

• To calculate adjusted weight W' using feedback, subtract constant C times partial derivative D of error 

function e from original weight W: W' = W - C * D(e). The program or programmer can calculate constant C 

and error function e. 

• Alternatively, to calculate adjusted weight W' using feedback, add original weight W and constant C times the 

difference of the current amount c and estimated true amount t: W' = W + C * (c - t). The program or 

programmer can calculate constant C and estimated t. 

• Widrow-Huff procedure uses f(s) = s: W' = W + c * (d - f) * X, where d is value and X is factor. 

• Generalized delta procedure uses f(s) = 1 / (1 + e^-s): W' = W + c * (d - f) * f(1 - f) * X. 

Input patterns and output patterns are vectors, so neural networks transform vectors (and so are like tensors). 

Computation can be serial or parallel (parallel processing). 

Note: Units within a layer typically have no connections [Arbib, 2003]. 

Output units can represent one of the possible input patterns. For example, if the system has 26 output units to detect 

the 26 alphabet letters, for input pattern A, its output unit is on, and the other 25 output units are off. 

Output unit values can represent one of the possible input patterns. For example, if the system has 1 output unit to 

detect the 26 alphabet letters, for input pattern A, output unit value is 1, and for input pattern Z, output unit value is 26. 

The output pattern of the output layer can represent one of the possible input patterns. For example, if the system has 

5 output units to detect the 26 alphabet letters, for input pattern A, the output pattern is binary number 00001 = decimal 

number 1, where 0 is off, 1 is on, and the code for A is 1, code for B is 2, and so on. For input pattern Z, the output 

pattern is binary number 11010 = decimal number 26. 

Output-pattern values can represent one of the possible input patterns. For example, if the system has 2 output units 

to detect the 26 alphabet letters, for input pattern A, output-pattern value is 01, and for input pattern Z, output-pattern 

value is 26. 

For an analog system, the output pattern of the output layer can resemble an input pattern. For example, to detect the 

26 alphabet letters, the system can use 25 input units and 25 output units. For input pattern A, the output pattern 

resembles A. Units can have continuous values for different intensities. 

uses 

Neural networks can model processes or representations. 

Large neural networks can recognize more than one pattern and distinguish between them. 

They can detect pattern unions and intersections. For example, they can recognize words. 

Neural networks can recognize patterns similar to the target pattern, so neural networks can generalize to a category. 

For example, neural networks can recognize the letter T in various fonts. 

Because neural networks have many units, if some units fail, pattern recognition can still work. 

Neural networks can use many different functions, so neural networks can model most processes and 

representations. For example, Gabor functions can represent different neuron types, so neural networks can model brain 

processes and representations. 



Neural networks can use two middle layers, in which recurrent pathways between first and second middle layer 

further refine processing. 

vectors 

Input patterns and output patterns are vectors (a, b, c, ...), so neural networks transform vectors and so are like 

tensors. 

feedforward 

Neural networks use feed-forward parallel processing. 

types: non-adaptive 

Hopfield nets do not learn and are non-adaptive neural nets, which cannot model statistics. 

types: adaptive 

Adaptive neural nets can learn and can model statistical inference and data analysis. Hebbian learning can model 

principal=component analysis. Probabilistic neural nets can model kernel-discriminant analysis. Hamming net uses 

minimum distance. 

types: adaptive with unsupervised learning 

Unsupervised learning uses only internal learning, with no corrections from human modelers. Adaptive Resonance 

Theory requires no noise to learn and cannot model statistics. Linear-function models, such as Learning Matrix, Sparse 

Distributed Associative Memory, Fuzzy Associative Memory, and Counterpropagation, are feedforward nets with no 

hidden layer. Bidirectional Associative Memory uses feedback. Kohonen self-organizing maps and reinforcement 

learning can model Markov decision processes. 

types: adaptive with supervised learning 

Supervised learning uses internal learning and corrections from human modelers. Adaline, Madaline, Artmap, 

Backpropagation, Backpropagation through time, Boltzmann Machine, Brain-State-in-a-Box, Fuzzy Cognitive Map, 

General Regression Neural Network, Learning Vector Quantization, and Probabilistic Neural Network use 

feedforward. Perceptrons require no noise to learn and cannot model statistics. Kohonen nets for adaptive vector 

quantization can model K-means cluster analysis. 

brains compared to neural networks 

Brains and neural networks use parallel processing, can use recurrent processing, have many units (and so still work 

if units fail), have input and output vectors, use tensor processing, can generalize, can distinguish, and can use set union 

and intersection. 

Brains use many same-layer neuron cross-connections, but neural networks do not need them because they add no 

processing power. 

The neural-network input layer consists of cortical neuron-array registers that receive from retina and thalamus. 

Weighting of inputs to the middle layer depends on visual-system knowledge of information about the reference beam. 

The middle layer is neuron-array registers that store perceptual patterns and make coherent waves. The output layer is 

perceptions in mental space. 

Neurons are not the input-layer, middle-layer, or output-layer units. Units are abstract registers that combine and 

integrate neurons to represent (complex) numbers. Input layer, middle layer, and output layer are not physical arrays 

but programmed arrays (in visual and association cortex). 

Neural-network processing is not neural processing. Processing uses algorithms that calculate with the numbers in 

registers. Layers, units, and processing are abstract, not directly physical. 

 

nerve net 

Models {nerve net}| can simulate object-recognition neuron networks. Nerve nets assign weight to nodes. Node 

input intensity multiplies weight to give output. Vector sum of outputs over nodes is object representation. 

 

Hopfield network 

Networks {Hopfield network} can use content-addressable memory, with weighted features and feedback. 

 

simple recurrent network 

Unit sets {context layer, network} can receive a hidden-layer copy and then add back to hidden layer {simple 

recurrent network}. 

 

tensor network theory 

Geometrical neural nets {tensor network theory} can make space-time coordinate transformations [Pellionisz and 

Llinas, 1982]. 

 



MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Phase Space 

 

phase space of system 

Systems have things with features. System models {phase space, system}| can use abstract-space nodes to represent 

things and can use dimensions to represent features or factors. Nodes can be system states. Similar states are near each 

other. Low-dimension systems have less information about nodes, because nodes have fewer factors. High-dimension 

systems have more node information. With more dimensions, phase-space-model predictability declines, information 

flows increase, and mixing increases. 

 

plotting in phase space 

Phase space can represent variable values over time {plotting}|. First dimension is for value at time t, second 

dimension is for value at time t + 1, and so on. For simple processes, phase spaces can have characteristic shapes. 

 

projection in phase space 

Phase-space points or trajectories can project onto two-dimensional surfaces or three-dimensional solids {projection, 

phase space}. New dimensions are phase-space-dimension composites. 

 

return map 

Phase spaces can have cross-sections {return map} {Poincaré map} {Poincaré section} of fewer dimensions. Phase-

space points, nodes, and trajectories can project onto cross-section. 

 

sparse population coding 

Phase space can have only several widely separated nodes {sparse population coding}. Nodes can represent complex 

states. States are not similar to other states. Sparse population coding can be for pattern or object recognition [Kanerva, 

1988]. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Components 

 

separability of modules 

Systems can have independent modules {separability} {component separability} {module separability}. Modules are 

element groups. Connected-node groups can have few connections to rest of system. Modules are information-

processing functions, which transfer input to output. Module outputs are input to other modules and same module. 

Module-relation pattern determines how modules communicate and affect each other {correspondence rule, module}. 

 

component hierarchy 

Many systems have lower-level and higher-level components {component hierarchy} [Pattee, 1973] [Pattee, 1995]. 

 

conflict of subsystems 

Hierarchies always have conflicts {conflict, hierarchy} between subsystems at same level. Higher agents settle 

conflicts using laws, policies, communication, power, compromise, and mediation. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Controls 

 

system controls 

Subsystems {control subsystem} {system controls} at same level inhibit each other. Higher subsystems compare 

lower-subsystem outputs over time and space, to send summaries to even higher subsystems. 

 

control problem 

Inputs can control system performance {control problem}. Control can keep output near reference value {regulator 

problem}. Control can follow trajectories {tracking problem}. Good control methods use independent positive and 

negative signals with wavelength and amplitude ranges. Such control signals have close control, smooth response, and 

good sensitivity. 

 



control express line 

Paths {express line} {control express line}, from low-level to high-level nodes, suggest, find, activate, prime, or 

inhibit hypotheses, models, or patterns. Paths, from high-level to low-level nodes, find, activate, prime, or inhibit 

lower-level nodes or indexes, for searches. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Controls>Feedback 

 

feedback mechanism 

Some output {feedback} can be input to regulate output [Wiener, 1947]. Feedback can compensate for minor 

departures from output level. 

loop 

Feedback loop continuously measures output {indicator, control}, modifies input {executive organ, control}, 

connects indicator and executive organ {transmitter, control}, and supplies energy {motor}. System parts {feedback 

mechanism} can subtract actual from intended output and send more or less signal to decrease differences, using 

algorithms {identification algorithm}. 

setting 

Feedback refines behavior but does not set behavior level, which is set manually. 

signal 

Too-great signals {overcompensation} cause cycles, as output overshoots intended output. Too-small signals 

{undercompensation} are not enough to overcome noise or inaccuracies and so fail to return system to expected 

performance. 

 

feedforward 

Classification algorithms can use prototypes or templates {feedforward}. Classification results when stimulus parts 

closely match prototype or template parts. 

feedforward mechanism 

Input can regulate output {feedforward mechanism}, by sending signals based on system states and environment to 

enhance or initiate actions. Feedforward sets output level based on algorithm or system model. After sending 

feedforward signal, system sends no more signals for a time {refractory period, feedforward}, to allow time to check 

first-signal results. 

examples 

Feedforward classification algorithms include feature-based winner-take-all algorithms {Pandemonium algorithm}, 

feedforward neural nets using feedback during learning {backpropagation, feedforward}, tree-based classifiers, and 

parametric statistical modeling [Selfridge, 1970]. 

 

homeostasis in system 

Mechanisms {homeostasis, system} can use feedback controls. 

 

negative feedback 

Feedback {negative feedback} can dampen responses to maintain goal level. Negative-feedback algorithms can use 

different comparator types. ON-OFF regulation uses a constant set point. Proportional regulation uses variable set 

points. For constant disturbances, integral regulation uses constant set points, but output change rate is proportional to 

input. Derivative regulation uses input-change rate, proportional to output [Kampis, 1991]. 

 

positive feedback 

Feedback {positive feedback} can synchronize events and deliver maximum response quickly, good for behavior 

rituals. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Functions 

 

system functions 

Systems have functions {system functions}. Linear functions, such as polynomials or series functions, sum weighted 

harmonic frequencies or weighted power functions. Linear functions can be scalars or vectors. 

 

cross-correlation function 

Feature values can relate in direct or inverse proportion {cross-correlation function}. 



 

curl function 

Potentials are vectors. Field or potential cross product of del and f {curl, function} describes area density. Curl is 

vector-field rotation rate {circulation density}, with magnitude and direction. Curl is non-linear. Using no coordinates, 

curl is limit, as volume goes to zero, of surface integral over closed surface, of cross product of unit outward-normal 

vector and function, all divided by volume. Find region-boundary function value and then divide by region volume. 

 

divergence function 

Function dot product of del and f {divergence} describes vector-potential flow or flux. Divergences are scalars. 

Positive divergence means diverging. Negative divergence means converging. Divergence is limit, as volume goes to 

zero, of double integral over surface area of dot product of vector field and surface-area differential, all divided by 

volume. Divergence is limit, as volume goes to zero, of surface integral over closed surface of dot product of unit 

outward-normal vector and function, all divided by volume. Find region-boundary function value and then divide by 

region volume. 

 

gradient function 

Function del f {gradient, function} describes field or potential changes over space. Gradients are maximum field 

direction and magnitude vectors. Field or potential can be scalar or vector. Gradients are non-linear. Using no 

coordinates, gradient is limit, as volume goes to zero, of surface integral, over closed surface, of product of unit 

outward-normal vector and function. Find region-boundary function value and then divide by region volume. 

 

radial basis function 

Multivariate functions {radial basis function} (RBF) can be weighted sums of independent linear functions. 

input 

Inputs can be spatial coordinates, angles, line-segment lengths, colors, segment configurations, feature binocular 

disparities, or texture descriptions. Training uses input data points. 

dimensions 

Data points have distances from coordinate means: |x - t|, where x are data-point coordinate values, and t are 

coordinate means. Data typically has Gaussian distribution, which can be broad or narrow, along all dimensions. 

Dimension number is typically less than data-point number. 

training 

Training assigns weights to dimensions or factors. 

test sum 

Test data point has sum over all weighted dimensions. Comparing sum to input data-object sums can identify test 

object. For narrow Gaussian distributions, RBF is like lookup table, because test objects only match if input equals 

mean. 

 

hyperbolic basis function 

Functions {hyperbolic basis function} (HBF) can allow more flexibility than radial basis functions. Networks can 

express weighted function f*(x) = summation over i from 1 to N of c(i) * G(transpose of (x - t(i)) * transpose of W * W 

* (x - t(i))) + p(x), where x are data-point values, t(i) are means or centers, c(i) are weights or coefficients, p(x) sets f(x) 

= 0, G is Gaussian distribution, and W is square matrix. Norm has weights: transpose of (x - t(i)) * transpose of W * W 

* (x - t(i)). 

 

MATH>Computer Science>System Analysis>Operation 

 

system operation 

Systems have operations {system operation}. 

growth 

Systems can start slow, grow, and then level off, in a sigmoid curve. Systems can have linear growth, at constant 

rate. Systems can have exponential growth, at rate that depends on current size. Systems can have second-order 

exponential growth, at rate that depends on current size squared. Systems can have differential growth, in which 

different parts have different growth rates. 

newness 

To have new behavior, complex systems require information from outside system. 



outside influences 

Complex systems protect against changes from outside by storing information about current system state, typically 

in templates, and replacing changed states or parts using that information. 

prediction 

Machines can predict variable value, then check actual value against predicted value, then adjust prediction method. 

Process requires information about current system state, including current variable value. Process requires information 

about factors affecting output value. Process requires information about goal value. Models can use varying inputs and 

model-parameter configurations to find output values and compare values to actual values. Machine or researcher can 

then adjust model. 

randomness 

Randomness directly relates to information. Random events can add information to system. If a random event with 

low probability happens, it has high information. New information masks non-random information. New information 

can make systems less stable. 

Random nodes or events have different time and space distributions, with different noise types. Random nodes or 

events can have different distributions, depending on system size or time scale. Fractals can model random events with 

same distribution at different scales. 

rates 

Going from one state to another, such as returning from non-equilibrium state to equilibrium state, requires time. 

Systems can move from one state to another at different speeds. Systems can use internal and external rate controls. 

Systems have time scales. 

representations 

In complex systems, several configurations and parts can typically perform same function or hold same 

representation. Redundancy causes some paths and functions to be equivalent. The same output can result from 

different processing paths. 

rules 

Systems have rules, exceptions to rules, checks, and balances. 

symbols 

System only recognize and use inside symbols. Systems cannot use symbols from outside system. Outside symbols 

must translate into inside symbols. Systems have mechanisms or filters to receive outside data, extract outside symbols, 

and translate them to inside symbols. 

time 

Systems and networks require time controller to coordinate data flows. 

 

critical relation 

Relations {critical relation} can control relation series. Certain interactions can die out or reach limiting value {lock-

in}. Relation can prevent or cause another relation {double bind}. Relation can diverge further, or increase intensity, in 

reaction to another relation {schismogenesis} [Bateson, 1972] [Bateson, 1979]. 

 

equilibrium transient 

Systems can slowly reach new state, oscillate toward new state, or have other transient behavior {equilibrium 

transient}. 

 

reliability of system 

Systems are more reliable {reliability, system}| if they perform just one function, rather than several different 

functions. Systems are more reliable if they perform same function more than once. Systems are more reliable if they 

use random input samples, rather than only one input. Systems are more reliable if they can perform function 

subfunctions using non-random input, then combine sub-outputs with consistency and completeness to get whole 

output. 

 

robustness 

Robust systems have independent parts {robustness, system}|, rather than mutually dependent parts. 
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system state of system 

At all instants, elements, objects, events, and properties have variable values. Variable-value sets are system states 

{state, system} {system state}. Systems can be in stable, unstable, or cyclic equilibrium or in stable steady state. 
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trajectory in systems 

Systems have state sequences {trajectory, system}|. Trajectories are paths through phase space. 

 

progression in systems 

Systems can go to final state, repeat state, or never repeat, using constantly interfering states. System can have 

interactions that make states that interact to form temporary substates {progression}. 

 

state transition graph 

Tables {state transition graph} show all possible state transitions. 

 

ballistic trajectory 

System behaviors, once begun, can have no further regulation and so follow trajectory {ballistic trajectory}|. 

 

ergodic process 

States can have trajectories from all other states {ergodic process}|. Trajectories can have equal or unequal 

probabilities. Ergodic processes always have non-recurring loops, because system eventually returns to previous states. 

Because probabilistic, ergodic processes do not have recurrence. 

 

reversible trajectory 

If they have no attractors, have no loops, are deterministic, and have conservation, systems can run in reverse 

{reversible trajectory}. 
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attractor in systems 

Over time, systems tend to move to terminal state {attractor}|, such as constant flow. Trajectories near state tend 

toward state {attraction basin} {basin of attraction}. Attractors that have more trajectories going to them have higher 

probability. 

 

catastrophe in system 

Trajectories can result in state {catastrophe, system}| that stops trajectory or changes available states. 

 

chaos trajectory 

Trajectories can go from one state to another, with no trend toward final state {chaos, system}| [Gleick, 1987] 

[Lorenz, 1963]. 

 

dissipative system 

Ordered non-equilibrium systems {dissipative system} can have steady state, because matter and/or energy flow 

through. 

 

stability in systems 

Stable systems {stability, system} have attractors with short state-cycle length and large attraction basins, so 

changing from one state to nearby states, or changing transition rule slightly, leaves system in same attraction basin. In 

unstable systems, if state or transition rule slightly changes, system changes to long state-cycle length {chaos} or 

changes attraction basins {catastrophe}. If network is sparsely connected, network tends to stay in same attraction 

basin. If network is densely connected, network tends to be chaotic or catastrophic. 

 

state cycle 

In deterministic complex systems, trajectories tend to go to repeated states {state cycle}| {recurrence} {oscillator, 

system}. Examples are pendulums, fluids, circuits, and lasers. 



length 

Cycles have number of steps {length, cycle}. If nodes have input from all other nodes, length is square root of 

number of states and is large, and number of attractors is number of nodes divided by natural-logarithm base e and is 

small. If nodes have two inputs, length is square root of number of nodes and is small, and number of attractors is 

number of nodes divided by natural-logarithm base e and is small. 
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compact pattern 

Patterns {compact pattern} can have only points, which connect horizontally or vertically to at least one other point. 

value 

Patterns have numerical values. 

boundary 

Unique patterns have unique boundaries and surfaces. If surface has value, pattern has value, and vice versa. 

differences 

Changing one pattern to another adds or subtracts one point. 

number 

Same number of points has same number of patterns. 1 point has 1 possible pattern. 2 points have 1 possible pattern. 

3 points have 2 possible patterns. 4 points have 5 possible patterns. 5 points have 12 possible patterns. 6 points have 35 

possible patterns. 7 points have 108 possible patterns. 8 points have 369 possible patterns. 9 points have 1285 possible 

patterns. 10 points have 4655 possible patterns. 11 points have 17072 possible patterns. 12 points have 63565 possible 

patterns. 13 points have 238299 possible patterns. 

number: multiples 

Multiple for each step is 1, 2.00, 2.50, 2.40, 2.92, 3.09, 3.41, 3.48, 3.62, 3.67, 3.72, and 3.75. Multiple for odd steps 

is 2, 6, 9, 11.89, 13.29, and 13.96. Multiple for even steps is 5, 7, 10.54, 12.61, and 13.66. 

factoring 

Pattern-number factors are 1*1, 2*1, 5*1, 3*2*2, 7*5, 3*3*3*2*2, 41*3*3, 257*5, 19*7*7*5, 97*11*2*2*2*2, 

12713*5, and 79433*3. 

point types 

Patterns can have different point types, such as colors. For three point types, 1 point has 3 possible patterns. 2 points 

have 6 possible pattern. 3 points have 36 possible patterns. 4 points have 246 possible patterns. 5 points have 2115 

possible patterns. Multiple for each step is 2.00, 6.00, 6.83, and 8.60. Multiple for odd steps is 12 or 58.75. Multiple for 

even steps is 41. Pattern-number factors are 3*1, 3*2, 3*2*2, 41*3*2, and 47*5*3*3. 

transformations 

Pattern translation, reflection, rotation, and inversion make same pattern. 

diagonals 

If points can connect diagonally, patterns are not fundamentally different, only less compact. Patterns with points 

connected diagonally can transform to connect only horizontally or vertically. For example, V is L rotated 45 degrees. 

 

unique pattern representation 

To be unique, pattern representations {unique pattern representation} must use pattern center and pairwise relations 

between points. 

center 

The center is x, y, and z coordinate means plus unit distance along higher dimension. The extra dimension avoids 

false equivalences that can happen if center lies near point. 

vectors 

Vectors go from center to pattern points. For vector pairs, find something like cross product. Calculate each pair only 

once, not again for different order. Ignore unit vectors. Square difference, such as x1*y2 - x2*y1, assigned to unit 

vectors. Sum squares. Alternatively, use sum square root. 

value 

Add all cross products. Resulting sum is unique for compact pattern. 

program 1 

In array, in first coordinate, 0 is for y-coordinate, and 1 is for x-coordinate. k = pattern size. p = pattern-point 

number. max(p) = k. m = pattern number. n(#, k, p, m) are point coordinates. v = 0. v1 = 0. v2 = 0. 

For p = 1 To k + 1. v = v + n(0, k, p, m). v1 = v1 + n(1, k, p, m). Next p. v = v / (k + 1). v1 = v1 / (k + 1). For p = 1 

To k. For p1 = p + 1 To k + 1. x1 = n(0, k, p, m) - v. x2 = n(1, k, p, m) - v1. x3 = 1. y1 = n(0, k, p1, m) - v. y2 = n(1, k, 



p1, m) - v1. y3 = 1. w2 = ((x2 * y3 - y2 * x3) ^ 2 + (x1 * y3 - y1 * x3) ^ 2 + (x1 * y2 - y1 * x2) ^ 2) ^ 0.5. v2 = v2 + 

w2. Next p1. Next p. 

Program compares patterns rapidly. 

eye 

Eye can perform this computation, because it is pattern center, and all points are in front of it. Eye can compare 

patterns and judge distances. 

program 2 

Patterns with different colors or point types can have pattern representations. In first coordinate, 0 is for y-

coordinate, 1 is for x-coordinate, and 2 is for color or point type. k = pattern size. p = pattern point number; max(p) = k. 

m = pattern number. n(#, k, p, m) are coordinates and point type. v = 0. v1 = 0. v2 = 0. 

For p = 1 To k + 1. v = v + n(0, k, p, m). v1 = v1 + n(1, k, p, m). Next p. v = v / (k + 1). v1 = v1 / (k + 1). For p = 1 

To k. For p1 = p + 1 To k + 1. x1 = n(0, k, p, m) - v. x2 = n(1, k, p, m) - v1. x3 = 1. y1 = n(0, k, p1, m) - v. y2 = n(1, k, 

p1, m) - v1. y3 = 1. w2 = ((n(2, k, p, m) + 1) * (n(2, k, p1, m) + 1) + (x2 * y3 - y2 * x3) ^ 2 + (x1 * y3 - y1 * x3) ^ 2 + 

(x1 * y2 - y1 * x2) ^ 2) ^ 0.5. v2 = v2 + w2. Next p1. Next p. 

 

order group 

Sets can have symbols in sequence {order group}, such as pattern or k-tuple. 

subsets 

The set can have subsets. Subsets are symbol sets in sequences and patterns. 

group 

All subsets form order groups. For example, pattern "acg" has subsets NULL, "a", "c", "g", "ac", "cg", and "acg". 

Order groups contain null set and pattern. If sets can be circular, the set can have subsets "ga", "cga", and "gac". 

equivalence 

Rules can be that patterns are equivalent over gaps and insertions, so "acg" = "ac gX". Gaps or insertion size or 

number can have restrictions. 

alignment 

Two patterns share largest subset. Two patterns share two largest equivalent subsets at optimum alignment. 

process 

To compare patterns, add or remove gaps and insertions from both patterns to find largest subset. If symbols are 

dimensions, spaces have maximum number of shared dimensions and minimum number of new dimensions. 

index 

Indexes are part of, and have position in, patterns. Pattern symbols have one or more indices. In pattern "acgta", 

symbol "a" is at position 1 and 5. Pattern subsets start at one or more indices. In pattern "acgta", subset "ac" starts at 

position 1. 

union 

Combining patterns results in new symbol sequences and patterns. Start with first pattern and add new symbols in 

sequence. Discard symbols that are the same in sequence, for example, "abc" and "ag" nets "abcg". It is like union of 

sets but with order in elements. 

Combining is associative but not commutative. Null pattern combines with pattern to give same pattern. The same 

pattern combines with itself to give same pattern. Inverse pattern combines with pattern to give null pattern, but there 

can be no inverse pattern. 

intersection 

Finding largest aligned subset is like set intersection. Aligning "abc" and "ag" nets "a". 

Aligning is associative and commutative. Null pattern aligns with pattern to give null pattern. The same pattern 

aligns with itself to give same pattern. Inverse pattern combines with pattern to give null pattern. 

conversion 

Natural or artificial objects, events, lines, surfaces, solids, n-dimensional figures, geometric points, figures, or 

images can be linear single-symbol series and so can be patterns. Patterns have order groups, and so all things can 

align. For example, letter "a" can stand for angle of 45 degrees and letter "L" can stand for angle of 90 degrees, so 

pattern "aLa" can stand for right triangle with two 45-degree angles. 

Symbol sequences can transform into symbol group sequences. For example, pattern "acgta" has three-symbol 

subsets, "acg", "cgt", and "gta", rather than a five-symbol sequence. Subsets can align rather than single symbols. 

Two objects or events can transform into linear RNA-base sequences. They can align by hybridization. 

length vs. symbol number 

Things can use patterns with few symbols and long sequences or shorter sequences with more symbols. 



brain 

Perhaps, brain can compare patterns using order groups. 
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algorithm generator 

Cellular automata, mobile automata, Turing machine, substitution system, sequential-substitution system, tag 

system, cyclic-tag system, register machine, and symbolic system can generate algorithms {algorithm generator}. 

 

artificial life 

Programs {artificial life} can model reproduction, movements, or reactions. 

 

contour map 

Systems have positions {contour map}, at which variables are constant. Systems have contour series. 

 

cybernetics 

Feedback and feedforward controls systems {cybernetics}|. Systems have logical properties, control mechanisms, 

and communication patterns. 

 

experimental mathematics 

Running programs and analyzing results finds proofs and results {experimental mathematics} [Alexandrov et al., 

1984] [Hersh, 1997]. 

 

fractal geometry 

Nested patterns are self-similar {fractal geometry}. 

 

General Systems Theory 

Systems theory {General Systems Theory}| can use calculus, compartment theory, control theory, cybernetics, 

decision theory, factor analysis, game theory, graph theory, information theory, network theory, operations research, 

queuing theory, set theory, simplex methods, stochastic modeling, and equation systems [Bertalanffy, 1928] 

[Bertalanffy, 1968] [Thurstone, 1935]. 

relations 

Networks have interacting nodes. Relations among system objects can be strong or weak, linear or non-linear, and 

hierarchical or otherwise. Relations can involve progressive differentiation, action triggers, feedback, and adaptations. 

strategies 

Systems can have growth/stability, competition/cooperation, centralization/decentralization, and 

specialization/generalization. 

 

lambda calculus 

Symbol strings can represent numbers and functions. Using functions on input function and data strings makes 

output function and data strings {lambda calculus}. Systems expressing lambda calculus make many new strings. 

Removing random, irregular, or long strings can keep number of strings constant, and system can evolve toward stable 

set of strings. One string can copy itself better than others and become more numerous than other strings {level-0 

organization}. Removing strings that copy themselves causes one or more repeating string cycles {level-1 

organization}. 

 

leaking waterwheel 

Lorenz systems are like waterwheel {leaking waterwheel} with leaking buckets that receive more water regularly. 

low flow 

Adding small drops slowly does not move waterwheel, because buckets leak equal or more water than they receive. 

Force is not enough to overcome frictional force. 

high flow 

With bigger drops or higher dripping rate, waterwheel turns steadily. With even bigger drops or even higher rate, 

waterwheel eventually spins so fast that buckets do not get as much water and buckets do not lose as much water each 

turn. Then waterwheel slows non-linearly. Spin can reverse. 

 



limit cycle 

Non-equilibrium systems can oscillate {limit cycle, system}, rather than achieve steady state. 

 

linear programming 

Linear equations {linear programming} can show how each factor {independent variable, linear programming} 

affects one output {dependent variable, linear programming}. Linear-equation sets can show how each factor affects 

each output. 

purposes 

Linear-equation sets can find optimum factor amounts and/or optimum output amounts. 

factors 

Factors are abstract-space dimensions. Factors can vary from zero to maximum amount. Factor amount marks 

position along factor spatial dimension. 

simplex 

In abstract space, connecting coordinates with lines, planes, and higher-dimension surfaces makes polyhedrons, 

centered on origin. Polyhedron vertices can be optimal or extreme solutions, showing how much factor to use {simplex 

method}. Extreme solutions can maximize output, maximize profit, maximize efficiency, and minimize cost. 

methods 

Analyzing extreme solutions uses marginal value. Optimization methods {sequential optimization method} can use 

slopes. 

summation 

Linear processing adds things of same kind and cannot model interactions between different things. Linear 

processing cannot transform data or reduce variable number, because sums have same dimensions as things added. 

 

Lyapunov exponent 

Numbers {Lyapunov exponent} can measure phase-space dimension extension, compression, or folding. If 

Lyapunov exponent is greater than zero, dimension extends. If Lyapunov exponent is less than zero, dimension 

compresses. 

 

Minimum Description Length Principle 

The most frequently used representations use shortest code {Minimum Description Length Principle}. 

 

parallel processing 

Systems can perform many similar processes simultaneously {parallel processing}|, using many independent 

processing paths. If process inputs or outputs go to other processes, system must have controls that coordinate signals 

in time and space. If parallel processes are redundant or can substitute for each other, system is more stable. 

 

Post grammar 

Processes {Post grammar} can replace input string with output string of same or different length. In simple Post 

grammars, short input strings have output strings listed in a lookup table {grammar table}. Complex Post grammars 

have long input and output strings, and rules determine output string substituted for input string. Rules are input strings. 

Rules can select input strings or string sequences. Rules can select or substitute strings deterministically or 

probabilistically. Post grammars can be equivalent to Turing machines and lambda calculi. 

 

preference rule 

Propositions {preference rule} {preference condition} can have conditionals and conclusion. 

conditionals 

Conditionals are positive or negative statements. Conditionals can link by conjunction or disjunction. 

process 

Systems can have preference-rule sequences. Systems test preference rules in sequence and perform first satisfied 

rule. If system satisfies conditions, preference rule applies, conclusion is true, and action starts. If any condition is not 

true, or if information is lacking for one or more conditionals, preference rule does not apply, and system tests next 

proposition. If no preference rule applies, system uses default action. 

 

receiver-based optimization 

All agents can communicate what they are doing to all other agents, and all agents decide what to do based on same 

goal or rule {receiver-based optimization}. 



 

register machine 

Two registers can have fixed lengths and two instructions {register machine}. 'increment' increases number in 

register by one. 'decrement-jump' decreases number in register by one and then goes to new program location. 

 

scientific computing 

Continuous equations can have discrete approximations {scientific computing}. 

 

simulated annealing 

Annealing {simulated annealing} can use heating, then cooling, then heating, then cooling, and so on. Heating 

makes molecular structure more random. Cooling makes molecular structure less random. In simulated annealing, 

system first minimizes or maximizes, then relaxes to farther-away position. It then repeats cycle. For example, system 

can minimize cost {cooling}, but occasionally explore higher-cost outcomes to go outside local minima {heating}, 

because neighboring outcomes have similar costs. 

 

swarm intelligence 

Ants and other social animals act and react based on signal communication, and net result is that whole colony has 

behavior patterns {swarm intelligence}. Ants leave pheromone trails. Pheromone evaporates over time. Ants taking 

shorter trails go from nest to food, and vice versa, more often, leaving more pheromone. Higher pheromone 

concentration attracts more ants. As they consume food, ants have less excitement and leave less pheromone, and fewer 

ants take that path, allowing ants to move more randomly and find other food sources farther away. 

 

symbolic system 

Strings transform according to rules {symbolic system}. 

 

Turing machine 

Abstract machines {Turing machine} [Herken, 1988] [Turing, 1937] run algorithms that have finite numbers of 

elements (typically 0 and 1) and instructions to execute (rule) and use only rational numbers, countable irrational 

numbers, and rational approximations to irrational numbers. Turing machines have a tape, a tape reader/writer with an 

internal state, and rules. 

tape 

The tape contains all input and receives all output. 

The tape has only 0 or 1 at each of an infinite number of tape positions. The tape has infinitely many 0 positions and 

at least one 1 position. 

The tape holds the input data, rules, and output. 

Tape position combinations represent numbers, text, number-and-text separator symbol (comma), number-and-text 

termination symbol (blank), minus sign, plus sign, division sign, move right one square, move left one square, read, 

write, and stop. For example, the tape position combination ...001100... can represent the decimal number 3, the letter 

C, or the symbol minus sign. Coding is unique and unambiguous. 

Combinations of tape position combinations represent numbers, words, sentences, mathematical formulas, dates, and 

arrays. Coding can represent all rational numbers and can represent approximations to countable irrational numbers, 

using minus sign, plus sign, and division sign. However, most irrational numbers are not computable by Turing 

machine, which never stops if something is uncountable. 

The tape starts with all input data and instructions on one tape-reader side. Input data and instructions make a finite 

binary number. Instructions and input data depend on each other. 

The tape ends with all output data on one tape-reader side. Output data makes a finite binary number. The other tape 

side includes intermediate calculations, modified input data, and rules. 

Note: Turing machines have no need for more than one tape or tape reader, because multiple ones are always 

equivalent to one. 

tape reader/writer 

The tape reader/writer reads the 0 or 1 at the current tape position and writes the same or opposite symbol there 

(overwriting the previous symbol). 

After writing, the tape reader/writer changes to the same or another internal state. 

After writing, the tape reader/writer moves right or left one tape position. It can eventually move to any tape 

position, and go there any number of times, but does not have to go all positions or any one tape position. 



internal state 

The internal state is a combination of previously read symbols and is a finite binary number. Turing machines have a 

finite number of internal states, to which it can return any number of times, but does not have to reach all states or any 

one internal state. 

The internal state and the currently read symbol determine the rule to apply after reading. Therefore, each internal 

state has a pair of rules, one for reading 0 and one for reading 1. Turing machines never reach an internal state that has 

no rules. 

rules 

For the current internal state and currently read symbol, rules (instructions) determine what the tape reader/writer 

does after reading the tape symbol: 1. Keep the same, or change to a different, internal state. AND 2. Change, or do not 

change, the symbol at the tape position. AND 3. Move tape one position to right or left. AND 4. Stop or do not stop. 

Rules depend on input data. The number of rules is two times the number of internal states. Turing machines have a 

finite number of rules (because they have a finite number of internal states). Rules are finite binary numbers. 

Rules can repeat any number of times. Turing machines do not have to use all rules or any one rule. 

Turing machines must be able to get to at least one stop rule and so end operation. 

output 

After a stop rule runs, the tape has output data to the left or right of the final tape position. The output is a number, 

symbol, letter, word, phrase, sentence, date, or boolean yes or no (or an array of them). The tape's other side has 

intermediate calculations, modified input data, and the rules. 

Turing machines must have at least one 1 in an output-side tape position. 

operation 

The tape reader/writer starts in an internal state at a 0 tape position on the right or left side of the 

input-data-and-rules tape positions. 

The tape reader/writer reads the 0 at that tape position and, using the rule for the internal state and the 0 symbol, 

changes to the same or another internal state, prints the same or opposite symbol at the same position, moves the tape 

one position to right or left, and stops or does not stop. 

Next, the tape reader/writer reads the 0 or 1 symbol at the new tape position and, using the rule for the current 

internal state and read symbol, changes to the same or another internal state, prints the same or opposite symbol at the 

same position, moves the tape one position to right or left, and stops or does not stop. 

The tape reader/writer then continues reading symbols and following rules until it comes to a stop, which it must do 

or else it is not a valid Turing machine. 

After the stop rule, the answer is to the left or right of final tape position. The other tape side has intermediate 

calculations, modified input, and rules. 

Turing machines begin with a finite binary number, for inputs and rules, and produce a finite binary number, for 

output. 

restrictions 

Turing machine must have at least one rule that leads to STOP, must not move to non-existent internal state, must 

use and make only coded sequences of marked and blank squares, and must have at least one marked square on output 

side. 

It is difficult to make input data and rules that reach STOP and so make Turing machines. 

universal Turing machine 

Some Turing machines (universal Turing machine), with special input data and rules on the tape, can imitate any 

Turing machine. 

A simple cellular automaton and a special initial state can make a universal Turing machine. 

computers and Turing machines 

Computers are efficient universal Turing machines. 

brains and Turing machines 

Rather than one tape reader/writer, brains have many readers and writers acting continually and simultaneously. 

Upstream neurons automatically write to downstream neurons. Downstream neurons automatically read upstream 

neurons. 

Rather than serial processing, neurons update simultaneously. 

Rather than reading or writing one tape position at a time, brains continually and simultaneously read and write to all 

neurons. 

Rather than separate tape positions, neurons interact. 

Rather than a tape with an infinite number of positions, brains use a three-dimensional region with a finite number of 

locations. 



Rather than two symbols to read, neuron synapses have synaptic strengths, which change continually. 

Rather than two symbols to write, neurons send impulse rates, which change continually. 

Rather than one internal state, brains have many internal states. Each neuron has a state, and each neuron set has a 

state. Brain, neuron set, and neuron internal states are complex and interact. 

Rather than a small fixed set of rules, brains use many and more complex rules for changing state, reading, writing, 

moving, and stopping, and rules can interact and change. 

Rather than stopping at a STOP rule, brains stop consciousness when they fall asleep but still process information. 

Rather than the ability to perform any algorithm with a finite number of elements and instructions, brains may not be 

able to perform some algorithms, can perform non-algorithmic functions, and can use an infinite number of elements 

and instructions. 

equivalences 

Turing machines can compute partial recursive functions that use recursively enumerable element sets. Turing 

machines can approximate functions that are not partial recursive functions with partial recursive functions. 

Because quantitative grammars involve only integers, Turing machines can be equivalent to quantitative grammars, 

Post grammar, and lambda calculus. 

example 1: Turing Machine with One State, Two Rules, and One Marked Square 

Rule 1: If State 1 and unmarked square, change to internal state 1, do not change the mark, move tape one square to 

right, and do not stop. Rule 2: If State 1 and marked square, change to internal state 1, do not change the mark, move 

tape one square to right, and stop. For example, see Figure 1 through Figure 5. 

example 2: Turing Machine with Two States, Three Rules, and Two Marked Squares 

Example Turing machine can calculate 1 + 1 = 2 or 01 + 01 = 10 in binary code. Infinite tape has square series that 

define rules. Then it has square series that define input: 0s, up to 1, followed by 1, and then 0s: ...00000110000... 

Reader starts to right of rules, reads rules, and ends to right of rules and left of the ...11..., in internal state 0. Rules for 

this Turing machine are as follows. If current state is 0, and 0 is read, move right to next input. If current state is 0, and 

1 is read, move right to next input and add 1 to state. If current state is 1, and 1 is read, move left to next input and add 

1 to state and stop. To tape-reader right is the answer 10. 

example 3: Turing Machine with Two States, Four Rules, and Two Marked Squares 

Example Turing machine can calculate 1 + 1 = 2 or 01 + 01 = 10 in binary code. Infinite tape has square series that 

define rules. Then it has square series that define input: 0s, up to 1, followed by 0, followed by 1, and then 0s: 

...000001010000... Reader starts to right of rules, reads rules, and ends to right of rules and left of the ...101..., in 

internal state 0. Rules for this Turing machine are as follows. If current state is 0, and 0 is read, move right to next 

input. If current state is 0, and 1 is read, move right to next input and add 1 to state. If current state is 1, and 0 is read, 

move right to next input. If current state is 1, and 1 is read, move left to next input and add 1 to state and stop. To tape-

reader right is the answer 10. 
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MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Automaton 

 

cellular automaton 

Cells can update state at each step according to current state and neighboring-cell states {cellular automaton}|. 

Automata can have tapes with more than one dimension, with Turing machines at tape segments {node, tape segment}. 

Cells can have only one state and interact only with neighbors. Combining state and neighbor states determines cell 

next state [Wolfram, 2002]. 

 

mobile automaton 

For fixed cell number, one cell can have one state and update at each step, and system can move to another cell 

{mobile automaton}, according to neighboring cell states. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Convection 

 

convection in systems 

Heating fluid at container bottom results in rising and swirling motion {convection, non-linear} {non-linear 

convection}. 

warm 

If hot fluid rises very slowly into cooler fluid, it can transfer heat by contact faster than by convection, and fluid at 

top becomes hotter and less dense, preventing hot fluid from rising. Density difference causes force, but force is not 

enough to overcome viscous force. 

hot 

If hot fluid rises smoothly into cooler fluid, heat transfers mostly by convection, cooler fluid sinks as hot fluid rises, 

and hot fluid cools when it reaches top, so smooth flow goes upward in center and downward at edges. 

 

Lorenz attractor 

If hot fluid rises so quickly that it has lost little heat when it reaches cooler-fluid top, and it does not get as much heat 

from burner, it eventually slows flow rate {deterministic non-periodic flow}. Then system {Lorenz system} slows non-

linearly. Non-linear behavior never repeats but is periodic around central points {Lorenz attractor} in 

multidimensional-variable space. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Non-linear 

 

non-linear system 

Non-linear systems {non-linear system} have terms that are multiplicative, not additive. For example, Navier-Stokes 

fluid-dynamics equation is non-linear. From some states, complex non-linear systems oscillate, but not perfectly, so 

they never repeat same state. Complex non-linear systems always have states, times, and locations from which they are 

unstable. 

 

non-linear dynamics 

Soliton equations have non-linear dynamics {non-linear dynamics}. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Substitution 

 

substitution system 

Starting with a number of cells, all cells can have one state. Cells replace cells according to neighboring states 

{substitution system}. 

 

sequential substitution 

Starting with a number of cells, all cells can have one state. Cells replace first cells reached by search, according to 

neighboring states {sequential substitution system}. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Substitution>Tag System 

 



tag system 

In a fixed number of cells, all cells can have one state. System removes cells at one end and adds cells at other end 

{tag system}, depending on cells removed. 

 

cyclic tag system 

In a fixed number of cells, all cells can have one state. System removes cells at one end and adds cells at other end 

{cyclic tag system}, depending on cells removed. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Artificial Intelligence 

 

artificial intelligence 

Programs {artificial intelligence}| (AI) can embody logical processes and have memory. Artificial-intelligence 

systems have sets {knowledge base} {database} of classes or representations. Reasoning methods {control strategy} 

select rule or representation, check rule conditions, and track used and available rules. AI has rule {operation} sets. AI 

has search mechanisms {graph search}, which apply rule at nodes to get to new nodes. Rules or predicates have 

attributes, sets, objects, events, values, or subsets. 

 

expert system 

Artificial-intelligence systems {expert system}| can mimic experts. Expert systems can store rules with which to 

classify. Expert systems can make decisions based on utility-function optimization. Expert systems can use networks 

with weighted connections. Sets of IF/THEN statements can make output from input. 

 

inquiring system 

Systems {inquiring system} have boundaries, communication methods, goals, and comparison methods, such as 

distinguishing or generalizing. Systems modify based on success or failure, build language, have memory, take 

perspective, change perspective, make models, and observe self. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Catastrophe Theory 

 

catastrophe theory 

Catastrophes {catastrophe theory}| are space discontinuities [Thom, 1968] [Thom, 1972] [Waddington, 1968] 

[Woodcock and Davis, 1978]. Discontinuity type depends on dimension number. Number of parameters determines 

how many system states are possible. Actual behavior depends on present state and past history. 

transformations 

Spaces with four or less dimensions allow seven discontinuous transformations: fold, cusp, swallowtail, butterfly, 

parabolic umbilic, elliptic umbilic, and hyperbolic umbilic. No other catastrophe types are possible. Discontinuities can 

appear in continuous-equation systems. 

 

fold catastrophe 

Folds make a discontinuity line between two planes {fold catastrophe}. It involves one dimension and only one state. 

From fold point, either stable or unstable behavior can happen. 

 

cusp catastrophe 

Folds along two dimensions make two discontinuity lines, which meet at a point between three planes {cusp 

catastrophe}. From meeting-point state, states can diverge on both folds, with no middle behavior between the states. 

Different positions and directions make different state changes {hysteresis, catastrophe}. 

 

butterfly catastrophe 

Folds along four dimensions make four discontinuity lines, which meet at a point between five planes {butterfly 

catastrophe}. 

 

swallowtail catastrophe 

Folds along three dimensions make three discontinuity lines, which meet at a point between four planes {swallowtail 

catastrophe}. 

 



elliptic umbilic catastrophe 

Folds along three dimensions make three discontinuity lines, which meet at a line {elliptic umbilic catastrophe}. It 

involves three dimensions and only two states. 

 

hyperbolic umbilic catastrophe 

Folds along three dimensions make three discontinuity lines, which meet at a line {hyperbolic umbilic catastrophe}. 

It involves three dimensions and only two states. 

 

parabolic umbilic catastrophe 

Folds along four dimensions make four discontinuity lines, which meet at a surface {parabolic umbilic catastrophe}. 

It involves four dimensions and only two states. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Chaos Theory 

 

chaos theory 

Even complex systems have parts with simple processes. Chaotic systems have parts with no chaos. Small initial-

condition changes can cause large result changes {chaos theory}| [Lorenz, 1963]. 

 

butterfly effect 

Non-linear complex systems are sensitive to initial conditions, as if butterfly flight in one place affects weather 

pattern in another place {butterfly effect}| [Gleick, 1987] [Prigogine and Nicolis, 1989] [Prigogine and Stengers, 1984] 

[Prigogine, 1980] [Ruelle and Takens, 1971] [Ulam, 1976] [Li and Yorke, 1975]. 

 

periodicity in systems 

Systems can have processes that regularly repeat {periodicity}|. Increased repetition rate {period doubling} or 

system size can lead to chaos, as wavelength and space decrease. Systems can make matter or energy pulses 

{intermittency}. Systems can have periods that are not exact {quasiperiodicity}. Energy or mass dissipation cancels or 

removes conflicting motions and results in changes along one dimension. Periodicity is only in that dimension. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Complexity Theory 

 

complexity in systems 

Systems can have many and/or different states, objects, events, dependencies, and interactions {complexity, system}. 

Complex systems share information among objects [Goodwin, 1994] [Kauffman, 1993] [May, 1976] [Pagels, 1988] 

[Prigogine and Nicolis, 1989] [Prigogine and Stengers, 1984] [Prigogine, 1980] [Smale, 1967]. 

hierarchy 

Having more parts and relations allows part and relation levels. 

emergence 

Having more parts and relations allows new part and relation combinations. 

laws 

The many and varied complex-system relations make conservation laws, constancies, covarying elements, and other 

regularities. 

flows and circuits 

The many complex-system relations propagate changes throughout system. 

states 

Systems can return to initial or previous state or reach terminal state, so system halts or repeats. Terminal states are 

typically undesirable, unstable, or otherwise break system, so system must protect against them. Physical complex 

systems can self-destruct. They must have mechanisms to prevent halting, repeating, and breakdown or extricate 

themselves from such situations. Complex systems typically are stable for only some states. Stable complex systems 

have resting or default states. 

non-isolation 

Complex systems can have complex input and output. 

non-isolation: energy 

Stable physical complex systems require energy sources and regulate energy input and output between system and 

environment. 



non-isolation: environment 

Physical complex systems can work in only one environment type. 

 

complexity theory 

Regularity enumeration can measure complexity {complexity theory}| [Kauffman, 1993]. 

 

computational complexity 

Algorithm classes require time ranges {computational complexity theory}. 

 

algorithmic information 

System complexity measures {algorithmic information content} {algorithmic complexity, system} {Kolmogorov 

complexity, system} can be numbers of bits for smallest program that can run on universal Turing machines and 

produce same output. 

algorithm 

Programs produce output from input and algorithm. Theory predicts facts from data and formulas. Algorithms and 

formulas are similar. 

number 

Random numbers have programs about as long as themselves. Information has no redundancy and cannot compress 

{irreducible information}. 

proof 

Infinitely many mathematical results require algorithms or proofs as large as output and so have no useful proofs. 

For example, axioms have no proof. Therefore, the principle of sufficient reason is not always true. 

 

halting problem 

In general, whether programs will stop, or not, is impossible to predict {halting problem}|, as shown by Turing. 

Turing machine 

Turing machines must have at least one rule that leads to STOP, must not move to non-existent state, must use and 

make only coded sequences of marked and blank squares, and must have at least one marked square on output side. 

Turing machines have input and rules. Number of Turing machines and number of inputs are both infinite. 

Many Turing machines never reach STOP. 

If people can prove that Turing machine with some input reaches or does not reach STOP, people can make complex 

Turing machines that include that Turing machine and answer the question whether Turing machine stops. People can 

program complex Turing machines to make same mark, as long as that Turing machine does not stop. Complex Turing 

machine can include all Turing machines, so then all Turing machines can mark definite answers for inputs, whether 

they stop or not. Therefore, one algorithm decides same Turing machine reaches STOP, and one algorithm decides 

same Turing machine does not reach STOP. However, only one algorithm is true, and the other is false. Therefore, it is 

impossible to prove that Turing machines will reach STOP. 

halting problem 

Possible Turing machines have representations as natural numbers. Possible inputs have representations as natural 

numbers. If numbers of inputs and machines are equal, a square natural-number array can represent all possible Turing 

machines and inputs. See Figure 1. 

Look at sequence, to take diagonal slash, on square-array main diagonal. See Figure 2. 

Change marks for numbers in diagonal sequence. See Figure 3. 

This sequence is not the same as any row or column sequence, because it differs from first row and column at first 

number, differs from second row and column at second number, and so on. If halting problem is solvable, this sequence 

can represent possible Turing machine/input combination, because first part can be legitimate Turing machine and 

second part can be legitimate input. However, array must contain all possible sequences, because array has all possible 

Turing machines and all possible inputs. Contradiction makes halting problem not solvable in general. 

omega 

Programs have halting probabilities {omega, number} {Chaitin number}. Data bits can be input to program until 

program does not request another bit, because it has stopped. Random-bit input stop program after different numbers of 

input bits. Probability that program stops is 0.5 raised to number of bits. To find total halting probability, add random-

input-experiment probabilities. Using more random-input experiments can approach omega. 
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logical depth 

Process or system complexity can be number {logical depth}| {depth of argument} of steps from original input to 

final output [Bennett, 1988] [Herken, 1988] [Norretranders, 1998] [Goodwin, 1994] [Kauffman, 1993] [Koch and 

Laurent, 1999] [May, 1976] [Pagels, 1988] [Prigogine and Nicolis, 1989] [Prigogine and Stengers, 1984] [Prigogine, 

1980] [Smale, 1967]. Steps can be logical steps from premises to conclusions, cause-and-effect relationships, or 

algorithm steps. 

 

strange attractor 

Phase-space points {strange attractor}| can be, not equilibria or periodic loops, but infinitely long lines in confined 

regions. Strange attractors are stable, can have few dimensions, and are periodic but not exactly periodic. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision 

 

computer vision 

Stationary or moving cameras capture images, and associated hardware and software perform image analysis to find 

features, align images, extract descriptors and objects, and classify objects and motions {computer vision}. 

 

Euclidean distance 

Two points, in image or in physical or mathematical space, or two corresponding points, on two simultaneous 

images from two stereo cameras or on successive images from same camera, have distances {Euclidean distance} 

between them. 

 

monogenic signal 

Signals {monogenic signal} can have phase, distance, time, orientation, or amplitude information. 

 

visibility problem 

Image object parts typically hide other object parts, so objects have visible parts and hidden parts {visibility 

problem}. Object-recognition algorithms recognize objects using parts. Image-generation algorithms show nearest 

object parts. 

 

voxel 

Three-dimensional space has volume pixels {voxel}. Voxels can be opaque, translucent, or transparent. Voxel 

transparency level can be a parameter {integral alpha}. Perceived pixel color P depends on integral alpha, voxel color 

intensity A, and background pixel color intensity B: P = alpha * A + (1 - alpha) * B, where A and B are red, green, or 

blue. Integral alpha is the same for all three color channels. For transparent voxels, alpha is zero, perceived color is 

background color, and voxel has no effect. For opaque voxels, alpha is one, perceived color is voxel color, and 

background has no effect. Therefore, systems can multiply alpha and voxel and background colors {premultiplied 

alpha} before compositing, for efficiency. 

Volumetric displays can have multiple parallel display planes or a rotating plane to sweep out volume. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms 

 

computer vision algorithms 

Computer vision uses image-capture-and-processing algorithms {computer vision algorithms} to find features and 

objects. 

image capture 

Cameras capture images pixel by pixel, with white, red, green, or blue intensity. Image algorithms can rotate, change 

dimensions, enhance brightness, and enhance contrast. 

counting pixels 

Counts light or dark pixels. 

thresholding 

Converts gray to black or white. 

segmenting 

Locates or counts textures and/or parts. 

detecting edges 

Finds object edges. 



discovering blobs 

Inspects image for connected white or black pixels to establish image reference points and regions. 

recognizing components 

Extracts simple three-dimensional geometric figures from image. 

recognizing patterns 

Locates features or objects, which may have different rotations or sizes and overlap or occlude each other. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms>Clustering 

 

clustering algorithms 

Image points belonging to same feature are near each other. Parameter-space points belonging to same or similar 

features are near each other. Nearest neighbors can form point, line, or angle clusters {clustering algorithm}. Nearest-

neighbor algorithms measure Euclidean distance, or other distance metrics, to find nearest-neighbor points and make 

clusters. Using distance measure can group features. 

types 

Clustering algorithms include hierarchical, self-organizing maps, K-means, fuzzy C-means, and expectation 

maximization. Error-weighted clustering retrofits clustering algorithms to use error-propagation information. 

Self-organizing maps can group into equal categories. 

process 

Clustering can start with all features in one category and split features off {divisive clustering} or start with 

individual features and group them into classes {agglomerative clustering}. Clustering can use feature information to 

start or modify clustering {supervised clustering} or use only distances {unsupervised clustering}. 

distance metric 

Different hierarchical clustering methods use different ways to calculate distance between two clusters. 

Minimum distance between cluster features {nearest-neighbor clustering} {single-linkage clustering} makes loose 

clusters with long branches containing few samples. Maximum distance between cluster features {furthest-neighbor 

clustering} {complete-linkage clustering} makes tight similar-size clusters with short branches. 

Clustering can use average or median distance between features {unweighted pair-group method average} 

(UPGMA) or weighted-average point {centroid, cluster}. 

For widely varying cluster sizes, average distance between features has weight {weighted pair-group average}: 

cluster feature number. 

Clustering can use distance between cluster averages {within-groups clustering}. 

distance metric: city-block distance 

Distance measure between structure-space points is the same as Manhattan distance. 

distance metric: Lp-metric 

Distance measure between structure-space points is the same as Minkowski distance. 

distance metric: Mahalanobis distance 

Structure-space points have distances between them. 

distance metric: Manhattan distance 

Distance measure between structure-space points is the same as city-block distance. 

distance metric: Minkowski distance 

Distance measure between structure-space points is the same as Lp-metric. 

supervised method 

Classification can use already known patterns and clusters. 

hierarchical clustering 

Unsupervised, agglomerative clustering method {hierarchical clustering} measures distances between all points and 

places features in cluster hierarchy that looks like tree diagram {dendrogram, clustering}. Hierarchical clustering can 

make hierarchies and assign shared feature. Single features, and feature groups, are clusters. After calculating distance 

for cluster pairs, the closest clusters merge into one cluster, reducing cluster number by one. After calculating distance 

again for cluster pairs, the closest clusters merge into one cluster, and so on, until all features are in one, top-level 

cluster. Hierarchical clustering methods include centroid linkage, complete linkage, single linkage, and Ward's method. 

Ward's method calculates cluster mean and sum of squared differences from mean, for all cluster points. The next 

cluster is pair that gives smallest increase in sum of squared differences. 

non-hierarchical clustering 

Features can also be in different classes with no hierarchy {non-hierarchical clustering}. 



non-hierarchical clustering: k-means clustering 

Non-hierarchical, unsupervised method places features into a fixed number of clusters. First, it randomly assigns 

features to clusters. It calculates distances between feature pairs in cluster to find average cluster expression vector. It 

calculates distances between cluster pairs using average cluster expression vector. Features move to other clusters in 

turn, and method calculates all feature distances. Features stay in new cluster if distances between cluster feature pairs 

and between cluster pairs decrease. 

Supervised k-means clustering first assigns features to clusters based on feature information and then proceeds as for 

unsupervised k-means clustering. 

non-hierarchical clustering: self-organizing map 

Non-hierarchical, unsupervised method places features in cluster based on nearness to cluster reference vector. First, 

cluster number is set. Starting from random vector, cluster reference vector converges by better partitioning feature 

data. It calculates distances between each expression vector and reference vectors and assigns feature to one cluster. 

non-hierarchical clustering: principal component analysis 

Non-hierarchical, unsupervised methods {principal component analysis, vision} (PCA) {singular value 

decomposition, vision} can combine feature dimensions linearly to reduce expression-space dimensions, remove 

redundancy, and average data. Similar unsupervised linear methods {factor analysis, computer} (FA) can look for 

significant factors in factor sets and find one, two, or three combined factors. It includes principal component analysis, 

correspondence analysis, spectral mapping, and non-linear mapping. Another similar technique {principal coordinate 

analysis} combines coordinates to make fewer dimensions. PCA, factor analysis, and principal coordinate analysis 

project data onto lower-dimension space by eliminating dimensions and dimension combinations with low significance. 

Number of remaining dimensions gives number of clusters to use for k-means clustering or self-organizing maps. 

non-hierarchical clustering: support vector machine 

Supervised clustering methods can use feature-vector training sets, group similar-function features into clusters, and 

group other-function features outside cluster. It tries to find cluster-specific features. Test features are in or outside 

cluster. 

Features split space into two regions by making boundaries {hyperplane}. Hyperplanes can partition features so 

regions {soft margin} near hyperplanes have ambiguous examples. 

Features can partition higher spaces {feature space}, mapped from feature vectors. Feature-space distances are 

metric and use special function {kernel function}. The best partition typically increases kernel function from simple to 

complex. 

class analogy 

Class analogy is a SIMCA method. 

cluster sampling 

Sampling can be from clusters equally. 

cluster significance analysis 

Using discrete or continuous data and embedded data can put compounds into groups by activity level. CSA locates 

small clusters in large spaces. 

Cone and Hodgkin similarity index 

Method measures molecular similarity. 

discriminant-regression model 

Model locates small clusters in large spaces. 

distance-b program 

Method locates small clusters in large spaces. 

Jarvis-Patrick method 

Structures can cluster in large databases by rating different features by similarity. 

k-nearest neighbor 

Supervised method calculates new object distance from all other objects to locate small clusters in large spaces. 

partitioning 

Process merges individuals into groups or splits whole into clusters. 

similarity measure 

Value can compare distances. 

single-class discrimination 

Method locates small clusters in large spaces. 

Soft Independent Modeling of Class Analogies (SIMCA) 

Supervised method uses model to find region boundaries or envelopes and locates small clusters in large spaces. 



trend-vector analysis 

Using activity and descriptor correlation vector ranks different features by similarity. 

 

Haar wavelet 

Image regions have sub-regions, which have different numbers of same-intensity pixels. Matrices can represent 

regions, and matrix cells can represent sub-regions. Cell values are number of same-intensity pixels. Matrices then have 

differences between cell sub-region values {Haar-like feature}, and matrices represent wavelets {Haar wavelet}. 

Regions are clusters or neighborhoods, such as rectangles or spheres, and so each region type has unique wavelet. 

Region sets have waves. 

 

outlier algorithms 

Images have points that do not cluster and do not belong to features. Outlier algorithms {outlier algorithms} use 

linear regression and best-fit to find outliers and discard them. 

 

Potts model 

Methods {Potts model} can minimize energy by making two states either equal or unequal, with constant penalty for 

unequal and no penalty for equal. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms>Depth 

 

belief propagation 

Message-passing labeling inference algorithms {belief propagation} can compute many graphical-distribution 

statistics, each with few values, to calculate disparities by finding large-neighborhood minima. Belief propagation uses 

sum-product to find minimum or max-product to find maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate. For stereo vision, 

Markov random-field model describes disparity, and inference algorithm determines nodes. 

 

binary space partitioning 

Algorithms {binary space partitioning} (BSP) can recursively divide space or polygon into two regions using 

hyperplanes, to make halves, quarters, eights, sixteenths, and so on. 

orientation 

Hyperplanes can have any orientation, making unequal regions. Hyperplanes that cut at medians make both regions 

equal. 

polygons 

Polygons can have angles greater than 180 degrees {reflex angle, polygon} or less than 180 degrees. Dividing 

polygon recursively makes regions with angles less than 180 degrees {convex set}. 

recursion 

Recursion steps define trees {BSP tree} and make stored lists {visibility list} that order polygons from front to rear. 

Convex sets become smaller until they include only point {BSP-tree leaves}. 

multiple hyperplanes 

Binary space partitioning can use hyperplane pairs or triples for cuts. Hyperplane pair divides space into four regions 

{quadtree}. Hyperplane triple divides space into eight regions {octree}. 

 

iterative closest points method 

Methods {iterative closest points method} can use point-sample clouds to align two images. 

 

k-dimensional tree 

Modified BSP-tree algorithms {kd-tree} {k-dimensional tree} can use only hyperplanes perpendicular to space axes 

and use axis sequences, typically splitting at axis or polygon medians. If space has k axes, kd-tree has k cuts and tree 

branchings. kd-tree algorithms are better for searches using nearest neighbors, because they match space coordinate 

parameters and split hyperplanes go through points. Because hyperplanes are across axes, all regions have nodes or 

points. 

 

least-squares adjustment 

Gauss-Helmert methods can use least squares {least-squares adjustment} to estimate best fit. 

 



painter's algorithm 

Painters paint background first, then layer objects on canvas from rear to front {painter's algorithm}, drawing over 

things that become behind. 

 

rectification of image 

Stereo images project onto aligned image plane by transformation {rectification of image}. 

 

self-calibration 

Cameras can use epipolar transform and absolute conic image in Kruppa equation to find standard metric {self-

calibration}. 

 

self-localization 

Robots can find their locations in environments {self-localization}, using self-localization alignment methods 

(SLAM). 

 

z-buffering 

Algorithms {z-buffering} {depth buffering} can store object-part depths for image generation or object recognition. 

z-buffers {depth buffer} represent two-dimensional images, for object identification. z-culling algorithms compare 

object-part depths and store object with smallest depth in buffer. The same visual angle covers more space farther 

away. To control for increasing spread with increasing distance, use variant w-buffers. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms>Features 

 

feature detection methods 

Feature detection can use point matching based on feature or boundary matching {feature detection methods}: corner 

detection, scale-invariant features (SIFT), and speeded-up robust features (SURF). Features are good image-category 

descriptors. 

 

feature detection algorithms 

Algorithms {feature detection algorithms} can detect features. 

descriptor 

Properties {X-variable, vision} {X descriptor, vision} can describe features and have components. 

canonical factor analysis 

Factor analysis has a basic method. 

centroid method 

Factor analysis can use centroids. 

Correlation Analysis 

Properties and features have relationships. 

correspondence factor analysis 

Factor-analysis methods can use variable frequencies relative to properties, find chi-square values, and find principal 

components. 

disjoint principal component 

Principal components can be independent. 

eigenvalue-one criterion 

Thresholds can be how many components have eigenvalues greater than one. 

eigenvector projection 

Unsupervised linear methods can find factors. 

Evolutionary Programming 

Models can add and subtract randomly selected variables, with crossing-over, and evaluate for "fitness" or best fit. 

Extinction can happen more or less frequently or in more or fewer species. More-frequent extinctions have fewer 

species. Values follow power laws, because events can cause few or many extinctions. 

evolving factor analysis 

Methods can analyze ordered data. 

explained variance percentage 

Methods can indicate component number required to reach 90% of total variance. 



factorial design 

Designs can try to ensure design-space sampling, even if one position varies. 

Genetic Function Algorithm 

Linear property sets can have different values, change values by crossing-over between related genes, and have 

random changes, to select best fit. 

latent variable 

Variables can be linear descriptor combinations. 

linear discriminant analysis 

Supervised methods, in which boundary surface minimizes region variance and maximizes between-region variance, 

can put compounds into groups by activity level. 

linear learning machine 

Supervised methods can divide n-dimensional space into regions using discriminant functions. 

maximum-likelihood method 

Factor-analysis methods can find factors. 

multidimensional scaling 

Metric or non-metric methods can analyze similarity or dissimilarity matrices to find dimension number and place 

objects in proper relative positions. 

multivariate adaptive regression spline 

Non-parametric methods can find factors. 

Mutation and Selection Uncover Models 

Models can add and subtract randomly selected variables, with no crossing-over, and evaluate for "fitness" or best 

fit. Low mutation rates allow natural selection to operate on populations to move toward fitter genotypes. Intermediate 

mutation rates cause population to move toward and away from fitter genotypes. High mutation rates make many 

genotypes with direction, so high mutation blocks selection processes. 

For any mutation rate, if gene number is too great, change rate is too great, and organism becomes extinct {error 

catastrophe, extinction}. Therefore, gene number has a limit if organisms do not make new species or find new 

environments. 

Perhaps, cells and ecosystems also have upper limits to complexity. Complexity can increase with migration or 

speciation. 

non-linear iterative partial least squares 

Unsupervised linear methods can represent data as product of score matrix, for original observations, and loading-

matrix transform, for original factors. 

non-linear mapping 

Topological mapping factor-analysis method uses linear variable combinations to make two or three new variables. 

predictive computational model 

Property information can predict behavior. 

principal-component analysis 

Variable principal components can be linear-descriptor combinations. Unsupervised linear methods can represent 

data as product of score matrix, for original observations, and loading-matrix transform, for original factors. PCA 

factor-analysis method uses linear variable combinations to make two or three new variables. PCA reduces unimportant 

variables. 

principal-component regression 

Singular-value decomposition can find singular-value sets to predict and project regression to latent structures. 

principal factor analysis 

Modified PCA can find principal factors. 

Procrustes analysis 

Methods can identify similarity descriptor sets. 

QR algorithm 

Methods can diagonalize matrices. 

rank annihilation 

Unsupervised linear methods can find factors. 

response-surface method 

Three-level designs can have three factors that quantify response and factor relationships. RSM includes MLR, OLS, 

PCR, and PLS linear designs, non-linear regression analysis, and non-parametric methods such as ACE, NPLS, and 

MARS. 



Scree-plot 

Residual variance approaches constancy, and plotted slope levels off, depending on number of components {Scree-

test, vision}. 

singular-value decomposition 

In unsupervised linear methods, correlation matrix can become product of score, eigenvalues, and loading matrices, 

with diagonalization using QR algorithm. 

spectral-mapping analysis 

Factor-analysis methods can first take data logarithms to eliminate outliers and then subtract means from rows and 

columns, to leave only variation, showing which variables are important and how much. 

structure space 

Spaces can have two or three principal components. 

target-transformation factor analysis 

Methods can rotate features to match known patterns, such as hypotheses or signatures. 

Unsupervised Method 

Factors and response variables can relate, without using factor information or predetermined models. 

 

eight point algorithm 

Methods {eight point algorithm} can find structures from motions. 

 

facial expression recognition 

People can recognize six basic facial expressions {facial expression recognition}: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, 

sadness, and surprise. Expressions have unique muscle activities {Facial Action Coding System}, grouped into Action 

Parts. Methods detect faces, extract features, and classify expressions. Classifying can use Gabor filters, Bézier 

volumes, Bayes and Bayesian network classifiers, and Hidden Markov Models. 

 

Kalman filter 

Gaussian filtering {Kalman filter} can use mean and variance parameters for normal distributions and can increase 

feature or pixel gain. Kalman filters are parametric, as opposed to particle filters. Kalman filters predict output from 

input. 

 

local image analysis 

First computer-vision stage is to find features, including invariants {local image analysis}. Invariants can be angles, 

local phase, and orientation. 

 

particle filtering 

Distributions can have representations as finite numbers of samples {particle, sample} defined on Markov chains 

{particle filtering}, rather than using parameters. 

 

Sobel edge operator 

Operators {Sobel edge operator} can detect edges. 

 

support vector machine 

Methods {support-vector machine} can detect shapes from image segmentation, using color, shape, and distances. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms>Hill Climb 

 

hill-climbing methods 

Image features make maxima in parameter spaces. Algorithms {hill-climbing methods} can find local maxima that 

exceed threshold amount. If maximum is at feature parameter-space location and exceeds threshold, algorithm states 

that feature is in image and identifies location. Hill-climbing methods can become stuck at local maxima and fail to 

find more-important maxima. 

 

Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method 

Hill-climbing algorithms {Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method} (BFGS method) can improve quasi-Newton 

method. 

 



Newton optimization method 

Hill-climbing algorithms {Newton's optimization method} {Newton optimization method} can solve unconstrained 

non-linear optimization problems using function second-order partial-derivative Hessian square matrices, to find local 

maxima at locations where derivatives become zero. 

 

quasi-Newton method 

Hill-climbing algorithms {quasi-Newton method} can simplify Newton's optimization method by simplifying 

Hessian matrix. 

 

watershed algorithm 

Hill-climbing algorithms {watershed algorithm} can find maximum gradient from center pixel to eight surrounding 

pixels and move to pixel with maximum gradient. If new pixel is minimum or is lower than threshold, stop and assign 

original pixel to same group as second pixel. If new pixel is not minimal and is not lower than threshold, find 

maximum gradient from second pixel to eight surrounding pixels and move to pixel with maximum gradient. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms>Imaging 

 

image processing algorithms 

Algorithms {image processing algorithms} can determine background, cluster, check error and noise, find fiducials, 

normalize, check crosstalk, find signals, find features, aggregate replicates, and perform statistical analysis. Statistical 

cluster analysis can identify classes and assign shared feature. Hierarchical clustering can cluster into hierarchies. Self-

organizing maps can group into equal categories. 

 

background determination 

Determining background {background determination algorithm} involves surface-fitting algorithm that detects 

global background changes across array. Background subtracts from features. Algorithm finds variance within feature 

integration aperture after global correction. Using average feature density can overestimate background. Putting space 

between feature blocks can find background. 

 

error model algorithm 

Algorithms {error model algorithm} can check feature-signal noise, measure background variance, find cross-

hybridization, check for spatial crosstalk and spectral crosstalk, measure normalization variation, and study replicates. 

Error model weights optimize signal-to-noise ratio. It has confidence value. Error flags label too-high variance, 

hybridization-control variance, high background, rejected pixels, bright neighbors, too-low signal-to-noise ratio, and 

saturated pixels. 

 

fiducial-finding algorithm 

Fiducials {fiducial-finding algorithm} are marks or shapes every 300 pixels, for automatic spot finding and row and 

column counting, without using quantitation-control scheme. Fiducials must be easy to distinguish from other image 

features and artifacts. Spotting and shrinking cause non-linear distortions and determine fiducial frequency needed. 

Row and column drift must be less than half the distance, five or six pixels, between features. 

 

normalization of results 

To account for labeling-amount, dye, fluorescent-detection, spotting, RNA-concentration, and sample-quantity 

differences, systems modify intensities {normalization, results}. Normalization allows comparison among slides and 

cell extracts. 

types 

Normalization can normalize on total intensity. Normalization can normalize on means and use ratio statistics. 

Normalization can use linear regression. Non-linear regression includes local regression, such as Locally Weighted 

Scatterplot Smoothing (LOWESS). Normalization algorithms use dilution-series controls, dye selection, filter selection, 

dye-quenching non-linearities, multiple gain settings, photobleaching amounts, and array-to-array normalization. 

 

spatial crosstalk 

Strong signals at features can spread to neighboring features and skew weak signals. Features must be far enough 

apart to prevent more than 0.1% spatial crosstalk. Algorithms {spatial crosstalk mitigation algorithm} can reduce 



number of strong signals adjacent to weak signals. Algorithms can weight intensity sum across feature depending on 

neighboring features. Algorithms can use deconvolution with particular instrument. 

 

signal integration 

Algorithms {signal integration algorithm} {signal quantitation algorithm} can use median pixel, integrate intensity, 

or use pixel-ratio median to generate values. First, algorithm aligns channels, if necessary. Fixed aperture is in both 

channels. Simultaneous scanning in both channels reduces crosstalk and allows pixel-to-pixel regression, which is more 

robust to defects. Integration can be only for high signal-to-noise pixel subsets. 

 

spot-finding algorithm 

Finding sites {spot-finding algorithm} can use three methods: find isolated peaks, align grid, or align centroid. To 

find isolated features or peaks, first shrink image to convolve it with feature model and then find isolated peaks. To 

align grid, first find fiducials and then fit rows and columns. To align centroid, first move off grid and find intensity-

weighted centroid, if signal-to-noise feature ratio allows. 

 

replicate aggregation 

Algorithms {probe aggregation algorithm} {replicate aggregation algorithm} can average replicates. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms>Prediction 

 

prediction algorithms 

Algorithms {prediction algorithms} can predict. 

predictors 

Factors, properties, or structures contribute to response values. 

variable influence on prediction 

Methods {variable influence on the prediction} can determine variable importance. 

principal property 

Variables {principal property} can be linear descriptor combinations. 

non-parametric algorithms 

Non-parametric algorithms can have alternating conditional expectations. Non-parametric methods {non-linear 

partial least-squares, vision} can find least squares. 

outlier algorithms 

Normal-distribution-outlier tests {Dixon's Q-test, vision} can measure ratio of smallest and largest differences. 

Normal-distribution outlier tests {Grubbs' s-test, vision} can compare absolute values, of differences between mean 

and value, divided by standard deviation, to T distribution value. 

network 

Kohonen topology-preserving network mappings can retain topology. Topological indexes can represent graphs as 

numbers. Topological Tanimoto indexes can represent graphs as numbers. 

rule induction system 

IF/THEN statements {rule induction system, vision} can make output from input. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms>Regression 

 

regression algorithms 

Factors, properties, or structures can correlate with response values {regression algorithms}. 

regression 

Regression analysis finds property and structure relationships. Multiple linear regression measures linear-component 

dependence on properties and finds descriptor coefficients. Non-linear regression is a parametric method that finds 

descriptor coefficients. Ridge regression is another regression method. 

correlation 

Factors can correlate, with correlation coefficients. Variance-covariance matrices {correlation matrix, vision} are 

complete, symmetric, square matrices that use property values and structure values, which can scale to normalize data. 

Partial least-squares can simplify variance-covariance matrix {matrix diagonalization, vision} {matrix 

bidiagonalization method, regression}. 

Spearman rank correlation coefficient can measure molecular similarity. 



least-squares 

Ordinary least-squares {classical least-squares, vision} {least-squares regression, vision} {linear least-squares 

regression, vision} {multiple least-squares regression, vision} {multivariate least-squares regression, vision} can find 

descriptor coefficients by minimizing distances between values and regression line. Inverse least-squares inverts fitting 

method. 

adaptive least-squares 

Adaptive least-squares modifies ordinary least-squares by weighting or classes. 

adaptive least-squares: fuzzy 

Features can be in different classes with different weights. 

partial least-squares 

PLS uses least-squares to find independent variables and dependencies among variables. PLS maximizes latent-

variable and observable covariation. PLS diagonalizes variance-covariance matrix. Multi-block PLS uses groups. 

Kernel algorithm is about covariation. 

partial least-squares: Comparative Molecular Field Analysis 

Partial least-squares methods (CoMFA) can analyze grids around sites and find grid-point interactions, to make 

sampled-point descriptors. 

partial least-squares: Generating Optimal Linear PLS Estimations 

GOLPE uses PLS and D-optimal design to select variables and then cross-validates. 

partial least-squares: SAMPLS algorithm 

Partial least-squares and trend vector analysis can work together. 

non-least-squares 

Non-least-squares methods can detect non-linear relationships. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms>Statistics 

 

statistical algorithms 

Statistics has algorithms {statistical algorithms}. 

best linear unbiased estimation 

Estimates can give smallest variances among estimators. 

mean square error 

SSE / (observation number + factor number - 1). 

SSE 

Errors or residuals cause sum of squares of differences between observed and predicted responses. 

SSR 

Regression causes sum of squares of differences between observed and mean. 

SST 

Sum of squares of differences between predicted and mean makes total: SST = SSE + SSR. 

standard error 

Standard error is MSE square root. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms>Transform 

 

Hilbert transform 

Transforms {Hilbert transform} can be for one-dimensional signals. 

 

Hough transform 

Features have parameters, such as length, angle, color, distance, radius, and angle. Parameters have continuous-value 

ranges, such as lengths from millimeters to meters, or discrete-value sets, such as color categories. Features have 

parameter values that make vectors. For example, if parameter number is four, features have four-vectors, such as (0, 0, 

0, 0), (3, 0, 0, 0), or (4, 2, 1, 3). 

space 

Hough spaces have dimension number equal to parameter number. In the example, Hough space has four 

coordinates. Hough space points can represent features. 

feature extraction 

Objects whose feature vector lies near feature point have that feature. 



feature extraction: accumulator 

Feature extraction can use voting {Hough transform}, to accumulate weights at feature points in Hough space 

{accumulator space} (Paul Hough) [1962]. After voting, if weight passes threshold at feature point, image has feature. 

lines 

Parameterized standard line, circle, or ellipse test sets establish feature-point coordinates in accumulator space. For 

lines, accumulator space can use polar-coordinate radius and angle. Edge-detector algorithms can pre-process images to 

find edges. Hough transforms can group edge points into lines, circles, or ellipses for identification (Richard Duda and 

Peter Hart) [1972] (Dana H. Ballard) [1981]. 

 

pyramid transform 

Transforms {pyramid transform} can be for three-dimensional signals and takes high-resolution images and makes 

low-resolution images. 

 

Radon transform 

One-dimensional Hilbert transforms {Radon transform}, at specific orientations, can transform multi-dimensional 

signals. 

 

Riesz transform 

Transforms {Riesz transform} can be for two-dimensional signals. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Algorithms>Validation 

 

validation algorithms 

Methods {validation algorithms} can check correlations, predictions, and designs. 

bootstrapping validation 

Method can use only internal data. 

external validation 

Other data can pair with model to predict activity. 

cross-validation 

For all data subsets, algorithm {leave-one-out, vision} {leave-groups-out, vision} can remove data subset and 

calculate remainder, such as for drug validation. 

cross-validation: correlation coefficient 

Method can validate and predict data. 

fitness function 

Validation method {lack-of-fit method} {jackknife validation method, vision} can measure fit, such as for drug 

validation. 

Fisher F-test 

Validation method can use F test. 

other methods 

Methods can be for drug validation {predictive residual sum of squares, vision} {scrambling dependent Y-values, 

vision} {standard deviation method, vision} {standard error of predictions, vision} {standard error of regression, 

vision}. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Brain Theory 

 

brain theory 

Brain theories {neural modeling} {brain theory} {computational neuroscience} model membrane currents, chemical 

changes, network oscillations, microcolumns, macrocolumns, and cell configurations to study learning and memory 

(Eric L. Schwartz). 

viewpoint dependence 

Real vision stores different viewpoints and matches similar schema. 

single-neuron models 

Neuron membranes have fast sodium-ion out-currents and later slower potassium-ion in-currents, as well as calcium 

ion, chloride ion, and other chemical flows, which affect action potential, adaptation, and shunting. 

Dendrites and axons have structures and patterns. 

Synapses have ion and chemical flows. 



synapse plasticity 

Synapse structure and physiology change over time with electrical and chemical flows. Feedback can alter weights 

in Hebbian learning. 

More stable synapses learn and forget slower. Less stable synapses learn and forget faster. Systems use slow and fast 

plasticity combinations. 

neural coding 

Neurons have preferred stimuli. Neural coding can use instantaneous or average impulse frequency for rate coding. 

Impulses can code intensity, which can represent stimulus amplitude or stimulus probability. 

Neuron signaling uses minimal number of impulses to convey information (Horace Barlow). 

neural inhibition and excitation 

Inhibition can subtract or divide. Excitation can add or multiply. Adding and subtracting accumulate same stimulus 

type, to pass or not pass threshold and determine whether to perform action. Multiplying and dividing represent 

stimulus interactions and feature pairing, to allow object detection or recognition. 

neuron development 

Neurons, axons, and dendrites migrate and grow. Migration and growth use hormone and growth-factor chemical 

gradients. For efficiency, wiring patterns are optimal in spacing and number {minimal wiring hypothesis}. 

Sense physiology uses Bayesian inference, to reflect conditional rules. 

neural networks 

Neurons connect specifically to each other and use recurrence. Models use neuron pairs. 

memory 

Memory can be associative or content-addressable. Hippocampus models are for long-term memory. Prefrontal-

cortex models are for working memory. Memory can use phase synchrony and wave resonance. 

 

cable theory 

Electrical cables have resistance and capacitance, which determine oscillation time and dissipation length. Partial 

differential equations (William Thompson) are similar to wire heat-conductance equations (Fourier). Dendrites, cell 

bodies, and axons are like cables and have capacitances and resistances in parallel and series {cable theory} (Wilfrid 

Rall). Fibers have resistance because cytoplasm and membrane are not good conductors. Fibers have capacitance 

because membrane phospholipid bilayer does not conduct but has charge polarization. 

 

Gabor function 

Functions {Gabor function}, derived from neuron response frequencies, can represent neuron location, width, length, 

orientation, and frequency as wavelet. Gabor functions represent neuron types. Neural nets or systems are Gabor-

function configurations. 

 

Hopfield net 

Units representing neurons can have binary outputs off or on, use input thresholds, and be in networks. Neural 

networks {Hopfield net} (John Hopfield) can use recurrence to iteratively determine final values. 

convergence 

Outcomes are locations and have values. Hopfield nets converge on local minima among set. 

training 

Training with images can determine locations that represent standard features or objects. 

recognition 

If local minimum matches location representing feature, Hopfield net recognizes feature in images. In particular, 

input that is only feature index or cue can lead to the feature, so Hopfield nets can act like memory system {content-

addressable memory, Hopfield net}. 

 

Ising model 

Statistical-mechanics models {Ising model} can use pairs of +1 or -1 spins (Ernst Ising) [1925]. Pair spins can have 

same or different alignment. Pair energy is product of spins: +1 * +1 = 1 = -1 * -1, or +1 * -1 = -1 = -1 * +1. 

Network can show spin interactions. Nodes are particles with spins, and connection edges are interaction energies. 

Regions, and whole systems, have total energy and are system states. 

Neural nets have binary units, +1 and -1, as nodes and have connections among neurons. Total energy is system 

state. 

 



MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Geometry 

 

conformal geometry 

Geometry represents Euclidean space as n-dimensional sphere {conformal geometry}, not as vector space. 

Operations are linear. It has projective geometry. 

 

epipolar constraint 

Stereo-vision constraints {epipolar constraint} can reduce searching to along image curve {epipolar line}, using 

fundamental matrix, which gives camera relative orientation and position, or essential matrix, which describes epipolar 

geometry using focal length, chip size, or optical-center coordinates. Other camera has focal-point projection {epipole}. 

First-camera pixels have corresponding pixels on second-camera epipolar line. 

 

homography of image 

Images have vertical orthogonal planes {homography} at focal points. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Geometry>Depth 

 

disparity of images 

The same scene point is at different pixel coordinates {disparity of images} in rectified images from two cameras, 

with distance between them. Disparity is directly proportional to depth. 

 

disparity rate 

Two images have disparities between corresponding pixels and have disparity-change rates {disparity rate}. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Geometry>Features 

 

image features 

Image objects have special points, lines, or angles {image features}, whose enumeration or configuration can 

describe objects. Training on standard images can teach object features and configuration. Features have parameters, 

such as length, angle, color, and distance. Feature scale, noise, illumination, and distortion can differ. 

 

augmented reality 

Camera image can have virtual shapes superimposed on it {augmented reality}, to serve as landmarks or features. 

 

curve functions 

Curves have models {curve functions}. Hyperbolas have curvature, arc length, and separation. Clothoid curves have 

arc length related to bending. G2-splines have arc length related to bending. B-splines are closed curves. Fifth-degree 

Cartesian polynomials are closed curves. Polar splines are closed curves. 

Three-dimensional curves use ellipsoids, spheroids, cylinders, quartics, and splines and try to find optimum position, 

orientation, scale, and mathematical function. 

Principal component analysis can find axes. 

 

descriptor 

Image features {descriptor, image}, such as points and regions, relate to object recognition. Features can be 

independent or combine. Descriptors include binary, spatial, shape, texture, and local colors. Texture can be gradient 

location-orientation histogram. Corner detection, SIFT, and SURF use descriptors. 

 

geon 

Three-dimensional spheres, cubes, cylinders, cones, and wedges {geon} can be object-representation components. 

Different geon types look different from different viewpoints {viewpoint-invariance, geon}. Occluded, overlapped, 

noisy, blurry, or deformed geon types look different from other occluded, overlapped, noisy, blurry, or deformed geon 

types {stability, geon}. Object representations have geons and relations among geons {recognition-by-components, 

geon} (Irving Biederman) [1987]. 

 

Monge patch 

Small areas {Monge patch} can have three-dimensional image patterns. 



 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Computer Vision>Tasks 

 

computer vision tasks 

Computer vision tasks {computer vision tasks} include content-based image retrieval, depth perception, egomotion, 

event detection, identification, image restoration, indexing, learning, object recognition, pose estimation, scene 

reconstruction, and tracking. 

art gallery problem 

Find minimum-length path through art gallery from which one can see all pictures. Watchman-route problem, safari 

problem, zookeeper problem, touring-polygons problem, and parts-cutting problem have same type. Rubberband 

algorithms solve them. 

barcode reading 

Decode 1D and 2D codes. 

character recognition 

Recognize serial numbers, words, and phrases. 

content-based image retrieval 

In image sets, find images with content, such as text, number, object, or image. 

dense stereo vision 

Two cameras, with known or unknown separation and angle, can find scene-point depths. 

depth perception 

One eye can use linear perspective, motion parallax, interposition, shading, relative size, relative height, aerial 

perspective, texture, and three-dimensional-structure motion. Two eyes can use convergence and binocular disparity. 

egomotion 

Calculate camera three-dimensional motion. 

event detection 

Find abnormal or special feature or property in images. 

gauging 

Measure object dimensions. 

human-machine interface 

Algorithms allow human and robot interaction. 

identification 

Match individual image to stored image. 

image restoration 

Remove noise using low-pass filters, median filters, or image models. 

kinematic chain 

Rigid bars connect by sliding or rotating joints. 

object recognition 

Recognize learned object type at image location. 

optical flow 

When camera or person moves, scene flows past. Lucas-Kanade method, Horn-Schunck method, Nagel-Enkelmann 

method, correlation method, and block-matching method use variational methods to find optical flow. 

pose estimation 

Find object position or orientation. 

scene reconstruction 

Using several scene images, calculate three-dimensional model. 

structure from motion 

Motions cause disparities and disparity rates, which can reveal structure. Bundle-adjustment algorithms can find 

three-dimensional scene structure and camera trajectories. 

First, projective reconstruction can construct projected structure, then Euclidean upgrading can find actual shape. 

Affine reconstruction uses Tomasi-Kanade factorization. 

template matching 

Find, match, and/or count patterns. 

tracking 

Follow object velocities and directions. 

 



art gallery problems 

Find minimum-length path through art gallery from which one can see all pictures {art gallery problems}. 

Watchman-route problem, safari problem, zookeeper problem, touring-polygons problem, and parts-cutting problem 

have same type. Rubberband algorithms solve them. 

 

dense stereo vision 

Two cameras, with known or unknown separation and angle, can find scene-point depths {dense stereo vision}. 

 

egomotion 

Calculate camera three-dimensional motion {egomotion}. 

 

human-machine interface 

Algorithms {human-machine interface} allow human and robot interaction. 

 

image restoration 

Remove noise using low-pass filters, median filters, or image models {image restoration}. 

 

kinematic chain 

Rigid bars connect by sliding or rotating joints {kinematic chain}. 

 

optical flow 

When camera or person moves, scene flows past {optical flow, camera}. Lucas-Kanade method, Horn-Schunck 

method, Nagel-Enkelmann method, correlation method, and block-matching method use variational method to find 

optical flow. 

 

pose estimation 

Find object positions and orientations {pose estimation}. 

 

scene reconstruction 

Using several scene images, calculate three-dimensional model {scene reconstruction}. 

 

structure from motion 

Motions cause disparities and disparity rates, which can reveal structure {structure from motion}. Bundle-adjustment 

algorithms can find three-dimensional scene structure and camera trajectories. First part {projective reconstruction} can 

construct projected structure, and second part {Euclidean upgrading} can find actual shape. Affine reconstruction uses 

Tomasi-Kanade factorization. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Evolution Theories 

 

evolution theories 

Natural selection can work on differences to select optima {evolution theories}. 

 

adaptive walk 

In fitness landscapes, starting from any genotype, change one allele randomly to go to neighboring genotype, and 

then stay there if it has higher fitness {adaptive walk}|. Adaptive walks go uphill to local peaks. 

steps 

After uphill steps, number of possibly higher steps becomes half or less and finding a higher step takes twice as long 

or longer. 

If starting at low fitness, large steps work best. If starting at high fitness, small steps work best. 

recombination 

Recombination allows leaving local maximum to look for global maximum, if landscape is not too random. 

few alleles 

With two alleles for genes, number of steps to local peak is natural logarithm of gene number. Many local peaks are 

nearby. Because changes are random and neighboring fitnesses do not correlate, selection makes little improvement. 

multiple gene changes 

If several alleles change, steps go farther, and fitness-change range is greater. 



gene number 

If gene number increases, fitness increase per step is less. 

 

coupled fitness landscape 

Gene fitness can depend on other-gene fitness in same or other species {coupled fitness landscape} {fitness 

landscape, coupled}. 

If species dependency is low, same-species gene dependency is high, or species number is low, system is stable. If 

species dependency is high, same-species gene dependency is low, or species number is high, system is unstable. 

If species number or species-dependency level can change, species dependency tends to middle, to maximize 

average fitness and minimize average extinction rate. Middle level is just before point where too many changes happen. 

 

fitness in evolution 

Genes have alleles, which contribute to survival and reproduction {fitness, allele}. 

fitness landscape 

Graphs {fitness landscape, evolution} {genetic graph} show all genes and alleles in a genotype. Genotypes have 

height. Genotypes differ from neighboring genotypes by one allele. 

correlations 

Fitness landscapes can have neighbors with similar fitness {correlated fitness}, so allele fitness depends on other-

gene fitness. If allele fitness greatly depends on other genes, allele change affects whole system, fitnesses are similar, 

and landscape has many local peaks. If genes affect all others, fitnesses are equal, as in random case. If allele fitness 

depends slightly on other genes, allele change affects small region, fitnesses are different, and landscape has few local 

peaks. Highest peaks have widest bases. 

patch 

Genetic graphs can divide into local maximum-fitness regions. Patch boundaries are at local fitness minima. 

search 

In fitness landscapes, search for maximum can stop at local maximum. To escape local maximum or minimum, 

methods can look at patches or ignore input from neighbors. Instead of moving from fitness-landscape point to point, 

trajectories can move from patch to patch, seeking highest maximum. If patch size is small, system takes many steps to 

reach maximum fitness, can move away from true maximum, and can change over time, so it never reaches maximum 

fitness. If patch size is large, patches can have several maximum-fitness peaks. Moderate patch size balances fitness 

and time. If fitness landscape is smooth, patches have no affect. 

Systems can ignore input from neighbors and use input from farther away. If jumps are small, system takes many 

steps to reach maximum fitness, can move away from true maximum, and can change over time, so it never reaches 

maximum fitness. If jumps are large, system can jump several maximum-fitness peaks. Moderate jump size balances 

fitness and time. 

 

genetic algorithm 

Systems {genetic algorithm} can perform similar processes varying by one or more parameters, in response to 

environment situations that require learning. Some processes are more correct or successful and have better fitness. 

More-successful processes can continue by selection and/or initiate similar processes by reproduction. Systems thus 

move toward higher percentage of more-successful processes. Systems have evolution. 

 

genetic circuit system 

In Boolean systems {genetic circuit, mathematics} {genetic network model}, repressors can turn off gene 

expression. Enhancers can turn on gene expression. Genes are on or off. Repressors and enhancers are either present or 

absent. Boolean canalyzing functions model gene regulation. Without repressor, gene expresses. With derepressor, 

gene expresses. Different repressor or derepressor amounts can modulate gene expression. Promoter, derepressor, or 

other gene sites can regulate gene expression. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Nanotechnology 

 

nanotechnology 

Manipulating molecules and atoms {nanotechnology}|, such as DNA, RNA, or protein strands, can create machines 

and programs. Cross-links and ratchets can make rotations and slides. 

 



bis-peptide 

Amino-acid-like compounds {bis-peptide} {bis-amino acid} have two pairs, each with carboxyl and amino, on 

opposite sides for hexagon shape, 90-degree sides for square shape, or 60-degree sides for triangle shape, that can link 

to make peptide-like structures with different shapes. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Systems>Self-Organization 

 

self-organization 

Physical-unit interactions can order systems {self-organization}| {order for free}. Forces and interactions among 

individuals can result in complexes. 

dissipative system 

Open non-equilibrium thermodynamic systems input and output matter and energy. Examples are cells and 

organisms. Dissipative systems have no general laws. If systems have diverse elements that can interact to make new 

things in closed space, catalytic things can increase original reaction rates {autocatalytic system, self-organization}. 

System components can interact and organize into patterned subsystems by relaxation methods. Self-organization 

involves compensations and rearrangements among group parts. Interactions and patterns can cause groups to exhibit 

behavior not found in parts. Life exists between chaos and order, as at phase-transition boundary, because variation 

must not be too little or too much. 

 

self-organized criticality 

Systems that add matter and energy can be in states {self-organized criticality} in which catastrophe strikes large and 

small, in power-law relations. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Internet 

 

Web 

Publicly accessible computer networks {Web} {World Wide Web}| can use input/output communication lines. 

 

internetworking 

Different local networks can combine into one network {internetworking}. 

 

client computer 

Servers {server computer} route messages between clients {client computer}. Clients and servers have physical 

local network addresses {Media Access Control} (MAC), physical global network addresses {IP address}, network 

names, relative locations to other local servers or clients, and cryptographic key names. 

 

web page 

Web sites have one or more HTML files {web page}|. 

 

robots.txt file 

At web-site root level, files {robots.txt file} can instruct robots to disallow directories. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Internet>Naming 

 

domain name 

Web sites have names {domain name}|, such as "earthlink.com" or "menten.info", which people must register with 

ICAAN. Domains can have subdomains, such as "mail.earthlink.com" or "music.earthlink.com". Domain names are on 

networks, such as "www", as in "www.earthlink.com". 

 

Uniform Resource Identifier 

Web sites have addresses {Uniform Resource Locator} (URL) {Uniform Resource Identifier} (URI), which 

typically include protocol type, such as "http", network, such as "www", and domain name, such as "earthlink.com", 

making URI "http://www.earthlink.com". Web sites typically have "index.html" index file, which appear by default, in 

directories below web site, so URI is "http://www.earthlink.com/" or "http://www.earthlink.com/index.html". 

 



website 

Computers can have publicly accessible directory with index file in HTML format {website}|, which other 

computers can access over network. Web sites can use CGI tools, such as guestbook, hit counter, and message board. 

Web sites can allow FTP or have FTP tools, such as Fetch. Web sites can allow databases, such as MySQL. Web sites 

can allow password protection. Web sites can allow SSL encryption. Web sites have allotted disk space, such as 2 GB 

or 400 MB. Web sites have allowed data transfer amounts each month, such as 20 GB. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Internet>Programs 

 

agent on Internet 

Web sites can have programs {agent, Internet}| {intelligent agent, Internet} that aid selecting among choices, filling 

forms, or searching. 

 

common gateway interface 

On HTTP servers, Perl or C++ programs and scripts can use interfaces {common gateway interface}| with common 

functions. 

 

search engine 

Web-site programs {search engine}| can look in indexed databases of stored web pages or other information to find 

logical matches to entered words or phrases. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Internet>Programs>Robots 

 

robot on Internet 

Web-site programs {robot, Internet}| {spider, Internet} {crawler, Internet} {web crawler} {web wanderer} 

{wanderer, Internet} can automatically follow HREF referenced site links on web pages and download found web 

pages for indexing, validating HTML and/or links, noting what is new, or mirroring sites. 

 

ant on Internet 

Robots {ant, Internet}| {web ant} on different web pages and servers can cooperate. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Internet>Programs>Intrusive 

 

cookie on Internet 

Web-page servers can place small files {cookie, Internet}| on client-computer hard disks, to note that client accessed 

web page. Cookie files contain unique identifiers, so server can track computer activity. 

 

web beacon 

Web-page programs {web beacon}| can record number of times that computer accessed page or cookie. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Internet>Programs>Intrusive>Malware 

 

phishing 

Web sites, emails, or text messages can ask for private information {phishing}|, using pretexts. 

 

spyware 

Web-site programs {spyware}| can report user information to another web site. 

 

trojan horse on Internet 

Web-site programs {trojan horse, Internet}| can seem OK but have malicious code. 

 

worm on Internet 

Web-site programs {worm, Internet}| can follow links on web pages and try to replicate on web-page servers. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Internet>Protocol 

 



protocol on Internet 

Accessing web sites uses method {protocol, Internet}|, such as "http" or "ftp". 

 

end-to-end principle 

Internet hardware and software {Internet Protocol} should not affect network behavior {end-to-end principle}. 

 

MATH>Computer Science>Internet>Levels 

 

internet-0 

All devices can interconnect {internet-0}. 

 

internet-1 

Current Internet connects computers {internet-1}. Software generates communication-line signals, encodes and 

decodes, sends and receives packets, assembles and disassembles packets, and standardizes packet contents. 

 

internet-2 

Internet can be high-speed {internet-2}. 

 

bit size on Internet 

Speed times sending time can be bigger or smaller than network size {bit size}. If bit size is bigger, there is no 

overlap, so network does not need special hubs, cables, and transceivers to coordinate different amplitudes, frequencies, 

and phases. System has no reflections or refractions. At gigabit-per-second speeds, in Internet, bit size is 30 

centimeters. At megabit-per-second speeds, in home networks, bit size is 300 meters. 

 

BIOL>Biology 

 

biology 

Sciences {biology} can include botany, cell biology, development, ecology, evolution, genetics, and zoology. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Subjects 

 

anatomy 

organism structures {anatomy}|. 

 

natural history 

nature {natural history, nature}|. 

 

physiology 

organism functions {physiology}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Subjects>Agriculture 

 

animal husbandry 

farm animals {animal husbandry}| {husbandry}. 

 

horticulture 

gardening {horticulture}|. 

 

hydroponics 

Food can grow in aerated nutrient-rich water {hydroponics}|, with no soil. 

 

viticulture 

wine {viticulture}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Subjects>Animal 

 



embryology 

organism development {embryology}|. 

 

entomology 

insects {entomology}|. 

 

ethology 

Animals have natural behaviors {ethology}|, such as aggression, imprinting, instincts, innate releasing mechanisms, 

and fixed action patterns, which evolve, develop, and have purposes. Environmental stimuli trigger innate complex 

behaviors. Perhaps, humans have innate behaviors or behavioral tendencies, such as aggression. 

 

ichthyology 

fish {ichthyology}|. 

 

ornithology 

birds {ornithology}|. 

 

palmistry 

palm reading {palmistry}|. 

 

phrenology 

skull regions {phrenology}|. 

 

taxidermy 

stuffing animal skins and mounting heads {taxidermy}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Subjects>Cell Biology 

 

cytology 

cells {cytology}|. 

 

enzymology 

enzymes {enzymology}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Subjects>Evolution 

 

morphology in biology 

structures {morphology, biology}|. 

 

paleontology 

ancient times {paleontology}|. 

 

scatology 

People study excrement {scatology}|. People study obscenities. 

 

taxonomy 

classification {taxonomy}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Subjects>Medicine 

 

anesthesiology 

sedation {anesthesiology}|. 

 

bacteriology 

bacteria {bacteriology}|. 

 



cardiology 

heart {cardiology}|. 

 

chiropractic 

spine manipulation {chiropractic}|. 

 

dermatology 

skin {dermatology}|. 

 

endocrinology 

hormones {endocrinology}|. 

 

epidemiology 

infectious diseases {epidemiology}|. 

 

etiology 

disease causes {etiology, disease causes}|. 

 

geriatrics 

old age {geriatrics}|. 

 

gerontology 

old age {gerontology}|. 

 

gynecology 

women {gynecology}|. 

 

histology 

tissues {histology}|. 

 

immunology 

immune system {immunology}|. 

 

internal medicine 

general disease {internal medicine}|. 

 

neurology 

nervous system {neurology}|. 

 

obstetrics 

pregnancy {obstetrics}|. 

 

oncology 

cancer {oncology}|. 

 

ophthalmology 

eye medical problems {ophthalmology}|. 

 

optometry 

eyesight {optometry}|. 

 

orthopedics 

bones and muscles {orthopedics}|. 

 

osteopathy 

bones {osteopathy}|. 



 

otolaryngology 

ear and throat {otolaryngology}|. 

 

parasitology 

Organisms can live on other organisms {parasitology}|. 

 

pathology 

disease {pathology}|. 

 

pediatrics 

children {pediatrics}|. 

 

pharmaceutics 

drug development {pharmaceutics}|. 

 

pharmacology 

drug information {pharmacology}|. 

 

physical therapy 

rehabilitation {physical therapy}|. 

 

plastic surgery 

Surgeons can reshape {plastic surgery}| nose, breasts, ears, eye sockets, and penis. 

 

podiatry 

feet {podiatry}|. 

 

proctology 

colon {proctology}|. 

 

psychiatry 

mind diseases {psychiatry}|. 

 

radiology 

irradiation {radiology}|. 

 

serology 

blood {serology}|. 

 

tetralogy 

development diseases {tetralogy}|. 

 

therapeutics 

therapy {therapeutics}|. 

 

toxicology 

poisons {toxicology}|. 

 

urology 

urinary tract {urology}|. 

 

virology 

viruses {virology}|. 

 



BIOL>Biology>Subjects>Medicine>Dentistry 

 

orthodontics 

teeth alignment {orthodontics}|. 

 

periodontics 

gums {periodontics}|. 

 

prosthodontics 

mouth and teeth devices {prosthodontics}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Subjects>Plant 

 

mycology 

fungi {mycology}|. 

 

phycology 

algae {phycology}| {algology}. 

 

phytology 

plants {phytology}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Life 

 

life in biology 

Self-contained, integrated structures {life}| have mechanisms for gathering and using energy and matter, to build 

mechanisms and reproduce similar structures. Living organism species come from one or two genetically similar 

organisms. Species communities live in local regions. Community ecosystems live in large geographic regions or 

climate zones. Living things adapt, grow, have irritability, and reproduce. Living things have sizes, shapes, biochemical 

reactions, molecules, and movements. 

 

organism 

Biochemical molecules, organelle molecular structures, cell molecular systems, tissue cell types, and organ-system 

tissue groups can work as units {organism}| {individual}. Organisms eat each other, live in different environments, and 

use oxygen differently. 

 

euthanasia 

Killing can be for the sake of mercy {euthanasia}|, either by letting people die or by painless killing. 

 

irritability of organism 

Organisms can react to stimuli {irritability, organism}|. 

 

life force 

Perhaps, living things need special energy {life force} for motion and organization. However, molecules and 

physical laws can make life. Organic molecules, cells, organisms, species, and all life can be purely physical and 

require no extra information or non-physical energy. 

 

spontaneous generation 

Perhaps, living things can arise directly from molecules or decaying matter {spontaneous generation}|. However, 

organisms are too complex to arise directly from molecules or decaying matter. Organisms arise only from other living 

things, which contain information needed to initiate and develop life through complex processes. At life's origin, more-

complex molecules, between living and non-living, arose from complex molecules by moderately complex processes. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Life>Body Locations 

 



cephalic side 

head {cephalic}. 

 

cranial side 

about head {cranial}. 

 

humoral body fluids 

about body fluids {humoral}. 

 

medial side 

middle {medial}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Life>Body Locations>Front And Back 

 

dorsal side 

back {dorsal}. 

 

ventral side 

abdominal, anterior, or lower {ventral}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Life>Body Locations>Head And Tail 

 

caudal side 

tail {caudal}. 

 

rostral side 

head {rostral}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Life>Body Locations>Lateral 

 

lateral side 

side {lateral, side}|. 

 

contralateral side 

opposite side {contralateral}|. 

 

ipsilateral side 

same side {ipsilateral}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Life>Origin 

 

origin of life 

Experiments simulating primitive Earth conditions can make small organic molecules. Under special conditions, 

these molecules can make large stable proteins, ribonucleic acids (RNA), and deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) {origin of 

life}|. DNA has optimum mutation rate, crossing-over, hybridization, and long length and so can be replication 

templates. 

early-Earth molecules 

Experiments replicating early-Earth conditions make formaldehyde, formic acid, lactic acid, acetic acid, urea, sugars, 

and hydrogen cyanide. From nitrogen, methane, ammonia, water, and hydrogen-gas mixtures, lightning or ultraviolet 

light can produce amino acids. Metallic carbides and water can react to form acetylene. Formaldehyde can polymerize 

to make ribose and other sugars. 

replication 

Living things replicate, so life requires replicating molecules. Proteins cannot be templates, because most amino 

acids can have no hydrogen bonding. RNAs are easy to create. However, RNA is also easy to hydrolyze, so only short 

RNA regions can replicate. DNA does not hydrolyze, because deoxyribonucleotides have no oxygen atom and prevent 

hydrolysis. DNAs are harder to create but can be templates. 



cell functions 

After DNA formation, DNA regions able to make functional RNAs and proteins arose. To these exons, evolution 

added and subtracted introns. Archaebacteria have tRNA and rRNA introns. Cyanobacteria eubacteria have leucine-

tRNA introns. Eukaryote RNAs typically have introns. Eukaryote DNA has different intron types, such as self-splicing 

introns. Currently, gene exons have 1000 to 7000 functional DNA regions. 

cell functions: photosynthesis 

Earth life needs photosynthesis, using metals, enzymes, carbon dioxide, and water. 

chirality 

Perhaps, chirality is necessary. 

sexual reproduction 

Earth life needs sexual reproduction, for more variation and more competition. Sexual reproduction began 2.2 x 10^9 

years ago. Sexual intercourse began 2 x 10^8 years ago. 

mutation 

Different DNA types change at different rates. Mitochondrial DNA mutates ten times faster than nuclear DNA. 

Mitochondrial DNA mostly comes from mother, but some paternal genes can enter and recombine. DNA-change rates 

can be faster if codon changes do not change amino acids produced. DNA-change rate is slower for histones and other 

fundamental proteins. DNA-change rate is slower in humans than in other species. 

gene duplication 

With sexual reproduction, genes can duplicate by unequal crossing over at recombination. If genes duplicate, one 

copy can change while the other still provides original functions, thus allowing genetic drift. 

complexity 

DNA amount and gene number can increase for whole genome, tRNA, rRNA, mitochondrial DNA, and globin 

DNA, increasing organism complexity. 

 

Drake equation 

Percentage of planets that can have intelligent life depends on star formation rate, fraction of stars that have planets, 

percentage of planets that are suitable for life, fraction where life actually exists, intelligent-life probability, and 

average civilization longevity {Drake equation} (Frank Drake) [1961]. For planets to have life, they must be like Earth 

and have stars like Sun. 

star 

Sun is a yellow-orange class-G0 star. Only class F, G, and K stars can have suitable planets, because liquid-water 

zone is too small for smaller stars, and bigger stars have no rocky planets in that zone. Such stars have masses 0.7 to 

1.5 times Sun mass. Lifetimes are long enough, and masses are big enough, for planets. Stars sufficiently like Sun are 

1% of all stars. 

Stars younger than Sun have time too short for life. Stars older have too few heavy elements. Time range is 3 to 7 

billion years, one-third of all stars. 

Multiple stars can have no planets. Single stars are one-fifth of all stars. 

Stars with slow spins possibly indicate planets. Probably, one sixth of all stars qualify. 

Stars must be in galactic arms. Galaxy centers have too much radiation. Edges have low metals and low star-

formation rates. Galactic habitable zone is far from center and edge. 

orbit 

Circular orbits make temperature swings not too great. Probably 100% of planets at correct distance from star have 

circular orbits. 

size 

Earth size is big enough to retain oxygen and nitrogen and small enough to lose hydrogen and helium, so as not to 

have too much gas. Surface gravity is not too strong or too weak for living things. Diameter is 5000 km to 15000 km. 

Probably, one tenth of all planets have correct size. Therefore, 0.001% of all stars have Earth-like planets. Galaxy has 

2.5 x 10^11 stars and so 2.5 x 10^6 habitable planets. 

rotation 

Planet rotation must not be too fast or slow. Probably 100% of planets at correct distance from star have Earth-like 

rotation speeds. 

atmosphere 

On early Earth, volcanoes gave off steam, nitrogen, methane, hydrogen cyanide, ammonia, carbon dioxide, and 

sulfur dioxide or hydrogen sulfide. If iron was already at core, atmosphere was carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and sulfur 

dioxide. Soon after Earth formed, atmosphere layered into decreasing-density gases. Ultraviolet light reaching Earth 

decreased, and temperature lowered. Crust cooled quickly, and lower temperature led to more atmosphere layering. 



Hydrogen, ammonia, and methane were no longer in oceans, so processes no longer formed organic molecules. 

Temperature became too low to make organic molecules. All gases can dissolve in oceans. 

temperature 

If planet surface temperature is hotter than 40 C, proteins denature and water evaporation is too high. If surface 

temperature is colder than ice, no water is available. Planets must be in circumstellar habitable zones. If planet forms 

too close to star, it has little water and large greenhouse effect, like Venus. If planet forms too far from star, surface is 

ice. Distance from star is 10^7 km for optimum temperature. Probably, one tenth of planetary systems have such 

planets. Composition, size, wind, rain, and sunlight cause tectonic and erosion processes. 

minerals 

If planet is at correct distance from star, mineral composition is similar to Earth mineral composition. 

radiation 

Cosmic radiation can react water and carbon dioxide to make organic acids. 

energy 

3,800,000,000 years ago, ultraviolet light, lightning, meteor impacts, thunder, volcanic heat, and hydrothermal vents 

provided energy. 

meteors and comets 

Perhaps, some organic molecules came to Earth in meteors and comets. Meteors have saturated hydrocarbons, 

porphyrin rings, and organic acids. Spores cannot come from space, because ultraviolet and ionizing radiation kill 

them. 

ocean 

First life probably arose in shallow seas or tidal areas. Oceans probably had water, gases, proteins, nucleic acids, 

carbohydrates, fats, and adenosine phosphate. 

tides 

Shallow seas with high evaporation rates allow molecule concentration. Tides add water. Large moons can cause 

tides. On Earth, tides were 30-meters high when Moon formed. 

other factors 

Probably, Earth life needs continental drift, orbital changes, star evolution, seasons, days and nights, major climactic 

changes, and magnetic fields. 

catastrophe 

Earth life needs no life-ending catastrophes, like too many comets or meteors, too much volcanism and earthquakes, 

too much erosion, or too much greenhouse effect. 

life factors 

Earth life needs brains, hands, vocal chords, speech centers, forebrains, vision, immune systems, and societies. Earth 

life must be large enough, be long-lived enough, be few in number, have slow reproduction cycles, and have long 

childhoods. Earth life must have no mass destruction, optimum competition, optimum population, enough energy and 

resources, few radioactive wastes, few chemical wastes, optimum ozone, and social cohesion. 

number of times 

On Earth-like planets, life has probability, possibly 10^-6. Perhaps, galaxies have 10^6 suitable planets. Therefore, 

galaxies have one planet with life. If other planets have intelligent life, they can send probes to Earth, but there is no 

evidence for this. Therefore, no other intelligent life forms are in Milky Way Galaxy yet. 

first cells 

Life began as non-photosynthetic one-celled bacteria-like organisms. First cells reproduced themselves, protected 

themselves, and found energy. 

membrane 

All cells have cell membranes. Cell membranes have lipids with embedded proteins. Cells can control membrane-

molecule amounts and ratios. All cells have voltage differences across cell membranes, because inner and outer 

sodium, potassium, and chloride salt concentrations differ. 

energy and entropy 

Life can overcome dissipative forces and persist. Living systems have high order {negentropy} in small regions, 

surrounded by large energy sources that they can tap. Living systems must gather energy faster than surroundings can 

dissipate energy. Sunlight energy, planet interior heat, and lightning can make locally high temperature, for anabolic 

and catabolic chemical reactions. 

Small cells have small fast energy changes. Fast heat and material exchanges among physical compartments allow 

rapidly removing order from surroundings. High combination and division rates make many new organic molecules 

and cells. Equilibrium conditions in oceans or tide pools allow reversible chemical reactions. 

 



Fermi paradox 

If life is abundant in universe, why have people not seen other intelligent life {Fermi paradox}? 

 

BIOL>Biology>Life>Origin>Planet 

 

circumstellar habitable zone 

Planets must have liquid water, not ice or steam {circumstellar habitable zone} (CHZ). 

 

galactic habitable zone 

Galaxy centers have too much radiation. Galaxy edges have low metals and low star-formation rates. Stars must be 

in galactic arms {galactic habitable zone} (GHZ). 

 

hydrothermal vent 

Hot water rich in sulfur, iron, hydrogen, and carbon flows from sea floor holes {hydrothermal vent}|. Bacteria-like 

organisms began there. 

 

reducing atmosphere 

If surface had iron 3,800,000,000 years ago, reduction reactions caused methane, ammonia, and hydrogen sulfide 

{reducing atmosphere}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Life>Origin>Molecule 

 

carbon-based life 

Carbon compounds {carbon-based life} can be soluble or insoluble and have intermediate-stability chemical bonds, 

so they can form and break at moderate energies. 

organic molecules 

Organic molecules formed in seas. Stable forms persisted. Persisting molecules aggregated. 

nucleic acids 

When nucleotide concentrations were great enough, nucleotides linked. Nucleic acids used themselves as templates 

to make copies. Good copiers persisted and used more nucleotides. Mutations resulted in populations with property 

ranges. 

peptides 

When amino-acid concentrations were great enough, amino acids linked. Peptides assisted chemical reactions and 

formed structures. 

oxygen 

Later, photosynthesis added oxygen to atmosphere, using water, sunlight, and atmosphere carbon dioxide. 

 

silicon-based life 

Silicon compounds {silicon-based life} cannot substitute for carbon compounds, because silicon compounds are 

insoluble, silicon makes shorter bonds, and silicates are too stable. 

 

chirality in molecules 

In living organisms, sugars and amino acids are in only one of two possible stereochemical forms {chirality, 

molecule}|. Sugar and amino-acid chirality probably had survival value, but people do not yet know cause [Gardner, 

1960]. 

 

panspermia 

Perhaps, living things or organic molecules are in cosmic dust, meteors, comets, asteroids, and planets and then 

travel to Earth in dust, meteors, or comets {panspermia}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Life>Origin>Molecule>Kinds 

 

coascervate 

Glycerin molecules mixed with other molecules can clump together to make stable gels {coascervate}| [1926]. Other 

molecules can enter, interact inside, and leave. 

 



proto-virus 

Nucleic acid and protein can combine. Perhaps, dissolved genes in early oceans evolved to make genes with protein 

shells {proto-virus}. Proto-viruses can acquire lipid layers, making micelles. Proteins can embed in lipids, to make cell 

membranes. Food can pass from seawater into simple cells. Chemosynthesis can evolve. Simple cells can replicate. 

Later, photosynthesis can evolve. 

 

RNA world 

Perhaps, RNAs had genetic codes, were enzymes, and formed structures {RNA world}. RNAs folded and unfolded 

to perform functions. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Life>Origin>Cell 

 

endosymbiosis theory 

Eukaryote-cell organelles can come from eubacteria incorporated into cells {endosymbiosis theory}. Plant 

chloroplasts came from cyanobacteria. Animal mitochondria came from purple photosynthetic bacteria. For example, 

Cryptomonas phytoflagellate combines eukaryotic nucleus, photosynthetic prokaryote, and eukaryotic cell. 

 

exon shuffling 

Evolution has added introns to, and subtracted introns from, DNA, possibly to aid exon recombination {exon 

shuffling} and combine protein functions. 

 

monoploid 

Bacteria have one circular chromosome {monoploid}|. Polyploid protozoa have several linear-chromosome copies. 

Perhaps, bacteria are simplified polyploid protozoa. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution 

 

evolution in biology 

New species develop from existing species {species evolution} {evolution, species}|. 

cells 

On early Earth, heat, light, lightning, and meteor collisions formed carbon-containing molecules {organic molecule, 

life} with attached hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus atoms. Simple organic molecules combined to 

make sugars, amino acids, nucleotides, and fatty acids, which combined to make carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids, 

and lipids. Large molecules can have shapes and structures and can have multiple binding and reaction sites. Structural 

molecules combined to form cells, viruses, and bacteriophages. 

species 

The first cells were the first species. Cells evolved into single-cell Archaea. Archaea evolved into bacteria and 

single-cell plants and animals. Single-cell organisms evolved into multicellular plants and animals. Multicellular 

animals evolved into invertebrates. One invertebrate species evolved into vertebrates. One vertebrate species evolved 

into fish. One fish species evolved into amphibians. One amphibian species evolved into reptiles. One reptile species 

evolved into mammals. One mammal species evolved into primates. One primate species evolved into monkeys. One 

monkey species evolved into apes. One ape species evolved into anthropoid apes (great apes) (hominids). One hominid 

species evolved into hominins (human ancestors) and Homo sapiens. 

features 

Prokaryotes have no nucleus. Eukaryotes have nuclei. Multicellular eukaryotes have neurons, sense cells, and muscle 

cells. Invertebrates can have bilateral symmetry, as in flatworms. Prechordates have notochord beginnings. Chordates 

have notochord in one development stage. Vertebrates have vertebrae. First fish have cartilage. Bony fish have bones. 

Lobe-finned fish have fin stumps. Fresh-water lobe-finned fish live in fresh water. Amphibians live on land and in 

water. Reptiles can live only on land. Mammals make milk. Primates have forward eyes. Old World monkeys have 

tricolor vision. Hominids, hominins, Homo, Homo habilis, Homo erectus, and Homo sapiens follow. 

requirements 

Evolution requires objects that carry coded information about how to build and maintain structures and functions and 

about how to replicate themselves. Evolution requires mechanisms to build objects, maintain objects, replicate objects 

faithfully, and provide slight variations in coded information. Evolution requires environment that has scarce resources. 

Evolution requires competition among similar objects. Objects then replicate more or better. 



levels 

Evolution can affect whole Earth, biomes, ecosystems, clades, or demes. Evolution can act on kingdoms, phyla, 

classes, orders, families, genuses, species, and varieties. Evolution can act on organs, tissues, cell lines, chromosomes, 

genes, exons, DNA functional regions, and nucleotides. Different levels can have different selection laws. 

environment 

If organisms change, other organisms change in response, and relations between other organisms and environment 

change. Change can cause exponential change. However, change is disruptive and decreases survival for most 

organisms. 

Universal Darwinism 

Systems that make copies, have variations, and have a selection mechanism can evolve {Universal Darwinism} 

[Dawkins, 1976] [Dawkins, 1986] [Dawkins, 1995]. 

intelligent design 

Religionists can believe that God helped form some species. God used special structures and functions that 

distinguish humans from other species. However, intelligent design does not seem to allow human-appendix creation or 

maintenance. Complex life forms need to eat less complex forms. Intelligent design allows arbitrary changes and so has 

no testable hypotheses. 

criticisms 

Perhaps, both intelligent design and evolution are incorrect. Really, physical laws determine all, with no higher 

principles. Evolution works only haphazardly, with most species dying out. 

 

macroevolution 

Natural selection can make more-complex higher-level organisms {macroevolution}. 

 

orthogenesis 

Structural constraints allow special forms {orthogenesis}| and guide evolution. Evolution can proceed directly from 

primitive species to higher species, without side branches. Evolution can jump to new species, without gradual steps. 

 

phylogenetic inertia 

Food specializations, migrations, and dangerous predators increase ecological-or-environmental pressures and 

increase evolution. Available genes, gene variability, adaptable behaviors, and food types resist evolution 

{phylogenetic inertia}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Species 

 

species in ecology 

Interbreeding organisms {species, ecology}| are basic biological units. Similar organisms share gene sets. Related 

species share similar structures, functions, and genes. 

 

speciation 

New species can arise from existing species {speciation}|. 

hybridization 

Hybrids between two different species sum chromosome-pair numbers. If eggs are fertile, self-fertilization starts new 

species intermediate between parent species. Chromosome doubling created many plant species and some animal 

species. 

chromosome change 

New species can arise through chromosome-number or gene-order change. Human chromosomes differ from 

chimpanzee chromosomes by inversions in nine chromosomes and by fusion of two chromosomes. 

 

divergence principle 

New species can appear if species diverge {principle of divergence} {divergence principle}. Typically, species 

gradually diverge into varieties, then subspecies, and then species. Behavior traits can diverge in ten generations. Major 

changes, such as brain development, diverge in 100 generations. New species diverge in 2000 generations. Species 

formation by divergence typically requires subspecies geographic isolation, to prevent gene dilution by other 

subspecies. Species diverge if organisms have different niches in same geographic area. Species converge if organisms 

live in separate areas with similar niches. 

 



holotype 

Species have original varieties {holotype}. 

 

homoplasy 

Organisms can perform similar functions using different structures {homoplasy}. 

 

homology of organisms 

Organisms can have similar internal structures {homogeny} {homology, organism}|. Homology can result from 

keeping fundamental internal structure during evolution {parallelism, evolution} or having same external pressures 

during evolution and evolving to similar structures {convergence, evolution}. 

 

endosymbiont hypothesis 

Early eukaryotes incorporated primitive bacteria {endosymbiont hypothesis}, which evolved to mitochondria and 

chloroplasts. 

 

heterochrony 

Larval stages can become sexually mature {heterochrony}, to make new species. 

 

paedomorphosis 

Larval stages can become sexually mature, to make new species {paedomorphosis}. 

 

peramorphosis 

Adult stages can add features, to make new species {peramorphosis}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Classification 

 

classification in biology 

Earth has 2,500,000 species in many categories {classification, biology}. Earliest life was one-celled organisms. 

Archaea included thermophiles. Bacteria included proteobacteria and later cyanobacteria blue-green algae. Eukaryota 

included metamonad, parabasalid, trypanosoma, ciliates, and flagellates. Multicellular organisms arose from 

eukaryotes. 

 

metazoa 

Many-celled organisms {metazoa}| {multicellular organism} include fungi, plants, and animals. Metazoa have 

specialized tissues. 

evolution 

Only eukaryotes can be multicellular organisms. About 650 million years ago, protozoa clustered, and cells 

differentiated into different tissues. Later eukaryotes evolved neurons. Later, jellyfish evolved sodium-ion channels for 

action potentials, which allow neurons to communicate over any distance. 

gene transfer 

Early eukaryotes incorporated early alpha-proteobacteria to make mitochondria. Early eukaryotes incorporated early 

cyanobacteria to make chloroplasts. Perhaps, eukaryote cytoskeleton and internal membranes came from early 

spirochetes, flagellates, or ciliates. 

 

binomial nomenclature 

Organism names are genus name followed by species name {binomial system} {binomial nomenclature}|, such as 

Escherischia coli. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Classification>Cell Nucleus 

 

prokaryote 

One-celled organisms {prokaryote}| {Monera} {Prokaryota} can have no distinct nucleus or other cell organelles. 

Prokaryotes include archaebacteria and eubacteria. Eubacteria include blue-green-algae cyanobacteria. 

 



eukaryote 

Cells {eukaryote}| (Eukaryota) (Eukarya) can have one cell nucleus surrounded by membrane. Eukaryotes include 

protozoa, fungi, plants, and animals. Eukaryotes are not Archaea, bacteria, blue-green algae, viruses, or bacteriophages. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Classification>Levels 

 

kingdom of organisms 

The largest organism groups {kingdom, classification}| include non-nucleated single-cell archaebacteria (Archaea), 

non-nucleated single-cell eubacteria (Bacteria), nucleated single-cell protozoa (Protista) {protist}, nucleated fungi 

(Fungi), nucleated multi-cell plants (Plantae), and nucleated multi-cell animals (Animalia). 

domains 

Domains are Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukaryota. Archaea include thermophiles. Bacteria include proteobacteria, 

cyanobacteria, and other bacteria. Eukaryota include protozoa, yeast and other fungi, algae and other plants, and 

animals. 

algae 

Bacteria include cyanobacteria blue-green algae. Other algae are plants. 

yeast 

Fungi include yeast. 

 

division of organisms 

Kingdoms have major organism types {phylum} {phyla} {division, classification}|. 

 

class of organisms 

Divisions/phyla have subdivisions {class, classification}|. 

 

order of organisms 

Classes have subclasses {order, classification}|. 

 

family of organisms 

Orders have suborders {family, classification}|. 

 

genus of organisms 

Families have subfamilies {genus, classification}|. 

 

species of genus 

Genuses have interbreeding subgenuses {species, classification}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Classification>Levels>Race 

 

variety of organisms 

Species have subspecies {variety}|. 

 

race 

Humans have varieties {race, people}, such as north European white {Caucasian, people}, south European white 

{Mediterranean, people}, European and American Indian {mestizo}, Spanish-speaking or Portuguese-speaking country 

of South and Central America {Hispanic}, Central America {Latino}, Mexico {Chicano}, Africa {Negro} {black, 

person} {African-American}, and Asia {Asian} {Oriental, people} {Asian-American}. 

types 

People have three races, totaling 30 varieties. 

Races {Caucasoid race} can include the varieties Mediterranean, Nordic, Alpine, Armenoid, and Dinaric. It can have 

more pale red, white, or light brown skin color, be taller, have longer or broader head, have light to dark hair, and have 

higher nosebridge. Armenoid has Caucasian and Mongoloid. Dinaric has Caucasian, Negroid, and Mongoloid. 

Races {Negroid race} can include the varieties African, South Pacific, Melanesian, Oceania, White Hottentots, 

Bushmen, extinct Tasmanian, and Negritos or pygmies. It can have browner skin color, longer head, thicker lips, darker 

and coarser hair, darker eyes, lower nosebridge, and broader nostrils. 



Races {Asiao-American Race} {Yellow Race} {Mongoloid race} can include the varieties Tungus in Siberia, 

Oriental, Eskimo, Indonesian, American Indian, Ainu in Japan, Australoid, and Veddoid, as well as Beijing Man, 

Lantian Man, and Jinniushan Man. Oriental has Chinese and Japanese. Oceanian has New Guinean, Australian, and 

Aborigine. Eskimos are more separate from Oriental than Oceanian. Mongoloid race started in Central and East Asia 

and went to South Asia and Southeast Asia. It can have more yellow or red skin color, be average height, have broader 

head, have less body hair, have darker eyes, have more epicanthic fold, have lower nosebridge, have higher eye 

sockets, have flat face bones, have higher superciliary arches, have more spade-shaped incisor insides, and have darker, 

straighter, and coarser hair. 

Aborigines in Australia, Dravidians in south India, Polynesians in South Pacific Ocean, and Ainu in north Japan are 

hard to classify. 

dispersion 

Gene differences show that original Homo sapiens split into proto-Africans-and-Europeans, proto-Oceania, proto-

American Indians, and proto-Oriental peoples. Then African Negritos and Bushmen separated from European 

Germanic and Mediterranean, so Europeans were intermediate between proto-African and proto-Oriental peoples. 

Alu-repeat and short-tandem-repeat polymorphisms divide people into sub-Saharan Africa, Europe and West Asia, 

East Asia, Polynesia, and Americas groups. Perhaps, sub-Saharan Africa had two groups, including Mbuti pygmies. 

Genetic variants are 90% same, so group differences are maximum 10%. 

cold adaptations 

In cold regions, people tend to have shorter limbs, larger bodies, thicker eyelids, flatter noses, flatter foreheads, and 

broader cheeks. 

factors 

Decreased environmental pressures, increased mutation-causing agents, more socially-useful genes, greater 

specialization, and faster environment changes affect human evolution. 

 

multiregional hypothesis 

Y-chromosome studies indicate that modern human did not arise from multiple origins {multiregional hypothesis}. 

 

out-of-Africa hypothesis 

Y-chromosome studies indicate that modern human races arose from African population [-89000 to -35000] {out-of-

Africa hypothesis}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Classification>Cladistics 

 

cladistics 

Organism-classification systems {cladistics}| can depend on evolutionary, gene, structural, and functional features. 

 

clade 

Species can split into independently evolving lines {clade}|. Different clades have different speciation rates, which 

can change over time. Clades determine classes and hierarchies, shown in branching diagrams {cladogram}. 

Cladogram nodes represent shared homologies. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Selection 

 

natural selection 

Species members make species members similar to themselves. Among variations, surviving and reproducing 

member adaptations increase percentages {natural selection, evolution}|. Natural selection affects phenotypes, which 

relate to genotypes, which vary by mutation or allele recombination. 

purpose 

Natural selection has no goals. Natural selection is not progress. 

creation 

Natural selection explains species diversity and adaptations materialistically. Creation mechanisms need have no 

creator. 

examples 

Peppered moths become darker or lighter in industrial or rural areas, because birds eat lighter or darker moths in 

industrial or rural areas. Bacteria develop antibiotic resistance. Insects develop insecticide resistance. Rats develop rat-



poison resistance. People still have sickle-cell anemia, because it helps fight malaria. People still have tuberculosis, 

because it has vitamin-D-receptor gene. People still have cystic-fibrosis CTFR gene, because it helps fight typhoid. 

 

selection types 

In unpredictable environments, organisms tend to have fast development, many offspring, and offspring with few 

defenses {r-selection} {r selection} {opportunistic selection}, so population can increase in favorable periods. 

Unpredictable environments have fewer species. In predictable environments, organisms tend to have slower 

development, few offspring, and offspring with defenses {k-selection} {K selection}, so population is stable. 

Predictable environments have more species {selection, evolution}. 

 

social evolution 

Societies evolve through time {social evolution}. Social evolution includes new defenses against predators, higher 

feeding efficiencies, higher reproductive efficiencies, lower child death rates, more population stability, and new 

territories and environmental changes. Social evolution is more in stable environments. Social evolution seldom 

happens in variable environments. 

 

survival of the fittest 

Species members with best adaptations have highest percentage of survival to reproductive age {survival of the 

fittest, selection}|. 

 

extinction of species 

Species die out {extinction, species}|. Extinction typically happens soon after species formation. Extinction can 

happen if environment capacity is not enough. Increased speciation increases species extinction. Better adaptation 

prevents extinction. Slow variation and slow environmental change prevent extinction. 

 

kin selection 

Parents can care for relatives' children, or relatives {kinship group} can help each other {kin selection}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Selection>Competition 

 

competition in species 

Species members compete for food, mates, and territory {competition, evolution}. Different species compete as 

predators and prey. Territory competition can cause convergence in dominant species and divergence in dominated 

species. Species typically relinquish habitat to competitors to keep preferred food, rather than staying and eating new 

foods. 

 

predation 

Animals {predator} can eat other animals {predation, competition}|. Predators kill young, weak, and sick population 

members. 

 

aggression in evolution 

Aggressive behavior {aggression, ecology} protects territory, establishes dominance, protects sexual property, gets 

sex partners, disciplines, weans, imposes morals, predates, prevents predation, causes fear, expresses anger, and 

irritates. Most aggressions happen in competitions between species members. Examples are sexual aggression and 

food, territory, and status competition. Aggressive behavior patterns and levels evolve to adapt to environments. 

Species members vary in aggression levels. 

 

Gause principle 

In one ecosystem, competition can separate two similar species into separate niches {competition exclusion 

principle} {Gause's principle} {Gause principle}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Variation 

 

variation in species 

Species members have different gene-allele combinations and so have different trait combinations {variation, 

species}|. 



causes 

Mutations or allele recombinations cause genetic variation. Sex increases variation by increasing gene combination. 

causes: selection 

Evolution typically changes population allele ratios. Climate changes increase variation by increasing environment 

variety. Isolation increases variation by increasing environment variety. 

amount 

On average, 6% of vertebrate genes vary from wild type. On average, 15% of plant and invertebrate genes vary from 

wild type. 

effects 

Most changes are not adaptive. Species with greater genetic variation evolve faster, because they can use more 

environmental niches. 

effects: duplication 

Gene duplication and body part duplication allow duplicates to perform new functions, while originals perform old 

functions. 

effects: whole body 

Isolated changes can happen, but, to be adaptive, changes must work together with whole body, which then evolves 

in response to changes. For example, brain and body evolved together. Finger muscles, bone, nerves, blood supply, and 

brain motor-and-sensory finger regions evolved together, because dexterity required linked development. 

 

microevolution 

Populations have gene-frequency changes {microevolution}. Microevolution includes gene flow, mutation pressure, 

and segregation distortion. 

natural selection 

Natural selection causes most gene-frequency changes. Natural selection can cause adaptations in constant 

environments or make new genes in fluctuating environments. Natural selection typically stabilizes gene frequencies 

and decreases homozygote percentage. New species arise from microevolutionary changes by accumulated changes in 

one direction {progressive evolution}. 

drift 

Random gene-splicing errors can cause heterozygosity loss by genetic drift, but this factor only affects small 

populations with inbreeding and consanguinity. 

 

canalizing 

Allele mutations can negatively affect other alleles {canalizing}. 

 

gene flow 

Immigrations into populations {gene flow} have major and fast gene-frequency effects, mainly through 

hybridization. 

 

hybrid strain 

Strain combinations {hybrid}| generally show the good results of outbreeding {hybrid vigor}. 

 

Mongolian spot 

Bluish pigmented areas {Mongolian spot} {Mongol spot} {blue spot}, near spine bases, are present at birth in some 

Asian, south European, American Indian, and black infants and typically disappears during childhood. 

 

mutation pressure 

Minor gene-frequency-change factors {mutation pressure} include differing allele-mutation rates. 

 

segregation distortion 

Minor gene-frequency-change factors {segregation distortion} {meiotic drive} include unequal allele production by 

heterozygous parents. 

 

sexual dimorphism 

Males typically have larger size and different shape than females {sexual dimorphism}|. 

 



proximate factor 

Trait presence depends on making trait {proximate factor} and keeping trait during reproduction. Trait survival in 

species members depends on environment, reproduction accuracy, and protection from change {ultimate factor}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Adaptation 

 

adaptation of organism 

In environments, organisms can adjust behavior {adaptation, organism}| to survive and reproduce. 

survival 

To reproduce, species members must survive to sexual maturity. They must get food, avoid predators, fight disease, 

and maintain temperature, in a struggle for survival. 

adaptation 

To optimize environment use, species can use different foods, decrease development time, increase temperature 

range, increase air or water pressure range, use protective coloration, use warning coloration, use mimicry, and use 

other species. 

varieties 

Genes alleles vary proportions and interactions. Alleles remain available to survive slow, catastrophic, or cyclic 

environmental changes and to use different environment niches. 

 

adaptive radiation 

Species evolve to new varieties that can occupy surrounding environments {adaptive radiation} {radiation, 

adaptive}. 

 

cooptation 

As structures shift, functions and adaptations can be different {functional shift} {cooptation}. Small structure shifts 

are not necessarily adaptive. 

 

Cope rule 

Organisms tend to evolve to larger size {Cope's rule} {Cope rule}. Larger organisms typically compete better for sex 

and food and have better protection from predators. Evolution tends to build larger and more complex organisms. 

 

countershading 

Animal tops and bottoms can have different colors {countershading}|. For example, bottoms can be light to match 

sky, and tops dark to match sea. 

 

environment 

Organisms can alter their surroundings {environment} [Bateson, 1916] [Cosmides et al., 1992]. 

 

grade in development 

Species can pass through trait-development stages {grade, development}. 

 

homeostasis in animals 

Negative feedback keeps involuntary muscle actions and chemical levels within normal ranges {homeostasis, 

animal}. 

 

longevity 

Longer lives {longevity}| are adaptive in stable environments, harsh and unpredictable environments, low progeny-

survival-rate conditions, and low-fertility conditions. 

 

mimicry 

Species can imitate other species {mimicry}|. 

 

preadaptation 

Organism features {preadaptation} can find new uses in new environments. 

 



protective coloration 

Species can change color for disguise {protective coloration}|. 

 

warning coloration 

Species can change skin or coat color and pattern to scare predators {warning coloration}|. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Adaptation>Direction 

 

convergent evolution 

Evolution can make similar structures and functions in different species {convergent evolution}, to adapt to similar 

environments. 

 

divergent evolution 

Evolution can make new species varieties, then subspecies, and then new species {divergent evolution}, to adapt to 

environment niches. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Adaptation>Habitat 

 

habitat tracking 

Species try to stay in environment niches {habitat tracking}. 

 

polygenesis 

Different habitats cause differences among people {polygenesis}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Adaptation>Habitat>Patry 

 

allopatry 

New species arise in geographic isolation {allopatry}. 

 

sympatry 

New species do not arise in same location {sympatry}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Adaptation>Fitness 

 

fitness 

Reproductive fitness {fitness} is adaptations that maximize offspring that live to make offspring. Fitness maximizes 

number of genes passed to offspring, which pass those genes to offspring. 

 

differential fitness 

Replicate number and adaptability depend on how well environment and species members interact {differential 

fitness}. 

 

epistasis 

Gene alleles can affect other-allele fitness {epistasis} {epistasy} {epistatic coupling}. Gene mutation can affect 

mutation expression at other loci. 

 

evolutionary stable strategy 

Ecosystems can maintain stable alleles in stable species {evolutionary stable strategy}. Evolutionary stable strategies 

apply game-theory Nash equilibria to ecosystems. If allele change reduces other-species fitness, it reduces species 

fitness. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Reproduction 

 

reproduction in evolution 

One or two organisms can make new organisms {reproduction, organism}|, by sexual or asexual reproduction. 

Reptiles determine sex by egg temperature, not by Y-chromosome. Birds and mammals determine sex by chromosome. 



More sexual selection, higher fecundity, and higher rates of survival to reproducing age {differential reproduction} 

improve survival. 

 

reproductive effort 

Reproductive processes take time and energy {reproductive effort} away from predation and protection and escape 

from predation. Reproductive effort is more if reproductive rate is more. Higher non-social animals have low 

reproductive effort, but higher social animals have high reproductive effort. Societies perform predation and food 

gathering most, anti-predation next, and reproduction least. Function time varies with food shortage, danger, or mating 

season. 

 

reproductive rate 

Net population growth rate {reproductive rate} depends on death rate and birth rate. Young, weak, and sick 

population members have low reproduction. Older population members have high reproduction, producing more 

offspring and guarding them better. Stronger and more active population members have high reproduction, especially if 

they start new colonies and occupy new habitats. Species have optimum fertility rates, based on reproductive rates. 

 

replication 

Natural objects {replicator} can copy themselves {replication, nature}, using available resources. 

similarity 

Replicators and replicates are alike. If replicate survives, it is like replicator survives. 

mechanism 

Replication requires reproduction mechanisms to assemble parts. Replication requires template patterns to copy. 

comparison 

Organisms use resources for replication, eating, and escaping, so they must balance these activities. Survival to 

reproductive age requires eating and escaping. 

properties 

Replicators are purposive, because they replicate. They are selfish, because they use resources to replicate. They are 

problem solving, because they gather and use resources to replicate. They are decision making, because they decide 

when and whether to replicate. 

 

superfecundity 

Species members must reproduce more organisms than environment can support {superfecundity, reproduction}. 

Superfecundity forces species members to compete against each other for mates and food, as well as other resources 

needed to reproduce. Species members must survive until sexual maturity, with strength to reproduce and win 

competitions for mates. 

 

sexual maturity 

Species members must reach reproductive age and development to reproduce {sexual maturity}. Before that stage, 

species members cannot reproduce {sexual immaturity}. 

 

parental investment 

Parents use energy and time {parental investment} to bring offspring to reproductive age. Children survive better if 

parents protect, feed, and teach them longer. However, parents can transmit more genes if they have more children, so 

parental investment is in equilibrium with children number. 

factors 

Stable predictable environment, longevity, regular reproduction, large size, territoriality, few offspring, difficult 

environments, many predators, and food specialization favor more and longer parental investment. 

kin 

Child raising by parents and relatives is altruistic kin selection. In many societies, non-relatives raise offspring, to 

gain child-raising experience and to limit aggression. 

insects 

Societies typically have high societal investment in offspring. Insect societies have no parental investment, because 

adults do not directly affect offspring behavior. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Reproduction>Mating 

 



mating 

Two opposite-sex animals can produce {mating}| offspring by uniting sperm and egg. Sexual reproduction allows 

more variation and more sexual selection. 

polygamy 

Animals can have more than one mate. Polygamy is typical, because parental investment in children is typically 

unequal. Abundant food at least once a year, heavy predation, precocious young, greater longevity, different gender 

maturation ages, and different gender niches favor polygamy. High competition for mates leads to polygamy and mate 

monopolization. Polygamous species tend to have high sexual dimorphism. 

monogamy 

Animals can have one mate. Monogamy is rare. Monogamy happens in territories with scarce resources that require 

two animals to maintain or defend. Monogamy happens in difficult environments. Monogamy happens in species with 

early breeding. Monogamous species tend to have low sexual dimorphism. 

 

breeding 

Mating {breeding}| related individuals {inbreeding, alleles} tends to pair recessive alleles. Mating unrelated 

individuals {outbreeding} mixes alleles more. 

 

selective breeding 

Species can choose mates for good survival characteristics {selective breeding}|. High competition for mates leads to 

polygamy and mate monopolization. 

 

sexual selection 

Organisms select mates {sexual selection}|. Sexual behaviors tend to resist social evolution. 

males 

Sexual behaviors can be strategies to ensure that parent has conceived cared-for offspring. For males, sexual 

selection can involve keeping other males away from females, to prevent reproduction. Males can transmit more genes 

if they produce more females, rather than males. 

males: displays 

In many species, male pattern and behavioral displays lure females. Displays are fewer if food is scarcer or predators 

are more numerous. 

females 

For females, sexual selection involves selecting mates. Species with more receptive females have less fighting 

among males. Females can transmit more genes if they produce one male. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Reproduction>Asexual 

 

asexual reproduction 

One organism can make copies {asexual reproduction}| by budding, cell fission, regeneration, sporulation, or 

parthenogenesis. 

 

budding reproduction 

Asexual reproduction can have growth of special cells {budding}|, as in plants, hydra, and yeast. 

 

fission of cells 

Asexual reproduction can split cells {fission, cell}|, as in most cells. 

 

regeneration reproduction 

Asexual reproduction can have differential growth in broken-off pieces {regeneration, reproduction}, as in 

flatworms and starfish. 

 

sporulation 

Asexual reproduction can uses special haploid or diploid cells {spore} that detach from organisms {sporulation}|, as 

in most plants and some animals. 

 



parthenogenesis 

Reproduction can be haploid egg developing into adult {parthenogenesis}|, as in honeybee, wasp, and other 

arthropods. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Reproduction>Sexual 

 

sexual reproduction 

Two organisms can make organisms similar to themselves by uniting their DNA {sexual reproduction}|, using 

conjugation, copulation, or hermaphroditism. 

 

fertilization in reproduction 

In hermaphroditism and copulation, haploid sperm enter haploid eggs {fertilization, reproduction} to form diploid 

cells. Fertilization can happen in oceans, rivers, or lakes {external fertilization} or inside bodies {internal fertilization}. 

 

gonad 

Sex organs {gonad}| produce sperm or eggs. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Reproduction>Sexual>Kinds 

 

conjugation for reproduction 

Sexual reproduction can use DNA-region exchange, after temporary union of two one-celled organisms 

{conjugation, reproduction}, as in bacteria. 

 

hermaphroditism 

Sexual reproduction can use mutual egg fertilization by sperm from two individuals that have both sex organs 

{hermaphroditism}|, as in oysters, tapeworms, and earthworms. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Theory 

 

evolution theory 

New species develop from existing species {evolution theory} {organic evolution} {theory of organic evolution} 

{theory of evolution}. 

reproduction 

Species members can make one or more organisms similar to themselves. Species members must reach sexual 

maturity to reproduce. Species members vary in fecundity. 

competition 

Species members reproduce more organisms than environment can support {superfecundity, evolution}, so species 

members compete against each other for mates and food. In environments, species members must get food, avoid 

predators, fight disease, and maintain temperature {struggle for survival} to reach sexual maturity, have health and 

strength to reproduce, and win competitions for mates. 

adaptation 

Species members have traits that affect the struggle for survival. 

variation 

Species members differ over species-characteristic ranges. Parents and reproduced organisms typically have similar 

values. Mutation, crossing over, and development can change values, add new values, or add or subtract characteristics. 

Characteristics and values can affect adaptation, competition, and fecundity by altering strength, size, or skill. See 

Figure 1. Species members with best-adapted characteristics and values have highest percentage of survival to 

reproductive age {survival of the fittest, evolution}. 

environment 

Environments have food sources, predators, diseases, climates, and cycles. Environments constrain species-member 

reproduction. Environments do not have enough food for all species members to stay alive, or be healthy and strong 

enough, to reproduce at reproductive age. Predators and diseases eat, kill, or harm species members, so they cannot 

reproduce at reproductive age. Environments have temperature cycles. Environments affect reproductive methods, such 

as how mates get together. See Figure 1. 



natural selection 

Species members compete for resources to reach reproductive age and reproduce. Species members vary in 

characteristics, so some species members have higher probability to win competitions and reproduce. Species members 

typically make members similar to themselves, so their characteristics increase percentages {natural selection, 

evolution theory}. Evolution shifts allele frequencies. See Figure 1. Evolution can also cause new genes. 

species 

Natural selection makes higher percentage of better-adapted species members, so species are better able to avoid 

extinction. Natural selection typically makes more surviving species members than before. Competition for food and 

mates becomes greater, causing higher pressure for survival. Over time, new species varieties arise. Over time, species 

varieties differ enough to be new species. For sexually reproducing species, new species members cannot reproduce 

with old species members. New species typically arise in isolated environments different from previous environments. 

New species can arise by combining two closely related species to make hybrids. 

genes 

Cells, body, and environment supply energy and needed chemicals to make DNA physical structures that can be 

stable, vary slightly, replicate accurately, copy more or less, and contain enough information. DNA has four different 

nucleotides chemically bonded in long or short sequences. DNA positions can have any nucleotide. Genes are 

templates for making DNA by replication, RNA by transcription, and protein by translation. Copying mechanisms have 

one error per million DNA units. Besides copying errors, DNA and RNA can suffer physical and chemical mutation 

damage that changes nucleotides or disrupts sequence {rearrangement}. In sexual reproduction, combining DNA from 

two sexes mixes sequence segments by crossing-over. These processes cause sequence changes. DNA reproduces, 

varies, and depends on environment and individual, so it faces competition, has adaptation, and goes through natural 

selection. Different species have different genes and alleles. 

copying instructions 

Copying instructions is more accurate than copying products, because products have more and different parts than 

instructions, and products typically have damage [Blackmore, 1999]. 

selection levels 

Perhaps, natural selection applies to cell lines, organisms, demes, species, and clades, as well as genes. Selection 

levels can work synergistically, in opposition, or independently. 

history 

Evolution is not best or perfectly adapted but constrained by history, random effects, and physical laws [Feynman, 

1965]. 

evolution theory: Summary 1 

Objects that can reproduce same structures and functions with small changes, and that occupy environments in 

which they can die before reproduction, tend to evolve characteristics that fit environment. Objects retain only changes 

that make them survive better. 

evolution theory: Summary 2 

Organisms produce more offspring than survive to reproduce. Though people can think that God makes organisms 

that almost all survive to reproduce, except for natural accidents, or that match reproduction rate with death rate, all 

species actually produce extra offspring, as shown by Darwin. Offspring vary traits. It is easily observable fact that 

species members vary in observable traits. Observable traits have microscopic traits that vary. Offspring pass 

microscopic and so observable traits to offspring. It is easily observable fact that all organisms try to reproduce and that 

offspring typically resemble reproducers. Offspring with traits more favorable for survival to reproductive age produce 

more offspring with same traits. 

evolution theory: Summary 3 

Natural selection removes unfit and designs fit. Organisms vary in random ways. Variations typically are harmful 

but can be adaptive. Variations can accumulate over generations. Natural selection can make more-complex higher-

level organisms. 

evolution theory: Summary 4 

Because organisms over-reproduce, nature has competing organisms and species, so new ones must replace or push 

aside existing ones {wedge, evolution}, leading to better adapted species. Typically, environment changes slowly 

compared to species changes. 

evolution theory: Summary 5 

In geographic areas, organism number increases geometrically through reproduction, but food and mating resources 

have limits. Species members and all organisms have struggle for existence. Individuals have various trait values. On 

average, process selects individuals with the most-fit trait values. Over time, natural selection causes organism gene-

frequency changes [Darwin, 1859] [Darwin, 1871] [Judson, 1979] [Gould, 2002] [Huxley, 1884] [Ridley, 2003]. 



Figure 1 

 

This species has four members that are the same but vary in font style: 

 
S1 reproduces exactly. S2 changes an existing value. S3 makes a new value. S4 makes a new quality: 

 
A species requires a limited resource R1 to reproduce. A species produces more offspring than can reproduce. The 

members must compete for that resource: 

 
If the resource is reusable, only one species member can reproduce at a time. If the resource is usable only once, only 

one species member can reproduce. The best-adapted member will reproduce: 

 
That one species member will pass on its qualities and quality values, but the others will not: 

 
The frequencies of quality values will change in each generation of offspring. 

  



gene theory 

Specialized germ plasm reproductive cells transmit protein-coding genes that underlie physiological traits {gene 

theory}. Body cells do not affect germ-plasm genes, so genes cannot directly inherit learned behaviors {acquired 

characteristic} [Dubos, 1968] [Keller, 2000]. 

 

generalized theory of evolution 

Evolution has general requirements {generalized theory of evolution}. 

variation 

Evolution requires objects with properties, such as size or color, with different values. Evolution requires 

mechanisms to switch among property values and/or mechanisms that can make new values or new properties. 

reproduction 

Evolution requires objects to have mechanisms that produce new objects with similar property values. Reproductive 

mechanisms typically use templates that carry coded information about object properties. Reproductive mechanisms do 

not copy perfectly but allow unit changes, such as mutations. 

competition 

Objects and reproductive mechanisms require resources. Object reproductions produce more objects than 

environment resources can support. 

species 

Systems can have only one object type or can have multiple objects, object groups, and/or hierarchies. 

environment 

Random events from inside or outside objects can affect objects, to cause new properties and values or affect 

reproduction. 

evolution 

Selective systems with variations among reproducing individuals who can pass on traits always evolve. 

 

punctuated equilibrium 

In small populations, new species can arise quickly under new environmental conditions {punctuated equilibrium} 

{quantum speciation}. Nature has many small populations. Fossils show many rapid species-evolution examples. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Evolution>Theories 

 

Lamarckianism 

Lamarck said that organism actions cause body changes {Lamarckianism}. For example, giraffes have long necks 

through continual neck stretching. This theory is false in general, but organism actions can affect evolution in small 

ways by affecting mutation, crossing-over, and translocation. 

learning 

Perhaps, neurohormones and neurotransmitters sent from brain can affect germ cells by changing gene expression or 

causing structural changes. Thus, learned behaviors can trigger chemicals that can alter germ cells. Alterations can 

correspond to learned behavior. 

strength 

Perhaps, fittest individuals can sustain useless or harmful innovations that weaker individuals cannot have. 

Innovations can then evolve into useful traits, and species can evolve. 

energy 

Perhaps, fittest individuals have more energy, matter, and organization to implement innovations that have no 

chance in weaker individuals. Innovations can then evolve into useful traits, and species can evolve. 

 

panadaptationism 

Perhaps, all traits are adaptive {panadaptationism}. This theory is not true, because most traits are side effects and 

some traits are not good adaptations [Gould and Lewontin, 1979]. 

 

BIOL>Biology>Techniques 

 

animal model 

Animal diseases can model human diseases {animal model} {model, animal}. Germ-free animals are useful. 



variables 

Disease progress and outcome depend on species, strain, genotype modifications, gender, and age. Disease agents 

and treatments have different locations and administration methods. 

problems 

Animals contract other diseases regularly in laboratory settings, so animals must have no bacteria, such as 

Helicobacter and Camphlylobacter, or worms, such as Helminthes. Outside organisms can elicit immunologic, 

inflammatory, and cancerous effects to obviate experiment. 

 

association study 

Studies {association study} can compare allele frequency in disease and control populations. Frequency difference 

indicates that allele relates to disease. Genetic-linkage algorithms compare disease and control allele frequencies to find 

marker locus. Studies can compare allele frequencies among phenotypes. 

 

carbon dating 

Carbon-isotope ratios can date objects up to 100,000 years old {carbon dating}|. 

instrument 

Mass spectroscopy can measure isotope amounts in very small samples. 

location 

Lower-atmosphere carbon dioxide has radioactive carbon-14 {radiocarbon} to non-radioactive carbon-12 ratio. 

Living things have same carbon-isotope ratio as lower atmosphere. 

time 

Lower-atmosphere carbon-isotope ratio varies over time. Measuring air trapped in glaciers at different depths shows 

ratios at past times. Carbon-isotope ratio decreases after organisms die, because carbon-14 decays to nitrogen-14. 

Comparing current reduced ratio to atmosphere ratio at death indicates time of death. 

age 

Carbon dating is only useful up to 100,000 years ago, because almost all carbon-14 decays in 100,000 years. 

changes 

Older carbon-dating methods needed more mass and used fire ashes or other organic materials adjacent to formerly 

living things, not living things themselves. Older carbon-dating methods assumed that atmospheric carbon-isotope ratio 

is constant. Because ratios actually changed, carbon-dating dates in scientific literature before 1990 are typically too 

recent. For example, earlier-reported -9000 is actually -11000 or 13,000 years ago. 

calibration 

Actual lower-atmosphere carbon-isotope ratios, measured at different glacier depths, can find correct dates 

{calibrated carbon dating}. 

 

dissection 

Techniques {dissection}| can open plants and animals to observe parts. 

 

gene insertion 

Shooting gold or tungsten particles carrying genes into cereal seeds {gene insertion} can cause gene insertion into 

cereal DNA. 

 

leaf disk technique 

Agrobacterium tumefaciens can attach to plant leaves and then transfer DNA, including foreign genes, into leaves 

{leaf disk technique}. 

 

limb movement 

Placing lights on joints and limbs allows filming limb movements {limb movement}. 

 

monoclonal antibody 

Injecting antigens into mice or rats causes immune responses and makes antibodies {monoclonal antibody}| in 

spleen lymphocytes. 

hybrid cells 

In cell culture, lymphocytes can mix with myeloma cell lines to make hybrid cells {hybridoma}. Polyethylene glycol 

helps hybridization. 



screening 

Screening can find hybrid cells with large antibody quantities. 

antibodies 

Rituxan works against lymphoma. 

Herceptin {trastuzumab} works against breast cancer. Epidermal-growth-factor receptors (EGFR) make dimerization 

signals, which tell cells to divide. Herceptin binds to HER2 cell-surface epidermal-growth-factor receptors and prevents 

dimerization signals. Dimercept binds to HER cell-surface-receptor dimerization sites. Lapatinib kinase inhibitor 

inhibits HER2 receptors. 

Kinase inhibitors inhibit PI3K, AKT, and mTOR in cell-survival pathway. 

Letrozole aromatase inhibitor inhibits estrogen synthesis. Tamoxifen aromatase inhibitor inhibits estrogen and 

progesterone synthesis. 

Bevacimuzab inhibits tumor blood-vessel formation at VEGF receptors. 

Monoclonal antibodies can inhibit IGF-1 receptors. 

nanobodies 

Llamas and camels make half their antibodies {nanobody} using only heavy chains, which supply variable segments. 

 

optical coherence tomography 

Coherent light sources can split into reflected beams and beams that enter tissue, and then beams can interfere 

{optical coherence tomography}. 

 

surface plasmon resonance 

Techniques {surface plasmon resonance} (SPR) can measure protein site-binding strength. 
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axon flow 

Squeezing nerve fibers causes axoplasm to accumulate on both sides, showing that nerve-fiber axoplasm flows 

{axon flow} in both directions. 

 

Nauta technique 

Techniques {Nauta technique} can stain degenerating axons with silver. First, electrodes stimulate neurons with 

electric current, or fine pipettes stimulate neurons with chemicals. Then fine pipettes inject dye into cells. After axon 

cutting, dye blackens dying-axon branches. 

 

positron emission tomography 

Techniques {positron emission tomography} (PET) can use radioactive oxygen or carbon isotopes to measure 

cerebral blood flow or metabolic activity. Oxygen isotopes in glucose or neurotransmitters emit positrons as they 

decay. Patients receive radioactive tracers by injection or in food. Scanners localize radioactivity to within several 

millimeters and within one minute. Localized radioactivity shows increased oxygen-metabolism and glucose-

metabolism sites. Brain blood flow varies with metabolic activity, so PET indicates locations with increased blood 

flow. 

xenon 

Alternatively, patients can receive radioactive xenon by injection into blood. The most active neurons become the 

most radioactive. 

carbon 14 

Carbon(14) 2-deoxyglucose is similar to glucose. Neurons can absorb the radioactive compound but cannot 

metabolize it. Neurons that absorb the most radioactivity are the most metabolically active. 

 

retrograde marking 

Techniques {immunohistofluorescence} {retrograde marking} [1970] can stain neurons backward from injection site 

using horseradish peroxidase, colloidal gold wheat-germ agglutin, and fluorescent dyes. 

 

single channel recording 

Techniques {single channel recording} {patch clamping} can measure single-neuron electrical activity. 

 



single photon emission computed tomography 

Techniques {single photon emission computed tomography} (SPECT) can measure cerebral blood flow or metabolic 

activity, using light. 
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biology in history 

biologist 

Earth 

1500 to 2007 

Biology includes anatomy, botany, cell biology, genetics, nutrition, physiology, and zoology. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Anatomy 

 

Alcmaeon or Alcmaeon of Croton 

doctor 

Crotona, Italy 

-500 to -450 

Dissections [-500]; On Nature [-500 to -450] 

He lived -535 to -440 and dissected animals. Body has opposing powers, hot/cold and wet/dry, which balance in 

health. Galen later used this idea. 

 

Hippocrates 

doctor 

Cos, Greece 

-430 to -400 

On Ancient Medicine [-430 to -400]; On Wounds of the Head [-430 to -400] 

He lived -460 to -377. The "father of medicine" wrote case histories, disease observations, and Hippocratic oath. He 

described trephining skull holes. Disease results from humor essence imbalance. 

 

Herophilus 

anatomist 

Alexandria, Egypt 

-300 to -280 

He lived -335 to -280, dissected human body, and compared to other animal bodies. He described brain, brain 

ventricles, heart, heart valves, nervous system, sense and motor nerves, cornea, sclera, choroid, retina, and lens. He 

founded medical school at Alexandria. 

 

Erasistratus 

anatomist 

Alexandria, Egypt 

-280 to -250 

He lived -304 to -250, dissected animals and humans, and described brain, brain ventricles, heart, heart valves, 

nervous system, sense and motor nerves, cornea, sclera, choroid, retina, and lens. 

 

Galen 

doctor 

Pergamon, Asia Minor/Greece 

175 to 190 

On the Elements According to Hippocrates [175 to 190]; On the Usefulness of the Parts of the Human Body [175 to 

190: Body parts are as good as they can be for the purpose] 

He lived 131 to 201 and probably developed the fourth syllogism figure. He diagnosed disease by pulse, dissected 

animals, and observed living and dead nerves, blood, and organs. Blood flows back and forth through body. Following 

Erasistratus [-280], body has three spirit types {pneuma, Galen}: natural spirit from liver, vital spirit from left heart 

ventricle, and animal spirit from brain. The four temperaments {temperaments, Galen} are choleric, melancholic, 

phlegmatic, and sanguine. 



 

Andreas Vesalius [Vesalius, Andreas] 

biologist 

Flanders/Basel, Switzerland 

1543 

On the Structure of the Human Body [1543] 

He lived 1514 to 1564 and studied animal and human anatomy. 

 

Zacharias Janssen [Janssen, Zacharias] 

physicist 

Netherlands 

1595 

compound microscope [1595] 

He lived 1580 to 1638. With his father, he helped invent compound microscopes and used them. 

 

Marcello Malpighi [Malpighi, Marcello] 

biologist 

Bologna, Italy 

1666 to 1671 

On Visceral Structure [1666]; Plant Anatomy [1671] 

He lived 1628 to 1694, observed plant and animal tissues under microscope, and started embryology and histology. 

 

Anton Leeuwenhoek [Leeuwenhoek, Anton] 

biologist 

Delft, Netherlands 

1674 to 1716 

Letter to Leibniz [1716] 

He lived 1632 to 1723 and observed bacteria [1674], yeast, protozoa, sperm, and capillary blood corpuscles under 

microscope. 

 

Julien Offray de La Mettrie [La Mettrie, Julien Offray de] 

philosopher/surgeon 

France 

1745 to 1748 

Natural History of the Soul [1745]; Man the Machine [1748] 

He lived 1709 to 1751, was materialist, and was Boerhaave's student. Cells have intrinsic motion. Human and animal 

brains are similar. 

 

Johann Kaspar Lavater [Lavater, Johann Kaspar] 

biologist 

Zurich, Switzerland 

1775 to 1778 

Physiognomy Fragment [1775 to 1778] 

He lived 1741 to 1801. 

 

Charles Bell [Bell, Charles] 

anatomist/surgeon 

London, England 

1806 to 1833 

Essay on the Anatomy of the Expressions or The Anatomy and Philosophy of Expression as Connected with Fine 

Arts [1806]; Animal Mechanics or Proofs of Design in the Animal Frame [1828]; Nervous System of the Human Body 

[1833]; Hand: its Mechanism and Vital Endowments as evincing Design [1833] 

He lived 1774 to 1842, studied reciprocal innervation and haptic perception, and related muscles to facial 

expressions. Spinal-nerve anterior and posterior roots have separate functions {Bell-Magendie law, Bell}: dorsal root is 

sensory, and ventral root is motor [1822]. 

 



Franz Joseph Gall [Gall, Franz Joseph] 

anatomist 

Germany/Paris, France 

1810 to 1825 

Anatomy and Physiology of the Nervous System in General [1810 to 1819: four volumes, first two with Johannes 

Caspar Spurzheim]; On the Functions of the Brain [1822 to 1825: six volumes] 

He lived 1758 to 1828, founded phrenology, and studied brain white matter, gray matter, and ganglia. 

 

Jan Evangelista Purkinje [Purkinje, Jan Evangelista] 

anatomist 

Spain/Germany 

1821 to 1839 

Observations and Experiments Investigating the Physiology of Senses [1821]; New Subjective Reports about Vision 

[1825] 

He lived 1787 to 1869 and studied brain neurons. He said fingerprints are unique [1823]. As light intensity 

decreases, red objects fade faster than blue objects {Purkinje effect} [1825]. He discovered germinal vesicles [1825], 

skin sweat glands [1833], Purkinje cells [1837], and Purkinje fibers [1839]. He digested protein with pancreatic extract 

[1836]. 

 

Marie Jean Pierre Flourens [Flourens, Marie Jean Pierre] 

physiologist/anatomist 

France 

1824 

Experimental Researches on the Properties and Functions of the Nervous System in Vertebrates [1824] 

He lived 1794 to 1867, studied brain and concluded that cortex acts as one unit, and ablated brain areas to investigate 

brain function. Cerebellum is for muscle coordination. Medulla is for respiration. Central nervous system has diverse 

and localized psychological functions. 

 

Karl Ernst von Baer [Baer, Karl Ernst von] 

naturalist 

Königsberg, Germany 

1827 to 1837 

Letter on the Mammalian Egg and Human Genesis [1827]; History of the Evolution of Animals [1828 and 1837: two 

parts] 

He lived 1792 to 1876 and discovered ovum in mammals [1826]. Embryos of various vertebrates are similar {Baer 

laws}. 

 

Lambert Adolphe Jacques Quetelet [Quetelet, Lambert Adolphe Jacques] 

statistician/astronomer 

Brussels, Belgium 

1835 to 1871 

On Man [1835]; Anthropometry [1871] 

He lived 1796 to 1874 and developed social and human statistics. 

 

James Braid [Braid, James] 

physician/surgeon 

Britain 

1841 to 1843 

Neurypnology [1843] 

He lived 1795 to 1860 and studied how to induce hypnosis. 

 

Paul Pierre Broca [Broca, Paul Pierre] 

surgeon/anthropologist 

Paris, France 

1861 to 1878 



On the principal of cerebral localizations [1861]; New observation of aphasia produced by lesion in the posterior part 

of second and third convolution of the left frontal lobe [1861]; Memoranda of Anthropology [1871 to 1878: three 

volumes] 

He lived 1824 to 1880, developed skull-measuring instruments, and studied prehistoric skull trephining. He first 

described Cro-Magnon and Aurignacian man. He disproved theory {Celtic myth} that Celts constituted a racial group 

with inherited characteristics [1866]. Frontal-lobe-third or inferior-gyrus damage {Broca's area, Broca} makes people 

unable to speak [1861]. 

 

Guillaume Duchenne [Duchenne, Guillaume] 

biologist 

Paris, France 

1862 

Mechanism of Human Physionomy [1862] 

He lived 1806 to 1875 and located innervated muscles for behaviors, gestures, and expressions. He studied 

locomotor ataxia and tried electrical stimulation therapy. 

 

Friedrich Miescher [Miescher, Friedrich] 

biologist 

Germany 

1869 

He lived 1844 to 1895 and discovered DNA in trout sperm [1869]. Blood carbon dioxide level regulates breathing. 

 

Gustav Fritsch [Fritsch, Gustav]/Eduard Hitzig [Hitzig, Eduard] 

biologist 

Germany 

1870 

On the Electrical Excitability of the Cerebrum [1870] 

Fritsch lived 1838 to 1927. Hitzig lived 1838 to 1907. They studied Broca's-area localized motor functions. 

 

Camillo Golgi [Golgi, Camillo] 

biologist 

Italy 

1873 to 1909 

Nerves of the Spinal Column [1873] 

He lived 1843 to 1926 and found Golgi cells [1883] and Golgi apparatus [1909]. If silver chromate stains neural 

tissue, some nerve cells stain black and become visible among unstained, transparent cells [1873]. 

 

Santiago Ramón y Cajal [Ramón y Cajal, Santiago] 

anatomist 

Spain 

1894 to 1904 

Textbook of the Human and Vertebrate Nervous System [1894 to 1904] 

He lived 1852 to 1934 and studied neurons and brain microscopic structure. Nerve signal goes from neuron axon to 

next-neuron dendrite. 

 

Paul Emil Flechsig [Flechsig, Paul Emil] 

biologist 

Leipzig, Germany 

1896 

Brain and Mind [1896] 

He lived 1847 to 1929. Cortex association areas myelinate after birth, while sense and motor areas myelinate before 

birth. 

 

Charles Scott Sherrington [Sherrington, Charles Scott] 

physiologist 

Britain 



1897 to 1946 

Synapse [1897]; Integrative Action of the Nervous System [1906]; Mammalian Physiology [1919]; Reflex Activity 

in the Spinal Cord [1932: with Richard S. Creed]; Man on His Nature [1942]; Endeavor of Jean Fernel [1946] 

He lived 1857 to 1952, named neuron junctions "synapses", showed that transmission slowed there, and studied 

antagonistic-muscle reciprocal innervation. He studied peripheral and spinal reflexes, including dog scratch reflex, and 

relations between reflexes and behavior patterns. 

He studied sense exteroceptors, interoceptors, and proprioceptors. Exteroceptive distance receptors detect 

movements and are at animal leading edges. Distance receptors receive stimuli far from physical source. Brains can 

build space-time relations to represent environment. Interoceptive receptors receive stimuli where physical sources 

contact body surface. Proprioceptive receptors receive stimuli from inside body. 

Precurrent receptors initiate behavior, and non-precurrent receptor activity stops behavior. Behavior relies on body 

hierarchical spatio-temporal subsystems that evolution built and linked for survival. Body-limit perception affects 

behavior. 

Organisms evolved to allow more exploration and autonomy, as distance receptors and brain integration evolved. 

Organisms had more prey and predator knowledge. Anticipatory responses extended control over space and time, so 

reaction time increased and immediate receptor responses lasted longer. 

 

Korbinian Brodmann [Brodmann, Korbinian] 

biologist 

Germany 

1903 to 1909 

Comparative Localization Studies on the Neocortex in their Differentiation on the Basis of Cell Density [1909] 

He lived 1868 to 1918 and mapped 52 cortical areas [1903 to 1908]. 

 

Robert Barany [Barany, Robert] 

physiologist 

Austria 

1909 to 1913 

On the Ear Labyrinth [1906]; Tests [1910]; Clinic on the Vestibular Apparatus [1913] 

He lived 1876 to 1936 and studied ear labyrinth functions. 

 

Abraham Flexner [Flexner, Abraham] 

biologist 

USA 

1910 

Experimental poliomyelitis in monkeys: active immunization and passive serum protection [1910: with Paul A. 

Lewis]; Medical Education in the United States and Canada [1910] 

He lived 1866 to 1959. He studied polio [1910]. 

 

Gordon Morgan Holmes [Holmes, Gordon Morgan] 

neurologist 

Ireland 

1911 to 1941 

Sensory disturbances from cerebral lesions [1911: with Henry Head] 

He lived 1876 to 1965 and studied sensation locations and spinal and head injuries. He found Adie's syndrome and 

Holmes' syndrome [1941], with William Adie. 

 

George Riddoch [Riddoch, George] 

neurologist 

Scotland 

1917 

He lived 1888 to 1947. He studied brain injuries [1917]. Blind patients, with V1 area damage, can consciously 

perceive fast moving highly contrasting stimuli {Riddoch syndrome}. 

 

Salomon Henschen [Henschen, Salomon] 

biologist 



Uppsala, Sweden 

1919 

dyscalculia [1919] 

He lived 1847 to 1930. Occipital lobes have topological maps [1919]. People can lose ability to calculate but retain 

other abilities. 

 

Henry Head [Head, Henry] 

neurologist 

Britain 

1926 

Aphasia and Kindred Disorders of Speech [1926] 

He lived 1861 to 1940 and studied cerebral cortex and sensation. Cortical memory stores flexible experience 

representations {schema, Head}. 

 

Walter Rudolph Hess [Hess, Walter Rudolph] 

biologist 

Germany 

1928 

He lived 1881 to 1973. Hypothalamic stimulation causes emotions and controls internal organs [1928]. 

 

Raymond Dodge [Dodge, Raymond] 

psychologist 

USA 

1931 

Conditions and Consequences of Human Variability [1931] 

He lived 1871 to 1942 and studied human variation. 

 

Egas Moniz [Moniz, Egas] 

neurologist 

Portugal 

1935 

He lived 1875 to 1955 and started frontal lobotomy for mental illness [1935]. 

 

Warren Sturgis McCulloch [McCulloch, Warren Sturgis] 

neurophysiologist 

USA 

1943 to 1959 

Logical Calculus of the Ideas Immanent in Nervous Activity [1943: with Pitts]; How We Know Universals: the 

Perception of Visual and Auditory Forms [1947: with Pitts]; What the Frog's Eye Tells the Frog's Brain [1959: with 

Maturana, Lettvin, and Pitts] 

He lived 1899 to 1972 and studied chimpanzee isocortex. He invented Perceptrons, with Walter H. Pitts. Neuron 

model sends unit output if input is above threshold. Finite device combinations, including loops, can perform any 

algorithm. Neural networks can recognize figures, so any input feature from figure produces same output. Reliable 

neural networks can come from unreliable components using redundancy. 

 

John C. Eccles [Eccles, John C.] 

biologist 

England 

1951 to 1994 

Brain and the Unity of Conscious Experience [1965]; Understanding of the Brain [1977]; Human Psyche [1980]; 

Evolution of the Brain: Creation of the Self [1989]; How the Self Controls Its Brain [1994] 

He lived 1903 to 1997 and studied cerebellum [1967]. Connections between sense and motor nerves in spinal-cord 

gray matter are responsible for reflexes [1951]. Matter and mind are separate substances, and interact in synapses 

{interactionism, Eccles}. Mind has units {psychon, Eccles}. 

 



Joe Hin Tjio [Tjio, Joe Hin] 

biologist 

Java/Sweden/USA 

1955 

human chromosome number 

He lived 1919 to ?. Human chromosome number is 46, rather than 44 or 48 [1955]. 

 

Werner E. Reichardt [Reichardt, Werner E.] 

biologist 

Germany 

1957 to 1986 

He lived 1924 to 1992 and developed neuron motion-detector models, to explain how flies detect motion. 

 

Russell Brain [Brain, Russell] 

biologist 

England 

1959 

Nature of Experience [1959] 

He lived 1895 to 1966 and studied brain. 

 

Jerome Y. Lettvin [Lettvin, Jerome Y.] 

biologist 

USA 

1959 

What the Frog's Eye Tells the Frog's Brain [1959: with Maturana, McCulloch, and Pitts] 

He lived 1920 to ?. Axons from frog retinal ganglion cells have four groups that respond differently to different 

stimuli and that end in four distinct optic-tectum layers, all with same topographic map. Frog is normally motionless, so 

detectors detect environment changes. 

Sustained contrast detectors make immediate and prolonged signals when object edge, either lighter or darker than 

background, moves into receptive field and stops. 

Net convexity detectors make immediate and temporary signals when large dark-object small or convex edges pass 

through visual field. Smooth movement has less effect than jerky movement. 

Moving-edge detectors respond to edges moving through receptive field. Net dimming detectors make immediate 

and prolonged signals with sudden illumination reduction. Frogs can recognize prey and enemy categories. 

 

Lennart Heimer [Heimer, Lennart] 

biologist 

Sweden/USA 

1971 

Pathways in the Brain [1971] 

Heimer lived 1930 to 2007. 

 

Horace B. Barlow [Barlow, Horace B.] 

biologist 

USA 

1972 to 1995 

Single units and sensations [1972]; Neuron Doctrine in Perception [1995] 

He studied frog-retina bug-detector ganglion cells. Thousands of cardinal cells code percepts [Barlow, 1972] 

[Barlow, 1995]. Qualia are not basic phenomena but brain-developed sensations that depend on memory and 

processing. Consciousness comes from social communication. 

 

John Szentágothai [Szentágothai, John]/Michael A. Arbib [Arbib, Michael A.] 

biologist/psychologist 

USA 

1975 

Conceptual Models of Neural Organization [1975] 



They studied brain and neural networks. 

 

John C. Eccles [Eccles, John C.]/Masao Ito [Ito, Masao]/John Szentagothai [Szentagothai, John] 

biologist 

England 

1976 

Cerebellum as a Neuronal Machine [1976] 

Szentagothai lived 1912 to 1994. 

 

Theodore H. Bullock [Bullock, Theodore H.]/Richard Orkand [Orkand, Richard]/Alan Grinnell [Grinnell, Alan] 

biologist 

USA 

1977 

Introduction to Nervous Systems [1977] 

 

Robert A. Weale [Weale, Robert A.] 

biologist 

USA 

1978 

Vertebrate Eye [1978] 

He studied vertebrate eye. 

 

Richard H. Adrian [Adrian, Richard H.] 

biologist 

England 

1980 

Nerve Impulse [1980] 

He lived 1927 to ?. 

 

David Caplan [Caplan, David] 

biologist 

USA 

1980 to 2003 

Biological Studies of Mental Processes [1980: editor] 

 

Werner E. Reichardt [Reichardt, Werner E.]/Tomaso Poggio [Poggio, Tomaso] 

biologist 

USA 

1981 

Theoretical Approaches in Neurobiology [1981: editors] 

 

Daniel L. Alkon [Alkon, Daniel L.] 

biologist 

USA 

1983 to 1987 

Learning in a Marine Snail [1983]; Memory Traces in the Brain [1987] 

 

Chiye Aoki [Aoki, Chiye]/Philip Siekevitz [Siekevitz, Philip] 

biologist 

USA 

1988 

Plasticity in Brain Development [1988] 

 

Ira B. Black [Black, Ira B.] 

biologist 

USA 



1991 

Information in the Brain: A Molecular Perspective [1991] 

 

Alan Peters [Peters, Alan]/Sanford Palay [Palay, Sanford]/Henry Webster [Webster, Henry] 

physician 

USA 

1991 

Fine Structure of the Nervous System [1991] 

 

William H. Calvin [Calvin, William H.] 

biologist 

USA 

1996 

How Brains Think [1996]; Cerebral Code [1996] 

Brain works by selection. 0.5-mm-diameter cortical hexagonal columns and their lateral connections represent 

symbols. Columns vary, compete, and replicate. Symbols integrate and coordinate to make scenes and help each other 

compete and copy. Consciousness is image or scene that is most populous {scenario spinning}. 

 

James Thomson [Thomson, James] 

biologist 

USA 

1998 

He discovered embryonic stem cells [1998]. 

 

Rodney M. J. Cotterill [Cotterill, Rodney M. J.] 

biologist 

USA 

1998 to 2003 

Enchanted Looms: Conscious Networks in Brains and Computers [1998] 

Perhaps, consciousness is in anterior cingulate. Consciousness unifies body actions. Perhaps, ability to make new 

reflexes is consciousness purpose. He developed computer simulations (CyberChild) to find neural correlates of 

consciousness. It uses mammalian nervous system circuits grouped into binary composite units. It has two senses, 

hearing and touch. It controls vocalization, feeding, and bladder-control muscles. It has pain receptors for low stomach-

milk level, low blood-sugar level, full bladder, and dirty diaper. Emergent behavior, such as ability to make new 

reflexes, indicates consciousness. 

 

Rita Carter [Carter, Rita] 

journalist 

England 

1999 

Mapping the Mind [1999] 

Brain scans associate brain regions with psychological functions. 

 

Stephen G. Waxman [Waxman, Stephen G.] 

physician 

USA 

2000 

Correlative Neuroanatomy [2000] 

 

Axel Cleeremans [Cleeremans, Axel] 

biologist 

USA 

2003 

Unity of Consciousness: Binding, Integration and Dissociation [2003: editor] 

Consciousness unifies by integrative processes among brain parts. 
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Thomas H. Burgess [Burgess, Thomas H.] 

biologist 

England 

1839 

Physiology or Mechanism of Blushing [1839] 

Experiment cannot induce blushing physically. Experiment can induce blushing only mentally. Trying to restrain 

blushing only increases it. 

 

Henry Walter Bates [Bates, Henry Walter] 

biologist 

England 

1859 to 1862 

Contributions to an Insect Fauna of the Amazon Valley [1862] 

He lived 1825 to 1892, studied mimicry [1862] {Batesian mimicry}, and was a naturalist in Amazon [1848 to 1859]. 

 

Frans Donders [Donders, Frans] 

physiologist 

Utrecht, Netherlands 

1864 to 1870 

On the anomalies of accommodation and refraction of the eye with a preliminary essay on physiologic dioptrics 

[1864]; Proceedings of the Community Meeting of the Koninlijke Academy of Science [1865]; Speed of Mental 

Processes [1868]; Physiology of speech sounds, in particular those of the Dutch language [1870] 

He lived 1818 to 1889 and studied eyes and reaction times. 

 

Jean-Martin Charcot [Charcot, Jean-Martin] 

neurologist/psychologist 

France 

1875 to 1877 

On cerebral localizations [1875]; Lectures on the Diseases of the Nervous System [1877] 

He lived 1825 to 1893 and studied multiple sclerosis, hysteria, hypnosis, and tabes dorsalis "shooting pains" 

{lightning pains}. 

 

Eduard Pfluger [Pfluger, Eduard] 

physiologist 

Bonn, Germany 

1877 to 1910 

Teleological Mechanics of Nature [1877] 

He lived 1829 to 1910. Organisms have goal-directed feedback mechanisms to stabilize output. 

 

George Romanes [Romanes, George] 

biologist 

England 

1881 to 1888 

Animal Intelligence [1881]; Physiological Selection: An Additional Suggestion on the Origin of Species [1886]; 

Mental Evolution in Man [1888] 

He lived 1848 to 1894. Animals learn by imitation [1886]. 

 

Jacques Loeb [Loeb, Jacques] 

biologist 

Germany 

1900 

Comparative Physiology of the Brain and Comparative Psychology [1900] 

He lived 1859 to 1924. Simple animals have forced tropism movements. Animals move towards stimulus source 

{positive tropism} or away from it {negative tropism}. Simple animals have paired receptors, such as eyes, which send 



signals to paired muscles, such as legs. When both receptors send equal signals, tension balances between both 

muscles, and animal moves in straight lines {tonus hypothesis}. However, tonus hypothesis is not true for simple or 

higher animals. 

 

Konrad Lorenz [Lorenz, Konrad] 

biologist 

Switzerland/Germany 

1950 to 1973 

King Solomon's Ring [1950]; Man Meets Dog [1954]; On Aggression [1963]; Behind the Mirror: a Search for a 

Natural History of Human Knowledge [1973] 

He lived 1903 to 1989 and studied natural behavior {ethology, Lorenz}, aggression, imprinting, instincts, innate 

releasing mechanisms, and fixed action patterns. 

 

Nicolas Tinbergen [Tinbergen, Nicolas] 

biologist 

Norway 

1951 to 1973 

Study of Instinct [1951]; Animal in Its World [1973] 

He lived 1907 to 1988 and studied ethology. 

 

William H. Masters [Masters, William H.]/Virginia E. Johnson [Johnson, Virginia E.] 

physician 

USA 

1965 to 1970 

Human Sexual Response [1965]; Human Sexual Inadequacy [1970] 

Masters lived 1915 to 2001. Johnson lived 1925 to ?. They studied sexuality. 

 

Barbara Brown [Brown, Barbara] 

biologist 

USA 

1968 to 1978 

New Mind, New body [1974]; Critique of biofeedback concepts and methodologies [1978] 

People can sense unconscious body behavior by signal biofeedback [1968]. After training, people can control one 

neuron or can change blood pressure or heartbeat. 

 

Jane Goodall [Goodall, Jane] 

biologist 

England 

1972 to 1986 

Chimpanzees of Gombe [1986] 

She lived 1934 to ? and studied chimpanzee behavior. Chimps grunt, pant, bark, roar, scream, squeak, whimper, 

laugh, click teeth, and smack lips, in 30 different ways with different meanings [1972]. 

 

John R. Napier [Napier, John R.] 

biologist 

USA 

1976 to 1977 

Primate Locomotion [1976]; Primates and Their Adaptations [1977] 

He lived 1917 to 1987. 

 

Robert M. Seyfarth [Seyfarth, Robert M.]/Dorothy L. Cheney [Cheney, Dorothy L.] 

biologist 

USA 

1990 to 1992 

How Monkeys See the World, Inside the Mind of Another Species [1990]; Meaning and Mind in Monkeys [1992] 



Monkeys make alarm calls even when they can perceive that other monkeys are not near or that other monkeys are 

calling already. Monkeys do not have theory of mind. Vervet monkeys make different alarm calls for eagles, leopards, 

and snakes and use grunts in social interactions. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Biochemistry 

 

Jöns Jakob Berzelius [Berzelius, Jöns Jakob] 

biologist/physicist 

Stockholm, Sweden 

1808 to 1838 

Chemistry Textbook [1808]; protein discovered [1838] 

He lived 1779 to 1848 and discovered proteins [1838] and studied ions and atomic and molecular weights. He 

invented old chemical symbols [1811] and atomic-weight table [1826]. 

 

Gottlieb Sigismund Kirchhoff [Kirchhoff, Gottlieb Sigismund] 

biologist 

Russia 

1812 

He lived 1764 to 1833 and discovered enzymes. Wheat gluten enzyme converts starch to sugar and dextrin [1812]. 

 

Friedrich Wöhler [Wöhler, Friedrich] 

chemist 

Berlin, Germany 

1825 to 1854 

Textbook of Chemistry [1825: four volumes]; Foundations of Inorganic Chemistry [1830]; Foundations of Organic 

Chemistry [1840]; Practical Experiments of Analytical Chemistry [1854] 

He lived 1800 to 1882 and synthesized urea from ammonium cyanate [1828], the first artificial organic-chemical 

synthesis. 

 

Justus von Liebig [Liebig, Justus von] 

biologist 

Munich, Germany 

1835 to 1865 

Organic Chemistry in its Application to Agriculture and Physiology [1840]; Organic Chemistry in its Application to 

Physiology and Pathology [1842] 

He lived 1803 to 1873 and described enzyme action chemically {law of the minimum}. He observed that plants use 

nitrogen and carbon dioxide from air. He invented nitrogen fertilizer. He invented {Liebig condenser}. He silvered 

mirrors [1835]. He invented beef extract [1865]. 

 

Leonor Michaelis [Michaelis, Leonor] 

biologist 

Germany 

1913 

Kinetics of invertase activity [1913] 

He lived 1875 to 1940 and studied enzyme kinetics and analyzed enzyme-substrate complexes as chemical 

equilibria. 

 

Maud Leonora Menten [Menten, Maud Leonora] 

biologist 

Canada 

1913 to 1944 

Michaelis-Menten equation [1913]; azo-dye method [1944: for alkaline phosphatase] 

She lived 1879 to 1960 and studied enzyme kinetics and analyzed enzyme-substrate complexes as chemical 

equilibria. 

 



Cornelius B. Van Niel [Van Niel, Cornelius B.] 

biologist 

USA 

1931 

He lived 1897 to 1985 and studied anaerobic photosynthesis [1931]. 

 

Hans Krebs [Krebs, Hans] 

biologist 

England 

1937 to 1957 

Energy Transformation in Living Matter [1957: with Hans Kornberg] 

He lived 1900 to 1981 and studied tricarboxylic carbohydrate cycle [1937]. 

 

Salvatore Luria [Luria, Salvatore] 

biologist 

USA 

1938 to 1965 

He lived 1912 to 1991 and studied enzymes [1938 to 1965]. 

 

Arthur Kornberg [Kornberg, Arthur] 

biologist 

USA 

1955 to 1958 

He lived 1918 to ? and synthesized DNA molecules using DNA polymerase I [1955 to 1958]. 

 

Sydney Brenner [Brenner, Sydney]/Matthew Meselson [Meselson, Matthew]/François Jacob [Jacob, François] 

biologist 

USA 

1960 

mRNA discovered [1960] 

Brenner lived 1927 to ?. Meselson lived 1930 to ?. Jacob lived 1920 to ?. 

 

Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin [Hodgkin, Dorothy Crowfoot] 

biologist 

England 

1960 

She lived 1910 to 1994 and determined insulin structure. 

 

Ghobind Khorana [Khorana, Ghobind] 

biologist 

India/USA 

1960 to 1970 

He lived 1922 to ? and synthesized yeast gene [1960]. 

 

Werner Arber [Arber, Werner] 

biologist 

Switzerland 

1968 

restriction enzymes discovered [1968] 

He lived 1929 to ?. 

 

David Lane [Lane, David] 

biologist 

Scotland 

1979 

TP53 gene kills cell if cell has broken DNA or has low oxygen, by making p53 protein [1979]. 



 

David Botstein [Botstein, David]/Ron Davis [Davis, Ron]/Ray White [White, Ray]/Mark Skolnick [Skolnick, 

Mark] 

biologist 

USA 

1980 

genetic markers for genome mapping [1980] 

 

Thomas Cech [Cech, Thomas]/Sidney Altman [Altman, Sidney] 

biologist 

USA 

1982 

They found ribozyme RNA that can act as enzymes to cut other RNA [1982]. RNA was first molecule able to 

replicate, because RNA can be catalyst. DNA bases and sugars came from RNA bases and sugars. For example, 

thymine can come from uracil. RNA works with ribosomal proteins, amino acids, and many enzymes. 

 

David Baltimore [Baltimore, David] 

biologist 

USA 

1985 

He studied RNA viruses [1985]. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Botany 

 

Luther Burbank [Burbank, Luther] 

biologist 

USA 

1871 to 1921 

Burbank potato [1871]; Shasta daisy [1901]; July Elberta peach [1905 to 1910]; Santa Rosa plum [1905 to 1910]; 

Flaming Gold nectarine [1905 to 1910]; How Plants Are Treated to Work for Man [1921] 

He lived 1849 to 1926 and developed new plant varieties. 

 

George Washington Carver [Carver, George Washington] 

biologist/inventor 

USA 

1896 to 1923 

peanut products [1897 to 1930]; crop rotation [1897 to 1930] 

He lived 1864 to 1943 and developed soil improvements and new peanut, soybean, and cotton uses. He rotated 

peanuts with cotton. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Development 

 

William Harvey [Harvey, William] 

doctor 

England 

1628 

Anatomical Study of the Motion of the Heart and of the Blood in Animals [1628] 

He lived 1578 to 1657 and studied embryology. Blood flows through blood vessels from and to heart. 

 

Ernst Haeckel [Haeckel, Ernst] 

biologist 

Berlin, Germany 

1862 to 1868 

Radiolaria [1862]; History of Creation [1868] 

He lived 1834 to 1919 and studied marine invertebrates. Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny {theory of 

recapitulation}. Sperm are mostly nucleic acid [1868]. 



 

Hans Driesch [Driesch, Hans] 

biologist/philosopher 

France/Jena, Germany 

1895 to 1905 

History and Theory of Vitalism [1905] 

He lived 1867 to 1941. Cell from 2-cell, 4-cell, 8-cell, or 16-cell frog embryo can develop into complete adult, 

which can spawn complete children [1895]. Cell non-material transcendental order moves animal development toward 

adulthood {entelechy, Driesch}. 

 

D'Arcy Thompson [Thompson, D'Arcy] 

naturalist 

England 

1917 to 1940 

On Growth and Form [1917 and 1940] 

He lived 1860 to 1948. Dynamical forces and energies make a few main growth and development patterns and 

determine organism shapes. 

 

Nicholas Humphrey [Humphrey, Nicholas] 

philosopher 

England 

1976 to 1992 

Social Function of Intellect [1976]; Consciousness Regained [1983]; Inner Eye [1986]; History of the Mind [1992]; 

Mind Made Flesh [2002] 

He studied brain development from social interactions. People {natural psychologist} talk to themselves to think 

what to do in different social situations and so understand, predict, and control what other people do. People then 

evolved systems {inner eye} to image brain processes and states. Such imaging is consciousness. Consciousness 

emerged abruptly as existing features combined. Sensations are actions and their thoughts. 

 

Lewis Wolpert [Wolpert, Lewis] 

biologist 

USA 

1977 to 1991 

Development of Pattern and Form in Animals [1977]; Triumph of the Embryo [1991] 

He lived 1929 to ?. 

 

Myron Winick [Winick, Myron] 

biologist 

USA 

1978 

Early Nutrition and Brain Development [1978] 

 

Richard Alexander [Alexander, Richard] 

biologist 

USA 

1979 

Darwinism and Human Affairs [1979] 

He studied brain development from social interactions. 

 

William McGinnis [McGinnis, William] 

biologist 

USA 

1983 

Hox regulatory genes govern fruitfly development [1983]. 

 



Henry Harris [Harris, Henry] 

biologist 

England 

1985 

MYC, BCL-2, APC, and RAS genes check cell division [1985]. 

 

Dennis Selkoe [Selkoe, Dennis] 

biologist 

USA 

1992 

Aging Brain, Aging Mind [1992] 

 

Carla Shatz [Shatz, Carla] 

biologist 

USA 

1992 

Developing Brain [1992] 
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Hans Berger [Berger, Hans] 

psychiatrist 

Germany 

1924 

He lived 1873 to 1941 and invented electroencephalogram [1924]. Electrodes can measure scalp electrical potentials 

{electroencephalography, Berger}. Alpha waves are regular 10-Hz oscillations that happen when people relax and close 

their eyes. Beta waves are faster and less synchronous oscillations that replace alpha waves when people perform 

mental activity and keep their eyes open. 

 

Loren Eiseley [Eiseley, Loren] 

biologist 

USA 

1946 

Immense Journey [1946] 

He lived 1907 to 1977 and studied ecology. 

 

Barry Commoner [Commoner, Barry] 

biologist 

USA 

1952 to 1980 

Closing Circle: Nature, Man and Technology [1971: including his Laws of Ecology] 

He lived 1917 to ? and studied ecology and population. He opposed above-ground nuclear testing [1952]. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Evolution 

 

Carolus Linnaeus [Linnaeus, Carolus] or Carl von Linné [Linné, Carl von] 

biologist 

Sweden/Amsterdam, Netherlands 

1735 

System of Nature [1735] 

He lived 1707 to 1778, classified plants and animals by structures, and named organisms as genus and species 

{binomial nomenclature, Linnaeus}. 

 

Abraham Trembley [Trembley, Abraham] 

naturalist 

Switzerland/Netherlands 



1744 

Memoirs concerning the natural history of a type of Freshwater Polyp [1744] 

He lived 1710 to 1784 and related hydra and jellyfish. Hydra and jellyfish parts can move and bud. 

 

Georges Cuvier [Cuvier, Georges] 

biologist 

Paris, France 

1817 to 1825 

Animal Kingdom [1817]; Discourse on the Revolutionary Upheavals on the Surface of the Earth [1825] 

He lived 1769 to 1832 and studied fossils, differentiated animals by body structures and nervous systems, and noted 

adaptations to environment. 

 

Étienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire [Saint-Hilaire, Étienne Geoffroy] 

biologist 

Paris, France 

1818 

Anatomical Philosophy [1818] 

He lived 1772 to 1844 and studied fossils and compared fish and land animals, vertebrates and insects, and 

cephalopods and vertebrates. Fossils have structure homologies {unity of type}. Body type depends on vertebral 

structure. 

 

Louis Agassiz [Agassiz, Louis] 

biologist 

Neuchâtel, Switzerland/USA 

1840 to 1851 

Study of Glaciers [1840]; Essay on Classification [1851] 

He lived 1807 to 1873. Species form hierarchies, with form laws {taxonomy, Agassiz}. 

 

Richard Owen [Owen, Richard] 

physician/naturalist 

Britain 

1849 

On Parthenogenesis [1849] 

He lived 1804 to 1892 and found horse intermediate fossils. All vertebrates have body plans based on repeating 

vertebrae, which can evolve. 

 

Charles Robert Darwin [Darwin, Charles Robert] 

naturalist 

Britain 

1859 to 1872 

On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection [1859]; Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex 

[1871]; Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals [1872] 

He lived 1809 to 1882. He developed plant and animals evolution theory. Natural selection of variations leads to the 

most-successful reproduction {survival of the fittest, Darwin}. Species evolved from earlier species, making branching 

evolutionary trees. Evolution has caused changes without needing causer. Evolution has support from organism 

location, because similar environments in different locations have different organisms, and similar, mutually accessible, 

locations with different environments have similar organisms. Evolution has support from comparative anatomy, 

because different species have similar hand bones, and species have vestigial structures. Evolution has support from 

embryology, because segmented-worm and unsegmented-mollusc larvae are similar, and vertebrate embryos have gills. 

Evolution has support from the fossil record, which shows intermediate forms. Changes have billions of years to 

happen. Ancient rocks and environment differ from now, and fossil life forms differ from now. Current animals 

adapted to present environment, not to ancient one. Finches of Galapagos Islands and barnacles were test cases. 

He also studied emotions. Human emotional-response and facial-expression origins are pre-human species 

behaviors. 

 



Alfred Russel Wallace [Wallace, Alfred Russel] 

naturalist 

Britain 

1870 to 1903 

Contributions of the Theory of Natural Selection [1870]; Geographical Distribution of Animals [1876]; Island Life 

[1880]; On Miracles and Modern Spiritualism [1881]; Darwinism [1889]; Man's Place in the Universe [1903] 

He lived 1823 to 1913 and independently developed evolution theory with survival of fittest. He studied animal 

geography and life in Amazon River basin and Malay Archipelago. 

 

Vito J. Volterra [Volterra, Vito J.] 

mathematician/ecologist 

Italy 

1883 to 1930 

Theory of Functionals and of Integral and Integro-Differential Equations [1930] 

He lived 1860 to 1940 and studied integral equations [1883]. Mating, dying, or other-species effects cause predator-

number and prey-number change rates {Lotka-Volterra differential equations, Volterra} [1926]. In ecosystems, 

predator and prey numbers can oscillate until reaching steady state, can continue to oscillate, or can become zero, so 

species is extinct. 

 

Raymond Dart [Dart, Raymond] 

biologist 

South Africa 

1924 

He lived 1893 to 1988 and found Taung child, Australopithecus africanus [1924]. 

 

Alfred James Lotka [Lotka, Alfred James] 

ecologist 

Italy 

1925 to 1926 

Elements of Physical Biology [1925] 

He lived 1880 to 1949. Mating, dying, or other-species effects cause predator-number and prey-number change rates 

{Lotka-Volterra differential equations, Lotka} [1926]. In ecosystems, predator and prey numbers can oscillate until 

reaching steady state, can continue to oscillate, or can become zero, so species is extinct. 

 

Robert Yerkes [Yerkes, Robert] 

biologist 

USA 

1929 to 1943 

He lived 1876 to 1956 and studied primates [1929 to 1943]. 

 

Sewall Wright [Wright, Sewall] 

biologist 

England 

1931 to 1978 

Evolution in Mendelian Populations [1931]; Evolution and the Genetics of Populations [1978] 

He lived 1889 to 1988 and discovered genetic drift. Species arise randomly even within clade that has evolutionary 

direction {Wright's rule}. Selection changes allele frequencies. 

 

Julian Huxley [Huxley, Julian] 

biologist 

England 

1932 to 1953 

Problems of Relative Growth [1932]; Evolution, the Modern Synthesis [1942]; Evolution in Action [1953] 

He lived 1887 to 1975 and developed cladistics. Organism characteristics are clade units that determine classes and 

hierarchies. Organisms have homologies, and cladogram nodes represent shared homologies. Cladistics can use 

property absences. 



 

Theodosius Dobzhansky [Dobzhansky, Theodosius] 

biologist 

USA 

1937 

Genetics and the Origin of Species [1937] 

He lived 1900 to 1975 and studied evolutionary theory. 

 

Conrad H. Waddington [Waddington, Conrad H.] 

biologist 

England 

1939 to 1978 

Introduction to Modern Genetics [1939] 

He lived 1905 to 1975 and studied evolution [1939]. 

 

Ernst Mayr [Mayr, Ernst] 

biologist 

USA 

1942 to 1988 

Systematics and the Origin of Species [1942]; Evolution and the Diversity of Life [1976]; Toward a New Philosophy 

of Biology [1988] 

He lived 1904 to 2005 and examined differences between historical and non-historical sciences. New species result 

from variety geographic isolation {allopatry, Mayr} [1960 to 1970], rather than arising in same location {sympatry, 

Mayr}. 

 

Trofim Lysenko [Lysenko, Trofim] 

biologist 

Russia 

1948 to 1965 

He lived 1898 to 1976 and opposed evolution by natural selection. 

 

Louis S. Leakey [Leakey, Louis S.] 

biologist 

England 

1949 to 1959 

He lived 1903 to 1972 and found fossil hominins [1949 to 1959]. 

 

Manfred Eigen [Eigen, Manfred] 

biologist 

Germany 

1954 to 1993 

Hypercycle: A principle of natural self-organization [1979: with Peter Schuster]; Steps toward Life [1992: with 

Ruthild Winkler-Oswatitsch]; Rules of the Game [1993: with Ruthild Winkler-Oswatitsch] 

He lived 1927 to ? and developed relaxation methods, to measure 10^-10 second reaction rates [1954]. High 

mutation rates prevent natural selection [1992]. 

 

Christian de Duve [Duve, Christian de] 

biologist 

USA 

1955 to 1965 

He lived 1917 to ? and discovered lysosomes [1955] and peroxisomes [1965]. 

 

William Hamilton [Hamilton, William] 

biologist 

England 

1963 to 1996 



He lived 1936 to 2000. Sexual reproduction results from competition between parasite and host [1963]. 

 

Carl Woese [Woese, Carl] 

biologist 

USA 

1965 to 1967 

Genetic Code [1967] 

He lived 1928 to ?. Small subunit ribosomal RNA can classify organisms [1965]. 

 

George C. Williams [Williams, George C.] 

biologist 

USA 

1966 to 1992 

Adaptation and Natural Selection [1966]; Sex and Evolution [1975]; Natural Selection: Domains, Levels, and 

Challenges [1992] 

Genes are natural-selection units, and organisms passively contain them. Evolution changes gene frequency and can 

make new genes. 

 

René Dubos [Dubos, René] 

biologist 

France 

1968 

So Human an Animal [1968] 

He lived 1901 to 1982 and studied evolution. 

 

Niles Eldridge [Eldridge, Niles] 

biologist 

USA 

1968 to 1985 

Pattern of Evolution [1968]; Time Frames [1985] 

New speciation is at range fringes in isolated places. Species change little at other times. 

 

John Maynard Smith [Smith, John Maynard] 

biologist 

USA 

1968 to 1995 

Mathematical Ideas in Biology [1968]; Major Transitions in Evolution [1995: with E. Szathmáry] 

He lived 1920 to 2004 and studied population-biology relations {logistic difference equation, Smith}. 

 

Lynn Margulis [Margulis, Lynn] 

biologist 

USA 

1970 to 1981 

Origins of Eukaryotic Cells [1970]; Symbiosis in Cell Evolution [1981] 

Early bacteria incorporated into eukaryotes to make mitochondria and chloroplasts {endosymbiont hypothesis, 

Margulis} [1970]. 

 

Lewis Thomas [Thomas, Lewis] 

biologist 

USA 

1974 to 1979 

Lives of a Cell: Notes of a Biology Watcher [1974]; Medusa and the Snail [1979] 

He lived 1913 to 1993. 

 

Richard Leakey [Leakey, Richard] 

biologist 



England 

1974 to 1994 

Origin of Humankind [1994] 

He discovered genus Homo fossils [1974]. 

 

Gavin de Beer [Beer, Gavin de] 

biologist 

USA 

1975 

Evolution of Flying and Flightless Birds [1975] 

He lived 1899 to 1972. 

 

Edward Wilson [Wilson, Edward] 

biologist 

USA 

1975 to 1998 

Insect Societies; Sociobiology [1975]; On Human Nature [1978]; Consilience [1998] 

He invented sociobiology. 

 

Richard Dawkins [Dawkins, Richard] 

biologist 

USA 

1976 to 1995 

Selfish Gene [1976]; Blind Watchmaker [1986]; River out of Eden [1995] 

Ideas or concepts {meme} {mimeme} can exist in brain, replicate, and have selection. Thoughts and ideas in 

memory or culture replicate themselves in other minds by imitation and transmission. Memes compete for entry into 

minds. Selective forces act directly on meme physical substrates, because memes restructure brains to make better 

habitats for themselves and to modify input and output. Perceptions, skills, feelings, and memories have no copies. 

Meme sets {memeplex, Wilson} {co-adapted meme complex} can affect survival and reproduction [Dawkins, 

1976]. He wrote about Universal Darwinism and replicators [Dawkins, 1995]. 

Meme copies behavior from another same-species animal {imitation, Dawkins}, but copying varies more than for 

genes. Memory ties abstractions and agreements together, so imitation is only small part. However, copy does not have 

same meaning, because brain does not just imitate but processes information. It involves selection and non-selective 

processes. 

Culture also involves sharing knowledge {schema, Dawkins}, not by imitation but by abstraction. Culture also 

involves sharing beliefs and values {social construction}, not by imitation but by agreement. Culture depends on 

having a theory of mind and knowing that other people have beliefs, intentions, and desires. Genes {selfish gene} use 

bodies to reproduce themselves. 

 

Stephen Jay Gould [Gould, Stephen Jay] 

biologist 

USA 

1977 to 2002 

Ever Since Darwin [1977]; Ontogeny and Phylogeny [1977]; Spandrels of San Marco and the Panglossian Paradigm 

[1978: with Richard Lewontin]; Urchin in the Storm [1987]; Wonderful Life: The Burgess Shale and the Nature of 

History [1989]; Structure of Evolutionary Theory [2002] 

Evolution repeats and modifies animal forms {bauplan, Gould}. Evolutionary changes can be in bursts {punctuated 

equilibrium, Gould}, even after 20,000 years with no change. Most traits are side effects. Timing changes during 

development cause evolutionary changes. 

Organisms produce more offspring than survive to reproduce {superfecundity, Gould}. Darwin defended this idea 

against people that thought God is more benevolent. Offspring vary in traits. All accept this idea. Offspring pass their 

traits to offspring. All accept this idea. Therefore, offspring with traits more favorable for survival to reproductive age 

will produce more offspring with same traits {natural selection, Gould}. 

Darwin's evolutionary theory has three main principles to explain natural-selection mechanisms. Natural selection 

applies to organisms, not classes, genuses, species, tissues, organs, or genes. 



Darwin suggested that altruism in humans was trait outside this idea. Perhaps, altruism can explain hybridization and 

worker-insect sterility. Modern theory suggests genes, cell lines, organisms, demes, species, and clades evolve using 

selection and drift to change frequencies and parts. They can work synergistically, in opposition, or independently of 

nearby levels. Other possibilities can be entropy effect or complex system spontaneous ordering. 

Natural selection removes unfit and designs fit, because variations from typical or average are small, random, and 

numerous and not always negative. Small and large variations accumulate over many generations. Variations can have 

different kinds and sizes {microevolution, Gould}. Modern theory adds structural, historic, and developmental factors. 

Natural selection gradually makes more-complex organisms and can make new higher-level organism species. 

However, modern theory adds mass extinctions, species sorting by punctuated equilibrium to alter clades, and other 

processes taking different times. Other possibilities can be inorganic and organic comparisons or new species-

formation ideas. 

Because organisms overproduce, nature has competing organisms and species, so new ones must replace or wedge 

aside existing ones, leading to better-adapted species. This requires that environment changes slowly compared to 

evolution and observed species changes. 

Interactors, rather than replicators, can define selection. Emergent fitness, rather than emergent traits, causes higher-

level selection. Species selection is main macroevolution method. 

Evolutionary theory involves same framework as other scientific explanations. It involves causation vs. association. 

Event sequences relate or do not relate. Related events are consequences or not. Structures and functions exist. Logical 

conclusions come from premises. People can find causation direction. Determinism comes from fundamental-unit laws 

versus independent-level interactions. Changes are gradual, spurt, maintain stasis, are exponential, or rise and fall. It 

involves fundamental units, structure hierarchies, change rates, space scales, and time scales. 

Darwin felt that nature had progressed, because organism and ecosystem design was good (Paley) and complexity 

was increasing. Besides, nature ordered itself in the most-efficient way by survival of fittest (Adam Smith). 

Increased speciation leads to increased extinction. 

Clade selection, species habitat tracking, and grouping in populations can cause stasis. 

Organisms tend to evolve to larger size, from individual size advantages and structural factors {Cope's rule, Gould}. 

Slow variation and slow environmental change helped ancient organisms alive today survive. Their clades had low 

speciation. 

Clades have various speciation rates, which can change over time and mimic seemingly progressive linear species 

changes, as in horses and humans. 

Humans are stable genetically if punctuated equilibrium is true. 

Drift can go into available niches, but bacteria dominate life. 

Geometric patterns and physical laws, such as surface-to-volume ratios and coordinate transformations, constrain 

structures and allow few alternatives. Historical development can impose homologies and regulations. Adaptation 

consequences {exaptation, Gould} can have later advantages. 

Homology is internal structure similarity {homogeny, Gould}. Homology can result from fundamental internal 

structure {parallelism, Gould} or same external pressures {convergence, Gould}. Organisms can also perform similar 

functions with different structures {homoplasy, Gould}. 

Darwin held that small structure shifts were adaptive, but cumulative-shift adaptations can be different {functional 

shift, Gould} {cooptation, Gould}. Initial stages have unpredictable uses, constrain future adaptation, and form 

sequence. Non-adaptive structures {spandrel, Gould} arise in association with adaptive structures, and these structures 

can later be for adaptation, at all hierarchy levels. Adaptive structures tend to limit further evolution through 

specialization, but adaptive structures make many more non-adaptive structures with which evolution can work. 

 

Quentin Bone [Bone, Quentin] 

biologist 

USA 

1979 

Origin of Chordates [1979] 

 

Motoo Kimura [Kimura, Motoo] 

biologist 

England 

1983 

Neutral Theory of Molecular Evolution [1983] 



Gene DNA evolves at constant rate in all species over all history. Molecular changes that have less control by natural 

selection evolve more rapidly, because they have no effects, while harmful ones die out and good ones are rare 

{Kimura's rule}. 

 

L. Luca Cavalli-Sforza [Cavalli-Sforza, L. Luca] 

biologist 

Italy 

1984 to 1995 

Neolithic Transition and the Genetics of Populations in Europe [1984: with Albert Ammerman]; History and 

Geography of Human Genes [1994: with Paolo Menozzi and Alberto Piazza]; Great Human Diasporas [1995: with 

Francisco Cavalli-Sforza] 

He studied human gene frequencies, race, and population migrations. 

 

David M. Raup [Raup, David M.] 

biologist 

USA 

1991 

Extinction: Bad Genes or Bad Luck [1991] 

Catastrophe has happened at mass-extinction level, and clades, species, demes, organisms, cell lines, and genes can 

have extinctions {field of bullets model}. 

 

Paul W. Ewald [Ewald, Paul W.] 

biologist 

USA 

1993 to 2000 

Evolution of Infectious Disease [1994]; Plague Time [2000] 

Infections that use intermediate hosts, such as cholera and malaria, evolve to be stronger [1993]. Infections that 

infect directly evolve to be weak enough to maintain the host. Infections cause most genetic and chronic diseases. 

 

Matt Ridley [Ridley, Matt] 

journalist 

USA/England 

1996 to 2003 

Origins of Virtue [1996]; Genome [1999]; Nature Via Nurture [2003] 

 

Ian Tattersall [Tattersall, Ian] 

anthropologist 

England 

1997 to 1998 

Becoming Human [1998] 

He studied human origins from hominins [1997]. 

 

John Morgan Allman [Allman, John Morgan] 

biologist 

USA 

1998 

Evolving Brains [1998] 

He studied brain evolution. Brains allow animals to account for environment variations in space and time and make 

appropriate responses. More advanced brains allow wider spaces and longer times. Brains require much energy and are 

in animals that can find more and/or better food at higher rate. Complex brains require longer time to develop. Family 

and group structures were necessary for humans to have advanced brains. 

Brains can sense water, food, sexual partners, shelter, and safe locations, as well as predators and dangerous 

locations. Brains can assign priorities to input. Brains can perform activities to get food or water, reproduce, gain 

shelter and safe locations, and avoid predators and dangerous locations. Brains can remember input and output. 



Brains are more complex if environmental niche is more variable. Animals use larger energy amounts, because 

warm-blooded. Water, food, sexual partners, shelter, and safe locations are scarcer and predators and dangerous 

locations are more numerous. Maximize age is higher. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Genetics 

 

Gregor Mendel [Mendel, Gregor] 

biologist 

März, Austria 

1863 to 1866 

Experiments in Plant Hybridization [1865] 

He lived 1822 to 1884 and developed Mendel's inheritance laws by studying dominant and recessive characteristics 

of pea-plant independent and discrete heredity units. 

 

Francis Galton [Galton, Francis] 

biologist 

England 

1869 to 1883 

Hereditary Genius [1869]; English Men of Science [1874]; Inquiries into Human Faculty and Its Development 

[1883] 

He lived 1822 to 1911 and studied human mental-property and physical-property genetics. He collected and 

classified fingerprints {fingerprinting}. He studied human individual differences, using imagery, psychological 

questionnaires, twin life histories, and family and talented-people educational backgrounds. He developed the 

correlation coefficient. He participated in scientific exploration to unexplored Africa. 

He discovered air pressure systems and invented weather maps [1875]. He invented a polyhedron {Galton's 

Polyhedron} of possible structural forms to which organisms can jump. More intellectually gifted people have less 

vivid imagery [1883]. 

 

Walter Flemming [Flemming, Walter] 

biologist 

USA 

1870 to 1879 

He lived 1843 to 1905 and studied mitosis [1870], meiosis, and chromatin role [1879]. 

 

August Weismann [Weismann, August] 

biologist 

Germany 

1883 to 1902 

On Inheritance [1883]; Essays upon Heredity and Kindred Biological Problems [1889]; Lecture on Descendency 

Theory [1902] 

He lived 1833 to 1914. Specialized cells carry genetic information {germ line} {germ plasm theory} [1883]. 

Selection can operate at levels below and above organisms. 

 

Hugo de Vries [de Vries, Hugo] 

botanist 

Netherlands 

1889 to 1905 

Theory of Mutations [1901]; Species and Varieties: Their Origin by Mutation [1905] 

He lived 1848 to 1935, studied evening-primrose mutations [1900], and developed inheritance laws based on cell 

factors {pangenesis, de Vries} [1889]. Plants can jump from form to form, unconstrained by structures. Phylogenesis 

results from species selection. 

 

William Bateson [Bateson, William] 

biologist 

England 

1894 



Materials for the Study of Variation [1894] 

He lived 1861 to 1926 and invented the word genetics for heredity study. Genes carry genetic information and are in 

chromosomes. New species come from repeated-body-segment structure and number changes. Such modifications can 

lead to similarity with existing part {homeosis, Bateson}. Parts can have jumps. For example, upper thoracic vertebrae 

can have no ribs or lower cervical vertebrae can have ribs. 

 

Frans Alfons Janssens [Janssens, Frans Alfons] 

biologist 

Germany 

1909 

Theory of Crossing-over [1909] 

He lived 1863 to 1924 and studied crossing-over. 

 

Thomas Hunt Morgan [Morgan, Thomas Hunt] 

biologist 

USA 

1909 to 1915 

Mechanism of Mendelian Heredity [1915] 

He lived 1866 to 1945, studied gene linkage, and invented linkage maps, using fruit flies [1909 to 1915]. Genes are 

in chromosomes. 

 

Archibald E. Garrod [Garrod, Archibald E.] 

biologist 

England 

1909 to 1923 

Inborn Errors of Metabolism [1923] 

He lived 1857 to 1936 and studied genetics [1909]. 

 

Ronald Aylmer Fisher [Fisher, Ronald Aylmer] 

statistician/geneticist 

Scotland 

1920 to 1938 

Statistical Methods for Research Workers [1925]; Genetical Theory of Natural Selection [1930]; Design of 

Experiments [1935]; Statistical Tables for Biological, Agricultural, and Medical Research [1938] 

He lived 1890 to 1962. He developed statistical-significance methods {analysis of variance, Fisher} and Fisher 

experiment-design theory [1920]. Mendelian inheritance in large populations with great variety can result in gradual 

evolution, but blending inheritance does not work. Variation frequency varies inversely with variation magnitude. 

Natural selection can increase allele frequency. 

 

Hermann J. Muller [Muller, Hermann J.] 

biologist 

USA 

1926 to 1951 

Development of the Gene Theory [1951] 

He lived 1890 to 1967. X-rays mutate fruitfly cells [1926]. Many mutations cause cancer [1951]. 

 

Richard Goldschmidt [Goldschmidt, Richard] 

biologist 

Germany/USA 

1940 

Material Basis of Evolution [1940] 

He lived 1878 to 1958 and studied gypsy moths. Genes {rate gene} can control rates and regulate other genes. 

 

George Beadle [Beadle, George] 

biologist 

USA 



1941 

Genetic Control of Biochemical Reactions in Neurospora [1941: with Edward L. Tatum] 

He lived 1903 to 1989. One gene makes one protein [1941]. 

 

Edward Tatum [Tatum, Edward] 

biologist 

USA 

1941 

Genetic Control of Biochemical Reactions in Neurospora [1941: with George Beadle] 

He lived 1909 to 1975. One gene makes one protein. 

 

Oswald Avery [Avery, Oswald] 

biologist 

USA 

1943 to 1944 

He lived 1877 to 1955. DNA transfers from cell to cell in chromosomes. DNA contains gene information to 

transform cells. He studied pneumococcus deadly S strain, with smooth surface, and mild R strain, with rough surface. 

 

George Gaylord Simpson [Simpson, George Gaylord] 

biologist 

USA 

1944 to 1964 

Tempo and Mode in Evolution [1944]; Meaning of Evolution [1949]; Major Features of Evolution [1953]; Principles 

of Animal Taxonomy [1961]; This View of Life [1964] 

He lived 1902 to 1984. DNA transfers from cell to cell in chromosomes. DNA contains information to transform 

cells. 

 

Barbara McClintock [McClintock, Barbara] 

biologist 

USA 

1951 

She lived 1902 to 1992 and studied corn transposable elements {jumping gene, McClintock} [1951]. 

 

Rosalind Franklin [Franklin, Rosalind] 

biologist 

England 

1953 

She lived 1920 to 1958 and performed x-ray crystallography of DNA indicating it was double helix [1953]. 

 

James Watson [Watson, James] 

biologist 

USA 

1953 to 1980 

Double Helix [1980] 

He lived 1928 to ? and calculated that DNA was double helix [1953]. 

 

Francis H. C. Crick [Crick, Francis H. C.] 

biologist 

England/USA 

1953 to 1994 

Thinking about the Brain [1979]; Problem of Consciousness [1992: with Christof Koch]; Astonishing Hypothesis: 

The Scientific Search for the Soul [1994] 

He lived 1916 to 2004 and calculated that DNA was double helix [1953]. Perhaps, consciousness depends on 

thalamus and cortex layers 4 and 6 [1994]. 

 



Jacques Monod [Monod, Jacques] 

biologist 

France 

1961 to 1971 

Chance and Necessity: An Essay on the Natural Philosophy of Modern Biology [1971] 

He lived 1910 to 1976 and studied DNA repression and expression in Lac operon [1961]. 

 

Marshall Nirenberg [Nirenberg, Marshall] 

biologist 

USA 

1962 

He lived 1927 to ? and found DNA and RNA triplet code [1962]. 

 

Ralph Brinster [Brinster, Ralph] 

biologist 

USA 

1969 to 1974 

He lived 1932 to ?, cloned foreign genes, and expressed repressed genes in mice [1974]. 

 

R. Wall [Wall, R.]/Philip Leder [Leder, Philip] 

biologist 

USA 

1978 

Genes rearrange themselves in early infancy [1978]. Antibody genes can join joining gene by deleting DNA between 

them. Joining genes join to trunk genes, which determine mobility level. Joined genes determine antigen. 

 

Sidney Brenner [Brenner, Sidney] 

biochemist 

USA 

1983 

He lived 1927 to ? and helped determine worm and human genetic codes [1982]. 

 

Richard H. Scheller [Scheller, Richard H.]/Richard Axel [Axel, Richard] 

biologist 

USA 

1984 

How Genes Control an Innate Behavior [1984] 

 

Mario Capecchi [Capecchi, Mario]/Oliver Smythies [Smythies, Oliver] 

biologist 

USA/Canada 

1990 

They invented gene knockouts in mice [1990]. 

 

Craig Venter [Venter, Craig] 

biologist 

USA 

1995 to 2001 

He organized scientists to sequence a free-living organism [1995] and the human genome [2001]. Haemophilus 

influenzae bacterium has 1000 genes with 1,800,000 bp. 

 

Robert Waterston [Waterston, Robert]/John Sulston [Sulston, John] 

biologist 

USA/England 

1998 

C. elegans genome 



They organized scientists to sequence C. elegans animal genome [1998]. 

 

Richard Gibbs [Gibbs, Richard]/Eric Green [Green, Eric]/Eric Lander [Lander, Eric]/Richard McCombie 

[McCombie, Richard]/Douglas Smith [Smith, Douglas]/Bruce Roe [Roe, Bruce]/Elbert Branscomb [Branscomb, 

Elbert]/Ian Jackson [Jackson, Ian]/Steve Brown [Brown, Steve]/Peter Little [Little, Peter]/Jane Rogers [Rogers, 

Jane]/Duncan Campbell [Campbell, Duncan] 

biologist 

USA 

2002 

They organized scientists to sequence mouse genome. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Immunology 

 

MacFarlane Burnet [Burnet, MacFarlane] 

biologist 

England 

1953 to 1959 

Natural History of Infectious Disease [1953]; Clonal selection theory of acquired immunity [1959] 

He lived 1899 to 1985 and suggested clonal-selection theory. 

 

Peter Medawar [Medawar, Peter] 

biologist 

England 

1967 

Art of the Soluble [1967] 

He lived 1915 to 1987 and studied immunology. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Invention 

 

William Cheselden [Cheselden, William] 

surgeon/inventor 

Britain 

1713 to 1723 

Anatomy of the Human Body [1713]; Anatomy of Bones [1733: human skeleton]; Treatise on the High Operation 

for the Stone [1723: kidney stone removal] 

He lived 1688 to 1752, developed artificial pupil, and removed kidney stones {kidney stone removal} and cataracts. 

 

Edward Jenner [Jenner, Edward] 

doctor/inventor 

England 

1797 

smallpox vaccine [1797] 

He lived 1749 to 1823 {smallpox vaccine}. 

 

Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz [Helmholtz, Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von] 

physiologist/physicist/inventor 

Germany 

1850 to 1867 

Treatise on Physiological Optics [1856 to 1867]; On the Sensations of Tone [1863]; ophthalmoscope [1851]; 

ophthalmometer 

He lived 1821 to 1894 and founded perceptual physiology {ophthalmoscope, Helmholtz}. He developed Young-

Helmholtz trichromatic color-vision theory and studied lens accommodation. He first timed nerve-signal conduction 

rate and muscle-action times [1850]. Speed at which electrical impulses travel along nerve fibers limits human reaction 

time. Pitch discrimination depends on resonance {fixed pitch theory}. 



Epistemology 

People cannot know external physical events and only have neural signals. Neural signals from senses gain meaning 

from learned associations, which depend on assumptions that can be incorrect. Perceptions are unconscious inferences. 

People cannot experience or introspect how they perceive or think. People cannot know data on which brain bases 

perceptions and beliefs. During perceptions and decisions to perform muscle movements, nerve signals switch. Body 

sense receptors receive and analyze physical energies from outside world to make independent, simple, and 

unnoticeable sensations, and brains learn to perceive objects and events that probably produced sensations {classical 

theory of psychology}. 

 

Carl Gustav P. Laval [Laval, Carl Gustav P.] 

biologist/inventor 

Sweden 

1878 to 1883 

cream separator [1878]; centrifuge [1883] 

He lived 1845 to 1913. 

 

Ross Granville Harrison [Harrison, Ross Granville] 

inventor 

England 

1907 

tissue culture [1907] 

He lived 1870 to 1959 {tissue culture}. 

 

Georg von Bekesy [Bekesy, Georg von] 

physicist/physiologist/linguist/inventor 

Hungary 

1928 to 1962 

Theory of Audition [1928 to 1932]; Experiments in Hearing [1962]; Bekesy audiometer 

He lived 1899 to 1972. Sound vibrations travel from one inner-ear basilar-membrane end toward the other [1928 to 

1932]. For sound frequencies, different membrane positions have maximum vibration. 

 

Frederick Sanger [Sanger, Frederick] 

biologist/inventor 

England 

1950 to 1977 

He lived 1918 to ?, determined insulin amino-acid sequence [1950], and developed method to sequence DNA 

[1977]. 

 

William Grey Walter [Grey Walter, William] 

physiologist/inventor 

Britain/USA 

1953 to 1960 

Living Brain [1953]; Neurophysiological Aspects of Hallucinations and Illusory Experience [1960]; two-channel 

evoked potential averager; helical scanner; 22-channel toposcope 

He lived 1910 to 1976 and studied body electrical behavior {toposcopy}, muscle contraction, 

electroencephalograms, electroconvulsive therapy, frequency analysis, and evoked potentials. He implanted brain 

electrodes to study epilepsy and treat psychiatric illness in conscious humans. 

Brain-function electromechanical models, with two control systems and several interacting units, can produce life-

like behavior, including learning, as in electromechanical tortoise called M. speculatrix. 

Brain electrical potential has negative shift between associated stimuli just before decision becomes public 

{contingent negative variation} (CNV). Motor cortex sends output before people act [Walter, 1953]. Helical scanner 

measures and displays frequencies and phases on short time-scales from many brain electrodes. 

 

Jonas Salk [Salk, Jonas] 

doctor/inventor 

USA 



1954 

polio vaccine [1954] 

He lived 1914 to 1995 {polio vaccine}. 

 

Albert Sabin [Sabin, Albert] 

doctor/inventor 

Poland/USA 

1959 

oral polio vaccine [1959] 

He lived 1906 to 1993 {oral polio vaccine}. 

 

John Shine [Shine, John] 

inventor 

Wales 

1961 to 1982 

human insulin from cloned cells [1982] 

He found Shine-Dalgarno sequence [1961]. 

 

Stanley Cohen [Cohen, Stanley]/Herbert Boyer [Boyer, Herbert] 

biologist/inventor 

USA 

1973 

recombinant DNA technology [1973] 

Cohen lived 1922 to ?. Boyer lived 1936 to ?. 

 

Georges Köhler [Köhler, Georges]/César Milstein [Milstein, César] 

inventor 

Germany 

1975 

monoclonal antibodies developed [1975] 

They started gene engineering {genetic engineering}. 

 

Allan M. Maxam [Maxam, Allan M.]/Walter Gilbert [Gilbert, Walter] 

biologist/inventor 

USA 

1977 

DNA sequencing [1977] 

They developed method to sequence DNA [1977]. 

 

Kary B. Mullis [Mullis, Kary B.] 

biologist/inventor 

USA 

1983 

polymerase chain reaction [1982] 

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) developed to make multiple copies of DNA. 

 

Alec Jeffreys [Jeffreys, Alec] 

inventor 

USA 

1984 

DNA fingerprinting [1984] 

He studied human identification {DNA fingerprinting, Jeffreys}. 

 

William French [French, William] 

inventor 

USA 



1990 

gene therapy [1990] 

Successful therapy {gene therapy, French} treated adenosine deaminase deficiency {adenosine deaminase 

deficiency} (ADA). 

 

Ian Wilmut [Wilmut, Ian] 

inventor 

England 

1997 

mammal cloned [1997] 

He cloned Dolly the sheep from adult sheep cells {mammal cloning}. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Medicine 

 

Ali ibn Rabn Tabari [Tabari, Ali ibn Rabn] or Ali Bin Rabn Tabari [Tabari, Ali Bin Rabn] 

physician 

Persia/Baghdad, Iraq 

860 

Paradise of Wisdom [860: about Indian and Greek medicine] 

He lived 838 to 923. 

 

Thomas Syndenham [Syndenham, Thomas] 

physician 

Londin, England 

1660 to 1682 

Epistolary Dissertation to Dr. Cole [1682]; On Hysteria [1682] 

He lived 1624 to 1689 and described diseases accurately. Hysteria in women and hypochondrias in men are similar. 

Hysterical symptoms often accompany depression. He invented opium tincture {laudanum, Syndenham} [1660]. 

 

Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis [Semmelweis, Ignaz Philipp] 

biologist 

Hungary/Vienna, Austria 

1847 to 1861 

Etiology, Concept, and Prophylaxis of Childbed Fever [1861] 

He lived 1818 to 1865 and started hand washing in chlorine solution [1847]. 

 

Louis Pasteur [Pasteur, Louis] 

biologist 

Paris, France 

1855 to 1883 

Germ Theory and its Application to Medicine and Surgery [1878] 

He lived 1822 to 1895 and studied yeast and fermentation [1855], developed pasteurization [1864], and developed 

rabies vaccine [1883]. Organic molecules can have chirality. Cells come from cells, with no spontaneous generation. 

 

Rudolf Virchow [Virchow, Rudolf] 

biologist 

Germany 

1858 

Cell Pathology [1858] 

He lived 1821 to 1902 and studied cell theory. Cells arise from each other over continual generations {Omnis cellula 

e cellula}. 

 

Joseph Lister [Lister, Joseph] 

biologist 

England 

1866 to 1877 



He lived 1827 to 1912, used carbolic acid on wounds to prevent infection [1866], and studied bacteria, antiseptics, 

heat sterilization, and operative techniques [1877]. 

 

David Ferrier [Ferrier, David] 

physician 

Britain 

1873 to 1890 

Experimental researches in cerebral physiology and pathology [1873]; Croonian Lecture: Experiments on brain of 

monkeys (second series) [1875]; Croonian Lectures on Cerebral Localisation [1890] 

He lived 1843 to 1928 and developed operations to treat brain injuries and diseases. Cerebral functions are in fixed 

brain areas. 

 

Carl Wernicke [Wernicke, Carl] 

neurologist/psychiatrist 

Germany 

1874 

Aphasic Syndrome [1874] 

He lived 1848 to 1905, studied sensory aphasia and word-usage and word-choice disorders, and invented language 

brain-flow diagrams. Alcoholics often have thiamine deficiency, which can cause encephalopathy. 

 

Robert Koch [Koch, Robert] 

biologist 

Wollstein, Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany 

1876 to 1890 

Anthrax [1877] 

He lived 1843 to 1910, stained bacteria [1877], grew bacterial colonies [1890], studied anthrax [1876], tuberculosis, 

and cholera, and developed tuberculin test [1890]. He developed Koch's postulates about disease. 

 

Joseph Breuer [Breuer, Joseph] 

physician 

Vienna, Austria 

1880 

Case of Anna O. [1880] 

He lived 1842 to 1925, studied hysteria using hypnosis, and discussed catharsis. Vagus nerve controls breathing. 

Semicircular canals are for balance. 

 

John Hughlings Jackson [Jackson, John Hughlings] 

neurologist 

Britain 

1881 to 1887 

Croonian Lectures on Evolution and Dissolution of the Nervous System [1881 to 1887] 

He lived 1835 to 1911. He noted focal-epilepsy involuntary-movement sequences and deduced motor-cortex 

excitable-area spatial patterns. Patients can utter words or phrases under stress or during high emotion, though they 

cannot speak voluntarily. 

 

Richard von Krafft-Ebing [Krafft-Ebing, Richard von] 

neurologist 

Germany 

1886 

Psychopathy of Sex [1886] 

He lived 1840 to 1902 and studied syphilitic infection, which can cause insanity and paralysis. 

 

Charles Mayo [Mayo, Charles]/William Mayo [Mayo, William] 

doctor 

USA 

1889 



Charles lived 1865 to 1939. William lived 1861 to 1939. They performed surgery at Mayo Clinic [1889]. 

 

Paul Ehrlich [Ehrlich, Paul] 

doctor 

Frankfurt, Germany 

1891 to 1925 

He lived 1854 to 1915. He used methylene blue as antimalarial drug [1891], trypan red and trypaflavin against 

trypanosomiasis, acriflavine as antibacterial, arsenical compounds (Carbarsone) against amoebas, arsenical compounds 

(Salvarsan and oxophenarsine) against syphilis bacteria [1907 to 1909]. He discovered drug resistance [1925]. 

 

Anton Breinl [Breinl, Anton]/Harold Wolferstam Thomas [Thomas, Harold Wolferstam] 

doctor 

Germany/England 

1905 to 1909 

Report on trypanosomes, trypanosomiasis and sleeping sickness [1905] 

Breinl lived 1880 to 1944 {sleeping sickness, drug}. Atoxyl kills trypanosomes [1905], which cause human 

trypanosomiasis. Thomas studied yellow fever. 

 

Peyton Rous [Rous, Peyton] 

biologist 

USA 

1909 to 1910 

Sarcoma of the common fowl [1910] 

He lived 1879 to 1970 and discovered first oncovirus, Rous sarcoma virus [1909]. 

 

Shepherd Ivery Franz [Franz, Shepherd Ivery] 

neuropsychologist 

USA 

1910 to 1923 

Functions of the Anterior and Posterior Association Areas of the Cerebrum [1910]; Handbook of Mental 

Examination Methods [1912]; Nervous and Mental Re-education [1923] 

He lived 1874 to 1933 and studied focal cerebral-cortex lesions, frontal-lobe functions, motor-center variability, and 

aphasia. 

 

Walter Bradford Cannon [Cannon, Walter Bradford] 

physiologist 

USA 

1911 to 1932 

Mechanical Factors of Digestion [1911]; Bodily Changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear and Rage [1915 and 1929]; Wisdom 

of the Body [1932] 

He lived 1871 to 1945 and studied psychosomatic disease and fear and rage biochemistry. Body maintains chemical 

and function equilibrium {homeostasis, Cannon}. Body uses feedback signals to indicate needs and to initiate action to 

obtain needs. 

 

Alexander Fleming [Fleming, Alexander] 

biologist 

England 

1928 

He lived 1881 to 1955. Penicillin is antibacterial drug [1928]. 

 

Lionel Sharples Penrose [Penrose, Lionel Sharples] 

physician 

Britain 

1933 

Biology of Mental Defect [1933] 



He lived 1898 to 1972 and studied mental deficiency and genetics of Down's syndrome and epiloia or tuberous 

sclerosis. Maternal age increases children's Down's syndrome, but paternal age does not. Subnormality is not 

qualitatively different than normal intelligence. Mental deficiency has many factors and causes, and people can perform 

well on some factors. Mental deficiency is more common in parents and relatives of people with IQ 50 or above than it 

is in parents of people with IQ lower than 50. 

 

Almeida Lima [Lima, Almeida] 

surgeon 

Spain 

1935 

He performed prefrontal lobe leucotomy to cure chronic anxiety, depression with suicide risk, and obsessive-

compulsive disorder [1935]. 

 

Wilder Graves Penfield [Penfield, Wilder Graves] 

neurosurgeon 

Canada 

1938 to 1975 

Cerebral Cortex of Man [1950: with Theodore B. Rasmussen]; Epilepsy and the Functional Anatomy of the Human 

Brain [1954: with H. Jasper]; Mystery of the Mind [1975] 

He lived 1891 to 1976, studied local epilepsy, found epileptic brain-lesion locations and extents [1938], and 

surgically treated local epilepsy. He electrically stimulated brains to find regions needed for language, but he also 

elicited images and sensations, which are same dream-like sensations that patients experience when epileptic [Penfield, 

1975] [Penfield and Perot, 1963]. Removing tissue did not delete sensation. 

 

Benjamin Spock [Spock, Benjamin] 

doctor 

USA 

1946 

Baby and Child Care [1946] 

He lived 1903 to 1998. 

 

Alfred C. Kinsey [Kinsey, Alfred C.]/Wardell B. Pomeroy [Pomeroy, Wardell B.]/Clyde E. Martin [Martin, 

Clyde E.] 

physician 

USA 

1948 to 1954 

Sexual Behavior in the Human Male [1948]; Sexual Behavior in the Human Female [1954] 

Kinsey lived 1894 to 1956. Pomeroy lived 1913 to 2001. Martin lived 1918 to ?. They studied sexual physiology and 

behavior. 

 

Vernon M. Ingram [Ingram, Vernon M.] 

biologist 

Germany/Sweden/England 

1956 

sickle cell anemia protein defect 

He lived 1924 to 2006. One amino-acid change in hemoglobin causes sickle cell anemia [1956]. 

 

Barry J. Marshall [Marshall, Barry J.]/J. Robin Warren [Warren, J. Robin] 

biologist 

USA 

1982 

Helicobacter pylori bacteria cause ulcers [1982]. 

 

Stanley B. Prusiner [Prusiner, Stanley B.] 

biologist 

USA 



1982 

Misshapen prion proteins cause scrapie [1982]. 

 

Robert Gallo [Gallo, Robert]/Luc Montagnier [Montagnier, Luc] 

biologist 

England 

1985 

DNA sequence of HIV published [1985]. 

 

Robert A. Weinberg [Weinberg, Robert A.] 

biologist 

USA 

1986 

He found first tumor suppressor gene, RB gene [1986]. 

 

Elliott Gershan [Gershan, Elliott]/Ronald Rieder [Rieder, Ronald] 

biologist 

USA 

1992 

Major Disorders of Mind and Brain [1992] 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Microbiology 

 

Theodor Escherich [Escherich, Theodor] 

biologist 

Graz, Germany 

1885 

On Intestinal Bacteria of Infants [1886]; Escherichia coli discovered [1885] 

He lived 1857 to 1911. 

 

Frederick W. Twort [Twort, Frederick W.] 

biologist 

England 

1915 

bacteriophage discovered [1915] 

He lived 1877 to 1950. Félix d'Hérelle discovered it in 1917. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Naturalists 

 

John Muir [Muir, John] 

naturalist 

USA 

1868 to 1890 

Treasure of the Yosemite [1890]; Features of the Proposed National Park [1890] 

He lived 1838 to 1942 and wrote about the beauty and meaning of nature, especially after visiting Yosemite [1868]. 

 

John Burroughs [Burroughs, John] 

naturalist 

USA 

1907 to 1910 

Camping and Tramping with Roosevelt [1907]; In the Catskills [1910] 

He lived 1837 to 1921. 

 

Joseph Wood Crutch [Crutch, Joseph Wood] 

naturalist 

USA 



1929 to 1954 

Modern Temper [1929]; Measure of Man [1954] 

He lived 1893 to 1970. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Origin Of Life 

 

Johann Baptista van Helmont [van Helmont, Johann Baptista] 

biologist 

London, England 

1622 to 1644 

On the development of medicine [1622]; Physic Refined [1648: translated into English in 1662] 

He lived 1577 to 1644. Plants make organic materials and do not get them from soil, which stays same weight while 

plant grows. 

 

Francesco Redi [Redi, Francesco] 

biologist 

Italy 

1668 

He lived 1626 to 1697 and proved spontaneous generation does not happen, by showing that maggots did not come 

from meat [1668]. 

 

Matthias J. Schleiden [Schleiden, Matthias J.] 

anatomist 

Jena, Germany 

1838 

Contributions to Phytogenesis [1838] 

He lived 1804 to 1881 and invented plant cell theory. Cells are life units. 

 

Theodor Schwann [Schwann, Theodor] 

anatomist 

Berlin, Germany 

1838 

Microscopic Research of the Structure and Growth of Animals and Plants [1838] 

He lived 1810 to 1882 and invented animal cell theory. Cells are life units. 

 

John B. S. Haldane [Haldane, John B. S.] 

biologist 

England 

1926 to 1932 

Possible Worlds [1926]; Causes of Evolution [1932] 

He lived 1892 to 1964. In atmosphere or ocean, ultraviolet radiation, volcanic heat, lightning, and radioactive-nuclei 

ionizing radiation can make complex organic molecules from nitrogen, methane, ammonia, water, carbon dioxide, and 

hydrogen {Oparin-Haldane hypothesis, Haldane}. 

 

Aleksandr Ivanovich Oparin [Oparin, Aleksandr Ivanovich] 

biologist 

Russia 

1926 to 1960 

Origin of Life [1936] 

He lived 1894 to 1980. Glycerin molecules mixed with other molecules can clump together to make stable gel 

coascervates [1926]. Other molecules can enter, interact inside, and leave glycerin. In atmosphere or ocean, ultraviolet 

radiation, volcanic heat, lightning, and radioactive-nuclei ionizing radiation can make complex organic molecules from 

nitrogen, methane, ammonia, water, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen {Oparin-Haldane hypothesis}. 

 

George Wald [Wald, George] 

biologist 



USA 

1934 to 1954 

Original Life [1954] 

He lived 1906 to 1997, studied life's origin, and studied found retina vitamin A [1934]. 

 

Stanley Miller [Miller, Stanley] 

biologist 

USA 

1953 to 1954 

He lived 1930 to ?. Methane, ammonia, and water heated by electric arcs make amino acids [1953 to 1954]. 

However, amino acids only polymerize if conditions are hot and dry. 

 

Leslie Orgel [Orgel, Leslie] 

biologist 

USA 

1963 to 1970 

Maintenance of the accuracy of protein synthesis and its relevance to ageing [1963]; Origins of Life: Molecules and 

Natural Selection [1970] 

Freezing can concentrate and align organic molecules to make nucleic acids, such as adenine [1970]. Mutations 

degrade good working genetic code to make it more varied {error catastrophe, Orgel}, and this process adds to genetic 

variability [1963]. 

 

Clifford N. Matthews [Matthews, Clifford N.] 

biologist 

USA 

1966 to 1975 

Serine and threonine-containing heteropolypeptides [1966: with R. E. Moser]; Heteropolypeptides from poly-alpha-

cyanoglycine and hydrogen cyanide. Model for origin of proteins [1975] 

Heteropolypeptides can come from hydrogen cyanide [1966]. Dry heating HCN makes heteropolyamidines. Water 

converts them to polypeptides. 

 

Gunter Wachtershauser [Wachtershauser, Gunter] 

lawyer 

Germany 

1988 

He studied life's origin [1988]. Hydrothermal-vent iron, nickel, and sulfur ions act as catalysts, templates, and energy 

sources to form biological molecules. Pyrite surfaces hold molecules. 

 

Paul C. W. Davies [Davies, Paul C. W.] 

chemist 

USA 

1989 to 1998 

New Physics [1989: editor]; About Time: Einstein's Unfinished Revolution [1995]; Fifth Miracle: The Search for the 

Origin of Life [1998] 

He studied relativity and life's origin. 

 

Robert M. Hazen [Hazen, Robert M.] 

chemist 

USA 

1996 to 2000 

Comparative Crystal Chemistry [1982: with L. W. Finger]; High-Temperature and High-Pressure Crystal Chemistry 

[2000] 

Minerals have crevices in which molecules can hide from ultraviolet light and become concentrated [1996]. Clay and 

mineral surfaces can be chemical-reaction substrates, catalysts, and templates. Minerals, such as calcite, can have 

chirality and select for L or R organic molecules. Biological-molecule metal ions can act as catalysts or energy sources. 



Magnetite can catalyze ammonia formation from nitrogen and hydrogen. Iron, nickel, and sulfur ions are in 

hydrothermal vents. 

 

Freeman Dyson [Dyson, Freeman] 

chemist 

England/USA 

1999 

Origins of Life [1999] 

He lived 1923 to ?. 

 

BIOL>Biology>History>Physiology 

 

John Jones [Jones, John] 

physician 

London, England 

1700 

Mysteries of Opium Reveal'd [1700] 

He studied opium effects. 

 

Luigi Galvani [Galvani, Luigi] 

physiologist 

Italy 

1780 

He lived 1737 to 1798 and observed frog muscles twitch when touched by electrified wires {galvanic stimulation} 

[1780]. 

 

Thomas Beddoes [Beddoes, Thomas] 

physician 

London, England 

1793 to 1807 

Observations on the Nature of Demonstrative Evidence [1793]; Essay on the Causes, Early Signs and Prevention of 

Pulmonary Consumption [1799]; Essay on Fever [1807]; Hygeia, or Essays Moral and Medical [1807] 

He lived 1760 to 1808 and discovered analgesic effects of nitrous oxide [1798]. 

 

Johann Gaspar Spurzheim [Spurzheim, Johann Gaspar] 

biologist 

Germany 

1810 to 1815 

Anatomy and Physiology of the Nervous System in General [1810 to 1815: first two volumes, with Gall] 

He lived 1776 to 1832 and studied memory storage and retrieval and physiological bases of normal brain function. 

 

François Magendie [Magendie, François] 

physiologist 

Paris, France 

1817 to 1822 

Summary of Physiology [1817] 

He lived 1783 to 1855, studied emetine and morphine drugs, and studied iodides and bromides in nutrition. He 

poisoned animals with Javanese arrow poison in various ways, described convulsions and asphyxia, sectioned spinal 

cord, and isolated strychnine [1818]. Spinal-nerve anterior and posterior roots have separate functions {Bell-Magendie 

law, Magendie}: dorsal root is sensory, and ventral root is motor [1822]. 

 

William Beaumont [Beaumont, William] 

biologist 

USA 

1822 to 1833 

Experiments and Observations on the Gastric Juice and the Physiology of Digestion [1833] 



He lived 1785 to 1853 and observed stomach functions [1822 to 1833]. 

 

Henri Dutrochet [Dutrochet, Henri] 

biologist 

France 

1824 to 1830 

Mechanistic Materialism and General Psychology [1830] 

He lived 1776 to 1847, studied osmosis [1824], studied plant respiration and light sensitivity [1824 to 1830], and 

worked on cell theory. 

 

Johannes Peter Müller [Müller, Johannes Peter] 

physiologist/anatomist 

Berlin, Germany 

1833 to 1840 

Handbook of Physiology [1833 to 1840] 

He lived 1801 to 1858 and founded modern physiology. Sensation type depends on stimulated neurons, not on what 

stimulates them {doctrine of specific nerve energies, Muller}. 

 

Carlo Matteucci [Matteucci, Carlo] 

physiologist 

Italy 

1842 

On a physiological phenomenon produced by contracting muscles [1842] 

He lived 1811 to 1868. Muscle cells have electric current [1842]. 

 

Horace Wells [Wells, Horace] 

dentist 

USA 

1844 

He lived 1815 to 1848 and first used nitrous-oxide anesthetic [1844] when he extracted his tooth. 

 

Emil Heinrich Du Bois-Reymond [Du Bois-Reymond, Emil Heinrich] 

physiologist 

Germany 

1845 to 1877 

Researches on Animal Electricity [1848 and 1860: two volumes] 

He lived 1818 to 1896. Nerve cells have resting potential [1845] that decreases with nerve impulse. Nerves conduct 

electricity. Nerve impulses transmit chemically [1877]. 

 

Arnold A. Berthold [Berthold, Arnold A.] 

biologist 

Berlin, Germany 

1849 

Transplantation of Testes [1849] 

He lived 1803 to 1861 and studied hormones [1849] and transplantation. 

 

Claude Bernard [Bernard, Claude] 

physiologist 

Paris, France 

1849 to 1865 

Lessons on Phenomena of Life in Animals and Plants [1863]; Introduction to the study of internal medicine [1865] 

He lived 1813 to 1878, studied pancreas [1849], studied liver and carbohydrates [1851], and noted curare's effects on 

nerve transmission to muscle [1853]. Anesthetics affect single cell organisms, such as green slime mold, amoebae, and 

paramecia [1875]. Internal environments {milieu interieur} can have constancies {homeostasis, Bernard}. 

 



Bernhard A. von Gudden [Gudden, Bernhard A. von] 

biologist 

Germany 

1870 to 1874 

Anomalies of the Human Skull [1870]; Experimental Studies of Skull Growth [1874] 

He lived 1824 to 1886. After axons are cut, neuron cell bodies often die and disappear {retrograde cell degeneration} 

[1870], providing method to study nerve pathways. 

 

Louis-Antoine Ranvier [Ranvier, Louis-Antoine] 

anatomist 

Paris, France 

1878 

Lessons on the histology of the nervous system [1878] 

He lived 1835 to 1922 and studied neuron axons and conduction [1878]. 

 

Francis Gotch [Gotch, Francis] 

biochemist 

England 

1899 

He lived 1853 to 1913 and studied nerve impulse, which has refractory period [1899]. 

 

Shelford Bidwell [Bidwell, Shelford] 

barrister 

Britain 

1899 to 1909 

Curiosities of Light and Vision [1899] 

He lived 1848 to 1909. Alternating flashing lights can make afterimages {Bidwell's ghost}. 

 

Julius Bernstein [Bernstein, Julius] 

biochemist 

Germany 

1902 to 1912 

Investigations into the Thermodynamics of Bioelectrical Currents [1902]; Electrobiology [1912] 

He lived 1839 to 1917 and measured nerve-impulse conduction speed [1902]. Neural ion concentrations change 

slightly during nerve impulses and cause nerve potential differences and action potentials {membrane theory} [1902 to 

1912]. Local electric current flows between axon resting region and impulse region and causes depolarization {local 

circuit hypothesis}. This was idea of Ludimar Hermann. 

 

Ivan Petrovich Pavlov [Pavlov, Ivan Petrovich] 

physiologist 

St. Petersburg, Russia 

1902 to 1927 

Work of the Digestive Glands [1902]; Conditional Reflexes [1927] 

He lived 1849 to 1936 and studied neurosis, peripheral nerves, digestion physiology, classical conditioning, and 

reflexes. 

Contradictory stimuli can disturb balance between nervous-system excitatory and inhibitory processes, and 

personality affects whether neurosis develops. 

Vagus nerve controls blood pressure, and four nerves control and vary heartbeat rhythm and intensity. Depending on 

saliva and food, tasting food {sham feeding} can release gastric juice, which has enzymes {enterokinase}. 

Dogs associate neutral stimulus with reflex. Conditional reflex forms more easily if unconditional stimulus, such as 

food, follows conditional stimulus, such as bell, than if they are simultaneous or if conditional stimulus follows 

unconditional stimulus. Conditional reflex forms more easily if conditional stimulus is nearer in time to unconditional 

stimulus. Conditional stimulus that starts just before unconditional stimulus is as effective as conditional stimulus that 

started long before unconditional stimulus and lasted until just before. More intense conditional and unconditional 

stimuli cause greater conditioned responses. Training conditional stimulus allows testing similar conditional stimuli to 

investigate animal sense discriminations. External inhibition, internal inhibition, new environments, and new stimuli 



affect conditioning. If conditional and unconditional stimuli no longer pair, conditioned reflex gradually decreases. 

Maintaining conditioned reflex requires regular reinforcement. Conditioned reflex is similar to other reflexes. 

Conditional reflex formation is adaptation whereby animal can survive better in changing environment. 

 

Frederick Frost Blackman [Blackman, Frederick Frost] 

biologist 

England 

1905 to 1922 

Optima and Limiting Factors [1905]; Problem of Plant Respiration considered as a Catalytic Process [1922] 

He lived 1866 to 1947 and studied light and dark photosynthesis [1905]. 

 

Harvey Cushing [Cushing, Harvey] 

biologist 

USA 

1908 to 1912 

Pituitary Body and its Disorders [1912] 

He lived 1869 to 1939, stimulated brains and elicited sensation without movement [1908], and described Cushing's 

syndrome [1912]. 

 

Keith Lucas [Lucas, Keith] 

biochemist 

England 

1909 

He lived 1879 to 1916 and studied nerve impulse, with Francis Gotch. Nerve impulse is all-or-nothing, with 

refractory period afterward [1909]. 

 

Hans Henning [Henning, Hans] 

biologist 

Germany 

1916 to 1924 

Smell [1916 and 1924]; Qualities of Tastes [1916]; New Example of Complex Synaesthesia [1923] 

He lived 1885 to 1946. He identified four bitter, salty, sour, and sweet primary tastes [1924], which he put at 

tetrahedron corners. He identified six primary smells [1916], which he put at prism corners. 

 

Herbert McLean Evans [Evans, Herbert McLean]/Joseph Abraham Long [Long, Joseph Abraham] 

biologist 

USA 

1921 

Evans lived 1882 to 1971. Long lived 1879 to 1953. They isolated human growth hormone [1921]. 

 

Otto Loewi [Loewi, Otto] 

biochemist 

Graz, Austria 

1921 

He lived 1873 to 1961, proved that neurotransmitters cross junction between nerve cells, using vagus nerve to heart, 

and so proved that synapses were chemical not electrical [1921], and studied acetylcholine chemical synapse. 

 

Edgar D. Adrian [Adrian, Edgar D.] 

doctor 

England 

1925 to 1928 

Basis of Sensation [1928] 

He lived 1889 to 1977 and recorded afferent-nerve impulses, with Lucas' capillary electrometer [1925]. Neurons use 

impulse-frequency modulation. 

 



Karl Spencer Lashley [Lashley, Karl Spencer] 

neuropsychologist 

USA 

1930 to 1956 

Brain Mechanisms and Intelligence [1930]; Functional Determinants of Cerebral Localization [1937]; Cerebral 

Organization and Behavior [1956] 

He lived 1890 to 1958 and studied cerebral-cortex lesion effects on intelligence, rat maze learning [1920 to 1930], 

and mass-action law [Lashley, 1956]. 

 

Louis Flexner [Flexner, Louis] 

biologist 

USA 

1933 to 1963 

Some problems of the origin, circulation, and absorption of the cerebrospinal fluid [1933]; Chemistry and Nature of 

the Cerebrospinal Fluid [1934]; Memory in mice as affected by intracerebral puromycin [1963: with J. B. Flexner and 

E. Stellar] 

He lived 1902 to 1996. Long-term memory needs protein synthesis. 

 

Henry Dale [Dale, Henry] 

physiologist 

England 

1936 

He lived 1875 to 1968 and studied chemical synapses [1936]. 

 

Alan Hodgkin [Hodgkin, Alan]/Andrew F. Huxley [Huxley, Andrew F.] 

biochemist 

England 

1937 to 1952 

Currents carried by sodium and potassium ions [1952] 

Hodgkin lived 1914 to 1998. Huxley lived 1917 to ?. They used squid giant axons to prove that ions flow across 

membrane rather than down axon {local circuit hypothesis, Hodgkin}, by locally increasing and decreasing 

extracellular-fluid conductivity [1937]. Sodium ions have ion channels, and potassium ions have separate ion channels. 

During action potentials, membranes are first more permeable to sodium ions, flowing in, and then potassium ions, 

flowing out, so potential becomes negative {Hodgkin-Huxley theory} [1952]. 

 

Nicholas A. Bernstein [Bernstein, Nicholas A.] 

physiologist 

Russia 

1947 to 1966 

On the Construction of Movements [1947]; Coordination and Regulation of Movements [1967] 

He lived 1896 to 1966 and developed sensation fields {afferent field, Bernstein}. He studied feedback and 

feedforward mechanisms. He studied human coordination and movement physiology by photographing lights fastened 

to arms and legs. Human movements have patterns and structures, and people maintain basic patterns no matter which 

organ or limb they use [Bernstein, 1947]. 

 

Bernard Katz [Katz, Bernard] 

biologist 

England 

1948 to 1949 

He lived 1911 to 2003. Action potentials open calcium-ion channels, and calcium inflow leads to release of 5000-

transmitter-molecule packets from synaptic vesicles into synapse. 

 

John Cade [Cade, John] 

biologist 

Australia 

1949 



He lived 1912 to 1980 and used lithium carbonate to treat mania [1949]. 

 

José Delgado [Delgado, José] 

psychologist 

USA 

1952 to 1969 

Physical Control of the Mind [1969] 

He lived 1915 to ?. Amygdala stimulation by electrodes {stimoceiver} can trigger aggressive behavior [1955]. 

 

Stephen Kuffler [Kuffler, Stephen] 

biochemist 

USA 

1953 

He lived 1913 to 1980. Cat-retina ON-center and OFF-center ganglion cells respond to illumination changes [1953]. 

 

Vincent du Vigneaud [Vigneaud, Vincent du] 

biologist 

France 

1953 

He lived 1901 to 1978 and discovered vasopressin [1953]. 

 

René Couteaux [Couteaux, René] 

biologist 

France 

1961 to 1970 

He lived 1909 to 1999. Synaptic vesicles release transmitter packets only at active synapse zones {active zone}, 

where calcium ion channels are [1961]. 

 

Bernard W. Agranoff [Agranoff, Bernard W.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1967 

Memory and protein synthesis [1967] 

He lived 1926 to ?. Long-term memory needs protein synthesis. 

 

Seymour Benzer [Benzer, Seymour] 

biologist 

USA 

1967 

Behavioral mutants of Drosophila isolated by counter current distribution [1967] 

He lived 1921 to ?, studied fruit flies, and mutated single genes to affect courtship rituals, vision, circadian rhythms, 

memory, and learning. He found proteins used in non-declarative memory. 

 

Vernon Rowland [Rowland, Vernon]/Robert Blumenthal [Blumenthal, Robert] 

biologist 

USA 

1974 

Dynamic Patterns of Brain Cell Assemblies [1974] 

 

Eric R. Kandel [Kandel, Eric R.] 

biologist 

USA 

1974 to 2000 

Small Systems of Neurons [1974]; Cellular Basis of Behavior [1976]; Behavioral Biology of Aplysia [1979]; 

Biological Basis of Learning and Individuality [1992: with Robert Hawkins]; Memory from Mind to Molecules [2000: 

with Larry Squire] 



He studied learning and memory in marine snails. 

 

James S. Albus [Albus, James S.] 

biologist 

USA 

1975 

He developed Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller [1975]. 

 

Russell L. DeValois [DeValois, Russell L.] 

biologist 

USA 

1975 to 1988 

Spatial Vision [1988: with Karen K. DeValois] 

He showed that visual cortical neurons respond to frequency rather than edges or lines {direct spatial information} 

[1975]. They detect fundamental frequency and higher frequencies, together with orientation. He used gratings, 

checkerboards, and plaid patterns. Results matched results expected from analysis by Fourier transforms. 

 

Michael A. Arbib [Arbib, Michael A.] 

psychologist 

England/USA 

1975 to 1995 

Metaphorical Brain [1972]; Handbook of Brain Theory and Neural Networks [1995] 

He lived 1940 to ?. 

 

Bruce S. McEwen [McEwen, Bruce S.] 

biologist 

USA 

1976 

Interactions between Hormones and Nerve Tissue [1976] 

 

E. George Gray [Gray, E. George] 

biologist 

England 

1977 

Synapse [1977] 

 

Imrich Friedmann [Friedmann, Imrich] 

biologist 

USA 

1979 

Human Ear [1979] 

 

Gunther Palm [Palm, Gunther] 

biologist 

Germany 

1982 

Neural Assemblies [1982] 

 

Franz Huber [Huber, Franz]/John Thorson [Thorson, John] 

biologist 

USA 

1985 

Cricket Auditory Communication [1985] 

 

Francisco Varela [Varela, Francisco] 

biologist 



USA 

1988 to 1999 

Embodied Mind [1991]; View from Within [1999] 

He lived 1946 to 2001 and studied neurophenomenology. Living cells rebuild themselves {autopoiesis, Varela} 

[1988], with Maturana. 

 

J. Allan Hobson [Hobson, J. Allan] 

biologist 

USA 

1989 to 2002 

Sleep [1989]; Chemistry of Conscious States [1994]; Dreaming as Delirium [1999]; Consciousness [1999]; 

Dreaming [2002] 

He studied sleep and developed AIM model [Hobson, 2002]. 

 

Roger Nicoll [Nicoll, Roger] 

biologist 

USA 

1991 

Special neuron stimulation can cause excitation over hours, involving protein-kinase phosphorylation after calcium-

ion influx [1991]. 

 

Richard Morris [Morris, Richard] 

biologist 

Scotland 

1997 

Only active synapses can take up protein to permanently alter synapse [1997], with Uwe Frey. 

 

Hans Flohr [Flohr, Hans] 

neuroscientist 

Germany 

2000 

Inhibition or blocking of NMDA receptor complexes, as done by ketamine and nitrous oxide, causes 

unconsciousness [2000]. Consciousness is a high-level representation that brain has representations, using NMDA-

receptor-linked cell assemblies firing synchronously [Flohr, 2000]. However, NMDA receptors are just as involved in 

non-conscious processes [Hardcastle, 2000]. Many anesthetics, such as etomidate, act on other sites [Franks and Lieb, 

2000]. 
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Ernst Heinrich Weber [Weber, Ernst Heinrich] 

physiologist 

Leipzig, Germany 

1820 to 1846 

On vision and hearing in humans and animals [1820]; Additions to the Theory of Construction and Function of the 

Genital Organs [1846] 

He lived 1795 to 1878, studied psychophysics, invented theory of signs {Lokalzeichentheorie}, measured skin 

sensitivity to separated stimuli [1826], studied inhibition by vagus nerve [1845], and developed law of sensation 

[1834], with Fechner. People can distinguish between two similar sensations {just-noticeable difference}. For each 

sense, ratio of just-noticeable-difference to intensity is approximately constant for all intensities. Subjective sensation 

increases as logarithm of physical-stimulus magnitude. Just-noticeable difference increases in direct proportion to 

stimulus intensity. If I is sensation intensity, intensity change divided by intensity equals constant {Weber-Fechner 

law} {Weber's law}: (I2 - I1) / I1 = Weber's constant. Weber's constant {Weber fraction} represents smallest stimulus 

intensity difference that people can perceive. If intensity is higher, differences must be larger for people to perceive 

them. Weber's constant is typically greater than one to three percent, differs for different senses, and tends to increase 

with age. 

 



Jean A. Brillat-Savarin [Brillat-Savarin, Jean A.] 

judge 

France 

1825 

Physiology of Taste [1825: about food and philosophy] 

He lived 1755 to 1826. 

 

Willy Kuhne [Kuhne, Willy] 

physiologist 

Heidelberg, Germany 

1877 to 1900 

On the red of the retina [1877] 

He lived 1837 to 1900 and found rhodopsin retinal pigment {visual purple} in rod photoreceptors for twilight vision 

[1877]. 

 

Ewald Hering [Hering, Ewald] 

physiologist 

Austria 

1878 

Theory of Light Sensing [1878] 

He lived 1834 to 1918. Lung receptors signal distension, stop inspiration {Hering-Breuer reflex}, and partly control 

respiration. 

He explained brightness perception, color vision, afterimages, and complementary colors by starting from neutral 

point and moving in anabolic or catabolic direction {opponent color theory, Hering}. Yellow does not subjectively 

appear to mix green and red and is stable over intensity changes, so yellow is a primary-color complement. Eye-

movement, color-detection, and brightness-detection mechanisms are inborn. People see unique blue, unique green, and 

unique yellow, because they affect all three cones and, at that wavelength, people perceive no other color mixed in. 

People do not see unique red, because only two cones affect red. 

Brain substance can contain memories, and memory is a material process, because memory survives 

unconsciousness and sleep. 

 

Jean Henri Fabré [Fabré, Jean Henri] 

entomologist 

Paris, France 

1879 to 1907 

Souvenirs of Entomology [1879 to 1907] 

He lived 1823 to 1915 and studied insect behavior and sense capacities. 

 

Max von Frey [Frey, Max von] 

physiologist 

Göttingen, Germany 

1885 to 1904 

Journal of Mathematical Physics [1896]; Four Cutaneous Senses [1904]; heart-lung machine [1885] 

He lived 1852 to 1932 and studied pain and touch sensations. 

 

Karl Ritter von Frisch [von Frisch, Karl Ritter] 

ethologist 

Austria/USA 

1940 to 1974 

Bees: Their Vision, Chemical Senses, and Language [1950]; Animal Architecture [1974] 

He lived 1886 to 1983. Fish can have color vision and can hear. Special honeybees {scout honeybee} convey 

information about food-source direction and distance by performing symbolic dances after they return to hive floor. 

Bee determines direction in reference to Sun or to sky light-polarization angle, detectable by bee compound eye. 

Dances have a symmetry line, which indicates food-source direction. Dance kinds and speeds indicate food-source 

distance: slow and round for near and fast, and waggly for far. 

 



Humberto R. Maturana [Maturana, Humberto R.] 

biologist 

USA 

1959 to 1992 

What the Frog's Eye Tells the Frog's Brain [1959: with Lettvin, McCulloch, and Pitts]; Tree of Knowledge [1992: 

with Francisco Varela] 

He lived 1928 to ?. Living cells rebuild themselves {autopoiesis, Maturana}. 

 

Torsten Nils Wiesel [Wiesel, Torsten Nils] 

physiologist/biologist 

Sweden/USA 

1962 to 1968 

Receptive Fields, Binocular Interaction and Functional Architecture in the Cat's Visual Cortex [1962 with Hubel]; 

Receptive Fields and Functional Architecture of Monkey Striate Cortex [1968: with Hubel] 

He lived 1924 to ? and studied visual-cortex organization, with David Hubel. Not using eye during critical or 

sensitive period to detect stimulus feature makes visual cortex unable to detect stimulus feature {sensory deprivation, 

Wiesel}. 

 

David H. Hubel [Hubel, David H.] 

biologist 

USA 

1962 to 1988 

Receptive Fields, Binocular Interaction and Functional Architecture in the Cat's Visual Cortex [1962: with Wiesel]; 

Receptive Fields and Functional Architecture of Monkey Striate Cortex [1968: with Wiesel]; Eye, Brain, and Vision 

[1988] 

He lived 1926 to ? and studied visual-cortex organization, with Torsten Wiesel. Not using eye during critical or 

sensitive period to detect stimulus features makes visual cortex unable to detect stimulus features. 

Brain detects color in round vertical columns, located 0.5 mm apart in regular arrays between primary-visual-cortex 

orientation columns, using double-opponent neurons, with both ON-center and OFF-center circular fields, to compare 

colors. He found blobs by staining primary visual cortex with cytochrome oxidase (CO), with Margaret Livingstone. 

Interblob regions detect orientation. 

 

Geoffrey V. T. Matthews [Matthews, Geoffrey V. T.] 

biologist 

USA 

1973 

Orientation and Position-finding by Birds [1973] 

 

Christof Koch [Koch, Christof] 

biologist 

USA 

1994 to 2004 

Large-Scale Neuronal Theories of the Brain [1994: with Joel L. Davis]; Biophysics of Computation [1999]; Quest 

for Consciousness [2004] 

He lived 1956 to ?. Neural activity differs in dreaming, awake, or brain-damaged {activity principle, Koch}. 

Different animal types can have different neural-activity patterns. Perhaps, some neuron set has same ion channels, 

shape, receptors, axons, or biochemistry {neuronal correlates of consciousness, Koch}. 
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William Osler [Osler, William] 

surgeon 

USA 

1892 to 1905 

Principles and Practice of Medicine [1892]; Fixed Period [1905] 

He lived 1849 to 1919. 
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Jean-Baptiste de Lamarck [Lamarck, Jean-Baptiste de] 

anatomist 

Paris, France 

1778 to 1822 

French Flora [1778]; Animal Philosophy [1809]; Natural History of the Invertebrates [1815 to 1822] 

He lived 1744 to 1829 and studied invertebrate paleontology and invertebrate classification. Environment forces 

animals to acquire new characteristics through learning. What individual experience learns, offspring can inherit 

{Lamarckianism, Lamarck}. However, Lamarckianism is only true for minor specialized cellular transmittance. 

 

Erasmus Darwin [Darwin, Erasmus] 

physician/scientist 

Britain 

1794 to 1796 

Zoonomia or The Laws of Organic Life [1794 to 1796] 

He lived 1731 to 1802. 

 

Thomas Vernon Wollaston [Wollaston, Thomas Vernon] 

anatomist 

England 

1856 

Variation of Species [1856] 

He lived 1822 to 1878. 

 

Herbert Spencer Jennings [Jennings, Herbert Spencer] 

zoologist 

USA 

1904 to 1906 

Contributions to the Study of the Behavior of Lower Organisms [1904]; Behavior of the Lower Organisms [1906] 

He lived 1868 to 1947 and studied invertebrates. 

 

Charles Beebe [Beebe, Charles] 

biologist 

USA 

1918 to 1934 

Monograph of the Pheasants [1918 to 1922]; bathysphere [1934] 

He lived 1877 to 1962 and deep-sea dived. 

 

Roger Tory Peterson [Peterson, Roger Tory] 

biologist 

USA 

1934 to 1980 

Field Guide to the Birds [1934 to 1980] 

He lived 1908 to 1996 and studied birds. 

 

Marston Bates [Bates, Marston] 

biologist 

USA 

1949 to 1950 

Natural History of Mosquitoes [1949]; Nature of Natural History [1950] 

He lived 1906 to 1974 and studied mosquitoes. 

 

James L. Gould [Gould, James L.] 

biologist 



USA 

1988 

Honey Bee [1988] 

 

Brock Fenton [Fenton, Brock] 

biologist 

USA 

1992 

Bats [1992: Facts on File] 

 

BIOL>Cell 

 

cell in biology 

Biochemical structures {cell, biology} surrounded by membrane have 750 small molecules and 2000 

macromolecules. Living cells have diameter 10^-5 meters and mass 10^-14 grams. Cells are sensitive to temperature 

change, chemicals, light, and touch. Chemical reactions take 0.001 seconds. Sunlight provides energy, directly for 

plants and indirectly for animals. 

movement 

Cells can move by amoeboid motion, cilia, cyclosis, flagella, or pinocytosis. 

 

cell theory 

Living things are cells or cell groups {cell theory}. Organism activities result only from cell actions. New cells form 

by cell division. All cells are similar. 

 

extracellular matrix 

Cell groups have extracellular fluids and matrices. Fluids outside cells supply nutrients. Connective tissue 

{extracellular matrix}| (ECM) supports body organs. Connective tissue has collagen, elastin, glycoproteins, and 

glycosaminoglycans. Glycoproteins include laminin, fibronectin, enactin, and nidogen. Glycosaminoglycans include 

ground substance, heparan sulfate, and proteoglycans. 

Activated macrophages and trophoblast cells produce proteinases to break down ECM. Tumors produce gelatinase, 

glycosidase, hyaluronidase, and heparanase. 

 

lysis 

Cell membranes can rupture {lysis}|. 

 

sensitivity of cell 

All cells are sensitive to temperature change, chemicals, light, and touch {sensitivity, cell}. Specialized cells can 

respond to sounds, pressures, positions, molecules, temperatures, and light color, intensity, or direction. 

 

ribozyme 

RNA enzymes {ribozyme} can regulate biochemical reactions. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Kinds 

 

endothelia 

blood-vessel-lining cells {endothelia}|. 

 

fibroblast in skin 

Skin cells {fibroblast, skin} can grow in culture for return under skin or in peritoneum. 

 

hematopoietic cell 

Bone-marrow cells {hematopoietic cell}| can make blood cells. 

 

hepatocyte 

Liver cells {hepatocyte}| can grow in culture for return to liver, spleen, or portal vein. 

 



immortalized cell 

Cell {immortalized cell} lines can keep dividing without limit. 

 

multinucleate cell 

Muscle fibers {multinucleate cell}| have multiple nuclei. 

 

myoblast 

Skeletal-muscle stem cells {myoblast}| fuse to make muscle fibers. 

 

pluripotency 

Cells can become any cell type {pluripotency}. Oct3/4, Sox2, c-Myc, and Klf4 proteins can restore pluripotency in 

adult cells {induced pluripotent stem cell} {IPS cell} {iPS cell}. Retroviruses, adenoviruses, or plasmids can take 

proteins into cells. However, c-Myc causes cancer, and retrovirus stays in cells. 

 

satellite cell 

Skeletal-muscle-tissue stem cells {satellite cell} remain beside muscle fibers and are for regeneration. They can 

grow in culture and return to muscle. 

 

stem cell 

Embryonic stem cells can become specific for organs and remain in protected regulatory niches. They can later 

divide to keep one cell {stem cell}| and make one cell for further division. Stem cells can become cancerous. 

 

synctitium 

Cell groups {synctitium}| can have links and function as wholes. 

 

synctium 

Cell groups can dissolve membranes and fuse to make multinucleated cytoplasm {synctium}| surrounded by 

membrane. 

 

temperature-sensitive cells 

Mutant organisms {temperature-sensitive cell} can have proteins sensitive to temperature and die or stop growing at 

higher temperatures. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Kinds>Plasm 

 

germ plasm 

reproductive cells {germ plasm}|. 

 

somatoplasm 

body cells {somatoplasm}. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Organelle 

 

organelle 

Cell parts {organelle}| {cell organelle} are plant cell wall, plasma membrane, nucleus, nucleolus, mitochondria, 

plastid, lysosome, Golgi complex, smooth endoplasmic reticulum, rough endoplasmic reticulum, centriole, and 

vacuole. 

 

membrane of cell 

Two-layer phospholipids {plasma membrane} {membrane, cell}| {cell membrane} surround cytoplasm and have 

integrated proteins. Phospholipid polar ends point toward outsides. Non-polar ends are between layers. Unsaturated 

fatty acids and other non-polar molecules can diffuse quickly through non-polar cell membrane. 

proteins 

Cell membrane has 25% of cell protein. Membrane proteins can help make phospholipids. Membrane proteins have 

patterns caused by external and internal electric forces. 



proteins: channels 

Membrane proteins {permion} can have channels that allow cations to pass from side with high concentration to side 

with low concentration. Cations control permion opening and closing. By active transport using energy from ATP and 

proteins, molecules can go across membrane from side with low concentration to side with high concentration. 

proteins: receptors 

Protein receptors {cell surface receptor} bind circulating proteins and can facilitate transport across cell membranes. 

 

cell wall 

Plant cells have cellulose layers {cell wall}| around plasma membranes, for cell support. 

 

mitochondrion 

In cytoplasm, animal cells have oblong bodies {mitochondrion}| with double membranes. Inner membrane has many 

folds {cristae}, holding oxidative-phosphorylation and TCA-cycle enzymes. Mitochondria have small DNA circles. 

 

vacuole 

Cells can have cell membrane {vacuole}| surrounding liquid, oil, food, starch, or protein. Protozoa vacuoles can fill 

with water and then pump water out. 

 

centromere 

Animal and lower plant cells have chromosomes, which have centers {centromere}| where microtubules attach. 

After chromosome duplication, microtubules pull one chromosome to one side and the other chromosome to other side, 

preparing cell nucleus and cell to split into two cells. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Organelle>Nucleus 

 

nucleus 

Animal and plant cells have DNA-containing oval bodies {nucleus, cell}|, surrounded by double membrane. Nuclear 

membranes extend into cytoplasm as endoplasmic reticulum tubes and end at Golgi complex. 

 

nucleolus 

Cell nuclei can have spherical bodies {nucleolus}| that synthesize rRNA. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Organelle>Protein 

 

microtubule 

Cell cytoplasm contains protein tubules {microtubule}| to transport molecules. 

structure 

13 columns of parallel tubulin filaments {protofilament} can combine in linear sequences. Tubulins are globular 

proteins and are 900-amino-acid biglobular alpha-tubulin and beta-tubulin dimers. Microtubules have 25-nm outside 

diameter and 14-nm inside diameter. Microtubules contain only water molecules. 

forms 

Two conformations have different bending around subunit junction: symmetrical form and unstable form. Brain 

microtubules are stable, but muscle and mitotic microtubules are unstable. 

connection 

Microtubules connect sideways by proteins {microtubule associated proteins} (MAP). 

functions 

Vesicles, granules, mitochondria, and chromosomes move along microtubule outsides, using ATPase molecules like 

kinesins and dyneins. Microtubules are cytoskeleton components, which also have actin and other proteins. Groups of 

microtubules and other proteins make cilia, flagella, and centrioles. Microtubules make pairs or triples. Cilia have nine 

triples in circle with middle pair. 

anesthetics 

Some anesthetics bind to microtubules. 

 

neurofilament 

Neuron cytoplasm contains protein filaments {neurofilament}|. 

 



BIOL>Cell>Organelle>Centrosome 

 

centrosome 

Animal and lower plant cells have microtubule-organizing centers {centrosome}| {spindle pole body}. Spindle pole 

bodies have RNA and separate to cell sides during mitosis. Centrosomes have centrioles and other proteins. 

In cell division, centrioles duplicate, microtubules align between centrioles and connect to duplicated-chromosome 

centromeres, and centrioles separate, pulling half the chromosomes one way and half the other. Centrioles organize 

spindle between them during cell division and can duplicate themselves. Bodies have nine microtubule triplets in one 

circle, with no central microtubules. 

 

centriole 

Animal and lower plant cells have two separate cylindrical bodies {centriole}|, perpendicular to each other, near cell 

nucleus, which are centrosome parts. Centrioles organize spindle between them during cell division and can duplicate 

themselves. Centrioles have nine microtubule triplets in one circle, with no central microtubules. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Organelle>Microsome 

 

microsome 

Ribosomes, Golgi complexes, lysosomes, and endoplasmic reticulum are similar organelles {microsome}|. 

 

endoplasmic reticulum 

Nucleated cells have cytoplasm membrane-tube networks {endoplasmic reticulum}| (ER), extending from cell 

nucleus. Endoplasmic reticulum can have attached ribosomes {rough endoplasmic reticulum} or no attached ribosomes 

{smooth endoplasmic reticulum}. Neurons, unlike other cells, have much rough endoplasmic reticulum. ER adds 

sugars to proteins. 

 

Golgi complex 

All cells, except mature sperm cells and red blood cells, have tubular-membrane networks {Golgi complex}| that 

store cell products, such as plant-cell cellulose, before secretion. Golgi complexes are near cell nucleus. Golgi complex 

adds sugars to proteins. 

 

ribosome 

Free-floating or rough-endoplasmic-reticulum RNA-protein complexes {ribosome}| synthesize cellular proteins. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Organelle>Microsome>Lysosome 

 

lysosome 

Cells have membrane-surrounded regions {lysosome}| containing enzymes {lysozyme} that can catabolize 

{autophagy, lysosome} large molecules, such as membranes and poorly folded, denatured, foreign, damaged, or used 

proteins, and remove sugars from proteins. Ubiquitin recognizes and binds to such proteins, marking them for later 

break down. Autophagosomes fuse with lysosomes. 

 

autophagosome 

Double-layer membranes {phagophore} can form in cytoplasm. Phagophores increase if nutrients, growth factors, 

and/or oxygen have low concentration. 

process 

Phagophore membranes close around damaged cell molecules and make spheres {autophagosome}. Autophagosome 

formation needs apg8 protein, similar to ubiquitin, which undergoes phosphoglycerolipidation with 

phosphatidylethanolamine to integrate into membrane. Ubiquitin recognizes and binds damaged proteins, marking them 

for later break down. 

lysosomes 

After autophagosome formation, membrane proteins leave, and autophagosomes fuse with cell lysosomes. 

Lysosomes contain lysozyme, which removes sugars from proteins and catabolizes {autophagy, autophagosome} large 

molecules, such as membranes and poorly folded, denatured, foreign, damaged, or used proteins. 

 



proteosome 

Structures {proteosome}| break peptide bonds using ubiquitin. 

 

processing body 

Cell organelles {processing body} {P-body} can store used mRNAs and break them down using RNAses, such as 

Dhh1p. They affect RNA interference using Argonaute protein. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Organelle>Plastid 

 

plastid 

Plant-cell bodies {plastid}| can synthesize or store food. Plastids include chloroplasts, leucoplasts, and chromoplasts. 

 

chloroplast 

Plastids {chloroplast}| can contain chlorophyll for photosynthesis. 

 

chromoplast 

Plastids {chromoplast}| can contain color pigments. 

 

leucoplast 

Plastids {leucoplast}| can store starch. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Organelle>Plasm 

 

cytoplasm 

Nucleated cells have regions {cytoplasm}| inside cell membrane but outside cell nucleus. 

 

protoplasm 

Cells have gel {protoplasm}| that contains cell organelles. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Cell Cycle 

 

cell cycle 

All eukaryotic cells have the same cell-division sequence {cell cycle}| and cell-cycle controls. 

 

cytokinesis 

After mitosis, cells pinch membrane in at middle until both sides meet, and then cell splits to form two cells 

{cytokinesis}. Mitosis and cytokinesis are independent processes. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Cell Cycle>Meiosis 

 

meiosis in biology 

Diploid eukaryotic germ cells produce haploid sex-cell gametes {meiosis, biology}|, such as sperm and eggs. One 

germ cell makes four haploid cells. First stage is prophase. Next stage is segregation. Then cell divides, making two 

diploid cells {doublet, cell}, with doubled, paired chromosomes. In both cells, chromosomes separate to cell sides on 

spindles. Then nucleus splits. Cytokinesis makes each diploid cell into two cells. 

 

prophase of meiosis 

First meiosis phase {prophase, meiosis} has synapsis, replication, and tetrad formation. First, homologous 

chromosomes have synapsis. Then all chromosomes replicate, by semiconservative replication, except at chromosome 

centromere, where chromosome pairs remain attached. Then homologous, doubled chromosomes synapse to make 

tetrads. 

 

synapsis 

In meiosis prophase, diploid germ cell pairs homologous chromosomes {synapsis}. 

 



semiconservative replication 

After synapsis, paired nucleic acids replicate to make two new nucleic acids {semiconservative replication, meiosis}. 

 

tetrad 

Homologous, doubled chromosomes synapse to make four-chromosome groups {tetrad}, attached at centromeres. 

 

segregation of chromosomes 

One chromosome pair from each tetrad goes to one centriole pole, and the other chromosome pair goes to other 

centriole pole {segregation, chromosome}| {chromosome segregation}. Because any two chromosomes can segregate, 

meiosis increases variation. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Cell Cycle>Meiosis>Recombination 

 

recombination of chromosome 

At meiosis prophase first synapsis makes chromosome pairs. Pairs can interchange chromosome segments 

{recombination, DNA}| {homologous recombination} {crossing-over}. 

process 

Both double helices unwind. Enzyme splits homologous strands at same positions. Ends can reattach to other 

homologous strand or repair themselves. Both double helices rewind. 

crossing over: one cut 

Enzymes can split homologous nucleic acids at the same position. Ends can reattach so halves exchange. Left end is 

from one nucleic acid, and right end is from other nucleic acid. Left end is from other nucleic acid, and right end is 

from one nucleic acid. 

crossing over: two cuts 

Enzymes can split homologous nucleic acids at same two positions. Ends can reattach so middle section exchanges. 

Left end is from one nucleic acid, middle is from other nucleic acid, and right end is from one nucleic acid. Left end is 

from other nucleic acid, middle is from one nucleic acid, and right end is from other nucleic acid. 

recombination 

Recombination makes strands with different allele sequences. Because recombination mixes alleles, meiosis 

increases variation. Only homologous chromosomes have recombination, because only homologous chromosomes pair 

and because enzymes can split them at same place. Yeast has high recombination. 

 

gene knockout 

Gene-middle recombination inactivates genes. Gene-end recombination allows recombined genes to replace original 

genes {transplacement}. Transplacement can replace normal genes with inactive genes, so cell loses gene function or 

product {gene knockout}. For experiments, knockout mice can have gene deactivation. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Cell Cycle>Mitosis 

 

mitosis 

Cell-nucleus DNA can replicate to make two DNA sets {mitosis}|. Growing cells spend 5% of time in mitosis. 

cell cycle 

All eukaryotic cells have the same cell-division sequence and cell-cycle controls. First, cell differentiates and grows 

but does not divide, in gap 1 stage. Then cell begins cell division. DNA synthesizes, and chromosomes replicate, in S 

stage. Then cell grows with no DNA replication, in gap 2 stage. In M stage, mitosis has chromosome doubling 

prophase, chromosome pairing metaphase, chromosome separation on spindles anaphase, and cell-nucleus splitting 

telophase. The long interphase between mitoses includes gap-1, S, and gap-2 stages. 

mitosis start 

Nuclear-to-cytoplasmic volume ratio controls mitosis. Cell division starts after cell grows enough. Perhaps, 

hormones control mitosis. 

proteins 

More than 60 cell-division-cycle (CDC) proteins control cell cycle. They regulate metabolism in non-growing cells, 

trigger mitosis, and coordinate growth and division in growing cells. 

cytokinesis 

After mitosis, cell splits, as membrane pinches in, to make two cells. Mitosis and cytokinesis are independent 

processes. 



yeast 

In Saccharomyces cerevisiae budding yeast, bud is start of DNA synthesis. Bud grows throughout other stages. Cell 

nucleus differs in gap 2 and mitosis. In Schizosaccharomyces pombe fission yeast, cell length shows cell-cycle stage. 

Cell nucleus differs in gap 2 and mitosis. Budding yeast CDC28 and fission yeast cdc2 make serine, threonine kinase, 

which binds to different cyclins to make proteins {maturation promoting factor} (MPF) that start cell division and act 

from gap 2 to mitosis. Factor complex breakup ends mitosis. 

temperature 

Mutant organisms {temperature-sensitive organism} can have temperature-sensitive proteins and die or stop growing 

at higher temperature. 

metaphase stoppage 

Colcemid, trypsin, and Giemsa stain stop cells at metaphase. Typically, bromodeoxyuridine precedes chemical 

stoppage. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Cell Cycle>Mitosis>Phases 

 

prophase of mitosis 

First mitosis phase {prophase, mitosis} doubles chromosomes. Chromosomes condense, and human chromosomes 

have 350 to 550 bands. RNA-containing spindle-pole body centrosomes separate to cell sides. Microtubules form 

between centrosomes. Chromosome kinetochores attach to microtubules. 

 

metaphase 

Second mitosis phase {metaphase} pairs chromosomes. Chromosomes align halfway between centrosomes. 

 

anaphase 

Third mitosis phase {anaphase} separates chromosomes on spindles. Chromosomes move toward spindle poles. 

 

telophase 

Last mitosis phase {telophase} splits cell nucleus. Poles move apart. 

 

interphase 

Between mitoses, long phase {interphase} includes gap-1, S, and gap-2 stages. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Metabolism 

 

metabolism 

Living things have linked biochemical reactions {metabolism}| for anabolism and catabolism. Cells produce and 

break down, and store energy in and release energy from, complex organic molecules. 

 

anabolism 

Biochemical reactions can create complex organic molecules {anabolism}|. 

 

catabolism 

Biochemical reactions can break down complex organic molecules {catabolism}|. 

 

homeostasis in metabolism 

Metabolism tends to maintain intracellular environments in constant equilibrium {homeostasis, metabolism}|. In 

biochemical reactions, reaction products decrease molecule production rate by changing regulatory-enzyme amounts. 

Cells also release hormones that regulate and coordinate cellular activities. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Movement 

 

amoeboid motion 

Cells can move by pushing cytoplasm forward {amoeboid motion}|. 

 



cilia 

Vertebrate cells can have membrane protuberances {cilia}| {cilium} one-hundredth to one-thousandth cell diameter. 

At cilia bases, bodies {basal body} have nine tubules and duplicate at cell division. 

Primary cilia have nine outer filaments and no central filaments. Most vertebrate cells have one primary cilium, and 

it does not move. Primary cilia receive signals, relay signals to cell body along tubules {intraflagellar transport}, and 

affect development and wound-healing. Sonic hedgehog protein binds to primary cilia and releases signal proteins that 

travel to nucleus. Leptin binds to hypothalamus-neuron primary cilia. Wnt binds to primary cilia to orient developing-

tissue cells. 

Motile cilia have nine outer filaments and two central filaments. Cells can have many or no motile cilia. Central 

filaments allow wave-like motion. Coordinated waves can establish clockwise or counterclockwise motion and so 

designate right from left, as needed to place and structure body tissues and organs. 

Eye and nose receptors have modified cilia that contain receptive chemicals. 

flagellum 

Cilia and flagella have same organization. 

 

cyclosis 

Cells can move by spinning themselves {cyclosis}. 

 

flagellum 

Cells can move by twisting one long hair-like membrane protuberance {flagella} {flagellum}. Cilia and flagella 

have same organization. 

 

pinocytosis 

Plant and lower-animal cells can extend cell membrane around food material and then re-close membrane to make 

food vacuoles {pinocytosis}|. 

 

taxis 

Cells can move toward or away from stimuli {taxis}|. Single-cell organisms can move toward or away from oxygen 

(aerotaxis, in bacteria), molecules (chemotaxis, in bacteria and protozoa), gravity (geotaxis, in protozoa), light 

(phototaxis, in phytoflagellates and protozoa), and contact (thigmotaxis). 

Organisms can change activity (kinesis) in response to stimulus. Organisms can grow (tropism) toward or away from 

stimuli. 

 

kinesis 

Organisms can change activity {kinesis} in response to stimulus. For example, organisms can grow (tropism) toward 

or away from stimuli. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Protein 

 

monophore 

Biological molecules can have binding elements {monophore}, identifiable by mass spectrometry. 

 

motility factor 

Growth-factor-related proteins {motility factor} can aid cell migration by increasing membrane ruffling, lamellae, 

and pseudopodia. Autocrine motility factor (AMF), autotaxin, scatter factor or hepatocyte growth factor, TGF-a or 

EGF, and insulin-like growth factor (IGF) have membrane receptors and stimulate chemokinesis and chemotaxis. 

 

sepsis 

Cells can make cytokines and oxidizers that cause septic shock {sepsis, cell}|. Kif1C and other proteins can 

sequester toxins, such as anthrax toxin, in macrophages, to prevent sepsis. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Protein>Adhesion 

 

adhesion of cells 

Cell-cell binding {adhesion, cell}| involves cell-membrane proteins, such as integrins, cadherins, Deleted in Colon 

Cancer (DCC), and CEA. 



 

integrin 

B-integrin and twenty similar proteins {integrin} are transmembrane receptors for weak-binding glycoprotein 

adhesion molecules, such as extracellular-matrix fibronectin, collagen, vitronectin, and laminin. Inside cells, integrins 

link to cytoskeleton talin, vinculin, and actin microfilaments. Alpha-integrin maintains long-term potentiation (LTP) 

and aids memory. 

 

cadherin 

E-cadherin, P-cadherin, and N-cadherin proteins {cadherin} are calcium adhesion molecules (CAM). E-cadherin is 

120 kDa, spans cell membrane, and connects with catenins that link to cytoskeleton actin. Cancer cells have low 

cadherin and low intercellular adhesion. Protocadherin affects brain development. 

 

BIOL>Cell>Protein>Membrane Transport 

 

transportan 

Peptides {transportan} can go through membranes, using transactivation response elements in 5' long terminal 

repeats. 

 

transactivation response 

Transportan peptides can go through membranes, using conserved regions {transactivation response element} {TAR 

element} in 5' long terminal repeats (LTR). 

 

BIOL>Cell>Protein>Motor 

 

motor protein 

Proteins {motor protein} can use ATP to bind to, and then slide on, microtubules. All eukaryotes have motor 

proteins. ATPases, kinesins, and dyneins are motor proteins. 

kinesin 

Kinesin-related proteins have similar 340-amino-acid motor domains, with one ATP-binding site and one tubulin 

microtubule-binding site. Microtubule-binding sites hold onto one protein strand, while ATP-binding site transfers 

other protein strand forward. Most kinesins move toward fast-growing microtubule end {microtubule plus}. Some 

kinesins move toward other microtubule end {microtubule minus}. C-terminal motor kinesin-related proteins move 

toward microtubule minus. Kinesin-related KHC, Unc-104, and KRP85/95 assist membrane-bound organelle transport, 

as well as mitosis and meiosis spindle and chromosome movements. 

dynein 

Cytoplasmic dyneins move microtubules that move cilia and flagella. Motor domains have elastic parts that strain 

and then release. 

 

catenin 

Proteins {catenin} link to cytoskeleton actin proteins. 

 

processive motility 

Proteins move microtubule one step per ATP and can perform 100 steps {processive motility}. 

 

BIOL>Ecology 

 

ecology 

Biology {ecology}| can be about environments, populations, and communities. Biological seasons are winter, early 

spring, late spring, early summer, late summer, and fall. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Conservation 

 

conservation in ecology 

Active resource or geographic-area management {conservation, ecology} involves obtaining continual and similar 

yields at each cycle, by balancing harvesting and renewing and by assessing production, recreation, and aesthetic 

factors. 



 

compartmentalization 

People can use resources or geographic areas for several purposes {multiple-use} or for one purpose per place 

{compartmentalization}. Compartmentalization typically is more efficient than multiple-use. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community 

 

community of life 

In regions {community, ecology}, all life interrelates. Species relations include competition. 

parts 

Communities have producers, consumers, decomposers, and inorganic materials. Communities organize around 

dominant species. Communities typically maintain species numbers. 

patterns 

Communities have food-chain patterns among producers, consumers, and decomposers. Communities have 

reproductive patterns, such as cloning or having offspring. Communities have social patterns, such as herds, colonies, 

or slaves. Communities can have population periodicity. Communities can have segregated populations in different 

regions. Communities can have different populations at different heights. 

species relations 

Species relations include amensalism, commensalism, mutualism, neutralism, proto-cooperation, parasitism, and 

symbiosis. Species can eat other species {predation, community}. Two species can need same territory or food 

{competition, community}. 

 

altruism in ecology 

Organisms can help other organisms survive and reproduce {altruism, ecology}|, though organisms typically 

compete. 

causes 

Altruism can happen if organisms need each other to survive or reproduce. Altruism can happen if organisms share 

genes. Altruism varies directly with percentage of shared genes or contribution to survival or reproduction. 

kinship 

Humans practice altruism unconsciously in families and kinship groups. Outside kinship groups, conscious altruism 

typically depends on reciprocation, and people remember past actions and decide whether to be altruistic or 

competitive. 

comparison 

Interactions among evolutionary levels and among evolution mechanisms can account for altruism, cooperation, 

social organization, and neutrality, which seemingly contradict natural selection. 

 

diversity of species 

Species number and range {diversity, ecology}| increase with fewer organisms, greater diversity, more niches, fewer 

predators, and less harsh environments. Communities with more species diversity are more stable. 

 

territoriality of animals 

Males can define geographic areas {territoriality, ecology}| that they can defend against other same-species males. 

Territory is typically just large enough to provide needed food. 

methods 

Animals keep territory by defense or advertisement. The larger or resident male typically wins contests over 

territory, mostly by bluffing. 

effects 

Territoriality prevents food shortage by causing individual selection for food supply. Territoriality prevents 

overpopulation by maintaining constant population density. Territoriality reduces competition and conserves energy by 

preventing more numerous contests and competitions. It is typically more efficient than unregulated competition for 

food. Individuals holding territory tolerate neighboring territory holders, to save energy, by habituating through 

frequent contact and communication. 

evolution 

Nereid worms have territoriality. 

 



BIOL>Ecology>Community>Food Chain 

 

food chain 

Larger consumers eat smaller consumers, who eat producers or decayed matter {food chain}|. Producer number and 

mass must be larger than consumer number and mass. Food chains can start with microorganisms grazing on decayed 

matter. Visible organisms eat zooplankton. Larger organisms are at food-chain top. 

Smaller organisms have higher metabolism per gram. Plants use 3% of received light. Animals use 5% to 10% of 

food. 

 

trophic level 

Food chains or food webs have hierarchies of predatory levels {trophic level}, by organism sizes. For example, 

ocean algae phytoplankton are at Level 1. Krill zooplankton are at Level 2. Haddock, sardine, anchovy, and herring are 

at Level 3. Whiting, snapper, and halibut are at Level 4. Cod and tuna are at Level 5. Saithe are at Level 6. Higher 

levels grow more slowly. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Food Chain>Organism Types 

 

detritus 

Dead organisms {detritus}| are 30% of ocean food and 90% of forest food. 

 

holozoic 

Consumer organisms {holozoic} can digest food. 

 

herbivore 

Animals can be plant eaters {herbivore}|. 

 

carnivore in food chain 

Animals can be meat eaters {carnivore, food chain}|. 

 

omnivore 

Animals {omnivore}| can eat all food types. Omnivores have the most and the most-varied activities. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Food Chain>Organism Types>Troph 

 

saprotroph 

Bacteria and other microconsumers {saprotroph} {saprophytic organism} can absorb dead and decaying organic 

matter. 

 

autotroph 

Producer organisms {autotroph} can synthesize food from inorganic materials, by photosynthesis or chemosynthesis. 

 

heterotroph 

Consumer organisms {heterotroph} can eat autotrophs or dead organic matter. 

 

osmotroph 

Bacteria and other microconsumers {osmotroph} can intake nutrients from water. 

 

phagotroph 

Predators and macroconsumers {phagotroph} eat other living organisms. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Food Chain>Organism Types>Aerobe 

 

aerobe 

Organisms {aerobe}| can use oxygen as electron acceptors to oxidize other molecules, to get energy. 

 



anaerobe 

Organisms {anaerobe}| can use sugars, not oxygen, to get energy. 

 

facultative aerobe 

Organisms {facultative aerobe} can use either oxygen or sugars but prefer oxygen to get energy. 

 

obligate anaerobe 

Organisms {obligate anaerobe} can use sugars to get energy. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Food Chain>Organism Types>Ocean 

 

benthos 

Ocean organisms {benthos} can be bottom dwellers. 

 

nekton 

Ocean organisms {nekton} can be swimming animals. 

 

pelagic 

Ocean organisms {pelagic}| can be open-water dwellers. 

 

vertical migration 

In oceans, animal masses in deep scattering layer (DSL) rise at night and fall by day {vertical migration}|. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Food Chain>Organism Types>Ocean>Plankton 

 

plankton 

Organisms {plankton}| can float. 

 

phytoplankton 

Plankton {phytoplankton} can be floating plants. 

 

zooplankton 

Plankton {zooplankton} can be miniscule animals. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Population 

 

population of community 

For each species, communities have numbers {population, ecology} of individuals. Populations have relative 

numbers at each age range {age distribution}. 

 

carrying capacity 

Population-change rate depends on growth rate, population, and available resources {carrying capacity, population}|: 

dN / dt = r * N * (1 - N/K), where N is total population, r is growth rate, and K is maximum possible population. 

 

deme 

Populations {deme}| {genetic population} can be one interbreeding species. 

 

dispersal of population 

Regions have average distances {dispersal}| {dispersion, distance} among animals. Emigration, immigration, and 

migration rates depend on mobility and terrain. Populations disperse until reaching barriers. 

 

population density ecology 

Populations have numbers of individuals per area {population density, ecology}. 

effects 

Denser populations have more pathogens, parasites, and competition. Infanticide, cannibalism, competition, disease, 

genetic change, breeding-behavior changes, and food-supply changes can increase. 



regulation 

Species have population-density-dependent population controls, to avoid extinction. Controls can reduce population 

if density increases: increased predation by predators, decreased food supply, increased territoriality, increased 

emigration, reduced hormones from increased stress, reduced fertility, and more inhibited development. Low-density 

populations and stable populations respond quicker to population-density-dependent parameters. High-density and 

unstable populations respond slower to density-dependent parameters and respond at higher thresholds. 

 

vertical stratification 

In environments with different heights, such as rain forests, populations differ at different heights {vertical 

stratification}|. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Population>Growth 

 

population growth 

Populations can grow {population growth} exponentially (Malthus). At time t, number n is growth rate r times 

number n at previous time t - 1: n(t) = r * n(t - 1). 

curve 

Population growth often has S-shaped curves, with slow increase at first, then exponential growth, and then 

flattening rate when approaching environmental capacity. Populations typically increase until stopped by 

environmental shortages. 

cycles 

Lemming and snowshoe-hare populations have growth and decline cycles. Perhaps, crowding and competition 

stresses cause cycles. 

 

Allee principle 

Undercrowding can be population-limiting factor {Allée's principle} {Allée principle}. 

 

logistic difference equation 

To account for death from food lacks, predators, and diseases, current number n(t) is growth rate r times previous 

number n(t - 1) times one minus previous number {logistic difference equation}: n(t) = r * n(t - 1) * (1 - n(t - 1)). 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Population>Growth>Potential 

 

biotic potential 

If environment has no limiting food, predators, or disease factors, population-increase rate {biotic potential} is 

maximum. 

 

reproductive potential 

If no limiting food, predators, or disease factors affect reproduction, population-increase rate {reproductive 

potential}|is maximum. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Population>Growth>Rate 

 

birth rate 

Populations have births per 1000 people each year {birth rate}|. 

 

death rate 

Populations have deaths per 1000 people each year {death rate}|. 

 

survival rate 

Populations have number who survive per 1000 people each year {survival rate}|, which is opposite of death rate. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Society 

 



society of life 

Social systems {society, ecology} have evolved in colonial invertebrates, social insects, non-human mammals, and 

humans. Societal animals occupy territory, cooperate, communicate using 10 to 100 basic signals, recognize group 

members, use kinship for social structure and socialization, and divide labor. Altruism, cohesiveness, and 

cooperativeness decline among higher phyla, because more individualism emerges. Group behavior reduces 

competition, conserves energy, prevents overcrowding, and prevents food shortage. Population members typically live 

in small groups, to survive better. 

effects 

Social systems can preserve genes, because groups have better foraging and self-defense. Effects differ depending on 

society size. Small colonies survive better than large colonies, and individuals survive better in small colonies. Food 

shortages happen more often in small groups, especially in mammalian societies. Smaller groups tend to diversify 

habitat more. Males and females differ more in smaller groups. Polygamy, strong sexual selection, and inbreeding are 

typical of small groups. In small and large groups, females concentrate on food and nests, but males concentrate on 

females. 

social change 

Social organization is variable and labile. Small environment, individual-behavior, or group-behavior changes can 

lead to great societal changes. Individual behaviors typically change first, followed by structural changes that enhance 

behavior. 

social factor 

Quantifiable societal factors {social factor} include group size, demography, cohesiveness, communication intensity, 

communication networks, closedness or openness, subgroup number, subgroup isolation, specialization, behavior 

coordination, information-flow rate, and percentage of social behavior compared to individual behavior. For example, 

society demography can define available cooperative behaviors. Demography also affects adaptability. 

 

sociobiology 

General-systems-theory extensions {sociobiology}| can depend on the idea that organisms exist to carry and 

reproduce genes. To successfully transmit genes to next generations requires optimally mixing personal survival, 

reproduction, and altruism. Emotions evolved to preserve optimum factor balance. Societies operate using principles at 

levels higher than, but emerging from, individual biochemistry, structures, and processes. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Society>Behavior 

 

social behavior 

Behavior {social behavior, ecology} can depend on biochemical factors, structural factors, and population 

parameters. Behavioral changes require at least ten generations and typically more than twice that many. Behavioral-

change rate depends on how directly behavior relates to survival and how easy learning is. Societal species tend to 

evolve more behaviors, easier learning, and more learning abilities. Social species have traditions, tools, and play. 

 

behavior scale 

Societies have available-behavior ranges {behavior scale}|, because species competition forces species to occupy 

more than preferred ecological niches. Behavior scales are adaptations. Behaviors typically have more than one use. 

Behavior scales depend on population density and other group parameters. Society evolution tends to make behaviors 

converge. 

 

social distance 

Species have minimum allowed distance {social distance}| between two individuals. In humans, social distance is 

one meter. 

 

social drift 

Individual behavior changes can cause random group-behavior changes over time {social drift}. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Society>Kinds 

 

colonial invertebrate 

Invertebrates {colonial invertebrate}| can have cells {zooid} that aggregate to form organisms, in which cells can 

specialize. Zooids act like specialized organs. In hydrozooid colonies, ectoderm cells recognize each other using cell-



surface proteins from histocompatibility genes. Hydrozooid colonies have nerve-cell zooids. Colonial-invertebrate cells 

communicate using chemical signals. Colonial invertebrates reproduce by budding. Colonies can form within colonies. 

 

social insect 

Insect societies {social insect}| have members that share the same gene alleles. Social insects have roles, but insects 

can modify roles. Signals among insects communicate food sources and coordinate tasks. 

 

social vertebrate 

Vertebrate societies {social vertebrate} are typically bands or cliques, rather than large groups. Individuals have less 

genetic similarity, practice less altruism, are more aggressive, have little cooperation, and have learning and traditions. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Species Relations 

 

amensalism 

One species can harm another species, but second species does not affect first species {amensalism}|. 

 

commensalism 

One species can benefit another species, but second species does not affect first species {commensalism}|. Cardinal 

fish live in conches, shrimp live in sponge pores, Nomeus live in Portuguese man-o'-war tentacles, and hermit crabs use 

other shells. Epiphyte plants live on other plants but get food from air. 

 

mutualism 

Two species can have close association for survival {mutualism}|. 

 

neutralism 

Two species can have no relations {neutralism}|. 

 

parasitism 

One species {parasite} {parasitism}| can live in or on, obtain nourishment from, and harm another species. Fish lice, 

hydroids, lamprey eels, and barnacles harm hosts. Mammals have no parasitism. 

 

proto-cooperation 

Two species can help each other get food {proto-cooperation}|. 

 

symbiosis 

Two species can live in close association {symbiosis}|. Crabs carry sea anemones, clownfish live in poisonous 

anemone tentacles, remoras use suction cups to hold onto sharks, pilot fish swim with sharks, and goby fish clean other 

fish. Symbiosis is more common in insects and other species without personality. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Community>Succession 

 

succession of life 

In geographic areas, plant and animal populations undergo typical change sequences {succession, species}| {serial 

stages} in response to fires, floods, volcano eruptions, tornadoes, hurricanes, diseases, insect infestations, harvesting, 

and clearing. Succession typically results in more biomass, more diversity, and more stability. Sequences end in climax 

communities. 

fire 

After forest fires, less common species found only in older forests are no longer present. Species sensitive to fire 

decrease greatly and only slowly increase. Other species increase after fire and dominate, then decrease. 

Native species often increase. Exotic species invade. Grass {graminoid plant} cover increases. 

Where fires happen every dry season, as in savannah woodlands, monsoon forests, and tropical pine forests, trees 

have thick bark, make seeds that can grow in fire-damaged regions, develop biochemical mechanisms to heal fire scars, 

and can re-sprout. 

factors 

Succession patterns depend on biome, land elevation, forest or grassland terrain, seed-dispersal mechanisms, winds, 

nearby species, time between catastrophes, and human effects. Succession patterns differ by catastrophe type. 



 

climax community 

Succession sequences end in stable communities {climax community}| with stable populations in stable 

environments. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem 

 

ecosystem 

Earth has different physical regions {ecosystem}|, closely related to climate. Ecosystems include broadleaf forest, 

coniferous forest, desert, savanna, prairie, sclerophyll woodland and shrub, swamp, tropical forest, tropical rain forest, 

steppe, and tundra. Biological systems have climates, inorganic matter, organic matter, producers, and consumers. 

Cities are warmer, less humid, cloudier, foggier, rainier, snowier, and less sunshiny, and have less ultraviolet light, than 

countryside. 

 

biogeographic realm 

Ecosystems have regions {biogeographic realm}. Palearctic includes Europe, Russia, north China, Japan, and 

Iceland. Nearctic includes Greenland, Canada, and USA. Palearctic and Nearctic together are Holarctic. Neotropical 

includes Mexico, Central America, South America, and West Indies. Ethiopian includes Africa south of Sahara Desert. 

Oriental includes India, Indochina, Malay Peninsula, south China, and East Indies. Australian includes Australia, New 

Zealand, New Guinea, and East Indies. 

 

biogeography 

Vertebrate species typically have ranges {biogeography} smaller than large USA states. Common birds, such as 

cowbirds, grackles, and cardinals, have larger ranges. Only species with large ranges are not rare. Most vertebrate 

species are rare. 

State-size regions can have few, medium, or many species, depending on climate and resources. Tropical areas have 

100 times more species than arctic areas. Areas with many species have species with large ranges. Areas with few 

species have species with small ranges. 

 

biosphere 

The world {biosphere}| includes many different environments for living things. 

 

cline 

Species can have gradual anatomy and physiology changes throughout gradually changing geographic areas {cline}|. 

 

ecological niche 

Species have roles {ecological niche}| {niche, ecology} in ecosystems. 

 

habitat 

Species inhabit environments {habitat}|. 

 

limnology 

rivers and coasts {limnology}|. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem>Bione 

 

bione 

Different communities live in different geographic zones {bione}|. 

forest 

Forest biones include broad-leaved evergreen subtropical forest, chaparral, coniferous forest, deciduous forest, and 

tropical rain forest. 

ocean 

Sea biones include neritic zone, littoral zone, continental shelf below low tide, oceanic zone, euphotic zone, bathyal 

zone, and abyssal zone. 



other 

Other biones include desert, grassland, tundra, snow and ice, estuary, marsh, running water, littoral, limnetic zone, 

standing water, and deep water. 

changes 

Biones gradually change or cycle. Sahara desert expands and contracts in a 30-year cycle. 

 

ecotone 

More species and higher population densities are at bione boundaries {ecotone}. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem>Bione>Land 

 

prairie as plain 

dry bushy plains {prairie}|. 

 

savanna 

wide dry grassy plains {savanna}|. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem>Bione>Water 

 

tide pool 

Animals can live between low-tide and high-tide lines {tide pool}|: sea anemone, sculpin fish, hermit crab, chiton, 

ochre star, barnacle, limpet, mussel, and turban snail. Algae and other plants are in tide pools. Sea urchin, abalone, 

sunflower star, bat star, and giant sea anemone live below low-tide line. 

 

deep scattering layer 

In ocean, animal masses {deep scattering layer} (DSL) rise at night and fall by day, in vertical migration. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem>Bione>Water>Ocean Zones 

 

oceanic zone 

Ocean zones {oceanic zone} include bathyal and abyssal zones. 

 

abyssal zone 

Oceanic zones {abyssal zone} can be below 2000 meters. 

 

bathyal zone 

Oceanic zones {bathyal zone} can be from surface down to 2000 meters. 

 

euphotic zone 

Oceanic zones {euphotic zone} can have light. 

 

limnetic zone 

ocean coasts and river mouths {limnetic zone}. 

 

littoral zone 

Continental shelf {littoral zone} can be between tides. 

 

neritic zone 

Continental shelf {neritic zone} can be above high tide. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem>Bione>Water>Swamp 

 

swamp as marsh 

vegetation-rich still water {swamp}|. 

 



ignis fatuus 

Swamps can have phosphorescent light {ignis fatuus}| {will of the wisp} {friar's lantern}, from spontaneous 

methane combustion. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem>Ecological Cycle 

 

ecological cycle 

Nutrients undergo recurring use and storage {ecological cycle}. Carbon atoms circulate between organism organic 

molecules and environment carbon dioxide and calcium carbonate {carbon cycle, ecology}. Nitrogen atoms circulate 

between organism proteins and environment nitrogen gas, nitrates, and nitrites {nitrogen cycle, ecology}. Phosphorus 

atoms circulate between organism organic phosphates and environment mineral phosphates {phosphorus cycle}. Water 

molecules circulate between organism cells and intracellular fluids and environment oceans, clouds, and fresh water 

{water cycle, ecology}. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem>Ecological Cycle>Pool 

 

exchange pool 

Nutrients leave and return {cycling pool} {exchange pool} from and to reservoir pools. Detritus and excrement 

recycle nutrients. 

 

reservoir pool 

Nutrients are in ocean, atmosphere, and crust {reservoir pool}. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem>Ecological Cycle>Energy 

 

energy cycle in ecology 

Energy circulates between organism organic-molecule bonds and environment heat and sunlight {energy cycle, 

ecology}. Ecosystems have energy flows. 

 

Liebig law of the minimum 

If energy and material inflow balances energy and material outflow, the minimal material limits species-organism 

number or size {Liebig's law of the minimum} {Liebig law of the minimum}. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem>Environmental Factor 

 

environmental factor 

Physical factors {environmental factor} can directly affect organism growth: temperature, light, water, dissolved 

gases, trace elements, water flow, soil acidity, soil porosity, soil depth, fire hazard, and organic nutrients. Tropical 

plants have high carbohydrate percentage. 

land 

Light, temperature, and rainfall are important land environmental factors. 

water 

Light, temperature, and salinity are important ocean environmental factors. Oxygen content is important 

environmental factor in fresh water. 

temperature 

Growth is typically faster with varying temperature. Water has less temperature variation than land or air. 

light 

Ultraviolet light kills unprotected cells, so organisms must filter light. Sunlight inhibits protein synthesis. 

 

Shelford law of tolerance 

Organism absence from environments or failure to live in new environments depends on limiting environmental 

factors organism can tolerate {Shelford's law of tolerance} {Shelford law of tolerance}. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Ecosystem>Range 

 



range of species 

Species occupy geographic areas {range, species} {range of tolerance} {tolerance range} with temperature, 

elevation, water supply, and sunlight extremes. Range is lower for embryonic and immature life stages and during adult 

reproductive periods. 

 

eury range 

Range can be wide {eury range}. Eury-organisms have wider distribution than steno-organisms. 

 

steno range 

Range can be narrow {steno range}. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Pollution 

 

pollution 

Polluting {pollution}| wastes resources, uses unneeded things, and fails to clean up wastes. Minimizing pollution has 

high value, because recovery cost is high and time is long. 

 

biodegradable 

Bacteria or natural reactions can break down waste products, radiating materials, and chemical residues 

{biodegradable}|, so they can disperse into environment. Biodegradable pollutants discharge at rate that environment 

can disperse or absorb them. Non-degradable pollutants can go into secure containers. 

 

BIOL>Ecology>Pollution>Kinds 

 

air pollution 

Vehicles and industry add most dirt and chemicals to air {air pollution}. Air pollution can disperse in open 

geographies. Air pollution can concentrate in enclosed geographies. 

 

eutrophication 

Water can have too many nutrients, which allow algae and floating phytoplankton to grow. They block sunlight from 

reaching deeper into water. When they die, they fall to bottom. Bacteria use oxygen to decompose them, leaving 

oxygen-depleted water {eutrophication}|. 

 

noise pollution 

Major noise sources {noise pollution} are motorcycles, trucks, cars, airplanes near airports, and household 

appliances. 

 

radiation pollution 

Radioactivity comes from natural sources and nuclear wastes {radiation pollution}. Plants and fast-growing cells, 

such as in children, are most sensitive to radiation. Animals with poor nutrition are more sensitive to radiation. 

 

smog 

Car exhaust and industrial smoke make photochemical products {smog}|. 

 

solid waste 

Households, mines, farms, and industries make sewage, construction waste, industrial by-products, used consumer 

goods, and garbage {solid waste}, including paper, glass, metal, and leaves. 

 

thermal pollution 

Environmental added heat {thermal pollution} harms reproduction if very hot, increases susceptibility to toxins, and 

reduces water oxygen level by encouraging blue-green algae growth. 

 

water pollution 

Industry and sewage add dirt and chemicals to water {water pollution}. 

 



BIOL>Genetics 

 

genetics 

Genes and traits inherit {heredity} in patterns {genetics}|. Genetics is about genes, alleles, phenotypes, and 

regulation. 

 

copy number 

After DNA breakage, DNA repair can insert duplicated regions or leave out regions, resulting in more or fewer gene 

copies {copy number}|. Specific DNA locations can be more likely to break. Aging causes more copy-number 

variations. Different cells can have different gene copy numbers. Approximately 10% of genes have copy-number 

variations. 

 

epigenetics 

Inheritable proteins and RNAs regulate DNA {epigenetics}|. Chromatin has phosphate groups and ubiquitin, which 

can have reactions that alter gene expression. DNA methylation suppresses DNA transcription. Histones wound around 

DNA suppresses DNA transcription. Adding acetyl groups to histone tails allows DNA transcription. Removing acetyls 

suppresses DNA transcription. 

 

eugenics 

Hereditary qualities can improve by preventing undesirable-trait reproduction or by encouraging desirable-trait 

reproduction {eugenics}|. 

 

one gene one enzyme 

One gene codes for one polypeptide, which catalyzes one chemical reaction {one gene one enzyme one reaction 

hypothesis}. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Allele 

 

allele 

Genes can have variations. Alternative sequences {allele}| can be at genetic loci. Bateson and Saunders invented 

name [1902]. Different alleles make different polypeptides and produce different phenotypes, such as blood types O, A, 

B, and AB. Haploid organisms have one allele at each locus. For diploid organisms, one allele is from father, and one is 

from mother. 

 

genotype 

For one organism, all cells have the same gene alleles {genotype}|. Johannsen invented the word [1909]. 

 

haplotype 

For one organism, all genes have the same gene alleles from one parent {haplotype}|. Algorithms {haplotyping} can 

identify such alleles. 

 

wildtype 

Gene alleles can be normal most-common alleles {wildtype}|. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Allele>Polymorphism 

 

polymorphism DNA 

DNA-sequence genetic loci {polymorphic locus} can have sequence variations {polymorphism, DNA}| 

{polymorphic variation}. For example, genes can have different alleles. Repeated sequences can have different 

numbers of repeats. 

 

single nucleotide polymorphism 

Sequence positions can have different nucleotides {single nucleotide polymorphism} {single-nucleotide 

polymorphism} (SNP). At genetic loci, alleles can differ by one nucleotide. 

 



Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism 

Restriction endonucleases cut at different positions for different alleles at polymorphic loci, causing variations in 

DNA-fragment lengths {Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism} (RFLP) (FLP). Cutting or non-cutting at 

restriction-endonuclease sites makes two short DNA fragments or one long DNA fragment. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Allele>Population Genetics 

 

population genetics 

Small populations, non-random breeding, and mutations can change allele frequencies in populations {population 

genetics}|. 

 

balanced polymorphism 

In populations, heterozygous and homozygous proportion tends to stay constant {balanced polymorphism}. 

Balanced polymorphism uses habitat efficiently and preserves variation. In isolated groups, gene ratios stay constant 

even if environment favors one allele. 

 

gene frequency 

For genes, populations have number of one allele divided by number of all alleles {allele frequency} {gene 

frequency}. 

 

genetic drift 

Small populations can have chance allele-frequency changes {genetic drift}|. 

 

genetic gradient 

If individuals have extreme genetic traits, general trait is in species {principle of genetic gradients} {genetic gradient 

principle}. 

 

Hardy-Weinberg law 

In geographic areas, allele frequencies are constant for species with stable populations {Hardy-Weinberg law}. 

 

selection pressure 

Allele-proportion change rate depends on allele reproductive advantage {selection pressure}| and on whether allele is 

recessive or dominant. 

variation 

Population allele ratio changes by heterozygote superiority, environmental heterogeneity, cycles, agonistic or 

antagonistic gene linkages, and homozygote selection. 

balancing 

Natural selection can maintain allele ratios {stabilizing selection} {balancing selection} to maintain variation. 

Balancing selection happens in large, non-isolated populations with alleles that are neither dominant nor recessive. 

directional 

Natural selection can change allele ratios {directional selection} {purifying selection} to reduce variation. 

Directional selection can happen by genetic drift or inbreeding in small isolated populations. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Allele>Segregation 

 

heterozygous alleles 

Homologous-chromosome genetic loci can have different alleles {heterozygous alleles}|. Population allele 

frequencies determine probability that individuals are heterozygous {heterozygosity}. 

 

homozygous alleles 

Homologous-chromosome genetic loci can have same allele {homozygous alleles}|. 

 

pangenesis 

Inheritance laws can depend on cell factors {pangenesis, cell}. Darwin invented the word [1868]. De Vries invented 

the word pangen. 

 



BIOL>Genetics>Allele>Segregation>Law 

 

Mendel laws 

Trait inheritance uses regular processes {Mendel's laws} {Mendel laws}: law of segregation and law of independent 

segregation. 

 

segregation of genes 

For all genes, sperm and egg cells have one gene allele {segregation law} {law of segregation, Mendel}, from either 

father or mother. 

 

independent segregation 

Most gene segregations are independent {independent segregation law} {law of independent segregation}, because 

genes typically are not on same chromosome or are far apart on same chromosome. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Allele>Segregation>Dominant-Recessive 

 

dominant allele 

For heterozygosity, phenotypes can mix two allele traits {incomplete dominance}, one allele {dominant allele}| can 

determine phenotype, or both alleles can cause recessive trait. 

 

recessive allele 

For heterozygosity, one allele can be dominant and one allele {recessive allele}| can have no affect on phenotype, or 

both alleles can cause recessive trait. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Chromosome 

 

chromosome 

DNA, histone-protein, and acidic-nuclear-protein assemblies {chromosome}| contain genes and replicate. Waldeyer 

invented name [1888]. 

shapes 

Prokaryotes have one circular chromosome. Eukaryotes have linear chromosomes. 

pairing 

In organisms with sexual reproduction, chromosomes have pairs, one from father and one from mother. Both pair 

members have same nucleotide sequences, except for natural allele variations or mutation damage. 

number 

Red blood cells have no nuclei. Germ cells have 23 chromosomes. Other human cells have 46 chromosomes, in 23 

pairs. Ape somatic cells have 24 chromosome pairs. Two ape chromosomes fused to make human chromosome 2. 

synteny 

Different species can have chromosomes with same genes {conserved synteny}. 

linkage 

Different species can have same chromosome gene order {conserved linkage}. 

 

Barr body 

In female cells, one X-chromosome inactivates early in embryonic development and makes a nuclear body {Barr 

body}|. Xist gene makes active RNA that coats that X chromosome. Coated X also methylates. The other X-

chromosome makes antisense RNA that binds Xist RNA. 

 

chromatin 

Stained cell-nucleus parts {chromatin}| show nucleic acid-protein complexes. Inactivated X-chromosomes have 

chromatin {macrochromatin} that differs in structure and appearance. 

 

cytogenic map 

Stained chromosomes show distinctive banding patterns {cytogenic map} under light microscopy. 

 



homologous chromosomes 

In diploid organisms, somatic chromosomes {homologous chromosomes}| from father and mother contain same 

gene sequence, except for natural allele variations or mutation damage. 

 

sterility 

Offspring from mating two different species cannot produce offspring {sterility}|, because the chromosome sets 

cannot interact. 

 

telomere 

In all mammals, in most animals, in some fungi, and in some protozoa, chromosome ends {telomere}| have 

TTAGGG repeated 2000 times. In plants, TTTAGGG repeats. In ciliates, TTTTGGGG or TTGGGG repeats. 

Telomeres are nucleoprotein complexes at chromosome ends and can have caps. 

Chromosome copying starts just inside chromosome ends, so copies are shorter than copied chromosome. Telomeres 

decrease in length with each replication. Over a lifetime, humans make 150 copies and shorten telomeres by half. 

Telomerase enzyme restores telomere length in sperm and egg cells, and in cancer cells, using RNA as template for 

reverse transcriptase. Telomerase prevents shortening in human immune system, hemopoietic system, germline cells, 

embryonic cells, stem cells, skin cells, intestinal-lining cells, hair-follicle cells, and cancer cells. 

After telomeres reach threshold length, cells can have senescence. Perhaps, telomere shortening ends at age 40, 

related to cell-turnover reduction. 

Rodent cells do not have telomere shortening, stop dividing after 10 to 15 doublings, have telomerase, and grow 

indefinitely in culture. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Chromosome>Kinds 

 

autosome 

Chromosomes {autosome}| can be all chromosomes except X and Y. 

 

polytene chromosome 

In salivary glands, fruit flies have 1000 aligned chromosome copies {polytene chromosome}|. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Chromosome>Kinds>Sex 

 

sex chromosome 

X-chromosomes and Y-chromosomes {sex chromosome}| determine sexual characteristics. 

male 

Male cells have one X-chromosome and one Y-chromosome. 

female 

Female cells have two X-chromosomes. 

genes 

Sex-chromosome genes determine sex-linked traits and diseases, such as hemophilia and color blindness. Sex 

hormones influence some autosomal genes, such as baldness gene and horn gene. 

crossing over 

X-chromosome and Y-chromosome stopped crossing over in birds and mammals. 

meiosis 

Tips of Y recombine with tips of X, to allow meiosis. 

evolution 

Reptiles that led to mammals had two X-chromosomes. SRY gene arose 350,000,000 years ago. Between 

320,000,000 to 240,000,000 years ago, ancient X-chromosome larger half, containing SRY, inverted or failed to 

recombine, making monotreme Y-chromosome. Between 170,000,000 and 130,000,000 years ago, a region on other 

centromere side inverted or failed to recombine, resulting in marsupial Y-chromosome. From -130,000,000 to -

80,000,000 years ago, a large region on other centromere side inverted or failed to recombine, resulting in Eutheria Y-

chromosome. From -50,000,000 to -30,000,000, a large region on other centromere side inverted or failed to 

recombine, resulting in human Y-chromosome. During this succession, SRY gene moved to other arm. 

evolution: human 

Y-chromosome variations track human migrations. M91 is only in south-Africa San people. Yap, M60, M2, MT68, 

M89M96, M35, M172, and M304 are in Africa. M170, M343, and LLY22 are in Europe. M9, M201, M17, M173, and 



M69 are in Near East. M20 and M45 are in India. M175, M174, and M122 are in southeast Asia. M130, M4, and M130 

are in Pacific islands. M242 and M130 are in northeast Asia and Americas. 

 

X-chromosome 

Sex chromosomes {X-chromosome}| can have 2000 to 3000 genes. Mammals inactivate X-chromosome in females, 

to prevent overproduction from X genes. X-chromosome started to develop 300 million years ago. 

 

Y-chromosome 

Sex chromosomes {Y-chromosome}| can have 80 genes. Some genes are only on Y. SRY is for making testes and 

derived from SOX3 of X-chromosome. TTY2, CDY, PRY, DAZ, and BPY2 are for making sperm. Other genes are 

TTY1, TSPY, and XKRY. 

Some genes are on X and Y. DBY, EIF1AY, RPS4Y, SMCY, TB4Y, USP9Y, UTY, and ZFY are for housekeeping. 

RBMY and VCY work only in testes. Others are PCDHY and AMELY. 

One Y-chromosome end is 95% of Y-chromosome and has no functioning genes. Y-chromosome has palindrome 

structure. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene 

 

gene 

Heredity has fundamental physical and functional units {gene}. Johannsen invented the word gene [1909]. Genes are 

nucleotide sequences at chromosome positions. Genes code for proteins or RNAs {gene product} for regulation, 

structure, or transport. Genes controlling behavior are not qualitatively different from those governing other cell 

functions. 

 

BMAL1 gene 

Master genes {BMAL1 gene} can control timing. Superchiasmatic nucleus regulates waking and sleeping. 

Dorsomedial nucleus controls eating cycles. 

 

CALHM1 gene 

Genes {CALHM1 gene} can regulate neuron calcium concentration. 

 

human accelerated region 

Human DNA sequences {human accelerated region} (HAR1) (HAR2) can have rapid mutation compared to 

chimpanzees. HAR1 codes RNA. HAR2 (HACNS1) regulates wrist and thumb development. 

 

IRGM gene 

Genes {IRGM gene} can act against bacteria. 

 

Ku70 gene 

Genes {Ku70 gene} can make DNA-repair Ku70 transcription factors. 

 

makorin1 gene 

Worms, insects, and vertebrates have pseudogene-regulated genes {makorin1 gene}. 

 

MECP2 gene 

Gene {MECP2 gene} mutations can cause autism Rett syndrome. 

 

metalloproteinase 

Metal-dependent endopeptidases {metalloproteinase} can break down interstitial type I, II, or III collagen, basement-

membrane type IV collagen, or type V collagen. Metalloproteinases {matrilysin} {PUMP-1 gene} can split 

extracellular matrix. Metalloproteinases {gelatinase A} {gelatinase B} split basement membrane. MMP-1 and MMP-

13 split interstitial collagen. Metalloproteinase {stromelysin-3} (MMP-3) splits extracellular matrix. 

Plasminogen activators and other serine proteinases activate metalloproteinases. Cells have tissue metalloproteinase 

inhibitors {TIMP gene}, such as TIMP-1, TIMP-2, TIMP-3, and TIMP-4. 

 



multidrug resistance 1 gene 

Genes {multidrug resistance 1 gene} {MDR1 gene} can make cell-membrane pumps that can send chemotherapy 

drugs out tumor cells. 

 

Runx1 gene 

Mice without a gene {Runx1 gene} do not sense heat or cold. Runx1 gene can affect neuropathic pain. 

 

TRIM5alpha gene 

Genes {TRIM5alpha gene} can stop PtERV1 from replicating. 

 

Yellow gene 

Drosophila genes {Yellow gene} can make black pigment. Without yellow genes, color is yellow. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Carbohydrate 

 

AMY1 gene 

Genes {AMY1 gene} can make salivary amylase to break down starch. Humans have many copies. 

 

LCT gene 

Genes {LCT gene} can make lactase to metabolize lactose. 

 

lac repressor 

Protein complexes {lac repressor} can block lactase-gene transcription. Lactose metabolites can bind to lac repressor 

and cause them to leave DNA, allowing gene transcription. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Blood 

 

CETP gene 

Genes {CETP gene} can control blood cholesterol-particle size. 

 

CSE gene 

Genes {CSE gene} can make enzyme that makes hydrogen-sulfide vasodilator. 

 

Duffy gene 

Human red-blood-cell surface genes {Duffy gene} can make part of Plasmodium receptor, in brain, spleen, and 

kidney. 

 

gamma-glutamyl carboxylase 

Enzymes {gamma-glutamyl carboxylase} can clot human blood, be in fruit flies, make cone snail venom, and 

participate in embryonic development. Carboxylase began at least 540 million years ago, when arthropods, mollusks, 

and chordates diverged, because arthropod, mollusc, and chordate gamma-glutamyl-carboxylase genes have similar 

introns, which direct protein folding. Therefore, introns began before 540 million years ago. 

 

hypoxia-inducible factor 

Transcription factors {hypoxia-inducible factor 1} {HIF-1 gene} can increase after hypoxia and cause increased red-

blood-cell mass, blood-vessel growth, and increased ventilation. 

 

selectin gene 

Using sugar, proteins {selectin gene} can bind to white blood cells, to allow cells to leave blood and go into tissue. 

 

tryptophan hydroxylase 

Genes {tryptophan hydroxylase I gene} can make serotonin for blood. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Cell Death 

 



AKT gene 

Gene {AKT gene} products can aid cell suicide. 

 

BCL-3 gene 

Gene {BCL-3 gene} products can regulate cell death. Mutated gene causes lymphoma. 

 

lethal gene 

Gene {lethal gene} mutations can kill organisms, because gene no longer produces necessary enzyme. 

 

p53 factor 

Transcription factors {p53 factor} {p53 protein} can start apoptosis in damaged cells. When p53 gene mutates, gene 

product causes cancer. 

 

SEPS1 gene 

Genes {SEPS1 gene} can break down damaged proteins. Damaged proteins can cause inflammation. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Cell Cycle 

 

archipelago gene 

Gene {archipelago gene} (ago gene) (AGO gene) products {ago protein} can regulate cell cycle, cell-differentiation 

Notch signaling pathway, and Alzheimer's-disease beta-amyloid precursor protein (APP) processing pathway. Ago 

protein contains F-box domain and seven WD40 repeat motifs. F-boxes and WD40 repeats are typically in ubiquitin-

ligase complexes of ubiquitin/proteasome proteolytic pathway. 

F-box 

F-box domain interacts with proteins {Skp1 protein} of protein complexes {SCF complex}. Organisms have many 

F-box proteins, with more than 100 in Caenorhabditis elegans roundworm, for example. 

WD40 

WD40 repeats interact with cyclin E and cyclin F. WD40 repeats have repeating units of 40 amino acids, with 

tryptophan, with symbol W, and aspartic acid, with symbol D, at defined positions. 

LRR repeats 

Leucine-rich repeats {LRR repeat} interact with cyclin E. 

cyclin E 

Ago protein recognizes cyclin E and catalyzes covalent ubiquitin-to-cyclin-E attachment. Ago protein decreases cell 

proliferation by this mechanism. 

 

cyclin E gene 

In Drosophila cell cycle, regulatory protein {cyclin E} can increase transition from gap-1 phase to S phase, which 

has DNA synthesis and replication. Cyclin E genes are tumor suppressor genes. Cyclin E problems can cause cancer. 

Elevated intracellular cyclin E levels increase cell proliferation. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Cell Cycle>Ubiquitin 

 

ubiquitin proteasome proteolytic pathway 

Protein-complex {ubiquitin ligase complex} substrate-recognition components are in proteolytic pathways 

{ubiquitin/proteasome proteolytic pathway}. Ubiquitination attaches 76-amino-acid peptides {ubiquitin, complex} to 

proteins. The 26S proteasome then degrades ubiquitin and protein. Ubiquitin/proteasome proteolytic pathway decreases 

cell-cycle-regulation, cell-proliferation, differentiation, and development proteins. 

 

E1 gene 

Ubiquitin/proteasome proteolytic pathway has ubiquitin-activating enzymes {E1 gene}. 

 

E2 gene 

Ubiquitin/proteasome proteolytic pathway has ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes {E2 gene}. 

 



E3 gene 

Ubiquitin/proteasome proteolytic pathway has ubiquitin ligases {E3 gene}, such as SCF types. Ubiquitin ligase 

connects cell-cycle protein to ubiquitin and controls protein level. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Cell Surface Receptor 

 

cell surface receptor 

Receptors {cell-surface receptor} can use hundreds of genes. 

peptides 

Cell-surface receptors can bind acetylcholine, glutamate, glycine, and gamma-aminobutyric acid and endorphin and 

enkephalin peptides. Acetylcholine binds to sodium-ion-channel receptor. Glutamate binds to NMDA receptor. Glycine 

and GABA bind to chloride-ion-channel receptors. Receptor proteins using G proteins can couple to ion-channel 

proteins. Same-type receptors can have variable binding affinity and transport efficacy. 

 

adrenergic receptor 

Alpha-adrenergic and beta-adrenergic cell-surface receptors {adrenergic receptor} can bind epinephrine and similar 

compounds. 

membrane 

Amino ends are outside membranes, and carboxyl ends are inside membranes. Seven helices pass through 

membrane. 

functions 

Adrenergic receptors can couple to G protein. Adrenergic receptors can activate or inhibit adenylate cyclase to make 

or decrease cAMP. 

functions: phosphates 

Adrenergic receptors can activate phospholipase to break down inositol phospholipids in membrane into inositol 

triphosphate and diacylglycerol. Inositol triphosphate makes calcium vesicles release calcium ions, which bind to 

calmodulin, which regulates enzymes such as protein kinase. Diacylglycerol activates protein-kinase C proteins. 

Phosphorylation causes conformational changes that expose active sites and activate protein kinases. Protein 

phosphatases, such as cytoplasmic CD45 membrane protein, remove phosphates. 

 

CD4 protein 

Cell-surface receptor proteins {CD4 protein} can bind protein kinase at carboxyl ends inside membranes. 

 

growth factor receptor 

Cell-surface receptors {growth factor receptor} can bind growth factors. Growth factors activate 100 immediate 

early genes, which then make transcription factors. 

structure 

Growth-factor receptors pass one helix through membrane. Receptor is outside membrane. Kinase or cyclase is 

inside membrane. 

types 

Atrial naturietic peptide has protein kinase and guanylate cyclase. Activin receptor protein has serine-threonine 

kinase. Phosphoprotein phosphatase has tyrosine phosphatase. Growth factor receptor has tyrosine kinase. 

 

hormone binding receptor 

Cell-surface receptors {hormone binding receptor} can bind hormones. Hormone-binding receptors affect G proteins 

inside cell membranes. G proteins use GTP to activate adenylate cyclase and make cAMP. cAMP affects protein kinase 

A, which then phosphorylates transcription factors, such as CRE-binding protein, that bind to cAMP response elements 

(CRE). 

 

nicotinic cholinergic receptor 

Muscle-synapse cell-surface receptors {nicotinic cholinergic receptor} can bind acetylcholine. Nicotinic receptors 

have membrane alpha-helix pores. Acetylcholine binds to two alpha helices. Four genes make protein receptors. Gene 

alleles have different mRNA splicings, making many slightly different nicotinic cholinergic receptors. 

 



steroid receptor 

Cell-surface receptors {steroid receptor} can bind steroids. Steroids can cross membranes and bind to steroid-

receptor proteins inside cells, allowing them to move to cell nucleus. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Cell Surface Receptor>Binding 

 

G protein 

Cell-surface receptors can bind hormones and affect GTP-binding proteins {G protein} inside cell membranes. 

Activated G protein catalyzes its return to unactivated state, thus timing rate of G-protein processes. Immediate-early 

genes activated in learning use cAMP signal paths. 

cyclic AMP 

G protein uses GTP to activate adenylate cyclase and make cAMP. cAMP affects protein kinase A, which then 

phosphorylates CRE-binding protein, which binds to cAMP response elements (CRE). 

senses 

Olfactory sensors use G-protein transduction. 

structure 

G protein is similar to proteins for cross-membrane signaling, protein synthesis, cell molecule transport, and cross-

membrane transport. 

 

hormone-response element 

Steroid-receptor proteins bind to regulatory-region 15-base sequences {hormone-response element}, for activation or 

repression. 

 

ionophore 

Chemicals {ionophore} can artificially raise cell calcium concentration. 

 

plasminogen activator 

Serine proteinases {plasminogen activator} can have cell-surface receptors. Urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA) 

can activate matrix metalloproteinases. Plasminogen-activator inhibitors counteract tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). 

 

rhodopsin 

Retina rod-cell proteins {rhodopsin}| can absorb light and bind GTP to transducin, which activates 

phosphodiesterase, which breaks down cGMP, which closes cGMP-dependent ion channels and so causes 

hyperpolarization. Rhodopsin is similar to adrenergic receptor. Opsin proteins are similar to rhodopsin, because both 

use 11-cis-retinal as chromophore. Absorption maximum differs for opsins and rhodopsin. 

 

transducin 

GTP-binding proteins {transducin} can transduce signals in eye. 

 

von Willebrand factor type A 

ATR protein, matrilins, integrins, and other cell-surface protein-interaction proteins have extra-cellular domains 

{von Willebrand factor type A}. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Development 

 

development genes 

Genes {development genes} can control development. Serotonin affects early embryo development, and mother 

supplies it before fetus can make it. 

 

histone deacetylase 

Genes {histone deacetylase 4 gene} (HDAC4) can regulate muscle and bone development and maintain rod and 

bipolar cells. 

 

immediate early gene 

Genes {early-response gene} {immediate early gene} can respond first to stimulation and then trigger later changes. 

 



master control gene 

Homeobox and other genes {master control gene} can start gene-expression chains. 

 

Pitx1 gene 

Stickleback-fish gene {Pitx1 gene} products can affect pelvic fin and other structures. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Development>Signaling 

 

Notch gene 

Gene {Notch gene} products can activate signaling pathways and regulate whether neural precursors become 

neurons or glia. Enzymes cleave Notch and APP transmembrane proteins in membrane plane {regulated intramembrane 

proteolysis}, to liberate cytosolic fragments, which enter cell nucleus to control gene transcription. Regulated 

intramembrane proteolysis is similar from bacteria to humans. 

 

Bmi-1 gene 

Gene {Bmi-1 gene} products can activate signaling pathways. 

 

Wnt gene 

Gene {Wnt gene} products can activate signaling pathways. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Development>Homeobox Gene 

 

homeobox gene 

Homeodomain binding proteins have one helix in DNA major groove and another helix across DNA that contacts 

other proteins. Fruitfly homeotic genes {homeobox gene} control head, jaws, teeth, thorax, and abdomen development 

and contain 180-base control regions {homeobox} that have helix-turn-helix {homeodomain} sequences, which are in 

many development genes. Regulatory region has 200,000 bases total. 

retinoic acid 

Extracellular-fluid retinoic acid controls homeotic-gene expression by binding to cell receptors and builds spinal 

cord, hindbrain, eye, and limbs. Low concentrations start gene expression at forebrain, and then higher concentrations 

start gene expression in sequence down to tail. 

hormone 

Thyroid hormone has similar receptors and controls gene expression. 

 

homeotic series 

Human Hox gene and other homeobox development genes {homeotic gene} can have sequences {homeotic series} 

along chromosomes. First gene is for mouth/nose, and last gene is for tail. Earliest homeobox genes were 1, 2/3, 4, 5, 

6/7/8, and 9/10/11/12/13, in sequence. Fruit flies have 1, 2/3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9/10/11/12/13. Fruit flies have non-

homeobox region of DNA between 6 and 7. Chordates have 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. Vertebrates have 

chordate-set variants on four different chromosomes. 

 

BF gene 

Mammal genes {BF gene} can control gut, liver, and lungs. BF genes are similar to forkhead genes. BF-1 enlarges 

nasal retina and dorsal forebrain and is where neurons start dividing {germinal zone} before migrating. BF-2 enlarges 

ventral forebrain and temporal retina. 

 

empty spiracles gene 

Mammal Emx-1 and Emx-2 genes {Emx gene} enlarge cerebrum, including corpus callosum. Fruitfly genes {empty 

spiracles gene} are similar. 

 

engrailed gene 

Fruitfly genes {engrailed gene} can have homeoboxes but not be in homeotic gene sequence for body development. 

In most vertebrates, En-1 and En-2 genes, similar to engrailed gene, control midbrain and cerebellum growth. 

 

forkhead gene 

Fruitfly genes {forkhead gene} can develop gut beginning and end. 



 

Hox gene 

Vertebrate genes {Hox gene} can be similar to fruitfly homeobox genes. If Hox genes are missing, symptoms are 

similar to DiGeorge congenital disease. Hox-b1, Hox-b2, Hox-b3, Hox-b4, and Hox-b5 genes enlarge hindbrain from 

third rhombomere down. 

 

Lim-1 gene 

Genes {Lim-1 gene} can enlarge forebrain, midbrain, cerebellum, and first two or three hindbrain rhombomeres. 

 

Otx gene 

Genes {Otx gene} can affect brain development. Otx2 protein is for head development in embryo. After birth, it 

signals eye coordination. 

 

Pax6 gene 

Genes {Pax6 gene} can affect halteres balancing-wing development. Pax genes also affect eye and brain 

development. 

 

tailless gene 

Fruitfly genes {tailless gene} can develop gut beginning and end. Tailless gene enlarges forebrain, retina, and 

olfaction receptors. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Development>Polarity 

 

maternal-effect gene 

At fertilization, genes {maternal-effect gene} from mother can code for transcription factors that establish front-to-

back and top-to-bottom embryo polarity: bicoid protein, nanos protein, and dorsal gene protein transcription factor. 

 

bicoid protein 

Proteins {bicoid protein transcription factor}, at only one pole, can make top-to-bottom gradient across embryo 

{morphogen, bicoid}. Nanos is at one pole, and bicoid is at other pole. 

 

nanos protein 

Proteins {nanos protein transcription factor}, at only one pole, can make top-to-bottom gradient across embryo. 

Nanos is at one pole, and bicoid is at other pole. 

 

dorsal gene protein transcription factor 

Maternal-effect follicle-cell genes can code for transcription factors {dorsal gene protein transcription factor} that 

establish front-to-back embryo polarity. Factor is similar to rel protein and NF-kappaB. Factor concentrates in cell 

nucleus ventrally, and cytoplasm dorsally, in all embryo cells. Cactus gene and Toll gene can partition dorsal-gene-

protein transcription factor to these cell locations. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Development>Segmentation 

 

gap gene 

After first cell divisions, genes {gap gene} {hunchback gene} {hunchback-maternal gene} {knirps gene} {Kruppel 

gene} can code zinc-finger transcription factors that make bands along embryo and body regions by working with 

maternal-effect genes and by repressing each other. Gap genes also regulate genes expressed later. Transcription-factor 

binding sites are high-affinity or low-affinity, so transcription-factor concentration affects which genes transcribe and 

how much, leading to gradients and bands. In small regions, same chemicals cause different effects. 

 

segmentation gene 

After gap-gene expression, genes {segmentation gene} can code for transcription factors that segment body, pair 

segments, and make segment polarity. Segmentation genes work with gap-gene products, and interact with each other 

using autofeedback, to sharpen segment boundaries. Segmentation genes include pair-rule genes, such as fushi tarazu 

gene, even-skipped gene, hairy gene, runt gene, and eve gene. 

 



pair-rule gene 

Segmentation genes {pair-rule gene} {eve gene} {even-skipped gene} {fushi tarazu gene} {hairy gene} {runt gene} 

can be about splitting body regions. In small regions, same chemicals cause different effects. 

 

segment polarity gene 

Genes {segment polarity gene} can be about front and back. In small regions, same chemicals can cause different 

effects. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Eating 

 

FTO gene 

Genes {FTO gene} can have alleles related to obesity. 

 

NCoR gene 

Gene {NCoR gene} products can regulate fat-metabolism genes. 

 

PTP1B gene 

Hypothalamus proteins {PTP1B gene} can affect leptin signaling inside cells. 

 

SOC3 gene 

Hypothalamus proteins {SOC3 gene} can block leptin receptors. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Growth 

 

ERK factor 

Gene products {ERK factor} can be for cell growth. 

 

MEK factor 

Gene products {MEK factor} can be for cell growth. 

 

NEGR1 gene 

Genes {NEGR1 gene} can affect hypothalamus neuron growth. 

 

NF-kappaB factor 

Transcription factors {NF-kappaB} can be for cell growth and cytokine production. 

 

p16INK4a gene 

Mice genes {p16INK4a gene} can regulate cell growth and regeneration. With age, protein increases, and cells 

regenerate less. 

 

RSK factor 

Transcription factors {RSK factor} can be for cell growth. 

 

SOS gene 

Gene {SOS gene} products can be for cell growth. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Immunity 

 

Fox gene 

Fox-01, Fox03, and Fox04 transcription factors {fox factor} {Fox gene} are for glucose metabolism and cell 

defense. 

 

orai 1 gene 

Gene products {orai 1 protein} can be in T-cell calcium-ion channels. 

 



siglec proteins 

Proteins {siglec proteins} can prevent immune-system cells from activation. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Intoxication 

 

intoxication genes 

Genes {intoxication genes} can affect intoxication. 

 

ADH2 gene 

Genes {ADH2 gene} can prevent alcoholism in some East Asians by affecting alcohol metabolism. 

 

ALDH2 gene 

Genes {ALDH2 gene} can prevent alcoholism in some East Asians by affecting alcohol metabolism. 

 

cheap date gene 

Alcohol affects fruitfly genes {cheap date gene}. 

 

CHRM2 gene 

Genes {CHRM2 gene} can affect alcohol use. 

 

DRD2 gene 

Genes {DRD2 gene} can relate to alcoholism. 

 

GABRA2 gene 

Genes {GABRA2 gene} can affect alcohol use. 

 

slo-1 gene 

C. elegans genes {slo-1 gene} can code for neuron, muscle-cell, and gland-cell BK potassium-ion-channel proteins. 

Alcohol affects BK-channel. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Ion Channel 

 

ATP1A2 gene 

Genes {ATP1A2 gene} can code for membrane sodium-pump and potassium-pump proteins. 

 

CACNA1A gene 

Genes {CACNA1A gene} can code for P/Q calcium-channel protein. 

 

SCN1A gene 

Gene {SCN1A gene} codes for sodium-channel proteins. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Muscle 

 

MyoD gene 

Transcription factors {MyoD gene} can be for muscle development and repair. 

 

POP3 gene 

Genes {POP3 gene} can build striated muscle. POP2 and POP3 are also in plants. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Nerve 

 

cFos gene 

Immediate-early genes {cFos gene} can make proteins that are neuronal activation markers. 

 



clathrin gene 

Trimer proteins {clathrin triskelion} {clathrin gene} can have tetrahedron shapes at corners of presynaptic-nerve-

ending icosahedral neurotransmitter-release structures. 

 

Dscam gene 

Genes {Dscam gene} can guide axon growth. 

 

Eph gene 

Genes {Eph gene} can build brain topographic maps. 

 

neurogenic gene 

Notch, split enhancer, big brain, mastermind, and neuralized genes {neurogenic gene} can make cell-adhesion, 

signal-transduction, membrane-channel, and transcription-factor cell-to-cell signal proteins, to develop cells and inhibit 

nearby cells. 

 

neurotrophic factor 

After making neurons, genes {neurotrophic gene} can code for secreted proteins {neurotrophic factor} that keep 

neurons alive, differentiate neurons, and make neurotransmitters, such as nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived 

neurotrophic factor (BDNF), CNTF, and NT-3. Other genes code for neurotrophic-factor receptor proteins. 

 

proneural gene 

After head and tail develop, daughterless and achaete-scute genes {proneural gene} can code for helix-loop-helix 

transcription factors that make neural precursor cells to start brain development. da enhances achaete-scute, and emc 

inhibits it. 

 

reelin gene 

Vertebrate genes {reelin gene} can affect axon branching and synapse creation. 

 

Robo gene 

Genes {Robo gene} can affect axon travel between hemispheres. 

 

selector gene 

Cut and other genes {selector gene} can code for homeobox transcription factors that make neuron types. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Nerve>Behavior 

 

FOXP2 gene 

Chromosome-7 genes {Forkhead box P2 gene} {FOXP2 gene} can have a mutation [-100000] associated with 

speech and language problems. Neanderthals also have this allele. 

 

Fru gene 

Fruitfly genes {Fru gene} can affect courtship rituals. 

 

stathmin gene 

Amygdala proteins {stathmin} can affect fear. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Nerve>Brain Size 

 

ASPM gene 

Genes {ASPM gene} can help control brain size. 

 

MCPH1 gene 

Genes {MCPH1 gene} can help control brain size. 

 

CDK5RAP2 gene 

Genes {CDK5RAP2 gene} can help control brain size. 



 

CENPJ gene 

Genes {CENPJ gene} can help control brain size. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Plant 

 

hothead gene 

One base change in a recessive gene {hothead gene} can cause fused petals, but Arabidopsis thaliana mustard plant 

can revert to wild type. 

 

POP gene 

Plants have POP2 and POP3 genes {POP gene}. 

 

terminator gene 

Genes {terminator gene} can make proteins {ribosome inhibitor protein} that kill seeds. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Respiratory Chain 

 

cytochrome b gene 

Nuclear genes {cytochrome b gene} can make mitochondrial respiratory-chain proteins. 

cybS 

Nuclear genes {cybS gene} {SDHD gene, cytochrome} can make small cytochrome-b subunits. cybS protein is in 

mitochondria protein complexes {mitochondrial complex II} {succinate-ubiquinone oxidoreductase}, which are in 

electron transport chains. 

Perhaps, cybS genes are tumor suppressor genes, because they are typically not in bladder, breast, cervix, stomach, 

lung, and ovary cancers or in melanomas. Perhaps, cybS protein is in carotid-body oxygen-sensing system. Without 

cybS protein, chronic hypoxic stimulation causes cell proliferation. Solid tumors are typically hypoxic compared to 

normal tissues. 

 

PGC-1alpha regulator 

Regulators {PGC-1alpha regulator} {PGC gene} can develop muscles by controlling respiration. 

 

SDHD gene 

Nuclear genes {SDHD gene, mitochondria} can make mitochondrial respiratory chain proteins, which are small 

cytochrome-b subunits. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>RNA 

 

RNA gene 

Genes {RNA gene} can make rRNA, tRNA, microRNA, RNA-protein enzyme complexes such as RMRP, and 

riboswitches. 

 

riboswitch 

In bacteria, long RNAs {riboswitch} have aptamer ends that bind to other molecules to act as sensors and other ends 

{expression platform, riboswitch} that change structurally, by making and unmaking hairpins, to affect protein 

translation or RNA transcription. 

 

TRAP complex 

Protein complexes {TRAP complex} can bind tryptophan mRNA and inhibit tryptophan-gene transcription and 

mRNA translation. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Sex 

 

DAX gene 

X-chromosome genes {DAX gene} can tend to suppress SRY gene {sex-chromosome drive}. Y-chromosome is too 

small to reduce such suppression. 



 

sexually antagonistic gene 

Maleness or femaleness genes {sexually antagonistic gene} cluster together and do not work in other sex. Maleness 

or femaleness genes are in different chromosomes in birds and mammals. 

 

Sry gene 

Y-chromosome genes {Sry gene} can control testes development and so testosterone production. Sry gene starts 

masculinization. Human SRY differs greatly from ape SRY, but has had few mutations. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Transcription Factor 

 

ELT gene 

Nematodes transcription-factor ELT-3, ELT-5, and ELT-6 genes {ELT gene} are active in youth. ELT genes are 

more active in old age. ELT genes are similar to human GATA transcription factors. 

 

GATA gene 

Human transcription-factor genes {GATA gene} can be active in youth. Nematode ELT genes are similar to GATA 

transcription factors. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Gene>Transcription Factor>Pluripotency 

 

c-myc gene 

Transcription-factor genes {c-myc gene} can restore pluripotency to cells. 

 

Klf4 gene 

Transcription-factor genes {Klf4 gene} can restore pluripotency to cells. 

 

Oct4 gene 

Transcription-factor genes {Oct4 gene} can restore pluripotency to cells. 

 

Sox2 gene 

Transcription-factor genes {Sox2 gene} can restore pluripotency to cells. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Generation 

 

geneaology 

Individuals have ancestors {pedigree} {family tree} {geneaology}|. 

 

back cross 

Children or grandchildren can breed with parents {back cross}|. 

 

inbreeding 

In isolated populations, genetically similar individuals can breed {inbreeding, population}|. Continual inbreeding can 

result in species varieties in which all individuals are essentially genetically identical. 10% gene flow prevents too 

much inbreeding and keeps human populations from differentiating into new species. 

 

isolating mechanism 

Geographic isolation {isolating mechanism}, ecology, and genetic factors can increase interbreeding. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Generation>Generations 

 

F1 generation 

First filial generation {F1 generation} is children of parents. 

 

F2 generation 

Second filial generation {F2 generation} {grandchildren} is children of children. 



 

filial generation 

Parental generation can have children {filial generation}, grandchildren, and so on. 

 

parental generation 

Males and females {parental generation} can start reproductive lines. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Genome 

 

genome 

Organisms have all genetic material in chromosomes {genome, genetics}|. Typical animal cells express 4,000 to 

10,000 genes. Humans have more than 30,000 genes. Two unrelated people differ in 100 to 5000 genes. Human genes 

differ from chimpanzee genes by one percent. Humans have 85,000 different mRNAs. 

Transposable elements are 45% of human DNA. Non-coding DNA is 24% of human DNA. Structural DNA is 20% 

of human DNA. Repeated sequences are 10% of human DNA. 

Protein coding genes are 1% of human DNA. 42% of genes have not been characterized. 14% are nuclear 

transcription factors. 12% are messengers. 10% are enzymes. 5% are miscellaneous. 5% are structural. 5% are for 

molecular transport. 3% are cell-surface proteins. 3% are tumor-suppressor genes. 1% are immune-system proteins. 

People have 5 x 10^9 nucleotides. Unrelated people differ by 5 x 10^5 nucleotides. 

 

genomics 

Genes have sequences, functions, regulation, and interactions with themselves and environment {genomics}|. 

Computational tools can identify genes, inducers, binding sites, structures, and relations between nucleic acid and 

protein sequences. 

 

proteomics 

Protein study can depend on genes {proteomics}|. Proteomics involves post-translational modification, protein 

folding, and protein-protein interactions. 10 to 20 million different human proteins are possible. 

 

metabolomics 

Human bacteria and humans make many chemicals {metabolomics}. Human bacteria and humans make many 

chemicals in response to stress {metabonomics}. 

 

Human Genome Project 

Projects {genome, human} {Human Genome Project} sequenced human DNA. 

purposes 

From nucleotide sequences, experimenters can determine gene number, types, and relations. They can identify 

functional regions, coding regions, pseudogenes, and loci. They can identify regulatory regions, such as promoters, 

enhancers, silencers, trans-activating factors, transcription factors, and transcription-factor receptors. They can identify 

splicing sites, such as RNA splicing sites and alternative splicing sites. They can identify repeat regions, such as simple 

repeats like STR, complex repeats like Alu, or coding-triplet repeats. They can identify translocations and DNA-

rearrangement signals. They can identify three-dimensional structure sites. They can identify antigen response sites. 

They can identify sites involved in polymorphism, disease, and development. 

evolution 

Experimenters can find racial, cultural, geographic, and individual variations. They can identify evolutionary 

regions, such as orthologues or dot matrices. They can trace human DNA evolution. They can define heredity traits and 

study questions about environment role {nature vs. nurture debate}. 

questions 

Should fetal tissues be research tools? 

Should society allow changes to germ cells? How much diversity should society maintain and how much should 

society try for perfection? Which eugenics program is best, if any? Do parents have right to choose children gender? 

Who owns information about genes, regions, or proteins, and is it patentable? Who owns genetic materials and data? 

Who can access genetic information: relatives, governments, insurance, and/or employers? How can people have 

privacy? 



Should gene therapies modify behavior? Should society screen everyone for genetic diseases or traits? Is it ethical to 

have disease diagnosis without available treatment? Should society allow children to have genetic defects, and what are 

defects? Are treatment costs important factors? 

Is anyone liable for genetic makeup or behavior consequences? Does or will genetic defects cause social stigma? 

How much education about genetic issues is practical and/or useful? 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Genome>Ploidy 

 

ploidy 

Genomes have numbers of homologous somatic chromosomes {ploidy}, such as haploid and diploid. Triploid 

organisms have three. Tetraploid organisms have four. For sex-linked chromosomes, ploidy can differ between males 

and females. 

 

haploid 

Cells {haploid}| can have one chromosome set, rather than two. Sperm and egg cells {germ cell} are haploid. 

Bacteria have one gene copy, because they are asexual. However, they have as many different traits and trait variations 

as sexual organisms. 

 

diploid 

Somatic cells {diploid}| can have two chromosome sets. Sexual reproduction contributes one chromosome set from 

each parent. 

 

polyploidy 

Many organisms have more than two chromosome sets {polyploidy}|. Haploids and diploids can make extra 

chromosomes or chromosome parts. Insects typically have more than two chromosome sets. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Linkage 

 

linkage of genes 

Same-chromosome alleles or RFLP markers tend to inherit together {linkage}| {genetic linkage} {linkage group} in 

meiotic recombination, mitotic replication, and prokaryote binary fission. Closer markers are less likely to separate 

during DNA recombination and so are more likely to inherit together. Linkage frequency depends on distance between 

loci. 

finding distance from linkage 

Known genetic linkages show relative loci distances. Distances are in centimorgans. Markers less than five 

centimorgans have less than 1 in 20 chance to separate. 

 

allelic association 

Alleles at neighboring genetic loci can more frequently associate than expected from allele frequency and genetic 

linkage {linkage disequilibrium} {allelic association}. Algorithms can identify linkage disequilibrium. 

 

centimorgan 

Units {centimorgan} (cM) can measure recombination frequency. One centimorgan is 1% chance that, at one 

crossing over, marker at one genetic locus separates from marker at second locus. In humans, one centimorgan is one 

million base pairs. 

 

DNA mapping 

Chromosomes have gene locations {DNA mapping}. 

chromosome separation 

Cell-sorting machines can sort chromosomes. Alternatively, people can separate chromosomes using microscopes 

and fine instruments. Human cells treated with x-rays can fuse with mouse cells to isolate chromosome pieces, to map 

with markers {radiation hybrid mapping}. Two-dimensional electrophoresis using variable fields can separate DNA 

fragments up to three million bases {pulsed field gel electrophoresis} (PFGE), over several days. 

protein removal 

Proteolytic enzymes remove protein from chromosomes held in gels, leaving DNA. 



DNA fragments 

NotI, MluI, NruI, and SfiI restriction enzymes have eight-base sites and cut DNA in few places, to make million-

base DNA fragments. 

methylation 

Tissues can have methylated sites, allowing fewer cuts and larger fragments, so researchers must compare different 

tissues. Large fragments have further processing. 

cloning 

YACs allow cloning hundred-kilobase DNA fragments. Phages and cosmids allow cloning 40000-base DNA 

fragments, for genomic libraries. 

separation 

From clones, electrophoresis separates restriction fragments by size. 

markers 

Genetic markers can find loci. 

hybridization 

20-base oligonucleotide probes can hybridize with DNA. Probes can have minor-groove binder to enhance exact 

hybridization, allowing shorter probes. Probes hybridize with clone DNA fragments. Overlapping DNA fragments 

hybridize to same probe. Clone-fragment sequence-tagged connector ends hybridize to probes. 

sites 

Using unique primers, processing identifies unique 200-base to 500-base sequence-tagged sites, which have known 

locations. 

overlapping 

DNA fragments overlap to build longer sequences {contig, DNA}, to sequence chromosome DNA. 

 

hitch-hiking natural selection 

Neutral or disadvantageous gene mutations can survive if they are adjacent to advantageous genes {hitch-hiking 

natural selection}. 

 

liability class 

Complex genetic diseases divide into different onset ages and/or different disease severities {liability class}. This 

can increase genetic-linkage information by accounting for phenocopy traits, whose appearances are similar but have 

different causes. Categories have different phenocopy rates. Phenocopy rates increase as onset age increases and as 

severity decreases. 

 

locus of gene 

Genes and other markers are at relative or absolute chromosome positions {locus, gene}| {loci} {genetic locus}. 

 

LOD score 

Individual marker traits have probabilities. Probabilities differ for linkage or no linkage. Values {LOD Score} can 

measure linkage degrees in families by estimating recombination fraction: base-10 logarithm of ratio between 

probability assuming linkage and probability assuming no linkage. In LOD-score analysis, disorders can make complex 

patterns. 

 

Transmission Disequilibrium Test 

Testing father, mother, and child to establish genetic linkage and association {Transmission Disequilibrium Test} 

(TDT) can find linkage disequilibria. 
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mutation 

Chemicals, radiation, and copying and repairing errors can cause chromosomal DNA-sequence damage {mutation}|. 

People can inherit changed genotypes. 

types 

Single nucleotides, short regions, genes, and chromosomes {muton} can mutate. Mutations include nucleotide 

deletions, insertions, and changes {point mutation}. Mutations include chromosome number or structure changes. DNA 

regions can delete, insert, invert, double, and alter. 



rate 

Trait mutation rate is 10^-4 to 10^-6 per generation. One to ten percent of cells have mutations. 

affects 

Mutations are typically bad, but bad mutations can be good in new environments. Mutations degrade good, working 

genetic code to make it more variable, and this process adds to genetic variability. Higher mutation rates affect 

organisms with more genes more. 

experiments 

In animals or plants, to discover if genes {candidate gene} relate to diseases, researchers mutate genes to see if 

mutation causes disease symptoms. 

 

error catastrophe 

Higher mutation rates typically cause poorer adaptation {error catastrophe, mutation}. 

 

maternal inheritance 

Modified plant genes can go only to ovules {maternal inheritance}, not to pollen. 

 

silent mutation 

Codons, with same first two bases but different third base, can code for the same amino acid. For those codons, 

third-base mutations {silent mutation} do not make any difference to survival. 

However, different codons bind to different t-RNAs, and some t-RNAs are more abundant than others. Times to bind 

scarcer t-RNA are longer than times for more abundant t-RNA. Time differences can affect protein folding, change 

protein structure, and affect function. 

Silent mutations can accumulate and eventually encode new proteins. For example, mutations can cause body-part 

replication. Subsequent generations can modify replicated parts to make new structures and functions. 
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in vitro mutagenesis 

Gene changes can help identify which genes are performing which functions. 

process 

Plasmids and other vectors can have genes. Added chemicals or enzymes can mutate genes {in vitro mutagenesis}. 

Vectors go into hosts, express genes, and make protein. 

methods 

Gene changes can be at restriction endonuclease sites. If sites have overhanging strands, S1 nuclease can remove 

overhanging single-strand DNA, or DNA polymerase can extend shorter strands, to make blunt ends. Linkers can 

attach to blunt ends. 

Chemicals can alter gene nucleotides. Sodium bisulfite makes C into U. Hydrazine and formic acid delete nucleotide 

nitrogenous base, leaving sugar and phosphate. At low nucleotide concentrations or in harsh chemical conditions, DNA 

polymerase can add wrong nucleotides during DNA synthesis. 

 

site-directed mutagenesis 

In vitro mutagenesis {site-directed mutagenesis} can study binding sites and functional regions. Site-directed 

mutagenesis hybridizes synthetic 10-base to 15-base oligonucleotides to DNA sites. Oligonucleotides differ from 

original sequences by one nucleotide at end. Oligonucleotides hybridize well to original sequences, because they differ 

by only one nucleotide. Hybridized sequences replicate to make mutated genes. 

enzymes 

DNA ligase connects perfectly aligned DNA strands. Mutated ends do not ligate {ligase-mediated}, showing 

mutation locations. RNase A cuts DNA-RNA complexes where sequences mismatch and can detect mutation locations. 

Osmium tetroxide and hydroxlamine cut at unmatched C or T bases. Restriction enzymes fragment single-strand DNA. 

Different DNA fragments have different conformations and so different mobilities {single-stranded conformation 

polymorphism} (SSCP). 
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mRNA storage granule 

Near synapses, neurons have granules {mRNA storage granule} to provide mRNA for synapse connections. Animal 

egg-cell mRNA storage granules provide mRNA for early development. 

 

small nuclear RNA 

RNA {small nuclear RNA} (snRNA) can have sequences complementary to intron 5' sequences. 
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small silencing RNA 

RNA interference, microRNA, and piRNA {small silencing RNA} silence genes. 

 

RNA interference 

After viral genes or mobile genetic elements express, double-stranded RNA can catabolize their mRNA {RNA 

interference} {RNAi}. When extra gene copies insert into organisms, double-stranded RNA suppresses expression. 

short interfering RNA 

Dicer enzyme hydrolyzes double-stranded RNA to make 22-base-pair double-stranded RNA {short interfering 

RNA} {small interfering RNA} (siRNA). siRNA has unpaired nucleotides at ends. Proteins {Argonaute protein} can 

bind to siRNA ends. siRNA unlinks its two strands. One strand binds to proteins {RNA-inducing silencing complex} 

(RISC). RISC tries to bind to mRNA. If binding is good, Slicer enzyme splits mRNA, which leaves RISC. If binding 

has short mismatched regions, mRNA stays bound to RISC. Both cases have no translation. 

evolution 

RNAi began in plant, animal, and fungi common ancestor, one billion years ago, to protect against viruses and 

mobile genetic elements. 

experiments 

Using RNAi, researchers can destroy gene mRNA and study results. 

 

microRNA 

RNAi can regulate growth and development using regulatory double-stranded RNA {microRNA} precursors, which 

Dicer makes into microRNA. MicroRNA has same metabolism as siRNA. Two hundred microRNA genes include 

JAW, lin-4, and let-7. Small RNA and protein numbers are approximately the same. 

 

piRNA 

RNA {piRNA}, with 25 to 30 nucleotides, binds to Piwi protein in mammal male germ cells, especially at meiosis, 

making 20000-base to 90000-base clusters {piRNA complex} (piRC). Piwi protein is homologous to Argonaute 

protein. 
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3' end 

DNA-sequence ends {3' end} can have expressed sequence tags. At 3' ends, ESTs accumulate, end within 10 bases 

of each other, and overlap near polyadenylation consensus sequence, after coding region and before polyA terminus. 3' 

ends are within last 1500 bases of transcript 3'-UTR. 

 

cap of nucleic acid 

Nucleic acids have 5' ends {cap, nucleic acid}. 

 

cistron 

DNA sequences {cistron}, typically having several genes, can underlie biochemical functions. 

 

complementary DNA 

Messenger RNA can be templates for single-stranded DNA synthesis {complementary DNA} (cDNA). cDNA 

corresponds to cell-DNA exons. 

 

complementary RNA 

RNA {complementary RNA} (cRNA) can transcribe from single-stranded DNA. 



 

exon 

Gene regions {exon} transcribe as mRNA sequences. Exons are not introns. Functional mRNAs have spliced exons, 

with intron regions removed. 

 

intron 

Genes have regions {intron} that are not for translation. Introns can affect protein folding. 

 

open reading frame 

DNA sequences {open reading frame} can code for one mRNA, because they have no stop codons until end. 

 

polyA tail 

Poly(A) polymerase adds 100 to 300 adenosines {polyA tail} to 3' ends. Perhaps, polyA tails block RNAse. 

 

junk DNA 

DNA contains repetitive sequences, introns in gene-coding regions, untranslated sequences 5' and 3' to gene-coding 

regions, pseudogenes, and transposed regions {junk DNA} {selfish DNA}. Almost all DNA is non-coding junk DNA. 

Over time, species can gain and lose junk DNA. 

repeats 

Most junk DNA is repetitive. Species have distinctive repetitive sequences. Repetitive regions change in cancer and 

cell growth. 

Satellite DNA has 100 bases. Minisatellite DNA, such as GGGCAGGAXG, has 10 to 20 bases, is at 1000 loci, has 5 

to 50 repeats, and initiates gene swapping. Microsatellite DNA has less than 20 bases. 

Alu repeats are only in primates, repeat million times in different locations, are 10% of DNA, have internal 

promoter, and are similar in sequence to ribosome gene. 

B1 repeats are in mice. 

LINE-1 repeats contain reverse transcriptase, are 15% of DNA, and have a hundred thousand copies. 

introns 

Humans and other highly evolved species tend to have more, longer, and more-complex introns. 

untranslated regions 

5' and 3' untranslated regions contain enhancers and suppressors and regulate protein translation. Humans and other 

highly evolved species tend to have longer and more-complex 5' and 3' untranslated regions. 

transposition 

Retroviruses and bacteria cause transposition. DNA transposition rate in primates is lower than in mice. Immune 

responses use transposition. 

language 

Junk DNA statistically appears to have sequence patterns with characteristics similar to patterns in language. Junk 

sequences can be codes for processes that control signal transmission, gene expression, protein alteration, or other 

processes that use information. 

 

pseudogene 

Many non-functional DNA regions {pseudogene} are similar in sequence to actual genes, such as ribosome genes. 

Reverse transcription can incorporate host or foreign mRNA into DNA {processed pseudogene} {retropseudogene}, 

using RNA-mediated retroposon transposition. Mutations can make pseudogenes. Pseudogenes can have copies and 

repeats. They can harbor RNA sequences. Pseudogenes can represent information to turn off or turn on. Species have 

distinctive pseudogene patterns. 
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DNA repeat all 

In eukaryotes, important genes and satellite DNAs repeat {DNA repeat, genetics}. Eukaryotes have many repeated 

or duplicated DNA regions. Histone, rRNA, tRNA, and other genes that are fundamental to cell processes repeat many 

times in same chromosome regions {clustering, chromosome}. 



gene duplication 

Gene duplication allows variant protein forms to arise. Original gene still provides needed protein. Duplicate gene 

can mutate and recombine to make variant protein, such as globin chains. Duplication can revert, by gene conversion 

after sequence break, using normal sequence as template to repair mutant sequence. 

 

satellite DNA 

Besides repeated and duplicated genes, eukaryote genomes have many short, often tandemly repeated sequences 

{single-sequence DNA} {satellite DNA} of 5 bases to 200 bases. 

 

delta element 

Yeast has retrotransposon Ty elements, which contain reverse transcriptase, whose direct repeats or long terminal 

repeats {delta element} have promoters. 

 

microsatellite DNA 

Simple tandem repeats {simple tandem repeat} (STR) {microsatellite DNA}, like repeated CA, vary in repeat 

number. Mononucleotide, dinucleotide, trinucleotide, or tetranucleotide tandem repeats, such as CA dinucleotide 

repeats, with differing lengths, are in all chromosomes. DNA markers can have mononucleotide, dinucleotide, 

trinucleotide, or tetranucleotide repeats in tandem arrays, such as CA or GT dinucleotide repeats. Perhaps, they 

distribute throughout genomes. Microsatellites can aid genetic mapping. Simple tandem repeats can have 

polymorphism. 

 

variable-number tandem repeat 

Minisatellite DNA tandem repeats {variable-number tandem repeat} (VNTR) between restriction sites 

{hypervariable loci} can vary in repeat length and repeat number and are useful for DNA fingerprinting. Forensics, cell 

cultures, and family relationship tracing can identify individuals. Large-enough polymorphism sets can provide high 

probabilities that identifications are unique. Myoglobin-gene introns, mitochondrial DNA, and class II HLA gene 

DQalpha test for polymorphisms in forensics. 
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short interspersed element 

Satellite DNA, found only in vertebrates, can have 130-base to 300-base repeats that are not tandem {short 

interspersed element} (SINE). RNA polymerase III transcribes SINEs. SINEs include Alu repeats. Human genome has 

one million Alu repeats. SINE-repeat sequences entered genomes by transposition. 

 

long interspersed element 

Satellite DNA, found only in vertebrates, can have long repeats {long interspersed element} (LINE) that are not 

tandem. LINE repeat sequences entered genomes by transposition. 
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minisatellite DNA 

Satellite DNA {minisatellite DNA} can have 10-base to 100-base sequence that tandem repeats 20 to 50 times. In all 

chromosomes, 10-nucleotide tandem repeats, with differing lengths, often cluster near telomeres. Minisatellite DNAs 

do not transcribe. At genome locations, repeat number gradually evolves, so individuals have different repeat numbers. 

uses 

Minisatellite DNA can be for genetic mapping. Minisatellite DNA lengths are unique to individual and can be for 

identification by DNA fingerprinting. 

 

DNA fingerprinting 

Minisatellite DNA lengths are unique to individuals {DNA fingerprinting}, for identification. At genome locations, 

repeat number gradually evolves, so individuals have different repeat numbers. 
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operon 

Genes and cistrons have control regions {operon}, where repressors bind to prevent transcription. 

 

repressor gene 

Genes {repressor gene} can make repressors, which bind to operator regions. 

 

operator region of gene 

Repressors bind to operon regions {operator region} that precede coding regions. 

 

promoter region 

RNA polymerase binds to regions {promoter region} just before coding regions. Repressors block RNA polymerase 

binding. Derepressors can bind to repressors at allosteric sites to release repressors from operators. Corepressors can 

bind to repressors to aid repression. Inducers can bind to repressors to block repression. 

 

zinc finger 

RNA-polymerase-III 50-base internal-control regions have two regions {zinc finger} that bind zinc. 

 

primer DNA 

Oligonucleotides {primer DNA} can start polymerization by DNA polymerase. 

 

CpG island 

Repeated CGs {CpG island} can be in regulatory DNA. 
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phenotype 

Organism physical, biochemical, and physiologic traits {phenotype}| result from genotype and environment 

interactions. Johannsen invented the word [1909]. Organisms can express behavior and structure genes. Some 

phenotypes confer better fitness and adaptation. Offspring phenotypes are typically intermediate between parent 

phenotypes. 

roles 

Phenotypes can have adaptations, be pleiotropes, have neutral fitness, or have exaptations. 

 

expressivity 

Gene phenotypes vary in expression {expressivity}. 

 

homeosis 

New species come from repeated-body-segment structure and number changes. Modifications are similar to existing 

parts {homeosis} {homeotic transformation}. Parts can have jumps. For example, upper thoracic vertebrae can have no 

ribs, or lower cervical vertebrae can have ribs. 

 

penetrance 

Gene phenotypes have expression ranges {penetrance}. 

 

phenocopy 

Traits {phenocopy} can have appearance similar to other traits but have different causes. Phenocopy rate increases 

as onset age increases and as severity decreases. 

 

phenotypic variance 

Genotypes and environments vary phenotypes {phenotypic variance}. 

 

pleiotropism 

One gene can control more than one phenotype {pleiotropism}|. 

 



trait in genetics 

Organism functions and behaviors {trait}| have genetic determinants. Tasting phenylthiocarbamide and other traits 

can depend on only one gene. 
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exaptation 

Structures can arise and then later have purposes {exaptation, role}. 

 

spandrel 

Phenotypes can be adaptation side effects {spandrel, phenotype}, because they are pleiotropic. 
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gene interactions 

Genetic traits typically interact {gene interaction}, allowing different optimum conditions or gene combinations. 

Environments and other-gene effects can suppress gene potentials. Most genes act differently depending on other-gene 

actions. Gene changes can affect individuals, families, troops, groups, demes, populations, and species. Genes that 

favor adaptability at more than one level are reinforcing. Genes that favor one level but harm another level are 

counteracting. 

 

polygenetic trait 

Most traits {polygenetic trait}, such as intelligence and personality, depend on multiple genes. Learning and 

environment affect polygenetic phenotypes more. 

 

polygenic inheritance 

Independent genes can add {polygenic inheritance} effects to make phenotypes, such as skin color and height. 
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complementary genes 

Independent genes can interact to produce phenotypes. Independent dominant genes {complementary genes} can 

interact to determine phenotype. 

 

supplementary genes 

Independent genes can interact so one dominant allele is complementary but other dominant allele is not 

complementary {supplementary genes}, such as in albinism or skin color. 
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atavism 

Earlier traits can reappear in modern organisms {atavism}|. 

 

chimera genetics 

Animals {chimera}| can have parts or genes from other animals. 

 

mosaicism 

In individuals, different phenotypes can express at different body locations {mosaicism}| {mosaic, genetics}. 

Individuals can have male or female tissues, where one allele prevails. 

 

recidivism 

Lower-organism phenotypes can appear in individuals {recidivism}|. 
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idiographic law 

individual regularity {idiographic law}. 

 

nomothetic law 

species regularity {nomothetic law}. 
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plant genetics 

Plants have asexual and sexual reproduction, and plant cells have chromosomes {plant genetics}. Plants make many 

seeds, so seed generations have many mutations and recombinations. Many plants have polyploidy, allowing more 

variation. 

cloning 

Electroporation and tungsten bullets can introduce DNA fragments into plants. The small flowering-plant weed 

Arabidopsis thaliana can clone genes. 

cloning: expression 

Plants can express oils and seed proteins. Plants can add drought and frost resistance. Plants can become able to fix 

nitrogen. 

insects 

Plants can protect themselves from insects. Bacillus thuringiensis sporulation makes protein crystals that kill many 

insect larvae. Tomato, potato, and cowpea serine-protease inhibitors inhibit serine protease in insect intestines. 

weeds 

Weeds grow faster and so use more chemicals than regular plants. Plant-killing chemicals inhibit growth mostly in 

weeds, but other plants have affects. Herbicide-tolerant plants have enzymes that break down herbicides, increase 

herbicide-targeted enzymes, or have mutated enzymes that herbicides cannot affect. Bacteria can have enzymes that 

break down herbicides. 

 

petal gene 

Ultrapetala gene {petal gene} controls petal number by modifying meristem cell number. 
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geminivirus 

Double-stranded plant DNA viruses {geminivirus} can hold foreign genes for cloning in plants. 
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crown gall tumor 

Agrobacterium-tumefaciens Ti plasmids cause tumors {crown gall tumor} in dicot plant cells. Agrobacteria have 

genes that make proteins that hold bacteria on plants. 

 

Ti plasmid 

Agrobacterium-tumefaciens large, circular, DNA plasmids {Ti plasmid} can cause crown gall tumors. Ti plasmids 

carry genes and antibiotic marker genes into plant leaf cells, in the leaf-disk technique. Ti-DNA sequences can insert 

into dicot-plant-cell chromosomes. Ti DNA codes auxin enzyme. 

 

vir gene 

Regenerating-plant-cell molecules activate Ti-plasmid genes {vir gene}, which make trans-acting proteins to 

transform cells to tumors. After vir genes start making proteins, cells release transposable elements with 25-base border 

ends as single-strand DNAs {T-DNA}. 

 

opine amino acid 

T-DNA codes for special amino acids {opine, amino acid} that other Ti enzymes break down for food. 

 

auxin enzyme 

Ti DNA codes enzymes and hormones {auxin enzyme} {phytohormone} that together cause tumor-cell division. 
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callus of plant 

Plant tissue {callus, plant}| can cover wounds. Callus cells can make new plants. Different callus cells from the same 

plant callus make different plants {somaclonal variation}, because gene expression differs. 

 

edge cell 

After cutting leaves, edges regenerate using special cells {edge cell}. 

 

protoplast 

Removing cell walls from plant embryo cells, with fungal cellulase, leaves cells {protoplast}| surrounded only by 

plasma membrane. Protoplasts can start new plants. 

 

selfed 

One plant can make new plants {selfed}|, because plants can self-fertilize. 
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post-transcription 

After transcription {post-transcription}, eukaryotic mRNA can change. For example, poly(A) polymerase adds 100 

to 300 adenosines as a polyA tail to RNA 3' ends. Methylated guanosine can add to RNA 5' ends. 

 

adenosine-to-inosine editing 

RNA can alter {adenosine-to-inosine editing} (A-to-I editing), especially in primate Alu repeats. 

 

methylation 

To regulate gene expression, cell or virus mechanisms can add methyl groups {DNA methylation} {methylation} to 

cytosines preceding guanines {CG pair}. 

virus 

Virus can methylate host genes to inactivate them. 

cancer 

Cancer genes often have demethylated cytosines in promoters. 

drugs 

Valproic acid tranquilizer and decitabine chemotherapy agent remove methyl groups from DNA or prevent 

methylation. Procaine affects DNA methylation. 

purposes 

Researchers methylate nucleotides to prevent cutting by restriction enzymes. Promoter methylation can suppress 

gene expression. 

 

post-translation 

After translation {post-translation}, proteins can add side groups, go to special locations, and bind to lipids, sugars, 

and proteins. 

 

recoding 

Cells, perhaps only neurons, can substitute RNA bases at three-dimensional loops {recoding}. 

 

reverse transcriptase 

Enzymes {reverse transcriptase} can make DNA from RNA, typically making mRNA into cDNA. Hundreds of 

genes code enzymes that can make DNA from RNA. 

 

RNA catalyst 

RNAs can be catalysts {RNA catalyst}. 

RNase-P RNA part splits tyrosine-tRNA precursor to make tRNA. 



Fungus-mitochondria mRNA and rRNA precursors, and bacteriophage mRNA precursors {Class I self-splicing}, 

can catalyze themselves to remove introns, using guanosine as cofactor. Introns have further processing to make 

different RNA catalysts. 

Yeast and fungus mitochondria mRNA precursors, and Chlamydomonas chloroplast mRNA precursors {Class II 

self-splicing}, can catalyze themselves to remove introns, using no cofactors. 

Some protozoa edit transcribed RNA to make correct reading frames, possibly using RNA catalysts. 

Mammals edit intestine transcribed apolipoprotein B mRNA, possibly using RNA catalyst. 
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restriction enzyme 

Enzymes {restriction enzyme} can cleave nucleotide sequences at sites. 150 enzymes {endonuclease}, such as FokI 

and NotI, cut DNA near 4-base to 8-base recognition sequences. 

ends 

Restriction enzymes can leave ends {blunt end} with paired bases or ends {sticky end} with overlaps. Sticky ends 

can bind to other sticky ends and then DNA ligase can seal them, allowing splicing with other DNA fragments. Blunt 

ends can become sticky by terminal transferase, which adds polyA or polyT to one strand. Blunt ends can become 

sticky by attaching a DNA linker, with recognition sites, to blunt ends and then cleaving with restriction enzyme. 

middle 

Endonucleases cut nucleic acids at sequence sites not at end. Pancreatic ribonuclease, T1 ribonuclease, and other 

ribonucleases cut only RNA. Bacterial restriction endonucleases and other deoxyribonucleases cut only double-

stranded DNA. 

 

exonuclease 

S1 nuclease {exonuclease} pares back RNA and single-stranded DNA ends. Sticky ends can become blunt ends by 

removing single-stranded DNA using S1 nuclease. 
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RNA splicing 

Genes that make mRNA have exon regions for translation and intron regions not for translation. 

introns 

RNAs typically have several introns. Introns came from bacteria or, if protein folding requires them, have always 

been in genes. After transcription, mechanisms {RNA splicing}| splice introns out. 

exons 

Exons typically are functional domains, and proteins have different functional domains. Exons can mix in different 

ways to make membrane-bound or secretable proteins or to make proteins for different development stages or different 

tissues. 

process 

After mRNA leaves cell nucleus, cell processes splice out introns and join exons {mRNA splicing}, to make mRNA 

for translation. Introns have 5' sequences and 3' sequences. 

 

spliceosome 

Large ribonucleotide and protein particles {spliceosome} perform splicing. Spliceosomes have U1 and U2 small 

nuclear ribonucleoproteins, U1 and U2 small nuclear ribonucleic acids, and SF2, U2AF, and other proteins. Intron 5' 

ends split first. Intermediate RNAs have lariat shapes, because introns bind to themselves with 2'-5' bonds. Enzymes 

cut 3' ends, and other enzymes join exon ends. Introns leave as lariats, because introns bind to themselves with 2'-5' 

bonds to make circles. 

 

splicing regulatory protein 

Proteins {splicing regulatory protein} (SR protein) can determine which exons to keep, by binding to exonic splicing 

enhancer (ESE) or exonic splicing suppressor (ESS). SR protein is for fruitfly sex determination. 

 

alternative splicing 

Protein actions can block RNA 5' sites after transcription, allowing only other splicing sites {alternative splicing}. 

Alternative splicing results in different-size and different-function proteins. 



 

self-splicing RNA 

RNAs can splice pieces together, using mechanisms {self-splicing RNA} different than spliceosomes. 
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transposition of DNA 

DNA sequences {transposon, DNA} can excise themselves and then insert at other genome locations {transposition, 

DNA}|. Transposons code for enzymes that recognize DNA splice sites. 

methylation 

Methylation inactivates transposons. 

bacteria 

Bacteria have Tn3 and Tn10 transposons with DNA insertion sequences (IS). Tn3 transposons code enzymes that act 

at transposon-resolvase sites to allow recombination, so they copy themselves, place copies at new sites, and leave 

originals. 

bacteria: Agrobacterium 

Agrobacterium infects plants with Ti plasmid. 

yeast 

Yeast has Ty elements, whose delta-element direct repeats have promoters. Ty elements contain reverse 

transcriptase. 

Yeast MAT genes have mating-type alleles. Yeasts have two mating types, a and alpha. After mating, mating type 

changes to opposite mating type, as HO endonuclease cuts MAT site. a-gene and alpha-gene copies are far from MAT 

sites. Copies are templates to reconstruct MAT site as opposite mating type {gene conversion} {replicative 

transposition}. 

Yeast sterile (STE) genes code for a and alpha pheromones, which stop cell growth and change cell shape. 

Pheromones combine both mating types to form diploids, causing yeast to mate. STE proteins are G-protein subunits 

(STE4) (STE18), protein kinases, and transcription factors (STE12). STE proteins (STE2) (STE3) can bind factors. 

maize 

Maize has Ac and Ds transposable elements. 

retrovirus 

Retroviruses have direct repeats with promoters and contain reverse transcriptase to allow transposition. 

trypanosome 

Trypanosomes use gene conversion to vary surface glycoproteins (VSG). 

fruitfly 

Drosophila have P elements. Drosophila have copia elements, which have direct repeats with promoters. 

 

transposon 

Fruitfly P elements and other transposition elements can code for enzymes that recognize DNA splice sites. By 

opening and closing splice sites, genes {transposon, genetics} {jumping gene} can excise and insert between any two 

splice sites. 

 

retroposon 

Reverse transcriptase can make DNA {retrotransposon} {retroposon} from RNA, and DNA can insert back into 

genome at special sites. Virus-gene fragments can copy themselves and insert in genomes. DNA from retrovirus RNA 

{human endogenous retrovirus} (Hervs) is 1% of human genome. 

 

transposase 

All species have 750-base to 5000-base sequences that code for enzymes {transposase} that recognize DNA sites 

just beyond both transposase-gene ends. 

process 

Sites have 10-base to 40-base inverted repeats. Transposase enzymes recognize inverted repeats and cut out 

transposase-gene sequence between sites. Transposases recognize inverted repeat at other locations in genomes, 

plasmids, or phages and cut sequence to place transposase-gene sequence in those locations. If two transposons are near 

each other, transposases can cut at the farthest ends and both transposons, and any DNA between them {complex 

transposon}, can transpose as one sequence to inverted repeats at other locations. 
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gene expression algorithm 

Gene arrays can test for gene expression {gene expression, algorithms}. 

array algorithms 

Gene-expression-array algorithms automatically find background, errors, fiducials, normalization, signal values, 

spatial cross-talk, spots, replicate aggregates, and clustering. 

gene expression analysis 

Gene-expression analysis compares different tissues or conditions to find gene-expression patterns. Genes in the 

same biochemical pathways, genes with similar chemical reactions, and genes for similar cell processes have similar 

regulation and have similar gene-expression patterns. 

gene expression visualization 

To visualize expression patterns, expression spaces can have dimension number equal to experiment number. 

Experiments determine gene-expression ratios, which are expression-space points or vectors. Similar genes have points 

that cluster near each other in expression space. 

Expression matrices have column number equal to experiment number. Gene-expression ratios are expression-matrix 

rows. Algorithms sort rows and columns to cluster up-regulated and down-regulated genes and/or experiments. 

Expression-matrix cells can have colors, such as red for up-regulated, green for down-regulated, and black for control 

levels. 

cluster analysis 

Using distance measures, genes and/or experiments can cluster. Clustering algorithms include hierarchical, self-

organizing maps, K-means, fuzzy C-means, and expectation maximization. Statistical techniques identify gene classes 

and/or experiment classes and assign shared features. Hierarchical clustering makes hierarchies. Self-organizing maps 

group equal categories. Error-weighted gene-expression clustering retrofits clustering algorithm information to use 

error-propagation information. 

assay multiplexing 

Several assays can be simultaneous, or several samples can be in same wells {multiplexing, assays}. 
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BLAST algorithm 

Basic Local Alignment Search Tool {BLAST algorithm} searches sequence databases for similar sequences. 

 

ClustalW 

Algorithms {ClustalW algorithm} can align multiple sequences. 

 

Comparative Sequencing Analysis 

Nucleotide or amino-acid sequences can align {Comparative Sequencing Analysis} (CSA). 

 

FASTA 

Algorithms {FASTA algorithm} can search sequence databases for similar sequences. 

 

MSA2.1 algorithm 

Algorithms {MSA2.1 algorithm} can align multiple sequences. 

 

Smith-Waterman algorithm 

Nucleotide and amino-acid sequences can align using algorithms {Smith-Waterman algorithm} {Gotoh-Smith-

Waterman algorithm} or filtering algorithms {Chang-Marr algorithm} {Filtered Smith-Waterman algorithm}. 
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recombinant DNA 

Restriction-enzyme techniques can recombine nucleic-acid sequences {recombinant DNA}|. 
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sample of DNA 

Experiment assays can analyze physical substances {sample, DNA}. Samples come from subjects. 

 

aliquot of sample 

Diluting main sample {aliquot}| creates secondary samples. 

 

parent sample 

Samples {parent sample} can make aliquots. 

 

logging of samples 

Sample information is in databases {logging}. 

 

replicate of sample 

Most experiments test samples by the same method more than once {replicate, sample}|. 
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DNA amplification 

Techniques {amplification, DNA} {DNA amplification} can increase number of DNA-fragment copies. In vivo 

amplification amplifies repeat sequences in fragile X syndrome. In vitro amplification uses cloning or polymerase chain 

reactions. 

purposes 

Amplified DNA indicates mutations, translocations, viral and bacterial infections, sex, genealogy, living and extinct 

species differences, and forensic identification. 

DNA synthesis 

To make probes or primers, first blocking-group covers 5' or 3' hydroxyl groups of two nucleotides. Then other two 

hydroxyl-groups react to make phosphodiester bonds. Then acid or base removes blockers. Process repeats to elongate 

chain. 

 

Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism 

After restriction-enzyme digestion, DNA fragments can amplify, and relative lengths indicate polymorphisms 

{Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism} (AFLP). 

 

cuvette 

After electrophoresis, DNA fragments flow in transparent tubes {cuvette}|, and lasers excite dyes. 

 

hybridization of DNA 

Two complementary DNA or RNA single strands can form a double-stranded molecule {hybridization, DNA}|. Two 

nucleic-acid strands can pair by hydrogen-bonding A and T, or A and U in RNA, and C and G. DNA or DNA and RNA 

complementary-strand nitrogenous bases can have hydrogen bonding. 

arrays 

All array spots have hybridization, as cartridge holds array in position. Hybridization measurement depends on dye 

sensitivity and dynamic range. If array spots are close together, they can cross-hybridize. Evaporation also causes 

problems, so arrays have humectants, lids, or dewpoint controls. Spotting pins must be 0.2 mm small and clean. 

Alternatives to spotting include acoustic focusing, multi-nozzle piezoelectric jets, and continuous solid pin spotting. 

Probes, cDNA arrays, and oligonucleotide arrays are alternative hybridization methods. 

 

polymerase chain reaction 

Methods {polymerase chain reaction}| (PCR) can make many DNA-sequence copies using heat-stable polymerase, 

20-base primers complementary to + strand at one sequence end, and 20-base primers complementary to - strand at 

other end. Synthesized strands are additional templates, so process doubles copies each primer-annealing, strand-

elongation, and dissociation cycle. 

purpose 

PCR can detect defined sequences in DNA samples. PCR can make stutter bands and add bands resulting from extra 

nucleotide addition by Taq polymerase. 



mRNA amplification 

DNA has small amounts, but mRNA has much larger amounts. First, reverse transcription converts mRNA to cDNA 

and then PCR amplifies cDNA (RT-PCR). 

DNA amplification 

Machines heat DNA double helix to 94 C for several minutes to make single-stranded DNA. Solution contains DNA 

polymerase from heat-tolerant organisms and the four bases. 

When temperature lowers to 30 C to 65 C for 30 seconds, 20-nucleotide primer DNA binds to DNA, outside region 

to copy. One primer is for 5' strand, and one primer is for 3' strand. Annealing puts complementary 20-base primer at 

both ends. 

Machines raise temperature to 72 C for some minutes, to allow DNA polymerase and bases to extend both primers 

beyond other primer region. Now both double-helix molecules have primer on one end and extend beyond other primer 

on other end. Elongating both strands uses heat-stable DNA polymerase, which synthesizes DNA. 

Machines heat DNA to 94 C for several minutes again to extend same primers through other primer at strand ends. 

Now all synthesized-strand lengths are the same, from one primer through other primer. There are now four DNAs. 

Cycles make twice as many DNA strands, and process uses new and old strands again, making chain reactions. 

Repeating process 30 to 60 times makes millions of copies. 

primers 

Primers can be genome repetitive sequences, such as Alu repeats. Alu repeats are 300 bases, but smaller region 

varies little in humans. Alu repeats are in both directions. 

primers: nested 

After one PCR, second primer that binds inside copied sequence {nested primer} can amplify shorter sequences. 

primers: concentration 

If one primer has high concentration and one has low, system makes mostly single-stranded DNA {asymmetric 

PCR}, with no chain reaction. 

contamination 

Contamination with wrong DNA is common. Negative controls make sure correct DNA amplifies. 
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adapter sequence 

Sequence tags {adapter sequence} are in probes. 

 

oligonucleotide 

Single-stranded DNA sequences {oligonucleotide}| {oligo} can have less than 61 bases. 

 

primer for nucleic acid 

To add deoxyribonucleotides to nucleic acid by DNA polymerase requires oligonucleotides {primer, DNA}|. 

 

probe for nucleic acid 

Short RNAs or single-stranded DNAs {probe, DNA} {DNA probe} can detect complementary base sequences by 

hybridization. Probes have 25 to 60 bases and can have 3'-hexyl-amine. Probes attach to last 1500 base pairs closer to 

transcript 3' ends, where genes have unique short DNA regions. Bacteria and yeast genes have unique primers. Higher 

organisms have three million different expressed sequence tags (EST). 

process 

High-concentration purified probes are in 96, 384, or 1536 wells on plastic microtiter plates. Robots take probes 

from microtiter plate to make same number of spots on glass slides, one slide for each RNA sample to test. Multiple 

probes test each gene. 

 

zipcode 

Nucleotide sequences {zipcode} can attach to molecules to allow probe complementary nucleotide sequence 

{zipcode complement} to hybridize. 
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DNA sequencing 

Genomes can have known sequences {DNA sequencing}. H. influenzae has 1.8 million bases and 800 genes. E. coli 

has 4.5 million bases and 2000 genes. Saccharomyces yeast has 12 million bases and 6000 genes. P. falciparum has 30 

million bases and 6500 genes. Caenorhabditis elegans roundworm nematode has 100 million bases and 10000 genes. 

Arabidopsis thaliana weed has 120 million bases and 20000 genes. Drosophila melanogaster fruitfly has 165 million 

bases. Fugu rubripes is zebrafish. Mus musculus mouse has 3000 million bases. Humans have 3500 million bases and 

30000 genes. 

methods 

Sequencing {plus-minus method} can elongate DNA sequences using DNA polymerase. 

Sequencing {Maxam-Gilbert sequencing method} can chemically degrade labeled, short DNA chains at G, C, A and 

G, and T and C to make fragments and then electrophorese all four, separately or together, to separate by size. 

Sequencing {Sanger sequencing method} can elongate DNA chains and randomly terminate them with nucleotides 

that cannot bind to next ribose, using A, G, T, and C 2',3'-dideoxynucleoside triphosphates, and then electrophoreses all 

four, separately or together, to separate by size. 

Mixing differently labeled clones {multiplex DNA sequencing} allows easier processing. Labels identify clones. 

DNA-fragment ends can have fluorescent dyes, which respond to laser light. Dye terminator attaches to nucleotide 3' 

ends. Dye primer attaches to 5' ends. Longer fragments have higher signals. Fragments separate by electrophoresis in 

gels {horizontal ultrathin gel electrophoresis} (HUGE) or capillary tubes {capillary gel electrophoresis}. Because 

charges are equal, fragments leave gel or tube by size. 

Scanning tunneling electron microscopes can sequence DNA strands by wand distance needed to maintain constant 

voltage. They can sequence 40000-base DNA fragments one base at a time. Exonuclease removes end nucleotide. 

Shining laser light and recording with photomultiplier reads nucleotide type. 

Gas or liquid mixtures can separate using gas chromatography, liquid chromatography, supercritical fluid 

chromatography, or capillary electrophoresis. 

 

contig 

Computers overlap sequence information about DNA fragments {contig, sequencing} to build longer sequences, to 

map large fragments and then chromosomes. 

 

dendrogram 

Cluster hierarchies can look like tree diagrams {dendrogram, sequencing}. 

 

DNA library 

If many DNA fragments insert into many bacteria, plate colonies can account for all DNA fragments {DNA library} 

from foreign organisms. 

 

homology in DNA sequence 

DNA analyses include comparing DNA sequences. Sequences of same gene from different organisms can align 

somewhat {homology, DNA}| {homologous sequences}. 
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sequence-tagged connector 

Probes hybridize with clone and fragment regions. Overlapping DNA fragments hybridize to same probe. 20-base 

oligonucleotides can be probes to find overlapping DNA fragments. For clone ends, random sequences can be probes 

{sequence-tagged connector} (STC). Probes can have minor-groove binder to enhance exact hybridization, allowing 

shorter probes. 

 

sequence-tagged site 

Processing identifies unique 200-base to 500-base sequences, with unique primers, from known locations {sequence-

tagged site} (STS). Perhaps, clones share STS. 
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electropherogram 

After DNA fragments exit capillary, plot {electropherogram} shows relative dye concentration versus time 

expressed as frame number. In electropherograms, small peaks {pull-up peak} can appear under main dye peaks. 

Incorrect dyes, dye contamination, or capillary or fluid-property changes after spectral calibration can cause pull-up 

peaks. 

 

DNA labeling 

In direct methods, mRNA-AAAAA + reverse transcriptase + Oligo-dT Primer + dNTPs + Cy3 and Cy5 or SymJAZ 

dye-dNTP -> Dye-cDNA {DNA labeling}. 

In random priming methods, mRNA + reverse transcriptase + T7-T20-24 + MuLV -> DNA/RNA + hydrolysis -> 

cDNA first strand + Bst DNA polymerase + ligase + pN8-9 -> T7-ds cDNA + dye-UTP + T7 RNA polymerase + IVT -

> labeled cRNA. 

In RNase H methods, mRNA + reverse transcriptase -> DNA/RNA + RNase H -> DNA/RNA + DNA polymerase + 

ligase -> T7-ds cDNA + dye-UTP + T7 RNA polymerase + IVT -> labeled cRNA. 

purposes 

DNA labeling can measure labeled-cRNA dye incorporation, reverse-transcriptase conversion, fluorescence-specific 

activity, minimum RNA, maximum RNA, IVT amplification, total amplification, and length. 

controls 

Control reagents aid spot finding, image analysis, and signal quantification. Array probes monitor spotting, labeling, 

hybridization, printing, attachment, and features. Labeling controls monitor enzyme activity, target stability, and dye 

incorporation during labeling protocols. Hybridization controls monitor mixing, stringency, and washing during array-

hybridization protocol. Printing and attachment controls monitor array manufacturing, probe attachment, and lot-to-lot 

variability. Feature controls normalize signal variability. 
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chromosome walking 

DNA analyses include finding sequences longer than cloned DNAs by looking for their overlaps. First clone can 

screen whole-genome clone library for overlapping sequences. If overlap, second clone can screen, and so on, to build 

longer and longer sequences {chromosome walking}. 

 

polony sequencing 

DNA sequencing can use modified shotgun methods {polony sequencing}. 
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fragment analysis 

DNA-fragment mixtures can separate fragments by lengths {fragment analysis}. 

 

lane on gel 

Electrophoresis gels have band sequences {lane}, starting from top sample bands. 

 

fragment separation 

Electrophoresis separates eluted DNA fragments, to compare peak separations, spectral separations, and spatial 

separations {fragment separation}. 

 

retention time 

Compounds less soluble in stationary phase elute faster {retention time, elution}. 
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Northern blotting 

DNA analyses can separate cell RNAs or mRNAs on gels and transfer gel-band contents to filters, where RNAs can 

hybridize to known RNA or cDNA sequences {Northern blotting}. Northern blotting compares mRNAs to cDNAs to 

study gene expression. 

 



Southern blotting 

DNA analyses can separate DNA fragments on gels and transfer gel-band contents to filters, where DNA fragments 

can hybridize to known DNA sequences {Southern blotting}. Southern blotting can detect gene rearrangements that 

make antibodies and T-cell receptors. It can detect disease-caused gene rearrangements and deletions. It can detect 

related genes in organisms and homologous genes from different species. It can detect mRNA-splicing-caused intron 

removal and exon use. It can detect mRNA splicing to make alternative proteins. It can detect nested genes. 
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gene expression 

DNA transcription makes tRNA, rRNA, and mRNA {gene expression}|. 

purposes 

Gene expression studies gene functions, regulation, and interactions. Hybridization measures gene expression for 

gene discovery, gene identification, biochemical pathways, and disease mechanisms. 

probes 

Human-genome arrays have probes for all genes. Human-transcriptome arrays have probes for all transcripts. SNP 

arrays have all SNPs. Arrays can have immune, toxicity, or cancer-gene probes. 

 

antisense RNA 

RNA or single-strand DNA oligonucleotides {antisense RNA}|, complementary to cell mRNAs, can bind to mRNA 

and prevent gene expression. Antisense RNAs can be in vectors, or techniques can inject them into cells. 

 

expressed sequence tag 

300-base to 500-base sequences {expressed sequence tag} (EST) are specific to expressed gene regions, typically at 

3' ends. ESTs map gene chromosomal locations from several tissues, recover corresponding gene sequences by 

electronic-database similarity searching, and retrieve complete cDNA clones for further analysis. Whole-genome 

shotgun sequencing using EST assembly reduces redundancy and creates longer consensus sequences. 

 

expression ratio 

For gene-probe spots and dyes, software calculates ratios {expression ratio} {gene expression ratio}: normalized 

expression level divided by normalized expression level for control gene. Average expression ratio is 1. If expression 

ratio is greater than or equal to 2 {up-regulated, expression} or less than or equal to 0.5 {down-regulated, expression}, 

genes have significant expression {differentially expressed}. Expression-ratio base-two logarithm averages 0, is +1 if 

expression ratio is 2, and is -1 if expression ratio is 0.5. 

 

gene distance 

Gene similarity measures can be distances {gene distance} between expression vectors in expression space. 

metric 

Distances can have metrics {metric distance}. Distance can always be positive. Distance between point and itself can 

always be 0. Euclidean distance between two points can always be less than or equal to sum of distance from first point 

to third point and distance from third point to second point {triangle rule}. 

metric: Euclidean distance 

Euclidean distances can be differences in point coordinates. Euclidean distances are metric. 

semi-metric 

Distance measures {semi-metric distance} can be always positive and have distance between point and itself always 

zero, but not obey triangle rule. 

 

scaling method 

To emphasize variation amounts, especially for timed experiments, methods {scaling method} can reduce large 

expression-ratio values by changing expression-ratio range. Scaling can set average logarithm to zero {mean 

centering}, by subtracting baseline value. Scaling can adjust logarithm range to -1 to +1. Scaling can normalize 

expression-vector magnitudes to 1. 

 

serial analysis of gene expression 

Gene-expression technologies can use cell extracts from different tissues, same tissues under different conditions, or 

same tissues under same conditions, over time sequences {serial analysis of gene expression} (SAGE) {expressed 



RNA}. From RNA, two cell extracts from same tissues under same conditions can make first-strand cDNA labeled 

with fluorescent dye, one with Cy3 and one with Cy5. Purified labeled cDNA solution soaks slides at optimum 

temperatures for times. Robots measure slide-spot probe-DNA and labeled-cDNA hybridization. 
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down-regulated 

Compared to control level, genes can have less expression {down-regulated, gene}. Less expression under same 

conditions indicates similar biological functions. 

 

up-regulated 

Compared to control level, genes can have more expression {up-regulated, gene}. More expression under same 

conditions indicates similar biological functions. 
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experiment 

Artificial situations {experiment} can test hypotheses or answer questions. Genomics experiments use one or more 

assays, samples, and markers. 

 

Random Ratio Dilution 

Arrays can have random sets of spots with various concentrations and known green-intensity vs. red-intensity ratios 

{Random Ratio Dilution series test} (RRD). Automated spot finding works at the 85% level. Variation coefficient 

{coefficient of variance} (CV) is less than 20%. 

 

reader of arrays 

Lasers can fluoresce microarray to read sample results {reader, microarray} {microarray reader} {scanner, 

microarray} {microarray scanner}. Displays can zoom, track, and normalize arrays or array sets. Dual red/green lasers 

need constant laser-spot size and large field depth. Scanning simultaneously minimizes spatial crosstalk. Microarrays 

are in automatic loaders to maintain positions. 

 

standard sample 

Control samples {standard sample} calibrate instruments or methods. 
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array of molecules 

Oligonucleotides attach to plates {array} in rectangular patterns, to test one sample for hybridization. 

plates 

Plates can be silicon chips {DNA chip}, plastic blocks with small wells {microarray, plate}, optical-fiber tips {bead 

array}, or glass slides {planar array}. 

process 

For example, plastic blocks have wells. Wells have reactive-chemical solutions to assay samples. Array probes 

samples by hybridizing oligonucleotides to sample RNAs or cDNAs. Reader detects hybridization amount using light. 

Statistical and comparative calculations follow. 

 

master plate 

Sample plates {master plate} stored in freezers can make daughter plates. 

 

daughter plate 

Master plates supply other plates {daughter plate}. 

 

microarray 

Arrays {microarray} can have 9x9-spot matrices at hundreds of positions, to test many genes against one or more 

test oligonucleotides, plus controls and fiducial-probes. 

 



microtiter plate 

Plates {microtiter plate} can have small wells. 

 

well of array 

Sample plates contain pits {well, array} that can hold one or more samples. 
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cloning general 

DNA fragments inserted into host nucleic acids can replicate in host organisms {cloning}|. 

hosts: bacteria 

Plasmids can insert up to 1000 bases. 50,000-base bacteriophage viruses can infect bacteria and can insert up to 

15,000 bases. 300,000-base bacterial artificial chromosome DNA can have all bacterial-chromosome functional 

regions. Cosmids can hold 45,000 bases between cos sites. Gene-product secretion is preferable to harvesting cells. 

In bacteria hosts, eukaryote proteins do not fold properly. Foreign proteins can kill bacteria. Bacteria have no post-

translation enzymes. 

hosts: yeast 

Gene-product secretion is preferable to harvesting cells. In yeast hosts, proteases can destroy generated proteins. 

For yeast hosts, replicating nucleic acid can be yeast artificial chromosomes. 

Two-micron-circle yeast plasmid has replication origin that makes many copies per cell cycle. Other plasmids that 

use autonomously replicating sequence, sometimes helped by centromere sequence, make one or two copies per cell 

cycle. Yeast plasmids {shuttle vector} can work in bacteria. 

Yeast vectors {integrating vector} with no replication origin integrate gene into yeast genome. 

hosts: plants 

For plant hosts, replicating nucleic acid can be Ti plasmid. 

hosts: insects 

For insect hosts, replicating nucleic acid can be baculovirus. Insect cell cultures have high costs. Gene-product 

secretion is preferable to harvesting cells. 

hosts: mammals 

For eukaryotic hosts, replicating nucleic acid can be virus or retrovirus. Mammalian cell culture has highest costs. 

Gene-product secretion is preferable to harvesting cells. 

DNA fragment 

DNA fragments can come from foreign organisms by cutting chromosomal DNA into DNA fragments using 

restriction enzymes. DNA fragments can come from mRNA by making cDNA from mRNA using reverse transcriptase 

and then making double-stranded DNA from cDNA. Synthesis methods can synthesize DNA. 

polylinker 

DNA fragments have polylinkers added at both ends, to allow nested cuts by different restriction enzymes. 

insertion 

DNA fragments can link into replicating nucleic acids using restriction enzymes to cut both nucleic acids and then 

allowing recombination. 

selection 

After replicating nucleic acids go into hosts, agents kill hosts if they do not have protecting genes in replicating 

nucleic acids. For example, bacteria with no plasmids die, because plasmids have genes to protect against antibiotics. 

DNA 

Host cells that live have DNA fragments, for extraction or secretion. Hybridization can test extracted or secreted 

DNA for DNA fragments. DNA sequencing can test for DNA fragments. Antibody binding or direct protein assays can 

test extractions or secretions for DNA-fragment gene products. 

 

cell ablation 

Toxic changed or foreign genes destroy tissue {cell ablation, cloning}. 

 

clone 

Organisms, cells, and molecules can duplicate {clone}|. 

 

colony of bacteria 

Bacteria {colony, bacteria}| can grow on media. 



 

restriction map 

DNA analyses can cleave chromosomes by restriction enzymes to make DNA fragments, separate fragments by size, 

and use fragment overlaps to mark relative restriction-enzyme-site positions {restriction map}. 
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linker for nucleic acid 

Blunt ends can become sticky by attaching DNA {linker} containing recognition sites to blunt ends and then 

cleaving with restriction enzymes. 

 

polylinker 

DNA fragments inserted into replicating nucleic acids can have many possible restriction enzyme sites {polylinker}, 

to allow nested cuts by different restriction enzymes. 
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marker in DNA 

Inheritable DNA-sequence positions {marker}| are restriction-enzyme cutting sites, fragment-length polymorphisms, 

genes, minisatellite DNAs, or microsatellite DNAs. Markers have inheritance patterns. 

 

marker gene 

Replicated nucleic acids have added genes {marker gene}, to indicate foreign-DNA insertion and DNA replication. 

bacteria 

Hosts with added antibiotic resistance genes make proteins that resist antibiotics, whereas hosts with no such genes 

die. Beta-galactosidase gene makes protein that metabolizes galactose and makes color. Hosts with no beta-

galactosidase gene have no color. 

yeast 

Yeast can grow without leucine if they have LEU gene, without histidine if they have HIS3 gene, without lysine if 

they have LYS2 gene, without tryptophan if they have TRP1 gene, and without uracil if they have URA3 gene. 

plants 

Genes {beta-glucuronidase gene} {GUS gene} can make protein that makes glucuronides. Plants have no 

glucuronides, so E. coli GUS genes can be markers for plants. Firefly luciferase gene makes light. Luciferase genes can 

be reporter genes for plants. 

mammals 

Thymidine kinase (tk) gene makes protein that makes thymidine triphosphate {thymidylate}. Mammalian cells (tk-) 

can have no thymidine kinase gene, so thymidine kinase genes can mark cells (tk+). Aminopterin inhibits all other 

thymidylate synthesis pathways, so only thymidine kinase gene can make thymidylate. 

drugs 

G418 inhibits protein synthesis and causes cell death. Aminoglycoside phosphotransferase (APH) gene makes 

protein that inactivates G418. 

Methotrexate inhibits dihydrofolate reductase and causes cell death. Methotrexate-resistant dihydrofolate reductase 

(DHFR) gene makes protein that resists methotrexate. 

Hygromycin-B inhibits protein synthesis and causes cell death. Hygromycin-B-phosphotransferase gene makes 

protein that alters hygromycin-B. 

Mycophenolic acid inhibits GMP synthesis and causes cell death. Xanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase 

(XGPRT) gene allows GMP synthesis from xanthine. 

9-beta-D-xylofuranoyladenine (Xyl-A) damages DNA and causes cell death. Adenosine deaminase (ADA) gene 

metabolizes Xyl-A. 

 

reporter gene 

Replicating nucleic acids can have added genes {reporter gene} that catalyze reactions used to report that promoters 

are working or not, for gene-expression or transcription-factor studies. For example, chloramphenicol acetyltransferase 

gene (CAT) reacts with chloramphenicol. Reporter genes are after promoters, to provide direct promoter-activity 

assays. 
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electroporation 

If electric fields make holes in bacterial membranes {electroporation}, plasmids can enter bacteria. 

 

heat shock 

Plasmids can enter bacteria during short high-heat periods {heat shock}|, in concentrated calcium-chloride solution. 

 

liposome 

Lipid vesicles {liposome}| with DNA or protein can fuse with cell membranes and enter cells. 
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transformation by DNA 

Replicating nucleic acids can go into host organisms to make different organisms {transformation, DNA}|. Plasmids 

can enter by heat shock or electroporation. Bacteriophages can infect bacteria naturally. Transforming prokaryotic cells 

has high success rate. 

 

genetically modified organism 

Soy, maize, and other organisms {genetically modified organism} (GMO) can have deliberate genetic changes by 

genetic engineering. 

 

knockout gene 

Replacing genes with bad genes {knockout gene} makes animals that lack proteins. Transgenes can insert into 

normal gene positions, causing gene-function loss and affecting development. 

 

transfection 

Genes can transfer into eukaryotic-cell genomes {transfection}|. Mice, plants, and yeast have only one transfection 

per thousand cells. DNA can go to cell nucleus but not enter genome, so gene expresses until DNA breaks down 

{transient expression}. Transfection takes time. Mammalian cell lines must be immortal. Cell culture requires many 

cells. 

types 

Inject DNA fragments into cell nucleus {microinjection}. Precipitate DNA fragments with calcium phosphate, so 

cell-culture cells absorb precipitated DNA by endocytosis. Make liposome lipid vesicles, with DNA inside, that can 

fuse with cell membranes and enter cells. Fire tungsten microbullets, with DNA fused to them, into plant cells, to 

penetrate cell wall. 

types: virus 

Viruses can transfect. Omitting coat proteins prevents virus formation, so cells do not die. 

Monkey COS cells include most SV40-virus DNA and make T antigen, which binds to SV40 replication origin. 

Plasmids with SV40 replication origin can transfect COS cells. Vaccinia virus is large and can hold bacteriophage RNA 

polymerase. Plasmids with bacteriophage promoter can transfect cells and suppress cell mRNAs. Insect baculovirus 

DNA is large and can hold genes in coat-protein DNA. 

types: retrovirus 

Retroviruses can go into all mammalian cells. Retroviruses first place provirus DNA sequence in genomes and then 

make retroviral RNA. The next stage {packaging, virus} makes complete viruses by adding coat proteins. Then cells 

die and release viruses. For transfection, experimenters remove packaging genes from retrovirus {helper-free}, to 

prevent making complete viruses, so cells live. 

 

transgenic mice 

Changed or foreign genes can enter mouse embryo cells {transgenic mice} at chromosomal positions. Transgenic-

mice descendants have changed or foreign genes and have new proteins. 

organism 

Mammals have cell and tissue interactions, so testing requires whole organisms. 



process: injection 

SV40, Moloney murine leukemia virus (MoMLV), or mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) microinjection can put 

changed or foreign DNA into cells. Cloned-gene microinjection into fertilized egg pronuclei can put changed or foreign 

DNA into cells. 

process: cell addition 

Mice embryos can change by adding altered cells. Mouse blastocysts have inner-cell {embryonic stem cell, 

blastocyst} (ES cell) layers, which can culture with fibroblasts or with leukemia inhibiting factor to prevent further 

differentiation. Embryonic stem cells can uptake and insert genes by homologous recombination. Then ES cells go into 

mouse embryos. 

marker 

Neo gene resists G418. ES cells with neo gene resist G418 and live. 

embryonic development 

In embryos, tissue-specific regulators express changed or foreign genes in one tissue but not different tissues. If 

changed or foreign genes are toxic, they destroy tissue {cell ablation, toxin}. Ablated cells prevent subsequent tissue 

development, allowing embryo location and function tracking {cell lineage study}. Retrovirus with E. coli lacZ reporter 

can trace tissue differentiation and cell migration. 

 

transgenic tissue 

Chinese-hamster ovary (CHO) cells {transgenic tissue} can track transgenic effects. Mammary glands can express 

transgenes. 
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cloning vector 

DNA or RNA sequences {cloning vector}| can contain DNA or RNA from other sources and can replicate in host 

organisms. Vectors include plasmids, phages, retroviruses, cosmids, baculoviruses, bacterial artificial chromosomes, 

and yeast artificial chromosomes. 

 

35S promoter 

Cauliflower-Mosaic-Virus promoters {35S promoter} can be in soy, maize, and other genetically modified 

organisms. 
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Bacterial Artificial Chromosome 

Vectors {Bacterial Artificial Chromosome} (BAC) derived from F-factor plasmids can clone 100,000-base to 

300,000-base DNA fragments in Escherichia coli. 

 

cosmid 

Cloning-vector plasmids {cosmid} can contain lambda-phage cos gene, infect E. coli, and clone DNA fragments up 

to 45,000 bases between phage-end cos sites. 

 

plasmid 

Bacteria can have 5000-base circular DNAs {plasmid}| that can insert up to 1000 bases. Cells can have 10 to 200 

independently replicating plasmids {relaxed-control plasmid}. Plasmids {stringent-control plasmid} can replicate 

together with bacterial chromosomes. Artificial plasmids can be cloning vectors. 
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yeast artificial chromosome 

For yeast hosts, replicating nucleic acids can be artificial DNA with all yeast-chromosome functional regions {yeast 

artificial chromosome} (YAC). YAC replicates like yeast chromosomes. 

parts 

Yeast artificial chromosomes contain autonomously replicating sequence, centromere (CEN), and telomeres. 



gene size 

YAC can hold 100,000 bases. Several YACs can undergo homologous recombination to create complete genes from 

fragments. 

 

autonomously replicating sequence 

Yeast artificial chromosomes contain sequences {autonomously replicating sequence} (ARS) for replication. 
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regulation of DNA 

Factors that bind to DNA-control-region binding sites can regulate gene expression {regulation, DNA}| {DNA 

regulation}. Carbon-atom methylation regulates gene expression by changing binding sites. Environmental factors 

methylate or demethylate gene-control regions by affecting transmethylase enzymes. 

 

chromatin remodeling gene 

Genes {chromatin remodeling gene} can control transcription by allowing transcription factors to reach DNA. They 

can be tumor suppressor genes {hSNF5/INI1 gene} for malignant rhabdoid tumors (MRT) and central-nervous-system 

cancers {CNS cancer}, such as choroid plexus tumors, medulloblastomas, and central primitive neuroectodermal 

tumors (cPNET). 

 

genetic circuit biology 

Genes can produce repressors and derepressors to make effect patterns {genetic circuit, biology}. Differing gene 

repression and derepression causes cell differentiation. 

 

aptamer 

In bacteria, long RNA riboswitches have ends {aptamer} that bind to other molecules to act as sensors and have ends 

{expression platform, RNA riboswitch} that change structurally by making hairpins, or not, to affect protein translation 

or RNA transcription. 
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cysteine protease 

Cathepsin S and other proteases {cysteine protease} can cleave proteins to activate pathways. Cysteine proteases 

have poor regulation in some diseases. Cathepsin S activates antigen receptor MHC-II, which initiates T-cell immune 

responses. Eph receptor kinases and ephrins affect cardiovascular function, nerve regeneration, and cancer. 

 

derepression 

Nuclear acidic proteins can bind to histones to unblock DNA reading {derepression}. 

 

DNA footprinting 

Techniques {DNA footprinting} can measure protein binding to DNA without measuring gene expression or protein 

synthesis. Protein binding to DNA sites prevents DNAase enzyme from cutting DNA. If protein binds to DNA, protein-

DNA complex moves more slowly in gels than DNA with no protein {mobility-shift assay}, so slower moving 

fragments have bound proteins. 

 

epothilone 

Myxobacterium S. cellulosum epothilone A, epothilone B, and epothilone D polyketides {epothilone} stabilize 

microtubules and interfere with cell division. They are like Taxol but more water-soluble. 

 

hepatic nuclear factor 

Factors {hepatic nuclear factor-1-alpha} {HNF-1-alpha} can have dimerization domains, which have mini-zipper 

four-helix-bundle (4HBs) superfamilies. Low transcription factor affects glucose-metabolism regulation, because 

dimers bind anti-parallel to coactivator protein {DCoH protein} to start insulin secretion in response to glucose. 

 



histone 

Basic proteins {histone}| can bind to DNA to make chromosome chromatin structure. Histones can methylate to 

regulate DNA expression. 

 

ligase 

Enzymes {ligase} can join slightly-separated DNA-fragment ends already hydrogen-bonded to other strands, using 

other strands as templates to add missing bases. 

 

mutS protein 

Proteins {mutS protein} can find imperfect DNA helices and uses mutH and mutL proteins to correct them. 

 

nuclear acidic protein 

Proteins {nuclear acidic protein}| can bind to histones to unblock DNA reading for derepression. 

 

P300 protein 

Regulators {P300 protein} can add acetyl groups to histones. 

 

repression of DNA 

Histones surround chromosomal DNA and block polymerase DNA reading {repression, DNA}| {DNA repression}. 

 

RNase 

Enzymes {RNase} can cut RNA. RNase A cuts hybridized DNA-RNA at mismatched bases. 

 

transcription factor 

Regulatory proteins or ribonucleic acids {transcription factor}| bind before and after genes. Transcription factors and 

DNA regions differ for different genes. Typically, genes have several regions, for transcription-factor sets. Eukaryote 

DNA has transcription-factor recognition sites at gene 5' and 3' ends. 

Fos 

C-fos genes make Fos protein transcription factors. 

TATAA 

TATAA sites are at 5' ends, just before mRNA transcription-start sites. 

GC box 

GC boxes are at 5' ends, just before mRNA transcription-start sites. 

CCAAT 

CCAAT sites are at 5' ends, just before mRNA transcription-start sites. 

mRNA enhancer 

50-base to 150-base mRNA-enhancer sites can be at 3' ends, 5' ends, or anywhere. They have redundant regions. 

They react to signal molecules, heat, metal ions, growth factors, or hormones. They contain regions that suppress other-

cell-type transcription. 

AAUAAA 

AAUAAA sites at 3' ends act as signals to cut mRNA 10 to 30 bases away and then add polyA tails. 

zinc finger 

RNA-polymerase-III 50-base internal-control regions have two regions that bind zinc. 

transcription factors: classes 

Eukaryotes have transcription-factor classes that bind to DNA-regulatory-region sites: RNA polymerase II promoter, 

homeodomain, zinc finger, leucine zipper, and helix-loop-helix. 

transcription factors: RNA polymerase II promoters 

Eukaryotes have transcription factors that bind to RNA polymerase II promoters. Eukaryote promoters have DNA-

binding sites and transcriptional-activation sites. Transcription factors help RNA polymerase bind to promoters or 

change reaction rates. TFIID binds to TATAA sites. TFIIA binds before TATAA sites. TFIIB works with RNA 

polymerase II. TFIIE binds after RNA polymerase II sites. 

transcription factors: homeodomain binding proteins 

Homeodomain binding proteins have one helix lying in DNA major groove and another helix lying across DNA to 

contact other proteins. Fruitfly homeotic genes control body development and contain 180-base homeobox control 

regions that have helix-turn-helix homeodomain found in most development genes. Vertebrate Hox genes are similar. 



400 million years ago, Hox Ubx regulatory-gene mutations caused sea-dwelling arthropods with limbs on all body 

segments to evolve into terrestrial six-legged insects. Ubx regulates many other genes to prevent fruitfly (Drosophila) 

thorax-limb development, allow some brine-shrimp (Artemia) thorax-limb development, and allow other-crustacean 

thorax limbs. 

transcription factors: zinc finger 

Zinc-finger binding proteins {Kruppel protein} have repeated cysteines and histidines involved with zinc, as in 

SV40 early-gene GC-box Sp1, steroid-receptor proteins, and gap-gene proteins. 

transcription factors: leucine zipper 

Leucine-zipper binding proteins, such as FOS oncogene and JUN oncogene proteins, have four or five leucines, 

seven amino acids apart and just after arginine and lysine regions, that make dimers that bind to DNA. 

transcription factors: helix-loop-helix 

Helix-loop-helix binding proteins have regions, with arginine and lysine, that bind to DNA and make dimers, as in 

MyoD-gene and Myc-gene proteins. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>DNA Regulation>Repression 

 

corepressor 

Small molecules {corepressor} can bind to repressors to aid repression. 

 

derepressor 

Molecules {derepressor} can bind to repressors at allosteric sites to release repressors from operators. 

 

inducer of repressor 

Small molecules {inducer} can bind to repressors to block repression. 

 

BIOL>Genetics>Virus 

 

virus genetics 

SV40 monkey virus and mouse polyoma virus {virus, genetics}| have circular DNA with 10 genes. 

replication phases 

In replication early phase, cells make T antigen. In late phase, viral DNA replicates, and cells make coat proteins. 

complementary DNA 

RNA tumor viruses make complementary DNA by reverse transcriptase. Complementary DNA makes double-

stranded DNA that enters host genome and makes RNA virus. 

RNA 

Tobacco mosaic virus, influenza virus, poliovirus, RNA phages, and other RNA viruses have single-stranded RNA, 

which replicates using RNA replicase. Single-stranded RNA also acts as mRNA to make viral proteins. 

coat protein 

Coat proteins surround virus and phage nucleic acid. M13-phage gene III codes coat protein. Genes cloned into Gene 

III appear on phage surfaces {phage display}. Tobacco mosaic viruses and other mild plant viruses have coat proteins 

that protect against worse viruses. 

 

T antigen 

In replication early phase, cells make viral proteins {T antigen} {tumor protein} for virus DNA replication. 

 

TT virus 

Circinoviridae single-stranded circular DNA {TT virus} (TTV) is similar to Circoviridae DNA. 

 

virus-like particle 

Virus structural proteins can arrange to make particles {virus-like particle} (VLP) with virus shapes and sizes. 

 

BIOL>Medicine 

 

medicine 

Biology {medicine} can study diseases, drugs, examinations, treatments, and oriental medicine. 



healthy habits 

Eat protein-rich breakfasts and good lunches. Sleep normal amount. Exercise to increase heart rate and breathing 

rate. Take 20 minutes of quiet rest and relaxation every day, closing eyes, sitting comfortably, relaxing muscles, and 

breathing evenly. Take free days, weeks, or vacations regularly. Set priorities and perform them in order. Plan 

purchases and activities: when, how much, how long, what, and goal. Waste no time on long discussions. Postpone no 

problems. Leave no decision waiting. Allow no jealousy, envy, anger, bitterness, or sadness to waste energy. 

 

doctrine of signatures 

Substances with similar appearances have same therapeutic effects {doctrine of signatures} {signatures doctrine}. 

However, this ancient theory is incorrect. 

 

Hippocratic oath 

Licensed doctors swear to follow standard medicine principles {Hippocratic oath}|. Most famous is "Do no harm". 

 

malpractice 

Doctors can perform procedures incorrectly or perform questionable procedures {malpractice}|. 

 

prognosis 

Patients have probable outcomes {prognosis, outcome}|. 

 

reversion 

Patients can return to previous habits or states {reversion}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Clean 

 

aseptic 

Conditions {aseptic}| can have no bacteria or fungi. 

 

septic as pathogenic 

Conditions {septic} can be about pathogens in tissue. 

 

pasteurization 

Boiling milk and other liquids, for several minutes, kills organisms {pasteurization}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease 

 

disease 

Malnutrition, unclean water, faulty or non-existent sewer systems, air pollution, tobacco abuse, alcohol abuse, drug 

abuse, unsafe sexual activity, low physical activity, occupational hazards, and hypertension can cause diseases 

{disease}. 

 

complex of symptoms 

Diseases have observable signs {complex, disease}. Treatment can eliminate symptoms and/or cause. 

 

malady 

People can be sick {malady}. 

 

infection 

Parasitic organisms can cause diseases {infection}| {infectious disease}. 

 

pathogen 

Bacteria, viruses, and toxins {pathogen}| can cause disease. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Widespread 

 



epidemic 

Diseases {epidemic} can be widespread. 

 

pestilence 

Organisms {pestilence}| can be widespread and destructive. 

 

plague as disease 

Diseases {plague}| can be widespread and typically fatal. 

 

contagion as disease 

Diseases {contagion, disease} can spread from person to person. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds 

 

heat exhaustion 

Dehydration can cause weakness and high body temperature {heat exhaustion, disease}|. 

 

motion sickness 

In moving vehicles that change direction, people can experience nausea and headache {motion sickness}. 

Dramamine can reduce motion-sickness symptoms. People can focus on outside objects. 

 

prostration 

People can be physically too tired to move {prostration}|. 

 

trauma 

blows to body {trauma}|. 

 

venereal disease 

Sexually transmitted diseases {venereal disease}| {social disease} include syphilis and gonorrhea. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Cancer 

 

cancer 

Genes that regulate cell growth and division can have mutations or expression errors that cause tissues to grow too 

rapidly {cancer}|. 

cell division 

Normal cells can have 70 replications. Cancer cells make, or react to growth-promoting chemicals and make, 

molecules that trigger cell division. Cancer cells have no cell-division limits. Cancer cells do not respond to molecules 

from adjacent tissues that normally stop growth and cell division. 

cell death 

Cell mechanisms for killing cells in response to DNA damage do not affect cancer cells. 

steps 

Common progression to cancer is inflammation, metaplasia or hyperplasia, dysplasia or neoplasia, and carcinoma or 

other cancer types. Perhaps, inflammation is from bacteria or toxins. Cancer starts with oncogene activation, followed 

by transformed-cell proliferation, immune-system-mechanism evasion, and tumor angiogenesis-factor release. Cancer 

cells have chemokine receptors. 

types 

Tissue cancers are carcinoma, sarcoma, leukemia, and lymphoma. 

Organ cancers are mostly in lung, large intestine, colon, rectum, and breast. Organ cancers have lower frequency in 

pancreas, prostate, stomach, and brain. 

types: immune system 

In immune system, genes that regulate transpositions that make antibodies can have mutations or expression errors 

that express protein {c-myc protein} that can cause leukemia, lymphoma, B-cell tumor, and T-cell tumor. 

blood vessels 

Tumors can secrete angiogenesis factors that make blood vessels grow. 



aneuploidy 

Perhaps, cancerous cells first change chromosome number or arrangement {aneuploidy, cancer} and later become 

cancerous. Chromosome parts duplicate, transfer, switch, join, and become lost, so genes that control cell division 

{master genes} can mutate or change epigenetically. Perhaps, centrosome RNA genes have master genes. 

Chromosomes can also add or subtract histone proteins and acidic nuclear proteins. Enediynes break DNA apart. 

contagious cancer 

Canine venereal tumor disease and devil facial tumor disease are contagious cancers. 

 

metaplasia 

Cells can transform from one type to another type {metaplasia}, as when cartilage becomes bone, or cells become 

cancerous. 

 

metastasis 

Cancer cells can migrate {metastases} {metastasis}|. Migrating cancer cells go through blood-vessel walls and travel 

in blood and lymph {metastasize} until trapped in small blood vessels or lymph nodes. Cancer cells pass through 

capillary linings and start secondary tumors. 

effects 

Tumor cells can invade and destroy cell-cell adhesions, stromal extracellular matrix, basement membrane, and 

parenchymal cells. Cells deform. Cell motility increases. Cell receptors alter. 

factors 

Serine proteinase, cysteine proteinase, metalloproteinase can assist cancer invasion. 

 

carcinogenesis 

Gene mutations that alter cell-proliferation repressors start cancer {carcinogenesis}. 

 

apoptosis 

If cells have broken DNA or low oxygen, TP53 gene makes p53 protein, which kills cells {apoptosis}. Bcl-x gene 

regulates apoptosis by making protein in two alternatively spliced forms, Bcl-x(L) and Bcl-x(S). 

 

cancer testis antigens 

Tumors, follicle cells, and sperm make antigens {cancer testis antigens}. 

 

oncovirus 

Viruses {oncovirus} can cause leukemia, Hodgkin's disease, and other cancers. The first oncovirus discovered was 

Rous sarcoma virus, which has src oncogene and is in all higher animals. Human papilloma virus {papillomavirus} 

(HPV) causes cervical cancer and suppresses tumor-suppressor genes. Epstein-Barr virus causes mononucleosis and 

prevents cell suicide. Retroviruses can cause sarcoma. Perhaps, cytomegalovirus causes glioblastoma. 

 

vascularization 

Tumor angiogenesis factors released by solid tumors start blood-vessel formation {vascularization}, which allows 

cancers to spread by supplying more oxygen. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Cancer>Chemicals 

 

angiogenesis factor 

Tumors can secrete peptides {angiogenesis factor} that make blood vessels grow. 

 

carcinogen 

Cancer-causing chemicals {carcinogen}| mutate DNA. Radioactivity, electromagnetic radiation, air pollutants, 

chloramine, x-rays, ultraviolet radiation, vinyl chloride, asbestos, arsenic, nickel, coal, benzene, PCB, tris phosphate, 

perchloroethylene (perc), dimethylbenzanthracene (DMBA), tar in cigarette smoke, high fat diet, saccharin, cyclamate, 

diethylstilbesterol (DES), nitrites, red food dye, yellow food dye, chloroform, and excess estrogen mutate DNA. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Cancer>Genes 

 



master gene 

Perhaps, genes {master gene} that control cell division mutate or change epigenetically. Perhaps, centrosome RNA 

genes have master genes. 

 

tumor-suppressor gene 

Genes {tumor-suppressor gene} {anti-oncogene} {recessive oncogene} can control oncogenes. Tumor-suppressor 

genes mutate and no longer make enough tumor suppressors, and this allows cancer to begin. For example, p53 gene 

protein suppresses growth, but p53-gene mutation allows growth. Tumor-suppressor genes {retinoblastoma gene} {Rb 

gene} {p53 gene} {APC gene} {MYC gene} {BCL-2 gene} {RAS gene} number 15 or more and regulate cell 

division. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Cancer>Genes>Oncogene 

 

proto-oncogene 

Host cells have genes {proto-oncogene} that regulate cell growth. Chromosome rearrangements can activate proto-

oncogenes. In human chronic myelogenous leukemia, chromosome-9 ends, with abl genes, are on chromosome 22 

{Philadelphia chromosome}. Retroviruses incorporate proto-oncogenes from normal cells to make oncogenes by 

transduction. 

 

oncogene 

Tumor-virus genes {oncogene} can make host cells cancerous. Viral oncogenes are SV40 and polyoma T-antigen 

gene, adenovirus E1A and E1B genes, and papillomavirus E6 and E7 genes. Testicular germ-cell tumor (TGCT) gene, 

prostate-cancer-susceptibility gene, and familial male breast-cancer gene are on X-chromosomes. Src gene, BRAF 

gene, c-fos gene, and c-erbb3 are other oncogenes. Oncogenes number more than 100. 

transformation 

Oncogenes change host genomes by transformation. Oncogene products repress genes that stop cell growth and 

control oncogenes. Oncogene products start DNA replication, cell growth, and viral gene transcription. Viruses 

typically affect non-growing cells. Cancer daughter cells are cancerous, too. 

mutation 

Oncogenes mutate to activate. Perhaps, some cells are more susceptible to mutation. 

cell death 

Oncogenes send cell-death signals, which survival signals from other genes suppress. Perhaps, oncogenes protect 

against viruses. 

transcription factors 

fos gene, myc gene, rel gene, and other oncogenes can be transcription factors. B-cell tumors activate c-myc genes. 

Neuroblastomas have N-myc-gene over-replication. Avian leukosis virus goes into host genomes and then activates 

cellular myc proto-oncogene, so it transforms slowly. 

signal transduction 

Oncogenes can be in signal-transduction pathways. Oncogenic src-gene, abl-gene, and lck-gene protein-tyrosine 

kinases send signals even if they have not received initiation. Rous-sarcoma-virus src gene transforms quickly. 

growth factor 

Monkey-retrovirus sis genes encode platelet-derived growth factors that stimulate cells. Viral erbB genes make 

epidermal growth factor receptors without EGF initiation. 

retrovirus 

Cancer genes are similar to retrovirus genes. Cancer genes make protein kinases for protein phosphorylation. 

Phosphorylation cascades phosphorylate tyrosine in ATPase and trigger cell malignancy. 

G protein 

Harvey-sarcoma-virus ras gene products act like G proteins, but do not remove GTP. Ras-gene proteins associate 

with proteins {GTPase activating protein} {GAP protein}. IRA-gene products are similar to GAP proteins. 

 

BCR-ABL fused gene 

Philadelphia-chromosome BCR and ABL gene fusions {BCR-ABL fused gene} can cause leukemia {chronic 

myelogenous leukemia}. 

 



B-RAF gene 

Melanoma and moles have human cancer gene {B-RAF gene} mutations. First, cells proliferate. Later, B-RAF-gene 

products enhance p16 genes, which turn off cell division. 

 

EGFR gene 

Genes {EGFR gene} can mutate or duplicate in lung and colon tumors. 

 

HER2 gene 

Genes {HER2 gene} can be in breast and lung cancers. 

 

HNPCC gene 

Genes {HNPCC gene} can be in colon cancers and endometrial-cancer DNA repair. 

 

P13K gene 

Mutated genes {P13K gene} can be in solid tumors. 

 

p16 gene 

B-RAF-gene products enhance genes {p16 gene} that turn off cell division. p53 genes make proteins that prevent 

p16 enhancement and so allow cancerous cell division. 

 

Pop1 gene 

Genes {Pop1 gene} can affect breast cancer. 

 

PTEN gene 

Human genes {PTEN gene} can be in prostate and prevent uncontrolled cell division. When PTEN gene mutates, 

cancer starts. p53 can activate PTEN gene, so cell division stops. 

 

ras gene 

Genes {ras gene} can repress cell division. Ras-gene product regulates other genes to stop cell division {oncogene-

induced cell senescence}. Ras-gene mutation turns on cancerous cell division to make immortalized cells. Human 

cancer genes {H-RAS gene} can be in bladder cancers [discovered 1982]. Genes {K-ras gene} can code tumor-growth 

signaling proteins. 

 

RB1 gene 

Oncogenes {retinoblastoma tumor suppressor gene} {RB1 gene} can be in eye. 

 

src gene 

Cancer-causing genes {src gene} can be in all higher animals. 

 

TGCT gene 

Tumor-causing genes {testicular germ-cell tumor gene} {TGCT gene} can be on X-chromosomes. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Cancer>Tumor 

 

tumor of cancer 

Cancer cells continuously divide to make masses {tumor}| that can be benign or malignant. 

 

benign tumor 

Cancerous regions {benign tumor}| can stay in well-defined areas and stop proliferating. 

 

malignant tumor 

Cancer cells can keep proliferating and spread to other body parts {malignant tumor}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Cancer>Kinds 

 



dysplasia 

Cancers {dysplasia} can have abnormal cell growth. 

 

hyperplasia 

Cancers {hyperplasia} can be abnormally high numbers of cells in organs or tissues. 

 

hypoplasia 

Cancers {hypoplasia} can be abnormally low number of cells in organs or tissues. 

 

neoplasia 

Cancers {neoplasm} {neoplasia} can be tumors. 

 

polyp on mucosa 

Mucosa can have growths {polyp, mucosa}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Cancer>Kinds>Organ 

 

adenoma 

Cancers {adenoma} can be benign gland tumors. 

 

prostate cancer 

Cancers {prostate cancer}| can make enzymes {prostatic acid phosphatase} (PAP). Gleason scale measures severity. 

Prostate-cancer cells have SDC1 protein. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Cancer>Kinds>Tissue 

 

carcinoma 

Tissue cancers {carcinoma} can be in epithelium. Epithelium has cell-adhesion molecules {epithelial cell adhesion 

molecule} (EpCAM). 

 

leukemia 

Tissue cancers {leukemia}| can be in bone marrow. Leukemia and organ cancers have low rate. 

 

lymphoma 

Tissue cancers {lymphoma}| can be in lymph nodes. 

 

sarcoma 

Tissue cancers {sarcoma}| can be in fibrous tissue and blood vessels. Sarcoma is rarest. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Development 

 

developmental disease 

Development diseases {developmental disease} include cleft palate, club foot, and spina bifida. 

 

cleft palate 

Development diseases {cleft palate}| {harelip} can be incomplete midline face-bone fusion. 

 

club foot 

Development diseases {club foot}| can be feet at wrong angle to legs. 

 

spina bifida 

Development diseases {spina bifida}| can be spine malformations. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Fever 

 



fever 

High temperature {fever} can cause brain damage. 

 

febrile 

People can have fever {febrile}|. 

 

ague 

Fever can cause shivering {ague}|. 

 

pyretic 

Chemicals {pyretic}| can cause fever. 

 

pyrogen 

Chemicals {pyrogen}| can cause fever. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Genetic Disease 

 

genetic disease 

Human altered genes can cause diseases {genetic disease} {human inherited disease}. 

tests 

DNA analysis can identify more than 200 inherited diseases. Genetic-disease testing can use amniotic-fluid cells, 

chorionic-villi cells on placenta fetal side, umbilical-cord blood cells, or cheek cells. 

chromosomal abnormalities 

Chromosomal abnormalities cause inherited diseases, such as Becker muscular dystrophy, Burkitt's lymphoma, 

chronic granulomatous disease, DiGeorge syndrome, Duchenne muscular dystrophy, Lowe syndrome, chronic 

myelogenous leukemia, neurofibromatosis learning disorder, Prader-Willi, retinoblastoma, and Wilm's tumor. 

Fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) tests for aneuploidy, BCR/ABL translocation or Philadelphia chromosome, 

cryptic translocation, Down's syndrome, Klinefelter's syndrome, Miller-Dieker syndrome, PML/RARA translocation, 

steroid sulfatase deficiency or X-linked ichthyosis, Turner's syndrome, velocardiofacial/DiGeorge syndrome, and 

William's syndrome. 

gene probe 

PCR followed by electrophoresis can make many genes for testing and sequencing. Mutant alleles can hybridize to 

allele-specific oligonucleotides. Tests can use mutated-gene-region genetic probes: adenosine deaminase deficiency, 

alpha1-antitrypsin deficiency, cystic fibrosis, Fabry disease, familial hypercholesterolemia, Gaucher's disease, glucose-

6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency, hemophilia A, hemophilia B, Lesch-Nyan, maple syrup urine disease, ornithine 

transcarbamylase deficiency, phenylketonuria, retinoblastoma, Sandhoff disease, sickle-cell anemia, Tay-Sachs disease, 

alpha-thalassemia, beta-thalassemia, and von Willebrand disease. Sickle-cell anemia alters restriction-enzyme sites. 

Alpha1-antitrypsin inhibits elastase. 

gene probe: oncogenes 

Cancer oncogenes include colon-cancer gene, myc gene, ras gene, neu gene, int-2 gene, BRCA-1 and BRCA-2 gene, 

and retinoblastoma gene. myc gene causes lung cancer and neuroblastoma. BRCA-1 and BRCA-2 genes cause breast 

cancer. 

gene product 

Tests can check gene products. Hemophilia has altered Factor VII. Lesch-Nyan syndrome has altered hypoxanthine 

phosphoribosyltransferase. Thalassemias have altered globin. 

protein 

Enzyme and protein assays can identify over 40 inherited diseases, such as Angelman syndrome, breast cancer 

(BRCA-1) (BRCA-2), citrullinemia, Canavan disease, Charcot-Marie-Tooth, Factor V Leiden mutation, familial 

polyposis coli, familial Mediterranean fever, Gaucher's disease, hemochromatosis, Hunter's syndrome, Kennedy 

disease or spinal and bulbar muscular dystrophy, Lesch-Nyan syndrome, Machado-Joseph disease, metachromatic 

leukodystrophy, multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1, phenylketonuria, Pompe's disease, Sanfilippo B, spinal muscular 

atrophy, spinocerebellar ataxia, Tay-Sachs disease, von Hippel-Lindau disease, Waardenburg syndrome type 1, 

Wilson's disease, and x-linked lymphoproliferative disease. Antibodies can detect mutant proteins, such as BRCA-1, 

BRCA-2, and Fragile X. Sickle-cell anemia changes protein mobility. 



RFLP markers 

Tests can use linked RFLP markers: alpha1-antitrypsin deficiency, Duchenne muscular dystrophy, Factor X 

deficiency, Friedreich's ataxia, hemophilia, Huntington's disease, myotonic dystrophy, and phenylketonuria. 

Southern blotting 

Southern blotting can test for sequence changes, as in sickle-cell anemia. Southern blotting can test for RFLPs, 

VNTRs, or triplet repeats, as in Huntington's disease and JFOM's disease. In Fragile X syndrome, FMR1-gene 

amplification causes Xq27 X-chromosome structural defect, which causes mental retardation. 

 

autosomal dominant disease 

Myotonic dystrophy and other human inherited diseases {autosomal dominant disease} can depend on one mutant 

allele. Familial hypercholesterolemia has few low-density lipoprotein receptors, which bind membrane cholesterol. 

Huntington's disease has too many Huntington-gene CAG repeats and damages neurons. Marfan's syndrome affects 

connective-tissue fibrillin. 

 

autosomal recessive disease 

Human inherited diseases {autosomal recessive disease} can have non-sex-chromosome homozygous mutant alleles. 

Carboxylase-enzyme deficiency requires biotin. Cystic fibrosis requires cystic-fibrosis transmembrane-conductance 

regulator (CFTR). Gout requires urate oxidase. Lesch-Nyhan syndrome requires hypoxanthine 

phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT). Phenylketonuria requires phenylalanine hydroxylase. Neurofibromatosis requires 

NF1. Sickle-cell anemia requires beta-globin. Tay-Sacks disease requires hexosaminidase A. Beta-thalassemia requires 

beta-globin. 

 

albinism 

Skin and hair can have no pigmentation {albinism}|. 

 

alkaptonuria 

Urine can have dark color, because homogentistic oxidase is missing {alkaptonuria}. 

 

Bardet-Biedl syndrome 

Young children can have poor night vision and then become blind by age five to ten {Bardet-Biedl syndrome}. They 

can be obese and have diabetes and kidney disease. Primary cilia have damage. 

 

polycystic kidney disease 

Damaged kidney-cell primary cilia do not bend, blocking filtration and causing cell proliferation, so kidneys can 

have cysts {polycystic kidney disease}. 

 

celiac disease 

In inherited diseases {sprue} {celiac sprue} {celiac disease}|, gluten can inflame intestinal lining. 

 

essential hypersomnia 

Sleep-disorder genes can be on chromosome 4 {essential hypersomnia syndrome} (EHS). Perhaps, EHS uses 

circadian locomotor output-cycle kaput gene {CLOCK gene} and gamma-aminobutyric-acid beta-1-receptor gene 

{gamma-aminobutyric acid beta-1 receptor} (GABRB1 receptor). 

 

founder mutation 

One genetic change {founder mutation} can pass to descendants. More than 1000 human diseases arose from 

founder mutations. Founder mutations are typically recessive but have benefits in special circumstances, so they can 

persist. 

types 

Hereditary hemochromatosis persists because HFE-gene mutation can prevent anemia. 

Sickle-cell anemia persists because Hb5-gene mutation can prevent malaria. Sickle-cell anemia has five founders. 

Cystic fibrosis persists because CFTR-gene mutation reduces diarrhea. 

Factor V Leiden persists because FV-Leiden mutation causes thrombosis but protects against sepsis from blood 

bacteria. 

GJB2-gene mutation causes deafness. 

ABCA4-gene mutation causes blindness. 



ALDH2-gene mutation causes inability to detoxify alcohol but can prevent alcoholism and possibly hepatitis B. 

LCT-gene mutation allows lactose conversion. It began [-3500] in Funnel Beaker culture in north Europe. 

For 75% of people, chemicals {phenylthiocarbamide} (PTC) can taste bitter. 25% of people have three changes in 

one gene, do not taste bitter, and can taste another toxin. Mutation arose 100,000 years ago in Africa. Because there is 

no variation over those years, it suggests that Homo sapiens did not interbreed with hominins in Mideast, Asia, or 

Europe. 

Another founder mutation suggests that Basques and Celts are similar. 

region 

DNA regions that contain mutations can be long, for recent founding, or short, for ancient founding. Regions are 

originally whole chromosomes but shorten at each generation by repeated crossing over. 

no founder 

Hemophilia results from factor-VII-gene mutations and so has no founder. 

Chromosome-4 FGFR3-gene base-pair 1138 and other DNA locations can have high mutation rate and cause 

achondroplasia. Such DNA diseases have no founder. 

 

galactosemia 

Lacking galactosidase genes, which make enzymes to metabolize galactose, causes liver damage, cataracts, and 

retardation {galactosemia}. 

 

glycogen storage disease 

Glycogen can accumulate in muscles, heart, and lungs, because lysozymes lack enzymes {glucosidase} {acid 

maltase} to break down glycogen {glycogen storage disease}. 

glycogen 

After translation, glycogen-cleaving-enzyme precursors attach mannose at species-specific glycosylation sites. 

Precursors lose signal peptides after leaving endoplasmic reticulum. Mannose phosphorylation allows protein uptake 

into lysosomes, where enzymes split precursors into other enzymes and glycogen-cleaving enzymes. 

mutation 

Gene-intron mutations can cause incorrect mRNA splicing, so lysosomes have no glycogen-cleaving enzymes. 

Heterozygotes are only carriers, but people with two mutated genes have varying illness degrees. 

types 

Fabry disease, Gaucher disease, Tay-Sachs disease, and mucopolysaccharide storage diseases are glycogen storage 

diseases. Glycogen storage diseases {glycogen storage disease type II} include Pompe's disease and muscular 

dystrophy. 

 

hemophilia 

Males can lack blood-clotting factors and cannot stop wound bleeding {hemophilia}|. 

 

histinuria 

People can be unable to metabolize histidine amino acid {histinuria}. 

 

homocystinuria 

People can be unable to metabolize cysteine amino acid {homocystinuria}. 

 

multifactorial disease 

Gene and environment interactions can cause inherited diseases {multifactorial disease}. 

 

polygenic disease 

Several interacting genes can cause inherited diseases {polygenic disease}. 

 

sex-linked recessive 

Diseases {sex-linked recessive disorder}| can be only in males. 

 

Tay-Sachs disease 

Deficient lysozyme proteins can lessen ganglioside production {Tay-Sachs disease}| {Niemann-Pick disease} 

{Hunter-Hurler syndrome}. 

 



trisomy 18 

Chromosome 18 can have three copies {trisomy 18} {trisomy E} {Edward's syndrome} (John H. Edwards) [1960]. 

Fetus typically dies from heart, kidney, and other internal organs, but some live up to one year after birth and have 

mental retardation. Incidence is one in 3000 embryos. 

 

tyrosinuria 

People can be unable to metabolize tyrosine amino acid {tyrosinuria} {maple syrup urine disease}. 

 

Werner syndrome 

Gene {WRN gene} products, similar to DNA and RNA helicases, can cause autosomal-recessive diseases {Werner's 

syndrome} {Werner syndrome}, which have aging symptoms. 

 

X-linked disease 

Color blindness, Duchenne muscular dystropy, hemophilia, and other male human-inherited diseases {X-linked 

disease}| can require X-chromosome mutant alleles. Duchenne muscular dystropy alters dystrophin. Hemophilia alters 

Factor VII. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Genetic Disease>Chromosome 

 

aneuploidy 

Chromosome numbers and shapes can be abnormal {aneuploidy, chromosome}| {chromosome instability}. Almost 

all cancer cells have aneuploidy, perhaps from gene mutations or carcinogens that affect dividing cells. Different 

cancers have different chromosome-disruption patterns. 

 

non-disjunction 

Homologous-pair chromosomes can fail to separate in second meiotic division {non-disjunction}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Genetic Disease>Chromosome>Regions 

 

chromosome inversion 

Chromosomes can flip segments {chromosome inversion}. 

 

translocation of chromosomes 

Chromosomes can have segment deletion, duplication, or transfer {chromosome, translocation} {translocation, 

chromosome}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Genetic Disease>Chromosome>Extra 

 

chromosome abnormality 

In early cell-division stages, cells can have too few or too many chromosomes {chromosome abnormality}, such as 

in Down's syndrome. One birth in 250 has chromosome abnormality. New strain 0139 flourished in 1993. 

 

Down syndrome 

Human #21 chromosome can have three copies {mongolism} {Down's syndrome} {Down syndrome}, rather than 

two, resulting in mental retardation. Symptoms are flattened face, thick and large tongue, extra eyelid folds, 

uncoordinated movements, and IQ between 20 and 60. Down's syndrome patients over 35 years have same pathological 

brain changes as Alzheimer's patients. Extra 21st chromosomes relate to infectious hepatitis. 

 

Patau syndrome 

Extra chromosome 13 causes mental retardation {Patau syndrome}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Genetic Disease>Chromosome>Sex 

 

Klinefelter syndrome 

Having two X-chromosomes and one Y-chromosome results in male features but with enlarged breasts and few 

sperm {Klinefelter's syndrome} {Klinefelter syndrome}. 



 

Turner syndrome 

Having only one X-chromosome results in immature female features {Turner's syndrome} {Turner syndrome}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Nutrition 

 

goiter 

Iodine lack lowers growth and energy levels and enlarges thyroid gland {goiter}|. 

 

hemosiderosis 

Tissues can have too much iron {hemosiderosis}. 

 

ketosis 

If carbohydrate level is too low, ketones {ketone bodies} can accumulate {ketosis}|, as body stops using them for 

energy. Ketosis depletes cell electrolytes, blood pH rises, tissues lose water, blood loses water, blood pressure goes 

down, breath has acetone smell, and people feel nauseous and have mild depression. 

 

kwashiorkor 

People can have protein deficiency {kwashiorkor}| {marasmus}. 

 

obesity 

More than one-sixth of people are overweight {obesity}|. For women, normal height and weight are 1.5 meter = 45 

to 54 kilograms, 1.6 meter = 51 to 60 kilograms, 1.7 meter = 57 to 66 kilograms, and 1.8 meter = 64 to 75 kilograms. 

Animals regulate food intake to maintain weight. Animals have higher weight if food tastes good. Animals on low-

calorie diets eat more. 

 

osteoporosis 

Bone diseases {osteoporosis}| can involve calcium and protein loss. 

 

Prader-Willi syndrome 

Father chromosome-15 gene makes people want to keep eating {Prader-Willi syndrome}. 

 

rickets 

Teeth and bones can have low calcium and phosphorus {rickets}|. Low vitamin D causes soft bones. 

 

starvation 

If food intake is not enough {starvation}|, body uses first glycogen, then fat, and then protein. In ketosis, blood pH 

can go below 7.4 in acidosis, resulting in rapid breathing. 

 

tetany 

Low calcium can increase nerve and muscle irritability {tetany}|. 

 

thinness gene 

Mother chromosome-15 gene {thinness gene}, near Angelman-syndrome gene, makes thin people. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Nutrition>Vitamin 

 

avitaminosis 

People can have vitamin deficiency {avitaminosis}. 

 

beriberi 

Thiamine deficiency causes nerve damage, cardiovascular damage, and edema {beriberi}|. 

 

pellagra 

Niacin deficiency causes skin lesions, indigestion, and nerve problems {pellagra}|. 

 



pernicious anemia 

Vitamin-B12 malabsorption causes indigestion, spinal-cord lesions, and large red blood cells {pernicious anemia}|. 

 

scurvy 

Vitamin-C deficiency can cause weakness and skin and gum bleeding {scurvy}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Protein 

 

protein conformation diseases 

Protein shape and conformation disorders {protein conformation diseases} include Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's 

disease, multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Huntington's disease, and frontotemporal dementia. Germline 

mutations cause 5 to 20% of Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, fronto-temporal 

dementia, and prion diseases. Age is a major risk factor. 

 

amyloid plaque 

Protein-polysaccharide fragments {A-beta protein} can link hydrophobic ends to form extracellular plaques 

{amyloid plaque}|, create free radicals, or attract microglia. Apolipoprotein E (APOE) helps A-beta protein form 

plaques. APOE-4 slows A-beta protein removal. Perhaps, A-beta protein disrupts calcium regulation. 

 

cystic fibrosis 

Protofibrils and then plaques can be in lungs and pancreas {cystic fibrosis}|. Sodium-ion-channel and chloride-ion-

channel proteins change. 

 

polyglutamine disease 

Chromosome-4-tip autosomal dominant gene can cause Huntington's chorea and related diseases {polyglutamine 

disease, protein}. Gene has middle cytosine-adenine-guanine repeats {CAG repeat, polyglutamine} that repeat too 

many times, making too many glutamine amino acids, and this causes proteins to clump. Cytosine-anything-guanine 

regions {CxG region, polyglutamine} have many DNA hairpins, and copies often have even longer CxG repeats. 

Huntington's disease and polyglutamine diseases first have many protofibrils and then plaques. 

 

prion 

Misfolded cell-surface glycoproteins {Proteinaceous Infectious Particle} {prion}| can be in vertebrates [Prusiner, 

1982]. 

gene 

All vertebrates have protease-resistant protein (PrP) genes, whose sequence controls transmissibility. 

prion protein 

PrP proteins can have normal forms {cellular prion protein} (PrPC), which are in neurons. PdPSc refolds PrPC and 

makes clumps. PrPC can change into sticky clumps if affected by other prions, especially in B cells and brain. 

amyloid 

Prion proteins of size 27 to 30 kilodaltons, PrP 27-30, polymerize into amyloid fibrils. Prion-disease amyloid 

plaques have PrP. 

radiation 

Prions are more stable than anthrax spores. Irradiation does not end them. 

diseases 

Prion brain diseases {chronic wasting disease} (CWD) can be in sheep {scrapie}, Papua New Guinea Kore 

tribeswomen {kuru} {laughing sickness}, people {Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease} (CJD), and cows {spongiform 

encephalopathy} {bovine spongiform encephalopathy} (BSE) {mad-cow disease}. Prion diseases are sporadically 

infectious and can inherit. 

Scrapie is in sheep and so is ovine neurodegenerative disease. Scrapie PrP has altered cellular PrP. 

Chronic Wasting Disease affects deer and elk herds in west USA and Canada. 

Mad Cow disease caused 1990s new-variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (nvCJD) outbreak. Europe and Japan screen 

cattle for BSE. 

Inherited CJD is 10% to 15% of human prion-disease cases. Altered cellular PrP causes human Gerstmann-

Sträussler-Scheinker syndrome and familial CJD. Typical cases have no sequence changes or chemical differences 

between normal PrP and disease PrP, but they fold into different shapes. Proteinase K digests normal PrP completely, 

but aggregated disease PrP resists digestion. Disease PrP prompts normal PrP refolding into disease PrP. 



Disease PrP can be protease-sensitive precursors in blood, unlike normal PrP [Safar et al., 1998]. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ 

 

atresia 

Orifices can close, or ovarian follicles can be absent {atresia}. 

 

cyst 

Tissues can have fluid-containing sacs {cyst}|. 

 

laryngitis 

Larynx can have inflammation {laryngitis}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Abdomen 

 

ascites 

Abdomen can have excess fluid {ascites}. 

 

colic 

In babies, abdomen distension, pained look, and crying indicate bad digestion {colic}|. 

 

colitis 

Large-intestine lining can have inflammation {colitis}|. 

 

cystitis 

Bladders can have infections {cystitis}. 

 

dyspepsia 

Stomach can have indigestion {dyspepsia}. 

 

enteritis 

Intestine can have inflammation {enteritis}|. 

 

nausea disease 

People can have urge to vomit {nausea, disease}|. 

 

prolapse 

Organs, typically uterus, can slide down or to side {prolapse}. 

 

pseudopregnancy 

Women can have pregnancy symptoms {pseudopregnancy}. 

 

retroversion 

Organs, typically uterus, can tilt or turn backward {retroversion}|. 

 

ulcer 

Stomach or small intestine can have mucosa damage {peptic ulcer} {ulcer}|. 

 

volvulus 

Stomach or large intestine can twist {volvulus}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Circulation 

 

infarct 

Low blood flow can cause tissue breakdown {infarct}| {infarction}. Five-sixths of cases involve artery blockage, 

causing brain-tissue death. 



 

priapism 

Penis can have prolonged erection {priapism}|. 

 

shin splint 

Expanded muscles can reduce blood flow {exertional compartment syndrome} {shin splint}|. Shin bones can have 

small fractures. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Circulation>Dilation 

 

aneurysm 

Blood vessels can dilate {aneurysm}|. 

 

embolism 

Arteries can widen {embolism}| and weaken, leading to bleeding. 

 

hematoma 

Swellings {hematoma}| can contain blood. 

 

hemorrhoid 

Anal-area swollen veins {hemorrhoid}| can cause pain or itching. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Circulation>Inflammation 

 

arteritis 

Arteries can have inflammation {arteritis}. 

 

phlebitis 

Veins can have inflammation {phlebitis}|. 

 

vasculitis 

Blood vessels can have inflammation {vasculitis}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Circulation>Blockage 

 

atheroma 

Fatty substances can stick to blood-vessel walls {atheroma}, eventually causing artery narrowing stenosis. 

 

atherosclerosis 

Arterial-wall smooth-muscle-cell fibrous plates can catch fatty debris, clotted blood, and connective tissue 

{atherosclerosis}| {arteriosclerosis}, to make blobs {plaque}. If blobs break, blood clots can form, which later can stay 

or break off and block blood flow. 

Statins decrease LDL. 

Molecules {vascular cellular adhesion molecule-1} (VCAM-1) can attract monocytes and lymphocytes to epithelia 

and cause inflammation. Pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate anti-oxidant represses VCAM-1 gene. Lipid peroxide activates 

VCAM-1 gene. 

 

coronary disease 

Coronary arteries can have blockage {coronary}| {coronary thrombosis}. 

 

ischemia 

Blood-vessel obstruction or constriction can cause low blood supply {ischemia}| in organs and tissues. 

 

occlusion in artery 

Arteries can have blockage {occlusion, artery}|. 

 



peripheral artery disease 

Leg arteries can have blockage {peripheral artery disease} that causes calf pain. Ankle-brachial index measures leg-

artery clogging. 

 

stenosis 

Arteries can narrow {stenosis}|. 

 

stroke 

Brain blood vessels can burst, or emboli can block blood vessels {stroke}| {apoplexy}. One-sixth of strokes involve 

cerebral-hemorrhage bleeding. Five-sixths of cases involve artery blockage, causing brain-tissue infarction. 

causes 

Main cause is hypertension. Atheroma can cause stenosis. Occlusion or embolism can weaken vessels, leading to 

breaking and bleeding. 

effects 

First, one body side has arm and leg weakness {hemiplegia, stroke}. Brainstem pressure coning can cause 

drowsiness, unconsciousness, respiratory paralysis, and ultimately death. Low oxygen can cause consciousness loss. 

About one-third of patients die within three weeks. Stroke is third major death cause in USA and Europe, in 0.2% of 

people each year, three quarters in seniors. Survivors often have partial arm or leg paralysis. 

 

thrombosis 

Blood-clot thrombi can block blood vessels {thrombosis}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Circulation>Bleeding 

 

cerebral hemorrhage 

One-sixth of circulation cases involve brain bleeding {cerebral hemorrhage}|. 

 

hemorrhage 

Blood vessels can have bleeding {hemorrhage}|. 

 

purpura 

Blood diseases can cause bruising or bleeding under skin {purpura}|. Blood transfusions can cause bruising. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Circulation>Muscle 

 

angina 

When heart muscle does not receive enough blood {angina pectoris} {angina}|, chest pain results. 

 

arhythmia 

Abnormal heart rhythms {arhythmia}| include ectopic beats, electrical alternations, torsades de pointes, high-grade 

blocks, escape rhythms, Wenckebach rhythms, tachycardia, and fibrillation. 

 

fibrillation 

Heart and other muscles can twitch {fibrillation}|. 

 

heart attack 

Emboli can block cardiac blood vessels {heart attack}|. Blood-plasma transthyretin makes amyloid. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Circulation>Heart Rate 

 

bradycardia 

Heart can beat too slow {bradycardia}|. 

 

tachycardia 

Heart can beat too fast {tachycardia}|. 

 



BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Circulation>Blood 

 

acidosis 

Blood pH can go below 7.4 {acidosis}|, resulting in rapid breathing. 

 

anemia 

Low blood oxygen and high blood carbon dioxide result from decrease in hemoglobin and red-blood-cell number 

{anemia}|. Snake venom, malaria, burns, chemicals, blood loss, bone-marrow disease, vitamin-B12 deficiency, folic-

acid deficiency, iron deficiency, blows, or shock can cause anemia. 

 

embolus 

Blood vessels can have blocks {embolus}| to blood flow. 

 

hemochromatosis 

People can absorb iron efficiently {hemochromatosis}. 

 

hemolysis 

Poisons, toxins, and immune reactions can break red blood cells {hemolysis}|. 

 

hypertension 

Blood can have too-high pressure {hypertension}|. 

 

polycythemia 

Diarrhea can increase red-blood-cell number {polycythemia}|, causing poor blood flow. 

 

septicemia 

Organisms or toxins can be in blood {septicemia}. 

 

sickle cell anemia 

Different hemoglobins can make different-shaped red blood cells {sickle cell anemia}|. 

 

thalessemia 

Hemoglobin synthesis can be faulty {thalessemia}. 

 

thrombospondin 

Molecules {thrombospondin} can bind to red blood cells, which then secrete molecules that make red blood cells 

stick to blood-vessel walls. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Digestion 

 

appendicitis 

appendix inflammation {appendicitis}|. 

 

constipation 

dry feces and too-slow movement {constipation}|. 

 

diarrhea 

watery feces and too-fast movement {diarrhea}|. 

 

gallstone 

Precipitated cholesterol {gallstone}| can be in bile ducts. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Endocrine 

 

acromegaly 

High growth-stimulating hormone can cause excessive hand, feet, and face growth {acromegaly}|. 



 

amenorrhea 

Woman can have no menstruation {amenorrhea}|. 

 

eunuch 

Castrated males {eunuch}| have low male hormones. 

 

hyperparathyroidism 

Too much parathyroid activity {hyperparathyroidism}| can cause soft bones. 

 

morning sickness 

At pregnancy beginning, women can have morning nausea {morning sickness}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Endocrine>Thyroid 

 

hyperthyroidism 

Too much thyroxin {hyperthyroidism}| can cause high heat, overeating, nervousness, high blood pressure, and 

eyeball protrusion. 

 

hypothyroidism 

Thyroid hormone deficiency {hypothyroidism}| causes low energy. 

 

myxedema 

Hypothyroidism can cause bloating {myxedema}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Endocrine>Adrenal 

 

Addison disease 

Low adrenal-gland hormone production {hypoadrenocorticism} causes weakness, weight loss, low blood pressure, 

GI tract problems, and brown skin {Addison's disease} {Addison disease}. 

 

Cushing disease 

Pituitary gland can make high ACTH, resulting in increased hormone production by adrenal glands and obesity 

{Cushing's disease} {Cushing disease}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Endocrine>Glucose 

 

diabetes 

Insulin lack makes blood glucose stay high {diabetes}| {diabetes insipidus}. 

 

hyperglycemia 

Blood glucose can be too high {hyperglycemia}|. 

 

hypoglycemia 

Blood glucose can be too low {hypoglycemia}|. 

 

insulin-dependent diabetes 

Immune system can attack pancreas beta cells and cause diabetes {type 1 diabetes} {insulin-dependent diabetes}. 

 

Type 2 diabetes 

Pancreas islet cells make proteins {islet amyloid polypeptide} (IAPP) that can clump {Type 2 diabetes}. Genes 

{TCF7L2 gene} can affect glucose metabolism. Sulfonylureas, such as glimeperide and glipizide, are effective drugs. 

Metformin is effective. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Excretion 

 



kidney stone 

Uric-acid or calcium-phosphate stones {kidney stone}| can form in ureter. 

 

nephritis 

Glomeruli can have bacterial infections {nephritis}|. 

 

renin 

Injured kidneys make chemicals {renin}, which constrict blood vessels. 

 

uremia 

Nitrogen wastes can accumulate in blood {uremia}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Immune 

 

autoimmune disease 

Addison's disease, anti-phospholipid syndrome, type 1 insulin-dependent diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, celiac 

disease, multiple sclerosis, and systemic lupus erythematosus have antibodies {autoantibody} to body tissues 

{autoimmune disease}|. T-cell antibodies start to attack cells up to 10 years before symptoms appear. B cells can make 

autoantibodies used in diagnosis. 

 

autolysis 

Enzymes can break down cells {autolysis}. 

 

immunodeficiency 

Adenosine-deaminase (ADA) gene damage prevents making immune system cells {immunodeficiency}|. HIV virus 

destroys helper T cells and causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). 

 

inflammation 

Bacteria chemicals can dilate arteries, causing reddening and high temperature {inflammation}|. Inflammation 

allows white blood cells to leave blood and attack foreign tissues. Leukocytes pass through artery walls, locate bacteria 

chemically, and phagocytize bacteria. Inflamed tissues increase white-cell production. Myeloperoxidase (MPO) 

indicates inflammation amount. Blood-vessel inflammation starts and assists atherosclerosis. LDL can cause vessel 

inflammation. 

 

inflammasome 

Oxygen activates protein complexes {inflammasome} {Nalp3 inflammasome} that cause inflammation. 

 

lupus 

Enzymes that lyse dead-cell molecules can not work well and leave DNA pieces, to which antibodies develop, 

causing inflammation {lupus}| {systemic lupus erythremosis}. Lupus patients have low DNAase-1. LymphoStat-B 

monoclonal antibody inhibits B-cell stimulators {B-lymphocyte stimulator} (BLyS). Lupus affects 200,000 to 500,000 

people each year in USA. 

 

severe combined immunodeficiency syndrome 

Diseases can prevent calcium ions from passing into T cells {severe combined immunodeficiency syndrome} 

(SCIDS). 

 

Sjogren syndrome 

Autoimmune diseases {Sjögren's syndrome} {Sjögren syndrome} can attack secretory-gland tissues, causing dry 

mouth and eyes, plus teeth and eye problems. Sjögren's syndrome is in about 1% of people and affects women most. It 

can lead to lymphoma. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Immune>Allergy 

 



allergy 

Cells can react to chemical substances {allergy}|. Chemical substances release muscle-constricting and blood-vessel-

relaxing chemicals {histamine, allergy}. Antihistamines can block histamine chemical reactions and treat allergies. 

Food allergans include gluten and soybean p34 protein. Peanuts, tree nuts, milk, eggs, shellfish, and fish have allergans. 

Gluten causes celiac sprue. Allergies can involve tens of genes. 

 

allergic reaction 

Histamines can cause hives, eye burning, shock, breath shortness, hard breathing, and edema {allergic reaction}|. 

 

anaphylaxis 

Histamines can cause nausea, weakness, low temperature, and convulsions {anaphylaxis}|. 

 

asthma 

Lungs can have allergic reactions {atopy} {asthma}|. Eczema, hay fever, anaphylaxis to bee sting or peanuts, and 

other allergies involve immunoglobulin and histamine. 

causes 

Dust-mite dung, pollen, feathers, molds, foods, metal vapor, plastics, wood, cigarette smoke, paint, sprays, aspirin, 

heart drugs, and exhaust gases can cause asthma. Immunization can activate Th1 cells. Mycobacteria can activate Th2 

cells. Perhaps, virus exposure, isocyanate, trimellitic anhydride, and phthalic anhydride cause asthma. 

biology 

Immunoglobulin-E release signals mast cells, which release histamines. Asthma can cause smooth muscle to 

contract uncontrollably. 

 

hay fever 

Pollen allergies {hay fever}| affect eye, throat, and lung mucous membranes. 

 

hives 

Allergic reactions {hives}| can cause itching skin welts. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Liver 

 

liver disease 

Liver can have diseases {liver disease}. Fatty liver can result if people are starving, have diabetes, eat many fats, 

have alcoholism, have vitamin deficiency, or ingest toxins. 

 

cirrhosis 

Liver can scar and fill with fat {cirrhosis}|. 

 

jaundice 

Liver diseases {jaundice}| can cause brain damage. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Muscle 

 

muscle degeneration 

Degenerative diseases {muscle degeneration}| include Duchenne's muscular dystrophy. 

 

charley horse 

Strains and contusions can cause quadriceps soreness and stiffness {charley horse}|. 

 

clonus 

Reflex muscle contractions can cause leg shaking or jerking {clonus}|. 

 

Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

Degenerative diseases {Duchenne's muscular dystrophy} {Duchenne muscular dystrophy} can harm muscle tissue. 

 



hypertrophy 

Muscle mass or circumference can increase {hypertrophy}|. 

 

hypotrophy 

Muscle mass or circumference can decrease {hypotrophy}|. 

 

lumbago 

Lower-back muscles and tendons can have rheumatism {lumbago}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve 

 

brain damage 

Smoking, excessive alcohol, poor prenatal care, malnutrition, failure to breathe properly, baby battering, and falls 

can damage brains {brain damage} [Gershan and Rieder, 1992]. 

 

adding problem 

Congenital cerebral-cortex defects can cause inability to add two numbers to sums greater than ten {adding 

problem}. Children can learn digits but cannot carry to next column when adding. 

 

coning 

Brainstem pressure can cause drowsiness {coning}, unconsciousness, respiratory paralysis, and ultimately death. 

 

cortical absence 

Animals with no cortex {cortical absence} cannot discriminate well but can learn and remember. 

 

hemiplegia 

Cerebral-hemisphere damage can cause opposite-body-side arm and leg weakness {hemiplegia, cerebrum}. 

 

Kallman syndrome 

Hypothalamus damage can affect sexual development and smell {Kallman syndrome}. 

 

Lhermitte syndrome 

Inferior prefrontal lobe controls planning and action. After inferior-prefrontal-lobe stroke or lesion, external stimuli 

can start automatic behavior, with no inhibition {Lhermitte syndrome}. 

 

neuritis 

Nerves can have inflammation {neuritis}|. 

 

neuropathy 

People can have general nerve problems {neuropathy}. 

 

split brain 

Brain-half anatomy and function differ {lateralization, cerebral}. Brain halves integrate by cross connections. 

split brain 

After corpus-callosum surgery {callosotomy} {split brain}, patients feel the same as before, with one self and same 

consciousness [Akelaitis, 1941] [Akelaitis, 1944] [Bogen, 1986] [Bogen, 1993] [Bogen, 1997] [Bogen and Gazzaniga, 

1965] [Bogen and Gordon, 1970] [Bogen et al., 1965] [Gazzaniga, 1995] [Gazzaniga, 2004] [Geschwind and 

Galaburda, 1987] [Gordon and Bogen, 1974] [Greenblatt, 1997] [Kinsbourne, 1982] [Kohler et al., 2000] [Luck et al., 

1989] [Luck et al., 1994] [Mark, 1996] [Miller et al., 2000] [O'Shea and Corballis, 2001] [Pettigrew and Miller, 1998] 

[Schiffer, 2000] [Schmitt and Worden, 1974] [Sperry, 1961] [Sperry, 1974] [Wigan, 1844]. 

However, experiments that detect what hemispheres know show that split-brain patients can have two 

consciousnesses. Consciousness can be only or mainly in left side, be only reportable from left side, be always both 

sides, or automatically switch back and forth between two selves. 

right brain 

Right brain has minimal attention, consciousness, emotion, imagery, memory, perception, verbal ability, and will. 



connections: corpus callosum 

Corpus callosum carries high-level information, mostly excitation. People can have impaired corpus callosum from 

birth {callosal agenesis} and develop integrative and substitute processing. 

connections: other 

Information about existence and spatial and temporal locations can pass between brain halves through smaller 

interhemispheric pathways and by relay through brainstem and thalamus. 

self 

Self or mind integrates brain modules through corpus callosum, brainstem, thalamus, and other pathways, by 

inhibition and excitation. 

interpreter 

Patients with severed commissures have no information exchange, but hemisphere with language ability {the 

interpreter} invents explanations. Only that hemisphere is highly conscious [Gazzaniga, 1992]. 

drugs 

Amobarbitol can anesthetize either hemisphere. 

locations: arousal 

Arousal mechanisms affect both hemispheres equally. 

locations: attention 

Attention from brainstem and midbrain goes to both hemispheres, each of which can try to control attention. 

locations: hearing 

Ear sound information mostly goes to other side. 

locations: language 

Broca's area semantic-and-syntactic language processing is typically only in left hemisphere. However, both sides 

have vocabulary and perception processing. 

locations: pain 

Pain information goes to both hemispheres. 

locations: proprioception 

Proprioception information goes to both hemispheres. 

locations: space and time 

Right hemisphere seems better at high-level spatiotemporal processing. 

locations: touch 

Touch information goes to both sides, though less to same side. 

locations: vision 

Visual information from right or left visual field goes to left or right hemisphere, but patients have unified visual 

fields. 

locations: voluntary movement 

Eye-saccade initiation and monitoring and voluntary large-muscle movement are on both sides. 

factors: age 

With age, corpus callosum has more myelination. 

factors: gender 

Men have more language lateralization. 

 

tinnitus 

ear ringing {tinnitus}|. 

 

vertigo 

Vestibular-system damage can cause dizziness {vertigo}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Cephaly 

 

hydrocephaly 

Excess cerebrospinal fluid {hydrocephaly} can cause larger than normal brain cavities and skulls. 

 

macrocephaly 

People can have larger than normal heads and brains {macrocephaly}. 

 



microcephaly 

People can have smaller than normal heads and brains {microcephaly}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Aging 

 

Alzheimer disease 

Acetylcholine and serotonin brain neurons can degenerate {Alzheimer's disease} {Alzheimer disease}, with 

intracellular tangled protein fibers {neurofibrillary tangle} and extracellular protein amyloid plaques. 

plaque 

Amyloid plaques can disrupt calcium regulation, create free radicals, or attract microglia. Presenilin gene makes 

gamma-secretase, which cuts cell-membrane protein {amyloid-beta precursor protein} (APP) inside membranes, and 

beta-secretase {secretase} cuts APP outside membranes, to make short A-beta proteins, which can be signal proteins. 

A-beta proteins can link hydrophobic ends to form plaques. Apolipoprotein E {apolipoprotein} (APOE-4) helps A-beta 

protein form plaques and slows A-beta protein removal. APP gene is on chromosome 21. 

incidence 

In USA, five million people have Alzheimer's disease. At age 60, 1 in 10,000 people develops Alzheimer's disease. 

By age 85, one in three people have dementia, typically Alzheimer's disease. 

causes 

Gene {presenilin gene} mutations can cause early-onset inherited Alzheimer's disease. 

Apolipoprotein-E-gene isotype can modulate familial and sporadic Alzheimer's disease onset age. 

Proteins {tau protein} can bind to tubulin, change, and increase in Alzheimer's disease. Tau proteins then make 

helical pairs, disrupting tubulin binding and microtubules. 

Small proteins {amyloid beta-derived diffusible ligand} (ADDL) can come from amyloid-beta precursor proteins, 

can diffuse, do not make plaques, and attach to neuron receptors. 

Brain proteins {clusterin} can increase in Alzheimer's disease. 

 

dementia 

Brain or brain blood-vessel degeneration {dementia}| {senile dementia} can be chronic and progressive. 

symptoms 

Recent-event memory loss is first symptom. People have intellect, memory, and personality impairment, but no 

consciousness or basic-skill impairment. People have unreal and slow thinking. People have slowness of, and 

disinterest in, activity. People forget goals, do not compensate for changes, live in present only, are emotionally 

sensitive, and are susceptible to bulbar palsy. At end, people lose basic personality and social skills. 

causes 

About 10% of older dementia patients have benign brain tumors and hypothyroidism. 

types 

Subnormality, old-age dementias, and remitting and relapsing psychoses are milder. Acute, primary, and curable 

dementias are harsher. Chronic, secondary, and incurable dementias are harsher. 

recovery 

Dementia reverses in 10% of patients. 

 

frontotemporal dementia 

Tau-protein buildup causes slowly developing dementia {Pick's disease} {frontotemporal dementia} in people 50 to 

60 years old. 

 

multi-infarct dementia 

Repeated closures of small or large blood vessels, as in minor or major strokes, causes brain-cell loss {multi-infarct 

dementia}. 

 

pseudodementia 

After pneumonia, heart attack, or hypothermia, older people can enter delirious states {pseudodementia}. 

Antidepressants reduce pseudodementia. 

 

senility 

Old-age organic psychosis {senility}| can involve memory loss and poor thinking ability. 

 



BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Drug 

 

delirium tremens 

Fever, alcohol intoxication, drugs, withdrawal from barbiturates, withdrawal from alcohol, disturbances in body 

chemistry, and brain infections can cause delirium {delirium tremens}| (DTs). Most delirious patients recover 

completely after removing cause. 

 

dipsomania 

People can have desire to drink alcohol {dipsomania}. 

 

frozen addict 

Addicts that take MPTP destroy dopamine neurons and cannot move {frozen addict}, though conscious. 

 

Marchhiafava-Bignami 

Alcohol can damage corpus callosum and anterior commissure {Marchhiafava-Bignami disease}. 

 

metal poisoning 

Metal toxins {metal poisoning}, such as mercury or lead, can damage brains. 

 

narcosis 

Drugs or anesthetics can cause stupor {narcosis, stupor}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Food 

 

anorexia nervosa 

People can starve themselves, fear becoming fat, think about being thin, have distorted body perception, 

overestimate size, and have abnormal hypothalamus, which controls appetite {anorexia nervosa}|. 

 

bulimia nervosa 

After strong desire {compulsive eating} {binge eating} causes eating large quantities, people can vomit or use 

laxatives {bulimia nervosa}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Infection 

 

encephalitis 

Herpes simplex and other viruses can cause brain inflammation {encephalitis}| {aseptic encephalitis} {acute viral 

encephalitis}. 

 

encephalitis lethargica 

A 1920s epidemic viral disease {encephalitis lethargica} destroyed same brain cells as idiopathic Parkinsonism. 

 

meningitis 

Bacteria or viruses can cause meninges inflammation {meningitis}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Agnosia 

 

agnosia 

Though sense organs and nerves are normal, people can interpret sense information incorrectly {agnosia}. Agnosias 

can be for objects, colors in achromatopsia, faces in prosopagnosia, motions in akinetopsia, or imposters in Capgras 

syndrome [Bauer and Demery, 2003] [Bridgeman et al., 1997] [Damasio et al., 2000] [Farah, 1990] [Goodale, 2000] 

[Goodale and Milner, 2004] [Goodale et al., 1994] [Grüsser and Landis, 1991] [Heilman and Valenstein, 2003] [Hu and 

Goodale, 2000] [Mesulam, 2000] [Milner and Goodale, 1995] [Milner et al., 1991]. 

 

anosagnosia 

People with right-brain damage can deny that they have problems with, or paralysis of, left hand and arm 

{anosagnosia, disease} {anosodiaphoria}. 



 

mirror agnosia 

People with right-parietal damage think that objects on left reflected in mirrors on right are behind mirrors on right 

{mirror agnosia} {looking-glass syndrome}. 

 

Gertsmann syndrome 

Left angular-gyrus damage {Gertsmann's syndrome} {Gertsmann syndrome} can cause anomia, finger agnosia, and 

left/right problems. 

 

neglect after trauma 

Non-dominant, usually right, posterior-parietal-lobe damage can cause ignorance {neglect, vision}| {visuo-spatial 

hemi-neglect} {hemi-neglect} of stimulus that normally stimulates V1 in opposite, usually left, space half {hemifield}, 

including opposite body half. Patients do not realize that they cannot see that space side. Right or left Brodmann-area-7 

damage can cause neglect of opposite-space half [Berti and Rizolatti, 1992] [Bisiach, 1988] [Bisiach, 1992] [Bisiach 

and Luzzatti, 1978] [Driver and Mattingley, 1998] [Heilman and Valenstein, 2003] [Heilman et al., 2003] [Husain and 

Rorden, 2003] [Karnath, 2001] [Karnath et al., 2001] [Marshall and Halligan, 1988] [Mattingley, 1998] [Payne et al., 

1996] [Rafal, 1997] [Rees et al., 2000] [Robertson and Marshall, 1993] [Schiller et al., 1979] [Sprague, 1966] [Swick 

and Knight, 1998] [Vuilleumier et al., 1996] [Vuilleumier et al., 2002]. 

Non-dominant posterior-parietal-lobe damage can cause neglect when stimulus is in same space half as lobe 

{extinction, neglect}. In extinction, if something is on one side, people can see object, typically on right side, but they 

cannot see anything on other side, though brain activity is same in both cases (Geraint Rees). 

agnosia 

People with neglect can not recognize that they are neglecting space half {anosagnosia, neglect}. People with right-

parietal-lobe damage can have paralysis but not know that they have it [Damasio, 1999] [Weiskrantz, 1997]. Perhaps, 

they have no information receptors for that part. Perhaps, they cannot direct attention there. 

realization 

People realize that they cannot see that space side if expected information is not available. 

 

somatoparaphrenia 

People can not know that body parts belong to them {somatoparaphrenia}. 

 

prosopagnosia 

Agnosia can be for faces {prosopagnosia}. Inability to recognize faces involves more than one brain part [Benton 

and Tranel, 1993] [Perrett et al., 1992] [Tranel and Damasio, 1985] [Wada and Yamamoto, 2001]. 

 

simultagnosia 

After damage to both parietal lobes, people can not perceive more than one object {simultagnosia}, as in Balint 

syndrome. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Amnesia 

 

amnesia disease 

People can be unable to retrieve memories {amnesia, disease}|. Amnesias can have long-term memory loss but retain 

short-term memory. People typically cannot remember events from when amnesia started up to recent times in the past. 

duration 

Amnesias can last several years. Over time, people remember earlier memories, as well as independent episodes. 

People typically can never remember time just before amnesia started. 

types 

People can be unable to identify people whom they know in other contexts {restricted paramnesia}. 

Autobiographical memory loss {fission, memory} can cause personal identity loss and inability to use first person. 

causes 

Electroconvulsive shock, potassium chloride, fluorothyl, barbiturates, and RNA, DNA, and protein synthesis-

inhibiting drugs can cause forgetting and retrograde amnesia but can be offset by stimulants. 

Head blows can cause memory loss with no other effects {postconcussion syndrome}. 

Medial-temporal-lobe ischemia causes disorientation and recent-memory loss {transient global amnesia}. 

Removing both temporal lobes and both hippocampuses, to treat epilepsy, causes orthograde amnesia. 



recovery 

Amnesias can heal but not if brain damage is permanent. 

 

anterograde amnesia 

People can be unable to make long-term memories {anterograde amnesia}. 

 

Korsakoff syndrome 

Amnesias {Korsakoff syndrome}| can have inattentiveness, poor recent memory, retrograde amnesia, anterograde 

amnesia, and time and place disorientation. Chronic alcoholics with poor nutrition can have Korsakoff syndrome. It 

affects third-ventricle floor, thalamus dorsomedial nucleus, hippocampal region, mamillary bodies, and frontal lobes 

[Korsakoff, 1887] [Korsakoff, 1890]. 

 

retrograde amnesia 

Hippocampus damage can cause loss of recently stored memories {retrograde amnesia}. Time lost depends on 

memory type and strength. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Attention 

 

attention deficit disorder 

People can be unable to concentrate and can have high activity {attention deficit disorder}| (ADD) {attention-deficit 

hyperactivity disorder, brain} (ADHD). Perhaps, it involves dopamine receptors. Ritalin is a treatment. 

 

Balint syndrome 

Both-hemisphere parietal-lobe damage causes attention on only one thing {Balint's syndrome} {Balint syndrome} 

[Feinberg and Farah, 1997] [Rafal, 1997] [Robertson, 2003] [Robertson et al., 1997]. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Epilepsy 

 

epilepsy 

Organic psychoses can involve shaking convulsions {epilepsy}| {seizure, epilepsy} {convulsion} [Elger, 2000] 

[Fried, 1997] [Oxbury et al., 2000] [Penfield and Jasper, 1954] [Salloway et al., 1997]. 

cause 

Strong electrical signals can cause altered consciousness, altered perception, and poor opposite-body-side muscle 

control. 

types 

Whole brain can become electrically abnormal {primary generalized seizure}. Cerebral-cortex regions can become 

electrically abnormal in focal seizure. 

start 

Seizures can begin with abdominal sensations, altered thoughts, or altered perceptions, which people can remember 

afterwards. 

symptoms 

Epileptic states {epileptic automatism} can involve large brain regions, unconsciousness, chewing, lip smacking, 

organized but purposeless arm or hand movements, laughing, being scared, and using isolated words. States can last for 

several minutes, mostly in temporal lobe. Normal function, deep sleep, or disoriented state follows. People have no 

memory of automatisms. 

incidence 

6% of people have at least one epileptic seizure. 

factors: age 

Seizures are more likely in early childhood, adolescence, and old age. Petit-mal seizures happen mostly in childhood 

and adolescence. 

factors: genetics 

Epilepsy is hereditary, especially temporal-lobe epilepsy. 

drugs 

Gamma-aminobutyric acid treats epilepsy. 

 



absence in epilepsy 

In petit-mal epilepsy, tonic phase and consciousness loss can last several seconds, and people can stare blankly 

{absence, epilepsy} with eyelid flickering and/or facial and arm muscle twitching [Crunelli and Leresche, 2002]. Large 

repeated currents between thalamus and cortex cause absence. People do not fall to ground. 

 

aura in epilepsy 

Seizures can begin with abdominal sensations, altered thoughts, or altered perceptions, which people can remember 

afterwards {aura, epilepsy}. Electrically stimulating brains elicits images and sense qualities that are like the dream-

like sense qualities that patients experience when epileptic, and removing brain tissue does not delete the sense qualities 

[Penfield, 1958] [Penfield, 1975] [Penfield and Perot, 1963]. 

 

myoclonic jerk 

Epilepsy can have upward arm jerk, head nod, and forward trunk bend {myoclonic jerk}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Epilepsy>Seizure 

 

petit mal seizure 

Epilepsy {petit mal seizure} can involve one brain region and have twitching, consciousness, and weird feelings, 

tastes, or smells. Focal epilepsy can have a déja vu "dreamy state" experience. 

 

grand mal seizure 

Epilepsy {grand mal seizure} {grand-mal convulsion} {tonic-clonic convulsion} can involve whole brain, whole-

body seizures, consciousness loss, and repeated muscle tightening and relaxing [Canger et al., 1980] [Ebner et al., 

1995] [Gloor, 1986] [Gloor et al., 1980] [Inoue and Mihara, 1998] [Lux et al., 2002] [Pedley and Guilleminault, 1977] 

[Reeves, 1985]. Muscles can stiffen symmetrically, people can cry out, breathing can stop briefly, and people can lose 

consciousness {tonic phase}. Then people can fall to ground and have muscle jerking {clonic phase}. Cyanosis blue 

color can develop around lips or face, bladder can empty, bowels can empty, and people can bite tongue. Left-

hemisphere seizures more often result in consciousness loss. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Language 

 

agraphia 

People can lose ability to write {agraphia}. If lexically impaired, people can correctly write words spelled 

phonologically, but not words spelled non-phonologically {lexical agraphia}. If phonologically impaired, people can 

write words correctly {phonological agraphia} but write non-words incorrectly. 

 

anomia 

Frontal-temporal-borderline damage can cause lexical problems, circumlocutions, and incorrect words, without 

losing language comprehension, syntax, or phonemes. People can be unable to name objects {anomia} {anomic 

aphasia}, though they can see, read, and recognize. 

 

aphasia 

People can have impaired speaking {aphasia}|. Sometimes, speech does not connect {jargon aphasia}. Frontal-

temporal borderline damage can cause phoneme-usage errors {conduction aphasia}, without comprehension or fluency 

loss. 

 

Asperger syndrome 

Patients can have good language but lack emotional responses {Asperger's syndrome} {Asperger syndrome}. 

 

Broca aphasia 

Broca's area damage {Broca's aphasia} {Broca aphasia} causes slow, slurred, hesitant, and non-fluent speech, with 

preposition, conjunction, and auxiliary-verb omissions and incorrect verb or noun endings. Damage still allows people 

to write, read, listen, and sing. 

 

classifying disorder 

People can lose ability to classify objects by name {classifying disorder}. 



 

dyslexia 

People can read with difficulty, spell badly, and have other problems with written language {dyslexia}|. Dyslexics 

cannot identify sounds, use phonemes together, or identify complex-figure parts. Dyslexics typically do not have strong 

right-handedness or left-handedness. Maturation delay, not brain damage or emotional problems, can cause resistance 

to learning and so dyslexia. People can have trouble only with grammar {grammar-specific language impairment}. 

 

dysphasia 

Strokes can cause speaking, writing, reading, or listening impairments {dysphasia}. 

 

familial dysphasia 

Dominant gene mutant can cause people not to use grammatical rules {familial dysphasia}. 

 

global aphasia 

Large left-hemisphere damage can cause normal-language loss {global aphasia} but does not affect automatic 

language. 

 

specific language impairment 

Changed chromosome-7 gene can cause poor grammar with normal intelligence {specific language impairment} 

(SLI). 

 

tactile agnosia 

Though sense organs and nerves are normal, people can be unable to identify objects by touch {tactile agnosia}. 

 

Williams syndrome 

Chromosome 7 or 11 deletions can cause voluble language but mental retardation {Williams syndrome}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Language>Wernicke 

 

alexia 

Wernicke's area damage can cause inability to read {alexia}. Brain can block phonology {deep alexia} and/or block 

lexical stage {surface alexia}. 

 

paraphasia 

Wernicke's area damage can cause incorrect words {paraphasia}. 

 

tactile aphasia 

Wernicke's area damage can cause inability to name objects by palpating {tactile aphasia}. 

 

neologism in aphasia 

Wernicke's area damage can cause non-existent words {neologism, aphasia}. 

 

Wernicke aphasia 

Wernicke's area damage {Wernicke's aphasia} {Wernicke aphasia} can cause bad semantics, paraphasia, imprecise 

words, circumlocutions, and neologisms, but speech is fluent, rapid, articulated, and grammatical. 

 

word-meaning deafness 

Wernicke's area damage can cause inability to understand spoken words {word-meaning deafness} {word deafness}, 

though people can hear and speak them. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Mental 

 

mental illness 

People can have mental disorders {mental illness}. 



types 

Brain diseases and physical illnesses can cause mental disorders. Psychoses, neuroses, personality disorders, and 

mental retardation {functional disorder} can show no definite physical problem. People cannot simulate mental illness 

consistently. 

causes 

Family-member or other-loved-person loss, job loss, illness, or development changes can cause mental illness. 

mental health 

People can affect mental illness {mental health}. People can have ability to cooperate with others and have close, 

loving relationships. People can make sensitive critical appraisals of themselves and world. People can cope with 

everyday problems. 

Healthy personality has the following traits: good self-concept, self-knowledge, strong self-attitudes, self-

acceptance, reality sense, active involvement in society, no inferiority feelings, good sexual attitudes, independence, 

objectivity, low aggression, low submissiveness, ability to give and accept love, average competitiveness, and 

continuous growth. 

incidence 

0.05% of people have neuroses. Ten percent of doctor visits are mostly about mental problems. 10% of such patients 

go to psychiatrists. Psychiatric patients use nearly half of all hospital beds. 

 

abulia 

Mental states {aboulia} {abulia} can have little will and inability to make decisions, such as akinetic mutism. 

 

apathy 

Mental states {apathy}| can have little emotion, listlessness, self-preoccupation, and detachment from environment. 

 

Capgras syndrome 

Damage in connections between visual and emotional centers can cause people to believe that imposters have 

replaced familiar people {Capgras syndrome} [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

Cotard syndrome 

People can feel that they are not perception agents {Cotard syndrome} {Cotard's syndrome}. They can feel that they 

are dead. They have no emotional responses to experiences. 

 

delusion 

Frustration can cause fixed and unusual beliefs {delusion}|. Delusions protect against anxiety by explaining away 

facts that cause anxiety. If someone challenges their delusions, people have small or inappropriate emotional responses. 

Delusions and hallucinations are major symptoms of several mental illnesses. 

 

derealization 

People can have perceptions like in dreams, in which everything is vague or unreal and familiar things have no 

meaning {derealization}|. People can feel either that they have been changed or that world is unreal. They can have 

unreal and strange feelings. 

 

disconnection syndrome 

Destroying fibers connecting cerebral hemispheres {disconnection syndrome} can cause inability to understand 

written language {pure alexia} {pure word-blindness} {alexia without agraphia}, comprehend spoken language {pure 

word-deafness}, or write correct language {pure agraphia} without paralysis. People can be unable to make purposeful 

skilled movements {apraxia, disconnection} and to move in response to verbal commands, though they can 

comprehend words. 

 

dissociative identity 

People can have two personalities, each with amnesia for the other {dissociative identity disorder} (DID). 

 

fixation disease 

Stress can initiate old stereotyped responses {fixation, obsession}|, such as obsessive or compulsive actions, to new 

stimuli. 

 



Fregoli phenomenon 

People can believe that known people are impersonating other people {Fregoli phenomenon}. 

 

Ich-Storungen 

Schizophrenia, dissociative identity disorder, and other diseases show abnormal identity experience {Ich-

Störungen}. 

 

Lesch-Nyhan syndrome 

People can like to hurt themselves {Lesch-Nyhan syndrome} [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

lunacy 

Severe mental illnesses {lunacy}| require intervention by society, which must infringe civil rights. 

 

mania 

People can show uncontrolled excitement, feel self-important, have well-being and elation, be over-active, make 

grandiose pronouncements, and perform obsessive behaviors {mania}|. Mania is much less common than depression. 

Drugs that raise monoamine levels can cause mania. 

 

melancholia 

Depressive illness {melancholia}| can include loss and guilt, and loss has symbolic significance. 

 

nymphomania 

Women can have sexual promiscuity {nymphomania}|. 

 

paranoia 

People can have delusions {paranoia}| {paranoid state} of grandeur and/or persecution. 

symptoms 

They are suspicious, are highly sensitive, project fears, believe that their beliefs are correct and justified, and do not 

believe that they are ill. They attack people that they think persecute them, quarrel with neighbors, accuse people of 

trespassing, or accuse spouses of infidelity. 

factors 

Paranoics have no intellectual deficits, hallucinations, emotional withdrawal, or disrupted syntax. 

causes 

Paranoia is a disorder of self-esteem and stress. Narcissistic self-overestimation is a typical reaction to humiliation 

during infancy and childhood. Paranoic ideas and anxieties are impulse projections. 

treatment 

Paranoia is not treatable now. 

comparisons 

Artists, and political and religious leaders, can mimic paranoia. 

 

perseveration 

Frontal-lobe damage can cause repeated behaviors {perseveration, behavior}|. Wisconsin card-sorting test diagnosis 

it. 

 

psychasthenia 

People can be unable to resist compulsion, obsession, or phobia {psychasthenia}. 

 

psychopathic personality 

Personal behavior can violate group moral code {psychopathic personality}. 

 

psychosomatic disease 

Organic diseases {psychosomatic disease}| can associate with psychological factors. 

types 

Psychosomatic diseases include psychosomatic atopic dermatitis, anorexia nervosa, bronchial asthma, essential 

hypertension, gastric and duodenal ulcer, myocardial infarction, and ulcerative colitis. Heart disease, cancer, gastro-

intestinal-tract disease, pulmonary tuberculosis, suicide, and accidents can also be psychosomatic. 



cause 

Stress caused by confinement, restraint, and frustration can affect organs. 

individual 

No disease is distinctively psychosomatic. Psychosomatic disease is peculiar to each patient and re-occurs. 

age 

Psychosomatic disease symptoms begin before age six and are real physiological disturbances. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Mental>Depersonalization 

 

depersonalization reaction 

People can ignore other's feelings or treat people as objects or things {depersonalization reaction}|. They can feel 

identity loss and body separation. They can have out-of-body experiences. Depersonalization can happen in relaxed 

periods after intense excitement and danger. 

 

ego-dissolution 

Depersonalization causes loss of perspective of outside world {Angstvolle Ich-Auflösung} {ego-dissolution}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Mental>Neurosis 

 

neurosis 

People can have maladaptive, socially unacceptable, or personally distressing habits {neurosis}| {psychoneurosis}. 

symptoms 

Neurosis symptoms include avoidance of others, self-indulgence, turning against others, self-deprivation, and 

turning against self. Neurosis symptoms are similar to normal-people feelings and thoughts but stronger. 

onset 

People can learn neurotic behaviors in early childhood. 

persistence 

Neurosis resists modification through learning. It persists because it protects against overt or hidden anxiety. 

gender 

Women outnumber men neurotics two to one. 

types 

Neuroses include functional disorders, such as limb paralysis or erectile impotence. They include alcohol 

dependence, anxieties, compulsions, drug dependence, hysteria, obsessive-compulsive disorders, personality disorders, 

phobias, sexual deviations, and disorders specific to childhood and adolescence. 

neurotic personality types 

Neurotic personality types include abnormal, cyclothymic, hysterical, obsessional, paranoid, schizoid, sociopathic, 

and vulnerable. Abnormal personalities have overreactions to anxiety. Cyclothymic personalities alternate in energy 

level. Hysterical personalities use repression and dissociation, especially in classic conversion hysteria. Obsessional 

personalities have rigid mental structures, possibly defenses against strong instinctual drives. Paranoid personalities use 

projection in behavior and thinking. Schizoid personalities use different personalities to hide anxieties. Anxiety and 

frustration can cause sociopathic personalities, likely to harm others. Vulnerable personalities cannot cope with 

everyday stresses, feel inadequate, seek attention, and are histrionic. 

 

anxiety reaction 

The most common neurosis {anxiety reaction}| {anxiety state} involves acute fear, triggered by stimulus or conflict. 

People can have recurring or persistent fears or panic and have active autonomic nervous systems, with sweating, 

tremors, faintness, choking, breathlessness, and stomach queasiness. 

 

character disorder 

Neurosis {character disorder} can involve behavior or personality alterations. 

 

conversion reaction 

Neurosis {hysteria} {conversion reaction}| {conversion hysteria} can be defense against stress. 

symptoms 

Hysteria can involve speech abnormalities, multiple personalities, histrionic behaviors, attention-seeking behaviors, 

manipulative behaviors, flirtatious behaviors, little self-criticism, susceptibility to suggestion, paralyzed limbs, 



convulsions, sensation loss, blindness, ataxic gait, throat constriction, fugue, dissociation, twilight states, amnesias, and 

shallow and labile emotions. 

brain 

Two-thirds of hysteria patients have brain injury or neurological disease. 

 

depression neurosis 

Neurosis {depression, psychology}| {depressive neurosis} {depressive reaction} {unipolar affective disorder} can 

involve hopelessness, helplessness, despair, suicidal ideas, feelings of no control, edginess, irritability, and guilt. People 

tire easily, have low concentration, have poor appetite, lose weight, have constipation, have low sex drive, have light 

non-REM sleep, have low interest in things, and have earlier, longer, and more intense first REM sleep. 

drugs 

Drugs that deplete brain-messenger monoamines can induce depression. Drugs that raise monoamine level relieve 

depression. 

factors 

Artificial light and sleep deprivation reduce depression. 

cause 

Death, divorce, and other losses often cause depression [Wolpert, 2001]. 

 

hypochondria 

Neurosis {hypochondria}| {hypochondriacal reaction} can involve unreasonable worries about health. 

 

neurasthenia 

Neurosis {neurasthenic reaction} {neurasthenia}| can involve nervousness, fatigue, weakness, and headache. 

Conflicts about masturbation, or inability to resolve doubt or uncertainty, can cause it. 

 

thought disorder 

Neurosis {thought disorder}| can involve delusion, dissociation, obsession, and phobia. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Mental>Neurosis>Obsession 

 

obsessive-compulsive 

Neurosis {obsessive-compulsive reaction}| {obsessive-compulsive neurosis} can involve absurd-idea recurrence. 

symptoms 

It can have odd behavior impulses, like kleptomania, pyromania, and poriomania. It can have compulsion. It can 

have obsession. People can be overly conventional, conscientious, reliable, scrupulous, or punctual. They can think 

about harm, contamination, sex, and sin. They can think repetitively about abstract problems. They can continually 

manipulate words and numbers. They can have fears of harming someone. They can fear dirt contamination. They can 

continually wash hands or check water taps. They often recognize their fears are silly. 

incidence 

Obsessive-compulsive reaction is rare. 

 

compulsion 

Mental states {compulsion}| can have uncontrollable desires to do odd behaviors. 

 

obsession 

Mental states {obsession}| can have fixed thoughts. 

 

kleptomania 

Compulsions {kleptomania}| can involve stealing. 

 

poriomania 

Compulsions {poriomania} can have continual movement. 

 

pyromania 

Compulsions {pyromania}| can have fire setting. 

 



repetition compulsion 

Specific emotional stimuli can cause habitual behaviors {repetition compulsion}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Mental>Psychosis 

 

psychosis 

People can have serious perception and thought disorders and so do not know reality {psychosis}|. Psychoses can be 

organic or functional. Severe mental illness is rare. Psychosis is equally frequent in both sexes. Psychoses can originate 

in childhood. 

 

functional psychosis 

Psychosis {functional psychosis} can involve psychological factors with no obvious body or brain diseases, such as 

faulty interactions in family. Functional psychoses include schizophrenia, affective psychosis, manic-depressive 

psychosis, involutional melancholia, and paranoia. Biochemical brain changes can cause functional psychoses. 

 

bipolar affective disorder 

Functional psychosis {manic-depressive psychosis} {affective psychosis} {bipolar affective disorder}| can involve 

mood extremes: first, flighty ideas and wildness and then profound apathy, despair, and little control. Manic-depression 

can be hereditary but also happens to extroverts under stress. Difficult life, bereavement, and loss can cause manic-

depression. 15% of manic-depressive people die by suicide. Lithium prevents relapses. 

 

involutional melancholia 

Loss, menopause, middle age, or morbid feelings can cause agitated depression and functional psychosis 

{involutional melancholia}. 

 

organic psychosis 

Psychosis {organic psychosis} can result from brain degenerative structural changes. Organic psychoses include 

senile dementia, presenile dementia, arteriosclerotic dementia, and alcoholic dementia. 

 

sociopath 

Adolescent or young adult males {sociopath}| {antisocial psychopath} can be unable to conform to society rules. 

symptoms 

They cannot tolerate minor frustrations. They cannot form stable human relationships. They do not learn from 

experiences. They act impulsively or recklessly. They feel predominantly inadequate, aggressive, or creative. 

effect 

They typically die from accidents, suicide, or alcoholism. 

treatment 

Treatment to learn rational judgment and gain will to control antisocial behavior can help sociopaths. Medical 

treatment is currently useless or unused. By middle life, many sociopaths have adapted to society, without medical 

treatment. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Mental>Schizophrenia 

 

schizophrenia 

Functional psychosis {schizophrenia}| {dementia praecox} can have delusions, hallucinations, memory disturbances, 

ideas of reference, volition problem, and dementia. Schizophrenics think their minds and wills are not under their 

control. They think that thoughts are being put into, or removed from, their minds. They suspect that someone is 

hypnotizing them. 

incidence 

About 1% of people have schizophrenia. Incidence has been the same for 50 years. 

recovery 

Individual episodes typically end with previous-personality recovery. Recovered schizophrenics can relapse after 

contact with critical and involved relatives. 80% of schizophrenic patients recover from first attack. Only 50% remain 

healthy. 10% of schizophrenic patients are long-term hospital in-patients. People can improve even after years of 

hospitalization. 



properties: 4 A's 

Schizophrenia has autistic thinking, emotion ambivalence and withdrawal, apathy and low emotional level with 

affect lack, inappropriate emotions, and unconnected thought and words with association lack. 

properties: behavior 

Schizophrenia causes agitation. Schizophrenia can show low spontaneity, simple speech, and slow movement. 

Schizophrenics have abnormal eye movements. They change mental-function distribution between cerebral 

hemispheres. They have difficulty processing incoming information. 

properties: emotion 

Schizophrenics lose interest in, and respond unemotionally to, other people. 

properties: memory 

Schizophrenics can lose discussion point. Schizophrenia can lessen memory formation and problem solving. 

properties: speech 

Schizophrenia can involve unusual associations to words or questions, with rambling and incoherent answers. 

properties: will 

Schizophrenics lose energy and are apathetic. 

types 

Schizophrenia types are catatonic, childhood, hebephrenic, paranoid, pseudoneurotic, schizo-affective, and simple. 

factors 

Schizophrenia has same types and frequencies in all environments and cultures. Schizophrenia does not increase in 

wars or other catastrophes. 

causes 

Trauma or intense family pressure can cause schizophrenia. Schizophrenia can transmit genetically. 

causes: theory 

Both nature and nurture cause schizophrenia {diathesis stress model}. 

biochemistry 

Schizophrenia lowers glutamate and increases NAAG, kynurenic acid, and homocysteine, which all affect NMDA 

receptors. D-cycloserine, D-serine, and glycine stimulate NMDA receptors. D-amino acid oxidase catabolizes D-serine. 

Catechol-O-methyltransferase affects dopamine metabolism, mainly in prefrontal lobes. Dysbindin and neuregulin 

affect number of NMDA receptors. 

biochemistry: dopamine 

Excess dopamine causes more activity. Low dopamine causes low activity. In schizophrenics, amygdala contains 

abnormal dopamine quantities. Dopamine D1 receptors are in frontal lobes. Cortex and brainstem receptors differ. A 

dopamine receptor binds dopamine antagonist drugs. Amphetamines, apomorphine, clozapine, etomidate, ketamine, 

Levodopa, phencyclidine, and phenothiazines affect schizophrenia. 

tests 

Tests for actions are Tower of London and Wisconsin Card-Sorting tests. 

 

ambivalence in disease 

Schizophrenics can have opposite ideas about same things {ambivalence}. 

 

autistic thinking 

People can have intellectual deficits, hallucinations, emotional withdrawal, and disrupted syntax {autistic thinking}. 

 

hallucination in schizophrenia 

People can visualize images {hallucination, schizophrenia} as sensations {psychosensory hallucination} or thoughts 

{psychic hallucination}. Schizophrenics typically hear voices talking to or about them. People can hear sounds {outer 

voices} or internally hear {inner voices} insistent voices that seem to come from outside. They hear voices telling them 

what to do, commenting on or repeating their thoughts, discussing among themselves, or threatening to kill them. 

Voices can give commands {command hallucination}. 

 

ideas of reference 

Schizophrenics can have delusions, hallucinations, and memory disturbances, and can attribute incorrect object 

characteristics {ideas of reference}. 

 

lack of affect 

Schizophrenics can have apathy, low emotion, or inappropriate emotions {lack of affect}. 



 

splitting in disease 

Schizophrenics can lose coordination between different mental functions {splitting}, particularly between cognitive 

and emotional personality aspects. 

 

thought insertion 

Schizophrenics can feel that thoughts are not their own thoughts, but someone else put them in their minds or they 

are someone else's thoughts {thought insertion}. 

 

volition problem 

Schizophrenics can have little will {volition problem}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Mental>Schizophrenia>Type 

 

catatonic schizophrenia 

Schizophrenia {catatonic schizophrenia} can involve excitement and then stupor and immobility. 

 

hebephrenic schizophrenia 

Schizophrenia {hebephrenic schizophrenia} can involve withdrawal, bizarre mannerisms, and personal neglect. 

 

paranoid schizophrenia 

Schizophrenia {paranoid schizophrenia} can involve disrupted syntax, autistic thinking, hallucinations, and 

emotional withdrawal. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Pain 

 

learned pain 

People can have pain when trying to move limbs that had chronic pain {learned pain} [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

neuralgia 

Fifth cranial nerve can feel sharp pain or shock in jaw or cheek {neuralgia}|. From 6 to 12 years, children can have 

restlessness and/or twitching, symptoms of tension from repressed needs or conflicts. 

 

pain asymbolia 

Insula senses pain and anterior cingulate has emotions, so damage to path from insula to anterior cingulate allows 

pain sensations but causes no emotions {pain asymbolia} [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

paresthesia 

Skin can feel burning, prickling, itching, tingling, and numbness {paresthesia}, usually in extremities. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Pain>Headache 

 

headache 

Meningeal blood-vessel swelling, which stretches nerves, causes primary headaches {headache}| {primary 

headache}. Hormones, stress, and little sleep act on brain pain centers to produce serotonin and norepinephrine and 

cause blood-vessel swelling. Sinus pressure, pinched nerves, or irritation causes secondary headaches. 

 

migraine 

Headaches {migraine}| can be strong pains at one point. 

symptoms 

Days or hours before onset, mood, behavior, wakefulness, appetite, bowel activity, and/or fluid balance change. In 

10%, sensation disturbances, lasting for 20 to 30 minutes, precede headache. Sense disturbance and pain can be on 

same or opposite body side. 

biology 

Migraines are non-bacterial inflammatory responses, which release neurokinines or other pain-producing substances 

and dilate meningeal and scalp blood vessels. 



Progressive cortical blood-supply loss, or neuron intercellular-fluid neurochemical disturbance, can be causes. In 

20%, foods containing biogenic amines or complex phenols can be causes. Vasoactive monoamine serotonin and other 

neurotransmitter changes can be causes. 

causes 

Causes are stress, glare, flashing lights, striped patterns, menstrual cycle, and sexual activity. 

effects 

Migraine can cause nausea or vomiting. Recovery from migraine takes hours. 

age 

Attacks typically begin before age 30 and decrease in frequency with age. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Pain>Later 

 

complex regional pain 

After small injuries, people can later have acute pain, swelling, inflammation, and paralysis {complex regional pain 

type 1} [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

reflex sympathetic 

After small injuries, people can later have acute pain, swelling, inflammation, and paralysis {reflex sympathetic 

dystrophy} [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Retardation 

 

Angelman syndrome 

People can have mental retardation, odd facial expressions, and happy personality {Angelman's syndrome} 

{Angelman syndrome} {happy puppet syndrome}. 

 

autism 

Rare diseases {autism}| can involve abnormal development before 2.5 years old. 

symptoms 

Autistic children have stereotyped hand movements and facial grimaces. They withdraw from adults. They do not 

make friends with other children. They do not develop social responses or relationships. They have little eye contact. 

They do not adapt easily to new situations. They are obsessive. They strongly attach to favored objects. They cannot 

classify emotional responses. They cannot imagine others' mental states {mind blindness}. They have difficulty 

pretending. 

biology 

Autistic children typically have below-normal intelligence. Perhaps, bilateral hippocampal lesions, limbic-system 

and vestibular-nuclei abnormalities, brain injury, or chromosome-7 HOXA1-gene damage causes autism. 

gender 

Autism is more in boys than in girls. 

 

cretinism 

Iodine lack or damaged thyroid gland can cause decreased thyroxin, fat appearance, and mental retardation 

{cretinism}|. 

 

phenylketonuria 

Enzyme deficiency causes inability to make phenylalanine into tyrosine and results in toxicity affecting gait and 

posture {phenylketonuria}| (PKU). Enzyme deficiency also causes inability to metabolize phenyl pyruvate, and excess 

blood phenyl pyruvate causes mental retardation. PKU affects one in 10,000 births. Diets low in phenylalanine can 

prevent PKU. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Trauma 

 

traumatic brain injury 

Brain injury {traumatic brain injury} (TBI) can be mild or concussion. 

 



anoxia 

Blood can have low oxygen {anoxia}|. Difficult or premature births can cause brain damage, because no oxygen 

reaches brain. 

 

concussion 

Rotational or other mechanical force {concussion}| on brainstem disturbs vision, equilibrium, and consciousness. 

incidence 

In USA, 1.5 million people, mostly young, have concussions each year. 

levels 

Grade 1 concussion retains consciousness, symptoms last less than 15 minutes, and cognitive problems disappear 

within 24 hours. Grade 2 concussion has brief consciousness loss, and symptoms last longer than 15 minutes. Grade 3 

concussion has consciousness loss and amnesia, and symptoms last long. Longer consciousness loss and longer 

amnesia {posttraumatic amnesia} (PTA) correlate with neurocognitive impairment severity. 

brain 

Concussion decreases blood flow, increases blood sugar, and changes cell-ion flows in inferior parietal, prefrontal, 

and cingulate cortex. Increased glutamate causes increased excitation. Changes can begin two to three days after injury 

and last more than one week. Brain is vulnerable to second injury. 

symptoms 

Common symptoms include uneven and dilated pupils, vomiting, headache, blurred vision, slurred speech, anxiety, 

and poor coordination and balance. Other symptoms are tiredness, poor concentration, irritability, noise, dizziness, 

clumsiness, eye problems, and headaches. 

Early signs are vacant stare, fogginess, confusion, slowing, memory disturbance, consciousness loss (LOC), 

headache, dizziness, balance difficulties, and vomiting. Later somatic signs are headaches, fatigue, sleep disturbance, 

vision changes, ear ringing, and light/noise sensitivity. Affective signs are lowered frustration tolerance, irritability, 

more emotionality, depression, and anxiety. Cognitive signs are slow thinking, slow response, poor concentration, 

distractibility, learning difficulty, memory difficulty, and disorganization. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Eye 

 

blindness 

People can have retinal or brain damage or malformation and cannot see {blindness}| [Hull, 1990]. Peripheral retinal 

processing allows subconscious navigation. 

restored sight 

If blind people have restored sight, they can see but not well. Children with unused eyes see light spots after 

applying pressure to eyeball. 

space 

Senses can carry information about space and time. Vision impairment causes brain reconnections to other sense 

regions. Input and output shape plastic brain [Sur and Leamey, 2001] [Simpson, 1988] [Teuber et al., 1960] [Teuber, 

1960] [Von Senden, 1960]. 

space: touch or sound 

If touches or sounds substitute for vision, it seems that sense qualities vaguely become more like visual sense 

qualities [Bach-y-Rita, 1995] [Dobelle, 2000] [Normann et al., 1996] [Schmidt et al., 1996]. 

space: touch 

Skin-vibrator arrays (Tactile Vision Substitution System) can represent camera images. People can learn images and 

place them in 3D space, so they use depth perception as well as form perception. Tongue electrode arrays can replace 

vestibular system [Bach-y-Rita and González, 2002]. 

space: sound 

Sound pitches and timing can substitute for spatial dimensions [Meijer, 2002]. Blind people perceive objects by 

sound echoes. Blindfolded people can learn echo navigation rapidly. 

 

blindness denial 

People can be unaware that they cannot see {Anton's syndrome} {blindness denial}. They deny that they are blind 

[Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

cataract of eye 

Eye lenses can have protofibrils, which can develop into plaques {cataract, eye}|. 



 

dry eye 

Infection or tear-duct blockage can cause eyes not to receive enough tears {dry eye}|, primarily in older people. 

 

flasher 

In older people, vitreous humor can thicken and pull away from retina, and neurons can cause flashes in front of eye 

{flasher, vision}|. If new flashers appear, go to ophthalmologist. If you receive head blows, vitreous humor can rub 

retina, causing flashes {stars, vision}. 

 

floater 

In older people, vitreous humor can thicken and make denser filaments, which can appear as floating objects in front 

of eye {floater, vision}|. If new floaters appear, go to ophthalmologist. 

 

glaucoma 

Optic nerve can have damage {glaucoma}|. 

causes 

High intraocular pressure (IOP), eye injury, inflammation, tumor, advanced cataract, advanced diabetes, and steroid 

drugs can damage optic nerve. 

types 

Primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) affects three million in USA. Eye-drainage canals clog, and inner-eye 

pressure increases. It has no symptoms and is gradual. It has easy treatment. 

Blocked drainage canals can cause acute angle-closure glaucoma {narrow-angle glaucoma}. When pupil enlarges 

too much or too quickly, outer iris edge bunches up over drainage canals. Iris cannot open wide. Symptoms include 

headaches, eye pain, nausea, colors around lights at night, and blurred vision. Surgery can remove small region at outer 

iris edge. 

Normal-tension glaucoma (NTG) {low-tension glaucoma} {normal pressure glaucoma} has optic nerve damage with 

almost normal intraocular pressure from 12 mm Hg to 22 mm Hg. 

 

macular degeneration 

Older people can have macula focal-area degeneration {age-related macular degeneration} (AMD) {macular 

degeneration}|. In first macular-degeneration stage {dry stage, macular degeneration}, tissues thin. In next stage {wet 

stage, macular degeneration}, blood vessels grow and hemorrhage or leak behind macula, forming scar tissue. Anti-

oxidant vitamins and minerals slow dry form. Laser treatments and photodynamic therapy can seal leaking blood 

vessels. 

 

quadrantanopia 

People can not see one quarter of visual field {quadrantanopia} [Horton and Hoyt, 1991]. 

 

snow blindness 

Sunlight on snow can cause temporary blindness, eye watering, and double vision {niphablepsia} {snow blindness}. 

 

walleye 

Eye can turn away from nose {walleye}|, or cornea can be white or opaque. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Eye>Color 

 

color-blindness 

People can have agnosia for colors {color-blindness}| [Meadows, 1974] [Nordby, 1990] [Zeki, 1990]. 

 

Nida-Rumelin inversion 

Males can interchange long-wavelength and middle-wavelength cones {double color-blindness} {Nida-Rümelin 

inversion}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Eye>Refraction 

 



emmetropia 

Eye refraction can be correct {emmetropia}, neither near-sighted nor far-sighted. 

 

hyperopia 

Far-sightedness {hyperopia} {hypermetropia} {far-sightedness} {presbyopia} results if eye length is too short. 

Hyperopia usually develops soon after birth. One person in three is hyperopic. 

 

myopia 

Near-sightedness {myopia}| {near-sightedness} results if eye length is too long. Myopia usually develops in early 

teens. One person in five is myopic. Near-sightedness makes reds more prominent. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Muscle 

 

akinesia 

People can have reduced spontaneous movement {akinesia}. 

 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

Protofibrils can appear in motor neurons, and plaques can appear there later {amyotrophic lateral sclerosis}| (ALS) 

{Lou Gehrig's disease}. Mao Tse-tung, David Niven, Stephen Hawking, and Dmitri Shostakovich had it. Superoxide 

dismutase can have mutations. ALS starts in axons. It first affects fast-twitch and fast-fatigue muscle fibers, then fast-

twitch and fatigue-resistant muscle fibers, and then slow-twitch muscle fibers. 

 

ataxia 

Nerve damage can cause poor muscle coordination and unsteady posture, movements, eye movements, and speech 

{ataxia}. 

 

athetosis 

People can have twisting or writhing movements {athetosis}. 

 

ballismus 

Subthalamic-nucleus damage can cause ballistic movements {ballismus}. 

 

bradykinesia 

People can be slow in making and controlling voluntary ballistic movements {bradykinesia}. 

 

bulbar palsy 

In dementia, sudden stimuli or strong efforts can cause facial contortions and tears {bulbar palsy}, without 

unhappiness. 

 

dyskinesia 

People can have movement disorders {dyskinesia}|. 

 

hyperkinesis 

People can have increased movement {hyperkinesis}|. 

 

hypokinesia 

People can have involuntary tremors in resting arms and legs, stiffness in movements, akinesia, and bradykinesia 

{Parkinsonism} {Parkinson's disease} {shaking palsy} {idiopathic paralysis agitans} {hypokinesia}. Posture, mood, 

and activity changes can have no pain, little sensation loss, and little consciousness loss. Eye movements can be small 

or slow. Untreated Parkinsonism leads to crouching and immobility. 

cause 

Metal poisoning, oxygen deficiency, strokes, infections, and drug overdoses can cause Parkinsonism. Substantia-

nigra dopamine neurons degenerate. Dopaminergic-neuron degeneration causes slow movements. Parkinsonism 

involves alpha-synuclein, which makes amyloid plaques {Lewy body} in brain cells. 

Basal-ganglia damage disrupts unconscious motor plans, and perceptions cannot guide actions. Because perceptions 

and motor actions are not conscious, consciousness cannot use other behaviors to compensate. 



treatment 

Dopamine and L-DOPA treat Parkinson's disease. 

incidence 

One to 1.5 million people in USA have Parkinson's disease. 

factors: age 

Parkinsonism is a late-middle or old-age degenerative disease. 

factors: genetics 

Parkinsonism is not hereditary. 

drugs 

Reserpine causes motionless, humped back, splayfooted posture, and coarse, whole body tremor, which resembles 

Parkinson's disease. 

 

multiple sclerosis 

Antibodies can damage myelin and make weak muscles {multiple sclerosis}|. Patients can be unable to recognize 

objects by touch. 

 

muscular dystrophy 

Motor neurons can have damage {muscular dystrophy}|. 

 

myelitis 

Spinal-cord inflammation {myelitis} can cause muscle-function loss. 

 

optic ataxia 

After posterior-parietal-lobe damage, people cannot connect seeing with reaching or pointing {optic ataxia}. 

 

palsy 

Brain damage, typically from rubella, Rh factor, jaundice, or head injury, can cause infants to have bad posture and 

little control over movement {palsy}| {cerebral palsy}. 

 

spinal ataxia 

Sensory nerve tracts can degenerate {spinal ataxia}. 

 

tic douloureux 

Fifth cranial nerve can feel sharp pain or shock in jaw or cheek {trigeminal neuralgia} {tic douloureux}|. From 6 to 

12 years, children can have restlessness and/or twitching, symptoms of tension from repressed needs or conflicts. 

 

utilization behavior sign 

Patients with bilateral focal frontal-lobe lesions can use objects within reach though told not to do so {utilization 

behavior sign}, because they have no inhibition. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Muscle>Tremor 

 

muscle tremor 

Muscles can have oscillations {tremor, muscle} {muscle tremor}|. Normally, damping by cerebellum inhibits 

agonist and antagonist contractions to eliminate oscillations and smooth movement. 

 

cerebellar action tremor 

People can not perform low and small movements {cerebellar action tremor}, only larger movements. 

 

intention tremor 

Gamma-efferent nerve-system overstimulation makes limbs tremble {intention tremor}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Muscle>Paralysis 

 

akinetic mutism 

Anterior-cingulate damage causes inability to speak, move, or be conscious {akinetic mutism}. 



 

catalepsy 

People can lose sense qualities and voluntary motion {catalepsy}|. Body stays in one position. 

 

catatonia 

Muscles can become rigid in one position {catatonia}|. 

 

infantile paralysis 

Children can get polio {infantile paralysis}|. 

 

learned paralysis 

People can have paralyzed limbs before amputation and stay paralyzed after {learned paralysis} [Ramachandran, 

2004]. 

 

locked-in syndrome 

People can be conscious but unable to move or express reports {locked-in syndrome}| [Bauby, 1997] [Celesia, 1997] 

[Feldman, 1971]. 

 

paralysis 

Brain or peripheral-nerve damage can cause motor-function loss {paralysis}|. Hysteria can have paralysis. Paralysis 

does not affect emotions or consciousness. 

 

paraplegia 

People can be unable to move arms and legs {paraplegia}|. 

 

paresis 

Syphilis, encephalitis, brain damage, or cerebral arteriosclerosis can cause general paralysis and organic psychosis 

{paresis}. 

 

polio 

Virus {poliovirus} can paralyze by destroying motor nerve cells {polio}| {poliomyelitis}. 

 

spastic paralysis 

Paralysis can alternate with muscle spasms {spastic paralysis}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Muscle>Oxygen 

 

bends 

When deep-sea divers breathing air rise too quickly, nitrogen dissolved in blood expands to form painful bubbles 

{bends}|. 

 

nitrogen narcosis 

Deep-sea divers breathing air act drunk {nitrogen narcosis}| {rapture of the deep}. Nitrogen narcosis begins at 30 

meters deep and prevents working below 60 meters. Oxygen and helium mixtures {heliox} or oxygen, helium, and 

nitrogen mixtures {trimix} replace air to prevent bends and allow working. Heliox distorts voices and conducts heat 

efficiently. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Muscle>Apraxia 

 

apraxia 

People can be unable to make purposeful skilled movements and to move in response to verbal commands {apraxia, 

muscle disease}, though they can comprehend words. 

types 

People can persevere in making distorted movements {ideomotor apraxia}, use previous movements in current 

movements, and show no difference between left and right limbs or meaningful and meaningless tasks. 



People can have impaired motor-element selection and sequencing {ideational apraxia}, caused by problems in brain 

association areas that input to motor programs. 

brain 

Disconnecting Wernicke's area from motor centers causes apraxia. Language-hemisphere lesions impair action 

sequences. Animal brain lesions do not cause apraxia. 

comparison 

Aphasia and apraxia have no qualitative relation. 

 

ideo-motor apraxia 

People with left-hemisphere supramarginal-gyrus damage can have no paralysis but cannot imitate imagined motions 

well {ideo-motor apraxia}. They can perform skills correctly if skills do not require imagination. They cannot judge if 

another's actions are intentional. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Muscle>Chorea 

 

chorea 

Dyskinesia {chorea}| can have too much dopamine in brain movement-control centers and cause quick muscle 

contractions. People can twist or writhe in athetosis. Huntington's chorea is hereditary. Syndenham's chorea is from 

rheumatic fever. Drugs, hormonal disorders, and blood vessel problems can cause chorea. 

 

Huntington chorea 

Dominantly inherited disorders {Huntington's chorea} {Huntington chorea} {Huntington's disease} can result from 

expanded glutamine repeats in HD proteins. 

symptoms 

At first, patients fidget, have spontaneous movements, and appear clumsy. Later, jerking and writhing affect face, 

tongue, and arms. 

biology 

A chromosome-4-tip autosomal dominant gene can cause Huntington's chorea. Cytosine-adenine-guanine 

nucleotides {CAG repeat, Huntington's} repeat in middle too many times, making too many glutamines. Proteins 

clump together {polyglutamine disease, Huntington's} to make protofibrils and later plaques. Cerebrum shrinks, 

ventricles enlarge, and midbrain caudate nucleus and putamen have damage. Cytosine-anything-guanine regions {CxG 

region, Huntington's} make DNA hairpins, so copies are longer. 

 

St. Vitus' dance 

After streptococcus infection, children 5 to 15 years old can have twisting chorea {St. Vitus' dance}| {Syndenham 

chorea}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Nerve>Muscle>Hand 

 

alien hand syndrome 

Corpus-callosum and prefrontal-region damage causes hand to move, though people do not will movement {alien 

hand syndrome}|. People say that their hand is doing things itself. 

 

anarchic hand syndrome 

After corpus-callosum damage, hands undo each other's work {anarchic hand syndrome}. Hands seem to act in 

opposition. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Reproduction 

 

hernia 

Peritoneum can enter inguinal canal {hernia}|. 

 

hot flash 

At menopause, woman can have temperature spikes {hot flash}|. 

 



hysterectomy 

For cervical cancers, uterus removal {hysterectomy}| can include ovary removal. 

 

hysterotomy 

Surgeons can make incisions into uterus {hysterotomy}. 

 

miscarriage 

Before proper birth, mothers can expel embryo or fetus {miscarriage}| {abortion}. 

surgery 

Before 13 weeks after conception, surgical abortions use either suction or dilation and curettage. After 13 weeks 

after conception, surgical abortions use saline solution. 

human 

The question is this: Are, or when are, fetuses human beings, rational conscious persons, or organisms capable of 

suffering? 

Some say abortion is killing innocent beings. 

Some say, at all times, let mothers decide abortion decisions, because fetuses are in mothers' bodies. 

sentience 

Embryos or fetuses taken outside mother's body can possibly be, or develop into, persons, so life and death decisions 

can depend on when fetus achieves sentience, personhood, or capability to suffer. 

 

stillborn 

Babies can be dead at birth {stillborn}|. 

 

pessary 

After uterus prolapse, vagina rubber or plastic supports {pessary} can hold uterus. 

 

toxemia of pregnancy 

During pregnancy, kidney and circulatory problems can cause limb swelling {toxemia of pregnancy}| {pregnancy 

toxemia}. 

 

vaginismus 

Last third of vagina can contract {vaginismus}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Respiration 

 

altitude sickness 

Above 5000 meters, low oxygen can cause nausea {altitude sickness}|. 

 

apnea 

Breathing can stop {apnea}|. 

 

asphyxia 

Blocked breathing, carbon-monoxide poisoning, and cyanide poisoning can cause death from low oxygen 

{asphyxia}|. 

 

bronchitis 

Bronchi can have inflammation, with coughing of sputum {bronchitis}|. 

 

catarrh 

Mucous membrane can have inflammation {catarrh}, typically of respiratory tract. 

 

croup 

People can have laryngitis, difficult breathing, and coughing {croup}|. 

 

dyspnea 

People can have difficult breathing {dyspnea}. 



 

emphysema 

Inelastic air sacs cause difficulty breathing {emphysema}|. 

 

halitosis 

People can have bad smelling breath {halitosis}|. 

 

hypoxia 

People can have oxygen lack {hypoxia}|. 

 

phlegm 

When cold, mucus {phlegm}| can be sticky. 

 

pleurisy 

Pleura can have inflammation {pleurisy}|. 

 

pneumonia 

Lungs can have inflammation {pneumonia}|. 

 

pneumothorax 

Air can be in pleural cavity {pneumothorax}|. To treat tuberculosis, induced pneumothorax collapses lung. 

 

shortness of breath 

High blood carbon-dioxide concentration affects medulla respiratory centers and sends along phrenic nerve and to 

thalamus intralaminar nuclei, which increase pulse rate and breathing rate {shortness of breath} {air hunger} 

{breathlessness}. 

 

sudden infant death 

Breathing difficulties can cause babies to die in cribs {sudden infant death syndrome}| (SID) {crib death}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Skeleton 

 

bone resorption 

Bones can undergo calcium and other mineral removal {bone resorption}|. 

 

osteogenesis imperfecta 

Degenerative diseases {osteogenesis imperfecta} can cause brittle bones. 

 

rheumatism 

People can have muscle, tendon, joint, bone, or nerve pain {rheumatism}|. 

 

splay foot 

People can have flat and turned out foot {splay foot}|. 

 

whiplash 

Sudden forward or backward head movement {whiplash}| can cause neck or spine injury. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Skeleton>Back 

 

lordosis 

People can have forward spine curvature at lumbar vertebrae {lordosis}|. 

 

scoliosis 

People can have greater than 10-degree vertical spine misalignment {scoliosis}|. 

 



slipped disk 

Vertebrae disks can move from normal position between two vertebrae {slipped disk}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Skeleton>Joint 

 

ankylosis 

Joints can be immobile {arthrokleisis} {ankylosis}. 

 

arthralgia 

People can have joint pain {arthralgia}|. 

 

arthritis 

People can have joint inflammation with pain, swelling, and stiffness {arthritis}|. 

 

bursitis 

People can have bursa inflammation {bursitis}| with pain and swelling, typically at shoulder, elbow, or hip joints. 

 

dislocation of bone 

Bones can leave normal positions in joints {dislocation, bone}. 

 

gout 

If body makes too many purines, uric acid accumulates in joints {gout}|. 

 

rheumatoid arthritis 

People can have joint inflammation and stiffness {rheumatoid arthritis}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Skin 

 

bunion 

People can have swelling {bunion}| under skin at big-toe first joint. 

 

cauliflower ear 

Boxers can have damaged pinna {cauliflower ear}|. 

 

chilblain 

Cold damp weather can cause erythema, skin swelling, pruritus, and burning on hands, feet, ears, children faces, 

women legs, and men hands {erythema pernio} {pernio} {chilblain}|. 

 

gangrene 

Injury, low blood flow, or disease vectors can cause tissue breakdown {gangrene}|. 

 

hangnail 

People can have dead skin at nail edges {hangnail}|. 

 

heat rash 

Heat and humidity can block sweat-gland tubules and cause inflammation {heat rash}| {miliaria} {prickly heat}, 

making red papules and causing itching. 

 

lesion of skin 

People can have wounds or diseased tissues {lesion, skin}|. 

 

necrosis 

People can have tissue breakdown {necrosis}|. 

 

pre-baldness 

White spots {pre-baldness} can be on skin and hair. 



 

putrefaction 

People can have tissue breakdown {putrefaction}|. 

 

tonsilitis 

People can have tonsil inflammation {tonsilitis}|. 

 

vaginitis 

People can have vagina inflammation {vaginitis}|. 

 

welt on skin 

Blows or allergic reactions can raise skin ridges {welt, skin}| {weal}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Skin>Bruise 

 

contusion 

Blows can bruise tissue {contusion}|. 

 

mouse under eye 

People can have bruises {mouse, under eye} under eye sockets. 

 

shiner 

People can have black eyes {shiner}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Skin>Pus 

 

abscess 

Pus forms where tissue disintegrates {abscess}|. 

 

pustule 

People can have pus-filled skin inflammation {pustule}|. 

 

water blister 

Blisters {water blister} can contain water or pus. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Skin>Ulcer 

 

bedsore 

Continuous pressure can cause skin ulcerations {bedsore}| {decubitus ulcer}. 

 

canker sore 

People can have mouth and lip sores {cold sore} {canker sore}| not caused by herpes. 

 

ulceration 

Pus-filled lesions {ulceration}| can have inflammation. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organ>Tissue Water 

 

dystrophy 

People can have tissue degeneration {dystrophy}|. 

 

edema 

Tissue can have too much water {edema}| {dropsy}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism 

 



disease organisms 

Disease organisms {disease organisms} are bacteria, insects, worms, and viruses. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Bacteria 

 

anthrax 

ATR proteins {protective antigen} are mammalian-cell receptors that have fragments that build membrane pores. 

Bacteria {anthrax}| toxins can have three proteins. One protein binds to ATR protein protective antigen. Zinc protease 

{lethal factor} attacks kinase and lyses macrophages. Adenylate cyclases {edema factor} can inhibit phagocytosis and 

burst macrophages. Lethal factor and edema factor bind to pores. 

 

bubonic plague 

Yersinia pestis bacteria {bubonic plague}| cause fever, delirium, lymph-node inflammation, and black skin spots. 

 

cryptosporidium 

Bacteria {cryptosporidium} reappeared in Wisconsin [1994]. 

 

diphtheria 

Bacteria {diphtheria}| can cause weakness, fever, and difficult breathing as air passages fill with membrane. 

 

gonorrhea 

Gonococcus bacteria cause urethra discharge with painful urination, abdominal pain, fever, and vomiting 

{gonorrhea}| {clap}. Antibiotics can treat gonorrhea. 

 

Legionnaire's disease 

Bacteria {Legionnaire's disease}| can get in air ducts [1977]. 

 

ptomaine 

Bacteria can cause protein breakdown to toxic nitrogen compounds {ptomaine poisoning}|. 

 

rheumatic fever 

Children can have joint inflammation, fever, and heart damage {rheumatic fever}|. 

 

rubella 

Before fourth month of pregnancy, measles {rubella}| {German measles} can cause birth defects. 

 

salmonella 

Bacteria {salmonella}| can be in bad eggs and meat. 

 

sclerosis 

Eyeballs can have inflammation {sclerosis}|. 

 

scrofula 

Mycobacteria can cause neck lymph-gland tuberculosis {scrofula} {tuberculous adenitis} in children. 

 

strep throat 

Streptococcus can cause fever and tonsil inflammation {strep throat}|. 

 

sty 

Eye oil glands can have inflammation {sty}|. 

 

syphilis 

Spirochete bacteria {syphilis}| can cause nerve-cell damage after entering blood from genitals. Bacteria make 

chancres 9 to 90 days after contact, cause rashes several weeks to six months later, and then can be latent for 10 to 20 

years followed by blindness, heart trouble, and brain damage. Congenital syphilis can cause brain damage. People 



cannot become immune to syphilis. Syphilis reached Europe in 1495. Wassermann test detects syphilis. Penicillin kills 

syphilis bacteria. 

 

tetanus as disease 

Bacilli {tetanus, disease}| can cause rigid and spastic muscles {lockjaw}. 

 

toxemia of blood 

Toxins from local bacterial infection can enter blood {toxemia}. 

 

toxic shock syndrome 

Bacteria can be in uterus [1981] {toxic shock syndrome}|. 

 

trachoma 

Bacteria can affect trachea {trachoma}. 

 

treponema 

Spirochete bacteria {treponema} can cause syphilis and yaws. 

 

typhoid 

Food or water bacilli can cause red rash, fever, bronchitis, and internal bleeding {typhoid}|. 

 

typhus 

Bacteria {typhus rickettsia} can cause red spots and prostration {typhus}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Bacteria>Animal 

 

brucellosis 

Bacteria {brucellosis} can be in cattle. 

 

leptospirosis 

Bacteria {leptospirosis} can come from dogs. 

 

Lyme disease 

Spirochete bacteria {Lyme disease}| come from mice and deer and are in ticks [began 1982 in USA]. 

 

measles 

Perhaps, bacteria {measles}| came from cattle rinderpest. 

 

psittacosis 

Bacteria {psittacosis} come from chickens and parrots. 

 

smallpox 

Bacteria {smallpox}| come from cowpox or other animal pox. Smallpox is extinct, except in chemical-warfare and 

research laboratories. 

 

tuberculosis 

Perhaps, lung bacteria {tuberculosis}| (TB) {consumption} came from cattle. Lymphocytes and epithelioid cells 

form masses {tubercle, cell}. Multidrug-resistant tuberculosis began in 1991. 

 

tularemia 

Bacteria {tularemia} come from rabbits. 

 

whooping cough 

Perhaps, bacteria {pertussis} {whooping cough}| came from pigs or dogs. 

 



yellow fever 

Monkeys can transmit bacteria {yellow fever}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Bacteria>Mouth 

 

caries 

Bacteria can cause tooth decay {caries}|. 

 

gingivitis 

Bacteria can cause gum disease {gingivitis}|. 

 

pyorrhea 

Bacteria can cause bleeding gums {pyorrhea}|. 

 

trench mouth 

Bacteria can cause painful gingivitis {trench mouth}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Bacteria>Skin 

 

acne 

Bacteria can infect hair follicles and sebaceous glands and cause black heads, pimples, cysts, and abscesses {acne}|. 

 

barber's itch 

Fungus or staphylococcus bacteria can cause hair-follicle inflammation {barber's itch}| {sycosis barbae} {ringworm 

of beard} {tinea barbae}. 

 

boil 

Bacteria can infect hair follicles {furuncle} {boil, follicle}|. 

 

buruli ulcer 

Bacteria can cause ulceration {buruli ulcer}. 

 

carbuncle 

Bacteria can cause deep skin swelling and pain {carbuncle}| {boil, skin}. 

 

cat-scratch fever 

One or two weeks after cat scratches, Bartonella bacteria can cause skin inflammation {Parinaud oculoglandular 

disease} {la malade des griffes du chat} {cat-scratch fever}|. Bartonella-related bacteria cause trench fever spread by 

body lice. 

 

chancre 

Syphilis lesions are small red raised spots {chancre}| with fluid leading to firm spots {bubo} that heal with no scar. 

 

dermatitis 

Bacteria can cause skin inflammation {dermatitis}|. 

 

fever blister 

Bacteria can cause cold sores {fever blister}|. 

 

leprosy 

Bacteria can cause skin sores {leprosy}|. 

 

pruritis 

Released by inflammation or dryness, histamines, opioids, endorphins, prostaglandins, acetylcholine, and serotonin 

cause itching {pruritis}| {itching} by stimulating C-fiber prurireceptors. Itching C fibers are similar to, but separate 

from, pain C fibers. 



 

Rocky Mountain spotted fever 

Tick bites transfer bacteria {Rickettsia bacteria}, which make small pink wrist and ankle dots, that then enlarge, go 

all over body, and bleed {Rocky Mountain spotted fever}|. 

 

seborrhea 

Scalp, nose, eyebrow, eyelid, ear, and chest oil-gland inflammation makes red skin with yellowish scales 

{seborrhea}|. 

 

yaws 

Chronic Caribbean diseases {yaws}| can cause red pimples. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Fungus 

 

athlete's foot 

Fungus {athlete's foot}| can cause skin sores. 

 

eczema 

Skin inflammations can have crusted itchy sores {eczema}|. 

 

ergot disease 

Rye has fungus {ergot disease}. 

 

mycosis 

Fungus can cause infection {mycosis}. 

 

psoriasis 

Skin inflammations can have white scaly skin patches {psoriasis}|. 

 

ringworm 

Fungus {ringworm}| can cause itching in small skin rings. 

 

vaginal infection 

Yeast infections {vaginal infection} can be thick, white, cheesy discharges, with bread-like odors. Trichomonas 

vaginal infections are thin, foamy, gray discharges, with foul odors, itching, and increased urination. Reduced urine 

acidity and secretions caused by sexual activity can cause vaginal infections. Treatments are having no sex, douching, 

using vaginal suppositories, and eating yogurt. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Insect 

 

crabs 

Pubic body lice can cause itching {crabs}. 

 

mange 

In domesticated animals, organisms can cause skin damage and fur loss {mange}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Protozoa 

 

amoebic dysentery 

Feces amoeba can cause diarrhea {amoebic dysentery}|. 

 

babesiosis 

Protozoa can cause malaria-like diseases {babesiosis}. 

 

dysentery 

Large-intestine inflammation can cause diarrhea {dysentery}|. 



 

giardiasis 

Giardia eukaryotes have two nuclei, have no mitochondria, are parasites, and cause vomiting, flatulence, diarrhea, 

and belching {giardiasis}. Giardia has 190 coat proteins, which it always makes, but then it destroys all but one by 

RNA interference and changes the one every ten generations. 

 

malaria 

Protozoa transmitted by mosquitoes destroys red blood cells {malaria}|. Perhaps, it came from birds, chickens, or 

ducks. Compounds {artemisinin} {sesquiterpene} from sweet wormwood in north China can kill protozoa. 

Amorphadiene precursor comes from nine genes {mevalonate pathway}. 

 

trench fever 

Lice transmit organisms that causes fever {trench fever}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Protozoa>Tritryps 

 

tritryps parasites 

T. cruzi, T. brucei, and L. major are similar {tritryps parasites}. 

 

Chagas disease 

Trypanosomes (Trypanosoma cruzi) can be in blood-sucking kissing bugs {Chagas' disease} {Chagas disease}. 

Trypanosoma cruzi originally came from guinea pigs. T. cruzi, T. brucei, and L. major are similar. 

 

leishmaniasis 

Leishmania major protozoa parasites {leishmaniasis} are in blood-sucking sand flies. T. cruzi, T. brucei, and L. 

major are similar. Protozoan genome fused two strains several million years ago. 

 

sleeping sickness 

Blood-sucking tsetse flies transmit Trypanosoma brucei protozoa parasites, which cause fever, lethargy, and tremors 

{sleeping sickness, protozoa}| {African sleeping sickness}. 

 

trypanosomiasis 

Trypanosomes {Trypanosoma brucei} cause diseases {trypanosomiasis}|. T. cruzi, T. brucei, and L. major are 

similar. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Virus 

 

virus infection 

Animals can have smallpox, rabies, polio, measles, yellow fever, warts, fever blisters, colds, hog cholera, and foot 

and mouth disease {viral infection} {virus infection}. 

 

chicken pox 

Varicella virus causes fever and itchy red spots {chicken pox}|, first on chest and stomach, and then in clusters on 

body. Blisters replace red spots, then dry and scab in one week. 

 

cholera 

Cholera toxin stimulates cAMP and so causes diarrhea {cholera}|, because toxin increases active transport. 

 

cold in the head 

Viruses can cause sinus headache, stuffiness, runny nose, cough, and fever {cold, disease}|. 

 

dengue fever 

Aedes aegypti mosquito carries virus {dengue} that causes flu and rash. 

 

distemper 

Animals can have fatal contagious viruses {distemper}|. 



 

Ebola virus 

Viruses {Ebola virus} can begin in Africa [1977]. 

 

grippe 

People can have flu {grippe}|. 

 

henipavirus 

Hendra virus and Nipah virus {henipavirus} are similar. 

 

hepatitis 

Viral liver inflammation {hepatitis}| can cause jaundice. 

 

herpes 

Virus family {herpes}| {herpes simplex} {herpes zoster} causes skin and mucous-membrane blisters. 

 

hog cholera 

Pig virus can cause fever, appetite loss, diarrhea, and weakness {hog cholera} {African swine fever}. 

 

hoof-and-mouth disease 

Cattle virus can cause non-fatal fever and vesicle eruption near mouth and hooves {foot-and-mouth disease} {hoof-

and-mouth disease}|. 

 

human immunodeficiency disease 

HIV-1 and HIV-2 retroviruses {human immunodeficiency virus}| [1983] can cause disease {acquired 

immunodeficiency syndrome} (AIDS). 

virus 

In all retroviruses, env gene is for coat proteins, gag gene is for core proteins, and pol gene is for reverse 

transcriptase and other viral enzymes. 

In HIV, nef gene is for high infection. rev gene is for movement of RNA to cytoplasm. tat gene is for HIV-gene 

expression. vif gene is for higher infection. vpr gene is for transcription activation. vpu gene is for assembly and 

budding. 

drug 

Dideoxynucleoside anti-HIV drug {azidothymidine} (AZT) substitutes for thymidine in DNA and so prevents 

making DNA sequences in high-replication cells, such as retrovirus-containing cells and bone-marrow blood-precursor 

cells. Protease inhibitors block HIV protease, which cleaves gag protein and pol protein. Adjuvants stimulate immune 

system, which can help anti-HIV drugs. 

 

hydrophobia 

Animals can have rabies {hydrophobia}. 

 

Korean hemorrhagic fever 

Virus from Korea can cause fever {Korean hemorrhagic fever}. 

 

Lassa fever 

Virus, possibly from rodents, can cause fever {Lassa fever}. 

 

Marburg virus 

Virus {Marburg virus} reappeared in Angola [2004]. 

 

mononucleosis 

Virus can cause blood-mononucleocyte proliferation {mononucleosis}|. 

 

mumps 

Virus can cause salivary-gland swelling {mumps}|. 

 



rabies 

Virus can cause mouth foaming {rabies}|. 

 

Rift Valley fever 

Virus can cause fever {Rift Valley fever}. 

 

rotavirus 

In electron microscopes, Ruth Bishop saw spherical RNA virus {rotavirus}| in small intestines of children with 

severe diarrhea [1973]. RNA has 11 segments. Rotavirus looks like wheels, has double-stranded RNA, and has three 

protein layers. VP7 is outer layer and has VP4 spikes for attachment. Splitting VP4 in host makes VP5 and VP8 for 

host entry. VP6 is middle layer and is for gene transcription. VP2 is inner layer. VP1 and VP3 enzymes copy virus 

genes. Rotavirus makes NSP4 toxin. 

 

severe acute respiratory syndrome 

Virus can affect lungs {severe acute respiratory syndrome} (SARS) [2003]. 

 

shingles of skin 

Virus can cause skin eruptions along nerves {shingles}|. 

 

wart 

Virus can cause small hard skin lumps {wart}|. 

 

West Nile virus 

Virus {West Nile virus} came to USA [1999]. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Virus>Flu 

 

influenza 

Perhaps, flu virus {influenza}| {flu} came from pigs, ducks, or chickens. RNA virus has eight segments, which can 

mutate or recombine {reassortment}. 

proteins 

Flu virus has surface proteins. One protein {hemagglutinin} binds to mammal or bird cell-surface sialic acid to 

attach virus to cells and allow entry. One protein {neuraminidase} removes sialic acid from newly formed virus 

surfaces to allow viruses to leave host cells and go to other cells. 

proteins: coat 

Some genes, such as pore-making viral-coat-protein external part M2e, do not change and might be good for 

vaccines. 

names 

Flu-virus names indicate hemagglutinin H and neuraminidase N strains, for example H5N1. These two genes have 

frequent point mutations that cause genetic drift. Influenza virus can use genes from different animals, resulting in 

genetic shift. 

 

avian flu 

Birds can have deadly flu [1998] {avian flu} {bird flu} {H5N1 influenza}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Disease>Kinds>Organism>Worm 

 

worm disease 

Worm diseases {worm, disease} include ascaris and Baylisascaris procyonis. 

 

anisakiasis 

Worms {anisakiasis} can be in fish sushi. 

 

ascariasis 

Ascaris worms can cause infection {ascariasis}. 

 



dracunculiasis 

Guinea worms can cause infection {dracunculiasis}. 

 

hookworm disease 

Worms {hookworm, disease}| can have hooks around front. 

 

hydatidosis 

Burrowing schistosome worms, carried in snails, can infect humans {hydatidosis}. 

 

lymphatic filariasis 

Worms can affect lymph {lymphatic filariasis}. 

 

onchocerciasis 

Worms can cause disease {onchocerciasis}. 

 

pinworm 

Small intestinal worms {pinworm}| can cause disease. 

 

river blindness 

Worms can destroy eyes {river blindness}|. 

 

schistosomiasis 

Worms, carried in dog feces, can infect human livers {schistosomiasis}. 

 

tapeworm disease 

Intestinal worms {tapeworm, disease}| can cause much eating, to feed worms. 

 

trichinosis 

Pig-muscle trichina worms can cause muscle weakness {trichinosis}|. 

 

trichuriasis 

Pig-muscle worms can cause muscle weakness {trichuriasis}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug 

 

drug 

Drugs {drug} {pharmaceutical, drug} include anesthetics, antibiotics, depressants, hallucinogens, muscle relaxers, 

stimulants, and tranquilizers [Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968] [Atkinson et al., 1999] [Atkinson et al., 2000] [Farthing, 

1992] [Hobson, 1999] [Huxley, 1954] [Julien, 2001] [Metzner, 1971] [Metzner, 1999] [Spence and Spence, 1968] 

[Tart, 1972] [Tart, 1975]. Drugs are for blood, against cancer, for cognition, against fever, for GI tract, for hypnosis, 

against mental illness, against pain, for skin, and for sleep. 

altered state 

Drugs can provide atypical arousal, attention, emotions, body image, imagination, memory, meaning, perception, 

reasoning, self-control, sense of self, suggestibility, talking to oneself, time scale, and values {drugged state} {altered 

state of consciousness}. 

FosB transcription factor 

Regular drug use, and other stimuli that give reward, increase nucleus-accumbens transcription factors {FosB 

transcription factor}, which degrade slowly and cause sensitization. 

depression 

Drugs can cause or alleviate depression. 

hallucination 

Drugs can cause or stop hallucinations. Drugs can cause hallucinations that change sense qualities to another of same 

or different sense. For example, hallucinations can make red seem blue, high voice sound low, sweet seem sour, and 

pain be pleasurable. Perhaps, imagination and expectation of vivid and mind-altering hallucinations causes such 

hallucinations. 



hypnosis 

Drugs can cause hypnosis. 

memory 

Drugs do not affect short-term memory. If drugs reduce brain electrical activity, brain has no memory consolidation 

or long-term memory. After memory consolidates, drugs do not affect long-term memory. 

mood 

Depressants, hallucinogens, hypnotics, pain blockers, sleep inducers, stimulants, and tranquilizers affect mood. 

near-death experience 

No drugs cause near-death experiences. 

out-of-body experience 

Drugs that relax body and reduce body image can induce out-of-body experiences. 

pain 

Drugs can cause or alleviate pain. 

sleep 

Drugs can cause or stop sleep. REM sleep diminishes with antipsychotics, anxiolytic drugs, and benzodiazepines. 

stimulation 

Drugs can cause or alleviate stimulation. 

tranquilization 

Drugs can cause or alleviate tranquilization. 

 

bupropion 

Antidepressant drugs {bupropion} can block smoking desire. 

 

smelling salt 

Ammonium carbonate {smelling salt} {ammonium carbonate} can revive people who faint. 

 

castor oil tonic 

Oils {castor oil} can have vitamin E. 

 

saccharin 

Benzosulfamide {saccharin} artificially sweetens [1879]. 

 

quinine drug 

Peruvian-bark amine {quinine} treats malarial fever. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>General 

 

booster shot 

Vaccines often require second doses {booster shot}. 

 

patent medicine 

Drugs {patent medicine} can be ineffective. 

 

physic 

drug {physic}. 

 

placebo 

Drug substitutes {placebo}| can have same look and feel as drugs but have no active chemicals. 

 

snake oil 

patent medicine {snake oil}. 

 

tonic as drug 

Drugs {tonic, drug} can be liquid chemical mixtures for treating general illness. 

 



BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Classes 

 

alkaloid 

Alkaline drugs {alkaloid} include atropine, heroin, mescaline, morphine, reserpine, and scopolamine. 

 

amine drug 

Amines {amine, drug} include amphetamine, antihistamine, codeine, curare, histamine, morphine, nicotine, 

ninhydrin, novocaine, quinine, strychnine, and sulfa drugs. Multi-cyclic amines include codeine, morphine, quinine, 

and strychnine. 

 

antimetabolite 

Minerals {antimetabolite} can kill bacteria. 

 

antipyretic 

Antipyretics {antipyretic}|, such as salicylates, reduce fever. 

 

antisense drug 

Drugs {antisense drug} can bind to mRNA. 

 

antiseptic 

Inorganic chemicals {antiseptic}| can kill bacteria. 

 

antiserum 

Drugs {antiserum} can have antibodies that bind to disease organisms. 

 

antitoxin 

Drugs {antitoxin}| can neutralize poisons. 

 

astringent 

Inorganic chemicals {astringent}| can contract skin tissue. 

 

definsin 

Vertebrates make small proteins {definsin} that go into cell membrane and make tubes, killing microbes by opening 

holes. 

 

entactogen 

MDMA, MDA, and MDE methylenedioxyamphetamines {entactogen}| cause serotonin release from presynaptic 

transporters and increase synapse dopamine. Entactogens stimulate and can cause hallucinations and "peak" 

experiences. 

 

expectorant 

Guaifenesin and other drugs {expectorant}| can move mucus up from lungs, bronchi, and trachea, by thinning and 

wetting mucus. 

 

fungicide 

Drugs {fungicide}| can kill fungi, such as athlete's foot. 

 

germicide 

Drugs {germicide}| can destroy bacteria mechanically. 

 

herbicide 

Drugs {herbicide}| can destroy plants. 

 

hypnotic drug 

Sulfones {sulfone} [1888] and urethane {urethane} [1900] are hypnotics {hypnotic drug}. 

 



insecticide 

Drugs {insecticide}| can kill insects. 

 

purgative 

Drugs {purgative}| can cause bowel evacuation. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Addiction 

 

addiction 

Regular drug use can cause drug craving {addiction} when people do not take drug. 

 

withdrawal symptom 

If addicted people do not take addictive drugs, they have painful physical and psychological symptoms {withdrawal 

symptom}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Immunity 

 

chalone 

Specific cell-proliferation inhibitors {chalone} can be for immunotherapy. 

 

immunotherapy 

Affecting chalones {immunotherapy}| can aid immune system. 

 

adjuvant 

Chemicals {adjuvant}| can stimulate immune system. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds 

 

drug kinds 

Drugs {drug, kinds} can be anesthetics, antibiotics, depressants, hallucinogens, stimulants, tranquilizers, and 

cognitive, mental illness, pain, and sleep drugs. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Anesthetic 

 

anesthesia 

Chemicals {anesthesia}| {anesthetic} can inhibit voluntary-muscle movements {immobility}, inhibit involuntary-

muscle movements {muscle relaxation}, lower consciousness to sleep-like level with dreaming {narcosis, anesthesia} 

{hypnosis, anesthesia}, inhibit pain {analgesia, anesthesia}, cause no memory of episode {amnesia, anesthesia}, and 

lower brain activity {sedation, anesthesia}. 

Anesthesia can be borderline anesthesia {hypesthesia}. Light anesthesia allows consciousness but blocks muscle 

movements. 

Deep anesthesia blocks consciousness and muscle movements. 

levels 

Anesthesia first affects higher brain functions {anesthetic depth}. The lightest anesthesia causes analgesia, memory 

loss, and euphoria. Deeper anesthesia causes consciousness loss, rapid shallow breathing, sweating, and flushing. 

Complete anesthesia causes quiet, regular breathing, with eyeballs moving rhythmically. It does not affect reflexes. In 

deep anesthesia, first reflexes fail, then breathing becomes shallow, and finally people die. 

levels: measurement 

Inhaled anesthetics have alveoli concentrations {minimum alveolar concentration} (MAC) that block movements in 

response to stimuli in 50% of patients. Inhaled anesthetics have lower alveoli concentrations {minimum alveolar 

concentration-aware} {MAC-aware} that block stimulus awareness in 50% of patients. Intravenous anesthetics have 

blood-plasma concentrations {end-tidal concentration} that block movements in response to stimuli in 50% of patients. 

Blood pressure, heart rate, sweating, and tear secretion combined {PRST score} indicate awareness level. 

EEG power spectrum shows waves at 3 Hz below alpha-wave frequency. Stimuli cause EEG evoked potentials that 

appear at various times after event. Anesthesia reduces or delays evoked potentials. In anesthesia, three auditory evoked 

potentials typically happen 20 ms to 45 ms after stimulus {AEP index}. 



local anesthesia 

Local anesthesia makes body parts feel non-existent, rather than senseless or paralyzed. Local anesthesia inhibits 

touch and pain perception with lidocaine and similar chemicals, by injection into local nerves {nerve block}, spinal-

cord epidural region {epidural anesthesia}, or subarachnoid spaces {spinal anesthesia}. 

Local anesthesia does not cause amnesia and maintains consciousness. Local anesthesia can combine with 

benzodiazepine sedation {conscious sedation}, which causes amnesia but maintains consciousness. 

biology 

Anesthetics typically affect cell-membrane proteins. Anesthetics stimulate vagus nerve, which detects lung 

expansion. 

biology: brain 

Anesthesia can have prolonged brain-potential synchronization. Anesthetics seem to work on whole brain, not 

isolated circuits or regions [Alkire et al., 1998]. 

biology: drugs 

Barbiturates, high-pressure nitrogen, alcohols, cleaning fluids like trichloroethene, industrial solvents, steroids, ether, 

chloroform, xenon, nitrous oxide, phencyclidine, opioids, and cholinergic agents can cause reversible consciousness 

loss. 

Different drugs separately affect memory, voluntary muscles, and perception. Alfentanil, chloroform, cocaine, 

enflurane, ethyl p-aminobenzoate [1890], etomidate, halothane, isoflurane, ketamine, nitrous oxide, procaine, and 

propofol are anesthetics. Ethyl p-aminobenzoate [1890] is a local anesthetic. 

Different anesthetics can have cross-tolerance. 

biology: EEG 

Bispectral index can measure anesthesia depth. 

biology: endorphins 

Perhaps, anesthetics affect enkephalin or endorphin chemistry. 

biology: hippocampus 

Perhaps, decreased hippocampus activity causes amnesia. 

biology: receptors 

Perhaps, anesthetics bind to NMDA or GABA-A receptor. Some anesthetics bind to microtubules. Anesthetics 

inhibit signal transfer between neurons [Alkire et al., 1997] [Alkire et al., 1999] [Antkowiak, 2001] [Franks and Lieb, 

1994] [Franks and Lieb, 1998] [Kulli and Koch, 1991] [Lamme et al., 1998] [Logothetis et al., 1999] [Logothetis et al., 

2001] [Rosen and Lunn, 1987] [Sennholz, 2000] [Tamura and Tanaka, 2001]. 

procedure 

Before operations, patients have sedative, intravenous benzodiazepine, and oxygen. 

Next comes intravenous thiopental or propofol, whose effects wear off quickly, followed by intravenous muscle 

relaxant {rapid sequence induction}, for quick anesthesia. Alternatively, next comes inhaled nitrous oxide and oxygen 

then inhaled halothane, desflurane, or sevoflurane {inhalation induction} {mask induction}, for slow anesthesia. 

Alternatively, next comes intravenous sufentanyl or propofol {intravenous anesthesia}. 

After surgery, neostygmine allows muscle movement, and morphine inhibits pain. 

High air pressures aid recovery from anesthesia. 

results: amnesia 

Anesthesia can cause no memory of surgery. 

results: immobility 

Anesthesia can cause no reaction to stimuli and no voluntary-muscle movement. Immobility can result from 

inhibition at spinal-cord GABA receptors. 

results: memory 

After anesthesia at level that precludes consciousness, patients can remember things that happened in surgery. 

Intense stimuli can cause memory without consciousness [Kihlstrom, 1996] [Levinson, 1965] [Merikle and Daneman, 

1996]. 

 

Myer-Overton rule 

Lipid solubility determines anesthetic effect {Myer-Overton rule}. Solubility allows binding to membrane proteins. 

 

isolated forearm technique 

Muscle relaxers act quickly, so if tourniquets stop blood flow to arms, arms later have no paralysis {isolated forearm 

technique}. 

 



BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Anesthetic>GABA 

 

gamma-aminobutyric acid drugs 

Intravenous hypnotic drugs, such as propofol, barbiturates, and benzodiazepines, increase inhibition by keeping 

chloride channels open, because they enhance receptor inhibitory neurotransmitter effects {gamma-aminobutyric acid, 

drugs} (GABA) [Franks and Lieb, 2000]. Humans have more than 15 GABA-receptor types, which have different 

binding constants and connect to different pathways. 

 

etomidate 

Drugs {etomidate} can enhance GABA-A receptors [Franks and Lieb, 2000]. 

 

propofol 

Intravenous drugs {propofol} can affect GABA reception and correlate with low blood flow to midbrain and 

thalamus. 

 

thiopental 

Intravenous barbiturates and sedatives {thiopental} {sodium pentothal} can affect GABA receptors [1930 to 1940]. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Anesthetic>Inhaled 

 

chloroform 

Inhaled CH3Cl [3 is subscript] anesthetic {chloroform} is toxic. 

 

enflurane anesthetic 

Inhaled anesthetic {enflurane} can replace chloroform and ether. It affects nitric-oxide synthesis. 

 

ether as anesthetic 

William Morton [? to 1868] used inhaled gas {ether} [1846] for surgery October 16 {Ether Day}. Ether is too 

volatile. 

 

halothane anesthetic 

Inhaled anesthetic {halothane} can replace chloroform and ether. It affects nitric-oxide synthesis. 

 

isoflurane anesthetic 

Inhaled anesthetic {isoflurane} can replace chloroform and ether. It affects nitric-oxide synthesis. 

 

nitrous oxide 

Humphrey Davy noted [1800] inhaled anesthetic {nitrous oxide} {laughing gas}. Horace Wells used it in dentistry 

[1844]. Nitrous oxide prevents glutamine binding at NMDA-receptor complexes [Flohr, 2000]. It reduces felt time. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Anesthetic>Involuntary Muscles 

 

curare 

Amines {curare} can block acetylcholine transmission across synapses and inhibit involuntary and reflex motions 

[1940 to 1950]. 

 

succinyl choline 

Curare substitutes {succinyl choline} can block acetylcholine transmission across synapses and inhibit involuntary 

and reflex motions. 

 

tubocurarine 

Curare substitutes {tubocurarine} can block acetylcholine transmission across synapses and inhibit involuntary and 

reflex motions. 

 



vecuronium 

Curare substitutes {vecuronium} can block acetylcholine transmission across synapses and inhibit involuntary and 

reflex motions. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Anesthetic>NMDA 

 

NMDA antagonist 

Ap5, CPP, CGS 19755, and D-CPP-ene {NMDA antagonist} compete for NMDA receptor but have no metabolic 

effect themselves. 

 

ketamine 

Anesthetics {ketamine} can prevent glutamine binding at NMDA receptor complexes. Ketamine can cause 

hallucinations and dissociation. Ketamine does not affect GABA-A receptors [Franks and Lieb, 2000] [Flohr, 2000] 

[Flohr et al., 1998] [Hardcastle, 2000]. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Antibiotic 

 

antibiotic 

Drugs {antibiotic}| can treat infections by killing infectious microorganisms. Penicillin and other beta-lactams 

inhibit cell-wall protein synthesis. Erythromycin and tetracycline antibiotics inhibit bacterial ribosomes, preventing 

protein production. Streptomycin and other aminoglycosides bind to rRNA. Quinolones inhibit enzymes used to 

replicate DNA. Sulfonamides inhibit DNA synthesis. Ciprofloxacin and rifampicin {fluoroquinolone} bind to gyrase 

enzyme and prevent DNA replication. 

 

antibiotic resistance 

Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) makes enzyme that splits antibiotic {antibiotic resistance}. 

Vancomycin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (VRSA) has five-gene cassette that alters cell-wall receptor. Bacteria can 

make cell-membrane systems that pump out antibiotics. 

As part of SOS response, bacterial cells can attach RecA protein to single-stranded DNA, which splits LexA 

regulatory protein, which derepresses genes that cause DNA mutations, which alter drug targets. Binding compound to 

LexA first, to prevent splitting by RecA, can prevent mutation resistance. 

 

mycangimycin 

Actinomycetes can make antifungals {mycangimycin}. 

 

myxochromide 

Myxobacteria Stigmatella aurantiaca can make antibiotic molecules {myxochromide}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Antibiotic>Bacteria 

 

abyssomicin 

Verrucosispora actinomycetes can make antibiotics {abyssomicin}. 

 

aminoglycoside 

Streptomycin {aminoglycoside} can inhibit enzyme synthesis. 

 

bacterin 

Drugs {bacterin} can destroy bacteria. 

 

beta-lactam 

Penicillin, methicillin, and penicillin-derivatives {beta-lactam} can inhibit cell-wall protein synthesis [1940]. 

 

carbapenem 

Imipenem {carbapenem} can inhibit cell-wall protein synthesis. 

 



cephalosporin 

Ceftibuten {cephalosporin} can inhibit cell-wall protein synthesis. 

 

chloramphenicol 

Drugs {chloramphenicol} can be early antibiotics [1949]. 

 

fluoroquinoline 

Ciprofloxacin {fluoroquinoline} can inhibit enzymes. Ciprofloxacin treats anthrax. 

 

glycopeptide 

Vancomycin {glycopeptide} can inhibit cell-wall protein synthesis [1958]. 

 

hexachlorophene 

Drugs {hexachlorophene} can destroy bacteria mechanically. 

 

lipopeptide 

Drugs {lipopeptide} can be in membranes [2003]. 

 

macrolide 

Erythromycin {macrolide} can inhibit enzyme synthesis [1952]. 

 

mutilin 

Retapamulin {mutilin} can inhibit enzyme synthesis [2007]. 

 

oxazolidinone 

Linezolid {oxazolidinone} can inhibit enzyme synthesis [2000]. 

 

quinolone 

Ciprofloxacin {quinolone} can inhibit DNA unwinding [1962]. 

 

streptogramin 

Drugs {streptogramin} can kill streptococci [1962]. 

 

sulfa drug 

Drugs {sulfa drug} can be amines with sulfur [1938]. 

 

sulfonamide 

Sulfamethoxazole {sulfonamide} can inhibit nucleic-acid precursor synthesis. 

 

tetracycline 

Minocycline {tetracycline} can inhibit enzyme synthesis [1949] and microglial activation. Minocycline can cross 

brain-blood barrier but does not affect astroglia or neurons. 

 

triclocarban 

Drugs {triclocarban} can be similar to triclosan. 

 

triclosan 

Drugs {triclosan} can be similar to triclocarban. 

 

trimethoprim 

Drugs {trimethoprim} can inhibit nucleic-acid precursor synthesis. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Antibiotic>Virus 

 



antiviral drug 

Drugs {antiviral drug} can inhibit M2, used by viruses to detach or attach. Drugs {amantadine} can treat Asian flu. 

Antiviral drugs (CS-8958) {peramvir} {oselamivir} {zanamivir} can inhibit neuramidase, used by viruses to detach 

from cells and enter other cells. Antiviral drugs {fludase} can inhibit viral attachment to cell sialic-acid receptors. 

Antiviral drugs (G00101) can stimulate RNA interference with viral information. Antiviral drugs {neugene} can use 

antisense DNA to bind to viral-DNA regions. 

 

idoxuridine 

Drugs {idoxuridine} can treat eye herpes. 

 

inosiplex 

Drugs {inosiplex} can be for colds, flu, and herpes viruses. 

 

levamisole 

Drugs {levamisole} can treat herpes. 

 

ribavarin 

Drugs {ribavarin} {Virazole} can be for flu, infectious hepatitis, and herpes viruses. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Antibiotic>Virus>Polio 

 

Sabin vaccine 

Oral vaccines {Sabin vaccine} can work against polio. 

 

Salk vaccine 

Injected vaccines {Salk vaccine} can work against polio. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Cognition 

 

psychoactive drug 

Drugs {psychoactive drug} can affect mental function [Weil, 1998]. 

 

empathogen 

Drugs {empathogen} can cause love feelings. 

 

modafinil 

Drugs {modafinil} can improve attention. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Cognition>Alpha-Receptor 

 

alpha-receptor agonist 

Clonidine {alpha-receptor agonist} improves cognitive performance. 

 

alpha-receptor antagonist 

Yohimbine {alpha-receptor antagonist} prevents cognitive improvement. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Cognition>Memory 

 

puromycin 

Drugs {puromycin} can block protein synthesis and prevent memory consolidation. 

 

strychnine 

Strychnos amine {strychnine} can reduce glycine binding but not affect glycine receptors. In very low doses, 

strychnine improves short-term memory and transfer to long-term memory. It is rat poison and can cause convulsions 

by sensitizing synapses. 

 



volado 

Drugs {volado} can affect mushroom bodies, which learn to avoid smells associated with shocks. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Cognition>Memory>Acetylcholine 

 

acetylcholine as drug 

Acetylcholine {acetylcholine, receptor} can bind to nicotinic receptors and to receptors {muscarinic receptor} that 

bind muscarine. Nicotine and muscarine are cholinergic agonists. 

 

ACh-inhibiting 

Donepezil, galantamine, phenserine, and rivastigmine {acetylcholinesterase-inhibiting drug} {ACh-inhibiting} 

inhibit acetylcholinesterase, prolonging acetylcholine activity, as in Alzheimer's patients. 

 

cholinergic agonist 

Physostigmine {cholinergic agonist} competes for acetylcholine receptor and can improve memory. Pilocarpine 

cholinergic agonist is for Sjogren's syndrome. 

 

cholinergic antagonist 

Atropine and Cogentin {cholinergic antagonist} {anticholinergic drug} bind to nicotinic and muscarinic receptors 

and prevent acetylcholine binding. 

 

scopolamine 

Alkaloid cholinergic antagonist {scopolamine}, related to Solanaceae family, depresses memory ability and causes 

amnesia. 

 

anti-cholinesterase 

Drugs {anti-cholinesterase} can block cholinesterase and so aid memory. 

 

hyoscine drug 

Thorn-apple drugs {hyoscine, drug} can bind to acetylcholine receptors and affect long-term memory recall. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Depressant 

 

depressant 

Drugs {depressant}| can reduce nervous-system activity and increase learning extinction. Depressants cause relaxed 

feeling, inhibition loss, inebriation, sleep, and feeling that time is slower. Depressants include alcohol, barbiturates, 

benzodiazepines, catecholamine affectors, and Solanaceae drugs. 

 

alcohol as drug 

Ethyl-alcohol depressant {alcohol, drug} can cause physical and psychological dependence. Alcohol dehydrogenases 

break down alcohol, but many Australian and North American natives cannot increase dehydrogenases. Alcohol binds 

to GABA receptor different from barbiturate receptor and keeps channel open longer. 

 

barbiturate 

Intravenous sedatives and depressants [1930 to 1940] {barbiturate}| bind to gamma-aminobutyric-acid (GABA) 

receptors and keep chloride channels open longer. Barbiturates can cause physical and psychological dependence. 

Barbiturates are for insomnia. They include barbital (Veronal), phenobarbital (Luminal), and thiopental (Pentothal) or 

sodium amytal. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Depressant>Benzodiazepine 

 

benzodiazepine 

Drugs {benzodiazepine} {sleeping pill} can be sedatives and depressants [1930 to 1940]. Benzodiazepines include 

Valium, Mogadon, diazepam, Dalmane, and midazolam. 



biology 

Benzodiazepines link to GABA receptors to increase gamma-aminobutyric-acid (GABA) affinity for GABA 

neuroreceptors and enhance GABA-mediated synaptic potentials. Benzodiazepines can induce sleep by blocking 

reticular-activating-system activation. 

dependence 

Benzodiazepines are generally safe and effective, but prolonged use leads to dependence. Withdrawal causes 

anxiety, nightmares, and poor sleep for one week. 

effects 

Most mildly neurotic patients receive benzodiazepine tranquilizers. They reduce anxiety for several weeks but 

diminish in effectiveness over months. People often misuse them. 

 

imidazopyridine 

Drugs {imidazopyridine} can be like benzodiazepines but act on GABA-receptor parts. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Depressant>Catecholamine 

 

monoamine depressant 

Drugs {monoamine depressant} can deplete brain-messenger monoamines and induce depression. Drugs can raise 

monoamine level and relieve depression, but cause mania. 

 

catecholamine agonist 

Drugs {catecholamine agonist} can compete for catecholamine receptor. 

 

catecholamine antagonist 

Drugs {catecholamine antagonist} can compete for catecholamine receptor but have no metabolic effect. 

 

bretylium 

Drugs {bretylium} can block catecholamine release. They have highly basic centers linked by one-carbon or two-

carbon chains to rings. 

 

desipramine 

Drugs {desipramine} can inhibit catecholamine uptake. 

 

guanethidine 

Drugs {guanethidine} can block catecholamine release. They have highly basic centers linked by one-carbon or two-

carbon chains to rings. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Depressant>Solanaceae 

 

Solanaceae 

A drug family {Solanaceae} includes nightshade or belladonna, mandrake, jimson weed, henbane, scopolamine, and 

sodium amytal {truth serum}. 

 

coniine 

Hemlock has alkaloid {coniine}. 

 

jimson weed 

Solanaceae datura {jimson weed} has tropane alkaloids like atropine. 

 

mandrake root drug 

Solanaceae-family drugs {mandrake root} can contain scopolamine and atropine. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Hallucinogen 

 



hallucinogen 

Drugs {hallucinogen}| can cause delirium and unreal sense experiences. In small doses, they cause euphoria and 

hyperactivity. Hallucinogens are toxic, can cause fever, antagonize serotonin, arouse sympathetic nervous system, and 

are non-addictive. Dimethoxytryptamine, LSD, marijuana, mescaline, peyote, and psilocybin are hallucinogens 

[Earleywine, 2002] [Grinspoon and Bakalar, 1993]. 

 

amanita muscaria 

Norse legends describe mushroom-derived drugs {amanita muscaria} {fly agaric}. 

 

atropine 

Atropa-belladonna alkaloid {atropine} dilates pupils, is poisonous, and causes flying illusions. 

 

belladonna 

Atropa-belladonna drugs {belladonna} can cause flying sense qualities, but are poisons. 

 

beta-carboline 

Harmine, tetrahydroharmine, and harmaline {beta-carboline} can inhibit monoamine oxidase, which breaks down 

DMT. 

 

cannabis 

Drugs {cannabis} {delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol} (THC) (delta-9-THC) {cannabinoids} can prolong time. 

human 

Body makes anandamide and 2-arachidonoylglycerol cannabinoids, which bind to hippocampus cannabinoid 

receptors and affect memory. Cannabinoids increase dopamine release. 

types 

Oleamide is hypnotic. Hallucinogens {marijuana} {hashish} can be in China [-2737], Iran {beng}, Morocco {kif}, 

South America {dagga}, and India {bhang} {gangha} {charas}. Marijuana distorts time and causes objective feelings 

about self, light feelings, clear-perception feelings, and then lapses into sleep. Marijuana is non-addictive. Marijuana 

comes from hemp-species resin [Earleywine, 2002] [Grinspoon and Bakalar, 1993]. 

 

dextromethorphan 

Cough suppressants {dextromethorphan} can bind to NMDA receptors to prevent NMDA binding. High 

concentrations can cause hallucinations. 

 

dimethoxytryptamine 

Drugs {N,N-dimethyltryptamine} {dimethoxytryptamine} (DMT) {tryptamine} can make world seem to shrink or 

expand. DMT is main drug in ayahuasca. DMT makes 5-HT-serotonin system excited, especially at cerebrum-layer-5 

presynaptic 5-HT2A receptors. DMT can cause religious ecstasy. 

 

heroin 

Morphine acetylation makes alkaloid opiate {heroin}. 

 

lysergic acid 

Drugs {lysergic acid diethylamide} (LSD) can excite 5-HT-serotonin system, especially at cerebrum-layer-5 

presynaptic 5-HT2A receptors. LSD can cause cosmic consciousness. People on LSD feel out of time and space and so 

unified with nature. They can feel holy or insightful or have good moods [DeBold and Leaf, 1967] [Doblin, 1991] 

[Masters and Houston, 1967] [Pahnke, 1963] [Pahnke, 1967] [Pahnke, 1971]. 

 

methamphetamine 

3-methylene-dioxy-methamphetamines {methamphetamine} (meth) (MDMA) {ecstasy, drug} are amphetamines 

and hallucinogens. MDMA can damage serotonin neurons. MDMA is analeptic and causes age regression. It can cause 

love feelings. It is addictive. 

 

mescaline 

Peyote mescal-button alkaloids {mescaline} can be stimulants and cause feeling heightened experience. Mescaline 

phenylethylamine excites the 5-HT-serotonin system, especially at cerebrum-layer-5 presynaptic 5-HT2A receptors. 



 

MK-801 

Drugs {MK-801} can bind to NMDA receptors and prevent NMDA binding. 

 

peyote drug 

Peyote plants make chemical mixtures {peyote} milder than mescaline. 

 

psilocybin 

Teonanacatl drugs {psilocybin} can give mystical experiences. People on psilocybin feel out of time and space, and 

so unified with nature, and can feel holy and insightful or have good moods [Doblin, 1991] [Earleywine, 2002] 

[Grinspoon and Bakalar, 1993] [Masters and Houston, 1967] [Pahnke, 1963] [Pahnke, 1967] [Pahnke, 1971]. 

 

salvinorin A 

Salvia-divinorum mint diterpene {salvinorin A} binds to kappa-opioid receptors and causes hallucinations in 

Mazatek ceremonies in Mexico. 

 

teonanacatl 

Sacred Aztec mushrooms {teonanacatl} are from Mexico [-1000]. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Mental Illness 

 

antipsychotic 

Phenothiazine (Thorazine) schizophrenia drugs {antipsychotic}| act on nucleus accumbens to fill dopamine-D2 

receptors. Clozapine (Clorazil), olanzapine (Zyprexa), and risperidone (Risperdal) are not phenothiazines but bind to 

dopamine-D2-receptor active sites. 

 

anxiolytic drug 

Anxiety-reducing neuromodulators {anxiolytic drug, anxiety} increase affinity of GABA for GABA neuroreceptors 

and enhance GABA-mediated synaptic potentials. Benzodiazepine anti-anxiety drugs affect anxiety-control system. 

Bony fish and higher animals have anxiety-control systems. 

 

lithium carbonate 

Drugs {lithium carbonate} {lithium drug} can decrease norepinephrine effects and help depression and mania. 

Lithium is less effective against depression alone. 

 

schizophrenia-causing drug 

Drugs {schizophrenia-causing drug} can cause schizophrenia. Drugs {apomorphine} can worsen schizophrenia. 

Drugs {levodopa} can release brain dopamine and cause paranoid schizophrenia or worsen schizophrenic symptoms. 

 

anti-opiate 

Drugs {anti-opiate} {opiate antagonist} can compete for opiate receptors but have no metabolic effect. Anti-opiates 

can stop auditory hallucinations. Naloxone is an opiate antagonist. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Mental Illness>Anticonvulsant 

 

anticonvulsant 

Drugs {anticonvulsant}| can be for psychomotor epilepsy. Anticonvulsants include carbamazepine and phenytoin. 

 

dilantin 

Drugs {dilantin} {diphenylhydantoin} can treat epilepsy. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Mental Illness>Antidepressant 

 

antidepressant drug 

Imipramine {antidepressant drug}| can relieve depression by prolonging time noradrenaline and serotonin stay in 

synapses, by inhibiting membrane epinephrine, norepinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin transport back into cells and 



preventing pre-synaptic neuron re-uptake into vesicles. Iproniazid (Niamid) inhibits monoamine oxidase to prevent 

noradrenaline and serotonin breakdown. 

types 

Selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors, such as Prozac, affect only serotonin. Selective noradrenaline re-uptake 

inhibitors, such as Strattera, affect only noradrenaline. Tricyclic antidepressants, such as Elavil, affect both. 

Monoamine oxidase inhibitors, such as Nardil, prevent enzymes from reacting with noradrenaline and serotonin. 

Wellbutrin and Serzone affect related reactions. 

effects 

People are not likely to misuse antidepressant drugs. 

biology 

Tryptophan is a serotonin precursor. 

 

atypical antipsychotic 

Drugs {clozapine} (Clozaril) {atypical antipsychotic} can weakly block dopamine receptors and affect glutamine 

receptors. 

 

buspiron 

Drugs {buspiron} can excite serotonin-IA receptors. 

 

dopamine antagonist 

Drugs {dopamine antagonist} can compete for dopamine receptor but have no metabolic effect themselves. 

 

indoleamine 

Aminated indoles {indoleamine} {indolamine} include serotonin, LSD, and psilocybin and affect serotonin system 

{5-HT system}. 

 

monoamine oxidase 

Oxidases {monoamine oxidase}| (MAO) {MAO-A gene} can inactivate catecholamines, such as norepinephrine, 

dopamine, and serotonin. Drugs {monoamine oxidase inhibitor} {MAO inhibitor} can inhibit monoamine oxidase and 

keep monoamine concentration high. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors can control aggression. 

 

tricyclic antidepressant 

Monoamine oxidase inhibitors {tricyclic antidepressant} can treat endogenous depression. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Mental Illness>Coma 

 

insulin as drug 

Blood-sugar changing drugs {insulin, drug} can induce coma. Insulin is not in use in psychiatric treatment. 

 

Metrazol 

Drugs {Metrazol} can induce coma. Metrazol is not in use in psychiatric treatment. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Pain 

 

pain drug 

Pain drugs {pain, drug} include salicylates, prostaglandin affectors, and opiates. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Pain>Opiate 

 

opiate drug 

Drugs {opiate drug} can make people feel exhilarated {euphoriant, opiate} {euphoriogenic, opiate} and energetic 

and can relieve pain. Natural opiates include opium, codeine, Demerol, heroin, morphine, nepenthe, and thebaine. 

Synthetic opiates include methadone, fentanyl, and oxycodone. Opiates can cause physical and psychological 

dependence. 



effects 

Opiates bind to receptors {mu opiate receptor} in ventral tegmentum area (VTA) in midbrain and nucleus 

accumbens (NAc) {mesoaccumbens reward system}. Opiates reduce activity in neurons that inhibit dopamine neurons, 

so VTA dopamine increases and goes to NAc. NAc sends GABAergic effects to other brain areas that affect prefrontal 

cortex. Opiates block nociceptive system. 

endogenous opiates 

Body makes endorphin and enkaphalin opiates that reduce pain by releasing or uptaking neurotransmitters. 

 

opium as drug 

Opium poppies make chemical mixtures {opium}. Opium is for pain relief, relaxation, and recreation in some 

countries. Western peoples gave opium sedative to small children. In Far East, people smoked opium. 

 

cocaine anesthetic 

Intravenous drugs {cocaine, anesthetic} can bind to opiate receptors, reduce acetylcholine and substance-P release, 

and reduce pain. Cocaine maintains consciousness and can be a local anesthetic [1884]. 

stimulant 

Cocaine, from coca leaves, affects sublenticular extended amygdala. Cocaine releases norepinephrine and dopamine 

from vesicles. Cocaine and other such stimulants affect synaptic transporter protein and so prevent dopamine and other 

catecholamine uptake into presynaptic terminals. Cocaine is a stimulant and euphoriant. It is not addictive [Earleywine, 

2002] [Grinspoon and Bakalar, 1993]. Butyrylcholinesterase blood protein catabolizes cocaine. 

 

codeine 

Amines {codeine} derive from opium. 

 

fentanyl 

Intravenous drugs {fentanyl} can bind to opiate receptors, reduce acetylcholine and substance-P release, and reduce 

pain. Fentanyl maintains consciousness. 

 

laudanum 

West Europe had opium tincture {laudanum}. 

 

methadone 

Drugs {methadone} can be heroin substitutes. 

 

morphine 

Intravenous amine alkaloid {morphine} derives from opium, binds to opiate receptors, reduces acetylcholine and 

substance-P release, and reduces pain. Morphine maintains consciousness. 

 

narcotic 

Drugs {narcotic}| can be opium derivatives, such as opium, cocaine, and coca leaves. 

 

nepenthe 

opiate {nepenthe}. 

 

Novocaine 

Intravenous procaine hydrochloride {Novocaine} comes from cocaine, binds to opiate receptors, reduces 

acetylcholine and substance-P release, and reduces pain. Novocaine maintains consciousness. 

 

paregoric 

Drugs {paregoric} can contain morphine, camphor, and aromatics. 

 

procaine 

Intravenous drugs {procaine} can remove methyl groups from DNA or prevent DNA methylation, come from 

cocaine, reduce acetylcholine and substance-P release, bind to opiate receptors, and reduce pain. Procaine maintains 

consciousness. 

 



sufentanyl 

Intravenous drugs {sufentanyl} can bind to opiate receptors, reduce acetylcholine and substance-P release, and 

reduce pain. Sufentanyl maintains consciousness. 

 

thebaine 

opiate {thebaine}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Pain>Prostaglandin 

 

anti-inflammatory drug 

Painkilling drugs {anti-inflammatory drug}| {COX-2 inhibitor} can inhibit cyclooxygenase-2 {cyclooxygenase} 

(COX) production, which builds prostaglandins, which cause inflammation. 

 

arthritis drug 

Drugs {arthritis drug} can inhibit prostaglandin synthesis. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Pain>Salicylate 

 

salicylate 

Aspirin and similar drugs {salicylate} can reduce pain and fever. 

 

acetaminophen 

Modified aspirin {acetaminophen} reduces fever and pain. 

 

aspirin 

Willow-bark salicylate {aspirin} {acetylsalicylic acid} reduces fever and pain [1899]. Aspirin inhibits pyrogens. 

Aspirin inhibits prostaglandin synthesis. 

 

non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 

Aspirin, ibuprofen, Vioxx {rofecoxib}, and similar drugs {non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug} (NSAID) inhibit 

cyclooxygenases. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Sleep 

 

sedative 

Barbiturates and other drugs {sedative} can lower brain activity {sedation, drugs} and make people sleepy. Drugs 

{GABAergic drug} can bind to gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors and increase GABA effect. Hypnotic 

drugs and weak tranquilizers act similarly. Going to sleep also requires GABA receptor binding that increases effect of 

GABA. Barbiturates are addictive and eliminate Stage-IV NREM sleep and REM sleep. Benzodiazepines, such as 

Valium, are addictive, reduce anxiety, and eliminate Stage-IV NREM sleep. Sedatives {gamma-amino-

hydroxybutyrate} (GHB) can be for mood {euphoriogenic drug} and anxiety {anxiolytic drug, sedative}. Zolpidem 

(Ambien) is much less addictive. 

 

adenosine as drug 

Nucleotides {adenosine, sleep} can cause sleep. 

 

interleukin-1 

Interleukins {interleukin-1} can induce non-REM sleep. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Stimulant 

 

stimulant 

Drugs {stimulant}| can make people feel energetic. Stimulants include amphetamines (Adderall), methylphenidates 

(Ritalin), modafinil (Provigil), cocaine, hallucinogens, LSD, mescaline, nicotine, and phencyclidine. 



biology 

Stimulants increase synapse dopamine concentrations by preventing forebrain presynaptic-neuron dopamine 

reuptake. Ephedrine and pseudoephedrine are similar to norepinephrine. Beta-blockers for hypertension bind to 

norepinephrine-receptor non-active sites and prevent norepinephrine binding. 

effects 

Stimulants decrease learning extinction. Cocaine and methampetamine are addictive stimulants. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Stimulant>Classes 

 

analeptic 

Amphetamines, cocaine, and MDMA {analeptic}| can make people feel energetic. 

 

euphoriant 

Marijuana, cocaine, and opiates {euphoriant, stimulant}| make people feel exhilarated [Earleywine, 2002] 

[Grinspoon and Bakalar, 1993]. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Stimulant>Kinds 

 

amphetamine 

Analeptics {amphetamine}| can affect glutamine binding, release norepinephrine from vesicles, and increase 

dopamine release in frontal lobes and limbic system. Amphetamines can cause paranoid schizophrenia or worsen 

schizophrenic symptoms. Amphetamines improve short-term memory and transfer to long-term memory. 

Amphetamine, Benzedrine, Dexedrine, MDMA, Meratran, and Ritalin are amphetamines or methamphetamines. 

 

ayahuasca 

South-American drinks {ayahuasca} can have dimethoxytryptamines and harmine, tetrahydroharmine, and 

harmaline beta-carbolines. Beta-carbolines inhibit monoamine oxidase, which breaks down DMT. 

 

betel 

Areca nut, betel leaf, and lime mixture {betel} is from South Pacific. 

 

caffeine 

Cacao, kola nut, tea, and coffee drugs {caffeine} can bind to adenosine-receptor non-active sites and prevent 

adenosine binding. 

 

cocaine stimulant 

Coca-leaf stimulant {cocaine, stimulant} can affect sublenticular extended amygdala. Cocaine releases 

norepinephrine and dopamine from vesicles. Cocaine and similar stimulants affect synaptic-transporter proteins and so 

prevent dopamine and other catecholamine uptake into presynaptic terminals. Cocaine is also a euphoriant. Cocaine is 

not addictive [Earleywine, 2002] [Grinspoon and Bakalar, 1993]. 

 

guarana 

Stimulants {guarana} can be from Amazon region. 

 

kava 

Stimulants {kava} {keu} {kava-kava} {ava} {kawine} from South Pacific have pepper-family-plant kawine resins. 

 

methylphenidate 

Stimulants {methylphenidate} can reduce narcolepsy. 

 

phencyclidine 

Stimulants {phencyclidine} (PCP) {angel dust} can cause hallucinations and dissociation. PCP attaches to NMDA-

receptor PCP receptor and so inhibits NMDA binding. 

 

theobromine 

Mild stimulants {theobromine} can come from cacao plant. 



 

theophylline 

Mild stimulants {theophylline} can come from tea. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tranquilizer 

 

tranquilizer 

Benzodiazepines and chlorpromazines {tranquilizer}| can make people feel calm. Tranquilizers attach to brain 

chemical receptors. Inosine and hypoxanthine are natural tranquilizers. 

 

nicotine 

Tobacco contains amine {nicotine}. Nicotine stimulates VTA dopamine cells and calms. 

 

selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor 

Prozac and similar tranquilizers {selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor} (SSRI) can inhibit presynaptic-neuron 

serotonin resorption. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tranquilizer>Phenothiazine 

 

phenothiazine 

Chlorpromazine, Largactil, Thorazine, and haloperidol (Haldol) tranquilizers {phenothiazine} can block limbic-

system and basal-ganglia dopamine-D2 receptors but not block other receptors. Phenothiazines can control 

hallucinations, delusions, and schizophrenia. Side effects can include restlessness in legs {akathisia}, involuntary 

movements {tardive dyskinesia}, and Parkinsonism. 

 

chlorpromazine tranquilizer 

Hiazines {chlorpromazine, tranquilizer} can block dopamine neurotransmitters. Chlorpromazine is also an ataraxic. 

Chlorpromazine relieves anxiety, depression, and obsession in schizophrenics. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue 

 

tissue drugs 

Drugs {tissue drugs} can affect tissues. 

 

sulfonylurea 

Glimeperide and glipizide {sulfonylurea} are effective against type 2 diabetes. Metformin is for milder cases. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>Blood 

 

statin 

Lovastatin, pravastatin, and other drugs {statin} can lower blood cholesterol and hs-CRP. Simvastatin and 

atorvastatin (Lipitor) are stronger. Tumstatins are type-IV-collagen fragments, bind to endothelium aVb3 integrin, and 

promote angiogenesis. Endostatin and angiostatin are similar. 

 

warfarin 

Bis-hydroxycoumarin {warfarin} {coumadin} prevents blood clotting. In high doses, it can be rat poison. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>Blood>Pressure 

 

diuretic 

Chlorothiazides and similar drugs {diuretic} can lower blood pressure by excreting blood water. 

 

acetylcholinesterase inhibitor 

Enalapril and lisinopil {acetylcholinesterase inhibitor} (ace inhibitor) can lower blood pressure by inhibiting enzyme 

that breaks down acetylcholine. 

 



beta-blocker 

Atenolol and metoprolol {beta-blocker} can lower blood pressure by bind to norepinephrine-receptor non-active 

sites to prevent norepinephrine binding. 

 

calcium-channel blocker 

Diltiazem and verapamil {calcium-channel-blocker} can lower blood pressure by inhibiting membrane calcium-ion 

channels. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>Cancer 

 

cancer drug 

Methotrexate and other drugs {cancer, drug} can be for chemotherapy {5-FU} {6-mercaptopurine} {azetomicin} 

{cyclophosphamide}. Hormones can treat cancer {hormone therapy}. Radioactive chemicals can kill cancer cells 

{radiation therapy}. 

 

methotrexate 

Drugs {methotrexate} can be for chemotherapy. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>GI Tract 

 

Dramamine 

Drugs {Dramamine} can relieve motion sickness. 

 

emetic 

Drugs {emetic}| can cause throwing up. 

 

enema 

Drugs {enema}| can cause defecation. 

 

Kaopectate 

Drugs {Kaopectate} can be for diarrhea. 

 

laxative 

Drugs {laxative}| can help constipated people defecate more easily. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>GI Tract>Stomach 

 

bromo 

Bromide solutions {bromo} can relieve upset stomach. 

 

milk of magnesia 

Magnesium hydroxide {milk of magnesia} neutralizes stomach acid. 

 

sodium bicarbonate 

Bicarbonate of soda {sodium bicarbonate} neutralizes stomach acid. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>Muscle 

 

digitalis 

Drugs {digitalis, drug} can treat heart disease. 

 

magnesium ion 

Excess magnesium ions {magnesium, ion} can block nerve activity. 

 

nerve gas 

Gases {nerve gas}| can affect acetylcholine metabolism. 



 

TH inhibitor 

Drugs {TH inhibitor} can slow increased chorea or athetosis movements of hyperkinesis. 

 

vasoconstrictor 

Endothelium contains 21-amino-acid peptides {vasoconstrictor}| that constrict blood vessels. 

 

vasodilator 

Drugs {vasodilator}| can relax blood-vessel smooth-muscle cells and so make openings wider. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>Muscle>Ataraxic 

 

ataraxic drug 

Chlorpromazine, reserpine, Miltown, Equanil, and meprobamate {ataraxic drug} are muscle relaxers. 

 

chlorpromazine ataraxic 

Hiazines {chlorpromazine, ataraxic} can block dopamine neurotransmitter, are tranquilizers and ataraxics, and can 

relieve anxiety, depression, and obsession in schizophrenics. 

 

reserpine 

Sarpaganda, snakeroot, and rauwolfia alkaloid {reserpine} can tranquilize without drowsiness, cause low blood 

pressure, and interfere with vesicle catecholamine storage. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>Skin 

 

rubbing alcohol 

Isopropyl alcohol {rubbing alcohol} is for cleaning skin. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>Skin>Itch 

 

antihistamine 

Drugs {antihistamine} can block histamine chemical reactions and reduce allergy symptoms. 

 

calomel lotion 

Hemimorphite and zinc ointment {calomel} {calamine lotion} relieves skin itching. 

 

cortisone 

Drugs {cortisone} can be corticosteroids. 

 

histamine inflammation 

Body chemicals {histamine, itch} can cause inflammation. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>Skin>Moistener 

 

glycerin 

Chemicals {glycerin} can moisten dry skin. 

 

humectant 

Chemicals {humectant}| can moisten skin. 

 

petrolatum 

Petroleum-hydrocarbon gels {petrolatum} can keep moisture in dry skin. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Drug>Kinds>Tissue>Skin>Soother 

 



emollient 

Chemicals {emollient}| can soothe skin. 

 

lanolin 

Chemicals {lanolin} can soothe skin. 

 

liniment as drug 

Chemicals {liniment}| can soothe or heal skin. 

 

unguent 

Gels {unguent}| can soothe skin. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination 

 

diagnosis 

Patient characteristics can be disease symptoms {diagnosis}|. 

 

stool as feces 

Patients can supply feces {stool, feces}|. 

 

syndrome 

Physical and mental disease features are in groups {syndrome, medicine}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination>Parts 

 

auscultation 

Examinations include listening to chest and abdominal sounds {auscultation}|. 

 

breast examination 

To discover breast lumps, with arms lowered then raised, look for breast-size, shape, or contour changes {breast 

examination}. Look for skin puckering or dimpling. Press nipple and look for discharge. Lie down on bed, put pillow 

under shoulder, put same-side hand under head, and then press against breast with small circular motions to detect 

lumps. Put same-side arm at side, and feel in armpit and breast to detect lumps. Examine one week after menstrual 

period. If you feel lumps, they are probably not cancerous but go to doctor to be sure. 

 

pelvic examination 

Legs can be in stirrups for external-genitalia examination {pelvic examination}, cervix and vagina visualization 

through speculum, and uterus and ovary palpation. Pelvic examinations should be once a year. 

 

percuss 

Tapping chest {percuss}| checks lung function. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination>Eye Exam 

 

eye exam 

Exams {eye exam} can test for cataracts, glaucoma, and macular degeneration. 

Axis 

Axis is degrees at which to put cylindrical lens to give patient best vision. Axis is from 1 to 180 degrees. 

Sphere 

At Axis degrees, Sphere is diopters that give patient best vision. Plano or Pl {Plano} equals 0 diopters. 

Cylinder 

For Axis degrees plus or minus 90 degrees in the perpendicular direction, Cylinder is diopters that give patient best 

vision. 



diopters 

Sphere and Cylinder state lens strength in positive or negative diopters. Positive lenses enlarge, and negative lenses 

diminish. Lens strength is sum of Sphere diopters and Cylinder diopters. Higher positive is stronger. High-minus means 

lens is thicker at edge. High-plus means lens is thicker in middle. 

Lens diopters add to eye diopters to result in total diopters. Nearsighted eyes have negative diopters, and glasses 

have positive diopters. Farsighted eyes have positive diopters, and glasses have negative diopters. 

Prism and Base 

Prism and Base can correct eye-muscle-problem altered eye orientations, but eye exams typically do not need to 

measure them. 

 

face shape 

Oval faces have rounded foreheads and chins, and chins and foreheads are similar in size {face shapes}. Rounded 

faces have circular foreheads and chins, and chins and foreheads are similar in size, with full cheeks. Square faces have 

wide foreheads, cheeks, and jaws, with angular jaws. Triangle faces have wider foreheads with small and rounded 

chins. 

frames 

Oval faces need geometric or round frames. Rounded faces need rectangular, navigator, square, or geometric frames. 

Square faces need round or oval frames. Triangle faces need square, navigator, rectangular, or geometric frames. 

 

pupil dilation for eye exam 

Dilating pupil {pupil dilation, eye}| {dilation, eye} allows looking at retinal periphery. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination>Eye Exam>Oculus 

 

oculus dexter 

Prescriptions give lens shape for right eye {oculus dexter} (O.D.). For bifocals, prescription states distance vision 

(D.V.) and near vision (N.V.). 

 

oculus sinister 

Prescriptions give lens shape for left eye {oculus sinister} (O.S.). 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination>Eye Exam>Cylinder 

 

plus-cylinder form 

Because diopters add, the same prescriptions can have two forms. Cylinder can be always positive {plus-cylinder 

form}. 

 

minus-cylinder form 

Because diopters add, the same prescriptions can have two forms. Cylinder can be always negative {minus-cylinder 

form}. For minus-cylinder form, Sphere is higher, and Axis is 90 degrees less or more than plus-cylinder form. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination>Eye Exam>Lens 

 

glasses 

Lenses {glasses} can be single vision for near or far focus, bifocal, or trifocal. 

material 

Lenses can be glass, plastic, high-index, or polycarbonate. Glass is heavy and does not absorb UV light. Plastic is 

light but does not absorb UV light. High-index combines plastic and polycarbonate and absorbs UV light. 

Polycarbonate absorbs UV light. 

polarization 

Lens polarization can reduce glare. 

coating 

Scratch-resistant coatings are harder than plastic. Anti-reflective coatings reduce reflections. UV protection coats 

glass or plastic to absorb UV light. High-index and polycarbonate do not need UV coating, because they absorb 

ultraviolet light. 



shape 

Lenses have flat surfaces outside and curved surfaces towards eye, in meniscus shape. 

shape: Spheric 

Spheric means inner and outer surfaces are spherical, and outer surface has more curvature. Aspheric means 

spherical lenses have non-spherical edges, to maintain clear vision through lens edges. 

shape: Atoric 

Atoric means inner and outer surfaces change from spherical, and outer surfaces have less curvature. 

frames 

Oval frames have oval lenses. Geometric frames have oval tops and circular bottoms. Round frames have circular 

lenses. Square frames have square lenses. Rectangular frames have rectangular lenses. Navigator frames have trapezoid 

lenses slanted along nose. Aviator frames have trapezoid lenses with curved lower edges. Frames can be plastic or 

metal, including titanium. Colors are silver, gold, brown, black, and red. 

 

bifocal lens 

Lenses {bifocal lens}| can have higher magnification for reading in bottom half and regular magnification for driving 

in top half. 

 

trifocal lens 

Glasses {trifocal lens} can have reading in bottom third, computer in middle third, and driving in top third, or be 

progressive trifocals with no lines between thirds. 

 

contact lens 

People can use lenses {contact lens}| that adhere to cornea. Contact lenses are safer in contact sports and are good 

lenses for magnifying and for correcting astigmatism. They can clean at night. People can replace soft lenses yearly, 

quarterly, monthly, or weekly. They fit closer to eye and so move less and fall out less. Soft lenses can be daily-wear or 

extended-wear. Rigid gas-permeable lenses are harder and allow sharper vision. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination>Instruments 

 

sphygmomanometer 

Devices {sphygmomanometer}| can measure blood pressure in arm. 

 

stethoscope 

Instruments {stethoscope}| can help listen to heart. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination>Tests 

 

autopsy 

People can examine dead bodies for diseases or criminal acts {autopsy}|. 

 

biopsy 

Surgical procedures {biopsy}| can remove small tissue pieces from inside body using large needles. 

 

endoscopy 

Instruments {endoscopy}| can provide light when inserted in incision or opening for viewing stomach, duodenum, 

and esophagus. 

 

karyotype 

Displays {karyotype}| can show chromosomes. 

 

patch test 

Allergy tests {patch test}| can be on skin. 

 

proctoscopy 

Instruments {proctoscopy}| {colonoscopy} {sigmoidoscopy} can view colon directly. Feces can have blood, 

indicating colon cancer or hemorrhoids. 



 

roentgenogram 

X-rays {roentgenogram}| can check lungs for degeneration and bones for fractures. 

 

Schick test 

Tests {Schick test}| can check immunity to diphtheria. 

 

scratch test 

Allergy tests {scratch test}| can be on skin. 

 

tuberculin test 

Tuberculosis tests {tuberculin test} are at one year old and once a year thereafter. 

 

Wassermann test 

Tests {Wassermann test}| can be for syphilis. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination>Tests>Circulatory 

 

angiography 

Fluorescein can check blood vessels for leaks or hemorrhage {angiography}|. 

 

blood tests 

Kidney disease, liver disease, diabetes, electrolytes, proteins, lipids, and cells cause blood changes {blood, tests}. 

kidney disease 

Kidneys excrete blood nitrogen {blood urea nitrogen} (BUN) in urea. Kidneys excrete muscle-catabolism product 

{creatinine}. Kidneys have filtration rate {estimated glomerular filtration rate} (eGFR). Tests {BUN/creatinine ratio} 

can measure dehydration. 

liver disease 

Hemoglobin catabolism products {bilirubin} can indicate liver or gall-bladder problems. Other tests are liver protein 

{albumin, blood test}, liver and immune-system protein {globulin, blood test}, liver or kidney imbalance 

{albumin/globulin ratio}, liver disease or inflammation {aminotransferase} (AST) {alanine aminotransferase} (ALT), 

and bile duct, liver, or bone metabolism {alkaline phosphatase}. 

diabetes 

High glucose concentration after fasting indicates diabetes. 

electrolytes 

Sodium, potassium, chloride, calcium, and carbon-dioxide concentrations can indicate thyroid and adrenal diseases. 

proteins 

High protein concentration {total protein} indicates inflammation, infection, or bone disease. Low hemoglobin 

concentration indicates anemia. High hemoglobin concentration indicates polycythemia. 

lipids 

Triglycerides, total cholesterol, and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) are lipid tests. Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) is 

total minus high-density minus triglycerides divided by 5. Total cholesterol can divide by HDL {chol/HDLC ratio}. 

cells 

Few precipitated cells in hematocrit indicate anemia. Platelet concentration {platelet count} indicates clotting 

problems. White blood cells include neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils, and basophils. Other tests are 

cell concentration {complete blood count} (CBC) {red blood cell count} {white blood cell count}, red-blood-cell 

volume {mean corpuscular volume} (MCV), hemoglobin in red blood cells {mean corpuscular hemoglobin} (MCH) 

{mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration} (MCHC), red-cell volume variation {red cell distribution width} 

(RDW), and platelet age {mean platelet volume} (MPV). 

 

cardiogram 

Methods {cardiogram}| measures heart signals. 

 

C-reactive protein test 

Blood proteins {C-reactive protein} (CRP) {high sensitive C-reactive protein} (hs-CRP) can indicate chronic 

inflammation and correlate with atherosclerosis. 



 

electrocardiogram 

Devices can measure heart electric signals {electrocardiogram}| (ECG). 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination>Tests>Women 

 

colposcopy 

Instruments {colposcope} can be for direct cervix observation {colposcopy}. 

 

female hormone test 

Hormone tests {female hormone test} can look for approaching menopause. 

 

mammography 

Breast X-rays {mammography}| can detect breast cancer. 

 

Pap smear 

Speculums can collect cervical cells {Pap smear}| for examination for cancer, recommended once a year or two. 

 

thermography 

Breast-cancer detection can be by temperature {thermography}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Examination>Tests>Prenatal 

 

pregnancy-associated plasma protein A 

Before 13 weeks, testing maternal blood serum can check protein level {pregnancy-associated plasma protein A} 

(PAPP-A). Testing includes checking human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG). 

 

chorionic villus sampling 

At 10 to 13 weeks, testing placenta {chorionic villus} can check trisomies and other chromosome defects {chorionic 

villus sampling}. 

 

nuchal translucency test 

At 11 to 13 weeks, ultrasound testing {nuchal scan} {nuchal translucency test} can check fluid behind neck {nuchal 

fold} {nuchal translucency}. Trisomies tend to make high fluid. After 13 weeks, lymphatic system drains fluid. 

 

maternal triple screening test 

At 15 to 20 weeks, testing maternal blood serum can check alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), human chorionic gonadotropin 

(hCG), and unconjugated estriol (uE3) {maternal triple screening test}. For elevated protein levels, other tests can 

check trisomies and other chromosome defects. 

 

maternal quadruple screening test 

At 15 to 20 weeks, testing maternal blood serum can check alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), human chorionic gonadotropin 

(hCG), unconjugated estriol (uE3), and inhibin A hormone {maternal quadruple screening test}. For elevated protein 

levels, other tests can check trisomies and other chromosome defects. 

 

amniocentesis 

At 16 to 20 weeks, inserting a needle through abdomen into amniotic sac can withdraw 20 ml to test fetal cells for 

trisomies and other chromosome defects {amniocentesis}. 

 

percutaneous umbilical cord blood sampling 

At 17 to 20 weeks, testing umbilical cord blood can check trisomies and other chromosome defects {percutaneous 

umbilical cord blood sampling} {cordocentesis}. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments 

 



prophylaxis 

disease prevention and health maintenance {prophylaxis}|. 

 

resuscitation 

Processes {resuscitation}| can restore consciousness or life. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Chemicals 

 

depilatory 

hair remover {depilatory}|. 

 

diuresis 

Chemicals {diuresis}| can increase urine volume. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Devices 

 

bedpan 

bed toilet bowl {bedpan}|. 

 

cast 

Plaster sheaths {cast}| can be around broken bones. 

 

diathermy 

Electrodes can heat tissues {diathermy} using high-frequency electric current. 

 

feeding tube 

Tubes {gavage} {feeding tube}| through nose, pharynx, and esophagus can deliver liquid food to stomach. 

 

iron lung 

Polio patients can have breathing apparatuses {iron lung}|. 

 

prosthesis 

Devices {prosthesis}| can aid motion. 

 

respirator 

Devices {respirator}| can aid breathing. 

 

truss for hernia 

Supports {truss, hernia}| can treat hernia. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Bleeding 

 

bloodbank 

donated-blood repository {bloodbank}|. 

 

cauterize 

burning tissue {cauterize}|. 

 

compress 

Pressure on soft pads {compress}| on wounds can stop bleeding. 

 

tourniquet 

Tightened bands {tourniquet}| can close arm or leg blood vessels. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Wound 

 



lavage 

washing {lavage}|. 

 

poultice 

Warm soothing gel cloths {poultice}| can go on wounds. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Cancer 

 

chemotherapy 

Azetomicin, cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, 5-FU, and 6-mercaptopurine {chemotherapy}| can kill cancer cells. 

 

radiotherapy 

Radiation {radiotherapy}| can destroy tumors. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Genetic 

 

gene therapy 

Altered cells can go into body {gene therapy}|. Gene therapy can repair genes by recombining with good gene, 

adding good gene, or blocking RNA by antisense molecules or ribozymes. 

types 

Bone-marrow hematopoietic cells that make blood cells can grow in culture, where retroviruses change them for 

return to bone marrow. 

Skin fibroblast cells can grow in culture for return under skin or to peritoneum. 

Liver hepatocyte cells can grow in culture for return to liver, spleen, or portal vein. 

Skeletal-muscle-tissue stem-cell satellite cells that remain beside muscle fiber can regenerate. They can grow in 

culture for return to muscle. Most skeletal-muscle-tissue stem-cell myoblasts fuse to make multinucleate muscle fibers. 

Retroviruses can infect living blood-vessel-lining endothelia using catheters or lung-lining cells using aerosols. 

Lymphocytes {tissue-infiltrating lymphocyte} (TIL) can enter solid tumors and kill them if interleukin-2 lymphocyte 

growth factor is present. 

T cells modified with adenosine-deaminase gene help children with severe combined immunodeficiency. 

 

somatic-cell nuclear transfer 

Nucleic acid from egg cells can transform into somatic cells {therapeutic cloning} {somatic-cell nuclear transfer} 

(SCNT). Egg ooplasm can change somatic-cell nucleus to state similar to embryonic cell. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Injection 

 

hypodermic 

Needles {hypodermic}| can inject solutions under skin or into muscle. 

 

intrathecal injection 

Chemical injections {intrathecal injection} can go into fluid around spinal cord. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Stimulation 

 

brain stimulation 

Stimulating brain {brain stimulation} can treat Parkinsonism. 

 

Tadoma 

Blind and deaf people can receive hand stimulation {Tadoma} to perceive speech. 

 

vagus nerve stimulation 

Nerve stimulation {vagus nerve stimulation} can treat epilepsy. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Surgery 

 



surgery 

Surgeons can remove tissue {surgery}|. Surgery {cryo-surgery} can involve freezing tissues. 

 

artificial cochlea 

Microphones {artificial cochlea} can send signals straight to auditory nerve. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Surgery>Techniques 

 

debridement 

skin removal {debridement}|. 

 

necropsy 

dead-tissue removal {necropsy}|. 

 

resection 

tissue removal {resection}|. 

 

stereotaxic surgery 

Surgery {stereotaxic surgery}| can use brain coordinates. 

 

suture 

Sewing can bind two tissue pieces together {suture}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Surgery>Kinds 

 

appendectomy 

appendix removal {appendectomy}|. 

 

dilatation and curettage 

Scraping uterus wall, under anesthesia, can remove embryo {dilatation and curettage}| (D & C). 

 

hemispherectomy 

cerebral-hemisphere, white-matter, and basal-ganglia removal {hemispherectomy} {hemicerebrectomy}. 

 

laser surgery for eye 

Laser vision correction or refractive surgery {laser surgery for eye} can be laser-assisted in-situ keratomileusis 

(LASIK) or photo refractive keratotomy (PRK). 

 

leucotomy 

Removing small frontal-lobe regions {leucotomy} can cure depression. 

 

lobotomy 

brain-lobe removal {lobotomy}. 

 

mastectomy 

breast removal {mastectomy}|. 

 

rhinoplasty 

Plastic surgery {rhinoplasty}| can be on nose. 

 

tonsillectomy 

tonsil removal {tonsillectomy}|. 

 

tracheotomy 

Surgical procedures {tracheotomy}| can cut through neck and into trachea, to allow breathing. 

 



trephining 

Surgical procedures {trephining} can make skull holes. 

 

tubal ligation 

Cutting and tying fallopian tubes {tubal ligation}| prevents eggs from entering uterus. 

 

vasectomy 

Cutting and tying vas deferens {vasectomy}| prevents sperm from leaving testis. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Surgery>Instrument 

 

catheter 

Thin flexible tubes {catheter}| can lie in vessels to keep them open. 

 

forceps 

Surgical instruments {forceps}| can grasp and hold or pull. 

 

ligature as wire 

Threads or wires {ligature, medicine}| can tie blood vessels. 

 

retractor 

Surgical tools {retractor}| can pull back skin or tissue to expose area in which to operate. 

 

trocar 

Surgical instruments {trocar} can hold incisions open for endoscopic surgery. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Vaccination 

 

vaccination 

People can become immune to infectious disease by vaccine or toxoid {vaccination}|. Vaccines can use dead virus or 

bacteria. People can react to antigen but not get sick. 

 

attentuated 

Vaccines {attentuated} can use killed or harmless organisms. 

 

subunit vaccine 

Vaccines {subunit vaccine} can use only surface-protein antigen, not whole virus or bacteria. 

 

toxoid 

People can become immune to infectious disease by being infected with antigen {toxoid}| retaining antigenic 

property but having no ability to reproduce. 

 

vaccine 

People can become immune to infectious disease by being infected with low-toxicity antigen {vaccine}|. 

 

BIOL>Medicine>Medical Treatments>Medical Testing 

 

medical testing 

If people have diseases, tests {medical testing} have probabilities {sensitivity, test} of finding diseases. If people do 

not have diseases, tests have probabilities {specificity, test} of indicating no diseases. Diseases have probabilities 

{prevalence, disease} in populations. Prevalence is typically less than one per thousand. Probability that people have 

disease if tested positive is prevalence times sensitivity divided by one minus specificity: p * se / (1 - sp). 

 



actuarial method 

Survival-function estimates {life table estimate, actuarial method} for grouped data, for example grouped by time 

interval, is number surviving at end divided by number at beginning minus half number censored for each interval, 

multiplying interval probabilities {actuarial method, test}. 

 

attributable risk 

Risk in people exposed to factor, minus risk in people not exposed, measures number of factor-caused outcomes 

{attributable risk}. 

 

bias in measurement 

Non-random quantities {bias, measurement} {measurement bias} can include selecting non-randomly {selection 

bias}, failing to account for hidden factors {confounding bias}, measuring with non-random tools, or having goals. 

 

Cox regression 

Statistical methods {Cox regression} {proportional hazards model} can analyze survival data as multiple regression, 

for quantitative data, or multiple logistics, for qualitative data. Surviving also depends on treatment weights Cn and 

prognostic variables Xn. Proportional hazard model is: ln(l(t)) = C0(t) + C1*X1 + C2*X2 + ... + Cn*Xn. 

 

definitive cure 

For same age and sex, cured-patient survival rate can be similar to healthy-people survival rate {cure}. Age-

corrected survival divides actual survival in each interval by survival for healthy people of same age and sex. Curve can 

become horizontal {point of definitive cure} {definitive cure point}. 

 

efficacy 

treatment effectiveness {efficacy, treatment effectiveness}|. 

 

exposure 

People have disease risk {exposure, risk}| when factor is present. 

 

factor of study 

Studies have quantifiable independent variables {factor, study}. 

 

hazard function 

Patients have probability functions {hazard function} of failing to survive for some years or past an age. 

 

hypothesis of study 

Hypotheses {hypothesis, study} typically state that two treatments are no different in outcome. Studies can be only 

descriptive. 

 

incidence 

Populations can have new cases over times {incidence, population}. New cases divided by population measures 

probability {incidence rate} that people will have disease during that time. 

 

modification by factor 

Third variables can affect relation between factor and outcome {modification, study}. 

 

odds ratio 

Probabilities {odds ratio} that people who have disease also have factor approximates relative risk, if risk is less than 

1/100. 

 

outcome 

Studies have quantifiable dependent variables {outcome, study}. 

 

prevalence 

number with disease or factor divided by number in population {prevalence, population}. 

 



relative risk 

Factor-strength measures {relative risk} can be ratio between risk when factor is present {exposure, factor} and risk 

when factor is absent. 

 

reliability of test 

Repeated measurements can have small range, with no oscillations or trends {reliability, study}. 

 

research question 

Disease studies {research question} can determine number of people affected, typical stages {natural history, disease 

stages}, outcomes {prognosis, disease}, causes {etiology, disease}, or treatment effectiveness {efficacy, treatment}. 

Studies often compare two treatments. 

 

risk in testing 

If factor is present, outcome has probability {risk, study}. 

 

risk factor 

If factor is present, outcome risk {risk factor} can increase. 

 

sample of population 

Regions and groups have populations {reference population} {source population}. Source-population subsets 

{sample frame} can be about sex, age, or other variable. Studies are about random reference-population subsets 

{sample, study} that have similar sample frames. 

 

survival function 

Over time, people have decreasing survival probability {survival function}| {survival analysis}. Survival-function 

estimates for ungrouped data, for example, individual patients, multiply probability of surviving interval by probability 

of surviving next interval, for all intervals {Kaplan Meier Survival Curve} {product limit}. Kaplan-Meier curve falls 

rapidly between 70% and 30% surviving and ends below 50% survival. Survival-function estimates for grouped data, 

for example, grouped by time interval, are number surviving at end divided by number at beginning minus half number 

censored for each interval, multiplying interval probabilities {life table estimate, survival} {actuarial method, survival}. 

tests 

Tests {log rank test} can have null hypothesis that there is no difference in survival between two groups. Mortality 

rate in one group is typically always higher than mortality rate in another group, and mortality-rate ratio can stay 

constant over time {proportional hazards}. If ratio is high enough, difference in groups is significant. Tests {stratified 

log-rank test} can compare two groups if there is another variable. Tests {generalized Wilcoxon test} can give more 

weight to early deaths. 

 

validity of test 

Tests can correctly check if hypothesis is true or false {validity, study}. Studies can use unbiased measurements 

{internal validity}. Studies can use random samples {external validity}. 
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case-control study 

People descriptively study {case-control study} subjects with diseases. 

 

cross-sectional study 

People study {cross-sectional study} subjects that have all factors and/or outcomes. 

 

ecologic study 

People descriptively study {ecologic study} subjects as interacting groups. 

 

longitudinal study 

People descriptively study {longitudinal study} subjects over periods and check for factors and outcomes. 
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clinical trial 

Subjects can be patients and test hypothesis {clinical trial}. 

 

community intervention 

Subjects can be healthy, have factor, and test hypothesis {community intervention trial}. 

 

field trial 

Subjects can be healthy and test hypothesis {field trial}. 
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Oriental medicine 

Traditional medicine {Oriental medicine}| {Chinese medicine} {traditional medicine} {folk medicine} uses extracts 

from minerals, plants, and animals. 

uses 

Traditional medicine treats colds, coughs, indigestion, and other acute diseases, as well as high blood pressure, liver 

problems, kidney problems, and other chronic diseases. 

number 

1300 traditional medicines are common. 

sources 

More than 70 minerals are in use. Commercial production is mainly of 300 species. More than 38,000 species, from 

296 plant families, are in use, including 22 marine-algae species. More than 403 animal species are in use, including 34 

marine-animal species. Special sources are gecko, ginseng, and others {Acanthopanax gracilistylus} {ngu gia bi} 

{Polygonum multiflorum} {ha thu o} {xuyen tam lien}. 

forms 

Traditional medicines are dried plants and animals, extracts, jellies, powders, and tablets. Extracts can use water, salt 

water, rice-washing water, black-bean-washing water, milk, alcohol, vinegar, ginger juice, or honey. 

processing 

Collecting, preparing, and storing affect drug quality. Water is for washing, soaking, and covering. Boiling in water, 

or water with bran, sand, or alcohol added, makes extracts. Fire can dry, ash at less than 100 degrees C, or burn to 

ashes. Bran, sand, or alcohol can be in mixture. 

purity 

Contamination, deterioration with age, exposure to heat or light, and adulteration are possible. 

side effects 

Active agents can cause side effects. Chemicals included in preparations can cause side effects. Contamination or 

deterioration can cause side effects. 

standardization 

Concentrations and dosages have large ranges. 

 

seven reactions 

Treatments can use one drug, such as ginseng {seven reactions, Oriental medicine}. Treatment can use two drugs 

with similar effects. Treatments can use two drugs with different effects. Treatments can use two drugs that decrease 

each other's toxicity or strength. Treatments can use two drugs, with one that decreases other's function. Treatments can 

use two drugs, one for cure and one that blocks first's toxicity. Treatments can use two drugs with opposite effects. 
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nutrition 

Diets {nutrition} have minerals, vitamins, nutrients, food groups, and diseases. 

 

hunger in nutrition 

Internal signals initiate and terminate eating {hunger}|. Vagus-nerve stop-eating signals come from stomach and gut 

upper part, as they distend. Hunger not involving vagus nerve detects nutrient amounts. Insulin injections cause hunger. 



Norepinephrine injection into brain ventricles can increase eating. Brain electric stimulation can increase eating. 

Lateral-hypothalamus lesions cause starvation. 
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cereal group 

Food groups {cereal group} can be grains, with B vitamins. 

 

dairy group 

Food groups {dairy group} can be milk, cheese, yogurt, and ice cream, with calcium, phosphorus, riboflavin, and 

vitamin D. 

 

meat group 

Food groups {meat group} can be red meat, white meat, egg, dried bean, dried pea, and nuts, with protein, iron, 

phosphorus, thiamin, and niacin. 

 

vegetable and fruit group 

Food groups {vegetable and fruit group} can have vitamin C: orange, grapefruit, tangerine, strawberry, tomato, 

cabbage, and green pepper. Vegetable and fruit food group can have iron and vitamin A: dark-green leafy vegetables, 

deep-yellow vegetables and fruits, carrots, spinach, asparagus, green pepper, and apricot. Vegetable and fruit food 

group can have cellulose, vitamins, and minerals: beets, celery, corn, cauliflower, lettuce, green beans, potatoes, 

onions, apples, bananas, grapes, pears, berries, and pineapple. 
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carbohydrate as food 

Organic molecules {carbohydrate, nutrition} can be for energy and digestion. Carbohydrates come from fruits, 

vegetables, and grains. 

 

fat as food 

Organic molecules {fat, nutrition}| can be for energy, fatty acids, insulation, and protection. Fat stores fat-soluble 

vitamins. Fat comes from oils, dairy products, and nuts. 

 

roughage 

Non-digestible organic substances {roughage}| {fiber} {bulk} are for intestines, gums, and teeth. Roughage comes 

from grain, fruit, and vegetables. Plants have molecules that people cannot digest into smaller molecules or absorb 

across intestinal wall into blood. 
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protein as food 

Organic molecules {protein, nutrition} can be for amino acids, hormones, antibodies, and enzymes. Protein comes 

from dairy products and animals. 

 

essential amino acid 

Essential amino acids {essential amino acid} are leucine, isoleucine, valine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, 

threonine, tryptophan, arginine, and histidine. 
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nutrient 

Animals select foods to get different chemicals {nutrient}. 

 

allyl sulfide 

Ajoene and similar substances {allyl sulfide} are in garlic, onions, leeks, and chives. 

 



anthocyanin in food 

Anti-oxidants {anthocyanin, nutrition} are in blackberries, raspberries, blueberries, and strawberries. 

 

betaglucan 

Oat-fiber organic molecules {betaglucan} can lower blood fats and LDL cholesterol. 

 

carnitine 

Organic molecules {carnitine} for growth can be methyl donors in lipid metabolism. 

 

choline 

Organic molecules {choline} can be methyl group donors. Cholines build lecithin, acetylcholine, and sphingomyelin. 

They mobilize fat from liver into blood. Choline can come from methionine. 

 

coenzyme Q 

Organic molecules {coenzyme Q} {ubiquinone} can be for oxidation-reduction, ATP production, and respiratory 

chain. 

 

flavone 

Hesperidin or rutin {bioflavenoid} {flavone} enhances vitamin-C effects and maintains capillary walls. 

 

glucosolinate 

Organic molecules {glucosolinate} can be in broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, and kale of brassica family. 

 

inositol 

Organic molecules {inositol} for cell growth can build RNA. Inositol can come from glucose. 

 

lipoic acid 

Organic molecules {lipoic acid} for growth can make acetyl-CoA, transfer two carbons, and oxidize amino acids. 

 

lutein 

Organic molecules {lutein}| can be in broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, and kale of brassica family. 

 

lycopene 

Anti-oxidants {lycopene}| can be in tomatoes. 

 

omega-3 fatty acid 

Fatty acids {omega-3 fatty acid}| in walnuts, nuts, fish, and flax can lower cholesterol and affect mood. 
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flavanol 

Organic molecules {flavanol} can relax vascular tissue. Wine, tea, and cocoa have flavanols. Flavanols include 

catechins. 

 

catechin 

Black-tea and green-tea organic molecules {catechin} can inhibit polyphenol formation from burnt fish or meat. 

Epicatechin and other catechins are flavanols. 
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mineral as nutrient 

Minerals {mineral, nutrition} are 4% of human body weight. Essential elements are hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, 

nitrogen, fluorine, boron, sodium, magnesium, nickel, aluminum, silicon, phosphorus, sulfur, chlorine, potassium, 

calcium, vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, copper, zinc, selenium, molybdenum, tin, and iodine. Enzymes 

need essential minerals. Animals like salt. 

 



chloride as nutrient 

Ions {chloride, nutrition} can be main cell and intercellular-fluid anions. More chloride ion increases protein 

solubility. Chloride ion flows across cell membrane in nerve and muscle responses, participates in light absorption, and 

is in stomach hydrochloric acid. Chloride bile salts break up fats. 

 

fluoride ion as nutrient 

Ions {fluoride ion} can make teeth and bone calcium less water-soluble, and so harder, by replacing the hydroxy in 

hydroxyapatite. Too much fluoride stains teeth and causes arthritis. Fluoride comes from water. 

 

iodide ion as nutrient 

Ions {iodide ion} can be in thyroid thyroxin hormone and be for thyroid, growth, water balance, nerves, and 

circulation. Iodine lack lowers growth and energy levels and enlarges thyroid gland to cause goiter. Iodide comes from 

seafood and iodized salt. 

 

phosphorus as nutrient 

Ions {phosphorus, nutrition} can be for energy, bones, and teeth. Phosphorus comes from dairy products, lean meat, 

and egg yolk. Teeth and bones can have low calcium and phosphorus and cause rickets. Phosphorus is mostly in 

phosphates. Phosphates act as cell acid buffers, are in bones and teeth, are in ester membrane lipids, transfer in enzyme 

activation process, aid lipid transport, participate in energy transfers in carbohydrate breakdown and synthesis, enhance 

anti-oxidants, and are in DNA, RNA, ATP, and coenzymes. 

 

selenium as nutrient 

Ions {selenium, nutrition} can substitute for sulfur, block peroxide formation, and bind to heavy metals. Perhaps, 

selenium protects against cancer. 

 

silicon as nutrient 

Elements {silicon, nutrition} can be for growth, bones, and collagen. 

 

sulfur as nutrient 

Elements {sulfur, nutrition} can be in protein and make thioester bonds in Coenzyme A, thiamin, biotin, lipoic acid, 

chondroitin sulfate, and sulfolipids. 
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calcium as nutrient 

Metal ions {calcium, nutrition} can be for bones, teeth, blood clotting, body-temperature control, nerves, muscles, 

and iron absorption. 

sources 

Calcium comes from dairy products, green vegetables, and egg yolks. 

biology 

High phosphate or high protein in diet increases calcium loss in urine. Citrate, oxalate, and phytate, in unleavened 

wheat and corn bread, precipitate calcium. Active transport in intestine absorbs calcium. Calcium flows across 

membranes during muscle contraction and at nerve synapses. 

vitamin 

Vitamin D puts calcium in bones. 

hormones 

Parathormone liberates calcium from bones. Calcitonin adds calcium to bones. 

poison 

Cadmium prevents calcium entry into bones {cadmium poisoning}. 

disease 

Osteoporosis bone loss involves calcium and protein loss. 

 

chromium as nutrient 

Metal ions {chromium} can be for insulin production and carbohydrate metabolism. 

 



cobalt as nutrient 

Metal ions {cobalt} can build vitamin B12 in red blood cells. Low cobalt causes anemia. 

 

copper as nutrient 

Metal ions {copper, nutrition} can be in enzymes. Ceruloplasmin protein carries copper in blood. Copper is for 

myelin production, melanin production, hemoglobin production, respiratory chain, oxygen transport, and iron release. 

Copper is in blood vessels, tendons, and bone collagen. Bile regulates copper level in blood. Low copper causes red-

blood-cell anemia, connective-tissue damage, blood-vessel damage, nerve problems, and low color. There are 

hereditary copper diseases {Menke's syndrome} {Wilson's disease}. 

 

iron as nutrient 

Metal ions {iron, nutrition} can be in hemoglobin heme molecules that bind oxygen. Iron is in cytochrome 

respiration proteins. Low iron causes low energy and anemia. Tissues can have too much iron, causing hemosiderosis. 

Iron comes from lean meat, liver, egg yolk, green leafy vegetables, grains, and raisins. 

 

magnesium as nutrient 

Metal ions {magnesium, nutrition} can be in ATP, phosphate-transferring enzymes, and chlorophyll. Magnesium is 

for enzymes and bones. It is for acetyl-CoA production, muscle contraction, RNA synthesis, DNA synthesis, and 

protein synthesis. Kidneys regulate magnesium. Magnesium comes from grains, vegetables, dairy products, nuts, and 

fruits. 

 

manganese as nutrient 

Metal ions {manganese} can be in mitochondria enzymes, thyroid, bones, nerves, mucopolysaccharides, urea, fatty 

acids, cholesterol, and prothrombin. 

 

molybdenum as nutrient 

Metal ions {molybdenum} can be in enzymes for copper absorption, energy transfer, uric-acid formation, and 

aldehyde oxidation. 

 

potassium as nutrient 

Metal ions {potassium, nutrition} can be main cell-fluid cations and be for nerves and muscles. More potassium ion 

increases protein solubility. Potassium flows across cell membranes in nerve and muscle responses. Potassium is for 

light absorption. Potassium bile salts break up fats. Potassium comes from seafood, dairy products, fruits, potatoes, 

sweet potatoes, and vegetables. 

 

sodium as nutrient 

Metal ions {sodium, nutrition} can be main intercellular-fluid cations. More sodium ion increases protein water 

solubility. Sodium flows across cell membranes in nerve and muscle responses. Sodium is for light absorption. Sodium 

bile salts break up fats. 

 

tin as nutrient 

Metal ions {tin, nutrition} can be trace metals. 

 

vanadium as nutrient 

Metal ions {vanadium} can be in bones, teeth, and lipids and be for reproduction metabolism. 

 

zinc as nutrient 

Metal ions {zinc, nutrition} can be in enzymes for alcohol breakdown, glycolysis, TCA cycle, and DNA production 

and in cytochromes, amino acids, albumin, glycoprotein, and RNA nucleoproteins. Low zinc damages hair and nails 

and can cause sterility, low appetite, poor growth, bad temper, and slow learning. 
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vitamin 

Organic molecules {vitamin, nutrition}| can be coenzymes or coenzyme precursors. 

 



hydroxyl donor 

Organic molecules {hydroxyl donor} can be in copper systems, be anti-oxidants, activate enzyme systems, 

participate in energy production. Hydroxyl donors are in thyroid hormone, steroid hormone, hydroxyproline, lysine, 

serotonin, and norepinephrine synthesis. 
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fat-soluble vitamin 

Vitamins {fat-soluble vitamin}| can be in fat. Fat-soluble vitamin slowly deplete from body. 

 

beta-carotene 

Organic molecules {beta-carotene} can be in carrots and sweet potatoes. Sweet potatoes {batata} are in Caribbean. 

 

vitamin A 

Organic molecules {vitamin A} {retinol} can be in rod-cell rhodopsin protein and mucus and bone chondroitin 

sulfate. Vitamin A builds keratin and steroids. Adrenal cells and sex cells need it. Vitamin A is for growth, skin, mucus, 

teeth, infection resistance, night vision, eyes, and lungs. Low vitamin A causes easy infection, appetite loss from less 

saliva, and hair loss. Vitamin A comes from liver, dairy products, egg yolk, sweet potatoes, and dark green and yellow 

vegetables. 

 

vitamin D 

Organic molecules {vitamin D} {calciferol} can maintain blood calcium and phosphate. 

purpose 

Vitamin D is for bone and teeth mineralization, together with parathormone. Vitamin D causes intestine and bone 

calcium release and kidney phosphate absorption. 

forms 

Vitamin D has two forms. Sunshine ultraviolet-B light can make Vitamin D3 [3 is subscript], which special skin 

cells {keratinocyte} can convert to 7-dehydrocholesterol. Plants can make Vitamin D2 [2 is subscript], which liver can 

convert to 25-hydroxyvitamin D, which kidney converts to 1,25-hydroxyvitamin D. In cell nucleus, 1,25-

hydroxyvitamin D attaches to vitamin-D receptor (VDR) protein, which works with retinoid-x receptor (RXR) protein 

to make complexes that bind to DNA-response elements for more than 1000 genes. 

deficiency 

Low vitamin D causes weak bones and rickets or cause bad bones {osteomalacia}. 

sources 

Vitamin D comes from cod, tuna, salmon, mackerel, sardines, shitake mushroom, egg yolk, and vitamin-D milk. 

Sunlight on skin makes vitamin D from precursor. 

 

vitamin E 

Organic molecules {vitamin E} {tocopherol} can be anti-oxidants. Vitamin E prevents free-radical formation from 

peroxides. It is for polyunsaturated fatty acids, vitamin A, and vitamin K metabolism. It is for reproduction. Low 

vitamin E causes problems with cell structures, breaks red blood cells, causes lipofuscin in other cells, and causes 

sterility. Vitamin E comes from nuts, plant oils, dried beans, eggs, and brown rice. 

 

vitamin F 

Linoleic acid fatty acid {vitamin F} is in membranes and builds prostaglandins. 

 

vitamin K 

Organic molecules {vitamin K} {menadione} in liver and blood can aid coagulation and build prothrombin and 

clotting factors VII, IX, and X. Intestine bacteria make vitamin K. Vitamin K comes from tomato, green vegetables, 

and plant oils. 
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water-soluble vitamin 

Vitamins {water-soluble vitamin}| can dissolve in water, have no storage location, and quickly deplete from body. 

 



biotin 

Organic molecules {biotin} can carboxylate oxaloacetate to pyruvate, participate in fatty-acid synthesis, and build 

pyrimidines and amino acids. 

 

folic acid 

Organic molecules {folacin} {folic acid} {folate} can carry methyl groups for nucleic-acid synthesis, cell division, 

methylations, amino-acid modifications, and choline, methionine, serine, and histidine production. Folic acid is in 

broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, kale of brassica family. Glutamate is in tetrahydrofolate, which carries methyl, 

methylene, formyl, formimino, and methenyl groups to oxidize or reduce them. 

 

niacin 

Organic molecules {niacin} can be in NAD and NADP, carry hydrogens in oxidation-reduction reactions, participate 

in glycolysis, convert pyruvate to acetyl-CoA, deaminate amino acids, participate in fatty-acid synthesis and fatty-acid 

oxidation, build steroids, and break down drugs and toxins. Niacin is in citric acid cycle, respiratory chain, and hexose 

monophosphate shunt. Low niacin affects nerves and GI tract, makes dark scaly skin, and causes easy infection. 

 

pantothenic acid 

Organic molecules {pantothenic acid} can be in coenzyme A. Coenzyme A transfers acetyl units. Coenzyme A 

makes activated acetate for lipids, proteins, carbohydrates, cholesterol, and phospholipid. Coenzyme A breaks down 

ketogenic amino acids, acetylcholine, and porphyrin. 

 

vitamin B 

Organic molecules {vitamin B} can be for growth, nerves, alertness, digestion, skin, eyes, and blood. Vitamin B 

comes from grains, liver, lean meat, dairy products, and dried beans and peas. 

 

vitamin B1 

Organic molecules {vitamin B1} {thiamin} can make thiamin pyrophosphate to remove carbon dioxide or to transfer 

acetyls, build acetyl-CoA from pyruvate, build succinyl-CoA from alpha-ketoglutarate, participate in hexose 

monophosphate shunt, and make acetylcholine for nerve impulses. Low vitamin B1 causes beriberi, polyneuritis, 

nausea, and edema. 

 

vitamin B2 

Organic molecules {vitamin B2} {riboflavin} can help make FMN and FAD, help make flavoproteins, carry 

hydrogens in oxidation-reduction reactions, participate in fatty-acid synthesis and fatty-acid oxidation, deaminate 

amino acids, and be in respiratory chain. Low vitamin B2 causes tissue changes, cracks in mouth corners {cheilosis}, 

dermatitis, reddening, and nerve changes. 

 

vitamin B6 

Pyridoxal-phosphate molecules {vitamin B6} {pyridoxine} can carry amino acids across intestinal and blood-vessel 

walls, carry amino groups in deaminations and aminations, transfer sulfur in sulfur-containing amino acids, remove 

carbon dioxide in decarboxylations, and form red blood cells. Vitamin B6 helps synthesize niacin, porphyrin, serotonin, 

gamma-aminobutyric acid, histamine, norepinephrine, folic acid, unsaturated fatty acids, cholesterol, bile acids, 

acetylcholine, and glucose from glycogen. Low vitamin B6 causes low energy. 

 

vitamin B12 

Organic molecules {vitamin B12} {cobalamin} can carry methyl groups, carry hydrogens to keep sulfhydryls 

reduced, aid ileum fat absorption, aid cell division, build red cells, and make methionine, folic acid, nucleic acid, and 

porphyrin. Low vitamin B12 causes pernicious anemia. 

 

vitamin C 

Organic molecules {vitamin C} {ascorbic acid} can reduce iron for absorption and storage in ferritin, convert folic 

acid to active folinic acid, deaminate protein, and donate sulfate as ascorbate-3-sulfate. Vitamin C is for collagen, 

wounds, blood clotting, blood vessels, iron absorption, teeth, gums, growth, and bone metabolism. 

deficiency 

Low vitamin C causes arthritis, scurvy, blood-clotting defects, easy infection, hair-follicle spots, gum swelling and 

bleeding, anemia, poor healing, dry skin, and lethargy. 



sources 

Vitamin C comes from citrus fruit, green leafy vegetables, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, kale, tomatoes, 

potatoes, sweet potatoes, melons, apples, and strawberries. 
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microbiology 

Biology {microbiology}| can be about archaebacteria, bacteria, and other microscopic plants and animals. 

 

BIOL>Microbiology>Archaea 

 

archaebacteria 

Prokaryotes {archaebacteria} {extremophile} (Archaea) can live in deep sea at high pressure and heat. 

 

Korarchaeota 

Earliest archaebacteria {Korarchaeota} evolved into Crenarchaeota and Euryarchaeota. 

 

Nanoarchaeota 

Nanoarchaeum equitans {nanoarchae} {Nanoarchaeota} has 500,000-base DNA, has smaller cells than 

mycoplasmas, and lives in high temperature, and no oxygen. Perhaps, it is symbiotic or parasitic. 
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Crenarchaeota 

Later archaebacteria {Crenarchaeota} evolved from Korarchaeota. The oldest Crenarchaeota are Thermoproteales, 

then Sulfolobales, then Desulfurococcales, then Crenarchaeales, and then Caldisphaerales. 

 

sulfolobus 

Thermophiles {sulfolobus} can metabolize sulfur. 
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Euryarchaeota 

Later archaebacteria {Euryarchaeota} evolved from Korarchaeota. The oldest Euryarchaeota are Thermoplasmatales, 

then Thermococcales, then Methanopyrales, then Methanosarcinales, then Methanomicrobiales, then Mathanococcales, 

then Methanobacteriales, then Halobacteriales, and then Archaeoglobi. Euryarchaeota include thermophiles. 

 

haloferax 

Archaebacteria {haloferax} can metabolize halogens and iron. 

 

halophile 

Archaebacteria {halophile} can metabolize halogens. 

 

methanogen 

Archaebacteria {methanogen}| can produce and use methane, live in oxygen-free environments, have unusual cell 

walls, have unusual lipids, and have different RNA nucleotides. They can be spheres or rods and are half of all 

Archaea. 

Archaebacteria {methanobacterium} {methanococcus} can use methane. 

Methanogens use hydrogen gas, carbon dioxide or acetate, phosphorus, and nitrogen. They make methane. 

methane 

With no oxygen, methane does not break down quickly. With no oxygen, ammonia breaks down by ultraviolet light. 

If methane concentration is higher than carbon dioxide, methane molecules polymerize. 

carbon dioxide 

With no oxygen, carbon dioxide and iron react to make iron-carbonate siderite. Early-Earth air carbon dioxide was 

less than eight times current concentration, because rocks do not have siderite. 

 



mycoplasm 

Very small bacteria-like cells {mycoplasm}| can cause disease, such as mycoplasmic pneumonia. Archaebacteria 

include the mycoplasm Thermoplasma. 

 

thermophile 

Euryarchaeota include one-celled organisms {hyperthermophilic bacteria} {thermophile}| {thermoacidophile} that 

live in 180-C ocean vents and use halogens, methane, and/or iron. Thermophiles {archaeoglobus} {aquifex} can grow 

at 95 C. 
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bacteria 

One-celled organisms {bacteria}| can have rigid cell walls, surrounded by polysaccharide capsules. 

reproduction 

Bacteria have one chromosome. Bacteria reproduce asexually by fission. Some bacteria form spores. Bacteria can 

have zero, one, or two no-membrane nuclei. 

metabolism 

Bacteria have no mitochondria. Endoplasmic reticulum has no ribosomes. 

tail 

Bacteria can have flagella. 

types 

Bacteria can be parasites, use fermentation, or be saprophytes. 

methane 

Anaerobic bacteria can produce methane gas. 

 

dormancy in bacteria 

Bacteria can lose water, shrink, and stop metabolism {dormancy, bacteria}|. 

 

Gram stain 

Bacterial classification can depend on whether stain {Gram stain}| colors cell walls {Gram-positive bacteria} or not 

{Gram-negative bacteria}. Gram-negative bacteria include Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, and Acinetobacter baumannii. 
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bacteriophytochrome 

Deinococcus radiodurans proteins {bacteriophytochrome}| can control gene expression, absorb red light, and 

fluoresce infrared light. 

 

SOS response 

Stressed bacteria first try to repair damaged DNA {SOS response}. Then they derepress genes that make proteins 

that cause high mutation rates. Bacterial cells can attach RecA protein to single-stranded DNA, which splits LexA 

regulatory protein, which derepresses genes that cause DNA mutations, which alter drug targets. 

 

type IV secretion system 

Gene regions can make secretion proteins {type IV secretion system} (TFSS). TFSS can inject protein toxins into 

host cells. Helicobacter has CagA gene, which makes CagA protein. Helicobacter injects CagA protein into stomach-

lining cells. CagA protein increases stomach-cancer probability. CagA changes and affects cell shape, secretion, and 

signaling. For example, host cells make cytokines. 
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culture of bacteria 

Bacteria can grow in tubes or on plates {culture, bacteria} {bacterial culture}. 

 



Hfq protein 

RNA-binding proteins {Hfq protein} can have more sensitivity in cultures with little fluid motion {low fluid shear}. 

 

biofilm 

Bacteria cluster and attach to surfaces to form intercellular matrix {biofilm}|. They exchange signals and proliferate 

into microcolonies. Matrix can differentiate into different regions. Cells can leave to form new colonies. Substituted 

furanones block biofilm formation and break up existing ones, because they are similar to acylated homoserine lactones 

and mimic bacterial signals. 

 

BIOL>Microbiology>Bacteria>DNA Transfer 

 

conjugation in bacteria 

Bacteria pylus allows DNA transfer {conjugation, bacteria}|. 

 

pylus 

Bacteria have flagella-like parts {pylus} for conjugation. 

 

transduction 

DNA from one cell can enter and become part of another cell {transduction}|. 

 

BIOL>Microbiology>Bacteria>Signaling 

 

autoinducer 

Bacteria exchange chemical signals {autoinducer} (AI-1), using special receptors, to determine bacteria density by 

quorum sensing. Autoinducers help make biofilms, make spores, regulate reproduction, release toxin, and emit light. 

Autoinducers can exchange boron sugars {autoinducer two} (AI-2) with other species. Gram-negative bacteria use 

signals {acylated homoserine lactone} (ACL). Gram-positive bacteria use peptide signals. 

 

quorum sensing 

Bacteria exchange chemical-signal autoinducers, using special receptors, to determine bacteria density {quorum 

sensing}. If density passes threshold, bacteria make virulence-factor proteins that harm hosts. Bacteria can then make 

biofilms. 

 

virulence factor 

If bacteria density passes threshold, bacteria make proteins {virulence factor} that harm hosts. 

 

BIOL>Microbiology>Bacteria>Kinds 

 

microbe 

Organisms can have one cell or be very small {microbe}|. 

 

nanobe 

Microbes {nanobe} can be 20 to 150 nanometers diameter, have inner and outer layers, have DNA, and have tendril-

like colonies. 

 

actinomycete 

Soil bacteria {actinomycete} can make abyssomicin antibiotic. 

 

myxobacteria 

Soil bacteria {myxobacteria} include Stigmatella aurantiaca, which makes myxochromide. 

 

saprophyte 

Bacteria {saprophyte}| can use putrefaction to get food. 

 



Pelagibacter ubique 

Bacteria {Pelagibacter} {SAR11 gene} can have no junk DNA and use ocean carbon. Pelagibacter is in all oceans at 

all depths. Total mass is more than all fish. Algae use its products. If species have large populations, they can minimize 

DNA. 

 

pleuromona 

Bacteria {pleuromona} can have only 300 to 1000 genes. 

 

rickettsia 

Small bacteria-like cells {rickettsia} can grow in other, mostly insect, cells. Rickettsia includes typhus and Rocky 

Mountain spotted fever, but most rickettsias are harmless. 

 

Wolbachia 

Bacteria {Wolbachia} can kill fruitfly eggs and live three weeks. 

 

BIOL>Microbiology>Bacteria>Kinds>Bacillus 

 

bacillus 

Rod-like bacteria {bacillus}| include anthrax, diphtheria, typhoid, tuberculosis, and leprosy bacteria. 

 

Chlamydomonas 

Bacteria {Chlamydomonas} can have two front flagella, which flex and extend to pull it through water. Flagella 

have ten microtubule pairs, with one pair in center. Outside nine slide along central pair. Front rhodopsin-like pigment 

has maximum sensitivity to blue-green light. As in rhodopsin, retinal is inside the seven membrane loops. 

 

E. coli 

Bacteria {E. coli bacteria} can inhabit human intestine. 

sensation 

E. coli can sense sugars, amino acids, toxic ions, and light, using at least twelve different membrane and cell-wall 

protein receptors. They can compare previous sense qualities to subsequent sense qualities over several seconds, to 

establish gradients. Gradients change signal strengths by varying loop structures inside receptor proteins. 

Receptors signal to G-proteins, which eventually send to six flagella. Signals combine at flagella to move bacterium 

in same direction or stop, which causes tumbling and random direction. Movements thus find food or escape poisons. 

flagella 

Flagella use hydrogen-ion gradients to turn eight ratchets at 6000 rpm. Flagella can spiral clockwise or 

counterclockwise. Flagella can align parallel or radiate from cell in all directions. Aligning and spiraling in same 

rotation causes forward motion. Radiating, and spiraling in opposite rotation, causes stopping. 

 

halobacteria 

Bacteria {halobacteria} (Halobacterium salinarium) can have flagella. Like rhodopsin, retinal pigment lies inside 

seven loops through membrane. It has maximum sensitivity to orange light, because Halobacterium lives in salt 

marshes. 

 

pseudomonas 

Non-invasive gram-negative rod bacteria {pseudomonas} can cause urinary tract infections, skin infections, and 

other infections. 

 

BIOL>Microbiology>Bacteria>Kinds>Coccus 

 

coccus 

Spherical bacteria {coccus}| can be streptococcus, staphylococcus, or single spheres, such as pneumonia and 

gonorrhea. 

 



staphylococcus 

Spherical bacteria {staphylococcus} can form sphere clumps. Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) 

has antibiotic resistance to beta-lactams, by making enzyme that splits antibiotic. Vancomycin-resistant Staphylococcus 

aureus (VRSA) has antibiotic resistance to beta-lactams, by five-gene cassettes that alter cell-wall receptors. 

 

streptococcus 

Spherical bacteria {streptococcus} can form sphere chains. 

 

BIOL>Microbiology>Bacteria>Kinds>Spirochete 

 

spirochete 

Spiral-corkscrew bacteria {spirochete} include syphilis. 

 

borrelia 

Spiral bacteria {borrelia} can cause Lyme disease. 

 

Helicobacter pylori 

Spiral bacteria {Helicobacter pylori} can live in high-acidity human stomachs, cause peptic ulcers, trigger stomach 

cancers, have cylindrical bodies, and have four flagellae. They can protect against acid reflux and esophagus cancer. 

genes 

Genome has 1,700,000 bases, has 1550 genes, and varies by 6%. CagA gene makes CagA protein, which increases 

stomach-cancer probability. CagA gene region makes proteins for type IV secretion system (TFSS). TFSS can inject 

protein toxins into host cells, and Helicobacter injects CagA protein. In host cells, CagA changes and affects shape, 

secretion, and signaling. Host cells make cytokines. VacA gene makes VacA protein, which causes vacuoles and coats 

helper T cells. 

 

spirilla 

Spiral-coil bacteria {spirilla} include cholera. 

 

BIOL>Botany 

 

botany 

Biology {botany}| can study bacteria, algae, fungi, lichens, slime molds, yeast, and green plants. Green plants are in 

kingdom Plantae, which includes green algae. Plants need calcium, iron, magnesium, potassium, phosphorus, sulfur, 

boron, copper, cobalt, manganese, and zinc, in importance order. 

 

foliage 

Areas can have plants {foliage}|. 

 

frond 

fern leaf, palm leaf, seaweed thallus, or lichen thallus {frond}|. 

 

garland 

flower wreath {garland}|. 

 

ground cover 

Plants {ground cover} can hold soil, retain water, and cover ground. 

 

herbage 

Areas can have plants {herbage}. 

 

vegetation 

Areas can have plants {vegetation}|. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Classification 

 



plant classification 

Plants have kingdoms, divisions, and classes {plant, classification}. 

kingdom 

Kingdom Plantae is for plants. It has four divisions and one subkingdom. 

division: green algae 

Green Algae (Chlorophyta) include one-cell Chlorella, one-cell Chlamydomonas, Spirogyra filament colony, and 

Ulva multicellular sea lettuce. 

division: liverworts 

Liverworts (Hepaticophyta) have embryos. 

division: mosses 

Mosses (Bryophyta) have embryos and include granite moss (Andreaeopsida), peat moss (Sphagnopsida), and true 

moss (Bryopsida). 

division: hornworts 

Hornworts (Anthocerotophyta). 

division: vascular plants subkingdom 

Subkingdom Tracheobionta is vascular plants, which are larger and have true leaves, stems, and roots. Seedless 

plants are club mosses, ferns, and horsetails. Seed plants are gymnosperms or angiosperms. 

division: club mosses 

Club mosses (Lycopodiophyta) {lycopsids} (Lycopsida) have vascular systems. 

division: horsetails 

Horsetails (Equisetopsida or Sphenopsida) have chloroplast-DNA inversion. 

division: whisk-ferns 

Whisk-ferns (Psilophyta) have chloroplast-DNA inversion. 

division: ferns 

Ferns (Pteridophyta) (Filicopsida) (Pteridopsida) have chloroplast-DNA inversion. 

division: seed plants 

Seed plants (Spermatophyta or Spermatopsida) are gymnosperms or angiosperms. 

seed plants: gymnosperm 

Gymnosperms have cones, have no flowers, have seeds not enclosed in fruit, and are cycads, ginkgoes, gnetophytes, 

conifers, and extinct seed ferns. 

seed plants: angiosperm 

Angiosperms or flowering plants (Magnoliophyta) have flowers and have seeds enclosed in fruit. The first 

angiosperms had endosperm with equal numbers of genes from male and female. First, the amborellas (Amborellaceae) 

separated from other angiosperms. Then, the water lilies (Nymphaeales) separated. Then, the star anises 

(Austrabaileyales) separated. Later angiosperms had endosperm with genes from male and twice as many genes from 

female. First, the magnolias (Magnoliales) separated. Then, the monocots separated. Then, the poppies (Papaveraceae) 

and others separated from the core eudicots. 

angiosperms: monocotyledon 

Monocotyledons (Liliopsida) have leaves with parallel veins, have one seed leaf, and are Alismatidae or Helobiae, 

grasses (Commelinidae), palms (Arecidae), ginger (Zingiberidae), and lilies (Liliidae). 

They include: bananas (Musaceae), grasses (Poaceae) (Gramineae), palms (Arecaceae), orchids (Orchidaceae), yams 

and sweet potatoes (Dioscoreaceae), and lilies, onions, and asparagus (Liliaceae). 

angiosperms: dicotyledon 

Dicotyledons (Magnoliopsida) have leaves with netted veins, have two seed leaves, and are magnoliids or Ranalian 

(Magnoliidae), wind-pollinated (Hamamelidae or Amentiferae), Caryophyllidae or Centrospermae, Dilleniidae, rose 

family (Rosidae), and aster family (Asteridae). 

They include the following. poison ivy, cashews, and pistachios (Anacardiaceae). asters and all composite flowers 

(Asteraceae). cabbage and turnip (Arabidopsis). other mustards (Brassicaceae). cacti (Cactaceae). squashes 

(Cucurbitaceae). cassava or manioc (Euphorbiaceae). beans and all legumes (Fabaceae). oaks (Fagaceae). flax 

(Linaceae). cotton (Malvaceae). olives, ashes, and lilacs (Oleaceae). roses, apples, peaches, strawberries, and almonds 

(Rosaceae). coffee (Rubiaceae). oranges and citrus fruits (Rutaceae). potato, tomato, and tobacco (Solanaceae). tea 

(Theaceae). grapes (Vitaceae). 

 

thallophyte 

In earlier classifications, lower plants {thallophyte} included algae, bacteria, fungi, and lichens. Thallophytes have 

only bodies {thallus}, form no embryos, have no vascular tissues, and have no roots, stems, or leaves. 



 

lower plant 

Lower plants {lower plant} include algae, bacteria, fungi, and lichens. 

 

metaphyte 

Plants can be multicellular {metaphyte}|. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Reproduction 

 

reproduction of plants 

Plants can reproduce by asexual or sexual reproduction {reproduction, plant}. Asexual reproduction uses fission, 

budding, or spores. 

 

graft on plant 

People can place twigs of same or other plants in twig cuts {graft, plant}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Reproduction>Sexual 

 

zygote 

Eggs and sperms can unite to make diploid cells {zygote}|. 

 

sporangium 

Plant cells can make organs {sporangium}| {sporangia}, which produce haploid spores by meiosis. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Reproduction>Sexual>Generation Alternation 

 

alternation of generations 

Most plants have two-stage sexual reproduction {generation alternation} {alternation of generations}|. First is 

gametophyte stage and then sporophyte stage. Bacteria and blue-green algae do not have generation alternation. 

 

gametophyte stage 

In first stage {gametophyte stage}|, male sex organ makes haploid sperm, and female sex organ makes haploid eggs. 

Eggs and sperms unite to make zygotes. Zygotes divide to form diploid cells. 

 

sporophyte stage 

In second stage {sporophyte stage}|, plant cells make sporangia, which produce haploid spores by meiosis. Haploid 

spores undergo mitosis to make haploid sperm and eggs for gametophyte stage. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Reproduction>Sexual>Sexes 

 

diecious 

Monogamous plants can have both sexes in two different plants {diecious}|. 

 

monoecious 

Heterogamous plants can have both sexes in same plant {monoecious}|. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Tropism 

 

tropism 

Plants can turn toward stimulus direction {tropism}|. 

 

chemotropism 

chemicals {chemotropism}. 

 

geotropism 

gravity {geotropism}. 



 

magnetotropism 

magnetism {magnetotropism}. 

 

phototropism 

light {phototropism}. 

 

thigmotropism 

touch {thigmotropism}. 

 

stereotropism 

combinations {stereotropism}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Algae 

 

alga 

Seven lower-plant phyla {alga}| {algae} have chlorophyll, perform photosynthesis, and are autotrophs. Algae 

include blue-green algae or cyanobacteria, brown algae or kelp or seaweed, dinoflagellates, euglena, golden-brown 

algae, and red algae. Green algae are in kingdom Plantae. 

 

leucosin 

Some algae store food as fatty substance {leucosin}. 

 

pleuston 

Algae {pleuston} can float on fresh-water lakes. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Algae>Pigment 

 

fucoxanthin 

Brown algae have brown pigment {fucoxanthin}. 

 

phycobilin 

Pigments {phycobilin} include phycocyanin, phycoerythium, and fucoxanthin. 

 

phycocyanin 

Unique starches have blue pigments {phycocyanin}. 

 

phycoerythium 

Red algae make red pigment {phycoerythium}, which can absorb light at 30 meters deep. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Algae>Kinds 

 

brown algae 

Algae {brown algae} {kelp} {seaweed} can make fucoxanthin, have no chloroplasts, live in coastal waters, have 

sexual reproduction, have air bladders, and grow as tufts, ropy strands, or flat branches. Brown algae are multicellular 

and are largest algae. Kombu has grayish-black ribbons. Sea palm has greenish black twists. Wakame has greenish-

black strips. Nori has thin purple sheets. Brown algae used phycobilins and chlorophylls to absorb visible light and 

make oxygen [-1200000000]. 

 

euglena 

Algae {euglena}| can have one cell, chlorophyll, chloroplasts, nuclear membranes, no cell walls, one or two flagella, 

gullets, red spots, and asexual reproduction. Euglena can be autotrophs, saprophytes, or holozoic. They store 

carbohydrates that are not starches. 

 



red algae 

Algae {red algae} can make phycoerythium, have sexual reproduction using special sex organs, and live in ocean. 

Red algae are multicellular. Coral algae are red algae. Red algae used phycobilins and chlorophylls to absorb visible 

light and make oxygen [-1200000000]. 

 

cyanobacteria general 

Algae {blue-green algae} {cyanobacteria}| can have blue phycocyanin pigment that builds unique starch, have no 

chloroplasts, have no nuclear membranes, live in water and damp places, and have asexual reproduction. Most 

cyanobacteria species are multicellular, with cells attached end-to-end by gelatin-like cell covering. Cyanobacteria used 

phycobilins, carotenoids, and chlorophylls to absorb visible light and make oxygen [-2700000000]. 

types 

Prochlorococcus is one-celled and is smallest photosynthesizer at 0.6 microns diameter. It is the most-abundant 

genus and makes half of sea oxygen. They can live in low or high light. They do not relate to prochlorophytes. 

Synechococcus is similar, has 1700 genes, and has 1.7 million bases. Grypania spiralis was early blue-green alga, 0.5 

meter wide. Nostoc is symbiotic with gunnera and cycads. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Algae>Kinds>Dinoflagellate 

 

dinoflagellate 

Algae {dinoflagellate}| can make fucoxanthin, have no chloroplasts, live in ocean, have thick interlocking-plate cell 

walls, have two flagella, store food as oil or leucosin, and have one cell. Dinoflagellates photosynthesize high 

percentage of Earth oxygen. 

 

red tide 

Dinoflagellates {red tide}| can kill whales and other vertebrate plankton eaters. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Algae>Kinds>Golden-Brown Algae 

 

golden-brown algae 

Algae {golden-brown algae} can make fucoxanthin, have cell walls with silica, move by cytoplasmic streaming, 

store food as oil or leucosin, live in water, have asexual or sexual reproduction, and have one cell. Silica makes cell-

wall ridges, lines, and pores. 

 

diatom 

Most golden-brown algae {diatom}| are light colored. Diatoms photosynthesize high percentage of Earth oxygen and 

are high percentage of sediments. 

 

yellow-green algae 

Some golden-brown algae species {yellow-green algae} are greenish yellow. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Algae>Kinds>Green Algae 

 

green algae 

Algae {green algae}| can have chlorophyll, have chloroplasts, have cell walls, have nuclear membranes, make 

starches, have sexual and asexual reproduction, and live in water or damp places. Green algae are single cell or 

multicellular. Green algae are in kingdom Plantae. Pond scum is green algae. Green algae used chlorophylls to absorb 

visible light in shallow water and make oxygen [-750000000]. 

 

volvox 

Chlorophytes {volvox} (order Volvocaceae) (class Chlorophyceae) can be microscopic, be pale green, have 

spherical colonies, and have flagella. Volvox colonies have all flagella outward and have cell specializations. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Fungus 

 



fungus 

Botany kingdoms {fungus}| {fungi} {true fungi} can have saprophyte or parasite organisms with no chlorophyll. 

Fungi have cellulose or chitin outer walls, live in dark moist places, and reproduce by fission, budding, spores, or 

sexual reproduction. Fungi include zygomycetes or mold, ascomycetes or sac fungus, basidiomycetes or club fungus, 

fungi imperfecti, and phycomycetes or algae-like fungi. 

 

hyphae 

Most fungi have branching tubular cell filaments {hyphae}|. 

 

mycelium 

Some fungi have multinucleate bodies {mycelium}|, which can aggregate with others. 

 

lichen 

Sac fungi can have close relations with green or blue-green algae {lichen}|, for photosynthesis and protection. 

Lichens can dissolve rocks to make soil. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Fungus>Spore Formation 

 

ascus 

Sac fungi produce spores in sacs {ascus}| {asci}. 

 

basidium 

Club fungi have sexual reproduction, using enlarged cells {basidium}| at hyphum tips for spore formation. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Fungus>Divisions 

 

ascomycetes 

Fungi {ascomycetes} {sac fungus} can have asci and can reproduce by budding. Sexual reproduction unites gametes 

to form fruiting bodies with asci. Ascomycetes are not poisonous and include yeasts, powdery mildew, cheese mold, 

fruit mold, jelly mold, and truffle. 

 

basidiomycetes 

Fungi {basidiomycetes} can have sexual reproduction using basidia. Basidiomycetes include mushroom, toadstool, 

puffball, rust, smut, ergot, and bracket fungus. 

 

phycomycetes 

Fungi {phycomycetes} {algae-like fungi} can have haploid cells, which make diploid cells by heterogamy or 

isogamy. One gamete must be + strain, and the other gamete must be - strain. Phycomycetes include bread mold, 

downy mildew, and white rust. 

 

zygomycetes 

Fungi {zygomycetes} can be molds, such as black bread mold. Pilobolus has eyespot and ejects spores in light 

direction. 

 

fungi imperfecti 

Other true fungi {fungi imperfecti} include ringworm, athlete's foot, and barber's itch. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Fungus>Reproduction 

 

heterogamy 

Zygotes can form by fusing gametes {heterogamy}| from adjacent different-plant hyphae. 

 

isogamy 

Zygotes can form by fusing gametes {isogamy}| from adjacent same-plant hyphae. 

 



BIOL>Botany>Fungus>Kinds 

 

aspergillus 

Soil molds {aspergillus} are fungi. 

 

dry rot 

Fungi {dry rot} can make trees brittle and dry. 

 

endophyte 

Fungi {endophyte} can be parasitic on grasses and toxic to grazing animals. 

 

ergot 

Rye plants can have poisonous Basidiomycetes fungi {ergot}. 

 

fairy ring 

Perennial mushrooms can make circles {fairy ring}. 

 

mildew 

White phycomycetes {mildew} can coat organic surfaces. 

 

mold as fungus 

Fungi can be molds {mold, fungus}. 

 

mushroom 

Basidiomycetes include mushrooms {mushroom, plant}. Poisonous and non-poisonous mushrooms look similar. 

Mushroom hyphae are below ground. Mushroom caps are fruiting bodies. 

 

puffball 

Fluffy fungi {puffball} are in family Lycoperdaceae. 

 

rust 

Basidiomycetes include rusts {rust, fungus}. 

 

smut 

Ustilaginales basidiomycetes fungi {smut} can make black patches on cereal grasses. 

 

toadstool 

Basidiomycetes fungi {toadstool} can have umbrella-shape. Toadstools can be poisonous and are never for eating. 

 

truffle mushroom 

Tuber sac fungi {truffle, fungus} can grow underground and/or in tree roots. 

 

witches' broom 

Basidiomycetes include rust {witches' broom}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Fungus>Kinds>Yeast 

 

yeast as fungus 

Sac fungi {yeast, fungus} can have one cell, as budding yeast and fission yeast. 

 

budding yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae {budding yeast} {baker's yeast} {brewer's yeast} have buds that start DNA synthesis. 

Buds then grow through all stages. 

 

fission yeast 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe {fission yeast} have cell divisions that start DNA synthesis. 



 

BIOL>Botany>Slime Mold 

 

slime mold 

Fungi-like organisms {slime mold}| {mycetozoa} can live in dead leaves or wood. Slime molds have asexual 

reproduction by fission or sporulation. Cellular slime molds include Dictyostelida (Dictyostelium) and Aerasida. At 

cycle beginning, cellular slime molds are single-cell flagellates. Then they become amoeboid-like cells. Then they 

come together to form plasmodia. Then plasmodia make fruiting bodies, which make spores. Spores leave to become 

flagellate cells. cAMP release promotes cellular aggregation, multicellular-colony formation, and spore production. 

Plasmodial slime molds include Physarum. They have fused flagellated cells with many diploid nuclei. Slime nets 

(Labyrinthulomycota) relate to Chromista. Myxomycetes and Protostelida are slime molds. 

 

plasmodium 

Amoeboid-like cells come together to form multinucleated cytoplasmic masses {plasmodium}| {plasmodia}. 

 

fruiting body 

Plasmodia make stalks with spore producers {fruiting body}|, which make spores. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant 

 

plant 

Plants {plant} {land plant}| {higher plant} (Plantae) include green algae, liverworts, bryophyte mosses, hornworts, 

and tracheophyte vascular plants. Spore-bearing seedless vascular sporophytes are club mosses, ferns, and horsetails. 

Seed-plant spermatophytes are gymnosperms or angiosperms. Gymnosperms include cycads, ginkgoes, gnetae, 

conifers, and extinct seed ferns. Angiosperms are flowering plants and are monocots or dicots. 

Plants do not include other plant-like things, such as thallophyte fungi and non-green algae. 

evolution 

Plants came from Charophyta green algae. 

coordination 

Plants have physical interactions between plant parts. 

immune system 

RNA molecules can have coding sequences {immune system, plant} {plant, immune system}, at hairpin tips, that 

cleave messenger RNA from genes or viruses, such as wheat and barley yellow dwarf virus. 

waste 

Waste gases, such as oxygen, diffuse out leaves. Solid wastes remain in leaves, which eventually drop off {plant, 

excretion} {excretion, plant}. 

potassium 

Plants need potassium in intracellular water. 

 

blight 

Plant diseases can cause wilting and dying {blight}|. 

 

irritability of plant 

Touching plants slowly changes membrane permeability, electrical charge, and metabolism rate {irritability, plant}. 

 

phyllotaxis 

Plants can grow by adding two existing things, in self-repeating patterns, so part numbers follow Fibonacci series 

{phyllotaxis}, as in pinecone spirals and sunflower center spirals. 

 

respiration in plants 

Plants can use oxygen to make carbohydrates into ATP, while releasing carbon dioxide {respiration, plant}. 

Respiration requires gas diffusion to roots. Plant respiration rate is slower than photosynthesis rate. 

 

virescence 

Plants can become abnormally green {virescence}. 

 



BIOL>Botany>Plant>Substrate 

 

epiphyte 

Plants {epiphyte, air plant}| can live on another plant but get food from air. 

 

hydrophyte 

Plants {hydrophyte} can live in water. 

 

mesophyte 

Plants {mesophyte} can live in soil. 

 

xerophyte 

Plants {xerophyte} can live in desert. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Hormone 

 

plant hormone 

Plants have hormones {hormone, plant} {plant hormone} for stimulating cell growth lengthwise. They have 

hormones for making new roots and flowers. They have hormones for starting cell division in cambium. They have 

hormones for inhibiting lateral buds and losing leaves. 

 

auxin hormone 

In response to stimuli, plants make indoles {auxin} for plant growth. 

 

gibberellin 

Plants hormones {gibberellin} can elongate young shoots by cell division, leaf expansion, and flowering. Gibberellin 

does not affect mature plants. Fungi do not have gibberellin. 

 

kinin 

Plants make hormones {kinin} for cell division. 

 

phytachione 

Plant hormones {phytachione} determine flowering, as day length affects pigments. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Non-Vascular Plants 

 

non-vascular plants 

Non-vascular plants {non-vascular plants} include mosses (Bryophyta), liverworts (Marchantiophyta), and 

hornworts (Anthocerotophyta). Non-vascular plants can include green algae (Chlorophyta or Charophyta). Non-

vascular plants do not include plant-like thallophytes such as non-green algae or fungi. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Non-Vascular Plants>Moss 

 

moss 

Lower plants {moss}| {bryophyte} can be multicellular and have protonema. Mosses reproduce sexually by 

generation alteration. Mosses include green moss. Club moss is not moss. 

 

protonema 

Mosses have green-filament bodies {protonema}| {protonemae}. 

 

rhizoid 

Protonemae can grow stems {rhizoid}|, with thin leaves at top and cellular projections for water absorption at 

bottom. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Non-Vascular Plants>Moss>Kinds 

 



beard moss 

Mosses {beard moss} (Usnea) can trap water. 

 

Spanish moss 

Mosses {Spanish moss} {tillandsia} can trap water. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Non-Vascular Plants>Wort 

 

wort 

Lower plants {wort}| can be liverworts {liverwort, plant} and hornworts {hornwort}. Worts are like simple mosses. 

Worts reproduce sexually by generation alteration. Main plant is gametophyte, and sporophyte depends on 

gametophyte. Quillworts are club mosses, not worts. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Non-Vascular Plants>Wort>Kinds 

 

St. John's wort 

Worts can have yellow simple flowers in round clusters {St. John's wort} {hypericum} {rose-of-Sharon, flower} 

(Clusiaceae) (formerly Guttiferae). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular 

 

vascular plant 

Higher plants {vascular plant}| {tracheophyte} have xylem and phloem conductive tissue for conducting water. 

types 

Vascular plants include sporophyte plants that make spores and spermatophyte plants that make seeds. 

Sporophytes are club mosses (Lycopodiophyta), whisk ferns (Psilotophyta), and horsetails and ferns (Pteridophyta). 

Club mosses include spike mosses and quillworts. 

Spermatophytes are gymnosperms or angiosperms. Gymnosperms include cycads, gnetae, ginkgoes, conifers, and 

extinct seed ferns. Angiosperms are flowering plants (Magnoliophyta) and include monocots and dicots. 

non-vascular plants 

Vascular plants do not include non-vascular plants, such as mosses (Bryophyta), liverworts (Marchantiophyta), and 

hornworts (Anthocerotophyta). Vascular plants do not include green algae (Chlorophyta or Charophyta). Vascular 

plants do not include plant-like thallophytes, such as non-green algae or fungi. 

parts 

Vascular plants have roots in soil or another substrate, leaves for photosynthesis and chemical activities, and stems 

to connect roots to leaves. 

reproduction 

Main plant is sporophyte, and gametophyte is small plant or is in sporophyte. 

 

sleep movement 

In dark and light conditions, plants can change leaf and flower positions {sleep movement}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Phyte 

 

sporophyte 

Vascular plants can be spore-bearing seedless plants {sporophyte}, such as club mosses, ferns, and horsetails. 

 

spermatophyte 

Vascular seed plants {embryophyte} {spermatophyte, plant} are gymnosperms or angiosperms. Gymnosperms 

include cycads, ginkgoes, gnetae, conifers, and extinct seed ferns. Angiosperms are flowering plants and are monocots 

or dicots. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Circulation 

 

circulation in plants 

Water and nutrients flow both up and down {circulation, plant} in xylem and phloem. 



 

cohesion theory 

Water-molecule attractions pull water from root through stem to leaf {cohesion theory}. 

 

transpiration 

Leaf-stomata water evaporation {transpiration}| pulls water up from roots. Transpiration depends on osmosis. 

Transpiration causes forests to be cool and humid. 

 

translocation in plants 

Phloem fluid goes from leaves to stems to roots {translocation, plant}. Low temperature, low oxygen, or poison can 

block translocation. 
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sap 

Xylem and phloem fluid {plant sap} {sap}| contains latex, which aids circulation. 

 

latex 

Plant sap contains organic molecules {latex}| that aid circulation. Rubber, chicle, and opium are latexes. 
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root pressure 

Salts and water absorbed by roots create water pressure {root pressure} that pushes water from roots through stem to 

leaves. 

 

turgor pressure 

Root cells actively transport minerals. Root cells absorb water by osmosis, to dilute minerals pumped into root cells. 

Water absorption causes pressure {turgor pressure} on cell walls. Turgor pressure provides cell support and shapes 

non-woody plants. 

 

plasmolysis 

Too-low cell water makes low turgidity, and cells can burst {plasmolysis}. 
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plant tissue 

Plant tissues {plant tissue} include conductive tissue, epidermis, fundamental tissue, and meristem. 
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conductive tissue 

Plant tissue {conductive tissue} can be xylem or phloem. 

 

xylem 

Conductive plant tissue {xylem}| can conduct water and salts. 

 

tracheid 

Long thin xylem cells {tracheid} join end to end to make long open cellulose tubes, which can thicken by lignin 

secretion. 

 

phloem 

Conductive plant tissue {phloem}| can conduct organic nutrients. 

 

sieve tube 

Phloem cells join end-to-end using perforated plates, making tubes {sieve tube} outside cambium. 



 

companion cell 

Cells {companion cell} near sieve tubes regulate sieve tubes. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Tissue>Fundamental 

 

fundamental plant tissue 

In leaf and flower soft parts, stem pith, and root cortex, plant tissue {fundamental plant tissue} can produce and store 

food. 

 

chlorenchyma 

Fundamental tissue {chlorenchyma} can have cells with chloroplasts and large vacuoles. 

 

collenchyma 

Fundamental tissue {collenchyma} can have cells, under epidermis, with thick walls at corners for support. 

 

sclerenchyma 

Fundamental tissue {sclerenchyma} can have cells, under epidermis, with thick walls for support. 
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meristem 

Plant tissue {meristem}| can have apical meristem and cambium. 

 

apical meristem 

Meristem {apical meristem} can be at root and stem tips. 

 

cambium 

Meristem {cambium, plant tissue}| can be in root and stem layers. 
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protective tissue 

Plant tissue {protective tissue} can have cells with thick cell walls. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Tissue>Protective>Parts 

 

epidermis of plant 

Protective tissue {epidermis, plant tissue} can be on upper and lower leaf surfaces. 

 

cork tissue of plant 

Protective tissue {cork, plant} can be in stems and roots. 
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cutin 

Epidermis secretes waxy substances {cutin}| that reduce water loss. 

 

suberin 

Cork secretes chemicals {suberin}, which prevent water from entering cells and cause cells to die, leaving cell walls 

to provide structure. 
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shoot of plant 

Plants have budding leaves {shoot}|. 



 

sprout 

New plants {sprout}| leave germinating seeds. 

 

straw of grass 

Cut grasses {straw}| can dry. 
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leaf 

Vascular plant parts {leaf}| can originate from stems at buds. Dicot leaves have petiole and blade with veins. 

Monocot leaves have central veins. 

 

anthocyanin in plant 

Leaves change color in autumn, as chlorophyll decomposes and cell sap makes red and purple pigments 

{anthocyanin, leaf}. Carotenoids make leaves yellow and orange. 

 

bud 

Leaves originate from stems at plant structures {bud}|. Buds can be at stem ends {terminal bud} or on stem sides 

{lateral bud}. 

 

mesophyll 

Between upper and lower epidermis, leaf middle layers {mesophyll} have chloroplasts. 

 

palisade cell in leaf 

Layers near upper epidermis can have special cells {palisade cell, leaf}. 

 

pedicel 

Dicot flower bunches have small flower stalks {pedicel}. 

 

stomata 

For gas diffusion, leaf openings {stomata}| alter surrounding-cell turgor pressure, to open by day and close at night. 
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petiole 

Dicot leaves have stalks {petiole} and blades. 

 

blade of leaf 

Dicot leaves have flat parts {blade}|, with forked vascular bundles {vein, leaf}. 
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abscission layer 

Leaves fall after cell layers {abscission layer} cover petiole bottoms. 

 

scar of plant 

After abscission layers cover petiole bottoms, cork {scar}| covers layers. 
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root of plant 

Vascular plant parts {root, plant}| can anchor plants to substrates, hold plants upright, absorb water and minerals, 

and store food. Roots have caps, elongation zones, root hairs, and mature root near stem. 

 



bulb as root 

Tulips, onions, and garlic have roots {bulb}. 

 

cap of root 

Roots have growing points {cap, root} at tips. 

 

elongation zone 

Roots have regions {elongation zone} {zone of elongation} in which cells lengthen by absorbing water. 

 

root hair 

Roots have mature cells with hairs {root hair}|, for water and mineral absorption. 

 

maturation zone 

Roots have regions {maturation zone} {zone of maturation} of mature cells with root hairs, for water and mineral 

absorption. 

 

cortex of root 

Root tissue layers are outer, middle {cortex, plant}, and inner {endodermis} {cambium, root}. Cortex is thickest. 

 

pericycle 

In old root parts, regions {pericycle} can develop into new side roots or into new xylem and phloem. 

 

stele of root 

Root centers {stele, root} have phloem, xylem, pericycle, and cambium. 
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adventitious root 

Plants can have roots {adventitious root}| that grow from stem or leaves. 

 

taproot 

Plants can have many similar-size roots {diffuse root} or one large main root {taproot}|. 
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stem 

Vascular plant parts {stem, plant}| can connect roots to leaves. Dicots have three stem layers: central pith, vascular-

bundle ring, and outer cortex. Stem pith stores food. Stem vascular bundles have cambium to heal plant wounds. Stem 

cortex has dead-cell outer layer and live-cell inner layer. Monocots have epidermis, stomata, vascular bundles 

throughout stem, no pith, and surface cortex cells with thick cell-wall layers. 

 

lenticel 

Plants can have bark swellings {lenticel}, which allow air diffusion. 

 

node 

Stems have growing points {node, stem} for flowers and leaves. 

 

pith 

Central soft stem parts {pith}| have fundamental plant tissue. 

 

thorn 

Stems can have woody sharp points {thorn}|. 
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corm 

Underground stems can have bulb-like regions {corm}. 

 

rhizome 

Ferns and grasses have underground stems {rhizome}|. 

 

stolon 

Plants can have long horizontal ground stems {stolon}. 

 

tuber stem 

Some rhizomes {tuber, root}| store starch. 
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herb and stem 

Plants {herbaceous plant} {herb, stem}| can have soft, green, thin stems. 

 

annual plant 

Herbaceous plants {annual}| can live one season, from early spring to late autumn. 

 

biennial plant 

Herbaceous plants {biennial}| can live between twelve and twenty-four months. 
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woody plant 

Plants {woody plant} can have tough, thick, hard stem. Stem is hard because it has lignin. 

 

perennial 

Woody plants {perennial} can live longer than one year. 

 

monocarpic plant 

Rare plants {monocarpic plant} flower only once and live from 2 to 100 years. 

 

shrub 

Some perennial plants {shrub}| have many similar woody stems. 

 

tree and stem 

Some perennial plants {tree, stem}| have one main woody stem. 

 

annual ring 

In perennials, stem xylem and phloem grow each summer and stop growing in winter, so years leave distinct rings 

{annual ring}| underneath cortex. 
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sapwood 

Outer xylem layers {sapwood}| conduct sap. 

 

heartwood 

Inner xylem layers {heartwood}| are for strength. 
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boll of cotton 

Cotton and flax have balls {boll}| that hold seeds. 



 

chaff 

Cereals have outer husks {chaff}|, removed before eating. 

 

cob 

Corn has cylinders {cob}|, with outside seeds. 

 

gourd 

Pumpkin, squash, and cucumber have fruits with hard coverings {gourd}|. 
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box shrub 

shrub {box shrub}. 

 

bramble in forest 

brier {bramble, brier}|. 

 

brier 

Rose bushes and greenbrier {brier}| have thorns on branches. 

 

maquis 

Tight small-tree and shrub groups {maquis} can be on Mediterranean-Sea north side. 

 

tendril 

Grape and cucumber vine twining plant stems have curling pieces {tendril}| that hold base objects. 

 

thicket 

Small trees and/or shrubs can grow close together {thicket}|. 

 

tumbleweed 

Plants {tumbleweed}| with many intertwined branches can break at ground level and then roll with wind. 

 

vine 

Plants {vine}| can have pliable stems that twine around, climb, or run along surfaces. 
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bough 

tree branch {bough}|. 

 

copse 

Small trees and/or shrubs can grow close together {copse}| {coppice}. 

 

hardwood 

dicot wood {hardwood}|. 

 

rot of plant 

Bacteria or fungi can make tree tissue lose structure {rot}|. 

 

sapling 

young tree {sapling}|. 

 

seedling 

sprouted tree {seedling}|. 

 



sprig 

shoot or twig {sprig}|. 
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driftwood 

Tree parts fall into ocean and return to shore bleached and worn {driftwood}|. 

 

fagot 

branch bundle {fagot, branch}| {faggot}. 

 

petrified wood 

Dead wood can absorb mineral water and harden into stone {petrified wood}|. 

 

pulpwood 

Spruce, aspen, or pine wood {pulpwood}| can make paper. 
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club moss 

Sporophytes {club moss}| can have spaced, erect rhizome stems, roots, and leaves but have no cambium. Club 

mosses include quillworts {quillwort}. Sporangia at stem tips are specialized leaves. 

 

horsetail 

Sporophytes {horsetail}| can have spaced, erect rhizome stems with branches, branching roots, and small leaf 

whorls. Sporangia are at main stem tips. Horsetails are bushy with hard cell walls, because they contain silica. 

 

psilopsida 

Primitive sporophytes {psilopsida} can have spaced, erect rhizome stems, but not roots or leaves. 
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fern 

Lowest pteropsida {fern}| make no seeds or flowers. Ferns make haploid spores at specialized-leave bottoms. Spores 

drop to ground and grow into gametophytes, which make eggs that cross-pollinate to form new plants. Regular ferns 

have perennially erect stems, rhizomes with roots, and compound leaves in buds. Ferns have no xylem. 

 

airplant 

Ferns can get food and moisture from air {epiphyte, fern} {aerophyte} {airplant} (Tillandsia). 

 

asparagus fern 

Ferns {asparagus fern} can reproduce using spores and have fronds. 

 

bracken 

Ferns {bracken} {brake, plant} came from Southeast Asia. 

 

platycerium 

Ferns can look like green antlers {platycerium} {staghorn fern} {elkhorn fern} {moosehorn fern}. 
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pteropsida 

Highest vascular-plant phylum {pteropsida} contains ferns and seed plants. Seed plants are conifers and flowering 

plants. 

 



BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Seed Plant 

 

seed plant 

Gymnosperms and angiosperms {seed plant} {spermatophyte, seeds} make seeds. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Seed Plant>Kinds 

 

bed plant 

Plants {bed plant} can be ground cover. 

 

domesticated plant 

Seeds can sprout soon after planting {domesticated plant}|, but wild-plant seeds sprout over longer periods. 

Domesticated plants make no seeds, self-reproduce, or reproduce near each other, to preserve mutations. Wild plants 

makes seeds and spread out. Domesticated plants have mutations specific to harvesting. Domesticated peas mutate the 

pea-pod-popping gene to keep peas in pods. Domesticated wheat mutates the wheat-stalk-breaking gene to keep wheat 

on stalks. 

 

legume 

Plants {legume}| {pulse, legume} can include alfalfa and white, red, crimson, and alsike clovers. 

Legumes include bitter vetch in Mesopotamia, peas in Mesopotamia, chickpeas in Mesopotamia, cowpeas in Sahel, 

groundnuts in Sahel, peanuts in Andes and Amazon, lentils in Mesopotamia, lima beans in Andes, beans in 

Mesoamerica and Andes and Amazon, tepary beans in Mesoamerica, scarlet runner beans in Mesoamerica, soybeans in 

China, adzuki beans in China, mung beans in China, and hyacinth beans in India. 

Legumes include black and green gram in India. 

bacteria 

Rhizobium bacteria are symbiotic with legumes and convert atmospheric nitrogen gas to nitrates and nitrites. 

 

tree 

Seed plants {tree, plant} can include angiosperms and conifers. 

 

water plant 

Reeds, papyrus, sedge, lotus, and water hyacinth {water plant} grow in water. 
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gymnosperm 

Middle pteropsida {gymnosperm}| are seed plants, have no flowers, have no xylem, and have no woody fibers 

{softwood}. Gymnosperms use naked seeds, sometimes in cones. Gymnosperm classes include cycads, ginkgoes, 

gnetales, conifers, and extinct seed ferns. 

 

sago palm 

Gymnosperms {cycad} (Cycas) (Cycadophyta) can be small plants {sago palm}, have short trunks with feathery 

leaves out tops, and make cones. 

 

gingko 

Gymnosperms {gingko} {maiden hair tree} (Gingkophyta) can be from China, have fan-like leaves on short twigs, 

and have fruits with bad odors and edible kernels. 

 

gnetophyte 

Gymnosperms {gnetophyte} (Gnetophyta) {gnetae} {gnetales} include mormon tea. 
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conifer 

Gymnosperms {conifer}| (Coniferophyta) (Pinophyta) can have seeds in cones, which have two types. Conifers 

include pine, cedar, spruce, fir, and redwood. 



 

arborvitae 

Trees {arborvitae} can have small cones, have both sexes on same tree, and be moist, cool, and evergreen: 

American, giant cedar or Western red cedar or shinglewood, Oriental, and Sawara-cypress. Incense cedar relates to 

cypress and Sawara-cypress. Northern white cedar is eastern arborvitae. 

 

aspidistra 

Trees {aspidistra} can be evergreen, have perennial large leaves, and live in Asia. 

 

bald cypress 

Trees {bald cypress} can be in south United States swamps, be tall, have root "knees" {knee, tree}, have small 

cones, and have needles that fall in autumn. 

 

cedar 

Trees {cedar} can have two kinds. Coast cedar, Atlantic cedar, or southern white cedar is small to big, has small 

cones, is evergreen, and lives in swamps and wet areas. Western cedar is on both coasts, likes wet ground, has catkins, 

has red-brown small cones, has scale-like blue-green leaves, grows slowly, and has twigs that droop from branches. 

Cedars include Atlantic white cedar or swamp cedar, Port Orford white cedar or Oregon cedar or Lawson cypress, and 

Alaska yellow cedar or Alaska cypress or yellow cypress. 

 

cypress 

Trees {cypress} can grow in west and southwest USA, have small red-brown cones, like moist areas, grow in stands, 

and have both sexes on same tree: Monterey cypress and Arizona cypress. 

 

fir 

Trees {fir} can be aromatic, have short needles, be evergreen, live in Pacific Northwest, and have cones upright on 

branches. Firs include Alpine fir, noble fir, grand fir or yellow fir, gray fir, balsam or Canada balsam or Eastern fir, 

silver fir, red fir, Nordmann fir, and white fir or white balsam. Douglas firs are tall. 

 

heath tree 

Trees {heath, tree} can be evergreen, have orange branches and leathery dark green leaves, and have orange-red 

small drupes in clusters. Pacific madrone or madrona lives on USA west coast and relates to mountain laurel, 

rhododendron, azalea, and blueberry. 

 

hemlock 

Trees {hemlock} {spruce} {water hemlock} can have short needles, be dark green, have tiny cones, grow fast, be 

evergreen, and have cones that hang down. Hemlocks include Eastern hemlock or Canadian hemlock, Western hemlock 

or Pacific hemlock, black hemlock or Mountain hemlock, and Carolina hemlock. Spruces include Engelmann spruce or 

mountain spruce, Oriental spruce, weeping spruce, red spruce or Eastern spruce, black spruce or bog spruce, Norway 

spruce, Colorado spruce or blue spruce, white spruce, coast spruce or sitka spruce or yellow spruce, and Atlas cedar. 

 

hornbeam 

Trees {hornbeam} can have hop-like fruit clusters, have catkins, be deciduous, and live in east USA: Eastern hop 

hornbeam and American hop hornbeam. 

 

ironwood 

Trees {ironwood} {blue beech} {American hornbeam} (Carpinus) can have blue and gray smooth bark, be 

deciduous, have catkins, and live in east USA. 

 

juniper 

Trees {juniper} can be aromatic, have blue fleshy cones, have short needles, be evergreen, and have needles gray 

above and green below. Junipers include common juniper, Rocky Mountain juniper, Utah juniper, alligator juniper, 

creeping juniper, savin, Sierra juniper or western juniper, Lawson-cypress, and Eastern red cedar or red juniper. 

 



larch 

Trees {larch} {tamarack} can shed leaves in autumn, have needles in clumps on short side twigs, have small cones, 

have short needles, and live in north USA swamps: European larch, Western larch, and American larch or tamarack or 

Eastern larch or black larch. 

 

pine tree 

Trees {pine, tree} can have bundles of two to five long or short needles, have big cones, be evergreen, and have 

catkins. Pines include bristlecone pine, digger pine, jack pine, limber pine, loblolly pine, lodgepole pine, longleaf pine, 

mountain pine, pinyon pine, pond pine, slash pine, sugar pine, table-mountain pine, whitebark pine, and yellow pine or 

shortleaf pine. Other pines are Austrian pine or black pine, Coulter pine, Eastern white pine, Himalayan pine, Jeffrey 

pine, red pine or Norway pine, Ponderosa pine, Scotch pine, Southern pine or pitch pine, Swiss stone pine, Torrey pine, 

Virginia pine, and Western white pine. Pinyon pines {piñon pine} have edible seeds {pine nut, pine} {Indian nut}. 

Bristlecone pines can live 4000 years. 

 

redwood 

Trees {redwood} {sequoia} can be evergreen with small to medium cones and grow to 300 feet: coast redwoods and 

Sequoias or Big Trees. 

 

yew tree 

Trees {yew, tree} can have medium height, be evergreen, have little red drupes, be dark green, and have sexes on 

different trees: Pacific yew or Western yew, European yew, English yew, Japanese yew, torreya, podocarpus, and 

American yew or ground hemlock shrub. 
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angiosperm 

Flowering plants (Magnoliophyta) {flowering plant} {angiosperm}| have xylem, flowers with pistils, and fruits with 

enclosed seeds. Flowering plants are the highest pteropsida. 

 

deciduous plant 

Angiosperms can lose leaves each fall {deciduous}|. 

 

photoperiodism 

Day length {photoperiodism} affects flowering. Flowers can appear in winter, in summer, or all year. 

Photoperiodism can affect tubers and other plant characteristics. 

 

vernalization 

If VRN1 gene is present, 40-degree temperatures for several weeks trigger flowering {vernalization}. 
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flower 

Flowers {flower}| are modified stems. Flowers have receptacle, calyx, sepals, petals, stamen, and pistil. 

flower types 

Flowers can have stamen, pistils, petals, and sepals {complete flower} or lack something {incomplete flower}. 

stamen and pistil types 

Flowers can have functional stamen and pistil {perfect flower}, functioning pistil only {pistillate flower}, or 

functional stamen only {stamenate flower}. 

imperfect flowers 

Date palm, willow, and poplar have imperfect flowers. Plants can have separate staminate and pistillate plants 

{dioecious plant}, as in holly trees and pistachio trees. Plants {monoecious plant} can have separate male and female 

flowers on same plant, as in corn and pecan trees. Plants can have only male flowers at growing-season beginning but 

later have male and female flowers, as in cucumbers and squash. 

temperature 

Some flowers have cone-shaped top-surface cells that focus sunlight onto lower-cell petal pigments, making flowers 

warmer. 



 

inflorescence 

Plants can have one flower {solitary flower} per stem. 

floret 

Plants can have flower clusters {floret} on stems in racemose or cyme form {inflorescence}. 

racemose 

Florets can start from bottom and go up in spikes, racemes, corymbs, umbels, or heads {racemose inflorescence}. 

Many stemless florets can attach to long flower stems or peduncles {spike inflorescence}, as in gladiolus. Florets can 

be on small stems attached to peduncles {raceme inflorescence}, as in snapdragon. Florets can have random stalks and 

pedicels along peduncles {corymb inflorescence}, so florets make flat round tops, as in yarrow. Corymbs can have 

pedicels that all arise from one peduncle point {umbel inflorescence}, as in dill. Many stemless florets can arrange as in 

daisies {head inflorescence} {composite inflorescence}. 

cyme 

Top florets can open first and bloom downward along peduncles {cyme inflorescence}. Florets can be opposite 

along peduncles {dischasium cyme inflorescence}, as in baby's breath. Lower florets can be on the same peduncle side 

{helicoid cyme inflorescence}, as in freesia and statice. Florets can alternate along peduncles {scorpioid cyme 

inflorescence}, as in tomato and potato. 
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receptacle of flower 

Flowers can attach to stems at widened spots {receptacle}. 

 

calyx 

Flowers have sepal concentric circles {calyx}|. 

 

sepal 

Flowers have calyx of outside leaflets {sepal}|. 

 

petal of flower 

Flowers have flowery leaves {petal}|. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Angiosperm>Flower>Parts>Stamen 

 

stamen 

Flowers have anthers on structures {stamen}|. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Angiosperm>Flower>Parts>Stamen>Anther 

 

anther 

Flowers can have male sex organs {anther}| {antheridia} to make male sex cells, which make pollen sacs on 

stamens. 

 

microsporangia 

Anther sacs {microsporangia} develop male sex cells into microspores. 

 

microspore 

Microsporangia develop male sex cells into four spores {microspore}. Two microspores are tube nuclei. Two 

microspores are generative nuclei. One tube nucleus and one generative nucleus make one pollen grain, so process 

makes two pollen grains. 

 

pollen 

One tube nucleus and one generative nucleus make one grain {pollen grain} {pollen}|. Pollen grains leave stamens 

to try to land on stigmas. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Angiosperm>Flower>Parts>Pistil 



 

pistil flower 

Flowers have center structures {pistil, flower}|. Pistils have ovaries, styles, and stigmas. 

 

stigma of flower 

Pistils have top parts {stigma, flower}|. 

 

style of flower 

Pistils have middle parts {style, flower}. 

 

carpel 

Pistils have egg-making organs {carpel, flower}|, in which ovules develop. 

 

ovule 

Carpels have female sex cells {ovule}. Ovules develop to make eight nuclei, of which one becomes egg nucleus, two 

become polar nuclei, three are generative nuclei, and two form tube nuclei. 

 

megasporangium 

Ovules develop to make sacs {megasporangium}, with female spores {megaspore}. 

 

archegonia 

Flowers have female sex organs {archegonia}. 
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pollination 

Spermatophytes produce male microspores and female megaspores. Male pollen must transfer from anther to stigma, 

by wind {wind-pollinated flower} or by insect, animal, or bird pollinators {pollinator-pollinated flower}. Wind-

pollinated flowers do not have fancy flowers or nectar. Spermatophytes transport pollen down pollen tubes to 

megaspores and unite gametes {pollination}|, to make fertilized embryos. Seeds have one embryo surrounded by 

endosperm, surrounded by epidermis. Seeds are transportable units. 

 

tube nuclei 

Female ovules develop to make eight nuclei, of which two {tube nuclei} form tubes. After pollen grains land on 

stigmas, ovule and pollen tube nuclei form tubes down through styles to ovules. 

 

generative nucleus 

Female ovules develop to make eight nuclei, of which three {generative nucleus} participate in fertilization. One 

generative nucleus divides. Second generative nucleus enters egg nucleus. Female-ovule polar nuclei and third 

generative nucleus fuse to make endosperm nucleus. Ovule and pollen generative nuclei make embryo {double 

fertilization}. 

 

polar nucleus 

Female ovules develop to make eight nuclei, of which two {polar nucleus} become pole markers. Polar nuclei and 

third generative nucleus fuse to make endosperm nucleus. 

 

embryo of plant 

Pollination makes fertilized gametes {embryo, plant}. 

 

endosperm nucleus 

Ovule polar nuclei and third generative nucleus combine to make a nucleus {endosperm nucleus}. 

 

endosperm layer 

Seeds have nutrient layers {endosperm} that surround embryos and have epidermis coverings. Endosperm nucleus 

makes endosperm. 

 



BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Angiosperm>Fruit 

 

fruit 

After double fertilization, flowers fall off. Ovules thicken walls to form seeds. Ovaries enlarge to make new organs 

{fruit}|. 

Fruits are mature-ovule seeds and ovary walls {pericarp}. Ovary walls can be fleshy, as in apple, or dry and hard, as 

in maple. Seeds can be in ovary, as in apples, peaches, oranges, squash, and cucumbers. Seeds can be on surface, as in 

corn and strawberry. Fleshy fruits can have one or more seeds and skin, as tomato, cranberry, banana, and grape. 

Compound inferior ovaries can have many seeds in thick flesh {pome}, as in pear and apple. 

botanical fruit 

Tomato, squash, cucumber, and eggplant {botanical fruit} develop from flowers and so are not like vegetables. 

dehiscent 

Some fruits do not split open to release seed {indehiscent} and are typically samaras. Dry fruits can have one seed 

that splits open {dehiscent}, as in walnut. 

 

accessory fruit 

Sepals, petals, or receptacles can be fruit parts {accessory fruit}, as in apple. Accessory fruits {aggregate-accessory 

fruit} can have edible enlarged receptacles, as in strawberry and blackberry. 

 

aggregate fruit 

Fruits {aggregate fruit} can have simple flowers, with one corolla, one calyx, one stem, and many ovaries. 

Aggregate fruits can be from flowers with several pistils, as in raspberry and blackberry. 

 

berry fruit 

Fleshy fruits {berry, fruit}| can have pulpy walls. 

 

drupe 

Fruits {drupe}| can have stones, as in peach and apricot. One-seed fleshy fruits can have fleshy outer pericarp and 

bony inner pericarp {endocarp}. 

 

hilum 

Seeds can join to stalks {hilum}. 

 

multiple fruit 

Fruit clusters can unite {multiple fruit}, as in pineapple. Multiple fruits have separate and independent flower 

clusters, with calyx and corolla, as in pineapple, fig, and beet. 

 

nut plant 

Dry fruits {nut}| have shells. 

 

samara 

Seeds {samara}| can have wings, as in ash, elm, and maple. 

 

simple fruit 

Fruits {simple fruit} can be from flowers with one pistil, such as cherry, date, and palm. Dry simple fruits have 

paper, leather, or hard ovary walls. Pods can split into two sides {valve, pod} with seeds attached to one edge, as in 

peanut, pea, bean, and other legumes. Dry thin-walled fruits or pods {capsule, fruit} can have more than one seed and 

several parts separated by grooved lines {carpel, fruit}, as in poppy. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Angiosperm>Seed 

 

seed 

Mature fertilized ovules {seed, plant}| have immature plants {embryo, seed}; protein, carbohydrate, or fat food 

supply {endosperm layer}, except in orchid; and soft inner linings {micropyle} or hard outer coverings {seed coat} to 

prevent water from entering seeds early. Seeds can remain dormant, if they have thick coats, low water, and starches for 

food. 



 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Angiosperm>Seed>Leaves 

 

monocot 

Angiosperms {monocot}| {monocotyledon} can have one embryo seed leaf, one straight leaf vein, flower parts in 

threes, and xylem throughout. 

 

dicot 

Angiosperms {dicot}| {dicotyledon} can have two embryo seed leaves, branching leaf veins, flower parts in fours or 

fives, and xylem in rings or stem center. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Vascular>Angiosperm>Seed>Germination 

 

germination 

Warmth, moisture, and oxygen start seed growth {germination}|. 

 

suspensor 

First, a filament {suspensor} of cells grows. At suspensor end, one cell divides to make embryo, as a round cell 

mass. Embryo then makes cotyledon. 

 

cotyledon 

Embryos make primary seed leaves {cotyledon}|, which have a central axis. Angiosperms are monocotyledons or 

dicotyledons. Seed leaves enclose embryo but are not like mature leaves. 

 

epicotyl 

Axis above seed leaves {epicotyl} becomes stem and leaves. 

 

hypocotyl 

Axes {hypocotyl} can be below seed leaves, be beside radicle, and have immature stems. 

 

plumule 

Immature leaves {plumule} can be beside hypocotyl. 

 

radicle 

After seeds absorb water, axis {radicle} below hypocotyl grows and emerges from seed to make primary root. Root 

grows down, pulling axis and cotyledon out of seed coat. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds 

 

plant types 

Plants {plant types} can be flowers, herbs, grasses, trees, weeds, and crops. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower 

 

flower kinds 

Flowers have different colors and shapes {flower kinds}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Acanthus 

 

acanthus 

perennial herb or small shrub {acanthus} {bear's breeches}. 

 

petunia 

Perennial {petunia} smell can depend on methylbenzoate. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Aizoaceae 



 

ice plant 

yellow or purple flowers, creeping, mat-forming, succulent {mesembryanthemum} {ice plant} (Carpobrotus edulis). 

 

stone plant 

creeping, mat-forming, succulent {stone plant}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Amaranthaceae 

 

amaranthus 

red or green flowers, tall {hypochondriacus} {cat's tail} {amaranthus}. 

 

cockscomb 

red flowers, tall {cockscomb}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Amaryllidaceae 

 

amaryllis 

large various color flowers, perennial {amaryllis} {hippeastrum} (Amaryllidaceae). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Anacardiaceae 

 

poison ivy 

white flowers in long clusters {poison ivy} {cashew, flower}. 

 

poison oak 

green-white flowers {poison oak}. 

 

poison sumac 

green flowers with unique shape {poison sumac}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Apiaceae 

 

celery family 

carrots and celeries {carrot family} {celery family} (formerly Umbelliferae). 

 

queen anne's lace 

white flowers in round clusters {queen anne's lace} {wild carrot}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Apocynaceae 

 

asclepiad 

{asclepiad}. 

 

foxglove 

purple flowers {digitalis, plant} {foxglove}. 

 

frangipani 

{frangipani}. 

 

milkweed 

pink or blue-purple or red or pink flowers in round clusters, digitalis-like chemical {milkweed}. Butterflies that eat it 

become poisonous, too. 

 



oleander 

poisonous, narrow evergreen leaves, sweet smell, white or pink or red flowers in clusters, East Indies {oleander} 

{dogbane}. 

 

periwinkle flower 

blue-purple flowers, simple opposite leaves, perennial, evergreen {periwinkle}. 

 

vinca 

blue-purple flowers {vinca} {bigleaf periwinkle}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Araceae 

 

arum 

green flowers with unique shape {arum} {aroid}. 

 

anthurium 

white or red or pink heart shape flowers, waxy {anthurium}. 

 

jack in the pulpit 

green or brown flowers with unique shape {jack in the pulpit} (Arisaema triphyllum). 

 

philodendron 

Green flowers contain oxalate crystals and histamine releasers {philodendron}. 

 

skunk cabbage 

brown flowers with unique shape {skunk cabbage}. 

 

zantedeschia 

white flowers {zantedeschia}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Araliaceae 

 

ivy 

blue-purple flowers, shrub {ivy} {hedera}. 

 

ginseng as plant 

green or white flowers in round clusters {ginseng, flower}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Armeria 

 

thrift as shrub 

shrubs with dense tufts {thrift}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Asteracea 

 

aster 

white or blue-purple flowers with rays, composite {aster}. 

 

achillea 

white or blue-purple flowers with rays {achillea}. 

 

black-eyed susan 

yellow flowers with rays {black-eyed susan} {thunbergia}. 

 

callistephus 

white or blue-purple flowers with rays {callistephus} {annual aster}. 



 

chicory as plant 

milky sap, alternate or basal leaves, strap-shape {ligulate} flowers with no bracts {involucre} surrounding flower 

clusters {volucre} {chicory, flower}. 

 

chrysanthemum 

white, yellow, lavender, purple, bronze and light pink flowers {chrysanthemum}. 

 

cockleburr 

purple flowers {cockleburr}. 

 

coltsfoot 

Eurasia, perennial, herb {coltsfoot} (Tussilago farfara). 

 

cornflower 

small, annual {centaurea} {cornflower} {centaury}. 

 

cosmos 

yellow {cosmos} {cosmea}. 

 

dahlia 

tuberous root, various color flowers with rays {dahlia}. 

 

figwort 

Asters {figwort} (Scrophularia) (Scrophulariaceae) can have square stems, opposite leaves, and open flowers with 

two lips. Figworts {mullein} {aaron's rod} can be in Europe and Asia, have coumarin and rotenone, and have yellow 

flowers in long clusters. 

 

goldenrod 

yellow flowers in long clusters {goldenrod} {solidago}. 

 

mum 

chrysanthemum {mum}. 

 

ragwort 

yellow flowers with rays {ragwort} {golden ragwort}. 

 

safflower 

red or orange flowers, thistle-like, annual, Asia and Africa {safflower} (Carthamus tinctorius). 

 

sagebrush 

shrubs {sagebrush} (Artemisia). 

 

thistle 

blue-purple or yellow flowers with unique shape {thistle}. 

 

zinnia 

large various color flowers {zinnia}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Asteracea>Daisy 

 

daisy flower 

white flowers {daisy} {marguerite} {white daisy} (formerly Compositae). 

 

arctotis 

herbs and small shrubs {arctotis} {African daisy}. 



 

bellis 

white flowers {bellis} {double daisy}. 

 

dandelion flower 

yellow flowers with rays {dandelion} (Taraxacum). 

 

eidelweiss 

small white flowers, perennial {leontopodium} {eidelweiss}. 

 

felicia 

blue flowers {felicia} {blue marguerite}. 

 

magnolia flower 

large white flowers {magnolia, flower}. 

 

senecio 

blue flowers {senecio} (Jacobaea) {stinking willie}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Asteracea>Marigold 

 

marigold 

yellow flowers {marigold} {tagetes}. 

 

calerdula 

yellow-orange flowers {calerdula} {pot marigold}. 

 

caltha 

yellow-orange flowers {caltha} {marsh marigold} {cowslip, caltha}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Asteracea>Sunflower 

 

sunflower flower 

yellow flowers {sunflower, plant} {helianthus}. 

 

yarrow 

white flowers in round clusters {yarrow} {milfoil}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Asteracea>Lamiaceae 

 

lamial 

Asters {lamial} can include lavender, lilac, olive, jasmine, ash trees, teak, snapdragon, psyllium, mint, basil, and 

rosemary. 

 

mimulus 

Lamials {mimulus} {muskflower} {monkey flower} (Mimulus moschatus) (Phrymaceae) can have yellow or red 

flowers. 

 

mint as plant 

pink flowers {mint, plant} {beebalm} {peppermint} {spearmint} (formerly Labiatae). 

 

bee-balm 

red or pink or white flowers in round clusters {bee-balm} (Melissa officinalis) (Monarda didyma). 

 

bugle as plant 

blue flowers in bugle shapes {ajuga} {bugle, flower}. 



 

hyssop 

blue-purple flowers {hyssop}. 

 

lavender flower 

purple flowers {lavandula} {lavender, plant}. 

 

molucella 

blue flowers {molucella} {bells of Ireland} {shell flower}. 

 

prunella flower 

purple flowers {prunella, plant}. 

 

tacamahac 

shrub, deciduous, dioecious {tacamahac} {balm of Gilead} (Populus balsamifeya). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Asteracea>Lamiaceae>Castilleja 

 

paintbrush 

red or pink flowers in round clusters or unique shapes {paintbrush}. 

 

snapdragon 

Large white or yellow flower {antirrhinum} {snapdragon} smell depends on methylbenzoate. 

 

toadflax 

various color flowers {linaria} {toadflax} {baby snapdragon}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Asteracea>Lamiaceae>Oleaceae 

 

olive as plant 

deciduous, Old World, shrubs or small trees {olive, plant}. 

 

forsythia 

yellow flowers {forsythia} {golden bell}. 

 

jasmine 

small white flowers, sweet smell {jasminium} {jasmine}. 

 

lilac 

blue flowers, deciduous, Old World, shrubs or small trees {syringa, lilac} {lilac}. 

 

syringa 

purple flowers {philadelphus} {mock orange} {syringa, philadelphus} {common lilac} (Syringa vulgaris). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Balsaminaceae 

 

impatiens 

pink, purple, red, rose, or white flowers {impatiens} {balsam}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Begoniaceae 

 

begonia flower 

various color flowers, glossy leaves {begonia}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Berberidaceae 

 



barberry 

small yellow flowers, red berries, shrubs {berberis} {barberry}. 

 

mayapple 

white flowers {mayapple}. Sap has emetic {ipecac} (Podophyllum peltatum). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Boraginaceae 

 

forget-me-not flower 

blue flowers {forget-me-not} {myosotis} {borage}. 

 

heliotrope flower 

White to blue tiny flowers in long curved sprays, sweet smell {heliotropium} {heliotrope, plant}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Brassicaceae 

 

cabbage family 

cabbages {cabbage family} (formerly Cruciferae). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Brassicaceae>Mustard 

 

alyssum 

yellow flowers {alyssum} {sweet alyssum} {yellow alyssum}. 

 

arabis 

annual to perennial, woody, herbs {arabis} {rock cress}. 

 

mustard plant 

yellow flowers {mustard plant}. 

 

stock as plant 

cream white flowers {matthiola} {stock, plant}. 

 

wallflower flower 

yellow flowers {cheiranthus} {wallflower, plant}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Calceolaria 

 

calceolaria 

large red or yellow or bronze flowers in slipper or pouch shapes {calceolaria} {pouch} {pocketbook flower} 

{slipper flower}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Campanulaceae 

 

bellflower flower 

blue flowers in long clusters {bellflower}. 

 

bluebell 

blue-purple flowers {bluebell} {endymion}. 

 

rampion 

violet or dark blue flowers {rampion}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Caryophyllaceae 

 



pink as plant 

small pink flowers {pink} (Caryophyllaceae). 

 

baby's breath 

small white flowers {baby's breath} (Gypsophila). 

 

sweet William 

small flowers {dianthus} {sweet William}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Caryophyllaceae>Plumbaginaceae 

 

leadwort 

limoniums {leadwort} {plumbago} (Plumbaginaceae). 

 

limonium 

blue flower {limonium} {statice} {sea lavender} {marsh rosemary}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Convolvulaceae 

 

morning glory 

blue or purple flowers {morning glory} {convolvulus} {ipomoea}. 

 

bindweed 

white or pink flowers {bindweed}. 

 

sweet potato as flower 

sweet potato {sweet potato, flower}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Dionaea 

 

Venus' fly trap 

carnivorous, high humidity {Venus' fly trap}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Ericaceae 

 

heath family 

heath {heath, flower}. 

 

azalea 

white and other color flowers in round clusters {azalea}. 

 

cranberry as plant 

white simple flowers, shrubs {cranberry, flower}. 

 

heather 

pink or white flowers {heather} {erica} {ling}. 

 

rhododendron 

various color flowers in round clusters {rhododendron} {azalea rhododendron}. 

 

teaberry 

perennial, shrubs {teaberry}. 

 

vaccinium 

shrubs {vaccinium} {cranberry, shrub} {blueberry, shrub} {bilberry} {huckleberry, shrub} {whortleberry} 

{cowberry} {mountain cranberry}. 



 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Erythroxylaceae 

 

coca plant 

shrubs {coca}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Euphorbiaceae 

 

carnation 

white or red flowers {carnation} (Euphorbia). 

 

castor oil plant 

shrubs {castor oil plant}. 

 

manioc as plant 

shrubs {manioc, plant} (Manihot esculenta). 

 

poinsettia 

large red or white flowers {euphorbia} {poinsettia}. 

 

rubber plant spurge 

large green thick leaves {rubber plant, spurge}. 

 

spurge 

brown flowers {spurge}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Fabaceae 

 

pea as plant 

blue-purple flowers {pea, flower}. 

 

pulse as plant 

Peas, beans, and legumes {pulse, plant} have small white or yellow flowers. 

 

acacia 

small white or yellow flowers {acacia} {mimosa, plant}. 

 

astragalus 

Pulse herb has gum tragacanth {astragalus, herb} {milk vetch} (Astragalus gummifer). 

 

broom as plant 

yellow flowers {cytisus} {broom, cytisus}. 

 

genista 

yellow flowers {genista} {broom, genista}. 

 

gorse 

Spiny European shrubs {furze} {whin} {gorse} (Ulex) have sweet-smelling yellow flowers and black pods. 

 

haricot as plant 

white flowers {haricot, bean}. 

 

jumping bean 

Female Jumping Bean moths (Laspeyresia saltitans) lay eggs inside jumping-bean {jumping bean} ovary capsules. 

 



kudzu 

red or pink flowers in long clusters {kudzu}. 

 

lupine 

blue-purple flowers {lupin} {lupine}. 

 

sweet pea 

various color flowers {sweet pea} (Lathyrus odoratus). 

 

vetch 

white or pink or blue-purple flowers {vetch}. 

 

wisteria 

blue flowers in clusters {wisteria}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Gentianaceae 

 

gentian 

blue-purple flowers with unique shape {gentiana} {gentian} {fringed gentian} {closed gentian} {bottle gentian}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Geraniaceae 

 

geranium flower 

blue-purple or red or pink simple flowers {geranium} {cranesbill} {pelargonium} (Geraniaceae). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Gesneriaceae 

 

African violet flower 

purple flowers {saintpaulia} {African violet}. 

 

gloxinia 

African-violet related {gloxinia}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Grossulariaceae 

 

currant as plant 

shrubs {currant, flower} (Grossulariaceae). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Gunneraceae 

 

gunnera 

Plants {gunnera} {giant rhubarb} can have four or five large round indented leaves on tall stalks, with small red 

flowers. They date from 93,000,000 years ago in Gondwana. They are symbiotic with Nostoc cyanobacteria. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Hamamelidaceae 

 

witch hazel 

yellow flowers with unique shape, shrubs {witch hazel} {hamamelis}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Hydrangeaceae 

 

hydrangea 

white flowers in round clusters {hydrangea}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Hydrophyllaceae 

 



waterleaf family 

{waterleaf family}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Iridaceae 

 

iris flower 

blue-purple flowers with unique shape {iris, plant}. 

 

crocus 

short, hairy, perennial, blue-violet flowers {crocus}. 

 

gladiolus flower 

various color flowers {gladiolus, flower}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Lauraceae 

 

laurel 

red or pink or white flowers in round cluster {laurel, flower}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Leguminosae 

 

bean family 

beans (Caesalpiniaceae) (Fabaceae) (Mimosaceae) (Papilionaceae) {bean family}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Lilicaea 

 

lily flower 

white or yellow or red-orange flowers {lilium} {lily} {wood lily} {yellow lily} {Canada lily} {mariposa lily} {sego 

lily}. 

 

African lily 

large blue or white round flowers with star blossoms {agapanthus} {African lily}. 

 

calla lily 

white flowers in cone shapes {calla lily}. 

 

convallaria 

white flowers in lily shapes {convallaria} {lily of the valley}. 

 

daffodil 

yellow flowers {daffodil}. 

 

Easter lily 

large white flowers {Easter lily}. 

 

hyacinth 

pink to purple flowers {hyacinthus} {hyacinth, flower}. 

 

jonquil 

yellow flowers {jonquil}. 

 

mayflower flower 

white flowers in long clusters {mayflower} {trailing arbutus}. 

 

muscari 

purple flowers {muscari} {grape hyacinth}. 



 

narcissus flower 

white flowers in clusters {narcissus}. 

 

snowdrop 

white flowers {galanthus} {snowdrop}. 

 

snowflake 

white flowers {leucojan} {snowflake}. 

 

Soloman's seal 

green flowers with unique shape {Soloman's seal} {polygonatum}. 

 

spider plant 

white flowers, Africa {spider plant} (Chlorophytum). 

 

torch lily 

orange flowers {kniphofia} {red-hot poker} {torch lily}. 

 

tulip flower 

red or yellow flowers {tulipa} {tulip}. 

 

wood hyacinth 

blue flowers {wood hyacinth} {Spanish bluebells} (Scilla) (Hyacinthoides). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Lilicaea>Agavaceae 

 

agave 

cactus-like, long spiny leaves, yellow flowers {agave} {mescal}. 

 

century plant 

long spiny leaves {century plant} {maguey}. 

 

peyote plant 

red-pink flowers {peyote plant} (Lophophora williamsii). 

 

tuberose 

white flowers {polianthes} {tuberose}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Lobeliaceae 

 

lobelia 

blue-purple flowers in long clusters {lobelia} {great blue lobelia} {Indian tobacco}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Lonicera 

 

elderberry as plant 

shrubs {elderberry}. 

 

honeysuckle 

pink or yellow flowers in round cluster {honeysuckle} {woodbine}. 

 

viburnum 

red flowers {viburnum} {Guelder rose} {snowball tree}. 

 



weigela 

red flowers {weigela} {diervilla}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Loranthaceae 

 

mistletoe 

shrubs {mistletoe}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Lythraceae 

 

crape myrtle 

shrubs {crape myrtle} {loosestrife family}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Malvaceae 

 

mallow flower 

various color flowers {lavatera} {mallow}. 

 

hibiscus 

various color flowers {hibiscus} {rose mallow} {marsh mallow} {kenaf}. 

 

hollyhock 

perennial, purple flowers, wild mallow {althea} {hollyhock}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Musaceae 

 

banana family 

bananas (Musaceae) {banana family}. 

 

bird of paradise 

large bird shape flowers {strelitzia} {bird of paradise}. 

 

plantain as plant 

green flowers with unique shape {plantain, flower}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Myricaceae 

 

myrtle 

shrubs {myrtle}. 

 

bayberry 

deciduous, east North America, shrubs {bayberry} {wax myrtle} (Myrica pennsylvanica). Root bark contains drugs. 

Jamaica bayberry root bark makes bay rum. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Nyctaginaceae 

 

bougainvillea 

red flowers {bougainvillea} {four o'clock family}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Nymphaeaceae 

 

water lily 

white or yellow flowers, water {water lily} {pond lily} {nymphaea}. 

 

lily pad 

white flowers, water {lily pad}. 



 

lotus flower 

white water flowers {lotus, flower}. Lotus leaves have surface cells with micron-size bumps and nanometer-size 

wax crystals, to repel water and so stay clean {lotus effect}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Opuntia 

 

cactus 

succulent stems {saguaro} {nopal} {cactus}. 

 

aloe as plant 

Africa, succulent leaves, analgesic sap {aloe} (Aloe vera). 

 

cholla 

Cactus {cholla} can have cylindrical water-filled stems. It relates to prickly pear. 

 

Christmas cactus 

oval, top flowers {zygocactus} {Christmas cactus}. 

 

Joshua tree 

Large yucca trees {Joshua tree} can grow in Mojave desert and have spiky leaves. 

 

prickly pear 

Cactus {prickly pear} can have flat water-filled pads. It relates to cholla. 

 

yucca 

long pointed leaves {yucca} {Adam's needle} {Spanish bayonet}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Orchidaceae 

 

orchid 

various color flowers with unique shape {orchid}. 

 

cattleya 

various color flowers with unique shape {cattleya}. 

 

lady's slipper 

yellow flowers with unique shape {lady's slipper} {cypripedium}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Oxalidaceae 

 

oxalis 

pink or white flowers {oxalis} {wood sorrel}. 

 

sorrel flower 

yellow or red or pink simple flowers {sorrel, flower}. 

 

wood sorrel family 

{wood sorrel family}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Paeoniaceae 

 

peony 

large flowers {peony} {paeonia}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Papaveraceae 



 

poppy flower 

orange flowers {poppy, flower} {papaver} {field poppy}. 

 

meconopsis 

blue flowers {meconopsis} {blue poppy} {Himalayan poppy} {Welsh poppy}. 

 

opium poppy 

white flowers {opium poppy}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Passifloraceae 

 

passion flower 

red flowers {passiflora} {passion flower}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Piperaceae 

 

pepper as plant 

red berries then black pepper {piper} {pepper, plant}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Polemoniaceae 

 

phlox flower 

pink or blue-purple flowers in round clusters {phlox} (Polemoniaceae). 

 

Jacob's ladder 

white flowers {polemonium} {Jacob's ladder}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Primulaceae 

 

primrose flower 

yellow flowers in round clusters {primula} {cowslip, primrose} {primrose, flower} {polyanthus} {auricula}. 

 

cyclamen 

pink, red, lavender, or white flowers {cyclamen}. 

 

evening primrose 

yellow flowers {oenothera} {evening primrose} {sundrop}. 

 

fuchsia flower 

white and red flowers {fuchsia, plant}. 

 

scarlet pimpernel 

red small flowers, low-growing {scarlet pimpernel} {anagallis} (Anagallis arvensis) {pimpernel}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Rafflesiaceae 

 

Rafflesia 

up to one-meter red flowers, rotten flesh smell, parasite, no roots, no stems, no leaves, no photosynthesis, pollinated 

by flies {Rafflesia}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Ranunculaceae 

 

buttercup 

yellow simple flowers {buttercup}. 

 



anemone as plant 

white or pink simple flowers {anemone, plant} {windflower} {wood anemone} {poppy anemone} {flame 

anemone}. 

 

clematis 

yellow flowers {clematis}. 

 

columbine flower 

red-orange flowers with unique shape {columbine, flower} {aquilegia}. 

 

helleborus 

green flowers in long clusters {helleborus} {hellebore} {Christmas camelliarose} {beaten rose}. 

 

hepatica 

blue-purple flowers {hepatica} {liverwort, flower}. 

 

larkspur 

purple or yellow flowers in long clusters, perennial, palmate lobe or palmate divided {larkspur} {delphinium}. 

 

trollius 

yellow flowers {trollius} {globe flower}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Rosaceae 

 

rose flower 

Roses {rosa} {rose, flower} {American Beauty rose} (Rosaceae) are at least 40 million years old. Egyptian rose is 

cabbage rose. European roses have strong smell and are hardy. Chinese tea roses have tea smell and are delicate. 

Hybrids are mixture and have various colors. 

 

blackberry plant 

white simple flowers, shrubs, thorns {blackberry, flower}. 

 

bramble as rose 

white or pink flowers, shrubs, thorns {bramble, plant} (Rubus). 

 

cinquefoil 

yellow flowers {cinquefoil} (Potentilla). 

 

raspberry as plant 

white simple flowers, shrubs {raspberry, flower}. 

 

spiraea 

white or pink flowers {spiraea}. 

 

strawberry as plant 

white simple flowers {strawberry, flower}. 

 

sweetbriar 

shrubs {sweetbriar}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Rubiaceae 

 

bedstraw flower 

white or yellow flowers {bedstraw}. 

 



woodruff 

white or yellow flowers {woodruff}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Rubiaceae>Madder 

 

gardenia 

white flowers {gardenia} {cape jasmine}. 

 

madder 

white flowers {madder}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Rutaceae 

 

rue flower 

woody shrubs, temperate and tropical, includes citrus {rue, flower}. 

 

burning bush 

yellow-green flowers, leaves turn red in autumn {dictamnus} {burning bush}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Salicaceae 

 

willow flower 

white oval flowers with fuzz {willow, flower}. 

 

pussy willow 

white or yellow oval flowers with fuzz {pussy willow}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Sarraceniaceae 

 

pitcher plant 

brown-maroon flowers with unique shape, eats insects {pitcher plant} {nepenthus}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Saxifragaceae 

 

saxifrage flower 

white flowers in long or round clusters {saxifraga} {saxifrage}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Simmondsiaceae 

 

jojoba 

oil {jojoba} (Simmondsiaceae). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Solanaceae 

 

tomato family 

dicot {tomato, plant} {aubergine, potato family}. 

 

nightshade plant 

blue-purple flowers {bittersweet plant} {Belladonna, flower} {deadly nightshade} {henbane} {nightshade} 

{thornapple}. 

 

physalis 

green-yellow flowers with brown-purple centers {physalis} {Chinese lantern, plant}. 

 

potato as plant 

various color flowers {potato, plant}. 



 

tobacco as plant 

yellow flowers, tall, leafy, annual {nicotiana} {tobacco plant} (Nicotiana tobaccum). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Styracaceae 

 

storax 

white flowers {storax}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Tamaricaceae 

 

tamarisk 

white or pale pink flowers {tamarix} {tamarisk}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Taxaceae 

 

yew flower 

green or yellow flowers {yew, flower}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Theaceae 

 

camellia 

white flowers {camellia} (Theaceae). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Trifolium 

 

trefoil flower 

yellow flowers {trefoil, flower}. 

 

clover 

white or red-orange flowers with unique shape, three-part leaves {clover} {red clover}. 

 

shamrock 

three-part leaves {shamrock}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Trilliaceae 

 

trillium 

white or brown or red or pink simple flowers {trillium}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Tropaeolaceae 

 

nasturtium 

white flowers {tropaeolum} {nasturtium} (Tropaeolum). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Typhaceae 

 

cattail 

perennial, marsh, creeping rootstock, long linear leaves {cattail}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Urticaceae 

 

nettle 

green flowers with unique shape {nettle}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Valerianaceae 



 

valerian 

small pink or lavender or white flowers {valerian}. It makes medicinal. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Veronica 

 

veronica 

light blue and white flowers {hebe} {veronica}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Violaceae 

 

violet 

blue-purple simple flowers {viola} {violet, flower} (Violaceae). 

 

pansy 

yellow or violet flowers {pansy}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Vitaceae 

 

grape as plant 

vine {grape, plant}. 

 

creeper 

vine {creeper}. 

 

Virginia creeper 

vine {Virginia creeper}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Xerophyta 

 

resurrection plant 

Plants {resurrection plant} can come back after 95% dehydration (Xerophyta). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Flower>Zingiberaceae 

 

ginger as plant 

brown-maroon flowers with unique shape {ginger, flower}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Herb 

 

herb leaf 

Herbs {herb, flower} have aromatic or flavorful flowers or leaves. 

 

catnip 

square stems, opposite leaves, flower clusters along stems {catnip} (mint family of Lamiaceae family). 

 

chinchona 

Bark {chinchona} can have quinine. 

 

glycerrhiza glabra 

Rhizomes {glycerrhiza glabra} can be licorice sticks. 

 

rosemary as plant 

pale blue flowers in clusters {rosmarinus} {rosemary, flower} (family Lamiaceae). 

 



sage as plant 

purple or yellow flowers in long clusters {salvia} {sage, plant} {clary}. 

 

thyme as plant 

purple flowers {thymus, plant} {thyme, plant}. 

 

wild rose 

Wild roses {wild rose} can make rosehips as fruits. 

 

wintergreen as plant 

heath {checkerberry} {wintergreen, flower} {gaywings wintergreen}. 

 

wolfsbane 

Poisonous herbs {aconitum} {monkshood} {wolf's bane} {wolfsbane} (Ranunculaceae) (Aconitus napelclus) can be 

aconite sources. 

 

wormwood 

Wormwoods {wormwood} {sagebrush wormwood} are stimulants and central-nervous-system poisons. They are in 

absinthe drinks. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Grass 

 

grass 

Grasses {grass} are short or tall. Grasses include aregrana, fescue, ryegrass, bluegrass, timothy, Bermuda, rice, 

wheat, sugarcane, corn, sorghum, millet, oats, rye, and barley. Grasses began 66,000,000 years ago. 

 

bamboo 

Woody grasses {bamboo} can have jointed, mostly hollow, stems. 

 

blue grama grass 

Bouteloua gracilis {blue grama grass} is cold-and-drought tolerant, for north North America plains. 

 

buffalo grass 

Buchloe dactyloides {buffalo grass} is drought tolerant for North-American short-grass prairie. 

 

bulrush 

tall grass-like sedge or marsh grass {bulrush}. 

 

cheat grass 

short grass {cheat grass}. 

 

crabgrass 

short coarse grass {crabgrass}. 

 

flax and flower 

white-flower grass {linum} {flax, grass} (Linaceae). 

 

Indian corn 

Dry medium-size cylinders {ear, corn} can have white, purple, red, and yellow kernels {Indian corn}. 

 

pampas grass and flower 

pink-flower grass {cortaderia} {pampas grass}. 

 

reed 

Swamp or marsh grasses {reed, plant}| can be tall with hollow stems. 

 



sedge 

wetland grass {sedge}|. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Grass>Lawn 

 

bahia grass 

Paspalum notatum {bahia grass} is tough, coarse, and drought-and-shade tolerant, for southeast USA. 

 

bent grass 

Creeping Agrostis stolonifera {bent grass} is short, soft, fine, and perennial, for northern putting greens. 

 

Bermuda grass 

Cynodon dactylon {Bermuda grass} {devil grass} is short, soft, and heat-and-drought tolerant, for Sun Belt and 

sport fields. 

 

bluegrass 

Poa pratensis {bluegrass, lawn} {Kentucky bluegrass} is cold-tolerant, short, and soft and is the most-popular lawn 

grass in northeast and north-central USA. 

 

centipede grass 

Eremochloa ophiuroides {centipede grass} is acid tolerant, for southeast USA and Hawaii. 

 

fescue fine 

Grasses {fescue, fine} can be short, soft, and fine-leaved or needle-leaved. Chewings fescue is Festuca rubra 

commutata and is sand and acid tolerant. Creeping red fescue is Festuca rubra. Hard fescue is Festuca longifolia and is 

short and cold tolerant. 

 

fescue tall 

Festuca arundinacea {fescue, tall} is tall or broad-leaved, is heat and drought tolerant, and used in tough and coarse 

pasture grass. 

 

ryegrass annual 

Lolium multiflorum {ryegrass, annual} is annual used in southern regions but is not heat tolerant. 

 

ryegrass perennial 

Lolium perenne {ryegrass, perennial} is fine and soft. 

 

seashore paspalum 

Paspalum vaginatum {seashore paspalum} is from South-African sand dunes, is like Bermuda grass, and is for salty 

soil. 

 

St. Augustine grass 

Stenotaphrum secundatum {St. Augustine grass} grows fast and is coarse, for south and west USA. 

 

zoysia grass 

Grasses {zoysia grass} can be stiff Japanese lawn grass (Zoysia japonica), stiff and flat Manila grass (Zoysia 

matrella), and wiry fine Korean grass (Zoysia tenuifolia). 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Tree 

 

ailanthus 

Trees {ailanthus} {tree of heaven} {stinkweed} can live in Asia, have pinnate compound leaves, have yellow and 

crimson samaras in masses, have yellow-green flower clusters, and have sexes on different trees. 

 



alder 

Trees {alder} can have catkins and strobiles, live in wet areas, and be deciduous: red alder or Oregon alder or 

western alder, black alder, and common alder. 

 

ash tree 

Trees {ash tree} can be tall, have compound pinnate leaves, have samara clusters, and have sexes on different trees: 

European ash, white ash, flowering ash, blue ash, green ash or red ash or swamp ash or river ash or water ash, black 

ash, and Oregon ash. 

 

birch 

Trees {birch} can have little upright seed filled cones {strobile}, have catkins, have white or other-colored bark, be 

deciduous, and relate to alders. Birches include gray birch or poplar, paper birch or white birch, yellow birch or silver 

birch or swamp birch, Japanese birch, weeping cut-leaf European birch, red birch or river birch or water birch, and 

black birch or sweet birch or cherry birch. Sweet birch has wintergreen aroma. 

 

buttonbush 

Trees {buttonbush} can be shrubs, like wet ground, have curving crooked branches and shiny leaves, and have tiny 

cream-colored flowers on stalks in round two-centimeter clusters, which turn into brown spherical seed clusters. 

 

catalpa 

Trees {catalpa} can be medium height, have big broad leaves, have white or pale-blue bell-shaped flower clusters, 

and have long thin seedpods with many winged seeds: common catalpa or Indian bean, catawba-tree or northern catalpa 

or hardy catalpa, yellow catalpa, western catalpa, and related princess-tree or Paulownia. 

 

chaste-tree 

Trees {chaste-tree} can be vitex agnus-castus and vitex negando incisa. 

 

cork plant 

Mediterranean evergreen oak trees {cork plant} {cork oak} can have thick bark. 

 

dogwood 

Trees {cornus} {dogwood} can have four-petal white flowers and red drupes: flowering dogwood, red-osier 

dogwood, Pacific dogwood, rough dogwood, and blue-fruited dogwood. 

 

elder tree 

Trees {elder tree} can have compound leaves and white flower clusters that turn into red berries: common elder, red-

berried elder, and elderberry. 

 

elm 

Trees {elm} can have seed wafers and hairs on upper leaf surfaces. They are susceptible to Dutch elm disease. Elms 

include Scotch elm, English elm, slippery elm or red elm or gray elm, American elm or white elm, rock elm, and 

Chinese elm. Oaks, elms, and maples have simple leaves and not many leaflets on one stalk. Cherries, elms, lindens, 

and many other trees have leaves all along twig {compound leaf}. 

 

eucalyptus 

Trees {eucalyptus} {blue gum} can have willow-like leaves, be evergreen, have bark that peels, come from 

Australasia, and live in south and west USA. 

 

golden-chain 

Trees {golden-chain} {laburnum} can be like fragrant sumac. 

 

hickory 

Trees {hickory} can have edible nuts, have compound leaves {pinnate leaf, hickory}, have both sexes on same tree, 

and live in east USA: shagbark hickory, shellbark hickory, bitternut or swamp hickory, pignut or red hickory, 

mockernut or whiteheart or bullnut, and pecan. 

 



holly 

Trees {holly} can have red berries, have dark green leaves, be usually shrubs, be evergreen, and like moist areas in 

east USA: American holly, European holly, and black alder or winterberry. 

 

jatropha 

Shrubs {jatropha} can have large seeds that have up to 40% poisonous oil and grow in dry conditions in Tanzania 

and Mali. 

 

linden 

Trees {linden} {basswood} can have yellow or cream flower clusters, hanging from narrow, leaf-like structures 

{bract}, which turn to fragrant nutlets, and often have red twigs and buds: European linden, heart-leaved linden, broad-

leaved linden, white linden, American basswood, and white basswood. Lindens live in Europe and basswoods in USA. 

Cherries, elms, lindens, and many other trees have leaves all along twig. 

 

locust tree 

Trees {locust, tree} can have flat leathery mahogany-colored or red-brown various-length seedpods, be tall, have 

doubly compound or compound leaves, and have white flowers. Locusts include black locust or common locust or 

yellow locust, honey locust or honey shuck, pagoda tree, yellowwood or virgilia, and Kentucky-coffee-tree. Honey 

locust has honey-like pulp, in pods, and compound thorns. Locusts are legumes. 

 

magnolia tree 

Trees {magnolia, tree} can live in southeast USA, have leathery shiny green leaves that stay on all year, have large 

white flowers, have red fruiting cones, and like wet areas. Magnolias include true magnolia or Southern magnolia or 

great-flowered magnolia, saucer magnolia, sweet bay or white bay {laurel, tree} {bay laurel} {bay tree} or swamp 

magnolia, cucumber-tree, and umbrella-tree. 

 

maple tree 

Trees {maple tree} can have leaves with three or five lobes opposite each other on branchlets, have double samaras, 

and have greenish yellow or red flowers. 

types 

Maples include hard maple {sugar maple}, red maple or swamp maple, silver maple or white maple or soft maple, 

sycamore, mountain maple, hedge maple, big-leaf maple, Norway maple, striped maple, black maple, and box-elder or 

ash-leaved maple. 

Sugar maple makes maple syrup juice. 

elder 

Maples {box elder} {ash-leaved maple} can have compound leaves and sexes on different trees. 

leaves 

Oaks, elms, and maples have simple leaves and not many leaflets on one stalk. Maple, ash, and viburnum leaves 

always grow in pairs. 

 

mesquite 

Small desert trees {mesquite} of Fabaceae or legume family make beans. Mesquite bean meal {pinole} can be food. 

 

mountain ash 

Trees {mountain ash} can have compound leaves, have white flower sprays in round clusters, have red berry 

clusters, be shrubs or small trees, and live in northeast North America: American mountain ash or rowan-tree or 

mountain sumac, and European mountain ash. Maple, ash, and viburnum leaves always grow in pairs. 

 

mountain laurel 

Trees {mountain laurel} {California laurel} {Oregon myrtle} can have medium height, live on USA west coast, be 

evergreen, have green yellow plum-like drupes, and have camphor-like odor. Laurels are usually tropical. 

 

oak 

Trees {oak} can include white oak or Oregon oak or Garry oak or California oak or swamp oak, English oak, 

chinquapin oak, swamp chestnut or basket oak, chestnut or rock oak, bur oak or mossy-cup, post oak or iron oak, live 

oak, blackjack, and overcup. 



types 

White oaks have acorns that mature every season, have many-lobed leaves with no bristles, are tall, are broad, and 

have catkins. 

Live oaks have leaves that have no lobes and fall off in spring: emory oak, canyon live oak, coast live oak, and live 

oak. 

Black or red oaks have acorns that mature in second year and have many-lobed leaves with bristles: black oak or 

yellow oak, red oak or Northern oak or swamp oak or Southern oak, pin oak, Shumerd oak, scarlet oak, cork oak, 

willow, laurel, shingle oak, and water oak. 

Tanoaks or tanbark oaks are evergreen, grow slowly, make tannin, have both sexes on same tree, come from 

southeast Asia, and relate to oaks and chestnuts. 

Willow oaks and shingle oaks are rare. 

leaves 

Oaks, elms, maples have simple leaves and not many leaflets on one stalk. Oaks and some magnolias and dogwoods 

have leaves at twig tips. 

 

palmetto 

Trees {palmetto} can have one trunk, have top fronds, and live on USA southeast coast. 

 

plane tree 

Trees {plane tree} can have bark with brown, cream-white, and pale-green spots on trunk and white spots on small 

branches. Plane trees are tall and large, like moist areas, have leaves like large maple leaves, have two-centimeter 

spherical brown seed clusters, and live in east and middle USA. Plane trees include American sycamore or plane tree or 

buttonwood, California sycamore {sycamore}, and London plane tree. 

 

poplar 

Trees {poplar} can grow fast, have broad leaves with flat petioles that allow shimmering, and have catkins: silver 

poplar, simon poplar, white poplar, Lombardy poplar, California poplar or black cottonwood, Eastern poplar or Eastern 

cottonwood. Lombardy poplar is most common. Poplars {aspen} can be American aspen, quaking aspen or golden 

aspen, large-toothed or big tooth aspen, and cottonwood or balsam poplar or tacamahac poplar or balm-of-Gilead. 

 

redbud 

Trees {redbud} {Judas tree} can be legumes, have red buds, have rose or purple flowers, have seedpods with eight-

centimeter beans, and be shrubs. 

 

rosewood 

Trees {rosewood} can have red wood. 

 

sassafras tree 

Trees {sassafras tree} can have mitten-like leaves, small yellow flowers, blue fruits, red stems, and sassafras aroma. 

Sexes are on different trees. 

 

service-tree 

Trees {service-tree} {serviceberry} {shadbush} can have white flowers with five petals, have purple berries, be 

usually shrub, and live in east USA. 

 

sourwood 

Trees {sourwood} {sorrel-tree} can live in southeast USA, have lily-of-the-valley-like flowers, have lustrous long 

leaves, and belong to heath family. 

 

spicebush 

Trees {spicebush} can have waxy little yellow flowers, be shrubs, have red drupes, have citronella odor, and be in 

clumps. 

 



sumac tree 

Trees {sumac} can have compound leaves and milky sap. Varieties with shiny leaves and drupe clusters can irritate 

skin. Sumacs include shiny sumac, staghorn, smooth sumac, dwarf sumac or wiry-rib, and poison sumac, poison ivy, 

and poison oak. 

 

sweet-gum 

Trees {sweet-gum} {bilsted} can be tall, live in southeast USA, have star-shaped leaves, have sticky ooze, have 

smooth bark, have many pointed two-centimeter seed-capsule spheres on thin stalks, and have both sexes on same tree. 

 

tulip tree 

Tall, big, and straight trees {tulip tree} {yellow poplar} can have large flowers with green petals with orange inner 

parts with yellow rings, have samara clusters, and have leaves that turn gold in late summer. 

 

tupelo 

Trees {tupelo} {black tupelo} {sourgum} {sour gum} {black gum} {hornpipe tree} can be medium height, live in 

east USA, like wet ground, have lustrous green leaves, have oval blue-black small drupes, and have sexes on different 

trees. Tupelos relate to cotton gum, water tupelo, or south-USA swamp gum. 

 

wafer ash 

Trees {wafer ash} {hoptree} can be shrubs or small trees with circular-samara clusters and three compound leaves. 

 

western soapberry 

Trees {western soapberry} can live in southwest USA, have yellowish drupes in clusters, have compound leaves, 

and have white flowers. 

 

willow tree 

Trees {willow, tree} can have cylindrical pollen holders {catkin}, have long narrow leaves, and like moist ground. 

Willows include fast-growing weeping willow from China, purple willow, black willow or swamp willow, sandbar, 

glaucous willow, shiny willow, heart-leaf willow, goat willow or pussy willow, and peach-leaf willow. 

 

witch-hazel tree 

Trees {witch-hazel tree} can be slanting shrubs or small trees, live in east USA, have four yellow ribbon-petal 

flowers, have nutlets, and make witch hazel. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Tree>Fruit 

 

apple tree 

white flowers {apple, flower}. 

 

banyan 

Fig trees {banyan} grow in India. 

 

baobab 

African and Australian trees {baobab} can have trunks that store water and hanging fruits like gourds. 

 

breadfruit tree 

Malaysian evergreens {breadfruit} can have large yellow fruits. 

 

china berry 

Trees {china berry} {Pride-of-India tree} can have double compound leaves and purple or lilac drupes in clusters. 

 

crabapple tree 

Trees {malus} {crabapple tree} include wild crabapple and Iowa crabapple, with pink and white flowers. Hawthorns 

and crabapples are similar. 

 



fig tree 

white, pink, purple, or crimson flowers {ficus} {fig, tree} (Adenium). 

 

guava tree 

Small evergreen trees {guava} produce ovoid fruits. 

 

hackberry tree 

Trees {hackberry} {sugarberry} can have purple drupes when ripe. 

 

mulberry tree 

Trees {mulberry} can have mulberries and have milky juice. Mulberries include white mulberry in China, paper 

mulberry, and red mulberry. Osage-orange or bowdeck has orange bark, thorns, sexes on different trees, and green-

yellow seven-centimeter to twelve-centimeter spherical fruit masses. 

 

orchard tree 

Trees {orchard tree} can include apple, quince, pear, peach, cherry, apricot, and almond. Bud growing strength, 

prevailing winds, and nearby tree positions affect tree shape. 

 

persimmon tree 

Trees {persimmon, tree} can be smooth, have round orange-colored fruits with red seeds, have shiny leaves, have 

corrugated bark, have medium height, and live in south, middle, and west USA. Red seeds are edible just after cold 

weather starts. 

 

prunus tree 

Prune-related trees {prunus} include almond, cherry, peach, and plum. 

 

wild berry tree 

Cherry trees {cherry tree} include wild cherry or black cherry or rum cherry, choke cherry, bird cherry or fire cherry 

or pin cherry, sour cherry, Mahaleb cherry, and Cornelian-cherry. Cherry trees have red or black cherries, are short 

trees or shrubs, and have white flowers. 

leaves 

Cherries, elms, lindens, and many other trees have leaves all along twig. 

berries 

Other berry trees {wild berry tree} are wild plum, dwarf cornel or bunchberry, silky cornel or kinnikinnick, sweet 

haw or black haw, sweet viburnum, nannyberry, southern arrowwood, and maple-leaved viburnum. Viburnum is 

usually shrub, has opposite leaves, has cap-like five-petal white-flower clusters on eight stalks on one twig, and has 

small blue drupes. Maple, ash, and viburnum leaves always grow in pairs. Arrowwoods like wet ground. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Tree>Nut 

 

beech 

Trees {beech} can have smooth tight light gray bark, be tall, have small beechnuts, have both sexes on one tree, have 

fluffy staminate-flower clusters, and live in east USA: American beech and European beech. Chestnuts and beeches are 

similar. 

 

bladdernut 

Trees {bladdernut} can be small east-USA trees or shrubs, with three compound leaves and three-lobed seedpods. 

 

buckeye 

Trees {buckeye} can have palmate compound leaves, upright flower clusters, and spherical pods with one nut: Ohio 

buckeye, sweet buckeye or yellow buckeye or large buckeye, and southwest-Asia horse-chestnut. 

 

buckthorn 

Trees {buckthorn} {wahoo} {cascara} {bearberry} {bearwood} {coffee tree} can have medium height, like 

moisture, have small black drupes, and live on USA west coast. 

 



chestnut tree 

Trees {chestnut, tree} can have large chestnuts and pointed staminate-flower clusters: European chestnut or copper 

chestnut, American chestnut, and Japanese chestnut. Chestnuts and beeches are similar. They have almost died out 

from imported fungus. 

 

Chinese buckeye 

Trees {Chinese buckeye} can include golden-rain-tree and Chinese buckeye. 

 

European hazelnut 

Trees {European hazelnut} {filbert, tree} can be rare. 

 

haw 

Trees {haw} {hawthorn} (Crataegus) can have thorns, be shrubs or small trees, have twisted branches, have white or 

pink five-petal flowers, have fruits like rosehips, and live in east North America. Rosehips can be red, orange, or 

yellow. Haws include dotted-thorn, English hawthorn, cockspur-thorn, Washington-thorn, common red haw or 

hawthorn or haw, pear haw, and mush haw. Hawthorns and crabapples are similar. 

 

hazel 

Australia {hazel}. 

 

horse chestnut 

Large trees {horse chestnut} can make white flowers in spring in candle shapes and make green fruit in fall that 

contain seeds {conker}. 

 

jujube shrub 

Date trees {jujube tree} {red date} {Chinese date} can have drupe fruits (Ziziphus). 

 

kola 

Trees {kola} can have kola nuts. 

 

litchi nut 

Soapberry plants produce red fruits {litchi nut} with sweet white insides. 

 

pawpaw 

Trees {pawpaw, tree} can be shrubs or small trees, live in east USA, and have purple flowers and crumpled pouches 

with green, then brown, edible fruit. 

 

pignut hickory 

East-USA trees {pignut hickory} {sweet pignut} {coast pignut} {smoothbark hickory} {swamp hickory} {broom 

hickory} can make pear-shaped nuts. 

 

walnut tree 

Trees {walnut, tree} can have hard edible nuts, oblong for butternut and round for walnut, and compound leaves 

{pinnate leaf, walnut}: black walnut, English walnut or Persian walnut, and butternut or white walnut. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Tree>Rare 

 

Amur cork tree 

rare {Amur cork tree}. 

 

European smoke tree 

rare {European smoke tree}. 

 

fringe-tree 

rare {fringe-tree}. 

 



groundsel-tree 

rare {groundsel-tree}. 

 

hardy-mahogany 

rare {hardy-mahogany}. 

 

hercules-club 

rare {hercules-club}. 

 

katsura tree 

rare {katsura tree}. 

 

prickly ash 

rare {prickly ash}. 

 

rose-of-Sharon 

rare {rose-of-Sharon, tree}. 

 

silver-bell-tree 

rare {silver-bell-tree}. 

 

silverberry 

rare {silverberry}. 

 

zelkova 

rare {zelkova}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Tree>Tropical 

 

balsa 

American tropics have trees {balsa} with light soft wood {corkwood}. 

 

brazilwood 

Tropical pea trees {brazilwood} can have red wood. 

 

mahogany 

Tropical trees {mahogany} can make reddish hard wood. 

 

mangrove 

Small trees {mangrove} can grow on coasts {mangal} in shallow water. 

 

rubber plant tree 

Mulberry-family trees {rubber plant, tree} can be from Asia and North Africa. 

 

sandalwood 

Southeast Asian trees {sandalwood} can make sweet smelling wood. 

 

teak 

Spurge trees {teak} {African teak} {African oak} (Verbenaceae) can make heavy wood. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Tree>Tropical>Palm 

 

areca palm 

palms {areca palm}. 

 



assai palm 

palms {assai palm}. 

 

coconut palm 

Smooth-barked tropical trees {coconut palm} can grow 20 to 30 meters high, have one trunk, have ring scars where 

leaves fell off, and have large drupes. 

 

date palm 

Palm trees {date palm} {palm tree} can have bark covered with leaf sheaths, grow 20 to 30 meters high, have one 

trunk, and have date clusters. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Weed 

 

weed 

Weeds {weed} are fast growing flowers. 

 

chick weed 

white simple flowers {chick weed}. 

 

hopweed 

yellow flowers {hopweed} {cow parsley} {keck}. 

 

ironweed 

red or pink flowers in round clusters {ironweed}. 

 

joe-pye weed 

pink flowers {joe-pye weed}. 

 

locoweed 

Weeds {locoweed} can be poisonous to animals. 

 

pokeweed 

white flowers in long clusters, monocot {pokeweed} (Phytolaccaceae). 

 

ragweed 

green flowers {ragweed}. 

 

sargasso 

Ocean plants {sargasso} can be kelp-like. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Crop 

 

crop 

Crops {crop} are typically grasses. Rye, oats, turnips, radish, beets, leeks, and lettuce started as weeds. 

 

alfalfa 

grass {alfalfa}. 

 

burley 

tobacco {burley}. 

 

cabbage plant 

Ancient cabbage {cabbage} became cabbage, kale, kohlrabi, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower, and broccoli. 

 

cacao plant 

Seeds make chocolate, cocoa, and cocoa butter {cacao, chocolate}. 



 

cotton plant 

Plants {cotton} (Malvaceae) can have seeds surrounded by soft white fibers. 

 

cover crop 

Plants {cover crop} that hold soil and retain water can cover farmland. 

 

fiber plants 

Fiber plants {fiber, plants} include flax in Mesopotamia. Flax seeds have linseed oil. Hemp is in China. Cotton is in 

Mesoamerica, Andes, Sahel, and India. Yucca is in Mesoamerica. Agave is in Mesoamerica. 

 

fodder 

Hay and cereals are food {fodder} for farm animals. 

 

goober 

peanut {goober}. 

 

hemp plant 

Tall plants {hemp} can make fibers. 

 

kale plant 

Cabbages {kale, plant} can have loose leaves. 

 

melon plant 

Melons {melon} include muskmelon in Mesopotamia; squash in Mesoamerica, Andes, Amazon, and east USA [-

2000]; watermelon in Sahel; bottle gourd in Sahel; and cucumber in India. 

 

rick 

hay or straw stack {rick}. 

 

sisal 

Plant leaves can make fibers {sisal}. 

 

tamarind plant 

Pods can have acidic pulp {tamarind}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Crop>Cereal 

 

cereal crop 

Cereals {cereal crop} {grain crop} {crop, grass} are grasses. 

wheat 

Emmer wheat was in Mesopotamia. Einkorn wheat was in Mesopotamia. Wheat was in Mesopotamia. 

barley 

Barley was in Mesopotamia. Little barley was in east USA [-500]. 

rice 

African rice was in Sahel. Rice was in China. 

millet 

Pearl millet was in Sahel. Foxtail millet was in China. Broomcorn millet was in China. Finger millet was in Ethiopia. 

corn 

Corn was in Mesoamerica. Corn and wheat have phytate, which binds iron and calcium. Corn has low niacin. 

Different corn strains lack an essential amino acid. 

other 

Cereals include sorghum in Sahel, teff in Ethiopia, maygrass in east USA [-500], knotweed in east USA [-500], 

sumpweed in east USA [-2000], goosefoot in east USA [-2000], sunflower in east USA [-2000], and sugar cane in New 

Guinea. Sumpweed relates to daisy. Goosefoot relates to spinach. 



seed 

Quinoa from Andes mountains is not cereal, It has seeds with all eight essential amino acids. 

 

grist 

Mills can grind cereal grains {grist}. 

 

groats 

hulled and crushed oats {groats}. 

 

sheaves 

Workers bundle and tie cut grain stalks {sheaves}. 

 

wild rice 

Water grass makes brown seeds {wild rice}. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Crop>Root 

 

cassava plant 

Roots {cassava, root crop} can make tapioca. 

 

root vegetable 

Root vegetables {root vegetable} include jicama in Mesoamerica, manioc or cassava in Andes and Amazon, sweet 

potato in Andes and Amazon, potato in Andes and Amazon, oca in Andes and Amazon, African yam in Sahel, 

Jerusalem artichoke in east USA, yam in New Guinea, and taro in New Guinea. 

 

taro plant 

Starchy roots {taro} (Araceae) can be edible. 

 

BIOL>Botany>Plant>Kinds>Crop>Forage 

 

forage crop 

Crops {forage, crop}| can feed ruminants. They are typically herbaceous perennials that are dormant in cold, hot, or 

dry seasons. Forage crops can be annuals, such as Sudan grass, millet, corn, sorghum, and other legumes and grasses. 

Ruminants can digest forage cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Forage crops occupy five times more land than 

human grain crops. 

 

green chop 

Forage can be fresh and chopped {green chop}. 

 

hay 

Forage can be dry {hay}|. 

 

haylage 

Forage can be dry silage {haylage}. 

 

silage 

Forage can be finely chopped and stored in silos to ferment {silage}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology 

 

zoology 

Animal study {zoology}| includes development, tissues, organs, and animal divisions. Animals need light to 

stimulate vitamin D production, control biological rhythms, and affect pituitary gland. Animals need sodium for nerve 

and muscle activity. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Animals 

 

abominable snowman 

Large bipedal non-human primate supposedly lives in northwest USA {bigfoot}, Canada {sasquatch}, Asia, 

Himalaya mountains {abominable snowman}| {yeti} {nyalmot} {rimi} {raksi-bombo}, or Florida swamps. 

 

carrion 

dead animals {carrion}|. 

 

denizen 

Animals {denizen}| can live in natural environments, such as deep oceans. 

 

quadruped 

four-legged animals {quadruped}|. 

 

wight 

living thing {wight}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Form 

 

homomorphy 

Organisms can have similar forms {homomorphy}|. 

 

isomorphy 

Organisms can have same form {isomorphy}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Regeneration 

 

regeneration growth 

In newts and lizards, healed body parts de-differentiate to blastema that can make new tissues {regeneration, 

biology}|. Animal body-part regeneration has first morphallaxis and then epimorphosis. Dermis and muscle, not bone 

or epidermis, cells specify positional information. Regeneration happens in quickest way possible. 

In lower vertebrates, injured optic-nerve fibers regenerate to same brain target cells. In flatworms, serotonin and 

dopamine stimulate regeneration by increasing adenylate cyclase activity and altering DNA and RNA synthesis. 

 

blastema 

In newts and lizards, healed body parts dedifferentiate to form cell clumps {blastema} that can make new tissues. 

 

morphallaxis 

First, cells make miniature body-part patterns, using chemical signals {morphallaxis}. Whole body, body regions, 

and localized areas have chemical-signal fields that will determine cell positions. Positioning uses front-back anterior-

posterior axis and back-front dorsal-ventral axis. 

 

epimorphosis 

Second, cells proliferate {epimorphosis}. Farthest {distal} parts grow first, and then nearest {proximal} parts grow. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Tissue 

 

tissue in body 

Differential gene expression can form different cell types {tissue, cell}. 

 

adipose tissue 

Tissues {adipose tissue}| can hold fat globules. Newborn brown adipose tissue helps stabilize body temperature. 

White adipose tissue is in abdomen and hips. 

 



blood tissue 

Connective tissues {blood tissue} can make cells and plasma. Red blood cells can carry hemoglobin. White blood 

cells can phagocytize foreign matter. 

 

nerve tissue 

Specialized epithelial cells {nerve tissue}| can conduct voltage waves along dendrites and axons. 

 

reproductive tissue 

Specialized epithelial cells {reproductive tissue}| can be for sexual reproduction and make non-motile large female 

egg cells, moving small male sperm cells, and support cells. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Tissue>Connective 

 

connective tissue 

Tissues {connective tissue}| {matrix, tissue} {tissue matrix} can support other tissues and secrete intercellular 

materials. Connective tissues include bone, cartilage, tendon, and fibrous tissue. 

 

cartilage 

Connective tissues can secrete firm, rubber-like matrix {cartilage}| used for shape and light support. 

 

fibrous tissue 

Connective tissue {fibrous tissue}| can be for covering organs and separating organs, by secreting interlocking 

collagen-fiber network. 

 

ligament 

Connective tissue {ligament}| can connect organs or bone to bone. 

 

stroma 

Organs have connective tissue structures {stroma}. For example, cornea middle layer has collagen lamellae. 

 

tendon 

Connective tissue {tendon}| can connect muscles to each other and to bone. 

 

serosa 

Fibrous connective tissues {serosa} can lines pericardial, pleural, and peritoneal cavities. They have covering 

mesothelium. 

 

hyaline cartilage 

Hyaluronic-acid cartilage {hyaline cartilage} covers joint bones. 

 

septum as tissue 

Membranes {septum, membrane} can separate organs or body cavities. 

 

tarsal plate 

Flat fibrous connective tissue {tarsal plate} shapes eyelid edges. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Tissue>Connective>Bone 

 

bone 

Connective tissues {bone}| can secrete organic matrix with calcium salts, in layers, which then harden. Some bone 

cells reabsorb matrix. 

 

fibroblast of bone 

Bone has bone cells {fibroblast, bone}|. 

 



Haversian canal 

Blood vessels and nerves {Haversian canal} go through matrix. 

 

lamellae 

Bone has layers {lamellae}. 

 

marrow tissue 

Bone centers {marrow, tissue}| have fat {yellow marrow} or regions {red marrow} where red blood cells form. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Tissue>Epithelial 

 

epithelial tissue 

Continuous body-surface cell layers {epithelial tissue}| include skin, intestinal lining, mucus membrane, and sense 

tissue. 

 

intestinal lining 

Inner body-surface epithelia {intestinal lining}| can be for absorption. 

 

mucus membrane 

Inner body-surface epithelia {mucus membrane}| can be for secretion. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Tissue>Muscle 

 

muscular tissue 

Cylindrical cells {muscular tissue}| can contain contractile actinomycin myofibrils. Muscles can be involuntary or 

voluntary. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Tissue>Muscle>Involuntary 

 

involuntary muscle 

Cardiac and smooth muscles {involuntary muscle}| can contract strongly, slowly, and for long times. 

 

cardiac muscle 

Heart has involuntary muscle {cardiac muscle}. 

 

smooth muscle 

Involuntary muscles {smooth muscle}| can be in digestive tract and uterus. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Tissue>Muscle>Voluntary 

 

voluntary muscle 

Muscles {voluntary muscle}| can contract fast with short contraction time. Only mammals have lateral corticospinal 

tract, for voluntary-muscle control. 

 

skeletal muscle 

Voluntary muscles {skeletal muscle}| can attach to bones. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ System 

 

digestive system 

Body systems {digestive system}| can eat food, break food into small molecules, absorb them, remove water from 

unabsorbed food, and pass rest out body. Digestive system has mouth, teeth, pharynx, esophagus, stomach, small 

intestine, gall bladder, liver, large intestine or colon, rectum, and anus. Digestion processes food, absorbs nutrients, and 

excretes waste. 

 



endocrine system 

Glands {endocrine system}| can secrete hormones into blood using tubes or using diffusion {ductless gland}. 

functions 

Hormones travel in blood to other organs to trigger internal behaviors and regulate and coordinate body organs. 

parts 

Endocrine system has pituitary, parathyroid, thyroid, adrenal, hypothalamus, pancreas, ovary, testes, and placenta. 

receptors 

Hormones bind to cell-membrane receptor proteins. Receptor proteins have three parts: outside receptor, membrane 

region, and cytoplasm enzymatic region. 

signal 

Enzymatic region contains tyrosine, to which phosphate can bind and unbind. Cell-signaling molecules have 

enzymatic regions and non-enzymatic modules {SH2 module} {SH3 module} for binding phosphate to tyrosine and for 

aligning with receptor-protein enzymatic-region hydrophobic regions. 

adapter 

SAP and other cell-signaling molecules {adapter molecule} can link several functional domains to involve other 

enzymes, to coordinate signaling and timing. Adapter molecules make cellular scaffolding to transmit signals. 

diseases 

Diseases can involve too much or too little signaling. Cancer and X-linked lymphoproliferative (XLP) disease have 

too much signaling. Immune diseases, type-2 diabetes, HIV, and black-death bacteria (Yersinia pestis) have too little 

signaling. 

 

excreting system 

Body systems {excreting system}| can remove catabolic products from blood, regulate acidity and water level, and 

pass catabolites out body. Excreting system has kidney, ureter, bladder, and urethra. 

 

integument system 

Body systems {integument system}| can cover and protect body. Integument has skin, nails, and hair. 

 

muscular system 

Body systems {muscular system}| can provide force for body-part movements. Muscular system has involuntary and 

voluntary muscles. 

 

nervous system organs 

Sense receptors, neurons, sense peripheral nerves, sensory spinal cord, ganglia, brainstem, cerebellum, cerebrum, 

motor spinal cord, and motor peripheral nerves {nervous system}| have separate peripheral, central, sympathetic, and 

parasympathetic nervous systems. Nervous system signals, integrates, and regulates body functions. Autonomic 

nervous system includes sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. All mammals have similar nervous 

systems. 

 

respiratory system 

Body systems {respiratory system}| can put oxygen into blood and take carbon dioxide from blood. Respiratory 

system has lungs, trachea, larynx, and nose. 

 

sensory system 

Body systems {sensory system}| can respond to stimuli and pass signals to nervous system. Sensory system has 

eyes, ears, nose, tongue, skin receptors, and ligament and muscle receptors. 

 

skeletal system 

Body systems {skeletal system}| can support and shape body, hold organs, and anchor muscles. Skeletal system has 

bones, cartilage, tendons, ligaments, and fibrous connective tissue. 

 

vascular system 

Body systems {circulatory system} {vascular system}| can transport nutrients and oxygen and remove waste 

products. Circulatory system has blood vessels, lymph vessels, spleen, and heart. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Organ System>Reproductive System 

 

reproductive system 

Body systems {reproductive system}| can produce gametes and provide gamete-union methods. Reproductive 

system has testes, ovary, fallopian tube, penis, uterus, and vagina. Reproductive systems can produce new individuals 

from one parent, in asexual reproduction, or two parents, in sexual reproduction. 

 

oviparous 

Animals can lay eggs {oviparous}|. 

 

ovoviparous 

Some reptiles hatch eggs inside body {ovoviparous}|. 

 

viviparous 

Animals can bear live young {viviparous}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ 

 

organ of body 

Body parts {organ, body} are blood, heart, vessels, brain, nerves, sex organs, lungs, skin, muscles, and glands. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Blood 

 

blood volume 

Blood volume is five liters {blood}. Blood flow is five liters per minute. 

 

carbonic anhydrase 

In capillaries, enzymes {carbonic anhydrase} can convert waste carbon dioxide to carbonic acid, for hemoglobin 

transport. 

 

erythropoiesis 

Processes {erythropoiesis} can make red blood cells. Erythropoietin makes red-blood cells. Synthetic erythropoietin, 

epoietin (EPO), can treat anemia. 

 

hematocrit 

Centrifuging blood makes cells move to tube bottom, to measure blood-cell percent {hematocrit}|. Male normal is 

40% to 50%. Female normal is 36% to 44%. Hematocrit is higher at higher altitudes and with dehydration. Hematocrit 

is lower in anemia. 

 

phagocytize 

Spleen and liver can engulf red blood cells {phagocytize}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Blood>Type 

 

blood type 

Red blood cells have agglutinogen antigens and agglutinin antibodies {blood type}|. Blood can have types O, A, B, 

or AB. If different types mix, they precipitate {agglutination}. Blood can have types M or N. Blood can have Rh factor 

in 85% of people, or not in 15% of people. 

 

agglutinogen 

Red blood cells have antigens {agglutinogen} and antibodies {agglutinin}. 

 

ABO blood group 

Blood groups {ABO blood group} can have type A, type B, type AB, and type O. 

gene 

Galactosyl transferase gene is on chromosome 9. A and B are co-dominant alleles. O is recessive allele. 



diseases 

Water-soluble galactosyl transferases can protect people from meningitis, yeast infections, and urinary tract 

infections but can increase influenza and respiratory synctitial virus. Cholera is highest in type O, middle in A and B, 

and lowest in AB, so A and B continue to exist {frequency-dependent selection}. Malaria is highest in types A, B, and 

AB and lowest in type O. 

time 

Perhaps, Type O is oldest, appearing 50,000 years ago. Perhaps, Type A appeared 25,000 years ago. Perhaps, type B 

evolved from type O 15,000 years ago. Perhaps, Type AB appeared 1000 years ago. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Blood>Clotting 

 

clotting 

Blood factors and processes {clotting}| can convert soluble fibrinogen to insoluble fibrin, in three stages. 

 

antihemophilic factor 

In first blood-clotting step, platelets attach to disrupted-blood-vessel rough surfaces and disintegrate, aided by 

protein factors {antihemophilic factor} (AHF) X, VII, XII, XI, IX, VIII, and V, which initiate blood clotting. 

 

tissue factor 

Tissue injury releases soluble tissue components {tissue factor} that make thromboplastin enzyme. 

 

thromboplastin 

Cells release enzymes {thromboplastin}. In second blood-clotting step, thromboplastin, calcium, and factors X, VII, 

XII, XI, IX, VIII, and V convert thrombinogen to thrombin. Then thrombin converts fibrinogen to fibrin, in four to ten 

minutes. Heparin and dicumarol prevent making fibrin. Bile deficiency prevents vitamin-K absorption and prevents 

making fibrin, by decreasing liver proteins. 

 

thrombus 

In third blood-clotting step, blood clots {thrombus} on blood-vessel walls. 

 

hemophiliac 

People {hemophiliac}| {bleeder} can lack antihemophilic factors and have poor blood clotting. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Blood>Parts 

 

plasmin 

Proteins {plasmin} can break down blood-clot fibrins and can open clogged arteries. Tissue plasminogen activator 

(tPA) makes plasmin from plasminogen. 

 

platelet 

Blood has red-bone-marrow giant-cell fragments {platelet}|, which initiate blood clotting and last four days. 

 

spleen 

Organs {spleen}| can hold red blood cells. Spleen and liver can phagocytize red blood cells. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Blood>Parts>Plasma 

 

plasma of blood 

Blood fluid {plasma}| can be pale yellow and contain proteins, amino acids, carbohydrates, salts, gases, lipids, and 

fatty acids. Plasma is 55% of blood. 

proteins 

Fibrinogen is for blood clotting. Albumin controls osmolarity and binds minerals. Alpha-globulin, beta-globulin, and 

gamma-globulin are antibodies. 

Lipoprotein binds fat. Very-low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) binds cholesterol and triglycerides. Low-density 

lipoprotein (LDL) binds cholesterol. High-density lipoprotein (HDL) binds nothing. 



Apolipoproteins mediate fat transfer to cell receptors. ApoB gene makes apolipoprotein-beta for binding cholesterol. 

ApoE gene makes apolipoprotein-epsilon for binding triglycerides. ApoA gene and ApoC gene make apolipoproteins. 

ApoE3 gene binds better than ApoE2 gene or ApoE4 gene, which associate with Alzheimer's disease. 

 

albumin 

Blood-plasma proteins {albumin, plasma}| can maintain osmotic pressure. Low albumin indicates liver disease or 

malnutrition. 

 

micelle 

Fats with polar ends and non-polar ends align in water solution, so non-polar ends are at center and polar ends are on 

spherical surfaces {micelle}|. Other molecules can be inside. 

 

serum 

Plasma {serum}| with precipitated fibrinogen and other clotting factors has no clotting ability. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Blood>Parts>Red Blood Cell 

 

red blood cell 

Disc-shaped cells {red blood cell}| {erythrocyte} contain hemoglobin and have no nucleus. 

purpose 

Hemoglobin transports oxygen and carbon dioxide. 

metabolism 

In capillaries, carbonic anhydrase converts carbon dioxide to carbonic acid, for hemoglobin transport. Lungs convert 

carbonic acid to carbon dioxide and breathe carbon dioxide from body. 

amount 

Blood-oxygen decrease increases red-blood-cell production. Spleen and liver phagocytize red blood cells. Diarrhea 

can cause polycythemia. 

types 

Fetuses have a different hemoglobin type. Sickle cell anemia has red blood cells with curved shapes. 

 

corpuscle 

Blood has red cells {corpuscle, cell}|. 

 

reticulocyte 

Bone marrow has immature red blood cells {reticulocyte}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Blood>Parts>White Blood Cell 

 

white blood cell 

Pale cells {white blood cell}| {leukocyte} can have nuclei and move by amoeboid motion. 

 

lymphocyte 

Spleen, tonsils, and lymph nodes make leukocytes {lymphocyte}|. Lymphocytes are 25% to 30% of leukocytes. 

 

monocyte 

Spleen and bone marrow make leukocytes {monocyte}|. Monocytes are 5% to 10% of leukocytes. 

 

phagocyte 

White blood cells {phagocyte}| can surround and absorb antigens or dead cells. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Blood>Parts>White Blood Cell>Marrow 

 

basophil 

Red bone marrow makes leukocytes {basophil}, 0.5% of leukocytes. 

 



eosinophil 

Red bone marrow makes leukocytes {eosinophil}, 1% to 4% of leukocytes. 

 

neutrophil 

Red bone marrow makes leukocytes {neutrophil}, 60% to 70% of leukocytes. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation 

 

circulation of blood 

heart and blood vessels {circulation}. 

 

cardiac as heart 

heart {cardiac, heart}|. 

 

cardiovascular 

heart, arteries, and veins {cardiovascular}|. 

 

vascular arteries 

arteries and veins {vascular}|. 

 

peripheral resistance 

Most blood-flow resistance {peripheral resistance} is in capillaries. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation>Growth 

 

angiogenesis 

Blood vessels can grow {angiogenesis}. 

 

vascular endothelial growth factor 

Factors {vascular endothelial growth factor} (VEGF) can stimulate angiogenesis and guide blood cells to body 

regions by finding VEGF receptors. VEGF affects blood-vessel development. Perhaps, blood cells can evolve into 

blood vessels. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation>Pulse 

 

pulse of blood 

Heartbeats cause artery pressure pushes {pulse, blood}|. 

 

blood pressure 

Blood pulses cause pressure {blood pressure}. Blood pressure relates to heartbeat force, blood volume, and arteriole 

smooth-muscle constriction, which nerves, blood epinephrine, and blood carbon dioxide control. Inelastic and hardened 

arteries from cholesterol, scars, smoking, and kidney disease make high blood pressure. 

 

systole 

Pressure is highest {systole}| {systolic pressure}, 120 mm Hg, when blood pulses. 

 

diastole 

Pressure is lowest {diastole}| {diastolic pressure}, 75 mm Hg, between pulses. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation>Parts 

 

rete circulation 

Arteries and veins have networks {rête}|. 

 



thoracic duct 

Lymphatic system has a tube {thoracic duct}, from dilation {cisterna chyli} at second lumbar vertebra to left jugular 

and subclavian veins, that carries lymph into blood. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation>Parts>Artery 

 

aorta 

The first artery {aorta}| is the largest blood vessel. 

 

artery 

Blood leaves heart to go into tubes {artery}|. Arteries have inner endothelium-and-elastic-tissue layer, middle 

smooth-muscle layer, and outer connective-tissue layer. 

 

coronary artery 

Blood flow from aorta can go into heart arteries {coronary artery}|. 

 

arteriole 

Arteries have branches {arteriole}|. 

 

capillary 

Blood flows from arteries into tubes {capillary}|, where molecules diffuse between blood and tissue fluids. 

Capillaries have endothelial cell layers. Most peripheral resistance to blood flow is in capillaries. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation>Parts>Artery>Head 

 

carotid artery 

Head has neck arteries {carotid artery}| on sides. 

 

vertebral artery 

Head has arteries {vertebral artery} beside spine. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation>Parts>Vein 

 

venation 

Vein system has structure {venation}. 

 

venous 

about veins {venous}. 

 

vein 

From capillaries, blood goes into tubes {vein, circulation}| that have same layers as arteries but with thinner muscle 

layers. Valves prevent backward flow. 

 

venule 

The first veins {venule} are small tubes. 

 

saphenous vein 

Veins {saphenous vein}| drain leg surfaces. 

 

varicose vein 

Swollen veins {varicose vein}| can be in legs. 

 

hepatic portal system 

Veins {hepatic portal system}| can collect blood from spleen, stomach, pancreas, and intestines and take blood to 

liver. 

 



vena cava 

Blood reaches largest veins {vena cava}| to enter heart, from above {superior vena cava} and below {inferior vena 

cava}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation>Parts>Vein>Head 

 

jugular vein 

Head has side neck veins {jugular vein}|. 

 

vertebral vein 

Head has neck veins {vertebral vein} by spine. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation>Parts>Heart 

 

heart organ 

Blood pumping organs {heart}| have auricles and ventricles. Skeletal muscles and breathing assist blood movement. 

Heart volume increases with regular exercise. 

 

pericardium 

Heart cavity has inside endothelium {pericardium}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation>Parts>Heart>Flow 

 

auricle 

Blood goes from vena cava into heart chamber {right atrium} {auricle}| {atrium, heart} at heart top right. 

 

tricuspid valve 

Right atrium pumps blood through valve {tricuspid valve}| to right ventricle. 

 

ventricle in heart 

Right atrium pumps blood through tricuspid valve to lower right chamber {right ventricle} {ventricle, heart}|. 

 

semilunar valve 

Right ventricle pumps blood through valve {semilunar valve}| into pulmonary artery. 

 

pulmonary artery 

Right ventricle pumps blood through semilunar valve into lung artery {pulmonary artery}|. 

 

pulmonary vein 

Blood goes from pulmonary artery to lung capillaries and then to lung vein {pulmonary vein}| back to left atrium. 

 

bicuspid valve 

Left atrium pumps blood through valve {bicuspid valve}| into left ventricle. 

 

mitral valve 

Left ventricle pumps blood through valve {mitral valve}| into aorta. Mitral valve gives high and short sound. Other 

valves and ventricle closures give low and long sound. Heart-sound change indicates valve damage. Syphilis and 

rheumatic fever weaken heart valves. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Circulation>Parts>Heart>Node 

 

sinoatrial node 

Signals from specialized heart tissue {sinoatrial node} {pacemaker} initiate and regulate heartbeat. Heart fibers beat 

by themselves. Blood carbon dioxide, blood thyroxin, blood epinephrine, vagus-nerve stimulation, body temperature, 

fever, and muscle stretching affect heart rate. 

 



atrioventricular node 

Signals go from sinoatrial node to specialized heart tissue {atrioventricular node} and then to ventricles. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion 

 

digestion 

Digestion organs {digestion} include mouth, throat, stomach, and intestines. 

 

enteric as intestinal 

intestinal {enteric}| bacteria or waste. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Movements 

 

swallowing reflex 

Pharynx has a reflex {swallowing reflex} to swallow. Swallowing reflex closes off nasal cavity and larynx and 

opens esophagus. 

 

peristalsis 

Opening esophagus stimulates circular contraction waves down esophagus {peristalsis}|, to carry bolus to stomach. 

Peristalsis can cause throat spasm {lump in the throat}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Mucous 

 

mucous 

Body linings secrete fluid {mucous}|. 

 

saliva 

Mouth mucous {saliva}| contains many proteins. Histatins, lactoferrin, lyzozyme, and peroxidase can break up 

bacteria and yeast. Mucins make sticky coverings to coat teeth and gums. Proline-rich proteins hold calcium phosphate 

for tooth enamel. Amylase changes starches into sugars. Epidermal growth factor makes more cells. Proteins {SLPI 

protein} {slippy protein} can aid wound healing. 

 

sputum 

spit {sputum}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Food 

 

colostrum 

The first breast milk {colostrum}| is thin but has nutrients and antibodies. It flows until several days after birth. 

 

cud 

Ruminants regurgitate stomach contents and chew them again {cud}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Feces 

 

feces 

Rectum distension stimulates defecation of residues {feces}|. 

 

defecation of feces 

Rectum distension stimulates feces excretion {defecation}|. 

 

dropping 

bird feces on ground {dropping}. 

 

dung 

mammal feces on ground {dung}. 



 

manure 

Feces can be fertilizer {manure}. 

 

offal 

feces {offal}. 

 

spoor 

feces {spoor}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts 

 

orifice 

Body openings {orifice}| are at mouth and anus. 

 

perineum 

Space {perineum}| between vagina and rectum has muscle and other tissue. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>General 

 

abdomen 

lower trunk above hips {abdomen, human}. 

 

bowel 

large intestine {bowel}|. 

 

breadbasket 

abdomen {breadbasket}. 

 

entrails 

intestines {entrails}. 

 

gastrointestinal tract 

Mouth, esophagus, stomach, and intestines form a tube {gastrointestinal tract}| {GI tract}. 

 

viscera 

intestines {viscera}|. 

 

vitals 

Body has organs {vitals} necessary for life, such as heart, lungs, and brain. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Tissue 

 

adventitia 

Digestive organs have outermost connective-tissue coverings {adventitia}. 

 

fascia tissue 

Fibrous connective tissue {fascia, tissue} surrounds organ or body cavity. 

 

parenchyma 

Digestive organs have tissue {parenchyma}, not including coverings and supports. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Mouth 

 

mouth 

First, lips and mouth {mouth, body}| receive food. 



 

maw 

mouth {maw}. 

 

tongue muscle 

A muscular appendage {tongue muscle}| attached to mouth back has taste buds, pushes food onto teeth, and rolls 

food into boluses. 

 

bolus 

Tongue muscle pushes food onto teeth and rolls food into balls {bolus}. Muscles push bolus into pharynx. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Mouth>Pharynx 

 

pharynx 

Organs {pharynx}| after mouth receive Eustachian tubes and have swallowing reflexes. 

 

palate 

Mouth roof {palate}| is hard in front and soft in back. 

 

hard palate 

Palate front {hard palate}| has bone covered by mucosa. 

 

soft palate 

Palate back {soft palate}| {velum} has connective tissue and muscle. Soft palate can close opening to nasal cavity 

while swallowing. 

 

uvula 

Soft palate has one cone {uvula}| hanging down, which can swell, causing snoring. 

 

tonsil 

At throat back are two ovoid lymph-tissue regions {tonsil}|. 

 

esophagus 

After pharynx, one tube {esophagus}| goes to stomach. Opening esophagus stimulates peristalsis down esophagus, to 

carry bolus to stomach. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Mouth>Saliva 

 

salivary gland 

Mouth glands {salivary gland}| secrete watery or mucous saliva, to hydrolyze starch to dextrins or glucose and to 

moisten food. 

 

parotid gland 

Salivary glands {parotid gland} can be near ear fronts. 

 

sublingual gland 

Salivary glands {sublingual gland} can be under tongue. 

 

submaxillary gland 

Salivary glands {submaxillary gland} can be near jaw angle. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Teeth 

 

teeth 

Mouth cutting, grinding, and chewing units {teeth, mouth}| can have roots, cementum, necks, gums, and crowns. 

Teeth are incisors, cuspids, bicuspids, and molars. 



 

dental floss 

String {dental floss} can remove debris and bacteria from teeth. 

 

dentifrice 

toothpaste {dentifrice}. 

 

dentition 

People gain teeth sets {dentition} in sequence. 

 

denture 

People can need replacement teeth {denture}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Teeth>Problems 

 

malocclusion 

Upper teeth can not align with lower teeth {malocclusion}. 

 

bucktooth 

Front tooth can stick out {bucktooth}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Teeth>Bacteria 

 

calculus on teeth 

Bacteria can form tooth film {calculus, teeth}|. 

 

cavity in tooth 

Bacteria can dissolve tooth enamel {cavity, teeth}|. 

 

tartar on teeth 

Bacteria can make layers {tartar}| on teeth. 

 

tooth decay 

Bacteria can dissolve tooth enamel {tooth decay}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Teeth>Kinds 

 

incisor 

People have eight front teeth {incisor}|. 

 

cuspid 

People have four cone-shaped teeth {canine teeth} {cuspid}|. 

 

eyetooth 

One pointed canine tooth {eyetooth}| is between incisor and premolar. 

 

bicuspid tooth 

People have eight flattened two-pointed small teeth {pre-molar} {bicuspid}|. 

 

molar teeth 

People have twelve large flat teeth {molar, tooth}|. The first molars are six-year molars, behind baby teeth. 

 

wisdom teeth 

The last four molars {wisdom teeth}| {third molars} can be missing or embedded. Wisdom teeth appear at 17 to 21 

years old. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Teeth>Kinds>Age 

 

permanent tooth 

People replace baby teeth with new sets {permanent tooth}|. People have 32 permanent teeth. 

 

baby tooth 

Children have first teeth sets {baby tooth}|. The 20 baby teeth include 8 incisors, 4 cuspids, and 8 bicuspids. 

 

milk tooth 

baby tooth {milk teeth}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Teeth>Layers 

 

root of tooth 

Teeth have parts {root, teeth} in jawbones, held with cementum. 

 

cementum 

Teeth roots are held in jawbone with glue {cementum}. 

 

mesenchyme 

Teeth have inner layers {mesenchyme} with nerves. 

 

pulp of tooth 

Inner tooth {dental pulp} {pulp, teeth} has blood vessels and nerves. 

 

neck of tooth 

Gums surround teeth bottoms {neck, teeth}. 

 

gum in mouth 

Teeth necks are in flesh {gum, teeth}|. 

 

dentyne 

Under enamel and in root is bone-like material {dentin} {dentyne}. 

 

crown of tooth 

Teeth have parts {crown, teeth} above gums. Grass eaters have crowns that go below gums {hypsodonty}. Leaf 

eaters have crowns only over top. 

 

enamel of tooth 

Crowns have hard, smooth, and white layers {enamel, teeth}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Stomach 

 

stomach 

A muscular sac {stomach}| on trunk left side receives food from esophagus. Stomachs have region {cardiac region} 

near heart, large sac {fundus, stomach}, and pylorus. Stomachs have a smooth-muscle-ring sphincter at top opening, 

which closes after bolus enters. Stomach and digestive tract have inner mucosa, middle circular and longitudinal 

muscle layers, and outer connective-tissue layer. Stomachs hold 2.5 liters. Stomachs can absorb alcohol, aspirin, and 

poisons. Helicobacter pylori bacteria cause stomach ulcers. 

 

craw 

Birds and primitive mammals have stomachs {craw}| that store and break down food. 

 

chyme 

Peristalsis churns food to soup {chyme}. Chyme passes through sphincter to small intestine. 

 



gastric gland 

Stomach glands {gastric gland} secrete hydrochloric acid and proteolytic enzymes. Gastrin hormone controls 

stomach secretions. 

 

mucosa 

Stomach and digestive tract have inner mucous membrane {mucosa}|. 

 

pylorus 

Stomachs have a region {pylorus}| near small intestine. 

 

vomiting reflex 

Brain controls ability to eject stomach contents {vomiting reflex}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Intestine 

 

intestine 

After stomach comes small and then large intestine {intestine}|. Gut distension causes pain but squeezing, cutting, or 

burning does not cause pain. 

 

lumen 

Intestines have inside spaces {lumen, intestine}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Small Intestine 

 

small intestine 

After stomach is one folded tube {small intestine}|, 30 feet long, which absorbs almost all food materials. End 

sphincter allows material to pass to colon. Intestinal wall secretes enzymes to break up proteins. Glucose and amino 

acids have active transport into blood. Lymph absorbs fats. Small intestine has peristalsis and churning movements. 

 

transit time 

Food passes through small intestine eight hours {transit time}. 

 

villus 

Small-intestine mucosa has many cytoplasm fingers {villus}, to absorb sugars and salts. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Small Intestine>Connectors 

 

mesentery 

Small intestine attaches to body back wall by connective tissue {mesentery}|. 

 

omentum 

Fat and connective tissue {omentum}| are in front of intestines. 

 

peritoneum 

Connective-tissue membrane {peritoneum}| lines intestines and body cavity holding intestines. 

 

peritonitis 

Peritoneum can have bacterial infections {peritonitis}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Small Intestine>Regions 

 

duodenum 

Small intestine has first part {duodenum}|. 

 

jejunum 

Small intestine has second short part {jejunum}|. 



 

ileum 

Small intestine has long part {ileum}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Liver 

 

liver organ 

A large gland {liver, organ}| on middle right side secretes bile salts into small intestine. Liver stores and converts 

sugars and carbohydrates, receives amino acids and sugars from intestine via portal vein, makes urea, synthesizes 

plasma proteins, stores vitamins, detoxifies alcohol and ketones, and regulates and produces lipids and fatty acids. 

 

gall bladder 

Bladders {gall bladder}| under liver hold liver bile salts and release bile salts into duodenum, to break up fats and 

neutralize stomach acid. Secretin hormone can control bile stimulation. Precipitated-cholesterol gallstones can be in 

bile ducts. 

 

bile 

Gall bladders hold liver bile salts {bile}|. In duodenum, bile salts break up fats and neutralize stomach acid. 

 

bile pigment 

Hemoglobin breakdown products {bile pigment} can accumulate in jaundice. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Pancreas 

 

pancreas organ 

Under stomach, one gland {pancreas}| secretes enzymes {pancreatic juice} into duodenum, to break up proteins. 

Secretin controls pancreas. 

 

islets of Langerhans 

Pancreas cells {islets of Langerhans} {Langerhans islets} can secrete insulin and glucagon into blood. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Digestion>Parts>Colon 

 

colon intestine 

After small intestine, wider intestine {colon, intestine}| {large intestine} curves up right side, across body-wall back, 

and then down left side. Colon removes water and has peristalsis and churning movements. Colon has 12-hour to 24-

hour transit time. 

 

cecum 

colon beginning {cecum}|. 

 

appendix of body 

Cecum has a small tube {appendix, intestine}| at bottom. 

 

sigmoid colon 

Colon ends {sigmoid colon}| are holding regions. 

 

rectum 

A muscular tube {rectum}| connects to anus. Rectum distension stimulates defecation. 

 

anus 

Rectum has an end sphincter {anus}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland 

 



endocrine gland 

Human proteins from secreting organs {endocrine gland}| can affect remote cells. Hormones can help growth. 

Neurohormones can control neuron and glia division, migration, and maturation. 

 

chromaffin cell 

Cells {chromaffin cell} receive cholinergic neurons. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Menstruation 

 

menstrual cycle 

The 28-day female-hormone cycle {menstrual cycle}| has high estrogen for 21 days and high progesterone for 7 

days, with estrogen increasing until day 12 after menstruation and then progesterone increasing until day 21. 

Luteinizing hormone and follicle-stimulating hormone maximize at 14 days. 

 

ovulation 

Egg release {ovulation}| is at menstruation-cycle day 14, when luteinizing hormone and follicle stimulating hormone 

peak. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Kinds 

 

autocrine 

Endocrine-gland growth-control proteins can affect same cells {autocrine}. For example, neurohormones can control 

neuron and glia division, migration, and maturation. 

 

exocrine gland 

Glands {exocrine gland} can send chemicals out tubes. 

 

paracrine 

Endocrine-gland growth-control proteins {paracrine} can affect nearby cells. For example, neurohormones can 

control neuron and glia division, migration, and maturation. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Glands 

 

gland 

Organs {gland, organ}| can secrete chemicals. 

 

adrenal gland 

Glands {adrenal gland}| above kidneys can secrete adrenalin. 

 

hypophysis 

Small hypothalamus region {pituitary} {hypophysis}| regulates autonomic functions, including growth hormones. 

 

neurohypophysis 

Posterior pituitary has gland-like neuron regions {neurohypophysis}. 

 

hypothalamus as gland 

Glands {hypothalamus, gland} can secrete brain hormones. 

 

intestinal wall gland 

Intestinal walls {gland, intestine} {intestinal wall gland} {intestine gland} can make secretin hormone for protein 

digestion and cholecystokinin hormone for fat digestion. 

 

ovary gland 

Female peritoneum glands {ovary, gland} can make female hormones and eggs. The 28-day female-hormone 

menstrual cycle has high estrogen for 21 days and high progesterone for 7 days, with estrogen increasing until day 12 



after menstruation and then progesterone increasing until day 21. Egg ovulation is at day 14, when luteinizing hormone 

and follicle stimulating hormone peak. 

 

pancreas gland 

A gland {pancreas gland} below stomach can affect digestion and blood sugars, by making insulin and glucagon. 

 

parathyroid gland 

Small glands {parathyroid gland}| on thyroid glands can make calcium-regulation hormones. 

 

pineal gland 

An epithalamus gland {pineal gland}| can control circadian rhythms. In most animals, pineal gland receives light 

from retina. In species with third eyes, pineal gland receives from third eye. Light on pineal gland releases melatonin 

into blood. Pineal N-acetyltransferases act like biological clocks. Pit vipers combine infrared system with other sense 

modes. 

Pineal prevents pituitary from secreting gonadotrophic hormones. After pineal control relaxes, adolescence starts. 

 

testis gland 

A male scrotum gland {testis, gland} can make male sexual hormones and sperm. 

 

thymus gland 

Throat glands {thymus gland}| can make antibodies in infants but have no adult function. 

 

thyroid gland 

Throat glands {thyroid gland}| can make thyroxin hormone. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone 

 

corticotropin releasing factor 

Molecules {corticotropin releasing factor} (CRF) can release corticotrophin, vasopressin, and angiotensin II, using 

negative feedback. CRF causes insomnia, low appetite, low sex drive, depression, and anxiety. CRF affects 

hypothalamus but not enkephalin and neurotensin release. 

 

cyclic AMP 

Phosphate bonds between adenine-pentose-sugar fifth carbons and third carbons make rings {cyclic AMP}| (cAMP). 

purpose 

Cyclic AMP transfers one phosphate group for phosphorylation. cAMP increases active transport, degrades stored 

fats, uses tissue carbohydrates, increases stomach hydrochloric acid, disperses melanin, and stops platelet aggregation. 

cAMP mediates cell processes that increase vesicle mobility, membrane fusion, and release and cause chemotaxis, 

morphogenesis, and gene expression. 

process: hormones 

Hormones that use cAMP include calcitonin, chorionic gonadotropin, epinephrine, follicle-stimulating hormone, 

glucagon, luteinizing hormone, melanin-stimulating hormone, norepinephrine, parathyroid hormone, thyroid-

stimulating hormone, vasopressin, corticotropin, and lipotropin. Hormone attaches to cell-membrane receptors that are 

similar to beta-adrenergic catecholamine receptors. 

process 

Receptors couple to G proteins and adenylate cyclase. Receptors activate membrane G protein by phosphorylation 

and make many cyclic AMPs. cAMP activates protein kinases, which phosphorylate other enzymes. cAMP amplifies 

hormone effect 100 times. 

bacteria 

In E. coli, cAMP stimulates flagellin synthesis, cell motility, and food-seeking behavior. E. coli protein starvation 

increases cAMP. 

plants 

cAMP regulates light-induced growth responses in giant single-celled fungus Phycomyces sporangiophore, in which 

dopamine and epinephrine stimulate adenylate cyclase. 



protozoa 

In unicellular organisms, cAMP is sensitive to catecholamines. In Tetrahymena pyriformis protozoa, cAMP 

regulates cell growth and glucose metabolism, as epinephrine and serotonin excite adenylate cyclase. 

amoeba 

Starvation causes cAMP release by myxamoebas. 

fruitfly 

Fruitfly learning mutants have bad cyclic-AMP or cyclic-AMP-receptor genes. 

 

growth factor 

Human proteins {growth factor} can control growth. 

 

hypothalamic hormones 

Hypothalamus thyroid-hormone releasing factor (THRF), luteinizing-hormone releasing factor (LHRF), and 

somatostatin growth-hormone release-inhibiting factor {hypothalamic hormones} release hormones from anterior 

pituitary gland. 

 

vasopressin 

Posterior-pituitary-gland neurohypophysis hormones {vasopressin}| can constrict artery smooth muscle and so cause 

kidney to conserve fluid {antidiuretic hormone, vasopressin}, affect pair-bonding in male rodents, and consolidate 

memories. It affects locus coeruleus and can cause memory to be unforgettable. Vasopressin and oxytocin are similar. 

Vasopressin can treat shock from low blood pressure. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Appetite 

 

11 beta HSD-1 

Liver and fat enzymes {11 beta HSD-1} can activate cortisol and make more triglycerides. 

 

adiponectin 

Fat cell hormones {adiponectin} can affect insulin and lipid metabolism. 

 

cannabis receptor 

Receptors {cannabis receptor} {CB1 receptor} that bind cannabis can stimulate appetite. 

 

FGF21 protein 

Liver proteins {FGF21 protein} can metabolize fat. 

 

ghrelin 

Gut peptides {ghrelin} can stimulate arcuate-nucleus appetite region. 

 

hypocretin 

Two hypothalamus peptides {orexin} {hypocretin}| can come from preprohypocretin and bind to lateral-

hypothalamus receptors. They increase appetite and cause arousal. Hypocretin mutations can cause mammalian 

narcolepsy. Normal hypocretin is in Golgi organs, and mutated hypocretin is in smooth endoplasmic reticulum. 

 

leptin 

Fat-cell molecules {leptin}| can bind to hypothalamus receptors and suppress appetite. Leptin decreases arousal. 

Leptin stimulates satiation region and inhibits arcuate-nucleus appetite region. 

 

obestatin 

Hormones {obestatin} can suppress appetite. 

 

retinol-binding protein 4 

Fat-cell hormones {retinol-binding protein 4} can inhibit insulin receptors. 

 



uncoupling protein 1 

Cells release proteins {uncoupling protein 1} to ask for energy. Stimulating beta3-adrenergic and PPAR-nuclear 

receptors increases uncoupling protein 1 release. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Calcium 

 

calcitonin 

Circulating hormones {calcitonin}| can regulate calcium. 

 

parathormone 

Hormones {parathormone}| can liberate calcium from bone. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Growth 

 

growth hormone 

Anterior-pituitary hormones {growth hormone}| (GH) can increase bone, increase body growth, raise metabolism 

rate, and make glucose from glycogen. Growth hormones enter cells directly and bind to cytoplasm receptors, which 

send molecules to cell nucleus to bind to DNA sites and express or repress genes. Growth hormone helps generate and 

maintain nerve-pathway connections. 

 

trophic hormone 

Hormones {trophic hormone} can generate and maintain nerve-pathway connections. 

 

thyrotropin 

Anterior-pituitary hormones {thyrotropin}| can increase thyroid growth and thyroxin production. 

 

thyrotropin-releasing 

Hypothalamus and anterior-pituitary hormones {thyrotropin-releasing hormone}| (TRH) can act locally to release 

thyrotropin. Small quantities induce euphoric states and can be antidepressants for treating affective disorders. 

Medulla-oblongata hormones can release hypothalamus thyrotropin. 

 

thyroxin 

Thyroid hormones {thyroxin}| can increase basal metabolism rate. Thyroxin requires iodine. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Ion 

 

adrenal corticoid hormone 

Hormones {adrenal corticoid hormone}| can regulate kidney Na+ and K+ reabsorption. 

 

aldosterone 

Kidney hormones {aldosterone}| can control blood pressure. 

 

antidiuretic hormone 

Hormones {antidiuretic hormone, endocrine}| (ADH) can increase kidney water reabsorption and so block water 

loss. 

 

arginine vasopressin 

Mammal hypothalamus supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei synthesize octapeptides or nonapeptides {arginine 

vasopressin}| (AVP). 

functions 

AVP regulates water balance. Decreased blood volume or increased plasma osmotic pressure causes AVP secretion. 

AVP causes blood-vessel constriction, maintaining blood pressure in cases of decreased blood volume. AVP stimulates 

intestinal motility, lowering fluid loss. AVP increases cell permeability to water in kidney collecting tubules. AVP 

enhances sodium-chloride active transport in renal medullary tubules. 

AVP secretes in pain and stress. AVP stimulates adrenocorticotropic hormone release, triggering adrenal steroid 

secretions and stress responses. 



AVP can affect mammal pair bonding and infant care. 

receptors 

AVP binds to kidney-tubule, vascular smooth-muscle, pituitary, and intestinal cell receptors. 

receptors: baroreceptor 

Reduced blood volume decreases blood pressure and stimulates low-pressure stretch baroreceptors in left atrium, 

aorta, and carotid. Baroreceptors stimulate glossopharyngeal and vagus nerves to hypothalamus, which liberates AVP 

from pituitary nerve terminals. 

receptors: osmoreceptor 

Increased plasma concentration and higher osmolality stimulate osmoreceptors in hypothalamus, resulting in AVP 

secretion. 

 

mineralcorticoid 

Hormones {mineralcorticoid} can regulate salts. 

 

posterior pituitary neurohormone 

Hormones {posterior pituitary neurohormone} can act directly on kidneys, to decrease urine formation and water 

loss. 

 

prodynorphin 

Hormones {prodynorphin} can act on posterior pituitary hormones, to control blood volume and regulate blood 

pressure. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Nerve 

 

sympathetic nervous system hormones 

Neurons {sympathetic nervous system, hormones} can express leucine-enkephalin, methionine-enkephalin, 

adenosine, neuropeptide Y, cholecystokinin, luteinizing-hormone releasing hormone (LHRH), VIP, and vasopressin-

like molecules. 

 

bag cell 

Atrial glands secrete A and B peptides, which depolarize abdominal-ganglion electrically coupled neurons {bag 

cell}. Bag cells secrete peptides, including egg-laying hormones, into blood to affect central neurons and ovotestis. 

 

catechol-O-methyltransferase 

Enzymes {catechol-O-methyltransferase} (COMT) can inactivate catecholamines. 

 

epidermal growth factor 

Hormones {epidermal growth factor}| (EGF) can support brain-cortex neurogenesis. Cell-membrane outsides have 

EGF receptors. EGF binding stimulates cell growth and division. Cancer cells have many EGF receptors. 

 

fibroblast growth factor 

Hormones {fibroblast growth factor}| (FGF) can support cerebral-cortex neurons, especially striate-cortex neurons. 

At high concentrations, FGF enhances neurogenesis. At low concentrations, FGF increases neuron and glia survival 

rates. Fibroblast growth factor 8 organizes cortex. Human genes {fibroblast-growth-factor receptor L1 gene} (FGFRL1 

gene) can be similar to flatworm genes {nou-darake gene} {Ndk gene} that repress neuron division. 

 

microphthalmia-associated transcription factor 

Hormones {microphthalmia-associated transcription factor} (MITF) can regulate eye development, blood-cell 

development, and skin pigments. 

 

prostaglandin 

Cyclized 20-carbon unsaturated fatty acids {prostaglandin}|, with two carbon-chain tails, come from all tissues, 

derive from fatty acids, have over 14 varieties, lower blood pressure, make smooth muscles contract, and block 

hormones. 



types 

Prostaglandins can degenerate corpus luteum and regulate activities induced by hormones. Prostaglandin E1 affects 

inflammation, contracts smooth muscles, stops stomach hydrochloric-acid production, opens bronchi, stops fat 

breakdown, constricts pupils, relaxes blood vessels, and reduces blood pressure. Prostaglandin I2 inhibits platelet 

clumping and prevents arterial-lining damage. Endoperoxides regulate cyclic-AMP metabolism and are prostaglandin 

intermediates. 

comparison 

Aspirin, arthritic drugs, and anti-inflammatory drugs are similar to prostaglandins. 

polarity 

Prostaglandins change polarization over the long term. 

metabolism 

Enzymes {prostaglandin synthetase} can catalyze arachidonic-acid oxidation to prostaglandin H2. Enzymes 

{prostaglandin hydroperoxidase} can oxidize xenobiotics. Cyclooxygenase-2 and other cyclooxygenases (COX) can 

generate prostaglandin. Aspirin, ibuprofen, rofecoxib, and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug inhibit 

cyclooxygenases. 

 

scotophobin 

Molecules {scotophobin} can make animals afraid of the dark. 

 

sleep peptide 

Brain, cerebrospinal-fluid, and cerebral-blood peptides {sleep peptide}| can induce sleep. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Nerve>Gut 

 

bombesin 

Brain and gut peptides {bombesin} can lower body temperature, control gastric secretions, and stimulate appetite. 

 

peptide YY3-36 

Intestinal hormones {peptide YY3-36} (PYY) can work in hypothalamus to reduce appetite. 

 

substance P 

Gut, hypothalamus, medulla-oblongata, pons, substantia-nigra, and spinal-cord dorsal-root peptides {substance P}| 

(SP) can be in fine pain fibers and affect peripheral sympathetic catecholamine neurons. Substance P releases serotonin 

from terminals inhibited by serotonin. Substance P makes long lasting excitation by slow, excitatory postsynaptic 

potentials and can cause pain. Substance P increases preprotachykinin mRNA. Sympathetic-neuron activity suppresses 

substance P. Serotonin enhances substance-P release to excite spinal cord. 

 

vasoactive intestinal peptide 

Gut, cerebral-cortex bipolar-cell, and submandibular salivary-gland postsynaptic parasympathetic-neuron peptides 

{vasoactive intestinal peptide}| (VIP) can regulate neuronal mitosis, process outgrowth, and sympathetic-neuron 

survival. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Nerve>Opioid 

 

endorphin 

Three genetically different peptide families {endorphin}| include proopiomelanocortin (POMC), proenkephalins, and 

prodynorphin. One large exon encodes peptides derived from proenkephalin and POMC, so this gene encodes related 

behaviors. 

locations 

Pituitary-gland intermediated lobe and anterior lobe synthesize POMC. Cortex, spinal-cord neurons, adrenal 

medulla, and gut make proenkephalins. Gut, posterior pituitary, hypothalamus, basal ganglia, and brainstem make 

prodynorphin. 

types 

Alpha-endorphin soothes. Beta-endorphin causes analgesia. Gamma-endorphin irritates. 



biology 

Endorphins are neurohormones or neurotransmitters. Endorphins bind to opiate receptors to inhibit pain-information 

transmission and cause analgesia. Peripheral pain-receptor stimulation thresholds increase, and central pain perception 

becomes less sensitive. CREB regulates endorphin production. 

 

enkephalin 

Pituitary hormones {encephalin} {enkephalin}| can have five-amino-acid opioid cores, bind to morphine-binding 

sites, and inhibit pain-information transmission. Enkephalins can acetylate, amidate, phosphorylate, glycosylate, and 

methylate. Methionine-enkephalin and leucine-enkephalin are peptides, act as opioids, and are in area postrema, locus 

coeruleus, medulla oblongata, pons, retina, superior olive, spinal cord, and ventral pallidum. Methionine-enkephalins 

are beta-endorphin precursors. Leucine-enkephalins are dynorphin precursors. 

functions 

Sympathetic-nervous-system enkephalins control blood vessels, regulate local blood flow and pressure, and cause 

analgesia. 

 

opiate peptide 

Basal-ganglia, hypothalamus, pituitary-gland, and adrenal-gland peptides {opiate peptide}| {opioid peptide} can act 

as analgesics when in cerebrospinal fluid. Repeated stressful stimuli release opioids. Basal ganglia opiate peptides 

include dynorphin, beta-endorphin, met-enkephalin, leu-enkephelin, and kyotorphin. Bony fish and higher animals 

have opiate systems. 

 

proenkephalin 

Hormones {proenkephalin} can act on posterior pituitary hormones, to control blood volume and regulate blood 

pressure. Cortex neurons, spinal-cord neurons, adrenal medulla, and gut make proenkephalins. 

 

proopiomelanocortin 

Anterior pituitary, mediobasal hypothalamus arcuate nucleus, and solitary-tract nucleus make opiate peptides 

{proopiomelanocortin} (POMC). POMC releases ACTH, endorphins, and melanocyte-stimulating hormones. POMC 

influences adrenal cortex and blood pressure. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Nerve>Adrenalin 

 

epinephrine 

Medulla oblongata, solitary tract nucleus, and adrenal-gland medulla release biogenic amines {adrenaline} 

{adrenalin} {epinephrine}| that can inhibit or excite neuron metabolism for seconds. 

biology 

Epinephrine stimulates sympathetic nervous system and increases heart activity and muscular action. It releases 

glucose from liver and makes glucose from glycogen. It increases heart rate and constricts most blood vessels but 

dilates coronary and skeletal muscle arteries. It dilates bronchi, relaxes smooth muscle, contracts sphincters, and 

contracts spleen. 

causes 

Stress, fear, and flight-or-fight response release epinephrine. 

norepinephrine 

Norepinephrine reacts similarly. 

 

norepinephrine 

Adrenal-gland medulla, lateral tegmentum, locus coeruleus, medulla oblongata, and sympathetic neurons release 

biogenic amines {norepinephrine}| {noradrenaline} {noradrenalin} that can inhibit or excite neuron metabolism for 

seconds. 

biology 

Norepinephrine stimulates sympathetic nervous system and increases heart activity and muscular action. It releases 

glucose from liver and makes glucose from glycogen. It increases heart rate and constricts most blood vessels but 

dilates coronary and skeletal muscle arteries. It dilates bronchi, relaxes smooth muscles, contracts sphincters, and 

contracts spleen. 

causes 

Stress, fear, and flight-or-fight response release norepinephrine. 



epinephrine 

Epinephrine reacts similarly. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Sex 

 

androgen 

Testis and adrenal cortex make dehydroepiandrosterone, androstenone, and testosterone {androgen}|, which cause 

male sex characteristics. Androstenones can be pheromones. Androstadienone has odor, detected by receptors {OR7D4 

receptor}. 

 

chorionic gonadotropin 

Placenta hormones {chorionic gonadotropin}| can maintain pregnancy. 

 

egg-laying hormone 

Neuropeptides {egg-laying hormone} (ELH) can regulate sea-snail egg laying. Atrial glands secrete A and B 

peptides, which depolarize bag cells. Bag cells secrete multiple peptides, including egg-laying hormones, into blood to 

affect central neurons and ovotestis. 

 

estrogen 

Estrone and estradiol {estrogen}| are from adrenal cortex, are steroids, and stimulate growth and female sex 

characteristics. Estrogens enter cells directly and bind to cytoplasm receptors, which send molecules to cell nucleus to 

bind to DNA sites and express or repress genes. 

 

follicle stimulating hormone 

Anterior pituitary hormones {follicle stimulating hormone}| (FSH) can stimulate Graafian-follicle and seminiferous-

tubule growth. FSH first secretes at age 7 to 8 and reaches adult levels at age 11 to 13. 

 

lutein hormone releasing factor 

Hormones {lutein hormone releasing factor} {luteinizing-hormone-releasing hormone} (LHRH) can bind to 

forebrain and hypothalamus, release luteinizing hormone in hypothalamus, help sexual arousal and mating, stimulate 

sex drive, and cure oligospermy. 

 

luteinizing hormone 

Pituitary hormones {luteinizing hormone}| (LH) {interstitial cell-stimulating hormone} (ICSH) can control 

progesterone or testosterone production and release, which first secretes at age 7 to 8 and reaches adult levels at age 11 

to 13. 

 

oxytocin 

Hypothalamus peptides {oxytocin}| (Vincent du Vigneaud) [1953] can have nine amino acids, control uterus 

contraction, affect pair-bonding in female rodents and nursing babies, control milk release, peak at orgasm {cuddle 

hormone}, and aid forgetting. Oxytocin receptors are in hypothalamus, amygdala, nucleus accumbens, and anterior-

cingulate subgenual area. Pitocin is synthetic oxytocin. Vasopressin and oxytocin are similar. 

 

progesterone 

Ovary hormones {progesterone}| can regulate estrous and menstrual cycles. Progesterone enters cells directly and 

binds to cytoplasm receptors, which send molecules to cell nucleus to bind to DNA sites and express or repress genes. 

 

prolactin 

Pituitary hormones {prolactin}| can maintain estrogen and progesterone secretion, stimulate milk production, and 

control maternal instincts. 

 

relaxin 

Ovary and placenta hormones {relaxin}| can relax pelvic ligaments for birth. 

 



testosterone 

Adrenal-cortex and testes hormones {testosterone}| can stimulate growth and male sex characteristics. Testosterone 

enters cells directly and binds to cytoplasm receptors, which send molecules to cell nucleus to bind to DNA sites and 

express or repress genes. 

 

vasotocin 

Fish have molecules {vasotocin} that reduce ovulating-female fear of males. In mammals, vasotocin has evolved to 

oxytocin and arginine vasopressin. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Skin 

 

gamma-melanocyte stimulating hormone 

Hormones {gamma-melanocyte stimulating hormone}| (gamma-MSH) can aid steroid production. 

 

intermedin 

Pituitary intermediate-lobe hormones {intermedin}| can stimulate skin pigments. 

 

melanin stimulating 

Anterior-pituitary hormones {alpha melanocyte stimulating hormone} {alpha MSH} {melanin stimulating 

hormone}| {melanocyte stimulating hormone} (MSH) can aid attention and darken skin by increasing melanocyte 

pigment production. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Endocrine Gland>Hormone>Sugar 

 

adrenocorticotropin 

Anterior-pituitary hormones {adrenocorticotropin}| (ACTH) {corticotropin} can stimulate adrenocortical cells to 

synthesize and release glucocorticoid hormones and so make glucose from glycogen, control corticosteroid production, 

aid attention, and cause cortex analgesia at non-opiate receptors. ACTH amino acids four to seven make short-term 

memory permanent. 

 

corticosteroid 

Cortisol and cortisone {corticosteroid}| are from adrenal cortex, convert proteins to carbohydrates, prevent 

inflammation, increase metabolism rate, increase glycogen storage in liver, darken skin, and stimulate milk production. 

CYP17 gene modifies cholesterol to make cortisol. Cortisol suppresses lymphocyte interleukin-2 activity. Long-term 

stress increases cortisol. Adrenal-cortex aldosterone, corticosterone, and deoxycorticosterone regulate sodium and 

potassium metabolism. 

 

glucagon 

Hormones {glucagon}| can increase liver glucose concentration, decrease liver glycogen production, and decrease 

other-cell glucose. 

 

glucocorticosteroid 

Hormones {glucocorticosteroid}| can regulate sugar and protein. 

 

insulin hormone 

Hormones {insulin, hormone}| can decrease liver glucose concentration, increase liver glycogen production, and 

increase other-cell glucose. Insulin-like growth factors (IGF) regulate neuron-process growth and mitosis. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Excretion 

 

excretion 

Blood flows to kidney, in middle-trunk back wall, where filtration removes waste products {excretion, kidney}. 

 

countercurrent mechanism 

Kidneys have adjacent nephrons, in which water flows in opposite directions {countercurrent mechanism}|, that 

exchange water to regulate blood acidity, blood salt concentrations, blood volume, and total body water. 



processing 

First, in kidney cortex, blood pressure forces urea, creatinine, uric acid, ammonia, ions, and water to diffuse through 

capillary membranes into Bowman's capsule. 

Below Bowman's capsule, nephron convolutes, and active-transport reabsorption returns glucose, amino acids, and 

salts from proximal convoluted tubule to blood, along with water. 

Proximal convoluted tubule then goes down into kidney medulla, becomes loop of Henle, turns around, and comes 

back up to kidney cortex. 

Loop then convolutes and becomes distal convoluted tubule, which secretes non-diffusible waste substances from 

blood into urine in augmentation. 

Distal convoluted tubule then goes into kidney medulla, becomes collecting tubule, which is adjacent to loop of 

Henle, and absorbs or desorbs water to regulate blood and urine water concentrations. 

countercurrent 

Loop of Henle and collecting tubule form a countercurrent structure. See Figure 1. 

The first downward loop-of-Henle part contains liquid that has received blood waste and nutrients, in Bowman's 

capsule, and returned nutrients and water to blood, in proximal convoluted tubule. It has moderate waste concentration 

and low nutrient concentration. Collecting tubule has received waste from blood that cannot diffuse out. If collecting 

tubule has too little water and downward loop has too much water, downward loop diffuses water to collecting tubule, 

causing upward loop to receive moderate water from downward loop and send it into collecting tubule. If collecting 

tubule has too much water and downward loop has too little water, collecting tubule diffuses water to downward loop, 

causing upward loop to receive moderate water from downward loop and send it into collecting tubule. 

The second upward loop-of-Henle part can diffuse water into, or receive diffuse water from, downward loop and 

collecting tubule to exactly balance water concentrations. 

Water typically flows from loop of Henle into collecting tubule, because collecting tubule has high waste 

concentrations and therefore has low water concentration. Loop of Henle has low diffusible-waste concentrations, has 

no non-diffusible wastes, and has higher water concentration, as blood excretes water into Bowman's capsule. 

changes 

If you drink water, blood water increases and blood pressure increases. Blood puts much water into Bowman's 

capsule with little waste and nutrients. Proximal convoluted tubule puts water and most nutrients back into blood. Loop 

of Henle carries water to distal convoluted tubule, where urine receives little non-diffusible waste. Collecting tubule 

has almost same concentrations as loop of Henle, so little water diffuses. Extra water in your body then excretes. 

If you do not drink enough water, blood water decreases and blood pressure decreases. Blood puts little water into 

Bowman's capsule, with high waste and nutrient concentrations. Proximal convoluted tubule puts all water and 

nutrients back into blood. Loop of Henle carries little water but high waste concentration to distal convoluted tubule, 

where urine receives little non-diffusible waste. Collecting tubule has almost same concentrations as loop of Henle, so 

water diffuses back into loop of Henle. Little water excretes. 

pressure 

Water-diffusion countercurrent process determines water, salt-ion, and hydrogen-ion concentrations at downward-

loop top and so in proximal convoluted tubule. The liquid at proximal-convoluted-tubule end can put more or less back 

pressure on proximal-convoluted-tubule liquid, which then diffuses more or less water back into blood, controlling 

blood volume and total body water. 

The liquid at proximal-convoluted-tubule end can have higher or lower salt-ion concentrations, which push more or 

less salt ion back into blood, controlling blood salt. The liquid at proximal-convoluted-tubule end can have higher or 

lower hydrogen-ion concentration, which pushes more or less hydrogen ion back into blood, controlling blood acidity. 



Figure 1 

 

 
  



urination process 

Bladder distension stimulates contraction, and urine flows through urethra to outside {urination, excretion}|. 

 

urine 

Kidneys secrete fluid {urine}| with ions and urea. Hemoglobin breakdown products cause urine color. 

 

ureter 

Renal pelvis becomes a muscular tube {ureter} to bladder. Urine moves by peristalsis. 

 

urethra 

Bladder distension stimulates contraction, and urine flows through a tube {urethra}| to outside. 

 

renal about kidney 

kidney {renal}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Excretion>Kidney 

 

kidney 

Excretory system has organs {kidney}| in middle-trunk back wall. Kidney regulates blood pH, blood salt, blood 

volume, and total body water. Increasing blood water increases blood pressure. Increasing blood pressure increases 

water filtration into kidney, reducing water in blood and reducing blood pressure. Kidney problems can cause edema. 

Kidney makes aldosterone, which controls blood pressure. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Excretion>Kidney>Parts 

 

cortex of kidney 

Kidneys have outer layers {cortex, kidney}. 

 

medulla of kidney 

Kidneys have inner layers {medulla, kidney}. 

 

glomerulus of kidney 

In kidney cortex, blood capillaries {glomerulus, kidney} {glomeruli, kidney} surround nephrons. 

 

nephron 

In kidney cortex, glomeruli surround small tubules {nephron}. 

 

Bowman capsule 

In kidney cortex, sacs {Bowman's capsule} {Bowman capsule} surround capillaries. Urea, creatinine, uric acid, 

ammonia, and ions diffuse under pressure into Bowman's capsule. 

 

proximal convoluted tubule 

Below Bowman's capsule, tubules loop {proximal convoluted tubule}, and active transport returns glucose, amino 

acids, salts, and water by reabsorption to blood. 

 

loop of Henle 

Proximal convoluted tubules dip down into kidney medulla and then back up to kidney cortex {Henle loop} {loop of 

Henle}. 

 

distal convoluted tubule 

In kidney cortex, looped regions {distal convoluted tubule} secrete selected substances back into urine from blood 

for augmentation. 

 



collecting tubule 

Distal convoluted tubules go into kidney medulla {collecting tubule}, where countercurrent processes regulate water 

concentration, as low-concentration fluid passes by high-concentration fluid in opposite direction and diffusion 

balances water in blood and urine. 

 

renal pelvis 

Collecting tubules can become funnel-shaped chambers {renal pelvis}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System 

 

immune system 

Bone marrow, thymus, spleen, liver, and lymph nodes {immune system, organ}| protect body from invading 

organisms. 

self 

Immune system can recognize organism cells, because all body cell-membrane outsides have same cell-recognition 

glycoproteins. 

antibodies 

Immune-system cells can recognize antibodies, because antibodies complex with cell-recognition glycoproteins. 

humoral immunity 

Immune system can kill bacteria and viruses in cell fluids. 

cellular immunity 

Immune system can absorb body cells that have been damaged by viruses or bacteria and regulate immune system. 

evolution 

Humoral immunity and cellular immunity both come from same precursor cells during development. 

acidity 

Stomach acidity and urine acidity kill and suppress bacteria. 

 

clonal-selection theory 

Several thousand different antigen-specific B cells are present {clonal-selection theory}, even in fetus. 

 

ear wax 

Wax {ear wax} {wax, ear} can block ear bacteria. 

 

pus 

Lymph, leukocytes, bacteria, and tissue leave residues {pus}|. 

 

scar tissue 

After healing, lymphocytes change to connective tissue {scar tissue}|. 

 

tears 

Tears {tears} are antibacterial. 

 

transplantation 

Organs from other organisms can replace same organs in individuals {transplantation}|. Immune system typically 

attacks foreign tissue. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Cells 

 

macrophage 

Humoral immunity uses immune-system cells {macrophage}| that find antigens and process them. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Cells>Stem 

 

hemopoietic stem cell 

Precursor cells {hemopoietic stem cell} (HSC), trapped inside bone-marrow special-cell {stromal cell} pockets, 

make all immune-system cells. 



 

multipotent progenitor cell 

Hemopoietic stem cells divide to make cells {multipotent progenitor cell} (MPP) that move out of stroma and make 

hemopoietic stem cells that stay in stroma. Multipotent progenitor cells divide into myeloid progenitors and lymphoid 

progenitors. Myeloid progenitors divide into granulocytic/monocytic precursors and megakaryocytic/erythrocytic 

precursors. Lymphoid progenitors divide into B-cell precursors and T-cell precursors. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Cells>B Cell 

 

B cell 

Mammalian immune-system bone-marrow cells {B cell}| synthesize and secrete antibodies and migrate to spleen, 

liver, and lymph nodes. If antigens meet B cells with correct antibodies, B cells transform into plasma cells. 

antibodies 

B cells differentiate from making IgM to making IgG to making IgA. B cells transpose variable region, located far 

from constant-region gene, to joining region, to make different antibodies. Enhancer activates only one variable-gene 

promoter. Vertebrate immune-system B cells use controlled transposition to make one antibody. Antibodies have 

constant regions. Various joining regions can attach to constant region. Various variable regions, located far from 

constant region in genome, can transpose to joining region. 

 

memory cell 

Cells {memory cell} can take information back to lymph nodes or spleen, where memory cells change to plasma 

cells. 

 

plasma cell 

Cells {plasma cell}| can come from B cells. Plasma cells are lymphocytes that make antibodies and bind to foreign 

proteins. They make only one antibody type, which reacts with antigen to form precipitates for phagocytization. 

Humoral system makes 2000 antibodies per second for several days to prevent re-infection. Immature plasma cells in 

fetus that make antibodies against self normally die, leaving only antibodies against foreign molecules at birth. 

 

mast cell 

IgD are on B-cell surfaces. IgE starts cells {mast cell}| that make histamine. 

 

natural killer cell 

Immune-system cells {natural killer cell} can attach to B cells at temporary synapses to check if they are 

functioning. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Cells>T Cell 

 

T cell 

In third and fourth pharyngeal pouch, thymus immune-system cells {T cell}| produce lymphokines from precursors. 

T cells can phagocytize foreign cells and viruses {cellular immunity, T cell}. Cytotoxic T cells absorb damaged cells. 

cell surface 

T cells have surface protein receptors. These glycoproteins can have alpha, beta, gamma, and delta subunits. 

Receptor genes for these proteins are similar to immunoglobulin genes. Immunoglobulin superfamily has similar 

constant, joining, diverse, and variable regions and similar promoters. 

 

helper T cell 

T cells {CD4+ T lymphocyte} {helper T cell} can have cell-surface CD4-protein receptors {co-receptor}, which 

assist T-cell receptors. Helper T cells have T-cell receptors. 

process 

Helper T cells start disease-organism killing. Helper T cells secrete lymphokines, such as interleukin, interferon, 

colony-stimulating factor, and tumor necrosis factor. Lymphokines activate cytotoxic T cells, signal B cells to make 

antibodies, attract macrophages and platelets with chemotactic factor, multiply helper T cells, and multiply immune 

precursor cells. 



regulatory T cells 

5% to 10% of helper T cells have CD25 surface protein and Foxp3 transcription factor and inhibit autoreactive 

CD4+ T lymphocytes. 

problems 

CD4+ T lymphocytes can alter to cause multiple sclerosis, insulin-dependent diabetes of youth, and rheumatoid 

arthritis. 

 

regulatory T cell 

Helper T cells {regulatory T cell} {CD4+CD25+ T cell} {T-reg cell} {T regulatory cell} can inhibit helper-T-cell 

immune responses, rather than secrete cytokines or engulf infected cells. 5% to 10% of CD4+ T lymphocytes are 

regulatory T cells. 

receptors 

Regulatory T cells have T-cell receptors, CD4-protein receptors, and CD25 surface proteins, which are in 

interleukin-2 receptors. Interleukin-2 excites regulatory T cells. 

transcription 

They have Foxp3 transcription-factor protein, which makes molecules that can disable autoreactive T cells. 

Perhaps, antigen-specific receptors are stronger than the ones for autoreactive CD4+ T lymphocytes. Perhaps, 

regulatory T cells inhibit antigen-presenting cells from showing antigen. Perhaps, regulatory T cells cause antigen-

presenting cells to release inhibitory cytokines. Perhaps, regulatory T cells inhibit autoreactive CD4+ T lymphocytes 

directly. 

problems 

Foxp3-gene mutation can cause immune dysregulation polyendocrinopathy enteropathy X-linked chromosome 

syndrome {IPEX syndrome} and autoreactive immune systems. Scurfy mice have autoreactive immune systems. 

 

dendritic cell 

T cells {dendritic cell} can have surface molecules that bind to non-self proteins and attract T cells to breakdown 

protein. Then they usually die. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Cells>T Cells 

 

antigen-presenting cell 

Cells {antigen-presenting cell} can contact T cells, to present protein fragments {supramolecular activation cluster, 

antigen} that they removed from viruses or bacteria, and so activate T cells. Supramolecular-activation clusters have 

outer rings for adhesion and central spots for recognition. Proteins move to form patterns, using cytoskeletons. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Immunity Types 

 

adaptive immune system 

B cells and T cells make antibodies against antigens {adaptive immune system}. 

 

cellular immunity 

T cells can phagocytize foreign cells and viruses {cell-mediated system} {cellular immunity}|. After contacting cells 

having different MHC surface proteins, lymphocytes change to macrophages, as antigen combines with special RNA, 

which engulf foreign cells. Memory cells take information back to lymph nodes and spleen, where memory cells 

change to plasma cells. 

 

humoral immunity 

Immune system can kill bacteria and viruses in cell fluids {humoral immunity}| {humoral system}. Plasma cells 

make 2000 antibodies per second for several days to prevent reinfection. 

 

immune response 

The first time {primary immune response} bodies react to new antigens has greatest reaction {immune response}|. 

Later antigens cause reactions {secondary immune response}. 

 



immune synapse 

Natural killer cells can attach to B cells at temporary synapses {immune synapse}, to check if they are functioning. 

Natural-killer-cell receptor proteins check B-cell surface proteins. If no reception, acidic organelles move to synapse 

and inject chemicals to kill cells. Antigen-presenting cells contact T cells {supramolecular activation cluster, 

immunity} at immune synapses to present protein fragments that they removed from viruses or bacteria and activate T 

cells. Immune-synapse outer ring is for adhesion, and central spot is for recognition. Proteins move to form patterns, 

using cytoskeletons. 

 

innate immune system 

Body cells can react to pathogens {innate immune system}. 

cells 

Phagocytes include monocytes and dendritic cells. Monocytes become macrophages. 

receptors 

Pathogen molecules cause inflammation. Phagocyte Toll-like receptors recognize molecule types. 

cytokines 

Inside cells, TLRs make MyD88, Mal, Tram, and/or Trif. These make NF-kappaB, which enters cell nucleus to start 

cytokine production. 

dendritic cells 

After phage ingestion, dendritic cells carry phage fragments to lymph nodes to inform T cells. 

 

reticuloendothelial system 

Spleen, lymph nodes, liver, and bone marrow blood-vessel sinusoid cells phagocytize foreign cells 

{reticuloendothelial system}. 

 

sickness response 

Immune system has rapid generalized responses {sickness response}| {acute phase response}. 

purpose 

Sickness response creates or saves energy. 

process 

Stress causes hypothalamus, pituitary, adrenal gland, and sympathetic nervous system to release hormones and 

transmitters, which bind to immune-cell receptors and regulate immunity. Activated immune cells release pro-

inflammatory cytokines that affect neurons and glia, which coordinate hormone, behavior, and physiological changes 

related to fever. Physiological changes are fever, blood-ion-concentration reduction, increased white-blood-cell 

replication, and increased sleep. Blood-ion-concentration reduction denies minerals required by replicating bacteria and 

viruses. Behavior changes decrease social interaction, exploration, sexual activity, and food and water intake. Hormone 

changes increase hypothalamus, pituitary, adrenal, and sympathetic-nervous-system hormone release. 

fever 

Fever raises body temperature, so bacteria and viruses do not replicate rapidly, bacteria do not form protective outer 

coats, white blood cells replicate rapidly, and destructive enzymes function efficiently. 

slow response 

Immune system has slow selective response, which makes antibodies [Maier et al., 1994] [Maier and Watkins, 1998] 

[Maier and Watkins, 2000]. 

glia 

Glia can act like immune cells. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Protein 

 

hexapeptide 

Peptides {hexapeptide} can have shapes similar to 20 others, so they all bind same antibody. 

 

lectin 

Muropeptides {lectin} bind to NOD, such as NOD2, and NALP intracellular receptors and trigger cytokines and/or 

transcription factors. Lectins include mannose-binding lectin. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Protein>Cytokine 

 



cytokine 

Helper T cells make molecules {cytokine}| that attract neutrophils and monocytes, which become macrophages: 

{colony-stimulating factor} {granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor} (GMCSF) {interleukin}. Tumor 

necrosis factor alpha {tumor necrosis factor} increases inflammation. Inside cells, Toll-like receptors make MyD88, 

Mal, Tram, and/or Trif. These make NF-kappaB, which enters cell nucleus to start cytokine production. Cytokines 

include interleukin-1, interleukin-6, interleukin-8, interleukin-12, and tumor necrosis factor-alpha. Interleukin-1 

increases inflammation. Interleukin-6 activates B cells. Interleukin-8 is signal to neutrophils. Interleukin-12 activates T 

cells. Cytokines attract monocytes and neutrophils. Monocytes become macrophages. 

 

chemokine 

Cells inflamed by injury, allergens, antigens, or invading microorganisms release 8-kDa to 16-kDa soluble proteins 

{chemokine}, to attract monocytes and granulocytes. Humans have 50 chemokines. 

types 

Alpha chemokines have amino acids between first two cysteines and have two other cysteines. Beta chemokines 

have no separation between first two cysteines and have two other cysteines. Gamma chemokines have two cross-

linked cysteines. Lymph nodes, lungs, liver, and bone marrow express factors {stromal-cell-derived factor 1} from 

genes {SDF-1 gene} {CXCL12 gene}. 

receptors 

Chemokines bind to chemokine receptors {G protein-linked receptor}. Chemokine receptors (CXCR2) (CXCR4) 

(CCR7) include chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5), used by HIV-1. 

receptors: effects 

Binding to receptors causes adhesion-protein {B integrin} rearrangement, to increase adhesion to blood-vessel 

endothelial cells. Later, leukocytes pass between endothelial cells into tissue. Leukocytes use pseudopods and actin 

movement to migrate along chemokine concentration gradient. High chemokine concentration makes leukocytes 

produce cytokines, release granule contents, induce intracellular F-actin polymerization, form pseudopods, increase 

endothelial and other cells, promote vascularization, remodel tissue, heal wounds, and lyse lymphocytes. 

 

S100 protein 

Macrophages and endothelial cells make proteins {S100 protein}, such as S100A8 and S100A9, that signal for more 

macrophages to come. 

 

pro-inflammatory cytokine 

Tumor necrosis factor, interleukin-l, and interleukin-6 cytokines {pro-inflammatory cytokine} cause sickness 

responses [Maier and Watkins, 1998] [Watkins and Maier, 1999] [Watkins and Maier, 2002]. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Protein>Lymphokine 

 

lymphokine 

In third and fourth pharyngeal pouch, thymus helper T cells secrete peptides {lymphokine}, such as interleukin, 

interferon, colony-stimulating factor, and tumor necrosis factor. Lymphokines activate cytotoxic T cells, signal B cells 

to make antibodies, attract macrophages and platelets with chemotactic factors, multiply helper T cells, and multiply 

immune precursor cells. 

 

chemotactic factor 

Helper T cells secrete lymphokine peptides, such as interleukin, interferon, colony-stimulating factor, and tumor 

necrosis factor. Lymphokines activate cytotoxic T cells, signal B cells to make antibodies, attract macrophages and 

platelets {chemotactic factor}, multiply helper T cells, and multiply immune precursor cells. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Protein>Antibody 

 

immunoglobulin superfamily 

T cells have cell-surface protein receptors {immunoglobulin superfamily, antibody}. These glycoproteins can have 

alpha, beta, gamma, and delta subunits. Receptor genes for these proteins are similar to immunoglobulin genes. They 

have similar constant, joining, diverse, and variable regions and similar promoters. Immunoglobulin superfamily 

includes cell-adhesion proteins {neural-cell adhesion molecule}, growth-factor receptors, and lymphokine receptors. 

MHC genes are similar to genes for antibodies and T-cell receptors. 



 

abzyme 

Antibodies {abzyme} can act like enzymes and bind to reaction transition states. 10% of such binding affects 

reaction rates. 

 

allelic exclusion 

Immune-system B cells make one antibody type {allelic exclusion} and secrete it into blood. 

 

bispecific antibody 

One antibody arm can bind to one molecule, and other arm to another molecule {bispecific antibody}. 

 

complementarity determining region 

Variable antibody regions have only three parts that actually bind to antigen {complementarity determining region} 

(CDR). Variable regions otherwise just align CDRs. Humanized antibodies use human antibodies with CDRs from 

monoclonal mice. 

 

effector region 

Toxins can replace antibody regions {effector region} used to determine immunoglobulin type, to deliver agents 

only to correct sites. 

 

class switching 

Antibody variable regions can attach to different constant regions for different immunoglobulin types {class 

switching}, so all immunoglobulin types use same antibody. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Protein>Antibody>Chain 

 

heavy chain 

Antibodies have two longer proteins {heavy chain}. Heavy chains have variable regions at arm ends, diverse region, 

joining region, and three constant regions. Single genes are for constant regions. Heavy chains can come from 20 

diverse-region genes. Heavy chains can come from four joining-region genes. Thousands of genes code for variable 

regions. How regions bind together also varies. 

Y 

Two heavy chains join in middle to make Y shapes. 

types 

Heavy chains have five types: alpha, gamma, delta, epsilon, or mu. 

antibody types 

Heavy-chain type determines antibody type: immunoglobulinA or IgA, immunoglobulinG or IgG, immunoglobulinD 

or IgD, immunoglobulinE or IgE, or immunoglobulinM or IgM. IgA binds to antigens in saliva, tears, and intestines. 

IgG and IgM go into blood and bind to antigens, bound antigen binds to cells, and IgG and IgM activate immune-

system macrophages, which eat cells with bound antigen. IgD are on B-cell surfaces. IgE starts mast cells that make 

histamine. Perhaps, histamine defends against parasites. Immunoglobulin-E can attack worms. 

 

light chain 

Antibodies have two shorter proteins {light chain}. Light chains have variable regions at arm ends, joining region, 

and constant region. Single genes are for constant regions. Light chains can come from five joining-region genes. 

Thousands of genes code for variable regions. How regions bind together also varies. Light chains parallel Y arms on 

outsides. Light chains have two types: kappa or lambda. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Protein>Antibody>Gene 

 

joining gene 

Immune-system genes rearrange in early infancy. Antibody gene can join second gene {joining gene} by deleting 

DNA between them. Joining genes join trunk gene, which determine mobility level. Joined genes determine antigen. 

 



trunk gene 

Immune-system genes rearrange in early infancy. Antibody gene can join joining gene by deleting DNA between 

them. Joining genes join gene series {trunk gene}, which determine mobility level. Joined genes determine antigen. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Immune System>Protein>Cell Surface Receptor 

 

major histocompatibility protein 

Beta2-microglobulin and other cell-surface glycoproteins {major histocompatibility protein}| (MHC) can be for cell 

recognition. 

number 

Humans can have 100,000 different surface-protein sets. 

polymorphism 

Cell-surface glycoproteins can be highly polymorphic. 

genes 

MHC genes are similar to genes for antibodies and T-cell receptors {immunoglobulin superfamily, MHC}. MHC 

genes do not vary through rearrangement. MHC Class I genes are expressed in all cells. MHC Class II genes make 

glycoproteins for B cells and macrophages. Other MHC genes make blood-complement proteins and other cell-surface 

proteins. 

receptors 

Cytotoxic T cells recognize glycoproteins. 

metabolism 

MHC Class I glycoproteins cut bacterial and viral antigens into peptides, which then bind to cleft in MHC Class II 

glycoproteins. Helper T cells recognize antigen/MHC Class II complexes. Complement proteins CD4 and CD8 bind 

MHC to receptors at constant antibody regions and signal T cells to activate. 

 

T cell receptor 

T cells can have antigen receptors {T cell receptor} (TCR). 

 

tissue typing 

Cell-surface proteins can have classes {tissue typing}|. 

 

Toll-like receptor 

Phagocyte-cell receptors {Toll-like receptor} (TLR) can recognize lipopeptides. TLR1 detects bacterial lipopeptides 

and parasite GPI-anchored proteins. TLR2 detects Gram-positive-bacteria cell-wall lipoteichoic acids. TLR3 detects 

virus double-stranded RNA. TLR4 detects Gram-negative bacteria by binding to lipopolysaccharide. TLR5 detects 

bacteria-flagella flagellin. TLR6 detects fungi zymosan. TLR7 detects virus single-stranded RNA. TLR8 detects virus 

single-stranded RNA. TLR9 detects bacterial and virus CpG sequences. 

metabolism 

Inside cells, TLRs make MyD88, Mal, Tram, and/or Trif. These make NF-kappaB, which enters cell nuclei to start 

cytokine production. 

evolution 

TLR are in plants and animals. Tobacco has N protein that detects tobacco mosaic virus. TLR probably started in 

one-celled organisms. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Lymph 

 

lymphatic system 

A body-tube network {lymphatic system}| leads to left shoulder vein. 

 

lymph 

By diffusion, lymphatic system collects fluid left over from blood {lymph}|. Lymph is clear and colorless, has white 

blood cells, has no red blood cells, and has low protein concentration. At intestine, lymph absorbs most fats. Lymph 

moves by skeletal muscle movements and by breathing. Cancer can metastasize through lymph. 

 

lymph node 

Lymph vessels join at nodes {lymph node}| that make lymphocytes and remove dust and bacteria. 



 

adenoid 

Lymph tissues {adenoid}| can be high in throat, behind nose. Adenoids grow until age 5 to 7. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Muscle 

 

muscle 

Body systems {muscle}| can have 600 muscles and be 40% of human body weight. 

types 

Muscles are skeletal, cardiac, or smooth muscles. 

types: opposites 

Muscles have opposing muscles: flexor-extensor, abductor-adductor, elevator-depressor, pronator-supinator, and 

sphincter-dilator. 

parts 

Muscles have a fixed end {origin, muscle}, middle {belly, muscle}, and moving end {insertion, muscle end}. 

parts: fiber types 

Skeletal muscles have two fiber types. Slow fibers do not fatigue, are slower and weaker, have calcineurin, and use 

fat for periodic or sustained movements. Fast fibers fatigue, are stronger and faster, have 2B myosin and/or ACTN3 

protein, and use sugar for rapid movements. 

contraction 

Muscles can shorten by up to one-third. Nerve stimuli activate muscles. 

metabolism: PPAR-delta protein 

PPAR-delta proteins regulate fat-catabolism genes and increase metabolism. PPAR-delta proteins make muscles 

with more slow-twitch fibers. 

metabolism: lactic acid 

Muscles make lactic acid from glucose or glycogen. Uptake transporter molecules carry lactate into mitochondria. 

This mechanism becomes more efficient with more endurance exercise. 

metabolism: dystrophion 

Dystrophin protein transfers energy to prevent muscle-fiber damage. Duchenne muscular dystrophy has no 

dystrophin. 

metabolism: satellite cells 

In response to insulin-like growth factor I, satellite cells divide and provide new nuclei to muscle cells. Myostatin 

decreases satellite-cell division. 

 

atrophy 

Disuse can cause muscle wasting {atrophy}|. 

 

double-muscled 

Belgian Blue and Piedmontese cattle {double-muscled} have myostatin that binds but does not signal. 

 

muscle fatigue 

Low ATP and glycogen can cause inability to contract {muscle fatigue}| {fatigue, muscle}. 

 

oxygen debt 

Perhaps, lactic acid accumulates while using muscles {oxygen debt}|. However, this idea is not correct. 

 

insertion of muscle 

Muscles have moving ends {insertion, muscle}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Muscle>Contraction 

 

tetanus of muscle 

Muscles can have sustained muscle contraction {tetanus, muscle}|. 

 

tonus 

Muscles always have slight contraction {tonus}|. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Muscle>Time 

 

latent period 

Nerve signals travel through muscles {latent period}, followed by contraction and then relaxation. 

 

recovery time 

Muscle cells uptake glycogen and oxygen to recover from contraction {recovery time}. 

 

refractory period muscle 

After contraction, muscles are not responsive {refractory period, muscle}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Muscle>Body 

 

musculature 

Body has muscles {musculature}|. 

 

midriff 

Muscles are across abdomen {midriff}|. 

 

paunch 

Muscles across abdomen can become weak and sag {paunch}. 

 

sinew 

muscles or tendons {sinew}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Muscle>Muscles 

 

abdominal muscle 

down abdomen middle {abdominal muscle}. 

 

back muscle 

back {back muscle}. 

 

bicep 

upper-arm front {bicep}|. 

 

buttock 

seat {buttock}|. 

 

calf muscle 

lower-leg back {calf muscle}|. 

 

deltoid 

over shoulder {deltoid}|. 

 

duff as rear end 

seat {duff, muscle}. 

 

facial muscle 

face {facial muscle}. 

 

forearm 

lower arm {forearm muscle}. 

 



gastrocnemius 

lower-leg back {gastrocnemius}|. 

 

gluteus maximus 

over rear end {gluteus maximus}|. 

 

hamstring 

upper-leg back {hamstring}|. 

 

neck muscle 

neck {neck muscle}. 

 

pectoral muscle 

over breast {pectoral}|. 

 

prehensile 

tail muscle {prehensile}|. 

 

rib muscle 

between ribs {rib muscle}. 

 

thigh 

upper-leg front {thigh}|. 

 

trapezius 

neck back {trapezius}|. 

 

tricep 

upper-arm back {tricep}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Muscle>Kinds 

 

rotator 

twist appendage {rotator}. 

 

abductor 

pull away from spine {abductor}. 

 

adductor 

pull toward spine {adductor}. 

 

elevator muscle 

raise {elevator muscle}. 

 

depressor 

lower {depressor muscle}. 

 

sphincter 

close {sphincter}|. 

 

dilator 

open {dilator}. 

 

flexor 

bend {flexor muscle}. 

 



extensor 

extend {extensor muscle}. 

 

pronator 

pull up and forward {pronator}. 

 

supinator 

pull down and backward {supinator}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve 

 

nerve 

Brain, spinal cord, and peripheral nerves {nerve} have pathways. 

 

cerebrospinal fluid 

Brain and spinal cord float in fluid {cerebrospinal fluid}|. Cerebrospinal fluid is in central canal and between neuron 

layers. Brain cells in central-canal enlargements make cerebrospinal fluid. 

 

ganglia 

Neuron clusters {ganglia}| {ganglion} coordinate reflex arcs over body region to perform function. Ganglia have 

cell bodies in center and axons on outside. Ganglia perform orienting responses, focus attention, detect features, select 

behavior patterns, and initiate behavior sequences. 

 

neurite 

Nerves can have nerve-process outgrowths {neurite}. 

 

synaptic triad 

Axons can contact both neuron and interneuron {synaptic triad}. Synaptic-triad processing can turn tonic signal into 

phasic signal. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Plexus 

 

plexus 

Nerve ganglia can group {plexus}|. 

 

solar plexus 

Plexus {solar plexus}| {celiac plexus} behind stomach near celiac artery is largest autonomic center and controls 

adrenal gland secretion and intestine contraction. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Systems 

 

autonomic nervous system 

Motor nerves {autonomic nervous system}| (ANS) connect to glands and non-striated smooth muscles and are 

always active. ANS controls heart, lungs, digestive tract, bladder, sweat glands, hair muscles, iris muscles, and 

arterioles. Such control relates ANS to emotion. Autonomic nervous system has sympathetic autonomic system and 

parasympathetic autonomic system. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Systems>Location 

 

enteric nervous system 

Intestinal sensory nerves {enteric nervous system} measure distension and toxicity, making people feel full or 

nauseous [Gershon, 1998]. 

 



central nervous system 

Brain and spinal cord nerves {central nervous system}| (CNS) connect to peripheral nerves in spine and body. Most 

CNS motor nerves go to voluntary muscles. Some CNS motor nerves go to glands and smooth muscles and are in 

autonomic nervous system. 

 

peripheral nervous system 

Body nerves {somatic nervous system} {peripheral nervous system}| (PNS) can go to muscles, skin, and mucous 

membranes, or go to smooth muscles and glands, and are in autonomic nervous system. PNS includes 12 cranial-nerve 

pairs and 31 spinal-nerve pairs. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Systems>Function 

 

parasympathetic autonomic system 

Central and peripheral nerves {parasympathetic autonomic system}| {parasympathetic nervous system} can 

stimulate micturition, defecation, alimentation, and sexual function. 

 

sympathetic autonomic system 

Central and peripheral nerves {sympathetic autonomic system}| {sympathetic nervous system, function} can inhibit 

smooth-muscle cells. 

functions 

They regulate temperature by secreting sweat. They contribute to threat and aggression behaviors. They dilate pupils. 

They make hair stand on end. They control blood distribution throughout body by dilating or constricting blood vessels. 

They contribute to male sexual activities. 

chemicals 

Sympathetic-nervous-system postganglionic aminergic neurons synthesize and release noradrenaline. In sympathetic 

autonomic ganglia, presynaptic cholinergic fibers excite acetylcholine neurons and LHRH-like-peptide neurons. 

LHRH-like-peptide diffuses several micrometers to make slow excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain 

 

brain 

Human brains {brain} have divisions and cephali [Braak, 1976] [Braak, 1980] [Brodmann, 1914] [Bullock et al., 

1977] [Caplan, 1980] [Carter, 1999] [Carter, 2003] [Crick and Jones, 1993] [Crick and Koch, 1998] [Ewert, 1980] 

[Glynn, 1999] [Harrison et al., 2002] [Heeger et al., 2000] [Hilgetag et al., 1996] [Jastrow, 1981] [Johnson, 1986] 

[Kessel and Kardon, 1979] [Kimura, 1992] [Le Bihan et al., 2001] [La Cerra and Bingham, 2002] [Logothetis, 2002] 

[Logothetis et al., 1999] [Logothetis et al., 2001] [Mathiesen et al., 1998] [Rees et al., 2000] [Rempel-Clower and 

Barbas, 2000] [Schüz and Miller, 2002] [Shepherd, 1991] [Waxman, 2000] [Webster et al., 1994] [Young, 2002] [Zeki, 

1993]. 

neuron number 

Human brains have 10 billion neurons. 

weight 

Human brain is 2% of body weight. Larger brains can dissipate heat better. 

Two genes control brain size. 

size compared to body size 

Brain size, energy, and metabolism vary with body size to the 3/4 power, as determined by blood-vessel or neuron-

axon branching patterns. 

species 

Elephant-nosed fish {mormyrid} live in muddy water. Mormyrids have relatively large brains, because they have 

electric organs and electroreceptors. 

Rays and sharks are predators and have relatively large brains. 

Warm-blooded animals have relatively large brains, to improve predation. 

Fruit eaters and carnivores have relatively large brains compared to insect and leaf eaters. Fruit eating and meat 

eating require smaller digestive systems. 

Primates have big brains. Bigger brains require more time to mature, fewer babies, and longer time between babies, 

so primates live longer than most species. Larger relative neocortex size associates with bigger social groups in 

primates. 



individuality 

Brains differ greatly in structure and connectivity. 

 

encephalization quotient 

Most animals have similar brain-volume to body-volume ratios {encephalization quotient} (EQ). Mammals have 

ratio seven times more than average. Chimpanzees have ratio three times more than average. Dolphins have higher EQ 

than great apes. 

 

peduncle 

Brain has axon tracts {peduncle}. 

 

gray matter 

Cell bodies and unmyelinated axons {gray matter}| are 60% of brain volume. Unmyelinated axons are 55%. Cell 

bodies are 5%. 

 

white matter 

Myelinated axons {white matter}| are 40% of brain volume. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Circuit 

 

anterior attention network 

Anterior cingulate gyrus, cortex, and basal ganglia make circuit {anterior attention network} that detects expected 

location. Cortex notes matches, and basal ganglia note mismatches. 

 

attention shift 

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, cingulate nucleus, frontal eye fields in area 8, posterior parietal lobe in area 7a, 

pulvinar nucleus, and superior colliculus change object attention {attention shift} [Astafiev et al., 2003] [Corbetta, 

1998] [Kustov and Robinson, 1996] [Mountcastle et al., 1981] [Sheliga et al., 1994] [Shepherd et al., 1986] [Wurtz et 

al., 1982]. 

 

corticospinal motor tract 

The largest descending fiber tract {corticospinal motor tract} has one million axons from primary motor, 

supplementary motor, and premotor cerebral cortex layer-5 pyramidal neurons to spinal cord segment neurons to 

control precise finger and toe movements. Spinal-cord axons initiate skilled muscle movements at alpha motor neurons. 

Pre-central gyrus has the most corticospinal motor-tract neurons. 

Lateral corticospinal tract, only in mammals, controls voluntary muscles. Anterior corticospinal tract does not cross 

over and is for posture and trunk position. 

 

DCML pathway 

Signals from skin, muscles, tendons, and joints travel in spinal-cord dorsal column large and fast fibers to gracile 

nucleus and cuneate nucleus, then to thalamus medial lemniscus, then to post-central gyrus {dorsal-column-medial-

lemniscal pathway} {DCML pathway}, which is for reflexes and rapid movement. 

 

decussation 

Axons from retina nasal halves, after traveling in optic nerve, cross over {decussation, axon} to other side in brain 

front middle optic chiasma. 

 

extrapyramidal tract 

Tracts {extrapyramidal tract} can include caudate nucleus, globus pallidus, putamen, red nucleus, reticular 

formation, and substantia nigra unmyelinated axons. 

 

feedback circuit 

Between thalamic and cortical regions, one connection is feedforward {feedforward circuit}, and the other is 

feedback {feedback circuit}. Connections never combine both. 

feedforward 

Feedforward axons begin in layers 2 and 3 and end in layer 4. 



feedback 

Feedback axons begin in layers 5 and 6 and end in layers 1, 2, 3, and 6. Feedback goes to larger regions than 

feedforward [Barone et al., 2000] [Bullier, 2001] [Bourassa and Deschenes, 1995] [Cauller and Kulics, 1991] [DiLollo 

et al., 2000] [Grossberg, 1999] [Grossenbacher, 2001] [Heimer, 1971] [Hupe et al., 1998] [Johnson and Burkhalter, 

1997] [Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000] [Lamme and Spekreijse, 2000] [Kosslyn, 1980] [Kosslyn, 1994] [Kosslyn, 2001] 

[Ojima, 1994] [Pollen, 1995] [Pollen, 1999] [Pollen, 2003] [Rhodes and Llinás, 2001] [Rockland et al., 1997] 

[Rockland, 1994] [Rockland, 1996] [Rockland, 1997] [Rockland and Van Hoesen, 1994] [Salin and Bullier, 1995] 

[Supèr et al., 2001] [Wiener, 1947] [Williams and Stuart, 2002] [Williams and Stuart, 2003]. 

 

frontal lobe attentional network 

Networks {frontal lobe attentional network} can be for attention, executive functions, decision making, voluntary 

movements, and stimulus conflict resolution [Mountcastle et al., 1981] [Wurtz et al., 1982]. 

 

internuncial neuron 

Cerebrum, basal ganglia, brainstem, and cerebellum send to motor-neuron reciprocal-inhibition neurons 

{internuncial neuron}. 

 

interoceptive system 

Systems {interoceptive system} can control homeostasis and chemical changes. Hypothalamus can sense molecules 

that can cross blood-brain barrier. Circumventricular organs, brainstem area postrema, and cerebrum subfornical organs 

lack blood-brain barrier and can sense large molecules. 

 

limb premotor recurrent network 

Networks {limb premotor recurrent network} can spread positive feedback for limb command generation. Purkinje-

cell bands converge on small nuclear-cell clusters in topographically organized recurrent circuits, with thalamic, motor 

cortical, rubral, pontine, and lateral-reticular neurons, which send commands to spinal cord along corticospinal and 

rubrospinal fibers. 

 

nociceptive system 

A pain-sensing system {nociceptive system} {nociceptive pain response} can use superior colliculus, spinal cord, 

and thalamus neurons. It has opiate receptors, so opiates can inhibit it. Tactile, nociceptive, and thermal receptor 

systems interact. 

 

optic chiasma 

Axons from each-retina nasal half, after traveling in optic nerve, cross over {decussation, optic nerve} to other side 

in brain front middle {optic chiasma}. Temporal-lobe half-retina axons, after traveling in optic nerve, remain on same 

side at optic chiasma, so visual-field right half goes to right lateral geniculate body and cerebrum, and left half goes to 

left. 

 

premotor network 

Brain networks {premotor network} can control eye movements using recurrent pathways. 

functions Separate premotor networks control smooth and saccadic eye movements. Separate premotor 

networks control horizontal and vertical movements. 

input 

Premotor network receives vestibular-sense input from semicircular canals. Vestibular nucleus signals use velocity 

coding. On brainstem sides, medial-vestibular-nucleus neurons interconnect with prepositus-hypoglossius neurons and 

with intermediate types. Prepositus hypoglossius neuron signals use position coding. Brainstem sides interconnect 

through recurrent inhibitory pathway. 

 

pyramidal tract 

Mammalian tracts {pyramidal tract} can excite motor neurons and enhance reflexes. Muscle actions, but not skilled-

movement learning or memory, require pyramidal tract, which is bigger if cortex is bigger. 

 

septo-hippocampal system 

Septum and hippocampus circuit {septo-hippocampal system} affects contextual and spatial memory. 

 



short-term memory circuit 

Perirhinal cortex receives multisensory input and sends to hippocampus, which sends to diencephalon {short-term 

memory circuit} to make short-term memory [Aksay et al., 2001] [Compte et al., 2000] [Courtney et al., 1998] [de 

Fockert et al., 2001] [Eichenbaum, 2002] [Fuster, 1973] [Fuster, 1995] [Fuster, 1997] [Gazzaniga, 2000] [Goldman-

Rakic, 1992] [Goldman-Rakic, 1995] [Goldman-Rakic et al., 2000] [Miller, 1999] [Miller et al., 1996] [Pochon et al., 

2001] [Rao et al., 1997] [Romo et al., 1999] [Squire and Kandel, 1999] [Squire, 1992]. 

 

skin sensory circuit 

Vibration, steady pressure, and light touch information goes from skin, to spinal-cord dorsal root, to brainstem lower 

end, to thalamus ventro-basal complex, and to primary somatosensory cerebral cortex {skin sensory circuit}. All senses 

have similar circuits. 

 

somatosensory system 

Body systems {somatosensory system} can have viscera, vestibular, proprioception, and kinesthesia systems and 

autonomic, homeostasis, and fine touch functions. Somatosensory system uses reticulum, monoamine nuclei, 

acetylcholine nuclei, hypothalamus, basal forebrain, insular cortex, S2 cortex, and medial parietal cortex. 

 

spatial attention system 

Body systems {spatial attention system} can regulate inferotemporal neurons and filter inferotemporal-area input 

from selected stimulus and memory, for pattern recognition. 

 

spinocerebellar tract 

Proprioception input goes to nucleus dorsalis, then to ipsilateral dorsal spinocerebellar tract or to contralateral ventral 

spinocerebellar tract, then to cerebellum, and then to cerebral cortex {spinocerebellar tract}. Dorsal and ventral 

spinocerebellar tracts are for movement initiation or for position information from muscle spindles, Golgi tendon 

organs, and touch receptors. 

 

spinoreticular tract 

Tracts {spinoreticular tract} can be for dull and chronic pain from soma. 

 

spinothalamic tract 

Diffuse touch, pressure, acute pain, and thermal fibers {spinothalamic pathway} {spinothalamic tract} {protopathic 

pathway} {spinothalamic system} go to substantia gelatinosa as unmyelinated fibers, cross to contralateral 

spinothalamic tracts, go through reticular system, go to thalamus ventral posterior nucleus, and end at cerebrum. 

Spinothalamic tract has small and slow feedback nerves for pain inhibition. 

 

tectopulvinar pathway 

Older unconscious visual pathway {tectopulvinar pathway} {tectofugal pathway} goes from tectum to superior 

colliculus, thalamus pulvinar nucleus, and parietal lobe and is for visual spatial orientation, orienting responses, and 

movement to focus attention. Geniculostriate and tectopulvinar pathways interact [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

tectospinal tract 

Spinal-cord tracts {tectospinal tract} can be for reflex head turns. 

 

vestibulo-ocular pathway 

Pathways {vestibulo-ocular pathway} from retina to vestibular system to cerebellum can allow eye to track moving 

objects smoothly while head turns. 

 

vestibulospinal tract 

Spinal-cord tracts {vestibulospinal tract} can be for posture reflexes. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Circuit>Vision 

 

dorsal system 

Circuits {dorsal system} {dorsal pathway} {vision-for-action} {where pathway} {how pathway} {high path for 

vision} {ambient system} can go from occipital lobe area V1 to mediotemporal (MT) area, parietal area PG, posterior 



parietal area (PPC), and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [Bridgeman et al., 1979] [Rossetti, 1998] [Ungerleider and 

Mishkin, 1982] [Yabuta et al., 2001] [Yamagishi et al., 2001]. 

functions 

Dorsal pathway processes object location, size, parts, and characteristics. It converts spatial properties from 

retinotopic coordinates to spatiotopic coordinates. It tracks unconscious motor activity and guides conscious actions, 

such as reaching and moving eyes. 

output 

Dorsal system sends to amygdala and hippocampus to form visual memories [Heimer, 1971]. 

 

ventral system 

Circuits {ventral system} {vision-for-perception} {what pathway} {low path for vision} {focal system} can go from 

occipital-lobe area V1, through areas V2 and V3 and V4, to inferior temporal lobe area TE, limbic system, and 

ventrolateral prefrontal lobe [Bridgeman et al., 1979] [Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998] [Haxby et al., 2001] [Heimer, 

1971] [Ishai et al., 2000] [Milner and Goodale, 1995] [Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982]. 

functions 

Ventral system is for recognition. It classifies stimuli shapes and qualities. It registers new category instances. It 

responds to patterns, shapes, colors, and textures, with earlier neurons for smaller and later neurons for bigger. It does 

not contain representations but organizes input into familiar packets. 

output 

Ventral system sends to amygdala and hippocampus to form visual memories. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Code 

 

brain code 

Cerebrum spatiotemporal firing patterns {brain code} {cerebral code} can represent actions or perceptions. 

switches 

Neurons are switches. They contrast below-threshold with above-threshold. 

coding 

Contrast or mark sequences can be codes and carry messages. Each millisecond, axon locations either have or do not 

have spikes. 

Times between spikes can code for timing intervals. 

Number of spikes per second reflects average voltage difference at axon hillock. 

coding: types 

Perhaps, neuron code uses average number of spikes per 100 millisecond {firing rate code}. Perhaps, neuron code 

uses spike timing {temporal coding}, for synchronization and oscillation. 

Perhaps, neuron code is probabilistic [Rao et al., 2002]. 

Perhaps, neuron code uses synchronous firings {synfire chain model} [Abeles, 1991] [Abeles et al., 1993]. 

Perhaps, neuron code uses precisely timed spike or burst {first-time-to-spike model} [VanRullen and Thorpe, 2001]. 

Perhaps, brain uses standing, traveling, rotating, or compression waves [Ermentrout and Kleinfeld, 2001]. 

contrast 

Contrast is relative intensity, intensity difference or ratio. 

contrast: space 

ON-center neurons have excitation when input is on their receptive-field center and inhibition when input is on 

annular region, so they detect contrast between central and annular regions. OFF-center neurons have excitation when 

input is on annular region and inhibition when input is on center. 

ON-center neurons pair with OFF-center neurons and work together to enhance contrast. 

contrast: opposites 

Opponent-process neurons detect receptor-input ratio and so contrast extremes. 

contrast: categories 

Categorization neurons use thresholds to establish and contrast categories. 

contrast: orientation 

Cortical neurons in orientation column pair with neurons in orientation column for perpendicular or other 

orientation. They also pair with neurons for no orientation. The pairs enhance contrast. 

contrast: process 

Neurons and neuron pairs find relative values and so contrast by lateral inhibition, spreading activation, and 

comparing opposite receptors. 



contrast: boundaries 

Contrast between two things marks a boundary or threshold. No value difference means both are the same, with no 

boundary, mark, point, or information. Markers/boundaries are information bits. Contrasts, markers, or boundaries are 

like ON or OFF, 0 or 1, YES or NO. Markers provide signs or landmarks, such as indexes, for references, to which 

other signs can relate. 

contrast: boundaries and space 

Boundaries are markers in space. The idea of space depends on the idea of boundary. Boundaries separate two 

regions, such as self and not-self or inside and outside. 

 

bursting 

Codes {bursting} can use spike bursts followed by quiet periods [Crick, 1984] [Koch, 1999] [Koch and Crick, 1994] 

[Lisman, 1997]. 

 

population coding 

Perhaps, neuron code uses neurons with precise ranges {population coding} {pattern coding} {Across-Fiber Pattern 

theory}. For example, movement trajectories can be sums of many neuron outputs. Brains can store representations as 

values in neuron sets. Repeated input activates same neuron population. Similar input activates similar neuron 

population. Difference between two patterns is quantitative difference between populations. With population coding, 

patterns and concepts have geometry [Hahnloser et al., 2002] [Perez-Orive et al., 2002]. 

 

labeled line 

Perhaps, for each stimulus, brain has one receptor and one neural path {labeled line}. 

 

sparse coding 

Perhaps, neuron code uses few neurons with precise location or distance {sparse coding} [Hahnloser et al., 2002] 

[Perez-Orive et al., 2002]. 

 

sparse temporal coding 

Perhaps, neuron code uses few spikes with precise timing {sparse temporal coding} [Hahnloser et al., 2002] [Perez-

Orive et al., 2002]. 
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brain computation 

Brain performs computations {brain computation}. Brain scanning and brain lesion analysis shows that brain regions 

mediate brain functions {localism}. Brain regions have functions, and brain functions involve several brain regions 

coordinating sequentially and simultaneously [Carter, 1999]. 

input and output 

Neuron populations receive input-signal sets and calculate output-signal sets. For functions, brain has several paths 

that make same output from same input. 

All central-nervous-system input goes to cerebellum, reticular formation, and thalamus. Input that can eventually 

cause sense qualities goes to sense neurons in thalamus and then cerebrum. Brain inputs and outputs coordinate. For 

example, motor neurons and muscle receptors link. 

input and output: global information 

All brain information uses many neurons, which process only local information, but result is global [Black, 1991]. 

input and output: convergence 

Inputs from different cortical regions {convergence region, vision} converge on cortical regions {convergence 

zone}. Convergence-zone output includes feedback to input cortical regions. Brain has more than 1000 convergence 

regions and more than 100 convergence zones. 

input and output: distributed processing 

Brain has many recurrent, lateral intracortical connections, and neurons receive from large spatial area. No neuron 

has simple direct circuit [Abbott et al., 1996] [Dayan and Abbott, 2001] [Rao et al., 2002] [Rolls and Deco, 2002] 

[Shadlen et al., 1996] [Zhang et al., 1998]. 

More than 50% of cortical neurons send output to distant cortical areas. 

input and output: important information 

Brain gives command to region with the most-important information. 



coding 

Information theory applies to neural coding, and one impulse can carry more than one information bit [Rieke et al., 

1996] [Shannon and Weaver, 1949]. 

coding: repetition 

Brain cells typically experience same correlations, associations, and comparisons many times. Processing in small 

brain region repeats often. Repetition improves efficiency as cells modify. 

coding: electrochemical coding 

Axon ion flows change voltage, and receptor-membrane neurotransmitters change voltage, so neuron coding is 

electrochemical. 

coding: discrete coding 

Neurons generate neurotransmitter packets and action potentials, rather than graded potentials, so information flows 

are discrete on-or-off sequences rather than continuously-varying voltages or currents. 

coding: frequency code 

Neuron impulse frequency indicates both time interval and intensity. Spike frequency F above normal frequency NF 

is constant C times power p of receptor displacement X from normal N: (F - NF) = C * (X - N)^p. 

Neuron spike frequency never exceeds 800 spikes per second and never becomes 0. At rest, frequencies can be few 

per second or hundreds per second. 

coding: information amount 

If axon-hillock depolarization or no depolarization can happen every millisecond, millisecond intervals are either on 

or off. In 100 milliseconds, 2^100 bits can travel down axon. 2^100 bits is approximately 10^30 bits, which is 

approximately 1000^10 bits. 

If number of possible letters, digits, and punctuation marks is 1000, 1000^10 bits can represent ten-letter words, 

labels, indexes, or pointers, so one neuron acting for 100 milliseconds can code for any ten-letter word. One hundred 

thousand neurons acting for 100 milliseconds can code for any million-letter string. One hundred thousand neurons 

acting for 100 milliseconds can code for any million-dot image, if dots can have 1000 levels of gray and color. 

One hundred neurons acting for one millisecond can code for any ten-letter word. One neuron acting for 10^7 

milliseconds, approximately 3 hours, can code for any million-letter string or million-dot image. 

coding: summation 

Axons depolarize for percentage of time. In time intervals, such as ten milliseconds, so short that receptors do not 

have time to change, depolarization sequences with same total number of depolarizations have equivalent physiological 

effects, no matter in what order signals arrived. In these cases, axon coding is not a significant factor, and irregular 

conduction rates do not matter. Ten-millisecond intervals have 10 instants that can be ON or OFF, and so intervals have 

2^10 different possible sequences. However, such short time intervals have only 11 physiological possibilities: 0 to 10 

total depolarizations. 

computations 

Neurons promote, amplify, block, inhibit, or attenuate signals. Neuron circuits can lower thresholds, switch signals, 

amplify signals, filter frequencies, set thresholds, control currents, direct flows, induce currents, control voltages, 

compare signals in time and space, add quantities, multiply quantities, and perform logical operations. 

Most visual cortical neurons respond to line contrasting with background. Output maximizes if contrast is in 

receptive-field middle. Response falls off rapidly as contrast line moves to either side. Function looks like Gaussian 

distribution with large variance or looks like two sigmoidal functions joined at maximum. Most neurons behave like 

Gaussian HBF units, rather than multilayer-perceptron (MLP) sigmoidal units. 

computations: potentiation 

Nitric oxide from receptor neuron maintains sending-neuron long-term potentiation (LTP). Cyclic AMP second 

messenger sensitizes receptor neuron. NMDA glutamate receptors sensitize receptor neuron. Potentiation makes neuron 

reach threshold with lower input than normal excitation level. 

computations: association by neurons 

Interneuron can detect stimulus timing and amplitude between two pathways. Two pathways can both contact an 

interneuron that controls secondary circuit. If both pathways carry current simultaneously, secondary circuit maintains 

current. If both pathways carry no current or only one has current, secondary circuit has no current. Interneuron detects 

simultaneous pathway activation. 

computations: conditional statement 

Depolarization can happen only if all inputs to neuron are active. Depolarization can happen if one input to neuron is 

active. Depolarization can happen only if some inputs are active and some inactive. 

computations: difference 

Neurons compare signals to detect change or difference, rather than absolute values. 



computations: feedback 

Neuron circuits with excitatory and inhibitory feedback have short, synchronous discharges in local clusters. 

computations: indexing system 

Brains have index list to rapidly locate information. 

computations: inhibition 

Inhibition dampens neuron signals and more quickly returns neurons to resting states, allowing shorter time intervals 

and quicker responses. Between two stimuli, inhibition increases stronger signal and decreases competing weaker 

stimulus. Thus, inhibition can enhance weak stimulus that has only weaker stimuli nearby in space or time. 

computations: inverse model 

If supplied with sample responses, inverse model can predict input commands. 

computations: movement initiation 

Movement initiation and programming are separate asynchronous processes. Deciding to perform action corresponds 

to building positive feedback in limb premotor network. 

computations: movement programming 

Movement initiation and programming are separate asynchronous processes. Cerebellar cortex programs which 

movement to perform. Programming can happen while preparing movement or moving. 

computations: positive whole numbers 

Synaptic transmission uses neurotransmitter-molecule packets. Axon depolarizations are independent and countable. 

Therefore, neurons use whole number calculations and whole number ratios, with no fractions or real numbers. 

Because neurotransmitter molecules and axon depolarizations have no opposite, neurons use only positive numbers, 

never negative numbers. 

computations: synchronizing 

Neuron reciprocal interactions can synchronize signal phase, if reciprocal signal delay is less than one-quarter 

oscillation. Neuron excitatory reciprocal connections can find feature relations by enhancing, prolonging, and 

synchronizing neuron responses. 

computations: timing 

Brain uses time-delay circuits, inhibitory signals, and circuit-path rearrangements to time neuron events. 

computations: transformations 

Brain can use geometric ratios, translations, rotations, and orientations to represent distances and manipulate lines 

and shapes. 

validation 

Brain sends inputs along several paths to cross-validate processing and representations by comparing redundant 

process outputs. 

 

association triad neuron mechanism 

Interneurons can associate reflex-pathway nerve-cell states with other reflex-pathway nerve cell states {association 

triad neuron mechanism}. 

interneurons 

Nerve cells in pathways from sensation to action connect using interneurons for cellular associative learning. 

Interneurons laterally excite or inhibit main neurons. 

process 

Cell that is to learn inhibits interneuron. Interneuron excites learning cell and inhibits paired cell. Paired cell inhibits 

interneuron and learning cell. 

Associative learning requires asymmetric connections. Both main neurons inhibit interneuron, but interneuron 

excites learning neuron and inhibits paired neuron. Paired cell inhibits learning cell, but learning cell does not synapse 

on paired cell. 

process: input 

Association requires simultaneous stimuli to both sense cells. 

process: circuit 

After stimuli cease, asymmetric association-triad circuit causes signals to continue to flow around neurons, keeping 

learning-cell electric potential smaller. This makes it easier to stimulate learning cell. 

When paired stimuli end, paired cell stops inhibiting interneuron and learning cell, so interneuron excites learning 

cell more. Learning cell has decreased inhibition and so inhibits paired cell even more, keeping state going until 

unpaired stimuli disrupt positive feedback, so neurons return to normal. 



simplicity 

Association nerve triad is simplest associative learning system. One neuron alone can only sensitize or desensitize 

itself. Two neurons can only have reverberation. No other three-neuron arrangement can make a learning circuit. 

Interneuron must have inhibition by path neurons, so interneuron voltage increases when stimulation stops. 

Interneuron must stimulate learning cell, so learning-cell voltage increases after stimulation stops. Paired cell must 

inhibit learning cell, so learning-cell voltage increases after stimulation stops. Interneuron must inhibit paired cell, so, 

as interneuron increases voltage, paired-cell inhibition decreases. 

There must be no connection from learning cell to paired cell. If there is inhibition, stimulation end increases paired-

cell inhibition on learning cell. If there is excitation, stimulation end decreases inhibition, but excitation mimics 

stimulation, so there can be no excitation between direct paths. 

There is no interneuron excitation, because stimulation end only quiets them. 

uses 

Association does not detect current or no current in one or the other pathway, only simultaneous inputs. 

uses: negative association 

If sense cell inhibits learning cell, circuit still works by positive feedback but in reverse, so voltage difference 

becomes more. This makes learning cell more difficult to stimulate. 

uses: attention 

Association allows attention-like input acknowledgement. 

uses: reflex control 

Reflexes receive signals from sensors and activate muscles. Association triads can control reflexes by signals from 

other nerve pathways or from brain. 

uses: time 

Association triads can detect simultaneity in time. 

uses: space 

Association triads can detect simultaneity in space. Time can code spatial distance. 

uses: intensity 

Association triads can compare intensities. Time can code intensity. 

 

labeled-line code 

Nerve pathway {labeled-line code} itself indicates stimulus nature and spatial location. 

 

neuromodulatory system 

Cortex mechanisms enhance and suppress synapses and redistribute axon terminals among receptors 

{neuromodulatory system}. First, synapses receive non-specific input from cholinergic and noradrenergic neurons. 

Later, they receive input from both body sides [Crick and Koch, 1998]. 

 

redundancy of potential command 

Command passes to region with the most-important information {principle of redundancy of potential command} 

{potential command redundancy} {redundancy of potential command}. 

 

re-entry 

Cortical-neuron axons from sense brain areas can re-enter brain areas {re-entry} {re-entrant pathway}. Re-entry 

synchronizes and coordinates but does not provide feedback. Most nerve pathways send signals back to starting points 

after one or more synapses. Memory depends on brain pathways that re-excite themselves. 

 

Smith predictor 

Control system models {Smith predictor} can predict responses if supplied with sample commands. Smith predictors 

combine delayed and undelayed control system models to build controller for systems with large time delays. 
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lateral inhibition 

Nearby neurons inhibit neuron {lateral inhibition}|, to increase contrast. 

 

spreading activation 

Excitation tends to spread through region {spreading activation} {spreading excitation}, to link regions. 
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electroencephalography 

People can measure scalp electric-voltage waves {electroencephalography}| (EEG). 

cause 

EEG wave voltages are sums of graded potentials in dendritic trees and their synapses [Creutzfeldt and Houchin, 

1984] [Creutzfeldt, 1995] [Freeman, 1975] [Mountcastle, 1957] [Mountcastle, 1998] [Remond, 1984]. 

EEG potential changes are larger than neuron induced activity. Potential differences between cell bodies and neuron 

fibers influence EEG waves. Brain potential waves imply synchronized neuron activities, over distances more than two 

millimeters apart. Waves are coherent, not harmonic, across different cortical areas. 

location 

Electric waves appear in parietal lobe, then primary motor cortex and occipital lobe, and then prefrontal lobe. 

amplitude 

EEG wave voltages are 1 mV to 2 mV. To detect voltage change requires averaging hundreds of measurements to 

subtract noise. EEG can measure scalp potential differences less than 100 microvolts [Makeig et al., 2002]. 

correlations 

Scalp evoked-potential changes in response to image, sound, or mental event [Galambos et al., 1981]. 

Anesthesia and responses to simple stimulus configurations can have prolonged brain potential synchronization. 

Brain-potential synchronization is less during awake states and complex situations. 

Waves are large in tasks requiring activity integration across different cortical areas. Waves stop at perceptual-

processing conclusion and motor-signaling beginning. 

Waves do not carry information about stimuli nor relate to signals from individual neurons. 

correlations: awake 

Hippocampus has theta rhythm at 4 Hz to 10 Hz during active movement and alert immobility, synchronized 

between hemispheres and 8 mm along hippocampus longitudinal axis. Awake brain has synchrony, which increases 

with attention and preparation for motor acts. Brain potential synchronization is less when awake. 

Other behaviors have local and bilaterally synchronous rhythm near 40 Hz. 

200-Hz waves correlate with alert immobility. 

A 12-millisecond phase shift goes from brain rostral to caudal pole, during alpha wave activity while awake. 

Most waves during waking are in posterior cortex, lower than vertex. 

correlations: sleep 

EEG waves can differentiate seven sleep stages. Most waves during sleeping are in vertex and frontal lobe. 

Synchronous firing characterizes deep sleep and epilepsy. 

Between waking and sleeping, brain wave change is abrupt in adults. Between waking and sleeping, brain wave 

change is slow in children. 

correlations: slow-wave sleep 

NREM sleep has low-frequency, high-amplitude waves. Non-REM-sleep phases 3 and 4 have low-frequency EEG 

waves {slow-wave sleep}. 

correlations: REM sleep 

Awake and REM sleep activation level has high-frequency, low-amplitude waves [Hobson, 1989] [Hobson, 1994] 

[Hobson, 1999] [Hobson, 1999] [Hobson, 2002] [Hobson et al., 1998]. 

correlations: other waves 

EEG waves include bereitschaftspotential, contingent negative variation (CNV), and motor potential. 

factors: age 

EEG-wave localization, regularity, continuity, similarity from both hemispheres, synchrony from similar areas, and 

stability increase until age 35. Brain-wave amplitude decreases until age 35. 

 

alpha blocking 

Alpha waves disappear when eyes open or people have mental imagery {alpha blocking}, but some visual activities 

do not block alpha waves. If both visual hemispheres have damage, alpha rhythm stops. 

 

alpha wave 

EEG waves {alpha wave} can have frequency range 8 to 12 per second. Sleep or quiet rest has alpha waves. They 

have larger amplitude if brain has pathology. A 12-millisecond phase shift goes from brain rostral to caudal pole, 



during alpha wave activity while awake and during REM sleep [Varela et al., 2001]. Alpha-wave frequency increases 

until five or six years old. 

 

auditory evoked potential 

Electric potentials {auditory evoked potential} (AEP) happen after sounds [Creutzfeldt and Houchin, 1984] 

[Creutzfeldt, 1995] [Freeman, 1975] [Mountcastle, 1957] [Mountcastle, 1998] [Remond, 1984]. Scalp electrodes can 

record them. 

sleep 

AEP during waking and REM sleep are similar but differ from AEP during non-REM sleep. Early AEP do not 

fluctuate during sleep-waking cycle. Early thalamocortical activity causes middle AEP, which decrease amplitude from 

waking to stage-4 sleep but are normal in REM sleep. 

Later, AEP amplitudes decrease from waking to stage-4 sleep but increase in REM sleep. P20 component reflects 

cerebral-cortex activity and increases from waking to stage-4 sleep but returns to waking level in REM sleep. REM 

sleep does not have latest AEP: P100 wave, P200 wave, and P300 wave. 

 

beta wave 

EEG waves {beta wave} can have frequency range 15 Hz to 25 Hz. Beta-wave frequency increases until 15 years 

old. 

 

bispectral index 

EEG {bispectral index} can measure anesthesia depth. 

 

delta wave 

EEG waves {delta wave} can have frequency range 1 Hz to 4 Hz. If sound is during REM-sleep delta-wave activity, 

no coherent 40-Hz oscillations begin [Creutzfeldt and Houchin, 1984] [Creutzfeldt, 1995] [Freeman, 1975] 

[Mountcastle, 1957] [Mountcastle, 1998] [Remond, 1984]. Delta-wave frequency increases until one year old. 

 

evoked potential 

Scalp potential {evoked potential} {event-related potential} changes in response to image, sound, or mental event 

[Galambos et al., 1981]. 

 

expectancy wave 

Concentrating on probable signal arrival changes electroencephalograph potential {expectancy wave} (e-wave). 

 

gamma wave 

Awake but non-attentive animals have large-amplitude synchronized 25-Hz to 35-Hz oscillations {gamma wave} 

[Engel and Singer, 2001] [Keil et al., 1999] [Klemm et al., 2000] [Revonsuo et al., 1997] [Rodriguez et al., 1999] 

[Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999]. 

locations 

Visual precentral and postcentral cortex, retina, olfactory bulb, thalamus, other brain nuclei, and cerebral neocortex 

have continuous and coherent 30-Hz to 70-Hz {40-Hz oscillation} electric potential oscillations. 

All visual areas and both hemispheres synchronize cells. Visual field feature produces coherent 40-Hz oscillations 

separated by as much as 7 mm in visual cortex [Eckhorn et al., 1988] [Eckhorn et al., 1993] [Engel et al., 1990] 

[Friedman-Hill et al., 2000] [Gray and Singer, 1989] [Kreiter and Singer, 1992] [Ritz and Sejnowski, 1997]. 

Somatosensory and motor cortex potentials synchronize while thinking but vanish during actual movement. 

cause 

40-Hz oscillations happen when cells in different cortex or thalamus parts respond to linked stimulus parts [Crick 

and Koch, 1990] [Engel and Singer, 2001] [Metzinger, 2000]. 

attention 

Oscillations synchronize more during focused attention [Mountcastle et al., 1981] [Wurtz et al., 1982]. 

induced gamma wave 

When people perceive object with coherent features, 30-Hz EEG wave starts in occipital cortex 200 ms after 

stimulus and dies out after perceptual processing. 

 



magnetoencephalography 

People can measure magnetic fields caused by brain electric currents {magnetoencephalography} (MEG), using 

superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUID). 

 

mu wave EEG 

When people make or observe voluntary movement, EEG waves {mu wave} {µ wave} decrease. Mirror neuron 

activity blocks mu waves. 

 

N400 wave 

EEG waves {N400 wave} can be about semantic improbability, as opposed to semantic relatedness. 

 

P300 wave 

260 ms to 500 ms after rare stimuli, attention to object to recognize it or use it causes 40-Hz oscillations {P300 

wave}, which correlate with event unexpectedness. 

 

PGO wave 

If people are conscious or dreaming, high-amplitude electrical waves {PGO wave} arise in pons, radiate to 

geniculate body, and then go to occipital cortex. Saccadic eye movements cause potential waves in cholinergic neurons 

in pons and go to lateral geniculate nucleus and occipital cortex. Signals from aminergic cells inhibit cholinergic 

neurons. PGO waves accompany desynchronization. 

 

readiness potential 

0.8 second earlier than planned voluntary movement, ipsilateral motor cortex EEG changes potential {readiness 

potential} to negative. Conscious willing feeling is later. 0.5 second earlier than unplanned voluntary movement, EEG 

changes potential to negative. Perhaps, consciousness can still stop or allow action before it has begins [Libet, 1993] 

[Libet et al., 1999]. Lateralized readiness potential is in contralateral cortex and happens after action selection. 

 

sleep spindle 

For activation, awake stage and REM sleep has high-frequency low-amplitude EEG waves. NREM sleep has low-

frequency high-amplitude EEG waves. Stage II NREM sleep has distinctive EEGs {sleep spindle} {K-complex wave}. 

 

theta wave 

EEG waves {theta wave} in hippocampus can have frequency range 4 Hz to 8 Hz [Buzsáki, 2002] [Kahana et al., 

1999] [Klimesch, 1999] [O'Keefe and Recce, 1993]. Theta-wave frequency increases until two to five years old. REM 

sleep has theta waves in hippocampus. 

 

Transcranial Magnetic 

Treatments {Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation} (TMS) can excite or inhibit brain regions to treat depression, 

obsession, stress, and mania [Cowey and Walsh, 2001] [Kamitani and Shimojo, 1999]. 
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brain evolution 

Brain evolved {brain, evolution}. 

brain: parts 

Brain is an enlargement and opening of spinal cord cranial end. First, slight enlargement formed rhombencephalon. 

Then, pons (bridge) evolved. Rhombencephalon evolved to myelencephalon and metencephalon. Above pons and 

further forward, rostrally towards nose, is mesencephalon. From midbrain roof, special motor cerebellum evolved, first 

becoming large and important in birds. Fourth-ventricle top became midbrain cerebral aqueduct. Rostral to midbrain is 

forebrain, with diencephalon and telencephalon [Cummins and Allen, 1998]. 

brain: processes 

Neural structures evolved first reflexes, then associations, then feature surfaces and flows, then objects and events, 

then scenes and trajectories, and then histories and stories over space and time using language [Cummins and Allen, 

1998]. 



brain: tissue 

Neural tissue evolved from neuron to interneuron, ganglion, ganglia group, cortex, two-layer paleocortex, four-layer 

neocortex, and six-layer frontal lobe cortex. 

design 

Neural tissue and brains evolved opportunistically and did not follow design. Brains are not evolving teleologically 

to defined final state. Brains do not necessarily work efficiently. 

motion 

Originally, sensation led directly to motion. Brain evolved to separate perception from motion. Brain further evolved 

to integrate perception, memory, emotion, and goals. Brain then evolved to have consciousness. 

 

dual origin hypothesis 

Mammalian cortex has both caudal and rostral reciprocal pathways {dual origin hypothesis}. Birds have 

hyperstriatum and neostriatum. Hyperstriatum evolved like mammalian cortex. Neostriatum evolved from DVR. 

pallium 

Top and bottom cerebral neocortex layers are homologous to pallium. Reptile medial pallium evolves to mammal 

hippocampus major and subiculum. Reptile lateral pallium evolves to mammal olfactory cortex. Pallium receives from 

olfactory and limbic cortex, caudally. 

ventricular ridge 

Middle four cerebral neocortex layers are homologous to reptile dorsal ventricular ridge. Dorsal ventricular ridge 

receives from within itself, rostrally. 

 

pallium 

Reptiles have dorsal cortical plate {pallium}. 

 

ventricular ridge 

Reptiles have a two-layer ridge {ventricular ridge} {dorsal ventricular ridge} (DVR) behind brain ventricles. 
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rhombencephalon 

Enlargement and opening of spinal-cord cranial end at hindbrain was earliest brain {rhombencephalon}|. 

 

myelencephalon 

Rhombencephalon evolved to medulla oblongata {myelencephalon}|, in hindbrain. 

 

mesencephalon 

Above pons and further forward, rostrally towards nose, is midbrain {mesencephalon}|. 

 

metencephalon 

Rhombencephalon evolved to medulla, cerebellum, pons, mamillary bodies, pituitary gland, and habenula 

{metencephalon}|, in hindbrain. 

 

rhinencephalon 

Brain regions {rhinencephalon}| {smell brain, rhinencephalon} can be near frontal lobe. 

 

diencephalon 

Rostral to midbrain are epithalamus, fornix, hypophysis, hypothalamus, subthalamus, thalamus, and third ventricle 

{diencephalon}|, in cerebrum and forebrain. All diencephalon regions connect to each other and to cerebral cortex. 

 

telencephalon 

Rostral to midbrain are cerebral cortex, white matter, and basal ganglia {telencephalon}|. Cerebral cortex has frontal, 

parietal, temporal, occipital, insular, and limbic lobes. 

evolution 

In amphibians, dorsal telencephalon became dorsal cortex and hippocampus. Medial telencephalon became septum, 

which connects to hippocampus. Lateral telencephalon did nothing, because amphibians have no dorsal ventricular 

ridge. Ventral telencephalon became striatum, for muscle control. 



In reptiles, dorsal telencephalon became dorsal cortex and hippocampus. Medial telencephalon became septum. 

Lateral telencephalon became dorsal ventricular ridge, for senses and/or emotions. Ventral telencephalon became 

striatum. 

In birds, dorsal telencephalon became hyperstriatum with wulst. Medial telencephalon became septum. Lateral 

telencephalon became dorsal ventricular ridge. Ventral telencephalon became striatum. 

In mammals, dorsal telencephalon became cerebrum, including neocortex and hippocampus. Medial telencephalon 

became septum. Lateral telencephalon became laterobasal amygdala for emotions. Ventral telencephalon became 

striatum. 
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rhombomere 

Bottom brain has eight repeated parts {rhombomere}, with one next to cerebellum and eight near spinal cord. Cells 

do not migrate from one rhombomere to another. Eighth cranial nerve comes from fourth rhombomere. 

 

lower brain 

Low brain part {lower brain} includes medulla oblongata, pons, and cerebellum. 

 

hindbrain 

Above spinal cord, bottom brain {hindbrain}| is medulla oblongata then pons. 

 

midbrain 

Above pons and further forward, rostrally towards nose, are cerebellar peduncles, inferior olive, quadrigeminal plate, 

nucleus accumbens, red nucleus, substantia nigra, tectum, and midbrain tegmentum {midbrain}|. All midbrain nuclei 

have ascending and descending axon tracts. Midbrain is for attention, controls aggressiveness, and predicts adjustments 

to visual perception that will result from movement, using signal {central kinetic factor} that codes displacement 

direction and speed. 

 

endbrain 

Rostral to midbrain are cerebral-cortex frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital, insular, and limbic lobes, white matter, 

and basal ganglia {endbrain}. 

 

forebrain 

Front brain {forebrain}| contains cerebrum diencephalon and telencephalon: amygdala, basal ganglia, cortex, 

hippocampus, olfactory bulb, and thalamus. 
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brainstem 

At fourth ventricle, above spinal cord, brain regions {brainstem}| can have cervical flexure and cephalic flexure and 

contain midbrain and hindbrain [Parvizi and Damasio, 2001] [Zeman, 2001]. Brainstem includes cranial nerve nuclei. 

hindbrain 

Hindbrain contains pons near midbrain and medulla oblongata near spinal cord. 

midbrain 

Midbrain has noradrenergic lateral reticular system, noradrenergic locus coeruleus, serotoninergic raphe nucleus, 

dopaminergic basal midbrain nuclei, cholinergic sense nuclei, and histaminergic nuclei. 

Histaminergic nuclei project in net over brain. 

Cholinergic sense nuclei connect to cerebral cortex. Damage reduces cerebral activity and causes a dreamy state. 

functions 

Brainstem integrates signals for attention, sex, and consciousness. Consciousness requires higher brainstem. 

 

area postrema 

Regions {area postrema} can lack blood-brain barrier and can sense large molecules. 

 

basal forebrain 

Forward brainstem {basal forebrain}| damage affects event-time recall. 



 

cochlear nucleus 

Brainstem nucleus {cochlear nucleus} receives from cochlea hair cells. 

 

lateral cervical nucleus 

Brainstem nucleus {lateral cervical nucleus} sends to superior colliculi. 

 

nucleus sagulum 

Brainstem nucleus {nucleus sagulum} sends to superior colliculi. 

 

perihypoglossal nucleus 

Brainstem nucleus {perihypoglossal nucleus} sends motor input to superior colliculi. 

 

poker chip 

In vertebrates other than mammals, structure {poker chip} decides which of twenty behavior modes is most 

appropriate. Poker chip later evolves to become reticular formation. 

 

posterior commissure nucleus 

Brainstem nucleus {posterior commissure nucleus} sends motor input to superior colliculi. 

 

prepositus hypoglossius 

Brainstem nucleus {prepositus hypoglossius} receives from superior colliculi and sends to oculomotor system. 

 

reticular formation 

Mesencephalic reticular formation, intralaminar nuclei, and reticular nuclei {reticular formation}| {reticular 

activating system} {reticulum} {ascending reticular activating system} {extralemniscal system} {non-specific afferent 

system} {gating system} {ascending activation system} {midbrain reticular formation} {mesencephalic reticular 

formation} stimulate thalamus and cortex to cause waking and sleep states. 

purposes 

Reticular formation arouses, integrates signals, maintains consciousness, controls vital functions, modulates 

perception, forms and recalls memories, and coordinates motor behaviors. 

purposes: consciousness 

Consciousness involves thalamus reticular-activating-system ascending fibers. 

damage 

Damage to reticular formation causes coma, memory disorganization, sleep, reduced cortex energy, similar reactions 

to strong and weak stimuli, and poor behavior control. 

electrical stimulation 

Reticular-formation electrode stimulation can cause unpleasant feelings. 

electrical stimulation: memory 

Retention improves with reticular formation stimulation, which arouses brain. Stimulation does not affect retrieval. 

Stimulating other brain areas has no affect on retention. 

biology: input 

Reticular formation receives axons from sense pathways and cortex and has multisensory convergence sites. All 

senses activate ascending reticular formation, which mediates pain. Stimulating ascending reticular formation causes 

fear and avoidance behaviors. 

biology: output 

Interconnecting neurons with short axons run from lower brainstem to midbrain. Descending reticular formation acts 

on interneurons indirectly. 

biology: chemicals 

Serotonin affects reticular formation and attention system to synchronize cortex. Noradrenaline desynchronizes 

cortex. 

biology: columns 

Reticular formation has medial, median, and lateral columns, from anterior midbrain through pons, medulla, and 

spinal cord [Hobson, 1989] [Hunter and Jasper, 1949] [Magoun, 1952] [Moruzzi and Magoun, 1949] [Steriade and 

McCarley, 1990]. 



Medial column receives pyramidal tract, cerebellum, and sense axons from cortex and sends by ascending reticular 

activating system to intralaminar thalamic nuclei, which send to striatum and cortex, to activate cortex and control 

waking and sleeping. 

Raphe nucleus median column, mainly dorsal raphe nucleus, sends inhibition to limbic system in median column. 

Lateral reticular system for attention projects to spinal cord, hypothalamus, and brainstem lateral-column tractus-

solitarius nucleus. Noradrenaline locus coeruleus lateral column sends attention information to limbic system and 

prefrontal lobes. 

biology: evolution 

Reticular formation is only in mammals but evolved from something similar in lower animals. 

 

solitary tract nucleus 

Brainstem nucleus {solitary tract nucleus} {tractus solitarius nucleus} receives from locus coeruleus, trigeminal 

nucleus, and vagus nerve and sends to parabrachial nucleus, which receives from GI tract, and ventral medial basal 

thalamus. Solitary tract nucleus, with taste cortex and thalamus, is for taste preferences and can detect nausea. NTS is 

satiation region and receives gut peptide cholecystokinin (CCK). 

 

trigeminal nucleus 

Brainstem nucleus {trigeminal nucleus} receives sensory C fibers and A-delta fibers caudally from spinal cord 

posterior horn lamina I and sends to ventral medial posterior thalamus, brainstem nucleus tractus solitarius, and 

brainstem parabrachial nucleus. 

 

vestibular nucleus 

Brainstem nuclei {vestibular nucleus} can be for balance. 

 

zona incerta 

Brainstem regions {zona incerta} can send motor input to superior colliculi. 
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sensory reticular formation 

Ascending reticular-activating-system (ARAS) lowest-hindbrain component {sensory reticular formation} receives 

visceral, somatic, auditory, and visual axons from ascending sense axons and sends to neocortex through hypothalamus 

and thalamus. It has pain center and wakefulness or alertness center. 
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medulla oblongata 

Spinal-cord brainstem bulb {medulla, brain}| {medulla oblongata} includes basal ganglia and continues major nerve 

tracts. It relays auditory nerve sense and motor nerves, mediating phonation and articulation. It regulates cardiac action, 

chewing, tasting, swallowing, coughing, sneezing, salivation, vomiting, and sucking in newborns. Respiratory center 

maintains respiration. Some medulla-oblongata neurons make epinephrine. 

 

amygdala 

A limbic-system part {amygdala}| includes insula white matter. 

location 

Insula is in posterior frontal lobe and anterior temporal lobe. 

input 

Lateral amygdala receives sensations slowly from sensory cortex and fast from thalamus, and receives memories 

from medial temporal lobe. Central amygdala receives from lateral amygdala, prefrontal cortex, and basal amygdala. 

Basal amygdala receives from lateral amygdala, medial temporal lobe, and prefrontal cortex. 

output 

Amygdala dopamine neurons connect to cholinergic neurons in medial septal nucleus, nucleus accumbens, nucleus 

basalis magnocellularis, nucleus of diagonal band of Broca, hypothalamus regions for motivation and reward, and sense 

and motor cerebral cortex upper layers. 

Amygdala sends to orbitofrontal prefrontal cortex, mediodorsal thalamic nucleus, and hippocampal formation. 



Lateral amygdala sends to central amygdala. Central amygdala sends to lateral hypothalamus for blood pressure, 

paraventricular hypothalamus for hormones, motor cortex for stopping, and basal amygdala. Basal amygdala sends to 

central amygdala. 

functions 

Amygdala compares new stimulus to previous stimuli and signals differences to other brain regions. Using memory, 

amygdala participates in habituation and anticipation. 

Amygdala {basolateral nucleus} affects aggression, dominance, submission, and territoriality behaviors. Amygdala 

regulates fear and emotional behavior. Amygdala regulates visceral activity. Amygdala affects vision and smell. 

damage 

Removal of, or injury to, amygdala does not affect memory. 

drug 

Cocaine affects sublenticular extended amygdala. 

 

basal ganglia 

Medulla ganglia {basal ganglia}| include amygdala, caudate nucleus, claustrum, external-capsule fibers, globus 

pallidus, internal-capsule fibers, lentiform nucleus, nucleus basalis of Meynert, nucleus dorsalis, putamen, septal nuclei, 

substantia nigra pars reticulata, and subthalamic nucleus. 

input 

Basal ganglia receive from basal-midbrain-nuclei dopaminergic neurons. 

output 

Basal-ganglia cholinergic neurons send to motor cortex for transmission to muscles [Langston and Palfreman, 1995]. 

functions 

Basal ganglia assemble, select, and trigger automatic movements, perceptual motor coordination, ballistic 

movements, and proprioceptively controlled movements, using movement plans. They track moving visual objects, 

control eye movements, and process visual and multisensory data. They control tremor and muscle tone. Basal ganglia 

coordinate with neocortex and cerebellum for posture and complex voluntary movements. 

 

caudate nucleus 

Medulla basal ganglia {caudate nucleus} can inhibit globus pallidus. Caudate nucleus receives excitatory input from 

cerebral cortex and inhibitory input from thalamus, substantia nigra, and raphe. Caudate nucleus is for memory and 

obsessive behavior. 

 

claustrum 

Medulla basal ganglia {claustrum} can lie under cerebral cortex near insula and project to many cortex regions. 

 

lenticular nuclei 

Putamen and globus pallidus {lenticular nuclei} look striated because they have myelinated tracts. 

 

motor reticular formation 

Brainstem regions {motor reticular formation} can facilitate spinal mediated reflexes and transmit feedback from 

higher centers to primary receptors. 

 

nucleus basalis of Meynert 

Basal ganglia nuclei {nucleus basalis of Meynert} {nuclei of Meynert} {Meynert nuclei} {substantia innominata} 

can have cholinergic neurons and send to cerebral cortex. 

 

nucleus dorsalis 

Basal ganglia nucleus {nucleus dorsalis} receives proprioception input from spinal cord. 

 

pallidum 

Brainstem regions {globus pallidus} {pallidum} can receive from red nucleus and inhibit thalamus and subthalamic 

nucleus. Dopamine neurons can cause rigidity if overstimulated. Choline neurons can cause hyperkinesis, chorea, and 

athetosis if overstimulated. 

 

polysynaptic loop 

Basal ganglia connect to thalamus, then to cortex, then back to basal ganglia {polysynaptic loop}. 



 

putamen 

Medulla basal ganglia {putamen} can receive excitatory input from cerebral cortex and inhibitory input from 

thalamus, substantia nigra, and raphé nucleus. It inhibits globus pallidus. Putamen is for memory, motor skill, and 

obsessiveness. It has nearby-space maps, used in motor control. 

 

raphe dorsalis 

Brainstem regions {raphé dorsalis} can send motor input to superior colliculi. 

 

raphe nuclei 

Medulla nuclei {raphé nuclei} can secrete serotonin, make peptide substance P, start light sleep, and modulate pain, 

using spinal-cord dorsal-horn presynaptic inhibition. 

 

septum medulla 

Forebrain basal ganglia {septal nuclei} {septum, medulla} can receive from hippocampus and reticular formation 

and send to hippocampus, hypothalamus, and midbrain. Septal nuclei have trophotropic centers. They can control 

aggressiveness. They organize sexual thoughts, emotions, and action. They are in or near region that causes pleasure 

when excited. 

 

striatum 

Putamen, globus pallidus, and caudate nucleus {corpus striatum} {striatum} are near thalamus. They look striated 

because they have myelinated tracts. 

no layers 

Corpus striatum neuron types mix but not in layers. 

maps 

Most maps in mammalian cortex connect to maps in corpus striatum. 

functions 

Corpus striatum integrates learned automatic movement sequences, such as voluntary eye movements. 

input 

Some striatum neurons receive from thousands of cortical neurons that send 10-Hz to 40-Hz oscillating signals 

{interval timer}. Stimuli synchronize oscillations. Oscillators then go on oscillating. Second stimuli make substantia 

nigra send dopamine to striatum. Striatum remembers signal pattern. If starting signal repeats, dopamine repeats. 

output 

If pattern matches, striatum signals to thalamus, which informs cortex. 

 

respiratory center 

Medulla regions {respiratory center} can send excitatory signals along phrenic nerve to diaphragm. 

 

subthalamic nucleus 

Nuclei {subthalamic nucleus} {Luys nucleus} {Luys body} {nucleus of Luys} {body of Luys} can be near 

hypothalamus, inhibit globus pallidus, and send to thalamus. Damage causes ballistic movement. 
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pons 

Fiber bridge {pons}| from hindbrain side to opposite cerebellum side holds major nerve tracts connecting cerebellum 

and cortex, in both directions, and connects thalamus to olive. Cerebral cortex motor regions influence pons. Pons 

controls heart, lungs, eye movements, muscle tone, walking, and running. It mediates protective and orientation 

reflexes. 

 

locus coeruleus 

A pons region {locus coeruleus}| can receive feedback from sense cortex and send to spinal cord, hypothalamus, 

tractus solitarius nucleus, sensory cerebral cortex, and cerebellum Purkinje cells [Foote and Morrison, 1987] [Foote et 

al., 1980] [Hobson, 1999]. Locus coeruleus contains few thousand neurons and is largest noradrenaline nucleus. 

transmitters 

Locus-coeruleus neurons contain neuropeptide Y (NPY) and galanin peptide transmitters. 



functions 

Locus coeruleus suppresses tonic vegetative regions. It regulates attention, pleasure, energy, motivation, and arousal. 

It causes deep sleep. REM sleep, cataplexy, grooming, and feeding depress it. Interruptions and multimodal 

somatosensory stimuli, including pain, excite it. Locus-coeruleus electrical stimulation causes fear and anxiety. 

 

pneumotaxic center 

A pons region {pneumotaxic center} receives from nerves that sense alveoli stretching and inhibits breathing. 

 

tegmentum 

A pons regions {tegmentum} can include reticular formation and be for attention. 
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cuneate nuclei 

Midbrain ganglia {cuneate nuclei} can receive texture, form, and vibration information in medulla ipsilateral cuneate 

tracts and send to thalamus, cerebrum, and cerebellum. Maps are smaller than in other areas. 

 

gracile nuclei 

Midbrain nuclei {gracile nuclei} can receive texture, form, and vibration information in medulla ipsilateral gracile 

tracts and send to thalamus, cerebrum, and cerebellum. Maps are smaller than in other areas. 

 

inferior colliculi 

Midbrain nuclei {inferior colliculi} can send to superior colliculi. They have auditory functions and control eye 

movements. 

 

inferior olive 

Brainstem regions {inferior olive} (IO) can send to cerebellar Purkinje cells. 

 

nucleus accumbens 

Midbrain striatum nucleus {nucleus accumbens} receives excitatory dopaminergic pathway from frontal lobes and 

ventral tegmentum and receives from basal and lateral amygdala. It sends to ventral pallidum. Nucleus accumbens 

mediates emotions and movements. Benzodiazepine anti-anxiety agent and antipsychotic agents block dopaminergic 

pathway activation. Regular drug use and other reward stimuli increase delta FosB transcription factor, which causes 

sensitization and degrades slowly, in nucleus accumbens. 

 

optic tectum 

Vertebrates other than mammals have vision cell layer {optic tectum} over large ventricle. Mammals have superior 

colliculi instead. In amphibia and fish, fibers from retina to tectum keep growing and changing. Mostly unimodal sense 

pathways go from cerebral cortex to tectum. Tectum makes eye saccades to focus attention-getting object on fovea. 

Divergence in individual tectum-nuclei loops explains how large recruited tectum-neuron population can form 

composite command observed at tectum. 

 

parabrachial nuclei 

Posterior upper brainstem region {parabrachial nuclei} (PBN) receives from sensory trigeminal nucleus and nucleus 

tractus solitarius and sends motor input to superior colliculi and motor output to hypothalamus and ventral medial basal 

thalamus. 

 

periaqueductal gray 

Pons and thalamus nucleus {periaqueductal gray} (PAG) has opiate receptors and makes endorphins. 

 

periolivary nucleus 

Brainstem nucleus {periolivary nucleus} near olive sends to superior colliculi. 

 

posterior upper brainstem 

Brainstem regions {posterior upper brainstem} can contain periaqueductal gray, parabrachial nucleus, monoamine 

nuclei, and acetylcholine nuclei. Damage to posterior upper brainstem causes coma. 



 

quadrigeminal plate 

Brainstem regions {quadrigeminal plate} can have superior and inferior colliculi. 

 

red nucleus 

Brainstem nucleus {red nucleus} {ruber nucleus} receives from amygdala and sends to hypothalamus 

paraventricular nucleus {stria terminalis}. It works similarly to motor cortex. 

 

substantia nigra 

Brainstem regions {substantia nigra} {substantia nigra pars reticulata} can send to superior colliculus to control eye 

movement. Substantia nigra cholinergic neurons connect to sense and motor neurons in caudate nucleus and putamen in 

basal ganglia. Basal ganglia and other midbrain dopamine neurons inhibit caudate nucleus, corpus striatum, and 

thalamus to coordinate motor function and automatic movement. Alzheimer's disease degenerates substantia nigra 

neurons. 

 

superior colliculi 

Mammal midbrain dorsal surface has large symmetrical bumps {superior colliculi} that mediate light 

accommodation, eyeball movements, body movements for vision, orientation, and attention [Aldrich et al., 1987] 

[Brindley et al., 1969] [Celesia et al., 1991]. 

anatomy 

Superior colliculus has seven alternating cellular and fibrous layers with few interneurons, eight types of synaptic 

terminals, and broad dendrite arbors. Superficial layers I to III and deep layers IV to VII have topographic motor maps 

and associated visual and touch maps. 

Superior colliculus removal causes failure to detect contralateral visual stimuli. 

anatomy: input 

Superior colliculus efferent neurons for eye movements receive input from substantia nigra. 

Superior colliculus deep layers receive vision information ipsilaterally from lateral suprasylvian visual area and 

anterior ectosylvian visual area, not from striate visual cortex. 

Deep layers receive somatosensory input from anterior ectosylvian sulcus dorsal part, contralateral sensory 

trigeminal complex, dorsal column nuclei, lateral cervical nucleus, and spinal cord. Contralateral sensory trigeminal 

complex receives C fibers and A-delta fibers. 

Deep layers receive auditory input from anterior ectosylvian sulcus Field AES region, inferior colliculus 

contralateral brachium, inferior colliculus external nucleus, nucleus sagulum, and dorsomedial periolivary nucleus. 

Deep layers receive motor input from frontal eye fields, motor cortex, zona incerta, thalamus reticular nucleus, 

posterior commissure nucleus, perihypoglossal nucleus, contralateral superior colliculus, locus coeruleus, raphé 

dorsalis, parabrachial nuclei, reticular formation, and hypothalamus. 

Deep layers receive from basal ganglia through substantia nigra pars reticulata. Deep layers receive from cerebellum 

deep nuclei, including medial and posterior interposed nuclei. 

anatomy: output 

Superior colliculus deep layers send to thalamus, opposite superior colliculus, brainstem, and spinal cord. Superior 

colliculus deep layers connect to sense and motor cerebral cortex and to brainstem and spinal cord, to position 

peripheral sense organs. Deep layers also send contralaterally to tegmentum and spinal cord to reposition eyes, head, 

limbs, ears, and whiskers. 

neurons: receptive field 

Superior-colliculus neurons have central ON zones surrounded by lower sensitivity areas, not like retina and lateral-

geniculate-nucleus ON-center-neuron or OFF-center-neuron receptive fields. Receptive fields are larger than in lateral 

geniculate or cortex neurons. Border is inhibitory {suppressive zone}. The most-effective stimulus is smaller than 

receptive field. Moving or flashing stimuli are more effective than stationary ones. Movement direction is more 

effective. Slow movements are more effective than rapid ones. Repeating same stimulus produces response habituation. 

neurons: noxious 

Superior colliculus neurons {nociceptive-specific neuron} (NS) can respond to noxious stimuli. Superior colliculus 

neurons {wide dynamic range neuron} (WDR) can respond to all mechanical stimuli, but especially to noxious 

mechanical or thermal stimuli. 

neurons: multisensory 

Superior colliculus neurons are 25% unimodal and 75% multisensory. Multisensory and unimodal neurons typically 

require 100 milliseconds to process information, but some multisensory neurons take 1500 milliseconds. 



neurons: auditory 

Superior colliculus has four auditory neuron types. Compared to cortical auditory neurons, superior colliculus 

auditory neurons are more insensitive to pure tones and more sensitive to spatial location, interaural time, and intensity 

differences. They respond better to moving stimuli, have directional selectivity, habituate to repeated stimuli, and have 

restricted receptive fields with maximal-response regions. 

neurons: somatosensory 

Superior colliculus somatosensory neurons respond to hair or skin stimulation, have well-defined receptive fields, 

prefer intermediate-velocity or high-velocity stimuli, habituate rapidly, are large, have best regions, have no inhibitory 

surrounding areas, and have no directional selectivity. 

neurons: movement field 

Midbrain neuron receptive fields {movement field} are like sense-neuron receptive fields. Neurons with similar 

movement fields are in same superior colliculus region. If neuron activity exceeds threshold, amount above threshold 

determines saccade movement velocity and distance. 

eye movement 

Mammal superior colliculi and non-mammal optic tectum process multisensory information, shift attention, and 

control voluntary and involuntary eye and other sense-organ movements, for orientation and attention. Stimulation 

shifts eyes, ears, and head to focus on stimulus location. High intensity causes withdrawal or escape. 

Anteromedial superior colliculi stimulation causes contralateral, upward, and parallel conjugate eye movement. 

Lateral superior colliculi stimulation causes conjugate, contralateral, and downward movement. 

To initiate eye movement to periphery, caudal superior colliculus, which represents peripheral visual space, has pre-

motor activity. 

Visual fixation involves neurons in rostral superior colliculus. 

eye movement: saccade 

Superior colliculus neurons {motor error neuron} can generate low-frequency, long-duration discharge to signal 

difference between current eye position and target position. Superior colliculus neurons can initiate saccades and 

determine speed, direction, and amplitude [Corbetta, 1998] [Schall, 1991] [Schiller and Chou, 1998]. Saccade initiation 

and velocity, duration, and direction specification are separate processes. Saccade commands are many-neuron vector 

sums. 

 

superior olive 

Brainstem regions {superior olive} can measure time and intensity differences to differentiate auditory-signal arrival 

times. Olive sides {lateral superior olive} (LSO) receive inputs from both ears for intensity-level-difference detection. 

Olive middle {medial superior olive} (MSO) receives inputs from both ears, for time-difference detection. Neurons 

have time-difference ranges. 

 

ventral tegmentum 

Brainstem region {ventral tegmentum} {ventral tegmental area} (VTA) is for pleasure and motivation. Dopamine 

neurons inhibit nucleus accumbens, mesolimbic system, frontal cortex, and sensorimotor cortex. 
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cerebellum 

Cerebellar cortex {cerebellum}| is for smooth, continuous, and rapid movement. Cerebellar activity is never 

conscious. Peripheral vision, cerebellum, and vestibular system find body positions. 

functions 

Cerebellum maintains balance, posture, equilibrium, and muscle tone. It sets appropriate voluntary-muscle motor 

control, rates, forces compared to resistance, movement directions, and coordination. 

functions: comparator 

Cerebellum works as comparator. Motor cortex sends to spinal cord to initiate voluntary actions and to cerebellum to 

inform about intended movements. Proprioceptive nerve input goes to cerebral cortex and then to cerebellum to report 

actual movements. Cerebellum sends to motor cortex and spinal cord to correct movements. 

functions: damping 

Damping involves inhibiting agonist and antagonist contractions to eliminate muscle tremor, for smooth movement. 

functions: error control 

Error control involves initial strong muscle contraction and subsequent antagonist-muscle contraction. 



functions: feedforward 

Sense delays prevent feedback alone from controlling fast and accurate biological movements. Cerebellum uses 

predictive, feedforward control. 

functions: gain 

Perhaps, cerebellum controls amplification gain in spinal and brainstem reflexes. Cerebellum can subtract adjustable 

signal from fixed-gain saccadic circuit. 

functions: precision 

Cerebellum compares sense stimuli about actual performance with movement program received from cerebrum, 

measures error, and corrects movement. For example, it regulates smooth eye movements by tuning reflexes using 

Purkinje cells. 

It regulates premotor networks by inhibiting and disinhibiting motor-control actions that begin in brainstem, 

sensorimotor-cortex, and spinal-cord premotor networks. To control movement, Purkinje cells first exert increased 

inhibition on deep nuclei excited by cerebral cortex and sense information. Then, inhibition decreases, and deep nuclei 

send excitatory output to pons and red nuclei, which send to motor cortex. 

functions: prediction 

Prediction involves comparing information received from eyes, body, and cerebrum, to calculate when to slow 

and/or stop motion. 

functions: progression 

Progression involves muscle contraction in sequence, to coordinate and time. 

functions: sensation 

Cerebellum coordinates information from different senses. Skin touch receptors send to separate cerebellum areas. 

Cerebellum reacts more quickly to auditory stimulus than visual stimulus. Cerebellum reacts faster to higher intensity 

and multiple sensory stimuli. 

Cerebellum affects sense accuracy, sense quickness, sense timing, short-term memory, attention, emotions, and 

planning. Lateral cerebellum affects perception, pattern recognition, and cognition. 

functions: timing 

Perhaps, cerebellum is for timing. Perhaps, parallel fibers are delay lines, and climbing fibers are clock read-out 

mechanisms. When parallel fiber and climbing fiber activation coincide, Purkinje cells fire to activate antagonist 

muscles and stop movements at intended targets. 

One climbing fiber synapses on one Purkinje cell. Perhaps, cerebellar clock activates proper Purkinje-cell assemblies 

at right time. 

learning 

Cerebellum learns movement timing and guides learning in deep nuclei. It stores learned-skill model or memory 

within six hours, so skill becomes automatic. 

learning: long-term depression 

Increased dendritic calcium concentration induces cerebellar long-term depression (LTD). Cerebellar LTD reduces 

excitatory input to Purkinje cell. LTD can decrease synaptic weights, using climbing fiber input as training signals, 

Purkinje cell firing as postsynaptic factor, and/or parallel fiber synaptic activity as presynaptic factor. LTD at basket-

cell and stellate-cell spiny synapses maintain excitatory input to Purkinje cells [Eccles et al., 1976]. 

cells: basket cell 

Basket cells lie in Purkinje cell dendrites. 

cells: flocculus neuron 

Flocculus neurons send corrective signals for movements. 

cells: Golgi cell 

Golgi cells lie in middle layer between Purkinje cells. 

cells: granule cell and parallel fiber 

Granule cells are small neurons, have high density, and are the most common. Granule-cell-axon parallel fibers pass 

through middle layer, contacting one Purkinje cell many times, to outer layer, where they split, form straight line, and 

extend horizontally through outer layer. Parallel fiber is perpendicular to hundreds of Purkinje cell dendrite trees and 

contacts each once. 

cells: Purkinje cell 

Purkinje cells are large neurons that have tree-shaped flat dendrite planes, which converge onto one trunk into 

Purkinje cell. Purkinje cell membrane has 150,000 synapses, ten times more than other neuron types, mostly from 

granule cells. Purkinje cell axons inhibit Golgi cells and granule cells in cerebellar nuclei, which send axons to brain 

pyramidal and extrapyramidal tracts. 



cells: stellate cell 

Stellate cells lie beside Purkinje cell dendrites and have fibers that run horizontally through outer layer, mainly 

through one Purkinje cell dendrite tree. 

biology 

Cerebellum anatomy is the same in all vertebrates. Cerebellum has surface area equal to one cerebral hemisphere. It 

has more than half of all brain neurons. It has more folding than cerebrum. 

Low-threshold cerebellar receptive fields and neurons align with nociceptive punishment signal fields and neurons. 

biology: damage 

Cerebellum damage decreases muscle tone, causes slowing and trembling, and fails to stop movements on time. 

One-side damage causes flexion on one side and extension on other. Within 45 minutes, cutting spinal cord stops 

flexions and extensions. Cutting after 45 minutes does not stop flexions and extensions. Cerebellum damage in early 

life does not affect behavior. 

biology: evolution 

During human evolution, cerebellum expanded at same rate as cerebrum. 

biology: input 

Sensory cerebellum receives tactile, visual, and auditory nerves. Cerebellum lobes have body-surface tactile 

representations. 

biology: output 

Motor cerebellum has reverberatory circuit to higher motor centers, regulates voluntary movements, organizes 

somatotopically, and has archicerebellum and neocerebellum. Motor cerebellum maintains muscle tonus, posture, and 

equilibrium. 

biology: waves 

Cerebellum has electrical waves lasting 150 to 200 milliseconds, at 0.02 mV to 0.12 mV. 

biology: layers 

Inner deep granule-cell layer has closely packed granule cells, as well as scattered Golgi cells that inhibit nearby 

granule cells. Middle Purkinje-cell layer has one Purkinje-cell row, surrounded by smaller basket cells. Wide outer-

molecular layer has Purkinje cell dendrites that spread in plane and stellate cells that contact dendrites. 

biology: pathways 

Cerebellum receives excitatory input from vestibular-system mossy fibers or pons climbing fibers. Mossy fibers 

from vestibular system synapse with Golgi cells and granule cells. Mossy fibers from Golgi cells and granule cells send 

to Purkinje cells and process intersensory information. Pons climbing fibers synapse with granule, Golgi, Purkinje, 

basket, and stellate cells. Purkinje cells inhibit Golgi cells and granule cells. 

biology: peduncles 

Cerebellum attaches to posterior brainstem by three pairs of stalks {cerebellar peduncle}, which contain both 

afferent and efferent nerve fibers. Superior, middle, and inferior tracts join cerebellum to midbrain. Tract {superior 

peduncle} comes from neocortex. Tract {middle peduncle} {brachium pontis} comes from pons. Tract {inferior 

peduncle} comes from inner-ear vestibular apparatus. 

biology: hemispheres 

Cerebellum has two lateral parts {cerebellar hemisphere}, which have many small folds {folia}, connected by thin 

central worm-shaped part {vermis}. Vermis has inferior part that controls gross motor coordination and superior part 

that controls fine motor coordination. Gray-matter outer cover {cerebellar cortex} is over white matter {medullary 

body}. 

biology: nuclei 

Four deep nuclei are in cerebellar white matter. All vertebrates have the oldest cerebellum part {archicerebellum} 

{vestibulocerebellum}, in center {flocculus} {nodule, cerebellum}, which has afferent and efferent connections in 

inferior peduncle, mainly with inner-ear vestibular semicircular canals {maculae}. Cerebellum has small inferior 

portion {flocculonodular lobe}, for balance, position, head position changes, acceleration, deceleration, and angular 

movements. Fibers from retina, eye movement nuclei, and cortex terminate in vestibulocerebellum. The second oldest 

part {paleocerebellum} {spinocerebellum} corresponds to anterior lobe and posterior vermis and receives touch, 

pressure, thermal, and proprioceptive input from inferior-peduncle ascending spinal-cord and brainstem pathways. 

Skin, muscle, and tendon receptors send performance information about rate, force, and movement direction, especially 

propulsive movements such as walking and swimming. 

 

Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller 

Perhaps, cerebellum has static associative memories {Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller} (CMAC) that 

implement locally generalizing non-linear maps between mossy-fiber input and Purkinje-cell output. Granule and Golgi 



cell-network association layer generates sparse expanded mossy-fiber-input representations. Adjustable weights couple 

large parallel fiber vector to Purkinje-cell output units with graded properties. 

pattern 

Adjustable pattern generator (APG) model can generate elemental burst command with adjustable intensity and 

duration. It models positive feedback between cerebellar nucleus cell and motor cortical cell. 

 

climbing fiber 

Excitatory input {climbing fiber} from inferior olive goes to one Purkinje cell, making 300 synapses, to fire Purkinje 

cell. Perhaps, climbing fiber makes error-and-training signals to adjust parallel-fiber synaptic weights, teaching 

Purkinje cells to recognize patterns signaled by input vectors and to select movements that reduce errors. Perhaps, 

cerebral cortex activates climbing fiber input, to train cerebellum to recognize appropriate contexts for generating same 

movements more automatically. 

 

microzone 

Inferior-olive small neuron clusters, with similar receptive fields, stimulate parasagittally-oriented cerebellar 

Purkinje-cell strips, which send to cerebellar nuclear-cell common cluster {microzone}. 

 

mossy fiber 

Spinal-cord and brainstem excitatory axons {mossy fiber} synapse on more than 40 granule-cell glomeruli and deep-

cerebellar nuclei. Mossy fiber also directly contacts 250 Purkinje cells but cannot fire them. Mossy fiber influences 

200,000 Purkinje cells. Mossy fibers have sensory properties, but Purkinje and nuclear cells do not respond to 

somatosensory stimulation. 

 

neocerebellum 

The newest and largest cerebellum part {neocerebellum} {pontocerebellum} is anterior and posterior cerebellar 

lobes, for skilled or complex movements and intentions. Neocerebellum receives from pons and sends through superior 

peduncle. 

 

parallel fiber 

Excitatory axons {parallel fiber} from cerebellum send to Purkinje cell dendrites. Perhaps, parallel fibers provide 

input vectors. Parallel fibers form sequential-activity lines, with one synapse per Purkinje cell. Parallel fibers can 

induce long-term depression. 

 

Purkinje cell 

Cerebellum has seven million large neurons {Purkinje cell}, which receive 200,000 synapses on planar dendritic 

spines and send inhibitory GABA output to cerebellar deep nuclei. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum 

 

cerebrum 

A forebrain region {cerebrum}| {cerebral hemispheres} {cerebral cortex} above midbrain includes telencephalon 

and diencephalon. Cerebrum initiates behavior, causes consciousness, stores memories, and controls internal stimuli. 

size 

Human cerebral cortex is 2000 square centimeters in area and 300 cubic centimeters in volume. 

neurons 

Cerebral cortex has more than one billion neurons. Half are pyramidal cells. Surface folding increases area and 

density. Cerebrum has 100,000 to 300,000 neurons per cubic millimeter. 

parts 

Mammal cerebrum includes neocortex and hippocampus. 

layers 

Mammal cerebral-cortex layers average 2 millimeters thick, differing in thickness among the 52 Brodmann areas. 

Layers are on outside, with axon fibers on inside. Macrocolumns and their minicolumns go through all layers. 

Limbic system typically has three-layered allocortex. Cingulate gyrus and insula have three to six cortex layers in 

juxtallocortex. Human cerebral hemispheres have six-layered neocortex. Top three layers are only in genus Homo and 

act as a unit. Cortex has only one inhibitory-cell layer. 



layers: general 

Layer 1 has horizontal cells. Layer 2 has small, round, granular cells. Layer 3 has pyramidal cells. Layer 4 has 

closely packed granular cells. Layer 5 has large and numerous pyramidal cells and has large spindle neurons, which 

begin after birth in anterior cingulate and frontal area FI and are for attention and self-reflection. Layer 6 has spindle-

like small cells. 

layers: detail 

Top layer 1 contains pyramidal cell apical dendrites from other layers in macrocolumn and axons from other cortical 

areas, with few neuron cell bodies. Layers 2 and 3 have superficial pyramidal cells. Layers 1, 2, and 3 {superficial 

layers} receive from their column, other cortex, and thalamus matrix neurons. Layer 4 has many excitatory spiny 

stellate cells but few pyramidal neurons. Layer 4 has sublayers IVa, IVb, IVc, and IVc in visual cortex. Layers 5 and 6 

{deep layers} have pyramidal cells, some with dendrites to layer 1, that send to cortex, thalamus, superior colliculus, 

and spinal cord. 

layers: input and output 

Layers 1 and 2 and layer-3 upper part receive from other cortical-area layer 4. Layers 1 and 2 and layer-3 upper part 

send to other cortical-area layer 5. Layer-3 lower part receives from outside cortex and sends to layers 1 and 2 and 

layer-3 upper part. Layers 2 and 3 mostly connect to layers 2 and 3, either laterally or through U-shaped fibers going 

down into white matter and then back up. Layers 2 and 3 also send to layer-3 lower part and to layer 4 for feedforward 

responses. Some layer-2-and-3 superficial neurons send output to layers 5 and 6. Layer 4 receives from layer 6 and 

from outside cortex. Layer 4 sends mainly to layers 1 and 2 and layer-3 upper part. Layer 5 receives from layers 1 and 

2 and layer-3 upper part, from whole cortex. Layer 5 sends to layer 6, spinal cord, brainstem, basal ganglia, and 

hypothalamus. Layer 5 neurons do not project to other cortical areas, thalamus, or claustrum. Layer 6 receives from 

layer 5. Some layer-6 neurons receive from layer 4C. Layer 6 sends short vertical axons back to layer 4 and outputs to 

thalamus. Some layer-6 neurons send to thalamus, lateral geniculate nucleus, and claustrum. 

layers: connections 

Lateral axons are within all layers. Ascending and descending fibers connect all layers. Adjacent cerebral cortex 

areas always connect to each other. Distant cortical regions connect reciprocally. 

input 

Cerebrum receives from higher brainstem and limbic system. Brainstem or limbic system damage reduces cerebrum 

activity, and people enter dreamy state. 

Ascending fibers to cerebral cortex have slow, long lasting NMDA receptors. 

Excitatory input comes from ipsilateral cerebral cortex, and inhibitory input comes from contralateral cortex. 

Cerebral cortex mainly inhibits lower brain. It does not control older brain parts but interacts with them. 

Cortical motor areas receive input from association areas, corticospinal tract, thalamus, post-central gyrus 

somaesthetic area, and frontal lobe motor areas. 

input: topography 

Cortical neurons separated by less than several hundred microns receive similar input and send similar output. 

input: multisensory 

Cortical neurons for multisensory information lie next to cortical areas for one sense. Superior-temporal, 

intraparietal, frontal, and prefrontal lobes are for multisensory convergence [Bruce et al., 1986]. 

input: synapses 

70% of excitatory synapses on cerebral-cortex superficial pyramidal neurons are from less than 0.3 millimeters 

away. Few come from outside cerebral cortex. Average cortical-neuron effect on other neurons is 0.050 to 5 millivolts. 

Probability of one synapse causing a spike is 0.1 to 0.5. 

Cortical neurons have dendritic trees with diameter 0.3 millimeters. Most neurons receive 100 synapses from 100 

neurons and send to 100 other neurons. 8000 neurons eventually affect cortical neurons. 

input: processing 

Training, learning, and willing have widespread cortical activity and take one second. 

Consciousness involves coordinated synchronized impulses in cerebral cortical neurons for over 100 milliseconds. 

Perhaps, impulses are high-frequency bursts, rate codes, oscillations at 40 Hz, or other synchronized impulses. Visual 

consciousness involves cortical layers 5 and 6. Cortical layer 4 receives input. Cortical layers 2 and 3 are for 

unconscious processing. 

output 

Motor and sense cortex sends axons to cerebellum, basal ganglia, and hippocampus, which send axons to thalamus 

and cortex, with no reciprocity. 

Cerebral-cortex descending fibers can cause lower-brain-neuron long lasting subthreshold depolarization. 



Cerebrum primary sense areas send to nearby secondary areas and nowhere else. Secondary sense areas send to 

other-hemisphere corresponding area, other same-hemisphere secondary areas, and cerebral association areas. 

Association areas interconnect. 

output: synchronization 

Cerebral-cortex superficial-pyramidal-cell axons travel horizontally in same cortical layer 0.4 to 0.9 millimeters and 

then make terminal clusters on other superficial pyramidal cells. The skipping pattern aids neuron-activity 

synchronization. 

output: divergence 

As signal travels farther into cerebrum, neuron receptive-field sizes increase and features to which neurons respond 

become more complex, because later areas receive input from several earlier areas. 

output: feedback 

Later areas send signals back to earlier areas. 

damage 

People with no cerebrum can sleep, awake, smile, and cry. They feel no danger or hunger and have no spontaneous 

behavior. 

Damage to cortex causes poor memory retrieval and poor habit inhibition. Cortex loss does not affect general 

consciousness. 

 

allocortex 

Limbic system cortex {allocortex} {archicortex} typically has three layers. 

 

association cortex 

Cortical regions {association cortex} can record pattern and feature shapes, sizes, types, strengths, and indexes. 

Association cortex uses serial and parallel detectors at sensory field points to find perceptual features and associate 

them with similar patterns. 

vector field 

Associative cortex receives spatial and temporal chemical and electrical signal-intensity patterns from neuron arrays 

and then distributes spatial and temporal chemical and electrical signal patterns to neuron arrays, including self. Spatial 

and temporal pattern is like wave front or vector field. Association cortex transforms, and so maps, input field to output 

field. Mapping uses tensors. Vector-field output vectors are input-vector functions. Vector fields have gradients, flows, 

constancies, covariances, and contravariances. For example, before intention to move and before movement begins, 

non-motor cortex has activity. Brain compensates for body movements that change sensor and muscle positions. 

levels 

Primary associative cortex tracks interactions, combinations, correlations, constancies, covariances, and 

contravariances among neural signals. 

Secondary associative cortex creates absolute time and space, through body-position and surrounding comparisons, 

as body, head, and eyes move. Spaces have one, two, two and a half, or three dimensions for different uses. Model 

locates sense organs and muscles in three-dimensional time and space, as objects where events happen. Three-

dimensional space-time does not depend on body and has vertical, front, right, and left. Absolute space-time allows 

perspective changes and unites perception and action. 

Tertiary associative cortex is only in human brain and coordinates intermodal sense information. 

 

barrel field 

Rodent somatosensory-cortex regions {barrel field} can be for sensations from same-side whiskers (Thomas 

Woolsey and Hendrik van der Loos) [1975]. Neuron groups {barrel, neuron} can respond first for one whisker, respond 

later for nearby whiskers, and respond even later for farther whiskers. Barrels feed back to previous barrels. Thalamus 

also has barrel-like regions {barreloid}. Brain stem has barrel-like regions {barrelet}. 

Passive signal reception has refractory periods, but active exploration has no refractory periods. Active exploration 

has priming. 

 

Brodmann area 

Brain hemispheres have 52 regions {Brodmann area}, classified by cortical-layer thickness. Average human 

Brodmann area is two square inches. Brodmann areas can have one to six distinct physiological subregions, each one-

centimeter square. For example, area 17 has one map. 

 



central fissure 

A cleft {central fissure} {central sulcus} {rolandic sulcus} lies between pre-central gyrus and post-central gyrus. 

 

cerebral dominance 

Humans perform some mental functions predominantly in left or right cerebrum {cerebral dominance}. 

 

convolution in brain 

Cortex folds on itself {convolution, cortex}| in set patterns. 

 

cingulum 

From corpus callosum to gray matter {cingulum} are myelinated axons. 

 

corpus callosum 

In placental mammals, 800 million axons {corpus callosum}| connect left and right cerebral hemispheres [Aboitiz et 

al., 1992] [Kretchmann and Weinrich, 1992]. 

Brain also has smaller connections between hemispheres. 

processing 

Corpus-callosum posterior splenium relays visual information from left visual field to speech area. 

damage 

Cutting corpus callosum causes epileptic-like brain firing. 

split brain 

Cutting all connections between left and right hemispheres can show psychological functions performed by 

hemispheres. Cutting only corpus callosum makes no change, because other connections can still carry signals. 

After cutting, people cannot match unseen object felt by the hand to seen object felt by right hand. Two separate 

experiences or discriminations can happen simultaneously. 

Both hemispheres know words, pictures, and metaphorical relationships. Both hemispheres are aware. 

Will, consciousness, motivation, and coordination are only slightly depressed, except for short concentration lapses. 

Perception, object location, and space orientation stay the same. 

Either hemisphere can activate, depending on task, sex, age, handedness, education, and training. 

Over time, functions performed by hemispheres become more alike. 

brainstem 

Brainstem dismay, embarrassment, or amusement feelings, generated in one hemisphere by threat, risk, or teasing 

perceptions, can cause body movements, emotions, attention, and orientation. 

 

isocortex 

Mammal neocortex cerebral hemispheres {isocortex} can have six layers. 

 

juxtallocortex 

Cingulate gyrus and insula {juxtallocortex} have three to six cortex layers. 

 

left hemisphere 

A brain hemisphere {left hemisphere}| stores categorical relationships and organizes movements in right limbs. 

functions 

It has region, between occipital, parietal, and temporal lobes, for mathematical thinking. It is better at propositional 

speech. It predicts how words will sound. It stores learned skills. It directs right-hemisphere left-limb control. It has 

relatively more neurons and fewer axons, so connections are shorter for analyzing details. 

damage 

Damage to left posterior hemisphere harms language coding. Large damage to left hemisphere causes language 

ability loss but does not affect automatic language. 

 

lissencephaly 

Cortex can not fold and is smooth {smooth brain} {lissencephaly}. 

 

neocortex 

Cortex {neocortex}| {new forebrain} can be only in mammals, for sense memory [Abeles, 1991] [Allman, 1998] 

[Braitenberg and Schüz, 1991] [Braitenberg, 1984] [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991] [Mountcastle, 1957] [Mountcastle, 



1998] [Passingham, 1993] [Peters and Rockland, 1994] [Peters et al., 1991] [Rockel et al., 1980] [White, 1989] [Zeki, 

1993]. It has uniform neuron structure. 

regions 

In humans, neocortex has at least 52 distinct cellular areas. Cat neocortex has 36. Rat neocortex has 13. In some 

primates, striate cortex differs from motor cortex, with giant Betz cells, in laminar organization, cell number, cell types, 

and general connectivity patterns. 

 

planum temporale 

Upper-temporal-lobe region {planum temporale} controls complex movements and language processing. 

 

precuneus 

Nuclei {precuneus} can be about autobiographical memory. 

 

receptive field 

Sense neurons have spatial regions {receptive field} from which stimuli can come [Kuffler, 1952] [Ratliff and 

Hartline, 1959]. Retinal neurons have receptive fields with center circle and surrounding annulus with opposite 

polarities {center-surround organization}. 

 

retinotopic map 

Vision has topographic maps {retinotopic map}, in which fovea has more points than surround. 

 

right hemisphere 

Hemispheres {right hemisphere}| can have relatively fewer neurons and more axons, so connections are longer. It 

can recognize larger patterns. It has region, between occipital, parietal, and temporal lobes, for spatial thinking. It 

analyzes visual and spatial relations. It gives direction sense. It can perceive shapes by touch. It recognizes faces. It 

understands interpersonal acts. It does more distance judging. It judges temporal order such as simultaneity and time 

differences. It synthesizes whole situation to develop emotional response. 

language 

Right hemisphere cannot express speech but can comprehend spoken and written language. It can judge word 

meaning from sound but cannot make sound from visual image. It comprehends all grammatical word classes, except 

difficult, abstract, or rare words. It cannot comprehend proposition. It cannot group using tokens. It is better at 

automatic speech and skilled motor acts. It can solve simple arithmetic problems. 

music 

Right hemisphere is for intonation, background noise elimination, music, and chords. 

 

sensorimotor cerebral 

Ventrobasal thalamus and ventral tegmentum dopaminergic neurons stimulate cerebrum {sensorimotor cerebral 

cortex}. 

 

sensory cortex 

Cerebral hemisphere posterior parts {sensory cortex} receive, preserve, and elaborate information from external 

world. Three million sense-neuron axons go to cerebral cortex. 

 

somaesthetic cortex 

Cortex regions {somaesthetic cortex} can be for touch, have double body-surface representation, depending on 

number of surface skin receptors, and discriminate among touch sensations. 

 

somatosensory cortex 

Cortex regions {somatosensory cortex} can receive touch information from thalamic-relay nucleus on 

somatosensory area 1 {area S1}, which sends to somatosensory area 2 {area S2}. Attention affects somatosensory 

cortex [Steinmetz et al., 2000]. 

 

somatosensory map 

Brain has touch topographic map {somatotopic map} {somatosensory map} behind central fissure. Largest areas are 

for body regions used most frequently for tactile orientation and analysis, such as face, forepaw, and forelimb. 

Somatotopical and visual body-surface representation is upside down in vertebrate brains. Somatosensory-map hand 



region changes size, if hand exercises more. Body-movement topographic map in front of central fissure aligns with 

somatosensory map. 

 

sylvian fissure 

A cleft {lateral fissure} {sylvian fissure}| is between temporal lobe and parietal lobe. 

 

temporal parietal occipital region 

Brain color-processing regions {TPO region} {temporal parietal occipital region} can be at temporal-lobe, parietal-

lobe, and occipital-lobe junction near angular gyrus. It also represents sequences and order. It connects touch, hearing, 

and vision. Perhaps, left side is multisensory, and right is spatial [Ramachandran, 2004]. TPO region expanded greatly 

from mammals to humans. Perhaps, it is for moving in trees as hands grasp branches. 

 

topographic map in brain 

Brain has two-dimensional neuron arrays {topographical mapping} {topographic map, brain}| for analysis [DeYoe 

et al., 1996] [Dow, 2002] [Hübener et al., 1997] [Horton and Hoyt, 1991] [Swindale, 2000] [Tootell et al., 1998] [Van 

Essen et al., 2001]. 

locations 

Vision has topographic maps in retina, lateral geniculate nuclei, area V1, and area V2, for analyzing color, 

movement, disparity, orientation, size, and spatial periodicity. Audition has at least six topographic maps in primary 

auditory cortex and surrounding cortex, for analyzing tones and locations. Touch has at least four topographic maps in 

somatosensory cortex and surrounding cortex, for analyzing surface texture and shape. Proprioception has at least four 

topographic maps, for analyzing muscle stretching, compressing, and twisting. 

Motor control also uses at least four topographical maps. 

Sense and motor maps align and connect. Brain maps in different brain areas are not homogeneous and not isotropic. 

layers 

Maps can have neuron layers. 

processing 

Neurons that process signals from neighboring positions or times are near each other. 

processing: number 

Neuron number is proportional to processing amount. In touch maps, hand has more neurons and larger area than 

back. In retinotopic maps, fovea has more neurons and larger area than whole surround. 

processing: inhibition 

Connections within map are mostly inhibitory. Lateral inhibition enhances contrast and suppresses noise. 

Topographic maps with diffuse connections and large receptive fields are beside maps with specific connections and 

small receptive fields, so map sets work at different spatial and temporal scales. 

processing: filling-in 

Maps can extrapolate and interpolate. 

processing: space 

Coordination among two-dimensional topological maps allows two-and-a-half-dimensional and three-dimensional 

representations. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Cerebral Column 

 

hypercolumn 

In visual cortex, columns {hypercolumn} of 100 cells, one millimeter diameter, can detect stimuli from one spot in 

visual field, from both eyes. Hypercolumn can detect orientation, from 0 to 180 degrees, and depth, and so perspective, 

size, shape, and surfaces. Hypercolumn macrocolumns can receive from left or right eye. Hypercolumn cells use 

several visual-field region sizes. Cells can be simple, complex, and hypercomplex. 

 

macrocolumn 

Neuron columns {macrocolumn} can share functional properties for one body-surface patch [Buxhoeveden and 

Casanova, 2002] [Koulakov and Chklovskii, 2001] [Mountcastle, 1957] [Mountcastle, 1998] [Rakic, 1995]. 

properties 

Macrocolumn is 0.4 to 1.0 millimeters diameter. It goes through all six cortical layers. It has 100 minicolumns. It is 

plastic. 



bands 

It makes interdigitating curved planes. Somatosensory neurons responsive to skin stimulation alternate with neurons 

for joint and muscle receptors, every 0.5 millimeters. New-World monkeys do not have ocular dominance columns. 

cause 

Perhaps, self-organizing competition and cooperation, during development and learning, cause macrocolumns. 

 

minicolumn 

Macrocolumn units {minicolumn} are in all reptile, bird, and mammal cortex. Column is 23 micrometers to 65 

micrometers diameter, thin hair size. It contains 110 to 250 neurons. It organizes around bundle of 12 apical dendrites. 

It goes through all six cortical layers. It is 30 micrometers apart in human cortex. 

processing 

Within ocular-dominance macrocolumns, minicolumn orientation columns can prefer lines and edges that tilt same 

angle from vertical {orientation tuning, minicolumn}. Superficial-layer recurrent excitation coordinates distant 

minicolumns. 

growth 

Cortex grows by adding minicolumns, which travel from inside to outside. Perhaps, self-organizing competition and 

cooperation, during development and learning, cause minicolumns. 

 

ocular dominance column 

Minicolumns {ocular dominance column} can have 3000 input axons and 50,000 output axons. Signals to column 

from right or left eye ocular dominance process faster. Visual-cortex hypercolumns have equal numbers of both ocular 

dominance columns [Hubel and Wiesel, 1968] [Hubel, 1988] [Horton and Hedley-White, 1984] [LeVay et al., 1985]. 

Ocular dominance columns are independent units 0.4 to 0.5 millimeters apart. They have bands for same orientation 

or same eye. 

Ocular dominance columns are only in Old-World monkeys, apes, and humans, and not in New World monkeys. 

 

orientation column 

Minicolumns {orientation column} can have 3000 input axons and 50,000 output axons [Blasdel and Lund, 1983] 

[Blasdel, 1992] [Das and Gilbert, 1997] [LeVay and Nelson, 1991]. Orientation column is an independent unit. It has 

120 cells, all for one orientation. Columns are 0.4 to 0.5 millimeters apart. 

bands 

Columns have bands for same orientation or same eye. 

functions 

Cells can detect stationary objects at locations. Cells for larger areas can check for movement and flashing, often 

from one direction only. Cells can check for corners, lengths, and trajectories. Orientation columns can extract 

contours, as curve envelopes, or can output cell-signal mean values, most-active-neuron signals, or pulse patterns. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Diencephalon 

 

fornix 

Diencephalon nerve-fiber band {fornix} connects amygdala and hippocampus to septum, preoptic area, and 

hypothalamus. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Diencephalon>Epithalamus 

 

epithalamic nuclei 

Nuclei {epithalamic nuclei} near thalamus include habenular nuclei, pineal gland, and habenular commissure. 

 

habenular commissure 

Fibers {habenular commissure} connect habenular nuclei in epithalamus. 

 

habenular nuclei 

Epithalamic nuclei {habenular nuclei} can receive from thalamus. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Diencephalon>Hypothalamus 

 



hypothalamus in brain 

Foremost ventral brainstem {hypothalamus, brain}| connects to limbic system within temporal lobe. 

input 

Hypothalamus receives excitation and inhibition from non-sense and non-motor cortex that organizes emotions and 

behavior. 

output 

Hypothalamus has dopaminergic nuclei, cholinergic nuclei, and histaminergic nuclei that project in net over whole 

brain. 

Hypothalamus makes orexin, which goes to lateral-hypothalamus receptors. 

hormones 

Hypothalamus parvocellular neurons respond to adrenal glucocorticoid hormones to decrease corticotrophin-

releasing-factor production. 

Hypothalamus sends to gland regulators to control hormone production and sends to sympathetic and 

parasympathetic nervous systems. 

nuclei 

Hypothalamic nuclei include arcuate, dorsomedial, mamillary, paraventricular, optic chiasm, preoptic, posterior, 

suprachiasmic, supraoptic, tuber cinereum, and ventromedial nuclei. Sensory hypothalamus has mamillary bodies. 

Ergotropic centers are in hypothalamus posterior. Trophotropic centers are in hypothalamus rostral part, septum, and 

preoptic region. 

functions 

Hypothalamus is for aggression, submission, fighting, flight, rage, attention, aversion, and fear. 

It is for sex behavior and sex inhibition, using sex hormone receptors. It organizes copulation in front hypothalamus 

and septal area. 

It is for appetite, eating, digestion, micturition, and defecation. It organizes body metabolism, heat production, body 

temperature, and circulation. 

Hypothalamus is for repose, sleep, and wakefulness. Sensory hypothalamus carries wakefulness impulses from 

reticular formation to thalamus. 

Hypothalamus does not initiate behavior. 

evolution 

At first-ventricle bottom, chordates had secretory cells that evolved to make hypothalamus. 

 

arcuate nucleus 

Hypothalamus regions {arcuate nucleus} can have main proopiomelanocortin (POMC) neurons and send to limbic 

system and brainstem. POMC is precursor of MSH. 

processing 

Arcuate nucleus has region for appetite and region for satiation. Ghrelin gut peptide stimulates appetite region. PYY 

gut peptide inhibits appetite region. Leptin hormone stimulates satiation region and inhibits appetite region. Insulin 

hormone stimulates satiation region and inhibits appetite region. Satiety region sends alpha-MSH to MC4 second-

satiation-region receptors. Appetite region sends AgRP to second satiety region, neuropeptide Y (NPY) to second 

appetite region, and melanin concentrating hormone (MCH) peptide. 

 

dentate gyrus 

hypothalamus region {dentate gyrus}. 

 

dorsomedial hypothalamic nucleus 

Hypothalamic ganglia {dorsomedial hypothalamic nucleus} can be for ejaculation. 

 

lateral hypothalamic nucleus 

Hypothalamic nuclei {lateral hypothalamic nucleus} can be for hunger. 

 

mamillary bodies 

Hypothalamus nuclei {mamillary bodies} can be for long-term memory. 

 

motor hypothalamus 

Hypothalamus regions {motor hypothalamus} can be main below-cortex limbic-system part, control reflex pupil 

dilation, and integrate autonomic nervous system, together with old cortex. Fore part is for parasympathetic nerves. 



Back part is for sympathetic nerves. It has richest blood supply, reciprocally connects blood vessels to pituitary gland, 

and regulates pituitary-hormone secretions. 

functions 

It affects homeostasis, regulates body temperature, regulates water metabolism and excretion, and regulates food 

intake. It makes overall sexual behavior pattern and has pleasure center related to sex behavior. 

 

paraventricular nucleus 

Hypothalamic nucleus {paraventricular nucleus} receives from amygdala and sends to posterior pituitary. 

 

posterior hypothalamic nucleus 

Tuberal region has nucleus {posterior hypothalamic nucleus}, beside arcuate nucleus, that connects with lateral 

mamillary nucleus. 

 

preoptic nucleus 

Hypothalamic nuclei {preoptic nucleus} can have trophotropic centers. Medial preoptic area is about maternal 

behavior. 

 

suprachiasmic nucleus 

Light on retina signals optic-nerve retinohypothalamic tract, which signals hypothalamus nuclei {suprachiasmic 

nucleus} {suprachiasmatic nucleus} (SCN), which causes daytime pineal-gland melatonin-production reduction by 

inhibiting paraventricular nuclei. 

 

supraoptic nuclei 

Hypothalamic nuclei {supraoptic nuclei} can project to posterior pituitary. 

 

tuber cinereum 

hypothalamic nucleus {tuber cinereum}. 

 

ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus 

Hypothalamic nuclei {ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus} can be for satiation. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Diencephalon>Thalamus 

 

thalamus 

Above hypothalamus is golf-ball-sized ellipsoidal region {thalamus}|. 

functions 

Thalamus is for attention, respiration, short-term memory, and long-term memory. It can detect sensations, 

temperature, pain, and moderate skin stimulation. It identifies objects and initiates avoidance behavior. In mammals 

and humans, it directs attention to language. It affects autonomic system. 

Thalamus has feeding center that controls eating behavior. It has satiety center that has glucose receptors. 

anatomy 

Ventral reticular nucleus is thin shell that surrounds walnut-sized dorsal thalamus. Thalamus has few intrinsic 

neurons. 

anatomy: nuclei 

Thalamic nuclei include anterior, centromedian, dorsolateral, dorsomedial, intralaminar, lateral geniculate for vision, 

medial geniculate for audition, multimodal, pulvinar, reticular, ventral anterior, ventral lateral, ventral posterior, and 

ventrobasal complex for somatosensation [Jones and Peters, 1986] [Jones, 1985] [Sherman and Guillery, 2001]. 

input 

Main inputs to cortex first pass through two dozen thalamus regions. Glomeruli and glia surround incoming sense-

nerve axons. Thalamus has projection areas for skin regions, with subareas for touch, pressure, muscle, and joint 

movement. Thalamus has input neurons for taste and for taste and touch. 

Number of cortical fibers projecting back to thalamic nuclei is much larger than number of fibers from senses to 

thalamus. 

output 

All nuclei have matrix cells with diffuse projections. Thalamus has as many outputs as inputs but has no axon 

collaterals. 



Thalamus inhibits optic tectum in lower vertebrates. 

Core relay neurons send to cortex layer 4. Matrix neurons send to cortex layers 1, 2, and 3. Clustered neurons {core 

neuron}, such as magnocellular and parvocellular neurons, excite layer 4 in small cortex regions. Other neurons, such 

as koniocellular neurons, send to layers 2 and 3 in larger cortical regions {matrix neuron} [Jones, 2002]. 

damage 

Non-specific thalamus damage causes consciousness loss. Thalamic damage can cause sense or motor loss. 

processing 

Input causes one spike and then 100 milliseconds of inhibition. Thalamic neurons can replicate sense input or can 

burst in 30-Hz to 40-Hz pattern unrelated to input. Thalamus reticular nucleus can switch lateral geniculate nucleus into 

burst mode. 

 

anterior thalamic nucleus 

Limbic-system anterior-thalamus region {anterior thalamic nucleus} {anterior sensory thalamus} relays affective 

visceral information to cortex and controls ergotropic behavior through sympathetic nervous system. 

 

centromedian nucleus 

Thalamic nucleus {centromedian nucleus} {centrum medianum nucleus} sends to cerebellum and corpus striatum. 

 

dorsolateral thalamic 

Thalamic ganglia {dorsolateral thalamic nucleus} can send to parietal lobe. 

 

dorsomedial thalamic 

A limbic-system part {dorsomedial thalamic nucleus} can receive from olfactory lobe and amygdala and send to 

frontal lobe and hypothalamus. 

 

geniculostriate pathway 

Lateral geniculate nucleus sends, through optic radiation {geniculostriate pathway, brain}, to occipital lobe visual 

cortex area V1. Geniculostriate and tectopulvinar pathways interact. Lateral geniculate nucleus damage causes poor 

acuity. 

 

intralaminar nuclei 

Thalamus medullary-laminae nuclei {intralaminar nuclei} {intralaminar complex} (ILN) {nucleus circularis} can 

have neurons organized in torus and include geniculate bodies. ILN surrounds medial dorsal nucleus. Other thalamic 

nuclei are principal nuclei. 

purpose 

Loops through striatum, pallidum, and thalamus underlie arousal and awareness. 

input 

Intralaminar nuclei receive from reticular formation for arousal, spinothalamic system for temperature and pain, 

trigeminal complex for temperature and pain, cerebellum dentate nuclei for proprioception, globus pallidus for motor 

feedback, periaqueductal gray for emotion, substantia nigra for emotion, amygdala for emotion, and vestibular nuclei 

for body position. 

Laterodorsal tegmentum, peduncle, and pons cholinergic neurons excite excitatory thalamocortical-relay-neuron 

nicotinic receptors, and those cholinergic neurons inhibit inhibitory thalamic-reticular neuron muscarinic receptors, 

resulting in new excitation. Basal forebrain cholinergic and noradrenergic axons go to Layer I and to lower layers. 

Ventrobasal nucleus sends to Layer IV. 

output 

Intralaminar nuclei connect, with collaterals to nucleus reticularis, to striatum, pulvinar, all cortical layers 1 to 3, 

except visual cortex and inferotemporal cortex, and basal ganglia. 

Intralaminar nucleus {centrum medianum} {entromedian nucleus} stains differently, is for will, and sends to motor 

cortex and striatum. 

Intralaminar-nuclei matrix neurons can send to Layer I, to modulate lower layers. Intralaminar-nuclei core neurons 

can send mainly to Layer V and VI, to carry main signals. 

damage 

Strokes in thalamoperforating arteries {paramedian arteries} can damage both ILN. Both-side damage ends waking 

consciousness [Baars, 1995] [Bogen, 1995] [Cotterill, 1998] [Hunter and Jasper, 1949] [Kinney et al., 1994] [Koch, 



1995] [Llinás and Paré, 1991] [Minamimoto and Kimura, 2002] [Newman, 1997] [Purpura and Schiff, 1997] [Schlag 

and Schlag-Rey, 1984]. 

 

koniocellular neuron 

Lateral geniculate nucleus has six separate cell layers, four parvocellular layers at top with small cells and two 

magnocellular layers at bottom with large cells. Between layers are cone-shaped cells {koniocellular neuron} that code 

for blue-yellow opponency, the difference between S cones and L+M cones [Calkins, 2000] [Chatterjee and Callaway, 

2002] [Dacey, 1996] [Nathans, 1999]. 

 

lateral dorsal nucleus 

Thin thalamic nuclei {lateral dorsal nucleus} can be in anterior, be for memory and emotion, and send to anterior 

cingulate gyrus. 

 

lateral geniculate nucleus 

Thalamus nucleus {lateral geniculate nucleus}| (LGN) is for object identification [Przybyszewski et al., 2000] 

[Shepherd, 1998] [Sherman and Guillery, 2001] [Sherman and Koch, 1998]. 

input 

LGN receives from all senses except olfaction, especially from retinal ganglion neurons. It is sensitive to eye 

position. It has dermatomal segments to represent body sensations. 

Thalamus receives much more feedback from cortex than it sends to cortex. Such positive and negative feedback 

probably applies learned and innate information to bias stimulation, which predicts stimuli [Koch, 1987] [Mumford, 

1991] [Mumford, 1994] [Rao and Ballard, 1999]. 

LGN has circular receptive fields. 

output 

LGN sends, through optic radiation {geniculostriate pathway, vision}, to visual cortex area V1 in occipital lobe. 

Geniculostriate and tectopulvinar pathways interact. 

LGN sends to somaesthetic cortex. 

LGN sends to overlapping, multiple lateral geniculate nucleus cells {relay cell}. Through dendrodendritic 

connections, LGN affects neurons up to five millimeters away. 

Neurons inhibit themselves. 

damage 

Damage to lateral geniculate causes poor acuity. 

anatomy: layers 

Lateral geniculate nucleus has six separate cell layers, four parvocellular layers at top with small cells and two 

magnocellular layers at bottom with large cells. Parvocellular and magnocellular core neurons send to one cortex 

region. 

LGN layers 1, 4, and 6 are for opposite-side eye. Layers 2, 3, and 5 are for same-side eye. Layer 1 and 2 neurons 

respond to OFF, at any wavelength. Layer 3 and 4 neurons respond to ON or OFF, at wavelength range. Layer 5 and 6 

neurons respond to ON, at wavelength range. Layer 3 and 4 neurons have opponent cells for red-green and blue-yellow. 

anatomy: magnocellular 

Magnocellular cells receive from bipolar cells with bigger dendrite trees and send transient signals to visual-cortex 

layer 4c-alpha and layer 6. These large cells are for temporal resolution, movement, and flicker. Optic-tract axons from 

right and left eyes synapse on separate magnocellular neurons, in bands. 

anatomy: parvocellular 

Parvocellular cells receive from midget cells and send sustained signals to visual-cortex layer 4cbeta. Small cells are 

for color, spatial resolution, texture, shape, depth perception, and stereopsis [Merigan and Maunsell, 1993] [Schiller 

and Logothetis, 1990]. 

anatomy: koniocellular 

Between layers are koniocellular neurons {matrix cell} that code for blue-yellow opponency, the difference between 

S cones and L+M cones [Calkins, 2000] [Chatterjee and Callaway, 2002] [Dacey, 1996] [Nathans, 1999]. Koniocellular 

cells go to several regions. 

anatomy: Y cells 

Y cells maintain activity after moving object crosses receptive field, using cortico-thalamic feedback. 



color processing 

Brain has four opponent processes. Cell can react oppositely to red and green or green and red. Cell can react 

oppositely to blue and yellow or yellow and blue. Luminance is sum of red and green. Comparisons cross, so the three 

colors add orthogonally. 

 

magnocellular layer 

Magnocellular cells {magnocellular layer} receive from bipolar cells with bigger dendrite trees and send transient 

signals to visual-cortex layer 4c-alpha and layer 6. These large cells are for temporal resolution, movement, and flicker. 

Optic-tract axons from right and left eyes synapse on separate magnocellular neurons, in bands. 

 

massa intermedia 

Fibers {massa intermedia} link left and right thalamus. 

 

medial dorsal nucleus 

Peanut-sized thalamus nuclei {medial dorsal nucleus} can be for emotions and receive from and send to amygdala 

and prefrontal cortex, mostly orbitofrontal cortex. Intralaminar nuclei surround it. 

 

medial geniculate nucleus 

Thalamus nuclei {medial geniculate nucleus} can be for sound; receive from cochlea, lateral lemniscus, and inferior 

colliculus; and send to temporal lobe. 

 

medial lateral thalamic nucleus 

Lateral thalamic nuclei {medial lateral thalamic nucleus} can be for memory. 

 

medial lemniscus 

Thalamic regions {medial lemniscus} can mix input from touch receptors, thermoreceptors, and nociceptors along 

spinothalamic tract. Descending inhibition enhances contrast between stimulated area and adjacent regions or admits 

only certain input to higher levels, and so affects attention. 

 

midget cell 

Parvocellular cells receive from bipolar cells with small dendrite trees {midget cell} and send sustained signals to 

visual-cortex layer 4cbeta. Small cells are for color, spatial resolution, texture, shape, depth perception, and stereopsis 

[Merigan and Maunsell, 1993] [Schiller and Logothetis, 1990]. 

 

motor thalamus 

Thalamus regions {motor thalamus} can connect to basal ganglia, cerebellum, motor neocortex, vagus nerve, and 

hypothalamus and is in visceral and autonomic system. 

 

parvocellular layer 

Parvocellular cells {parvocellular layer} receive from midget bipolar cells with small dendrite trees and send 

sustained signals to visual-cortex layer 4cbeta. Small cells are for color, spatial resolution, texture, shape, depth 

perception, and stereopsis [Merigan and Maunsell, 1993] [Schiller and Logothetis, 1990]. 

 

pulvinar nucleus 

Thalamus nuclei {pulvinar nucleus} can have inferior, lateral, and medial nuclei that are for attention, are 

multisensory, and receive from superior colliculus and retinal ganglion cells [Desimone et al., 1990] [Grieve et al., 

2000] [Kinomura et al., 1996] [LaBerge and Buchsbaum, 1990] [LaBerge, 2000] [Rafal and Posner, 1987] [Robinson 

and Cowie, 1997] [Robinson and Petersen, 1992]. Pulvinar nucleus excites posterior parietal and inferior temporal 

lobes for external stimuli. Nucleus sides {lateral pulvinar nucleus} inhibit cerebral cortex to suppress irrelevant events, 

increase resolution, minimize receptive fields, and specify attention focus. 

 

reticular nucleus 

Thin cell sheet {reticular nucleus} {nucleus reticularis thalami} (nRt) surrounds thalamus and has only inhibitory 

GABA neurons. Reticular nucleus receives from most axons to and from neocortex and interacts with its own neurons. 

It sends output to thalamus, to organize sleep rhythms, such as deep-sleep spindling and delta waves, and select sense 

channels to cortex. 



 

semilunaris nucleus 

thalamus nucleus {semilunaris nucleus}. 

 

sensory thalamus 

Thalamus regions {sensory thalamus} can have reverberatory circuit from reticular formation and hypothalamus to 

cortex. It carries wakefulness impulses. It mediates contact, temperature, and pain consciousness. It has anterior, lateral 

geniculate, medial-lateral, pulvinar, semilunaris, and ventral centrum medianum nuclei. 

 

ventral anterior thalamic nucleus 

Motor nucleus {ventral anterior thalamic nucleus} receives from cerebellum and globus pallidus and sends to corpus 

striatum. 

 

ventral centrum medianum nucleus 

thalamus nucleus {ventral centrum medianum nucleus}. 

 

ventral lateral thalamic nucleus 

Motor nucleus {ventral lateral thalamic nucleus} receives from cerebellum and globus pallidus and sends to cerebral 

motor cortex. 

 

ventral medial basal nucleus 

Thalamic region {ventral medial basal thalamus} receives from parabrachial nucleus and nucleus tractus solitarius 

and sends to posterior insula. 

 

ventral medial posterior nucleus 

Thalamic region {ventral medial posterior thalamus} receives from trigeminal nucleus and sends to posterior insula. 

 

ventral posterior thalamic nuclei 

Thalamic region {ventral posterior thalamic nuclei} includes sensory ventral posterolateral nucleus and ventral 

posteromedial nucleus. It receives from medial lemniscus, spinothalamic tract, and trigeminal nerve and sends to 

postcentral gyrus. 

 

ventrobasal complex 

Thalamus nucleus {ventrobasal complex} receives from dorsal column nuclei and sends to primary somatosensory 

cortex. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Frontal Lobe 

 

frontal lobe 

Cerebrum has frontal region {frontal lobe}| [Barcelo et al., 2000] [Brickner, 1936] [Churchland, 2002] [Colvin et al., 

2001] [Damasio and Anderson, 2003] [Dennett, 1969] [Eliasmith, 2000] [Fuster, 2000] [Nakamura and Mishkin, 1980] 

[Nakamura and Mishkin, 1986]. 

purposes 

Frontal lobe stores systematic semantic concepts and relationships. It analyzes and stores somatosensory, visual, and 

auditory information. It anticipates motor and cognitive effects. It is about attention, arousal, anxiety, and mood. It 

affects spatial, recognition, and short-term memory. 

purposes: behavior 

Frontal lobe establishes action plans and maintains motivations. It controls movement schedule and sequence. It 

regulates motor, emotional, sexual, and appetitive behaviors. It controls bipedal posture and habituation. It determines 

energy level and interests. When preparing for motion, frontal-cortex neurons have high-frequency oscillations. 

damage 

Frontal-lobe damage can impair voluntary movements and delayed responses. Damage can cause hyperactivity, after 

one day. Damage can eliminate chronic pain responses. Damage can cause no-emotion states. Damage can prevent 

solving problems that have multiple answers or that require multiple object views. Damage can cause repeated behavior 

{perseveration, frontal lobe}, as shown by Wisconsin card-sorting test. Damage can cause impaired associational 



learning. Damage can reduce introspection and daydreaming. Damage can prevent goals. Damage can cause people not 

to know that they are deficient. 

anatomy 

Frontal lobe connects to nucleus accumbens, locus coeruleus, hypothalamus, limbic system, precentral cortex, 

striatum, and posterior parietal, prestriate, and temporal lobes. 

attention 

Attention affects frontal lobe [Huerta et al., 1986] [Schall, 1997]. 

 

anterior cingulate gyrus 

Frontal-cortex midline gyrus {anterior cingulate gyrus} {anterior cingulate cortex} (ACC) is for attention, 

consciousness, voluntary control, and pain. It measures pain unpleasantness. It has Brodmann areas 24, 25, 32, and 33. 

Multisensory cells resolve conflicts between signals, such as Stroop effect. 

 

Broca area 

Left-frontal-lobe inferior regions {Broca's area} {Broca area}, above lateral sylvian fissure, in front of motor cortex, 

control speech muscles that make grammatical language [Di Virgilio and Clarke, 1997]. 

Broca's area and Wernicke's area connect {arcuate fasciculus}. 

Broca's area seems to have existed in Homo habilis. 

 

cingulate gyrus 

Frontal-lobe midline region {cingulate gyrus}| surrounds corpus callosum. 

 

entorhinal area 

Frontal-lobe areas {entorhinal area} {entorhinal cortex} can connect to hippocampus, dentate gyrus, sensory frontal 

lobe, temporal lobe, cingulate neocortex, and olfactory cortex. Entorhinal cortex receives from olfactory bulb. 

Entorhinal cortex sends sense input to hippocampus. 

damage 

Entorhinal cortex loss causes inability to consciously remember facts or events, such as new category members or 

unique examples. Damage does not affect perceptual-motor skills with no conscious internal representations, such as 

mastering task over several sessions or retrieving previously acquired factual knowledge. 

evolution 

Entorhinal cortex developed early in evolution. 

 

insula of frontal lobe 

Frontal-lobe interior orbital surface posterior part {insula, brain}| {insular cortex} includes amygdala and 

hippocampus. Posterior insula receives from ventral medial posterior thalamus and ventral medial basal thalamus and 

sends to anterior insula, which sends to anterior cingulate and ventromedial frontal lobes. Insula controls trophotropic 

behavior through parasympathetic nervous system. Anterior insula responds to pictures of self. Insula receives from 

taste neurons. Insula helps recognize consonants. 

 

left lateral frontal lobe 

Left lateral frontal lobe {left lateral frontal lobe} stores word meanings, together with Wernicke's area [Churchland, 

2002] [Dennett, 1969] [Eliasmith, 2000]. Damage blocks understanding of verb classes but not noun classes. 

 

lingual gyri 

Damage to fusiform and lingual gyri {lingual gyri} causes no color perception. 

 

mirror neuron 

Frontal-lobe neuron system {mirror-neuron system} {mirror neuron}, in rostral ventral premotor area F5, allows 

perception, understanding, and action imitation. Neurons are active when people perform actions and when other 

people perform same actions. Brain connects voluntary-muscle commands, proprioception, visual perception, and 

sounds. 

theories 

Perhaps, action recognition recreates motor-brain-area motor action {direct-matching hypothesis}. Perhaps, 

perceptual brain areas analyze perceptions by context, body parts used, and motions caused {visual hypothesis} 

[Ramachandran, 2004] [Rizzolatti et al., 1996]. 



 

orbitofrontal cortex 

Frontal-lobe regions {orbitofrontal cortex} {Brodmann area 11} can be above eye orbit bones, be for smell and 

affective values, and process learned stimulus-reward associations. It develops before prefrontal cortex. 

 

orbito-frontal lobe 

Brain regions near eye {orbito-frontal lobe} can be for planning, priorities, unexpected, and attention. 

 

premotor frontal lobe 

A frontal-lobe region {premotor frontal lobe}, Broadmann area 6, between medial motor cortex and dorsomedial 

prefrontal cortex, stops movements, blocks repetition, coordinates muscles, and is for rehearsal before action or 

imagination. 

 

rostral frontal lobe 

Frontal-lobe rostral regions {rostral frontal lobe} can connect to thalamus, hypothalamus, and septum. Rostral 

frontal lobe is for inherited and acquired social behavior. Large rostral frontal-lobe lesions cause little attention to 

others' feelings and behavior, failure to greet friend or newly introduced stranger appropriately, emotionless 

conversation, and failure to say good-bye properly. 

 

supplementary motor area 

Prefrontal regions {supplementary motor area} (SMA), between medial motor cortex and dorsomedial prefrontal 

cortex, can receive from higher sense regions. SMA applies memories, goals, feelings, and will. It sends to premotor 

regions, which coordinate and integrate signals sent to motor cortex, and to midline, where brain sequences actions to 

fit plan {motor plan}. It has readiness potential and lateralized readiness potential. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Frontal Lobe>Hippocampus 

 

hippocampus 

In insula are hippocampus major {horn of Ammon} and hippocampus minor {hippocampus}| [Freund and Buzsáki, 

1996] [Parra et al., 1998]. 

functions 

Hippocampus is for long-term and short-term memory. It is necessary to store new memories, but conscious 

associative fact and event memory also requires other brain regions. Hippocampus is for motivation, reward, rehearsal, 

and space. It controls ergotropic behavior through sympathetic nervous system. It detects movement direction, head 

attitude with respect to body, and movement sequence. Neurons can find relations among facts and experiences. 

Neurons can find fact and experience conjunctions, while neocortex builds learning structures. 

damage 

Hippocampus damage blocks habituation to repeated stimulation. Hippocampal formation and parahippocampal 

cortex loss causes inability to consciously remember facts or events, such as new category members or unique 

examples. Damage does not affect perceptual-motor skills with no conscious internal representations, such as mastering 

task over several sessions or retrieving previously acquired factual knowledge. Hippocampus damage does not affect 

perception, consciousness, habits, skills, language, classical conditioning, instrumental conditioning, or motor control. 

damage: Alzheimer's 

In Alzheimer's disease, basal-forebrain cholinergic-neuron degeneration causes low hippocampal choline 

acetyltransferase activity. 

input 

Parahippocampal gyrus and hippocampus have multisensory cells. 

output 

Hippocampus sends through septum and nucleus accumbens to hypothalamus. It sends to cholinergic neurons at 

forebrain base, nucleus basalis magnocellularis, medial septal nucleus, and nucleus of diagonal band of Broca. It 

connects to medial temporal lobe. 

process: memory 

Brain stores memory only if cerebral neocortex sends information to three different areas close to hippocampus and 

then into hippocampus itself. Hippocampus then passes message back through medial temporal lobe to originating site 

in cerebral neocortex. 



process: place 

Spatial information travels from thalamus to neocortex to hippocampus. Hippocampus has non-topographic 

cognitive space map, stored in pyramidal place cells. Place-cell fields are stable and form in minutes [Brown et al., 

1998]. Place cells increase firing when body is at that location [Ekstrom et al., 2003] [Frank et al., 2000] [Nadel and 

Eichenbaum, 1999] [O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978] [Rolls, 1999] [Scalaidhe et al., 1997] [Wilson and McNaughton, 1993] 

[Zhang et al., 1998]. Place cells also recognize textures, objects, and contexts. For example, they fire only when animal 

sees face (face cell), hairbrush, or hand. 

waves 

Hippocampus has 4-Hz to 10-Hz theta rhythm during active movement and alert immobility, synchronized between 

hemispheres in 8-mm region along hippocampus longitudinal axis. Other behaviors have local and bilaterally 

synchronous 40-Hz rhythm. A 200-Hz wave associates with alert immobility. Awake brain has synchrony, which 

increases with attention and preparation for motor acts. When neocortex desynchronizes with low-voltage rapid 

potentials, hippocampus synchronizes with theta waves. When neocortex synchronizes, hippocampus desynchronizes. 

 

hippocampal formation 

Frontal lobe has hippocampus major, hippocampus minor, and subiculum {hippocampal formation}. 

 

place cell 

Spatial information travels from thalamus to neocortex to hippocampus. Hippocampus has non-topographic 

cognitive space map, stored in pyramidal place cells. Some hippocampus neurons {place cell, hippocampus} increase 

firing when body is at that location [Ekstrom et al., 2003] [Frank et al., 2000] [Nadel and Eichenbaum, 1999] [O'Keefe 

and Nadel, 1978] [Rolls, 1999] [Scalaidhe et al., 1997] [Wilson and McNaughton, 1993] [Zhang et al., 1998]. Place-

cell fields are stable and form in minutes [Brown et al., 1998]. Place cells also recognize textures, objects, and contexts. 

For example, they fire only when animal sees face (face cell), hairbrush, or hand. 

 

spatial view cell 

Primate hippocampus has some neurons {spatial view cell} that fire only when viewing or recalling a location (with 

30 degrees), no matter what head orientation or body location. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Limbic System 

 

limbic system 

A brain region {limbic system}| {threshold system} {limbic lobe} on frontal-lobe interiors surrounds brainstem. In 

mammals, limbic system includes amygdala, caudate, cingulate gyrus, entorhinal cortex, fornix, hippocampus, 

hypothalamus, olfactory cortex, pyriform cortex, preoptic, putamen, septum, and thalamus. It receives from 

hypothalamus and basal ganglia. It sends to sense and motor cerebral cortex. It connects to sympathetic nervous system 

for activity and parasympathetic nervous system for relaxation. 

Limbic system organizes essential drives, controls visceral processes, and involves emotions, fear, anger, flight, 

defense, and instincts. It does not integrate emotions. 

evolution 

Limbic system developed in primitive fish and is the most-ancient cerebral-hemisphere part. Limbic system is more 

important in mammals that rely on smell more than vision and less important in aquatic mammals and primates. 

damage 

Damage reduces cerebrum activity, and people enter dreamy state. 

 

mesolimbic system 

Body systems {mesolimbic system} can make cholecystokinin (CCK) peptide and dopamine (DA) catecholamine 

and send to other limbic system neurons in nucleus accumbens, lateral hypothalamus, ventral tegmentum, olfactory 

tubercle, and amygdala central nucleus. Schizophrenia causes mesolimbic-system hyperactivity. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Occipital Lobe 

 

occipital lobe 

Cerebrum rear {occipital lobe}| is for vision, perceptual judgment, memory, and association. 



input 

Occipital lobe receives from lateral geniculate nucleus, mostly onto layer 4 [Allman, 1998] [Allman and Kaas, 1971] 

[Zeki, 1974] [Zeki, 1993]. 

Layer 4 keeps input from two eyes separate. Alternating ocular-dominance-column bands, 0.5 millimeters wide, are 

for input from same ipsilateral side or opposite contralateral side. 

Cortical layers above and below layer 4 have neurons that receive from both eyes. Binocular neurons differ slightly 

in eye connection alignment, allowing distance judgments. 

Occipital lobe also receives from lower brain centers. 

damage 

Occipital lobe damage causes blindness. Cortical area V1, V2, and V3 damage affects perception and pattern 

recognition, leaving only ability to perceive intensity. Left-occipital lesion and corpus-callosum posterior-splenium 

lesion cause alexia without agraphia. 

anatomy 

Simple cells have well-defined excitatory and inhibitory regions in receptive fields [DeValois and DeValois, 1988] 

[Hubel and Wiesel, 1959] [Hubel and Wiesel, 1962] [Hubel, 1988] [Livingstone, 1998] [Spillman and Werner, 1990] 

[Wandell, 1995] [Wilson et al., 1990]. 

Complex cells do not have well-defined excitatory and inhibitory regions [Allman et al., 1985] [Gallant et al., 1997] 

[Lamme and Spekreijse, 2000] [Shapley and Ringach, 2000]. 

Complex-neuron receptive fields are larger than simple-neuron fields and have up to 100 degrees of visual angle. 

processing 

Some visual-cortex neurons distinguish between familiar and unfamiliar objects. Some neurons recognize faces. 

Some neurons respond only to face, hairbrush, or hand. Some neurons respond to face only if eyes point in direction. 

Some neurons store object locations. Some neurons predict eye-movement direction. 

 

blob in brain 

Visual-cortex layers 2 and 3 neuron groups {blob} and layers 4B, 5, and 6, separated by 0.4 to 1.0 millimeters, 

detect color and brightness, but not orientation, at space point [Conway et al., 2002] [Lennie, 2000] [Livingstone and 

Hubel, 1984] [Livingstone and Hubel, 1988] [Michael, 1978] [Michael, 1981]. Blob center-surround cells are for 

white-black and black-white, red-green and green-red opponent, and red-green and blue-yellow double opponent. 

 

calcarine cortex 

Visual-cortex layer-4 neurons {calcarine cortex} receive input from lateral geniculate nucleus and other brain sites. 

Cortical layers 3, 2, 1, and 6 repeat neural array in visual-cortex layer 4. 

input 

One quarter of neurons use input from right eye. One quarter use input from left eye. One quarter use input from 

both eyes with right eye dominant. One quarter use input from both eyes with left eye dominant. 

Half have receptive fields with excitatory center. Half have inhibitory center. 

Half are for shape and color detection. Half are for texture and motion detection. 

100 billion neurons converge on 100 million output neurons in visual-cortex layer 5 and lower-4. 

point processing 

For space plane-surface points, brain has 30 neurons to detect features, such as line-segment orientation. The 30 

neurons are in a circle and cover ranges, such as orientations. 

receptive fields 

Brain has neurons with different-size receptive fields, to detect different-size features, from point size, 0.1 

millimeters, to whole-visual-field size, 1000 millimeters. 

density 

Neurons are denser at brain points corresponding to retina center and are less dense for retina edge. 

maps 

Visual cortex has maps for shape, depth, color, motion, and texture that interconnect. For features, visual cortex has 

repeated maps to represent different times in sequence. 

number 

Space plane-surface points have 4*2*2*30*5 = 2400 visual-cortex neurons. If point number is 1,000,000, then 

black-and-white representation requires 2,400,000,000 neurons. Color requires 7,200,000,000 neurons. If times differ 

by 200 milliseconds over three-second intervals, neuron number for visual information totals 100,000,000,000. 

 



circumstriate cortex 

Occipital and temporal lobe region {circumstriate cortex} codes patterns and motion relations. 

 

color blob 

Visual-cortex superficial layers have color-sensitive neuron clusters {color blob}, at macrocolumnar intervals. 

 

dorsolateral visual area 

Region near ventral temporal lobe {dorsolateral visual area} {area DL} detects visual stimuli length, width, and 

stimulus position. It detects light-on-dark, dark-on-light, and contrast. It has large excitatory receptive fields, larger 

than optimum stimulus. It sends to inferotemporal cortex. 

 

ectosylvian visual area 

Occipital regions {ectosylvian visual area} can send to superior colliculi. 

 

extrastriate cortex 

Around striate cortex are areas V2, V3, and V4 {extrastriate cortex, brain} [Bullier et al., 1994] [Hadjikhani et al., 

1998]. 

 

feature detector 

Visual-cortex neurons respond to orientation, size, contrast, motion direction, motion speed, color, length, and depth 

{feature detector} in visual space. Neurons are switches that route messages, and states contain messages. Nerve 

signals from other neurons, muscles, and glands affect feature detectors. Feature detection is generalized associative 

learning, which can cause actions. 

 

inferior occipital lobe 

Visual association area 18, area 19, and posterior area 37 {inferior occipital lobe} bilateral damage prevents unique 

object recognition and feature retrieval. Area 18 and 19 bilateral damage prevents color perception. 

 

intermediate medial 

Visual-cortex left striate region {intermediate medial hyperstriatum ventrale} (IMHV) is for filial imprinting. 

 

left posterior occipital lobe 

Occipital regions {left posterior occipital lobe} can combine individual letters into one chunk {visual word form} 

and discriminate between words and non-words 200 milliseconds after input. 

 

left ventral occipital lobe 

Words and pseudo-words, but not consonant strings, excite occipital region {left ventral occipital lobe}. 

 

occipito-parietal lobe 

Occipital-lobe and parietal-lobe regions {occipito-parietal lobe} can be for thinking about two seen things 

simultaneously. 

 

parastriate cortex 

Occipital-lobe region {parastriate cortex} damage can cause blindness or word blindness. 

 

posterior lunate sulcus 

Occipital-lobe area V4 and V4A region {posterior lunate sulcus} analyzes color and color constancy. 

 

posterior occipital lobe 

Occipital-lobe regions {posterior occipital lobe} can be for concrete low-complexity knowledge. 

 

posterior prestriate area 

Occipital regions {posterior prestriate area} can attend to color, motion, or form. 

 



V1 brain area 

Occipital regions {V1 brain area} {area V1} {primary visual cortex} {Brodmann area 17} {striate cortex} {striate 

occipital cortex} {area OC} can be for primary vision perception [Brewer et al., 2002] [Dantzker and Callaway, 2000] 

[Preuss, 2000] [Preuss et al., 1999] [Sawatari and Callaway, 2000] [Vanduffel et al., 2002]. 

input 

Area V1 receives from lateral geniculate nucleus. 

output 

Area V1 sends feedback {shifter circuit, vision} to lateral-geniculate-nucleus left-and-right-eye layers, which excite 

or inhibit cortical-area activity [Ahmed et al., 1994] [Budd, 1998] [Douglas et al., 1995] [Felleman and Van Essen, 

1991] [Fries, 1990] [LeVay and Gilbert, 1976] [Saint-Cyr et al., 1990] [Sherk, 1986] [White, 1989]. 

Area V1 sends orientation information to area V2 and then to area V5. 

Area V1 sends object recognition and color information to area V2, then to area V4, and then to inferotemporal 

cortex. 

Area V1 sends object location and movement information to area V2, then to area V5, and then to inferior parietal 

cortex. 

Area V1, area V2, area V3, and mediotemporal cortex layer-5 pyramidal cells send to superior colliculus superficial 

layers and to pons nuclei. 

Layer-6 pyramidal-cell axon collaterals synapse on aspinous inhibitory interneurons [Callaway and Wiser, 1996]. 

anatomy 

Striate occipital cortex has visual-field map accurate to one millimeter. Map has ocular dominance columns for both 

eyes. Map has orientation columns, in which preferred orientation shifts through complete cycle in 0.5 to 1 millimeter. 

Thousands of orientation and ocular dominance columns cross each other at right angles. Neurons that prefer particular 

spatial frequency, color, or size also cluster [Engel et al., 1997] [Gur and Snodderly, 1997]. 

Around striate cortex are areas V2, V3, and V4 {extrastriate cortex, vision} [Bullier et al., 1994] [Hadjikhani et al., 

1998]. 

processing: edge 

Most area-V1 neurons respond best to one light or dark edge-or-thin-bar orientation. Edge or bar can be stationary, 

moving, or flashing. 

processing: line 

Concentric circles on retina are parallel lines in V1. 

processing: letters 

Area V1 is active while visualizing letters, even with eyes closed. V1 anterior part, for parafoveal input, is more 

active for large size letters. V1 posterior part, for foveal input, is more active for small size letters. 

processing: binocular 

Striate cortex combines signals from both eyes, as do most cells in visual cortex. 

processing: attention 

Attention affects area V1 [Brefczynski and DeYoe, 1999] [Fries et al., 2001] [Gandhi et al., 1999] [Ito and Gilbert, 

1999] [Ito et al., 1995] [Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000] [Motter, 1993] [Niebur and Koch, 1994] [Niebur et al., 1993] 

[Niebur et al., 2002] [O'Connor et al., 2002] [Roelfsema et al., 1998] [Somers et al., 1999] [Watanabe et al., 1998]. 

factors: saccade 

Spontaneous area-V1-neuron activity decreases when eye moves {saccadic suppression, V1} [Bridgeman et al., 

1975] [Burr et al., 1994] [Castet and Masson, 2000] [Haarmeier et al., 1997] [Ilg and Thier, 1996] [McConkie and 

Currie, 1996]. 

Saccade target object excites some V1 cells and more V2 cells. 

evolution 

All mammals have areas V1 and V2, which combine visual, auditory, and tactile sense data. Perhaps, more trunk-

and-neck flexibility and limb development allowed those areas. 

 

V2 brain area 

Occipital regions {V2 brain area} {area V2} can be for stereoscopic vision [Engel et al., 1997] [Heydt et al., 2000] 

[Levitt et al., 1994] [Livingstone and Hubel, 1981] [Livingstone and Hubel, 1987] [Merigan et al., 1993] [Peterhans, 

1997] [Roe and Ts'o, 1997] [Thomas et al., 2002] [Tootell et al., 1998] [Wong-Riley, 1994]. 

Almost all area V2 neurons receive input from both eyes. Color, location, and shape have alternating area-V2 bands. 

Nearness and farness cells detect distance. Area V2 neurons have bigger receptive fields than neurons in area V1. V2 

neurons can respond to illusory edges, hidden and seen shapes, or figure-ground differences. 



output 

Almost as many neurons send to area V1 from area V2 as send from V1 to V2. 

 

V3 brain area 

Occipital regions {V3 brain area} {area V3} can be for depth of vision [Burkhalter and Van Essen, 1986] [Lyon and 

Kass, 2002] [Newsome and Pare, 1988] [Newsome et al., 1986] [Newsome et al., 1989] [Tootell et al., 1997] [Zeki, 

2003]. Nearness and farness cells detect distance. Some cortical-area-V3A neurons respond to gaze angle. 

 

V4 brain area 

Ventral-system occipital regions {V4 brain area} {area V4} are for color perception and have topographic maps. 

Lunate sulcus posterior part and superior temporal sulcus anterior part are for color and color constancy. Area V4 

responds to all wavelengths and line orientations but does not respond to movement. Some neurons are sensitive to 

spots or rectangles. Nearness and farness cells detect distance. Area-V4 visual neurons also respond to somatosensory 

stimuli [Burkhalter and Van Essen, 1986] [Newsome and Pare, 1988] [Newsome et al., 1986] [Newsome et al., 1989] 

[Tootell et al., 1997] [Wachtler et al., 2003] [Zeki, 1973] [Zeki, 1983] [Zeki, 1993]. Perhaps, cells are in color columns. 

attention 

Attention affects area V4 [DeWeerd et al., 1999] [Ghose and Maunsell, 2002] [McAdams and Maunsell, 1999] 

[Treue and Martinez-Trujillo, 1999]. 

color 

Some cells are opponent, and some double-opponent. Some cells are for specific colors, orientations, and shapes. 

Some cells are for any color differences [DeValois and DeValois, 1975]. 

 

V6 occipital brain area 

Ventromedial occipital-lobe regions {V6 occipital brain area} {area V6, occipital lobe} can be for color. 

 

ventromedial occipital lobe 

Ventral and medial occipital lobe region {ventromedial occipital lobe} damage causes color vision loss. Practice can 

reduce damaged region. 

 

ventroposterior occipital lobe 

Ventral and posterior occipital regions {ventroposterior occipital lobe} {area VP} can be for color. 

 

visual buffer 

In occipital lobe, maps {visual buffer}, with retina input, can segregate figure from ground during perception and 

store images. 

 

visual cortex 

Vision cortex {visual cortex}| measures surface area and spatial frequency. It has same number of stellate neurons as 

pyramidal cells. Cerebral cortex has more than 30 visual or mixed areas, and half have maps with input from retina. 

Primates have more than 21 visual areas: V1, V2, MT, and M. V1 has calcarine fissure. 

input 

It receives excitatory axons one-third from same-side lateral geniculate nucleus and reticular nuclei. It receives 

inhibitory axons two-thirds from same-side locus coeruleus. It does not receive many axons from association areas or 

from other brain half. 

output 

It sends to superior colliculus, lateral geniculate nucleus, and area-17 and area-19 superficial pyramidal neurons, up 

to three millimeters away. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Parietal Lobe 

 

parietal lobe 

A brain region {parietal lobe}| between frontal and occipital lobes and above temporal lobe is for movement, 

orientation, calculation, and recognition. It controls symbol use, spatial orientation, maps, space in general, body-side 

consciousness, numerical and logical relations, and sense associations. It understands speech parts, passive voice, and 

possessive case, in different subregions. It is for language, learning, and memory. It, mostly inferior parietal, 

participates in memory retrieval. 



Attention affects parietal lobe [Bisley and Goldberg, 2003] [Colby and Goldberg, 1999] [Gottlieb et al., 1998]. 

damage 

Parietal lobe damage disrupts memory, spatial cognition, and attention. Parietal lobe damage causes anomalous body 

experiences. Non-dominant, usually right, posterior parietal lobe damage can cause hemi-neglect and anosagnosia. 

 

angular gyrus 

Parietal lobe regions {angular gyrus}| can be for reading and writing, detect number concepts such as cardinality and 

ordinality, and connect speech-behavior auditory information to visual information. Perhaps, left side is multisensory, 

and right is spatial [Ramachandran, 2004]. Angular gyrus expanded greatly from mammals to humans. 

 

area A1 

Parietal-lobe regions {primary auditory cortex} {area A1} {A1 area} can be adjacent to Wernicke's area and receive 

from medial geniculate nucleus, which receives from inferior colliculus, which receives from nucleus {lateral 

lemniscus nucleus}, superior olive, and cochlear nuclei. Lateral lemniscus nucleus receives from superior olive and 

cochlear nuclei. Superior olive receives from dorsal, posteroventral, and anteroventral cochlear nuclei and both ears. 

Cochlear nuclei receive from cochlea {spiral ganglion} auditory neurons. 

processing 

Y cells maintain activity after moving object crosses receptive field, using cortico-thalamic feedback. 

 

auditory cortex 

Parietal regions {auditory cortex}| can be for hearing, sound, octaves, and tone patterns. It has frequency-sensing 

neuron field perpendicular to intensity-sensing neuron field. 

processing 

Specific brain places recognize sounds in word, speech, or sentence. Special places are for object names, word 

productions, writing, remembering words, and speaking spontaneously. 

No matter the musical scale, people prefer octave tuned slightly higher than exact 2:1 frequency ratio. 

damage 

Primary hearing area destruction causes only high-tone loss. Bats can hear even with damaged primary auditory 

areas. 

 

corticofugal network 

Auditory-cortex regions {corticofugal network} can learn sound patterns and send dopamine feedback to itself and 

higher regions. 

 

dorsal parietal lobe 

Parietal-lobe back regions {dorsal parietal lobe} can be for well-being feeling. 

 

grasping cell 

Cells {grasping cell} can respond to grasping. 

 

inferior parietal lobe 

Inferior parietal lobe regions {inferior parietal lobe} (IPL) {caudal inferior parietal lobe} can have two main parts, 

LIP and 7a. Both LIP and area 7a receive input from thalamus medial pulvinar nucleus. Area LIP sends to superior 

colliculus and frontal eye fields to execute saccadic eye movements. Area 7a sends to polymodal cortex, limbic system, 

and prestriate cortex, to detect retinal locations and eye and head positions. Right or left Brodmann-area-7 damage 

causes hemi-neglect. 

 

left anterior parietal lobe 

Speech area damage {left anterior parietal lobe} can harm syntax, sequential organized speech, and skilled 

movements but not affect phoneme, word, logic, or grammar production or understanding. 

 

left inferior parietal lobe 

Left inferior parietal region {left inferior parietal} damage affects color-perception achromatopsia in fusiform gyrus, 

motion-perception akinetopsia in mediotemporal region, face perception in prosopagnosia, and feelings that there are 

imposters in Capgras syndrome [Nordby, 1990] [Perrett et al., 1992] [Scalaidhe et al., 1997] [Tranel and Damasio, 

1985]. 



 

left inferoparietal 

Association area {left inferoparietal} damage can cause various language problems. 

 

left parieto-occipital 

Association area {left parieto-occipital} damage can cause various language problems. 

 

left posterior parietal lobe 

Speech area damage {left posterior parietal lobe} can interfere with language acquisition and harm paradigmatically-

organized speech production and understanding, but not affect syntax and organized speech. 

 

lunate sulcus 

Posterior area V4 and V4A regions {lunate sulcus} can analyze color and color constancy. 

 

motor cortex 

Human parietal-lobe regions {motor cortex}| {area M1} {Brodmann area 4} {precentral gyrus} {pre-central gyrus} 

{motor strip} can have two or three million motor neurons, control purpose, initiate voluntary movements, activate 

habits, cause automatic movements, and specify muscle positions needed at movement completion. Pre-central gyrus 

contains most corticospinal motor tract neurons. 

output 

Motor-cortex pyramidal neurons send to extrapyramidal-motor-system alpha and gamma motor neurons, to 

coordinate and initiate fast and precise movements. Motor neurons excite spinal cord neurons, which excite special 

muscle fibers in muscle spindles. Primary motor cortex connects to basal ganglia, thalamus, and other cerebral cortex 

[Bullock et al., 1977]. 

processing 

Muscles move to reach specified muscle positions, as registered by muscle sensors. Motor cortex programs 

movements by controlling lower-level reflexes. Once started, motor program cannot stop, only change. Motor cortex 

neurons align by movement direction. Neurons signal particular limb-movement direction. Actual movement is sum of 

vectors. Primary motor cortex M1 activity shifts with intended-arm-movement coordinates [Amirikian and 

Georgopoulos, 2003] [Bullock, 2003] [Dean and Cruse, 2003] [Evarts, 1968] [Miall, 2003]. 

In isotonic movement, motor cortex and red nucleus neurons give intense burst, at frequency corresponding to 

movement velocity and duration corresponding to movement duration. In isotonic movement, Purkinje cells give bursts 

or pauses, to inhibit positive feedback to antagonists or allow positive feedback to agonists. In isometric movement, 

motor cortex and red nucleus neurons give intense burst, at frequency corresponding to force and duration 

corresponding to force rate. Motor cortex and red nucleus neurons can also have tonic output. 

Sense information selects motor-program parameters to initiate program, to define movement endpoint through 

proprioception, and to guide subsequent adaptive process that mediates motor learning. Sense feedback shapes motor 

map, and vice versa. 

Y cells maintain activity after moving object crosses receptive field, using cortico-thalamic feedback. 

Muscle activity initiation always begins unconsciously in cerebrum. Conscious control can affect final motor nerve 

signals. 

damage 

Damage to motor cortex does not change learned mammal behavior patterns. 

voluntary movement 

Mammals have voluntary behavior and move bodies and appendages to specific space points {voluntary movement}. 

voluntary movement 

The two million motor neurons of human parietal-lobe motor-cortex area M1 initiate voluntary movements and 

specify muscle positions needed after movements. Muscles move to reach specific muscle positions, as registered by 

muscle sensors. Motor-cortex pyramidal neurons send to spinal-cord lateral corticospinal tract, which controls 

voluntary muscles by controlling reflexes. 

vectors 

Motor-cortex neurons contract specific muscle fibers, which move in relative direction from zero length change up 

to maximum length change. Fiber movements have magnitude and direction and so are vectors. 

vector sums 

Individual cortical cells have few connections to nearby neurons, so individual-neuron activation cannot provide 

enough signal strength to start or maintain movements {motor act}. Motor acts require multiple neuron pathways to 



achieve precise movement timing. Motor acts generate large precisely coordinated temporal-signal sequences to 

activate muscles. In contralateral superior colliculus, average neuron vector directs eye movement, or eye and head 

movement, to target object, using body-centered coordinates. 

Neurons for attention to target control motor neurons. Brains control movements using few independent parameters. 

Motor acts require coordinated temporal motor-neuron activation and inhibition. To move limbs or body parts in 

specific directions, motor-cortex neurons contribute fiber movement. Total limb or body-part movement is sum of 

vectors and moves limb or body part from starting position to final position, using body-centered coordinates. Motor 

cortex accounts for starting position, finds vector sum, and moves to intended final position. Proprioceptive sense 

information defines starting and ending positions [Amirikian and Georgopoulos, 2003] [Bullock, 2003] [Dean and 

Cruse, 2003] [Miall, 2003]. 

input 

Input from attention, planning, and drive neurons goes to all motor neurons. 

movement-control parameters 

Movement control uses several independent parameters. For isotonic movements with constant force, motor-cortex 

neurons fire for duration corresponding to movement duration, at rate corresponding to movement velocity. For 

isometric movements with no motion, motor-cortex neurons fire for duration corresponding to force duration, at rate 

corresponding to force. 

 

MT area 

In primates, parietal regions {area MT} {MT area} can analyze small object and large background motions and 

orientation. Adjacent neurons detect slightly different orientations in one direction and opposite orientations in 

perpendicular direction. MT also participates in recognition memory. 

 

post-central gyrus 

Parietal-lobe anterior-edge regions {post-central gyrus} can be tactile and kinesthetic sense areas. Its SI topographic 

map has Penfield homunculus. 

 

posterior parietal lobe 

Parietal lobe has posterior region {posterior parietal lobe} (PP) [Andersen, 1995] [Batista and Andersen, 2001] 

[Bisley and Goldberg, 2003] [Bruce et al., 1986] [Colby and Goldberg, 1999] [Glickstein, 2000] [Gross and Graziano, 

1995] [Snyder et al., 2000]. 

input 

Posterior parietal lobe receives from visual, auditory, and proprioceptive cortex. 

output 

Posterior parietal lobe sends to inferior-temporal-lobe superior temporal sulcus superior boundary, spinal cord, 

brainstem, prefrontal lobe, and frontal lobe. 

functions 

Posterior parietal lobe detects sense location, size, orientation, and motion direction. It represents attended object 

locations. It is for attention, shape transformations, category and spatial coordinate interactions, spatiotopic mapping, 

and spatial relations. In humans, it is about spatial cognition, in right hemisphere, and language understanding, in left 

hemisphere. It registers movement consequences, such as current eye position. Eye position multiplies receptive-field 

event [Zipser and Andersen, 1988]. It plans and initiates limb movements in primates. Map in cortical area 6 computes 

locations in nearby space, using body-based coordinates, and can guide orienting responses, like tectofugal pathway. 

Cortical area 7b has map of nearby space for motor control. Neurons respond to both receptive field changes and eye or 

head position [Andersen et al., 1985] [Andersen et al., 1997] [Pouget and Sejnowski, 1997] [Salinas and Abbott, 1995]. 

 

suprasylvian visual area 

Parietal regions {suprasylvian visual area} can send to superior colliculi. 

 

Wernicke area human 

In primates, left-inferior parietal-lobe association regions {Wernicke's area} {Wernicke area} can be in left-superior 

temporal lobe below lateral fissure, next to primary auditory cortex, at vision, audition, and somaesthetic cortical 

junction. Wernicke's area has no connections to limbic system. Broca's area and Wernicke's area connect through 

arcuate fasciculus. 



damage 

Wernicke's area damage causes alexia, agnosia, tactile aphasia, and word deafness but does not affect writing or 

hearing. Disconnecting Wernicke's area from motor centers causes apraxia. Wernicke's aphasia causes bad semantics, 

paraphasia, imprecise words, circumlocutions, and neologisms, but speech is fluent, rapid, articulated, and 

grammatical. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Prefrontal Lobe 

 

prefrontal lobe 

Cerebral neocortex {prefrontal lobe}| {prefrontal cortex} can be behind frontal lobe [Carmichael and Price, 1994] 

[Fuster, 1997] [Goldberg, 2001] [Grafman et al., 1995] [Miller and Cohen, 2001] [Passingham, 1993] [Preuss, 2000]. 

functions 

Prefrontal lobe activates brain, is for attention, is for emotion cognition, controls respiration and autonomic system, 

causes initiative and persistence, foresees consequences, and forms intentions. 

Lateral prefrontal cortex is for temporary storage in working memory. Anterior cingulate in medial prefrontal cortex 

is for executive functions and coordinates information about self. Ventral prefrontal and orbital cortex is for emotions 

and participates in memory retrieval. 

input 

Prefrontal lobe has many dendrite D1 and D5 dopamine receptors. Prefrontal cortex receives from mediodorsal 

thalamic nucleus. 

output 

Of all neocortex, only prefrontal sends directly to hypothalamus. It also sends to basal ganglia striatum and globus 

pallidus. 

damage 

Prefrontal lobe damage causes selfishness, bad manners, inability to concentrate, failure to plan, inability to think 

abstractly, and indifference. 

evolution 

Lateral prefrontal cortex is only in primates. Ventral prefrontal lobe, orbital cortex, and medial-prefrontal-cortex 

anterior cingulate are only in mammals. 

 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

Brain top and side regions {dorsolateral prefrontal cortex} can be for spatial coordinates and categorization. It looks 

up information in associative memory to access stored information for working memory. It uses model similar to 

cerebellar model to control muscle movement and learn new physical skills. 

attention 

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, cingulate nucleus, frontal eye fields in area 8, posterior parietal lobe in area 7a, 

pulvinar nucleus, and superior colliculus shift attention. 

rule 

Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, Brodmann areas 44, 45, and 47, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, Brodmann areas 9 

and 46, process conditionals. They develop after orbitofrontal cortex and before rostrolateral prefrontal cortex. 

Orbitofrontal cortex processes rules. 

task 

Rostrolateral prefrontal cortex, Brodmann area 10, can process task sets. It develops after dorsolateral and 

ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. 

 

prefrontal medial subgenual region 

Prefrontal regions {prefrontal medial subgenual region} can be for meaning and mood. 

 

prefrontal ventromedial cortex 

Prefrontal regions {prefrontal ventromedial cortex} can be for sense integration. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Cerebrum>Temporal Lobe 

 

temporal lobe 

Side brain regions {temporal lobe}| can receive information about features, orientations, balance, and sound and 

have speech-recognition systems. Inside area is for short-term memory, affective memory, and association. 



input 

Middle-temporal-lobe V5 area detects pattern directions and speed gradients. Medial superior temporal lobe dorsal 

area detects heading. V2 and V4 areas detect non-luminance-contour orientations. V4 area detects curved boundary 

fragments. Inferotemporal lobe (IT) detects shape parts. IT and CIP detect curvature and orientation in depth from 

disparity. 

output 

Temporal lobe sends to limbic system. 

damage 

Temporal-lobe lesions can cause the feeling that one has previously witnessed a new situation. Temporal lobe 

removal decreases pattern discrimination, color vision, fear reactions, learning sets, and retention. Temporal lobe 

electrical stimulation causes fear, sadness, or loneliness. Removing both temporal lobes makes monkeys fail to 

recognize objects, be hypersexual, exhibit compulsive oral behavior, not be afraid of things that used to cause fear, and 

be less aggressive {Klüver-Bucy syndrome, monkey} [Klüver, 1933]. 

 

anterior inferotemporal area 

Anterior and inferior temporal-lobe region {anterior inferotemporal area} {area TE} responds to color, shape, and 

texture over large areas. It detects curves, corners, blobs, and other features. It receives from posterior inferotemporal 

and medial temporal and sends to prefrontal, medial temporal, and striatum. It has no topographic maps. Eye or head 

movements do not affect it [Wang et al., 1996]. 

 

anterior temporal lobe 

Temporal-lobe {anterior temporal lobe} damage can block fact retrieval and affect speech. 

 

fusiform gyrus 

Extrastriatal gyrus {fusiform gyrus}| in middle and inferior ventral temporal lobe and ventral occipital lobe stores 

categories, shapes, and patterns. Fusiform gyrus contains area V4, which detects color. A fusiform-gyrus region 

{fusiform face area} can detect faces [Cowey and Heywood, 1997] [Damasio et al., 1980] [Gallant et al., 2000] 

[Hadjikhani et al., 1998] [Haxby et al., 2000] [Kanwisher et al., 1997] [Meadows, 1974] [Ramachandran, 2004] [Sakai 

et al., 1995] [Tong et al., 2000] [Tootell and Hadjikhani, 2001] [Vuilleumier et al., 2001] [Wade et al., 2002] [Zeki, 

1990] [Zeki et al., 1991] [Zeki et al., 1998]. 

damage 

Fusiform and lingual gyri damage causes no color perception. 

 

inferotemporal cortex 

Brain has inferior temporal cortex region {inferotemporal cortex}| (IT) [DiCarlo and Maunsell, 2000] [Gross, 1998] 

[Gross, 2002] [Logothetis and Sheinberg, 1996] [Tamura and Tanaka, 2001] [Tanaka, 1996] [Tanaka, 1997] [Tanaka, 

2003] [Tsunoda et al., 2001] [Wang et al., 1996] [Young and Yamane, 1992]. 

functions 

IT affects visual recognition by visual cortex. IT analyzes complex visual stimuli and discriminates visual forms. IT 

is for attention and visual memory. IT selects object to view. 

IT responds best to new stimuli. If new visual feature matches the original, brain suppresses half of inferotemporal 

neurons activated by visual feature. One-third of inferotemporal neurons decrease response to familiar or repeated 

stimuli. 

Some inferotemporal neurons recognize individual faces at different views, face prototypes, or poses, ignoring 

brightness. 

Some inferotemporal neurons respond to stimulus actively held in memory and receive back projections from 

prefrontal cortex [Miyashita et al., 1996] [Naya et al., 2001] [Sheinberg and Logothetis, 2001]. 

input 

IT receives from dorsolateral visual area. 

output 

IT sends to object recognition centers and attention and orientation systems. 

damage 

Inferior temporal lobe damage causes inability to categorize or discriminate. 

 



left anterior inferotemporal 

Area 20 and 21 {left anterior inferotemporal} damage impairs object naming, though people can describe objects, 

have good grammar and phonetics, and name actions and relationships [Wang et al., 1996]. 

 

left anterior temporal lobe 

Temporal pole {area 38} {left anterior temporal lobe} damage impairs object naming, though people can describe 

objects, have good grammar and phonetics, and name actions and relationships. 

 

left temporal lobe 

Verbal-acoustic areas {left temporal lobe} can be for phoneme and word understanding. 

 

medial temporal lobe 

Temporal regions {middle temporal lobe} {medial temporal lobe} (MT) {mediotemporal cortex} {V5 brain area} 

{area V5} can encode motion perception and respond to movement and movement direction but not to wavelength. MT 

can detect movement direction, from visual texture [Albright, 1993] [Allman and Kaas, 1971] [Andersen, 1997] 

[Britten et al., 1992] [Britten et al., 1996] [Cook and Maunsell, 2002] [Ditterich et al., 2003] [Goebel et al., 1998] 

[Goldstein and Gelb, 1918] [Heeger et al., 1999] [Hess et al., 1989] [Heywood and Zihl, 1999] [Huk et al., 2001] 

[Humphreys, 1999] [Mather et al., 1998] [Parker and Newsome, 1998] [Salzman and Newsome, 1994] [Salzman et al., 

1992] [Schall, 2001] [Shadlen et al., 1996] [Tootell and Taylor, 1995] [Tootell et al., 1995] [Tolias et al., 2001] 

[Williams et al., 2003] [Zeki, 1974] [Zeki, 1991] [Zihl et al., 1983]. 

MT neurons can code for depth [Bradley et al., 1998] [Cumming and DeAngelis, 2001] [DeAngelis et al., 1998] 

[DeAngelis and Newsome, 1999] [Grunewald et al., 2002] [Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983]. 

memory 

Medial temporal lobe stores long-term declarative explicit memories. MT also participates in recognition memory. 

attention 

Attention affects medial temporal lobe [McAdams and Maunsell, 2000] [Saenz et al., 2002] [Treue and Martinez-

Trujillo, 1999]. 

anatomy 

MT includes amygdala, entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, perirhinal cortex, and Brodmann 

areas 28, 35, 36, and 37. 

input 

MT receives from V1 and superior colliculus. Parahippocampal and perirhinal cortex both receive from somatic, 

auditory, and visual sensory cortex. Entorhinal cortex receives from parahippocampal and perirhinal cortex. 

Hippocampus DG region receives most from entorhinal cortex and some from parahippocampal and perirhinal cortex, 

not from neocortex. Hippocampus CA3 receives from DG. Hippocampus CA1 receives from CA3. Subiculum, in 

hippocampal formation, receives from CA1. 

output 

MT sends to superior colliculus, posterior parietal lobe, lateral intraparietal lobe, ventral intraparietal lobe, medial 

superior temporal lobe, and frontal lobe. MT connects through pons nuclei to cerebellum to control body and eye 

movements. Subiculum sends to rhinal cortex, which sends to sensory cortex. 

damage 

MT damage over wide area impairs factual knowledge retrieval but not information about categories or object 

features. Damage impairs smell but nothing else. Damage does not affect attention. Damage also affects emotions. 

Damage causes retrograde amnesia and affects all senses. 

evolution 

All primates have visual area 5. 

 

middle superior temporal area 

Middle superior temporal region {optical flow field} {middle superior temporal area} (MST) encodes motion 

perception, especially texture flows. 

 

non-medial temporal region 

Lateral temporal regions {non-medial temporal region} can include polar region, inferotemporal area, and posterior 

parahippocampus and retrieve factual knowledge, but not skill, perception, or motor control. 

 



parahippocampal area 

Region near hippocampus {parahippocampal area} includes rhinal cortex, with medial temporal lobe memory 

system and multisensory convergence. Parahippocampal area region {parahippocampal place area} responds most to 

places, not objects. 

 

perirhinal cortex 

Cortex near nose {perirhinal cortex} damage causes inability to consciously remember facts or events, such as new 

category members or unique examples. Damage does not affect perceptual-motor skills with no conscious internal 

representations, such as mastering task over several sessions or retrieving previously acquired factual knowledge. 

 

posterior inferotemporal cortex 

Posterior inferior temporal region {posterior inferotemporal cortex} (PIT) receives from ventral-pathway area V4 

and sends to anterior inferotemporal cortex. Attention affects it [DeWeerd et al., 1999]. 

 

posterior superior temporal lobe 

Posterior superior temporal regions {posterior superior temporal lobe} can be at temporal-occipital-parietal junction, 

be for associative memory, and retrieve representations and concepts [Bruce et al., 1986]. 

 

posterior temporal lobe 

Posterior temporal-lobe regions {posterior temporal lobe} can be for consonant strings, words, speech fluency, and 

categorical knowledge. Visual association area-18, area-19, and posterior-area-37 bilateral damage prevents unique 

object recognition and feature retrieval. 

 

right temporal lobe 

Right temporal lobe region {right temporal lobe} controls spatial relationships, form manipulations, and visual 

discriminations. 

 

superior temporal gyrus 

Superior temporal lobe gyrus {superior temporal gyrus} represents sounds. 

 

superior temporal sulcus 

Superior temporal lobe sulcus {superior temporal sulcus} (STS) detects head or face movement, separate from 

viewing angle or recognition. Anteriorly, in area V4 and V4A, it analyzes color and color constancy. It detects shapes 

and textures. Posterior cingulate, medial frontal gyrus, and superior temporal sulcus are about imagining how other 

people feel. 

 

V6 temporal brain area 

Temporal regions {V6 temporal brain area} {area V6, temporal lobe} can be for locations. 

 

ventral temporal lobe 

Ventral temporal-lobe regions {ventral temporal lobe} can control attention and consciousness. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Ventricle 

 

ventricle in brain 

Central brain spaces {ventricle, brain}| are down middle, hold cerebrospinal fluid, and connect to spinal cord fluid 

tube. Beneath septum pellucidum, first two ventricles connect through hole to third ventricle, which is between right 

and left hypothalamus lobes. Tectum covers third ventricle in back. In front of third ventricle are septal and preoptic 

areas. Fourth ventricle is in hindbrain. 

 

cerebral aqueduct 

Fourth-ventricle aqueduct {cerebral aqueduct} is in midbrain. 

 

septum pellucidum 

Almost transparent tissue {septum pellucidum}, in cerebrum beneath corpus callosum, separates first and second 

ventricles. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Brain>Neural Correlates Of Mind 

 

neuronal correlates of consciousness 

Forebrain neural activities can correlate with sense qualities {neuronal correlates of consciousness}| (NCC) 

[Alauddin et al., 2003] [Calvin, 1996] [Calvin, 1996] [Calvin, 1998] [Cotterill, 1998] [Changeux, 1983] [Crick and 

Koch, 1992] [Crick and Koch, 2003] [Crick, 1979] [Crick, 1994] [Dehaene and Changeux, 2004] [Dehaene and 

Naccache, 2001] [Dehaene, 2001] [Dehaene et al., 2003] [Dragunow and Faull, 1989] [Fried et al., 1998] [Graziano et 

al., 2002] [Greenfield, 1995] [Greenfield, 2000] [Han et al., 2003] [Jasper, 1998] [Koch and Davis, 1994] [Koch, 2004] 

[Lechner et al., 2002] [Li et al., 2002] [Llinás et al., 1998] [Slimko et al., 2002] [Taylor, 1998] [Yamamoto et al., 

2003]. 

brain processes 

Consciousness is not about brain processes, because they are at low level. Algorithm high-level code must use low-

level code for processor. Brain processes do not yet reveal higher code or algorithm. 

brain regions 

Consciousness can be a whole-brain, many-connected-region, few-connected-regions, or one-brain-region property 

[Chalmers, 2000] [Metzinger, 2000] [Mollon and Sharpe, 1983] [O'Regan and Noë, 2001] [Pessoa et al., 1998] [Teller, 

1984] [Teller and Pugh, 1983]. 

Perhaps, brain has sets of different neurons, whose information, interactions, or processing is necessary and/or 

sufficient for consciousness aspects. 

Awakeness depends on nuclei below cortex and thalamus that excite, or remove inhibition from, cortex and thalamus 

non-specifically, but these nuclei do not directly make sense qualities. 

Sense qualities depend on cortex and thalamus, but cortex and thalamus regions project to local or distant cortex and 

thalamus locations, so no region relates to sense qualities. 

complexity 

Many non-conscious processes involve complex computations, and brain can learn complex non-conscious 

processes. Many widespread brain processes have no association with consciousness. Both unconscious and conscious 

processes involve neurons with high firing rates and/or large chemical changes. 

feedback 

Perhaps, consciousness requires feedback in brain pathways. Illusions can switch between two different sense 

qualities or perceptions about same figure or image. Perception depends on memory and thalamocortical feedback. 

iteration 

Perhaps, experience involves iteration, but repetition delays processing and limits discrimination. 

Probably, experience does not use iteration, repetition, waves, vibrations, oscillations, or anything periodic, because 

such processing limits information. 

mind requirements 

Consciousness requires information from objects and events outside brain, information transfer from receptors to 

processors, and effector controls. Information channels from objects and events to brain to effectors must have enough 

information capacity and speed. Channels have reverse channels to provide feedback and synchronization. Information 

codes must express all physical relations. 

physiology 

Perhaps, cell membrane polarizations and depolarizations; chemical concentration changes from manufacture, 

destruction, or transfer; or cell structure changes at synapses or dendrites have biochemical and biophysical effects that 

cause experience. Perhaps, brain-pathway cellular-connection changes cause experience. Consciousness-causing 

activity must last long enough to allow integration and be short enough to prevent signal overlap. Neuron activity 

affects other neurons, so correlations can be widespread and indirect. 

similar neurons 

Perhaps, brain has "consciousness neurons" that have similar ion channels, shapes, receptors, axons, synapses, and/or 

biochemistry. Perhaps, some neuron feature is necessary and/or sufficient for consciousness aspects. However, no 

neuron properties or events, including connections, directly relate to sense qualities. 

 

visual pathways 

Testing visual nerve pathways {visual pathways} can reveal neural activity related to visual sense qualities. 

Consciousness uses brain regions for attention, shape, and planning and goals [Chalmers, 2000] [Ffytche, 2000] 

[Kanwisher, 2001] [Lumer, 2000] [Lumer et al., 1998]. 



Scientists know visual pathways better than other sense pathways [Andersen et al., 1990] [Baizer et al., 1991] 

[Barbas, 1986] [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991] [Karnath, 2001] [Kennedy and Bullier, 1985] [Lewis and Van Essen, 

2000] [Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983] [Rockland and Pandya, 1979] [Saleem et al., 2000] [Salin and Bullier, 1995] 

[Van Essen and Gallant, 1994] [Zeki and Shipp, 1988]. 

visual pathway level 01 

Level 01 is from Retina to Lateral Geniculate Nucleus [LGN]. Damage affects sight, but processing is not sufficient 

for consciousness. Though retinal-cell distribution causes lower visual acuity outside fovea, sense qualities do not seem 

to have much lower acuity. Only two color-receptor types are in fovea, but sense qualities seem to have all colors. Few 

color receptors are outside fovea, but sense qualities seem to have all colors. Though retina has blind spot, people do 

not notice it. Eye movements can cause fuzziness, but sense qualities do not show much blurring. Blinking can cause 

darkness, but sense qualities are not black then. 

visual pathway level 02 

Level 02 is LGN, in Thalamus, to area V1. Damage affects sight, but processing is not sufficient for consciousness. 

LGN modulates stimuli received from retina, so it does not determine sense qualities, because retina does not. 

visual pathway level 03 

Level 03 is Superior Colliculus [SC] to LGN. Damage does not affect sight. SC just controls saccades. 

Level 03 includes Pulvinar Nucleus and other brainstem nuclei to areas V1, V2, and SC. Damage does not affect 

sight. Brainstem nuclei just control gaze, pupil size, blinking, and daily rhythms. 

Level 03 includes area V1 or Brodmann 17, in dorsal and ventral pathways, to areas V2, V3, PIP, V3A, PO, V4t, 

V4, MT, and MSTl. Damage affects sight, but processing is not sufficient for consciousness. Area V1 codes motions 

and objects separately, but these unite in sense qualities. People do not use V1 in dreams, which have sense qualities. 

V1 neuron responses stay the same when ambiguous-figure sense qualities alternate. V1 neuron responses can change 

with unconscious blinking, eye movement, and fast color alternation, though sense qualities stay the same. 

visual pathway level 04 

Level 04 is area V2, V2 dorsal [V2d], and V2 ventral [V2v], in dorsal and ventral pathways, to areas V3, VP, PIP, 

V3A, PO, V4, V4t, VOT, VIP, MSTd, MSTl, FST, and FEF. Damage affects sight, but processing is not sufficient for 

consciousness. V2 codes shape, contrast, depth, motion, edges, and figure separately, but these unite in sense qualities. 

visual pathway level 05 

Level 05 includes areas V3, V3 dorsal [V3d], and V3 ventral [V3v] in dorsal pathway to PIP, V3A, PO, MT, V4t, 

V4, VIP, LIP, MSTd, FST, FEF, and TF. Processing is not sufficient for consciousness. V3 codes for fast response, not 

object images. 

Level 05 includes Ventral Posterior [VP], in ventral pathway, to PIP, V3A, PO, MT, V4, VOT, VIP, LIP, FST, FEF, 

and TF. Processing is not sufficient for consciousness. VP neuron responses reflect both retinal stimulation and sense 

qualities. 

Level 06 includes Posterior Intraparietal [PIP] and Posterior Parietal complex [PPcx], in dorsal pathway, to PO, MT, 

V4, DP, and 7a. Processing is not sufficient for consciousness. PIP just controls attention. 

visual pathway level 06 

Level 06 includes V3A, in ventral pathway, to PO, MT, V4, DP, LIP, MSTd, MSTl, FST, and FEF. Processing is not 

sufficient for consciousness. V3a codes only for shape, but sense qualities include other features. 

Level 07 includes Medial Dorsal Parietal [MDP], in dorsal pathway, to PO and 7a. Processing is not sufficient for 

consciousness. MDP codes for fast response, not object images. 

visual pathway level 07 

Level 07 includes Medial Intraparietal [MIP], Intraparietal dorsal [IPd], and Intraparietal anterior [IPa], in dorsal 

pathway, to PO and 7a. Processing is not sufficient for consciousness. MIP codes for fast response, not object images. 

Level 07 includes Parietal-Occipital [V6] [PO], PO anterior [POa], PO anterior-internal [POa-i], PO anterior-

external [POa-e], Lateral Occipital Parietal [V7] [LOP], Lateral Occipital Caudal [LOC], and Dorsal Medial Occipital 

complex [DMOcx], in dorsal pathway, to MDP, MIP, MT, V4t, DP, VIP, LIP, MSTd, MSTl, 7a, and FEF. Processing 

is not sufficient for consciousness. PO codes for fast response, not object images. 

Level 07 includes Medial Temporal [V5] [MT], MT caudal [MTc], Temporal A [TA], TA anterior [TAa], Temporal 

E [TE], TE anterior [TEa], TE medial [TEm], TE antero-dorsal [TEa-d], TE antero-ventral [TEa-v], TE anterior-medial 

[TEa-m], TE1, TE2, TE3, TE1-3, TE1-3 dorsal [TE1-3d], TE1-3 ventral [TE1-3v], and Temporal E Occipital [V8] 

[TEO], in dorsal and ventral pathways, to PO, V4t, V4, VIP, LIP, MSTd, MSTl, FST, FEF, 46, and Prefrontal. 

Processing is for objects. Most neurons are about perception. 

Level 07 includes V4 transitional [V4t], V4t anterior [V4ta], and V4t posterior [V4tp], in ventral pathway, to PO, 

MT, V4, MSTd, MSTl, FST, and FEF. Cells can track sense qualities and unsensed alternative-figure perception. 



Level 07 includes V4, in ventral pathway, to MT, V4t, DP, VOT, LIP, FST, PITd, PITv, FEF, CITd, CITv, AITv, 

46, TF, and TH. Cells can track sense qualities and unsensed alternative-figure perception. 

visual pathway level 08 

Level 08 includes Dorsal Prelunate [V7] [DP], in dorsal pathway, to LIP, MSTd, MSTl, FST, 7a, FEF, and 36. 

Processing is not sufficient for consciousness. DP codes for fast response, not object images. 

Level 08 includes Ventral Occipital Temporal [V8] [VOT], Occipital Temporal A [OA], and OA anterior [OAa], in 

ventral pathway, to PITd and PITv. Processing is for space. 

visual pathway level 09 

Level 09 includes Ventral Intraparietal [VIP], VIP*, VIP lateral [VIPl], and VIP medial [VIPm], in dorsal pathway, 

to LIP, MSTd, MSTl, FST, 7a, and FEF. Processing is not sufficient for consciousness. VIP codes for fast response, not 

object images. 

Level 09 includes Lateral Intraparietal [LIP], LIP dorsal [LIPd], and LIP ventral [LIPv], in dorsal pathway, to VIP, 

MSTd, MSTl, FST, 7a, FEF, 46, and TF. Processing is not sufficient for consciousness. LIP codes for fast response, not 

object images. 

Level 09 includes Medial Superior Temporal dorsal [MSTd], MSTd anterior [MSTda], and MSTd posterior 

[MSTdp], in dorsal pathway, to VIP, LIP, FST, PITd, PITv, 7b, 7a, FEF, STPp, and TF. Processing is not sufficient for 

consciousness. MSTd codes for fast response, not object images. 

Level 09 includes Medial Superior Temporal lateral [MSTl], MST medial [MSTm], and MST complex [MSTcx], in 

dorsal pathway, to VIP, LIP, FST, 7a, FEF, and STPp. Processing is not sufficient for consciousness. MSTl codes for 

fast response, not object images. 

Level 09 includes Floor of Superior Temporal [FST], Ventral Superior Temporal [VST], and VST complex 

[VSTcx], in ventral pathway, to VIP, LIP, MSTd, MSTl, PITd, PITv, 7a, FEF, STPp, and TF. Processing is for space. 

Level 09 includes Posterior Inferior Temporal dorsal [PITd] and Inferior Temporal complex [ITcx], in ventral 

pathway, to FST, PITv, FEF, CITv, AITd, AITv, and 46. Cells track whether sensation is on or off. 

Level 09 includes Posterior Inferior Temporal ventral [PITv], in ventral pathway, to FST, PITd, FEF, CITd, CITv, 

AITd, AITv, TF, and TH. Cells track whether sensation is on or off. 

visual pathway level 10 

Level 10 includes Brodmann 7b [7b], in dorsal pathway, to 7a, STPp, and 36. Processing is not sufficient for 

consciousness. 7b codes for fast response, not object images. 

Level 10 includes Brodmann 7a [7a] and 7a lateral, in dorsal pathway, to 7b, FEF, STPa, AITd, 36, 46, TF, and TH. 

Processing is not sufficient for consciousness. 7a codes for fast response, not object images. 

Level 10 includes Frontal Enterofrontal [Brodmann 8] [FEF], in dorsal and ventral pathways, to 7a, STPp, CITd, 

CITv, AITd, and 46. FEF integrates fast responses and object perception. 

Level 10 includes Superior Temporal Parietal posterior [STPp], Temporal-parietal [Tpt], Temporal-Parietal-

Occipital [TPO], TPO caudal [TPOc], TPO intermediate [TPOi], TPO rostral [TPOr], Parietal Temporal G [PG], and 

PG anterior [PGa], in dorsal and ventral pathways, to 7b, FEF, CITd, CITv, STPa, 46, TF, TH, Striatum, and 

Prefrontal. Processing is for space, shape, and texture, but STPp has no topographic maps. 

Level 10 includes Caudal Inferior Temporal dorsal [CITd], in ventral pathway, to FEF, STPp, AITd, AITv, 46, and 

TH. Processing is for shape and texture, but STPp has no topographic maps. 

Level 10 includes Caudal Inferior Temporal ventral [CITv], in ventral pathway, to FEF, STPp, AITd, AITv, 46, TF, 

and TH. Processing is for shape and texture, but STPp has no topographic maps. 

visual pathway level 11 

Level 11 includes Superior Temporal Parietal anterior [STPa], in dorsal and ventral pathways, to AITd, 36, 46, TF, 

TH, 35, ER, Striatum, and Prefrontal. Processing is for shape and texture, but STPp has no topographic maps. 

Level 11 includes Anterior Inferior Temporal dorsal [AITd], in ventral pathway, to STPa, 36, 46, TF, TH, Striatum, 

and Prefrontal. Processing is for shape and texture, but STPp has no topographic maps. 

Level 11 includes Anterior Inferior Temporal ventral [AITv], in ventral pathway, to STPa, 36, 46, TF, TH, 35, HC, 

Striatum, and Prefrontal. Processing is for shape and texture, but STPp has no topographic maps. 

visual pathway level 12 

Level 12 includes Brodmann 36 [36], in dorsal pathway, to Brodmann 46, TF, TH, 35, ER, and HC. Processing is 

not sufficient for consciousness. Brodmann 36 codes for fast response, not object images. 

Level 12 includes Brodmann 46 [46], in dorsal and ventral pathways, to Brodmann 36, TF, TH, and ER. Brodmann 

46 integrates fast responses and object perception. 

Level 12 includes Temporal F [TF], in ventral pathway, to Brodmann 36, 46, and ER. Processing is about high-level 

object perception. 



Level 12 includes Temporal H [TH], in ventral pathway, to Brodmann 36, 46, and ER. Processing is about high-level 

object perception. 

visual pathway level 13 

Level 13 is Brodmann 35 [35], in dorsal pathway, to ER. Processing is not sufficient for consciousness. Brodmann 

35 codes for fast response, not object images. 

visual pathway level 14 

Level 14 is Entorhinal area [ER], in dorsal and ventral pathways, to HC. ER integrates fast responses and object 

perception. 

visual pathway level 15 

Level 15 includes Hippocampus [HC], in dorsal and ventral pathways. HC integrates fast responses and object 

perception. Processing is for memory. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Spinal Cord 

 

spinal cord 

Spinal nerve tracts {spinal cord}| organize basic movements, like running or walking, and control sense input. Spinal 

cord has inner gray matter cell bodies and outer white matter myelin, in lemnisci. 

laminas 

Lamina V is for pain and visceral afferents. Lamina VI is for joints and skin positions. Lamina VIII is medial motor 

neuron column for motor neurons to trunk and limbs. Lamina IX is lateral motor neuron column for motor neurons to 

arms and legs, with flexor central and extensor peripheral. Lamina X is central canal. 

locations 

Pain, heat, and cold axon tracts are on spinal-cord lateral sides. Touch and pressure axon tracts are on ventral side. 

Muscle-sensor axon tracts are on dorsal side. 

 

neuropil 

Axons and dendrites can mix {neuropil}. 

 

lemnisci 

Spinal cord has outer white matter {lemnisci} with fascicles grouped into funiculi columns. 

 

fascicle 

Spinal-cord outer white matter has descending and ascending axon tracts {fascicle} grouped into lemnisci. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Spinal Cord>Tract 

 

Lissauer tract 

Spinal-cord lamina I {Lissauer's tract} {Lissauer tract} is for pain. 

 

substantia gelatinosa 

Spinal-cord dorsal-horn lamina II {substantia gelatinosa} receives touch, pressure, pain, and thermal sensations. 

 

lamina III 

Spinal-cord laminas {lamina III} can be for position and light touch. 

 

lamina IV 

Spinal-cord laminas {lamina IV} can be for position and light touch. 

 

nucleus proprius 

Spinal-cord laminas III and IV {nucleus proprius} are for position and light touch. 

 

lamina VII 

Spinal-cord laminas {lamina VII} {dorsal nucleus} {Clarke's column} can have intermediolateral nucleus and be for 

preganglion sympathetic system. 

 



intermediolateral nucleus 

Spinal-cord lamina-VII dorsal nucleus ganglion {intermediolateral nucleus} contains preganglion sympathetic 

neurons. 

 

medial longitudinal fasciculus 

Spinal-cord nerve tracts {medial longitudinal fasciculus} can be for head and eye coordination and come from 

vestibular nuclei. 

 

reticulospinal tract 

Spinal-cord tracts {reticulospinal tract} can modulate sensation and spinal reflexes. 

 

rubrospinal tract 

Spinal-cord tracts {rubrospinal tract} can be motor. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Spinal Cord>Horn 

 

dorsal horn 

Spinal-cord back horn {dorsal horn} is for sense input and has ascending sense-connector nerves. 

functions 

Dorsal column is for fine touch and proprioception from skin, tendon, and joint. 

layers 

Dorsal horn has five layers. Layer 1 receives axons from skin neurons and sends to neurons higher in spinal cord. 

Layers 2 and 3 modulate sense input from both skin neurons and neurons in layers 4 and 5. Layer 4 receives axons 

from skin neurons and sends axons to layer 5. It detects gentle and general pressures. Layer 5 receives axons from skin, 

viscera, and layer-4 neurons and sends to brain. 

nuclei 

Neuron nuclei {dorsal column nuclei} receive afferent fibers from skin and send to ventrobasal complex. 

tracts 

Tracts are spinothalamic tract, dorsal spinocerebellar tract, ventral spinocerebellar tract, and spinoreticular pathway. 

neurons 

Nociceptive-specific neurons respond to noxious stimuli. Wide dynamic range neurons respond to all mechanical 

stimuli, but especially to noxious mechanical or thermal stimuli. 

 

ventral horn 

Spinal-cord front horn {ventral horn} is for motor output and has descending motor nerves. Tracts are lateral 

corticospinal tract, anterior corticospinal tract, vestibulospinal tract, rubrospinal tract, reticulospinal tract, and 

tectospinal tract. Descending autonomic neurons come from hypothalamus and brainstem. Medial longitudinal 

fasciculus is for head and eye coordination and comes from vestibular nuclei. 

Voluntary escape behaviors use small efferent spinal cord fibers with long latencies and variable responses, which 

react to visual, tactile, and vibratory threats. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Spinal Cord>Layers 

 

meninges 

Spinal cord and brain have connective tissue layers {meninges}|, dura mater, pia mater, and arachnoid. 

Cerebrospinal fluid is between layers and in central canal. 

 

arachnoid 

Spinal cord has inner connective tissue layer {arachnoid}. 

 

dura mater 

Spinal cord has outer connective tissue layer {dura mater}. 

 

pia mater 

Spinal cord has middle connective tissue layer {pia mater}. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neuron 

 

neuron 

Cells {neuron} can have cell body, dendrites sending signals in, and axon carrying signals out. 

shapes 

Surroundings and connections cause unique neuron shapes. Large named neurons with special shapes include spinal 

cord anterior horn cells, cerebellum Purkinje cells, lateral vestibular Deiters cells, teleost Mauthner cells, primate 

cerebral cortex Betz cells, and primate cerebral cortex Meynert cells. Mauthner cells are for escape and startle reflexes. 

size 

Neurons are largest human cells, with average diameter 20 microns. Neuron volume is thousand times larger than 

bacterium volume. 

firing rate 

Neurons can output signals at maximum rate {rate saturation, neuron}, different for different neurons, up to 900 per 

second. 

neuron genes 

100 different neuron types express different gene sets. 80% of genes have repression, and the other 20% have 

expression at different levels, varying with cell conditions and transcriptional control. 20% of genes are for 

transcriptional control [Keller, 2000] [Stevens, 1998]. 

individuality 

Neurons are different, because brains have hundreds of neurotransmitters and neurohormones, such as amino-acid 

derivatives, peptides, and small RNAs. Neurons have different membrane-receptor, membrane-polarization, 

myelination, microtubules, and gene-expression patterns. Neurons differ temporally, with different responses over 

different time scales. Interactions cause neurons to act differently [Grush and Churchland, 1995] [Shepherd, 1991]. 

 

command neuron 

One neuron {command neuron} can code for complex functions {single neuron doctrine}, because it responds to 

feature set [Calvin and Ojemann, 1994] [Kreiman et al., 2000] [Kreiman, 2001] [Kreiman et al., 2002] [Ojemann et al., 

1998]. For example, after training, neurons can respond preferentially to face, hand, or object aspects. 

problems 

Number of brain neurons is not large enough to account for all possible objects and views. Neurons do not seem to 

converge on one brain area. Convergence is slow process, but pattern-representation formation is fast. Researchers have 

not found brain command neurons. Single cells cannot change efficiently in response to environment or body changes. 

 

CPEB protein 

Dendrite proteins {cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding protein} {CPEB protein} can bind to polyA 

regions, have active and inactive states, build other synapse proteins, and affect other protein shapes. 

 

ephaptic interaction 

Neuron extracellular-potential changes have minor electrical effects {ephaptic interaction} on other neurons [Holt 

and Koch, 1999]. 

 

gain field 

Neuron output depends on product of various inputs {gain field}. Outputs combine neuron population codes. 

 

graded potential 

Neuron can output continuously variable electrical potential {graded potential} rather than impulse. 

 

neuronography 

A microelectrode {neuronography} can stimulate one nerve. 

 

neuron assembly 

Neurons have reflexes, ON-center neurons, other neuron types, ganglia, orientation columns, topographic maps, 

association cortex, and memory systems {neuron assembly}. 

reflexes 

Brain can modify reflexes. Inhibition from controllers and excitation from motivators compete to cause behavior or 

fading. 



ON-center and OFF-center neurons 

ON-center and OFF-center neurons detect points and lines. ON-center and OFF-center neuron arrays can detect point 

and line arrays and so textures, boundaries, and objects. 

neuron types 

Besides ON-center neurons, other neuron types detect color and other intensities. 

orientation columns 

Cortical orientation columns detect line and boundary orientations and detect angles and so detect surface 

orientations. 

topographic maps 

Ganglia and topographic maps code relations among perceptions and motions. 

association cortex 

Association cortex controls series and parallel perceptual and motor systems, integrating information to guide 

behavior. 

memory systems 

Cortical systems have three-dimensional registers to hold spatial perceptual information temporarily and 

permanently. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neuron>Parts 

 

axon of neuron 

The main fiber {axon}| from soma is thin and smooth cylinder with neurofilaments. It is conductive. It has same-size 

branches at obtuse angles. It has bulbous endings and/or calyciform endings. It has small varicosities in chains. It has 

no ribosomes. It attracts specific dendrites. 

Chemical flow in both directions supplies axon ends with molecules from cell body. 

number 

Most neurons have one axon. Retinal amacrine and olfactory granule cells have no axons. Dorsal root ganglion cells 

have multiple axons and no dendrites. Dorsal root ganglion cells have axon that bifurcates. Invertebrate cells often have 

one axon, with dendrites from it. 

microtubule 

Only axon hillock and initial segment have microtubule fascicles, have membrane undercoating, and have high 

sodium-channel density. 

excitation or inhibition 

Axon terminals are either all excitatory or all inhibitory. 

regeneration 

Axons can regenerate, if allowed by surrounding glial cells. 

 

axon hillock 

Axon initial segment {trigger zone} {axon hillock}| has many sodium channels and allows action potential to 

trigger. 

 

chromatolysis 

If axon disrupts, Nissl substance changes appearance {chromatolysis} over 4 to 12 weeks. 

 

cytoskeleton 

Microtubules and neurofilaments {cytoskeleton} make cell and axon framework. 

 

dendrite 

Wide filament protrusions {dendrite}| from soma have synapses for axons. 

anatomy 

Dendrites have microtubules. Dendrites do not myelinate or have one myelin layer. 

shape 

Branching dendrites provide maximal surface area for receiving input from other neurons. Larger diameter and/or 

shorter length make larger effects on initial segment. 

Proximal and distal dendrites are different. 

Widespread dendrites receive from many sources. Compact dendrites receive from one source. 



Dendrites can radiate straight out in all directions with few spines, as in large ventral-horn motor cells and reticular-

formation cells. They can branch with spines curving in one direction, as in cerebral-cortex pyramidal cells and 

secondary sense nuclei. They can have special patterns and locations. Cerebellar Purkinje cells are planar semicircles. 

Inferior-olive clustered cells are curved and wavy. Ventral-cochlear nucleus cells are tufted. Smaller branches are at 

acute angles and have thorns. 

Dendrite patterns match incoming axon patterns. Branches orient along body axes, brain surfaces, and nerve bundles. 

Dendrites can change shape over days. 

main 

Cell body typically has several dendrite origins {basal dendrite}. Cerebellar Purkinje cells have one dendrite trunk 

{apical dendrite}. Dorsal-root ganglion cells have no dendrites. Invertebrate cells often have one axon, with dendrites 

from it. 

properties 

Dendrites have high resistance and capacitance. At dendrite ends, membrane is relatively unexcitable. 

 

dendritic bundle 

If stereotyped behavior happens over four to five months, dendrites from several antagonistic motor neurons make a 

bundle {dendritic bundle}. 

 

dendritic spine 

Dendritic protrusions {dendritic spine} have asymmetric synapses. Spines vary in shape, size, and density, even on 

one dendrite. They can change shape over days. One dendritic spine has only one Type 1 synapse but can also have one 

Type 2 synapse. Spines have alpha-tubulin, beta-tubulin, actin, and myosin filaments. They have endoplasmic 

reticulum. Excitation is at spine tips. Inhibition is at dendritic bases or on cell surface. More spines indicate more 

excitation. 

 

electrical synapse 

All animals have synapses {electrical synapse} {gap junction, synapse} that use ion flows in one direction and are 

excitatory or inhibitory [Beierlein et al., 2000] [Blatow, 2003] [Gibson et al., 1999]. 

function 

Electrical synapses make adjacent cells fire at same time. Cortex interneuron groups link by electrical synapses and 

can act together to inhibit. 

comparison 

Electrical synapses are faster but less efficient than chemical synapses, with signal one-quarter original signal. For 

example, if presynaptic membrane is 100 mV, post-synaptic membrane is 25 mV. 

properties 

Electrical synapses cannot have facilitation and do not change shape. 

 

ion channel in neuron 

Sodium, potassium, calcium, and chloride have passageway {ion channel, neuron}| through membrane protein. Ion 

channel for receptor potential differs from ion channel for action potential [Doyle et al., 1998] [Heinemann et al., 1992] 

[Hille, 2001]. 

 

Malsburg synapse 

Synapses {Malsburg synapse} {von der Malsburg synapse} can rapidly control connectivity between cells, allowing 

transient cell assemblies. 

 

myelin 

Lipids {myelin}| can increase axon conduction rates and separate nerve fibers. Schwann cells in PNS, and 

oligodendrocytes in CNS, make myelin. Schwann cells measure neuregulin in axons and make more myelin if it is 

higher and less if it is lower. Myelination begins in brain lower back after birth and moves toward frontal lobes, 

finishing about age 25. Myelin can have up to 150 layers. Conduction is fastest when axon diameter to total diameter is 

0.6. 

 

neuroreceptor 

Neuron membrane sites {neuroreceptor} bind molecules. 



types 

Neuroreceptors include alpha-adrenergic catecholamine such as alpha2-adreneric, AMPA, angiotensin, beta-

adrenergic catecholamine, D1, D2, GABA, glycine, kainate, M, metabotropic, muscarinic ACh, N, and NMDA 

receptors. 

hormone 

Hormone binds to cell-membrane outer-surface neuroreceptor protein, which opens membrane channel for up to one 

second. On cell-membrane inner surface, neuroreceptor protein couples to G protein and activates adenylate cyclase, 

guanylate cyclase, phospholipase c, or phosphoinositidase C, which produces soluble cAMP, cGMP, or 

phosphoinositide second messenger, which diffuses into neuronal cytoplasm and changes local membrane potential. 

Cyclic nucleotide or phosphoinositide can either stimulate or inhibit other enzymes. ADP triphosphoinositide 

{phosphatidylinositol 4,5 diphosphate} hydrolyzes to release water-soluble inositol triphosphate (IP3) (ITP), which 

releases calcium ion from intracellular storage, which initiates enzyme phosphorylation. Phosphoinositidase C 

hydrolysis makes diglyceride containing arachidonic acid, which, with calcium and phospholipid, activates protein 

kinase C. 

neurotransmitter 

A 10-nanometer-wide glycoprotein channel spans cell membrane and activates by neurotransmitter. Activation 

allows ions to flow through channel down concentration gradient. Sodium ions flow from outside to inside membranes. 

Potassium ions flow from inside to outside membranes. Chloride ions flow from outside to inside membranes. Channel 

opens for only one microsecond, because neurotransmitter rapidly dissociates or inactivates. 

 

Nissl body 

Ribosome clumps {Nissl body}| {Nissl substance} are in rough endoplasmic reticulum cisterns. If axon disrupts, 

Nissl substance changes appearance {chromatolysis, Nissl substance} over 4 to 12 weeks. 

 

node of Ranvier 

Points {Ranvier node} {node of Ranvier}| along myelinated axon have no myelin. Conduction jumps from node to 

node. Beside node, which has sodium channels, is paranode, which has juxtaparanode, which has potassium channels, 

beside it. 

 

perikaryon 

Neurons have cell bodies {soma} {perikaryon}. 

 

postsynaptic density 

Protein discs {postsynaptic density} (PSD) are on presynaptic and postsynaptic chemical-synapse membranes. PSDs 

have beta-adrenergic, glutamate, and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors. They have protein kinase enzymes 

that phosphorylate to alter synaptic structure. They contain filamentous proteins that can move and change shape, such 

as actin, actin/calmodulin-binding protein, fodrin or brain spectrin, and tubulin. Fodrin or brain spectrin is an actin-

binding and calmodulin-binding protein. 

 

presynaptic grid 

Axon terminal synapses have hexagonal grids {presynaptic grid}, with six particles surrounding each vesicle. 

 

second messenger 

Cell enzyme produces soluble cyclic nucleotide, cAMP or cGMP, or phosphoinositide {second messenger}|, which 

diffuses into neuronal cytoplasm and changes local membrane potential. 

 

synapse 

Axons connect to dendrites at chemical sites {synapse}|. Neuron activity, habituation, and sensitization affect 

synapses. With more activity, number of synapses per neuron increases, synapse density per unit volume rises, and 

dendrite length increases. Neuroactive compounds exert influence up to 20 nanometers within synaptic cleft or up to 2 

millimeters from varicosities or unstructured release points [Gray, 1977]. 

 

synaptic cleft 

In synapses, space {synaptic cleft}| between membranes is 20 nm wide and has acidic and basic glycoproteins and 

mucopolysaccharides, with dense line in middle, that bind membranes. Synaptic cleft is bigger in asymmetric synapses. 

 



synaptic terminal 

Cortical axons have ending arrays {arborization} {synaptic terminal}| with total diameter 0.5 millimeters, containing 

2000 boutons and synapses. 

 

synaptic vesicle 

Presynaptic areas have membrane sacs {synaptic vesicle}| {vesicle} with neurotransmitter molecules. Vesicles 

contain only one transmitter type. 

types 

Clear synaptic vesicles contain acetylcholine, glycine, GABA, glutamate, aspartate, or neurohormones. Vesicles with 

granule in middle contain dopamine, noradrenaline, adrenaline, or serotonin. Larger granular vesicles contain peptides. 

transmitters 

Adrenal chromaffin cells store opiate peptides and catecholamines. Sympathetic neurons and neuromuscular 

junctions store ATP and other transmitters. Hypothalamic magnocellular neurons store vasopressin and oxytocin. 

Autonomic neurons store acetylcholine and VIP or norepinephrine Y. 

biology 

One spike releases one packet. Vesicle containing acetylcholine has 1000 to 10,000 molecules. Vesicles contact cell 

membrane, because time is less than 200 microseconds between first calcium entry and first neurotransmitter in 

synapse. 

 

Type 1 synapse 

Excitatory synapses {asymmetric synapse} {Type 1 synapse} can have postsynaptic density, round vesicles, and 

wide clefts and connect mainly to dendritic spines. 

 

Type 2 synapse 

Inhibitory synapses {symmetric synapse} {Type 2 synapse} can have small and narrow synaptic clefts, ellipsoidal or 

flattened vesicles, and no postsynaptic density and connect mainly to dendritic shafts and cell bodies. 

 

varicosity 

Neuron axons can have long chains of swellings {varicosity}, which are similar to synapses and release 

neurotransmitter from their surfaces near dendrite terminal branching regions. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neuron>Parts>Adhesion 

 

neuron adhesion 

Neurons attach {neuron adhesion} {neural attachment} symmetrically at zonula adhaerens, punctum adhaerens, 

zonula occludens, and nexus. Neurons have no macula adhaerens or desmosome. 

 

punctum adhaerens 

Neurons adhesions {punctum adhaerens} attach symmetrically. 

 

zonula adhaerens 

Neurons attach symmetrically at chemical synapses {zonula adhaerens}. 

 

zonula occludens 

Neurons attach symmetrically between epithelial or endothelial cells {zonula occludens} {tight junction}. 

 

nexus synapse 

Neurons make electrotonic synapses {nexus, synapse}. 

 

connexon 

Electrotonic synapses have membrane proteins {connexon} for ion transmission. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neuron>Physiology 

 

neuron physiology 

Neurons have physiology {neuron, physiology}. 



signals: initiation 

Neurotransmitter reception reduces membrane voltage. Membrane voltage reduction spreads. At axon hillock, 

membrane voltage can reach threshold voltage, causing depolarization spike, which initiates depolarization-spike 

traveling wave down axon. 

Perhaps, only one dendrite-and-cell-body membrane potential distribution can cause initiation. Only one distribution 

can reach threshold potential. One distribution has much higher probability than others, because it can happen in the 

most ways. Dendrite and cell body changes can change distribution. Perhaps, neuron groups also detect only one input 

distribution. 

signals: firing rate 

Neuron input to neuron-firing rate ratio is linear or S-shaped. 

conduction rate 

Non-myelinated-axon conduction rate is between 0.5 and 2 meters per second, 1 millimeter per millisecond. 

Myelinated-fiber conduction rate is between 2 and 120 meters per second, 10 millimeters per millisecond, and is faster 

because signals jump from one Ranvier node to the next {saltatory conduction, myelin}. 

Conduction rate in axons varies irregularly. 

Faster impulse conduction became necessary as animals became larger. 

conduction rate: synapse 

Conduction rate across synapse is one micrometer per millisecond. Irregular synapse sizes and neurotransmitter-

packet release times vary conduction rate. 

Post-synaptic decay takes up to ten milliseconds. 

conduction rate: synchronization 

Information-flow rates along axons, synapses, and receptors change typically do not synchronize with rates on other 

axons, synapses, and receptors. 

neuron growth 

Neurons grow, differentiate, migrate, and extend axons and dendrites, at different rates. Extracellular substances, 

cell-membrane molecules, and cell and axon spatial arrangements affect growing axons. Cell-membrane-molecule and 

extracellular-substance gradients change over time. Target neurons grow and mature in coordination with axon growth. 

neuron growth: direction 

Adhesion-glycoprotein neurotrophins guide growing nerve processes to appropriate target neurons. 

neuron growth: process 

First, several axons travel over relatively short distance. After axons stop extending, they produce multiple branches, 

which form many connections. Branch retraction and synapse reduction then reduce connections. First nerve impulses, 

which are possibly synchronous, refine axon connections [Thompson, 1940] [Wolpert, 1977]. 

nutrition 

Nerve cells need glucose and oxygen, because they have no substitute biochemical pathways. 

plasticity 

Neuron number, spatial arrangements, diameters, composition, lengths, types, controllers, molecules, membranes, 

axons, dendrites, cell bodies, receptors, channels, synapses, threshold voltages, and packet number can change. 

Receptor number, type, effectiveness, and position can change. 

plasticity: repair 

After brain damage, nearby axons invade damaged region to make new circuits, and axons try to contact nearby 

dendrites. 

 

axoaxonic synapse 

Unconditioned stimulus (UCS) releases serotonin from axon to axon synapses {axoaxonic synapse}, which increase 

protein kinase A, which releases more glutamate. Association is non-Hebbian. 

 

axon cutting 

Cutting axons {axon cutting} makes neuron die and nearby axons sprout processes to innervate neuron dendrites that 

used to contact dead neuron. 

 

axon transport 

Proteins, lipids, and neurotransmitters travel 300 mm/day {axon transport}|, away from cell soma. Mitochondria 

travel 75 mm/day, away from cell soma. Actin microfilaments, glycolytic enzymes, myosin-related polypeptides, 

calmodulin, and clathrin travel 5 mm/day, away from cell soma. Microtubules and neurofilaments travel 1 mm/day, 



away from cell soma. Lysozyme breakdown products travel 250 mm/day, back to cell soma. Fast transport uses ATP 

and kinesin protein along microtubules. 

 

CREB pathway 

Depolarization increases glutamate binding to NMDA receptor, which activates pathways {CREB pathway} to 

increase cyclic AMP, which increases CREB protein, which increases transcription of genes that make synapses larger 

and more efficient. 

 

depolarization 

Neurotransmitter packets reaching post-synaptic cell-membrane neuron receptors cause small voltage differences, 

positive {excitation} {hyperpolarization} or negative {inhibition} {depolarization}|. Sodium ions diffuse into cell, and 

potassium ions diffuse out, causing voltage change across cell membrane. Voltage change spreads to nearby cell 

membrane. 

Depolarization increases glutamate binding to NMDA receptor, which activates CREB pathway to increase cyclic 

AMP, which increases CREB protein, which increases transcription of genes that make synapses larger and more 

efficient. 

 

excitatory postsynaptic potential 

In sympathetic autonomic ganglia, presynaptic cholinergic fibers excite one neuron class with acetylcholine and 

another class with LHRH-like peptide, which diffuses several micrometers to make slow excitatory postsynaptic 

potential {excitatory postsynaptic potential} (EPSP). 

 

facilitation 

Neuron-axon back projections can cause long-term membrane depolarization {facilitation}|. 

 

habituation 

Most reflex responses decrease {habituation}| if non-threatening stimulus repeats without reinforcement. Receiving 

same stimulus repeatedly or continuously decreases sensation. 

purpose 

Habituation allows animal to ignore persisting situation or disregard irrelevant stimuli. 

specific 

Habituation is only to specific stimulus. Habituation ends immediately when stimulus pattern changes. Therefore, 

dishabituation can detect if animal perceives anything new. 

behavior 

Sexual behavior can have habituation. 

timing 

Habituation happens sooner the second time. Habituation happens sooner to weak stimuli. 

time 

In mammals, habituation decreases receiving-neuron post-synaptic potential for up to one hour. Because back-

projection signals decrease, calcium influx is lower, sending neuron releases less transmitter, and receptor alters. 

In marine snails, decreased vesicle release, from sense to motor neurons, causes habituation that persists for minutes. 

Repeated habituation decreases presynaptic-terminal number. 

comparison 

Tiredness does not cause habituation. Habituation cannot be for associative learning. 

 

just noticeable difference 

Senses have absolute intensity differences {just noticeable difference}| (JND) {difference threshold}, between two 

stimuli, that people can perceive. Stimulus intensity ratio typically ranges from one to three but can be up to sixty. 

 

ligand-gated ion channel 

For fast millisecond effects, neurotransmitter receptors have ion channels {ligand-gated ion channel}. Fast 

neurotransmitters include acetylcholine and glutamate. 

 

long-term depression 

If climbing fiber depolarizes Purkinje cell, parallel fibers make nitrogen oxide, which increases cGMP in Purkinje 

cell, which activates protein kinase G, which makes receptors less sensitive {long-term depression} (LTD). 



 

long-term potentiation 

Dendrite spine synapses can have long-lasting changes {long-term potentiation} (LTP). 

process 

Presynaptic glutamate release activates N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) postsynaptic receptors, causing Ca++ entry 

into postsynaptic neurons, which activates calcium/calmodulin protein kinase II (CaM kinase II), protein kinase C, 

and/or tyrosine kinase, which changes spine shape, synapse shape, or receptors. Perhaps, CaM kinase II adds AMPA 

receptors to postsynaptic membrane. Spine shape alteration exposes NMDA receptors and changes spine electrical 

properties. Short spine neck has high electrical resistance that amplifies depolarization. Lengthening neck permits 

increased Ca++ influx. 

time 

High-frequency hippocampus or cortex nerve stimulation increases synapse depolarization for hours {early LTP}, 

and, if repeated, up to weeks {late LTP}. 

purposes 

LTP aids space representation and affects spatial memory. 

protein 

Cell-membrane binding integrin protein maintains long-term potentiation and so aids memory. 

locations 

In hippocampus, Schaffer collateral pathway, from hippocampus region CA3 pyramidal cells to hippocampus region 

CA1, uses glutamate, is associative, and has post-synaptic NMDA receptor modulation. Hippocampus region CA3 

pyramidal cells receive from dentate gyrus. Mossy fiber pathway, from dentate gyrus granule cells to hippocampus 

region CA3, uses glutamate, is non-associative, has norepinephrine interneuron modulation, and seems not to affect 

declarative memory. Dentate-gyrus granule cells receive from entorhinal cortex. 

 

low-frequency depression 

Regular low-frequency stimulation causes presynaptic bulb hypopolarization {low-frequency depression} (LFD) and 

decreases post-synaptic neuron output. 

 

muscarinic ACh receptor 

Acetylcholine can bind to slow neurotransmitter receptors {muscarinic ACh receptor}. 

 

neurogenesis 

Adult bird, primate, and human brain neural stem cells divide to form neural precursors and new neural stem cells 

{neurogenesis}. Neurogenesis increases with brain activity. 

 

plasticity 

Drugs, learning, growth, disease, accident, mutation, hormones, and chance can alter neuron properties {plasticity}|. 

Brains can change structure in response to stimuli and so learn [Petit and Ivy, 1988] [Robertson, 2000]. 

 

post-synaptic potential 

After binding a neurotransmitter packet of 1000 to 10,000 molecules, post-synaptic membrane changes 1 mV to 15 

mV {post-synaptic potential} (PSP), with average of 10 mV, lasting 10 to 100 milliseconds. Initial change is rapid, and 

decay is slow. Potential change affects membrane up to two millimeters away. Spontaneous neurotransmitter release 

makes changes of 0.5 mV, lasting 20 milliseconds. Miniature end plate potentials depolarize synapse by 0.7 mV, 

lasting 10 milliseconds. Frequency is directly proportional to membrane depolarization. Frequency is five per second at 

membrane resting voltage. 

 

post-tetanic potentiation 

Regular high-frequency stimulation causes presynaptic bulb hyperpolarization {post-tetanic potentiation} (PTP) and 

increases post-synaptic neuron output. 

 

potential gradient 

All cells in all organisms have receptor potentials and action potentials {potential gradient}, caused by sodium-ion, 

potassium-ion, and chloride-ion concentration gradients across cell membranes. All cells have potential changes, as 

ions move through membrane channels. Neurons require energy to maintain ion balance across membranes. 

 



presynaptic facilitation 

In excitatory axons, conditioned stimulus (CS) allows calcium to enter axon terminal and release glutamate 

{presynaptic facilitation}. Unconditioned stimulus (UCS) releases serotonin from axon-to-axon axoaxonic synapses, 

which increase protein kinase A, which releases more glutamate. Association is non-Hebbian. More UCS also activates 

MAP kinase and expresses genes to make more glutamate synapses. 

 

presynaptic inhibition 

In excitatory axons, unconditioned stimulus inhibits presynaptic bulb {presynaptic inhibition}. 

 

priming in neurons 

Brain activity leaves trace {priming, nerve}, making path more easily excitable next time. Priming lasts tens to 

hundreds of milliseconds. Priming sets or sequences {context, priming} last minutes or hours. 

 

psychological refractory period 

Conscious states last 100 to 150 milliseconds {psychological refractory period}, same time it takes to make or 

perform decisions. Perhaps, after sending feedforward signal, brain sends no more signals for refractory period, to 

allow time to check first-signal results. 

 

refractory period neuron 

Inactive periods {refractory period, neuron}|, 0.75 milliseconds to 4 milliseconds, follow neuron spikes at axon 

positions, as membrane returns to normal voltage. 

 

resolution of sense 

Receptor size and information processing method determine smallest size {resolution} that sense can detect. For 

example, eye can see 1 arc-second or 0.000001 meter, microwave size. Wavelengths longer than microwaves are not 

good for vision because spatial resolution is poor. 

 

saltatory conduction 

In myelinated fibers, conduction rate is between 2 and 120 meters per second or 10 millimeters per millisecond, as 

signal jumps {saltatory conduction, myelinated fiber}| from one Ranvier node to the next. Conduction rate along all 

axons varies irregularly. 

 

spike in axon 

Neurotransmitter binding to synapse receptors reduces membrane voltage, which spreads to axon hillock. When 

membrane voltage reaches threshold at axon hillock, cell membrane has large and rapid voltage change {spike, axon}| 

[Koch, 1999] [Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001] [Softky, 1995]. 

level 

Spike voltage rises from -70 mV to +5 mV in 0.5 millisecond and then falls back to -70 mV in 0.5 millisecond. 

time 

Depolarizations have short duration, allowing precise time and time-interval coordination and comparison. 

strength 

Depolarizations have same strengths and time intervals. Depolarization prevents nerve-signal deterioration with 

distance and time, allowing axons to be long and act over long time intervals. Neurons can thus be anywhere and have 

any pattern. 

threshold 

Threshold can vary, between -50 mV and -30 mV. 

Depolarization makes neurons act like switches. Threshold keeps neurons off until they switch on. Rapid recovery 

makes them switch off. 

Computers are switching networks and can change switch thresholds. 

Switches can contain messages in binary code [Adrian, 1980]. 

travel 

Depolarization brings adjacent cell membrane to threshold, causing adjacent spike. That spike, in turn, causes 

adjacent cell membrane to reach threshold, causing adjacent spike. Spikes travel along axon from axon hillock to 

synapse. 



direction 

Spikes cannot go backward because cell membrane takes time to recover from spike. Ions at previous-spike cell 

membrane have low concentration and do not flow across membrane. 

rate 

Axons can sustain up to 800 spikes per second. Spikes cannot repeat faster at a cell-membrane location, because cell 

membrane takes 0.5-millisecond refractory period to recover from a spike. 

factors 

Axon hillocks do not distinguish neurotransmitters, receptors, or input patterns. All things that effect membrane 

voltage merely add. 

 

synaptic transmission 

Neurotransmitter synapse effects can be fast and short or slow and long {synaptic transmission}. 

For fast millisecond effects, neurotransmitters, such as acetylcholine and glutamate, bind to receptors with ligand-

gated ion channels. 

For slow 0.1-second to 10-second effects, neurohormones, such as dopamine, acetylcholine, and neuropeptides, bind 

to receptor that activates GTP-binding proteins {G-protein}, which make second messengers such as cyclic AMP, 

diacylglycerol (DAG), or inositol triphosphate (IP3), which phosphorylate. 

 

synchronization 

Stimuli can cause neuron sets to fire simultaneously {synchronization}, 40 to 100 milliseconds after stimulus. 

Neurons with overlapping same-type receptive fields have the most synchrony. Synchronous neuron activity is always 

in phase, not in opposite phase. Synchronous neuron signals do not encode information about space, objects, or time. 

 

tetanus of nerve 

High-frequency electrical stimulation causes maximum nerve signaling {tetanus, nerve}|. 

 

threshold of stimulation 

Cell membrane has voltage {threshold, neuron} at which it starts depolarization spike. Low threshold allows too 

much noise. High threshold cuts off boundary effects, shading, and small differences. 

absolute 

Senses have smallest detectable stimulus {absolute threshold}, which people can sense 50% of time. For vision, 

humans can detect light if seven photons flash in absolute darkness. For hearing, humans can detect whisper at five 

meters in absolute silence. For touch, humans can detect small insect wing or foot in still air. For smell, if small 

perfume drop is in ballroom, air is still, and no other odors are present, humans can detect perfume. For taste, humans 

can detect four grams of sugar in one liter of water. 

 

trans-synaptic enzyme induction 

Presynaptic cholinergic neurons excite peripheral sympathetic neurons {trans-synaptic enzyme induction}. 

 

trophism 

Neuron and glia molecules cause nerve growth {trophism}|, guide axon tips to final locations during development, 

regulate and maintain nervous-system connections, and stimulate neurotransmitters. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neuron>Physiology>Regulation 

 

down-regulation 

At receptor, catecholamine agonist causes desensitization {tolerance, regulation}, because agonist receptors have 

reduced affinity and subsequently decrease in number {down-regulation}. Down-regulation persists for days after 

transmitter concentrations have returned to normal {temporal amplification, down-regulation}. 

 

up-regulation 

Denervation, catecholamine depletion, or catecholamine antagonist treatment causes suprasensitivity {up-

regulation}, because receptor number increases. Up-regulation persists for days after transmitter concentrations have 

returned to normal {temporal amplification, up-regulation}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neuron>Kinds 



 

alpha motor neuron 

Motor neurons {alpha motor neuron} can initiate movement by stimulating muscles. 

 

amacrine cell neuron 

Brain has many small nerve cells {amacrine cell, neuron} {microneuron}, which inhibit other neurons in memory 

and other processes. Amacrine cells have 27 types and send to the ten inner-plexiform layers. 

 

basket cell 

Cerebellum neurons {basket cell} can receive excitation from parallel fibers and laterally inhibit adjacent-column 

Purkinje cells. Axons go one millimeter away and form multiple synapses on cell bodies and dendrites. Basket cells 

make GABA for inhibition. 

 

bipolar cell neuron 

Brain has elongated neurons {bipolar cell, neuron} of 10 types that send to the ten inner plexiform layers. 

 

border cell 

Medial entorhinal cortex and para-subiculum have 10% cells {border cell} that fire when viewing a nearby border. 

 

chandelier cell 

Brain neurons {chandelier cell} can inhibit pyramidal cells with multiple synapses at axon base. Chandelier cells 

make GABA for inhibition. 

 

cholinergic neuron 

Basal nucleus of Meynert, medial septal nucleus, and brainstem nuclei neurons {cholinergic neuron} can make 

acetylcholine and alter in Alzheimer's disease, ALS, and spinal cord injury. 

 

complex cell 

Visual-cortex cells {complex cell} can receive from simple cells and ganglion cells. Complex cells have ocular 

dominance or orientation tuning. 

functions 

They can detect stereoscopic effects, such as line-segment ends, colors, motions, and line orientations. They can 

mark region boundaries, such as regions with same reflectance. They discriminate and aggregate. They can detect 

patterns, at any location. 

fields 

Complex cells have different receptive-field sizes and detect different spatial frequencies and so widths. Sets can 

detect 8 to 30 different frequency bands and spatial scales, using spatial frequency channels, from pixel, spot, region, 

quadrant, or whole visual field. 

time 

Complex-cell sets can operate at 10 to 30 different temporal scales, from milliseconds to years. 

 

double-bouquet cell 

Edge neurons {double-bouquet cell} can make GABA to inhibit other-edge-side vertical-column activity. 

 

end stopping 

Simple cells can detect line or bar ends {end-stopped inhibition} {end stopping, simple cell} or detect no end. End-

stopping cells increase firing rate, as bar length increases up to maximum, and then decrease firing rate, as bar gets 

longer. 

 

excitatory neuron 

Neurons {excitatory neuron} can excite other neurons. 

types 

They are either bursting {bursting cell} or non-bursting. They cannot change from one type to the other. 

bursting 

Bursting cells respond to sustained intracellular current with two to four spikes, followed by hyperpolarization, 

followed by burst, followed by hyperpolarization, and so on, with 0.2 to 10 cycles per second. 



Bursting cells are large. Apical dendrites extend to layer 1 to contact many cells. Axons project to ipsilateral superior 

colliculus. 

Bursting neurons accumulate calcium more efficiently in axon terminals than cells that have isolated spikes. 

Layer-5 bursting neurons induce synaptic plasticity in neurons outside cortex. Spike bursts turn on short-term 

memory, which then decays over several seconds. 

non-bursting 

Non-bursting neurons, such as pyramidal or spiny stellate neurons, have one spike or sustained output. They do not 

have spike cycles. 

 

GABA neuron 

Interneurons {GABA neuron} {GABA+ neuron} can have no dendrite spines {smooth neuron, GABA}. They affect 

epilepsy and Huntington's disease [Koch, 1999] [Lytton and Sejnowski, 1991] [McBain and Fisahn, 2001]. 

 

gamma motor neuron 

Motor neurons {gamma motor neuron} can control muscle length/tension relationships, by exciting nearby alpha 

motor neurons and stimulating muscle sensors. 

 

ganglion cell types 

Retinal output neurons {retinal ganglion cell} {ganglion cell, retina output}| generate action potentials and have 

axons in optic tract to brain [Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1984] [Meister, 1996] [Niremberg et al., 2001] [Warland et al., 

1997]. 

biology: types 

Ganglion cells are magnocellular M, parvocellular P, and mixed W, which process signals separately and send 

separate information streams to lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). 

Retinal ganglion cells {X-cell} {beta retinal ganglion cell} can sum linearly across receptive fields. X cells have 

large dendritic fields. X-cells resolve finer visual patterns with higher spatial frequencies. X cells make tonic and 

sustained signals, with slow conduction, for detecting details and spatial orientation. More X cells are in fovea. X cell 

axons go to simple cells. 

Magnocellular cells respond better to motion, respond better to transient stimulation, respond better to small 

intensity differences, are larger, have larger receptive fields, have thicker axon with faster signals, have firing rate that 

plateaus only at high intensity, and signal scene changes. 

Retinal ganglion cells {Y-cell} {alpha retinal ganglion cell} can sum non-linearly. Y cells have small dendritic 

fields. Y-cells are larger and have thicker and faster conducting axons. Y cells make phasic and transient signals, with 

fast conduction, for stimulus size and temporal motion. More Y cells are in periphery. Y cell axons go to complex cells. 

Parvocellular cells have several types, have better spatial resolution, detect color, detect higher contrast, detect more 

detail, are more numerous, and have more linear responses. 

Both X-cells and Y-cells have ON-center and OFF-center neurons. X-cells and Y-cells have different receptive field 

sizes, stimulus velocity sensitivities, and spatial frequencies. 

Retinal ganglion cells {W cell} can be small and direction sensitive, with slow conduction speed. W cells mix M and 

P cell properties and are rarest. 

biology: neuron shapes 

Ganglion cells {bistratified neuron} {small bistratified neuron} can have two dendrite layers. Cells {shrub neuron} 

can have dendrite bushes. 

Ganglion cells look like auditory nerve cells, Purkinje cells, olfactory bulb cells, olfactory cortex cells, and 

hippocampal cells. 

biology: input 

Small central-retina midget ganglion cells have small dendrite clump, to collect signals from one midget bipolar cell. 

Midget cells respond mostly to contrast. 

Parasol ganglion cells can receive from diffuse bipolar cells with bigger dendrite trees and can have dendrite 

umbrella, to collect signals from wide area. Parasol cells respond mostly to change. 

biology: output 

Ganglion cells send to LGN and then to cortical hypercolumn. 

functions 

Visual-receptor cells take illumination logarithm and hyperpolarize 0 mV to 4 mV from resting level 10 mV to 30 

mV [Dowling, 1987] [Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1984] [Wandell, 1995]. Retinal ganglion cells sum bipolar, 



horizontal, and amacrine retinal-neuron activities. Retinal ganglion cells have low spontaneous-firing rate. Ganglion 

cells typically respond quickly and then turn off. 

Retinal ganglion cells make action potential after cyclic GMP reduces, decreasing sodium conductance through cell 

membrane. 

functions: spots 

Retinal ON-center ganglion cells can respond when light intensity above background level falls on center of their 

receptive field. See Figure 1. Light falling on annulus surrounding receptive-field center inhibits cell. 

When light smaller than center falls on center, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. After removing light, 

ON-center neuron continues low firing rate. When light smaller than annulus falls on annulus, ON-center neuron does 

not fire. After removing light, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. 

ON-center neurons have four types, depending on excitation and inhibition. One has high firing rate at onset and 

zero rate at offset. One has high rate, then zero, then high, and then zero. One has high rate at onset, goes to zero, and 

then rises to constant level. One has high rate at onset and then goes to zero. 

Other ganglion cells {OFF-center neuron} respond when light intensity below background level falls on receptive-

field center. OFF-center neurons increase output when light intensity decreases in receptive-field center. Light falling 

on annulus around receptive-field center excites OFF-center cells. 

When light smaller than center falls on center, OFF-center neuron does not fire. After removing light, OFF-center 

neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. When light smaller than annulus falls on annulus, OFF-center neuron fires rapidly 

and then slowly. After removing light, OFF-center neuron continues low firing rate. 

Bipolar cells excite ON-center and OFF-center neurons. ON-center and OFF-center neurons compare light intensity 

falling on receptive-field center with that falling on annulus. 

functions: bars 

Band, bar, stripe, grating, or edge excites ON-center neuron in different ways. 

If grating has wide stripes, ON-center neuron has only spontaneous firing, because one bright band affects both 

center and surround, exciting and inhibiting. See Figure 2. 

If grating has narrow stripes, ON-center neuron has only spontaneous firing, because several bright bands affect both 

center and surround, exciting and inhibiting. See Figure 3. 

If grating-stripe width lands on center exactly, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. See Figure 4. 

For wide single long bar, ON-center neuron has only spontaneous firing, because bright band affects both center and 

surround. See Figure 2. 

For narrow single long bar, ON-center neuron has some firing, because bright band affects mainly center but is 

small. See Figure 5. 

If long bar lands exactly on center, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. See Figure 4. 

For long bar with end beyond center, ON-center neuron has only spontaneous firing, because bright band affects 

both center and surround. See Figure 5. 

For short bar with end not yet at center, ON-center neuron has only spontaneous firing, because bright band does not 

reach center. See Figure 6. 

For bar with end on center {end stopping, neuron}, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. See Figure 7. 

For bright edge over center, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. See Figure 8. 

For bright edge not yet at center, ON-center neuron has no firing. See Figure 9. 

For bright edge at middle, ON-center neuron fires some. See Figure 10. 

If grating-stripe width lands on center exactly, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. See Figure 4. 

If grating-stripe width shifts to half on and half off, ON-center neuron fires some. See Figure 10. 

If grating-stripe width shifts to all off, ON-center neuron does not fire. See Figure 9. 

For bright or dim regions, ON-center neurons have only spontaneous firing, because bright light affects both center 

and surround. 

For bright or dim regions, OFF-center neurons have only spontaneous firing, because bright light affects both center 

and surround. Relative brightness depends on lateral-inhibition patterns. 

functions: movement 

Ganglion cells {ON-OFF-center neuron} can detect movement. ON-OFF-center neurons use time derivative of ON-

center neurons to find general direction and position. Amacrine cells also excite transient ON-OFF-center neurons. 

functions: color 

Retinal ganglion cells can be cone-shaped cells for color detection. The three types compare light intensities in 

frequency range. Type is for brightness, adds green and yellow-green, and has both on-center and off-center neurons. 

Another type has center for one cone color and surround for another color, to compare colors. Third type, with no 

surround, adds green and yellow-green for excitation and subtracts blue for inhibition, to compare blue to yellow. 
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glomerulus of cerebellum 

Cerebellum has clusters {glomerulus, cerebellum} {glomeruli, cerebellum} of 20 granule cells. 

 

Golgi cell 

Cerebellum neurons {Golgi cell} can be in granule-cell layer. Golgi cells receive input from parallel, mossy, and 

climbing fibers. They inhibit granule cells to provide feedback and feedforward inhibition. They change parallel fiber 

activity into brief burst. 

 

Golgi type I neuron 

Neurons {Golgi type I neuron} {local circuit neuron} can send locally with unmyelinated axons. 

 

Golgi type II neuron 

Neurons {Golgi type II neuron} {projection neuron} can send to other areas with myelinated axons. 

 

granule cell 

Golgi cells inhibit cerebellum neurons {granule cell}. One mossy fiber excites 20-granule-cell clusters {glomerulus, 

granule cell} {glomeruli, granule cell}. 

 

grid cell 

Medial entorhinal cortex has some cells {grid cell} that fire when body is at many spatial locations, which form a 

triangular grid [Sargolini et al., 2006]. 

 

head direction cell 

Post-subiculum, retrosplenial cortex, anterior thalamic nuclei, lateral dorsal thalamic nuclei, lateral mammillary 

nucleus, dorsal tegmental nucleus, striatum, and entorhinal cortex have some neurons {head direction cell}, which 

receive from vision and vestibular systems, that fire only when head has an orientation in space [Sargolini et al., 2006]. 

 

hypercomplex cell 

Superficial pyramidal cells {hypercomplex cell} can detect corners, depths, and lengths. 

 

inhibitory neuron 

Neurons {inhibitory neuron}| that inhibit other neurons fire faster than excitatory neurons, have few spines on 

dendrites {smooth neuron, inhibition}, and synapse directly on dendrites, cell bodies, or dendritic stumps, closer to 

axon hillock than excitatory axons. Inhibitory axons connect horizontally, only up to 100 to 200 microns away, except 

for basket cells. 

 

Korkzieher cell 

Large spindle-shaped neurons {spindle neuron} {Korkzieher cell} are only in great-ape anterior-cingulate and 

frontal-area-FI lower layer 5, for output to other regions [Economo and Koskinas, 1925] [Nimchinsky et al., 1999]. 

Humans have them in much higher densities than other apes. They form after birth. Spindle neurons are for attention 

and self-reflection. Layer 6 has small spindle-like cells. 

 

motor neuron 

People have three million nerves {motor nerve} {motor neuron} to muscles and glands. Alpha motor neurons can 

initiate movement by stimulating muscles. Gamma motor neurons can control muscle length/tension relationships by 

exciting nearby alpha motor neurons and stimulating muscle sensors. Internuncial neurons can allow reciprocal 

inhibition. 

input 

Cerebrum, basal ganglia, brainstem, and cerebellum act on motor neurons. Impulse excitatory effect on motor 

neuron lasts 5 milliseconds. 

regeneration 

Motor nerves can regenerate connections to muscles. 

 

multipotent neural stem cell 

Brain neurons {multipotent neural stem cell} can divide regularly to make neural stem cells and neural precursors. 

Half of neural precursors migrate, then mature into neurons or glia. Migration and maturation take one month. 



 

neural stem cell 

Neurons {neural stem cell} can make five neuron types: TH+ neurons, GABA+ neurons, cholinergic neurons, 

astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes. Neural stem cells are mainly in ventricles and hippocampus. They can migrate to 

hippocampus and olfactory bulbs. 

 

pyramidal cell 

Excitatory neurons {pyramidal cell}| can connect one cortical area to another and fire in bursts. Pyramidal cells are 

both superficial and deep [Elston, 2000] [Elston and Rosa, 1997] [Elston and Rosa, 1998] [Elston et al., 1999]. 

functions 

Pyramidal cells detect fast moving stimuli, such as moving edge at one orientation. 

output 

Cerebral cortex layer-5 pyramidal cells send to thalamic nuclei, mainly to lateral geniculate nucleus and inferior, 

lateral, and medial pulvinar nuclei. Half of layer-6 pyramidal cells send to lateral geniculate nucleus, and others send to 

claustrum, hippocampal system, and anterior cingulate sulcus motor-system higher planning levels. Pyramidal cells 

with short dendrites, not reaching into layer 1, send to other cerebral cortex regions. Excitatory extrinsic axons come 

from pyramidal cells. Pyramidal cells also send to local neurons using axon collaterals. 

Pyramidal cells inhibit stellate cells. Pyramidal-cell to stellate-cell ratio is two to one. 

processing 

Pyramidal cells have high spontaneous activity and large receptive fields. Sustained intracellular current causes high-

frequency action potentials {regular spiking cell}, which decrease within 50 to 100 milliseconds. 

 

sensory cell 

All vertebrate sense cells {sensory cell} developed from ectothelial cell type. 

 

simple cell 

Visual-cortex cells {simple cell} can receive from lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) ON-center and OFF-center 

neurons. Simple cells receive from both eyes but process one eye faster and so have ocular dominance. Simple cells 

have more precise tuning than LGN or retinal cells. See Figure 1. 

lines 

Cells that compare ON-center and OFF-center neuron superpositions can find boundaries and heighten contrasts. 

Simple cells can detect lines, edges, stripes, or gratings. Simple cells can detect 12 to 30 line, edge, stripe, or grating 

orientations {orientation tuning, cell}. Simple cells have different receptive field sizes and detect different line, edge, 

stripe, or grating spatial frequencies and widths. 

color 

Some simple cells detect color. 

movement 

Some simple cells detect movement. 

arrays 

Simple cells have arrays in topographic maps. See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 

 

A topographic map has an array of orientation columns. 

In a topographic map, each orientation column is for one orientation. 

To simplify, use four orientations: - \ | / 

The four orientations are for one direction in space. 

The array around a central - can look like this: 

 

 
Each orientation column has only the same or the next angle orientation around it. 

The array repeats by fours on the vertical, horizontal, and one diagonal and by ones on one diagonal. 

  



smooth stellate cell 

Neurons {smooth stellate cell} can send only to superficial and deep pyramidal cells. 

 

spiny stellate cell 

Neurons {spiny stellate cell} can send only to superficial and deep pyramidal cells. Spiny-stellate-cell inhibitory 

axons connect horizontally only up to 100 to 200 microns away. 

 

stellate cell 

Cortical layer-4 cells {stellate cell} can detect bars, slits, and edges, in static pictures, at 20 orientations. Stellate 

cells have small receptive fields and low spontaneous activity. Smaller stellate cells excite easier. Cerebellum stellate 

cells receive excitation from parallel fibers and laterally inhibit adjacent-column Purkinje cells. 

 

superficial pyramidal 

Neurons {superficial pyramidal neuron} can send unmyelinated collaterals, with no terminal branches, sideways to 

tight terminal clusters. Neurons repeat this for many millimeters: every 0.43 mm in primary visual cortex, every 0.65 

mm in secondary visual areas, every 0.73 mm in sensory strip, and every 0.85 mm in monkey motor cortex. 

Macrocolumns of similar emphasis connect by synchronizing excitation. 

 

tufted cell 

Brain output neurons {tufted cell} can be secondary. 

 

TH neuron 

Neurons {TH+ neuron} can make serotonin and affect Parkinson's disease. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neural Chemical 

 

neural chemical 

Nerve chemicals {neural chemical} {nerve chemical} are hormones, ions, modulators, receptors, regulators, 

transmitters, and structures. 

transverse motion 

Only biological cells use transverse ion motion to make depolarization wave. If axon has nodes of Ranvier, 

depolarization jumps from node to node and transverse ion motion is same strength in all directions around axon 

circumference. If axon has no nodes of Ranvier, transverse ion motion is all around axon circumference but is most at 

least-resistance point. Ions repel each other, so differences are small. Depolarization waves travel down lines on axon 

surfaces, following least-resistant path, and can spiral down axon. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neural Chemical>Channel Ion 

 

calcium ion channel 

Calcium ions move from mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum through channels {calcium ion channel} onto 

receptors. Calcium ions phosphorylate synapsin proteins and cause vesicle fusion with membrane, to trigger 

neurotransmitter release. Calcium ions clear from receptors by active transport back into mitochondria and endoplasmic 

reticulum. 

Dendrite voltage-gated Ca++ channels can provide non-linear coupling between inputs. 

Transmitter-gated calcium-ion channels are like other channels {P/Q-type calcium channel}. 

Serotonin and cyclic AMP regulate calcium-ion entry into cells, including neurons. 

 

chloride ion channel 

Cells have chloride-ion channels {chloride ion channel}. 

 

potassium ion channel 

Cells have seven potassium-ion channel types {potassium ion channel}. 

 



S channel 

cAMP mediated receptors {S channel} close potassium-ion-channel type. cAMP mediated receptors reduce a 

potassium-ion-channel size, to allow longer action potentials and allow more calcium ion to flow into presynaptic area 

and increase transmitter release. 

 

sodium ion channel 

Cells have sodium-ion channels {sodium ion channel}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neural Chemical>Hormone 

 

neurohormone 

Brain neurons secrete chemicals {neurohormone} that affect other neurons more slowly than neurotransmitters. 

Neurohormones can cause signal pattern from neuron group [McEwen, 1976]. 

 

angiotensin 

Circulating vasoconstrictor molecules {angiotensin} can bind to presynaptic noradrenergic nerve terminals. Kidney 

renin enzyme changes angiotensinogen to angiotensin. 

 

bone morphogenetic protein 

Bone proteins {bone morphogenetic proteins} regulate whether neural precursors become neurons or glia. 

 

bradykinin 

Brain releases peptides {bradykinin} in response to injury to stimulate neurons. 

 

brain-derived neurotrophic factor 

Hormones {brain-derived neurotrophic factor} (BDNF) can increase NMDA-receptor phosphate binding and can 

develop immature sympathetic and sense neurons and glia. 

 

brain-gut peptide 

Most endocrine-hormone or neurotransmitter gastrointestinal-system peptides {gut-brain peptide} {brain-gut 

peptide} {brain-gut axis} are also brain hormones or neurotransmitters. Most gastrointestinal system peptide receptors 

are also in brain. Brain and gut peptides include bombesin, cholecystokinin (CCK), gastrin, motilin, neurotensin, 

pancreatic polypeptide, secretin, substance P, and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP). 

 

calcitonin-gene-related peptide 

Medullary-motor-nuclei transmitters {calcitonin-gene-related peptide} (CGRP) can regulate phenotypic expression. 

 

carnosine 

brain peptide {carnosine}. 

 

cell adhesion molecule 

Glycoproteins {neurotrophin} {cell adhesion molecule} (CAM) {axon guidance molecule} can guide growing nerve 

processes to appropriate target neurons. Hormones develop immature neurons and glia. For example, neurotrophin-3 

increases oligodendrocyte number. 1,1-CAM protein helps begin myelination. 

 

cholecystokinin 

Peptides {cholecystokinin} (CCK) can cause satiation by binding to solitary tract nucleus (NTS) receptors, enhances 

dopamine actions, and is in gut, cerebral cortex, medulla oblongata, solitary tract nucleus, and ventral midbrain. 

 

ciliary neurotrophic 

Hormones {ciliary neurotrophic factor} (CNTF) can decrease immature neuron and glia death and supports eye 

ciliary-ganglion parasympathetic neuron survival. Perhaps, CNTF is survival or trophic factor, mitogen, or transmitter-

regulating factor for other neurons. 

 



circulating hormone 

Brain hormones {circulating hormone}, such as angiotensin, calcitonin, glucagon, and insulin, can release into 

blood. 

 

dynorphin 

Three genetically different endorphin peptide families are proopiomelanocortin (POMC), proenkephalins, and 

prodynorphin {dynorphin}. Dynorphin peptides act like opioids. Gut, posterior pituitary, hypothalamus, basal ganglia, 

and brainstem make prodynorphin. Leucine-enkephalin leads to dynorphin. Dynorphin in nucleus accumbens neurons 

inhibits VTA neurons and so reduces dopamine. 

 

galanin 

Hormones {galanin} can be in basal forebrain and hypothalamus. 

 

gastrin 

Brain and gut peptide hormones {gastrin}| can control stomach secretion. 

 

glial growth factor 

Hormones {glial growth factor-2} (GGF-2) can increase glia number. 

 

glial-derived neurotrophic factor 

Hormones {glial-derived neurotrophic factor} (GDNF) {glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor} can make new 

axon branches in motor neurons. 

 

gonadotropin-releasing hormone 

Hormones {gonadotropin-releasing hormone} can release gonadotropin in hypothalamus. 

 

growth-hormone-releasing hormone 

Hormones {growth-hormone-releasing hormone} can release growth hormone in hypothalamus. 

 

hypophyseal hormone 

Hypophysis makes oxytocin, neurophysins, and vasopressin {hypophyseal hormone} {neurohypophyseal hormone}. 

 

hypothalamic releasing hormone 

Hormones {hypothalamic releasing hormones} can release hormones, such as growth-hormone-releasing, 

gonadotropin-releasing, and luteinizing-hormone-releasing hormones, from hypothalamus. 

 

insulin-like growth factor 

Hormones {insulin-like growth factor} (IGF-1) can help develop immature neurons and glia. 

 

kyotorphin 

Peptides {kyotorphin} can act as opioids. 

 

lipotropin 

Hormones {lipotropin} can be from pituitary. 

 

monoamine hormone 

Norepinephrine, epinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin {monoamine}| are slow-acting neuromodulators, come from 

brainstem, and affect arousal and sleep. 

 

motilin 

Peptides {motilin} can be in gut and cerebellum. 

 

nerve growth factor 

Hormones {nerve growth factor} (NGF) can go into sympathetic-neuron and sense-neuron axon terminals and 

transport to cell body, where it increases transmitter levels. Olfactory bulb, cerebellum, and striatum make nerve 

growth factor and nerve growth factor receptor. 



enzyme 

In hippocampal neurons, NGF increases choline acetyltransferase (CAT), which synthesizes acetylcholine and can 

reverse poor spatial memory. 

disease 

NTRK1 gene makes neurotrophin tyrosine kinase receptor type 1. NTRK1 gene mutation causes rare autosomal 

recessive disease (CIPA) with pain insensitivity, no sweating, self-mutilation, fever, and mental retardation. 

 

netrin 

Molecules {netrin} attract and repel axons to guide axon directions. 

 

neuropeptide 

Peptides {neuropeptide} can have high concentrations in nervous-system regions and low concentrations in other 

cells and organs. Neuropeptides include brain-gut peptides, circulating hormones, hypothalamic releasing hormones, 

neurohypophyseal hormones, opioid peptides, pituitary hormones, bradykinin, carnosine, epidermal growth factor 

(EGF), neuropeptide Y, proctolin, and substance K. Brain hormones, such as opioids, act slowly [McEwen, 1976]. 

 

neuropeptide Y 

Peptides {neuropeptide Y} (NPY) can be in cerebral cortex and medulla oblongata. Arcuate-nucleus appetite region 

sends neuropeptide Y to second appetite region. 

 

neurophysin 

Hypophysis makes nerve hormones {neurophysin}. 

 

neurosteroid 

Steroids {neurosteroid} can induce sleep, be analgesic at high concentration, and come from cholesterol or 

progesterone. 

 

neurotensin 

Peptides {neurotensin} can be in gut, hypothalamic arcuate nucleus, medulla oblongata, retina, solitary tract nucleus, 

and ventral midbrain. 

 

notch growth factor 

Hormones {notch growth factor} can regulate whether neural precursors become neurons or glia. 

 

oncomodulin 

Macrophages make protein {oncomodulin} that regenerates nerve. 

 

pancreatic polypeptide 

Peptides {pancreatic polypeptide} can be in brain and gut. 

 

peptide hormone 

Peptides {peptide hormone}, such as endorphins and enkephalins, can produce slower effects than neurotransmitters 

and come from 20% of inhibitory cells. Enzymatic hydrolysis inactivates such peptides, so they do not reabsorb into 

synaptic terminals or glial cells [McEwen, 1976]. 

 

pituitary hormone 

Pituitary hormones {pituitary hormone} are alpha melanocyte-stimulating hormone (alpha MSH), corticotropin 

(ACTH), growth hormone (GH), lipotropin, luteinizing hormone, prolactin, somatotropin, and thyrotropin. 

 

presenilin 

Hormones {presenilin} can decrease neural stem-cell division. 

 

proctolin 

Peptides {proctolin} can be in brain. 

 



secretin 

Peptides {secretin} can be in brain and gut. 

 

semaphorin 

Molecules {semaphorin} can attract and repel axons to guide axon directions. 

 

somatostatin 

Thalamus, cortex, and hippocampus hormones {somatostatin} (SS) can mimic hypothalamus sympathetic-neuron 

substance-P regulation. Somatostatin treats diabetes. 

 

somatotropin 

Hormones {somatotropin} can be in pituitary. 

 

sonic hedgehog growth 

Hormones {sonic hedgehog growth factor} {sonic hedgehog gene} can regulate immature-neuron cell division. 

Sonic hedgehog gene activates pathway that affects central-nervous-system development. 

 

substance K 

Peptides {substance K} can be in brain. 

 

survival motor neuron 

Proteins {survival motor neuron proteins} can preserve motor neurons. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neural Chemical>Modulator 

 

neuroregulator 

Chemicals {neuroregulator} {neuromodulator} can amplify or negate neurotransmitters by altering transmitter-

receptor interactions, changing ion flux, or activating neuroreceptor enzymes. 

 

ampakine 

Molecules {ampakine} increase glutamine binding to AMPA receptor and increase glutamate release from AMPA 

receptor, affecting memory and cognition. 

 

diacylglycerol 

Molecules {diacylglycerol} (DAG) can phosphorylate ion channels. 

 

inositol triphosphate 

Molecules {inositol triphosphate} (IP3) can phosphorylate ion channels. 

 

alpha-integrin 

Proteins {alpha-integrin} can bind to cell membranes, maintain long-term potentiation (LTP), and aid memory. 

 

protein kinase Mz 

Enzymes {protein kinase Mz} can be necessary and sufficient for long-term potentiation. 

 

retrograde messenger 

Chemicals {retrograde messenger} can diffuse back from postsynaptic to presynaptic membrane. For example, upon 

protein-kinase activation, nitric oxide synthase makes nitric oxide from l-arginine. Nitric oxide diffuses back from 

postsynaptic to presynaptic membrane and causes increase in vesicle release, if membrane is still active. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neural Chemical>Receptor 

 

adrenergic catecholamine 

Proteins {beta-adrenergic catecholamine receptor} {beta-receptor} {adrenergic catecholamine} can bind 

catecholamines. Binding couples to G protein and adenylate cyclase metabolism. Beta-receptor protein strongly binds 

ISO, binds epinephrine, and weakly binds norepinephrine. Binding can cause vasodilation, uterine contraction 



inhibition, cardiac stimulation, and bronchodilation. If guanosine triphosphate (GTP) is present, beta-receptors have 

only low-affinity catecholamine binding. 

 

agrin 

Proteins {agrin} can cluster other proteins between neurons and muscle cells and at immune synapses. 

 

alpha-receptor 

Sympathetic noradrenergic nerve terminal proteins {alpha-receptor}, such as alpha-2 receptor, bind to 

norepinephrine strongest, epinephrine middle, and isoproterenol (ISO) lowest. Binding can cause vasoconstriction, 

uterine contraction, and mydriasis. Alpha-receptor agonist and alpha-receptor antagonist affect alpha-receptors. 

 

AMPA receptor 

Proteins {AMPA receptor} {aspartate receptor} can bind aspartate, glutamate, and glutamine. Binding is fast, opens 

sodium ion channels, and causes excitation. 

 

angiotensin II receptor 

Proteins {angiotensin II receptor} can bind angiotensin in presynaptic noradrenergic nerve terminals. 

 

autoreceptor 

Neuron receptors {autoreceptor} can be on presynaptic membranes, for negative feedback. 

 

cannabinoid receptor 

Nociceptors {cannabinoid receptor} (CB1) can have cannabis receptors. Anandamide, 2-arachidonoyl glycerol (2-

AG), and marijuana delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) bind in hypothalamus, basal ganglia, amygdala, brainstem, 

hippocampus, cerebellum, and neocortex. Hypothalamus affects appetite, sex, and hormones. Basal ganglia affect 

motor acts and planning. Amygdala affects emotion, anxiety, and fear. Brainstem affects pain and reflexes. 

Hippocampus affects memory and learning. Cerebellum affects motor acts. Neocortex affects sense qualities and 

cognition. 

2-AG flows from receptor cell back to transmitting cell to decrease GABA {depolarization-induced suppression of 

inhibition} (DSI) [Earleywine, 2002] [Grinspoon and Bakalar, 1993]. 

immune 

CB2 receptor is only in immune system. 

 

CD45 protein 

Proteins {CD45 protein} can be for synapse and immune-synapse adhesion. 

 

D1 receptor 

Proteins {D1 receptor} {D1 dopamine receptor} {dopamine D1 receptor} can bind dopamine. Binding is slow, uses 

cAMP, opens potassium ion channels, closes calcium ion channels, and inhibits. 

 

D2 receptor 

Proteins {D2 receptor} {D2 dopamine receptor} {dopamine D2 receptor} can bind dopamine. Binding is slow, uses 

cAMP, opens potassium ion channels, closes calcium ion channels, and inhibits. 

 

DRD4 dopamine receptor 

Dopamine receptors {DRD4 dopamine receptor} can be in brain. Perhaps, DRD4-gene allele {attention-deficit 

hyperactivity disorder, dopamine} arose 40,000 years ago and allowed bolder and more-curious personalities. 

 

GABA receptor 

Receptor complexes {GABA receptor} {gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor} can bind GABA. 

types 

Type A {GABA-A receptor} is fast, opens chloride-ion channels, and inhibits. Type B {GABA-B receptor} is slow, 

opens potassium-ion channels, closes calcium-ion channels, uses IP3 and DAG, inhibits, and uses second-messenger 

system, probably cyclic AMP. 



parts 

Endogenous benzodiazepine-receptor protein is part of GABA-receptor complex and increases extent or period of 

GABA-operated chloride-ion channel opening. 

drugs 

Benzodiazepines and anxiety-reducing neuromodulators {anxiolytic drug, GABA} increase GABA affinity for 

GABA neuroreceptors and enhance GABA-mediated synaptic potentials. Perhaps, anesthetics bind to GABA-A. 

Perhaps, neurosteroids from progesterone and cholesterol bind to GABA-A. 

 

glycine receptor 

Proteins {glycine receptor} can bind glycine. Binding is fast, opens chloride-ion channels, and inhibits. Dorsal-horn 

neurons have glycine receptors for inhibition. ACEA competitively blocks glycine receptor. Strychnine affects glycine 

receptor. Prostaglandins block glycine receptors and so excite dorsal horn neurons. 

 

G-protein-coupled receptor 

Outer-membrane receptors {G-protein-coupled receptor} (GPCR) can have seven alpha helices in cell membrane 

and has active protein part inside cell membrane next to G protein. For example, olfactory sense neurons have 

membrane receptors that activate G protein. For slow 0.1-second to 10-second effects, receptor activates G protein, 

which binds GTP to make second messengers such as cyclic AMP, diacylglycerol (DAG), or inositol triphosphate 

(IP3), which phosphorylate ion channels. 

 

ionotropic receptor 

Ion channels {ionotropic receptor} {transmitter-gated ion channel} can bind neurotransmitters, such as glutamine, 

and then open quickly. Response to ion flows is 10 to 30 times faster than metabolotropic response. 

 

kainate receptor 

Proteins {kainate receptor} can bind glutamate. Binding is fast, opens sodium ion channels, and excites. 

 

M receptor 

Proteins {M receptor} can bind acetylcholine. Binding is slow, opens calcium ion channels, excites or inhibits, and 

uses IP3, cAMP, or DAG. 

 

metabotropic receptor 

Neurotransmitters, such as glutamate, can bind to receptors {metabotropic receptor}, which affect G protein, which 

activates adenyl cyclase, which changes ATP to cAMP, which binds to cAMP-dependent protein-kinase regulatory 

subunit, which affects catalytic subunit, which phosphorylates protein, which opens or closes ion channels, which 

increases calcium ion. Such receptors amplify signals 100-fold and cause cell-effect patterns. 

factors 

Calcium ion and other second messengers affect cAMP activity. Metabolism uses IP3 and DAG. 

speed 

Response to neurotransmitter-neuroreceptor activation is 10 to 30 times slower than ionotropic response. 

 

mGluR5 receptor 

Proteins {mGluR5 receptor} can bind glutamate and affect cocaine dependence. 

 

muscarinic ACh 

Acetylcholine receptors {muscarinic ACh} can use second messenger. 

 

N receptor 

Proteins {N receptor} can bind acetylcholine. Binding is fast, opens sodium ion channels, and excites. 

 

nanotube in cell 

Cell membranes between two neurons or immune cells can form tubes {nanotube, cell} that can transfer calcium, 

proteins, or viruses. 

 

neuropilin 

Protein receptors {neuropilin} can be at synapses and immune synapses. 



 

nicotinic receptor 

Nicotine is similar to acetylcholine. Immune cells and neural cells have acetylcholine receptors. Nicotine inhibits 

cytokine release by macrophages. Proteins {nicotinic receptor} {alpha-7 nicotinic receptor} {alpha-7 acetylcholine 

receptor} can bind nicotine and stimulate NMDA receptors [Granon et al., 2003]. 

 

NMDA glutamate receptor 

If postsynaptic membrane depolarizes and glutamate releases from presynaptic neurons, postsynaptic neuron 

proteins {NMDA receptor, neuron} {N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor} can bind glutamate [Miller et al., 1989] [Tang et 

al., 1999] [Watkins and Collingridge, 1989] [Wittenberg and Tsien, 2002]. Binding is fast. 

effects 

Binding opens sodium ion channels, opens potassium ion channels, opens calcium ion channels, and excites or 

inhibits. Binding increases cell response non-linearly. Binding rapidly controls connectivity between cells, allowing 

transient cell assemblies. 

In neocortex pyramidal cells, binding causes slow, long lasting ESP that rises to peak in 10 milliseconds to 75 

milliseconds and can stay altered for days or years. 

process 

NMDA receptors have magnesium ion inside. Glutamate binding removes magnesium ion and allows calcium-ion 

flow. Calcium ion aids protein-kinase phosphorylation. Protein kinases then phosphorylate AMPA receptors for early 

LTP. Protein kinase A (PKA), MAP kinase (MAPK), and calcium/calmodulin protein kinase (CaMK) phosphorylate 

CREB. In cell nucleus, CREB activation turns on genes that make late LTP proteins. Active synapses have chemical 

sites {molecular tag} that bind late LTP proteins. 

factors 

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) increases NMDA-receptor phosphate binding. 

antagonists 

Ap5, CGS 19755, CPP, and D-CPP-ene affect NMDA receptor. NMDA antagonists can block visually induced 

activity in visual-cortex superficial layers, but not deep layers. 

 

presynaptic neuroreceptor 

Proteins {presynaptic neuroreceptor} can enhance or reduce neurotransmitter release, by responding to previously 

released neurotransmitter {autoregulation} or to other neurotransmitters or neuromodulators {heteroregulation}. 

Presynaptic neuroreceptors regulate noradrenaline release from heart, spleen, vas deferens, and brain. Central and 

peripheral adrenergic-nerve-axon synapses can have both negative and positive feedback. 

 

talin 

Proteins {talin} can be for synapse and immune-synapse adhesion. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neural Chemical>Regulator 

 

calmodulin protein kinase 

Proteins {calmodulin protein kinase} {calcium protein kinase} (CaMK) {calcium-calmodulin protein} can 

phosphorylate, enter cell nucleus, and activate CREB gene. 

 

calmodulin-binding protein 

Proteins {calmodulin-binding protein} can bind to calmodulin and perhaps bind to actin. 

 

cAMP-dependent protein 

At high concentrations, cAMP-dependent protein-kinase catalytic subunits {cAMP-dependent protein kinase} 

phosphorylate transcription factors, such as cAMP-response element binding protein-1 (CREB-1), C/EBP transcription 

factor, and tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), which express genes in cell nucleus to initiate change or growth. 

Repeated action potentials, from stress or high activity, make cAMP-dependent protein kinase concentration high. 

 

cAMP-response element 

Calcium ion entry can activate proteins {cAMP-response element} {cyclic-AMP response element} (CRE) (CRE-1) 

{cAMP-response element binding protein-1} (CREB-1) {CREB protein} that bind to regulatory regions and activate 



cyclic-AMP and cyclic-AMP-receptor genes. CREB also activates immediate early genes, such as ubiquitin hydrolase 

and C/EBP transcription factor, to initiate synaptic growth. CREB regulates endorphin production. 

 

caspase 

Enzymes {caspase 9} can cause neuron death and so prune networks. 

 

C-EBP transcription factor 

Proteins {C/EBP transcription factor} {C-EBP transcription factor} can activate synaptic protein genes. 

 

CREB enhancer 

Molecules {CREB enhancer} can increase CREB protein by inhibiting phosphodiesterase. 

 

CREB suppressor 

Molecules {CREB suppressor} can decrease CREB protein. 

 

mitogen-activated protein kinase 

Enzymes {mitogen-activated protein kinase} {MAP kinase} (MAPK) can phosphorylate CREB-2 repressor to 

prevent CREB-1 binding to CRE-1. MAPK8 regulates cell movement. 

 

octopamine 

Amines {octopamine} can be neuromodulators for behavior. 

 

phospholipid cascade 

Enzyme series {phospholipid cascade}| can regulate intracellular phospholipid by regulating gene transcription. 

Calcium ion, phosphorylation, and phospholipid pathways regulate each other. 

 

phosphotidylinositol cascade 

Enzyme series {phosphotidylinositol cascade} can regulate intracellular phospholipid by regulating gene 

transcription. 

 

protein kinase A 

Enzymes {protein kinase A} (PKA) can phosphorylate and activate mitogen-activated protein kinases. 

 

spectrin 

Proteins {spectrin} {fodrin} can bind to actin and calmodulin. 

 

synapsin 

Proteins {synapsin} can phosphorylate by causing calcium-ion influx. 

 

tissue plasminogen 

Proteins {tissue plasminogen activator} (tPA) can activate genes for neuron terminals and spines. 

 

tyramine 

Amines {tyramine} can be neuromodulators for behavior. 

 

tyrosine hydroxylase 

Enzymes {tyrosine hydroxylase} (TH) can be rate-limiting enzyme in catecholamine biosynthesis. Increased 

neuronal firing increases catecholamine-pathway enzyme synthesis in perikarya. Axons transport enzymes to axon 

terminals. Catecholamine pathway requires pteridine, iron, and oxygen and converts tyrosine to L-DOPA. Dopamine 

and norepinephrine inhibit tyrosine hydroxylase by feedback inhibition. Stressful stimuli increase TH. Acetylcholine 

phosphorylates TH using cyclic AMP. 

 

ubiquitin hydrolase 

Enzymes {ubiquitin hydrolase} can be in ubiquitin proteasomes, break down PKA regulatory subunit in sense 

neurons, and so enhance catalysis, typically when cAMP is decreasing. 
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fibronectin 

Proteins {fibronectin} can be in extra-cellular matrix. 

 

laminin 

Proteins {laminin} can be in extra-cellular matrix. 

 

telencephalin 

Proteins {telencephalin} can be cell-adhesion molecules. 

 

tubulin 

Proteins {tubulin} can be in microtubules. 
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neurotransmitter 

Neurons transfer molecules {neurotransmitter}|. 

purposes 

Neurotransmitters can transfer signals, mediate rapid electrical communication, foster neuron survival and pathway 

formation, elicit synaptic changes, and trigger biochemical changes that modify subsequent signals. 

types 

Transmitter types are amino acidergic, catecholamine, cholinergic, monoaminergic, peptides, and purines. 

Cholinergic includes acetylcholine. Neurotransmitters include aspartic acid, dopamine, epinephrine, gamma-

aminobutyric acid (GABA), glutamic acid, glycine, histamine, norepinephrine, octopamine, and serotonin. 

change 

Neurotransmitter used by neuron can change over time. Transmitter changes can last days to weeks, while 

environmental stimuli last seconds to minutes. Neuron can release transmitter at low stimulation, peptide at high 

stimulation, and both at intermediate stimulation. 

vesicles 

Cholinergic, monoaminergic, and amino-acidergic neurons synthesize neurotransmitters mostly in nerve terminals. 

Synaptic vesicles in unmyelinated axon and cell-body regions release neurotransmitters. Released packets have 1000 

molecules. Storage vesicles or granules have only one neurotransmitter type. They release independently. 

Peptidergic cells synthesize large proteins in cell body and then split them into active peptides. 

Individual neurons all have multiple transmitters. 

vesicles: dendrites 

Mitral cells, substantia nigra dopaminergic neurons, and olfactory bulb GABAergic axonless granule cells have 

synaptic vesicles in dendrites. 

 

acetylcholine transmitter 

Acetylcholine {acetylcholine, memory} (ACh) can be a fast neurotransmitter or slow modulator. 

modulator 

ACh regulates neurite nerve process outgrowth and aids neuronal population survival. 

location 

ACh is in autonomic parasympathetic ganglia, basal forebrain, caudate nucleus, medulla motor nuclei, 

neuromuscular synapse, Meynart basal nucleus, putamen, pons, superior olive, spinal cord, cranial-nerve motor nuclei, 

cerebral-cortex bipolar cells, and submandibular-salivary-gland postsynaptic parasympathetic neurons. 

excitation 

Acute bipolar-cell or parasympathetic-neuron stimulation releases only acetylcholine. Chronic excitation releases 

both VIP and acetylcholine, in ratio depending on stimulus duration. 

VIP 

Acetylcholine inhibits VIP release by interacting with neuron receptors. VIP inhibits acetylcholine release by 

binding to neuron VIP receptors. 

drug 

Acetylcholine can treat senile dementia or aid memory. 



enzyme 

Acetylcholinesterase enzyme hydrolyzes acetylcholine. Added cholinesterase decreases memory. 

 

acetylcholinesterase 

Enzymes {acetylcholinesterase} can hydrolyze acetylcholine. Added cholinesterase decreases memory. 

 

amino acidergic 

Amino-acid neurotransmitters {amino acidergic neurotransmitters} include glutamate and aspartate. 

 

aspartate 

Amino acids {aspartate} {aspartic acid} can be excitatory transmitters. 

 

catecholamine 

Norepinephrine (NE), dopamine (DA), and epinephrine (E) are 3,4-dihydroxy phenylethylamine derivatives 

{catecholamine}| (CA) {biogenic amine}. 

locations 

Catecholamines come from tyrosine in peripheral sympathetic neurons, adrenal medulla, chromaffin tissue, and 

brainstem nuclei. 

Adrenal medulla makes and stores catecholamines in response to stress. 

metabolism 

Catecholamines phosphorylate postsynaptic receptor proteins, like adenylate cyclase, in vascular smooth muscle, 

heart, liver, adipocytes, and many brain neurons. 

Uptake into presynaptic nerve terminal inactivates catecholamines. Desipramine and cocaine inhibit uptake. 

Stimulation by serotonin facilitates presynaptic catecholamine release, which increases intraneuronal cAMP, which 

inactivates potassium-ion channel, which allows more calcium ion in. 

Phenylethylamine derivatives release catecholamines. Bretylium and guanethidine have a highly basic center, linked 

by one-carbon or two-carbon chain to ring, and block catecholamine release. 

vesicles 

Catecholamines are in membrane-bound vesicles. Reserpine interferes with catecholamine storage in vesicles. 

Catecholamine release from vesicles uses exocytosis. Release requires calcium ion. 

functions 

Catecholamines can cause tachycardia, peripheral vasoconstriction, mydriasis, and peristalsis inhibition. 

 

cholinergic neurotransmitter 

Choline transmitters {cholinergic neurotransmitters} include acetylcholine [Hille, 2001] [Hobson, 1999] [Steriade 

and McCarley, 1990] [Perry and Young, 2002] [Perry et al., 1999] [Perry et al., 2002] [Woolf, 2002]. 

 

dopamine 

Biogenic amines {dopamine}| (DA) are in hypothalamic arcuate nucleus, midbrain nigrostriatal, and ventral 

midbrain. Dopamine affects reward processing. It initiates and maintains anticipation behavior, novelty, attention, and 

action selection. Dopamine interacts with amine and choline modulators. 

Dopaminergic neurons use adrenaline or epinephrine, noradrenaline or norepinephrine, dopamine, or serotonin. 

Dopaminergic neurons can make highly branched networks with small-diameter ascending and descending fibers, low 

frequency potentials, and slow conduction velocities. 

 

effector molecule transmitter 

Molecules {effector molecule} can work rapidly and break down or reabsorb rapidly. 

 

gamma-aminobutyric acid 

Fast-acting inhibitory neurotransmitters {gamma-aminobutyric acid} (GABA) can come from glutamate and can be 

in basal ganglia, cerebellum, cerebral cortex, hippocampus, hypothalamus, retina, striatonigral, thalamus, and ventral 

pallidum. 20% of inhibitory neurons, mostly interneurons, use GABA. Valium enhances GABA activity. 

 



glutamate as transmitter 

Fast-acting excitatory amino-acid neurotransmitters {glutamate} {glutamic acid} can be in spinal cord, brainstem, 

cerebellum, hippocampus, and cerebral cortex. 60% of excitatory neurons, mostly projection neurons, use glutamate. 

Glutamate affects dopamine. 

 

glycine 

Amino-acid inhibitory transmitters {glycine} can be in retina and spinal cord. 

 

histamine transmitter 

Amines {histamine, transmitter} can be in pituitary and medial hypothalamus. 

 

monoaminergic neurotransmitter 

Monoamine transmitters {monoaminergic neurotransmitter}| include norepinephrine, epinephrine, dopamine, and 

serotonin. 

 

nitric oxide 

Molecules {nitric oxide}| released by postsynaptic terminals can bind to presynaptic terminals. Enzymes {nitric 

oxide synthase} (NOS) make nitric oxide from arginine. L-nitro-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME) inhibits nitric-oxide 

synthesis. 

 

peptide neurotransmitter 

Neurotransmitters {peptide neurotransmitter} can have several amino acids. 

 

polyamine receptor 

Spermidine and spermine competitively inhibit amine receptors {polyamine receptor}. 

 

purine neurotransmitter 

Purine neurotransmitters {purine neurotransmitter}| include AMP and GMP. 

 

serotonin 

Vasoactive monoamines {serotonin}| {5-hydroxytryptamine} (5-HT) can inhibit or excite metabolic activity, 

depending on receptor. Serotonin comes from tryptophan. 

location 

Serotonin is in area postrema, medulla oblongata, pineal gland, gut parasympathetic system, and pons raphé nucleus. 

Brain has 300,000 serotonergic neurons. 

functions 

Serotonergic-neuron activity is proportional to arousal, wakefulness, and muscular activity. Serotonin excites cortex 

pyramidal neurons. It inhibits neurons that receive excitations. It regulates neurite nerve process outgrowth and aids 

neuronal population survival. It causes or inhibits intestinal contraction. It constricts or relaxes blood vessels. Serotonin 

enhances substance P release from axons to excite spinal cord. Substance P releases serotonin from terminals inhibited 

by serotonin. 

receptors 

Neurons make serotonin and release it into synaptic clefts. Mammals have more than 13 different serotonin 

receptors. Animals have over 30 different serotonin receptors, which connect to G proteins. 

uptake 

Serotonin reuptake transport molecules remove serotonin from synaptic clefts. Selective serotonin reuptake 

inhibitors inhibit serotonin uptake back into cells. 

damage 

If serotonin level decreases, activity increases. Inhibiting serotonin receptor does not modulate behavior. 

derivatives 

5-HIAA comes from serotonin and causes higher male social status, more female grooming, and quieter activity. 

evolution 

Serotonergic neurons and serotonin receptors evolved 500,000,000 years ago. Gene duplication allowed different 

kinds. Anthropoid apes evolved 40,000,000 years ago and have different promoter sequence for serotonin-reuptake-

transport gene than humans do. 

 



transporter molecule 

Molecules {transporter molecule} can put and get transmitters in synaptic cleft. If synapse has no vesicles, it puts 

transmitters in cleft. 

 

vesigate 

The evidence is against the hypothesis that synapses release neurotransmitter directly {vesigate} from cytoplasm 

through membrane pores {operator pore} opened by calcium ions. 
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reflex of nerves 

Sense receptor stimulation can send signal to spinal cord and then to muscle or gland, resulting in involuntary action 

{reflex, nerve}|. Stimulus can cause innate, immediate response in muscle or gland. Reflex has only one synapse 

between muscle or tendon touch receptor and motor neurons to muscle. Brain, body, local excitability, and previous 

reflex responses can affect reflexes. 

types 

Stretch reflexes relate to muscle tension, posture, and locomotion. Flexion reflexes follow painful skin stimuli. 

Reflexes {suprasegmental reflex} can be for one vertebra only {segmental reflex} or for all vertebrae above vertebra. 

Reflexes {intrasegmental reflex} can involve only one spinal segment. Reflexes {intersegmental reflex} can involve 

several spinal segments. Reflexes can involve spinal cord, cerebellum, and medulla oblongata. Cerebellum and 

midbrain automatically control muscle movements {synergy, reflex}. Striatum controls muscles automatically and by 

association. Neocortex exerts voluntary and regulatory control {state variable}. 

 

ankle clonus 

Thumb pressed into newborn-foot bottom causes foot and toes to flex {ankle clonus}. 

 

arm reflex 

Reflexes {arm reflex} can be in newborns. 

 

Babiniski reflex 

Scratching a newborn's foot from toe to heel causes big toe to go up and toes to spread {Babiniski reflex}. In infants, 

stroking foot side causes big-toe raising. Babiniski reflex disappears at eighteen months old. Adult apes have Babiniski 

reflex, to grasp tree branches with toes. 

 

Brazelton sensory test 

Baby reacts to red rattle {Brazelton sensory test}. Baby eyes look ahead during spinning and return to center when 

spinning stops. Baby can hear bell ring with both ears. 

 

blink reflex 

If small object irritates eye, eyelid reflexively closes {blink reflex}. 

 

crossed extension reflex 

Reflexes {crossed extension reflex} can be suprasegmental and happen after flexion. 

 

escape reflex 

Insects and vertebrates have fast reflexes {escape reflex} to leave situation. 

 

eye reflex 

Reflexes {eye reflex} can be in newborns. 

 

eyelid closing reflex 

Reflexes {eyelid closing reflex} can be in newborns. 

 

flexion reflex 

Pain causes muscle flexion {flexion reflex}. 

 



Golgi tendon reflex 

Reflexes {inverse stretch reflex} {inverse myotactic reflex} {Golgi tendon reflex} {clasp-knife reflex} can override 

stretch reflex but is slower because it has two synapses. It works with stretch reflex to maintain posture. 

 

inner thigh reflex 

Touching male inner thigh can cause penis erection and testes raising {inner thigh reflex}. 

 

jaw-jerk 

Tapping newborn chin causes masseter muscle to contract {jaw-jerk}. 

 

large moving object 

Avoiding or fleeing is a reflex {large moving object reflex} to large moving objects. 

 

Moro reflex 

Newborns can react to head-position fast change by extending arms and fingers to side and then in front {Moro 

reflex}. Moro reflex lasts until six months old. 

 

myotactic reflex 

A one-synapse reflex {stretch reflex} {myotactic reflex} maintains posture and muscle tone. Stretch reflexes relate 

to muscle tension, posture, and locomotion. Stretch reflexes maintain posture by contracting muscles if they stretch out. 

Stretch reflex control allows sitting up and other behaviors, after sense organs establish reflexes with motor neurons. 

Standing, crawling, sitting, walking, and running use spinal-cord reflex circuits, which connect to cerebrum and 

cerebellum. 

 

necking reflex 

Reflexes {necking reflex} can be in newborns. 

 

orientation reflex 

New stimulus causes attention and turning toward stimulus {orientation reflex} {orienting response}, with increased 

brain electrical activity, reduced blood flow to extremities, changed skin electrical resistance, increased adrenal steroid 

hormones, and overt motor activity. Behavior interruption, perception discrepancy, or unexpected stimuli can cause 

animals to turn toward changes, have more sensitization, and concentrate more. Orienting reflex is automatic and 

involuntary, not cognitive. It involves acetylcholine neurons. It precedes attention. It processes up to 2000 information 

bits [Koffka, 1935] [Köhler, 1969] [Palmer, 1999]. 

ACTH prolongs orientation reflex, and glucocorticoids dull it. 

orientation sense 

Orienting response precedes slower process {orientation sense} that gathers information about time, place, and 

person to recognize object. Orientations {shifter circuit, orientation} can be automatic but voluntary and cognitive. 

Circuits process 50 information bits with each glimpse. Orientation places objects in scenes in short-term memory 

{pop-out, orientation}, using motion, depth, texture, and color cues. 

 

pupil dilation reflex 

Eye pupil can open {pupil dilation reflex}|. 

 

pupillary reflex 

Reflexes {pupillary reflex} can be in newborns. 

 

reach-and-grasp reflex 

Newborns have reach-and-grasp reflex arm and hand movement {reach-and-grasp reflex}. 

 

righting reflex 

Animals can make themselves upright reflexively {righting reflex}. 

 

rooting response 

Touching mouth corner causes newborns to turn and try to suck {rooting response}. 

 



scratch reflex 

Stimulating a skin point makes same-side leg scratch that point {scratch reflex}. Scratch reflex is suprasegmental. 

 

snapping at food reflex 

Jawed vertebrates snap at food {snapping at food reflex}, if small objects move in vision field. 

 

startle reflex 

Fear increases startle response {fear-potentiated startle response} {startle response, reflex} {startle reflex}. 

 

synergy in reflex 

Cerebellum and midbrain can coordinate muscle movements {synergy, movement}. 

 

tendon jerk 

A tendon tap can cause muscle contraction {tendon jerk}. Tendon jerk is simplest and fastest mammalian reflex. 

 

traction reflex 

Newborn resists being pulled into sitting position {traction reflex}. 

 

voice reflex 

Newborns turn in direction of voices from behind curtains, moving both hands and face {voice reflex}. 

 

withdrawal reflex 

After sticking pin into foot sole, newborn foot and leg withdraw {withdrawal reflex}. 
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afferent nerve 

Sense-organ neurons {afferent nerve} {afferent fiber} send to ganglia outside brain along spinal cord. Ganglia sense 

neurons send one axon to brain and one axon to peripheral nerve. 

Axons to brain synapse on brain secondary sense neurons. Secondary sense neurons send to cerebellum or thalamus. 

Thalamus neurons send to neocortex. Neocortex neurons send back to thalamus and to cortex association areas. 

Association cortex neurons send to hippocampus and amygdala. Hippocampus and amygdala neurons send to 

hypothalamus. 

All these cortical regions send to corpus striatum. Corpus striatum neurons send to globus pallidus. Globus pallidus 

neurons send to reticular formation and thalamus. 

muscle 

Muscle sense-cell afferent is wide axon and has one synapse, because large axons have lower thresholds. 

skin 

Skin afferent is fine axon with several synapses, because fine axons have higher thresholds. 

 

efferent nerve 

Brain neurons {efferent nerve} {efferent fiber} send to sense organs, muscles, and glands. 

 

A fiber 

Large myelinated axons {A fiber} can come from motor or sense neurons. A fibers {A-alpha nerve} {alpha fiber} 

can be for proprioception or be somatic motor axons. Sensory A fibers {A-beta nerve} {beta fiber} can be for touch or 

pressure and travel in spinal cord from trigeminal nucleus. Intermediate-size myelinated sensory A fibers {A-delta 

nerve} {delta fiber} can be for pain, temperature, or touch and travel in spinal cord to trigeminal nucleus. Motor A 

fibers {A-gamma fiber} {gamma fiber} can be for muscle spindles. 

 

B fiber 

Small myelinated axons {B fiber} are preganglion autonomic nerves. 

 



C nerve 

Small unmyelinated axons {C nerve} {C fiber} are postganglion sympathetic autonomic nerves or are dorsal root 

nerves for pain, temperature, and reflexes. Unmyelinated sense-nerve axons travel from spinal cord dorsal roots to 

trigeminal nucleus. Unmyelinated axons have few branches. 

 

dopamine neuron 

Dopamine-secreting neurons {dopamine neuron} are for goals. 

 

Ia fiber 

Sensory axons {Ia fiber} can be for muscle spindle and annulospiral endings. 

 

Ib fiber 

Sensory axons {Ib fiber} can be for Golgi tendon organ. 

 

II fiber 

Sensory axons {II fiber} can be for muscle spindle, flower spray ending, touch, or pressure. 

 

III fiber 

Sensory axons {III fiber} can be for pain, temperature, and touch. 

 

interneuron 

Neurons {interneuron}| can connect across two nerve pathways. After pathway neuron excites them, interneurons 

typically inhibit or excite other-pathway neurons. Interneurons can detect correlations among local neuron signals. 

They note constancies and covariances between pathways. Symmetric connections coordinate pathway neurons in 

ganglia and cortex, especially in topographical maps. Asymmetric inhibitory connections among neurons and 

interneurons allow associative learning. Interneurons arose from neuron duplication. 

 

IV fiber 

Sensory axons {IV fiber} can be for pain or other receptors. 

 

Kenyon cell 

Fruitfly brain cells {Kenyon cell} receive from electric-shock dopamine cells and from odor cells and possibly send 

to motor neurons. 

 

nociceptive fiber 

Unmyelinated C fibers and slightly myelinated A-delta fibers {nociceptive fiber} go to trigeminal nucleus for 

noxious stimuli, pain, or punishment. 

 

phrenic nerve 

Medulla respiratory center sends excitatory signals along nerve {phrenic nerve} to diaphragm. 

 

sciatic nerve 

Legs have a main nerve {sciatic nerve}|. 

 

somatic neuron 

Body neurons {somatic neuron} can connect to striated muscles to perform voluntary actions and can be active or 

quiet, depending on will. 
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spinal nerve 

Spinal cord nerves {spinal nerve} are two per vertebra and include dorsal nerves, ventral nerves, and visceral 

autonomic nerves. 

 

autonomic nerve 

Spinal nerves include visceral branches {autonomic nerve}. 



 

dorsal nerve 

Spinal nerves can be on back {dorsal nerve}. 

 

ventral nerve 

Spinal nerves can be on side and front {ventral nerve}. 
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cranial nerve 

Head has cranial nerves 1 through 12 {cranial nerve}. 

 

olfactory nerve 

Cranial nerve 1 {olfactory nerve} {cranial nerve 1} {cranial nerve I} has axons from nose olfactory-sense neurons, 

through cribriform plate, to olfactory bulb. Vertebrate smell uses first cranial nerve. 

 

optic nerve 

Cranial nerve 2 {optic nerve} {cranial nerve 2} {cranial nerve II} is from retina to thalamus. It leaves the retina at a 

location with no receptors {optic disk}. 

 

oculomotor nerve 

Cranial nerve 3 {oculomotor nerve} {cranial nerve 3} {cranial nerve III} sends to extrinsic eye muscles, upper 

eyelid elevator muscle, ciliary muscle, and pupil sphincter muscle. Extrinsic eye muscles are inferior oblique, superior 

rectus, inferior rectus, and medial rectus, but not lateral rectus or superior oblique. 

 

trochlear nerve 

Cranial nerve 4 {trochlear nerve} {cranial nerve 4} {cranial nerve IV} sends to superior oblique eye muscles. 

 

trigeminal nerve 

Cranial nerve 5 {trigeminal nerve} {cranial nerve 5} {cranial nerve V} is from face and carries smell coolness or 

hotness. 

 

abducens nerve 

Cranial nerve 6 {abducens nerve} {cranial nerve 6} {cranial nerve VI} sends to lateral rectus eye muscles. 

 

facial nerve 

Cranial nerve 7 {facial nerve} {cranial nerve 7} {cranial nerve VII} is from face and has branch {chorda tympani 

nerve} from anterior mobile tongue that travels with trigeminal-nerve lingual branch as it leaves tongue, goes to middle 

ear, goes to brain, and signals taste. 

 

auditory nerve 

Cranial nerve 8 {auditory nerve} {vestibulocochlear nerve} {cranial nerve 8} {cranial nerve VIII} is from inner ear 

and has cochlear-nerve axons, from hair cells to brain, and vestibular-nerve axons, from vestibule to brain. 

 

glossopharyngeal nerve 

Cranial nerve 9 {glossopharyngeal nerve} {cranial nerve 9} {cranial nerve IX} is from pharynx and controls 

swallowing, tasting, and saliva release. 

 

vagus nerve 

Cranial nerve 10 {vagus nerve, cranial nerve}| {cranial nerve 10} {cranial nerve X} goes from heart, lungs, stomach, 

intestine, larynx, esophagus, and aorta to nucleus tractus solitarius. It connects brain to lungs, heart, and intestines. 

 

spinal accessory nerve 

Cranial nerve 11 {spinal accessory nerve} {cranial nerve 11} {cranial nerve XI} is from shoulder. 

 



hypoglossal nerve 

Cranial nerve 12 {hypoglossal nerve} {cranial nerve 12} {cranial nerve XII} is from tongue. 
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glia 

Cells {glia}| can provide neuron covering and environment. 

covering 

Glia cover nerve surfaces, except at synapses and nodes of Ranvier. 

structure 

Glia provide paths for migrating neurons. 

properties 

Glia are contractile. Glia can divide. Glia do not conduct. Glia do not interact electrically with neurons. Perhaps, glia 

are polarizable [Cornell-Bell et al., 1990] [Laming et al., 1998] [Sanderson, 1996]. 

types 

Oligodendrocytes and astrocytes are macroglia. Macrophages are microglia. 

chemicals 

Glia make myelin, which surrounds axons. Glia make amino acids for neurons. Glia maintain extracellular fluid 

chemical concentrations. Glia have cholinesterase, whereas neurons have acetylcholinesterase. Glia have much less 

RNA than neurons. 

chemicals: synapses 

Glia respond to ATP that leaves synapses by letting calcium in and changing proteins made. Astrocytes make 

thrombospondin, which builds synapses. 

chemicals: regulation 

Glia and neuron membranes, receptors, and chemicals interact. Glia regulate extracellular ion, neurotransmitter, and 

other small-molecule concentrations. Glia can release reactive oxygen molecules, nitric oxide, prostaglandins, 

excitatory amino acids, IL-1, and nerve growth factor. Excitatory amino acids are N-methyl-D-aspartate and non-

NMDA agonists. These can excite pain-responsive spinal cord neurons and increase neurotransmitter release from 

nerves that relay pain information to spinal cord. 

chemicals: factors 

Substances released by neurons affect glia [Araque et al., 1999] [DeLeo and Yezierski, 2001] [Raghavendra and 

DeLeo, 2003] [Watkins et al., 2001]. 

numbers 

Human brains have nine glial cells for every neuron. Glia-to-neuron ratio is as much as 20-to-1 in humans. Glia are 

half of brain mass. Rats have four or five glial cells for each neuron. The higher human glia-to-neuron ratio reflects 

need for more chemical and electrical environments and neural connections [Araque et al., 1999] [DeLeo and 

Yezierski, 2001] [Raghavendra and DeLeo, 2003] [Watkins et al., 2001]. 

 

astrocyte 

Macroglia {astrocyte} can be protoplasmic, with branched processes, or fibrous, not branched. They cover blood 

vessels, neurons, and external brain surfaces. They provide structure and guides neuron migration. They take up 

potassium ions and neurotransmitters. Some astrocytes repair nervous tissue. Astrocytes affect metabolic disorders and 

epilepsy. 

 

blood-brain barrier 

Glia membranes {blood-brain barrier}| (BBB) {glial membrane} can surround nervous-system blood vessels, delay 

sodium and potassium ion passage, and block passage of other ions and molecules. BBB is interface between blood 

capillaries and brain tissue. 

 

gap junction of glia 

Glia connect by gap junctions {gap junction, glia}. Electrical stimulation can spread rapidly through connected glia 

[Araque et al., 1999] [DeLeo and Yezierski, 2001] [Raghavendra and DeLeo, 2003] [Watkins et al., 2001]. 

 

macroglia 

oligodendrocytes or astrocytes {macroglia}. 

 



microglia macrophage 

Central nervous system macrophages {microglia} absorb and digest dead cells. They also receive signals from 

immune cells. They can react to pathogens. Perhaps, they can receive signals from viruses and damaged nerves. They 

do not affect normal pain responses but can cause abnormally high pain when they receive signals from immune cells 

[Kreutzberg, 1996] [Meller et al., 1994] [Watkins et al., 2001]. Astrocytes become active when microglia become 

active. 

 

microglia receptor 

Microglia make surface receptors {microglia receptor} for macrophage antigen complex-1 (Mac-1), phagocytosis, 

and cytotoxic-molecule production, including reactive oxygen molecules, nitric oxide, prostaglandins, and 

proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL) and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) [Hopkins and Rothwell, 1995]. 

 

oligodendrocyte 

Macroglia {oligodendrocyte} makes myelin and wraps from several to 50 axons. Oligodendrocytes affect multiple 

sclerosis and spinal cord injury. 
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reproduction in animals 

Males and females have sex organs for making new organisms {reproduction, animal}. 

day length 

In some birds and small mammals, reproduction cycles depend on number of daylight hours. 

sex among humans 

Only human females are always ready for sex, have permanent breasts, have continuous ability to have orgasms, 

have active roles in sexual activities, and are similar in size to males. Human sex can be face to face. Humans have 

wide territories. Humans have foreknowledge of children. Humans typically do not allow incest, so no old males can 

dominate female groups. Humans do not have estrus and so do not know exactly when they ovulate. People can have 

more children almost immediately after having a child, whereas apes wait five to six years between births. 

 

androgyny 

People can have characteristics of both sexes {androgyny}|. Hermaphrodism can cause androgyny. 

 

paternity 

People have fathers {paternity}. 

 

sex ratio at birth 

People conceive more boys than girls {sex ratio, birth}, perhaps from lighter XY sperm compared to XX sperm. 

 

sexology 

People can study sexual behavior and physiology {sexology}|. 
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miscegenation 

interracial marriage or sexual intercourse {miscegenation}|. 

 

monandry 

Women can have one man {monandry}|. 

 

monogyny 

Men can have one woman {monogyny}|. 
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misogamy 

People can dislike marriage {misogamy}|. 



 

misogyny 

People can dislike women {misogyny}|. 
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intercourse in sex 

Erect penis enters similarly blood-engorged vagina and ejects semen, four milliliters with 3 x 10^8 sperm, by 

epididymis, vas deferens, and urethra involuntary-muscle orgasm contractions {copulation} {intercourse}|. Only 

human females can have orgasms in clitoris and/or vagina and uterus. Sperm travel {motile} by tail movements and 

uterus contractions to oviduct tops. Sperm live 24 to 48 hours. Eggs live 24 to 78 hours. 

 

coition 

sexual intercourse {coition}|. 

 

coitus 

sexual intercourse {coitus}|. 

 

coupling in sex 

sexual intercourse {coupling}|. 

 

dyspareunia 

Intercourse can cause pain {dyspareunia} in both men and women. 

 

incest 

Fathers can have sexual intercourse with daughters, or mothers can have sexual intercourse with sons {incest}|. 

 

transudorific reaction 

Increased blood flow causes vasocongestion, which creates penis erections in males and vaginal lubrication 

{transudorific reaction, vagina} in females. 

 

orgasm 

Glans penis or clitoris stimulation builds to muscle contractions {orgasm}|. 

physiology 

Men and women sexual physiologies are essentially the same. First, physical or psychological sexual stimulation 

causes more blood flow, as heart rate increases. Increased blood flow causes vasocongestion, which creates male penis 

erection and female vaginal lubrication {transudorific reaction, orgasm}. Then vagina lengthens and increases 

diameter, especially inner third. Penis increases diameter and length. Vasocongestion causes clitoris and breast nipples 

to become erect. Then involuntary muscular contractions trigger, causing male orgasm and seminal-fluid ejaculation. In 

males, glans penis has orgasm. In females, orgasm can be in clitoris and/or vagina. 

female 

Female sexual stimulation is an autonomic process and happens at clitoris and other body areas. Female orgasm has 

involuntary contractions of pubococcygeal muscles surrounding last third of vagina. Clitoral stimulation must spread, 

and this depends on personality and socially conditioned inhibitions. Orgasms differ in completeness and emotional 

satisfaction. 

Females do not have equivalent of ejaculation. 

Females can have orgasms by coitus but not by masturbation {masturbatory orgasmic dysfunction}, orgasms by 

masturbation but not by coitus {coital orgasmic dysfunction}, or only sporadic orgasms {random orgasmic 

dysfunction}. 

male 

Males can have primary or secondary impotence, premature ejaculation, and inability to ejaculate. Squeezing glans 

penis can temporarily inhibit ejaculation. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Sex Methods 

 



sodomy 

Inserting penis into anus {sodomy}| can be for sexual pleasure. 

 

aphrodisiac 

Spanish fly comes from beetles, stimulates GI tract, and increases blood flow {aphrodisiac}|. 

 

exhibitionism 

People can like to display sexual organs in public {exhibitionism}|. 

 

fetish 

People can believe that objects {fetish}| can have magic or sexual power. 

 

hickey 

During sexual play, people can bite neck or shoulder {hickey}. 

 

transvestism 

Men can wear women's clothes {transvestism}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Sex Methods>Masturbation 

 

autoeroticism 

People can stimulate themselves sexually {autoeroticism}|. 

 

onanism 

masturbation {onanism}|. 

 

self-abuse 

masturbation {self-abuse}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Sex Methods>Oral 

 

cunnilingus 

Mouth and tongue can stimulate female sex organs {cunnilingus}|. 

 

fellatio 

Mouth and tongue can stimulate penis {fellatio}|. 

 

sixty-nine 

Man can perform cunnilingus while woman performs fellatio {sixty-nine}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Contraception 

 

contraception 

Males and females can use various methods {contraception}| to prevent egg fertilization or implantation and thus 

pregnancy. Females can use estrogen-progesterone chemicals, vaginal spermicides, intrauterine devices, cervical 

covers, and tubal ligation. Males can use testosterone chemicals, condoms, and vasectomy surgery. 

 

gossypol 

Cotton-seeds phenols {gossypol} can inhibit dehydrogenase reactions and can reduce sperm count but cause low 

blood potassium and are poison. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Gamete 

 

gamete 

Germ cells {gamete}| are haploid sperm or eggs. 

 



syngamy 

Male and female gamete union {syngamy}| makes one somatic cell. 

 

fertilization process 

Corona radiata cells cover eggs, and hyaluronic acid holds them together. Many sperm attack corona radiata with 

enzymes, until one sperm breaks through {fertilization, process}|. Fertilizing sperm causes fertilization membrane 

formation, to block other sperm. Fertilized egg begins to divide. Eggs implant in uterus walls five to ten days after 

fertilization. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Pregnancy 

 

maternity 

Women can be pregnant {maternity}. 

 

post partum 

after birth {post partum}|. 

 

prenatal 

before birth {prenatal}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Birth 

 

birth and reproduction 

Cervix dilation and breaking water happen twelve hours before birth {birth, reproduction}| {nativity}. Fetus comes 

out head first, with face toward spine, taking 20 to 60 minutes. After cutting umbilical cord, umbilical arteries and 

veins close. Carbon-dioxide buildup causes first breath to start. At birth, heart blood flow changes direction. Head 

pressure can cause brain blood-vessel hemorrhage, and little breathing and low oxygen are dangers. 

 

breaking water 

Cervix dilation and amnion breaking {breaking water}| happen twelve hours before birth. 

 

parturition 

Fetus comes out {parturition}| head first, with face toward spine, taking 20 to 60 minutes. 

 

Caesarean 

Surgically removing baby from uterus {Caesarean}| can be necessary. 

 

afterbirth 

Placenta {afterbirth}| expulsion happens 15 minutes after birth. 

 

blue baby 

If oval window fails to close, blood is low in oxygen {blue baby}|. 

 

oval window in heart 

Baby hearts have an opening {oval window, heart} between atria. 

 

premature birth 

Birth weight can be less than 2.5 kilograms {premature birth}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Birth>Children Number 

 

multiparous 

Female animals can have more than one baby in litters {multiparous}. 

 

uniparous 

Female mammals can have one child each sexual period {uniparous}. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Twins 

 

twin 

Twins {twin}| can be fraternal twins or identical twins. 

 

fraternal twin 

Twins {fraternal twin} can come from two different eggs. 

 

identical twin 

Twins {identical twin} can come from one egg that splits into two eggs. 

 

Siamese twin 

Identical twins {Siamese twin} can share tissue. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Anatomy 

 

genitals 

People have external sex organs {genitals}|. 

 

navel 

Fetal umbilical cords, cut after birth, leave remnants {navel}|. 

 

pubes 

Hairy skin {pubes}| is over pubic bone. 

 

sexual characteristic 

Primary sexual characteristics {sexual characteristic} are sexual organs. Secondary sexual characteristics are body-

hair distribution, breast shapes, muscle sizes, and arm and leg carrying angles. Tertiary sexual characteristics are 

behaviors associated with being masculine and feminine. Male and female sex roles differ in different cultures. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Female 

 

female reproductive organs 

Females {female reproductive organs} have ovaries, Graafian follicles, oogonia, Fallopian tubes, uterus, cervix, 

vagina, vulva, mons veneris, labia majora, labia minora, clitoris, and hymen. 

 

lying-in 

Before birth, woman can lie in bed {lying-in}|. 

 

sanitary napkin 

Absorbent pads {sanitary napkin} can retain menstrual blood. 

 

sapphism 

lesbianism {sapphism}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Female>Parts 

 

ovary in animal 

female gonad {ovary, gonad}|. 

 

Graafian follicle 

Ovaries have follicles {Graafian follicle}|, which store oogonia. Ovaries produce eggs, one at a time in humans, and 

release mature ova into abdomen. 

 



Fallopian tube 

Ovum passes into tubes {oviduct} {Fallopian tube}|, for fertilization. 

 

uterus 

Oviducts lead to womb {uterus}|, where fertilized ovum attaches to wall and starts to develop. 

 

womb 

uterus {womb}|. 

 

cervix 

Uteri have muscle rings {cervix}| at bottom openings. 

 

vagina 

From cervix, a tube {vagina}| leads to outside. 

 

hymen 

Thin membrane {hymen}| can cover vagina opening. Only three species have hymen. 

 

maidenhead 

hymen {maidenhead}. 

 

vulva 

At vagina opening are female sex organs {vulva}|. 

 

labia 

Large flaps {labia}| {labia majora} with hair are around opening. Small flaps {labia minora} with no hair are over 

vagina. 

 

clitoris 

A small penis-like organ {clitoris}| is in front of urethra. 

 

mons veneris 

Vulva top front {mons veneris} {mount of Venus} has fatty tissue covered by hair. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Female>Egg 

 

oogonium 

Ovaries have Graafian follicles, which store immature eggs {oogonium}. 

 

oogenesis 

Oogonia develop {oogenesis} to make oocytes. 

 

oocyte 

Oogonia develop to make immature eggs {oocyte} {primary oocyte}. 

 

polar body 

If follicle matures, egg divides into main cell {secondary oocyte} and cell {polar body} with little cytoplasm. 

 

ootid 

One secondary oocyte divides into one large cell {ootid} and one polar body. 

 

ovum 

Polar bodies disintegrate, and ootid matures into egg cell {ovum} {ova}, with much yolk. Follicle cells kill bad eggs. 

 

corona radiata 

Cells {corona radiata} cover eggs. Hyaluronic acid carbohydrate holds cells together. 



 

fertilization membrane 

After sperm enters egg, membrane {fertilization membrane} forms, to block other sperm. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Female>Menstruation 

 

menstruation 

If egg has no fertilization, no egg implants, and uterus internal lining sloughs off {menstruation}| {menses}. 

Menstrual bleeding is greater in women than in other primates. 

 

estrus 

In most sexual animals, females have periods {estrus}| {heat, sex} {sexual readiness} {estrous cycle} when they are 

receptive to males, during which uterine glands secrete. 

 

menarche 

First-menstruation age {menarche}| is from 14 to 19 years old and decreases with city life, high-protein diet, and 

more exposure to males. 

 

menopause 

Menstruation typically ceases {menopause}| at 40 to 45 years old. 

 

rut 

Females can have regular sex-receptive periods {rut, sex}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Male 

 

male reproductive organs 

Males {male reproductive organs} have testis, seminiferous tubule, interstitial cell, epididymis, vas deferens, 

inguinal canal, prostate gland, and penis. 

 

semen 

sperm and seminal fluid {semen}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Male>Parts 

 

scrotum 

Skin sacs {scrotum}| hold testes. 

 

testis as organ 

male gonads {testis, organ}|. 

 

seminiferous tubule 

Testis makes sperm in tubules {seminiferous tubule}. 

 

interstitial cell 

Testis makes hormones in cells {interstitial cell}. 

 

epididymis 

Sperm pass into tubes {epididymis} for storage. 

 

vas deferens 

Tubes {vas deferens}| go through inguinal canal, over bladder, to urethra top. 

 

inguinal canal 

Vas deferens goes through connective-tissue passageways between leg and pelvis {inguinal canal}|, over bladder, to 

urethra top. 



 

prostate gland 

At urethra, a gland {prostate gland}| {seminal vesicle} makes fluid and secretes it into vas deferens. 

 

penis 

Urethra leads into fleshy organ {penis}|, which has erectile tissue. 

 

pizzle 

bull penis {pizzle}. 

 

erectile tissue 

Penis has three spongy-tissue {erectile tissue} columns that can fill with blood to become hard. 

 

Cowper gland 

Glands {Cowper's gland} {Cowper gland} can secrete into urethra. 

 

glans 

In males, penis tip {glans}| has orgasm. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Reproduction>Male>Sperm 

 

sperm 

Testes make small cells {sperm}| with nuclei and tails and many mitochondria. Male potency peaks in late 

adolescence. Sertoli cells kill bad sperm. 

 

milt 

Fish spread sperm {milt}| over laid eggs. 

 

spermatogenesis 

Male germ cells develop to make spherical cells {spermatid} {spermatogenesis}. Spermatids mature into sperm 

having head with cell nucleus, neck with mitochondria for energy, and tail. 

 

acrosome 

Spermatids mature into sperm, with enzyme pouches {acrosome} at tips. Acrosomes break corona radiata. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Respiration 

 

respiration in animals 

Lungs and throat breathe and exchange oxygen and carbon dioxide between air and blood {respiration, animal}. 

 

breathing rate 

People take 15 to 18 breaths per minute {breathing rate}. Volume rate is 0.5 liters per minute. Carotid-artery carotid 

sinus measures blood carbon dioxide and oxygen and sends signals to control breathing rate. Pons pneumotaxic center 

inhibits breathing after receiving signals from nerves that sense alveoli stretching. Medulla respiratory center sends 

excitatory signals along phrenic nerve to diaphragm. Pain increases breathing rate. Toxic or irritating gases inhibit 

breathing rate, at pharynx and larynx. 

 

vital capacity 

Total lung air {vital capacity}| is five liters. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Respiration>General 

 

bosom 

chest {bosom}. 

 



bronchial 

lungs, bronchi, and/or tracheae {bronchial}|. 

 

pulmonary as lung 

about lungs {pulmonary}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Respiration>Flow 

 

exhalation 

Lung elasticity and chest-wall weight can push air out lungs {exhalation}|. 

 

inhalation 

When diaphragm contracts and rib muscles relax, air cavity expands, pressure lowers, and lungs draw in air 

{inhalation}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Respiration>Flow>Forced 

 

cough 

Abdomen and rib muscles can force exhalation, especially in coughing {cough}| and sneezing. 

 

sneeze 

Abdomen and rib muscles can force exhalation, especially in coughing and sneezing {sneeze}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Respiration>Parts 

 

air bladder 

Fish have sacs {air bladder}| that hold air for buoyancy. 

 

spiracle 

Animals with tracheal respiratory systems have exoskeleton breathing pores {spiracle}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Respiration>Parts>Throat 

 

nostril 

Air enters nose openings {external nares} {nostril}|. 

 

nasal chamber 

After nostrils, air goes to open regions {nasal chamber} for smell and then goes to pharynx. 

 

vocal tract 

Above larynx, oral tract and nasal tract {vocal tract, throat}| produce speech. 

 

epiglottis 

Over larynx is a tissue flap {epiglottis}|. 

 

vocal cord 

Epiglottis has two epithelium folds {vocal cord}|, controlled by muscles that can vibrate air from 60 Hz to 350 Hz. 

 

syrinx 

Birds can have thin muscles {syrinx}| that form vocal organ where trachea become bronchi. 

 

glottis 

Vocal cords are in upper middle larynx {glottis}|. 

 



larynx 

Air goes to throat {larynx}|. Larynx is behind adam's apple. In infants and vertebrates, flat tongue and high larynx 

allow simultaneous drinking and breathing, but adult humans have low larynx and downward curving tongue to make a 

sound chamber and allow non-nasal sounds. Early Homo sapiens [-400000] had tongue and larynx like modern people. 

Homo erectus had arching in larynx [-2000000], but Australopithecus had no arching and so only nasal sounds. 

 

adam's apple 

Larynx is behind cartilage {adam's apple}| at neck front. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Respiration>Parts>Lung 

 

lung 

Lung cavity {lung}| is closed chamber, at same pressure as air pressure. 

 

windpipe 

Air goes to a tube {trachea, lung} {windpipe}| to lungs. 

 

bronchus 

Windpipe branches into two tubes {bronchus}| {bronchi}, at first-rib level. Bronchi have smooth muscle and cilia, 

which send foreign particles back toward larynx. In response to irritation or stress, asthma can cause smooth muscle to 

contract uncontrollably. 

 

air sac of lung 

Bronchi branch many times and end in open regions {air sac, lung}. 

 

alveoli 

Air sacs have cavities {alveoli}| {alveolus} that have moist mucus walls surrounded by capillaries, which allow gas 

diffusion into and out of blood. They have air that is higher in carbon dioxide, lower in oxygen, warmer, and more 

humid, than outside air. Elastic connective tissue surrounds alveoli to aid contraction. 

 

pleura 

lung cavity and lung lining {pleura, lung}|. 

 

diaphragm below lung 

When lung muscles {diaphragm, lung}| contract and rib muscles relax, air cavity expands, pressure lowers, and 

lungs draw in air for inhalation. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton 

 

skeleton 

Humans have 206 bones {skeleton}|. Bones are 18% of human body weight. Skeletons have heads, trunks, arms, and 

legs. 

 

physiognomy 

facial features {physiognomy}|. 

 

spicule of sponge 

Sponges have small silicate or calcium-carbonate needles {spicule, skeleton}| that hold soft tissue. 

 

tubercle 

Knobs {tubercle, bone}| can be in skin or on bones. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Joint 

 

joint in bone 

Bone junctions {joint, bone}| have cartilage covers filled with synovial fluid. 



 

synovial fluid 

Joints have cartilage covers filled with fluid {synovial fluid}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Body 

 

haunch 

leg and loin {haunch}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Body>Extremity 

 

extremity 

arm or leg {extremity}|. 

 

volar 

sole or palm {volar}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Body>Extremity>Arm 

 

funny bone 

Ulnar nerve is near surface just above elbow back {funny bone}|. 

 

thenar 

Thumbs move by muscles {thenar} at palm-side thumb base. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Body>Extremity>Leg 

 

bowleg 

Cowboys can have legs that curve to outside at knee {bowleg}|. 

 

gam 

leg {gam}. 

 

shank as leg 

knee-to-ankle lower leg {shank, leg}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Body>Head 

 

bull neck 

thick neck {bull neck}. 

 

bust of head 

head and shoulders {bust}. 

 

jowl 

cheek {jowl}. 

 

lantern jaw 

People can have long thin jaws {lantern jaw}| and/or jaws that stick out. 

 

nape 

neck back {nape}|. 

 

pug nose 

short flattened turned-up nose {pug nose}. 

 



schnozzle 

nostrils {schnozzle}. 

 

scruff 

neck back {scruff}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Body>Trunk 

 

crotch 

Bodies have regions {crotch}| where two legs meet trunk. 

 

groin of body 

Bodies have regions {groin, body}| where inner legs meet trunk. 

 

hindquarter 

Quadrupeds have hip regions {hindquarter}|. 

 

inguinal groin 

about groin {inguinal}|. 

 

loin 

hips, groin, and lower abdomen {loin, trunk}|. 

 

swayback 

Malnourished or old horses can have downward curving backbone {swayback}|. 

 

thorax of skeleton 

In vertebrates, trunks have parts {thorax, body}| between necks and diaphragms. In arthropods, thorax is second or 

middle body segment, between head and abdomen. In insects, thorax holds wings and true legs. 

 

withers 

horse back between shoulder blades {withers}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones 

 

os bone 

bone {os, bone}. 

 

marrow of bone 

red or yellow bone insides {marrow, bone}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Extremity 

 

digit as finger or toe 

finger or toe {digit, finger or toe}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Extremity>Arm 

 

phalange 

finger {phalange}|. 

 

metacarpal 

palm {metacarpal}|. 

 

palmar 

palm {palmar}|. 



 

carpal 

wrist {carpal}|. 

 

radius 

lower arm {radius}|. 

 

ulna 

lower arm {ulna}|. 

 

elbow 

Forearm and upper arm share joint {elbow}|. 

 

humerus 

upper arm {humerus}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Extremity>Leg 

 

metatarsal 

foot {metatarsal}|. 

 

plantar 

sole {plantar}|. 

 

anklebone 

Bones {talus, bone} {anklebone}| {astragalus, bone} can join tibia and fibula at ankle. 

 

tarsal bone 

ankle {tarsal}. 

 

tarsus as ankle 

Seven small bones are in ankle {tarsus}|. 

 

fetlock 

Long hairs {fetlock}| can grow on back lower legs. 

 

fibula 

lower leg {fibula}|. 

 

tibia 

lower leg {tibia}|. 

 

shin of leg 

knee-to-ankle front lower leg {shin}|. 

 

patella 

kneecap {patella}|. 

 

femur 

upper leg {femur}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Head 

 

skull 

Head bone {skull}| has cranium and face bones. Face bones are maxilla, mandible bone, temporal bone, and orbit. 

Sinus is around nose-bridge. 



 

brainpan 

skull {brainpan}|. 

 

pate as head 

head top {pate}|. 

 

cranium 

Skull has a brain cover {cranium}| and face bones. 

 

sagittal 

Skull parietal bones fuse at top {sagittal}|. Vertical plane goes through sagittal line. 

 

sinus of skull 

Porous skull {sinus}| is around nose-bridge. 

 

sphenoid bone 

Skull base has wedge-shaped bone {sphenoid, bone}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Head>Jaw 

 

mandible bone 

cheek bone {mandible, cheek bone}|. 

 

maxilla 

jaws {maxilla}|. 

 

orbit of eye 

eye socket {orbit, eye}|. 

 

temporal bone 

temples {temporal bone}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Trunk 

 

pectoral girdle 

Scapula and clavicle {pectoral girdle}| hold arms. 

 

sacroiliac 

sacrum and ilium {sacroiliac}|. 

 

scapula 

shoulder blades {scapula}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Trunk>Clavicle 

 

clavicle 

collarbone {clavicle}|. 

 

wishbone 

Birds can fuse clavicles to form V-shaped bone {wishbone}| anterior to breastbone. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Trunk>Sternum 

 

sternum 

breastbone {sternum}|. 



 

gladiolus as bone 

Sternum parts {gladiolus, bone} can be above xiphisternum. 

 

manubrium 

Sternum parts {manubrium} can be above xiphisternum. 

 

xiphoid 

The smallest sternum parts {xiphoid} {xiphisternum} can be below gladiolus and manubrium. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Trunk>Vertebrae 

 

vertebra 

Surrounding neural cord are 33 backbones {vertebra, spine}| {spine, vertebra}, which have flexible joints. Vertebrae 

are cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacrum, and coccyx. 

 

cervical 

neck {cervical}|. 

 

thoracic vertebrae 

ribs {thoracic}|. 

 

lumbar 

lower back {lumbar}|. 

 

sacrum 

pelvis {sacrum}|. 

 

coccyx 

lower tip {coccyx}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Trunk>Pelvis 

 

pelvis 

Ileus, ischium, and pubis fuse {pelvic girdle} {pelvis}| to hold legs. 

 

ileus 

middle back {ileus}|. 

 

ischium 

sides {ischium}|. 

 

pubis 

front {pubis}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Bones>Trunk>Rib 

 

rib cage 

ribs {rib cage}|. 

 

true rib 

Top seven rib pairs {true rib}| {sternal rib} attach to sternum. 

 

false rib 

Bottom five rib pairs {false rib}| do not attach to sternum. Top three false ribs connect to costal cartilage of rib above 

them. 



 

floating rib 

Bottom two false ribs {floating rib}| {fluctuating rib} {vertebral rib} have no attachment in front. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Grade 

 

digitigrade 

Dogs and cats have fast running skeletons {digitigrade}. 

 

plantigrade 

People have slow running skeletons {plantigrade}. 

 

unguligrade 

Horses and deer have the fastest running skeletons {unguligrade}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skeleton>Kinds 

 

axial skeleton 

Rib cage, sternum, and vertebrae make main skeleton {axial skeleton}. 

 

appendicular skeleton 

Arm and leg bones {appendicular skeleton} relate to appendages. 

 

endoskeleton 

Human skeletons are inside body {endoskeleton}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin 

 

skin 

Body covering {skin}| has epidermis and dermis layers. Skin glands make oil and water and eliminate salt wastes. 

Most animals have drier skins than humans. 

skin color 

Skin color depends on epidermis yellow tinge, epidermis translucence, and skin-cell pigment amount and type: 

yellow, brown, or red. Melanin absorbs ultraviolet light and scavenges free radicals. Ultraviolet-B light causes 

melanocyte increase. 

Chimpanzee skin is light colored, with pink skin at face, hands, and feet. Homo ergaster probably had little or no 

hair and had many more sweat glands. 

High ultraviolet-A light reduces blood folic-acid concentration, needed for spermatogenesis and avoiding neural-

tube defects. Ultraviolet-B light starts skin vitamin-D production. Vitamin D is for calcium absorption and for skeleton 

and immune-system development. Skin color balances these, with women having slightly lighter skin to absorb more 

calcium. 

 

dermatome 

Spinal nerves receive sensory signals from skin areas {dermatome}. 

 

glabrous skin 

Skin {glabrous skin}| can be hairless. Hairy skin is thinner than glabrous skin. 

 

lacrimal 

about tears {lacrimal}|. 

 

sweat 

Skin regulates heat loss by constricting or opening capillaries and regulating fluid {sweat}| production from glands 

{sweat gland}. 90% of heat loss is through skin. After temperature reaches 25 C, eccrine sweat glands affect 

temperature regulation. Anterior hypothalamus affects eccrine sweat glands. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Layers 

 

epidermis of skin 

Outer connective-tissue layers {epidermis, skin}| can have surface dead cells, which come from living and dividing 

cells below dead cells. Hairs and gland tubes go through epidermis. 

 

dermis 

Inner connective-tissue layers {dermis}| can have nerves, blood vessels, sense receptors, mechanoreceptors, sweat 

glands, oil glands, pigments, fat cells, and hair follicles. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Feather 

 

penna 

Birds have contour feathers {penna}|. They also have down feathers and plumes. 

 

pinfeather 

Growing feathers {pinfeather}| have hard sheaths. 

 

pinion feather 

Bird wings or outer rear-wing edges contain main feathers {pinion feather}|. 

 

plumage 

Birds have feathers {plumage}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Features 

 

foreskin 

Skin {foreskin}| {prepuce} can cover glans penis. Circumcision removes prepuce. 

 

pigmentation 

skin color {pigmentation}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Features>Head 

 

comb on head 

Soft mounds {comb, bird}| can be on domesticated-fowl crowns. 

 

crest on head 

Mounds {crest, bird}| can be on bird-head tops. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Features>Whorl 

 

whorl 

Finger and toe tips have fingerprints that typically have swirls {whorl}|. 

 

dermal papillae 

Meissner's corpuscles lie in rows just below epidermis in fingertip surface ridges {dermal papillae}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Features>Wrinkle 

 

wrinkle 

Collagen makes skin firm, and lack makes skin thin {wrinkle}. Elastin makes skin flexible. Glycosaminoglycans 

absorb water. Retinol, retin-A, or retinoin can prevent wrinkles by stimulating collagen production. 

 

crow's feet 

Wrinkles {crow's feet}| can be at outer eye corners. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Features>Neck 

 

dewlap 

Loose skin {dewlap}| can hang from neck fronts. 

 

wattle 

Skin {wattle}| can hang from chicken, turkey, and lizard neck or throat. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Features>Birthmark 

 

birthmark 

At birth, skin can have discoloration or unusual texture in small regions {birthmark}|. 

 

strawberry mark 

People can have red birthmarks {strawberry mark}| on faces or scalps. 

 

nevus 

mole or birthmark {nevus}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Features>Scab 

 

scab on skin 

Thick skin {scab, wound} can cover healed wounds. 

 

callus of skin 

Thick hard coverings {callus, skin}| can be over plant or animal wounds. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Glands 

 

apocrine 

Gland cells {apocrine} can release hormones by shedding apex. 

 

eccrine 

Exocrine glands {eccrine} include sweat glands. 

 

merocrine 

Glands {merocrine} can secrete hormones without shedding cell parts. 

 

sebaceous gland 

Skin glands {sebaceous gland} can secrete sebum, which bacteria eat to make bad odors. 

 

sebum 

Sebaceous glands secrete carbohydrate {sebum}, which bacteria eat to make bad odors. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Glands>Mammary 

 

mammary gland 

Modified sweat glands {mammary gland}| {teat} produce milk for infants. 

 

milk from mammary 

Mammary glands produce sweet protein-rich and fat-rich liquid {milk}|, for infants. 

 

udder 

Female cows, sheep, and goats have rear-underside bags {udder}| that contain mammary glands. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Hair 

 

hair 

Heads have 100,000 hairs {hair, human}. Hairs grow several years, five inches a year. Follicles then become 

dormant, and hairs fall out. Later, new hair grows. Humans have less hair, because they have many more sweat glands 

with which to stay cool. 

 

hair follicle 

Hair holders {hair follicle}| have growing and non-growing phases. Dermal papilla are deep in dermis, organize hair 

follicles, and start hair matrix. Wnt signaling proteins induce hair follicles and control hair-growing cycle. Hairs fall out 

after bottom cells die. 

region 

Hairs have inner and outer sheathes. Hair follicles have attached muscles, which can form goosebumps, and nearby 

sebaceous glands. 

curl 

Flat follicles make curly hair. 

color 

Hair, fur, and feathers are dead skin cells. Pigments, air bubbles, and rough or smooth surfaces cause color. 

 

cowlick 

Head hair {cowlick}| can grow in another direction than other hair. 

 

forelock 

Hair {forelock}| can grow from or fall over forehead. Horse manes typically have forelocks. 

 

pelt 

fur {pelt}. 

 

stubble 

short unshaven facial hair {stubble}. 

 

tress 

woman's long hair {tress}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Organ>Skin>Nail 

 

nail on finger 

Fingernails and toenails {nail, finger}| come from nailbeds. 

 

cuticle of skin 

Fingernail and toenail edges have hard skin {cuticle, fingernail}|. Annelids and other invertebrates have hard thin 

coverings. 

 

nail bed 

Fingernails and toenails come from digit-tip skin-pad cells {nail bed}. 

 

talon 

claw {talon, claw}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Classification 

 

division of animals 

Animal (Animalia) groups {division, animals} are mostly invertebrates. 

properties 

Animals (Eumetazoa) (Metazoa) can have many eukaryotic cells. Animals digest internally {heterotrophic}. Animal 

cells have no cell walls. Animals can move. Embryos have blastula stage. 



evolution 

Animals evolved from eukaryotic collared flagellates {choanoflagellates}. Some sponges have choanocytes. 

Choanoflagellates, fungi, and parasitic protists {opisthokonts} have posterior flagellum, as sperm do. Other 

eukaryotes have anterior flagellum or no flagellum. 

Comb jellies were the first animals, and other animals evolved from them. 

symmetry 

Animals can have bilateral symmetry (Bilateria) or radial symmetry. 

Placozoans have no symmetry. 

Ctenophores and Cnidaria are radially symmetric. Echinoderms are radially symmetric. 

symmetry: bilateral 

Protostomes and deuterostomes are Bilateria. 

Orthonectids (Orthonectida), rhombozoans (Rhombozoa), Myxozoa, Acoelomorpha, and cycliophora are Bilateria 

but are not protostomes or deuterostomes. 

archenteron 

Animals can open first {archenteron} at mouth (Protostomia) or first at anus (Deuterostomia). 

coelom 

Protostomes have mesoderm from gastrula interior {schizocoelous development}. Deuterostomes have mesoderm 

from endoderm invagination {enterocoelic pouching}. 

protostomes 

Protostomes are Lophotrochozoa, Trochozoa or Platyzoa, or Ecdysozoa. 

Lophotrochozoa are segmented annelids worms and molluscs, plus arrow worms, bryozoans and ectoprocts and 

moss animals, entroprocts, gastrotrichs, lampshells, lophophorates, phoronids, proboscis worms, and sipunculan 

worms. 

Trochozoa are flatworms and rotifers, plus spiny-headed worms, gnathostomulida, micrognathozoa, and cycliophora. 

Ecdysozoa are ciliated protozoans, comb jellies or ctenophors, cnidarians or coelenterates, sponges, nematodes, and 

arthropods, plus gordian worms and horsehair worms, kinorhynchs, loriciferans, placozoa, priapulans, velvet worms, 

and water bears. 

protostomes: evolution 

From protostomes came Schizocoelia, Bryozoa, Parenchymia, and Gnathifera (Spiralia) and Gastrotricha, Introverta, 

and Cephaloryncha (Cycloneuralia). 

Schizocoelia are Sipuncula and Articulata: Mollusca, Annelida, and Panarthropoda. Panarthropoda are 

Onchyophora, Tardigrada, and Arthopoda. 

Bryozoa are Ectoprocta and Entoprocta. 

Parenchymia are Nemertini and Platyhelminthes. 

Gnathifera are Rotifera, Gnathostomulida, and Chaetognatha. 

Introverta are Nematoda and Nematomorpha. 

Cephaloryncha are Priapulida, Kinorhyncha, and Loricifera. 

deuterostomes 

Deuterostomes are echinoderms, acorn worms or hemichordates, and chordates, plus gnathostomulids. 

deuterostomes: evolution 

Echinodermata and Pterobranchia ancestors and Phoronida and Brachiopoda ancestors split. 

Hemichordata ancestors and Echinodermata and Pterobranchia ancestors split. 

Chordata ancestors and Hemichordata ancestors split. 

invertebrates 

Major invertebrates are protozoa (Protozoa), sponges (Porifera), jellyfish and corals (Coelenterata), hydroids 

(Hydroida), flatworms (Platyhelmintha), roundworms (Nematoda), earthworms (Annelida), insects and crustaceans 

(Arthropoda), clams (Mollusca), and starfish (Enchinodermata). Minor invertebrates are acorn worms, clictors, 

ctenophors, gastrotricha, lampshells, moss animals, phoronids, proboscis worms, rotifers, sipunculans, and velvet 

worms or onychophora. 

vertebrates 

Chordates include vertebrates. Vertebrates split from Ecdysozoa. 

 

classification of animals 

Animal classes {classification, animal} can depend on body organization. 

cell differentiation 

Animal cells differentiate into tissues and organs in patterns. 



symmetry 

Animals differ in symmetry: radial or axial. 

body cavity 

Animals differ in body cavity. Some animals have one cavity with mouth opening. Some animals have alimentary 

canal tube from mouth to anus, surrounded by coelom tube from mouth to anus. 

segmentation 

Animals differ in body-segment number and differentiation. 

nervous system 

Animals differ in body and nervous-system structure. 

 

segmentation of body 

Number of repeated body structures {segmentation, body}| can differ. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds 

 

animals 

Animals {animals} range from protozoa to humans. Animals can have internal or external skeletons. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Protozoa 

 

protozoa 

Single-cell animals {protozoa}| {unicellular animal} (Protista) live in water. Protozoa have no cell walls or can have 

chitin cell walls. Protozoa can have specialized organelles, such as flagella, cilia, neurofibrils, vacuoles, and eyespots. 

Protozoa are motile. Protozoa require nutrients. 

electrochemical 

Protozoa have membrane ion channels and have membrane receptors for light, chemicals, and touch. They maintain 

electric-voltage differences across cell membranes, because salt and protein concentrations inside cells are different 

than outside. 

 

contractile vacuole 

Fresh-water protozoa fill vacuoles {contractile vacuole} with excess water and then eject water. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Protozoa>Classes 

 

flagellate protozoa 

Protozoa {flagellate, protozoa}| (Flagellata) can be oval, have flagella, and have gullets or pseudopods. Euglena are 

flagellates. Sleeping-sickness protozoa are flagellates. Multicellular plants and marine metazoa evolved from 

flagellates. 

 

flesh-like protozoa 

Protozoa {flesh-like protozoa} (Sarcodina) can move by pseudopods. Amoebae eat by surrounding food with two 

pseudopods to make food vacuoles. Foraminifers secrete chalky shells with pores for pseudopods. Radiolarians secrete 

silica skeletons. 

 

fresh-water protozoa 

Protozoa {fresh-water protozoa} can live in fresh water. They fill contractile vacuoles with excess water and then 

eject water. 

 

spore former 

Protozoa {spore former} (Sporozoa) can be parasites, form spores {zoospore}, and have no cilia or flagella. Malaria 

plasmodium forms spores. 

 

stentor 

Protozoa {stentor} (Infusoria) can have trumpet shapes, for ciliated spiral feeding funnels. 

 



sustorian 

Protozoa {sustorian} can move by cilia {mobile stage, protozoa} when young, attach to substrates by stalks when 

mature {sessile stage, protozoa}, and have cytoplasm tentacles that hold or pierce prey. 

 

Toxoplasma 

Protozoa {Toxoplasma} (Toxoplasma gondii) can sexually reproduce in cat species. Toxoplasma infect mammals 

and birds through transmission in feces, food animals, and soil. They form cysts {oocyst} that enter immune dendritic 

cells when in intestine. 

 

vorticella 

Protozoa {vorticella} (Peritricha) can have cilia, have goblet-shaped bodies, and be retractile. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Protozoa>Classes>Ciliate 

 

ciliate 

Protozoa (Ciliata) {ciliate}| can have cilia. Paramecia have oval shape, 2500 cilia, and two contractile vacuoles. 

sensation 

Paramecia have bilateral receptors, have neurofibril between basal bodies, and can sense if stimulus is from front or 

rear. 

reproduction 

Paramecia have one micronucleus for reproduction and one macronucleus for metabolism. Paramecia have eight 

mating types. 

movement 

Paramecia swim by spiraling forward. Touch, heat, cold, chemicals, and light change cilia beating and so swimming 

direction and speed, separately on each side. Paramecia cilia on both sides can go forward or reverse, or one side can go 

forward while other side does nothing. 

 

anal pore 

Paramecia have holes {anal pore} in cell walls, from which waste leaves. 

 

gullet 

Paramecia have fixed tubes {gullet}| in cell walls, with vacuoles at base. 

 

trachocyst 

Near cell walls, paramecia have small bodies {trachocyst}, which send out filaments to hold prey. 

 

conjugation in protozoa 

Mating {conjugation, protozoa}| merges cytoplasms and exchanges nuclear material. 

 

kappa particle 

Bodies {kappa particle} divide independently and secrete ribonucleoprotein, which kills paramecia without kappa 

particles. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Invertebrate 

 

invertebrate 

650 million years ago to 530 million years ago, animal phyla {invertebrate} evolved from protozoa. 

types 

Invertebrate types include anthozoans, crustaceans, ctenophors, echinoderms, insects, mollusks, stars, and worms. 

Lower invertebrates include ctenophors, coelenterates, flatworms, gastrotricha, proboscis worms, rotifers, roundworms, 

sipunculans, and sponges. Higher invertebrates include acorn worms, annelids, arthropods, clictors, lampshells, 

molluscs, moss animals, onychophora, phoronids, and starfish. 

stimuli 

Invertebrates sense chemical stimuli. Invertebrates can learn by touch but cannot distinguish shapes. Invertebrates 

have no joint receptors or proprioceptors, do not know muscle contraction or relaxation degree, and do not know body 

position. Invertebrates do not feel motivations, such as hunger or thirst. 



learning 

Invertebrates can learn to manipulate objects. 

 

lower invertebrate 

650 million years ago to 530 million years ago, early invertebrates {lower invertebrate} {marine invertebrate} 

{marine metazoa} had receptors, nerves, muscles, and glands. Enzyme, transmitter, hormone, messenger, and 

electrical-signal patterns coordinated behavior. 

 

coelom invertebrate 

600 million years ago, body structures {coelom, invertebrate}| had a mesoderm cavity {schizocoelom} or had gut-

cavity pouches {enterocoelom}. 

 

Bilateria 

Later invertebrates {Bilateria} were bilaterally symmetric [-590000000], with front and back and right and left. 

Bilateria include protostomes and deuterostomes. Body parts were in pairs, one right and one left {bilateral symmetry, 

body}, and body had front and back. 

 

roundish flat worm 

The first Bilateria (Urbilateria) included rounded flatworms {roundish flat worm}| (RFW). Chordates split from 

roundish flatworms 530 million years ago. 

 

higher invertebrate 

530 million years ago to 440 million years ago, later invertebrates {higher invertebrate} had ganglia, separate mouth 

and anus, muscular guts, developed circulatory systems, and coeloms. Chordates split from roundish flatworms 530 

million years ago. For example, arthropods have nervous system on front, and vertebrates have nervous system on 

back. Both animal groups use same two genes for front and back, but chordate dorsal side is homologous with 

arthropod ventral side. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Protostomes 

 

protostome 

During Bilateria development, inner tube can open to outside head first {protostome}, not anus first as in 

deuterostomes. Protostomes include Trochozoa, Lophotrochozoa, and Ecdysozoa. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Rotifer 

 

rotifer 

Trochozoa protostome worms (Rotifera) {rotifer} {wheel animal} (Monogononta) can be microscopic and aquatic. 

Rotifers have bladders, nervous systems, and flame cells. Anterior ends have spoked cilia rings. 

 

cell constant 

Rotifera have same cell number {cell constant}. They cannot repair damage or grow after development finishes. 

 

mastox 

Rotifera have complete digestive tracts, including primitive stomachs {mastox}. 

 

pseudocoelom 

Rotifera have body cavity {pseudocoelom} between body wall and gut wall. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Flatworm 

 

flatworm 

Trochozoa protostome bilaterally-symmetric worms {flatworm} (Platyhelminthes) can have mesoderm, have 

gastrovascular cavities, have muscular pharynx past mouth, and have reproductive organs. 

front and back 

Bodies have front and back. They keep back upward. 



longitudinal 

Bodies are longitudinal, with head, trunk, and tail, requiring body orientation. Head is body part that moves first, 

holds forward senses, and has mouth. 

movement 

Flatworms move by cilia, using muscular contraction. Muscles have opposing motions and have rhythms controlled 

by different cells. 

nervous system 

Flatworms have one brain ganglion with interconnected ventral nerves. Flatworms fused head ganglia to make brain. 

Marine-flatworm brain bimodal neurons can habituate to vibration offset, using vibration-sensitive and tactile-

sensitive interneurons. They can habituate to illumination offset, using light-sensitive interneurons. 

senses 

Flatworms have pigmented eyespot cells and can detect light, smell, and touch. 

 

slime mucus 

Flatworms secrete sugary substances {slime}| from gland cells. 

 

cuticle layer 

Intestinal and blood flatworms have thick outer layers {cuticle, fluke}|. 

 

flame cell 

Planaria excrete through tubes, from intestine to surface pores, which are lined with ciliated cells {flame cell}, to 

move water and waste out. 

 

proglottid 

Ribbon worms have sections {proglottid} formed by budding behind head. 

 

schistosome 

Male flukes have one slit {schistosome}|, into which smaller female fits. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Flatworm>Classes 

 

fluke 

One-centimeter-long intestinal and blood flatworms {fluke} look like planaria, have suckers, are blood and liver 

parasites, have no cilia, have thick cuticle, and have generation alternation. 

life cycle 

Flukes lay eggs, in animal urine or feces, which hatch into larvae {miricadia}. Larvae enter snails and change into 

different larvae {cercariae}, which can bore into skin, though they have no teeth, and then go to liver. In liver, male and 

female join {schistosomula} and enter blood to go to intestine and bladder. Adults have covering {tegument} that has 

few surface proteins but can bind human proteins. Adults can live 30 years. 

 

planaria 

Common flatworms {planaria}| {planarion} like still fresh water, can be parasites, respire by diffusion, and have 

tubes with flame cells to move water and waste out. For regeneration, smed-betacatenin-1 gene product indicates head, 

and Wnt gene product indicates tail. 

 

tapeworm 

Ribbon worms {ribbon worm} {tapeworm, animal}| can have suckers, or one ring of hooks, to attach to vertebrate 

intestines. Tapeworms are ribbon-like, have no mouth, have no digestive system, absorb food, and have proglottids. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Gastrotricha 

 

Gastrotricha 

Lophotrochozoa protostome worms {Gastrotricha} can be microscopic rotifer-like aquatic worms. Some species 

have no males but reproduce by parthenogenesis. Gastrotricha are cell constant. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Sipunculan 

 

sipunculan 

Worms {sipunculan} are Lophotrochozoa. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Moss Animal 

 

moss animal 

Lophotrochozoa protostome worms {moss animal}| (Bryozoa) can have coelom and have carbonate or protein shells. 

Budding makes colonies grow, and sexual reproduction makes new colonies. Mouth and anus are at (Entoprocta) or 

near (Ectoprocta) lophophore. They have U-shaped digestive systems and have vase or tube shapes. 

 

lophophore 

Moss animals have circular ridges with tentacles {lophophore} at top. 

 

sea mat 

Moss animals form colonies {sea mat}, on seaweed. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Proboscis Worm 

 

proboscis worm 

Lophotrochozoa protostome worms {proboscis worm} (Nemertea) can be harmless, live in ocean, be 20 centimeters 

to 2 meters long, have narrow bodies, and have complete digestive tracts. Proboscis worms have circulatory systems, 

containing red blood cells, separate from digestive systems. They have two nerve ganglia connected by one nerve-fiber 

ring, with two long nerves down back. They have flame cells. 

 

proboscis of worm 

Proboscis worms have one long hollow muscular tube {proboscis}|, which everts from anterior end to get food. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Phoronida 

 

tube worm 

Lophotrochozoa protostome worms {tube worm} {tubeworm} (Pogonophora) (Vestimentifera) can make tubes in 

which to live. 

 

feather duster worm 

Sabellastarte longa tube worms {feather duster worm} have tentacles with small branches, on both central-axis sides. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Clictor 

 

clictor 

Protostomes {clictor}| (Amphineura) can live in ocean and eat algae. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mollusc 

 

mollusc 

Lophotrochozoa protostomes {mollusc}| (Mollusca) {mollusk} can have hard carbonate shells. Molluscs are second 

largest phylum: oyster, clam, octopus, squid, snail, slug, and giant squid. Land snails are molluscs with lungs. Squid 

seem to feel pain. Molluscs have ganglia groups, each controlling one activity, in ring around gut. Snails have simple 

eyes. Squid and octopus have compound eyes. Other organ systems are like those in arthropods. 

 

foot of mollusc 

Molluscs have broad flat appendages {foot, mollusc} for creeping. 

 

mantle of mollusc 

Molluscs have sheaths {mantle, mollusc} covering visceral mass and foot. 



 

radula 

Pharynx has hard parts {radula}|, to break plants or shells. Oysters and clams have no radula. 

 

visceral mass 

Molluscs have body-organ masses {visceral mass}. 

 

siphon 

Bivalves have tubes {siphon, bivalve}| that send water out. 

 

rhabdom 

Eye microvilli can lie parallel, exhibit dichroism {rhabdom}, and detect polarized-light polarization plane. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mollusc>Bivalve 

 

bivalve 

Molluscs {bivalve}| (Pelecypoda) can have two shells, hinged at one side, no foot, one tube and valve that takes in 

water, and siphon tubes that send water out. Gills filter flowing water. Mucus carries food to mouth. Bivalves include 

oysters, clams, mussels, cockles, and scallops. Foot comes out of shell for movement. Clams and mussels burrow. 

Oysters do not move. Scallops move by clamping shells shut. 

 

byssus 

Mussels have sticky threads {byssus}. 

 

tridacna clam 

Large clams {giant clam} {tridacna clam} can burrow. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mollusc>Cephalopod 

 

cephalopod 

Molluscs {cephalopod} (Cephalopoda) include squid, cuttlefish, octopus, and nautilus. 

evolution 

Cephalopods began 500,000,000 years ago. 

anatomy 

Head and foot combine. Eight tentacles in octopus, or ten tentacles in squid, have suckers. Two beaks are in mouth. 

Mantle can fill with water and eject water for jet propulsion movement after mantle receives signals from giant axons. 

Ink sac squirts to confuse enemies. 

anatomy: shell 

Cephalopods have little or no shell, as in squid and octopus, or chambered shells, as in nautilus. Nautilus secretes gas 

into chambers, to float. 

anatomy: eye 

Eyes develop from skin folds. Octopus rapidly learns visual and tactile discriminations by trial-and-error and can 

learn complex landscape, using same visual cues that people do. Nautilus eyes are pinholes, with statocysts and eye 

muscles. Other cephalopods have eyes with photoreceptors in microvilli at right angles, to detect plane-polarized light. 

anatomy: brain 

Statocysts can detect three-dimensional movement. A cephalopod brain region acts like cerebellum. Cephalopods 

have visual-memory brain structures. They have no myelin. 

blood 

Hemocyanin copper protein, which has low oxygen-carrying capacity, causes green blood. 

 

chambered nautilus 

Cephalopods {chambered nautilus} {nautilus} can be tropical and have shells. Nautilus has visual pits, which are 

indentations with pigmented cells and focus light like pinhole cameras. 

 

ammonite 

Flat spiral-shelled, octopus-like sea animals {ammonite}| are extinct. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mollusc>Gastropod 

 

gastropod 

Molluscs {gastropod} {univalve} {gastropoda} include snail, limpet, abalone, and slug. During development, they 

twist so anus is above head. They have one heart, one gill, one kidney, one gonad, one valve, and one muscular foot. 

 

abalone 

Gastropods {abalone} can have large colorful shells. 

 

conch 

Tropical gastropods {conch} can have spiral shells. 

 

limpet 

Small shelled gastropods can stick to tidal rocks {limpet}. 

 

triton mollusc 

Large gastropods {triton} can have spiral shells. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mollusc>Gastropod>Nudibranch 

 

nudibranch 

Marine slugs and marine snails {nudibranch}| have no shells. 

 

cone snail 

Sea snails {cone snail} can make peptide toxin {cone snail venom} {conantokin} that paralyzes fish or molluscs by 

affecting calcium-ion channels. Cone snails shoot out one tube with poison at end. 500 species have 50,000 different 

peptides. 

 

marine slug 

Marine gastropods can have no shells {sea slug} {marine slug}. 

 

marine snail 

Marine gastropods {pteropod} {sea snail, mollusc} {marine snail} are small. 

 

slug 

Land nudibranchs {slug, mollusc} have no shells. 

 

snail as mollusc 

Nudibranchs {snail, mollusc} can live on land or in water. Land nudibranchs have shells. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Velvet Worms 

 

velvet worm 

Caterpillar-like worms (Onychophora) {velvet worm} are Ecdysozoa protostomes. Nervous, reproductive, and 

excretory systems are annelid-like. Circulatory and respiratory systems are arthropod-like. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Tardigrade 

 

tardigrade 

Ecdysozoa protostomes {tardigrade} {water bear} can be 1.5-millimeters, live from oceans to mountains, and 

survive without water. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Roundworm 

 



roundworm 

Ecdysozoa protostomes {roundworm} {nematode} can be microscopic, live on land and water, have pseudocoelom, 

have long cylindrical bodies, have cuticle, and have no cilia. Nematode parasites include hookworm, trichina worm, 

and ascaris worm. Roundworms have different sodium channels {roundworm sodium channel} in neurons than other 

phyla [Bargmann, 1998] [Niebur and Erdös, 1993]. Caenorhabditis elegans has reward-system dopamine neurons 

[Cherniak, 1995]. 

 

ascaris worm 

Roundworms {ascaris worm} can be intestinal parasites. 

 

hookworm general 

Worm {hookworm, worm} mouth hooks can stick to inner intestine walls. 

 

trichina worm 

Roundworms {trichina worm} can be intestinal parasites. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Coelenterate 

 

coelenterate 

Jellyfish, hydra, sea anemones, and corals {coelenterate}| {cnidaria} are Ecdysozoa protostomes, live in ocean, and 

have radial symmetry. 

digestion 

They have mouths with tentacles that push food into mouth. Chemicals digest food in sacs, and then pseudopods 

from endoderm make food vacuoles. 

tissues 

Tissues are epithelial, connective, muscular, nervous, and reproductive. 

senses 

Hydra and jellyfish can sense mechanical, thermal, and chemical stimuli. 

nervous system 

Coelenterates were first animals to have neurons, synapses, and nerve nets, as well as specialized sense organs, but 

coelenterates have no organized interneurons or ganglia. 

Both neural and non-neural cells transfer electrical signals by electrotonic coupling, with no chemical synapses. 

In hydra, mechanical stimulation releases acetylcholine, epinephrine, norepinephrine, serotonin, and histamine 

transmitters from neurons, which discharge nematocysts. 

classes 

Classes are watery hydroids or hydra (Hydrozoa), flowery anemones and corals (Anthozoa), and bowl-shaped jellies 

(Scyphozoa). Corals and anemones are polyploid and stationary. Bases are downward, and tentacles and mouth are 

upward. Jellyfish are medusoids, swimming with tentacles and mouth downward. 

colonies 

Portuguese man-o'-wars bud on top of each other to make colonies. 

 

cnidocyte 

Coelenterates have stinging cells {cnidocyte}, whose tips contain one nematocyst. 

 

nematocyst 

Cnidocyte tips contain one coiled stinger filament {nematocyst}, which can have poison, uncoil through cnidarian 

skin to puncture small animals, and entwine prey before digestion. 

 

mesoglea 

Coelenterates have one hollow sac with gelatin matrix {mesoglea} between endoderm and ectoderm. 

 

zooanthellae 

Bacteria {zooanthellae} live in polyps and make oxygen used to make carbonates. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Coelenterate>Anthozoa 

 



sea anemone 

Anemones {sea anemone} {anemone, coral} {coral} use vertical partitions in hollow sac to make chambers to 

increase digestive surface, have gullet between mouth and hollow sac, and secrete carbonates. Anemones have one 

stalk with top stinging-tentacle ring. Corals make reefs. Living parts are on top, and sand and dead algae and coral are 

below. 

 

brain coral 

Reef coral can look like brain cortex {brain coral} (Meandrina). 

 

gorgonian 

Coral colonies can have horny flexible branching axial skeletons {gorgonian} (Gorgonacea). Sea whips are 

gorgonians with long single stems. Sea fans have fan-shaped or tree-shaped skeletons. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Coelenterate>Hydra 

 

hydra coelenterate 

Class Hydrozoaregenerate {hydra}| (order Siphonophora) attach to substrates by epidermal-cell discs at opposite end 

from mouth, and are one centimeter long. They have asexual budding. In stagnant water, high carbon dioxide causes 

mating types. Hydra have nerve nets. Nervous system governs tissue patterns and regeneration. Hydra polypeptide also 

is in bovine and human hypothalamus. 

 

Portuguese man-o'-war 

Blue hydra {Portuguese man-o'-war} float and have tentacles. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Coelenterate>Scyphozoa 

 

jellyfish 

Scyphozoa {jellyfish}| have tentacles that move body through water and have thick mesoglea. Largest jellyfish is 

Cyanea, with 30-meter tentacles and four-meter diameter. Jellyfish have a statocyte with granules on hair cells. 

Marginal ganglia supply jellyfish rhythmic beats. 

 

medusa coelenterate 

Jellyfish can have diploid sexual polyps and then have diploid asexual forms {medusa}|. 

 

polyp as jellyfish 

Jellyfish can have diploid sexual forms {polyp, jellyfish}| and then have diploid asexual medusa. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Ctenophor 

 

Ctenophora 

Sea walnuts and comb jellies {Ctenophora} are Ecdysozoa protostomes and live in ocean. They are similar to 

coelenterates but have only two tentacles. They have no stinging cells, move by cilia, can regenerate, and balance by a 

limestone-pebble otolith on a ciliated-nerve bed. 

 

comb jelly 

Jellyfish-like ctenophors {comb jelly} (class Tentaculata) (order Lobata) can be radially symmetric, be 

hermaphroditic, and have eight cilia rows. 

 

sea walnut 

Jellyfish-like ctenophors {sea walnut} {sea gooseberry} {Venus' girdle} can be plankton eaters. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Sponge 

 

sponge as animal 

Sponges (Porifera) {sponge, animal} are Ecdysozoa protostomes, live in ocean, are slimy, have bad smells, have 

porous skeletons, and have drab colors. Sponges have no body symmetry. 



cells 

Sponges have cellular differentiation for reproduction, food gathering, and skeleton production but no special 

tissues. 

association 

Sponges are ectomesenchymal-cell associations. Specialized intercellular junctions are within mesenchyme. 

pores 

Sponges take in water and food through skeleton pores. They force water out other pores. Pore epithelio-muscular 

cells and oscular sphincters regulate water flow. 

Spindle-shaped and neuron-like mesenchymal cells are adjacent to pinacocytes and choanocytes. Large multipolar 

neuron-like cells are in collar below osculum. The neuron-like cells contain small, granular vesicles and 

norepinephrine, epinephrine, serotonin, acetylcholinesterase, and monoamine oxidase. 

sensation 

Sponges have cells that react to stimuli but no cell coordination. 

 

collar cell 

Sponges have cells {collar cell} with flagella to move water in collar, below osculum. 

 

amoebocyte 

Sponges have cells {amoebocyte} that move through matrix, collect food and water, secrete skeleton, and then 

become epidermal cells. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Sponge>Kinds 

 

calcarea 

Sponges {calcarea} can have calcium-carbonate external skeletons. 

 

demospongia 

Sponges {demospongia} can have spongin-protein external skeletons, to form soft sponges. 

 

glass sponge 

Sponges {glass sponge} can have silica external skeletons {hexactinellida}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod 

 

arthropod 

Ecdysozoa protostomes {arthropod} (Arthropoda) can have appendages. 

segmentation 

Species have numbers of body segments. All arthropods have same body plan, with six head segments {head, 

arthropod}, then middle segments {thorax, arthropod}, and then end segments {abdomen, arthropod}. 

appendages 

Arthropods have paired jointed appendages, used for swimming, walking, sperm transfer, or mouth parts. 

coelom 

Arthropods have true coelom, with reproductive organs. 

digestion 

Digestive system is annelid-like. 

excretion 

Excreting system can empty into digestive tract. 

nervous system 

Arthropod nervous systems are annelid-like, but ganglia fuse more in higher arthropods. Arthropods have ganglia 

groups, each controlling one activity, in ring around gut. 

eyes 

Compound eyes work like fish-eye lenses and show continuous scenes. Bees can process 300 images per second and 

can see ultraviolet but not reds. 

pigments 

Arthropods have hormones for pigmentation and reproduction. 



behavior 

Arthropods respond by kinesis, immobilization, orientation, or navigation. Arthropods have instincts, initiated by 

stimuli. Some arthropods have biological clocks. Arthropods can learn to run mazes. Arthropods can measure lengths 

and angles, for honeycombs and spider webs. 

 

hemocoel 

Arthropod circulatory systems have blood cavities {hemocoel} and pumping organs. 

 

exoskeleton 

Arthropods have outside skeletons {exoskeleton}, with inner chitin layer, middle rigid layer, and outer waxy layer. 

 

chelicerate 

Arachnids and horseshoe crabs have head, thorax, and abdomen fused together {chelicerate}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Crustacean 

 

crustacean 

Crustaceans {crustacean}| (Crustacea) are aquatic and live mostly in ocean. They have one mandible pair, have two 

maxillae pairs, respire by gills, and molt. They have compound eyes. They have two antenna pairs. Shrimp, crayfish, 

lobster, and crab have ten legs and can have carapace. Barnacles, water fleas, and krill have six or eight legs. Copilia 

has two eye lenses, for close vision. Vargula firefleas make intense light. 

 

compound eye 

Crustaceans have eyes {compound eye}| with similar parts. 

 

gill of arthropod 

Crustaceans respire by membranes {gill, crustacean}| in contact with flowing water in association with blood 

vessels. 

 

mandible jaw 

Crustaceans have upper and lower jaws {mandible, crustacean}|. 

 

maxillae 

Crustaceans have two cheek-part pairs {maxillae}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Crustacean>Kinds 

 

barnacle 

Small tidal filter feeders {barnacle} have free-swimming larvae. Cirripedia adults have hard shells and attach to 

rocks. 

 

trilobite 

Trilobites {trilobite} (Trilobita) are extinct, lived at ocean bottom, had three larval periods, had three longitudinal 

lobes, and were 60% of all animals during Ordovician. They began in Pre-Cambrian and lasted until Permian, 

300,000,000 years. They most closely relate to horseshoe crab. Trilobites swam, crawled, and burrowed. 

parts 

They had head {cephalon}, thorax, and tail {pygidium}, each with side lobes {pleura, trilobite} and central lobe 

{axis, trilobite}. Cephalon has top central plate {glabella} with side shells {fixed cheek}, making structure 

{cranidium}. Segments had two arthropod jointed legs, which branched to have gill surface and walking leg. Two 

antennae were on head. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Crustacean>Kinds>Decapod 

 

decapoda 

The most important crustaceans have ten legs {decapoda} {decapod} and can have carapace. They include shrimp, 

crayfish, lobster, and crab. 



 

carapace 

Decapoda can have chitin {carapace}| with calcium salts. 

 

crayfish 

Warm fresh-water decapods {crayfish} {crawfish} (Astacus) have claws. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Crustacean>Kinds>Decapod>Shrimp 

 

shrimp as crustacean 

Small long-tail decapods {shrimp, crustacean} (Natantia) have fused head and thorax and segmented abdomen. 

 

prawn as arthropod 

Decapods {prawn, crustacean} can be large shrimp. 

 

krill 

Baleen whales eat euphausiacea crustaceans {krill}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Crustacean>Kinds>Decapod>Lobster 

 

lobster as arthropod 

Large decapods {lobster, crustacean} have claws. Homaridae have eye stalks {eyestalk}. Homaridae have 

astaxanthin pigment, which binds to beta-crusta-cyanin protein and is insoluble. 

 

spiny lobster 

Decapods {spiny lobster} (Palinuridaecan) can have no claws and spiny carapace. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Crustacean>Kinds>Decapod>Crab 

 

crab 

Simple crabs (Merostomata) {crab} have ten legs, have pinching claws, and are chelicerates. Crabs include king 

crab. Horseshoe-crab eyes can see contrasts and use reflection. Blue-crab males have blue claws. Callinectes sapidus 

are soft-shell swimming crabs. 

 

fiddler crab 

Burrowing crabs {fiddler crab} can have males with one large claw and one small claw. 

 

horseshoe crab 

Large crustaceans {horseshoe crab} have hard tails. 

 

king crab 

Alaska king crab or Japanese king crab {king crab} has claw width up to 3 meters, weighs up to 5 kilograms, and is 

white inside. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect 

 

insect 

Insects {insect}| (Insecta) have six legs, have up to eleven abdomen segments, have no legs on abdomen, have 

tracheae, and have simple or compound eyes. Insects can have a small connection between first and second abdomen 

segments. Insects can have diapause. Insects can form social colonies. 

types 

Main orders are bees and wasps and ants (Hymenoptera), butterflies (Lepidoptera), and beetles (Coleoptera). Insects 

are the largest class, with 25 orders, and include cricket, katydid, grasshopper, walking stick or mantis, flea, firefly, 

ladybug, ant, honeybee, wasp, yellow jacket, hornet, bee, beetle, moth, butterfly, and termite. 

 



ovipositor 

Hymenoptera females have one tube {ovipositor}, which can also sting, to insert eggs into hosts. 

 

ommatidia 

Crab, bee, and fly have 1000 photoreceptors {ommatidia}, connected to inhibitory retina. 

 

colony of insects 

Bees, ants, and termites have associated individuals {colony, arthropod}|, with one female queen. 

ants 

Bees and ants have male drones. Ants can take slaves. Sterile female worker ants feed soldiers, king or drones, and 

queen. 

bees 

Queen bee lays fertilized eggs to make workers, soldiers, and new queen. Workers receive no special food. Soldiers 

receive royal jelly and then nectar and pollen. New queen receives only royal jelly. Queen lays unfertilized eggs to 

make king or drones. Queen and king or drones have wings, to fly away to start new colonies. Oldest worker bees get 

water, pollen, and nectar. Middle-age bees secrete wax, clean up, store food, and guard hive. Young worker bees feed 

larvae and prepare hexagonal cells for eggs. Bees can recognize colors, except reds. Bees do circling and wagging 

dances, which show food source angle, direction, distance, and amount. 

termites 

Termites have one male king. Termites that build mud mounds follow rules about when to add and when to remove 

mud. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Metamorphosis 

 

metamorphosis 

Moths, bees, butterflies, and flies can have large changes between developmental stages {metamorphosis}|. In first 

metamorphosis stage, egg develops. Then larva hatches from egg, crawls, eats, and looks worm-like. Larva is 

caterpillar for moths and butterflies, maggot for flies, and grub for bees. Larva molts several times, then makes pupa. 

Adult breaks pupa cocoon, pumps blood into folded parts, and secretes chitin to harden exoskeleton. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Metamorphosis>Hormone 

 

prothoracicotropic hormone 

Chilling causes secretion of hormone {prothoracicotropic hormone} that induces prothoracic glands to secrete 

ecdysone. 

 

prothoracic gland 

Chilling secretes prothoracicotropic hormone, which induces glands {prothoracic gland} to secrete ecdysone. 

 

ecdysone 

Prothoracic gland secretes growth and differentiation hormone {ecdysone}, which produces molting fluid. 

 

juvenile hormone 

Metamorphosis hormones {juvenile hormone} can prevent pupa formation and allow molting. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Metamorphosis>Stage 

 

grub 

Bee larva {grub}| molts several times. 

 

maggot 

Fly larva {maggot}| molts several times. 

 

caterpillar 

Moth and butterfly larva {caterpillar}| {larva} molts several times. 

 



pupa 

Last moth and butterfly larval stage is cocoon {pupa}| {chrysalis}, which has molting. 

 

disc of arthropod 

Collapsed folded adults {disc} can develop from special larva egg cells. 

 

diapause 

Insects can have dormant periods {diapause}| as adults. 

 

imago 

Lepidoptera undergo metamorphosis through egg, larva, pupa, and adult {imago}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Molting 

 

molt 

Grasshoppers and other insects can have larval stages {molt}|, in which epidermal glands make enzyme that breaks 

down inside cuticle. Then folded inner cuticle grows. Then water or air intake breaks hard outer cuticle. Then new 

cuticle hardens, using calcium carbonate. 

 

x organ 

Cell groups {x organ} and sinus gland have hormone that prevents molting. 

 

sinus gland 

x organ has axon-tip bundles {sinus gland} that have hormone that prevents molting. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Flying 

 

flying insect 

Flying {flying insect}| can be hovering, flapping, or flipping. 

wing 

In wing stroke, leading-edge vortex above wing increases lift, because vortex does not detach {delayed stall}. At 

stroke end, wing rotates to give lift {rotational lift}, like backspin on rising fastballs. At upstroke, wing goes through 

downstroke wake at orientation that provides lift {wake capture}. Fly hind wings act like gyroscopes to sense body 

orientation. Flies beat wings at 200 beats per second, under muscle-tension control. 

metabolism 

Flying is four times more efficient than ground locomotion but uses ten times more energy. Flying muscles have 

highest metabolic rates. Air has higher viscosity-to-density ratio and so is more viscous than water kinetically. 

 

flap 

Flying can involve flapping {flapping} wings up and down. 

 

flip 

Flying can involve moving wings in figure eights, with body horizontal {flipping}. 

 

hovering 

Flying {hovering}| can use horizontal-wing movements and twists with body vertical. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Arachnida 

 

arachnid 

Insects {arachnid}| (Arachnida) can respire by tracheae or book lungs, have simple eyes, have poison claws on head, 

have eight legs, have no antenna, be carnivores, and be chelicerates. Spider, scorpion, tick, and mite are arachnids. 

 

book lung 

Arachnids respire by tracheae or by membranes that look like books {book lung}. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Arachnida>Kinds 

 

black widow spider 

Large black spiders {black widow spider} have neurotoxic poison. 

 

chigger 

Mites {chigger} can be skin infesting. 

 

daddy longlegs 

Arachnids {daddy longlegs} can have long legs and small bodies. 

 

diving spider 

European water mites {diving spider} (Argyoneta aquatica) can make underwater webs. 

 

jumping spider 

Spiders {jumping spider} can have 2000 retina receptors but no ganglion cells. Main eye has fovea with 30 cells 10 

arc-minutes apart. Main eyes scan objects from one side to another for 1 to 2 seconds. If no recognition, scan repeats. 

Main eye can rotate 25 degrees for 5 to 15 seconds to learn line orientation. Objects detected are other jumping spiders, 

small and moving prey, big and coming close predator, or objects to investigate further. Other eyes detect movement 

and initiate saccades, based on angle between stimulus and body axis. Other eyes take 100 milliseconds to check if 

saccade succeeds. 

 

mite insect 

Arachnids {mite, arthropod} (Acarina) can be small. 

 

scorpion 

Arachnids {scorpion} can have high curving tails with poisonous sting. 

 

spider 

Arachnids {spider, insect} can have eight legs and two body parts and make webs. 

 

tarantula 

Large fuzzy spiders {tarantula} can bite. 

 

tick 

Arachnids {tick} can be blood-sucking. 

 

widow spider 

Black widow spider, Australian red-back widow spider, and brown widow spider {widow spider} (Latrodectus) have 

neurotoxic poisons. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Chilopoda 

 

centipede animal 

Insects {centipede} (Chilopoda) can have segment leg pairs, be fast carnivores, live on land, have poison claws 

behind head, respire by trachea, and have flattened bodies. 

 

ocellus 

Centipedes and millipedes can have simple eyes {ocellus}. 

 

trachea of centipede 

Centipedes respire by air tubes {trachea, centipede}. 

 

inchworm 

Caterpillars {inchworm} {measuring worm} can raise middle then stretch out to move. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Cladocera 

 

water flea 

Small free-swimming fresh-water copepods {water flea} (Cladocera) {daphnid} can have large median eyes, pear-

shaped bodies, and long antennae. 

 

copepod 

Insects {copepod} can have single-channel scanning eyes, like scanning beams in television cameras or electron 

beams in TV tubes. Copepods are in plankton. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Coleoptera 

 

beetle 

Insects (Coleoptera) {beetle}| can have two wing pairs, two wing covers, and two thin wings. Horny front wings 

cover back wings, at rest. Mouth is for biting. Stenocara condenses fog on its back and tilts head down to receive water. 

 

boll weevil 

Beetles {boll weevil} can live and hatch in cotton balls. 

 

click beetle 

Insects {click beetle} (Elateridae) can click when springing from back to feet. 

 

Japanese beetle 

Shiny green beetles {Japanese beetle} can eat plants. 

 

june beetle 

Beetles {june beetle} can be large, be brown, live in North America, and eat leaves. Larvae feed on grass roots. 

 

ladybug 

Small red beetles {ladybug} can have black spots. 

 

meal worm 

Tenebrio molitor {darkling beetle} {mealworm} {meal worm} larvae are slender, have hard bodies, and eat grains 

and cereals. 

 

scarab beetle 

large black beetle {scarab beetle}. 

 

stinkbug 

Beetles {stinkbug} can have bad smell. 

 

water beetle 

Smooth oval-body beetles {water beetle} (Dytiscidae) have flattened hind legs for swimming. 

 

weevil 

Beetles {weevil} (Curculionidae) can eat plants. Snouts curve down. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Dermaptera 

 

ear wig 

Insects {ear wig} (Dermaptera) can have rear pincers. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Dictyoptera 

 

roach 

Roaches {roach} (Dictyoptera) include cockroach. 



 

cockroach 

Roaches {cockroach} can have organs {cerci} sensitive to vibration. 

 

cootie 

louse {cootie} (Blattodea) (Blattaria). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Diplopoda 

 

millipede 

Insects {millipede} (Diplopoda) can have many fused double segments with short legs, be slow, live on land, have 

cylindrical bodies, be herbivores, and have ocellus. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Diptera 

 

fly 

Insects {fly} (Diptera) can have vision detectors for looming, moving patches, angles, and velocities. In scorpions 

and flies, membrane lens forms over visual pit to focus light. 

 

anopheles mosquito 

Mosquitos {anopheles mosquito} (Culicidae) can transmit malaria. 

 

blue bottle fly 

Flies {blue bottle fly} can be shiny and blue. 

 

dragon fly 

Flies {dragon fly} can be large, with four large wings. 

 

firefly 

Nocturnal flies {firefly} can make light. 

 

fruitfly 

Flies {fruitfly} (Drosophila) can have red eyes. Attention affects neurons [Heisenberg and Wolf, 1984] [Tang and 

Guo, 2001] [van Swinderen and Greenspan, 2003]. Fruitflies can learn by trace or delay conditioning [Tully and Quinn, 

1985]. Fruitflies have halteres balancing wings. Larvae eat fruit. 

 

glowworm 

Fireflies have larvae {glowworm}. 

 

horsefly 

Large flies {horsefly} have females that suck blood. 

 

housefly 

Black flies {housefly} can be small. 

 

lightning bug 

firefly {lightning bug}. 

 

mosquito 

Female flies {mosquito} can suck blood. 

 

tsetse fly 

African flies {tsetse fly} can suck blood and transmit sleeping sickness. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Hemiptera 

 



aphid 

Insects {aphid} (Hemiptera) can be plant-sap suckers. 

 

bedbug 

wingless bloodsucker {bedbug} (Cimicidae). 

 

gnat 

small winged insect {gnat}. 

 

midge 

gnat-like Chironomidae fly or Ceratopogonidae dipteran {midge}. 

 

scale insect 

Insects {scale insect} can make wax scales on plants. 

 

water bug 

Water boatman and backswimmers {water bug} are large and have piercing and sucking mouth parts. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Heteroptera 

 

water strider 

Fresh-water water bugs {water strider} (Gerridae) (Veliidae) can have long thin legs. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Homoptera 

 

cicada 

Large insects {cicada} (Homoptera) can make high sounds. 

 

spittlebug 

Nymphs {spittlebug} (Cercopidae) can be in bubbly white clumps on plants. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Hymenoptera 

 

Hymenoptera 

Ants, bees, wasps, and sawflies {Hymenoptera} have two wing pairs, front larger than back. They undergo complete 

metamorphosis. Females have one ovipositor, which can also sting. 

 

Apocrita 

Ants (Formicidae), bees (Apoidea), and wasps (Vespidae) form a suborder {Apocrita}, whose animals have wasp 

waists. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Hymenoptera>Wasp 

 

wasp 

Female wasps {wasp} can remember their hole states and positions, for two or three days. 

 

hornet 

large wasp {hornet}. 

 

mud dauber wasp 

Midwest and west USA wasp {mud dauber wasp} builds mud nests. 

 

yellow jacket 

Small wasps {yellow jacket} can be yellow and black. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Hymenoptera>Ant 



 

ant 

Insects {ant, insect} (Formicidae) can be wingless and live in colonies. Saharan desert ant (Cataglyphis fortis) tells 

direction by light polarization and tells distance by counting number of steps and adjusting for weight. Ants take dead 

ants out of the nest {necrophoresis}. Dolichodial and iridomyrmecin decrease after death. Other ants can detect ant 

dolichodial and iridomyrmecin and so do not take ants out of the nest. 

 

Amazon ant 

Small red ants {Amazon ant} can take slaves. 

 

army ant 

Ants {army ant} can travel together and attack insects. 

 

red ant 

Red ants {red ant} can be medium size. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Hymenoptera>Ant>Caste 

 

soldier ant 

Sterile females {soldier ant} can have heavy jaws and armor. 

 

worker ant 

sterile females {worker ant}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Hymenoptera>Bee 

 

bee 

Insects {bee} can beat wings at 200 beats per second, under muscle-tension control. Bees can calculate orientation 

over ground by angle Sun makes with horizon at highest point {azimuth system}, which varies over year. 

 

drone bee 

Bees and ants have males {drone, arthropod}|. 

 

bumblebee 

Bombus bees {bumblebee} loudly vibrate wings and thorax to shake pollen from flower anthers {buzz pollination}. 

They push pollen along body into leg pollen holders. 

 

honeybee 

Bees {honeybee} can make honey in colonies in hives. Honeybees do not vibrate wings or body. Colonies are dying 

at higher percentage now {colony collapse disorder}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Isoptera 

 

termite 

Social insects {termite} (Isoptera) can eat wood. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Lepidoptera 

 

Lepidoptera 

Insects {Lepidoptera} can have two wing pairs covered with scales. Mouth is for sucking. They undergo 

metamorphosis through egg, caterpillar, chrysalis, and adult. Lepidoptera include butterflies, moths, and skippers. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Lepidoptera>Moth 

 



moth 

Lepidoptera {moth, insect} can hold wings flat while resting and fly at night. Moths have feathery feelers, live on 

land, have two antennae, and have two wing pairs raised by vertical muscle contraction pulling tergum down and 

lowered by longitudinal muscle contraction at 8 to 75 beats per second, under nerve control. 

 

luna moth 

Large light-green American moths {luna moth} can have hind wings with tails and forewings with yellow crescents. 

 

noctuid moth 

Moths {noctuid moth} can be pale and medium-size. 

 

army worm 

Noctuid-moth larvae {army worm} swarm and eat grass and grain. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Lepidoptera>Butterfly 

 

butterfly 

Lepidoptera {butterfly} can hold wings straight up while resting and fly only by day. Butterflies have smooth feelers 

with end knobs, live on land, and have two antennae. Bicyclus-anyana adults have color if born in rainy season but are 

gray if born in dry season. 

 

tergum 

thorax upper-surface plate {tergum}. 

 

swallowtail butterfly 

Tropical butterflies {swallowtail} (Papilionidae) can have three leg pairs and tailed wings. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Mantodea 

 

mantis 

Insects {mantis} (Mantodea) can have big forelimbs, like grasshoppers. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Orthoptera 

 

cricket 

Insects {cricket} (Orthoptera) can leap and make high sounds. 

 

grasshopper 

Insects {grasshopper} can leap, have long hind legs, and chirp. 

 

katydid 

Green insects can make shrill sounds {katydid}. 

 

locust insect 

cicada or swarming grasshopper {locust, arthropod}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Phthiraptera 

 

louse 

Insects {louse} (Pediculidae) (Phthiraptera) can be small and wingless. 

 

nit 

louse parasitic insect eggs or young {nit}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Siphonaptera 

 



flea 

Insects {flea} (Siphonaptera) can be small, wingless, and blood sucking. 

 

chigoe 

Caribbean fleas {chigoe} can be skin infesting. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Arthropod>Insect>Zygentoma 

 

silverfish 

Bristletail (Zygentoma) and firebrat (Thysanura) {silverfish} are wingless and silver and eat book and cloth starch. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Annelid 

 

annelid 

Ecdysozoa protostomes {annelid}| are higher worms. 

skin 

Epidermis secretes mucus and cuticle, to prevent water loss. 

movement 

Circular and longitudinal muscles cause movement by stretching and contracting. 

digestion 

Annelids have schizocoelom. Annelids have mouth, pharynx, esophagus, crop, gizzard, and straight intestine. 

blood 

The two main blood vessels connect by pairs of muscular tubes acting like hearts. Vessels have capillaries. 

nervous system 

Head has stimulating ganglion and inhibiting ganglion. Segments have one small ganglion each. Reflex arcs run 

from sense cells to muscle sets. Neurons have few dendrites, no myelination, few Schwann cells, no oligodendroglia, 

no astrocytes, no microglia, no nerve tracts, no inhibitory surrounds in receptor fields, no feedback circuits in receptor 

fields, and no amacrine cells in receptor fields. Neurons have basic neurotransmitters, ion channels, excitability, 

synaptic potentials, pacemakers, and rhythmic voltage patterns, with frequency twice as high as in vertebrates. 

senses 

Annelids can have eyes and antenna. Membranes cover visual pits to protect photoreceptor cells. 

pigment 

Earthworms have pigmented skin cells. 

pain 

Worms feel no pain. 

 

bristle hair 

Segments have two strong short hairs {bristle, hair}| on epidermis. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Annelid>Segmentation 

 

segmentation of annelid 

Annelids have 100 similar parts {segment, worm} {segmentation, worm}|, with pairs separated by septa. 

 

septum in annelid 

Walls {septum, segments} separate annelid segment pairs. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Annelid>Excretion 

 

nephridium 

In septa, blood vessels surround ciliated-funnel pairs {nephridium}. Tubes lead from nephridia to surface to carry 

away wastes. 

 

bladder 

Tubes from nephridia have enlargements {bladder, annelid}| in centers. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Annelid>Digestion 

 

crop as stomach 

Annelid stomachs have one storage part {crop, stomach}| and one gizzard. 

 

gizzard 

Annelid stomachs have one crop and one digesting part {gizzard}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Annelid>Reproduction 

 

hermaphrodite 

Testes and ovaries are in same animal {hermaphrodite}| and have tubes leading to surface. Two worms press 

together and deposit sperm in each other. 

 

cocoon 

Worms form coverings {cocoon}| from bottom to head, in which they first deposit eggs and then sperm. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Annelid>Classes 

 

earthworm 

Annelids {earthworm} {oligochaeta} {night crawler} {worm, animal} can have few bristles and live in soil and 

fresh water. 

 

leech 

Annelids {leech} (Hirudinia) can have suckers at ends to draw blood from vertebrates, use anticoagulant, and have 

no bristles. 

 

marine annelid 

Marine annelids {marine annelid} {archiannelida} can be non-segmented marine worms without bristles. 

 

polychaetes 

Ocean annelids {ocean annelid} {polychaeta} {polychaetes} can have many bristles and separate sexes, which 

release gametes into water by seasonal, lunar, and diurnal cycles. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Deuterostomes 

 

deuterostome 

During Bilateria development, inner tube can open to outside anus first {deuterostome}, not head first as in 

protostomes. 

 

lampshell 

Deuterostome worms {lampshell} (Brachiopoda) can live in ocean and have coelom. Lampshells have a top 

carbonate shell and a bottom carbonate shell. Lampshells are oldest genus with living members. Brachiopoda and 

Phoronida share common ancestor, from which Enchinodermata ancestors split. 

 

phoronid 

Deuterostome worms {phoronid} (Phoronida) and Brachiopoda have a common ancestor, from which 

Enchinodermata ancestors split. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Deuterostomes>Enchinodermata 

 

echinoderm 

Starfish, sea star, sea urchin, sea cucumber, serpent star, and sea lily {starfish} {echinoderm} (Enchinodermata) are 

deuterostomes, live in ocean, have radial symmetry, have central disc, have five to twenty arms, and have mouth on 

underside. Starfish have no ganglia and no circulatory, respiratory, or excreting system. Brachiopoda and Phoronida 



share common ancestor, from which Enchinodermata ancestors split. Hemichordata ancestors and Echinodermata and 

Pterobranchia ancestors split. 

 

water vascular system 

Starfish can pump water {water vascular system}, to move and to open prey. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Deuterostomes>Enchinodermata>Kinds 

 

sand dollar 

Enchinoderms {sand dollar} (Clypeasteroida) (superorder Gnathostomata) (class Echinoidea) can be flat and 

circular, have spines, and have five-star patterns. They relate to sea stars, sea urchins, and sea cucumbers. 

 

sea cucumber 

Enchinoderms {sea cucumber} (Holothuroidea) can have cucumber shapes, flexible bodies, and tentacles. 

 

sea urchin 

Enchinoderms {sea urchin} (Echinus) (class Echinoidea) can have shells, long spines, tube feet, and five movable 

mouth parts. 

 

sea star 

Enchinoderms {sea star} can have star shape and five or more arms with tube feet. 

 

basket star 

Euryale, Astrophyton, and Gorgonocephalus {basket star} have slender branched crossed arms. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Deuterostomes>Hemichordata 

 

acorn worm 

Worms {acorn worm}| (Enteropneusta) can live at ocean bottom, have proboscis attached to collar at cylindrical 

body top, and eat organic matter. Hemichordata ancestors and Echinodermata and Pterobranchia ancestors split. 

Chordata ancestors and Hemichordata ancestors split. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Chordate 

 

stem chordate 

Prechordates {stem chordate} had notochord in both larval and adult stages, allowing muscle attachment, providing 

long body axis, and affecting reproduction. 

germ layers 

Prechordate embryos had three cell layers. Endoderm is inner tube, mesoderm is between, and ectoderm is outer 

tube. Ectoderm becomes senses, nerves, and outer skin. Mesoderm becomes muscles and glands. Endoderm becomes 

digestive tract. 

coelom 

Prechordates had tube-shaped body structures, with digestive tube inside main tube. 

deuterostome 

During development, inner tube opens to outside anus first. 

head and tail 

Having coelom makes longitudinal bodies, from which head, trunk, and tail can separately evolve. Head holds 

central ganglia and mouth. 

bilateral symmetry 

Body parts and appendages have pairs, one right and one left. Body also has front and back. Bilateral symmetry [-

590000000] resulted from having coeloms. 

segmentation 

Prechordates had repeated body structures, allowing different lengths and requiring coordination among body 

segments. Segments can vary independently. 



development stages 

Prechordates had streamlined larvae with cilia for swimming in mobile stage. Adult sessile stage did not move. 

Prechordate ciliated larvae evolved to become stem chordates. 

bone 

Stem chordates calcified tissue to make bone, allowing better muscle attachment, more shapes, and more textures. 

respiration 

Stem chordates had external respiration by gills, allowing efficient oxygen uptake and carbon-dioxide removal from 

blood. Body-side gill slit openings allowed water to flow into mouth and through gills, resulting in better respiration. 

nervous system 

Prechordates had main head ganglion, with peripheral nerves to tail. Head ganglion provided unified control for all 

body segments and allowed swimming, burrowing, and defense. Stem chordates had dorsal hollow nerve, so all nerves 

have same pathway from head to periphery. Cerebrospinal fluid was in dorsal hollow nerve. Nerves were bilateral 

sense and motor paths. Interneurons coordinated neurons. 

hormones 

Hormones from glands affect neurons and other tissues. 

 

chordate 

Chordates {chordate}| (Chordata) are deuterostomes and have bilateral symmetry. 

types 

Amphioxus is a living chordate, has no jaw, is flat, and is small. Pikaia was an ancient chordate [Bone, 1979]. 

evolution 

Hemichordata ancestors and Echinodermata and Pterobranchia ancestors split. Chordata ancestors and Hemichordata 

ancestors split. Chordates developed from prechordate larval forms. 

notochord 

Early chordates had one firm cartilage segmented rod down back along body long axis, allowing increased 

swimming efficiency by providing places for muscle attachment. Adult notochords allowed reproductive-method 

changes. 

external respiration 

Early chordates had paired pharyngeal gill slits. Side openings allowed greater water flow into mouth, over gills, and 

out body. Blood oxygen uptake and carbon-dioxide removal became more efficient with gills. 

filter feeding 

Skin calcification made dermal bone that allowed structures for catching small organisms in water flowing into 

mouth. Filter feeding gathered more food and calcium. 

nervous system 

Dorsal hollow nerve lay along back under notochord, from periphery to head, and had sense and motor pathways. 

Cerebrospinal fluid formed in middle. 

brain 

Head ganglion unified control over all body segments and other ganglia, coordinating sense input and motor output. 

Brain allowed better swimming, burrowing, and defense and more coordinated behavior. Eye, pineal gland, 

hypothalamus, and hindbrain began in chordates. Chordates had serotonin neurons, which later evolved to brainstem. 

senses 

Sense cells detected motions and stationary patterns. 

 

dermal bone 

Skin-tissue calcification {dermal bone, chordate} allows structures for filter feeding. 

 

filter feeding 

Dermal bone allows structures for catching small organisms in water flowing through mouth {filter feeding}, which 

gathers more calcium to make bone and allows more energy and larger sizes. 

 

notochord 

Chordates have flexible straight cartilage {notochord}| down back. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Chordate>Nervous System 

 



main ganglion 

Stem chordates have head as unique body segment, whose ganglion {main ganglion} provides unified control for all 

body segments and allows swimming, burrowing, and defense. 

 

dorsal hollow nerve 

Stem chordates have a tube of nerves down back {dorsal hollow nerve}, so all nerves have same pathway from head 

to periphery. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Chordate>Stages 

 

mobile stage 

Prechordates have ciliated larvae that swim {mobile stage, prechordate}. 

 

ciliated larvae 

Prechordates have mobile larval stage that has movable hairs {ciliated larvae} and swims. 

 

sessile stage 

Prechordate adult stage {sessile stage, prechordate} does not move and evolved little. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Chordate>Gill 

 

gill of chordate 

Stem chordates have external respiration {gill, chordate}|, allowing efficient oxygen uptake into blood and carbon-

dioxide removal from blood. 

 

gill slit 

Body-side openings {gill slit}| allow water to flow into mouth and through gills, for better respiration. 

 

external respiration 

Gills allow blood and water to exchange oxygen and carbon dioxide {external respiration} efficiently. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Chordate>Tubes 

 

coelom vertebrate 

Embryonic bodies have endoderm alimentary canal within ectoderm tube {coelom, chordate}|, with mesoderm 

between tubes. 

 

alimentary canal 

Ectoderm coelom surrounds endoderm tube from mouth to anus {alimentary canal}|, with mesoderm between tubes, 

allowing better digestion. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Chordate>Classes 

 

cephalochordate 

Chordates {cephalochordate} (Cephalochordata) can have body segments, be small, be fish-like, strain seawater for 

food, and have no brain. Adults have chordate characteristics. 

 

prevertebrate 

540 million years ago, later chordates {prevertebrate} calcified skin {dermal bone, skin} and formed cranium bone 

around brain, allowing more muscle-attachment sites and better protection. Prevertebrates had structures for filter 

feeding. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Chordate>Classes>Tunicate 

 



tunicate 

Chordates {tunicate}| {sea squirt} (Urochordata) can live in tropical oceans, be sessile or floating, and have 

translucent cellulose covers, with hole for incurrent siphon and hole for excurrent siphon. They filter-feed to catch 

phytoplankton. They can bud. Larvae have chordate characteristics, but adults have gill slits. Vertebrates evolved from 

tunicate larvae. 

 

salp 

Floating tunicates {salp} can have barrel shapes and live in colonies, making tube strings. Salp feces sink to bottom, 

carrying phytoplankton carbon molecules from carbon dioxide. 

 

larvacean 

Swimming tunicates {larvacean} {apendicularian} (Larvacea) can have oval bodies, movable tails, and notochords. 

Every few hours, they make 2-centimeter-diameter gelatin mass around body, in which they trap plankton. Mucous 

mass sinks to bottom, carrying phytoplankton carbon molecules from carbon dioxide. Larvaceans make no buds, only 

use sexual reproduction, and are mostly hermaphrodites. Sperm release first. Breaking body wall releases eggs and 

causes death. 

 

tunic in tunicate 

Tunicates have translucent cellulose covers {tunic, tunicate}, with hole for incurrent siphon and hole for excurrent 

siphon. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Vertebrate 

 

vertebrate 

530 million years ago, chordates {vertebrate} developed cartilage or bone notochords, allowing more muscle 

attachment. 

skeleton 

Vertebrates have internal cartilage or bone skeletons, to replace or reinforce notochord. They have backbone 

segments {vertebra, vertebrate}. They have one cranium. Distinct trunks are between heads and tails. 

circulation 

Closed circulatory systems use blood vessels. 

pharynx 

Pharynx separates digestion pathway from respiratory pathway, making both more efficient and independent. 

skin 

Two-layer skin has epidermis and dermis. 

communication 

All vertebrates communicate using signs, such as gestures, odors, calls, cries, songs, and dances. 

nervous system 

Vertebrate brain has hindbrain, midbrain, and forebrain. Hindbrain has ganglia for sleep, wakefulness, and sense 

information analysis, and cerebellum for coordinating motor behavior. Midbrain has ganglia for sense information 

analysis. Forebrain has occipital lobe for visual information analysis, temporal lobe for hearing and equilibrium 

information analysis, parietal lobe for touch and temperature information analysis and motor output, and frontal lobe 

for smell information analysis. 

senses 

Eyes develop from brain. Ears are for balance in lower vertebrates and for sound in higher vertebrates. 

evolution 

Early vertebrate was Sacabambaspis [-450000000]. 

evolution: superclasses 

Superclass is fish (Pisces), with highly vascular gills. Superclass is legged vertebrates (Tetrapoda), with four 

appendages, including amphibians (Amphibia), reptiles (Reptilia), birds (Aves), and mammals (Mammalia). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish 

 

fish 

Lower vertebrates {fish} (Pisces) have one heart with one vena cava entering auricle, one auricle connecting to 

ventricle, and one aorta leaving ventricle. Fish have vascular gills. They have scales. Females lay eggs in water that 



males cover with sperm. Fish have ears. They are streamlined. They move by swishing tail right and left. They steer 

with fins. Fish include jawless fish (Agnatha), extinct jawed fish (Placodermi), cartilaginous fish (Chondrichthyes), and 

bony fish (Osteichthyes). 

 

lateral line 

Fish have canals and openings {lateral line} running from head to tail on both sides, to perceive pressure changes 

and water-flow changes. 

 

lobefin 

Some jawed bony fish had stump fins {lobefin}|, allowing crawling onto shore. Lobefins later became appendages. 

 

school of fish 

Some bony fish make groups {school, fish}|, which concentrate breeding stock, minimize losses to predators, 

confuse predators, increase food or danger perception, and move together by sight and lateral line. 

 

swim bladder 

Fish have sacs {swim bladder}| that can fill with secreted gas for buoyancy. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Operculum 

 

operculum 

Fish have gill slits covered by hard flaps {operculum}. 

 

opercular bone 

Fish have gill and neck bones {opercular bone, fish}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Nares 

 

nares 

Some bony fish had nasal passages {nares}| with internal openings into windpipe inside body, rather than externally 

to water. Nares allowed more-efficient breathing, moist and filtered air, and alternative air path through mouth, not just 

nose. 

 

internal nares 

Some jawed bony fish had nasal passages inside to lungs {internal nares}, allowing more efficient breathing. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Jawless 

 

jawless fish 

Agnatha {jawless fish} were first fish. 

size 

Jawless fish are mostly small but can be up to one meter long. 

body 

Jawless fish have cylindrical bodies, with no fins and no jaws. Distinct trunk is between head and tail. Head is 

independent of trunk. Pharynx separates digestion and respiratory pathways. 

backbone 

Cartilage backbone supports larger size and more speed. 

digestion 

Jawless fish prey on small organisms by scavenging and parasitism. They have a sucking disc around mouth. Some 

agnatha are vertebrate parasites. Jawless fish are not filter feeders. 

circulation 

Heart has one aorta leaving one ventricle and one vena cava entering one auricle. 

circulation: blood 

Jawless-fish have hemoglobin with one protein sequence. 



skin 

Outer-skin epidermis layer is protective and smooth. Inner-skin dermis layer contains blood vessels, skin glands, and 

neurons. 

nervous system 

Jawless fish have three brain parts: forebrain for smell, midbrain for sight, and hindbrain for hearing. Telencephalon 

has olfactory bulb. Optic tectum is for sight. Cortex has three cortical layers. Cerebellum associates with hindbrain for 

sensorimotor coordination. All vertebrates have similar brainstem serotonin-neuron patterns. Spinal cord distributes 

nerves to body and collects sense signals. 

senses 

Vestibular system has one or two semicircular canals and helps balance and vision. Frontal eyes, with no eye 

muscles and no lens, are for pattern detection and make retinoic acid. Jawless fish can detect prey and mates. Parietal 

eyes can detect sunlight level. Nostrils aided smell. 

senses: pain 

Jawless fish seem to feel pain. 

behavior 

Jawless fish can control sucking. 

development 

Neural crest is at neural-groove edges. 

life cycle 

Most jawless fish spawn in fresh-water streams, develop into larvae, metamorphose to adults, and swim back to 

ocean. 

 

hagfish 

Eel-shaped cyclostomes {hagfish} can have round mouth, have eight tentacles, and eat dead fish by boring. Tongue 

has horny teeth. 

 

lamprey 

Eel-shaped cyclostomes {lamper eel} {lamprey} (Petromyzontidae) has sucking mouths. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Jawed 

 

jawed fish 

Extinct fish {jawed fish}| (Gnasthostomes) lived in ocean and had jaws. 

evolution 

Gnasthostomes were cartilaginous-fish and bony-fish ancestors. 

bone 

Tissue calcification makes tissue firmer. Bone allows strong muscle attachments. Bone allows more shapes, because 

parts can be soft, medium, or hard. Retinoic acid became homeotic-gene regulator, allowing vertebrates to have head 

bone formation to create cranium to encase and protect brain and allow more muscle-attachment sites for head 

movement. Neural crest allows new skull bones, jaws, teeth, peripheral nerves, and dentine plates, under homeotic-

gene control. 

bone: jaw 

Head bones evolved to make muscled and bony jaws, which opened larger and allowed grasping, for greater food 

intake. Bony jaws were possible because vertebrates had evolved heads separate from bodies and had evolved homeotic 

genes and gene regulators. 

blood 

By gene duplication, hemoglobin had four protein sequences. 

senses 

Jawed fish had eye muscles and eye lenses and so better vision. Vestibular system had three semicircular canals. 

nervous system 

Jawed fish had thalamuses. Cerebellum was larger. Early jawed fish evolved oligodendroglia, which make myelin, 

which allows faster saltatory conduction and requires less energy to restore ion balance. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Cartilaginous 

 



cartilaginous fish 

Chondrichthyes {cartilaginous fish}| include shark, skate, stingray, and electric ray. Sharks are fast, but others are 

slow. Cartilaginous fish live in ocean. They have cartilage skeletons. They have paired jaws. They have two fin pairs. 

They have scaly skin. They have five to seven gill pairs, which send water from mouth out gill slits. They have teeth 

that are large scales. They have motor maps in optic tecta. They represent sensations in midbrain. 

 

skate as fish 

Skates {skate} have wing-like pectoral fins and are flat diamond-shaped bottom feeders. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Cartilaginous>Ray 

 

ray as fish 

Rays {ray, fish} have wing-like pectoral fins and are flat and diamond-shaped. 

 

electric ray 

Torpediniformes {electric ray} has electric organs on head sides and stays near bottom. 

 

manta ray 

Tropical rays {manta ray} can be very large, pelagic, and plankton and small-fish eaters. 

 

sawfish 

Rays {sawfish} can have sharp teeth on long flat snouts. 

 

stingray 

Dasyatidae {stingray} has long tail with one or more spines with poison. Spines are modified dorsal fin rays. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Cartilaginous>Shark 

 

shark 

Sharks {shark} are carnivorous and have heterocercal caudal fins, tough skin, and small scales. 

 

basking shark 

Large northern sharks {basking shark} can be plankton eaters and swim slowly at sea surface. 

 

hammerhead shark 

Tropical sharks {hammerhead shark} can be medium-size, be live bearing, and have flat bar-shaped heads with eyes 

at ends. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost 

 

teleost 

Jawed bony fish {teleost}| {bony fish} evolved. 

bone 

Fins have bony rays with muscles, allowing better control. Later, rays became fingers and toes. 

skin 

Bony fish have skin scales. 

mouth 

Bony fish have mouth at front end, allowing larger opening, more shape and size variation, more growth while 

maintaining streamlined shape, and larger brain, because fish can maintain streamlined shape even if brain grows. 

lung 

Some bony fish have lungs surrounded by blood vessels, allowing gas exchange from blood to air, to control 

buoyancy and extract more oxygen. 

nervous system 

Fish can detect features, intensities, textures, flows, and surfaces. 



types 

Fish include sea horse, lungfish, bass, trout, perch, flounder, swordfish, angelfish, tropical fish, goldfish, cod, 

barracuda, smelt, sardine, and anchovy. 

 

angel fish 

dark gray, medium size, southern, long side fins, flat {angelfish} {angel fish}. 

 

angler fish 

large mouth, filament for luring prey {angler fish} {goosefish}. 

 

archer fish 

Toxotidae {archer fish} {archerfish} shoot water from mouth at insects and live in warm water. 

 

barracuda 

Sphyraena {barracuda} have long cylindrical bodies and projecting lower jaws with long strong teeth. 

 

crucian carp 

Fish {crucian carp} can use lactic acid to make ethanol and so does not need oxygen. 

 

flying fish 

Tropical fish with large fins {flying fish} (Exocoetidae) can glide after jumping from water. 

 

grouper 

large, sea-bass shape {grouper} (Epinephelus) (Mycteroperca). 

 

grunion 

Fish {grunion} can spawn on beaches at full moon in spring, at highest tide. 

 

grunt as fish 

tropical, medium size {grunt}. 

 

minnow 

small fish {minnow}. 

 

pipe fish 

long, tubular, tropical {pipe fish}. family Syngnathidae. 

 

porcupinefish 

Fish {porcupinefish} inflates by swallowing water or air when threatened, relates to puffer fish, and has spines. 

 

porgy 

East Coast, tropical {porgy} {sea bream} {scup} (Pagrus) (Sparidae). 

 

puffer fish 

Fish {blowfish} {swellfish} {globefish} {balloonfish} {puffer fish} (Tetraodontidae) (Tetraodontiformes) inflates 

by swallowing water or air when threatened and has no spines. 

 

remora 

Fish {remora} (Echeneidae) sucking disk can attach to sharks. 

 

seahorse 

Fish {seahorse} can be small, swim vertically, have bony plates, and have horse-head shaped heads. 

 

sturgeon 

large, broad shovel-shaped snout, freshwater, ancient {sturgeon}. 

 



toadfish 

bottom feeding, no scales, broad head, wide mouth {toadfish}. 

 

viperfish 

Deep ocean fish {viperfish} (Chauliodus macouni) eats crustaceans and small fish. First dorsal fin has photophores 

to attract prey. 

 

weakfish 

North Atlantic, soft {weakfish} (Cynoscion regalis). 

 

whitefish fish 

saltwater white fish {whitefish, fish}, except herring. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Sport 

 

marlin 

long thin upper jaw, related to sailfish and spearfish {marlin} (Makaira) (Tetrapturus). 

 

sailfish 

large flat dorsal fin {sailfish}. 

 

swordfish fish 

large, long bill at snout tip {swordfish, fish}. 

 

tarpon 

Gulf of Mexico, long body, large silver scales, up to 2 meters and 100 kilograms {tarpon}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Eel 

 

eel fish 

Eels {eel, fish} live in fresh water and spawn in Sargasso Sea in North Atlantic Ocean. 

 

moray eel 

large, colored, tropical reef {moray eel}. 

 

wolf eel 

long body, pointed tail {wolffish} {wolf eel}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Flatfish 

 

flounder fish 

flatfish {flounder, fish}. 

 

halibut fish 

flatfish {halibut, fish}. 

 

plaice 

flatfish {plaice, fish}. 

 

pompano fish 

flatfish {pompano, fish}. 

 

sand dab 

small flatfish, Pacific coast {sand dab}. 

 



sole fish 

flatfish {sole, fish}. 

 

turbot 

large European flatfish {turbot}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Herring 

 

anchovy fish 

small, silver {anchovy, fish} (Engraulidae). 

 

brisling 

sprat {brisling}. 

 

herring fish 

northern {herring, fish} (Clupeidae). 

 

pilchard 

Small fish {pilchard, fish} can include sardines. 

 

smelt fish 

small, northern, silver, ocean and fresh water {smelt, fish}. 

 

sprat 

small European herring {sprat} (Clupea sprattus). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Pike 

 

pickerel fish 

young or small pike {pickerel, fish}. 

 

pike as fish 

long, slender, duckbill {pike, fish}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Salmon 

 

salmon fish 

Teleosts {salmon, fish} (Salmonidae) can spawn in fresh water and live in sea, returning to home stream by smell. 

 

Atlantic salmon 

northern coastal Atlantic, pink inside {Atlantic salmon}. 

 

sockeye salmon 

salmon {sockeye salmon}. 

 

trout fish 

medium to large size, silver {trout, fish}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Fresh Water 

 

arapaima 

very large {piracucu} {paiche} {arapaima} (Arapaima gigas). 

 

bass fish 

North America, lake {bass, fish}. 

 



bluegill 

east and central United States sunfish {bluegill}. 

 

catfish 

smooth skin, large flat head, long hairs {barbel} near mouth, ocean and freshwater {catfish}. 

 

chub 

Europe, thick, spindle shape {chub}. 

 

goldfish 

east Asia, red-orange color {goldfish} (Carassius auratus). 

 

mullet 

fresh water or ocean {mullet} (Mugilidae). 

 

piranha 

South America, tropical {piranha} (Serrasalmus). 

 

stickleback 

Male fish {stickleback} can fight fish with red underbellies and court fish without red underbellies {key stimulus}. 

Stickleback fish build nests, using innate behavior. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Fresh Water>Aquarium 

 

guppy 

small, South America and West Indies {guppy}. 

 

swordtail 

live young, North and Central America {swordtail} (Poecilidae) (Cyprinodontiformes), related to southern platyfish 

{platy}. 

 

zebra fish 

small, striped, tropical, India {zebra fish} (Brachydanio rerio). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Fresh Water>Electric 

 

electric fish 

Fish {electric fish} (Gymnarchus) tail can generate weak electric voltages that cause discharges at 300/second. 

Electric organs along body detect electric field. Dorsal fin undulates to move fish forward without using tail. Objects in 

water alter electric field. 

 

electric eel 

eel-like, South America {electric eel}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Percoid 

 

perciform fish 

Perciformes, Percomorphi, or Acanthopteri {perciform fish} {percoid} are largest vertebrate order, are 40% of all 

fish, look like perch, have ray fin, and began in late Cretaceous. 

 

cod fish 

northern {cod} (Gadus morhua) (Gadidae). 

 

ice fish 

Antarctica and south South America {white-blooded fish} {ice fish} (Channichthyidae). 

 



moorish idol 

Zanclus cornutus {moorish idol} (Zanclidae) is small tropical marine fish. Genus Heniochus butterfly fishes 

resemble Moorish Idols. 

 

perch fish 

fresh water or ocean {perch, fish}. 

 

sunfish 

small, America {sunfish} (Centrarchidae). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Percoid>Carangid 

 

amberjack 

amber color, fork tail, warm water {amberjack} (Carangidae) {carangid} {hamachi}. 

 

jack as fish 

percoid {jack fish}. 

 

pilot fish 

carnivore, bluefin/horse mackerel, tropical {pilot fish} (Naucrates duclor). 

 

skipjack 

tuna-like {skipjack} (Euthynnus). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Percoid>Carangid>Tuna 

 

albacore tuna 

tuna {albacore, fish}. 

 

bigeye 

tuna {bigeye}. 

 

bluefin 

large tuna {bluefin} {horse mackerel}. 

 

bonito fish 

streamlined {bonito, fish} (Sarda). 

 

yellowfin 

tuna {yellowfin}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Percoid>Carangid>Tuna>Scombridae 

 

tunny 

tropical {tunny} (Thunnus). 

 

mackerel fish 

northern {mackerel, fish}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Lobe-Finned 

 

salt-water lobe-finned fish 

Some jawed bony fish {salt-water lobe-finned fish} {lobefin fish} had lobefins, allowing crawling onto shore. Later, 

stumps became appendages. 



lung 

Nasal passages had internal nares openings into windpipe inside body, allowing more efficient breathing, moist and 

filtered air, and alternative air paths. 

types 

Rhipidistians are extinct. Later, Rhipidistians evolved to amphibians. Coelacanth fish (Crossopterygii) still survive 

today and are like Rhipidistians. 

 

coelacanth 

Paleozoic fish {coelacanth} are large, are bright blue to brown, have lobefins, and live in deep ocean. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Lobe-Finned>Fresh Water 

 

fresh-water lobe-finned fish 

Some lobefin fish {fresh-water lobefin fish} {fresh-water lobe-finned fish} had adults that lived in fresh water and 

on land. 

fresh water 

Because fresh water has no salt, they had to maintain hydrogen and salt ion balance in blood and tissues and had to 

control water drinking. Seawater ion balance is similar to that in cells. To live in fresh water, organisms need to pump 

out cell water to maintain salt and protein concentrations and to prevent bursting. 

hind limb 

Rear lobefins became specialized for pushing. Later, they became legs. 

teeth 

Teeth were for grasping but not cutting or grinding. Teeth grew, fell out, and grew back, repeating as animals grew. 

hearing 

Eardrum amplified sound for better hearing. 

lung 

They breathed using lungs. They had no gill bones and began gill loss. Later, gills closed. 

evolution 

Land vertebrates evolved from lobe-finned bony fish. 

 

sarcopterygian 

lobe-finned fish and tetrapods {sarcopterygian}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Fish>Teleost>Lobe-Finned>Fresh Water>Tetrapod 

 

tetrapod 

Lobe-finned fish one meter long developed into four-legged fish {tetrapod}| (Tetrapoda) in shallow, plant-filled, 

fresh or brackish water, in tropics and subtropics. Perhaps, front limbs helped lift head above water to get more oxygen. 

fins 

Pectoral and pelvic fins gained feet and toes. Tetrapods have no tail fins. 

bone 

Vertebrae became interlocking. Neck became flexible after losing bones that joined head and shoulders. Snout 

became longer and head flatter. Gill and neck bones {opercular bone, tetrapod} disappeared. Longer ribs appeared. 

Pelvis became larger. 

evolution 

Most early lobefin fish were not tetrapod ancestors: Kenichthys [-400000000], Osteolepidids [-394000000], 

Eusthenopteron [-388000000], Panderichthys [-385000000], Elpistostege [-384000000], and Livoniana [-384000000]. 

Most early tetrapods are extinct and were not living-tetrapod ancestors: Elginerpeton [-378000000], Ventastega [-

370000000], Acanthostega [-368000000], Ichthyostega [-366000000], and Tulerpeton [-364000000]. 

 

lung fish 

Sarcopterygians {lung fish} {lungfish} can have one or two lungs, live in freshwater, and have lobefins. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Amphibian 

 



amphibian 

Frogs, toads, basilisk lizards, and salamanders {amphibian} are cold-blooded. 

skeleton: palate 

Cartilage secondary palate allows breathing and eating at same time, by closing either nose or mouth. 

skeleton: neck 

Joint between head and trunk {neck, amphibian} allows head scanning and turning. 

skeleton: pelvis 

Amphibians have a pelvis, allowing hind limbs more mobility on land. 

skin 

Amphibians have vascularized smooth and moist skin, which can change color using pituitary intermedin hormone. 

Some amphibians secrete poison. 

skin: claws 

Claws allow better grasping by hands and feet, for better traction on land. 

circulation 

Four-chambered heart, divided into auricle and ventricle for pumping blood to lungs and auricle and ventricle for 

pumping blood to body, allows blood circulation through lungs and improved respiration. 

lung 

Amphibians have primitive lungs. 

excretion 

Amphibians have kidneys to regulate hydrogen and salt ion balance. 

reproduction 

Amphibians reproduce like fish. 

senses: smell 

Pharynx-top vomeronasal system is for olfaction, mainly for pheromones, and depends on different genes than 

olfactory bulb. 

senses: vision 

Thalamus and optic tectum evolved for vision, possibly localizing objects and detecting size. 

nervous system 

Amphibians can detect motion and location and use behaviors that require knowing trajectories and depth. They 

represent sensations in midbrain. 

evolution 

Amphibians evolved from Rhipidistian lobefin fish. 

development 

Like chordates, life stages are egg, larva, and adult. Egg and larval stages live in water. Adults stay on land. Eggs 

become tadpoles, which have gills, eat plants, and metamorphose to adults. Metamorphosis is under thyroid-gland 

control, releasing hormone after pituitary-gland signal. 

regeneration 

Salamanders can regenerate legs and tails. 

 

secondary palate 

Amphibians have soft palates {secondary palate}, allowing breathing and eating at same time by closing either nose 

or mouth. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Amphibian>Larva 

 

tadpole 

Amphibians reproduce as fish do. Eggs become larvae {tadpole}|, which have gills, eat plants, and metamorphose to 

adults. 

 

polliwog 

Toad or frog larvae {polliwog} initially have no legs, have gills, and live in water. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Amphibian>Kinds 

 

axolotl 

Mexican Ambystoma salamanders {axolotl} can retain gills and mature without metamorphosis. 



 

bull frog 

Frogs {bull frog} can be large, with low croaks. 

 

frog 

Amphibians {frog} can identify flies as small-size dark spots moving at rates. Frogs do not perform complex shape 

analysis [Lettvin et al., 1959]. Some tropical frogs have skin alkaloid poisons {pumiliotoxin}, such as PTX 251D. 

 

newt 

small salamander {newt}. 

 

salamander amphibian 

small, lizard shape {salamander, amphibian}. 

 

toad 

land, rough skin {toad}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile 

 

reptile general 

First reptiles {stem reptile} were anapsids. Cut-lizard cotylosaur was low, stocky, and 20 centimeters to two meters 

long. Reptilia {reptile} include gecko, snake, iguana, turtle, crocodile, alligator, and lizard. 

classes 

The six reptile subclasses have different skulls: anapsid, diapsid, euryapsid, parapsid, synapsid, and therapsid. 

evolution 

Evolution was anapsid to diapsid to synapsid to therapsid. Euryapsids and parapsids evolved from diapsids. 

land 

Reptiles can live whole life cycle on land. 

development 

Reptiles have no larval stage in water. They develop continuously from egg to adult, requiring mechanisms for 

replacement and renewal. 

skin 

Thick dry leathery skin, with horny scales, allows continuous dry land existence, because it conserves water. 

respiration 

Reptiles have lungs. 

skeleton: bone 

Bones have growth rings in seasonal climates, with few blood vessels and haversian canals. 

skeleton: pelvis 

Reptiles have a strong pelvis, allowing running and/or standing on hind legs. 

skeleton: jaw 

Reptiles have muscles and jaws for chewing, not just grasping and tearing. 

reproduction 

Reptiles reproduce by intercourse and have internal fertilization. They lay eggs with leathery shells on land. An egg 

sac {amnion} holds water, so egg does not need to get water from sea, lake, or stream. Reptiles have egg-laying rituals, 

courtship rituals, territoriality, and sexual intercourse behaviors. 

cloaca 

The same body opening is for anus and reproductive tract. 

muscle 

Reptiles have only involuntary muscles controlled by automatic neuron circuits in ganglia and paleocortex. 

nervous system 

Cerebellum outer-layer basket cells process sensorimotor information and allow walking, running, and chewing. 

Brains have two-layered cortex and several ganglia. Paleocortex controls involuntary muscles and glands. Cortical 

neurons send axons to other cell layers and regions and receive signals from other paleocortex layers and regions. 

Paleocortex areas analyze information. 



senses 

Sense organs with more than one cell layer preprocess signals before sending them to brain. Median eye detects 

infrared light and later became pineal gland. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Temperature 

 

poikilotherm 

Early reptiles were, and most reptiles are, cold-blooded animals {poikilotherm}|. 

 

endotherm 

Therapsid warm-blooded animals {endotherm}| had basal metabolism four times higher than poikilotherms and 

needed 10 to 30 times more food than poikilotherms. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Anatomy 

 

cloaca 

The same body opening {cloaca}| can be for anus and reproductive tract. 

 

paleocortex 

Reptiles have two-layered nerve sheets {paleocortex}| connected to several ganglia, allowing more complex 

information processing and distribution. Paleocortex cerebrum covers forebrain and has distinct input layer and output 

layer. 

 

toe peeling 

Geckoes tilt toe hairs 30 degrees to let go while walking {toe peeling, hair}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Anatomy>Eye 

 

median eye 

Reptiles have one eye {median eye}| to detect infrared light. Later, median eye evolved to become pineal gland. 

 

parietal eye 

In reptiles, skull front-middle eye {parietal eye}| {third eye} detects sunlight level, regulates daily activities, and 

regulates seasonal responses to light and temperature. Parietal-eye light level affects puberty, sexual activity, 

hibernation, and aestivation. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds 

 

reptile types 

Reptiles {reptile types} are anapsids, diapsids, synapsids, and therapsids. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Anapsid 

 

anapsid 

Anapsids {anapsid} (Anapsida) were the first reptiles and are mostly extinct, except for turtles and tortoises 

(Chelonia), which have hard shells. Cut-lizards {cotylosaur} {cut-lizard} were low, stocky, two meters long, and the 

most-primitive reptiles. Other reptiles evolved from cut-lizard anapsids. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Anapsid>Chelonia 

 

chelonian 

Chelonia {chelonian} are turtles and tortoises. 

 

sea turtle 

Sea turtles {sea turtle} have flipper legs and bony shells and lay eggs on shore. 

 



snapping turtle 

Freshwater turtles {snapping turtle} (Chelydridae) can have rough shells and hooked beaks. 

 

soft-shelled turtle 

Aquatic turtles {soft-shelled turtle} can have flat flexible shells with leathery skin. 

 

terrapin 

fresh water, North American, web-footed, tortoise {terrapin}. 

 

tortoise 

plant eater, land, claws {tortoise, reptile} (Testudinidae). 

 

turtle 

beak, bony or leathery shell {turtle}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Euryapsid 

 

euryapsid 

Extinct aquatic reptiles {euryapsid} (Euryapsida) had long necks, small heads, long tails, and bloated bodies. They 

paddled, swam, and were up to 17 meters long, such as elasmosaurus. Euryapsids evolved from anapsids. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid 

 

diapsid 

Diapsids {diapsid} (Diapsida) include tuatara, rhynchocephalia, extinct sphenodon, extinct ichthyosaur, and 

lepidosaurs. Lepidosaurs became squamata snakes and lizards. 

evolution 

Diapsids came from anapsids. Diapsids evolved to parasids and synapsids. 

parietal eye 

Parietal eye detected sunlight level and helped regulate daily activities and responses to light and temperature. 

neck joint 

New neck joint type, between head and trunk, put head at angle to vertebrae. Head turns around different axis than 

trunk, allowing freer head movement and improved ability to catch and eat prey. The new turning axis required 

triangulation to locate objects in space. 

teeth 

New teeth types were for cutting and chewing, to match new jaw types. 

 

lepidosaur 

Diapsids include scaled lizards {lepidosaur} {scaled lizard}. Lepidosaurs became squamata, which became snakes 

and lizards. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Squamata 

 

squamata 

snakes and lizards {squamata}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Squamata>Lizard 

 

lizard 

Squamata {lizard} can have four legs, scales, and tails. 

 

basilisk 

American Basiliscus lizards {basilisk} have crests and can run on hind legs. 

 

chameleon 

Lizards {chameleon} can change color. 



 

gecko 

Lizards {gecko} can have 500,000 hairs {setae} on each foot. Hairs split into hundreds of ends. If ends are 

perpendicular to surface, they stick by van der Waals forces. Geckos tilt toe hairs 30 degrees to let go while walking 

{toe peeling, gecko}. 

 

Gila monster 

large {Gila monster}. 

 

horned toad 

Lizards {horned toad} can have head horns and body spines. 

 

iguana 

horned {iguana}. 

 

monitor lizard 

large {monitor lizard}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Squamata>Snake 

 

snake 

Squamata {snake, animal} can have scales and no legs. 

 

sea snake 

long thin ocean snake {sea snake}. 

 

water snake 

swimming snake {water snake}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Squamata>Snake>Constrictor 

 

anaconda 

constrictor {anaconda}. 

 

boa constrictor 

constrictor {boa constrictor}. 

 

python 

constrictor, jungle {python}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Squamata>Snake>Poison 

 

adder 

poison {adder}. 

 

asp 

poison {asp}. 

 

black adder 

poison {black adder}. 

 

bushmaster 

poison, forest {bushmaster}. 

 

cobra 

poison {cobra}. 



 

copperhead 

poison {copperhead}. 

 

coral snake 

poison {coral snake}. 

 

cottonmouth 

poison, woods {cottonmouth}. 

 

pit viper 

poison {pit viper}. 

 

rattlesnake 

poison, desert {rattlesnake}. 

 

sidewinder 

poison, desert {sidewinder}. 

 

viper 

poison {viper}. 

 

water mocassin 

poison, swimming {water mocassin}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Sphenodon 

 

sphenodon 

Diapsids {sphenodon} were one meter long, had large beak-like snouts, and had spines down back. They are extinct. 

Sphenodons had third eyes. They had nictating membranes. Sphenodons were archosaur ancestors. 

 

rhynchocephalia 

Diapsids {rhynchocephalia} {rhynchosaur} were small, had beaks, and included sphenodon. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Sphenodon>Archosaur 

 

archosaur 

Diapsids {archosaur} had two large back limbs, two small front limbs, long tails, and teeth in sockets. They are 

extinct. Archosaurs evolved from sphenodons. Archosaurs include thecodonts. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Thecodonts 

 

thecodont 

Diapsids {thecodont} had insulation, had reptilian teeth, and included Troödon, Pterodactyl, and Pteranodon [-

220000000]. They are extinct. Thecodonts came from archosaurs. They are bird, crocodile, sauropod, thecopod, 

pterosaur, Ornithischia, and Saurischia ancestors. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Thecodonts>Pterosaur 

 

pterosaur 

Thecodonts {pterosaur} (Pterosaura) had webbed wings on little fingers. Perhaps, pterosaurs had hair. They had light 

and long heads. Early pterosaurs had teeth and long tails, but later ones had neither. They are extinct. Pteranodon had 

seven-meter wingspan. Pterodactyl flew. Birds evolved from pterosaurs. 

 

pterodactyl 

extinct flying reptile {pterodactyl}. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Thecodonts>Ornithischia 

 

bird hip 

Thecodonts (Ornithischia) {bird hip} were herbivores. Ornithischia evolved from thecodonts. Anatosaurus had 

duckbill with flat wide jaw. Ankylosaurus had large bony plates on back, spikes on sides, and bony ball at tail tip. 

Triceratops had three horns on head and broad bone on neck. 

 

stegosaur 

Ornithischians {stegosaur} can eat plants, have back bony plates, and have spiked tails. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Thecodonts>Crocodile 

 

crocodile animal 

Crocodiles and alligators (Crocodilia) {crocodile, animal} evolved from thecodonts. 

 

alligator reptile 

broad short snout {alligator}. 

 

caiman 

American, related to alligators {caiman}. 

 

crurotarsan 

Extinct thecodonts {crurotarsan}| were like large crocodiles. Crurotarsans included phytosaurs, rauisuchians, and 

aetosaurs. Phytosaurs lived in water and were up to 13 meters long. Rauisuchians lived on land and were up to 10 

meters long. Aetosaurs had armor. They flourished from 230 million years ago to 201 million years ago, until Late 

Triassic catastrophe, which dinosaurs survived. Crurotarsans are crocodile and alligator ancestors. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Thecodonts>Saurischia 

 

lizard hip 

Thecodonts (Saurischia) {lizard hip} were bipeds with feet like thecopods or quadrupeds with feet like sauropods. 

They are extinct. 

 

sauropod 

Saurischia quadrupeds {sauropod} had feet like lizards. Sauropods were large plant eaters. They had long necks and 

tails. They included Brontosaurus, Brachiosaurus, Diplodocus, and Apatosaurus. They are extinct. Prosauropods 

hatched with no teeth, four legs, and short tail. Perhaps, parents fed them. After they hatched, neck grew, tail 

lengthened, and forelimbs did not grow. Later sauropods had four legs and derived from juvenile stage. 

 

brontosaur 

vegetarian {brontosaur}. 

 

thecopod 

Extinct Saurischia bipeds {thecopod} had feet like mammals. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Diapsid>Thecodonts>Saurischia>Theropods 

 

theropod 

Extinct Saurischia {theropod} had feet like mammals, were coelurosaurs or carnosaurs, were cold-blooded, had large 

range, and had few competitors. 

 

carnosaur 

Extinct theropods {carnosaur} were large meat eaters, such as Tyrannosaurus, Carcharodontosaurus, and 

Spinosaurus. 

 



tyrannosaurus 

Extinct theropods {tyrannosaurus} were carnivores, had two legs, and had short arms. 

 

coelurosaur 

Extinct theropods {coelurosaur} were fast meat eaters with tails and long necks. 

 

gigantosaur 

Extinct theropods {gigantosaur} (Mapusaurus roseae) were carnivores. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Parasid 

 

parasid 

Parasids {parasid} (Parasida) include extinct fish-lizard ichthyosaurs. Parasids lived in ocean, were one to twenty 

meters long, and had long noses. Parasids evolved from diapsids. 

 

ichthyosaur 

Extinct parasids {ichthyosaur} lived in ocean 245 million to 90 million years ago. At first, they were lizard-like and 

undulated like eels and then were fish-like and flipped tails like fish. They were one to twenty meters long, had long 

noses, were carnivores, and ate mostly animals like squid. Like all non-mammals, they had very large eyes with 

sclerotic rings. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Synapsid 

 

synapsid 

Synapsids {synapsid} (Synapsida) had new joint type between head and trunk, so head was at angle to vertebrae and 

turned around different axis than trunk, which later led to free head movement. They had new teeth types for cutting 

and chewing. They are extinct. Synapsids came from diapsids. They are therapsid and mammal ancestors. 

 

pelycosaur 

Extinct finback mammal-like synapsids {pelycosaur} were 60 centimeters long, had canine teeth, and chewed using 

jaw and jaw muscles different than anapsids and diapsids. Two-meter-long Dimetrodon had dorsal fin for warming and 

cooling blood [-260000000]. Pelycosaur species became Pristerognathids. 

 

pristerognathid 

Extinct synapsids {pristerognathid} weighed 50 kilograms, were fast trotters, were endotherms, and included 

antesaurus, gorgon, and moschorhinids. They evolved from pelycosaurs. They gave rise to therapsids. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Therapsid 

 

therapsid 

Extinct synapsids {therapsid} lived in south Gondwana. 

endotherm 

As endotherm warm-blooded animals, with basal metabolism four times higher than poikilotherm cold-blooded 

animals, they needed 10 to 30 times more food. Optimum temperature for metabolism uses heating and cooling 

mechanisms {thermoregulation, endotherm}, resulting in much higher available energy all day and allowing more 

activity throughout day, rather than just at midday. 

hair 

Hair or feathers helps temperature regulation. 

hearing 

Warm-bloodedness requires better hearing, because daily activity requires more warning signals and other 

communications. Therapsids had ear pinnae to gather sound better. 

larynx 

Therapsids had larynx, allowing sound production, accompanied by ability to hear and find meaning in sounds. 

evolution 

Therapsids evolved from Pristerognathids. Therapsids are mammal ancestors. 

 



ear pinna 

Therapsids had outer ear structures {ear pinna}, to gather sound better. 

 

thermoregulation 

Therapsids had optimum temperature for metabolism, maintained by heating and cooling mechanisms 

{thermoregulation, therapsid}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Reptile>Kinds>Therapsid>Cynodont 

 

cynodont 

Extinct therapsids {cynodontia} {cynodont} were dog-sized, were nocturnal, and slept curled up. 

rib 

They do not have lumbar-vertebrae ribs. 

jaw 

Lower jaw had dentary bone and had big canine teeth, incisors, and molars with multiple cusps. Snout and lips had 

muscles, possibly to suckle, and possibly whiskers. 

palate 

Hard palate enabled simultaneous breathing and chewing. 

smell 

Turbinals held olfactory receptors and warmed and humidified air. Number of olfactory genes became thousand, by 

gene duplication. 

eye 

Being nocturnal, they had large eyes and post-orbital bar. 

They also had parietal eye. 

evolution 

They evolved from therapsids. They were mammal ancestors. 

types 

Cynodonts included Thrinaxadons and Procynosuchus. 

 

dentary 

Cynodont lower jaw had one main bone {dentary} and had big canine teeth, incisors, and molars with multiple 

cusps. 

 

dicynodont 

Extinct separate therapsids {dicynodont} were herbivores and included Lystrosaurus. 

 

Chiniquodontid 

Cynodonts {Chiniquodontid} had teeth for meat eating. 

 

traversodontid 

Leopard-sized cynodont plant-eaters {traversodontid} had incisors and cheek teeth. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird 

 

bird 

Birds {bird} have wings and feathers. 

feathers 

Feathers are modified reptile scales, decrease water and heat loss, and aid flying. Light scattering causes blue jays to 

have blue feathers. Transparency causes white feathers [Matthews, 1973]. Females typically are drab, and males have 

color. 

flying 

Bigger birds fly faster. Penguins cannot fly but use wings for swimming by flying under water. 

bone 

Birds have hollow bones. 



metabolism 

Birds live several years. They have fast heartbeat, high blood sugar, and high blood pressure. They have fast transit 

time for digestion. Birds are warm-blooded. 

respiration 

Birds have lungs that exhale actively and inhale passively, by continuous airflow, because lung air sacs fill spaces 

between organs and in wings. 

reproduction 

Birds have fertilization inside female. Birds have eggs with hard shells. 

signals 

Birds have 10 to 40 different signals [Matthews, 1973]. Bird songs {birdsong} can be instinctual, learned, or 

irregular and are for warning, mating, or territory. 

nervous system 

Birds have optic tectum. 

development 

Both parents care for eggs and chicks. 

evolution 

Birds evolved from thecodont pterosaurs. 

types 

Protoavis [-220000000] had good eyes and bad olfaction and hunted by day. Special shoulder joints allowed later 

flying, as in Archaeopteryx [-150000000] and Confuciusornis sanctus [-120000000]. 

 

aerie 

high nest {aerie}|. 

 

air sac in birds 

Birds have lungs that exhale actively and inhale passively, by continuous airflow, because lung extensions {air sac, 

bird} fill spaces between organs and in wings. 

 

homoiotherm 

Birds are warm-blooded {homoiothermic, bird} {homoiotherm}|, with high body temperature, 107 F to 113 F. 

 

migration 

Some birds winter in one location and summer in another location {migration, bird}, up to 12,000 miles apart. 

Daylight change affects hypothalamus and pituitary, which affect gonads, which start migration. Increased sex 

hormones start migration. Migratory birds and homing pigeons use Sun, Moon, Earth magnetic field, air pressure, 

polarized-light plane, and star-field rotation to establish north-south axis and general directions. They use wind 

direction, other-bird call notes, and landmarks when close to home. 

 

rete mirabile 

In extremities, water birds have blood vessels {rete mirabile}| that conserve heat and oxygen pressure by 

countercurrent exchange. 

 

vestigial 

Ostrich has rudimentary {vestigial}| wings. 

 

wulst 

Anterior-forebrain region {wulst}| has a visual map. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Age 

 

cygnet 

young swan {cygnet}. 

 

fledgling bird 

Young birds {fledgling bird}| have feathers but cannot fly. 

 



gosling 

baby goose {gosling}. 

 

hatchling 

baby bird {hatchling}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Gender 

 

bantam rooster 

small rooster {bantam rooster}. 

 

cock rooster 

rooster {cock}. 

 

drake 

male duck {drake}. 

 

gander 

male goose {gander}. 

 

hen 

female bird {hen}|. 

 

pullet 

first-year hen {pullet}|. 

 

rooster 

male chicken {rooster}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Group 

 

brace of birds 

shot or captured bird set {brace, bird}|. 

 

brood 

Baby-bird set {brood}| can be from one mating season. 

 

covey 

small quail or partridge family or flock {covey}|. 

 

gaggle 

geese group {gaggle}|. 

 

rookery 

bird nesting place {rookery}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds 

 

hummingbird 

small, hovers, long bill, drinks nectar {hummingbird}. 

 

peacock 

Large tail can expand upward {peacock, bird}. 

 

roadrunner 

running, crested, southwest North America, brown {roadrunner}. Geococcyx californianus. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Extinct 

 

archaeopteryx 

feathers, neck and feet scales, teeth, claws {archaeopteryx}. 

 

dodo 

extinct large bird {dodo}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Blackbird 

 

blackbird 

large, black {blackbird} {red-winged blackbird} {yellow-headed blackbird}. 

 

cowbird 

North-American blackbird {cowbird}. 

 

grackle 

large, black, American blackbird {grackle}. 

 

mynah bird 

tropical Asian starlings {mynah bird}. 

 

redwing blackbird 

medium size {redwing blackbird}. 

 

starling 

medium-size {starling}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Bower Bird 

 

bower bird 

In Australia, male birds {bower bird} build bowers to attract females. 

 

catbird 

bower bird {catbird}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Corvid 

 

corvid 

Corvids {corvid} include ravens, crows, jays, magpies, and nutcrackers. 

 

crow 

large, black {crow}. New Caledonian crow can put things together to make tool to get food from inside hole. 

 

magpie 

long tail, black-and-white, harsh call {magpie}. 

 

raven 

Large, black crow-like birds {raven} (Corvus corax) eat mostly carrion and hide pieces over kilometer radius. They 

make pretend hiding places. They cut and arrange food pieces so they can carry them. 

size 

They weigh more than kilogram and have wingspan more than meter. 

skills 

They operate in environment with many other ravens competing for food. They observe situation then choose action. 

They can distinguish species individuals and large predators. They like to play, roll on back, throw small pebbles at 



predators using beaks, and lead predators to prey. They play with large predators when young and eat near them when 

old. They can make and manipulate tools. 

 

rook 

European crow-like bird {rook}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Corvid>Jay 

 

jay 

medium size, black, loud call {jay}. Scrub jay can put different food in different places and different times, and 

remember food type, place, and time together. Perhaps, they have episodic memory, which requires what, when, and 

where. 

 

blue jay 

medium size, blue, loud call {blue jay}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Duck 

 

duck as bird 

Ducks {duck} have Herbst corpuscle vibration detectors, like Pacinian corpuscles, around bill. 

 

mallard duck 

medium size {mallard duck}. 

 

merganser 

medium size, diving {merganser} {sheldrake}. 

 

teal as bird 

medium size {teal}. 

 

wood duck 

medium size {wood duck}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Fowl 

 

grouse as bird 

medium size, plump body, feathered legs and feet {grouse, bird} {ruffed grouse} {arctic grouse} {ptarmigan}. 

 

quail as bird 

small {quail, bird}. 

 

turkey as bird 

large {turkey, bird}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Goose 

 

goose as bird 

medium size {goose, bird}. 

 

Canada goose 

large {Canada goose}. 

 

loon 

large {loon}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Parrot 



 

parrot 

large {parrot, bird}. 

 

cockatoo 

small, blue {cockatoo}. 

 

macaw 

large, big beak {macaw}. 

 

parakeet 

small, blue {parakeet}. 

 

toucan 

large, big beak {toucan}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Penguin 

 

penguin 

medium or large {penguin}. 

 

Adelie penguin 

large {Adelie penguin}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Petrel 

 

petrel 

medium size {petrel}. 

 

stormy petrel 

medium size {stormy petrel, bird}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Pigeon 

 

pigeon 

medium size, white, short legs {pigeon}. 

 

dove as pigeon 

medium size, white, short legs {dove, bird}. 

 

homing pigeon 

medium size, white, short legs {homing pigeon}. 

 

mourning dove 

medium size, gray, whimpering call, short legs {mourning dove}. 

 

turtledove 

medium size, short legs {rock pigeon} {stock dove} {ringdove} {wood pigeon} {turtledove}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Plover 

 

plover 

medium size {plover}. 

 

killdeer 

American plover {killdeer} lives in inland waters and fields and has unique call. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Raptor 

 

secretary bird 

Large African birds {secretary bird} can eat reptiles and have long legs. 

 

shrike 

Old World, strong hooked bill {shrike} {loggerhead}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Raptor>Buzzard 

 

buzzard 

large, scavenger {buzzard}. 

 

condor 

large, scavenger {condor}. 

 

turkey buzzard 

large, scavenger {turkey buzzard}. 

 

vulture 

large, scavenger {vulture}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Raptor>Eagle 

 

eagle as bird 

large {eagle, bird}. 

 

American eagle 

large {American eagle}. 

 

bald eagle 

large, white head {bald eagle}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Raptor>Falcon 

 

falcon as bird 

medium size {falcon}. 

 

peregrine falcon 

small {peregrine falcon}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Raptor>Hawk 

 

hawk 

medium to small {hawk, bird}. 

 

nighthawk 

small {nighthawk} {bullbat} {mosquito hawk}. 

 

sparrowhawk 

small {sparrowhawk}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Raptor>Owl 

 



owl 

Owls {owl, bird} have no independent eye movement but have head-movement map in optic tectum. 

 

barn owl 

medium size {barn owl}. 

 

great horned owl 

medium size {great horned owl}. 

 

screech owl 

medium size {screech owl}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Ratite 

 

ratite 

ostrich, emu, rhea, kiwi {ratite}. 

 

emu 

large, flightless, Australia, related to ostrich and cassowary {emu} (Dromiceius novaehollandiae). 

 

kiwi bird 

small, flightless, New Zealand {kiwi, bird} (Apteryx) (Apterygidae). 

 

ostrich 

large, white, very large egg {ostrich}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Shore Bird 

 

wading bird 

Birds {wading bird} can walk in shallow water to find small grubs and fish. 

 

crane as bird 

large {crane, bird}. 

 

curlew 

large, brownish, wading {curlew}. 

 

egret 

heron, long white feathers {egret}. 

 

flamingo 

large, pink {flamingo}. 

 

heron 

medium size {heron}. 

 

ibis 

wading, temperate and tropical climates {ibis} (family Threskiornithidae). 

 

rail as bird 

medium size, marsh {rail, bird}. 

 

sandpiper 

medium size {sandpiper}. 

 



snipe 

medium size, shore {snipe}. 

 

spoonbill 

medium size {spoonbill}. 

 

stilt 

medium size, wading {stilt}. 

 

stork 

large {stork}. 

 

woodcock bird 

medium size migratory, related to snipe and sandpiper {woodcock, bird}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Songbird 

 

songbird 

Cardinals, sparrows, bluebirds, and other birds {songbird} make melody, perch (Passeriformes) {perching bird}, and 

build nests. 

 

bluebird 

small {bluebird}. 

 

bobolink 

medium size {bobolink}. 

 

bob-white 

medium size {bob-white}. 

 

brown creeper 

North America, bill curves down {brown creeper}. 

 

bunting bird 

small {bunting, bird}. 

 

canary 

small {canary}. 

 

cardinal bird 

medium size {cardinal, bird}. 

 

chickadee 

small {chickadee}. 

 

cuckoo 

Other birds hatch its eggs {cuckoo}. 

 

goldfinch 

small {goldfinch}. 

 

indigo bunting 

small {indigo bunting}. 

 

nightingale 

medium size {nightingale}. 



 

nuthatch 

small {nuthatch}. 

 

phoebe 

North American medium-size bird {phoebe} flicks tail. 

 

purple martin 

large, North American, {purple martin}. 

 

redbird 

medium size {redbird}. 

 

robin 

medium size {robin}. 

 

sparrow 

small {sparrow} {English sparrow} {chipping sparrow} {song sparrow} {white crowned sparrow} {white throated 

sparrow}. 

 

titmouse 

small {titmouse} {tit}. 

 

vireo 

medium size, eats insects {vireo}. 

 

waxwing 

medium size {waxwing} {cedar waxwing}. 

 

whippoorwill 

medium size {whippoorwill}. 

 

wren 

small {wren} {house wren} {cactus wren}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Songbird>Finch 

 

finch 

small {finch}. 

 

towhee 

long-tailed, American {towhee}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Songbird>Lark 

 

lark 

medium size {lark}. 

 

meadowlark 

medium size {meadowlark}. 

 

skylark 

medium size {skylark}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Songbird>Oriole 

 



oriole 

medium size {oriole}. 

 

Baltimore oriole 

medium size {Baltimore oriole}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Songbird>Tanager 

 

tanager 

medium size {tanager}. 

 

scarlet tanager 

medium size {scarlet tanager}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Songbird>Thrasher 

 

thrasher 

medium size {thrasher}. 

 

brown thrasher 

small {brown thrasher}. 

 

mockingbird 

Medium-size thrashers {mockingbird} can imitate bird calls. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Songbird>Thrush 

 

thrush 

medium size {thrush} {wood thrush} {hermit thrush}. 

 

chat 

medium size {chat, bird}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Songbird>Warbler 

 

warbler 

medium size {warbler}. 

 

ovenbird 

American warblers {ovenbird} can make dome-shaped nests on dirt. 

 

yellowthroat 

medium size {yellowthroat}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Swallow 

 

swallow 

medium size {swallow}. 

 

barn swallow 

medium size {barn swallow}. 

 

flycatcher 

medium size {flycatcher}. 

 



kingbird 

large, American, flycatcher {kingbird}. 

 

swift 

medium size {swift} {chimney swift}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Swan 

 

swan 

large {swan}. 

 

trumpeter swan 

large {trumpeter swan}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Water Bird 

 

waterfowl 

wading or swimming birds {waterfowl}. 

 

albatross 

large {albatross}. 

 

auk 

large, extinct {auk}. 

 

bittern 

medium size {bittern}. 

 

coot 

medium size {coot}. 

 

cormorant 

large {cormorant}. 

 

grebe 

swimming, diving {grebe}. 

 

gull 

medium size {gull}. 

 

kingfisher 

large {kingfisher}. 

 

osprey 

large {osprey}. 

 

pelican 

large {pelican}. 

 

sea gull 

medium size {sea gull}. 

 

tern 

medium size {tern}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bird>Kinds>Woodpecker 



 

woodpecker 

Herbst corpuscle vibration detectors, like Pacinian corpuscles, are in tongue {woodpecker} {downy woodpecker} 

{pileated woodpecker} {redheaded woodpecker}. 

 

flicker as bird 

medium size, North American {flicker}. 

 

sapsucker 

Small American woodpecker {sapsucker} eats sap from apple and maple trees. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal 

 

mammal 

Mammals {mammal} evolved from therapsids. 

types 

Mammals (Eutheria) are extinct multituberculates, monotremes like platypus, marsupials like kangaroo, and 

placental mammals (Placentalia). 

evolution 

Eutheria evolved from Theria. Early mammals included 30-gram Megazostrodon [-220000000] and Triconodon. 

behavior 

Early mammals hunted alone, signaled, and had territoriality. Voluntary muscles allowed rapid locomotion and good 

control. 

body temperature 

More food and oxygen allowed higher metabolic rate, more muscle action, and warm-bloodedness {homoiothermic, 

mammal}. Body temperature was higher than surroundings but lower than humans have now. Homeostasis allowed 

wider territory ranges and longer maturation times. Because early mammals were nocturnal, they only needed heating. 

Panting and sweating to cool body came later. 

body temperature: hair 

Mammals have hair, rather than scales, plates, or feathers, covering skin, to aid thermoregulation and insulation. 

They have sweat glands. 

respiration 

Diaphragm, bony palate, and turbinals allowed more oxygen and better respiration. Specialized red-blood-cell 

erythrocytes carry heme to provided better energy and oxygen management. Only warm-blooded animals can have 

erythrocytes. 

reproduction 

Reproductive-tract and digestive-tract openings became separate, allowing better and more reproduction and 

childcare varieties. Early mammals had birth rituals, courtship rituals, and sexual intercourse. 

reproduction: mammaries 

Sweat glands evolved into mammary glands, which provided balanced nutrition to young. Only warm-blooded 

animals can make milk. Milk redefined mother and father roles relative to children and allowed longer maturation and 

more brain growth. Mothers cared for babies until weaning. 

teeth 

Mammals have three teeth types: incisor, canine, and molar. They have two teeth sets, baby and adult, instead of 

continuous replacement, allowing head to be greater size in early life. Deciduous baby teeth and permanent adult teeth, 

rather than having continual replacement, allowed more teeth variety and more chewing. Head can be greater size in 

early life. 

nervous system 

Hippocampus and archicortex replaced some thalamus functions. Larger cerebellum allowed more sensorimotor 

coordination. 

nervous system: involuntary muscle 

Automatic circuits in ganglia and paleocortex control involuntary muscles, as in reptiles and birds. In lower 

mammals, archicortex and mesocortex or paleocortex add a supragranular layer to lower-animal granular and 

subgranular layers. In middle mammals, both supragranular and granular layers thicken, but subgranular layer stays the 

same. 



nervous system: neocortex 

In higher mammals, neocortex thickens, cellular complexity increases, newborn unmyelinated areas increase, and 

brain has more fissures. Paleocortex extension above ganglia forms neocortex to control voluntary muscles. All 

mammals have four lobes and three fissures in neocortex. Neocortex had four layers with minicolumns and 

interconnected specialized modules, to make maps for more complex local processing and more integration. Larger 

cerebrum allowed more spatial and temporal integration. 

Higher mammals try alternate strategies to reach goals and identify object and event categories, such as individuals, 

selves, space, and time. Some mammals learn abstract symbols and categories. Some mammals generalize from 

specifics and specify objects from general categories. Some mammals learn relationships but cannot use analogies, 

metaphors, similes, parables, and mental models. Mammals have pleasant and unpleasant dreams. Mammals are 

curious, sentient, and know object categories, not just specific objects. 

senses 

Animals evolved new sensation abilities [Dawkins, 1987] [Griffin, 1974] [Griffin, 2001] [Griffin and Speck, 2004] 

[Haugeland, 1997]. 

senses: smell 

Smell sense developed first, in amygdala and forebrain paleocortex. 

senses: vision 

At first, small eyes bulged out, as in tree shrews. Optic tectum allowed better object localization and size detection. 

Mammals typically have no or limited color vision, except for primates. 

senses: hearing 

Maleus evolved from cynodont articular jawbone, and incus evolved from cynodont quadrate jawbone, to work with 

stapes. Stapedius muscle controlled stiffness. Outer hair cells paralleled inner hair cells. These allowed hearing 

frequencies above 10000 Hertz and so high-frequency insect noises and baby cries. Outer hair cells can also change 

shape quickly, changing frequencies to which inner hair cells respond best. Early mammals had ear pinnae. 

 

pedomorphism 

Mammals developed from juvenile therapsid cynodonts that matured quickly {pedomorphism}|. 

 

domesticated animal 

People modified animals {domesticated animal}. 

In Eurasia and north Africa, cow and ox came from auroch. 

In west and central Asia, sheep came from Asiatic mouflon sheep. 

In west Asia highlands, goat came from bezoar goat. 

In Eurasia and north Africa, pig came from wild boar. 

In south Russia, horse came from wild horses. 

In Andes mountains, llama and alpaca came from guanaco. 

In north Africa, donkey came from African wild ass. 

In southeast Asia, bali cattle came from banteng, which relates to auroch. 

In India and Burma, mithan came from gaur, which relates to auroch. 

Arabian camel was in Arabia. Bactrian camel was in central Asia. 

Reindeer were in north Eurasia. Water buffalo was in southeast Asia. Yak was in Himalayas and Tibet. 

 

fine-branch niche 

Primates live on ground or in small tree branches {fine-branch niche}|, like Australia and South America small 

nocturnal prosimians and arboreal marsupials. 

 

vibrissae 

Early placental mammals had long, sensitive snouts with large hairs {vibrissae} and good smell sense. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Gender 

 

dam as female 

female quadruped {dam}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Group 

 



drove 

flock or herd {drove}|. 

 

litter of pups 

Animals can have babies {pup, litter} each mating season {litter, pup}|. 

 

pride of lions 

Lions live in groups {pride}| with two or three males and five to ten females and cubs. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Brain 

 

handedness in mammals 

Mammals besides humans show paw preferences {handedness, mammal} but equally to left or right. 

 

multisensory 

Mammal superior colliculus can integrate multiple senses {multisensory} at same spatial location, while other 

structures maintain distinct sensations for each sense [O'Regan and Noë, 2001]. 

 

pair bonding 

Arginine vasopressin aids pair bonding {pair bonding, arginine vasopressin}. 

 

sonar in animals 

Vocalization echoes give information. Dolphins and bats expanded this ability. Dolphins and bats use sonar {sonar, 

animal} to locate and categorize objects. They can project known signals into environment, receive reflected signals, 

and interpret altered signals. Signaling evolved from vocalization. Receiving evolved from auditory-brain sound 

processing, which locates and categorizes sounds. 

 

suffering in animals 

Animals that are smart enough to suffer include horse, dog, apes, elephants, and dolphins, because they can do 

something about conditions that make them suffer {suffering, animal}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Rhythm 

 

biological rhythm 

Animal rhythms {biological rhythm}| depend on year, lunar month, tides, and day. 

brain clock 

Brain can time intervals {brain clock} using striato-cortical loops and frontal-cortex, caudate-putamen, and thalamus 

dopamine neurons. Clocks can be neuron circuits for each time interval, or neuron populations can code all intervals. 

Somatosensory lemniscal system can backdate events. 

millisecond rhythm 

Biochemical reactions have millisecond intervals. Coupled reaction systems can have cycles up to 100 seconds. 

second rhythm 

Heartbeat has ultradian rhythm regulated by pacemaker-neuron membrane-potential changes by voltage-sensitive K-

channels. 

minute rhythm 

Cycles can repeat every few seconds or minutes for sessile, burrowing, and boring animals. Protein regulates cell 12-

minute growth cycles. Inositol-trisphosphate receptor regulates calcium release in C. elegans in fifty-second intervals. 

day rhythm 

People can live on 23-hour and 25-hour cycles. 

development rhythm 

Reaction-cycle superpositions cause development cycles, which have intervals from minutes to hours to days. 

month rhythm 

Biological rhythms can be monthly, for hormones and temperature. Sex-hormone levels vary over lunar month. 

Marine organisms feed or rest with lunar tides. Shore-living invertebrates typically have tidal cycles and long-term 

rhythms related to Moon cycles. 



year rhythm 

Biological rhythms can be yearly, for migrations and moods. Yearly rhythms include hibernation and estivation. 

Breeding seasons typically are yearly. In autumn, plants can die or start low-metabolism state {dormancy, plant}. 

 

biological clock 

In mammals, Mop3 gene product is main component of 24-hour biological clocks {biological clock}|, in 

hypothalamus, eye, testis, ovary, liver, heart, lung, and kidney, which work by positive and negative feedback among 

proteins. Mammals can rest themselves according to environment. Mutant Mop3 requires homozygosity. Clock-gene 

product acts as a pacemaker in hypothalamus suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), which synchronizes other organ clocks. 

CLOCK, PER, and MOP3 proteins have PAS domains. Circadian rhythm affects albumin D-element-binding protein 

{mDbp}, which does not regulate circadian rhythm. 

 

central pattern generator 

Neuron networks {central pattern generator} control breathing, walking, and swimming. 

 

circadian rhythm 

Body has daily activity patterns {circadian rhythm}|. Internal mechanisms for daily cycles have 24-hour cycles. 

functions 

Body temperature, activity, blood pressure, blood pulse rate, blood volume, hormone levels, eosinophil levels, 

ACTH concentration, cortisol concentration, magnesium concentration, calcium concentration, 17-

hydroxycorticosteroid concentration, sodium concentration, potassium concentration, catecholamine concentration, and 

phosphate concentration vary over day. 

functions: time of day 

Labor is most frequent and T lymphocytes are most at 1 AM. Growth hormone and deep sleep are greatest at 2 AM. 

Asthma attacks are most frequent at 4 AM. Body temperature is lowest at 4:30 AM. Menstruation starts most 

frequently at 6 AM. Insulin, blood pressure, heart rate, and cortisol are lowest at 6 AM, but melatonin is highest. Blood 

pressure starts to rise at 6:45 AM. Hay fever is worst at 7 AM. Melatonin production stops at 7:30 AM. Heart attack 

and stroke are most frequent at 8 AM. Rheumatoid arthritis is worst at 8 AM. T lymphocytes are fewest at 8 AM. 

Bowel movements are most likely at 8:30 AM. Alertness is highest at 10 AM. Blood hemoglobin concentration is 

highest at 12 PM. Coordination is best at 2:30 PM. Respiration is fastest, reflexes are quickest, and hand grip is 

strongest at 3 PM to 3:30 PM. Body temperature, heart rate, and blood pressure are highest at 4 PM. Muscle strength is 

greatest at 5 PM. Urination is most frequent at 6 PM. Blood pressure is highest at 6:30 PM. Body temperature is highest 

at 6:30 PM. Sensitivity to pain is greatest at 9 PM. Melatonin production starts at 9 PM, induces sleep at night, and 

maximizes just before morning. Bowel movements stop at 10:30 PM. Allergic reaction is most frequent at 11 PM. 

cycle 

Light affects retinal ganglion-cell melanopsin receptors, which catabolize PERIOD (PER) and TIMELESS (TIM) 

protein complexes in cytoplasm. Six hours later, catabolism is complete and CYCLE and CLOCK proteins bind. Then 

combined proteins bind to PER and TIM genes in cell nucleus, to start transcription. Six hours later, PER and TIM 

proteins bind in cytoplasm to form complex that blocks binding of CYCLE and CLOCK in cell nucleus. 

 

jet lag 

After several days {jet lag}|, travelers can adjust to new local time. Travel across time zones can cause disturbances 

in sleep, digestion, and daily activity rhythms, and disturbances are unpleasant, impair performance, and last several 

days. 

 

ultradian rhythm 

People have 90-minute to 100-minute cycles {ultradian rhythm}|. Desire to eat, desire for sex, sleep phases, 

daydreams, dreams, alertness, stomach contractions, and instinctual drives in general have ultradian rhythms. Infants 

have 60-minute movement and inactivity cycles. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Rhythm>Day 

 

crepuscular 

Animals can have twilight activity {crepuscular}|. 

 



diurnal 

Animals can have daytime activity {diurnal}|. 

 

nocturnal activity 

Animals can have nighttime activity {nocturnal}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Rhythm>Season 

 

estivation 

Yearly rhythm is deep suspended animation, with low temperature, slow heartbeat, and slow breathing, for summer 

{estivation}|. 

 

hibernation 

Yearly rhythm is deep suspended animation, with low temperature, slow heartbeat, and slow breathing, for winter 

{hibernation}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Tribosphenida 

 

Tribosphenida 

Main ancient mammals {Tribosphenida} had special-shape molar teeth {tribosphenic molar}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Monotreme 

 

monotreme 

Duck-billed platypus and spiny anteater {monotreme}| (Monotrema) are small. Monotremes evolved by 

pedomorphism from juvenile cynodonts that matured quickly. Monotremes lay eggs. Eggs hatch, and infants drink milk 

from mammary glands. Duck-billed platypus finds buried molluscs and insects by electric potentials. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Theria 

 

Theria as class 

Mammals {Theria} can have live births, rather than eggs laid outside body, and mammary glands. Eggs develop 

inside body. Babies emerge in fetal stage, requiring care of young during gestation and after birth. Parental care causes 

adult-behavior imitation. Theria developed from monotremes. Theria include Eutheria and marsupials. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Marsupial 

 

marsupial 

Kangaroo, koala, wombat, wallaroo, and opossum {marsupial}| (Marsupia) {pouched mammal} have embryos that 

develop inside body and bear live young, at fetal stage, that crawl to pouch on abdomen outside, to drink milk from 

mammary glands and develop. Marsupials care for young. Theria developed from monotremes. Marsupials came from 

early Theria. 

 

banded anteater 

small, Australia, long snout, claws, termite eater {banded anteater}. 

 

kangaroo as animal 

plant eater, Australia and New Guinea, large hind legs, long thick tail {kangaroo}. 

 

koala 

Australia, arboreal, gray, furry ears, no tail {koala}. 

 

opossum 

nocturnal, arboreal, long tail {opossum} (Didelphis) (Didelphidae). 

 



phalanger 

small, fur, Australia, arboreal, long prehensile tail {phalanger}. 

 

platypus 

Australia, aquatic, egg-laying, duck-like flexible bill, web feet, gray fur {platypus} (Ornithorhynchus anatinus). 

 

Tasmanian devil 

small, carnivorous, black, long tail {Tasmanian devil}. 

 

wallaby 

kangaroo-like but smaller {wallaby} (Macropodidae). 

 

wombat 

burrowing, plant eater, Australia, medium size, dense hair, short tail, flat snout {wombat}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Placental 

 

placental mammal 

In Cretaceous, 150 million years ago to 100 million years ago, small, nocturnal insect-eaters {placental mammal}| 

(Placentalia) evolved. 

anatomy: placenta 

Tissue {placenta}, in which mother blood vessels commingle with embryo vessels, surrounds embryo inside uterus, 

allowing food and waste exchange. This allows more embryo growth, by improving nutrition and respiration. 

anatomy: senses 

First Eutheria had large ears and good hearing. They had vibrissae and good smell sense. They had small eyes, on 

head sides. 

anatomy: nervous system 

First Eutheria had larger brains than same-size reptiles. 

biology: signal 

Mammals other than primates have 10 to 40 different signals. 

biology: children 

All Eutheria have live birth. Eutheria have fewer births per mother, birth at later stage, and more care of young. 

Culture transmission requires relatively few young. Adults must outnumber young to preserve culture. 

types 

The 23 placental-mammal orders include bats, carnivores, cetacea, edentates, hooved, insectivores, primates, 

proboscids, rodents, scienia, and simple hooved. Carnivores include cat, dog, bear, and seal. Edentates include sloth, 

anteater, and armadillo. Insectivores include hedgehog, insectivore shrew, and mole. Primates include tree shrew, 

lemur, tarsier, and monkey. Lemurs and tarsiers are similar. 

clades 

Placental mammals have four clades. Clade I {Afrotheria} includes elephants, manatees, aardvarks, and elephant 

shrews. Clade II {Xenarthra} includes sloths, anteaters, and armadillos. Clade III {Euarchontoglires} {Supraprimates} 

includes rodents, primates, flying lemurs, and tree shrews. Clade IV {Laurasiatheria} includes cetaceans, bats, 

carnivores, hedgehogs, insectivore shrews, and moles. 

clades: evolution 

Afrotheria was first. Afrotheria and Xenarthra, clades I and II, split 103 to 105 million years ago, in Cretaceous, 

perhaps from South America and Africa separation. 

Early superorder {Boreoeutheria}, of clades III Euarchontoglires and IV Laurasiatheria, split from Xenarthra 84 to 

95 million years ago. 

Euarchontoglires and Laurasiatheria {Epitheria} split 60 million years ago. 

clades: I Afrotheria 

Afrotheria is in Africa and includes golden mole (Chrysochloridae), otter shrew/tenrec, elephant shrew/sengi 

(Macroscelidea), aardvark (Tubulidentata), hyrax (Hyracoidea), mantee/dugong (Sirenia), and elephant (Proboscidea). 

Tenrec (Tenrecidae) and otter shrew (Potamogalinae) have cloaca and can look like shrews, hedgehogs, mice, or 

otters. Golden mole lives in south Africa, eats insects, burrows, and looks like moles. Golden mole and otter 

shrew/tenrec are order (Afrosoricida). 

Elephant shrew or jumping shrew (Macroscelididae) has long nose and looks like shrews. 



Hyrax, mantee/dugong, and elephant are clade (Paenungulata). Hyrax lives in Africa and Middle East, looks like 

rabbit or guinea pig, and ferments food in cecum {copraphage}. 

clades: II Xenarthra 

Xenarthra developed in South America and includes armadillo (Cingulata), anteater (Vermilingua), and tree sloth 

(Folivora), which have strange joints {xenarthra}. Anteater includes silky anteater, giant anteater, and tamandua. Tree 

sloth includes two-toed and three-toed sloths. Anteater and tree sloth are group (Pilosa). 

clades: III Euarchontoglires 

Squirrel, mouse, and other rodents (Rodentia); rabbit, hare, and pika (Lagomorpha); treeshrew (Scandentia); coluga 

(Dermoptera); and primates are superorder (Euarchontoglires) (Supraprimates). 

Coluga (Cynocephalidae) or cobego or flying lemur can glide from trees and lives in southeast Asia. Coluga, 

primate, and treeshrew are order (Euarchonta). 

Pika (Ochotonidae), rock rabbit, or coney is like hamsters and squeaks {whistling hare}. Rodents and lagomorphs 

are order (Glires). 

clades: IV Laurasiatheria 

Laurasiatheria developed in Laurasia and are bats, hedgehogs, cetaceans, even-toed ungulates, odd-toed ungulates, 

carnivores, and scaly anteaters. 

Hedgehogs (Erinaceinae) live in Eurasia and Africa. Gymnures or moonrats live in southeast Asia. Hedgehogs and 

gymnures are early order (Erinaceomorpha). 

Shrews (Soricidae) include white-toothed shrews, red-toothed shrews, and African white-toothed shrews. Moles 

(Talpidae) include Talpinae, Scalopinae, and Uropsilinae. Solenodons (Solenodontidae) look like large shrews, are 

insectivores, and live in Cuba and Haiti. Moles, shrews, and solenodons (Soricomorpha) are order. 

Artiodactyla order of even-toed ungulates includes pigs, hippopotamus, camels, giraffe, deer, antelope, cattle, sheep, 

and goats. Cetacea order includes whales, dolphins, and porpoises. Cetaceans probably evolved from hippopotamus 

(Whippomorpha) (Cetancodonta). Cetaceans and even-toed ungulates are order (Cetartiodactyla). 

Even-toed and odd-toed ungulates are a group. 

Order (Pegasoferae) is in Africa and south Asia and includes pangolins or scaly anteaters (Pholidota), carnivores 

(Carnivora), bats (Chiroptera), and odd-toed ungulates (Perissodactyla), such as horses. Carnivores and scaly anteaters 

are group (Ferae). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Placental>Social 

 

dominance hierarchy 

Mammals accept that individuals can have authority, resulting in different ranks {dominance hierarchy}|. Animals in 

groups have ranks or roles, relatively dominant or subordinate. Older males typically dominate. 

authority 

Different species use different authority symbols. 

hierarchy 

All societies have status hierarchies and/or resource controls. 

change 

Primates form alliances based on obligations and contact, to gain higher rank. Ranks are always shifting. Dominance 

fights are not deadly. Animals can try to act differently than rank. Others must catch and punish offenders. Animals can 

try to deceive, but only higher apes seem to try to make others' beliefs be wrong. 

effects 

Dominance hierarchy causes hostility to strangers, maintains peace in society, decreases new behaviors, and causes 

threats from younger males toward older males. 

factors 

Dominance behaviors increase at breeding times. Dominance behaviors increase at higher population densities. 

 

laughter in humans 

Only humans laugh {laughter, human}, but other mammals appear happy. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Placental>Parts 

 

blubber 

Fat layer {blubber}| can protect body from cold. 

 



grasping hand 

Insectivores have hands with opposing thumb across from fingers {grasping hand}|, which allows better grip and 

more hand-eye coordination. 

 

spermaceti 

Some whales have oil {spermaceti}. 

 

trunk of animal 

Proboscids have long trunk {trunk}| from nose. 

 

tusk 

Proboscids have elongated incisor teeth {tusk}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Placental>Senses 

 

forward vision 

Insectivores have eyes facing front {forward vision}|, rather than on side, allowing better vision and eye-hand 

coordination and more space for brain frontal lobes. 

 

nose leaves 

Some echolocating bats, like horseshoe bat, scan for sound and then focus sound using nose structures {nose 

leaves}. 

 

tapetum 

Cats have mirror-like layer {tapetum} behind retina to reflect light back through retina. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Mammal>Placental>Reasoning 

 

deontic reasoning 

Individuals at rank must know to do some things and not do other things {deontic reasoning}. 

 

indicative reasoning 

Individuals in society attend to and remember rule breaking and act on previous-situation knowledge {indicative 

reasoning}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Proboscid 

 

proboscid 

Proboscids {proboscid}| (Proboscidea) have nose trunk, thick and loose skin, and tusks. They include elephant, 

mastodon, and wooly mammoth. Elephants can make infrasonic sounds. 

 

pachyderm 

elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus {pachyderm}. 

 

elephant 

five-toes, trunk, thick skin, big ears, herbivorous {elephant}. 

 

mammoth as mammal 

extinct elephant-like mammal {mammoth}. 

 

mastodon 

extinct elephant-like mammal {mastodon}. 

 

wooly mammoth 

extinct elephant-like mammal {wooly mammoth}. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Sirenia 

 

Sirenia 

Manatees, dugong, and sea cows {Sirenia} are aquatic herbivores. Forelimbs are fins. They have no hind limbs. 

 

dugong 

cetaceous, tusks, flat tail, aquatic, herbivorous {dugong} (Halicore dugong). 

 

manatee 

plant eater, aquatic, Florida and Caribbean or West Africa, paddle front flippers, flat tail {manatee} (Trichechus). 

 

sea cow 

dugong or manatee {sea cow}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Edentate 

 

edentate 

Edentates {edentate} (Edentata) have few or no teeth, eat insects, and include sloth, anteater, and armadillo. 

 

aardvark 

burrowing, south Africa, stocky body, hair, large ears, long snout {aardvark} (Orycteropus afer) (Orycteropodidae) 

(Tubulidentata). 

 

anteater 

south Africa and Asia, horny scales, long snout {anteater} {giant anteater}. 

 

armadillo 

burrowing, nocturnal, horny shell, omnivorous {armadillo} (Dasypodidae). 

 

pangolin 

Asia and Africa Pholidota mammals {pangolin} can eat ants and termites with a sticky tongue. Pangolins have a 

long tail. 

 

sloth animal 

Tree sloths or three-toed sloths {sloth, mammal} have long claws and hang upside down from tree branches. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Bat 

 

bat as mammal 

Bats {bat, mammal} (Chiroptera) can fly and glide. One-fifth of mammal species are bats. 

anatomy 

Bats have skin from long fingers to body and legs. They have elongated forearms and fingers, with short thumb. 

They have heel bone {calcar} to hold wing skin. Bats have long stylohyal bone from skull base to hyoid in throat and 

voice box. Bats have bulbous malleus. 

location 

Bats are everywhere except Antarctica. 

size 

Smallest is five centimeters, and largest is two meters. 

food 

Bats eat fruit, eat insects, eat meat, and suck nectar. Vampire bats lick blood. 

echolocation 

Bats use echoes from ultrasound-producing vocal chords to find and recognize objects by echolocation. All bats have 

echolocation, except Old World fruit bats, such as flying fox, which lost it. 

Fruit bats and vampire bats send one frequency. Most bats vary sound frequency. They typically use downward 

sound, because echoes from nearby objects have lower frequency than from farther objects. Acuity is greatest for small 

frequency range. Bats adjust sent-signal frequency, so echoes are in that small frequency range. Most bats make sound 



pulses. Some bats use slow emission rate until they get close to something. Some bats protect ears during sound 

emission. Some bats can calculate approach speed using Doppler shift. 

types 

Bats are Old World (Desmodontidae) or New World bats. 

types: Old World 

Old World fruit bats, horseshoe bats, Old World leaf-nosed bats, false vampire bats, bumblebee bats, and mouse-

tailed bats are Old World bats. Old World fruit bats are flying foxes. 

types: New World 

Slit-faced bats and sheath-tailed bats are group of New World bats. 

New World leaf-nosed bats, leaf-chinned bats, fishing bats, smoky bats, disk-winged bats, New Zealand short-tailed 

bats, and sucker-footed bats are group of New World bats. 

Evening bats, long-fingered bats, free-tailed bats, and funnel-eared bats are group of New World bats. 

evolution 

Bats are early Laurasiatheria. Bats flew before they could echolocate. 

 

fruit bat 

large, fruit eater {fruit bat} (Desmodontidae). 

 

vampire bat 

tropical, Americas, biting, blood drinker {vampire bat} (Desmodontidae). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Carnivore 

 

carnivore 

Carnivores {carnivore, animal}| (Carnivora) have long, sharp-pointed canine teeth. 

cats 

Cats include lion, tiger, leopard, cheetah, cougar or mountain lion, and jaguar. 

dogs 

Dogs include hyena, wolf, and fox. 

seals 

Sea lion, seal or fur seal, and walrus live in arctic seas. Sea otter eats sea urchins and abalone. 

other 

Other carnivores are bear, otter, mink, weasel, and skunk. 

white color 

Transparency causes white-furred animals to look white. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Carnivore>Bear 

 

bear 

large, claws, carnivorous, brown/black/white {bear, animal}. 

 

black bear 

large bear {black bear}. 

 

bruin 

bear {bruin}. 

 

grizzly bear 

large bear {grizzly bear}. 

 

panda 

Large bears {panda} can have white fur and black eye areas. 

 

polar bear 

large white bear {polar bear}. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Carnivore>Cat 

 

bobcat 

North America, lynx, spotted, red-brown, ear tufts, short tail {bobcat} (Lynx rufus). 

 

catamount 

mountain lion {catamount}. 

 

cheetah 

large, fast {cheetah}. 

 

cougar 

large, tawny {cougar}. 

 

feline 

cat {feline}. 

 

jaguar 

large, tawny {jaguar}. 

 

leopard 

large, tawny with black spots {leopard}. 

 

lion 

large, tawny {lion}. Males have manes. 

 

lynx 

medium size {lynx}. 

 

mountain lion 

medium size, tawny {mountain lion}. 

 

ocelot 

small, nocturnal, Central America and South America, dark spots, brown {ocelot}. 

 

panther 

large, tawny or black {panther}. 

 

puma 

medium size, tawny {puma}. 

 

saber-toothed tiger 

large, extinct in late Tertiary, long upper canine teeth {saber-toothed tiger} {sabre-toothed tiger}. 

 

snow leopard 

large, white {snow leopard}. 

 

tiger 

large, tawny or white {tiger, mammal}. 

 

wildcat mammal 

cat-sized wild cat {wildcat, cat}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Carnivore>Cat>Breed 

 



Maltese cat 

fluffy {Maltese cat}. 

 

manx cat 

short hair, no tail {manx cat}. 

 

Persian cat 

long white fur {Persian cat}. 

 

Siamese cat 

short fur {Siamese cat}. 

 

tabby cat 

fluffy house cat {tabby cat}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Carnivore>Civet 

 

viverrine 

Civet family (Viverridae) has civet, genet, fossa, and binturong. Civets {viverrine} are small and cat-like. 

 

civet cat 

raccoon-like, omnivore, Mexico and southwest USA, long bushy tail with black and white rings, nocturnal, musk 

{bassarisk} {civet cat}. 

 

mongoose 

Asian viverrine, carnivorous {mongoose} (Herpestes). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Carnivore>Dog 

 

dog 

Dogs {dog, animal} can understand 65 words or phrases and 25 signals or gestures. Dogs have 25 vocalizations and 

305 different gestures but have no syntax or grammar. 

 

canine dog 

Dog-like animals {canine, dog} (Canidae) have pointed conical teeth. 

 

arctic fox 

thick fur, arctic, brown in summer and white in winter {arctic fox}. 

 

coyote 

small wolf, west USA {coyote} (Canis latrans). 

 

fox mammal 

carnivorous, pointed muzzle, pointed ears, bushy tail {fox, mammal}. 

 

hyena 

dog-like, nocturnal, Africa and south Asia, eats carrion {hyena} (Crocuta) (Hyaenidae). 

 

jackal 

wild, medium size, scavenger {jackal} (Canis). 

 

lobo 

gray wolf {lobo}. 

 

timber wolf 

large, gray, forest, north North America {timber wolf} {timberwolf}. 



 

wolf 

northern, carnivorous, large, dog-like {wolf} {gray wolf} (Canis lupus). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Carnivore>Dog>Breed 

 

Afghan dog 

large {Afghan, dog}. 

 

Airedale 

large {Airedale}. 

 

basset hound 

medium size {basset hound}. 

 

beagle 

medium size {beagle}. 

 

bloodhound 

large {bloodhound}. 

 

borzoi 

large, sleek {borzoi}. 

 

boxer as dog 

medium size {boxer}. 

 

bulldog dog 

medium size {bulldog}. 

 

chihuahua 

small, thin {chihuahua}. 

 

Cocker spaniel 

medium size {Cocker spaniel}. 

 

collie 

large {collie}. 

 

dachshund 

medium size {dachshund}. 

 

dalmatian 

large, spotted {dalmatian}. 

 

Doberman 

large {Doberman}. 

 

German shepherd 

large {German shepherd}. 

 

golden retriever 

large {golden retriever}. 

 

Great Dane 

large {Great Dane}. 



 

greyhound 

large {greyhound} {grayhound}. 

 

Irish setter 

large {Irish setter}. 

 

Labrador retriever 

large {Labrador retriever}. 

 

mastiff 

large {mastiff}. 

 

Pekinese 

small {Pekinese}. 

 

police dog 

large {police dog}. 

 

Pomeranian 

small {Pomeranian}. 

 

poodle 

medium size {poodle}. 

 

retriever 

large {retriever}. 

 

saluki 

large, sleek {saluki}. 

 

Samoyed dog 

large {Samoyed, dog}. 

 

schnauzer 

medium size {schnauzer}. 

 

Scottish terrier 

medium size {Scottish terrier}. 

 

setter 

large {setter}. 

 

sheep dog 

large {sheep dog}. 

 

Skye terrier 

medium size {Skye terrier}. 

 

spaniel 

medium size {spaniel}. 

 

spitz 

Pomeranian or Samoyed {spitz}. 

 



St. Bernard 

large {St. Bernard}. 

 

terrier 

medium size {terrier}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Carnivore>Mustelid 

 

mustelid 

ferret, mink, otter, raccoon, skunk, weasel, and wolverine {mustelid} (Mustela). 

 

badger animal 

burrowing, claws {badger, mammal}. 

 

ermine 

Northern weasels {ermine} (Mustela erminea) can have black tail tips and dark brown fur in summer and white fur 

in winter. 

 

ferret mammal 

weasel, North America {ferret, mammal} (Mustela nigripes). 

 

marten 

slender, weasel-like, arboreal, larger than weasel {marten}. 

 

mink 

small, short-legged weasel {mink}. 

 

otter 

freshwater, web feet, claws {otter}. 

 

polecat 

skunk {polecat}. 

 

raccoon 

North America, nocturnal {raccoon} (Procyon lotor). 

 

sable mammal 

north Europe and Asia, soft dark fur {sable, mammal} (Martes zibellina). 

 

sea otter 

marine otter {sea otter}. 

 

skunk animal 

medium size, New World, bushy tail, black fur, white lengthwise stripes {skunk} (Mephitis). 

 

weasel 

small, short legs, long body, long neck, brown {weasel}. 

 

wolverine 

burrowing, northern forest {wolverine} (Gulo gulo). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Carnivore>Pinniped 

 

pinniped 

Sea lion, seal, and walrus {pinniped} have backward hind limbs. 

 



seal 

swimmer and diver, marine, hind limbs turned backward {seal}. 

 

elephant seal 

north Atlantic Ocean, earless, seal, overhanging snout {elephant seal} (Mirounga angustirostris). 

 

sea lion 

large ear, marine, seal, long neck, long limbs {sea lion} (Zalophus californianus). 

 

walrus 

northern, marine, ivory tusk, tough hide, thick blubber {walrus}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Cetacean 

 

Cetacea 

Dolphins (Sotalia) (Delphinus) (Tursiops) and whales {Cetacea} live in ocean and have blubber. 

limbs 

Forelimbs are fin-like. They have no hind limbs. 

respiration 

Cetaceans have one or two blowholes on head top. 

teeth or baleen 

Some Cetacea (Odontocetes) have teeth: sperm, pilot, and beluga whales, and dolphins and porpoises. Some Cetacea 

(Mysticetes) have baleen: blue and fin whales. Extinct ancestors belong to Archaeocetes. 

whales 

Sulfur-bottom whale is 150 tons and 35 meters long. Narwhal has long horn. Humpback whale, finback whale, gray 

whale, and blue whale are other whales. 

dolphins 

Dolphin has directional sonar, useful up to mile. Porpoise is like dolphin. Orca or killer whale is large dolphin. 

Dolphins shed soft flaky skin every two hours. 

evolution 

Cetacea evolved from artiodactyls. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Cetacean>Dolphin 

 

dolphin 

smooth skin, pointed snout, tail flips up and down, makes sounds {dolphin} (Tursiops) (Delphinidae). 

 

bottle-nosed dolphin 

rounded forehead, beak, north Atlantic and Mediterranean {bottle-nosed dolphin} (Tursiops). 

 

orca 

black and white, largest dolphin {orca} {killer whale}. 

 

porpoise 

smaller than dolphin, blunt snout {porpoise} (Phocaena) (Lagenorhynchus). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Cetacean>Whale 

 

whale mammal 

Whales {whale, mammal} are baleen or toothed whales. 

 

leviathan 

whale {leviathan}. 

 

narwhal 

small, Arctic whale, male {narwhal} (Monodon monoceros). Male has large long twisted elongated tooth. 



 

sperm whale 

largest toothed whale {sperm whale}. Head cavity contains spermaceti and oil. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Cetacean>Whale>Baleen 

 

baleen whale 

marine, large, two blowholes, filter feeder {baleen whale} (Mysticeti). Rorqual whales are finback whale, blue 

whale, and humpback whale. Other whales are gray whale, right whale, and Sei whale. Elastic, horny material makes 

fringed plates {baleen} {whalebone} down from upper jaws. 

 

right whale 

baleen whale, arctic {right whale}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Cetacean>Whale>Baleen>Rorqual 

 

rorqual whale 

Large marine filter-feeder baleen whales {rorqual whale} include finback whale, blue whale, and humpback whale. 

 

blue whale 

large, baleen whale, rorqual whale {blue whale}. 

 

finback whale 

baleen whale, large, flat head, throat furrows, rorqual whale {finback whale}. 

 

humpback whale 

baleen whale, rorqual whale {humpback whale}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Artiodactyla 

 

simple hooved mammal 

Simple hooved mammals {simple hooved mammal} (Artiodactyla) have hooves with even number of digits. They 

are herbivores. They include camel, hippopotamus, whales, cow, sheep, pig, giraffe, deer, wildebeest, antelope, and 

bighorn sheep. They include ruminants. Hippos evolved from swamp-dwelling anthracotheres. Artiodactyla have 

hooves and were formerly in Ungulata order. 

 

ungulate 

Artiodactyla and Perissodactyla have hooves and formerly were an order {ungulate}| (Ungulata). 

 

ferungulate 

Ferungulates {ferungulate} are simple hooved mammals like cow and whale, hooved mammals like horse and 

rhinoceros, and carnivores like cats and seals. 

 

ruminant 

Mammals {ruminant} (Ruminantia) can have stomachs with four parts and chew regurgitated cud. They have hooves 

with even-numbered toes. Males have horns. They include cows, sheep, goats, deer, and giraffes. 

 

cervid 

deer, elk, moose, reindeer, and caribou {cervid}| (Cervidae). 

 

bovid 

cow, buffalo, sheep, goat, and antelope {bovid}| (Bovidae). 

 

giraffe 

Africa, ruminant, long neck, long legs, tan with brown spots {giraffe} (Giraffa camelopardalis) (Giraffidae). 

 



hippopotamus 

very large, thick skin, herbivorous, river, tropical Africa {hippopotamus} (Hippopotamus amphibius) 

(Hippopotamidae). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Artiodactyla>Antelope 

 

antelope 

brown or gray, two-toe hooves, unbranched horns, fast, Africa and Asia {antelope}. 

 

eland 

African antelope {eland}. 

 

gazelle 

small, antelope, Africa and Asia, spiral horns, large eyes {gazelle}. 

 

gnu 

large, Africa, antelope, horns, long tufted tail {gnu}. 

 

pronghorn antelope 

America {pronghorn antelope}. 

 

springbok 

South Africa, gazelle, springs {springbok}. 

 

wildebeest 

gnu {wildebeest}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Artiodactyla>Camel 

 

camel mammal 

one or two humps, long neck, ruminant, Asia {camel, animal} (Camelus). 

 

alpaca llama 

llama {alpaca llama}. 

 

Bactrian camel 

two humps, central Asia {Bactrian camel}. 

 

dromedary camel 

single hump, large, even-toed, ungulate {dromedary camel} (Camelus). 

 

llama animal 

small camel-like mammal {llama, animal} (Lama) (Camelidae). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Artiodactyla>Cow 

 

cow 

domesticated cattle {cow, animal} (Bovidae). 

 

calf of cow 

baby cow {calf, cow}. 

 

dogie 

cow being herded {dogie}. 

 



heifer 

young cow {heifer}. 

 

milch cow 

milk cow {milch cow}. 

 

steer as cow 

male cattle {steer}. 

 

Aberdeen Angus cattle 

domesticated, meat {Aberdeen Angus cattle}. 

 

bison 

buffalo {bison}. 

 

Brahma bull 

large-shouldered bull for bull riding {Brahma bull}. 

 

buffalo cow 

large, shaggy, brown, bison, North American plains {buffalo, mammal} (Bison bison). 

 

Guernsey cow 

domesticated, milk {Guernsey cow}. 

 

Hereford cattle 

domesticated {Hereford cattle}. 

 

Jersey cow 

domesticated, milk {Jersey cow}. 

 

longhorn cattle 

domesticated, meat {longhorn cattle}. 

 

musk-ox 

arctic, bovid, thick coat {musk-ox}. It is not an ox. 

 

water buffalo 

Asian buffalo, typically domesticated draft animal {water buffalo, animal} (Bubalus bubalis). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Artiodactyla>Cow>Bos 

 

ox 

adult castrated bull {ox} (Bos), or cattle-family draft animal. 

 

yak as ox 

large ox, shaggy hair, ox, central Asian mountains {yak, mammal} (Bos grunniens). 

 

zebu 

Asian and east African ox {zebu} can have a large hump and loose dewlap hanging under throat and neck. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Artiodactyla>Deer 

 

deer 

Deer {deer, animal} are similar to Bovidae, but male has solid deciduous horns {antler}. 

 



buck as deer 

male deer {buck}. 

 

doe 

female deer {doe}. 

 

caribou 

North America, arctic, same as reindeer {caribou}. Both sexes have large antlers. 

 

elk 

largest deer, north Europe, broad antlers on bulls, same as moose {elk}. 

 

hart 

male deer or male red deer over five years old {hart}. 

 

hind 

female red deer {hind}. 

 

moose 

largest deer, north America and Canada, broad antlers on bulls, same as elk {moose} (Alces alces). 

 

reindeer 

Europe and Asia, arctic, same as caribou {reindeer}. Both sexes have large antlers. 

 

stag deer 

adult male deer {stag, mammal}. 

 

wapiti 

large, North America, large and branched antlers {wapiti}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Artiodactyla>Goat 

 

goat 

ruminant, beard, straight horns, related to sheep {goat, animal}. 

 

Angora goat 

goat {Angora goat}. 

 

billy goat 

male goat {billy goat}. 

 

ibex 

large, ridged, curved-over horns {ibex}. 

 

kid as goat 

young goat {kid}. 

 

nanny goat 

female goat {nanny goat}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Artiodactyla>Pig 

 

pig 

short legs, cloven hooves, bristly hair, cartilaginous snout {pig, animal} (Suidae). 

 



shoat 

young pig {shoat}. 

 

sow 

female pig {sow}. 

 

swine 

pig {swine}. 

 

boar 

wild pig, narrow body, tusks, snout bristles {boar}. 

 

hog 

pig {hog}. 

 

warthog 

Africa, face warts, large tusks {warthog}. 

 

wild boar 

boar {wild boar}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Artiodactyla>Sheep 

 

sheep 

wool, horns, ruminant, related to goat {sheep}. 

 

ewe 

female sheep {ewe}. 

 

lamb as mammal 

young sheep {lamb, mammal}. 

 

ram 

male sheep {ram}. 

 

Barbary sheep 

north Africa {aoudad} {Barbary sheep}. 

 

bighorn sheep 

light color, large curled horns, Canadian mountains {bighorn sheep}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Perissodactyla 

 

hooved mammal 

Hooved mammals {hooved mammal} (Perissodactyla) have hooves with odd number of digits, are herbivores, and 

include horse, zebra, tapir, and rhinoceros. 

 

rhinoceros 

very large, herbivorous, ungulate, southeast Asia and Africa, thick skin, one or two snout horns {rhinoceros} 

(Rhinocerotidae). 

 

tapir 

herbivorous, related to rhinoceros, large, nocturnal, ungulate, tropical {tapir}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Perissodactyla>Horse 

 



horse mammal 

solid hoof, herbivorous, short hair, mane, long tail {horse} (Equus caballus) (Equidae). 

 

charger as horse 

horse used in war {charger}. 

 

colt 

young horse {colt}. 

 

courser 

horse used for racing {courser}. 

 

dobbin 

farm horse {dobbin}. 

 

draft horse 

horse used to pull load {draft horse}. 

 

filly 

young female horse {filly}. 

 

foal 

first-year horse {foal}. 

 

gelding 

emasculated horse {gelding}. 

 

mare as horse 

female horse {mare}. 

 

mount as horse 

horse used for riding {mount, horse}. 

 

nag as horse 

old horse {nag}. 

 

pinto as horse 

Horse with large brown patches or black and white patches {pinto} {paint, horse}. 

 

pony 

small horse {pony, horse}. 

 

saddle horse 

riding horse {saddle horse}. 

 

stallion 

male horse {stallion}. 

 

steed 

horse used for riding {steed}. 

 

wheelhorse 

strong horse {wheelhorse}. 

 

yearling 

first-year horse {yearling}. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Perissodactyla>Horse>Kinds 

 

appaloosa horse 

medium size, various colors {appaloosa horse}. 

 

Arabian horse 

large {Arabian horse}. 

 

ass as horse 

small horse-like mammal, donkey or wild ass {ass, horse-like}. 

 

burro 

small donkey {burro}. 

 

clydesdale 

large horse used to pull wagons {clydesdale}. 

 

donkey 

domesticated ass {donkey} (Equus asinus). 

 

mule 

female-horse and male-donkey sterile son or daughter {mule, mammal}. 

 

mustang 

small feral horse, North American west {mustang}. 

 

palomino 

gold, white mane, white tail {palomino}. 

 

quarter horse 

small, stocky, short head, small muzzle, gold, white mane, white tail {quarter horse}. 

 

Shetland pony 

small horse {Shetland pony}. 

 

zebra mammal 

horse-like, Africa, black and white vertical stripes {zebra}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Lagomorph 

 

rabbit as mammal 

Burrowing domesticated rodents {rabbit} (Leporidae) can have long ears and short tails. 

 

coney 

European rabbit {coney}. 

 

cottontail 

rabbit {cottontail}. 

 

hare 

long ear, larger than rabbit, divided upper lip, long hind legs {hare} (Lepus). 

 

jackrabbit 

large hare, west North America {jackrabbit}. 

 



snowshoe hare 

northern hare {snowshoe hare}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Rodent 

 

rodent 

Rodents {rodent, animal}| (Rodentia) have sharp, chisel-like incisor teeth. They include squirrel, chipmunk, beaver, 

rat, mouse, porcupine, hamster, guinea pig, and chinchilla. 

 

beaver mammal 

large, aquatic, thick brown fur, webbed hind feet, flat tail {beaver} (Castor). 

 

chinchilla 

squirrel-like, South American mountains, silver-gray fur {chinchilla} (Chinchilla laniger). 

 

chipmunk 

small, striped, ground, squirrel {chipmunk} (Tamias) (Eutamias). 

 

gerbil 

small, Asian, burrowing, desert, long fur, light color, long hind legs {gerbil} (Gerbillus). 

 

gopher 

burrowing, small, short tail, furry cheek pouches {gopher}. 

 

ground hog animal 

woodchuck {ground hog}. 

 

guinea pig 

small, short ears, no tail {guinea pig, animal} (Cavia). 

 

hamster 

small, Europe and Asia, large cheek pouches, short tail {hamster} (Mesocricetus auratus) (Cricetinae). 

 

hedgehog 

large, insectivore, sharp erectile bristles {hedgehog} (Erinaceidae). 

 

lemming 

small, short tail, furry, moves in group {lemming} (Lemmus). 

 

marmot 

coarse fur, burrowing, short legs, small ears, short bushy tail, thick body {marmot} (Marmota). 

 

mole-rat 

eusocial, tropical {mole-rat} (Bathyergidae). 

 

mouse 

small size, long hard tail {mouse, mammal}. 

 

muskrat 

large, flat scaly tail, aquatic {muskrat}. 

 

pack rat 

small, North America, nest filled with small items {pack rat} (Neotoma). 

 

porcupine 

large, sharp erectile bristles {porcupine} (Erethizon dorsatum) (Erethizontidae). 



 

prairie dog 

North America, prairie, burrowing, squirrel, light brown, warning call, large colony {prairie dog} (Cynomys). 

 

rat 

medium size, long hard tail {rat}. 

 

squirrel rodent 

arboreal, long bushy tail {squirrel} (Sciurus). 

 

woodchuck 

red-brown, burrowing, north and east North America, short legs, thick body, marmot {groundhog} {woodchuck} 

(Marmota monax). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Insectivore 

 

insectivore 

150 million years ago to 100 million years ago, mammals {insectivore}| (Insectivora) evolved that ate insects. Early 

ones {primitive insectivores} look like tree shrews. 

vision 

Insectivores have forward vision, with eyes facing front rather than on side, allowing stereoscopic vision and space 

for larger frontal lobes. 

hand 

Insectivores have grasping hands, with opposing thumb across from fingers, for more eye-hand coordination and 

precise hand and arm movements. 

evolution 

Primitive insectivores evolved from placental mammals. Primates evolved from primitive insectivores. 

types 

Insectivores include mole, hedgehog, and shrew. 

 

mole as mammal 

Mammals {mole, mammal} (Phacoschoerus) (Talpidae) (Chrysochloridae) can live underground, be nocturnal, and 

have front digging paws. Star-nosed moles have quickly moving touch organ in front. 22 arms have 25,000 Eimer's 

organs, which are similar to Pacinian corpuscles and contain touch receptors. Free-nerve-ending touch receptors are for 

vibration and contact. Merkel-cell touch receptors are for pressure. Both are in all mammals. Moles have free nerve 

endings in a circle, used for detecting texture. The most-sensitive arm matures first and is larger in embryos. Skin 

surfaces probably had such strips in mammal predecessors. 

 

shrew as insectivore 

Small mouse-like mammals {shrew, primate} {tree shrew} (Soricidae) can have a long pointed snout. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Primate 

 

primate as class 

Insectivore mammals {primate} include prosiminan, New World monkey, Old World monkey, ape, and human. 

Primates can learn new behaviors, are curious, are vigilant, have short attention span, easily distract, and have many 

stereotypical activities that last for long periods. 

evolution 

Primates arose from primitive insectivores in early Eocene, 65 million years ago. 

Strepsirhines arose 60 million years ago. They include loris, lemur, and galago. 

Haplorhines {anthropoid apes} arose 55 million years ago. They include tarsiers, bush babies, monkeys, apes, and 

humans. 

Prosimians include Strepsirhines and early Haplorhines. 

Haplorhine monkeys became Old World monkeys {Catarrhini} and New World monkeys {Platyrrhini} 40 million 

years ago. New World monkeys include spider monkeys. Old World monkeys (Cercopithecidae) include rhesus 

monkeys, capuchins, macaques, and baboons. 



Old World monkeys and gibbons (Hylobates) separated 30 million years ago. 

Gibbons and anthropoid apes (great apes) (hominids) (Hominidae) separated 17 to 19 million years ago. Anthropoid 

apes include Pongo pan with orangutans, Gorilla with gorillas, Pan troglodytes with chimpanzees, Pan paniscus 

{pygmy chimpanzee}, and Homo with humans. Note: An older classification put humans into a hominid family 

(Hominidae) and all hominids except humans into pongid family (Pongidae). 

Orangutans began 16 million years ago. 

Gorillas separated from orangutans 8 to 9 million years ago. 

Chimpanzees separated from gorillas 6.2 to 6.7 million years ago. 

A family (hominins) (Homininae) with genuses Australopithecus, Paranthropus, Ardipithecus, and Homo began 6 

million years ago. 

Genus Homo began 2 million years ago. 

food 

Primates were predators, but some are now savanna vegetarians. 

society 

Primates live in territorial groups of 100 or less, with males dominating females. The six species vary greatly in 

social organization. Primates have long maternal care of young. All primate societies have aggressive dominance 

systems, scaling in behavior, socialization, matrilineal social organization, and game playing. 

society: signals 

Social organization depends on signaling. Primates have rudimentary vocal-signal languages. For example, gibbons 

have 12 standardized, meaningful calls. 

hands and feet 

Primates can have prehensile hands and feet. They have opposing thumb and can have opposing toe. They have nails 

instead of claws. They have grasping hands. They developed better hand movements and hand-eye-body coordination. 

movement control 

In primates, posterior parietal lobe is for movement control. 

DNA transposition 

Primate DNA-transposition rate is lower than mice rate. 

brain 

Neocortex has enlarged occipital and temporal lobes. 

senses 

Primates have olfactory systems similar to those in other placental mammals. 

senses: vision 

Primates have large eyes in front in large bony sockets. They have fovea high ganglion-cell concentration. 

Optic tectums see only visual-field contralateral half, unlike other vertebrates. Primates integrate binocular input in 

optic tectum, laminated dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus, and primary visual cortex maps. 

Primates have dorsolateral visual area (DL), adjacent to medial temporal lobe. They have fusiform gyrus on 

occipital-lobe underside. 

Nocturnal visual predators, such as owls and cats, orient body so prey is in front and then move forward, using 

forelimbs and jaws to attack. Stereoscopic vision detects prey distance and discriminates camouflaged prey from 

background. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Primate>Anatomy 

 

lateral prefrontal cortex 

Primates have lateral prefrontal cortex {lateral prefrontal cortex}, but lower mammals do not. 

 

rhinarium 

Strepsirhines have furless, moist, mucous tissue {rhinarium, primate} with cleft down middle between upper lip and 

nostrils, as in most mammals. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Primate>DNA 

 

DNA repeat primate 

Alu repeats {DNA repeat, primate} are only in primates, repeat million times in different locations, are 10% of 

DNA, have internal promoter, and are similar in sequence to ribosome gene. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Prosimian 

 

prosimian 

Prosimians {prosimian}| include tarsiers, bush babies, lorises, lemurs, and galagos. They are small, live in fine-

branch niches, eat fruit and/or insects, have short muzzles and short noses, have fingernails, have large and widely 

spaced eyes, and have more than 32 teeth. 

smell 

They have scent glands, like most primitive mammals, and use scent-marking behaviors for social communication. 

vision 

Optic tectums receive only from visual-field left or right half, whereas in lower mammals optic tectums receive from 

left and right. 

evolution 

Prosimians developed from primitive insectivores. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Prosimian>Family 

 

Strepsirhines 

First primate family {Strepsirhines} includes lorises, lemurs, and galagos but not bush babies or tarsiers. They have 

furless, moist, mucous tissue with cleft down middle between upper lip and nostrils {rhinarium, Strepsirhines}, as in 

most mammals. They have simple social organization. In Strepsirhines and primitive mammals, main input to 

amygdala is from olfactory bulb. 

 

Haplorhines 

Second primate family {Haplorhines} includes tarsiers, monkeys, apes, and humans. It has furry rhinarium 

{rhinarium, Haplorhines} and movable upper lip for facial expressions. It uses gestures and has complex social 

organization. In Haplorhines, main input to amygdala is from visual inferotemporal cortex. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Prosimian>Kinds 

 

bush baby 

moist nose {bush baby}. 

 

lemur 

Madagascar, arboreal, mostly nocturnal {lemur} (Lemuridae). 

 

tarsier 

nocturnal, Indonesia, dry nose {tarsier}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Monkey 

 

monkey 

Monkeys {monkey} include New World monkeys and Old World monkeys. Monkeys evolved from prosimians. 

First monkeys were like New World monkeys. 

 

simian 

ape or monkey {simian}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Monkey>Food 

 

folivore 

Smaller monkeys are diurnal and eat leaves {folivore}. 

 

frugivore 

Monkeys can be larger, be active day and night, and eat fruit {frugivore}|. Primate frugivores have larger brains with 

more neocortex than same-size primate folivores. Fruit supply and type always varies, because different plants bear 

fruit at different times and locations in tropical forest. Frugivores require better visual perception and memory. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Monkey>New World 

 

New World monkey general 

Marmosets, tamarins, squirrel monkeys, and spider monkeys {New World monkey}| were first monkeys. 

evolution 

New World monkeys came from Africa to South America on floating vegetation. Parapithecus was ancestor of Old 

World monkeys. 

habitat 

New World monkeys live in trees. 

anatomy: tail 

New World monkeys have prehensile tails. 

anatomy: nostrils 

New World monkeys have upward-pointing nostrils (Platyrrhini) and broad flat noses. 

brain: striate cortex 

Primate striate cortex can differ from motor cortex {giant Betz cell} in laminar organization, cell number, cell types, 

and general connectivity patterns. 

brain: ventral premotor area 

Ventral premotor area aids visually guided hand movements and learning by watching. 

brain: Wernicke's area 

Monkeys have Wernicke's area at vision, audition, and somaesthetic cortical junction. 

senses 

In monkeys, object perception uses one sense pathway involving all senses. Humans use this pathway only at birth. 

senses: vision 

Fovea allows sharp vision in visual-field center. Brain pathway for shapes and brain pathway for movement and 

contrast evolved. Brain area V1 has blobs and interblobs. V4, V8, and MT brain areas evolved. 

self 

Tamarin monkeys are curious about their bodies and movements they see in mirrors, unlike cats and dogs. Monkeys 

can have sense of self [Hauser, 2000]. 

mother 

Monkeys normally cling to mothers for contact and security. If mother was absent from monkey infants, infants 

stayed afraid of strange objects and did not explore them. Later, the monkeys had sexual and mothering problems. If 

monkeys have no play and no mother, they have more aggression and wariness. Baby monkeys cling to cloth monkeys 

as mother substitutes [Harlow and Harlow, 1949]. 

suffering 

Monkeys can suffer, because they can do something about conditions that make them suffer [Povinelli, 1998]. 

signal 

Vervet monkeys make different alarm calls for eagles, leopards, and snakes and use grunts in social interactions 

[Cheney and Seyfarth, 1990] [Seyfarth and Cheney, 1992]. 

Putty-nosed monkeys make alarm calls for crowned eagles that make other monkeys stand still. Calls for leopards 

cause them look at ground. They can combine the calls to signal group to leave place. 

 

arboreal 

Marmosets, tamarins, squirrel monkeys, and spider monkeys live in trees {arboreal}| and have prehensile tails. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Monkey>New World>Kinds 

 

marmoset 

Small monkeys {marmoset} have soft fur, come from South America and Central America, and have claws instead 

of nails. 

 

rhesus monkey 

monkey {rhesus monkey}. 

 

spider monkey 

monkey {spider monkey}. 



 

squirrel monkey 

monkey {squirrel monkey}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Monkey>Old World 

 

Old World monkey general 

African monkeys {Old World monkey} include capuchin, macaque, baboon, and mandrill. Macaques include rhesus 

monkeys (Macaca mulatta) and crab-eating monkeys (Macaca fascicularis). Old World monkeys are arboreal. 

nostrils 

Old World monkeys (Cercopithecidae) have down-pointing nostrils and short narrow noses (Catarrhini), allowing 

better vision and more space for frontal lobes. 

sitting pads 

Old World monkeys sit upright on sometimes colored buttock sitting pads. 

tailless 

Old World monkeys have no prehensile tails. 

reproduction 

Old World monkeys have sexual dimorphism and male rivalry. 

digestion 

Old World monkeys ate fruit and had 32 teeth. 

senses 

Short narrow noses had nose openings pointed down (Catarrhini), for better vision and more space available for 

frontal lobes. They had three cone types and full color vision. Postorbital septum isolated eyes from temporal muscles. 

evolution 

Old World monkeys differentiated from New World monkeys in Oligocene epoch. 

types 

Xenopithecus was ancient Old World Monkey. Aegyptopithecus was Old-World monkey in Fayum deposits in 

Egypt. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Ape 

 

ape 

Apes {ape, animal} came from Old World monkeys. 

cognition: causation 

Apes understand that acting on one object can cause connected-object motion. 

cognition: deception 

Apes practice deception by distracting attention, so they can steal food or mates [Byrne and Whiten, 1988] [Whiten 

and Byrne, 1997]. 

cognition: laughing 

Only humans laugh, but young chimpanzees puff air when they play, similar to laughing. Apes can also appear 

happy. Chimpanzees smile when submitting, but not from happiness. Perhaps, laughter is for alliance making. 

cognition: mirror 

Some apes can touch body spots they see in mirrors. Some apes seem to recognize themselves in mirrors after a 

while. Chimpanzees, orangutans, bonobos, and humans over two years old can use their reflections in mirrors to 

perceive body and direct actions. They can recognize themselves and have sense of self. Gorillas, monkeys, and 

children less than two years old do not [Gallup, 1970] [Gallup, 1998]. Chimps, bonobos, and orangutans can recognize 

themselves in mirrors immediately or after several-days experience, but gorillas, baboons, and most other primates 

cannot [Napier, 1976] [Napier, 1977]. 

cognition: play 

Apes like to play. 

cognition: self 

Chimpanzees have no sense of self and no consciousness of mental states, though they can inspect their bodies using 

mirrors [Heyes and Galef, 1996] [Heyes, 1998]. 

cognition: suffering 

Apes can suffer, because they can do something about conditions that make them suffer. 



biology: parental care 

Apes have parental care over long childhoods. 

biology: palm walking 

Apes used palm walking, not knuckle walking as in monkeys. 

biology: reflex 

Adult apes have Babiniski reflex, to grasp tree branches with toes. 

biology: one sense pathway 

In apes, object perception uses one sense pathway involving all senses, as humans do at birth. 

biology: pheromone and sex 

Sex-hormone-derived pheromones are in skin secretions [Savic et al., 2001] [Savic, 2002] [Sobel et al., 1999]. 

biology: pheromone receptivity 

Baboons secrete female pheromones during receptivity. Community living can synchronize ovulation through 

olfactory signal. Small pheromone amounts work [Gangestad et al., 2002] [McClintock, 1998] [Schank, 2001] [Stern 

and McClintock, 1998] [Weller et al., 1999] [Pantages and Dulac, 2000]. 

biology: serotonin reuptake 

Anthropoid apes have different promoter sequence for serotonin reuptake transport gene than humans do. 

biology: evolution 

Proconsul was lesser ape and was hominid ancestor. It was ape-like in shoulder, elbow, cranium, and teeth dentition. 

It was monkey-like in long trunk, backbone, pelvis, arm, and hand. At least four species weighed from 10 to 80 

kilograms. 

communication: sign language 

After four years of training, the chimpanzee Washoe acquired over 100 American Sign Language signs. It heard no 

other language. Some signs were for general classes, rather than just objects and events. Some signs changed or 

extended. Washoe used sign order. Washoe substituted signs with similar meanings or shapes. 

However, no primates develop signing themselves. Humans have to teach them. Humans cue chimpanzees to make 

signs, and chimpanzees sign to get rewards. Chimpanzees sign to each other socially but not for rewards [Gardner and 

Gardner, 1969]. 

communication: signals 

Chimpanzees and gorillas cannot learn to use expressions with interruptions. Animal communications always repeat. 

Behavior, display, or signal redundancy and ritualization increase communication efficiency. Animals often use 

opposite signals, such as high and low, or loud and soft, for opposite intentions or behavior. Animals can modify 

signals in different contexts, but they do not rearrange symbol order deliberately nor assign meaning to signal order. 

communication: symbol 

Apes have 150 to 200 non-linguistic symbols, such as facial expressions, danger and location calls, courtship rituals 

and displays, grooming, group or family signals, and personal communication between individuals. Humans have 150 

to 200 non-linguistic symbols. 

communication: word 

The bonobo Kanzi used and understood 150 words, typically to express desires or refer to present objects. Learning 

was instrumental association, with no grammar. Perhaps, it was not referential [Savage-Rumbaugh, 1986]. 

society 

Ape societies have 10 to 100 animals. 

 

missing link 

Human ancestors {missing link}| can fill fossil gap between apes and humans. 

 

flanges 

Male orangutans have cheek pads {flanges}. 

 

gracile ape 

Australopithecus were not always robust {gracile}|. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Ape>Face 

 

klinorhynchy 

Dryopithecus had face that tilted down {klinorhynchy, face}. Orangutans, gibbons, and siamangs have airorhynchy. 

 



airorhynchy 

Orangutans, gibbons, and siamangs have faces that tilt up {airorhynchy, face}. Dryopithecus had klinorhynchy. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Ape>Pongid 

 

pongid 

Lesser apes {ape, lesser} {lesser ape} {pongid}| {hylobatid} (Hylobates) separated from Old World monkeys [-

22000000]. Proconsul in Kenya, Afropithecus in Kenya, Kenyapithecus in Kenya, and Morotopithecus in Uganda lived 

in early Miocene. Early lesser apes were like siamang and gibbon, except they walked on all fours on branch tops. Apes 

have broad chests and large brains. They weigh from 3 to 80 kilograms. 

development 

Apes grow more slowly than monkeys. 

reproduction 

Apes reproduced less than monkeys. 

skeleton 

Apes have more flexible hips, shoulders, wrists, ankles, hands, and feet than monkeys. 

digestion 

Some apes eat leaves. Some apes eat fruit and nuts. 

tailless 

Having no tail allows sitting, more sexual intercourse positions, and new spinal shapes. 

posture 

Apes have semi-erect posture. Apes can hold arms above heads and so hang, using opposing thumbs. 

face 

Apes have movable upper lips, allowing facial expressions. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Ape>Gibbon 

 

gibbon 

ape, small, arboreal, muzzle, southeast Asia and East Indies, long arms {gibbon} (Hylobates). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Ape>Baboon 

 

baboon 

ape, large, black, terrestrial, bare colored buttocks, Africa and Asia {baboon} (Papio) (Cercopithecidae). 

 

mandrill 

west Africa baboon {mandrill}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Ape>Great 

 

great ape 

Apes {great ape} evolved. 

skeleton 

Great apes have shoulder blades on back, while lesser apes have shoulder blades on sides. Great apes have shallow 

ribcages, while lesser apes have deep ribcages. Great apes have flexible hips, while lesser apes have restricted 

movement. 

skeleton: spine 

Great apes have short stiff S-shaped spines with two curves, rather than straight or single-curve spines, for more 

upright posture. S-shaped spine is more flexible, allows running, and aids balance. Great-ape vertebrae projections 

point out back, while lesser-ape vertebrae projections point to side. 

arm 

Great apes have big hands, while lesser apes have small hands. Great apes can make rapid arm movements similar to 

hammering, clubbing, and throwing. Great apes can extend elbow joint fully, while lesser apes cannot make arm 

straight. Great apes have arms longer than legs, while lesser apes have equal lengths. 

tools 

Great apes make and use tools. 



hunting 

Great apes hunt, but not with tools. 

society 

Great apes live in societies, which increase opportunities for learning, experience, and knowledge. 

senses 

Great apes do not correlate senses. 

evolution 

Apes and great apes split 15 million years ago. Great apes evolved from Proconsul-like lesser apes. 

 

orangutan 

Pongo pygmaeus {orangutan} are great apes, are solitary, have no tail, live in trees in nest, and are in Borneo and 

Sumatra rain forests. They are safe in treetops. They can live for 60 years. 

sex 

Males become mature at 12 to 14 years, are twice as big as females, have flanges, have throat sac for yelling {long 

call}, and have long orange hair. Puberty is at age 7 to 9. If group has dominant male, young males can stay pubescent. 

tools 

In swamp forests of Sumatra and Borneo, where food is abundant, they can learn to use tools at 7 years old. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Ape>Anthropoid 

 

anthropoid apes 

Anthropoid apes {anthropoid ape} (hominids), such as gorillas and chimpanzees, differentiated from apes in hands, 

feet, arms, and legs. 

types 

Propliopithecus was first anthropoid ape and direct ancestor of all hominids. 

hand 

Anthropoid apes have grasping hands. 

walking 

Anthropoid apes walk upright, requiring mechanisms for balance, allowing farther and greater lateral vision, and 

requiring learned gait. Anthropoid apes have wider territory and shared or secured territory. 

habitat 

Gorillas live on ground, and others live in trees. 

communication 

Anthropoid apes communicate, using dozens of meaningful sounds, about objects but do not have mental states. 

vision 

Color vision can see ripe fruits in forest and recognize faces. 

brain 

Delay system in frontal lobe between senses and motor nerves possibly allows decision-making. Anthropoid apes are 

curious, reason, have emotions, have social instincts, and imitate. Great apes have neurons in anterior cingulate that 

have apical dendrite and dendrite near axon and look like spindles. 

 

gorilla 

largest anthropoid ape, black, terrestrial, vegetarian, equatorial West Africa {gorilla} (Gorilla gorilla). 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Ape>Anthropoid>Pan 

 

Pan ape 

Genus Pan apes {Pan, ape} split from gorillas and was like chimpanzee, pygmy chimpanzee, or bonobo. Pan apes 

weigh 30 to 60 kilograms. They eat fruit and have large canine teeth with thin enamel. They have long arms and legs. 

They are arboreal. They are knuckle walkers on all fours. They are sexually dimorphic and have polygynous social 

structure. They are hairy. 

 

bonobo 

pygmy chimpanzee {bonobo}|. 

 



chimpanzee 

Chimpanzees {chimpanzee} are great apes. Chimpanzees can communicate using complex sign or symbol systems 

and have more than 30 meaningful vocalizations. Chimpanzees can cooperate. Chimpanzees can deceive others. 

Chimpanzees have concept of self. Chimpanzees use and make tools. Given puzzles, they manipulate pieces, even 

without reward. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Kinds>Hominin 

 

hominins 

Hominins {hominin}| (Homininae) (Hominidae) {hominin} vary from anthropoid apes (great apes) (hominids) 

(Hominidae) in locomotion, hands, tools, sight, sociability, and language. 

evolution 

Hominins differentiated from Pan ancestors six million years ago. 

habitat 

Australopithecus lived in savannas, rather than forests, and used more animal food than apes. Perhaps, necessity to 

eat seeds and nuts aided hand evolution. Hominins developed environments, with more energy available for brain 

maintenance. Free-ranging energetic environments and multiply skilled bodies allowed energy-intensive cortex to vary, 

grow, and integrate senses. 

anatomy: tailless 

Hominins had no tail, allowing more variations in intercourse position, sitting, and spinal shape. 

anatomy: face 

Hominins have nosebridges and nose tips, jutting chins, short canine teeth, and lips with median furrow that rolls 

outward. 

anatomy: arm 

Hominins have shorter arms than great apes and throw accurately. 

anatomy: foot 

Hominins have feet that arch across and lengthwise. They do not have opposed big toes. 

anatomy: hair 

Hominins are relatively hairless. 

anatomy: posture 

Hominins have erect posture. 

reproduction 

Hominins mature sexually earlier than other great apes, as measured by teeth eruption. 

senses 

Sense integration allows tracking individuals that are not present, mapping environments, and remembering. 

nervous system 

Brains were two to three times bigger than great-ape brains. 

communication 

Hominins blend the dozen meaningful ape sounds to produce new sounds related to objects far away in time or 

place. They possibly use nouns, verbs, and modifiers with simple syntax. They recall memories. 

communication: larynx 

Larynx became lower and opened throat space {supralaryngeal space}, which allows more speech sounds. 

 

Australopithecus 

Varied and separated habitats isolated four hominin species {Australopithecus} {australopithecenes}: first 

Australopithecus afarensis, then gracile Australopithecus africanus, robust Australopithecus robustus, and robust 

Australopithecus boisei. 

habitat 

Australopithecus lived on ground in woodlands and savannas. Perhaps, it slept in trees or cliffs. 

digestion 

Australopithecus ate vegetables and later meat and had ape-like dentition. 

behavior 

Australopithecus foraged. 

tools 

Australopithecus used pumice flakes and stone choppers as rooting tools. 



arm 

Australopithecus had large hands, long fingers, and short arms. 

walking 

Australopithecus was bipedal, had short stride, ran slowly, and had no knuckle walking. 

development 

Maturation time was short. 

brain 

Brain was one-third modern human size. 

 

Australopithecus afarensis 

Early hominins {Australopithecus afarensis} were gracile, weighed 35 kilograms, and were one meter tall. 

evolution 

Australopithecus afarensis came from Australopithecus anamensis and was Australopithecus-gahri ancestor. 

tools 

Australopithecus afarensis used pebble tools. 

climbing 

Australopithecus afarensis had climbing adaptations in fingers, hands, wrists, elbows, and shoulders, with long arms 

and short legs. 

walking 

Australopithecus afarensis was bipedal with full striding gait, putting body weight over one leg while other leg 

moved. It had arched feet and non-opposable big toes, like modern human feet. It had knee valgus angle. It had great 

pelvic width. Perhaps, width was for pelvic rotation in walking. It had short, broad, backward, extended, iliac blades. 

hand 

Australopithecus afarensis had shorter thumbs. 

society 

Perhaps, Australopithecus afarensis had large kin-related and many-male groups, with some non-kin females. 

digestion 

Australopithecus afarensis had large and flat cheek teeth, suggesting fruit and leaf diet. 

face 

Australopithecus afarensis had big faces. 

brain 

Australopithecus afarensis had 400-cc brains, with 3.1 encephalization quotient. It had forward-placed and 

downward-directed foramen magnum, indicating head was upright on spine. Bipedalism led to an enlarged occipital-

marginal-sinus system, which forced new blood hydrostatic pressures on vertebral venous plexus. 

 

Australopithecus africanus 

Second Australopithecus {Australopithecus africanus} [first found 1924] was gracile, weighed 35 kilograms, and 

was four feet tall. 

evolution 

Australopithecus africanus came from Australopithecus anamensis and was Australopithecus-robustus ancestor. 

habitat 

Australopithecus africanus lived in grasslands, not forests, and probably lived in one place for long periods. Perhaps, 

it used windbreaks. 

hunting 

Australopithecus africanus hunted animals, ate raw meat, cut skins, smashed bones, and took meat home. 

tools 

Australopithecus africanus selected stones, carried them home, and chipped to make hand-held choppers. 

hand 

Australopithecus africanus had flattened fingertips. 

spine 

S-shaped spines, with two curves, allowed more back flexibility and so more upright walking, more erect posture, 

faster running, and better balance. Upright posture allowed wider and farther vision. 

digestion 

Australopithecus africanus had no canine teeth and lean jaws, like humans, reflecting different diet. 



brain 

Australopithecus africanus had low skulls, with 500-cc to 800-cc brains. Many anastomotic channels with emissary 

veins near foramen magnum take blood to vertebral venous plexus. Perhaps, expanded neocortex frontal lobes allowed 

improved memory, spatial orientation, temporal orientation, and multisensory abilities. 

 

Australopithecus robustus 

Paranthropus hominins {Australopithecus robustus} (Paranthropus robustus) were not on human line, were 45 

kilograms, were heavyset, and were vegetarian. Paranthropus robustus came from Australopithecus africanus. Perhaps, 

Australopithecus aethiopicus preceded it. Brain was 500 cc. 

 

Australopithecus boisei 

Paranthropus hominins {Australopithecus boisei} (Paranthropus boisei) were not on human line, were robust, 

weighed 50 kilograms, and lived in east Africa. Paranthropus had vegetarian diets, as shown by dentition and face. 

Brain was 500 cc to 530 cc. 

 

Homo genus 

Humans {Homo} {human} are vertebrates, mammals, and primates and share their fundamental behaviors. 

evolution 

Humans evolved from australopithecines. Strong sexual selection, complex social lives, changing environments, 

cultural effects, social contacts, increased population density, agriculture, food surpluses, and wars emphasize 

aggression, fitness, and intelligence. Humans evolved faster than apes. Humans evolved through pedomorphism, 

accounting for greater brain size, because children have relatively bigger brains. 

evolution: environment 

Early humans had direct competition with similar species and had predators. 

development 

Human life span is as expected for great apes with human size and brain. 

behavior: hand 

Hands have opposing thumbs and many available grips. Humans can gesture. 

behavior: walking 

Humans walk upright on strong legs. Upright walking requires mechanisms for balance, allows farther vision and 

greater lateral vision, requires learning gait, allows wider territory and means of sharing territory, and allows hand, 

foot, arm, and leg differentiation. 

behavior: society 

Humans live in organized groups. They have faces and know facial expression meaning. They perceive others' needs 

and desires. They know action effects on others. They react to others' behaviors and communications. They can have 

rapport. They can influence. They kiss. 

behavior: language 

Human language probably developed from graded primate vocalizations. Humans can pronounce 40 phonemes. 

They use voice modulation. They express feelings. Speech depends on upright posture, which allows tongue-position 

shifts and pharyngeal-tract lengthening. Humans use symbolic thought and language to plan and form strategies. 

Memories allow using and transmitting past knowledge. Humans have music. 

senses 

Humans use sight as dominant sense. 

brain 

In evolving to humans, supragranular layer became upper three cortical layers, middle layer thickened, subgranular 

layer divided into lower two layers, and secondary and tertiary sulci had increased associational areas. 

handedness 

Right-handedness first appeared in Lower Old Stone Age, when tool making became common. Starting 300,000 

years ago, humans probably had cerebral dominance, because skulls are asymmetric and people inherit brain and skull 

shape. Human skulls mold to brains. Right-handers typically support and orient objects in left hand, without using 

visual feedback, and perform fine movements with right fingers, using visual feedback. Most people use right hand for 

gesticulation. 

handedness: abilities 

Performance by right-handers and left-handers is equal on all tasks. No special ability or disability distinguishes left-

handers. 



handedness: factors 

Handedness inherits. Social pressures or early experience, especially with objects designed for right-handers, affects 

handedness. Brain damage before or after birth can shift cerebral dominance or prevent hemispheric specialization. 

Subnormal and epileptic people have more left-handedness. 

handedness: anatomy 

In right-handers, left cerebral hemisphere has sense and motor connections to both body sides, and right hemisphere 

connects to only one side. In left-handers, cerebral lateralization is less. In right-handers, left side has fewer skills, 

poorer timing and coordination, more variability, and more frequent and slower corrections. 

handedness: ratio 

Left-handers are 4% to 36% of people in different races and cultures. 

handedness: mammals 

Mammals besides humans show paw preferences but equally to left or right. 

 

Homo habilis 

First humans {Homo habilis} split from Australopithecus. 

size 

Homo habilis was 1.35 to 1.5 meters tall and weighed 50 kilograms. 

culture 

Homo habilis formed Lower-Paleolithic Oldowan Culture. Perhaps, it had labor division, cooperation, and 

reciprocity. 

culture: tools 

Homo habilis chipped sharp flakes from larger stone cores. Perhaps, it carved wood tools. 

digestion 

Homo habilis ate plants and meat. 

hunting 

Perhaps, Homo habilis scavenged, hunted, and had food sharing. 

body 

Homo habilis had curved finger bones, long arms, short legs, and modified pelvic and leg bones. 

walking 

Upright walking on arched feet allowed better running, jumping, balance, and flexibility. 

reproduction 

No estrus in females allowed continuous sexual receptivity. Intervals between births are shorter for humans than for 

great apes. 

skin 

Few body hairs allowed skin sensitivity. 

head 

Homo habilis had post-orbital septum and thin brow ridges. Skull back was round. 

brain 

Large left-brain Broca's motor speech area indicates speech. Advanced vocal cords and brain language areas allowed 

better communication. Bigger frontal and parietal lobes were in 700-cc brains, with 4.0 encephalization quotient. Brain 

had sulci and gyrus patterns like Homo sapiens. Two more cell layers in neocortex increased processing complexity 

and information distribution. 

senses 

Homo habilis had reduced smell sense and integrated senses. 

 

Homo ergaster 

Early African Homo erectus hunter-gatherers {Homo ergaster} ate meat. Homo ergaster weighed three times more 

and was two times taller than Australopithecus. Homo ergaster came from Homo habilis. 

 

Homo erectus 

Early Homo species {Homo erectus} was 1.65 meters tall. 

evolution 

Homo erectus came from Homo habilis and was ancestor of Homo floresiensis and archaic Homo sapiens. 

anatomy: body 

Homo erectus had narrow bowl-shaped pelvis and conical thorax. Homo sapiens has barrel shaped thorax. 



anatomy: head 

Homo erectus had heavy eyebrows, no chins, big jaws, and low skulls. Extra bone was on skull midline {sagittal 

keel}. 

anatomy: senses 

Homo erectus had sense organs like modern humans. Skull indents behind eyes, so eye sockets protrude. 

anatomy: brain 

Brains were 1000 cc, two-thirds of modern brains, with six-layer brain cortex, specialized right and left brain 

hemispheres, and association areas. Encephalization quotient was 5.5. 

anatomy: teeth 

Perhaps, Homo erectus gripped and tore using front teeth by prognathism. 

anatomy: hand 

Homo erectus held fingers to palm and had precision grips. 

anatomy: arm 

Homo erectus had large femoral heads like Homo sapiens. 

anatomy: leg 

Arched feet allowed better running and jumping, better balance, and more flexible movements. Arched feet had no 

grasping. 

anatomy: sexual dimorphism 

Male and female body sizes were more equal than in Homo habilis. 

walking 

Homo erectus walked fully erect. 

reproduction 

Homo erectus had sexual intercourse but no longer had estrus, so females were always sexually ready. 

development 

Babies were immature at birth, like Homo sapiens. 

culture 

Homo erectus had Acheulean culture of Lower Paleolithic. Groups with social organization lived in caves or later 

wood or bone houses and had territories. Homo erectus had birth rituals, long childhood with rites of passage to 

adulthood, and courtship rituals. 

culture: communication 

Homo erectus signaled and used simple speech. It planned for events far away in space and time. It realized world of 

individual things and people existed. 

culture: fire 

Starting 200,000 years ago, Homo erectus used fire for warming, lighting, scaring animals out of caves, hunting, 

hardening wood, cooking plants, cooking bones for marrow, and building community. It had specialized fire builders. 

culture: tools 

Homo erectus used flaked stone tools, chipped hand axes from large stone cores [-1500000], and had stone 

symmetrical hand axes with two sides [-750000]. Homo erectus carved wooden spears and wooden bowls. 

culture: hunting 

Homo erectus killed large animals, coordinated hunts, and gathered foods. Savanna had enough food to support two 

people per square mile. Hunting societies had one leader. Males were hunters and dominated life. Male friendship 

developed. Females did domestic work. Perhaps, aquatic societies lived on fish and shellfish, shared among all, had no 

leader, and lived near oceans or fresh water. 

 

prognathism 

Homo erectus possibly used gripping and tearing by front teeth {prognathism}. 

 

Homo heidelbergensis 

Archaic Homo sapiens {Homo heidelbergensis} came from Homo erectus. Homo heidelbergensis had larger brains, 

flatter faces, and smaller brow ridges. It invented prepared-core technique. 

 

Homo neanderthalensis 

Neanderthals {Homo neanderthalensis} were strong. 

evolution 

Neanderthals came from archaic Homo sapiens [-700000 to -500000]. They became extinct [-35000]. They are not 

human ancestors, because Neanderthal mitochondrial DNA is not like Homo-sapiens mitochondrial DNA (Svante 



Pääbo), though genomes are 99.5 percent the same. Interbreeding among humans and Neanderthals stopped by 370,000 

years ago. 

posture 

Neanderthals had same postures and body movements as Homo sapiens. 

body 

Neanderthals had barrel chests and short and large limb bones. 

head 

Neanderthals had reduced skull thickness, low skulls, no chins, broad noses, heavy jaws, low and sloped foreheads, 

and heavy arched brow ridges. 

teeth 

Neanderthals had human teeth, which they used as clamps or vises. 

handedness 

Neanderthals had handedness. 

brain 

Brain was 900 cc to 1100 cc, with expanded parietal lobes. Special brain language areas were on left side, with right-

left brain asymmetry. 

language 

Neanderthals spoke. Perhaps, Neanderthal throat anatomy inhibited good speech. 

walking 

Neanderthals walked erect. 

habitat 

Neanderthals lived in caves in cold climates. 

culture 

Neanderthals had Upper or Late Acheulian Culture of Lower Paleolithic and Mousterian Culture of Middle 

Paleolithic. They had customs and laws for societies. 

culture: hunting 

Neanderthals were big-game hunters, used wood spears with fire-hardened points [-50000], used flint weapons, and 

wore animal skins. 

culture: fire 

Neanderthals used fire [-500000] in Zhoukoudian cave in north China and had hearths. 

culture: burial 

Neanderthals buried the dead [-100000]. 

culture: painting 

Neanderthals gathered red ocher. 

 

Homo sapiens 

Advanced humans {Homo sapiens} probably began in Africa 100,000 to 200,000 years ago. African and non-

African Homo sapiens then diverged. 

habitat 

Early Homo sapiens lived in caves. 

brain 

Early Homo sapiens had brains the same size as now, with 7.6 encephalization quotient. It had new associational-

cortex and frontal-lobe development. It had consciousness. 

culture: tools 

Early Homo sapiens used chipped stone tools and built tools to make tools. 

culture: language 

Early Homo sapiens probably spoke and knew symbols and language. 

culture: clothing 

Early Homo sapiens wore clothing. 

culture: fire 

Homo sapiens used sustained fire [-40000]. 

culture: domestication 

Homo sapiens domesticated plants and animals [-8000]. Homo sapiens used medicinal herbs in Iraq [-8000]. 
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development of organism 

Growth {development} begins at fertilization, continues through embryo and fetus, and includes birth, infant, 

toddler, child, adolescent, and adult stages. 

 

autopoiesis 

All body parts can be for, and form by, one organism, and one organism can be for, and form by, all parts 

{autopoiesis}. Organisms can generate themselves. 

 

imprinting of gene 

Genes can have different effects if they are from mothers or fathers {imprinting, development}|. Imprinting affects at 

least 75 human genes with imprinting centers, such as genes that make placenta and head. Mouse Nest gene is on X 

chromosome and causes maternal behavior: nest-building, retrieving babies, and cleaning babies. Imprinting silences 

mother's Nest gene. Father's Nest gene expresses. 

cause 

Fertilized egg cells need one male and one female pro-nucleus. Eggs with two male, or two female, pro-nuclei 

cannot live. CG-site methylation inactivates mother or father genes at imprinting centers. Imprinting ceases several 

days after conception, then sometimes recurs, and then finishes halfway through gestation. 

gene types 

Perhaps, father-imprinted genes make muscles, hypothalamus, amygdala, and preoptic region, and mother-imprinted 

genes make forebrain, cortex, striatum, and hippocampus. 

 

nurture 

In development, environmental aspects {nurture, development} have equal importance with genes {nature, 

development} [Carey, 1987] [Winick, 1978]. 
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germ layer 

Animals have two or three embryonic-cell types {germ layer}|: endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm. Germ layers 

develop from coelom tubes. 

 

ectoderm 

Outer tube {ectoderm}| becomes senses, nerves, and outer skin. 

 

mesoderm 

Cells between ectoderm and endoderm {mesoderm}| become muscles and glands in three-germ-layer animals. Two-

germ-layer animals have no mesoderm. 

 

endoderm 

Inner tube {endoderm}| becomes digestive tract. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Nervous System 

 

nervous system development 

Brain and nerves develop structures and functions {brain, development} {nervous system, development}. Neurons 

move by amoeboid motion to final locations, guided by glia. At final locations, special molecules bind neurons together 

in layers or masses. Neurons send out dendrites and axons, which grow toward targets marked by chemicals, mostly to 

same-type neurons. Brain makes more dendrites and axons than it can use, so it eliminates many after growth finishes. 

multisensory to unimodal development 

During maturation, brain transforms multisensory regions to unimodal regions. 

topological maps 

During development, brain coordinates sense-organ movements and perceptions using attention mechanisms, to 

align sensory maps in superior colliculus and to maximize sensitivity. 

consciousness 

During human development, consciousness increases gradually as brain develops structures and functions [Aoki and 

Siekevitz, 1988] [Borrell and Callaway, 2002] [Carey, 1987] [Schaeffer-Simmern, 1948]. Embryos before three weeks 



old are unlikely to have sensations, because neurons are just forming. Children older than three can remember 

sensations. 

 

cephalization 

Head evolved {cephalization} to hold sensors and integrate sense and muscle ganglia. 

 

reactive inhibition 

During development, invertebrates can change actions to opposite actions {reactive inhibition}. 

 

theory of mind development 

Children develop ideas about their and other minds {theory of mind, development}. Knowing what relation moving 

or stationary objects have to oneself {intentionality, mind} begins at nine months old. Following another's eye direction 

toward distant objects begins at nine months old. At age 12 to 24 months, infants realize that people are pointing at or 

looking at something. Knowing that another person is looking at same object {attention sharing}, so two people attend 

to same thing, begins at 18 months old. 

At age 24 to 36 months, toddlers start talking about goals, feelings, and thoughts. Later, they learn that perceptions 

from their viewpoint differ from perceptions from other viewpoints. Later, they learn that beliefs can be false and that 

people can deceive. 

By four years old, children know that they and other people have beliefs and goals and that these guide behavior 

{belief-desire reasoning}. 

autism 

Autistic children appear to have no theory of mind. 

animals 

Animals seem to have no theory of mind. 

test 

False-belief tests can check if people have theories of mind. People can see someone place something at a location 

and see someone else move it while the first one is not looking. Tests ask people to name place where the first one will 

look for something. 

People with theories of mind realize that the first one does not know that something moved, so the first one will look 

at the original place. People with no theory of mind will think only that something is now in new position and that 

everyone knows where it is, so the first one will look in the new place. If people do not know where the first one will 

look, they are still developing theories of mind. 

 

glial trail 

From neural tube, glial processes extend into outlying regions {glial trail}. Developing neurons move along glial 

trails to final locations. Neurons that develop near each other in neural tube are near each other in outlying regions. 
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growth cone 

Axon tips {growth cone} have filopodia that guide axons to correct regions and synapses. Proteoglycans cover 

dendrites and cell bodies afterward. chABC enzyme cuts proteoglycans and allows more axon connections. 

 

filopodia 

Axon-tip growth cones have cilia-like projections {filopodia} that guide axons to correct regions and synapses. 
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differentiation of cell 

Development involves cell specialization {differentiation, cell}. 

 

induction in cell 

Maturational processes {induction, cell} make cells differentiate and control cell specialization. 

 



maturation 

During development, structural, functional, and behavioral changes {maturation}| can be due only to physiological 

growth. Maturational processes include cell induction. 

directions 

Muscle maturation and control start close to trunk and progress toward limbs. Maturation goes from head to tail 

{cephalocaudal sequence, maturation}. 

enrichment 

Enriched environments featuring interactions, not just passive stimulation, can transiently raise brain protein, RNA, 

and hexokinase levels but not gene-expression amounts. Enriched environments can increase dendritic branching and 

synapse number but not cell volume [Carey, 1987] [Shatz, 1992]. 

 

fate mapping 

Cell division and specialization determine later cells and tissues {fate mapping}. 

 

organizer in development 

Nucleoproteins {organizer} can determine embryonic regions. 
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cephalocaudal sequence 

Maturation and muscle control begin at head and progress toward tail {cephalocaudal sequence, development}. 

 

mass action to differentiation sequence 

Maturation increases movement precision {mass action to differentiation sequence}. 

 

morphogen 

Proteins {morphogen, protein} can set up concentration gradients across embryos. 
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recapitulation 

Embryos have development stages that correspond to phylogenetic-evolution stages {recapitulation, development} 

{ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny}. First embryo stage corresponds to simple and ancient ancestor. Following embryo 

stages are later and more-complex ancestors. Last stage is current species. 

 

ontogeny 

Individual development {ontogeny}| continues from conception to death and includes structure, function, and 

behavior changes. Genes and development processes determine growth, form, and behavior. 

 

phylogeny 

Species begin with simple and ancient ancestor species and evolve to become more-complex species {phylogeny}|. 

 

threefold parallelism 

Embryonic development follows taxonomy and reflects organism evolution recorded in fossils {threefold 

parallelism}>: development, taxonomy, and fossil record. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Processes>Genesis 

 

morphogenesis 

Development makes body structures by cell division {morphogenesis}|. Cell differentiation decreases cell adhesion, 

increases cell deformability, and increases cell motility. Morphogenesis increases serine proteinase, cysteine proteinase, 

aspartic proteinase, and metalloproteinase. Cell receptors for regulated trophoblast implantation, mammary gland 

involution, embryonic morphogenesis, and tissue remodeling alter. 

 

epigenesis 

Development makes body structures by cell specialization {epigenesis}|. 
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development stages 

Development stages {development stages} are gestation of embryo and fetus, birth, infant, toddler, child, adolescent, 

and adult. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation 

 

gestation 

Pregnancy {gestation}| has embryonic and fetal stages. Human embryonic and fetal development takes 280 days or 

40 weeks [Winick, 1978]. 

cells 

Approximately 50 cell divisions happen from zygote to newborn, making 256 or so cell types and 10^15 cells. 

DNA 

DNA one-dimensional molecules can encode embryo development in three spatial dimensions and one time 

dimension, because embryonic development uses relative times and positions. 

development genes 

Development genes have many and long introns and many regulatory regions. Development genes express in same 

order as order on chromosome, which is also spatial order of organism tissues and organs. Development genes turn on 

and off in cascades. Successive stages depend on previous stages. Transcription factors and receptors cause different 

gene-regulation and gene-expression patterns and so different cell types. 

fertilization 

At fertilization, maternal-effect genes code transcription factors that establish top-to-bottom embryo polarity. Bicoid 

morphogen, at one pole, sets up top-to-bottom gradient. Follicle-cell maternal-effect genes code transcription factors 

that establish front-to-back embryo polarity. Nanos morphogen, at other pole, sets up gradient across embryo. 

Dorsal protein transcription factor, similar to rel protein and NF-kappaB, concentrates in cell nucleus ventrally, and 

cytoplasm dorsally, in all embryo cells. Cactus and Toll genes can partition dorsal protein to cell locations. Perhaps, 

Toll proteins are receptors. 

gap genes 

After first cell divisions, gap genes code transcription factors, with zinc fingers, that make bands along embryo by 

working with maternal-effect genes and by repressing each other. Gap genes are hunchback, Kruppel, knirps, and 

hunchback-maternal. Gap genes also regulate genes expressed later. Transcription-factor binding sites are high-affinity 

or low-affinity, so transcription-factor concentration affects which genes transcribe and how much, leading to gradients 

and bands. 

segmentation genes 

After gap-gene expression, segmentation genes code transcription factors that make number of segments, pair 

segments, and give polarity to segments. Segmentation genes work with gap-gene products and interact with each 

other, using autofeedback, to sharpen segment boundaries. Segmentation genes include pair-rule genes, such as fushi 

tarazu gene, even-skipped gene, hairy gene, runt gene, and eve gene. 

homeotic genes 

After segmentation-gene expression, homeotic genes, such as vertebrate HOX genes, code transcription factors that 

determine body-part type, such as antenna or thorax. Homeotic genes work with pair-rule pairs to make segments 

differentiate. All homeotic genes evolved from one gene by gene duplication. Homeotic genes have homeoboxes, 

which make homeodomains, which bind to DNA promoter sequences to control transcription. All animals have 

homeotic genes. 

torso and polehole genes 

After segmentation-gene expression, head and tail develop. For transcription factors only in head and tail, torso gene 

makes protein-tyrosine-kinase membrane receptors. Polehole gene, similar to raf proto-oncogene, makes protein-serine, 

threonine kinase that acts on head and tail growth-factor receptors. 

proneural genes 

After head and tail develop, proneural genes, such as daughterless and achaete-scute, code for transcription factors, 

with helix-loop-helix, that make neural precursor cells to start brain development. da enhances achaete-scute. enc 

inhibits achaete-scute. 



neurogenic genes 

Then neurogenic genes, such as notch, split enhancer, big brain, mastermind, and neuralized, make cell-to-cell signal 

proteins for cell adhesion, signal transduction, membrane channels, and transcription factors. Neurogenic genes 

develop cells and inhibit nearby cells. 

selector genes 

Then selector genes, such as cut gene, code for homeobox transcription factors that make neuron types. 

neurotrophic genes 

After neurons creation, neurotrophic genes code for secreted neurotrophic factors that keep neurons alive, 

differentiate neurons, and make neurotransmitters, such as nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic 

factor (BDNF), CNTF, and NT-3. Other genes code neurotrophic-factor receptor proteins. 

information from mother 

Fetus can use information about mother and environment, such as orientation information. Fetus needs to know 

relation to mother to aid survival. 
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blastomere 

1 day: Cell division makes egg cell into a many-celled ball {blastomere}, with same volume and mass as egg cell. 

 

cell cleavage 

1 day: Cell division {cell cleavage} makes egg cell into blastomere. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 004 Day 

 

morula 

4 days: Human embryos {morula} have 10 to 30 cells. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 005 Day 

 

blastocyst 

5 days: Human embryos have several hundred cells in one layer in a hollow sphere {blastocoel} {blastocyst}, with 

inside cavity filled with fluid. Human blastocyst has extra cells at one spot. 

 

blastula 

5 days: Lower-animal embryos have cell spheres {blastula}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 007 Day 

 

embryonic stem cell 

1 week: Embryos several days old have stem cells {embryonic stem cell, gestation}| (ES cell). Embryonic stem cells 

can uptake and insert genes by homologous recombination. Adding altered stem cells can change mice embryos. Mouse 

blastocysts have inner cell layer, which can culture with fibroblasts or with leukemia inhibiting factor to prevent further 

differentiation. 

 

periventricular germ 

1 week: Cells that will make brain and spinal cord first roll into a hollow cylinder {periventricular germ layer}, then 

multiply around that cavity, and then migrate outwards to form neuroblasts. 

 

neuroblast 

1 week: Cells that will make brain and spinal cord first roll into periventricular germ layer, then multiply around that 

cavity, and then migrate outwards to form brain nuclei {neuroblast}. Later cells pass through earlier cells, so younger 

cells are on outside. 

 

cortical plate 

1 to 3 weeks: Neuroblasts make cell slab {cortical plate} in embryo upper layer. Two hemispheres form around 

ventricles. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 010 Day 

 

gastrula 

10 days: Two fluid cavities, yolk sac and amnion sac, develop inside cell sphere {chorion} {gastrula}. 

 

amnion sac 

10 days: Two fluid cavities develop inside gastrula. Fluid cavities {amnion sac}| can have ectoderm inside. 

 

yolk sac 

10 days: Two fluid cavities develop inside gastrula. Fluid cavities {yolk sac}| can have endoderm inside, to later 

make primitive gut. 

 

primitive gut 

10 days: Yolk sac has endoderm {primitive gut} inside. 

 

subgerminal space 

10 days: In hard-shell eggs, one cavity {subgerminal space} is away from yolk, under dividing cells. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 014 Day 

 

coelom development 

14 days: Embryo has 800 cells. Ectoderm disk lies under endoderm. Mesoderm grows between endoderm and 

ectoderm and splits into two sheets, one on ectoderm and one on endoderm, with a fluid cavity {coelom, development}| 

between sheets. 

 

primitive streak 

14 days: Endoderm disk has line {primitive streak}| of cells along longitudinal body-axis top. At anterior end, 

primitive streak becomes more specialized and has no segments, like notochord. 

 

neural tube 

2 to 3 weeks: Ectoderm above notochord makes first neural plate, then neural groove, then neural folds, and then 

neural tube {neural tube}|. 

 

ependyma 

2 to 3 weeks: Neural tube has inner ventricular zone {ependyma} around central ventricle, intermediate-zone or 

mantle-layer gray matter, and marginal-zone or pia white matter. Ependyma becomes CNS neurons and glia. 

 

alar plate 

2 to 3 weeks: Neural-tube mantle layer becomes dorsal sense neurons {alar plate} and ventral-motor-neuron basal 

plate. 

 

basal plate 

2 to 3 weeks: Neural-tube mantle layer becomes dorsal-sense-neuron alar plate and ventral motor neurons {basal 

plate}. 

 

neural crest 

2 to 3 weeks: Mesoderm {neural crest}| lies next to neural tube and makes adrenal medulla, sympathetic ganglia, and 

dorsal-root ganglia. 

 

embryo of animal 

2 to 9 weeks: Embryo {embryo, animal}| grows first at head and then down sides. First, disk sides curve up and 

around notochord at head. Then disk sides curve down to tail. Body folding makes digestive-system foregut and 

hindgut. 

 



neurula 

2 to 9 weeks: In vertebrates, embryos are cylindrical bodies {neurula}, with ectoderm layer on outside reaching over 

notochord, mesoderm layer, and inner endoderm tube. 

 

umbilical cord 

2 to 9 weeks: Ventral-body-wall constriction makes a tube {umbilical cord}| {umbilicus} come out from belly. Tube 

has outer ectoderm, middle mesoderm, and inner endoderm. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 015 Day 

 

yolk 

15 days: Egg yolk {yolk, egg}| can be throughout cell {isolecithal}, at one end {telolecithal} or in center 

{centrolecithal}. Mammalian eggs have little yolk. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 021 Day 

 

interneuron development 

3 weeks: Brain interneurons send axons down brainstem to spinal cord and up to forebrain {interneuron 

development}. Axons transmit messenger chemicals to other neurons to integrate central nervous system. Medulla 

oblongata appears at neural-tube first flexure. Soon after, diencephalon appears at second flexure. Last neuroblast cells, 

having left-right asymmetry, migrate. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 028 Day 

 

brain divisions begin 

4 weeks: Forebrain telencephalon and diencephalon, midbrain, and hindbrain pons and medulla differentiate {brain 

divisions}. 

 

head and heart development 

4 weeks: Embryo floats in amniotic sac, connected to uterus wall only by umbilical cord. Embryo has large head, 

gills, tail, somites on notochord sides, and beating heart {head and heart development}. 

 

motor cell and movement 

4 weeks: Guided by chemical or electrical signals with no learning, brainstem and spinal-cord ventral motor cells 

grow axons to trunk, limb, and viscera muscles {motor cell and movement}. Fetal birds and mammals have varied 

movements, even before sense nerves appear. 

 

somite 

4 weeks: Embryo has mesoderm muscle precursors {somite}| on notochord sides. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 032 Day 

 

spinal ganglia development 

4.5 weeks: Spinal ganglia begin forming {spinal ganglia development}. Pons and cerebellum appear at neural-tube 

third flexure. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 035 Day 

 

sense-nerve development 

5 weeks: Sensory nerve tracts begin {sense-nerve development}. Epithelial sensory cells project to brainstem and 

spinal-cord dorsal half, which also receive from head sensory receptors. Old cortex, cerebral medulla, and basal ganglia 

appear at neural-tube fourth flexure. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 042 Day 

 



hypothalamus development 

6 weeks: Arms and legs appear, reflex-arc elements appear, sympathetic ganglia form segmental masses, 

hypothalamus and epithalamus begin, and cerebral hemispheres start {hypothalamus development}. Embryo is 12 

millimeters long. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 049 Day 

 

thalamus development 

7 weeks: Thalamus, corpus striatum, and hippocampus begin {thalamus development}. Y-chromosome stimulates 

cell division and causes embryonic gonad medulla to differentiate into testis. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 052 Day 

 

limbic lobe development 

7.5 weeks: Spinal reflexes work, and limbic lobe begins {limbic lobe development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Embryo 056 Day 

 

cerebral cortex development 

8 weeks: Embryo is 25 millimeters {cerebral cortex development}. Face has eyes, ears, and nose. Arms and legs 

have fingers and toes. Embryo has small tail and all internal organs. Brainstem has many projections into cerebral 

cortex to guide cortical-neuron migration and differentiation. Eight weeks ends embryonic period and begins fetal 

period. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 063 Day 

 

anterior commissure development 

9 weeks: Anterior commissure appears {anterior commissure development}. Testis secretes androgenic hormones to 

organize genitalia and brain. Fetus has red, wrinkled skin. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 066 Day 

 

hippocampal commissure development 

9.5 weeks: Hippocampal commissure appears {hippocampal commissure development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 070 Day 

 

corpus callosum development 

10 to 23 weeks: Corpus callosum appears {corpus callosum development}, but, in the next three months, it trims 

most callosal axons. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 074 Day 

 

spinal cord development 

10.5 weeks: Spinal cord has internal structure {spinal cord development}. Fetus has localized movements. Neocortex 

parietal lobe starts. 

 

deciduous teeth 

10.5 weeks: Baby teeth {deciduous teeth}| appear. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 084 Day 

 

brain layer development 

12 weeks: Sex differences are present {brain layer development}. Fetus is 75 millimeters. Deepest cortical layers 

five and six appear. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 088 Day 

 

brain connection development 

12.5 weeks: Spinal cord has reached next organization stage {brain connection development}. Connections from 

neocortex to hippocampus start. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 098 Day 

 

sensory tract development 

14 weeks: Long sensory tracts appear in spinal cord, and flocculonodular lobe appears {sensory tract development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 105 Day 

 

neocortex development 

15 to 25 weeks: First neocortical cells are around cerebral-hemisphere cavities and move into cortex {neocortex 

development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 112 Day 

 

myelination development 

16 weeks: Spinal-cord ventral-root myelination begins {myelination development}, old cerebellar vermis is in 

position, corpora quadrigemina appear, neocortex has first layering stage, and parietal and frontal lobes separate. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 126 Day 

 

brain lobe development 

18 weeks: Occipital lobe and temporal lobe separate {brain lobe development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 136 Day 

 

tract myelination development 

19.5 weeks: Tract myelination from spinal cord to cerebellum and pons begins, and dorsal-root myelination begins 

{tract myelination development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 140 Day 

 

pyramidal tract development 

20 weeks: Pyramidal tracts from cortex begin {pyramidal tract development}. Fetuses have REM sleep, indicating 

dreaming. Inner neocortex layers mature. Fetuses can have voluntary movements. Fetuses can move eyes, which aids 

eye development. Hair appears. Fetus is 250 millimeters. Malnutrition, narcotics, and emotional stress raise blood 

epinephrine level and cause hyperactivity. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 156 Day 

 

outer neocortex development 

22 weeks: Outer neocortical layers mature {outer neocortex development}. Bone ossification and teeth calcification 

begin. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 170 Day 

 

brain asymmetry development 

24 weeks: Some left-temporal-lobe and parietal-lobe regions become asymmetric {brain asymmetry development}. 

Ventral commissure myelinates. Cranial nerves myelinate through midbrain. All cerebral-hemisphere commissures are 

complete. Brain has all cortical layers. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 182 Day 



 

brain final development 

26 weeks: Brain areas that will attain mature tissue structure only at adolescence are the last to receive neurons 

{brain final development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 196 Day 

 

brain convolution development 

28 weeks: Tract from spinal cord to thalamus myelinates through midbrain {brain convolution development}. Tract 

from spinal cord to cerebellar vermis myelinates. Cerebellum configuration is in place. Cerebral convolutions and 

fissures start. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Gestation>Fetus 224 Day 

 

brain sulci development 

32 weeks: Secondary and tertiary sulci start {brain sulci development}. 

 

brain weight development 

32 to 40 weeks: Brain weight increases four times during last two gestation months {brain weight development}. It 

continues to increase during first infancy months, while making more axons, dendrites, and synapses. After that, neuron 

number is constant. In fetus, sorting, editing, and removing sense and motor connections depends on maternal-

environment external-stimuli timing and spatial arrangement. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Newborn 

 

birth and development 

40 to 41 weeks: Size at birth relates to maternal size, so large women have large babies {birth, development}. 

 

neonate 

newborn {neonate}| {newborn} {neonatal}. 

 

behavior of newborn 

Newborns can follow slowly moving lights, react to brightness changes, turn in touched-cheek direction, cry, thrash, 

yell, cough, vomit, turn away from stimuli, lift chin while lying on stomach, smack lips, chew on fingers, flex limbs, 

extend limbs, react to loud sounds, creep, shiver, jerk, arch back, draw in stomach, and twist {behavior, newborn}. If 

spoken to, newborns can smile, coo, and make hand gestures. Newborns can find breast in few feedings. At feeding, 

mothers speak to and smile at newborn girls more than boys. 

 

brain of newborn 

Almost all central-nervous-system neurons are present at birth {brain development, newborn}. Most brain 

connections are present at birth in humans. Brainstem, thalamus, amygdala, and deep cerebellum are active. Dendrites 

are growing, and synapse number is increasing. 

cells 

After birth, only some neurons can divide and reproduce. During maturation, 80% of neurons die. 

learning 

Brain growth before birth and during infancy aids learning, and learning aids growth, because both use self-

organizing processes. 

hormone 

In fetus and infancy, sex hormones influence visual cortical areas. 

 

cognition of newborn 

All senses are present {cognition development, newborn}. 

sound 

If newborns are alert, high sound frequencies cause freezing, but low ones soothe crying and increase motor activity. 

Rhythmic sounds quiet newborns. Newborns can make vowel sounds and several consonants. In first few days, 



newborns can discriminate among different speech syllables and emotional tones. Newborns prefer to hear mother's 

voice. 

smell 

In first few days, newborns can distinguish people by odor. 

vision 

Newborns learn mother's face in two or three days. Newborns can detect patterns in recurring events and objects and 

make rules about perceptual distinctions. Gaze focuses only at 20 centimeters away. Newborns have wide-open eyes 

that can move stepwise to fixate on bright places or to track stimuli in motion. Newborns turn toward faces that 

approach closely and speak gently. 

cognition 

Newborns can record recent-event times and locations. Neonates are conscious and have emotions. Newborns can 

learn but need longer times for memory consolidation. Newborns express puzzlement, surprise, pleasure, and 

displeasure. Newborns can try to avoid experiences. 

 

defecation in newborn 

Newborns have random bowel movements {defecation development}. Urination is often but tiny. 

 

eating 

Newborns can eat seven to eight times a day {eating development}. 

 

first stage development 

00 to 01 week: Newborn males are 50 centimeters and 3.5 kilograms {first stage of development}. Fat is under skin. 

Girls have less muscle mass, greater fat proportion, smaller water proportion, faster development rate, and smaller 

variation. At birth, males are heavier and longer than females. Males are more susceptible to postnatal and perinatal 

complications. By bone age, newborn girls are like five-week-old boys. 

 

fontanelle 

00 to 01 week: Skull has six soft spots {fontanelle}|, which harden to bone by two years old. 

 

reflex of newborn 

Reflexes include ankle clonus, arm reflex, Babiniski reflex, eye reflex, eyelid closing reflex, inner thigh reflex, jaw-

jerk, Moro reflex, necking reflex, pupillary reflex, reach-and-grasp reflex, rooting response, newborn traction, voice 

reflex, and withdrawal reflex {reflex, newborn}. 

 

sleep development 

Newborns sleep 80% of time, with seven to eight short naps per day {sleep, development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 00.0 Months 

 

cognition at 0 to 1 months 

0 to 1 month: Inadequate eye accommodation and convergence cause infants not to attend to objects within arm 

reach {cognition development, 0 to 1 month}. During first month, infants can pursue objects with eyes and head. 

Babies less than a month old can imitate facial expressions. Over first weeks, infants learn to recognize individuals by 

voice. According to Piaget, infants have reflex schemas, such as sucking and grasping. 

 

vision at 0 to 4 months 

0 to 4 months: Infants less than 16 weeks old look at positions, not at objects {vision development, 0 to 4 months}. 

They do not know size, shape, or color. They can follow movements. They believe that moving objects differ from 

stationary objects. They believe that objects are solid and permanent. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 00.0-05.0 Months 

 

breastfeeding 

Breastfeeding {breastfeeding}| {nursing, development} provides nutrients and antibodies but often stops at five 

months in USA. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 00.0-06.0 Months 

 

handling 

In first months, parents tend to handle boys more than girls {handling, development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 00.0-12.0 Months 

 

bonding in infants 

Mutual trust develops between baby and mother {bonding, development}|. Conflicts also happen as baby explores 

forbidden objects in wrong places or ways, or wants to do one thing while mother wants to do another. Such conflicts 

start when infants can reach and grasp objects. Such conflicts lead to playfulness, teasing, testing, sharing, games, and 

understanding. Baby knows mother's attention and emotions through interactions. Infant games have easy patterns in 

time and space and contribute to curiosity and companionship. 

 

cognition at 0 to 12 months 

Infants and children are always testing to improve perceptions and reactions {cognition development, 0 to 12 

month}. Infants never confuse themselves with objects outside themselves. Infants recognize that other people have 

motivations and emotions. Traditional nursery songs, chants, and rhymes are in all cultures, so babies know musical 

communications before they can speak. Baby soon knows mother and father as particular individuals. Infants are most 

interested in events caused by human movements. 

 

pre-speech 

Babies stimulate gentle and questioning talk, which has regular beats and gentle moods. Baby talk has changing 

intonation and rhythm and has head, eyebrow, and eye movements. Infants watch intently, reply {pre-speech} on beat, 

smile, and move head and body. Baby pre-speech is developmentally necessary to actual speech. 

 

sex in infant 

Infant boys have spontaneous penile erections {sex development, infant}. Infant girls can have spontaneous vaginal 

lubrication. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 00.0-48.0 Months 

 

physical at 0 to 4 years 

0 to 4 years: Children grow rapidly, but growth rate slows from 20 centimeters per year to 6 centimeters per year 

{physical development, 0 to 4 years}. From age 2, child height relates to average parent height, with equal influence 

from both. Nutrition is greatest environmental influence on growth. Severe psychological stress can affect growth. 

Fastest growth is in spring. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 00.5-02.0 Months 

 

second stage development 

0.5 to 2 months: Infants stick up chins, take two to four naps a day, empty bowels three to four times a day usually 

when awake, eat one liter a day, and coo using tongue {second stage of development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 01.0 Months 

 

physical at 1 month 

1 month: Infants eat five to six times per day, 600 milliliters total {physical development, 1 month}. 

 

vision at 1 month 

1 month: Infants can establish eye contact {vision development, 1 month}. Infants can have gaze aversion. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 01.0-04.0 Months 

 



accommodation of Piaget 

1 to 4 months: According to Piaget, infants adjust schemas after encountering new stimuli {accommodation, 

schema}. Infants do not think about their effect on environment yet. 

 

assimilation to schema 

1 to 4 months: According to Piaget, infants join hearing, looking, and smiling to previous schemas {assimilation to 

schema}. 

 

primary circular reaction 

1 to 4 months: According to Piaget, infants have repeated hearing, looking, and smiling {primary circular reaction}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 01.0-06.0 Months 

 

emotion at 1 to 6 months 

1 to 6 months: Infants have two emotions: undifferentiated excitement associated with tension or need and 

undifferentiated relaxed quiescence {emotion development, 1 to 6 months}. Fear is undifferentiated reaction to strange, 

unexpected, or dangerous stimuli. 

 

smiling response 

From one to six months after birth, idealized human faces and/or voices cause smiles {smiling response 

development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 01.0-12.0 Months 

 

emotion at 1 to 12 months 

From 1 to 12 months, babies fear noises, falling, fast movements, light flashes, strange objects, and people and 

animals associated with pain {emotion development, 1 to 12 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 01.5 Months 

 

cognition at 1.5 months 

1.5 months: Babies notice objects {cognition development, 1.5 months}. 

 

reflex at 1.5 months 

1.5 months: Reflexes open and close eyes, change pupil size, cry, suck, yawn, frown, sneeze, swallow, vomit, close 

hand, turn head, arch back, and vocalize {reflex development, 1.5 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 01.7 Months 

 

cognition at 1.7 months 

1.7 months: Babies can smile {cognition development, 1.7 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 02.0 Months 

 

brain at 2 months 

2 months: Pyramidal tracts myelinate through medulla oblongata, fibers from spinal cord to cerebellum myelinate, 

and optic tracts myelinate {brain development, 2 months}. 

 

cognition at 2 months 

2 months: Babies can imitate vocalizations, hand opening, and soft clapping {cognition development, 2 months}. 

Probably perception and motor behavior are together. Imitation behavior involves both imitator and imitated equally. 

Babies babble when talked to. Legs start growing fast. Visual attention is greatly increased. 

 

physical at 2 months 

2 months: Boy calorie intake is greater {physical development, 2 months}. 

 



vision at 2 months 

2 months: Eye and head movements can predict moving-object future positions, but arm movements do not relate to 

vision {vision development, 2 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 02.0-03.0 Months 

 

third stage development 

2 to 3 months: Eye accommodation begins. Infants can put chest up. Bowels empty twice a day, usually when 

waking or eating. Infants can eat solid foods {third stage of development}. Environments affect babbling. 

 

vision at 2 to 3 months 

2 to 3 months: Infants visually attend to nearby objects and take visual interest in their arms {vision development, 2 

to 3 months}. First visually directed arm-swiping movements develop, but infants grasp objects only if hand touches 

them. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 02.0-06.0 Months 

 

brain at 2 to 6 months 

2 to 6 months: Axon-collateral dendrites branch greatly {brain development, 2 to 6 months}. Most synapses develop 

several months after birth. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 02.5 Months 

 

physical at 2.5 months 

2.5 months: Baby eats three to four times a day, one liter a day {physical development, 2.5 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 03.0 Months 

 

behavior of infant 

3 months: Babies have directed arm movements and look back and forth between objects and hands {behavior, 

infant}. Babies can reach to touch but miss. Babies put objects or hands in mouth. Babies can laugh. Same-stimulus 

repetition is boring. Babies can sit with support. 

 

brain at 3 months 

3 months: Cortex begins to function, convolutions begin, conscious motor acts begin, and brain controls primitive 

reflexes {brain development, 3 months}. Cells in cortical layers five and six are functioning but not other cortical cells. 

Intraorganismic short circuit is present and stable. Parietal lobes are active. 

 

cognition at 3 to 4 months 

3 to 4 months: Babies can know depth, orientation, size constancy, shape constancy, completion, motion parallax, 

and binocular parallax {cognition development, 3 to 4 months}. Using three dimensions and depth uses convergence 

and eye coordination. Babies recognize people as strangers. Infants watch their two hands as they contact and 

manipulate each other. Infants can distinguish human faces. Infants make sounds in response to internal states. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 04.0 Months 

 

brain at 4 months 

4 months: Redundant axons are gone, and synaptic fields are complete {brain development, 4 months}. 

Interhemispheric fibers receive myelin sheaths. 

 

cognition at 4 months 

4 months: Laughter first appears {cognition development, 4 months}. It requires safe or playful moods and 

unexpected situations. 

 

reflex at 4 months 

4 months: Grasp reflex ends {reflex development, 4 months}. Infants can have bowel movements at eating time. 



 

fourth stage development 

4 to 7 months: Eye accommodation is same as for adults, meaning plays role in perception, and babies can eat 

cereals and vegetables {fourth stage of development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 04.0-08.0 Months 

 

secondary circular reaction 

4 to 8 months: According to Piaget, infants react to stimuli {secondary circular reaction}, so action repeats. Infants 

treat objects out of sight as if they are not there. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 05.0 Months 

 

drawbridge study 

Five-month-olds seemed surprised that drawbridges can go through boxes {drawbridge study}. 

 

physical at 5 months 

5 months: Babies can use both arms together under visual control and can reach rapidly to grasp objects {physical 

development, 5 months}. Babies play with toes. 

 

reflex at 5 months 

5 months: Reach and touch reflex ends {reflex development, 5 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 06.0 Months 

 

brain at 6 months 

6 months: Neocortex layers one, two, and three myelinate {brain development, 6 months}. Babies can make all 

language sounds. Eye acuity is the same as for adults. Frontal lobes become active. Theta waves appear. 

 

cognition at 6 to 12 months 

6 to 12 months: Babies have strong affection for mother and are afraid of, or distressed by, strangers {cognition 

development, 6 to 12 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 07.0 Months 

 

brain at 7 months 

7 months: Delta and alpha waves appear {brain development, 7 months}. 

 

physical at 7 months 

7 months: Babies can sit up without help {physical development, 7 months}. Babies can roll. 

 

fifth stage development 

7 to 12 months: First tooth appears. Babies express anxiety at surprise, can sit with no support, and can sleep through 

night with two or three day naps {fifth stage of development}. Babies probably do not dream. Urination can cease for 

one to two hours. 

 

emotion at 7 to 24 months 

07 to 24 months: Infants can have acquired fear of separation from mother {emotion development, 7 to 24 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 07.5 Months 

 

brain at 7.5 months 

7.5 months: Brain-wave pattern is continuously present {brain development, 7.5 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 08.0 Months 

 



physical at 8 months 

8 months: Babies can crawl {physical development, 8 months}. 

 

cognition at 8 to 12 months 

8 to 12 months: According to Piaget, infants coordinate secondary schemas by goal-directed activities, problem 

solving, and associating actions to future actions {cognition development, 8 to 12 months}. Infants treat hidden objects 

as if they are still there. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 09.0 Months 

 

brain at 9 months 

9 months: Layer 3c and layer 4 cortical neurons are functional {brain development, 9 months}. Sensory tracts 

between thalamus and primary sensorimotor cortex are ready. Motor tracts between motor cortex and cerebellum are 

ready. Thalamus and lower gyrus-cinguli layers are in intraorganismic short circuit. Brain-wave waking and sleeping 

patterns are like adult. 

 

cognition at 9 months 

9 months: Infants know other's wishes or intentions in shared things, and mother's purposes and experiences become 

primary {cognition development, 9 months}. 

 

reflex at 9 months 

9 months: Forefinger grasping ends {reflex development, 9 months}. 

 

physical at 9 to 12 months 

9 to 12 months: Reaching-behavior control allows infants to reach anywhere, not just along sightlines {physical 

development, 9 to 12 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 10.0 Months 

 

physical at 10 months 

10 months: Babies can creep {physical development, 10 months}. Babies can walk with help. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 12.0 Months 

 

babbling 

Babies produce all speech sounds {babbling}|. Babies can make 90 different language sounds. 

 

brain at 12 months 

12 months: Pyramidal tract has myelin {brain development, 12 months}. 

 

cognition at 12 months 

12 months: Attachment to people develops attention and representation {cognition development, 12 months}. One-

year-old infants play reciprocal or cooperative games, typically with parents, involving companionship, shared 

experiences, and symbol use. Babies like familiar playmates. One-year-old infants have short-term memory. Infants are 

aware that objects are there, though they do not see them. 

 

emotion at 12 months 

12 months: Infants want to please parents {emotion development, 12 months}. Infants want to satisfy their wills 

right away. Conditioned fear reactions correlate with pain. 

 

language at 12 months 

12 months: Infants can communicate needs, feelings, and motives to other people {language development, 1 year}. 

Infants make sounds about their experiences, addressed as comments or queries to others for affirmation or 

complements. Infants create baby words to specify objects to others. Infants understand household-object names. First-

year infants imitate sounds, discriminate phonological distinctive features, and develop phoneme boundaries. 

 



physical at 12 months 

12 months: Babies can reach accurately for objects using hands and fingers {physical development, 12 months}. 

Babies have six teeth. Males are 70 centimeters long and 9.5 kilograms. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 12.0-18.0 Months 

 

sixth stage development 

12 to 18 months: Toddlers can creep using feet, pull themselves up, and grasp like adults. Toddlers sleep 50% of 

time, urinate every four hours, eat three times a day, like some foods, and do not like wet diapers {sixth stage of 

development}. 

 

tertiary circular reaction 

12 to 18 months: According to Piaget, children actively experiment with environments, using curiosity, trial, error, 

and close observation {tertiary circular reaction}. Children know object spatial positions. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 12.0-24.0 Months 

 

chain complex nucleus 

12 to 24 months: Infants use nouns as substitutes {overextension} for categories, features, or functions {chain 

complex nucleus} {prototype, noun}. Children do not overextend nouns that they hear. 

 

emotion at 12 to 24 months 

12 to 24 months: Infants can direct angry expressions, such as having tantrums, kicking, thrashing, screaming, and 

holding breath, at things or people {emotion development, 12 to 24 months}. Children learn to use aggression. Children 

fear noises, strange events, falling, dark, being alone, and people and animals associated with pain. 

 

language at 12 to 24 months 

12 to 24 months: Children associate words with sounds, based on context {language development, 12 to 24 months}. 

Familiar-object or people names are earliest words, but children also learn words expressing feelings and needs, so all 

word classes are present. For young children, words share features and functions. Word classes used by children do not 

correspond to classes used by adults. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 12.5 Months 

 

language at 12.5 months 

12.5 months: Children can imitate words {language development, 12.5 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 13.0 Months 

 

physical at 13 months 

13 months: Children can throw balls {physical development, 13 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 14.0 Months 

 

physical at 14 months 

14 months: Children can walk sideways and put one cube on another {physical development, 14 months}. Children 

can stand without help and climb stairs. Attention level increases. First meaningful speech begins. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 14.5 Months 

 

physical at 14.5 months 

14.5 months: Children can walk backwards {physical development, 14.5 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 15.0 Months 

 



brain at 15 months 

15 months: Neocortical layer five and six axons extend tangentially into layer one {brain development, 15 months}. 

 

language at 15 months 

15 months: Children make two-word phrases {language development, 15 months}. 

 

physical at 15 months 

15 months: Children can walk without help {physical development, 15 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 17.0 Months 

 

cognition at 17 months 

17 months: Children can use stick to get toys {cognition development, 17 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Infant 18.0 Months 

 

brain at 18 months 

Language areas activate {brain development, 18 months}. Pre-frontal lobes activate, along with self-consciousness. 

 

infancy 

First life stage {infancy} ends at 18 months. 

 

language at 18 months 

18 months: Children can say 4 to 50 words, with average of 22 words {language development, 18 months}. Children 

make two-word phrases. Children have no frustration if not understood. 

 

syncretic meaning 

18 months: First, words stand for whole sentences {syncretic meaning}. 

 

self-consciousness begins 

At age 18 months, pre-frontal lobes and language areas become active, and self-consciousness begins {self-

consciousness, development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 18.0 Months 

 

cognition at 18 to 24 months 

18 to 24 months: According to Piaget, children use conceptual and symbolic thought for planning and foresight, 

imitate after delay, play, use combinations, and have imaginary objects {cognition development, 18 to 24 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 19.0 Months 

 

cognition at 19 months 

19 months: Children can put shapes into boards {cognition development, 19 months}. 

 

language at 19 months 

19 months: Speech using words that refer to oneself, like "I", "my", "mine", "me", and "myself", or names with 

verbs, begins at 19 months and is common by 27 months {language development, 19 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 19.5 Months 

 

cognition at 19.5 months 

19.5 months: Children can follow directions for pointing {cognition development, 19.5 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 23.5 Months 

 



cognition at 23.5 months 

23.5 months: Children can mend simple breaks in dolls {cognition development, 23.5 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 24.0 Months 

 

brain at 2 years 

2 years: Fissures between brain lobes are present {brain development, 2 years}. Children have 75% of adult brain. 

Cerebellum is 80% of adult weight. Vertical exogenous fibers connect cortex with subcortex. Subcortical association 

fibers, layer-one tangential fibers, and horizontal exogenous fibers develop. Cortex layer 3b is functional and has 

thalamus and association-area tracts. Association-area outer sections are functional. Cortex motor tracts modify sense 

pathways. 

 

cognition at 2 years 

2 years: Children do not know that minds have beliefs, hopes, and desires {cognition development, 2 years}. 

Children like to imitate, like to identify, can build towers of 6 to 7 blocks, can repeat two digits, can name doll body 

parts, and can tell objects by use. Young children first draw heads and then draw legs and arms. Two-year-old children 

attach arms to largest previous shape. When drawing, young children try to organize all lines into patterns, rather than 

copying real world. 

 

emotion at 24 months 

24 months: Children like to have mother present {emotion development, 24 months}. Personality begins. 

 

language at 24 months 

24 months: Children acquire grammar {language development, 24 months}. First, children combine verb and noun 

or adjective. Two-year-olds do not realize that they have thoughts or that speech has words. Vocabulary is 6 to 126 

words. 

 

physical at 24 months 

24 months: Children average 0.8 meters and 12.5 kilograms {physical development, 24 months}. Handedness 

begins. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 24.0-36.0 Months 

 

emotion at 2 to 3 years 

2 to 3 years: Children identify with parents, usually same-sex parents, and usually have several more role models 

{emotion development, 2 to 3 years}. 

identification 

Identification depends on perceived similarities between child and adult. Identification is unconscious and does not 

involve imitation. Identification is stable. Identification has motives, traits, and behaviors. Identification results in sex 

typing, conscience, and guilt. 

dependence 

Children are highly dependent on adults. Children cling, touch, cry, and seek affection {separation anxiety}. 

Children use aggression, including whining, sulking, and peevishness. Children begin to use defense mechanisms, such 

as withdrawal, regression, denial, repression, and projection. 

 

language at 2 to 3 years 

2 to 3 years: Children learn tense, number, and other word-association rules and build simple sentences from words 

{language development, 2 to 3 years}. Two-word sentences, like action-object and actor-action, use main word in one 

position and another general word to add meaning. Children express locations or desires, not what they think. Children 

can comment on topics if they can use predicates. Children cannot understand or use metaphors. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 24.0-48.0 Months 

 

physical at 2 to 4 years 

2 to 4 years: Abdomen is large, protruding, and round {physical development, 2 to 4 years}. 

 



pre-conceptual thought 

2 to 4 years: According to Piaget, children can use language and symbolism, play make-believe, distinguish between 

objects and thoughts, treat feelings and desires as more important than reality, use main object stimuli, manipulate 

symbols, and imitate in thought {pre-conceptual thought} {pre-operational stage}. They cannot make classes or sets 

and cannot use other viewpoints. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 24.0-60.0 Months 

 

cognition at 2 to 5 years 

2 to 5 years: Child independence correlates with achievement {cognition development, 2 to 5 years}. Boys and girls 

are equally independent. Achievement motive remains at same level until adulthood. 

 

emotion at 2 to 5 years 

2 to 5 years: Fears of stimuli or actual danger decrease, while fears of accidents, darkness, ghosts, and dreams 

increase {emotion development, 2 to 5 years}. Fear reactions, such as crying, panic, withdrawal, trembling, and 

clinging, decrease. Fear correlates with intelligence. 

 

group play at 2 to years 

2 to 5 years: Children first play alone, then alongside peers, then cooperate with peers, and then organize play with 

peers {group play, toddler}. Friendships are first with children of same sex, age, and traits, followed by fewer and 

stronger friendships. 

 

physical at 2 to 5 years 

2 to 5 years: Heart rate slows, blood pressure increases, and respiration is deeper and slower {physical development, 

2 to 5 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 24.0-96.0 Months 

 

brain at 2 to 8 years 

2 to 8 years: Left-hemisphere damage before age 8 or 9 allows language acquisition, but with several months to three 

years delay {brain development, 2 to 8 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 25.0 Months 

 

emotion at 25 months 

25 months: Children that receive little affection stay frustrated, have tantrums, and are aggressive {emotion 

development, 25 months}. If mother goes away for day, children protest loudly but then accept others. If mother goes 

away longer, children become indifferent to mother. 

 

physical at 25 months 

25 months: Children can walk up and down stairs with no help {physical development, 25 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 29.0-30.0 Months 

 

language at 29 to 30 months 

29 to 30 months: Toddlers can use two nouns together {language development, 29 to 30 months}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 36.0 Months 

 

cognition at 3 years 

3 years: Children begin to know about minds and mental states {cognition development, 3 years}. Competitiveness 

starts. Children do not notice stimulus changes or single out stimulus parts. 

 

echolalia 

36 months: Children can repeat words that they hear {echolalia}. 

 



emotion at 3 years 

3 years: Children no longer need mother present {emotion development, 3 years}. 

 

language at 36 months 

36 months: Children can use four-word sentences {language development, 36 months}. Sound articulation improves 

greatly. Verbal mediation begins. Children have 900-word vocabularies, can use 100 words, have frustration if not 

understood, use five-word phrases, have good understanding, and have adult grammar. 

 

physical at 3 years 

3 years: Boys and girls are same size, 0.95 meters and 15 kilograms {physical development, 3 years}. All baby teeth 

are present. Children can run and turn smoothly, jump up 30-centimeter stairs with both feet, stand on one foot for one 

second, build towers of 9 to 10 cubes, fold paper in half but not diagonally, and draw less repetitively. Children sleep 

20% in REM sleep. 

 

physical at 3 to 10 years 

3 to 10 years: Average height does not differ between boys and girls {physical development, 3 to 10 years}. 

However, height variation for 10-year-old boys is 26 centimeters. 

 

cognition at 3 to 4 years 

3 to 4 years: Children can understand described situations but cannot apply learning to actual situations {cognition 

development, 3 to 4 years}. They can perform Piaget's class inclusion task if it slightly changes. They can match 

objects explored by touch or vision. They construct coherent value systems, using model codes or people. 

reasoning 

They do not necessarily reason as expected, because context is more important to them, and premises can lack 

enough context. They can reason deductively about spontaneous activities. They can make comparisons that depend on 

transitive reasoning: if a = b, and if b = c, then a = c. 

reality 

Children cannot separate appearance, what something looks like, from reality, what it actually is. They know only 

real world and do not fantasize or pretend. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 36.0-60.0 Months 

 

cognition at 3 to 5 years 

3 to 5 years: According to Piaget, young children cannot think that objects exist independently of sensory experience 

{cognition development, 3 to 5 years}. Young children cannot think about several objects simultaneously. Young 

children have no mental structures representing class hierarchies. Young-children thoughts are successive separate 

moments, with current one dominant. Children first learn possible viewpoints, then reasoning about relationships, then 

combining and ordering in physical world, and then combining and ordering mentally. 

 

language at 3 to 5 years 

3 to 5 years: Children learn about narrative and fantasy and build sentence chains and trees {language development, 

3 to 5 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 36.0-72.0 Months 

 

brain at 3 to 6 years 

3 to 6 years: Hippocampus becomes mature, so memory can be long term {brain development, 3 to 6 years}. Brain 

growth is earlier than general body growth, so brain is 95% of adult size by age 6 years. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 36.0-96.0 Months 

 

cognition at 3 to 8 years 

3 to 8 years: Familiar stimulus parts have labels {cognition development, 3 to 8 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 42.0 Months 

 



false-belief test 

Only children older than 3.5 years can pass theory-of-mind tests {false-belief test}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Toddler 48.0 Months 

 

brain at 4 years 

4 years: Brain is 80% of adult weight {brain development, 4 years}. Vertical exogenous fibers extend to cortex layer 

3b. Layer 3a becomes functional. Limbic system begins. 

 

cognition at 4 years 

4 years: Children know if other people can and cannot see and hear them {cognition development, 4 years}. Children 

can pretend. Children can report facts that they see or know. Children know that others have thoughts just as they do. 

Girls and boys perform the same on verbal, quantitative, and spatial tests. To identify objects requires many details. 

 

emotion at 4 years 

4 years: Dependency is high but on peers, not parents {emotion development, 4 years}. Competitiveness is strong, 

especially among boys and in lower classes. Aggression does not correlate with competitiveness. Jealousy, fear, 

sensitiveness, and aggressiveness start to decline. 

 

language at 48 months 

48 months: Children have 1500-word vocabularies {language development, 48 months}. Children can use 5.3 words 

in sentences and use compound sentences. Word inflection begins. Toddlers know most regular grammar rules but 

leave auxiliary words out. Children can name several objects from memory, name pictures containing several items, 

repeat 10-word sentences, count to four, and tell differences between geometric figures. Relative verbal ability stays the 

same until adulthood. 

 

physical at 4 years 

4 years: Children can run at different speeds with smooth changes, jump forward, skip but not hop, throw with just 

arm, draw circles and crosses but not diamonds, trace short straight lines, and fold paper diagonally {physical 

development, 4 years}. Children can detect differences in spatial orientation, such as reverse, tilt, and rotate, but not 

react to them. Boys and girls are same size, 1.02 meters and 17 kilograms. From four years on, muscles grow faster 

than other body parts. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 04-05 Years 

 

sex at 4 to 5 years 

4 to 5 years: Half of children stimulate their genitals {sex development, 4 to 5 years}. Children can show sexual 

play, voyeurism, and exhibitionism. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 04-06 Years 

 

emotion at 4 to 6 years 

4 to 6 years: Nightmares peak, because anxiety is high and children cannot handle stress {emotion development, 4 to 

6 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 04-07 Years 

 

cognition at 4 to 7 years 

4 to 7 years: According to Piaget, children can use intuitive thought, make classes, realize that objects belong in 

classes, use quantifiers, use no logic, and be still centering {cognition development, 4 to 7 years}. Measurement ability 

begins at four, and children can make same lengths as objects. At four and a half years old, children can use body to 

measure. At seven years old, children can use inanimate objects to measure. 

 

conservation concept 

4 to 7 years: Children cannot use interaction or no interaction between two variables to determine object properties, 

such as number, quantity, time, or space {conservation concept}. 



 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 04-10 Years 

 

group play at 4 to 10 years 

4 to 10 years: Before age 10, children form informal groups {group play, 4 to 10 years}. 

 

physical at 4 to 10 years 

4 to 10 years: Growth rate slows slowly {physical development, 4 to 10 years}. Average growth is 5 centimeters per 

year. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 05 Years 

 

brain at 5 years 

5 years: Temporal-pole fissure is complete {brain development, 5 years}. 

 

cognition at 5 years 

5 years: Children can organize memories, so they can recover from speaking interruptions {cognition development, 

5 years}. Children can draw squares and triangles but not diamonds, trace long straight lines, draw people, recall 4 to 5 

numbers immediately, and pick up tiny pellets and place them. Children have good balance, show handedness, act 

independently, dress themselves, use toilet alone, play alone unsupervised, solve small problems, imitate activities, and 

talk and think to themselves. 

 

emotion at 5 years 

5 years: Children have well-defined personalities {emotion development, 5 years}. Approach-avoidance conflict is 

common, leading to gratification delay or inhibition. Quarrels are verbal and longer. Seeking attention and approval 

shows dependency, as do touching and clinging. Dependency in girls stays the same until age 14. Children like 

nurturance from opposite-sex parent more. 

 

language at 5 years 

5 years: Children have 2000-word vocabularies {language development, 5 years}. 

 

physical at 5 years 

5 years: Boys and girls are same size, averaging 1.08 meters and 19 kilograms {physical development, 5 years}. 

Relative height at age five highly correlates with adult relative height. Reaction to infection is at lower temperature but 

lasts longer. 

 

cognition at 5 to 10 years 

5 to 10 years: Immediate-memory capacity increases, impulsitivity decreases, and reflectivity increases, because 

children become more aware and fear making mistakes {cognition development, 5 to 10 years}. Other fears are 

darkness, aloneness, imaginary creatures, and dangerous animals. Perhaps, these fears relate to parental punishments. 

Morals and conscience develop. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 06 Years 

 

brain at 6 years 

6 years: Frontal-lobe, parietal-lobe, and occipital-lobe fissurations are mostly complete {brain development, 6 

years}. Brain is 90% of adult weight. Parietal-lobe and occipital-lobe surface areas are complete. Layer 2 is functional. 

Neural connections maximize at age 6, and pruning is later. 

 

cognition at 6 years 

6 years: Children learn genital shapes. Children learn ethnic-group identifications {cognition development, 6 years}. 

Children learn prejudice, mostly from parents. Grade-school children know that minds have beliefs, hopes, and desires. 

Boys can do mazes better. Girls use verbal strategies for solving such problems more than boys. Young children do not 

understand false beliefs and unreal photographs, because they cannot represent fantasies yet. More boys than girls have 

reading difficulties. Boys have more restlessness at school and are more difficult to teach. 

 



Koh blocks 

6 years: Boys can match colored blocks {Koh's blocks} {Koh blocks} to patterns, and do spatial ability tests, better 

than girls. 

 

language at 6 years 

6 years: Children have 2500-word vocabularies and can read {language development, 6 years}. 

 

physical at 6 years 

6 years: Children average 1.15 meters and 21 kilograms {physical development, 6 years}. Abdomen is flat. Brain is 

90% of adult brain. First tooth is lost. Children can throw balls well, count up to 9, go through mazes, and react to 

orientation changes, because they have learned up-down and right-left. 

 

cognition at 6 to 7 years 

6 to 7 years: Ability to sustain attention increases greatly, in all cultures {cognition development, 6 to 7 years}. 

Children learn sex as people category. 

 

sex at 6 years 

Children explore and stimulate their bodies and genitals {sex development, 6 years}. Such exploration and 

stimulation is necessary for normal psychological sexual development. Before puberty, both boys and girls typically 

masturbate and achieve orgasm. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 06-10 Years 

 

school phobia 

Some children have fear of school {school phobia}. Children can have little inhibition, behave well, come from 

intact families, have not experienced long or frequent separations from home, and have parents that express great 

concern for them. Refusal to go to school is anxiety about leaving home, not fear of school. Children like elementary 

school up to fourth grade. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 06-12 Years 

 

cognition at 6 to 12 years 

6 to 12 years: Attention shifts more often and faster {cognition development, 6 to 12 years}. Expectancies depend on 

situations. Children have more worries about mistakes. 25% of children have regular nightmares, and some have night 

terrors. 

 

emotion at 6 to 12 years 

6 to 12 years: Boys initiate more aggression than girls, and their aggressions are longer {emotion development, 6 to 

12 years}. Girls are more nurturing and protective than boys. School-age boys like nurturance from men better than 

from women. Other children do not like highly dependent children. 

 

physical at 6 to 12 years 

6 to 12 years: Limbs lengthen relative to trunk, blood pressure increases, and pulse decreases {physical 

development, 6 to 12 years}. Before 9 years old, boys are taller than girls, but, after 9, girls are taller. Boys' growth is 

two years behind girls' growth. Girls are taller than boys until age 15. 

Lymphatic organs, such as tonsils and lymph nodes, grow greatly in early childhood. Boys have higher basal 

metabolism than girls and have greater vital capacity than girls, because androgens cause greater physical activity. 

 

sex at 6 to 12 years 

Adults tolerate wider boy behavior range {expectations based on sex, 12 years} {sex development, 12 years}. 

Parents allow boys to roam neighborhood and encourage girls to stay home. Boys play more outside, are more 

physically active, and play less with dolls. Boys' rooms contain more educational material and sports equipment than 

girls' rooms. Most children's books are about boys, men, and male animals. They show that boys are aggressive, 

constructive, helpful, active, and adventuresome. They show that girls are passive, immobile, and deferential. 

 



BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 07-08 Years 

 

reversibility concept 

7 to 8 years: At age seven, children can recreate mental states and reverse logical processes or transformations 

{reversibility concept}. 

 

cognition at 7 to 8 years 

7 to 8 years: Children can notice stimulus parts {cognition development, 7 to 8 years}. Children can separate 

personal experiences from problem contexts. 

 

language at 7 to 8 years 

7 to 8 years: Children can understand metaphors {language development, 7 to 8 years}. Speech articulation becomes 

as good as adults. Verbal mediation is well developed. Deaf children use imagery instead of sounds and have same 

ability to solve problems. 

 

values at 7 to 8 years 

7 to 8 years: Children's morals depend on obedience to orders from adults {values development, 7 to 8 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 07-11 Years 

 

cognition at 7 to 11 years 

7 to 11 years: According to Piaget, children can perform concrete operations {serialization, Piaget}, relate objects by 

scale or quantity, include objects in classes, relate parts to wholes, play using logical rules, use flexible thinking, 

consider other views, communicate extensively, make mental representations, know relations, and understand relations 

among relatives {cognition development, 7 to 11 years}. 

 

serialization 

7 to 11 years: According to Piaget, children at this stage can perform concrete operations {serialization, 

development}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 08 Years 

 

death phobia 

8 years: Fear of death or parent death {death phobia}| peaks after children learn that death is irreversible. 

 

values at 8 to 11 years 

8 to 11 years: Morals depend more on right and wrong, justice, equality, groups, and situations {values development, 

8 to 11 years}. Conscience develops through identification with others and from fear of love or approval loss. 

Punishment can reduce moral-standard internalization. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 09-11 Years 

 

sex at 9 to 11 years 

9 to 11 years: Boys do not express interest in girls {sex development, 9 to 11 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 09-14 Years 

 

physical at 9 to 14 years 

9 to 14 years: Adolescence begins earlier for boys than girls {physical development, 9 to 14 years}. 

 

pubescence 

9 to 14 years: In early adolescence {pubescence}|, heart grows more rapidly. Boys lose fat, but girls keep same ratio. 

Ossification speeds up at puberty. Skin problems begin at pubescence. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 09-17 Years 

 



sex preference 

9 to 17 years: Girls prefer to have attractive faces, no body hair, small frames, and moderate breasts {sex 

preference}. Boys prefer tallness, large muscles, and face and body hair. 

 

sex at 9 to 17 years 

9 to 17 years: Expectations for boys are strength, courage, activity, sports, ambition, and persistence {expectations 

based on sex, 9 to 17 years} {sex development, 9 to 17 years}. Parents allow boys more aggression. Expectations for 

girls are friendliness, good manners, neatness, emotion expression, and demureness. Parents allow girls more 

dependency and nurturing behavior. Girls use verbal aggression. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Child 10 Years 

 

brain at 10 years 

10 years: Frontal-lobe surface area is complete, and all fissuration is complete {brain development, 10 years}. 

 

cognition at 10 years 

10 years: Vague outlines can suggest objects, and children can recall 6 to 7 numbers immediately {cognition 

development, 10 years}. 

 

physical at 10 to 12 years 

10 to 12 years: Growth rate increases rapidly, before slowing at 15 or 16 and then stopping at 17 or 19 years 

{physical development, 10 to 12 years}. 

 

group play at 10 to 14 years 

10 to 14 years: Same-sex gang behavior predominates {group play, 10 to 14 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 10 Years 

 

group play at 10 to 18 years 

10 to 18 years: Groups are more structured but still short-lived {group play, adolescent}. Girls conform more. Low-

status people conform more. Younger children conform more than older children. Adolescents like strong relationships. 

Adolescents have clique talking groups and activity groups. Adolescents have friends of same age, track, class, and 

interests. Adolescents tend to set up seemingly separate cultures, designed to exclude adults. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 11 Years 

 

combinative structure 

11 years: According to Piaget, children at this stage can perform formal operations, think abstractly, analyze, judge, 

reason, deduce, consider problems not related to reality, apply rules to things, and combine rules and generalize 

{combinative structure}. They can think about thinking, possibilities, self, future, and things not in experience. 

 

sex at 11 years 

11 years: Boys start to show interest in girls {sex development, 11 years}. 

 

brain at 11 to 14 years 

11 to 14 years: Brain-wave pattern is like adult {brain development, 11 to 14 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 11-15 Years 

 

nocturnal emission 

11 to 15 years: Boys can experience ejaculation {nocturnal emission}| during sleep. 

 

physical at 11 to 15 years 

11 to 15 years: At 11, boys are slightly heavier, but, at 15, girls are heavier {physical development, 11 to 15 years}. 

Bone and muscle growth rate increases. 

 



sex at 11 to 15 years 

11 to 15 years: Sex organs mature {sex development, 11 to 15 years}. Puberty averages two and a half years later in 

males than in females. 

boys 

Boys typically start at age 13, peak at age 14, and decline at age 15.5. Boys can start as early as 9.5 years or as late 

as 13.5 years. 

girls 

Girls typically start at age 11, peak at age 12, and decline at age 13. Girls can start as early as 7.5 or as late as 11.5 

years. Breast buds appear at age 11, as areola diameter increases and small mound appears. One or two years before 

menarche, breast enlarges, nipples project, uterus grows, and pubic hair appears. At age 13, with range from 11 to 15, 

menarche starts and pigmented pubic hair grows. Climate does not affect menarche time. Menarche time has not 

decreased much over history. Malnutrition can delay menarche. Fertility is one to three years after puberty. 

attitudes 

Adolescent sexual attitudes are aggressive, exciting, shameful, dangerous, pleasant, and sharing. 

cause 

Gonadotropin-releasing-hormone (GnRH) release from hypothalamus triggers puberty, causing pituitary to secrete 

hormones that affect testes or ovaries. Kiss-1-gene enzyme {kisspeptin} activates GPR54, which also affects puberty. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 12 Years 

 

brain at 12 years 

12 years: Except for prefrontal lobe, layer two functions {brain development, 12 years}. Alpha waves dominate 

EEG. Central association areas and frontal lobes can function. Reticular formation completes myelination at puberty. 

 

cognition at 12 years 

12 years: TV viewing peaks {cognition development, 12 years}. 

 

physical at 12 years 

12 years: Children average 1.50 meters and 38.5 kilograms {physical development, 12 years}. Most permanent teeth 

are in. Lymphoid tissue grows steadily until 11 or 12, and then growth rate declines. 

adolescence 

Average boy starts adolescence. Just before puberty, forehead becomes higher and wider, mouth widens, lips 

become fuller, and chin juts out more. 

During adolescence, average male loses subcutaneous fat and increases muscle bulk. Subcutaneous-fat growth rate 

slows only in girls. 

Growth in shoulder width is greater in males. Growth in pelvic breadth is similar between sexes. 

rate 

Children with fast early growth usually finish growing earlier, while late developers finish growing later. Growth is 

regular. 

 

language at 12 to 14 years 

12 to 14 years: Adolescents understand metaphors {language development, adolescent}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 12-18 Years 

 

puberty 

Sexual organs and characteristics can mature {puberty}|. 

 

adolescence 

Teenagers {adolescence}| can demand to be independent, adjust to peers, adjust to sex changes, prepare for jobs, and 

develop philosophies. Adolescents are ready to change themselves and try hard. Adolescent values are honesty, 

naturalness, tolerance, low activity, materialism, morals, consistency, and heroes. At 18, people choose vocations. 

Adolescence varies among cultures. Heredity, diet, climate, culture, and emotional influences start adolescence. 

 



cognition at 12 to 18 years 

12 to 18 years: Girls perform better on verbal tests {cognition development, 12 to 18 years}. Boys perform better on 

quantitative and spatial tests. Girls do better in school until late adolescence. Adolescents become more curious about 

world and are eager for knowledge. Adolescents want knowledge based on their experiences. 

 

emotion at 12 to 18 years 

12 to 18 years: Adolescents have many moods and instabilities, associated with rapid sexual development {emotion 

development, adolescent}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 13 Years 

 

brain at 13 years 

13 years: Cerebellum is at adult weight {brain development, 13 years}. Substantia-nigra dark pigmentation is 

complete. 

 

sex at 13 to 16 years 

13 to 16 years: First menstrual period was at 16.5 years in 1840 and is at 13 now {sex development, 13 to 16 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 14 Years 

 

brain at 14 years 

14 years: Prefrontal-lobe lower layers function {brain development, 14 years}. Cortex layers one and two function, 

except in prefrontal lobe. These layers affect association areas and short-and-long circuit reorganizations. Waking and 

sleeping EEGs show sudden transitions. 

 

sex at 14 to 16 years 

14 to 16 years: Boys experience first seminal-fluid discharge, either through masturbation or through spontaneous 

nocturnal emission {sex development, 14 to 16 years}. Adolescent girls rarely experience spontaneous orgasm during 

sleep. Many adolescent girls do not masturbate or feel need. 

culture 

Reading, adults, and peer groups typically provide information about orgasm and sexual arousal. Dating begins. 

Sexual consciousness and interest in opposite sex rise. 

Boys' sexual interest focuses on overt sexual activity earlier than, and more than, girls' interest. Western society 

encourages adolescent males to be overtly sexual. It encourages adolescent females to be socially attractive but not 

overtly sexual. 

homosexuality 

Homosexual fantasies and/or physical contact can happen, in boys and girls. Boys are more likely to be sexually 

attracted to younger boys. Girls are more likely to be sexually attracted to older girls. Having juvenile overt physical or 

sexual homosexual contact does not affect adult homosexual or bisexual behavior. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 15-18 Years 

 

physical at 15 to 18 years 

15 to 18 years: Boys are heavier {physical development, 15 to 18 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 15-35 Years 

 

sex at 15 years 

15 years: Boys' first orgasm typically happens {sex development, 15 years}. Boys average three orgasms per week 

from age 16 to 30. 50% of girls have orgasm before age 20, and 90% have orgasm by age 35. Girls average two 

orgasms per week from age 26 to 30. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 17 Years 

 

physical at 17 years 

17 years: Girls have mature bones {physical development, 17 years}. 



 

brain at 17 to 20 years 

17 to 20 years: Prefrontal-lobe layers three, four, five, and six function {brain development, 17 to 20 years}. 

Association areas are still developing. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adolescent 18 Years 

 

brain at 18 years 

18 years: Myelin is still forming in reticular formation and association areas {brain development, 18 years}. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adult 18-130 Years 

 

adult 

Mature people {adult} are objective about selves, have history sense, know their roles, know others, accept others, 

have others accept them, have purposes, are self-actualizing, have self-control, and have self-knowledge. 

 

language at 18 to 130 years 

Illiterate or inexperienced adults rely on context, rather than words, to understand communications {language 

development, adult}. 

 

physical at 18 to 130 years 

Speed and ability peak between late teens and late thirties and then gradually decline. Adult appearance depends on 

appearance at age 5 {physical development, adult}. Adult males average 12 centimeters taller than adult females. In last 

150 years, children around world have grown to greater adult heights and have matured earlier. Adult height has 

increased by approximately 1 centimeter per decade. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Stages>Adult 35 Years 

 

brain at 35 years 

At age 35, all brain parts are complete {brain development, adult}. Frontal lobes have myelin. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Aging 

 

aging 

Growing old {aging, development} changes DNA, protein, hormones, cells, tissues, and organs. 

causes 

Autoimmunity or immune-system breakdown can cause aging. Pituitary hormone and/or thymosin decrease can 

cause aging. Thymus thymosin keeps immune system active. Structural-molecule changes, as collagen has more cross-

links and stiffens, can cause aging. 

effects 

Aging impairments typically result from disease, trauma, or disuse, not age itself. 

effects: biology 

Brain deterioration causes most aging effects. Random brain activity increases. Serum globulin becomes higher. 

Fracture-healing rate decreases. 

effects: behavior 

Performance ability peaks at 26 and then slowly declines. Slower decision making, especially for tasks in which 

responses cause signals for next response, slows activities slightly. Older people pay attention to responses more, rather 

than to next task. 

Older people learn facts and skills more slowly but do not forget more rapidly. Verbal ability peaks at 50 and sharply 

declines after 70. 

effects: senses 

Signals from sense organs to brain and among brain parts become weaker. Ability to understand speech does not 

decrease with age, unless people cannot hear frequencies below 1800 Hz, three octaves above middle C. Trauma causes 

most hearing loss. Aging causes reduced sensitivity to vibration and pain. Smell loses sensitivity. 



Aging causes reduced fine-joint-movement sensitivity, reduced clear-focus distance, reduced resting pupil size, 

increased yellow eye pigment, reduced overall acuity, slight visual-field narrowing, color-discrimination loss, and 

increased glare susceptibility. 

effects: personality 

Personality has few trends with age. Adjusting to aging does not relate to health or wealth. 

individual differences 

Aging rate and effects differ among individuals, and differences become greater with age. 

defenses 

Aging defenses are apoptosis, suppressor genes, gene redundancy, DNA editing, RNA editing, DNA repair, anti-

oxidant free-radical scavenging, defective-protein removal, and damaged-cell removal by immune system. 

long life 

Physical fitness, genetic factors, low mental pressure, low-fat diet, low-calorie diet, psychological well-being, and 

living in highlands can contribute to long life. Lowering body temperature and food-intake rate slows aging in animals. 

theories 

Mammals, even wild animals in zoos, age after adulthood. Perhaps, genetics determines aging, and childhood, sexual 

maturity, adulthood, and senescence involve separate genetic programs. Perhaps, aging results from diminished energy, 

slower repair, and increased damage. Perhaps, aging results from free-radical oxidation. 

 

age limit 

Species have age limits {age limit}. Age limits and population structure can maximize reproductive fitness. People 

can live to 130 years. 

 

anti-oxidant theory of aging 

Oxygen-containing molecules can gain electrons, make free radicals, and react with cell molecules {anti-oxidant 

theory of aging}. Superoxide dismutase (SOD) returns oxygen-containing molecules to normal. Antioxidant vitamins 

can scavenge free radicals. 

 

lifespan 

Lifetimes {lifespan} can increase by delaying reproduction. 

 

BIOL>Zoology>Development>Aging>Cell 

 

cell and aging 

Human cells can divide up to 50 times {aging, cell} {cell, aging}. All cells, except cancer cells, have programmed 

lifespans. Gene redundancies can affect cell lifespans. 

diseases 

Genes or accumulated defects can cause old-age diseases. Defects include frame-shift mutations and nucleic-acid-

coding, transcription, translation, microsatellite, gene-expression, and post-translational-modification errors. 

cell changes 

In aging, neurons have more Nissl bodies, are larger, have more axons, have more synaptic bulbs, have more 

dendrites, and have more myelination. Nerve-fiber length, size, and compactness increase. 

cell death 

Cells first deteriorate, then become senescent, then stop dividing, and then die. 

telomeres 

Telomeres decrease in length with each replication. After telomeres reach threshold length, cells can have 

senescence. 

chemicals 

In aging, nucleic-acid-to-protein ratio changes. Somatic-cell DNA mutates. DNA-repair-mechanism efficiency 

decreases. Oxygen uptake decreases. Anti-oxidants have less effect. Lysosomes increase. Intestine calcium-ion 

transport decreases. Cholesterol excretion decreases. 

chemicals: free radicals 

DNA damage affects biological aging and Alzheimer's disease. Free radicals from mitochondria and other chemical 

reactions can damage DNA, but vitamin E binds free radicals. 

chemicals: protein 

In aging, enzymes can change. Cell amyloid deposits can increase. In amyloidosis, frame-shift mutations cause 

protein-folding errors. 



chemicals: proteins and slower aging 

Sirtuins can slow aging. 

Mouse, worm, and fruitfly Daf protein is similar to human insulin. Mouse, worm, and fruitfly TOR gene repression 

slows aging by decreasing cell growth and regulating glucose metabolism. 

Mouse, worm, and fruitfly Fox0 is similar to human IGF-1. Yeast, worm, and fruitfly TOR gene repression slows 

aging by decreasing cell growth and regulating glucose metabolism. 

Fruitfly Methuselah protein is similar to human CD97 protein. Decreased fruitfly Methuselah protein slows aging by 

resisting stress and increasing neuron signaling. 

Worm Clock (clk-1) protein is similar to human CoQ protein. Worm Clock gene repression slows aging by 

regulating CoenzymeQ synthesis. 

Worm Amp-1 protein is similar to human AMPK protein. Increased Amp-1 protein slows aging by regulating stress 

responses and metabolism. 

Decreased mouse and rat growth hormone slows aging by decreasing body size. 

Decreased mouse P66Shc protein slows aging by decreasing free-radical creation. 

Mouse catalase is similar to human CAT protein. Increased mouse catalase slows aging by changing hydrogen 

peroxide. 

Mouse Prop1 or pit1 protein is similar to human Pou1F1 protein. Decreased mouse Prop1 or pit1 protein slows aging 

by regulating pituitary gland. 

Increased mouse Klotho protein slows aging by regulating insulin, IGF-1, and vitamin D. 

 

sirtuin 

Yeast, worm, and fruitfly SIR2 gene makes sir2 protein. Humans SIRT1 gene makes sirt1 protein. Sirtuins {silent 

information regulators} {sirtuin} slow aging, by mediating stress responses and deacetylating histones to make DNA 

coil tighter and prevent extra DNA production. Low calorie intake, high salt, high heat, and low nitrogen intake can 

increase PNC1-gene production, remove nicotinamide, and increase sirtuins. Low calorie intake causes mitochondria to 

respire instead of ferment, making low NADH and high NAD and increasing sirtuins. Red-wine and knotweed have 

resveratrol, which increases sirtuins. 

 

advanced glycosylation 

Glycosylation make products {advanced glycosylation endproducts} (AGE) that damage DNA, lipids, and proteins. 

 

drusen 

Small deposits {drusen} can be outside cells. 

 

gerontogene 

Species-specific germline genes {gerontogene} can affect aging rates or maximum lifespans. 

 

lipofuscin 

Fatty proteins {lipofuscin} can be in cells. 

 

replication limit 

Human fibroblasts in culture can only divide 50 times {replicative senescence} {replication limit}. For species, 

allowed-doubling number is proportional to lifespan. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy 

 

astronomy 

Physical sciences {astronomy} can be about cosmology, galaxies, stars, planets, moons, meteors, and comets. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe 

 

universe 

Reality is a self-contained, integrated matter and energy structure {universe}|. 

principles 

Universe has physical laws, which are probably constant in space and time. Physical laws are deterministic. Physical 

processes are the same forward and backward in time. Physical processes are the same in any space direction and 



dimension, so directions are equivalent. Physical processes are the same right-handed or left-handed, so rotation 

directions are equivalent. Physical processes are the same for positive and negative charges. 

Motions have time symmetry, spatial symmetry, and rotational symmetry, which are equivalent to conservation laws 

of energy, momentum, and angular momentum, respectively [Feynman, 1965]. However, whole universe has time-flow 

asymmetry, because entropy increases and because processes as a totality only go forward in time. Also, weak nuclear 

force has slight time asymmetry and parity asymmetry. (When weak force became independent of electromagnetic 

force, less than one second after universe origin, matter became favored over antimatter.) However, all physical 

processes have overall symmetry for combined charge, time, and parity symmetries. 

Space and time unite into space-time. All motions, including accelerated motions, are relative, so observers in 

different reference frames, moving and/or accelerating at different velocities, see the same objects at different velocities 

through time, the same objects with different contractions along velocity direction, and the same events at different 

times. No physical things travel faster than light speed. However, non-material geometric relations, and so space itself, 

can expand or contract faster than light speed. 

Physical objects and events are both matter-like and wave-like. Quantum-mechanical waves determine object 

positions, and quantum-mechanical particles determine energies. Observed physical quantities and physical changes 

have "action" quanta (and so energy, momentum, space, and time quanta). Energy, momentum, space, and time are 

subject to the uncertainty principle, so small distances and times must have high energies and momenta. In local 

observable space and time, object and event behaviors appear random and probabilistic, because quantum energy states 

can fill in different ways. In systems with widely separated parts, events can appear acausal or instantaneous [Feynman, 

1965]. 

beginning 

Universe began with maximum energy density, temperature, pressure, and spatial curvature, and minimum volume 

and entropy. Space then expanded, decreasing energy density, temperature, pressure, and spatial curvature, and 

increasing volume and entropy. 

age 

Universe is 13.72 x 10^9 years old (so people can observe universe objects up to 13.72 x 10^9 light years away). 

radius 

Universe radius is 7.8 x 10^10 light-years or 10^34 meters. 

dimensions 

Space has three infinite real-number dimensions. Perhaps, space has curled-up real-number dimensions. Perhaps, 

universe has infinite and/or curled-up imaginary-number dimensions. Time has one real-number dimension. Perhaps, 

time has one imaginary-number dimension. Time and space dimensions interact to make one unified space-time. 

homogeneity 

All universe regions are essentially the same. 

isotropy 

All three real-number infinite dimension are equivalent, so physical laws are independent of direction. 

no rotation 

Universe and space do not rotate. (Space rotation allows travel to past along rotating space-time dimensions.) 

matter 

Universe mass is 2 x 10^56 grams. Inertial mass is same as gravitational mass. Matter amount is much more than 

antimatter amount, so baryon number is positive. Neutrino number is small compared to total radiation, so lepton 

number is small. 

matter: ordinary matter 

Visible matter is stars and hot gases, which have detectable electromagnetic radiation. Visible matter is 0.4% of 

universe mass-energy. One-third of baryons and leptons are in visible matter. Invisible matter is cool gases, planets, 

dust, dim stars, and black holes, which have low-intensity electromagnetic radiation and so are too dim to detect. 

Invisible matter is 3.7% of universe mass-energy. Two-thirds of baryons and leptons are in invisible matter. Ordinary 

matter (visible and invisible) is 99.95% baryons and 00.05% leptons and is 4.1% of universe mass-energy. 

matter: dark matter 

Dark matter is (unknown) subatomic particles that do not interact with electromagnetic radiation. Dark matter is 25% 

of universe mass-energy. 

energy 

Object kinetic energy is a negligible fraction of universe mass-energy. Electromagnetic radiation is 0.9% of universe 

mass-energy. 



energy: dark energy 

Dark energy is (unknown) space intrinsic energy that does not interact with electromagnetic radiation. Dark energy 

is 70% of universe mass-energy. 

mass-energy 

Universe has matter and energy, and total mass-energy is constant. Universe only exchanges energy between kinetic 

and potential mechanical, electromagnetic, nuclear, and gravitational energies. Nuclear fission and fusion exchange 

potential and kinetic energy and release heat, mostly as electromagnetic radiation. Electric charges move, exchanging 

potential and kinetic energies. Electromagnetic radiation transfers hotter-object kinetic energy to cooler-object kinetic 

energy. Gravitational collapse changes potential to kinetic energy and makes heat. 

Space expansion makes larger volume. Cosmic microwave background radiation redshifts and decreases photon 

energy, so average random positive kinetic energy decreases. Negative dark energy increases. Gravitational positive 

potential energy increases. All changes cancel, so total universe energy is constant. 

density 

Universe average mass-energy density is 10^-29 g/cm^3. At this density, gravity is enough for stars, galaxies, and 

galaxy clusters to form. At this density, universe expansion continuously slows and stops at infinity, so space has no 

curvature (is "flat"). Observed cosmic-microwave-background-radiation intensity is same as expected intensity, so light 

from 13.72 billion years ago traveled in straight (not curved) lines, confirming zero space curvature. (Positive curvature 

concentrates light, like positive-curvature lenses, making higher intensity. Negative curvature spreads light, like 

negative-curvature lenses, making lower intensity.) 

density: variation 

Cosmic microwave background radiation has maximum temperature differences at different points of 1 in 10000. 

Therefore, 13.72 billion years ago, maximum spatial-region energy-density variations, caused by region random 

quantum-mechanical states, were 1 in 10000. Energy-density-variations are gravitational differences, which allowed 

stars, galaxies, and galactic clusters to form. 

sound waves 

Before 300,000 years after universe origin, universe had free baryons and leptons and was hot dense plasma. 

Radiation traveled short distance before encountering matter (universe was opaque). Dense matter can carry sound 

waves, because particles are close enough to interact. Perhaps, because cosmic inflation was rapid, and gravity and 

internal-radiation pressure synchronized oscillations, sound waves were in phase during inflation. Perhaps, cold dark 

matter and/or cosmic inflation synchronized oscillations. Sound-wave compressions compressed particles together (and 

heated plasma), and sound-wave rarefactions spread particles apart (and cooled plasma), causing energy-density 

variations. In-phase sound waves have harmonics. Maximum and minimum densities were fundamental wavelength 

apart, one million light-years. Secondary maximum and minimum densities were first-harmonic wavelength apart. 

Tertiary maximum and minimum densities were second-harmonic wavelength apart, and so on. Fourth-harmonic 

wavelength was 10,000 light-years. 

About 300,000 years after universe origin, free baryons and leptons became neutral-charge atoms. Atom density was 

lower than plasma density. Radiation traveled far before encountering matter (universe became transparent). That 

radiation is cosmic microwave background radiation. Because matter and radiation had exchanged freely up to that 

time, both had same temperature (3000 K), so cosmic microwave background radiation frequency distribution 

corresponded to temperature 3000 K, which was visible-light frequencies. Atoms were too far apart to interact, and so 

did not carry sound waves, so no more density variations occurred. 

Because universe space-time expansion redshifts source frequencies, cosmic microwave background radiation now 

has microwave frequencies and frequency distribution corresponding to temperature 2.7 K. Now, cosmic microwave 

background radiation has same density and temperature variations as at 300,000 years after universe origin, 1 part in 

10000. Because universe space-time expansion has increased space distances, fundamental-wavelength density and 

temperature variations are now over separations of one billion light-years. Fourth-harmonic wavelength is now ten 

million light-years. 

Fundamental, first, second, and third harmonics have same intensity variations, 1 part in 10000 (scale-invariance). 

About 300,000 years after universe origin, when neutral atoms formed, average distance between atoms was 10000 

light-years. (Space expansion has made that distance ten million light-years.) Fourth-harmonic and higher-harmonic 

wavelengths were shorter than average distance between atoms, so those distances have almost no density variations. 

curvature 

Mass-energy density creates gravitational force and field. Mass-energy density determines space-time curvature at 

space-time points. Space-time curvature is gravitational-energy-field gradient. At universe origin, mass-energy density 

was maximum, space-time curvature was maximum, and gravitational force was maximum. Space expansion decreases 

curvature. 



entropy 

Beginning universe had low entropy, with high symmetry, united forces, and no particles. Beginning universe was in 

thermal equilibrium, but soon after was not in thermal equilibrium, so entropy transferred among stars, planets, 

particles, and radiation. Universe entropy always increases. Forces pull things together to make smaller and more 

complex structures with more motion and more random motion, as potential energy becomes kinetic energy. Motions 

push things apart to make larger and less complex structures with less motion, as kinetic energy becomes potential 

energy. 

expansion 

Milky-Way-like galaxies have similar light-frequency distributions. Earth observers see lower-frequency light 

{redshift} from distant galaxies than from nearby galaxies. By Doppler effect, observers see that light from objects 

moving away has lower frequency. Distant-galaxy percent red-shift increase exactly correlates to galaxy percent 

distance increase, so red shift proves space expansion at all points. 

Space expands at same rate in all directions. Like balloon surfaces, space expands at same rate from all points. 

Because space expands from every point, far objects move away faster than near objects. Moving-away speed 

{recession velocity} v varies directly with distance d away: v = H * d, where H is Hubble constant (which is constant 

over space but may not be constant over time). Space expansion makes distances between galaxies increase, but does 

not move galaxies. Because space itself is expanding, objects are not in motion in space, and special relativity does not 

apply, so recession velocity can be greater than light speed. Just after universe origin, points 10 centimeters away from 

a point expanded away at light speed. Now, points 14 trillion light years {Hubble distance} from a point expand away 

at light speed. Nearest galaxy clusters have frequency 1.5 times lower. Cosmic microwave background radiation, 13.72 

billion light-years away, has frequency 1000 times lower, and recession velocity is 1/50th of light speed. (Cosmic 

microwave background radiation was emitted 13.72 billion years ago, and 13.72 billion light-years away, but by now 

those radiation sources have expanded to 46 billion light-years away.) Light from 16 billion light years away has 

frequency so low that photons are not detectable. 

Expansion increases volume and cools universe. 

At universe origin, expansion rate was maximum, and gravity maximally opposed universe expansion. Soon after 

universe origin, expansion rate of space itself became constant. From universe origin to five billion years ago, universe 

expansion made average mass-energy density decrease, so gravity decreased and expansion rate decreased more 

slowly. Since five billion years ago, expansion rate has been increasing exponentially. Hubble constant is proportional 

to distance increase ds between objects over time dt, divided by distance s: H ~ (ds/dt) / s. 

forces 

Universe forces are strong nuclear force, electromagnetism, weak nuclear force, and gravity, in order of decreasing 

strength. Matter and energy interact through exchange of energy-bearing subatomic particles. 

waves 

Curvature exerts tidal forces on objects and fields. Changing electromagnetic fields can cause electric-force dipole 

moments and electromagnetic waves. Changing gravitational fields can cause gravity quadrupole moments and gravity 

waves. 

structures 

Universe gravitation clusters particles, forming galactic clouds. Largest space structures are 10^24 meters across. 

Galactic and intergalactic cloud positions and motions have same distribution as cosmic microwave background 

radiation. Galactic clouds and their dark matter form galaxies. Galaxy gas motions form stars. Stars generate energy by 

fusion. During final fusion stages, large stars explode, forming heavy atomic nuclei and dispersing them into space. 

Some stars have planets. Some planets have carbon, oxygen, metals, phosphorus, and sulfur. Some planets have 

radioactive nuclei, so they melt and make decreasing-density layers, including surface water and atmosphere. Some 

planets are in orbits allowing liquid water. Some planets have moons, so they have tides. Some stars last a long time, 

are not too hot or cool, and do not cool too fast, so planets exist for long enough time that life has time to develop. 

gamma rays 

Small black holes, supermassive black-hole particle jets colliding with photons, and magnetars emit gamma rays. 

Perhaps, high-mass supersymmetric-particle collisions emit gamma rays, because they are antiparticles of themselves. 

 

island universe 

Galaxies {island universe} lie apart in the ocean of space. 

 

isotropy 

Universe dimensions are equivalent, and universe is the same in all directions {isotropism} {isotropy}|. Only infinite 

universes can be isotropic. Finite universes cannot be isotropic. 



 

supergalactic plane 

Milky Way and neighboring galaxies are in one plane {supergalactic plane}. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology 

 

cosmology 

Universe history {cosmology}| cycles between endpoints (oscillating theory), is unchanging (steady-state theory), or 

began by space expansion {universe, history} {universe, origin} [Greene, 1999] [Mach, 1885] [Mach, 1906] [Rees, 

1997] [Rees, 1999] [Rees, 2001] [Smolin, 2001] [Weinberg, 1972] [Weinberg, 1977 and 1993] [Weinberg, 1992] 

[Weyl, 1952]. 

before universe 

Perhaps, before universe origin, there was only nothingness, there was already space and/or time, or there were also 

mathematical and/or physical laws. 

Nothingness has properties. Nothingness has no time or space and so no dimensions. It has no ground-state, zero, or 

complex-number energy, because it has no dimensions and so no motions or fields. It has no matter, motions, forces, 

fields, radiation, energy, temperature, or pressure. It is homogeneous and has only one phase. It has no quanta. It has 

zero entropy. Perhaps, by uncertainty principle, nothingness can create relativistic quantum-mechanical virtual 

particles. 

Perhaps, universes spontaneously arise from empty space, if space has negative energy, which causes space 

expansion. 

Perhaps, mathematical/physical laws cause universes to arise, if they imply space and time. 

dimensions 

If universe has no time dimension and any number of space dimensions, or any number of time dimensions and no 

space dimension, motion, energy, momentum, and space-time do not exist. 

If universe has one or more time dimensions and more than three spatial dimensions, gravity and electromagnetism 

strength decrease more quickly with distance, so star and planet orbits and electron orbits, respectively, are too lightly 

bound and are unstable. With one or more time dimensions and fewer than three spatial dimensions, gravity and 

electromagnetism decrease less quickly with distance, so stars and planets and electrons quickly move to center, and 

stars, planets, and electrons do not exist. 

If universe has more than one time dimension and one space dimension, fields are unstable. If universe has more 

than one time dimensions and more than one space dimension, physical events are unpredictable. 

Electron current, magnetic field, and atom radius define three space dimensions, so electromagnetism requires at 

least three infinite spatial dimensions. Space cannot have more than three infinite spatial dimensions, because then 

electron current, magnetic field, and atom radius have two or more independent relations for electric and magnetic 

fields. 

String theory and brane theory require three infinite spatial dimensions and seven or eight curled-up spatial 

dimensions. Quantum-loop theory defines three infinite spatial dimensions. 

Perhaps, dimension number, length, and geometry were or are in flux. Dimension number varies from zero to 

infinite. Dimension lengths vary from zero to infinite length. Dimension geometries vary from linear to curved to 

curled up. Perhaps, dimensions evolve by physical processes to stable numbers, lengths, and geometries. Perhaps, 

energy and matter distributions dynamically determine dimension number, length, and geometry. Perhaps, multiverses 

or different universe regions have different dimensions. 

Perhaps, beginning universe had zero dimensions. Perhaps, because fewer dimensions make lower entropy, universe 

has four-dimensional space-time because it has lowest entropy consistent with maximum energy. Perhaps, universe has 

optimum number, length, and geometry of space-time dimensions to allow highest number of states, most stability, and 

most symmetries. Perhaps, universe is like one fiber bundle, with one n-sphere as base space. 

space expansion 

Universe expands at same rate at all points and in all directions equally. 

At its origin, universe had maximum space expansion rate. Gravity is attractive and slows expansion rate. If universe 

average mass-energy density is high enough, gravity eventually stops expansion, and then universe contracts back to 

singularity. If expansion rate had always been smaller by 10^-10 than it was, universe collapses back to singularity in 

one million years. 

If universe average mass-energy density is low enough, gravity never stops space expansion, and universe expands 

at ever slower rate. If universe average mass-energy density is even lower, gases cannot condense, and galaxies and 

stars do not form. If expansion rate had always been greater by 10^-10 than it was, universe is like empty space in one 



million years. Therefore, space expansion rate has been and will be such that universe will expand to infinity, at which 

expansion rate will finally be zero. 

entropy 

At universe origin, entropy was minimum. If early-universe entropy per baryon was more, no protogalaxies form. 

Universe entropy is always increasing. Perhaps, universe expansion contributes to increasing universe entropy. 

density variations 

At neutral-charge atom formation, with matter-radiation decoupling, 300,000 years after universe origin, if universe 

had too-slight mass-energy density irregularities, gravity does not form galactic clusters, no protogalaxies form, and no 

galaxies form. If universe had slighter mass-energy density irregularities than it does, galaxies are farther apart and 

have fewer and smaller stars. If universe had too-great mass-energy density irregularities, galaxies are smaller and have 

bigger stars, so stars become dark and cool more quickly. 

Cosmic microwave background radiation has variations over space. Cosmic microwave background radiation 

polarization has fundamental frequency and wavelength, as well as C1-dipole, C2-quadrapole, and C3-octopole 

multipoles. Dark energy makes ecliptic C2 and C3 multipoles align with equinoxes and solar-system-motion direction, 

not be random as required by inflation theory. Dark energy makes some C2 and C3 multipoles align with Milky-Way-

and neighboring-galaxy supergalactic plane, not be random. Dark energy makes some C2 and C3 multipoles lower 

intensity than higher-C multipoles, though inflation theory requires that all multipoles have same intensity. Dark energy 

makes cosmic-microwave-background-radiation intensity variation over space separations greater than 60 degrees not 

correlate with that at smaller separations, though inflation theory requires that all separation distances have same 

intensity variation. 

gravitation 

Gravity binding-energy-to-rest-mass ratio is 10^-5, so gravity is weak. If ratio was higher, matter clustering is so 

great that gravity is stronger than dark energy, soon overcomes initial space expansion, and contracts matter into giant 

black holes. If ratio was lower, gravity is too weak to cluster matter, no galaxies or stars form, and space expands faster 

forever. 

If dark energy was too little and gravity was too much, universe quickly re-collapses. To prevent quick contraction, 

matter and dark matter must be less than three times universe dark energy. If dark energy was too much and gravity 

was too little, universe expands before atoms can form or galaxies can form. To allow galaxy formation, dark energy 

must be less than 140% of universe mass. 

Quantum gravity or other combination of gravitation and quantum mechanics determines universe origin. Perhaps, 

universe origin involved quantum-mechanical tunneling. 

gravity: internal pressure 

Mass m has energy E: E = m * c^2, where c is light speed. Mass can convert to kinetic energy, which causes external 

pressure. Increased kinetic energy increases temperature, and increased temperature pushes particles farther apart 

against gravity, increasing positive potential energy and making positive internal pressure. In general relativity, at 

space-time points, gravity G depends on mass-energy density M plus three times internal pressure P: G ~ M + 3*P. 

Solids do not change volume at constant temperature, so they have zero internal pressure. Hot gas has more positive 

potential energy than cold gas and so has more internal pressure and more gravity. Photons have zero rest mass but 

have radiation pressure that makes internal pressure P one-third mass-energy density M, so gravity doubles: M + 3 * 

(M/3) = 2*M. 

electromagnetism 

Electromagnetic radiation can transport energy over infinite distances. Electromagnetism determines inorganic-and-

organic-chemical bonding and reactions. If electromagnetic force was stronger, electrons fall into protons, and atoms 

do not form. If electromagnetic force was weaker, electrons are too fast for capture in atom orbits, and atoms do not 

form. For example, if electromagnetism was only 4% weaker, hydrogen atoms cannot form. 

If protons were 0.2 percent more massive, protons decay to neutrons. If electron and proton charge was slightly 

different, electrons cannot orbit protons, and atoms do not form. 

strong force 

Strong nuclear force holds atomic-nucleus protons together and determines fission and fusion reactions. Strong-

nuclear-force strength determines star energy radiation and atomic-nuclei radioactivity levels. If strong force was 

stronger, only large atomic nuclei form, and no hydrogen persists. For example, if strong nuclear force was only several 

percent stronger, carbon cannot form from beryllium and helium. If strong nuclear force was 2% stronger, protons 

cannot form from quarks. If strong force was weaker, only small atomic nuclei form. For example, if strong nuclear 

force was 2% weaker, small nuclei are unstable. 



strong nuclear and electromagnetic forces 

Universe strong nuclear force and electromagnetic force have relative strengths that allow stable deuterium, stable 

carbon, few radioactive atoms, stable stars, and weak gravity. If strong nuclear force was stronger and electromagnetic 

force was same, stars explode. If strong nuclear force was weaker and electromagnetic force was same, deuterium is 

unstable. If strong nuclear force was same and electromagnetic force was stronger, carbon is unstable. If strong nuclear 

force was stronger and electromagnetic force was stronger, all atoms are radioactive. 

weak force 

Weak nuclear force determines fission and fusion reactions, radioactivity from nuclei, and planet melting. If weak 

force was stronger, nuclear fusion is faster, stars live shorter, and heavy elements cannot form. If weak force was 

stronger, universe has less dark matter, because, in first second of universe, dark matter stays in equilibrium with other 

matter longer. If weak force was weaker, nuclear fusion is slower, stars live longer, and hydrogen cannot form. If weak 

force was weaker weak, universe has more dark matter. 

force unity 

At 10^-43 seconds (Planck time) after universe origin, with universe at 10^32 K, all forces and interactions have 

Planck time, so all forces are the same {unity of forces}. Higher temperature makes gravitation increase greatly in 

strength (because internal pressure is more), weak force increase in strength (because average distance is smaller), 

electromagnetism change little (because radiation can have any frequency), and strong force decrease in strength 

(because average distance is smaller). Therefore, at universe origin, with highest temperature, all forces become equal 

in strength (and in other properties). Space expansion cooled universe and broke symmetry, so first strong force 

separated, and then electromagnetism and weak force separated. 

 

universe-origin theories 

General relativity, quantum mechanics, cosmology, and logic contribute to theories of how universe began 

{universe-origin theories}. The universe had no beginning or began as white-hole space-time singularity, as quantum 

foam, as quantum branes or loops, or from nothing [Adams, 2002] [Barrow and Tipler, 1986] [Greene, 1999] [Greene, 

2003] [Kauffman, 1993] [Mach, 1896] [Mach, 1906] [Price, 1996] [Rees, 1997] [Rees, 1999] [Rees, 2001] [Sklar, 

1977] [Smolin, 1997] [Weinberg, 1972] [Weinberg, 1992] [Weinberg, 1993] [Weyl, 1952]. 

energy 

By observation and calculation, at universe origin, space had smallest volume, same total energy as now, and highest 

energy density. Highest energy density made greatest space curvature, which is consistent with smallest 3-sphere 

volume. Because beginning universe was smallest volume, distances were shortest, and potential energy was lowest, so 

kinetic energy and temperature were highest. 

energy: conservation in closed universe 

By observation, universe has no energy influx from outside universe or energy outflow to outside universe. Universe 

total energy is constant. 

energy: positive 

Universe attractive forces, mainly gravity, cause positive energy, so objects have positive potential and kinetic 

energy. Local positive energy density varies with both rest-mass and relativistic-mass distributions. 

energy: dark energy 

By observation (Brian Schmidt) [1998], universe has repulsion that is expanding space, so space has negative 

intrinsic energy. Negative-energy causes uniform space expansion and so does work to add intrinsic negative energy to 

added space. Because space-expansion volume varies directly with intrinsic-energy work, space has constant negative 

intrinsic-energy density. Therefore, space has had constant dark-energy density since universe began. By calculation, 

universe has 70% dark energy and 30% matter. The future will disclose what dark energy is. 

energy: amount is arbitrary 

Because only energy changes have physical significance, absolute energy amount has no physical meaning. Energy 

level is arbitrary, so energy level is only relative, not absolute. Any physical state can be set to zero energy, and other 

states differ in energy from that state. For example, in earth's gravitational field, potential energy can be zero at Earth's 

surface or zero at infinite distance. If physical states can have arbitrary energy levels, total universe energy amount is 

arbitrary. 

By special and general relativity, energy amounts are relative to reference-frame observer velocity. For example, for 

high-velocity observers, kinetic energy can be zero. If reference frame is arbitrary, total universe energy is arbitrary. 

Photon energy varies directly with electromagnetic-wave frequency. Moving relative to light sources changes wave 

frequency and so observed photon energy. For observers moving away from source at high velocity, frequency red-

shifts to near zero. For observers moving toward source at high velocity, frequency can blue-shift to arbitrarily high 

values. Because observer reference frame is arbitary, total universe photon energy is arbitrary. 



energy: space vacuum 

By observation, universe space curvature is close to zero, so universe average energy density is close to zero, 

meaning positive average mass-energy density and negative average intrinsic-energy density are close to equal. Closed 

universes do not change total energy, so average positive energy density and average negative energy density stay close 

to equal for closed universes. 

Empty space has no energy from mass or relativistic mass, so space vacuum is set to zero average energy density. 

Other-states energy densities are relative to vacuum-state energy density. 

energy: highest 

Because shortest quantum-mechanical wavelengths mean highest frequencies, shortest spaces and times require 

highest energy (uncertainty principle), and universe began with shortest diameter, so universe began with highest 

energy density. 

Universe has wide number ranges. Gravitational force has no limit in distance or amount. Strong force to 

gravitational force ratio is about 10^40. Because forces have wide ranges, universe can have wide energy ranges. 

In empty space, positive energy density and negative energy density can be arbitrarily high, as long as positive 

energy density equals negative energy density so that energy density is zero. Universe can have arbitrarily high 

energies and energy fluctuations. Energy fluctuations can temporarily reach energy densities great enough to make 

particles. 

general-relativity singularity 

Because energy density, internal pressure, and gravity were highest, general relativity theorizes that universe began 

as a space-time singularity. Universe was a point both in and out of space-time. Singularities have smallest space 

volume and greatest space curvature. Singularities have perfect symmetry, homogeneity, unity, and order. Perhaps, all 

universes are similar. 

quantum-mechanics closed universe 

Because empty-space distances are shortest, space vacuum has uncertainty-principle energy fluctuations that can be 

large enough to make particles. Because both closed universes and space vacuum have zero energy flux, zero average 

energy density, and high energy-density variance, closed universes can arise spontaneously and randomly from space 

vacuum. Boundary conditions determine universe properties. 

multiverse 

If closed universes arise spontaneously from existing space vacuum, the number of space points is infinite. An 

infinite number of universes, with different laws and properties, can arise. Alternatively, each universe that has cosmic 

inflation has an infinite number of space points at which sub-inflations can spontaneously arise. Because space expands 

rapidly and separates them, the universes are independent. 

quantum field theories 

Quantum field theories show how particles and antiparticles arise in strong force fields, how virtual particles make 

force fields, and how space and time arise. 

Quantum electrodynamics shows how time arises in strong force fields. Strong electromagnetic and weak-force 

fields make non-linear-wave time quanta (instanton), lasting for one electronic transition or one quantum tunneling. 

Quantum gravity shows how space arises in strong gravitational fields. Strong gravitational fields make non-linear-

wave space quanta, over one Planck distance, area, or volume, from no space and no time, and so start spaces with zero 

average energy density. 

Therefore, strong fields can make space and time quanta and so start universes. Boundary conditions determine 

universe properties. 

quanta 

Universe space, time, energy, and momentum have non-zero minima and increase by discrete amounts (quanta). 

Particle energy quanta vary directly with quantum-mechanical resonating-wave harmonic frequencies (and particle 

momentum quanta vary inversely with quantum-mechanical resonating-wave harmonic wavelengths). Lowest-energy 

quanta associate with fundamental frequency. Because they have higher energy, higher-frequency quantum states have 

lower probability. 

quanta: discrete non-zero energy levels 

If protons and electrons can have zero-energy states, electrons can spiral into atomic nuclei, preventing atoms from 

existing. Particles and waves exist for long times and so have non-zero minimum energy. 

If protons and electrons can have energy states that vary continuously, orbits can continuously decay, and electrons 

can spiral arbitrarily close to atomic nuclei, preventing atoms from existing. Discrete states maintain orbits, because 

moving from lowest orbit to no orbit cannot conserve energy, momentum, and angular momentum simultaneously. 

Particles and waves exist for long times and so have discrete energy levels. 



If energy can vary continuously, particles and waves can have infinitesimal energy increases, each with the same 

small finite probability, so total energy can become infinite with measurable probability (ultraviolet catastrophe). If 

energy can vary only by discrete amounts, higher-energy increases have lower probability, so infinite total energy has 

zero probability. Higher-energies have lower probabilities, so particles and waves have discrete energy levels. 

virtual particles 

Physical-mathematical operators that conserve quantities, such as energy conservation, have average quantity zero. 

For commutative operators, operation order does not matter, so they have one more symmetry: variance quantity zero. 

Non-commutative operators that conserve quantities have average quantity zero but variance quantity non-zero. Action 

in physics multiplies energy and time non-commutatively, so action has energy fluctuations with zero averages but 

positive or negative variances (uncertainty principle). Space vacuum has short distances and high momenta, and short 

times and high energies. Therefore, space vacuum can have high enough positive or negative energy fluctuations to 

spontaneously create short-time energy quanta (virtual particles). Because particles are numerous, even low-probability 

high-energy-density states occur within moderate times, so space vacuum makes numerous virtual particles. 

By observation, two positive-energy virtual particles (particle-pair) can arise spontaneously and simultaneously from 

empty space. Two particles allow charge and momentum conservation. The virtual particles have zero or opposite 

charges. 

By observation, after short lifetime over small distance, virtual particles interact with zero-charge or opposite-charge 

virtual particles and spontaneously and simultaneously disappear, making two photons of electromagnetic energy. 

The creation-and-annihilation process conserves mass-energy over long enough times and wide enough lengths. 

In quantum mechanics, energy fields are streams of virtual-particle zero-rest-mass photons, zero-rest-mass gravitons, 

massive strong-force bosons, or massive weak-force bosons emitted from charges, masses, quarks, or leptons, 

respectively. Photons and gravitons are zero-rest-mass bosons that both propagate at light speed, so electromagnetism 

and gravity have effects over infinite distances. 

antiparticles 

By observation, when a particle meets its antiparticle, the particles annihilate, canceling electric charge and 

converting all mass to photons of electromagnetic energy. All quantum numbers become zero. Therefore, antiparticles 

always have charge opposite to that of their particles. 

Both matter and antimatter have positive mass and attractive gravity. Antimatter does not have antimass or repulsive 

antigravity. Because they are the exact opposite of particles, antiparticles must have the same mass as their particles. 

By special relativity, particles can only move forward in space-time. When a particle moving forward in space-time 

meets its antiparticle, momentum cancels, mass cancels, and only energy remains. Because particles and antiparticles 

have same mass and speed, momentum cannot cancel if antiparticles move forward in space-time, so antiparticles move 

backward in space-time. Because a particle and its antiparticle annihilate, a particle moving forward in space-time is 

equivalent to its antiparticle moving backward in space-time. 

In quantum mechanics, all possible particle and antiparticle trajectories have wavefunctions and probabilities, and 

space-vacuum quantum energy fluctuations make virtual particles and antiparticles with measurable probabilities. By 

observation, a real particle can disappear at one location, and then a real particle can re-appear at the same time at a 

nearby location. Space-vacuum quantum energy fluctuations made the particle's virtual antiparticle arise earlier in 

space-time where the particle re-appeared. The virtual antiparticle went backward in space-time to where the particle 

disappeared and annihilated it at the observed time, the same time as the particle re-appeared at the nearby location. 

antiparticles: antimatter 

At universe beginning, because matter and antimatter have same physical laws and processes, universe had equal 

matter and antimatter amounts. Matter-antimatter annihilations made radiation, which is part of cosmic microwave 

background radiation. During annihilation, weak-force parity-and-time asymmetries left one part matter (and no 

antimatter) after every billion annihilations, so universe has only some matter: one proton for every billion radiation 

photons. 

electric charge 

At universe origin, very high temperature unified the strong force, weak force, and electromagnetism, so quark 

creation and lepton creation coupled. That coupling balanced positive and negative charge creation, so universe has no 

net charge. 

dark matter 

By calculation, stars move faster in their galactic orbits than galaxy visible and non-visible ordinary matter can make 

them move, and galactic-cloud ordinary-matter mass does not make enough gravity to form galaxies, so galaxies must 

have more matter (dark matter) than just ordinary matter. By calculation, universe has nine times more dark matter than 

ordinary matter. Dark matter is invisible, because it does not interact with electromagnetic radiation. The future will 

disclose what dark matter is. 



time 

Universe began a definite time ago, and observations indicate that universe will keep expanding indefinitely, so past 

time was not infinitely long ago, but future time will be or approach infinite time. 

space 

By observation, space is isotropic and homogeneous and probably began that way. 

By calculation and observation, universe began with finite volume, and space has expanded ever since. Space 

expansion has reduced object gravitational attraction, space curvature, and outward kinetic energy. By observation, 

space expansion rate is increasing, so space will expand faster. Universe has large volume now and will approach 

infinite volume. 

space: curvature 

By general relativity, positive space curvature reduces distances, and negative space curvature increases distances. 

Because observed cosmic-microwave-background-radiation irregularities equal expected cosmic-microwave-

background-radiation irregularities [1997], space on average has no curvature. 

By calculation, universe average mass-energy density (positive and attractive) equals average dark-energy density 

(negative and repulsive), so space on average has no curvature. 

space-time 

Space and time unite in continuous space-time. By special relativity and experiment, time dimension relates to space 

dimensions by light speed: time-dimension time times light speed is space-dimension length. All objects move through 

space-time at light speed. Space-time has no time flow or direction, so space-time represents all previous and future 

times in the same way as spatial dimensions represent all points in all directions. 

space-time: why was space three-dimensional? 

Space is where energy is, so energy makes space. More space dimensions means more energy but less energy 

density. Zero space dimension has no energy and no energy density. One space dimension makes energy be one-

dimensional longitudinal waves, so energy is too low and energy density is too high. Two space dimensions make 

energy be longitudinal and one-plane-transverse waves, so energy is too low and energy density is too high. Three 

space dimensions make energy be longitudinal and two-coordinate transverse waves, so energy density not too low or 

too high. Four space dimensions make energy be longitudinal and three-coordinate transverse waves, so energy is too 

high and energy density is too low. 

Continuous four-dimensional space-time is stable and allows motion, potential, and energy. Space-time is unstable 

with more than three spatial dimensions and/or more than one time dimension, because gravity is too weak. With two 

or fewer space dimensions, kinetic energy is too small, and space does not expand. With four or more space 

dimensions, kinetic energy is too great, and space expands rapidly to make near vacuum. 

space: expansion 

At universe origin, although energy density and internal pressure were highest and so gravity was highest, space had 

smallest possible volume, and random-motion kinetic energy was highest and overcame gravity greatest, so space 

expansion rate was highest. However, because gravity was highest, expansion-rate decrease rate was greatest. 

entropy 

Planck-size discrete units have information bits. At universe origin, volume was smallest, so entropy was lowest. 

Beginning universe had smallest volume, fewest allowable number of dimensions, fewest states, fewest information 

bits, most force symmetries, no matter, highest energy, and highest temperature, all of which make entropy lower, so 

total universe entropy was lowest. 

Continuous systems have infinitesimal energy increases, each with the same small finite probability, and so infinitely 

many possible states. Discrete systems have lower-probability higher-energy states, so entropy is lower. 

entropy: fractal processes 

Perhaps, to minimize volume and dimension number, beginning universe had fractal processes. Fractal processes 

have high order and so low entropy. Moreover, fractal processes can make unlimited energy and energy ratios, because 

they repeat indefinitely. 

symmetries and conservation laws 

At universe origin, space-time, general relativity, quanta, and quantum mechanics began. Beginning universe had 

deterministic physical laws with time, space, and handedness symmetries. 

Because physical laws are the same for forward and backward time (isochrony), space-time has energy conservation 

(least action over time), so universe total energy stays constant. 

Because physical laws are the same for any space direction (isotropy), space-time has momentum conservation (least 

action over distance), so universe has no net motion. 

Because physical laws are the same for right-handed and left-handed systems (symmetry), space-time has angular-

momentum conservation (least action over rotation), so universe has no net rotation. 



Future physical theories will account for all universe properties, including universe origin and its properties. 

 

space-expansion causes 

Immediately after universe beginning, space itself expanded equally at all points in all directions at highest rate (the 

"Big Bang"). Why did space expand at universe origin {space-expansion, causes} {Big Bang, causes}? 

beginning-universe properties 

By observation and calculation, at universe origin, space had smallest volume, and universe had same energy as 

now, so space had highest energy density. Because space had shortest distances, universe had lowest potential energy 

and highest kinetic energy and temperature. At highest temperature, forces unify and have greatest strength, so 

beginning universe had only radiation of one unified type, with zero rest mass, light speed, highest wave frequency, 

shortest wavelength, and highest radiation internal and external pressure. Because mass-energy density and internal 

pressure were highest, universe had highest gravity and space curvature, consistent with smallest 3-sphere volume. 

Because entropy varies directly with volume and inversely with gravity, beginning universe had lowest entropy. 

space filling 

Space is where matter and radiation are. Radiation-wave random reflections, refractions, and diffractions, and 

particle random motions and collisions, send waves and particles in all directions, so particles and waves fill space 

homogeneously and isotropically. 

expanding space 

In systems, most particle random motions and collisions, and most radiation-wave reflections, refractions, and 

diffractions, move particles and radiation apart, where they are less likely to encounter other particles and radiation and 

so less likely to change direction, so they continue moving apart. As particles and radiation move apart, space volume 

increases, mass-energy density decreases, potential energy increases, kinetic energy decreases, temperature decreases, 

internal pressure decreases, gravity decreases, and space curvature decreases. 

Space expansion stretches lengths between particles and radiation. Space expansion adds quantum lengths between 

particles and waves. 

expanding space: waves and particles remain intact 

If particles are points, they have no insides, so space-expansion forces do not change point-particles. If particles have 

internal forces, those forces are much greater than space-expansion forces and particle-collision forces, so space-

expansion forces do not change particles. Wave electromagnetic forces are very much stronger than gravity, and waves 

do not have collisions, so space-expansion forces do not change wave internal structure. 

forces 

Gravity is attractive and has infinite range, so it always opposes particle and radiation separation. Electromagnetism 

has infinite range but is attractive and repulsive and so has no overall effect on particle and radiation separation. Strong 

and weak nuclear forces have short range and so do not affect particle and radiation separation. 

general relativity 

Object random motions are mostly outward and so separate objects, increasing potential energy and decreasing 

kinetic energy, temperature, mass-energy density, and space curvature. Outward force varies directly with temperature 

(and so with mass and speed). If object kinetic energy overcomes gravity, kinetic energy decreases, and gravitational 

potential energy increases, by the same amounts. Total energy stays constant. 

Matter, antimatter, and radiation have positive mass, positive energy, positive mass-energy density, and positive 

internal pressure, so gravity is positive and attractive, and gravitational energy is positive energy. Attractive gravity 

makes positive space curvature. Masses gravitationally attract each other at any distance less than infinite distance, so 

masses tend to move relatively closer, decreasing potential energy and increasing kinetic energy, temperature, mass-

energy density, and space-time curvature. Gravitational force varies directly with mass and varies inversely with 

distance squared. General relativity adds internal pressure as a relativistic source of gravity, so objects with higher 

temperature have more gravity. 

Objects with higher temperature also have greater outward motion. Because increased gravity is a relativistic effect 

of higher temperature and increased outward motion is a direct effect of higher temperature, higher temperature 

increases outward motion more than it increases gravity, and so increases space expansion. At universe origin, 

temperature was highest, and radiation external pressure was highest, so space expansion rate was highest. 

Gravity and temperature vary directly with total energy at universe origin, but in different ratios. Because space 

expansion decreases temperature and gravity unequally, space expansion rate decreases over time. 

Because gravity and temperature vary with energy at different rates, space has zero probability of neither expanding 

nor contracting. Universe is always changing. 



quantum mechanics and vacuum intrinsic energy 

By observation, space has a constant negative intrinsic-energy (dark-energy) density that causes repulsion 

(antigravity) and uniform space expansion. Dark energy can do negative work. Negative work decreases negative 

kinetic energy as it pushes space apart, and increases negative potential energy in the added space. (Positive work 

decreases positive kinetic energy and increases positive potential energy.) Dark energy adds intrinsic energy and adds 

space in exact proportion, so space always has constant dark-energy density. 

Dark-energy strength was much lower than object random motions at universe origin and contributed little to 

original rapid space expansion. 

quantum mechanics and vacuum intrinsic energy: expansion rate 

Dark-energy repulsion also pushes particles and radiation apart, increasing positive potential energy and decreasing 

positive kinetic energy, decreasing mass-energy density and space curvature. Total energy stays constant, as required 

for closed systems. 

For closed universes, because positive energy changes and negative energy changes always offset, universe positive 

energy and negative energy can be any amount. Mass-energy density and intrinsic-energy density can be any value, so 

space expansion rate can be any value for closed universes. By observation, universe has had periods of greatly 

differing space-expansion rates, such as initial expansion rate, the very high cosmic-inflation rate, and ever-slower 

expansion rates. 

gravity at very short distances 

Perhaps, gravity is repulsive at very short distances and very high temperatures. 

string theory at very short distances 

String theory theorizes that, when universe diameter was Planck length or less, strings repulsed, making gravity 

repulsive and space curvature negative, so space expanded rapidly. 

string-theory inflatons 

Perhaps, spontaneous symmetry breaking disunified forces, phase transition made string/brane scalar (inflaton) field, 

and inflaton-field repulsions caused space expansion. 

space-expansion rate 

At universe origin, unified force was greatest, and space expansion decreased at highest rate. 

At any instant, space-expansion rate depends on initial radiation-velocity-driven space-expansion rate, initial unified-

force/gravity space-contraction rate, and constant dark-energy antigravity space-expansion rate. 

As space expands over time, distances between objects increase, so gravitational potential energy increases and 

object kinetic energy decreases, so object average speed becomes less, temperature decreases, and space-expansion rate 

decreases. 

Gravity space-contraction rate depends on mass-energy density and on internal pressure, so it decreases as space 

volume increases. As space expands over time, gravity always decreases space-expansion rate, but ever more slowly. 

Universe dark-energy density is constant, so it constantly increases space-expansion rate. 

After initial expansion, object kinetic-energy expansion force decreases, gravity contraction force decreases, and 

dark-energy expansion force is small compared to them, so space-expansion rate decreases. 

Eventually, dark-energy expansion force, plus object kinetic-energy expansion force, overcome gravity contraction 

force, and space expands ever faster. 

entropy 

Space expansion makes more volume, more states, more information bits, fewer force symmetries (as forces 

separated from other forces), more matter, same energy, lower temperature, and higher entropy, and so more entropy. 

 

deceleration parameter 

Gravity slows universe expansion rate {deceleration parameter}. 

 

universe history 

The universe began 13.72 billion years ago {universe history}. 

before Planck time 

Quantum mechanics and general relativity theorize that universe began with smallest 3-sphere volume, densest 

energy, highest pressure, greatest space curvature, and highest temperature. Because volume was smallest, universe had 

lowest entropy. Because temperature and external pressure were highest, space had highest expansion rate (Big Bang). 

Before elapsed time was Planck time, 10^-43 seconds, time had quanta, random perturbations, expansions, 

contractions, and inhomogeneities. Space volume had diameter less than Planck length, 10^-35 meters. Indeterminate 

space and time dimensions superimposed and interchanged, with no distance metric, so things had indeterminate sizes. 

Quantized space had random expansions and contractions; tears and joins; loops, handles, holes, nodes, knots, links, 



kinks, and entanglements; rotations, spins, twists, and windings; phases, boundaries, inhomogeneities, and overlaps; 

asymmetries, anisotropies, and discontinuities; and relaxations, nonstandard fields, and nonstandard forces. This 

"quantum foam" was like periodic orbits in chaotic systems. 

before Planck time: energy 

Total universe energy was same as now. Because space volume was smallest, energy density was highest. Because 

universe had shortest size and time, by uncertainty principle, universe had highest energy and energy fluctuations. 

Because many bosons can occupy the same space, even the smallest universe can have any number of high-energy real 

and virtual bosons and can have any energy level. 

before Planck time: temperature and pressure 

Because kinetic energy was highest, temperature and pressure were highest. Radiation frequency was highest, so 

radiation energy and pressure were highest. 

after Planck time 

From 10^-43 seconds after universe origin (diameter 10^-35 meters) to 10^-39 seconds after (diameter 10^-15 

meters), space expansion pushed masses farther apart and increased potential energy, so kinetic energy decreased and 

universe cooled. Quantum mechanics and general relativity theorize that quantum foam became continuous four-

dimensional space-time as universe temperature and pressure decreased. Space, time, energy, and momentum had 

discrete quanta, and physical processes followed quantum-mechanics and general-relativity laws. 

after Planck time: radiation only 

Because gravitation, electromagnetism, strong nuclear force, and weak nuclear force differentiate only at lower 

temperatures, universe had only one unified force. Supersymmetry united bosons and fermions. Because distances were 

short, potential energy was low, and kinetic energy was high. Because temperature was too hot to allow matter 

formation, universe had only zero-rest-mass radiation, traveling at light speed at high frequency with short wavelength. 

after Planck time: physical laws 

Universe had special relativity, general relativity, and quantum mechanics. Because universe had only radiation, 

universe had no particles and so no particle Standard Model. Because forces had not yet differentiated, universe did not 

have quantum electrodynamics or quantum chromodynamics. Energy, momentum, and angular momentum 

conservation began. 

cosmic inflation 

After 10^-39 seconds after universe origin, space expansion rate became extra-fast for less than one second, after 

which time it returned to regular space expansion rate. 

particle formation 

After that, protons, neutrons, and electrons formed, and then helium atomic nuclei formed. 

atom formation 

When universe was 300,000 years old, neutral-charge hydrogen and helium atoms formed, leaving 3000-K (visible-

wavelength) radiation. 

galaxies 

Between 12 and 9 billions years ago, galaxies formed, and since then supernovas have made carbon, oxygen, and 

other atomic nuclei. 

now 

Now, universe has 400 billion galaxies, about 3 million light-years apart, averaging 100 billion stars. Universe has 

more than 100 billion planets. 

Universe has 75% hydrogen nuclei and atoms and 25% helium nuclei and atoms. 

The 3000-K radiation has become 3-K (microwave) radiation, streaming almost uniformly from all space directions, 

proving that universe began hot and then space expanded. 

future 

One hundred fifty billion years from now, recession velocity of the galaxy cluster nearest to the Milky Way Galaxy 

(in the Virgo Cluster) will exceed light speed. Light from galaxy-cluster stars (small ones will still be shining) will have 

red-shifted to frequency 5000 times lower. Cosmic microwave background radiation will have temperature near 

absolute zero. 

Two trillion years from now, recession velocity of the very-small-so-still-shining stars closest to the sun will exceed 

light speed, and its light will have red-shifted to frequency near zero, so those photons will have lowest energy, and 

cosmic microwave background radiation will have temperature essentially absolute zero. 

Much longer than two trillion years from now, solar system, earth, and molecule particles and radiation will spread 

apart to almost infinite distances, and universe will have absolute zero temperature. 

 



outside universe 

If multiverse does not exist, adjacent to universe {outside universe} is only non-physical nothingness. If multiverse 

exists, outside universe is empty space-time, and an unlimited number of other universes, with the same or different 

properties, are farther away in space and time. 

 

cosmogony 

Religions, mythologies, and traditions have universe creation and origin theories {cosmogony}|. Cosmology is a 

science. 

 

cosmic horizon 

If, due to space expansion, Earth observers are moving away from a light source faster than light speed, that light 

cannot reach Earth. Earth observers can see cosmic microwave background radiation, which was emitted 13.72 billion 

years ago and has redshift 1000 times. However, light sources 16 billion light-years away are expanding away at light 

speed, so that is the current maximum distance {horizon, cosmic} {cosmic horizon} from which light will eventually 

reach Earth. Because space expansion is exponentially increasing, in future cosmic horizon will decrease. 

 

horizon problem 

From universe origin to 300,000 years later, from any space point most other space points had space expansion rate 

faster than light speed. Because universe radius was larger than cosmic horizon, light from most early-universe space 

points did not reach most other space points, and space did not reach thermal equilibrium {thermalization}. Space was 

non-homogeneous, and space regions had different temperatures, mass-energy densities, and space curvatures. 

However, cosmic microwave background radiation has same temperature to 1 part in 10,000, showing that universe is 

almost homogeneous. How did space regions beyond each other's cosmic horizons become almost homogeneous 

{horizon problem}? Perhaps, beyond current cosmic horizon, universe is not really homogeneous. Perhaps, random 

quantum-mechanical processes kept variations to 1 part in 10000. Perhaps, in-phase sound waves caused compressions 

and rarefactions of 1 part in 10000. Perhaps, early-universe space inflation greatly decreased space curvature, mass-

energy density, and temperature, so variations greatly decreased. 

 

Olber paradox 

If universe is infinite and static, galaxies are at all sky directions, so night sky is bright, but night sky is dark {Olber's 

paradox} {Olber paradox}. Because universe is finite and expanding, galaxies separate far, and night sky is dark. 

 

wormhole 

Perhaps, space regions can tunnel {wormhole}| through space-time to other space regions. Wormholes require 

energy to warp space-time. Gravity collapses wormholes. Negative energy resists gravity, so wormholes with negative-

energy particles are stable. Positive energy assists gravity, so wormholes with positive-energy particles are unstable. 

Perhaps, wormholes allow energy from future and past to interchange, with positive feedback, and/or allow travel to 

future and past. In string theory, strings can tear space-time. 

 

degeneracy pressure 

Massive objects strongly attract atoms gravitationally. In large stars, gravity pulls atoms into each other up to 

maximum hot-gas density, which is about 0.5 g/cm^3. Uncertainty principle prevents distances from being zero. Pauli 

exclusion principle prevents particles from having same location (state). In matter, uncertainty principle and Pauli 

exclusion principle cause quantum-mechanical resistance pressure {degeneracy pressure}, so matter resists further 

compression. Degeneracy pressure varies directly with gravitational force and with mass-energy density, not with 

temperature. In white-dwarf stars, gravity decreases electron distances causing electron degeneracy pressure. In neutron 

stars, gravity overcomes electron degeneracy pressure, and decreases neutron distances, causing neutron degeneracy 

pressure. 

 

electroweak phase transition 

About 10^-11 seconds after universe origin, electromagnetic force and weak nuclear force decoupled {electroweak 

phase transition} at temperature 10^15 K. 

 

heat death 

Perhaps, trillions of years from now, universe will be near absolute zero temperature and in thermal equilibrium 

{heat death}, when space expansion is much larger than now. 



 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Energy 

 

dark energy 

Space has intrinsic negative energy {dark energy}|. Dark energy is 70% of universe mass-energy (ordinary matter 

and dark matter are 30%). Perhaps, dark energy is virtual particles that have negative energy {vacuum energy} and 

repulse masses. Perhaps, dark energy involves new forces and interactions, such as quintessence. Perhaps, dark energy 

uses hidden space dimensions. 

As they travel, electron, muon, and tau neutrinos, which have different masses, interconvert. Perhaps, neutrino-mass 

changes make dark energy, as they oscillate matter quark flavors. Dark-energy density is similar to neutrino density. 

Perhaps, supernova changes or distant-particle effects cause space expansion, so there is no dark energy. Perhaps, 

rippling long-wavelength waves still travel after cosmic inflation and increase in intensity, expanding universe 

indefinitely, so there is no dark energy. Perhaps, non-linear mass interactions (backreaction) contribute to space 

expansion. 

density 

Dark energy density is 10^-26 kg/m^3. Dark-energy density variation over space is zero, because dark-energy 

particles do not attract each other, so space has constant dark-energy density over time and space. 

When energy is negative, force is repulsive, so positive space expansion amount equals added negative energy 

amount, keeping dark-energy density same when universe is small or large. 

space expansion 

After cosmic inflation ended, 1 second after universe origin, dark energy causes universe space expansion. 

internal pressure 

Rubber membranes resist stretching (expansion) and compressing (contraction). Stretched rubber membranes try to 

contract (like gravity) and have positive (attractive) restoring force, potential energy, and internal pressure. Compressed 

rubber membranes try to expand (like antigravity) and have negative (repulsive) restoring force, potential energy, and 

internal pressure. Quantum vacuum has negative (repulsive) force that expands space, increasing negative potential 

energy (dark energy) by subtracting universe positive kinetic energy, and so cooling the universe. Quantum vacuum has 

negative internal pressure between one-third and one of mass-energy density, so repulsive antigravity is between zero 

and negative two times mass-energy density: M + 3 * -(M/3) = 0 and M + 3 * -M = -2*M. 

universe 

In early universe, dark-energy repulsion and gravitational attraction clustered matter into protogalaxy filaments. 

Filaments formed galaxy clusters. Galaxy clusters stopped forming six billion years ago, as space expansion made 

mass-energy density lower and gravity less, while dark-energy density stayed constant. Clusters allow galaxy 

collisions, so older galaxies have irregular shapes (while younger galaxies are spirals). Colliding galaxies increase star 

formation. Star formation became low six billion years ago. 

Before five billion years ago, mass-energy density was higher than dark-energy density, so universe initial expansion 

slowed. Five billion years ago, mass-energy density became equal to dark-energy density. After five billion years ago, 

mass-energy density became less than dark-energy density, and universe expansion accelerated. In the future, dark 

energy will cause faster separation of galaxy clusters, then galaxies, then stars and planets, then molecules, and finally 

atoms. 

heavy elements 

If dark energy was stronger, filaments are fewer, clustering is less, and star formation is less, so fewer supernovas 

make fewer heavy elements. If dark energy was weaker, filaments are more numerous, and clustering is more, but star 

formation makes smaller stars, which do not supernova to make heavy elements. Universe dark-energy density 

maximizes heavy-element formation. 

 

backreaction 

Perhaps, non-linear mass interactions {backreaction} contribute to space expansion. 

 

average weak energy condition 

For ordinary matter, average vacuum fluctuation energy is zero {average weak energy condition}. For exotic matter, 

average can be negative. 

 

cosmological constant 

When calculations showed that general-relativity equations require that universe expand forever, Einstein introduced 

extra space-time force {cosmological constant}|, whose attractive force balanced space expansion and maintained static 



and infinite universe. However, recent observations show that, though gravity slows expansion, space expansion is 

accelerating, requiring repulsive cosmological constant. Perhaps, dark energy or quintessence supplies cosmological 

constant. Perhaps, universe angular momentum causes cosmological constant (but universe does not rotate). 

 

cosmological constant problem 

By virtual-particle quantum mechanics, space contains very high vacuum energy. If so, universe has very high 

curvature. By virtual-particle quantum mechanics, cosmological constant is 120 orders of magnitude greater than 

cosmological constant that balances gravity, but observations show that space has zero curvature {cosmological 

constant problem}. Perhaps, space has negative pressure to counterbalance vacuum energy. Perhaps, constant negative 

dark energy counterbalances vacuum energy. 

 

flatness problem 

Observed universe mass-energy density is the density (critical density) that makes space curvature zero. If early-

universe mass-energy density was 10^-14 more than early-universe critical density, later-universe density becomes 

much higher than later-universe critical density, and space becomes more curved and more closed. If early-universe 

mass-energy density was 10^-14 less than early-universe critical density, later-universe density becomes much lower 

than later-universe critical density, as space becomes less curved and more open. Therefore, because universe space 

curvature is zero now, early-universe space had zero curvature, an unlikely situation {flatness problem}. Perhaps, 

though early universe did not have critical density, early-universe cosmic inflation reduces space curvature. 

 

phantom energy 

Perhaps, dark energy can become more repulsive energy {phantom energy} as time increases. 

 

quintessence field 

Perhaps, dark energy is repulsive field {quintessence, field}|, not virtual particles or vacuum energy. Quintessence is 

higher at higher potential energy and zero at lowest potential energy, so quintessence (and cosmological constant) 

decrease over time as universe expands. Perhaps, space negative pressure or quantum effects cause quintessence. 

Quintessence field strength is almost zero. If strength was more, space expansion is so great that only radiation can 

exist. If strength was less, space expansion is so small that only matter can exist. 

 

spall zone 

When rock hits another rock, pressure waves spread from surface and from inside. When inside pressure wave 

reaches surface, reflection changes phase by 180 degrees. At a thin layer {spall zone} at surface, pressure wave from 

surface and pressure wave from reflection almost cancel, and surface pressure is near zero. However, pressure just 

below surface is high, and rock erupts through surface. In cosmology, expanding universe has spall zones. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Matter 

 

dark matter 

In universe's first second, gravity and weak force formed baryon and non-baryon subatomic particles {dark matter}| 

that do not interact with electromagnetic radiation and move much slower than light speed {cold dark matter}. Because 

they do not interact with electromagnetic radiation, dark-matter particles are invisible. (Planets, cool gas, dust, and 

black holes interact with electromagnetic radiation and, though not visible, are not dark matter.) 

Dark matter has mass. Dark matter is 23% of universe mass. Observed galaxy star (and gas) rotation rates show that 

dark-matter mass is nine times visible-matter mass. 

Dark-matter particles have irregular mass differences. Because they do not have smooth small-scale mass 

differences, dark matter is not subatomic particles that move at near light speed {hot dark matter}. 

About 900 million years after universe origin, 12.8 billion years ago, dark matter formed clouds, with masses million 

times Sun mass. From then until 7 billion years ago, clouds contracted and merged and made evenly spaced spherical 

clouds, with masses five to ten times more than visible and non-visible ordinary matter there. These clouds have 

enough matter to make gravity form galaxies. If matter was only ordinary matter, density is not enough to let gravity 

form galaxies. Because galaxies have five to ten times smaller volume than dark-matter clouds, dark-matter density and 

ordinary-matter density are approximately equal. 

Because they have mass, dark-matter particles exchange potential and kinetic energy with gravitational fields, which 

change as particles move, so dark-matter particles and gravitation fields settle into virial equilibrium. 

Dark-matter particles never collide. 



 

smoothness problem 

Universe matter distribution is more even than expected by particle statistics {smoothness problem}. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Matter>Particle 

 

ylem 

Perhaps, real particles {ylem} can come from virtual-particle pairs, making universe more homogeneous. 

 

ghost condensate 

Perhaps, new subatomic-particle types {ghost condensate} can make outward pressure that prevents gravitational 

collapse. 

 

lightest superpartner particle 

Perhaps, cold-dark-matter particles are superpartner particles {lightest superpartner particle} (LSP). 

 

photino 

Perhaps, dark matter is neutrinos or supersymmetric particles {photino} {Zino} {Higgsino}. 

 

weakly interacting massive particles 

Perhaps, cold dark matter is subatomic particles {weakly interacting massive particles} (WIMP) {neutralino} from 

universe origin that do not interact with electromagnetic radiation and move slowly. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Radiation 

 

cosmic microwave background 

Microwave radiation {cosmic microwave background}| (CMB) {microwave background} {background radiation, 

microwave} comes from all universe directions. Cosmic microwave background radiation is same visible-light-

frequency radiation that was in hot plasma before plasma cooled enough, to 3000 K, for neutral-charge atoms to form, 

300,000 years after universe origin, and comes from 13.72 billion light years away. 

temperature 

At that distance, recession velocity is near light speed, and redshift divides frequency by 1000, so radiation is now 

microwaves, with effective temperature 2.7 K. 

temperature fluctuations 

Cosmic-microwave-background temperature varies over space by less than 1 part in 10000. Temperature variations 

have Gaussian distribution. Temperature fluctuations arose from early-universe in-phase acoustic waves, density 

differences, and gravity waves. Gravitational waves cause red-shift and blue-shift. Gravitational-wave handedness 

causes polarization curls. Gravitational lensing affects CMB. 

Largest same-temperature structures have one-degree diameter. Temperature variations depend on in-phase acoustic-

wave wavelength, such as the largest spatial distance {first Doppler peak}. The four largest spatial distances have same 

intensity differences {scale-invariance}. 

 

Sachs-Wolfe effect 

Gravity affects photon trajectories and energies. About 300,000 years after universe origin, when neutral-charge 

atoms formed, photons in higher-density regions lost more energy than photons in lower-density regions {Sachs-Wolfe 

effect}, because they had to overcome more potential energy. Sachs-Wolfe effect cancels gravity-photon effects. 

If photons enter higher-energy-density regions and then exit them, universe space-expansion energy makes photons 

have higher energies than before {integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect}. 

 

Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect 

Galaxy-cluster plasma scatters cosmic microwave background radiation {Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect}. 

 

varying speed of light 

Perhaps, universe is homogeneous because light can go faster than light speed {varying-speed-of-light theory} 

{varying speed of light} (VSL). Fast light can bring all universe regions into contact, making one closed system (with 

nothing outside, before, or after), and so make thermal equilibrium, so there was no need for cosmic inflation. 



 

x-ray background radiation 

During universe first seconds, subatomic-particle creation made x-rays {background radiation, x-ray} {x-ray 

background radiation} that still travel through universe. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Singularity 

 

event horizon 

High-enough mass-energy density makes high-enough gravity to make space curvature so high that radial matter and 

radiation curve back into the region and so cannot leave. Space-time singularities have a surface {event horizon} 

beyond which no particles or radiation can escape. Therefore, outside observers cannot detect physical processes in the 

space {hidden region} inside event horizon. For black holes and other spherical objects with no charge and no angular 

momentum, event-horizon radius is two times object mass. For such spherically symmetric singularities, space-time has 

Schwarzschild metric. For non-spherically-symmetric singularities, space-time has Kerr metric. 

photon layer 

At event horizon, gravity potential energy equals light kinetic energy, so photons orbit singularity in stable and 

unstable circular orbits, making a photon layer. 

inside horizon 

To observers inside event horizon, all matter and radiation appear to move toward singularity center. Observers 

inside event horizon see nothing outside horizon, because high gravity slows time so much that radiation frequency red-

shifts to very low, so photons have almost no energy and are undetectable. 

outside horizon 

To observers outside event horizon, objects falling toward singularity appear to slow to a stop at horizon, because 

time slows greatly in high gravity. Because high gravity makes object part closer to singularity have much more 

acceleration than farther part, objects falling toward singularity elongate perpendicular to event-horizon surface. 

Outside event horizon, observers can measure only electric charge, mass (monopole moment), and angular momentum 

(dipole moment). 

 

cosmic censorship hypothesis 

Outside observers cannot see universe singularities {cosmic censorship hypothesis}. Universe has no singularities 

without an event horizon ("naked" singularities). All singularities have an event horizon. Outside observers cannot see 

space-time time-like singularities (ideal points) {strong cosmic censorship hypothesis}. Universe singularities can be 

space-like or light-like (null) but not time-like. Outside observers far away in space-time cannot see time-like 

singularities {weak cosmic censorship hypothesis}. 

Universe can have singularities without an event horizon. Spinning or charged black holes can lose event horizons 

after small charge or spin increases or small mass decreases. Exploding black holes can expose singularities. Perhaps, 

cosmic censorship is true only if cosmological constant is zero or negative. 

 

white hole 

Some singularities {white hole}| emit particles and/or radiation. In quantum theory, small singularities emit particles 

and/or radiation rapidly, while black holes emit slowly. Perhaps, universe has large white holes. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Singularity>Black Hole 

 

black hole 

Supernova remnant stars and galaxy centers {black hole}| have high-enough mass-energy density to cause high-

enough gravity so that object escape velocity is higher than light speed, so matter and radiation cannot leave the black 

hole. Outside observers receive no radiation, so black holes are not visible. Gravity is so strong that space curvature is 

so high that it curves moving matter and radiation back into the black hole or into orbit around the black hole. 

stars 

Some stars with more than 2.25 Sun mass become supernovas. After supernova, remaining neutron star has mass 

two times Sun mass and diameter 2000 meters. When neutron-star nuclear fusion slows, black holes form in one 

second, with no measurable diameter but with close event horizon. Galaxies average 10^6 star black holes. 

galaxies 

Galactic centers, including Milky Way and Cygnus X-1, have one large black hole. Galactic centers have high star 

concentrations and stars collide and merge to make larger mass, until mass is so high, black hole forms. Then black 



hole attracts more mass and grows larger. Galactic-center black holes contain mass from 10 million stars and have no 

measurable diameter but distant event horizon. 

mass 

Black holes can have unlimited mass and gravity. 

density 

High-enough gravity can overcome neutron-degeneracy pressure, so neutrons compress into each other, making 

density greater than in atomic nuclei. 

diameter 

Black holes are space-time singularities. Black holes have no measurable diameter. Black holes are outside space 

and so are one point in time. 

rotation 

Non-rotating black holes far from matter have a point singularity. Space around non-rotating black holes far from 

matter has Kerr metric. 

Black holes probably rotate with angular momentum equal to mass. Rotating black holes have ring-shaped 

singularity, perpendicular to rotation axis. Perhaps, objects can go through ring center and come out into negative or 

antigravity space. Spinning black holes produce long gamma-ray bursts. 

electric charge 

Black holes can have positive or negative electric charge. Black holes can have only small charge {no hair}, because 

they rapidly attract or repel nearby charges and become neutral. 

sizes and lives 

Early universe probably had enough radiation pressure to create tiny black holes. Planck-size black holes have mass 

10^-8 kilograms, density 10^97 kg/m^3, and radius 10^-35 meters. Smaller black holes compress neutrons more, as 

inverse square of mass. Hawking radiation evaporates them quickly. 

Ball-size black holes are hotter than the hottest star center. 

Mountain-mass black holes have mass 10^12 kilograms and proton-sized radius. Hawking radiation evaporates them 

in 10^12 years at 10^12 K. 

Sun-mass black holes have mass 10^30 kilograms, density 10^19 kg/m^3, and radius 3000 meters. Hawking 

radiation evaporates them in 10^64 years at temperature 10^-6 K. 

radiation 

Black-hole event horizons have high space curvature and high tidal forces, and so form virtual-particle pairs. 

Sometimes, one virtual particle enters black hole, and the other escapes and becomes a real particle (Hawking 

radiation). It is like quantum tunneling. In-falling and escaping particles carry energy. Negative energy flows into black 

hole, reducing mass-energy density, and positive energy escapes, reducing mass-energy, so energy conservation energy 

holds overall, but black-hole mass and energy decrease. Hawking radiation decreases black-hole mass and energy, so 

event horizon has shorter radius and smaller surface area. 

Spatial-surface gravity determines particle-creation amount. Mass-energy-loss rate varies inversely with mass 

squared, so smaller black holes radiate more rapidly and lose mass faster. Smallest ones can explode. Smallest ones 

radiate particles with no spin. Small ones radiate neutrons and other neutral particles with spin in equatorial plane. 

Large ones radiate protons, electrons, and other charged particles. Largest ones radiate photons and gravitons. Equal 

numbers of baryons and anti-baryons leave black holes. 

However, outside space also creates virtual photons, and some enter black holes, so typical black holes probably are 

in thermal equilibrium with surrounding space and do not evaporate. 

temperature 

Hot objects radiate to cooler objects. Warm objects radiate infrared light. Light-frequency distribution depends on 

object temperature. Black holes radiate Hawking radiation, and event-horizon temperature determines frequency 

distribution. Event-horizon temperature varies inversely with black-hole surface area and mass. Smaller black holes 

have higher energy-to-mass ratio and so higher temperature. Large black holes have event-horizon temperatures near 

absolute zero. Tiny-black-hole event-horizon temperatures are 10^21 K. 

Black holes have high gravity and attract outside particles. In-falling particles add heat and increase event-horizon 

temperature. 

Hawking radiation reduces black-hole mass more than it reduces energy, so energy-to-mass ratio increases, and so 

event-horizon temperature rises. 

Black-hole event-horizon temperature results from quark and gluon motions. Black holes have strongly interacting 

quarks and gluons, which have low shear viscosity. Temperature T varies directly with acceleration a: T = (h / (2 * pi * 

c)) * a, where c is light speed, and h is Planck constant. T = kappa / (2 * pi), where kappa = (h/c) * a. Particles have 



high acceleration at event horizon. Larger black holes have smaller particle accelerations, and so lower event-horizon 

temperatures. Temperature represents quantum-fluctuation strength. 

Classically, emitting thermal radiation from hot bodies removes energy and makes surface have lower temperature, 

because hotter-than-average particles preferentially leave. Does only cooler-than-average radiation leave black holes, 

so they get hotter? Is virtual radiation thermal emission or another radiation kind? 

entropy 

Black holes have entropy proportional to star information that becomes lost when star collapses. From outside, only 

black-hole event horizons are observable, so event horizons carry all information. Black-hole entropy S depends on 

event-horizon surface area A: S = A * k * c^(3/4) * h * G, where k is Boltzmann constant, c is light speed, h is Planck 

constant, and G is gravitational constant. 

In cosmological units, entropy S varies directly with event-horizon surface area A divided by four: S = A / (4 * h * 

G), where h is Planck constant and G is gravitational constant in Planck units. Partition-function P logarithm is negative 

of free energy FE divided by temperature T: ln(P) = - FE / T. Free energy FE is energy E plus temperature T times 

entropy S: FE = E + T*S. 

Because things can only go into black holes, and nothing can come out except Hawking radiation, event-horizon 

surface area and entropy typically increase. If black hole and space are in thermal equilibrium, surface area and entropy 

stay constant. If Hawking radiation is more than photon and particle entry from space, surface area and entropy 

decrease. Black-hole entropy relates thermodynamics and quantum gravity. 

entropy: information 

When black holes form, where does information about matter type and distribution {multipole moment} go? 

Information can be at event horizon, below event horizon, in black hole, or at singularity. Outside observers never see 

information loss, because they see time slow and light red-shift but never see black hole form. 

Information has quantum-mechanical limits. 

By string theory, black holes seem to destroy information but actually just transfer it {AdS/CFT correspondence}. 

gravity 

Gravity strength is the same at all event-horizon points {zeroth law of black-hole mechanics}. The zeroth 

thermodynamics law says all points in contact are at same temperature (thermal equilibrium). 

energy 

Mass or energy change dE is event-horizon spatial-area change dA times constant kappa / (8 * pi), plus angular-

momentum change dJ times omega constant, plus charge change dQ times psi constant {first law of black hole 

mechanics}: dE = (kappa / (8 * pi)) * dA + omega * dJ + psi * dQ, where kappa is event-horizon gravity strength. The 

first thermodynamics law says total energy is constant. 

temperature 

Event-horizon gravity strength is like thermodynamic temperature. Event-horizon spatial area is like thermodynamic 

entropy. Because null geodesics have no observable future and can never converge, event-horizon spatial-area change 

dA never decreases over time {second law of black hole mechanics}: dA >= 0. The second thermodynamics law says 

entropy never decreases. 

 

accretion disk 

If double stars have one black hole and one ordinary star, black hole can pull gas from star, making a disk {accretion 

disk}. Gas has fast-moving charged particles, whose magnetic interactions cause turbulence (magnetorotational 

instability). Gas particles closer to black hole are faster. Magnetic attractions slow near-black-hole gas particles, so they 

move closer to black hole. Magnetic attractions speed far particles, so they move farther from black hole. Overall 

potential energy decreases, and kinetic energy increases (generating heat), providing energy for accretion disk to 

radiate. 

 

Bekenstein bound 

Black holes have maximum entropy and information. Outside observers cannot see inside event horizons, so black-

hole information is in event-horizon surface area. More massive black holes have larger event-horizon surface areas. 

By quantum-loop theory, event-horizon surfaces have area quanta, which hold one information bit. Larger event-

horizon surfaces have more area quanta, hold more bits, and represent more entropy. Event-horizon surface area varies 

directly with black-hole entropy. Event-horizon surfaces have maximum entropy {Bekenstein bound}. If mass-energy 

falls into black hole, black-hole mass-energy increases, event-horizon surface area increases, and entropy increases. 

regions bounded by event horizons have limited information amounts. 

 



ergosphere 

Rotating black holes have a region beyond event horizon but inside stationary limit {ergosphere}. Ergosphere 

particles appear to have negative energy to outside observers. 

 

gyromagnetic ratio 

For charged rotating stationary black holes, angular momentum and magnetic moment are in same direction and 

their ratio {gyromagnetic ratio} is 2. Angular momentum is 2*m*e*w, and magnetic moment is m*e*w, where m = 

mass, e = charge, and w = angular velocity. (Electrons also have gyromagnetic ratio 2.) 

 

Hawking radiation 

Black-hole event horizons have high space curvature and high tidal forces, and so form virtual-particle pairs. 

Sometimes, one virtual particle enters black hole, and the other escapes and becomes a real particle {Hawking 

radiation}. It is like quantum tunneling. In-falling and escaping particles carry energy. Negative energy flows into black 

hole, reducing mass-energy density, and positive energy escapes, reducing mass-energy, so energy conservation energy 

holds overall, but black-hole mass and energy decrease {black hole evaporation}. Hawking radiation decreases black-

hole mass and energy, so event horizon has shorter radius and smaller surface area. 

Spatial-surface gravity determines particle-creation amount. Mass-energy-loss rate varies inversely with mass 

squared, so smaller black holes radiate more rapidly and lose mass faster. Smallest ones can explode. Smallest ones 

radiate particles with no spin. Small ones radiate neutrons and other neutral particles with spin in equatorial plane. 

Large ones radiate protons, electrons, and other charged particles. Largest ones radiate photons and gravitons. Equal 

numbers of baryons and anti-baryons leave black holes. 

However, outside space also creates virtual photons, and some enter black holes, so typical black holes probably are 

in thermal equilibrium with surrounding space and do not evaporate. 

temperature 

Hot objects radiate to cooler objects. Warm objects radiate infrared light. Light-frequency distribution depends on 

object temperature. Black holes radiate Hawking radiation, and event-horizon temperature determines frequency 

distribution. Event-horizon temperature varies inversely with black-hole surface area and mass. Smaller black holes 

have higher energy-to-mass ratio and so higher temperature. Large black holes have event-horizon temperatures near 

absolute zero. Tiny-black-hole event-horizon temperatures are 10^21 K. 

Black holes have high gravity and attract outside particles. In-falling particles add heat and increase event-horizon 

temperature. 

Hawking radiation reduces black-hole mass more than it reduces energy, so energy-to-mass ratio increases, and so 

event-horizon temperature rises. Thermal emission reduces black-hole mass and makes black hole hotter. 

Black-hole event-horizon temperature results from quark and gluon motions. Black holes have strongly interacting 

quarks and gluons, which have low shear viscosity. Temperature T varies directly with acceleration a: T = (h / (2 * pi * 

c)) * a, where c is light speed, and h is Planck constant. T = kappa / (2 * pi), where kappa = (h/c) * a. Particles have 

high acceleration at event horizon. Larger black holes have smaller particle accelerations, and so lower event-horizon 

temperatures. Temperature represents quantum-fluctuation strength. 

Classically, emitting thermal radiation from hot bodies removes energy and makes surface have lower temperature, 

because hotter-than-average particles preferentially leave. Does only cooler-than-average radiation leave black holes, 

so they get hotter? Is virtual radiation thermal emission or another radiation kind? 

 

magnetorotational instability 

If double stars have one black hole and one ordinary star, black hole can pull gas from star, making an accretion 

disk. Gas has fast-moving charged particles, whose magnetic interactions cause turbulence {magnetorotational 

instability} (MRI). 

 

Roche limit 

At a radius {Roche limit} around black holes, gravity equals electric force. 

 

Schwarzschild radius 

From black-hole center, the farthest distance {Schwarzschild limit} {Schwarzschild radius} from which light cannot 

escape is 2 * G * m / c^2, where G is gravitational constant, m is mass, and c is light speed. Larger-mass black holes 

have farther Schwarzschild limit. 

 



unitarity 

After objects fall into black holes, outside observers cannot observe object properties, because nothing can come out 

except Hawking radiation, which is random and has no information. Outside observers can only measure total black-

hole mass, charge, and angular momentum. All object information is lost, but there should be information conservation 

{black hole information paradox}. By string theory and quantum-loop theory, because strings are unitary, information 

is constant {unitarity} {unitary process}, and object information goes into event-horizon surface area. Perhaps, when 

black holes evaporate and so have no event horizon, outside observers can see all information again. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Theories 

 

anthropic cosmological principle 

Perhaps, universe physical parameters require life {strong anthropic principle} {anthropic cosmological principle} 

[Barrow and Tipler, 1986], because universe properties must be such that humans can observe them. Perhaps, universe 

physical parameters allow life {weak anthropic principle}, because universe properties must be such that life exists. 

 

Big Bang theory 

Universe began with small volume, high energy, high mass-energy density, high temperature, high pressure, and 

high spatial curvature, and then rapidly expanded {Big Bang}, increasing spatial volume, decreasing mass-energy 

density, decreasing temperature, decreasing pressure, and decreasing spatial curvature. 

All space points moved away from each other, so farther points moved away faster. From any space point (at any 

time), if a second point is at distance x and moves away from first point at velocity v, and a third point is at twice that 

distance 2*x, third point moves away from first point at velocity 2*v. If second point is between first and third points, 

first and third points move away from second point at same velocity v. Space has no central point or region. Big Bang 

was space expansion, not an explosion into existing space. 

 

cosmological natural selection 

Universes that make more black holes propagate more universes similar to themselves and so come to dominate 

{cosmological natural selection}. (The universe reached its low-probability parameters by self-organization and other 

selection mechanisms.) 

 

ergodicity 

Perhaps, universe distribution came from one quantum path over infinite space. Perhaps, universe distribution came 

from decoherence making quantum mechanics approximate classical mechanics. Both scenarios result in same universe 

distribution {ergodicity}. 

 

God of the Gaps argument 

Issues that science cannot answer require outside agents to resolve them {God of the Gaps argument}. 

 

holographic principle 

Universe regions have information. Total is 10^60 bits. Universe regions have boundary surfaces, such as sphere 

around galaxy dark matter or event-horizon around black holes. For outside observers, all region information flows 

through boundary surface to observer, so boundary surface holds region information, though surface has lower 

dimension than region. If observer is far away, bounding-surface physics can represent region physics {holographic 

principle}. Perhaps, region physics projects onto boundary surface, and boundaries are like holograms {strong 

holographic principle}. Perhaps, region information projects onto boundary surface, and bounding surface has 

information channels {weak holographic principle}. 

hologram 

Just as surfaces can hold holograms, from which coherent light can make three-dimensional images, two-

dimensional surface boundaries can contain all information needed to describe three-dimensional space regions. For 

example, superstring theory for anti-de-Sitter space-time five-dimensional regions is equivalent to conformal quantum-

field theory of four-dimensional surface-boundary-point particles. 

string theory 

Hyperbolic-space regions have constant surface boundary. In string theory, boundary-surface gluon strings represent 

one quantum information bit and have thickness and strong-force color. String thickness represents space-point 

distance from boundary surface. Color represents information about space-point's quantum state. String number varies 



directly with space-region radius, so larger radius makes large boundary surface. Surface-string interactions represent 

gravitons. 

 

Newtonian dynamics modification 

Newtonian dynamics modifications {Modifications of Newtonian dynamics} (MOND) {Newtonian dynamics 

modification} do not require dark matter to provide extra gravity needed to form galaxies. 

 

multiverse 

Perhaps, space {multiverse} has separate independent universes, with different phases. Perhaps, multiverse is still 

making and ending universes. 

Level I multiverse 

If space is infinite (or sufficiently large), and matter has even spatial distribution, universe objects and events repeat 

{Level I multiverse}. 

Level II multiverse 

Perhaps, if Level-I-multiverse universes are infinite in number, each universe has different dimension numbers and 

physical constants {Level II multiverse}. In string theory, quantum-field inflatons make space expand. For small 

quantum-field fluctuations, local bubbles form in universes. For example, if space starts with nine dimensions, only 

three expand, Alternatively, matter is in only three dimensions. Local bubbles become different universes, with 

different properties. Space inflation continues, making distances between bubbles expand faster than light, so universes 

are separate. Perhaps, vibrations between parallel three-dimensional universes along fourth dimension create and 

destroy universes. Perhaps, universes begin and end at black holes. 

Level III multiverse 

In quantum-mechanics many-worlds interpretation, all possible events occur (with different probabilities), making 

universe branches, which repeat {Level III multiverses}, and so do not become infinite in number. Observers see only 

one world by decoherence. All possible worlds are wavefunction-solution superpositions. Number of universes does 

not increase exponentially as time goes forward but stays constant, because they only repeat. 

Level IV multiverse 

Universes can vary in physical laws. Perhaps, all possible mathematical structures and universes exist {Level IV 

multiverse}. 

 

oscillating theory 

Universe cycles between Big Bang and Big Crunch {oscillating theory}. 

 

parallel universes 

Perhaps, other universes {parallel universes} exist simultaneously with, or before or after, universe. 

 

plurality of worlds 

Universe probably is just one of many possible universes {plurality of worlds}. Because bosons have unique 

quantum-number sets, and space-time is relative, not absolute, many universes exist [Sklar, 1993]. Space-time 

quantum-mechanical and statistical fluctuations determine each universe's physical laws. 

 

steady-state theory 

Universe is unchanging {steady-state theory}. 

 

Wheeler-DeWitt equations 

Gravity curves space-time, and space-time curvature accelerates mass. In one quantum-mechanical cosmology 

{Wheeler-DeWitt equations} {quantum-constraints equations}, universe wavefunction depends on gravity and space-

time curvature [DeWitt, 1965]. 

Deriving general relativity from quantum-loop-theory supergravity makes universe wave equations have infinite 

numbers of exact solutions. Solutions are non-intersecting no-kink quantum loops or are intersecting symmetric 

quantum loops. Quantum-loop area represents energy, so quantum loops have quantum area, and minimum area is 

ground state. Using quantum-loop theory, solutions can be independent of space-time {diffeomorphism constraints}. 

With those constraints, quantum-loop intersection topology, knots, and kinks define space dimensions, so quantum 

loops determine space dimensions. 

 



Wheeler-Feynman absorption theory 

In non-expanding empty space, radiation from sources decreases proportional to distance-from-source squared. In 

expanding universes, expansion reduces net distances, so radiation from sources decreases less than distance-from-

source squared. It is like space absorbs less radiation {Wheeler-Feynman absorption theory}. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Theories>Inflation 

 

inflation in cosmology 

Perhaps, 10^-36 to 10^-34 seconds after universe origin, starting at temperature 10^28 K, space-expansion rate 

increased exponentially, and universe expanded 10^28 to 10^30 times in 1 second {inflationary cosmological model} 

{theory of inflation} {inflation, cosmology}| {inflation scenario} {cosmic inflation}. From initial singularity, universe 

can go to any state, so expansion or no-expansion probabilities are not determinable. Perhaps, inflation was only in the 

universe. Perhaps, inflation was in a region (multiverse) millions of times bigger than universe and so affected many 

universes. 

before 

At universe origin, universe had light-speed maximum-frequency radiation that made maximum temperature and 

pressure. Immediately after, universe had space expansion. Space expansion cooled universe evenly, except for 

quantum fluctuations (which correspond to observed cosmic-microwave-background-radiation density fluctuations) 

that averaged 1 part in 10000. Immediately, high gravitation, due to high mass-energy density, decreased space-

expansion rate. 

phase transition 

Perhaps, as universe cooled, it did not change phase, but entered a "supercooled" state, prolonging the phase, so 

vacuum of space {false vacuum} had higher stored potential energy. That potential energy was gravitationally repulsive 

and exponentially increased space-expansion rate, causing exponential volume increase. Space expansion exceeded 

light speed. 

end 

After one second, high-expansion phase ended. Uncertainty-principle gravitation-and-electromagnetic-field quantum 

fluctuations made different space regions, of different sizes, stop inflation at slightly different times. Stopping inflation 

released false-vacuum energy, and uncertainty-principle quantum fluctuations made local regions have different matter 

and radiation densities, and perhaps different physical laws and constants. Inflation continued between stopped-

inflation regions, spreading those regions far apart, so they became completely separate. 

More likely, uncertainty-principle gravitation-and-electromagnetic-field quantum fluctuations made different space 

regions, of different sizes, increase or prolong inflation (chaotic inflation). In those inflating regions, local regions 

stopped inflation and made separate universes with different matter and radiation densities, and perhaps different 

physical laws and constants. Space inflation continued indefinitely in most space regions. Perhaps, some are still 

inflating. 

Perhaps, space has hidden dimensions, so separate universes are at the same space point. 

after 

After one second, universe had matter and radiation, with density variations of 1 part in 10000. 

effects 

If universe had cosmic inflation, initial universe was small enough so that all points were within each other's cosmic 

horizon, so space was in thermal equilibrium, explaining why cosmic microwave background radiation is almost 

homogeneous. After inflation ended, temperature, density, magnetic-field, electric-field, and gravity differences were 

still 1 part in 10000. Temperature fluctuations have Gaussian distribution. Inflation affected all sizes, except the 

smallest, equally, so cosmic-microwave-background temperature fluctuations have same amplitude over different large-

size space regions. 

Inflation makes space curvature much flatter than otherwise. 

Inflation caused gravity waves but few high-frequency gravity waves. 

cause 

Perhaps, antimatter has negative gravity and caused cosmological inflation. 

If space dimensions are dynamic, high-dimensional spaces rapidly expand or contract. 

zero total energy 

Matter and radiation have positive mass and positive kinetic energy. Masses and charges in (infinite) fields have 

potential energy, which can scale from zero at object surface to infinite at infinite distance. At infinity, if total energy is 

zero, kinetic energy is zero, and potential energy is zero. At object surface, if total energy is zero, kinetic energy is 

positive, and potential energy is negative. By this convention, in infinite fields, total object energy is always zero. 



In expanding universes, galaxies are moving apart while gravitation tries to pull them together. Space expansion 

gives galaxies positive kinetic energy, and gravitational attraction gives galaxies negative potential energy. Mass-

energy density causes gravitation field strength, which is space curvature. In a flat universe, space curvature is zero, so 

total galaxy energy can be zero. 

By relativity, gravity depends on sum of mass-energy density M and on internal pressure P: G ~ M + 3 * P. Hot gas 

has slightly more internal pressure than cold gas, and so has slightly more gravity. Photon gas has radiation (internal) 

pressure equal to one-third its energy density, doubling gravity: M + 3 * P = M + 3 * (M/3) = 2*M. Objects can have 

negative internal pressure. For example, compressed rubber membranes tend to repulse molecules, by negative internal 

restoring force, so internal potential energy is negative. Quantum vacuum has negative (repulsive) force that expands 

space, increasing negative potential energy (dark energy) by subtracting universe positive kinetic energy, and so 

cooling the universe. Quantum vacuum has negative internal pressure between one-third and one of mass-energy 

density, so repulsive antigravity is between zero and negative two times mass-energy density: M + 3 * -(M/3) = 0 and 

M + 3 * -M = -2*M. 

Kinetic energy makes positive pressure, which can do work, reducing kinetic energy and pressure. Potential energy 

makes no pressure. Quantum vacuum has negative potential energy and so negative internal pressure, which causes 

repulsion and makes space expand. During expansion, negative internal pressure does negative work on quantum 

vacuum to expand space, and negative potential energy becomes negative kinetic energy, which is the same as 

subtracting positive kinetic energy. Space expansion increases total negative energy, by subtracting positive energy, 

because total energy is constant. Because space expansion causes negative-energy density, space expansion increases at 

same rate as negative energy addition, so quantum vacuum has constant negative-energy density. Starting at universe 

origin, space expands with constant negative energy density. During this process, total-energy quantum fluctuations 

cause a small fraction of positive kinetic energy to become matter and radiation. 

 

inflaton field 

The Higgs field can reach higher-energy levels {inflaton field}. Perhaps, high potential energy from Higgs-field 

particles {inflaton} caused gravitational repulsion and accelerated universe expansion. Higher-energy levels are 

unstable. However, because initial universe is precisely homogeneous, universe does not change phase (supercooling) 

as it expands and cools, but prolongs inflation before changing phase. (If liquids have no nucleation sites as they cool, 

they supercool below temperature at which crystallization typically occurs, then they crystallize at lower temperature.) 

Perhaps, if supercooling delayed force decoupling, later decoupling released extra energy, which worked like 

antigravity and caused 10^100 times more space-vacuum negative pressure than before. 

 

bubble nucleation 

Perhaps, one inflaton falls, in one quantum jump, from supercool to zero energy, which acts as a seed for other 

inflatons to fall, so inflation-stopping spreads at light speed {bubble nucleation}. Perhaps, inflatons have different 

energies and fall through many quantum jumps. Some high-energy inflatons cannot fall back down, because other 

inflatons already fill lower energy levels. Inflation-stopping does not spread, prolonging inflation. Different space 

points have different periods of inflation (chaotic inflation). 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Theories>String Theory 

 

pre-big-bang theory 

String theories describe what cosmology was like before universe origin and what happened to begin universe. 

String theory allows more high-frequency gravity waves than inflation theory or ekpyrotic theory, so observing gravity 

waves can test string theories {pre-big-bang theory}. In fact, universe has few high-frequency gravity waves and some 

low-frequency gravity waves. Perhaps, universe has small-scale and large-scale strings. Perhaps, universe origins 

involve quantum-mechanical tunneling. 

dilaton 

Force strengths depend on string 11th-space-time-dimension length (dilaton). Short dilatons represent weak nuclear 

forces. Long dilatons represent strong nuclear forces. Dilaton lengths represent electromagnetism, and dilaton length 

variations change electromagnetic fields. 

Before universe origin, dilatons are long, and forces are strong. At universe origin, dilatons are short, and forces are 

weak. Observing intergalactic magnetic-field changes is a test for dilatons and so can indicate universe-origin 

conditions. 



axion 

Magnetic-field photons can make dilaton-related strings (axion) that have less than one millionth electron mass, no 

charge, and zero average quantum field. Magnetic-field axions can make photons. Therefore, axions allow strong 

nuclear forces to maintain charge-parity (CP) symmetry between antiparticles and particles. 

Cosmic-microwave-background temperature fluctuations are small, have Gaussian distribution, and have same 

amplitude for large space regions. Cosmic-microwave-background temperature fluctuations arise mostly from density 

differences and partly from gravity waves. However, string theories without axions allow no density differences. 

Axions determine large-scale universe temperature fluctuations [Adams, 2002]. 

 

string hole 

Smaller strings have higher vibration frequencies and so higher masses. The smallest strings have highest mass and 

smallest size and so can be like black holes {string hole}. 

 

conflagration scenario 

Because many D-branes occupy high-dimensional space and D-branes attract each other, D-brane pairs collided, 

making universes' origins {ekpyrotic scenario} {conflagration scenario}. As D-branes mutually move closer, space 

contracts. If D-branes mutually move farther, space expands. Adjacent D-branes can repeatedly collide and separate, in 

contraction and expansion cycles. 

 

pre-big-bang scenario 

Perhaps, before universe origin, time reversal and T-duality caused universe contraction, with matter accreting into 

string holes (pre-big-bang theory) {pre-big-bang scenario}. As space filled with string holes, universe was like string-

hole gas. String-hole gas had smooth string-size distribution (unlike chaotic conditions at black-hole surfaces). Smooth 

size distribution allowed large string holes to form. Inside the largest string hole, matter reached maximum allowable 

density and temperature, causing an emission-singularity white-hole. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Speculation 

 

What Was Before Universe 

The universe began 13.72 billion years ago. What existed before multiverse and physical things {What Existed 

Before Universe} {What Was Before Universe} {pre-universe}? 

Multiverse 

Outside of universe {non-universe} is multiverse. Multiverse space-time contains all universes that were, are, or will 

be, over all time. Multiverse space is infinite. Multiverse-space local regions have all possible dimensions. Multiverse 

space-time local regions have all possible physical laws and constants. 

There is only one multiverse, because multiverse includes all physical things. Outside of multiverse is nothingness 

and void. 

Universe Beginning 

Universe began at a point in multiverse space-time, as the "Big Bang". 

The Non-Physical 

Before physical things, only the non-physical (non-spatial, non-temporal, and non-energetic) can exist. The non-

physical has no beginning or end because it exists outside of time. Because it is not temporal, the non-physical cannot 

be before or after multiverse. The non-physical has no location or extension because it exists outside of space. Because 

it is not spatial, the non-physical cannot be outside or inside multiverse. 

The non-physical has no substances, structures, properties, states, or processes. The non-physical has no space, time, 

mass, force, field, energy, or quanta. The non-physical has no boundaries, phases, or gradients. The non-physical has 

no changes, movements, translations, vibrations, rotations, flows, or waves. The non-physical has no entropy, because 

it has no parts, forces, or spatial volume. The non-physical has no information, because it has no code and no channels. 

The non-physical has no causes, effects, or physical laws. 

The non-physical has nothing physical and so has only one type and is homogeneous. The non-physical has no time 

and so has only one unchanging state. The non-physical has neither parts nor relations and so has unity. 

Possible Non-Physical Things 

Universe empty space has virtual particles. Perhaps, non-physical things are abstract particles or quanta. 

Universe empty space has weak-force Higgs field. Perhaps, non-physical things are abstract fields or forces. 

Universe empty space has quantum-mechanical waves. Perhaps, non-physical things are abstract waves or 

perturbations. 



Universe empty space has space-time. Perhaps, non-physical things are abstract space and time. 

Universe empty space has entropy, negentropy, information, order, and pattern. Perhaps, non-physical things are 

abstract patterns. 

Non-physical things can be non-spatial, non-temporal, and non-energetic substances, structures, properties, states, or 

processes. 

Ideas 

Plato's Parmenides [Plato, -370] describes non-physical things: the Ideas or Forms. The Ideas are unified wholes that 

do not move, do not change, have no cause, have no possibilities, and have no purposes. The Ideas are immaterial, 

indivisible, a priori, perfect, absolute, unqualified, independent, eternal, necessary, and sufficient. The Ideas are abstract 

and never have concrete symbols or representations. 

Before multiverse, there is nothing physical, so Ideas like Chair-ness or Tree-ness cannot exist. Before multiverse, 

there is nothing mental, so Ideas like Goodness, Beauty, or Truth cannot exist. 

Mathematical Ideas 

Mathematical things are not physical, because they have no location, exist before time, never end, and have non-

contingent truth. Mathematical things are abstract, non-physical, non-spatial, non-temporal, and non-energetic. 

Mathematical things are not mental, because they exist before brain or thought (and thoughts, language, and pictorial 

images require space and time). 

Mathematical Ideas have reality [Penrose, 2004]. They are not abstractions or concepts that people derive from 

perception, language, logic, or thought. However, because Ideas can be both mental categories and object essences, 

people can discover or intuit mathematical Ideas [Brouwer, 1927]. 

Before multiverse and physical things, only mathematical Ideas can exist, so non-physical things can only be 

mathematical things. Mathematical things can be substances, structures, properties, states, or processes. 

Number Ideas 

Number Ideas are about quantities and their relations. The number Idea "zero" is like nothingness and the empty set. 

The number Idea "one" is like one information bit, one empty set, or one number Idea zero. Number Ideas include 

integers, real numbers, imaginary numbers, and complex numbers. (Using only the number Ideas "zero" and "one", 

abstract Gödel numbering can represent any abstract number.) 

Set Ideas 

Set Ideas are about non-dimensional grouping relations of abstract elements. The set Idea "empty set" has no 

elements with no groupings. The set Idea "universal set" has all elements with all groupings. Set Ideas include set 

groupings (sets of sets). 

Set Ideas relate to number Ideas, because numbers can represent any element, grouping, and number of set elements. 

Geometric-Figure Ideas 

Geometric-figure Ideas are about dimensional grouping relations of abstract elements. The geometric-figure Idea 

"point" is a zero-dimensional unit element, with no relations. The geometric-figure Idea "line" is a one-dimensional 

connected-point grouping. The geometric-figure Idea "space" is a multi-dimensional many-point grouping. Geometric-

figure Ideas include all geometric-figure-combination Ideas and topological Ideas. Because both are about groupings, 

geometric-figure Ideas relate to set Ideas. Geometric-figure Ideas relate to number Ideas, because numbers can describe 

points, groupings, and number of points. 

Mathematical-Operation Ideas 

Mathematical-operation Ideas are about relations of abstract mathematical objects. Mathematical-operation Ideas can 

be unary, binary, ternary, and so on. The mathematical-operation Idea "addition" groups two number Ideas into one 

number Idea. The mathematical-operation Idea "union" groups two set Ideas into one set Idea. The mathematical-

operation Idea "translation" relates a geometric-figure Idea to the geometric-figure Idea "space". The mathematical-

operation logic Idea "and" relates two Ideas to one Idea. Mathematical-operation Ideas include mathematical-group 

Ideas. 

Number-Array Ideas 

Number-array Ideas combine number, set, geometric-figure, and mathematical-operation Ideas. Number arrays are 

about element relations along (non-spatial) orthogonal or dependent dimensions. Numbers represent array elements. 

Sets group rows and columns. Geometric figures describe square and other-shape arrays. Mathematical operations 

make ordered rows, columns, depths, and so on. Number-array Ideas include hypercomplex-number-array Ideas. 

Abstract-Space Ideas 

Abstract-space Ideas combine number, set, geometric-figure, and mathematical-operation Ideas. Abstract spaces are 

about elements and their relations along dimensions. Dimensions are non-spatial, continuous or discrete, orthogonal or 

non-orthogonal, independent or dependent, and finite or infinite. Numbers represent space points. Sets group points 



into lines, areas, and other geometric figures. Mathematical operations translate, rotate, vibrate, and transition points 

and geometric figures. 

Number-Array Ideas and Abstract-Space Ideas 

Both abstract spaces and number arrays combine numbers, sets, geometric figures, and mathematical operations. 

Abstract spaces and number arrays have elements and element relations. Abstract spaces and number arrays have 

dimensions. Abstract spaces and number arrays have topological features, such as warps, holes, or tears, or crystal-like 

flaws, insertions, omissions, translations, and rotations. Abstract spaces and number arrays have element, set, 

geometric-figure, topological, and operational changes. Specific number arrays correspond exactly with specific 

abstract spaces. 

What Was before Multiverse and Physical Things 

Before multiverse and physical things, only mathematical Ideas can exist. Mathematical Ideas include all 

mathematical objects and operations. 

Specific abstract space Ideas, corresponding exactly with specific hypercomplex-number-array Ideas, have physical-

thing characteristics and so began physical things and multiverse. 

 

How Universe Began 

Before multiverse and physical things, only mathematical Ideas (Forms) can exist. Mathematical Ideas include 

abstract spaces and hypercomplex-number arrays. Abstract spaces and hypercomplex-number arrays can represent 

mathematical groups and sets of related points. Points have no dimensions and no asymmetries. Relating points can 

define "point sets", which have dimensions, anti-commutative relations, and anti-symmetries, and 

quantum-mechanically define particles, fields, space, time, and energy, making all physical things and the multiverse. 

Universe began from a multiverse point singularity {How Universe Began}. 

Universe Beginning 

The universe began 13.72 billion years ago, with highest space-expansion rate (Big Bang), at a point in multiverse 

space-time. 

Multiverse 

Multiverse space-time contains all universes that were, are, or will be, over all time. Multiverse space is infinite. 

Multiverse-space local regions have all possible dimensions. Multiverse space-time local regions have all possible 

physical laws and constants. 

There is only one multiverse, because multiverse includes all physical things. Outside of multiverse is nothingness 

and void. 

Physical Things 

Physical things are subatomic and atomic particles, with associated force fields, in space-time. Particles are 

substances with structures and have states, properties, functions, and processes. Particles have spatial extension, size, 

and location. Particles are discrete (not continuous). Particles have duration, and particle events have time and order. 

Particles can move, translate, rotate, and invert. Particles have energy, momentum, intensity, and physical action. 

Particle aggregates can compress, stretch, and twist. 

The Non-Physical 

Before multiverse and physical things, only the non-physical (non-spatial, non-temporal, and non-energetic) can 

exist. The non-physical has no beginning or end because it exists outside of time. Because it is not temporal, the non-

physical cannot be before or after multiverse. The non-physical has no location or extension because it exists outside of 

space. Because it is not spatial, the non-physical cannot be outside or inside multiverse. 

The non-physical has no energy because the non-physical has no substances, structures, properties, states, functions, 

or processes. The non-physical has no space, time, mass, force, field, energy, or quanta. The non-physical has no 

boundaries, phases, or gradients. The non-physical has no changes, movements, translations, vibrations, rotations, 

flows, or waves. The non-physical has no entropy, because it has no parts, forces, or spatial volume. The non-physical 

has no information, because it has no code and no channels. The non-physical has no causes, effects, or physical laws. 

The non-physical has nothing physical and so has only one type and is homogeneous. The non-physical has no time 

and so has only one unchanging state. The non-physical has neither parts nor relations and so has unity. 

Ideas 

Plato's Parmenides [Plato, -370] describes non-physical things: the Ideas or Forms. The Ideas are unified wholes that 

do not move, do not change, have no cause, have no possibilities, and have no purposes. The Ideas are immaterial, 

indivisible, a priori, perfect, absolute, unqualified, independent, eternal, necessary, and sufficient. The Ideas are abstract 

and never have concrete symbols or representations. 



Mathematical Ideas 

Before multiverse, there is nothing physical, so Ideas like Chair-ness or Tree-ness cannot exist. Before multiverse, 

there is nothing mental, so Ideas like Goodness, Beauty, or Truth cannot exist. 

Before multiverse and physical things, only mathematical Ideas can exist, so non-physical things can only be 

mathematical things. Mathematical things are not physical, because they have no location, exist before time, never end, 

and have non-contingent truth. Mathematical things are abstract, non-physical, non-spatial, non-temporal, and non-

energetic. 

Mathematical things are not mental, because they exist before brain or thought (and thoughts, language, and pictorial 

images require space and time). 

Mathematical Ideas have reality [Penrose, 2004]. They are not abstractions or concepts that people derive from 

perception, language, logic, or thought. (However, because Ideas can be both mental categories and object essences, 

people can discover or intuit mathematical Ideas [Brouwer, 1927].) 

Number-Array Ideas 

Number arrays combine numbers, sets, geometric figures, and mathematical operations. Number arrays are about 

element relations along (non-spatial) orthogonal or dependent dimensions. Numbers represent array elements. Sets 

group rows and columns. Geometric figures describe square and other-shape arrays. Mathematical operations make 

ordered rows, columns, depths, and so on. Number arrays include hypercomplex-number arrays. 

Properties 

Hypercomplex-number arrays can represent scalars, vectors, spinors, tensors, and matrices. They can represent 

relations and relation uncertainties. They can have parts, structures, shapes, and patterns, with symmetries. They can 

have curvatures, densities, viscosities, and fields. They can be homogeneous or have phases. They have order and 

entropy. 

Changes 

Hypercomplex-number arrays can change numbers, dimensions, orientations, and patterns to represent commutative 

and non-commutative mathematical linear and non-linear operations, transformations, translations, rotations, spins, 

inversions, vibrations, and transverse and longitudinal waves. Vibration components have hypercomplex-number 

abstract frequencies, resonances, and harmonics. 

Dimensions 

Hypercomplex-number arrays can have any number and all types of dimensions. Dimensions can be orthogonal or 

dependent, continuous or discrete, abstract or spatial, finite or infinite, straight or curled up, isotropic or non-isotropic, 

fractional or whole-number, and static or dynamic. Dimensions can have relative magnitudes, orientations, and 

direction senses. 

Combinations 

Hypercomplex-number arrays can combine, overlap, and interact. 

Abstract-Space Ideas 

Abstract spaces combine numbers, sets, geometric figures, and mathematical operations. Abstract spaces are about 

elements and their relations along (non-spatial) dimensions. Numbers represent space points. Sets group points into 

lines, areas, and other geometric figures. Mathematical operations translate, rotate, vibrate, and transform points and 

geometric figures. 

Properties 

Abstract spaces have scalars, vectors, spinors, and tensors. They can represent relations and relation uncertainties. 

They have parts, structures, shapes, and patterns, with symmetries. They have curvatures, densities, viscosities, and 

fields. They can be homogeneous or have phases. They have order and entropy. They have boundaries, where 

interactions can occur. 

Changes 

Abstract spaces can change points, dimensions, orientations, and patterns to represent commutative and non-

commutative mathematical linear and non-linear operations, transformations, translations, rotations, spins, inversions, 

vibrations, and transverse and longitudinal waves. Vibration components have frequencies, resonances, and harmonics. 

Dimensions 

Abstract spaces can have any number and all types of dimensions. Dimensions can be orthogonal or dependent, 

continuous or discrete, abstract or spatial, finite or infinite, straight or curled up, isotropic or non-isotropic, fractional or 

whole-number, and static or dynamic. Dimensions can have relative magnitudes, orientations, and direction senses. 

Combinations 

Abstract spaces can combine, overlap, and interact. 



Hypercomplex-Number Arrays and Abstract Spaces 

Abstract spaces and hypercomplex-number arrays both combine numbers, sets, geometric figures, and mathematical 

operations. They both have elements and element relations, with dimensions. They both have topological features, such 

as warps, holes, or tears, or crystal-like flaws, insertions, omissions, translations, and rotations. They both have 

element, set, geometric-figure, topological, and operational changes. 

Abstract spaces can have same-dimension point arrays with relative hypercomplex-number coordinates. Abstract 

spaces and their same-dimension hypercomplex-number arrays represent points, positions, position relations, and 

position uncertainties. Hypercomplex-number arrays list abstract-space point coordinates. Abstract spaces are 

geometric representations of hypercomplex-number arrays. 

Symmetry 

Points have no relations, no dimensions, no substances, no structures, no properties, no processes, no states, and no 

functions. Points have no asymmetries. 

Sets of unrelated points have no dimensions, no substances, no structures, no properties, no processes, no states, and 

no functions. 

Sets of points can have relative point motions, translations, vibrations, rotations, periodic chaotic orbits, and 

harmonic longitudinal and transverse vibrations/rotations, with topological constraints. Mathematical groups can 

represent sets of points whose relations have symmetries. Hypercomplex-number arrays (and their abstract spaces) can 

represent mathematical groups. 

Point Sets and Anti-symmetry 

Quantum mechanics has anti-commutative relations. Sets of related points can have anti-commutative relations and 

so anti-symmetries. These "point sets" follow quantum-mechanical laws and so are substances and structures and have 

properties, processes, states, and functions. 

Point sets have the first spontaneous symmetry breaking. 

Point sets have a 3-sphere boundary, with Planck-length-multiple diameter. Point-set points are somewhat like 

M-theory string endpoints confined to branes. 

Point sets, unlike string-theory strings, have no string, no string tension, and no string-vibration modes. Point-set 

points do not form a compact group. 

Hypercomplex-number arrays (and their abstract spaces) can represent mathematical groups with anti-commutative 

and anti-symmetric relations and so can represent point sets. 

Space-Time Dimensions 

Point-set point configurations and motions make extension, direction, and orientation, as well as density, viscosity, 

and phase, and so define dimensions. Starting from zero dimensions, point sets combine and overlap dynamically to 

make fractional dimensions and "quantum foam", and later build three independent spatial dimensions and one time 

dimension, united in space-time. (Because they do not have strings, and so do not have tensions or too many points, 

point sets can have no net vibration and so can have zero rest mass without using compactified dimensions, with no 

need for more than three spatial dimensions.) 

Particles and Particle Properties 

Hypercomplex-number arrays can be matrices that represent tensors that account for general-relativity mass-energy 

densities and space curvatures. Abstract spaces have densities and curvatures that account for general-relativity 

mass-energy densities and space curvatures. 

Hypercomplex-number arrays and their abstract spaces can have (quantum-mechanical) waves that account for 

particle energies and motions and for uncertainty principle. Hypercomplex-number arrays can be quantum-mechanical 

transition matrices (with matrix mechanics) that account for particle states and physical processes. Abstract spaces have 

states and trajectories that account for particle states and physical processes. 

Point-set points share a wavefunction and so entangle. Point-set relative internal motions have longitudinal and 

transverse complex-number-frequency vibrations along and across all space dimensions. Discrete wave frequencies 

represent energy quanta, which account for particle masses, energies, spins, and orientations. Point sets can combine, 

overlap, and interact (like superposed wavefunctions) to make continuous fields. 

Point-set point configurations and motions have symmetries that account for all particles, exchange particles, force 

fields, and conservation laws. Point sets make particles, space, time, and energy. Point sets combine and overlap to 

make all physical things. Point-set interactions define physical objects, physical fields, and space-time dimensions. 

How Universe Began 

After physical things and multiverse began, multiverse had new space-time points as space-time singularities. 

Universe began as a multiverse white-hole space-time singularity, with very high positive radiation (kinetic) energy. 

(Because total energy there was zero, a paired space-time singularity had negative energy, and a negative-energy 

universe began.) 



According to general relativity and quantum mechanics, smaller spaces have larger energy fluctuations, so the 

smallest spaces can reach energy levels of any amount. By starting as a space-time singularity, universe began with 

highest energy level and so highest temperature. 

According to thermodynamics and statistical mechanics, the smallest spaces have lowest entropy. By starting as a 

space-time singularity, universe began with lowest entropy. 

Therefore, universe began with smallest volume, highest energy, highest energy density, highest temperature, and 

lowest entropy. 

In those conditions, particles repulse. Because particles have space between them, universe space expanded. Because 

repulsion was the highest possible, space expanded most rapidly at universe beginning. 

 

Point-Set Theory of Particles 

Particle theories must be consistent with the particle Standard Model and its Yang-Mills gauge group, as well as 

account for space-time and general relativity, energy quanta and quantum mechanics, and conservation laws. 

Quantum Field Theories 

General relativity has continuous fields with electromagnetic and gravitational waves. Quantum mechanics has 

discrete particles with energy quanta, quantum-mechanical waves, and transition matrices. Quantum field theories try 

to unify general-relativity fields and quantum-mechanics particles. For example, virtual-particle streams make 

continuous field lines. 

In string theories and M-theory, particles are Planck-length one-dimensional strings or p-dimensional p-branes. In 

quantum-loop theories, particles are Planck-length two-dimensional quantum loops that make spin networks. In point-

particle theories, particles are zero-length zero-dimensional points. 

Strings 

Strings have length or diameter and can have different lengths or diameters. Strings have internal rotations and 

vibrations. 

Strings: Particle Properties 

String rotations account for particle spins and orientations. Closed strings have two rotation modes and so can make 

spin-2 bosons (gravitons). 

Strings: Space Dimensions 

Special relativity and space conformal symmetry require that some particles have zero rest mass, so that they travel 

at light speed. Strings must have non-zero lengths and fundamental-frequency vibrations, so they cannot have zero rest 

mass by being only points or by having no motions. Zero-rest-mass-particle strings have string-vibration superpositions 

that cancel positive and negative components to make net vibration energy zero. 

Because strings have many points and vibration modes, string-vibration superpositions can cancel only when space 

has a specific number of compactified dimensions, allowing special compactified-dimension configurations. 

Compactified dimensions have transverse vibrations both along axis and around axis, and these dual vibrations can 

cancel. More compactified dimensions increase positive energy. Fewer compactified dimensions increase negative 

energy. Four-dimensional space-time has no compactified dimensions, so in string theory it cannot have conformal 

symmetry {conformal anomaly}. 

For bosonic string theory, conformal symmetry requires 26 space-time dimensions (22 compact space dimensions). 

For supersymmetric string theory, conformal symmetry requires 10 dimensions (6 compact space dimensions), because 

superstring theory has fermion-boson symmetries that cancel 16 dimensions. M-theory has supersymmetric string 

theories as subspaces, so conformal symmetry requires 11 dimensions (7 compact space dimensions). 

Therefore, string theories require too many (and perhaps unobservable) dimensions. 

Strings: Singularities 

If particles are strings, particles have at least Planck length, so space cannot have point singularities. 

Strings: Gauge Group 

Strings have infinitely many points and many vibration modes. Therefore, strings allow many possible gauge groups, 

not just the Yang-Mills gauge group. 

Strings: Fermion-Boson Unity 

Bosonic string theory is a vector gauge theory that accounts for only open strings and spin-1 bosons. 

Supersymmetric string theory is a tensor gauge theory that accounts for open and closed strings and spin-1 and spin-2 

bosons and has supersymmetry to unify fermions and bosons. 

Strings: No Tachyons 

Because strings have many points, and string-theories require compactified space dimensions, strings have complex-

number vibration components, so particles can have negative (and positive) energies and masses. In special relativity, 

negative-mass particles travel faster than light speed. Bosonic string theory has negative mass particles. Superstring 



theory accounts for both fermions and bosons, and their interactions cancel any negative masses, so superstring theory 

has only positive-mass particles. 

Quantum Loops 

Quantum loops have diameter and can have different diameters. Quantum loops have internal rotations and 

vibrations. 

Quantum Loops: Particle Properties 

Quantum-loop rotations account for particle spins and orientations. Quantum loops can have two rotation modes and 

so can make spin-1 and spin-2 bosons. 

Quantum Loops: Space Dimensions 

Spin-network spins define three space directions and so define four-dimensional space-time. Therefore, quantum-

loop theories do not require compactified dimensions. 

Quantum Loops: Singularities 

If particles are quantum loops, particles have at least Planck-length diameter, so space cannot have point 

singularities. 

Quantum Loops: Gauge Group 

Quantum loops have infinitely many points and many vibration modes. Therefore, quantum loops allow many 

possible gauge groups, not just the Yang-Mills gauge group. 

Quantum Loops: Fermion-Boson Unity 

Quantum loops and spin networks can have supersymmetry and so unify fermions and bosons. 

Quantum Loops: No Tachyons 

Quantum-loop theory accounts for both fermions and bosons, and their interactions cancel any negative masses, so 

superstring theory has only positive-mass particles. 

Point Particles 

Point particles have zero diameter and do not change diameter. Points have no rotations or vibrations. 

Point Particles: Space Dimensions 

Point particles have only real-number properties, so point-particle theories do not require compactified dimensions to 

make zero-rest-mass particles. 

Point Particles: Singularities 

If particles are points, space can have point singularities, violating space-time field continuity. 

Point Particles: Particle Properties 

Point particles have no mechanism for particle spin or orientation, and so no mechanism to make spin-2 bosons 

(gravitons). 

Point Particles: Gauge Group 

Point particles can have zero rest mass and account for all Standard-Model particles. However, point-particle theory 

has no mechanism to account for the Standard-Model Yang-Mills gauge group. 

Point Particles: Fermion-Boson Unity 

Point particles have no mechanism for unifying bosons and fermions. 

Point Particles: No Tachyons 

Points have no rotations or vibrations, and so no complex-number vibration modes, so point particles have only 

positive energies and masses. 

Enlarged Points 

Enlarging points makes three dimensions and Planck-length-multiple diameters. However, enlarged points have no 

parts or structure inside, so they are essentially the same as point particles. 

Point Groups 

Putting points together in compact groups makes three dimensions and Planck-length-multiple diameters. Point 

groups have more than one point and so parts and structures. If points have no forces or tension among them, point 

groups are essentially the same as point particles. If points have forces or tension among them, point groups are 

essentially the same as strings or p-branes. 

Toruses 

Tori have inside radius, outside radius, and cross-section, making three dimensions. 

Reducing torus radius to zero makes a two-dimensional cross-section. If cross-section has Planck-length-multiple 

diameter and internal tension, zero-radius-torus particles are essentially the same as 2-branes. With no internal tension, 

zero-radius-torus particles are essentially the same as point particles. 

Reducing torus cross-section to zero makes a one-dimensional radius. If radius has Planck-length and internal 

tension, zero-cross-section-torus particles are essentially the same as closed strings. With no internal tension, zero-

cross-section-torus particles are essentially the same as point particles. 



Geometric Fractals 

Fragmenting straight or curved line segments into a series of separated shorter line segments makes dimension 

greater-than-zero and less-than-one. If line-segment lengths are Planck-length multiples and line segments have internal 

tension, fractal segments are essentially the same as open strings. With no internal tension, fractal segments are 

essentially the same as point particles. 

Perhaps, fractals can overlap and interact to fill in missing points and make continuous whole-number space 

dimensions. 

Vectors 

Giving line segments direction and orientation makes one-dimensional directed line segments in three-dimensional 

space. Vectors involve only real-number energies and spins. Bivectors, trivectors, and so on, combine vectors. If they 

have no tension (and no vibration components), vector particles are essentially the same as point particles. If they have 

tension (and vibration components), vector particles are essentially the same as directed open strings. 

Quaternions and Octonions 

Giving line segments direction and orientation and adding a scalar makes one-dimensional directed line segments in 

multi-dimensional abstract space. Quaternions and octonions involve complex-number energies and spins. If they have 

no tension (and no vibration components), quaternion and octonion particles are essentially the same as point particles. 

If they have tension (and vibration components), quaternion and octonion particles are essentially the same as directed 

open strings. 

Spinors 

Giving line segments direction, orientation, and rotation makes one-dimensional rotating directed line segments in 

three-dimensional space. Spinors involve complex-number energies, spins, and orientations. Non-commutative spinors 

have non-symmetric opposite orientations. 

Relativistic electron-spin theory (Dirac) and supersymmetric-string theory use spinors. Relativistic quantum-

mechanics wavefunctions use spinor waves. 

Bispinors are bivectors involving hypercomplex numbers. Bispinors (and antisymmetric tensors) can represent 

quark-antiquark pairs, such as pions and other bosons, because their four components have parity-violating gauge 

group SO(1,3) for relativistic half-integer-spin quantum fields. 

Trispinors can represent three-quark particles, such as protons and other fermions, because their eight components 

have gauge group SO(3) for electroweak interactions and strong-nuclear-force interactions (Weinberg) (Salam). 

However, spinor and twistor theories have inconsistencies with general relativity [Penrose, 2004]. 

Point Sets 

Point sets {Point-Set Theory of Particles} are one or more separated points inside a Planck-length-diameter 3-sphere 

boundary. Rather than one point, point sets have any number of separate points (points are not a compact group). 

Rather than two endpoints connected by a string, point sets have points but no string, no string tension, and no string-

vibration modes. Point sets can have different Planck-length-multiple diameters. Point sets have internal translations, 

vibrations, and rotations. Point-set points are somewhat like M-theory string endpoints confined to branes. 

Point sets are intermediate among points, strings, and quantum loops, so they have the good results of point-particle, 

string, and quantum-loop theories and do not have the bad results. Like point-particle, string, and quantum-loop 

theories, point sets account for particles, particle properties, particle motions, quanta, fields, space-time, quantum-

mechanical waves and transition matrices, and general-relativity energy-density and curvature tensors. Point sets 

account for initial-universe "quantum foam" and later universe properties. 

Point Sets: Constraints 

Point-set point motion constraints are like strong nuclear force, which increases strength with distance, keeping 

quarks in a "bag". 

Point Sets: Mini-Atoms 

Point sets are not mini-atoms, with central point and orbiting points, because they do not have central forces. 

Point Sets: Mini-Molecules 

Point sets are not mini-molecules, with bonds between points, because they do not have radial forces. 

Point Sets: Dimensions 

Because points have zero dimensions, point sets have zero dimensions. However, point-set point configurations (and 

motions) make extension, direction, and orientation, as well as density, viscosity, and phase, and so define dimensions. 

Point-set structures and motions first define fractional dimensions from zero up to one dimension. Point-set dynamic 

dimensions account for "quantum foam". 

Point sets combine and overlap to build up to three independent spatial dimensions and one time dimension, united 

in space-time. Perhaps, dynamic dimensions hybridize three space dimensions and one time dimension to make space-



time. Perhaps, dynamic dimensions resonate three space dimensions and one time dimension to make quantum-

mechanical waves in space-time. 

Because they do not have strings, and so do not have tensions or too many points, point sets do not require 

compactified dimensions. 

Perhaps, point-set interiors have no space-time and no metric. 

Point Sets: Motions 

Point-set points can have random motions, periodic chaotic orbits, and harmonic longitudinal and transverse 

vibrations/rotations. Internal motions have topological constraints. Point-set relative internal motions account for 

particle spins and orientations. 

Point Sets: Vibration Components 

Point sets have internal parts and structures and so have longitudinal and transverse complex-number-frequency 

vibrations along and across all space dimensions. Point configurations determine resonance frequencies and make 

point-set particles have only positive energies and masses. 

Point sets must have more than one point and so cannot have zero diameter. However, because they do not have 

tension, point-set points can have no net vibration, so point-set particles can have zero rest mass without using 

compactified dimensions. 

Point Sets: Quanta and Quantum Mechanics 

Point-set vibration-wave equations have harmonic-frequency wavefunction solutions. Discrete wave frequencies 

represent energy quanta, which account for particle masses. Point-set wavefunctions are essentially the same as particle 

quantum-mechanical wavefunctions. 

Point-set particle distributions determine total system energy. 

Point Sets: Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity 

Point sets can combine, overlap, and interact (like superposed wavefunctions) to make continuous fields and other 

structures. Point-set virtual-particle streams make continuous field lines. Point-set combinations can be both quantized 

and continuous and so unite quantum mechanics and general relativity. 

Point Sets: Gauge Group 

Similar to string theories, point-set theory accounts for all Standard-Model particles. Unlike strings with too many 

points, and single points with too few points, point sets can have just the right number of points, point structures, and 

motions to allow only one gauge group, the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) Yang-Mills gauge group. Like strings, point sets 

allow zero-rest-mass spin-2 bosons (gravitons). 

Point Sets: Particle Masses 

Like strings and quantum loops, point-set Planck-multiple-length diameters and constraining forces, which depend 

on electric charge and on point configurations and motions, determine vibration modes that account for particle 

energies and masses. Shorter diameters correspond to higher frequencies and energies. Point sets can have no net 

vibration energy, so particles can have zero-point lowest-energy state and zero rest mass. 

Mass and energy are scalars and are always positive. Anti-mass and anti-energy are scalars and are always positive, 

but have opposite electric charge. 

Point Sets: Particle Electric Charges 

Positive charge comes from directed-point-set orientation. Negative charge comes from opposite directed-point-set 

orientation. Electric anti-charge is exactly opposite charge. 

Point Sets: Particle Spins 

Point-set points rotate around center or two-point axes. Point-set axes have two opposite orientations that represent 

clockwise and counterclockwise spins. Point sets can have more than one rotation mode. 

Spin comes from clockwise or counterclockwise transverse-wave amplitude-vector rotation around oriented-point-

set long axis. Boson spin 0 comes from two opposite-orientation spins. Boson spin 1 comes from two same-orientation 

spins. Graviton spin 2 comes from two perpendicular-orientation spins, one around each tensor axis. Fermion half-

integer spins come from three clockwise or counterclockwise spins. 

Point Sets: Particle Color Charges 

Point-set complex-number oriented-point axes can be three vectors that add to zero, corresponding to an equiangular 

triangle. Anti-colors have opposite electric charge and opposite color charge. 

Point Sets: Particle Strangeness 

Point-set points can have configurations that represent non-opposite directions and orientations, so a pattern 

(strangeness) is present or absent, allowing parity or no parity. Anti-strangeness is pattern absence. 



Point Sets: Structures 

Point sets can have two points separated by Planck-length multiples. Two points with unsynchronized motions are 

like open strings. Two points with synchronized motions are like closed strings. Two-point point sets have shape and 

symmetry. 

Point sets can have three points separated by Planck-length multiples. Points can be at three of seven possible 

positions and can have synchronized or unsynchronized motions. Three-point point sets have shape and symmetries. 

For point sets with more than two points, distances have ratios. For point sets with three points, square-line to 

vector-line ratio is 2:1, and triangle-line to square-line ratio is 3:2 (same as 4:3), so three-point point sets have 

harmonic lengths (and vibration frequencies). 

Point sets do not have four points, because points have too many motion modes and too many gauge-group 

possibilities. 

Point Sets: Particles 

Point-set point configurations have symmetries that account for particles, exchange particles, forces, and 

conservation laws. Like strings and points, point sets can exist for real-particle lifetimes. Real-particle point sets have 

longer diameters, lower energies, and longer lifetimes. 

Point Sets: Photons and Electrons 

For U(1) photons, one point is at center point, second point has orientation away from center point, and third point is 

along same line in opposite direction, plus the points have unsynchronized motions. Photon three-point point sets make 

vectors with spin 1, no charge, and zero rest mass. Photons have photons as antiparticles, so both have the same three-

point point sets. 

Electron three-point point sets have spin 1/2, one negative electric charge, and non-zero rest mass. Electrons have 

positrons as antiparticles, so positron three-point point sets have spin 1/2, exactly opposite positive electric charge, and 

non-zero rest mass. 

Point Sets: Intermediate Vector Bosons and Pions 

For SU(2) intermediate vector bosons, one point is at center point, second point has orientation away from center 

point, and third point has perpendicular orientation to center-point and second-point line, plus the points have 

unsynchronized motions. Intermediate-vector-boson three-point point sets are vectors with spin 1, charge or no charge, 

strangeness, and rest mass. Intermediate-vector-boson antiparticles have spin 1, opposite charge, strangeness, and same 

rest mass. 

Pion three-point point sets are vectors with half-integer spins, charge, strangeness, and rest mass. Pion antiparticles 

have half-integer spins, opposite charge, strangeness, and same rest mass. 

Point Sets: Gluons and Quarks 

For SU(3) gluons, three points are not at center and have orientations to center point that differ by 120 degrees, so 

the three points form an equilateral triangle around center point, plus the points have unsynchronized motions. Gluon 

three-point point sets are vectors with spin 1, no electric charge, color charge, and rest mass. Gluon antiparticles have 

spin 1, no electric charge, opposite color charge, and same rest mass. 

Quark three-point point sets are vectors with half-integer spins, electric charge, color charge, and rest mass. Anti-

quark three-point point sets are vectors with half-integer spins, opposite electric charge, opposite color charge, and rest 

mass. 

Point Sets: Gravitons 

For gravitons, three points are not at center and have orientations to center point that differ by 120 degrees, so the 

three points form an equilateral triangle around center point, plus the points have synchronized motions, making a 

circle. Flipping the circle makes the same figure, so figure has spin 2. Graviton three-point point sets are single-

symmetry tensors with spin 2, no electric charge, and zero rest mass. Gravitons have gravitons as antiparticles, so both 

have the same three-point point sets. 

Point Sets: Other Bosons 

Dilaton two-point point sets are scalars with spin 0. Axion three-point point sets are antisymmetric tensors with spin 

0. Zero-rest-mass un-oriented point sets are SO(n) or Sp(n) bosons. 

Point Sets: Uncertainty Principle 

Point sets represent relations and can represent relation uncertainties. For spatial dimensions, point sets represent 

positions, position relations, and position uncertainties. 

Point Sets: Virtual Particles 

At small distances, the energy-time uncertainty principle allows virtual particles. Like strings and points, point-set 

pairs can arise spontaneously from space vacuum and exist for times inversely proportional to energy before virtual-

particle annihilation. Virtual-particle point sets have short diameters, high energies, and short lifetimes. 



Point sets always change to point sets, never to no point sets, because, by uncertainty principle, zero-length point 

sets have infinite energy. One zero-point-energy point set can become two virtual-particle point sets (particle creation). 

Two virtual-particle point sets can become one zero-point-energy point set (particle annihilation). The no-point-set 

(vacuum) state cannot exist. Point-set particle creations and annihilations preserve all symmetries and conservation 

laws. 

Point Sets: Conformal Symmetry 

Because point sets have no strings and so no tensions, point sets do not require compactified dimensions and can 

have conformal symmetry in four-dimensional space-time. 

Point Sets: Density 

Point sets can combine, overlap, and interact. Point-set combinations can make density, viscosity, and phase. 

Point Sets: Fields 

Point-set combinations can make scalar fields. 

Point Sets: Boundary 

Point-set point structures and motions define a boundary. At the boundary, point sets can combine, overlap, and 

interact to define new boundaries and change physical effects. 

Point Sets: Space Curvature 

Point-set combinations have boundary interactions that change point-set point structures and motions and make 

energy density and space curvature. 

Point Sets: No Singularities 

Point sets have at least Planck-length diameter, so space has no point singularities. 

Point Sets: Dark Matter and Dark Energy 

Perhaps, point-set points, point structures, and motions define dark matter and dark energy. 

Point Sets: Microtextures 

Point sets are nanoscopic three-dimensional structures. Point-set surface boundaries combine, overlap, and interact 

to make microscopic two-dimensional surface textures (microtextures). 

Point Sets: Microtextures and Sensations 

Perhaps, brain has pattern recognition of microtextures and interprets them as sensations. 

Point Motions and Interactions 

Particle points are Planck distance apart. Particle points move with Planck-time periods. Particle points have Planck 

energies. Particle points interact but do not have conventional forces. 

Space at Planck distances is "quantum foam". Quantum-foam has Planck distances. Quantum-foam straight lines last 

less than Planck time. Quantum-foam has random kinetic energy. 

Particle points move in "quantum foam". Point interactions always change distance and direction and so do not have 

separable transverse or longitudinal components. Point interactions oscillate but at random. 

Point space-time positions and interactions define the point-set surface and its configuration. Points are always on 

the point-set surface. Point-set surfaces always change, and point interactions are along surfaces. Points can have 

different distances and interactions. For example, points can be equidistant or not. Points can have the same or different 

interactions. Point-set surfaces add structure to quantum foam. 

Point interactions are attractive, neutral, or repulsive, depending on distance and point-set-surface configuration. 

Points are discrete. Point interactions are continuous. Point sets are both discrete and continuous, so they can account 

for both quantum mechanics and general relativity. 

Particles have three points, so they have unpredictable behavior, just like the gravitational three-body problem. 

Unpredictability accounts for quantum-mechanical uncertainties and probabilities. 

In classical mechanics, momentum and position are independent, but in quantum mechanics, they are dependent. 

Particle points account for this. 

Abstract Spaces 

Abstract mathematical Ideas exist non-physically [Penrose, 2004] and include abstract-space Ideas. 

Abstract spaces have states and trajectories that define point-set point numbers, configurations, and motions (which 

account for particle states and physical processes). Abstract spaces can change and have waves that define point-set 

quantum-mechanical waves that account for particle energies and motions and for uncertainty principle. Abstract 

spaces have densities and curvatures that define point-set densities and curvatures that account for general-relativity 

mass-energy densities and space curvatures. Abstract spaces are discrete but can overlap to make continuous structures, 

so point sets can unify quantum mechanics and general relativity. 

Hypercomplex-Number Arrays 

Abstract mathematical Ideas include hypercomplex-number-array Ideas. 



Hypercomplex-number arrays represent abstract-space point numbers, configurations, and motions. Hypercomplex-

number arrays can be quantum-mechanical transition matrices (with matrix mechanics) that account for abstract-space 

states and trajectories. Hypercomplex-number arrays can have waves that account for abstract-space quantum-

mechanical waves. Hypercomplex-number arrays can be matrices that represent tensors that account for abstract-space 

densities and curvatures. Hypercomplex-number arrays are discrete but can overlap to make continuous structures, so 

abstract spaces can have discrete points and continuous fields. 

Point Sets, Abstract Spaces, and Hypercomplex-Number Arrays 

Specific abstract-space Ideas, corresponding exactly with specific hypercomplex-number-array Ideas, have physical-

thing characteristics. Special hypercomplex-number-array Ideas define special abstract-space Ideas that define point 

sets and begin physical things. Point-set point numbers, configurations, and motions account for particle energy states 

and motions, quantum-mechanical waves, uncertainty principle, mass-energy densities, space curvatures, general 

relativity, and quantum mechanics. 

Point sets are both non-physical and physical. Point sets have abstract properties that come from non-physical 

special mathematical Ideas. Point sets have physical points and constraining boundaries required mathematically by 

physical-thing characteristics of special abstract-space Ideas and their hypercomplex-number-array Ideas. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Galaxy 

 

galaxy of stars 

Galaxies {galaxy} evolve and have shapes. 

number 

Universe has 10^11 galaxies, in clusters of 5 to 10,000. Galaxies average 10^7 light-years apart. Between galaxies is 

pure hydrogen. 

names 

Famous galaxies are Milky Way Galaxy with Sun, Andromeda or Messier 23, Whirlpool or Messier 51, Centaurus 

A, and Sombrero. 

age 

Oldest galaxy is 12 x 10^9 light-years away. 

evolution 

Originally, universe had density variations in which all wavelengths superimposed (pink noise). Smaller regions had 

higher densities. As universe expanded, differences exaggerated, because high-density regions became less dense more 

slowly. As gravity became stronger than expansion, such regions attracted more matter and dark matter and began to 

collapse, to make sphere with high density at center and low density at edge. 

Infalling matter became hot, as potential energy became kinetic energy, and collisions randomized motions. Matter 

also radiated and cooled. At hydrostatic equilibrium, gravitation inward balanced pressure outward, as in Earth 

atmosphere. Matter sphere contracted and increased angular speed, becoming disk. 

evolution: waves 

In galaxies, stars have elliptical orbits, but gravity among stars makes orbits precess, because galaxies have no large 

central mass. Orbits can align and make galactic waves. Waves cause higher and lower gas-and-star-concentration 

regions. Waves transport angular momentum. 

evolution: shapes 

Galaxy shape depends on rotation rate. Slow rate makes elliptical galaxies, which are 20% of galaxies, are large, and 

have old stars. Medium rate makes spiral galaxies, which are 50% of galaxies, with old stars in center and new stars in 

or out of arms, created by gravitational effects. Spiral is tight for slower rotation and open for faster. Fast rotation rate 

makes barred-spiral galaxies, which are 30% of galaxies. 

Interstellar star and gas waves, gravitational contraction, radiative cooling, relaxation to equilibrium, and galaxy 

interactions cause galaxy shapes. Waves make barred, barred-spiral, and spiral galaxies and change shapes 

continuously. If star orbits shift, spiral galaxies form. Spiral galaxies have a central black hole, which eventually adds 

no more matter. If star orbits align, barred galaxies form. If central star orbits align but outer star orbits shift, barred 

spiral galaxies form. Irregularly shaped galaxies are small, form near regularly shaped galaxies, and form after 

explosions or collisions. 

collisions 

Galaxy gravitational pull causes tides in small galaxies that pass by and pulls them apart, so they spiral into larger 

galaxy. If equal-size galaxies collide, larger elliptical galaxy forms. Elliptical galaxies can have outer disk. 

collisions: starburst 

Colliding galaxies can make many new stars {starburst} in ten million years. 



collisions: stellar stream 

In galaxies, stars can move as groups {stellar stream}, because they came from absorbed dwarf galaxies, such as 

Sagittarius dwarf galaxy and Canis Major dwarf galaxy. 

matter 

In galaxies, 90% of matter is in stars, with mostly hydrogen and helium gas between stars. More than 50 molecules 

are in space. Main ones are hydrogen, methane, hydrogen cyanide, water, ammonia, and cyanogen. Space carbon 

molecules have no rings. Strong infrared radiation makes molecules in dust clouds or ionized hydrogen gas. 

matter: gas 

Hydrogen spheres, with density three atoms per liter, surround galaxies. Hydrogen masses {intermediate velocity 

clouds} (IVC) {medium velocity clouds} surround galaxies and move toward galactic plane by galactic-fountain 

mechanism. Hydrogen masses {high velocity cloud} (HVC), 10% of galactic mass, surround galaxies and move toward 

galactic plane from intergalactic space. 

center 

Large galaxies have central supermassive black hole, which sends hot-gas jets out both poles, using inflowing gas 

from equator. Outflowing hot gas prevents surrounding cluster hot gas from cooling. Cluster gas heats as it 

gravitationally collapses. Sound waves spread energy. 

 

21-centimeter line 

Emission at wavelength 21 centimeters {21-cm line} {21-centimeter line} shows hydrogen gas. Neutral hydrogen 

atoms have electron spins that can align or anti-align. Aligned spins have higher energy than anti-aligned spins. 

 

corotation circle 

At intermediate radius {corotation circle}, stars orbits precess at same rate. 

 

Hubble constant 

Galaxy-recession velocity is galaxy distance times universe expansion rate {Hubble constant}| {Hubble's law}. 

 

hydrostatic equilibrium 

Galaxy matter contracts to make pressure. At equilibrium {hydrostatic equilibrium}, gravitation inward balances 

pressure outward. 

 

Lindblad resonance 

At larger and smaller radius, star orbits synchronize precession {Lindblad resonance} (Bertil Lindblad), so 

precession and star always meet at same orbit place, as planetary rings do. 

 

Milky Way Galaxy general 

Sun is in a galaxy {Milky Way galaxy}. 

properties 

Diameter is 100,000 light-years, 10^29 meters. Thickness is 3000 light-years. Mass is 10^44 grams. Speed is 60 

km/s toward Hydra constellation, where mass of 10^49 grams at 2.5 x 10^8 light-years causes this motion. 

properties: shape 

Barred-spiral disk has two large arms, Sagittarius and Perseus. 

properties: age 

Age is 12,000,000,000 years. 

stars 

Galaxy has 10^11 stars and 10^8 stars with planets. Inner stars revolve faster. Dozens of absorbed satellite galaxies 

cause galaxy star layers. 

stars: cluster 

300 groups {open cluster}, of 1000 stars each, with diameter 10 light-years, have many young, blue-white stars. 

neighbors 

Near galaxy are two irregularly shaped galaxies of 10^9 stars each, Large Magellanic Cloud and Small Magellanic 

Cloud. Eleven satellite galaxies include Sagittarius dwarf galaxy, opposite Sun on other galaxy side. 

 

pink noise 

Originally, universe had density variations in which all wavelengths superimposed {pink noise}. 

 



virial equilibrium 

Dark matter never collides, so particles only exchange potential and kinetic energy with gravitational fields. Fields 

change as particles move and eventually settle into equilibrium {virial equilibrium}, so dark matter forms sphere. 
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active galactic nucleus 

Colliding galaxies add matter and make a central supermassive black hole {active galactic nucleus} (AGN), whose 

infalling matter makes light, forms accretion disk, and/or sends out plasma jets. Quasars are active galactic nuclei. 

AGN are less than one light-year diameter, down to light-minutes. 

 

Bok globule 

Large and small regions {Bok globule} have cool interstellar gas and dust. 

 

galactic corona 

Hot gas {galactic corona} surrounds galaxies. 

 

galactic fountain 

Giant stars heat and ionize interstellar gas, which rises out of galactic plane, cools, and falls in again {galactic 

fountain}. 

 

galactic halo 

Galaxies have 10^10 stars {galactic halo} outside disk. 

 

galactic nucleus 

Galaxies have central spherical star concentrations {galactic nucleus}|, 20,000 light-years diameter, with many 

exploding stars and massive black holes. 

 

globular cluster 

When galaxies collide, groups {globular cluster}| of millions of same-age stars form. Milky Way has 200 groups of 

10^6 stars each, with diameter 100 light-years. 

 

interstellar dust 

Particles {interstellar dust}| are between stars. Interstellar dust is 1% of interstellar matter, which is 99% hydrogen 

and helium. 10% is 0.005-nm carbon and hydrogen particles. 80% is 0.35-nm mostly iron, carbon, and silicate particles 

with organic mantles. Mantles can be simple organic molecules, like formaldehyde, or complex organics {polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons} (PAH), caused by different ultraviolet-radiation levels. 10% is 0.002-nm polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons. 

source 

Most interstellar dust came from red-giant nova atmospheres. 

gas 

In dense clouds, which are colder, water and ammonia stick to dust. Otherwise, radiation evaporates gas from 

surfaces. 

comets 

Comets are dust grains stuck together. 

 

interstellar gas 

Gas {interstellar gas}| can be 88% hydrogen and 12% helium, because most helium is still in stars. Formaldehyde 

absorption, at wavelength 6 centimeter, shows dense hydrogen locations. 

 

Magellanic Stream 

Gas flows {Magellanic Stream} around galaxy in Magellanic-Cloud orbits. 

 

nebula 

Gaseous nebulae {nebula}| include Coal Sack, Crab Nebula, Great Nebula in Orion, Horsehead, Lagoon Nebula in 

Sagittarius, Monoceros, Nebula in Serpens, North America, Rosette Nebula, Trifid, and Veil Nebula or Cygnus Loop. 



 

quasar 

Galaxy-like objects {quasar}| can emit 10,000 times normal-galaxy energy in infrared or radio waves, have diameter 

1000 times solar-system diameter, last only 10^9 years, and number 14,000,000. 
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dwarf galaxy 

Small galaxies {dwarf galaxy} with irregular shapes contain primordial matter, often atomic hydrogen. Dwarf 

galaxies do not form stars unless they undergo collision and have starbursts. After many collisions and starbursts, they 

become globular clusters. 

 

galactic cluster 

Galaxies have groups {galactic cluster}|. Cluster has diameter 10 million light-years, has thousand galaxies, and has 

even dark-matter and hot-gas distribution. Hot gas radiates x-rays. In early universe, radiation energy was high 

compared to gravity, so mass fluctuations were small. Only later did mass differences increase with time. Over 

distances of 1,000,000,000 light-years, galaxy density varies by 1/10. At larger volumes, grouping decreases, so 

universe is homogeneous. Early galaxies clustered more than dark matter. 

For x-ray emitting galactic clusters, temperature varies directly with mass. 

 

galaxy group 

Closest spiral galaxy is Andromeda galaxy or Messier 31, 2 x 10^6 light-years away and twice as large as Milky 

Way. Milky Way Galaxy and Andromeda Galaxy are in Local Group {galaxy group}, which contains 40 dwarf 

galaxies. Local Group is near edge of Virgo Cluster, which contains hundreds of galaxies. The Great Attractor is 

another large galaxy group, 200,000,000 light years diameter. 

 

radio galaxy 

Colliding galaxies {radio galaxy}| can emit three times more radio waves than light waves. 

 

Seyfert galaxy 

Regular-size spiral galaxies {Seyfert galaxy} can emit 100 times more infrared radiation than normal galaxies, from 

small central nuclei filled with fast moving ions. They last only 10^8 years. 

 

supercluster 

Galactic clusters form groups {supercluster}, with diameter 30,000,000 light-years. Superclusters form groups 

{wall}, with diameter 300,000,000 light-years. Walls do not appear to have groups. Great Wall is 200,000,000 light 

years away. 

 

ultraluminous infrared galaxy 

Luminous infrared galaxies {ultraluminous infrared galaxy} (ULIRG) were abundant among early galaxies. 
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star 

Stars {star} have different sizes and ages. 

names 

Famous stars are Aldebaran, Algol, Altair, Antares, Arcturus, Betelgeuse, Canopus, Capella, Deneb, Polaris or North 

Star, Pollux, Procyon, Regulus, Rigel, Sirius, Spica, and Vega. Sirius or Dog Star is brightest star. Six-star groups 

{Pleiades} can be in winter sky. Sky can have star clusters {Hyades}. 

nearby stars 

Nearest star is dwarf star Proxima Centauri, at 4.2 light years. The class-G star Alpha Centauri is at 4.3 light-years. 

Nearest single class-G star with possible life is Tau Ceti, at 11.2 light-years. The nearest stars lie in five general 

directions away from Earth. 

planet 

20% of stars have planets, typically one or two times Jupiter size. 



first stars 

The first stars formed 100,000,000 years after universe origin. They were 100 to 1000 times more massive than Sun. 

They were 4 to 14 times wider. They were 1 to 20 million times brighter. They had surface temperature 100,000 K. 

They lasted only 3 million years, forming big black holes. 

first stars: reionization 

Light from first stars ionized hydrogen and helium {reionization} and caused 5% to 17% of CMB. 

 

asterism 

The 250 Chinese constellations {asterism} have five or six stars each. 

 

bipolar outflow 

Young star spouts material from both poles {bipolar outflow}. 

 

Chandrasekhar limit 

Some red-giant stars have mass less than 1.25 Sun mass {Chandrasekhar limit}. 

 

constellation 

Major constellations {constellation}| are Andromeda, Bootes, Canis Major, Cassiopeia, Draco, Hercules, Orion, 

Pegasus, Perseus, Ursa Major or Great Bear, and Ursa Minor or Little Bear. 

 

HII region 

Dense and visible ionized-hydrogen spheres {HII region} {emission nebula}, at 5000 K to 20000 K, can be around 

blue-white stars. 

 

Main Sequence 

After formation, star masses correlate with other star properties {Main Sequence}. Main-Sequence stars have mass 

and brightness that depend on surface temperature, which determines color. 98% of stars are on Main Sequence. 

types 

Giant blue stars are 30,000 K at surface, have masses 60 times Sun mass, last 10^8 years, are in class O, and have 

strongly ionized gases. 

Blue-white stars are 20,000 K at surface, last 10^8 years, are in class B, have much neutral helium, and are 10% of 

stars. 

White stars are 11,000 K at surface, are in class A, and are predominantly hydrogen. 

Yellow-white stars are 7800 K at surface, are in class F, and have hydrogen decreasing and metals increasing. 

Yellow stars are 6700 K at surface, are in class G, and have metals predominant. 

Yellow-orange stars are 5600 K at surface and last 10^10 years. 

Orange stars are 4500 K at surface, are in class K, and metals surpass hydrogen. 

Red stars are 3400 K at surface, are 0.1 Sun mass, last 10^11 years, are in class M, have titanium oxide, and have 

weak violet light. 

1% of stars are fainter than class M stars: class W, class R, class N, and class S. 

lifetimes 

Large stars live shorter, because they burn faster. 

rotation 

Main-Sequence stars rotate every 4 hours to 30 days. Bigger stars spin faster. 

evolution 

Over time, Main-Sequence stars increase diameter by 30% and double brightness, but surface temperature and mass 

stay constant. Stars accumulate helium at center, as nuclear fusion turns hydrogen into helium. 

large stars 

Large stars can be 40 to 120 times more massive than Sun, such as Pistol Star and LBV 1806-20. Stars cannot be 

larger, because higher temperature blows gases away faster. 

 

planetary nebula 

At red-giant-phase end, stars with less than eight solar masses blow away outer layers {planetary nebula}|, at 10 

km/s increasing to 1000 km/s, during 100,000 to 1,000,000 years. Gas rings fluoresce by ultraviolet light from 

remaining hotter star layers. Magnetic fields and companion stars shape planetary nebulae. Faster winds can push into 

slower winds to make gas rings {interacting stellar winds hypothesis}, but most nebula do not follow this model. 



Planetary nebula include Ant, Blue Snowball, Bug, Calabash, Cat's Eye, Dandelion Puff Ball, Egg, Hubble's Double 

Bubble, Red Rectangle, Ring, Southern Crab, Stingray, Starfish twins, and Twin Jet. 

 

standard lights 

RR Lyrae variable stars and blue horizontal branch (BHB) stars have standard intrinsic visible-light intensities 

{standard lights}. Type-1a-supernova intrinsic brightness varies directly with time visible, so brighter lasts longer 

(galaxies have one every hundred years). Quasars have standard intrinsic ultraviolet-light intensities. Comparing 

observed brightness to intrinsic brightness measures object distance, because brightness decreases with distance 

squared. 

 

water maser 

Galactic water-vapor clouds {water maser} have star formation. 

 

Zodiac 

Twelve constellations {Zodiac}| are in ecliptic. Sun is in Aquarius 1/21 to 2/20, Pisces 2/21 to 3/20, Aries 3/21 to 

4/20, Taurus 4/21 to 5/20, Gemini 5/21 to 6/20, Cancer 6/21 to 7/20, Leo 7/21 to 8/20, Virgo 8/21 to 9/20, Libra 9/21 to 

10/20, Scorpius 10/21 to 11/20, Sagittarius 11/21 to 12/20, and Capricorn 12/21 to 1/20. 
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Sun star 

Earth has a star {Sun}. 

location 

Sun is in galaxy horizontal plane, 27,000 light-years, 2/3 galaxy radius, from galaxy center, in Sagittarius arm. 

orbit 

Orbit around galaxy takes 2.5 x 10^6 years. 

speed 

Speed through space is 12 miles/second. Speed around galaxy is 150 miles/second. 

formation 

Sun and solar system formed 4,600,000,000 years ago, from gas cloud. 

energy 

Sun electromagnetic radiation is 10^33 ergs per second. Photons from Sun hit Earth with energy 1 eV, which is 

average needed for chemical reactions. 

properties 

Sun gas has atomic nuclei and electrons, with density 1.5 g/cm^3 at surface. Sun has average size. Mass is 2 x 10^30 

kilograms, 10^6 times Earth mass. Diameter is 432,000 miles. 

temperature 

Temperature is 10^7 K at center and 5800 K at surface. 

rotation 

Equator rotates once every 27 days, around axis perpendicular to ecliptic. Polar regions rotate once every 23 to 24 

days. 

vibration 

Sun vibrates with period 10 to 48 minutes after surface activity. 

cycle 

Sunspots, solar flares, and magnetic storms follow cycle of 11.1 years, with maximum at 1994 and 2005. 

 

limb-darkening 

Light intensity from edge is 70% less than from center {limb-darkening}. Center is hotter. Edge is cooler. Edge light 

has to travel longer through Sun atmosphere. 

 

parhelion 

Bright spots can be at Sun sides {parhelion}. 
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inner core of Sun 

Inner sphere {inner core, Sun} has most of Sun mass and rotates once a day. 

 

radiative zone 

In next layer {radiative zone}, heat transfers only by radiation, not convection. 

 

convective zone 

In layer {convective zone} under surface, turbulence and shock waves transfer heat by convection and make 

sunspots. Convective zone has 1% of Sun mass and 20% of radius. 

 

granulation on Sun 

Convective-zone gas-circulation pattern has 1,000,000-m swirls {granulation} and 30,000,000-m swirls 

{supergranulation}. 

 

sunspot 

Strong magnetic fields near surface cause lower darker regions {sunspot}| of cooler 3900-K gas. Sunspots last 1 to 

21 days and are 1 to 10 times wider than Earth. Sunspots start as small specks in horizontal belt, coagulate to make 

east-west pair, and then drift toward equator. Small sunspots {pore, Sun} can be near sunspots. 

 

photosphere 

Above convective zone is layer {photosphere} that makes visible light, at 5700 K. 

 

chromosphere 

The layer {chromosphere} above photosphere makes star color, at 4500 K to 35,000 K. Photosphere and 

chromosphere are 9000 miles thick. 

 

spicule of Sun 

Chromosphere has luminous-material columns {spicule, Sun} 500,000 meters wide and 1,000,000 meters high, 

lasting 10 minutes. 

 

inner corona 

Above chromosphere, low-density yellow layer {inner corona} extends from 9000 miles above surface to 300,000 

miles above surface and is 10^5 to 10^6 K. Temperature is due mostly to solar flares. Alfven magnetic waves, whose 

field can oscillate but at constant pressure or which can change pressure like sound waves, affect temperature slightly. 

Corona temperature and density decrease over poles {coronal hole}. 

 

solar flare 

High-speed electron and atomic-nucleus streams {solar prominence} {solar flare}| arch from chromosphere into 

inner corona, up to 400,000,000 meters high and 50,000,000 meters wide, for up to 30 minutes. Solar flares can make 

x-rays. Sunspots and solar flares can have large plasma ejections {coronal mass ejection} (CME). 

cause 

Magnetic lines with opposite polarity squeeze together along current sheet, where they break to form new ends that 

connect {magnetic field reconnection} {Sweet-Parker magnetic reconnection} {slow reconnection} {Petschek 

magnetic reconnection} {fast reconnection} with opposite-polarity lines and annihilate. 

 

Alfven wave 

Corona high temperature is due mostly to solar flares. Magnetohydrodynamic waves {Alfven wave}, whose field 

can oscillate but at constant pressure or which can change pressure like sound waves, affect temperature slightly. 

 

K corona 

Above inner corona, a low-density white gas layer {outer corona} {K corona} ends 10^6 miles from surface. 

 

solar wind 

Outer corona expands away from Sun in waves {solar wind}|, as 5 x 10^5 tons of charged particles per second leave 

at 500,000 meters per second. 

 



F corona 

Cool gas and dust {F corona} surround outer corona. 

 

heliosphere 

Sun has a magnetosphere {heliosphere}. Ionized-gas convection makes magnetic fields. Because Sun plasma 

conducts, magnetic fields flow around convective zone and core. Faster rotation at equator wraps magnetic force lines 

around Sun, making stronger magnetic field than with no wrapping: 1000 gauss rather than 1 gauss like Earth. 

Magnetic-force lines repulse each other, making gas less dense there. 
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blue dwarf 

Stars {blue dwarf} with mass less than 0.25 Sun mass can burn all hydrogen and then become white dwarfs. 

 

brown dwarf 

Stars {brown dwarf} can have mass 13 to 80 times Jupiter mass or 7% Sun mass. Color is red, because it is ten times 

hotter than Jupiter. It burns deuterium but not hydrogen. It cannot burn lithium but has methane. Galaxy has 

100,000,000,000 brown dwarfs. Objects {sub-brown dwarf} with mass less than 13 times Jupiter mass do not burn but 

only have heat from gravitational collapse. 

 

Cepheid variable 

In red-giant stars with mass more than 1.5 times, but less than 3 times, Sun mass, helium nuclear fusion to carbon at 

10^8 K causes explosion. Stars {Cepheid variable star} {yellow supergiant} have a carbon center, helium layer, 

hydrogen-fusion layer, and hydrogen layer. Old stars in globular clusters and galactic nuclei are Cepheid variables 

{type-two Cepheid variable}. 

 

double star 

65% of all stars are pairs {double star} or higher multiples. Large star typically has smaller stars circling it. Probably 

all stars have companion stars, black-dwarf companions, or planets. 15% of stars have black-dwarf companions. 

Perhaps, galaxies have 3000 x-ray-emitting double stars {x-ray star} with white-dwarf, pulsar, or black-hole 

companions. 

 

dwarf star 

Stars {dwarf star} can have less than 10% Sun mass. 

 

gravastar 

Black holes {gravastar} can contain dark energy, which has negative gravity. Surface is ordinary matter. 

 

gray hole 

Almost black holes {gray hole} can let light out, but then it falls back in. 

 

magnetar 

Short-duration gamma-ray flares can come from stars {magnetar}, as star quakes disrupt magnetic field. 

 

massive compact halo object 

Dwarf stars {massive compact halo object} (MACHO) can be dark matter. 

 

multiple star 

65% of all stars are pairs or higher multiples {multiple star}. Large stars typically have smaller stars circling. 

Probably all stars have companion stars, black-dwarf companions, or planets. 15% of stars have black-dwarf 

companions. 

 

neutron star 

Stars {neutron star}| can be mostly neutrons, with density the same as atomic nuclei. 

layers 

Neutron stars have heavy-particle nucleus, neutron layer, elements up to atomic mass 140, and gas layer. 



size 

Neutron stars are 10,000-meter diameter and have mass the same as Sun mass. 

temperature 

Neutron stars have high temperature, because gravitational collapse turns potential energy into random kinetic 

energy. 

spin 

Neutron stars spin at 1 Hz to 30 Hz, because any initial rotation increases as diameter decreases. 

magnetism 

Few rotating neutron stars are magnetic, with magnetic field 10^12 times Earth field. 

process 

Neutron star starts with mass between 1.4 and 2.5 Sun mass. If mass is more, it becomes black hole rather than 

neutron star. If mass is less, it becomes white dwarf. After fusion forms iron at center, and nuclear reactions stop, heat 

and pressure decrease, and gravitational attraction causes a Type-Ib, Type-Ic, or Type-II supernova. Supernova 

explosions are typically asymmetric and push star through space at up to 1000 km/s. After supernova, gravitation is so 

great that it overcomes electron degeneracy pressure, and atoms collapse, leaving only neutrons, to keep total charge 

zero. Neutron stars balance gravity by neutron degeneracy pressure. 

bursts 

Once every 10 million years in galaxy, neutron stars collide and emit gamma-ray bursts {gamma-ray burst} (GRB). 

Neutron-star collisions make 95% of nuclei heavier than iron. 

 

nova 

In red-giant stars with mass less than 1.25 Sun mass {Chandrasekhar limit, nova}, outer layers expand away by 

explosions {nova}|. For several months, nova radiates energy 10^6 times Sun energy. At any moment, galaxy has 1000 

novas. 

White dwarf remains. White dwarfs are 5% to 10% of all stars. White dwarfs fuse all hydrogen into helium, and then 

fuse all helium into carbon. Helium fusion is hotter than hydrogen fusion, so star is white. White dwarfs keep 

contracting and exploding. White dwarfs in binary star systems explode off outer layers every 30 to 50 years. 

 

population I star 

Young stars {population I star}, like Sun, have many metals, so they can have rocky planets. 

 

population II star 

Old stars {population II star} are in globular clusters, galactic halo, and galactic nucleus and have only hydrogen and 

helium, so they have no rocky planets. 

 

pulsar 

Neutron stars {pulsar}| can emit radio waves with 1000 times greater intensity than Sun radiation. From them, Earth 

observers receive dozens of microwave pulses per second. Galaxy has million pulsars. 

accretion-powered pulsar 

Pulsars {accretion-powered pulsar} can accrete matter from companion stars and have matter-accretion disks that 

spin almost as fast as pulsar. Disk charge acceleration emits x-rays, not radio waves, because gravitational force is very 

high. 

magnetar 

Neutron-star magnetars can have magnetic field 10^10 tesla. Strong magnetic field accelerates charges, emitting x-

rays constantly. 

rotation-powered pulsar 

Most pulsars {rotation-powered pulsar} emit microwave radiation by magnetic-field rotation. Such pulsars have 

magnetic fields 10^12 times Earth magnetic field and spin dozens of times per second. Pulsar radiation causes rotation-

powered pulsars to spin slower as rotational energy is lost. 

Rotation-powered pulsars can have companion stars and can accrete matter, typically increasing pulsar spin but 

weakening magnetic field. These pulsars spin tens or hundreds of times each second. 

Rotation-powered pulsars {strong-field pulsar} can have stronger 10^8-tesla magnetic fields and spin once each 

second. 

rotation-powered pulsar: poles 

Magnetic poles typically do not align with spin axis. Magnetic field rotates at angle to pulsar rotation, causing 

electric fields. Electric fields accelerate charges from pulsar surface. Magnetic field aligns accelerated charges along 



magnetic poles. Accelerated charges have almost light speed and emit synchrotron-radiation microwaves. Synchrotron 

radiation lowers relativistic mass, to keep charges below light speed. 

When charges have almost light speed, special relativity causes light waves not to radiate in all directions but form a 

beam in motion direction. Synchrotron radiation aligns along magnetic-pole axis. Microwave beams continuously 

radiate from both poles, in opposite directions. See Figure 1. 

Because pulsars spin, magnetic-pole axis rotates. Axis can point toward Earth once each rotation. For most pulsars, 

magnetic-pole axis never points toward Earth. Because pulsars rotate, magnetic-pole axis can never constantly point at 

Earth. 



Figure 1 

 

 
  



pulsating star 

Stars {pulsating star}, like RR Lyrae stars, can be average-size stars that can double brightness over hours or years, 

as they expand and contract up to 30%. Ion and helium layers change depth and cause brightness changes. Pulsating 

stars are less than 1% of stars. 

 

red dwarf 

After white dwarf is mostly carbon, it cools, first to yellow and then to red {red dwarf}. Eventually, it becomes dark. 

 

red giant 

Main-Sequence stars accumulate helium at center, as nuclear fusion turns hydrogen into helium. In stars with 

average mass, 30% of stars, when helium becomes more than hydrogen, helium fuses to make carbon. This makes star 

hotter, so hydrogen nuclear fusion becomes faster. Outer hydrogen layer expands. After 10^9 years, outer layer is 

thousands of times bigger and is cooler, so star {red giant}| is red. 

 

supernova 

Massive stars have extreme novas {supernova}|. For several months, star radiation is 10^9 times Sun radiation. Only 

1% of stars become supernovas, so one galaxy has one supernova every 50 years. Sumerians saw a supernova (Mul 

Nun-ki) [-3000] in Vela. A supernova [185] lasted 20 months and was as bright as Moon. Supernova [393]. A 

supernova [1006] lasted years and was as bright as Moon. A type-2 supernova [1054] formed the Crab nebula. 

Supernova [1181]. Tycho observed a Type-1a supernova [1572], as bright as Venus. Kepler observed a supernova 

[1604]. 

Supernovas make all titanium through iron nuclei, mostly carbon, oxygen, silicon, magnesium, and iron. Supernovas 

also make five percent of elements heavier than iron. 

 

T-Tauri star 

Very young stars {T-Tauri star} have gas and dust around them. 

 

Type 1a supernova 

Starting with hydrogen, stars first make helium, then carbon and oxygen, then heavier nuclei, such as silicon, sulfur, 

and calcium. Heat dissipates, and star stops fusion. Star still has high temperature and turbulence. Helium rises to 

surface, and heavier nuclei go to core. White-dwarf stars have no hydrogen and are small. White dwarfs orbiting stars 

with larger diameters but smaller masses can become supernovas {Type 1a supernova} {supernova 1a}. White dwarfs 

accrete gas from other star, until gas has enough matter to pressure star core to restart nuclear reactions. From carbon 

and oxygen, chain reactions produce nickel, iron, and cobalt and, after several seconds, explode star. 

 

Type 2 supernova 

Stars with mass 8 to 25 times Sun mass start with hydrogen and first make helium, then carbon and oxygen, then 

heavier nuclei, such as silicon, magnesium, and iron. Such massive stars can fuse nuclei to make elements up to iron, 

which requires temperature 10^12 K. Such stars have turbulent hydrogen, helium, carbon, oxygen, silicon, magnesium, 

and iron layers, from surface to core, respectively. Star diameter is more than four million kilometers. Iron cannot fuse 

to anything else, so core becomes cooler and has less pressure. At critical pressure, gravitation collapses iron nuclei in 

one second to make neutron star. Gravitation continues to pull matter inward, and nuclei bounce off neutron star 

turbulently at supersonic speed, making shock waves. Nuclei stream inward between shock-wave sides. Neutrinos heat 

shock-wave gas, which keeps expanding. Shock waves explode star {Type 1b supernova} {Type 1c supernova} {Type 

2 supernova} {supernova 2}. Asymmetrical explosion pushes neutron star to speeds up to 1000 km/s. Explosion makes 

high temperature and pressure and can make elements higher than iron. Perhaps, higher-element making involves 

antineutrinos. Higher-element making uses energy rather than making energy, absorbs heat, and cools core. Expansion 

weakens, and gravitational collapse takes several minutes. 

 

white dwarf 

In red-giant stars with mass less than 1.25 Sun mass {Chandrasekhar limit, white dwarf}, as outer layers expand 

away by nova explosions, Earth-size star {white dwarf} remains. Electron-degeneracy pressure counterbalances 

gravity, so atoms do not collapse. White dwarfs are 5% to 10% of all stars. 
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solar system 

Sun, planets, asteroids, moons, and comets {solar system}| formed 4,600,000,000 years ago. Solar system has 10^13 

meter diameter, has mass 10^36 grams, and will last 10^16 seconds. 

space between planets 

Space between planets has 10 ions per cubic centimeter. 

space erosion 

Space objects erode by 0.001 meters every 10^6 years. 

Pioneer spacecraft 

Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 spacecraft photographed Jupiter and Saturn [1972 to 1973] and are now outside solar 

system. At 10 astronomical units, they slowed from projected speed {Pioneer anomaly}. Researchers do not yet know 

slowdown direction. If it is toward Sun, it indicates something new about gravity. If it is toward Earth, it indicates 

something about light velocity. If it is along motion direction, it indicates something about inertia or drag. If it is along 

spin axis, it indicates something about Pioneer spacecraft. 

 

satellite moon 

Moons {satellite}| can be close to planets in circular orbits near ecliptic {regular moon} or far from planets in 

elliptical orbits out of ecliptic {irregular moon}. Regular moons formed from planetary dust cloud. Irregular moons 

formed in Kuiper belt or as asteroids. Planet can capture irregular moon when two nearby potential moons interact to 

slow one down. Planet gravitation must be more than Sun gravitation in that region {Hill sphere}. Orbit shape and tilt 

relate {Kozai resonance}. Triton is largest irregular moon. Small moons can form from large-moon breakup. 

 

tidal torque 

Gravitational forces {tidal torque} cause planet and moon water and land movements (tide). Friction causes tides to 

be slower than gravitational forces. Sun tidal torque affects Mercury and Venus spin. Jupiter and Saturn tidal torques 

affect inner-moon spins. 

 

troilite 

Mars has magnesium and iron silicates, iron-sulfur rocks {troilite}, and free iron. 
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autumnal equinox 

Earth-axis tilt causes a day {autumnal equinox}| with equal daylight and dark in autumn. 

 

summer solstice 

Earth-axis tilt causes a longest-daylight day {summer solstice}|. 

 

vernal equinox 

Earth-axis tilt causes a day {vernal equinox}| with equal daylight and dark in spring. 

 

winter solstice 

Earth-axis tilt causes a shortest-daylight day {winter solstice}|. 
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comet 

Solar system has objects {comet}| that start outside Pluto orbit. Famous comet is Halley's comet, which neared Sun 

in 1986 and has 76-year orbit. 

composition 

Comets have frozen water, iron, silicate, carbon, and nickel, plus ammonia, carbon dioxide, methane, cyanogen, and 

hydrogen cyanide. 

parts 

Comets have central ball {nucleus, comet} and coma. 

size 

Comets have average diameter 2000 meters. 



number 

More than 1,000,000,000,000 comets exist, with total mass 1 to 1000 times Earth mass. 

orbit 

Comets have elliptical orbits, averaging 10,000 years, in same motion direction as planets, extending up to 1/5 

distance to nearest star. Comet orbits change as they come close to Sun, because hot side evaporates more than cold 

side and spin interacts with Sun gravity. 

tail 

As comets approach Sun and evaporate, they leave curved dust tails along motion path. As comets approach Sun, 

solar wind creates straight ion tails, away from Sun. 

meteor showers 

Comet dust causes meteor showers, which happen 600 times a year. Meteor-shower names are the name of the 

constellation in which they appear: Quadrantids in January, Lyrids in April, Aquarids in May, Perseids in August, 

Draconids in October, Orionids in October, Taurids in November, and Geminids in December. 

 

coma of comet 

Comets have a central nucleus surrounded by a dust and gas cloud {coma, comet}. 

 

Oort cloud 

Most comets lie in circular orbits {Oort cloud}| beyond Pluto, where they formed. From there, passing star can push 

them into elliptical orbit. Some comets lie in Kuiper belt. 

 

gegenschein 

Comet debris causes faint patch {counterglow} {gegenschein}|, 10 degrees diameter, in night sky in direction 

opposite Sun. 

 

zodiacal light 

Comet debris causes faint glow {zodiacal light}| along ecliptic, which is 10 degrees above horizon, in eastern sky 

before sunrise or in western sky after sunset. 
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lunar eclipse 

Moon enters Earth shadow {lunar eclipse}| 0 to 3 times a year. 

 

solar eclipse 

Moon passes in front of Sun {solar eclipse}| 2 to 5 times a year. 
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Moon as satellite 

A satellite {Moon} orbits Earth. 

properties 

Diameter is 2,000,000 meters. Mass is 1/80 of Earth mass. Surface area equals Africa area. Density is 2/3 of Earth 

density. Gravity is 1/5 of Earth gravity. 

orbit 

Orbit tilts at 5-degree incline to Earth orbit. Moon is 376,000,000 meters from Earth. Gravitational effect of Earth 

spin moves Moon slowly away from Earth. 4,000,000,000 years ago, Moon was 100,000,000 meters from Earth. 

rotation 

Moon rotates every 27.3 days, keeping same side toward Earth, ever since 10^9 years ago. 

temperature 

Surface temperature is 200 C by day and -150 C at night. 

atmosphere 

Moon has thin atmosphere with no water. 



layers 

Core has radius 400 miles and is molten. Peridotite and dunite lie from 400 miles from center to 40 miles below 

surface. Peridotite and dunite are oxide rocks like those in Earth mantle. Basalt layer lies from 40 to 15 miles deep. 

Crust is anorthositic rock 60,000 meters thick, with some granite. 

surface 

Surface has basalt rock from volcanoes that erupted more than 3,000,000,000 years ago, making mountains 8000 

meters high. Mare basalt, from partial interior melting, is in plains {maria}. Another basalt type has anorthositic rock 

and KREEP norite from mountain {highland} partial melting. KREEP norite has potassium, rare earths, and 

phosphorus. 

craters 

Most craters are more than 4,000,000,000 years old. Largest crater is 250,000-meter diameter and 1000 meters high. 

Craters are 10 to 20 times bigger than their meteors. 

history 

Moon began when Mars-sized body collided with Earth and splashed material into orbit. It is much less likely that it 

began from smaller bodies in orbit around Earth or by capture. Orbiting material gravitated together and melted 

surface. Lighter molecules rose to surface and cooled to become crust. Later, before 4.2 x 10^9 years ago, meteorites 

pressed highland rocks together to make breccia. Then crust formed again. Then KREEP norite formed around Mare 

Imbrium. Then large impacts 4 x 10^9 years ago made maria basins. Then volcanoes erupted for 0.7 x 10^9 to 1.0 x 

10^9 years, filling maria with lava. Finally, Moon cooled. 

features 

Tycho crater is at low center. Copernicus crater is at left center. Archimedes crater is at low center. Ptolemaeus 

crater is at center. Carpathian Mountains are around Copernicus. Mare Imbrium plain or Sea of Rains is at left and up. 

Mare Serenitatis or Sea of Serenity is at right and up. Mare Tranquillitatis or Sea of Tranquillity is at right center. 

Oceanus Procellarum is at left center. South Pole is in Aitken Basin on far side. 

phases 

Moon has phases. New moon is thin crescent. Crescent moon is fuller. First-quarter moon has light on left half, with 

Sea of Tranquility and Pyrenees Mountains. Gibbous moon is between first quarter and full. Full moon is a circle. 

Gibbous moon is between third quarter and full. Third-quarter moon has light on right half, with Sea of Shadows and 

Carpathian Mountains. Crescent moon is less. New moon is thin crescent. 

 

earthshine 

Moon parts not in direct sunlight can reflect light that first bounced off Earth {earthshine}. 

 

lunar halo 

Moonlight refraction by thin, high, icy clouds causes white, 22-degree ring {lunar halo} {aureole, Moon}, and 

sometimes 46-degree ring, around Moon. 

 

mascon 

Dense masses {mascon} under lunar maria are buried asteroids or heavy lava. 
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sidereal month 

By star positions, Moon orbit is 27.3 days {sidereal month} and tilts at 5-degree incline to Earth orbit. 

 

synodic month 

Time between new moons is 29-1/2 days {lunar month} {synodic month}. 
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anorthositic rock 

Basalt can have plagioclase feldspar formed by crystal fractionation {anorthositic rock} and KREEP norite from 

partial mountain/highland melting. KREEP norite has potassium, phosphorus, and rare earths. 

 

hapkeite 

Meteor collisions vaporize and fuse iron and silicon {hapkeite}. 



 

mare basalt 

Basalt {mare basalt}, from partial interior melting, can be in maria. 
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orbit of planet 

Planets orbit the Sun {orbit, planet}| {planetary orbit}. 

 

Bode law 

Planets and asteroid belt lie at 4, 7, 10, 16, 28, 52, 100, 196, 388, and 772 units from Sun {Bode's law} {Bode law}. 

 

conjunction of planets 

Planets can be in line with Sun and Earth {conjunction, planet}|, on far side of Sun {inferior conjunction} or on 

same side as Earth {superior conjunction}. 

 

ecliptic 

planet-orbit plane {ecliptic}|. 

 

elongation of orbit 

Seen from Earth, Venus or Mercury has distance {elongation} from Sun. 

 

occultation 

Bodies can pass in front of other bodies {occultation}|. 

 

retrograde motion 

Seen from Earth, planets and their moons periodically appear to move backward {retrograde motion}. 

 

transit of Venus 

Mercury and Venus can pass in front of Sun {transit}|. 
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epicycle 

In ancient theories of Earth-centered universe, orbits were circles and circles of circles {epicycle} {epicycle 

construction} {eccentric construction}. 

 

geocentric system 

Perhaps, Earth is near solar-system center {geocentric system}. 

 

heliocentric system 

Sun is near solar-system center {heliocentric system}. 
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precession of the equinoxes 

Earth axis points slightly more counterclockwise, looking north, each year {precession of the equinoxes}| {equinox 

precession} and completes circle in 22,000 to 26,000 years. Moon nutation orbital-plane changes cause precession rate 

to vary over an 18.6-year cycle. Orbit variations also have 41,000-year and 100,000-year cycles. 

 

nutation of Earth 

Moon orbital-plane changes cause precession rate to vary over an 18.6-year cycle {nutation, Earth orbit}|. 
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apogee 

Orbit around Earth has point {apogee} farthest from Earth. 

 

perigee 

Orbit around Earth has point {perigee} nearest Earth. 

 

aphelion 

Orbit around Sun has point {aphelion} farthest from Sun. 

 

perihelion 

Orbit around Sun has point {perihelion} nearest Sun. 

 

first point of Aries 

At vernal equinox, Sun is at a celestial-sphere point {first point of Aries}. 

 

Lagrangian point 

For two objects in space, five points {Lagrangian point} {libration point} have equal competing gravities. Three are 

unstable, but two are stable. 
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planet 

Planets {planet} are Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, and Uranus. 

planet formation 

Planets form after star forms. 20% of stars have planets. Multiple stars probably do not have planets. 

planet formation: materials 

Iron, silicates, magnesium, aluminum, and calcium oxides are 0.5% of dust-and-gas-cloud mass and are solid at 

planetary-cloud temperatures and pressures. Water, methane, and ammonia are 1.5% of dust-and-gas-cloud mass and 

freeze at temperature -120 C at pressures in dust-and-gas cloud. Hydrogen and helium are 98% of dust-and-gas-cloud 

mass and are gases at planetary-cloud temperatures and pressures. 

planet formation: temperature 

Dust-and-gas-cloud temperatures stay constant at each distance from star during planet formation. Planetary-cloud 

inner region is 3 x 10^9 meters from star, at temperature 1600 K. Water is liquid 1.3 x 10^11 meters from star, because 

temperature is less than 100 C and more than 0 C. 

planet formation: process 

When stars form, dust-and-gas clouds become disks. Disks are thickest at 1.5 x 10^12 meters from center. 

Disc contraction leaves behind flat ring 10^9 to 10^12 meters thick, with temperature from 1800 C to -250 C, total 

mass equal to new star mass, and dust particles 10^-6 meters diameter. 

Dust particles stick together to make one-micron-diameter chunks. Making micron-size particles takes 100,000 

years. Dust particles stick together beyond distance where temperature is less than 1800 K. Small grains flow with gas. 

Millimeter-size dust hits gas and slows. At distance at which water freezes {snow line}, dust does not slow, because 

water evaporates inside that distance and gas is faster than dust grains. Orbits are elliptical. 

Dust particles larger than millimeter diameter fall toward planet and cannot stay in orbit, because gas orbits slower 

than them, they hit gas, and slow. 

Over one million years, kilometer-size planetesimals form, removing all dust. 

For 100,000 years, inside distance where water freezes, planetesimals collide to make planets one-tenth Earth mass. 

For one to ten million years, outside distance where water freezes, planetesimals collide to make planets four times 

Earth mass. Interactions make spherical orbits. 

planet formation: large planets 

Ten-times-Earth-mass bodies, just outside distance where water freezes, can attract gas that cools by heat transfer 

through translucent gas. Large planets cause waves in gas that slow planet. Gas giant planets do not form if they spiral 

in too fast or stay too hot. Making large planets typically requires heavy elements and medium-to-large stars. It also 

requires that gas does not deplete too fast. 

Planets like Earth are too small to attract hydrogen gas. Planets like Uranus and Neptune are just big enough to 

collect gases heavier than hydrogen. Planets like Jupiter can attract all gases, no matter what temperature. 



planet formation: solar wind 

After planets form, solar wind and radiation blow away uncondensed dust and gases. 

planet formation: gas giant 

For several million years, first gas-giant planet disturbs other planetesimals and gas and spirals nearer to star, or 

stays near original position and more gas giants form beyond it, as matter spirals in and accumulates at border cleared 

by gas giant. 

planet formation: rocky planet 

Rocky planets gather material over fifty million years. After rocky planets reach full size, heat from radioactivity 

melts planet. Layers with different densities form over 10^9 years. Iron is in center, silicates and oxides are near 

surface, and carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, methane, ammonia, and water vapor are in atmosphere. 

After layering, cooling forms rocky crust on planet surface. 

atmosphere 

Atmospheres lose gases by Jeans escape, hydrodynamic escape, polar wind, charge exchange, and solar wind. Water 

breakdown can lead to hydrogen loss and excess oxygen. 

 

chthonian planet 

Gaseous planets {chthonian planet} can lose atmosphere and have only rocky core. 
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charge exchange 

Fast charged particles can capture electrons {charge exchange}, become neutral, and escape atmosphere, because 

magnetic field does not attract them. Earth hydrogen loss is mostly by this process. 

 

polar wind 

Magnetic particles can travel out from poles {polar wind}, along magnetic field lines that do not close. Earth 

hydrogen loss is partly by this process. Earth helium loss is mostly by this process. 

 

Jeans escape 

Gaseous planets can lose gas by evaporation from atmosphere top {Jeans escape}. Earth hydrogen loss is partly by 

this process. 

 

hydrodynamic escape 

Gaseous planets can lose gas by high heating and upward airflow {hydrodynamic escape}, sweeping all molecule 

weights along. 
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Mercury planet 

Planets {Mercury, planet} can be nearest to Sun. 

properties 

Diameter is 5,000,000 meters. Mass is 5% Earth mass. Density is slightly less than Earth density. Gravity is one-

third Earth gravity. 

properties: temperature 

Surface temperature is 350 C by day and -170 C at night. 

properties: rotation 

Mercury rotates every 59 days on axis tilted 28 degrees to ecliptic, because Sun gravity couples spin to orbit. 

properties: magnetism 

Mercury has tiny magnetic field. 

properties: orbit 

Mercury is 58,000,000,000 meters from Sun. It has elliptical orbit of 88 days, tilted at 7 degrees to ecliptic. 

layers 

Mercury has iron core out to 3/4 radius. Mantle has igneous rocks, silicates, iron, and titanium glasses. Thin surface 

layer has fine, dark silicates. Surface is similar to Moon. It has shallow cliffs greater than 100,000 meters long, caused 

by crust tightening. It has no large craters. Higher gravity than Moon kept secondary craters near craters, so surface has 

plains between craters and basins. 



atmosphere 

Mercury has no atmosphere. 

moons 

Mercury has no moons. 

 

Venus planet 

Planets {Venus, planet} {morning star} {evening star} can be second nearest to Sun. 

properties 

Diameter is 12,000,000 meters, slightly smaller than Earth diameter. Mass is 88% Earth mass. Density is slightly 

less than Earth density. Gravity is 85% Earth gravity. 

properties: rotation 

Venus rotates every 243 days on axis tilted 3 degrees to ecliptic, with direction opposite to all other planets except 

Uranus. 

properties: temperature 

Surface temperature is 474 C, because atmosphere traps heat. 

properties: magnetism 

Venus has no magnetic field. 

properties: orbit 

Venus is 107,000,000 meters from Sun. Circular orbit takes 243 days and is in ecliptic. 

layers 

Crust is like Earth crust. Surface has loose granite rocks and many large shallow craters filled by flows from 

volcanoes. 

atmosphere 

Thick, layered atmosphere has carbon dioxide at pressure 90 atmospheres, with no oxygen and only water traces. 

Slow winds are at surface. Fast higher winds blow in spin direction. Lowest clouds are 35,000 meters high and 400 K. 

Temperature at cloud tops is -33 C. Clouds are 75% sulfuric acid. Because dust in clouds reflects light, only 1% of 

sunlight reaches surface. 

Venus atmosphere is so thick that it refracts light by 90 degrees, so light scattering causes red appearance. Refraction 

is so great that whole planet surface is visible from any surface point. 

moons 

Venus has no moons. 

 

Earth planet 

Planets {Earth} can be third nearest to Sun. 

properties 

Diameter is 7917 miles, or 13,000,000 meters, at equator. Circumference is 24902 miles. Diameter at equator is 26.7 

miles more than diameter through poles. Density is 5.5 g/cm^3, highest in solar system. Mass is 10^30 grams. Earth 

will last 10^16 seconds. 

properties: orbit 

Earth is 149,000,000,000 meters from Sun. One orbit takes 365 1/2 days in a sidereal year. Speed around Sun is 18 

miles/second. In Northern Hemisphere, summer is seven days longer than winter, because Earth is closer to Sun then. 

properties: rotation 

Rotational speed at equator is 0.3 miles/second. Earth turns 15 degrees each hour, as it rotates every 24 hours west to 

east. Spin slows through tidal interaction with Moon and Sun. 4 x 10^9 years ago, day was 10 hours long. In Cambrian 

Era, day was 21 hours long. Axis tilts 23.5 degrees from orbit plane. 

properties: temperature 

Average surface temperature is 22 C. Heat is half from radioactive decay and half from kinetic energy gained from 

potential-energy loss as matter gathered by gravity at formation. 

atmosphere 

Air is 10^-6 of Earth weight. Average surface pressure is one atmosphere. Hydrogen-gas halo {geocorona} goes out 

to 15 radii, emitting ultraviolet light. 

moon 

Earth has one moon. 

 

Mars planet 

Planets {Mars, planet} can be fourth nearest to Sun. 



properties 

Diameter is 6,800,000 meters. Mass is 12% Earth mass. Density is 4 g/cm^3. Gravity is 38% Earth gravity. 

properties: rotation 

Mars rotates every 24.5 hours on axis inclined 23 degrees to orbit. 

properties: orbit 

Mars is 227,000,000,000 meters from Sun. It has slightly elliptic orbit of 1.88 years, slightly inclined to ecliptic. 

properties: magnetism 

Mars has no magnetic field. 

properties: temperature 

Surface temperature is 250 K, with high 290 K. 

formation 

Rapid matter accretion at solar-system beginning melted crust in just 10^5 years. Then iron and iron-sulfur core 

formed. Crust cooled. Plains and volcanoes formed 3.5 x 10^9 years ago. Crust has no plates or movement. Crust has 

stretched since forming. 

surface 

North is low plain with few craters. South is highlands with many craters. Tharsis Plateau is at equator, with very 

high volcanoes. Volcanoes are over hot spots around equator. 

surface: sand 

Surface has rocks and red dust. Sandstorms are 300 km/hr. When Mars is farthest from Sun, great dust storm lasts 3 

months. 

surface: rocks 

Mars has magnesium and iron silicates, iron-sulfur rocks (troilite), and free iron. Dark regions have basalt, such as 

plagioclase and pyroxene. Northern plains are andesite. Hematite is near equator. 

surface: water 

Surface has phyllosilicate clays and hydrated iron oxides, which indicate water, but no carbonates. Surface has 

sedimentary rocks with sulfur and hydrates. Sulfur degrades carbonates and inhibits clay formation. Mars dried out and 

cooled between 3.5 billion years ago and 2.5 billion years ago. Water ice extends deep into surface, except at equator. 

surface: ice caps 

Polar ice caps are water ice with some carbon-dioxide ice. At maximum, they are 10% of surface. Layered regions 

near poles show changes. 

atmosphere 

Mars has thin atmosphere, with surface pressure 0.01 atmosphere. Atmosphere has carbon dioxide, water traces, and 

no oxygen. Clouds are over volcanoes. Thin clouds are over poles. 

landmarks 

Nix Olympia or Olympus Mons is 15 miles high and 370 miles across. Mars Rift Valley is 3000 miles long and 1500 

miles wide. Coprates is a large river-like system. Hellas crater is a featureless bowl-shaped region. Valles Marineris 

canyon is north of south highlands. Argyre Basin has 1000 km diameter. 

moons 

Two small moons are in rapid close orbit. Phobos is larger, and Deimos is smaller. 

 

Jupiter planet 

Planets {Jupiter, planet} can be fifth nearest to Sun and largest planet. 

properties 

Diameter is 142,000,000 meters. Mass is 318 times Earth mass. Density is 1.33 g/cm^3, because it is 80% hydrogen. 

Gravity is 2.64 times Earth gravity. 

properties: rotation 

Jupiter rotates every 10 hours on axis inclined 3 degrees to orbit. 

properties: magnetism 

Magnetic radiation fields are 10 to 10^5 stronger than Earth fields and make a flat disc 4 x 10^6 miles diameter. 

properties: temperature 

Surface temperature is 128 K, and surface radiates heat. 

properties: orbit 

Jupiter is 778,000,000,000 meters from Sun. Circular orbit of 12 years slightly inclines to ecliptic. 

layers 

Jupiter has a rocky core. Around core is a 46,000,000-meter-diameter metallic ionized liquid-hydrogen layer, at 

temperature 11,000 K to 30,000 K and pressure 10^7 lb/in^2 or 3 x 10^6 atmosphere. This layer has convection 



currents that create magnetism and heat flow. 46,000,000 to 70,000,000 meters diameter is liquid hydrogen with 20% 

helium. Above that layer is a gaseous hydrogen-and-helium layer. 

atmosphere 

Atmosphere is 1,000,000 meters thick and has layers. First is water drops and ice. Then frozen ammonia is at 

temperature 110 K. Above that is methane. Gaseous hydrogen is at top. Atmosphere has red and brown belts. Cooler 

belts are lighter, and hotter belts are darker. Great red spot is swirling gas fed by smaller vortices and is a stable non-

linear system. Atmosphere winds are up to 300 km/hr. 

moons 

Jupiter has 15 moons, four large. Ganymede is size of Mercury. Callisto is smaller than Ganymede and has ice-rock 

interior. Perhaps, Callisto has water layer. Io has salt, gaseous sodium cloud, and many active volcanoes. Europa is 

Moon size. 

 

Saturn planet 

Planets {Saturn, planet} can be sixth nearest to Sun and second-largest planet. 

properties 

Diameter is 121,000,000 meters. Mass is 95 times Earth mass. Density is 0.7 g/cm^3, because it is 66% hydrogen. 

Gravity is 1.14 times Earth gravity. 

properties: rotation 

Saturn rotates every 10 hours on axis tilted 27 degrees to orbit. 

properties: temperature 

Surface temperature is -170 C. 

properties: orbit 

Saturn is 1,427,000,000,000 meters from Sun. Circular orbit of 29.5 years slightly inclines to ecliptic. 

layers 

Core is rock, 20,000,000-meter diameter. Around core is ice 5,000,000 meters thick. Around ice layer is metallic 

hydrogen 8,000,000 meters thick. Around that layer is molecular hydrogen. 

atmosphere 

Atmosphere is like Jupiter. Saturn has yellow and green belts. Perhaps, dark particles in atmospheres of Saturn, 

Titan, and Jupiter are polymers. 

moons 

Saturn has 10 moons. Titan is largest moon, with diameter 5,000,000 meters. It is the only moon with atmosphere, 

mainly nitrogen, and has opaque red methane and hydrogen clouds. It has rock core, wet water and ammonia mantle, 

and ice crust. Surface temperature is -180 C. 

Iapetus has surface organic material. Enceladus has diameter 504 kilometers, has rocky core, has icy surface, has 

liquid water under surface, has tidal forces, makes water jets from south-pole plain that add water to E-ring, and has 

organic compounds. Other main moons, from inner to outer, are Prometheus, Epimetheus, Pandora, Janus, Mimas, 

Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, and Rhea. 

rings 

Rings of ice crystals and ice-coated dust 1-centimeter diameter are from 15,000,000 to 79,000,000 meters. Rings are 

0.1 to 16,000 meters thick. Outer E-ring goes from Mimas to between Dione and Rhea. 

 

Uranus planet 

Planets {Uranus, planet} can be seventh nearest to Sun and third-largest planet. 

properties 

Diameter is 50,000,000 meters. Mass is 14.5 times Earth mass. Density is 1.6 g/cm^3, because it is 15% hydrogen. 

Gravity is 1.17 of Earth gravity. 

properties: rotation 

Uranus rotates every 11 hours on axis almost parallel to orbit plane, 82 degrees to vertical, in opposite direction from 

Earth direction. 

properties: temperature 

Surface temperature is 70 K. 

properties: orbit 

Uranus is 2,860,000,000,000 meters from Sun. Circular orbit of 84 years is in ecliptic. 

layers 

Rocky core is 16,000,000-meter diameter, at 4000 K and surface pressure 2 x 10^6 atmosphere. Ice layer is 

8,000,000 meters thick. Around that layer is molecular hydrogen. Uranus has solid-methane outer layer. 



atmosphere 

Atmosphere has hydrogen, helium, and methane. Uranus has greenish color. 

moons 

Uranus has five moons. 

 

Neptune planet 

Planets {Neptune, planet} can be eighth nearest to Sun and fourth-largest planet [discovered 1846]. 

properties 

Diameter is 45,000,000 meters, four times Earth diameter. Mass is 17 times Earth mass. Density is 2.3 g/cm^3, 

because it is 25% hydrogen. Gravity is 1.18 of Earth gravity. 

properties: rotation 

Neptune rotates every 16 to 18 hours on axis tilted 29 degrees to orbit. 

properties: magnetism 

Neptune has magnetic field. 

properties: temperature 

Surface temperature is 50 K to 55 K. 

Like Jupiter and Saturn, Neptune has internal heat source. Neptune radiates more than twice as much energy as it 

receives from Sun. 

orbit 

Neptune is 30 times farther from Sun than Earth, 4,500,000,000,000 meters from Sun. Circular orbit of 165 years 

slightly inclines to ecliptic. 

layers 

Neptune has rocky core, 16,000,000-meter diameter. Around core is ice 8,000,000 meters thick. Around that layer is 

molecular hydrogen. 

atmosphere 

Atmosphere is mostly hydrogen and helium with some methane. Blue color results from red-light absorption by 

methane. Neptune has argon clouds. Neptune has rapid winds in horizontal bands and has large storms or vortices. 

Winds are fastest in solar system, reaching 2000 kilometers per hour. Large dark oval revolves around Neptune every 

18 hours. Second dark spot revolves around Neptune every 16 hours. 

moons 

Neptune has many moons. Triton is main moon and is bigger than Moon. Gravitational effect of smaller moon 

defines rings. Adams Ring is 63,000 km from center of Neptune. Leverrier Ring is 53,000 km. Galle Ring is 42,000 

km. All rings are closer to Neptune than Moon is to Earth. 
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planetoid 

Solar system has dwarf planets {planetoid}. 

 

asteroid 

Pieces {asteroid}| from former planetary formation lie between Mars and Jupiter, 2.6 x 10^6 miles from Sun. 

Asteroids cluster and so came from collisions between many bodies 50,000 to 200,000 meters diameter. More than 

10,000 asteroids exist. 2000 are relatively large. 

names 

Ceres has diameter 800,000 meters and is largest. Pallas, Juno, Vesta, and Hygiea have diameter more than 200 

miles. Trojans are at the two stable Lagrangian points in Jupiter's orbit. Apollos go inside orbit of Mercury. Icarus goes 

to within 1.9 x 10^6 miles of Sun. 

orbit 

Asteroids have elliptical orbits. Jupiter gravity and asteroid collisions cause some orbits to be so elliptical that they 

go within 30,000,000,000 meters of Sun. 

meteors 

Meteors are asteroids. Iron meteorites {S class meteorite} are 10^9 years old. Stony meteorites are 1 x 10^6 to 100 x 

10^6 years old. They are the main asteroids in inner asteroid belt. Carbonaceous chondrite meteorites {C class 

meteorite} {D class meteorite} are 4.6 x 10^9 years old and have solid grains from original solar-cloud dust. They are 

the main asteroids in outer belt and are darker and redder. Type C1 has same composition as Sun, with no silicate pea-

size chondrules. Types C2 and C3 have iron, nickel, and rock, unlike Sun, and have chondrules. 



 

centaur as planetoid 

Planetoids {centaur, solar system}, such as Chiron, can orbit elliptically between Neptune and asteroid belt. 

Composition is like meteorites and comets. 

 

Kuiper belt 

Solar system has an icy-planetoid ring {Kuiper belt}|, starting at Neptune and extending to Pluto, 4.6 billion miles 

from Sun. Kuiper-belt planetoids can orbit once every 200 to 400 years. Planetoids, such as Eris (Xena or 2003 

UB313), can have highly elliptical orbits. Eris [2005] has methane surface, is three times larger than Pluto, has small 

moon (Gabrielle), and orbits at 45 degrees to ecliptic. Astronomers also discovered Sedna [2003] and Quaoar [2002]. 

plutino 

Pluto and other planetoids {plutino} can orbit in resonance with Neptune. As Neptune orbits thrice, they orbit twice. 

 

Pluto as planetoid 

Small planets {Pluto, planetoid} are planetoids. 

properties 

Diameter is 2,400,000 meters. Mass is 0.1 Earth mass. Density is probably like that of rock. Gravity is less than 

Moon gravity. 

properties: rotation 

Pluto rotates every 6.4 days. 

properties: temperature 

Surface temperature is 43 K. 

properties: orbit 

Pluto averages 5,900,000,000,000 meters from Sun, with highly elliptical orbit of 248 years, inclined 17 degrees to 

ecliptic. It has seasons. Pluto is in Kuiper belt. 

surface 

Surface has frozen nitrogen, carbon monoxide, methane, and water. 

atmosphere 

Atmosphere is rapidly evaporating. 

moons 

Pluto has one moon, Charon, 1,200,000-meter diameter and 19,000,000 meters away. 
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astrolabe 

Instruments {astrolabe}| can measure time by bright-star positions. 

 

equatorial armillary 

Instruments {equatorial armillary} can plot planet and star declinations and right ascensions and so measure time 

(Tycho Brahe). 

 

equatorial mounting 

Telescope mountings {equatorial mounting} can rotate around Earth axis to measure right ascension and rotate 

around axis {declination axis} perpendicular to Earth axis to measure declination. 

 

Foucault pendulum 

Instruments {Foucault pendulum} can demonstrate that Earth rotates. 

 

orrery 

Instruments {orrery} can be mechanical solar-system models, showing planets rotating around Sun. 

 

plinth 

Instruments {plinth}| can use block to measure Sun-elevation angle at noon. 

 

quadrant as instrument 

Instruments {quadrant, instrument} can measure star elevation. 



 

reticule 

Telescopes and micrometers can have line arrays {reticule}. 

 

triquetrum 

Instruments {Ptolemy's rules} {triquetrum} can measure star elevation angle as star crosses meridian. 

 

PHYS>Astronomy>Instruments>Telescope 

 

Cassegrain reflector 

Telescopes {Cassegrain reflector telescope} can use main mirrors to reflect to small mirrors and back through hole 

in main mirror. 

 

Coude system 

Telescopes {Coudé system} can observe bright objects using objective mirrors that send light to concave mirrors 

that send light to flat rotatable mirrors and eyepieces, along mounting axis parallel to Earth axis. 

 

reflecting telescope 

Telescopes {reflecting telescope} can observe visible stars using parabolic mirrors as objectives. 

 

refracting telescope 

Telescopes {refracting telescope} can observe stars using biconvex objective lens. 

 

Schmidt telescope 

Telescopes {Schmidt telescope} can be wide-field refracting telescopes with lenses to correct for spherical 

aberration. 
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Nicholas Copernicus [Copernicus, Nicholas] 

astronomer 

Poland 

1543 

On the Revolutions of the Celestial Orbs [1543] 

He lived 1473 to 1543 and invented heliocentric theory of solar system. 

 

Johannes Kepler [Kepler, Johannes] 

astronomer 

Tübingen, Poland/Prague, Czech Republic 

1596 to 1627 

Cosmographic Mystery [1596]; Dream or Astronomy of the Moon [1611]; Harmony of the Universe [1619]; 

Rudolphian Tables [1627] 

He lived 1571 to 1630 and invented planetary-motion laws (Kepler's laws). Kepler's first law [1609] is planets move 

in elliptical orbits around Sun, with Sun at one ellipse focus. Kepler's second law [1609] is planets sweep out equal 

ellipse areas in equal times. Kepler's third law is planet period squared is proportional to average distance from Sun 

cubed. 

 

Tycho Brahe [Brahe, Tycho] 

astronomer 

Denmark/Hamburg, Germany 

1598 

Mechanical Instruments of Astronomy [1598] 

He lived 1546 to 1601 and accurately recorded star and planet positions. 

 

Edmund Halley [Halley, Edmund] 

astronomer 



England 

1682 

He lived 1656 to 1742 and discovered Halley's comet [1682]. 

 

Caroline Herschel [Herschel, Caroline] 

astronomer 

Germany 

1783 to 1797 

She lived 1750 to 1848 and discovered nebulae [1783] and comets [1786 to 1797]. 

 

Harlow Shapley [Shapley, Harlow] 

astronomer 

USA 

1911 

Flights from Chaos: A Survey of Material Systems from Atoms to Galaxies [1923]; Galaxies [1943] 

He lived 1885 to 1972 and measured star distances and Sun galaxy position [1911]. 

 

Otto Struve [Struve, Otto] 

astronomer 

Germany 

1929 

On the Axial Rotation of Stars [1929] 

He lived 1897 to 1963 and studied star rotations. 

 

Karl Jansky [Jansky, Karl] 

astronomer 

USA 

1931 

He lived 1905 to 1950 and started radio astronomy [1931]. 

 

Grote Reber [Reber, Grote] 

astronomer 

Germany 

1937 

He lived 1911 to 2002 and studied radio galaxies using his invention, the radio telescope [1937]. 

 

Carl Seyfert [Seyfert, Carl] 

astronomer 

USA 

1944 

He lived 1911 to 1960 and found Seyfert galaxies [1944]. 

 

Harrison Brown [Brown, Harrison] 

astronomer/earth scientist 

USA 

1947 to 1953 

He lived 1917 to 1986 and studied meteorites [1947 to 1953]. 

 

Jan Oort [Oort, Jan] 

astronomer 

USA 

1950 

He lived 1900 to 1992 and found comet belt around solar system (Oort cloud) [1950]. 

 

Walter Baade [Baade, Walter] 

astronomer 



Germany/USA 

1952 

He lived 1893 to 1960 and measured interstellar distances and studied Cepheid variable stars [1952]. 

 

Frank Low [Low, Frank] 

astronomer 

USA 

1961 

He used infrared astronomy using his germanium bolometer [1961]. 

 

Peter van de Camp [van de Camp, Peter] 

astronomer 

USA 

1963 

He lived 1901 to 1995 and found planet around Bernard's star [1963]. 

 

Jocelyn Bell [Bell, Jocelyn] 

astronomer 

England 

1967 

She lived 1943 to ? and discovered pulsars [1967]. 

 

Carl Sagan [Sagan, Carl] 

astronomer 

USA 

1977 to 1992 

Dragons of Eden [1977]; Cosmos [1980: with Ann Druyan]; Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors [1992: with Ann 

Druyan] 

He lived 1934 to 1996. 
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moon phases 

astronomer 

Egypt 

-4500 

Egyptian astronomers noted eclipses and Moon phases. 

 

constellations 

astronomer 

Egypt/Sumer 

-3000 

Egyptian and Sumerian astronomers identified constellations and star motions. 

 

planet motions 

astronomer 

Babylonia 

-2000 

Babylonian astronomers recorded Moon and Venus cycles. 

 

Lagadha 

astronomer 

India 

-1350 

Vedic Text on Light [-1350: Vedic astronomy] 

He described Sun and Moon motions. 



 

calendar Sothis 

astronomer 

Egypt 

-1300 

Egyptian astronomers measured years by the star Sothis (Sirius). 

 

spherical Earth 

astronomer 

Egypt/Babylonia 

-500 to -400 

spherical Earth [-500 to -400] 

Aristotle wrote that Earth is spherical and people had known it for long time. 

 

Aristarchus of Samos 

astronomer 

Alexandria, Egypt/Samos, Ionia 

-260 

He lived -310 to -250, invented heliocentric theory [-260], calculated Earth-to-Sun distance to Earth-to-Moon 

distance ratio from angle at half moon, found Moon distance and size from Earth shadow on Moon during lunar 

eclipse, and stated causes of night and day and seasons. 

 

Hipparchus 

astronomer 

Greece 

-134 

He lived -190 to -120 and measured relative star brightness, equinox precession [-150], and Moon size from lunar-

eclipse parallax [-130]. 

 

Mayan astronomers 

astronomer 

Copan, Mexico 

776 

Mayan astronomers gathered to correct their two calendars. 
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Henrietta Swan Leavitt [Leavitt, Henrietta Swan] 

astronomer 

USA 

1908 to 1912 

She lived 1868 to 1921. Cepheid-variable brightness varies directly with logarithm of period {period-luminosity 

relationship} [1908 and 1912]. 

 

Ejnar Hertzsprung [Hertzsprung, Ejnar] 

astronomer 

Germany 

1911 

He lived 1873 to 1067 and studied star classification and evolution {Hertzsprung-Russell diagram} [1911]. 

 

Vesto M. Slipher [Slipher, Vesto M.] 

astronomer 

USA 

1912 

He lived 1875 to 1969, measured extra-galactic-star and galaxy spectra, discovered that most spectra were red-

shifted, and calculated their recessional velocities [1912]. 



 

Henry Norris Russell [Russell, Henry Norris] 

astronomer 

England 

1913 

He lived 1877 to 1057 and studied star classification and evolution (Hertzsprung-Russell diagram) [1913]. 

 

Edwin P. Hubble [Hubble, Edwin P.] 

astronomer 

USA 

1926 to 1929 

He lived 1899 to 1953, discovered galaxies (nebula) and classified them [1926], and compared galaxy recessional 

velocities and distances to formulate Hubble's law [1929, with Milton L. Humason]. 

 

Georges Lemaître [Lemaître, Georges] 

astronomer 

Belgium/England/USA 

1927 to 1931 

He lived 1894 to 1966 and used general relativity to show that universe is expanding [1927], conjecturing that it 

began as a point (Primeval Atom) [1931]. 

 

Fritz Zwicky [Zwicky, Fritz] 

astronomer 

Germany 

1933 to 1937 

He lived 1898 to 1974. Coma-cluster galaxies move so fast that the cluster would dissipate, so there must be more 

mass there [1933]. Gravitational lensing can test relativity, magnify distant objects, and find missing matter [1937]. 

 

George Gamow [Gamow, George] 

astronomer 

USA 

1937 to 1966 

Mr. Tompkins in Wonderland [1937]; One Two Three ... Infinity [1950]; Thirty Years That Shook Physics [1966] 

He lived 1904 to 1968, predicted microwave background radiation [1948], and calculated helium and lithium 

production from hydrogen just after universe origin. He expanded Big-Bang theory, with Ralph Alpher, Robert 

Hermann, and James Follin. 

 

Subramanyan Chandrasekhar [Chandrasekhar, Subramanyan] 

astronomer 

India 

1939 to 1987 

Introduction to the Study of Stellar Structures [1939]; Truth and Beauty: Aesthetics and Motivations in Science 

[1987] 

He lived 1911 to 1995 and stated mass limit for making neutron star instead of white-dwarf star, 1.4 times solar mass 

(Chandrasekhar limit). 

 

Margaret Burbridge [Burbridge, Margaret] 

astronomer 

USA 

1957 

She lived 1919 to ? and demonstrated how red giant stars can make carbon, oxygen, and iron [1957: with Geoffrey 

Burbridge, William Fowler, and Fred Hoyle]. 

 

Fred Hoyle [Hoyle, Fred] 

astronomer 

England 



1959 

Black Cloud [1959: Organic molecules in cloud can have metabolism] 

He lived 1915 to 2001, propounded universe steady-state theory, and demonstrated how red-giant stars can make 

carbon, oxygen, and iron [1957: with Geoffrey Burbridge, William Fowler, and Margaret Burbridge]. 

 

Chia-Chiao Lin [Lin, Chia-Chiao]/Frank Shu [Shu, Frank] 

astronomer 

USA 

1960 to 1970 

Galaxy bars and spirals are compressions in star galactic waves. 

 

Thomas Gold [Gold, Thomas] 

astronomer 

USA 

1962 to 1999 

Deep Hot Biosphere [1999] 

He lived 1920 to 2004 and propounded universe steady-state theory {time-symmetric universe}. He suggested that 

oil came to early Earth from space. 

 

Arno Penzias [Penzias, Arno]/Robert Woodrow Wilson [Wilson, Robert Woodrow] 

astronomer 

USA 

1965 

Penzias lived 1933 to ?. Wilson lived 1936 to ?. They discovered cosmic background radiation as uniform space 

black-body microwave noise, with temperature 3 K [1965]. 

 

Allan Sandage [Sandage, Allan] 

astronomer 

USA 

1969 

He lived 1926 to ?. Hubble constant is decreasing [1969]. 

 

Joseph Weber [Weber, Joseph] 

astronomer 

USA 

1969 

He lived 1919 to 2000 and found gravity waves [1969]. 

 

Vera Cooper Rubin [Rubin, Vera Cooper] 

astronomer 

USA 

1973 

She lived 1928 to ?. Milky-Way-Galaxy star (and gas) rotation rate is faster than expected if all mass is visible 

matter, implying invisible matter [1973]. 

 

Andrei Linde [Linde, Andrei] 

astronomer 

USA 

1986 

He lived 1948 to ?. Inflation never stops, because quantum fluctuations can randomly continue or stop (chaotic 

inflation) [1986], making many separate universes with different physical laws. 

 

Martin Rees [Rees, Martin] 

astronomer 

England 

1997 to 2001 



Before the Beginning [1997]; Just Six Numbers [1999]; Our Cosmic Habitat [2001] 

He lived 1942 to ? and studied pre-big-bang theories. 

 

Saul Perlmutter [Perlmutter, Saul] 

astronomer 

USA 

1998 

He showed that universe is expanding faster, not slowing, and hypothesized different energy type (dark energy) as 

cause [1998]. 

 

Brian Schmidt [Schmidt, Brian] 

astronomer 

Australia 

1998 

He showed that universe is expanding faster, not slowing, and hypothesized different energy type (dark energy) as 

cause [1998]. 

 

Fred C. Adams [Adams, Fred C.] 

astronomer 

England 

2002 

Our Living Multiverse [2002] 

Our universe is one of many universes (multiverse), with different physical parameters. 
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Christiaan Huygens [Huygens, Christiaan] 

astronomer/mathematician/physicist/inventor 

Netherlands 

1656 to 1675 

pendulum clock [1656]; spiral balance spring for clocks [1675] 

He lived 1629 to 1695 and saw Venus clouds, Saturn rings, and Jupiter red spot. He invented a light-wave theory 

using Huygen's principle and contributed to calculus. He improved clocks {spiral balance spring}. 

 

Nicolas Cassegrain [Cassegrain, Nicolas] 

astronomer/inventor 

France 

1672 

reflector telescope [1672] 

He lived 1625 to 1712 and invented two-mirror reflector telescope. 

 

Bernhard Schmidt [Schmidt, Bernhard] 

astronomer/inventor 

Estonia/Germany 

1931 

Schmidt telescope [1931] 

He lived 1879 to 1935 and invented Schmidt telescope [1931]. 
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John Flamsteed [Flamsteed, John] 

astronomer 

London, England 

1729 

Celestial Atlas [1729] 

He lived 1646 to 1719 and found 300 star positions. 



 

Charles Messier [Messier, Charles] 

astronomer 

Paris, France 

1771 to 1784 

Catalog of Nebulae and Star Clusters [1771 to 1784] 

He lived 1730 to 1817 and published a star catalog [1771 to 1784]. 

 

William Herschel [Herschel, William] 

astronomer/chemist 

London, England 

1773 to 1781 

Catalogue of One Thousand New Nebulae and Clusters of Stars [1782 to 1802] 

He lived 1738 to 1822, studied infrared light [1773 to 1781], first saw Uranus [1781], and published a star catalog 

[1782 to 1802]. Solar system is moving through space [1783]. 

 

Friedrich Argelander [Argelander, Friedrich] 

astronomer 

Germany 

1862 

Bonner Survey [1862] 

He lived 1799 to 1875 and found 300,000 star positions. 

 

Annie Jump Cannon [Cannon, Annie Jump] 

astronomer 

USA 

1911 to 1914 

Henry Draper Catalog [1914] 

She lived 1863 to 1941, cataloged many stars, and invented star spectral classification system: O, B, A, F, G, K, and 

M. 

 

Bernard Lovell [Lovell, Bernard] 

astronomer 

England 

1957 

He lived 1913 to ? and used radio astronomy at Jodrell Bank [1957]. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry 

 

chemistry topics 

Physical science {chemistry} can study analytical, biochemical, physical, general, and organic chemistry. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic 

 

inorganic chemistry 

Chemistry {inorganic chemistry} can be about substances, reactions, acids, bases, oxidations, reductions, and 

phases. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical 

 

mole of substance 

Moles {mole, chemistry}| is mass, in grams, divided by molecular weight, in atomic mass units. Substance mass, in 

grams, is moles multiplied by substance molecular weight, in atomic mass units. 

 

philosopher's stone 

An alchemic substance {philosopher's stone}| can control nature by strengthening essence in each thing. 



 

chemical test 

Physical and chemical tests {chemical test} {property test} can reveal chemicals present. 

process 

To identify chemical, test the following properties in sequence. 

Check color. Check odor. 

For state, find solid crystal group, liquid viscosity, or gas nature. Check melting or boiling point. 

For solubility, check in water, organic solvent, base, bicarbonate, hydrochloric acid, and sulfuric acid, which 

protonates O, N, and S. 

For combustion, use Beilstein test for halides, ignition test for highly unsaturated or aromatic organic chemicals, and 

flame test for metals. 

process: chemical tests 

Use chemical tests for chemical groups. 

Sodium iodide in acetone detects halides. 

Ferrous hydroxide detects nitro- groups. 

Bayer test or bromine in carbon tetrachloride detects double bonds. 

Tollen's test detects aldehydes. 

Iodoform, dinitrophenylhydrazine, and chromic-acid tests detect aldehydes and ketones. 

Sodium bicarbonate, silver nitrate, and neutralization with base, on pH paper or in meter, detect carboxylic acid. 

Sodium hydroxide, ferric chloride, and bromine water detect phenols. 

Hinsberg test and nitrous acid detect amines. 

Acetyl chloride, Lucas test, and chromic acid detect alcohols. 

Ferric hydroamate or hydrolysis with base detects esters. 

process: spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy detects cyano- groups. Infrared spectroscopy detects chemical bonds. Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy 

detects aromatic chemical groups. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) detects electron densities. Mass spectroscopy 

detects elements. 
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chemical naming 

Chemical names {chemical naming} have formats. 

name from formula 

Chemical name comes from chemical formula. In general, write name for each symbol in formula in same sequence 

as in formula, in order of increasing electronegativity. 

To write correct symbol names, first check formula for complex ions. 

Then check for atom or ion valences or charges. 

Write first atom or ion name. 

If molecule is ionic, and metal ion can have more than one valence number, write metal-ion valence in roman 

numerals in parentheses. 

For covalent molecules, if number of attached oxygens or other atoms is one, write "mono-". If two, write "di-". If 

three, write "tri-". If four, write "tetra-". If five, write "penta-". If six, write "hexa-". 

If molecule is ionic, write second-ion root. If molecule is covalent, write root of atom with attached oxygens or other 

atoms. 

Always add "-ide" to root. 

For example, the ionic compound FeCl2 [2 is subscript] is iron (II) chloride. The covalent compound SO2 [2 is 

subscript] is sulfur dioxide. 

 

acid naming 

Acid names {acid naming} have the following rules. If anion name ends in "-ide", start with "hydro-", add anion 

root, and then add "-ic acid", as in hydrochloric acid. If anion name ends in "-ate", start with anion root and then add "-

ic acid", as in sulfuric acid. If anion name ends in "-ite", start with anion root and then add "-ous acid", as in sulfurous 

acid. 

 

complex ion naming 

Polyatomic ion names {complex ion naming} can have five parts. 



hydrogen 

If ion has one hydrogen, begin name with "hydrogen". For two hydrogens, begin with "dihydrogen". For three 

hydrogens, begin with "trihydrogen". 

oxygen 

If ion central atom can attach oxygen in more than two ways, use prefix "per-" for ion with the most oxygen atoms 

or prefix "hypo-" for ion with the least oxygen atoms. 

root 

Then use central atom root. Root for C is carbon-. Root for N is nitr-. Root for O is ox-. Root for P is phosph-. Root 

for S is sulf-. Root for Cl is chlor-. Root for Mn is mangan-. 

oxygen suffix 

If ion central atom can attach oxygen in at least two ways, add "-ite" to root for ion with fewer oxygens or add "-ate" 

to root for ion with more oxygens. 

ion 

Then add the word "ion". 

example 

ClO4- [4 is subscript and - is superscript] is perchlorate ion, ClO3- [3 is subscript and - is superscript] is chlorate ion, 

ClO2- [2 is subscript and - is superscript] is chlorite ion, and ClO- [- is superscript] is hypochlorite ion. 

CO3-- [3 is subscript and -- is superscript] is carbonate ion. 

NO3- [3 is subscript and - is superscript] is nitrate ion and NO2- [2 is subscript and - is superscript] is nitrite ion. 

O2-- [2 is subscript and -- is superscript] is peroxide ion. 

PO4--- [4 is subscript and --- is superscript] is phosphate ion. 

SO3-- [3 is subscript and -- is superscript] is sulfite ion. SO4-- [4 is subscript and -- is superscript] is sulfate ion. 

MnO4- [4 is subscript and - is superscript] is permanganate ion. 

special 

Polyatomic ions can have special names. NH4+ [4 is subscript and + is superscript] is ammonium ion. OH- [- is 

superscript] is hydroxide ion. CN- [- is superscript] is cyanide ion. C2H3O2- [2 and 3 are subscripts and - is 

superscript] is acetate ion. HCO3- [3 is subscript and - is superscript] is bicarbonate ion. 

 

chemical formula 

Find chemical formulas {chemical formula} {formula, chemistry} using percent composition. For each element, 

divide percent composition by atomic mass units, to find number of elements per molecular weight. Then divide 

smallest number into others. If all answers are close to whole numbers, use whole numbers as subscripts in chemical 

formula. If answers are not all whole numbers, multiply answers by two, then three, then four, and so on, until answers 

are whole numbers. Then use whole numbers as subscripts in chemical formula. 

 

formula from name 

Chemical formula comes from chemical name {formula from name}. Because molecule has zero total charge, sum 

of ion charges and atom valences must equal zero. First, write atom or complex-ion symbols in same sequence as in 

name. Remember or look up ion or atom charges or valence. For atoms or complex ions, assign number subscripts so 

sum, of charge or valence times subscript, adds to zero. 

 

simple ion naming 

Ion names follow rules {simple ion naming}. If cation has one atom, use atom name followed by the word ion. For 

example, Na+ [+ is superscript] is sodium ion. If anion has one atom, use atom root followed by "-ide". For example, 

O2- [2 is subscript and - is superscript] is oxide ion. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical>Properties 

 

chemical properties 

Material properties {material property, chemical} {chemical property} are hardness, strength, color, melting 

temperature, vaporizing temperature, tensile strength, malleability, ductility, adhesiveness, cohesiveness, and elasticity. 

 

adhesiveness 

attraction to other substances {adhesiveness}. 

 



cohesiveness 

attraction to itself {cohesiveness}. 

 

ductility 

wire-forming ease {ductility}|. 

 

elasticity 

Materials have ability to return to original shape after stretching, compressing, or twisting {elasticity, material}|. 

 

malleability 

rolling-flat ease {malleability}|. 
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element 

Substances {element}| can have only one atom type. Hydrogen is H2 [2 is subscript]. Nitrogen is N2 [2 is subscript]. 

Oxygen is O2 [2 is subscript]. Fluorine is F2 [2 is subscript]. Chlorine is Cl2 [2 is subscript]. Bromine is Br2 [2 is 

subscript]. Iodine is I2 [2 is subscript]. 

 

allotrope 

Elements, such as carbon and sulfur, can have several physical forms {allotrope}|. 

 

cold fusion 

Hitting light nuclei with heavy ions {cold fusion, element} makes elements 107, 108, 109, 111, and 112 [discovered 

from 1980 to 1996]. 

 

magic mountain 

Lead is stable at 82 protons and 126 neutrons {magic mountain}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical>Element>Elements 

 

boron 

Solid elements {boron} can polymerize, form rings, and be in white borates. 

 

chlorine 

Elements {chlorine} can be gas, be reactive, and make hydrochloric acid. Chlorine makes chlorates, such as bleach, 

with oxygen. 

 

fluorine 

Elements {fluorine} can be reactive gas that forms strong polar covalent bonds with non-metals and forms ionic 

bonds to metals. 

 

hydrogen 

Elements {hydrogen} can form polar covalent bonds with non-metals, making clear liquid acids. Hydrogen forms 

hydrides with strongly reducing metals. Hydrogen gas is mild reducing agent and reacts slowly. Chemical reactions 

involving hydrogen ion and hydride ion are fast. 

 

nitrogen 

Elements {nitrogen} can be inert gas. Ammonia is in basic fertilizer. Nitrous oxide is anesthetic. Nitrogen-nitrogen 

double-bond diazo compounds are solid dyes. 

 

oxygen gas 

Elements {oxygen} can be gas and be oxidizer but be unreactive at low temperature. Ozone is powerful oxidizer. 

Two oxygens make the oxidizer peroxide ion. Oxygen combines with hydrogen to make water. 

 



phosphorus element 

Elements {phosphorus, element} can have atomic number 15, with 15 protons and 15 electrons. Hennig Brand 

discovered phosphorus [1669]. Phosphorus means "bearer of light" in Greek. 

properties 

Phosphorus is non-metal, waxy, white or red, and solid. Atomic weight is 30.97, so phosphorus has 16 neutrons. 

Boiling point is 277 C. Melting point is 44 C. Density at 25 C is 1.82 g/cm^3. 

reactions 

Phosphorus is reactive and makes phosphates with oxygen. Red phosphorus is not as reactive as white. White is very 

reactive and catches fire in air at 35 C. At temperatures below 35 C, white phosphorus glows in air. For safety, 

phosphorus must be in water. Phosphorus is toxic and can damage nose and jaw cartilage and bones. 

sources 

Heating calcium phosphate with carbon and silicon dioxide produces phosphorus. Yearly amount is several million 

tons. Phosphorus is also in fluoroapatite, which is calcium, fluorine, and phosphate. 

purposes 

Phosphorus mainly makes phosphoric acid. Phosphoric acid is for fertilizers, which must have phosphate. 

comparison 

Phosphorus chemistry is similar to nitrogen chemistry. 

 

silicon element 

Elements {silicon, element} can form silicates with oxygen to make sand, asbestos, mica, glass, and quartz. Etching 

it makes semiconductor circuits. 

 

sulfur element 

Elements {sulfur, element} can make sulfates and sulfites with oxygen, as well as sulfoxides for detergents. 

Hydrogen-sulfide gas has rotten-egg smell, as does carbon disulfide. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical>Element>Kinds 

 

metal 

Most elements {metal, element}| are solid at room temperature, melt at high temperature, are gray to white in color, 

shine if polished, conduct electricity and heat, are malleable, are ductile, are dense, and tend to lose electrons in 

chemical reactions. The most-metallic elements are in periodic-table lower left. Elemental metals can bind to 

themselves in pure metals or alloys. They can bind to non-metals to make salts. 

 

metalloid 

Few elements {semimetal} {metalloid}| are soft and crumbly solids or hard and brittle solids, have low melting 

temperature, are fairly shiny, are gray or colorless, are semiconducting, are not malleable, are not ductile, are rocklike, 

and have medium density. 

 

non-metal element 

Elements {non-metal}| can be colorless gases or colored soft solids, have low melting point, have no shine, have no 

conductivity, have low density, and tend to gain electrons in chemical reactions. The most-non-metallic elements are in 

periodic-table top right. 

 

radioactive element 

Radium compounds glow in the dark {radioactive element}|. Uranium and plutonium compounds are fuels for 

nuclear reactors. 

 

transuranium element 

Nuclei {transuranium element}| {transuranic element} can be heavier than uranium. 

Hitting heavy nuclei with neutrons makes elements 93, 94, 99, and 100 [discovered by 1958]. 

Hitting heavy nuclei with alpha particles makes elements 95, 96, 97, 98, and 101 [discovered by 1958]. 

Hitting heavy nuclei with light-element ions, such as boron-5, makes elements 102 to 106 [discovered from 1958 to 

1974]. 

Light-element ions can hit and split nuclei of elements above 106. 



Hitting light nuclei with heavy ions {cold fusion, light nucleus} makes elements 107, 108, 109, 111, and 112 

[discovered from 1980 to 1996]. 

Hitting light nuclei with heavy ions, such as calcium-48, makes elements 110 and 113 to 118 [discovered from 1994 

on]. 

stability 

At 114 is stable region, in which element lasts longer, especially element with 184 neutrons. Lead is also stable at 82 

protons and 126 neutrons, at magic mountain. 
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molecule 

Nature has 10,000 different inorganic and 10^11 different organic compounds {molecule}|. People know properties 

of 10^9 molecules. 

color 

Metal complexes can have metal ions with d orbitals, which chemically bind other molecules at smaller energy 

levels than s or p orbitals, lowering energy levels to visible light range, from ultraviolet for s and p orbitals. Iron 

compounds are red. Cobalt compounds are blue. Nickel compounds are green. Copper compounds are blue or green. 

Lead compounds are white. Silver compounds are black. 

Organic molecules can have conjugated double bonds, which spread electron-orbital energies and lower energy 

levels to visible-light range, from ultraviolet for single bonds. Organic dyes and indicators have long carbon sequences 

and have lowest light frequencies, from red to blue. 

diameter 

Molecules have diameters from 10^-8 centimeters to 10^-5 centimeter. In periodic-table rows, right-most atom is 

half left-most-atom diameter. Last-row atom diameter is much greater than first-row atom diameter. 

electrical property 

Atom diameter and proton number determine electrical properties. Diameter changes have more effect than proton-

number changes. Noble gases have lowest electron affinity and highest ionization energy, because electron shells are 

full. Elements in top-right periodic table have highest electron affinity and highest ionization energy, because they have 

relatively small diameter and relatively large proton number. 

 

compound substance 

Substances {compound, chemistry}| can have different atoms bound together. 

 

molecular weight 

In molecules, atom atomic-weight sum is molecule mass {molecular weight}| {formula mass} {molecular mass}, in 

atomic mass units. 

 

percent composition 

In compounds, element percentage {percent composition} is atomic mass, in atomic mass units, multiplied by 

number of atoms, divided by molecular weight, in atomic mass units. 

 

strange metal state 

High-temperature superconductors {strange metal state} {bad metal} can have impurities. 
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complex ion 

Ions {complex ion} can have more than one atom. Complex ions typically have central positive atom {mononuclear 

atom}. Mononuclear atom binds to negative atom ligands. Ligands can chelate to central atom at two or more sites. 

properties 

Central atom can have high charge, small radius, and filled or half-filled d orbitals. Central atom can have low 

charge, large radius, and odd number of d-orbital electrons. If central atom has higher positive charge, greater atomic 

weight, and/or more electrons in d orbitals, complex ion is more stable. d orbitals are most stable when they are half 

full or have 3, 6, or 8 electrons. 

types 

Heme has iron as central atom. Chlorophyll has magnesium as central atom. Vitamin B12 has cobalt as central atom. 



 

effective atomic radius 

In covalent compounds, ionization potential is inversely proportional to half the distance {effective atomic radius} 

between two covalently bound nuclei. Effective atomic radius ranges from 0.037 nanometers to 0.3 nanometers. 

 

electron affinity 

In gases, atoms have potential energies, which range from -0.9 eV to +3.6 eV, to attract additional electrons 

{electron affinity}. Atom electronegativity directly correlates with electron affinity. 

 

electronegativity 

Atomic nuclei attract electrons in shared orbitals {electronegativity}. Electronegativity is proportional to sum of 

ionization potential and electron affinity. 

energy 

For two bonded atoms, electronegativity difference is proportional to square root of bond-energy ionic bonding part 

{partial ionic character}, which ranges from 0.8 eV to 4.0 eV. 

bonds 

If both atoms have high electronegativity, they have covalent bonding. If both atoms have low electronegativity, they 

have metallic bonding. If one atom has high electronegativity and one atom has low electronegativity, they have ionic 

bonding. 

location 

Atom with higher electronegativity has higher probability of containing bonding electrons, and lower probability of 

containing antibonding electrons, than other atom. 

 

ionization potential 

To remove outermost electron, gas atoms require energy {ionization potential} {ionization energy}, which ranges 

from 4 eV to 24 eV. 

 

Lewis structure 

Dots can represent electrons in molecule electron structures {Lewis structure}. Atoms, except hydrogen with two 

dots, have eight dots, to represent electrons in outer shell. Two dots are at atom right, bottom, left, or top. If two atoms 

bond, two dots are between them. If two atoms have double bond, four dots are between them. 

 

radical of molecule 

Molecules {radical, molecule}| {free radical} can have no charge but have only one unpaired electron in outer 

orbital. Peroxides have oxygen free radicals. When peroxide or double-bonded carbon binds to carbon, carbon atom 

can have free radical. 

 

unshared pair 

Two non-metal-atom electrons {unshared pair} can be in non-bonding outer-shell orbital. 

 

valence of molecule 

Atoms have number {valence, atom}| of outer-shell electrons, or missing outer-shell electrons, needed to complete 

outer shell. 
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energy partition 

Atom rotational, vibrational, and translational energy modes have same energy {energy partition} {partition of 

energy, chemistry}. If energy is different, rotation or vibration gains or loses energy to neighboring rotations and 

vibrations and returns to equilibrium. 

 

rotation around bond 

Molecular groups can rotate around single bonds {rotation, bond}. Double bonds, triple bonds, and bonds with 

resonance have no rotation. 



types 

Because spherical molecules are symmetric in all three space directions, spherical molecules have no net rotation. 

Spin around axis leaves molecule the same. Spherical molecules cannot rotate around axis that does not go through 

center. 

Linear molecules can spin around axis perpendicular to chemical bond, so linear molecules can have net rotation. 

Because linear molecules are symmetric in one space direction, linear molecules have no net rotation around line 

between nuclei, because spin around that axis leaves molecule the same. 

Molecules that are not spherical or linear have no symmetry axis and can rotate around three mutually perpendicular 

space dimensions. 

 

vibration of bond 

Molecule bonds can have different vibration types {vibration, molecule}. 

types 

Vibrations can stretch and compress chemical bonds along line between nuclei. Vibrations can widen and narrow 

angle between two bonds. 

number 

Molecules with no bonds cannot vibrate. 

Molecules with one bond have one vibration type, bond compressing and stretching. 

Molecules with two bonds can have four vibration modes. One bond can stretch, as the other compresses. Both 

bonds can stretch and compress at same time. Angle between bonds can narrow and widen. One bond can move 

downward perpendicular to bond plane, while one moves upward perpendicular to bond plane. 

symmetry 

Molecule symmetries can make two vibration modes indistinguishable and decrease total number of vibration 

modes. 
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binary compound 

Compounds {binary compound} {diatomic compound} can have two different elements. Hydrofluoric acid, for glass 

etching, is HF. The strong acid hydrochloric acid is HCl. 

Table salt is NaCl. Sodium fluoride toothpaste compound is NaF. Sodium-bromide stomach soother is NaBr. 

Sodium iodide iodizing salt is NaI. Potassium chloride salt substitute is KCl. 

Poisonous colorless odorless carbon monoxide gas is CO. The poisonous gas nitric oxide is NO. Calcium oxide, lime 

fertilizer, is CaO. Bronze green color, cupric oxide, is CuO. The solid used in flat stovetops, magnesium oxide, is MgO. 

 

triatomic compound 

Compounds {triatomic compound} can have three atoms. 

Water is H2O [2 is subscript]. 

Colorless odorless carbon dioxide gas, from burning, is CO2 [2 is subscript]. 

Inefficient burning makes nitrogen dioxide gas, NO2 [2 is subscript]. The colorless anesthetic gas nitrous oxide is 

N2O [2 is subscript]. 

Gas with rotten egg smell, hydrogen sulfide, is H2S [2 is subscript]. The irritating gas for preserving food and for 

refrigeration, sulfur dioxide, is SO2 [2 is subscript]. 

Lye or sodium hydroxide strong base is NaOH. The strong base potassium hydroxide is KOH. Milk of magnesia or 

magnesium hydroxide antacid is MgOH. Slaked lime mortar, calcium hydroxide, is CaOH. 

Potash or potassium oxide fertilizer is K2O [2 is subscript]. 

Calcium chloride drying agent is CaCl2 [2 is subscript], for icy roads. 

Black silver tarnish, silver oxide, is Ag2O [2 is subscript]. 

Hydrogen cyanide poisonous gas is HCN. Silicon-oxide glass is SiO2 [2 is subscript]. 

Black car-battery-terminal coating, lead oxide, is PbO2 [2 is subscript]. 

Bleach or sodium hypochlorite is NaClO. 

 

polyatomic compound 

Compounds {polyatomic compound} can have more than three atoms. 



organic 

Natural gas or methane is CH4 [4 is subscript]. Artificial gas or propane is C3H8 [3 and 8 are subscripts]. Lighter 

fluid or butane is C4H10 [4 and 10 are subscripts]. 

Carbon tetrachloride solvent is CCl4 [4 is subscript]. Chloroform anesthetic is CH3Cl [3 is subscript]. 

The strong base-forming gas ammonia is NH3 [3 is subscript]. 

Hydrogen peroxide disinfectant is H2O2 [2 is subscript]. 

iron 

Rust or iron oxide is Fe2O3 [2 and 3 are subscripts]. Magnetite iron ore, iron (II) oxide, is FeO. Hematite iron ore, 

iron (III) oxide, is Fe2O3 [2 and 3 are subscripts]. 

calcium 

Limestone, chalk, and the cement ingredient calcium carbonate is CaCO3 [3 is subscript]. Calcium phosphate bone 

mineral is Ca3(PO4)2 [3 and 2 are subscripts]. Plaster of paris or calcium sulfate is CaSO4 [4 is subscript]. 

sodium 

Baking soda or sodium bicarbonate is NaHCO3 [3 is subscript]. Soda ash or sodium carbonate is Na2CO3 [2 and 3 

are subscripts]. The fixer for photographic solutions, sodium thiosulfate, is NaHSO4 [4 is subscript]. 

alkali metals 

The gunpowder and meat-curing salt saltpeter or potassium nitrate is KNO3 [3 is subscript]. 

The manic-depressive treatment lithium carbonate is Li2CO3 [2 and 3 are subscripts]. Lithium dialkylamides 

remove protons in chemical reactions. 

Magnesium hydroxide antacid is Mg(OH)2 [2 is subscript]. The laxative, tanning, and dyeing compound Epsom 

salts or magnesium sulfate is MgSO4 [4 is subscript]. 

The compound used for GI tract x-rays, barium sulfate, is BaSO4 [4 is subscript]. 

boron 

The compound used in heatproof glass, boron oxide, is B2O3 [2 and 3 are subscripts]. Boron nitride abrasive is BN3 

[3 is subscript]. Borax detergent ingredient is B(C2H2O2)3 [2 and 3 are subscripts]. The abrasive carborundum or 

boron carbide is BC3 [3 is subscript]. 

aluminum 

The treatment for canker sores, and compound for water purification, alum, aluminum potassium sulfate, is 

AlK(SO4)2 [4 and 2 are subscripts]. The white layer coating aluminum is aluminum oxide, Al2O3 [2 and 3 are 

subscripts], used in ceramics and abrasives. Aluminum hydroxide antacid is Al(OH)3 [3 is subscript]. 

copper 

The blue compound copper sulfate is CuSO4 [4 is subscript]. The green compound copper chloride is CuCl2 [2 is 

subscript]. 

silver 

Silver nitrate silver-plating salt is AgNO3 [3 is subscript]. 
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alumina 

The white layer coating aluminum is aluminum oxide or Al2O3 {alumina} [2 and 3 are subscripts], used in ceramics 

and abrasives. 

 

glass material 

Transparent brittle materials {glass}| can have different-length bonds and low thermal expansion. Sand is silicon 

dioxide. To make glass, melted sand receives small amounts of soda and lime at 2700 F. Melted sand is clear solid but 

is not crystalline. Glass does not melt at one temperature but becomes more fluid over temperature range. People can 

cut, blow, shape, and mold hot glass. Drawing molten glass through shaped boats floating in melted glass makes glass 

sheets. The glass cools slightly and then vertical rollers make it have equal thickness. 

 

halide chemicals 

Compounds {halide} can contain fluorine, chlorine, bromine, or iodine. 

 

metal complex 

Molecules {metal complex} can have metal ions with d orbitals, which chemically bind other molecules at smaller 

energy levels than s or p orbitals, lowering energy levels to visible-light range from ultraviolet-light range. Iron 



compounds are red. Cobalt compounds are blue. Nickel compounds are green. Copper compounds are blue or green. 

Lead compounds are white. Silver compounds are black. 

 

nitrogen compound 

Nitrogen burns at 800 F to make nitrogen oxides {nitrogen compound}. Cyanuric acid oxidizes nitrogen oxides to 

carbon dioxide, water, and nitrogen gas. 

 

phosphate ion 

Ions {phosphate ion}, (PO4)-3 [4 is subscript and -3 is superscript], can have phosphorus and oxygen. 

bone 

Bone is calcium phosphate, Ca3(PO4)2 [3, 4, and 2 are subscripts]. 20% of skeleton is calcium phosphate. Teeth 

have calcium phosphate. 

energy 

Phosphate bonds in adenosine monophosphate (AMP), adenosine diphosphate (ADP), and adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP) store energy. 

detergent 

Detergents can have phosphates, because phosphate softens water. Many places ban phosphate detergents, because 

they cause lakes and rivers to have too many algae and other plants, which makes less oxygen in water and kills animal 

life. 
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water molecule 

Water {water, molecule} relates to anhydrous, hydrate, efflorescence, deliquescence, hygroscopic, and desiccant. 

phases 

Water can exist in 13 crystalline phases and five amorphous phases. Water can be high-density amorphous ice at 10 

K to 65 K or low-density amorphous ice at 65 K to 125 K. Amorphous ice is in interstellar space. Space amorphous ice 

can flow with UV light and allows carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, methanol, and ammonia formation. Cubic ice 

forms at 135 K to 200 K. Hexagonal ice forms from 200 K to 273 K. 

ice surface 

Ice has liquid water at surface, several molecules thick, with less structure than solid, because water interacts with 

air. Ice with impurities has thicker layer. Ice has a liquid surface layer even if it is tens of degrees below freezing. 

Water-surface-layer charge separation, on ice crystals moving upward and hail falling downward, causes lightning. 

 

anhydrous 

Most substances have no adhering water {anhydrous}|. 

 

deliquescence 

Solid can absorb water from air and become solution {deliquescence}|. 

 

desiccant 

Chemicals {desiccant}| that can take up water can keep other chemicals dry. 

 

efflorescence of water 

Hydrates can give water to air {efflorescence, water}|. 

 

hydrate 

Substances {hydrate}|, with dissolved ions, can adhere to water. 

 

hygroscopic 

Compounds can absorb water from air {hygroscopic}|. 
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hard water 

Water {hard water}| can have mostly calcium and magnesium ions. 



 

soft water 

Water {soft water}| can have mostly sodium and potassium ions. 
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bonding of atoms 

Molecule atoms have stable electrical attractions {bonding, molecule}| {chemical bond}. 

electrons 

Only outermost electrons participate in chemical bonds, because they can contact another atom. 

electrons: stability 

Atoms have potential energy. Bonding lowers potential energy. Because radius is less, filled outer-electron shells 

have lower potential energy than unfilled. 

electrons: types 

Bonding types result from competition between weak bonds with low activation energy and strong bonds with large 

activation energy. Single covalent bond overlaps sigma orbitals. Double covalent bond overlaps sigma orbitals and pi 

orbitals. Triple covalent bond overlaps sigma orbitals and two pi orbitals. 

electrons: bond order 

Bonding order is 1sigma bonding, 1sigma antibonding, 2sigma bonding, 2sigma antibonding, 2sigma bonding, 2pi 

bonding, 2pi antibonding, 2sigma antibonding, 3sigma bonding, 3sigma antibonding, 3sigma bonding, 3sigma 

antibonding, 3pi bonding, 3pi antibonding, and so on. 

bond length 

Bonded atom pairs always have same average distance between nuclei. Bond length has lowest potential energy. 

bond strength 

Non-polar covalent bonds are stronger than polar, ionic, or metallic bonds, because atoms share electrons more 

equally and attractive force between electrons and nuclei is higher, making bond length less. Multiple bonds have 

shorter bond lengths, because nucleus shielding is more. 

Ionic bonds are stronger if ions have more charges and larger sizes. 

Metal alloys make stronger metallic bonds, because rapid electron transfer maximizes shell filling. 

bond angle 

Average angle between two bonds is always the same. 

 

catenation 

Similar-size non-metals can form covalent bonds {catenation}. 

 

chelation 

Metals can bind to anion and be soluble {chelation}|. Chelometric titration can measure all metals, except sodium, 

potassium, and lithium. Disodium EDTA at pH 4 to pH 5 chelates metals. Metal is Lewis acid, and ligand is Lewis 

base. Eriochrome Black T is indicator and goes from red to blue. Adding magnesium EDTA can measure calcium. 

EGTA titrates calcium. Xylenol is indicator for acid titrations with EDTA. 

 

combining capacity 

Atoms can make numbers {combining capacity} of covalent bonds or can become ions. 

 

conjugation of bonds 

Compounds with alternating single and double bonds {conjugation, bond}| have electron resonance. 

 

delocalization 

Molecule electrons can move among connected p orbitals and spread electron orbitals {delocalization}|, which 

lowers potential energy by minimizing electron repulsions. 

 

hybridization of bonds 

Repulsions among electrons in different adjacent orbitals can change orbital shapes {hybridization, bonding}| 

{hybrid orbital theory}, to make same-shape orbitals. Orbital hybridization can happen if excited states are available. 

shape 

Hybrid orbitals have ellipsoid shapes. Shape is between s and p orbital shape. Electrons are mostly on one atom side. 



types 

Four adjacent orbitals make four hybrid orbitals and tetrahedron shape {sp3 hybridization}. Three adjacent orbitals 

make three hybrid orbitals and triangle shape {sp2 hybridization}, with one unaffected p orbital in pi bond. Two nearby 

orbitals make two hybrid orbitals and line shape {sp hybridization}, with two unaffected p orbitals in pi bonds. 

 

ligand of bond 

Atoms or molecules {ligand}| can covalently or ionically bond to central atom, in different configurations depending 

on orbitals. 

number 

Central atom can bind coordination number of ligands. Central atom can have six ligands, at octahedron corners 

{octahedral}, at two d, one s, and three p orbitals. Cubic ligand arrangement has six bonds, at cube corners, at two d, 

one s, and three p orbitals. Central atom can have four ligands {square planar}, at square corners, at two d, one s, and 

three p orbitals. Tetrahedral ligand arrangement has four ligands, at tetrahedron corners, at one s and three p orbitals. 

central atom 

Metal ions have five d orbitals. z^2 and x^2 - y^2 orbitals point along axes and have higher energy. Electrostatic 

repulsion causes xy, yz, and xz orbitals to point between axes and have lower energy. If field is weak, energy difference 

is small, and all electrons go to all five d orbitals, with parallel spins, as in Hund's rule. If field is strong, metal d-orbital 

energy differences are large, spins pair, and electrons stay in the three lower-energy d orbitals. 

 

octet rule 

Minimum potential energy is when molecule atoms, except hydrogen, have eight electrons, in four orbitals, in outer 

shell {octet rule}. 

 

resonance of bonds 

Hybrid bonding orbitals can represent alternative electron-arrangement averages, such as single and double bond 

interchanges {resonance, bonding}|. 

delocalization 

Molecule electron orbitals spread when electrons move between connected p orbitals, lowering potential energy by 

minimizing electron repulsions. 

aromatic compounds 

Benzene and other aromatic compounds, which have five-member or six-member carbon and nitrogen rings with 

alternating single and double bonds, have electron resonance. 

conjugation 

Compounds with alternating single and double bonds have electron resonance. 

carboxyl group 

If an atom single-bonds to an atom type and double-bonds to same atom type, so bonds can interchange, as in 

carboxyl ion -COO- or guanidium ion -CNN-, compound has electron resonance. 

 

shielding 

Electrons between two atomic nuclei reduce electric repulsion {shielding}|, by reducing nucleus apparent positive 

charge. 

 

van der Waals force 

Weak electrical attractions {van der Waals force} are between charges induced on neighboring molecules by 

electronegative atoms. Van der Waals forces are at distances less than 0.25 nanometers. Higher-atomic-weight atoms 

make stronger van der Waals forces. 
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molecular orbital theory 

Bonding theories {molecular orbital theory} (MO) can use molecular electron orbitals. Bonding orbitals have 

electrons between nuclei, which causes shielding. Antibonding orbitals have electrons beyond nuclei, with no shielding. 

Only these two wave-interference types result in net amplitude and so are the only bonding types. 

number 

Number of occupied bonding orbitals compared to number of occupied antibonding orbitals gives total bond 

number. If antibonding equals bonding, no bond forms. 



strength 

Bond strength depends on atomic-orbital overlap, which is greatest for identical orbitals. If electronegativity 

difference between atoms is great, bonding and antibonding orbitals are similar in energy, because shielding is 

minimal. 

errors 

Molecular orbital theory weights ionic effects too heavily. 

 

valence-bond theory 

Bonding theory {valence-bond theory} involves electric interactions between atoms. Molecular orbitals only form 

between valence electrons, because only valence electrons can contact outside world and valence electrons are least 

bound. Other electrons are too tightly bound. However, valence-bond theory weights ionic effects too lightly. 
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bond energy 

Enough energy {bond energy} {energy, bond} can break bonds. Bond breaks at 40,000 to 260,000 calories per mole. 

Because shell is full, atoms in chemical bonds have lower energy and are more stable than isolated atoms. Symmetries 

in covalent chemical bonds make energy lower by minimizing electron repulsions. 

 

London energy 

Electrons can induce electric dipoles and cause electrical attractions {London energy} between atoms. London 

energy is at distance less than 0.6 nanometers. 
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ion of atom 

Atoms {ion}| can donate electrons to or accept electrons from other atoms, so atom becomes positive or negative. 

 

anion 

Atoms with strong electric forces can gain several electrons to fill shell {anion}|. 

 

cation 

Atoms with strong electric forces can lose several electrons to make empty shell {cation}|. 
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single bond 

One covalent sigma bond {single bond}| can be between two atomic nuclei. 

 

double bond 

One sigma and one pi bond {double bond}| can be between two atomic nuclei. 

 

triple bond 

One sigma and two pi bonds {triple bond}| can be between two atomic nuclei. 
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antibonding orbital 

Molecular orbitals {antibonding orbital} can be difference between two atomic orbitals that have quantum-wave 

destructive interference. Antibonding orbitals have electrons beyond nuclei. No shielding makes positively charged 

nuclei repel. Outside electrons pull positively charged nuclei apart. 

 

bonding orbital 

Molecular orbitals {bonding orbital} can be sums of atomic orbitals that have quantum-wave constructive 

interference. Bonding orbitals have electrons between nuclei. Shielding reduces repulsion of positively charged nuclei. 

Between electrons pull positively charged nuclei together. 



 

non-bonding orbital 

Most atomic and molecular orbitals {non-bonding orbital} have no sharing, overlap, or quantum-wave interference. 
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hydrogen bond 

Chemically bonded hydrogen atom near chemically bonded nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine atom forms electric dipole 

{hydrogen bond}|. Nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine unshared-electron pairs attract hydrogen nuclei. Only nitrogen, 

oxygen, and fluorine atoms are small enough for unshared-electron pairs to get close enough to hydrogen nucleus. 

strength 

Electric attraction is one-tenth covalent-bond strength. 

time 

Hydrogen bonds break and reform in 10^-11 seconds. 

forms 

Hydrogen bonds can have two configurations. Oxygen atom, hydrogen atom, and atom bonded to hydrogen can be 

in straight line. This hydrogen-bond type is stronger. Water has many strong-type hydrogen bonds. 

At hydrogen, angle of nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine atom and atom bonded to hydrogen angle can be 109 degrees, as 

in tetrahedral configuration. This hydrogen-bond type is weaker. 

multiplication 

Hydrogen bond polarizes atom bonded to hydrogen atom. Polarization aligns other atoms and causes more hydrogen 

bonding. 

 

ionic bonding 

Atoms can donate electrons to or accept electrons from other atoms, so one atom becomes positively charged and 

other atom becomes negatively charged, and opposite ion charges attract {ionic bonding}|. Anions with strong electric 

forces can gain electrons to fill shell. Cations with strong electric forces can lose electrons to empty shell. 

 

metallic bonding 

Metal atoms exchange outer electrons to try to fill outer shell {metallic bonding}|. Mercury is liquid, because it has 

weak metallic bonds. 
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covalent bond 

Two atoms can share two electrons {covalent bond}|, which spend most time between the atomic nuclei and share a 

bonding orbital. Molecular electron orbitals fill with electrons using same rules as for filling atomic electron orbitals. 

Bonding orbitals fill before antibonding orbitals. Covalent bonding fills both atoms' outer shells. 

antibonding 

Shared electrons can spend most time outside the atomic nuclei on line between nuclei, in antibonding orbitals. 

Outside electrons pull nuclei apart and so oppose covalent chemical bonding. Net bond number equals (bonding 

electrons - antibonding electrons) / 2. 

factor 

Atoms with weak electric forces make covalent bonds. Atoms with weak electric forces can gain electrons to 

complete shell. Atoms with weak electric forces can lose electrons to empty shell. 

 

polar bond 

Two different-electronegativity atoms can bind by sharing electrons, and one atom attracts shared electrons more 

{polar bond}| {polar covalent bonding}. 

 

sigma bond 

Covalent chemical bonds {sigma bond}| {sigma bonding orbital} can overlap atom s orbital and other-atom 1s or 2s 

orbital, 1p or 2p orbital, or s-p hybrid orbital, with constructive interference and electrons between nuclei. Sigma 

bonding orbitals are symmetric around line joining the atomic nuclei. Atom s orbital can overlap other-atom 1s or 2s 

orbital, 1p or 2p orbital, or s-p hybrid orbital {sigma antibonding orbital}, with destructive interference and electrons 

not between nuclei. 



 

pi bond 

Covalent chemical bonds {pi bond}| {pi bonding orbital} can overlap atom 2p orbitals, so shared electrons are 

between nuclei but in two regions, one above and one below line between atomic nuclei. Atom 2p orbital can overlap 

other-atom 2p orbital {pi antibonding orbital}, with destructive interference and electrons not between nuclei. 
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chemical reaction inorganic 

Molecule atoms can make and break chemical bonds {chemical reaction, inorganic}|. Chemical reactions make 

reactant molecules into product molecules. Chemical reactions typically release energy as heat. 

energy release 

Molecules have energy levels, with Boltzmann energy distribution. Reactants have higher ground-state potential 

energy and/or more widely spaced energy levels. If there is reaction path, molecules tend to become products, which 

have lower ground-state potential energy and/or less widely spaced energy levels. Potential-energy difference becomes 

kinetic energy and so heat. Products and heat have higher entropy than reactants. 

reaction rate 

Chemical-reaction rate depends on activation energy to go from reactants to products. Reaction rate depends on 

forward and backward chemical-reaction rates. 

mass 

Balanced chemical equations allow knowing reactant or product amounts from reactant or product amounts. Ratio 

between unknown reactant or product coefficient and known reactant or product coefficient equals ratio between 

unknown reactant or product moles and known reactant or product moles. 

 

Born-Haber cycle 

Reaction diagrams {Börn-Haber cycle} can show how molecule chemical properties relate to atomic chemical-

property combinations. 
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activation energy 

Reaching chemical-reaction transition state requires energy {activation energy}| (Ea). Transition state has potential 

energy that is higher than reactant potential energy and is higher than product potential energy. For drugs, activation 

energy equals site-atom attached-hydrogen effective activation-energy sum. 

 

catalyst 

Chemicals {catalyst}| can increase reaction rate, but chemical reaction does not alter them. 

amount 

Reaction needs only small catalyst amount, because reaction reuses catalyst. However, catalysts can break down, 

have dirt or product coatings, or have surface damage. 

processes 

Catalysts reduce energy needed to start reaction. Catalysts allow transition state with lower activation energy, make 

molecule easier to attack, allow leaving group to leave easier, make attacking group attack better, orient molecules for 

optimum bond stretching, provide functional groups for forces or transfer, or line up reactant molecules. 

types 

Enzymes are protein catalysts. 

Acids and bases are catalysts {homogeneous catalyst}. Basic catalysts cause isomerization, halogenation, or 

condensation. Acid catalysts cause tautomerism, solvolysis, or inversion. Neutral catalysts polarize solvent. 

types: solid 

Solid catalysts {heterogeneous catalyst} provide structured surfaces. Ceramic or metal catalysts are for industrial 

processes. Surface chemistry is for catalysis, corrosion, membranes, surface tension, and electrodes. 

If molecule collision energy with surface is same as surface thermal-vibration energy, surface can absorb molecule 

and collision energy. Molecule-absorption rate depends on collision energy. Electrode surfaces have an ion layer, 

covered by an opposite-charge ion layer. 

Catalytic surfaces must not bind too strongly or too weakly. Collision rate is not important, because absorption 

surface is large. Activation energy is small and not determining factor for surface catalysts. 



As atoms bind to catalyst, catalyst surfaces orient molecules and dissociate molecular bonds. Then new bond can 

form by collision or reorientation. Molecules on catalysts can move depending on impurities, defects, and crystal 

planes. Movement allows reaction atom transfer. 

types: gas and metals 

Gas molecules chemisorb on metals, because metal absorption area is much greater than gas collision area, so 

entropy decreases. How saturated surface is affects absorption. If concentration is high or time on surface is long, 

absorption is less. Because neighboring sites move, they affect absorption sites. 

Metals bind oxygen strongest, then acetylene, ethylene, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. 

Platinum, iron, vanadium, and chromium can adsorb all these substances. Manganese and copper can adsorb some. 

Magnesium and lithium only absorb oxygen. Iron, nickel, platinum, and silver surfaces are catalysts for hydrogenations 

and dehydrogenations. 

Nickel oxide, zinc oxide, and magnesium oxide are catalysts for oxidations and dehydrogenations, because they are 

semiconducting. Metal sulfides are catalysts for desulfurations, because they are semiconducting. Aluminum oxide, 

silicon oxide, and magnesium oxide are catalysts for dehydrations, because they are insulators. Phosphoric acid and 

sulfuric acid are catalysts for polymerizations, isomerizations, alkylations, and dealkylations {cracking, petroleum}. 

 

initiation of reaction 

Chemical reaction starts when outside energy stretches, twists, or compresses molecule chemical bonds {initiation, 

reaction}. 

energy 

Energy typically comes from heat or light. Light adds electric energy and affects electrons directly. Heat makes 

molecules move faster with more kinetic energy, causing more and higher-energy molecule collisions. 

size 

In large molecules, collision is less likely to disrupt bond, because collision is more likely to hit other bonds. 

shape 

Molecule shape determines if collision affects bond. If collision is along bond line, bond disruption is more than if 

collision is from side. 

charge 

Bond disruption is greater if colliding atoms have opposite electric charges. Bond disruption is greater if colliding 

atoms have same electric-charge absolute value. 

 

photoactivation 

Light can cause chemical reaction {photoactivation}, as in photosynthesis. 

 

transition state 

Chemical bond is stable state with relatively low potential energy. See Figure 1. Collision, heat, or radiation can 

stretch, twist, or compress chemical bond to maximum extent {transition state}| {activated complex}, as molecule 

electrical attractions resist chemical-bond disruption. Transition state has greatest disruption, highest potential energy, 

and maximum separation. See Figure 2. If it can become new conformation or molecule, transition state is hybrid of 

stable chemical states before and after chemical reaction. 

From transition state, molecules can go back to original states or become new conformations or molecules, with 

equal probability. See Figure 3. 
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virtual work principle 

After displacement from equilibrium, system returns to equilibrium and sum of all work done by forces during 

displacement and return equals zero {principle of virtual work} {virtual work principle}. 
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reaction rate 

Chemical reactions proceed over time {reaction rate}|. 

rate 

Reaction goes in two directions at once, from reactants to products {forward reaction} and products to reactants 

{reverse reaction}. Backward reaction rate divides into forward reaction rate to find overall rate. 

half-life 

Reactant amount eventually reaches half original amount {half-life, reactant}: half-life = C * (1 / c^(n - 1)), where C 

is constant, c is concentration, and n is reaction order. 

factors 

Reaction rate depends on temperature, pressure, reactant concentrations, catalysts, states, and reactant physical 

forms: rate constant = (collision frequency) * e^(-E / (R*T)), where R is gas constant, T is temperature, and E is 

activation energy. If reactant concentration is in excess, concentration stays constant during reaction. 

process 

Reactants and products have initial, intermediate, and final concentrations. Reactions destroy reactants and makes 

products. 

process: mechanism 

Reaction rate depends on reaction mechanism. Reaction mechanism can depend on zeroth, first, second, or third 

reactant-concentration power {order, reaction}. 

Reaction rate can be constant {zero-order reaction}. 

Reaction rate can depend on one reactant concentration or pressure {first-order reaction}. First-order reaction uses 

linear equation: rate = dC / dt = k * C0 where dC is concentration change, dt is time change, k is rate constant, and C0 

is concentration. ln(C / C0) = -k*t, where C is concentration, C0 is initial concentration, k is rate constant, and t is time. 

Find final and intermediate product or reactant concentrations from initial concentration, rate constant, and time: Cf = 

Ci * e^(k*t), where Cf is final concentration, Ci is initial concentration, k is rate constant, and t is time. 

Reaction rate can depend on two reactant concentrations or pressures {second-order reaction}. Second-order reaction 

uses quadratic equation. 

process: temperature 

Reaction rate depends directly on temperature. Reaction rate is faster with higher temperature. 10-K increase doubles 

reaction rate. 

process: form 

Reactant physical form affects reaction rate. Greater surface area, lower viscosity, and higher solvent polarity 

increase reaction rate. If surfaces must touch for reaction, rate depends on contact area. 

process: state 

Reactant gas, liquid, or solid physical state affects reaction rate. 

process: rate constant 

Physical factors that affect reaction rate are temperature, catalyst, physical form, and physical state. All physical 

factors are in one constant {rate constant}. People know rate constants for many chemical reactions. 

process: rate-limiting 

In chemical-reaction series, in which previous-reaction products are next-reaction reactants, one reaction {rate-

limiting reaction} is slowest. 

process: ions 

Ionic reactions are fast if both reactants have opposite charge. Large ions and high-charge ions increase reaction rate. 

Increased ionic strength increases rate, if ions have opposite charge, but otherwise slows reaction rate. Solvents with 

high dielectric constants, like water, reduce repulsions and attractions between reactants and slow reaction rates. 

Acid-base reactions are ionic, and reaction rate increases with more acid or base. Ions can modify reaction by 

forming weak acids and bases. 

In ionic solutions, higher ionic strength, more polar solvent, and greater ion charge causes high collision rate and 

short contact time, so reaction rate is higher. 

process: non-polar 

In non-polar solutions, higher viscosity makes contact longer and collision rate lower, so reaction rate is lower. 



 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Reaction>Equation 

 

chemical equation 

Chemical-reaction equation {chemical equation} uses molecule chemical formulas and special symbols. Reactant 

formulas are on left, and product formulas are on right. 

direction 

Horizontal arrow pointing right separates reactants from products. Delta symbol means to add heat. hv symbol 

means to add light. 

terms 

Plus signs separate molecules. 

symbols 

Up arrow (^) at formula right indicates that reaction produces gas. Down arrow at formula right indicates that 

reaction precipitates solid. The letter s at formula right means that reagent is solid. The letter l at formula right means 

that reagent is liquid. The letter g at formula right means that reagent is gas. The letters aq at formula right mean that 

reagent is aqueous. 

balance 

Atoms on chemical-reaction left must also be on right, so both sides have same atom numbers and types 

{conservation of mass, chemical equation}. 

 

reactant 

Before chemical reaction, chemicals {reactant}| {reagent} exist. 

 

limiting reagent 

If chemical reaction has more than one reactant, one reactant {limiting reagent}| depletes first as reaction proceeds. 

Find limiting reagent from balanced chemical reaction, using the following rule. If first-reactant coefficient to second-

reactant coefficient ratio is larger than first-reactant moles to second-reactant moles ratio, second reactant is limiting 

reagent. 

 

product of reaction 

After chemical reaction, new chemicals {product, reaction}| exist. 

 

stoichiometry 

Relative reactant and product masses have relations {stoichiometry}|. 

 

balancing equation 

If written chemical reaction has one product or reactant missing, calculations {balancing chemical equation} can 

find missing product or reactant. If written chemical reaction has one coefficient missing, calculations can find missing 

coefficient. 

First, find all missing atoms, because each atom on left must also be on right. 

Using found atoms, write positively charged atom symbol first and negatively charged atom symbol second. 

Use naming-formula rules to find candidate molecule, using number subscripts for symbols if necessary. 

Write equation using candidate molecule. 

Add coefficients to reactants and products to make atom numbers equal on both sides. To find coefficients, first 

balance metal-atom coefficients, then balance non-metal-atom coefficients, except H and O, then balance hydrogen 

coefficients, and finally balance oxygen coefficients. If chemical equation is not yet balanced, double metal-atom 

coefficients, then balance non-metal-atom coefficients, except H and O, then balance hydrogen coefficients, and finally 

balance oxygen coefficients. 

 

conservation of mass 

In chemical reactions, total mass {conservation of mass, reaction}, total charge {conservation of charge}, and total 

energy {conservation of energy, reaction} stay constant. Sum of reactant charges equals sum of product charges. Total 

reactant mass equals total product mass. Reactant energy equals product energy plus heat. 

 



Guy-Lussac law 

In chemical reactions, formed or used gas volumes relate by whole-number ratios {combining volumes law} {law of 

combining volumes} {Guy-Lussac law} {law of Guy-Lussac}. 

 

Hess law 

In reaction series, in which previous-reaction products are next-reaction reactants, total change over series equals 

sum of reaction changes {Hess' law} {Hess law}. 

 

yield of reaction 

Chemical-reaction product amount {yield, reaction}| never equals maximum theoretical product amount, because 

reactions are inefficient. Calculating reaction efficiency {percent yield} uses the balanced chemical reaction. Percent 

yield equals ratio between product moles and limiting-reagent moles, expressed as percentage. 

 

equilibrium constant 

Knowing chemical equation and reactant and product concentrations at equilibrium allows reaction-constant 

calculation {equilibrium constant}|. Equilibrium constant is product of product concentrations, each raised to power of 

its chemical-equation coefficient, divided by product of reactant concentrations, each raised to power of its chemical-

equation coefficient. For example, in chemical equation 2 A + 3 B -> C + 4 D, equilibrium constant K = ([A]^2 * 

[B]^3) / ([C] * [D]^4). Chemical reaction aX + bY -> cZ + dW equilibrium constant is K = (X^a * Y^b) / (Z^c * W^d). 

tables 

People know many reaction equilibrium constants, at specific temperatures. Dissociating acids and bases have 

equilibrium dissociation constants. Dissolving salt in water or other solvent has equilibrium solubility constant. 

irreversible 

Equilibrium constant greater than 10^9 means reaction is irreversible. 

product concentrations 

Equilibrium constant and initial reactant concentrations result in product concentration at equilibrium. First, use 

chemical equation to make equilibrium-constant equation with correct exponents. In equilibrium-constant equation, 

replace product concentration with x if coefficient is 1, replace with 2*x if coefficient is 2, replace with 3*x if 

coefficient is 3, and so on. If coefficient is 1, replace reactant concentration with its initial concentration minus x. 

Replace with 2 * (initial concentration minus x) if coefficient is 2. Replace with 3 * (initial concentration minus x) if 

coefficient is 3, and so on. For example, for chemical equation 2 A + 3 B -> C + 4 D, equilibrium constant K = ([A]^2 

* [B]^3) / ([C] * [D]^4). To find A concentration: K = ((2*x)^2 * B^3) / (C * D^4). Use equilibrium constant value 

from table of constants. Solve for x. 

Product concentration is x times its coefficient in chemical equation. Reactant concentration is (initial concentration 

minus x) times its coefficient in chemical equation. 

partition functions 

Reactant and product partition functions can find chemical-reaction equilibrium constant. 

 

equilibrium of reaction 

After reaction, reactant and product amounts stay constant {equilibrium, reaction}|. At equilibrium, total-energy 

change is zero, free-energy change is zero, substance change is zero, all chemical potentials are equal, and all forces are 

equal. Product concentrations and reactant concentrations have equilibrium-constant ratio. 

rates 

At equilibrium, forward and backward reaction rates are equal. Product-formation rate equals reactant-formation 

rate. Amounts do not change, so reaction is complete. 

factors 

Equilibrium concentrations and amounts do not depend on catalyst or factors affecting reaction rate. Equilibrium 

concentrations depend only on energies and entropies. 

factors: temperature 

If reaction requires heat, temperature increase makes more product. 

factors: pressure 

If gas is reactant, pressure increase makes more product. If temperature increases, system acts to reduce pressure and 

so return to equilibrium. 



factors: amount 

Adding more reactants changes them to products, until equilibrium reestablishes. Adding more products turns them 

into reactants, until equilibrium reestablishes. Increasing reactant concentration, or removing product, increases 

product. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Reaction>Activity 

 

chemical activity 

Substances have chemical reactivity {activity, chemical} {chemical activity}| {chemical potential, reactivity}. 

Chemical activity expresses true concentration or pressure. Substance concentration relative to other concentrations 

depends on chemical potential. Solids and pure liquids, including water, have chemical activity one. Metal activities, in 

decreasing order, are Li, K, Ba, Sr, Ca, Na, Mg, Al, Mn, Zn, Cr, Fe, Cd, Co, Ni, Sn, Pb, H, Cu, Ag, Pd, Hg, Pt, and Au. 

Non-metal activities, in decreasing order, are F, Cl, Br, and I. 

 

affinity in chemistry 

Chemical potential difference {affinity, reaction}| from reactants to products is chemical-reaction driving force. 

 

fugacity 

Substance partial pressure {fugacity}|, relative to other partial pressures, depends on chemical potential. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Reaction>Control 

 

reaction control 

Methods can control reaction {reaction control}. In non-polar solution, if activation energy is low, diffusion controls 

reaction. In ionic solutions, if activation energy is high and is late in reaction, use vibration at frequency similar to 

rotation frequencies to control reaction, because bonds are short. In ionic solutions, if activation energy is high and is 

early in reaction, use translational energy to control reaction, because bonds are long. 

 

flash photolysis 

Lasers can initiate photolytic reactions {flash photolysis}. 

 

flow technique 

Mixing chambers and controlled reactant flows control reaction {flow technique}. 

 

molecular beam 

Molecule streams {molecular beam} can hit other molecules at precise speeds and orientations. 

 

relaxation method chemistry 

Temperature can change equilibrium {relaxation method, chemistry}, if reaction requires heat. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Reaction>Kinds 

 

reaction types 

Reactions have different forms {reaction types}: chain, synthesis, decomposition, substitution, metathesis, 

nucleophilic, electrophilic, and molecular rearrangement. 

 

cracking 

Phosphoric acid and sulfuric acid are catalysts for carbon-chain dealkylations {cracking, dealkylation}| 

{dealkylation}. Petroleum separation uses phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid, silicon oxide, and aluminum oxide. Silicon 

oxide and aluminum oxide build branched hydrocarbons. Olefins form on platinum with silicon oxide, followed by 

isomerization, ring formation, splitting, and hydrogenation. 

 

hypergolic 

Two chemicals can bind to make something with different properties than original chemicals {hypergolic}. For 

example, hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide react when in contact to make nitrous oxide and water: N2H2 + NO4 -> 3 

NO + H2O [where 2 and 4 are subscripts]. 



 

triboluminescence 

Pressure can cause luminescence {triboluminescence}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Reaction>Kinds>Form 

 

chain reaction in chemistry 

Product can be reactant, which can make more product {chain reaction, chemistry}|. Reaction rate continually 

increases, until system physically disrupts. 

 

decomposition reaction 

One reactant can make two products {decomposition reaction}. Decomposition includes hydrolysis and dehydration 

reactions. 

 

electrophilic reaction 

Chemical can attack negatively charged group {electrophilic reaction}. 

 

metathesis reaction 

Two compounds can make two new compounds {double replacement reaction} {metathesis reaction}. Acid-base 

reactions have metathesis. Metal compounds can catalyze carbon-carbon double-bond changes. 

 

molecular rearrangement 

One reactant can change to same chemical in different configuration {molecular rearrangement}. 

 

nucleophilic reaction 

Chemical can attack positively charged group {nucleophilic reaction}. 

 

substitution reaction inorganic 

Element and compound can make another element and another compound {single replacement reaction} 

{substitution reaction, inorganic}. Metal-atom to metal-ion oxidation has substitution. 

 

synthesis reaction 

Two reactants can make one product {synthesis reaction}. Synthesis includes polymerization, hydration, and 

oxidation reactions, like rusting and combustion. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Reaction>Kinds>Direction 

 

irreversible reaction 

Energy transfer can involve permanent change that cannot reverse {irreversible reaction}, because heat is made. 

 

reversible reaction 

Energy transfer can have no friction or other opposing changes {reversible reaction}. In reversible reactions, external 

and internal temperatures and pressures are approximately the same. In reversible processes, system and surroundings 

are always in equilibrium. Reversible processes approximate slow energy transfer with small force and minimal 

resistance. 

 

spontaneous reaction 

In reactions {spontaneous reaction}, activation energy can be less than difference in potential energy between 

transition state and products. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Reaction>Kinds>Heat 

 

heat of reaction 

Chemical reactions can release or absorb thermal energy {heat of reaction}|. 

 



endothermic reaction 

Chemical reactions {endothermic reaction} absorb energy if product potential energy is higher than reactant 

potential energy. Endothermic reactions make complex molecules and require high temperature or strong light at 

specific frequency. 

 

exothermic reaction 

Chemical reactions {exothermic reaction} release energy {heat, reaction} if reactant potential energy is higher than 

product potential energy. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Reaction>Kinds>Number 

 

monomolecular reaction 

Reactions {monomolecular reaction} can have one reactant, as in SN1 and E1 reactions. Molecule vibrations and 

rotations can cause molecule to decay to new state, as in gas decays, Type I nucleophilic substitutions, Type I 

eliminations, dissolution, and state changes. 

 

bimolecular reaction 

Reactions {bimolecular reaction} can have two reactants, as in SN2 and E2 reactions. Molecule collisions can form 

transition states and can transfer energy or functional groups, as in isomerizations, Type II nucleophilic substitutions, 

Type II eliminations, enzyme reactions, syntheses, and dimerizations. 

 

termolecular reaction 

Reactions {termolecular reaction} can have three reactants, as in enzymatic reactions. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Acid-Base 

 

acid 

Chemicals {acid, chemistry} can accept electron pairs or donate protons. Acids donate protons {Brönsted acid}, 

accept electron pairs {Lewis acid}, or add hydrogen ions to water when they dissolve. Acids {polyprotic acid} can 

donate more than one proton. 

properties 

Acids taste sour, are colorless, and are corrosive. 

production 

Dissolving non-metallic oxide in water makes acid. 

factors 

For diatomic acids, acidity increases with negative-ion atomic weight. Acidity increases with increasing number of 

no-hydrogen oxygens around central atom. 

acids 

Common acids are nitric acid, sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, carbonic acid, phosphoric acid, 

formic acid, acetic acid, and other carboxylic acids. 

 

acidity 

Solution acidity {acidity}| is negative logarithm of hydrogen-ion concentration: pH = -log(H+). pH can range from 0 

to 14. Pure water has dissociation constant K = 10^-7, so pK is 7, and pH is 7. Pure water is neither acid nor base. 1 M 

hydrochloric acid has pH 0. Lemon juice has pH 2. Soda water has pH 4. Coffee has pH 5. Urine and rain have pH 6. 

Water has pH 7. Bicarbonate of soda has pH 8. Milk of magnesia has pH 10. Cleaning ammonia has pH 11. 1 M 

sodium hydroxide has pH 14. 

 

amphiprotic 

Chemicals {amphiprotic} can either donate or accept proton. 

 

amphoteric 

Molecules {amphoteric} can have both acidic and basic groups. 

 



base in chemistry 

Chemicals {base, chemistry}| can donate electron pairs or accept protons. Bases accept protons {Brönsted base}, 

donate electron pairs {Lewis base}, or donate hydroxide ions to water when they dissolve. Bases taste bitter, are 

colorless, are slippery, and are caustic. Dissolving metal oxide in water makes base. Bases include sodium hydroxide, 

potassium hydroxide, ammonium hydroxide, magnesium hydroxide, calcium hydroxide, and aluminum hydroxide. 

 

buffer 

To keep solution pH constant {buffer}|, add weak acid or base and soluble salt with same anion. Weak-acid anion 

acts as weak base. Weak-base anion acts as weak acid. Adding acid or base to solution causes weak base or acid to 

neutralize added acid or base. However, adding too much acid or base can overwhelm weak acid or base. Weak-acid or 

base concentration to soluble-salt concentration ratio, and anion dissociation constant, determine buffer pH. Citrate 

buffer has pH near 5. Bicarbonate buffer has pH near 6. Phosphate buffer has pH near 7. Tris buffer has pH from 4 to 8. 

 

caustic as base 

Bases {caustic, base}| can react with organic matter. 

 

conjugate acid 

After base accepts proton, it becomes weak acid {conjugate acid}. 

 

conjugate base 

After acid donates proton, it becomes weak base {conjugate base}. 

 

corrosive 

Acids {corrosive}| can react with metals and inorganic materials. 

 

dissociation in chemistry 

Solutes dissolve in solvent {dissociation, chemistry}|. Buffer, weak-acid, or weak-base solution has low dissociation. 

Dissociation constant equals hydrogen ion concentration times anion concentration divided by acid concentration. 

Water dissociation constant = 10^-14, so hydrogen ion = 10^-7 M. Water ionization is more if temperature is more. 

 

hydrolysis 

Weak acids have hydrogen ion and anion {hydrolysis}|. Salts with anion react with water to associate some 

hydrogen ion and form weak bases. Weak bases have hydroxide ion and cation. Salts with cation react with water to 

associate some hydroxide ion and form weak acids. 

 

hydronium ion 

Hydrogen ions in water bind to water molecules electrically to make positively charged ion {hydronium ion}: H+ + 

H2O -> H3O+ [2 and 3 are subscripts, and + is superscript]. 

 

indicator 

Weak acids or bases {indicator, acidity}| with conjugated double bonds can change electronic structure and color at 

different pH. At pH 1, malachite green changes from yellow to green. At pH 2, thymol blue changes from red to 

yellow. At pH 4, bromphenol blue changes from yellow to blue. At pH 4, methyl orange changes from red to yellow. 

At pH 4.5, bromcresol green changes from yellow to blue. At pH 5, methyl red changes from red to yellow. At pH 7, 

bromthymol blue changes from yellow to purple. At pH 7.4, phenol red changes from yellow to red. At pH 9, 

phenolphthalein changes from clear to red. At pH 9, thymol blue changes from yellow to blue. At pH 10, 

thymolphthalein changes from clear to blue. At pH 11, alizarin yellow R changes from yellow to red. 

 

neutralization 

Acid and base reactions make water, metal anions, and non-metal cations {acid-base reaction, inorganic} 

{neutralization}|. Neutralization reactions involve proton transfer. Acid and base neutralize each other, because metal 

anions and non-metal cations are not very acidic or basic. 

 

Ostwald dilution law 

As concentration decreases, ionized-acid percentage increases {Ostwald's dilution law} {Ostwald dilution law}. 

 



salt 

In acid-base reactions, anion and cation can attract electrically to form compounds {salt}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Oxidation-Reduction 

 

oxidation-reduction 

Oxidizing agent and reducing agent react to make reduced molecule and oxidized molecule, respectively, by 

transferring one or more electrons {redox reaction, inorganic} {oxidation-reduction reaction}. 

equilibrium constant 

Find redox-reaction equilibrium constant from balanced equation. From balanced equation, separate reduction and 

oxidation half-reactions. Find half-reaction standard potentials and total potential. Note number of electrons transferred. 

Equilibrium constant equals exponential of standard potential V times number of electrons transferred n times one 

faraday F, divided by gas constant k times temperature T: exp(V*n*F/k*T). 

 

oxidation 

Molecules can lose electrons {oxidation}. Losing electrons increases positive charge. 

 

reduction 

Molecules can gain electrons {reduction}|. Gaining electrons decreases positive charge. 

 

oxidation number 

If all electrons shared in chemical bonds go to the more-electronegative atom, each atom has resultant charge 

{oxidation number}|. Oxidation number is number of electrons added to, or subtracted from, outer shell to make full 

shell. In molecules, atoms with higher electronegativity tend to gain electrons from atoms with lower electronegativity. 

metals 

Metals have positive oxidation numbers, because they lose electrons and empty outer shell. Metals are reducers, 

because they themselves oxidize. 

non-metals 

Oxygen and fluorine have negative oxidation numbers, because they gain electrons to fill outer shell. Oxygen and 

fluorine are oxidizers, because they themselves reduce. 

hydrogen 

Hydrogen can gain or lose one electron, making oxidation number +1 or -1. 

others 

Atoms can have several oxidation numbers, because they can fill or empty outer shell in different ways, through 

orbital hybridization. 

functional group 

Functional-group oxidation number is atom oxidation-number sum. 

 

Frost diagram 

Metal oxidation states in acids and bases show specific relations {Frost diagram}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Oxidation-Reduction>Corrosion 

 

corrosion 

Slow metal ionization {rusting} {corrosion}| can use oxidation, from oxygen in air or acidic water. Metal impurities 

make circuit from impurity to metal. Corrosion rate depends on exposed area. Aluminum oxide covers aluminum and 

prevents further corrosion. 

 

anodized 

Zinc coatings {anodized}| protect metal, because zinc corrodes first. 

 

cathode protection 

Because it is electron source, magnesium can prevent corrosion by returning electrons to metal {cathode protection}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Oxidation-Reduction>Battery 

 



battery in chemistry 

Galvanic cells {battery, redox}| can connect to make electric current by solution chemical reactions. Batteries {dry 

cell battery} can use paste. Batteries {wet cell battery} can use liquid solution. 

voltage 

Metals used for electrodes depend on battery solution. Metal combinations make different battery voltages across 

electrodes. Typical voltage is one volt to three volts. 

series 

Electrochemical cells can connect in series, so cell voltages add. Automobile batteries use lead plates and sulfuric 

acid solution. 

recharging 

Some batteries can recharge by applied electric voltage and current. 

additives 

Battery additives are useless. 

 

primary cell 

Some batteries {primary cell}| cannot recharge. 

 

secondary cell 

Some batteries {secondary cell} can recharge. 

 

storage cell 

battery {storage cell}|. 

 

load on circuit 

Current flows from battery negative terminal through circuit and power-using device {load, circuit} to positive 

terminal and then solution. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Oxidation-Reduction>Electrolysis 

 

electrolysis 

Electric voltage can electrolyze or electroplate material {electrolysis}|. Electrolysis uses potential to drive 

electrochemical reaction. Electric current can split solute molecules into two ions. Mass deposited in electroplating, or 

split in electrolysis, is proportional to total charge transfer. Mass deposited in electroplating, or split in electrolysis, is 

proportional to atomic weight to ion charge ratio {chemical equivalent}. 

calculation 

Find material electrolyzed or electroplated, or charge needed to electrolyze or electroplate material amount, from 

balanced equation. From balanced equation, separate reduction and oxidation half-reactions. Note number of electrons 

transferred. Moles of electrons used are coulombs divided by 96,500 Coulombs. Coulombs used is current amperes 

times seconds. Ratio of electrolyzed or electroplated product coefficient to transferred-electron number is ratio of 

electrolyzed or electroplated product moles to electrons-used moles. 

potential 

Nernst potential is minimum voltage needed to reverse spontaneous reaction at given conditions. Concentration 

gradient at electrode surface can make overpotential. Total needed potential {decomposition potential} includes Nernst 

potential, overpotential, and electrical-resistance potential. 

activation energy 

Temperature, current-to-area ratio, electrode surface, and electrode type affect reaction activation energy. 

types: constant current 

Constant-current electrolysis is for metals with reduction potential greater than hydrogen and for potential greater 

than hydrogen decomposition potential. Hydrogen ions in high-acidity solution carry constant current, because they are 

much more numerous than metal ions. Substrate keeps hydrogen gas low, so gas does not cover hydrogen electrode. 

Constant current times time makes total charge. 

types: constant voltage 

Constant-voltage electrolysis keeps potential high enough to lower metal-ion concentration to optimum level but low 

enough to stop hydrogen-gas evolution or other-metal deposition. In this method, current decreases over time. 



types: controlled potential 

Controlled-potential electrolysis uses third electrode (SCE) as reference to keep oxidation potential at cathode 

constant, keep current high enough, and prevent unwanted reactions. Current decreases over time exponentially. 

Cathode potential determines decomposition potential, so, as metal deposits, ion concentration goes down, and 

decomposition potential goes up. 

 

equivalent 

In electrolysis, material moles formed or reacted is electron moles divided by metal or other ion charge {equivalent, 

chemistry}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Oxidation-Reduction>Potential 

 

potential of half-cell 

In oxidation-reduction reactions, electrons transfer. Electron transfer requires voltage {potential, reaction}. 

Oxidation-reduction half-reactions have potentials. Total oxidation-reduction reaction potential is sum of half-reaction 

potentials. 

level 

Electronegative atoms have high reduction potentials. 

calculation 

Cell standard potential depends on half-reaction potentials and balanced equation. From balanced equation, separate 

reduction and oxidation half-reactions. Tables have half-reaction reduction potentials at 25 C. Subtract reduction 

potential for oxidation half-reaction from reduction potential for reduction half-reaction to find chemical-reaction 

potential. 

spontaneity 

If oxidation-reduction chemical-reaction potential is greater than zero, chemical reaction is spontaneous. If reduction 

potential is more than oxidation potential, ionization potential is higher, hydration energy is lower, and sublimation 

energy is more. 

equilibrium 

When oxidation-reduction reaction is complete, potential is zero. 

 

Nernst equation 

Half-cell reduction-reaction voltage depends on oxidized and reduced concentrations, temperature, and number of 

electrons transferred {Nernst equation}. V = V0 - R * T / (n * ln([Co] - [Cr])), where V is reaction potential, V0 equals 

standard unit cell potential, R is gas constant, T is temperature, n is number of electrons transferred, Co is oxidized-ion 

concentration, and Cr is reduced-ion concentration. 

Activation energy comes from electric field and from temperature. 

valence charge 

Electrode voltage is V = V0 + R * T * ln(K / (z * F)), where V is voltage, V0 is standard potential, R is gas constant, 

T is temperature, K is equilibrium constant, z is absolute value of transferred charge {valence charge}, and F is 1 

Faraday. Therefore, exp(-V / (R*T)) = K / (z * F) and K = z * F * exp(-V / (R*T)). Standard potential is at 

concentration 1 M, pressure 1 atmosphere, and temperature 25 C. Solids have concentration = 1. Voltage is always 

positive. If V > 0, reaction is spontaneous. At equilibrium, voltage = 0 and current = 0. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Oxidation-Reduction>Agent 

 

oxidizing agent 

Molecules {oxidizing agent}| can gain electrons from another molecule. Oxygen, halogens, permanganates, and 

chromates are oxidizing agents. 

 

reducing agent 

Molecules {reducing agent}| can lose electrons to another molecule. Small, light metals are reducing agents. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Oxidation-Reduction>Cell 

 



cell in chemistry 

Redox reactions can be in solutions {cell, redox reaction}|. Conducting plates can be in two connected half-cells. 

Current from one electrode goes through wire to other electrode and then through solution. 

potential 

Metal and metal ion have potential difference, because electrons and ions separate. If potential > 0, metal favors 

reduction. If potential < 0, metal favors metal oxidation. 

Nernst equation 

If electrode voltage is > 0, reaction is spontaneous. At equilibrium, voltage = 0 and current = 0. 

tables 

Tables can show reduction-half-reaction potentials. Hydrogen electrode has standard potential 0 V. 

diffusion 

In fast reactions, diffusion controls reaction rate. Moving electrode or stirring solution minimizes diffusion effects. 

salt bridge 

Agar and potassium-chloride salt bridge can connect half-cells. 

membrane 

Membranes that block and allow ion flows can have potential difference, because membrane sides have different ion 

concentrations. Membrane-permeable ion diffuses through until electrostatic repulsion from higher-concentration side 

stops ion flow. 

 

half-reaction 

Redox reaction has two parts {half-reaction}| {half-cell} that interact, reducing-agent oxidation and oxidizing-agent 

reduction. Cell redox reactions oxidize reducing agent and reduce oxidizing agent. For example, half-reaction for 

hydrogen electrode is 2 H+ + 2 e- [+ and - are superscripts] <-> 1 H2 [2 is subscript]. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Oxidation-Reduction>Cell>Forces 

 

electromotive force 

Potential difference produced by open circuit {electromotive force}| (emf) is voltage that can make electricity. 

 

back electromotive force 

Devices that make electric current have resistance force {back electromotive force}| to current. Maximum battery 

power has battery back electromotive force equal to circuit resistance. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Oxidation-Reduction>Cell>Type 

 

electrolytic cell 

Voltage applied to cells {electrolytic cell}| can force current through cell and cause reverse redox reaction. In 

electrolytic cells, cathode is electron source, and anode is electron sink. Applying voltage and current can split 

molecules by electrolysis. For example, water can form hydrogen and oxygen. Aluminum salts can make aluminum. 

 

galvanic cell 

Spontaneous redox reaction in cells {galvanic cell}| can make current. In galvanic cells, anode oxidizes and is 

negative, while cathode reduces and is positive. Metal or metal-oxide electrode can be in solution {wet cell} or paste 

{dry cell}. Different metal or metal oxide can be in same solution or paste, or another solution or paste connected to 

first by conductor, to make two coupled cells and a battery. Metal reacts with solution to make ions. Metal anode loses 

electrons and becomes positive. Metal cathode gains electrons and becomes negative. Electrodes have potential 

difference. 

battery types 

Batteries can have nickel and cadmium in acid solution. Edison cells have nickel oxide and iron electrodes in 

alkaline solution. Batteries can have lead and lead oxide in acid solution. 

 

fuel cell 

Galvanic cells {fuel cell}| can have continuous fuel supply. Fuel cells make electric current by oxidizing hydrides or 

other substances. Fuel cells are efficient, cool, and clean. 

 



electroplating 

Electrolysis can put metal on conducting surfaces {electroplating}|. In silver plating, gold plating, and zinc plating, 

metal derives from salt solution. Electric current adds electrons to change ion to metal at electrode. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Oxidation-Reduction>Cell>Electrode 

 

anode 

In electrolytic cells, oxidation is at positively charged electrode {anode, cell}|. In galvanic cells, reduction is at 

positively charged electrode. 

 

cathode electrode 

In electrolytic cells, reduction is at negatively charged electrode {cathode, cell}|. In galvanic cells, oxidation is at 

negatively charged electrode. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase 

 

phase of substance 

Substance can be solid at low temperature, liquid at intermediate temperature, and gas at high temperature {phase, 

chemistry}|. States or phases have different relations between material volume, temperature, and potential energy. 

free energy 

Current phase has lowest free energy for temperature. Potential energy depends on distance between molecules. 

Entropy depends on molecule number and temperature. 

phases: solid 

Solid phase has lowest volume and smallest potential energy, because average distance between molecules is 

smallest. Solids have low chemical potential. Low temperature makes material solid, because decrease in potential 

energy is higher than decrease in entropy. Solid phase has most order, because it has patterned crystal structure and 

temperature is lowest. Solid phase has least randomness and lowest entropy. Solids can have several crystal forms and 

so different solid phases. 

phases: gas 

Gas phase has highest volume and greatest potential energy, because average distance between molecules is greatest. 

Gases have high chemical potential. High temperature makes material gas, because increase in entropy is higher than 

increase in potential energy. Gas phase has least order, because all molecules are independent, with no physical 

structure, and temperature is highest. Gas phase has greatest randomness and highest entropy. 

phases: liquid 

Compared to solid, liquid phase has more volume and more potential energy, as distance between molecules 

becomes more. Intermediate temperature makes material liquid, because entropy change is similar to potential energy 

change. Liquid phase has less order than solid phase, because crystal structure breaks down into fluid structure, and 

temperature is more. 

factors 

Temperature, pressure, phase number, and substance amounts, concentrations, and pressures affect chemical 

systems. 

factors: independence 

Some factors relate to others, and some are independent. Available phases are independent, because substances can 

go to all phases. 

factors: temperature 

Temperature can freely vary, must be the same throughout system, and does not depend on other factors. 

factors: pressure 

Pressure can freely vary, must be the same throughout system, and does not depend on other factors. 

factors: substances 

Number of independent components is number of substances minus one. Because total percentage must be 100%, 

because sum of mole fractions must equal one, one substance's percentage is dependent. 

factors: number 

With no equilibria in system, number of independent factors is (c - 1) * p + 2, where c is component number, and p 

is phase number. 



factors: equilibrium 

Substance amounts in two phases in contact at phase boundary typically are in equilibrium. Chemical potentials of 

both phases must be equal. Number of equilibria is c * (p - 1), where c is component number, and p is phase number. 

factors: degrees of freedom 

Factor number and equilibria number determine how many factors {degrees of freedom, equilibrium} can freely 

change in chemical systems. Degrees of freedom equal free-variable number v minus equilibria number e {phase rule, 

components}: v - e. Degrees of freedom total: c - p + 2 = 1 + 1 + (c - 1) * p - c * (p - 1), where c is component number, 

and p is phase number. 

factors: equilibrium and ions 

If chemical systems have ions, electrical neutrality requires adding one more equilibrium to chemical system. 

factors: equilibrium and initial state 

Knowing chemical-system initial state fixes one more factor and adds one more equilibrium. 

factors: equilibrium and field 

If force field is present in chemical system, it adds one more phase to chemical system. 

factors: equilibrium and phases 

Two immiscible substances can make two heterogeneous phases, even if both are liquids, because they have 

boundary. Both components are in equilibrium. Heterogeneous phase is mixture and has several components, several 

phases, and several equilibria. 

Two miscible substances can combine to make only one homogeneous phase, with no boundary, because they mix 

and so are not in equilibrium. Homogeneous phase counts as one component and one phase. 

phase change 

Physical systems tend to go to lowest potential energy and greatest entropy. Electrical forces push or pull atoms and 

change potential energy to kinetic energy. Friction opposes electrical forces, so kinetic energy tends to become heat. 

Physical systems tend toward most randomness and lowest physical order and so greatest entropy. Number of 

molecules freed from order relates to average random kinetic energy and so temperature. 

phase change: free energy 

Total available energy is free energy and is energy from order breakdown plus potential energy. Physical systems 

tend to go to lowest free energy. Lowest free energy is optimum between lowering potential energy and raising entropy. 

phase change: temperature 

System has same average random translational kinetic energy throughout. Temperature stays constant during phase 

change from gas to liquid, or liquid to solid, because all heat energy removed is potential energy, which kept molecules 

apart, not kinetic energy. Temperature stays constant during phase change from solid to liquid or from liquid to gas, 

because added kinetic energy from heat becomes potential energy that makes molecules farther apart. 

 

adsorption to surface 

Substances can bind onto solid surfaces {adsorption}|. 

 

Avogadro hypothesis 

Equal gas volumes at same temperature and pressure contain same number of molecules {Avogadro's hypothesis} 

{Avogadro hypothesis}. At standard temperature and pressure, number is one mole {Avogadro's number}, which is 

6*10^23 molecules. 

 

Brownian motion 

Particles in suspension move randomly in all directions with many velocities {Brownian motion}|. Brownian motion 

depends on time. 

cause 

Fluid-molecule collisions cause fluid random motions and microscopic-particle oscillations. Particles travel short 

average distance, through mean free path, before next collision. Collision frequency varies inversely with mean free 

path. 

examples 

Telephone errors have bursts, with random intervals between errors. Brownian-motion zerosets, or random Cantor 

sets with fractal dimension between zero and one, can model them. 

examples: random walk 

Processes {random walk} can take same-length steps in all directions. Average distance from origin is square root of 

step number. Return to origin is probable. Random walk can be along a line or have more dimensions. 



comparison 

Brownian motion is neither fractal nor self-similar. 

 

conductivity electric 

Materials have ability to conduct electricity {conductivity}|. 

conductor 

Conductor molecules can have half-filled electron energy level, so electrons can jump to same energy level in 

neighboring molecules. Metallic crystals are conductors. 

semiconductor 

Semiconductor molecules can have energy level filled with electrons and slightly higher empty energy level, so 

electrons can jump into neighboring molecules at normal temperatures. Covalently bonded crystals are semiconductors. 

insulator 

Insulator molecules can have energy level filled with electrons and much higher empty energy level, so electrons 

cannot jump into neighboring molecules at normal temperatures. Ionic crystals and hydrogen-bonded crystals like ice, 

hydrogen fluoride, and proteins are insulators. Insulators are typically transparent. 

 

coordination number 

In inorganic ionic crystals, a number {coordination number} of other atoms surround each atom. Eight opposite-

charge atoms surround each atom, if atoms have equal size. Six opposite-charge atoms surround each atom, if atoms 

have unequal size. Four opposite-charge atoms surround each atom, if atoms have very unequal size. 

 

critical temperature 

Substance solid, liquid, and gas phases can all be present at triple point at high temperature {critical temperature}| 

and high pressure {critical pressure}. 

 

criticality 

At critical temperature and pressure, substance solid, liquid, and gas phases are all present {triple point} {criticality, 

phase}|. At high pressure and temperature, gas and liquid can be one phase, dense gas or gaseous liquid. 

 

diffusion 

If substance releases into another substance, released substance tends to flow {diffusion}| throughout other 

substance, until released substance evenly distributes. 

cause 

Random molecule elastic collisions cause diffusion. Diffusion decreases system order. Gases tend to expand as 

molecules collide. Expansion rate depends on molecule velocity and size and on barriers to motion. 

spectrum 

In media, introduced foreign substance diffuses outward over time depending on number {spectral dimension} of 

medium-particle nearest neighbors. For ink in water, ink volume V increases as time t to 3/2 power: V = t^1.5. 

 

Dulong and Petit 

For most solids, heat capacity per mole is constant {Dulong and Petit law} {law of Dulong and Petit}. 

 

effusion 

Molecular collisions cause gas to flow through container holes {effusion}|. 

 

equilibrium of phase 

Two phases can have no net flow between them {equilibrium between phases}. At boiling-point or melting-point 

temperature, both phases, liquid/gas or solid/liquid, respectively, have same free energy and are in equilibrium. If 

temperature decreases, substance becomes denser, because entropy change is small but potential-energy change is 

large. If temperature increases, substance becomes less dense, because entropy change is large but potential-energy 

change is small. 

 

fractionation 

Different pure fluids can come from fluid mixture by controlling pressure, vaporizing mixture at increasing 

temperatures, and cooling and condensing each vapor {fractionation}|. 

 



gas law 

Work that gas can do equals heat energy in gas {gas law} {ideal gas law, work}: P*V = n*R*T, where P is pressure, 

V is volume, n is moles, R is gas constant, and T is absolute temperature. Pressure times gas volume is work that gas 

can do. Product of gas moles and absolute temperature and gas constant is gas heat energy. 

volume 

Volume {molar volume} of one mole of ideal gas at standard temperature of 25 C and standard pressure of one 

atmosphere is 22.4 liters. 

ideal gas 

Ideal gas law assumes that molecules have elastic collisions, have no volume, and have no forces among them. At 

low pressure, real gas has less pressure than ideal gas, because molecules attract each other. At high pressure, real gas 

has higher pressure than ideal gas, because molecules repulse each other. 

modifications 

Ideal-gas-law modifications {van der Waals equation} {virial equation} account for molecule sizes and interactions. 

 

Graham law 

Gas diffusion rate is inversely proportional to gas-density square root {Graham's law} {Graham law}. 

 

Joule-Thompson inversion 

Expanding gas can cool if temperature is below maximum temperature {Joule-Thompson inversion temperature}. 

 

opalescence 

Vapor at critical point has white glow {opalescence, glow}|. 

 

phase rule 

Degrees of freedom d are free-variable number n minus equilibria number e {phase rule, degrees of freedom}: d = n 

- e. 

 

zone melting 

Melting solids along a moving band {zone melting}| can make impurities remain in melted part and pure part 

solidify behind moving band. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases 

 

fluid phase 

Gases and liquids {fluid}| are similar in flow properties. Van der Waals forces between molecules can cause 

cohesion, adhesion, adsorption, and surface tension. More polarized materials have increased molecule van-der-Waals 

forces, so cohesion and surface tension are greater, and adhesion is smaller. 

 

gas phase 

Matter {gas phase} can have low density, flow, be compressible, have no local or global order, and expand to fill 

volume. 

energy 

Gases have high kinetic energy. Molecules have speed 500 meters per second. Electric forces between molecules 

have little effect. 

distances 

Molecules are 20 nanometers apart. Gases have distances between molecules that are five to ten times more than 

distances in solids and liquids. Gases are like spaces of vacancies with some positions filled. 

size 

Gas-molecule diameter is 0.5 nanometers. 

relations 

If gas volume increases while temperature stays the same, pressure decreases, and entropy and potential energy 

increase. If gas temperature increases while pressure stays the same, volume increases, and entropy and potential 

energy increase. 

Temperature and pressure depend on kinetic energy, and volume and entropy depend on potential energy. If total 

energy is constant, P/V = S/T, where P is pressure change, V is volume change, S is entropy change, and T is 



temperature change. Potential energy increases when entropy increases, and entropy increases when potential energy 

increases. 

 

liquid phase 

Matter {liquid phase} can be dense, flow, have local order several atoms wide, have long-range disorder between 

local-order regions, have no expansion to fill volume, have less than 3% compression, have translational kinetic energy, 

and have molecule interactions. 

types 

Liquids can be molten salts, metallic liquids, hydrogen-bonded liquids, or van der Waals bonded liquids. 

cohesion 

Cohesive forces can be ionic, dipoles, ions and dipoles, dipoles and induced dipoles, or London forces between 

neutral atoms. Internal forces can be repulsive if compression is high. 

melting 

Melting is similar to reaching elastic limit in solid under stress. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases>Plasma 

 

plasma phase 

At high temperature, materials can exist as ionized gas {plasma phase}|, as substance vaporizes and loses electrons. 

 

Wigner solid 

High-density proton plasmas {Wigner solid} can act like liquids. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases>Solid 

 

solid phase 

Matter {solid phase}| can be firm, be incompressible, have local and global order, have no flow, and have no 

expansion to fill volume. 

crystal 

Most solids are crystals. Crystals can be cubes, prisms, rhomboids, parallelepipeds, hexagons, or diamonds. 

types 

Elements {molecular elemental solid} can have molecules bound by weak van der Waals forces. Metal elements 

{metallic elemental solid} have atoms bound with metallic bonds. Non-metal elements {non-metallic network 

elemental solid} have each atom covalently bound to four or less atoms, in covalent-bond crystal lattices. Salts {ionic 

solid} can have ionic bonds between ions. Salts {polar solid} can have dipole-dipole bonds between polar molecules. 

oscillations 

Solid molecules vibrate and rotate but do not translate to new positions. Solids can transmit pressure in force 

direction but cannot cause pressure. 

 

amorphous solid 

Solids can have no regular structure {amorphous solid}|, such as glass. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases>Solid>Crystal 

 

crystal 

Almost all solids have regular molecule, ion, or atom arrays {crystal}|. 

types 

Crystals {cubic crystal} can have eight atoms around small atom, three perpendicular four-fold same-length axes, 

and five crystal classes. 

Crystals {rhomboid crystal} can have twelve atoms around similar size atom with every third layer directly above 

another. 

Crystals {rhombohedral crystal} can have one three-fold axis, with one axis perpendicular to the other two but with 

different length, and two axes with same length at 120-degree angle to perpendicular axis, and make five crystal 

classes. 

Crystals {hexagonal crystal} {hexagon crystal} can have twelve atoms around similar size atom with alternate layers 

directly above each other. 



Crystals {tetrahedral crystal} {tetrahedron crystal} can have four large ions around each small ion. 

Crystals {octahedral crystal} {octahedron crystal} can have six large ions around each small ion. 

Crystals {triangular crystal} can have three large ions around each small ion. 

Crystals {planar crystal} can have two large ions around each small ion. 

symmetry 

Only one, two, three, four, or six rotational symmetries can fill all space with no gaps or overlaps, so only seven 

crystal types are common. 

packing 

The more similar in size atoms or ions are, the more atoms or ions can surround one atom or ion. Number of atoms 

or ions surrounding one atom also depends on ion charge or covalent-bond number. 

lattice 

Crystals have lattice structure. Including crystal type and lattice type, 32 crystal classes exist. 14 unit cell and 32 

crystal class translations and transformations make 234 possible crystal shapes. 

crystal growth 

Crystals grow at dislocations, because binding molecules can contact two surface atoms. Impurities, long bond 

lengths during fast growth, and screw dislocations can cause dislocations and irregularities. 

Small crystal faces grow fastest by deposition. Large crystal faces can adsorb other materials. 

Crystal surfaces are never flat but are lumpy. Perfect crystals cannot grow. 

 

Miller index 

Diagrams {Miller index} can show crystal planes, using three perpendicular axes. Crystal vertices are one unit 

length or less apart. Coordinate reciprocals indicate planes through vertices. Putting origin at one vertex and using 

coordinates for other vertices indicates edges. If plane is parallel to axis, coordinate reciprocal is zero. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases>Solid>Crystal>Direction 

 

dendritic growth 

Crystal growth can be along one axis {dendritic growth}, because heat leaves best at tips, so deposition is easiest 

there. 

 

glide plane 

Unit cells can undergo translation and reflection {glide plane}. 

 

screw axis 

Unit cells can undergo translation and turn around axis {screw axis} 0, 180, 120, 90, 72, or 60 degrees. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases>Solid>Crystal>Type 

 

clathrate 

Crystals {clathrate} can be so open that they can hold small molecules inside, without bonding. Examples are very-

cold-water forms and very-cold methane and hydrogen gas mixtures. 

 

metal crystal 

Metal crystals {metal crystal} can have hexagonal close packing, face-centered cubic close packing, or body-

centered cubic close packing. 

 

polymorphic solid 

Substances {polymorphic solid} can have more than one crystal form. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases>Solid>Crystal>Liquid 

 

liquid crystal 

Crystals {liquid crystal}| {dynamic scattering liquid crystal} (LCD) can have regularity in only one or two 

dimensions, allowing unit cells to slide past each other in third dimension. Liquid crystals are anisotropic, flow in 

sheets or steps, and are asymmetric molecules. Numbers can display electronically using reflected or transmitted light, 

as electric field makes crystal tinted, and no electric field makes crystal transparent. 



 

nematic crystal 

Liquid crystals {nematic crystal} can have linear crystals with regularity in only one dimension, are like threads with 

no planes, orient, and are not periodic. 

 

smectic crystal 

Liquid crystals {smectic crystal} can have planar crystals with regularity in two dimensions, orient, and are not 

periodic. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases>Solid>Crystal>Defect 

 

crystal defect 

Missing atoms, extra atoms, or different atom types {crystal defect} alter regular crystal structure. 

 

dislocation in crystal 

Crystal defects {dislocation, crystal} can displace unit cells from usual positions. Inserted atoms wedged into lattice 

can cause dislocations {edge dislocation}. Dislocations {screw dislocation} can be around axis to make helical unit-cell 

arrangements. Dislocations in crystals affect brittleness, ductility, and other mechanical crystal properties. Alloys lack 

dislocations and so do not slide, because odd atoms move to lowest free-energy positions. 

 

Frenkel defect 

Crystal ions can move to interstitial places and so leave vacancies {Frenkel defect}. 

 

impurity 

Different molecules or atoms {impurity}| can be in crystals. 

 

interstitial ion 

Extra ions {interstitial ion} can be in ionic crystals. 

 

Schottky defect 

In ionic crystal, cations and anions can be missing {Schottky defect}. 

 

vacancy 

Ions can be missing from ionic crystals {vacancy}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases>Solid>Crystal>Lattice 

 

unit cell 

Crystals have repeating atom groups {unit cell}. Crystals have lattice structure. 

 

Bravais lattice 

Only 14 possible arrangements {Bravais lattice} of identical spheres can make unit cells {space lattice}. Three are 

cubic, two monoclinic, four orthorhombic, two tetragonal, one triclinic, one hexagonal, and one rhombohedral. 

Using half-unit circles as atoms, in a 3 x 4 surface area make two-dimensional figures: squares; triangles, hexagons, 

and rhombuses; centered rectangles; rectangles, and oblique figures: 

 



Figure 1 

 

Two-dimensional and three-dimensional space lattices of crystals 

 

 
 



From most symmetric to least symmetric two-dimensional space lattices: 

• Square - Cell is a unit-length-side square, as in the first figure above. The two axes have equal length, both axes are 

mirror planes, and both axes have 90-degree rotation symmetry. Atoms are at corners. Cell has 90-degree rotation 

symmetry and two planes with mirror symmetry. Atoms have 4 atoms 1 unit away and 4 atoms √2 away. Density is 

12/12 = 1. 

• Hexagonal - Cell is a unit-length-side triangle with angles 60 degrees, a rhombus with angles 60 and 120 degrees, 

and a hexagon, as in the second figure above. The two axes have equal length, both axes are mirror planes, and both 

axes have 60-degree rotation symmetry. Atoms are at corners. Rhombus has 180-degree rotation symmetry and two 

planes with mirror symmetry. Triangle has 60-degree rotation symmetry and no planes with mirror symmetry. Atoms 

have 6 atoms 1 unit away. Density is ~13/12 > 1. 

• Centered rectangular - Cell is a parallelogram with angles not 30, 45, 60, 90, or 120 degrees, short diagonal unit 

length, and a rectangle with two sides greater than unit length and two side greater than that, as in the third figure 

above. The two axes have unequal length, one axis is a mirror plane, and both axes have 180-degree rotation symmetry. 

Atoms are at corners. Cell has 180-degree rotation symmetry and two planes with mirror symmetry. Corner atoms have 

4 atoms 1 unit away, 2 atoms farther away, and 2 atoms even farther away, and central atoms have 4 atoms 1 unit away 

and 4 atoms farther away. Density is ~10/12 < 1. 

• Rectangular - Cell is a rectangle, as in the fourth figure above. The two axes have unequal length, both axes are 

mirror planes, and both axes have 180-degree rotation symmetry. Atoms are at corners. Cell has 180-degree rotation 

symmetry and two planes with mirror symmetry. Atoms have 2 atoms 1 unit away, 2 atoms farther away, and 4 atoms 

even farther away. Density is 6/12 = 0.5. 

• Oblique - Cell is a parallelogram with angles not 30, 45, 60, 90, or 120 degrees, as in fifth figure above. The two 

axes have unequal length, no axes are mirror planes, and both axes have 180-degree rotation symmetry. Atoms are at 

corners. Cell has 180-degree rotation symmetry and no planes with mirror symmetry. Each atom has 2 atoms 1 unit 

away, 2 atoms farther away, 2 atoms even farther away, and 2 atoms much farther away. Density is <6/12 < 0.5. 

From most symmetric to least symmetric three-dimensional space lattices: 

• Isometric crystal - Cubic cell base is a square with angles 90 degrees, and height is perpendicular to base. All faces 

are squares. All axes have equal length. Atoms are at corners, can be in body center, and can be in face centers (three 

Bravais lattices). Point-group symmetry has three rotations by 90 degrees. For corners only, each atom has 4 atoms 

around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 6. For face-centered, corner atoms have 

8 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, and centered atoms have 4 atoms 

around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular. For body-centered, corner atoms have 4 

atoms around in a plane, 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, and 4 atoms along diagonals, and 

centered atoms have 8 atoms along diagonals. 

• Hexagonal crystal - Cell base is a parallelogram with angles 120 and 60 degrees, and height is perpendicular to 

base. Two faces are parallelograms, and four faces are rectangles. Parallelogram axes have equal length, and height has 

any length. Atoms are at corners (one Bravais lattice). Point-group symmetry has one rotation by 60 degrees. Each 

atom has 6 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 8. 

• Tetragonal crystal - Cell base is a square, and height is perpendicular to base. Four faces are rectangles, and two 

faces are squares. Square axes have equal lengths, and height is not equal to square-side length. Atoms are at corners, 

and can be in body center (two Bravais lattices). Point-group symmetry has one rotation by 90 degrees. For corners 

only, each atom has 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 6. For 

body-centered, corner atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane, 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, and 4 

atoms along diagonals, and centered atoms have 8 atoms along diagonals. 

• Rhombohedral crystal - Trigonal-point-group cell base is a rhombus, and height is not perpendicular to base. All 

faces are rhombuses. All axes have equal lengths. Atoms are at corners (one Bravais lattice). Point-group symmetry has 

one rotation by 120 degrees. Each atom has 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the 

perpendicular, total 6. 

• Orthorhombic crystal - Cell base is a rectangle, and height is perpendicular to base. All faces are rectangles. All 

axes have unequal lengths. Atoms are at corners, can be in body center, can be in base-face centers, and can be in all 

face centers (four Bravais lattices). Point-group symmetry has three rotations by 180 degrees and two mirror planes. 

For corners only, each atom has 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, 

total 6. For base-face-centered, corner atoms have 8 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the 

perpendicular, and centered atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the 

perpendicular. For all-face-centered, corner atoms have 8 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along 

the perpendicular, and centered atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane, 4 atoms along diagonals, and 2 atoms (above 



and below) along the perpendicular. For body-centered, corner atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane, 2 atoms (above 

and below) along the perpendicular, and 4 atoms along diagonals, and centered atoms have 8 atoms along diagonals. 

• Monoclinic crystal - Cell base is a parallelogram, and height is perpendicular to base. Two faces are 

parallelograms, and four faces are rectangles. The three axes have unequal length. Atoms are at corners and can be in 

face centers (two Bravais lattices). Point-group symmetry has one rotation by 180 degrees and one mirror plane. For 

corners only, each atom has 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 6. 

For face-centered, corner atoms have 8 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the 

perpendicular, and centered atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the 

perpendicular. 

• Triclinic crystal - Cell base is a parallelogram, and height is not perpendicular to base. All faces are 

parallelograms. All axes have unequal lengths. Atoms are at corners (one Bravais lattice). There are no point-group 

symmetries. Each atom has 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 6. 

 

primitive lattice 

Lattices {primitive lattice} can have atoms at unit-cell corners. 

 

body-centered lattice 

Lattices {body-centered lattice} can have one or two atoms at unit-cell centers. Lattices {body-centered cubic close 

packing} can have atoms in cube centers, with identical atoms at cube corners. 

 

face-centered lattice 

Lattices {face-centered lattice} can have one atom in unit-cell face. Unit cells with different atoms {face-centered 

cubic close packing} can have atoms in cube centers and in cubic-unit-cell face centers. 

 

cubic close packing 

Unit-cells {cubic close packing} can be cubic. Twelve identical atoms surround each atom, and every third layer is 

directly above another. 

 

hexagonal close packing 

Unit cells {hexagonal close packing} can be hexagonal. Twelve identical atoms surround each atom, and alternate 

layers are directly above each other. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases>Solid>Crystal>Symmetry 

 

symmetry in crystal 

Unit crystals can have same structure after rotation around axis, reflection across axis, inversion through central 

point, translation along axis, or any combination {symmetry, crystal}. Nature has six symmetry groups: isometric, 

hexagonal, tetragonal, orthorhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic. 

 

hexagonal crystal 

Symmetry groups {hexagonal} can have rotation by 60 degrees. Hexagonal crystals have one six-fold axis, with one 

axis perpendicular to the other two axes but with different length, and two axes with same length at 60-degree angle to 

perpendicular axis, and makes seven crystal classes. 

 

isometric crystal 

Symmetry groups {cubic symmetry group} {isometric symmetry group} can have rotation by 90 degrees, reflection, 

and inversion. 

 

monoclinic crystal 

Symmetry groups {monoclinic symmetry group} can have rotation by 90 degrees. Crystals {monoclinic crystal}| can 

have one two-fold axis, two perpendicular same-length axes, and one non-perpendicular different-length axis, to make 

three crystal classes. 

 



orthorhombic crystal 

Symmetry groups {orthorhombic symmetry group} can have rotation by 180 degrees and reflection. Crystals 

{orthorhombic crystal} can have three two-fold axes, which are all perpendicular but have different lengths, to make 

three crystal classes. 

 

tetragonal crystal 

Symmetry groups {tetragonal symmetry group} can have rotation by 90 degrees. Crystals {tetragonal crystal} can 

have one four-fold axis and three perpendicular axes but only two with same length, to make seven crystal classes. 

 

triclinic crystal 

Symmetry groups {triclinic symmetry group} can have rotation by 120 degrees. Crystals {triclinic crystal}| can have 

three axes, all not perpendicular but all of same length, to make two crystal classes. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Mixture 

 

mixture in chemistry 

Substances can mix with other substances {mixture}|. Mixed-substance chemical potential is less than pure-

substance chemical potential, because mixtures have more disorder. 

 

aerosol suspension 

Liquid can be suspension in gas {aerosol}|, like dust and fog. 

 

emulsion of fluid 

Liquid can be suspension in liquid {emulsion, mixture}|, like mayonnaise, cheese, and shaken salad dressing. 

 

sol mixture 

Liquid can be colloid in another liquid {sol, mixture}|, like india ink. 

 

foam 

Gas can be suspension in liquid {foam}|, like whipped cream and foam rubber. 

 

gel 

Solid can be colloid in liquid {gel}|, like jelly. 

 

homogeneous phase 

Mixing two substances can make one phase or solution {homogeneous phase}, with no boundaries. 

 

heterogeneous phase 

Two substances can mix {heterogeneous phase} but have boundaries between different regions. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Mixture>Particle Size 

 

colloid 

Mixtures {colloid}| with particle diameters 1 to 100 nanometers are translucent or opaque, separable by fine 

membranes, and settle slowly. Solutions can have many small particles, which attract an opposite-charge ion layer, 

which then attract an ion layer. Layers prevent good precipitation. Hydrophilic colloids are viscous, hard to coagulate, 

and gel-like. Hydrophobic colloids are sols, make curds, and are easy to coagulate. 

 

suspension mixture 

Mixtures {suspension}| can have particles with diameter greater than 100 nanometers, be translucent or opaque, be 

separable by coarse membranes, and settle quickly. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution 

 



solution in chemistry 

Solvent molecules can surround solute molecules, to make one phase {solution, chemistry}|. Liquid solutions are 

transparent, because they are one phase with no surfaces for light reflection. To find solution substance concentration, 

divide substance moles by volume in liters of solution, not just solvent. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution>Osmosis 

 

osmosis 

Membrane allows solvent molecules to pass but not solute molecules. If membrane separates solution from another 

solution, solvent passes into solution with higher solute concentration, because more solvent molecules hit membrane 

on side with less solute and pass through to other side {osmosis}|. 

For example, solvent can be water, with many solute molecules inside membrane bag. See Figure 1. 

pressure 

Osmosis increases solvent amount on membrane side with higher solute concentration, causing extra pressure on that 

membrane side. The osmotic pressure resists further osmosis, because number of solvent molecules hitting both 

membrane sides becomes equal. 

For example, water passes into bag, making bag bigger and stretching it. Membrane is under pressure. The extra 

water inside causes higher pressure inside, meaning more water molecules hit membrane inside. See Figure 2. 

chemical potential 

Mixtures have higher chemical potential than pure liquids, so pure liquid goes from pure-liquid membrane side to 

mixture membrane side, raises liquid level on mixture side, and lowers chemical potential. Chemical-potential decrease 

generates osmotic pressure, which tries to bring system into equilibrium. 

small solutes 

Membrane can allow small solute molecules and ions to pass through, but not large solute molecules. Small 

molecules diffuse through membrane, tending to make small-solute molecule concentrations equal on both membrane 

sides. 



Figure 1 

 

 



Figure 2 

 

 
  



osmotic pressure 

Osmosis increases solvent amount on membrane side with higher concentration, causing extra pressure {osmotic 

pressure}| on membrane from that side. The extra pressure resists further osmosis, as number of solvent molecules 

hitting both sides becomes same. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution>Electric 

 

polarity 

Solvents can have electronegative atoms {polarity}|. 

types 

Polar solvents include water, ethyl alcohol, and methyl alcohol. Acetone is slightly polar. Benzene is non-polar. 

solution 

Like dissolves like. Polar solvents can dissolve in each other. Non-polar solvents can dissolve in each other. Sticky 

non-polar solids are harder to dissolve in non-polar solvents, because they do not break up. Acetone, methyl alcohol, 

ethyl ether, and ethyl alcohol are soluble in water. Benzene, carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, hexane, cyclohexane, 

methylene chloride, toluene, and xylene are insoluble in water. 

 

electrolyte 

Solid can dissolve in water to make ion solutes {electrolyte}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution>Mixing 

 

immiscible liquids 

Two liquids {immiscible liquids}| can be unable to dissolve in each other, like benzene and water. 

 

miscible liquids 

Two liquids {miscible liquids}| can dissolve in each other, like alcohol and water. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution>Partial 

 

partial molar quantity 

Material true concentration or partial pressure {partial molar quantity} depends on other-substance concentrations or 

partial pressures, because having different substances contributes more disorder to system. Substances interact, because 

system has total pressure, temperature, and concentration. 

 

chemical potential 

Material true concentration or partial pressure {chemical potential, solution}| {free energy per mole} depends on 

partial molar quantity, because having different substances contributes more disorder to system. Substances interact, 

because system has total pressure, temperature, and concentration that distribute among substances. Substance partial 

molar Gibbs free energy is partial derivative of free energy with substance moles, if temperature, pressure, and other-

substance amounts are constant. 

 

Henry law 

Gas solubility in liquid is proportional to partial pressure of gas in contact with liquid {Henry's law} {Henry law}. 

 

partial pressure 

Gases in mixtures independently contribute pressure {partial pressure} to total gas pressure {law of partial 

pressures}. 

 

Raoult law 

Solute-vapor partial pressure above solution equals solute mole fraction times pure-solute vapor pressure {Raoult's 

law} {Raoult law}. 

 

colligative property 

Pure substances have molar quantities, but mixtures have partial molar quantities, which depend on material moles 

divided by total moles, the mole fraction. Solution properties {colligative property}|, such as partial pressures, boiling 



point elevation, freezing point depression, osmotic pressure, solubility, volatility, and surface tension, can depend on 

solute mole fraction. Partial molar quantities are interdependent, because mole fraction total must be one. 

 

boiling point elevation 

Solutions have higher boiling point than pure solvent {boiling point elevation}|, because solute molecules are 

heavier than solvent molecules and have lower volatility. If liquid includes impurities that are less volatile than liquid, 

liquid boils only at higher temperature. Salt in water raises boiling temperature. Mixture boiling point is higher, 

because mixtures are more random, so difference between liquid and gas is less. Immiscible substances lower boiling 

point, because both vapor pressures add to increase pressure. In boiling-point elevation, temperature change dT equals 

constant k times molality M: dT = K*M. People know constants for solutes and solvents. 

 

freezing point depression 

Solutions have lower freezing point than pure solvent {freezing point depression}|, because solute molecules are 

impurities in solvent crystals and so make crystals harder to form. In freezing-point depression, temperature change dT 

equals constant k times molality M: dT = K*M. People know constants for solutes and solvents. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution>Precipitation 

 

precipitation of solute 

Solid solute molecules can crystallize and separate from liquid solvent molecules {precipitation from solution}|. 

causes 

Decreasing solubility causes precipitation. Solubility decreases by cooling. Solubility decreases by adding organic 

non-polar solvents, such as acetone and ethanol, to water solution. 

polarity 

Solubility decreases by neutralizing solution to reduce acidity and polarity. Adding concentrated ammonium sulfate 

usually causes precipitation from aqueous solution. Molecules precipitate best at isoelectric points, because they have 

least polarization there. 

types 

Precipitates {lyophobic}, like sulfur and metal salts, can be small pellet-like precipitates, with molecules that reject 

water and adsorb ions. Precipitates {lyophilic}, like starch and gelatin, can be large curd-like precipitates, with 

molecules that adsorb water. 

 

fractional crystallization 

Crystals can precipitate from solution {fractional crystallization}, by evaporating solvent, by cooling solution, or by 

adding another solvent to solution. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution>Solubility 

 

solubility 

At temperature, a number of solute grams can dissolve in 100 milliliters of solvent {solubility}|. If solubility is 

greater than one percent, solute can dissolve well in solvent {soluble}. 

water solubility 

Compounds have solubility in water {aqueous solubility}. Nitrates, acetates, chlorides, bromides, most iodides, most 

sulfates, sodium salts, potassium salts, and ammonium salts are soluble in water. 

Hydroxides except sodium hydroxide and potassium hydroxide; sulfides except sodium sulfide, magnesium sulfide, 

and aluminum sulfide; arsenates except sodium arsenate and potassium arsenate; carbonates except sodium carbonate 

and potassium carbonate; and phosphates except sodium phosphate and potassium phosphate are insoluble in water. 

precipitation 

Solubility is maximum concentration before precipitation from solvent. For precipitation, concentration product 

{solubility product} must be greater than equilibrium constant. 

factors 

Solute solubility in solvent depends on solute polarity, size, and surroundableness and solvent polarity, size, and 

surroundability. 

factors: temperature 

Higher temperature increases solubility, because increased random motion breaks up and mixes solute and solvent 

more. 



factors: concentration 

Low concentration increases solubility, because solvent molecules can better surround solute molecules, with less 

solute molecules near other solute molecules. 

factors: stirring 

Stirring increases solubility, because more motion mixes solute and solvent more. 

factors: ions 

More hydrogen ion increases solubility in polar solvent, by increasing polarity. More ions increase solubility in polar 

solvent, by increasing polarity. 

Ionic solutes with large ions and large charges are harder to dissolve. Ionic solutes with small ions and charges of +1 

or -1 are easier to dissolve. Large ions with charge +1 or -1 dissolve better than small ions with charge +2, -2, +3, -3, or 

greater. Salts with small volume, especially hydrogen ions and acids, increase solubility by allowing more shielding. 

Higher-charge salts increase solubility more, because they shield better. Salts that form metal-ion complexes increase 

solubility, by more shielding. 

factors: common ion 

Low concentration of ion common to two solutes increases solubility, because solvent molecules can better surround 

solute molecules, with less solute molecules near other solute molecules. Common ion provides more molecules for 

collision. Solubility decreases if common ion is present in large amounts, because the other ion must then be at low 

concentration to equal solubility product. 

factors: diverse ion 

Solubility increases if diverse ion is present, because charges have more shielding and polarity increases. 

factors: polarity 

Similar-polarity molecules dissolve each other best, because electrical attractions for similar molecules are stronger. 

factors: size 

Small molecules dissolve better, because solvent molecules can better surround solute molecules. 

factors: shape 

Spherical molecules dissolve better than elongated ones, because solvent molecules can better surround spherical 

molecules. 

 

hydration energy 

When water molecules surround ions, energy {energy of hydration} {hydration energy}| releases. Small atoms have 

more hydration than large ones, because water surrounds them better. 

 

solute 

Solvent molecules can surround other-substance {solute} molecules. 

 

common ion effect 

Solubility can decrease by adding salt with common ion and higher solubility, to make higher concentration and 

force solute out of solution {common ion effect}. 

 

Debye-Huckel law 

Ions in solution increase polarity and increase solubility {Debye-Hückel law}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution>Solvent 

 

solvent of solution 

Substance {solvent, chemistry}| molecules can surround solute molecules. 

 

aqueous solution 

Solvent is usually water {aqueous solution}. 

 

tincture 

Solvent can be alcohol {tincture}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution>Type 

 



alloy 

Solid can dissolve in another solid {alloy}|, as in steel, bronze, and brass. Steel is carbon in iron. Bronze is tin in 

copper. Brass is zinc in copper. 

 

amalgam 

Liquid can dissolve solid {amalgam}|, as metals can dissolve in mercury. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution>Concentration 

 

concentration solution 

Solutions have ratio {concentration}| of solute mass or volume to total solution or solvent mass or volume. 

 

molal 

Concentration {molal} can measure number of solute moles dissolved in one solution kilogram. 

 

molar concentration 

Concentration {molar, concentration} (M) can measure number of solute moles dissolved in one solution liter. 

 

mole fraction 

Concentration {mole fraction} can measure number of solute moles dissolved in one solution mole. 

 

normal concentration 

Concentration {normal, concentration} (N) can measure number of solute-ion equivalents dissolved in one solution 

liter. 

 

parts per million 

Concentration {parts per million} (ppm) can measure number of solute milligrams dissolved in one solution liter. 

 

percent solution 

Concentration {percent solution} can measure number of solute grams or milliliters dissolved in 100 solution grams 

or milliliters. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Solution>Concentration>Level 

 

dilute solution 

Solutions {dilute solution}| can have low concentration. 

 

concentrated solution 

Solutions {concentrated solution} can have high concentration. 

 

saturated solution 

Solutions {saturated solution}| can have maximum concentration, at temperature, if dissolved solute is in contact 

with solid solute. 

 

supersaturated 

At a temperature, if no solid is present and solution has no crystallization, solution can have concentration higher 

than saturated concentration {supersaturated}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic 

 

organic chemistry 

Chemistry {organic chemistry} can be about molecules with carbon. About 100,000,000,000 carbon-based 

molecules {organic molecule, chemistry} exist. 

 



cross-linking of polymer 

In plastics, such as divinylbenzene, covalent or hydrogen bonds can link two polymer chains {cross-linking, 

plastic}|. 

 

electrophile 

Functional group or molecule can attract to negatively charged atom {electrophile}|. Electrophiles, from strongest to 

least strong, are hydrogen ion, positive halide ion, and carbon. Charged electrophiles are stronger than uncharged ones. 

 

Fischer projection 

Chemical symbolism {Fischer projection} can show bond direction. 

 

nucleophile 

Functional group or molecule can attract to positively charged atom {nucleophile}|. Nucleophile order, from 

strongest to least strong, is organic base, base, amine, alcohol, and halide. Charged nucleophiles are stronger than 

uncharged nucleophiles. 

 

Sequence Rule 

Rules {Sequence Rule} can show nature of symmetry axes and chirality planes. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Bond Orientation 

 

steric hindrance 

Large substituents can interfere with rotations and slightly alter bond angles {steric hindrance}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Bond Orientation>Carbon Chain 

 

conformation 

Organic molecules have three-dimensional arrangements {conformation, molecule}|. Carbon-chain substituents can 

have alternate forms {carbon chain conformation}. 

 

eclipsed form 

Carbon-chain substituents can align {eclipsed form}. Eclipsed form has more hindrance, more potential energy, and 

less probability. 

 

staggered form 

Carbon-chain substituents can alternate position {staggered form}. Staggered form has less hindrance, lower 

potential energy, and more probability. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Bond Orientation>Double Bond 

 

cis 

The two highest-priority groups can be on same double-bond side {cis, orientation}|, designated by prefix Z. 

 

trans 

The two highest-priority groups can be on opposite double-bond sides {trans, orientation}|, designated by prefix E. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Bond Orientation>Ring 

 

ring configuration 

In six-carbon rings with only single bonds, carbons have single bonds to two substituents. Whole ring {ring 

configuration} can look like a chair {chair configuration} or boat {boat configuration}. 

If adjacent carbons have one substituent and one hydrogen atom, substituents can both be axial or equatorial {trans, 

ring} or can be one axial and one equatorial {cis, ring}. Single bonds between carbon atoms allow rotation. Because 

ring bond rotation must change two single bonds simultaneously, bond rotation cannot change cis to trans, or trans to 

cis. 

 



axial bond 

Bonds {axial bond} to substituents can point perpendicular to rings. 

 

equatorial bond 

Bonds {equatorial bond} to substituents can point parallel to rings. Large substituents tend to be equatorial. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Bond Orientation>Isomer 

 

isomer 

Molecules {isomer}| with same atoms can have different chemical and physical arrangements. Isomers {structural 

isomer} can have different chemical bonds among chain atoms. Isomers {functional isomer} can have different 

chemical bonds among substituents. 

To distinguish and name isomer, give atom with highest atomic number highest priority. For atoms with same 

atomic number, use atomic mass to assign priority. If two or more atoms are the same, go outward from chiral atom, 

applying same rules to farther atoms. Treat double bonds like two single bonds with atoms. 

 

conformational isomer 

Isomers {conformational isomer} can have same chemical bonds, but rotations around single bonds make different 

spatial relations. 

 

diastereomer 

Isomers {diastereomer}| that are not mirror images can be unable to superimpose. 

 

geometric isomer 

Double bonds between two carbon atoms make all bonds lie on one plane. The four single bonds can have different 

isomers {geometric isomer}. The two highest-priority groups can be on opposite double-bond sides {trans, double 

bond}, with prefix E. The two highest-priority groups can be on same double-bond side {cis, double bond}, with prefix 

Z. 

 

tautomerism 

Structural isomers can transfer proton between two non-equivalent sites {tautomerism}|. Aldol and ketol exhibit 

tautomerism. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Bond Orientation>Isomer>Stereo 

 

stereoisomer 

Isomers {stereoisomer}| {optical isomer} can have right-handed and left-handed structures that single-bond four 

different substituents to carbon atom. Stereoisomers are asymmetric molecules, such as enantiomer, racemic, 

diastereomer, and meso compound. The D and L system {glyceraldehyde} designates stereoisomers relative to (+)-

glyceraldehyde {D-glyceraldehyde} and (-)-glyceraldehyde {L-glyceraldehyde}. 

 

Cahn-Ingold-Prelog system 

For R-S systems {Cahn-Ingold-Prelog system} {CIP system}, at asymmetric carbon atom, place lowest-atomic-

number bound atom straight-behind the plane, with the three other atoms facing observer. Mark highest-atomic-number 

atom and next highest. For atoms with same atomic number, use atomic mass. If two or more atoms are the same, go 

outward from chiral atom, applying same rules to farther atoms. Double bonds, triple bonds, and aromatic rings are like 

two or three bonds with atoms. If highest to next highest goes clockwise, compound is R or Rectus. If highest to next 

highest goes counterclockwise, compound is S or Sinister. 

 

meso compound 

Isomers {meso compound}| have asymmetric carbon but also have symmetry plane that cancels optical rotation. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Bond Orientation>Isomer>Stereo>Enantiomer 

 

enantiomer 

Two isomers {enantiomer}| {enantiomorph} can be mirror images. 



 

racemic mixture 

Mixtures {racemic mixture} can have equal enantiomer amounts. 

 

racemization 

Reactions {racemization}| can change one enantiomer into the other. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Bond Orientation>Isomer>Stereo>Rotation 

 

dextrorotatory 

Stereoisomers can rotate plane-polarized light clockwise {dextrorotatory} (+), as measured by degrees in 

polarimeter. 

 

levorotatory 

Stereoisomers can rotate plane-polarized light counterclockwise {levorotatory} (-), as measured by degrees in 

polarimeter. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical 

 

hydrocarbon 

Molecules {hydrocarbon}| can have only carbon and hydrogen. 

 

side chain 

Carbon atoms in sequences or rings can attach hydrocarbon chains or rings {side chain, hydrocarbon} {hydrocarbon 

side chain}. 

 

substituent group 

Carbon atoms in sequences or rings can attach atoms or atom groups {substituent group}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Carbon 

 

carbon molecules 

Carbon atoms {carbon}| can attach carbons to make sequences or rings. 

non-metals 

Carbon forms covalent bonds with non-metals. Carbon and chlorine make the volatile liquids carbon tetrachloride 

and chloroform. Carbon and fluorine make the liquid refrigerant Freon and the solid fluorocarbon Teflon. Carbon and 

oxygen make carbon monoxide gas and carbon dioxide gas. Carbon and nitrogen make cyanide ion with triple bond 

between nitrogen and carbon, nitrile compounds with triple bond between nitrogen and carbon, imine compounds with 

double bond between nitrogen and carbon, and amine compounds with single bond between nitrogen and carbon. 

 

primary carbon 

Carbon atoms {primary carbon} can attach to only one other carbon atom. 

 

secondary carbon 

Carbon atoms {secondary carbon} can attach to two other carbon atoms. 

 

tertiary carbon 

Carbon atoms {tertiary carbon} can attach to three other carbon atoms. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Carbon>Ion 

 

carbanion 

Carbon atoms {carbanion} can gain unshared electron pairs and have only three bonds, to become electrophiles. 

Carbanions can be in organic bases. 

 



carbocation 

Carbon atoms {carbocation} {carbonium ion} can lose electron pairs and have only three bonds, to become 

nucleophiles. Carbocations are more in polar solvents. Carbocations are more at tertiary carbons than at secondary or 

primary carbons. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Alkane 

 

alkane 

Aliphatic hydrocarbons can be chains {alkane}| or rings {cycloalkane}. Small alkanes have one carbon {methane}, 

two carbons {ethane}, three carbons {propane}, four carbons {butane}, five carbons {pentane}, six carbons {hexane}, 

seven carbons {heptane}, or eight carbons {octane}. 

branching 

Alkanes {n-alkane} can have no branches. Alkanes {iso-alkane} can branch at second carbon. Alkanes {neo-alkane} 

can have two single-carbon side-chain methyl groups on second carbon. Alkanes can have functional group on second 

carbon {sec-}. Alkanes can have functional group and carbon side chain on second carbon {tert-}. 

properties 

Alkanes are colorless, odorless, not polar, not reactive, not acidic, not basic, and oxidizable. If alkane has one to four 

carbons, it is gas. If alkane has five to nineteen carbons, it is liquid. If alkane has more than nineteen carbons, it is waxy 

solid. 

 

aliphatic 

Hydrocarbons {aliphatic}| can have only single bonds. 

 

alkyl group 

Alkanes {alkyl group} can attach to carbon chains as side chains. 

 

methyl group 

Alkanes can have single-carbon side chains {methyl group}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Alkane>Mixture 

 

naphtha 

Mixtures {naphtha} can have alkanes with four to ten carbons. 

 

kerosene 

Mixtures {kerosene} can have alkanes with nine to fifteen carbons. 

 

diesel fuel 

Mixtures {diesel fuel} can have alkanes with fifteen to twenty-five carbons. 

 

lubricating oil 

Mixtures {lubricating oil} can have alkanes with more than 20 carbons. 

 

asphalt 

Mixtures {asphalt} can have alkanes with more than 30 carbons. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Alkene 

 

alkene 

Hydrocarbons {alkene}| {olefin} can have at least one double bond. Small alkenes have two carbons {ethylene} 

{ethene} or three carbons {propylene} {propene}. Alkenes are colorless, odorless, reactive, not polar, not acidic, not 

basic, and oxidizable or reducible. Alkenes with two to four carbons are gases. Alkenes with more than four carbons 

are liquids. 

 



alkyl halide 

Alkanes can attach halides {alkyl halide}. Alkyl halides are colorful, smell powerful and bad, are very reactive, are 

polar, are not acidic or basic, and are not oxidizable or reducible. Alkyl halides are liquids, except for methyl halide 

gases. Alkyl halides are heavier than water. 

 

allyl group 

Alkene substituents {allyl} can have three carbons and double bond at far end from carbon chain. 

 

vinyl group 

Ethylenes {vinyl group} can be side chains. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Alkyne 

 

alkyne 

Hydrocarbons {alkyne}| can have at least one triple bond. The smallest alkyne has two carbons {acetylene} 

{ethyne}. Alkynes are colorless, odorless, reactive, not polar, not acidic, not basic, and oxidizable or reducible. 

Alkynes are gases. 

 

carbene 

C2H2 [2 is subscript] {carbene} is like methylene and has singlet or triplet spin states. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Aryl 

 

aromatic 

Hydrocarbons {aromatic compound}| {aryl compound} can have planar ring of six carbons, five carbons and one 

nitrogen or oxygen, or four carbons and one nitrogen or oxygen. 

properties 

Aromatics are colorless, have gasoline-like smell, are not polar, and are not acidic or basic. Rings are not oxidizable 

or reducible and are unreactive. 

resonance 

Ring has resonating single and double bonds, which delocalize electrons into two rings, one above and one below 

planar ring. 

substituents 

Hydroxyl, ether, ester, amine, alkyl, halide, and phenyl groups donate electrons to aromatic rings. Nitro, cyanide, 

carboxyl, aldehyde, ketone, sulfoxide, and hydrogen groups take electrons from aromatic rings, as do ammonium ion 

and primary amine ion. 

ring number 

Aromatic compounds can have three aromatic rings {anthracene}, four aromatic rings {tetracene}, five aromatic 

rings {pentacene}, and so on {polyacene} {acene}. 

ring number: phase 

Aromatic compounds with one ring are liquids. Aromatic compounds with more than one ring are solids. 

examples 

Explosive aryls include TNT and picric acid. Aryls include vanillin, toluidine, indole, cholesterol, and menthol. 

 

naphthalene 

Aromatic compounds {naphthalene} can have two aromatic rings. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Aryl>Benzene 

 

benzene 

Six-carbon aromatics {benzene} can have no side chains. Benzene can be functional group {phenyl-}. Compound 

can have methylbenzene functional group {benzyl-}. Benzene rings can have same side chains at opposite carbons 

{para-, benzene ring}, on adjacent carbons {ortho-, benzene ring}, or separated by one carbon {meta-, benzene ring}. 

 

anisole 

Benzene rings {anisole} can have methyl ether side chain. 



 

cresol 

Benzene rings {cresol} can have hydroxyl side chain and adjacent methyl side chain. 

 

cumene 

Benzene rings {cumene} can have isopropyl side chain. 

 

aniline 

Benzene rings {aniline} can have amine side chain, as in dyes, indicators, and pigments. Aniline can have positive 

ion {anilinium}. 

 

phenol compound 

Benzene rings {phenol} can have hydroxyl side group, as in dyes, indicators, and detergents {alkylphenol}. 

 

styrene 

Benzene rings {styrene} can have ethene side chain. 

 

thymol 

Benzene rings {thymol} can have hydroxyl side group, adjacent isopropyl side chain, and opposite methyl side 

chain. 

 

toluene 

Benzene rings {toluene} can have methyl side chain. 

 

xylene 

Benzene rings {xylene} can have two methyl side chains. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Alcohol 

 

alcohol as compound 

Organic compounds {alcohol, chemical}| can have carbon atom single-bonded to hydroxyl group: -C-O-H. Alcohols 

are colorless, have pungent and sweet odor, are reactive, are polar, are basic or acidic, and are oxidizable and reducible. 

Alcohols with less than twenty carbons are liquids. Alcohols dissolve in water if they have less than six carbons. 

Carbon atom with two hydroxyl side chains is unstable and reverts to aldehyde or ketone. 

 

hydroxyl group 

Organic compounds can have carbon atom single-bonded to oxygen atom single-bonded to hydrogen atom 

{hydroxyl group}: -O-H. 

 

alkoxide ion 

Sodium or magnesium metal can remove hydrogen atom from alcohol oxygen atom to make hydrogen gas and ion 

{alkoxide ion} with charge -1: -C-O- [last - is superscript]. 

 

alkyloxonium ion 

Sulfuric or hydrobromic acid can add hydrogen atom to alcohol oxygen atom to make unstable ion {alkyloxonium 

ion} {oxonium ion} with charge +1: -C-O+H2 [+ is superscript, and 2 is subscript]. 

 

ethylene glycol 

Alcohols {ethylene glycol} can have two carbons, each with one hydroxyl group. 

 

glycerol as alcohol 

Alcohols {glycerol, alcohol} can have three carbons, each with one hydroxyl group. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Amine 

 



amine compounds 

Organic compounds {amine, organic}| can have carbon atom single-bonded to nitrogen atom: -C-N-. Amines are 

colorful, have pungent powerful odor, are slightly reactive, are polar, and are not oxidizable or reducible. Amines are 

liquids, except for ammonia gas. Amines are slightly basic if they have zero or one alkyl group, highly basic if they 

have two or three alkyl groups, and even more highly basic if alkyl group has double bond. 

 

azide 

Amines {azide}| can have only three nitrogens. 

 

diazonium ion 

A nitrogen atom can single-bond to a carbon atom and double-bond to a nitrogen atom, with only hydrogens on 

other bonds, in resonating structures {diazonium ion}. 

 

guanidium ion 

A carbon atom can bind to three nitrogens, including one double bond, with only hydrogens bonded to nitrogens, in 

resonating structures {guanidium ion}. 

 

piperidine 

Amines {piperidine} can have one non-aromatic ring with five carbons and one nitrogen atom. 

 

pyrrolidine 

Amines {pyrrolidine} can have one non-aromatic ring with four carbons and one nitrogen atom. 

 

Schiff base 

One carbon atom can double-bond to one nitrogen atom single-bonded to another carbon atom {Schiff base}: C=N-

C. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Carbonyl 

 

carbonyl compounds 

Ketones and aldehydes have carbon atom double-bonded to oxygen atom {carbonyl}. Aldehydes and ketones are 

colorless, have sweet odor, are polar, are not acidic or basic, are oxidizable to carboxylic acids, and are reducible to 

alcohols. Carbonyls are reactive. Aldehydes are more reactive than ketones. Aldehydes and ketones are liquids unless 

they have more than twenty carbons. Small aldehydes and ketones dissolve in water. 

 

oxy- 

Aldehydes and ketones can be substituents {oxy-}. 

 

enolate ion 

In aldehyde or ketone carbonyl groups, carbon has slight positive charge and oxygen has slight negative charge. 

Aldehyde or ketone can hybridize to have positive carbon atom and negative oxygen atom {enolate ion}, with single 

bond between carbon and oxygen. 

 

keto-enol isomerism 

If aldehyde or ketone carbonyl carbon attaches to another carbon, the double bond can move between the carbons, 

and hydrogen atom from second carbon can move to oxygen {keto-enol isomerism}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Carbonyl>Aldehyde 

 

aldehyde 

Carbonyl can be at carbon-chain end {aldehyde}|: -C=O. 

 

formaldehyde 

The smallest aldehyde {methanal} {formaldehyde, carbonyl} has one carbon atom. 

 



acetylaldehyde 

Aldehydes {ethanal} {acetylaldehyde} can have two carbon atoms. 

 

benzaldehyde 

Other aldehydes {benzaldehyde} or ketones are in camphor, citral, vanillin, cinnamon, and almonds. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Carbonyl>Ketone 

 

ketone 

Carbonyl can be in carbon-chain middle {ketone}|: =C=O. 

 

acetone 

The smallest ketone {propanone} {methyl methyl ketone} {acetone} has three carbons. 

 

lactone 

Ketones {lactone} can have rings with five carbon atoms and one oxygen atom. One carbon atom double-bonds to 

an oxygen atom outside ring. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Carboxylic Acid 

 

carboxylic acid 

Organic compounds {carboxylic acid}| can have terminal carbon atom double-bonded to oxygen atom and single-

bonded to hydroxyl group. 

properties 

Carboxylic acids are colorless, have strong and bad odor, are reactive, are polar, are acidic, and are reducible to 

aldehydes. Carboxylic acids are liquids if they have less than twelve carbons. 

types 

Small carboxylic acids have one carbon {methanoic acid} {formic acid}, two carbons {ethanoic acid} {acetic acid}, 

three carbons {propanoic acid} {propionic acid}, four carbons {butanoic acid} {butyric acid}, five carbons {pentanoic 

acid} {valeric acid}, or six carbons {hexanoic acid} {caproic acid}. 

types: saturated fatty acids 

Larger carboxylic acids have twelve carbons {lauric acid}, fourteen carbons {myristic acid}, sixteen carbons 

{palmitic acid}, eighteen carbons {stearic acid}, or twenty carbons {arachidic acid}. 

types: unsaturated fatty acids 

Fatty acids can have double bonds in carbon chain. First double bond is at ninth carbon, second is at twelfth carbon, 

and third is at fifteenth carbon. Sixteen carbons can have one double bond {palmitoleic acid}. Eighteen carbons can 

have one double bond {oleic acid}. Eighteen carbons can have two double bonds {linoleic acid}. Eighteen carbons can 

have three double bonds {linolenic acid}. More double bonds increase fatty-acid liquidity. 

derivatives 

Carboxylic-acid derivatives substitute nucleophile for carboxylic-acid hydroxyl group. Nucleophile can be ether to 

make ester, amine to make amide, carboxylic acid to make anhydride, or halide to make acyl halide. 

 

acyl- 

Carboxylic acids can be substituents {acyl-}. 

 

carboxyl ion 

Carboxylic acids dissolve in water and lose proton to make ion {carboxyl ion}. Carboxyl ion has resonance between 

single and double bonds to oxygens. 

 

carboxylate 

Carboxylic acids have salt forms {carboxylate}, which use suffix -ate, as in sodium citrate. 

 

soap 

Long fatty acids can add sodium ion to make sodium salt {soap}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Carboxylic Acid>Kinds 



 

carbonic acid 

Carboxylic acids {carbonic acid} can have one carbon, three oxygens, and two hydrogens. 

 

dicarboxylic acid 

Carboxylic acids {dicarboxylic acid} can have carboxyl groups on both ends. Small dicarboxylic acids have two 

carbons {oxalic acid}, three carbons {malonic acid}, four carbons {succinic acid}, five carbons {glutaric acid}, or six 

carbons {adipic acid}. 

 

lactic acid 

Propanoic acid {lactic acid} can have hydroxyl group on second carbon. 

 

limonene 

Organic molecules {limonene} can be skin irritants. 

 

phthalic acid 

Benzene rings {phthalic acid} can have adjacent carboxyl group. Phthalates can affect body hormone levels. 

 

pyruvic acid 

Propanoic acid {pyruvic acid} can have ketone on second carbon. 

 

salicylic acid 

Benzoic acid {salicylic acid} can have a hydroxyl group in para- position. 

 

tartaric acid 

large dicarboxylic acid {tartaric acid} {cream of tartar, acid}. 

 

tricarboxylic acid 

Branched carbon chain can have three carboxyl groups {tricarboxylic acid}, such as citric acid. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Carboxylic Acid>Substituted 

 

acid anhydride 

Carboxylic-acid nucleophile can substitute for carboxylic-acid hydroxyl group. Organic compounds {acid 

anhydride} can have last carbon in carbon chain double-bonded to oxygen atom and single-bonded to carboxylic acid. 

Acid anhydrides are colorless, smell bad like carboxylic acids, are highly reactive, are polar, are not acidic, are not 

basic, are not oxidizable or reducible, dissolve slightly in water, and are liquids unless more than six carbons. 

 

imide 

Acid anhydrides {imide}| can be amides. 

 

acyl halide 

Organic compounds {acyl halide} can have last carbon in carbon chain double-bonded to oxygen atom and single-

bonded to halogen. Acyl halides are colorful, have harsh and pungent and bad odor, are highly reactive, are polar, are 

not acidic, are not basic, are not oxidizable or reducible, dissolve slightly in water, and are liquids unless more than six 

carbons. 

 

amide 

Organic compounds {amide}| can have last carbon in carbon chain double-bonded to oxygen atom and single-

bonded to amino group. Amides include urea, phenobarbitol, and caffeine. 

properties 

Amides are colorful, have harsh and pungent and bad odor, are slightly reactive, are polar, are not acidic, are not 

basic, are not oxidizable or reducible, dissolve slightly in water, and are liquids unless more than six carbons. 

bond 

Amide bonds resonate, because double bond between carbon and oxygen can shift to nitrogen, making nitrogen 

positive, carbon positive, oxygen negative, and bond planar. 



 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Nitrogen 

 

nitrogen compounds 

Nitrogen makes organic compounds {nitrogen compounds}. Organic compounds {nitro organic compounds} can 

have nitrogen atom double-bonded to oxygen atom and single-bonded to another oxygen atom: -O-N=O. 

 

cyanide 

Nitrogen compounds {cyanide} can have carbon atom triple-bonded to nitrogen atom and single-bonded to hydrogen 

atom. 

 

hydrazine 

Nitrogen compounds {hydrazine} can have two nitrogens and six hydrogens, with double bonds. 

 

imidazole 

Nitrogen aromatic compounds {imidazole} can have three carbons and two nitrogens, separated by carbon atom, in 

ring. 

 

imine 

Nitrogen compounds {imine}| can have nitrogen-carbon double bond. 

 

nitrile 

Nitrogen compounds {nitrile}| can have carbon atom double-bonded to nitrogen atom, -C=N-. Nitrile side chains 

{isonitrile} have carbon on end and nitrogen double-bonded to another carbon: C-N=C-. Isonitriles usually smell strong 

and bad. 

 

nitronium ion 

One nitrogen atom can double-bond to two oxygen atoms, so nitrogen has positive charge {nitronium ion}: 

O=N+=O. 

 

oxime 

One carbon atom can double-bond to one nitrogen atom single-bonded to hydroxyl {oxime}: -C=N-OH. 

 

pyridine 

Nitrogen aromatic compounds {pyridine} can have five carbon atoms and one nitrogen atom in ring. 

 

pyrimidine and nitrogen 

Nitrogen aromatic compounds {pyrimidine, nitrogen} can have four carbons and two nitrogens, separated by carbon 

atom, in ring. 

 

pyrrole 

Nitrogen aromatic compounds {pyrrole} can have four carbon atoms and one nitrogen atom in ring. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Oxygen 

 

ester 

Organic compounds {ester}| can have carbon-chain last carbon double-bonded to oxygen atom and single-bonded to 

alkoxyl group. 

properties 

Esters are colorless, smell good and sweet, are reactive, are polar, are not acidic, are not basic, are not oxidizable or 

reducible, and dissolve somewhat in water. Esters are liquid unless more than six carbons. 

derivatives 

A phosphate group {phosphate ester} can replace carboxylic-acid hydroxyl group. A sulfate group {sulfate ester} 

can replace carboxylic-acid hydroxyl group. Alkylbenzene-sulfonic-acid sodium salt detergent is sulfate ester. A 

sulfhydryl group {thioester} can replace carboxylic-acid hydroxyl group. Thioesters are more reactive than esters. 

Thioesters can ionize as thiolate ion to make weak base. 



 

acetal 

Carbon atom at carbon-chain end can have hydroxyl group and ether side chain {hemiacetal}. Carbon atom at 

carbon-chain end can have two ether side chains {acetal}. 

 

ketal 

Carbon atom in carbon-chain middle can have hydroxyl group and ether side chain {hemiketal}. Carbon atom in 

carbon-chain middle can have two ether side chains {ketal}. 

 

alkoxyl group 

Oxygen atom single-bonded to carbon atom {alkoxyl group}, -O-C, can attach to carbon atom. 

 

epoxy compound 

Organic compounds {epoxy} {oxirane} can have a ring with two carbons and one oxygen. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Oxygen>Ether 

 

ether as chemical 

Organic compounds {ether, chemical}| can have an oxygen atom single-bonded between two carbons: -C-O-C-. 

Ethers are colorless, have pungent and sweet odor, are slightly reactive, are non-polar, are not basic or acidic, and are 

oxidizable or reducible. Ethers can dissolve in water if small. Polybrominated diphenyl ethers are flame-retardant 

chemicals. 

 

dioxane 

Ether rings {dioxane} can have four carbons and two opposite-side oxygens, with no double bonds. Dioxane can 

dissolve in water. 

 

oxazole 

Ether rings {oxazole} can have, oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, and two carbons. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Oxygen>Aromatic 

 

phenyl 

Phenol can have carbon atom single-bonded to benzene {R group}, which is single-bonded to hydroxyl {phenyl}, -

R-CH2-O-H [2 is subscript]. 

 

furan 

Aromatic compounds {furan} can have four carbon atoms and one oxygen atom in ring. Tetrahydrofuran can 

dissolve in water. 

 

pyran 

Aromatic compounds {pyran} can have five carbon atoms and one oxygen atom in ring. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Sulfur 

 

sulfur organic compound 

Organic compounds {sulfur organic compound} can have carbon atom single-bonded to sulfur. Perhaps, mercaptan 

vials or rings can open if people are in danger. Bad smells repulse attackers. Splashing some on attackers is a mark hard 

to remove. 

 

sulfide compounds 

Organic compounds {sulfide} can have sulfur bonded between two carbons, -C-S-C-. 

 

disulfide bond 

Two thiols can react to eliminate hydrogens from sulfurs and make sulfur-sulfur bond {disulfide bond}. 

 



sulfonium ion 

Three carbons can bond to one sulfur to give sulfur positive charge {sulfonium ion}. 

 

thioether 

Compounds {thioether} similar to ethers have sulfur atom instead of oxygen atom. 

 

thiolate ion 

Sulfhydryl groups can replace carboxylic-acid hydroxyl groups to make thioesters. Thioesters are more reactive than 

esters. Thioesters can ionize {thiolate ion} to make weak bases. 

 

detergent 

Alkylbenzene-sulfonic-acid sodium salt is sulfate ester {detergent}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Sulfur>Sulfhydryl 

 

sulfhydryl group 

Organic compounds can have carbon atom single-bonded to sulfur atom, which is single-bonded to hydrogen atom 

{sulfhydryl group}, -S-H. 

 

thiol 

Sulfhydryls {thiol} {mercaptan} are similar to alcohols, but sulfur replaces oxygen. Hydrogen sulfide has rotten-egg 

smell. Beta-mercaptoethanol has bad smell. Thiols can be side chains. Thiols are colorless, have bad odor, are reactive, 

can be more acidic than alcohols or can be basic, and are oxidizable and reducible. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical>Polymer 

 

polymer 

Molecules {polymer}| can link repeated subunits into sequence. Carbohydrates, proteins, and nucleic acids are 

polymers. 

mass 

Polymers have masses of 10,000 to 100,000 dalton. Masses have normal distribution, skewed toward lower masses. 

Centrifugation or light scattering can indicate mass. 

osmotic pressure 

Polymer osmotic pressure is higher than ideal solution pressure, because polymers are large molecules. 

colloid 

Polymers make colloids, because molecules are long. 

viscosity 

Polymer viscosity depends on molecule size and shape. Shape has four parameters: moments in three spatial 

dimensions and orientation. 

 

plastic 

Polymers {plastic, chemistry}| can have hydrocarbon subunits. Thermoplastics melt if heated. Thermosetting plastics 

do not melt if heated. Plastics can have covalent or hydrogen bonds that cross-link polymer chains. 

types 

Nitrocellulose was first plastic [1879] and comes from cellulose. It was in the first billiard balls and then in dental 

plates and Celluloid shirt collars. Nitrocellulose is in combs, brushes, eyeglass frames, film negatives, and car lacquer. 

Cellulose acetate was second plastic invented, comes from cellulose, coats fabric-covered airplanes, is in model 

airplane glue, and is in nail polish, mixed with acetone. 

Polyethylene comes from ethylene. 

Polystyrene comes from styrene. 

Polyvinyl chloride or PVC comes from vinyl chloride. 

Acrylic comes from acrylonitrile. 

Polyester comes from ethylene glycol and propylene glycol. 

Nylon comes from amide. 

 



elastomer 

Polymers {elastomer} can stretch and then resume shape, because normally they are contracted chains. Elastic 

polymers have cis double bonds, to allow stretching. 

 

cellophane 

Nitrocellulose {cellophane} can be for wrapping. 

 

rayon 

Nitrocellulose {rayon} can be fibers. 

 

viscose 

Rayon and cellophane have basic units {viscose}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Organic>Chemical Reaction 

 

chemical reaction of organics 

Organic molecules have carbon chemical reactions {chemical reaction, organic}. 

 

acid-base reaction organic 

Organic molecules can have acid-base reactions {acid-base reaction, organic}. 

acidity 

Bonds from highest to lowest acidity are H-Br, H-Cl, H-F, H-S-, H-O-, H-N-, and H-C-. From highest to lowest 

acidity, compounds are inorganic acids, carboxylic acids, alkylammonium ion, thiol, phenol, and alcohol. 

basicity 

From highest to lowest basicity, organic and inorganic compounds are -NH2- [2 is subscript and last - is superscript] 

or nitride, -R-O- [last - is superscript] or alkoxide, -O-H, -S-H, -Cl, NH3 [3 is subscript] or ammonia, and H2O [2 is 

subscript] or water. 

neutral 

Ketones, aldehydes, alkenes, and alkanes are neither acids nor bases. 

Lewis 

Lewis bases can attack double bond between carbons to make negatively charged carbanion. Lewis acids can attack 

double bond between carbons to make positively charged carbonium ion. 

 

addition reaction 

Organic reactions {addition reaction} can bind substituents to double bond to make two single bonds. 

For double bond between two carbons, carbons have two other constituents. Molecule is planar, with constituent 

angles of 120 degrees. See Figure 1. 

Electrophile, typically hydrogen ion, slowly attacks double-bond electrons to make carbocation. In addition 

reactions, hydrogen atom binds to primary carbon, by Markownikoff's rule. See Figure 2. 

Then nucleophile quickly adds to the other tertiary or secondary carbon, which is more polar than primary carbon 

atoms. See Figure 3. 

conformation 

Conformation is typically cis, but is trans for two similar substituents. 

polarity 

Terminal carbon double bonds are not sufficiently polar for attack, but internal double bonds are polar enough for 

attack. 

alkenes 

Alkenes have double bonds between carbons. Alkene + water -> alcohol. Alkene + ammonia -> amine. Alkene + 

halogen acid -> alkyl halide. Alkene + hydrogen gas -> single bond. Alkene + halogen gas -> alkyl halide, on both 

carbons with trans conformation. 
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Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction 

Oxidation-reduction reactions {Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction} {Belosov-Zhabotinski reaction} (B-Z reaction) (BZ 

reaction) using sodium bromate, malonic acid, sulfuric acid, and cerium ions, and involving twenty-one reaction steps, 

can produce spatial patterns in dishes, after delays. 

As shown by ferroin indicator, cerium-ion catalysts change oxidation state, blue and magenta, or do not change 

oxidation state, yellow and clear, to make concentric circles or spirals. Concentrations oscillate with period {limit 

cycle, concentration}. 

feedback 

Oscillation happens only far from chemical equilibrium and requires feedback. 

diffusion 

Spatial patterns require diffusion. 

chemical patterns 

Non-linear multiple-reaction kinetics and feedback, through diffusion or direct chemical addition, can form temporal 

and spatial patterns far from equilibrium. Patterns require flows and feedback. Reaction far from equilibrium between 

high-concentration species typically affects low-concentration catalytic compound, which can have two different 

oxidation states or shift easily between acid and base. Reaction rates oscillate. 

Chemical-pattern formation depends on dissipative structure theory. Turing [1952: The Chemical Basis of 

Morphogenesis] invented chemical and biological spatial-pattern-formation theory. Belousov and Zhabotinskii [1958, 

1964] discovered oscillating chemical reaction, and Noyes [1972] analyzed mechanism {oregonator model}. 

Continuous-flow stirred-tank reactor (CSTR) studies oscillating systems over time. Continuous-flow unstirred 

reactor (CFUR) studies oscillating systems over space. 

 

benzene ring reaction 

Substitution into benzene rings {benzene ring reaction} replaces a hydrogen on a ring carbon with nitro, sulfoxy, 

halogen, or other nucleophilic substituent. 

process 

Strong acid, such as iron (III) chloride or aluminum chloride, can slowly polarize benzene-ring carbon atom to make 

carbocation. Carbocation resonates at attacked-carbon ortho carbon and para carbon. Nucleophile quickly adds to 

attacked carbon, and hydrogen ion leaves. 

process: already substituted 

If benzene ring already has one nitro, sulfoxyl, halogen, or other nucleophilic substituent, substituted nucleophile 

substituent has positive charge. 

If benzene ring already has one nitro, sulfoxyl, halogen, or other nucleophilic substituent, electron-donating 

nucleophilic substituent quickly adds to substituted-carbon ortho carbon or para carbon. 

If benzene ring already has one nitro, sulfoxyl, halogen, or other nucleophilic substituent, and bromine or strong acid 

polarizes carbon atom to make carbocation, electron-withdrawing nucleophile can slowly add to substituted-carbon 

meta carbon. 

resonances 

Meta carbon and substituted carbon have three resonance structures. Substituted carbon and ortho or para carbons 

have four resonance structures. 

 

carbon chain reaction 

Carboxylic acid and ester can combine to make longer carbon chain {carbon chain reaction}, if negatively charged 

nucleophile is present. Negatively charged nucleophile can create carbanion on carboxylic-acid second carbon. 

Carbanion can attack ester. Negative charge migrates to ester double-bonded oxygen. First ester carbon bonds to first 

carboxyl carbon. Carboxyl reforms as nucleophile leaves, leaving new carbon-carbon single bond. 

 

condensation reaction organic 

To add carbon atom to carbon chain {condensation reaction, organic}, aldehyde or ester combines with alcohol, to 

make new carbon-carbon single bond and water molecule. 

 

cyanide reaction 

Cyanide and alkyl chloride can react to lengthen alkyl carbon chain by adding cyanide carbon {cyanide reaction}. 

Reaction releases nitrogen and chloride. 

 



electrophilic addition 

Organic reactions {electrophilic addition reaction} can add electrophilic substituent to carbonyl group. 

carbonyl 

Carbonyl groups have double bond between carbon and oxygen. Carbonyl groups are planar, with two substituents 

on carbon and none on oxygen. Bond angles are 120 degrees. See Figure 1. 

process 

Hydrogen ion attacks carbonyl oxygen and adds to it, making positive charge. Double bond does not break. See 

Figure 2. 

Then positive charge migrates to carbonyl carbon to make carbocation. See Figure 3. 

Then water or alcohol adds to carbon. See Figure 4. Hydrogen at carbonyl oxygen and hydrogen at nucleophile leave 

and combine to make hydrogen gas. 
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elimination reaction 

In alcohols, amines, or alkyl halides, organic reactions {elimination reaction} can make two substituents leave 

adjacent carbon atoms and form double bond. Acid or base starts reaction. 

acid and alcohol 

For example, compound can be alcohol. See Figure 1. 

Acid pulls off nucleophile, and hydrogen atom leaves. See Figure 2. Double bond forms, and then acid reforms. See 

Figure 3. 

base and alcohol 

For example, compound can be alcohol. See Figure 4. Base pulls hydrogen atom from carbon with no substituent. 

See Figure 5. Nucleophile leaves other carbon. Double bond forms, and base reforms. See Figure 6. 

E1 elimination 

Secondary or tertiary carbon carbocation can form slowly, and then double bond forms quickly {E1 elimination}. 

Secondary or tertiary carbon is more polar than primary carbon. Acid or base starts this elimination type. 

E2 elimination 

Molecule can slowly push substituent from primary carbon, because primary carbons have no large substituents and 

low polarization. Bond breaks, and double bond quickly forms {E2 elimination}. See Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9. 

base 

If strong base is present and reactant is alcohol or alkyl halide, mechanism favors eliminations over substitutions, 

because base can strongly attract hydrogen atom. If reactant is amine or carboxylic-acid derivative and nucleophile is 

neutral or acidic, substitution happens more than elimination. 
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free radical reaction 

Free radical can attack double bond between carbons {free radical reaction}, to make neutral atom with odd-

numbered electron configuration at carbon atom. 

 

Grignard reagent reaction 

Aryl or alkyl group single-bonded to magnesium halide can react with carbonyl-group carbon to lengthen aryl-group 

or alkyl-group carbon chain by adding carbonyl-group carbon atom {Grignard reagent reaction}. 

 

Markownikoff rule 

In addition reactions, hydrogen atom binds to primary carbon {Markownikoff's rule} {Markownikoff rule}. 

 

nucleophilic addition 

Organic reactions {nucleophilic addition reaction} can add nucleophilic substituent to carbonyl group. 

nucleophilic attack 

Water molecule, alcohol, hydride ion, carbide ion, ammonia molecule, or amine nucleophile can attack carbonyl 

carbon. 

carbonyl 

Carbonyl groups have double bond between carbon and oxygen. Carbonyl groups are planar, with two substituents 

on carbon and none on oxygen. Bond angles are 120 degrees. See Figure 1. 

hydrogen 

Water molecule, alcohol, or hydride ion attacks carbonyl carbon to make tetrahedral carbocation. Carbocation and 

negatively charged oxygen resonate with double-bonded carbon and oxygen. See Figure 2. If carbonyl carbon is not 

single-bonded to carbon atom, carbonyl oxygen adds hydrogen atom. See Figure 3. If carbonyl carbon is single-bonded 

to carbon atom, hydrogen from second carbon can migrate to oxygen to make alcohol and carbanion, or stay at second 

carbon to make carbocation and oxygen ion, by tautomerism. See Figure 4. 

carbide 

Carbide ion attacks carbonyl carbon. See Figure 5. Carbide negative charge migrates to oxygen. See Figure 6. 

Double bond forms between carbonyl carbon and carbide carbon. See Figure 7. Positively charged hydrogen ion from 

acid adds to negatively charged oxygen to make hydroxyl and one bond between carbons. See Figure 8. Carbide reacts 

with carbonyl to make new carbon-carbon single bond at tetrahedral carbon {condensation reaction, nucleophilic}. 

nitrogen 

Ammonia or amine attacks carbon. See Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12. Double bond forms between 

carbonyl carbon and amine nitrogen atom. Oxygen leaves with two hydrogens, to make water. See Figure 13. 
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plasticizer 

After initiation, molecule {plasticizer} can better link polymer subunits by covalent bonds. 

 

polymerization 

Carbon chains can extend {polymerization}| by attaching a subunit to chain end and then repeating. Organisms use 

energy, inorganic nutrients, and organic nutrients to make molecules {precursor, biology} that polymerize to make 

biological polymers. 

reactions 

Polymers can form using addition reactions with acids, bases, radicals, or ions. Polymers can form using 

condensation reactions, in which water molecule leaves as bond forms between carbon atom and carbon or oxygen 

atom. 

process 

Polymerization has three steps. 

Sulfuric acid, strong inorganic or organic base, or organic-peroxide radical makes carbocation, carbanion, or free 

radical, respectively, in subunit and then double bond breaks {initiation, polymerization}. 

Carbocation, carbanion, or free radical, respectively, attacks other-subunit double bond, in addition reactions, to 

make one bond from first carbon to first subunit carbon. Plasticizer molecule helps covalently bond subunits. 

Added base terminates acid reaction, added acid terminates base reaction, or two free radicals react to make terminal 

bond {termination}. 

 

proton transfer reaction 

Organic reactions {proton transfer reaction} can involve hydrogen-ion migration. 

 

redox reaction organic 

Organic compounds can oxidize or reduce {redox reaction, organic}. Organic compounds, from most to least 

oxidized, are carboxylic acid, ketone and aldehyde, alcohol, alkene, and alkane. Organic compounds can oxidize to 

higher oxidation with potassium chromate, potassium permanganate, ozone, or oxygen. Organic compounds can reduce 

to lower oxidation with sodium metal, magnesium metal, zinc metal, sodium thiosulfate, acids, and hydrogen gas. If no 

water is present, lithium aluminum hydride or sodium borohydride can reduce aldehydes and ketones to alkoxides. 

 

substitution reaction organic 

Organic reactions {substitution reaction, organic} can substitute nucleophiles. In reactant, two carbons share one 

bond, and secondary or tertiary carbon has small and weak nucleophile. See Figure 1. 

substitution type 1 

Bigger and stronger nucleophile can substitute for weaker and smaller nucleophile, at rate that depends on reactant 

concentration {substitution type 1} (SN1). 

In slow step, polar solvent separates substituent from molecule, making secondary or tertiary carbocation. Secondary 

or tertiary carbons have more polarity, have larger substituents, and prevent pushing more, compared to primary 

carbons. See Figure 2. 

In fast step, other substituent substitutes for separated substituent, helped by polar solvent. See Figure 3. SN1 

reactions are not stereospecific, because pull can be from any side. 

For example, hydroxyl or cyanide substitutes for halide. Amine substitutes for hydroxyl. 

substitution type 2 

In reactant, two carbons share one bond, and primary carbon has large and strong nucleophile. See Figure 4. 

Weak and small nucleophile can substitute for bigger and stronger nucleophile, with rate that depends on two 

reactant concentrations {substitution type 2} (SN2). 

First, electric repulsions from second molecule push away substituent from first molecule, giving intermediate state. 

Intermediate state is planar, because five substituents attach to carbon. See Figure 5. 

Old substituent leaves, helped by non-polar solvent. SN2 reactions have stereospecific product, because pushing can 

be from one side only. See Figure 6. 
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tetrahedral carbonyl addition compound 

To make carboxylic-acid derivatives, nucleophile attaches to carboxyl carbon to make tetrahedral carbon 

{tetrahedral carbonyl addition compound}. Nucleophiles from strongest to least strong are hydroxyl, amine, alkoxyl, 

halide, and carboxyl. Acid catalyst can attack carboxyl double bond. Then old nucleophile leaves as carboxyl reforms. 

 

Walder inversion 

Functional groups can attack tetrahedral carbon from one side {Walder inversion}. The new functional group pushes 

off opposite functional group and binds, causing tetrahedron inversion. 

 

Williamson synthesis 

Ethers can form by substitution reaction {Williamson synthesis}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry 

 

biochemistry 

Biological chemistry {biochemistry}| is about carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Carbohydrate 

 

carbohydrate molecules 

Molecules {carbohydrate}| can have only carbons, oxygens, and hydrogens, with one oxygen atom attached to each 

carbon. Carbohydrates have alcohol side chains, except for one carbonyl side chain. 

Pancreatic amylase in small intestine digests polysaccharides. Polysaccharides are 98% absorbed. Intestine absorbs 

fructose passively but transports glucose and galactose across membrane actively {absorption, food} {food 

absorption}. 

If carbohydrate in diet is low, fats provide energy, and acetyl-CoA builds up in cells. 

 

anomer 

Alpha and beta rings are equivalent {anomer}. 

 

glycosidic bond 

Sugars can link by ether bonds {glycosidic bond}. In glycosidic bonds, carbonyl-carbon hydroxyl leaves with 

hydrogen atom from other-sugar hydroxyl, forming water. Then other-sugar hydroxyl oxygen binds to carbonyl carbon. 

First-sugar carbonyl is on either first or second carbon. Other-sugar carbon is fourth or sixth carbon. Glycosidic bonds 

break by hydrolysis. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Carbohydrate>Carbohydrates 

 

artificial sweetener 

Sugar substitutes {artificial sweetener} include saccharin, cyclamate, aspartame, and mannitol. 

 

chondroitin sulfate 

Connective tissue, skin, cornea, and bone have saccharides {chondroitin sulfate}. Chondroitinase cleaves and 

dissolves extracellular-matrix chondroitin. 

 

fiber as food 

Plants have molecules {fiber, nutrition}| that people cannot digest into smaller molecules and/or absorb across 

intestinal wall into blood. 

solubility 

Some fiber {insoluble fiber} {crude fiber} does not absorb water. Other fiber {soluble fiber} {dietary fiber} can 

absorb water. 

bond 

Cellulose is crude fiber. Lignin, hemicellulose, and pectin are dietary fiber. Cellulose, lignin, hemicellulose, pectin, 

and inulin have glycosidic bonds that are not the same as for starch and glycogen. Human intestine cannot break them 

down. 



sources 

Soluble fiber is in fruit, oats, barley, beans, peas, lentils, peanuts, and some vegetables. Insoluble fiber is in fruits, 

grains, nuts, and vegetables. Starchy vegetables have low fiber. 

functions 

Insoluble fiber adds bulk and maintains regular bowel movements. Soluble fiber increases bile-acid secretion. 

Soluble fiber absorbs water. Soluble fiber affects blood sugar and cholesterol levels. 

 

glycerol as saccharide 

Three-carbon monosaccharides {glycerol, saccharide} can have alcohol group at each carbon. 

 

glycoprotein 

Extracellular proteins {glycoprotein}| have saccharides bound to asparagine, serine, threonine, and lysine. Egg-white 

ovalbumin, egg-white avidin, mucoprotein, collagen, eye-lens protein, basement-membrane protein, ribonuclease, 

pepsin, cholinesterase, chorionic gonadotropin, follicle-stimulating hormone, thyroid-stimulating hormone, fibrinogen, 

gamma-globulin, blood-group proteins, and fish-blood antifreeze protein are glycoproteins. 

Animal-cell coats and ground substance have glycosphingolipids, acid mucopolysaccharide, and glycoprotein, which 

are soft, flexible, and adhesive and are for cell recognition and growth inhibition. 

 

heparin 

Arterial wall has carbohydrate blood-coagulation blocker {heparin}. 

 

mucus 

Acid mucopolysaccharides, mucins, and mucoprotein make fluid {mucus}|. Mucus keeps inner body surfaces 

slippery or sticky. Mouth mucus is antibacterial. 

 

psoralen 

Seeds and fruit have chemicals {psoralen} sensitive to light. Light makes them react with DNA. 

 

pyruvate 

To enter TCA cycle, pyruvate {pyruvate} first converts to acetyl-CoA. NAD+ attaches acetyl to CoA by thioester 

bond and makes carbon dioxide and two NADH, in irreversible reaction. Process uses free enzymes in inner 

mitochondria. ATP inhibition regulates reaction. Arsenate can poison reaction. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Carbohydrate>Carbohydrates>Pigment 

 

pigment compounds 

Pigments {pigment compounds} are chlorophyll, carotenoid, xanthophyll, and physobilin. Light oxidizes pigments. 

Donated electron adds to NADP+. Electron-transport chain and oxidative phosphorylation make ATP and oxygen. 

 

chlorophyll 

Chlorophyll a {chlorophyll}| absorbs orange light, and chlorophyll b absorbs red light, making plants green. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Carbohydrate>Carbohydrates>Pigment>Carotenoid 

 

carotenoid 

Yellow, red, or purple pigments {carotenoid} absorb at different wavelengths. 

 

physobilin 

Carotenoid {physobilin} absorbs blue or red. 

 

xanthophyll 

Carotenoid {xanthophyll} absorbs yellow. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Carbohydrate>Carbohydrates>Polymer 

 



polysaccharide 

Monosaccharides can form polymers {polysaccharide}|, with glycosidic bonds between units. Polysaccharides are 

not water-soluble and are not sweet. 

 

agar 

Seaweed carbohydrate can make gel {agar}|. 

 

cellulose 

Unbranched polysaccharides {cellulose}| in plant cell walls have linked glucose molecules. 

 

dextrin 

Short polysaccharides {dextran} {dextrin}| of 5 to 15 carbons are for energy. 

 

dextrose 

Short polysaccharides {dextrose}| of 5 to 15 carbons are for energy. 

 

glycogen 

Branched polysaccharides {glycogen}| in animals link glucoses and store energy. 

 

gum arabic 

Carbohydrates {gum arabic} can be gum. 

 

hemicellulose 

Polysaccharides {hemicellulose} can link pentose molecules and be in gum. 

 

hyaluronic acid 

Linear soluble polymers {hyaluronic acid} can surround egg cell and have disaccharide units. 

 

inulin 

Carbohydrates {inulin} can be fructose polymers. 

 

lignin 

Carbohydrates {lignin} can be in tree and grass cell walls. Lignin is hard and woody. It remains when enzymes turn 

cellulose into sugar. 

 

oligosaccharide 

Two-carbon to ten-carbon polysaccharides {oligosaccharide} can be for energy. 

 

pectin polymer 

Glucose chains {pectin, polymer}| can be in unripe fruit and be thickeners or gels. 

 

ptyalin 

Mouth amylases {ptyalin} can make polysaccharides into dextrin. 

 

starch polymer 

In plants, polysaccharides {starch, plant}| can link glucose molecules and store energy. Starches can be unbranched 

and helical {amylose} or branched {amylopectin}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Carbohydrate>Carbohydrates>Porphyrin 

 

porphyrin 

Two delta-aminolevulinic acids make porphobilinogen ring, which becomes tetrapyrrole, which makes molecules 

{porphyrin}|. Porphyrin can make heme. Chlorophyll has porphyrin ring, as does cytochrome oxidase. If bad 

metabolism causes porphyrin to have no metal inside, porphyrin goes to skin, bones, and teeth, where light makes free 

radicals {porphyria}. 

 



heme 

Iron-containing ring structure {heme} can derive from succinyl-CoA of TCA cycle. Two delta-aminolevulinic acids 

make porphobilinogen ring, which becomes tetrapyrrole, which makes porphyrin. Porphyrin can make heme. Heme 

breakdown product is bilirubin, excreted in urine. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Carbohydrate>Carbohydrates>Sugar 

 

hexose 

Glucose and galactose {hexose} have six carbons. One amino group can bind at glucose second carbon 

{glucosamine}. Glucosamine is in insect chitin. One amino group can bind to galactose {galactosamine}. 

Galactosamine is in glycolipids and chondroitin sulfate. One amino group can bind to aldehyde sugars at first carbon 

{muramic acid} {neuraminic acid}. Muramic acid and neuraminic acid make cell walls. 

 

invert sugar 

Sucrose has one glycosidic bond between fructose and glucose, from second carbon to first carbon {invert sugar}|, to 

make acetal or ketal. 

 

monosaccharide 

Carbohydrates {monosaccharide}| can have three to seven carbons and one carbonyl group, as in glucose, fructose, 

mannose, maltose, and galactose. Monosaccharides {triose} can have three carbons, such as glyceraldehyde. 

Monosaccharides {tetrose} can have four carbons. Monosaccharides {pentose} can have five carbons, such as ribose. 

Monosaccharides (hexose) can have six carbons. Aldehyde hexoses are glucose, mannose, and galactose. Ketone 

hexoses include fructose, in honey and fruit. Monosaccharides {heptose} can have seven carbons. 

 

reduced sugar 

Sugar aldehyde or ketone group can reduce to alcohol group {reduced sugar}|, to make glycerol, inositol, sorbital, 

and mannitol. 

 

sugar molecule 

Carbohydrates {sugar}| can be disaccharides. Glycosidic bonds link two monosaccharides. Sucrose, in sugar cane, 

sugar beets, and corn syrup, has fructose and glucose. Maltose, in malt, has two glucoses. 

Lactose, in milk, has galactose and glucose. Lactase gene, for lactose digestion, can stay active after infancy. 

Regulatory-region mutations happened in Funnel Beaker culture of Sweden and Holland [-4000 to -3000], in Nilo-

Saharan peoples of Kenya and Tanzania [-4800 to -700], in Beja people of northeast Sudan [-4800 to -700], and in 

Afro-Asiatic peoples of north Kenya [-4800 to -700]. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Carbohydrate>Chemical Reaction 

 

carbohydrate reactions 

Carbohydrates have reactions {carbohydrate reactions}. Mitochondria have citric acid cycle (Krebs cycle). 

Cytoplasm and mitochondria have gluconeogenesis. Cytoplasm has glycolysis. Mitochondria have oxidative 

phosphorylation. Cytoplasm has pentose phosphate pathway. Mitochondria have respiratory chain. 

organs 

Brains use glucose and do not store fat or glycogen. Muscle stores glycogen and uses glucose when active. Heart 

muscle uses ketone bodies. Liver puts glucose into blood and regulates glucose blood level. 

 

anaerobic 

Reactions {anaerobic} can require no oxygen. 

 

aerobic respiration 

TCA cycle uses oxygen {aerobic respiration} to make carbon dioxide. 

 

Claissen condensation 

Acetyl-CoA reactions {Claissen condensation} can lengthen carbon chains by branching. Acetyl-CoA ketone, CH3-

CO-S-CoA [3 is subscript], can lose hydrogen when CoA leaves, CH3-CO-, and separate charges to make (C-H2)-

(C+O) [2 is subscript and - and + are superscripts]. Ketone carbon is positive, and methyl carbon is negative. Separated 



charges attack dicarboxylic acid, HOOC-CH2-COOH [2 is subscript], to add ketone, HOOC-(CH2C-H2C+O)-COOH 

[2 is subscript and + and - are superscripts]. Adding water molecule neutralizes carbon and makes branched carbon 

chain, HOOC-CHCH2COOH-COOH [2 is subscript], as hydrogen gas leaves. 

 

condensation reaction biochemistry 

Reactions {reverse aldol condensation} {condensation reaction, carbohydrate} can lengthen carbon chains by two 

carbons. 

ketol-enol 

Proton can transfer from -CO-CH2OH ketol last carbon to next-to-last carbon, to make enol double bond between 

carbons and alcohol on next-to-last carbon: -COH=CHOH. Enol can add water molecule to make separated charges: -

(H2OC+OH)-(C-HOH) [2 is subscript and + and - are superscripts]. Last carbon becomes negative, and next-to-last 

carbon becomes positive. 

aldol 

Enol with separated charges can attack aldol, -CHOH-CHO, carbonyl double bond to single-bond carbonyl carbon 

and carbanion: -CHOH-(C-OH)-CHOH-(H2OC+OH)- [2 is subscript and + and - are superscripts]. Positive charge is 

still on next-to-last enol carbon, and negative charge is on last aldol carbon. 

proton transfer 

Water leaves, and proton transfers from positive charge to carbanion and makes atoms neutral: -CHOH-CHOH-

CHOH-CHOH-. 

 

fermentation 

Glucose can convert to ethanol and carbon dioxide, using no oxygen {fermentation}|. Glucose converts to pyruvate. 

Pyruvate converts to acetaldehyde by losing carbon dioxide. Acetaldehyde reduces to ethanol using NADH. Berzelius 

described fermentation [1837]. 

 

glycolysis 

Glucose can convert to pyruvate and then to lactic acid {glycolysis}| {Embden-Meyerhof pathway}. Glycolysis 

makes more ATP than it uses and is anaerobic, requiring no oxygen. Glycolysis enzymes float free in cytoplasm. In 

first part, glucose becomes glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate by adding two ATPs to ends and splitting into two molecules. 

In second part, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate becomes pyruvate and makes four ATPs. Pyruvate makes lactic acid by 

adding NADH. 

 

glyoxalate cycle 

Isocitrate makes glyoxalate, and glyoxalate makes malate {glyoxalate cycle}, if acetyl-CoA is present. Glyoxysomes 

make succinate, which is precursor for fatty-acid synthesis. 

 

hexose monophosphate shunt 

Glucose-6-phosphate becomes 6-phosphogluconate by oxidation {phosphogluconate pathway} {pentose phosphate 

pathway} {hexose monophosphate shunt}. Aldehyde becomes carboxyl. NAD+ becomes NADPH. 6-

phosphogluconate makes pentoses, such as ribose-5-phosphate, for nucleotides. Hexose monophosphate shunt in 

reverse makes hexoses from pentoses for extra energy. Pentose phosphate pathway is in photosynthesis dark reaction. 

 

isomerization of sugars 

Sugars can isomerize by keto-enol tautomerism at carbonyl {isomerization}|. 

 

keto-enol isomerization 

By isomerization {keto-enol isomerization}, enol can become ketol, and ketol can become enol. Keto-enol 

isomerization must polarize, with lysine, cysteine, or serine. 

 

oxidation of carbohydrate 

At cysteine, aldehyde can oxidize to carboxylic acid using two NAD+ {oxidation, carbohydrate}. R-CHO -> R-

CHOH-S-cys + 2 NAD+ -> R-CO-S-cys + 2 NADH -> R-COOH. Sugars can oxidize to makes acids: ascorbic acid, 

gluconic acid, uronic acid, and phytic acid {oxidized sugar}. Sugar aldehyde or ketone group can reduce to alcohol 

group to make glycerol, inositol, sorbital, and mannitol reduced sugars. Glycerol and inositol bind fatty acids. Sorbital 

and mannitol are food additives. 

 



oxidative phosphorylation 

Hydrogen-ion transfer provides energy to convert ADP to ATP {phosphorylation}. ADP makes ATP {oxidative 

phosphorylation}, using hydrogen-ion gradient set up by respiratory chain in mitochondria inner membrane. Channels 

through membrane allow hydrogen ions to flow past ATPase, which uses electric and flow energy to phosphorylate 

ADP. ADP controls process by controlling coupling between FAD+ to FADH2 [2 is subscript] and NAD+ to NADH, 

by folding inner membrane more or less. Arsenate or dinitrophenol destroys pH gradient. Oligomycin binds to ATPase. 

 

photosynthesis 

Carbon dioxide, water, and sunlight can make oxygen and glucose {photosynthesis}|. 

process 

First, light reacts with water, NADP+, and ADP to make oxygen, NADPH, H+, and ATP {light phase}. Light 

oxidizes pigments, to release electron. Donated electron adds to NADP+. Electron transport chain and oxidative 

phosphorylation make ATP and oxygen. Then carbon dioxide, NADPH, H+, and ATP make glucose, NADP+, and 

ADP {dark phase}, with no light required. 

pigments 

Chlorophyll a absorbs orange light, and chlorophyll b absorbs red light, making plant green. Yellow, red, or purple 

carotenoid pigments absorb at different wavelengths. Xanthophyll carotenoid absorbs yellow. Physobilin carotenoid 

absorbs blue or red. 

Older system absorbs light at 710 nanometers and makes ATP but no oxygen. Newer system absorbs light at 680 

nanometers and makes oxygen. 

bacteria 

Nitrogen-fixing bacteria use photosynthesis to make nitrogen into ammonia. Nitrate-fixing bacteria use 

photosynthesis to make ammonia. Sulfur bacteria use photosynthesis to make sulfates. 

 

respiration metabolism 

NADH and NADPH from glycolysis, TCA cycle, and other oxidations reduce oxygen to water in mitochondria 

{respiration, metabolism}. Hydrogen ions increase inside mitochondria and make pH gradient across mitochondrial 

membrane. 

respiratory chain 

Aerobic reduction reactions {respiratory chain} make the following compounds: FMNH2 [2 is subscript], ferrous 

iron, coenzyme Q, cytochrome b, iron-sulfur bond, cytochrome c, cytochrome c1, cytochrome a, cytochrome a3, and 

water from oxygen. 

phosphorylation 

Oxidative phosphorylation links to respiratory chain at three places: coenzyme Q reduction, cytochrome c reduction 

to cytochrome c1, and oxygen reduction to water. At the three steps, respiratory chain places hydrogen ions on 

mitochondria inner-membrane outside. 

poisons 

Hydrogen cyanide, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen sulfide inhibit oxygen reduction to water. 

 

ripening 

Fruit can increase sugar and decrease complex carbohydrates {ripening}|. After picking, starch builds up, and sugar 

breaks down. Ethylene can ripen fruit. 

 

tricarboxylic acid cycle 

Citrate and ATP can make acetyl-CoA. Acetyl-CoA enters cycles {TCA cycle} {tricarboxylic acid cycle} {citric 

acid cycle} {Krebs cycle} and becomes two carbon dioxides and four NADH hydrogens. TCA cycle makes citrate, 

isocitrate, alpha-ketoglutarate, succinyl-CoA, succinate, fumarate, malate, oxaloacetate, and citrate again. These are 

mostly three-carbon carboxylic acids. Pyruvate, carbon dioxide, and ATP can make oxaloacetate and malate, which can 

enter cycle. 

purpose 

NADH hydrogens are for reduction reactions. 

aerobic 

TCA cycle uses oxygen to make carbon dioxide. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Carbohydrate>Functional Group 

 



acetyl-CoA 

Acetyl compounds {acetyl-CoA} can enter lipid chain, go to TCA cycle, or become pyruvate. Acetyl-CoA breaks 

down to water and carbon dioxide. Pyruvate can become acetyl-CoA. Amino acids can make acetyl-CoA. Fatty acids 

can become acetyl-CoA. 

 

aldol 

Last carbon can have aldehyde functional group and next-to-last carbon can have alcohol functional group, -CHOH-

CHO {aldol}. Aldol and ketol have tautomerism. Aldol can transfer two protons to last carbon to make ketol, -CHO-

CHOH. Ketol can transfer two protons to next-to-last carbon to make aldol. 

 

carbonyl group 

Carbohydrates have carbonyl group {carbonyl group}. First carbon can have aldehyde group {aldose}. Second 

carbon can have ketone group {ketose}. In water, ketone oxygen can substitute for hydroxyl on next-to-last carbon, to 

make five-carbon ring {furanose}. Furanose is hemiketal. In water, aldehyde oxygen can substitute for hydroxyl on 

next-to-last carbon to make six-carbon ring {pyranose}. Pyranose is hemiacetal. 

anomer 

Carbonyl carbon can be axial {alpha-glycosidic bond} or equatorial {beta-glycosidic bond} to sugar ring. Oxygen 

can be on right {alpha ring} or left {beta ring}. Alpha and beta rings have similar properties. 

 

enol 

Proton can transfer from ketol last carbon to next-to-last carbon to make alkene double bond between carbons and 

alcohol on next-to-last carbon, -COH=CHOH {enol}. Enol can add water molecule to make separated charges, -

(H2OC+OH)-(C-HOH) [2 is subscript and + and - are superscripts]. 

 

ketol 

Ketone can be at next-to-last carbon and alcohol on last carbon, -CO-CH2OH [2 is subscript] {ketol}. Aldol and 

ketol exhibit tautomerism. Ketol can transfer two protons to next-to-last carbon to make aldol, -CHOH-CHO. Aldol can 

transfer two protons to last carbon to make ketol. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Lipid 

 

lipid 

Fats, oils, fatty acids, steroids, and terpenes {lipid}| are complex hydrocarbons. Terpenes and steroids are simple 

lipids. Fatty-acid-based lipids are complex lipids. Lipids are for insulation and energy storage. Cell membranes and 

hormones have lipids. Most lipids are insoluble in water. Lipids can have polar ends and be soluble in water. Lipids 

contain 2.25 times more energy, by mass, than do carbohydrates or proteins, because they can oxidize more. 

lipid disease 

Lipids can make gall bladder contract {gall bladder disease}. Gallstones can block bile-salt flow. Cystic fibrosis is 

inherited low ability to digest fat. 

 

beta-oxidation 

Fatty acids can break down {fatty-acid oxidation} {beta-oxidation} in mitochondria. 

functions 

Fat tissue hydrolyzes and esterifies fat and oil if body needs energy. Muscle uses fatty acids when resting. 

process 

In fat cells, lipase binds to triglyceride to split glycerol from fatty acid. Blood serum albumin carries fatty acids to 

tissues. In tissues, ATP adds CoA to fatty-acid carboxyl end to make acetyl group. Process repeatedly removes acetyl 

group, with two carbons, from fatty-acid end. Unsaturated bonds become trans, not cis, isomers. 

products 

Fatty-acid oxidation makes ATP, NADH, acetyl-CoA, and water. Camels store fat in humps, not water. 

factors 

B vitamins and pantothenic acid affect fat breakdown and synthesis. 

 

lipase 

Enzymes {lipase} can catabolize triglycerides. 

 



PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Lipid>Chemical Reaction 

 

emulsification 

Molecules {emulsifier}, with polar and non-polar ends, can bind non-polar end to fat molecule and dissolve polar 

end in water {emulsification}|, to make micelles. 

 

fatty-acid synthesis 

Acetyl-CoA added to another acetyl-CoA makes carboxylic acid, and then fatty-acid chain adds two-carbon acetyl-

CoA {fatty-acid synthesis}. Cytoplasm has fatty-acid synthesis. 

 

rancid 

Air oxidizes fats {rancid}|. 

 

saponification 

Strong hydroxide can break triglyceride into glycerol and fatty-acid salts, both of which can dissolve in water 

{saponification}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Lipid>Kinds 

 

ketone body 

If carbohydrate level is too low, cell makes acetyl-CoA. Acetone, acetoacetate, and beta-hydroxybutyrate {ketone 

body} accumulate. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Lipid>Kinds>Fatty Acid 

 

fatty acid 

Carboxylic acids {fatty acid}| can have long hydrocarbon chains. Fatty acids have even numbers of carbons, from 12 

to 20. Liver regulates fatty acids in blood. 

 

cell-surface lipid 

Sphingosine, ceramide, sphingomyelin, and cerebroside {cell-surface lipid} determine blood group, direct 

development, make organ structures, confer immunity, and signal cancer. 

 

chylomicron 

Blood has triglyceride globular micelles {chylomicron}. Non-polar ends are inside, and polar ends, which dissolve 

in water, are on surface. Lipids digest slowest. Intestine absorbs 95% of lipids. 

 

phosphoglyceride 

Triglycerides {phosphoglyceride} can have fatty acids replaced by phosphates. Cell-membrane phosphatidic acid, 

lecithin or phosphatidyl choline, and cephalin or phosphatidyl ethanolamine are phosphoglycerides. 

 

plasmalogen 

Ether group can replace triglyceride fatty acid {plasmalogen}. 

 

sphingolipid 

CDP, serine, ethanolamine, or choline can replace phosphatidic-acid phosphate group to make other lipids 

{sphingolipid}. Palmitic acid, in CoA form, adds serine to replace CoA and then reduces to sphingosine. Acyl CoA can 

bind to sphingosine to make ceramide. CDP-choline can bind to ceramide to make sphingomyelin. UDP-sugar can bind 

to ceramide to make cerebroside. Sialic acid can bind to cerebroside to make ganglioside. Ganglioside is in synapses 

and nerve receptors. 

 

sulfatide 

Cell-surface lipids {sulfatide} can determine blood group, direct development, structure organs, confer immunity, 

and signal cancer. 

 



triglyceride 

Lipids {triglyceride}| {triacylglycerol} can combine three fatty acids and one glycerol. Glycerol can attach fatty acid 

at each alcohol. Triglycerides {fat, biochemistry} can have three saturated fatty acids. Triglycerides {oil, biochemistry} 

can have three unsaturated fatty acids. 

synthesis 

Dihydroxyacetone phosphate reduces to glycerol-3-phosphate, in glycolysis pathway. Acetyl-CoA binds to two 

glycerol-3-phosphate hydroxyls, to make phosphatidic acid. Replacing phosphatidic acid phosphate group with fatty 

acid makes triglyceride. 

 

wax 

Fatty-acid esters {wax, lipid} can have long chain alcohols or sterols. Carnauba wax is hard and lustrous and is for 

floor, car, and furniture. Candelilla wax is brown and is for records, floor, and candles. Bayberry wax is for candles. 

Beeswax is for cosmetics, candles, polishes, crayons, and artificial flowers. Wool wax is purified lanolin for ointments, 

cosmetics, and soaps. 

Petroleum wax is odorless, tasteless, and inactive. Paraffin is hard petroleum wax for paper coatings. Petroleum jelly 

is soft petroleum wax for medicine. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Lipid>Kinds>Isoprene 

 

butadiene 

Four-carbon alkenes {butadiene} can have two double bonds. Butadiene can single bond a side chain to second 

carbon. Butadiene can attach a methyl group to make isoprene. Butadiene can attach tertiary carbon to make neoprene. 

 

isoprene 

Butadiene {isoprene}| can attach methyl-group side chain. Polymers can be isoprene chains, with fifth carbon 

attached to second carbon. Rubber is natural isoprene polymer. 

 

neoprene 

Butadiene {neoprene} can single bond a tertiary-carbon side chain on second carbon. 

 

terpene 

Organic molecules {terpene}| can use isoprene structure. Monoterpenes are geranium, lemon, mint, turpentine, 

camphor, and caraway. Linear polyterpenes are rubber and gutta-percha. Fat-soluble terpenes are vitamin A, vitamin E, 

vitamin K, and carotene. Polyprenols are coenzyme Q, bactoprenol or dolichol hydrogen carrier, and phytol in 

chlorophyll. Squalene makes cholesterol. Rubber and gutta-percha are terpenes. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Lipid>Kinds>Lipoprotein 

 

lipoprotein 

Proteins {lipoprotein}| can carry lipids in blood. Serum albumin carries short-chain fatty acids in blood. 

 

high-density lipoprotein 

Lipoproteins {high-density lipoprotein}| (HDL) can carry phospholipids. 

 

low-density lipoprotein 

Lipoproteins {low-density lipoprotein}| (LDL) can carry cholesterol. 

 

very low-density lipoprotein 

Lipoproteins {very low-density lipoprotein}| (VLDL) can carry triglycerides. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Lipid>Kinds>Saturation 

 

mono-unsaturated hydrocarbon 

Hydrocarbon chains {mono-unsaturated hydrocarbon}| {monounsaturated hydrocarbon} can have one double bond 

and no triple bonds. 

 



polyunsaturated hydrocarbon 

Hydrocarbon chains {polyunsaturated hydrocarbon}| can have more than one double bond. 

 

saturated hydrocarbon 

Hydrocarbon chains {saturated hydrocarbon}| can have no double or triple bonds between carbons and hold 

maximum hydrogens. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Lipid>Kinds>Steroid 

 

steroid hormone 

Cholesterol is the fundamental structure in many hormones {steroid hormone}|. 

biology 

Steroids induce enzymes to increase glucose usage and start stress response. Sex steroids and glucocorticoid 

hormones have neuron receptors. 

types 

Ergosterol makes vitamin D. 

Bile acids emulsify and absorb lipids in small intestine. 

Male sex-hormone androgens include testosterone and androstenol. Female sex-hormone estrogens include estrone, 

estradiol, and progesterone. 

Adrenocorticosteroids, such as corticosterone and aldosterone, control body water amount. Cortisone reduces 

inflammation. 

Digitoxin affects heart rate. 

 

cholesterol 

Lipids {cholesterol}| can have quadruple aromatic carbon rings. Cholesterol is the fundamental structure in steroid 

hormones. Plants have no cholesterol, which is only in animals. 

process 

Acetate becomes acetyl-CoA and acetoacetyl-CoA. Added water makes 3-hydroxy-3-methyl-glutaryl CoA, which 

reduces to mevalonate when CoA leaves. ATP adds three phosphates to alcohol oxygens to reduce mevalonate to 

activated isoprene isopentyl pyrophosphate. Isoprenes cyclically add to make squalene. Squalene epoxide makes 

cholesterol. Adding functional groups to ring carbons makes other steroids from cholesterol. 

 

sterol 

Lipids {sterol}| can have quadruple aromatic carbon rings. Plant sterols {phytosterol} include campesterol, 

sitosterol, and stigmasterol. Animal sterols {zoosterols} include cholesterol. 

 

stanol 

Lipids {stanol}| can be saturated sterols. Stanols can add fatty acids to make stanol esters. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Nucleic Acid 

 

nucleic acid 

Polymers {nucleic acid}| can have nucleotides connected by phosphodiester bonds. Nucleic acids are 10% of body 

dry weight. 

structure 

Phosphodiester-bond phosphate groups link pentose fifth carbon to next-pentose third carbon, called 5' to 3' linkage. 

Nucleotide nitrogenous bases are perpendicular to phosphodiester bond chain. Nucleotide ribose rings are parallel to 

phosphodiester bond chain. Phosphodiester bonds have no rotation. Nucleic acids have no branches. 

information 

Molecules encode genetic information in base sequences and replicate using strands as templates. DNA bases are 

adenine A, guanine G, cytosine C, and thymine T. DNA codes instructions for replication, transcription, and 

translation, to initiate and grow tissues and organs during development, to react to cell environment during 

development and in life, and to cycle over hours, days, months, and years. 

 

constitutive synthesis 

Repressors typically form at constant rate {constitutive synthesis}. 



 

Hoogsteen pairing 

If A hydrogen-bonds to T by conventional Watson-Crick pairing, another T can hydrogen-bond to A {Hoogsteen 

pairing}. If G hydrogen-bonds to C by conventional Watson-Crick pairing, another C can hydrogen-bond to G. 

 

replicon 

Bacteriophage, plasmids, and chromosomes have mobile genetic elements {replicon}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Nucleic Acid>Mutation 

 

nonsense mutation 

Mutations {nonsense mutation} can make stop codons from non-stop codons. 

 

transition of nucleotide 

Pyrimidine can substitute for pyrimidine, or purine can substitute for purine {transition, nucleotide}. 

 

transversion of nucleotide 

Pyrimidine can substitute for purine, or vice versa {transversion}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Nucleic Acid>Configuration 

 

double helix 

DNA has two linear polynucleotide strands hydrogen-bonded together to form twisted ladder shape {double helix}|. 

hydrogen bonds 

Nitrogenous bases adenine and thymine in DNA or uracil in RNA can link by two hydrogen bonds, on aromatic-ring 

side away from pentose and phosphate, if aromatic-ring planes are parallel, with one inverted. Nitrogenous bases 

cytosine and guanine can link by three hydrogen bonds, on aromatic-ring side away from pentose and phosphate, if 

aromatic-ring planes are parallel, with one inverted. 

ladder 

Strands are pentose sugars and phosphodiester bonds and make ladder sides. Strand bonds have opposite direction. 

Nitrogenous-base and hydrogen-bond-link planar aromatic rings are ladder rungs. Because tetrahedral chemical bonds 

form at angle, ladder twists and is helical. 

 

base sequence 

Ribose sugar (RNA) or deoxyribose sugar (DNA), phosphate group, and nitrogenous-base adenine, guanine, 

cytosine, and thymine in DNA or uracil in RNA can link to other bases with phosphodiester bonds to make sequences 

{base sequence} {DNA sequence}. 

 

anti-parallel strands 

Two adjacent nucleic-acid polymers {anti-parallel strands} can have opposite bond direction. 

 

base pairing 

Hydrogen bonding between adenine and thymine in DNA or uracil in RNA, or between guanine and cytosine {base 

pairing}, links two DNA strands or DNA and RNA strands. 

 

complementary bases 

Hydrogen bonds can form between adenines and thymines in DNA or uracils in RNA, and between cytosines and 

guanines {complementary bases}. 

 

strand of nucleic acid 

polymer chain {strand, DNA}. 

 

supercoiling 

Topoisomerase and gyrase affect DNA coiling and can add to or subtract from helix angle {supercoiling}. Circular 

DNA has negative supercoiling. 
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effector molecule 

Molecules {effector} can help RNA polymerase bind to DNA or help DNA strands separate. 

 

nucleosome 

Histone H1 connects DNA beads {nucleosome}. Nucleosomes have 200 bases, two H2A histones, two H2B 

histones, two H3 histones, two H4 histones, and other regulatory proteins. 
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catabolite activator protein 

Proteins {catabolite activator protein} (CAP) can bind to cAMP to form cAMP-CAP complexes, which bind to 

promoter for gene that breaks down lactose and galactose. If glucose is low, cAMP builds up. 

 

modification enzyme 

Enzymes {modification enzyme} can methylate DNA at special sites. 

 

topoisomerase 

Enzymes {topoisomerase} {gyrase} can affect DNA coiling and can add to or subtract from helix angle for 

supercoiling. 
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replication of DNA 

Cells can copy DNA double helices {replication, DNA}| {DNA replication}. 

separation 

Replication protein uses ATP to separate DNA nucleotide chains, by breaking hydrogen bonds between nitrogenous 

bases, so DNA unwinds. Replication protein starts at one DNA location and separates chains in both directions 

simultaneously. Single-strand binding protein keeps DNA strands apart. 

pairing 

RNA primer binds to operon first part and provides starting molecule to which DNA polymerase can add paired 

deoxyribonucleotides. Free deoxyribonucleotides hydrogen-bond with DNA-strand deoxyribonucleotides: A and T, or 

C and G. 

linking 

DNA polymerase links deoxyribonucleotides by phosphodiester bonds between pentoses, at rate 10 nucleotides per 

second. Pyrophosphate leaves. Copying error rate is only 10^-9. Exonuclease checks new strand at new 

deoxyribonucleotide pairs to see if deoxyribonucleotides paired correctly. Exonuclease removes wrongly paired 

nucleotides. Second exonuclease checks if double helix is correct and unwinds DNA if DNA double helix is not 

correct. 

ligating 

DNA ligase joins DNA strand ends. Both new strands link from ribose fifth carbon to next-ribose third carbon. One 

strand is continuous. One strand has Okazeki fragments. DNA ligase connects Okazeki fragments. 

result 

Replication makes two double helices, each with one strand of old double helix and one new strand 

{semiconservative replication, DNA}. 

 

replication fork 

Replication protein uses ATP to separate DNA nucleotide chains, by breaking hydrogen bonds between nitrogenous 

bases {replication fork}, and so unwinds DNA. 

 

replication protein 

Enzymes {replication protein} can use ATP to separate DNA nucleotide chains, by breaking hydrogen bonds 

between nitrogenous bases, and so unwind DNA. 

 



single-strand binding protein 

Enzyme {single-strand binding protein} keeps DNA strands apart. 

 

DNA polymerase 

RNA primer binds to operon first part and provides a starting molecule for enzymes {DNA polymerase} that 

synthesize DNA from existing nucleic acid. It adds paired deoxyribonucleotides to DNA template strand and links 

them to make new strand. 

 

DNA ligase 

Enzymes {DNA ligase} can join DNA strand ends and can rejoin broken DNA. 

 

Okazeki fragment 

One strand forms in 1000-nucleotide segments {Okazeki fragment}. DNA ligase connects Okazeki fragments. 
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transcription of DNA 

DNA, enzymes, and energy can make RNA {transcription, DNA}| {DNA transcription}. 

process: strand separation 

RNA polymerase binds to DNA double helix locations {promoter, DNA}. RNA polymerase separates DNA strands 

for one complete double-helix turn, little more than three nucleotides. RNA polymerase separates two 

deoxyribonucleotide chains by breaking hydrogen bonds, starting at one double-helix point and going in one direction 

only. Transcription uses DNA strand lying in third carbon to fifth carbon direction. Direction that chains separate is 

opposite to chain phosphodiester-bond direction. 

process: polymerase 

Eukaryotic 5.8S, 18S, and 28S rRNA use RNA polymerase I. Eukaryotic mRNA and snRNA use RNA polymerase 

II. Eukaryotic 5S rRNA and tRNA use RNA polymerase III. RNA types have different promoters. RNA polymerase 

does not need primer. 

process: matching 

Free ribonucleotides in solution hydrogen-bond to matching chain deoxyribonucleotides. Adenine and thymine 

hydrogen-bond. Adenine and uracil hydrogen-bond. Guanine and cytosine hydrogen-bond. Error rate is 10^-4 to 10^-5. 

process: linking 

Using phosphodiester bonds, RNA polymerase links ribonucleotides to make RNA sequence. Phosphodiester bonds 

invert compared to original-DNA-strand phosphodiester bonds. Nucleotides link at rate 50 nucleotides per second. 

process: termination 

RNA transcription terminates just after poly-uracil region, using RNA chain-terminating proteins. Using rho protein, 

region near tRNA end curves around to hydrogen bond with itself using paired A and U or C and G ribonucleotides to 

make a hairpin loop. 

process: separation 

RNA polymerase leaves DNA, and RNA separates from DNA. Double helix reforms. 

product 

Transcription makes one rRNA, tRNA, or mRNA strand. In higher animals, mRNA intron regions can make protein, 

and exons do not. Introns can be separate or overlap. 

blocking 

Actinomycin can block transcription by sliding between and separating guanines and cytosines. Mushroom poisons 

block RNA polymerase from making histone protein. 

DNA 

DNA operons have gene for repressor, promoter where RNA polymerase binds, operator where repressor can bind 

and inducer can remove repressor, and one or more genes, typically in that order. RNA or protein binding at regulatory 

regions controls RNA amount. 

DNA: repressor 

Repressor prevents RNA polymerase from binding at promoter, because operator is next to promoter. Bacteriophage 

lambda has repressor-gene {cro gene} repressor. Cro and other repressors typically are dimers that have alpha-helix 

binding in DNA-helix major groove. Repressors can affect several transcriptions {trans-acting control}. 



DNA: promoter 

Promoters affect downstream transcription {cis-acting control}. Catabolite activator protein binds to cAMP to make 

cAMP-CAP complexes, which bind to promoter for lactose and galactose breakdown genes. If glucose is low, cAMP 

builds up. 

 

RNA polymerase 

Enzymes {RNA polymerase} can bind to DNA double-helix promoters. 

 

termination sequence 

Three nucleotides {termination sequence} end transcription. 

 

nuclease 

Special enzymes {nuclease} can modify free-floating RNA. Nuclease adds methyl groups to nucleotides. Nucleases 

make other modified bases, such as inosine. In eukaryotes, nuclease adds adenines to mRNA 3' end to stabilize RNA 

and protect 3' end. In eukaryotes, nuclease adds nucleotides to mRNA to protect 5' end. 

Endonuclease can split long RNA into functional pieces. For example, nuclease divides chain that contains all rRNA 

types into different ribosomal RNAs. Photolyase restores UV-induced dimers, using light. 

 

rho protein 

Using enzymes {rho protein}, region near tRNA end curves around to hydrogen bond with itself, using paired A and 

U or C and G ribonucleotides. 

 

transcriptional control 

Proteins induced from other sites control RNA transcription {transcriptional control}. 

 

attenuation in DNA 

E. coli tryptophan operon (trp) has five genes, but, if tryptophan is at high levels, only short transcription {leader, 

DNA} can happen {attenuation}. Leader makes hairpin that stops transcription. If tryptophan is low, full operon 

transcribes, because different hairpin has few tryptophans. 
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translation of RNA 

mRNA, rRNA, and tRNA together can make protein {translation, RNA}| {RNA translation}. 

template 

mRNA nucleotide sequence codes for protein. mRNA is 2% of all RNA. 

process 

AUG or GUG codon, which codes for methionine, always starts mRNA. mRNA attaches to both smaller ribosome 

rRNA and larger ribosome rRNA. Ribosomes have two slots, one {peptidyl site} for current amino acid and one 

{aminoacyl site} for amino acid to add. Three mRNA nucleotides are in slots and lie in 5' carbon to 3' carbon direction. 

process: tRNA 

tRNA has amino acid on one side tip and three nucleotides on other side tip. Nucleotide tip can be complementary to 

three mRNA nucleotides in one slot. tRNA with complementary tip hydrogen-bonds its three tip nucleotides to the 

three slot nucleotides and brings one amino acid into ribosome slot. Streptomycin prevents tRNA attachment to first 

site. 

process: peptide bonding 

When amino acids are in both slots, ribosomal enzymes and GTP-protein complex join both amino acids by one 

peptide bond. Amino acid adds to protein chain in one second. 

process: shift 

Then ATP shifts both amino acids one slot. Messenger RNA also slides over one slot, leaving one slot empty. 

Diphtheria toxin inhibits translocation enzyme. 

process: repeat 

Empty slot fills with tRNA, amino acid comes in, and enzymes make peptide bond. 

process: termination 

The last three mRNA nucleotides are UAG, UAA, or UGA and do not pair with any tRNA tip, so slot stays empty 

and terminates mRNA coding. Puromycin terminates amino-acid chain early. 



process: release 

Enzyme releases protein and mRNA from ribosome. 

modification 

Enzymes can modify free-floating proteins after translation. Enzymes can remove formyl group from methionine. 

Enzymes can remove amino acids from amino end. Enzymes can form disulfide bonds. Enzymes can add hydroxyl to 

side chain. Enzymes can add sugar. Enzymes can add phosphate. Enzymes can split protein into functional parts. 

 

codon 

Three DNA or RNA nucleotides {codon} can code for amino acids. Up to six codons can code for same amino acid. 

Codons coding for same amino acid have same first two bases. Coding redundancy can minimize errors. Codons are the 

same for all species, except for mitochondria. Mitochondrial DNA uses different genetic code for different groups. 

 

Shine-Dalgarno sequence 

Before initiation sites, mRNA has a purine-rich ribosome-binding site {Shine-Dalgarno sequence}, which matches 

rRNA molecule site. With extra ribosomal proteins, some bind to Shine-Dalgarno site and prevent or slow protein 

synthesis. 

 

translational control 

mRNA sites control translation rate and protein synthesis {translational control}. 

 

suppressor gene 

Genes {suppressor gene} can make tRNA with an anticodon that matches stop codon but adds an amino acid. If 

DNA mutation makes a stop codon, such tRNAs allow cell to continue reading mRNA. Suppressor genes suppress such 

mutations. 
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peptide nucleic acid 

Bases A, C, G, and T can attach to N-(2-aminoethyl)-glycine {peptide nucleic acid} (PNA). PNAs have no electric 

charge, are more stable, and bind better to DNA or RNA than oligonucleotides do. 

triplex 

If PNA is all C or T and so is homopyrimidine, PNA strand can lie in double-stranded-DNA major groove and bind 

to double-stranded DNA {PNA-DNA triplex}. Two PNA strands can push away a DNA strand, which forms a loop, 

and make a triple-strand {triplex invasion}. PNA strand can bind to DNA strand, displacing but not removing other 

DNA strand {duplex invasion}. Two PNA strands can bind to opposite DNA-strand regions, displacing but not 

removing DNA strands {double duplex invasion}. 

 

TNA 

DNA {TNA} can have different sugar than ribose. 

 

xDNA 

DNA {xDNA} can be less likely to mutate. 
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adenosine triphosphate 

Combining adenosine and three phosphate groups {adenosine triphosphate} (ATP) can carry energy in phosphate 

bonds. Magnesium or calcium ions attach to phosphate to make ATP have neutral charge. ATP decreases noradrenaline 

release from adrenergic nerves and acetycholine release from cholinergic nerves. 

 

guanidine triphosphate 

Combining guanine and three phosphate groups {guanidine triphosphate} (GTP) can carry energy in phosphate 

bonds. Magnesium or calcium ions attach to phosphate to make ATP have neutral charge. 
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nucleotide 

Organic molecules {nucleotide}| can have a nitrogenous base and a phosphate group bound to a pentose sugar. 

location 

Mitochondria have nucleotide synthesis. 

types 

Nitrogenous base determines nucleotide type: purine or pyrimidine. Molecule can contain ribose sugar (RNA) or 

deoxyribose sugar (DNA). Nucleotides make RNA, DNA, ATP, NAD, FAD, CoA, and cyclic AMP. 

nucleic acid 

Nucleotides can link to other bases with phosphodiester bonds. Adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine are in 

DNA. Adenine, guanine, cytosine, and uracil are in RNA. 

history 

Levene and Bass isolated uridylic acid [1931]. 

 

deoxyribonucleotide 

Ribonucleotides make higher nucleotides by adding hydrogen atom using NADPH {deoxyribonucleotide} (DNA). 

Adenylate makes deoxyadenylate. Guanidylate makes deoxyguanidylate. Cytodylate makes deoxycytodylate. Uridylate 

makes deoxyuridylate. Deoxyuridylate methylation makes thymidylate. Thymine deoxyribonucleotide is stable and is 

in DNA, instead of uracil deoxyribonucleotide. Uracil ribonucleotide is in RNA, rather than thymine ribonucleotide, 

because thymine ribonucleotide easily changes into cytosine, but uracil ribonucleotide does not change. 

 

ribonucleotide 

Nucleotides {ribonucleotide} can have hydroxyl group at pentose-sugar second carbon. 

 

purine 

Adenine and guanine {purine}| are double-ring nitrogenous bases synthesized from glycine, aspartate, glutamine, 

carbon dioxide, or methyl groups. Purine breaks down to urate. 

 

pyrimidine 

Cytosine, thymine, and uracil {pyrimidine, nucleic acid}| are single-ring nitrogenous bases synthesized from 

carbamoyl phosphate and aspartate, which make carbamylaspartate, which becomes dihydroorotate, which NAD+ 

oxidizes to orotic acid, making pyrimidine ring. Orotic-acid nitrogen binds to ribose-ring first carbon by 

pyrophosphate, to make uridylate. Uridylate transamination can make cytidylate. 

 

nucleoside 

Nucleotides {nucleoside} can lose a phosphate group. 
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nitrogenous base 

Nitrogen-containing molecules {base, nucleic acid} {nitrogenous base} can be purine or pyrimidine: adenine, 

guanine, cytosine, thymine in DNA, or uracil in RNA. 

 

thymine 

Rather than uracil, similar nucleotides {thymine} can be in DNA, because cytosine can deaminate to become uracil 

and so change DNA template too easily. If DNA cytosine deaminates, enzymes remove new uracils and replace with 

cytosine to repair chain. 

 

uridine triphosphate 

Bonding uracil and three phosphate groups {uridine triphosphate} (UTP) can carry energy in phosphate bonds. 

Magnesium or calcium ions attach to phosphates, so ATPs have neutral charge. 
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ribonucleic acid 

Nucleic acids {ribonucleic acid}| (RNA) can have ribonuceotides. Hydroxyl groups at pentose-sugar second carbons 

make RNA chains unable to lie anti-parallel to each other for more than several bases, so RNA cannot make double 

helices. RNA can double back on itself to make hairpin loops, with short double strand at neck. 

types 

Ribose-nucleotide nucleic acid is for protein translation (mRNA), codon translation (tRNA), protein-synthesis sites 

(rRNA), and intron excision from RNA (snRNA). Specific 22-nucleotide fragments of RNA have regulatory activity. 

genes 

E. coli has 50 to 200 RNA genes, as do other organisms. Over 95 percent of eukaryotic RNA encodes rRNA, 

mRNA, and tRNA, not proteins. 

 

messenger RNA 

RNA {messenger RNA}| (mRNA) can hold information for making proteins. mRNA is 5% of RNA and has short 

life. mRNA is ribonucleotide chain copied from gene. 

 

ribosomal RNA 

Two or three globular RNAs {ribosomal RNA}| (rRNA) can make ribosomes for protein synthesis. rRNA is 80% of 

RNA. rRNA has three or four long-lived types. Ribosomes look like snowmen, with two main rRNA globules beside 

each other. Globular rRNAs have two adjacent binding sites for tRNAs and mRNA. Ribosomes use many proteins. 

 

transfer RNA 

RNA {transfer RNA}| (tRNA) can transfer amino acids from cytoplasm to ribosomes, to make protein chains. tRNA 

is 15% of RNA. 

structure 

tRNA is 75 bases long and has three-leaf-clover shape. tRNA has modified bases in three locations to make tRNA 

hydrophobic and curve back on itself. Middle-clover-leaf tip has three ribonucleotides, which differ for different amino 

acids. Clover-stem tip has three ribonucleotides that bind an amino acid. Different tRNAs bind different amino acids. 

There are more than 40 different tRNAs. 

number 

Different tRNA amounts differ greatly. Low amounts can limit protein production. 

codon 

RNA has three-nucleotide codons. tRNA has three tip nucleotides {anticodon}. Anticodon binds to first two codon 

nucleotides exactly but can bind inexactly to third codon nucleotide {wobble}. 

mitochondria 

Mitochondria have only 22 tRNAs and use only first two codon bases. 
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protein 

Polypeptides {protein, peptide}| {polypeptide} are 50% of body solids. Polypeptide has 5 to 4000 amino acids. 

nitrogen 

Protein is the only nitrogen source in diet. Nitrogen leaves body as urea in urine. 

metabolism 

Conjugated protein can bind to another molecule. Peptide-bond breaking, phosphorylation, dephosphorylation, 

amidation, methylation, and glycosylation alter protein structure and function. 

structure 

Protein has four structure levels: primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary. 

functions 

Most proteins are enzymes. Proteins are also for transport, structure, storage, hormones, movement, toxins, 

protection, and clotting. Proteins maintain water balance, because soluble cell proteins cause higher water pressure 

inside cell, by osmosis. Proteins buffer water solution inside cells, because soluble proteins have weak acid and weak 

base groups. 

functions: storage 

Proteins {storage protein} can be for storage. Ferritin stores iron. Casein stores carbohydrate. Ovalbumin stores fat 

and carbohydrate. 



functions: structures 

Fibrous proteins {structural protein} are for body structure. 

Alpha-keratin is in skin, hair, wool, horn, and nails. Alpha-keratin has three to seven amino acid chains in bundle, 

cross-linked by disulfide bonds, which then bundle again. 

Scales, claws, beaks, silk, and feathers have beta-keratin. Beta-keratin is mostly glycine, alanine, and serine. 

Collagen covers organs and bones. Collagen has three amino-acid chains twisted into left-handed helix. It is mostly 

glycine, alanine, proline, and hydroxyproline. It has lysine-bond cross-links. Boiled collagen is gelatin. 

Elastin is in ligaments and stretchable connective tissue such as blood vessel walls. 

Resilin is in flea-leg ligaments, fly-wing ligaments, and cicada-song vibrating tissue. 

Glycoprotein is in membranes and cell walls. 

Mucoprotein is in membranes and cell walls. 

Wing joints have resilen, which is elastic. 

Insect skeletons have sclerotin. 

Viruses have protein coats. 

functions: transport 

Proteins {transport protein} can transport small molecules {protein transport}. 

Ceruloplasmin carries copper. 

Ferritin carries iron. 

Hemoglobin carries oxygen and carbon dioxide. 

Lipoprotein carries fats and cholesterol. 

Myoglobin carries oxygen and carbon dioxide. 

Serum albumin carries fatty acids and many other substances. 

Proteins can also carry calcium and heavy metals. 

 

proteasome 

Cell has 30,000 organelles {proteasome}| that are 100 times bigger than proteins, are tubes, and have proteases that 

fragment poorly folded or poorly working proteins. Cytoplasm free proteases split protein fragments into amino acids. 

enzymes 

E1 enzyme activates ubiquitin, which can bind to E2 enzyme, which can then bind to E3 enzyme. E3 enzyme has 

various possible F-box regions that recognize different protein-end regions. E2-E3 complex (SCF complex) can bind 

protein at F-box, attach ubiquitins to protein, and release. 

proteasome 

If several ubiquitins attach to protein, ubiquitin chain attaches to proteasome and activates enzymes that unfold 

protein and pull protein chain into proteasome tube. 

 

signal sequence 

First amino acids can make sequence {signal sequence} that lets protein go through membrane channels. 
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amino-acid oxidation 

Amino-acid catabolysis makes energy {amino-acid oxidation}. Liver mitochondria have amino-acid oxidation. 

Protein-hormone, purine, pyrimidine, vitamin, and porphyrin metabolism involves amino-acid oxidation. 

Transamination, to make alpha-ketoacid, or deamination, through oxidation by NAD+ to make carbohydrate, removes 

amino group. Oxidation removes amino acid side chains. Oxidized amino acids become pyruvate, acetyl-CoA, alpha-

ketoglutarate, succinyl-CoA, fumarate, or oxaloacetate, for use in TCA cycle. 

 

calcium pump 

After release through membranes, membrane-protein complex {calcium pump} restores calcium ions to inside 

membrane. 

 

cross-linking of protein 

Protein chains can have cross connections {cross-linking, protein}|. Two nearby cysteines, which form a 

spontaneous disulfide bond, can have strong cross-linking. Protein side chains can form hydrogen bonds with oxygens 

on other amino acids, such as glycine, cysteine, tyrosine, serine, threonine, asparagine, and glutamine. 

 



denaturation 

Proteins above 37 C can lose three-dimensional structure {denaturation, protein}|. If protein has less than 100 amino 

acids, folding is subcritical after denaturation. If protein has more than 100 amino acids, folding is critical after 

denaturation. 

 

enzymatic reaction 

Proteins can catalyze reactions {enzymatic reaction}|. 

types 

Enzymes can catalyze hydrogen-ion interactions. They can catalyze anion and cation formation. They can catalyze 

chelation. They can catalyze charge-transfer coupling. They can catalyze organic-acid formation and breakdown. They 

can catalyze proton abstractions. They can catalyze Schiff-base reactions. 

They can catalyze configuration inversion. 

They can catalyze phosphate transfer. They can catalyze pyrophosphate incorporation. Adenylate cyclase can 

catalyze cAMP-mediated reactions. They {guanylate cyclase} can catalyze cGMP-mediated reactions. They can 

catalyze transfers. 

They can catalyze oxidation. They can catalyze reduction. 

They can catalyze metal-bridge formation. They can catalyze metal binding. 

They can catalyze acetylation. They can catalyze acylation. 

They can catalyze free-radical reactions. 

They can catalyze ring breaking and forming. 

They metabolize amines, amides, aldehydes, histidines, imidazoles, ketones, nitroxides, oxides, serines, thiols, and 

thiol esters. They metabolize lipoproteins, carbohydrates, membranes, ion channels, enzyme proteins, lipids, and 

nucleic acids. 

process 

Enzymatic reactions can involve active-site directed agents, induced fit, steric effects, and molecular vibrations. 

process: reversible 

In enzyme-catalyzed chemical reaction, substrate and enzyme quickly and reversibly bind together to make 

transition state {enzyme-substrate complex}. The reversible reaction has forward and backward reaction rates 

{Michaelis-Menten rate equation, enzymatic reaction}. 

process: irreversible 

Transition state slowly and irreversibly separates to reform enzyme and make product. The irreversible reaction has 

only forward reaction rate. 

process: overall 

Reaction first part reaches equilibrium quickly, and intermediate concentration quickly becomes constant {steady 

state, equilibrium}. At steady state, intermediate concentration change over time is zero, free-enzyme concentration is 

much less than substrate concentration, and intermediate concentration equals total enzyme concentration. 

d[ES]/dt = 0 = f1*[E]*[S] - b1*[ES] - f2*[ES]. [E] = [ET] - [ES]. [E] << [S], so [ES] = [ET]. [ES] is enzyme-

substrate-complex concentration. [ET] is total-enzyme concentration. [E] is enzyme concentration. f1 is reversible-

reaction forward rate. b1 is reversible-reaction backward rate. f2 is irreversible-reaction forward rate. 

process: rate 

Substrate depletion rate equals product creation rate: product amount divided by time in seconds. Rate is reaction 

velocity. Rate depends on forward rate, of making product from intermediate, times intermediate concentration. 

Reaction rate can be constant {constitutive reaction rate}. Reaction rate can depend on another-molecule 

concentration {induced reaction rate}. 

Product formation rate depends on maximum possible rate, substrate concentration, and forward and back reaction 

rate constants. 

Maximum velocity depends on enzyme concentration and rate constant. Maximum rate {maximum velocity} 

{Vmax} equals forward reaction rate times total enzyme concentration. 

Rate constant for whole Michaelis-Menten equation depends on all three rates: Km = (b1 + f2) / f1. Reaction 

velocity v depends on rate constant Km, substrate concentration S, and maximum velocity Vmax: v = (Vmax * [S]) / 

(Km + [S]). 

 

protein folding 

After formation, proteins spontaneously rotate around single bonds, under electric forces, to make three-dimensional 

structures {protein folding}|. 



process: forces 

Amino-acid side chains have polarity. Amino acids can be more polarized, dissolve in water, and tend to be at 

protein surface. Electric forces are greatest at protein surface, where water interacts with amino-acid side chains. 

Protein ends polarize and are always at protein surface. 

Amino acids can be non-polar and tend to be in protein interior. Protein middle has no water, and side chains there 

interact among themselves. 

process: time 

It takes 0.2 second to fold protein. 

process: misfolding 

One-third of proteins misfold {misfolding, protein}. Rotenone pesticide increases misfolding. 

structure 

In protein structure, all torques equal zero, and all angular accelerations equal zero. Peptide bonds have no rotation. 

Typically, all amino acids contribute to structure. 

structure: globular 

Protein typically becomes globular, because amino-acid chain folds back on itself. Globular proteins have 3.5 to 7.5 

loops, with 16 to 24 amino acids each. Loop almost touches ends. Loop goes in same direction as alpha helix coil. Loop 

follows right-hand rule, with loop going around fingers and thumb in forward-motion direction along sequence. 

structure: peptide bond 

Peptide bond has N[H2]-Calpha[HR]-Ccarboxy[O]-N[H]-Calpha[HR]-Ccarboxy[O] (2 is subscript). 

Bond lengths are the following. C-C for sp^3 = 0.1524 nanometers. C-H for sp^3 = 0.1090 nanometers. C-S = 

0.1810 nanometers. S-S = 0.2036 nanometers. C-O peptide bond = 0.123 nanometers. N-H peptide bond = 0.100 nm. 

Calpha-N = 0.146 nanometers. Calpha-Csidechain = 0.153 nanometers. Calpha-Hsidechain = 0.100 nanometers. 

Calpha-Ccarboxy = 0.152 nanometers. C-N peptide bond = 0.132 nanometers. Ccarboxy-Cnextalpha = 0.243 

nanometers. N-Cnextcarboxy = 0.246 nanometers. Calpha-Nnext = 0.241 nanometers. Ccarboxy-Cnextcarboxy = 0.372 

nanometers. N-Nnext = 0.368 nanometers. Calpha-Cnextalpha = 0.381 nanometer. 

Bond angles in degrees are the following. C-C-C for sp^3 = 113.0, C-C-H for sp^3 = 109.3, H-C-H for sp^3 = 107.2, 

C-S-C = 100.4, and C-S-S = 104.5. 

Distance between alpha carbons can be 0.381 nanometers {beta sheet, protein}, 0.250 nanometers {alpha helix, 

protein}, 0.090 nanometers {beta turn, protein}, or random {random coil, protein}. 

Protein structure descriptions can use phi angle around N-Calpha axis and psi angle around Calpha-C axis, at all 

Calphas. One angle has highest probability. 

Right-handed alpha helix has phi angle = -57 degrees and psi angle = -47 degrees. Range can be -180 to +180 

degrees. Normal range is -180 to +60 degrees. -120 degrees is normal. For proline, angle is always 0 or 110 degrees. 

Beta sheet has phi angle -120 and psi angle +120. Range can be -180 to +180 degrees. Normal range is -60 to +120 

degrees. Normal is 0 degrees. 

technique 

To study protein folding, place start position for first amino acid nonexistent alpha carbon at 0,0,0. Pick phi angle. 

Make new k-axis vector be N-Calpha bond. New i-axis direction is from k-axis line to Ccarboxy. j axis is cross product 

of k with i. Pick psi angle. Make k-axis vector be Calpha-Ccarboxy bond. New i axis is direction from bond to previous 

N. j axis is cross product of k with i. 

Translate polar coordinates to Cartesian coordinates as necessary. Use many known structures to get actual side-

chain coordinates from actual values. Use these to find conditional probabilities for amino acids and nearest, second 

nearest, and so on, amino acid, to make large table. Do not use alpha helix, beta sheet, or beta turn for values. Just find 

best parameter set and number. 

 

Michaelis-Menten rate equation 

Transition state slowly and irreversibly separates to reform enzyme and make product {Michaelis-Menten rate 

equation, enzyme}. The irreversible reaction has only forward reaction rate. 

 

peptide bond 

Amide bonds {peptide bond}| can form between amino-acid carboxyl groups and amino-acid amino groups. Peptide 

bonds resonate, are planar, have no rotation, and have hydrogen in trans configuration to oxygen. Peptide bonds do not 

allow branching. 

 



plastein reaction 

Trypsin in stomach acid normally cleaves proteins, using water. If body water is low, trypsin ligates amino acids, 

forming water {plastein reaction}. 

 

sodium-potassium pump 

Cell-membrane proteins {sodium-potassium pump} can use one-third of all ATP, keep cell volume constant, make 

membrane excitability possible, and drive amino-acid and sugar active transport. If sodium is present, ATPase 

phosphorylates. Conformational change carries sodium ion from cell inside to outside, and potassium ion from outside 

to cell inside, against concentration gradients. Digitalis affects sodium-potassium pumps. 
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muscle contraction 

In muscle and microtubule contraction {muscle contraction}|, protein slides along another protein by grabbing and 

pulling, using ATP. 

process 

Calcium ions are in muscle-cell sarcoplasmic reticulum. Calcium-ion release initiates sliding. If calcium ion is 

present, tropomyosin goes into actin helix groove, and calcium opens binding sites, so actin can bind. Then ATPase 

globule tilts 45 degrees, pulling actin along. Then actin releases. After contraction, tissue elasticity passively returns 

muscle to normal length. 

myosin 

Myosin has four light chains and two long alpha-helix chains, which make two beads at myosin end. Beads are 

ATPases, connect actin to myosin, and are where calcium ions act. Three thick myosins surround each thin actin. 

actin 

Actin is globular protein that polymerizes into globule helix. Six thin actin proteins surround each thick myosin 

protein. 

tropomyosin 

Tropomyosin molecule helically wraps around actin. 

troponin 

Troponin molecule has binding sites for calcium, tropomyosin, and actin. 

 

triad junction 

Transverse tubules are adjacent to sarcoplasmic reticulum at structures {triad junction}. 

 

tubule of muscle 

Muscle fibers have fine-tube {tubule} networks on cell surfaces and insides. 

 

myofibril 

Skeletal muscle has parallel protein filaments {myofibril} lined up along elongated muscle-cell axis. Dark A bands 

have overlapping actin and myosin. Light I bands have actin, tropomysin, and troponin. 

 

sarcomere 

Repeating units {sarcomere} can have alternating dark A bands and light I bands. Dark Z line is in light I-band 

middle, where actins connect. Light H zone is in dark A-band middle and has thick myosin. Light H zone has middle 

dark M line, where myosins meet. 
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alpha helix 

Proteins can have hydrogen bonds between every fourth peptide bond, with hydrogen-bond plane parallel to helical 

axis and side chains perpendicular to helical axis {alpha helix, protein structure}. Big or charged amino acids disrupt 

alpha helix. Proline stops alpha helix, because it is imino acid and does not make regular peptide bond. 

 



beta sheet 

Proteins can have hydrogen bonds between amino-acid chains lying in opposite directions, with side chains 

perpendicular to hydrogen bonds {beta sheet, protein structure}. Large amino acids interfere with hydrogen bonding 

and disrupt beta sheets. 

 

beta turn 

The charged amino acids serine, isoleucine, and proline can make amino-acid-chain turn {beta turn, protein 

structure}. Proline is imino acid and makes irregular peptide bond at different angle. 

 

fibrous protein 

Proteins {fibrous protein} can be elongated amino-acid chains. Fibrous proteins are for structure. 

 

globular protein 

Proteins {globular protein} can have polar side chains on surface and non-polar side chains inside, with sharp bends 

at proline, serine, or isoleucine. Most proteins, such as enzymes, are globular. 

 

oligomer 

Proteins {oligomer} can have multiple amino-acid chains. 

 

primary structure 

Amino acid sequence {primary structure} determines protein properties. 

 

secondary structure 

Amino-acid-sequence three-dimensional alignment can be irregular, alpha helix, beta sheet, or beta turn {secondary 

structure} {conformation, protein}. Heat or chemicals can disrupt secondary structure and change protein conformation 

{denaturation, protein structure}. 

 

tertiary structure 

Overall amino-acid-chain shape can be globular or fibrous {tertiary structure}. 

 

quaternary structure 

Protein oligomers can have multiple amino-acid chains {quaternary structure}. Hydrogen bonds hold chains 

together. Hemoglobin has two "alpha" chains and two "beta" chains. 
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amino acid 

Carbon atoms can attach to carboxyl group and amino group {amino acid}|. The carbon atom also attaches to 

hydrogen atom and functional group {side chain, amino acid}. Cells can have 150 different amino acids. 

asymmetry 

Central carbon is asymmetric, because it has four different groups. It can rotate light clockwise (R) or 

counterclockwise (L). 

groups 

Amino acids have groups. Alkyl amino acids are glycine, alanine, valine, leucine, and isoleucine. Aromatic amino 

acids are phenylalanine, tryptophan, and tyrosine. Sulfur amino acids are cysteine, which is thiol, and methionine, 

which is thioether. Hydroxyl amino acids are the alcohols serine and threonine and the phenol tyrosine. Acidic amino 

acids have charge -1 in solution: aspartic acid and glutamic acid. Amide amino acids are asparagine and glutamine. 

Lysine and arginine, which have amino group, are basic amino acids and have charge +1 in solution. Histidine is 

basic amino acid, is secondary amine, has aryl ring with two nitrogens, has charge +0.5 in solution, and has smaller 

charge in solution because it is weak base. 

Imino acid is proline, which is secondary amine. Non-polar amino acids are alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, 

methionine, phenylalanine, tryptophan, and proline. 

polymerization 

Amino acids can polymerize to make protein. Twenty different amino acids are in protein. Proteins have only L-

amino acids, not R-amino acids. Amino acids that are fewest in proteins are methionine, then histidine, and then 

tryptophan. Methionine is first amino acid in protein chain. Free amino acid to dipeptide ratio is 10:1. 



absorption 

Intestine absorbs 92% of amino acids. 

types 

Delta-aminolevulinic acid comes from glycine and succinyl-CoA. Epinephrine comes from tyrosine. Melanin comes 

from tyrosine. Phenylalanine makes tyrosine. Serotonin comes from tryptophan. Amino acids can make folic acid, S-

adenosylmethionine, thyroxine, histamine, sphingosine, and NAD+. Amino acids can lose amino group to become 

carboxylic acids in TCA cycle. Carboxylic acids in TCA cycle can gain amino group to become amino acids. Amino 

acids can break down to ammonia and urea. 

 

blood clotting 

Fibrinogen, thrombin, and blood-factor proteins participate in blood clotting {blood clotting}|. 

 

conjugated protein 

Proteins {conjugated protein} can bind to other molecules. 

 

cystine 

Cysteine can bind to another cysteine {cystine} by disulfide bond. 

 

glutamate as amino acid 

Glutamic acid {glutamate, protein} builds purines and pyrimidines. 

 

heat-shock protein 

Cell proteins {heat-shock protein} can increase during stress. HSP40 carries newly folded amino-acid chains. HSP60 

chaperone covers proteins as they fold, to prevent partly folded proteins from hitting others, and binds to misfolded 

intermediates to restart folding. HSP70 holds ATP, but when ATP leaves, it binds peptide and so aids protein 

conformation and assembly. HSP90, such as gp96, organizes proteins from other chaperones into receptors and other 

multiprotein structures. HSP70 and HSP90 carry antigens to antigen-presenting-cell CD91 receptors. 

 

interferon 

Small proteins {interferon}| can bind to plasma membranes and can protect against viruses that degrade mRNA and 

block protein-synthesis initiation. After viral-gene expression starts, interferon can stop all viral-gene expression 

{interferon response}. In humans, viruses that make long double-stranded RNAs trigger PKR enzyme production, 

which stops mRNA translation to protein. RNAse L breaks down mRNA. Interferon cytokine secreted by virus-

infected cells enhances both these responses. 

 

keratin 

Alpha-keratin {keratin}| is in skin, hair, wool, horn, and nails. Alpha-keratin has three to seven amino acid chains in 

bundle, cross-linked by disulfide bonds, which then bundle again. Scales, claws, beaks, silk, and feathers have beta-

keratin. Beta-keratin is mostly glycine, alanine, and serine. 

 

peptide 

Amino acids can link by peptide bonds {peptide}|. Peptides do not branch. Peptides are transmitters and hormones. 

 

protein hormone 

Proteins {protein hormone}, such as insulin, growth hormone, and adrenocorticotropin, can be hormones. 

 

protofibril 

Protofibrils {protofibril} are soluble, have 4 to 30 misfolded proteins that clump together, and do not break down 

quickly enough in disease, later forming fibrils and {amyloid} plaque. 

 

urea 

Urea processing uses the following steps {urea cycle}. Ammonia builds up in cells from various deaminations. 

Ammonia is toxic, because it blocks TCA cycle. In mitochondria, ammonia reacts with two ATP, carbon dioxide, and 

water molecule to make one carbamyl phosphate. In cytoplasm, carbamyl phosphate reacts with ornithine to make 

citrulline. Citrulline diffuses to cytosol and reacts with aspartic acid, which splits to give arginine and fumarate. Water 



reacts with arginine to make nitrogen compounds {urea}| {ornithine}. Urea is not toxic, can cross membranes, and 

excretes in urine. 
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toxin 

Proteins, such as snake venoms, can be poisons {toxin}|. Bacteria make diphtheria toxin. Cobra venom and banded 

kait venom bind to acetylcholine receptor. Tetanus toxin and black-widow-spider toxin affect acetylcholine vesicle 

release. Tetanus toxin prevents glycine release. Benzodiazepines, phencyclidine, and strychnine are toxins. Poisons can 

stay inside cells {endotoxin} or secrete to outside {exotoxin}. LAL chemical, from horseshoe crab blood, tests for 

endotoxins in drugs and implants. 

 

botulism 

Botulinus toxin {botulism}| affects acetylcholine vesicle release. 
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enzyme 

Proteins {enzyme}| can be catalysts. Enzyme and ribozyme catalysts regulate biochemical reactions. Coenzymes can 

bind to or assist enzymes. 

history 

Schwann discovered pepsin [1825], which cuts proteins. Robiquet and Boutron discovered emulsin [1830]. Leuchs 

discovered ptyalin [1831]. Payen and Persoz discovered amylase [1833], which cuts starches. Corvisart discovered 

trypsin [1856], which cuts proteins. Kuhne invented the word enzyme [1878]. Bertrand discovered need for coenzymes 

[1897]. Arthur Harden and William John Young discovered coenzyme for zymase [1906]. Henri studied enzyme 

kinetics and proposed enzyme-substrate complex [1903]. Barger and Stedman discovered that physostigmine inhibited 

cholinesterase [1923], which metabolizes choline. Jones and Perkins discovered ribonuclease [1923], which cuts RNA. 

Enzymes are proteins [1925]. Briggs and Haldane used steady state for enzyme kinetics [1925]. Sumner discovered 

urease [1926], which metabolizes urea. Stedman discovered acetylcholinesterase [1932], which metabolizes 

acetylcholine. Aeschlimann discovered that neostigmine inhibited cholinesterase [1931]. Hellerman hypothesized need 

for thiol groups in enzymes, as did Bersin and Logemann [1933]. Hellerman hypothesized need for metal bridges in 

enzymes [1937]. Mann and Keilin discovered that sulfanilamide inhibited carbonic anhydrase [1940]. Sanger and 

Tuppy found insulin amino-acid sequence [1951]. Sutherland discovered cyclic AMP in animal cells [1956]. Koshland 

hypothesized enzyme conformation changes upon binding [1958]. Kendrew used x-ray crystallography on myoglobin 

[1958]. Merrifield developed solid-phase peptide synthesis and built insulin and ribonuclease [1963]. 

types 

Chymotrypsin, cytochrome, diastase, flavin, lipase, lysozyme, nuclease, RNA polymerase, thermolysin, and DNA 

polymerase are enzymes. 

transition states 

About 100,000,000 transition-state shapes exist for enzymes. 

 

active site 

In competitive inhibition, inhibitor shape can be similar to substrate shape, so inhibitor can bind to enzyme at 

substrate site {active site}. 

 

allosteric site 

In non-competitive inhibition, inhibitors can bind to enzymes at other sites {allosteric site} to alter active sites. 

 

coenzyme 

Molecules {coenzyme}| can bind to enzymes to activate them. Michaelis and Wollman discovered that free radicals 

formed from alpha-tocopherol [1950]. Lipmann isolated coenzyme A [1945]. Mitchell, Snell, and Williams isolated 

folic acid [1941]. O'Kane and Gunsalus isolated lipoic acid [1948]. Metals can be coenzymes [1930]. Jansen and 

Donath isolated thiamine [1926]. Fildes hypothesized that molecules similar to natural substrates or coenzymes 

compete and are therapeutic. Methotrexate treats leukemia (Farber) [1946]. 

 



proteolytic enzyme 

Post-transcription, enzymes {proteolytic enzyme} can cleave terminal amino acids and break peptide chains into 

pieces: proteinase, peptidase, pepsin, trypsin, chymotrypsin, carboxypeptidase, amino peptidase, dipeptidase, 

endopeptidase, and exopeptidase. 

 

substrate 

Reagents {substrate} can bind to enzymes at active sites. 

 

zymogen 

Enzyme precursors {zymogen} can split or react to create enzymes. 
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enzyme inhibition 

Molecules {inhibitor} can bind to enzyme to reduce reaction rate {enzyme inhibition}. 

 

competitive inhibition 

Inhibitor shape can be similar to substrate shape, so inhibitor can bind to enzyme at active site {competitive 

inhibition}. 

 

non-competitive inhibition 

Inhibitor can bind to enzyme at allosteric site to alter active site {non-competitive inhibition}. 

 

uncompetitive inhibition 

Inhibitor can bind directly to enzyme-substrate complex to change activation energy {uncompetitive inhibition}. 
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foldase 

Heat-shock proteins {foldase}, such as HSP60, envelope proteins as they fold to prevent partly folded proteins from 

hitting others. 

 

chaperone 

Heat-shock proteins {chaperone} bind to misfolded intermediates to restart folding. 

 

ubiquitin 

Molecules {ubiquitin, protein}| can bind misfolded proteins and go to proteosomes to break peptide bonds. 
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immunity 

Proteins can be for protection {immunity}|. Antigen binding to beta-lymphocyte surface triggers process that creates 

plasma cells. Plasma cells specialize to make antibody to antigen. 

 

antibody 

Antigens can enter body. Immunoglobulin proteins {antibody}| bind antigens, so body can remove foreign 

molecules. Antibodies bind to antigens by hydrogen bonds, van der Waals forces, and ionic bonds. Antibody-

connecting subunits can cross plasma membrane and bind to cells. 

structure 

Antibodies have three subunits. Two subunits can bind to one antigen each. One subunit connects two binding 

subunits to make Y-shaped structure. Antibodies have two light protein chains and two heavy protein chains, linked by 

disulfide bonds. Light chains are at Y tips. All antibodies have kappa or lambda light chain but different heavy-chain 

constant regions. Heavy chains are in arms and base of Y. Light and heavy chains have variable end and constant end. 

Several hundred genes code variable regions, making millions of different antibodies. About 100,000,000 different 

antibody shapes can exist. 



precipitation 

When one antibody binds to two antigens, complex becomes insoluble. Bound molecules precipitate from solution, 

and then cell phagocytes eat them. 

 

immunoglobin 

Five proteins {immunoglobin}| affect immunity. IgA is in secretions. Immune system makes IgM first. IgG increases 

as IgM decreases. IgE is for allergies. IgD is another immunoglobin. 

 

antigen 

Large molecules {antigen}| can enter body from outside. 

 

epitope 

Antigens have regions {epitope}| where other molecules can bind. 

 

hapten 

Small molecules {hapten} can bind to epitope. 

 

complement protein 

Protein groups {complement, protein} can lyse cells if antibodies bind to cells. 

 

joint gene 

Genes {joint gene} {J gene} can code for connections between light and heavy chains. 
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virus organism 

Parasites {virus, organism} can have DNA or RNA surrounded by protein. 

nucleic acid 

Virus has nucleic acid 4 to 250 genes long. Nucleic acid can be RNA or DNA, single or double-stranded. 

injection 

Protein coat has sites that attach to cell membrane. After attachment, protein coat contracts to inject nucleic acid into 

cell. 

replication 

After injection, viral genes can transcribe. Proteins from those viral genes prevent host-cell DNA transcription. Then 

cells transcribe viral genes whose proteins replicate virus and protect viral DNA from attack. Enzyme protects from 

attack by methylating sites that are vulnerable to attack by cell nucleases. 

protein coat 

After rod-like-virus nucleic acid replicates, nucleic acid binds protein-subunit disks at a site and then adds more 

subunit disks as nucleic acid folds into helix inside. 

After sphere-like-virus nucleic acid replicates in cell, cell makes protein spheres, and enzyme inserts nucleic acid 

into protein sphere. One cell can make up to 200 viruses. 

types 

After assembly, virus can lyse cell and let viruses out to attack more cells. Virus can allow cell to remain packed 

with viruses, without bursting. 

 

capsid 

Viruses have protein coats {capsid}, with identical subunits hydrogen-bonded into symmetric structures. Special 

capsid proteins recognize cells by binding to cell-membrane proteins. After attachment, virus nucleic acid enters cell by 

injection through cell membrane, using energy from ATP. 
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bacteriophage 

Nucleic acids {bacteriophage}| can act like viruses in bacterial cells. It is DNA or RNA that has protein coat. It tries 

to enter cell from outside and then integrate into chromosome. Bacteriophages replicate in cell along with chromosome. 

 



RNA virus 

Viruses {RNA virus} can have RNA instead of DNA. RNA viruses can use RNA-directed RNA polymerase for 

direct RNA replication. RNA viruses can use RNA-directed DNA polymerase to make DNA from RNA and then make 

viral RNA from DNA. RNA viruses include polio, colds, foot-in-mouth disease, rabies, cancer retrovirus, and human 

immune deficiency virus. 

 

Sendai virus 

Viruses {Sendai virus} can alter membranes and allow two cells to fuse, even if they are from different species. 
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carbon cycle 

Carbon transfers among many forms {carbon cycle, Earth}. 

ocean 

Rivers remove land sediments, and calcium carbonate enters sea. Carbonate buffers sea and is in equilibrium with 

carbon dioxide in air. Carbonates can becomes shells or skeletons. Eaten shells and skeletons later sink and dissolve. 

Carbonates can remain in sponges, algae, and coral reefs. Algae reefs began 2,000,000,000 years ago. Animal reefs 

began 600,000,000 years ago. Reefs collapsed 530,000,000; 350,000,000; 225,000,000; and 65,000,000 years ago. 

organisms 

Autotroph organisms get carbon from carbon dioxide. Heterotroph organisms get carbon from glucose. 

cells 

Photosynthetic cells convert carbon dioxide and water to glucose. Cells break down glucose to carbon dioxide and 

water for energy. 

carbon 

Carbon atoms can bond to carbon atoms and other non-metals, with single and multiple bonds, to make rings, chains, 

and branching chains. Many polarities and charge structures are possible. Carbon covalent bonding provides stability, 

alterability, and variety in organic molecules. 

 

nitrogen cycle 

Cells make nitrogen into nitrate or ammonia, then make nitrate or ammonia into amino acids, then break down 

amino acids to ammonia and urea, and then break down ammonia and urea to nitrate and nitrite {nitrogen cycle, 

biochemistry}. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria {chemolithotroph} change nitrogen gas to ammonia. Nitrate-making bacteria 

make nitrate from ammonia. 

 

oxygen cycle 

Cells reduce oxygen and hydrogen donors to water, and then oxidize water to oxygen {oxygen cycle}. Aerobe 

organisms use oxygen as electron acceptors to cause reduction. Obligate-anaerobe organisms use sugar as electron 

acceptor to cause reduction. Facultative-aerobe organisms use either oxygen or sugar but prefer oxygen as electron 

acceptor to cause reduction. Anaerobe organisms do not use oxygen. 

 

water cycle 

Water is both inside and outside cells {water cycle, biochemistry}. Water is 70% of human body weight. Cell water 

has phosphate buffer and is at pH 6.8. Cell proteins make high osmotic pressure. Intercellular fluid has bicarbonate 

buffer and is at pH 7.2. Osmotic pressure is low outside cells. 
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energy cycle in cell 

Cells change light energy into chemical-bond energy {energy cycle, cells}. Cells make glucose and can make ATP 

high-energy bonds. Cells diffuse ATP to all cell parts. Cells use ATP to phosphorylate other compounds. Cells use 

ATP to make acetyl-CoA for making carbon-carbon bonds. Cells use high-energy compounds to synthesize molecules, 

cause movement, send electrical signals, or generate heat. Cells break down synthesized molecules, dissipate electric 

energy, and make energy into heat through friction. 

reduced molecule 

Cells use ATP to make NADH, NADPH, and FADH2 [2 is subscript] electron acceptors and hydrogen donors. 

Reduced molecules, which can oxidize to release energy, store energy for biochemical reactions. Oxidation-reduction 



reactions are reversible. NAD can add one hydrogen atom to make reduced NADH. Phosphated NADP can reduce to 

NADPH. FAD can add two hydrogens to make reduced FADH2 [2 is subscript]. 

 

ATP cycle 

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) transfers energy {ATP cycle}. Cells cannot store ATP. ATP cannot cross membranes. 

functions 

ATP actively transports, contracts muscle, phosphorylates molecules, makes thioester with acetyl-CoA, makes enols, 

and makes guanidiene. 

metabolism 

ATP can break down to adenosine monophosphate (AMP) and pyrophosphate. ATP can break down to adenosine 

diphosphate (ADP) and orthophosphate. Orthophosphate transfers to arginine or creatinine. Cells regenerate ATP by 

ADP and orthophosphate oxidation, in respiration pathway or glycolysis pathway. 

acidity 

At high pH, energy in ATP is less, because electron repulsion is less. 

concentration 

If ATP concentration increases, energy in ATP is less, because dissociation is less. 

magnesium 

Magnesium binds to ATP phosphates. If magnesium increases, energy in ATP decreases, because magnesium blocks 

charges more. 

 

basal metabolism rate 

Basic organism energy flow {basal metabolism rate}| sustains life. People have energy-use rate while completely 

resting, typically 1600 calories per day. Human rate averages 1000 calories per kilogram per hour. Rate is proportional 

to body surface and body weight. Whole-body average energy flow is 20% to 50% higher than basal metabolism rate. 

gender 

Rate is higher in males. Rate increases in pregnancy and lactation, up to three times more. 

hormones 

Thyroid and growth hormones affect basal metabolism rate. 

factors 

Rate increases in fever. Rate lowers during fasting. 

isothermal 

Metabolism typically is in isothermal environments, like sea or warm-blooded animals. 

warm-bloodedness 

Warm-blooded animals use up to ten times more energy than cold-blooded animals. Warm-blooded animals can live 

in wider temperature ranges and move faster. Temperature constancy requires muscle movement to heat tissues. 

Temperature constancy requires mechanisms to cool tissues. Brain controls temperature. Parents must keep eggs and 

babies warm. Temperature control turns off during sleep. Warm-bloodedness can be at different temperatures in 

different conditions. Food quantity must be more. Senses must find food. Memory must remember food locations. 

Planning must improved for better food strategies. Chewing must be more efficient. Breathing passage alters to allow 

breathing while eating. 

 

phosphate bond 

Bonds {phosphate bond}| can store energy for biochemical reactions. Phosphate bonding is reversible. Molecules 

{adenosine monophosphate} (AMP) can have one nucleotide and one phosphate. Molecules {adenosine diphosphate} 

(ADP) can have one nucleotide and two phosphates. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) has one nucleotide and three 

phosphates. 

 

troph 

Cells use energy in different ways {troph}. Organisms {phototroph} can use sunlight for energy. Non-sulfur purple 

bacteria {photoorganotroph} are photosynthetic. Organisms {chemotroph} can use energy-containing molecules and 

oxidation-reduction reactions for energy. Organisms {lithotroph} can use water, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur, ammonia, 

hydrogen, or ferrous compounds as electron donors to cause oxidation. Organisms {organotroph} can use glucose and 

other organic electron donors to cause oxidation. 
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MOL File 

Files {MOL File} with file extension .mol can describe molecule atoms and connections. 

 

PDB File 

Files {PDB File} from Brookhaven Protein Databank with file extension .pdb can contain XYZ coordinates for all 

protein atoms, as well as hydrogen bonding information. 

 

SD File 

Files {SD File} with file extension .sd or .sdf can describe molecule atoms and connections, in two dimensions. 

 

TGF File 

Files {TGF File} with file extension .tgf can describe molecule atoms and connections, in three dimensions. 

 

XYZ File 

Files {XYZ File} with file extension .xyz can describe molecule atoms and connections, in three dimensions. 
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drug in chemistry 

Compounds {drug, chemistry} {drug-like compound} can metabolize with biological molecule. 

size 

Drugs have molecular weight 200 to 700. 

side effects 

Drugs must have few side effects. 

absorption 

Body can absorb drugs. 

distribution 

Drugs can go to body organs and/or tissues. 

metabolism 

Drugs have chemical reactions at sites. Drugs have orientation at receptor site. Drugs can sterically interact with 

receptor site. 

excretion 

Drugs do not excrete too quickly. 

solubility 

Drugs have solubility, partition coefficients, diffusivity, and ionization degree. 

variation 

Drugs can vary using different salts, esters, and side groups for different sizes and surface areas. 

form 

Drugs can be solutions, suspensions, capsules, or tablets. They can be oral, subcutaneous, intravenous, inhaled, or 

patch. 

history 

In England, William Morton [? to 1868] used inhaled ether [1846] during surgery on October 16 (Ether Day). 

inhaled chloroform [1850]. inhaled nitrous oxide and oxygen [1868]. hypodermic syringe [1868]. intravenous morphine 

[1868]. chloral hydrate [1869]. inhaled nitrous oxide and oxygen followed by chloroform or ether [1876]. paraldehyde 

[1882]. cocaine [1884]. sulfones [1888]. ethyl p-aminobenzoate [1890]. Novocaine is procaine hydrochloride. 

Phenacetin comes from aniline by hydroxylation and conjugation [1890 to 1899]. aspirin [1899]. Anti-pyrine came 

from quinine [1900]. urethane [1900]. 

 

good laboratory practices 

Organizations regulated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are required to comply with Good Laboratory 

Practices {good laboratory practices} (GLP). GLP compliance requires organizations to have administrative policies, 

written procedures, competent personnel, and trained personnel. As part of GLP compliance, software products used in 

regulated organizations should comply with FDA regulations and document how compliance was achieved. 



Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 21, Chapter I, Part 11 

Specific functions, electronic records, and auditing of software systems are required to be compliant with Code of 

Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 21, Chapter I, Part 11, Electronic Records; Electronic Signatures Final Rule (FDA 

CFR21 Part 11). 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 requires accurate, reliable, and consistent software. 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 does not necessarily require encryption. 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 requires versioning of data and audit records. 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 requires data to be entered in specific fields before processing. 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 requires auditing. 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 requires electronic signatures. 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 has installation requirements. All necessary software components must be successfully installed 

and a report generated. 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 has logon and logoff requirements. Systems limit access to only authorized persons, by 

checking user name and password. After a specific time period, automatic logoff occurs. 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 has security requirements for data and audit record management, with file and operating system 

permissions. Attempts at unauthorized use are sent by electronic mail to the Administrator. User and user groups have 

privileges to files, directories, and functions. Systems can detect invalid or altered records. Auditing of user events 

detects creation, modification, and deletion of files, using checksums. 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 requires instrument maintenance logs. 

FDA CFR21 Part 11 has requirements for reporting data, parameters, and auditing information. 

 

ADME 

Drugs have absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion {ADME}. 

 

ADME-PK profile 

Pharmacokinetics (PK) is about absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion {ADME/PK profile}. 

 

DMPK 

Drug Metabolism and PharmacoKinetics {DMPK}. 

 

excipient 

Inactive chemicals {excipient}, such as solvent or powder, can carry active drugs. 

 

human serum albumin 

Plasma proteins {human serum albumin} (HSA) can carry other molecules. 

 

pharmacodynamic drug 

Drugs {pharmacodynamic drug, complex} can make complexes but not cause chemical reactions or conformational 

changes. 

 

pharmacodynamics 

Drugs have absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination {pharmacodynamics} (PD). 

 

pharmacogenomics 

Population genotypes can identify SNPs affecting drug metabolism {pharmacogenomics}. 

 

pharmacokinetics 

Absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination affect drugs {pharmacokinetics} (PK). 

 

potency 

High-enough concentration {potency}| causes biologic response. 

 

prodrug 

Drugs {prodrug} can require metabolization to transport or be active. 

 



teratogenicity 

Drugs can cause birth defects {teratogenicity}|, by acting on development processes. 

 

toxicity 

Drug can damage tissues {toxicity}|. 

 

xenobiotics 

Foreign compounds {xenobiotics} are vapors, alcohol, drugs, pollutants, solvents, food toxins, pesticides, and 

pyrolysis products. Pyrolysis products come from charring fat or protein. 
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drug activity 

Drugs have activity {drug, activity}, depending on structures and other factors. 

 

IC50 

Activity is half maximum at a concentration {IC50}. 

 

initial activation energy 

Mopac quantum-mechanical calculation can find activation energy {initial activation energy} (Ea0). 

 

property-activity relationship 

Structure can associate with physicochemical property {property-activity relationship}. 

 

quantitative structure-activity relationship 

Measured activity equals physicochemical-variable function {quantitative structure-activity relationship} (QSAR). 

QSAR relates activity magnitude, such as tissue concentration, to compound physico-chemical or structural property 

magnitudes, such as carbon-atom numbers. QSAR (3D-QSAR) can be in three dimensions. 

 

structure-activity relationship 

Activity equals physicochemical-variable function {structure-activity relationship} (SAR). 

 

structure-property correlation 

Structures and properties have relation {structure-property correlation} (SPC). 
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Corey Pauling Koltun 

Systems {Corey Pauling Koltun} (CPK) can display space-filling compound models. 

 

field fit procedure 

Molecule alignments can adjust {field-fit procedure}. 

 

kappa index 

Indexes {kappa index, drug} can depend on molecular shape and flexibility. 

 

Kohonen topology-preserving mapping 

Network mappings {Kohonen topology-preserving mapping} can retain topology. 

 

Morgan algorithm 

Calculations {Morgan algorithm} can make unique numberings for connection tables. 

 

SMILES 

Strings {SMILES} can uniquely describe three-dimensional structure. 

 



substructure searching 

Searches {substructure searching} can use connectivity-table parts as search criteria. 

 

Tanimoto index 

Topological indexes {Tanimoto index} can represent graphs as numbers. 

 

topological index 

Indexes {topological index} can represent graphs as numbers. 

 

valence molecular connectivity index 

Indexes {valence molecular-connectivity index} can use valence to indicate connectivity. 
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branching index 

Sums {branching index} over all bonds, of inverse of square root of end-atom-valence product, can measure 

branching amount. 

 

molecular connectivity index 

Indexes {molecular connectivity index} can depend on branching. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Outliers 

 

Dixon Q-test 

Normal-distribution outlier tests {Dixon's Q-test, drug} {Dixon Q-test, drug} can measure smallest and largest 

difference ratio. 

 

Grubbs s-test 

Normal-distribution outlier tests {Grubbs' s-test, drug} {Grubbs s-test, drug} can compare absolute value, of 

difference between mean and value, divided by standard deviation, to T-distribution value. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods 

 

Active Analog Approach 

Rules {Active Analog Approach} can align molecule activities by analogous structures. 

 

active pharmaceutical 

Rules can align molecule activities by structural group {active pharmaceutical ingredient} (API). 

 

alternating conditional expectations 

Non-parametric methods {alternating conditional expectations} (ACE) can analyze activity. 

 

artificial neural network 

Input "neuron" layer can hold physico-chemical properties and feed to middle layer using sigmoidal function 

{transfer function} with weights for outputs. Middle-layer "neurons" feed to one output {artificial neural network} 

(ANN). 

 

chemometrics 

Mathematical tools {chemometrics} applied to structure-activity relationships can find correlations and regression, 

recognize patterns, classify compounds and properties, design experiments for random screening and measuring, and 

validate results. 

 

computer assisted metabolism prediction 

Quantum mechanics can pair with empirical approaches {computer-assisted metabolism prediction} (CAMP). 

 



deconvolution in arrays 

Cell arrays can pool more than one sample in cells, which allows fewer cells. Methods {deconvolution} can track 

sample pooling. 

convolution 

Convolution puts each sample into several cells, in regular pattern. Testing looks for one effect. Some cells show 

effect, but most do not. If sample causes effect, all cells with that sample show effect. Cells that contain that sample 

form pattern, so pattern indicates sample name. 

deconvolution 

Deconvolution uses convolution method and resulting cell pattern to find sample name. For example, for 100-cell 

array, 10 samples can feed into 90 cells, each cell receiving two samples. Ten cells have control samples. See Figure 1. 

Samples are in 18 cells. If testing shows that all 18 have activity over threshold, then that sample is effective. 

If sample interactions cause effect, deconvolution can find interactions. If testing shows that only one cell has 

activity over threshold, those two samples must interact to be effective. 



Figure 1 

 

 
  



empirical-quantum chemical 

Combining quantum mechanics and physico-chemical properties {empirical-quantum chemical} {combined 

empirical/quantum chemical approach} can predict chemical behavior. 

 

Korzekwa-Jones model 

Models {Korzekwa-Jones model} can be for P-450 hydrogen abstraction and depend on difference between radical 

free energy and hydrogenated-atom free energy, as well as radical ionization potential and constant additive term. 

 

Lennard-Jones potential 

Steric effects and van der Waals forces can cause fields {Lennard-Jones potential}. 

 

loading plot 

Plots {loading plot} can use variable weights. 

 

modified neglect of differential overlap 

Semiempiric methods {modified neglect of differential overlap} (MNDO) can ignore overlap. 

 

molecular modeling 

Molecule-modeling programs {molecular modeling}, such as Alchemy III and SYBYL from Tripos, can use 

electrostatics or quantum mechanics. 

 

non-linear partial least-squares 

Non-parametric methods {non-linear partial least-squares, drug} (NPLS) can find least squares. 

 

non-parametric method 

Response-surface methods {non-parametric method}, such as ACE, NPLS, and MARS, can be non-parametric. 

 

rule induction system 

IF/THEN statement sets {rule induction system, drug} can make output from input. 

 

score plot 

Graphs {score plot} can plot compound activities. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Clustering 

 

cluster analysis drug 

In multidimensional property space, compound clusters make classes separated by distance {cluster analysis} (CA). 

CA reduces unimportant variables. Substructure, topological index, physico-chemical property, calculated physico-

chemical property, or hydrophobicity can determine classes. 

 

cluster significance 

Using discrete or continuous data and embedded data can put compounds into groups by activity level {cluster 

significance analysis} (CSA). CSA locates small clusters in large spaces. 

 

Cone and Hodgkin similarity index 

Methods {Cone and Hodgkin similarity index} can measure molecular similarity. 

 

discriminant-regression model 

Models {discriminant-regression model} (DIREM) can locate small clusters in large spaces. 

 

distance-b program 

Methods {distance-b program} (EVE) can locate small clusters in large spaces. 

 

hierarchical cluster 

Unsupervised methods {hierarchical cluster analysis} (HCA) can measure distances between all points and make 

point vs. distance dendograms. 



 

Jarvis-Patrick method 

Structures can cluster in large databases by rating different compounds by similarity {Jarvis-Patrick method}. 

 

k-nearest neighbor 

Supervised methods {k-nearest neighbor} (k-NN) can calculate new-object distances from all other objects, to locate 

small clusters in large spaces. 

 

partitioning 

Processes {partitioning} can merge individuals into groups or split whole into clusters. 

 

similarity measure 

Values {similarity measure} can compare distances. 

 

single class discrimination 

Methods {single class discrimination} (SCD) can locate small clusters in large spaces. 

 

supervised method 

Classifications {supervised method} can use already known patterns and clusters. 

 

trend vector analysis 

Activity and descriptor correlation vectors {trend vector analysis} can rank compound similarity. 

 

Ward clustering method 

Hierarchical methods {Ward's clustering method} {Ward clustering method} can agglomerate compounds to find 

clustering. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Clustering>SIMCA 

 

Soft Independent Modeling of Class Analogies 

Supervised methods {Soft Independent Modeling of Class Analogies} (SIMCA) can use region-boundary or 

envelope models, to locate small clusters in large spaces. 

 

class analogy 

Clustering methods {class analogy} can be SIMCA methods. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Clustering>Distance 

 

city-block distance 

Distance measures {city-block distance} between structure-space points can be the same as Manhattan distance. 

 

Manhattan distance 

Distance measures {Manhattan distance} between structure-space points can be the same as city-block distance. 

 

Minkowski distance 

Distance measures {Minkowski distance} between structure-space points can be the same as Lp-metric. 

 

Lp-metric 

Distance measures {Lp-metric} between structure-space points can be the same as Minkowski distance. 

 

Mahalanobis distance 

Structure-space points have distances {Mahalanobis distance}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Clustering>Linkage 

 



centroid linkage 

Hierarchical methods {centroid linkage} that agglomerate compounds can find clustering. 

 

complete linkage 

Hierarchical methods {complete linkage} that agglomerate compounds can find clustering. 

 

single linkage 

Hierarchical methods {single linkage} that agglomerate compounds can find clustering. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Factor Analysis 

 

factor analysis 

Processes have factors {factor analysis}. Physico-chemical or structural properties describe compounds and have 

components {descriptor, factor} {X-variable, factor} {X descriptor, factor}. Chemical activities relate to variables 

{response variable}. 

 

canonical factor analysis 

Methods {canonical factor analysis} can be for factor analysis. 

 

centroid method 

Methods {centroid method} can be for factor analysis. 

 

combinatoric QSAR 

QSAR {combinatoric QSAR} can find similarities using different descriptor combinations. 

 

Comparative Molecular Moment Analysis 

Moments of inertia, and dipole and quadrupole moments, can be descriptors to calculate molecular moments 

{Comparative Molecular Moment Analysis} (CoMMA). CoMMA depends on shapes and charges. 

 

Correlation Analysis 

Properties and structures have relations {Correlation Analysis}. 

 

correspondence analysis 

Factor-analysis methods {correspondence analysis} {correspondence factor analysis} (CFA) can use variable 

frequencies relative to activities, finds chi-square values, and finds principal components. 

 

disjoint principal component 

Principal components {disjoint principal component} (DPP) can be independent. 

 

eigenvalue-one criterion 

Thresholds {eigenvalue-one criterion} can be how many components have eigenvalues greater than one. 

 

eigenvector projection 

Unsupervised linear methods {eigenvector projection} can find factors. 

 

Evolutionary Programming 

Models {Evolutionary Programming} (EP) can add and subtract randomly selected variables, with crossing-over, 

and evaluate for "fitness" or best fit. 

 

evolving factor analysis 

Methods {evolving factor analysis} (EVA) can analyze ordered data. 

 

explained variance percentage 

Methods {percentage of explained variance} {explained variance percentage} can indicate number of components 

required to reach 90% of total variance. 

 



extrathermodynamic approach 

Parameters and descriptors can linearly relate to free energy {extrathermodynamic approach}. 

 

free energy perturbation 

Factor-analysis methods {free energy perturbation} (FEP) can use free-energy changes. 

 

Free-Wilson approach 

Binary descriptors can note molecule-substructure presence or absence {Free-Wilson approach}. 

 

Genetic Function Algorithm 

Linear property sets can have different values, change values by crossing-over between related such genes, and have 

random change {Genetic Function Algorithm} (GFA), to select best fit. 

 

Hammett sigma value 

Values {Hammett sigma value} can relate to electronic and electrostatic properties. 

 

Hansch equation 

Activity, partition coefficients for hydrophobicity, ionization degree, and molecular size relate {Hansch equation}. 

 

latent variable 

Variables {latent variable} can be linear-descriptor combination. 

 

linear discriminant analysis 

Supervised methods {linear discriminant analysis} (LDA), in which boundary surface minimizes region variance 

and maximizes variance between regions, can put compounds into groups by activity level. 

 

linear free energy 

log K = k1 * sigma + k2 {linear free energy equation, drug} (LFE). 

 

linear learning machine 

Supervised methods {linear learning machine} (LLM) can divide n-dimensional space into regions, using 

discriminant function. 

 

maximum-likelihood method 

Factor-analysis methods {maximum-likelihood method} can find factors. 

 

multidimensional scaling 

Metric or non-metric methods {multidimensional scaling} (MDS) can analyze similarity or dissimilarity matrices to 

find dimension number and place objects in proper relative positions. 

 

multivariate adaptive regression spline 

Non-parametric methods {multivariate adaptive regression spline} (MARS) can find factors. 

 

Mutation and Selection Uncover Models 

Models {Mutation and Selection Uncover Models} (MUSEUM) can add and subtract randomly selected variables, 

with no crossing-over, and evaluate for "fitness" or best fit. 

 

non-linear iterative partial least-squares 

Unsupervised linear methods {non-linear iterative partial least-squares} (NIPALS) can represent data as product of 

score matrix, for original observations, and loading-matrix transform, for original factors. 

 

non-linear mapping 

Topological mappings {non-linear mapping} (NLM) can be factor-analysis methods in which linear-variable 

combinations make two or three new variables. 

 



predictive computational model 

Information about compound physico-chemical properties can predict compound chemical or physiological behavior 

in vitro and in vivo {predictive computational model}. 

 

principal component analysis 

Variables {principal component} (PC) can be linear-descriptor combinations. Unsupervised linear method {principal 

component analysis, factor} (PCA) represents data as product of score matrix, for original observations, and loading-

matrix transform, for original factors. PCA is factor-analysis method in which linear variable combinations make two 

or three new variables. PCA reduces unimportant variables. 

 

principal component regression 

Singular-value decomposition (SVD) can find best singular values for predicting {principal component regression} 

(PCR). SVD projects regression to latent structures. 

 

principal factor analysis 

Modified PCA {principal factor analysis} can find principal factors. 

 

Procrustes analysis 

Methods {Procrustes analysis} can identify descriptor sets for describing similarity. 

 

QR algorithm 

Methods {QR algorithm} can diagonalize matrices. 

 

rank annihilation 

Unsupervised linear methods {rank annihilation} can find factors. 

 

Scree-plot 

Residual variance approaches constancy {Scree-test, drug}, and plotted slope levels off {Scree-plot}, depending on 

component number. 

 

singular value decomposition 

In unsupervised linear methods {singular value decomposition, drug} (SVD), correlation matrix is product of score, 

eigenvalue, and loading matrices, with diagonalization using QR algorithm. 

 

spectral mapping analysis 

Factor-analysis methods {spectral mapping analysis} (SMA) can first take data logarithm to eliminate outliers and 

then subtract means from rows and columns, to leave only variation, showing which variables are important and how 

much. 

 

structure space 

Spaces {structure space} can have two or three principal components. 

 

target-transformation 

Methods {target-transformation factor analysis} can rotate features to match known pattern, such as hypothesis or 

signature. 

 

Unsupervised Method 

Factors and response variable have relations {Unsupervised Method}, without using factor information or 

predetermined models. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Factor Analysis>Design 

 

factorial design 

Designs {factorial design} can try to ensure design-space sampling, if position varies. 

 



fractional factorial 

Designs {fractional factorial design} can try to ensure design-space sampling, if position varies. 

 

response surface method 

Three-level designs {response surface method} (RSM) can have three factors that quantify relationships among 

responses and factors. RSM includes MLR, OLS, PCR, and PLS linear designs; non-linear regression analysis (NLR); 

and non-parametric methods, such as ACE, NPLS, and MARS. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Isomer Enumeration 

 

Cayley tree structure 

isomer-enumeration method {Cayley tree structure}. 

 

CONGEN program 

Isomer-enumeration methods {CONGEN program} can be successors to DENDRAL. 

 

DENDRAL program 

Isomer-enumeration methods {DENDRAL program} can be forerunners of CONGEN. 

 

Henze and Blair recursion formulas 

isomer-enumeration method {Henze and Blair recursion formulas}. 

 

Polya enumeration theorem 

Isomer-enumeration methods {Polya's enumeration theorem} {Polya enumeration theorem} can use group theory. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Molecular Orbital 

 

molecular orbital 

Electron orbitals {molecular orbital} can be for whole molecule. 

 

ab initio analysis 

Analyses {ab initio analysis} can use all electrons. 

 

linear combinations of atomic orbitals 

Adding atomic orbitals can approximate molecular orbitals {linear combinations of atomic orbitals} (LCAO). 

 

perturbative configuration interaction 

Semiempiric methods {perturbative configuration interaction using localized orbitals} (PCILO) can use 

perturbations. 

 

semiempiric 

Analyses {semiempiric} can use valence electrons and parameterize core electrons. 

 

simple delta index 

Sigma electrons can contribute {simple delta index, drug}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Regression 

 

regression for drugs 

Factors, properties, or structures {regressor} can contribute to response values {regression, regressor} {Regression 

Analysis}. 

 

canonical correlation 

Regression can project to latent structures {canonical correlation} (CC), to put compounds in classes. 

 



continuum regression 

Regression {continuum regression} (CR) can project to latent structures, to put compounds in classes. 

 

correlation matrix 

Variance-covariance matrix {correlation matrix, drug} can scale to normalize data. 

 

kernel algorithm 

Regression can project to latent structures {kernel algorithm}, to put compounds in classes. 

 

matrix diagonalization 

Methods {matrix diagonalization, drug} can simplify data variance-covariance matrix. 

 

non-linear regression 

Parametric methods {non-linear regression} (NLR) can find descriptor coefficients by non-linear regression. 

 

ridge regression 

Regression can project to latent structures {ridge regression} (RR), to put compounds in classes. 

 

Spearman rank correlation coefficient 

Methods {Spearman rank correlation coefficient} can measure molecular similarity. 

 

variance-covariance matrix 

Complete, symmetric, square matrix {variance-covariance matrix} uses property values and structure values. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Regression>Least Squares 

 

adaptive least-squares 

Regression can project to latent structures {adaptive least-squares} {ALS algorithm}, to put compounds in classes. 

 

classical least-squares 

Methods {classical least-squares, drug} (CLS) can be the same as ordinary least-squares analysis. 

 

Comparative Molecular Field Analysis 

Partial least-squares {Comparative Molecular Field Analysis} (CoMFA) can analyze grid around site atom and find 

grid-point electrostatic and steric interactions, to make sampled-point descriptors. 

 

fuzzy adaptive least 

Compounds have different classes with different weights {fuzzy adaptive least-squares} (FALS). 

 

Generating Optimal Linear PLS Estimations 

Methods {Generating Optimal Linear PLS Estimations} (GOLPE) can use PLS and D-optimal design to select 

variables, and cross-validates. 

 

inverse least-squares 

Fitting methods {inverse least-squares} (ILS) can find regression line. 

 

least-squares regression 

Methods {least-squares regression, drug} can be the same as ordinary least-squares analysis. 

 

linear least-squares 

Methods {linear least-squares regression, drug} can be the same as ordinary least-squares analysis. 

 

matrix bidiagonalization method 

Partial least-squares methods {matrix bidiagonalization method, drug} can simplify data variance-covariance matrix. 

 



multi-block PLS 

Regression can project to latent structures {multi-block PLS}, to put compounds in classes. 

 

multiple least-squares regression 

Methods {multiple least-squares regression, drug} can be the same as ordinary least-squares analysis. 

 

multiple linear regression 

Methods {multiple linear regression} (MLR) can measure linear component dependence on physico-chemical or 

structural properties and finds descriptor coefficients. 

 

multivariate least-squares regression 

Methods {multivariate least-squares regression, drug} can be the same as ordinary least-squares analysis. 

 

non-least-squares 

Methods {non-least-squares} (NLS) can detect non-linear relationships. 

 

ordinary least-squares 

Fitting methods {ordinary least-squares} (OLS) can find descriptor coefficients. 

 

partial least-squares 

Methods {partial least-squares} (PLS) can use least-squares to find independent variables and dependencies among 

variables. It projects regression to latent structures. It maximizes latent-variable and observable covariation. It 

diagonalizes the matrix. 

 

SAMPLS algorithm 

Methods {SAMPLS algorithm} can apply PLS to trend vector analysis. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Statistical 

 

best linear unbiased estimator 

Estimates {best linear unbiased estimator} (BLUE) can give smallest variance among estimators. 

 

standard error 

Error measures {standard error} can be square root of MSE. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity>Methods>Statistical>Squares 

 

squares of differences 

SSE, SSR, or SST {sum of squares of differences} {squares of differences sum}. 

 

mean square error 

SSE / (observation number + factor number - 1) {mean square error} (MSE). 

 

SSE 

Errors or residuals can cause sum {SSE} of squares of differences between observed and predicted responses. 

 

SSR 

Regression can cause sum {SSR} of squares of differences between observed and mean. 

 

SST 

Sum {SST} of squares of differences between predicted and mean makes total: SST = SSE + SSR. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Experiment 

 

drug experiment 

Drugs have tests {drug experiment}. 



experimental design 

Samples can test properties and activities. Experiment uses numbers and sample types from population, as well as 

methods and instruments. Three-level design assigns three levels (-1,0,1) to each factor to determine how responses 

vary with factors or variables, for making mechanistic physico-chemical models, using physical chemical properties as 

factors, or empirical polynomial models, using arbitrary variables as factors. Three-level mixture design determines 

whether factor is useful or significant or not. Two-level design assigns two levels (0,1) to each factor to determine 

whether factor is useful or significant, for screening, searching, or filtering. 

kinetics 

Experiments can read samples multiple times over time to find reaction rate or inhibition constant. 

 

assay experiment 

Biological reaction series can makes protocols {assay, experiment}. Protocol or method series use reagents to 

identify compounds, genes, proteins, or quantities. 

 

protocol for experiment 

Methods {protocol, experiment}| can run experiments. Experiments can perform steps or tasks on samples: prepare 

samples, mix with reagents, hybridize, wash, detect, and analyze. 

 

replication in experiment 

Samples can be read more than once {replication, sample}. 

 

scoring 

In screening, calculated results translate into given ranges {scoring}, like high, medium, or low. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Experiment>Design 

 

Box-Behnken design 

three-level design {Box-Behnken design}. 

 

CARSO approach 

Experimental designs {CARSO approach} can be for random compound screening in experiment series. 

 

central composite design 

three-level design {central composite design}. 

 

Craig plot 

Experimental designs {Craig plot} can be for random compound screening in experiment series. 

 

D-optimal design 

Test-set selection methods {D-optimal design} can try to ensure design-space sampling, if positions vary, and can 

account for excluded volumes. 

 

sequential optimization 

Experiment designs {sequential optimization} can use steps toward optimum. 

 

Topliss tree 

Experimental designs {Topliss tree} can be for random compound screening in experiment series. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Experiment>Kinds 

 

dose response curve 

Experiments {dose response curve} can read samples at different concentrations and fit IC50 curves. 

 

ELISA 

Experiments {ELISA} can back-calculate sample concentration, using reference curve. 

 



High-Throughput Screening 

Automated assays {High-Throughput Screening} (HTS) can test many diverse compounds against enzymes or cell 

targets, to identify possible new drugs. 

 

pooling 

More than one sample can be in wells {pooling} in screening experiment. Samples mix in plate wells according to 

patterns, so system measures all samples the same number of times. Total well number is fewer than with one sample 

per well. 

 

ratio experiment 

Experiments {ratio experiment} can read samples twice, for agonist vs. antagonist, to determine activity ratios. 

 

screening for drug 

Automated assays {screening} {high-throughput screening} can identify promising compounds from compound 

libraries. 

users and groups 

Roles (types of users) have a set of privileges. Users have roles. 

inventory 

Inventory database has sample IDs. 

experiment type: ELISA 

Plate has high and low controls (averages), dose-response titration (IC50), and replicated samples (averages of % 

inhibition); Fit the result into the standard curve for a first estimate IC50, and back calculate the concentration of an 

expressed protein by using a standard reference curve on each plate. Look for the well that has a result which falls on 

the linear portion of the standard curve. 

experiment type: ratio 

Each plate is read twice, first reading the growth of a specific protein, and second measuring the survival of various 

cells (or agonist vs. antagonist receptors). % inhibitions are calculated for each of these readings, and then the ratio. 

Sort on any of the three results. Since plates are carried from one reader station to the next, they may get out of order, 

may be put into the reader backwards, or may get dropped, so data system should be able to deal with all of these 

problems. This is a case of 'multiple data points per well'. 

experiment type: dose response, multiple calculations 

Several different models calculate, fit, and display the IC50 curves simultaneously, like straight line regression and 

4-parameter curve fitting, with constant high and low inflection points. Then register one or more, with model name, 

parameters, and comments. 

experiment type: titration 

From each daughter plate, 3 to 4 assay plates at different concentrations are made. An activity value is calculated for 

each well, as well as the activity changes as a function of concentration. 

experiment type: titration and dose response across plates 

A single 96 well plate is filled with 48 samples in duplicate. The plate is then copied across 8 other plates at different 

concentrations. The result from the 9 plates is used to calculate a dose response curve and IC50. 

experiment type: no controls on data plates 

All controls (high, low, reference, dose-response curve) are on one or more reference plates, interspersed throughout 

the runset. Calculate a 'curve' for the standards on the reference plates, by plate sequence or time. Could use controls 

only on nearest reference plate. 

experiment type: whole plant experiment 

Growth of different plant species at time intervals, with qualitative and quantitative (Scores) results. At the end of 

the experiment, a report of the changes over time. A ''score' is based on observing the well and is a coded value that 

means something like 'severe yellowing of stem' or "intense chlorosis of stem" with more than one score per well. 

experiment type: colormetric assay 

Inhibition makes well white, but experiment failure makes "milky white". A scientist can see the difference, but the 

automated reader can be fooled. so scientist marks specific wells as bogus BEFORE the results are read into the data 

system. 

experiment type: kinetics 

Each well is read multiple times over time and the calculated value is based on the multiple raw values. All raw data 

is saved or only the final derived value. Plot of the timed values. 



experiment type: Ki values 

Dose response experiment, with a ligand of known activity value and concentration recorded. The IC50, and further 

calculations based on IC50, ligand activity, and ligand concentration are saved for each sample. 

experiment type: pooling and replicates 

Pooled plates have replicated mixtures. Same as HTS and REP, but with a reference to mixture in Inventory. 

experiment type: non-plate based experiments 

Row of tubes, lawn format, and so on. 

variable group 

A candidate variable group is selected or built. The group should take account of the dimension variables to be used 

for the RFM upload and for the layout. The group should take account of the layout actual and placeholder values. The 

group should have clauclations from raw data and places to mark data invalid or promotable. The group might have a 

Review check. 

layout 

A candidate layout for the Well table is developed. The layout should have an actual concentration, actual well types 

for High/Low/Data/Reference wells, and placeholders for the sample IDs. The dimension, calculation, and set variables 

should work with the layout. 

calculations 

Candidate calculations are selected or made for the calculation variables of the variable group. The calculations need 

to follow the default or nondefault rules for calcs, especially for parent-child relations, performance, and using ASSOC, 

MATCHALL, and CONDITION= correctly. 

reader file and format 

An actual or realistic reader file is available from such an experiment, and the reader file sections are made and 

tested, and the sections assigned to variables of the variable group. Ordinals are assigned to Row and Column variables, 

along with dimensions that match the variable group and layout. 

protocols and templates 

Protocol assays or attributes might be added to the protocol. (Sections or templates might be built for the protocol 

display.) A protocol is selected or made, which contains the variable group, layout(s), and RFM formats, plus any 

required fields. 

dictionaries and terms 

Dictionary terms and dictionaries might be added for use in the protocol. 

result tables 

Result tables are selected or made, together with the result maps from the variable group to the result table(s). 

experiments 

The completed protocol is used to start an experiment, the layout and the RFM format are added, then the reader 

file(s) are selected. Any placeholders in the layout must be filled in. (Assembler). The experiment is calculated and 

stored. 

analysis 

The experiment is analyzed to determine if any data is invalid or questionable, and a recalculation and store occurs. 

A rule might be used for automatic checking for bad controls, dropped plates, and so on. The analysis might include a 

mod to a calc formula, data, or a change of model for a curve. 

decision 

The experiment is analyzed to determine if any samples are worthy of further experimentation. Such samples are 

marked for further testing. A score might be assigned based on rules. 

review and/or release 

A review is made (typically by a higher authority) of the results. That such a review has been made is noted 

somewhere. Perhaps the data is allowed to be used or seen by other workgroups, or is sent to corporate database. 

browsing 

Other persons at a company want to see a summary of the validated results, in a set format for all researchers, to 

avoid duplication and error. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Mechanics 

 

bioavailability 

Blood drug amount {bioavailability} relates to dose. 

 



Blood-Brain Barrier penetration 

Brain-compartment drug concentration to blood-compartment drug concentration makes ratios {Blood-Brain Barrier 

penetration}. 

 

diffusivity of drug 

Drug diffusion calculations {diffusivity} can measure drug-diffusion ease. 

 

disposition of drug 

Distribution and elimination can combine {disposition, drug}. 

 

distribution of drug 

Drugs have different concentrations in various body tissues {distribution, drug}. 

 

elimination of drug 

Excretion {elimination, drug} uses urine and feces. 

 

enterocyte 

Ingested drugs affect intestinal-wall cells {enterocyte}. 

 

enterohepatic cycling 

Bile goes back to GI tract for recycling {enterohepatic cycling} (EHC). 

 

intrinsic clearance 

Liver removes drugs from blood {intrinsic clearance} (CL). 

 

molecular weight theory 

Compounds above 500 to 700 cannot diffuse across lipid membrane {molecular weight theory}. 

 

oral bioavailability 

Percentage of orally administered drug in general blood circulation, or in urinary excretion, compares to intravenous 

administration {absolute oral bioavailability} {oral bioavailability}. 

 

portal vein 

A vein {portal vein} carries blood to liver from GI tract. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Mechanics>Absorption 

 

absorption of drug 

Active or passive transport carries drug from intestine to portal vein {absorption, drug}. 

 

human intestinal absorption 

Compounds absorbed from intestine {human intestinal absorption} (HIA) go to portal vein. 

 

motility intestine 

Intestines have contents travel rate {motility}. 

 

pH partition theory 

Acidic or neutral drugs can diffuse across GI-tract lipid membrane, but basic drugs cannot diffuse {pH partition 

theory}. 

 

predicted fraction 

Drug goes from intestine to portal vein {predicted fraction of human absorption} (Fa). Fraction is in percent. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Mechanics>Lipophilicity 

 



lipophilicity 

Compounds can have good solubility in lipids {lipophilicity}. 

 

Fujita-Hansch pi value 

Values {Fujita-Hansch pi value} can relate to lipophilicity. 

 

log P 

Octanol/water partition coefficient logarithms {log P} can measure lipophilicity. 

 

molecular lipophilicity potential 

Hydrophobicity measures {molecular lipophilicity potential} (MLP) can calculate lipophilicity surface. 

 

octanol-buffer partition 

Lipophilic compounds can diffuse across lipid membrane {octanol-buffer partition coefficient theory}. 

 

P-glycoprotein 

On brain-capillary endothelial-cell insides, proteins {P-glycoprotein} can prevent high-lipophilicity drugs from 

crossing BBB. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Mechanics>Transport 

 

transport of drug 

Drugs must get to sites {transport, drug} {drug transport}. 

 

passive transport of drug 

Diffusion carries molecules across membranes {passive transport}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Metabolism 

 

drug metabolism 

Drug breakdown by oxidation {drug metabolism} is mainly in liver. 

 

adduct 

Compounds can have an added group {adduct}. 

 

drug-drug interaction 

Drug can inhibit or induce another drug {drug-drug interaction}. 

 

flavoprotein 

Proteins {flavoprotein} can bind FAD or FMN. 

 

glutathione 

Molecules {glutathione} (GSH) can participate in phase II conjugations. 

 

hepatic first-pass elimination 

Phase I oxidations, Phase II conjugations, and transport into bile reduce drug in hepatic blood {hepatic first-pass 

elimination} (HFPE). 

 

iron-oxene 

Iron compounds {iron-oxene} {iron-oxenoid} can contain free oxygen atoms. 

 

metabolite 

Drug metabolism makes products {metabolite}. 

 



metabolite intermediate complexation 

Nitrosoalkanes irreversibly bind to reduced heme intermediates of CYP450 enzymes {metabolite intermediate 

complexation}. 

 

mutagenicity 

Compounds or forces can mutate genes {mutagenicity}. 

 

regioselectivity 

Metabolism percentage {regioselectivity} categorizes sites as major, minor, or unobservable. Rate constant 

differences among sites cause metabolic-site regioselectivity. 

 

selectivity of drug 

Drugs can affect targets {selectivity, drug} and other sites. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Metabolism>Binding 

 

agonist molecule 

Substrates {agonist} can bind to receptors and cause biologic response. 

 

antagonist molecule 

Substrates {antagonist, chemistry} can bind to receptor but cause no biologic response. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Metabolism>Chemical Reaction 

 

acetylation 

Hydrogen atoms can bind to carbon atoms {acetylation}. 

 

amino acid conjugation 

Amino acids can bind to carboxylic-acid groups {amino acid conjugation}, on anti-inflammatory, hypolipidaemic, 

diuretic, and analgesic drugs. 

 

bioactivation 

Enzymes can change drugs to make them toxic {bioactivation}. 

 

biotransformation 

Drug metabolism has oxidations and reductions {biotransformation}. 

 

charge-transfer coupling 

Two charges can exchange {charge-transfer coupling} in reactions. 

 

conjugation of molecule 

Molecules can attach small molecule {conjugation, molecule}. 

 

cyclization 

Processes can make rings {cyclization}. 

 

glucuronic acid conjugation 

Glucuronic acid allows glucuronide formation {glucuronic acid conjugation}. 

 

glutathione conjugation 

Molecules can conjugate with glutathione {glutathione conjugation} to form mercapturic acid. 

 

hydrogen bond acceptor 

Atoms {hydrogen bond acceptor} (HBA) can add hydrogen atom. 

 



hydrogen bond donor 

Atoms {hydrogen bond donor} (HBD) can release hydrogen atom. 

 

hydrogen transfer 

Hydrogen atoms can abstract {hydrogen transfer}. 

 

hydroxylation 

Hydrogen atoms can bind to oxygen atom {hydroxylation}. 

 

induced fit 

Enzymes can change conformation to allow substrate binding {induced fit}. 

 

intrinsic activity 

Drugs can form complexes with receptors and then cause chemical or conformational changes {intrinsic activity, 

drug}. 

 

Phase I enzyme reaction 

Drug metabolism has oxidation or reduction {Phase I enzyme reaction}. 

 

Phase II enzyme reaction 

Drug metabolism has conjugation with small molecules {Phase II enzyme reaction}. 

 

proton abstraction 

Hydrogen atoms removed from molecules {proton abstraction} can make water. 

 

sulfate conjugation 

After ATP activates sulfate, sulfotransferase makes sulfate esters {sulfate conjugation}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Metabolism>Energy 

 

guanidine diphosphate 

nucleophosphate energy compound {guanidine diphosphate} (GDP). 

 

uridine diphosphate 

Energy molecules {uridine diphosphate} (UDP) can participate in phase II reactions. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Metabolism>Enzyme 

 

adenylate cyclase 

Enzymes {adenylate cyclase} {adenylcyclase} can alter cAMP. 

 

carboxylesterase 

Enzymes {carboxylesterase} can catalyze phase I reactions. 

 

cytochrome P-450 

Enzymes {cytochrome P-450} catalyze phase I reactions 3A4, 2D6, 2C9, 1A2, and 2E1. 

 

epoxide hydratase 

Enzymes {epoxide hydratase} {epoxide hydrolase} can oxidize olefins and aromatics to make epoxide or oxirane 

metabolites. It can produce carcinogens. 

 

glucuronyl-transferase 

Enzymes {glucuronyl-transferase} can catalyze phase II reactions, adding glucuronide to drugs. 

 



glutathione-S-transferase 

Enzymes {glutathione-S-transferase}, in liver-cell cytoplasm, can catalyze phase II reactions to conjugate 

compounds to glutathione. 

 

microsomal flavoprotein mono-oxygenase 

Enzymes {microsomal flavoprotein mono-oxygenase} can oxidize nitrogen or sulfur organics. 

 

microsomal hydroxylase 

Enzymes {microsomal hydroxylase} can catabolize many compounds, mostly by oxidation, in endoplasmic 

reticulum. 

 

mixed-function oxidase 

Enzymes {mixed-function oxidase} (MFO) can catabolize many compounds, mostly by oxidation, in endoplasmic 

reticulum. 

 

phospholipase A2 

Enzymes {phospholipase A2} can catabolize lipids. 

 

phospholipase C 

Enzymes {phospholipase C} can catabolize lipids. 

 

protein kinase 

Enzymes {protein kinase} can catabolize proteins. 

 

uridine diphosphoglucose 

Enzymes {uridine diphosphoglucose transferase} {uridine-diphosphate-glucuronosyl-transferase} (UDP-GT) (UGT) 

can catalyze phase II reactions, adding glucuronide to drugs. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Metabolism>Inhibition 

 

drug inhibition 

Chemicals can inhibit drugs {drug inhibition}. Inhibitor has binding constant. 

 

allosteric non-competitive inhibition 

Inhibitor can bind to non-active site {allosteric non-competitive inhibition}. 

 

entry inhibitor 

Drugs {entry inhibitor} can prevent viruses from entering cells. 

 

integrase inhibitor 

Drugs {integrase inhibitor} can prevent virus DNA from inserting into host DNA. 

 

maturation inhibitor 

Drugs {maturation inhibitor} can block gag-protein protease receptor, so gag protein is not split, and HIV virus coat 

is not made. PA-457 comes from betulinic acid from Taiwan herb, plane trees, and birch trees. 

 

mechanism-based inhibition 

Metabolized compounds can bind to enzymes {mechanism-based inhibition}. 

 

protease inhibitor 

Drugs {protease inhibitor} can inhibit protease enzymes. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Metabolism>Orbital 

 



highest occupied molecular orbital 

Most-reactive electron {highest occupied molecular orbital} (HOMO) can be in electron-rich nucleophilic 

molecules. 

 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

Most-reactive electron {lowest unoccupied molecular orbital} (LUMO) can be in electron-poor electrophilic 

molecules. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Metabolism>Rate 

 

absolute metabolism rate 

Total metabolism has rate {absolute metabolism rate}. 

 

enzyme kinetics 

Reaction rate typically depends on concentration and temperature {enzyme kinetics}. 

 

lability 

Metabolism rate at site has estimated ease {lability}. 

 

Michaelis-Menten constant 

Enzymes have binding constants {Michaelis-Menten constant} (Km). 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Metabolism>Site 

 

labile site 

Sites {labile site} can have high metabolism rate and low activation energy. 

 

moderate site 

Sites {moderate site} can have intermediate metabolism rate and activation energy. 

 

stable site 

Sites {stable site} can have low metabolism rate and high activation energy. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Selection 

 

asymmetric set of drug 

Active compounds have small clusters {asymmetric set} in compound space. 

 

biological screening 

Automated assays {biological screening} can identify promising compounds from compound libraries. 

 

embedded set of drug 

Active compounds have small clusters {embedded set} in compound space. 

 

inventory of samples 

Sample collections {inventory, sample} {sample inventory} can be ready for testing, stored in plate wells. 

 

lead finding 

From many compounds, processes {lead finding} {lead generation} {lead selection} can identify compounds that 

have significant chemical activity. 

 

lead optimization 

Processes {lead optimization} can efficiently identify structure-activity relationships for generated leads. 

 

outlier 

Sample points {outlier} can be far from expected values. 



 

promotion of sample 

Samples can go to further testing {promotion}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Structure 

 

drug structure 

Drug-receptor geometry {drug structure} is a physico-chemical property and can be quantitative. 

structure-activity relationships 

Drugs have structure-activity relationships (SAR), which can be quantitative (QSAR). Drugs have property-activity 

relationships. 

activity 

Drug activity equals physicochemical-variable function. Drug activity relates to concentration, partition coefficient, 

or product formation. Stages have probabilities. Drug activity is proportional to concentration product, complexing 

probability, changing probability, and partitioning probability. 

activity: complex formation 

Drugs form complexes with receptors {intrinsic activity, complex}. Drugs {chemotherapeutic drug} can cause 

chemical reactions or conformational changes. Drugs {pharmacodynamic drug, complexes} can make complexes but 

do not change conformation or cause reactions. 

Complex-formation probability is formation-reaction equilibrium constant. Equilibrium constant depends on both 

equilibrium type and substituent electronic influence on reaction center. log(K) = k1 * sigma + k2 {linear free energy 

equation, structure} (LFE). log(1 / concentration) = k1 * sigma + k2. Electronic influences are universal and have 

tables of values. Equilibrium type results from multiple regression analysis of simultaneous equations. 

activity: partitioning 

If hydrophobicity affects drug structure, partition coefficient affects activity. log(K) = k3 * pi + k1 * sigma + k2 and 

log(1 / concentration) = k3 * pi + k1 * sigma + k2. Partition coefficients are universal and have tables of values. 

activity: transport 

Drugs have to get to target site. Drug transport involves diffusion, active transport, adsorption, binding to serum 

proteins, or membrane interactions. Mechanisms that oppose drug transport are excretion, metabolism, and localization 

in fat. Excretion is faster for hydrophilic. Metabolism is faster for hydrophobic. Localization in fat is faster for 

hydrophobic. Drug transport affects drug activity. log(K) = k3 * pi + k1 * sigma + k2 - k4 * pi^2. log(1 / concentration) 

= k3 * pi + k1 * sigma + k2 - k4 * pi^2. Drug transport factors are universal and have tables of values. 

structure 

Molecule structure depends on atom types, atom numbers, chemical bonds, spatial relations, and atom locations. 

Features are either present or absent, with no interactions. 

structure: molecular connectivity indices 

Kier and Hall used features such as electrotopologic state index, valence, molecular shape and flexibility {kappa 

index, structure}, branching, unsaturation, cyclization, and heteroatom position. They found molecular connectivity 

indices, based on Randic's branching index, calculated from hydrogen-suppressed chemical graph or skeleton structure. 

For example, atoms can have number of sigma electrons contributed {simple delta index, structure} or number of 

valence electrons {valence delta}. 

structure: molecular orbital 

Quantum-mechanical structure description uses molecular orbital (MO) theory. Molecular orbitals depend on 

electron location and energy. Total conformation energy gives probability. MO typically ignores solvents. 

Highest occupied molecular orbital gives the most-reactive electron for electron-rich nucleophilic molecules. Lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital gives the most-reactive electron for electron-poor electrophilic molecules. 

MO can test reaction paths and find thermodynamic information, by checking energies in different configurations. 

Molecular orbitals can be linear combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO). Atomic-orbital contribution probability is 

linear-coefficient squared, and point charge is probability sum. 

structure: interactions 

Comparative Molecular Field Analysis (CoMFA) uses partial least-squares to analyze grid around site atom and find 

grid-point hydrophobic, electrostatic, and steric interactions. 

structure: ab initio 

Ab initio analysis uses electron locations to find charges, electrostatic potentials, dipole moments, ionization 

energies, electron affinity, and activation energies. Semiempiric analysis uses only valence electrons and parameterizes 

core electrons. Modified neglect of differential overlap (MNDO) ignores overlaps. Perturbative configuration 



interaction using localized orbitals (PCILO) uses perturbations. Varying bond angles, bond lengths, and torsion angles 

can find minimum energy and preferred conformation. 

structure: axial-equatorial configuration 

Non-conjugated-ring substituent positions can be in ring plane {equatorial configuration} or perpendicular {axial 

configuration}. 

structure: branching 

Carbon chain can have fork {branching}. 

structure: ionization degree 

Molecule can have charge {degree of ionization} {ionization degree}. 

structure: dipole moment 

Opposite charges can separate by distance. 

structure: electrostatic potential 

Electric potential energy comes from electric field. 

structure: molecular similarity 

Molecules can be similar in 3D atomic configuration, atom pairs, chemical graphs, electron densities, field 

potentials, molecular fragments, molecular properties, molecular surfaces, steric volumes, or topological/information 

theory indexes. 

structure: orientation 

Molecule spatial alignment is at receptor site. 

structure: radical 

Atoms can have one electron in outer orbital. 

structure: singlet or triplet state 

Orbital state can have paired electrons {singlet state}. Orbital state can have unpaired electrons {triplet state}. 

 

Chemical Abstracts Service 

Connection tables number non-hydrogen atoms, name atomic elements, name atom number to which they connect, 

and name atom types {Chemical Abstracts Service} (CAS). 

 

Chemical Descriptor Space 

Molecules can be vectors, including chemical activity, in abstract space {Chemical Descriptor Space} (CDS). 

 

combinatorial chemistry 

Base compounds {building block} can attach one to four small molecules {combinatorial chemistry} to add 

functional groups and make compound libraries with molecular weights 300 to 750. 

 

connection table 

Tables {connection table} can describe three-dimensional structures. 

 

connectivity matrix 

Matrices {connectivity matrix} can graph molecular connections. 

 

Coulombic potential 

Electrostatic fields make potentials {Coulombic potential}. 

 

desolvation 

Polar solute can cross lipid membrane if hydrogen bonds to water break {desolvation}. Polar solute with fewer 

hydrogen bonds to water and lower hydrogen-bonding potentials can diffuse more easily. 

 

electrotopologic state index 

Indexes {electrotopologic state index} can depend on topology structures. 

 

encoding tag 

Molecular markers {encoding tag} can track combinatorial-chemistry molecules. 

 



hetero 

Molecule atoms {hetero} can be not carbon C or hydrogen H. Hetero can refer to solvent, non-solvent, water, ion, or 

ligand atoms. 

 

heterocyclic compound 

Compounds {heterocyclic compound} can have rings with atoms other than carbon. 

 

hydrophobicity 

Molecular regions can repel water {hydrophobicity}. 

 

isoform 

Cytochrome P450 has types {isoform}. 

 

library of compounds 

Combinatorial chemistry makes compound permutations {library of compounds}. 

 

nearest neighbor table 

Tables {nearest neighbor table} can rank different compounds by similarity. 

 

pharmacophore 

Superimposed molecules show constants across diverse molecules and so identify sites and reactions 

{pharmacophore}. 

 

similarity matrix 

Molecules have atomic properties, functional groups, and molecular properties {similarity matrix}. 

 

superoxide anion 

Oxygen can have positive charge {superoxide anion}. 

 

virtual compound library 

Possible compound permutations can be in database {virtual compound library}. 

 

Wiswesser line notation 

Strings {Wiswesser line notation} (WLN) can uniquely describe three-dimensional structure. 

 

X-ray structure 

X-ray crystallography patterns {X-ray structure} can indicate atom positions. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Validation 

 

validation methods 

Methods {validation methods} can check structure-activity relationship correlations, predictions, and designs. 

 

bootstrapping validation 

Validation methods {bootstrapping validation method} can use only internal data. 

 

cross-validated correlation 

Methods {cross-validated correlation coefficient} can validate and predict data. 

 

cross-validation 

For all data subsets, algorithms {cross-validation} (CV) can remove one data subset and calculate remainder. 

 

external validation 

Other data can pair with model to predict activity {external validation}. 

 



Fisher F-test 

Validation methods {Fisher F-test} can use F test. 

 

fitness function 

Validation methods {fitness function} (FIT) can measure fit. 

 

jackknife validation 

cross-validation method {jackknife validation method, drug}. 

 

lack-of-fit 

Methods {lack-of-fit} (LOF) can measure fit. 

 

leave-groups-out 

cross-validation method {leave-groups-out, drug} (LGO). 

 

leave-one-out 

cross-validation method {leave-one-out, drug} (LOO). 

 

predictive residual sum of squares 

Methods {predictive residual sum of squares, drug} (PRESS) can measure fit. 

 

scrambling dependent Y-values 

cross-validation method {scrambling dependent Y-values, drug}. 

 

standard deviation method 

Methods {standard deviation method, drug} (sPRESS) can measure fit. 

 

standard error of predictions 

Methods {standard error of predictions, drug} (SDEP) can measure fit. 

 

standard error of regression 

Methods {standard error of regression, drug} can measure fit. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry 

 

analytical chemistry 

Chemistry {analytical chemistry} can have analyses. Chemistry techniques are chromatography, conductivity, 

diffraction, electrolysis, gas pressure, gravimetry, potentiometry, radioactivity, reflectance, resonance, 

spectrophotometry, spectroscopy, titrimetry, and volumetry. 

error types 

Error types are measured-value and true-value difference {absolute error}, absolute-error average {mean error}, 

measured value as percent of true value {relative error, analysis}, and absolute error divided by true value {percent 

error}. Bad or uncalibrated instruments, careless or suspect operations, incomplete reactions, co-reactions, and material 

impurities cause error {determinate error}. Errors {indeterminate error} can be random. 

 

ashing 

Burning {ashing}| requires 400 C to 700 C in furnace, followed by dissolving sample in hydrochloric acid. Lead, 

zinc, cobalt, antimony, chromium, molybdenum, strontium, and iron evaporate at 500 C. Low-temperature ashing uses 

microwaves to make oxygen radicals and oxidizes sample at less than 100 C. Oxygen combustion can find carbon and 

hydrogen amounts. Ascarite absorbs carbon dioxide. Dehydrite absorbs water. 

 

Computerized Tomography 

Computer analysis of measurements from many points can display 3D images {Computerized Tomography} (CT) 

(CAT) from MRI, x-rays, and PET. 

 



distillation 

Boiling and then condensing liquid {distillation}| can remove impurities. 

 

hyperfine structure 

Frequency spectrum {hyperfine structure, molecule} indicates molecular-orbital type. 

 

nitrogen analysis 

In Kjeldahl digestion, nitrogen {nitrogen analysis} makes ammonium sulfate, using potassium sulfate, sulfuric acid, 

and mercury, copper, or selenium catalyst. Adding sodium hydroxide ends reaction. Distilling into hydrochloric acid 

finishes analysis. 

 

surface analysis 

Experimenters can study surfaces {surface analysis} by low-energy electron diffraction, reflected-light polarization 

{ellipsometry}, high-curvature electron emission {field-emission microscopy}, edge helium-atom ionization {field-

ionization microscopy}, and crystal-hole atom ionization with mass spectroscopy {atom-probe field-ionization 

microscopy}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Chemical Analysis 

 

chemical analysis 

Analysis {chemical analysis} can be qualitative or quantitative. Analysis method depends on speed, cost, instrument 

availability, and required results. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Chemical Analysis>Mass 

 

ultramicroanalysis 

Analysis {ultramicroanalysis} can be on very small samples, less than 1 milligram. 

 

microanalysis 

Analysis {microanalysis} can be on small samples, 1 to 10 milligram or less than 50 microliter. 

 

semimicro analysis 

Analysis {semimicro analysis} can be on medium samples, 10 milligram to 100 milligram or 50 microliter to 100 

microliter. 

 

macroanalysis 

Analysis {macroanalysis} can be on large samples, greater than 100 milligram or 100 microliter. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Chemical Analysis>Kinds 

 

qualitative analysis 

Analysis {qualitative analysis}| can be about which atoms and molecules are reactants and products, how fast 

reactions are, or how easy reactions are. 

 

quantitative analysis 

Analysis {quantitative analysis}| can measure reactant and product amounts. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Sample 

 

sample in chemistry 

Quantitative analysis tests candidate compounds {sample, chemistry}. Time, randomness, proper conditions, amount 

needed, and number needed affect sampling. Storing and preserving samples depends on temperature, pressure, dust, 

gas, evaporation, leakage, light, preservatives, and container material. 

 



constituent of sample 

Sample parts {constituent, sample} {sample constituent} can be more than 1% {major constituent}, 0.1% to 1% 

{minor constituent}, or less than 0.1% {trace constituent}. 

 

sample preparation 

Samples {sample preparation} can have ashing, centrifugation, chromatography, crystallization, dissolution, 

distillation, drying, oxidation, precipitation, and reduction. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Laboratory Equipment 

 

laboratory equipment 

Apparatus {laboratory equipment} includes glassware and metalware. Apron. Balance. Beaker. Bunsen burner. 

Cover slip. Crucible. Dissecting needle. Dropper. Dropper bottle. Flask. Forceps. Funnel. Goggles. Graduated cylinder. 

Lens paper. Petri dish. Pipet or pipette. Razor blade. Ring. Ring stand. Scalpel. Scissors. Slide. Stirring rod. Test tube. 

Test tube holder. Test tube rack. Thermometer. Thistle tube. Tongs. Watch glass. Wire gauze. 

 

Bunsen burner 

Laboratory heating devices {Bunsen burner}| can provide hot steady smokeless flame. Bunsen burners have short, 

vertical metal tube, connected to gas source. Tube has perforations at bottom to admit air. Michael Faraday designed 

Bunsen burner, but the German chemist Robert Wilhelm Bunsen modified it [1855]. 

 

container in chemistry 

Containers {container} can be glass or ceramic. Borosilicate glass, called Pyrex or Kimax, has yellow tinge, melts at 

high temperature, and resists rapid temperature change. Soft glass has green tinge, and alkali attacks it. Porcelain is 

inert. Teflon is inert and has high melting point. 

 

controller device 

Recorders, transducers, alarms, specialized quality-control devices, and test instruments {controller device} can 

monitor and control chemical processes. 

 

crucible 

Containers {crucible}| used for heating to high temperature are Gooch, sintered, and porcelain filter. 

 

dessicator 

Machines {dessicator}| {vacuum dessicator} can be for drying. 

 

filter paper 

Paper {filter paper}| can be ashless for burning. 

 

furnace as oven 

Ovens {furnace, chemistry}| can be for ashing and ignition, up to 1200 C. 

 

grade of chemical 

Technical grade or commercial grade is lowest grade {grade, chemical} {chemical grade}. U.S.P. is safe for humans. 

Reagent grade or A.C.S. is high quality. Primary standard is highest quality. 

 

hood 

Covered areas {hood}| can conduct fumes to outside building. 

 

Kjeldahl flask 

Flasks {Kjeldahl flask} can be for digestion and dissolving, with no splattering or bumping. 

 

oven 

Furnaces {oven, chemistry} can be for drying. 

 



wash bottle 

Bottles {wash bottle} can have spouts for rinsing. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Centrifugation 

 

centrifugation 

High-speed spinning {centrifugation}| can separate substances by density or particle size. Solid pellet can form at 

tube end. Sucrose solutions or cesium chloride have a density gradient. 

mass 

Centrifugation can find molecule mass. Terminal-velocity sedimentation rate through medium depends directly on 

particle molecular weight. Machine reaches sedimentation rate when molecule cross-sectional size and viscosity 

balance centrifugal force. Sedimentation rate also depends on temperature and solvent. 

polymer 

Polymer sedimentation rate depends on volume divided by acceleration. In density gradient, centrifugal force 

balances polymer diffusion at equilibrium density. 

 

sedimentation rate 

Terminal velocity {sedimentation rate} through medium depends directly on particle molecular weight. Machine 

reaches sedimentation rate when molecule cross-sectional size and viscosity balance centrifugal force. Sedimentation 

rate also depends on temperature and solvent. Polymer sedimentation rate depends on volume divided by acceleration. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Chromatography 

 

chromatography 

Two phases in contact, one moving and one stationary, dissolve solute with different solubilities or adsorb solute at 

different rates {chromatography}|. 

purposes 

Chromatography is non-destructive, separates mixtures into groups, and can be quantitative. 

phases 

Stationary phase is starch or diatomaceous earth on columns or plates {chromatograph}. Solid substrate saturates 

with solvent. Moving phase is solvent at constant pH and salt concentration. 

process 

Solute in solution starts at saturated-substrate edge. Solvent flows through saturated substrate. Molecules transfer 

back and forth between mobile and stationary phases. 

Depending on relative solubility, molecules spend different times in phases. Molecules that are more soluble in 

moving phase than in stationary phase move faster. Molecule polarity, size, shape, and charge in solution affect 

movement rate. Smaller compounds elute faster. 

diffusion 

Molecules diffuse, so peaks can be wide if flow rate is slow and time is long. 

types 

Gas or liquid mixtures can separate using gas chromatography, liquid chromatography, supercritical fluid 

chromatography, or capillary electrophoresis. 

 

moving phase 

At constant pH and salt concentration, liquid or gas solvent {moving phase} flows through stationary phase. 

 

eluant 

Solvents {eluant} can flow past solid and carry molecules to analyze. 

 

height equivalent 

Column efficiency {height equivalent of theoretical plate} (HETP) is column length divided by theoretical plate 

number, which depends on retention volume divided by baseline peak width. High volume means good resolution, so 

small HETP is good. HETP depends on sideways diffusion, longitudinal diffusion {band spread}, mass transfer from 

phase to phase, and flow rate, which depend on viscosity. Optimum flow rate keeps diffusion minimal. Equations {von 

Deemster equation} can relate these quantities. 

 



stationary phase chromatography 

Starch or diatomaceous earth {stationary phase} on column or plate chromatographs has solvent at constant pH and 

salt concentration. 

 

supercritical fluid chromatography 

Fluid chromatography {supercritical fluid chromatography} {supercritical fluid extraction} can use carbon dioxide 

or water above critical point, to analyze labile and low-volatility compounds. 

 

total ion chromatogram 

Plots {total ion chromatogram} (TIC) can show retention time versus ion amount. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Chromatography>Kinds 

 

affinity chromatography 

Molecules in solution, at constant pH and salt concentration, can bind to substrate, coenzyme, or inhibitor attached to 

agarose resin, as solution flows past resin {affinity chromatography}. After solution passes through resin, solvent at 

different pH and salt concentration passes through, to remove molecules from resin. 

 

column chromatography 

Chromatography {column chromatography} can use column with stationary solid adsorbent, such as cellulose, and 

moving liquid solvent. 

 

gas-liquid chromatography 

Chromatography {gas-liquid chromatography} (GLC) can use stationary liquid phase and moving gas phase. 

purpose 

GLC can separate high-volatility substances, such as molecules with carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms, and 

determine amounts, with no decomposition. GLC needs only small sample. 

process: column 

Columns are polyester, silicone polymer, or diatomaceous earth, with varying mesh sizes. Mesh size determines 

surface area. Columns are 1 to 3 meters long. 

process: solvent 

Solvent saturates column material. Inert, thermally stable liquids with low vapor pressure can be solvents. Typical 

solvents are naphthalene or anthracene. Squalene is for non-polar molecules. Amides are for polar molecules. 

process: solution 

Solution starts at column end. 

process: gas 

Inert helium or nitrogen gas, at high pressure, is mobile phase. 

process: flow 

Volatile molecules in solution can separate between gas and liquid phases. More-volatile molecules spend more time 

in moving gas phase and move faster. High flow-rate minimizes diffusion. Heating makes molecules more volatile. 

Temperature is 25 C to 150 C. Lower temperature gives better resolution. 

volume 

Gas volumes {retention volume} elute samples. 

time 

Columns take time {retention time, column} to elute samples. Retention time depends on number of carbons. Bigger 

molecules are slower. First sample takes minimum time {dead time}. 

detection 

To detect sample, use Wheatstone bridge to measure conduction {thermal conductivity} (TCD). 

Ionize in flame {flame ionization} (FID), if sample is solid or liquid organic but not carbonyl. 

Measure decrease in electron flow {electron capture} (ECD) for halogens, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur compounds 

but not for hydrocarbons, amines, or ketones. 

 

gas-solid chromatography 

Chromatography {gas-solid chromatography} (GSC) can separate and determine amount, using alumina, silica, 

charcoal, zeolite, or polymer beads like Porapak as solid. 

 



high-pressure liquid chromatography 

Liquid-liquid chromatography {high-pressure liquid chromatography} (HPLC) can use high pressure. The 100-

atmosphere pressure requires special packing materials, such as Zipax or Coracil bonded beads, with porous-material 

coatings. Beads can have different sizes. Solvent, pH, ionic strength, and temperature affect HPLC. 

purposes 

HPLC separates molecules with low vapor pressure and high molecular mass or easily decomposed materials, such 

as nucleic acids, amino acids, bile acids, drugs, pesticides, herbicides, surfactants, and anti-oxidants. It is fast, is 

sensitive, and has high resolution. 

 

ion-exchange chromatography 

Molecules or ions in solution can exchange with molecules or ions bound to polymer resin, at constant pH and salt 

concentration, as solution flows past resin {ion-exchange chromatography}. After solution passes through resin, solvent 

at different pH and salt concentration, or different solvent, passes through resin to remove bound molecules or ions. 

ion types 

Polystyrene or CM-cellulose sulfonated groups bind hydrogen ions or sodium ions {cation exchange}. DEAE-

cellulose amine groups bind anions {anion exchange}. Anion-exchange resins, such as DEAE Sephadex, can have 

surface depressions for size separation. 

clay 

Besides polymer resins, ion-exchange chromatography can use clays, as in water softening, or sodium aluminum 

silicate zeolites. 

chemical activity 

Debye-Hückel theory relates potential-energy and chemical-potential lowering to ion solubility. Low chemical 

potential means solution is more random and more soluble. Ions in solution have more potential energy than uncharged 

molecules. Ion chemical potential depends on molecule concentration, size, and charge. Other ions go faster or slower 

as they pass charge. Opposite-charge counterions surround ions, making ions closer together than in random 

arrangements and lowering potential energy and chemical potential. Counterions shield ions and reduce effective 

charge, lowering potential energy and chemical potential. 

chemical activity: solvent polarization 

Solvent has dielectric constant and polarization. Polarization decreases attraction between ions, lowering potential 

energy and chemical potential. Water lowers chemical potential most, because it has highest dielectric constant. 

chemical activity: factors 

Lower concentration, higher temperature, higher solvent dielectric constant, lower ion charge, and larger ion size 

cause lower chemical potential, because potential energy is lower. 

chemical activity: field 

External electric field increases chemical potential. Negative voltage decreases positive-ion chemical potential, 

because ions have less-directed motion. Low chemical potential makes low current. Electric field can come from two 

different ion concentrations or two different phases. At equilibrium, potentials are equal in all phases. 

 

liquid-solid chromatography 

Chromatography {liquid-solid chromatography} {adsorption chromatography} can separate non-polar molecules 

with different steric or spatial configurations. Adsorption chromatography can separate large amounts. Solid phase is 

silica, calcium carbonate, charcoal, or alumina, which all adsorb liquid solvents well. Eluant solvent flows past solid, 

carrying molecules to analyze. Bigger molecules and more polar molecules adsorb better and move slower. Second 

eluant can elute high-polarity molecules that stay in solid. 

 

paper chromatography 

Liquid-liquid chromatography {paper chromatography} can separate barbiturates, antibiotics, amino acids, 

hormones, indoles, and ions. Paper chromatography is cheap, fast, and sensitive. Paper is stationary phase and saturates 

with solvent. Paper draws mobile phase along by capillary action. Fluorescent dyes stain separated molecules. 

Ninhydrin stains amino acids. 

 

partition chromatography 

Chromatography {liquid-liquid chromatography} {partition chromatography} can be for polar molecules. It has high 

resolution, uses small batches, is more reproducible, and uses lower concentration than adsorption chromatography. 

Stationary phase is deactivated silica gel, diatomaceous earth, or cellulose, which absorb water. Organic solvents, such 



as octanol, slightly soluble in water are mobile phase. Solute has relative concentrations in octanol and water. Polarity, 

hydrogen bonding, and molecule size affect partition. Concentration ratio {partition coefficient} determines mobility. 

 

thin-layer chromatography 

Solid-liquid chromatography {thin-layer chromatography} can separate amino acids, food colorings, drugs, sugars, 

dyes, insecticides, ions, and salts. It is cheap, fast, and sensitive. Stationary phase is silica or alumina layer on glass 

plate. Solvent typically is strong acid or base. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Crystallization 

 

crystallization 

To precipitate salt {crystallization}|, reduce salt solubility. Slow precipitation makes larger crystals, because they 

can form and reform. Crystals have fewer impurities, because area is smaller. Maintaining low supersaturation, keeping 

pH low, holding temperature high, and using the most-dilute precipitating agents promotes slow crystallization. After 

precipitation, add excess agent, lower temperature, and raise pH to ensure complete precipitation. Precipitated crystals 

adsorb ions. Timed washing can remove impurities. Water washing can dissolve crystal or make colloid. Washing with 

volatile reagent or with solution with common ion does not dissolve crystal or make colloid. 

 

coprecipitation 

Other salts can also precipitate {coprecipitation}, trapping or occluding solvent-molecule impurities. Using optimum 

conditions for reducing solubility minimizes trapped and occluded molecules. Re-precipitation can remove more 

impurities. 

 

Ostwald ripening 

To prevent colloid formation, solutions do not move {Ostwald ripening} while crystals start to form. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Crystallography 

 

x-ray crystallography 

X-rays {x-ray crystallography}| {x-ray diffraction} can find atom positions and electron densities. X-rays have 

wavelength 0.1 nanometers, the same as atom spacing in crystals. Crystal planes reflect x-rays. Large ions polarize 

easily. Small ions have large field. Cations are less polarizable than anions, because positive charge holds electrons 

better. Transition metals have bigger fields. 

process 

Powder rotates for instrument to check all interplanar distances and make one line for each plane, on film. 

Alternatively, one crystal rotates for instrument to make differing intensity-point patterns, on film. 

 

Bragg condition 

Interference pattern can calculate spacing between crystal planes: path-length difference = 2 * d * sin(A) {Bragg 

condition}, where d is distance between planes, and A is angle. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Dissolution 

 

dissolution of compound 

Compounds can dissolve {dissolution, compound}| in fluids. Solid or liquid solute in liquid solvent tends to break 

into molecules through collisions with surrounding solvent molecules. Solubility depends on melting point and fusion 

enthalpy. If both are low, solute is easy to disrupt and dissolve, and solubility is high. Solubility is low if chemical 

potential is high, because solute order is high. 

flux 

Inorganic compounds can fuse with acid flux, such as hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, or dry perchloric acid. Inorganic 

compounds can fuse with base flux, such as sodium carbonate. Ratio is 1:10 to 1:20. Flux and compound melt in 

crucible for 30 minutes until clear, and then cool and dissolve in dilute acid or water. 

digestion 

Organic materials can dissolve by oxidizing in boiling acid {wet digestion}: nitric and sulfuric acids, or nitric, 

perchloric, and sulfuric acids. 

 



extraction 

Adding solvent that does not dissolve well to mixture, and letting mixture and solvent separate, puts solute in new 

solvent {extraction}|. Extraction solvent can be ammonium chloride, acetic acid, or other salt. In two solvents, 

equilibrium solute-concentration ratio equals solute-solubility ratio {distribution coefficient}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Electricity 

 

conductivity measurement 

Techniques {conductivity measurement} {conductance measurement} can measure total electrolytes in solution. 

purposes 

Conductivity can detect bath and electrolyte acidity, scrubbing-tank basicity, and water, soil, milk, biological tissue, 

and ion-exchange-chromatography ions. Conductivity is fast, accurate, and non-destructive. 

AC current 

AC current prevents decomposition. Low frequency is for high resistance, and high frequency is for low resistance, 

to keep capacitance low. 

ions 

Conductivity in solutions depends on solute-ion transport. If ion charge is low, velocity is high, and conductivity is 

high. Proton goes from water molecule to water molecule directly and so is fast. Big ions have small hydration and 

small effective size. Ion hydration and ionic interactions affect conductivity. 

ions: electrolyte 

Strong electrolytes slightly reduce conductivity as concentration increases, because there are more collisions. Weak 

electrolytes have low molar conductivity, because they do not dissociate. Weak electrolyte causes more variation. 

standard 

Potassium chloride is standard. 

solvent 

Solvent-ion collisions affect solute-ion velocity through solvent. 

solvent: viscosity 

Higher viscosity makes more-random flow and resists conduction. 

temperature 

High temperature increases conductance. 

 

coulometry 

Techniques {coulometry} can measure charge that has flowed, by weighing metal or gas produced by electrolysis. 1 

Faraday = 96487 Coulomb = 1 mole of electrons. 

Instruments {coulometer} can have silver anode and platinum cathode in silver perchlorate solution, in series with 

cell to test. Deposited silver weight indicates total charge that flowed. 

Two platinum electrodes can be in iodine and potassium iodide solution. Titration with reducing agent finds iodide-

concentration change. 

Two platinum electrodes in potassium sulfate solution can produce hydrogen and oxygen gas. 

 

counterion 

Opposite-charge ions {counterion} surround ions. Opposite charges attract and make ions closer together than in 

random arrangements, lowering potential energy and chemical potential. Counterions shield ions and reduce effective 

charge, lowering potential energy and chemical potential. 

 

Debye-Huckel theory 

Potential-energy and chemical-potential lowering depend on ion solubility {Debye-Hückel theory}. 

 

electrogravimetry 

Electric current can reduce metal ion to make metal, separating metal from solution or mixture, for weighing 

{electrogravimetry}. 

 

electrophoresis 

Voltage can separate charged molecules in solution {electrophoresis}|. Electrophoresis can use pH gradient. 

purposes 

Electrophoresis can separate nucleic acids and peptides by size and charge. 



process 

Solution at constant, buffered pH is in paper or gel. Voltage applied across paper or gel moves charged molecules. 

The most-highly-charged molecules move most. Molecular size and shape also affect movement. 

gel 

Gel can be polyacrylamide {polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis} (PAGE). Gel can be agarose sugar, which can have 

different concentrations to separate different size ranges. Thinner gels allow more resistance and so more voltage 

compared to current. 

detergent 

During electrophoresis {SDS-gel electrophoresis}, detergent can coat molecules. Molecules then have same shape 

and charge, so only molecule size determines separation. 

pH 

During electrophoresis {zone electrophoresis} {moving boundary electrophoresis}, solution pH can change as 

solution moves. During electrophoresis {disc electrophoresis}, solution pH in gels can change over time in one 

direction. During electrophoresis {slab electrophoresis}, solution pH in gels can change over time in two directions. 

 

iodimetry 

Iodine in potassium iodide solution is oxidizing agent {iodimetry}. I3- [3 is subscript and - is superscript] ion is at 

pH 6 to 8. Starch is indicator. 

 

iodometry 

Iodide ion is reducing agent {iodometry}. Sodium thiosulfate titrates iodine. Starch is indicator. 

 

ionic strength 

Ion solutions have charge concentration {ionic strength} depending on ion charge and concentration: I = 0.5 * z1^2 

* c1 + 0.5 * z2^2 * c2, where z = charge and c = concentration. 

 

isoelectric focusing 

pH gradient across solution can move molecules to minimum-charge point {isoelectric point} {isoelectric focusing}. 

 

overvoltage 

Charge separation at electrode makes voltage {overvoltage} above standard potential. 

 

oxidation-reduction titration 

Oxidation or reduction voltage change {oxidation-reduction titration} can indicate compound amount. Indicator 

oxidation increases voltage, by millivolts. Indicator reduction decreases voltage. Indicators and samples can change 

color. 

types 

Potassium permanganate is oxidizing agent, which standardizes with sodium oxalate or iron (II) sulfate. Potassium 

chromate is standard oxidizing agent. Cerium +4 ion in acid is standard oxidizing agent, with ferroin as indicator. 

Thiosulfate is reducing agent, which oxygen in water does not oxidize and which standardizes with perchloric acid. 

Fe+2 ion titrates cerium, chromium, and vanadium ions, with ferroin as indicator. Tin (II) chloride reduces iron. 

reactions 

Carbon dioxide or acid removes sodium sulfate and sulfur dioxide reducing agents. Acid removes metals like zinc 

and lead. Phenol removes bromine and chlorine. Hydrazine boiling removes permanganate and peroxide. 

 

potentiometry 

Measuring galvanic-cell potential {potentiometry} can find ion concentration. 

purposes 

Potentiometry measures body-fluid, column-effluent, waste-water, pool, detergent, silver-thiocyanate solution, 

iodide, bromide, chloride, calcium, nitrate, copper, lead, sulfate, aluminum, phosphate, metal-plating cyanide wastes, 

bleach-chlorine, paper-bleach, water-pollution, and sewage ions. Titration by potentiometer is accurate. 

Potentiometry is for redox reactions, precipitations, acid-base reactions, complexing, or indicators. pH meters and 

ion detectors use direct potentiometry or potential change followed by titration. 

potentiometer 

Potentiometers measure voltage at zero current, to eliminate internal resistance. Potentiometer has reference 

electrode and indicator electrode. Circuit has equal and opposite voltage. 



Exact-voltage cells {Weston cell} can calibrate potentiometers. 

At halfway to equilibrium, potential equals sample potential. At equivalence, potential is half sum of sample 

potential and titration ions, if valences are equal. Otherwise, it is weighted average. On graph, steepest slope is 

equivalence point. 

potentiometer: reference electrode 

Reference electrodes can change voltage by salt-bridge ion-flow-rate change, temperature change, pH change, 

electrical-resistance change, and mercury, potassium, or chloride sample contamination. 

potentiometer: indicator electrode 

Indicator electrodes are for redox reactions. Indicator electrodes must be rapid and exact. If both molecules are ions, 

electrodes are platinum. If ions are strong reducing agents, electrodes are gold. Strong reducing agents are chromium, 

titanium, or vanadium. If system uses metal and ion, and metal does not react in water, electrodes are gold. Silver, 

cadmium, mercury, and copper do not react in water. If system uses metal and low-solubility salt, electrodes are gold. 

Hydrogen electrode is for pH. 

 

voltametry 

Voltage can determine solution metal concentration {voltametry}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Electricity>Polarography 

 

polarography 

Techniques {polarography} can measure solution concentration, by diffusion-controlled oxidation or reduction at 

electrode surface. Voltage relates to metal-ion concentration. 

purposes 

Polarography measures transition metal ions, inorganic ions, water and blood oxygen levels, and ion resonance in 

organic compounds, aldehydes, acids, ketones, nitrogen compounds, and halides. Inorganic ions are sulfide, oxide, 

hydroxide, and chromate. Polarography is sensitive, with ion concentrations from 0.01 M to 0.000001 M. 

process 

A small electrode receives potential that depletes ions near it. With no stirring, electrode and solution have a 

concentration gradient. Polarized electrodes block ion flow, so nearby ion concentration is due only to ion diffusion 

from solution. Diffusion rate depends on concentration, if concentration gradient is constant. Potassium chloride 

minimizes electrostatic effects. Impurities and capacitances can cause other currents. 

types 

In electrodes {dropping mercury electrode} (DME), mercury can oxidize, removing oxygen gas from solution. 

Dropping mercury electrodes, rotating disk electrodes, or ring-disk electrodes remove surface layer. 

 

amperometry 

Polarography methods {amperometry} can measure oxidation or reduction by titration, instead of directly. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Electricity>Electrode 

 

electrode 

Metals {electrode}| can contact solutions. Corrosion, electrolysis, electroplating, and batteries involve electrodes. 

oxidation 

At anode, ions enter solution, so anode is negative, and solution is positive. Oxidation is at anode surface, and 

reduction is at cathode surface. Opposite charges surround electrode charges, and solution ions solvate, with high 

attraction at surfaces. Charge gradient is higher for higher concentration and higher ion mobility. Higher temperature 

reduces attraction, by breaking up surface layer. Applied electric force reduces attraction. 

current 

Ion formation or discharge rate is current density, which is 0 at equilibrium. Ion far from electrode feels net force. At 

10^-7 meters, ion sees widely distributed charges, as it enters ion layer around electrode and feels constant voltage. 

When ion reaches electrode surface, voltage changes rapidly to opposite sign. Finally, ion reaches electrode pure metal. 

At high current, potential can be constant, such as at hydrogen electrode or calomel electrode. If high overvoltage 

causes high current density, diffusion can be too slow, and electrode can become polarized. Adding extra potential or 

moving electrodes reduces polarization. Solution friction causes slower cation flow than electron flow, causes ohmic 

resistance, and decreases current. Power generation maximizes if concentration polarization is just below limiting 

current. 



 

calomel electrode 

Reference electrodes {calomel electrode} can use mercury and saturated mercury chloride. Potassium chloride 

reduces variation with temperature and can be salt bridge. 

 

glass electrode 

Electrodes {glass electrode} can pair with calomel electrodes or silver/silver chloride electrodes. Glass electrodes 

have silver and silver chloride in 0.1 M hydrochloric acid, in thin glass membrane. Temperature, acidity, and sodium 

contamination affect it. It requires storage in 0.1 M potassium chloride. It requires cleaning. 

 

hydrogen electrode 

Reference electrodes {hydrogen electrode} can use platinum electrodes, with hydrogen gas at one atmosphere and 

hydrogen ion at one-molar concentration. Hydrogen electrodes can have platinum-surface changes and can vary 

hydrogen-gas pressure and hydrogen-ion concentration, so they are hard to control. 

 

silver electrode 

Silver and silver chloride reference electrode {silver electrode} has saturated silver chloride on silver surrounded by 

saturated potassium-chloride solution as salt bridge. It is stable at high temperature. It can be internal reference for 

glass electrode. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Filtration 

 

filtration 

Membrane that allows smaller particles to pass but not larger ones can separate larger substances from smaller ones 

{filtration}|. Filtering {ultrafiltration} can use pressure and membranes with smaller pores. 

 

dialysis 

Porous-material membranes allow small solute and solvent molecules to pass {dialysis}| but stop larger molecules, 

such as proteins, starches, and nucleic acids. For example, cellophane membranes allow molecules less than 1000 

daltons to pass. 

purpose 

Dialysis dilutes impurities from solutions. Dialysis concentrates large-molecule solutions. 

dilution 

For example, on one membrane side is salt and large-molecule solution. On other side is water. Net ion flow enters 

water, because concentration is higher on salt side, so more ions reach membrane each second from concentrated side. 

Net water flow enters salt solution, because water concentration is higher on water side, so more water molecules reach 

membrane each second from water side. 

concentration 

On one membrane side is large-molecule solution. On other side is concentrated-salt solution. Net salt-ion flow 

enters large-molecule solution, because concentration is higher on salt side, so more ions reach membrane each second 

from salt side. Net water flow enters salt solution, because water concentration is higher on large-molecule side, so 

more water molecules reach membrane each second from large-molecule side. 

 

gel filtration 

Molecules can separate by size, using agarose, Sephadex, or Biogel beads {gel filtration}. Beads have surface 

depressions. Same-size or smaller-size molecules stay in depressions and slow, but larger molecules flow past and so 

exit faster. 

 

membrane material 

Porous-material sheets {membrane, filter}| allow smaller solute and solvent molecules to pass through but stop 

larger molecules, such as proteins, starches, and nucleic acids. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Light Intensity 

 

actinometry 

Techniques {actinometry} can measure incident radiation using a thermopile. 



 

Beers law 

For solution light absorbance, molecule and solvent extinction coefficient A times solution light-path length L times 

molecule concentration c equals logarithm of transmitted-light percent T {Beers law} {Beer-Lambert law}: A*L*c = 

log(T). Molecule and solvent extinction coefficient is molar absorptivity. Outer-shell electron transitions are at 

ultraviolet and visible wavelengths. People know substance extinction coefficients and molar absorptivities, which 

depend on outer-shell electron-transition energies and probabilities. If molar absorptivity is high, sensitivity is high. 

Method can also use integrated absorption coefficient or oscillator strength. 

 

chemiluminescence 

Reaction vibrations and rotations can make light {chemiluminescence}. 

 

chromophore 

Molecule structures {chromophore} determine color. For example, retinal visual pigment molecules have 

chromophore group. Hydroxyl, amine, and halogen groups do not make UV or visible light, but they can affect nearby-

chromophore intensity or wavelength. However, groups separated by two single bonds do not affect each other. 

 

densitometry 

Techniques {densitometry} can use UV or visible light to measure absorbance. Absorbance is linear with 

concentration. Densitometry measures staining in gels. 

 

fluorescence 

Absorbed light can re-emit at lower frequency {fluorescence}|. 

purpose 

Re-emission can measure concentration. Fluorescent dyes can bind to molecules to trace them. Fluorescence is 100 

times more accurate than UV-visible methods and is more sensitive. Fluorescence has no interference, because 

instrument can choose band. 

cause 

Molecules with rigid co-planar structures, like anthracene and naphthalene, have fluorescence. Electrons can jump to 

high orbital, fall back to lower excited orbital by short vibration-induced jumps, and then fall to lowest band by 

spontaneous emission, giving visible light. Lowest band can have vibrational levels. Fluorescence is fast. 

compounds 

Substances, such as amino acids tyrosine, phenylalanine, and tryptophan, can absorb ultraviolet light and emit visible 

light. 

concentration 

If concentration is less than 0.01 M, Beer's law applies. 

factors 

Solvent, pH, molecule interactions, and temperature affect fluorescence. Higher temperatures cause less intensity, 

because more jump types are possible. Nitrates quench fluorescence. 

phosphorescence 

Excited electrons can fall from excited singlet to triplet and then from triplet to singlet ground state if heavy atom 

collision is available to change angular momentum. In solids, process is slow, so phosphorescence lasts several 

seconds. 

 

fluorimetry 

Visible-light detectors {fluorimetry} can be at right angles to exciting radiation from mercury or xenon arc lamps. 

 

nephelometry 

Techniques {nephelometry} can measure light scattered at right angles to light path. At dilute concentrations, 

absorbance is directly proportional to scattering coefficient, path length, and concentration, as in Beer's law. Particle 

sizes, particle shapes, solution pH, temperature, and mixing can change scattering. Scattering is more if wavelength is 

less, so UV light causes more scattering. Nephelometry is 10 times more sensitive than turbidimetry. 

 

phosphorescence 

Techniques {phosphorescence}| can use absorbed-light re-emission. Orbital ground state is singlet with spins paired. 

Lower excited orbital state is triplet with spins parallel. Higher excited orbital state is singlet with spins paired. Electron 



can fall from excited singlet to triplet if heavy atom is available to change angular momentum. Electron can fall from 

triplet to singlet ground state if heavy atom is available to change angular momentum. Electron fall requires heavy-

atom collision. In gas, process is fast. In liquids, process is moderate. In solids, process is slow, so phosphorescence 

lasts several seconds. Electron-gun TV screens and fluorescent lights have phosphor coatings. 

fluorescence 

Fluorescence uses ultraviolet light to put electrons in high orbitals, from which they fall back to lower excited 

orbitals, by short vibration-induced jumps, from which they fall to lowest band by spontaneous emission, giving visible 

light. Fluorescence does not require collisions because momentum does not change, so fluorescence is fast. 

 

reflectance analysis 

Techniques {reflectance analysis} can compare surface refractive-index differences. Reflectance tests paint, fabric, 

paper, plaster, drugs, glass, food, and ink. Integrating sphere or ellipsoid mirror receives reflected light. 

 

specular reflectance 

Reflectance {specular reflectance} can be mirror-like. Reflectance {diffuse reflectance} can be from rough surfaces, 

which have absorption and scattering. 

 

turbidimetry 

Methods {turbidimetry} can measure light that passes through suspension compared to total light. Suspensions 

scatter light. Turbidimetry measures air and water particle pollution, finds wine and drug clarity, measures clear-fluid 

protein, measures bacteria counts, finds sulfur and sulfate levels, and measures plastic polymerization amount. 

 

x-ray fluorescence 

Methods {x-ray fluorescence} can detect all elements with mass greater than atomic number 12, by bombardment 

with x-rays. It can find trace elements in ore, blood, art, alloys, soils, and cultural artifacts. Secondary x-rays come 

from lithium chloride, sodium chloride, or ammonium dihydrogen phosphate. X-rays can excite inner electrons. 

Proportional counter with pulse-rate analyzer counts only pulses of specific energy ranges. Spectrum identifies atom. 

Voltage, matrix, wavelength, time, and absorption affect non-linear measurement. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Precipitation 

 

precipitation test 

Precipitation {precipitation test} uses tungstic acid, TCA, or barium hydroxide and zinc sulfate. Precipitation with 

silver ion tests for chloride, bromide, iodide, and thiocyanate ion, with chromate ion and ferric alum as indicators. 

Weak-acid anion dye, like fluorescein, can bind to precipitate. 

 

coagulation 

Solution can precipitate into large lumps {coagulation}|. Stirring to separate colloidal particles, adding diverse ion to 

break layers, heating to break layers, and reducing concentration to make ions closer together hinder coagulation. 

 

gravimetry 

Cold temperature or organic solvent can precipitate solid from solution {gravimetry}. Precipitate dries in oven to 

remove water and burn filter paper off, before weighing. Organic precipitates can chelate. Ignition can make oxides or -

ate compounds, for easier weighing. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Resonance 

 

electron spin resonance 

Electromagnetism and radio waves can determine molecule electron configuration {electron spin resonance} (ESR). 

Unpaired electrons are in free radicals, transition-metal-complex d orbitals, and triplet-state molecules. Unpaired 

electrons can change spin state. 

process 

In molecules, net proton spin in nearby atomic nuclei causes magnetic field around electrons to differ. Applying 

magnetic field and shining microwaves resonates molecule unpaired electron spins, at specific frequencies. Frequency 

spectrum {hyperfine structure, frequency} can indicate molecular-orbital type. 



intensity 

Intensity increases as temperature increases, until numbers of ground-state and excited-state molecules are equal. 

 

nuclear magnetic resonance 

Techniques {nuclear magnetic resonance} (NMR) {magnetic resonance imaging} (MRI) can measure electron 

density around hydrogen nuclei and other nuclei that have magnetic fields. 

purposes 

NMR can detect proton transfers and isomer interconversions. Sample size is 0.1 ml to 0.4 ml. Accuracy is 1/10^8. 

MRI {functional MRI} (fMRI) can scan body or brain for regions where increased glucose containing oxygen-15 

indicates high cellular activity. Blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) method uses blood flow and volume increase 

with increased metabolism. 

theory: spin 

Atomic nuclei with odd atomic number or odd atomic mass number have an unpaired proton or neutron and so net 

spin. Hydrogen and nitrogen have atomic numbers 1 and 7, respectively, and have net spin. Radioactive elements 

carbon-11, nitrogen-13, and oxygen-15 have net spin. 

theory: magnetic field 

Charges with net spin make magnetic fields. Proton magnetic moment is small compared to electron magnetic 

moment, because proton mass is much larger. Applying strong 14000-gauss magnetic field aligns atomic-nucleus 

protons parallel or anti-parallel with field, because altering proton spin angle requires large torque. Spin and spin angle 

to applied magnetic field have quanta. 

theory: microwave radiation 

Parallel and anti-parallel alignments have energy difference at microwave energy levels. Applying microwave 

radiation can flip protons from parallel to anti-parallel, or vice versa. Microwave wavelength needed to flip indicates 

nucleus and neighboring-nuclei atomic mass. 

theory: neighbor shielding 

In molecules, neighboring atoms affect proton magnetic fields. More electrons near atomic nucleus shield it from 

outside magnetic fields, requiring more microwave energy to change field alignment. Different functional groups 

attached to hydrogen atom provide more or less shielding. Shielding from lowest to highest is methyl -CH3 [3 is 

subscript], methylene -CH2 [2 is subscript], methyne -CH, amine -NH2 [2 is subscript], and hydroxyl -OH. Polar 

molecules have greatest shielding, and non-polar molecules have smallest shielding. Trimethylsilane (TMS) is NMR 

standard compound, because it has silicon atom surrounded by three methyl groups and so minimum electron shielding. 

theory: energy 

Total energy of microwave frequency that changes alignment indicates number of hydrogens, or other magnetic 

nuclei, with same electron environment. For example, TMS has nine protons with same electron environment and has 

relative total energy nine. Frequency variations around microwave frequency can change alignment. Frequency-

variation number indicates number of non-equivalent protons that affect shielding electrons. For example, TMS has 

zero variations, because all protons are equivalent. 

theory: width 

Peak width is greater for slow transitions, when inverse of time {relaxation time} in excited state is more, because 

transverse relaxation gives energy to neighboring nuclei. Transverse relaxation is rapid in solids, so proton NMR does 

not use solids. Longitudinal relaxation makes heat. 

 

diffusion tensor imaging 

MRI {diffusion tensor imaging} (DTI) can measure water diffusion in tissues. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Spectroscopy 

 

spectroscopy 

Ultraviolet, visible, or infrared absorption can determine chemical-bond concentrations {spectroscopy}|. 

dipole 

Molecules with permanent electric dipole moment have rotational spectra. Molecules with changing dipole moment 

have vibrational spectra, unless symmetry cancels dipole-moment change. Electronic transitions always cause 

vibrations through recoil. 



Doppler effects 

Spectral lines broaden by Doppler shifts. Shift is more if wavelength is bigger, because relativistic effects are 

greater. Shift is more if temperature is high, because molecular-speed range is wider. Shift is less if mass is more, 

because same-temperature velocities are lower. 

 

lifetime broadening 

Spectral lines broaden {lifetime broadening} by time {lifetime}| in excited state, because short lifetime means large 

energy. Lifetime can shorten by stimulated emission by other radiation or by electric-field vibration. Higher 

frequencies cause faster emission, because they have more energy available. Lifetime can shorten by collisions, 

because they carry energy away. 

 

atomic absorption spectroscopy 

Light from lamp containing heavy metal can pass through heavy metals in solution in flame, so metal atoms absorb 

light to measure metal concentration {atomic absorption spectroscopy} {absorption flame spectroscopy}. Atomic 

absorption measures percent absorption. For atomic absorption, concentration can be 10 to 100 parts per million. 

 

atomic emission spectroscopy 

Metals in solution in flame emit light at strong emission wavelength lines, which can measure calcium, sodium, 

potassium, and low-molecular-mass-metal concentration {atomic emission spectroscopy} {emission flame 

spectroscopy}. Sample can be in graphite furnace, carbon-rod analyzer, boat, cup, or atomizer. Premixing is in mixing 

chamber or by baffles. Flame temperature is low enough not to ionize atoms. Flame excites electrons. Atomic emission 

detects emission-line intensity. For atomic emission, concentration must be 1%. 

 

emission spectroscopy 

Techniques {emission spectroscopy} can detect emitted light. Emission spectroscopy can measure amounts of 80 

metallic and metalloid elements in minerals, paint, air pollution, water pollution, and oil. Emission spectroscopy 

produces spectra in UV-visible range. AC spark is more intense and quantifiable. Laser can measure tiny impurities. 

Quartz tube with microwave coil can make inductively coupled plasmas. 

problems 

Emission spectroscopy has matrix effects and non-linear results. Emission spectroscopy detects the most-intense 

spectrum lines, which are also the most wandering. Emission spectroscopy is destructive, because DC arc ionizes metal 

atoms. 

 

infrared spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy {infrared spectroscopy} (IR) can detect functional groups and chemical-bond types. IR is simple, is 

cheap, uses infrared wavelengths 1 micrometer to 20 micrometers, and has narrow absorption bands. Infrared light 

source is Nernst glower or nichrome wire. Infrared light detector is thermocouple, thermister, or bolometer. Sodium-

chloride prisms or reflection gratings select wavelength. Double beam allows scanning. 

solvent 

Solids, liquids, and gases have concentration 0.1% to 10%. Water absorbs infrared light, so it cannot be solvent. 

Carbon disulfide solvent is for wavelengths 7.5 micrometers to 16 micrometers. Carbon tetrachloride solvent is for 

wavelengths 2.5 micrometers to 7.5 micrometers. 

container 

Sodium chloride or potassium chloride windows hold sample. Path length is 0.1 millimeters to 1.0 millimeter. 

theory 

Organic-molecule functional groups have chemical bonds with rotations and vibrations. Rotations and vibrations 

have energies in infrared-light range. IR typically measures vibrations, rather than rotations, because vibrations have 

higher energies and frequencies. Rotations appear superimposed on vibrational spectral lines and make wider 

vibrational bands. 

theory: dipole moment 

The greater the dipole moment, the greater the infrared frequency. The longest chemical bonds and most-polarized 

functional groups have highest frequencies. Chemical-bond frequencies from highest to lowest are N-H, O-H, C-H, 

C=O, C=C, C-O, C-C, and H-H. 



theory: rotations 

Molecule rotation states depend on molecular symmetries. Spherical molecules have no rotational states. Linear 

molecules have one state, if they are symmetric along axis. Linear molecules with asymmetry have two states. 

Asymmetric molecules have three states, one for each axis. 

Massive molecules have long dipole and have close rotational energy levels. Molecules with large bond distance 

have long dipole. 

theory: vibrations 

Chemical bond has stretching vibration. Two same-atom chemical bonds have bending vibrations. Vibrations 

involve simple harmonic motion, along bond axis or around bond angle. Vibrations give information about bond 

rigidity and bond-breaking energies. Strong bonds and long bond distances have more energy and make close energy 

levels. The most-polarized bonds have longest wavelength. 

Bond bending is easier than bond stretching, because forces are less, so bending-vibration frequencies are less than 

stretching-vibration frequencies. 

One bond has one less vibrational state, because rotation around bond makes vibrations cancel, because they have all 

directions. Homonuclear diatomic molecules have no stretching or bending vibrations, because they have no dipole. 

Heteronuclear diatomic molecules have only stretching vibrations along one bond. 

Molecules with three atoms can have bending vibrations. n atoms can have 3*n vibrational states {degrees of 

freedom, atom}: three for translations and three or less for rotations. Pi-bond twisting is vibration. 

problems 

Vibrational energy levels get closer together nearer bond-dissociation energy. Liquids and solids have more 

vibration effects, because they have bonding and van der Waals forces. 

 

mass spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy {mass spectroscopy} (MS) can find atomic and molecular mass. Mass spectroscopy is fast, reliable, 

expensive, and delicate. 

sensitivity 

Mass spectroscopy can detect masses from 1 to 400,000 daltons, at concentrations as low as 10^-12 M. 

uses 

Mass spectroscopy can find molecule functional groups by fragment mass differences. For example, methyl groups 

have mass 15, CO groups have mass 28, water has mass 18, ammonia has mass 17, and phenyl groups have mass 77. 

Mass spectroscopy measures leak detection, blood gases, and tracers and analyzes petroleum, plastics, fertilizers, and 

insecticides. Mass spectroscopy can detect illegal drugs, impurities, pollutants, reaction products, and toxins in gases, 

liquids, and solids. Mass spectroscopy determines age, quantifies chemical composition, studies metabolism, detects 

molecular changes, and monitors chemicals. Mass spectroscopy can sequence peptides. 

process 

Mass spectroscopy measures mass-to-charge ratio of ionized atoms or molecules. 

process: vaporization 

A 350-C vacuum chamber heats sample to make gas, which expands into ionization chamber through pinhole. 

process: ionization 

70-eV electron beams ionize sample molecules to make ions with charge +1. Ionization can use proton transfer from 

ionized methane. Vaporized molecules can ionize {desorption, mass spectroscopy} by californium-252, secondary ions, 

lasers, high electric field on thin film, or electrospray from high-voltage needle. 

process: electric field 

Source positive charge repels positively charged ions into analyzer. Ions enter strong electric field and accelerate 

through slits to collimate. 

process: magnetic field 

Ions enter magnetic field and arc in semicircle. Typically, magnetic field or voltage sweeps. Big ions move slower 

and have big radius. Small ions move faster and have small radius. 

process: detector 

Ions hit surface with applied voltage, causing charge cascade {electron multiplier}. Ions make current, which can be 

as small as 10^-15 A. Detector measures ion energy and location. Location indicates ion mass. Energy, converted to 

electric current or light, indicates ion number. 

process: types 

Double-focusing mass spectroscopy separates masses first by radial electric field and then by radial magnetic field. 



Sector detector uses electric field to focus ions, then magnetic field to spread ions. Larger masses need stronger 

fields to focus them on detector. Smaller masses need smaller field to bring them to detector. Detector plate converts 

collision energy into ions or electrons, detected as current, or photons, detected by photomultiplier. 

Quadrupole mass filter uses four parallel plates or rods with constant direct-current electric field between two plates 

and varying radio-frequency electric field between two plates. 

Ion traps use two parallel plates and ring electrode to trap ions that have mass range. Electric field increases to eject 

ions toward detector. 

High-resolution detectors can measure dalton fractions. Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) can 

trap ions between electrodes in a magnetic field. Radio-frequency electric field makes ions orbit. Orbiting ions create 

electromagnetic frequency measured by detector plates. 

Time-of-flight (TOF) methods send ions accelerated to constant velocity across distance. Detector measures time 

and so mass. 

Two-stage mass spectroscopy (MS/MS) can separate compound from mixture or separate compound constituents to 

analyze compound structure. 

process: results 

If electron-beam energy is high enough, sample has unique ion-fragment pattern {cracking, mass spectroscopy}. 

Highest-mass peak is original molecule with one electron missing. Pattern depends on chemical-bond strength, atoms, 

total molecular mass, and ionization potential. Chemical bonds break most easily where molecules branch. Double 

bonds can break. Saturated ring compounds break at side-chain alpha carbon. Carbonyls break so carbonyl ionizes. 

Aromatic compounds do not break. 

process: isotopes 

Isotopes cause peak doubling or tripling. Elements have definite peak-doubling or peak-tripling ratios. F, P, and I 

have no isotopes. 2H, 15N, and 18O [2, 15, and 18 are superscripts] have negligible amounts. 

process: isotope ratios 

First, find carbon number. 13C [13 is superscript] is 1.11% of total carbon, so first peak to second peak ratio shows 

carbon number. Next, find oxygen, sulfur, chlorine, and bromine numbers by isotope ratios. Find nitrogen number. If 

molecular mass is even, nitrogen number is 0 or even. If molecular mass is odd, nitrogen number is odd. You can also 

use compound spectra tables. 

 

Mossbauer spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy {Mössbauer spectroscopy} can study number of s orbitals involved in bonding and study valences. 

Atomic nuclei absorb gamma rays and then emit them, causing crystal recoil and vibration, which causes Doppler shift 

in electronic-transition wavelengths. Holding crystal in crystal lattice can minimize recoil. Decay is slow. Line width is 

small. 

 

Near Infrared Spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy {Near Infrared Spectroscopy} (NIRS) can detect glucose and oxygen by infrared reflection. 

 

Raman spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy {Raman spectroscopy} can study plastics, waxes, pure organic molecules, complex ions, or non-

spherical molecules, by polarizing non-polar bonds with UV or visible light and analyzing infrared radiation. 

scattering 

UV or visible light scatters from molecules to polarize them, with +2 or -2 total angular momentum. Rayleigh 

scattering is elastic, with unchanged wavelength. Raman scattering is inelastic, because it makes dipoles, so vibration 

and rotation energy levels affect it. 

polarization 

Polarization causes infrared-light emission or absorption at vibration or rotation energies. Raman-scattering 

vibrations are not infrared. Raman-scattering rotations are infrared. Raman lines can have lower frequency {Stokes 

line} or higher frequency {anti-Stokes line}. 

 

UV-visible spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy {UV-visible spectroscopy} can find solution substance concentrations by measuring visible or 

ultraviolet light absorbance. 



purposes 

UV-visible spectroscopy can detect functional groups, bonds, and spatial configurations and so identify molecules. It 

can find equilibrium point, pH, or pK by comparing absorbance at two wavelengths. UV-visible spectroscopy is simple 

and cheap. 

purposes: visible 

Visible light can detect colored molecules, in concentrations down to 0.01 M, using standard curve for calibration. 

technique 

Extinction coefficient or molar absorptivity depends on outer-shell-electron transition energies and probabilities. 

Tables show values for most substances. Method can also use integrated absorption coefficient or oscillator strength. If 

molar absorptivity is high, sensitivity is high. Wavelength is maximum-absorbance wavelength. Bandwidth is broad, 

because energy is low. Path length through solution is typically one centimeter. Air absorbs light of less than 200-

nanometer wavelength, so UV light path has vacuum. Glass absorbs all UV light, so containers are quartz. 

theory: transition metal 

Transition-metal ions have incomplete d orbitals, with three at lower energy and two at higher energy, which have 

electronic transitions in visible light. Central transition-metal ions can have two sets of low-energy d orbitals, with no 

symmetry center from metal-ion bonding orbitals to ligand antibonding orbitals or from metal-ion antibonding orbitals 

to ligand antibonding orbitals. Then intensity is low, because vibrations can also cause such transitions. High intensity 

is if charges transfer from ligand to ion, or vice versa. 

theory: double bonds 

Ultraviolet light can detect molecules with carbon-oxygen double or triple bonds or with carbon-carbon conjugated 

bonds. Unconjugated double bonds involve UV light. Pi-bond electrons jump to antibonding pi orbital to make UV 

light. 

If double bond conjugates, electron delocalization causes small jump and visible light. Intensity is high. 

Indicator color changes are large, because proton gain or loss changes conjugation. More conjugation makes longer 

wavelengths. 

Molecules with lone electron pairs can make UV or visible light by jumping to antibonding pi orbitals, typically 

forbidden visible-light transitions. 

theory: no light 

Closed-shell electrons and sigma-bond electrons do not give UV or visible light. Hydroxyl, amine, and halogen 

groups do not give UV or visible light, but they can affect intensity or shift chromophore wavelengths. 

 

x-ray absorption 

Techniques {x-ray absorption} can find heavy atoms among lighter atoms, such as crystal impurities, gasoline lead, 

broken bones, barium enemas, body iodide, and steel and plastic faults. Absorption depends on molecular mass, 

density, and thickness. X-rays can come from electrons that hit metal anode at 80,000 V. X-rays hit target, whose 

ionization energy allows high primary x-ray absorption {absorption edge} and which emits lower-energy x-rays 

{secondary x-ray}. Detection is by film. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Spectroscopy>Transition 

 

allowed transition 

Electronic transitions cause spectra if asymmetric electron-distribution changes cause transient dipole moments 

{allowed transition}. Then angular momentum change is +1 or -1. Radiation intensity depends on electronic transition 

probability. Electric dipoles give highest intensity, because they have allowed transitions. 

 

forbidden transition 

Symmetric electron-distribution changes {forbidden transition} do not change angular momentum. Electric 

quadrupoles and magnetic dipoles give low intensity, because they have forbidden transitions. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Titration 

 

titration 

Reaction with high-concentration titrant {titration}| can measure concentrations in acid-base reactions, 

precipitations, oxidation-reductions, and complexometric reactions. 

complexometric reaction 

Reactions {complexometric reaction} can make water-soluble chelate from metal ion and EDTA. 



volume 

Titrants are at high concentration, so volume used is small. 

titrant 

Hydrochloric acid is for base titration. Sodium hydroxide is for acid titration. 

process 

Find acid or base concentration by reacting solution volume with known-concentration base or acid volume, until 

solution is neutral. pH or voltage changes fast at beginning, then rate becomes small as amounts become almost equal, 

and then rate becomes rapid again if past titration point. Find concentration by converting volume to mass. 

Indicators typically change color at second rapid-rise beginning. Titrating weak acid or base slowly changes pH at 

pK. When pH = pK, salt and acid or base are equal. 

standardization 

Sodium carbonate standardizes strong-acid titrant. Find first sodium-carbonate endpoint with phenolphthalein at pH 

8.0 to 9.5. Find second endpoint with methyl red at pH 4 to 6. Boiling removes carbon dioxide. 

Potassium hydrogen phthalate (KHP) standardizes strong-base titrant. Phenolphthalein is indicator. 

oxidation-reduction 

For oxidation-reduction reactions, moles times valence {equivalent} depends on charge. Valence divides into 

molecular weight {equivalent weight}. 

back titration 

Methods {back titration} can add excess titrant to sample and then find excess titrant by titrating with another titrant. 

 

titer 

Sample milligrams can be equivalent to one-milliliter titrant {titer}. Total weight m is titer t times number n of 

titrant milliliters: m = t*n. 

 

titrant 

Titration measures concentrations in acid-base reactions, precipitations, oxidation-reductions, and complexometric 

reactions by reaction with high-concentration solution {titrant}. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Analytical Chemistry>Weighing 

 

weighing 

Analytical balances weigh dry substances {weighing, analysis}|. First, find weighing-paper, weighing-bottle, or 

weighing-dish tare weight. Find sample and container weight. Subtract tare weight to find sample weight. Weighing is 

at constant temperature, usually 24 C. No finger oil and no air drafts can affect sample. Analytical balances are not for 

sodium hydroxide, hydrogen iodide, hydrogen bromide, iodine, or bromine, which are corrosive. 

 

tare 

empty container or holder weight {tare}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Industrial Chemistry 

 

industrial chemistry 

Chemistry {industrial chemistry} can be about flows and heat. 

industrial processes 

Work needed depends on material viscosity, density, friction, pressure, and temperature. Work moves, compresses, 

mixes, separates, pumps, or conveys materials. Chemical-transport work uses blowers, compressors, pumps, pipes, and 

conveyors. Separations and purifications use adsorption, distillation, crystallization, chromatography, filtering, 

electrostatics, evaporation, absorption, solvent extraction, drying, leaching, flotation, gelling, zone melting, settling, 

centrifugation, and cycloning. 

flow 

Chemical processes involve material flow from containers into reaction vessels, heat or work added to, or subtracted 

from, reaction vessels to cause chemical reactions or separations, and product flow from reaction vessels into 

containers. 

flow: measurement 

Devices that measure flows include constriction devices {Venturi tube, flow} {orifice plate} {rotometer} {pitot 

tube}, velocity devices {magnetic flowmeter}, and displacement devices {turbine flowmeter} {wet test meter}. 



flow: types 

Chemical processes {plug-flow reactor} (PFR) can use amounts {plug, flow} at a time {batch processing, chemical} 

in reaction vessels. Chemical processes {continuous stirred tank reactor} (CSTR) can have continuous material flow 

{continuous processing} in reaction vessels. 

flow: reaction rate 

Flow rate, reaction-vessel size, reaction time allowed, temperature, and catalysts control chemical-reaction rates. 

heat transfer 

Heat is either generated or needed {heat transfer}. Heat transfers can recover wasted heat, add needed heat, or cool 

reaction vessels. Heat transfers can cause chemical reactions, change reaction rates, protect equipment, change flow 

rates, or separate materials. Heat transfers can use countercurrent heat exchangers. 

 

countercurrent heat exchanger 

Heat transfer typically uses a pipe system, in which cold fluid flows by warm fluid and warm fluid flows by cold 

fluid {countercurrent heat exchanger}. 

 

energy balance 

Chemical processes involve heat and work controls {energy balance}. Volume changes, from pressure changes, and 

heat flows are the most-important factors in calculating energy balance. 

 

material balance 

Chemical processes involve control of input and output amounts, which are equal {material balance}. Input is 

reactants and catalysts. Output is products, wastes, residues, and leftover reactants. Chemical process must control 

flammable or explosive materials. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>History 

 

chemistry in history 

chemist 

Earth 

-1000 to 2007 

Chemistry includes analytical chemistry, biochemistry, inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, and physical 

chemistry. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>History>Cooking 

 

Marie-Antoine Carême [Carême, Marie-Antoine] 

chef 

France 

1903 

He lived 1783 to 1833, was chef to Talleyrand and Alexander I of Russia, and carved marzipan, fat, and sugar {pièce 

montée}. 

 

Auguste Escoffier [Escoffier, Auguste] 

chef 

France 

1903 

Guide Culinaire oe Culinary Guide [1903] 

He served courses from menu and used stock, at Ritz Hotel. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>History>Inorganic Chemistry 

 

Hermes Trismegistos or Hermes the Thrice Great 

alchemist 

Chenoboskion, Egypt/Nag Hammadi, Egypt/Alexandria, Egypt 

1 to 100 

Emerald Tablet [1 to 100: translated by Ficino in 1463] 



He began Alchemy and Hermetism or Hermetic philosophy. 

Chenoboskion is on Nile River west bank in Upper Egypt. 

Nature has interconvertible and mixable elements: earth or solid, fire or energy, air or gas, water or liquid. Metals 

relate to body parts. Gold represents longevity. Sulfur, as fire and spirit, and mercury, as water and soul, make minerals 

and metals. Gold has value, because it does not rust and does not change with heat, alkali, or acid. All metals can grow 

into gold. Philosophers Stone, Elixir of Life, or Red Tincture can change base metal into gold. 

Epistemology 

Using reason can make people like gods, by removing misconceptions {twelve madnesses} and perceiving the order 

of nature. 

Metaphysics 

God is beyond human conception. 

 

Mary the Jewess or Maria the Jewess 

alchemist 

Alexandria, Egypt 

100 to 200 

hot ash box [100 to 200: for steady heat]; dung box [100 to 200: for prolonged heat]; double boiler or bain-marie 

[100 to 200]; kerotakis [100 to 200: still]; tribikos [100 to 200: top of still] 

Perhaps, she wrote, "One becomes two, two becomes three, and out of the third comes the one as the fourth." 

 

Wei Po Yang [Yang, Wei Po] 

alchemist 

Luoyang, China 

142 

Commentary on the I Ching [142] 

He lived 100 to 150. Principles similar to alchemy arose in China from Taoism. Nature has interconvertible and 

mixable elements: water, fire, wood, gold, and earth. 

 

Olympiodorus 

alchemist 

Greece 

200 to 400 

He lived 410 to 485. 

 

Zosimos of Panoplis 

alchemist 

Greece 

250 to 350 

Keys of Wisdom or Keys of the Craft [250 to 350] 

He was Gnostic, and he mentioned Mary the Jewess. 

 

Ge Hong or Ko Hung 

alchemist 

Mt. Luofu, China 

310 to 330 

Master Who Embraces Simplicity [310 to 330] 

He lived 283 to 343 and was Taoist. 

 

Sun Ssu-miao 

alchemist 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

652 

Great Secrets of Alchemy or Thousand Golden Remedies [652] 

He lived 581 to 673. 

 



Geber or Jabir ibn Haiyan [Haiyan, Jabir ibn] or Jabir ibn Hayyan [Hayyan, Jabir ibn] 

alchemist 

Iraq 

800 

He lived ? to 803. 

 

European alchemists 

alchemist 

Europe 

1250 to 1550 

Alchemists were astrologers, animists, philosophers, and healers. Major European alchemists were Roger Bacon, 

Albertus Magnus, Basil Valentine, and Paracelsus. Alchemists changed metal color, reduced, distilled, calcinated, 

sublimated, and cupellated. They used a still {alembic} and refluxing apparatus {kerostalsis}. Alchemists hoped to find 

gentle universal solvent {alkahest}. 

 

Paracelsus or Philippus Aureolus [Aureolus, Philippus] 

alchemist 

Innsbruck, Austria 

1536 

Great Surgery Book [1536] 

He lived 1493 to 1541. He searched for substance {philosopher's stone, Paracelsus} that can control nature by 

strengthening essence of universe in all things. To mercury and sulfur, he added salt, for body, to have three primary 

substances {tria prima}. 

 

Andreas Libavius [Libavius, Andreas] 

chemist 

Jena, Germany 

1597 

Alchemy [1597] 

He lived 1540 to 1616. 

 

Johann Rudolf Glauber [Glauber, Johann Rudolf] 

chemist 

Germany/Netherlands 

1625 

He lived 1604 to 1668 and formed sodium sulfate [1625]. 

 

Robert Boyle [Boyle, Robert] 

chemist/physicist 

London, England 

1661 

Sceptical Chymist [1661] 

He lived 1627 to 1691, invented Boyle's law, and found elements. 

 

Johann Becher [Becher, Johann] 

chemist 

Germany 

1702 

He lived 1635 to 1682 and invented a heat theory [1702], in which heat is a substance {phlogiston} {caloric fluid}. 

 

Georg Stahl [Stahl, Georg] 

chemist 

Germany 

1702 

He lived 1660 to 1734 and invented a heat theory [1702], in which heat is a substance {phlogiston, Stahl} {caloric 

fluid, Stahl}. 



 

Joseph Black [Black, Joseph] 

chemist 

England 

1754 to 1763 

He lived 1728 to 1799 and discovered carbon dioxide [1754] and latent heat [1759 to 1763]. 

 

Joseph Priestley [Priestley, Joseph] 

chemist 

England 

1768 to 1793 

Essay on the First Principles of Government [1768] 

He lived 1733 to 1804 and discovered ammonia, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, nitrous oxide [1793], 

oxygen, and sulfur dioxide. For the greatest happiness of the greatest number, ruler and ruled interests must integrate, 

by forcing rulers to depend on ruled to stay in power. 

 

Antoine Lavoisier [Lavoisier, Antoine] 

chemist 

Paris, France 

1778 to 1789 

General Considerations on the Nature of Acids [1778]; Reflections on Phlogistics [1783]; Methods of Chemical 

Nomenclature [1787]; Elementary Treatise of Chemistry [1789] 

He lived 1743 to 1794, invented definite-proportions law {constant-composition law}, and noted mass conservation. 

 

William Henry [Henry, William] 

chemist 

England 

1803 

He lived 1774 to 1836 and found Henry's gas-solubility law [1803]. 

 

Joseph Guy-Lussac [Guy-Lussac, Joseph] 

chemist/physicist 

France 

1808 

He lived 1778 to 1850 and invented law of combining volumes and law of Guy-Lussac [1808]. 

 

John Dalton [Dalton, John] 

chemist/physicist 

England 

1808 to 1827 

New System of Chemical Philosophy [1808] 

He lived 1766 to 1844 and studied atomic theory, compounds, atomic weights, partial-pressure law, and color 

blindness. 

 

Amadeo Avogadro [Avogadro, Amadeo] 

chemist 

Italy 

1811 

He lived 1776 to 1856 and calculated Avogadro's number [1811]. 

 

Pierre Dulong [Dulong, Pierre] 

chemist 

France 

1819 

He lived 1785 to 1838 and studied heat capacity and invented law of Dulong-Petit [1819]. 

 



Alexis Petit [Petit, Alexis] 

chemist 

France 

1819 

He lived 1791 to 1820 and studied heat capacity and invented law of Dulong-Petit [1819]. 

 

Thomas Graham [Graham, Thomas] 

chemist 

England 

1829 

He lived 1805 to 1869 and invented Graham's diffusion law [1829]. 

 

Michael Faraday [Faraday, Michael] 

chemist/physicist 

England 

1831 

He lived 1791 to 1867 and invented Faraday's electrolysis laws [1831] and studied magnetic induction and 

diamagnetism. 

 

Germain Henri Hess [Hess, Germain Henri] 

chemist 

Switzerland/Russia 

1840 

He lived 1802 to 1850 and noted enthalpy changes [1840]. 

 

Julius Robert von Mayer [Mayer, Julius Robert von] 

chemist 

Germany 

1841 to 1867 

He lived 1814 to 1878, studied energy conservation [1841], and showed that living things use chemical processes for 

heat and power [1845]. Energy conservation is the only form in which axiom of causality is true. 

 

Rudolf Clausius [Clausius, Rudolf] 

physicist/chemist 

Germany 

1850 to 1865 

He lived 1822 to 1888 and noted energy conservation [1850], studied gas kinetic theory, and invented virial theorem. 

Entropy always increases [1865]. 

 

Stanislao Canizzaro [Canizzaro, Stanislao] 

chemist 

Italy 

1858 

He lived 1826 to 1910 and defined the mole [1858], found atomic weights, and invented molecular formulas. 

 

Dmitri Mendeleyev [Mendeleyev, Dmitri] 

chemist/physicist 

Russia 

1869 to 1890 

He lived 1834 to 1907 and invented the periodic law and element periodic table [1869]. 

 

Ludwig Boltzmann [Boltzmann, Ludwig] 

chemist 

Austria 

1871 

He lived 1844 to 1906 and studied entropy and probability [1871]. 



 

Josiah Willard Gibbs [Gibbs, Josiah Willard] 

chemist/mathematician 

USA 

1881 

Elements of Vector Analysis [1881] 

He lived 1839 to 1903 and studied vectors and thermodynamic equilibrium in many-particle systems. 

 

Svante Arrhenius [Arrhenius, Svante] 

chemist 

Sweden 

1884 

He lived 1859 to 1927 and studied electrolytic ion solutions [1884]. 

 

Henri Louis Le Chatelier [Le Chatelier, Henri Louis] 

chemist 

Paris, France 

1884 

General Statement of the Laws of Chemical Equilibrium [1884] 

He lived 1850 to 1936 and invented Le Chatelier's reaction-direction principle [1884]. 

 

Frederick T. Trouton [Trouton, Frederick T.] 

chemist 

England 

1884 to 1902 

Results of an Electrical Experiment [1902] 

He lived 1863 to 1922 and studied vaporization entropy. Vaporization entropy is approximately 87 Joules/Kelvin per 

mole for most liquids {Trouton's rule} [1884]. 

 

François Raoult [Raoult, François] 

chemist 

France 

1886 

He lived 1830 to 1901 and invented Raoult's vapor-pressure law [1886]. 

 

Johannes Rydberg [Rydberg, Johannes] 

chemist 

Germany 

1888 

He lived 1854 to 1919 and studied element emission lines, making Rydberg formula [1888]. 

 

Wilhelm Ostwald [Ostwald, Wilhelm] 

chemist 

Germany 

1900 to 1902 

He lived 1853 to 1932, studied chemical equilibrium [1900], reaction rates, and color, and invented Ostwald process 

for nitric acid [1902]. 

 

Henry Gwyn Jeffreys Moseley [Moseley, Henry Gwyn Jeffreys] 

chemist 

England 

1912 

He lived 1887 to 1915 and found atomic numbers [1912]. 

 

Francis William Aston [Aston, Francis William] 

chemist 



England 

1913 to 1922 

Isotopes [1922] 

He lived 1877 to 1945 and studied isotopes [1913]. 

 

Johannes Brönsted [Brönsted, Johannes] 

chemist 

Germany 

1923 

He lived 1879 to 1947 and discussed acids as proton transfers [1923]. 

 

Gilbert N. Lewis [Lewis, Gilbert N.] 

chemist 

USA 

1923 

He lived 1875 to 1946 and discussed acids as electron pair acceptors and invented Lewis structures [1923]. 

 

Friedrich Hund [Hund, Friedrich] 

chemist 

Germany 

1925 

He lived 1896 to 1997 and invented Hund's orbital electron-spin rule [1925]. 

 

Leo Szilard [Szilard, Leo] 

chemist 

USA 

1929 to 1933 

On the decrease of entropy in thermodynamic system by the intervention of intelligent beings [1929] 

He lived 1898 to 1964 and studied chain reactions [1933]. 

 

Linus Pauling [Pauling, Linus] 

chemist 

USA 

1932 to 1951 

He lived 1901 to 1994 and studied electronegativity [1932] and protein structure [1951]. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>History>Invention 

 

Gustav Robert Kirchhoff [Kirchhoff, Gustav Robert] 

chemist/inventor 

Germany 

1859 

spectroscope [1865] 

He lived 1824 to 1887, discovered spectra absorption lines [1859], and discovered cesium and rubidium. 

 

Robert Wilhelm Bunsen [Bunsen, Robert Wilhelm] 

chemist/inventor 

Germany 

1860 to 1865 

spectroscope [1865]; spectrum analysis 

He lived 1811 to 1899, improved Bunsen burner [1860], and discovered cesium and rubidium. He discovered 

hydrated-iron-oxide antidote for arsenic poisoning. 

 

John B. Fenn [Fenn, John B.]/Koichi Tanaka [Tanaka, Koichi] 

biologist/inventor 

USA 



1949 to 1954 

Fenn lived 1917 to ?. Tanaka lived 1959 to ?. They invented matrix assisted laser absorption ionization (MALDI) for 

mass spectroscopy [1949 to 1954]. It works with Time-of-Flight TOF detectors. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>History>Organic Chemistry 

 

Jacobus Van't Hoff [Van't Hoff, Jacobus] 

chemist 

Netherlands 

1874 

He lived 1852 to 1911 and studied stereochemistry and diamond structure [1874]. 

 

Emil Fischer [Fischer, Emil] 

chemist 

Germany 

1874 to 1906 

He lived 1852 to 1919 and studied enzymes and carbohydrate chemistry [1874 to 1906]. 

 

Lincoln Pierson Brower [Brower, Lincoln Pierson] 

physicist 

USA 

1969 

Ecological Chemistry [1969] 

He lived 1931 to ?. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science 

 

earth science 

Physical science {earth science} can be about erosion, tectonic processes, terrain, and rocks. 

 

drilling 

Drills {drilling} have gone one mile below ocean floor and five miles below continents, to sample rocks. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet 

 

isostatic compensation 

Lowland areas have no gravity decrease {isostatic compensation}, because lowland areas have thin crust, with 

mantle closer to surface. Mountain areas have no gravity increase, because mountains float on mantle, pushing heavier 

mantle aside. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Earth Coordinates 

 

analemma 

The figure eight {analemma} on globes shows Sun declination for day of year. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Earth Coordinates>Longitude 

 

longitude 

Earth locations use lines {longitude}| {meridian} running from pole to pole. Longitude is in degrees, up to 180 

degrees east or west from the prime meridian that runs through Greenwich, England. 

 

International Date Line 

At meridian 180 degrees east or west {International Date Line}|, time adds one day if traveling east, and time 

subtracts one day if traveling west. 

 



prime meridian 

The reference meridian {prime meridian}| runs through Greenwich, England, at zero degrees longitude. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Earth Coordinates>Latitude 

 

latitude as location 

Earth locations use lines {latitude, Earth}| parallel to equator. Latitude is in degrees. Equator is 0 degrees latitude. 

North Pole is 90 degrees north latitude. South Pole is 90 degrees south latitude. 

 

equator 

The reference latitude {equator}| runs horizontally around Earth middle and is zero degrees latitude. 

 

Antarctic Circle 

People cannot see Sun in winter in Southern Hemisphere above 66.5 degrees south latitude {Antarctic Circle}|. 

 

Arctic Circle 

People cannot see Sun in winter in Northern Hemisphere above 66.5 degrees north latitude {Arctic Circle}|. 

 

Tropic of Cancer 

Sunlight falls straight down on Midsummer Day at 23.5 degrees north latitude {Tropic of Cancer}| in Northern 

Hemisphere. 

 

Tropic of Capricorn 

Sunlight falls straight down on Midsummer Day at 23.5 degrees south latitude {Tropic of Capricorn}| in Southern 

Hemisphere. 

 

semitropics 

Zones {semitropics}| can be between tropic and temperate zones. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Climate 

 

climate 

Earth climates {climate}| {clime} can be wet or dry. 

dry 

Deserts and steppes are 25% of Earth land area. Deserts and steppes have large yearly and daily temperature 

variation, have rain in summer if at high altitude, have rain in winter if at low altitude, and have high winds. 

wet 

Pacific Ocean surface currents typically make monsoons. With warm El Niño, west North America has wet weather. 

wet: plants 

Plants absorb rain in roots and evaporate water from leaves, allowing rain to form and fall in one place. If plants die, 

water goes into ground, and rain is less. 

core and surface temperature 

Heat flow from core has no effect on Earth surface temperature. 

 

conveyor belt of wind 

Tropical winds push warm water north along east North-American coast {conveyor belt}. It becomes denser at it 

cools and sinks near Greenland, allowing flow to continue. Europe receives warm water that returns south in deep 

water along east Atlantic Ocean. If melted snow enters North Atlantic, the cold fresh water prevents warmer salty water 

from sinking, and conveyor belt turns off. Cold, dry winds flow east around north. 

 

forest line 

Above 4000 to 6000 feet is line {forest line}| where forest stops. 

 

Indian summer 

Temperate climates can have summer-like weather {Indian summer}| in fall. 

 



insolation 

Earth receives radiation {insolation}| from Sun. As Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn have different relative positions, Earth 

orbit varies, which changes insolation. Sun can brighten and darken, changing insolation. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Climate>Heat Radiation 

 

heat radiation 

Earth radiates heat {heat radiation}. Soot, particles, and clouds {aerosol, atmosphere} affect heat radiation. 

 

global warming 

Chemicals can prevent heat from escaping Earth {greenhouse effect} {global warming}|. Carbon dioxide, methane, 

ozone, nitrous oxide, and chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) prevent heat radiation from Earth by absorbing infrared radiation. 

Methane comes from gas and oil wells, landfills, and waste processing. Carbon soot and other dark pollution particles 

trap heat. 

reflective 

Sulfate aerosols are reflective and prevent insolation. Clouds affected by aerosols are brighter, last longer, are 

reflective, and prevent insolation. Volcanoes add soot that blocks sunlight. 

ocean 

Ocean absorbs excess heat. 

forests 

Deforestation reduces dark areas and reduces heat absorption. 

speculation 

Ships with windmills can hydrolyze seawater in windstorms or in normal winds to make and store hydrogen and 

oxygen, as well as upwell cold seawater from the deep to cool hot spot. 

 

greenhouse gas 

Carbon dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons, ozone, nitrous oxide, and methane {greenhouse gas}| prevent heat radiation 

from Earth by absorbing infrared radiation. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Climate>Kinds 

 

White Earth climate 

If ice starts to form on Earth, it reflects more light, Earth gets icier, and water in air becomes less {White Earth 

climate}, while carbon dioxide forms into carbonates at equator. Perhaps, an Earth ice covering reflected light and kept 

Earth cold for 10 million years, with no rainfall, dry winds, no water vapor, and low carbon dioxide. Volcanoes release 

carbon dioxide can warm Earth again over the ten million years, because carbon dioxide does not go into plants or 

carbonates in cold weather. 

 

highland climate 

Above 4000 to 6000 feet, climate {highland climate}| has low air pressure, low humidity, large daily temperature 

range, large annual temperature range, and no forests. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Climate>Kinds>Dry 

 

arid climate 

More evaporation than precipitation causes very dry climate {arid climate}|. 

 

desert 

Arid climates {desert}| can have cactus and bushes. 

 

semiarid climate 

More evaporation than precipitation causes dry climate {semiarid climate}. 

 

steppe 

Semiarid climates {steppe}| can have grass. 

 



PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Climate>Kinds>Latitude 

 

tropical climate 

Humid rainy climate {tropical}| near equator has narrow temperature range, average temperature greater than 65 F, 

and dry winters if on west coast. 

 

subtropical region 

Seasonal humid climate {subtropical}| at 25 to 40 degrees latitude has dry summers if on west coast. 

 

temperate climate 

Humid climate {temperate climate}| at 40 to 60 degrees latitude has summer rainy season and rapid weather 

changes. It has Indian summers, January thaws, blizzards, and heat waves if on east coast or in interior. It has small 

temperature range if on west coast. 

 

boreal climate 

At 50 to 65 degrees latitude, climate {boreal}| has long cold winters, large annual temperature range, small 

precipitation in summer, targa, permafrost, long winter nights, long summer days, many lakes, and little topsoil. 

 

targa 

Boreal climate has regions {targa}| with sparse conifer forests. 

 

permafrost 

Boreal climate has frozen subsoil and rock {permafrost}|. 

 

polar climate 

At 65 to 90 degrees latitude, cold climate {polar, climate}| has no forest, no sunlight for six months, large annual 

temperature range, little rain, ice caps, and tundra. Ice caps are 8% of Earth surface. 

 

tundra 

Polar climate has land {tundra}| with small and sparse vegetation. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Layers 

 

planet layer 

Earth layers {planet layer} are core, mantle, and crust. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Layers>Core 

 

core 

Earth center {core, Earth} {Earth core} has been the same since 3,500,000,000 years ago, after heating and layering 

ceased. 

 

inner core of planet 

Earth center {inner core, Earth} is solid iron with some nickel and cobalt. Inner core has pressure 20,000 tons/in^2, 

temperature 4000 F to 8000 F, and radius 800 miles. 

 

F shell 

Layer {F shell} above inner core is 300 miles thick. 

 

outer core 

Layer {outer core} above F shell is liquid iron with some nickel, cobalt, silicon, and sulfur. Outer core has pressure 

10,000 tons/in^2 and is 1375 miles thick. 

 

D shell 

Layer {D shell} above outer core is several hundred miles thick. 

 



PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Layers>Mantle 

 

mantle of planet 

Above core D shell is layer {mantle, Earth}|. Mantle is 1800 miles thick and contains 80% of Earth volume. 

temperature 

Mantle temperature at 500,000 meters deep is 2300 K. Mantle temperature at 100,000 meters deep is 1500 K. 

Temperature increases with depth, 1 C every 30 meters. Lower mantle, below 700,000 meters deep, has convection 

currents caused by heat. 

density 

Below 650,000 meters deep, density is 5.5 g/cm^3. Between 400,000 to 650,000 meters deep, density is 4.5 g/cm^3. 

Above 400,000 meters deep, density is 3.5 g/cm^3. In upper mantle, which is 50 miles thick, density is 2.6 g/cm^3. 

rock types 

Lower mantle has dunite, which is mostly olivine, with some peridotite. Olivine has magnesium, silicon, and 

oxygen. Upper mantle has serpentine, at 50 miles to 100 miles above olivine, where 0.1% water and some carbon 

dioxide change olivine and pyroxene into serpentine and hydrogen {serpentinization}. 

 

asthenosphere 

Iron and magnesium silicate olivines are 100,000 meters to 250,000 meters deep, in lower upper mantle 

{asthenosphere}. 

 

dunite 

Iron and magnesium silicates {dunite} are mostly olivine and make lighter-color veins in upper mantle. 

 

eclogite 

Iron and magnesium silicates {eclogite} are in mantle. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Layers>Crust 

 

crust of planet 

Above Mohorovicic discontinuity is surface layer {crust}|. 

 

Mohorovicic Discontinuity 

Layer {Mohorovicic discontinuity} above mantle is thin. 

 

lithosphere 

Upper-mantle serpentine layer and lower-crust sial layer make layer {lithosphere}. 

 

sial layer 

Lower crust is a three-mile thick heavy iron-and-magnesium-silicate basalt layer {sial layer}. Basalt forms from 

melted upper-mantle serpentine under lower pressure. Basalt crust density is 2.3 g/cm^3. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Layers>Crust>Continent 

 

continent 

Upper crust has landmasses {continent, land}|. Continents now cover 25% of Earth surface. Continents average 20 

miles thick and can be 40 miles thick. True continent edge is below ocean at continental-shelf edge, up to 400 miles 

from shore. 

rocks 

Continental rock is permanent, with no recycling back into crust or mantle. Continents are mostly granite, with 

density 2.1 g/cm^3 {sima layer}, so they rise above seas. 

formation 

First continent rocks appeared 4,000,000,000 years ago, as continents grew from upper mantle. After first continent-

formation period ended 3,500,000,000 to 3,800,000,000 years ago, continents were 5% to 10% of crust. First-

formation-period rocks are in Isua in southwest Greenland. These rocks have greenstone belts, granite-gneiss terrains, 

or igneous rocks cutting through them from upper mantle. Greenstone belts contain ultramafic rock and mafic rock, as 

xenolith. 



Second continent-formation period, from 2,600,000,000 to 2,900,000,000 years ago, formed 50% to 60% of 

continental Archean rock. 

Third continent-formation period was 1,700,000,000 to 1,900,000,000 years ago. 

Fourth continent-formation period was 900,000,000 to 1,100,000,000 years ago. 

Fifth continent-formation period was 600,000,000 years ago. 

 

mafic rock 

Igneous rock {mafic rock} can be mostly iron and magnesium. Mantle basalt, ocean-floor bedrock, and lava are 

mafic. 

 

ultramafic rock 

Greenstone belts contain volcanic rock {ultramafic rock} and partially melted mafic rock, which have no water. 

 

xenolith 

Greenstone belts contain ultramafic and mafic rock, which have no water {xenolith}. 

 

Archean rock 

The second continent formation period, from 2,600,000,000 to 2,900,000,000 years ago, formed 50% to 60% of 

continents {Archean rock}. 

 

subcontinent 

Continent has independent masses {subcontinent} that have come together by plate movement. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Magnetism 

 

geodynamo 

Earth has magnetic fields {magnetic field, Earth} {Earth magnetic field}, because thermal convection from iron-

solidification latent heat and escape of inner-core iron oxide and iron sulfide causes liquid-iron outer-core spin 

{geodynamo}. Magnetic-field strength is 10,000 gauss at Earth surface. Magnetic field is decreasing. Magnetic field 

reverses polarity randomly, approximately every 250,000 years. Earth magnetic field has had same polarity for last 

780,000 years. 

 

aclinic line 

Earth has magnetic equator {aclinic line} between magnetic poles. 

 

aurora in atmosphere 

Ions from Sun can enter Earth atmosphere at poles, along magnetic-field lines. They hit atmosphere atoms and make 

light displays {aurora, pole}| that look like colored curtains, at North Pole {aurora borealis} {northern lights} or South 

Pole {aurora australis}. 

 

magnetic pole 

Earth has magnetic poles {magnetic pole, Earth}|. Magnetic North Pole is in north Canada, not at spin North Pole. 

 

magnetosphere 

From 600 to 40,000 miles above Earth surface, magnetic fields {magnetosphere} {Van Allen radiation belt} deflect 

weak cosmic rays and absorb ions from Sun. Sun ions push magnetosphere out from Sun. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Meteor 

 

meteor 

Meteoroids can enter Earth atmosphere and heat until they make light {meteor}|. Every year, Earth adds 1000 to 

1,000,000 tons of meteor dust. 

 

chondrule 

Stony meteorites can have tiny olivine and pyroxene clumps {chondrule}. 

 



chondrite 

Stony meteorites {chondrite} can have olivine and pyroxene chondrules. Stony chondrites are 90% of all meteorites. 

 

achondrite 

Stony meteorites {achondrite} can have no clumps. 

 

meteoroid 

Space objects {meteoroid}| can be broken-planet pieces from asteroid belt. 

 

meteorite 

Meteors {meteorite}| can hit ground. Largest meteorite weighed 30 tons. A 15,000-ton meteorite formed Canyon 

Diablo Meteor Crater, 4100 feet across and 600 feet deep, in Arizona. Meteorites {iron meteorite} can have more than 

98% iron and nickel. Meteorites {stony iron meteorite} can have 50% nickel-iron and 50% olivine. Meteorites {stony 

meteorite} can be mostly rock, with little nickel and iron. 

 

tektite 

Early Moon meteoroid impact melted glass, which splashed up and then landed on Earth in a strip of achondrite 

drops {tektite}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Plate Tectonics 

 

plate tectonics 

Continental plates move {plate tectonics}|, when olivine from upper mantle comes through rift in crust basalt, 

pushing plates apart. See Figure 1. 

Plates can slide into each other, pushing one down and one up to make trenches and mountains. See Figure 2. 

rates 

Pushed plates move two centimeters per year. Sea-floor movement in Chile is 15 centimeters per year. 

results 

Upwelling at ocean ridges can make volcanoes with basalt lavas. Old rift valleys can fill with aulacogens. 

evidence 

Coal is in Antarctica. Similar fossils are on separated continents. All over world, iron in volcanic rocks aligns in 

many different directions, instead of only north and south. East South America and west Africa have similar coastlines. 

Sea floor is spreading away from Mid-Atlantic Ocean Ridge. Basalt at Mid-Atlantic Ocean Ridge is younger than 

basalt near continents. Mid-Atlantic-Ocean Ridge basalt shows alternating iron-particle orientations every 700,000 

years, when Earth magnetic field reversed. Sediment at Mid-Atlantic Ocean Ridge is less than at continent edges. 

Pacific-Ocean floor has thicker sediments and is older than Atlantic-Ocean floor. Atlantic-Ocean floor is 

200,000,000 years old. Atlantic-Ocean sediment averages only several thousand feet thick and in some places is much 

thinner. If ocean floor had not changed for 200,000,000 years, sediment would be several miles thick. 



Figure 1 

 

 



Figure 2 

 

 
  



crustal plate 

Six major, and many minor, crust pieces {continental plate} {crustal plate}| float on upper mantle. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Plate Tectonics>Rift 

 

rift in crustal plate 

Continental plates move when olivine from upper mantle comes through basalt crack {rift}|, pushing plates apart. 

Pushed plates move one inch per year. Atlantic-Ocean middle has rift north to south that rises above sea level at 

Iceland, Azores, and Ascension Islands. Southeast South Pacific Ocean and central Indian Ocean have rifts. 

 

aulacogens 

Old rift valleys can fill with sediment {aulacogens}. 

 

sea floor spreading 

Along rift, lava makes mountain ridge, with valley down middle {sea floor spreading}|. 

 

shield of continent 

Continent granite {shield, continent}| can be at surface. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Plate Tectonics>Cline 

 

anticline 

Rock layers can have shape like upside-down V {anticline}. 

 

monocline 

Rock layers can bend up or down {monocline} {flexure}. 

 

syncline 

Rock layers can have shape like V {syncline}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Plate Tectonics>Earthquake 

 

earthquake 

Slips along rock faults cause movements {earthquake}|. Slow plate movements and collisions lead to sudden shifts 

of one plate against the other. Earthquakes can be several miles deep or even in mantle under ocean trenches. After 

earthquake, Earth vibrates at low frequency for several days. About 20 major earthquakes and 10^6 minor ones happen 

each year. Major earthquakes have been in China 1976, Tokyo 1923, San Francisco 1906, Lisbon 1755, Calcutta 1737, 

and China 1556. 

 

joint in rock 

Rock has big cracks {joint, rock}. 

 

fault 

Earthquakes can be along rock fractures {fault}|. 

 

seismograph 

Instruments {seismograph}| can measure Earth movements. 

 

Richter scale 

Seismographs can use logarithmic scales {Richter scale}|, from 1 up. Largest earthquake was 8.5. 

 

silent earthquake 

Earthquakes {silent earthquake} can be slow and quiet. Perhaps, water percolation from rain or from trapped water 

in rocks causes them. 

 



soil liquefaction 

Earthquake shaking can cause loose wet sandy soil to become like quicksand {soil liquefaction}|. 

 

tsunami 

Earthquakes under ocean can make fast waves, which then slow near shore and bunch to make towering waves 

{tsunami}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Plate Tectonics>Earthquake>Waves 

 

P wave 

Earthquake shocks can travel through crust as slow surface waves or through Earth interior as very fast primary 

waves {P wave}. 

 

S wave 

Earthquake shocks can travel through solids as fast secondary shock waves {S wave}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Plate Tectonics>Mountain Building 

 

orogeny 

Both horst and graben processes form mountains {orogeny}. 

 

graben 

Mountain building processes can make large lowered masses {graben}|, as in Death Valley USA, Red-Sea basin, and 

East-Africa rift valleys. 

 

horst 

Mountain building processes can make large raised masses {horst}|, as in Sierra Nevada Mountains and Alps 

Mountains. 

 

hot spot 

Upper-mantle convection currents rise near surface at 20 locations {plume, mantle} {hot spot, mantle}|. Plumes have 

300,000 meters diameter. Plumes in crustal-plate middle can send alkali-rich basalt lava up to surface to form 

volcanoes, as in Hawaiian Islands. 

 

pressure ridge 

Colliding plates can move straight into each other {pressure ridge} to make mountains, with no overriding. 

Alternatively, one plate can slide over other one, forming both mountains and ocean trenches. 

 

ridge at rift 

Along rift, lava makes mountain range {ridge, mountain}|, with valley down middle. 

 

subduction 

At plate sides opposite from rifts, plates slide under other plates {subduction, plate}|. Plates meet {subduction zone}, 

and one plate goes up and the other goes down, at 45-degree angles. Plates can go 700 kilometers into mantle. 

Subduction is at North-America and South-America west coasts, at Asia east coast, and from Spain and north Africa to 

Italy, to Greece, to Turkey, to India, to Burma, to Celebes. 

 

ophiolite 

Ocean crust and underlying mantle {ophiolite} can uplift onto continent. 

 

trench in ocean 

Colliding plates can make especially deep and steep ocean floor {trench}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Plate Tectonics>Theories 

 



continental drift 

Continents move on upper mantle {continental drift}|. Upper-mantle asthenosphere and possibly all mantle has 

stable constant one-inch-per-year convection currents, caused by heat. Currents provide energy to move continents. 

Continents have been drifting for last 2,000,000,000 years. Six major and many minor crustal plates float on upper 

mantle. 

 

diastrophism 

Plate movements make crust slide, fold, and fault {diastrophism}. 

 

dilatancy 

Increased fluid pressure, changed electrical resistivity, decreased Earth natural electric currents, increased deep-well-

water radon content, changed seismic-wave travel time, and seismicity affect crustal-plate movements {dilatancy}. 

Dilatancy models earth movements as inelastic swelling. Steady stress increase splits crust, allowing water flow. If 

water flows in slower than cracks open, crust splitting slows. Then water under pressure quickly fills crack, causing 

sudden slip. Changes from compression waves to shear waves cause seismic-wave travel-time changes. 

 

isostasy 

Continents are 10% lighter than crust, and crust is 10% lighter than upper mantle, so continents float on crust, which 

floats on upper mantle {isostasy}. 

 

tectonic process 

Plate movements {tectonic process}| make crust slide, fold, and fault in diastrophism. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Plate Tectonics>Volcano 

 

volcano 

Magma comes from mantle, 2 to 100 miles down, to surface {volcano}| through crust fissures. Magma then cools 

and hardens. Most of Earth water vapor and gases came from volcano eruptions. 

types 

Thick magma has more gas, is red hot, erupts explosively, and makes steep mountains. Thin magma has little gas, is 

white hot, and makes wide mountains. 

examples 

Famous volcanoes are Mount Vesuvius in Italy, which buried Pompeii [79]. Krakatoa in Indonesia exploded island 

[1869]. Mount Etna in Italy caused enormous avalanche and undersea mudslide [-6000] and started a huge tsunami: it 

is still active. Mauna Loa in Hawaii is active. 

 

volcanism 

Volcanoes can erupt {volcanism} where plates collide, making andesite lava. 

 

batholith 

Magma can spread to make stock rock masses, which can be thousands of square miles wide {batholith}. 

 

caldera 

Volcano tops have craters {caldera}|. 

 

dike of volcano 

Magma can flow into vertical rock fissures and cool and harden {dike, magma}. 

 

kimberlite pipe 

Cylindrical columns {kimberlite pipe} from mantle to crust can have 300-meter diameter. 

 

lava 

Magma {lava}| can reach surface. 

 



magma 

Molten igneous rock {magma}|, mixed with gas and water vapor, comes from mantle, 2 to 100 miles down, to 

surface through crust fissures. 

 

sill of magma 

Magma can make underground pools {sill, magma}. 

 

stock of magma 

Magma can spread to make large rock masses {stock, rock}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Planet>Temperature History 

 

temperature of Earth 

Earth temperature {temperature, Earth} increased until 130,000,000 years ago, then decreased until Ice Ages, and 

has remained almost the same since then. The year -8000 was warmest in recent history, until 20th century. Climate has 

been slowly cooling since then. Sea can rise or fall by 400 feet between Ice Age and warm period. Increased-volcanic-

eruption periods correlate with Ice Ages, because volcanic dust reflects more sunlight and makes Earth cooler. 

 

biomarker 

Strata can contain organic molecules {biomarker} from organism classes, because some cell-membrane lipids do not 

decompose. 

 

carbon isotope ratio plant 

Carbon isotopes are carbon-12, carbon-13, and carbon-14. Photosynthetic plants use more carbon-12 than carbon-13, 

so abundant plants lower carbon-12 ratio {isotope ratio, carbon} {carbon isotope ratio} in air. Air trapped in ancient 

rocks and ice can show relative amounts of photosynthetic plant life at past times. 

 

catastrophe on Earth 

Large meteors or comets and high volcanism can cause widespread death {catastrophe, Earth}. 

meteor 

Large meteor or comet hit 65 million years ago. Iridium level is higher in that rock stratum than in other layers. 

Iridium is more abundant in space than on Earth. That stratum also has pressure-shocked minerals. 

volcanoes 

Volcanic activity was high 443 million years ago, 374 million years ago, 251 million years ago, and 201 million 

years ago. Volcanoes put hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide, carbon dioxide, and methane into air, which cause 

greenhouse effect and warm air. 

ocean 

With ocean warming, surface absorbs less oxygen, and chemocline rises. At high enough warming, chemocline 

comes to surface, and hydrogen sulfide enters air. Hydrogen sulfide kills land animals and plants directly. It also 

attacks ozone shield, allowing more UV radiation, which kills animals and plants. 

 

chemocline 

Water absorbs oxygen. Water absorbs less oxygen at higher temperature, so oceans have less oxygen at surface and 

more at lower depths, which are cooler. At ocean bottoms, hydrogen sulfide comes from thermal vents. It rises and 

prevents further oxygen absorption at ocean depth {chemocline}. Below chemocline is high hydrogen sulfide, and 

above chemocline is high oxygen. Green sulfur bacteria and purple sulfur bacteria use hydrogen sulfide and are near 

ocean bottom. Photosynthetic organisms use dissolved carbon dioxide and sunlight so they stay near surface. 

Zooplankton use oxygen and so stay above chemocline. 

 

glaciation era 

Glaciers are largest every 100,000 years {glaciation era}, when Earth-axis tilt toward Sun minimizes, and perihelion 

shortest distance from Earth to Sun is in December in Northern Hemisphere, which has more land. Glaciers are smallest 

every 100,000 years, when Earth-axis tilt toward Sun maximizes, and perihelion shortest distance from Earth to Sun is 

in June in Northern Hemisphere, which has more land. 

 



land mass 

Continental {land mass} drift affects Earth temperature. When more land is in tropics, Earth absorbs more heat. 

When less land is at poles, glaciers decrease, reflective ice is less, and Earth reflects less heat. 

 

Milankovich model 

Earth-axis tilt, axis wobble, and orbit cycles change sunlight amount that falls on Earth, in an overall cycle that 

caused Ice Ages {Milankovich model}. Earth-axis tilt cycles over 90,000 to 100,000 years. Earth axis wobble has a 

39000-year to 42000-year cycle. Earth orbital path has a 17000-year to 21000-year cycle. Summer in Northern 

Hemisphere can be when Earth is closest to Sun, making hotter land temperatures. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere 

 

atmosphere 

Earth gases {atmosphere, Earth} are five miles thick at poles and ten miles thick at equator. Carbon dioxide and 

water absorb infrared radiation. Ground absorbs infrared, because it has water and wet dirt. Atmosphere layers are 

troposphere, tropopause, stratosphere, mesosphere, D layer, E layer, ionosphere, F layer, G layer, exosphere, and 

magnetosphere. 

 

advection radiation 

Warm air can flow and warm cold air {advection radiation}. 

 

contrail 

Jet airplanes leave water-drop or ice-drop white lines {contrail}|. 

 

firmament 

sky {firmament}|. 

 

rainbow 

If sunlight from behind observer hits air water droplets, droplets act like prisms and spread sunlight into color 

spectrum {rainbow}|. 

 

welkin 

sky {welkin}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Cloud 

 

cloud 

Water vapor can condense on sea salt, dust, smoke particles, volcanic ash, or nitrous oxide, to make drops one 

millionth raindrop size {cloud}|. Nitrous oxide forms by lightning. Tiny drops coalesce. When big enough, they drop. 

Fine raindrops come from low clouds, and big raindrops come from high or thick clouds. Clouds are white if water 

density is small and are dark if water density is great. Cloud shapes depend on fronts that make them. 

 

ceiling at cloud 

Cloud-cover lower side has altitude {ceiling}|. Above ceiling is limited visibility. 

 

mackerel sky 

Light and dark clouds {mackerel sky, cloud}| indicate rain. 

 

reflectance of planet 

Upper-atmosphere dust and clouds reflect 30% of solar energy {reflectance, atmosphere}. Ozone, dust, and clouds 

absorb 20%. Ground absorbs 50%. 

 

seeding clouds 

Dry ice and silver iodide crystals {seeding}| in clouds can cause rain or reduce fog. 

 



squall line 

Cold fronts can make dark-cloud lines {squall line}|, from which can come tornados or waterspouts. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Cloud>Kinds 

 

altostratus cloud 

Warm front first makes cirrus clouds, then cirrostratus clouds, then gray clouds {altostratus cloud}, and then 

nimbostratus clouds. 

 

cirrostratus cloud 

Warm front first makes cirrus clouds, then wispy clouds {cirrostratus cloud}, then altostratus clouds, and then 

nimbostratus clouds. 

 

cirrus cloud 

Clouds {cirrus cloud}| can be white, feathery, and 4 to 8 miles high. 

 

cumulonimbus cloud 

Cold front first makes high and thick clouds {cumulonimbus cloud} and later makes dark, low clouds and small 

strong storms. 

 

cumulus cloud 

Clouds {cumulus cloud}| can be billowy, deep, fluffy, white, and one mile high. 

 

nimbostratus cloud 

Warm front first makes cirrus clouds, then cirrostratus clouds, then altostratus clouds, and then low, thick, dark 

clouds {nimbostratus cloud} with broad light rain. 

 

nimbus cloud 

Clouds {nimbus cloud}| can be gray or dark. 

 

stratus cloud 

Clouds {stratus cloud}| can be flat, scattered, low or high, and white or gray. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Effects 

 

fata morgana 

Mirages {fata morgana}| can be high in sky, unrelated to surface conditions. 

 

green flash 

Brilliant green or blue light {green flash}| can flash at sunset, by prism effect. Prism effects cause Sun to appear 

flattened and/or irregular on horizon. 

 

mirage 

Atmosphere refraction bends light rays, so light seems to come from ground {mirage}|, instead of from sky. 

Temperature differences, with hotter air closer to ground, cause mirages. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Inversion Layer 

 

air inversion 

Still warm-air layer can lie under cool air {air inversion}|. 

 

dew point 

Humid air can cool to temperature {dew point} at which water condenses. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Inversion Layer>Condensation 

 



dew 

Water can condense on ground {dew}|, instead of in air, when ground is cooler than air, often after midnight on still 

autumn nights. 

 

fog 

In air inversion, ground can lose heat by radiation at night and condense water {fog}| from warm air. Warm air 

cooled by rain can condense water and make fog. 

 

frost 

Dew {frost}| can freeze. 

 

hoarfrost 

Frost {hoarfrost}| can form on artificial surfaces. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Layers 

 

troposphere 

Air layer {troposphere} next to surface has 3/4 of all air and has all clouds, dust, wind, and storms. Surface pressure 

is 15 lb/in^2. Average surface temperature is 63 F. At troposphere top, temperature is -60 F to -100 F. Troposphere is 

78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, 2% average water vapor, 0.9% argon, and 0.03% carbon dioxide. On hot humid days, 

water vapor can be 3% or 4%. 

 

tropopause 

Above troposphere is a boundary layer {tropopause}. 

 

stratosphere 

Above tropopause, a 10-to-15-mile-thick layer {stratosphere}| has temperature -60 F to -100 F. Lower part is sulfate 

layer. Higher part is ozone layer. Ozone absorbs ultraviolet rays from Sun. 

 

mesosphere 

Above stratosphere, a 25-to-35-mile-thick layer {mesosphere} has temperature 50 F. 

 

D layer 

Above mesosphere is an ionized boundary layer {D layer}. 

 

noctilucent cloud 

Above D layer is a dust belt {noctilucent cloud}, with high thin clouds visible at night. 

 

Heaviside layer 

Above dust belt is an ionized boundary layer {E layer} {Heaviside layer}. 

 

ionosphere 

Above E layer, a 300-to-550-mile thick layer {ionosphere} has temperature 2000 F. It contains mostly oxygen 

ionized by x-rays and ultraviolet rays. It reflects short-wave radio waves. 

 

F layer 

In ionosphere is an ionized layer {F layer}. 

 

G layer 

Above ionosphere is an ionized boundary layer {G layer}. 

 

exosphere 

Above G layer {exosphere} contains mostly helium for 900 miles and then mostly hydrogen for 4000 miles and has 

magnetosphere. 

 



PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Lightning 

 

lightning 

Electric discharges {lightning}| can go between clouds or between clouds and ground. Strength can be 10^8 volts. 

Lightning strikes 44,000 times a day and makes 200 forest fires a day. Lightning can be streaks or sheets. Rare 

lightning form is hot ionized gas {ball lightning}. Lightning makes nitrous oxide, which fertilizes soil. 

process 

As warm air rushes up and raindrops fall, they rub each other and separate charges, making voltage. If charge path is 

between cloud and ground or another cloud, first a thin current streak {leader, lightning} flows, followed by main 

discharge at more than 1000 amperes for 10^-2 seconds. 

 

lightning rod 

Metal conductors {lightning rod}| can conduct lightning current into ground, to dissipate it. 

 

thunder 

Lightning heats air suddenly and expands it rapidly, making noise {thunder}| as shock waves. People can hear 

thunder up to 15 kilometers away. 

 

whistler radio waves 

Lightning can make radio waves {whistler}| that strike magnetosphere and come back along magnetic-force lines. 

High frequencies come back first, followed by low frequencies. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Lightning>Kinds 

 

blue jet 

Lightning {blue jet} can flash between upper clouds and ionosphere, 44 to 50 miles away, in tree-like structure. 

 

heat lightning 

Far-away lightning reflections {heat lightning} can be on horizon clouds on hot summer evenings. Thunder is too far 

away to hear. 

 

red sprite 

Lightning can cause mushroom-shaped flashes {red sprite} in ionosphere. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Precipitation 

 

precipitation of water 

Water returns to ground from clouds as rain, sleet, hail, or snow {precipitation, weather}|. Pressure changes and 

wind surges cause storms in tropics. Above tropics, fronts cause precipitation. 

 

rain 

Yearly rainfall {rain}| averages 30 inches per year. Sea precipitation averages 44 inches per year. Land precipitation 

averages 26 inches per year. 25% goes into rivers, and 75% is on land. 

 

hail as ice 

When frozen raindrops pass through thunderstorm, they {hail}| pick up snow and ice. 

 

sleet 

When raindrops pass through very cold air, they {sleet}| can freeze. 

 

snow as precipitation 

If clouds are 0 C, snowflakes {snow, precipitation} form. Snowflakes have thin surface unfrozen-water film, which 

makes them stick to other snowflakes in special ways. That is why snowflakes are always hexagons. Snow can fall only 

above latitude 30 degrees. One foot of snow equals one inch of rain. 

 



PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Water 

 

aridity 

water-saturation percentage {aridity}|. 

 

evaporation 

Air water decreases with humidity and increases with temperature and wind speed {evaporation}|. Latitudes from 10 

to 40 degrees have more evaporation than precipitation, and lose heat. Other latitudes have more precipitation than 

evaporation, and gain heat. Oceans have more evaporation than precipitation. Land has more precipitation than 

evaporation. 

 

humidity 

Air can hold variable water amounts {humidity}|. Water in air is 0% to 4%. 

measurement 

Humidity can be water mass in air mass {specific humidity}. It can be water mass in air volume {absolute 

humidity}. It can be water vapor mass compared to maximum amount possible at that temperature and pressure, 

expressed in percent {relative humidity}. 

levels 

Relative humidity is most comfortable at 50%. High humidity makes cold air feel colder and warm air feel warmer. 

High temperatures feel cooler if humidity is lower. Higher humidity makes temperature feel higher or lower, because 

water does not evaporate from skin as easily. 

altitude 

Humidity is highest at surface and decreases greatly with altitude. 

latitude 

Humidity is highest at equator and decreases toward poles. 

time of day 

Humidity increases at night as air cools. Humid air can cool to dew point. 

air pressure 

More water in air makes lower air pressure, because water molecules weigh less than average air molecule. Wet days 

have low air pressure. Dry days have high air pressure. 

 

hygrometer 

Human-hair-length change {hygrometer}| can measure humidity. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Weather 

 

weather 

Signs {weather sign} that forecast fair weather are evening rainbow or deep-blue sky color, even between clouds. 

Signs that forecast rain are gray and lowering sunset, green or yellow-green sky at sunset, red sunrise with clouds 

lowering later, sun dog around Sun or Moon after fine weather, morning rainbow, or sky whiteness. Clouds that look 

like lenses indicate high winds. Light and dark clouds {mackerel sky, weather} indicate rain. Low dark clouds indicate 

stormy weather. 

 

air mass 

Prolonged air contact with surface gives air {air mass}| same temperature and humidity as surface. Air masses 

{tropical mass} over Sahara Desert are warm and dry. Tropical masses in tropics are warm and wet. Air masses {polar 

mass} over plains of Canada or Siberia are cold and dry. Cold air masses make high pressure. High-pressure air masses 

can stay offshore, blocking east-west wind flow. 

 

air pressure 

Atmosphere pressure {air pressure}| depends on temperature, water content, friction, centrifugal force, and flow. 

Cooler air has higher pressure. Spinning air can have higher pressure. Air with less water has higher pressure. Air 

blocked by mountains has higher pressure. Air-pressure patterns vary by latitude. High-pressure swirling cells are more 

near poles and in subtropics. Low-pressure cells are more in temperate zones. 

 



degree-day 

Difference, between average daily temperature and 20 C, times number of days in month {degree-day}, directly 

relates to fuel to use to keep warm. 

 

depression in atmosphere 

Warm air mass makes low pressure {depression, atmosphere}|, because it is less dense than cold air. 

 

meteorology 

Weather forecasting {meteorology}| depends on atmosphere, humidity, pressure, and wind photographs and 

measurements. 

 

sun dog 

A halo {sun dog}| around Sun or Moon after fine weather forecasts rain. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Weather>Map 

 

weather map 

Weather maps {weather map} {map, weather} can show isotherms and isobars. 

 

isobar 

Equal-pressure points {isobar} can be on weather maps. 

 

isotherm 

Equal-temperature points {isotherm} can be on weather maps. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Wind 

 

wind 

Temperature differences cause air movement {wind}|. Hot air rises, and cool air falls. 

mountains 

Wind goes up mountains by day, because top heats first, and goes down by night, because top cools first. 

land and sea 

During day, wind goes from sea to land, as land heats first and air rises from it. At night, wind goes from land to sea, 

because water's high heat capacity causes sea to stay warmer longer. 

ocean 

Jet streams and polar winds make oceans flow clockwise in Northern Hemisphere and counterclockwise in Southern 

Hemisphere, making west coasts dry near equator and wet near pole, and east coasts humid, with big storms. 

Earth rotation 

Warm air at equator rises and flows toward poles under tropopause. Cold air at poles stays near ground and moves 

toward equator. Earth rotation makes air at surface flow from east to west in Arctic and east to west in equatorial zone. 

Equatorial hot air rises and flows north as cold air from north slides under it, while spinning Earth spins these masses 

clockwise in Northern Hemisphere and counterclockwise in Southern Hemisphere. Middle, temperate latitudes have no 

steady surface winds but usually two or three great swirls, with eddies. 

 

Beaufort scale 

Tropical-cyclone wind speed has score 0 to 12 {Beaufort scale}|, or 0 to 17, for 0 to 200 miles per hour. 

 

cell of air 

High-pressure swirls {cell, air}| are more near poles and in subtropics. Low-pressure cells are more in temperate 

zones. 

 

Coriolis force 

Earth rotation causes {Coriolis force} air-spin direction. 

 

eye of storm 

Tropical-cyclone centers {eye, storm}| are calm and several kilometers wide. 



 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Wind>Front 

 

front of air 

Cold-air mass and warm-air mass can contact {front, air}| when air masses start to move. Polar easterlies can meet 

southern westerlies {polar front}. At fronts, warm air rises and cools to make clouds and precipitation. 

 

cold front 

Cold air can replace warm air {cold front}|, or cold-air masses can move into regions. Cold fronts bring rolling dark 

clouds and lightning, moving fast and steep, as cold air tunnels under warm air, with hard rain. Cold fronts first make 

cumulonimbus clouds and later make dark low clouds and small strong storms. Cold fronts can make squall lines, from 

which can come tornados. 

 

warm front 

Warm air masses can move into regions {warm front}|. Warm fronts first bring high clouds, because warm air goes 

over cold-air top, and then low clouds, moving slow and long with steady rain. Warm fronts first make cirrus clouds, 

then cirrostratus clouds, then altostratus clouds, and then nimbostratus clouds, with broad light rain. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Wind>Direction 

 

leeward 

Objects can be downwind {leeward}|. 

 

windward 

Objects can be upwind {windward}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Wind>Kinds 

 

Arctic Oscillation 

Winds go clockwise around high-pressure region near Azores. Winds {Arctic Oscillation} (AO) go 

counterclockwise around low-pressure region near Iceland. If low pressure is very low, north Europe, north Asia, and 

Alaska receive warm wind, and Greenland, east Canada, and south Europe receive cold wind. 

 

bora 

Yugoslavia mountains make cold air {bora} that flows to Adriatic Sea. 

 

brickfielder 

Warm winds {brickfielder} can be in Australia. 

 

bull's eye squall 

Squalls {bull's eye squall} can be at Cape of Good Hope. 

 

buran 

Strong winds {buran} can be in Russia. 

 

chinook 

Warm day winds {chinook}| can come down east Rocky Mountains, because that side receives no sunlight and is 

cool. 

 

cyclone 

Warm air surrounded by cold air rises and spins counterclockwise {cyclone}| in Northern Hemisphere or clockwise 

in Southern Hemisphere. Earth rotation causes spin direction. Warm air can hold more water than cold air. As warm 

moist air rises, it cools and condenses water, causing precipitation. 

anticyclone 

If surrounded by warm air, cold air falls and spins clockwise {anticyclone} in Northern Hemisphere or 

counterclockwise in Southern Hemisphere. Cold air is drier, so as it rises, it causes clear skies. 



density 

In Northern Hemisphere, warm air goes north to cooler regions and rises, because it is less dense, and cool air goes 

south to warmer regions and falls, because it is more dense. Moving air masses can cause air to swirl counterclockwise 

or clockwise. Cyclone makes warmer, wetter air rise, causing low pressure and wet days. Anti-cyclones make colder, 

dryer air fall, causing high pressure and dry days. 

 

datoo 

West winds {datoo} can be in Gibraltar. 

 

doldrums 

Just north or south of equator {doldrums}|, winds are weak. 

 

etesian 

Cool Greek winds {etesian} can blow in summer. 

 

foehm 

Warm day winds {foehm} can come down north Alps, because that side receives no sunlight and is cool. 

 

frisk vind 

strong Swedish wind {frisk vind}. 

 

horse latitudes 

From 25 to 30 degrees south latitude or north latitude {horse latitudes}|, winds are small. 

 

jet stream 

Temperate-zone high-altitude winds {jet stream}| flow east at lower latitudes and west at higher latitudes. 

 

matsukaze 

Japan has gentle breezes {matsukaze} in pines. 

 

mistral 

Rhone-River-valley glacier makes cold air {mistral}| that flows to Mediterranean Sea. 

 

North Atlantic Oscillation 

Winds go clockwise around high-pressure region near Azores. Winds {North Atlantic Oscillation} (NAO) go 

counterclockwise around low-pressure region near Iceland. If low pressure is very low, north Europe, north Asia, and 

Alaska receive warm wind, and Greenland, east Canada, and south Europe receive cold wind. 

 

Santa Ana 

Hot dry summer winds {Santa Ana}| can be in California. 

 

sirocco 

Sahara Desert heats wind {sirocco}|, which picks up water from Mediterranean Sea and rains on Italy. 

 

solano 

Winds {solano} can be in Spain. 

 

trade wind 

Equator east-to-west winds {trade wind}| are steady at low altitude. 

 

tsumuji 

Japan has strong winds {tsumuji}. 

 

vento coado 

Winds {vento coado} can flow on Portuguese hills. 

 



waimea 

Humid winds {waimea} are in Hawaii. 

 

williwaw 

Winds {williwaw} can blow in Alaska. 

 

zephyr wind 

gentle warm wind {zephyr}|. 

 

zonda 

Hot dry winds {zonda} from Andes Mountains can blow across Argentina pampas. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Atmosphere>Wind>Kinds>Storm 

 

gale 

Winds {gale}| can blow from 51 to 102 kilometers per hour. 

 

haboob 

Desert sandstorms have high humidity, low temperature, and 45-mph winds {haboob}, such as along Nile River. 

 

hurricane 

In Caribbean Sea, cool air can surround warm moist air that rises faster, spinning into tropical cyclones {hurricane}| 

with winds up to 200 mph. About 48 hurricanes and typhoons happen a year, usually in late summer. 

 

monsoon 

In Southeast Asia, warm land and cool sea causes summer storms {monsoon}|, but October to April is cool and dry. 

 

northeaster 

In northeast USA, northeastern winds {northeaster}| can bring storms. 

 

simoom 

Sandy hot strong winds {simoom}| can be in Sahara and Arabian deserts. 

 

squall 

Cool winds {squall}| can come suddenly and finish soon, typically with rain or snow. 

 

tornado 

Strong cold fronts can cause funnel-shaped clouds {tornado}| {whirlwind}, 300 to 600 feet diameter, with 200 mile 

per hour winds. Tornadoes move 25 miles per hour and travel up to 100 miles. Tornadoes are mostly in central USA 

and in Australia. 1500 tornadoes happen each year. 

 

typhoon 

Pacific Ocean and Indian Ocean have tropical cyclones {typhoon}|. About 48 hurricanes and typhoons happen a 

year, usually in late summer. 

 

waterspout 

Squall lines can make sea tornados {waterspout}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land 

 

landforms 

Land includes erosion and landforms {landforms}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Erosion 

 



erosion 

Rocks can move, break down, and wear away {gradational process} {erosion}|. Moving glaciers, flowing water, 

freezing, and thawing can cause erosion. Ocean waves cause erosion. Water movements and chemical reactions cause 

most erosion. Erosion is faster if water flows faster or contains more chemicals that react with minerals. Erosion also 

involves plants and plant roots. Sand blown by wind does little eroding. 

shore 

Ocean erodes centimeters from rocky shores {shore} each year. On deep and steep shores, ocean-wave erosion 

makes cliffs. On shallow gently sloping shores, ocean-wave erosion builds sandy beaches or sandbars. 

 

fluvial landform 

Water can carve rock channels {fluvial landform}|. 

 

sapping 

Water can flow under surface {sapping} and cause ground erosion. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Erosion>Glacier 

 

glacier 

Large ice masses {glacier}| move 1 to 40 feet per day. 

 

crevasse 

Glacier can have large deep crack {crevasse}|. 

 

iceberg 

If glaciers reach sea, parts {iceberg}| can break off. 

 

loess 

Ice-Age glaciers were one mile thick. When they receded and dried, wind blew fine dust {loess}| all over world. 

 

moraine 

Glacier front edge pushes up soil and rock ridge {moraine}|. 

 

moulin 

Glaciers can have vertical holes {moulin, hole}, caused by flowing water. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Land Forms 

 

terrain 

Slope, material, and size determine land types {terrain}| {land forms}. 

slope 

Varying slope makes plain, hill, or mountain. 

material 

Surface material can be soil, bedrock, sand, cobblestone, boulders, ice, or water. 

types 

Surface can be piedmont rolling plains, caused by running water, glacial erosion, or wind sand-dune formation. 

Surface can be hilly plains, caused by minor tectonic processes or tableland erosion. Surface can be plains, from 

running-water sediment deposits. Surface can be tableland, mesa, butte, canyon, or escarpment. Surface can be low 

mountains, from long erosion. Surface can be high mountains, formed recently. 

layers 

Limestone layers were shallow sea. Coal layers were swamp. Salt or gypsum indicates sea dried instead of receding. 

 

lode 

ore layer {lode}|. 

 

prospect region 

mineral-deposit area {prospect, land}|. 



 

talus rocks 

Rocks {talus, cliff} can be at cliff base. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Land Forms>High Area 

 

aiguille 

vertical rock point {aiguille}. 

 

alp 

mountain {alp}|. 

 

badlands hills 

plant-less eroded mesas or hills {badlands}|. 

 

bluff as cliff 

cliff top {bluff}|. 

 

butte 

small mesa {butte}|. 

 

chine 

crest or ridge {chine}. 

 

col 

pass or gap {col}. 

 

Cordilleran belt 

A mountain chain {Cordilleran belt} goes from Atlas Mountains, to Alps, to Himalayas, to Pacific-Ocean volcanic 

islands, to north China, to east Siberia, to west North-America coast, and then to west South-America coast. 

 

crag 

rocky promontory {crag}|. 

 

crest of hill 

hill top {crest, hill}|. 

 

cuesta 

above-plain inclined rock strata {cuesta}. 

 

divide of hills 

watershed {divide}|. 

 

eminence as hill 

hill {eminence}|. 

 

escarpment 

mesa side {escarpment}|. 

 

great divide 

Two large watersheds have boundary {great divide}. 

 

hillock 

small hill {hillock}|. 

 



hummock 

knoll or mound {hummock}|. 

 

knoll 

small hill {knoll}|. 

 

massif 

mountain {massif}|. 

 

mesa 

tableland tops {mesa}| {upland}. 

 

palisade cliff 

river cliffs {palisade, cliff}|. 

 

piedmont 

Rolling plains {piedmont}| form by running water, glacial erosion, or wind sand-dune formation. 

 

plateau 

high flatland {plateau, land}|. 

 

promontory 

sea or lake highland projection {promontory}|. 

 

scarp 

cliff {scarp}. 

 

sierra 

un-eroded mountain range {sierra}. 

 

tableland 

Plains cut by streams make mesa, butte, canyon, and escarpment {tableland}|. 

 

timberline 

Trees do not grow above a mountain line {timberline}| {timber line}. 

 

tor 

Hilltops {tor} can have rocks or be bare rock. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Land Forms>Low Area 

 

abyss 

deep crevice {abyss}|. 

 

arroyo 

usually dry stream gully {arroyo}|. 

 

canyon 

mesa spaces {canyon}|. 

 

chasm 

gorge or crevice {chasm}|. 

 

cirque 

glaciated-valley heads {cirque}. 

 



coulee 

gulch or ravine {coulee}. 

 

crevice 

fissure {crevice}|. 

 

dale 

valley {dale}|. 

 

dell 

small valley {dell}|. 

 

dust bowl 

dry region {dust bowl}. 

 

fissure 

long narrow crack {fissure}|. 

 

glen 

valley {glen}|. 

 

gorge 

river-caused deep narrow area {gorge}|. 

 

gully 

stream channel {gully}|. 

 

morass 

low and wet region {morass}|. 

 

ravine 

water-made deep narrow area {ravine}|. 

 

slough 

muddy area {slough}|. 

 

tarn 

Glaciers can form small mountain lakes {tarn}. 

 

tideland 

Lower shore {tideland}| is under water at high tide. 

 

tidewater 

low coastal land {tidewater}|. 

 

vale 

valley {vale}|. 

 

wadi 

dried riverbed {wadi}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Land Forms>Plain 

 

champaign 

plain {champaign}. 

 



wold 

un-forested rolling plain {wold}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Land Forms>Sand 

 

brachan 

Sand dunes {brachan} can be separated sand crescents. 

 

seif 

Sand dunes {seif}| can be parallel to wind. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Land Forms>Shore 

 

archipelago islands 

island group {archipelago}|. 

 

cape as land 

Land {cape, land}| can project into sea. 

 

headland 

Land {headland}| can extend into water. 

 

isthmus 

Narrow land {isthmus}| can be between two oceans. 

 

peninsula 

Large land {peninsula}| can project into sea. 

 

reef 

Coral rings {reef}| {atoll} can form around volcanic islands. 

 

sandbar 

Sandy areas {sandbar}| can be near shore. 

 

shoal 

sandbar {shoal}|. 

 

strand shore 

shore {strand, shore}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Land Forms>Vegetation 

 

arbor 

tree-shaded area {arbor}|. 

 

bower of leaves 

tree-shaded area {bower}|. 

 

chaparral 

shrub and thicket area {chaparral}|. 

 

clearing as field 

treeless field {clearing}|. 

 

glade 

forest open area {glade}|. 



 

heath field 

heather-covered land {heath, land}|. 

 

moor 

Rolling plains {moor}| can have shrubs and no forests. 

 

oasis vegetation 

Desert planted areas {oasis}| have water. 

 

verdure 

Areas {verdure, area}| can have healthy green plants. 

 

vineyard 

grapevine field {vineyard}. 

 

warren 

rabbit land {warren}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Land Forms>Vegetation>Grass 

 

pampas as plain 

South-America treeless grassy plain {pampas}|. 

 

sod 

Grassy soil {sod, soil}| can have intertwined roots. 

 

tuffet 

small grassy area {tuffet}| {tuft}. 

 

tussock 

small grassy area {tussock}|. 

 

veldt 

South Africa has flat grassy areas {veldt}|, where animals graze. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Land Forms>Vegetation>Tree 

 

taiga 

Firs and spruces {taiga} cover north Eurasia south of tundra. 

 

weald 

woodland or hilly land {weald}. 

 

windbreak 

Hedges or tree rows {windbreak} can be on windward side. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Movements 

 

avalanche 

rock or snow slide {avalanche}|. 

 

creep in land 

Regolith can move slowly {creep}. 

 



landslide 

Loose regolith can break away {landslide}| from valley wall. 

 

regolith 

Rivers and streams transport eroded, decomposed, and disintegrated rock {regolith}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Soil 

 

pedology 

Soils {soil, land} have types and properties {pedology}|. Soil comes from eroded rocks and decayed organic matter. 

Soil {mountain soil} derived from lava is rich in minerals. Iron oxides cause red, yellow, or brown soil color. Humus 

causes black or dark-brown soil color. Soil can be acid or alkaline. Soil has layers. 

 

fertility of soil 

Soil can have varying calcium, sodium, potassium, phosphorus, nitrogen, iron, magnesium, and sulfur amounts {soil 

fertility} {fertility, soil}|. 

 

marl 

Clay and shell mixtures {marl}| can be fertilizers. 

 

peds 

Soil types {soil texture} depend on soil particle size {peds}|. Gravel has largest peds and coarse texture. Sand is next 

largest. Silt is third largest. Clay has smallest peds and fine texture. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Soil>Layers 

 

azonal soil profile 

Soil can have no soil profile {azonal soil profile}. 

 

intrazonal soil profile 

Soil can have unstable but layered soil profile {intrazonal soil profile}. 

 

zonal soil profile 

Soil can have stable soil profile {zonal soil profile}. 

 

pan layer 

Hardened soil layers {pan layer} can be below topsoil. 

 

topsoil 

Soil surface layers {topsoil} can be porous and 0 to 24 inches thick. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Land>Soil>Kinds 

 

alluvial soil 

Sediment from rivers makes sandy soil {alluvial soil}|. 

 

chernozem 

humus and sand {chernozem}. 

 

humus 

decayed organic matter {humus}|. 

 

loam 

clay, silt, and sand mixture {loam}|. 

 



chernozemic soil 

Dry soils have different types {chernozemic soil} {grunosolic soil} {decentic soil}. 

 

podzolic soil 

Humid soils have different types {podzolic soil} {latosolic soil} {tundra soil}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water 

 

water on Earth 

Water {water, Earth} includes ocean and fresh water. Water is 0.001% of Earth mass. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh 

 

fresh water 

Water {fresh water} is where rainfall is plentiful or snow accumulates. People require five gallons of fresh water a 

day. In USA, people use 60 gallons per person per day. 

 

drought 

Rainfall can be small for long period {drought}|. 

 

irrigation 

Field can receive water from source {irrigation}|. Irrigation by dribbling has less evaporation than spraying or 

flooding. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh>Areas 

 

basin 

enclosed water area {basin}|. 

 

paddy 

flooded or irrigated rice field {paddy}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh>Areas>Ice 

 

floe 

large flat iceberg {floe}|. 

 

pack ice 

large floating ice blocks {pack ice}|, from ice field. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh>Areas>Marsh 

 

marsh 

wetland {marsh}|. 

 

bayou 

river or lake marsh {bayou}|. 

 

bog 

marsh {bog}|. 

 

fen 

bog or marsh {fen}|. 

 

wash 

In England, tides cause marshes {wash}|. Southwest USA has dry stream beds. 



 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh>Areas>River 

 

river 

Streams and rivers {river, water} receive water directly from rain and indirectly from water runoff from land. 

Streams are usually wider than they are deep, and erosion sediments can fill them within years. Stream first erodes into 

valley. Then tributaries enter valley and join first stream. Then valley sides wear down to make wide valley or wear 

back to make deep valley. 

 

delta of river 

Undertows pull sediment from rivers out to sea. River mouths have sediment triangles {delta}|. Mississippi River 

makes 600,000,000 tons each year. In sea, corals use minerals, or minerals precipitate out, as at Hudson-River mouth 

and in Baltic Sea. 

 

eddy 

circular river current {eddy}|. 

 

ford 

shallow river area {ford}|, where people or horses can cross. 

 

freshet 

Stream can enter salt water, or stream can have sudden flow {freshet}|. 

 

headwaters 

river beginning {headwaters}|. 

 

meander river 

Rivers curve many times {meander}| if banks are soft, because river cuts away outer bank, deposits soil on inner 

bank, and widens all curves. Rivers run straight and cut through rock if banks are hard, to make canyons. 

 

rill 

rivulet {rill}|. 

 

rivulet 

stream {rivulet}|. 

 

tributary 

Rivers {tributary}| can flow into larger river. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh>Areas>River>Falls 

 

falls 

In stream, hard rock plate {falls}| can persist after lower rock has eroded. 

 

cascade 

waterfall series {cascade}|. 

 

cataract of river 

big waterfall {cataract, water}|. 

 

rapids 

Stream or river shallow parts can have rocks resistant to erosion, where water flows faster {rapids}|. 

 

white water 

rapids {white water}|. 

 



PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh>Areas>Spring 

 

spring of water 

water {spring, water}| burbling from ground. 

 

geyser 

Warm water from Earth interior can make hot water spouts {geyser}| that erupt several times a day. 

 

thermal spring 

hot spring {thermal spring}|. 

 

warm springs 

Warm water {warm springs}| can come from underground. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh>Cave 

 

cave 

Groundwater can dissolve carbon dioxide to make carbonic acid, which can dissolve rock {cave}|. 

 

karst 

Landscapes {karst} can have caves and sinkholes. 

 

sinkhole 

Carbonic acid can dissolve limestone to make holes {sinkhole}| and collapsed ground in flat areas. 

 

stalactite 

In cave, dripping water can dry and precipitate carbonates, to make up-pointing structures {stalactite}|. 

 

stalagmite 

In cave, dripping water can dry and precipitate carbonates, to make down-pointing structures {stalagmite}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh>Mechanical 

 

desalination 

Distillation or freezing can remove seawater salt {desalination}|. If water has low salt, reverse osmosis, 

electrodialysis, or ion exchange can remove salt. 

 

reverse osmosis 

High pressure can force water through membrane that retains salts {reverse osmosis}|, making purer water come out. 

If water has low salt, reverse osmosis, electrodialysis, or ion exchange can remove salt. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh>Soil 

 

aquifer 

Porous and permeable rock {aquifer}| can hold water. 

 

artesian well 

Wells {artesian well}| can reach water table. 

 

groundwater 

Soil and rock water {groundwater}| depends on precipitation, evaporation, rock porosity, and soil permeability. 

 

water table 

Water-saturated-rock upper-surface level {water table}| is same as nearby lake and pond surface level. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Fresh>Soil>Spaces 



 

infiltration 

Soil water permeability and movement {infiltration}| is most for sand, middle for loam, and least for clay. 

 

permeability of soil 

Water infiltration is most for sand, middle for loam, and least for clay {permeability, soil}|. 

 

porosity 

Below soil, rainwater goes into rock-crystal open spaces {porosity}|, down to 100,000 feet. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Ocean 

 

ocean 

Oceans {ocean} have salt water and currents. 

 

El Nino 

Upwelling water can cause tropical Pacific Ocean warming {El Niño}|, every six years. 

 

La Nina 

Downward flowing water can cause tropical Pacific Ocean cooling {La Niña}|. 

 

salinity 

Ocean has 0.9% salt concentration {salinity}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Ocean>Areas 

 

comber 

long-wave breaker {comber}|. 

 

cove 

small bay {cove}|. 

 

current in ocean 

Ocean has water flows {current, ocean}|. Surface currents flow in same direction as wind. Beneath them, surface 

ocean currents have colder-water counter-currents flowing more slowly in opposite direction. 

names 

Gulf Stream flows along North-America east coast. 

Labrador Current flows past Iceland to England. 

Peru or Humboldt Current flows along South-America west coast. 

California Current flows along North-America west coast. 

Kuroshio Current flows off Japan. 

Brazil Current flows along South-America east coast. 

Besquela Current flows along Africa west coast. 

Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) circles Antarctica and keeps tropic waters out. 

 

drift in ocean 

Ocean has surface currents {drift, ocean}|. 

 

firth 

narrow inlet {firth}|. 

 

main as ocean 

open ocean {main}|. 

 

rip current 

fast outward current {rip current}|. 



 

riptide 

fast outward beach current {riptide}|. 

 

strait in ocean 

water area {strait}| between islands, allowing passage. 

 

vortex 

whirlpool {vortex, water}|. 

 

whirlpool 

Intersecting currents cause swirling water {whirlpool}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Ocean>Coast 

 

coast 

Sea meets land {coast, ocean}. 

 

bay of sea 

Sea can make small coastline indentations {bay}|. 

 

estuary 

At shore, low valleys {estuary}| can fill with rising water. 

 

inlet 

narrow bay {inlet}|, or narrow area between two islands. 

 

fjord 

At shore, steep glacier valleys {fjord} can fill with rising waters. 

 

gulf 

Sea can make big coastline indentations {gulf}|. 

 

lagoon 

Oblique currents and waves create beaches, sandbars, and spits on shore, and make offshore sandbars if beach has 

shallow slope. Quiet water {lagoon}| can be between a sandbar and shore. 

 

littoral tidal 

Sea has a region {littoral}| between high and low tides. 

 

sound in ocean 

Water {sound, shore} can be between island and shore. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Ocean>Floor Zones 

 

ocean floor zones 

Ocean zones {ocean floor zones} relate to light. 0 to 600 feet has sunlight. 600 to 4000 feet has twilight. 4000 to 

36,000 feet is dark. Deepest trench is 36,000 feet deep. 

 

abyssal plain 

Sea floor {abyssal plain} is 34 F and has 1000-atmosphere pressure. 

 

continental shelf 

Under-sea continent region {continental shelf}| is 8% of ocean and is 400 to 600 feet deep. 

 



continental slope 

Continental shelf goes down to sea floor {continental slope}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Ocean>Tide 

 

tide 

Moon and Sun gravitation moves Earth sea and land {tide}|. Earth gravity and land-and-sea elasticity oppose tides. 

Shallow-water tide motion makes heat by friction, which takes energy from Earth rotational energy. Earth rotation 

slows, making each day slightly longer. Earth-Moon distance increases slightly each day. 

 

high tide 

When Moon is overhead or on opposite side of Earth, continents rise up to six inches and oceans rise several feet 

{high tide}. 

 

low tide 

When Moon is to right or left, continents and oceans are at low height {low tide} {slack tide}. 

 

neap tide 

When Moon is overhead or on opposite side of Earth and Sun is to right or left, high tides {neap tide}| are lower, at 

first-quarter or third-quarter moon. 

 

spring tide 

When Moon and Sun are both overhead or opposite sides of Earth, tide {spring tide}| is extra high, at new or full 

moon. 

 

tidal range 

Difference {tidal range} between high and low tide is 2 feet in sheltered bays, 5 to 10 feet on open coast, and 30 to 

50 feet in V-shaped bays. Tidal currents flow 5 to 10 miles per hour. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Water>Ocean>Wave 

 

wave on ocean 

Winds cause waves {wave, ocean}|. Wave height and distance increase with wind speed, wind duration, and distance 

wave has traveled. 

 

breaker 

Sea bottom near shore slows wave bottom, and top wave part becomes narrow and falls over {breaker}|, where water 

level becomes less than wave height. 

 

tidal wave 

Small swells can superimpose to make big wave {tidal wave}|. 

 

undertow 

Wave water flows back to ocean along bottom {undertow}|. 

 

whitecap 

Strong winds cause open-water waves {whitecap}| to break. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral 

 

mineral as rock 

Rocks {mineral} have definite chemical composition. People know properties of 2000 minerals. Main elements in 

rocks are oxygen 48%, silicon 28%, aluminum 8%, iron 5%, sodium, magnesium, sulfur, and calcium. Together, they 

are 98% of crust. 



types 

Elements make pure minerals, like gold and copper. Sulfides, selenides, tellurides, arsenides, antimonides, and 

bismuthides are similar. Halides are similar. Oxides and hydroxides are similar. Carbonates, borates, and nitrates are 

similar, but borates and nitrates are rare. Sulfates, tellurates, chromates, molybdates, and tungstates are similar. 

Phosphates, arsenates, and vanadates are similar. Silicates are similar and include nesosilicates, sorosilicates, 

cyclosilicates, inosilicates, phyllosilicates, and tektosilicates. 

color 

Rocks have color and color under fluorescence. 

crystal form 

Most rocks are crystals {crystal form}, such as cubic crystal, with definite geometry. 

density 

Rocks have definite specific gravity, depending on composition and crystal structure. 

homogeneous mineral 

Most minerals {homogeneous mineral} are the same throughout, but bauxite, sand, granite, and porphyry are not 

homogeneous. 

melting 

Most rocks have exact melting points, but glasses, resins, and colloids have melting-point ranges. 

particle size 

Minerals have particle sizes. Clay has fine, cohesive particles. Silt has cohesive particles. Sand has grains. Gravel 

has small rocks. 

refraction 

Rocks have definite refractive index. 

 

outgas 

Materials can emit trapped gases over time {outgas}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Properties 

 

fracture plane 

Crystal form determines flat-surface shape {fracture plane} that appears after breaking rock. 

 

luster 

Rocks, such as diamond, can be shiny and lustrous {luster}|. Metals, such as silver, can be lustrous, because 

dielectric constant is negative. 

 

pleochroism 

Some rocks split light into two colors {pleochroism}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Properties>Hardness 

 

hardness of rock 

Rocks have relative strength {hardness}|, depending on chemical-bonding patterns. 

 

Moh scale 

Hardness scale {Moh's scale} {Moh scale} goes from 1 to 10. Diamond is 10. Cubic boron nitride is 9.5. Corundum 

is 9. Quartz is 7. Glass is 6. Steel is 5. Fluorite is 4. Calcite is 3. Salt is 2. Talc is 1. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Shapes 

 

lenticular rock 

Rocks can have biconvex-lens shapes {lenticular}. 

 

rosette 

Rocks can be concentric with radial arms {rosette}. 

 



sphenoid rock 

Rocks {sphenoid rock} can have wedge shapes. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Textures 

 

acicular 

Rocks can be needle-like {acicular}. 

 

calcareous 

Rocks can be chalky {calcareous}. 

 

efflorescence crust 

Rocks can have powdery surface crust {efflorescence, rock}. 

 

patina 

Rocks can have surface film {patina}|. 

 

vitreous rock 

Rocks, such as obsidian, can be glass-like {vitreous, rock}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Categories 

 

concretion 

Rocks can have built-up masses {concretion}| around them. 

 

druse 

Rocks {druse}| can have crystal linings. 

 

lacustrine mineral 

Rocks {lacustrine mineral} can form in lakes. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds 

 

aerogel 

Pure silicon can form very low-density gel {aerogel}. 

 

basic mineral 

Minerals {basic mineral} can have low silica content. 

 

halide mineral 

Compounds with group VII elements {halide mineral} have low hardness, low density, and vitreous luster. NaCl 

{halite} has sodium and chloride. KCl {sylvite} has potassium and chloride. CaF2 [2 is subscript] {fluorite} has 

calcium and fluoride. 

 

metal as mineral 

Most elements {metal, mineral} are shiny, hard, electric-charge conducting, and heat conducting. 

Aluminum comes from aluminum oxide in bauxite. 

Calcium is from limestone. 

Gold is pure in Latin America, California, Australia, Alaska, and South Africa. 

Iron is from iron oxides. 

Manganese comes from ocean-floor nodules. 

Mercury comes from cinnabar. 

Coking coal or freezing air frees nitrogen. 

Phosphorus comes from calcium phosphates in limestone deposits. 

Potassium comes from many rock types. Potassium-40 is radioactive. 

Sulfur is half as free sulfur and half as metal sulfides, in Gulf of Mexico, Italy, Japan, and Russia. 



Tin comes from cassiterite. 

Scheelite is tungsten ore. 

Uranium is in Congo, Romania, Canada, and Colorado. 

Zinc comes from zinc oxides. 

 

phosphate mineral 

Compounds {phosphate mineral} with phosphorus and oxygen are secondary minerals and have color. Phosphates 

include apatite, turquoise, and autunite. 

 

Rochelle salt 

Unlike most substances, some crystals {Rochelle salt} become less symmetrical and more ordered at high 

temperature. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Carbonates 

 

carbonate mineral 

Carbon-oxygen compounds {carbonate mineral} can have medium or low hardness, be white or highly colored, and 

effervesce if dissolved in hydrochloric acid. Calcite has calcium and is the most-common mineral, as chalk and 

limestone. Dolomite has calcium and magnesium and is second most-common mineral. Carbonates include siderite, 

magnesite, cerussite, azurite, malachite, soda, and borax. 

 

soda as mineral 

Na2CO3 [2 and 3 are subscripts] {soda}| has sodium and is hydrous. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Oxides 

 

oxide mineral 

Compounds {oxide mineral} with oxygen vary. Oxides include bauxite, spinel, magnetite, chromite, corundum, 

cuprite, zincite, hematite, rutile, cassiterite, and uraninite. 

 

barite 

BaSO4 [4 is subscript] {barite} is main barium ore. 

 

cassiterite 

SnO2 [2 is subscript] {cassiterite} is main tin ore. 

 

rutile 

TiO2 [2 is subscript] {rutile} has titanium and is semiconductor. It can catalyze water to oxygen and hydrogen under 

ultraviolet light {photolysis}, and organic molecules to carbon dioxide and water under ultraviolet light, by making 

superoxide and hydroxyl radicals. Titania thin films make things wettable {wettability} and so self-cleaning. 

 

spinel 

Aluminum or iron oxides can form rocks {spinel} that have no cleavage. 

 

uraninite 

UO2 [2 is subscript] {uraninite} has uranium. 

 

wad 

Manganese oxide can be in hydrous ore {wad}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Sulfates 

 

sulfate mineral 

Compounds {sulfate mineral} with sulfur and oxygen have low hardness, have vitreous luster, and are not opaque. 

Sulfates include anhydrite, gypsum, selenite, alabaster, barite, and jarosite. 

 



alum 

Hydrous NaAlSO4, KAlSO4, and NH4AlSO4 [4 is subscript] {alum} are aluminum sulfates with sodium, 

potassium, and ammonia. Alum treats canker sores and is for water purification. Aluminum potassium sulfate is 

AlK(SO4)2 [4 and 2 are subscripts]. 

 

vitriol 

Hydrous sulfates {vitriol} are secondary minerals formed in ore and can be green or blue-green {iron vitriol}, white 

{zinc vitriol}, pale green {nickel vitriol}, or blue {copper vitriol}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Sulfides 

 

sulfide mineral 

Compounds {sulfide mineral} with sulfur have metallic luster. Sulfides include pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena, 

cinnabar, molybdenite, argentite, and marmatite. 

 

argentite 

Ag2S [2 is subscript] {argentite} has silver. 

 

cinnabar 

HgS {cinnabar}| is the most-important mercury ore. 

 

molybdenite 

MoS2 [2 is subscript] {molybdenite} is the most-common molybdenum mineral. 

 

stibnite 

Sb2S [2 is subscript] {stibnite} has antimony. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Aluminum 

 

bauxite 

Aluminum-oxide, iron-hydroxide, and silicate mixture {bauxite}| is main aluminum ore and is mainly in Yugoslavia, 

France, Italy, and Guyana. 

 

alexandrite 

BeAl2O4 [2 and 4 are subscripts] {chrysoberyl} {alexandrite} has beryllium and aluminum and makes violet gems 

and cat's eyes. 

 

corundum 

Al2O3 [2 and 3 are subscripts] {corundum} {emery} has aluminum. 

 

ruby mineral 

Corundum can be red transparent jewels {ruby, mineral}|. 

 

sapphire 

Corundum can be blue jewels {sapphire}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Boron 

 

borax 

Na2BO3 hydrous [2 and 3 are subscripts] {borax}| is colorless, translucent, and hydrous. 

 

ulexite 

Calcium and boron carbonate fibers {ulexite} {television stone} let light travel through their fibers. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Calcium 

 



anhydrite 

CaSO4 [4 is subscript] {anhydrite} has calcium. 

 

apatite 

Ca3F(PO4)3 [3 and 4 are subscripts] {apatite} has calcium and iron and is yellow-green. 

 

autunite 

Ca(UO2)2(PO4)2 . 12 H2O [2 and 4 are subscripts] {autunite} has calcium and uranium oxide and is hydrous. 

 

dolomite 

CaMg(CO3)2 [3 and 2 are subscripts] {dolomite}| has calcium and magnesium and is second most-common mineral. 

 

scheelite 

CaWO4 [4 is subscript] {scheelite} is tungsten ore. 

 

calcite 

CaCO3 [3 is subscript] {calcite} has calcium and is the most-common mineral, as chalk and limestone. 

 

limestone 

Calcite {limestone}| is the most-common mineral. 

 

gypsum 

CaSO4 . 2 H2O [4 and 2 are subscripts] {gypsum}| has calcium and is hydrous, colorless, laminar, and light. It can 

be selenite and alabaster. 

 

alabaster mineral 

Gypsum can be layered, compacted, and colored {alabaster, mineral}. 

 

selenite 

Gypsum can be individual crystals {selenite}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Carbon 

 

carbon mineral 

Starting 345,000,000 years ago, swamps formed and sea sediments covered them hundreds of times, making many 

rock and dead-plant layers. Layer weight created high pressure that changed organic matter into carbon forms {carbon 

mineral}. 

types 

Under pressure, organic matter turns slowly into first peat, then lignite, then bituminous coal, and then anthracite 

coal, as it becomes more crystalline. 

coal 

Many places that used to be under sea have coal, such as USA, Canada, England, and Russia. 

petroleum 

Decaying organic matter trapped in anti-clinal deposits became petroleum, with natural gas above it, as in Saudi 

Arabia, Middle East, and Russia. 

diamond 

Diamonds are covalently bound pure carbon and form at 5000 F and 1,000,000 lb/in^2 pressure, 240 miles below 

surface. Almost all diamonds are in South Africa. Diamond size is by weight {carat}. 

graphite 

Graphite is soft carbon. Hexagon graphite layers include heptagons, resulting in negative curvature. Hexagon 

graphite layers include pentagons, resulting in positive curvature. 

 

amorphous carbon 

Pure carbon can be amorphous {amorphous carbon}, with diamond bonds and graphite bonds. 

 



buckyball 

Pure carbon can form into balls {buckyball} {buckminsterfullerene} with five-carbon and six-carbon rings, like 

soccer ball hexagons and pentagons. 

 

carbon aerogel 

Pure carbon can form low-density gel {carbon aerogel}. 

 

carbon isotope ratio test 

Yams, soybeans, and tropical plants have lower carbon-13 to carbon-12 ratio than temperate-zone plants {carbon 

isotope ratio test} (CIR). 

 

chaoite 

Pure graphite hit by meteorites forms hexagonal structure {chaoite}. 

 

filamentous carbon 

Pure carbon fibers can have small plates in chains {filamentous carbon}. 

 

graphene 

Pure carbon {graphene} can form plane hexagonal arrays. Array is flexible but stronger than diamond. Graphene has 

strong bonds and flexibility and so rarely has missing atoms or impurities. Graphene conducts electricity fastest, 

because bonds are strong and crystal defects are few. Charge carriers move at 1/300 light speed and have relativistic 

effects. 

 

lonsdaleite 

Pure carbon can form hexagonal-pattern diamonds {lonsdaleite} {hexagonal diamond}. 

 

nanofoam 

Pure carbon can form aerogel-like structure {nanofoam} that is ferromagnetic. 

 

nanorod 

Pure carbon can make material {nanorod} harder than diamond. 

 

nanotube of carbon 

Pure carbon can form into six-carbon-ring tubes {buckytube} {nanotube, carbon}, 10 or more carbons diameter, 

10000 carbons long, strong, heat-resistant, radiation-resistant, resilient, flexible, conducting or semiconducting, and 

nested or single (Sumio Iijima) [1991]. Random nanotubes arrangements {nanonet} conduct electricity. 

 

schwartzite 

Pure carbon can form hexagonal structure {schwartzite} with included heptagons. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Copper 

 

azurite 

Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2 [3 and 2 are subscripts] {azurite} is blue copper ore and is hydrous. 

 

calcocite 

Cu2S [2 is subscript] {calcocite} has copper. 

 

chalcopyrite 

CuFeS2 [2 is subscript] {chalcopyrite} is the most-common copper ore. 

 

cuprite 

Cu2O [2 is subscript] {cuprite} has copper. 

 

malachite 

Cu2CO3(OH)2 [2 and 3 are subscripts] {malachite} has copper, is green, and is hydrous. 



 

turquoise mineral 

CuAl6(PO4)4(OH)8 . 5 H2O [6, 4, 8, and 2 are subscripts] {turquoise, mineral}| has copper, is hydrous, and is sky 

blue. It is in Iran, Siberia, Turkestan, New Mexico, and Arizona. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Iron 

 

chromite 

FeCr2O4 [2 and 4 are subscripts] {chromite} has iron and chromium and can be spinel {ruby spinel} {balas ruby}. 

 

hematite 

Fe2O3 [2 and 3 are subscripts] {hematite} {oligist} is iron ore. 

 

jarosite 

KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 or NaFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 or AgFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 or PbFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 [3, 4, 2, 6, and 3 are 

subscripts] {jarosite} are iron sulfates with potassium, sodium, silver, or lead. 

 

limonite 

Iron oxides can be hydrous ores {limonite}. 

 

magnetite 

Fe3O4 [3 and 4 are subscripts] {magnetite} has iron and is spinel. 

 

marmatite 

ZnFeS2 [2 is subscript] {marmatite} has zinc and iron. 

 

pyrite 

FeS2 [2 is subscript] {pyrite}| {fool's gold} has iron and is the most-common sulfide. 

 

siderite 

FeCO3 [3 is subscript] {siderite} is minor iron ore. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Lead 

 

cerussite 

PbCO3 [3 is subscript] {cerussite} is lead ore. 

 

galena 

PbS {galena} has lead and often associates with silver. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Magnesium 

 

Epsom salt 

MgSO4 . 7 H2O [4, 7, and 2 are subscripts] {epsonite} {Epsom salt}| has magnesium, is hydrous, forms by 

evaporation, and is white. 

 

magnesite 

MgCO3 [3 is subscript] {magnesite} has magnesium. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Zinc 

 

sphalerite 

ZnS {sphalerite} {zincblende} {schalenblende} has zinc. 

 

zincite 

ZnO {zincite} has zinc. 



 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Organic 

 

organic mineral 

Rocks are inorganic, but living things make resin, bitumen, and amber {organic mineral}. 

 

amber mineral 

Living things make minerals {amber, mineral}. 

 

bitumen 

Dead living things can form minerals {bitumen}|. 

 

lagerstatten 

Rocks {lagerstätten} can retain traces of soft-bodied animals and animal burrows. Solnhofen Limestone in Germany 

has fossil Archaeopteryx. Burgess Shale in British Columbia, Canada, has Cambrian fossils. Chienjiang in Yunnan 

Province, China, has early Cambrian fossils. Doushantuo Formation in Guizhou Province, China, has early 

Precambrian fossils in calcium phosphate. Ediacara Hills in Australia have Precambrian fossils. 

 

mother-of-pearl 

pearl-oyster inside shell {nacre} {mother-of-pearl}|. 

 

pearl 

pearl-oyster round excretion {pearl, gem}|. 

 

resin as mineral 

Plants make minerals {resin, mineral}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates 

 

silicate mineral 

Silicon and oxygen compounds {silicate mineral} are hard and are 1/3 of all minerals. SiO2 [2 is subscript] is 

triangular. Silicon dioxide is in granite and obsidian. It forms at 600 C to 900 C. It has density 2.7 g/cm^3. SiO4 [4 is 

subscript] is tetrahedral. Silicon oxides can have another form {tridimyte}. Silicates can be nesosilicate, sorosilicate, 

cyclosilicate, inosilicate, phyllosilicate, or tektosilicate. 

 

silica 

Silicon oxides {silica}| can be grains. 

 

flint 

hardness-7 gray silicate {flint}. 

 

gabbro 

Calcium silicate, magnesium silicate, and iron silicate {gabbro} can be together. 

 

rhinestone 

Hard glass {rhinestone}| has many colors and is for jewels. 

 

sorosilicate 

Tetrahedral silicates {sorosilicate} can have two tetrahedra. Zn4Si2O7(OH)2 . H2O [4, 2, and 7 are subscripts] 

{hemimorphite} {calamine} is sorosilicate, is secondary zinc mineral, and is milk white or blue. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Opal 

 

opal 

SiO2 . n H2O [2 is subscript] {opal}| is colloidal and can have iridescence {precious opal}, red reflections {fire 

opal}, or be in trees {wood opal}. 



 

hyalite 

Opal can have glassy appearance {hyalite} in granite. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Quartz 

 

quartz mineral 

SiO2 [2 is subscript] {quartz}| has crystals and is glassy or milky {rock crystal}, brown {smoky quartz}, black 

{morion quartz}, citrine, pink {rose quartz}, amethyst, chalcedony, agate, onyx, or jasper. 

 

agate 

Quartz {agate}| can have different color bands. 

 

amethyst 

Quartz {amethyst}| can be violet. 

 

chalcedony 

Quartz {chalcedony} can have translucent microcrystals. 

 

citrine 

Quartz {citrine} can be yellow. 

 

jasper 

Quartz {jasper} can be many-colored. 

 

onyx 

Quartz {onyx}| can have straight black-and-white bands. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Cyclosilicate 

 

cyclosilicate 

Tetrahedral silicates {cyclosilicate} can be rings. 

 

dioptase 

CuSiO2(OH)2 [2 is subscript] {dioptase} is copper cyclosilicate and is green. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Cyclosilicate>Beryl 

 

beryl 

Be3Al2Si6O18 [3, 2, 6, and 18 are subscripts] {beryl}| is aluminum cyclosilicate and can be hexagonal beryllium 

ore {pegmatite}, emerald, or aquamarine. 

 

aquamarine mineral 

Beryl can be blue minerals {aquamarine, mineral}. 

 

emerald 

Beryl can be green minerals {emerald}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Cyclosilicate>Tourmaline 

 

tourmaline 

(Na,Ca)(Li,Mg,Fe,Al)3(Al,Fe)6B3Si6O27(O,OH,F)4 [3, 6, and 27 are subscripts] {tourmaline}| is aluminum and 

iron cyclosilicate and commonly is schorl. 

 

schorl 

Tourmaline commonly is a black mineral {schorl}. 



 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Inosilicate 

 

inosilicate 

Triangular silicates {inosilicate} can be long chains. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Inosilicate>Pyroxene 

 

pyroxene 

Inosilicate {pyroxene} can be green or black and granular or fibrous. 

 

diopside 

CaMgSi2O6 [2 and 6 are subscripts] {diopside} is calcium and magnesium pyroxene. 

 

basalt 

feldspar and pyroxene mixture {basalt}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Inosilicate>Amphibole 

 

amphibole 

Inosilicate {amphibole} can be white to black-green. 

 

jade mineral 

Hard green amphibole {jade}| is for jewelry. 

 

hornblende 

(Ca,Na,K,Mg,Fe,Al)Si2O6 [2 and 6 are subscripts] {hornblende} is calcium, sodium, potassium, magnesium, iron, 

and aluminum amphibole and is monoclinic. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Nesosilicate 

 

nesosilicate 

Silicates {nesosilicate} can be isolated tetrahedra. 

 

olivine 

(Mg,Fe)2SiO4 [2 and 4 are subscripts] {olivine}| {chrysolite} {peridotite} is magnesium and iron nesosilicate and is 

green to yellow-brown. Peridotite igneous rock in mantle can react with seawater to make hydrogen. Hydrogen reacts 

with carbon-containing molecules to make methane. 

 

titanite 

CaTiSiO5 [5 is subscript] {titanite} is titanium nesosilicate. 

 

topaz mineral 

Al2SiO4(OH,F)2 [2 and 4 are subscripts] {topaz, mineral}| is aluminum nesosilicate and can be yellow, amber, or 

blue. Transparent form {chiastolite} is in Spain. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Nesosilicate>Almandine 

 

almandine mineral 

Fe3Al2(SiO4)3 [3, 2, and 4 are subscripts] {almandine, mineral} is aluminum nesosilicate. 

 

garnet 

Almandine can be isometric, red, and translucent {garnet}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Nesosilicate>Zircon 

 



zircon mineral 

Zr(SiO4) [4 is subscript] {zircon, mineral}| is zirconium nesosilicate and can be orange or red {hyacinth, zircon}. 

 

adamantine 

Zircon can be prismatic {adamantine}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Phyllosilicate 

 

phyllosilicate 

Triangular silicates {phyllosilicate} can have flat layers. 

 

biotite 

K2(Mg,Fe,Al)4-6(Si,Al)8O20(OH)4 [2, 4, 6, 8, and 20 are subscripts] {biotite} {black mica} is phyllosilicate and is 

lustrous and lamellar. 

 

chlorite 

Chlorine-containing phyllosilicates {chlorite} are lamellar and dark green or blue-green. 

 

mica 

KAl3Si3O10(OH)2 [3 and 10 are subscripts] {white mica} {mica}| is phyllosilicate and is pearly and lamellar. 

Aluminum silicates form at 900 C to 1400 C. They have density 2.6 g/cm^3 to 3.5 g/cm^3. Aluminum-silicate 

compounds include feldspar, hornblende, and biotite. Aluminum silicates with minerals are clays. 

 

serpentine mineral 

Mg3Si2O5(OH)4 [3, 2, 5, and 4 are subscripts] {serpentine, mineral}|, from Alps and Apennines, is phyllosilicate 

and can be chrysolite, asbestos serpentine, and antigonite. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Phyllosilicate>Talc 

 

talc 

Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 [3, 4, and 10 are subscripts] {talc}| is phyllosilicate and is white or gray, greasy, and monoclinic. 

 

soapstone 

Talc can form stone {soapstone}|. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Tektosilicate 

 

tektosilicate 

Triangular silicates {tektosilicate}, such as feldspar, can be three-dimensional structures. Tektosilicates are the most-

common silicates. 

 

andesite 

feldspar and plagioclase mixture {andesite}. 

 

anorthite 

CaAl2Si2O8 [2 and 8 are subscripts] {anorthite} is tektosilicate. 

 

lapis lazuli 

CaB2Si2O8 [2 and 8 are subscripts] {lazurite} {lapis lazuli}| is tektosilicate, is blue or dark blue, and is granular. 

 

orthoclase 

KAlSi3O8 [3 and 8 are subscripts] {orthoclase} is tektosilicate and is monoclinic. 

 

plagioclase 

NaAlSi3O8 [3 and 8 are subscripts] {plagioclase} is tektosilicate. 

 



PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Tektosilicate>Stillbite 

 

stillbite 

NaCa2Al5Si13O36 . 14 H2O [2, 5, 13, and 36 are subscripts] {stillbite} is tektosilicate and can be zeolite. 

 

zeolite 

Stillbite can be aluminum silicate {zeolite} that swells under heat. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Silicates>Tektosilicate>Feldspar 

 

feldspar 

Triangular silicates {feldspathoid} {feldspar}| can be low in silicon. Feldspar is the most-common silicate. 

 

moonstone 

Feldspar {moonstone}| can have pearl luster. 

 

porphyry mineral 

Fine-grained igneous rock has large feldspar crystals {porphyry}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Rock 

 

rock types 

Rocks {rock, types} can be igneous, metamorphic, or sedimentary. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Rock>Igneous 

 

igneous rock 

Molten minerals from mantle cool and harden at different rates to make rock {igneous rock}|. 

 

granite 

Igneous-rock slow cooling makes coarse grain crystals {granite}|. 

 

diorite 

dark, hard, smooth {diorite}. 

 

obsidian rock 

Igneous-rock rapid cooling makes fine grain crystals {obsidian}. 

 

pumice 

Rhyolite {pumice} can form with gas bubbles. 

 

rhyolite 

Fine-grained glassy granite {rhyolite} has color bands. 

 

scoria 

Basalt lava flows have red-brown, porous rocks {scoria} that contain gas bubbles. 

 

sialic rock 

Igneous rocks {sialic rock} can be mostly silicon and aluminum. Granite, continental rock, and sediments are sialic. 

 

tufa 

soft volcanic rock {tufa}. 

 

tuff 

aerated light volcanic rock {tuff}. 

 



PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Rock>Sedimentary 

 

sedimentary rock 

Sand or clay layers can make rock {sedimentary rock}|. Water, wind, or ice makes sand or clay layers. Layers can be 

clastic rock, crystallize from shallow lakes or seas by evaporation to make sediment, or precipitate to make sediment. 

Sedimentary rocks can be calcite limestone and calcium-and-magnesium carbonate dolomite. Sedimentary rocks are the 

only rocks that have no reheating, so they can retain fossil imprints. 

 

clastic rock 

Layers can cement together by pressure {clastic rock}. 

 

conglomerate rock 

Sedimentary rocks {conglomerate rock} can come from stones and gravel in hardened clay. 

 

sandstone 

Sedimentary rocks {sandstone}| can come from sand. 

 

shale 

Sedimentary rocks {shale}| can come from clay and wood. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>Mineral>Kinds>Rock>Metamorphic 

 

metamorphic rock 

Igneous or sedimentary rocks can change to new forms {metamorphic rock}| by heat and pressure deep in Earth. 

 

breccia 

Metamorphic rocks {breccia} can come from conglomerate. 

 

diabase 

Metamorphic rocks {diabase} can come from basalt. 

 

gneiss 

Metamorphic rocks {gneiss} can come from granite. 

 

marble 

Metamorphic rocks {marble}| can come from limestone or dolomite. 

 

quartzite 

Metamorphic rocks {quartzite} can come from sandstone. 

 

schist 

Metamorphic rocks {schist}| can come from shale and basalt. 

 

slate rock 

Metamorphic rocks {slate, rock}| can come from clay or shale. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>History 

 

Felix A. Vening Meinesz [Meinesz, Felix A. Vening] 

geologist 

Netherlands 

1921 to 1937 

Meinesz pendulum 

He lived 1887 to 1966 and studied gravity. Strong negative isostatic anomalies {Meinesz belts} parallel deep-sea 

trenches [1921 to 1937]. Downbuckling results from compression between large, rigid crustal blocks. 

 



Harold Urey [Urey, Harold] 

geologist 

USA 

1931 to 1952 

He lived 1893 to 1981 and studied life's origin [1952] and ocean temperature variation [1931]. 

 

William Beebe [Beebe, William] 

geologist 

USA 

1934 

He lived 1877 to 1962 and went 1000 meters below sea level in bathysphere [1934]. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>History>Invention 

 

Bernard Vonnegut [Vonnegut, Bernard] 

geologist/inventor 

USA 

1946 

cloud seeding [1946] 

He lived 1914 to 1997 and started cloud seeding [1946] with silver iodide for more rain {cloud seeding}. 

 

PHYS>Earth Science>History>Planet 

 

Charles Lyell [Lyell, Charles] 

geologist 

England 

1833 

Principles of Geology [1833] 

He lived 1797 to 1875. Wind, water, pressure, and heat forces can make mountains, riverbeds, coastlines, and other 

land shapes. Events observed in present explain events in past. World always has same laws {uniformitarianism}. 

 

Andrija Mohorovicic [Mohorovicic, Andrija] 

geologist 

Croatia 

1909 

He lived 1857 to 1936, studied seisomology, and discovered [1909] discontinuity at crust and mantle {Mohorovicic 

Discontinuity, Mohorovicic}. 

 

Arthur Holmes [Holmes, Arthur] 

geologist 

England 

1911 to 1913 

Age of the Earth [1913] 

He lived 1890 to 1965, did first radiometric rock dating [1911], and championed continental drift and plate 

spreading. 

 

Alfred Wegener [Wegener, Alfred] 

geologist 

Brunswick, Germany 

1912 to 1928 

Origin of the Continents and Oceans [1915] 

He lived 1880 to 1930 and developed continental-drift theory [1912 to 1928]. 

 

Milutin Milankovich [Milankovich, Milutin] 

geologist 

Russia 



1925 

He lived 1879 to 1958. Earth-axis variation and atmospheric insulation caused ice ages [1925]. 

 

Harry Hess [Hess, Harry] 

geologist 

USA 

1957 

He lived 1906 to 1969. Mantle convection caused continental drift and sea-floor spreading [1957]. 

 

Bruce C. Heezen [Heezen, Bruce C.] 

geologist 

USA 

1958 

He lived 1924 to 1977 and mapped ocean floor [1958]. 

 

James Van Allen [Van Allen, James] 

geologist 

USA 

1958 

He lived 1914 to 2006 and found radiation belts around Earth [1958]. 

 

Frederick Vine [Vine, Frederick]/Drummond Matthews [Matthews, Drummond] 

geologist 

England 

1963 

Vine lived 1939 to ?. Matthews lived 1931 to 1997. They studied magnetic pole flipping compared to seafloor 

spreading [1963]. 

 

Lynn Sykes [Sykes, Lynn] 

geologist 

USA 

1968 

He studied sea floor spreading and earthquakes, with Jack Oliver and Bryan L. Isacks, and said that plates float 

[1968]. 

 

PHYS>Physics 

 

physics 

Physical science {physics, science} can be about atoms, dynamics, electromagnetism, entropy, fluids, heat, kinetics, 

matter, measurement, quantum mechanics, relativity, space, time, and waves. Entropy includes information and free 

energy. Matter, includes energy, momentum, and conservation laws. Measurement includes standards, instruments, and 

precision. Quantum mechanics includes quanta, uncertainty, statistical processes, waves, particles, and wave-particle 

duality. Relativity includes invariance, constancy, simultaneity, and reference frames. Space includes distance, length, 

direction, discontinuity, and continuity. 

mathematics and physics 

Most mathematics tools find applications in physics: vectors, matrices, calculus, topology, statistics, geometry, 

algebra, trigonometry, group theory, information theory, chaos theory, and complexity theory. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Measurement 

 

measurement 

Measurement {measurement} requires starting point or baseline value and ending point. Measurements use unit 

measures. Measurement counts number of units between starting and ending points. Measurement requires 

measurement units. Measurements use length, mass, and time units {fundamental units}. 

 



PHYS>Physics>Measurement>Units 

 

measurement unit 

Measurement depends on standard values {measurement unit} {unit of measurement}. 

 

fundamental unit 

All other units combine length, time, and mass units {fundamental unit}| {absolute unit}. The seven fundamental SI 

units are length {meter, length unit}, time {second, time unit}, mass {kilogram, mass}, electric current {ampere}, 

thermodynamic temperature {Kelvin, thermodynamic temperature}, substance amount {mole, particle number}, and 

light intensity {candela, light intensity}. 

derived units 

The 22 derived SI units are plane angle {radian, plane angle}, solid angle {steradian, angle}, force {newton}, 

pressure {pascal}, energy {joule}, power {watt}, temperature {Celsius, temperature}, electric charge {coulomb, 

electric charge}, electric potential {volt}, electric capacitance {farad}, electric resistance {ohm}, electric conductance 

{siemens}, magnetic flux {weber}, magnetic flux density {tesla}, magnetic inductance {henry}, light flux {lumen, 

light flux}, illuminance {lux}, frequency {hertz}, rates and radioactivity {becquerel, radioactivity rate}, radiation dose 

{gray} {sievert}, and catalytic activity {katal}. 

 

geometrized unit 

If constants c, G, k are set equal to 1, so c = G = k = 1, all measurements are in centimeters or inverse centimeters 

{geometrized unit}|. Length uses cm, time uses cm^-1, and mass uses cm^5. The basis for geometrized units is that 

time and distance relate by constant light speed. Mass, time, and length relate, because photons have different energies 

at different frequencies, and time relates to frequency. Fundamental units can be velocity, expressed as centimeters per 

second, or time, expressed as seconds. 

 

unit conversion 

To convert unit to another unit {conversion of units} {unit conversion}, multiply original measurement by new-unit 

to original-unit ratio, obtained from reference books, to cancel original unit and leave new unit. For example, to convert 

meters to centimeters, (15 meters) * (100 centimeters/meters) = 1500 centimeters. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Measurement>Units>System 

 

metric system 

Unit systems {metric system}| can use meter for length, kilogram for mass, and second for time {meter-kilogram-

second system} (MKS), or centimeter for length, gram for mass, and second for time {centimeter-gram-second system} 

(CGS). 

 

Systeme Internationale 

World standard measurement system {Systeme Internationale} (SI) is metric system. 

 

Imperial measure 

English measurement system {Imperial measure} is in USA. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Measurement>Prefixes 

 

prefix for measurements 

Prefixes {prefix, measurement} represent powers. 10^24 {yotta} (Y). 10^21 {zetta} (Z). 10^18 {exa} (E). 10^15 

{peta} (P). 10^12 {tera} (T). 10^9 {giga} (G). 10^6 {mega} (M). 10^3 {kilo} (kg). 10^2 {hecto} (h). 10^1 {deca} 

(da). 10^-1 {deci} (d). 10^-2 {centi} (c). 10^-3 {milli} (m). 10^-6 {micro} (µ). 10^-9 {nano} (n). 10^-12 {pico, 

measurement} (p). 10^-15 {femto} (f). 10^-18 {atto} (a). 10^-21 {zepto} (z). 10^-24 {yocto} (y). 

 

iso- measurement 

The iso- prefix {iso-, measurement} means the same at different locations. Isobar is for pressure. Isobath is for 

depth. Isocline is for magnetic dip. Isogon is for magnetic declination. Isohaline is for ocean-surface salinity. Isohel is 

for hours of sunshine. Isohyct is for rainfall. Isoseismal is for earthquake shock. Isotherm is for temperature. 

Isochronous is for time. 



 

PHYS>Physics>Measurement>Methods 

 

significant figure 

Measurement digits have different importance {significant figure}| {significant digit}. Zeroes to left of left-most 

non-zero digit are not meaningful. If number has no decimal point, zeroes to right of right-most non-zero digit are not 

meaningful. If number has decimal point, zeroes to right of right-most non-zero digit are meaningful. Zeroes between 

non-zero digits are meaningful. 

instruments 

Number of significant digits is number of measured digits, including estimated digit. 

products 

For calculation results, number of significant digits is smallest measured number of significant digits. Multiplying or 

dividing measurements must maintain number of meaningful digits. 

 

accuracy 

Analyses have number of significant figures {accuracy}|. 

 

precision 

Analog-instrument sensitivity {precision}| is tenth of distance between marks. For example, ruler with millimeter 

markings has precision tenth of millimeter. Digital-instrument precision is displayed numbers. 

 

reproducibility 

Quantitative analyses have variability range. Repeated measurements must have similar results {reproducibility}|. If 

repeated measurement results in significantly different values, results are not reproducible. 

 

selectivity of measurement 

Quantitative analyses can detect substance from among other materials {selectivity, measurement}|. For example, 

instruments detect one frequency or smaller or larger frequency range. 

 

sensitivity of measurement 

Quantitative analyses have minimum detectable amount {sensitivity, measurement}|. For example, instruments 

detect intensity threshold. 

 

nulling 

Precise-measurement technique {nulling}| cancels unknown values using known standard or sensed values using 

expected values. Nulling methods do not require apparatus to be linear. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Measurement>Quantity 

 

extensive quantity 

Quantities {extensive quantity}| can be sums or differences over time or space ranges. They are total amounts: 

distance, area, volume, time interval, moles, energy, heat, entropy, charge, and mass. They have magnitude but no 

direction. Measuring extensive quantities requires accumulation. Extensive quantities are intensive-quantity integrals. 

 

intensive quantity 

Quantities {intensive quantity}| can be values at times and places. They are instantaneous or local amounts, amount 

changes, or measurement ratios. Temperature, time, rate, concentration, and chemical potential are scalar magnitudes, 

with no direction. Distance, direction, velocity, acceleration, force, pressure, momentum, and intensity are vector 

quantities, with magnitude and direction. Intensive quantities can be matrices. Measuring intensive quantities requires 

comparing two points over time or distance, to make an extensive quantity. Intensive quantities are extensive-quantity 

differentials. For example, thermometers measure temperature by linearly expanding mass. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Measurement>Kinds 

 



people measurements 

People {people measurements} are 1 meter tall, weigh 10^5 grams, and live 10^10 seconds. Head volume is 1 liter. 

Heartbeat force is 1 newton. Heartbeat work is 1 joule. Heartbeat power is 1 watt. Walking speed is 2 meters per 

second. Every day, people make 8000 J or 2000 Calories. Human internal temperature is 37 C. Room temperature or 

human surface temperature is 21 C. After walking across wool rug, charge on finger is 1 Coulomb. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Measurement>Kinds>Number 

 

number measurement 

Number measures {number measurement} include 12 {dozen}, 144 {gross}, and Avogadro's number 6.02 x 10^23 

{mole, number} (mol). 

 

cloth measurement 

Cloth threads {cloth measurement} have units {denier}. Denier range is 100 to 350. 

 

frequency measurement 

Cycles divided by time in seconds {cycles per second} (Hertz) (Hz) is frequency {frequency measurement}. 

Frequency is always a positive number. Alternating current is 50 Hz or 60 Hz. 

Mechanical-object frequencies measure revolutions per minute (rpm). Car internal-combustion engines operate at 

700 rpm to 6500 rpm. 

Lowest frequency is one cycle during age of universe, 1/(10^21 s) = 10^-21 Hz. Lowest practical electromagnetic-

wave frequency is 1 Hz (with wavelength 10^8 meters, one light-year). 

By quantum mechanics, highest frequency {Planck frequency} is inverse Planck time 1/(10^-43 s) = 10^43 Hz. 

Highest practical electromagnetic-wave frequency is 10^23 Hz (with wavelength 10^-15 meters, electron diameter). 

 

paper measurement 

500 sheets {ream} is paper-quantity unit {paper measurement}. 

 

radioactivity measurement 

Many different units {becquerel, radioactivity} {roentgen} {rad} {dose equivalent} {rem} {curie} measure 

radioactivity {radioactivity measurement}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Measurement>Kinds>Electric 

 

charge measurement 

Electric-charge units {charge measurement} are one mole of electrons {faraday} (F) or total charge {coulomb, 

charge} (C) moved one meter by one newton. 1 F equals 96494 C. 

 

electric current measurement 

Electric charge, in coulombs, divided by time, in seconds is electric current {electric current measurement} in 

amperes (A). Currents are typically 0.1 A to 5 A. Radio current is 1 A. 

 

potential measurement 

Electric energy, in joules, divided by charge, in coulombs, is electric potential {potential measurement} in volts (V). 

Small-battery voltage is 1.5 V. Car-battery voltage is 12 V. Magnetic field has unit {gauss}. 

 

resistance measurement 

Electric potential, in volts, divided by current, in amperes, is electrical resistance {resistance measurement} in ohms, 

which has upper-case omega symbol. 

 

capacitance measurement 

Electric-potential change divided by current change is electric capacitance {capacitance measurement} in farads (F). 

Capacitors have farad range from 1 F to 500 F. 

 



inductance measurement 

Electric-current change divided by electric-potential change is electrical inductance {inductance measurement} in 

henrys. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Measurement>Kinds>Mass 

 

mass measurement 

In metric system, fundamental mass units {mass measurement} are gram {gram} (g) or kilogram {kilogram, mass 

unit} (kg). A derived mass measure is 1000 kilograms {tonne}. Atom mass unit is 10^-24 grams {atomic mass unit}, 

1/12 of carbon-12 atom mass. Mass unit in English units is slug {slug, mass}. 

 

force measurement 

Mass, in kilograms, times acceleration, in meters per second squared, is force unit {force measurement} in newtons 

(N), in MKS system. Mass, in grams, times acceleration, in centimeters per second squared, is force unit {dyne} in 

CGS system. 

Mass times gravity acceleration is weight. In English measure, weight measurements use different systems, 

depending on mass range. 

avoirdupois 

In avoirdupois units {avoirdupois}, 28.35 grams is 1 ounce {avoirdupois ounce}. Avoirdupois weights include 16 

avoirdupois ounces {avoirdupois pound} {pound, weight}, 100 avoirdupois pounds {hundredweight}, 2000 

avoirdupois pounds {ton, weight}, 1/16 avoirdupois ounces {dram}, 1/7000 avoirdupois pounds {grain, mass unit}, 

100 avoirdupois pounds {cental}, 100 avoirdupois pounds or 112 avoirdupois pounds or 100 kilograms {quintal}, and 

2240 avoirdupois pounds {long ton}. 

apothecary 

Apothecary weights {apothecaries measure} depend on 1 grain {apothecary grain}. Apothecary weights include 20 

apothecary grains {apothecary scruple}, 3 apothecary scruples {apothecary dram}, 8 apothecary drams {apothecary 

ounce}, 12 apothecary ounces {apothecary pound}. Apothecary pound has same weight as troy pound. 

troy 

Troy weights, based on 1 grain {troy grain}, are for weighing gold, silver, and jewels. Troy weights include 24 troy 

grains {troy pennyweight}, 20 troy pennyweight {troy ounce}, and 12 troy ounce {troy pound}. 

electromagnetism 

Electric force is in newtons. Magnetic force has units {unit pole}. 

 

energy measurement 

Force, in newtons, times distance, in meters, is work and energy {energy measurement} in joules (J), in MKS 

system. Force, in dynes, times distance, in centimeters, is energy unit {erg} in CGS system. 10000 erg equals 1 joule. 

In English measure, force is weight, in pounds, times distance, in feet {foot-pound}. 

electric 

Voltage, in volts, times charge, in coulombs, is electric energy in joules. For subatomic particles, electric energy is 

voltage, in volts, times electron charge {electron-volt} (eV). Electric energy is power, in kilowatts, times time, in hours 

{kilowatt-hour}. USA houses use hundreds of kilowatts each month. 

heat 

Heat energy is energy needed to heat one gram of water one degree Celsius {calorie} (cal) or one kilogram of water 

one degree Celsius {Calorie} (Cal). 1 Cal = 1000 cal. In English measure, heat energy uses larger units {British thermal 

unit} (BTU). 

 

temperature measurement 

Temperature units {temperature measurement} relate to water freezing and boiling temperatures. In Kelvin (K), 

freezing point is 273 degrees and boiling temperature is 373 degrees. In Celsius (C), freezing point is 0 degrees and 

boiling temperature is 100 degrees. In English measure {Fahrenheit} (F), freezing point is 32 degrees and boiling 

temperature is 212 degrees. An English temperature measure {Rankine} is Fahrenheit plus 459.69 degrees. 

 

impulse measurement 

Force, in dynes, times time, in seconds {dyne-second}, is impulse, impact, or action {impulse measurement}. 

 



intensity measurement 

In SI system, power per area {intensity measurement} can be power per steradian. Informally, intensity is flux per 

steradian, pressure divided by time, or force per second per unit distance. 

Sound intensity uses logarithmic scale {bel}, or its tenths {decibel} (db) (dB), so 10 db equals 1 bel. Whispers are 

30 db. Siren loudness is 100 dB. Larger units {neper} are 6.686 db. 

Light intensity compares to standard candle {candela, intensity} (cd) {international candle} {candle, light} {lumen, 

light}. One candela is light intensity 1/683 watts per steradian, at frequency 540 * 10^12 hertz. 

 

power measurement 

Energy, in joules, divided by time, in seconds, is power {power measurement} in watts (W). In refrigeration, 3517 

watts are one ton {ton, refrigeration}. In English measure, power compares to standard horse power {horsepower}. 

 

gasoline measurements 

Mixing alkanes and benzenes makes gasoline {gasoline measurement}, which has engine power {octane number}. 

Octane is 87 for regular gas, 89 for intermediate gas and 91 for premium gas. 

 

pressure measurement 

Force, in newtons, divided by area, in square meters, is pressure {pressure measurement} in pascals. Atmospheric 

pressure has pressure units {bar, pressure unit} {atmosphere, pressure unit} (atm). Pressure is how high mercury rises 

in columns {torr} {mm Hg} {inches Hg}. 1 atm equals 760 mm Hg. Standard temperature and pressure (STP) is 25 C 

and 1 atm. In English measure, pressure is force, in pounds, divided by area, in square inches {pounds per square inch} 

(psi). 

 

density measurement 

Mass, in grams, divided by volume, in cubic centimeters, is density {density measurement}: d = g/cm^3. Water 

density is 1 g/cm^3. 

 

gold measurement 

Metals {gold measurement} can have purity {karat} (K). 28 K is pure. 24 K is high purity. 18 K is good purity. 14 K 

is strong. 10 K is strongest. 

 

viscosity measurement 

Dynamic-viscosity unit {poise, viscosity unit} differs from kinetic-viscosity unit {myriastoke} {viscosity 

measurement}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Measurement>Kinds>Space 

 

length measurement 

Space measurement {length measurement} {distance measurement} uses distance units. The MKS system has a 

fundamental length unit {meter, length} (m). Derived length units include 10^-2 meters {centimeter}, 10^-6 meters 

{micron}, and 10^-10 meters {Angstrom}. 

English measure 

0.001 inches (mil) measures wire diameter. 2.54 centimeters {inch} (in). 39.37 inch = 1 meter. 0.66 feet {li, length 

unit}. 3 inches {palm, length}. 4 inches {hand}. 7 to 9 inches {span}. 12 inches {foot, length} (ft). {board foot}. 18 

inches to 22 inches {cubit}. 2.5 feet {pace, length}. 3 feet {yard, length} (yd). 6 feet {fathom}. 16.5 feet {rod, 

measure}. 100 links or 66 feet {chain, length} {Gunter's chain} {surveyor's chain}. 100 feet or 100 links {chain} 

{engineer's chain}. 625 Greek feet or 0.1196 mile {stade}. 220 yards {furlong}. 5280 ft, 1760 yards, 8 furlongs, or 

1.609 kilometers {mile} {statute mile}. 1 arc-minute on great circle of sphere with area equal to Earth area is 6080 feet 

{nautical mile}. 1 arc-minute at equator is 6087 feet {geographic mile}. 3 miles, or 2.4 to 4.6 miles {league}. 

railroad 

Railroad track {railroad measurement} has width {standard gauge} {narrow gauge} {HO guage}. 

wire gauge 

Wires have diameters {wire gauge}, such as American or Brown and Sharpe system. 

minimum 

By quantum mechanics, minimum length is Planck length, 1.6 * 10^-35 meters, where length becomes quantized. 



maximum 

Maximum length is circumference of universe, 10^30 meters. 

 

speed measurement 

Length, in meters, divided by time, in seconds {meters/second}, is velocity {speed measurement}. In English 

measure, velocity is miles per hour (mph) or nautical miles per hour {knot, speed}. Velocity divided by time, in 

seconds {meters/second squared}, is acceleration. Earth-gravity acceleration is 9.8 m/s^2. Car acceleration is 3 m/s^2 

or 1/3 gravity. 

 

area measurement 

Surface measurement {area measurement} is length squared or square meters (m^2). Area measure can be 1000 m^2 

{hectare}, which is 2.5 acres. In English measure, area can be 10 square chains, 160 square rods, or 0.4047 hectare 

{acre} or can be 36 square miles {township}. 640 acres equals 1 square mile. For cross-sections {cross-sectional area}, 

1 barn is 10^-28 cm^2. 

 

volume measurement 

Space measurement {volume measurement} depends on length measurement. Length cubed is in cubic meters. 

Volume measure is 1000 cm^3 or 0.001 m^3 {liter} (L). 

English measure 

1/360 fluid ounce {minim}. 1/6 fluid ounce {teaspoon} (tsp). 3 teaspoons {tablespoon} (tbsp). 2 tbsp {fluid ounce} 

(fl oz). 1 1/2 fl oz {jigger}. 0.25 pint or 4 fluid ounces {gill, volume}. 8 fluid ounces {cup}. 2 cups or 16 fluid ounces 

{pint}. 1/16 peck {dry pint}. 2 pints or 1.1 liter {quart, volume}. 1/8 peck {dry quart}. 4 quarts {gallon}. gallon 

slightly larger than regular gallon {Imperial gallon}. {stere}. 0.25 bushel {peck}. 0.3524 hektaliter {bushel}. 1/4 barrel 

or 9 gallons {firkin}. 31.5 gallon {barrel, volume unit}. {demijohn}. 2 barrels {hogshead}. 3000 ml or four-fifths 

gallon {double-magnum} {jeroboam}, for wine. two-wine-bottle or 1500 ml {magnum, champagne}. {split}. 

{trencher}. 128 ft^3 {cord, volume}. hay {bale}. 

 

angle measurement 

Two intersecting lines have opening amount {angle measurement} at intersection. If lines are the same, angle 

between them is 0 degrees, and angle around them is 360 degrees, two times pi radians. If lines are parallel and meet at 

center, angle between them is 180 degrees, pi radians. If lines are perpendicular, angle between them is 90 degrees, pi/2 

radians. Angle measure can use larger unit {rhumb}, which is 11.25 degrees, 1/16 of reverse turn, or one point on 

mariner's compass. 

 

gauge measurement 

Metal wires have diameters {gauge, measurement}. Smaller numbers are larger diameters. 

 

opening measurement 

Aperture size {opening measurement}, as for camera lens, has units {f number} {f stop}. f stops are numbers 2 for 

wide open, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, 16, 22, and 32 for almost closed. 
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surveying measurements 

Earth locations have distances and elevations {surveying measurements}. Measured great-circle arc {level, survey} 

can be surveying basis. 

 

spirit level 

Finding elevation difference uses instrument {level, instrument} {spirit level}| that measures angles. 

 

acclivity 

High objects have angle {acclivity} to horizontal. 

 

declivity 

Low objects have angle {declivity} to horizontal. 

 



theodolite 

Surveying instruments {theodolite}| can measure horizontal and vertical angles. 

 

horizon in surveying 

Observers above ground can see Earth surface out to distance {horizon, Earth}. If Earth is spherical, horizon relates 

to height above ground: r = 1.23 * h^0.5, where r is radius from observation point to horizon, and h is height above 

ground. 

 

benchmark surveying 

Surveyors place metal plates {benchmark, surveying}| at locations with precise elevation. 
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time measurement 

Measuring time {time measurement} requires standard vibration or rotation frequency. Fundamental time unit is one 

second {standard second} {SI second} (s), which is 9,192,631,770 periods of unperturbed microwave transition 

between two cesium-133 ground-state hyperfine levels, as measured by atomic clocks {Coordinated Universal Time} 

(UTC). 

year 

Standard second can depend on Earth motion around Sun. Tropical year 1900 has 31,556,925,974 seconds 

{ephemeris second} {ephemeris time} {Newtonian time}. Gravity predicts solar-system object positions at distinct 

times. Ephemeris time uses actual number of days {universal time} (UT0) or universal time corrected for Earth-axis 

wobble {navigator's time} (UT1) (UT2). 

derived units 

60 seconds {minute, time} (min). 60 minutes {hour} (hr). 24 hours {day}. 7 days {week}. 14 days and nights 

{fortnight}. 4 1/3 week or 28 to 31 days {month}. 365 days {year} (yr). 366 days every fourth year {leap year}. 10 

years {decade}. 100 years {century, time}. 1000 years {millennium}. 1,000,000 years {eon}. 

minimum 

By quantum mechanics, minimum time is Planck time, 10^-43 seconds, where time becomes quantized. 

maximum 

Maximum time is age of universe, 10^21 seconds. 

 

solar time 

Earth time measurement can compare to Sun {solar time}. Varying orbital speeds and varying seasons cause Sun-

referenced Earth-rotation period to average four minutes longer than star-referenced rotation period. Sun-referenced 

Earth-rotation period can be ahead 16 minutes in early November or behind 14 minutes in early January. 
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anomalistic year 

Years {anomalistic year} can be time from Earth perihelion to next perihelion, which is five minutes longer than 

sidereal years, because major axis of Earth elliptical orbit moves around Sun in same direction as Earth moves. 

 

sidereal year 

Years {sidereal year} can be time between same positions with respect to fixed stars. Time {sidereal time} can be 

relative to fixed stars. 

 

tropical year 

Years {tropical year} can be time from first point of Aries to next first point of Aries, which is 20 minutes shorter 

than sidereal year, because first point moves around Sun in opposite direction to Earth motion. 
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causation in physics 

Causes {cause, physics} {causation, physics} change particles or particle spatial relations. Causes are forces. Cause 

precedes effect. Mind activities are indirect causes. Causes are desired states. Human thought has purposes. Physical 

forces put thoughts into action. 

 

microcausality 

Space-like separated fields either commute or anticommute {microcausality}, because otherwise effects travel faster 

than light speed. 

 

third arrow strategy 

Previous causes require later effects. Perhaps, physical-law asymmetry can mediate causal temporal asymmetry 

{third arrow strategy, causation}. However, physical laws have no asymmetry that can mediate temporal asymmetry. 
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matter 

Matter amount is mass {matter}. 
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mass as matter 

Matter amount {mass, physics}| is sum of elementary-particle amounts. Matter has spatial extension and divisibility. 

Mass has inertia. Mass is scalar quantity. Object interaction with universal field, such as Higgs field or technicolor 

field, causes mass. 

 

center of mass 

Object mass has balance point {mass center} {center of mass} {center of gravity}. In calculations, total object mass 

can be at mass center. 

balance 

To find object mass center, hold object at a point off center, allow object to swing freely under gravity until it stops, 

draw vertical line through point, and repeat for two more points. The three lines intersect at mass center. 

spin 

Spinning objects spin around mass center. 

example 

People cannot pick up chairs while standing against walls, because chair-person combination has mass center 

beyond toes, and so they must tip over. 

 

inertia 

Objects tend to keep same direction and speed {inertia}| {matter, inertia}. Mass resists motion change. Inertia is 

resistance to acceleration. 

cause 

All universe masses exert gravity on object masses. All universe masses contribute to space-time curvature at space-

time points. Objects take the geodesic shortest path between two space-time points. Geodesics are paths that keep same 

direction and speed. Inertia is following geodesics. Space-time curvature depends on mass, so inertia depends on mass. 

The dependence is the same. Mass and inertia are the same. 

examples 

It is harder to pull or push more massive object. If someone puts a big rock on your head and hits it with hammer, 

you do not feel the hit, because big mass changes motion slowly. People can rapidly pull smooth tablecloths out from 

under dishes on tables, without moving dishes. 

 

density 

Substances have mass per volume {density, physics}|: density = mass / volume. For example, boxes can have 

different masses inside, while volume stays the same, so densities can differ. 
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antimatter general 

Particles have paired particles {antiparticle} {antimatter}| with same properties but with positive energy and positive 

pressure. Negative-energy states fill space and are undetectable because they are uniform. Photons can interact with 

negative-energy particles, to make missing negative-energy states, which are like positive-energy antiparticles. Because 

negative-energy state is missing, antiparticles are like particles going backward through time. 

properties 

Antiparticles have same mass, spin, and angular momentum as particles. Antiparticles have opposite charge and 

opposite of every other property. 

energy 

If particle and antiparticle meet, they create energy 100 times more than energy in same mass in nuclear reactions. 

sources 

Cosmic rays hitting high atmosphere can make antiparticles. Particle accelerators can make proton {antiproton}, 

neutron {antineutron}, and electron {positron, antiparticle} antiparticles. 

mass 

Antimatter has to have positive mass, not negative mass. All fields have positive mass. If they have negative mass, 

vacuum polarization around nuclei makes negative mass and shields nuclei from gravity. There can be no gravity. 

Antimatter is negative-energy absence and so is positive energy. 

universe 

By symmetry, universe has equal matter and antimatter, but instruments do not observe antimatter. Perhaps, if space 

has short, circular, higher dimensions, antimatter hides in them. 

 

cosmic string 

In early universe, matter phase was like hot fluid and was symmetric in all directions, as in gas or liquid, not as in 

asymmetric crystals. Later cooling changed matter phase differently at different places, and different space regions had 

different ground-state energies. Boundaries formed between different-phase regions. As universe expanded, boundaries 

stretched into long strings {cosmic string}. Cosmic strings have large mass, positive energy, and positive pressure. 

 

exotic matter 

Space can contain negative energy {exotic matter}. Energy density and pressure can be negative. 

cause 

Energy fluctuations, required by uncertainty principle, cause negative energy in zero-average-energy-density 

regions, such as space vacuum. If non-linear destructive quantum interference can damp energy fluctuations {squeezed 

vacuum}, energy in alternating regions can be less than zero. 

amount 

Negative-energy magnitude is inversely proportional to space-time volume. Larger negative energies must pair with 

more and closer positive energies. 

total energy 

System total energy is always greater than zero. 

examples 

Moving mirror can make negative-energy flux. 

effects 

Negative energy makes light rays diverge. Negative-energy regions allow travel faster than light, because they 

contract space-time. 

 

family problem 

The three elementary-particle families have similar interactions among family members, but Standard Model and 

SSMs cannot explain this {family problem}. String theory allows many families. 

 

Feynman diagram 

Particle-interaction graphs {Feynman diagram} can show all interaction paths. In Feynman diagrams, exchanges 

with antiparticles go backward in time. 

 

HBT puzzle 

Phase transition back to solid is twice as fast as predicted {HBT puzzle}, as measured by interferometry {Hanberry-

Brown-Twiss interferometry} using model {nuclear optical model}. 

 



Leidenfrost layer 

A vacuum-like layer {Leidenfrost layer} is 0.001 to 0.1 light-year thick, has gamma and shortwave radiation, and is 

between matter and antimatter plasmas. 

 

positronium 

One positron and one electron can make a particle {positronium}. Two positroniums can make a particle {di-

positronium}. 

 

spontaneous symmetry breaking 

Potential-energy field is complex-number field with different same-energy phases. Energies have many phases. 

Higgs field starts at high energy and goes to lowest energy {spontaneous symmetry breaking}. Higgs field can go to 

complex-number-field values below zero {non-zero Higgs field vacuum expectation value}, though lowest energy is 

zero. 

 

vacuum of space 

Space regions {vacuum, space}| can have no mass or energy. However, uncertainty principle requires that vacuums 

have energy fluctuations. Energy fluctuates to positive and negative energies. If non-linear destructive quantum 

interference can damp energy fluctuations to squeeze vacuum, energy in alternating regions can be less than zero. 

 

virtual particle 

Not-directly-observable particles {virtual particle}| can exist for times shorter than force-interaction time. According 

to quantum-mechanics, virtual particles can spontaneously appear in space and then interact before observable time or 

space. 

cause 

In vacuum, mass, energy, and electric charge average zero. In space and in baryons, according to quantum-

mechanics, mass, energy, and electric charge have random fluctuations above and below zero over time and space. 

pairs 

Virtual particles arise as pairs: quark-antiquark pairs, electron-positron pairs, photon pairs, and graviton pairs. To 

make average momentum be zero, zero-rest-mass virtual particles must form in same-particle pairs that travel in 

opposite directions. To make average charge be zero, virtual particles with mass must form in pairs, one with positive 

charge and one with negative charge. To make average energy be zero, virtual particles with mass must form in pairs, 

one with positive energy and one with negative energy. 

antiparticles 

Uncertainty principle allows virtual particles to move faster than light, and relativity requires that particles that move 

faster than light must go backward in time. By relativity and quantum mechanics, charge moving backward in time is 

equivalent to opposite charge moving forward in time. Particles and antiparticles must have opposite charges. Virtual 

particles go forward in time. Virtual antiparticles move backward in time. 

As an electron moves through space-time, moving observers see different electron velocities, and some see electron 

moving backward in space-time. 

As an electron moves through space-time, it can change velocity twice. This is equivalent to an electron-positron 

virtual-particle pair arising at the second velocity-change point, the virtual positron going backward in time to 

annihilate the original electron at the first velocity-change point, and the virtual electron continuing on from the second 

velocity-change point as a real electron. 

objects 

All protons, neutrons, atoms, and molecules have virtual particles at all times. In atoms, virtual negative charges stay 

closer to positively-charged nucleus, and virtual positive charges stay closer to negatively-charged electron orbits. 

Because virtual particles continually spontaneously appear and then annihilate, all objects always have virtual-particle 

distributions and complicated mass, energy, and/or charge distributions. Dirac's relativistic-quantum-mechanics 

equations can account for all virtual-particle distributions, to any accuracy degree, by including primary, secondary, 

tertiary, and/or higher levels of virtual-particle creation and annihilation. The virtual-particle distribution accounts for 

most proton, neutron, atom, molecule, and object mass, so quarks and electrons are only a small part of object mass. 

energy 

By uncertainty principle, more-energetic virtual particles have shorter times. Long-lived-virtual-particle energies 

have lifetimes of 10^-8 seconds, so long-lived-virtual-particle energies are 1.22 * 10^-16 GeV, or 6 x 10^-13 electron 

masses. Times can be as short as Planck time, 10^-43 seconds, so short-lived-virtual-particle energies are 1.22 * 10^19 

GeV, or 6 x 10^22 electron masses. Higher energies are more infrequent. By uncertainty principle, total energy is finite 



but very high, equal to 10^120 times universe mass-energy. To make vacuum energy average zero, space vacuum must 

have negative energy (dark energy) almost equally high, to cancel. This space energy makes space expand. 

conservation laws 

Because, by uncertainty principle, short times and small spaces have high energies and momenta, virtual particles do 

not necessarily conserve energy and momentum. 

experiments 

Exciting hydrogen atoms with microwaves moves electrons from s to p orbitals (Lamb shift), and electromagnetic-

field quantum fluctuations make virtual particles. In mass-173-atom nucleus, strong electric field can produce real 

particle from virtual particle. 

theory 

Perhaps, real particles are detectable parts of virtual-particle clouds around particles. 

theory: infinities 

In quantum mechanics, because virtual particles can arise spontaneously at any point and time, for any particle 

process the number of possible particle paths is infinite. In particular, electron mass and charge become infinite. In 

quantum electrodynamics, quantum chromodynamics, and electroweak theory {Weinberg-Salam theory}, 

renormalization cancels infinities. In quantum-gravity theories, masses and their secondary interactions can be large, so 

renormalization is not always possible. (In string theories, strings have vibration states, with no infinities.) 
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charge conjugation 

Most physical laws do not change if antiparticle, which has opposite charge, replaces particle {charge conjugation}|. 

 

chirality in physics 

Universe particles can have handedness {chirality, universe}|. Zero-rest-mass particles conserve chiral symmetry. 

Neutrinos, pions, and kaons have handedness. Other particles conserve chiral symmetry. Particles with mass can 

change handedness by losing mass by symmetry transformations other than chirality. 

 

parity in physics 

Most physical laws do not change if coordinates invert through origin or reflect through plane {parity, physics}|, to 

change right-handed into left-handed, because most particles do not have handedness. Parity conserves in 

electromagnetic and strong nuclear forces but not in weak nuclear force, because neutrinos, pions, and kaons have odd 

intrinsic parity. Other particles, including all zero-rest-mass particles, have even intrinsic parity and no handedness. 

Parity violation is greater for charged particles, compared to uncharged ones. 

 

quantum number 

Quanta {quantum number}|, such as electric charge, can be additive integers {additive quantum number}. 

Antiparticles have negative of additive-particle quanta. Mass is not additive. Quanta, such as parity and g-parity, can be 

multiplicative {multiplicative quantum number}, based on nth roots of unity. Fermions have -1 parity. Bosons have +1 

parity. Two interacting fermions make boson: -1 * -1 = +1. Two interacting bosons make boson: +1 * +1 = +1. Three 

quarks make hadron, with parity -1: -1 * -1 * -1 = -1. 

 

technicolor of quark 

Perhaps, underlying field is particles {techniquark}, bound by force {technicolor}|. 
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subatomic particle 

Particles {subatomic particle}| are like field singularities, vortexes, or discontinuities. Higher-mass particles have 

excited particle states. Perhaps, fundamental particles are statistical entities, with charge, mass, and so on, distributions. 

Quantum-wave equations arise from particle statistical nature. 

 

alpha particle in atom 

Light nuclei have one to three clusters {alpha particle, atom}| with two protons and two neutrons. 

 



exotic particle 

Perhaps, particles {exotic particle} can be more fundamental than quarks and leptons. Perhaps, three prequark 

bosons {preon}, from three families, make higher particles. Family has two flavors, with four of one {chromon} and 

three of the other {somon}. However, no method makes masses come out right for quarks and leptons using preons. 

Hypercolor binds preons together. Perhaps, three particles {rishon} have charge 0 or 1/3, have a color or its anti-color, 

and combine to give particles. 

 

hadron 

Baryons and mesons {hadron}| share properties. Baryons, such as protons and neutrons, have three quarks. Mesons, 

such as pions, have two quarks. Both strong and weak nuclear forces affect hadrons. Hadrons and leptons account for 

all particles. Photons with 10^9 more energy than average act like hadrons and have strong nuclear force interactions. 

Electrons at high energy act like hadrons. 

 

magnetic monopole 

Perhaps, particles {magnetic monopole}| can be one-pole magnets. Magnetic monopoles can combine bosons to 

make fermions. 

 

tachyon 

Possible particles {tachyon}| can travel faster than light. Tachyons go backward in time. Tachyons have imaginary 

mass. Tachyon energy increases as it slows. 
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boson 

Particles {boson}| {messenger particle}, such as photons, gluons, W and Z bosons, and gravitons, can carry force 

fields. Gravitons, photons, mesons, gluons, W particles, Z particles, and all exchange particles have integer spins and 

follow Bose-Einstein statistics. Unlike fermions, two bosons can have same quantum numbers. Rather than always 

having same units, boson quanta can vary in energy. Fermions and bosons account for all particles. 

Spin 

Some bosons {scalar boson}, such as Higgs particle and W particle, have zero spin. Some bosons {vector boson}, 

such as photon, graviton, and Z particle, have non-zero integer spin. 

states 

Bosons in same state tend to cluster together. Identical particles with same spin can interfere constructively if their 

waves are in phase. Identical particles with same spin can interfere destructively if their waves are in opposite phase. 

Therefore, if boson is present, another same-type-boson probability is greater. 

fields 

Interacting particles use field to store energy and momentum while they send signals between particles and cause 

interaction. Field preserves conservation laws. Fields carry signals as bosons, which carry energy and momentum to 

distant objects. Local interactions caused by boson exchanges mediate all action-at-a-distance. 

statistics 

Bosons and fermions with the same quantum numbers are exactly the same, so two different photons or electrons 

with the same quantum numbers are exactly the same. Because they have no relativistic effects on each other, bosons 

have symmetric wave functions: f(b+) = f(b-), where b+ has spin +1 and b- has spin -1. Different bosons can have the 

same state, because bosons do not attract or repel each other by relativistic effects. Their changing fields are 

symmetrical and cancel. Because they have relativistic effects on each other, fermions have anti-symmetric wave 

functions: f(e+) = -f(e-), where e+ has spin +1/2 and e- has spin -1/2. For two fermions, wavefunction is anti-symmetric 

for fermion exchange: f(e+,e-) = -f(e-,e+). For helium atoms (with two electrons in lowest orbital), with no time 

changes, the ground-state wavefunction is anti-symmetric, but the main (zero-order) wavefunction is symmetric, so the 

spin wavefunction is anti-symmetric. Electrons with same spin cannot be in same state (Pauli exclusion principle), 

because f(e+,e+) = -f(e+,e+) can be true only if f(e+,e+) = 0. Different fermions have different states, because fermions 

repel each other by relativistic effects. Changing electric fields induce magnetic fields that affect moving electric 

charges. Their changing fields are anti-symmetrical and do not cancel. 

 

gluon 

Strong-nuclear-force-exchange bosons {gluon}| have eight types, mass 0, spin 1, and charge 0. They do not feel 

electromagnetism or weak force. They affect gluons and quarks. 



 

graviton 

Gravity-exchange bosons {graviton}| have mass 0, spin 2, and charge 0. Perhaps, gravitons differ over time, as space 

phase changes. Perhaps, at high energies, space and time decouple. 

Stress-energy density makes virtual gravitons. By tidal-force induction, those gravitons make adjacent virtual 

gravitons and then become zero again, so virtual gravitons propagate through space at light speed. General-relativity 

gravity fields are virtual-graviton streams. 

When masses have tidal forces, tidal-force accelerations make real gravitons that travel outward in that direction as 

gravitational waves. Real-graviton tidal-force accelerations induce adjacent virtual gravitons that go back to zero and 

make adjacent real gravitons, so propagating gravitons through space. Tidal-force accelerations push existing virtual-

graviton streams sideways, putting a kink in them. 

 

Higgs field 

A weak-force field {Higgs field} is evenly distributed throughout space and interacts with W bosons, Z bosons 

[1983], Higgs bosons, quarks, and leptons and so associates mass with them. Without Higgs field, particles affected by 

the weak force have no mass. Even in empty space, the Higgs field has non-zero negative value {vacuum expectation 

value}. The Higgs field interacts with particles affected by the weak force, differently for right-handed and left-handed 

particles, and so its existence causes, below critical temperature, weak-force spontaneous symmetry breakdown. 

Without Higgs field, particles affected by the weak force have the same physics for right-handed and left-handed 

particles. Stronger Higgs field interactions make higher-mass particles. Stronger Higgs field interactions are over 

shorter distances. 

The Higgs field interacts with fermions to make a small part of their mass, which is mostly due to gluons and 1% to 

quarks. Photons, gluons, and gravitons do not interact with Higgs field and have no mass. 

Standard Model requires only one Higgs field and one Higgs particle. Standard Model gives correct mass ratio 

between W and Z bosons and all particle masses. Supersymmetric Standard Models have two Higgs fields and five 

Higgs particles, three neutral and two charged. Supersymmetric Standard Models have non-zero energy minimum and 

give mass to superpartners, as Higgs fields interact. Perhaps, neutrino masses come from Higgs-field interactions or 

from third Higgs field. 

Higgs boson 

Higgs-field perturbations make bosons {Higgs particle} {Higgs boson} that may be elementary or composite. Higgs 

bosons are their own antiparticle. Higgs bosons are CP-even. 

By Standard Model, smallest mass is 114 to 192 GeV. By measurement [2010], Higgs-boson mass is 115 to 156 

GeV or 183 to 185 GeV (200 GeV is same as tau particle and slightly more than charm quark). By measurement 

[2011], Higgs-boson mass is 115 to 140 GeV. If quantum effects cause smallest Higgs-boson mass to be higher, other-

particle masses are too high. By minimal supersymmetry, there are five Higgs bosons at 114 to 192 GeV, 300 GeV 

(similar to top quark), 370 GeV, and 420 GeV. 

Higgs bosons are unstable and quickly decay, and so are not directly observable. If elementary, Higgs bosons can 

decay to bottom quark and bottom antiquark, photons, and/or tau particle and antitau particle, which are observable. 

Higgs bosons have no spin and so are scalar bosons, not vector bosons. 

Higgs bosons have no charge and so do not affect electromagnetism, and electromagnetism does not affect them. 

Higgs bosons have no color and so do not affect strong force, and strong force does not affect them. 

interactions 

Particle attraction to Higgs field vibrates Higgs field and makes Higgs field denser at particle, causing (otherwise 

zero-rest-mass) particle to slow from light speed. Higgs-field interactions with matter cause mass, inertia, and space 

curvature, because Higgs bosons form as particles acquire mass. Mass is proportional to Higgs-field strength and 

interaction strength. Different particles have different interactions and different masses. For example, zero-rest-mass 

photons do not interact with Higgs field and maintain zero mass and light speed. 

Higgs field resists accelerations, not velocities. 

space 

Higgs field is everywhere in space, so particle masses are constant throughout space. Higgs field started at universe 

origin and fills space-time. 

field strength and self-interaction 

Standard-Model Higgs particles can interact with themselves, and supersymmetry different Higgs-particle types can 

interact with other Higgs-particle types. Self-interaction causes negative field strength at lowest energy in universe, so 

Higgs field at lowest energy is negative energy. 



temperature 

High temperature makes Higgs field fluctuate. In zero-rest-mass empty space, Higgs field fluctuates above and 

below zero energy. Above 10^15 K, average energy was zero, and all fermions and bosons had zero mass. Universe 

was symmetric. At 10^15 K, 10^-11 seconds after universe origin, average Higgs field reached lowest negative value. 

Some particles acquired mass from Higgs field. Universe was not symmetric (spontaneous symmetry breaking). 

In grand unified theory, electromagnetic, weak, and nuclear forces unify before 10^-35 seconds after universe origin, 

above 10^28 K, under SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) Lie symmetry group, where SU(3) is for strong-force quark color, SU(2) 

is for weak-force W and Z bosons, and U(1) is for electromagnetic charge, making grand unified Higgs field. Grand 

unified theory allows proton decay. 

Above 10^15 K, electroweak symmetry is unbroken, and W and Z particles have zero rest mass. Above 10^15 K, 

electromagnetic and weak forces unify under SU(2) x U(1) Lie symmetry group, making electroweak Higgs field. 

SU(2) is for the Higgs-field spinor with two complex components: SU(2) doublet. The Standard Model U(1) charge is -

1. 

At cooler temperature, electromagnetism and weak force do not unify. The W and Z gauge bosons have mass after 

electroweak symmetry breaking below 10^15 K, by interaction with the Higgs field {Higgs mechanism} {Englert-

Brout-Higgs-Guralnik-Hagen-Kibble mechanism} [1964] (François Englert and Robert Brout; Peter Higgs, from ideas 

of Philip Anderson; Gerald Guralnik, C. R. Hagen, and Tom Kibble). The Higgs field, an SU(2) doublet, has four 

degrees of freedom. Three degrees of freedom make non-physical Goldstone bosons. One degree of freedom makes one 

Higgs boson, in the Standard Model. The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model requires a series of Higgs bosons. 

The Technicolor models or Higgsless models have no Higgs bosons but do have Higgs mechanism. 

 

photon particle 

Electromagnetic-force-exchange particle {photon, particle}| has mass 0, spin 1, and charge 0. Range is infinite. It has 

light speed. All zero-mass particles have spin axis in motion direction or in opposite direction. 
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intermediate vector boson 

W particle and Z particle [1973] {intermediate vector boson}| {weak gauge boson} have speed 1000 meters per 

second and range 10^-18 meters. 

 

W particle 

Weak-nuclear-force exchange bosons {W particle}| can have mass 80.4 GeV, spin 1, and charge +1 or -1 [found in 

1973]. 

 

Z particle 

Weak-nuclear-force exchange bosons {Z particle}| can have mass 91 GeV, spin 1, and charge 0 [found in 1973]. 

 

Z-prime particle 

Possible exchange bosons {Z-prime particle}| can indicate a new force type. 
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meson 

Hadron bosons include exchange particles {meson}| for nuclear force. 

properties 

Mesons have masses between one-seventh proton mass and four times proton mass. Mesons have charge -1, 0, or +1. 

Mesons have spin 0 or 1. Mesons have lifetime from 10^-23 to 10^-8 seconds. 

examples 

More than 20 mesons include pi meson (pion), K meson (kaon), and eta meson. Rho meson, phi meson, and omega 

meson are vector mesons with negative intrinsic parity. 

quarks 

Mesons have quark and antiquark. Pion has up or down quark. Kaon has strange quark. Upsilon particle meson has 

top quark. 

 



charmonium 

Psi particle or J particle meson {charmonium} has charmed quark. 

 

pion 

Mesons {pion}| can have masses one-seventh proton mass. Pion has up quark and down antiquark, so charge is -2/3 

+ -1/3 = -1, and color and complementary color add to white. 

 

psi particle 

charm quark-antiquark pairs {psi particle}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Particle>Subatomic>Fermion 

 

fermion 

Baryons, hadrons, and non-zero-mass leptons {fermion}| have half-integer spins, with Fermi-Dirac statistics. No two 

fermions can have same quantum numbers. Fermion energy quanta always have same units. Same-type fermions are 

indistinguishable. For example, all electrons are exactly alike. Fermions and bosons account for all particles. 

statistics 

Bosons and fermions with the same quantum numbers are exactly the same, so two different photons or electrons 

with the same quantum numbers are exactly the same. Because they have no relativistic effects on each other, bosons 

have symmetric wave functions: f(b+) = f(b-), where b+ has spin +1 and b- has spin -1. Different bosons can have the 

same state, because bosons do not attract or repel each other by relativistic effects. Their changing fields are 

symmetrical and cancel. Because they have relativistic effects on each other, fermions have anti-symmetric wave 

functions: f(e+) = -f(e-), where e+ has spin +1/2 and e- has spin -1/2. For two fermions, wavefunction is anti-symmetric 

for fermion exchange: f(e+,e-) = -f(e-,e+). For helium atoms (with two electrons in lowest orbital), with no time 

changes, the ground-state wavefunction is anti-symmetric, but the main (zero-order) wavefunction is symmetric, so the 

spin wavefunction is anti-symmetric. Electrons with same spin cannot be in same state (Pauli exclusion principle), 

because f(e+,e+) = -f(e+,e+) can be true only if f(e+,e+) = 0. Different fermions have different states, because fermions 

repel each other by relativistic effects. Changing electric fields induce magnetic fields that affect moving electric 

charges. Their changing fields are anti-symmetrical and do not cancel. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Particle>Subatomic>Fermion>Baryon 

 

baryon 

Protons, neutrons, and over 100 other particles {baryon}|, such as lambda, sigma, delta, cascade, omega, and 

upsilon, share properties. Baryons have baryon number 1, while other particles have baryon number 0. Baryons have 

three quarks. 

 

hyperon 

Particles {hyperon} similar to protons and neutrons can have higher masses. Hyperons have masses 2 to 10 times 

proton mass. Hyperons have charge -1, 0, +1, or +2. Hyperons have spin 1/2 or 3/2. Hyperons have lifetime 10^-23 to 

10^-10 seconds. Hyperons have three quarks and are baryons. 

 

neutron 

Particles {neutron}| similar to protons in mass have no charge. Neutron has three quarks, two down and one up. Free 

neutrons have lifetime 1000 seconds before they decay to proton. Neutrons in atoms are stable, because, in nuclei, 

strong nuclear force lowers neutron energy, so neutrons do not decay. 

 

proton 

The main and lowest-energy baryon {proton}| is mainly in atomic nuclei. Proton has three quarks, two up and one 

down. Proton mass is 10^-24 grams. Protons have infinite lifetime. However, if superweak nuclear force exists, lifetime 

is 10^31 years. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Particle>Subatomic>Fermion>Lepton 

 

lepton 

Electrons and similar fermions {lepton}| share properties. 



size 

Leptons have diameter 10^-15 centimeter. Leptons have no internal structure, at least down to 10^-16 centimeter. 

Quantum electrodynamics requires leptons to be points. 

forces 

Weak nuclear force affects leptons, but strong nuclear force does not affect them. They have no color charge. Weak 

nuclear force causes one-quarter of lepton mass. 

charge 

Electron, muon, and tau particle leptons have charge -1 unit. Neutrinos have charge 0 units. Charge causes part of 

lepton mass. Lepton charge is sum of infinite negative charge, surrounded by positive-charge cloud induced by 

negative charge. 

lifetime 

Electrons cannot decay to smaller particles, so electrons have infinite lifetime. 

isospin 

Electrons, muons, and taus have weak-isospin third component -1/2, while all neutrinos have +1/2. 

quarks 

Quarks and leptons are similar. Both are point-like, pair, and have six types. 

 

electron particle 

Negatively charged particles {electron}| rapidly orbit atomic nuclei at varying distances. Electron mass is 10^-27 

grams or 0.511 MeV. Electron charge is -1. Lifetime is infinite. Protons equal electrons in neutral atoms. Electrons 

travel 10^-14 meters in 10^-8 seconds in one orbit. 

 

muon 

Leptons {muon}| can be more massive than electrons. They can be in particles caused by cosmic rays hitting upper 

atmosphere. Muons have masses 204 times electron mass or 106 MeV. Lifetime is 2.2 x 10^-6 seconds, because muon 

can decay to electron. Muons have electric charge -1. Muon has associated neutrino. Muon has weak-isospin third 

component -1/2. 

Atoms can have muons instead of electrons. Collisions can make two muons {dimuon event} or three muons 

{trimuon event}. These collisions demonstrate charmed particles and heavy leptons. 

 

neutrino 

Leptons {neutrino}| can have almost no mass, zero charge, and half-integer spin. 

types 

Electrons {electron neutrino}, muons {muon neutrino}, and taus {tau neutrino} have neutrinos {flavor, neutrino}. 

Electron neutrinos have masses less than 54000 times electron mass. Muon neutrinos have masses less than 367 times 

muon mass. Tau neutrinos have masses less than 58 times tau mass. Neutrinos can change into each other, if neutrino 

mass is greater than 1 eV. Interaction with surrounding matter and energy causes neutrino masses to oscillate from 

electron to muon to tau neutrinos as they travel. 

mass 

Fewer neutrinos than expected come from Sun, because they have mass. 

forces 

Neutrinos do not feel strong force or electromagnetic force, only weak force and gravity. Neutrinos have two 

orthogonal linear-polarization states at 180-degree angle. Perhaps, weak force does not affect a possible fourth neutrino 

type {sterile neutrino}. 

interactions 

Because they have little mass and no charge, neutrinos pass through matter with few interactions. 10^12 neutrinos 

pass through people each second, because Sun radiation is 10% neutrinos. 

antineutrino 

Antineutrinos have one-third neutrino cross-sectional area. 

 

positron 

Electron antiparticles {positron}| have +1 charge. 

 



tau particle 

Leptons {tau particle}| {tauon} [found in 1975] can be heavier than muons. Tau particles have masses 3519 times 

electron mass or 1.78 GeV. Electric charge is -1. Lifetime is 0.3 x 10^-12 seconds, because tau can decay to electron. 

Tau has associated neutrino. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Particle>Subatomic>Fermion>Quark 

 

quark 

Baryons have units {quark}|. Quarks have no internal structure, have diameter 10^-15 meters, and feel all forces. 

types 

Up quark has lowest mass, 2 MeV, one-ninth proton mass and nine times electron mass. 

Down quark is slightly heavier, 5 MeV, 14 times electron mass. 

Strange quark has one-third proton mass, 95 MeV, 1.5 times muon mass. Strange quark is 20 times bigger than up or 

down quark. Strange quarks are in kaons. 

Charmed quark has 1.5 times proton mass, 1.25 GeV, 15 times muon mass. Charmed quarks are in J (psi) particles. 

Bottom quark has one-third proton mass, 4.2 GeV, 2.7 times tau mass. Bottom quark is 600 times bigger than up or 

down quark. Bottom quarks are in B mesons. 

Top quark [1995] has 1.5 times proton mass, 171 GeV, 99 times tau mass. Top quark has same mass as osmium. 

flavor 

Quarks have six flavors: upness, downness, strangeness, charm, topness, and bottomness. 

charge 

Up, charmed, and top quarks have charge +2/3. Down, strange, and bottom quarks have charge -1/3. 

The weak interaction has a quantum number T (weak isopin), which has three components. The third component T3 

is conserved in all weak interactions (weak isospin conservation law) and in all interactions. 

Fermions have spin 1/2. If spin direction and the direction of motion are the same, fermion helicity is right-handed, 

and spin is counterclockwise +1/2. If spin direction and the direction of motion are the opposite, fermion helicity is 

left-handed, and spin is clockwise -1/2. Massless particles move at light speed, so all observers see the same helicity. 

Observers can move faster than massive particles, so such observers see helicity change. 

Particles have transformations, some of which (chiral transformations) can be different for left-handed or right-

handed particle properties. For example, left-handed fermions have weak interactions, but right-handed fermions do 

not. Most transformations (vector transformations) are the same for both left-handed and right-handed properties. 

Transformations can be symmetric or anti-symmetric, with parity even or odd, respectively. Most transformations 

involving left-handed and right-handed conserve parity (chiral symmetry), but weak interactions do not. 

Left-handed fermions have spin -1/2, have negative chirality, have T = 1/2, are doublets with T3 = +1/2 or -1/2, and 

so have weak interactions. Right-handed fermions have spin +1/2, have positive chirality, have T = 0, are singlets with 

T3 = 0, and so never have weak interactions. 

Electromagnetism and the weak interaction interact (electroweak). Electromagnetism has electric charges. The weak 

interaction has gauge bosons W+, W-, and W0. The electroweak interaction has a weak hypercharge Yw that generates 

the U(1) group of the electroweak gauge group SU(2)xU(1). The (unobservable) gauge boson W0 interacts with weak 

hypercharge Yw to make (observable) Z gauge boson and photon. For left-handed quarks, Yw = +1/3 or -1/3. [In grand 

unified theories, weak hypercharge depends on the conserved X-charge and on baryon number minus lepton number: 

Yw = (5 * (B - L) - X) / 2.] 

To make interactions renormalizable, a group of interactions must cancel all asymmetries (anomaly cancellation). 

The weak interaction has both charge and parity asymmetry, and does not conserve charge or parity, but the 

electroweak interaction cancels all asymmetries and conserves charge-parity-time (CPT conservation) together ['t Hooft 

and Veltman, 1972]. This requires that electric charge Q be related to weak isospin T3 and weak hypercharge Yw: 

Q = T3 + Yw / 2. For left-handed quarks, T3 = +1/2 or -1/2, and Yw = +1/3 or -1/3, so Q = +2/3 or -1/3. 

isospin 

Quarks are fermions. Up, charmed, and top quarks have weak-isospin third component +1/2. Down, strange, and 

bottom quarks have weak-isospin third component -1/2. Quarks have no right-handed weak-isospin components. 

pairs 

Six quarks have three pairs: up and down {up quark} {down quark}, strange and charmed {strange quark} {charmed 

quark}, and top and bottom {top quark} {bottom quark}. 

lifetime 

Up quark has infinite lifetime, because it cannot decay to anything. Other quarks can decay to lower-mass quarks. 

For quark pairs, one can change to the other by emitting W particle or Z particle. 



distance 

After distance, strong nuclear force stays constant with distance. Inside distance, quarks move freely. After distance, 

quarks have constant force between them, so they cannot separate. Quarks must be in mesons or baryons. Strong 

nuclear force makes quarks orbit in shells at relativistic speed. 

Perhaps, empty space superconducts color charge and can contain color-charge flux as discrete quanta. Strings 

between particles are fundamental with derived fields, as in string theory, or color-charge field is fundamental with 

derived space structure, as in quantum chromodynamics. 

leptons 

Quarks and leptons are similar. Both are point-like, pair, and have six types. 

neutron magnetic moment 

Quarks can explain the magnetic moment that zero-charge neutrons have, because quarks have charges. 

 

color charge 

Quarks have property that uses red, green, or blue {color charge}| to show how they combine to make baryons and 

mesons, which have no color. 

 

flavor of quark 

Quark types have one of six properties {flavor, quark}|: upness, downness, strangeness, charm, topness, and 

bottomness. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Particle>Condensate 

 

color glass condensate 

Quarks and gluons forced together {color glass condensate} can all have same quantum state, similar to Bose-

Einstein condensates, because gluons interact, unlike photons. Color fields randomly orient, to have more stability. 

Very hot quarks and gluons can form quark-gluon plasma. 

 

fermionic condensate 

Atoms can pair {fermionic condensate} at very cold temperatures, to make superconductors. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Particle>Accelerator 

 

particle accelerator 

Particle accelerators {particle accelerator} are linear accelerator, cyclotron, or synchrotron. Ions colliding with metal 

can make neutral particles. 

 

linear accelerator 

Particle accelerators {linear accelerator} can accelerate ions along line, using voltage increments. 

 

cyclotron 

Particle accelerators {cyclotron} can accelerate spiral ions in magnetic fields, using oscillating electric fields. 

 

synchrotron 

Particle accelerators {synchrotron} can circle ions in timed electric and magnetic fields. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom 

 

atom 

Matter units {atom, matter}| are small and have chemical properties. Atoms have same properties as larger amounts 

of same element. 

types 

Most atoms are metals. There are 22 non-metal elemental solids, liquids, and gases. 

number 

Nature has 90 atoms, and particle accelerators can make more than 13 heavy atoms. 

mass 

Hydrogen atom has mass 10^-24 grams. Heaviest atom is 250 times more massive. 



size 

Atoms are 99.99% empty space. Atoms have diameter 10^-8 centimeters. Largest-atom volume is 10 times 

hydrogen-atom volume. 

parts: nucleus 

Atoms have positively charged protons and neutral neutrons in orbits at central atom nucleus. Number of protons 

determines atom properties. Nuclei have diameter 10^-12 centimeters. Protons and neutrons have diameter 10^-13 

centimeter. 

parts: electrons 

Electrons rapidly orbit nucleus at varying distances. Electron mass is 10^-27 grams. In neutral atom, protons equal 

electrons. 

energy 

Average kinetic energy equals binding energy. If electromagnetic force is same as now, too-small atoms fly apart, 

because electron velocities are greater. Too-large atoms cannot exist, because electron velocities are too slow to stay in 

orbit. 

magnetism 

Atoms have magnetism, because charges move at relativistic speeds. Most atoms have symmetrical electron and 

proton arrangements, so magnetic effects cancel. Atoms can have odd numbers of protons and/or neutrons and have net 

magnetism. 

large elements 

Carbon nucleus can form from three helium nuclei. Elements higher than carbon can form, because carbon atoms 

have resonance energy at which three helium nuclei are stable and can add more protons and neutrons. 

model 

Atom models can have infinite number of linear vibrators, which represent all atom frequencies, momenta, and 

positions. 

 

mass defect 

Atomic nucleus has mass less than sum of proton and neutron masses {mass defect}, because some mass has become 

energy. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Properties 

 

atomic number 

Atoms have number {atomic number}| of protons. 

 

atomic weight 

Atom masses {atomic weight}| {atomic mass} are in atomic mass units. 

 

mass number 

Atoms have number {mass number}| of protons and neutrons. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Nucleus 

 

nucleus of atom 

Atom centers {nucleus, atom}| have protons and neutrons. 

ratio 

In the most-massive atoms, neutron number can be up to 1.5 times proton number. In light atoms, neutron number 

equals proton number. 

alpha particles 

Light nuclei have alpha particles. 

layers 

Nuclei lighter than aluminum have no interior and no special surface. Heavier nuclei have surface neutron layer. 

shape 

Most atomic nuclei are spherical, but some are ellipsoids. If outer shell fills, nucleus is spherical. If outer shell is 

half-filled, nucleus is ellipsoidal. Spherical and ellipsoidal nuclei can rotate, but other shapes oscillate. 

force 

Strong nuclear force holds protons and neutrons in nuclear orbits, against electric force repulsions. 



force: particle speed 

Protons and neutrons have speed 6 x 10^7 meters per second. 

force: orbit 

Protons have orbits, and neutrons have orbits. Orbits have shells, angular momenta, orientations, and spins. 

models 

Atomic nuclei can be like charged drops {liquid drop model}, with charge spread evenly throughout. Nuclei can be 

like radial fields from nucleus center {shell model}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Nucleus>Radioactivity 

 

radioactivity general 

Nuclei with odd number of protons and odd number of neutrons can break apart {radioactivity}|. Nuclei with even 

numbers of both protons and neutrons are stable, because orbits are full. Bigger nuclei are less stable, because neutron 

number is more than proton number. Radioactive decay happens randomly. Temperature, pressure, and other 

substances do not affect it. However, it can increase above 10^6 K. 

 

half-life 

Radioactive material takes time {half-life, radioactivity}| to become half as radioactive. Half-life can be several 

hours to billions of years. Short-half-life isotopes emit high-velocity alpha particles. Long-half-life atoms emit low-

velocity alpha particles. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Nucleus>Radioactivity>Particle 

 

alpha particle radiation 

Radioactive nuclei can lose clusters {alpha particle, radiation} with two protons and two neutrons. Paper can stop 

alpha particles. 

 

beta particle 

Radioactive nuclei can lose electron {beta particle}|. Neutron to proton and electron conversion makes beta particles. 

Aluminum foil can stop beta particles. 

 

gamma particle 

Radioactive nuclei can lose high-energy radiation {gamma particle}|. Five meters of concrete can stop gamma 

particles. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Nucleus>Radioactivity>Detector 

 

Geiger counter 

Devices {Geiger counter} can measure inert-gas ionization in 2000-V potential. Ionization causes current cascade. 

Current is proportional to ionization. 

 

proportional counter 

Devices {proportional counter} can measure gas ionization in 1000-V potential. Current is sensitive to voltage 

change. 

 

scintillation counter 

Devices {scintillation counter} can measure sodium-iodide, anthracene, or naphthalene fluorescence. 

Photomultiplier detects visible light. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Nucleus>Radioactivity>Detector>Vapor 

 

bubble chamber 

Radioactivity detection can use tiny bubbles in saturated fluid {bubble chamber}. 

 

cloud chamber 

Radioactivity detection can use condensation trails in saturated vapor {cloud chamber}. 



 

streamer chamber 

Radioactivity detection can combine bubble and spark chamber {streamer chamber}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Isotope 

 

isotope 

Atoms {isotope}| can have same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons. Element isotopes have same 

physical properties, except for mass differences. 

 

deuterium in general 

Most isotopes are not radioactive, such as 2H [2 is superscript] {deuterium}. 

 

radioactive isotope 

Isotopes {radioactive isotope}| can be radioactive. Tritium is 3H [3 is superscript]. Carbon-14 is 14C [14 is 

superscript]. Nitrogen-15 is 15N [15 is superscript]. Phosphorus-32 is 32P [32 is superscript]. Sulfur-35 is 35S [35 is 

superscript]. Strontium-90 is 90Sr [90 is superscript]. Uranium-235 is 235U [235 is superscript]. Plutonium is 239Pu 

[239 is superscript]. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Orbital 

 

electron orbit 

Because electrons are wave-like, they do not have trajectories but have cloud-like or blurry orbits {orbit, electron} 

{electron orbit}|. Electron repulsions also spread orbits. 

energy 

Electron energy has quanta, so electrons have minimum energy. Uncertainty principle requires that energy cannot be 

zero. Shell, orbital, spin-orbit interaction, and spin angular momentum contribute angular momentum and energy 

quanta to orbital electrons. Energy levels depend on angular momentum squared. 

rotation 

Rotations can be spins or orbits. Spins have orientation, frequency, and angular momentum. Orbits have orientation, 

frequency, angular momentum, and spin-orbit angular-momentum interactions. Spins and orbits have no net linear 

momentum, because motion is in all directions equally. Rotation is around point or line. Rotation defines plane 

perpendicular to rotation axis. Rotation axes have orientations in space. 

rotation: compared to vibration 

Vibrations are oscillations or waves. Vibration is between two extremes. Vibration along length has spatial 

orientation. Vibration around angle is in plane. Vibrations have frequency. Waves have motion direction. Wave 

vibration can be transverse to, or longitudinal with, motion direction. 

angular momentum 

Spins and orbits have angular momentum, because motion is around rotation axis. Orbitals have axis orientation. 

width 

Orbit width is same as atom diameter, by uncertainty principle. Electrons move all over orbit, by uncertainty 

principle, but most motion is near shell radius. 

independent 

Orbitals are orthogonal to all others, with no overlap or interaction, because electrons are fermions and cannot be 

together in same place (Pauli exclusion principle). 

time 

Orbitals do not change with time. 

speed 

Electron orbital speed is 600,000 meters per second and so is not relativistic. 

large atoms 

For large atoms, inner electrons shield outer electrons from atomic nucleus, so outer electrons have orbits farther 

from nucleus and have less kinetic energy than with no shielding. 

 



shell of electrons 

Electrostatic force between nucleus and electron causes electrons to orbit atomic nuclei in main regions {shell, 

atom}| {atomic shell} at specific distances. Atoms have up to seven shells, from one to seven unit distances from 

nucleus. 

energy 

Electron kinetic energy E depends on reciprocal of shell number n squared: E = 1 / n^2. For first shell, n = 1 and E = 

1/1 = 1 unit. For second shell, n = 2 and E = 1/4 = 0.25 unit. For third shell, n = 3 and E = 1/9 = 0.11 unit. For fourth 

shell, n = 4 and E = 1/16 = 0.07 unit, For fifth shell, n = 5 and E = 1/25 = 0.04 unit. For sixth shell, n = 6 and E = 1/36 

= 0.03 unit. For seventh shell, n = 7 and E = 1/49 = 0.02 unit. Energy levels are closer together at higher shells, because 

force depends directly on reciprocal of radius squared. 

K shell is 10^4 times atomic-nucleus radius. L shell is 1.5 times farther from nucleus than K shell. M shell is 1.67 

times farther from nucleus than K shell. N shell is 1.75 times farther from nucleus than K shell. 

electrons 

Shells farther from nucleus can hold more electrons, because they allow more quanta combinations. Shells can hold 

2 * n^2 electrons, where n is shell number. First shell {K shell} can hold two electrons. Second shell {L shell} can hold 

eight electrons. Third shell {M shell} can hold 18 electrons. Fourth shell {N shell} can hold 32 electrons. Fifth shell {O 

shell} can hold 50 electrons. Sixth shell {P shell} can hold 72 electrons. Seventh shell {Q shell} can hold 98 electrons. 

shell 

Atomic-electron orbits have different radii and energy levels {shell, orbital}. From lowest to highest potential 

energy, and highest to lowest kinetic energy, radius is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 units. Orbit radii increase linearly. Units 

differ for different atoms. Potential energy depends on radius, so quantum energy changes between shells are equal. 

wavelength 

Smallest orbit has circumference equal to one wavelength. Wavelength depends on radial force and resistance to 

force. Smallest orbit has highest frequency. Second-smallest orbit has circumference with wavelength equal to two 

original wavelengths. Second-smallest orbit has half original frequency. Third-smallest orbit has circumference with 

wavelength equal to three original wavelengths. Third-smallest orbit has one-third original frequency, and so on. 

 

orbital of atom 

Atom electrons are in shells with orbit types {orbital}|. Orbital can have zero, one, or two electrons. 

energy level 

Electron orbitals have different energy levels. From lowest to highest, they are one 1s, one 2s, three 2p, one 3s, three 

3p, one 4s, five 3d, three 4p, one 5s, five 4d, three 5p, one 6s, seven 4f, five 5d, three 6p, one 7s, seven 5f, five 6d, and 

three 7p. Number in parentheses is number of possible orbits with that energy. Before using f orbitals, orbital 

hybridization causes one electron to go into a d orbital. 

electronic transitions 

Electrons can jump from orbital to higher or lower orbital. Both orbitals must be anti-symmetric to allow angular-

momentum conservation. Angular-momentum units are the same for orbiting and spinning. 

angular momentum 

Same-shell electrons can have different orbital angular momenta {orbital angular momentum, atom}. Angular 

momentum adds centrifugal force to electrostatic force. Orbital angular momentum has units h / (2 * pi), where h is 

Planck constant. First shell allows only 0 units. Second shell allows 0 and 1 units. Third shell allows 0, 1, and 2 units. 

Fourth shell allows 0, 1, 2, and 3 units, and so on. 

shape 

In shells, orbit shape determines orbital angular momentum. Spherical s orbital allows zero angular momentum. 

Double-ellipsoid p orbital allows zero or one angular-momentum unit. Quadruple-ellipsoid or double-ellipsoid/torus d 

orbital allows zero, one, or two angular-momentum units. Octuple-ellipsoid f orbital allows zero, one, two, or three 

angular momentum units, and so on. 

First shell can only have spherical orbital, because it has minimum potential energy and cannot alter. Second shell 

can have spherical orbital and three oriented orbitals. Shells above first shell can have spherical orbital, three oriented 

orbitals, and five, seven, and so on, multiply oriented orbitals. 

interactions 

Orbital orientation and spin orientation interaction changes angular momentum by precession. Spin-axis orientation 

is always along z-axis. If orbital-axis orientation is along z-axis, no interaction happens, and total angular momentum 

does not change. If orbital-axis orientation is perpendicular to z-axis, torque interaction {spin-orbit interaction} effects 

add or subtract angular momentum units. Electric coupling forces cause torque that causes orbital to precess around 

orbital vertical axis. Spin-orientation interaction can change angular momentum by -3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, or +3 units. 



 

electron configuration 

Atom electrons are in orbitals {electron configuration}|. Orbitals {degenerate orbital} can have same energy levels. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Orbital>Rules 

 

Aufbau principle 

Electrons fill orbitals from lowest energy to highest energy {Aufbau principle}. Before using f orbitals, orbital 

hybridization causes one electron to go into a d orbital. 

 

Hund rule 

Electrons tend to enter all shell orbitals before they fill any orbital with two opposite-spin electrons {Hund's rule} 

{Hund rule}. Hund's rule is true for small atoms, because it takes more energy to put two electrons into one orbital than 

into two different orbitals. 

 

Pauli exclusion principle 

Fermions are electrons, neutrons, protons, and the like. Because fermions have half-unit spins, when identical 

fermions interchange, their wavefunctions become the negative of the other. Therefore, no two fermions can have same 

energy quanta {Pauli exclusion principle, fermion}|. 

 

Slater rules 

Hund's rule is true for small atoms. Other rules {Slater's rules} {Slater rules} apply for large atoms. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Orbital>Kinds 

 

s orbital 

Orbital shape can be spherical {s orbital}, with zero crossing points. Because spheres are radially symmetric, with 

electron orbits in all directions and so filling space, spherical orbits have no net orientation, so no interaction with spin 

makes added angular momentum 0. There can only be one kind of spherical orbital, because it must have radial 

symmetry. 

 

p orbital 

Orbital shape can be double ellipsoidal along straight line {p orbital}, with one crossing point and one rotation axis. 

p orbital has two elongated lobes along line with one crossing in middle. Double-ellipsoidal orbit can orient in three 

spatial directions. If axis is along z-axis, aligned with spin, added angular momentum is 0. If axis is along x-axis or y-

axis, perpendicular to spin, added angular momentum is -1 or +1. There can only be three kinds of double-ellipsoidal 

orbital, because one axis can have only three independent spatial orientations, which fill space. For same shell and 

same orbital angular momentum, all orientations are equally probable and have equal energy. All orientations add to 

make spherical orbital with zero net angular momentum. 

 

d orbital 

Orbital shape can be quadruple-ellipsoidal four-leaf clover {d orbital}, with two crossing points and two rotation 

axes. d orbitals have four elongated lobes, two each along both orthogonal lines, with two crossings in middle. Four-

leaf-clover quadruple ellipsoidal orbit can align with x-axis and y-axis; between xy-axis, xz-axis, or yz-axis; or with z-

axis, as double ellipsoid and torus. If with x and y or between xy, added angular momentum is -2 or +2, because both 

axes are perpendicular to z-axis. If between xz or yz, added angular momentum is -1 or +1, because one axis is 

perpendicular to z-axis. If with z, added angular momentum is 0, because axis aligns with spin axis. There can only be 

five kinds of quadruple-ellipsoidal orbital, because axes can have only five independent spatial orientations, which fill 

space. For same shell and same orbital angular momentum, all orientations are equally probable and have equal energy. 

All orientations add to make spherical orbital with zero net angular momentum. 

 

f orbital 

Orbital shape can be octuple-ellipsoidal eight-lobed clover {f orbital}, with three crossing points and three rotation 

axes. f orbitals have six elongated lobes, with two each along three orthogonal lines, with three crossings in middle. 

Successive and more complex clover-leaf-shaped orbits can have 7, 9, or 11 distinct orientations. For same shell and 



same orbital angular momentum, all orientations are equally probable and have equal energy. All orientations add to 

make spherical orbital with zero net angular momentum. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Orbital>Spin 

 

spin of particle 

Elementary particles have intrinsic angular momentum {spin, particle}| {particle, spin} {intrinsic angular 

momentum}. Spin conserves energy, momentum, and angular momentum. 

axis 

Particles always travel at light speed along a space-time motion line. Spin axis is parallel to motion line and is either 

counter-clockwise or clockwise around that space-time momentum vector. 

classical mechanics 

In classical mechanics, spin has linear continuous projections onto other axes (and orthogonal axes have no spin 

components). For example, if object spins around z-axis, observers can measure spin around xz-axis and yz-axis, but 

spin around x-axis and y-axis (both orthogonal to z-axis) is zero. 

Fundamental particles are points (or strings or loops with negligible radius), and some have no mass, so 

fundamental-particle intrinsic angular momentum is not due to mass rotating at a distance around an axis. Classical 

mechanics cannot account for elementary-particle spin. 

quantum mechanics 

Elementary-particle spin is quantum-mechanical and special relativistic. To reconcile quantum mechanics and 

special relativity, quantum-mechanical-wavefunction components are matrices, not just numbers. Matrices have 

transformations that are equivalent to spin angular momentum. Reconciling quantum mechanics and general relativity 

requires that momentum (energy) and position (time) affect each other, so matrices have complex-number elements. 

In quantum mechanics, observers can measure spin around any axis. Measurement of elementary-particle spin 

around any axis finds that spin is an angular-momentum quantum unit, either clockwise or counterclockwise around 

axis. For example, measuring independent-electron intrinsic angular momentum finds spin equals (0.5 * h) / (2 * pi), 

where h is Planck constant, which is 1/2 angular-momentum quantum unit. (Electron spin cannot be zero, because 

electrons have mass.) Spin counterclockwise around motion axis adds 1/2 angular momentum unit, so spin is +1/2. Spin 

clockwise around motion axis subtracts 1/2 angular-momentum unit, so spin is -1/2. 

Measuring independent-photon intrinsic angular momentum finds spin equals (0.5 * h) / pi, where h is Planck 

constant, which is 1 angular-momentum quantum unit. (Photon spin cannot be zero, because photons have energy.) 

Spin counterclockwise around motion axis adds 1 angular-momentum unit, so spin is +1. Spin clockwise around 

motion axis subtracts 1 angular-momentum unit, so spin is -1. 

spin: vectors and spinors 

Real-number vectors have magnitude, one direction (component), and one orientation (in that direction): (a). 

Rotating real-number vectors 360 degrees makes the same vector, because vector direction and orientation return to 

original direction and orientation. Spinning real-number vectors any number of degrees makes the same vector, because 

vectors have no extensions in perpendicular directions. For example, turning a straight line around its axis keeps the 

same shape. 

Complex-number vectors have magnitude, one direction (in local two-dimensional space), and one orientation (in 

that direction): (a + b*i). Rotating complex-number vectors 360 degrees makes the same vector, because vector 

direction and orientation return to original direction and orientation. Spinning complex-number vectors any number of 

degrees makes the same vector, because vectors have no extensions in perpendicular directions. 

Spinors have two complex-number (or quaternion) components: (a + b*i, c + d*i). Spinors have magnitude, two 

directions, and one orientation that depends on which component goes first. Rotating spinors 360 degrees makes 

original direction but opposite orientation, like rotating around a Möbius strip, because parity changes. Spinor rotation 

differs from vector rotation because spinor rotation has phase effects. Spinning spinors any number of degrees makes a 

different spinor, because spinors have extensions in perpendicular directions. 

spin: rotation 

Fermion odd-half-integer-spin particles have different statistics than boson integer-spin particles. For bosons, spin 

and rotation are independent and add. For fermions, spin and rotation are dependent and multiply. 

spin: symmetries 

Elementary-particle intrinsic angular momentum is about wavefunction symmetries. 

Spin-0 particles are scalars (not vectors). Scalars have no direction and so have same physics under any rotation. 

Because intrinsic angular momentum is zero, clockwise and counterclockwise have no meaning. Spheres have all 

symmetries: any-degree rotational symmetry, mirror symmetry, radial symmetry, and inversion symmetry. Turning a 



sphere through any angle, reflecting it through any plane through any diameter, and spinning around any axis results in 

the same shape and behavior. Around any axis and orientation, observers see no net spin, so spin-rotation interaction is 

zero. See Figure 1. 

Spin-1 particles are vectors, with one symmetry axis. Spin-rotation interaction is non-zero, so observers see opposite 

spin (anti-symmetry) after 180-degree rotation. Turning a clockwise spinning sphere upside down reverses its 

orientation and changes clockwise to counterclockwise. Vectors have same physics under 360-degree (and 720-degree, 

1080-degree, and so on) rotation (360-degree rotational symmetry). Turning the sphere upside down again puts it back 

to original orientation and clockwise spin. See Figure 2. 

Spin-2 particles are tensors, with two symmetry axes. Spin 2 particles have mirror symmetry. Spin 2 has 90-degree 

anti-symmetry. Turning the sphere to right angle interchanges axes, so one axis keeps clockwise motion and one axis 

changes from clockwise to counter-clockwise, reversing the orientation. Two spin-rotation interactions are non-zero but 

symmetric, so flipping plane over returns system to same spin-rotation interactions. Spin-2 particles have same physics 

under 180-degree (and 360-degree, 540-degree, 720-degree, and so on) rotation. Turning a sphere spinning clockwise 

around an axis and clockwise around a perpendicular axis upside down changes clockwise to counterclockwise around 

both axes but also reverses both axes, so the sphere returns to its original state. See Figure 3. 

Spin-1/2 particles are vectors, with two axes sharing one symmetry. Because they share one symmetry, spin-1/2 

particles have different spin-rotation interactions than vector bosons, which have no shared symmetry and so spin 1. 

Spin-rotation interaction is perpendicular at 180-degree rotation, reversed at 360-degree rotation, and opposite 

perpendicular at 540-degree rotation, and original at 720-degree rotation. Spin 1/2 particles have 360-degree anti-

symmetry, like rotating around a Möbius strip, changing parity. Turning a sphere spinning clockwise around an axis, 

clockwise around a perpendicular axis, and clockwise around a second perpendicular axis completely around changes 

clockwise to counterclockwise around two axes and reverses both axes, but changes clockwise to counterclockwise 

around the third axis, which has the same orientation, so the sphere reverses orientation. Spin 1/2 has 720-degree 

rotational symmetry. Turning the sphere completely around again changes clockwise to counterclockwise around two 

axes and reverses both axes, but changes counterclockwise to clockwise around the third axis, which has the same 

orientation, so the sphere returns to original state. See Figure 4. 

spin: speculation 

Perhaps, elementary-particle intrinsic angular momentum is imaginary-number mass rotating at imaginary-number 

radius around particle axis, through imaginary-number angle with imaginary-number angular velocity, perhaps through 

imaginary-number time. Multiplying imaginary numbers results in positive real-number momentum and energy. 

Hyperbolas have imaginary-number radii, because they have negative curvature. Hyperbolic-curve angles are 

imaginary-number angles: cos(i*A) = cosh(A) and e^A = cosh(A) + sinh(A), where A is real-number angle. Higgs field 

has imaginary mass. Imaginary-number time rotations make special-relativity Lorentz transformations. Using 

imaginary-number time can establish absolute general-relativity space-time. 

spin: bosons and fermions 

At high concentration and/or low temperature, with Heisenberg uncertainty, for thermal-equilibrium non-interacting 

bosons, exchange of two particles does not change wavefunction (Bose-Einstein statistics), because particle 

wavefunction product is commutative (symmetric rank-two tensor): f(a) * f(b) - f(b) * f(a). Combining two spins 

returns the system to original orientation: f(a) * f(b) = ((-1)^(2*spin)) * (f(b) * f(a)), where spin = +1 or -1. 

Relativistically applying a rotation operator in imaginary time to integer spin particles results in no Pauli exclusion 

principle. Bosons are indistinguishable. Only system states matter. It is incorrect to talk about first one and second one, 

or particle 1 and particle 2. Many bosons can have same energy, momentum, and angular momentum. 

At high concentration and/or low temperature, with Heisenberg uncertainty, for thermal-equilibrium non-interacting 

fermions, exchange of two particles changes wavefunction (Fermi-Dirac statistics), because particle wavefunction 

product is anti-commutative (anti-symmetric rank-two tensor): f(a) * f(b) + f(b) * f(a). Combining two spins takes the 

system to opposite orientation: f(a) * f(b) = ((-1)^(2*spin)) * (f(b) * f(a)), where spin = +1/2 or -1/2. Relativistically 

applying a rotation operator in imaginary time to half-integer spin particles results in Pauli exclusion principle. 

Fermions are distinguishable. Only system states matter. It is correct to talk about first one and second one, or particle 1 

and particle 2. Two particles can have same energy but must have different momentum and/or angular momentum. 

Note: At low concentration and/or high temperature, without Heisenberg uncertainty, thermal-equilibrium non-

interacting particles have Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. Exchange of two particles does not matter, because 

wavefunction has no effect. Particles can have same energy and same or different momentum and angular momentum. 

spin: measurement 

To measure spin, experimenters must establish a spatial axis, and then measure angular momentum around that axis. 

(Experimenters cannot know electron trajectories, because electrons have wavefunctions.) Around any chosen axis, 

instruments measure spin as exactly +1/2 unit or exactly -1/2 unit. By uncertainty principle, instruments measuring spin 



simultaneously around axes perpendicular to that axis get +1/2 unit or -1/2 unit with equal probability, meaning that 

those spin measurements have 100% uncertainty. 

Instruments cannot measure spin when two electrons are interacting, because system then includes measuring 

apparatus. Instruments measure after particle creation or interaction. After particle creation or interaction, instruments 

decohere wavefunction and so destroy particle system and make particles independent. 

spin: measurement angle 

For electrons (spin 1/2), if measuring axis is at angle A to a clockwise spin-vector (spin -1/2), the probability that the 

measurement will be spin -1/2 is (cos(A/2))^2. Perhaps, because spin-vector has two axes but shares one symmetry, it 

is like the spin-vector projects onto an angle A/2 axis as cos(A/2), and the angle A/2 axis vector projects onto the angle 

A measuring axis as cos(A/2), so the net projection is (cos(A/2))^2. 

If a zero-spin state emits entangled electrons in opposite directions (conserving momentum and angular momentum), 

and one direction is measured at angle A and the other at angle B (with angle difference C), the both-same-spin 

probability is (sin(C/2))^2, and the each-opposite-spin probability is (cos(C/2))^2. 

For photons (spin 1), if measuring axis is at angle A to a clockwise spin-vector (spin -1), the probability that the 

measurement will be spin -1 is (cos(A))^2. Perhaps, because spin-vector has one axis, it is like the spin-vector projects 

onto an angle A axis as cos(A) twice, so the net projection is (cos(A))^2. 

If a zero-spin state emits entangled photons in opposite directions (conserving momentum and angular momentum), 

and one direction is measured at angle A and the other at angle B (with angle difference C), the both-same-spin 

probability is (sin(C))^2, and the each-opposite-spin probability is (cos(C))^2. 

orbitals 

Orbitals with two electrons typically have one electron with positive spin and one electron with negative spin {anti-

symmetric spin state}, so net spin angular momentum is zero, and ground-state orbital is symmetric. In orbitals, paired 

electron spins {spin pair} cancel magnetic fields. 

Outside energy can add spin angular momentum. The first excited orbital state has two electrons with positive spin 

or two electrons with negative spin {symmetric spin state}. Net spin angular momentum is 1, and excited-state orbital 

is anti-symmetric. 

In orbitals, two electrons have probability 0.25 to have total spin 0 and 0.75 to have total spin 1. 

In different orbitals, electrons can have same lower-energy spins. Two electrons enter two different orbitals before 

going into same orbital, because electrostatic repulsions are greater in energy than magnetic interactions, energy 

differences between orbitals are small, and repulsions between electrons in different orbitals are smaller than repulsions 

in same orbital. 
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spin dragging 

Electron has spin and can precess {spin dragging}| or move in electric fields. 

 

spin ice 

Low-temperature materials can behave like ice {spin ice}|. Magnetic poles can become unaligned. 

 

spin-orbit coupling 

Atom electrons have coupling {spin-orbit coupling} {Russell-Sanders coupling} {jj coupling} between orbit and 

spin magnetic fields. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Periodic Table 

 

periodic table 

Elements have unique electron configurations around atomic nucleus. Element electron configurations have groups 

and sequences {periodic table}|, from smallest to largest. 

columns 

Named columns are alkali metal, alkaline earth metal, chalcogen, halogen, and noble gas. 

rows 

First row has lightest elements, with electrons in first electron shell, 1s: elements 1 and 2. 

Second row has common light elements with electrons in second electron shell, 2s and 2p: elements 3 to 10. 

Third row has less common elements with electrons in third electron shell, 3s and 3p: elements 11 to 18. 

Fourth row has elements with electrons in third and fourth electron shells, from 19 to 36. 

Fifth row has elements with electrons in fourth and fifth electron shells, from 37 to 54. 

Sixth row has elements with electrons in fifth and sixth electron shells, from 55 to 86. 

Seventh row has elements with electrons in sixth and seventh electron shells, from 87 to 118. 

large atoms 

Uranium is element 92 and is the largest natural element. Manmade elements go up to 116, but as of 2011 people 

have not yet made elements 113 and 115. Neptunium is element 93. Plutonium is element 94. Americium is element 

95. Curium is element 96. Berkelium is element 97. Californium is element 98. Einsteinium is element 99. Fermium is 

element 100. Mendelevium is element 101. Nobelium is element 102. Lawrencium is element 103. 

6d orbital 

Rutherfordium is element 104. Dubnium is element 105. Seaborgium is element 106. Bohrium is element 107. 

Hassium is element 108. Meitnerium is element 109. Darmstadtium is element 110. Roentgenium is element 111. 

Copernicium is element 112. 

7p orbital 

Ununtrium (not made as of 2011) is element 113. Ununquadium is element 114. Ununpentium (not made as of 2011) 

is element 115. Ununhexium is element 116. Ununseptium (not made as of 2011) is element 117. Ununoctium (not 

made as of 2011) is element 118. 

orbitals 

1s orbital has H and He. 

2s orbital has Li and Be. 

2p orbital has B, C, N, O, F, and Ne. 

3s orbital has Na and Mg. 

3p orbital has Al, Si, P, S, Cl, and Ar. 

4s orbital has K and Ca. 

3d orbital has Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn. 

4p orbital has Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br, and Kr. 

5s orbital has Rb and Sr. 

4d orbital has Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, and Cd. Tc 43 is not in nature. 

5p orbital has In, Sn, Sb, Te, I, and Xe. 

6s orbital has Cs and Ba. 5d orbital has La. 

4f orbital has Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, and Lu. Pm 61 is not in nature. 

5d orbital has Hf, Ta, W, Re, Os, Ir, Pt, Au, and Hg. 6p orbital has Tl, Pb, Bi, Po, At, and Rn. At 85 is not in nature. 

7s orbital has Fr and Ra. Fr 87 is not in nature. 

6d orbital has Ac. 



5f orbital has Th, Pa, U, Np, Pu, Am, Cm, Bk, Cf, Es, Fm, Md, No, and Lr. Np, Pu, Am, Cm, Bk, Cf, Es, Fm, Md, 

No, and Lr {actinoid} are not in nature. 

6d orbital has Rf, Db, Sg, Bh, Hs, Mt, Ds, Rg, and Cn and are not in nature. 

7p orbital has Uut, Uuq, Uup, Uuh, Uus, and Uuo {transactinide element} {super heavy element} and are not in 

nature. 

 

magic number 

Stable artificial elements have a number {magic number} of protons or neutrons. Some {doubly magic isotope} have 

special numbers of both protons and neutrons. Lead-208 has 82 protons and 126 neutrons and is doubly magic. 

Elements 114, 120, or 126 can be doubly magic, with 184 neutrons. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Periodic Table>Columns 

 

chemical group 

Periodic table has columns {chemical group}|. Periodic table has 18 columns, one for each orbital. 

 

alkali metal 

Leftmost column or 1A column has soft metals {alkali metal} with low densities and melting points. 

 

alkaline earth metal 

Second-from-left column or 2A column has harder, higher-density, and higher-melting-point metals {alkaline earth 

metal}. 

 

chalcogen 

Third-from-right column or 6A column has reactive elements {chalcogen} with slight colors. 

 

halogen 

Second-from-right column or 7A column has colorful and highly reactive gases, liquids, and solids {halogen}|. 

 

noble gas 

Rightmost column or 8A column has inert colorless gases {noble gas}|. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Periodic Table>Rows 

 

transition metal 

Fourth and fifth rows have reactive elements {transition metal}, with many ionic forms, whose outermost electrons 

are in d orbitals, not in higher p orbitals. Metals in columns 4 to 16 have 10 d electrons. 

 

inner transition metal 

Sixth row has elements {inner transition metal} with one or two electrons in d orbital and outermost electrons in f 

orbitals. Lanthanides and actinides {rare earth}, as well as scandium and yttrium, are solids. 

 

lanthanide series 

First inner-transition-metal row {lanthanide series}, from element 58 to 71, is solids. 

 

actinide series 

Second inner-transition-metal row {actinide series}, from element 90/91 to 103, is solids. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Reactions 

 

fission 

Large nucleus can split into two nuclei {fission, physics}| {nuclear fission}. Fission releases million times more 

energy per mass than burning. In nuclear reactions, neutrons collide with uranium or plutonium nuclei to cause fission. 

 



beta decay 

Neutron can decay into proton, electron, and anti-neutrino {beta decay}| {beta radiation}. Beta decay causes nucleus 

to lose neutron and gain proton. 

 

breeder reactor 

Nuclear reactors {breeder reactor} can use neutrons from fission to form plutonium from uranium. 

 

electron-positron collision 

Electron and positron collision {electron-positron collision} makes two real photons, positive pion and negative 

pion, proton and anti-proton, or virtual photon that becomes rho vector meson that makes two pions. Process must 

make two particles to conserve energy and momentum. 

 

pair production 

High-energy photon and atomic nucleus can collide to make electron and positron {pair production}. Protons and 

neutrons absorb photons 200 times less than hyperons. 

 

particle decay 

Particle decays {decay, particle} {particle decay}| always make two particles, to conserve energy and momentum. 

 

proton-proton collision 

Proton and proton collisions {proton-proton collision} at high energies make larger subatomic particles. Scattering 

happens if both protons have same spin, but not if protons have opposite spins. 

 

scattering after collision 

Particles can collide and rebound {scattering, collision}|. 

path 

In gas, particles go average distance, through mean free path, before they hit another particle. 

elastic 

Both particles can collide, bounce off, and remain intact, with no new particles {elastic scattering}. 

inelastic 

Both particles can collide to make new particles {inelastic scattering}. Created particles go off in pairs in jets 

perpendicular to colliding-particle paths. Increased amplitude at collision resonance energy indicates particle creation at 

that mass. 

Small particles scatter through wider angles than larger particles, because cross-sectional area is less. Cross-sectional 

area increases with energy. 

particle size 

Particles have minimum diameter at 70 to 300 MeV. Particles grow rapidly in diameter up to at least 1500 MeV. At 

collision energy 2 GeV, particles reach maximum diameter. 

 

thermo-luminescence 

Crystals exposed to radioactivity trap electrons in crystal faults. By heating material, luminescence {thermo-

luminescence} measures number trapped. Thermo-luminescence can date from recent times to hundreds of thousands 

of years ago. Electron-spin resonance also measures number trapped. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Reactions>Nuclear Fusion 

 

fusion 

Two small nuclei can merge into one nucleus {fusion, physics} {nuclear fusion}|. Fusion releases million times 

more energy per mass than burning. 

products 

Nuclear fusion makes all atoms up to and including iron. 

efficiency 

Nuclear hydrogen fusion to helium makes 0.007 of mass into energy, so efficiency is 0.007. Other fusions make 

0.017 of mass into energy. If efficiency is less, universe has no or less helium and heavy atoms. If efficiency is more, 

universe has more helium and heavy atoms, but no hydrogen. Carbon production also depends on ratio, because it 

involves resonance energy. 



 

proton-proton cycle 

Main fusion reaction {proton-proton cycle} unites two protons. In stars, hydrogen fusion to helium requires 10^6 K. 

Two protons change to deuterium and proton. These two nuclei combine to make helium 3. Two helium 3 make helium 

4 and two protons. 

 

carbon-nitrogen cycle 

The second-most-important fusion reaction {carbon-nitrogen cycle} makes helium starting from protons and carbon. 

Carbon acts like catalyst to make lithium, beryllium, and boron, which combine or decay to helium. Carbon-nitrogen 

cycle is not chain reaction. 

 

chain reaction by proton 

Reactions {chain reaction, fusion}| that have proton reactants and make protons can be self-sustaining. Chain 

reaction continues until limiting reactant amount becomes zero or system disrupts physically. 

 

critical mass 

Minimum mass {critical mass} starts chain reactions. Below minimum mass, too many proton initiators do not 

collide and escape to outside. 

 

damping of reaction 

Absorbing protons {damping} slows fusion reactions. In nuclear reactors, metal rods absorb proton initiators to slow 

reaction. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Kinds 

 

inert gas 

Non-reactive gases {inert gas}| can have full electron shells. 

 

metal atom 

Common metal atoms {metal atom}, in order of increasing mass, are lithium, sodium, magnesium, aluminum, 

potassium, calcium, titanium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper, zinc, molybdenum, silver, cadmium, 

tin, cesium, barium, tungsten, platinum, gold, mercury, lead, radium, and uranium. Metals are shiny, crystalline, and 

conductive. 

 

non-metal atom 

In order of increasing mass, non-metallic atoms {non-metal atom} in first two periodic-table rows are hydrogen gas, 

helium non-reactive gas, boron solid, carbon solid, nitrogen gas, oxygen gas, fluorine gas, and neon inert gas. Heavier 

ones are silicon solid, sulfur solid, phosphorus solid, chlorine gas, argon inert gas, germanium solid, arsenic solid, 

selenium solid, antimony solid, bromine solid, krypton inert gas, iodine solid, and zenon inert gas. Non-metal solids are 

crystals with various properties. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Wavelength Change 

 

resonance energy 

Increased amplitudes {resonance energy} at frequencies indicate particle masses, which are energy concentrations. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Wavelength Change>Spectra 

 

atomic spectra 

Hydrogen emits light in frequency series {spectra, atomic} {atomic spectra} {line spectrum}. 

series 

Frequencies 82000 cm^-1 to 110000 cm^-1 {Lyman series} are ultraviolet and start from ground state in shell 1. 

Frequencies 15000 cm^-1 to 28000 cm^-1 {Balmer series} are visible and start from ground state in shell 2. 

Frequencies 5000 cm^-1 to 12500 cm^-1 {Paschen series} are infrared and start from ground state in shell 3. 

Frequencies {Brackett series} can start from ground state in shell 4. Frequencies {Pfund series} can start from ground 

state in shell 5. 



Rydberg formula 

Hydrogen spectra, and similar electron-transition energy series, are regular {Rydberg formula}. 

cause 

Heat energy can put electrons into higher orbitals. Materials emit electromagnetic radiation when electrons fall back 

to lower orbitals. 

temperature 

In low-density gas, temperature change changes intensities but not frequencies. Intensity E at frequency is 

proportional to temperature T to fourth power: E = k * T^4. 

density 

Dense matter emits continuous frequency spectrum, because molecules interact. Dense-matter spectra depend only 

on temperature, because temperature determines interactions. 

radiation temperature 

Light at definite wavelength has definite temperature, because light is kinetic energy. Radiation temperature depends 

on beam solid angle and intensity, as well as wavelength. 

 

absorption spectra 

Elements absorb light frequencies {absorption spectra}|. 

 

Fraunhofer line 

Absorption lines {Fraunhofer line} of Sun elements make absorption spectrum. 

 

emission spectra 

Elements emit light frequencies {emission spectra}|. 

 

fine structure 

Moving charges in atoms make magnetic fields that split spectrum peaks {fine structure}| {fine spectra}. Bigger 

nuclei make bigger magnetic fields and so make larger fine structure. Spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman effect also 

contribute to fine structure. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Wavelength Change>Doppler 

 

Doppler broadening 

Atoms and molecules have temperature-caused random movements, so emission frequencies shift by Doppler effect 

{Doppler broadening}. Higher temperature makes more Doppler broadening. Higher mass makes less Doppler 

broadening. Higher frequency makes more Doppler broadening. Microwaves have lower frequencies than optical 

waves and so have lower Doppler broadening. 

 

Lamb shift 

Hydrogen-atom electrons can be in 1s orbital or 1p orbital. Hydrogen-atom 1s-to-1p electronic transition has the 

smallest electronic-transition energy, equivalent to microwave photons. Microwaves have lower frequencies than 

optical waves and so have smaller Doppler broadening. This system is optimum to measure the fine-structure constant. 

Microwaves excite hydrogen-atom same-spin electrons from 1s to 1p orbitals {Lamb shift, electron} [1947] (Willis E. 

Lamb, Jr., and Robert Retherford) (Hans Bethe) to measure the fine-structure constant, which indicates virtual photons. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Wavelength Change>Transition 

 

electron transition 

Electrons in outermost atom orbitals can jump to orbital with higher or lower energy level {electron transition}| 

{electronic transition} {transition, electron}, if new orbital is not full. Lower-energy orbital electron acquires energy 

from photon to go to higher-energy orbital. Higher-energy orbital electron loses energy to photon to fall to lower-

energy orbital. 

time 

Collision, radiation, and other energies can send electron to higher-energy orbital in atom in 10^-12 seconds. 

Electron takes 10^-8 seconds to return to lower-energy orbital, emitting photon. Electronic transitions are random. 



channel 

Transition from one energy level to another emits or absorbs photons with quanta. Electronic transition can be direct 

and take one step {direct channel, transition} or go through intermediate steps {cross channel, transition}. 

 

allowed state 

Electronic transitions naturally happen between orbitals differing by one angular-momentum unit {allowed state}, 

because photon carries that amount. 

 

forbidden state 

Transitions take longer to happen between certain orbits {forbidden state}|, because they differ by several angular-

momentum units and one photon can carry only one unit. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Atom>Wavelength Change>Effect 

 

Stark effect 

Strong electric field can shift rotational-frequency lines {Stark effect}. 

 

Zeeman effect 

External magnetic field causes atom electrons to align and splits electron-energy level into slightly higher and 

slightly lower levels {Zeeman effect}. Magnetic field displaces spectral lines. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Matter>Vector Field 

 

vector field physics 

In space regions, points can have variable values and directions {vector field, physics}. For example, points have 

force and momentum. Scalar-field gradients are vector fields, because gradients have direction and magnitude. Vector 

fields have gradients, flows, constancies, covariances, contravariances, divergences, curls, and Laplace operators. Total 

effect of variable over region is vector sum. For example, force-vector sum gives total force. 

 

scalar field physics 

In space regions, points can have variable values {scalar field, physics}. For example, points have mass density, 

temperature, and position. Total effect of variable over region is scalar sum. For example, summing mass densities 

gives total mass. 

 

spinor field physics 

Vector fields can have complex numbers, instead of real numbers, for vector-component coefficients {spinor field}. 

Spinor fields require twice the dimension number of corresponding vector fields, because complex numbers have real 

and imaginary components. Spinor spaces have even number of dimensions. 

 

wave front 

Moving vector fields can expand outward from points to make waves that superimpose {wave front}|. Wave-front 

component sums indicate net direction and amplitude. 

 

Yang-Mills field 

Differential vector gauge field {Yang-Mills field} for strong and weak nuclear forces can be invariant under 

transformation {Yang-Mills gauge theory}. Energy increases when reference frame carried around loop does not return 

to original orientation. Gauge fields can have more than one dimension. Unified field theories require Yang-Mills fields 

[Yang and Mills, 1954]. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Kinetics 

 

kinetics 

Motion physics {kinetics} is about distance, time, speed, and acceleration. 

 



displacement of distance 

Objects can move from one space position to another {displacement, motion}|. Displacement has direction and 

amount and so is vector. 

velocity 

Displacement s equals average velocity v times time t: s = v*t. Distance change ds equals constant velocity v times 

time change dt: ds = v * dt. 

Displacement s equals initial velocity vi times time t plus one-half acceleration a times time t squared: s = vi * t + 

0.5 * a * t^2. Distance change ds equals initial velocity vi times time change dt plus half acceleration a times square of 

time change dt during acceleration: ds = vi * dt + 0.5 * a * dt^2. 

graph 

If acceleration is zero, displacement versus time is straight line. If acceleration is positive, displacement versus time 

curves up. 

 

escape velocity 

If vertical velocity {escape velocity}| is great enough, objects can overcome gravity and go into orbit or keep 

moving away from Earth. 

 

trajectory of motion 

Curved motion {trajectory, motion}| results if object velocity has components in different directions. Thrown balls 

have trajectories, because one velocity is from throwing and one velocity is from gravity. 

angle 

Maximum horizontal distance results from throwing ball at 45-degree angle to horizontal. Ball thrown at an angle, 

and ball thrown same speed at complementary angle, travel same distance horizontally. Balls thrown at 30 degrees and 

60 degrees travel same distance horizontally. 

speed 

If air resistance is zero, speed that ball has when it comes down is same speed that it had when it starts up. 

top 

Under gravity, at trajectory top, horizontal acceleration and vertical velocity are zero. 

 

Tusi-couple 

Linear motion can be sum of two circular motions, as in devices {Tusi-couple}. 

 

velocity 

Motion {velocity}| involves going from one space position to another, over time. Velocity has speed and direction 

and so is vector. Instantaneous velocity v is distance change ds divided by time change dt: v = ds / dt. Average velocity 

v is position change s divided by time t: v = s/t. 

Final velocity vf equals initial velocity vi plus constant acceleration a times time change dt during acceleration: vf = 

vi + a * dt. 

Final velocity vf squared equals initial velocity vi squared plus two times constant acceleration a times distance over 

which acceleration applies ds: vf^2 = vi^2 + 2 * a * ds. 

types 

Translation is in straight lines. Oscillation is back and forth. Spin is around object axis or point. Orbit is around point 

or axis outside object. Spins and orbits are rotations. Electronic transition is from one orbit to another, in atoms or 

molecules. 

examples 

When it is raining, to be less wet, run through rain instead of walking, to hit more drops per second but for fewer 

seconds. 

graph 

If acceleration is zero, graph of velocity versus time is a horizontal line. If constant acceleration is positive, velocity 

versus time is a rising straight line. If constant acceleration is negative, velocity versus time is a falling straight line. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Kinetics>Gas 

 

Boyle law 

Gas volume is inversely proportional to pressure {Boyle's law} {Boyle law}, if temperature is constant. 

 



Charles law 

Gas volume is directly proportional to temperature {Charles' law} {Charles law}, if pressure is constant. 

 

ideal gas 

Abstract gases {ideal gas}| have infinitely small particles, with no interactions except for elastic collisions. Gas 

density is directly proportional to pressure. Real gases have lower pressure than ideal gas at low pressure, because 

atomic attractions are more. Real gases have higher pressure than ideal gas at high pressure, because atomic repulsions 

are more. 

 

ideal gas law 

Work kinetic energy equals heat kinetic energy {ideal gas law, kinetics}|: P*V = n*R*T, where P = pressure, V = 

volume, n = moles, R = gas constant, and T = absolute temperature. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Kinetics>Motion Types 

 

translation motion 

Motions {translation, motion}| can be in straight lines. 

 

uniform motion 

Motions {uniform motion}| can cover equal distances in equal times or over equal values. 

 

rectilinear motion 

Motions {rectilinear motion}| can be in straight lines. 

 

curved motion 

Two motion components, in different directions, can change motion direction {curved motion}|. Typically, one 

component is tangential to curve, and one component is normal to curve. Distance {arc length, motion} traveled along 

curve depends on curvature, which depends on curvature radius r and angle A subtended by arc: arc length = r * A. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Kinetics>Motion Types>Acceleration 

 

acceleration in kinetics 

Motion can involve speed and/or direction change {acceleration}|. Acceleration has amount and direction, so 

acceleration is vector. Acceleration a is velocity change dv divided by time change dt: a = dv / dt. Gravity acceleration 

g is 9.8 meters per second per second: g = 9.8 m/s^2. 

 

jerk as acceleration 

Acceleration can change over time {jerk}|: j = da/dt. 

 

jounce 

Jerk can change over time {jounce} {snap}: dj/dt. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Kinetics>Motion Types>Rotation 

 

rotation as motion 

Motion can be through angle around point or axis {rotation, motion}. 

comparison 

All linear distance, velocity, acceleration, and time relations are true for angular counterparts. 

vectors 

Angular quantities are vectors, perpendicular to curve plane. If right-hand fingers point in motion direction, vector 

points in thumb direction. 

examples 

Top, gyroscope, wheel, gears, banked track, and airplane dive and turn illustrate angular motion. 

universe 

Rotation is not relative but is absolute against distant-galaxy and universe reference frame. 

 



spin 

Motions {spin, object}| can be around object axis or point. 

 

revolution as rotation 

Objects can move around points or axes {revolution, physics}| {orbit, revolution}. Object comes back to starting 

point after angle 360 degrees (2*pi radians), after traveling circumference distance. 

 

uniform circular motion 

Speed can be constant around circumference {uniform circular motion}|. 

 

angular acceleration 

Angular speed w and/or direction can change over time t {angular acceleration}|: a = dw / dt. Angular acceleration a 

depends on angle A passed per second per second: a = (d^2)A / dt^2, where (d^2) is second derivative, and d is 

derivative. 

 

angular distance 

Angle distance {angular distance}| {total angle} A equals current angular distance A0 plus current angular velocity 

w times time t plus one-half times angular acceleration aa times time t squared: A = A0 + w * t + 0.5 * aa * t^2, whish 

is analogous to linear distance equation. 

 

angular velocity 

Rotation velocity {angular velocity}| w, in radians per second, is angle change A per time unit t: w = dA / dt. 

Average angular velocity w equals 360 degrees (2*pi radians) divided by period T: w = 2 * pi / T. Average angular 

velocity w equals 360 degrees (2*pi radians) times frequency f: w = 2 * pi * f. 

 

frequency in kinetics 

A number of orbits or revolutions happens over time {frequency, physics}|. Frequency f is period-T reciprocal: f = 

1/T. For example, electric current alternates at 60 cycles per second in USA. 

 

radial acceleration 

Acceleration {radial acceleration}| can be along perpendicular to curve. For circular motion, object pulls back 

toward center to make circle, and radial acceleration ar equals tangential velocity vt squared divided by radius r: ar = 

vt^2 / r. If radial acceleration is more, orbit is ellipse. If radial acceleration is less, orbit is spiral. 

 

radial velocity 

Motions {radial velocity}| can be along perpendiculars to curves. Radial velocity equals zero for circular motion, 

because distance from circle center is constant. 

 

rotation period 

If object rotates around point or axis, object makes one complete revolution during time {period, rotation} {rotation 

period}|. Complete revolution sweeps through angle of 360 degrees (2*pi radians) and travels circumference distance. 

Period T is frequency f reciprocal: T = 1/f. 

 

tangential acceleration 

Acceleration {tangential acceleration}| can be along tangent to curve. Tangential acceleration at equals angular 

acceleration a times curvature radius r: at = a * r. 

 

tangential velocity 

Motions {tangential velocity}| can be along tangents to curves. Tangential velocity vt equals angular velocity w 

times curvature radius r: vt = w * r. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Kinetics>Motion Types>Rotation>Types 

 

pitch of rotation 

Objects can rotate around horizontal axis perpendicular to motion axis {pitch, motion}|. Airplanes can pitch around 

wings, horizontal to body. 



 

roll of rotation 

Objects can rotate around motion axis {roll, rotation}|. Airplanes can roll around airplane body. 

 

yaw 

Objects can rotate around vertical axis perpendicular to motion axis {yaw}|. Airplanes can yaw around tail, vertical 

to body. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Kinetics>Motion Types>Vibration 

 

vibration kinetics 

Motion can be back and forth {vibration, motion}| {oscillation}. 

period 

Vibrations take time to complete one vibration. 

frequency 

Vibrations have number of vibrations per time unit. Period T relates to frequency f: f = 1/T. 

wavelength 

Moving vibration travels distance during one period. 

velocity 

Movement velocity v equals wavelength l times frequency f: v = l*f. Vibration velocity maximizes at center. 

Vibration velocity is zero at maximum displacement. 

acceleration 

Acceleration is zero at center. Acceleration maximizes at maximum displacement. 

displacement 

During vibration, object is at distance from equilibrium or center point. Amplitude is maximum displacement. Period 

does not depend on amplitude. Large amplitudes have large acceleration, and small amplitudes have small acceleration, 

so period stays the same. 

phase 

Two vibrations can have same angle for same displacement {in phase} or not {out of phase}. 

rotations 

Vibrations are similar to rotations but are back and forth, instead of around axis. Rotation looks like vibration if 

viewed from orbital plane. 

trigonometric function 

Sine or cosine functions can model vibration. Sines and cosines have varying displacement, which has maximum 

amplitude. Sines and cosines have varying phase angle. Angle A equals frequency f times time t times 360 degrees 

expressed in radians 2*pi: A = 2 * pi * f * t. If time is zero, angle is zero. If time is period, angle is zero. If time is half 

period, angle is 180 degrees, and sine is zero. If time is one-quarter period, angle is 90 degrees, and sine is one. Sine 

equals zero if angle is zero. Sine maximizes if angle is 90 degrees. 

Angle A equals displacement x divided by wavelength l times 360 degrees expressed in radians 2*pi: A = 2 * pi * x / 

l. If displacement is zero, angle is zero. If displacement is wavelength, angle is zero. If displacement is half wavelength, 

angle is 180 degrees, and sine is zero. If displacement is one-quarter wavelength, angle is 90 degrees, and sine is one. 

Displacement x equals amplitude A times sine: x = A * sin(2 * pi * f * t) or A * sin(2 * pi * x / l). Vibrations can 

shift angle: x = A * sin(2 * pi * f * t + Ao), where Ao is starting angle. 

string vibration 

Vibrating strings are stationary waves and have partial differential equations. Second partial derivative of function y 

with respect to time t equals constant (a^2) times second partial derivative of function y with respect to distance x. 

(D^2)y / Dt = (a^2) * (D^2)y / Dx, where (D^2) is second partial derivative, D is partial derivative, a is constant, t is 

time, x is distance, and y is function of time and distance. To be dimensionless, constant a equals period T in seconds 

divided by seconds: a = T / second. Because endpoints are stationary, function y at x = zero equals zero: y(t,0) = 0. 

Function y at x = one wavelength equals zero: y(t,1) = 0. For stationary waves, partial derivative of y with respect to 

time t, at t equals zero, equals zero: Dy(0,x) / Dt = 0. Function y at t = zero equals function of x: y(0,x) = f(x), which is 

odd and periodic. 

 

amplitude of vibration 

Sine or cosine function has varying magnitude, which can have maximum {amplitude, vibration}|. 

 



period of vibration 

Like rotation, vibration has time {period, vibration}| to complete one vibration. 

 

phase of vibration 

Sine or cosine function has varying angle {phase, vibration}|. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics 

 

dynamics 

study of forces {dynamics}. 

 

action in physics 

In a constant-force field, particles take shortest time and shortest distance, to minimize force F times distance change 

ds times time change dt {action, physics}|: F * ds * dt. Action tends to minimize {principle of least action, physics} 

{least-action principle}. Particles take shortest space-time path. Particle trajectories follow geodesics. Particles take 

least-resistance path. 

In quantum mechanics, action has quanta, which have size Planck constant h. Action values are multiples of h. 

Energy is force times distance change, so F * ds * dt = dE * dt. For energy, action is energy change times time 

change: dE * dt. By the least-action principle, particle trajectories take the shortest time with least energy change. Total 

action is sum of kinetic-energy KE to potential-energy PE difference over time dt: integral of (KE - PE) * dt. Least 

action over time makes conservation of energy. 

Energy change dE is force F times distance change ds: dE = F * ds. Force F is momentum change dp divided by time 

change dt: F = dp / dt. Therefore, energy change dE times time change dt equals momentum change dp times distance 

change ds: dE * dt = F * ds * dt = dp * ds. For momentum, action is momentum change times distance change. By the 

least-action principle, particle trajectories take the shortest path length with least momentum change. Least action over 

translation makes conservation of momentum. 

Tangential momentum p is angular momentum L divided by radius r: p = L / r, so dp = dL / r. Distance s is radius 

times angle A in radians, so ds = r * dA. Therefore, momentum change dp times distance change ds equals angular-

momentum change dL times angle change dA in radians: dp * ds = (dL / r) * (r * dA) = dL * dA. For angular 

momentum, action is angular-momentum change times angle change. By the least-action principle, particle trajectories 

take the shortest rotation with least angular momentum change. Least action over rotation makes conservation of 

angular momentum. 

If force varies, action minimizes dF * ds * dt. For force, action is force change times space-time change. By the 

least-action principle, particle trajectories take the geodesic with least force change. Least action over space-time makes 

force zero or flat space-time. 

Over an instant or at a point or through an infinitesimal angle, action is zero or a limiting value. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Collision 

 

collision 

Two colliding objects {collision}| have compressive force. Initial positions and velocities cannot be precise, but 

deviations are small, so future behavior mostly predictable. For collisions between three objects simultaneously, future 

behavior can deviate far from predicted behavior. If first two objects collide first, followed by third object, resulting 

motions can be much different than if last two objects collide first, followed by first object. 

 

elastic collision 

If two dense hard objects collide, all energy stays in motion, no heat is made, and objects bounce off each other 

{elastic collision}|. In elastic collisions, forces are equal and opposite, and momentum (m*v) before and after collision 

is constant: m1 * v1 = m2 * v2. In elastic collisions, with no heat, total energy E is kinetic energy KE plus potential 

energy PE and stays constant: E = KE1 + PE1 = 0.5 * m1 * v^2 + m1 * g * h1 = 0.5 * m2 * v^2 + m2 * g * h2 = KE2 + 

PE2. 

examples 

Superballs are denser and harder than regular balls. Karate experts try to make elastic collisions, rather than inelastic 

collisions, to break objects. Atomic-particle collisions are elastic, because they do not deform. 

 



inelastic collision 

If either colliding object is soft or has low density, collision {inelastic collision}| permanently deforms surface, some 

collision energy becomes heat, and objects can stick together. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Conservation 

 

conservation laws 

If physical-system coordinates transform, some physical properties remain unchanged {conservation laws}|. 

fermions 

all same-type fermions are identical. For example, all electrons are identical. Physical laws are symmetric for 

fermion replacement with same-type fermion. 

mass 

For non-relativistic conditions, mass stays constant. For example, mass does not change in chemical reactions. 

However, physical laws are not symmetric with respect to matter-antimatter for weak force. 

baryon number 

Baryon number stays constant 

lepton number 

Lepton number stays constant. 

parity 

Parity conserves, except for weak force. Physical laws are not symmetric with respect to reflection in space for weak 

force. 

strangeness 

Strangeness conserves, except for weak force. 

no conservation 

Physical laws are not symmetric with respect to scale. Physical laws are not symmetric with respect to uniform 

angular velocity. 

symmetries 

Conservation laws are about minimizations and symmetries. Symmetries require reference point, feature, and 

reference frame. Symmetry types depend on feature types. For example, rotating spheres with no features have no 

detectable spin. Particles with dipoles have detectable spin, which can be right or left. Particles must have mass, spin, 

or other feature to be detectable. Featureless objects or spaces have no symmetries. Symmetries can cancel large 

physical quantities. Physical theories have one symmetry for each conserved quantity (Noether) [1915]. 

energy 

Energy conservation requires time symmetry: forward and backward in time are usually the same physically. By 

observing a physical process, observers cannot tell if time flows backwards or forwards. 

Total closed-system energy is constant. However, energy can exchange between potential and kinetic energy. 

Kinetic energy minus potential energy {Lagrangian} measures energy exchange. The path integral of Lagrangian over 

time is the physical action. For cyclic processes, the system periodically returns to the same Lagrangian value, 

Lagrangian change is zero, and action is zero. For cyclic processes, the wave equations of motion are path integrals of 

Lagrangians over time set equal to zero. 

momentum 

Momentum conservation requires special-relativity constant-velocity reference-frame equivalence. When observing 

a physical process, observers have no preferred reference frame. The distance metric is the same for all constant-

velocity observers (Lorentz invariance). 

angular momentum 

Angular momentum conservation requires right-left (parity) symmetry. When observing a physical process, 

observers cannot tell if it is right-handed or left-handed. Clockwise and counterclockwise rotations have same physics. 

electric charge 

Electric charge stays constant. Electric-charge conservation requires electromagnetism gauge invariance. 

 

invariance in physics 

Basic space-time symmetries keep physical laws the same under various conditions {invariance, physics}. Baryon 

number, spatial rotation, and space-time translation are always invariant. 

Charge conjugation, parity, and time reversal combined are invariant for all physical laws. Charge conjugation and 

parity together are invariant, except for strange-particle decays in weak nuclear forces. Mass-strength and strong-force-



strength differences in up and down and other quarks cause charge-conjugation symmetry breaking. Parity breaks down 

in weak nuclear forces. Time reversal breaks down in weak nuclear forces. 

 

energy conservation 

Heat and work are kinetic energy. Force fields cause potential energy. Total energy is sum of kinetic and potential 

energies, which can interconvert. Isolated-system total energy is constant {energy conservation, dynamics}| 

{conservation of energy, dynamics}. Energy is invariant through time-coordinate translations. Physical laws are 

symmetric with respect to time dimension, so physics does not change if time reverses direction. Physical laws remain 

true at all times. All physical interactions are the same if time reverses, charges reverse, and positions reverse. 

However, weak-force physical laws are not symmetric with respect to time. 

cause 

Isolated systems have no added forces and so no added potential energy. Isolated systems have no volume changes 

and so no added distances or potential energy. Object movements interchange potential energies and kinetic energies, 

no matter which space-time path objects take. 

vacuum energy 

Kinetic energy and potential energy exert pressure on background vacuum energy. Kinetic energy has particle 

motions that make internal pressure. Potential energy has fields that make pressure by causing particle self-energy. 

Motions and fields pressure space-time points through which they pass. Space-time points have energy flux. Kinetic 

energy and potential energy both contribute to vacuum energy in the same way. Only energy amount counts. As masses 

move, vacuum adjusts to keep potential constant. Potential, flux, or pressure is constant at all vacuum points, making a 

new conservation law. 

relativity 

Mass and energy can interchange in space-time. By equipartition, all partition kinetic energies must be equivalent. 

Energy conservation remains true under relativistic conditions. 

In general relativity, accelerations are equivalent to forces, which cause accelerations. Accelerations are velocity 

changes. Velocity changes change kinetic energy. Objects change velocity as they change field position and potential 

energy. Kinetic and potential energies are equivalent in general relativity. 

quantum mechanics 

Quantum mechanically, mass and energy states are the same. Energy conservation remains true under quantum 

mechanics. 

dark energy 

Energy conservation remains true for dark energy, which is symmetric in time. 

 

conservation of momentum 

Momentum conservation {conservation of momentum} means that total momentum is constant, no matter which 

direction objects take through space. Momentum is invariant under spatial-coordinate translations. All directions are 

equivalent. Physical laws are symmetric with respect to space dimensions. Physics does not change if space directions 

reverse, rotate, or translate. Physical laws remain true at all space points. 

System total momentum stays constant. For interacting objects, one object's momentum change balances other 

object's momentum change, because both objects interact over same time. For non-interacting objects, motion states 

and object masses do not change, so momenta do not change. Fields and their bosons carry or contain momentum and 

inertia. 

 

conservation of angular momentum 

Angular momentum conservation {conservation of angular momentum} means that total angular momentum is 

constant, no matter what rotations (spins or orbits) objects take, at any orientation. Angular momentum is invariant 

under rotations. Angular momentum is invariant under handedness change, right-handed or left-handed. All rotations 

are equivalent. Physical laws are symmetric with respect to rotation. Physics typically does not change if spin 

directions reverse or change orientation. Physical laws remain true for right-handed or left-handed arrangements. 

System total angular momentum, from spins, orbits, and curved trajectories, stays constant. Using infinite radius, 

angular-momentum conservation is equivalent to momentum conservation. Angular-momentum conservation implies 

that system mass center stands still, so universe either does not rotate or does not move. Angular-momentum 

conservation implies that forces have equal and opposite reaction-forces and that masses have inertia. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Energy 

 



energy 

Force can exert over distance {energy}|. Energy is scalar, because motion component does not matter since force 

vector and distance vector have same direction. Net force can act over distance in direction {work, energy}. Forces can 

act over distances in all random directions {heat}. Heat has no net force. Forces must act for some time over some 

distance, so energy can exchange and motion can change. 

 

kinetic energy 

Energy {kinetic energy}| can involve motion. Kinetic energy equals one-half times mass m times velocity v squared: 

KE = 0.5 * m * v^2. If object does work and loses speed, object loses kinetic energy. If object receives work and 

increases speed, object gains kinetic energy. 

force 

Collision, pushing, pulling, or other contact force F acting over distance ds makes mass m accelerate a to velocity v: 

dKE = F * ds = m * a * ds = m * (dv / dt) * ds = m * dv * ds / dt = m * v * dv, where t is time. Integral of dv = v/2, so 

KE = 0.5 * m * v^2. 

comparison 

Energy is either kinetic expressed energy or potential stored energy, because force times distance makes kinetic 

energy, and kinetic energy can act against force over distance to make potential energy. 

 

potential energy 

Energy {potential energy}| can depend on force exerted over distance against field. Potential energy PE equals m 

times acceleration a times distance moved in field h: PE = m * a * h. If object moves to position with less force, object 

gains potential energy. If object moves to position with more force, object loses potential energy. 

field 

Field is gravitational, electric, or nuclear force field. 

position 

Potential energy depends on field force and object field position. If object moves farther away from attraction center, 

object gains potential energy. If object moves farther away from repulsion center, object loses potential energy. Small 

movements in strong fields can equal large movements in weak fields. 

Exerted force can work against field force, and object gains potential energy. Field force can move object to do 

work, and object loses potential energy. 

action 

Going from one point to another point in potential field has only one path, with least average difference between 

kinetic and potential energy over time. 

potential 

Fields have measures {electric potential} {potential, electricity} of potential energy that depend on only source mass 

or charge, not on test-object mass or charge. Gravitational potential V is gravitational constant G times mass m at field 

center, divided by distance r from center: V = G * m / r. Electrical potential V is electric constant k times charge q at 

field center, divided by distance r from center: V = k * q / r. 

 

power of energy 

Energy can flow per unit time {power, physics}|. Time t divides into energy E: P = (Ef - Ei) / (tf - ti). Power is 

constant force F times constant velocity v: P = F*v = F * (ds / dt) = (F * ds) / dt = dE / dt. Power is scalar, because 

energy is scalar. 

 

rotational kinetic energy 

Spinning or orbiting objects have rotation energy {rotational kinetic energy}. Because tangential velocity v equals 

angular velocity w times radius r, rotational kinetic energy KE equals half moment of inertia I times angular velocity w 

squared: KE = 0.5 * m * v^2 = 0.5 * m * (w*r)^2 = 0.5 * m * r^2 * w^2 = 0.5 * (m * r^2) * w^2 = 0.5 * I * w^2, where 

moment of inertia I = m * r^2. 

work 

Energy can be force over distance around axis {rotational work}. Rotational work W equals torque T times angle A 

in radians: W = F*s = (T/r) * (r*A) = T*A. 

power 

Energy can be force over time around axis {rotational power}. Rotational power P equals torque T times angular 

velocity w: P = E/t = (F*s) / t = ((T/r) * (r*A)) / t = T * (A/t)= T*w. 

 



work 

Force can act over distance in direction to transfer energy {work, physics}|. Net force F acts over distance change (sf 

- si) to perform work E: E = F * (sf - si). Small force Fs exerted over large distance sl can do same work as large force 

Fl exerted over short distance ss: Fs * sl = Fl * ss. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid 

 

fluid dynamics 

Objects in fluids have forces and motions {fluid dynamics}|. 

thrust 

Forward force {thrust, fluid} pushes objects through fluid. 

drag 

Friction {drag} retards moving objects in fluid. Drag rises as velocity increases. 

velocity 

If thrust stays constant, velocity rises and drag increases, until force balance makes no more acceleration, at terminal 

velocity. Example is feather falling through air under gravity. 

energies 

At pipe points, energies are kinetic energy from fluid flow, potential energy from liquid standing in open pipes, 

and/or energy from outside forces and pressures. Pipe fluids have energy conservation, by Bernoulli's theorem. For 

streamline flow, sum of pressure P and kinetic energy KE per volume V is constant: P + (KE / V) = constant. P * V = 

PE, so (PE / V) + (KE / V) = KE + PE = constant total energy. 

pressure 

Outside force can exert pressure on fluid. Force moves fluid small distance, and kinetic energy distributes 

throughout fluid, increasing fluid pressure. Outside pressure P is kinetic energy per volume and is force F times 

distance s divided by volume V: P = KE / V = (F * s) / V. 

depth 

At fluid depth, gravity causes pressure. Stationary pressure P is potential energy per volume and is density d times 

gravity acceleration g times depth h: P = PE / V = (m*g*h) / V = (m/V) * g * h = d * g * h. 

flow 

Fluid flow causes kinetic energy, which exerts pressure in flow direction. Directed pressure P is kinetic energy 

divided by volume and is half density d times velocity v squared: P = KE / V = (0.5 * m * v^2) / V = 0.5 * (m/V) * v^2 

= 0.5 * d * v^2. 

 

Couette-Taylor flow 

Rotating one cylinder inside another causes intervening liquid to flow {Couette-Taylor flow}. First, flow 

streamlines. At faster speed, fluid cylinder separates into separate layers along cylinder axis, so fluid goes up and down 

in cylinder. At higher frequency, flow is chaotic, with no defined frequencies. 

 

no-slip condition 

At fluid boundaries {no-slip condition}, fluid does not slip. 

 

ionic liquid 

Mixtures of large organic positive ions and inorganic negative ions {ionic liquid}| can be liquid at room temperature, 

because large charge is spread over large space, so crystal is loose. Liquid has polar and non-polar parts, so it can 

dissolve organic materials. 

 

laminar flow 

non-turbulent flow {laminar flow}|. 

 

liquefaction 

Material can become fluid {liquefaction}|. 

 

supercavitation 

After torpedo goes 50 meters per second in water, water pressure is low enough to allow water vapor to make vapor 

cavity around object {supercavitation, fluid}|, allowing high speed. 

 



superhydrophobicity 

Wax surfaces repel water very well {superhydrophobicity}|. 

 

water pressure 

City water pressure {water pressure}| is 30 to 50 pounds per square inch, which can lift water 25 to 30 meters. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Drag 

 

drag of fluid 

Friction {drag, fluid}| slows objects moving through fluid. Drag increases if velocity increases. Pipe walls retard 

fluid flow by friction one millimeter into fluid. 

 

lifting line theory 

Wing induces drag as it lifts {lifting line theory}. 

 

terminal velocity 

Drag rises as velocity increases, while forward force stays constant, until forces balance with no more acceleration 

{terminal velocity}|. Feathers fall through air under gravity with terminal velocity. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Density 

 

specific gravity 

Material density and water density have ratio {specific gravity}|. Specific gravity is one for water. Metals have 

higher specific gravities and sink in water. Wood has lower specific gravity and floats in water. Density D multiplied 

by gravity acceleration g is weight m*g per volume V {specific weight}: d*g = (m / V) * g = m*g / V. 

 

hydrometer 

Instruments {hydrometer}| can measure specific gravity. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Viscosity 

 

viscosity of fluid 

Forces between molecules make fluid stick together {viscosity}|. 

causes 

In liquids, van der Waals forces cause viscosity. In gases, non-ideal molecular collisions cause viscosity. 

pressure 

Gas viscosity increases if pressure increases. 

temperature 

Temperature increase increases gas viscosity and decreases liquid viscosity. 

factors 

Fluid viscosity depends on fluid density, pressure, temperature, and velocity. In pipe, pipe-opening size affects 

viscosity. Intermolecular forces tend to pull fluid sideways in pipes and contribute to turbulence. Fluid sideways 

pressure P equals viscosity V times velocity change dv divided by length change dl: P = v * dV/dl. 

 

boundary layer 

Pipe flow with incompressible fluid has two regions. A thin layer {boundary layer} touches tube or obstruction and 

has viscous effects, because surface interacts thermally and mechanically with fluid. Center has flow with no 

turbulence. 

 

Rayleigh number 

Temperature, viscosity, and fluid depth relate {Rayleigh number}. Reynolds number and Rayleigh number together 

account for flow effects, viscosity, thermal conductivity, linear-expansion or volume-expansion coefficient, fluid depth, 

and temperature gradient. 

 



Reynolds number 

Fluids have ratios {Reynolds number} of internal force to viscous force. Reynolds number measures fluid 

momentum change. If Reynolds number is small, smooth pipe decreases drag, because flow is laminar. If Reynolds 

number is high, vortices in smooth pipe increase drag. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Cohesion 

 

cohesion in fluid 

Fluids have attractive electric forces among molecules {cohesion}|. Surface tension has cohesion. 

 

surface tension 

Inside fluid, cohesive forces are symmetric and cancel each other. At fluid surfaces, cohesion pulls molecules closer 

together {surface tension}|, to make surface density more than inside density. Increased-surface-density layer width is 

20 molecules. Air above fluid has small density and has little attraction for fluid. Surface chemical potential is greater 

than inside fluid, because net force is more, and fluid is denser and so more organized. 

floating 

Surface tension can make density great enough to float objects, such as steel pins. 

examples 

Glue, waterproofing, detergents, wicks in candles, blotters, towels, bubbles, milk drops, camphor dance, soap film, 

salts, and needles on water illustrate surface tension. 

drops 

Droplets have more surface area and high surface tension. 

factors 

Solute can lower solvent-molecule cohesion by disrupting cohesive forces and lowering chemical potential. Soaps 

and detergents lessen water surface tension by blocking water-molecule attractions. However, ions in water increase 

surface tension by increasing electric forces. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Pressure 

 

fluid pressure 

Gravity causes fluid molecules to press on molecules below {pressure, fluid} {fluid pressure}|. Deeper molecules 

have more pressure, because more molecules are above them. Pressure P, force F per area A, at point below fluid 

surface is density d times depth h times gravity acceleration g: P = F / A = (m * g) * (h / V) = (m / V) * g * h = d * g * 

h. Pressure is directly proportional to gravity acceleration, because acceleration times mass is force. Pressure is directly 

proportional to density, because density relates to molecule mass. Pressure is directly proportional to depth, because 

depth relates to molecule number. Pressure does not depend on total surface area, because pressure is force per unit 

area. 

fluid level 

Liquids rise to equal heights at all openings to atmosphere, because pressures and potential energies are equal at 

liquid surfaces. 

cause 

Random molecule motions cause fluid pressure. Random motion exerts force and pressure equally in all directions, 

even upward or at angle. Container wall slope has no effect. Pressure is the same at all points at same depth. The net 

effect of random motions is that pressure is perpendicular to fluid surface, because random motions are symmetric 

around perpendicular. 

temperature 

Temperature increase increases fluid pressure, because molecules move faster. 

density 

More and/or heavier molecules have higher density and exert more pressure. 

gas 

Gas has random translational kinetic energy per unit volume, making force per unit area on container walls. Random 

translational kinetic energy depends on mass and molecule average velocity. If volume decreases, pressure goes up. If 

temperature decreases, pressure goes down. If pressure decreases, volume goes up. If pressure increases, temperature 

goes up. 

 



Bernoulli theorem 

Because pressure transmits equally throughout fluids, pressure sum, and energy sum, is constant {Bernoulli's 

theorem} {Bernoulli theorem} {Bernoulli's principle}. At pipe points, energy conserves. Pressure stays constant 

throughout fluid. 

If fluid goes through narrower pipe area, fluid speeds up, because mass cannot build up. Higher speed makes more 

kinetic energy and directed pressure. Sideways pressure decreases, to conserve energy. If fluid slows, kinetic energy 

goes down, and potential energy and sideways pressure increase. 

examples 

Fountains, tanks with holes, aspirators, sprayers, Venturi meters, wings, pipes, rubber tubes, and curve balls 

demonstrate Bernoulli's principle. 

 

hydraulics 

In confined fluids, force in one direction can transmit pressure to all directions {hydraulics}|. Increased pressure 

changes into increased random molecule motions. For example, pushing a piston in a long thin cylinder can do work on 

fluid and increase molecule random kinetic energy, which can do work on a piston in a short wide cylinder. 

area 

At depth, force per area pressure is the same throughout confined fluid. Small force acting over long distance on 

small area can make big force acting over short distance on large area, because energy in and energy out are equal. 

Large area can apply large total force. 

examples 

Dams, breathing using lung double cavity, manometer, Bourdon gauge, barometer, hydraulic brakes, hydraulic lifts, 

syringe, and fluid tank show hydraulic effects. 

 

hydrodynamics 

Simple-fluid hydrodynamics {hydrodynamics}| has no viscosity or heat exchange and follows Euler equation: mass 

m per volume V times acceleration g equals negative of pressure P gradient perpendicular to velocity vector: (m / V) * 

g = - dP / ds. 

 

Pascal principle 

Equal areas have same pressure in confined fluid {Pascal's principle} {Pascal principle}. 

 

Torricelli theorem 

Fluid discharge velocity from small hole at depth below open surface is square root of two times gravity acceleration 

g times depth h {Torricelli's theorem} {Torricelli theorem}: (2*g*h)^0.5. 

 

vacuum 

Removing gas molecules {vacuum, gas}| reduces pressure. Vacuum pumps remove gas molecules. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Electromagnetism 

 

magnetorheological fluid 

Oil with iron filings {magnetorheological fluid} can turn solid in magnetic field. 

 

electrorheological fluid 

Fluids {electrorheological fluid} can become solid, or have lower viscosity, in high electric fields. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Heat 

 

Benard problem 

Fluid mildly heated from bottom at first has temperature gradient with no net flow. More heat creates alternating 

hexagonal cells that allow hot fluid to rise and cold fluid to fall. Even more heat makes turbulent motion, with no net 

flow {Bénard problem}. 

 

Rayleigh-Benard convection 

Heated fluids can have convection {Rayleigh-Bénard convection} with circular motions. 

 



PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Adhesion 

 

adhesion of surfaces 

Two surfaces can stick to each other {adhesion, surface}|. 

 

capillary rise 

Fluids have electric forces between molecules and container surfaces. Fluids that physically adhere to surface can 

rise in small-diameter tubes {capillary rise}|. Clinging force pulls fluid up tube sides. Fluid rises until potential-energy 

increase balances air pressure. 

 

Coanda effect 

When fluids leave holes, fluid tends to flow around hole edge {Coanda effect}. 

 

meniscus 

If fluid is adhesive, fluid curves up container walls {meniscus}|. If fluid is not adhesive, fluid curves down container 

walls. 

 

physisorption 

Van der Waals forces can cause molecules to bind to surfaces {physisorption}|. Vibrations then cause molecules to 

leave surface, within 10^-8 seconds, heating surface. Surface chemical bonds do not form or break. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Adhesion>Chemisorption 

 

chemisorption 

Chemical bonds between surface molecules and fluid molecules can bind molecules to surfaces chemically 

{chemisorption}|. Molecule stays at surface from 1 to 1000 seconds and then has desorption. Chemisorption has 

activation energy. At low pressure and low absorption, chemisorption fraction depends on pressure. At high pressure or 

for strong electrical forces, chemisorption fraction depends on pressure inverse. 

 

desorption 

Chemisorbed molecules stay at surface from 1 second to 1000 seconds and then leave {desorption, surface}|, heating 

surface. Surface chemical bonds break. Desorption has activation energy. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Buoyancy 

 

buoyancy 

Objects in fluids have more pressure on bottom surface than on top surface {buoyancy}|, because bottom surface is 

deeper in fluid. The greater force on bottom pushes object up. Buoyancy equals difference between object-bottom 

pressure and object-top pressure. Buoyant force is in opposite direction from gravity. Objects that sink have more force 

than fluid weight pushed up. Objects that sink are denser than fluid. 

 

Archimedes principle 

If objects float in fluid, fluid weight pushed up around object equals upward buoyant force on object {Archimedes 

principle, buoyancy}|. 

 

displacement of fluid 

Object in fluid pushes fluid out {displacement, fluid}|. Fluid tries to return to original position by gravity. Displaced 

fluid and object both want to occupy same place. Equilibrium happens when both forces push down equally. 

 

floating buoyancy 

Objects can sink until buoyant force balances gravity {floating}|. Displaced fluid and object both want to occupy 

same place, so object is at equilibrium when fluid force pushing down equals object force pushing down. Object that 

floats is less dense, including air spaces, than fluid. Submarines, fish, boats, balloons, and ice cubes demonstrate 

buoyancy. If floating-object mass center is not along buoyant-force line, object rotates around mass center. 

 



PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Flow 

 

fluid flow 

Fluid mass can go past point or through area over time {fluid flow}|. 

pipe 

Fluid velocity at different pipe radii differs. Highest velocity is in center. Velocity is zero at pipe walls. 

conservation 

Same fluid amount at one point must be at another point. Otherwise, fluid builds. Same fluid volume passes any 

point, during time. At pipe points, inflow equals outflow. 

pressure 

Around pipe loops, pressures add to zero. 

rate 

Flow rate increases with increase in molecule velocity, temperature, pressure, and/or mean free path. Flow rate 

decreases with increase in cross-sectional area, molecule mass, and/or molecule collision frequency. 

 

streamline flow 

Flow in pipes can have constant velocity at each radius, with no sideways motion {streamline flow}|. 

 

turbulent flow 

Flow in pipes can have sideways motion or different velocities at same pipe radius {turbulent flow}|. Trapped gases 

in fluid can cause turbulence. 

 

cavitation 

High-speed flow and/or pipe edges can pull fluid apart, making vacuum spaces {cavitation, fluid}|. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Fluid>Flow>Flux 

 

flux of fluid 

Fluids have flow rate through area {flux, fluid}|. Flux is energy, mass, momentum, or charge change D divided by 

cross-sectional area A times time t: D / (A * t). 

pipe 

In pipes, masses entering and leaving cross-sectional areas are equal. Otherwise, fluid builds, or vacuum happens. 

Mass m flowing through pipe equals fluid density d times fluid velocity v times cross-sectional area A: m = d*v*A. For 

liquid, fluid density is constant, and fluid velocity going in vi times cross-sectional area at entrance Ai equals fluid 

velocity going out vo times cross-sectional area at exit Ao: vi * Ai = vo * Ao. For gas, fluid density varies, and fluid 

density at entrance di times fluid velocity going in vi times cross-sectional area at entrance Ai equals fluid density at 

exit do times fluid velocity going out vo times cross-sectional area at exit Ao: di * vi * Ai = do * vo * Ao. 

 

Fick first law 

Flux equals constant times gradient {Fick's first law of diffusion} {Fick first law of diffusion}: dm / (A * dt) = dC / 

ds, where m is mass, A is cross-sectional area, t is time, C is concentration difference, and s is distance. 

 

Fick second law 

Pressure, temperature, concentration, or force change over time relates to quantity change over distance {Fick's 

second law of diffusion} {Fick second law of diffusion}: dP / dt = dm / ds, where P is pressure, t is time, m is mass, 

and s is distance. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Force 

 

force 

Other objects can cause object to tend to change motion {force, physics}|. Force requires interaction between two 

objects. All forces are pushes or pulls, such as when two objects collide. Gravity and electric forces are interactions of 

objects with second-object fields. Force F that object receives equals object mass m times object acceleration a: F = 

m*a. Force has direction and amount and so is vector. Mechanical force can be interaction between two colliding 

masses, but repulsions between electrons around molecules mediate contact between objects. 

 



force field 

Gravity and electric force can act between two objects over distance {force field}. 

exchange 

All forces transmit bosons. In all field interactions, two objects exchange bosons. Gravity exchanges graviton 

bosons. Electromagnetism exchanges photon bosons. Strong nuclear force exchanges gluon bosons. Weak nuclear force 

exchanges W-particle and Z-particle bosons. 

field 

All forces are metric gauge fields. Bosons form field around object. Field changes space curvature, from flat to 

curved. When two objects interact, they go through curved space and change motion accordingly, just as cars turn on 

banked curves. Acceleration involves boson exchange. Boson exchange and curved spaced have identical effects, 

because bosons curve space, and space-curvature acceleration releases bosons to interact. 

mass and distance 

Bosons with no mass, such as gravitons and photons, can exchange to infinite distances. Bosons with mass, such as 

gluons, W particles, and Z particles, have short action distances. 

time 

Particles exchanged by forces take time to act, based on force strength. Strong force takes 10^-23 seconds. Electric 

force takes 10^-21 seconds. Weak force takes 10^-18 seconds to 1000 seconds. Gravitational force takes much longer. 

electromagnetism 

Electrical force is interaction between two charges. Magnetic force is interaction between two relativistic charges. 

weak force 

Electric force is 1000 times stronger than weak force. 

gravity 

Gravitation and electromagnetism are similar, because interactions cause both forces and both forces radiate in all 

directions. Because masses are positive, gravitational force is attractive. Because charges are positive and negative, 

electromagnetic force is attractive or repulsive. Electric-force to gravitational-force ratio is 10^36. If gravity is stronger, 

universe is smaller, and stars are smaller and exist shorter. If gravity is weaker, universe is larger, and stars are larger 

and exist longer. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Force>Kinds 

 

electroweak 

Electromagnetic and weak forces unify {electroweak force}| {electric-weak unification theory} under SU(2) x U(1) 

Lie symmetry group, with gauge symmetry. An adjoint representation uses U(1) subgroup of SU(2), making 

electroweak Higgs field. W+, W-, and Z bosons and photons are equivalent at proton-diameter distances and high 

energies. Spontaneous symmetry breaking in current universe causes W+, W-, and Z bosons to have mass and photons 

to have zero rest mass. 

 

gauge field 

All forces are metric fields {gauge invariant field} {gauge field}| that transmit bosons. 

 

gravity 

Gravitational force {gravity, mass} is interaction between two masses. Gravitons mediate gravity, by exchange at 

light speed. Gravity curves space. If only gravity shapes space-time, why does light speed, which depends on 

electromagnetic force, determine space-time boundaries? 

 

antigravity 

Mass is always positive, and gravity is always attractive. Negative energy is repulsive {antigravity} {anti-gravity}. 

Negative internal pressure is also repulsive. 

 

strong nuclear force 

Atomic particles that have quarks and gluons interact {strong nuclear force}|. Strong nuclear force is positive and 

constant over distances more than 10^-14 centimeters, is repulsive over shorter distances, depends on quark number, 

and is 100 to 1000 times stronger than electric force. 

 

superweak force 

Perhaps, nuclear forces {superweak force}| can mediate between strong and weak nuclear forces. 



 

weak nuclear force 

Leptons and quarks interact {weak nuclear force}|. Quarks and leptons have left-handed and right-handed spin 

states. Weak forces act on one or the other. For example, left-handed down quark can become up quark, making 

neutron into proton, electron, and neutrino {radioactive beta decay}. Right-handed down quarks have no change. 

antiparticles 

Particles that are right-handed or left-handed have weak nuclear force, but their antiparticles do not have weak force. 

bosons 

Weak-force W-particle and Z-particle bosons can come from vacuum with no conservation, except at very high 

energy. 

distance 

Weak nuclear force acts over less than 10^-16 centimeters. 

strength 

Weak nuclear force is 10^34 times stronger than gravity. 

 

Weinberg angle 

Relation between weak and electromagnetic forces became constant at 10^-12 seconds after universe origin, when 

U(2) symmetry broke at a rotation angle {electroweak mixing angle} {Weinberg angle}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Force>Kinds>Restoring 

 

simple harmonic motion 

Motions {simple harmonic motion}| can oscillate along lines, with acceleration proportional to distance from center 

point. Molecule-bond vibrations, springs, pendulums, rigid-bar vibrations, rotations, guitar-string vibrations, bridge 

vibrations, and tall-building sway have simple harmonic motion. 

force 

Restoring-force strength depends on material type and distance from center. For molecule bonds, spring constant 

depends on electrical forces between atoms. Restoring force F equals negative of spring constant k expressing restoring 

force strength times displacement x: F = -k*x. Restoring force is negative because it opposes displacement. 

amplitude 

Amplitude depends on input energy, which causes more or less displacement. 

period 

One oscillation takes one time period. Period depends on material restoring force. Period and amplitude are 

independent. Spring period T is 360 degrees expressed in radians 2*pi times square root of mass m divided by spring 

constant k: T = 2 * pi * (m/k)^0.5. Higher mass makes longer period. Higher spring constant makes shorter period. 

energy 

Potential energy PE equals half spring constant k times displacement x squared, which is average force, k*x/2, times 

distance x: PE = 0.5 * k * x^2. At center, force equals zero, and potential energy equals zero. At maximum 

displacement amplitude, force and potential energy are highest. At maximum displacement, kinetic energy equals zero, 

because motion stops as direction reverses. At center, velocity and kinetic energy maximize, because potential energy 

is zero. 

velocity 

Maximum velocity v is maximum displacement A times square root of spring constant k divided by object mass m: v 

= A * (k/m)^0.5. Average velocity is 4*A/T, where A is amplitude and T is period. Average velocity is 2 * v / pi, where 

v is maximum velocity. 

friction 

If friction damps simple harmonic motion, amplitude decreases, but frequency stays the same, because material is 

the same. 

 

pendulum 

When pulled sideways and released, weight {pendulum} hanging by string or wire from point starts oscillating 

motion. 

force 

Pendulum restoring force is gravity. Gravity g pulls pendulum-bob mass m back toward center with force F from 

distance x, depending on displacement angle A: F = m * g * sin(A) = m * k * x. 



distance 

If pendulum displacement is small, displacement-angle sine equals displacement angle: sin(A) = A. For small 

displacement, displacement x is displacement angle, expressed in radians, times pendulum length L: x = A*L. For 

small displacement, constant k is gravity acceleration g divided by pendulum length L: k = g/L. 

period 

Pendulum period T is 360 degrees, expressed in radians 2*pi, times square root of gravitational-constant reciprocal 

1/g: T = 2 * pi * (1/g)^0.5. Longer pendulums have longer periods. Weaker gravity makes longer period. Pendulum 

mass does not affect period. 

 

period of spring 

Spring oscillation time T {period, oscillation}| is 360 degrees, expressed in radians 2*pi, times square root of mass 

m divided by spring constant k: T = 2 * pi * (m/k)^0.5. Higher mass makes longer period. Higher spring constant 

makes shorter period. 

 

spring as force 

Springiness {spring constant, force} depends on length, cross-sectional area, and force strength between molecules. 

Stiff springs {spring, metal}| have high spring constant. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Friction 

 

friction 

Motion can cause force in opposite direction {friction}|, from surface-bump collisions as surfaces slide over each 

other or from electrical forces between close surfaces. 

process: sliding 

As one surface slides over another surface, surface molecules collide, forcing object backward and upward {kinetic 

friction}. 

process: rolling 

If one surface rolls over another surface, collisions do not push surfaces upwards, because surfaces have no sliding. 

A continuously changing rolling-surface part contacts stationary surface. Bumps and grooves in the surfaces mesh 

deeper, so contact is greater {static friction}. Static friction is greater than kinetic friction. 

factors: force direction 

Friction force is directly proportional to force perpendicular to surface. If surface is horizontal, perpendicular force is 

gravity. If surface is not horizontal, perpendicular friction force F is gravity g times sine of incline-to-horizontal angle 

A: F = g * sin(A). 

factors: area 

Contact area between two surfaces affects friction force only slightly, because more area makes pressure and force 

less, and less area makes pressure and force more. 

factors: speed 

Faster speed makes less sliding friction, because moving surface rides higher over stationary surface. 

factors: electric force 

Friction depends on hydrogen bonds and van der Waals electric forces between surface molecules. Smooth surfaces 

can be in close contact, and so have high electrical attractions and high friction. For example, two smooth glass plates 

or plastic pieces stick together tightly. Rough-surface molecules are farther apart on average, have smaller electrical 

attractions, and have less friction. 

factors: lubricant 

Oil, grease, and graphite can fill surface depressions and keep two surfaces separated, so surfaces have little 

hydrogen bonding or van der Waals forces, and friction is small. Heavier weight oil flows less easily and sticks to 

surfaces more, but stickiness causes the objects to have more friction. Lighter weight oil flows more easily and sticks to 

surfaces less but has less friction. Best-weight oil balances ability to stay in bumps with ability to flow easily. Multi-

weight oil flows easily when cold and gets thicker as it gets warmer. 

tires 

When cornering, radial tires keep more tread on road, so force goes more into road, instead of going into tire side. 

Radial tires act the same as bias-ply tires while going straight. 

Tires with greater radius keep more tread area on road, but this has little effect. Tires with greater radius have larger 

sidewalls, which can flex more and so become hotter and weaker. Tires with stiff and narrow sides stay cooler and 

stronger but have harsher ride. 



Wider tires have increased area, but more area does not affect friction much. Wider tires can find dry or debris-free 

road parts, while smaller tires contact only sand or water. Wider tires can aquaplane more on water or snow, because 

fluid cannot leave treads fast enough. 

 

abrasion 

Friction force knocks molecules from surface through collisions and wears away surface {abrasion, surface}|. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Machine 

 

simple machine 

Simple machines {simple machine} use small force exerted over long distance or large force exerted over short 

distance. 

lever 

Rods, such as crowbars, can have balance point near one end. Short radius moves short distance and exerts large 

force, as long radius moves long distance and needs only small force. 

inclined plane 

Ramps can lift heavy objects short vertical distances, by using small forces over long horizontal distances. 

screw 

Inclined planes can wind around axis, to allow lifting water short vertical distances using small forces over long 

horizontal distances. 

 

wheel and axle 

Wheels on axles {wheel and axle} {axle and wheel} allow objects to move horizontally with no sliding friction. 

Pulley wheels on axles can hold rope, which can lift weight short vertical distances by pulling rope using small forces 

over long horizontal distances. Pulleys can alter force direction. One rope can wrap around two pulleys to make a block 

and tackle, to lift heavy objects short distances with small forces applied over long distances. 

 

crane as lever 

Construction levers {crane, machine} {derrick} lift and lower objects using counterbalancing weight. 

 

joint of machine 

Forces can redirect using movable connections {joint, connector}|. 

 

ladder 

Force on ladder steps transmits to both sides and then to ground. Ladders {ladder} have angle to ground. If angle is 

too large, frictional torque is too small to balance weight torque, and ladder feet slip. 

 

strut 

Forces can redirect using connections {strut}| that exert force inward or outward. 

 

wedge as machine 

Double inclined planes {wedge, machine}|, such as axes and knives, use small force over long distance to exert large 

force over short distance, to split things or push grooves into softer material. 

 

mechanical advantage 

Actual mechanical-advantage to ideal mechanical-advantage ratio {mechanical advantage}| {efficiency, dynamics} 

inversely relates to friction. Actual mechanical advantage is lower than ideal mechanical advantage. Actual force Fi 

exerted on machine divides into force Fo exerted on object-to-move {actual mechanical advantage}: Fo / Fi. Distance 

moved by output force divides into distance si moved by input force {ideal mechanical advantage}: si / so. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Momentum 

 

momentum 

A dynamic quantity {momentum}| depends on mass and velocity. Momentum p equals mass m times velocity v: p = 

m*v. Constant force F times time change (tf - ti) makes momentum p: p = F * (tf - ti) = m * a * (tf - ti) = m*v. Force F 

is momentum change dp per time change dt: F = dp / dt. 



 

angular momentum 

Momentum {angular momentum}| can be through angles around rotation axes or points. Momentum p equals mass 

m times velocity v: p = m*v. Tangential momentum pt equals mass m times tangential velocity vt, which equals 

angular velocity w times circle curvature radius r: pt = m * vt = m*w*r. Angular momentum L equals tangential 

momentum pt times radius r: L = pt * r. 

Moment of inertia I equals mass m times radius r squared: I = m * r^2. Angular momentum L equals moment of 

inertia I times angular velocity w: L = pt * r = (m*w*r) * r = (m * r^2) * w = I*w. 

torque 

Force F equals mass m times acceleration a: F = m * a. Tangential force Ft equals mass m times tangential 

acceleration at: Ft = m * at = m * dv / dt = m * r * dw / dt, where dv is velocity change, dt is time change, dw is 

angular-velocity change, and r is curvature radius. Torque T equals tangential force Ft times radius r: T = Ft * r = (m * 

at) * r = m * r * (dw / dt) * r = (m * r^2) * dw / dt = I * (dw / dt) = I * aa, where m is mass, at is tangential acceleration, 

r is curvature radius, dw is angular-velocity change, dt is time change, I is moment of inertia I, and aa is angular 

acceleration. 

Force F equals momentum change dp over time change dt: F = dp / dt. Tangential force Ft equals tangential 

momentum change dp over time change dt: Ft = dp / dt = m * r * dw / dt, where m is mass, r is curvature radius, dw is 

angular-velocity change, and dt is time change. Torque T equals angular momentum change dL over time change dt: T 

= dL / dt = (m * r^2) * dw / dt, where m is mass, r is curvature radius, and dw is angular-velocity change. 

 

impulse of force 

Force acts over time {impulse}|, to change object motion. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Pressure 

 

pressure 

Force tends to alter object structure. Force can apply over area {pressure, physics}|. Pressure P equals force F per 

unit area A: P = F/A. Pressure P is energy E divided by volume V: P = F/A = (F*s) / (A*s) = E/V. Pressure is energy 

density: P = F/A = F / s^2 = F*s / s^3 = E/V. 

 

strain 

Force causes structure change {strain}| in force direction. Pressure changes length. For example, gravity pulls feet 

into floor and tends to flatten feet, shoes, and floor. Strain is proportional to stress. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Pressure>Stress 

 

stress in physics 

Force and pressure {stress, physics}| tend to alter object structure. I-beam, twisting torsion bars, and standing up use 

material stresses, strains, and strengths. 

 

compression by force 

Mechanical forces {compression}| can be pushes on materials. 

 

tension 

Mechanical forces {tension, force}| can be pulls on materials. 

 

torsion 

Mechanical forces {torsion, force}| can be twists on materials. Torsion is simultaneous push in one direction and pull 

in another direction. 

 

Hooke law 

Stress S is proportional to length change dL divided by length L {Hooke's law} {Hooke law}: S = k * (dL / L). 

Pressure compresses material against restoring force. Restoring force F varies with material type k and distance 

compressed x: F = -k * x. Pressure is compression force F divided by area A: P = F/A. Pressure equals restoring force -

k*x divided by area A: P = F/A = -k * x / A. Constant k depends on Young's or other elasticity modulus u, cross-

sectional area A, and object length L: k = A * u / L. 



 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Pressure>Elasticity 

 

elastic limit 

If pressure exceeds limiting value {elastic limit}|, material inelastically changes shape permanently. Higher 

temperature lowers elastic limit. 

 

elasticity of material 

If pressure is less than elastic limit, material returns to original shape after removing pressure {elasticity, physics}|. 

Elasticity can be bulk strength, shear strength, or tensile strength. Elasticity varies for different material axes. 

 

inelasticity 

If pressure exceeds elastic limit, material changes shape permanently {inelasticity}|. 

 

compliance 

Elastic modulus reciprocal {compliance}| can indicate shape-changing ease. 

 

Young modulus 

Elasticity {Young's modulus, elasticity} {Young modulus, elasticity} varies for different material types. Steel is hard 

and bouncy and has high Young's modulus. Wood is soft and has low Young's modulus. 

 

bulk strength 

Elasticity varies for compression {bulk strength}|. 

 

shear strength 

Elasticity varies for torsion {shear strength}|. 

 

tensile strength 

Elasticity varies for tension {tensile strength}|. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Resultant 

 

resultant of forces 

All forces on objects result in net force {resultant, forces}|. Force-vector sum equals resultant-force vector. Vector 

resultants explain motions in sailing, billiard balls colliding, planes flying, crowbar leveraging, wrenches twisting, 

gears turning, wrecking balls breaking, roller coaster riding, and car rocking to get out of mud or snow. 

 

couple of forces 

Parallel forces {couple, physics}| can act in opposite directions on axis ends, to tend to cause rotation. 

 

equilibrium of forces 

All system forces can add to zero {equilibrium, physics}|. All system velocities can add to zero {static equilibrium}. 

Objects have gravity centers. When objects move, gravity centers can rise {stable equilibrium}, fall {unstable 

equilibrium}, or stay the same {neutral equilibrium}. 

 

gradient in physics 

Pressure, temperature, concentration, or force can change over distance {gradient, physics}|. Gradients are like 

forces and cause flow in resistant medium. Flow increases until reaching terminal velocity. Terminal velocity 

determines flux. 

 

reaction of forces 

Force pushes or pulls objects along line between interacting-object centers. When one object exerts force in a 

direction on another object, second object exerts same force in opposite direction on first object {reaction, forces}. 

Relation is symmetric. 

examples 

Rockets burn fuel. Hot gas pushes rocket forward, while rocket pushes gas backward in opposite direction. 



For objects on coil springs, coil spring pushes object up, while object pushes coil spring down. 

When walking, foot pushes back against ground, and ground pushes back on person, to send body forward. 

An hourglass on a balance has dropping sand, but balance stays still, because weight is constant. Downward 

collisions balance upward force. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Rotation 

 

rotation force 

Objects can spin or orbit or rotate around balance point {rotation, force}. Rotations rotate around point {center of 

rotation} {rotation center} {balance point}. Forces or weights are at distances {radius, rotation} from balance point or 

rotation center. On levers, forces can act perpendicular, or at an angle, to radius. Weighing balances and seesaws are 

levers. Weights on strings can orbit, so string provides centripetal force, and spin provides centrifugal force. 

 

equatorial bulge 

Spinning objects, including Earth, bulge at equator {equatorial bulge} and flatten at poles, by centrifugal force. 

 

moment of inertia 

Just as mass traveling in straight line has inertia that tends to keep velocity constant, mass rotating around axis has 

inertia {moment of inertia}| {inertia moment} that tends to keep angular velocity constant. 

mass 

Inertia depends directly on mass. Moment of inertia substitutes for mass when quantities use angular velocity instead 

of velocity. When mass rotates around rotation center at radius r, tangential momentum pt is mass m times tangential 

velocity vt: pt = m * vt. Angular momentum L is moment of inertia I times angular velocity w: L = I * w. Tangential 

velocity vt varies directly with angular velocity w: vt = w * r. Tangential momentum pt varies directly with angular 

momentum L: L = pt * r. Moment of inertia I depends on mass m and radius r: L = I * w = pt * r = m * w * r * r = (m * 

r^2) * w. Moment of inertia I is mass m times square of distance r from axis or point: I = m * r^2. 

summation 

Masses have volume, so object points have different radii from rotation center. Total moment of inertia is sum of 

moments of inertia at each radius. 

Thin-ring moment of inertia equals total mass m times square of distance r from ring center to ring middle: m * r^2. 

Disk or cylinder moment of inertia equals half total mass m times square of distance r from disk or cylinder center to 

outer edge: 0.5 * m * r^2. 

Pipe or doughnut moment of inertia equals half total mass m times sum of squares of distances from pipe or 

doughnut center to inner edge ri and outer edge ro: 0.5 * m * (ri^2 + ro^2). 

radius 

Objects with moment of inertia around rotation center have moment of inertia around any axis parallel to rotation 

axis. New moment of inertia Inew is old moment of inertia Iold plus total object mass m times square of distance d 

between axes: Mnew = Mold + m * d^2. 

 

torque 

Forces {torque}| can tend to cause motions around rotation centers. 

acceleration 

Torque causes angular acceleration. For example, force can act on a rigid rod that can turn around a balance point. 

Force can act perpendicular to rod or at another angle. Torque T is force F times radius r from balance point times sine 

of force-to-radius angle A: T = F * r * sin(A), which is cross product of force and radius vectors: T = F X r. Torque-

vector direction is perpendicular to both force vector and radius vector and parallel to axis. 

moment of inertia 

Tangential force Ft equals mass m times tangential acceleration at, which equals angular acceleration aa times radius 

r: Ft = m * at = aa * r. If torque acts perpendicular to radius, torque T equals moment of inertia (I = m*r^2) times 

angular acceleration aa: T = Ft * r = m * at * r = m * aa * r * r = m * (r^2) * aa = I * aa. 

examples 

Frisbees and yo-yos have torques. Torque causes car front to fall when car stops. Torque causes car front to rise 

when car accelerates. To open door, push farthest from hinge to apply least force, because radius is greatest. Spins in 

ice-skating begin with torque. Gymnasts and divers apply torque. Torque causes spin on footballs, bullets, bicycle 

wheels, helicopter blades, and propellers. Scales use opposing torques to weigh objects. 



equilibrium 

When lever is not moving around balance point {equilibrium}, right Tr and left Tl side torques, F * r * sin(A), are 

equal: Tl = F1l * r1l * sin(A1l) + F2l * r2l * sin(A2l) + ... = F1r * r1r * sin(A1r) + F2r * r2r * sin(A2r) + ... = Tr. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Rotation>Forces 

 

centrifugal force 

In curved motion, force can go away from curvature center {centrifugal force}|, along radius direction. For example, 

Moon is in orbit around Earth. 

 

centripetal force 

In curved motion, force can go toward curvature center {centripetal force}|, along radius direction. For example, 

Moon is in orbit around Earth. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Dynamics>Rotation>Orbit 

 

free fall 

Moon falls toward Earth center by Earth gravity {free fall}|. Gravity is centripetal force. Orbital speed moves Moon 

tangentially in orbit. Tangential movement accelerates Moon away from Earth along radius. This acceleration is 

centrifugal force. Centrifugal force and centripetal force are equal, and motion rates away from and toward center are 

equal, so Moon maintains approximately same distance from Earth. 

weightless 

Moon in orbit has no weight, because centrifugal force equals centripetal force, just as astronauts in orbit are 

weightless. If jumping from height, in free fall, one feels weightless, because no force is opposing fall. 

 

Kepler laws 

Kepler formulated three planetary-motion laws {Kepler's laws} {Kepler laws}. 

first law 

Radius from orbiting body to Sun sweeps out equal areas in equal times, because velocity is slow at large radius and 

fast at small radius. 

second law 

If object in orbit moves closer, speed increases as potential energy changes to kinetic energy and moves object back 

outward. If object in orbit moves farther away, speed decreases as kinetic energy changes to potential energy and 

moves object inward. 

If spinning object becomes more compact, radius decreases and speed increases as potential energy changes to 

kinetic energy. If spinning object expands, radius increases and speed decreases as kinetic energy changes to potential 

energy. 

third law 

Acceleration cubed is directly proportional to time squared, because acceleration is highest at greatest curvature 

point, where velocity is highest. 

 

nutation and spin 

Two objects in different orbits interact by gravity or electromagnetism to make torque that changes object spin axis 

{nutation}|. 

 

precession of orbit 

Earth spins on an axis that is at an angle to axis of Earth orbit around Sun. Sun gravity causes torque on Earth axis 

and causes it to rotate {precession}| {precession of the equinoxes, Earth}, as angular velocity around axis interacts with 

angular velocity around orbit. Object spin and orbital motion interact to cause spin-axis precession. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat 

 

heat 

Energy {heat, energy}| {thermal energy} can be total random translational kinetic energy and total potential energy, 

in all directions, that holds atoms apart. Heat as kinetic energy raises temperature. Heat as potential energy makes solid 

into liquid and liquid into gas. 



work 

Heat energy has no direction. Heat energy in solids or liquids can do no work. 

kinetic energy 

Heat translational kinetic energy equals number of molecules times temperature. 

potential energy 

Solids have little heat potential energy. Liquids have some heat potential energy. Gases have much heat potential 

energy. 

 

calcine 

Drying, oxidizing, or reducing can use temperature just below melting {calcine}|. 

 

expansion by heat 

Heat tends to push molecules apart {expansion, matter}| {thermal expansion} {heat expansion}. Temperature 

increase adds random translational kinetic energy to material and makes molecules collide faster, so molecules spread 

more. Material molecules have attractive forces, which resist random motion. 

coefficient 

Higher temperature makes material volume bigger by a ratio {coefficient of volume expansion} {volume-expansion 

coefficient}. Higher temperature makes material length longer by a ratio {coefficient of linear expansion} {linear-

expansion coefficient}. Length change dL equals length L times temperature change dT times linear-expansion 

coefficient c: dL = c * L * dT. Volume change dV equals volume V times temperature change dT times volume-

expansion coefficient c: dV = c * V * dT. 

coefficient: gas 

All gases have same volume-expansion coefficient, because gases approximate ideal gas. 

examples 

Road cracks, erosion, and thermostats with bimetallic strips illustrate thermal expansion. 

 

Joule-Thompson effect 

Higher pressure forces most-substance molecules together and tends to make molecules go to lower potential energy 

{Joule-Thompson effect}. Expanding gas cools gas, as random translational kinetic energy changes into random 

potential energy. 

state 

If material is under pressure, state change happens at higher temperature. Higher temperature makes more kinetic 

energy to overcome higher pressure that keeps molecules together. 

ice 

Ice is less dense than water, so ice tends to melt under higher pressure. For example, pressure of ice-skate blade 

melts ice under blade to allow skating. If pressure on melted ice decreases, ice freezes again {regelation, pressure}. 

altitude 

Making cake at high altitude requires higher temperature, because lower air pressure makes air hold less heat. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Temperature 

 

temperature and heat 

Molecule motions and collisions make average random translational kinetic energy {temperature, heat}|. Average 

gas-molecule velocity at room temperature is 500 meters per second. 

 

absolute zero temperature 

Materials can have no kinetic energy and no heat potential energy {absolute zero temperature}|, at -273.16 degrees 

Celsius. 

 

Celsius temperature 

Temperature scales {Celsius, temperature scale}| {centigrade} can set water freezing point to 0 C and boiling point 

to 100 C, at sea level. 

 

Kelvin temperature 

Temperature scales {Kelvin, temperature}| can set water freezing point to 273 K and boiling point to 373 K, at sea 

level. 



 

Stefan law 

Surface temperature is proportional to energy emitted per unit area {Stefan's law} {Stefan law}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Thermodynamics 

 

thermodynamics 

Chemical reactions, engines, and collisions have force, energy, and heat transfers {thermodynamics}|. 

heat 

Energy transfers use work, through directed kinetic energy, or heat, through temperature change or state change. 

Friction changes some directed energy into random energy and increases temperature. Systems can minimize friction 

by slowing and by using lubricants. 

comparison 

Thermodynamics is about extensive quantities. Statistical mechanics is about intensive quantities. Thermodynamic 

quantities are number of moles times Avogadro's number times corresponding statistical-mechanics quantity. 

Molecular-property time averages give observable thermodynamic properties. 

potentials 

The six thermodynamic potentials are baryon-number density, total mass-energy density, isotropic pressure, 

temperature, entropy per baryon, and baryon chemical potential. Rest frame is stationary or moving fluid. Baryon 

number density and entropy per baryon determine composition. Baryon number is constant in fluid, because density is 

constant, so gradient equals zero. Systems can only create entropy, not destroy it. Shock waves increase entropy. Heat 

flows increase or decrease entropy. 

 

heat transport 

Material transport {heat transport} properties, such as electric conductivity, thermal conductivity, viscosity, 

diffusion, effusion, and dissolution, depend on molecular properties such as temperature, pressure, collision frequency, 

and kinetic-energy range. 

 

thermodynamics laws 

Heat flows have laws {thermodynamics laws}. When heat becomes another energy type or another energy type 

becomes heat, total energy does not change {energy conservation, first law} {first law of thermodynamics}. Heat flows 

from objects with higher temperature to objects with lower temperature, and energy must make heat flow from cold 

object to hot object {second law of thermodynamics}. Entropy is zero at absolute zero temperature {third law of 

thermodynamics}, because random motion is zero and system has complete order. Two systems in thermal equilibrium 

with third system have same temperature {zeroth law of thermodynamics}. 

 

Le Chatelier principle 

Systems react to change, such as energy change, to oppose further change {Le Chatelier's principle} {Le Chatelier 

principle}. As system resists change, directed work energy becomes random translational kinetic energy, through 

temperature and pressure change. 

 

steady state 

Systems with energy flows can have steady or periodic flow {steady state, thermodynamics}, rather than reach 

equilibrium. Movement rate or flux depends on gradient or force, so flow rate equals force or gradient sum. Steady 

states are irreversible thermodynamically. Entropy minimizes, because systems with forces or gradients can reduce 

entropy. 

 

perpetual motion 

Perhaps, motion never slows {perpetual motion}|. Perpetual motion of first kind violates extended Le Chatelier's 

principle. Perpetual motion of second kind violates extended Le Chatelier's principle. Perpetual motion of third kind 

violates the principle that there must always be friction. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Energy 

 



heat energy conservation 

In heat exchange, heat lost by object equals heat gained by other object {conservation of heat energy} {heat energy 

conservation}| {law of heat exchange} {heat exchange law}. 

 

enthalpy 

Energy exchange can change potential energy, translational kinetic energy, and heat energy and change pressure and 

volume {enthalpy}|. Enthalpy equals total system energy E plus product of pressure P times volume V: H = E + P*V. 

Pressure times volume is work. Under constant pressure or volume, enthalpy is heat that system makes. For solids or 

liquids, enthalpy equals energy, because volume does not change. 

 

free energy 

Systems have energy {free energy}| available to do work. Free energy is energy from order loss plus potential 

energy converted to kinetic energy. 

purpose 

Free energy can show if process is spontaneous. 

heat energy 

Temperature times entropy is heat energy taken from surroundings. 

work 

Pressure times volume is work on system. 

Helmholtz free energy 

For constant temperature, free energy {Helmholtz free energy} is system energy minus heat energy: E - S*T. 

Gibbs free energy 

For constant pressure and temperature and changed volume, free energy {Gibbs free energy} is Helmholtz free 

energy plus work energy: E - S*T + P*V. Gibbs free energy G is enthalpy H minus temperature T times entropy S: G = 

H - T*S. Gibbs free energy is net work that system can do. 

Arrhenius free energy 

For changed temperature, free energy {Arrhenius free energy} is net work that system can do. 

chemical potential 

Gibbs free energy per mole u, the chemical potential, changes with absolute temperature T and mole fraction x: u = 

u0 + R * T * ln(x), where R is gas constant. Gibbs free energy per mole u changes with absolute temperature T and 

partial pressure P: u = u0 + R * T * ln(P). 

free energy change 

If system is not in equilibrium, something flows from higher to lower chemical potential. Free-energy change is 

negative. System changes spontaneously. However, spontaneous change does not happen if no pathway exists for 

energy change. To minimize free energy, system can lower potential energy, by reducing pressure, or increase entropy, 

by increasing temperature. 

Isolated systems can have no work from outside. No energy transfers in or out of closed systems. Only entropy 

changes affect free energy. 

Isothermal systems have only work and have no entropy change, because temperature is constant. 

If temperature is low, entropy is small, so reaction makes heat to lower potential energy. If temperature is high, 

entropy is more important, and reaction heat can be small or large. At low pressure, more gas can evolve. 

free energy change: equilibrium constant 

In chemical reactions, free-energy change depends on equilibrium constant. Free-energy change equals gas constant 

times absolute temperature times natural logarithm of equilibrium constant. 

free energy change: substances 

For reactants, substance chemical potential times substance moles subtracts from reactant free energy. For products, 

substance chemical potential times substance moles adds to product free energy. Free-energy change in systems with 

one substance equals chemical potential a times change in number n of moles: a * n. 

Chemical-reaction product and reactant concentrations depend on free-energy changes. Free-energy change equals -

R * T * ln((ap1^np1 * ap2^np2 * ... ) / (ar1^nr1 * ar2^nr2 * ... )), where R is gas constant, T is temperature, api is 

product chemical potential, npi is chemical-equation product number of moles, ari is reactant chemical potential, and 

nri is chemical-equation reactant number of moles. Chemical reactions, and all physical changes, are spontaneous if 

they release free energy. 



reaction 

To reverse reactions, second reaction, with more free energy change, must couple to reaction. Total free energy 

change then favors reverse reaction. Diffusion, evaporation, and solvation take energy from surroundings, or use their 

thermal energy, to drive other reactions. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Energy>Work 

 

work from heat 

Heat can exert force in direction and so do work {work, heat}|. Possible work energy is difference in heat energy 

between hotter region and colder region, which is available heat energy. Machines have ratio {efficiency, work} 

between work actually done and heat available or input work. Efficiency is high temperature Th minus low temperature 

Tc divided by high temperature: (Th - Tc) / Th. Engines have efficiency of 30%. 

 

Carnot cycle 

Ideal engines have four stages {Carnot cycle}|: isothermal heat gain, adiabatic gas expansion, isothermal heat loss, 

and adiabatic gas contraction. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Energy>Heat Capacity 

 

heat capacity 

Temperature increase causes material to increase random translational kinetic energy and so absorb heat {heat 

capacity}|. Material can absorb heat and gain random translational kinetic energy, so temperature rises. Heat capacity is 

heat needed to raise one gram of material one degree Celsius. Heat H equals mass m times heat capacity c times 

temperature change T: H = m * c * T. 

factors 

Heat capacity depends on material type. Chemicals can hold more or less heat depending on possible electric dipole 

states. Metal atoms have no vibrations and rotations. Metals have low heat capacity, because all heat goes into random 

translational motion, rather than into vibrations or rotations. Diatomic molecules are linear molecules. Diatomic 

molecules have medium heat capacity, because they have few vibrations and rotations. Water is triatomic, is 

asymmetric, and has hydrogen bonds between molecules. Water has high heat capacity. Large complex molecules in 

gasoline, clays, and ceramics have high heat capacity. Crystal structure can have chemical bonds, hydrogen bonds, van 

der Waals forces, or ionic bonds, allowing many vibration modes and high heat capacity. 

 

specific heat 

material heat capacity divided by water heat capacity {specific heat}|. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Explosion 

 

explosion 

In reactions {explosion}|, temperature increase can increase reaction rate, which then increases temperature, which 

then increases rate, and so on. Gas production increases rapidly. Gas propels outward from center if reaction makes 

heat more rapidly than heat can dissipate by thermal radiation or gas loss. Randomly moving molecules tend to bounce 

outward, because surface area is greater toward perimeter and smaller toward center. Explosions require heat to stay 

high enough to burn gas before gas can move far. 

burning 

Burning does not explode, because gas has unconfined gas expansion or has much thermal radiation, so heat spreads 

out by thermal radiation or gas loss faster than reaction makes heat. 

 

deflagration 

Ignition can spread flame through flammable gas at subsonic speeds {deflagration}|, as heat diffuses through gas. 

Gas expands evenly. 

 

detonation 

Ignition can spread flame through flammable gas at supersonic speeds {detonation}|, because shock waves compress 

gas. Detonation causes engine knocking, because gas expands unevenly. 

 



implosion reaction 

In explosion-like reactions {implosion reaction}|, gas amount can decrease as temperature increase increases 

reaction rate, which then increases temperature, which then increases rate, and so on, because gas is reactant and 

products are not gases. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Flow 

 

heat flow 

Heat change can happen over time {heat flow}. Heat flow is from high-temperature region to low-temperature 

region. Heat flow converted to translational kinetic energy exerted in direction can do work. Engines use adiabatic and 

isothermal heat-flow stages to perform work. 

 

adiabatic 

Heat flow can have constant heat {adiabatic}|. Temperature goes up in one location and down in another location. 

 

isobaric 

Heat flow can have constant pressure {isobaric}|, typically in systems open to atmosphere. 

 

isothermal 

Heat flow can have constant temperature {isothermal}|. Heat flows into or out of heat sinks or sources. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Transfer 

 

conduction of heat 

In heat flow {conduction, heat}|, collisions among molecules can transfer translational random kinetic energy. 

materials 

Fluids are good heat conductors, because molecules move freely. Metals are good heat conductors, because electrons 

move freely. Diamonds have high thermal conductivity, because crystal vibrations transfer heat. 

area 

Conductive-heat flow rate increases as contact area increases. Adding fins to surfaces or roughing up surfaces 

increases surface area and conducts heat better. 

temperature 

Conductive-heat flow rate increases as temperature difference increases. At room temperature, good conductor, such 

as metal, feels cool to touch, because heat moves quickly away from warmer human body. Poor conductor, such as 

plastic or wool, feels neither cool nor warm. Steering wheel covers and seat covers reduce heat conductivity. 

 

convection of heat 

In heat flow {convection, heat}|, mass can move in another mass, as hotter fluid at lower density rises and cooler 

fluid at higher density falls or as masses mix, flow, or blow. Convection is non-random motion that transfers heat by 

mass movement. Convective-heat flow rate increases as temperature difference increases. Blowing on something to 

cool it uses convection. Radiators use convection. 

 

radiation of heat 

Electromagnetic-radiation emission or absorption {radiation, heat}| can transfer heat. 

fire 

Fire is electromagnetic radiation, emitting infrared and visible light from excited atoms in hot gas. Other objects can 

absorb radiation energy from fire and become hotter. 

infrared 

Heat radiation is typically infrared radiation. Infrared radiation is high in materials above 100 degrees Celsius. 

color 

White or shiny surfaces do not absorb radiation well, reflect radiation back into themselves at surfaces, and do not 

radiate at all frequencies well. Black surfaces absorb radiation well, do not reflect radiation back into themselves at 

surfaces, and radiate at all frequencies well. 

 



black-body radiation 

Ideal objects {black body} can emit maximum heat radiation and have Planck distribution of radiation wavelengths 

and energies {black-body radiation}|. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Kinetics 

 

kinetic theory 

Gas molecules move randomly, have elastic collisions, are point-like, and have no interactions {kinetic theory}|. 

Ideal gases follow kinetic theory. Gas molecules have cross-sectional area, and hydrogen bonds and van der Waals 

forces make molecules slightly attract, so real gas molecules do not move completely randomly and have somewhat 

inelastic collisions. 

molecular collisions 

In gases, one cubic centimeter has 10^28 molecular collisions per second. Collision frequency increases as mass 

decreases, temperature increases, cross-sectional area increases, and density increases. 

molecular velocity 

Gas-molecule collisions distribute speeds and directions. Molecular-velocity distributions are Boltzmann 

distributions. Some molecules have low velocity. Most molecules are near average velocity. Few molecules have very 

high velocities. Average gas-molecule velocity at room temperature is 500 meters per second. Molecular velocity 

increases as mass decreases or temperature increases. 

 

Maxwell demon 

Maxwell envisioned a demon {Maxwell's demon} {Maxwell demon} that can see particle motions and act on 

particles individually, so perpetual motion of second kind can happen. However, demon, light, and energy are all 

system parts, so perpetual motion cannot happen. 

 

mean free path 

On average, particles travel short distances {mean free path}| between collisions. Mean free path is collision-

frequency inverse and measures average distance between gas molecules. Mean free path decreases as mass decreases, 

temperature increases, cross-sectional area increases, and density increases. 

 

partition of energy 

Systems have different motions and kinetic energies {degrees of freedom, partition}, such as translations, rotations, 

and vibrations. 

translation 

All particles can have translations. Average random translational kinetic energy determines temperature. 

rotations 

Spherically symmetric molecules cannot have net rotational motion. Linear molecules can have one rotational 

motion state. Two-dimensional molecules can have two rotational motion states. Three-dimensional molecules can 

have three rotational motion states. 

vibrations 

Molecules with chemical bonds can have vibration states. Vibrations can involve one bond and be along bond axis. 

Vibrations can involve two bonds and be across bond axes. Molecule symmetries can cancel vibration states. 

partition 

Heat can go equally into all available energy states {partition of energy, heat}|. If molecule has more rotation and/or 

vibration states, raising temperature requires more energy, because some heat does not become average random 

translation kinetic energy. 

partition: heat capacity 

Material heat capacity depends on molecular-motion degrees of freedom. Molecules with more rotation and/or 

vibration states have higher heat capacity. 

partition: equipartition 

Motion-type average kinetic energies must be the same {equipartition, energy} {energy equipartition} {principle of 

equipartition of energy}, because energy transfers freely among states by collisions. 

amount 

Partition average kinetic energy KE is half Boltzmann constant k times temperature T: KE = 0.5 * k * T. 

 



PHYS>Physics>Heat>Phase 

 

latent heat 

As substance state changes, one mole loses or gains heat {latent heat}|. Latent heat changes molecular conformation 

and depends on substance type. Total heat Q needed to change state depends on substance mass m and latent heat L: Q 

= m*L. For liquid-to-gas state change, one mole of liquid gains heat {heat of vaporization} {vaporization heat}. For 

solid-to-liquid state change, one mole of solid gains heat {heat of fusion} {fusion heat}. 

 

state change 

Heating or cooling material can change phase {state change}| {change of state}, by changing chemical arrangement. 

Molecules spread farther apart, or pack closer together, and change potential energy. Phase changes can happen when 

increased heat translational kinetic energy causes increased volume, which favors new electrical-attraction structures. 

types 

State change can be condensation, vaporization, solidification, sublimation, or fusion. 

time 

Phase change is usually rapid. 

temperature 

Temperature is constant during state change, because added or removed kinetic energy goes into potential energy 

change, so average random translational kinetic energy is constant. 

pressure 

More pressure tends to lower state from gas to liquid to solid, because it compresses molecules and so lowers 

potential energy. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Phase>Gas 

 

boiling 

Adding heat to liquid can increase liquid vaporization until vapor pressure equals air pressure {boiling}|. Heating 

fluid makes bubbles. Bubbles are liquid vapor, not air bubbles. Boiling is only on pot bottom, because bottom is hottest. 

 

boiling point 

Liquid-to-gas state change is at a temperature {boiling point}| and pressure. 

 

vapor pressure 

Surface-molecule collisions make some molecules have enough energy to leave surface and make vapor, which has 

pressure {vapor pressure}|. Molecules that left liquid before can later fall back into liquid from vapor, so vapor pressure 

depends on outside pressure and temperature. Substances in liquid mixtures contribute partial pressure to total vapor 

pressure. Total vapor pressure equals sum of partial pressures. Mixed-liquid vapor pressure is less than pure-liquid 

vapor pressure. Vapor pressure equals mole fraction times pure-vapor pressure: P = f * P0. 

 

volatility 

State change from liquid to gas is easier if material has weaker bonds between molecules {volatility}|. Materials with 

small non-polar molecules, globular shape rather than linear shape, and small forces between molecules are volatile. 

Volatility is high if chemical potential is high. Solute amount that can vaporize depends on boiling point and 

vaporization enthalpy. If both are low, solute disrupts easily and leaves. 

 

azeotrope 

Vapor and liquid {azeotrope}| can have same composition, if they form third material or help each other dissociate. 

 

Dalton law 

Partial pressure equals substance mole fraction in liquid times total pressure {Dalton's law} {Dalton law}. Total 

vapor pressure equals sum of partial pressures. 

 

vaporization 

Liquid can change to gas {vaporization}|. Vaporization causes drying. Liquid-to-gas state change is at a boiling point 

temperature and pressure. As liquid becomes gas, gas absorbs heat and cools surroundings, as in refrigeration and air 

conditioning. 



 

condensation of gas 

Gas can change to liquid {condensation, gas}|. Gas-to-liquid state change is at a temperature {condensation point} 

and pressure. Cold surfaces cool nearby air and cause air to lose water, which forms surface droplets. 

 

sublimation of phase 

Solid can change to gas {sublimation, heating}|. Solid-gas state change is at a temperature {sublimation point} and 

pressure. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Phase>Liquid 

 

fusion of solid 

Solid can change to liquid {fusion, melting}| {melting}. Solid-to-liquid state change is at a temperature {melting 

point} and pressure. 

 

regelation 

If pressure on melted ice decreases, ice freezes again {regelation, ice}|. 

 

supercooling 

If liquid has no dirt, bubbles, or other crystallization initiators, it can cool below freezing point {supercooling}| 

without solidifying. 

 

solidification 

Liquid or gas can turn into solid {solidification}| {freezing} upon heat loss or removal. Solid-liquid state change is at 

freezing-point temperature and pressure. 

 

eutectic 

about mixture-solidification temperature {eutectic}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Entropy 

 

entropy and heat 

Physical systems have particles with properties, locations, times, motions, energies, momenta, and relations. 

Particles can be independent or depend on each other. 

degrees of freedom 

Related particles have motion restrictions. Particles with no relations are free to move in all directions by 

translations, vibrations, and rotations. Systems have interchangeable states {degrees of freedom, entropy}. More 

particles and more particle independence increase degrees of freedom. 

order 

Order depends on direction constraints. Ordered systems have few possible states. Disordered systems have many 

possible states. Systems with high heat have more disorder because kinetic energy goes in random directions and 

potential energy decreases. Systems with work have less disorder because kinetic energy goes in one direction and 

potential energy increases in direction against field. Systems have disorder amount {entropy, heat}|. 

information 

Systems with no relations have no information, because particles move freely and randomly, with no dependencies. 

Systems with relations have information about relations and dependencies. Systems with more degrees of freedom, less 

order, and more entropy have less information. Systems with fewer degrees of freedom, more order, and less entropy 

have more information. Because entropy relates to disorder, entropy relates to negative information. 

information: amount 

The smallest information amount (bit) specifies binary choice: marked or unmarked, yes or no, 0 or 1, or on or off. 

The smallest system has two possible independent states and one binary choice: 2^1 = 2, where 2 is number of states 

and 1 is number of choices. Choices can always reduce to binary choices, so base can always be two. Systems have 

number of binary choices, which is bit number. 

information: probability 

The smallest system is in one state or the other, and both states are equally probable, so states have probability one-

half: 1/2 = 1 / 2^1. State probability is independent-state-number inverse. 



information: states 

Systems have independent states and dependent states. Dependent states are part of independent states. Systems can 

only be in one independent state. Particles have free movement, so independent states can interchange freely and are 

equally probable. Particles have number {degrees of freedom, particle} of independent states available. Systems have 

number of states. Number is two raised to power. For example, systems can have 2^6 = 64 states. States have 

probability 1/64 = 1 / 2^6. 6 is number of system information bits. Systems with more states have more bits and lower-

probability states. 

information: degeneracy 

Different degenerate states can have same properties. For example, systems with two particles can have particle 

energies 0 and 2, 2 and 0, or 1 and 1, all with same total energy. 

information: reversibility 

Particle physical processes are reversible in time and space. Physical system states can go to other system states, 

with enough time. 

entropy: probability 

Disorder depends on information, so entropy depends on information. Entropy is negative base-2 logarithm of 

probability. For example, for two states, S = -log(1 / 2^1) = +1. For 64 states, S = -log(1 / 2^6), so S = -log(1 / 2^6) = 

+6. More states make each state less likely, so disorder and entropy increase. 

entropy: degeneracy probability 

Degenerate-state groups have different probabilities, because groups have different numbers of degenerate states. 

Groups with more members have higher probability because independent states have equal probability. Entropy 

depends degeneracy pattern. Going to lower probability group increases system order and has less entropy. Going to 

higher probability group decreases system order and has more entropy. 

Lowest-probability groups are reachable from only one other state. High-probability groups are reachable from most 

other states. Systems are likely to go to higher-probability groups. Systems move toward highest-probability group. In 

isolated closed systems, highest-probability group has probability much higher than other groups. If system goes to 

lower-probability group, it almost instantly goes to higher-probability group, before people can observe entropy 

decrease. Therefore, entropy tends to increase. 

entropy: additive 

Entropy and disorder are additive, because they depend on independent states, degrees of freedom. Systems with 

independent parts have entropy equal to sum of part entropies. If parts are dependent, entropy is less, because number 

of different states is less. 

entropy: heat 

Heat is total random translational kinetic energy. Temperature is average random translational kinetic energy. 

Entropy S is heat energy Q, unavailable to do work, divided by temperature T: S = number of independent particle 

states = (total random translational kinetic energy) / (average random translational kinetic energy) = Q/T. Kinetic 

energy is random, and potential energy holds molecules apart in all directions, so heat has no net direction. Average 

direction is zero. 

entropy: energy 

At constant pressure and temperature, entropy is enthalpy change divided by temperature, because heat is enthalpy 

change at constant pressure and temperature. At constant volume and temperature, entropy is energy change divided by 

temperature, because heat is energy change at constant volume and temperature. 

entropy: gravity 

If no gravity, entropy increases as particles spread, because particle occupied volume increases. If gravity, entropy 

increases as particles decrease separation, because potential energy becomes heat though particle occupied volume 

decreases. If antigravity, entropy increases as particles increase separation, because potential energy becomes heat and 

particle occupied volume increases. 

entropy: mass 

Entropy increases when particle number increases. Matter increase makes more entropy. Entropy increases when 

particles distribute more evenly, toward thermal equilibrium, and have fewer patterns, lines, edges, angles, shapes, and 

groupings. 

entropy: volume 

If there are no forces, volume increase makes more possible molecule distributions, less order, and more entropy. If 

there are forces, volume decrease makes more possible molecule distributions, less order, and more entropy. See Figure 

1. 



entropy: directions 

Energy dispersal increases entropy, because disorder increases. Increasing number of directions or motion types 

increases entropy. Mixing makes more disorder and more entropy. More randomness makes more entropy. More 

asymmetry makes more disorder and more entropy. 

entropy: heat 

Work makes more friction and heat and more entropy. Making heat makes more randomness and more entropy. 

entropy: fields 

Field strength decrease disperses energy and makes more entropy. 

entropy: force and pressure 

Pressure decrease disperses energy and makes more entropy. Force decrease disperses energy and makes more 

entropy. 

entropy: volume 

At phase changes, pressure change dP divided by temperature change dT equals entropy change dS divided by 

volume change dV, because energy changes must be equal at equilibrium: dP / dT = dS / dV, so dP * dV = dT * dS. 

Volume increase greatly increases entropy. 

entropy: increase 

Systems increase entropy when disorder, degrees of freedom, and disinformation increase. Information decrease 

makes more interactions and more entropy. Order decrease, as in state change from liquid to gas, increases entropy. 

entropy: decrease 

Many factors increase order, regularity, or information, such as more regular space or time intervals, as in stripes and 

waves. Higher energy concentration, more mass, larger size, higher density, more interactions, more relations, smaller 

distances, closer interactions, more equilibrium, more steady state, more interaction templates, more directed energy, 

and more filtering increase order. 

More reference point changes, more efficient coding or language, better categorization or classification, more 

repetition, more shape regularity, and more self-similarity at different distance or time scales increase order. More 

recursion, bigger algorithms, more processes, more geodesic paths, more simplicity, lower mixing, and more purity 

increase order. More reconfigurations, more object exchanges, and more combining systems increase order. Fewer 

functions, fewer behaviors, more resonance, fewer observations, more symmetry, more coordinated motion, and more 

process coupling increase order. 

Larger increase in potential energy increases order, because energy concentrates. Higher increase in fields increases 

order, because energy increases. Fewer motion degrees of freedom, as in slow and large objects, increase order. More 

same-type, same-range, and same-size interactions increase order. More and equal influence spheres increase order. 

Higher space-time curvature increases order. More constant space-time curvature increases order. 

Lower harmonics of Fourier series increase order. Fewer elements in Fourier series increase order. 

entropy: closed system 

In closed systems, entropy tends to increase, because energy becomes more random. Potential energy becomes 

random kinetic energy by friction or forced motion. Random kinetic energy cannot all go back to potential energy 

because potential energy has direction. Work kinetic energy becomes random kinetic energy by friction or forced 

motion. Random kinetic energy cannot all go back to work energy because work energy has direction. Heat energy is 

already random. Only part, in a direction, can become potential energy or work kinetic energy. Radiation becomes 

random kinetic energy by collision. Random kinetic energy cannot all go back to radiation energy, because radiation 

energy requires particles accelerated in direction. 

universe entropy 

Universe is isolated closed system. It started in low-entropy state and moves to higher entropy states. 

Perhaps, at beginning {hot big bang} {primordial fireball}, universe had one particle at one point with smallest 

possible volume, and so no relations among parts. There were no space fields and no tidal effects. Universe had highly 

concentrated energy at high temperature and so large contracting forces and high pressure. Particle number remained 

the same or increased, as particles and radiation split. 

Universe expansion increased space volume. Space points became farther from other points. Expansion was greatest 

at first. Then expansion slowed, because all particles had gravity. 

As universe cooled, it created particles, in evenly distributed gas. Entropy increased but was still low. 

As universe cooled, gas-particle gravity formed galaxies and stars. Condensed gas had higher entropy but was still 

low. Potential energy converted to heat as infalling particles collided. Heat and mass concentrated in stars. 

Stars are hot compared to space, so stars can transfer energy to planets and organisms. Stars undergoing nuclear 

fusion make visible light. Visible light has higher energy than heat infrared radiation. On Earth, temperature stays 

approximately constant. Therefore, visible light energy that impinges on Earth is equal to energy that radiates away 



from Earth as heat. Because sunlight has higher energy per photon, fewer sunlight photons land on Earth than Earth 

emits as infrared heat photons. Entropy increases in space, and total universe entropy increases. On Earth, order 

increases and disorder decreases, mostly in organisms. From universe beginning until now, universe entropy increases, 

while small-region physical forces and particle motions can cause entropy decreases. 

Now, universe has many photons, large volume, negligible forces, and even matter distribution, so universe entropy 

is now large. For example, cosmic microwave background radiation has many randomly moving photons, from soon 

after universe origin. Photons mostly evenly distribute. They fill whole universe and have little effect on each other. As 

universe expands, their entropy becomes more. 

Now, universe has many galaxies with central black holes and has black holes formed after supernovae. Black holes 

are mass concentrations denser than atomic nuclei. Black holes have very high entropy, because particle number is 

high, volume is small, mass evenly distributes, gravitational force and fields are high, and density is high. Black holes 

make universe entropy large now. 

In the future, universe entropy will increase. Universe will have more black holes and can evolve to have only black 

holes. Universe will have more local forces. Universe will have more volume. Universe will have more particles. 

Universe will have more-even particle distribution. 



Figure 1 

 

 
  



PHYS>Physics>Heat>Entropy>Information Theory 

 

information in physics 

Systems have particles, which have position and momentum, and energy and time {information, physics}. 

spin system 

Particles can have spin up clockwise or spin down counterclockwise. Particle spin state encodes one binary choice or 

information bit: 0 or 1. For quanta, such as spin, state holds one quantum information bit. One kilogram of plasma in 

one liter of space can hold 10^31 bits. 

Particles with known spins can carry input or output information. For interacting particles, quanta can entangle, and 

information can entangle. Particles can interact to represent computation to calculate. Bits can change 

electromagnetically every 10^-20 second. Signals travel 3 * 10^-12 seconds to next particle. System particles entangle 

and change in parallel. One kilogram of plasma in one liter of space can have 10^51 particle-spin changes each second. 

system information 

Information required to describe system state depends on degrees of freedom. Mole of chemical has 10^23 degrees 

of freedom because it has that many molecules. In regions that have no boundary and have uniform matter and energy, 

entropy is proportional to volume. 

black hole 

By Bekenstein-Hawking formula, one-kilogram black holes have radius 10^-27 meters. Event-horizon surface can 

hold 10^16 bits. Bits can change every 10^-35 second. Surface can have 10^51 particle-state changes each second. 

Light can cross black holes in 10^-35 seconds, so physical processes have time to work serially. 

Observers cannot see past event horizon, so horizon surface must contain all information about region volume inside 

black hole. Gravity causes information bits to interact, so entanglement over surface area can have enough information 

states to hold information about inside volume. Black-hole entropy is directly proportional to event-horizon surface 

area. Planck area is 10^-66 cm^2. One Planck area has 0.25 information bit, so four Planck areas make one bit. 

One-kilogram black holes emit gamma and higher-energy rays by Hawking radiation and disappear in 10^-21 

second. Smaller black holes dissipate faster and emit higher energies. 

Perhaps, rather than particle spins and states, branes or strings hold states. 

cell size 

Bit-change maximum rate is maximum clock frequency, and so time has quanta. Rate depends on gravitational 

constant, light speed, and Planck constant. 

Space has quanta, with cell sizes. Black holes have maximum energy per volume and have definite ratio between 

mass and event-horizon radius, so maximum mass-energy is proportional to space-time radius. Cell size varies with 

radius cube root. For universe, cell diameter is 10^-15 meters. 

Energy and time relate, so space cell size depends on space-time radius. The holographic principle can derive from 

uncertainty principle. 

universe 

Universe has age 1.3 * 10^10 years and so radius 1.3 * 10^10 light-years. Universe is close to maximum density, so 

it can hold 10^123 bits. It can have 10^106 bit changes each second, in parallel, from 10^72 joules. It has 10^92 bits of 

ordinary matter, which can change bits at 10^14 Hz. It has less than 10^123 bits of dark energy, which can change bits 

at 10^18 Hz. 

 

generalized second law 

Total entropy in universe, inside and outside black holes, cannot go down {generalized second law} (GSL). 

 

Horowitz-Maldacena model 

Information that went into black hole can come out by entanglement of two surface virtual particles, one of which 

interacts with original matter and information at singularity {Horowitz-Maldacena model}. 

 

Margolus-Levitin theorem 

Information bits can change no faster than quantum time. Heisenberg uncertainty principle relates energy and time. 

Quantum time t depends on quantum energy E {Margolus-Levitin theorem}: t >= h / (4*E), where h = Planck's 

constant. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Entropy>Information Theory>Bound 

 



universal entropy bound 

Masses in volumes can hold limited entropy amounts {universal entropy bound}. 

 

holographic bound 

Energy and mass within volume can hold limited entropy amount {holographic bound}. Holographic bound is 

number of event-horizon-surface Plank areas divided by four. Maximum-entropy regions relate mass and volume, so 

area can define region information. Black-hole formation prevents volume entropy increases from overtaking surface 

entropy increases and so limits entropy. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Statistical Mechanics 

 

statistical mechanics 

Particle systems have total energy and distribute energy among particles {statistical mechanics}|. 

energy: particle 

Particles have energy levels. Particles have possible energy levels. Particle energy level cannot be zero, because 

particles must move and so have kinetic energy. Particles always have at least minimum ground-state energy, because 

energy has quanta. 

energy: distribution 

Some particles have lower energy, and some have higher energy {distribution, energy}. Particles exchange energy 

by collisions or electronic transitions. Systems have average particle energy, which is higher for higher temperature 

and/or work. Large systems typically have only one particle-energy distribution, which has highest probability. 

energy: total 

Sum of particle energies equals total energy. Total energy equals average particle energy times particle number. 

energy: types 

Particles can have translational energy, vibrational energy, rotational energy, and electronic-transition energy, with 

different ground states and different quanta. At normal temperatures, vibrational energy is at ground state, electronic-

transition energy is at ground state, and rotational energy is above ground state. Total energy distributes equally among 

possible translation, rotation, vibration, and electronic-transition energy levels, if there are pathways. Systems with 

large energy quanta have few particles at high-level energies. Systems with small energy quanta have more particles at 

high-level energies. Energy change does not change particle distribution much. 

entropy 

Energy distributions have entropy. Entropy change changes particle distribution. Systems with few particles or low 

temperatures have quantum states, easy transitions among states, and minimal entropy. Systems with many particles or 

high temperature have thermal states. Black-hole event horizons have random kinetic energy and cause thermal states. 

Thermal states have random kinetic energy and have maximum entropy. 

entropy: degeneracy 

Different particle-energy distributions can have same number of particles at each energy level. For example, if two 

same-type particles exchange energies, system has different particle-energy distribution, same total energy, and same 

number of particles at each energy level. Different particle-energy distributions with the same energy and same number 

of particles at each energy level make system phase. System has largest phase, which has highest probability and most 

even energy distribution possible at total energy. Largest phase has highest entropy. 

state: fluctuation 

If system is in largest phase, particles have lowest probability of returning to smaller regions, because largest phase 

has highest probability. If particle collision results in smaller phase, in shortest possible time, system returns to largest 

phase, because largest phase has highest probability. Hawking radiation requires large phase fluctuation. 

 

Boltzmann distribution 

For systems with many molecules at equilibrium at temperature, frequency distributions {Boltzmann distribution, 

statistics}| can plot frequency against molecule energy. y(E) = e^(- E / (k * T)), where E is molecule energy level, y(E) 

is frequency for molecule energy level, e is natural-logarithm base, k is Boltzmann constant, and T is absolute 

temperature. 

energy 

Particle-energy probability is partition number and is relative frequency of that energy in Boltzmann distribution. 

Most-probable energies are near average energy. Total energy is integral of Boltzmann distribution. 

comparison 

At temperatures above 50 K, Boltzmann distributions look like Gaussian distributions. 



equilibrium 

Systems at equilibrium have Boltzmann distribution, because that distribution has much higher probability than other 

distributions with same total energy. Boltzmann distribution has the most combinations that can give total energy. 

equilibrium: entropy 

For that reason, Boltzmann distribution has lowest probability of molecule being in any one energy level, so 

Boltzmann distribution has the most entropy and least order. Entropy S equals Boltzmann constant k times 

combination-number C natural logarithm: S = k * ln(C). 

 

canonical properties 

Molecular properties {canonical properties} can be at constant temperature {canonical property}, at constant 

temperature and volume {grand canonical property}, or in isolated adiabatic systems {microcanonical property}. 

 

degeneracy in system 

If system molecules are indistinguishable, some particle-energy distributions have same numbers of particles at each 

energy level {degeneracy, system}|. 

 

degrees of freedom energy 

Particles have different possible motions and kinetic energies {degrees of freedom, energy}. 

 

distribution of energies 

Physical systems can have different numbers and energy levels of particles {distribution of energies} {energy 

distribution}. Particles can be molecules, atoms, photons, or subatomic particles. 

energy quanta 

Particle energy cannot be zero, because particles are always moving and so have kinetic energy. Particle energy has 

quanta, by quantum mechanics, so particles have lowest energy level {ground-state energy}. Particle energies increase 

from ground-state energy by discrete energy quanta. Possible particle energies are ground-state energy, ground-state 

energy plus one quantum, ground-state energy plus two quanta, and so on. For total energy, possible energy levels have 

numbers of particles. Systems have particles at ground-state energy, particles at ground-state energy plus one quantum, 

particles at ground-state energy plus two quanta, and so on. Particle number at high energy levels is small compared to 

number at low energy levels, because elastic collisions distribute energy among energy levels. High particle energy has 

low probability. Infinite particle energy has zero probability. 

system energy 

Closed systems have constant total energy. Total energy is ground-state energy times particle number, plus any 

quanta. Sum of particle energies makes total energy. Product of particle number and ground-state energy is minimum 

system energy. 

energy distribution 

For example, two-particle system can have one particle with energy 3, one particle with energy 1, and total energy 4. 

For closed systems, particle collisions can change energy distribution, but total energy stays constant. For example, the 

two-particle system can have one particle with energy 2, one particle with energy 2, and total energy 4. 

energy distribution: low-energy example 

Two-particle system can have ground-state energy Q0, one particle at ground-state energy, E1 = Q0, and another 

particle at one quantum energy level Q above ground-state energy, E2 = Q0 + 1*Q. Total energy is E1 + E2 = Q0 + 

(Q0 + 1*Q) = 2*Q0 + 1*Q. See Figure 1. 

energy distribution: equivalent distributions 

For closed systems, different energy distributions can result in same total energy. For example, twelve-molecule 

systems can have energy distributions in which each particle has energy Q1a and total energy is 12*Q1a. By particle 

collision, system can have energy distribution with six molecules one quantum Q above Q1a and six molecules one 

quantum Q below Q1a. System still has total energy 12*Q1a. 

For two-molecule system with total energy 2*Q0 + 2*Q, both molecules can have energy Q0 + 1*Q. After 

collisions, first molecule can have energy Q0, and second molecule can have energy Q0 + 2*Q, or first molecule can 

have energy Q0 + 2*Q, and second molecule can have energy Q0. See Figure 2. All three energy distributions have 

same total energy. 

probability 

In closed physical system, all energy distributions have same total energy, and all distributions are equally likely, 

because collisions transfer energy freely between particles. 



probability: distinguishable particles 

If particles are distinguishable, energy distributions are unique and have equal probability. For example, system can 

have total energy 6, ground-state energy 2, quantum 1, and 2 particles. If particles are distinguishable, such as E1 and 

E2, three energy distributions are possible. E1 = 2 and E2 = 4. E1 = 4 and E2 = 2. E1 = 3 and E2 = 3. Distribution E1 = 

3 and E2 = 3 has one-third probability. Distribution E1 = 2 and E2 = 4 has one-third probability. Distribution E1 = 4 

and E2 = 2 has one-third probability. Distributions are equally likely. See Figure 3. 

In this system, particles cannot have energy 0 or 1, because ground-state energy is 2. Only these three cases make 

total energy 6. 

probability: indistinguishable particles 

Typically, some system particles are exactly the same and so indistinguishable. For example, all electrons are the 

same. If particles are indistinguishable, some energy distributions appear the same. 

For example, system can have total energy 6, ground-state energy 2, quantum 1, and 2 indistinguishable particles. 

Two energy distributions are possible: energy 2 and energy 4 or energy 3 and energy 3. Cases E1 = 2 and E2 = 4, and 

E1 = 4 and E2 = 2, are now indistinguishable. Energy distribution 3 and 3 happens once and has one-third probability. 

Energy distribution 2 and 4 happens twice and has two-thirds probability. 

probability: degeneracy 

If particles are indistinguishable, some energy distributions have same numbers of particles at each energy level. In 

the example, two energy distributions have one particle at level 2 and one particle at level 4, so degeneracy is two. 

Degenerate energy-distribution probability is degeneracy divided by number of distributions when particles are 

distinguishable. In the example, number of energy distributions with distinguishable particles is three. Degeneracy of 

"energy 2/energy 4" distribution is two, and probability is 2/3. Degeneracy of "energy 3/energy 3" distribution is one, 

and probability is 1/3. 

For degenerate distributions, more degeneracy makes higher probability. Degeneracy is greater if most particles are 

near average energy and particles have Boltzmann energy distribution. Maximum degeneracy spreads particles 

maximally. For many-particle systems, highest probability is many orders of magnitude above second-most-likely 

distribution. 

partition number 

If system has constant total energy, distribution degeneracy {partition number, distribution} is (total number of 

particles)! / (number at ground-state energy)! * (number at ground-state energy plus one quantum)! * ... * (number at 

ground-state energy plus infinite number of quanta)!, where ! means factorial. Above 50 K, for thermal distributions, 

partition number maximizes according to Boltzmann distribution. 

probability: particle 

Particle has probability that it is in energy level. If system is in energy distribution with maximum degeneracy, 

particle has lowest average probability that it is in energy level, because particles spread most evenly. Other energy 

distributions increase average probability that particle is in energy level, because they concentrate particles more. 

system state 

With collisions, systems tend to go to most degenerate energy distribution, from which the most collisions make 

same degenerate distribution, because it repeats itself the most. This is why the most-degenerate energy distribution has 

highest probability. Isolated systems soon reach this single stable state and stay there. 
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ensemble in statistics 

Complex systems can have sets {ensemble, system}| of identical objects. Sets have statistical properties. Linear 

ensemble operators can calculate set-property average values, while varying initial conditions. 

 

equipartition 

Collisions interchange energy, so average energies of system kinetic-energy sources are equal {equipartition, 

statistical mechanics}|. 

motions 

For particles, kinetic energy partitions equally into available motion states {degrees of freedom, motion}. Particles 

have different possible motions. Translations can independently be in three spatial dimensions. Vibrations depend on 

chemical-bond stretching-and-bending modes. Rotations can be in zero to three rotation dimensions, depending on 

molecule symmetry. 

energy 

If temperature is above 50 K, average partition energy E is half Boltzmann constant k times absolute temperature T: 

E = 0.5 * k * T. System partition function is product of particle partition functions. 

 

ergodic hypothesis 

In rare systems, all phases solve energy equation, and system reaches equilibrium {ergodic hypothesis}|. Though few 

systems are ergodic, real systems come arbitrarily close to ergodic {quasiergodic hypothesis}. Quasiergodic systems 

are fractal, because one trajectory cannot fill up space but can pass close to all points. If trajectory does not follow 

simple law, system uses statistical law. 

 

gas in box 

Plane rectangles can have many square cells and some particles {gas in box model}. Connected cells make a region 

with percentage of total cell number. For example, box can have 10 cells, with one-cell region in one corner. 

Probability that one particle is in region is 1/10. 

 

ideal fluid 

Statistical thermodynamics applies to systems {ideal fluid} in which the only interactions among particles are elastic 

collisions, with no forces between molecules. Particles can have cross-sections. 

 

partition function 

Boltzmann distribution gives number of molecules at each energy level {partition function}| {canonical partition 

function}, for a temperature. 

 

partition number 

Probability {partition number, energy} of particle energy level is relative frequency of that energy in Boltzmann 

distribution. Most-probable energies are near average energy. 

 

quantum energy change 

Molecule collisions make fast and discrete molecule-energy changes {quantum energy change}. 

temperature 

Energy fluctuations Q depend on Boltzmann constant k times absolute temperature T: Q = k*T. At higher 

temperatures, energy change is more, and molecule energy levels are farther apart. At low temperature, quanta are 

almost equal, and molecules have ground-state energy Q0 plus multiple of energy quantum Q: Q0, Q0 + 1*Q, Q0 + 

2*Q, Q0 + 3*Q, and so on. 

factors 

Quantum increases if volume decreases, system does work, mass decreases, temperature decreases, pressure 

decreases, fields decrease, or electrons transition to lower orbits. In those cases, overall energy decreases, so quanta are 

bigger. 

entropy 

If system has only entropy changes, quanta stay the same. 

high energy 

If quanta are large, high energies are hard to reach. 

 



spontaneous process 

Spontaneous processes {spontaneous process}| lower free energy. Particles move along geodesics. Electrons move 

along zero-field lines. Particles orbit at lowest orbit. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Cryogenics 

 

cryogenics 

Coldness can be very low {cryogenics}|. Lasers cool by slowing atoms to 50 microKelvin. Magnetic fields can trap 

and compress gas. Cooling can be by both lasers and magnetic traps {magneto-optical trap} (MOT). 

Evaporation cools to below 50 microKelvin by removing hottest atoms. Time-averaged orbital potential (TOP) 

magnetic trap allows evaporation at point that moves in circle to build gas ellipsoid. Ioffe trap holds plasmas. Ioffe-

Pritchard trap can use parallel magnetic fields or other arrangements to form various gas shapes. 

properties 

Quantum-mechanical effects can change low-temperature material properties, such as superconductivity. 

 

Bose-Einstein condensation 

Metal superconductors have bound-electron pairs, each with same spin, which make metal ions, streamline flow, and 

make bosons that can condense {Bose-Einstein condensation, cryogenics} (BEC). All bosons in same quantum state 

can condense from gas to make liquid. Repulsive bosons condense better. 

 

superfluid 

At low temperature, fluids {superfluid}| can have no viscous resistance. Liquid helium is the only known superfluid. 

Vortexes but no overall rotation can appear in spun superfluids. Space-time can be like fluid, and black-hole event 

horizon can be like superfluid with quantum-phase transition. General relativity has same equations as sound waves in 

moving fluid. 

 

supersolid 

Helium 4 can cool and compress to solid {supersolid}, with no viscous resistance. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Heat>Thermionic Emission 

 

thermionic emission 

High temperature can separate electrons from atoms and cause electrons to leave metal or metal-oxide surface 

{Edison effect} {thermionic emission, heat}|. 

 

space charge 

Thermionic emission leaves surface positive charge {space charge, thermionic}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism 

 

electromagnetism 

Electric force is attraction or repulsion between electric charges. Magnetism is moving-charge relativistic effects and 

so is apparent electric force {electromagnetism}|. If electric fields cancel, because positive and electric charges are 

equal, magnetic fields do not necessarily cancel, because both positive and electric charges can move relativistically. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Charge 

 

charge of electricity 

Particle properties {charge, electricity}| can cause electric force. Electron charge {negative charge} is one negative 

unit. Proton charge {positive charge} is one positive unit. Total electric charge is sum of particle electric charges. 

static electricity 

Rubbing glass with cloth keeps protons on glass and puts electrons on cloth. Rubbing rubber with cloth puts 

electrons on rubber and keeps protons on cloth. Rubbing energy frees electrons from rubbed material surface. Quickly 

pulling the materials apart leaves net charge on both materials. Sliding on rugs rubs electrons off rug, and touching 

metal doorknobs makes electrons jump to metal. 



static electricity: lightning 

High winds, when hot air rises, rub higher cold air, separate electrons from air molecules, and take electrons away 

before they can recombine. Lightning carries electrons back to positive-charge regions or to ground. 

strong nuclear force 

Only strong nuclear force can change particle electric charge. 

 

charge coupling 

Surface voltages can move charges around semiconductors {charge coupling}|. Semiconductors have capacitance. 

Charge moves between capacitors at each clock pulse. Solid-state TV cameras and memory circuits use charge 

coupling. Semiconductors {charge coupled device} (CCD) can move free electric charges from one storage element to 

another, by externally changing voltage. Charge can vary by varying voltage and capacitance. Image sensors and 

computer memories use CCDs. 

 

charge induction 

Electric forces on materials can pull electrons in one direction and protons in opposite direction {induction, charge} 

{charge induction}|. 

dielectric 

Conductors have free charges, so charges move to counter outside electric force, with no net charge. Dielectrics have 

no free charges, so induction pulls electrons and protons apart to make induced charge and dipoles. 

factors 

If electric field is more, electric force is more, and system has more dipoles. If atoms are small, smaller mass moves 

easier, and system has more dipoles. 

factors: temperature 

In polar materials, if temperature is lower, material has fewer random motions, and material has more dipoles. In 

non-polar materials, temperature has little effect. 

factors: frequency 

If electric-field frequency is more than 10^10 Hz, dipole moments cancel, because dipole moments change slower 

than field changes. If electric-field frequency is above 10^11 Hz, bending and stretching dipole moments cancel, 

because vibrations are slower than frequency, and only electrons affect polarization. 

examples 

Sifting sugar or streaming water through electric fields illustrates charge induction. 

 

dipole 

Outside electric force on dielectrics can pull electrons one way and protons opposite way, to separate charges 

{dipole}|. Negative charges are at one end, and positive charges are at other end, along outside-electric-field direction. 

 

electroscope 

Instruments {electroscope}| can detect static electricity. 

 

St. Elmo's fire 

Friction can cause glow {St. Elmo's fire}| around objects in storms. 

 

static electricity 

Objects can have stationary extra surface charges {static electricity}|. Electric charge is on material surface, because 

electrons repel each other to farthest points. More charges are at higher-curvature surface points, because repulsions are 

less where average distances are more. Sparks, van de Graaf generators, pith balls, cloths and rods, and electroscopes 

demonstrate static electricity. 

 

valence of ion 

Ions can have charge {valence, ion}, of -7 to +7. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Force 

 



Coulomb law 

Electric force depends on charge and distance {Coulomb's law} {Coulomb law}. Electric force F between two 

charges varies directly with charge q and varies inversely with square of distance r between charges: F = k * q1 * q2 / 

r^2 = (1 / (4 * pi * e)) * q1 * q2 / r^2. 

permittivity 

Electric-force constant k depends on medium electric permittivity e: k = 1 / (4 * pi * e). 

distance 

Force varies with distance squared, because space is isotropic in all directions, time has no effect, and field-line 

number stays constant as surface area increases. Sphere surface area = 4 * pi * r^2. 

charge 

Force depends on both charges, because force is interaction. Electric force depends on charge linearly, because 

charge directly causes force. Because charges can be positive or negative, electric force can be attractive positive or 

repulsive negative. If both charges are positive or negative, electric force is positive. If one charge is positive and one 

charge is negative, electric force is negative. 

comparison 

Electric force is very strong compared to gravity. Gravitational force and electric force equations are similar, because 

interactions cause both forces and both forces radiate in all directions. 

voltage 

dW = F * ds = q * dV. F = q * dV / ds = q * E. 

 

d'Alembert equation 

In potential equations {d'Alembert equation, electromagnetism} for electric and magnetic fields, source-charge 

density and three current-density components make four potentials for each field. 

 

Faraday law of induction 

For stationary magnet and moving wire in a circuit, electric force F makes electric current, and force varies directly 

with magnetic-flux (phi, depending on magnetic field B and surface area A) change over time {Faraday law of 

induction} {Faraday's law of induction}: F ~ d(phi)/dt, and phi = sum over A of B. Induced electric current makes 

magnetic field opposed to stationary magnetic field. For moving magnet and stationary wire, electric field E makes 

electric current in wire, and electromotive force on charges varies directly with magnetic-flux change over time. 

Faraday law of induction applies to both Maxwell-Faraday equation, for changing magnetic field and stationary charge, 

and Lorentz force law, for stationary magnet and moving wire in a circuit. 

 

fine-structure constant 

A constant {fine-structure constant} {coupling constant} measures electromagnetism force strength (Sommerfield) 

[1916]. It has no dimensions. It equals 7.297 * 10^-3 ~ 1/137. The fine-structure constant depends on electron charge, 

Planck constant, light speed, and permittivity or permeability or Coulomb constant. The coupling constant measures 

photon-electron force. 

 

Maxwell-Faraday equation 

For changing magnetic field and stationary charge, changing magnetic field B makes electric field E {Maxwell-

Faraday equation} {Faraday's law}: curl of E = partial derivative over time of B. This has an integral form {Kelvin-

Stokes theorem}: line integral of E = integral over surface area of partial derivative of B with time. 

 

Lorentz force law 

For stationary magnet and moving wire in a circuit, Lorentz force F on charges makes electric current and electric 

force varies directly with electric charge q and with wire velocity v and magnetic field B cross product {Lorentz force 

law}: F ~ q * (v x B). Induced electric current makes magnetic field opposed to stationary magnetic field. 

 

Gauss law 

Flux equals integral of electric field E over area A, which equals sum of charges q divided by electric permittivity e 

{Gauss' law} {Gauss law}: integral of E * dA = (sum of q) / e. Gauss' law can find electric field and voltage. 

 



Gauss law of magnetism 

Divergence of magnetic field B equals zero {Gauss law of magnetism} {Gauss's law of magnetism} {transversality 

requirement} {absence of free magnetic poles}: divergence of B = 0, or line integral over a surface of B = 0. Magnetic 

fields are solenoids. Magnetic "charges" are dipoles, and there are no magnetic monopoles. 
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lines of force 

Electric fields are like force lines {force lines} {lines of force}| radiating from center outward in all directions. Force 

lines per area equal electric field. Force lines have direction, from positive to negative, because test charges are 

positive. Force lines entering closed surfaces are negative. Force lines leaving closed surfaces are positive. For large 

charged objects, electric-field lines are perpendicular to surfaces, because force lines are symmetric around surface 

perpendiculars. 

 

flux of field 

Electric-force lines pass through areas in directions {flux, electric} {electric flux}. Positive and negative fluxes from 

different sources add together. Does infinite flux exist? Perhaps, field lines cannot come closer than Planck length. 

Then flux has maximum density, and field has no infinities. 
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electric energy 

For electricity, energy W {electric energy}| is charge q times voltage V: W = q*V. Electric energy is in joules: W = 

F*s = (k * q * Q / s^2) * s = q * (k * Q / s) = q * (E / s) = q*V, where F is electric force, k is electric-force constant, Q 

is charge, E is electric field, and s is distance. 

 

electric field 

Electric charge causes potential energy {electric field}| that radiates in all directions. Electric fields can cancel each 

other, because charges can be positive or negative. 

potential 

Electric charges q Q make electric force F, which decreases with distance r squared: F = k * q * Q / r^2, where k is 

electric force constant. Electric-field strength intensity H changes with distance r from charge Q: H = F/q = k * Q / r^2, 

where k is electric-force constant. Electric field depends on material electric permittivity. 

Different distances have different potential energies. Charge can move between two electric-field points, causing 

potential-energy-change potential difference. Electric-field energy change E is potential difference V times charge q: E 

= F*s = (k * q * Q / s^2) * s = q * (k * Q / s) = q*V. Potential-energy difference is work done by electric force as 

charge moves through distance. 

examples: surface 

Potential is equal all over large charged-object surfaces. Otherwise, electrons flow to lowest-potential location to 

equalize potential. 

examples: plate 

Electric field H above charged plates equals charge q divided by electric permittivity k: H = q/k. 

examples: rod 

Electric field H above long rods varies as reciprocal of distance d from rod: H = C * (1/d). 

examples: point 

Electric field H around point charges or spheres varies as reciprocal of square of distance r from center: H = k * Q / 

r^2. 

examples: dipole 

Electric field H around dipole varies as reciprocal of cube of distance d from dipole center: H = C * (1 / d^3). 

 

electric power 

For electricity, power P {electric power}| is current I times voltage V: P = dE / dt = V * dq / dt = V*I. 

 



piezoelectricity 

Pressure on crystals can cause voltage {piezoelectricity}|. Pressure polarizes crystals, such as quartz, mica, or lead 

zirconate titanate (PZT). Pressure changes polarized-material charge separation to make voltage. In reverse, applying 

electric field contracts crystals in field direction. 

 

voltage 

Tendency for charges to flow depends on electric energy per charge {voltage}| {potential difference}. Higher 

potential is positive and attracts negative charge. If two points have potential difference and path exists, charge flows 

from one point to the other. 

energy 

Because field is electric force F divided by charge q, voltage V is electric field H times distance ds moved in field 

direction: V = H * ds = (F/q) * ds = (F * ds) / q = W/q, where W is electric energy. Voltage is electric energy divided 

by charge. 

field 

Separating charges using work creates electric field, with voltage between charges. Batteries separate charges to 

create voltage. Electromagnetic induction creates voltage by separating charges. Voltage V equals area A times 

negative of field change dH divided by time change dt: V = A * -dH / dt. Voltage V equals negative of inductance I 

times current change di divided by time change dt: V = -I * di / dt. 

 

wakefield 

Electric fields {wakefield} can pulse and so force electrons to accelerate. 
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resistance of electricity 

Moving-electron and stationary-molecule interactions oppose electric current flow {resistance}| and turn electric 

energy into heat. Electrical resistance depends on path length, cross-sectional area, and material resistivity. 

voltage 

Resistance makes heat from electrical kinetic energy and, as potential energy decreases, drops potential across 

resistor. 

current 

For same voltage, more resistance makes less current, because flow slows. 

factors 

Resistance is more for poor conductors with few electrons that can move, for longer conductor length, or for less 

cross-sectional area. If cross-sectional area is more, conductor perimeter is more, fewer electron collisions happen, and 

resistance is less. If conductor length is more, distance is longer, and total resistance is more. If material resistivity is 

more, conductor has fewer free charges, and resistance is more. 

factors: temperature 

In conductors at higher temperature, resistance is more, because random motions are more. In insulators or 

semiconductors at higher temperature, resistance is less, because more electrons are free to move. Alloys have smaller 

resistance change when temperature changes, because alloys have fewer free electrons than pure metals. 

resistor 

Electrical devices {resistor} can have resistance. Conductor resistance R equals material resistivity r, which differs at 

different temperatures, times conductor length l divided by conductor cross-sectional area A: R = r * l / A. 

resistivity 

Resistivity is 10^-6 to 10^-1 ohm-cm for conductors, 10^-1 to 10^8 ohm-cm for semiconductors, and 10^8 to 10^21 

ohm-cm for insulators. 

examples 

Resistance in incandescent light bulbs creates light. Resistance in electric heaters creates heat. Fuses, circuit 

breakers, voltmeters, ammeters, tube resistors, rod resistors, and coil resistors demonstrate electrical resistance. Lie 

detectors detect skin electrical resistance, which varies with sweat amount. 

 

conductance 

Resistance reciprocal {conductance}| measures current-flow ease. 

 



Wiedemann and Franz 

At same temperature, electrical-conductivity to heat-conductivity ratio is the same for all metals {law of Wiedemann 

and Franz} {Wiedemann and Franz law}. 
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conductor 

Materials {conductor}|, such as metals, can allow electrons to move almost freely. 

dipoles 

Because electrons are free to move, no dipoles form. Conductor dielectric strength is zero, and dielectric constant is 

infinite, because charges can move freely. Rubbing metal with cloth cannot rub off charges, because electrons move 

freely and quickly in conductors. 

spark 

If charge touches conductors, electrons flow to neutralize charge, typically making sparks. 

spread 

Potential difference between conductor points is zero, because all electrons already repel each other equally. No 

electrons flow. 

compression 

Compressing metal increases conductivity, because crystals have fewer imperfections. 

 

conduction of electricity 

Materials can allow electrons to move almost freely {conduction, electricity}|. Semiconductors allow electrons to 

move with high resistance. Insulators do not conduct electricity. Circuit loads are either conductors or semiconductors. 

 

charge mobility 

Electric force causes average drift velocity per unit force {mobility, charge} {charge mobility, conductor}|. 

 

free electron 

Metallic bonds are electron deficient and leave electrons free {free electron}. Metal has electrons that can move 

among atoms around metal surface. Outside electric force can pull electrons completely away from atoms. 

 

mean free time 

In conductors, moving electrons have average time between collisions {mean free time}| and have average distance, 

mean free path, between collisions. Collisions tend to reduce charge velocities. 

 

Ohm law 

In conductors, voltage V equals resistance R times current I {Ohm's law} {Ohm law}: V = R*I. 
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insulator 

Most materials {insulator}| {dielectric} allow no free electron movement. Air, vacuum, paper, and glass are 

insulators. 

dipoles 

Outside electric field separates electrons and protons, to make induced charge. Inducing charge can be easy or hard. 

Dielectric strength is ratio between material capacitance and vacuum capacitance. For vacuum, dielectric constant is 1. 

For insulators, dielectric constant is 1 to 8. For water, dielectric constant is 81, because water has high polarization and 

free dipole rotation. For conductors, dielectric constant is infinite. Lustrous metals have negative dielectric constant. 

 

permittivity 

Materials have ease by which electric fields can go through {permittivity}|. Metals have free electrons and cannot 

have electric fields inside. Insulators have charges that move relative to electric field and oppose electric field. Empty 

space has no charges and allows electric field. Electric-force constant k inversely depends on permittivity. 

 



polarizability 

Insulators have different abilities to make dipoles {polarizability}| {polarization, electricity}. If polarization is more, 

refraction index is more. Polarization K is refractive index n squared: K = n^2. Metal has free electrons and cannot 

make dipoles. Empty space has no charges and cannot make dipoles. 
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semiconductor 

Materials {semiconductor}| can have electrons that can move from atom to atom in atomic-orbital conducting bands. 

Silicon and germanium are semiconductors. Semiconductor compounds include indium gallium arsenide and indium 

antimonide. 

impurities 

Semiconductors can be silicon with added gallium {P-type semiconductor} or arsenic {N-type semiconductor}. P-

type semiconductors transfer electron vacancies. N-type semiconductors transfer electrons. Holes and electrons must 

move in opposite directions to complete circuit. 

electric charge 

If charge touches semiconductor, no change happens, because semiconductor electrons are not free to move. 

 

doping of semiconductor 

Impurities {doping}| added to silicon or germanium supply more negative or positive charges, to make more 

conduction. 

donor 

Adding material with five electrons in highest orbital {donor impurity} adds extra electron. Antimony, arsenic, and 

phosphorus are donors {n-type semiconductor}. 

acceptor 

Adding material that has three electrons in highest orbital {acceptor impurity} results in extra proton {electron 

deficiency}. Gallium, indium, aluminum, and boron are acceptors {p-type semiconductor}. 

junction 

If p-type semiconductor touches n-type semiconductor, electrons in n-type semiconductor flow into holes in p-type 

semiconductor until reaching balance, with voltage across junction. p-type semiconductor has become slightly negative. 

n-type semiconductor has become slightly positive. No more free charges exist. Junction width is 50 atoms. 

diode 

If voltage across np junction makes p side positive, current flows greatly, because p side attracts electrons. If voltage 

across np junction makes p side negative, no current flows, because p side repels electrons. np junctions allow current 

in only one direction and allow current to be ON or zero OFF, like diodes. 

 

electroluminescence 

Semiconductors can emit light {electroluminescence}| across pn junctions when current flows. Phosphors can glow 

if AC current passes through. Machine sprays glass panel with thin transparent metal layer, adds a phosphor layer, and 

adds thin metal foil. Electroluminescence is efficient and cool but allows only low light levels. 

 

exciton 

One electron and one hole {exciton} can bind electrostatically for 4 to 40 microseconds, 1150 nanometers apart. 

Electric forces cause free electrons and holes to drift in opposite directions, at same velocity. Electric force causes 

average drift velocity per unit force {charge mobility, exciton}. When electron meets hole, they merge. At constant 

force, ejections and recombinations are in equilibrium. 

 

fractional quantum Hall effect 

A thin layer of electrons is between two semiconductors. Near 0 K in high magnetic field [1982], pairs 

{quasiparticle, pair} of excited superposition of electron states have fractional charges {fractional quantum Hall 

effect}, with edge effects {edge state}. Fractional quantum Hall effect can extend to four dimensions, as on five-

dimensional-sphere surfaces, which have three-dimensional edge states that emerge with relativity. Excitations can 

carry magnetic-flux units. 

 



hole in semiconductor 

Adding electron-deficient materials, with three electrons in highest orbital, results in extra protons, because of 

electron vacancies {hole}|. 

 

Josephson junction 

Two semiconductors can have insulator between them {Josephson junction}. Microwaves can supply energy to 

electron pairs. Voltage V is n = 1/2, 1, 3/3, or 2 times Planck's constant h times frequency f divided by electron charge 

e: V = (n*h*f) / (2*e). Third semiconductor can supply control current. Control current sets voltage at zero or one, 

using quantum-mechanical tunneling. 

 

junction of semiconductors 

Two semiconductors, or semiconductor and conductor, can meet in region {junction}| 50 molecules thick. Contact 

point between metal and semiconductor has resistance that does not follow Ohm's law, because current depends on 

surface properties. 

 

metal oxide semiconductor 

Semiconductors {metal oxide semiconductor} (MOS) can be metal oxides, which can be unipolar, rather than just 

bipolar. 
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transistor 

Solid-state semiconductor circuit elements {transistor, electronic}| amplify current. 

types 

N-type semiconductor, P-type semiconductor, and N-type semiconductor can join in sandwich {NPN transistor}. P-

type semiconductor, N-type semiconductor, and P-type semiconductor can join in sandwich {PNP transistor}. NPN or 

PNP transistors are bipolar transistors {junction transistor}, with two junctions. Weak signals control current flow. 

Junction transistors are current operated. 

parts 

Transistors have cathode emitter, anode collector, and base controller. Collector is between emitter and base. In PNP 

transistors, electrons flow from emitter to middle collector and from base to middle. In NPN transistors, electrons flow 

from middle collector to emitter and from middle to base. 

process 

Holes and electron diffusion across semiconductor np junction continues until electric force equilibrium, preventing 

further diffusing. Voltage is across emitter and base and across collector and emitter. Applying small positive charge to 

base attracts electrons and amplifies current 10^5 times. Electron flow from emitter to collector multiplies directly with 

voltage from base to emitter. 

surface barrier 

A depletion layer {space charge, transistor} between metal and semiconductor can control conductivity {point 

contact semiconductor} {surface barrier transistor}. 

field effect 

Electric field at right angles to silicon surface causes lateral conductance {field-effect transistor}. Insulated field 

plate can have field that induces conducting surface channel between two surface pn junctions {gate}, as in field-effect 

transistors, such as metal oxide semiconductors. Field-effect transistors have slow response and high impedance. They 

are voltage operated, rather than current operated. 

electron tubes 

Transistors can replace all electron tube types. 

 

base of transistor 

In PNP transistors, electrons flow from emitter to collector, and from other sandwich side {base, transistor} to 

middle. 

 

collector of transistor 

In PNP transistors, electrons flow from emitter to middle {collector, transistor}, and from base to middle. 

 



emitter of transistor 

In PNP transistors, electrons flow from one sandwich side {emitter, transistor} to collector, and from base to middle. 
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superconductivity 

At low temperatures, substances can be electrical conductors {superconductor} with no electrical resistance 

{superconductivity}|. Liquid oxygen, liquid nitrogen, and liquid hydrogen are superconductors. Organic crystals, metal 

oxides, and insulators can have superconductivity. 

high temperature 

Most high-temperature superconductors are copper oxide {cuprate} layers between other layers. Mercury-barium-

calcium copper oxide superconducts at 164 K under 10,000 atm pressure and at 138 K at 1 atm. 

Iron and arsenic layers between a lanthanum, cerium, samarium, neodymium, or praseodymium layer and an oxygen 

or fluoride layer can superconduct up to 52 K. Magnesium boride superconducts at 39 K. Bismuth, strontium, calcium, 

copper, and oxygen atoms can combine to make BSCCO high-temperature superconductor. Yttrium, barium, copper, 

and oxygen atoms can combine to make YBCO high-temperature superconductor. 

cause 

Large-scale quantum effects cause superconductivity, which happens when energies are small, such as at low 

temperature. Bosons in same quantum state can condense {Bose-Einstein condensation, superconductivity} (BEC) 

from gas to liquid. Repulsive bosons condense better. Materials can Bose-Einstein-condense at cold temperatures. 

Fermions, such as electrons, form Cooper pairs at temperature lower than temperature at which material becomes 

degenerate Fermi gas. Both electrons have same spin. Making electron pairs makes positive metal ions. Cooper pairs 

have streamline flow through metal ions and travel with no resistance. 

Fermions can pair more easily if attraction increases. Electrons can resonate {Feshbach resonance} in magnetic 

fields {magnetic resonance} and so pair better. 

Magnetic flux has quanta in superconductors. Electric field has no quanta but quantizing it can make calculations 

easier. 

magnetic field 

Outside magnetic field can enter only short distance into superconductors with current, because photons acquire 

mass as electromagnetic gauge symmetry breaks spontaneously. 

insulator 

Forcing atoms {Mott insulator} in Bose-Einstein condensates to have definite positions changes quantum properties. 

 

BCS theory 

In superconducting materials, electrons distort positive-ion lattice to make phonons, which interact with other 

electrons, causing attraction and electron pairing {BCS theory}. Critical temperature is higher if more electrons can go 

to superconductive state, if lattice-vibration frequencies are higher, and if electrons and lattice interact stronger. 

Mercury-barium-calcium copper oxide does not follow BCS theory. Magnesium boride follows BCS theory. Liquid 

oxygen, liquid nitrogen, and liquid hydrogen follow BCS theory. 

 

Cooper pair 

Fermions can pair {Cooper pair} at temperatures much lower than temperature at which system is degenerate Fermi 

gas. 

 

degenerate Fermi gas 

Systems {degenerate Fermi gas} can have one fermion in each low-energy quantum state. 

 

transition edge sensor 

Devices {transition edge sensor} can detect photons at transition temperature to superconductivity. 
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current of electricity 

Electric charges can flow past a point over time {current, electricity}| {electric current}. Flowing charge has one-

tenth light speed. 

 



current density 

Current I per area A {current density}| equals conductivity K times electric field E: I/A = K*E. Current I equals 

current density j times cross-sectional area A: I = (I/A) * A = j*A. 

 

skin effect 

Current tends to stay on conducting-material surface {skin effect}, because electrons repel each other. 
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alternating current 

Charge flow can alternate directions over time {alternating current}| (AC). Alternating voltages cause electrons to 

oscillate. Commercial alternating current oscillates at 60 Hz in USA and 50 Hz in most other countries. 

comparison 

Direct current has less power loss and more average power than alternating current. 

voltage 

In alternating-current circuits, average or effective voltage equals maximum voltage divided by square root of two. 

In alternating-current circuits, average or effective current equals maximum current divided by square root of two. 

transformer 

Transformers change alternating-current voltage. 

 

direct current 

Charge flow can be in one direction only {direct current}| (DC). Direct current has less power loss and more average 

power than alternating current. Adding voltage sources alters direct-current voltage. 
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circuit 

Charges must flow from source around loop back to source {circuit, electricity}| {electric circuit, flow}. At circuit 

points, current that goes in must equal current that comes out. Voltages around circuit loops must add to zero. 

Otherwise, electron density increases somewhere in circuit. 

 

ground for electricity 

Earth {ground, electricity}|, or conductor leading to Earth, is an electron sink. Earth has many molecules and can 

absorb or give any number of charges without changing potential. 

 

Kirchoff laws 

Circuit current and voltage follow laws {Kirchoff's laws} {Kirchoff laws}. Kirchoff's laws apply to circuit steady 

state. Transiently, Kirchoff's laws can break. 

At circuit points, current coming in equals current going out. If current flowing in did not equal current flowing out, 

charge builds or falls at point and repels or attracts incoming charges, to make net charge return to zero. 

Around circuit loops, voltages add to zero. If voltages around loop do not add to zero, extra voltage sends more 

charges to low-voltage point and so makes sum of voltages become zero again. 

 

modulation of wave 

Wave-front amplitude or phase modifications {modulation, electricity}| can carry information on carrier waves. 

Information can vary amplitude {amplitude modulation, circuit} (AM) or frequency {frequency modulation, circuit} 

(FM). Frequency modulation carries temporal information along propagation line. Amplitude modulation carries spatial 

information perpendicular to propagation line. 

 

short circuit 

Circuits {short circuit}| can have almost no resistance, allowing very high current. 
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impedance 

RC, RL, and RLC circuits have reactance and resistance vector sum {impedance}|. Voltage equals impedance times 

current. Maximum power has equal source and circuit impedances. 

 

reactance 

Inductance and capacitance {reactance}| aid or impede current flow by storing and releasing energy, without heat 

loss. 

comparison 

Resistance opposes current and has heat loss. 

phase 

Reactance causes lag between voltage and current. In inductors, high frequency makes big current change and so 

large voltage. High inductance makes current changes make big voltage changes. Inductive reactance R equals two 

times pi times frequency f times inductance L: R = 2 * pi * f * L. In capacitors, high frequency makes voltage stay low, 

because little charge can build up. High capacitance requires large charge to make voltage, so voltage stays low. 

Capacitive reactance R equals reciprocal of two times pi times frequency f times capacitance C: R = 1 / (2 * pi * f * C). 

 

capacitance electric 

Electrical devices {capacitor} {capacitance}| can store electrical energy. Electric-energy storage ability C is charge 

Q divided by voltage V: C = Q / V. Capacitance C equals material dielectric strength d times length l divided by cross-

sectional area A: C = d * l / A. 

field 

In capacitors, electric field stores energy E: E = 0.5 * Q * V = 0.5 * C * V^2. 

current 

Electric-field energy builds as current flows. Electric-field energy tends to push current out. Current I is capacitance 

C times voltage change dV over time change dt: I = (1 / C) * dV / dt. Current and voltage are out of phase. 

parallel plates 

In parallel-plate capacitors, capacitance C equals electric permittivity e times dielectric constant k times cross-

sectional area A divided by distance d between plates: C = e * k * A / d. Electric field between plates is constant and 

perpendicular to plates. If plates are farther apart, charge separation is more, voltage is more, and capacitance is less. If 

plate area is larger, charges spread out more, voltage is less, and capacitance is more. If dielectric constant is greater, 

material between plates has more polarization, field is less, voltage is less, and capacitance is more. 

examples 

Disk capacitors and rod capacitors work like parallel-plate capacitors. Two aluminum pie plates can make capacitor. 

Leyden jars can store charge as capacitance. Electrolytic capacitors allow only one-way current. 

 

inductance in magnetism 

Circuits with current can store magnetic energy {inductance}|. Circuit devices {inductor} can store magnetic energy. 

Inductors are wire coils, so current makes strong magnetic field down coil middle. Soft iron bar can be in middle. 

energy 

Energy stored depends on current change compared to voltage. Inductance L is voltage V divided by current change 

dI with time change dt: L = V / (dI/dt). V = L * dI/dt. Magnetic-field energy builds as current flows. Magnetic-field 

energy tends to push current to stop. Current and voltage are out of phase. Magnetic-field energy E equals half 

inductance L times current I squared: E = 0.5 * L * I^2. 

factors 

Inductance increases as coil area increases, current-change frequency decreases, space magnetic-permeability 

increases, current decreases, voltage increases, coil-turn number decreases, and inductor length increases. 

mutual inductance 

Two coils with current have mutual inductance. 
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parallel circuit 

Circuit loads can be on separate wires {parallel circuit}|. Loads split currents. Voltages are equal. If circuit voltage 

sources are on separate wires, currents add, and voltages are equal. For resistances in parallel, resistance reciprocals add 

to equal total-resistance reciprocal, because cross-sectional area is more. Capacitances in parallel add, because area is 

more. For inductances in parallel, inductance reciprocals add to equal total-inductance reciprocal, because area is more. 



 

series circuit 

Circuit loads can be in same wire {series circuit}|. Currents through loads are equal. Loads split voltages. If circuit 

voltage sources are in same wire, currents through loads are equal and voltages add. Resistances in series add, because 

length is longer. For capacitances in series, capacitance reciprocals add to equal total-capacitance reciprocal, because 

distance is more. Inductances in series add, because length is more. 
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coupled circuit 

Two circuits {coupled circuit} can share impedance, allowing energy transfer. 

 

filter circuit 

Circuits {filter circuit} can transmit frequency range, while blocking other frequencies. Filter circuits can remove 

frequency range, while allowing other frequencies, by differentiating or averaging. Circuits can choose different 

frequencies {selectivity, filter}. Frequency filtering sharpens edges, because edges have high frequency, and blurs have 

low frequency. 

 

LC circuit 

Circuits {LC circuit} can have inductor and capacitor. Energy flows from inductance magnetic field to capacitance 

electric field and then from capacitance electric field to inductance magnetic field, at resonance frequency. In 

resonating circuits, capacitance and inductance reactances are equal, so total reactance equals zero. 

 

RC circuit 

Circuits {RC circuit} can have resistor and capacitor. Voltage V depends on time t: V = Vo * e^(-t / (R*C)). 

Switching on circuit makes voltage build up in capacitor as field builds. Current lags behind voltage. At voltage 

alternation frequency, circuit resonates. 

 

RL circuit 

Circuits {RL circuit} can have inductance and resistor. Current I depends on time t: I = Io * e^(-t * R / L). At 

switching on, current changes fast, so voltage in coil is high. Then current becomes constant so voltage goes to zero, 

and current lags behind voltage. At current-alternation frequency, circuit resonates. 
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cathode ray tube 

Thermionically emitted electrons can travel in beams, under side-electromagnet control, to fluorescent screens, 

where they excite phosphor crystals to make light {cathode ray tube}|. Cathode ray tubes are in TVs and oscilloscopes. 

 

detector device 

Circuit devices {detector} can select one signal from several. 

 

diode 

Solid-state semiconductor circuit elements or vacuum tubes {diode}| can allow current to flow in only one direction. 

Diodes change alternating current to direct current. Tubes can have cathode emitter and anode plate. If plate is positive, 

emitted electrons flow toward plate. If plate is negative, no emitted electrons flow. For solid state, np junction allows 

charge to flow only in one direction, from P-type to N-type, with high resistance in other direction. 

 

mixer in circuit 

Circuit devices {mixer, signal} {electric circuit, mixer} can combine frequency signals. 

 

oscillator device 

Circuit devices {oscillator, circuit}| {electric oscillator} can change voltage waveform to other frequencies and 

amplitudes. 

 



rectifier 

Devices {rectifier}| can change alternating to direct current. 

 

rheostat 

Devices {rheostat}| can make variable resistance. 

 

wave shaper 

Circuit devices {wave shaper} can change voltage waveform. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Circuit>Kinds>Devices>Photocell 

 

photocell 

Sunlight electric potential can make electric current in materials {photocell}|. 

 

selenium cell 

Shining light onto selenium {selenium cell} increases conductivity, because light increases electric field. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Circuit>Kinds>Instruments 

 

ammeter 

Instruments {ammeter}| can measure currents. 

 

galvanometer 

Instruments {galvanometer}| can measure small currents and current direction. 

 

ohmmeter 

Instruments {ohmmeter}| can measure resistance. 

 

potentiometer 

Instruments {potentiometer}| can measure voltages at zero current, as ratio to exactly known voltage. 

 

voltmeter 

Instruments {voltmeter}| can measure electric potentials. 

 

Wheatstone bridge 

Devices {Wheatstone bridge}| can find resistance or capacitance in circuits using ratios. Wheatstone bridges 

eliminate voltage effects. AC current negates overall flow effects. 

Current from a potential source P splits between two known resistances, R1 and R2, which have a galvanometer G 

across their endpoints to measure current and voltage (Figure 1). From one endpoint is an adjustable resistance Rv. 

From the other endpoint is an unknown resistance Rx. The resistances Rv and Rx meet at a point. If the ratio of the 

adjustable resistance Rv to the first known resistance R1 equals the ratio of the unknown resistance Rx to the second 

known resistance R2, the galvanometer has zero voltage and current. 

For typical resistances, one can set R1 = R2, so Rv = Rx at galvanometer zero current and voltage. 

If three resistances are known and one unknown, the measured voltage allows calculating the unknown resistance. 

Wheatstone bridges can also find capacitance. 



Figure 1 

Wheatstone bridge 

 

R1, R2, Rv, and Rx are resistances. 

P is potential. 

G is galvanometer. 

  



PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism 

 

magnetism and electric force 

Relativistic electric-charge motion can caused electric force {magnetism, force}|. Magnetic fields have no net charge 

to stationary observers. 

special relativity 

Atoms and molecules have equal numbers of protons and electrons and so no net electric charge. Protons are in 

nuclei. Electrons orbit nuclei at 10% light speed. At that speed, motions have relativistic effects, and observers see 

length contraction. Stationary protons observe moving electrons, and electrons observe moving protons. Length 

contraction makes charges appear closer together along motion-direction line. Moving-charge density appears higher 

than stationary-charge density, making net electric force. Electric-charge number does not change, but relative distance 

decreases. 

materials: iron 

If electron orbits do not align, relativistic effects have all directions, and net force is zero. If electron orbits align, as 

in ferromagnetic materials, net force is not zero, and material has magnetism. 

materials: conductors 

Conductors have fixed protons and easily transferable electrons, with no net charge. Electric current moves electrons 

in wires at 10% light speed. Relativistic length contraction makes apparent increase in relative electric-charge density 

and apparent electric force. Current makes magnetism. 

non-magnetic materials 

People and non-magnetic materials have random molecule orientations and so no net magnetic effects. 

no dipoles 

Apparent electric charge in magnetism is not induced charge. Magnetism has no dipoles. 

strength 

At 10% light speed, relative electric-charge density increases by 1%, so magnetism is approximately one-hundredth 

electric-force strength. Larger currents make stronger magnetic forces. Electric generators and motors use many wires 

with high currents, to make strong magnetism. 

direction 

Electric longitudinal force between charges is along line between charge centers. Because it has no net charge, 

magnetic apparent-electric force cannot be along line between apparent charge centers. Magnetic transverse force is 

across line between apparent charges, along motion line, because apparent charge density increases only along motion 

line. 

attraction and repulsion 

Like electric force, magnetic force depends on interactions between charges. Like electric force, magnetic force can 

be attractive or repulsive. If apparent moving charges and stationary charges are both positive or both negative, 

magnetism is repulsive, because charges observe like charges. If apparent moving charges and stationary charges have 

opposite charge, magnetism is attractive, because charges observe unlike charges. 

Wires at Rest with No Current 

Charges are equal on both wires, and there is no movement and so no relativistic effects, so net force is zero. See 

Figure 1. 

Wires at Rest and One Wire with Current 

Stationary protons on wire with current see stationary protons and stationary electrons on other wire and so see no 

relativistic effects. Stationary protons on wire with no current see stationary protons and moving electrons on other 

wire and so see relativistic negative charge, making attractive force. Stationary electrons on wire with no current see 

stationary protons moving electrons on other wire and so see relativistic negative charge on other wire, making 

repulsive force. Moving electrons on wire with current see moving protons and moving electrons on other wire and so 

see relativistic effects, but they cancel. One force is attractive and one is negative, so net force is zero. See Figure 2. 

Wires at Rest and Opposite Currents 

Protons in both wires see stationary protons and moving electrons in other wire and so see relativistic negative 

charge on other wire, making attractive force. Electrons in both wires see moving protons and moving-twice-as-fast 

electrons and so see net relativistic negative charge on other wire, making large repulsive force. Net force is repulsion. 

See Figure 3. 

Wires at Rest and Same Currents 

Protons in both wires see stationary protons and moving electrons in other wire and so see relativistic negative 

charge on other wire, making attractive force. Electrons in both wires see stationary electrons and moving protons in 



other wire and so see relativistic positive charge on other wire, making attractive force. Net force is attraction. See 

Figure 4. 

Stationary Conductor and Stationary Test Charge 

See Figure 5. Stationary conductors, with equal numbers of fixed protons and easily movable electrons, have no net 

charge. Electric field from protons is equal and opposite to electric field from electrons, so there is no net electric field. 

Conductor is not moving relative to anything, so there are no relativistic effects. Stationary single negative test charge 

has electric field but feels no net force from conductor, because conductor has no net charge. Test charge is not moving 

relative to anything, so there are no relativistic effects. Net force is zero. 

Stationary Conductor and Moving Test Charge 

See Figure 6. Stationary conductors have no net electric field. Negative charge moves downward at constant 

velocity. Constantly moving charge has constant concentric magnetic field, which represents magnetic-force direction 

and strength that it exerts if it observes apparent charges. Test charge feels no net electric force from conductor, 

because conductor has no net charge. Test charge moves relative to both electrons and protons in conductor, so there is 

no net relativistic effect. Net force is zero. 

Moving Conductor and Stationary Test Charge 

See Figure 7. Conductor moves downward at constant velocity. Electric field from protons is equal and opposite to 

electric field from electrons, so there is no net electric field. Magnetic field from moving protons is equal and opposite 

to magnetic field from moving electrons, so there is no net magnetic field. Negative charge is stationary. Test charge 

feels no net electric force from conductor, because conductor has no net charge. Test charge moves relative to both 

electrons and protons in conductor, so there is no net relativistic effect. Net force is zero. 

Moving Conductor and Moving Test Charge 

See Figure 8. Conductor moves downward at constant velocity. Net electric and magnetic fields are zero. Negative 

charge moves downward at constant velocity. Test charge feels no net electric force from conductor, because conductor 

has no net charge. Test charge is not moving relative to either electrons or protons in conductor, so there are no 

relativistic effects. Net force is zero. 

Moving Electrons in Stationary Conductor and Stationary Test Charge 

See Figure 9. Conductor electrons move downward at constant velocity. Electric field from protons is equal and 

opposite to electric field from electrons, so there is no net electric field. Moving electrons make magnetic field. 

Negative charge is stationary. Test charge feels no net electric force from conductor, because conductor has no net 

charge. Test charge is not moving relative to protons in conductor, so there is no relativistic effect. Test charge moves 

relative to electrons in conductor and sees relativistic negative charge, making repulsive force. 

Moving Electrons in Stationary Conductor and Moving Test Charge 

See Figure 10. Conductor electrons move downward at constant velocity. Electric field from protons is equal and 

opposite to electric field from electrons, so there is no net electric field. Moving electrons make magnetic field. 

Negative charge moves downward at constant velocity. Test charge feels no net electric force from conductor, because 

conductor has no net charge. Test charge is not moving relative to electrons in conductor, so there is no relativistic 

effect. Test charge moves relative to protons in conductor and so sees relativistic positive charge, making attractive 

force. 



Figure 1 

Wires at rest and current = 0. 

Stationary observers 

 
Both wires have equal charges, so no net charge or force occurs. 



Figure 2 

Wires at rest and one current > 0. 

Stationary proton observers and electron observer 

 
Stationary proton observers on wire with current see no net charge on the other wire. 

Stationary proton observers on the wire with no current see relativistic net negative charge on the other wire. 

Stationary electron observers on the wire with no current see relativistic net negative charge on the other wire. 

 

Moving electron observer 

 
Moving electron observers on the wire with current see no net charge on the other wire. 

 

The two forces cancel, so net force is zero. 



Figure 3 

Wires at rest and opposite currents. 

Stationary proton observers 

 
Protons in each wire see a smaller relativistic net negative charge on the other wire, so small attraction. 

 

Moving electron observers, in opposite directions 

 
Electrons in each wire see a greater relativistic net negative charge on the other wire, so large repulsion. 

 

Net force is repulsion. 



Figure 4 

Wires at rest and same currents. 

Stationary proton observers 

 
Protons in each wire see a relativistic net negative charge on the other wire. 

 

Moving electron observers, in same direction 

 
Electrons in each wire see a relativistic net positive charge on the other wire. 

 

Net force is attraction. 



Figure 5 

 

 



Figure 6 

 

 



Figure 7 

 

 



Figure 8 

 

 



Figure 9 

 

 



Figure 10 

 

 
  



PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism>Force 

 

magnetic force 

Electric-charge relativistic motion causes weak electric force {magnetic force}| transverse to motion direction. 

Magnetic fields are electric fields caused by relativistic charge motions that make excess electrons or protons appear. 

Magnetic fields have no net charge to stationary observers. 

examples 

Wire in magnet field, tube and magnet, TV tube and magnet, two wires with current, and carpenter's bubble illustrate 

magnetic fields. 

force 

Magnetic force F equals moving charge q times velocity v times stationary-object magnetic field B times sine of 

angle A of approach to stationary object: F = q * v * B * sin(A). Magnetic force F equals wire current I times wire 

length L times stationary-object magnetic field B times sine of angle A between wire and stationary object: F = I * L * 

B * sin(A). Magnetic force F equals space magnetic permeability k' times wire current I1 times current I2 in other wire 

divided by distance r between wires: F = k' * I1 * I2 / r. 

distance 

Magnetic force depends on distance between wires, not distance squared, because relativistic effects are transverse to 

current motion. 

 

magnetic moment 

Torques require moments {magnetic moment}. Magnetic moment M equals current i times coil area A: M = i * A. 

Magnetic moment equals pole strength p times path length l: M = p * l. 

 

right hand rule magnetism 

If positive current points in right-hand finger direction {right hand rule, magnetism}|, magnetic-field direction {north 

magnetic pole} points in thumb direction. The opposite direction is the other pole {south magnetic pole}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism>Field 

 

magnetic field 

Magnetic dipoles have magnetic force lines {magnetic field}| {flux density} {magnetic intensity} {magnetic 

induction}, from south pole to north pole. Magnetic field H is magnetic force F divided by pole strength p: H = F/p. 

wire 

Around wires, magnetic field H is space magnetic permeability k' times current I divided by two times pi times 

distance d from wire: H = (k' * I) / (2 * pi * d). Around solenoids, magnetic field H is space magnetic permeability k' 

times wire-turn number n times current I: H = k' * n * I. Around toroids, magnetic field H is space magnetic 

permeability k' times wire-turn number n times current I divided by two times pi times toroid radius r: H = (k' * n * I) / 

(2 * pi * r). 

direction 

Positive current in thumb direction makes magnetic field that circles conductor in right-hand finger direction {right 

hand rule, magnetic field}. 

 

magnetic flux 

Numbers {magnetic flux}| of magnetic-field lines go through areas. 

 

Ampere circuital law 

Magnetic field B times distance ds charge moves in field equals field magnetic permeability µ times current I 

{Ampere's circuital law} {Ampere circuital law} {Ampere's law}: integral of B * ds = µ * I. Current flows inside path 

of distance. 

 

Bohr magneton 

Because relativistic effects have small energies, atoms have quantized electric and magnetic fields. Magnetism 

quantum {Bohr magneton} is small magnetic pole. 

 

Biot-Savart law 

Magnetic field relates to magnetic flux {Biot-Savart law}. 



 

Lenz law 

Energy conservation causes voltage from electromagnetic induction to make magnetic field opposed to original 

magnetic field {Lenz law}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism>Induction 

 

electromagnetic induction 

In dynamos or motors, electric and magnetic forces induce currents and voltages {electromagnetic induction}|. 

outside force 

If force moves conducting material through magnetic field or moves magnetic field near conducting material, 

protons and electrons in conductor move relative to protons and electrons that caused magnetic field. Moving protons 

and electrons make two electric currents that make two magnetic fields around conductor. Outside force provides 

energy to make magnetic fields. 

However, no net charge moves, and test charges detect no electric current, because protons and electrons move 

together, so charges cancel. 

induction 

The original magnetic field interacts with both generated magnetic fields, setting up relativistic electric forces. 

Forces move electrons in conductor, but protons cannot move. Moving electrons make electric current opposite to 

movement and create magnetic field around current opposite in polarity to original magnetic field. Magnetic field 

created by moving electrons tends to resist relative movement between conductor and original magnetic field. 

moving wire 

For example, wire can moves through magnetic field. Moving wire moves wire protons and electrons, creating 

proton current and electron current, and currents make magnetic field around motion direction. Original magnetic field 

interacts with moving magnetic fields. Wire electrons are free and move down wire. Wire protons cannot move, though 

they feel magnetic force in opposite direction. Net current appears. Relativistic electric force separates electrons from 

protons, to make voltage that then makes current. 

Energy for charge separation comes from outside mechanical energy used to move wire through magnetic field. 

Induced current makes net magnetic field that resists wire movement. Mechanical energy used to move wire makes 

electric field, induces current, and creates induced magnetic field. 

energy transfers 

In electromagnetic induction, potential energy in electric field causes voltage that makes current with kinetic energy, 

then current makes magnetic field with potential energy, then magnetic field slows current and builds voltage, which is 

potential energy in electric field. Cycle repeats. 

Electric field and magnetic field, and voltage and current, are out of phase, because energy in one transfers to the 

other and then back again. 

When electric-field change is zero and electric field maximizes, voltage maximizes and current is zero, and 

magnetic-field change maximizes and magnetic field is zero. As electric field decreases to zero, voltage decreases and 

current increases. As current increases, magnetic field increases and maximizes when current maximizes, electric-field 

change maximizes, and electric field is zero. As magnetic field decreases to zero, voltage increases and current 

decreases. As voltage increases, electric field increases and maximizes when voltage maximizes and electric field 

change is zero. Magnetic-field phase lags electric-field phase by 90 degrees. 

examples 

Electromagnetic induction happens in dollar bills in magnet, inductance coils, transformers, solenoids with iron bars, 

motors, and generators. 

 

Hall effect 

In conductors with current in magnetic fields, magnetic field pushes charges to conductor sides and makes electric 

field {Hall resistance, magnetism} opposed to magnetic field. Hall resistance varies with magnetic field and current. 

semiconductor 

In semiconductors, high magnetic field separates charges across width, not length, and so causes transverse current 

{Hall effect}. 

quantum Hall effect 

Quantum Hall resistance {quantum Hall effect} is inverse of small positive integer n times Planck's constant h 

divided by electron charge e squared: (1/n) * (h/e^2). 



spin 

In semiconductor ribbons with electric current, magnetic field from spin-orbit coupling causes excess electrons with 

one spin on one edge and excess electrons with opposite spin on other edge {spin Hall effect}. 

 

Hall resistance 

In conductors with current in magnetic fields, magnetic field forces charge to conductor sides and makes electric 

field opposed to magnetic field {Hall resistance, current}, that varies with magnetic field and current. 

 

magnetic dipole 

Wire coil with current creates magnet with north and south poles {magnetic dipole}|. 

field 

Magnetic-field direction relates to current direction. By right hand rule, if positive current points in right-hand finger 

direction, magnetic-field direction points in thumb direction for north magnetic pole, and the opposite direction is south 

magnetic pole. 

force 

Like magnetic poles repel. Opposite magnetic poles attract. Force between magnetic poles equals space magnetic 

permeability k' times one magnetic-pole strength P times other magnetic-pole strength p, divided by distance r between 

poles: F = k' * P * p / r. 

pole 

Current i times path length L is pole strength p: p = i*L. Pole strength p equals charge q times velocity v: p = q*v. 

infinitesimal 

Infinitesimal wire loops can have unit current {elementary magnet}, to make idealized unit dipoles. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism>Permeability 

 

permeability of magnetism 

Materials have ease {permeability, magnetism}| {magnetic permeability} {mu, permeability} {µ, permeability} by 

which magnetic fields can go through. Permeability depends on ease with which magnetic dipoles form. Magnetic force 

constant k' directly depends on permeability. 

types 

Ferromagnetic materials have molecular magnetic fields that can align with outside magnetic field to enhance it. 

Non-magnetic materials and empty space have no magnetic fields and allow magnetic field. Diamagnetic materials 

have magnetic fields that oppose outside magnetic field. Paramagnetic materials have magnetic fields that slightly 

enhance outside magnetic field. 

 

Barkhausen effect 

Crystals with impurities have greatly increased magnetization after crystal imperfections are overwhelmed by 

pressure {Barkhausen effect}. 

 

Curie temperature 

Magnets cannot hold magnetism at high temperature {Curie temperature}, because random motions become great 

enough to cancel net magnetism. 

 

domain of magnetism 

In materials, all molecules in microscopic regions {domain, magnetism}| can have same magnetic-field alignment. 

magnetization 

After removing magnetization, domains return to original orientations {magnetic memory, domain}. 

anistropy 

Crystals magnetize differently on different axes {magnetocrystalline energy} {magnetocrystalline anisotropy}. 

energy 

Unaligned domains minimize magnetic-field potential energy {magnetostatic energy}. Boundaries between domains 

add potential energy {domain wall energy}. Domain-wall width increases by exchange energy but decreases by 

magnetocrystalline energy. 

length 

Crystals change length when magnetized, because domains shift {magnetostrictive energy}. Iron gets longer. Nickel 

gets shorter. 



 

extraordinary magnetoresistance 

Electrical resistance can increase with increased magnetic field strength {extraordinary magnetoresistance} (EMR). 

Non-magnetic indium antimonide is a narrow gap semiconductor with high carrier mobility. Indium antimonide and 

gold lattice at room temperature has high EMR and so can be a magnetic-field sensor. Magnetic fields can change 

manganese oxide {manganite} from non-magnetic to ferromagnetic and metallic {colossal magnetoresistance} (CMR). 

Ferromagnetic layers with non-magnetic material between them {giant magnetoresistance} (GMR) are in disk-drive 

read heads. 

 

hysteresis 

External magnetic-field change changes material magnetization, after a time delay {hysteresis, magnetism}|. In 

motors and generators, external magnetic-field changes cycle, and material changes have time-delayed cycles 

{hysteresis loop}, with heat losses. Magnetic memory devices {twistor, memory} can use hysteresis loops. 

 

saturation of magnetism 

Magnets can align all domains and have maximum magnetization {saturation, magnetism}|. 

 

spin-glass 

Magnetic materials {spin-glass} can have disordered magnetic domains that couple and make long-range effects. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism>Kinds 

 

diamagnetism 

Outside magnetic field causes weak, oppositely acting magnetism {diamagnetism}| in all materials. Outside 

magnetic field changes atom electron spins and electron orbits. Bismuth has the most diamagnetism. Two diamagnetic 

materials repel each other. 

 

electromagnet 

Solenoid coils can have large magnetic field that points down middle in one direction {electromagnet}|. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism>Kinds>Paramagnetism 

 

paramagnetism 

Outside magnetic field can induce weak enhancing magnetism {paramagnetism}| in materials, by affecting 

permanent magnetic dipole moment caused by unpaired-electron spin. Manganese, palladium, and metallic salts are 

paramagnetic. Paramagnetism is slightly stronger than diamagnetism. Higher temperature increases paramagnetism, by 

making longer dipoles. Two paramagnetic materials attract each other, because they have magnetic dipoles. 

 

ferrimagnetism 

In materials, paramagnetism {ferrimagnetism}| can subtract from magnetic field. Manganese oxide is ferrimagnetic. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism>Kinds>Ferromagnetism 

 

ferromagnetism 

Materials can have asymmetric electron distributions in molecule outer orbits {ferromagnetism}|. Odd number of 

electrons allows materials to have permanent magnetism. 

examples 

Iron, nickel, cobalt, alnico alloy, liquid oxygen, lodestone, iron particles, magnetite, and ferrite have ferromagnetism. 

alignment 

Atom spins can align in same direction in microscopic domains. Electrostatic forces {exchange energy} align 

magnetic dipoles in domain. Magnets can align all domains in same orientation to make net magnetic field. 

 

permanent magnet 

Hard ferromagnetic materials {permanent magnet}| holds magnetism even in another magnetic field. Soft-metal 

ferromagnets {soft magnet} lose or change magnetism in another magnetic field. 

 



PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism>Machine 

 

magnetic brake 

A metal disk {magnetic brake} rotating between two permanent magnets dissipates energy, because eddy currents 

make magnetic field opposed to permanent magnetic field and slow disk. 

 

magnetic memory 

After removing magnetization, magnetic domains return to original orientations {magnetic memory, computer}. 

 

solenoid 

Devices {solenoid}| can have wire coils. If current is in coils, magnetic field is sum of coil magnetic fields. Large 

magnetic field points down coil middle. Soft iron core in coil middle increases magnetic field by adding atom magnetic 

fields. 

 

transformer 

Devices {transformer}| can transfer voltage from circuit with alternating current to voltage from second circuit with 

alternating current. Transformers induce current in stationary-wire second coil using alternating current in first coil. 

Power in first coil equals power in second coil. Power is circuit voltage V times wire current I times wire-coil number 

n: V1 * I1 * n1 = V2 * I2 * n2. 

 

spintronics 

Electronics can use electron charge and spin {spintronics} {magneto-electronics}. Flowing-electron spins {spin 

current} can align {spin-polarized}. 

resistance 

Electrical resistance {magnetoresistance} can change in different-polarization magnetic layers. Electrons take curved 

paths, slow in current direction, and decrease current. Computer hard drives can use magnetoresistant read heads 

[1998]. 

spin 

Quantum spintronics can control single-electron spin. When nitrogen atoms replace carbon atoms in diamond, 

adjacent locations can be empty {nitrogen-vacancy center} (N-V center). Doped diamonds can semiconduct. N-V 

centers make single fluorescing electrons with two energy levels, with no ionization. 

 

generator of electricity 

Mechanical energy can turn metal coil in magnetic field to generate electric current {generator, electricity} {electric 

generator}. 

current 

Electric current is in coil leading and trailing edges. Current changes direction with coil half turns, to make 

alternating current. 

voltage 

Voltage V equals magnetic field H times wire movement velocity v times wire-coil length l: V = H*v*l. Voltage V 

equals magnetic field H times area change dA divided by time change dt: V = H * dA / dt. Voltage V equals flux 

change dF divided by time change dt. V = dF / dt. Voltage V equals mutual inductance I times current change di 

divided by time change dt. V = I * di / dt. 

example 

Water from dams or steam from steam engines can turn wire coils around steel shafts {rotor, generator}, which are 

inside permanent magnets. Magnets and rotation cause electric current to flow in coils. Electric current changes 

direction as coil flips. 

AC or DC 

Rotor shaft {commutator, generator} can have separate conductors {brush, generator} on halves to allow current to 

leave rotor as direct current. Large-generator shafts {armature} collect alternating current directly. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism>Machine>Motor 

 

electric motor 

Alternating current in coil has alternating magnetic field that can interact with outside magnetic field to make 

magnetic force on coil leading and trailing edges, and so turn coil {electric motor}|. 



parts 

Direct current or alternating current causes magnetic field in stationary wire coils {stator, motor} and in rotating 

wire coils {rotor, motor}. As rotor turns, current can go in forward or backward direction, changing magnetic field 

direction, because rotor shaft has separate conductors {brush, motor} on halves. Rotor magnetic field continually pulls 

into alignment with stator field, turning rotor by magnetic force. Rotation angular momentum starts cycle again. 

torque 

Magnetic force causes torque on coil and makes both magnetic fields tend to align. Coil torque T equals coil number 

n times magnetic field B times current i times coil area A: T = n * B * i * A. When magnetic fields align, force or 

torque is zero. Just before magnetic fields align, current reverses in coil. Current can reverse every half circle using 

commutators. Current can reverse using alternating current at needed frequency. 

torque: direction 

Right-hand palm points in magnetic-force direction, fingers point in magnetic-field direction, and thumb points in 

positive-current direction {right hand rule, torque}. 

types 

Series motors have low back emf, high field, and high current when starting and low current, high back emf, and low 

field when running. Shunt motors have constant field and lower current at high speed. Series and shunt motors can 

combine. Electric motors use direct current {induction motor}, alternating current {synchronous motor}, or either 

{universal motor}. 

 

commutator 

Current can reverse every half circle using devices {commutator, motor}|. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Electromagnetism>Temperature 

 

thermoelectric effect 

Voltage is between two different touching metals at different temperatures, because metals have different 

electronegativities {thermoelectric effect}|. If metal rod has different temperatures at ends, voltage is between ends. 

 

Seebeck effect 

If two different metals have different temperatures and contact at two different places, circuit forms {Seebeck 

effect}. 

 

thermocouple 

Thermoelectric-effect voltage can measure temperature {thermocouple}|. 

 

thermopile 

Thermocouples can be in series {thermopile}|. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave 

 

wave in physics 

Mass acceleration or deceleration causes collisions with nearby particles, which collide with farther away masses, 

and so on, and the disturbance {wave, physics} continues outward at speed that depends on medium particle-

connection strength. 

mechanical waves 

Water-table waves illustrate transverse mechanical waves. Long springs, such as slinkys, illustrate longitudinal 

mechanical waves. Tuning forks, guitar strings, bongs, and glasses with water at different levels illustrate mechanical 

longitudinal sound waves. Mechanical waves are in media, which determine wave velocity by electric forces between 

molecules. 

longitudinal wave 

Disturbances, such as collisions, can be along line between two masses. Imparting force requires acceleration. 

Molecules move toward nearby masses, hit them, and bounce backward. Hit molecules accelerate, move toward next 

masses, hit them, and bounce backward, and so on. Bounce-backs return masses to where they were before, and only 

heat remains, so no net mass moves. Only disturbance and energy move outward. Wave velocity depends on material 

elasticity. 



transverse wave 

Disturbances, such as plucking strings, can be perpendicular to line between two masses. Molecules accelerate 

transverse to line between two masses. Nearby molecules feel transverse pull, because molecules attract. Attractions 

eventually stop transverse motion and reverse it. Cycle repeats until only heat remains. No net mass moves along, or 

transverse to, line between masses. Only disturbance and energy move down line, in both directions. Wave velocity 

depends on material elasticity. 

movement 

Waves have to travel, because they must pass from mass to mass. Waves involve acceleration and decelerations. 

properties 

Mechanical waves displace mass from equilibrium position. Waves have maximum displacement amplitude before 

they return to equilibrium point. Wave trains have frequency of disturbances passing space point per second. Wave 

trains have period between disturbances. Waves have wavelength between first and second equilibrium points and have 

wavelength inverse or wave number. Waves have phase angle of displacement to amplitude. Waves have speed of 

disturbance travel. 

electromagnetic waves 

Charge acceleration or deceleration causes force-field change {half-wave, charge acceleration}, which travels 

outward at light speed. Charge-acceleration moments make photons, because photons have spin. After first acceleration 

or deceleration, reverse deceleration or acceleration can add half-wave disturbance in opposite direction, to make one 

complete wave. Repeated acceleration and deceleration can make wave train. Electromagnetic waves do not have 

position displacement, only field displacement. 

Electromagnetic induction requires changing electric and magnetic fields. Electromagnetic-induction rate determines 

light speed and depends on electric-force strength. Changing electric and magnetic fields move induction point away 

from accelerating charge. Therefore, light cannot be at rest. Behind moving point, fields cancel. Photons are only at one 

point, so light has no motion relative to other reference points, and in vacuum, light has same speed for stationary and 

moving observers. 

Electromagnetic induction does not need or have medium. Because light does not move in medium, light speed is 

not relative to medium. Light speed is absolute maximum speed. 

Photons have no mass, so light has no inertia and moves as fast as anything can move. Light speed is maximum 

physical speed. 

Light electric and magnetic fields from several sources add, because electromagnetic inductions add. In media, 

atoms and molecules absorb and emit light, and this slows light speed but does not change frequency or intensity. 

 

wave equation 

Trigonometric functions {wave equation}| can describe waves. y = A * sin(2 * pi * f * t), where y is displacement, A 

is amplitude, f is frequency, and t is time. y = A * sin(2 * pi * x / l), where y is displacement, A is amplitude, x is 

position, and l is wavelength. 

position and time 

Wave equations are differential equations and include length and time. (D^2)H(x,t) / Dt^2 = (v^2) * (D^2)H(x,t) / 

Dx^2, where (D^2) indicates second partial derivative, H is function of displacement and time, v is wave velocity, x is 

position, and t is time. Solutions are waves. In springs, velocity depends on mass and material elasticity {spring 

constant, oscillation}. For strings, velocity depends on density, tension, and material. For solids, velocity depends on 

density and material elasticity {Young's modulus, oscillation}. For liquids, velocity depends on density and material 

elasticity {bulk modulus}. For gases, velocity depends on density, pressure, and molecule type: monatomic, diatomic, 

triatomic, and so on. For light, velocity depends on material magnetic permeability and electric permittivity. 

 

distortion 

Devices can reproduce input frequency with constant amplitude and/or phase (no distortion). Devices can reproduce 

input frequency with varying frequency, amplitude, and/or phase {distortion}. Devices can vary output with input 

frequency {linear distortion} or with voltage {nonlinear distortion} below or above linear-response range. 

compression 

Large voltages can have less relative gain than small voltages {compression, audio}. Compression creates lower 

harmonics. 

clipping 

Voltage can have limits {clipping}. Clipping creates higher harmonics. 



overdriven harmonics 

Non-linearly amplifying a tone and its fifth (ratio 3/2) can generate sum and difference frequencies of harmonic 

tones: higher and lower octaves, fifths, and fourths {overdriven harmonics}. 

 

Doppler effect 

Sound changes frequency with source or observer movement {Doppler effect}|. 

stationary case 

When stationary sources emit sounds or light waves with one wavelength and frequency, stationary observers hear 

one pitch or see one color. See Figure 1. Only wave moves, at constant velocity, because medium does not change. 

Source x emits maximum positive amplitude, a line in the diagram, once each cycle. In the diagram, wave travels left 

two spaces for each cycle line. From one cycle line to the next, observer encounters one peak. There is no Doppler 

effect. 

moving-toward case 

When sound-wave or light-wave source moves toward stationary observer, or observer moves toward stationary 

wave source, observer hears pitch increase or sees shift toward blue color. This is Doppler effect. When frequency 

increases, wavelength decreases, because only sound medium or electromagnetic-induction speed determines constant 

wave velocity. See Figure 2. 

In the diagram, observer travels right one space for each line, at half wave speed. Observer movement brings it 

closer to next wave peak. From one line to the next, observer encounters one and one-half wave peaks. Frequency has 

increased. 

See Figure 3. In the diagram, source travels left one space for each line, at half wave speed. Source movement brings 

it closer to previous wave peak. From one line to the next, observer encounters two wave peaks. Frequency has 

increased. 

moving-away case 

When sound-wave or light-wave source moves away from stationary observer, or observer moves away from 

stationary wave source, observer hears pitch decrease or sees shift toward red color. When frequency decreases, 

wavelength increases, because wave speed is constant. See Figure 4. 

In the diagram, observer travels left one space for each line, at half wave speed. Observer movement brings it farther 

from next wave peak. From one line to the next, observer encounters one-half wave peaks. Frequency has decreased. 

See Figure 5. In the diagram, source travels right one space for each line, at half wave speed. Source movement 

brings it farther from previous wave peak. From one line to the next, observer encounters two-thirds wave peaks. 

Frequency has decreased. 

examples 

As sound-emitting vehicles move closer, sound has higher pitch. As they move away, sound has lower pitch. 

As light-emitting stars and galaxies move away from Earth as universe expands, Doppler effect makes emitted light 

have decreased frequencies, so light becomes redder {red-shift}. 
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PHYS>Physics>Wave>Kinds 

 

longitudinal wave 

Vibration can be along motion direction {longitudinal wave}|. Sound waves are longitudinal waves. 

 

transverse wave 

Mechanical-wave vibrations can be across motion direction {transverse wave}|. Guitar or violin strings vibrate 

transversely. Molecular interactions are at right angles to direction that wave travels, which is down string and back. 

Longer strings make lower frequency. Tighter strings make higher frequency. Larger diameter strings decrease 

frequency. Electromagnetic waves have oscillating transverse electric and magnetic fields. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Properties 

 

amplitude of wave 

Acceleration amount determines maximum displacement {amplitude, wave}. Mass displacement has distance 

oscillation. Zero-rest-mass displacement, as in electromagnetic waves, has field oscillation. 

 

intensity of wave 

Sound and light have energy flow per second per area {intensity, wave}|, which is power per area. 

 

wave number 

Wavelength has an inverse {wave number}|. 

 

straight-line motion 

Light rays travel in straight lines {straight-line motion}, because they follow least-action path. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition 

 

superposition of waves 

At space points, wave trains can add {superposition, wave}|. Waves add without affecting each other. Waves are 

independent. Filtering other waves is subtracting and can leave one wave. 

 

Huygen principle 

Wavelets add by superposition to make a wavefront {Huygen's principle} {Huygen principle}. See Figure 1. 



Figure 1 

 

 
The parallel straight lines indicate maximum positive amplitudes of a wave. 

The distances between the parallel lines are the wavelength. 

If a source is far away, the wave front can be almost a straight line. 

 

A wave front hits the surface first on the left, then continues along the surface. 

 

At the instant of Figure 1, the third wave front from the right hits the surface at the left diamond, the second wave front 

from the right hits the surface at the middle diamond, and the first wave front from the right hits the surface at the right 

diamond. 

 

The short-dash concentric circles show that surface has radiated the same-wavelength light from the left diamond. The 

medium-dash concentric circles show that surface has radiated the same-wavelength light from the middle diamond. 

The long-dash concentric circles show that surface has radiated the same-wavelength light from the right diamond. 

 

The first long-dash circle intersects the first medium-dash circle and the first short-dash circle at the same point. The 

second long-dash circle intersects the second medium-dash circle and the second short-dash circle at the same point. 

The third long-dash circle intersects the third medium-dash circle and the third short-dash circle at the same point. 

 

No other points show intersection. 

 

The left arrow shows incoming light perpendicular to the wave front. 

The right arrow shows outgoing light, perpendicular to the wave front made by the sum of the wavelets. 

 

The incoming and outgoing light rays enter and leave at the same angle. 

  



heterodyning 

When two different-frequency waves start from same source, waves superpose {heterodyning}| to make net wave 

with frequency {beat frequency} equal to difference between the original frequencies. Two frequencies can mix to 

make lower difference frequency. For example, if frequency-2 wave superposes with frequency-3 wave, frequency-1 

wave results. 

 

orbital angular momentum 

Light can have different wave-front shapes, such as plane, helix, or double helix {orbital angular momentum, light}. 

Diffraction gratings with fork or helical lens change plane-polarized light. After such transformation, light in phase 

makes circles with dark centers {cancellation by superposition}. 

 

self-referencing 

Spectrum low frequency can double in frequency {self-referencing}, to interfere with spectrum higher frequencies. 

 

wavelet 

When light waves hit surfaces, surface points re-radiate light {wavelet}|. 

 

Young experiment 

If plate has one vertical slit {slit experiment, wave}, light diffracts around edge and makes horizontal diffraction 

pattern. The most-intense light goes straight through. Lesser light amounts are farther from center. If plate has two 

vertical slits {double-slit experiment} {Young's experiment} {Young experiment}, light diffracts through both slits and 

makes horizontal interference pattern, because the diffraction patterns add. 

Double-slit experiments can have ring pattern with no interference or striped pattern with interference. Detectors that 

detect only half the particles cause half-striped and half-ring pattern. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Reflection 

 

reflection of wave 

Light can bounce off surfaces {reflection, light}|, as surface molecules absorb and re-emit light. Reflections are like 

elastic collisions. Plane mirrors and wave tanks show reflections. 

wavefront 

Wavefronts are moving space disturbances. Behind wavefronts, all wavelets cancel each other, because wavelets 

have random phases. Beyond wavefronts, nothing has reached yet. Wavefronts are moving edges. Wavefront 

oscillation and movement carry energy. At surfaces, wavefronts re-radiate. 

angles 

Reflection angle equals incidence angle. Because light travels straight, light has no sideways motion components, 

and light plane stays the same. Angles are the same, because light effects are symmetric. 

images 

Images from flat mirrors appear to be behind mirror and so are virtual images. Images appear at same distance from 

mirror as distance that objects are from mirror. Images have same size and orientation as objects. Reflections from flat 

surfaces only reverse right and left. 

surfaces 

Dielectrics can be mirrors. 

polarization 

At incidence angle 45 degrees, if reflection from plane mirror has 90-degree angle between reflected and refracted 

beams, light polarizes. 

 

angle of incidence 

In reflection, incident light hits surface at angle {angle of incidence}| {incidence angle} to perpendicular. 

 

angle of reflection 

In reflection, reflected light leaves surface at angle {reflection angle} {angle of reflection}| to perpendicular, as 

superposed wavelets add to make wavefront. Reflection angle equals incidence angle and is in same plane. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Reflection>Mirror 

 



curved mirror 

Curved mirrors {curved mirror} focus incoming parallel light rays onto point {focus, mirror}. 

types 

Curved mirrors {spherical mirror} can have constant radius. Spherical mirrors {convex mirror} can curve out. 

Curvature radius is positive if curve is convex. For convex mirrors, image is always virtual and erect. For convex 

mirrors, if object is inside focal point, image is bigger. For convex mirrors, if object is outside focal point, image is 

smaller. 

Spherical mirrors {concave mirror} can curve in. Curvature radius is negative if curve is concave. For concave 

mirrors, if object is outside focal point, image is real and inverted. For concave mirrors, if object is inside focal point, 

image is virtual, erect, and bigger. 

Curved mirrors {parabolic mirror} can have changing radius. 

magnification 

Ratio of image size I to object size O equals ratio of distance q of image from mirror to distance p of object from 

mirror: I/O = q/p. 

focal length 

Focal length F is spherical-mirror curvature radius R divided by two: F = R/2. 

 

lens equation for mirrors 

Image distance I and object distance O relate to focal point distance F {lens equation, mirror}: 1/F = 1/I + 1/O. 

 

method of rays 

Find object image using incoming straight lines from object and outgoing straight lines to image {method of rays} 

{rays method}, which reflect from spherical mirror points. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Refraction 

 

refraction 

Light can go from one medium into another medium {refraction}|. 

reflection 

Some light enters second medium, and some light reflects from surface. For greater refraction-index difference, 

reflection is greater, because electric fields interact more. 

refraction 

As wavefront hits surface between media, surface re-radiates light waves, and wavelets add, to make new wavefront 

in second material. 

planar 

Incident light and refracted light have same plane, because light travels straight and so has no transverse motion 

component. 

speed 

If second medium has different refractive index, incident light and refracted light have different speeds. 

frequency 

Light frequency stays the same in both materials, because electromagnetic induction does not use medium. 

wavelength 

Because velocity changes and frequency stays constant, wavelength changes, and incident light and refracted light 

have different angles to perpendicular. If second medium has higher refractive index, light bends toward perpendicular, 

because wavelength becomes shorter. If second medium has lower refractive index, light bends away from 

perpendicular, because wavelength becomes longer. 

examples 

Glass with different refractive indices appears warped. Refraction from air to water causes coins in fish tanks to 

appear in different positions than they actually are. Prisms, water glasses, and camera lenses use refraction. 

 

refractive index 

Vacuums have no matter or electric or magnetic fields. Media have subatomic-particle electric and magnetic fields 

{refractive index}| {index of refraction}, which attract and repel light-wave electric and magnetic fields, decreasing 

light speed. Refractive index depends on electrical permittivity and magnetic permeability. Vacuum has refractive 

index 1. Glasses have refractive index near 1.5. Dense polar salts have refractive index 2.5. Teflon is transparent to 



microwaves but has high refractive index. Plasmas and metals have negative permittivity. No natural substances have 

negative permeability. 

speed 

In materials, velocity v equals light speed in vacuum c divided by refractive index n: v = c/n. 

 

birefringence 

In crystals {anisotropic crystal}, refractive index can vary with light-propagation direction {birefringence}|. In 

birefringence, incident light divides into two light rays that polarize in planes at right angles. Isotropic crystals, glasses, 

liquids, and gases have the same physical properties in all directions. Most crystals are isotropic. 

 

chromatic aberration 

Different-frequency light does not focus at same point, because refractive index differs for different frequencies 

{chromatic aberration}|. 

 

dispersion in refraction 

Higher frequencies refract more than lower frequencies {dispersion, refraction}. Higher frequencies travel slower 

than lower frequencies, because dielectric-dipole capacitance is higher, photon energy is higher, and electric forces are 

higher. Because wavelength is lower, percentage change is higher. Dispersion causes prism rainbows. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Refraction>Angle 

 

Snell law 

Incidence angle I and reflection angle R relate by media refractive indexes n {Snell's law} {Snell law}: nI * sin(I) = 

nR * sin(R). 

 

critical angle 

If incidence angle is more than angle {critical angle}|, all light reflects, in total reflection, because reflection angle is 

90 degrees or more. Critical angle depends on media refractive indexes. 

 

total reflection 

If incidence angle is more than critical angle, all light reflects {total reflection}|, because refraction angle is 90 

degrees or more. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Refraction>Transfer 

 

opaque material 

Materials {opaque material}| that have free electrons absorb all light. 

 

translucent material 

Materials {translucent material}| that have weakly bound electrons absorb some light and transmit some light, 

making blurry images. 

 

transparent material 

Materials {transparent material}| that have tightly bound electrons have no absorption and transmit light with clear 

images. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Refraction>Lens 

 

lens in physics 

Transparent curved surfaces {lens, physics}| can refract parallel light rays to point. 

convex 

For convex lenses, if object is inside focal point, image is virtual, erect, and smaller. For convex lenses, if object is 

outside focal point, image is real and inverted. 

concave 

For concave lenses, image is virtual and erect. For concave lenses, if object is inside focal point, image is bigger. For 

concave lenses, if object is outside focal point, image is smaller. 



focus 

Focal length F depends on lens refractive index n and radii R of sides: 1/F = (n - 1) * ((1 / Ri) - (1 / Ro)). 

curvature radius 

Curvature radius is positive if curve is convex. Curvature radius is negative if curve is concave. 

size 

Ratio of image size I to object size O equals ratio of distance q of image from lens to distance p of object from lens. 

I/O = q/p. 

wavelets 

Lenses perform spatial Fourier transforms. 

 

aperture 

Mirror or lens angular size {aperture}| is angle at focal point between two radii from ends of a spherical-mirror or 

spherical-lens diameter. 

 

spherical aberration 

Spherical mirrors or lenses with large aperture deviate from parabolic reflection {spherical aberration}| at edges. 

Edges do not refract to focal point. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Refraction>Lens>Focus 

 

diopter 

Units {diopter} can measure how much lenses converge or diverge light {dioptric power}. Zero diopters converges 

light from object at one meter to focus at one meter. Three diopters converges light from object at one meter to focus at 

one-third meter. Minus three diopters diverges light from object at one meter to focus at three meters. 

 

focal point 

Parallel light rays from one lens side go through lens to a point {focus, lens} {focal point}| on other lens side. 

 

image 

Images {real image} {image, object}| can form from actual light rays. Images {virtual image} can appear to be in 

locations where light rays cannot go. Images {erect image} can have same orientation as objects. Images {inverted 

image} can have opposite orientation as objects. Images can magnify or reduce objects. 

 

lens equation lens 

Image distance I and object distance O relate to focal point distance F {lens equation, lens}: 1/F = 1/I + 1/O. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Refraction>Lens>Shape 

 

concave lens 

Lens surface can curve in {concave lens}. 

 

convex lens 

Lens surface can curve out {convex lens}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Refraction>Lens>Type 

 

achromatic lens 

Lens combinations {achromatic lens} can eliminate chromatic aberration. 

 

aplanatic lens 

Lenses {aplanatic lens} can correct spherical aberration. 

 

microscope 

Microscopes {microscope}| have large lens that collects light to focal point, and second small, high-curvature lens 

that focuses small but near image. Microscopes {phase contrast microscope} can look for different light phases. 

 



PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Resonance 

 

resonance of waves 

Two waves {standing wave} can travel in opposite directions from point and then reflect back from end barriers, so 

they reinforce each other {resonance, wave}| when they meet again, because they are in phase. 

node 

Resonating waves are stationary. In stationary waves, some points {node, wave} always have zero displacement. 

wavelength 

Fundamental standing-wave wavelength is two times distance between endpoints. Closed tubes have resonant 

wavelength one-quarter tube length. Open tubes have resonant wavelength one-half tube length. String resonant 

frequency is lower if string length is longer. 

 

fundamental wave 

Systems can have standing waves {fundamental wave}| with lowest frequency. 

 

harmonic wave 

Waves {harmonic wave, physics}| {overtone} can have frequencies that are fundamental-frequency multiples. 

 

octave of wave 

Waves can have frequency fundamental frequency times two {octave, wave}|, three {twelfth}, four {fifteenth}, five 

{seventeenth}, six {nineteenth}, and so on. Higher frequencies must have more energy to have significant amplitude. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Superposition>Soliton 

 

soliton 

Solitary, non-linear, stationary or moving waves {soliton}| can maintain size and shape. As wave components travel, 

solitons reinforce components by superposition. High-frequency components increase at same rate as they spread out, 

because they have different speeds. Solitons can be in plasma, crystal-lattice, elementary-particle, ocean, molecular-

biology, and semiconductor boundary layers. 

vacuum 

Vacuum with periodic vacuum states can make soliton-antisoliton pairs. 

quanta 

Perhaps, massive elementary particles of 1000 GeV, or magnetic monopoles, are solitons. Solitons can allow bosons 

to make fermions and allow fermions to split. 

 

Sine-Gordon theory 

One-dimensional soliton-antisoliton pairs can be in two or three dimensions and require vector fields {Sine-Gordon 

theory}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Diffraction 

 

diffraction of light 

Light appears to bend {diffraction}| around corners and edges. If light rays meet corners, corner re-radiates light in 

all directions, so some light goes to region behind edge. Wavelets add to form wavefront there. At most wavefront 

points, wavelets cancel each other, so light intensity is zero. At some wavefront points, sum is positive, and light 

appears behind edge at regular intervals. Shadows have diffraction patterns at edges. 

sound 

Diffraction is how people can hear sound around corners. 

size 

If obstacle or edge is smaller than wavelength, wave goes farther around obstacle or edge. If obstacle or edge is 

larger than wavelength, diffraction has smaller angle. 

frequency 

Higher-frequency light and sound have smaller diffraction, because wavelengths are smaller. Lower-frequency light 

and sound bend more. 

 



diffraction grating 

Materials {diffraction grating}| can have regular repeating opening or ruling patterns, so surfaces are like many 

edges. Diffraction gratings can be for parallel rays {Fraunhofer grating} or spherical rays {Fresnel grating}. The many 

edges cause strong diffraction pattern, because more wavelets add together to make higher amplitude. If openings are 

small or rulings have close spacing, diffraction is more, because smaller edge can re-radiate more behind edge. 

 

phase plate 

Transparent plates {phase plate} with varying thickness can delay light slightly, to change phase. Phase plates are 

diffraction gratings. If only parallel light rays reach phase plate, diffraction is regular. Phase differences cause intensity 

differences at various points, by interference effects. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Diffraction>Shadow 

 

shadow light 

Shadows {shadow}| have umbra and penumbra. 

 

penumbra 

Shadows have a lighter part {penumbra}|, where diffracted light enters. 

 

umbra 

Shadows have a dark part {umbra}|, where no diffracted light enters. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Diffraction>Scattering 

 

scattering of light 

If light wavelength is less than object diameter, light bounces off object {scattering, light}|. If light wavelength is 

more than object diameter, light goes around object. 

example 

Sky is blue, because blue light has small enough wavelength to scatter from air molecules, but other colors have 

longer wavelengths. Air molecules are large enough to block blue and some green light from Sun, but longer 

wavelengths go around air molecules. Scattered blue light goes all over sky to make it blue instead of clear. Sun is red 

at horizon, because light goes through more atmosphere to eye, and air scatters blue, green, and yellow light. 

 

Compton scattering 

X-rays can have elastic scattering {Compton scattering} from stationary electrons in light elements. Scattered-

radiation frequency decreases with increasing angle, so high frequencies are at narrow angles. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Entrainment 

 

entrainment 

Two vibrators at similar frequency soon have same frequency and phase {entrainment}| {mode-locking}. 

 

mutual entrainment 

Two oscillators with similar frequencies soon have same frequency {virtual governor} {mutual entrainment}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Sound 

 

sound in physics 

Molecular-vibration waves {sound, physics} can move through materials. 

process 

Molecules from outside material can collide with material, causing material molecules to move. Molecular 

movement causes collision with adjacent molecules. First molecules bounce backward, and second molecules move, 

causing collision with adjacent molecules, and so on. Collisions send longitudinal wave down motion line. 

Sound compresses {compression, sound} material in front of it, leaving slight vacuum {rarefaction} behind 

compression. Compression pushes next material bit forward. Original bit bounces back to original position, so material 

does not move. Compression wave travels through material. Only wave and energy move. 



speed 

Medium determines sound-wave speed. Sound-wave speed increases with stronger interactions between molecules. 

Wave frequency and amplitude do not affect speed. 

amplitude 

Sound has kinetic energy {loudness, sound}. Kinetic-energy increase increases sound-wave amplitude, by moving 

molecules farther. Frequency, wavelength, and speed do not affect wave amplitude. 

pitch 

Sound has number {frequency, sound} of vibrations per second. People can hear sounds of 20 to 20,000 Hz. 

Sound has frequencies at two, three, four, and so on, times fundamental frequency {harmonics, physics}. Higher 

harmonics have lower amplitude. 

Outside-material vibration frequency determines sound-wave frequency. Materials can have resonance frequencies. 

 

Mach effect 

Sound waves travel in a medium, and the medium can be moving, making net sound-wave velocity faster or slower 

{Mach effect}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Sound>Kinds 

 

phonon 

Vibration quanta {phonon}| are sound-wave packets. Crystal phonon vibrations cause temperature gradient sideways 

to phonon direction, analogous to Hall effect for electromagnetism. 

 

Rayleigh wave 

Surfaces can have acoustic waves {Rayleigh wave}. Earthquakes and radio waves can put Rayleigh waves in Earth 

or ionosphere. Ultrasonic surface acoustic waves can store, recognize, filter, and channel electronic signals in 

semiconductors, at 10^9 Hz. 

 

shock wave 

Moving objects make sound {sonic boom} as they push air aside {shock wave}|. If object speed becomes the same 

as sound speed, waves of pushed-aside air travel as fast as sound. Waves are in phase and grow to make large wave. If 

plane travels faster than sound speed, sound is behind pushed-aside air, waves do not build up, and no shock wave 

builds. 

Objects can go through air faster than air sound speed. Sound from object contact with air cannot travel away faster 

than sound waves build up. Wave constructive interference creates shock wave, which carries extra energy away when 

object breaks sound barrier, causing sonic boom. After passing sound speed, acoustic waves at sound speed are slower 

than object speed, with no more constructive interference. 

 

speech sound 

Speech sounds {speech sound} have frequency range from 250 Hz to 2000 Hz and loudness range from 63 to 95 

decibels. 

 

ultrasonic sound 

Sounds {ultrasonic sound}| can have frequency greater than 20,000 Hz. Ultrasonic sound can visualize body insides 

and clean dishware. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Sound>Echo 

 

echo of sound 

Rooms {whispering gallery} can have focal points, where sound focuses {echo}|. Canyons and buildings can echo 

sound. Echoes work best with low amplitude and high frequency. 

 

echolocation 

High-frequency sound can locate objects by echo pattern {echolocation}| {sonar, location}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic 

 



electromagnetic wave induction 

Electric charges have virtual photons streaming outward as straight lines in all directions, making electric field. 

Electric fields begin at electron edge, which emits virtual photons. Electric-field lines indicate electric-force direction. 

Each line is one photon stream, so electric-field lines are not about electric-force strength or electric-field strength. 

Electric-field-line area density, photons per area, is electric-field strength. Because area varies directly with squared 

dimension, electric force decreases as distance squared: 1/r^2. Electric field has virtual kinetic energy, which can 

transfer to other charges at field positions to become potential energy. 

moving charges 

Maximum charge velocity is typically one-tenth light speed. For constant-velocity charge, electric field moves at 

same speed and direction as charge. Virtual photons stream outward as straight lines in all directions. 

Constant-velocity fields have no transverse or longitudinal field changes, and so no waves. 

moving charges: magnetic force 

According to special relativity, constant-velocity charge causes observer transverse to charge-motion-direction to see 

length contraction and so increased charge-motion-direction charge density. Length contraction makes flattened-

spheroid charge shape, with short axis in motion direction and long axes in transverse-direction plane. Because total 

charge is same for moving and stationary charge, total field strength stays the same. Relativistically increased charge 

density along vertical direction causes increased electric force along horizontal direction. Therefore, relativistic length 

contraction makes electric field appear to observer stronger horizontally. According to special relativity, observer in 

front or back of constant-velocity charge does not see length contraction, only that charge approaching or receding. 

Total electric field strength is same as for stationary electron, because total charge is same. Because total charge is 

same as before, charge density must be less as observed from vertical direction, so electric field appears to observer 

weaker vertically. Vertical electric field is foreshortened in motion direction, because electron catches up to virtual 

photons. Vertical electric field is lengthened opposite to motion direction, because electron moves away from virtual 

photons. 

Electric force due to relativistic length contraction and charge-density change, and not due to total charge, is 

magnetic force. (Stationary charges have no relativistic motion and so no relativistic electric force.) Adjacent magnetic 

force is a torus around moving charge. Just as electric forces act only on electric forces, magnetic forces act only on 

magnetic forces, because magnetic is perpendicular to electric and so does not affect electric. 

Electric force has electric field. Electric force and electric field have same direction and relative strength. Because 

magnetic force is relativistic electric force, magnetic force has magnetic field. Magnetic force and magnetic field have 

same relative strength but perpendicular direction, because force is due to transverse relativistic length contraction and 

so is perpendicular to motion and field. Therefore, magnetic forces have magnetic fields perpendicular to electric 

force/magnetic force and perpendicular to charge-motion orientation. Moving-charge magnetic field is a torus adjacent 

to and around charge, transverse to motion direction. See Figure 1. 

For positive charge moving in right-hand thumb direction, magnetic field is in curling index-finger direction, in a 

circle around moving proton, and magnetic force is outward from palm (right-hand rule). For proton moving vertically 

downward, magnetic field is in on left and out on right. Electron has negative charge, so magnetic field is out on left 

and in on right. 

Magnetic field has virtual photons and so has virtual kinetic energy, which can transfer to other charges at field 

positions to become potential energy. Stationary charge has no magnetic field, because it has no relativistic length 

contraction. 

accelerating charge 

Charge acceleration pushes electric-field line transversely and stretches it sideways, causing tension and restoring 

force. Charge acceleration causes transverse electric field, while keeping radial field. Because virtual photons 

continually leave charge, transverse component moves outward along field line, so spatial transverse waves travel 

outward. See Figure 2. 

Charge acceleration pushes magnetic-field line transversely and stretches it sideways, causing tension and restoring 

force. Charge acceleration causes magnetic field in charge-motion direction, transverse to magnetic field. 

When stationary charge accelerates to constant velocity, electric-field lines curve toward motion direction, because 

charge and adjacent photon have higher velocity. When constant-velocity charge decelerates to zero velocity, electric-

field lines curve away from motion direction, because charge and adjacent photon have lower velocity. 

See Figure 3. Force causing electron deceleration also puts transverse upward pushing force on field lines and 

distorts electric-field lines. As electron slows down, electric-field-lines beginning at electron edge slow down, so 

horizontal electric-field lines begin to have transverse component upward. 

See Figure 3. As electron slows down, electric-field upward transverse component increases over time. Changing 

electric-field flux (changing electric force) through an area causes relativistic length contraction transverse to area (in 



same plane) and magnetic-force change in toward or out from area (in same plane), and so causes induced magnetic 

field around area. Magnetic force has gradient in or out and so makes induced-magnetic-field gradient around. Faster 

change makes larger gradient. 

Electric and magnetic fields interact, so they push/pull adjacent electric and magnetic fields. Interaction is strong and 

happens at light speed, so adjacency effect travels at light speed. Interaction is constant, so light speed is constant. All 

interactions are elastic, with no losses to heat or other energy, so induction has same effect later as at beginning. 

Transverse effect travels inward and outward at light speed. Outward effect sees only undisturbed field line and so is 

the only effect and carries energy outward. Inward effect sees restoring force from stretched field line and so forces 

cancel and line returns to equilibrium, with no energy carried. 

Electric-field increase (or decrease) causes magnetic-field increase (or decrease) that opposes electric-field increase 

(or decrease), by energy conservation. 

See Figure 3. Induced magnetic field increases over time. Changing magnetic-field flux (perpendicularly changing 

magnetic force) through an area causes relativistic length contraction transverse to area (in same plane) and electric-

force change around area (in same plane), and so causes induced electric field around area. Electric force has gradient 

in or out and so makes induced-electric-field gradient in or out. Faster change makes larger gradient. 

Magnetic-field increase (or decrease) causes electric-field increase (or decrease) that opposes magnetic-field increase 

(or decrease), by energy conservation. 

Changing electric field and magnetic field are in phase, because they both increase together and both gradients are in 

same direction. 

Gradient and wave leading edge travels outward at constant light speed. 

See Figure 3. Horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity, because lines have same 

momentum, inertia, and kinetic energy as before. 

See Figure 4. As electron slows down more, electric-field-line points at electron edge slow down more, so horizontal 

electric-field lines have greater transverse component. Electric-field upward transverse component increases more over 

time and so makes bigger induced-magnetic-field gradient. Induced magnetic field increases more over time and so 

makes bigger induced-electric-field gradient. Transverse fields have potential energy, so horizontal electric-field lines 

at transverse fields have less kinetic energy. Horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity, 

because lines have same momentum, inertia, and kinetic energy as before. 

See Figure 5. Metal plate stops electron within one electron width, so distance and time are small, and deceleration is 

high. Electron is at zero velocity, so current is zero. Electron has no kinetic energy and momentum. Original electric 

field is symmetric. Original electric field has same potential energy. Original magnetic field is zero. Original magnetic 

field has no potential energy. 

See Figure 5. As electron stops, electric-field-line ends stop, so horizontal electric-field lines have maximum 

transverse component. As electron stops, electric-field upward transverse component has increased to maximum over 

time and so makes induced-magnetic-field gradient. Induced magnetic field has increased to maximum over time and 

so makes induced-electric-field gradient. Induced electric field is maximum. 

See Figure 5. Horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity, because lines have momentum, 

inertia, and kinetic energy. 

See Figure 6. Deceleration has stopped, so electron and adjacent fields stop feeling upward force. Transverse 

electric-field stays constant at zero, and so makes no magnetic-field gradient and no magnetic field. Magnetic-field line 

feels no force, so transverse magnetic field stays constant at zero, and so makes no electric-field gradient and no 

electric field. Electron and adjacent electric-field line have no velocity, momentum, or kinetic energy. Gradient and 

wave leading edge travels outward at constant light speed. Adjacent virtual photon leaves electron and travels 

horizontally at light speed. Transverse electric-field-line component stretches farther downward. Transverse electric-

field-line component moves outward at light speed. All interactions are elastic, with no losses to heat or other energy, 

so gradient has same effect later as at beginning. Original virtual photons of horizontal electric-field lines continue 

moving at constant velocity, because lines have momentum, inertia, and kinetic energy. 

phase 

When stationary charge accelerates to constant velocity, electric-field and magnetic-field transverse component 

increase in same direction and at same time (in phase). When constant-velocity charge decelerates to zero velocity, 

electric-field and magnetic-field transverse component decrease in same direction and at same time (in phase). 

induction 

Electric-field change over time (flux) through an area makes magnetic field around area, because of relativistic 

length contraction. Electric current makes magnetic-field torus around current. See Figure 1. 

Magnetic-field change over time (flux) through an area makes electric field around area, because of relativistic 

length contraction. Magnetic-field flux change through torus cross-section makes electric field around torus cross-



section. Current goes through torus hole, around, and back again to complete the circuit (displacement current). See 

Figure 1. 

Stationary electric field has constant force, and so uses no energy to make magnetic field. Moving electric field 

changes over time and makes constant magnetic-field gradient, because electric-field-movement kinetic energy 

increases magnetic-field potential-energy over space. Accelerating electric field makes increasing magnetic-field 

gradient, because electric-field force increases magnetic-field acceleration over space. Accelerating magnetic or electric 

fields over space have force that causes increasing electric or magnetic fields over time. Fields over space have 

potential energy, and fields over time have kinetic energy, so energy alternates between kinetic and potential, making 

waves. 

Constant stationary magnetic field has no affect, because it has no force, so magnetic-field energy remains potential 

energy. Moving magnetic field changes over time and makes constant electric-field gradient, because magnetic-field-

movement kinetic energy increases electric-field potential-energy over space. Accelerating magnetic field makes 

increasing electric-field gradient, because magnetic-field force increases electric-field acceleration over space. 

induction: energy conservation 

Increasing (or decreasing) magnetic field increases (or decreases) electric field, which makes magnetic field that 

opposes original magnetic field, by energy conservation. Decreasing (or increasing) electric field decreases (or 

increases) magnetic field, which makes electric field that opposes original electric field, by energy conservation. 

For downward current, acceleration increases magnetic field, and that makes upward electric field, which decreases 

magnetic field. For downward current, deceleration decreases magnetic field, and that makes downward electric field, 

which increases magnetic field. 

Charge deceleration is against restoring force and builds potential energy. When deceleration stops, restoring force 

pulls back toward equilibrium, but potential energy transfers to kinetic energy and carries past equilibrium until 

restoring force pulls back to equilibrium. 

Energy goes into adjacent electric-field transverse movement, as interchange between electric and magnetic fields 

makes wave travel outward. Therefore, energy dies down at past points. 

Magnetic-field and electric-field changes have same displacement amount, but electric field has approximately one 

hundred times more energy. Most light-wave energy is in electric field, not magnetic field, because magnetism is 

relativistic effect. 

To make electric field, virtual photons stream outward at light speed from electron in all directions. Electric-field 

lines are virtual photon streams. At electron constant velocity, photons also have same velocity as electron, so electric-

field lines are straight. 

The figure shows virtual photons streaming outward horizontally from electron transverse to electron motion 

direction. Electron and electric-field lines move downward at same velocity. 

Because electric-field and magnetic field interact along line, line has tension, just as a taut string has tension, so line 

has restoring force if accelerated sideways, just like a taut string has restoring force. All interactions are elastic, with no 

heat losses, so forces and energies are the same all along electric-field lines from beginning to infinity. 

Deceleration can knock field lines through space. Stronger deceleration makes farther and stronger fields. 

gradient 

Field induction around area circumference makes space gradients as tangents to circumferences. When electric-field 

flux change through area makes magnetic field around area, magnetic field has gradient around area. When magnetic-

field flux change through area makes electric field around area, electric field has gradient around area. 

speed 

Because electric force is strong, electric and magnetic fields interact at light speed. Because magnetic field and 

electric field couple {electromagnetic wave induction}|, transverse field-line component moves outward along electric-

field line at light speed. Electromagnetic interaction strength is constant, so light speed is constant. 

wave 

Waves are local effects that travel. Traveling field changes are independent of original charges. 

For downward current, deceleration decreases magnetic field, and that makes downward electric field, which 

increases magnetic field. Electric and magnetic fields are in phase. Electric-field-line disturbance moves away from 

charge at light speed in a straight line. Transverse component makes traveling wave half {half-wave, wave}. All 

disturbances to electric-field lines travel outward at light speed. Previous points have no more disturbances, so only one 

half-wave exists at any time. No disturbances are left behind, because all energy has traveled away. Disturbance 

reaches farther positions in sequence out to infinity. See Figure 1 through Figure 7. Wave exists only at induction point 

and can only go straight-ahead. Wave has no physical effect except at moving single point. 



elastic 

Electric and magnetic interactions are elastic, with no losses to heat or other energies. Therefore, disturbances travel 

without losing energy. Inductions continue to infinity. 

strength with distance 

Inductions and other electric-field-line disturbances are transverse to electric-field lines. Because electric field 

oscillates in a plane, not area, intensity decreases directly with distance, not with distance squared. Transverse effects 

happen in one dimension, so wave strength decreases directly with distance: 1/r. At later times, transverse field 

component stretches more over space. 

electric-field-line tension and restoring force 

Guitar-string molecules attract each other by electric forces. Taut guitar strings have tension from these restraining 

forces. Pulling string sideways puts potential energy into the string, by stretching string electric forces, like springs. 

After releasing string, electric forces, like springs, pull string back by restoring force. Potential energy transfers to 

kinetic energy. Molecule kinetic energy carries molecules past equilibrium point, so they pull on string molecules in 

other direction. 

Adjacent to pull and release point, molecule electric forces pull-and-restore adjacent string molecules, so transverse 

waves travel along string. Wave speed depends on molecule electric-force strength. Wave takes energy with it, so no 

energy is left at original disturbance point, and it no longer oscillates. Molecule electric forces bring displacement back 

to equilibrium at zero. 

Electric-field lines are like strings. Like guitar strings, electric-field lines have tension, because electric fields couple 

to adjacent magnetic fields, and magnetic fields couple to adjacent electric fields. Electric-field and magnetic-field 

inductions cause adjacent electric-field line points to attract, like molecule electric forces. Pushing electric-field line 

sideways adds potential energy. Electric-field and magnetic-field inductions make restoring force that transfers 

potential to kinetic energy. 

Electric-field-line-point transverse disturbance displaces adjacent points, which displace their adjacent points, so 

disturbance travels outward along electric-field line. Electromagnetic interactions are at light speed, so wave has light 

speed. Wave takes energy with it, so no energy is left at original disturbance point, and it no longer oscillates. After 

disturbance, electric-field and magnetic-field mutual-induction restoring force brings displacement back to equilibrium 

at zero. 

metal plate 

Plate-molecule electric force decelerates electron and so decelerates electric-field line and magnetic-field line at 

electron edge, transverse to motion direction. 

electric and magnetic forces 

When electric-field-line disturbance reaches test charges far away from original charge, test charges move along 

charge-motion direction, because transverse electric field is voltage and electromotive force. Electric-field change and 

magnetic-field change reach test charge at same time. Magnetic-force effect is one-hundredth electric force. For far-

away test charges, radial electric force is smaller than disturbance force, because radial force decreases with distance 

squared but transverse force decreases with distance. Original-charge velocity and acceleration have only negligible 

effect on far test charges, because waves move at light speed but charges move much slower. 

Test charges along accelerating-charge direction have no transverse effects, because push or pull is in same direction 

as accelerated charge. 

not stationary 

Stationary oscillating electromagnetic fields cannot exist, because electromagnetic induction requires field 

movement. Standing waves result from traveling-wave superposition. 

medium 

Light needs no medium, because electric/magnetic fields are their own medium. 

situations: antenna 

Alternating current accelerates many charges back and forth along one orientation (antenna), making transverse 

electric-field waves that expand in planes that go through acceleration direction. Electric-field lines transverse to 

oscillation direction have maximum transverse component. Electric-field line along oscillation direction has no 

transverse components. Electric-field lines between transverse and oscillation direction have decreasing transverse 

component. 

Electric-field change causes magnetic-field change one quarter cycle later, by relativistic length contraction, and 

magnetic-field change causes electric-field change one quarter cycle later, by relativistic length contraction, so phases 

lag each other by 90 degrees. If magnetic-field gradient first increases to north, then electric-field gradient increases to 

east, then magnetic-field gradient increases to south, then electric-field gradient increases to west, and then magnetic-

field gradient increases to north, and so on, because each drives the other along by transverse electric force. Inductions 



are at right angles, rotating around direction of motion by 90 degrees. 90-degree rotations result in linearly polarized 

waves. 

Source charge accelerations affect electric and magnetic fields at same time, so changing electric field makes 

magnetic field and changing magnetic field makes electric field simultaneously, so electric field and magnetic field are 

always in phase. 

As electric field increases, magnetic field increases, because magnetic fields are relativistic effects of electric fields. 

As electric field decreases, magnetic field decreases. When electric field maximizes, becomes zero, or maximizes in 

opposite direction, magnetic field maximizes, becomes zero, or maximizes in opposite direction. Magnetic-field and 

electric-field changes increase and decrease in synchrony (phase), because both fields couple. Transverse magnetic-

field and electric-field accelerations are equal, in phase, and perpendicular. 

When electric field and magnetic field are zero, and potential energy is zero, electric-field change and magnetic-field 

change maximize in space and time. When electric field and magnetic field maximize, and potential energy maximizes, 

electric-field change and magnetic-field change are zero in space and time. When electric-field change is zero and 

electric field maximizes, voltage maximizes and current is zero. When electric-field change maximizes and electric 

field is zero, voltage is zero and current is zero. When magnetic-field change is zero and magnetic field maximizes, 

voltage is zero and current maximizes. When magnetic-field change maximizes and magnetic field is zero, voltage 

maximizes and current is zero. 

Fields elastically exchange potential and kinetic energy and make harmonic oscillations. Photons continue at same 

frequency. 

Starting from stationary charge, voltage accelerates charge and adds kinetic energy. Increasing magnetic field 

increases electric field until increasing electric field has slowed increasing magnetic field and both are maximum, with 

potential energy maximum. The slower changing electric field decreases magnetic field, which decreases electric field, 

so both fall in phase, as potential energy becomes kinetic energy. As kinetic energy becomes potential energy in the 

opposite direction, and then potential energy becomes kinetic energy, the half-cycle repeats in the opposite direction, to 

complete one cycle. Oscillating current repeats the cycle, and the cycles move outward at light speed. Oscillating 

current induces electromagnetic waves of same frequency. 

Light waves have electric-field and magnetic-field linear polarizations, at right angles. Electric field oscillates in 

plane that goes through charge-motion direction. Magnetic field oscillates in plane perpendicular to charge-motion 

direction. 

Leading edge of wave rises transversely at angle determined by frequency, which depends on deceleration amount. 

Higher frequencies have steeper angles. Higher frequencies have greater curvatures at maximum displacement, because 

higher frequency means turnaround is faster. 

situations: dipoles 

For dipoles, charge acceleration increases as charge separation increases. 

situations: atoms 

Atom and molecule electrons can accelerate or decelerate and so change orbits, absorbing or making radiation. 

Molecule dipoles can rotate, vibrate, or translate, and so accelerate electrons, absorbing or making radiation. 

situations: devices 

Free charges in electric and magnetic fields accelerate free charges, as in vacuum tubes. When moving electrons hit 

metal plates, they decelerate and can make x-rays. 



Figure 1 

 

Time 0 - Constant-Velocity Electron, with No Electromagnetic Waves 

 

At position 1, before stopping at metal plate, electron (gray) travels vertically downward at constant velocity. Its 

electric and magnetic fields have the same constant velocity. Electric field and magnetic field begin at electron edge, 

which emits virtual photons. 

 

Relativistic length contraction makes electric field (arrows) appear stronger horizontally (positions 2) to observer. 

Electric field appears weaker vertically (position 1) to observer. Vertical electric field is foreshortened in motion 

direction. Vertical electric field is lengthened opposite to motion direction. 

 

Positions 5 through 3 and 3 through 5 have adjacent magnetic force as a torus around moving electron. Electron has 

negative charge, so magnetic field is out on left and in on right, by right-hand rule. 

 

 
Observation line is through electron center, perpendicular to vertical-motion line. 

 

x's represent points, as vectors coming out of paper plane. Circles represent points, as vectors going into paper plane. 

Displayed vectors indicate electric-field push/pull direction. They have no spatial length through space. 

Bolder lines indicate higher field strengths. Lighter lines indicate lower field strengths. 

 

 
Magnetic field is out on left and in on right. 

 

 
 

Virtual photons stream straight outward at light speed from electron in all directions. 



Figure 2 

 

Time 1 - Deceleration Begins, and Kinetic Energy Changes to Potential Energy 

 

At position 1, force causing electron deceleration also puts transverse upward pushing force on field lines and distorts 

electric-field lines. 

 

At position 1, as electron slows down, electric-field upward transverse component increases over time. Position-1 has 

induced magnetic field. Position-2 begins induced magnetic field. 

 

At position 1, induced magnetic field increases over time. Position-1 has induced electric field. Position-2 begins 

induced electric field. 

 

At positions 2 and higher, horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity. Transverse electric-field-

line component stretches downward. Transverse electric-field-line component moves outward at light speed. 

 

 



Figure 3 

 

Time 2 - Deceleration Middle - Restoring Force Changes Kinetic Energy into Potential Energy 

 

At position 1, as electron slows down more, electric-field-line points at electron edge slow down more, so horizontal 

electric-field lines have greater transverse component. 

 

At position 1, electric-field upward transverse component increases over time and so makes induced-magnetic-field 

gradient. Position-1 has bigger induced magnetic field. Position-2 has induced magnetic field. 

 

At position 1, induced magnetic field increases over time and so makes induced-electric-field gradient. Position-1 has 

bigger induced electric field. Position-2 has induced electric field. 

 

At position 2, position-1 electric-field upward transverse component increases over time and so makes induced-

magnetic-field gradient. Position-2 has induced magnetic field. Position-3 begins induced magnetic field. 

 

At position 2, position-1 induced magnetic field increases over time and so makes induced-electric-field gradient. 

Position-2 has induced electric field. Position-3 begins induced electric field. 

 

At positions 3 and higher, horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity. Transverse electric-field-

line component stretches farther downward. Transverse electric-field-line component moves outward at light speed. 

 

 



Figure 4 

 

Time 3 - Deceleration End - Restoring Force Changes All Kinetic Energy into Potential Energy 

 

Metal plate stops electron within one electron width. 

 

At position 0, electron is at zero velocity, original electric field is symmetric, and original magnetic field is zero. 

 

At position 1, electric-field-line ends stop, so horizontal electric-field lines have maximum transverse component. 

At position 1, electric-field upward transverse component has increased to maximum over time and so makes induced-

magnetic-field gradient. Position-1 has biggest induced magnetic field. Position-2 has induced magnetic field. 

At position 1, induced magnetic field has increased to maximum over time and so makes induced-electric-field 

gradient. Position-1 has biggest induced electric field. Position-2 has induced electric field. 

 

At position 2, position-1 electric-field upward transverse component increases over time and so makes induced-

magnetic-field gradient. Position-2 has big induced magnetic field. Position-3 has induced magnetic field. 

At position 2, position-1 induced magnetic field increases over time and so makes induced-electric-field gradient. 

Position-2 has big induced electric field. Position-3 has induced electric field. 

 

Position 3 is like position 2 in Figure 3. 

 

At positions 4 and higher, horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity. Transverse electric-field-

line component stretches farther downward. Transverse electric-field-line component moves outward at light speed. 

 

 



Figure 5 

 

Time 4 - After Deceleration End - Transverse Electric-Field-Line Component Stretches 

 

At position 1, transverse electric-field stays constant at zero. 

At position 1, transverse magnetic field stays constant at zero. 

At position 1, electron and electric-field line have no velocity. 

At position 1, virtual photon travels horizontally at light speed. 

 

Position 2 is like position 1 in Figure 4. 

 

Position 3 is like position 2 in Figure 4. 

 

Position 4 is like position 3 in Figure 4. Gradient and wave leading edge travel outward at constant light speed. 

 

At positions 5 and higher, horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity. Transverse electric-field-

line component stretches downward. Transverse electric-field-line component moves outward at light speed. 

 

 



Figure 7 

 

Time 6 - Traveling Half-Wave 

 

Position 1 is like position 1 in Figure 6. 

 

Position 2 is like position 1 in Figure 6. 

 

Position 3 is like position 2 in Figure 6. 

 

Position 4 is like position 3 in Figure 6. 

 

Position 5 is like position 4 in Figure 6. Gradient and wave leading edge travel outward at constant light speed. 

 

At positions 6 and higher, horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity. Transverse electric-field-

line component stretches farther downward. Transverse electric-field-line component moves outward at light speed. 

 

 
 

Times 6 and up continue same pattern as at Time 5, because all interactions are elastic. 

  



initiation and propagation 

Electric-charge accelerations start electromagnetic waves {wave initiation} {initiation, wave}, because force makes 

radial electric field have transverse component adjacent to charge. Transverse component travels outward along 

electric-field line {wave propagation} {propagation, wave}, because electric-field (and magnetic-field) changes interact 

at light speed, because electromagnetic force is strong. Waves travel away from charges, because all energy travels 

outward, so no energy is left behind, and only wave leading edge (wave front) exists at any time. Wave has kinetic 

energy directly proportional to force that caused charge acceleration. 

charge: stationary 

Stationary charge makes constant electric field and no magnetic field. See Figure 1. 

charge: moving 

Charge moving at constant speed makes moving electric field and constant magnetic field. See Figure 2. Magnetic 

field is perpendicular to electric field, because magnetic field comes from relativistic length contraction that causes 

increased charge density along charge-motion direction, which observers see from side. 

charge: acceleration 

Accelerating charge increases current, because charge speed increases. Increasing current makes increasing magnetic 

field. Accelerating charge makes faster moving electric field. See Figure 3. (Decelerating charge decreases current, 

decreases magnetic field, and makes slower moving electric field.) 

initiation 

As charge accelerates, electric and magnetic fields accelerate, and magnetic field increases. See Figure 4. 

propagation 

Electric-field (and magnetic-field) change cause magnetic-field (and electric-field) gradient, by Maxwell's laws, so 

electric and magnetic fields interact. Interaction is at light speed. See Figure 5. 

When induced electric field and magnetic field reach far-away test charge, electric-field vertical component 

accelerates test charge. See Figure 6. 

When induced electric field and magnetic field pass far-away test charge, test charge continues at constant velocity. 

See Figure 7. 

propagation: direction 

Electromagnetic-induction is only at wave front, because all energy is there. Behind wave front, electric and 

magnetic fields return to zero, as fields, coming from many points with all phases, cancel. Waves propagate outward 

from accelerated charge, because electromagnetic-induction electric and magnetic fields behind have all phases and 

cancel. 

propagation: no medium 

Electromagnetic waves can propagate through empty space, because electric and magnetic fields are their own 

medium. 

propagation: induction rate and wave speed 

Electric-force strength determines electromagnetic-induction rate, which is light speed. Material electric charges, 

relativistic apparent electric charges, other electric fields, and other magnetic fields exert force on electromagnetic 

waves, and so reduce electromagnetic-wave speed. 

Unaccelerated Charge Makes No Electromagnetic Wave 

Unaccelerated moving charge makes moving constant electric field and constant concentric magnetic field. See 

Figure 4. No acceleration makes no force, so fields stay constant. Only radial force affects test charge, so it has no 

transverse motion. 

Charge Acceleration Makes Traveling Electric Field 

See Figure 5. Collision, gravity, or electric force can accelerate charge. Acceleration makes force, so fields change. 

Acceleration is transverse to radial electric-field line, so test charge has transverse motion. See Figure 6. 

pure electric waves 

There are no pure electric non-magnetic waves, because waves require electric-field changes, which always make 

transverse relativistic electric fields, which are magnetic fields. There are no pure magnetic non-electric waves, because 

waves require magnetic-field changes, which always make transverse relativistic electric fields. 



Figure 1 

 

 



Figure 2 

 

 



Figure 3 

 

 
 

Note: Bolder lines indicate greater field strength. 



Figure 4 

 

 
+ charge begins to accelerate downward. 

Electric field (horizontal line) starts to shift downward. 

Magnetic field (circles) starts to increase, as current increases. 



Figure 5 

 

 
 

+ charge has moved downward. 

Acceleration has stopped, at higher velocity. 

Magnetic field (circles) has increased and moved downward. 

Electric field (horizontal line) has moved downward. 



Figure 6 

 

 



Figure 7 

 

 
  



light 

Waves {light}| {electromagnetic wave} can begin by charge accelerations or electronic transitions and propagate by 

electromagnetic induction. Charge-acceleration or electronic-transition energy change determines electromagnetic-

wave frequency. 

 

far field 

Accelerating charge makes a photon field, which differs near source {near field} and far from source {far field}. Far 

field is what lenses, mirrors, and instruments see. Point charges or nearby detectors can examine near field. 

 

Maxwell equations 

Equations {Maxwell's equations} {Maxwell equations} can find all electric and magnetic properties. For stationary 

and moving charges, electric-field and magnetic-field relations are Gauss's law, Gauss's law for magnets, Faraday's law, 

and Ampere's law. 

stationary 

Partial derivative of electric field with distance equals negative of partial derivative of magnetic field with time. 

Partial second derivative of electric field with distance equals electric permittivity times magnetic permeability times 

partial second derivative of electric field with time. 

tensors 

Maxwell's equations are equivalent to two equations. For magnetostatics and magnetodynamics equations, exterior 

derivative of electromagnetic-field tensor F equals zero: dF = 0. Electromagnetic-field tensor is a linear operator on 

velocity vector. Electromagnetic-field tensor has covariant components. This tensor is equivalent to delta function. For 

electrostatics and electrodynamics equations, exterior derivative of electromagnetic-field-tensor dual F* equals four 

times pi times four-current dual J*: dF* = 4 * pi * J*. This tensor is equivalent to delta scalar product. 

current 

The four-current has one component for charge density and three components for current densities in three spatial 

directions. 

duals 

Rank-x antisymmetric tensors relate to rank 4 - x antisymmetric tensors {dual, tensor}. Dual of dual gives original 

tensor, if rank is greater than two. 

invariant 

Electromagnetism invariant is current squared minus light speed times charge density squared, which equals 

negative of momentum times light speed squared. 

retarded and advanced 

Electromagnetic-field changes follow charge accelerations {retarded solution}. However, field changes can happen 

before charge accelerations {advanced solution}, because equations are symmetric. Other solutions can be linear 

retarded-solution and advanced-solution combinations. 

 

light speed 

Light speed {speed of light} {light speed}| is the same relative to any observer, moving or not. Light speed is 

invariant and absolute, in space with no electric fields. 

speed 

Light speed depends on electric-force strength, which determines electromagnetic-induction strength. In vacuum, 

light speed is 3.02 x 10^8 m/s (Hippolyte Fizeau and Bernard Foucault) [1849]. Light speed is fast, because electric 

forces are strong. All zero-rest-mass particles travel at light speed, because added energy does not affect them. Gravity 

does not affect zero-rest-mass particles. 

space 

Light does not travel through time, because it has no medium and so no reference frame or space-time. Light only 

travels through space, not time. Light has zero time. 

cause 

Observers see invariant speed, because light never has time component and so cannot go slower. Light cannot go 

faster, because it uses all of space already. When observers see light, light length appears to be zero and time appears to 

be at maximum dilation. Observer motion does not affect light speed observed, because light has no medium. Observer 

motion contracts length and dilates time, but light already has maximum length and shortest time. If observer moves at 

higher velocity, both time dilation and space contraction happen, so light speed stays the same. 



space-time velocity 

All objects travel through space-time at light speed. Light travels only in space. Stationary objects travel only in 

time. Moving masses travel in space and time. 

terminal velocity 

Light speed is like terminal velocity through space-time. Electromagnetic induction pushes wave, and forces in 

universe retard wave. Resistance to light motion can come from effects of all universe masses and charges. 

mass 

No object with mass can go faster than light. For mass at light speed, stationary observers see infinite mass, zero 

length, and zero time. To make infinite mass requires infinite energy. Infinite mass exerts infinite gravitational force. 

Infinite mass attracts and red-shifts light, dimming universe. Infinite mass, moving at light speed, appears to have 

infinite frequency and zero wavelength. 

phase velocity 

Light pulses contain wave sets. Light-pulse envelope carries energy. Envelope speed {group velocity} must be light 

speed or less. However, individual waves can have speed higher or lower than light speed {phase velocity}. Negative 

refraction cannot exist. 

 

luminiferous ether 

Perhaps, light travels in a stationary medium {luminiferous ether} {the ether} {æther}, not vacuum. As such, 

because light has constant velocity in any reference frame, æther is an absolute reference frame. It is fluid but does not 

disperse, has no viscosity, and has high tension and is rigid. It has zero rest mass and is transparent, continuous, and 

incompressible. Perhaps, it appears rigid to high-velocity objects or high-frequency waves but fluid to low velocity 

objects or low-frequency waves. Michelson and Morley [1887] measured interference of light traveling in Earth-motion 

direction and in opposite direction {Michelson-Morley experiment} and found no interference and no Doppler effect, 

leaving no physical properties to ether and so indicating that there was no ether. 

 

photoelectric effect 

Light can carry enough electric energy to knock electrons out of atoms {photoelectric effect}|. If light frequency is 

below threshold for material, atoms emit no electrons, because photoelectric effect requires minimum energy. Light 

with higher frequency than threshold imparts more speed to liberated electrons but does not emit more electrons. 

Higher-intensity light, which has more photons with enough energy, makes more electrons leave. 

 

radiation entropy 

Radiation has entropy {entropy, radiation} {radiation entropy}. If space is isotropic and unpolarized, entropy S 

equals four times energy U divided by three times temperature T: (4*U) / (3*T). If system has more wavelengths or 

more directions, radiation entropy increases. Universe can absorb radiation and everything else without limit, so 

entropy continually rises. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic>Photon 

 

photon of light 

Light has subatomic particles {photon, light}|. Photon is like wave packet. Continuous light {light ray} {ray, light} 

is many wave packets. 

straight 

Light rays and photons travel in straight lines. 

energy 

Photon energy E is frequency v times Planck constant h: E = h*v. 

observers 

What do people see as photon goes past? In empty space, people see particle contracted to zero length, with no mass 

but with frequency and wavelength. People see time standing still on photon. 

What does photon see? In empty space, photon travels at light speed. Other objects pass by at light speed, with 

infinite mass and zero wavelength. Photon sees time as standing still on other things. Photon sees only point straight-

ahead, and sees nothingness on sides, so photon sees along one-dimensional line. 

 



plasmon 

Light can travel in two dimensions {plasmon}| and so travel in plane. Photons that hit interface between conductor 

and insulator induce surface electrons to vibrate at same or similar frequency and cause traveling wave. Wave 

reflections make resonances. Plasmons {plasmonics} can have same or shorter wavelength as impinging light. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic>Intensity 

 

illuminance 

Light intensity {illuminance}| is light flux (in lumens) per area. Light intensity depends on amplitude squared, 

photon number, and frequency squared. 

 

Poynting vector 

Light intensity {Poynting vector} has maximum of half times light speed times permittivity e times electric field E 

squared: 0.5 * c * e * E^2. Poynting vector equals half times electric field E times magnetic field H: 0.5 * E * H. 

 

Kerr effect 

At high intensity, wave electric field can affect molecule electric fields {Kerr effect} {optical Kerr effect}. 

 

radiation pressure 

Radiation has pressure {radiation pressure} {pressure, radiation} from photon flow. Pressure P equals energy U 

divided by three times volume V: P = U / (3*V). 

 

photometer 

Light meters {photometer}| can measure light intensity. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic>Frequency 

 

radiation frequency 

Radiation has frequency {radiation frequency}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic>Frequency>Radiation Types 

 

Bremsstrahlung radiation 

Deceleration as electrons hit metal makes radiation {Bremsstrahlung radiation}| with wavelength 10^-12 meters. 

 

Cerenkov radiation 

Beta-particle electrons, with velocity higher than light speed in water, emit blue light {Cerenkov radiation}| {blue 

glow} as shock waves when they enter water. Water surrounding nuclear-reactor cores, which emit high-velocity 

electrons, has blue glow. 

process 

Electrons traveling in water use some energy to polarize water molecules along travel direction. After electrons pass, 

polarized water molecules emit light. If electrons travel slower than light speed in water, emitted radiation appears low, 

because electromagnetic waves emitted by molecules along path are random and destructively interfere. If electrons 

travel faster than light speed in water, emitted radiation appears high because electromagnetic waves emitted by 

molecules along path are shock waves that constructively interfere. 

 

Raman scattering 

Infrared-light rotational and vibrational energies cause differences in visible light reflected from molecules {Raman 

scattering}|. 

 

spallation 

In atmosphere, secondary cosmic rays {spallation}| arise if cosmic ray hits atomic nucleus. 

 

synchrotron radiation 

Charged particles accelerated by spiraling in magnetic field can emit microwaves {synchrotron radiation}|. 

Synchrotron radiation happens when electric field is parallel to electron-orbit plane. 



 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic>Frequency>Radiation Types>Spectrum 

 

spectrum 

Electromagnetic radiation has frequency range and wavelength range {spectrum, light}|. 

low frequency 

electric wave. radio wave. short wave. very-high-frequency TV wave. ultra-high-frequency TV wave. microwave 

radiation. infrared ray. 

visible 

Visible light is 4 x 10^14 Hz with wavelength 6.8 x 10^-7 meters for red light, orange, yellow, wavelength 5.5 x 

10^-7 meters for yellow-green, green, wavelength 4.4 x 10^-7 meters for blue light, indigo or ultramarine, and 7.5 x 

10^14 Hz with wavelength 4.1 x 10^-7 meters for violet light. 

Violet is 380 to 435 nanometer, with middle at 408 nanometer. Blue is 435 to 500 nanometer, with middle at 463 

nanometer. Cyan is 500 to -520 nanometer, with middle at 510 nanometer. Green is 520 to 565 nanometer, with middle 

at 543 nanometer. Yellow is 565 to 590 nanometer, with middle at 583 nanometer. Orange is 590 to 625 nanometer, 

with middle at 608 nanometer. Red is 625 to 740 nanometer, with middle at 683 nanometer. 

high frequency 

near ultraviolet. ultraviolet. far ultraviolet. X ray. gamma ray. secondary cosmic ray. cosmic ray. primary cosmic ray. 

 

electric wave 

Smallest frequencies and longest wavelengths {electric wave}| are 3 to 60 Hz and 10^8 to 5 x 10^6 meters. 

 

radio wave 

Next smallest frequency and wavelength {radio wave}| are 10^3 Hz and 3 x 10^5 meters. 

 

short wave 

High-frequency radio waves {short wave}| are for global communication. 

 

very high frequency 

Typical TV frequencies and wavelengths {very high frequency TV wave}| (VHF) are 10^8 Hz and 3 meters. 

 

ultra high frequency 

higher TV frequencies and wavelengths {ultra high frequency TV wave}| (UHF). 

 

microwave 

frequencies below infrared {microwave radiation}|. 

 

infrared light 

Heat-ray {infrared}| frequency is 10^12 Hz, with wavelength 3 x 10^-4 meters. 

 

visible light 

Light {visible light}| can have wavelength 400 nm to 700 nm. Visible light has same wavelengths as diameters of, 

and energy changes in, atoms and molecules. Matching diameters allows people to focus on objects, because light is 

not too diffracting or too strong. Matching energy changes allows absorption, emission, and chemical reactions. 

 

red light 

Smallest visible-light frequency {red light}| is 4 x 10^14 Hz, with wavelength 6.8 x 10^-7 meters. 

 

violet light 

Highest visible-light frequency {violet light}| is 7.5 x 10^14 Hz, with wavelength 4.1 x 10^-7 meters. 

 

ultraviolet 

higher frequency than violet {ultraviolet}|. 

 

far ultraviolet 

Light {far ultraviolet}| {black light} can have frequency 1.5 x 10^15 Hz and wavelength 2 x 10^-7 meters. 



 

X ray 

higher frequency than far ultraviolet {X ray}| {x ray}. 

 

gamma ray 

Next-to-highest frequency {gamma ray, spectrum}| is 10^23 Hz, with wavelength 3 x 10^-15 meters. 

 

cosmic ray 

Highest frequency {cosmic ray}| {primary cosmic ray} is 10^25 Hz, with wavelength 3 x 10^-17 meters. Quasars 

and powerful energy sources make cosmic radiation. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic>Frequency>Color 

 

monochromatic 

Light {monochromatic light}| can have one wavelength. 

 

polychromatic 

Light {polychromatic light}| can have many wavelengths. 

 

primary pigment 

Magenta, yellow, and green pigments {primary pigment}| mix to make black. 

 

dichroism 

Variations {dichroism}| in absorbed-light color can depend on light-polarization direction. Dichroism indicates 

molecule orientation, which can be linear, circular {circular dichroism}, or elliptical. Microvilli rhabdom can lie 

parallel, exhibit dichroism, and detect polarized-light polarization plane. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic>Polarization 

 

polarization 

If one photon accelerates, light-wave electric field vibrates in one plane {plane polarized wave} {polarized light}, 

and light-wave magnetic field vibrates in perpendicular plane {polarization, wave}|. Typically, many charges accelerate 

in all possible planes, so there is no polarization. 

materials 

Materials can allow only light with one electric-field plane to transmit. Polaroid plastic and tourmaline can polarize 

light. 

circular 

Asymmetric-molecule electric forces cause substances to rotate electric-field planes {circularly polarized wave} 

around light travel direction. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic>Polarization>Dispersion 

 

dispersion of light 

Optical activity can vary with light frequency {dispersion, light}|. Higher frequencies cause more rotation, because 

photons have more energy. 

 

Cotton effect 

If polarized light with different wavelengths passes through asymmetric medium, shorter wavelengths rotate plane 

more than longer wavelengths {optical rotatory dispersion} {Cotton effect}. 

 

optical activity 

Materials with asymmetric-molecule electric forces can have refractive index different for left and right circularly 

polarized light {optical activity}|. Carbon can bond four different atoms, in two mirror-image forms. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic>Action 

 



Fermat principle 

Light takes shortest path, and so least time, between two points {Fermat's principle} {Fermat principle}. 

 

least-action principle 

Action is energy times time, or momentum times distance, or angular momentum times angle. Light uses path with 

least action between two points {Hamilton's principle} {principle of least action, Hamilton} {least-action principle, 

light}|. In quantum mechanics, action has quanta, which have size Planck constant h, so photons have energy quanta h 

* frequency, momentum quanta h / wavelength, and angular-momentum quanta h / 2 * pi. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic>Coherence 

 

coherent light 

Lasers produce light waves {coherent light}| that have same phase. 

 

collimate 

Light passed through consecutive slits {collimate}| has many light waves in phase. 

 

laser 

Devices {laser}| {Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation} can emit many photons in phase 

[1960]. 

light source 

Flash tube excites atom electrons into highest orbital. Below highest orbital are one or two lower-energy levels, and 

below them is ground-state level. 

light 

Electrons spontaneously fall to intermediate-energy level by vibration, rotation, or radiation. 

Then previous photon causes electron to fall to next-lower level {lase}, which simultaneously makes another photon, 

so both photons are in phase and photon number doubles. This process repeats to make many in-phase photons. Lasers 

can emit light axially or transversely. 

collimation 

Photons conserve momentum, so they have same direction. 

amplitude 

Mirrors can build power by repeated lasing and reflecting, until shutter opens {Q switching} and light releases. 

Shutter can be rotating mirror, Pockels cell, photochemical, or exploding film. Current modulation can modify laser 

amplitude. Lasers can pulse or be continuous. Laser can be tunable to different light frequencies. 

materials 

Lasers can use helium-neon, helium-cadmium, argon, krypton, carbon dioxide, and gallium arsenide. Ruby lasers 

emit red light. Gallium-nitride lasers emit blue light. Zinc selenide can also make blue light. 

purposes 

Lasers can align exactly, measure distances by reflection from corner reflectors, attach retinas by burning them on, 

weld, and make holographs. Lasers can separate atom isotopes, by exciting only one isotope. Lasers can measure 

thickness, drill holes, and carve miniature circuit blocks. Lasers can implode pellet to start nuclear fusion in tube 

{hohlraum}. 

fiber optics 

Laser light passed down non-linear optical fiber {microstructure fiber} broadens in wavelength {supercontinuum 

light}. Light can alter material, which then alters light {self-phase modulation}. 

timing 

Lasers {mode-locked laser} can make one-femtosecond microwave or light pulses at 1-GHz. Frequencies are visible 

light within 150-nm wavelength interval. Superposition makes pulses have few wavelengths. Phase {offset frequency} 

increases slightly with each pulse. Wave-train pulses have higher net frequencies until cycling again, with equal 

spacing. Pulses are beats, so pulse frequency is lower-frequency frequency difference. Given reference frequency, beat 

frequency can determine unknown frequency. 

 

hologram 

Storing light-wave interference patterns {hologram}| on photographic plates {holograph} allows display of three-

dimensional images [Gabor, 1946]. 



production 

Coherent light can shine directly on photographic plate and can reflect from static scene onto plate. Wave-front 

superposition makes interference pattern that photographic plate can record. 

projection 

Shining coherent light on or through photographic plate can project scene wave front into space. Plate positions 

contribute to all image points, whereas photograph points contribute to one image point. Observer sees wave front 

coming from three-dimensional space, rather than from surface. Observer can view image from different points to see 

image from different perspectives. 

Shining coherent light on part of plate makes whole image but with lower resolution, because number of 

contributions is less, so standard error is more. Using longer-wavelength coherent light to reconstruct image can 

magnify image size. Using shorter wavelength coherent-light to reconstruct image reduces image size. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity 

 

relativity 

In space-time, observers calculate that observed object times, lengths, distances, and masses depend on observer 

velocity relative to object {relativity}. 

space-time 

Space has three dimensions, time has one dimension, and space and time dimensions combine into unified four-

dimensional space-time. 

Objects and observers move through events on a path (world-line) through space-time. Because light is self-

propagating and has no medium, zero-rest-mass particles move through space at light speed. By experiment, all objects 

move through space-time at light speed, so space dimensions and time dimension relate by light speed. Therefore, rest 

masses move through time at light speed. 

In space-time, time dimension and space dimensions have same units. If space dimensions have time units, their time 

is space-dimension length divided by light speed. If time dimension has space units, its distance/length is time-

dimension time times light speed. 

absolute space-time 

Universe has absolute space-time (and absolute reference frame). Absolute space-time has local curvature depending 

on mass and energy space-time positions. Absolute space-time has global curvature depending on mass and energy 

space-time positions, and so has an overall shape. 

However, observers move at light speed through space-time and can calculate only observed-object relative-motion 

properties. Because they have a reference frame relative to space-time, they have no direct knowledge of space-time. 

Special relativity describes how observers moving with uniform velocity in relation to objects calculate object motions 

and properties. General relativity describes how observers moving with non-uniform velocity, due to gravitational 

fields and/or accelerations, in relation to objects calculate object motions and properties. 

space and time 

In classical physics, space vs. time graphs show object movements through space locations over time intervals. 

Objects can have any position and time. Space and time are separate and independent variables. Distance vectors sum. 

In relativity, space-time unifies space and time coordinates. Space-time graphs show object space-time events. 

Object events cannot be at all space-time points, because object maximum speed is light speed. Because some events 

cannot have space-time separations from other events, separation vectors do not sum. 

measurement 

Stationary observers measure object length using rulers, which are stationary objects with standard length {unit 

length} {length unit}, such as one meter. Measurements count the number of unit lengths between object ends. In 

space-time, because all observers calculate that light always travels at light speed through space, observers count light's 

time of flight between the two object-end space-time events, and then multiply by light speed to find length. 

Stationary observers measure object time using clocks, which are stationary objects with standard time intervals 

{unit time} {time unit} between clock ticks, such as one second. Clocks have frequencies, such as one cycle per 

second. If time-interval unit increases, frequency decreases. Measurements count the number of unit times between two 

events. In space-time, because all observers calculate that light always travels at light speed through space, observers 

count time of flight between space-time events. 

accuracy 

Experiments show that stationary clocks and their time units, and rulers and their length units, maintain accuracy for 

stationary observers after movement over time and space. Clocks at different space locations can synchronize. Rulers at 



different times and space locations can coincide. Therefore, observers can standardize on the same time at different 

space locations, and standardize on the same length at different times and space positions. 

reference frame 

Observers and objects have space-time coordinate systems (reference frame) centered on themselves. Observers and 

objects traveling with same uniform velocity share the same reference frame and are stationary with respect to each 

other. Reference frames can be stationary, have uniform velocity, or accelerate in relation to other reference frames. 

Observers and observed objects travel through absolute space-time. If they travel at same speed and same direction 

(same velocity), observed object appears stationary, and observers and observed objects have the same space-time and 

reference frame. If they travel at different velocities, observed object appears to move at velocity difference, and 

observers and observed objects have different reference frames. Different reference frames have different events in 

their space-times and so have different lengths and times. 

Because space and time unify in space-time, and different reference frames differ by uniform velocity, reference-

frame coordinates can linearly transform into each other. 

object speed through space-time 

By experiment, all observers always observe that electromagnetic waves travel at light speed through empty space, 

even if light sources have different uniform velocities. Moving light sources do not add to or subtract from light's 

observed speed. 

By experiment, all observers always see that massless particles move through empty space at light speed, even if 

accelerations start the particles. Accelerations do not add to or subtract from massless-particle observed speed. 

By experiment and calculation, all observers always see that stationary, uniformly moving, and accelerating objects 

move through space-time at light speed. 

Universe objects are always moving through space-time. If they have no rest mass, they travel through space at light 

speed and so do not travel through time, and space-time interval has zero proper time (light-like). If they have positive 

mass, they travel through less space and more time, so space-time interval has positive proper time (time-like). If they 

are relatively stationary, they travel through no space and only time. If they have negative mass, they travel through 

space and backward through time, so space-time interval has negative proper time (space-like). 

stationary observers and objects 

Assume that stationary-observer reference frame has a positive-upward vertical time coordinate and a positive-right 

horizontal uniform-motion-direction space coordinate. See Figure 1. 

Stationary objects do not move through space, so stationary observers see stationary objects move at light speed 

through time only. If stationary observers start at space-time coordinate origin, their space position stays at 0, and their 

events move along positive time coordinate. Their world-line is perpendicular to time coordinate. After one second, 

they have moved one light-second vertically. See Figure 2. 

uniformly moving objects 

Moving objects move through space and time at light speed. To stationary observers, if a uniformly moving object 

starts at space-time coordinate origin, object events move along a straight line up and to the right, at angle less than 45 

degrees to time axis. For example, for velocity 0.5 * c, line has constant slope of 2. See Figure 3. After one second, 

object has moved one-light-second in that direction. 

To stationary observers, because moving object has moved through space more, and object speed through space-time 

is constant light speed, object has moved through time less, object time has shortened, and object time-interval unit has 

increased (time dilation). 

massless particles 

Massless particles move through space at light speed. To stationary observers, if particle starts at space-time 

coordinate origin, particle events move along a straight line equally up and to the right, and so at a 45-degree angle to 

both vertical time coordinate and horizontal uniform-motion-direction space coordinate. See Figure 4. After one 

second, they have moved one-light-second in that direction. To stationary observers, because moving object has moved 

through space maximally, and object speed through space-time is constant light speed, object has moved through time 

minimally, object time is zero, and object time-interval unit is infinite. 

accelerating objects 

Accelerating-object velocities change. In space-time, object world-lines curve. See Figure 5. 

stationary observers and moving objects, and time dilation 

Stationary observers see that moving objects move through space over time. Because objects move through space-

time at light speed, and relatively moving objects move through some space, stationary observers calculate that moving 

objects move less through time than stationary objects do. Stationary observers calculate that moving objects have 

shorter times. All observers see that light moves through space at light speed, and frequency times wavelength equals 

speed, so shorter times mean longer time-interval units (time dilation). 



Because moving objects move along uniform-motion-direction space coordinate compared no movement for the 

stationary case, stationary observers calculate that moving objects have moved less along time dimension than 

stationary objects did. The number of time intervals is less, so time intervals have become longer (and clocks have 

slowed down). 

To stationary observers, if uniformly moving objects start at space-time coordinate origin, their events move along a 

straight line through space-time in the positive space direction and in the positive time direction. For example, for 

relative velocity half light speed, straight line has constant slope 2. After one second, objects have moved one-light-

second along straight line. 

Because moving objects move along positive uniform-motion-direction space coordinate, stationary observers 

calculate that times are the same (clocks synchronize) along a different space coordinate than for stationary objects. 

Because light-travel distances are less, observers calculate that times are less. If clock signals come to observer from 

earlier in time, then they have taken longer. If clock signals come to observer from later in time, then they have taken 

shorter. Therefore, stationary observers calculate that moving objects receive clock signals that came from later in time. 

The motion-direction space coordinate has time zero at all events. To stationary observers, the motion-direction space 

coordinate points in the positive time direction and positive motion-direction space direction. For example, for relative 

velocity half light speed, uniform-motion-direction space coordinate has constant slope 0.5. 

To stationary observers, moving-object reference-frame time coordinate and uniform-motion-direction space 

coordinate rotate toward each other the same angle. To stationary observers, massless-particle reference-frame time 

coordinate and uniform-motion-direction space coordinate rotate toward each other until they coincide at angle 45 

degrees to both stationary reference-frame time coordinate and stationary reference-frame space coordinate. 

Scientifically, time is time interval required for a photon to return to the same position in a cycle. For example, a 

photon leaves a source, travels to a mirror, reflects back to the source, triggers a click or photon that goes to a detector 

(for counting), and causes a second photon to repeat the cycle. Time measures number of unit times between time 

points. Time measures clock oscillations between events. Unit time can use clock frequency or period. Unit time can be 

oscillation number as light travels unit length. 

If observers and objects are relatively stationary, the photon leaves from, and returns to, the same space position, 

over a time interval. The observed time and scientific time are the same. 

If observers move relatively to objects, the photon leaves from, and returns to, different space positions. Because 

distance is longer, time interval is longer, so time is slower, and frequency is lower. Because people do not see the 

same path as the calculated path, scientific time is shorter. 

synchronized clocks 

Stationary-observer reference frame has time coordinate perpendicular to uniform-velocity-direction space 

coordinate. Stationary observers at an event on the time coordinate can set distant clocks to the same value as at the 

event (synchronization). 

Observers moving at positive uniform-velocity move through positive time and space. Therefore, the time coordinate 

is at an angle (between 0 and 45 degrees) away from the stationary time coordinate toward the space coordinate. 

Moving observers move toward stationary-observer positive-space-direction synchronized clocks. Therefore, they 

receive signals from those clocks earlier than stationary observer does, so they calculate that those clocks have 

past/earlier times. To synchronize moving-observer distant clocks with the clock at moving-observer current event, 

those clocks must have later times than stationary-observer clocks at the same time as moving-observer current event. 

Therefore, uniform-velocity-direction space coordinate is at an angle (between 0 and 45 degrees) away from stationary-

observer space coordinate toward time coordinate. 

Observers moving at uniform velocity have an acute angle (not a right angle) between positive time coordinate and 

positive uniform-velocity-direction space coordinate. 

If moving observer has light speed, time and space coordinates merge at the 45-degree line. Massless particles travel 

only through space. All clocks have same time. Time interval becomes infinite, and time slows to zero. Lengths shorten 

to zero. Massless particles travel toward synchronized clocks as fast as light from clocks travels toward massless 

particles, but light can only travel through space at light speed, not higher. 

simultaneity 

Using synchronized clocks and knowing light speed, observers can calculate that events occur at the same time 

(simultaneity). Both events are on one reference-frame line that is parallel to time coordinate. 

space-time separation 

Space-time space and time coordinates use same units, either length units or time units. For time units, space 

distance changes to time. Because distance traveled equals light speed multiplied by time in motion, space-coordinate 

time is distance divided by light speed. For example, if distance is 300,000,000 meters, space coordinate has time 1 

second. 



For space units, time changes to space distance. Because distance traveled equals light speed multiplied by time in 

motion, time-coordinate distance is time multiplied by light speed. For example, if time is 1/300000000 second, time 

coordinate has distance 1 meter. 

Two space-time points (events) have space-time separation, measured using time units or space units. Space-time 

separation is not spatial distance and is not time interval, but depends on both time and space coordinates. If first space-

time point is at coordinate origin, and second point is (t, x, y, z), space-time separation s = (t^2 - (x/c)^2 - (y/c)^2 - 

(z/c)^2)^0.5, using time units. 

Because unified space-time has light speed as maximum speed, space-time coordinates are not like Cartesian 

coordinates with time on horizontal axis, distance on vertical axis, and separation equal to (s^2 + t^2)^0.5. Cartesian 

coordinates are about independent space and time, which allows infinite speed through space. 

Simultaneous events have same time on time axis (no temporal separation), and so have only spatial separation. See 

Figure 6. s2, s3, and s5 have same time. Setting c = 1 for convenience, space-time separation between s2 and s3 is 1. 

Stationary particles do not change position, so stationary-particle events have only temporal separation. See Figure 

6. Setting c = 1 for convenience, space-time separation between s1 and s2 is (2^2 - 0^2)^0.5 = 2. Because motions 

shorten times and lengths, stationary particles have maximum space-time separation. 

Moving objects have more spatial separation and less temporal separation than stationary particles. See Figure 6. 

Setting c = 1 for convenience, space-time separation between s1 and s4 is (3^2 - 1^2)^0.5 = 8^0.5, representing slower 

particles, which have greater separation. Separation between s1 and s3 is (2^2 - 1^2)^0.5 = 3^0.5, representing faster 

particles, which have lesser separation. Separation between s1 and s5 is (2^2 - 2^2)^0.5 = 0, representing massless 

particles, which have maximum speed and have no space-time separation. 

Negative space-time separation means objects have moved backward in time. Because objects cannot travel faster 

than light, objects cannot move backward in time and so cannot have negative space-time separation. 

time and separation 

Space-time separation is time observed by moving object as it travels. Zero-rest-mass objects travel at light speed 

and feel no time change. Stationary objects feel maximum time. Massive objects travel at less than light speed and have 

slower time than stationary objects. Faster objects have slower time than slower objects. 

time and space relation 

Because space coordinates subtract from time coordinate, shortest spatial distance is longest space-time separation. 

Longest spatial distance is shortest space-time separation. 

simultaneity is relative 

Stationary observers can synchronize different-space-position clocks to the same time. For stationary observers, if 

time axis is vertical, simultaneous events are on horizontal three-spatial-dimension hyperplanes. In two dimensions, if 

time axis is vertical, simultaneous events are on a horizontal line. See Figure 7. Events along horizontal axis are 

simultaneous. Events at s2, s3, and s5 are simultaneous at later time. 

Moving observers can synchronize different-space-position clocks to the same time. If moving observers compare 

their synchronized clocks to stationary-observer synchronized clocks at the same spatial positions, moving observer 

clocks have later time in the uniform-motion direction (and earlier time in the opposite direction). Because they are 

moving closer to the clocks all the time, so the signals arrive quicker, for the same information to arrive at the current 

space position for both moving and stationary observer, the time at the distant position must be later for moving-

observer synchronized clocks. For moving observers, simultaneous events are on three-spatial-dimension hyperplanes 

at an angle to time axis. In two dimensions, simultaneous events are on angled lines. For stationary observer, moving 

observer clocks are simultaneous along a positively sloped line, at a less-than-45-degree angle. See Figure 8. Stationary 

observer sees events s2, s3, and s5. 

Simultaneous events are not simultaneous for observers with different velocities. 

The three-spatial-dimension hyperplane of simultaneous events, line s2-s3-s5 in the diagram, is at same angle as 

world-line angle. 

To depict moving observer at actual world-line, rather than as stationary, three-spatial-dimension hyperplanes of 

simultaneous events must transform their coordinate axes. Hyperplanes of simultaneous events must change from right 

angles to angle between world-line and space axis (limiting angle is 45 degrees). The angled-line series in the diagram 

represents the hyperplanes. See Figure 9. 

stationary observers and moving objects, and length contraction 

Because time is shorter, observers must calculate that motion-direction object distances and lengths are shorter 

(length contraction) so that all observers still see that light moves through space at the same light speed. Stationary 

observers calculate that both times and motion-direction lengths (and distances) shorten in the same proportion to keep 

light velocity constant. Lengths shorten in inverse proportion that time dilates. 



Scientifically, length is space-time spatial distance between endpoints at space-time same time. Length measures 

number of unit lengths between space locations. Unit length can be a ruler. Unit length can be how far light travels in 

unit time. 

If observers move relatively to objects, those light rays must leave the endpoints at different times, and scientific 

length is shorter. Moving-observer simultaneous times are later than stationary-observer ones. Coordinate 

transformations can calculate scientific lengths. 

distances and relativity 

Time shortening and length contracting are ratios. Events near each other in space and time have small total 

shortening. Events far from each other in space and time have large total shortening. For example, people walking and 

people sitting perceive several-days time difference when observing events in Andromeda galaxy. At large distances, 

slow relative motions can have measurable relativistic effects. At short distances, only fast relative motions show 

measurable relativistic effects. 

observations 

People and cameras observing lengths see light rays that arrive at the same time at iris or aperture. People and clocks 

observing time see light-ray-path-endpoint light rays that arrive at the same time at iris or detector. 

If observers and objects are relatively stationary, those light rays leave the endpoints simultaneously, and observed 

length and scientific length are the same. Observers see and measure events whose information simultaneously reaches 

their space-time events. For example, stationary observers receive information from both ends of a stationary ruler 

perpendicular to sightline between eye and ruler-center at same time. Stationary observers simultaneously see the 

whole stationary ruler, but light from some positions along the ruler left before other positions. Stationary observers 

simultaneously see the whole night sky, but light from nearby stars left those stars a few years ago and light from 

farther stars left those stars longer ago. 

Relativity is not about actual observer observations but about calculations based on knowledge of light speed, space-

time, and space-time curvature. Length contraction and time dilation involve simultaneous points in space-time at 

object, not at observer. In stationary-observer reference frame, moving lengths calculate to be shorter, but human 

observers and instruments do not actually see or measure shorter lengths. 

light 

All observers see that light moves at light speed through space, no matter if light source moves relatively toward or 

away from observer. Light has no medium and self-propagates at light speed through empty space. Charge acceleration 

starts electromagnetic induction. Electric and magnetic fields change. Changing electric and magnetic fields interact to 

send transversely-changing electric and magnetic fields perpendicular to charge acceleration and velocity direction. 

Therefore, light-source motion does not supply extra motion to light speed. Light speed is the same for forward, 

backward, or no source motion. 

Observers moving relatively to light sources along light-ray direction see frequency changes, because relative 

motion causes observer to encounter light-wave peaks and troughs at a different rate than if light sources are relatively 

stationary. If observer velocity is toward light source, expected light speed is higher than observed light speed. To 

reduce speed to observed light speed, length must decrease (contract). By Doppler effect, wavelength is shorter, and 

light frequency becomes higher. If observer velocity is away from light source, expected light speed is lower than 

observed light speed. To increase speed to observed light speed, length increases. By Doppler effect, wavelength is 

longer, and light frequency becomes lower. 

Observers moving transverse to light-ray direction see light traveling at light speed, because no motion component is 

along light ray. If observer velocity is transverse to light-ray light source, observer sees relativistic length contraction 

and time dilation, in the same proportion, so relative velocity remains constant. 

Relativity is about relative motion transverse to observer sightline toward object center. If massless particles, such as 

light photons, travel transversely, they travel only through space, do not travel through time, have infinite time interval 

(and clocks have stopped), and have no length in transverse direction. 

To stationary observers, if massless particles start at space-time coordinate origin, their events move along a straight 

line at a 45-degree angle to both stationary time coordinate and stationary space coordinate. After one second, they 

have moved one-light-second in that space-time direction. 

From a space-time event, signals can go only to space-time events in positive time direction and positive or negative 

space direction {light-cone}. All observed events happen in the present, unaffected by time. Only influences from 

previous events that have simultaneously reached space-time event can affect event. At any instant, observers see a 

space-time spatial cross-section. 

relative distances and times 

Observers with different relative velocities see the same observed objects at different events in observer space-time, 

so objects have different measured/calculated lengths and times. Observations are relative to velocity differences. 



relativity principle and invariance 

In space-time, all observable physical laws are the same at any constant velocity {principle of relativity} {relativity 

principle}|. At different relative velocities, observers see different length contractions and time dilations, which cancel 

to maintain physical laws. Only relative times, masses, and lengths have meaning for physical laws. 

Because physical events occur in unified space-time, and all objects move through space-time at light speed, for 

stationary and moving observers, and for uniform-velocity and stationary (zero uniform velocity) systems and reference 

frames, physical laws are the same (invariance). Kinetics and dynamics equations, Maxwell's electromagnetism 

equations, and Newton's and Einstein's gravitation laws are invariant for all reference frames with uniform velocity. 

By relativity, stationary observers calculate shortened lengths and times for moving objects. Because both are shorter 

in the same ratio, velocity is constant, and system kinetics are the same. 

Such systems have no forces or accelerations. All system parts and reference-frame points have the same motion. 

Calculated length contraction, time dilation, and mass increase change in the same ratio, so physical laws are the 

same in all reference frames differing only in uniform velocity. Space-time always has energy-momentum 

conservation. 

no absolute velocities 

Because systems with different uniform velocities have the same physical laws, uniform velocity has no physical 

effects, and observers cannot determine their or other object's absolute uniform velocity through space-time. All 

velocities are relative to observers and reference frames. 

no absolute lengths and times 

Because systems with different uniform velocities have the same physical laws, observers cannot determine absolute 

lengths and times. All lengths and times are relative to observers and reference frames. 

events and physical laws 

Because physical laws are invariant for all uniform-velocity reference frames and under linear coordinate 

transformations, physical space-time location can have no influence on physical laws, so physical laws are the same at 

all universe space-time points (events). There are no preferred space-time events. 

event order 

Before and after are relative concepts, because different observers can see different event sequences. Different 

observers have different pasts and futures. 

Moving and stationary observers see some events in different orders. Compared to stationary observers, for events 

{spatially separated events} far enough apart that light cannot travel from one event to the other, moving observers see 

stationary events later than faster moving events. 

Moving and stationary observers do not see the same spatially separated simultaneous events. Compared to 

stationary observers, moving observers see stationary events later than faster moving events. 

relativity and space 

At large distances and times, by proportionality, small relative velocities have large time-dilation and length-

contraction effects. The space of relativistic velocities is hyperbolic space. 

hyperbolic space 

Distance equals light speed times time: x = c*t. Product of position and inverse-time always equals light speed: x * 

t^-1 = c. On space-time coordinates, equation graph is a hyperbola. If position is far, time is far. If position is near, time 

is near. If objects are rulers or clocks, distance separation and time separation are directly proportional. 

mass, momentum, energy 

In space-time, mass, momentum, and energy unite in a vector (energy-momentum tensor) {4-momentum}. 

Momentum is movement through space. Energy is movement through time. Energy equals mass times light speed 

squared. Action relates momentum and space and relates energy and time. 

mass increase 

Stationary observers calculate that relatively moving objects increase mass. 

gravity and acceleration 

Relative acceleration and gravity change relative velocity, so observed lengths and times depend on relative 

acceleration and gravity [Greene, 1999] [Mach, 1885] [Mach, 1906] [Rees, 1997] [Rees, 1999] [Rees, 2001] [Smolin, 

2001] [Weyl, 1952]. 

electric charge 

Stationary observers calculate that relatively moving charged objects increase charge density. 

electric field and magnetic field 

In space-time, electric field and magnetic field unite. To stationary observers, motion makes relativistic charge that 

has magnetic field. To moving observers, the same motion stands still, and charges have electric field. In space-time, 

electric field is in space, and magnetic field is in time (electromagnetic-field tensor). 



geodesic 

Objects travel through space-time along shortest space-time separation, which is the straightest path (geodesic) 

through space-time. Objects travel through positively curved space-time along shortest spatial distance and longest 

time. Objects travel through negatively curved space-time along shortest time and longest spatial distance. 

curvature 

At space-time points, mass, energy, stress, and pressure curve space-time. Around masses, gravity-field gradient 

(gravitational potential) is space-time curvature. Central masses curve local space-time, and that curvature pulls 

adjacent space-time points to curve space-time at faraway points. 

Alternatively, central masses cause field energy density at far space-time points, and that energy curves space-time. 

Farther away space-time points have less curvature, because same energy spreads over more surface area, so energy 

density is less. 

Energy and curvature spread to infinity at light speed, because space-time has tension and propagation characteristics 

the same as light-propagation speed. 

free fall 

Freely falling observers see no space-time curvature, because they see no acceleration, because they are at rest in the 

free-fall reference frame. Stationary observers at earth's surface see no space-time curvature, because they see no 

acceleration, because they are at rest in their reference frame. 

equivalence 

To stationary observers, gravity and applied force accelerate mass. Acceleration indicates space-time curvature. For 

both gravity and applied force, stationary observers calculate that objects move along geodesics through space-time 

curvature. Gravity and applied force acceleration are equivalent. 

Space-time curvature is relative to observer, and so is not absolute. Observers detect only accelerations and cannot 

detect space-time curvature per se. However, acceleration is real and can slow clocks. 

curvature and acceleration 

In curved space-time, objects increasingly travel through more space, and so decreasingly less time, which means 

that objects accelerate. Stationary observers see increasing time dilation and time unit, decreasing frequency and time, 

and decreasing length. 

gravitons 

Gravitons are quanta of space-time gravitational waves. Because gravitons have zero rest mass, gravity acts out to 

infinity. 

Whereas photons propagate through empty space as traveling waves in field lines, gravitons propagate through 

empty space as traveling waves in field surfaces. Gravitational field lines and electromagnetic field surfaces have the 

same tension, which is the maximum tension that they can have. Because of that maximum tension, and because they 

have no mass, photons and gravitons travel at light speed. 

Alternatively, all zero-rest-mass bosons propagate the same because they are really the same at high energy. 

tidal effects 

Gravity varies inversely with distance, so objects in gravitational fields that have non-negligible diameter feel 

different forces on near and far sides. 

However, gravity does not have to have space-time tidal effects, because local fields can be uniform, two fields can 

cancel, and pressure can cancel gravity, so that local space-time curvature is zero or constant. 

forward time 

Spatial directions can go forward or backward, but the time dimension has one direction, forward. Entropy increase, 

system evolution, or memory can cause time unidirectionality. 

universe and relativity 

Perhaps, universe is infinitely old and large, with no expansion or evolution. Perhaps, curved time coordinate allows 

far clocks to run slower or faster. Perhaps, far clocks stop at infinite distance, where red shift is infinite, so red shift 

does not need universe expansion as explanation. 

electromagnetic and gravitational forces 

Electromagnetism and gravity have effects to infinity and so transmit force using zero-rest-mass particles, which 

travel at light speed for all observers. Electromagnetic-force changes and gravitational-force changes propagate through 

space at light speed. Those forces' strengths determine propagation speeds, which are both light speed. Perhaps, those 

strengths correspond. Force strength depends on charge and mass quanta, so space-time relates to quanta. Perhaps, 

space-time space and time dimension relations depend on electromagnetic-force and gravitational-force strengths. 
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E equals m c squared 

Particle energy varies directly with mass and light-speed squared {E equals m c squared}: E = m * c^2. 

gravity and electromagnetism 

Gravitation energy relates to electromagnetism energy. 

Both electromagnetic force and gravitational force exchange zero-rest-mass particles, so both forces have effects out 

to infinite distances. 

Electromagnetism and gravitation are spatial fields. Electromagnetism makes radial electromagnetic-field lines. 

Gravity makes radial gravitational-field surfaces. Surfaces have more space than lines, so electromagnetism is stronger 

than gravity. 

Electromagnetic and gravitational waves do not travel through a medium. They propagate by induction along field 

lines and surfaces. Wave-propagation speed depends on field strength and field type. Electromagnetism is stronger than 

gravity, but in same proportion gravity uses more space, making both field lines and surfaces have maximum tension, 

so both electromagnetic and gravitational waves travel at light speed. 

energy 

Object total energy equals rest energy plus kinetic energy plus potential energy: E = RE + KE + PE. Kinetic energy 

varies directly with mass and velocity squared: KE = 0.5 * m * v^2. Potential-energy change PE varies directly with 

local force-field force and position change d in field: PE = F * d. Rest energy is constant. 

energy and momentum 

In classical physics, particle energy and momentum are separate physical properties, with separate conservation 

laws. Energy conservation depends on time symmetry. Momentum conservation depends on space symmetry. 

In relativity, space and time unite in four-dimensional space-time. By experiment and calculation, all particles and 

objects travel at light speed through space-time. Particle motion through space-time has momentum and energy, but 

energy is through time and momentum is through space. In space-time, momentum and energy unite into one four-

dimensional vector {energy-momentum four-vector} (4-momentum). Energy is time-like component, and momentum 

is space-like component. 

energy and momentum conservation 

For constant particle rest energy, energy conservation means that potential-energy change equals negative of kinetic-

energy change. In space-time, potential energy changes through space, and kinetic energy changes through time. 

Kinetic-energy change changes velocity and so changes momentum. Because energy and momentum stay constant, 

energy-momentum four-vector separation is invariant for any inertial space-time reference frame and under any linear 

coordinate transformations. For potential energy (including rest energy) and momentum changes, 4-momentum-vector 

space-time separation has equation, in space units: s^2 = E^2 / c^2 - p^2, where E is change in potential energy and rest 

energy, and p is kinetic-energy change in space units. (Dividing by c makes time units into space units.) 

rest-mass energy 

Resting masses {proper mass} (rest mass) have no speed through space dimensions, and so travel through time 

dimension at light speed c. Along time dimension, rest-mass 4-momentum-vector separation s is m0 * c, where m0 is 

rest mass. Because rest masses do not change space position, potential energy is zero, and rest mass is constant. 

Because rest masses have no velocity, kinetic energy is zero, and momentum is zero. Therefore, s^2 = (m0 * c)^2 = 

E^2/c^2 - (0)^2, so E = m0 * c^2. 

Rest mass has available energy. Rest masses are like energy concentrations. Mass densities are like energy fields. 

moving masses 

Moving masses have increased positive kinetic energy. Increased kinetic energy is similar to concentrated mass, so 

stationary observers calculate that moving masses have mass increase (relativistic mass). 

Moving mass goes through space-time separation m * c, where m is total mass (rest mass and relativistic mass). 

Moving mass has momentum total-mass times velocity. Rest-mass energy is rest mass times light speed. For example, 

if potential energy is zero (with no gravity), and velocity is 0.75 * c, - s^2 = - (m * c)^2 = - (m0 * c^2)^2/c^2 - (m * 

0.75 * c)^2, then - m^2 * c^2 = - m0^2 *c^2 - (0.75)^2 * m^2 * c^2, and then - 0.25 * m^2 = - m0^2, and total mass m 

= 2 * m0. 

In empty space, energy E depends on rest energy, in time dimension, and kinetic energy KE, in space dimensions. 

Rest energy = m0 * c^2. KE depends on momentum p: KE = p * c. Total energy sums rest energy and kinetic energy 

{relativistic energy-momentum equation}: E^2 = (m0 * c^2)^2 + (p * c)^2. 

For zero-rest-mass particles, E = p*c. 

For resting masses, p = 0, and E = m0 * c^2. 

For moving masses, total energy is total mass m times light-speed squared: E = m * c^2. If velocity is near zero, total 

mass is almost the same as rest mass. If velocity is near light speed, total mass is very large, much greater than rest 

mass. 



relativistic mass increase 

Objects traveling through space have momentum and kinetic energy. Higher-velocity objects travel more through 

space and less through time, causing more time dilation and length contraction. Objects traveling more through space 

increase 4-momentum momentum and kinetic energy, in the same proportion that time dilates. Therefore, total mass m 

increases with velocity: m = m0 / (1 - (v^2 / c^2))^0.5, where c is light speed, v is velocity, and m0 is rest mass. For 

example, if velocity is 0.75 light speed, total observed mass is twice rest mass. 

equivalence 

Energy in time dimension can go into momentum in space dimensions, and vice versa {mass-energy equivalence}. 

relativistic energy in series format 

In series format, in empty space, total energy E = m0 * c^2 + m0 * v^2 / 2 + (3 * m0 * v^4) / (8 * c^2) + ...., where 

m0 is rest mass. See Figure 1. The first term is the rest energy. The sum of the higher-power terms is the kinetic energy. 

For slow particles, later terms are very small, so kinetic energy is m0 * v^2 / 2, matching the classical value of 0.5 * m 

* v^2. 

mass and energy equivalence 

Particle decomposition and composition experiments show that mass and energy are equivalent and depend only on 

reference frame. 

cases 

An unstable particle with mass can become two zero-rest-mass particles that travel at light speed in opposite 

directions from particle position. Zero-rest-mass particles have no potential energy. Moving particles have kinetic 

energy. Mass changes into kinetic energy, to conserve mass-energy. Momentum in one direction equals momentum in 

opposite direction, to conserve momentum. 

An unstable particle with mass can become two particles, one with mass and one with no mass. Total mass is less 

than before, to conserve energy. The zero-rest-mass particle travels at light speed in opposite direction from new 

particle with mass, which travels at less than light speed. Momentum in one direction equals momentum in opposite 

direction, to conserve momentum. 

Two particles with mass can collide to make one particle with mass and one zero-rest-mass particle. The zero-rest-

mass particle travels at light speed in opposite direction from new particle with mass, which travels at less than light 

speed, to conserve energy. Momentum in one direction equals momentum in opposite direction, to conserve 

momentum. 

Two equal particles can collide and stop, so kinetic energy becomes mass. Total mass is then more than sum of rest 

masses before. 
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invariance with uniform motion 

Physical objects and events occur in unified space-time. Uniformly moving observers observe no forces and no 

accelerations and have space-time coordinates (reference frames) with no curvatures. All system parts and reference-

frame points have the same motion. 

Because uniformly moving reference frames can linearly transform into each other, and objects move through space-

time at light speed, physical laws are the same {invariance, uniform motion} for all uniformly moving observers and 

objects. Locally, kinetics and dynamics equations, Maxwell's electromagnetism equations, and Newton's and Einstein's 

gravitation laws are invariant for all reference frames with uniform velocity. 

conservation laws 

Motion equations relate local momentum and energy exchanges between particles and fields. Energy and momentum 

conservation laws are examples of invariance. Energy conservation is about time symmetry. Momentum conservation 

is about space symmetries. Space-time unites space and time, so space-time has one energy-momentum conservation 

law. 

cause 

By relativity, stationary observers calculate shortened lengths and times for moving objects, in the same ratio. 

Therefore, velocity is constant, and system kinetics remain the same. 

no absolute velocities 

Because systems with different uniform velocities have the same physical laws, uniform velocity has no physical 

effects, and observers cannot determine their or object absolute uniform velocity through space-time. All velocities are 

relative to observers and reference frames. 

no absolute lengths and times 

Because systems with different uniform velocities have the same physical laws, observers cannot determine absolute 

lengths and times. All lengths and times are relative to observers and reference frames. 

linear coordinate transformations 

Uniform velocities relate reference-frame coordinates linearly. All uniform-velocity reference frames can transform 

to all other uniform-velocity reference frames by linear coordinate transformations. Therefore, physical laws are 

invariant for linear coordinate transformations. For example, linear coordinate transformations can derive Maxwell's 

equations from Coulomb's law. 

events and physical laws 

Because physical laws are invariant for all uniform-velocity reference frames and under linear coordinate 

transformations, physical space-time location can have no influence on physical laws, so physical laws are the same at 

all universe space-time points (events). 

space-time separation 

Space-time separation is invariant for linear coordinate transformations. 

physical constants 

Because physical laws are invariant for all uniform-velocity reference frames and under linear coordinate 

transformations, fundamental physical values are constant for all uniform-velocity reference frames and under linear 

coordinate transformations. For example, angular momentum and other quanta remain constant. 

accelerating objects 

In local space-time regions, and for small accelerations, reference frames can approximate uniform-motion reference 

frames, so physical laws are invariant over linear coordinate transformations. Large space-time regions and large 

accelerations break physical-law invariance. 

 

local interaction 

Physical laws do not have action-at-a-distance. Physics laws are about what happens at space-time points {local 

interaction}. Except for large forces, local interactions are approximately linear, allowing linear coordinate 

transformations and energy-momentum-field tensors. Spaces with local metrics include Minkowski space, Einstein 

space, and Lorentzian space. 

Global physical effects are typically non-linear. 

 

relative velocity 

Observers can measure relative speed and direction {relative velocity}| with respect to physical objects (and 

measurement reference frames), using clocks for time units, rulers for length units, and/or light signals for time and 

length units. 



observers 

Observers can measure space-time separation from current space-time event to future space-time event using light 

signals. Observer clocks measure time for light to go from observer to reflector and return from reflector to observer. 

Observer rulers measure length for light to go from observer to reflector and return from reflector to observer. 

Observers and objects can be stationary or moving. Observers observe themselves as stationary and observe objects 

with no relative velocity as stationary, and relatively stationary things have no special-relativity effects. 

Observers can move relative to objects, and objects can move relative to observers. If relative velocities are the 

same, the two situations are physically equivalent. 

Relatively moving things have relativistic effects, which are space-time calculations about simultaneous distant 

space-time events. Relativity is about what must be true at distant events and so depends on calculations. 

In relativity, only calculations change. Objects do not change, because observations do not affect their space-time 

event. 

observations 

People and instruments receive simultaneous signals at their current space-time event. Signals came from different 

points on lengths and from different phases of time. Their observations do not have time dilation or length contraction. 

uniform velocity 

Relative velocity measures proportion of light speed through space-time that is through space compared to that 

through time. Light has maximum speed through space. 

Special relativity is about relative uniform velocity, with no acceleration. Special relativity is about empty space. 

acceleration 

Changing velocity speed or direction requires gravitational and/or electromagnetic force (including mechanical 

force) fields. 

Zero-rest-mass particles, such as photons and gravitons, have no inertia and have no gravity, so they do not interact 

with other masses and gravitational energies. Adding gravitational or mechanical energy to zero-rest-mass particles 

does not increase or decrease their velocities. Zero-rest-mass particles travel at maximum-velocity light speed, cannot 

travel faster or slower than light speed, and cannot be at rest. 

Zero-rest-mass and zero-charge particles, such as photons, have no inertia and have no electromagnetism, so they do 

not interact with other charges and electromagnetic energies. Adding electromagnetic energy to zero-rest-mass particles 

does not increase or decrease their velocities. Zero-rest-mass and zero-charge particles travel at maximum-velocity 

light speed, cannot travel faster or slower than light speed, and cannot be at rest. 

direction 

Two objects can move toward or away from each other (radial motion) and/or right-left and/or up-down with respect 

to each other (transverse motion). Special-relativity relative-measurement differences are about relative transverse 

motion. Motion toward or away does not change measured/calculated length or time. 

observers and absolute velocity 

Universe has absolute space-time. Space-time unites space and time symmetrically. Objects travel through space-

time at light speed. Because light travels at light speed no matter observer or object motion, observers cannot observe 

absolute space-time or absolute velocity. Observers measure that moving objects have length contraction and time 

dilation, in the same proportion, so relative velocity stays constant, and light has constant light-sped velocity. Relative 

velocity does not affect physical laws, so observers cannot use experiments to find absolute velocity. 

velocity, length, time 

For relative velocity v, length is x * (1 - (v/c)^2)^0.5, and time interval is t / (1 - (v/c)^2)^0.5. For example, if 

relative velocity is half light speed, length is 0.86 * x, and time interval is 1.16 * t. If relative velocity is 99.9% light 

speed, length is 0.01 * x, and time interval is 99 * t. If relative velocity is light speed, length is zero, and time interval is 

infinite. 

relative velocity maximum 

If objects travel faster than light, relativistic length becomes less than zero, so physical objects cannot travel faster 

than light speed. If objects travel faster than light, relativistic mass becomes more than infinite. 

If objects travel faster than light, relativistic time interval becomes more than infinite, and time goes backward. 

Traveling backward in time violates causality. Space-time events can only receive signals from finite space-time event 

regions, whose space-time events are near enough so signals from them can reach the space-time event. See Figure 1. 

faster than light 

Because light always travels at light speed, faster-than-light signals from stationary objects appear to go backward in 

time to observer moving away. See Figure 2. If signals continue to second stationary object, toward which observer is 

moving, second stationary object can reflect signal back to first stationary object. Faster-than-light signals from second 

stationary object appear to go backward in time to observer moving toward it. The signal returns to first stationary 



object before it sends original signal. If signal can travel faster than light speed, observer can have event knowledge 

before event happens. 

See Figure 3. Moving observers have tilted hyperplanes of space-like space-time events relative to object going from 

s0 to s1 to s2. They see signals from s2 as going backward in time. Moving observers have different tilted hyperplanes 

of space-like space-time events relative to object going from s0 to s3. They see signals from s3 as going backward in 

time. Object going from s0 to s1 to s2 appears to receive reflected signals from s3 at s1, before signals left s2. 
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rest energy 

Relatively stationary objects have energy {rest energy}| due only to rest mass. Relative motion does not affect rest 

energy. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>Space-Time 

 

space-time 

Universe has three continuous space dimensions and one continuous time dimension, and they unite symmetrically 

in four-dimensional space-time {space-time, relativity}|. Time and space are not separate and independent physical 

properties. 

events 

All particles and objects move through space-time at light speed. Observers and objects move through time as well 

as space. 

Space-time has events, not independent times and spatial positions. Observers and objects move through space-time 

events. Objects travel through space-time along four-dimensional-vector paths {world line}, along geodesics. 

units 

Space-time coordinates have the same units for time and space. Because distance equals time times velocity, distance 

unit can be time unit times light speed: c*t. Because time equals distance divided by velocity, time unit can be distance 

unit divided by light speed: x/c. Time unit can use one oscillation over one distance unit: 1 / cm = cm^-1. 

relativity 

Though relatively moving observers calculate different lengths and times, because lengths and times shorten in same 

proportion, space-time separation between two space-time events is constant for all uniformly moving observers. 

regions 

Different space-time regions behave differently. Regions can be inside gravity or electromagnetic sources. Vacuum 

regions can be near sources. Regions, such as flat space-time, can have weak fields. Regions can have weak fields but 

have radiation. 

time coordinate as imaginary numbers 

Relatively moving observers have different reference frames and relative space-times. Relative space-times differ by 

relative velocity (boost), which causes three-dimensional rotations into time. The complex plane and space-time 

coordinate system have the same properties, so time coordinate is like imaginary-number coordinate. 

 

simultaneity 

Simultaneity requires an observer and two space-time events. By direct observation, two space-time events are 

simultaneous {simultaneity, relativity}| if light signals from both events reach observer at same time. See Figure 1. To 

another observer at a different space-time event, the two events are not simultaneous. (If an observer sees that two 

events happen at the same spatial location, relatively moving observers do not calculate that they coincide.) 

synchronized clocks 

Two space-time events can be simultaneous for an observer if they occur at the same time on observer's 

synchronized clocks. Because this simultaneity occurs at distant space-time events, observer can only measure and 

calculate this simultaneity. 

Observer reference-frame space coordinates show all space locations, with clocks synchronized to same time. Events 

that happen on a space-time space coordinate are all at the same time. For example, at space-time origin, time is 0, and 

space coordinate shows all space locations, whose events have time 0. 

space coordinates 

Space coordinates for relatively moving observers are different. Compared to stationary observers, uniformly 

moving observers move toward stationary-observer synchronized clocks, and receive light rays sooner than stationary 

observers. Because they come sooner, relatively moving observers calculate that those light rays came from later-time 

events. See Figure 1. 

examples 

At s1, observer has time 0 and position 0. s2 and s3 happen at same time on time axis, and information about them 

reaches s4 at same time. 

Information from s1 reaches s2 and s3 at same time on time axis, so they are simultaneous. s2 and s3 are two 

different observers. 

Because signals travel at light speed, information from s1 can reach s6. 

Information from s1 cannot reach s4, s5 or s7. 

Information from s3 reaches s6 later. 



At s4, observer is at time 2 and position 0. Information from s4 reaches s7. 

s4, s5, and s6 happen at same time on time axis. 

No information about s1, s2, s3, s4, and s6 reaches s5. 

Information about s3 reaches s6. 

Information about s5 comes to observer at position 0 sooner than information from s6, because s5 is closer in space. 

s7 happens later than s4, s5, and s6 on time axis. 

space-time separation 

Observers and objects move through space-time events. Space-time events have space-time separations. In space-

time, neither time separation nor space separation exists independently. 

Simultaneous events for observer have same space-time separation from observer. Observers cannot detect events 

from space-time points outside their light cone. See Figure 2. s2 and s3 are simultaneous for observer at space-time 

position s4. s4 and s6 are simultaneous for observer at space-time position s7. s4, s5, and s6 are not simultaneous for 

any observer. 

event order 

Relatively moving observers do not agree on event locations or times, and can calculate that the same space-time 

events happen in different orders. 

absolute time 

Because relatively moving observers calculate different times, spatial positions, and event orders for the same space-

time events, observers cannot detect absolute time (or absolute location). 
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Lorentz transformation 

Local space-time coordinate systems can transform by first-power functions into all other local space-time 

coordinate systems {Lorentz transformation} {linear transformation}. 

 

space-time point set 

Distinct space-time points have different pasts and futures {space-time point set}. Because maximum speed is light 

speed, space-time points have possible past points {past-set} and possible future points {future-set}. Point past-sets and 

future-sets are unique {indecomposable}. Indecomposable past-sets can affect the space-time point. The space-time 

point can affect indecomposable future-sets. 

Geometries can have points at infinity (ideal point). Space-time should not have ideal points or singularities. 

 

causal structure 

All space-time points {event} have past-set and future-set, so space-time has possible causes and effects {causal 

structure}. Space-time events change causal structure over time and space. 

Space-time points have a space-time region {global causal structure} that light can reach in the future. A space-time 

point can only affect those events. A space-time point has a space-time region whose events can affect it. 

Space paths cannot reverse time, so no event can happen at two times. Between past point and future point reachable 

from past point, all space-time points are reachable {hyperbolic space-time, global}, so space-time has no singularities. 

 

light cone 

All light rays from a space-time point make a space-time cone {light cone}|. All light rays to a space-time point 

make a light cone. 

If light rays from a space-time point later converge {converging light cone}, convergence point is a singularity. 

 

conformal symmetry 

In zero gravity, object translations, rotations, vibrations, scale changes, and inversions in space do not change object 

geometric shape. Zero-gravity four-dimensional space-time has symmetry {conformal symmetry} {conformal 

symmetry group} that preserves geometric shape, because metric-scale changes {Weyl transformation} leave proper 

time and proper length unchanged. Mathematically, the Poincaré group, scale invariance (dilation or dilatation), and 

inversion-translation-inversion (special conformal transformation) have conformal symmetry and preserve geometric 

shape. 
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length contraction 

Observers moving uniformly in unified space-time in relation to objects calculate that object length in uniform-

velocity direction is shorter than for relatively stationary objects {distance contraction} {length contraction}|. 

relativity 

Stationary observers calculate that moving objects have shorter lengths in movement direction than stationary 

objects. Moving observers calculate that stationary objects are moving and have shorter lengths in movement direction. 

In both cases, observer and object have relative velocity. See Figure 1. 

direction 

Length contraction happens only in movement direction. Length contraction depends on relative transverse velocity. 

The radial velocity component has no effect, and directions perpendicular to movement direction have no length 

contraction. 

distance from observer 

Because contraction direction is perpendicular to distance direction, distance away does not affect length-contraction 

ratio. 

calculation 

When stationary observers look at moving rulers, ruler points do not have same time. See Figure 1. 

space-time reference frame 

On space-time reference frames, moving events trace vectors. Stationary objects trace vectors parallel to time 

coordinate. See Figure 2. 

space-time separation 

Space-time events are separate in both time and space. 



Compared to stationary rulers, moving-ruler leading end is earlier in time and behind in space. Trailing end is later in 

time and ahead in space. Observer calculates that object length and time are shorter. Length contraction and time 

dilation have same percentage, so physical laws do not change, and space-time separation is same as before. For all 

uniformly moving observers, physical laws are the same, and space-time separations are the same. 

See Figure 3. In space-time, space gain causes time loss, so space-time separation s depends on space separation x 

and time separation t (ignoring y and z dimensions). Because distance x is light speed c times time t, s^2 = x^2 - 

(c*t)^2, using distance units, or s^2 = t^2 - x^2/c^2, using time units. 

For constant motion, t = x/v, so s^2 = (x/v)^2 - (x/c)^2 = x^2 * (1/v^2 - 1/c^2) = (x^2 / v^2) *(v^2 / v^2 - v^2 / c^2) 

= (x^2 / v^2) * (1 - v^2 / c^2) = (x^2 / c^2) * (c^2 - v^2) / v^2. Therefore, s = (x/v) * (1 - v^2 / c^2)^0.5 or s = (x/c) * 

(c^2 - v^2)^0.5 / v. Stationary observers calculate that moving-object length is shorter than stationary length. 

length-contraction percentage 

If moving object has velocity 0.5 * c (half light speed), space-time separation s = (x/c) * (((c^2 - 0.5 * c)^2)^0.5 / 

(0.5 * c)) = (x/c) * ((c^2 - 0.25 * c^2)^0.5 / (0.5 * c)) = (x/c) * ((0.75*c^2)^0.5 / (0.5 * c)) = (x/c) * 0.865/0.5 = 0.43 * 

(x/c). 

If moving object has velocity 0.9 * c (nine-tenths light speed), space-time separation s = (x/c) * ((c^2 - (0.9 * 

c)^2)^0.5 / (0.9 * c)) = (x/c) * 0.19/0.9 = 0.21 * (x/c). 

If moving object has velocity 0.99 * c (99% light speed), space-time separation s = (x/c) * ((c^2 - (0.99 * c)^2)^0.5 / 

(0.99 * c)) = (x/c) * 0.02/0.99 = 0.02 * (x/c). 

As moving object approaches light speed, stationary observer sees that length decreases toward zero. Stationary 

objects have maximum space-time separation. 

maximum speed 

Length less than zero is impossible. Therefore, nothing can go faster than light speed, and nothing can go backward 

in time. 

length measurement 

To measure stationary rulers, stationary observers at one ruler end can send signals to a reflector at other end. See 

Figure 4. Signal travels from end to end and back. Time to go is same as time to return. Travel time is directly 

proportional to length. 

To measure moving rulers, stationary observers at one ruler end can send signals to a reflector at other end. Ruler 

reflector moves closer as signal travels and reflects earlier. Observer measures shorter time and measures that ruler has 

shorter length. 

Stationary observers calculate that stationary rulers spread over space only. Stationary observers calculate that 

moving rulers spread over space and time. Stationary and moving rulers have same space-time separation. See Figure 5. 

For moving rulers, for ends to seem simultaneous, ends lie along line tilted away from vertical, not on vertical. See 

Figure 5. Leading end is further along in space, and trailing end is behind in space. Middle moves toward where 

leading end was, and away from where trailing end was. For signals to reach middle simultaneously, leading end must 

signal later in time, and trailing end must signal earlier in time. 

time 

When moving object passes stationary observer, one end reaches observer before other end. Other end lags behind in 

time, because ends are traveling through time at less than light speed, and it takes time for other end to reach observer. 

When moving object moves through space faster, lengths appear shorter, and moving object moves through time 

slower, so time slows. See Figure 2. At less than light speed, angle is less than 45 degrees. At light speed, angle is 45 

degrees. 

analogies 

Length contraction is like looking at rulers rotated away from perpendicular to sightline. For space-time, rotation is 

into time dimension. 

Length contraction is like looking at rulers from farther away. 

Length contraction is like light rays curving inward from both ruler ends, like a concave lens (opposite from 

gravitational lensing). 

Because space-time separation has a negative sign under the square root, length contraction is like using imaginary 

numbers. Space-time time coordinate is like imaginary axis, so space-time is like complex plane. 
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Figure 4 

 

A stationary observer is at one end of a stationary ruler. 

The signal travels from end to end and back. 

 
A stationary observer is at one end of a moving ruler. 

The signal starts to travel from end to end. 

 
The ruler moves as the signal travels and reflects earlier. 

 
It returns in the same time as it went. 

 
The time is shorter and the ruler has shorter length. 



Figure 5 

 

 
stationary ruler space-time length = a = b = moving ruler space-time length 

a^2 + 0^2 = (((3^0.5)/2)^2)*b^2 + (b/2)^2 

 

Angle between d and e is 90 degrees for stationary. 

Angle between light f and f is 180 degrees. 

Angle between moving ruler d and c is 135 degrees. 

  



time dilation 

Observers moving uniformly in unified space-time in relation to objects calculate that object time in uniform-

velocity direction is shorter than for relatively stationary objects {time dilation}|, and that unit time interval takes 

longer, so time slows down. 

relativity 

Stationary observers calculate that moving objects have shorter times than stationary objects. Moving observers 

calculate that stationary objects are moving and have shorter times. In both cases, observer and object have relative 

velocity. See Figure 1. 

direction 

Time dilation depends on relative transverse velocity. The radial velocity component has no effect. 

distance from observer 

Because transverse relative velocity is perpendicular to distance direction, distance away does not affect time-

dilation ratio. 

observation 

When stationary observers look at moving clocks, times are not at same positions. See Figure 1. 

space-time reference frame 

On space-time reference frames, moving events trace vectors. Stationary objects trace vectors parallel to time 

coordinate. See Figure 2. 

space-time separation 

Space-time events are separate in both time and space. 

Compared to stationary clock, moving-clock first tick is behind in space and so earlier in time, and latest tick is 

ahead in space and so later in time. Observer calculates that object length and time are shorter. Length contraction and 

time dilation have same percentage, so physical laws do not change, and space-time separation is same as before. For 

all uniformly moving observers, physical laws are the same, and space-time separations are the same. 

See Figure 3. In space-time, space gain causes time loss, so space-time separation s depends on space separation x 

and time separation t (ignoring y and z dimensions). 

Because distance x is light speed c times time t, s^2 = x^2 - (c*t)^2, using distance units, or s^2 = t^2 - x^2/c^2, 

using time units. 

For constant motion, x = v*t = (c*t)^2 - (v*t)^2 = t^2 * (c^2 - v^2) = c^2 * t^2 * (1 - v^2 / c^2). Therefore, s = c * t 

* (1 - v^2 / c^2)^0.5. s/c = t * (1 - v^2 / c^2)^0.5. Stationary observers calculate that moving-object time is shorter than 

stationary time. 

time-dilation percentage 

If moving object has velocity 0.5 * c (half light speed), time s = t * (1 - (0.5 * c)^2 / c^2)^0.5 = t * (1 - 0.25) = 0.75 * 

t. 

If moving object has velocity 0.9 * c (nine-tenths light speed), time s = t * (1 - (0.9 * c)^2 / c^2)^0.5 = t * (1 - 0.81) 

= 0.19 * t. 

If moving object has velocity 0.99 * c (99% light speed), time s = t * (1 - (0.99 * c)^2 / c^2)^0.5 = t * (1 - 0.98) = 

0.02 * t. 

As moving object approaches light speed, stationary observer calculates that time decreases toward zero. Stationary 

objects have maximum space-time separation. 

maximum speed 

Negative time is impossible. Therefore, nothing can go faster than light speed, and nothing can go backward in time. 

time measurement 

To measure stationary clocks, stationary observers observe light from clock when it reaches same resonating-wave 

oscillation, spin, or revolution phase. Clocks have wavelengths, frequencies, and periods. See Figure 4. Signal travels 

from end to end and back. Time to go is same as time to return for stationary observers. Travel time is directly 

proportional to length. 

To measure moving clocks, stationary observers can send first-clock-beat signal to reflector at other end. Clock 

reflector moves closer as signal travels and reflects earlier. Observers measure that resonance cavity is longer and time 

interval is longer. 

When moving object moves past stationary observer, one part reaches observer before other parts. Other parts lag 

behind in time, because they are traveling through time at less than light speed. It takes time from other parts to reach 

observer. Moving object goes through space faster, so lengths appear shorter. Moving object goes through time slower, 

so time slows. See Figure 2. At less than light speed, angle is less than 45 degrees. At light speed, angle is 45 degrees. 



Frequencies are clocks. Time interval unit is time between beats or ticks, such as one second. Time is number of 

beats or ticks, such as 60 cycles. When time slows, frequency decreases, wavelength increases, time unit increases, and 

cycles decrease. Time dilation makes time unit become longer, so number of ticks is fewer, so time passes more slowly. 

analogies 

Time dilation is like looking at a repeating process (clock) rotated away from perpendicular to sightline. For space-

time, rotation is into space dimension. 

Because space-time separation has a negative sign under the square root, time dilation is like using imaginary 

numbers. Space-time time coordinate is like imaginary axis, so space-time is like complex plane. 
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Figure 4 

 

A stationary observer is beside a stationary clock. 

The clock has a resonant oscillation from end to end. 

 
A stationary observer is at one end of a moving clock. 

The wave starts to travel from end to end. 

 
The clock moves as the signal travels and reflects the resonance earlier. 

 
It returns to the observer in the same time as it went, 

but it has not completed one oscillation. 

 
It continues on, to reflect. 

 
It reaches the observer. 

 
The time interval is longer because the resonance distance is longer. 

The measured time will be less. 

  



mass increase 

Observers moving uniformly in unified space-time in relation to objects calculate that object mass is greater than for 

relatively stationary objects {mass increase}| {apparent mass} {relativistic mass}. 

relativity 

Stationary observers calculate that moving objects have greater masses than stationary objects. Moving observers 

calculate that stationary objects are moving and have greater masses. In both cases, observer and object have relative 

velocity. See Figure 1. 

direction 

Mass increase depends on relative transverse velocity. The radial velocity component has no effect. 

distance from observer 

Because transverse relative velocity is perpendicular to distance direction, distance away does not affect mass-

increase ratio. 

measurement 

Observers measure mass using standard mass {unit mass} {mass unit}, such as one kilogram. Mass measurements 

use forces, energies, distances, and times. To count mass, observers measure number of unit masses. 

comparison to length and time 

Stationary observers calculate that length contracts, time dilates, and mass increases. See Figure 2. See Figure 3. 

cause 

Stationary mass (rest mass) travels only through time and has no kinetic energy or potential-energy change. Moving 

mass travels through space (and time) and so has kinetic energy and may have potential-energy change. 

Because space and time unite in space-time, momentum and energy unite. Momentum and energy both vary directly 

with mass. Momentum is along space coordinate, and energy is along time coordinate. As velocity increases, object 

moves more through space and less through time, so relative momentum increases more than velocity, so mass 

increases. 

zero-rest-mass-particle relativistic mass and frequency 

For zero-rest-mass particles, rest mass stays zero, but relativistic mass increases. Zero-rest-mass-particle energy E is 

directly proportional to frequency v: E = h * v, where h is Planck's constant. Zero-rest-mass-particle energy is E = m * 

c^2. Therefore, relativistic mass is m = h * v / c^2. Adding energy to zero-rest-mass particles increases frequency. 

Removing energy from zero-rest-mass particles decreases frequency. 

non-zero-rest-mass particle relativistic mass 

Particles with mass move through space and time, so length contracts, and time dilates. See Figure 4. Relativistic 

mass m is rest mass m0 plus space-dilation mass mr due to kinetic energy: mr = m0 / (1 - v^2 / c^2)^0.5. As relative 

velocity increases, stationary observers calculate mass increase. 

Relative speed greater than 80% light speed makes object relativistic-mass kinetic energy exceed object rest-mass 

energy: E = m * c^2 = 0.5 * (3*m) * (0.82 * c)^2. 

maximum speed 

As objects approach light speed, mass increases toward infinity. As mass increases, inertia resists further 

acceleration, so nothing can have infinite mass or energy. No object with mass can move at light speed. 
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Figure 2 

 

A stationary test mass is beside a stationary mass. 

The mass has a rest mass (m0 = E/c^2) due to matter, but no kinetic energy. 

 
A stationary test mass is at one end of a moving mass. 

The mass has rest mass (m = E/c^2) plus kinetic energy: 0.5*m*(v^2). 

 
The kinetic energy has mass: m = 2*KE/(v^2) = 2*(p*(v/2))/(v^2) = p/v. 

 
Total mass = m0 + m = E/c^2 + p/v. 



Figure 3 
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general relativity 

Space-time curvature describes motions of accelerating objects and objects in gravitational fields {general 

relativity}| (geometrodynamics). 

space-time 

Three spatial dimensions and one time dimension unify into space-time. Space-time has no preferred time direction, 

no preferred spatial direction, and no handedness. 

local space-time 

Physical laws are about what happens at space-time points. With small gravity and/or acceleration, space-time-point 

reference frames locally approximate uniform-velocity reference frames, which have linear coordinate transformations. 

Their space and time coordinates are straight lines. 

Distant galaxies have negligible gravitational effects on local space-time, so empty space has no gravitational fields 

and no space-time curvature. 

Observers traveling with relative uniform velocity to objects calculate that objects shorten time and contract length, 

whose amount corresponds to angle between time coordinate and motion-direction space coordinate. Angle varies 

directly with relative velocity. 

space-time curvature 

Objects accelerate by mechanical force or by gravitation. Observers accelerating with respect to objects increase 

relative velocity, so length contraction and time dilation change. When they change, reference-frame space-time 

coordinates change angle between time coordinate and motion-direction space coordinate. This coordinate angle 

change is space-time curvature. Space curvature alone and time curvature alone cannot happen, because curvature is the 

angle change between space and time coordinates. 

Therefore, models using circle curvature (1/r), sphere curvature (1/r^2), or 4-sphere curvature (1/r^3) do not show 

the essence of the story. Neither do models showing a flat surface with curvature in the middle, for example, a 

trampoline with a weight on it. 

In space-time, all objects move at light speed. Objects at rest move through time only. Objects moving at light speed 

move equally through time and space. (Objects cannot move only through space, because motion requires time by 

definition. Objects cannot move through space more than time, because experiment shows that light speed is maximum 

speed.) 

Space-time plots for motions through flat space-time have object trajectories that are straight lines. Coordinates 

show equally spaced units of space and time. Coordinate positions are number of space units (meters) and number of 

time units (seconds or light-seconds). 

If coordinates show equally spaced units of space and time, space-time plots for motions through curved space-time 

have object trajectories that are curved lines, because the relation between space and time is always changing. Note: 

Using log-log plots, with ln (y) and ln (x), makes power law functions, y = a * x^b, become straight lines. Using semi-

log plots, with ln (y) and x, makes exponential functions, y = a * e^(b*x), become straight lines. However, the relation 

between space and time coordinates is not a power law or exponential function. 

Space-time curvature is not about changes to coordinate units. Time dilation and length contraction are about 

simultaneity relations between objects and observers in different coordinate systems (reference frames). Space-time 

curvature is about intrinsic properties of space, and how motion partitions between time and space. In curved space-

time, motion cannot be purely through time, because the time and space coordinates are not orthogonal, so motion must 

have both time and space components. Objects originally at rest in a gravitational field must move through space, since 

all objects move through space-time at light speed. The more space-time curves, the more the space component 

increases compared to the time component, so objects move faster through space the closer they get to a (larger) mass. 

A ball thrown upward slows down as space-time curvature decreases, until it is at rest at the top of its trajectory, where 

upward and downward motions are equal. 

global 

Non-locally, time coordinate and motion-direction space coordinate angle changes make global reference frames 

non-linear. 

non-linearity 

Objects with mass have gravitational fields and curve space-time. Because the objects pass through this curved 

space-time, their own gravitational field affects their motions. In general relativity, mass acts on itself through its 

gravitational field. In general relativity, therefore, total force is not the vector sum of forces. Non-local motions are 

non-linear. Non-local curved space-time is non-linear. 



absolute effects 

Objects start with no acceleration and in negligible gravitational fields. After objects mechanically accelerate and/or 

pass through gravitational fields, they return to no acceleration and negligible gravitational fields. Stationary observers 

calculate that objects have permanently shorter times, so passing through curved space-time has absolute physical 

effects for stationary observers. 

energy-momentum tensor 

Energy conservation is due to space-time time symmetry. Momentum conservation is due to space-time spatial 

symmetry. Angular-momentum conservation is due to space-time right-left symmetry. Because space-time unifies 

distance and time, space-time unifies energy, momentum, and angular momentum into an energy-momentum tensor. 

relativity tests 

Relativity tests have all proved that general relativity is correct, and other metric and non-metric theories are not 

correct. Measurements agree with general-relativity theory to within 10^-12 percent. 

For example, the sun bends light rays that come from stars behind Sun at calculated rate. 

Uniform-velocity observers calculate that accelerated and then decelerated clocks have lost time and aged less at 

calculated rate. 

Mercury's perihelion precesses around Sun at calculated rate. 

Earth and Moon change separation distance periodically at calculated rate. 

Distant-star spectral lines red-shift at calculated rate. 

Spectral lines red-shift as they pass through Earth gravity at calculated rate. 

Accelerating masses, and objects changing mass, make gravity waves. Gravity-wave emission causes binary pulsars 

to have smaller orbits and shorter orbital periods at calculated rate. 

other physics theories 

Besides gravity and accelerations, general relativity applies to thermodynamics, hydrodynamics, electrodynamics, 

and geometric optics. 

 

space expansion 

Because of the Big Bang, universe space is expanding uniformly and linearly {space expansion} {expansion, 

inflation}. For example, twice as far away, space expands twice as fast. Far enough away, space can expand faster than 

light. 

relativity 

Spatial expansion is about space itself expanding. Spatial expansion is not movement through space, so relativity 

does not apply. 

effects on objects 

Space expansion is less strong than electromagnetic and nuclear forces, so objects only stretch slightly. Space 

expansion is less strong than gravity, except between galaxies. 

universe inflation 

Universe began with low entropy. Before cosmic inflation, universe had little mass-energy, only 10 kilograms in 

10^-28 meter diameter sphere, or 10^-8 kilograms in 10^-35 meter diameter sphere if minimum entropy. Only one 

trapped inflaton can start inflation. Cosmic inflation expanded space faster than light. During cosmic inflation, inflaton 

field gained potential energy, because space expansion reduces kinetic energy and increases potential energy. Energy 

density was constant, because energy grew equally with volume. 

Perhaps, there are many inflated universes. 
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equivalence principle 

Stationary observers in gravitational-force fields calculate the same local object motions that stationary observers 

calculate for local accelerating objects. Accelerating observers feel the same effects as if they were stationary in 

gravitational-force field. Local accelerations and gravitational-field effects curve space the same. Uniform-velocity 

observers cannot distinguish whether object motions are due to gravitational force or acceleration {equivalence 

principle}| {principle of equivalence} {background independence, acceleration}. 

To observers, accelerations caused by gravitation and accelerations caused by mechanical forces are equivalent. 

Observers cannot distinguish between gravity-caused accelerations and rocket, elevator, or collision accelerations. For 

example, people inside an elevator cannot distinguish if elevator has accelerated upward or gravitational field is greater, 

because locally they feel the same stress on their feet. 



non-local 

Except for high gravity and/or acceleration, space-time points approximate reference frames with linear coordinate 

transformations. Observers apply special relativity. 

Over space-time regions, gravitational fields vary with distance and accelerations vary, so reference frames have 

non-linear coordinate transformations. Over space-time regions, because space-time curvature differs over space-time 

points, observers can distinguish object motions due to accelerations or to gravitational-force fields. Observers apply 

general relativity. 

inertial and gravitational mass 

Mass has two properties. Mass (gravitational mass) causes gravity. Mass {inertial mass} resists acceleration. 

Because space-time unifies space and time, gravitational mass is the same as inertial mass, because they both curve 

space-time the same amount. For example, in gravitational fields, all objects, no matter what their mass, accelerate (free 

fall) at same rate. Same-diameter lead balls fall at same rate as cloth balls. Object acceleration depends only on 

gravitational-field strength, not on object mass. This is because, gravity from object and object resistance to motion are 

equal. Objects in free fall feel no force. Observers in free fall observing objects in free fall see no relative motion. 

Space-time curvature is not an outside force but sets the field of motion. 

 

Mach principle 

Particles and objects have gravitational interactions with universe (fixed) distant galaxies. Particles and objects resist 

accelerations because of these gravitational interactions. Accelerations are absolute (not relative) with respect to the 

fixed distant galaxies {Mach's principle} {Mach principle}. Universe distant galaxies make an absolute reference 

frame, and gravitational mass and inertial mass are equivalent because of these interactions. 

However, general relativity does not use Mach's principle. In general relativity, gravitational mass and inertial mass 

are locally equivalent to observers, because they both curve space-time the same. 
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curvature of space-time 

By special relativity, object-observer relative motion causes observers to calculate that object has time dilation and 

motion-direction length contraction. For uniform-velocity observers and objects, time-dilation (and length-contraction) 

ratio does not change. Reference-frame time coordinate and motion-direction space coordinate maintain same angle to 

each other. Because coordinates maintain same relation, observed space-time does not curve. 

Observers accelerating at same rate and direction as accelerating objects have no relative motion, so space-time time 

coordinate and motion-direction space coordinate are the same for both observer and object. Observed space-time does 

not curve. 

acceleration 

Observers accelerating in relation to objects change relative velocity. Observers calculate that time-dilation and 

motion-direction length-contraction ratio changes. If relative velocity increases, observers calculate that positive space-

time time coordinate rotates toward positive motion-direction space coordinate, and motion-direction space coordinate 

rotates toward positive time coordinate. (The two space coordinates perpendicular to the motion-direction space 

coordinate have no changes.) Because the angle between the two coordinates changes, space-time curves {curvature, 

space-time}. Space-time curvature means that objects traveling along space-time events change relative travel amounts 

through time and space. If space-time curvature changes, outside observers see acceleration along geodesic direction. 

space-time 

Because space-time unifies space and time, space-time curvature is not about space curvature or time curvature 

separately. Coordinates do not curve. Only angle between coordinates changes. 

gravity 

In classical physics, masses have gravitational fields around them and attract each other by gravity. Gravity varies 

inversely with squared distance from mass. 

Energy conservation is about time symmetry. Momentum conservation is about space symmetry. Energy and 

momentum vary directly with mass. In general relativity, because space and time unify into space-time, mass, energy, 

and momentum unify into momentum-energy. Mass-energy curves space-time over all space and time, making a field. 

General relativity is a field theory. 

Because field varies inversely with distance squared, both a time-dilation gradient and a length-contraction gradient 

are at every space-time point. Space-time curvature is the unified time-dilation and length-contraction gradient. 

Gradients, curvatures, and accelerations are larger nearer to mass-energies. 



tidal force 

Objects moving in gravitational fields feel different forces at different distances from central mass. Object near side 

has more force than object far side (tidal force). Space-time curvature and object acceleration differ at different 

distances from central mass-energy. 

no torsion 

Space-time curvature fields have time coordinate, radial space coordinate, and two space coordinates perpendicular 

to radial coordinate. Because general relativity has no torsion, mass-energy does not affect the two space coordinates 

perpendicular to the radial space coordinate. 

light 

Photons and massless particles move through space at light speed. Because all observers calculate constant light 

speed, observers calculate no space-time curvature along light-ray direction. However, curved space-time can make 

light rays move transversely to light-ray direction, so photon trajectories bend toward mass-energies. 

congruency 

Spaces with constant curvature allow congruent figures. 

universe curvature 

Riemann geometry models spherical, hyperbolic, and no-curvature (flat) space-times. If universe space-time has no 

overall curvature, universe average mass-energy density and local space-time curvature are everywhere the same. 

Average mass-energy increases as distance cubed. Space and time coordinate relations do not change. 

Euclid's postulates apply to flat space. 1) Only one straight line goes through any two points. Unified space has no 

curvature. 2) Straight lines can extend indefinitely. Space is continuous and infinite. 3) Circles can be anywhere and 

have any radius. Space is continuous and infinite. 4) All right angles are equal. Figures can be congruent, and space is 

homogeneous and isotropic. 5) Two straight lines that intersect a line, so that interior angles add to less than pi, will 

intersect. Space has no curvature, and parallelograms can exist. Playfair's axiom is another way of stating the fifth 

postulate. 

If universe space-time is hyperbolic {concave space-time}, universe average mass-energy increases more than 

distance cubed, and average mass-energy density increases with distance. Universe has a saddle-shaped surface, with 

constant negative curvature, on which geodesics have infinite numbers of parallels. Initially parallel motions and so 

geodesics diverge. 

If universe space-time is spherical {convex space-time}, universe average mass-energy increases less than distance 

cubed, and average mass-energy density decreases with distance. Universe has a spherical-shaped surface, with 

constant positive curvature, on which geodesics converge. In spherical space-time, because universe is like a lens, 

objects halfway around universe appear focused at normal size, and objects one-quarter around spherical universe 

appear minimum size. 

Elliptic geometry is for ellipsoids, including spheres, which have positive curvature and on which geodesics have no 

parallels. Initially parallel motions and so geodesics converge. 

universe shape 

Because space is homogeneous, universe shape must be completely symmetric. Possible symmetric shapes are 

Euclidean, torus, sphere, or hyperboloids. Because universe has mass and energy, it has space-time curvature. Infinite 

three-dimensional space can have zero curvature, with all three spatial dimensions equivalent. Three-dimensional torus 

has zero curvature with no boundary. Sphere has positive curvature. Hyperboloid has negative-curvature "saddle". 

Hyperbolic "torus" has negative curvature "saddle" with no boundary. Universe average mass-energy density 

determines overall universe shape. 

infinite or finite universe 

If space is infinite, as it expands, it stays infinite. If space is infinite, as it contracts, it becomes finite and changes 

shape. 

If space is finite, as it expands, it stays finite. Expanding space changes average mass-energy density and changes 

universe shape. If space is finite, as it contracts, it stays finite. Contracting space changes average mass-energy density 

and changes universe shape. 

universe maximum density at origin 

Perhaps, universe started with maximum mass, minimum volume, and maximum mass-energy density. 

expansion or contraction with no equilibrium 

Even if gravity exactly balances universe space expansion, so space neither expands nor contracts at that time, space 

cannot stay in that state. Because particles always travel at light speed through space-time, system always has 

perturbations, and perturbations decrease or increase gravity and space expansion. Because decreased gravity makes 

more expansion and decreases gravity more, and increased gravity makes less expansion and increases gravity more, 



non-equilibrium states always continue to expand or contract. Therefore, universe must always expand or contract. 

There is no steady state or equilibrium point. 

 

bucket argument 

Star masses make universe gravitational field, which is an absolute reference frame for accelerated motion, including 

rotational motion. Water in spinning buckets is concave because it rotates with respect to universe, not with respect to 

bucket {bucket argument}. 

 

bucket experiment 

Newton imagined a water bucket {bucket experiment} [1689]. On Earth, bucket hangs on a rope and spins. At first, 

bucket rotates, but water does not, and water surface is flat. Then water rotates, and water surface becomes concave. If 

bucket slows and stops, water first rotates faster than bucket but then becomes less concave, and then becomes flat. 

What will happen if bucket rotates in outer space? What will happen if bucket rotates in empty space? 

 

hypercylinder 

Universe absolute curved space-time shape can be a 4-cylinder {hypercylinder}, with time as cylinder axis and space 

as cylinder three-dimensional cross-section. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Curvature>Geodesics 

 

geodesic on surface 

Space-time surfaces and hypersurfaces have a path {geodesic} between two space-time points (events) that has 

shortest separation {space-time separation}. For no-curvature space-times (planes and hyperplanes), geodesics are 

straight lines. For no-curvature space-times, separation has shortest distance and shortest time. On spheres and saddles, 

shortest space distance between two points is great-circle arc. See Figure 1. 

spheres 

Convex, positive-curvature space-times include spherical surfaces, which have two dimensions, have centers, and 

have same constant curvature for both coordinates. Starting from nearby points, parallel geodesics converge. Geodesics 

have shortest-distance and longest-time trajectory. 

saddles 

Concave, negative-curvature space-times include saddle surfaces, which have two dimensions and have no center or 

two centers. Coordinates have constant opposite curvature. Starting from nearby points, parallel geodesics diverge. 

Geodesics have longest-distance and shortest-time trajectory. 

geodesics 

Experiments show that particles and objects always travel at light speed through space-time, along shortest-

separation trajectory (geodesic) between two space-time points, whether or not matter and/or energy are present. 

Masses free fall along space-time geodesics. Observers and objects traveling along geodesics feel no tidal forces. 

object mass 

All objects and particles follow the same geodesics. Because inertial mass and gravitational mass are the same, 

object mass does not affect trajectory. Gravity is not a force but a space-time curvature field. 
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Killing vector field 

In a metric field with isometry, vector fields {Killing vector field} can preserve distances. In relativity, translations, 

rotations, and boosts preserve space-time separation. 

 

conjugate point 

Convex surfaces have two points {conjugate point} through which many geodesics have same distance, so geodesics 

are not unique. For example, Earth North Pole and South Pole have many equivalent geodesics (longitudes). 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Curvature>Singularity 

 

singularity in space 

Curved space-time can have discontinuities {singularity, relativity}|, when geodesics are not continuous and/or 

points do not have neighborhoods. Those space-time events have no past or no future points, and so start or stop world-

lines. 

gravity 

If gravity is high enough to prevent light from exiting a space region, space-time curvature becomes so great, with 

curvature radius equal Planck distance, that space closes on itself. The space region has a surface from which nothing 

can escape. As orthogonal light rays converge, spatial surface {trapped surface} has decreasing area. Space-time 

geodesics do not continue infinitely in space-time but stop at space boundary. 

causes 

Stellar and galactic-center collapse can make singularities, such as black holes. 

Perhaps, Big Bang, white holes, Big Crunch, and/or black hole are space-like or light-like singularities. Perhaps, 

universe beginning was a singularity and began time. For black holes and Big Crunch, tidal distortions can be large. For 

Big Bang, at low entropy, tidal distortions (described by Weyl curvature tensor) are small. Perhaps, white holes violate 

the second thermodynamics law. 

physical law 

At space-time singularities, all physical laws break down, so field equations do not hold. Because space-time has 

high curvature, singularities violate CPT symmetry. Space-time-curvature radius is approximately Planck length, so 

space-time separations are approximately zero. 

physical law: quantum mechanics 

Quantum-mechanical-system states develop in unitary, deterministic, local, linear, and time-symmetric evolution in 

Hilbert configuration space. By Liouville's theorem, phase-space volumes are constant. However, "reduction of state 

vector" is asymmetric in time, and "collapse of wave function" adds phases and information, so phase-space volumes 

are not constant, and past and future have different boundary conditions, just as singularities have discontinuities 

between space-time pasts and futures. Quantum-mechanics measurements cause wave-function collapse. 

Perhaps, quantum-mechanics measurements and wave-function collapse relate to general-relativity singularity space-

time points and their formation. Perhaps, general relativity disrupts, or makes unstable superpositions of, quantum 

states and breaks equilibrium at measured states (objective reduction). General relativity has non-local negative-gravity 

potential energy and has positive-energy gravity waves, while state-vector-reduction time depends on inverse diameter 

and energy. 

 

naked singularity 

Singularities {naked singularity} can have high density but not enough gravity to form event horizons. Space-time 

paths that go through time can enter and leave naked singularities (but cannot leave other singularities). For example, 

spindle-shaped singularities have spindle ends that are naked singularities. Objects with spin faster than mass-

determined rate are naked singularities. Objects with electric charge higher than mass-determined rate are naked 

singularities. 

 

thunderbolt 

Perhaps, some or all singularities {thunderbolt} go to infinity and have no confinement, thus removing their space-

time points from space-time. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Gravity 

 



gravitation 

General relativity is about gravity {gravitation, relativity}| and accelerations. For small gravity, observers calculate 

that gravitation and acceleration have the same local effects on space-time curvature. Because gravitational field 

strength varies inversely with distance, observers calculate that gravitation and acceleration have different global 

effects on space-time curvature. 

time 

Because stationary observers calculate that gravity rotates space-time time and radial-space coordinates toward each 

other, clocks in gravitational fields, or undergoing accelerations, run slower. People age slightly more quickly on Moon 

than on Earth, because Moon has smaller gravitational field. People age more slowly on accelerating rockets than on 

Earth. 

object length 

Observers calculate that accelerating massive objects decrease length. After accelerating finishes, observers calculate 

that length returns to previous amount. 

object mass 

Observers calculate that accelerating massive objects increase mass. However, mass increase increases inertia and 

resists further acceleration. After accelerating finishes, observers calculate that mass returns to previous amount. 

energy 

Gravity depends on mass, directed potential energy, directed kinetic energy, and random-energy temperature. Mass 

and random energy are always positive. Gravity fields cannot cancel, because they are only positive. Because gravity is 

infinite and is only positive, gravity can have unlimited energy amounts. 

sources 

General-relativity stress-energy tensor has ten independent gravitational-field sources and ten independent internal-

stress sources. Sources all conserve energy and momenta. Field equations are d'Alembert potential equations. 

physical-law invariance 

Gravitation and acceleration curve space-time, so non-locally physical laws vary under coordinate transformations. 

uncertainty principle 

Gravitational-field values correspond to position. Field-value-change rates correspond to momenta. Therefore, 

uncertainty principle applies to gravitational-field values and value-change rates. 

black holes 

Because gravity is unlimited, gravity can become strong enough to overcome all object accelerations, so even light 

cannot escape the space region. Outgoing geodesics converge. Space curves so much that it closes on itself, forming a 

region separate from space-time, not observable from outside. Only gravity can cause space-time singularities, because 

it is never negative. 

gravitational entropy 

Spaces have entropy that depends on topology (Euler number). Gravity curves space-time and creates different 

topologies, so gravity has entropy. Because only gravity is always positive, only gravity has entropy. Other forces 

cannot curve space-time, because they are not infinite and/or are both positive and negative. 

gravitational entropy: black hole 

Because gravity has entropy and forms black holes, black holes trap entropy. Black-hole trapping amount depends 

on event-horizon radius, so black-hole entropy depends on event-horizon spatial area. 

Because black holes have entropy, they have surface temperature at event horizon. At event horizon, virtual-particle 

creation can allow one virtual-pair member to tunnel through event horizon to space, causing black hole to lose matter 

and eventually dissipate. Entropy decreases, rather than always increasing. Black holes disrupt quantum-state 

deterministic development and mix states {mixed quantum state}. 

repulsion 

Perhaps, gravity can temporarily repulse, and cause universe origin. Exotic particles can have negative pressure, 

causing repulsion. Larger spaces have more repulsion because pressure is in space, not in ordinary particles. 

 

gravitational pressure 

Objects with mass have gravitational forces {gravitational pressure} on top, bottom, middle, and sides, all pointing 

toward mass center. See Figure 1. 

Imagine that object is fluid. Gravitation pulls all points straight down toward mass center. Pull is directly 

proportional to mass m and inversely proportional to distance r squared: m / r^2. Pull is least at farthest points least and 

most at nearest points. 

Volume reduction changes mass density and energy density, and so changes pressure. Gravity tends to reduce 

volume, and increase pressure, until outward pressure force per area balances inward gravitation force per area. 
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gravity wave 

Gravitational-field accelerations make waves {gravity wave}| {gravitational wave}. Gravitational waves make 

space-time curvature oscillate in two dimensions. 

speed 

Gravitational waves travel at light speed. 

frequency 

Gravitational-wave frequencies are about 1000 Hz. 

medium 

Gravitational waves oscillate gravitational-field surfaces. Gravity waves need no other medium. 

quadrupoles 

Gravity waves have two orthogonal linear-polarization states, at 45-degree angle, making field surfaces (not just 

lines). Gravity waves are quadrupole radiation. Because mass can only be positive (unlike electromagnetic positive and 

negative charges), no mass-dipole or gravitational-dipole radiation can exist. 

At peaks, potential energy is maximum, and kinetic energy is minimum. As they pass, gravitational waves stretch 

and compress (vibrate) objects with mass. 

spin 

Gravitational waves can rotate. Primordial gravitational waves have different spin {polarization, gravity} than 

current ones. 

graviton 

Gravitational-force exchange particles are gravitons and have no mass. Gravitons have spin 2, which is invariant 

under 180-degree rotation around motion direction. 

sources 

Gravity waves come from oscillating and/or accelerating masses, such as pulsating stars, irregularly rotating stars, 

collapsing stars, exploding stars, or interacting star clusters. 

superposition 

Because masses are always positive, gravitational fields cannot cancel each other. However, locally, accelerations 

and/or decelerations can cancel gravitational fields. Because gravitational waves are non-local and have components in 

more than one direction, and accelerations are in only one direction, accelerations and/or decelerations cannot cancel 

gravitational waves. 

comparison with electromagnetic waves 

Gravitational fields have advanced and retarded solutions and their equations are similar to those for electromagnetic 

waves. 

renormalization 

Gravitational waves are infinite and require renormalization for gravitational-wave calculations. 

 

internal pressure 

Pressure measures momentum exchange. System external pressure puts force per area on system-boundary surfaces. 

It is due to kinetic energy, which increases with temperature. 

internal pressure 

System internal pressure {internal pressure}| puts force per area on system particles. It measures system potential 

energy changes as system expands or contracts while keeping temperature constant. Internal pressure is positive for 

attractive forces and negative for repulsive forces. 

Vacuum has no forces, so its internal pressure is zero. Particles have no internal forces, so their internal pressure is 

zero. Solids have attractive forces, but particle distances do not change at constant temperature, so internal pressure is 

zero. 

positive internal pressure 

Gas particles slightly attract, and system volume can change at constant temperature, so particle distances can 

change at constant temperature, and gases can have positive internal pressure. Hotter gases push particles farther apart 

against attractive forces, increasing positive potential energy, so hotter gases have more internal pressure than cooler 

gases. Photons have radiation pressure that pushes against electromagnetic forces, increasing positive potential energy, 

so photon "gases" have positive internal pressure. 

negative internal pressure 

Systems that have internal repulsive (negative) forces have negative potential energy and negative internal pressure. 

For example, if external force compresses rubber membranes, rubber has repulsive forces that tend to push particles 

apart. The internal restoring force is negative, so internal potential energy is negative, with negative internal pressure. 



gravity 

At space-time points, gravity G depends on mass-energy density M and on internal pressure P: G ~ M + 3 * P. 

Hotter gas has more positive internal pressure than cooler gas and so more positive gravity. Photon "gas" has positive 

internal pressure that is one-third of energy density, so gravity doubles: M + 3 * (M/3) = 2 * M. 

Quantum vacuum has negative (repulsive) force that expands space, increasing negative potential energy (dark 

energy) by subtracting universe positive kinetic energy, and so cooling the universe. Quantum vacuum has negative 

internal pressure between one-third and one of mass-energy density, so repulsive antigravity is between zero and 

negative two times mass-energy density: M + 3 * -(M/3) = 0 and M + 3 * (-M) = -2*M. 

 

tidal force 

Gravitational fields have different strengths at different distances from mass-energy. In gravitational fields, objects 

have different forces {tidal force} on side nearest to mass-energy, side farthest from mass-energy, and middle. Tidal 

distortions depend on gravitational-field strengths at different space points. 

Gravity varies inversely with distance squared {inverse square law}, so tidal effects vary inversely with distance 

cubed (by integration). Therefore, tidal effects can measure gravitational-field strength. 

See Figure 1. The larger object is denser and has much more mass than smaller object. The smaller object is fluid. 

The objects are not far apart. 

near and far 

Gravitation pulls smaller-object nearer side, farther side, and middle straight toward larger-mass center. Nearer side 

feels strongest gravity, and its particles accelerate most. Middle feels intermediate gravity, and its particles accelerate 

intermediate amount. Farther side feels weakest gravity, and its particles accelerate least. Along vertical, small object 

tends to stretch out from middle, keeping same volume. 

left and right 

Gravitation pulls left and right sides toward larger-mass center diagonally, straight down along vertical component 

and across inward along horizontal component. Left and right sides feel slightly less gravity than middle, because they 

are slightly farther away from larger-mass center. Those particles accelerate downward slightly less than middle does. 

Left and right sides also accelerate small amount horizontally toward smaller-mass center. This pushes other molecules 

equally up and down and contributes to vertical stretching out. 

waves 

Changing gravity changes tidal forces and can cause mass oscillations. Mass accelerations make gravitational waves. 
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frame dragging 

Rotating objects with mass pull space-time around {frame dragging}| {Lense-Thirring effect} {gravitomagnetism}. 

An analogy is rotating masses drag viscous fluid around them. For particles orbiting around rotating masses, relativity 

causes orbit-plane precession, because rotation and angular momentum couple. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Time 

 

time travel 

Objects can move forward and backward in space, and physical laws have no preferred space direction. Objects 

cannot move forward and backward in time, though physical laws have no preferred time direction. In space-time, can 

objects move forward and backward in time {time travel}|? 

If time travel is possible, people can deduce what has happened from knowledge of the future. Past-time observation 

affects past. Because contradictions violate causation, nothing can communicate or transport backward through time. 

The meaning of space and movement prevents moving forward and backward in time. Relative velocity is moving 

through space over time. Movement is always in space-time spatial dimension. Moving forward and backward in time 

cannot separate from moving forward and backward in space. 

 

hyperbolicity 

Space paths must not reverse time, so nothing can happen at two times. Between a past point and future points 

reachable from the past point, along geodesic, all space-time points must be reachable {hyperbolicity} {hyperbolic 

space-time, relativity}. If geodesics exist, space-time has no singularity. 

 

twin paradox 

One twin stays on Earth. The other twin takes a high-speed trip, traveling to a space point and then back to Earth. 

Second twin must accelerate to leave Earth and travel in space, must accelerate to round point in space, and must 

decelerate to land on Earth. Traveling twin's clocks appear to run slower to Earth observer. Second twin is younger than 

first twin on return to Earth. Traveling twin ages more slowly than Earth twin {twin paradox}|. 

length contraction 

Traveling at almost light speed, people can cross universe in 86 years of their time, because universe lengths contract 

greatly. People on Earth age 13 billion years during that time. 

space-time graph 

Space-time graphs {Minkowski diagram} can show travel effects. The diagram assumes first twin is stationary and is 

observer. First twin has vertical world-line on space-time graph. Second twin has angle to right, away from Earth as 

twin leaves Earth, and angle to left, toward Earth as twin returns to Earth. 

At beginning, twin accelerates to leave Earth and has curved world-line, with greater angles to time axis. At turning 

point in space, twin changes direction and has curved world-line, with lesser angles to time axis, reaches vertical, then 

has curved world-line, with greater angles to time axis. At landing, twin decelerates to stop on Earth and has curved 

world-line, with lesser angles to time axis. See Figure 1. 

space-time trajectory 

The shortest path is the longest time. Traveling twin has longer path and shorter time. 

universe 

If second twin is observer, twin on Earth travels, relative to second twin, with same motions and accelerations as 

described above. However, first twin does not undergo acceleration relative to universe masses, as second twin does. 

To second twin, universe masses have same speeds and accelerations as first twin. During acceleration relative to 

universe masses, time slows, because mass curves space-time. Curved space-time makes longer path and shorter time. 

Permanent aging happens only during accelerations and decelerations. Uniform-velocity time dilations are 

symmetric between observers, are momentary, and are reversible. 
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PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Energy 

 

self-energy 

Masses have gravitational fields, which have energy, and energy has mass and makes gravitational fields. Masses 

interact with their gravitational fields to make energy {self-energy}| {matter field}. Because mass is only positive, 

gravity has interaction energy greater than zero. 

renormalization 

Mathematical renormalization adjusts values to prevent infinities. 

electromagnetism 

Perhaps, if charge moves (and external electric field is zero), charge gains velocity by interacting with its electric 

field, because energy in point-charge field is infinite (by Maxwell's equations or quantum electrodynamics). However, 

because positive and negative charges can induce each other, electromagnetism has no interaction energy. 

Wheeler-Feynman theory 

In Wheeler-Feynman theory, universe particles absorb moving-charge electric field, so field at large distances is 

zero, and system has no advanced solutions and no infinities. However, this theory is not correct. 

perfect absorption 

In perfect absorption, electric field is relativistically invariant, so all force-induced fields, including reaction forces, 

form other particles using photon exchanges and go to zero. Perfect absorption has only retarded solutions, because 

advanced solutions are improbable by thermodynamic laws. In expanding universes, absorption happens at low 

frequency for retarded solutions and at high frequency for advanced solutions. However, this theory is not correct. 

 

general energy condition 

Time-like space-time paths have points where space-time curvature and path curvature are not the same, and net 

gravity is zero {general energy condition}. 

For classical matter, energy density is greater than or equal to zero in all reference frames {weak energy condition}. 

However, weak energy condition is false for quantum-mechanical scales. 

For classical matter for long enough distances, energy density is greater than or equal to zero for all time-like paths 

{strong energy condition}. However, strong energy condition is false for quantum-mechanical scales. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Equations 

 

geodesic deviation 

Geodesics have space-time separation {geodesic deviation} along (straight) line perpendicular to geodesics. An 

equation {equation of geodesic deviation} calculates separation: (D^2)r / Ds^2 + G * r, where D^2 is second partial 

derivative, r is curvature radius, D is first partial derivative, s is space coordinate, and G is Gaussian curvature. In 

empty space-time, geodesics are parallel straight lines. Empty space-time has no curvature, so r is zero, and geodesic 

deviation is zero. 

 

Newman-Penrose equation 

Geodesics converge along tangent vector to hypersurface path. Geodesic-convergence rate relates to shear and 

gravitation {Newman-Penrose equation} {Raychaudhuri equation}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Equations>Relativistic Equation 

 

d'Alembert equation of relativity 

In special and general relativity, field equations {d'Alembert equation, relativity} describe how masses, their 

gravitational fields, and space-time gravitation potentials determine object motions. 

Similar field equations describe how charges, their electrostatic fields, and space-time electrostatic potentials 

determine object motions. Such equations {electrodynamics} are similar to curved-space-time special-relativity 

equations. 

 

Einstein field equation 

Equations {Einstein field equation} describe how mass-energy affects space-time geometry, and how space-time 

geometry affects mass-energy motions. Local-space-time average curvature tensor G {Einstein tensor} is proportional 

to mass-energy tensor T {stress-energy tensor}: G = 8 * pi * T. 



Einstein tensor has six components for tide-producing acceleration: particle position, particle velocity, field 

amplitude, field-change rate, geometry, and geometry-change rate. Einstein tensor has four components for space-time 

coordinates. 

Stress-energy tensor has components for stresses, momentum densities, and mass-energy density. 

Einstein tensor G relates to local-space-time curvature tensor R (Riemann curvature tensor): G = R - gamma * R/2. 

Stress-energy tensor T relates to Riemann curvature tensor R: R - gamma * R/2 = 8 * pi * T. Riemann-curvature tensor 

has 20 components. In empty space-time, stress-energy-tensor gradient is zero, so Einstein-tensor gradient equals zero, 

and Riemann curvature tensor is zero. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Equations>Tensor 

 

Riemann curvature tensor 

Surfaces have Gaussian curvature. Tensors {Riemann curvature tensor} represent space-time curvature using 

geodesic separation. Riemann curvature tensor represents total curvature. It adds tidal distortions (Weyl curvature 

tensor) and volume changes (Ricci curvature tensor). 

Two-dimensional space requires one curvature component, curvature radius. Three-dimensional space requires six 

curvature components, three for each dimension's curvature and three for how dimensions curve in relation to each 

other. Four-dimensional space requires 20 curvature components, four for each dimension's curvature, twelve for how 

pairs of dimensions curve in relation to each other, and four for how triples of dimensions curve in relation to each 

other. 

invariance 

Curvature is invariant over linear space-time-coordinate transformations. 

electromagnetism 

Like gravity, electromagnetism exerts force that decreases with distance squared {Lorentz force equation}. Lorentz 

force equation and Riemann curvature tensor are equivalent. At low velocity, because relativistic effects are negligible, 

only the nine Lorentz-equation electric-field components, and the corresponding Riemann-curvature-tensor mass 

components, are significant. 

 

Ricci curvature tensor 

Curvature tensors {Ricci curvature tensor} can describe space volume changes, which is local curvature caused by 

local matter. 

Perhaps, at one second after universe origin, thermal variations in Ricci curvature tensor formed particles and black 

holes. 

 

Weyl curvature tensor 

Curvature tensors {Weyl curvature tensor} can describe tidal distortions, which is non-local curvature caused by 

non-local matter. 

At Big Bang, quantum fluctuations and damping cause small variations. At Big Crunch, variations have no damping 

and can be large. Perhaps, this asymmetry causes time to have direction. Alternatively, past and future singularities can 

be different. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Theory 

 

Kaluza-Klein theory 

Space-time theories {Kaluza-Klein theory} can use four space dimensions and one time dimension. Fourth space 

dimension is only several Planck lengths long, has curvature so high that it makes a circle, and is unobservable. A small 

fourth space dimension allows the vacuum to have higher energy density than three space dimensions have. 

 

kinematic relativity 

Time relativistic theories {kinematic relativity theory} describe finite expanding universes. 

 

metric theory 

Gravitation theories can use metrics {metric theory} or be non-metric. A ten-parameter general metric theory 

{parametrized post-Newtonian formalism} can model all metric gravitation theories, which then differ only in 

parameter values. 



parameters 

The ten parameters model: How mass causes space curvature. How gravity-field superposition is non-linear. If space 

has preferred reference frame, or all spatial directions are equivalent. If all four space-time components have 

momentum conservation. If distant galaxies affect local interactions. If general metric theory does or does not include 

gravitational-radiation effects or other gravity-strength changes. 

types 

Metric theories include general theory of relativity, scalar-tensor theories, vector-tensor theories, tensor-tensor 

theories, conformally flat theories, stratified theories, and quasi-linear theories. 

non-metric 

Non-metric gravitation theories violate completeness, consistency, relativity, and/or Newtonian limit. 

 

superspace 

Abstract spaces {superspace} can have approximate three-dimensional space by tetrahedron skeletons and have 

tetrahedral edge lengths. They can have space dynamics, change over time, and represent different geometries. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Theory>Quantum Mechanics 

 

conformal field theory 

Riemann surfaces are Riemann sphere, torus, and pretzel-shaped surface. Their angles are the same as in Euclidean 

space. Riemann surfaces can define field theories {conformal field theory} that pair with string theory. 

 

geometrodynamics 

General-relativity dynamics {geometrodynamics}| is three-dimensional Riemann-space dynamics, using a method 

{ADM formalism} {canonical quantization} developed by Paul Dirac and later Richard Arnowitt, Stanley Deser, and 

Charles Misner. 

 

geometric optics 

Geometric optics {geometric optics}| models plane waves in flat space-time. Geometric optics applies if wave-

packet wavelengths are much less than wave-front space-time curvature radius. Wave photons have same momentum 

and polarization. Photon number determines ray amplitude. Like adiabatic flow, photon number conserves. Light rays 

are null geodesics. Polarization vector is perpendicular to rays and propagates along rays. 

 

relational quantum theory 

Quantum general-relativity gravitation theories {relational quantum theory} have different observers whose 

calculations are the same at corresponding space-time points. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Theory>Renormalization 

 

perfect absorption 

In one renormalization, electric field is relativistically invariant, so all force-induced fields, including reaction forces, 

form other particles using photon exchanges and go to zero {perfect absorption}. Perfect absorption has only retarded 

solutions, because advanced solutions are improbable by thermodynamic laws. In expanding universes, absorption 

happens at low frequency for retarded solutions and at high frequency for advanced solutions. However, this theory is 

not correct. 

 

Wheeler-Feynman theory 

In a renormalization theory {Wheeler-Feynman theory}, universe particles absorb moving-charge electric field, so 

field at large distances is zero, and system has no advanced solutions and no infinities. However, this theory is not 

correct. 

 

frozen time 

If general relativity has canonical quantization, Wheeler-DeWitt equation has no time coordinate {frozen time 

problem} {problem of frozen time} {problem of time} {time problem}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Theory>Covariance 

 



covariance in relativity 

In empty space, space-time can have many equivalent reference frames {covariance, relationalism} {covariance, 

relativity} {general covariance, relationalism}. 

 

relationalism 

In relativity theories {relationalism}, mass-energy determines space-time curvature and shape, and space and time 

are not absolute or real but differ for different observers. 

 

substantivalism 

Perhaps, space and time are real and absolute {substantivalism, relativity}, and mass-energy alone does not 

determine space-time curvature and shape. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Theory>Gauge 

 

gauge in relativity 

Vectors can equal another vector plus a scalar term {gauge, relativity}|. Scalar gauges can change with position. For 

example, space-time curvature can change with position, and gauges can represent linear curvature changes with 

position. 

Using linear transformations {gauge transformation}, gauges can relate vectors expressed in different coordinate 

systems. Gravitation, electromagnetism, and chromodynamics use gauge transformations to model infinitesimal, finite, 

scalar-coordinate transformations. For local space-time regions, general relativity is invariant under finite coordinate 

transformations, and a generalized gauge transformation represents general relativity. Using gauge scalars can simplify 

differential equations. 

Because derivatives of scalars equal zero, gauge changes do not affect physical measurements, motion differential 

equations do not change, and gauge transformations preserve invariants. 

 

linearized theory 

In gravitational fields so weak that space-time has negligible curvature, gravity does not move gravitational-field-

source masses and does no work on them, so masses have no self-energy. For this case, theories {linearized theory of 

gravity} represent space-time-coordinate changes as infinitesimal gauge changes, which change space-time-metric 

coefficients. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Space 

 

space in physics 

Space has properties {space, physics}. 

measuring 

How can instruments measure or perceive space or time, or changes to space or time? 

origin of space 

How did space arise? What causes number of spatial dimensions? Perhaps, space and time result from object 

interactions. Perhaps, motion necessity and nature create and require three long-range spatial dimensions. More than 

three spatial dimensions provide too many possibilities to be stable. Fewer than three spatial dimensions cause 

immobility. Perhaps, space and time result from induction. 

universe 

How is matter and energy universe related to space or time or space or time changes? 

lattice 

Perhaps, space is like lattice, with particles at nodes. Lattice has different spatial frequencies and wavelengths. 

Lattice diffracts light and matter, making quantum waves, with no wave interference. 

Perhaps, double-slit or beam-splitter interference experiments are not about wave interference from two sources but 

are only about diffraction. Perhaps, entangled particles are actually always beside each other and so affect each other 

immediately. Perhaps, if entangled and they move apart, system wavelength increases and energy goes down, so as 

they move apart self-disturbance is low. Perhaps, they have continuous interaction. Perhaps, all waves are the same or 

share constant. Perhaps, wave amplitude depends on diffraction type. 

dimensions 

Space-time has three infinite space dimensions and one infinite time dimension. Spaces can have any number of 

dimensions. Dimensions can be not only straight and infinite, but also curled-up into circles and finite (compactified). 



Dimensions can be orthogonal and independent or can have relations. Dimensions can be continuous or discrete. 

Perhaps, space has imaginary number dimensions, and particles are local in that dimension while apart in real 

dimensions. 

space geometries 

Perhaps, space geometry started with zero dimensions and evolved to be stable space-time, with unified space and 

time dimensions. After zero dimensions came non-metric geometries and ordered geometries. After that came 

projective and/or affine geometries. (Projection uses ideal points that curl dimensions, leading later to compact 

dimensions with greatest curvature.) After that came metric geometries. (Metric dimensions have number, magnitude, 

orientation, and direction sense. Only metric dimensions can be infinite. Space-time time metric dimension is inverse 

space metric dimension.) After that came parabolic metric geometry (and Euclidean geometry), non-Riemannian 

geometry, single elliptic geometry, double elliptic geometry, and hyperbolic geometry. After quantum foam, space 

metric geometries evolved to be differential pseudo-Riemannian geometry. 

Perhaps, only space-time can have high energy, and other metric geometries can have only empty space. 

Perhaps, space-time results from hybridization of three space dimensions and one time dimension. 

Perhaps, space and time dimensions cannot exist separately. 

 

Newtonian space 

Space {Newtonian space} and time can be separate, unchanging, passive, and absolute backgrounds for matter and 

motions. Leibnizian space and time are object and event relations. Machian space and time are relative to matter and 

energy amounts and relative positions. Einsteinian space and time interrelate, change, are active, and have relative 

backgrounds for matter and motions. Quantum-mechanical space and time are discrete, and entangled objects stay in 

direct contact over any space and time amount. 

 

Noether theorem 

If Lagrangian has continuous symmetry, it makes conservation law {Noether's theorem} {Noether theorem}. 

 

plenum space 

Perhaps, space has no vacuum but only continuous objects {plenum, space}. However, space really has empty 

spaces. 

 

Poincare recurrence 

Physical non-quantum systems with finite energy in finite volume always return to almost-similar state from any 

state {Poincaré recurrence theorem}. 

 

version in space 

Physical processes can turn things inside out {version, physics}|. Fluid and flexible things can turn inside out. Rigid 

things can turn inside out in the imagination. When right-handed glove turns inside out, it becomes left-handed glove. 

When bowl turns inside out, inside becomes outside and curvature reverses. Can fundamental particles turn inside out? 

Can universe turn inside out? 
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relative configuration 

Physical-system evolution depends on point relative-distance changes, kinetic energy, and angular momenta 

{relative configuration}. 

 

Tait problem 

Given four relative configurations, find kinetic energy and angular momenta {Tait's problem} {Tait problem}. 
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time 

Change shows time {time, physics}. Time orders changes. 

direction 

Time flows forward, not backward. Time changes are never symmetric. Locally, time changes can be almost 

symmetric if no change happens. 



isosynchrony 

Because universe is homogeneous, time flows almost the same everywhere. 

physical laws 

Physical laws are time-symmetric now, except for neutral kaon decay. Physical laws are always parity-charge-time 

symmetric. Reasoning works the same in both time directions. 

imaginary time 

Space-time has real time, which has direction. Space-time can have imaginary time {imaginary time}, which has no 

direction. If time has imaginary-number component, time is complex number and can have more than one dimension. 

Real-number time always increases, but imaginary-number time can be decreasing or increasing, just like spatial 

dimension. Real-number time is always positive, but time measured by imaginary numbers can be negative or positive. 

Having imaginary-number time dimension does not change physical laws. Having imaginary-number time dimension 

allows time to stand still. It also allows space not to have singularities. 

origin 

How did time arise? What causes number of time dimensions? Perhaps, time and space result from object 

interactions. Perhaps, motion necessity and nature create and require one long-range time dimension. More than one 

time dimension provides too many possibilities and cannot be stable. Less than one time dimension causes immobility. 

Perhaps, space and time result from induction. 

origin: symmetry 

Perhaps, the only allowable or most probable universes are asymmetric in time, though physical laws are symmetric 

in time. Perhaps, only asymmetric universes support life or intelligent life. 

 

intrinsic time 

Spatial dimension can contain time {intrinsic time}. 

 

inertial clock 

Objects with no forces move at uniform speed, and observers can compare motions to other-object motions using 

object clocks {inertial clock}. 
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duration 

Events happen during times {duration}. Displacement can be over different paths, so distance between two points 

can differ. Similarly, time interval can be over different paths, so interval between two time points can differ. Perhaps, 

different paths solve paradoxes of time in quantum mechanics and relativity. 

 

moment of time 

Moments {moment, time} cannot move in time and so cannot change, just like position cannot change. The present 

moment does not fade into the past or become the future. Just like all space exists everywhere, all time exists always, 

and all space exists always and all time exists everywhere. Time does not flow. 
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asymmetry of time 

Time always flows forward, not backward {asymmetry, time} {time, asymmetry}. 

agency 

People can deliberately perform previous action to alter later event {agency, time}. By definition, agency is 

asymmetric in time. Agents cannot know everything about the past but only about accessible past. In particular, limited 

access to past can allow backward causation and backward dependence. 

antiparticle 

Antiparticles travel backward in time. 

collisions 

Particles collide and spread out. Entropy increases. Perhaps, time relates to spreading caused by collisions. One 

particle has no time, because time is relative. 



behavior correlation 

After two objects interact, their activities correlate at all future times. Before two objects interact, do object actions 

correlate or not? In quantum systems, correlations are not observable, but non-correlations are also not observable. In 

classical systems, correlations are not observable. Classical case does not necessarily derive from quantum case. 

dependence 

Later events depend on previous events. Perhaps, physical-law asymmetry can mediate dependent temporal 

asymmetry {third arrow strategy, time}. However, no physical-law asymmetry mediates temporal asymmetry. 

dissipative structures 

Larger-system subsystems {dissipative structure} can reduce entropy, if energy is available and systems use only 

their own processes. Perhaps, time is only about whole systems. 

dark energy 

In the past, all matter and energy distributed evenly, though gravity makes masses group together. Perhaps, space has 

repulsive property. How can universe contract to similar state, or how can time-reversed processes happen? 

flow 

Time is not flow but dimension, though dimension does have direction. Time is relative with space. Perhaps, time 

has more than one dimension, and time can take different paths. 

phase transition 

Universe phase transitions are about symmetry changes. All physical laws reflect symmetries. Time symmetry 

makes energy conservation. 

rotating universe 

Rotation drags light and space-time and so allows travel into the past. However, it is unlikely that universe rotates. 

 

arrow of time 

Time has direction, preferred series, orientation, and order along dimension, as does order in space. Events move 

forward from past to present to future {direction, time} {arrow of time}| {time's arrow}. The present contains records 

of the past. Time arrows are thermodynamic, electromagnetic, cosmological, or psychological. 

 

bilking argument 

Advanced causation cannot happen, because a later cause can happen when an earlier effect does not happen, and an 

earlier effect can happen when a later cause does not happen {bilking argument}|. 

 

coherent radiation 

Radiation {coherent radiation}| travels outward from source, but coherent radiation does not travel inward to source, 

macroscopically. At classical levels, emitters add but absorbers cancel. Why is there radiation gradient, radiation flow, 

with respect to time? At quantum level, this condition does not necessarily hold. Perhaps, quantum-level emitters and 

absorbers can emit and receive coherent radiation, or coherence concept does not apply. Why are there coherent-

radiation sources? 

 

entropy and time 

When isolated systems change state, they are more likely to change to state with higher-probability energy 

distribution. Statistically, motions become more random, and objects become more evenly dispersed {time, entropy} 

{entropy, time}. In isolated systems, entropy can decrease only temporarily and locally. 

questions 

Why was entropy low in the past? If time reversed, how can entropy decrease toward the past? Why is there entropy 

gradient, entropy flow, with time? 

symmetry and heat 

Higher heat means more symmetry. Heat release makes less symmetry. 

curvature 

Smooth curvature has less entropy than jagged curvature. 

gravity 

If no gravity, entropy is proportional to volume. If gravity, entropy is proportional to surface area. Perhaps, surface 

has no gravity, and gravity adds extra dimension. 

addition 

Entropy is an extensive quantity, because it is arrangement-number logarithm. If two systems merge, arrangement 

number is arrangement-number product, and total entropy is entropy sum. 



low entropy in past 

System is more likely to have higher entropy in the future. System is more likely to have had lower entropy in the 

past. If system had higher entropy in the past and low entropy now, intermediate steps were jumps down to lower 

entropy, which are unlikely. Universe entropy was lowest at first. 

entropy change with time 

Perhaps, at universe origin, everything was evenly distributed, with only one particle type, with lowest entropy. 

During inflation, there was negative gravity, making more even dispersal, with higher entropy, and less clumpiness, 

with low entropy. When inflation ended, many particles appeared, making more entropy. Particles spread through 

space, making lower entropy. Primordial gas had low entropy, and then gravity decreased entropy as it clumped matter, 

but overall entropy increased because potential energy changed into heat kinetic energy. Sun original gas cloud had 

medium-low entropy and temperature, and then Sun had higher entropy and temperature. Sunlight has medium entropy, 

and then heat has higher entropy. Food has medium-high entropy, and then waste has higher entropy. 

black hole 

Black holes have maximum entropy density: Boltzmann constant times surface area in Planck units divided by 4. 

Surface unit {Planck square} has one unit of entropy flux. 

 

fork asymmetry 

Two spatially separated correlated events can both be correlated with third event {fork asymmetry}. 
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quantum mechanics 

Dynamical mechanics methods {quantum mechanics}| determine particle momentum through space {particle 

trajectory} or particle energy through time. In quantum mechanics, physical systems have states of objects, their 

properties, and events. Quantum-mechanics states are in phase space (coordinate space), rather than physical space. 

Phase space includes all particle positions and momenta and so includes physical space. Relativistic phase space 

includes physical space-time. Phase-space states represent discrete energy, momentum, angular momentum, length, 

time, and mass quanta. Adding energy, momentum, angular momentum, length, time, or mass increases energy, 

momentum, angular momentum, length, time, or mass by quantum leaps, not continuously. 

particles and fields 

Without quantum mechanics, in continuous space and time, particles have properties that cause forces, which make 

continuous force fields. Particles have continuous energies, times, positions, and momenta. Fields have potentials at all 

space locations and at all times. Particles have zero energy. By statistical mechanics, with or without quantum 

mechanics, energy tends to spread to all positions equally (energy equipartition). Because continuous fields have many 

more locations than particles, energy tends to go from particles into fields over time. 

Without quantum mechanics, in continuous space and time, electrons orbiting atomic nuclei interact with other 

nuclei and electrons and their orbits decay, As they spiral into nucleus, they emit electromagnetic waves to maintain 

conservation of energy. As electrons become closer to nucleus, they emit higher-frequency electromagnetic waves 

because force is stronger. By energy equipartition, electrons eventually fall into nucleus, ending all atoms. However, 

the universe has stable atoms. 

As they absorb electromagnetic waves from space and emit them to space, hot objects in cooler space tend to transfer 

heat to space, because absorption concentrates on one location but emission spreads to all other locations and so never 

returns to the location. By energy equipartition, all frequencies have equal probability. Without quantum mechanics, 

higher frequencies carry away most energy, and hot objects cool quickly. However, experiments show a Boltzmann 

distribution of frequencies, with higher frequencies having lower probabilities. Hot objects cool slower. 

In quantum mechanics, particles have discrete states and discontinuous fields. In quantum mechanics, length, time, 

and mass have quanta, with non-zero minimum (Planck) length, time, and mass. Minimum length makes maximum 

momentum. Minimum time makes maximum energy. Minimum mass makes maximum frequency. For each property, 

particles have one quantum plus a number of quanta, up to a maximum number. Atom electrons must have minimum 

energy and so do decay into atom nuclei. Higher states have lower probabilities, because higher states are harder to 

reach. High-frequency electromagnetic waves are fewer. Quantum mechanics results in Boltzmann frequency 

distribution and observed slower cooling. Quantum mechanics matches atomic- and subatomic-particle behavior. 

energy quanta 

Particle-collision, light-absorption, and light-emission experiments show that particles absorb or emit energy in non-

zero minimum amounts (quantum). Charge accelerations differ by a number of quanta. Minimum electromagnetic-

wave energy varies directly with frequency. Higher energy means more electromagnetic waves. Particle and particle-



system energy is one quantum plus a number of energy quanta. Energy levels differ by quanta and are discrete, not 

continuous. 

particle wave 

Simultaneously sending particles through two slits makes almost the same target patterns as sending electromagnetic 

waves, suggesting that particles behave like waves. Large particles at ordinary energies have very high-frequency 

waves with imperceptible wavelengths. Atomic- and subatomic-particles have low-frequency waves with observable 

wavelengths. Particles have waves in phase space, not in space-time. Particle waves have fundamental frequency, at 

lowest energy level, and higher harmonic frequencies at higher energy levels. Particle waves have discrete, not 

continuous, frequencies at overtones of the fundamental frequency. Wave energy varies directly with frequency, so 

particle energy levels are discrete. 

Quantum-mechanics wave equations describe potential and kinetic energies in particle and force-field systems. 

Equation solutions are periodic wavefunctions that describe particle and field positions and momenta. 

ground state 

Particles cannot have zero energy, because they cannot have zero motion, because they have phase-space waves and 

waves propagate. Particles have a lowest energy state (ground state), which corresponds to the lowest-frequency 

(fundamental) particle wave. All other energy states are quantum amounts higher than ground state. 

determinism 

Previous particle positions and momenta determine future phase-space states. Quantum wave and particle mechanics 

is deterministic and follows normal causality. 

observation 

Observations interact with particle to put particle in one observed state. Observation immediately and 

discontinuously selects observed state from among possible states. From that moment, phase-space again follows 

determinism and causality. Old system wavefunction "collapses" to nothing, and new system wavefunction, about both 

system and measuring apparatus, begins. 

Scientific experiments try to isolate observer from experimental system to prevent interactions. However, in 

experiments involving small things, observation has to cause disturbance and perturb observed system. Observer and 

observed become one new system. Observation causes measurement uncertainty about observed system. 

Perception theory is about physical events that cause state perception. Quantum mechanics has no perception theory. 

Quantum theory does not describe observer, only observed system. Quantum mechanics leaves open the possibility of 

perceiving state superposition. However, people and instruments detect only states and never observe state 

superpositions. Quantum-mechanical waves are in phase space, not physical space. 

particle systems 

Without quantum mechanics, particle systems follow classical statistical Markov processes, such as diffusion and 

Brownian motion, in space-time. Diffusion and Brownian motion apply energy and momentum conservation to many 

particles. Many particles follow many paths (path distribution), completely determined by previous positions and 

momenta. Particles tend to have the highest-probability energy distribution. 

Quantum-mechanics equations (Schrödinger equation) also derive from energy and momentum conservation and are 

similar to diffusion and Brownian-motion equations. Quantum-mechanics equations are about coordinate space or 

phase space, rather than physical space. Quantum-mechanics functions (wavefunction) are complex-number functions, 

which relate trigonometric and exponential functions. Because particles can be anywhere along infinite dimensions, 

wavefunctions are over infinite space and number of possible system phase-space states is infinite. In phase space, 

particles have possible trajectories (path distribution), each with different probability. Previous positions and momenta 

determine only probabilities of later paths. The sum of all probabilities equals 1 = 100% that the particle is somewhere. 

All possible states exist simultaneously and evolve independently. In quantum mechanics, particle measurement causes 

only one phase-space state/path to be observed. That state tends to have the highest probability. 

particle systems: superposition 

In quantum mechanics, particles have wavefunctions. Particle systems have wavefunctions that are particle-

wavefunction linear combinations (superposition), just as electromagnetic waves superpose. Particle wavefunctions 

evolve independently, just as electromagnetic waves are independent. Waves do not have multiplicative or dependent 

effects on each other. 

Because wavefunctions are complex-number functions, wavefunctions can add in two ways, constructive 

interference, A + B, and destructive interference, A - B = B - A. It is like positive and negative momentum, as in a 

reverberating system. Both superpositions are possible phase-space states, with probabilities. 

particle systems: normalization 

For linear equations, dividing all terms by any number results in equivalent equations, with same equation solutions. 

Dividing by any number only changes term coefficients/weights. Therefore, only coefficient/weight ratios determine 



equation meaning. Making sum of squared coefficients/weights equal one makes total probability 1 = 100% 

(normalization). Normalizing weights reflects the physical meaning of quantum-mechanics linear equations, that all 

state probabilities add to 100%. 

particle systems: action at a distance 

Physical processes can create two particles simultaneously, making two-particle systems. Both particles share one 

system wavefunction and have related energy levels. Measurement on one particle immediately affects system 

wavefunction and, by conservation laws, determines states of both particles, even if other particle is far away. State 

determination happens faster than light speed (action at a distance), appearing to send information faster than light and 

so violate relativity. However, observer knowledge of newly determined state happens only after information travels at 

light speed back to observer, so relativity is intact. 

particle systems: energy partitioning 

As in classical mechanics, for a specific total energy, quantum-mechanics phase-space wave interactions transfer 

total energy among wave frequencies so that energy distribution (Boltzmann distribution) is the wave-frequency 

distribution with maximum number of system states. Only waves with frequencies that make their energy less than half 

total energy can be in the distribution. 

wave-particle duality 

Quantum mechanics combines ideas about particles and waves (wave-particle duality). Particles have energies. 

Waves have wavelengths and positions. To calculate energies, quantum mechanics uses particle properties. To calculate 

positions, quantum mechanics uses wave properties. 

waves 

Quantum-mechanical particle phase-space waves extend infinitely in space and time. Wave equations have no initial 

conditions or boundaries. 

waves: wave packets 

Superposing many similar-frequency waves cancels amplitudes in most places but increases amplitude in a small 

space-time interval (wave packet). Wave packets are particles. Particles have many similar-frequency waves. Wave-

packet frequency varies directly with particle energy. Wave-packet amplitude varies directly with particle-wave phase 

range, because narrower phase range makes higher amplitude. 

waves: particle energies 

Waves have frequency and wavelength. Quantum-mechanics wave-equation solutions are particle wavefunctions. 

Periodic solutions are true at lowest frequency and at all integer multiples (harmonics/overtones) of that frequency, 

because those waves have the same phase. Other frequencies have different phases and are not solutions. Wavefunction 

frequency varies directly with particle energy. Waves with higher frequency have higher energy, because field change 

is more when wavelength is less, so momentum change is more. Therefore, wavefunctions represent a series of possible 

particle energies. Energy levels differ by energy quanta. Particle-wave frequencies and energies are not continuous but 

discrete. 

waves: position 

Waves have frequency and wavelength and occupy space and time intervals. Waves cannot be at points. Particles 

and fields are waves and so have no definite position. 

waves: shapes 

Reverberations cause resonance and standing waves. Standing waves have different shapes depending on space 

boundaries and spin and orbit rotations. String waves have nodes at ends. For overtones of fundamental frequency, 

string waves have nodes at regular intervals. Molecule electrons have spherical s orbits and p, d, and f orbits with 

nodes. Wave shapes reflect average field density and probabilities that particle is in those space regions. In dynamic 

systems, wave shapes can vary over time. 

waves: uncertainty 

If wave has higher wavelength, position interval is wider and is less certain, but momentum and energy change, 

measured as less steep wave slope, is slower and so more certain. If wave has lower wavelength, position interval is 

narrower and is more certain, but momentum and energy change, measured as steeper wave slope, is faster and so less 

certain. Therefore, both position and momentum cannot be specific, and one or the other, or both, are uncertain. 

waves: complex-number exponential functions 

Wavefunctions are sine or cosine (trigonometric) functions. For frequency f, amplitude A, and position x, field = A * 

sin(2 * pi * f / x). For period t, field = A * sin(2 * pi * x / t). For wavelength l, field = A * sin(2 * pi * x / l). 

Because e^(i*a) = cos(a) + i * sin(a), where a is angle in radians and is real, wavefunctions are complex-number 

exponential functions. sin(a) = (e^i * a - e^-i * a) / (2*i). cos(a) = (e^i * a + e^-i * a) / 2. Phase-space particle 

wavefunctions can superpose constructively and destructively, because they are complex-number functions. 



quantum mechanics and projective geometry 

Quantum mechanics has elements of projective geometry, which account for its non-local properties because 

projective geometry has no distance or between-ness. (General relativity is about metric geometry. Quantum mechanics 

is relativistic, so it also has metric properties.) 
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quantum of energy 

Particles have finite discrete physical-property values {quantum, quantity} {quanta, quantity}. Physical-property 

values do not vary over a continuous range but have definite values. For example, particle energies have discrete levels 

and do not have intermediate energies. Discrete physical-property values differ by an amount. 

particle properties 

Masses are aggregations of particles and so have quanta. As they change speed, masses add or subtract relativistic 

mass by quanta. Charges are aggregations of electrons and protons and so have quanta. As they change speed, charges 

add or subtract relativistic charge by quanta. Colors are aggregations of quark colors and so have quanta. As they 

change speed, colors add or subtract relativistic color by quanta. Strangenesses are aggregations of strangeness and so 

have quanta. As they change speed, strangenesses add or subtract relativistic strangeness by quanta. 

Photons, gluons, bosons, and gravitons (exchange particles) have discrete energies, momenta, and angular momenta 

(such as spin). Light does not change frequency or wavelength as it travels in vacuum, or as it encounters other electric 

charges or magnetic fields. Gluons, bosons, and gravitons do not change as they travel or encounter fields. Therefore, 

forces, energies, and momenta have quanta. 

maximum value 

Relativity limits values to below maximum, because only infinite energy can make massive particles reach light 

speed. 

Doppler effect 

Because light speed is always constant, light sources moving toward or away change light frequency and 

wavelength. The change occurs at the source, so light does not change frequency and wavelength. as it travels or as it 

encounters other electric charges or magnetic fields. 

Light travels at constant speed. If wavelength decreases, frequency increases. If wavelength increases, frequency 

decreases. If object is moving away, Doppler effect makes wavelength increase and frequency decrease. If object is 

moving closer, Doppler effect makes wavelength decrease and frequency increase. Faster motions make greater 

Doppler effects. 

Time dilation is not about Doppler effect, because light is not clock, and light travels at light speed, not lower speed. 

ground-state energy 

Particle energies have a minimum value (ground state) above zero, because particles have phase-space waves, and 

waves propagate and so have minimum motion. Particles must move so they cannot have zero energy. Propagating 

waves have frequency and wavelength. Waves cannot have zero frequency, so waves have a lowest frequency 

(fundamental frequency) and so lowest possible energy. Electromagnetic-wave energy is frequency times Planck 

constant. 

Because waves have wavelengths, they have uncertain position. Because waves have frequencies, they have 

uncertain momentum, and uncertain momentum requires minimum energy (uncertainty principle). 

energy levels 

Waves with the same phase satisfy the Schrödinger wave equation. Therefore, particles can have phase-space waves 

with harmonic frequencies. Fundamental-frequency harmonics determine allowed energy levels. See Figure 1. Higher 

frequencies have more energy. 

Adjacent wave frequencies differ by fundamental frequency. The energy quantum varies directly with a function of 

particle phase-space wave fundamental frequency. As frequencies increase, energy differences decrease. 

frequency 

Wavefunctions with harmonic frequencies solve wave equation. Waves that solve the wave equation resonate in the 

system, like standing waves that constructively superpose to have net amplitude. Non-standing waves have zero 

amplitude. Possible standing waves have harmonic frequencies. 

quanta 

Particle energies, momenta, orbital and spin angular momenta, masses, forces, fields, velocities, accelerations, 

orbital radii, orbital periods, orbital frequencies, and properties have discrete levels separated by quanta. See Figure 2. 



amplitude 

Quantum-mechanical waves have amplitude. For any frequency, amplitude relates to probability that particles 

currently have that wave frequency. 

system size 

High-energy systems follow quantum mechanics, but phase-space wave wavelengths are too small to detect, so such 

systems do not appear to have quanta. Physical systems with very small energy or momentum differences, such as 

subatomic particles, atoms, and molecules, have measurable phase-space wave wavelengths, and such systems require 

quanta to describe their behavior correctly. See Figure 3. Some quantum-mechanical systems have large space and time 

differences. 
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quantized field 

In quantum mechanics, fields {quantized field} have quanta. Particles are like field singularities, vortexes, or 

discontinuities. 

 

subquanta 

In quantum mechanics, particle and field quanta are at the lowest reductionist level. There is no subquantum world 

{subquanta}. Subquanta are smaller than Planck time, distance, charge, and mass. Subquantum interactions occur 

within Planck time, distance, charge, and mass. At subquantum sizes, space, time, forces, and energies do not exist or 

are indistinguishable. There is no gravity, electromagnetism, stromg or weak nuclear force, distance, time, or mass. 
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Planck constant 

Particle energy E and particle phase-space wave frequency f (in cycles per second) are directly proportional by 

constant h {Planck constant}| {Planck's constant}: E = h * f, so h = E / f. Planck constant unit is energy times time, and 

action in physics is energy times time, so Planck constant is quantum of action {quantum of action} {action quantum}. 

h = 6.626 * 10^-34 Joule-seconds or 4.136 * 10^-15 eV-s. 

Particle momentum p and particle phase-space wave wavelength w are inversely proportional by Planck constant: h 

= p * w. For light, E = h * f = h * c / w, so h = p * w. Momentum times distance is action in physics. 

For angular frequency, radians per second, Planck constant divides by 2 * pi {reduced Planck constant} {Dirac 

constant} {h-bar}: h-bar = h / (2 * pi). h-bar is the quantum of angular momentum. 

In quantum mechanics, phase space includes particle positions and momenta and so includes physical space. Particle 

systems have phase-space waves that determine probabilities of particle positions and momenta at times. In bounded 

space regions, such as atoms, molecules, and boxes, particles have resonating phase-space waves, with stationary points 

at boundaries, whose frequencies are harmonics. For example, a particle in a box has phase-space waves, with 

stationary points at box walls, which have fundamental frequency, twice fundamental frequency, thrice fundamental 

frequency, and so on. Phase-space wave frequencies determine energies, so system energies are discrete and in series: 

E0, E1, E2, and so on. Energy-level differences are quanta that are functions of fundamental frequency. 

Because energy has quanta, momentum and angular momentum (including spin) have quanta. Electron experiments 

have determined the angular-momentum quantum unit to be h-bar / (2)^0.5. Momentum has quantum: h / (phase-space 

wave wavelength). Energy has quantum: h * (phase-space wave frequency). Electron experiments have determined that 

action has quanta, so energy times time, and momentum times distance, have quanta. 

Because a continuous quantity times a discontinuous quantity would make a continuous quantity, for action to have 

quanta, time and length must have quanta. The quantum-mechanical uncertainty principle depends on particle-wave 

properties, relates indeterminacies in particle energy and time (or momentum and position), and so relates energy 

uncertainty to time uncertainty: dE * dt >= h. In space-time, maximum particle energy is where particle gravity has 

quantum effects and makes space-time discontinuous: 1.22 * 10^19 GeV. By the uncertainty principle, minimum time 

is then 10^-43 seconds (and minimum length is 10^-35 meters). 

 

Planck length 

Maximum particle energy, 1.22 * 10^19 GeV, is where gravity has quantum effects and makes space and time 

discontinuous. Field theory no longer applies. Space is foam-like and loops and distorts, due to spin, and has no 

dimensionality. 

Particles have phase-space waves. Particle momentum varies directly with particle-wave wavelength. Wavelength 

varies directly with time. Because momentum uncertainty times length uncertainty must be less than Planck constant, 

by the uncertainty principle, at maximum particle energy, quantum length unit {Planck length} is 1.6 * 10^-33 

centimeters (1.6 x 10^-35 meters). Because space-time is no longer continuous, phase-space waves cannot have 

frequency greater than 10^43 Hz and wavelength less than 10^-35 meters. 

Planck length depends on gravity strength and so gravitational constant g, electromagnetism strength and so light 

speed c, and action quantum Planck constant h: (h-bar * g / c^3)^0.5, where h-bar is Planck constant h divided by (2 

times pi). h is the quantum of action, and h-bar is the quantum of angular momentum, so Planck length is the quantum 

of length. Planck length is distance light travels in Planck time. 

Planck area quantum is 10^-66 cm^2. Planck volume quantum is 10^-99 cm^3. 

 



Planck mass 

Planck-length-diameter black-hole mass {Planck mass} is 10^-5 gram. Particle gravity has quantum effects and 

makes space-time discontinuous. Because particles are waves, if position uncertainty equals Planck length, gravity 

uncertainty is highest. Field theory no longer applies. Space is foam-like, due to spin, and has no dimensionality. 

 

Planck temperature 

At universe origin or soon after, universe had Planck-length diameter. Space-time was discontinuous. Field theory 

no longer applies. Space is foam-like, due to spin, and has no dimensionality. When universe grew larger than Planck-

length diameter, space became continuous, and temperature {Planck temperature} was 10^32 K. 
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Planck time 

Maximum particle energy, 1.22 * 10^19 GeV, is where gravity has quantum effects and makes space and time 

discontinuous. Field theory no longer applies. Time loops and distorts, due to spin, and has no dimensionality. 

Particles have phase-space waves. Particle energy varies directly with particle-wave frequency. Frequency varies 

inversely with time. Because energy uncertainty times time uncertainty must be less than Planck constant, by the 

uncertainty principle, at maximum particle energy, minimum time unit {Planck time} is 5.391 * 10^-44 seconds. 

Because space-time is no longer continuous, phase-space waves cannot have frequency greater than 10^43 Hz and 

wavelength less than 10^-35 meters. 

Planck time depends on gravity strength and so gravitational constant g, electromagnetism strength and so light 

speed c, and action quantum Planck constant h: (h-bar * g / c^5)^0.5, where h-bar is Planck constant h divided by (2 

times pi). h is the quantum of action, and h-bar is the quantum of angular momentum, so Planck time is the quantum of 

time. Planck time is time light travels Planck length. 

 

chronon 

Time {chronon}| {time quantum} for light to travel (classical) electron radius is 10^-24 seconds. 

 

instanton 

Event-quantum time intervals {instanton}| are non-linear waves, lasting for one electronic transition or one quantum 

tunneling. 
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consistent histories 

Past events determine, or at least constrain, future events. Because other events are too far away in space-time, only 

a subset of past events affects an event. In phase spaces, past states determine, or at least constrain, future states 

{consistent histories}. Because other states are too far away in phase space, only a subset of past states affects a state. 

In most systems, most states do not affect a future state. In quantum mechanics, systems have an infinite number of 

different consistent histories, each with a probability. Without quantum mechanics, completely determined systems 

have one consistent history. 

 

counterfactual in physics 

In quantum mechanics, particle-system phase-space states have probabilities. States that do not happen have as much 

information as states that do happen. In quantum mechanics, because they had probability to happen, states that did not 

happen {counterfactual, quantum mechanics} can cause physical events/states on the same or other particles, because 

they collapse the wavefunction without interacting with the particle property/event/state. Measuring for a particle state 

that does not happen {null measurement} {interaction-free measurement} can gain information about another system 

particle or state without affecting that particle or state. 

 

sum over paths 

Particles simultaneously try all possible phase-space trajectories. Trajectories go directly (direct-channel) or 

indirectly (cross-channel) from one system energy level to another. The probability that the system reaches an energy 

level is the sum {sum over paths} {sum over histories} of renormalized path probabilities for direct-channel and cross-

channel paths to that energy level. 

 



exclusion principle 

Because bosons have integer spins, when previously independent identical-state bosons interchange, their 

wavefunctions stay the same as the other. Bosons have Bose-Einstein statistics. Therefore, interactions can bring two 

now-interdependent bosons to the same state. In a system, two bosons can be in the same state. 

Because fermions have half-unit spins, when previously independent identical-state fermions interchange, their 

wavefunctions become the negative of the other. Fermions have Fermi-Dirac statistics. Therefore, no interaction can 

bring two now-interdependent fermions to the same state. In a system, no two fermions can be in the same state 

{exclusion principle} (Pauli exclusion principle). 

 

Bell experiment 

To show directly that physics is non-local, measure entangled-electron spins {Bell experiment}. Electrons are 

indistinguishable. Around any measuring axis, electron spins have only two, clockwise or counterclockwise, angular-

momentum states. For systems with zero total angular momentum, one electron has spin +1/2 and the other has spin -

1/2. Experimenters can only measure one electron's spin, after wavefunction collapse, so system wavefunction before 

collapse had both electrons having both spins in superposition. Electrons 1 and 2 have spins along axes x, y, and z. If 

axes are indistinguishable and electrons combine randomly, states are 1x+2x-, 1x-2x+; 1x+2y-, 1x-2y+; 1x+2z-, 1x-

2z+; 1y+2y-, 1y-2y+; 1y+2z-, 1y-2z+; 1z+2z-, 1z-2z+, so 6/12 of states involve x-axis, and 6/12 do not. If axes are 

distinguishable and electrons combine randomly, states are 1x+2x-, 1x-2x+; 1x+2y-, 1x-2y+; 1x+2z-, 1x-2z+; 1y+2x-, 

1y-2x+; 1y+2y-, 1y-2y+; 1y+2z-, 1y-2z+; 1z+2x-, 1z-2x+; 1z+2y-, 1z-2y+; 1z+2z-, 1z-2z+, so 10/18 of states involve 

x-axis, and 8/18 do not. However, system has equal probability to start with 1x+2x- and 1x-2x+, so 2 x-axis states must 

be left out, making 9/18 of states involve x-axis, and 9/18 do not. If axes are indistinguishable and electrons entangle, 

states are xx, xy, xz, yy, yz, zz, so 3/6 of states involve x-axis, and 3/6 do not. If axes are distinguishable and electrons 

entangle, states are xx, xy, yx, xz, zx, yy, yz, zy, zz, so 5/9 of states involve x-axis, and 4/9 do not. Bell experiment 

result confirms the last conditions, so, if there are no hidden variables, electrons entangle, and physics is non-local. 

 

Schrodinger cat 

In hypothetical experiments with closed boxes, particle decay triggers processes that kill cats {Schrödinger's cat} 

{Schrödinger cat}. If decay probability is one-half, is cat half-alive and half-dead inside box until observed? Is cat dead 

when particle decays, observed or not? In which state is cat after event and before observation? Less and less classical 

objects and events can replace cats, until replacements are quantum events and particle decay triggers a quantum state, 

so when does quantum-event wavefunction collapse? 
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matter wave 

In classical physical space, particles have definite positions and momenta, not probabilities of positions and 

momenta. If physical space has no external forces, positions and momenta are independent. If physical space has force 

fields, position change changes momentum in only one way, according to energy conservation. Because particles have 

definite positions and momenta, and classical configuration space has only real numbers, classical configuration space 

has no real-number/imaginary-number interactions and so no waves. The Hamiltonian function represents energy as a 

function of momentum (kinetic energy) and space (potential energy) coordinates. 

In quantum-mechanical physical space, particles have probabilities of positions and momenta. Quantum-mechanical 

physical space has energy conservation, but positions and momenta are not independent, so energy-conservation 

equation (Schrödinger equation) and S-matrix theory, which relate kinetic-energy change and momentum to potential-

energy change and position, have complex numbers. Exponentials with complex-number exponents represent cosine 

and sine waves. (Maxwell's equations relate kinetic-energy change and momentum to potential-energy change and 

position, and solutions are electromagnetic waves.) Frequency is time derivative. Wave number is spatial derivative. 

The time derivative introduces an imaginary number to multiply the time derivative to give a real number. 

Quantum-mechanical configuration space (phase space) has complex-number particle position and momentum 

coordinates. Along each configuration-space dimension, real and imaginary numbers interact to make helical scalar 

waves {matter wave}| {de Broglie wave} {probability wave}. 

scalar 

Electromagnetic waves are vector waves, because electric and magnetic forces and fields have direction, 

electromagnetic waves propagate in a direction, and energy travels in that direction. Matter waves are scalar, because 

they are not about forces or fields, have no energy, and do not propagate and so do not travel and are standing waves. 

Scalar waves have amplitude but no direction. 



phase space 

Matter waves are not in physical space. 

wavelength 

Wavelength determines possible particle positions and momenta, at maximum-displacement positions. Frequency 

and phase affect amplitude. 

amplitude and probability 

Amplitude determines probability that particle is at that position or momentum. 

frequency and kinetic energy 

Particle kinetic energy E determines matter-wave frequency f: E = h * f, where h is Planck constant. For higher 

energies, matter waves have higher frequencies and lower wavelengths. Particle momentum p determines matter-wave 

wavelength w: h = p * w. Theoretical matter-wave velocity v increases with particle kinetic energy: v = f * w = (E/h) * 

(h/p) = E/p. 

transverse wave 

Real and imaginary number interactions make transverse waves around each phase-space dimension. 

length 

Matter waves are in configuration space, which has infinitely-long dimensions, so matter waves are infinitely long. 

By uncertainty principle, matter waves extend through all space, but with low amplitude outside physical system. 

no propagation and no energy 

Because they are infinitely long, matter waves do not propagate, are standing waves, and have no travel, no velocity, 

no energy, and no leading or trailing edge. Matter waves resonate in phase space. 

positions, points, and intervals 

Waves require one wavelength to be a wave, so there is no definite position. For waves, positions cannot be points 

but are one-wavelength or half-wavelength intervals. 

solidity 

Matter waves have width of at least one wavelength, so they cause matter to spread over space, not be at points. 

Matter waves make matter have area, and matter appears solid. 

momentum and position 

In quantum mechanics, unlike classical mechanics, momentum and position are not independent, because amplitude 

relates to position, frequency relates to momentum, wave amplitude-change rate relates to wave frequency-change rate, 

wavelength relates to position uncertainty, and amplitude-change rate relates to momentum uncertainty. 

particle sizes 

Large objects have high matter-wave frequencies. At high frequencies, matter-wave properties are undetectable, 

because wavelengths are too small, so classical mechanics applies. Small objects have low matter-wave frequencies, so 

atomic particles have detectable quantum properties. 

waves and quanta 

Resonating waves have fundamental frequency and harmonic overtones. Particles have matter waves with harmonic 

frequencies. Harmonic frequencies correspond to a series of positions or energy/momentum levels, separated by equal 

amounts (quantum). 

Waves change frequency without passing through intermediate frequencies. No intermediate frequencies means no 

intermediate positions or energies/momenta. Matter waves explain why particles have discrete energy levels, separated 

by quanta, and why, during energy-level transitions, particles never have in-between energy levels. Particles also have 

discrete locations, separated by quantum distances. 

physical systems 

In free space, particle matter waves have a small range of frequencies and superpose to make a wave packet. Particle 

systems superpose particle matter waves to make system matter waves. Non-interacting particles have dependent 

matter waves that add non-linearly (entangle). In atoms and molecules, electrons, neutrons, and protons have phase-

space matter waves that represent transitions among atomic orbits. 

Electrons cannot be near nucleus, because then electron matter-wave interacts with proton matter-wave, and atom 

collapses. 

philosophy 

Perhaps, matter waves are particles, only associate with particles, are mathematical descriptions, or are all that 

observers can know. 

 

de Broglie relation 

Matter-wave wavelength equals Planck constant divided by momentum {de Broglie relation}|. 

 



tunneling 

In quantum mechanics, matter-wave amplitude determines probability that particle is at that position. Matter waves 

are infinite and so have positive amplitude at all space points. Therefore, unlike classical mechanics, particles have a 

probability of being outside potential-energy barriers {tunneling}|. 

At barriers, particle waves reflect back or refract through. Particles with higher matter-wave frequency and more 

energy have more refraction. As difference between barrier potential energy and particle energy increases, reflection 

{anti-tunneling} increases. 

 

wave packet 

Matter waves are infinitely long. Because particle matter waves have fundamental frequency and its harmonics, 

particles have an infinite number of different-frequency matter waves. Because particles interact with other universe 

masses and charges, particles have matter waves differing in wavelength by infinitesimally small amounts. 

Superposition of an infinite number of infinitely long waves, differing in wavelength by infinitesimally small amounts, 

makes significant amplitude {wave packet}| in one region and insignificant amplitudes in all other regions. Particles are 

matter-wave packets. 

time 

Over time, as superposition makes different results, wave packets can disappear and reappear. Wave superposition 

can narrow or broaden wave-packet duration. and broadening frequency range. 

size 

Wave packets have three to ten oscillations, with maximum amplitude in center and no amplitude at edges. Longest 

wavelengths are in middle and smallest wavelengths are at edges. If wavelength range is small, packet is wide. If 

wavelength range is large, packet is narrow. 

speed 

Wave packets travel at particle speed, but wave-packet component waves travel at slower and faster speeds. 

frequencies 

Matter-wave-packet frequency varies directly with particle energy. Wave superposition can narrow or broaden wave-

packet frequency range. If wave packet has many frequencies, volume is small, but energy is big. If wave packet has 

few frequencies, volume is large, and energy is small. 

dispersion 

Due to dispersion, wave packets spread out lengthwise and transversely. 
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entanglement 

In classical mechanics, positions and momenta (and energies and times) are independent variables, but in quantum 

mechanics, they are dependent variables and interact in wavefunctions. In classical mechanics, when two or more 

particles interact, system properties sum particle properties. In quantum mechanics, when two or more particles 

interact, system properties multiply and sum particle properties, and particle wavefunctions combine constructively 

and/or destructively to make a system wavefunction {entanglement}|. If two (indistinguishable) particles entangle, they 

both travel together on all possible state paths available to them, and they interfere with each other's independent-

particle wavefunctions along each path. For example, two particles created simultaneously form one system with one 

wavefunction. 

Entanglement does not put particles into unchanging states (that observers measure later). Neither do particle states 

continually change state as they move through space-time (not like independent neutrinos, which change properties as 

they travel). Therefore, observation method, time, and space position and orientation do not determine observed 

particle state. In quantum mechanics, particles have probabilities, depending on particles and system, of taking all 

possible space-time and particle-interaction paths, and measurement finds that the particle has randomly gone into one 

of the possible particle states. 

system wavefunction 

When two particle wavefunctions add, system-wavefunction frequency is the beat frequency of the two particle-

wavefunction frequencies, and is lower than those frequencies. System wave packet has smaller spatial extension than 

particle wave packets, and has higher amplitude (more energy) at beat-frequency wavelengths. Quantum-mechanical 

particle and system wavefunctions have non-zero fundamental frequency and its harmonic frequencies and have non-

zero amplitudes over all space and time. Systems spread out over space and time. 



system wavefunction decoherence 

After entanglement, system wavefunction lasts until outside disturbances, such as measurement, particle collision or 

absorption, and electromagnetic, gravitational, or nuclear force field, interact with one or more particles. At that 

definite time and position, system wavefunction separates into independent particle wavefunctions (decoherence). 

Whole system wavefunction ends simultaneously over whole extent. 

measurement 

By uncertainty principle, experimenters can precisely measure either particle energy or particle time (or momentum 

or position) but not both. After two entangled particles separate, separate instruments can measure each particle's 

energy (or momentum) precisely and simultaneously and then communicate to determine the exact difference. 

measurement: speculation 

Perhaps, unobserved particles and systems are two-dimensional (but still in three-dimensional space). Observation 

then puts particles and systems into three dimensions. People observe only three-dimensional space. For example, 

observers see that gloves are right-handed or left-handed. Perhaps, unobserved quantum-mechanical-size gloves 

actually have no thickness and so have only two dimensions, so unobserved right-handed and left-handed gloves are the 

same, because they can rotate in three-dimensional space to superimpose and be congruent. Perhaps, unobserved 

clockwise and counter-clockwise particle spins are two-dimensional and so are equivalent. (Note that a two-

dimensional glove appears right-handed or left-handed depending on whether the observation point is above or below 

the glove.) 

Perhaps, unobserved particles and systems randomly, continually, and instantaneously turn inside out (and outside 

in), in three-dimensional space. Observation stops the process. For example, turning a right-handed glove inside out 

makes a left-handed glove, and vice versa. Perhaps, unobserved quantum-mechanical-size gloves continually and 

instantaneously turn inside out in three-dimensional space and so are equally right-handed and left-handed. Perhaps, 

unobserved clockwise and counter-clockwise particle spins continually interchange. (Note that a glove appears right-

handed or left-handed depending on when the process stops.) 

Perhaps, unobserved quantum-mechanical-size particle and system states are indeterminate and follow quantum-

mechanical rules because space-time is not conventional four-dimensional space-time. Observation requires 

conventional three-dimensional space, and randomly makes definite three-dimensional particle and system states, with 

probabilities. Perhaps, time is not real-number time, but complex-number or hypercomplex-number time. Real-number 

times are separate, but imaginary-number times are not. Perhaps, space is not real-number space, but complex-number 

or hypercomplex-number space. Real-number distances are separate, but imaginary-number distances are not. 

Observations measure real-number part of complex-number variables. Perhaps, wavefunction imaginary-number part 

continues after observation. 

Perhaps, Necker cubes illustrate the effects of observation. Observer angle to Necker cube determines whether 

observer sees right-facing or left-facing Necker cube. Effects may be linear with angle or depend on cosine of angle. 

interacting electrons and spin 

If a process creates two electrons, momentum sum is the same before and after creation, by momentum conservation, 

and electrons move away from each other at same velocity along a straight line. Angular-momentum sum is the same 

before and after creation, by angular-momentum conservation. (If two separate electrons entangle, momentum sum and 

angular-momentum sum are the same before and after interaction.) 

By quantum mechanics, measured spin is always +1/2 or -1/2. Because the electrons are in a system, one cannot 

know which has +1/2 spin and which -1/2 spin. Both electrons share a system wavefunction that superposes the state 

(wavefunction) in which first electron has spin +1/2 unit and second has spin -1/2 unit and the state (wavefunction) in 

which first electron has spin -1/2 unit and second has spin +1/2 unit, with zero total angular momentum in any 

direction. Two wavefunctions can superpose constructively (add) or destructively (subtract). Because two electrons are 

distinguishable, the two wavefunctions add, so system wavefunction is anti-commutative. 

One possibility is that one particle has positive 1/2 unit spin along z-axis (motion line), and other particle has 

negative 1/2 unit spin along z-axis. See Figure 1. 

After two particles interact and move apart, separate spin detectors can measure around any axis for first particle and 

around any axis for second particle, simultaneously or in succession. For example, the axes can be z-axis (motion line), 

x-axis, and y-axis. See Figure 2. Measuring spin around an axis fixes one electron's spin at +1/2 (or -1/2) and fixes the 

other electron's spin around an axis at -1/2 (or +1/2), to conserve angular momentum. 

spin: possible axis and spin combinations 

By quantum mechanics, left electron has spin +1/2 half the time and spin -1/2 half the time, around any axis, say z-

axis. Around same z-axis, right electron always has opposite spin: left=z+ right=z- or left=z- right=z+. Around x-axis, 

right electron has opposite spin (while y-axis has same spin), same spin (while y-axis has opposite spin), opposite spin 

(while y-axis has opposite spin), or same spin (while y-axis has same spin): x-y+z-, x+y-z-, x-y-z-, x+y+z-; x-y+z+, 



x+y-z+, x-y-z+, x+y+z+. For right-electron z-axis compared to left-electron z-axis, spins are opposite all of the time: 

z+z-, z+z-, z+z-. z+z-. For right-electron x-axis or y-axis compared to left-electron z-axis, spins are same 1/2 of time 

and opposite 1/2 of time: z+x-, z+y+; z+x+, z+y-; z+x-, z+y-; z+x+, z+y+. See Figure 3. Because quantum mechanics 

has random probabilities, left and right electrons have same spin half the time and opposite spin half the time. 

However, quantum mechanics with non-randomness (due to local real hidden factors) makes a different prediction. 

Non-random hidden factors correlate right and left spins, to conserve angular momentum. If left=x+y+z+, right=x-y-z-. 

If left=x-y+z+, right=x+y-z-. If left=x+y-z+, right=x-y+z-. If left=x-y-z+, right=x+y+z-. If left=x-y-z-, right=x+y+z+. 

If left=x+y-z-, right=x-y+z+. If left=x-y+z-, right=x+y-z+. If left=x+y+z-, right=x-y-z+. See Figure 4. For right-

electron z-axis compared to left-electron z-axis, spins are opposite all the time. For right-electron x-axis or y-axis 

compared to left-electron z-axis, spins are same 4/9 of time and opposite 5/9 of time, higher than the 1/2 level for 

quantum mechanics. Local hidden variable theories correlate events through hidden variable(s), making probabilities 

non-random. Quantum mechanics has no more-fundamental factors and introduces uncertainties, and so is random. 

Therefore, correlated outcomes in classical theories have different probabilities than in quantum mechanics. 

Experiments show that outcomes are random, so there are no local hidden factors and/or no real hidden factors. 

if infinite light speed 

Perhaps, entanglement over large distances and times has no non-locality problems if light speed is infinite, as in 

Newton's gravitational theory. Assume that relativity is true but with light speed infinite. Time is zero for light, and 

speed is always infinite for all observers, so all objects are always in contact. However, light speed is finite. 

action at distance 

Wavefunctions do not represent physical forces or energy exchanges, so space and time do not matter. If system 

wavefunction does not decohere, system particles and fields remain connected, even over long duration and far 

distances. Experiments that measure energy and time differences, or momentum and position differences, show that 

particles remained entangled over far distances and long times, and that wavefunction collapse immediately affects all 

system particles and fields, no matter how distant (action at a distance). Seemingly, new information about one particle 

travels instantly to second particle. See Particle Interference, Scientific American 269(August): 52-60 [1993]. 

However, information about collapse only travels at light speed, preserving special relativity theory that physical 

effects faster than light speed are not possible. Observers must wait for light to travel to them before they become 

aware of information changes. All physical laws require local interaction through field-carrying particle exchanges, 

which result in space curvatures. All physical communication happens when particles are in contact and interact, so 

there is no actual action at a distance. 

teleportation 

After particle entanglement, particle wavefunctions have specific relations. By manipulating particle properties at 

interaction and at wavefunction collapse, experimenters can transfer particle properties from one particle to another 

particle, even far away, though the particles have no physical connection at collapse time. 
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Elitzur-Vaidman problem 

Bombs can have photon or light pressure triggers. Bombs explode if trigger does not jam, but jamming happens 

often. How can testers find at least one working bomb without exploding it {Elitzur-Vaidman bomb-testing problem} 

[1993] (Avshalom C. Elitzur and Lev Vaidman)? Using photon entanglement can find good bomb without triggering it. 

 

teleportation 

Particles can seemingly move from one place to another without ever being between the two places {teleportation}|. 

Teleportation requires that both locations share a particle pair {EPR pair}. Particles are identical, with entangled 

properties. For example, if one photon splits into two photons, new photons can be same-state superpositions. If 

instrument observes one particle's state later, it then knows other particle's state. If EPR pair exists, putting one pair 

member into one state can result in property disappearance at one location and other-pair-member property appearance 

at another location. 
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uncertainty principle 

Instruments can measure momentum, position, energy, and time by absorbing energy and using clocks and rulers. 

However, instruments cannot simultaneously or precisely measure both particle momentum and position {uncertainty 

principle}| {Heisenberg uncertainty principle} {indeterminacy principle}, because measuring one alters information 

about the other. Instruments cannot simultaneously or precisely measure both particle energy and time, because they 

relate to momentum and position. 

situation 

The uncertainty principle is about measurement precision on one particle at one time and place. The uncertainty 

principle does not apply to different measurements on same particle over time. The uncertainty principle does not apply 

to simultaneous momentum and position, or energy and time, measurements on different particles. 

wave packet 

Particles have wavefunctions, so measurements are about wave packets. As particle moves through time and space, 

total uncertainty increases, because wave packet spreads out. 

wave properties 

Uncertainty follows from wave properties, because wave position and momentum, or time and energy, inversely 

relate. Energy and momentum depend on wave frequency. Position and time depend on wave amplitude. Measuring 

wave frequency or wavelength precisely prevents measuring wave amplitude precisely. Measuring wave amplitude 

precisely prevents measuring wave frequency or wavelength precisely. If momentum or position is specific, position or 

momentum must be uncertain. If energy or time is specific, time or energy must be uncertain. 

At space points, wavefunctions that have high amplitude have precise position and timing. However, wavefunction 

slope is steep, so amplitude change between nearby points is large, so velocity change, momentum change, and energy 

change are large and so uncertain at that position. See Figure 1. 

Wavefunctions with wide wave packets have large uncertainty. Wavefunction slopes are not steep, and amplitude 

change at nearby points is small, so velocity change, momentum change, and energy change are small in that region. 

Momentum is precise, while position is imprecise. Alternatively, energy is precise, while timing is imprecise. See 

Figure 2. 

Waves that have just one frequency and wavelength have one momentum and energy. Only one wave can have no 

superposition and no cancellation anywhere in space or time, making wave equally present throughout all space and 

time, and so completely uncertain in position and time. See Figure 3. 

Wavefunctions that have almost all frequencies and wavelengths have precise position and time, because waves 

cancel everywhere, except one space or time point. Wavefunctions that have almost all frequencies and wavelengths 

have almost all momentum and energy levels, making wave momentum and energy very uncertain. See Figure 4. 

Waves that have some frequencies and wavelengths have moderate uncertainty in momentum and energy and 

moderate uncertainty in position and time, because waves cancel, except at moderate-size wave packet. 

Waves with two or three frequencies and wavelengths have beat frequencies where waves superpose. Beat frequency 

makes precise momentum and energy, but time and position are uncertain. See Figure 5. 

Waves with harmonic frequencies and wavelengths have beat frequencies where waves superpose. Beat frequencies 

make precise momentum and energy, but time and position are uncertain. 

measurement processes 

Besides wavefunction effects, physical processes limit precision. To find precise frequency for energy and 

momentum takes time and space, so position and time information are uncertain. To find precise position and time 



takes high amplitude, so position and time information are uncertain. Uncertainty's physical cause is discontinuity, 

whereas uncertainty's quantum-mechanical cause is wave-particle duality, because particles are about momentum and 

energy and waves are about position and time, as shown above. 

mathematics 

Quantum of action is h, and energy over time is action. Therefore, energy uncertainty dE times time uncertainty dt 

equals at least Planck constant divided by 4 * pi: dE * dt >= h / (4 * pi). 

dE = F * dx = (dp / (4 * pi * dt)) * dx, so dE * dt * (4 * pi) = dp * dx. Position uncertainty dx times momentum 

uncertainty dp equals at least Planck constant: dx * dp >= h. 

dx = 4 * pi * dF, and dp = dN / 2. Phase uncertainty dF times phonon number uncertainty dN equals Planck constant 

divided by 2 * pi: dF * dN = h / (2 * pi). 

energy levels 

Electrons in lower atomic orbitals have higher frequency, kinetic energy, and angular momentum and lower time 

period and orbital diameter. Electrons in higher atomic orbitals have lower frequency, kinetic energy, and angular 

momentum and higher time period and orbital diameter. Therefore, higher orbitals have higher position uncertainty and 

lower momentum uncertainty. 

For low-orbital and high-orbital electrons, photon absorption can cause electronic transition to adjacent higher 

energy level, increasing position uncertainty and decreasing momentum uncertainty. For low-orbital and high-orbital 

electrons, photon emission can cause electronic transition to adjacent lower energy level, decreasing position 

uncertainty and increasing momentum uncertainty. 

For low-orbital and high-orbital electrons, photon absorption can cause electronic transition to non-adjacent higher 

energy levels, increasing position uncertainty and decreasing momentum uncertainty. For low-orbital and high-orbital 

electrons, photon emission can cause electronic transition to non-adjacent lower energy levels, decreasing position 

uncertainty and increasing momentum uncertainty. 

Besides fundamental Heisenberg uncertainty, electron, proton, and neutron configuration changes affect measured 

amounts. Electronic transitions conserve energy, momentum, and angular momentum, so absorption and emission do 

not necessarily have the same photon frequency. Electrons cannot transition to same orbital. 

two particles 

Though instruments cannot measure either's time or energy, instruments can measure two particles' energy difference 

and time difference precisely and simultaneously. Such measurement can define one-ness and two-ness. 

confinement 

By uncertainty principle, particles confined to smaller regions or times have greater momentum and energy. In 

confined regions, even in vacuum, energy is high, allowing particle creation and annihilation. 

matrices 

In quantum mechanics, particle position and momentum are quantized and so are matrices (not scalars or vectors), 

with complex-number elements. Because particles have probabilities of being anywhere in space, matrix rows and 

columns have infinite numbers of elements, and matrices are square matrices. In quantum mechanics, position and 

momentum are not necessarily independent, but depend on the whole particle system. 

Matrices represent electronic transitions between energy levels. Matrix rows are one energy level, and matrix 

columns are the other energy level. Matrix elements represent the probability of that electronic transition. Matrix 

elements are periodic to represent the possible quanta. The diagonal represents transitions between the same energy 

level and so has value zero. Near the diagonal represents transitions between adjacent energy levels and so has higher 

values. Far from the diagonal represents transitions between non-adjacent energy levels and so has lower values. 

Energy levels have ground state and no upper limit, so the matrices have infinite numbers of elements. There is no zero 

energy level. 

For non-infinite-dimension square matrices with real elements, PQ = QP (commutative). For infinite-dimension 

and/or non-square and/or complex-number-element matrices, PQ <> QP (non-commutative). Matrix multiplication is 

typically non-commutative. 

In quantum mechanics, particle action is the product of the momentum P and position Q matrices: action = PQ. For 

infinite-dimension square matrices with complex-number elements, PQ - QP = -i*h*I, where I is identity matrix and h 

is Planck constant, because action has Planck-constant units and complex number multiplication rotates the axes by 

pi/2 radians. 
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atom stability 

Though electrons and protons have strong electrical attraction, and outside electrical attractions and repulsions can 

disturb atom orbitals, electrons do not spiral into protons and collapse atoms. Because particles have matter waves, by 

the uncertainty principle, orbiting electrons cannot spiral into atomic nucleus {atom, stability}. See Figure 1. 

waves 

Particles have matter waves, whose harmonic frequencies relate to particle energy levels. 

uncertainty 

Waves by definition must be at least one wavelength long. Therefore, particle waves have location uncertainty of at 

least one wavelength. Particle waves have time uncertainty of at least one period, which is one wavelength divided by 

light speed. Particle waves have momentum uncertainty of at least Planck constant divided by wavelength. Particle 

waves have energy uncertainty of at least Planck constant divided by period. Particle waves make the uncertainty 

principle. 

energy 

By uncertainty principle, particles must move, and so they cannot have zero energy. Particles cannot have zero 

energy because they cannot have zero motion, because that violates conservation of both energy and momentum. 

Lowest particle energy is first-quantum-level ground-state energy. 

orbits 

Electron orbits have quantum distances from nucleus and take quantum durations to orbit nucleus. In lowest orbital, 

electron position uncertainty has same diameter as orbital. Electron can be anywhere in that region around nucleus. In 

lowest orbital, electron time uncertainty is same period as orbital rotation. Electron can be anywhere in that interval. In 

lowest orbital, electron is already at closest possible distance and smallest possible time. 

transitions 

From lowest orbital, electrons cannot go to lower orbits, because there are no lower energy levels. They cannot lose 

more energy, because if energy decreases then time increases, by uncertainty principle, making orbital go higher. They 

cannot lose more distance because if distance decreases then energy must increase, by uncertainty principle, making 

orbital go higher. Therefore, lowest orbital has lowest energy, smallest distance, and shortest time. Lowest orbital 

already includes nucleus region, so it cannot be smaller. 

kinetic and potential energy 

In quantum mechanics and classical mechanics, electric-field positions relate to potential energies. In quantum 

mechanics, unlike classical mechanics, kinetic energy cannot completely convert to potential energy, and vice versa. 

Kinetic energy and potential energy have minimum energy level and cannot be zero. 

energy quantum 

First energy quantum is difference between ground-state energy and next-highest-orbital energy. Second energy 

quantum is difference between next-highest-orbital energy and third-orbital energy. Energy quanta are not equal. 

Energy quanta decrease at higher orbitals. Energy quanta relate to wave harmonic frequencies. Higher adjacent wave 

frequencies have smaller energy differences. 

atom nucleus 

Atomic nucleus occupies only 10^-5 volume inside lowest-electron-orbital volume. Nucleus protons and neutrons 

have energy, momentum, position, and time uncertainty and so have ground-state energies. Nucleus protons and 

neutrons have quantum energy levels. 

Lowest-orbital electrons and highest-orbital neutrons and protons never collide, because electrons have lower 

orbiting energies, and higher orbital radii, than neutrons and protons. 

electron-proton collision 

At high-enough energy and beam collimation, electrons can collide with atomic nuclei, because increased energy can 

narrow position, by uncertainty principle. Such electrons are not orbiting, so this situation is not about atom stability. 
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particle in box 

Particle in enclosed space {particle in box} must have velocity, because particle has fixed position, so uncertainty is 

in momentum. If enclosed space is smaller, velocity must be more. 

 

quantum fluctuation 

Electric field and magnetic field cannot be at rest {quantum fluctuation}, because then they have precise position 

and precise zero momentum and so violate uncertainty principle. All fields have random motion, even in vacuum where 

net energy is zero. 

 

vacuum polarization 

At quantum level, empty-space field fluctuation {vacuum polarization}| is infinite. 

 

Casimir effect 

Two parallel uncharged metal plates attract each other by reducing vacuum-energy fluctuations and number of 

wavelengths between them {Casimir effect} {Casimir force}: energy density = c / d^4, where c is constant and d is 

plate distance. Energy at plate is zero. Interior energy density decreases, so exterior energy density increases and 

pushes plates together. Fewer particle histories with closed time-like loops are between plates. 

 

zero point motion 

Particles cannot be at rest {zero point motion}|, because then they have precise position and precise zero momentum 

and so violate uncertainty principle. All particles have random motion, even in vacuum where net energy is zero. 
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wave-particle duality 

For energy transfers, particles act like particles. For determining locations, particles act like waves {wave-particle 

duality}|. 

 

complementarity in physics 

Matter waves have spatial/momentum effects and time/energy effects, which instruments cannot detect 

simultaneously {complementarity, quantum mechanics}. Particles have energy, and waves have positions. Instruments 

cannot determine particle properties and wave properties simultaneously. Experiments can be only complementary, 

because particles always have both wave and particle properties. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Quantum Mechanics>Waves>Experiment 

 

two-slit experiment 

Wave, photon, or particle sources can send collimated beams through one or two slits, to a measuring surface {slit 

experiment, quantum mechanics} {two-slit experiment}. For one slit, beam makes medium intensity line across from 

slit. For two slits, beam makes line with four times medium intensity across from slit. It makes alternating intense and 

clear lines on both sides. First intense line to side has two times medium intensity. Second intense line has medium 

intensity. Third intense line has lower intensity, and so on. Beam waves constructively and destructively interfere. 

quanta 

Particles sent through two consecutive pinholes create concentric rings on screen, as waves do. Particles sent through 

two adjacent pinholes make stripes perpendicular to line between pinholes on far screen, as waves do. If one slit closes, 

ring pattern appears. If slits alternate between closed and open, two ring patterns appear. If detector is at one slit, ring 

pattern appears. If detectors are poor, feeble stripe pattern appears. If half-silvered mirror is after one slit in particle-

stream path, and both paths reflect from mirrors, stripe pattern appears. 

wave 

Particle motions are not single trajectories but diffract, as waves do. Wave theory accounts for all results. Matrix 

theory can account for results if slits act together to make periodicity. 

 

Aharonov-Bohm effect 

Paths entangle, so electrons that pass through beam splitter and go past solenoid coil have quantum interference 

{Aharonov-Bohm effect}, though no electromagnetic field is outside solenoid coil. 

 



delayed-choice experiment 

Detectors can be after location at which particles must choose which path to take and can turn on after particles pass 

decision point {delayed-choice experiment} (Wheeler) [1980]. 

 

quantum eraser 

In two-slit experiments (Scully and Drühl) [1982], tagger {quantum eraser} can be in front of each slit to make spin 

clockwise or counterclockwise along axis. Screen can detect particle location and spin. There is no interference. Waves 

are present, but they cancel. Before screen, place spin tagger that always results in same spin. There is interference. 

Waves do not cancel. 

down conversion 

A photon can become two photons, each with half the energy {down-converter}. In beam-splitter experiments 

(Scully and Drühl) [1982], a down-converter can be on each path, to make one photon that continues on that path 

{signal photon} and one photon {idler photon} that is detected {delayed-choice quantum eraser}. Waves do not 

interfere. 

When information about idler photon is random, because idler photon splits and goes on ambiguous paths, waves 

interfere. Instruments can receive the information before or after signal photons hit, by any amount of time or space. 

Waves are always present, but they can cancel. 

detector 

In two-slit experiments, particles make interference pattern when observed. If detector capable of knowing if particle 

went through left, right, none, or both slits is after slits, and it indicates that each particle goes only through either left 

or right slit, never both or none, there is no interference pattern. 

If detector can operate without affecting particle in any way, and observer observes it, there is still no interference 

pattern. 

If observer does not observe detector, there is interference pattern, even if detector puts the information in memory 

awhile and then deletes memory. This suggests that just gaining information is enough to end interference [Seager, 

1999]. 
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wavefunction 

The quantum mechanics wave equation, which relates kinetic and potential energy to total energy, has complex-

number, single-valued, continuous, and finite solutions {wavefunction}|. The wave equation, and its wavefunction 

solutions, are about abstract phase space, which includes space-time and describes system momenta and position or 

energy and time states. Wavefunctions represent possible physical-system energy levels and positions, and their 

probabilities. Wavefunctions correlate particle energies and times or particle momenta and positions. Wavefunctions 

typically depend on position, because energy includes potential energy. Wavefunctions typically depend on time, 

because energy includes kinetic energy. Wavefunctions are not physical waves and have no energy or momenta, but 

mathematically represent system properties. 

Wavefunction is about infinite-dimensional abstract Hilbert space, in which wavefunction rotates as a unitary 

function and is deterministic. 

energy and frequency 

Because particle matter waves resonate in physical systems, wavefunctions have fundamental frequency and 

harmonics of fundamental frequency. System energy levels depend on wavefunction frequencies. System energy levels 

are discrete, and quanta separate energy levels. High-frequency waves have high energies. System boundary conditions 

set used or injected energy and wave fundamental frequency and harmonics of fundamental frequency. 

amplitude, intensity, and probability 

Wavefunction amplitudes are complex numbers that reflect physical-system position, time, energy, or momentum 

relations. Probabilities that particles are at locations depend on wavefunction amplitude for that location. Probabilities 

are linear and add, so probability of a set of states is sum of state probabilities. Wavefunction amplitudes can 

normalize, so sum of all state probabilities is one. 

Intensity is absolute value of wavefunction-amplitude squared: wavefunction complex conjugate times position 

vector times wavefunction. Squared amplitude eliminates imaginary numbers and so is only real numbers. Absolute 

value makes only positive numbers. Intensities and energies are only discrete real positive numbers (eigenvalue). 

Amplitude squared absolute value relates to particle cross-section, collision frequency, and scattering-angle 

probabilities, and so to state probabilities. 



wavelength 

Waves have wavelength and so cannot be at a point but must spread over one wavelength. Particles have wave 

properties and can be at any point in region one-wavelength wide. Regions have wave amplitudes and so probabilities 

that particle is there. 

resonance 

In systems, reflected matter waves add constructively, and superpositions make standing-wave harmonic 

frequencies. Other frequencies cancel. Resonating fundamental wave has wavelength equal to system length or 

diameter and lowest-frequency. Fundamental-wave harmonic frequencies determine discrete possible particle energy 

levels. 

deterministic 

Wavefunctions are deterministic. 

one particle 

A one-particle system has a fundamental matter wave and its harmonics that determine possible particle positions 

and momenta. Harmonic wavefunctions are orthogonal/independent and linearly superpose. For particles with small 

momentum range and small position range moving along a straight line, wavefunctions are helices around the line with 

almost no amplitude at line ends and rising amplitude then falling amplitude near particle location. 

one particle: definite momentum 

For definite particle momentum along a straight line, position wavefunctions are helices around the line. If particle is 

at a well-defined position, helical waves have short wavelengths. If particle is at widespread positions, helical waves 

have long wavelengths. 

one particle: no momentum 

If particle has no momentum, momentum wavefunction is a straight line, and position wavefunction is constant. 

one particle: definite position 

For definite particle position along a straight line, momentum wavefunctions are helices around the line. If particle 

has high momentum, helical waves have short wavelengths. If particle has low momentum, helical waves have long 

wavelengths. 

one particle: no position 

If particle can be anywhere along a straight line, position wavefunction is a straight line, and momentum 

wavefunction is constant. 

 

bound state 

If energy times wavefunction, minus potential times wavefunction, is greater than zero, wavefunction oscillates 

{unbound state} {continuous spectrum}. Wavelength and quantum energy levels are too small to detect. 

If energy times wavefunction, minus potential times wavefunction, is less than zero, wavefunction goes to zero 

{bound state} {discrete spectrum} only at special eigenvalues or else goes to infinity. At special eigenvalues, 

wavelength and quantum energy levels are large enough to detect. 

 

eigenvalue 

Wavefunctions are complex-number functions with complex-number solutions, but intensity has positive real values 

{eigenvalue, quantum mechanics}. 

 

renormalization probability 

Wavefunction amplitudes can adjust {renormalization, probability} {normalization, wavefunction}, so sum of all 

amplitude-square absolute values, or all energy-level probabilities, is 1 = 100%. Because systems have an infinite 

number of harmonic wavefunctions, without renormalization the sum of probabilities is infinite. 

 

wavefunctional 

In quantum field theory, generalized wavefunctions {wavefunctional} are about higher spaces {field space}. 

 

series of electronic transitions 

To find electronic-transition-series {series of electronic transitions} {electronic transition series} probability, 

multiply wavefunction complex-number amplitudes and then square product absolute value. 

 

state vector 

Abstract phase space describes system particle momenta and positions. Wavefunctions describe possible system 

particle positions and momenta states {state vector} {quantum state}. For example, in a system, a single particle has 



constant momentum and two possible positions. System has two (non-interacting) state wavefunctions, S1 and S2, with 

different probabilities depending on wave amplitude at the state, c1 and c2. Wavefunction W is sum of each state's 

amplitude times state wavefunction: W = c1 * S1 + c2 * S2. System wavefunction is a superposition of weighted state 

wavefunctions. 

multiple particles 

Particles have state wavefunctions at all possible positions and momenta. Particles can be independent or interact. If 

they are independent, particle wavefunctions multiply to make (linear) tensor products. Phase is not important for 

bosons, and tensor product commutes. Phase is important for fermions, and tensor product does not commute. If 

particles interact, system has entangled wavefunction. 

 

unitary evolution 

Over time, Schrödinger-equation wavefunctions can change deterministically {unitary evolution, wavefunction}, as 

position, time, energy, or momentum change. 

 

PHYS>Physics>Quantum Mechanics>Wavefunction>Collapse 

 

collapse of wavefunction 

Isolated wavefunctions deterministically calculate future possible states. However, observing a particle measures 

particle position or momentum, putting particle into a definite phase-space state, and so cancels particle wavefunction 

{wavefunction collapse} {collapse of wavefunction}| {reduction of wave packet} {wave-packet reduction} {collapse 

of the wavefunction} {state vector reduction}. Wavefunction collapse is a discontinuity in physics. Collapse is time 

asymmetric. After observation, particle again has a wavefunction, until the nect observation. 

observation and measurement 

Observers and measuring instruments are too large to have observable wavefunctions, matter-wave wavelengths, 

matter-wave frequencies, or energy quanta. Observing and measuring cause particle interaction with a macroscopic 

system and make a new macroscopic system that includes the particle. Observers and instruments put particle 

wavefunctions into definite phase-space states {state preparation}, ready for measuring. Macroscopic systems have 

definite object positions and momenta. 

Measuring requires that observer or instrument has definite phase-space state, and particle has definite phase-space 

state. Observers and instruments measure along one direction and detect particle position, time, momentum, angular 

momentum, or energy. Therefore, position, time, momentum, angular momentum, or energy observation/measurement 

operates on particle complex-number wavefunction and transforms it into a position, time, momentum, angular 

momentum, or energy real positive value. The value is any one of the set of possible different-probability quantum 

values (operator eigenfunction) described by the observer/instrument/particle wavefunction. State selection is 

completely random. Measurement results in a single value, not value superpositions or multiple values. The 

observer/instrument/particle wavefunction collapses to zero {measurement problem}. At measurement, particle phase-

space state no longer exists, because particle wavefunction no longer exists. 

operators 

Measuring wavefunctions mathematically uses linear differential Hermitean operators. 

causes 

Measurements, absorptions, collisions, electromagnetic forces, and gravitational forces collapse particle 

wavefunctions. Gravitational effects can be gravitational waves, mass separation changes, gravitational self-energy 

changes, or fixed-star gravitational-field disturbances. Perhaps, measuring equipment is large and so affects 

wavefunction drastically (Bohr). Perhaps, collapse is large information gain (Heisenberg). 

Perhaps, wavefunction collapse is due to particle and wavefunction properties. Perhaps, previous states have 

lingering wavefunctions that affect later wavefunctions. Perhaps, Gaussian wavefunction distributions coincide at 

random. Perhaps, wavefunctions have continual operators. Perhaps, wavefunctions are unstable every billion years 

{Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber} (GRW), so large masses collapse immediately (Giancarlo Ghirardi, Alberto Rimini, Tullio 

Weber). 

Perhaps, wavefunction collapse is due to quantum mechanics. Perhaps, quantum fluctuations average {quantum 

averaging} to make definite energy states and space and time. Perhaps, cosmic inflation caused macroscopic-size 

quantum uncertainty and fluctuations {quantum uncertainty}. 

wavefunctions and reality 

Are wavefunctions just calculating devices, or do they exist in physical reality? Why do physical laws follow 

mathematical laws? How does perception relate to physical laws, mathematical laws, and material world? How does 

wavefunction collapse relate to physical laws, mathematical laws, and material world? How does wavefunction 



collapse relate to wavefunction time and space changes? How can observation/measurement and wavefunctions unify 

into a continuous explanation, rather than a discontinuous one? 

alternatives: real wavefunctions 

Perhaps, classical potential and quantum-mechanical potential both exist, so wavefunction is real. Measuring real 

wavefunction releases energy, starts wave fluctuations, and collapses wavefunction. 

alternatives: undefined and defined states 

Perhaps, particles have no wavefunction, so there is no collapse. Instead of wavefunctions, particles have only 

defined and undefined states. Undefined states can become one defined state. For example, particle density matrices 

represent possible different-probability physical states. Particle moves from undefined states to one state on the matrix 

diagonal. However, particles can be in superposed states, which matrices cannot represent. Particles can have only one 

or two possible states, which matrices cannot represent. 

alternatives: subquanta 

Perhaps, quantum levels involve even smaller properties, or quantities that cause them. However, particles have no 

hidden variables and so no subquanta. 

alternatives: larger whole 

Perhaps, physics has another conservation law about a larger whole. Observers and instruments measure only 

observable parts, while other parts are not observable. Whole system, observable and not observable, is deterministic, 

continuous, and time symmetric. For example, objects always travel at light speed, but some are time-like, and some 

are space-like. However, particles have no hidden variables and so no larger whole. 

alternatives: two state vectors 

Perhaps, quantum states have two phase-space state vectors, one starting from last wavefunction collapse and going 

forward in time and the other starting from next wavefunction collapse and going backward in time (Yakir Aharonov, 

Lev Vaidman, Costa de Beauregard, Paul Werbos) [1989]. Before and after phase-spaces are different. At events, 

forward-state vector happens first, and then backward-state vector happens. Their vector product makes density 

matrices, allowing smooth transitions between wavefunctions and collapses. This theory gives same results as quantum 

mechanics with one state vector. Forward and backward effects allow consistency with general relativity. However, 

time cannot flow backward, by general relativity. 

alternatives: positivism 

Perhaps, only measured results count, and wavefunctions are non-measurable things. However, experiments 

involving primitive measurements demonstrate that quantum state is deterministic and unique, so wavefunctions seem 

to have reality. 

 

decoherence 

Entangled particle wavefunctions depend on each other, maintain phase relations, and have coherence. In isolated 

systems with entangled particle wavefunctions, system wavefunction continues to evolve deterministically. In non-

isolated systems with entangled particle wavefunctions, measurements, absorptions, collisions, electromagnetic forces, 

and gravitational forces disturb particles and cause entangled superposed particle states to become independent 

{decoherence}|. System wavefunctions become non-coherent, and particle waves no longer interfere with each other 

{decoherent histories}, though observers only know this afterwards. System-state phase-space vector reduces to zero. 

Each particle is independent and has one position and one momentum. 

 

objective reduction 

Non-local large-scale gravitational processes eventually collapse all system wavefunctions {objective reduction}. 

Particle systems cannot remain isolated, because universe gravitation is at all space points. 

 

state distinction 

For macroscopic systems without observers, macroscopic observation can separate states, so system states are 

distinct {state distinction principle} {principle of state distinction}. 
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non-locality 

Entangled particles stay in immediate and direct contact, by sharing the same system wavefunction, over any-size 

space or time interval {non-locality}|. Changes in one particle immediately affect the other particle, seemingly sending 

information faster than light speed. Conservation laws hold, because particle travels as fast as information, and same 



particle can go to both detectors. Perhaps, non-locality is due to quantum-mechanical space and time being discrete, 

foam-like, and looping. 

 

action at a distance 

Particles, energies, fields, and quanta are always in space-time. Physical objects and events happen only in space-

time. 

Wavefunctions are abstract non-physical mathematical objects that describe possible particle or system states and 

their probabilities. Particle and particle-system wavefunctions are not physical forces, are not energy exchanges, and 

are not objects in space-time. Wavefunctions describe all space-time points simultaneously. Waves have wavelength, 

and so are not about only one point, but all wave points at once. Wavefunctions account for and connect all space 

points, and so appear infinitely long. 

As particles interact (and so form an interacting-particle system), the particle wavefunctions superpose to make a 

system wavefunction, in which all particle states depend on each other. Because wavefunctions connect all space, 

particles separated by arbitrary distances have states that affect each other. If one particle changes state, the other 

particle instantaneously changes state, no matter how far apart in space the particles are, because the system 

wavefunction (and all waves) collapse at all points simultaneously. Experiments that measure energy and time 

differences, or momentum and position differences, show that particles can remain entangled over far distances and 

long times, and that wavefunction collapse immediately affects all system particles, fields, and points, no matter how 

distant. (Because later times involve new wavefunctions, wavefunction collapse never changes particles at same place 

at different times.) State-vector reduction seemingly violates the principle that all physical effects must be local 

interactions, because coordinated changes happen simultaneously at different places. 

Particle and system wavefunctions are about particles in indefinite states. Observation of one particle's definite state 

instantaneously collapses the system wavefunction and puts all system particles in definite states, no matter how far 

apart they are. No physical force or energy at the other particle causes the definite state, but the no-definite-state 

simultaneously changes to definite state {action at a distance}. The cause seemingly travels faster than light speed to 

make an effect. Therefore, the cause is non-physical. 

Physical causes and effects must occur at one event in space-time. All physical communications, forces, and energies 

require local interactions through field-carrying particle exchanges in space-time. Physical interactions can have no 

action at a distance. 

theories 

Perhaps, wavefunctions reflect something physical that can account for action at a distance. Perhaps, particles can 

travel backward in time, from measured position to previous position, to make cause and effect at same space-time 

point. Perhaps, wavefunctions have retrograde wave components, so particles are always interacting at same space-time 

point. For example, in double-slit experiments, backward-flowing waves (from detectors to incoming particles) 

determine particle paths and explain whether wave or particle phenomena appear. However, general relativity does not 

allow time to flow backward. Furthermore, space-time points cannot have different times simultaneously. 

theories: no-space-time 

Perhaps, every space-time point touches an abstract outside-space-time structure. Perhaps, quantum foam has no-

space-time in it. Perhaps, just as all sphere points touch sphere interior, all space-time points touch a no-space-time 

interior. By whatever method, every space-time point communicates with all others through no-space-time. No-space-

time has no distances or time intervals, so space and time do not matter, and action at a distance can occur. 

No-space-time is an abstract mathematical object, just as are quantum-mechanical waves. Perhaps, no-space-time 

carries quantum-mechanical waves. 

 

Copenhagen interpretation 

Before measurement, particles can be said to be everywhere {Copenhagen interpretation}|, not necessarily close to 

the observed position. Because particle is everywhere, measured particle is always adjacent to other system particles, so 

there is no non-locality. 

 

Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen experiment 

Spin-zero-particle decay can make two entangled coupled spin-1/2 particles, one +1/2 and one -1/2, which have one 

coherent system wavefunction {Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen experiment} {EPR experiment}. After particle-pair 

production, one particle always has spin opposite to the first, by conservation of angular momentum, but observation 

has not yet determined which particle has which spin. If an instrument detects one particle's spin direction and collapses 

the system wavefunction, the other particle immediately has the opposite spin, even over long distances. Einstein, 

Podolsky, and Rosen said instantaneous information transmission was impossible, so particles changed to the measured 



spins when the particles separated. Experiments showed that both particles have no definite spin until measured, so 

particles had superposed states until measured. By quantum mechanics, neither particle has definite spin-axis direction, 

so particles have superposition of +1/2 and -1/2 states until measured. 

Experimenters must choose direction around which to measure spin and can measure in any direction. If they 

measure opposite direction, they can observe opposite spin. Therefore, particle production alone does not determine 

measured spin, and realism does not happen. Measuring system and particle together, as a new system, determine 

measured spin. 

spin detection 

If two spin-1/2 particles are in singlet state, three detectors oriented at -120, 0, and +120 degree angles perpendicular 

to moving-particle path can measure one particle's spin. Probability that both spins have opposite values is cos^2(A/2), 

where A is angle. 
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measurement level 

Named things have unique values {nominal level} {level of measurement} {measurement level} {absolute, 

measurement}. Name and value have one-to-one correspondence. Origin and units do not matter. 

Different named things have value differences {interval level}. Affine linear transformations, such as t(m) = c * m + 

d, where m is value and c and d are constants, maintain differences. 

For many named things, values have positions {ordinal level} in order. Monotone increasing transformations 

maintain order. 

Values have ratios {ratio level} {log-interval level}. Power transformations, such as t(m) = c * m^d, where m is 

value and c and d are constants, maintain ratios. Linear transformations maintain ratio relations. 

 

measurement postulate 

Interaction with matter collapses wavefunctions {measurement postulate}. 

 

quantum mechanical measurement problem 

How do wavefunctions, such as electron fields, collapse everywhere simultaneously {quantum mechanical 

measurement problem}. Collapse is absolute, with no relativity. 

 

scale for measurement 

Measurements can map directly to object properties {scale, measurement} {measurement scale}. Measurement 

relations can map directly to object-property relations. 

 

superselection rules 

Perhaps, measurement theory needs special prohibitions {superselection rules} on measurements. 
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observable in measurement 

For objective measurement, events {observable} must be independent of where or when they happen. Objective 

measurements cannot be functions of space or time coordinates. 

Measurements need reference points, such as x=0, and measurement units, such as meter. By relativity, objective 

measurements cannot be functions of reference points or units. 

Measured state is orthogonal to all other possible states, because if one state happens, others do not. Measured state 

can be along coordinate {primitive measurement}. 

Measurements in systems with no waves, or with waves with no phase differences, can have any order {commuting 

measurement}. Primitive measurements commute, because they are not about phase, only about yes or no. 

Measurements in systems with waves and phase differences depend on sequence {non-commuting measurement}. Most 

measurements do not commute, because they find value or probability. 

subjective measurement 

In quantum mechanics, time and space are not continuous but have quanta. In phase space, momenta relate to 

positions, and energies relate to times, so events are functions of space and time coordinates. Because positions and 

lengths relate to momenta, events are functions of reference points and units. Objective measurement is not possible. 

Quantum mechanics has only subjective measurement. 



interaction 

To measure particle size, light must have wavelength less than particle diameter and so high frequency and energy. 

High energy can change particle momentum. Higher energy increases momentum uncertainty. 

To measure particle momentum, light must have low energy, to avoid deflecting particle, and so long wavelength. 

Longer wavelength increases location uncertainty. 

Measuring position requires different-frequency light wave than measuring momentum, so experiments cannot find 

both position and momentum simultaneously (uncertainty principle). 

wavefunction collapse 

Measuring disturbs particle and creates a new system of observer, instrument, and particle, with a new wavefunction. 

At actual measurement, the new system wavefunction collapses to zero. Measuring allows observing only one particle 

property. 

operator 

Momentum, energy, angular momentum, space, or time functions {operator, wavefunction} operate on wavefunction 

to find discrete positive real values (eigenvalue) of momentum, energy, angular momentum, space, or time, which are 

all possible outcomes, each with probability. Direct measurements project onto space or time coordinate or energy or 

momentum vector. 

 

direct measurement 

Projection operators operate on wavefunction and project onto space or time coordinate, or energy or momentum 

vector, to give discrete positive real values (eigenvalue) {direct measurement}, which are all possible outcomes, each 

with probability. Experimenters can know possible measured values and predict probabilities. However, values may be 

less than quantum sizes and so not measurable. Operators have same dimensions as particle. 

Alternatively, experimenters can prepare a quantum system in a known initial state, have particle interact with 

prepared quantum system, separate particle and prepared quantum system, and then measure quantum-system state 

{indirect measurement}. Indirect measurements require entangling particle and prepared quantum system, to couple 

their states. Wavefunction collapse puts quantum system into a state that indirectly determines particle state. Quantum 

system can have same or more dimensions as particle. 

 

positive-operator-valued measure 

Operators on wavefunctions produce discrete positive real values (eigenvalue) {positive-operator-valued measure} 

{positive operator-valued measure} (POVM). 

 

projection operator for measurement 

Operators {projection operator, measurement} on wavefunctions can project values onto measurement axis. 
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double solution theory 

For elastic collisions, discrete wavefunctions can find particle-energy probability, and continuous wavefunctions can 

find particle-position probability {theory of double solution} {double-solution theory}. Continuous waves guide 

discrete particles, with discrete energies and momenta, to positions. Double-solution theory does not account for 

inelastic collisions. 

 

fluid of wave motion 

Fluids have density and flux. Quantum mechanics is like hydrodynamical density and flow (with no rotation, no 

mutual interactions, and no radiation absorption), with particles in continuous fluid streamlines {fluid of wave motion} 

{wave motion fluid}. Density is like state probability and matter-wave amplitude. Flux is like particle speed, 

momentum, and energy and matter-wave frequency. 

 

Jordan algebra 

Hypercomplex algebras {Jordan algebra} can be non-associative over multiplication and describe particle 

entanglement. 

 

latency theory 

Perhaps, wavefunctions are real and have latent positions and momenta, which measurement makes definite {latency 

theory}. 



 

lattice theory 

Projective geometry can be equivalent to a hierarchical network {lattice theory}|. Lattice theory is similar to fiber-

bundle theory and similar to set theory. Hierarchical networks {lattice network} have highest node and lowest nodes. 

Two nodes can connect through intermediate-level nodes. Two nodes can have no connections. Projective geometry 

uses complex continuous functions. Lattice networks use real discrete values at lattice nodes, so calculations are 

simpler. 

Lattice-network operations are commutative and associative, and can be distributive or not distributive. 

quantum mechanics 

Lattice theory is like quantum mechanics. Both are discontinuous, have intermediate states between states/nodes, and 

have different paths from one state/node to another state/node. 

types 

Node subsets can have least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds (complete lattice). Lattices can be graphs, 

polyhedra, or simplexes. Lattices can be quasi-ordered lattices, oriented graphs, or semilattices. Lattices can have 

independent branches (modular orthocomplemented lattice). Higher-dimension lattices can have vector-space factors 

(one-dimensional subspace), finite Abelian-group factors {cyclic component}, or combinatorial topologies. 

 

many-paths theory 

Particles try all possible phase-space trajectories simultaneously {many-paths theory}|. States have different 

probabilities. Large and/or many objects have no observable deviation from average trajectories and states. 

 

many worlds 

Perhaps, wavefunctions do not collapse. Universe evolves all possible wavefunction states and keeps them 

orthogonal and independent {many worlds} {many worlds theory} {relative state}. Observations/measurements split 

universe wavefunction and, after that, many independent universes continue. Wavefunctions do not collapse but have 

disjoint parts in new universes. Universe beginnings have definite measurements. Many universes and/or many minds 

exist and account for all possible wavefunction states. However, conventional probability and frequency ideas are lost. 

This idea does not connect independent states to show how probabilities arise. It does not show how states are 

orthogonal, only always entangle. It does not allow measurements in transformed coordinates, which are in fact 

possible. 

 

measurement theory 

Measurement is a process separate from unitary wavefunction evolution {measurement theory}|, because 

measurement causes state-vector reduction. Instruments, such as photodetectors or charge sensors, are not quantum 

mechanical. They detect momentum, energy, position, and time real positive values. Wavefunctions discontinuously 

precede and follow measurements. Measurements set initial conditions for wavefunctions. 

 

neoclassical radiation theory 

Perhaps, particles and quanta are moving singularities in wave fields {neoclassical radiation theory}. Linear classical 

operators describe particles. Quadratic-interaction Hamiltonians describe fields. Both operator types couple particles to 

fields, allowing energy exchanges. 

 

path integral 

Zero-rest-mass-particle random motion follows Brownian-motion trajectories {path integral}. Particle wavefunction 

is sum of path integrals over Brownian-motion trajectories, because Brownian motion is a Schrödinger equation if time 

is large compared to relaxation time. Zero-rest-mass-particle systems have Gibbs-ensemble average values. 

 

pilot wave 

Perhaps, particles have no wavefunction, so there is no collapse. Particles really always have definite positions and 

momenta, but waves {pilot wave} direct them immediately throughout time and space (Bohm). However, particles 

have no hidden variables and so no pilot waves. 

 

retarded collapse 

Perhaps, for measurements on two entangled spatially-separated particles, random effects always cause time delay 

long enough to allow information from first-particle measurement to travel to second particle before second 



measurement {retarded collapse} (Euan Squires) [1992]. However, retarded collapse makes measurements 

independent, and entangled-spin experiments show that measurements are dependent. 

 

unitary particle interpretation 

Finite-effect change requires finite-cause change, so particle probability-amplitude superposition is equivalent to 

unitary-transformation metric {unitary particle interpretation}. Unitary particle interpretation has no waves {Duane 

quantum rule}. Unitary particle interpretation is similar to corpuscular diffraction theory. 
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Fokker equation 

Assume particle probability-density function and transition-probability function. An integral equation {Fokker 

equation}, with random position coordinates, defines a Markov process. Fokker equation transforms to particle 

Schrödinger equation and indeterminacy relations. 

 

Hamilton equations 

Quantum-mechanics equations {Hamilton's equations} {Hamilton equations} relate particle positions and momenta. 

Potential-energy change plus kinetic-energy change equals zero, by conservation of energy. Energy conserves between 

kinetic-energy and potential-energy exchanges, so potential-energy change and kinetic-energy change are equal and 

opposite. Therefore, potential-energy change equals negative of kinetic-energy change. Potential energy depends on 

field position. Kinetic energy depends on momentum. Potential-energy change is energy gradient. Kinetic-energy 

change is momentum-change rate. Hamilton equation states that energy gradient, dH / dx, equals negative of 

momentum-change rate (force), dp / dt. Partial derivative of potential-energy function (Hamiltonian) with position is 

negative of derivative of momentum with time: DH / Dx = - dp / dt, where D is partial derivative, H is Hamiltonian 

potential energy, x is position, p is momentum, and t is time. Hamiltonians are wavefunctions that solve Hamilton 

equation. 

Rearranging makes Hamiltonian potential-energy change dH equal negative of momentum change dp times position 

change dx divided by time change dt: dH = - dp * (dx / dt) = - m * dv * v = - m * v * dv, where v is velocity. 

Rearranging makes negative of first derivative of Hamiltonian with momentum equal position derivative with time: - 

dH / dp = dx / dt = v. Velocity v = dx / dt equals negative of derivative of potential-energy change with momentum 

change dH / dp. 

comparison 

Hamilton's method substitutes two first-order differential equations for Lagrange's one second-order differential 

equation. 

time 

If particles are stationary, so positions do not depend on time, derivatives with time equal zero, and energy gradient 

equals zero, so energy is constant over all positions. 

If particles move, so positions depend on time, use angle instead of position, and action instead of momentum, to 

find particle matter-wave frequencies and particle energies. Physical action is energy over time, so momentum is 

energy gradient over time. Angle indicates phase which indicates frequency, and angle varies directly with position, so 

position is angle gradient over time. 

 

Lagrange equations 

Quantum-mechanics equations {Lagrange equations} relate positions and velocities. Lagrange equations depend on 

energy conservation. Potential-energy change plus kinetic-energy change equals zero. In one space dimension, m * 

D((d^2x/dt^2) * dx) / Dx + m * dv / dt = 0. Because they use acceleration, Lagrange equations are second-order 

differential equations. Lagrange equations have same form for all three (equivalent) spatial coordinates. Lagrange 

equations have same form in all transformed coordinate systems, because kinetic energy plus potential energy is 

constant for both old and new coordinate systems. 

 

Schrodinger equation 

In classical mechanics, particles have definite physical-space positions and momenta (velocities) through time. 

Particles have trajectories through physical space-time. For one-particle systems in physical three-dimensional space, 

classical configuration spaces have six continuous, infinite, and orthogonal dimensions: three for position and three for 

momentum. Classical configuration spaces have trajectories of successive states. 



In quantum mechanics, particles do not have definite physical-space positions and momenta through time. Particle 

positions and momenta are functions of system energy, momenta, position, and time. Particles do not have trajectories 

through physical space-time but can be at any position and any momentum in physical space-time. For one-particle 

systems in physical three-dimensional space, quantum-mechanics configuration spaces have six continuous, infinite, 

and not necessarily orthogonal dimensions. Quantum-mechanics configuration-space points have scalar displacements 

that can vary over time. Frequency varies directly with particle energy. Adjacent-point scalar displacements vary over a 

wavelength. Wavelength varies inversely with particle momentum. Matter waves do not propagate or travel and so 

have no energy and are scalar waves. Maximum displacements (amplitudes) differ at different points, varying with 

system energy, momenta, position, and time. Matter waves have complex-number amplitudes because space-time has 

time coordinate of opposite sign from space coordinates, because of energy and momentum conservation, and because 

complex-number amplitudes result in constant-amplitude waves. Real-number waves travel outward and lose amplitude 

with distance. In the complex plane, multiplying by i rotates pi/2 radians (90 degrees). Complex-numbers represent 

rotation, frequency, phase, and magnitude. 

Constants can be matrices. 

Quantum-mechanics complex-number wave equations {Schrödinger equation}| relate energies and times. 

Schrödinger equations are similar to diffusion equations, but with a complex-number term, which makes them wave 

equations. Schrödinger equations require an imaginary term because they are about space-time and time has opposite 

sign to space components. Hermitian operators act on possible system-state Hilbert space to define observable 

quantities. Operator eigenvalues are possible physical-quantity measurements. Hamiltonian is total system-energy 

operator. 

Isolated systems have constant total energy. By energy conservation, Schrödinger equations set constant total energy 

equal to potential energy plus kinetic energy. Potential energy varies with position. Kinetic energy varies with 

momentum. For waves, kinetic energy E varies directly with frequency f, and momentum p varies inversely with 

wavelength l: E = hf and p = h/l. Potential energy Wavefunction solutions represent system energy-level probabilities. 

phase space 

Physical systems have particles within boundaries. Particles have positions and momenta. Abstract phase space 

represents all particle positions and momenta. Particles deterministically follow trajectories through phase space. 

Particles have a succession of states (state vector) in phase space. 

matter waves 

Particles have matter waves. Matter waves resonate in phase space with harmonic wavelengths. Matter waves 

describe particle trajectories through phase space. 

matter waves and particle energies 

Matter-waves have frequencies, which determine particle energies. Waves must have frequency to be waves, so 

wave energy cannot be zero. Lowest-frequency resonating fundamental wave has lowest ground-state energy. 

Resonating waves also have fundamental-frequency overtones. Wave frequencies are not continuous but discrete. 

Particle energy levels are not continuous but discrete and separated by energy quanta. Energy-level differences 

decrease with higher frequency. Higher frequency waves have higher energy and have lower probability. Wave 

frequencies can increase indefinitely. 

transitions 

Schrödinger equations describe conservation of energy in particle systems and phase spaces and relate particle 

energies and times. Schrödinger equations have wavefunction solutions that define possible different-probability 

particle energy levels over time. 

Schrödinger equations are about particle energy-level transitions. Particle can go from one energy level to another 

along infinitely many paths. For example, particle can go directly from one energy level to another {direct channel} or 

go to higher energy level and then drop down to lower energy level {cross channel}. Particles have matter waves, and 

each transition changes matter waves to a different frequency. For cross channels, net transition is superposition of 

matter-wave transitions. 

transitions: probability 

Going from one energy level to another has a probability that depends on energy difference and starting energy. 

Schrödinger-equation wavefunction solutions have transition complex-number amplitudes. For cross channels, total 

amplitude is complex-number sum of all transition amplitudes. Transition probabilities are absolute values of squared 

amplitudes. Squaring complex numbers makes real numbers. Absolute values make positive numbers. Therefore, 

transition probabilities are positive real numbers. 

transitions: renormalization 

Because number of paths is infinite, transition-probability sum seems infinite. However, higher frequencies have 

lower probabilities, so amplitude renormalization can make probability sum equal 1 = 100%. 



energy 

Potential energy PE is force F from field E times distance ds: PE = F * ds = E * H, where H is wavefunction. Kinetic 

energy KE depends on mass m and velocity v: KE = 0.5 * m * v^2 = 0.5 * (1/m) * p^2, where momentum p = m * v. 

Momentum squared is (h / (2 * pi))^2 times second derivative of wavefunction, because momentum squared depends 

on velocity squared: KE * H = 0.5 * (1/m) * (h /(2 * pi))^2 * (d^2)H / (dx)^2, where H is wavefunction, (d^2) is second 

derivative, h is Planck constant, p is momentum, and m is mass. Schrödinger equation sets sum of wavefunction 

potential-energy and kinetic-energy operators equal to wavefunction total energy operator {Hamiltonian operator}. 

operators 

Momentum over position, or energy over time, is physical action. Momentum and position operators, or energy and 

time operators, are commutative. 

time 

Wavefunctions can change over time (time-dependent Schrödinger equation). 

frequency 

Frequency is partial derivative of wavefunction with time. 

spin 

Schrödinger equation does not include particle spin, because waves cannot account for spin. 

relativity 

Schrödinger equation does not include relativistic effects, because waves cannot account for relativity. 

 

semiclassical 

Schrödinger-equation time evolution equals difference pattern between two phase-locked static waves 

{semiclassical}. If Schrödinger equation does not change with time, difference is zero. If Schrödinger equation changes 

with time, difference is a wave at beat frequency. 

 

wave mechanics 

If Schrödinger equation does not change with time, space wavefunctions have finite single values in Hilbert space of 

complex-valued square-summable Lebesgue integrals {wave mechanics}. 
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hidden particle 

Quantum mechanics can be deterministic if nature has hidden particles {hidden particle}|. Measurable particles and 

hidden particles superpose. Such particle ensembles have zero dispersion. Current sensitivities detect no hidden 

particles. 

 

hidden variable 

Related variables describe world. Perhaps, some variables {hidden variable}| are not measurable. 

process 

Inputs go to both hidden and observable variables. Hidden and observable variables make outputs, each with 

conditional probability. Bayesian statistics can estimate optimal variable probabilities {maximal a posteriori estimate} 

{MAP estimate}. Experiments show that hidden variables do not exist. 

non-locality 

By GHZ, hidden variables cannot be local. Local hidden variables cannot predict quantum-mechanical events 

correctly (Bell's theorem). If some variables are hidden, quantum physics must be non-local. Classical physics is local, 

so classical physics has no hidden variables. 

If quantum object actions do not correlate before they interact, Bell's theorem requires that quantum physics must be 

non-local. 

local 

If quantum object actions correlate before they interact, they can correlate in past or future, and quantum mechanics 

can be local. Past correlation means they had common cause, but then all tiny events must have common cause, making 

complex metaphysics. Future correlation means future interaction itself supplies correlation. Both these cases are 

unlikely. Therefore, quantum object actions do not correlate before they interact, and quantum physics is non-local. 

Experiments (Alain Aspect) [1981] on photon spin show non-local quantum-mechanical statistical distribution. 

Therefore, local realist theories are incorrect. 

 



Bell theorem 

Local hidden variables cannot predict quantum-mechanical events correctly {Bell's theorem} {Bell theorem}. If 

quantum object actions do not correlate before they interact, Bell's theorem requires that quantum physics must be non-

local. Coupled particles have properties as predicted by quantum-mechanic entanglement, not properties predicted by 

independent random sums. 
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density matrix 

Fokker-Planck differential operators {density matrix} represent quantum-measurement processes. Discrete phase-

space states (eigenstate) are independent and orthogonal and have real-number probabilities. States are phase-space 

vectors (state vector). State vectors have complex-number amplitudes, and probabilities are positive real-number 

absolute values of amplitude squares. State probability is tensor product of normalized state vector with complex 

conjugate, which eliminates phase. Tensor products are planes through complex Hilbert space. Renormalization can 

make sum of state probabilities equal one, and density-matrix-trace sum is one. 

measurement 

Measuring instruments are density-matrix projectors with one state vector, with real-number probability 1 = 100%. 

Product of physical-system density matrix and measuring-instrument density matrix makes density matrix with one 

trace value, the measurement. 

transformations 

Coordinate transformations do not change density matrices, because they are linear. 

 

matrix quantum mechanics 

Quantum-mechanics theories {matrix quantum mechanics} {S-matrix theory} can use linear-equation systems, with 

indexed terms, to model electronic-transition energies. 

transition matrix 

Square matrices can represent linear-equation systems. Infinite square matrices can represent Hilbert spaces with 

infinitely many dimensions. Matrix rows and columns represent the same energy levels. Matrices are infinite, because 

particles can go to any energy level, and energy levels can go higher infinitely. Matrix cells represent possible particle-

energy-level transitions and their probabilities. Matrix elements are time-dependent complex numbers in infinite 

Hilbert space. Squared-amplitude absolute values give probabilities of energy-level transitions. 

Matrix cells include all direct and cross-channel electronic transitions. Cells (linear-equation terms) with both 

indices the same are for directly emitted or absorbed photons. Cells (linear-equation terms) with different indices are 

for cross channels. 

Because transition-matrix amplitudes are renormalized, sum of all state probabilities is one. Transition matrices are 

mathematically equivalent to Schrödinger wave equations, because time-dependent complex numbers represent 

anharmonic oscillators. 

quanta 

Matrix cells represent discrete energy changes and so quanta. Matrices are not continuous. 

deterministic 

Particles move from energy state to energy state deterministically, with probabilities. 

space 

Transition matrices are not about space. There is no position or trajectory information. 

space: no fields 

Energy and momentum transfers are quanta. There are no fields. 

space: uncertainty 

Matrices use non-commutative symbol algebra, not wave-equation Hamiltonian-equation variables. The uncertainty 

principle depends on wave behavior. Non-commuting operators are certain, so matrix theory does not account for 

uncertainty. 

time 

Transition matrices can change over time. 

tensor 

Quantum-mechanical matrices are similar to general-relativity symmetric tensors. Hermitean-matrix principal-axis 

transformation is a unitary-Hilbert-space tensor. If transformation is independent of time, tensor is a diagonal matrix. 

However, quadratic distance form is invariant, so transformations are unitary, not orthogonal as in general relativity. 

 



Regge calculus 

S-matrix theory additions {Regge calculus} can group hadron mesons and baryons. Hadron masses and angular 

momenta have groups {Regge hypothesis}. Hadron groups lie on a line {Regge trajectory} plotting angular momenta 

versus mass squared. Because mesons and baryons have same relation between mass and angular momentum, and both 

depend on quarks, their internal dynamics must be the same. 

simplexes 

Flat simplexes joined edge to edge, face to face, and vertex to vertex can approximate continuous space. For two-

dimensional spaces, all curvature is at vertexes. For four-dimensional spaces, all curvature is at triangles. Curvature is 

where masses and particles are. 

 

dual resonance theory 

For hadrons, exchange-transition scattering-amplitude sum equals direct-channel-transition scattering-amplitude sum 

{dual resonance theory}. Hadrons are zero-rest-mass-string quantum states. String ends move at light speed. Strings 

can break, rejoin, rotate, and oscillate. String tension is potential energy. Quarks are at string ends, so strings are one-

dimensional gauge fields. Dual-resonance theory requires hadrons {pomeron} with no quarks. Dual-resonance theory 

predicts infinite hadrons, with heavier masses {Regge recurrences}. Dual-resonance theory predicts that maximum 

temperature is 10^12 K. 

 

algebraic physics 

Perhaps, rather than calculus of continuous variables, discrete algebra {algebraic physics} can describe physical laws 

using groups or matrices. 

 

combinatorial physics 

Perhaps, rather than calculus of continuous variables, spins or other quanta can be space, time, energy, and/or mass 

units, making discrete-number physics {combinatorial physics}. 
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configuration space 

Abstract Euclidean or non-Euclidean space {configuration space} {phase space, quantum mechanics} can have any 

number of dimensions and discrete or continuous points, with vectors from origin to points. 

physical space and classical configuration space 

Particles have center-of-gravity positions and momenta. In three-dimensional physical space, particle positions have 

three coordinates. Positions are real numbers, over an infinite range. In three-dimensional physical space, particle 

momenta have three coordinates. Momenta are real numbers, over an infinite range. Classical configuration space has 

six dimensions for each particle. In three-dimensional physical space, one particle has six-dimension configuration 

space: three dimensions for space coordinates and three dimensions for momentum coordinates. Two particles have 

twelve-dimension configuration space. For an N-particle system, classical configuration space has 6*N dimensions. 

Systems must have a finite number of particles, because universe is not infinitely big. Classical configuration space has 

Euclidean topology. 

Phase space represents particle positions and momenta. For one particle, particle physical-space position coordinates 

can be the same as particle configuration-space position coordinates. For more than one particle, particle physical-space 

position coordinates are put on different configuration-space dimensions. For one particle, particle physical-space 

momentum coordinates are the same as measured in physical space at that position. For more than one particle, particle 

physical-space momentum coordinates are put on different configuration-space dimensions. In general, configuration 

space includes physical space for only one particle. 

Particle positions and momenta are independent dimensions, because particles are independent. In classical physical 

space, a particle has a real-number density function, and particles have independent real-number density functions that 

add to make system density function. 

To simplify, assume one particle and that the y-axis and z-axis positions and momenta are zero, so configuration 

space has x-axis perpendicular to x-momentum-axis. Assume that one particle moves in the positive direction along the 

x-axis. For no external forces and so constant momentum, configuration space has a straight-line trajectory parallel to 

the x-axis. For constant external force in the positive direction along the x-axis and so increasing momentum, 

configuration space has a straight-line trajectory with positive slope to the x-axis. For two particles under the same 

conditions, configuration space has four independent dimensions and two independent straight-line trajectories. 



To account for rotations and angular momenta, configuration space can have three more dimensions for each 

particle. 

quantum mechanics 

In quantum mechanics, particle positions and momenta have three complex-number coordinates. Configuration 

space has six dimensions for each particle, but each dimension has two dependent components: real and imaginary. If 

particles interact, particle dimensions are not independent. For example, when processes create two photons, photon 

spins entangle. 

In quantum-mechanics configuration space, the system density function is not the sum of particle complex-number 

wave functions. Quantum-mechanical configuration space has non-Euclidean topology. 

states 

Configuration-space points represent all possible physical-system states. Assume one particle and that y-axis and z-

axis positions and momenta are zero, so configuration space has x-axis perpendicular to x-momentum-axis. Assume 

that one particle moves in the positive direction along x-axis. For no external forces and so constant momentum, 

quantum-mechanical configuration space has evenly-spaced points along a straight-line trajectory parallel to x-axis. For 

constant external force in the positive direction along x-axis and so increasing momentum, quantum-mechanical 

configuration space has unevenly-spaced points along a straight-line trajectory with positive slope to x-axis. Assume 

that particle is inside a box, and particle has elastic collisions with box walls, then particle has higher probability of 

being in the box than outside. 

Number of possible states is infinite, because matter waves are infinitely long, because configuration-space 

dimensions are infinite. Particle positions are anywhere along dimension, because matter waves are infinitely long. 

Particle momenta are anywhere along dimension, because mass can increase indefinitely. 

states: lattice 

In continuous physical space, number of positions is infinite. Using a lattice of points, separated by a fixed distance, 

makes number of positions over an interval finite, for computer calculation. 

time 

Over time, system coordinates stay orthogonal, and states that are orthogonal stay orthogonal. Scalar products stay 

constant {unitary evolution, spaces}. Relations between vectors do not change. 

time: steps 

Over continuous time, number of times is infinite. Using time steps, separated by a fixed interval, can make number 

of times over an interval finite. 

momentum or energy levels 

Over continuous momentum or energy, number of levels is infinite. Using quanta, separated by a fixed interval, can 

make number of levels over an interval finite. 

spin angular momentum levels 

Spin angular momenta can be 0, +1/2, -1/2, 1, -1, +3/2, -3/2, and so on. For particle systems, total spin angular-

momentum levels can be 0 (0, +1/2, -1/2, 1, -1, +3/2, or -3/2, and so on), 2 (+1/2 or -1/2), 3 (+1, 0, or -1), 4 (+3/2, +1/2, 

-1/2, or -3/2), and so on. 

waves 

Classical configuration space has no matter waves, because it has only real numbers and so no real-

number/imaginary-number interactions. Quantum-mechanical configuration space has complex numbers and resonating 

matter waves. Complex-number wavefunctions represent all possible particle positions and momenta, or energies and 

times, and their probabilities. Matter waves cause space, time, energy, and momentum quanta and the uncertainty 

principle. Possible configuration-space points are possible particle states (state vector), because they are wavefunction 

solutions. Matter waves only relate to electromagnetic waves for a system with one photon. Matter waves are not in 

physical space, do not travel, and have no energy. 

 

Hilbert space in quantum mechanics 

Mathematical spaces {complex vector space} {Hilbert space, quantum mechanics} can have complex-number 

vectors that originate at origin. 

dimensions 

Mathematical spaces can have from zero to infinite number of dimensions (coordinates), all of same type. 

Mathematical-space points have values for all coordinates. 

vectors 

Complex vectors are not lines, like real vectors, but are planes because they have two components, real and 

imaginary. Complex vectors can vary over time and so are waves with phase and amplitude. Phase goes from 0 to 2 * 

pi. Vector length is wave amplitude. 



Hilbert-space vectors represent same state no matter what length, because only space direction is a physical property. 

vectors: normalization 

Because only direction matters, normalized vectors can all have amplitude one (unit vector), making square equal 

one. 

vectors: scalar product 

Vectors have scalar products with themselves {Hermitean scalar product}, to make squared length. Scalar products 

commute, so relations are symmetrical. If two coordinate vectors have scalar product zero, they are orthogonal and 

independent. Two vectors typically are not orthogonal, but spin states of spin-1/2 particles are orthogonal, as are integer 

multiples of spin 1/2. 

transformations 

If coordinate relations are linear, coordinate systems can transform, using translation, rotation, and reflection. 

 

transformation theory 

Hilbert-space states can have different coordinates {transformation theory}. 
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quantum relativity 

Relativity is important at high speed or gravity. Quantum mechanics is important at small distances and energies. 

Theories {quantum relativity} try to unite relativity and quantum mechanics. 

Space-time time and quantum-mechanics time are not compatible. By uncertainty principle and complementarity 

principle, relativistic space-time and quantum-mechanics space-time are not compatible. In quantum mechanics, space-

time is one history in superspace, with all possible histories inside, which all interact to give actual space-time. Space-

time geometry has probability and phase and cannot be at any location. In relativity, physics is local, and space-time is 

relativistic. 

fluid 

From far away, fluids and crystals are continuous as in relativity, but from nearby they are discrete as in quantum 

mechanics. Fluids can model space-time curvature. Sound propagating in turbulently flowing fluid has similarities to 

light propagating in curved space-time. 

fluid: black hole 

Black-hole-radiation Hawking effect occurs at continuous event horizon at vacuum ground-state energy. Sound 

waves must have wavelength longer than distance between molecules. Hawking-effect photons start with wavelength 

less than black-hole diameter. Gravity pulls emitted photons, so wavelength becomes longer. 

fluid: low temperature 

At near-zero temperature, sounds can have phonon quanta. Flow changes are slow compared to molecular changes, 

so phonons have ground-state energy. In non-accelerating fluid, wavelength, frequency, and speed stay constant. In 

accelerating fluid, wavelength and speed increase. As wavelength approaches distance between molecules, molecular 

interactions cause speed in different fluids to differ. If speed stays constant {Type I behavior}, quantum effects do not 

matter. If speed decreases {Type II behavior}, phonons just outside event horizon can go below horizon speed and first 

fall in but then go out. If speed increases {Type III behavior}, phonons just inside event horizon can exceed horizon 

speed and escape. 

fluid: surface waves 

Surface waves on deeper and shallower flowing water can model event-horizon behavior. 

fluid: inertia 

Fluids have inertia, which affects motions. Electromagnetism has self-energy. Perhaps, inertia and self-energy relate. 

unification by harmonic oscillators 

In quantum mechanics, continuous fields are virtual-particle streams. Fields can carry waves. Infinite-length virtual-

particle streams can be harmonic oscillators. Perhaps, quantum-mechanical waves are virtual-particle harmonic 

oscillators. 

General relativity uses tensors to represent continuous fields. Tensors can represent harmonic oscillators. Perhaps, 

general-relativity tensors are harmonic oscillators. 

Perhaps, harmonic oscillators unify general relativity and quantum mechanics by combining waves and quanta. 

 

general relativity and crystals 

Crystals are lattices. Quantized space-times can be lattices {crystals, general relativity} {general relativity, crystals}. 



Crystal defects are disinclinations or dislocations. Dislocations are disinclination and anti-disinclination pairs. 

Disinclinations are dislocation series. 

Zero-curvature space-time lattices have no crystal defects. Curved space-time lattices have disinclinations. Space-

time lattice torsions have dislocations (line defects such as edge and screw dislocations). 

In crystals, dislocations are disinclination and anti-disinclination pairs, and disinclinations are dislocation series, so 

crystal curvature and torsion are interchangeable. Perhaps, force fields are series of units, and units have 

disinclinations. However, general relativity does not allow torsion, only curvature. 

Perhaps, gravity is weak because it involves shorter unit distances than electromagnetism. 

 

hierarchy problem 

At 10^16 GeV, all forces except gravitation are equal in strength. At 10^18 GeV, all forces are equal in strength. 

Why is this unifying energy so high {hierarchy problem}? 

 

Laval nozzle 

Nozzles {Laval nozzle}, such as rocket nozzles, can have narrowing, in which fluid exceeds sound speed but makes 

no shock wave. Narrowing pushes sound going upstream back. Original sound wavelength is distance between 

molecules. Above boundary, pushing back increases wavelength. Below boundary, pushing back makes sound faster 

than it can travel. At boundary, at near-zero temperature, sound emits thermal-phonon pairs. One pair member can go 

up flow, and one down flow. At near-zero temperature, narrow region acts like black-hole event horizon. 

 

quantum foam 

At Planck length, space-time is energetic and discontinuous and has nodes, loops (quantum loop), kinks, knots, 

intersections, and links {quantum foam}, depending on spins. 
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quantum electroweak theory 

Weak force and electromagnetic force can unite with special relativity {quantum electroweak theory}. Field has 

photons and has Z and W particles, not force lines. Field can change from photons and Z and W particles to particles 

and back. Weak force has symmetry. 

 

Euclidean quantum gravity 

Perhaps, space-time averages all possible 4-simplex matter-wave superpositions {Euclidean quantum gravity}. If 

space and time are equivalent dimensions, time has no direction, and physics has no causality. If space and time are not 

equivalent dimensions, time has direction, and physics has causality, so simplexes connect {causal dynamical 

triangulations}. 

 

quantum gravity 

Quantum mechanics can unify with general relativity {quantum gravity}|. Quantum gravity is unitary. 

gravity 

Gravity curves space-time, and space-time determines mass motions {Wheeler-DeWitt equation}. Gravitons and 

interactions among gravitons determine curvature, but interactions are small if curvature is much larger than Planck 

length. Interactions take all possible paths, because no information is available about interaction. 

gravity: metrics 

For cosmology, measurements must be from within and so local. Metrics can have no singularities. Euclidean 

metrics can be local and can have two types, connected and disconnected. 

Connected metrics are broad bounded space-time regions, with a local measurement region. Connected metrics have 

a boundary, and so boundary conditions. Connected metrics have few paths. 

Disconnected metrics are compact unbounded space-time regions, with all local measurements. Disconnected 

metrics have no boundary, and so no boundary conditions. Disconnected metrics have almost all paths. 

wavefunction 

Universe wavefunction determines particle positions and depends on three spatial-dimension metrics and on particle. 

It does not depend on time, because compact metric has no preferred time. It does not depend on coordinate choice, 

becasue coordinates are equivalent. 

Observers can see only part of space, so universe has mixed quantum state, which implies decoherence and classical 

physics. Superpositions do not happen, because gravitational effects cancel superpositions. 



 

spin statistics theorem 

Fermions have Fermi-Dirac statistics, and bosons have Bose-Einstein statistics, and there are no other particle types 

{spin statistics theorem}, because quantum field theory functionals either commute or anti-commute. 

 

supergravity 

To relate fermions to bosons, theories {supergravity}| can use three spatial dimensions, one time dimension, and 

seven more spatial dimensions to form high-curvature and high-energy-density seven-spheres. Supergravity is 

supersymmetry using curved spatial dimensions, seven curled-up dimensions, and gravity. 

 

theory of everything 

To describe phenomena that involve massive objects at short distances, such as black holes and Big Bang, theories 

{theory of everything}| {final theory} must unite general relativity and quantum mechanics. String theory derives from 

quantum mechanics. 
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relativistic quantum mechanics 

Quantum mechanics can combine with general relativity to make quantum field theory {relativistic quantum 

mechanics}| {quantum field theory}. Relativistic quantum mechanics accounts for all force types, allows particle 

creation and destruction, is invariant under Lorentz transformations, requires negative energy levels, and predicts 

antiparticles. Quantum-field theories modify relativity with quantum mechanics and include quantum electrodynamics, 

quantum chromodynamics, and grand unified theories. 

Non-relativistic quantum mechanics does not require particle spin and does not require Hilbert space. By relativity, 

observed values cannot affect each other faster than light. Relativistic quantum mechanics requires Hilbert space. In 

(relativistic) quantum field theory, functionals of quantum fields either commute or anti-commute, because otherwise 

they would interact faster than light. Relativistic quantum mechanics requires particle spin, to allow commutation and 

anti-commutation. Fermions anti-commute, and bosons commute. In (relativistic) quantum field theory, these are the 

only allowed particle types. Other non-commutative relations allow faster than light affects, because of their other 

components. Relativistic quantum-mechanics operator commutation properties determine Pauli exclusion principle. 

(Non-relativistic quantum-mechanics operator commutation properties determine Heisenberg uncertainty principle.) 

Electromagnetic waves are vector waves, but non-relativistic quantum-mechanics wavefunctions are scalar waves. 

Scalar waves have no polarization, so non-relativistic quantum-mechanics wavefunctions cannot represent spin. 

Relativistic quantum-mechanics wavefunctions are scalar waves with spinors and so are vector waves. Vector waves 

have polarization and can be plane-polarized or circularly polarized, and spin applies to circular polarization. 

Relativistic quantum-mechanics wavefunctions can represent particle spin. Circular-polarization rate represents particle 

spin. 

 

unified field theory 

Theories {unified field theory}| try to unite all forces and particles. Strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces unify at 

10^28 K at distances of 10^-31 meters, when universe was 10^-39 second old, if supersymmetry is true and 

superpartners exist. Weak and electromagnetic forces unify at 10^15 K. 

 

grand unified theories 

Theories {grand unified theories}| {Grand Unification} (GUTS) use a new gauge boson that affects both quarks and 

leptons and so unifies strong and electromagnetic forces. 

requirements 

Complete unified theory must have perfect symmetry at high temperature, high energy, and short distances and have 

different and lower symmetry for current universe. Theory must relate three quark and lepton generations {horizontal 

symmetry}. Maintaining symmetry to preserve conservation laws requires forces. 

First symmetry loss creates the twelve hyperweak-force bosons. Next symmetry loss creates the eight strong-force 

gluons. Next symmetry loss creates the three weak-force intermediate vector bosons. These symmetry losses give 

bosons their masses. 

unity 

Particles can have inner electric field surrounded by region with particle creations and annihilations that decrease 

field. Inner electric field is stronger than electromagnetism and decreases by less than radius squared. 



Particles can have inner strong or weak force field surrounded by region with particle creations and annihilations that 

increase field. Inner field is weaker than strong or weak force and decreases by more than radius. 

Decrease of strong nuclear forces and increases of electric and weak forces can meet to unify all forces. 

weak and strong forces 

Rotation between weak and strong forces became constant when symmetry broke at an angle {Cabibbo angle}. 

weak force and electromagnetism 

Weinberg-angle coupling constant for isospin and electroweak hypercharge has value close to that predicted by 

grand unified theory. 

 

quantum chromodynamics 

Strong nuclear force can unite with special relativity {quantum chromodynamics}| (QCD). 

color 

Long-range color force causes short-range strong nuclear force. Like electric charge, color conserves. 

electric charge 

Particles with integral electric charge have no color, because their colors add to white or black. Particles with 

fractional electric charge have color, because their colors do not add to white or black. For example, pions have up 

quark and down antiquark, so charge is -1 (-2/3 + -1/3), and color and complementary color add to white. Protons have 

two up quarks and one down quark, so charge adds to +1 (+2/3 + +2/3 + -1/3), and colors red, green, and blue add to 

white. In particles, two up quarks must have different colors, because same colors repel. 

strength 

Close quarks interact weakly, because net color is zero. Farther quarks interact more strongly, because net color is 

more. 

free quarks 

Fractional-charge colorful particles cannot exist by themselves, because they cannot break free of strong force. For 

high energy and temperature, distances are short, and quarks and gluons do not strongly interact {asymptotic freedom}. 

vectors 

Quantum chromodynamics uses three complex gauge-field vectors, for red, green, and blue, and so is non-Abelian. 

Cyan, magenta, and yellow are vectors in opposite directions. Colors add by vector addition, so vectors make a color 

wheel in complex plane. 

gauge 

Quantum chromodynamics is a hadron gauge theory and uses the SU(3) symmetry group. Strong force has 

symmetry, because quark color does not matter, only net color. 

strong-force exchange particle 

Strong-force field has gluons, not force lines, and can change from gluons to particles and back. 

lattice 

Three-dimensional lattices can approximate continuous space as discontinuous nodes. Nodes represent possible 

quark locations. Paths between nodes represent quark interactions, and lattice lines are forces connecting quarks. 

Because strong force is constant with distance after short distance, number of lines between two quarks is constant. 

string theory 

Strings in five-dimensional dynamic space, and particles in four-dimensional boundary of QCD-force space, have 

equivalent mathematics. When QCD forces are strong, strings interact weakly. In string theory, QCD viscosity is like 

black-hole gravity-wave absorption. 

 

quantum electrodynamics 

Electromagnetism can unite with special relativity {quantum electrodynamics}| (QED) {relativistic quantum field 

theory}. From electron charge and mass, quantum electrodynamics can predict all charged-particle interactions. 

Quantum electrodynamics describes electromagnetic photon-electron/proton/ion interactions using quantum mechanics. 

Possible paths have amplitudes and probabilities. Path number is infinite, but some cancel and some end (sum over 

histories). Feynman diagrams illustrate paths. 

field 

Electric field has photons, not force lines. Electromagnetic force has symmetry. 

photons 

Photons are electric-field excitations. Sources emit photons, and sinks absorb photons. Field can change from 

photons to particles and back. 



quasiparticle 

Electrons {quasiparticle, electron} move through material with higher or lower mass than rest mass, because they 

interact more or less with material electric fields. Electrons moving at relativistic speed tunnel through barriers {Klein 

paradox}. Electrons {Dirac quasiparticle} moving at relativistic speeds have low effective mass, because they have 

accompanying virtual antiparticles, which subtract mass, that materialize from vacuum. In vacuum, time is short, so 

frequency and energy are high enough to make particle-antiparticle pairs. Antiparticles attract to fields that repel 

particles, so Dirac quasiparticles tunnel. 

string theory 

String theory derives from quantum-electrodynamics approximation methods {perturbation theory}. 

special relativity 

Quantum mechanics can combine with special relativity, for use in flat space-time or in time-independent space-

time. Time can include imaginary time, which rotates time axis {Wick rotation} and transforms Minkowski into 

Euclidean space. Gravitons have features that are not gravitational-field excitations. 

 

effective field theory 

At energy levels that are low compared to interacting-particle mass, forces are negligible {effective field theory}. 

Gravitation has negligible force. 

 

standard theory 

Quantum electrodynamics, quantum chromodynamics, and quantum electroweak theory form unified theory 

{particle physics standard model} {standard model of particle physics} {standard theory}. 

particles 

Quarks, leptons, and intermediate vector bosons are wave bundles in fields. Top quark has 175 GeV. Proton has 1 

GeV. 

Why are there three particle generations, rather than just one? The first generation makes consistent theory with need 

for higher-mass particles. 

Particle masses, charges, and spins relate by the Yang-Mills gauge group in the particle Standard Model. That gauge 

group is the direct product of the Special Unitary group for three gluons, Special Unitary group for two intermediate 

vector bosons, and Unitary group for one photon: SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). Therefore, the Yang-Mills gauge group has 

SU(3), SU(2), and U(1) as subgroups. SU(3) is for strong-force quark and gluon color, is non-Abelian, and has no 

invariant subgroups, so its matrix is traceless. SU(2) is for weak-force pion and W-and-Z boson strangeness, is non-

Abelian, and has no invariant subgroups, so its matrix is traceless. U(1) is for electromagnetic electron and positron 

electric charge and is Abelian and normal. Unitary groups have unitary square matrices, as generators. Special groups 

have square-matrix determinants = 1. 

field 

Standard theory is renormalizable quantum-field theory. Quantum-field theory is for energies that are high compared 

to particle mass, so it is not about gravitation. 

gauge symmetry 

Only quantum differences are important, not absolute values. 

gauge symmetry: renormalization 

Redefining 18 physical constants {renormalizable} can remove infinite quantities. 

other forces: mass 

Gravitation is about mass. Standard Model does not predict quark and lepton masses, unless it adds a scalar field. 

Scalar field probably has quanta and so Higgs particles, with masses of 100 to 300 GeV. 

other forces: supersymmetry 

Perhaps, a new force allows protons to be unstable with half-life 10^31 to 10^34 years. Perhaps, new force gives 

mass 10^-11 GeV to neutrinos. 

 

twistor 

In quantum-field theories, matter positive frequencies can go forward in time, and antimatter negative frequencies 

can go backward in time {twistor, quantum mechanics}| (Penrose). In Minkowski space, twistors are spinors and 

complex-conjugate spinors. 

Riemann sphere 

Complex numbers graph to planes. Plane can be at Riemann sphere equator. Pole point can be at infinity. Line from 

pole through plane can intersect Riemann sphere. Real numbers are on equator. Positive frequencies are in upper 



hemisphere. Riemann sphere is twistor space. Twistor space has two plane dimensions and three space-time-point 

dimensions. Adding spin makes six real dimensions {projective twistor space}. 

space-time and quantum mechanics 

Perhaps, general relativity and quantum mechanics unify using twistors. Space-time relates to quantum-mechanics 

complex amplitudes through Riemann spheres. Riemann-sphere space-time points have light-ray sets. Space-time 

events are Riemann-sphere directions, showing which past events can affect future event. In twistor space, light rays 

are points, so twistor space is not local. Photons have right or left circular polarization {helicity}. Half-spin particles 

have up and down spin superpositions, as observer sees Riemann sphere. Riemann spheres can have inscribed 

icosahedrons, which define 20 sphere points. Points join three edges, which can be like three space dimensions. Points 

combine two independent entangled fermion spins, with spin +1/2 or -1/2. Riemann tensor has 20 components in flat 

space-time. Perhaps, complex numbers can relate general relativistic space-time to spin quantum mechanics [Penrose, 

2004]. At different velocities, transformation groups {Möbius transformation, twistor} can find curvature. 
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gauge theory 

Quantum mechanics can combine with special relativity {gauge theory}. 

boson 

Forces have force fields and exchange bosons. Bosons are quanta. Field quanta are bosons. Gauge transformations 

are boson exchanges. Boson exchange carries energy and momentum quanta between fermions. Field is for relativity, 

and quanta are for quantum mechanics. 

Higgs particles are bosons that generate masses for particles. Hadrons are bosons in multiplets for charge and 

isotopic spin. 

groups 

Conservation laws determine symmetries and gauge transformations, which form mathematical groups. Quantum 

electrodynamics is lepton gauge theory and uses symmetry group U(1). Quantum chromodynamics is hadron gauge 

theory and uses symmetry group SU(3). Electroweak theory [1973] is gauge theory for weak interactions and 

electromagnetism and uses symmetry group SU(2) x U(1). 

 

gauge symmetry 

Symmetry {gauge symmetry}| requires that only quantum differences are important, not absolute values. 

 

fiber bundle 

Continuous point sets are manifolds {base space}. Manifold points can have internal spaces {fiber space}, with 

internal dimensions {fiber, mathematics}. Fiber spaces are manifolds. Fibers do not intersect. Fibers project to points 

{canonical projection}. 

fiber bundles 

Combined base and fiber space {fiber bundle}| {bundle} has dimension number equal to sum of fiber-space and 

base-space dimensions. Base space can be curve. Curve points have line tangents to curve. Tangents are fiber spaces. 

Curved-surface points have planes tangent to surface. Tangent planes are fiber spaces. 

vector bundle 

Fiber spaces can be vector spaces {vector bundle}. 

twisting 

If fiber spaces are the same for all base-space points, base space and fiber space can make product space {untwisted 

bundle}. If fiber spaces are not all the same, base space and fiber space can make a symmetrical locally untwisted 

product space {twisted bundle} with a mathematical group. For example, particle spins can be fiber bundles. Base-

space spins go to fiber-space phase relations. 

curvature 

Curvature can be connections between fibers in fiber bundles, with rule {path-lifting rule} for getting to fiber-space 

point from base-space point. 

gauge fields 

Gauge fields can be connections between fiber-bundle fibers. Bundles can have locally constant values {bundle 

connection}, which are like gauge connections. Connections represent field phase shifts {path lift}. 



tangent bundle 

Base spaces can have tangent vectors as fiber spaces {tangent bundle} or covectors as fiber spaces {cotangent 

bundle}. Base spaces can be two-dimensional spheres. Fiber spaces can be circles. Bundles {Hopf fibration} {Clifford 

bundle} can be three-dimensional spheres. 

 

relativistic gauge theory 

Quantum mechanics can combine with general relativity by gauge-theory extension {relativistic gauge theory}. Base 

field or space represents physical space-time events. Total field or space represents quantum wavefunctions or 

symmetry transformations. Base-space points project to total-space points to make fibers. 
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technicolor theory 

Perhaps, fermions and bosons can interchange using a new force {technicolor theory}| {supersymmetry} 

{Supersymmetric Standard Model} (SSM). Fermions and bosons have quarks, which are fermions. Supersymmetry 

unites half-integer-spin fermions and integer-spin bosons. 

fermion 

Particles with odd number of quarks are fermions, which have half-integer spins. Fermions have negative ground-

state energy. 

boson 

Particles with even number of quarks are bosons, which have integer spins. Bosons have positive ground-state 

energy. 

stability 

Fermion-boson interaction can cancel ground-state energies, leaving small stable energies. 

force 

Fermions and bosons can have a new force. The new exchange particles have 1000-GeV energies, with range from 

10^2 GeV to 10^16 GeV. Because force strength depends on particle energy, the new force is the strongest force. 

spin: superpartner 

Particles pair with massive superpartners with spin 1/2 more or less than particle spin. Fermions have boson 

superpartners, such as squark, sneutrino, and selectron. Bosons have fermion superpartners, such as gravitino, higgsino, 

photino, gluino, wino, and zino. 

spin: change and symmetry 

Perhaps, besides space, time, and orientation symmetries, angular-momentum components {spin symmetry} can 

unite all forces and particles. 

spin: space dimensions 

Supersymmetry spin change requires extra spatial dimensions {Grassmann dimension, spin}. 

spin: symmetry 

Supersymmetry uses graded Lie algebra {superalgebra}. 

detection 

Instruments have not yet detected superpartners or fermion decay to bosons. Perhaps, universe origin had 

supersymmetry but universe now has broken symmetry. 

hierarchy problem 

At 10^16 GeV, all forces except gravitation are equal in strength. At 10^18 GeV, all forces are equal in strength. 

Why is this unifying energy so high (hierarchy problem)? Supersymmetry uses high energies and can resolve this 

problem. 

supergravity 

Supersymmetry applies to flat space-time Yang-Mills-field strong and weak nuclear forces and to electromagnetic 

fields, but can extend to gravity. 

Standard Model 

Supersymmetry can add to Standard Model. Standard-Model particles have superpartners {Minimal Supersymmetric 

Standard Model}. 

 

interacting boson model 

In a supersymmetry model {interacting boson model}| [Arima and Iachello, 1975], atomic nuclei can have nucleon 

pairs. Even numbers of protons and neutrons, as in platinum, can have three dynamical-symmetry classes. Even 

numbers of protons and odd numbers of neutrons, and vice versa, and odd numbers of protons and numbers, relate to 



even-even case. Interacting bosons make nuclei behavior independent of particles and of special relativity, except for 

mass. If boson and fermion numbers are constant, supersymmetry can predict odd-odd case for heavy atoms, such as 

gold 196 with 79 p and 117 n, which has doublet ground state. 
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superpartner 

Particles have massive paired particles {superpartner}, with spin 1/2 more or less than particle spin. 

 

Grassmann dimension 

Supersymmetry requires extra dimensions {Grassmann dimension, supersymmetry}. 
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quantum loop theory 

At Planck scale, space-time is quantum foam and has nodes, loops {quantum loop}, kinks, knots, intersections, and 

links, depending on spins. A loop theory {quantum loop theory}| {loop quantum gravity} can represent quantum-foam 

loops and their kinks (but not intersections, links, and knots). 

Quantum-loop lengths are multiples of Planck length. Quantum-loop areas are multiples of Planck area. Quantum-

loop volumes are multiples of Planck volume. 

Because spins can transfer, quantum loops can interact. Force fields have interacting quantum loops. 

Quantum loops define space dimensions (background independent). Perhaps, space is intertwined quantum loops. 

Interacting quantum loops can make fractals. Perhaps, space-time has fractal structure at Planck lengths. Fractals can 

remove the infinities that appear in relativity and quantum mechanics. 

Quantum loop theory derives from general relativity and adds quantum mechanics. Quantum loop theory uses ideas 

of supergravity, twistor theory, string theory, and non-commutative geometries. 

At quantum distances, quantum loops have repulsion. 

photons 

Loop quantum gravity predicts that high-energy photons, such as gamma rays, have faster speeds than low-energy 

photons, such as infrared rays. A test of this hypothesis is to measure if the microwave background radiation scatters 

photons. If photons all have same light speed, they scatter, but if some have faster speed, they do not scatter. 

 

background independence 

Quantum loop theory does not assume space-time existence {background independence, space}. Quantum loops 

determine matter and energy, which cause space-time geometry. In contrast, string theory assumes space-time 

(background dependence). 

 

diffeomorphism invariance 

Behavior can be the same in any coordinate system {diffeomorphism invariance}. 

 

spin network 

In networks {spin network}|, nodes are space states, and edges connecting nodes are state transitions. Particle 

motions are translations from node to node, with possible momentum and angular-momentum changes. Transition 

series travel along edges {path, graph} {graph, path}. Therefore, spin networks are extensions of quantum mechanics 

and describe space-time quantum states and their transitions. They can approximate all space-time geometries, quantum 

states, and motions. Spin networks are about a single time. 

nodes 

Different node types represent different particles and their positions and angular momenta. Simple nodes are volume 

quanta. Networks have total volume equal to total angular momentum. 

edges 

Different edge types represent different fields, energies, or forces between masses. Simple lines between nodes are 

area quanta. Edge lines indicate momentum. 

quantum loops 

Spin networks can represent linked quantum loops and their possible kinks. Therefore, spin networks can 

approximate quantum foam. However, spin networks cannot represent quantum-foam intersections, links, or knots. 

 



spin foam 

Spin networks can evolve in time {spin foam}|. Time is in multiples of Planck time. Spin-foam lines are nodes plus 

one quantized time dimension, and represent space-time states. Spin-foam surfaces are edges plus one quantized time 

dimension, and represent space-time state transitions. Spin-foam nodes are where spin-foam lines intersect and 

represent quanta. Spin foams are extensions of quantum mechanics and can represent electronic transitions and particle 

interactions. However, spin foams cannot represent quantum-foam intersections, links, or knots. 
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superstring theory 

One-dimensional vibrating loops or line segments {string, physics} account for matter, force, and energy. Strings 

vibrate at specific frequencies, amplitudes, phases, and modes {superstring theory}| {string theory} to represent 

particles. 

length and mass 

String lengths are multiples of Planck length. Uncertainty principle requires strings to be longer than Planck length. 

particles 

Strings are fundamental particles and have no sub-structure or sub-particles. String vibration modes make 

elementary particles. String theory requires an infinite series of elementary particles with increasing masses. High-mass 

elementary particles are unstable. Particle interactions merge two strings into one string or split one string into two 

strings. 

particles: dilaton 

Force strengths depend on string 11th-space-time-dimension length (dilaton). Short dilatons represent weak nuclear 

forces. Long dilatons represent strong nuclear forces. Dilaton lengths represent electromagnetism, and dilaton length 

variations change electromagnetic fields. 

Before universe origin, dilatons are long, and forces are strong. At universe origin, dilatons are short, and forces are 

weak. Observing intergalactic magnetic-field changes is a test for dilatons and so can indicate universe-origin 

conditions. 

mass 

String mass is proportional to string length. Shorter strings have higher vibration frequencies and so higher masses. 

waves and resonance 

Strings vibrate at light speed as high-frequency waves. Shorter strings have higher vibration frequencies. String 

waves dampen Planck-scale quantum fluctuations. Waves have Planck lengths and so are not observable. String-wave 

resonances make particles and forces. 

space 

Strings have dimension and vibrate, so strings occupy space. Strings require background space. 

energy 

Strings have high energy and mass, because they are stiff vibrators, with 10^39 tons tension {Planck tension}. 

However, quantum fluctuations decrease this energy. 

In zero-rest-mass particles, string rest masses cancel, leaving low-energy vibrations. Zero-rest-mass strings have 

relativistic mass and so can have momentum and angular momentum. 

In elementary particles with mass, almost all string rest masses cancel. 

spatial dimensions 

Uncertainty principle causes strings to have a smallest length, equal to Planck length. Strings occupy space because 

they vibrate. 

String waves vibrate in three extended spatial dimensions, seven curled-up Planck-size spatial dimensions (Joyce 

manifolds), and one time dimension. Physical scalar and vector fields determine the number and properties of infinite 

and curled-up dimensions. String waves can vibrate in dimensions, wrap around dimensions, and travel around 

dimensions. Winding around large dimensions takes more energy, because string stretches. Moving around large 

dimensions takes less energy, because frequency is less. The effects balance each other. 

spatial dimensions: winding 

In a curled-up dimension, string vibrations occur along the dimension (dimensional vibration) and go around the 

dimension {winding mode}. They can go around more than once. Curled-up dimensions cannot be smaller and their 

vibrations have a minimum, so waves have quantum size and energy. 

spatial dimensions: size 

Curled-up dimensions have two radii, one across curl and one around dimension. Because vibrations increase as 

quantum fluctuations increase, if one dimension becomes smaller, other dimension becomes larger. Winding-mode 



vibrations depend directly on dimension radius. Dimensional vibrations depend inversely on radius. Because winding 

mode vibrations and dimensional vibrations are reciprocal, curled-up dimensions have same physics as dimensions 

with exchanged winding-mode and dimensional-vibration radius. 

spatial dimensions: physical forces 

Electromagnetic waves, matter waves, gluons, and W and Z particles travel only in three-dimensional space, not 

curled-up dimensions. Gravity waves can travel in all dimensions. 

interactions 

Strings can split into two strings, or two strings can merge into one string. Splitting and merging probabilities 

depend on a positive-number constant {string coupling constant}. Constant is less than one for weak coupling or 

greater than one for strong coupling. 

finite 

String theory has finite quantities and so removes field-theory infinity problems and quantum-mechanics 

renormalization problems. (However, eleven-dimensional quantum-field theory can have finite particles and 

quantities.) 

strings 

Strings are one-dimensional Planck-length-multiple line segments or circles, and M-theory p-branes are multi-

dimensional Planck-length-multiple areas. Particles are Planck-length-multiple strings that harmonically vibrate in 

dimensions. 

strings: general relativity 

At greater-than-Planck-length distances and larger-than-energy-quantum energies, string theory and general 

relativity have same form. 

strings: quantum mechanics 

String-vibration wave equations have harmonic-frequency wavefunction solutions. Discrete wave frequencies 

represent energy quanta, which account for particle masses. String wavefunctions are essentially the same as particle 

quantum-mechanical wavefunctions. 

strings: dimensions 

Space has three infinite dimensions and some number of compactified dimensions. Compactified dimensions have 

relations. 

strings: vibration components 

As fundamental units, strings have no internal parts, structure, or forces. Because longitudinal vibrations require 

internal parts, structure, or forces, strings have no longitudinal vibrations. 

Strings vibrate transversely across all dimensions, so vibrations have many components. For curled-up dimensions, 

vibration frequency varies directly with radius inverse, so shorter strings have wave higher frequencies. For curled-up 

dimensions, strings can also vibrate transversely around the dimension (wind), and winding-vibration frequency varies 

directly with radius, so longer strings have higher winding-wave frequencies. Therefore, winding vibrations are duals to 

the other transverse vibrations. 

In each dimension, strings vibrate at resonant frequencies, determined by string length and tension. Vibration 

components have complex-number frequencies, which determine real and imaginary wave-energy components, which 

determine real and imaginary particle-mass components. Because complex-number operations can result in positive or 

negative values, superpositions of wave components can make positive or negative wave energies and positive or 

negative particle masses. Quantum energy fluctuations can also be positive or negative, so virtual particles can have 

positive or negative masses. 

Strings cannot have zero length, because then they are not strings, which must have tension between endpoints. 

Strings cannot have no vibrations, because they must have tension and endpoints and so fundamental frequency. 

strings: particles 

String theory accounts for all Standard-Model particles. 

Electric charge is at open-string endpoints or spread around closed string. Zero-rest-mass oriented open strings are 

U(n) bosons. Photons are open strings, are vectors with spin 1, and have wave amplitude zero. For local interactions, 

photons have clockwise or counterclockwise transverse-wave amplitude-vector rotation around oriented-string long 

axis to account for integer spin. Photons have no mass, so strings have zero-point lowest-energy state. Photons have 

photons as antiparticles. For global interactions, electric charge can be positive or negative and that corresponds to 

orientation, requiring otherwise-same opposite oriented open strings or otherwise-same clockwise and 

counterclockwise motions around closed strings. Electric charge does not have anti-charge, only exactly opposite 

positive and negative charge. Electrons and positrons have clockwise or counterclockwise transverse-wave amplitude-

vector rotation around long axis to account for half-integer spin. 



Strangeness is at open-string endpoints or spread around closed string. Vector bosons are open strings and are 

vectors with spin 1. Strangeness can be zero or one, corresponding to absence or presence, requiring non-opposite 

oriented open strings or non-opposite clockwise and counterclockwise motions around closed strings (violating parity). 

Strangeness does not have anti-strangeness. For local interactions, Z intermediate vector bosons have clockwise or 

counterclockwise transverse-wave amplitude-vector rotation around oriented-string long axis to account for integer 

spin. W intermediate vector bosons have both clockwise and counterclockwise transverse-wave amplitude-vector 

rotation around oriented-string long axis to account for zero spin. Intermediate vector bosons have mass, so strings 

have intermediate-energy state. Intermediate vector bosons have intermediate vector bosons as antiparticles. For global 

interactions, pions have clockwise or counterclockwise transverse-wave amplitude-vector rotation around oriented-

string long axis to account for half-integer spin. 

Color charge is at open-string endpoints or spread around closed string. Gluons are open strings and are vectors with 

spin 1. Color has three vectors that add to zero, corresponding to an equiangular triangle, requiring complex-number 

oriented open strings or complex-number clockwise and counterclockwise motions around closed strings. Colors have 

anti-colors. For local interactions, gluons have clockwise or counterclockwise transverse-wave amplitude-vector 

rotation around long axis to account for integer spin. Gluons have mass, so strings have high-energy state. Gluons have 

gluons as antiparticles. For global interactions, quarks have clockwise or counterclockwise transverse-wave amplitude-

vector rotation around long axis to account for half-integer spin. 

Gravitons are closed strings, are symmetric tensors with spin 2, and have wave amplitude zero. Mass-energy is 

positive and scalar. Mass has negative scalar anti-mass. For local interactions, gravitons have two clockwise or 

counterclockwise transverse-wave amplitude-vector spins, one around each tensor axis. Gravitons have no mass, so 

strings have zero-point energy. Gravitons have gravitons as antiparticles. Fermion and boson waves together make 

tensor that has one symmetry, which makes tensor gauge and so closed string with spin 2. 

Dilatons are closed strings and are scalars with spin 0. Axions are closed strings and are antisymmetric tensors with 

spin 0. Zero-rest-mass unoriented open strings are SO(n) or Sp(n) bosons. 

strings: virtual particles 

At small distances, string-theory quantum mechanics allows virtual particles. Strings always change to strings, never 

to no strings, because, by uncertainty principle, zero-length strings have infinite energy. The no-string (vacuum) state 

cannot exist. 

One zero-point-energy string can become two virtual-particle strings. Two virtual-particle strings can become one 

zero-point-energy string. 

Strings preserve all symmetries and conservation laws. 

Real-particle strings have longer lengths, lower energies, and longer lifetimes. Virtual-particle strings have short 

lengths, high energies, and short lifetimes. 

strings: particle properties 

String (Planck-multiple) lengths and (high) tensions determine transverse vibration modes and account for particle 

energies, masses, rotations, and other properties. 

String endpoints rotate around center, or closed strings rotate, so strings account for particle spin. String orientations 

that differ only in direction can represent clockwise and counterclockwise spin. String orientations that differ in 

direction and other properties can represent parity or no parity. Closed strings can account for zero-rest-mass spin-2 

particles (graviton). 

matrix theory 

Perhaps, space is intertwined strings or zero-branes {matrix theory} and so is not background-independent. 

quantum loop 

Perhaps, quantum loops are the background for strings. Larger loops can be strings. Perhaps, strings are waves in 

spin networks. 

comparison to points 

Strings have one dimension, are Planck length or higher, and have waves. Points have zero dimension, are smaller 

than Planck scale, and have no waves. 

 

point particles 

Point particles {point particle} are zero-dimensional points with quanta. Point particles have quantum-mechanical 

waves. Point particles preserve symmetries and conservation laws. 

virtual particles 

Point-particle quantum mechanics allows virtual particles. Two virtual point particles can appear (particle creation) 

from space-vacuum energy (negative-energy-particle field) fluctuations. Two virtual point particles can become space-

vacuum photon energy (particle annihilation). 



energy 

Because point particles have only one point, and space has no compactified dimensions, point particles have only 

positive real-number energies and masses. Point particles have no size and do not change size, so they cannot have 

infinite energy. 

particle properties 

Point particles have no mechanism for particle spin, orientation, or other properties and no mechanism to make spin-

2 bosons (gravitons). 

Point particles can have any rest mass and so can have zero rest mass. 

space dimensions 

Point particles have one point of zero dimension and so do not require unobserved dimensions. Point particles have 

no mechanism to specify number of space-time dimensions. 

 

open string 

Strings can be closed loops {closed string} or have ends that freely move {open string}. Open-string ends have 

boundary conditions {Dirichlet boundary conditions}, typically different for different dimensions. For example, 

electron strings move in the three infinite dimensions but do not move in the seven curled-up dimensions. 

 

string bit 

High-speed strings appear to have discrete line segments {string bit}. String bits have quantized length, energy, 

momentum, and angular momentum. String-bit minimum length is Planck length. Planck length string bit has minimum 

momentum. Longer string bits have multiples of Planck length and multiples of minimum momentum. 

 

M-theory 

Expanded string quantum-field theory {M-theory}| adds vibrating disks, blobs, toruses, and higher-dimension 

branes, to explain elementary particles, forces, and energies. M-theory branes create space-time (background 

independence). M-theory has ten space dimensions (three infinite and seven curled up) and one time dimension. People 

do not yet know M-theory physical principles. 

 

Wilson loops 

Spaces can be lattices {Wilson's loops} {Wilson loops}. Particles are at nodes. Gravity, electric, and strong-force 

field lines are on lattice lines between nodes. For electric fields, field lines diverge, decrease with distance, and 

approximate continuity. For color-charge fields, field lines stay apart and have constant force. 

 

background dependence 

String theory assumes space-time {background dependence}, in which strings move. M-theory branes create space-

time, so M-theory has background independence. 

 

non-commutative geometry 

Space-time points have zero dimension and do not vibrate, so real-number coordinates represent them. Strings and 

quantum loops have one dimension and vibrate. Strings and quantum loops have uncertain positions and motions, by 

the uncertainty principle. Complex-number matrices can represent string (and quantum-loop) positions and motions. 

Complex-number matrix operations do not commute {non-commutative geometry}. At large scales, diagonal matrices 

can approximate complex-number matrices, and diagonal matrices have commutative operations (commutative 

geometry). 

 

PHYS>Physics>String Theory>Particles 

 

dilaton 

Force strengths depend on no-spin closed-string 11th-space-time-dimension scalar length {dilaton}. Short dilatons 

represent weak nuclear forces. Long dilatons represent strong nuclear forces. Dilaton lengths represent 

electromagnetism, and dilaton length variations change electromagnetic fields. 

Before universe origin, dilatons are long, and forces are strong. At universe origin, dilatons are short, and forces are 

weak. Observing intergalactic magnetic-field changes is a test for dilatons and so can indicate universe-origin 

conditions. 

 



axion 

Magnetic-field photons can make dilaton-related antisymmetric-tensor no-spin closed-strings {axion} that have less 

than one millionth electron mass, no charge, and zero average quantum field. Magnetic-field axions can make photons. 

Therefore, axions allow strong nuclear forces to maintain charge-parity (CP) symmetry between antiparticles and 

particles. 

Cosmic-microwave-background temperature fluctuations are small, have Gaussian distribution, and have same 

amplitude for large space regions. Cosmic-microwave-background temperature fluctuations arise mostly from density 

differences and partly from gravity waves. However, string theories without axions allow no density differences. 

Axions determine large-scale universe temperature fluctuations [Adams, 2002] 

 

PHYS>Physics>String Theory>Brane 

 

brane 

Strings, disks, blobs, toruses, and higher-dimension objects {brane} can vibrate. 

 

p-brane 

Rather than strings, fundamental elements can be membranes {supermembrane} {2-brane} {3-brane} {p-brane}|, of 

dimension 2, 3, or any natural number p. Minimum length is Planck length. Branes vibrate and have high-energy 

waves. Branes require ten space dimensions (three infinite and seven curled up) and one time dimension. 

Open-string endpoints can stay fixed at one point (Dirichlet boundary condition) (zero-dimension brane), which 

maintains vacuum gauge invariance. Endpoints can move along straight or curved lines (Neumann boundary condition) 

(one-dimension brane), which fixes particles. Endpoints can move around surfaces (two-dimension brane) or higher 

branes. 

 

D-brane 

Membranes {Dirichlet-brane} {D-brane} can contain string ends. Black holes have many D-branes, and black-hole 

temperature is number of possible D-brane arrangements. 

 

handle and strings 

Curled-up dimensions have curved cylindrical handles {handle, string}, which have branes wrapped around them. 

 

throat and strings 

Curled-up dimensions have spikes {throat, string}, which have branes at tips. 

 

braneworld 

Perhaps, three-dimensional space {braneworld} is a brane. 

 

causal dynamical triangulation 

Triangles {2-simplex} have two dimensions and three lines/sides. Tetrahedrons {3-simplex} have three dimensions 

and four triangles/faces. Simplexes {4-simplex} can have four dimensions and five tetrahedrons/faces. 4-simplex 

connections dynamically determine number of space-time dimensions. 

Space can be tiny causally-connected (over time) 4-simplexes {causal dynamical triangulation} (CDT). CDT allows 

only causally possibly configurations. CDT results in three large-scale spatial dimensions and one Planck-scale spatial 

dimension, making four space dimensions. CDT can account for all forces and particles. 

If dynamical triangulation can be causal or non-causal, space has infinite dimensions or two dimensions. 

 

PHYS>Physics>String Theory>Dimensions 

 

Calabi-Yau shapes 

Six curled-up dimensions can combine in different ways to make thousands of different spaces {Calabi-Yau spaces} 

or shapes {Calabi-Yau shapes}. Calabi-Yau shapes have different numbers of holes, different numbers of even-

dimension holes, and different numbers of odd-dimension holes. For Calabi-Yau shapes with same total hole number, 

interchanging number of even-dimension holes and odd-dimension holes results in same physics {mirror manifold}. 

String vibration sizes and frequencies depend on the difference between odd-dimensional hole number and even-

dimensional hole number. 

One curled-up spatial dimension is a circle (one-dimensional torus), with one hole. 



Two curled-up spatial dimensions are a sphere (two-dimensional torus), with one hole, or three-dimensional torus, 

with two holes. Two-or-more-dimensional toruses can have one complex dimension. Calabi-Yau manifolds with one 

complex dimension have at least one hole. Compact and simply connected Calabi-Yau manifolds with one complex 

dimension are elliptic curves. 

In three-dimensional space, three curled-up spatial dimensions are solid sphere, with zero holes, or solid torus, with 

one hole. In four-dimensional space, three curled-up spatial dimensions are hollow-sphere-cross-section hollow sphere, 

with two holes; hollow-sphere-cross-section hollow torus, with three holes; or hollow-torus-cross-section hollow torus, 

with four holes. Three curled-up real dimensions make a volume. See Figure 1. 

Four-dimensional space has six regular and convex structures {4-polytope} {polychoron}, which have one of the 

five Platonic solids on their three-dimensional boundaries [Ludwig Schläfli, 1850]: pentachoron, tesseract, 

hexadecachoron, icositetrachoron, hecatonicosachoron, and hexaicosichoron. Compact simply connected Calabi-Yau 

four-dimensional manifolds {K3 surface} have two complex dimensions and at least two holes. 

Calabi-Yau six-dimensional manifolds have three complex dimensions and at least three holes and have thousands of 

variations: for example, all zeros of a homogeneous quintic polynomial. 

Calabi-Yau shapes can tear {flop-transition} {topology-changing transition} to make topologically distinct Calabi-

Yau shapes. Particle properties then change slowly and non-catastrophically. 



Figure 1 

 

 
  



Joyce manifold 

Seven curled-up spatial dimensions can combine in different ways to make thousands of manifolds {Joyce 

manifolds}, with four holes to thousands of holes. String-theory one-dimensional strings, and M-theory multi-

dimensional branes, vibrate in three infinite and seven curled-up spatial dimensions. 

 

scale factor 

Infinite dimensions can change, because their scales can change {scale factor}. Distances between objects can 

increase or decrease, as space relativistically expands or contracts. 

 

PHYS>Physics>String Theory>Dimensions>Moduli 

 

modulus and strings 

Scalar fields {moduli, string} {modulus, string} cause curled-up-dimension shapes and sizes. 

 

moduli problem 

Modulus parameters determine Calabi-Yau spaces, but modulus can go to zero {moduli problem}. 

 

Randall-Sundrum model 

Gravity can be in all space dimensions, including non-infinite high-curvature dimensions {Randall-Sundrum 

model}, making gravity weak compared to other forces, which are not in curled-up dimensions. 

 

PHYS>Physics>String Theory>Duality 

 

duality hypothesis 

String theory for particles is equivalent to quantum chromodynamics for fields {duality hypothesis}. 

 

geometrical duality 

String theories can use different geometries to describe the same situations {geometrical duality}. A large finite 

dimension can behave equivalently to a small one, because a wrapped-around-dimension string can exchange with an 

unwrapped-in-dimension string, or because Calubi-Yau shapes can exchange number of odd-dimensional holes with 

number of even-dimensional holes. 

 

T-duality 

Because strings have two motion modes, which can exchange, in each dimension, which can exchange, strings with 

small and large dimensions have same physical effects {T-duality}. Because strings have two motion modes, which can 

exchange, in each dimension, which can exchange, closed strings and open strings also have T-duality. 

 

mirror symmetry 

Because strings have two motion modes, which can exchange, in each dimension, which can exchange, physical 

systems can have either or both of two space-time geometries {mirror symmetry}. 

 

PHYS>Physics>History 

 

Emilie de Breteuil [Breteuil, Emilie de] or Marquise du Châtelet [Châtelet, Marquise du] 

physicist 

France 

1740 

Institutions of Physics [1740] 

She lived 1706 to 1749 and translated Newton's Principia into French. 

 

Karl Schwarzschild [Schwarzschild, Karl] 

physicist 

Germany 

1903 to 1916 



He lived 1873 to 1916 and used general relativity to model static universes {Schwarzschild space-time} and stars 

[1916]. He found Schwarzschild limit. Schwarzschild [1903], Tetrode, and Fokker developed perfect absorption to 

renormalize Maxwell's equations. 

 

Herta Ayrton [Ayrton, Herta] or Hertha Ayrton [Ayrton, Hertha] or Sarah Marks [Marks, Sarah] 

physicist 

England 

1904 to 1908 

She lived 1854 to 1923 and determined that removing air from streetlamps and shaping arc ends prevented hissing in 

electric arcs, with William Edward Ayrton. 

 

Percy William Bridgman [Bridgman, Percy William] 

physicist 

USA 

1927 to 1936 

Logic of Modern Physics [1927]; Dimensional Analysis [1927]; Nature of Physical Theory [1936] 

He lived 1882 to 1962. Scientific concepts relate to experiment methods {operationalism, Bridgman}. 

 

Martin Gardner [Gardner, Martin] 

writer 

USA 

1960 

Ambidextrous Universe [1960] 

He lived 1914 to ?. 

 

Jacob Bronowski [Bronowski, Jacob] 

physicist 

England 

1974 

Ascent of Man [1974] 

He lived 1908 to 1974. 

 

James Burke [Burke, James] 

historian 

England 

1980 

Connections [1980] 

He lived 1936 to ?. 

 

Moshe Gitterman [Gitterman, Moshe]/Vivian Haim Halpern [Halpern, Vivian Haim] 

physicist 

USA 

1981 

Qualitative Analysis of Physical Problems [1981] 

 

PHYS>Physics>History>Atomic Physics 

 

Robert Brown [Brown, Robert] 

physicist 

Scotland 

1827 to 1828 

He lived 1773 to 1858 and discovered cell nucleus [1827] and Brownian movement [1828]. 

 

Heinrich Lenz [Lenz, Heinrich] 

physicist 

Germany 



1834 

He lived 1804 to 1865 and invented Lenz's law [1834]. 

 

William Rankine [Rankine, William] 

physicist 

Scotland 

1853 

He lived 1820 to 1872, developed Rankine temperature scale, and invented first energy-conservation law. 

 

Johannes van der Waals [van der Waals, Johannes] 

physicist 

Netherlands 

1880 to 1890 

Molecular theory of a substance composed of two different species [1890] 

He lived 1837 to 1923, discovered Van der Waals forces [1880], and studied equilibrium matter states [1890]. 

 

Henri Becquerel [Becquerel, Henri] 

physicist 

France 

1896 

He lived 1852 to 1908 and studied radioactivity [1896]. 

 

Harriet Brooks [Brooks, Harriet] 

physicist 

Canada 

1899 to 1907 

She lived 1876 to 1933 and studied radioactivity and element transmutation [1899 to 1907]. She discovered radon 

and nuclei recoil after radioactivity. 

 

Max Planck [Planck, Max] 

physicist 

Berlin, Germany 

1900 to 1906 

Theory of Heat Radiation [1906] 

He lived 1858 to 1947 and found Plank's constant [1900]. He studied blackbody radiation, radiation absorption and 

emission quantum theory, and electromagnetic radiation energy. Light has energy proportional to frequency. Blackbody 

radiation intensity is proportional to temperature, because many oscillators with different, discrete frequencies cause 

radiation [1900]. Sum of frequency intensities is not infinite. 

 

Paul Drude [Drude, Paul] 

physicist 

Germany 

1902 

He lived 1863 to 1906 and studied metal free electrons [1902]. 

 

Robert A. Milliken [Milliken, Robert A.] 

physicist 

USA 

1911 

He lived 1868 to 1953 and measured electron charge [1911]. 

 

Heike Kammerlingh Onnes [Onnes, Heike Kammerlingh] 

physicist 

Netherlands 

1911 

He lived 1853 to 1926 and discovered superconductivity [1911]. 



 

Ernest Rutherford [Rutherford, Ernest] 

physicist 

England 

1911 

He lived 1871 to 1937 and discovered atom central nucleus [1911], orbited by electrons. 

 

Peter Debye [Debye, Peter] 

physicist 

Netherlands/USA 

1912 to 1936 

He lived 1884 to 1966 and invented Debye-Hückel theory [1936] and studied vibration energy. Vibration energy 

equals mechanical-vibration frequency times Planck constant [1912]. 

 

Arnold Sommerfield [Sommerfield, Arnold] 

physicist 

England 

1913 

He lived 1868 to 1951 and studied Bohr atom and elliptical electron orbits [1913]. 

 

Niels Bohr [Bohr, Niels] 

physicist 

Denmark 

1913 to 1928 

He lived 1885 to 1962, studied electromagnetic radiation energies, and explained atomic spectra. Absorbed or 

emitted light has electron orbital-transition energies [1913]. Electron angular momentum is shell number times Planck 

constant divided by 2 * pi. Electron rotation frequencies have discrete values. He philosophized about waves and 

particle complementarity and invented Copenhagen quantum-mechanics interpretation [1928]. 

 

William Wilson [Wilson, William] 

physicist 

England 

1913 to 1932 

He lived 1875 to 1965 and studied Bohr atom [1913] and semiconductor average drift velocity per unit force [1932]. 

 

Gustav Hertz [Hertz, Gustav] 

physicist 

Germany 

1914 

He lived 1887 to 1975 and studied photoelectric effect {Franck-Hertz effect}, with James Franck [1914]. 

 

Joseph Lense [Lense, Joseph] 

physicist 

Austria 

1918 

He stated that relativity causes orbiting-particle orbit-plane precession around a rotating mass, because rotation and 

angular momentum couple [1918], with Hans Thirring. He studied Lense-Thirring effect, frame dragging, and 

gravitomagnetism. 

 

Hans Thirring [Thirring, Hans] 

physicist 

Austria 

1918 

He lived 1888 to 1976. He stated that relativity causes orbiting-particle orbit-plane precession around a rotating 

mass, because rotation and angular momentum couple [1918], with Joseph Lense. He studied Lense-Thirring effect, 

frame dragging, and gravitomagnetism. 



 

Hugo Martin Tetrode [Tetrode, Hugo Martin] 

physicist 

Netherlands 

1922 

He lived 1895 to 1931. Schwarzschild, Tetrode [1922], and Fokker developed perfect absorption to renormalize 

Maxwell's equations. 

 

Arthur Compton [Compton, Arthur] 

physicist 

USA 

1923 

He lived 1892 to 1962 and found Compton radiation [1923]. 

 

S. N. Bose [Bose, S. N.] or Satyendra Nath Bose [Bose, Satyendra Nath] or Satyendranath Bose [Bose, 

Satyendranath] or Satyen Bose [Bose, Satyen] 

physicist 

India 

1924 

He lived 1894 to 1974 and developed Bose-Einstein statistics for bosons [1924]. 

 

Louis de Broglie [Broglie, Louis de] 

physicist 

France 

1924 

He lived 1892 to 1987. Matter has wave properties, all particles have associated waves, and electron orbits are 

resonating waves {theory of the double solution} [1924]. Momentum times wavelength equals Planck constant, so 

mass in motion has wavelength. 

 

Samuel Goudsmit [Goudsmit, Samuel] 

physicist 

Netherlands/USA 

1925 

He lived 1902 to 1978 and measured electron spin [1925], with Uhlenbeck. 

 

Pascual Jordan [Jordan, Pascual] 

physicist 

Germany 

1925 

He lived 1902 to 1980 and contributed to matrix mechanics as quantum-mechanics explanation [1925], with Max 

Born. 

 

George Uhlenbeck [Uhlenbeck, George] 

physicist 

Netherlands/USA 

1925 

He lived 1900 to 1988 and measured electron spin [1925], with Goudsmit. Spectra require particle rotation {spin, 

Uhlenbeck}, which is angular-momentum component. Spin is required and intrinsic to some particles. 

 

Wolfgang Pauli [Pauli, Wolfgang] 

physicist 

Switzerland/Austria/USA 

1925 to 1930 

He lived 1900 to 1958, invented Pauli exclusion principle [1925], and predicted neutrinos [1930]. 

 



Werner Heisenberg [Heisenberg, Werner] 

physicist 

Germany 

1926 to 1930 

Physical Principles of the Quantum Theory [1930] 

He lived 1901 to 1976, invented theory of infinite matrices and matrix mechanics {S matrix theory} as quantum-

mechanics explanation [1926], and developed uncertainty principle [1927]. 

 

Pavel A. Cerenkov [Cerenkov, Pavel A.] 

physicist 

Russia 

1926 to 1934 

He lived 1904 to 1990 and discovered Cerenkov effect [1926] and Cerenkov radiation [1934]. 

 

Enrico Fermi [Fermi, Enrico] 

physicist 

Italy/USA 

1926 to 1942 

He lived 1901 to 1954, developed Fermi-Dirac statistics for fermions [1926], studied radioactive decay, and invented 

controlled chain reaction [1942]. 

 

Erwin Schrödinger [Schrödinger, Erwin] 

physicist 

Austria 

1926 to 1944 

Present situation in quantum mechanics [1935: Schrödinger's cat]; What Is Life? [1944]; Mind and Matter [1944] 

He lived 1887 to 1961 and invented Schrödinger wave equation [1926]. Schrödinger-equation WKBJ solution was 

later. 

 

Paul A. M. Dirac [Dirac, Paul A. M.] 

physicist 

England 

1926 to 1947 

Principles of Quantum Mechanics [1930 and 1947] 

He lived 1902 to 1984, developed Fermi-Dirac statistics for fermions [1926], invented Dirac equation for electron 

[1928], and developed relativistic quantum mechanics and relativistic wave equation [1931]. He showed how to 

subtract particle field, which becomes infinite at point, and leave surrounding field, if particle position, velocity, and 

acceleration have values. Many initial accelerations cause particles to accelerate continuously {runaway solutions}. 

 

Eugene Wigner [Wigner, Eugene] 

physicist 

Hungary/USA 

1926 to 1961 

He lived 1902 to 1995 and developed non-commuting observable-function theory [1926]. Consciousness causes 

wavefunction collapse [1961]. 

 

Clinton Davisson [Davisson, Clinton] 

physicist 

Germany 

1927 

He lived 1881 to 1958 and studied electron diffraction [1927], with Germer. 

 

Lester Germer [Germer, Lester] 

physicist 

Germany 

1927 



He lived 1896 to 1971 and studied electron diffraction [1927], with Davisson. 

 

Walter Heitler [Heitler, Walter] 

physicist 

Germany 

1927 

He lived 1904 to 1981 and helped invent Heitler-London hydrogen-molecule electronic-structure theory [1927]. 

 

Fritz London [London, Fritz] 

physicist 

Germany/USA 

1927 

He lived 1900 to 1954 and helped invent Heitler-London hydrogen-molecule electronic-structure theory [1927]. 

 

John von Neumann [Neumann, John von]/Eugene Wigner [Wigner, Eugene]/Pascual Jordan [Jordan, Pascual] 

physicist 

USA 

1928 to 1929 

Mathematical Foundation of Quantum Mechanics [1932: by John von Neumann] 

von Neumann lived 1903 to 1957. Wigner lived 1902 to 1995. They developed algebraic quantum-mechanics theory 

[1928 to 1929]. 

 

Adriaan Daniël Fokker [Fokker, Adriaan Daniël] 

physicist 

Germany 

1929 

He lived 1887 to 1972. Schwarzschild, Tetrode, and Fokker [1929] developed perfect absorption to renormalize 

Maxwell's equations. 

 

Carl Anderson [Anderson, Carl] 

physicist 

USA 

1932 

He lived 1905 to 1991 and found anti-electron or positron [1932]. 

 

Erich Hückel [Hückel, Erich] 

physicist 

Germany 

1932 

He lived 1896 to 1980 and invented Debye-Hückel theory [1932]. 

 

Ettore Majorana [Majorana, Ettore] 

physicist 

Italy 

1932 

He lived 1906 to 1938 and showed how Riemann sphere can designate n - 1 independent unordered spatial spin 

directions for a particle with spin 0.5 * n, with no opposite directions [1932]. Quantum mechanically, particle spins 

about many spatial axes simultaneously. However, large particle collections spin around one axis. It is not clear how 

collective spin is sum of particle spins and thus depends on wavefunction superpositions. Only wavefunction reduction 

eliminates other possibilities. 

 

J. Robert Oppenheimer [Oppenheimer, J. Robert] 

physicist 

USA 

1932 to 1945 



He lived 1904 to 1967 and developed the Born-Oppenheimer relation between molecular rotation, vibration, and 

electronic structure [1932]. He and Hartland Snyder used general relativity to describe black holes [1939]. He and G. 

M. Volkov found mass limit {Landau-Oppenheimer-Volkov limit, Oppenheimer} for making black holes instead of 

neutron stars, 2.5 times Sun mass [1939]. He led Manhattan Project [1945]. 

 

Lars Onsager [Onsager, Lars] 

physicist 

Norway/USA 

1933 

He lived 1903 to 1976 and studied irreversible thermodynamics [1933]. He symmetrically related non-equilibrium-

system forward and backward molecular processes {reciprocity relation}, such as osmosis and reverse osmosis or 

heating and thermocoupling. 

 

Francis Bitter [Bitter, Francis] 

physicist 

USA 

1933 to 1936 

He lived 1902 to 1967 and studied magnetism, developing resistive magnets [1933 to 1936] of stacked copper plates 

{Bitter plate}. 

 

James Chadwick [Chadwick, James] 

physicist 

England 

1935 

He lived 1891 to 1974 and studied electrons [1935]. 

 

Hideki Yukawa [Yukawa, Hideki] 

physicist 

Japan 

1935 

He lived 1907 to 1981 and discovered pion [1935]. 

 

Pyotr Leonidovich Kapitsa [Kapitsa, Pyotr Leonidovich] 

physicist 

Russia 

1938 

He lived 1894 to 1984 and discovered helium-4 superfluidity [1938]. 

 

Lise Meitner [Meitner, Lise] 

physicist 

Austria 

1939 

She lived 1878 to 1968 and described nuclear fission [1939] with Otto Frisch. 

 

Hans Bethe [Bethe, Hans] 

physicist/inventor 

USA/Chicago, Illinois 

1939 to 1942 

controlled fission of uranium [1942] 

He lived 1906 to 2005 and described carbon-nitrogen and proton-proton nuclear-fusion cycles [1939]. 

 

Alfred Landé [Landé, Alfred] 

physicist 

USA 

1941 to 1956 

He lived 1888 to 1976 and developed unitary particle interpretation [1941 to 1956]. 



 

Philip Morrison [Morrison, Philip] 

physicist 

USA 

1945 

He lived 1915 to 2005 and built atomic bomb [1945]. 

 

Victor Weisskopf [Weisskopf, Victor] 

physicist 

Austria/USA 

1945 

He lived 1908 to 2002 and built atomic bomb [1945]. 

 

Jerome Weissner [Weissner, Jerome] 

physicist 

USA 

1945 

He lived 1915 to 1994 and worked on atomic bomb [1945]. 

 

Willis E. Lamb Jr. [Lamb Jr., Willis E.]/Robert C. Retherford [Retherford, Robert C.] 

physicist 

England 

1947 

Lamb shift [1947] 

They discovered electron Lamb shift [1947]. 

 

Hermann Bondi [Bondi, Hermann] 

physicist 

Germany 

1948 

He lived 1919 to ? and invented universe steady-state theory [1948], with Hoyle and Gold. 

 

Hendrik B. G. Casimir [Casimir, Hendrik B. G.] 

physicist 

Netherlands 

1948 

He lived 1909 to 2000 and found Casimir effect [1948]. 

 

Richard Feynman [Feynman, Richard] 

physicist/mathematician 

USA 

1948 to 1965 

Feynman Lectures on Physics [1963]; Character of Physical Law [1965]; QED: the strange theory of light and matter 

[1985] 

He lived 1918 to 1988 and developed quantum electrodynamics [1948], renormalization group theory [1948], and 

path integral theory [1948]. 

 

William F. Giauque [Giauque, William F.] 

physicist 

USA 

1949 

He lived 1895 to 1982 and studied cryogenics [1949]. 

 

Irving Segal [Segal, Irving] 

physicist 

USA 



1951 

He lived 1918 to 1998 and developed C* algebra theory for quantum mechanics [1951]. 

 

David Bohm [Bohm, David] 

physicist 

USA 

1951 to 1993 

Quantum Theory [1951]; Wholeness and the Implicit Order [1980]; Undivided Universe: An Ontological 

Interpretation of Quantum Theory [1993] 

He lived 1917 to 1992 and developed the hidden particle theory and pilot wave interpretation [1952], from study of 

Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen experiment. 

 

Chen Ning Yang [Yang, Chen Ning]/Robert L. Mills [Mills, Robert L.] 

physicist 

USA 

1954 

Conservation of isotopic spin and isotopic gauge invariance [1954] 

Yang lived 1922 to ?. Mills lived 1927 to 1999. They studied Yang-Mills field [Yang and Mills, 1954]. 

 

Clyde Cowan [Cowan, Clyde] 

physicist 

England 

1956 

He lived 1902 to 1974 and discovered neutrinos [1956], with Reines. 

 

Frederick Reines [Reines, Frederick] 

physicist 

England 

1956 

He lived 1918 to 1998 and discovered neutrinos [1956], with Cowan. 

 

John Bardeen [Bardeen, John]/Leon Cooper [Cooper, Leon]/John Schrieffer [Schrieffer, John] 

physicist 

USA 

1957 

Bardeen lived 1908 to 1991. Cooper lived 1930 to ?. Schrieffer lived 1931 to ?. They invented BCS 

superconductivity theory, in which electrons distort positive-ion lattices to make phonons, which interact with second 

electrons, causing slight attraction and so pairing electrons [1957]. In superconductors, magnetic flux has quanta. 

Electric field has no quanta, but quantizing the field mathematically allows easier calculations. Critical temperature is 

higher if more electrons can be in superconductive state, if lattice-vibration frequencies are higher, and if electrons and 

lattice interact more strongly. 

 

Hugh Everett [Everett, Hugh] 

physicist 

USA 

1957 

'Relative State' Formulation of Quantum Mechanics [1957] 

He lived 1930 to 1982 and modified generalized Lagrange multiplier method {Everett algorithm}, which finds 

optimum paths. Quantum systems, including measuring devices and observers, have probabilities of possible states. 

Reality includes all possible states, including separate realities for observer and observation states {relative state 

interpretation} {many-worlds interpretation} [1957]. 

 

Edwin T. Jaynes [Jaynes, Edwin T.] 

physicist 

USA 

1957 



He lived 1922 to 1998 and studied information theory, thermodynamics, and neoclassical radiation theory [1957]. 

 

Geoffrey Chew [Chew, Geoffrey] 

physicist 

USA 

1961 to 1966 

He studied S-matrix theory [1961] and bootstrap hypothesis [1966]. 

 

Fritz W. Bopp [Bopp, Fritz W.] 

physicist 

USA 

1962 

He invented path integral quantum-mechanics theory [1962]. 

 

Tullio Regge [Regge, Tullio] 

physicist 

France 

1962 

He lived 1907 to 1996 and invented Regge calculus [1962], addition to S-matrix theory. 

 

George Zweig [Zweig, George] 

physicist 

USA 

1964 

He lived 1937 to ? and suggested quarks [1964], with Murray Gell-Mann. 

 

Peter W. Higgs [Higgs, Peter W.] 

physicist 

England 

1964 to 1966 

He invented the idea of Higgs field and Higgs boson [1964 to 1966]. 

 

John S. Bell [Bell, John S.] 

physicist 

Ireland 

1964 to 1987 

Speakable and Unspeakable in Quantum Mechanics [1987] 

He lived 1928 to 1990. Instruments can measure coupled-particle spins to see if spins are separable. Positive-spin 

number along first-particle x-axis and second-particle y-axis is less than or equal to positive-spin number along first-

particle x-axis and second-particle z-axis plus positive-spin number along first-particle y-axis and second-particle z-

axis {Bell inequality} {Bell's inequalities}. In quantum mechanics, Bell inequality is not true. Two particles are not 

separable. No local hidden variables exist [1964] {Bell's theorem, Bell}. 

 

Murray Gell-Mann [Gell-Mann, Murray] 

physicist 

USA 

1964 to 1994 

He lived 1929 to ?, suggested quarks [1964], with George Zweig, and invented decoherence theory [1994]. 

 

Dennis Sciama [Sciama, Dennis] 

physicist 

USA 

1965 

He lived 1926 to 1999. Quasar density increases with redshift [1965], with Martin Rees. 

 



Henry Stapp [Stapp, Henry] 

physicist 

USA 

1965 to 1993 

S-matrix interpretation of quantum-theory [1971]; Mind, Matter, and Quantum Mechanics [1993] 

Quantum waves collapse only when they interact with consciousness and observation. Brain can plan better from 

fewer possibilities. Consciousness is brain parts and activities that collapse wave functions. Brains do not affect 

probabilities but only initiate collapses. 

 

Hannes Alfvén [Alfvén, Hannes] 

physicist 

Sweden 

1966 

Worlds-Antiworlds [1966] 

He lived 1908 to 1995 and studied plasma physics. 

 

F. Károlyházy [Károlyházy, F.] 

physicist 

Hungary 

1966 to 2000 

Gravity causes wavefunction reduction. 

 

Gabriele Veneziano [Veneziano, Gabriele] 

physicist 

Italy 

1968 

He found that Euler beta-function describes properties of particles affected by strong force [1968]. 

 

Yoichiro Nambu [Nambu, Yoichiro] 

physicist 

USA 

1969 

He found that Euler beta-function describes particle properties affected by strong force, if particles are Planck-

length, one-dimensional vibrating strings [1969]. 

 

Holger Nielsen [Nielsen, Holger] 

physicist 

Denmark 

1969 

He found that Euler beta-function describes particle properties affected by strong force, if particles are Planck-

length, one-dimensional vibrating strings [1969]. 

 

Leonard Susskind [Susskind, Leonard] 

physicist 

USA 

1969 to 1995 

He found that Euler beta-function describes particle properties affected by strong force, if particles are Planck-

length, one-dimensional vibrating strings [1969]. He studied holographic principle and how it applies to string theory 

[1995]. 

 

Akito Arima [Arima, Akito]/Francesco Iachello [Iachello, Francesco] 

physicist 

Japan/Italy 

1975 

Collective States as Representations of a SU(6) Group [1975] 

They invented atomic-nucleus interacting boson model. 



 

Yakov B. Zel'dovich [Zel'dovich, Yakov B.] 

physicist 

Russia 

1967 to 1976 

He lived 1914 to 1987. Gravity can cause baryons to decay, over 10^31 years [1976]. He described the Cosmological 

Constant problem [1967]: cosmological constant is 120 order of magnitude too great. 

 

Dany Schectman [Schectman, Dany] 

physicist 

USA 

1984 

He invented aluminum-manganese alloy with fivefold symmetry and symmetry three dimensions {quasicrystal} 

[1984]. Later, others invented aluminum-lithium-copper alloy. 

 

Leslie F. Greengard [Greengard, Leslie F.] 

physicist 

USA 

1987 

Rapid Evaluation of Potential Fields in Particle Systems [1987] 

 

Daniel M. Greenberger [Greenberger, Daniel M.]/Michel A. Horne [Horne, Michel A.]/Anton Zeilinger 

[Zeilinger, Anton] 

physicist 

USA 

1989 

They invented a thought experiment {GHZ experiment} [1989]. If three spin 1/2 particles have singlet state, two 

detectors oriented at different angles, perpendicular to moving particle path, can measure one particle's spin. 

 

Roger Penrose [Penrose, Roger] 

physicist 

England 

1989 to 2004 

Emperor's New Mind [1989]; Shadows of the Mind: A Search for the Missing Science of Consciousness [1994]; 

Nature of Space and Time [1996: with Stephen Hawking]; Road to Reality [2004] 

He lived 1931 to ? and developed quantum-mechanics objective reduction [Penrose, 1994]. 

 

Alain Connes [Connes, Alain] 

physicist 

France 

1994 

Phase spaces can show results of non-commutative operations {non-commutative geometry, Connes} and so 

represent non-commutative algebras. For example, space rotations are non-commutative. Phase spaces representing 

quantum effects are non-commutative. Geometry can be non-commutative if axes are different, rather than equivalent. 

Cross products are non-commutative. His non-commutative phase space can represent all elementary particle symmetry 

groups. This space has two continuous spaces, which have bosons, linked by discrete non-commutative space, which 

has Higgs particles, predicted to have mass of 160 GeV. Using this space defines what renormalization is 

mathematically, rather than it looking ad hoc, with Dirk Kreimer. Perhaps, space has fractional dimensions related to 

gravitation. Gravity has non-commutation of quanta and operations, and this can give rise to time, just as atomic 

motions give rise to temperature, with Carlo Rovelli. 

 

James B. Hartle [Hartle, James B.] 

physicist 

USA 

1994 



He invented decoherence theory, with Gell-Mann [1994]. With Robert Geroch, he studied quantum gravity as 

superpositions of all possible four-dimensional space-time curvatures weighted by complex numbers [1986], but it is 

impossible to prove that two different four-dimensional space-time topologies are the same, so they can be unique or 

degenerate. 

 

Nima Arkani-Hamed [Arkani-Hamed, Nima]/Georgi Dvali [Dvali, Georgi]/Savas Dimopoulos [Dimopoulos, 

Savas] 

physicist 

USA 

1998 

ADD suggested that perceived space-time is inside universe with two more large dimensions [1998]. 

 

Raman Sundrum [Sundrum, Raman] 

physicist 

USA 

1999 

RS-1 [1999]; RS-2 [1999] 

He suggested that universe is inside a universe with one more dimension, where most gravity stays, making 

perceived gravity weak [1999: with Randall]. Space-time is anti-de-Sitter space. 

 

Lisa Randall [Randall, Lisa] 

physicist 

USA 

1999 to 2005 

RS-1 [1999]; RS-2 [1999]; Warped Passages [2005] 

She suggested that universe is inside a universe with one more dimension, where most gravity stays, making 

perceived gravity weak [1999: with Sundrum]. Space-time is anti-de-Sitter space. 
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William Gilbert [Gilbert, William] 

physicist 

England 

1600 

Magnet [1600] 

He lived 1544 to 1603 and studied static electricity and magnetism. 

 

Willebrord Snell [Snell, Willebrord] 

physicist 

Leyden, Netherlands 

1621 

Eratosthenes Batavus [1617: on triangulation of Earth. Eratosthenes measured Earth diameter. Batavus is last name 

of Orange dynasty of Holland and is region around Leyden.]; Tiphys Batavus [1621: on navigation. Tiphys was pilot of 

the Argo] 

He lived 1580 to 1626, first discussed loxodrome paths on sphere that make constant angles with meridians, and 

invented Snell's law [1621]. 

 

Evangelista Torricelli [Torricelli, Evangelista] 

mathematician/philosopher 

Florence, Italy 

1641 to 1644 

Geometric Works [1644] 

He lived [1608 to 1647] and invented Torricelli's theorem [1641]. Nature does not abhor vacuum. 

 

Robert Hooke [Hooke, Robert] 

biologist/physicist/inventor 



England 

1657 to 1665 

anchor escapement for clocks [1657]; Micrographs [1665] 

He lived 1635 to 1703, invented Hooke's law [1660], and observed cork cells under microscope [1663]. He invented 

universal joint, iris diaphragm, anchor escapement {anchor escapement}, and balance spring [1660]. 

 

Gabriel Daniel Fahrenheit [Fahrenheit, Gabriel Daniel] 

physicist 

Poland/Netherlands 

1714 

He lived 1686 to 1736 and invented Fahrenheit thermometer [1714]. 

 

Stephen Gray [Gray, Stephen] 

physicist 

England 

1729 to 1732 

He lived 1666 to 1736 and studied electrical conductors and insulators [1729 to 1732]. 

 

Charles DuFay [DuFay, Charles] 

physicist 

France 

1737 

electric charge 

He lived 1698 to 1739 and studied positive and negative electric charge transfers, calling them vitreous and resinous 

[1737]. 

 

Anders Celsius [Celsius, Anders] 

physicist 

Sweden 

1742 

Celsius thermometer 

He lived 1701 to 1744 and invented centigrade or Celsius thermometer [1742]. 

 

Henry Cavendish [Cavendish, Henry] 

physicist 

England 

1785 to 1798 

He lived 1731 to 1810 and studied specific heat, discovered hydrogen gas [1785], measured gravity of 10000-gram 

mass [1798], and found Earth mass and density [1798]. 

 

Jacques Charles [Charles, Jacques] 

physicist 

France 

1787 

He lived 1746 to 1823 and invented Charles' law [1787]. 

 

Benjamin Thompson [Thompson, Benjamin] or Count Rumford [Rumford, Count] 

physicist 

USA/England 

1798 

He lived 1753 to 1814 and studied heat from work and friction [1798]. 

 

Thomas Young [Young, Thomas] 

physician/physicist/Egyptologist 

Britain 

1801 to 1807 



Course of Lectures on Natural Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts [1807] 

He lived 1773 to 1829, invented Young's modulus, developed light-wave theory, and analyzed light-interference 

patterns [1801]. Prism colors add to make brightness. Different colored-light ratios make all intermediate colors [1801]. 

Eye lens accommodates to different distances by changing anterior surface curvature. Color vision mixes signals from 

three retinal channels. 

 

Humphrey Davy [Davy, Humphrey] 

chemist 

Britain 

1806 

He lived 1778 to 1829, discovered nitrous oxide exhilarating and anesthetic effects [1806], and split compounds 

using electricity. 

 

Joseph von Fraunhofer [Fraunhofer, Joseph von] 

physicist 

Germany 

1812 

He lived 1787 to 1826 and described Fraunhofer lines [1812]. 

 

Hans Christian Oersted [Oersted, Hans Christian] 

physicist 

Denmark 

1819 

He lived 1777 to 1851 and found that moving charge has magnetic field [1819]. 

 

André M. Ampere [Ampere, André M.] 

physicist 

France 

1820 to 1827 

He lived 1775 to 1836 and studied magnetic fields around conductors [1820 to 1827]. 

 

Claude Louis Marie Henri Navier [Navier, Claude Louis Marie Henri] 

physicist 

France 

1821 to 1822 

He lived 1785 to 1836 and studied fluid dynamics [1821 to 1822]. 

 

Augustin Fresnel [Fresnel, Augustin] 

physicist 

France 

1822 

He lived 1788 to 1827, developed Fresnel integral, and applied it to making lenses for refraction [1822]. 

 

Nicolas Carnot [Carnot, Nicolas] 

physicist 

France 

1824 

Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire [1824] 

He lived 1796 to 1832 and invented heat-engine theory. 

 

Georg Simon Ohm [Ohm, Georg Simon] 

physicist 

Germany 

1827 

He lived 1789 to 1854 and invented Ohm's law [1827]. 

 



Joseph Henry [Henry, Joseph] 

physicist 

USA 

1832 

He lived 1797 to 1878 and induced current magnetically and studied self-inductance [1832]. 

 

Christian Doppler [Doppler, Christian] 

physicist 

Austria 

1842 

He lived 1803 to 1853 and discovered Doppler effect [1842]. 

 

Jean Foucault [Foucault, Jean] 

physicist 

France 

1848 to 1850 

He lived 1819 to 1868, invented Foucault pendulum [1848], and studied refraction index [1850]. 

 

James Prescott Joule [Joule, James Prescott] 

physicist 

England 

1851 

He lived 1818 to 1889 and studied heat in conductors. Work and heat are energies [1851]. 

 

John William Strutt [Strutt, John William] or Lord Rayleigh [Rayleigh, Lord] 

physicist 

England 

1871 to 1894 

He lived 1842 to 1919, studied traveling waves, studied hydrodynamics {hydrodynamic similarity}, studied 

frictionless-tube compressible flow with heat transfer {Rayleigh flow} [1885], discovered argon [1894], and described 

light scattering [1871]. He calculated black-body radiation distribution at low and high frequencies {Rayleigh-Jeans 

radiation}, with James Jeans [1900], which indicated that all energy goes into higher field frequencies over time 

{ultraviolet catastrophe}, which is impossible. 

 

William Thomson [Thomson, William] or Lord Kelvin [Kelvin, Lord] 

physicist 

England 

1876 

He lived 1824 to 1907, invented Kelvin temperature scale [1876], and studied thermodynamics. 

 

Osborne Reynolds [Reynolds, Osborne] 

physicist 

England 

1883 to 1889 

He lived 1842 to 1912 and studied hydraulics and hydrodynamics, especially turbulent flow and when fluid 

transitions from laminar to turbulent flow {hydrodynamic stability} [1883 to 1889]. 

 

Joseph John Thomson [Thomson, Joseph John] 

chemist/physicist 

England 

1885 

He lived 1856 to 1940 and studied gas electrons and electrical conduction [1885]. 

 

Heinrich Hertz [Hertz, Heinrich] 

physicist 

Germany 



1888 

He lived 1857 to 1894 and invented radio waves [1888]. 

 

Walther H. Nernst [Nernst, Walther H.] 

physicist 

Germany 

1888 to 1918 

He lived 1864 to 1941, invented thermodynamic energy equation or Nernst equation [18], and studied matter at 

absolute zero and thermodynamics, including photo chain reactions [1918]. 

 

Wilhelm Roentgen [Roentgen, Wilhelm] 

chemist/physicist 

Germany 

1895 

He lived 1845 to 1923 and discovered x-rays [1895]. 

 

Wilhelm Wien [Wien, Wilhelm] 

physicist 

Germany 

1898 

He lived 1864 to 1928 and studied black body radiation [1898]. 

 

Marie Sklodowska Curie [Curie, Marie Sklodowska] 

physicist 

Poland/France 

1903 

She lived 1867 to 1934 and discovered radium [1903]. 

 

Ludwig Prandtl [Prandtl, Ludwig] 

physicist 

Germany 

1904 to 1920 

He lived 1875 to 1953. Flow has two regions. One is potential flow, with incompressible and non-rotating fluid. The 

other is thin boundary layer next to tube or obstruction, where there are viscous effects and where surface interacts 

thermally and mechanically with fluid [1904]. Wing induces drag as it lifts {lifting line theory, Prandtl} [1920]. 

 

Hermann Schmidt [Schmidt, Hermann] 

engineer 

Germany 

1930 to 1939 

He lived 1894 to 1968 and worked on control and feedback [1930 to 1939]. First, people provided goals, energy, and 

control for primitive tools like ax. Next, machines provided energy, and people provided goals and monitored 

machines. Now, people provide goals, and machines provide energy and control. In the future, machines will determine 

their goals. 

 

PHYS>Physics>History>Cosmology 

 

Isaac Newton [Newton, Isaac] 

physicist/mathematician 

England 

1666 to 1704 

Principia [1671 and 1687]; Universal Arithmetic [1680]; Opticks or Optics [1704] 

He lived 1642 to 1727 and developed gravity and force laws [1687]. He stated three motion laws and universal-

gravitation law. 

He invented a light-particle theory and used prisms to separate sunlight into different-color rays. Colors bend by 

different amounts, but rays cannot further separate or bend [1666]. 



He invented dy/dx differentiation, infinitesimal calculus, prime-ratio method, ultimate-ratio method, infinite series, 

fundamental theorem of calculus, differentiation, limits, and limit theorem. He studied polar and bipolar coordinates 

and invariance under transformation. He invented Newton's parallelogram, Newton's root-finding method, and physical 

"action". 

For one dimension, shear stress F equals shear viscosity µ times derivative of horizontal velocity v with orthogonal 

coordinate y {linear constitutive relation}: F = µ * dv / dy. This law relates stress to strain rate and usually has three 

dimensions. This relation leads to the later Navier-Stokes equations. 

Epistemology 

Spinning discs with varying-area colored segments can make new colors. Average star mass provides absolute 

reference for accelerated motion, including rotational motion. Water in spinning buckets is concave, because it rotates 

with respect to universe and not with respect to bucket {bucket argument, Newton}. 

"Hypotheses non fingo" or "I feign no hypotheses (about the causes of gravity)" is a phrase in the General Scholium 

essay of the Principia, 2nd edition [1713]. 

 

James Clerk Maxwell [Maxwell, James Clerk] 

physicist 

Britain 

1854 to 1865 

He lived 1831 to 1879, developed feedback-regulation mathematical formulas, and invented electromagnetism and 

electromagnetic-wave laws [1865], using first-order partial-differential-equation systems. Mixing red, green, and blue 

primary colors can make all colors [1854]. 

 

Ernst Mach [Mach, Ernst] 

physicist/philosopher 

Vienna, Austria 

1872 to 1916 

History and Root of the Law of the Conservation of Energy [1872]; Science of Mechanics: a Critical and Historical 

Account of its Development [1883]; Contributions to the Analysis of Sensations and the Relation of the Physical to the 

Psychical [1885]; Popular Scientific Lectures [1894]; Knowledge and Error [1905]; Space and Geometry in the Light 

of Physiological, Psychological and Physical Inquiry [1906]; Principles of Physical Optics: an Historical and 

Philosophical Treatment [1916] 

He lived 1838 to 1916. He studied gas flow, sound speed, optic Doppler effect, shock waves, and perception {Mach 

band, Mach}. He studied how observers relate to sensations and objects and studied reference frames. 

Epistemology 

Accelerations and rotations are relative to universe mean mass {Mach's principle, Mach}, and so relative to fixed 

stars. 

Object and physical knowledge cannot depend on sensations, because methods by which people perceive determine 

sensations. Science terms describe and predict {instrumentalism} but do not refer to physical objects, which people 

cannot know. 

Only sensory experience can verify science ideas {empirio-criticism}. 

 

George Francis Fitzgerald [Fitzgerald, George Francis] 

physicist 

Ireland 

1892 

He lived 1844 to 1894 and tried to measure electric wavelength. He said that matter moving near light speed 

contracts in motion direction {Fitzgerald-Lorentz contraction} [1892]. 

 

Hendrik Lorentz [Lorentz, Hendrik] 

physicist 

Netherlands 

1892 to 1904 

He lived 1853 to 1928. He studied Zeeman effect [1892]. He said that matter moving near light speed contracts in 

motion direction {Fitzgerald-Lorentz contraction, Lorentz} [1892]. He invented motion equations {Lorentz equations 

of motion} for charged particles in electromagnetic fields [1895], whereas Maxwell's equations are for electromagnetic-

field changes. He invented Einstein-Lorentz transformations [1904]. 



 

Albert A. Michelson [Michelson, Albert A.] 

physicist 

USA 

1895 

He lived 1852 to 1931 and proved light speed is constant [1895]. 

 

James Jeans [Jeans, James] 

physicist 

England 

1900 to 1943 

Dynamical Theory of Gases [1903]; Theoretical Mechanics [1906]; Mathematical Theory of Electricity and 

Magnetism [1908]; Universe around Us [1929]; Mysterious Universe [1930]; Stars in their Courses [1931]; New 

Background of Science [1933]; Through Space and Time [1934]; Physics and Philosophy [1943] 

He lived 1877 to 1946. He calculated black-body-radiation distribution at low and high frequencies {Rayleigh-Jeans 

radiation, Jeans} {Rayleigh-Jeans law}, with Rayleigh [1900]. All energy seemed to go into higher field frequencies 

over time, which is impossible {ultraviolet catastrophe, Jeans}: energy density = 8 * pi * k * T / (lambda^4), where T = 

temperature, k = Boltzmann constant, and lambda = wavelength. 

Large-enough {Jeans mass} {Jeans instability} {Jeans length} interstellar clouds can collapse to form stars, 

depending on temperature, mass, and density. 

Two things that can interact share a feature. For example, things that interact gravitationally both have mass. 

Perhaps, thoughts about perceptions relate to stimulus energies. 

 

Albert Einstein [Einstein, Albert] 

physicist 

Germany/USA 

1905 to 1935 

Can a Quantum Mechanical Description of Physical Reality Be Considered Complete? [1935: with Boris Podolsky 

and Nathan Rosen] 

He lived 1879 to 1955, discovered photoelectric effect [1905], invented special relativity [1905], and analyzed 

Brownian motion [1905]. He developed general theory of relativity [1915]. He predicted Bose-Einstein condensation 

[1924]. He stated Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) ideas [1935]. Crystal vibrations and rotations cause high heat 

capacity. 

 

Hermann Minkowski [Minkowski, Hermann] 

mathematician 

Russia/Germany 

1908 

He lived 1864 to 1909 and unified space and time {space-time, Minkowski} in four dimensions [1908]. Light travels 

at 45-degree angle to make a light-cone, inside which events can affect future events and past events can affect point. 

Distances between events involve positive time and negative distances: s^2 = t^2 - x^2 - y^2 - z^2. 

 

Willem de Sitter [de Sitter, Willem] 

physicist 

France 

1917 

He lived 1872 to 1934, used curved time coordinate (in which distant clocks can run slower or faster), and 

demonstrated how general relativity required expanding universe [1917]. With curved time coordinate, symmetrical 

space with no matter or energy can have constant positive curvature (attraction) {de-Sitter space} {de-Sitter space-

time}, with no expansion or contraction. (After universe origin, universe probably was like de-Sitter space.) 

With curved time coordinate, symmetrical space with no matter or energy can have constant negative curvature 

(repulsion) {anti-de-Sitter space} {anti-de-Sitter space-time}, with no expansion or contraction. In anti-de-Sitter space, 

object motions are harmonic. Space boundary is constant at infinity, but space radius depends on curvature and is finite. 

 

Alexander Friedmann [Friedmann, Alexander] 

physicist 



Germany 

1918 to 1922 

He lived 1888 to 1925 and mathematically demonstrated that general relativity required expanding universe [1918]. 

He imagined universes {Friedmann space-time} that had uniform matter and energy, expanded forever, were infinite, 

and had no boundary [1922]. Howard Robertson and Arthur G. Walker [1936] elaborated {Friedmann-Robertson-

Walker space-time} {FRW universe}, because universe is like FRW universe. 

 

Arthur Eddington [Eddington, Arthur] 

physicist 

England 

1919 

He lived 1882 to 1944 and led expedition to test Einstein's general-relativity theory [1919]. 

 

Theodor Kaluza [Kaluza, Theodor] 

mathematician 

Poland 

1919 

He lived 1885 to 1954. If space has some tiny, curled-up spatial dimensions, besides the three long spatial 

dimensions, general relativity and electromagnetism can unify [1919]. 

 

Max Born [Born, Max] 

physicist/chemist 

Germany/England 

1920 to 1926 

Albert Einstein's Theory of Relativity [1920] 

He lived 1882 to 1970 and studied time measurement, ion formation, and crystal energy. He contributed to matrix 

mechanics as quantum mechanics explanation and to electron probability waves [1925]. He developed the Born-

Oppenheimer relation between molecular rotation, vibration, and electronic structure [1926]. 

 

Oskar Klein [Klein, Oskar] 

mathematician 

Sweden 

1926 

He lived 1894 to 1977 and invented Kaluza-Klein theory [1926]. 

 

Edward Arthur Milne [Milne, Edward Arthur] 

physicist 

England 

1932 

He lived 1896 to 1950 and developed kinematic relativity theory [1932]. 

 

John Archibald Wheeler [Wheeler, John Archibald] 

physicist 

USA 

1937 to 1949 

He lived 1911 to ?, studied S-matrix theory [1937], and invented Wheeler-Feynman absorption theory [1949]. 

Perhaps, universe {participatory universe} stayed in superposed quantum states until consciousness arose and 

determined states that led to consciousness. 

 

Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker [Weizsäcker, Carl Friedrich von] 

physicist 

Germany/USA 

1938 to 1939 

Unity of Nature [1939] 

He lived 1912 to and invented a star-evolution theory [1938]. 

 



Robert H. Dicke [Dicke, Robert H.] 

physicist 

USA 

1964 

He lived 1916 to 1997, found background microwave radiation, and studied gravitational theory [1964]. 

 

Jocelyn Bell [Bell, Jocelyn]/Anthony Hewish [Hewish, Anthony] 

physicist 

England 

1967 

Bell lived 1943 to ?. Hewish lived 1924 to ?. They discovered neutron-star pulsars, which look to Earth observers 

like microwave-beam lighthouses, spinning dozens of times each second [1967]. 

 

Kenneth Wilson [Wilson, Kenneth] 

physicist 

USA 

1969 to 1974 

He lived 1936 to ? and used renormalization group theory to remove infinities from masses and distances in phase 

transitions and to preserve fractal dimension [1969 to 1974]. 

 

Gerald O'Neill [O'Neill, Gerald] 

physicist 

USA 

1970 

2001, the High Frontier [1970] 

He lived 1927 to 1992. 

 

Jacob Bekenstein [Bekenstein, Jacob] 

physicist 

Poland/Israel 

1971 

He found the Bekenstein-Hawking formula [1971] for black hole entropy, which shows that entropy depends on 

surface area and so mass squared. 

 

Kip S. Thorne [Thorne, Kip S.]/Charles Misner [Misner, Charles]/John Archibald Wheeler [Wheeler, John 

Archibald] 

physicist 

USA 

1973 

Gravitation [1973] 

Thorne lived 1941 to ?. Misner lived 1932 to ?. Wheeler lived 1911 to ?. 

 

Julius Wess [Wess, Julius]/Bruno Zumino [Zumino, Bruno] 

physicist 

Europe 

1973 

They invented supersymmetric quantum field theory [1973]. 

 

Sheldon Glashow [Glashow, Sheldon]/Howard Georgi [Georgi, Howard] 

physicist 

USA 

1974 

Glashow lived 1932 to ?. They invented grand unification of strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces [1974], with 

Steven Weinberg and Helen Quinn. 

 



Joel Scherk [Scherk, Joel]/John Schwarz [Schwarz, John] 

physicist 

USA 

1974 

They invented string theory including gravity and strong force [1974]. 

 

Joseph Taylor [Taylor, Joseph]/Russell Hulse [Hulse, Russell] 

physicist 

USA 

1974 

They measured binary-pulsar rotation period, which increased by gravity radiation exactly as predicted by general 

relativity [1974]. 

 

Lawrence Sklar [Sklar, Lawrence] 

physicist 

USA 

1977 

Space, Time and Spacetime [1977] 

He studied relativity. 

 

Steven Weinberg [Weinberg, Steven] 

physicist 

USA 

1977 to 1993 

Gravitation and Cosmology [1972]; First Three Minutes [1977 and 1993]; Dreams of a Final Theory [1992] 

He lived 1933 to ? and studied universe origin. He worked with Abdus Salam on electroweak theory. Why does our 

universe have the cosmological constant that allows life to form {coincidence problem}. Perhaps, there are many 

universes, and some have that cosmological constant. 

 

Alan H. Guth [Guth, Alan H.] 

physicist 

USA 

1979 to 1997 

Inflationary Universe [1997] 

In universes with general relativity, antigravity starting 10^-34 second after universe origin can cause exponential 

inflation [1979]. Universe goes from smaller than proton to softball size. 

 

Ilya Prigogine [Prigogine, Ilya] 

physicist 

USA 

1980 to 1989 

From Being to Becoming [1980]; Order out of Chaos [1984: with Stengers]; Exploring Complexity [1989: with 

Gregoire Nicolis] 

He lived 1917 to 2003. Dissipative-structure subsystems can reduce entropy, if energy is available and subsystems 

use only their own processes. 

 

Michael Green [Green, Michael]/John Schwarz [Schwarz, John] 

physicist 

USA 

1984 

They invented first string theory describing all four forces and matter, with supersymmetry, bosons, and fermions 

[1984]. Previously, bosonic string theory had no supersymmetry or fermions. 

 

Heinz Pagels [Pagels, Heinz] 

physicist 

USA 



1988 

Dreams of Reason [1988] 

He lived 1939 to 1988 and studied complexity. 

 

Stephen Hawking [Hawking, Stephen] 

physicist 

England 

1988 to 2002 

Brief History of Time [1988]; Black Holes and Baby Universes and Other Essays [1993]; Nature of Space and Time 

[1996: with Roger Penrose]; Universe in a Nutshell [2001]; Future of Spacetime [2002: with Kip Thorne, Igor 

Novikov, Timothy Ferris, and Alan Lightman] 

He lived 1942 to ? and studied singularities and black holes. He predicted that black holes can radiate random 

thermal radiation and so have temperature [1974]. Black-hole surfaces create virtual-particle pairs, and one particle can 

leave black hole, resulting in mass loss and thermal radiation (Hawking radiation). 

 

Gerard t' Hooft [t' Hooft, Gerard] 

physicist 

USA/Netherlands 

1993 

He lived 1946 to ? and studied the holographic principle [1993] and how it applies to black holes. 

 

Edward Witten [Witten, Edward] 

physicist 

USA 

1995 

He lived 1951 to ? and used duality to solve string theory problems [1995]. In one string-theory version, strong 

coupling is equivalent to weak coupling, for calculation. 

 

Huw Price [Price, Huw] 

philosopher 

Australia 

1996 

Times's Arrow and Archimedes' Point [1996] 

He studied time. 

 

Lee Smolin [Smolin, Lee] 

physicist 

USA 

1997 to 2001 

Life of the Cosmos [1997]; Three Roads to Quantum Gravity [2001] 

He studied quantum loop theory. 

 

Brian Schmidt [Schmidt, Brian] 

astronomer 

Australia 

1998 

Universe expansion is accelerating [1998]. 

 

Jamie Zawinski [Zawinski, Jamie] 

mathematician 

Russia 

1999 

He thought that wave/particle duality is contradiction but is still true [1999]. 

 

Brian Greene [Greene, Brian] 

physicist 



USA 

1999 to 2003 

Elegant Universe [1999]; Fabric of the Cosmos [2003] 

He studied string theory. 

 

Lawrence Krauss [Krauss, Lawrence] 

physicist 

USA 

2000 to 2012 

Quintessence [2000]; A Universe from Nothing [2012] 

He studied dark energy. 

 

PHYS>Physics>History>Invention 

 

Galileo Galilei 

mathematician/physicist/astronomer/inventor 

Italy 

1610 to 1638 

Sidereal Messenger or Starry Messenger [1619]; Dialogue Concerning the Two Great World Systems [1632]; On 

Two New Sciences or Dialogues Concerning Two New Sciences [1638]; pendulum clock; compound microscope 

[1610] 

He lived 1564 to 1642 and invented {pendulum clock} {compound microscope}. 

He established pendulum isochronism. He noted constant gravity acceleration: heavy weights and light weights fall 

with same acceleration. He invented force parallelogram and found motion laws. He developed the idea of Permanence 

of Form. 

He found that integers have one-to-one correspondence with squares and found curve areas and volumes. 

He perfected refracting telescopes, invented in Netherlands [1608]. 

He described Jupiter moons [1610], Moon craters and mountains, sunspots [1613], Venus phases, and Milky-Way-

galaxy stars. He described how Earth moved around Sun. He used curve lengths and areas in astronomy. 

He saw the seven photoreceptors in compound-eye optical elements. 

Epistemology 

Physical laws are the same whether one is standing still or moving. Knowledge is about mathematical motion laws 

and motion relations, not about Forms or Being. Mathematics and measurement are for mechanics and experiments, not 

just for formal geometry and number theory. Experiments must simplify situation to allow measurement. 

Measurements suggest best-fitting mathematical formula, hypothesis to which later data can fit. 

Metaphysics 

In impacts, causes and effects are motion exchanges, not essence transfers and not Form acting on matter, and apply 

only to object states and motions. Material actions are object movements, with no supernatural or spiritual causes and 

no teleology. 

 

Charles Augustin de Coulomb [Coulomb, Charles Augustin de] 

physicist/inventor 

France 

1785 

torsion balance 

He lived 1736 to 1806 and invented Coulomb's law [1785]. At fluid boundaries, fluid does not slip {no-slip 

condition, Coulomb}. 

 

Alessandro Volta [Volta, Alessandro] 

physicist/chemist/inventor 

Italy 

1800 

electrostatic generator; primary cell [1800] 

He lived 1745 to 1827 {electrostatic generator}. 

 



David Brewster [Brewster, David] 

physicist/inventor 

Scotland 

1814 to 1816 

kaleidoscope [1816] 

He lived 1781 to 1868 and improved Wheatstone's stereoscope {kaleidoscope, Brewster}. Polarization maximizes 

when polarization angle tangent {Brewster's angle} equals reflecting-medium refractive index {Brewster's law} [1814]. 

 

Charles Wheatstone [Wheatstone, Charles] 

physicist/inventor 

England 

1832 

stereoscope [1832] 

He lived 1802 to 1875. Corresponding eye image points have greater separation for near objects than for distant ones 

{stereoscope, Wheatstone}. 

 

William Crookes [Crookes, William] 

physicist/inventor 

England 

1861 

spinthariscope 

He lived 1832 to 1919 and invented cathode rays [1861] {spinthariscope}. 

 

Felix Lincke [Lincke, Felix] 

engineer/inventor 

Germany 

1879 

mechanical relay [1879] 

He lived 1840 to 1917 and studied feedback loops {mechanical relay}. Loops {feedback loop} can continuously 

measure output {indicator, feedback}, modify feedback-loop input {executive organ, feedback}, connect indicator and 

executive organ {transmitter, feedback}, and supply energy {motor, feedback}. Difference between intended goal and 

indicator measurement modifies feedback-loop input, to bring system output nearer to goal. 

 

Guglielmo Marconi [Marconi, Guglielmo] 

physicist/inventor 

Italy 

1895 

radio [1895] 

He lived 1874 to 1937 and invented wireless communication telegraphy, radio [1895], filters, amplifiers, and tuners 

{radio, Marconi}. 

 

Lee De Forest [De Forest, Lee] 

physicist/inventor 

USA 

1906 

vacuum tube amplifier [1906] 

He lived 1873 to 1961 and invented vacuum tube amplifiers [1906] {vacuum tube amplifier}. 

 

Edwin Howard Armstrong [Armstrong, Edwin Howard] or Howard Armstrong [Armstrong, Howard] 

engineer/inventor 

USA 

1914 to 1933 

regenerative circuit [1914: amplification using positive feedback]; superheterodyne receiver [1918: signal waves and 

carrier wave have widely separated frequencies]; super-regenerative circuit [1922: for transmitting]; wide-band 

frequency modulation [1933: as opposed to narrow band] 

He lived 1890 to 1954. 



 

Werner von Braun [von Braun, Werner] 

physicist/inventor 

Germany/USA 

1942 

rocket [1942] 

He lived 1912 to 1977 and developed rockets [1942]. 

 

Dennis Gabor [Gabor, Dennis] 

physicist/inventor 

USA 

1946 

Theory of Communication [1946]; hologram [1946] 

He lived 1900 to 1979 and invented holograms and Gabor filter [1946]. Instruments cannot measure both frequency 

and time precisely and simultaneously. Impulses happen at precise times, but impulses have wide component-frequency 

range. For one frequency, wave cycle happens over wave period. The tradeoff defines the minimum information 

quantity {quantum, information}. 

 

Jacob Rabinow [Rabinow, Jacob] 

inventor 

USA 

1949 

magnetorheological fluid [1949] 

He lived 1910 to 1999. Oil with iron filings {magnetorheological fluid, Rabinow} can turn solid in magnetic fields 

[1949]. Electrorheological fluids become solid in high electric fields. 

 

Charles Townes [Townes, Charles]/Arthur L. Schawlow [Schawlow, Arthur L.] 

physicist/inventor 

USA 

1951 to 1960 

maser [1951 to 1953]; laser [1957 to 1960] 

Townes lived 1915 to ?. Schawlow lived 1921 to 1999. Aleksandr M. Prokhorov [1916 to 2002] and Nikolai G. 

Basov [1922 to 2001] of Russia discovered maser and laser ideas, as did Joseph Weber [1919 to ?] of USA. 

 

Donald A. Glaser [Glaser, Donald A.] 

physicist/inventor 

USA 

1955 

bubble chamber [1955] 

He lived 1926 to ? and invented the bubble chamber [1955]. 

 

Edwin H. Land [Land, Edwin H.] 

inventor 

USA 

1959 to 1977 

Experiments in Color Vision [1959]; Retinex Theory of Color Vision [1977] 

He lived 1909 to 1991 and invented Polaroid photography {instant photography} and polaroid filters. 

Epistemology 

Color perception depends on relative reflectances. People see colors based on red, green, and blue intensity ratios 

from neighboring and separated regions {retinex theory, Land}. Two-color mixtures can produce full color range. 

 

Kees S. Immink [Immink, Kees S.] 

inventor 

Netherlands 

1969 to 1996 

reflective laserdisc [1969]; compact disc [1983: with Toshitada Doi]; DVD [1996] 



He lived 1946 to ? {compact disc}. 

 

SOCI>Economics 

 

economics 

People have wants, but resources are scarce, so demand and supply affect resource use and need satisfaction 

{economics}| {political economy}. Economics topics are bonds, business, circulation, demand, distribution, goods, 

government, margin, market, money, relative advantage, scarcity, securities, services, stocks, supply, and trade. 

philosophy 

Economics assumes people separately make rational choices to maximize personal benefit and minimize personal 

harm {individualism, economics}, rather than being affected by traditions, duties, social pressures, or other community 

effects. Business make supply to meet people's preferences. Demand and supply set prices. 

 

home economics 

People can study cooking, cleaning, and maintaining houses {home economics}|. 

 

mercantile 

commercial {mercantile}|. 

 

ways and means 

expenditures and revenues {ways and means}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Psychology 

 

liquidity trap 

People can be unwilling to spend, even at very low interest rates {liquidity trap}, because they expect future to be 

worse and want to save or because they do not perceive need. Making more money causes more spending. Expected 

inflation causes more spending. More exports can cause more spending. 

 

moral hazard 

In some economic situations, one person can gain by taking risk, but another person or business pays for losses 

{moral hazard}. First person loses little if enterprise fails. Second entity can gain little if enterprise succeeds. 

Statistically, houses with fire insurance for original house value are more likely to have fires if house value goes down. 

Statistically, unregulated financial institutions with government insurance for investor money are more likely to issue 

risky financial instruments. 

To prevent moral hazard, second entity must require first person to risk his or her money. For houses, house down 

payment must be large enough to deter owner from risking loss. For financial institutions, leverage must not be too 

great, and managers must adhere to principles. Second entity must require that loaned money go only to stated purpose, 

not to risky investments. 

 

parsimony 

People can spend money sparingly {parsimony}. 

 

speculation 

People and businesses can buy at lower price and hope to sell at higher price {speculation}|. Speculation typically 

happens in rising markets and can make economic cycles worse. If economy has contracted and prices are lower, 

buying can help consumption rate and reduce price fluctuation. If economy has expanded and prices are higher, selling 

can help consumption rate and reduce price fluctuation. 

 

sunk-cost fallacy 

After investing time or money, people do not change investments {sunk-cost fallacy}. They do not calculate 

probabilities from current state onward, because they believe they should not waste their investment. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Psychology>Preferences 

 



economic preferences 

Job satisfaction, job training, job location, status, new ideas, economic cycles, war, peace, world conditions, weather, 

and strikes can change preferences {economic preferences}. People can choose to have more income or more leisure. 

People can choose to have more income by working at two or more jobs at once or by getting more education or 

training. 

 

preference curve 

People have desire for owning goods or services, at given time under given income, and they have relative desires 

between goods or services {preference curve}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Psychology>Caveat 

 

caveat emptor 

let buyer beware {caveat emptor}|. 

 

caveat venditor 

let seller beware {caveat venditor}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Psychology>Marginal Utility 

 

utility in economics 

Goods and services have uses {utility, economics}|. Economic decisions are about whether to buy or produce one 

more good or service {marginal principle, decision}. Total consumption or production results from decisions. 

marginal utility 

Purchase of one more good or service has value related to use {marginal utility, purchase}. Marginal utility 

decreases as quantity increases {diminishing marginal utility law, quantity}. Last item has lower value than first item, if 

item price, consumer preferences, consumer income, and other item prices remain the same. 

price 

Good or service price is marginal value for current consumer. 

preferences 

For any good or service pair, one combination gives optimum satisfaction, and many combinations give equal 

satisfaction. 

consumption and saving 

People have consumption uses {utility of consumption} {consumption utility} and saving uses {utility of saving} 

{saving utility}. Consumption has value related to use {marginal utility of consumption}, and saving has marginal 

utility {marginal utility of saving}. Total consumption utility is sum of personal and business consumption utilities. 

Maximum total consumption utility results when all goods and services have same marginal utility divided by price, 

because buying another item can gain no more utility. 

To maximize total utility, marginal consumption utility equals marginal saving utility, because switching 

consumption and saving can gain no more utility. Therefore, savings rise as income rises. Leisure marginal utility 

equals labor marginal utility, because trading work and leisure can gain no more utility. 

 

margin 

For serial good or service purchases, the last good or service purchased has a value {margin}| {marginal utility}. 

Last item has lower value than first item. 

 

marginal principle 

Economic decisions are whether to buy or produce one more good or service {marginal principle, psychology}|, not 

about total consumption or production. 

 

consumers' surplus 

Good or service market price is typically below good or service marginal value to most consumers {consumers' 

surplus}. 

 



diminishing returns 

Marginal utility decreases as quantity increases {diminishing marginal utility law, psychology} {law of diminishing 

marginal utility} {diminishing returns law}| {law of diminishing returns} {decreasing returns law} {law of decreasing 

returns}. Last item has lower value than first item. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Theories 

 

public choice theory 

Checking consequences and analyzing results can improve economic structures {public choice theory}. 

 

social choice theory 

Analyzing situations and methods can improve selection methods {social choice theory}. Situations must be 

reachable and stable. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics 

 

macroeconomics 

Governments analyze national economies {macroeconomics}|. 

economic growth 

For economic growth, developed nations need to keep interest rates high to encourage investment. They need high 

capital returns to pay high interest. 

Developing nations have surplus labor and high underemployment. To grow as a transition economy, they need low 

population growth, increased capital, increased savings, and stable wages. They mix rural subsistence economies and 

urban money economies, with political conflicts. They have poor markets and poor distribution systems. They export 

only resources and unfinished goods. They need imports but have no cash to pay for them. They have low taxes, few 

schools, small wealthy class, no middle class, low investment rate, untrained business class, and poor agricultural 

techniques. They need capital goods and investment to change these problems. 

economic growth: rate 

If factor pricing is competitive and costs per factor unit are constant, output growth rate is sum of technology, labor, 

capital, and resource increase rates, each weighted by GNP percentage. Output per worker can increase through 

education, skill learning, management techniques, total economic organization, economies of scale, and inventions. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Economy 

 

economy 

In countries, labor, money, goods, and services can move freely, to create producing and consuming systems 

{economy}|. Economies have variable labor, capital, natural resources, land, production methods, technologies, and 

income distributions, which affect societal and personal goods-and-services preferences. 

 

functional category 

Economy divisions {functional category} {situs} are manufacturing, commerce, education, law enforcement, 

finance, transportation, and government. Economy parts have equal status. 

 

invisible hand 

Market economies use supply and demand in open markets {invisible hand}| to regulate prices. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Economy>Employment 

 

employment 

People have jobs {employment}|. Full employment is impossible. Need for unskilled labor always decreases over 

time. Automation displaces workers. People can be training or retraining. Business cycles change demand. Industries 

have different productivities. Unit-cost increase is greater near full capacity. Time lags delay reaching full capacity. 

 

frictional unemployment 

Job changing, automation, and retraining can cause unemployment {frictional unemployment}. 

 



full employment 

Everyone that wants to work can be working {full employment}. At full employment, increasing product-1 

production causes decreasing product-2 production. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Economy>Types 

 

planned economy 

Economies {planned economy}| {command economy} can have central-government planning boards, which 

calculate and set production-unit prices, inputs, and outputs, based on value, desired distribution, and national goals. 

Bargaining sets output quotas. Consumers choose what to buy. 

effects 

Planned economies emphasize output, rather than cost. Planned economies often have poor-quality output, because 

they set price with little regard for cost, so managers must minimize costs. 

incentives 

In planned economies, incentives depend on goods produced {piece-rate}. Manual laborers and skilled workers have 

good pay. Service jobs pay less. 

government 

Government services and staple goods are free or cheap, such as housing, basic foods, medicine, and school. 

 

state capitalism 

National government can perform free-market business functions in one or more markets {state capitalism}|. Market 

economies can have state ownership of capital and investment. 

 

state monopoly 

Market economies can have state ownership of capital, resources, and businesses {state monopoly}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Economy>Types>Market 

 

market economy 

Economies {market economy}| can allow production units to decide what and how much to produce, and consumers 

to decide what and how much to consume, in open markets. 

assumptions 

People can buy or sell in all markets. People act in their self-interest to increase income and decrease cost. People 

know prices. 

Market economies use supply and demand in open markets to regulate prices, by the invisible hand. All markets and 

prices interconnect. Demand for one product reduces demand for other products. Supply of one product reduces supply 

of other products. Price changes reflect everyone's self-interest and so bring about greatest common good {utility, 

market}. 

regulation 

Pure market economies do not necessarily result in full people or resource employment, economic growth, needed 

public services, or ideal income distribution, so government must regulate some markets. Government can create good 

markets, provide needed information, block monopolies, assess social costs, and control external effects. 

competition 

If free-market economies have many buyers and sellers, exchanges are insignificant percentage of total exchanges, 

and buyers and sellers do not cooperate, then sellers compete for buyers in pure competition. 

 

laissez-faire 

Free-market economies can have no business regulations and allow all good and service exchanges {laissez-faire, 

market}|. 

 

worker-control 

Workers can elect company leaders {worker-control capitalism}| or run company themselves {worker-control 

socialism}. 

 

syndicalism 

Workers can control capital {syndicalism}|. 



 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Economy>Types>Socialism 

 

socialism economics 

Market economies can adjust markets through central planning and/or decentralized changes {socialism}| {market 

socialism}, to more equally distribute wealth and income based on need or effort. 

 

state socialism 

Economies {state socialism}| {central-planning socialism} can have centralized economic planning. 

 

national socialism 

Government can control a capitalist society {national socialism}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Economy>Stages 

 

subsistence economy 

Economies {subsistence economy}| can depend on families or small communities, which produce and consume only 

their own products. 

 

mercantilism 

After feudalism, European countries tried to start colonies, acquire gold and silver, mine minerals, build commercial 

and military navies, and industrialize {mercantilism}|. Objective was positive trade balance. 

 

transition economy 

Developing nations often have poor markets, poor distribution systems, and high underemployment; export 

resources but not finished goods; need imports but have no cash to pay for them; and have low taxes, few schools, 

small wealthy class, no middle class, low investment rate, untrained business class, and poor agricultural techniques. 

Developing countries need capital goods and investment to change these problems {transition economy}| and become 

developed countries. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Economy>Stages>Growth 

 

industrialization 

Modern economic production depends on machines and large-scale output {industrialization}|. Industrialization 

makes cheaper goods and leads to higher population, and so causes more industrialization. Developing-society 

industrialization separates people into groups that work and groups that are traditional. 

 

sustainable development 

Meeting current economic needs responsibly {sustainable development}| can allow future generations to meet their 

economic needs. Wealth per capita can increase at optimum rate. Wealth is capital, natural resources, knowledge, skill, 

and organizations, but income includes only goods and services value. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Government Actions 

 

community goods and services 

Governments produce goods {community goods} and services {community services} that are not profitable or 

proper for businesses. For example, national government provides defense, prints money, and has retirement and 

disability programs. Local government provides education, fire services, housing, police services, and roads. 

 

exchequer 

national treasury {exchequer}|. 

 

external effect 

Government can provide public goods that make better citizens, better consumers, or better-trained workers 

{external effect, government}, such as public education and health-and-safety publications. 

 



fair trade law 

States typically have laws {fair trade law} to protect small retailers against chain stores belonging to large 

corporations. 

 

macroeconomic populism 

Nations can spend for popular job-creating programs that are run by state or led by cronies {macroeconomic 

populism}, by borrowing from other nations or printing money. This can cause inflation, bank failure, and currency 

devaluation. This also usually has high tariffs to protect jobs. 

 

nationalization 

National governments can run businesses {nationalization}|, perhaps as benevolent monopolies. Nationalized firms 

can be inefficient and fail to meet customer needs. 

 

patent in business 

Patents {patent, business}| allow inventors to make, sell, and use inventions as sole owners. Others must pay 

{licensing, patent} to use invention. 

 

price support 

Government can guarantee good base prices {price support}|. 

 

pump priming 

National government can spend money in industry sectors to raise demand {pump priming, economics}|. 

 

social security 

Countries typically have funds {social security}| in which workers pay income percentage into fund, from which 

they or their spouses can retrieve money when they retire or become disabled. 

 

transfer payment 

Unemployment payments, accident or disability payments, illness payments, and old age payments {transfer 

payment, government}| provide money directly to people unable to work. 

 

welfare 

Anti-poverty programs, retraining grants and programs, aid to dependents, and aid to handicapped {welfare, 

government}| provide money indirectly to people unable to work. 

 

workmen's compensation program 

Programs {workmen's compensation}| can receive percentage of worker income for use in case of death or disability. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Government Actions>Tax 

 

tax types 

People pay money to government in many forms {tax, types}. Taxes include capital-gains, excise, export, import, 

sales, turnover, and withholding taxes. Income tax can be on personal or business revenue. Estate tax can be on wealth 

at death. Property tax can be on real estate holdings. National taxes are income and value-added taxes. State taxes are 

income taxes, excise taxes, and sales taxes. Local taxes are property taxes. Taxes can be regressive or progressive. 

 

capital gains tax 

Taxes {capital gains tax}| can be on capital gains over more than one year {long-term capital gains tax} or less than 

one year {short-term capital gains tax}. 

 

excise tax 

Taxes {excise tax}| can be on each item or service. 

 

export tax 

Taxes {export tax}| can be on goods sent to foreign countries. 

 



import tax 

Taxes {import tax}| can be on goods purchased from foreign countries. 

 

sales tax 

Taxes {sales tax}| can be a percentage, typically 3% to 8%, of retail purchase price, usually excluding food. 

 

turnover tax 

Taxes {turnover tax}| can be on buying and selling goods or services. 

 

withholding tax 

People typically must send income percentage {withholding tax}| to government to pay future taxes. Employers 

typically send paycheck percentage to government. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Government Actions>Tax>Types 

 

progressive tax 

Taxes {progressive tax}|, such as income taxes, can assess at higher rates for higher incomes or wealth. They take 

lower percentage of income or wealth from lower-income people. 

 

regressive tax 

Fixed percentage taxes {regressive tax}|, such as sales and property taxes, take more value from lower-income 

people than from higher-income people. These taxes reduce consumption more than savings. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Government Actions>Monetary Policy 

 

monetary policy 

Governments can reach target GNP and control economic cycles by changing money price and availability 

{monetary policy}| {monetary theory}. 

money supply: printing money 

Governments can increase or decrease money in circulation {money supply} by printing or not printing money. 

money supply: bonds 

Governments can sell and buy bonds at fixed interest rates for different periods, such as three-month bonds and 

thirty-year bonds. 

money supply: bank loans 

Governments can raise or lower their bank-loan interest rate, the discount rate. If discount rate is lower, banks can 

charge customers lower loan interest rate, so people borrow more and money in circulation increases. 

money supply: reserves 

Governments can require banks to keep lower or higher percentages of money to cover loans, by the reserve ratio. If 

reserve ratio is lower, banks can loan more, people can borrow more, and circulating money increases. 

interest rate 

Printing money, decreasing discount rate, decreasing reserve ratio, and offering bonds increases money supply. 

When money supply increases, interest rates decrease, because money is less valuable. When interest rates decrease, 

money supply increases, because people save less. 

Not printing money, increasing discount rate, increasing reserve ratio, and buying bonds decreases money supply. 

When money supply decreases, interest rates increase, because money is more valuable. When interest rates increase, 

money supply decreases, because people save more. 

government 

People receive income from working, spend for personal expenses, and have expectations about economy. Income 

changes slowly, but spending and expectations can change quickly. Government can affect people's spending and 

expectations. Government can raise and lower money supply, independently of taxes and spending, because it is the 

largest and most powerful institution and can incur or pay down debt. See Figure 1. 

To stop expansion and inflation, governments increase interest rates and decrease money supply, to encourage 

saving and discourage borrowing. See Figure 2. 

To stop recession, governments decrease interest rates and increase money supply, to encourage spending and 

encourage borrowing. See Figure 3. 



Figure 1 

 

Money supply, interest rates, bond selling, discount rate, and reserve ratio are normal. 

Normal government spending and taxing 

Normal people spending and saving 

 

 



Figure 2 

 

low interest rate and increased money supply 

Normal government spending and taxing 

People spend more and save less 

 

 



Figure 3 

 

high interest rate and decreased money supply 

Normal government spending and taxing 

People spend less and save more 

 

 
  



circulation of money 

Money passes from person to person {circulation, money}| {money circulation}. 

 

discount rate 

Governments can vary interest rate {discount rate}| at which central bank lends money to commercial banks. 

 

multiplier effect of money 

Money-supply and disposable-income increases result in larger increases in spending {multiplier effect, money}|, 

because increased money passes from person to person, by repeated spending. The multiplier process causes larger 

GNP increase than original income increase. 

money supply 

Government controls money supply. Government can change planned national expenditures or savings and so 

disposable income. 

marginal propensities 

People save some income and spend rest. Money-supply and disposable-income increases add extra income. People 

who receive extra income must decide how much to save {marginal propensity to save, multiplier} and how much to 

spend {marginal propensity to consume, multiplier}. Fraction that people decide to spend is money that goes into 

circulation. Average marginal propensity to spend is never 100%. 

marginal propensities: change 

Multiplier effect causes marginal-propensity-to-spend changes to multiply throughout economy. 

circulation 

Some money-supply or disposable-income increase goes to merchants. Merchants decide how much extra income to 

save or spend. Some money-supply or disposable-income increase goes to middlemen. Middlemen have marginal 

propensities to spend. Some money-supply or disposable-income increase goes to producers. Producers have marginal 

propensities to spend. Some money-supply or disposable-income increase goes to workers and investors. Workers and 

investors are the people that started the cascade. Some money-supply or disposable-income increase keeps cascading. 

If average marginal propensity to spend is high, more people receive significant extra income. If average marginal 

propensity to spend is low, fewer people receive significant extra income. Typically, extra money is miniscule after ten 

transaction levels. 

transaction velocity 

Average marginal propensity to spend determines average number of times currency units change hands {transaction 

velocity, currency}. Transaction velocity can be ten. 

multiplier 

For example, people can spend 75% of increased money supply or disposable income for personal consumption, 

government, or exports and 3% for saving, 20% for taxes including Social Security and Medicare, and 2% for imports. 

Assume transaction velocity is 10. Income increase x multiplies through economy. Multiplier is sum, over transaction-

velocity number, of the cascade of marginal propensities to spend. In this example, multiplier is 0.75 * x + 0.75 * (0.75 

* x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 

0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 

* 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 

0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) = (0.75 + 0.54 + 0.41 + 0.30 + 0.23 + 0.17 + 0.13 + 0.09 + 0.06 + 

0.04) * x = 2.8 * x. Number of terms is 10. Terms contribute successively lower values. 

multiplier: example 

Assume average marginal propensity to spend is 90% = 9/10. For every 10 extra dollars, average person spends 9 

dollars and saves 1 dollar. See Figure 1. After 10 people receive remaining money, changes are insignificant, so 

transaction velocity is 10. Multiplier is approximately 9. 

multiplier: USA 

USA multiplier is 3 or 4. 

multiplier: time 

The multiplier process takes three to six months to complete. The multiplier effect makes economic planning 

difficult for more than two years. 



Figure 1 

 

Marginal propensity to spend is 9/10. 

 
Transaction velocity ~ 10. 

Multiplier is 9. 

  



reserve ratio 

Governments can change required minimum ratio {reserve ratio}| of bank reserves to demand deposits, because 

money available for loans is amount over minimum percentage of demand deposits {free reserves} {excess reserves}. 

If amount available for loans is more, interest rate is less, and people take out more loans for higher amounts. 

 

transaction velocity 

Average number of times currency units change hands {money turnover} is money-supply use rate {transaction 

velocity, monetary policy}|. It measures economy expansion. 

 

Gresham law 

Of two moneys with same denomination, people hoard higher-valued one and circulate lower-valued one 

{Gresham's law} {Gresham law} (Thomas Gresham). 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Government Actions>Monetary Policy>Propensity 

 

average propensity 

People spend a fraction of total disposable income {average propensity to consume} (APC) and save a fraction 

{average propensity to save} (APS). APC + APS equals one, because people must spend or save income. 

 

marginal propensity 

People consume a fraction of disposable-income increases {marginal propensity to consume, income} (MPC) and 

save a fraction {marginal propensity to save, income} (MPS). For people, MPC + MPS equals one, because people 

must spend or save income. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Government Actions>Fiscal Policy 

 

fiscal policy 

Governments can adjust tax rates and government spending {fiscal policy}| {fiscal theory} to obtain target GNP 

and/or control economic cycles. 

government revenue 

People and businesses receive income from working, spend for personal expenses, and have expectations about 

economy. Income changes slowly, but spending and expectations can change quickly. Government can control 

spending using tax policies. 

government spending 

Government can spend more or less, independently of taxes, because it is the largest and most powerful institution 

and can increase or decrease debt. See Figure 1. 

taxes 

Tax decrease with no government-spending change increases demand, because people have more money. See Figure 

2. 

Tax increase with no government-spending change reduces demand, because people have less money. See Figure 3. 

spending 

Government-spending decrease with no taxation change decreases government demand. See Figure 4. 

Government-spending increase with no taxation change increases government demand. See Figure 5. 

spending and taxes 

Government-spending decrease with equal tax decrease decreases overall demand somewhat, because government 

spends all, but tax decrease only fractionally increases private demand. See Figure 6. 

Tax increase with government-spending decrease reduces overall demand greatly. See Figure 7. 

Tax decrease with government-spending increase increases overall demand greatly. See Figure 8. 

Government-spending increase with equal tax increase increases overall demand somewhat, because government 

spends all, but tax increase only fractionally decreases private demand. See Figure 9. 

balanced budget 

If government spending equals government revenue, GNP still tends to increase {balanced budget theorem}, because 

taxation only fractionally reduces private spending, but government spends all. 

spending purposes 

Government spending allocates resources to public functions, redistributes income, and stabilizes economic 

fluctuations. 



tax effects 

Taxation reduces private consumption and saving. Goods taxes keep price high but do not encourage production, 

because producers do not receive higher price. Fixed percentage taxes, such as sales, property, and other regressive 

taxes, take more value from lower-income people than from higher-income people. Regressive taxes reduce 

consumption more than savings. Taxes that assess at higher rates for higher incomes or wealth, such as income taxes 

and other progressive taxes, take lower percentage of income or wealth from lower-income people. Progressive taxes 

reduce savings more than consumption. 



Figure 1 

 

Normal government spending and taxation 

Normal people spending and saving 

 

 



Figure 2 

 

low tax rate 

Government spends same and taxes more 

People spend less and save same 

 

 



Figure 3 

 

high tax rate 

Government spends same and taxes more 

People spend less and save same 

 

 



Figure 4 

 

low government spending 

Government spends less and taxes same 

People spend same and save same 

 

 



Figure 5 

 

high government spending 

Government spends more and taxes same 

People spend same and save same 

 

 



Figure 6 

 

low tax rate and low government spending 

Government spends same and taxes more 

People spend less and save same 

 

 



Figure 7 

 

high tax rate and low government spending 

Government spends same and taxes more 

People spend less and save same 

 

 



Figure 8 

 

low tax rate and high government spending 

Government spends less and taxes same 

People spend same and save same 

 

 



Figure 9 

 

high tax rate and high government spending 

Government spends more and taxes same 

People spend same and save same 

 

 
  



SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Economic Cycle 

 

economic cycle 

Economies tend to have periodic expansion and contraction {economic cycle}|. 

multiplicative effects 

Economies cannot expand at optimum moderate rate, because expansion tends to cause more expansion, and 

contraction tends to cause more contraction. See Figure 1. 

multiplicative effects: contraction 

If economy starts to contract, people become more pessimistic. They try to save money and spend less. Demand goes 

down, and economy contracts more. Economic cycle is on downward curve and goes toward recession. 

However, lower demand makes prices lower. Lower demand for money makes interest rates lower and money 

cheaper. People have saved money. Eventually, lower prices make demand increase. Lower interest rate makes saving 

less attractive. People can no longer postpone buying things that have worn out. People start to save less and spend 

more. Recession ends. Economic cycle is at downward-curve bottom. 

multiplicative effects: expansion 

If economy starts to expand, people become more optimistic. They spend more money and save less. Demand goes 

up, and economy expands more. Economic cycle is on upward curve and goes toward expansion. 

However, higher demand makes prices higher. Higher demand for money makes interest rates higher and money 

more expensive. People have little saved money. Eventually, higher prices make demand decrease. Higher interest rate 

makes saving more attractive. People already have everything they need and can postpone buying things. People start 

to spend less and save more. Expansion ends. Economic cycle is at upward-curve top. 

cycle period 

If expectation changes are rapid, economic-cycle period is short. See Figure 2. 

cycle amplitude 

If expectation changes are large, economic-cycle amplitude is high. See Figure 3. 

efficiency 

For maximum efficiency, economy can minimize economic fluctuations and maintain stable business conditions. 

Demand and supply can balance, so prices reflect real value, not expectations about the future. Efficient economic 

cycles have long periods and small amplitudes. See Figure 4. 

National government can dampen economic-cycle amplitudes and lengthen economic-cycle periods. During 

expansion, government can tax more and spend less to decrease demand. During contraction, government can tax less 

and spend more to increase demand. Taxation and spending rates can depend on previous economic cycles. 

equilibrium 

Economy is in equilibrium {equilibrium, economy} if total spending equals total costs, because prices equal costs. 

Economy is in equilibrium if personal savings equal business investment, plus government purchases, minus taxes, plus 

exports, minus imports {national income identity, cycle}, because consumption equals output. Gross national product 

(GNP) is in equilibrium if planned expenditures equal present output, with no excess demand or supply. Economy can 

be at equilibrium, but not at full employment, when demand is unequal to output. 



Figure 1 

 

 



Figure 2 

 

shorter period (and same amplitude) 

 



Figure 3 

 

higher amplitude (and same period) 

 



Figure 4 

 

lower amplitude and lower period 

 
  



acceleration principle 

In economies or business sectors, small sales-rate changes typically result in large investment-and-inventory changes 

{acceleration principle}|. 

up 

GNP changes direction {turning point} and goes up in response to unused production factors, too-low investment, 

and too-low inventory levels. In recession, unused capacity and labor lead to lower costs and excess supply, both 

leading to lower prices and increased demand. In recession, low investment leads to low prices and increased demand. 

In recession, high inventory levels lead to excess supply, and lower prices and increased demand. 

down 

GNP changes direction and goes down in response to limited production factors, too-high investment, and too-high 

inventory levels. In expansion, production-factor limitations result in reduced supply and higher costs, both leading to 

higher prices and reduced demand. In expansion, high investment leads to higher prices and reduced demand. In 

expansion, low inventory levels lead to reduced supply, and higher prices and less demand. 

 

bubble in economics 

House or stock prices can rise much beyond reasonable value {bubble, economics}. 

 

deflation 

If national planned expenditures are too low {deflationary gap}, businesses have unused resources and lower prices 

{deflation}|. 

 

depression of economy 

National economies can have severe recession {depression, economics}|. 

 

expansion of economy 

In good times {expansion}, employment increases. Business inventories increase. Machinery and equipment 

expenditures increase. Consumer durable-good expenditures increase. Durable-good production increases. Business 

profits increase. Tax receipts increase. Interest rates increase. 

 

growth recession 

Economies can have growth but growth is too slow and results in idle capacity and high unemployment {growth 

recession}. 

 

inflation of economy 

Price increases {inflation, economics}| stop by reducing demand. 

demand 

Excess planned business investment, decreased planned saving, and government budget deficit cause excess demand. 

government 

Raising interest rates decreases planned business investment. Raising interest rates can increase planned savings. 

Government can tax more or spend less to reduce demand. Government can change price expectations through 

communication with public and businesses. Higher worker wage demands make higher prices from businesses {wage-

price spiral}, but government can block them. 

inflation 

Government receives political pressure from people with fixed incomes, because inflation reduces money value. 

Inflation decreases long-term lending, because money value decreases over time, and people do not want repayment 

with lower-value currency. 

 

stagflation 

Inflation and slower-than-normal growth {stagflation} can happen together. Money supply is high, and job-creation 

rate is low. 

 

thrift paradox 

If people save too much and reduce planned expenditures, GNP decreases, resulting in lower savings {thrift 

paradox}| {paradox of thrift}, because savings rate is lower when GNP is lower. 

 



SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Measurement 

 

econometrics 

Economic measurements {econometrics}| can build and verify economic theories, typically using regression 

analysis. Analysis can be about one variable over time {time-series analysis}, two variables at one time {cross-

sectional analysis}, both variables on same sample {panel analysis}, or both variables on different samples {pooled 

cross-sectional analysis}. Econometrics requires classifying businesses and industries, such as by Standard Industrial 

Classification or North American Industry Classification System. 

 

national income identity 

Economy is in equilibrium if personal savings equal business investment plus government purchases minus taxes 

plus exports minus imports {national income identity, measurement}, because consumption equals output. 

 

Pareto optimum in economics 

Economies can reach state in which one consumer cannot become better off without making another worse off 

{static efficiency} {Pareto optimum, economics}, with same resources and technology. 

conditions 

Static efficiency results under the following conditions {pure market economy}. Plants operate at capacity and are at 

optimum scale. For all goods, marginal utility divided by price are equal. Price equals marginal cost. For all resources, 

marginal product divided by price are equal. For all factors, marginal revenue products are equal for all uses. Leisure 

marginal value equals labor marginal value. Marginal saving value equals marginal consumption value. Good 

marginal-utility ratios are equal for all consumers. Workers do what they like best and can do best. Workers can move 

freely among jobs. 

 

Phillips curve 

Because employment increases in economic expansions, which inflation typically accompanies, unemployment level 

and price level inversely relate {Phillips curve}. Money and wage inflation relates to unemployment: (dw / dt) / w = 

h(U), where dw is wage change, dt is time change, w is wage, U is unemployment, and h(U) < 0. As unemployment 

increases, wages and prices decline. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Measurement>Measure 

 

current account balance 

Trade balance, services balance, and interest payments {current account balance} measures exports compared to 

imports. 

 

disposable income 

Personal consumption plus personal savings {disposable income}| is an economy measure. 

 

effective demand 

People can try to keep money rather than spend {effective demand}, so demand is less than optimum. People feel 

that their money is not enough for future needs. Printing more money can increase effective demand because money 

seems plentiful. 

 

gross national product 

gross investment + government purchases + personal consumption + net exports {gross national product}| (GNP) is 

an economy measure. 

 

income of nation 

In economies, people receive different incomes {income, economy} depending on skills, education, experience, 

responsibilities, and rank. 

inequality measures 

Governments measure income inequality {Lorenz curve} {Gisi coefficient}. 

policies 

Government policies can increase income equalization. 

School loans and scholarships {education grant} improve worker incomes later. 



Unemployment payments, disability payments, illness payments, and old-age payments {transfer payment, income} 

provide money directly to people unable to work. Anti-poverty programs, retraining grants and programs, aid to 

dependents, and aid to handicapped people {welfare, income} provide money indirectly to people unable to work. 

Progressive taxation takes more money from higher-income people and less from poorer people. Taxes on wealth 

take money from rich people. 

Laws against discrimination help people have equal opportunity to get income. 

Savings bonds allow people to receive income later. 

Wages and salaries {labor value}, set in labor market, determines income. Money value, set in money market, also 

determines people's income. 

 

imputed income 

Income {imputed income} can be real but not monetary: farm production consumed by farm family, value of rent 

not paid to owner for house use, and housewife-work value. 

 

national debt 

Governments have debt {national debt}|, which they typically owe to citizens. Taxes pay this debt. Debt payments 

go back to people that pay taxes {tax friction}. 

 

national income 

Total country output income {national income}| does not equal national product, because some production remains 

unsold, in inventory. 

 

national product 

Countries can produce goods and services {national product}|. 

 

net national product 

Gross national product minus capital consumption {net national product} is an economy measure. 

 

personal income 

Personal consumption + personal taxes + personal savings {personal income}| is an economy measure. 

 

planned expenditures 

Economies have personal consumption schedules, business investment schedules, government expenditure 

schedules, and net export schedules {planned expenditures}. Saving schedule and investment schedule must be equal 

for optimum GNP, because then demand and supply are equal. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Measurement>Economic Forecasting 

 

econometric forecasting 

Economists can use models, with equations about economic indicators, to predict business cycle {econometric 

forecasting}. 

 

analytical forecasting 

Economists can use estimated government spending, investment, exports, imports, and consumer spending to 

forecast GNP {analytical forecasting}. 

 

barometric forecasting 

Economists can use past indicator performance to predict business-cycle turning points {barometric forecasting}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Measurement>Economic Indicators 

 

economic indicator 

Indicators {indicator, economy} {economic indicator}| can predict GNP and business cycles. Some indicators do not 

relate to business cycle: price index, imports, exports, payment balance, and government activities. 

 



coincident series 

Indicators that accompany business cycles {coincident series} are job openings, employment, production, sales, 

income, investment backlog, wholesale-price index, bank reserves, and interest rates. 

 

lagging series 

Indicators that lag business cycle {lagging series} are long-term unemployment, investments, inventories, labor 

costs, debt, and loan rates. 

 

leading series 

Indicators that predict GNP and business cycles {leading series} are average work week, overtime, new 

unemployment-benefit claims, new investment intentions, business creation, inventory investment, commodity prices, 

stock prices, profits, margins, cash flows, money flows, credit flows, delinquencies, business failures, hiring, and 

layoffs. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>International Trade 

 

trade 

Countries typically benefit from good, service, and money exchange {international trade} {trade, economics}|. Even 

if one country is always better than the other {comparative advantage, trade}, both can benefit, because each country 

can make what it does best. No trading has less market efficiency and higher cost. Immigration laws and visa 

requirements can restrict labor movements. Tariffs can restrict goods and services. Goods can have quotas. Foreign-

investment restrictions can constrain money flow. 

 

arbitrage 

People can buy securities in one market at lower price and then sell them in another market at higher price 

{arbitrage}|. 

 

autarky 

Countries can have no international trade {autarky}|, because they have all resources they need. 

 

balance of payments 

Economies send currency to, and receive currency from, other countries {balance of payments}| {payments 

balance}. 

demand 

Currency demand increases with exports, foreign investment, foreign loan payments, and gold purchases. 

supply 

Currency supply increases with imports, overseas military operations, loans to other countries, and gold inflows. 

exchange 

Currency values vary relative to other currencies. National economies can use exchange-rate system {fixed exchange 

rate}. In open currency markets, currency exchange rates vary by demand and supply. Currency values depend on 

purchasing power, which relates to interest rates. Open currency markets can have wide exchange-rate fluctuations, 

making international trade more difficult. 

institutions 

Central banks try to keep currency-exchange rates within fixed ranges, by buying and selling currency to control 

market. International Monetary Fund (IMF) lends money to countries and regulates international financial and currency 

markets. 

 

comparative advantage 

Between two countries, one country can produce goods or services cheaper than the other country, because one 

country has cheaper and usually more abundant production factors, including labor and capital, for those goods or 

services. One country typically produces some goods and services cheaper, and the other country produces other goods 

and services cheaper, because countries differ randomly in production factors. However, one country can produce all 

goods and services cheaper than the other country. For example, isolated islands can have high costs for everything. 



importing 

Countries try to get the cheapest and most abundant goods and services for their consumers. With free trade, 

countries can import needed goods and services that are cheaper than it can make domestically. Countries import goods 

and services that they make least efficiently and least cheaply, compared to other countries. 

exporting 

Countries try to expand markets for which they have the cheapest and most abundant goods and services, or higher 

value for quality, for their producers and for general prosperity. With free trade, countries can export goods and 

services that they make cheaper and/or that they do not need. They export goods and services that they produce most 

efficiently and cheapest, compared to other countries. 

trade advantage 

For two countries and two products, one country can typically produce one product cheaper {trade advantage}, and 

the other country can produce other product cheaper. Consumers in both countries have more value if they pay less. 

Producers in both countries have more value if they sell at lowest cost. With free trade, first country can send product 

in which it has advantage to second country, and second country can send product in which it has advantage to first 

country. Both countries now pay less for what they need than they pay with no international trade {absolute 

advantage}, and producers produce most cheaply. See Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3. 

production: factor 

Countries have labor, capital, and natural-resource production factors, which they can use to produce goods and 

services. Production factors have production units. Full-time workers are labor production units. Machines are capital 

production units. Natural-resource production unit is one ton. At any time, countries have numbers of production 

factors. 

Production units in different countries are the same in some ways and different in other ways. For example, natural 

resources can differ in purity, form, extraction ease, and cost. Machines can differ in quality, form, features, and cost. 

Average worker can differ in skill, knowledge, strength, and cost. 

production: productivity 

One production unit can help make many different goods or services. Production units have different efficiencies 

{productivity, unit} in making different things. For example, one worker can make two tables a day but only one 

rocking chair. One machine can weld two motorcycles in a day but only one car. One ton of iron can make several 

motorcycles but only one car. 

When production units shift from making one good or service to making another, productivity ratio shows relative 

original product and new product amounts. 

production: opportunity cost 

If producer makes good or service, producer and country cannot make different good or service and has opportunity 

cost. Businesses must choose what to make with available production units. Businesses and countries make goods and 

services, based on demand. Available production units determine good and service cost and supply. Demand and cost 

determine prices, and prices affect demand, supply, and opportunity cost. 

production: marginal cost 

At any time, companies and countries try to use available production units most efficiently, to keep costs low and 

meet demand. Uses have optimum or lowest production marginal cost for the most recent good or service. 

production: lowest marginal cost 

Businesses try to make good and service optimum amounts at lowest marginal cost. Countries try to have good and 

service optimum amounts. At optimum, if any production unit shifts to another product, product cost rises, price rises, 

demand falls, and then supply and price decrease to where they were before. Other-product cost rises, price rises, 

demand falls, and supply and price decrease to where they were before. Everything returns to optimum. Other 

situations result in lower total production, because production optimizes already. 

production: cost 

Countries have fixed numbers of production units. Production units can make constant good and service numbers. 

People know relative productivities for producing goods and services in all countries. People know relative costs for 

producing goods and services in all countries, so people know relative product costs. In each country, goods and 

services have different costs. 

production: product amount 

If country has lowest product cost, for same total cost it can make more product than another country. 

comparative advantage 

Even if country has lower product cost for all products than other country, international trade can be advantageous 

for both countries {comparative advantage, international trade}|. The country that is better in everything exports the 

good or service that it makes the most cheaply compared to the other country and that has highest price difference. The 



country that is worse in everything exports the good or service that it makes almost as cheaply as the other country and 

that has lowest price difference. See Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

For two countries and two products, each country can have higher cost for one product and not the other, or both 

countries can have higher cost for same product. In both cases, one country exports the product in which it has biggest 

difference. The other country exports the product in which it has least difference. See Figure 6 and Figure 7. 

foreign exchange 

For trade, country must sell something to another country to earn foreign currency to buy other country's exports. 

For only two countries, trade balance must be equal, so selling gets the money for buying. Trade must be reciprocal. 

Reciprocal trade requires trade advantage, or countries should not trade. 

efficiency 

International trade allows both countries to be as efficient as possible. Countries can employ all resources, receive 

the most money, and pay the least. Consumers get the most goods and services, at lowest prices. Workers get highest 

wages. Countries use resources most efficiently. 

For example, each country has one worker each, who can perform 12 hours of work. Countries can make X or Y. 

See Figure 8. 

Businesses maximize productivity. Different workers take different times to make different things. Different workers 

have different costs. Workers maximize productivity. Idle workers make nothing, so businesses make workers produce 

something. Workers must work at something, to gain money to buy domestic and/or imported goods, so the only 

question is: At what do workers work? Workers work where they can gain the most money. 

With no trade, workers cannot specialize as much and so cannot get higher income. There is less opportunity and 

less productivity. With no trade, production must meet domestic needs only. Smaller markets have fewer economies of 

scale, scarcer resources, fewer workers, and less total money and demand. With trade, cheapest workers work to sell to 

higher-priced market and make more money. 

In second country, workers pay lower prices than with no trade. Workers work to sell more higher-priced items in 

first country. They make more products than before and so make more money. 

First country benefits from that item's increased supply and lower prices. For both countries, overall prices go down, 

and wages go up. 



Figure 1 

Country 1 more productive than Country 2 in Product B 

Country 2 more productive than Country 1 in Product A 

Country 1 more productive in Product B than Product A 

Country 2 more productive in Product A than Product B 

 

 



Figure 2 

Country 1 cheaper than Country 2 in Product A 

Country 2 cheaper than Country 1 in Product B 

Country 1 cheaper in Product A than Product B 

Country 2 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Each country has production units whose total cost = 60. 

Total production unit cost for both countries = 120. 

 

 



Figure 3 

Country 1 cheaper than Country 2 in Product A 

Country 2 cheaper than Country 1 in Product B 

Country 1 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Country 2 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Each country has production units whose total cost = 60. 

Total production unit cost for both countries = 120. 

 

 



Figure 4 

Country 1 much more productive than Country 2 in Product B 

Country 1 somewhat more productive than Country 2 in Product A 

Country 1 more productive in Product B than Product A 

Country 2 more productive in Product A than Product B 

 

 



Figure 5 

Country 2 somewhat cheaper than Country 1 in Product A 

Country 2 much cheaper than Country 1 in Product B 

Country 1 cheaper in Product A than Product B 

Country 2 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Each country has production units whose total cost = 60. 

Total production unit cost for both countries = 120. 

 

 



Figure 6 

Country 1 much more productive than Country 2 in Product A 

Country 1 somewhat more productive than Country 2 in Product B 

Country 1 more productive in Product A than Product B 

Country 2 more productive in Product A than Product B 

 

 



Figure 7 

Country 2 somewhat cheaper than Country 1 in Product A 

Country 2 somewhat cheaper than Country 1 in Product B 

Country 1 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Country 2 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Each country has production units whose total cost = 60. 

Total production unit cost for both countries = 120. 

 

 



Figure 8 

Country 2 takes much less time than Country 1 to do or make Product X 

Country 2 takes somewhat less time than Country 1 to do or make Product Y 

Country 1 takes less time to do or make Product Y than Product X 

Country 2 takes less time to do or make Product Y than Product X 

 

Each country has 12 units of time. 

 

 
  



factor price equalization 

Trade tends to make production-factor prices more equal {factor price equalization theory}, because factor marginal 

returns are more equal. 

 

fair trade 

Governments control international markets to make them voluntary, available, unrestricted, fair, safe, and viable 

{fair trade}|. 

 

free trade 

International trade can involve no tariffs or quotas {free trade}|. 

 

International Monetary Fund 

International organizations {International Monetary Fund} (IMF) can lend money to countries and regulate 

international financial and currency markets. 

 

most favored nation 

In trade relations, countries reciprocate tariff reductions, to help both countries. Countries have reciprocal 

agreements {most favored nation status}| to give each other lowest tariffs. 

 

North American Free Trade Agreement 

USA, Canada, and Mexico have few tariffs and few trade restrictions {North American Free Trade Agreement} 

(NAFTA). 

 

terms of trade 

Extra output from trade depends on price ratio {terms of trade} {international trade terms} between two traded 

products. Higher price ratio makes more output. 

 

trade balance 

National economies have difference {trade balance}| {balance of trade} between export values and import values. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>International Trade>Exchange Rate 

 

exchange rate 

Currencies have prices in terms of other currencies {exchange rate}| {monetary exchange}. Currency-value changes 

can restrict money flow. 

 

foreign exchange 

World economies trade currencies in special markets {foreign exchange market} {foreign exchange}|. 

 

adjustable peg 

Countries can try to keep exchange rates stable but can change rates if necessary {adjustable peg system}. Countries 

can maintain exchange rate and maintain certainty for businesses, but this does not allow monetary policy. Countries 

can let exchange rate float freely and independently use monetary policy, but this causes uncertainty for businesses. 

 

currency board 

Colony or state currency can be a multiple of another country's currency {currency board}. Colony or state must 

have enough other-country currency in reserve to cover all outstanding currency. 

 

Exchange Stabilization Fund 

USA has money {Exchange Stabilization Fund}, to buy and sell in foreign-exchange markets. 

 

gold standard 

Formerly, world economy transferred gold to back currencies {gold standard}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>International Trade>Restrictions 

 



embargo 

Countries can block another country's trade {embargo}|. 

 

quota in trade 

Import amounts can have restrictions {quota, trade}|. 

 

tariff 

Countries can tax imports {tariff}|, to protect national industries. Tariffs allow keeping prices high, but this hurts 

consumers. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>International 

 

bumiputra 

Malysia "son of the soil" program {bumiputra} gave preferences to Malays. 

 

carry trade 

Hedge funds can borrow cheaply in Japan and other low-interest countries and lend in high-interest countries {carry 

trade}. 

 

chaebol 

Korean conglomerate {chaebol}. 

 

foreign aid 

Richer countries can send money and expertise {foreign aid}| to poorer countries. Aid can require loans or 

purchases. Foreign aid must be long-term to make exports increase. Foreign aid has little effect if receiving country has 

political trouble or management and work skills are low. Savings rates must be high, and capital yields must be great. 

Aid can help giver countries whose economy has contracted. 

 

keiretsu 

Major Japan banks have allied companies {keiretsu}, which own each other's stock. Banks supply money for 

investment and affect stock price or short-term profits. Ministry of Finance and Ministry of International Trade and 

Industry direct economy. 

 

maquiladora 

Mexico allows factories {maquiladora}, which make exports, near north border, to have financing from abroad to 

employ Mexican workers. 

 

Third World 

During Soviet-Union period, many countries {Third World} were non-aligned. After that, Third World refers to 

countries with poor, undeveloped economies that are agricultural and labor intensive. 

 

yakuza 

Japanese gang {yakuza}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Theories 

 

capital controversy 

In 1960's, economists found neoclassical aggregate-production function too simple {capital controversy} 

{Cambridge capital controversy} and now use multi-sectoral models, such as those of Leontief and Schraff. New 

classical economics uses aggregate-production functions. 

 

neoclassical synthesis 

Macroeconomic policy can maintain employment levels in free-market economies {neoclassical synthesis}. 

 



new Keynesian macroeconomics 

A macroeconomics school {new Keynesian macroeconomics} combined microeconomic and macroeconomic 

models to modify Keynesian macroeconomics. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Theories>New Classical 

 

new classical macroeconomics 

In 1970's, new macroeconomics school {new classical macroeconomics} (NCM) {new classical economics} built 

macroeconomic models from individual and company microeconomic behavior, in opposition to Keynesian 

macroeconomics. 

history 

Robert Lucas, Jr., Finn E. Kydland, and Edward C. Prescott developed New-Classical models {Real Business 

Cycles}, based on John Muth's ideas. 

assumptions 

NCM assumes that behavior maximizes utility and uses rational expectations and that markets can reach equilibrium 

through free exchange of prices and wages {market clearing}. 

model 

New classical economics can use representative-agent models. Agents, such as average consumer or producer, 

always optimize and have rational expectations. If productivity changes, business has cycles. Agent does not work if 

productivity and wages decline, waiting until they rise again, so government intervention does not work, since agents 

have full information. 

 

representative agent 

Consumers or producers {representative agent} optimize. Agent optimizations determine economy demand or 

supply curves. Composition fallacy and Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem of Kirman [1992] critically examine 

representative-agent models. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Macroeconomics>Theories>Monetary Theory 

 

Cambridge equation 

In monetary theory, money supply equals ratio, between money holdings and total income, times total income 

{Cambridge equation}. In this theory, money-supply increase increases prices. However, this theory is false. 

 

Fisher equation 

In monetary theory, money supply times money transaction velocity equals physical output times average price 

index {Fisher equation} {quantity equation} {exchange equation}, because total spending equals total price. In this 

theory, money-supply increase increases prices, because demand increases. However, this theory is false. 

 

Social Credit movement 

In monetary theory, economy output increases faster than purchasing power increases, causes high inventories, and 

then causes recession and unemployment {Social Credit movement}, so government needs to add purchasing power 

early in cycle, to balance output and demand. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics 

 

microeconomics 

Businesses must analyze market prices and quantities {microeconomics}|. Cooperation includes sharing among all to 

maximize results for all, having informed consumers and sellers who know that each depends on the other and help 

each other to succeed, and free-flowing information designed to align supply and demand with no discontinuities. 

Markets can do better with cooperation. 

 

lottery 

People can buy ticket with number and hope that the number will win predetermined payment {lottery}|. 

 

sliding scale 

Prices, taxes, or salaries can depend on cost-of-living index or on income {sliding scale}|. 



 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Goods 

 

consumer good 

Households {consumer} demand and consume products {consumer good}|. 

 

durable good 

Produced goods {durable good}| {hard good} can be long lasting. 

 

public good 

Goods or services {public good}|, such as air, can be publicly available and so have no price. 

government 

Government provides public goods, such as public education and health-and-safety information, to make better 

citizens, better consumers, or better-trained workers {external effect, goods}. Government provides public goods, such 

as parks, if politically necessary. Government must provide needed but unprofitable goods and services, such as 

vaccinations and insurance, because businesses do not provide them. Governments can provide valuable goods or 

services to small numbers of people, when making them is unprofitable, or can pay businesses to provide them. 

Governments can provide or demand large good or service amounts, to save costs {economies of scale, government}. 

analysis 

Governments can analyze no-price and no-set-price goods and services by cost vs. benefit analysis or least-cost 

production method analysis. 

 

satisficer 

Optimal good or service amount {satisficer}| can meet need, though there are more costly goods or services. 

 

soft good 

Produced goods {soft good} can be for short time use. 

 

staple good 

Goods {staple, good} can be necessities. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Money 

 

money 

Governments have legal tender {money}, for paying taxes and all debts public and private. 

demand 

People need money for money transactions, as precaution against future, and as substitute for security speculation. 

Businesses need money to purchase materials and invest in capital. 

interest rate 

The money market sets interest rate, based on savings supply and investment demand. Demand from people and 

businesses raises money interest rate from lenders. Higher saving by people and businesses lowers interest rate. 

savings 

Savings grow if people and businesses choose future consumption over current consumption. If people and 

businesses choose future production over current production, they make investments. Savings are available for 

investment. 

GNP 

Interest rate varies directly with GNP, because businesses want to invest more if GNP is high. 

money supply 

Interest rate varies inversely with money supply, because, if more money is available, money value goes down, by 

marginal-utility principle. 

 

wealth 

People can accumulate savings, capital ownership, or natural-resource ownership {wealth}|. People have labor value, 

depending on education, training, natural ability, and labor-supply restrictions. People can benefit from taxation policy, 

by paying lower taxes, receiving subsidies, receiving benefits, or avoiding expenses. Wealth, labor, and tax policy are 

the three income sources. Income is price for wealth or labor use. Income varies by supply and demand, as does price. 



 

currency 

Money {currency}| is a good that people can exchange at any place and time {complete liquidity}. 

 

equity as value 

Corporation property, minus outstanding bonds and preferred stock, is corporation net value {equity capital}| 

{stockholders' equity}. 

 

profit 

Premiums are for taking risks, or rewards are for innovation {profit}|. Profit can be justifiable. Demand increase or 

cost decrease before market returns to equilibrium can cause accidental profit. 

 

risk premium 

Guaranteed return and probable return have different interest rates {risk premium}|. 

 

saving 

Not purchasing consumer goods or services {saving}, rather than consuming, can accumulate money for future 

purchases or security. 

 

vested interest 

Business actions or court decisions can cause people to gain or lose money {vested interest}. 

 

penury 

poverty {penury}|. 

 

mammon 

wealth as evil {mammon}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Money>Investment 

 

investment by business 

Businesses have expected return rate {marginal efficiency of investment} (MEI) on latest dollar invested 

{investment}|. Current interest rate, profit availability, and business-cycle changes affect MEI. Purchasing capital, 

rather than consumer, goods can make more money in future. 

 

depreciation 

Capital decreases value over time {capital depreciation} {depreciation}|, as it wears out, becomes obsolete, or 

requires repairs. Businesses must replace capital, or capital supply decreases over time. Net capital formation is gross 

capital formation minus depreciation. 

 

tontime 

In France, people can invest in an annuity fund, and, if a member dies, his or her shares distribute to the other 

members {tontime}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Money>Price 

 

price index 

Prices are relative to base price {price index}|. Capital-good prices are relative to base price {wholesale price index}. 

Consumer-good prices are relative to base price {consumer price index}. Price index tends to increase over time. 

 

valuation 

price {valuation}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Property 

 



personal property 

People own goods and services {personal property, economics} {property}. Property can be things, land, minerals, 

people, labor, capital, and products. Property rules give rights to people and prescribe methods to acquire, transfer, and 

lose rights. People acquire rights by first use, claim, gift, bequest, and exchange. 

 

communal property 

States or associations can own property {communal property}|. 

 

private property 

People typically can do whatever they want with what they own {private property}|, with no interference from state, 

as long as it does not affect others' rights. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Property>Rents 

 

closed-end lease 

Leases {closed-end lease}| can have definite end date. 

 

lend-lease 

Party can loan property for set period to another party {lend-lease}| and can defer payments. 

 

licensing 

Others can pay to use inventions {licensing, rent}|. 

 

open-end lease 

Leases {open-end lease}| can have no definite end date. 

 

quasi-rent 

Businesses account for short-term returns on capital stock {quasi-rent}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Market 

 

market 

Goods and services gain more value if they can exchange for something else {market}|. Therefore, economy 

establishes places or situations in which to exchange goods and services. Main markets are for money, labor, producers, 

and retail sales. Price is same throughout one market. Low transportation costs and standardized goods and services 

allow bigger markets. Government services and goods, paid for by taxation, can have no market. 

 

competition in market 

In markets, sellers compete {competition, market}| to sell similar goods or services. 

price 

Competition forces sellers to lower prices and profits to the lowest level that still allows them to keep selling goods 

or services. If one seller has lower price, everyone buys from that seller, until supply finishes. Other sellers must lower 

prices to sell anything. 

If price is so low that seller cannot make profit, seller leaves market. This lowers supply and so raises price, allowing 

other sellers to profit more. 

If price is too low, sellers lower production, and make something else, because profit is low for that good or service. 

Supply becomes less, and price rises. 

If price is too high, all sellers have good profit. Existing sellers increase supply. Price lowers. New sellers can enter 

market to try to earn profit, thus raising supply and reducing price. 

expenses 

At lowest price, sellers that have higher expenses make less profit. They cannot raise price, because then they can 

sell nothing. They can only lower expenses. 

expenses: cost 

For sellers, trying to increase supply raises costs and trying to sell more requires lower prices. Ideally, price equals 

cost, and businesses make and sell optimum quantity. 



effects: good 

Competition can increase pressure to lower prices and lower costs. Competition can increase pressure to improve 

goods and services. 

effects: bad 

Competition can increase pressure to cheat, use unethical selling practices, and use unethical buying behavior. 

Competition can cause too many failed enterprises, caught in business cycles. Competition can cause non-productive 

expenditures, such as for advertising, image-making, or financial maneuvers. Competition can cause distribution, 

production, and demand inefficiencies. Competition can emphasize greed and winning at all costs. Economies based on 

winning can encourage monopoly, substandard products, and production values based on inessential factors, such as 

sex and power. Competition can make differential pricing. 

 

price discrimination 

The same product can have different prices in different markets {price discrimination}|, if one market has higher 

demand elasticity. 

 

transaction exchange 

In market, exchanges {transaction}| are voluntary and honest, so more exchanges happen, which increases 

efficiency. Encouraging exchanges allows maximum satisfaction. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Market>Period 

 

market period 

Periods {market period}| exist in which supply remains same and price depends only on demand. 

 

short period 

Periods {short period}| exist in which plant capacity is constant, but sellers can vary output. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Market>Structure 

 

market structure 

Number of sellers and product type determine market nature {market structure}. Many sellers can sell standardized 

product in pure competition. 

Many sellers can sell small amounts of differentiated product {monopolistic competition}, which emphasizes 

product design and publicity, because brand name, variety, prestige, and habit affect consumer. Price is higher but 

equals extra value to consumer. Monopoly and oligopoly can lead to more-efficient management and better technology, 

which can lower costs. Monopoly and oligopoly markets typically depend on prestige or high sales, rather than profit. 

 

black market 

Markets {black market}| dealing in illegal or illegally priced goods and services can develop. 

 

oligopoly 

If market has few businesses {oligopoly}|, monopolistic practices can develop. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Market>Structure>Monopoly 

 

monopoly 

Competition in some markets {natural monopoly}, such as public utilities, can be socially confusing or bad. If 

market has only one business {monopoly}| {monopolization}, business can fix prices and use pricing and other devices 

to keep others out of market. Governments can outlaw agreements to fix prices or outputs and attempts to exclude 

competition from markets. 

 

collusion 

Monopolistic practices {collusion}| can be agreeing to fix prices, split market, or otherwise restrain trade. 

 



foreclosure in monopoly 

Monopolistic practices {foreclosure, distribution}| can be trying to curtail competitive product or service 

distribution. 

 

predatory pricing 

Monopolistic practices {predatory pricing}| can be selling product below cost to drive competitor out of the market. 

 

tying in buying 

Monopolistic practices {tying}| can be forcing people to buy other products when they buy product. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Market>Restrictions 

 

price ceiling 

Laws {price ceiling}| or government payments to companies {subsidy} can keep price too low. People's demand 

rises but is unsatisfied, because businesses do not make more low-priced items. 

 

quota in production 

Producers can limit production {quota, production}| {production quota, market}. 

 

rationing 

People can receive fixed good or service amounts {rationing, market}|. 

 

surplus 

Businesses can make more high-priced items, and some do not sell {surplus}|, because public does not have that 

demand. Government or business keeps surplus in storage {warehouse} {grain silo}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Supply And Demand 

 

demand 

People need and want {demand}| physical objects {good, economics}, to consume or use, and actions {service, 

economics}, to have something done for them. To acquire goods and services, people have to exchange something. 

People like to have money itself. Money provides security, prestige, and ability to make future purchases. People 

exchange their work/time for money. People value time for vacation and leisure. They must choose between work and 

free time. 

 

supply 

For goods and services {supply}, limiting production {production quota, supply} or allotting fixed amounts to 

people {rationing, supply} makes cost and price rise. 

 

elasticity of price 

Demand and supply change with price {elasticity, economics}|. 

demand 

Demand can change greatly with price, if substitute product is available, if product is not necessary, or if consuming 

that product is not a habit. Demand can change little with price, if no substitute product is available, if product is 

necessary, or if consuming the product is a habit. 

elasticity 

Percentage change in quantity demanded divided by percentage change in price {price elasticity} can be greater than 

one {elastic demand} or less than one {inelastic demand}. 

revenue 

Total revenue is price times quantity. Total revenue is greatest if elasticity equals one. Because costs minimize at 

maximum quantity, and price maximizes at minimum quantity, highest revenue has equal price and quantity change. 

income 

Percentage income change affects product quantity demanded {income elasticity}. 

substitution 

Related-product price changes {substitute product} {complementary product} affect demand for product {cross-

elasticity}. 



factors 

Production-factor demand {derived demand} depends on demand elasticity, substitute availability, and percentage of 

total cost. 

supply 

Supply elasticity changes with new production methods, varying production-factor prices and quantities, and 

production expansion or contraction difficulty. 

 

price 

Goods and services cost money {price}. 

demand and supply 

In free markets, demand and supply determine price, and price determines supply and demand, by a sort of invisible 

hand. 

High price makes low demand, and low price makes high demand. On graphs, demand curve has negative slope. See 

Figure 1. 

High price makes high supply, and low price makes low supply. On graphs, supply curve has positive slope. 

demand and supply: value 

Relative good or service {resource, supply} price measures supply and demand. People choose money, time, goods, 

or services to maximize their or their family's satisfaction, following their self-interest. Choices involve money, time, 

good, or service exchanges, so people must weigh costs and benefits. People can consider other alternatives, such as 

making no choice. People and situations have different good, service, time, and money optimum choices. Ideally, 

people can exchange until whole group has optimized member satisfaction. 

Perceived demand for goods and services stimulates their production, because they can sell. People change jobs to 

work at places with more profit and higher pay. Production creates good and service supplies. Thus, businesses supply 

more-valuable goods and services more. Ideally, trend always increases total satisfaction. 

price 

Price is where supply amount equals demand amount {price equilibrium}. 

Increasing good or service price causes people not to choose that thing and perhaps choose another similar thing. 

This lowers good or service demand and makes price fall. See Figure 1. Price returns to where it was before. 

Decreasing good or service price increases demand and makes price rise. See Figure 1. Price returns to where it was 

before. 

price: equilibrium 

Demand and supply are equal at only one point, at moderate price, demand, and supply. At this point, supply equals 

demand. This point sets actual price {equilibrium price} and quantity sold {equilibrium quantity} in market. 

price: demand 

Price increases with demand. If quantity demanded is high, value is high. If quantity demanded is low, value is low. 

Increased good or service demand, caused by advertising, innovation, cultural changes, or perceptions, not by price 

change, shifts demand curve to right. It makes demand higher at same price. It makes demand the same at higher price. 

See Figure 2. 

Decreased good or service demand, caused by counteradvertising, other-product innovation, cultural changes, or 

perceptions, not by price change, shifts demand curve to left. It makes demand lower at same price. It makes demand 

the same at lower price. See Figure 2. 

price: supply 

Price decreases with supply. If quantity supplied is low, price is high, because fixed costs spread over fewer items. If 

quantity supplied is high, price is low, because fixed costs spread over many items. 

Decreasing good or service supply, by decreased production, transportation problems, natural disaster, or war, shifts 

supply curve to left. It makes supply lower at same cost. It makes supply the same at higher cost. See Figure 3. 

Increasing good or service supply, by increased production, increased efficiency, or increased transportation, shifts 

supply curve to right. Supply is higher at same cost. Supply is the same at lower cost. See Figure 3. 

price: disturbances 

In short term, demand curve does not change, and supply curve does not change. After price disturbance, price 

returns to former equilibrium value. After disturbance to price equilibrium, price and quantity converge back to 

equilibrium by successive stages of price change, then supply change, then price change, and so on {cobweb theorem}. 

See Figure 1. 

For example, if small company goes bankrupt, supply decreases slightly. Price goes up slightly. Other suppliers want 

to make more. They make more, cost goes down per item, and price is lower. Price returns to equilibrium. 



If small company enters market, supply increases slightly. Price goes down slightly. Other suppliers want to make 

less. They make less, cost goes up per item, and price is higher. Price returns to equilibrium. 

If population increases slightly, demand increases slightly. Price goes up slightly. Suppliers want to make more. 

They make more, cost goes down per item, and price is lower. Price returns to equilibrium. 

If population decreases slightly, demand decreases slightly. Price goes down slightly. Suppliers want to make less. 

They make less, cost goes up per item, and price is higher. Price returns to equilibrium. 

price: government 

Artificial demand can keep price too high. 

Price supports can keep price too high. Businesses make more high-priced items, and some do not sell, because 

public does not have that demand. 

Government or business can keep surplus in storage. Note: Goods on hand are not surplus, but just stock {stock, 

good} {in stock} for use by retail stores as inventory. 



Figure 1 
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SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business 

 

business 

Individuals, partners, or corporations can buy labor, capital, and materials and produce goods and services 

{business}|. 

legal structure 

Businesses include sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation, limited liability company (llc), personal service 

corporation (psc), or family business. 

processes 

Businesses have processes {business process}: operations, transfers, inspections, and storage. Distances, times, 

delays, and buildings affect processes. 

system 

Businesses have inputs, processes, and outputs. Processes start, stop, and require decisions. Businesses create, move, 

inspect, modify, handle, and store forms. 

system: costs 

Businesses have labor, capital, and material costs. 

system: revenue 

Businesses have revenue from selling goods and services. 

structure 

Businesses have structure by departments and jobs. Businesses have authority levels and responsibilities. 

structure: distribution 

Businesses send goods and services around market. 

structure: marketing 

Businesses try to create demand for their goods and services. 

structure: sales 

Businesses close deals for their goods and services. 

structure: personnel 

Businesses manage employees. 

structure: finance 

Businesses manage cash flow and assets. 

buying business 

Buyers need good credit and enough money. Buyers evaluate their skills and experience and choose the best 

business. They have advisors, organize financing, evaluate disclosure documents, evaluate business, check market, 

determine fair price, and create business plan. Buyers can manage the business or hire manager. 

Existing businesses have business system, customers, equipment, inventory, suppliers, employees, facilities, and 

immediate revenue. Existing businesses can have market, financial, liability, or debt problems. New owner typically 

needs previous-owner experience and personal relationships for a while. 

starting business 

In USA, starting businesses is risky, because probability of survival for two years is one half and for five years is 

one-fifth. Starters must risk their own money and can have trouble getting financing. Income is low for long period. 

Starters must have many skills, including people skills. 

 

private enterprise 

Businesses {private enterprise} can be non-governmental. 

 

enterprise 

business {enterprise}. 

 

entrepreneur 

People {entrepreneur}| can start businesses. Entrepreneurs exhibit individualism, work diligently, spend little, have 

self-discipline, want wealth, have personal initiative, and follow self-interest. 

 

outsourcing 

Businesses can have work done by contractor companies {outsourcing}. Businesses do not have to hire workers. The 

hired company is expert at doing that job, has knowledge of all laws and regulations, and can do the job cheaper and 

better. 



 

offshoring 

Businesses can have work done by overseas contractor companies {offshoring}. Because of the Internet, high-

quality phone and data lines, cheap communications, and the availability of communications equipment in all countries, 

companies can hire another company in another country. The hired company and country typically have low wages, 

few regulations, little unionization, and large numbers of workers with good English, and they encourage overseas 

investment and partnerships. Tax laws allow tax exemptions for companies operating overseas if funds are kept 

overseas, and this promotes outsourcing and offshoring. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Administration 

 

administration theory 

Administration theories {theory of administration} {administration theory} can use ideas by Henri Fayol 

{rationalistic theory}; F. W. Taylor {scientific management theory}; Argyris, Bennis, Likert, McGregor, William H. 

Whyte, Roethlisberger, and Zaleznik {organizational behavioral theory}; and Herbert Simon, J. G. March, and R. M. 

Cyert {systems theory} {decision theory, economics}. Good administration relates responsibility amount to authority 

amount. Good administration has only one supervisor for each worker, and supervisors control six or seven workers. 

 

Black-Scholes model 

Models {Black-Scholes model}, based on thermodynamic equilibrium equations, predict stock-price volatility. 

 

break-even analysis 

Business analysis {break-even analysis} can determine risk-of-loss range and out-of-pocket range. Risk-of-loss 

range includes time product sells at loss less than renting. Out-of-pocket range includes time that owning costs are less 

than renting costs. 

 

feasibility study 

Business planning involves possibility study {feasibility study}|. Feasibility study determines fixed costs, variable 

costs, equipment choices, profits, sales, market factors, outside factors, housing, buildings, employee number, 

employee quality, efficiencies, alternatives, capital, renting needs, and buying needs. 

 

logistics 

Businesses or armies must procure and distribute supplies {logistics}|. 

 

planning in business 

Businesses can use past experience {forecasting}, models, simulations {simulation, economics}, computer graphics, 

optimizations, game playing, heuristics, adaptive problem solving, and trial and error {planning}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Administration>Tests 

 

benchmarking 

Businesses test applications to check efficiency and scheduling {benchmarking}|. 

 

program evaluation and review 

Business plans can evaluate {program evaluation and review} (PERT). 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Administration>Projects 

 

project planning 

Business leaders find resources, set goals, and assign activities to connect resources and goals {project planning}. 

 

critical path 

In networks, paths {critical path}| from beginning to end can take longest time. All extra effort is for critical-path 

tasks. Business plans can concentrate on critical path {critical path method}. 

 



SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Inventory 

 

inventory of business 

Businesses have some unsold, but ready to sell, goods {inventory, business}|. 

 

just-in-time 

Manufacturing can keep only enough inventory on hand to meet current production needs {just-in-time production}|. 

This system requires high-quality parts, reducing need for extra parts. This system requires that parts go to precise 

locations on exact schedules linked to production. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>International 

 

globalization 

High-wage countries can transfer capital and technology to low-wage countries {globalization}, to employ cheaper 

workers. Globalization results from better telecommunication, cheaper air transportation, political stability, better 

infrastructure, better legal systems, and reduced tariffs. 

 

offshore 

Businesses can incorporate in another country {offshore}, which has no business regulations. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Department 

 

advertising 

Business departments {advertising}| can create communications to aid sales. Ideally, advertising involves honesty, 

fairness, genuine needs, high quality, functionality, simplicity, fair labor practices, and modest profit. Really, 

advertising faces pressure to do the opposite. 

 

consulting 

Businesses typically ask for help, mostly from outside company. People with skills and experience can contract for 

projects {consulting}|. 

effects 

Consultants have flexible schedules, more independence, low financial investment, and higher potential income. 

Consultants typically have low income at first, must work alone, must risk own money, and have many clients instead 

of one boss. 

planning 

Potential consultants evaluate their people skills and experience. They define consulting niche, market, competition, 

fees, business plan, and business processes. Starting consultancy has low risks and is easier than setting up business. 

 

accounting 

Business departments {accounting}| can track expenditures and revenues, record financial transactions and prepare 

financial statements. 

 

human resources 

Business departments {human resources}| {personnel} can hire, promote, provide benefits to, and terminate 

employees. 

 

management 

Business leadership {management} coordinates production units, trying to have optimum profit, sales, efficiency, or 

other goal. Management is production factor. Management is like labor, because it is service, but is not a production 

unit. 

 

marketing 

Business departments {marketing}| can predict sales, investigate how to improve sales, and create material to aid 

sales. Ideally, marketing involves honesty, fairness, genuine needs, high quality, functionality, simplicity, fair labor 

practices, and modest profit. Really, marketing faces pressure to do the opposite. 

 



SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Department>Sales 

 

sales 

Business departments {sales department} can convince customers to buy {selling}. Ideally, selling involves honesty, 

fairness, genuine needs, high quality, functionality, simplicity, fair labor practices, and modest profit. Really, selling 

faces pressure to do the opposite. 

 

window dressing 

Store window displays {window dressing} can make good appearance. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Department>Sales>Charges 

 

cost-plus 

Price can reflect cost plus small percentage {cost-plus}|. 

 

cover charge 

Amount or percentage {cover charge}, for snacks or entertainment, can add to bill at bar or nightclub. 

 

surcharge 

Taxes or extra amounts {surcharge}| can add to cost, for extra service. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Department>Sales>Customers 

 

carriage trade 

wealthy customers {carriage trade}. 

 

clientele 

luxury-store customers {clientele}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Department>Sales>Practices 

 

discount 

Deductions {discount} from regular prices can help sales. 

 

hard sell 

Selling or advertising can use product features and perceived need {hard sell}|, not sex, glamour, personality, or 

humor. 

 

loss leader 

Stores often use low-priced item {loss leader}| to get customers to come to the store, and hope they buy other things. 

 

rebate 

Returns {rebate} of part of payment can induce sales. 

 

sharp practice 

deceptive selling {sharp practice}. 

 

shell game 

switching situation or goal to deceive {shell game}. 

 

skin game 

cheating {skin game}. 

 

soft sell 

Selling or advertising can use sex, glamour, personality, or humor {soft sell}|, not product features and perceived 

need. 



 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Department>Sales>Documents 

 

bill of exchange 

Orders {exchange bill} {bill of exchange}| can be to pay money to people. 

 

bill of fare 

menu {fare bill} {bill of fare}. 

 

bill of lading 

goods-received list {lading bill} {bill of lading}|. 

 

bill of sale 

Written statements {sale bill} {bill of sale}| can transfer property rights in exchange for money. 

 

blue book 

Books {blue book}| can list important people. Empty bound books are for examination answers. 

 

chit 

Notes {chit} list cost for food and drinks. 

 

invoice 

Lists {invoice}| can show delivered goods or services and their prices. 

 

letter of credit 

Bank documents {letter of credit}| {credit letter} can authorize loans up to stated amount. 

 

rain check 

Authorizations {rain check} can purchase something at later date at today's price. 

 

voucher 

Documents {voucher}| can pay for good or service, such as school tuition. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Department>Sales>Sale 

 

sale 

Stores often use low-priced loss leader to get customers to come to the store and hope that they buy other things 

{sale}. 

 

clearance sale 

sale {clearance sale} designed to reduce inventory. 

 

rummage sale 

used-item sale {rummage sale}. 

 

white sale 

linen sale {white sale}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Document 

 

articles of incorporation 

Corporation founding document {articles of incorporation} states date, name, corporation type, purpose, agent for 

service of process, and signature. It is notarized. 

 



business letter 

Letters {business letter} can state sender address, date, recipient address, salutation, thanks or purpose, enclosures, 

instructions or clarifications, closing, and signature. 

 

bylaws 

Corporation procedures {bylaws} state name, purpose, offices and officers, membership if any, board of directors, 

director election and removal, meetings, committees, fiscal year, contracts, bank accounts, amendments, and signature. 

 

employee handbook 

Employee rules and regulations {employee handbook} state date, employment types, and employee duties, 

responsibilities, rights, and privileges. It states technical details of employment and education. It discusses equal 

opportunity, relatives, citizens and residents, recruitment and staffing, part-time employment, resignation, disabilities, 

reimbursement, transportation, registration, references, solicitation, policies, discipline and corrective action, 

harassment, drugs, attendance, smoking, compensation, promotion, overtime, incentives, insurance, holidays, sick 

leave, vacation, benefits, emergencies, leave of absence, severance, and safety. 

 

employment contract 

Contract types {employment contract} can state date, agreement type, laws of state, venue, requirements, indemnity, 

release of liability, publicity, rights and claims, losses, supervisor, management structure, disability, project 

termination, work description, and signatures. 

 

loan contract 

Contract types {loan contract} can state date, lender, borrower, loan amount, amount due, due date, finance charge, 

annual percentage rate, prepayment, security, default, late charges, right of offset, collection fees, and acceptances. 

 

performance review 

Yearly employee evaluation {performance review} states date, name, performance period, department, job title, 

supervisor, goals, accomplishments, results, rating, awards, committees, and goal setting methods. 

 

registration form 

Signup sheets {registration form} state date, requirements, liability disclaimer, procedures, representation, use of 

name, management structure, schedule, and signatures. 

 

sales contract 

Contract types {sales contract} can state date, object type, object description, laws of state, venue, buyer, seller, 

price, closing date, financing, costs, disclosures, conditions. time period, dispute resolution, prorations, indemnity, and 

acceptances. 

 

straw man 

first proposed solution {straw man} {strawman} for discussion. 

 

use case 

business situation description {use case}. 

 

white paper 

Governments, consultants, or other authorities can write technical reports {white paper} about a problem category. 

 

wire frame 

line drawing {wire frame}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Document>Plans 

 

business plan 

People can make management, marketing, financial, and structural analyses {business plan}, to present to lenders, 

vendors, lawyers, accountants, and consultants. 



type 

You can consult, franchise, buy, or start. 

legal 

Business can be sole proprietor, partnership, or corporation. 

factors 

You must consider business structure, taxes, contracts, copyrights, and liability. 

parts 

Business-plan title page has business name, date, version number, confidentiality statement, proprietary statement, 

address, and telephone number. Business plans have table of contents. Business plans include executive summary, 

present-situation statement, vision statement, goals statement, timetable, task schedule, market analysis, customer 

profile, competition analysis, risk statement, product analysis, process statement, pricing, fees, philosophy, marketing 

plan, communications with customers and others, management team, staff, functions to perform, legal structure, 

financial projection, capital needed, contingency plans, and conclusion. Goals statement has products/services, image, 

market, and income. Marketing plan is advertising, media, and referrals. 

 

financial plan 

Plans {financial plan} can show startup, legal, survey, marketing, capital, travel, communications, office, 

compensation, and professional services costs. Communications are Internet, telephone, fax, pager, and publications. 

Office has materials, utilities, and insurance. Professional services are banker, accountant, and lawyer. Plans can show 

capital expenditures for office space, office equipment, software, and office furniture. Office space has carpet, paint, 

and lighting. Office equipment is computer, printer, scanner, fax, and shredder. Software is for accounting, contacts, 

and documents. Office furniture is filing cabinets, shelves, chairs, and table. Plans can show yearly revenues for 

products and services, have cash-flow statement, and have balance sheet. 

 

operational plan 

Plans {operational plan} can show hours worked at task types each month. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Sectors 

 

agriculture 

Raising and processing food {agriculture} {farming, business} is a high-risk business. Weather and seasons cause 

farm prices to be unstable over short terms. Farmers typically need loans to plant and till, which they pay back after 

harvest. This situation increases risk. Small farms typically have low productivity and low income. Farmers typically 

expand production to take advantage of good years, resulting in too much food and thus lower prices. 

 

construction 

Businesses {construction} can produce buildings. 

 

manufacturing 

Businesses {manufacturing} can produce goods. 

 

numismatics 

coin collecting {numismatics}|. 

 

placer mining 

People can search river or glacier sand or gravel for minerals {placer mining}|. 

 

public utility 

communication, electricity, or natural-gas companies {public utility} {utility, business}. 

 

real estate 

Businesses can deal in land and buildings, plus property improvements, such as electricity, water, sewer, and 

telecommunications connections {real estate, business}|. 

 

realty 

real estate {realty}|. 



 

service trade 

Service trades {service trade} provide services. 

 

telecommunications 

telegraphy, telephone, radio, television, and Internet {telecommunications}|. 

 

telegraphy 

People can send messages, coded into long and short ons separated by offs, over wires {telegraphy}|. 

 

telemetry 

People can send messages, coded into long and short ons separated by offs, by radio {telemetry}|. 

 

wire service 

News organizations send articles, movies, and photographs over radio to subscribers {wire service}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Sectors>Finance 

 

finance 

banking and stock markets {finance, sector}. 

 

bank 

Institutions {bank}| hold and lend money. Money is in checking or savings accounts. 

 

savings and loan 

Institutions {savings and loan}| {credit union} can have members who save money and receive loans. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Kinds 

 

business types 

Production and supply involves different goods and services {business types}. 

factors 

Businesses must have capital supply, buy labor and resources, and produce output. Businesses have expenses for 

investment, labor, resources, land, capital, interest payments, and taxes. Businesses receive revenue for production-unit 

output. Businesses hope to have positive difference between revenue and costs. Profit provides incentive for owners to 

have business, satisfies owners' desire for reward, and provides money for capital. 

large businesses 

Large businesses have resulted from several factors. Technical developments require large plants. Computers and 

business theory aid management. Mergers eliminate competition and inefficiencies. Financiers encourage mergers and 

bigness. Expensive advertising requires large budgets. Complex and expensive patent laws require large legal staffs. 

Strong unions balance big companies. 

 

chain store 

large retailer {chain store}|. 

 

concession 

Business can obtain exclusive right {concession}| to sell product or service in political region. 

 

franchising 

Business can be local branches {franchise} of a regional business. Business {franchisee} can buy right to sell 

product or service {franchising}| from company {franchiser}. 

franchiser 

Franchiser can license franchisee to sell product or service and provide training, advertising, communications, and 

operating advice or techniques {business format franchise}, such as for fast-food restaurants and convenience stores. 

Franchiser can sell franchisee trademarked or brand-name products or services {product franchise} {trade name 

franchise}, such as for beer distributors and car dealerships. 



franchise 

Established franchises have market for the product; assist with financing, training, advertising and promotion; and 

provide business model. 

franchise: value 

Limiting competition, typically by licensing, makes franchise value increase. 

franchisee 

Franchisees typically have higher income sooner but have higher starting costs and pay franchise fees, royalties, or 

gross-sales percentage. Franchisees must follow franchiser rules. Franchisees evaluate their skills and experience and 

choose the best business. They can have advisory boards, organize financing, evaluate franchises, check markets, and 

create business plans. 

 

home office 

Offices {home office}| in homes need quiet and comfort. 

properties 

Office is not near kitchen, TV, and other activities. Colors are neutral. Office has windows for fresh air and good 

furniture. Office has telephone, filing cabinets, bookshelves, computer, Internet modem, printer, fax machine, scanner, 

copier, adding machine, cell phone, desk lamp, radio, and safe. 

effects 

Home officers have flexible schedules and no commute. They can deduct home office expenses. There is little risk, 

because no rent or lease. Working at home can cause friction with spouse or children. There can be many distractions. 

You work alone. Clients can be worry about home businesses. Zoning laws can prevent home businesses. 

 

merger 

Company combinations {merger}| can eliminate competition and inefficiencies. Financiers encourage mergers and 

bigness. 

 

small business 

Businesses {small business} can result from market growth, cheap and widespread transportation, available electric 

power, substitute availability, invention, low import tariffs, government small-business aid, and anti-monopoly laws. 

 

sole proprietorship 

Businesses {sole proprietorship}| can have one owner {single proprietor}. Sole proprietors are single persons or 

married couples. Independent contractors and all self-employed people are sole proprietors. USA has 15 million to 20 

million sole proprietorships, 80% of all businesses. Sole proprietorship is typically the easiest and fastest way to start 

business and is the cheapest and most common way to start. Owner, not business, files tax return. Owner must pay 

estimated income tax, Social Security tax, and Medicare tax quarterly. 

 

turnkey 

People can acquire and operate systems in few steps {turnkey}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Kinds>Group 

 

cartel 

Business groups {cartel}| can control production and prices. 

 

conglomerate business 

Businesses {conglomerate, business}| can grow by buying other businesses. 

 

syndicate 

Investment banks {syndicate}| can jointly underwrite company. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Kinds>Partnership 

 

partnership 

Two or more people can start business {partnership}| and share profits and losses. Partners share responsibility for 

liabilities. 



types 

In most partnerships {general partnership}, partners have equal involvement in the business and can make contracts 

and perform all business transactions. Partnerships {limited partnership} can have separate managers and investors, 

who must register with state securities-regulating agency. 

tax 

Business does not file tax return. Partners must file, but can assign profits and losses differently. Changing 

partnership relation typically causes tax liability. Terminating partnership typically causes tax liability for all partners. 

 

family limited partnership 

Business is sole proprietorship if one person or married couple owns the business, even if family runs the business. 

Otherwise, it is partnership, limited-liability company, or corporation. Family can form limited partnership {family 

limited partnership}| (FLP) to minimize estate taxes. For partnership, lowest-income person claims profits. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Kinds>Corporation 

 

corporation business 

Businesses {charter} {corporation}| can be legal entities allowed by states and have ownership shares. 

profit 

Corporation profits go to stockholders. Corporations can use profits to pay dividends {earnings per share} or to 

expand capital. 

startup 

Writing incorporation articles and bylaws and applying to state cause higher costs for forming corporations. 

Corporations pay annual fee to state. 

taxes 

Owners do not file tax returns and have no personal liability. Profit-making corporations can be C or S corporations. 

 

dividend 

Corporations can pay profits to stockholders. Company reports profit per stock share {dividend, stock}|. 

 

limited liability 

Stockholders are responsible for corporation debt only up to stock value {limited liability}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Kinds>Corporation>Kinds 

 

C corporation 

Corporations {C corporation} can file tax returns. Owners are employees and do not file. Small C corporations 

typically do not pay taxes, because profits are for inventory or growth. 

 

close corporation 

Some corporations {close corporation}| do not trade stocks. 

 

holding company 

Companies {holding company}| can own other corporations. 

 

limited liability company 

Corporations {limited liability company} (llc) can file tax return but not pay taxes. Owners file tax returns but have 

no personal liability. State typically closely regulates limited liability companies. 

 

personal service corporation 

Corporations {personal service corporation}| (PSC) {professional corporation} can have license and have close 

regulation by state. They are only for health, law, engineering, accounting, actuarial science, performing arts, and 

consulting professionals, who cannot otherwise incorporate. Personal service corporations file tax returns. Owners do 

not file tax returns but have limited personal liability. Personal service corporations typically have lower taxes because 

they allow untaxed fringe benefits. 

 



S corporation 

Owners can file tax returns, not their corporations {S corporation}. Owners have individual tax rates. Owners assign 

profits and losses. Profits cannot be for inventory or growth. S corporations are typically good for businesses that 

expect to lose money during first years, because owners can report losses on tax returns. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Kinds>Corporation>Stock 

 

preferred stock 

Corporations issue ownership certificates {preferred stock}| that have first rights to profits and repayment. 

 

share 

Corporations issue ownership certificates {share}| {common stock, share} for percentage of corporation, to get 

money to start, expand, or pay expenses. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Business>Kinds>Customer Types 

 

retail 

Businesses {retail, business}| can sell goods to consumers. 

 

wholesale 

Businesses {wholesale, business}| can sell goods to distributors. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Agriculture 

 

agricultural policies 

Government {agricultural policies} can guarantee food prices by price supports. Government can buy and store farm 

surpluses to support farm prices. 

 

agrology 

Soil science {agrology}| helps grow crops. 

 

agronomy 

agricultural science {agronomy}|. 

 

soil bank 

Government can pay farmers not to use their land {soil bank}|, to increase prices and conserve natural resources. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Banking 

 

bank statement 

Statements {bank statement} can indicate bank deposits and payments. 

 

clearinghouse 

Organizations {clearinghouse}| receive checks or orders from member banks or market traders and arrange and 

disburse payments among members efficiently. 

 

demand deposit 

Money {demand deposit}| can be in checking accounts. 

 

deposit insurance 

Government can insure deposits {deposit insurance} in banks that it regulates. Banks pay fees to provide insurance. 

 

discount window 

Commercial banks can get credit from Federal Reserve {discount window}. 

 



loan by bank 

Banks use checking-account money to sell money {loan}| to people and businesses. Checking-account holders have 

right to withdraw money. 

reserves 

In case checking-account holders withdraw money, banks must keep a reasonable or regulated percentage of 

checking-account money on hand. Banks do not need all checking-account money, because only a percentage of 

customers need only a percentage of money. Banks like to loan all the money they can {loaned up}. Getting more 

customers adds to reserves. Loan repayments add to bank reserves, allowing more loans. 

reserves: percentage 

If reserve percentage is 25%, bank can loan four times amount it has in reserve (1 / 0.25 = 4). 

reserves: government 

Government can reduce demand by increasing reserve ratio. 

 

reserves 

Banks have checking accounts with national or central bank and only keep enough money {reserves, bank}| {bank 

reserves} to meet expected demand from checking-account customers, because it is unlikely that all people will 

demand their money at once. By law, reserves must be a percentage, typically 25%, of bank demand deposits. When 

bank receives checking-account deposits, it places some money in reserves and has the rest available to make loans. 

 

run on the bank 

Depositors can demand their money back, which can cause others to demand it, in fear money will run out {run on 

the bank}. Panic of 1873, Panic of 1907, and bank runs in 1930, 1931, and 1933 are examples. Panic of 1907 was a run 

on trusts, which managed estates, speculated in real estate and stocks, had deposits, had little regulation, and had lower 

reserves. New York trusts did not belong to New York Clearinghouse group of national banks. 

 

traveler's check 

People can buy drafts {traveler's check}| to take to other countries, where banks and merchants accept them. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Banking>Banks 

 

central bank 

USA Federal Reserve System [1913], European Central Bank, and Bank of Japan {central bank} can raise and lower 

interest rates, loan money to banks, and require different percentages of reserves. 

 

commercial bank 

Banks {commercial bank}, created by Glass-Steagall Act, can accept deposits and must have deposit insurance. 

 

investment bank 

Banks {investment bank}, created by Glass-Steagall Act, do not accept deposits and so do not have classic bank 

runs. 

 

World Bank 

An international bank {World Bank}, supported by member contributions, loans money, with conditions, to troubled 

economies. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Banking>Shadow 

 

shadow banking system 

Investment banks, hedge funds, and the like {shadow banking system} perform banking functions. Instruments 

include auction-rate securities, structured investment vehicles, tender option bonds, variable-rate demand notes, and 

asset-backed commercial paper. 

 

auction rate security 

People can long-term lend {auction-rate security} to institutions, which weekly auction right to replace current 

lenders, to set interest rate, which holds until next auction. If no auction transaction happens, interest rate goes higher. 

Institution can have long-term financing, and investors can get in and out. 



 

collateralized debt obligation 

Mortgage pools {collateralized debt obligation} (CDO) haves shares, some with priority {senior share}. 

 

hedge fund 

Funds {hedge fund} can buy short and buy long. 

long 

Buying long means to buy now and wait for asset to rise in price. 

short 

Buying short means to borrow stock from owner, by using small down payment. Then sell stock at current price to 

someone else to get difference of price and down payment. Then buy stock from someone on or before due date. Then 

sell back to owner at specified price on specified date. Buying short expects price to fall, so future price is lower than 

current price. However, short sellers that have big losses can be unable to buy back stock. 

 

margin call 

Creditors can demand payment from borrowers {margin call}, typically when borrower's asset value or collateral 

value decreases, worrying creditors. Borrowers must then pay more down payment or sell asset to pay creditors. Selling 

makes asset values decrease and so can affect other creditors' confidence. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Finance 

 

actuary 

People {actuary}| calculate insurance premiums based on risks. 

 

amortize 

People can pay off debt in installments {amortize}|. 

 

arrears 

People can fail to make required payments {arrears}. 

 

balance sheet 

assets and liabilities statement {balance sheet}|. 

 

bank rate 

Central bank has an interest rate {bank rate}| charged to banks. 

 

bankruptcy business 

Producers can have no more net assets {bankruptcy, business}| and fail. 

 

book value 

Accounting, not market value, can determine business value {book value}|. 

 

brokerage 

Organizations {brokerage}| can arrange securities trades. 

 

capital account balance 

Asset buying and selling have balance {capital account balance}. 

 

capitalization 

Businesses calculate capital present value {capitalization}|, using interest rate and expected future returns from 

capital. 

 

capitalized 

Businesses can have all needed capital from investors {capitalized}|. 

 



carrying charge 

installment-payment interest {carrying charge}|. 

 

cost 

Businesses have expenses {cost} for investment, labor, resources, land, capital, interest payments, and taxes. 

 

debit 

amount owed or lost {debit}|. 

 

derivative 

Securities can be in a combined package {derivative, finance}|. 

 

demurrage 

Retaining item to ship or empty container to return can incur rent or penalty {demurrage}|. 

 

double entry 

Accountants can illegally record financial transactions in two categories {double entry}|. 

 

liquidity 

Goods and services have varying exchange ease {liquidity}|. 

 

receiver of property 

People {receiver, bankruptcy}| can hold and manage other's property during court proceedings, such as bankruptcy. 

 

remittance 

payment {remittance}|. 

 

requisition 

Documents {requisition}| can request money to make purchase. 

 

revenue 

All products business makes are sold at same market price {marginal revenue} {revenue}|. To obtain maximum 

profit, quantity produced must make marginal cost equal price. This is true in both competitive and monopoly markets, 

but price will be higher in monopoly. Businesses calculate total costs and total revenues at different prices and outputs 

{break-even chart}, to find the one equal point {break-even point}. Price-setting methods {average cost pricing} can 

add percentage of average total cost to average total cost. 

 

sinking fund 

Money {sinking fund}| can be in reserve to pay debt. 

 

venture capital 

Investors can use their wealth {venture capital}| to start businesses. 

 

windfall 

Unusual market conditions can cause people to receive extra money or goods {windfall}. 

 

working capital 

Capital {working capital}| can earn return. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Finance>Securities 

 

security for finance 

Bonds and stocks {security, money}| trade in stock or bond markets. Buying and selling establishes business or 

corporation actual and perceived value. Securities have probabilities {risk, loss} that they will have no dividend or 

interest or that they will lose market value. 

 



bond as security 

Businesses, including corporations, issue indebtedness certificates {bond, finance}| to obtain money, without 

ownership rights. Bondholders loan money to businesses. Business property is security lien for bond-debt principal and 

interest. Preferred stocks are also liens against company. Business property value minus outstanding-bond value is 

business net value. 

 

capital gain 

Securities can increase in market value {capital gain}|. Securities can lose market value {capital loss}. 

 

growth stock 

Corporations can emphasize rapid capital expansion {growth stock}| or emphasize dividends. 

 

price-earnings ratio 

Yield can divide into market value {price-earnings ratio}| to establish security value. 

 

return on bond 

Bonds have interest rates {return}. 

 

yield on securities 

Stocks can have dividends {yield from stock}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Finance>Securities>Value 

 

market value 

Stocks and bonds have value {market value}| determined in the market. 

 

par value 

Stocks and bonds have specified value {par value}| at issue. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Finance>Stock Market 

 

bear market 

Securities markets can have average price going up {bear market}|. 

 

bull market 

Securities markets can have average price going down {bull market}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Finance>Stock Market>Kinds 

 

board of trade 

Markets {board of trade}| {trade board} can be for exchanging commodities. 

 

bourse 

French securities market {bourse}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Finance>Scale 

 

economies of scale 

Costs can decrease in expansion, if people can buy more quantities more cheaply {external economies} {economies 

of scale, finance}|, plants can specialize, or plants approach full capacity. 

 

isoquant 

Businesses calculate different factor combinations that can produce same amount {isoquant}. 

 



optimum scale 

Businesses calculate average total cost compared to business size, find size {optimum scale}| with lowest average 

total cost, and choose output rate {capacity, output} with lowest total cost. 

 

planning curve 

Businesses calculate average total cost compared to business size {planning curve}, find size with lowest average 

total cost, and choose output rate with lowest total cost. 

 

production possibilities 

The same production units can produce different good or service amounts {production possibilities curve}| 

{production frontier}. 

 

productivity in business 

Businesses calculate demand for production factor {productivity, business}|. 

 

value added 

Businesses calculate output value minus material cost {value added}| for production steps. 

 

variable proportions law 

Factor marginal product decreases if quantity increases relative to other factors {variable proportions law} {law of 

variable proportions}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Finance>Margins 

 

marginal cost 

Businesses calculate cost of adding one more output unit {marginal cost}|. Marginal costs decrease with increased 

production, at low output levels. Marginal costs level off as production reaches normal plant capacity. Marginal costs 

rise as plant nears production capacity and rise markedly when plant expands. 

 

marginal product 

Businesses calculate additional output produced by adding one production-factor unit {marginal product}|. Revenue 

derived from extra output {marginal revenue product, price} equals price and marginal cost. Factor increases in 

marginal product if other factors increase, quality increases, new technology works with that factor, factor is important 

in overall economy, or factor has limited amounts. Factors can have fixed supply and be capable of only one use: 

houses, zoned land, and people with unique talents. 

 

marginal productivity 

When businesses produce goods or services, the most-recent ones have production rates {marginal productivity}. 

Marginal productivity diminishes as time spent increases, because labor tires, capital wears, and natural resources and 

land are harder to exploit. Production units can produce good or service, in given time with given resources and 

technology. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Freight 

 

freight 

Cargo or goods {freight} are in vehicles or vessels. 

 

common carrier of freight 

transportation company {common carrier}|. 

 

free alongside 

no extra charge for shipping and unloading {free alongside}| (FAS). 

 

free on board 

no extra charge for shipping and leaving in container {free on board}| (FOB). 

 



lading 

freight {lading}|. 

 

manifest list 

Lists {manifest}| can show passengers or freight. 

 

registry of ships 

Ships officially belong to country {registry}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Manufacturing 

 

byproduct 

Secondary goods or wastes {byproduct} can appear while manufacturing another good. 

 

job lot 

Miscellaneous items can sell as set {job lot}|. 

 

lot 

land plot or set of items {lot}|. 

 

mass production 

Technology has enabled businesses to assemble many products continuously {mass production}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Production 

 

production in business 

Labor, machines, factories, land, and natural resources make goods or perform services {production, economics}. 

Businesses {producer} supply goods or services. Households demand and consume products. 

 

output in economics 

To produce consumer goods and services {output, economics}| {economic output}, businesses must use production 

units. Production units make goods or services. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Production>Technology 

 

technology 

Automation {technology} can result in greater production at less cost, with less labor and higher paying jobs. 

 

automation 

In many tasks, capital can substitute for labor {automation}|, resulting in greater production at less cost, with less 

labor but higher paying jobs. 

 

standardization 

Mass production makes each good the same way {standardization}|, which allows interchangeable parts. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Production>Factors 

 

production factor 

Goods and services {factor of production} {production factor}| {productive resource} can be for business 

production. Labor is a production factor. 

 

capital 

Business assets {capital, business}| can be actual equipment {real capital}, existing capital {capital stock}, or money 

{money capital} that can be for investment. Businesses add new capital each period {capital flow}. Capital has a 

percentage return per year on cost {marginal revenue product, capital}. Investment in capital is wise if capital marginal 



revenue product is higher than interest rate. Ideally, interest rate equals national capital average marginal revenue 

product. 

 

capital good 

Produced goods {capital good}| can be production factors. Goods and services, such as education, can be both 

capital and consumer goods. 

 

opportunity cost 

Good or service production factors can produce other goods or services that have value {opportunity cost}|. If all 

markets are working correctly, actual good or service cost equals opportunity cost. If costs are different, market makes 

more low-cost good, its price decreases, other-good price increases, and finally prices and costs are equal. If two costs 

are equal, true good-or-service value is price. 

 

production unit 

To produce consumer goods and services, businesses must use labor, capital, land, and natural-resource coordinated 

sets {production unit}|. 

 

natural resource 

Land and raw materials {natural resource}| can be production factors. Raw materials can be production factors if 

process requires them, they require discovery, and/or they require extraction. Abundant and easily available natural 

resources are not production factors. Producers typically waste them. 

 

scarcity 

Production means are natural resources, land, labor, and capital and have limited amounts {scarcity}|. Therefore, 

making goods or services prevents making something else. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Production>Factors>Labor 

 

labor 

Jobs {labor} are essential to workers, but employers actually do not need that particular worker. 

competition 

Economies typically have surplus labor. Employers can hire and fire at will. Employer agreements can restrict 

competition for labor. Workers typically have limited knowledge of other available jobs. Governments and non-profit 

agencies can create job clearinghouses {unemployment office}. Governments, businesses, and non-profit agencies 

provide vocational training. 

compensation 

Manual laborers, semi-skilled workers, and skilled workers usually get wages. Managers and white-collar workers 

usually get weekly, monthly, or yearly salaries. Professionals get fees for services. 

rules 

Jobs have work rules, such as break times, regular hours, overtime rules, retirement, and temporary layoff periods. 

Jobs also have safety rules, promotion policies, and grievance procedures. 

benefits 

Many companies provide benefits, such as health insurance, eye insurance, dental insurance, life insurance, and 

accident insurance. Other benefits are vacations, sick leave, and bereavement leave. 

labor problems 

Problems with work are boredom, powerlessness, no craft, meaninglessness, isolation, and alienation. 

 

human relations movement 

Besides physical conditions, work-group structure and supervision style affect productivity {human relations 

movement}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Production>Factors>Labor>Union 

 

union for workers 

Workers can unite into organizations {union, worker}|. Unions participate in collective bargaining, politics, and 

labor-force control and strive for job protection, equal justice, better wages, and better working conditions. Law allows 



laborer associations. Large unions can have local branches {local union}. Unions {industrial union} can be industry-

wide. Unions {trade union} can be for specialized workers. 

 

checkoff of dues 

Unions can deduct union dues from paychecks in advance {checkoff}|. 

 

collective bargaining 

Union representatives and management representatives negotiate contract between labor and management 

{collective bargaining}|. 

 

shape-up 

Daily gatherings {shape-up} of unionized longshoremen allow boss to choose that day's workers. 

 

right-to-work law 

States can allow open shop, using laws {right-to-work law}| that guarantee open shops. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Production>Factors>Labor>Union>Shop 

 

union shop 

States can require unionized businesses to hire only union members {union shop}| {closed shop}. 

 

open shop 

States can allow businesses to hire any worker {open shop}|. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Production>Factors>Labor>Strike 

 

strike by workers 

States allow workers to refuse to work {strike, worker}| without being fired, for just cause. Workers have right to 

refuse to work until they have better conditions. 

 

walkout 

Workers can strike {wildcat strike} {walkout} without union authorization. 

 

scab as strikebreaker 

Businesses can hire non-union members {scab, strikebreaker}| {strikebreaker}, to work in place of striking workers 

to try to break strike. 
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absenteeism 

regular absence {absenteeism}|. 

 

boondoggle 

Work can have no useful result {boondoggle}. 

 

calling 

vocation {calling}. 

 

layoff 

temporary no work and no pay periods {layoff}|. 

 

leisure 

Worker time {leisure} can be not on production. 

 

lockout 

Businesses can refuse to let workers work {lockout}|. 



 

nepotism 

Businesses can have favoritism toward relatives {nepotism}|. 

 

Peter Principle 

In hierarchies, employees rise until they reach jobs that they are unable to do {Peter Principle}. 

 

preferment 

promotion {preferment}|. 

 

seniority 

employment length {seniority}|. 

 

time-and-motion study 

Jobs have motions that take time {time-and-motion study}. 

 

turnover of labor 

Switching jobs {turnover, job}| happens often in modern business. 

 

vocation 

job {vocation}. 

 

walking papers 

termination notice {walking papers}. 
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assembly line 

Unfinished goods can move on conveyor belts or movable platforms {assembly line}|, where workers can add parts. 

 

continuous process technology 

Automatic product flow {continuous process technology}| needs only maintenance and repair, with little labor. 

 

corvee 

Local governments can require citizens to perform needed tasks, such as repairing roads, for small or no 

compensation {corvée}. Labor can substitute for paying tax. Feudal-estate lords had the right to require vassals to work 

free for one day. 

 

craftwork 

Hand-made goods {craftwork}| use labor less efficiently. 

 

impressment 

Governments can confiscate objects. Navies can make people work in navy by force {impressment}|. 

 

moonlighting 

People can choose to have more income by working at two or more jobs at once {moonlighting}|. 

 

piecework 

People can receive pay for items {piecework}| {piece good}. 

 

practical art 

skill in trade {practical art}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Production>Factors>Labor>Job>Shift 

 



swing shift 

People can work at night or evening {swing shift}|. 

 

split shift 

People can work hours on two different shifts {split shift}|. 
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emolument 

compensation {emolument}. 

 

gratuity 

tip {gratuity}. 

 

honorarium 

lecture fee {honorarium}|. 

 

kickback 

People who arrange transactions can get part {kickback}| of profits. 

 

minimum wage 

Most states require minimum hourly wage {minimum wage}|. 

 

payola 

Presenters can receive payment {payola}| to present someone's work. 

 

rake-off 

bribe {rake-off}. 

 

salary 

Managers and white-collar workers usually get weekly, monthly, or yearly pay {salary}. 

 

stipend 

service payment {stipend}|. 

 

valuable consideration 

Value {valuable consideration} can exchange for performing contract. 

 

wage 

Manual laborers, semi-skilled workers, and skilled workers usually get hourly pay {wage}. 

 

SOCI>Economics>Microeconomics>Production>Factors>Labor>Job>Benefit 

 

annuity 

Investments {annuity}| can pay investor regularly after maturity. 

 

expense account 

Businesses can pay expenses using account {expense account}|. 

 

fringe benefit 

Most companies pay for insurance, vacations, and so on {fringe benefit}|. 

 

leave 

People can get permitted absence from work for long period {leave}|. 

 



pension 

Many companies pay workers after retirement {pension}|. 

 

severance pay 

Employers can pay money {severance pay}| when terminating employees. 

 

unemployment compensation 

Governments often pay unemployed people until they find a job {unemployment compensation}|. 
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philanthropy 

People can pay for others' charitable activities {philanthropy}|, such as assisting poor people, educating people, 

promoting artistic endeavors, or providing better health. 

 

community chest 

Communities can establish foundations {community chest}| into which people can contribute money to disburse for 

community good. 

 

endowment 

Charitable institutions can keep money {endowment}| contributed in the past and only spend interest or value 

increase. 
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economics in history 

economics 

Earth 

1800 to 2007 

Economics includes business administration, macroeconomics, and microeconomics. 
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Frank Bunker Gilbreth [Gilbreth, Frank Bunker]/Lillian Moller Gilbreth [Gilbreth, Lillian Moller] 

engineer 

USA 

1904 to 1924 

He lived 1868 to 1924. She lived 1878 to 1972. They studied industrial production methods and quality controls. He 

studied job-task times and motions {time-and-motion study, Gilbreth}. He analyzed motions into elements {therblig}. 

 

Frederick M. Taylor [Taylor, Frederick M.] 

economist 

USA 

1906 to 1929 

Some Chapters on Money [1906]; Principles of Scientific Management [1911]; Guidance of Production in a Socialist 

State [1929] 

He lived 1855 to 1932, advocated market socialism, and studied management {Taylorism}. He studied job-task 

times and motions {time-and-motion study, Taylor}. 

 

Henri Fayol [Fayol, Henri] 

sociologist 

Paris, France 

1916 

General and Industrial Management [1916] 

He lived 1841 to 1925 and discussed rational and efficient business administration, including central control, labor 

division, hierarchical command, ordered and stable processes, and initiative. He had five principles: forecasting and 



planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating, and controlling. He stated 14 management principles: labor 

specialization and division, authority with corresponding responsibility, discipline, unified command, unified direction, 

individual-interest subordination to general interest, staff remuneration, centralization, scalar authority chain, order, 

equity, tenure stability, initiative, and esprit de corps. 

 

Chester I. Barnard [Barnard, Chester I.] 

businessman 

USA 

1938 

Functions of the Executive [1938] 

He lived 1886 to 1961 and wrote about the ideal administrator. Good administration depends on analysis, authority, 

communication, decision-making, expansion, goals, motivation, and purpose. 

Business analysis requires looking for process critical, limiting, and strategic factors and making decisions to address 

these factors. Then further analysis finds new critical, limiting, and strategic factors. Good analysis uses past 

experience, connects decisions, analyzes decision-making process itself, and facilitates limiting options. 

To have authority to lead, executive must be moral and qualified. Authority depends on subordinate acceptance of 

executive. The moral code defines authority levels, emphasizes loyalty to organization purposes, and sets goal to strive 

for excellence. 

Communication is official, is only for employees, comes from communication center through accepted channels, 

goes through all proper stages, preferably only one stage, comes from authority, is authenticatable, and comes from 

someone responsible. 

Executive decisions mostly limit choices. Consequence anticipations and results after previous actions limit choices. 

High-level decisions involve purposes and personnel. Middle-level decisions involve technical, economic, and social 

problems. Low-level decisions involve means to ends. Executives can protect themselves against decision criticism, by 

documentation and superiors' approval. Executives can ensure that authorities make decisions and take responsibility. 

Organization must expand to gain more incentives for workers. 

Organization has two main goals, which executive leads and to which organization adapts. The first goal is to reach 

organization purpose. The second goal is to motivate individuals. Meeting both goals requires willingness to cooperate 

among all employees, communication between all employees, and accepted purpose for organization. Purpose must be 

relevant to customers or environment, be attainable given resources and people, and fit with employee desires and 

hopes. Executive can motivate by distributing rewards in the most-efficient way, based on people's powers, wishes, 

needs, and abilities, to keep people satisfied. Direct incentives alone are not enough to satisfy employees. Propaganda, 

education, and training can persuade people. Technology, education, and opportunities to do more are other rewards. 

Executive must remember that people can always think about doing something else instead. Social relations can 

contribute to success but must be compatible with organization purposes. 

As for motivation, best results happen if people have high pay and then give full value in return. Return value 

typically seems small to person giving it. 

Purposes about family, religion, or country are personal, but business purposes are impersonal. All intentions, acts, 

and ideas communicate business purposes, to persuade people to accept them. Business purpose has parts that 

specialists can do, by place, time, other people required, resources, and methods. 

 

Mary Parker Follett [Follett, Mary Parker] 

economist 

USA 

1970 

Dynamic Administration [1970] 

She lived 1868 to 1933 and invented administration law of the situation. 

 

Jim Collins [Collins, Jim] 

sociologist 

USA 

2001 

Good-to-Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap... and Others Don't [2001] 

Level 1 is Highly Capable Individual. Level 2 is Contributing Team Member. Level 3 is Competent Manager. Level 

4 is Effective Leader. Level 5 {Level 5 Leadership} is Executive. Good executives are humble or quiet, are strong-

willed, require self-discipline, sacrifice self for company, take responsibility, listen to and credit others, work for long-



term company gain, and have high standards. They are not outsiders or flamboyant persons. They do not have 

charisma. They do not impose discipline. 

Determine what company can do best, choose best method for cash flow and profits, choose main indicator, and 

have passion inside {Hedgehog Concept}. 
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Thomas Robert Malthus [Malthus, Thomas Robert] 

economist/mathematician 

London, England 

1798 

Essay on the Principle of Population [1798] 

He lived 1766 to 1834 and said that population increases until limited by environment. 

 

David Ricardo [Ricardo, David] 

economist 

England 

1817 

Principles of Political Economy and Taxation [1817] 

He lived 1772 to 1823 and studied rents and agriculture and invented labor theory of value and growth. Land 

scarcity as population increases causes diminishing returns from agriculture, so food prices rise relative to other prices. 

Workers wages rise and reduce profit rates. With no incentive for investing, output, capital, and labor remain constant 

from then on. Rising wages cause even higher population and bring wages back down to subsistence level. Rents 

depend on land agricultural uses. 

 

Alfred Marshall [Marshall, Alfred] 

economist 

Cambridge, England 

1890 

Principles of Economics [1890] 

He lived 1842 to 1924 and invented equation relating money supply to income, utility and cost pricing {Cambridge 

equation, Marshall}. 

 

Vilfredo Pareto [Pareto, Vilfredo] 

economist/sociologist 

Italy 

1896 to 1916 

Course of Political Economy [1896 to 1897]; Manual of Political Economy [1906]; Textbook of General Sociology 

[1916] 

He lived 1848 to 1923 and studied social stability, talent, and governing class. If people have defined preferences 

between all good and service pairs, Pareto optimum goods-and-services distribution happens, if no one person can 

satisfy more preferences while leaving other people the same. 

Politics 

People's emotions or beliefs {residues}, of which there are six types, cause actions, which people then justify 

{derivations}. Residues include need to associate with others, need to maintain social groups, and tendency to combine 

things. 

 

Thorstein Veblen [Veblen, Thorstein] 

economist 

USA 

1899 to 1904 

Theory of the Leisure Class [1899]; Theory of Business Enterprise [1904] 

He lived 1857 to 1929. 

 

John Maynard Keynes [Keynes, John Maynard] 

economist 



England 

1921 to 1936 

Treatise on Probability [1921]; Treatise on Money [1930]; General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money 

[1936] 

He lived 1883 to 1946 and studied marginal propensities. He suggested deficit spending to expand economy. 

Epistemology 

If alternatives have no known probabilities, they receive equal probability {indifference principle} {insufficient 

reason principle} {principle of indifference} {principle of insufficient reason}. This principle is not true because, if all 

probabilities are equal, people cannot learn from experience. 

 

Ragnar Frisch [Frisch, Ragnar] 

economist 

Norway 

1926 to 1965 

On a problem in pure economics [1926: began Neo-Walrasian research] 

He lived 1895 to 1973 and started econometrics. He invented econometric time series [1927], impulse-propagation 

business cycles [1933], econometric linear regression analysis [1934], and production theory [1965]. 

 

Jan Tinbergen [Tinbergen, Jan] 

economist 

Netherlands 

1930 to 1951 

Determination and Interpretation of Supply Curves [1930]; Econometric Approach to Business Cycle Problems 

[1937]; Econometrics [1951] 

He lived 1903 to 1994 and invented first national-economy model [1937]. 

 

Wassily Leontief [Leontief, Wassily] 

economist 

USA 

1933 to 1966 

Use of Indifference Curves in the Analysis of Foreign Trade [1933]; Structure of the American Economy, 1919-1939 

[1941]; Pure Theory of the Guaranteed Annual Wage Contract [1946]; Input-Output Economics [1966] 

He lived 1906 to 1999 and studied input-output analysis. USA exports labor-intense goods and imports capital-

intensive goods {Leontief paradox} [1953]. It is because USA had trade surplus. 

 

Oskar Lange [Lange, Oskar] 

economist 

Poland 

1934 to 1937 

Notes on the Determinateness of the Utility Function [1934]; On the Economic Theory of Socialism [1936 to 1937] 

He lived 1904 to 1965 and advocated market socialism. 

 

Joseph Schumpeter [Schumpeter, Joseph] 

economist 

Austria/USA 

1942 to 1951 

Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy [1942 and 1951] 

He lived 1883 to 1950 and studied entrepreneurs, innovation, and economic development. Capitalists manage, save, 

take risks, and supervise. Capitalists can save profits. Capitalists are at risk from business failure or trouble but have 

ownership as cushion. Capitalists use their social and economic power to get the most rewards and try to minimize 

rewards to workers. Capital tends to accumulate but has unfair distribution. Management can decentralize. Workers can 

supervise workers. Workers are at risk from business failure or trouble but have no ownership as cushion and cannot 

save profits. 

 

Simon Kuznets [Kuznets, Simon] 

economist 



USA 

1948 

National Income: A New Version [1948] 

He lived 1901 to 1985, found Kuznets business cycles, and studied national income growth. 

 

Paul Samuelson [Samuelson, Paul] 

economist 

USA 

1948 to 1960 

Economics [1948]; Balanced Growth under Constant Returns to Scale [1953: with Robert M. Solow]; Complete 

Capital Model Involving Heterogeneous Capital Goods [1956: with Robert M. Solow]; Linear Programming and 

Economic Analysis [1958: with R. Dorfman and Robert M. Solow]; Analytical Aspects of Anti-Inflation Policy [1960: 

with Robert M. Solow, about Phillips Curve] 

He lived 1915 to ?. 

 

Kenneth Arrow [Arrow, Kenneth] 

economist 

USA 

1951 

Social Choice and Individual Values [1951] 

He lived 1921 to ? and invented Arrow social welfare theorem. All markets balance supply and demand if in 

competitive equilibrium {general equilibrium theory}. 

Individuals typically have preference orders among candidates when voting or among products and services when 

buying. Similarly, groups have preference orders among candidates or products and services. Individuals cannot 

significantly affect group preferences, because no person has significantly greater wealth, power, or influence than 

other people. Group preferences typically are sums of individual preferences, because votes or purchases add. 

Preferences can be independent. If these conditions are true, no method exists that guarantees that group preference 

order is consistent with sum of individual preference orders {voting paradox, Arrow} {Arrow paradox}. 

 

Gérard Debreu [Debreu, Gérard] 

economist 

France/USA 

1951 to 1975 

Theory of Value [1959: Neo-Walrasian theory] 

He lived 1921 to ? and studied general equilibrium models {Arrow-Debreu model}, working with Kenneth Arrow 

[1954]. He worked on First and Second Welfare theorems [1951 and 1954], utility function for preference ordering 

[1954], quasi-equilibrium [1962], unique equilibria [1970], smooth preferences {differential calculus for economics} 

[1972], and core convergence rate [1975]. He made core convergence theorem [1962 to 1963], with Herbert Scarf. His 

market demand functions [1974] resulted in Debreu-Sonnenschein-Mantel theorem. 

 

Milton Friedman [Friedman, Milton] 

economist 

USA 

1953 to 1982 

Essays in Positive Economics [1953]; Theory of the Consumption Function [1957]; Optimum Quantity of Money 

and Other Essays [1969]; Capitalism and Freedom [1982: with Rose Friedman] 

He lived 1912 to 2006, studied money supply and free markets, and suggested negative income tax. Capitalism is the 

most-efficient economic system. Capitalists manage, supervise, assume risks, and save. Capitalism provides individual 

economic and social freedom. 

 

Robert M. Solow [Solow, Robert M.] 

economist 

USA 

1956 

Balanced Growth under Constant Returns to Scale [1953: with Paul A. Samuelson]; Complete Capital Model 

Involving Heterogeneous Capital Goods [1956: with Paul A. Samuelson]; Contribution to the Theory of Economic 



Growth [1956]; Linear Programming and Economic Analysis [1958: with Robert Dorfman and Paul A. Samuelson]; 

Analytical Aspects of Anti-Inflation Policy [1960: with Paul A. Samuelson, about Phillips Curve]; Growth Theory: An 

exposition [1970] 

He lived 1924 to ? and studied growth [1956 to 1970]. He helped make constant elasticity-of-substitution production 

function [1961]. He studied long-run multiplier [1973]. 

 

John Kenneth Galbraith [Galbraith, John Kenneth] 

economist 

USA 

1958 to 1967 

Affluent Society [1958]; New Industrial State [1967] 

He lived 1908 to ? and studied government social policy. 

 

Robert Heilbroner [Heilbroner, Robert] 

economist 

USA 

1962 

Making of Economic Society [1962] 

He lived 1919 to 2005. 

 

Amartya K. Sen [Sen, Amartya K.] 

economist 

India 

1982 to 1992 

Choice, Welfare and Measurement [1982]; Inequality Reexamined [1992] 

He lived 1933 to ?. Value does not depend only on individual preferences {welfarism}. Goodness depends on 

people's average well-being {outcome utilitarianism}. 

 

George Soros [Soros, George] 

economist 

USA 

1994 

Theory of Reflexivity [1994] 

He lived 1930 to ? and invented a theory {theory of reflexivity} {reflexivity theory}. 
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Maria Edgeworth [Edgeworth, Maria] 

novelist 

Ireland 

1800 

Castle Rackrent [1800] 

She lived 1767 to 1849 and wrote about rent. 

 

William Stanley Jevons [Jevons, William Stanley] 

economist/philosopher 

England 

1862 to 1882 

General Mathematical Theory of Political Economy [1862: marginal-utility theory of value]; Coal Question [1865]; 

Theory of Political Economy [1871]; Principles of Science [1874]; State in Relation to Labour [1882] 

He lived 1835 to 1882. He started the marginalist revolution [1871] and developed marginal-utility theory of value. 

He advocated deductive science based on probability. In logic, he studied inclusive OR and developed logic of similar 

objects. 

 

Carl Menger [Menger, Carl] 

economist 



Austria 

1871 to 1892 

Principles of Economics [1871]; Method of the Social Sciences with Special Reference to Economics [1883]; 

Theory of Capital [1888]; Money [1892] 

He lived 1840 to 1921, started the marginalist revolution [1871], and founded Austrian School. There was 

Methodenstreit {methodological debate} between German Historical School and Austrian School [1884]. 

 

Léon Walras [Walras, Léon] or Marie-Ésprit-Léon Walras [Walras, Marie-Ésprit-Léon] 

economist 

France 

1874 

Elements of Pure Economics [1874] 

He lived 1834 to 1910, created general equilibrium theory [1874], and founded Lausanne School. His student was 

Vilfredo Pareto. He contributed to the marginalist revolution. 

 

Walter Dill Scott [Scott, Walter Dill] 

economist 

USA 

1923 

Personnel Management [1923: with Robert C. Clothier] 

He lived 1869 to 1955 and studied scientific management theory. 

 

James D. Mooney [Mooney, James D.] 

economist 

USA 

1931 to 1939 

Onward Industry [1931: with A. C. Reiley]; Principles of Organization [1939: with A. C. Reiley] 

He lived 1884 to ? and studied scientific management theory. 

 

Alan C. Reiley [Reiley, Alan C.] 

economist 

USA 

1931 to 1939 

Onward Industry [1931: with J. D. Mooney]; Principles of Organization [1939: with J. D. Mooney] 

He studied scientific management theory. 

 

Luther Gulick [Gulick, Luther] 

economist 

USA 

1937 

Notes on the Theory of Organization [1937] 

He lived 1865 to 1918 and studied administrative management theory. His wife was Charlotte Gulick [1865 to 

1938]. They started Camp Fire Girls in 1910. 

 

Lyndall F. Urwick [Urwick, Lyndall F.] 

economist 

USA 

1937 to 1955 

Making of Scientific Management [1937: with Edward Brech]; Pattern of Management [1955] 

He lived 1891 to 1983 and studied scientific management theory. 

 

Peter F. Drucker [Drucker, Peter F.] 

economist 

Austria/USA 

1939 to 1966 

End of Economic Man [1939]; Effective Executive [1966] 



He lived 1909 to ? and studied non-profit business policy. 

 

Fritz Roethlisberger [Roethlisberger, Fritz] 

economist 

USA 

1941 

Management and Morale [1941] 

He studied behavior and human relations. 

 

George Bernard Dantzig [Dantzig, George Bernard] 

economist 

USA 

1947 to 1963 

Linear Programming and Extensions [1963]; simplex method [1947] 

He lived 1914 to 2005 and invented linear-programming simplex method, for operations research. 

 

Tjalling C. Koopmans [Koopmans, Tjalling C.] 

economist 

USA 

1951 

Analysis of Production as an Efficient Combination of Activities [1951: editor] 

He lived 1910 to 1985 and used activity analysis model, instead of production function. 

 

Abraham Zaleznik [Zaleznik, Abraham] 

economist 

USA 

1951 

Foreman Training in a Growing Enterprise [1951] 

He studied leadership and organizational behavioral theory. 

 

Warren Bennis [Bennis, Warren] 

economist 

USA 

1957 

Changing Organizations [1957] 

He lived 1925 to ? and studied leadership. 

 

James G. March [March, James G.] 

economist 

USA 

1958 

Organizations [1958: with H. Guetzkow and Herbert Simon] 

He studied systems theory or decision theory. 

 

Douglas McGregor [McGregor, Douglas] 

economist 

USA 

1960 

Human Side of Enterprise [1960] 

He studied organizational behavioral theory. 

 

Richard M. Cyert [Cyert, Richard M.] 

economist 

USA 

1963 

Behavioral Theory of the Firm [1963: with R. G. March] 



He studied systems theory or decision theory. 

 

Alfred P. Sloan [Sloan, Alfred P.] 

economist 

USA 

1964 

My Years with General Motors [1964] 

He lived 1875 to 1966 and led General Motors. 

 

Rensis Likert [Likert, Rensis] 

economist 

USA 

1967 

Human Organization [1967] 

He studied organizational behavioral theory. 

 

Alfred D. Chandler, Jr. [Chandler, Jr., Alfred D.] 

economist 

USA 

1971 

Business History as Institutional History [1971] 

He lived 1918 to ? and studied actual business policy. 

 

Robert Lucas, Jr. [Lucas, Jr., Robert] 

economist 

USA 

1972 to 1987 

Expectations and the Neutrality of Money [1972]; Econometric Policy Evaluation: A Critique [1976: Lucas 

critique]; Models of Business Cycles [1987] 

He reintroduced representative agents. Government-policy, culture, or expectation changes can change relationships 

between economic variables, so some predictions using historical data are inaccurate {Lucas Critique}. He invented 

theory of Real Business Cycles, with Finn E. Kydland and Edward C. Prescott, based on John Muth's rational 

expectations hypothesis [1961]. 

 

Chris Argyris [Argyris, Chris] 

economist 

USA 

1976 to 1978 

Increasing Leadership Effectiveness [1976]; Organizational Learning [1978] 

He lived 1923 to ? and studied organizational behavioral theory {double loop learning theory} [1976]. 

 

Thomas E. Copeland [Copeland, Thomas E.] 

economist 

USA 

1979 

Financial Theory and Corporate Policy [1979: with J. Fred Weston and Kuldeep Shastri] 

He studied actual business-policy stages: understanding problem or situation, deciding on solution, organizing 

resources, instructing participants, timing actions, and following results. 

 

David Smith [Smith, David] 

economist 

USA 

1987 

Rise and Fall of Monetarism [1987] 

He studied actual business policy. 

 



Clayton M. Christensen [Christensen, Clayton M.] 

economist 

USA 

1997 

Innovator's Dilemma [1997] 

He lived 1952 to ? and studied actual business policy. 
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education 

Educating students {education} can give larger perspective, more liberal viewpoint, weaker religious belief, and 

more sophistication. Education can provide philosophy that is useful, true, and meaningful. Education can explore 

ethical dilemmas, language uses, work environments, social situations, family relations, political activities, economic 

transactions, and dyadic relations. Students can try different environments, such as intellectual, creative, historical, 

problem solving, social, emotional, economic, aesthetic, work, family, sports, leisure, community, and cultures. 

Education can provide skills for getting jobs. Education can provide more independence. Students can learn to make 

decisions rationally. Students can become good citizens. 

principles 

Education has objectives. Curricula match development and encourage development. Opportunity is equal. Learning 

environment is safe, clean, and supportive. Education has many methods. Education is enjoyable. 

goals 

Education can be for its own sake, vocation, vocational skills, personal autonomy, obeying moral rules, character, 

citizenship, higher things in life, socialization, and self-understanding. 

goals: meaning 

Something meaningful is a worthwhile task to do, based on love of something or someone. Task must be possible. 

Activities associated with task must be pleasant. Goals are challenges that people can meet. People can make goals 

more important than selves and so become something more than self. 

goals: likes 

People like to share common goals with other people. People like to feel that they reach goals by their efforts. People 

like universals, to give meaning to existence and to systematize knowledge. People like to follow ideals. People like to 

master their environment and tasks. People like to strive to be better and have the best human qualities. People like 

curiosity. People like action, adventure, challenge, and variety, with minimal danger and freedom from dependency. 

People like to play. People like friends and lovers. People like to possess enough resources so they feel no scarcity and 

no constraint. People like to be secure and control their future and their children's future. People like to escape pain, 

suffering, and death. 

 

curriculum school 

Schools have programs of studies {curriculum}|. Curriculum can emphasize general education {liberal arts, 

curriculum} or specialization to prepare for work {industrial arts, curriculum}. 

 

personal autonomy 

Education helps know and choose goals for oneself {personal autonomy}|. 

 

SOCI>Education>Classroom 

 

classroom 

Classrooms {classroom, education} have activities, discipline, lesson plans, methods, and environments. 

materials 

Classrooms can have beanbag, bedspread, bench, blanket, book, bottle, box, brush, can, carpet, chair, chalkboard, 

cloth, clothes, crayon, dolly, drum, foam, glue, hammock, mat, musical instrument, paper clip, paint, paper, paste, 

pencil, pen, pillow, pin, punching bag, ramp, rope, rug, sand, scissors, seed, sofa, spring, staple, step stool, stick, string, 

Styrofoam, tire pump, tire tube, tool, towel, utensil, water, wheel, wire, and wood. 

army analogy 

Teachers lead drafted recruits. Like army, objectives have best presentation. 



hospital analogy 

Students are like patients, because they have problem that someone can cure. Teachers can treat students as if they 

have disease to cure. Students receive sympathy and care. Students follow prescriptions. Students participate in their 

diagnosis and treatment. Teachers diagnose, treat, monitor, and cure their patients, to patient satisfaction. Teachers 

explain expected results, time needed, and options. 

Teachers are like doctors, who help individuals by appointment or in emergency and have support from technicians 

and administrators. Like doctors, teachers are independent professionals. Like doctors, teachers have specialty or are 

general practitioners. Like doctors, teachers have experience levels: student, intern, resident, and doctor. Like doctors, 

teachers set hours, set fees, do research, and bill for services. Like doctors at teaching hospitals, teachers know their 

subject and know how to teach. Good doctors and teachers are kindly, helpful, understanding, sympathetic, 

knowledgeable, optimistic, happy, confident, funny, interested in subject, and interested in people. Students and 

patients participate in their treatment and good habits. 

Learning standards are like health standards. Schools have accreditation, like hospitals. Schools are spotless and 

clean, like hospitals. Patients never want to trash hospital, because it is for them and they need it badly. 

 

discipline in class 

Teachers can control student behavior {discipline, class}. 

classroom rules 

Have firm and fair rules. 

traits 

Have organized classroom. Have sympathy and understanding. 

behavior: first day 

On first class day, state expected behaviors and their rewards and punishable behaviors and their punishments. State 

that students must make choices, teacher makes no compromises, and discipline is top priority. Send letter to parents 

about philosophy and goals. 

behavior: lying 

If student lies, say, "You wish that" followed by lie. 

behavior: discipline 

To respond to bad behavior, state that bad behavior is unacceptable, state correct behavior, and apply consequence 

based on rules. Do not relent or change this procedure. Stop bad behavior immediately. State student feelings. Do not 

criticize or insult, boss or preach, accuse or threaten, or bribe or promise. Do not fight, argue, threaten, or abuse. Be 

active and vigilant against bad behavior. Do not ignore bad behavior. Do not stop lesson, only request bad behavior to 

stop by naming student. 

behavior: communication 

When disciplining, communicate calmly, clearly, and firmly. Give reasons for discipline. Write down offense, name, 

time, and place. Do not converse with student. Write consequences and reasons. Allow students to talk about their 

feelings. Praise good behavior. Ridicule, sarcasm, and punishment can cause avoidance. 

behavior: request 

Never demand anything, only request. When making requests of students, make request immediately after problem, 

with no delay. Do not allow delay in response. Follow up request. State request as student's choice: proper behavior or 

punishment. After refusal, repeat request, reason, and choice, and increase punishment, if necessary. 

problem causes 

Unhappiness, low success, low self-confidence, low personal identity, low self-worth, little love given or received, 

loneliness, failure, and defensiveness can cause student problems. 

punishment 

Punishment levels are the following. Write name. Subtract recess or lunch. Keep after school. Listen to tape 

recording. Call parents. Visit principal. Send home to parents. Students sent somewhere need escort. 

 

classroom environment 

Good classroom environments {classroom, environment} have few students, high expectations, high achievement, 

firm discipline, strict attendance, few interruptions, humor, complete materials for all students, continual activity, many 

teaching methods, trained teachers, full-time teachers, and few administrative tasks for teachers. 

classes 

Classes have one subject. 

authoritarianism 

Authoritarianism can cause conformity and shyness. Authoritarianism can cause defiance and escape. 



girls in high school 

Girls do not work well in junior high or high school, where students move from class to class. Students do not know 

teacher well, because teacher has too many students. Junior high and high school are not like real world, where people 

work on stable small teams. Elementary schools are more like home and work. 

 

course outline 

Course descriptions {course outline}| can have course name, credit units, semester, year, teacher, class hours, 

classroom, office location, and office hours. It lists study topics and textbooks by title, author, date, company, and city. 

It has attendance policy, class participation requirements, homework rules, laboratory rules, essay rules, extra credit 

work, reading, projects, papers, tests, final exam schedule, and final exam policy. 

Grading system includes percentages for laboratory, reading, papers, attendance, tests, and final exam. 

Course schedule has daily reading assignments, reviews, tests, and problems. 

Objectives can be vocabulary words, reasons how and why, problems, principles, processes, and people. 

 

grading 

Grades {grading, education} can be substitute for real understanding. 

 

homework 

Students can work at home {homework}|. Homework is doable in reasonable time. It practices something that 

students already know. It is not too difficult, so students do not copy. It is regular, not intermittent. It starts in class. 

Teacher checks it but does not grade it. If goal or activity is time or energy consuming, do one part at a time, as if it 

were many activities. 

 

lesson plan 

Plans {lesson plan} can have header, including subject/title, preparer, class name or level, time required, objectives, 

prerequisites needed, skills needed, and resources needed. 

heading section 

Subject: Making a Doctor Appointment and Using Health and Community Resources. Prepared By: teacher name. 

Level: Beginning ESL. Time: 3 hours. Objectives are to request doctor appointment, to answer secretary's questions, 

and to write appointment information obtained. Prerequisites are to identify and verbalize different sickness signs. 

Language Skills are request information, respond to questions, and describe physical problem. Resources are overhead 

projector, book, and attachment. 

warmup 

First lesson-plan part is Warm-Up and Review. Short lecture gives facts and definitions. Class discussion includes 

what topic is, who has done it, problems encountered, need to know it, and methods to use or alternatives. Personalized 

story states problem and solution. Demonstration from previous day uses objects and questions. Video shows previous 

day's work. Audio has previous day's work. 

warmup: section 

1. Tell class personal story about when call for doctor appointment was necessary. Example is "Last Monday, I got 

up to get ready for work, but my daughter woke up crying from headache and stomach ache. I felt her forehead. It was 

very hot. I had to call the doctor." 2. Start discussion using the following questions and answers: How can you find 

doctor name and number, in telephone book yellow or white pages? How can you use directory assistance, 411 for 

local calls, to help you find the number if you know the name? How did you get doctor when you needed one? How 

can you find the doctor you need, from friends and at work? 

Review is at class beginning and end. 

presentation 

Second lesson-plan part is Presentation. Demonstration uses objects and questions. Video shows work example. 

Audio has work example. Personalized story is about work. Attention is to main words and phrases. There are 

questions and answers about topic. 

presentation: section 

1. Show Attachment 1 on overhead projector. Let students name symptoms and sickness types. 2. Draw secretary on 

one board side and patient on other board side. Then write conversation on blackboard. Read conversation and explain 

vocabulary. Read conversation and let students repeat after you. Read secretary part while students read patient part and 

then reverse roles. Let women be the patient and men the secretary, and then reverse roles. Let one side be patient and 

let other side be secretary and then reverse roles. 



practice 

Third lesson-plan part is Practice. Worksheets have practice work for filling the blanks, choosing correct answer, or 

writing summary. Games practice the work, with teams. Group activities, auch as one-act plays with pairs, three or four 

people, or whole class, practice the work. Practice has two parts, with break between them. 

practice: section 

1. Pass out handout "Do you want to make an appointment?" Divide class into pairs. Students practice dialogues in 

pairs. Circulate around class helping and observing. 2. Have student pairs make up dialogues and practice, using 

handout as model. Class breaks at 1.5 hours, for 10 minutes. Practice: 3. Have students put down handout and practice. 

4. Have students write made-up dialogues. 5. Select volunteer pairs to read and act dialogues in class. 6. Select 

volunteers to make up dialogue in class, without using papers. Students perform step 5 or 6. 

application 

Fourth lesson-plan part is Application. Do new experiment. Have student-teacher dialog or student-student dialog. 

Make presentation to class. 

application: section 

1. Ask students to think about health problems that they or family members have had or about work health 

examinations. 2. Instruct them to find doctor name in that specialty. Tell them to make real appointment with that 

doctor for self, friend, or family member. 3. Ask them to be ready to relate how they felt while making that 

appointment. 

evaluation 

Fifth lesson-plan part is Evaluation. Oral quiz makes student respond to teacher. Written quiz fills in blanks, chooses 

correct answer, or writes summary. Class discussion can be about lesson value and improvements, including whether 

students learned it or not and if it was valuable or not. There can be questions and answers about lesson. 

evaluation: section 

1. Listen to student dialogues to check language-structure-and-usage mastery. Ask students if they feel confident 

enough to make real call for doctor appointment at home. 

homework 

Sixth lesson-plan part is Homework, such as reading, worksheets, or problems. 

homework: section 

1. Read in textbook. 2. Do worksheet. 3. Practice dialog with friend. 

library 

Seventh lesson-plan part is Library Materials, with reference list, supplementary materials, and extra reading. 

library: section 

1. Textbook. 2. ESL teacher handbook. 3. Video. 

 

library 

Libraries {library}| have no trouble with students, because students choose to be there, have reason to be there, and 

have job to do. Librarians always help them get job done. Students can find references in book or article in library. 

Students know reference works in library. 

 

textbook in education 

Books {textbook, education} can define words and mark them clearly, using definitions based on what typical 

students already know. Textbooks give reasons, examples, explanations, analogies, and context. Textbooks leave out 

unimportant details. Textbooks build from simple to complex. 

 

SOCI>Education>Classroom>Activities 

 

classroom activities 

Class activities {classroom, activities} are specific learning tasks, for both lower and higher skills. 

properties 

Activities can be pleasant, vivid, and important, with noise, touch, action, and personal interaction. 

discussion 

Teachers can group similar students together, require answers from groups, require evidence and reasons, and 

require no dominance in groups. Students discuss only among themselves. Teachers receive discussion results. Student 

ideas depend on limited knowledge and uncritical thinking. Teachers have probably heard all possible ideas from 

students after one year. Teachers comment on group ideas. Teachers allow feedback from students. 



drama 

Teachers can simulate real-life situation, as play. Teachers can let students defend and attack hypothesis. Teachers 

can read story and have students predict ending. Teachers can present case history of student from another culture. 

play 

Teachers can allow play for intuition, self-motivation, and action opportunities. 

practical activity 

Activities can demonstrate understanding and ability to use knowledge in real life. Students can do independent 

study projects, with library and other research. Students can perform volunteer work and community service. Students 

can have part-time job or internship. Students can visit community institutions. 

puzzles 

Teachers can present two different authorities that contradict each other. Teachers can present two passages with two 

different perspectives, for students to compare and contrast. Teachers can present paradox. Teachers can present data 

that is against common sense. Teachers can present data that contains problem. 

 

SOCI>Education>Classroom>Methods 

 

dialogue method 

In a class style {dialogue method}|, students present opinions and try different roles. Big round tables are best. 

Students have different seats each day. Students prepare for discussion by preparing answers to question sets. Students 

can lead discussions. Teachers summarize discussion and add questions. 

 

discovery method 

In a class style {experience method} {discovery method}| {induction method}, teachers pose situation or problem 

and ask students to find solution. 

method 

After exposure through field trip, project, or audio-visual, student can explore subject. Students express their feelings 

and beliefs, explain their ideas, find manipulation consequences, and reflect on their work when finished. 

effects 

Discovery teaches cooperation and material selection and organization. Discovery is good for curiosity and 

motivation. Discovery method is useful if much time is available. 

 

expository lesson 

Teachers can move around, demonstrate, use audio-visuals, use humor, pause, and gesture {expository lesson}| 

{lecture method}. 

purposes 

Lectures are for summarizing, explaining difficult topics, introducing, relating several things, and explaining 

logically or chronologically. 

properties 

Lectures state objective at beginning. Lectures emphasize main points. Lectures relate new ideas to old. To provide 

visual images, lectures use stories, personal feelings, case histories, contradictions, and demonstrations. 

reasoning 

Lectures use inductive reasoning by examples, leading to definition, solution, or principle. Lectures use deductive 

reasoning to define concept, compare to other ideas, analyze idea, give examples, and use in new situations. For logical 

structure, lectures use cause and effect, process, chronological order, classification, or comparison and contrast. 

 

group learning 

Groups can share and discuss ideas {group learning}. Students have roles. 

size 

Groups can have two students, three students, six to twenty students, or whole class. 

topics 

Problem can come from reading, contradiction, society, emotions, game, or case history. 

result 

Group reaches consensus after discussing ideas and experiences. Teacher and other groups review results. 

effects 

Students learn to express their ideas openly in real world, find friend, listen, and express personal things in way 

accepted by others. Groups practice group communication, improve group organization, study social or emotional 



problems, or work on large projects. Groups can have more and better ideas than individuals. Groups can set values for 

individuals. 

 

inquiry method 

In a class style {inquiry method}| {investigation method}, teachers solve problem by searching and thinking. 

Inquiries can teach cooperation, exploration, motor skills, research techniques, hypothesis building and testing, 

scientific method, and independence. Inquiries can increase motivation. Inquiries are useful only if much time is 

available. Inquiries can be in laboratory or in the field. 

 

programmed learning 

Class styles {programmed learning}| can use software program containing short steps, each about observable or 

measurable data, to build induction. Program knows all possible errors. Teacher supplements computer. 

 

recitation method 

In a class style {questioning method} {recitation method}|, teachers ask few questions, at all levels, to particular 

students by name. Recitation method is for after students are familiar with subject. Recitations are like formative 

information-recall tests. 

 

simulation method 

Class styles {simulation method}| {game method} can be for poor learners. 

 

tutorial 

Mentors can assist and judge student progress on independent projects or improvement programs {tutorial}|. 

Students are usually motivated already. Mentors set example for students. Because mentors judge work personally, 

high quality typically results. Tutorials are for independent study. 

 

SOCI>Education>Job 

 

job 

People can find jobs {job}. 

job 

Jobs differ in salary, status, power, and security. Industries and companies grow and prosper at different rates. 

Promotion possibility is low for small and poorly performing businesses and high for large or growing businesses. 

Small businesses need more leadership, while large ones require more fitting in. Personal growth is unlikely in jobs that 

require little knowledge. Jobs differ in travel frequency and distance. Jobs differ in relocation frequency. Jobs can be in 

cities, towns and rural areas, or outside country. 

Different organization types include governments, education, foundations, charities, other non-profits, large 

businesses, small businesses, franchises, partnerships, and individual ownership. Businesses can attract specific 

personality types. Different jobs require more or fewer people to work with, or to deal with. Jobs differ in responsibility 

and decision-making. Jobs can be quieter or have different smells. Jobs can require few or many supplies and 

equipment. Jobs can provide services to others or coerce and pressure others. Jobs require different knowledge levels. 

Jobs can have leisure time or be during seasons. Jobs can require problem solving. 

Businesses can be new or old. New businesses put more value on growth and creativity. Old businesses put more 

value on security. 

job: questions 

Which jobs do you want to do? What are your ideal jobs, in value order? What skills do you need for those jobs? Do 

you have or will have skills needed? Do you have schedule of when you will fulfill goals and acquire skills? Have you 

thought about problems and risks you have in meeting plans? Is job type that you want related to needs, values, goals, 

and skills? 

job: information 

Newspapers, family, friends, government employment agencies, private employment agencies, college placement 

agencies, job registers, and job-title books have job-type information. 

job: ad 

You typically must respond to 20 or more advertisements to get one interview. Newspapers, journals, and online 

sites have advertisements. Some specialize in industries or professions. Always check target company websites or ask 

companies by email or letter. 



Advertisements can have no company name {blind advertisement}, but usually they do {open advertisement}. 

Ten days after answering advertisement, resend letter and resume. 

job: conditions 

Conditions are travel, commute, physical danger, detailed work, repetition, reading, writing, noise, temperature, 

crowding, stress, task number, regular hours, decision-making, working with others, self-scheduling, rural or urban, 

moving, teams/projects, subbing, temp, and contract. 

network: current contacts 

Initial contact can start with people {contacts} whom you know will return call, such as family, friends, neighbors, 

and co-workers. Other contacts can be suppliers, customers, personal professionals, community organizations, 

professional organizations, alumni, and religious groups. 

Groups have networks, from which you can select people. 

Close contacts typically cannot articulate what you do or how you do it. You must inform them. 

You can list at least 10 initial contacts and typically 100. Use business cards, address books, email addresses, 

Christmas cards, and past correspondence to make list. 

network: relationship 

People can share their values, activities, and interests, such as among people in same family, company, religion, 

college, profession, political party, frequented businesses, or neighborhood {relationship network}. 

Get referrals, advice, information about companies and markets, and feedback about your communications. 

statements: differentiating 

State your achievements, attitudes, or values, relative to work, that distinguish you from others with similar skills. 

statements: previous organization 

Do not criticize previous company, managers, or workers. 

statements: alternative careers 

State what you want, perhaps want, and do not want as job objective, job roles/tasks, target market, location, 

company size, company culture, travel, and schedule. 

personal: age 

Age supplies experience and short learning time. Age allows company not to provide career paths or succession 

lines. Age provides mentors. Age allows project-oriented work, without thinking about future authority lines. However, 

age can limit skills and knowledge, requiring training. Age can require higher salary. Age can resist change. Age can 

mean discomfort with younger supervisors. Age can demand power and status. Age can cause sickness, tiredness, 

laziness, and low curiosity. Age can require security. Age can engender cynicism, rather than optimism. 

personal: feelings 

What feelings do you have about your present life? What makes you happy and why? What pattern or continuity is 

in your life? What are the main drives and motivations? 

personal: stress 

People can have depression, anxiety, and anger, especially after rejections. This can cause lowered activity. 

Confidence and worth feelings can decrease. Friends and colleagues avoid you. Work loss causes irregular schedules, 

less organization, and more procrastination. Unemployed people have all responsibility, with no help from co-workers 

or company resources. 

personal: goals 

What are your goals? What hopes do you have for the future? What things do you want to accomplish someday? 

Why do you want to do them? What do you wish and desire? Are you active, assertive, and confident enough to reach 

goals? Do you need, or like, help from someone else? 

personal: likes 

What things do you want to own or work with? What are pleasantest and most unpleasant memories, hobbies, 

people, places, activities, or achievements? Why were they good or not good? What things, people, and activities do 

you avoid? 

personal: traits 

Traits can be about personality opposites, such as extrovert/introvert or detail-oriented/high-level. 

personal: values 

Values are about what is important to you, what is important in society, and what most humans share. Personal 

values are about status, wealth, power, independence, risk-taking, control, religion, relations with people, reactions to 

mistakes, need for approval, and need for achievement. Societal values affect language, classes, education, government, 

law, economics, businesses, and associations. Human values are attitudes toward life, war/peace, love, hardship, and 

justice. 



personal: job values 

What value do security, status, power, wealth, service to others, knowledge, leisure time, responsibility, chance to 

make decisions, and problem solving have? What can change right now to make things better for others and self? 

personal: strengths 

State strengths relative to company needs. 

personal: weaknesses 

State how perceived weaknesses is really advantage or state what you are doing to remedy your weakness. 

 

career planning 

To choose a career {career planning}, you can use personality tests, aptitude tests, counseling, job and job market 

studies, industry studies, and motivation. 

 

contingency fee 

Hires cost fees {contingency fee}| or retainers for long-term services. 

 

gatekeeper 

Identify yourself to secretary {gatekeeper}. Be courteous. Collect names. Leave voice mail with your name, shared 

contact, reason for call, and when you will call back. 

 

hiring 

To get job {hiring}|, manager or executive that can hire you must get to know you. Managers know company needs, 

goals, problems, and specific work needed. 

hiring process 

For one quarter of job openings, managers create applicant pools, screen applicants, and interview people. 

For few jobs, managers create positions to meet company needs as identified by applicants, applicants discuss job 

with hiring manager and develop proposals, and company hires. 

For most jobs, managers already have applicants, and company hires one. 

You typically contact 20 to 30 hiring managers before getting job. Recontact hiring managers every two to four 

weeks. 

hiring manager 

You must meet the manager that can hire you. Meet before there is job opening, if possible. Send resumes and 

introductory cover letters to such managers at target companies, located online or through contacts, and get referrals, if 

possible. Set up meeting by telephone. Try to have at least two talks each week. Study companies, departments, and 

projects. List questions about goals, products, projects, achievements, challenges, values, and culture. Have job 

objective. Have positioning statement. Have resume. Have calendar. 

meeting 

To set up meeting, state your name. State who referred you and relationship, or state how you found manager name. 

State meeting purpose: to give manager useful information, to discuss common interest, to present your ideas, or to 

discuss industry in location. Suggest time. 

Place is at manager office. 

Meet for 30 minutes. Talk about who referred you and relationship, meeting purposes, and objectives. Discuss 

company and manager needs. Show how your accomplishments and competencies meet those needs. Arrange second 

meeting or notify that you will follow up. 

followup 

Follow with letter, telephone call, and meeting, every two to four weeks. Do not request anything; only thank and 

give more information. Start with line that must elicit answer. Be sincere and energetic. 

effort 

Job seeker typically requires five serious interviews to get job. Jobseeker gets five serious interviews out of 20 or 30 

talks with hiring managers. 

 

managing 

Department managers {managing} hire and direct work groups, such as programmers or writers. Senior manager 

heads company function, such as for similar products or information technology. Regional manager leads local 

department managers. General manager or senior executive heads company or unit and is responsible for profits and 

losses (P & L). 

 



objective for job 

Work {objective, job} can be sales, marketing, manufacturing, legal, human resources, public relations, information 

technology, finance, senior management, technical support, product testing, engineering, software development, or 

communications. List roles or tasks that you like or in which you have experience. Dictionary of Occupational Titles 

from USA Department of Labor lists job titles. 

 

referral 

People can introduce you to other people {referral}. 

 

retainer as job fee 

Hires can cost contingency fees or there are long-term services fees {retainer, agency}|. 

 

job resource 

Association meetings, volunteer work, workshops, tradeshows, and web sites {resource, job} {job resources} 

provide networking. 

employment agencies 

State employment agency offers career transition aids, job training, job search help, placement service, job referrals, 

unemployment insurance, and disability insurance. 

library 

Public library has business section and career information, such as information about companies, associations, and 

governments. 

maps 

Maps are available online. 

networking online 

Online networks provide site for networking. 

online 

Online sites provide searchable job listings, information about careers, salaries, information about industries, 

information about companies, and searchable articles. They help with resumes and allow resume posting. Many are 

specific to location, recruiter, industry, government, or skill. Information about stocks, finances, startups, capital flows, 

and statistics is online. 

 

SOCI>Education>Job>Documents 

 

job documents 

Make business card with name, job type or job objectives, competencies, telephone, fax, URI, and email {job 

documents}. Add qualifications summary on back. 

 

accomplishment statement 

For story {accomplishment story}, state activity/responsibility/problem/situation, difficulties that you faced, your 

action, and quantified results. For statement {accomplishment statement}, state action and result. Such 

statements/stories define your skills, knowledge, and roles. 

Activities are solving problems, starting new system/procedure, managing people, deciding, planning, participating 

in team, and writing report or other publication. 

Results are increasing efficiency, accuracy, money, productivity, or morale; decreasing cost or time; and getting 

bonus, compliment, honor, or promotion. 

 

career profile 

Summarize your career {career profile}. 

summary 

List ten favorite things that you did. List ten things that you liked least. List locations at which you can work. List 

industries and companies. Note company sizes and styles. List job types. List ideal job and company. List 

compensation that you want/expect. List long-term objectives. List objective risks/constraints. 

resume 

List knowledge and skills. List all jobs in chronological order, from most recent back. List education and training. 

List credentials and licenses. List honors. List publications and creative works. List community activities. List 

recreational activities. List languages. List references. 



 

cover letter 

At letter {cover letter}| top, write name, address, email address, and telephone number. Write date. Write recipient 

name, title, organization, and address. Write salutation to "Manager". State job title and location and where 

advertisement was. Talk about company. Match job description/requirements to your experience, competencies, and 

skills. Optionally state your knowledge of, and value to, company. State that you enclose resume. State that you will 

call or email and ask for interview at set time. Thank reader for time and attention. Close with "Sincerely," and your 

name. 

 

exit statement 

State what happened at company over last year, then state that you are looking for new opportunities, in company 

type, in job type {exit statement}. It answers the questions "Why did you leave your job?" and "Why are you looking 

for work?". 

 

followup letter 

At letter {followup letter} top, write name, address, email address, and telephone number. Write date. Write 

recipient name, title, organization, and address. Write salutation to interviewer. Thank interviewer and state job title 

and location. Review how job description/requirements matched your experience and skills. Correct errors, add 

requested information, and add new thoughts. State that you will call or email. Close with "Sincerely," and your name. 

 

marketing plan 

Write a plan {marketing plan} to market yourself. Plan has job objectives and preferences within that objective, 

Positioning Statement with competencies list, Target Market, and Target List. Have two plans and pursue both at once. 

 

mission statement 

State achievements that you want to accomplish in life {mission statement}. 

 

positioning statement 

State your competencies, skills, and knowledge, with experiences and personal characteristics {positioning 

statement}. State company types, sizes, and cultures. State what you see as your unique strengths in competency or 

skill. Positioning statements answer the request "Tell me about yourself." 

 

references list 

State name, title, department, company, and telephone number {references}|. People check references before or after 

last interview. Businesses check references mainly by telephone. References can be co-workers, supervisors, 

subordinates, customers, suppliers, association members, team members, and project members. Do not use friends or 

non-work-related references. Always state relationship. Ask permission and give them resume copy. Keep in contact 

with references. 

 

resume 

Job applications can include education, skill, experience, and objective summaries {resume} {resumé}|. 

types 

Resumes have heading, objective, summary, work history with responsibilities and bulleted accomplishments, 

education, training, skills, memberships, languages, licenses/credentials, military, and publications. 

Chronological resumé lists work history from recent to former and is for same type job, in traditional companies. 

Functional resumé emphasizes qualifications and is for career changes or returns to career. 

purposes 

Resumes show that you have education and experience in industry, company type, and/or job. 

length 

Use one or two pages. 

look 

Make it typewritten. Use 12-point font. Use 65 characters per line. End lines with returns. Do not use tabs. Use 

asterisks for bullets. Separate sections with dashes. Do not use bold or underline, only uppercase. Check for spelling 

and grammar. 

Email resume to yourself and check it. 



style 

Do not use "I", only verbs. Use short paragraphs. Do not abbreviate. 

parts: heading 

At top, write your name, address, email address, and telephone number. 

parts: objective 

Write short description, including company type and industry, of job for which you are applying. 

parts: qualifications summary 

Summarize your qualifications and career highlights. 

parts: skills 

List your skills for this job, such as training, with number of years, and languages. 

parts: education 

List school name, degree, field, year, and honors. List credentials you have that job requires. 

parts: experience 

List employers, addresses, dates, job titles, and job descriptions, including responsibilities, activities, achievements, 

honors, and promotions. For jobs, state problem/project/responsibility, your solution, and quantified results. 

Show continuous work history, with no gaps. You do not need to use months, only years. 

parts: organizations 

List professional societies, clubs, honors, community work, hobbies, and sports. Give military record only if 

required. 

parts: references 

State that references will be sent on request, or, if required, list three references, including name, address, and phone, 

using one teacher, one employer, and one character witness. 

parts: publications 

List publications. 

leave out 

Do not use photographs, age, marital status, children, or other personal information. 

 

summary statement 

Summarize your experience, skills, and competencies {summary statement}, using job-description and target-market 

keywords. First state job title, responsibilities, and traits in one paragraph and then list your 

competencies/accomplishments. 

 

target list 

List 50 companies at which you want to work {target list}. State company size, by revenue or employees. State 

organization style or culture. Include name, address, email, phone, URI, contact name and phone, size, and financial 

status. Concentrate on managers that can hire you. Read about target company needs, products, services, finances, 

history, customers, workers, locations, sizes, and cultures. Add, subtract, and prioritize targets. Talk to people in 

organizations and send resumes/cover letters, read printed and online newspapers, journals, and databases. Check target 

competitors. 

 

vision statement 

Write company type, job type, challenges, excitements, honors, and achievements {vision statement} that you expect 

in next five years. 

 

SOCI>Education>Job>Employment Agency 

 

employment agency 

Agencies {employment agency}| {staffing agency} can help you get interviews, but chance is low. Agencies differ 

by industry or profession, and by success rates. Employers pay fees. You must sign contract. 

 

recruiter 

Agencies {executive search firm} {recruiter}| {headhunter} can help you get interviews, but chance is low. Agencies 

differ by industry or profession, and by success rates. Employers pay recruiters. Hires can cost contingency fees or 

retainers for long-term services. Recruiters use customers, competitors, suppliers, association executives, regulatory 

agency officials, faculty members, publication editors, and industry lawyers, financiers, and accountants {sourcing}. 

Insist that they notify you before they send resume to anyone. 



 

SOCI>Education>Job>Interview 

 

interview 

If resume is successful, you will have interview {interview}|. 

preparation 

Wear conservative clothes, like suit. Groom well. Look neat. You already have confidence that you can do job well 

and that job fits your goals and skills. Be ready to be confident, sincere, smiling, energetic, and friendly. Be ready to 

listen. Be ready to treat everyone courteously and with respect. List references. List questions. Copy the resume. Take 

your research notes. Take your correspondence. Obtain interviewer names and titles. Ready your accomplishment 

stories and competencies. Check materials and web site about company. Find key names. Determine allotted time. 

Arrive early enough to read lobby materials. 

interview formats 

Traditional interview has interviewer asking questions and applicant answering. Strategic interview has interviewer 

asking questions and applicant answering, plus discussion of company and manager needs and applicant competencies 

relative to needs. 

questions 

Questions are about experience, skills, latest job, work experience, activities, accomplishments, competencies, style, 

and values. Questions are about why you like this company and contributions you could make. Questions about age, 

birthplace, nationality, race, religion, arrests, marital status, children, height, weight, drugs, hobbies, unions, and 

disabilities are not appropriate. 

questions: goals 

Questions are about objective, goals, ideal job, three-year to five-year goal, career-change plans, previous goals and 

results, motivations, and values. 

questions: problems 

Questions are about job-related problems, reason for leaving, dislikes, likes, and drug test. 

questions: training 

Questions are about education, training, courses, uses, and problems solved. 

questions: weaknesses 

Questions {knockout questions} are about weaknesses, weakness situations, problems, strengths, overqualifications, 

criticisms received, boredom, laziness, pressure responses, conflicts, diversity, power use, disagreements with boss, and 

adaptability. State that you are overcoming them or learning from them. 

questions: salary 

Questions are about salary or range. 

question: types 

Interview has three question types. Why do you want job in company? What can you do for company or person? 

What is salary you want? Talk about the future you expect to have with company in job, not about future jobs. Talk 

about organization needs, problems, and future. Show how your skills fit those needs. Be ready for questions about the 

past. Give usual salary range for job. 

style 

Be informal and friendly. Use two or three sentence answers. Do not say anything bad about oneself. Remember that 

interviewer probably has little skill in interviewing. Do not apologize or be defensive. Admit you do not know. Do not 

argue or become irritated. 

If asked about which job type you want, tell why you like industry, why you like company, why you like job, and 

what your career plans are. If asked why you want to leave present job, or why you do not have job, talk about what 

you want more of, such as responsibility, opportunity to be creative or independent, field or industry knowledge, self 

knowledge, personal development, and/or salary. If asked about present job, talk about chances for promotion, 

achievements, and present salary. If asked about your present job and workers, state facts without criticizing workers, 

supervisors, or company. If asked about skills, state your best skills, how skills relate to job and company needs, and 

situations in which you used skill. If asked about weaknesses, state weakness only if you mention what you are doing to 

correct it and without apology. If asked to take tests, say yes. 

conclusion 

Summarize meeting and express interest. Arrange second meeting or contact. Send followups. Do not accept job at 

interview. State time you will give answer. After job offer, discuss salary and get offer and salary in writing. 

 



interviewee 

People {interviewee} need to know if skills, experience, and competencies are enough and liked, to see the fit with 

company people and culture, and to receive enough pay and benefits. 

interviewee questions 

Responsibilities, job description, expectations, immediate needs, position history, next higher position, qualifications 

needed {interviewee questions}. Resources, co-workers, current experience, current training, training programs, 

budget, support from other departments. Authority, hiring/terminating, command chain, reports, supervisor history, 

supervisor experience, supervisor training, decision-making process, documented procedures, documented policies, 

budgeting, approvals. Performance, goals, goal making process, evaluation process, expectations, 

rewards/bonuses/promotions, review periods. Culture, management style, formality level, tight or loose structure, 

relations between departments/projects, turnover rate, position openings, internal candidates. 

 

interviewer 

People {interviewer} needs to know your skills, experience, and competencies, to see how you fit with company 

people and culture, and to see how much is enough pay and benefits. 

 

SOCI>Education>Job>Interview>Kinds 

 

behavior-based interview 

Interviewer asks about your past experience to show competencies and values, to test technical skills and 

performance skills {behavior-based interview}. Use accomplishment stories and competency list. You have five 

competencies, each with five stories. 

 

group interview 

Workers ask about your past experience to show competencies and values {group interview} {panel interview}. Use 

accomplishment stories and competency list. You have five competencies, each with five stories. Present to group and 

people. Use names and titles. 

 

initial interview 

Interviewer reviews job requirements, your resume, and your qualifications {screening interview} {initial 

interview}. Interviewer asks about your education, skills, and experiences. It lasts 10 to 30 minutes. Use 

accomplishment stories and competency list. Talk about five competencies, each with five stories. Obtain interviewer 

name and number. 

 

telephone interview 

Interviewer reviews job requirements, your resume, and your qualifications {telephone interview}. Interviewer asks 

about your education, skills, and experiences. It lasts 10 to 30 minutes. Use accomplishment stories and competency 

list. Talk about five competencies, each with five stories. Obtain interviewer name and number. 

 

SOCI>Education>Job>Recommendation 

 

job recommendation 

Recommendation letters {job recommendation} {recommendation} can have form. 

recommender address 

Number and Street. City and State. Telephone. Date. 

recipient address 

Street Address. 

introduction 

This is recommendation letter for ... I have been his/her teacher and academic advisor for ... years. I have taught 

him/her ... 

attendance 

His/Her attendance is ... 

attention 

He/She pays attention and contributes. 

behavior 

His/Her behavior is ... 



creativity 

His/Her creativity is ..., originality is ..., imagination is ..., and ideas are ... 

curiosity 

His/Her curiosity is ..., interest is ..., desire to learn is ..., and asking of questions is ... 

English 

His/Her overall English ability is ..., writing ability is ..., speaking ability is ..., listening ability is ..., and reading 

ability is ... 

goals and skills 

His/Her career goals are ..., strength of career goals is ..., motivation is ..., intellectual ability is ..., work habits are ..., 

preparation in general is ..., preparation in the major is ..., overall potential is ..., research potential is ..., and teaching 

potential is ... 

homework 

His/Her papers and/or homework is on time, neat, accurate, organized, and complete. 

laboratory 

His/Her laboratory work is ..., laboratory notebook is ..., skills and competence in laboratory are ..., safety is ..., 

carefulness is ..., organization is ..., neatness is ..., and extra work was ... 

other activities 

His/Her outside reading is ..., fitness is ..., sports are ..., leads in ..., participates in ..., awards and honors are ..., 

dance, music, art, hobbies are ... 

others 

He/She can stand competition, accepts criticism, helps others, desires to help others, needs help from others, and has 

others' respect. 

problem solving 

His/Her problem solving is ..., problem-solving enjoyment is ..., problem solving motivation is ..., logical thinking is 

..., analytical thinking is ..., and synthetic thinking is ... 

qualities 

His/Her responsibility is ..., honesty is ..., work independence is ..., work with others is ..., getting along with others 

is ..., maturity is ..., self-discipline is ..., self-confidence is ..., and perseverance is ... 

writing 

His/Her overall writing ability is ..., grammar is ..., organization is ..., neatness is ..., imagination is ..., vocabulary is 

..., spelling is ..., style is ..., transitions are ..., conciseness is ..., order is ..., information is ..., and ideas are ... 

financial aid 

He/She needs financial aid. 

recommendation 

I give overall recommendation ... I hope you will accept ... for your program. 

closing 

Sincerely, X. 

 

SOCI>Education>Job>Search 

 

job search 

People can search for job information {job search} using steps. Study industries, trends, futures, companies, 

locations, cultures/styles, and sizes. Research trends in your profession or job type and review needed competencies. 

review 

Review your employment and personal history and list likes, dislikes, achievements, reasons for leaving, 

skills/knowledge/roles, and current situation as to age, family, monetary needs, and location. Consider your personal 

interests, motivations, preferences, characteristics, and values. Preferences are location, work schedule, income, and 

lifestyle. List everything you like to do. Think about your life over next five years and what you want to achieve by 

then. 

writing 

Write job objective. Write positioning statement. Write exit statement. Write accomplishment statements and stories. 

Write resumé and post it on secure sites. Write cover letter. Write followup letter. Define target market. Define target 

list. Write marketing plan. Practice interview. 

actions 

Use Internet and other resources to find jobs. Study target-list companies. Contact people at target companies and at 

job advertisements. Network with friends, colleagues, neighbors, association members, and so on. Record all contacts: 



date, contact type, name, title, organization, address, work telephone, home telephone, cell telephone, email, URI, other 

people suggested, company information, and date and nature of planned next contact. Contact type is letter, phone, 

email, lunch, conversation, or interview. Try to reach managers that are actually hiring. Interview human resources, 

workers, managers, and hiring managers. Negotiate salary and benefits. Begin properly at new job. 

 

target market 

People can have interest and knowledge in economic sector {target market}. 

industries 

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) and North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes identify 

industries. List industries, which need you, in which you want to work. Learn about possible new technologies or 

methods. 

characteristics 

List locations at which you want to work. Write company size, by revenue or employees. State organization style or 

culture: startup or established, project or department oriented, ethnic diversity, gender diversity, practical jokes or witty 

humor, formal or informal dress, many or few management layers, formal or informal authority, and mistake tolerance. 

jobs 

Estimate number of available jobs in target market. Expand market to more related market segments, wider 

geographic region, or different company sizes and cultures. You need at least ten job applications per month. If there 

are more than 50 each month, tighten market to limit company number. Consider commute, relocation, objective, 

company size, and company type. 

 

target companies 

Companies {target companies} belong to industries, which produce and use specific goods and services. Companies 

have needs, goals, and problems. Companies have methods to meet needs, reach goals, and solve problems. 

methods 

Companies have different operation methods relative to customers and staff. Companies can be hard driving and 

competitive or easy-going and cooperative. Companies have good will with the public. Companies have important 

people, who have personalities. 

jobs 

Companies have available and desirable jobs. Jobs at company meet needs, help reach goals, or solve problems. 

People that work at company have ability to do those jobs, understand jobs, have ideas about how companies function, 

and have experience in that industry, company type, and job type. Jobs have turnover rate and morale level. 

factors 

Companies have organizational hierarchy, with politics and problems. Companies are in desirable and undesirable 

areas. Companies have subsidiaries and/or control other companies. 

information 

Visiting and talking to people, by introduction or appointment, can obtain information. Libraries, newspapers, and 

books have information. 

 

networking 

Converse {networking}| with people about targets, industries, and jobs more than 20 times each week until you get 

job. You typically must talk with more than 100 people to get job. Talk with co-workers, supervisors, subordinates, 

customers, suppliers, association members, team members, project members, friends, and neighbors. Use letters, 

resumes, emails, and faxes. 

Join industry or professional association. Participate in project or committee. 

Check back with mentors and teachers. 

Add 10 or more people to contact list each week. 

Initial contact can start with people whom you know will return call. 

Follow up contacts, every two to four weeks. 

Cold call and mail directly to company contacts unreachable otherwise. 

networking online 

Email contact source, possible shared interest, job objective, and positioning statement. Identify yourself. Use 

respectable email address. 

 

contact in person 

Companies have people {contact person} to whom to talk. 



Meet for 30 minutes. Talk about who referred you and relationship and meeting purpose, to discuss industry in 

location. 

Use your job objective, positioning statement, and exit statement. Show marketing plan and targets. Ask for 

information about people, needs, and finances for targets. Obtain referral name, organization, and title, especially for 

people in target. Help contact with your own information and referrals. Thank contact. 

Follow with letter or email, every two to four weeks. 

Inform people that you have contacted their referrals. 

Meet with referrals as soon as possible. 

initial contact example 

Hello M. I was just calling to see how you are doing. I hope everything is going good for you! and your family, too! 

Let me know if I can help you with anything. If you know of possible jobs for me, I appreciate hearing about them. I 

will give you commission! I am looking for tech writing jobs in companies that depend on biology or science. Maybe I 

can earn two salaries at once! Talk to you soon! 

 

closing the offer 

Have decision date and meet it {closing the job offer}. Have a written offer or confirmation letter {registered letter}. 

Do not resign yet. Make sure all references have been checked, all drug and medical tests done, and all clearances 

received. Do not announce job until final. Search jobs until final. 

 

negotiating the offer 

Negotiate after offer {negotiating}. Always give yourself time to have a written offer and prepare a written response. 

You can negotiate salary, commission, profit sharing, job description, start date, vacations, holidays, authority, 

budgeting, support, reporting, relocation, insurance, pension, 401K, contract, memberships, stock, expenses, car, 

discounts, tuition/fees, dining privileges, travel, housing, services, and bonuses. Insurance can be medical, dental, eye, 

life, disability, and accident. First, negotiate money, then benefits. Negotiate first the present, then the future. 

 

starting at new job 

Follow up after starting new job {starting at new job}. 

Notify all contacts that you have new job and thank them. Notify other companies, if necessary. Keep contact with 

many people. Review your job announcement so you can present yourself well: state your goals, address controversies, 

state relevant or prestigious background, avoid negatives, and stay energetic and enthusiastic. 

List questions for supervisor and subordinates, to know problems and expectations. Start to network with co-

workers, based on company and industry knowledge. Support others and ask questions. Learn culture, style, and 

methods: deference to leader or no single leader, argument or consensus, interruption or leave alone, cliques or open 

groups, competition or collaboration, joking and wit or serious, boastful or modest. 

Plan your development. Score with early successful projects and plan for longer-term projects. 

 

SOCI>Education>Job>Skill 

 

skill job 

People have job skills {skill, job}. 

tasks Skills can be about communicating, coordinating, developing people, managing finances, managing data, 

managing projects, organizing, planning, selling, marketing, serving, computing, designing, inventing, 

manufacturing, researching, programming, developing products, teaching, and writing. 

types 

Skills involve people, things, or data. 

Simple data skills include comparing, sorting, copying, compiling, summarizing, computing, and calculating. 

Complex data skills include analyzing, problem solving, innovating, finding new ideas in old ones, coordinating data 

flow, synthesizing, and creating theories or summaries. 

Simple people skills include helping, serving, taking instructions or data, and relaying or exchanging information. 

Complex people skills include counseling, negotiating, ruling, supervising, advising, consulting, instructing, teaching, 

treating, coaching, leading, persuading, diverting, and handling. 

Simple thing skills include tending, watching, loading, unloading, transferring, sorting, driving, and controlling. 

Complex thing skills include operating, servicing, coordinating, manipulating, organizing, setting up, fixing, working 

with precision instruments, and designing. 



questions 

What skills do you have? What problems are you good at solving? What skills do you enjoy? Can you perform 

simple skills? Can you perform complex skills, involving independence, decision making, and problem solving? Are 

people, things, or data skills most important to you? What skills do you like to have? 

 

competencies 

Competencies {competencies} can be about skill and trait combinations. Companies have core competencies. Your 

competencies match those core competencies. Examples are education, childcare, word processing, project 

management, department management, international relations, budgeting, planning, auditing, communicating, 

persuading, market analysis, marketing, databases, object-oriented programming, data security, software development, 

and product development. 

 

SOCI>Education>Levels 

 

education levels 

People can go through nursery school, preschool, kindergarten, elementary-school grades 1 through 5 or 6, middle-

school grades 5 or 6 through 8 or 9, high-school grades 9 or 10 through 12, community college, college or university, 

graduate school or medical school or law school, and post-doctoral study {education levels}. 

public school 

Schools have many values and goals, teach all subjects, use common language, and have no outside financial 

support. Society and public opinion influence public schools. Public schools usually have an elected board of 

education. Authority is among faculty, administration, and governing board. Public schools get money from property 

taxes and bonds, which are not popular. 

independence 

Schools are more independent if they have established values and goals, teach specific subjects, use another 

language, have financial support from alumni or investments, are larger, and are more complex institutions. 

 

primary school 

kindergarten or first grade to fifth or sixth grade {primary school}|. 

 

middle school 

sixth or seventh grade to eighth or ninth grade {intermediate school} {middle school}. 

 

high school 

ninth or tenth grade to twelfth grade {high school}| {normal school} {secondary school}. 

 

academe 

People can go to post-secondary schools {academe}| {college} {university}. 

 

SOCI>Education>Levels>Type 

 

preparatory school 

High-school student can attend college preparatory school {prep school} {preparatory school}|. 

 

parochial school 

People can go to church school {parochial school}|. 

 

industrial arts 

Curricula {industrial arts, education}| can emphasize specialization to prepare for work. 

 

liberal arts 

Curricula {liberal arts, education}| can emphasize general education. 

 

trade school 

People can learn vocation {trade school}|. 

 



SOCI>Education>Objectives 

 

educational objective 

Education can have objectives {educational objective} {objective, educational} about mental behavior, physical 

behavior, or attitudes. Objectives include activity or behavior, conditions, required information, required skills, and 

required skill level. For example, memorizing something is not an objective, but using memorized information to solve 

problem type is an objective. 

objective sections: activity or behavior 

Objectives are behaviors, activities, and problems, related to life and experience. Knowing subject is not behavior 

and is not an objective. 

objective sections: conditions 

Objectives state conditions. 

objective sections: required information 

Objectives can require vocabulary and materials. Objectives can require process knowledge. 

objective sections: required skills 

Objectives can require skills, habits, strength, or health. 

objective sections: skill level 

People master objectives at satisfactory level, perhaps with success rate 75%. 

levels 

Objectives have hierarchy, with simple and fundamental ones at bottom, to facilitate structured learning. All 

objectives have subjects. 

types 

Cognitive objectives involve facts, definitions, comprehension, applications, analyses, syntheses, evaluations, and 

judgments. 

Psychomotor objectives involve perceiving situations, readying self for action, planning actions, following 

instructions, performing instructions, reacting to situations appropriately, adjusting responses after situation changes, 

and creating new behavior patterns based on themes. 

Affective objectives involve paying attention, becoming aware, selecting, reacting to stimulus, selecting reaction, 

participating, desiring, committing, creating attitudes, comparing or integrating several values, creating life-style, 

creating value system, maturing, self-actualizing, and building self-confidence [Bloom and Krathwohl, 1956] 

[Krathwohl et al., 1964]. 

requirements 

Curricula have required objectives. Students can select additional objectives, such as career objectives. 

art subjects 

Subjects are beauty, awe, significance, causes, creativity, and experiences. Topics are painting, sculpture, 

architecture, music, dance, photography, film, TV, radio, and theater. 

biology subjects 

Subjects are evolution, ecology, genetics, medicine, zoology, botany, classification, biochemistry, and internal 

medicine. 

business subjects 

Subjects are manufacturing, engineering, administration, personnel, finance, advertising, marketing, and accounting. 

computer subjects 

Subjects are word processing, spreadsheet, database, files, and directories. 

economics subjects 

Subjects are economic systems, international trade, supply and demand, growth, inflation, productivity, margin, 

multiplier, and interest. Students understand money, checking, savings, and investment. Students learn to be smart 

consumers. Students understand insurance. 

education subjects 

Subjects are evidence, proof, theories, models, experimentation, formal systems, operations, systems, education, 

problem solving, assumptions, speculation, and similarities in structures, functions, and models. 

geography subjects 

Subjects are continents, countries, cities, mountains, rivers, lakes, and oceans. 

history subjects 

Subjects are all eras and civilizations, inventions, people, arts, battles, and leaders. 



language subjects 

Subjects are linguistics, communications, semantics, English, criticism, literature, symbol systems, metaphor, simile, 

analogy, fact, opinion, inference, judgment, emotion, command, persuasion, outlining, language uses, instructions, 

history, function, structure, induction, deduction, propaganda, questions, answers, comparison, contrast, chronological 

order, point-by-point analogy, process steps, illustration, observation, description, classification, discrimination, 

controversy, idea hierarchies, note-taking skills, library skills, maps, drawing, classic literature, topic sentences, and 

vocabulary. 

References include title, author, publisher, location, date, and page number. 

Writing forms are letters and reports. Writing involves analysis, has style, has format, has context, and uses medium. 

Writing balances abstraction and concreteness. Writing has mood, purpose, and attitude. Genres are novel, play, story, 

or poem. Mode is romantic, tragic, comic, ironic, or melodramatic. Conflict is between characters. Time and place are 

setting. Word-difficulty level is diction. Point of view is person. 

Work can have formal or informal style. Work can have irony of structure or attitude. Work can use symbolism of 

sex or power. Work has plot. Work has theme. 

law subjects 

Subjects are basic, Roman, continental, English, and American law. 

mathematics subjects 

Subjects are game theory, probability, statistics, calculus, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and logic. Students know 

function and relation types, including trigonometric, power, and exponential functions. Problem types are ratio, 

proportion, percent, roots, exponents, logarithms, motion, time, work, interest, length, perimeter, area, volume, fraction 

conversion, fraction adding, fraction multiplying, vector addition, vector multiplication, and unit conversion. 

Understand checking and savings accounts, cooking, and budgeting. Know symmetry types, congruence, similar 

figures, and geometric theorems. Know about accuracy, precision, and units. Read charts, graphs, and tables. Be able to 

measure. 

philosophy subjects 

Subjects are Eastern philosophy, Western philosophy, epistemology, aesthetics, metaphysics, politics, ethics, values, 

morals, existence, life, knowledge, justice, equality, freedom, conservation, ecology, honor, mercy, courage, loyalty, 

virtue, tragedy, discipline, love, conformity, individuality, compromise, principles, generalization, discrimination, 

optimism, pessimism, belief, skepticism, action, contemplation, classicism, romanticism, progress, tradition, humans, 

nature, authority, independence, conformity, independence, belief, faith, happiness, duty, materialism, idealism, 

criticism, reasoning, consistency, and completeness. 

politics subjects 

Subjects are voting, juries, taxes, laws, civilization, state, democracy, aristocracy, monarchy, totalitarianism, 

dictatorship, leadership, ideology, power, prestige, status, hunger, poverty, disease, catastrophe, violence, citizen rights, 

responsibilities, change, change rate, change causes, progress causes, war, strategy, future, literacy, rights, duties, 

pollution, resources, wealth, growth, welfare, inflation, and urban affairs. 

practical affairs subjects 

Subjects are general laws, checking, savings, credit card, home insurance, car insurance, life insurance, death, 

driving laws, safety, cooking, clothes, appliances, hardware, cars, sports, games, rent, buy, reproduction, childcare, 

drugs, diseases, health, nutrition, safety, banking, law, family life, children, first aid, CPR, consumerism, and health. 

psychology subjects 

Subjects are personality, personal feelings, conscious states, "peak" experiences, maturation, mental development, 

curiosity, habits, variety, pleasures, pains, feelings, moods, wonder, humor, intuition, discovery, emotions, sexuality, 

physical development, self, life style, roles, models, goals, service to others, mental control mechanisms, sacrifice, 

devotion, charm, charisma, grace, elegance, friendship, dependency, independence, love, approval, physical contact, 

children, humility, biofeedback, drugs, meditation, sleep, ecstasy, creativity, brainstorming, synectics, design parameter 

search, appearance, performance, quality, size, functions, substitutes, principles, value, important parts, important 

activities, features, weight, shape, texture, imagination, intuition, visualization, insight, human feelings, emotions, 

motivations, goals, human concerns and interests, human reactions to change and crises, death, war, marriage, divorce, 

deal with everything non-violently, feelings, laughing, intuition, wonder, mystery, pleasure, pain, curiosity, ecstasy, 

love, hate, anger, sadness, how people mature, and habits. 

reasoning subjects 

Students can estimate answers, know problem solving steps, use them on problems, evaluate other solutions, use 

deductive reasoning, use inductive reasoning, make model, simulate situation, use quantitative analysis, and make 

decision. Subjects are thinking problems, paradoxes, contradictions, generalization, and principles. 



religion subjects 

Subjects are theology, gods, life after death, reincarnation, extrasensory perception, and mythology. 

science subjects 

Subjects are principles, applications, scientific method, hypothesis formation, observation, statistics, scientific 

attitudes, laboratory skills, record keeping, patience, scientific-article writing, induction, deduction, simplicity, physics, 

chemistry, astronomy, and earth science. Scientific attitudes are objectivity, need for truth, idea tolerance, openness to 

criticism, desire to publish results for confirmation and use, no ideology, curiosity, patience, carefulness, desire to 

serve, desire to help others, thought about work consequences, cooperation with others rather than confrontation or 

competition, internationalism, social-class unimportance, humbleness, thought in terms of systems and interrelations, 

and broad knowledge. 

sociology subjects 

Subjects are social responsibility, famous lives, patriarchy, matriarchy, philosopher, athlete, soldier, aristocrat, artist, 

scientist, engineer, monk, minister, politician, playboy, partygoer, volunteer, artisan, group types, communication 

patterns, health, food, reproduction, marriage, children, death, socialization, self-fulfillment, systems, rules, roles, 

rights, main words, evolution, symbols, effects, presumptions, alternatives, necessity, relations to other systems, 

classes, specialization, personal vs. group rights, change, conservation, travel, anthropology, cultures, human-society 

structures, and society and people change causes. 

technology subjects 

Subjects are how things work and computers. 

writing subjects 

Subjects are sentence types, paragraph types, report types, audiences, spelling, and grammar. Sentence types are 

simple, complex, and compound statements, questions, commands, and exclamations. Paragraph types are narrative, 

process, comparison, contrast, illustration, description, deduction, and induction. Report types are letters, three-point 

papers, summaries, resumes, and applications. 

 

scientific method 

People use several thinking and knowing methods, but most scientists use one method {scientific method 

objectives}. The scientific method includes the following steps, in sequence. Formulate hypothesis after reading and 

discussion. Design experiment to test the hypothesis, and control for errors and extraneous factors. Perform experiment 

and analyze results. Attempt to fit results into larger theory. The scientific method involves the following steps: 

Information/Problem, Hypothesis, Experiment, Results, Conclusions, and Applications. 

 

SOCI>Education>Outcomes 

 

educational outcomes 

Education has results {educational outcomes}. 

bad: anxiety 

Teachers can reduce anxiety by stating on what grade depends and how they calculate it. 

bad: questionable rewards 

School can reward memorizing. School can reward passivity and conforming to others' demands. School can reward 

looking good, getting by, cheating, and trickiness. School can reward putting down others and tattling. Schools can 

seek perfection in unworthy tasks, so perfection is not wise in those tasks, only satisfactory performance. Teachers can 

be the enemy, and students can feel like prisoners. 

bad: failure 

Failure stimulates hatred for success. Failure promotes competition, rather than cooperation. Educational tracking 

can equate with failure. 

bad: repetition 

Repeating without purpose can lower motivation. Strict control can lower motivation. Forced work can lower 

motivation. Repetition can be useless to learning. 

bad: not real 

School puts children or teenagers in environment with mostly other school children or teenagers. Such environment 

can become separate from main culture and is likely to be immature culture. 

information handling 

Allow oneself to have stimulation or to observe. Respond to stimulation, seek stimulation, and participate. Value 

stimulation and understand why it is worthwhile. Appreciate stimulation, find reasons why it is valuable, and relate 

reasons to each other. Criticize stimulation types, develop consistent value set, and use philosophy to evaluate and 



compare them. Write ideas about stimuli. Criticize and evaluate good and bad stimulus attributes. Create something 

new, or improve something existing, to make stimuli. 

information emotions 

Get satisfaction from stimuli. Desire more stimuli. Want to read and learn about stimuli. Want to create, and so 

stimulate self. Imitate and accept stimuli. Have feelings about stimuli. 

responsibility 

Students need to practice being responsible. Rather than forcing or telling, students choose behavior from successful 

and appropriate alternatives. Rather than telling what and when to study, students plan their educations and discipline 

themselves to meet their goals. Rather than imposing rules, students make rules to allow everyone to study and behave 

cooperatively. 

rewards 

Teachers do not penalize bad work, only reward good work. Teachers reward students immediately at first, and then 

after delay and more randomly. Teachers praise promptness, organization, cooperation, creativity, decisions, 

communication skills, appearance, progress, personality, responsibility, and academics. 

 

certificate 

After successfully completing standard one-subject courses, people receive official documents {certificate}| from 

institutions. 

 

diploma 

After successfully completing standard high-school, community-college, or college courses, people receive official 

documents {diploma}| from institutions. 

 

fellowship in education 

People can receive grants {fellowship, grant}| {grant, fellowship} for teaching or research. 

 

SOCI>Education>School Catalog 

 

school catalog 

School catalogs {school catalog} have admissions, attendance, cost, curriculum, and map information. 

general 

Catalogs have name, motto, location, dates, corporation or not, institution type, purpose, history, academic year, 

quarter or semester system, holidays, days, and hours. 

admissions 

Catalogs have requirements, admissions essay, English language test, admissions tests, interview, notification date, 

admissions fee, and registration fee. 

attendance 

Catalogs have attendance record, tardy, excused absence, unexcused absence, illness, disability, personal problems, 

bereavement, pregnancy, child care, and parent care. 

classes 

Catalogs have size, length, lecture, recitation/seminar, laboratory, field work, tutorials, outside reading, and creative 

activity. 

costs 

Catalogs have tuition, fees, deposit, installment plan, late fees, withdrawal, reenrollment, reimbursement, housing, 

food, health insurance and medical care, books and materials, total costs, loans, scholarships, and work programs. 

course descriptions 

Catalogs have syllabuses for all courses. 

course descriptions: electives 

Institutions do not require some courses. 

emergencies 

Catalogs have fire, earthquake, storm, explosion, poison, war, doctor, nurse, first aid, ambulance, insurance, shots, 

and medicines information. 

facilities 

Catalogs have classrooms, libraries, arts, sports, publishing center, job evaluation and placement center, local and 

national transportation, local arts and sports, dormitories, and eateries. 



faculty 

Catalogs have names, addresses, telephones, offices, office hours, courses taught, degrees, honors and awards, 

professional societies, publications, exhibitions, and performances. 

faculty: responsibilities 

Faculty keep office hours, allow for consultations, hold student-teacher conferences, write recommendations, record 

lates and absences, order materials, develop course syllabi, create lesson plans, account for keys, and attend faculty 

meetings, Graduation Day, and other school functions. They have personal knowledge of, and respect for, students, as 

well as concern for student progress. They can remove people from class for cause. Faculty members have salary scale 

and benefits. They can receive tenure. They need time for further education. 

grades 

Catalog has grading policy, meeting objectives satisfactorily, failure and repeated failure, student-teacher 

conference, and standards. 

graduation 

Catalogs have graduation requirements, units, units in major, units in minor, lower class units, upper class units, 

graduate units, and grade point average, credit for work at other accredited institutions, method for getting such credit, 

Advanced Placement or exam credit, and final exams. 

library 

Catalogs have library card, fines, lost materials, checkout periods, reserve, library records and catalog, circulation, 

reference, periodicals, connections to other libraries, and book ordering. 

offices 

Catalogs have copying and duplication, test security, audio-visual equipment and reservations, telephoning, 

counseling, parking and vehicles, parking permit, parking spaces, other transportation, visitors and guests, and lost and 

found. 

policies 

Catalogs have behavior and conduct, drugs, language, sexual matters, crime, religion, campus organizations, 

cheating, law breaking, school rule breaking, suspension, clubs, student government, and student code. 

programs 

Catalogs have principles, vocabulary, problems, processes, reasons how and why, history and people, instruments 

and techniques, unanswered questions, writing requirements, speaking requirements, project, research project, 

internship, volunteer work, time normally needed to complete, and objectives. 

liability release 

Catalogs have liability release against institution and officers. 

textbooks 

Catalogs have standard works in all fields. 

 

SOCI>Education>Teaching 

 

teaching 

Teachers require many skills {teaching}. Teachers have tasks relative to students, administrative tasks, and 

disciplinary tasks. 

skills 

Skills are subject knowledge, general knowledge, student knowledge, teaching excitement, subject excitement, 

student excitement, language skill, acting skill, problem-solving skill, recall skill, people skills, patience, humor, ethics, 

and physical stamina. Perhaps, place for learning needs more than one person per student to fulfill all these roles. 

student age 

Teachers teach grade level that they like best. 

communication 

Teachers can teach better if they use descriptive, predictive, and problem oriented communication, rather than 

evaluative, prescriptive, and control-oriented communication. 

expectation 

Students typically learn just enough to feel satisfaction. High expectations can raise level required for satisfaction. 

group feeling 

Teachers establish group feeling. Teachers encourage cooperation. Teachers try to make classroom less inhibiting, 

passive, obedient, and controlled. 



subject to be taught 

Teacher knows one subject well. Students take one subject at a time, rather than five, so they can concentrate. 

Teachers tell why they like subject. Teachers include subject history and pertinent biographies. Teachers relate 

knowledge to student lives, current and future. 

motivation techniques 

New experiences with low anxiety are good for motivation. Participation is good for motivation. Desire for 

competence is motivator. Identification with model, desire to be with and please other students, and belonging are good 

for motivation. Knowing reasons for doing something is good for motivation. Motivation depends on personal needs 

and desires, which can extend and integrate into larger world, past and present. 

motivation: wants 

People want to have meaningful lives and find meaning in everything they do. People want to have values that work 

in all situations. People want to have power over their lives, to be able to move toward their goals. People want to have 

pleasure in their activities, because activities involve their own goals and they can succeed. 

motivation: rewards 

Teachers use positive rewards to motivate. Teachers praise students. Teachers send notes home, with positive 

messages, about good behavior. 

teacher movement 

Teachers move about, rather than sit behind desk. 

questions 

Teachers ask questions at all difficulty levels. Teachers direct question toward named student that can answer 

question. Teachers wait three seconds for answer. Teachers keep working with student until he or she reaches 

acceptable answer. Teachers ask other students to paraphrase what someone else just said. Question directs attention. 

teacher-student relations 

Teacher writing ability, vocabulary, and so on, is much greater than student skills. Teachers and students are not 

equals. Teachers are like parents. Students act like good sons or daughters. Teachers know which students work better 

alone and which students work better with others. Teachers know how pressure affects students. Teachers know student 

motivations. Teachers know student values. Teachers know which sense students use best. Teachers know what times 

of day students are most alert. Teachers know how noise affects students. Teachers know assignments that students do 

best. Teachers know which study place is best for students. Teachers know how students answers questions. Teachers 

know student risk-taking. Teachers do not fear students. Teachers do not stereotype students. Teachers treat students as 

individuals. 

 

academic freedom 

Teachers have right {academic freedom}| to teach, study, research, and publish based on their conscience, as long as 

it does not affect others' rights. 

 

principal of school 

Principals {principal, education}| need to be autonomous, have training, and develop shared goals for teachers. 

 

tenure 

Universities offer lifetime faculty privileges {tenure}|, to encourage independent thinking. 

 

teacher 

People {teacher} can instruct others. 

abilities 

Teachers have complete education, can discuss all intellectual ideas, can analyze problems, know about world, and 

continue to learn all new knowledge. 

attitudes 

Teachers are sympathetic, understanding, and kind. Teachers are polite. Teachers are fair. Teachers set good 

example in habits, ideas, and speech. Teachers show respect for others. Teachers emphasize positive values. Teachers 

show enthusiasm. Teachers use eye contact, student names, and gestures. Teachers act same toward everyone. 

Teachers, and parents, have emotional involvement with students. Personal observation tests understanding and ability 

to use knowledge. Teachers are open to questions and conversation. Teachers provide experience, reading, and 

discussion. Teachers teach reasons, causes, comparisons, examples, and connections. Teachers let students make 

choices from acceptable alternatives. Teachers do not ask many questions but should express emotions and feelings. 

Teachers answer embarrassing questions formally and truthfully. 



behavior 

Teachers give equal time to students. Teachers make eye contact, talk loud enough, talk slow enough, and use 

inflection. 

profession 

Education professionals, like doctors, have student, intern, resident, and doctor levels. Teachers provide either 

individual help and/or group sessions. Teachers bill school for services. Teachers choose working hours and vacations. 

Teachers do research. Teachers go to conferences and seminars. High school teachers associate with local college, and 

grade school teachers with local high school. Teachers perform professional teaching duties, while school 

administrators do rest. 

 

SOCI>Education>Testing 

 

educational testing 

Tests {educational testing}| can be multiple choice, true-false, matching, or completion, for easier grading and 

higher objectivity. Tests typically test memorization, not understanding or ability. Tests can be essays, for writing 

practice. 

diagnostic 

Diagnostic tests are at beginning. 

achievement 

Achievement tests are at end. 

difficulty 

Questions for students can be easy or allow opinion expressions. 

anxiety 

Anxiety can cause poor test performance. Pop quizzes can cause anxiety. 

speed 

Tests can penalize slow and careful students. 

 

reliable test 

Tests {reliable test} can be repeatable with same results. 

 

valid test 

Test {valid test} can measure the proper thing. Validity can depend on ability to predict future performance, 

similarity to other tests, subject coverage, or completeness and consistency. 

 

SOCI>Education>Thinking 

 

thinking in education 

Students can form ideas and hypotheses and support them {thinking, education}. 

skills 

Thinking skills are deciding, judging, assessing priorities, and scanning deeply and widely. Thinking happens mostly 

at perception stage, not analyzing stage. 

understanding 

Follow written and spoken directions, instructions, and questions for applications and interviews. Remember main 

discussion points. 

analysis 

Recognize fallacies, argument tricks, persuasion techniques, and fact and opinion differences. Recognize 

communication patterns. Find system goals. Find methods. Realize personal feelings and emotions. Analyze group, 

system, or passage for efficiency in meeting goals or using methods. 

cognitive skills 

Speak, write, draw, act out, perform gross and fine motor movements, and otherwise express self. Read, listen, 

perceive, and comprehend expressions. Reason, plan, and decide among choices. Create, be open, inquire, tolerate, act 

independently, choose goals and tasks, complete goals and tasks, and control self. Share, cooperate, lead, follow, and 

plan together. 



thinking levels 

Repeat, describe, or perform instruction. Classify, create concept, organize, recognize, compare, or recall. Restate, 

illustrate, discriminate, or apply principle. Explain, predict, estimate, infer, interpret data, criticize, or solve problem. 

Discover, hypothesize, find new problem from old problem, generalize, create, or evaluate. 

Higher level is more independent of immediate stimuli and uses more models, rules, and verbalization. 

thinking levels: alternate 

Recall terms. Recall facts. Recall rules or principles. Perform processes and procedures. Reorganize, paraphrase, 

summarize, and give examples. Analyze, find relationships, and discover essential attributes or relations. Infer, find 

consequences, and extend knowledge in new directions. Use rules and principles to solve problems, and apply problem 

solution to new situation or context. Create new hypothesis or theory, and relate diverse knowledge together. Evaluate 

and judge idea using criteria or standards, and find evidence to support the judgment. 

memory skills 

Perceive relationships. Pay attention. Concentrate. Put in sequences. Memorize. 

reading textbooks 

Read chapter and section headings. Read whole lesson very fast. Read lesson slowly, taking notes. Review lesson 

and notes. Ask questions about lesson facts. Recite lesson summary. Note important words and their meanings. Know 

principles and rules. Work problems using rules and discover problem patterns and solution methods. Work out 

problems in short steps to outline method. Analyze assignment style, technique, theme, and facts. 

Read fiction and nonfiction at grade level. Know book features and their uses. Relate reading to previous knowledge. 

Understand, summarize, recognize purposes in, recognize styles in, and criticize passage. 

reviewing 

Review subject in short bursts, separated by rests. 

studying 

Learn the most-important basic information and then add detail. Know what is the most-important information. 

Vocabulary typically is the most-important information. 

time for study 

Process requires time to manipulate symbols and language and so gain understanding. Teaching requires time for 

planning. Teaching requires time for more, professional training. Teaching requires time for practice. 

understanding 

The best way to learn and remember information is to understand it. Understanding means that people can predict 

effects from causes and reasons. Understanding requires declarative learning, not just procedural learning. 

 

divergent thinking 

Generating alternatives {divergent thinking} can change perceptions. 

 

memorizing 

Distractions, conflicts, anxiety, and interruptions make memorizing {memorizing}| hard. Memorizing practice does 

not help future memorizing ability. 

 

point-to-point thinking 

With younger children, each point is starting-point for next idea, and so on {point-to-point thinking}. 

 

scientific mode of thought 

Scientific thought {scientific mode of thought} can have objectivity, passion for truth, tolerance of others' ideas, 

openness to criticism, desire to share research results, ideology avoidance, international thinking, and scientific method. 

 

SOCI>Education>Writing 

 

writing in education 

Education can teach writing {writing}. 

properties 

Written-work properties are subject, intention, audience, form, and style. 

properties: character 

Written works have characters, including hero, protagonist, antagonist, sidekick, narrator, and supporting characters. 

properties: conflict 

Written works have conflict, such as person vs. God, person vs. nature, person vs. others, or person vs. self. 



properties: emphasis 

Emphasis uses repetition or placement at sentence end or first word. Passive voice shows agent is not important. 

Repetition repeats important words, restates same idea in several ways, uses same subject in several sentences, or 

repeats sentence patterns. 

properties: parts 

Written works have title, author, publisher, location, date, and page number. 

properties: purpose 

Writing has purpose and intention, such as problem solving, persuading, communicating knowledge, creating 

emotion, describing, illustrating, reminiscing, reporting, directing to do something, explaining, criticizing, reflecting, 

giving opinion, or amusing. 

properties: register 

Writing involves different relationships between speaker/writer and hearer/reader {register, writing}, such as 

friendly, formal, familiar, polite, threatening, subservient, or authoritative. 

properties: relations 

Events and objects can associate by parts and/or functions; patterns; causes and effects; or purposes, moral issues, 

and rules. Binary relations for contact are attached/unattached, linked/not linked, touching/separate, and adjacent/non-

adjacent. Binary relations for space are cover/covered, on/underneath, in/out, inside/outside, over/under, beside/beside, 

right/left, front/back, top/bottom, above/below, side/side, around or surrounding/in, and surround/surrounded. Binary 

relations for time are simultaneous/different, before/after, slightly before/slightly after, and long/short. Relations 

include compass points, celestial-sphere points, coordinates, and time amount. 

properties: symbolism 

Written works have symbolism, such as sexual symbols or power symbols. 

properties: tone 

Writing has attitude {tone, writing}, such as irony, satire, affection, reverence, amusement, coldness, enthusiasm, 

cynicism, reserve, passion, or detachment. Attitude can be toward subject or other characters. 

properties: voice 

Writing has unique author and viewpoint {voice, viewpoint}, such as active person, sensitive intelligent person, or 

bossy stressed person, which readers infer from diction, tone, and register. 

form 

Writing has form and organization. Rough plans have thesis, hows, whys, examples, and details, in logical order, in 

topic outline or sentence outline. 

Main-sentence thesis statement is about main idea. There are other ideas. Ideas have details. 

form: organization 

Order is by chronological, spatial, order-of-importance, comparison-and-contrast, cause-and-effect, or part-by-part 

ordering. 

Induction goes from specific to general. Deduction uses syllogism or other logic. 

Order can go from least important to most important. Chronology can go forward or backward. Spatial relations can 

be above/below, front/back, right/left, diagonal, and so on. 

Function, behavior, thing, or idea comparison can be in two blocks or can alternate. Function, behavior, thing, or 

idea contrast can be in two blocks or can alternate. 

Process or procedure uses steps over time, cause and effect, or importance order. 

Classification into smaller or larger classes can be by parts, functions, activities, or theory. 

Cause and effect can use immediate causes, remote causes, sufficient causes, necessary causes, contributory causes, 

causes present or not, cause usually the same or not, frequent causes, or effect types. 

Definition can be by class belonged to, similar classes, or classes contained in, plus distinguishing characteristics. 

Example or illustration gives detail. 

Narration tells story. 

Extended analogy shows similarities. 

Description or observation can distinguish characteristics, features, behaviors, and contexts. 

Problem solving uses steps. 

form: types 

Prose writing types include exposition, description, argument, narration, summary, and fiction. 

Forms are abstract, acceptance speech, accident report, address jury, adventure writing, advertisement, advice, 

afterword, agenda, allegory, analysis essay, annals, annotation, annual report, apology, appeal, application, and 

autobiography. Forms are ballad, bibliography, billboard, biography, birth announcement, blank verse, book review, 

briefing, brochure, bulletin board, business letter, business proposal, and bylaws. Forms are campaign speech, caption, 



cartoon, cause-and-effect essay, chant, character sketch, charter, cheer, children's story, cinquain, classification essay, 

classified advertisement, comeback speech, comedy, comic strip, community calendar, comparison-contrast essay, 

complaint, concrete poem, constitution, constructive speech, consumer report, contract, court decision, credo, critical 

analysis, critical essay, and curriculum. Forms are daydream, debate, definition, definition essay, detective story, 

dialogue, diary, diatribe, dictionary entry, directions, docudrama, dramatic narrative, dream analysis, and dream report. 

Forms are editorial, elegy, encyclopedia article, epic, epic poem, epigram, epilogue, epistolary fiction, epitaph, essay, 

eulogy, experiment, explication, and exposé. Forms are fable, fabliau, family history, fantasy, filmstrip, flyer, foreword, 

formal essay, fortune cookie, found poem, and free verse. Forms are Gothic tale, graduation speech, grant application, 

and greeting card. Forms are haiku, headline, history, horoscope, how-to essay, and human-interest story. Forms are 

essays, instructions, insults, interview questions, introductions, invitations, and itineraries. Forms are jingle, joke, and 

journal entry. Forms are keynote address. Forms are lament, law, learning log, letter to editor, libretto, limerick, love 

letter, and lyric poem. Forms are magazine article, manifesto, manual, memoir, memorandum, memorial plaque, menu, 

minutes, monologue, monument inscription, movie review, mystery, and myth. Forms are narrative poem, nature guide, 

news story, nomination speech, nonsense rhyme, novel, novella, and nursery rhyme. Forms are obituary, ode, one-act 

play, oracle, and ottava rima. Forms are packaging copy, parable, paragraph, paraphrase, parody, party platform, 

pastoral, personal essay, personal letter, persuasive essay, petition, play, police report, political advertisement, 

prediction, preface, press release, process essay, proclamation, profile, prologue, proposal, prose poem, protocol, and 

public service announcement. Forms are quatrain. Forms are radio play, radio spot, rap, reader's theater, rebuttal, 

recipe, recommendation, referendum question, research report, resignation, restaurant review, resume, riddle, roast, and 

romance. Forms are sales letter, schedule, science fiction, science writing, screenplay, sermon, short story, sign, 

situation comedy, slide show, slogan, song lyric, sonnet, specification, speech, spell, sports story, statute, storyboard, 

stream-of-consciousness, summary, summation, survey, and sutra. Forms are tall tale, tanka, technical writing, terza 

rima, test, thank-you note, theater review, toast, tour guide story, tragedy, translation, treaty, and TV advertisement. 

Forms are villanelle and vows. Forms are want ad, wanted poster, warrant, and wish list. 

grading 

Numerical grading system can be digital, based on accumulated positive and negative points. Minus is for 

misspelling, bad grammar, bad punctuation, redundancy, ambiguity, no transition, incorrect transition, extraneous 

phrase or sentence, faulty logic, over-generalization, copying, unattributed quote, plagiarism, no opening paragraph 

theme or purpose, and unorganized paragraph. Teacher can use check mark for good idea, example, analogy, definition, 

explanation, logical deduction, comparison, contrast, or process. Extra checks are for exceptional ideas or phrasing. 

Attempted things that did not work out receive no mark. Score can be sum of minus and check marks, or number of 

independent clauses divided into sum of minus and check marks. 

 

audience for writing 

Writing has intended readers {audience, writing}|. Audiences differ at occasions for praising, blaming, honoring, 

dishonoring, or exhorting {ceremonial audience}; accusing, defending, or arguing {legal audience}; advising, 

persuading, or explaining {deliberative audience}; or entertaining or amusing {amused audience}. Do not 

underestimate reader. Think about reader responses. 

 

body of writing 

Writing has a main part {body, writing}. 

development 

Develop thesis. Use examples, details, comparisons, cases, histories, causes, effects, facts, figures, testimony, 

quotations, figures of speech, analogies, impressions, opinions, arguments, theories, concepts, experiences, traditions, 

proverbs, definitions, parts, functions, etymology, deduction, induction, statistics, narration, evolution, history, before, 

after, good, bad, goal, and purpose. 

order 

Order paragraphs by time, space, and question to answer, from effect to cause, from particular to general, as in 

induction, or from general to particular, as in deduction. 

style 

Make each detail stand for detail category, so reader imagination can extrapolate. Use perceptions relevant to 

subject. Underline, bold, or italicize important words. Avoid opinions and emotions unless they are facts. 

 

diction in writing 

Writing has word choice {diction, writing}|, which determines tone. 

 



difficulty level 

Written work has diction or difficulty level {difficulty level} {level of difficulty, writing}. 

 

genre 

Written works have types {genre, writing}|, such as novel, short story, novella, or novelette. 

 

irony in writing 

Plot or character can change {irony of structure} or reader idea, prediction, or appearance can change {irony of 

attitude} {irony, writing}. 

 

metaphor in writing 

Metaphors, similes, allusions, and personifications {metaphor, writing} can embellish writing. Do not mix 

metaphors, allusions, similes, or personifications. Do not use similar words with different meanings. Do not use 

antonyms backwards. Do not use references that not understood. Remember all word denotations and connotations. 

 

mode in writing 

Written works have mode {mode, writing}, such as romantic, tragic, comic, ironic, or melodramatic. 

 

outline 

Writing has an outline {outline, writing}. 

Introduction states problem, background information, and thesis or topic. 

Thesis clarification has definitions, ideas, included things, and excluded things. 

Thesis proof uses comparisons and contrasts, deductions, analogies, inductions, facts, examples, and causes and 

effects. 

Thesis reexamination answers problems about thesis correctness one by one, rejects possible alternative theses as not 

good, and restates thesis. Analysis suggests new ideas and imagines new problems. New information, not yet available, 

can be necessary to understand problem more thoroughly. 

Conclusion contains moral, tag, or another reference to thesis. 

 

paragraph writing 

Paragraphs {paragraph, writing} are four or five sentences long, with topic sentence first. Paragraphs are about one 

idea, with details. Focus and stress are at same place in paragraph. Paragraph styles are descriptive, narrative, 

persuasive, and expository, which includes definition, comparison, analogy, and cause and effect. Do not mix 

paragraph styles in one paragraph. Vary paragraph styles. 

 

plot in writing 

Written works have plot {plot, writing}, with introduction, rising action, climax, falling action, and resolution. 

 

point of view in writing 

Written works have viewpoint {point of view, writing} {viewpoint, writing}, including first person or third person 

{voice, writing}. Always use same voice and viewpoint in all sentences. 

 

revision in writing 

After writing, revise text {revision, writing}. 

 

scientific article 

Articles {scientific article} can have the following parts, in sequence. 

abstract 

Abstract or summary gives main results. 

introduction 

Introduction includes investigation history, literature citations, background information, experiment or article 

purpose, and experiment hypothesis or article theme. 

methods 

Materials and methods section includes procedures, equipment, and supplies. 

results 

Results section includes actual control and test group data, data summaries, figures, and tables. 



discussion 

Discussion includes reasons for errors, ideas for new experiments, and speculations. 

conclusion 

Conclusion includes hypothesis restatement, modified by experiment results. 

references 

Reference section gives references, in standard format and order. 

 

sentence structure 

Use basic sentence structure {sentence structure}: subject-verb-complement-adverb. 

 

sentence in writing 

Avoid clichés, commonplace words, and slang {sentence, writing}. Change simple sentences to complex ones by 

coordination, subordination, or nominalization. Do not nominalize too much. Do not use unnecessary introductions. Do 

not use redundancy. Replace unneeded verb or noun phrases with one word. Substitute words for phrases or clauses. 

 

stress in sentence 

Put the most-important sentence part at end {stress, sentence} {sentence stress}, where stress is. Emphasize most-

important part. Use short subject phrase, because it has no stress. 

 

style of writing 

Written works have style {style, writing}, such as formal or informal. Writing has style, such as intimate, casual, 

informal, or formal. Simplify complex constructions. Never use ponderous style. Do not refer to self but do use 

personal experiences. Continually emphasize theme. Be sensitive to nuances and feelings. Be alert for additional good 

thoughts. Act like writing is search for truth. Do not assert truth as such. Illustrate thinking process. Be aware of real 

time and emotional time. Use foreshadowing to add suspense. 

 

subject of writing 

Writing is about topics {subject, writing} {topic, writing}. Use subject in which interested. Use only material related 

to subject. Choose subject part that students can answer in allotted time and in reasonable number of pages and that 

uses available resources. 

 

theme of writing 

Written works have themes {theme, writing}, about nobility, patience, virtue, wisdom, and other valued ideas. 

 

thesis statement 

Organize ideas using sentence {thesis statement}| about main idea. State thesis in 15 to 25 words, including main 

reason it is true or believable, or state purpose or goal. Use no ambiguity. Restrict thesis to one thing. Do not make 

thesis too general. Do not mix fact and opinion. Thesis is typically first-paragraph last sentence. State thesis meaning. 

Use image to illustrate thesis. 

 

transition in writing 

Connect paragraphs and parts {transition, writing}. Use good sentence-connecting words near sentence beginning. 

 

vocabulary in writing 

Students know standard vocabulary {vocabulary, writing}. Students know vocabularies used in academic subjects. 

Students know precise word meanings and use words correctly. 

 

SOCI>Education>Writing>Grammar 

 

grammar in writing 

Use good grammar {grammar, writing}. Use parallel sentences or words that are same speech parts. Use 

introductory words, which, that, and concluding words correctly. Use few "of" and "which". 

noun usage 

Use concrete nouns. Do not use many abstract nouns. Use articles, adjectives, head nouns, and simple nouns in noun 

phrases. Use all cases for noun phrases: subjective, objective, possessive, etc. Use sensory and specific, not common or 

general, words. 



verb 

Use intransitive, copula, semi-transitive, and transitive verbs in verb phrases. Use more verbs and fewer nouns. 

voice 

Do not use passive voice much, because it focuses badly. 

 

parallelism in writing 

Use parallel sentences {balanced sentence}, parallel parts followed by main clause {climatic sentence} {periodic 

sentence}, or similar sentences with coordination or modification {parallelism, writing}|. 

 

SOCI>Education>Writing>Ideas 

 

writing ideas 

For ideas {writing ideas}, use cluster chart, freewriting, pro-and-con chart, story map, and time line. Ask questions. 

Analyze into parts and functions. Use imagination to change things. Assume role. Brainstorm with others. Discuss with 

others. Make sets and overlap them, in Venn diagrams. 

 

cluster chart 

Cluster additional objects and events {cluster chart}. 

 

freewriting 

Use random thoughts {freewriting}. 

 

pro-and-con chart 

List positives and negatives {pro-and-con chart}. 

 

story map 

List setting, characters, plot, conflict, mood, and theme {story map}. 

 

time line 

Make linear history {time line}. 

 

SOCI>Education>Writing>Process 

 

writing process 

Writing has a process {writing process}. Works have topics. Works have readers, such as writer, friends or relatives, 

teacher, professional group, or community. Works have goals, such as expressing feelings or opinions, providing 

information, persuading, or entertaining. Works have form, such as article, short story, novel, essay, or poem. Works 

have purposes and ideas {content}. Works have consistent ordering and transitions {organization}. Works have mood 

and distinctive language. 

 

prewriting 

First writing stage {prewriting} {writing plan} is choosing topic, audience, purpose, and form; researching ideas; 

and organizing ideas. 

 

drafting 

Second writing stage {drafting} is writing first complete work. 

 

evaluating writing 

Third writing stage {evaluating, writing} is judging and indicating where to modify, by writer or editor. 

 

revising 

Fourth writing stage {revising} is revising content, organization, style, and expression, by adding, cutting, replacing, 

and moving. 

 



proofreading 

Fifth writing stage {proofreading}| is correcting spelling, grammar, usage, capitalization, and punctuation errors, to 

make final copy. 

 

publishing 

Sixth writing stage {publishing}| is presenting work to audience. 

 

SOCI>Education>Writing>Punctuation 

 

punctuation 

Symbols {punctuation} separate words. 

capitalization 

Capitalize titles, works, people names, object names, places, organizations, brands, and events. Capitalize first 

sentence words. 

italics 

Italics or underlining is for emphasis, long-work titles, and foreign-language phrases. 

symbols 

Semicolons can mark ends of phrases or clauses that include commas and ends of independent clauses without 

conjunctions. Parentheses can mark extra or less important information. Apostrophes can mark possession or 

contraction. 

quotation marks 

Quotation marks are for titles or short works, such as songs, essays, short poems, and parts, and sections. Quotation 

marks are for direct quotations. Single quotation marks enclose direct quotations inside direct quotations. 

 

end mark 

Periods, question marks, and exclamation points {end mark} can mark sentence ends and show sentence types. 

 

comma 

Symbols {comma} can mark pauses, interruptions, introductories, series items {serial comma}, conjunction first-

clause endings, non-restrictive phrase and clause beginnings and ends, and appositives. 

 

colon for list 

Symbols {colon for list} can introduce lists or long statements. 

 

dash 

Symbols {dash} can mark breaks in thought, substituting for "namely", "that is", "in other words", and "i.e.". 

Hyphens can link words in compound nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. 

 

brackets 

Symbol pairs {brackets} can mark corrections or comments. 

 

ellipsis 

Symbols {ellipsis} can mark pauses or omissions. 

 

SOCI>Education>Work 

 

work and education 

Education teaches both labor and general skills and so affects labor force {work, education}. Students learn about all 

careers and work types, including skilled labor, unskilled labor, management, professions, and service jobs. Students 

learn relative abilities and potentials. 

attitudes 

Attitudes toward work include punctuality, quality, neatness, grooming, confidence, responsibility, honesty, 

observation, thought, cleanliness, desire to learn, desire to help others, and perseverance. 

skills 

Basic skills for work include communicating, writing reports, following directions, giving directions, writing 

applications, writing resume, using good grammar, having good vocabulary, and using mathematics. 



practice 

Students can do internships and perform volunteer work. 

research 

Universities perform research and development in basic science, from which industry develops technology. 

 

efficiency in life 

For maximum efficiency {efficiency, life} {work efficiency}, select goals and activities carefully, place them in 

importance order, and then list things to do each day, in priority order. For required tasks, do once, at most appropriate 

time. Do not go back. 

 

SOCI>Education>History 

 

Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi [Pestalozzi, Johann Heinrich] 

educator 

Switzerland 

1781 to 1801 

Leonard and Gertrude [1781]; How Gertrude Teaches Her Children [1801] 

He lived 1746 to 1827 and related education to practical life at home. Children can learn by doing tasks at home and 

thinking about them [Pestalozzi, 1781] [Pestalozzi, 1801]. 

 

Friedrich Wilhelm August Froebel [Froebel, Friedrich Wilhelm August] 

educator 

Germany 

1826 

On the Education of Man [1826] 

He lived 1782 to 1852, established first kindergarten, and emphasized relationship between teacher and pupil. 

Teacher guides, not directs, child in self-discovery. Development stages are critical, and children must fully experience 

them. School curriculum must have continuity and connectedness. School must maintain close contact with family and 

community. Play is central to learning. 

Metaphysics 

Man, God, and nature are an organic unity. All living things have inherent form and purpose, not predetermined, that 

develops through creative struggle with environment. All living things grow from simple to complex structures with 

same underlying pattern. 

 

Maria Montessori [Montessori, Maria] 

educator 

Rome, Italy 

1907 to 1949 

Children's House [1907]; Montessori Method [1916]; Absorbent Mind [1949] 

She lived 1870 to 1952 and started school for children, emphasizing coordination, senses, and freedom. Children 

want to learn and discover things for themselves. Children have creative energy. Teachers allow children to express 

themselves freely. Teachers provide possibilities for action to children, rather than dictating, lecturing, or using set 

tasks. Children are valued individuals. 

 

Anton Semyonovitch Makarenko [Makarenko, Anton Semyonovitch] or Antón Semionovich Makarenko 

[Makarenko, Antón Semionovich] 

educator 

Russia 

1932 to 1951 

Road to Life [1932] 

He lived 1888 to 1939. Children need security. Collective organization provides security to individual and develops 

sense of obligation to other people in the collective. Individuals must feel that they have freely chosen to become part 

of the collective. In return for collective support, collective makes demands on individual. One goal is self-discipline. 

Teachers must balance kindness and severity to fulfill their responsibility to teach self-discipline. Children have 

responsibility to learn. Students organize into detachments, each with student leader. Students and detachments are 

responsible for running school. Students perform work and participate in cultural activities. 



 

Benjamin S. Bloom [Bloom, Benjamin S.] 

educator 

USA 

1956 to 1964 

Taxonony of Educational Objectives: The Classification of Educational Goals. Handbook I: Cognitive Domain 

[1956: with David R. Krathwohl]; Taxonony of Educational Objectives: The Classification of Educational Goals. 

Handbook II: Affective Domain [1964: with David R. Krathwohl and Bertram B. Masia] 

He lived 1913 to 1999 and studied educational objectives [Bloom and Krathwohl, 1956]. 

 

Alexander Sutherland Neill [Neill, Alexander Sutherland] 

educator 

Britain 

1961 

Summerhill: a Radical Approach to Education [1961] 

He lived 1883 to 1973. Children need love and freedom and need boundaries and controls. Children have rights. 

Parents and teachers are not too indulgent or harsh. 

 

SOCI>Education>History>University 

 

Salerno 

university 

Salerno, Italy 

794 

First, it was at Benedictine monastery [794]. It gave the first degrees in medicine [1050]. Constantine the African 

worked there [1070]. 

 

Bologna 

university 

Bologna, Italy 

1088 

First, it taught canon and civil law. 

 

Paris 

university 

Paris, France 

1150 to 1253 

First, it was at Notre-Dame Cathedral. Robert de Sorbon founded La Sorbonne [1253] for theology students without 

money. 

 

Oxford 

university 

Oxford, England 

1249 

University College was the first college of Oxford University. 

 

Cambridge 

university 

Cambridge, England 

1284 

Peterhouse was the first college of Cambridge University. 

 

SOCI>Geography 

 

geography 

Social science {geography} can be about continents, oceans, land features, water features, countries, and cities. 



 

SOCI>Geography>Land 

 

land as geography 

Lands {land} include canyons, capes, continents, hills, mountains, mountain ranges, and valleys. 

 

Plymouth Rock 

{Plymouth Rock} Pilgrim landing site is in southeast Massachusetts. 

 

Point Barrow 

{Point Barrow} Point is Alaska's northernmost tip. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Canyon 

 

Hells Canyon 

{Hells Canyon} Canyon is on Oregon-Idaho border. 

 

King's Canyon 

{King's Canyon} Canyon is in east central California. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Cape 

 

Cape Canaveral 

{Cape Canaveral} Cape is in east Florida. 

 

Cape Cod 

{Cape Cod} Cape is in southeast Massachusetts. 

 

Cape Horn 

{Cape Horn} Cape is in south Argentina. 

 

Cape of Good Hope 

{Cape of Good Hope} Cape is in south South Africa. 

 

Cape Trafalgar 

{Cape Trafalgar} Cape is in southwest Spain. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Coast 

 

Barbary Coast 

{Barbary Coast} Ancient region went across North Africa from Atlantic to Egypt and included Morocco, Algiers, 

Tunis, and Tripoli. 

 

Cote d'Azur 

{Cote d'Azur} Coast is in southeast France. 

 

Dalmatian Coast 

{Dalmatian Coast} Coast is in west Bosnia. 

 

Gold Coast region 

{Gold Coast} Coast is in west Africa. 

 

Riviera 

{Riviera} Coast is in southeast France and northwest Italy. 

 



Slave Coast 

{Slave Coast} Coast is in west Africa. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Continent 

 

Africa continent 

{Africa} Continent is between Atlantic and Indian Oceans. 

 

Americas continent 

{Americas} Continents are in Western Hemisphere. 

 

Antarctica continent 

{Antarctica} Continent is around South Pole. Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) circles it. Drake Passage 

separates it from South America, from which it broke off 41,000,000 years ago. Ice sheets formed 34,000,000 years 

ago. 

 

Asia continent 

{Asia} Indian, Pacific, and Arctic Oceans and Europe at Ural Mountains border continent. 

 

Australasia 

{Australasia} Continent is Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, and Melanesia. 

 

Australia continent 

{Australia, continent} Continent is south of southeast Asia. 

 

Central America 

{Central America} Continent is south North America. 

 

Europe continent 

{Europe} Continent is between Asia and Atlantic Ocean. 

 

Middle East continent 

{Middle East} Middle East or Mid East or Mideast continent is countries between Libya and Afghanistan in 

southwest Asia. 

 

Near East 

{Near East} Continent is in southeast Europe, north Africa, and southwest Asia. 

 

North America continent 

{North America} Continent is in north Western Hemisphere. 

 

Polynesia continent 

{Polynesia} Islands are in central and south Pacific Ocean. 

 

South America continent 

{South America} Continent is between South Atlantic and South Pacific Oceans. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Desert 

 

Arabian Desert 

{Arabian Desert} Desert is in east Egypt. 

 

Bonneville Salt Flats 

{Bonneville Salt Flats} Level area is in Great Salt Lake Desert in Utah. 

 



Gobi Desert 

{Gobi Desert} Desert is in east-central Asia, in Mongolia. 

 

Great Salt Desert 

{Great Salt Desert} Desert is in northwest Utah. 

 

Kalahari Desert 

{Kalahari Desert} Desert is in south Botswana and Namibia. 

 

Mojave Desert 

{Mojave Desert} Desert is in southeast California. 

 

Painted Desert 

{Painted Desert} Desert is in northwest Arizona. 

 

Sahara Desert 

{Sahara Desert} Desert is in north Africa. 

 

Salt Desert 

{Salt Desert} Desert is in northeast Iran. 

 

Takla Makan Desert 

{Takla Makan Desert} Desert is north of Kunlun Mountains and southeast of Tien Shan Mountains in China. 

 

Thar Desert 

{Thar Desert} Desert is in Pakistan and India. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Forest 

 

Ardennes Forest 

{Ardennes Forest} Forest is in northeast France and southeast Belgium. 

 

Argonne Forest 

{Argonne Forest} Forest is in northeast France. 

 

Black Forest 

{Black Forest} Forest is in southwest Germany. It is also Schwarzwald. 

 

Sherwood Forest 

{Sherwood Forest} Forest is in central England. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Hill 

 

Acropolis 

{Acropolis} Hill in Athens has Greek-temple ruins. 

 

Alhambra hill 

{Alhambra} Hill in Granada, Spain, has Moorish palace. 

 

Bunker Hill 

{Bunker Hill} Hill is in Boston. 

 

Calvary 

{Calvary} Hill is near Jerusalem. It is also Golgotha. 

 



Capitoline Hill 

{Capitoline Hill} Hill is in Rome. 

 

Diamond Head 

{Diamond Head} Hill is in Honolulu, Hawaii. 

 

Golgotha hill 

{Golgotha, hill} Hill is near Jerusalem. Hill is also Calvary. 

 

Mount of Olives hill 

{Mount of Olives, hill} Ridge is east of Jerusalem. 

 

Mount Zion 

{Mount Zion} Hill is near Jerusalem. 

 

Palatine Hill 

{Palatine Hill} Hill is in Rome. 

 

Quirinal Hill 

{Quirinal Hill} Hill is in Rome. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Island 

 

island 

Islands {island} are land surrounded by water. 

 

Ascension Island 

{Ascension Island} United-Kingdom island is 7 degrees south of equator in middle South Atlantic Ocean. 

 

Saint Helena Island 

{Saint Helena Island} United-Kingdom island is 15 degrees south of equator in middle South Atlantic Ocean. 

 

Tristan de Cunha Island 

{Tristan de Cunha Island} United-Kingdom island is 37 degrees south of equator in middle South Atlantic Ocean. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Island>Africa 

 

Canary Islands 

{Canary Islands} Spain islands are west of Morocco. 

 

Madeira Islands 

{Madeira Islands} Portugal islands are west of Morocco. 

 

Mayotte Islands 

{Mayotte Islands} France islands are east of Malawi. 

 

Prince Edward Islands 

{Prince Edward Islands} South-Africa islands are south of South Africa at 45th parallel. 

 

Zanzibar 

{Zanzibar} Tanzania island is east of Tanzania. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Island>Americas 

 

Americas islands 

{Americas islands} Americas islands are in Central, North, and South America. 



 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Island>Americas>Central America 

 

Cayman Islands 

{Cayman Islands} United-Kingdom island is in west West Indies, east of Mexico. 

 

Hispaniola 

{Hispaniola} Island is southeast of Florida. 

 

Leeward Islands 

{Leeward Islands} Islands are in West Indies. 

 

Martinique 

{Martinique} Dominica island is in Lesser Antilles in Caribbean Sea. 

 

Netherlands Antilles 

{Netherlands Antilles} Netherlands Antilles contains Leeward Islands in north and Windward Islands in south. 

Leeward Islands are Saba, Sint Eustatius, and Sint Maarten. Windward Islands are Bonaire and Curacao. 

 

San Salvador Island 

{San Salvador Island} Island is in Bahamas. 

 

West Indies 

{West Indies} Islands are in Caribbean Sea. 

 

Windward Islands 

{Windward Islands} Islands are in West Indies. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Island>Americas>North America 

 

Acadia 

{Acadia} Island is in southeast Canada. It was early name for Nova Scotia. 

 

Alcatraz island 

{Alcatraz Island} Island is in San Francisco Bay and has former prison. 

 

Aleutian Islands 

{Aleutian Islands} Islands are southwest of Alaska. 

 

Bermuda island 

{Bermuda} United-Kingdom island is east of Georgia. Capital is Hamilton. It formed over Bermuda hotspot, which 

first caused Central-North-American rift system in Dakotas and Mississippi-Valley rift system from Missouri to 

Louisiana and then moved east. Great Meteor hotspot is north of Bermuda hotspot and first caused St.-Lawrence rift 

system in Canada and upstate New York and then caused New-England sea mounts. 

 

Coney Island 

{Coney Island} Island is resort area in south Brooklyn. 

 

Ellis Island 

{Ellis Island} Island is southwest of New York City. 

 

Florida Keys 

{Florida Keys} Islands are in south Florida. 

 

Greenland 

{Greenland} Denmark island is northeast of Canada and west of Iceland. Other name is Kataalit Nunaat. 



 

Guadelupe Island 

{Guadelupe Island} Island is west of Baja California. 

 

Key Largo 

{Key Largo} Island is in south Florida. 

 

Long Island 

{Long Island} Island is in southeast New York. 

 

Manhattan island 

{Manhattan, island} Island is in New York City. 

 

Martha's Vineyard 

{Martha's Vineyard} Island is in southeast Massachusetts. 

 

Nantucket 

{Nantucket} Island is in east Massachusetts. 

 

Newfoundland Island 

{Newfoundland Island} Island is east of Nova Scotia. 

 

Queen Charlotte Islands 

{Queen Charlotte Islands} Islands are west of British Columbia. 

 

Staten Island 

{Staten Island} Island is in southwest New York City. 

 

Vancouver Island 

{Vancouver Island} Island is west of Vancouver city. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Island>Americas>South America 

 

Devil's Island 

{Devil's Island} Island is in north French Guyana and is former penal colony. 

 

Falkland Islands 

{Falkland Islands} United-Kingdom islands are east of Argentina south tip. 

 

Galapagos Island 

{Galapagos Island} Ecuador islands are far west of Ecuador. 

 

South Georgia Islands 

{South Georgia Islands} United-Kingdom islands are east of Falkland Islands. 

 

Tierra del Fuego 

{Tierra del Fuego} Island is in south Argentina. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Island>Asia 

 

Andaman Islands 

{Andaman Islands} Islands are west of Burma. 

 

Bali 

{Bali} Island is east of Java. 

 



Borneo 

{Borneo} Island is north of Australia. 

 

Corregidor 

{Corregidor} Island is in north Philippines. 

 

East Indies 

{East Indies} Islands contain India, Indochina, and Malay Archipelago or just Malay Archipelago. 

 

Formosa island 

{Formosa} Island is southeast of China. New name is Taiwan. 

 

Hainan 

{Hainan} Island is south of China and east of Vietnam. 

 

Hokkaido 

{Hokkaido} Island is in north Japan. 

 

Honshu 

{Honshu} Island is in central Japan. 

 

Java island 

{Java} Island is in west Indonesia. 

 

Krakatoa 

{Krakatoa} Volcano was between Sumatra and Java. 

 

Kuril 

{Kuril} Islands are north of Japan and south of Kamchatka Peninsula. 

 

Kyushu 

{Kyushu} Island is in central Japan. 

 

Laccadive Islands 

{Laccadive Islands} Islands are west of Malabar. 

 

Maldive Islands 

{Maldive Islands} Islands are south of Malabar. 

 

Moluccas 

{Moluccas} Islands are in Indonesia. Old name was Spice Islands. 

 

New Guinea country 

{New Guinea} Island is north of Australia. 

 

Nicobar Islands 

{Nicobar Islands} Islands are south of Burma. 

 

Okinawa island 

{Okinawa} Island is in south Japan. 

 

Ryukyu 

{Ryukyu} Islands are south of Japan. 

 

Shikoku 

{Shikoku} Island is in central Japan. 



 

Spice Islands 

{Spice Islands} Islands are in Indonesia. New name is Moluccas. 

 

Sumatra island 

{Sumatra} Island is in central Indonesia. 

 

Taiwan 

{Taiwan} Island is southeast of China. Old name was Formosa. Country is Republic of China. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Island>Asia>Australasia 

 

Auckland 

{Auckland} Islands are south of New Zealand. 

 

Tasmania 

{Tasmania} Island is off southeast Australia. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Island>Europe 

 

Aegina island 

{Aegina} Island is in southeast Greece. 

 

Azores 

{Azores} Portugal island is west of Portugal. 

 

British Isles 

{British Isles} Islands contain Britain, Ireland, and smaller islands in United Kingdom and Ireland. 

 

Capri 

{Capri} Island is west of Naples, Italy. 

 

Corsica 

{Corsica} Italy island is southeast of France. 

 

Crete island 

{Crete} Island is in east Mediterranean Sea. Greece controls north. Turkey controls south. 

 

Cyclades Islands 

{Cyclades Islands} Islands are north of Crete. 

 

Delos 

{Delos} Greece island is in south Aegean Sea, east of Attica. Paros, Naxos, Melos, and Thera islands are in Aegean 

Sea. 

 

Elba 

{Elba} Italy island is east of Corsica. 

 

Euboea 

{Euboea} Greece island is east of Thebes and contains Chalcis. 

 

Gibraltar island 

{Gibraltar, island} Spain island is at west entrance to Mediterranean Sea. 

 

Hebrides Islands 

{Hebrides Islands} Scotland islands are west of Scotland. 



 

Lesbos 

{Lesbos} Island is in east Greece, south of Hellespont, and contains Mytilene. 

 

Lido island 

{Lido} Italy island is south of Venice. 

 

Majorca 

{Majorca} Island is in southeast Spain. 

 

Malta island 

{Malta} Italy island is south of Sicily. 

 

Mont-Saint-Michel island 

{Mont-Saint-Michel} Island is in northwest France. 

 

Orkney Islands 

{Orkney Islands} Islands are in north Scotland. 

 

Pillars of Hercules island 

{Pillars of Hercules, island} Spain islands are at west end of Mediterranean and are Rock of Gibraltar and Jebel 

Musa. 

 

Rialto island 

{Rialto} Island is in Venice, Italy. 

 

Sardinia island 

{Sardinia} Italy island is off west Italy. 

 

Sicily island 

{Sicily} Island is in southwest Italy. Sicilia contains Messina, Catania, and Syracuse. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Island>Polynesia 

 

Bora Bora 

{Bora Bora} Island is in South Pacific Ocean. 

 

Caroline Islands 

{Caroline Islands} Islands are in west Pacific Ocean, southeast of Philippines, in Palau and Micronesia. 

 

Christmas Island 

{Christmas Island} Islands are in central Pacific Ocean, at equator. 

 

Cook Islands 

{Cook Islands} New-Zealand islands are in west Pacific Ocean between Samoa and French Polynesia. 

 

Easter Island 

{Easter Island} Peru island is in southeast Pacific Ocean. 

 

Gilbert Island 

{Gilbert Island} Island is in South Pacific Ocean. 

 

Guadalcanal 

{Guadalcanal} Island is in west Pacific Ocean. 

 



Guam island 

{Guam} USA island is in west Pacific Ocean. 

 

Hawaiian Islands 

{Hawaiian Islands} USA islands are in central North Pacific Ocean. Old name was Sandwich Islands. Islands are 

Hawaii, Kahoolawe and Maui, Lanai, Molokai, Oahu with Honolulu, and Kauai, from east to west. Hawaii is biggest 

and has Mauna Loa volcano. 

 

Iwo Jima island 

{Iwo Jima} Island is in west Pacific Ocean. 

 

Mariana Islands 

{Mariana Islands} Islands are in South Pacific Ocean. 

 

Marshall Islands 

{Marshall Islands, Polynesia} Islands are in South Pacific Ocean, east of Micronesia. 

 

Melanesia 

{Melanesia} Islands are in west Pacific Ocean in Micronesia, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, and Tuvalu, 

northeast of Australia. 

 

Midway Island 

{Midway Island} Islands are in central North Pacific Ocean and are atolls. 

 

New Caledonia island 

{New Caledonia, island} France islands are in South Pacific Ocean, east of Australia. 

 

New Hebrides 

{New Hebrides} Island is in South Pacific Ocean. 

 

Oahu 

{Oahu} Island is in central North Pacific Ocean and is most populated island in Hawaii. 

 

Oceania islands 

{Oceania} Islands are in central and south Pacific Ocean. 

 

Pitcairn Island 

{Pitcairn Island} United-Kingdom island is in South Pacific Ocean, east of French Polynesia. 

 

Samoa island 

{Samoa, island} Islands are in west-central South Pacific Ocean, north of Tonga and south of Kiribati. 

 

Sandwich Islands 

{Sandwich Islands} Islands are in central North Pacific Ocean. New name is Hawaiian Islands. 

 

Society Islands 

{Society Islands} Islands are in South Pacific Ocean. 

 

Solomon Islands island 

{Solomon Islands, Polynesia} Islands are in South Pacific Ocean, east of Papua New Guinea. 

 

Tahiti island 

{Tahiti, island} Island is in South Pacific Ocean. 

 

Tuamoto 

{Tuamoto} Island is in South Pacific Ocean. 



 

Wake island 

{Wake Island} Island is in south North Pacific Ocean. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Isthmus 

 

Corinth Isthmus 

{Corinth Isthmus} Isthmus is in central Greece. 

 

Panama Isthmus 

{Panama Isthmus} Isthmus connects North America and South America. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain Range 

 

mountain range 

Mountain ranges {mountain range} are mountain series. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain Range>Africa 

 

Atlas Mountains 

{Atlas Mountains} Range is in Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia. 

 

Hoggar Mountains 

{Hoggar Mountains} Range is in south-central Sahara Desert. 

 

Tassili Mountains 

{Tassili Mountains} Range is in central Sahara Desert. 

 

Tibesti Mountains 

{Tibesti Mountains} Range is in east Sahara Desert. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain Range>Americas 

 

Americas mountains 

{Americas mountains} Ranges are in North and South America. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain Range>Americas>North America 

 

Adirondack Mountains 

{Adirondack Mountains} Range is in northeast New York. 

 

Alaska Mountains 

{Alaska Mountains} Range is in south-central Alaska. 

 

Allegheny Mountains 

{Allegheny Mountains} Range is in west Pennsylvania. 

 

Appalachian Mountains 

{Appalachian Mountains} Range is in east USA. 

 

Blue Ridge Mountains 

{Blue Ridge Mountains} Range is in west Virginia and is Appalachian-Mountain east mountain range. 

 

Catskills 

{Catskills} Range is in southeast New York. 

 



Great Smoky Mountains 

{Great Smoky Mountains} Range is on Tennessee-North Carolina border. 

 

Ozarks 

{Ozarks} Range is in north Arkansas, south Missouri, and northeast Oklahoma. 

 

Rocky Mountains 

{Rocky Mountains} Range is in west North America, from north Alaska to central north Mexico. 

 

Sierra Nevada 

{Sierra Nevada} Range is in east California. It is High Sierras. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain Range>Americas>South America 

 

Andes Mountains 

{Andes Mountains} Range is on South-America west coast. 

 

Sugar Loaf Mountains 

{Sugar Loaf Mountains} Range is in southeast Brazil, near Rio de Janeiro. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain Range>Asia 

 

Altai Mountains 

{Altai Mountains} Range is in central Asia. 

 

Himalayas 

{Himalayas} Range is in south Asia, north and northeast of India. They divide China from India. 

 

Hindu Kush 

{Hindu Kush} Range is in north India to Afghanistan. 

 

Karakorum Mountains 

{Karakorum Mountains} Range is in Kashmir. 

 

Kashmir Mountains 

{Kashmir Mountains} Range is in north India. 

 

Kunlun Mountains 

{Kunlun Mountains} Range is in south Asia, northeast of Himalayas, south of Takla Makan Desert. 

 

Tien Shan Mountains 

{Tien Shan Mountains} Range is in south Asia, north of Kunlun Mountains, northwest of Takla Makan Desert, and 

northeast of Pamir Mountains. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain Range>Europe 

 

Alps 

{Alps} Range is in Switzerland and Italy. 

 

Apennines 

{Apennines} Range is north to south Italy. 

 

Auvergne Mountains 

{Auvergne Mountains} Range is in south-central France. 

 



Carpathian Mountains 

{Carpathian Mountains} Range is in east-central Europe. 

 

Caucasian Mountains 

{Caucasian Mountains} Range is in southwest Russia. 

 

Dolomites 

{Dolomites} Range is in northeast Italy. 

 

Highlands 

{Highlands} Range is in north Scotland. 

 

Maritime Alps 

{Maritime Alps} Range is in southeast France and northwest Italy. 

 

Olympia Mountains 

{Olympia Mountains} Range is in northeast Greece. 

 

Pyrenees 

{Pyrenees} Range is on Spain and France border. 

 

Ural Mountains 

{Ural Mountains} Range is in Russia between Europe and Asia. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain 

 

mountain 

Mountains {mountain} are peaks higher than hills. 

 

Mount Kilimanjaro 

{Mount Kilimanjaro} Mountain is in northeast Tanganyika. 

 

Vinson Massif 

{Vinson Massif} Mountain is highest mountain in Antarctica. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain>Americas 

 

Mount Aconcagua 

{Mount Aconcagua} Mountain is in central Argentina, near Chilean border, and is highest mountain in Western 

Hemisphere. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain>Americas>North America 

 

Mauna Loa 

{Mauna Loa} Volcano is on Hawaii Island. 

 

Denali 

{Denali} Mountain is in central Alaska and is highest mountain in USA. Old name was Mt. McKinley. 

 

Mount Diablo 

{Mount Diablo} Mountain is in central California. 

 

Mount Haleakala 

{Mount Haleakala} Dormant volcano is on Hawaii Island. 

 



Mount McKinley 

{Mount McKinley} Mountain is in central Alaska and is highest mountain in USA. New name is Denali (high one). 

 

Mount Rainier 

{Mount Rainier} Mountain is in west-central Washington. 

 

Mount Rushmore 

{Mount Rushmore} Mountain is in west South Dakota and has sculptures of four Presidents: Washington, Lincoln, 

Jefferson, and Teddy Roosevelt. 

 

Mount Whitney 

{Mount Whitney} Mountain is in southeast-central California and is highest mountain in continental USA. 

 

Pikes Peak 

{Pikes Peak} Mountain is in east-central Colorado. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain>Asia 

 

K2 

{K2} Mountain is in Karakorum Mountains, India, and is second highest mountain on Earth. 

 

Mount Everest 

{Mount Everest} Mountain is on Nepal and Tibet border, in Himalayas, and is Earth's highest mountain. 

 

Mount Fujiyama 

{Mount Fujiyama} {Mt. Fuji} Mountain is in south-central Japan. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain>Asia>Middle East 

 

Mount Ararat 

{Mount Ararat} Mountain is in east Turkey. Assyrian Urartu (Ararat) kingdom was there [-1100 to -700]. 

 

Mount Carmel 

{Mount Carmel} Mountain is in northwest Palestine. 

 

Mount Gilead 

{Mount Gilead} Mountain is in west Jordan. 

 

Mount Horeb 

{Mount Horeb} Mountain is in Sinai Peninsula, Egypt. It is also Mt. Sinai. 

 

Mount Sinai 

{Mount Sinai} Mountain is in Sinai Peninsula, Egypt. It is also Mt. Horeb. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Mountain>Europe 

 

Matterhorn 

{Matterhorn} Mountain is on Switzerland and Italy border. 

 

Mont Blanc 

{Mont Blanc} Mountain is in southeast France. 

 

Mount Elbrus 

{Mount Elbrus} Mountain is in Caucasian Range, Russia, and is Europe's highest mountain. 

 



Mount Etna 

{Mount Etna} Volcano is in northeast Sicily. It is active and caused enormous avalanche and undersea mudslide [-

6000], making huge tsunami. 

 

Mount Kazbek 

{Mount Kazbek} Mountain is in southwest Russia. 

 

Mount Parnassus 

{Mount Parnassus} Mountain is in central Greece. 

 

Mount Vesuvius 

{Mount Vesuvius} Volcano is near Naples, Italy. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Pass 

 

Donner Pass 

{Donner Pass} Pass is in Sierra Nevada Mountains, California. 

 

Khyber Pass 

{Khyber Pass} Pass is on Afghanistan and Pakistan border. 

 

Thermopylae pass 

{Thermopylae} Former pass is in east Greece. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Land>Peninsula 

 

Arabian Peninsula 

{Arabian Peninsula} Peninsula is in southwest Asia and contains Saudi Arabia. 

 

Asia Minor 

{Asia Minor} Peninsula is in southwest Turkey. 

 

Baja California 

{Baja} Peninsula is in northwest Mexico, south of California. 

 

Balkan Peninsula 

{Balkan Peninsula} Peninsula is in southeast Europe and contains Croatia, Bosnia, Serbia, Montenegro, Romania, 

Bulgaria, Albania, Greece, and European Turkey. It is also the Balkans. 

 

Bataan Peninsula 

{Bataan Peninsula} Peninsula is in west Philippines. 

 

Crimea 

{Crimea} Peninsula is in north Black Sea. 

 

Hispania 

{Hispania} Peninsula is also Iberian Peninsula. 

 

Iberia 

{Iberia} Peninsula is in southwest Europe and contains Spain and Portugal. 

 

Indochina Peninsula 

{Indochina Peninsula} Peninsula is in southeast Asia and contains Burma, Cambodia, Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, and 

Malaysia. 

 



Jutland 

{Jutland} Peninsula is in north Europe and contains Denmark. 

 

Labrador Peninsula 

{Labrador Peninsula} Peninsula is in east Canada. 

 

Malay Peninsula 

{Malay Peninsula} Peninsula is in southeast Asia and contains Thailand and Malaysia. 

 

Peloponnesus 

{Peloponnesus} Peninsula is in southwest Greece and connects to Greece by Isthmus of Corinth. 

 

Sinai Peninsula 

{Sinai Peninsula} Peninsula is in northwest Egypt. 

 

Yucatan 

{Yucatan} Peninsula is in southeast Mexico. 
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Chaco Plain 

{Chaco Plain} Plains are in central South America. 

 

Great Plains 

{Great Plains} Plains are in west-central USA and south-central Canada. 

 

Marathon Plain 

{Marathon Plain} Plain is northeast of Athens. 

 

Olympia Plain 

{Olympia Plain} Plain is in south Greece. 

 

Pampas 

{Pampas} Plains are in central and north Argentina. 

 

Runnymede 

{Runnymede} Plain is in south England, on Thames River south bank. 

 

Salisbury Plain 

{Salisbury Plain} Plain is in southwest England. 
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Anahuac Plateau 

{Anahuac Plateau} Plateau is in central Mexico. 

 

Deccan Plateau 

{Deccan Plateau} Deccan Plateau of west-central India has a region {Deccan Traps} with deep lava [-680000000 to 

-60000000]. The Western Ghats, near Mumbai, had 30 eruptions [-66000000] over 30,000 years. 

 

Iran Plateau 

{Iran Plateau} Plateau is in west-central Iran. 

 

Khorat Plateau 

{Khorat Plateau} Plateau is in central Asia. 

 



Massif Central 

{Massif Central} Plateau is in central France. 

 

Ustyurt Plateau 

{Ustyurt Plateau} Plateau is east of Caspian Sea. 
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Great Barrier Reef 

{Great Barrier Reef} Coral reefs are in northeast Australia. 

 

Kingman Reef 

{Kingman Reef} Reefs are in central Pacific Ocean. 
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Grand Banks 

{Grand Banks} Shoals are off southeast Newfoundland. 

 

Outer Banks 

{Outer Banks} Shoals are off east North Carolina. 
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Death Valley 

{Death Valley} Arid valley is in east California and south Nevada. 

 

Squaw Valley 

{Squaw Valley} Valley is in east California. 
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political division 

Political divisions {political division} include cities, countries, provinces, regions, reservations, and states. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City 

 

city in geography 

Cities {city, geography} have high population density. 
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Abidjan city 

{Abidjan, city} City is Ivory Coast capital. 

 

Accra 

{Accra} City is Ghana capital. 

 

Addis Ababa 

{Addis Ababa} City is Ethiopia capital. 

 

Alamein 

{Alamein} Village in northwest Egypt was World-War-II battle site. 

 

Alexandria 

{Alexandria} Ancient and modern city is in north Egypt. 



 

Algiers 

{Algiers} City is Algeria capital and port. Casbah is old section. 

 

Aswan city 

{Aswan} Aswan High Dam is in south Egypt. 

 

Baalbak 

{Baalbak} Ancient city is also Heliopolis. 

 

Benghazi 

{Benghazi} City is Libya capital. 

 

Brazzaville 

{Brazzaville} City is Congo Republic capital and port. 

 

Cairo 

{Cairo} City is Egypt capital and is on north Nile River. 

 

Capetown 

{Capetown} City is in south South Africa. 

 

Carthage city 

{Carthage} Ancient city-state is northeast of Tunis. 

 

Casablanca 

{Casablanca} City is west Morocco port. 

 

Conakry 

{Conakry} City is Guinea capital. 

 

Cyrene city 

{Cyrene} Ancient city is in northeast Libya. 

 

Dakar 

{Dakar} City is Senegal capital and port. 

 

Dar es Salaam 

{Dar es Salaam} City is Tanganyika capital and port. 

 

Freetown 

{Freetown} City is Sierra Leone capital. 

 

Giza 

{Giza} Pyramid site is in north Egypt. 

 

Heliopolis 

{Heliopolis} Ancient city is in north Egypt. 

 

Hippo city 

{Hippo} Ancient city was in north Africa. Current name is Annaba. 

 

Homs 

{Homs} Ancient port's old name was Leptis Magna. 

 



Johannesburg 

{Johannesburg} City is South Africa's largest and is in northeast South Africa. 

 

Kampala 

{Kampala} City is Uganda capital. 

 

Khartoum 

{Khartoum} City is Sudan capital. 

 

Lagos 

{Lagos} City is Nigeria capital and port. 

 

Leopoldville 

{Leopoldville} City is Congo Republic capital. 

 

Leptis Magna 

{Leptis Magna} Ancient port's current name is Homs. 

 

Libreville 

{Libreville} City is Gabon capital. 

 

Lourenco Marques 

{Lourenco Marques} City is Mozambique capital and port. 

 

Luanda 

{Luanda} City is Angola capital and port. 

 

Marrakech 

{Marrakech} City is in central Morocco. 

 

Memphis Egypt 

{Memphis} Ancient city is near Cairo. 

 

Monrovia 

{Monrovia} City is Liberia capital. 

 

Nairobi 

{Nairobi} City is Kenya capital. 

 

Pretoria 

{Pretoria} City is South Africa capital. 

 

Rabat 

{Rabat} City is Morocco capital. 

 

Rosetta city 

{Rosetta} Rosetta Stone site is in north Egypt. 

 

Salisbury city 

{Salisbury, city} City is Zimbabwe capital. 

 

Tangiers 

{Tangiers} City is Morocco port. 

 

Thebes in Egypt 

{Thebes, Egypt} Ancient city is in south Egypt. 



 

Timbuktu city 

{Timbuktu} City is in central Mali. 

 

Tripoli city 

{Tripoli} City is Libya capital and port. 

 

Tunis 

{Tunis} City is Tunisia capital. 
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Hamilton city 

{Hamilton} City is Bermuda capital. 
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Havana city 

{Havana, city} City is Cuba capital. 

 

Kingstown 

{Kingstown} City is Jamaica capital. 

 

Nassau 

{Nassau} City is Bahamas capital. 

 

Port-au-Prince 

{Port-au-Prince} City is Haiti capital and port. 

 

Port-of-Spain 

{Port-of-Spain} City is Trinidad capital and port. 

 

San Juan 

{San Juan} City is Puerto Rico capital. 

 

Santo Domingo 

{Santo Domingo} City is Dominican Republic capital and port. 
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Guatemala City 

{Guatemala City} City is Guatemala capital. 

 

Managua 

{Managua} City is Nicaragua capital. 

 

Panama City 

{Panama City} City is Panama capital. 

 

Portobello 

{Portobello} City and port is in east Panama, on Caribbean Sea. 

 

San Jose Costa Rica 

{San Jose, Costa Rica} City is Costa Rica capital. 

 



San Salvador country 

{San Salvador} City is El Salvador capital. 

 

Tegucigalpa 

{Tegucigalpa} City is Honduras capital. 
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Thule city 

{Thule} City is in Greenland. 
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Montreal 

{Montreal} City is in south Canada. 

 

Ottawa city 

{Ottawa, city} City is Canada capital and is in south-central Canada, in southeast Ontario. 

 

Quebec city 

{Quebec, city} City is in southeast Quebec. 

 

Toronto 

{Toronto} City is in south-central Canada. 

 

Vancouver city 

{Vancouver} City and port is in southwest British Columbia. 
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Acapulco 

{Acapulco} Resort is in southwest Mexico. 

 

Ciudad Juarez 

{Ciudad Juarez} City is opposite El Paso, Texas, on Rio Grande River. 

 

Guadalajara 

{Guadalajara} City is in west-central Mexico. 

 

Guadelupe city 

{Guadelupe} Mexican Indian, Juan Pablo, supposedly saw vision of an Indian Mary, now called Virgin of 

Guadelupe. 

 

Mayapan 

{Mayapan} Ancient Mayan capital is in southeast Mexico. 

 

Mexico City 

{Mexico City} City is Mexico capital. Murals are at National University. Floating Gardens are at Xochimilco. 

 

Monte Alba 

{Monte Alba} Ancient Zatopec city is in south Mexico. 

 

Tenochtitlan 

{Tenochtitlan} Aztec-Empire capital is near Mexico City. 

 



Teotihuacan city 

{Teotihuacan} Toltec capital is in south central Mexico. 

 

Tijuana 

{Tijuana} City is in northwest Mexico, on USA border. 

 

Tula 

{Tula} Toltec capital is in central Mexico. 
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Honolulu 

{Honolulu} City is Hawaii capital and port and is on Oahu Island. Waikiki is beach. Diamond Head is promontory. 

 

Juneau 

{Juneau} City is Alaska capital and port. 
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Akron 

{Akron} City famous for rubber products is in northeast Ohio. 

 

Baton Rouge 

{Baton Rouge} City is Louisiana capital. 

 

Birmingham Alabama 

{Birmingham, Alabama} City is in north-central Alabama. 

 

Bismarck city 

{Bismarck} City is North Dakota capital. 

 

Chattanooga 

{Chattanooga} City is Tennessee capital and is in southeast Tennessee. 

 

Chicago city 

{Chicago} City and port is in northeast Illinois. 

 

Cincinnati 

{Cincinnati} City is in southwest Ohio, on Ohio River. 

 

Cleveland city 

{Cleveland} City and port is in northeast Ohio, on Lake Erie. 

 

Columbus city 

{Columbus} City is Ohio capital. 

 

Des Moines 

{Des Moines} City is Iowa capital. 

 

Detroit city 

{Detroit} City is in southeast Michigan. 

 

Frankfort 

{Frankfort} City is Kentucky capital. 

 



Indianapolis 

{Indianapolis} City is Indiana capital. 

 

Jackson city 

{Jackson} City is Mississippi capital. 

 

Lansing 

{Lansing} City is Michigan capital. 

 

Lincoln city 

{Lincoln} City is Nebraska capital. 

 

Little Rock 

{Little Rock} City is Arkansas capital. 

 

Madison city 

{Madison} City is Wisconsin capital. 

 

Milwaukee 

{Milwaukee} City is in southeast Wisconsin. 

 

Minneapolis 

{Minneapolis} City is Minnesota capital and is in southeast Minnesota. 

 

Montgomery city 

{Montgomery} City is Alabama capital. 

 

Nashville city 

{Nashville} City is in central Tennessee. 

 

New Orleans city 

{New Orleans} City and port is in southeast Louisiana. 

 

Omaha city 

{Omaha, city} City is in east Nebraska. 

 

Pierre 

{Pierre} City is South Dakota capital. 

 

Springfield Illinois 

{Springfield, Illinois} City is Illinois capital and is in central Illinois. 

 

St. Louis city 

{St. Louis} City is in east Missouri. 

 

St. Paul city 

{St. Paul} City is Minnesota capital. 

 

Tallahassee 

{Tallahassee} City is Florida capital. 

 

Topeka 

{Topeka} City is Kansas capital. 

 

Twin Cities 

{Twin Cities} Cities are Minneapolis and St. Paul. 
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Albany city 

{Albany} City is New York capital. 

 

Allentown 

{Allentown} City is in east Pennsylvania. 

 

Ann Arbor 

{Ann Arbor} City has University of Michigan and is in southeast Michigan. 

 

Annapolis city 

{Annapolis} City is Maryland capital and port, has USA Naval Academy, and is in east Maryland. 

 

Appomattox city 

{Appomattox} City is in central Virginia. 

 

Atlanta 

{Atlanta} City is in Georgia. 

 

Atlantic City 

{Atlantic City} Resort is in southeast New Jersey. 

 

Augusta 

{Augusta} City is Maine capital. 

 

Baltimore city 

{Baltimore} Fort McHenry site and port is on Chesapeake Bay. 

 

Boston city 

{Boston} City is port. 

 

Buffalo city 

{Buffalo} City is in west New York, on Lake Erie. 

 

Cambridge Massachusetts 

{Cambridge, Massachusetts} City is in east Massachusetts. 

 

Charleston South Carolina 

{Charleston, South Carolina} City is South Carolina port. 

 

Charleston West Virginia 

{Charleston, West Virginia} City is West Virginia capital. 

 

Charlotte city 

{Charlotte} City is in west North Carolina. 

 

Chautauqua 

{Chautauqua} Cultural resort is in west New York. 

 

Columbia South Carolina 

{Columbia, city} City is South Carolina capital. 

 

Concord city 

{Concord} City is New Hampshire capital. 



 

District of Columbia 

{District of Columbia} Federal district between Virginia and Maryland is Washington. 

 

Dover Delaware 

{Dover, Delaware} City is Delaware capital. 

 

Fort Lauderdale 

{Fort Lauderdale} City is in southeast Florida. 

 

Gettysburg town 

{Gettysburg} Town is in south-central Pennsylvania. 

 

Harpers Ferry city 

{Harpers Ferry} City is in west Maryland, next to West Virginia. 

 

Harrisburg 

{Harrisburg} City is Pennsylvania capital. 

 

Hartford city 

{Hartford} City is Connecticut capital. 

 

Key West 

{Key West} Town is in southwest Florida. 

 

Kitty Hawk 

{Kitty Hawk} Town is in east North Carolina. 

 

Macon 

{Macon} City is Georgia capital. 

 

Miami city 

{Miami, city} City and port is in southeast Florida. 

 

Montpelier city 

{Montpelier} City is Vermont capital. 

 

New York City 

{New York City} City and port is in southeast New York. Manhattan Island is a borough. Bronx is a borough, 

northeast of Manhattan. Brooklyn is a borough, on southwest Long Island. Queens is a borough, east of Brooklyn. 

Harlem is on Manhattan Island. Greenwich Village is in lower west Manhattan. New Amsterdam is former Dutch name 

for New York City. 

 

Newark 

{Newark} City and port is in northeast New Jersey. 

 

Philadelphia city 

{Philadelphia} City and port is in southeast Pennsylvania. 

 

Pittsburgh 

{Pittsburgh} City is in southwest Pennsylvania. 

 

Providence city 

{Providence} City is Rhode Island capital. 

 



Raleigh city 

{Raleigh} City is North Carolina capital. 

 

Richmond city 

{Richmond} City is Virginia capital. 

 

Salem Massachusetts 

{Salem, Massachusetts} City is in west Massachusetts. 

 

Savannah 

{Savannah} City and port is in northeast Georgia. 

 

Springfield Massachusetts 

{Springfield, Massachusetts} City is Massachusetts capital and is in west Massachusetts. 

 

Trenton city 

{Trenton} City is New Jersey capital. 

 

Washington DC 

{Washington, DC} USA capital is between Virginia and Maryland. Foggy Bottom is Potomac-River section. 
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Abilene 

{Abilene} City is in west central Texas. 

 

Albuquerque 

{Albuquerque} City is in central New Mexico. 

 

Amarillo 

{Amarillo} City is in northwest Texas. 

 

Anaheim 

{Anaheim} City is in southwest California. 

 

Anchorage 

{Anchorage} City and port is in south-central Alaska. 

 

Arlington city 

{Arlington} City is in north Texas. 

 

Austin city 

{Austin} City is Texas capital. 

 

Berkeley city 

{Berkeley} City is in west-central California and has University of California. 

 

Beverly Hills 

{Beverly Hills} City is in southwest California. 

 

Boise 

{Boise} City is Idaho capital. 

 

Burbank city 

{Burbank} City is in southwest California. 

 



Carson City 

{Carson City} City is Nevada capital. 

 

Cheyenne city 

{Cheyenne, city} City is Wyoming capital. 

 

Dallas 

{Dallas} City is in northeast Texas. 

 

Denver city 

{Denver} City is in central Colorado. 

 

El Paso city 

{El Paso} City is in west Texas tip. 

 

Helena 

{Helena} City is Montana capital. 

 

Hollywood city 

{Hollywood} City is northwest of Los Angeles. 

 

Houston city 

{Houston} City and port is in southeast Texas. 

 

Las Vegas 

{Las Vegas} City is in south Nevada. 

 

Los Angeles 

{Los Angeles} City and port is in southwest California. 

 

Oakland 

{Oakland} City and port is east of San Francisco. 

 

Oklahoma City 

{Oklahoma City} City is Oklahoma capital. 

 

Phoenix city 

{Phoenix} City is Arizona capital. 

 

Portland 

{Portland} City and port is in northwest Oregon. 

 

Reno 

{Reno} City is in west-central Nevada. 

 

Sacramento city 

{Sacramento} City is California capital. 

 

Salem Oregon 

{Salem, Oregon} City is Oregon capital. 

 

Salt Lake City 

{Salt Lake City} City is Utah capital. 

 

San Antonio 

{San Antonio} City is in south Texas. 



 

San Diego 

{San Diego} City and port is in southwest California. 

 

San Francisco 

{San Francisco} City and port is in west-central California. 

 

San Jose California 

{San Jose, California} City is in west-central California. 

 

Santa Fe city 

{Santa Fe} City is New Mexico capital. 

 

Seattle 

{Seattle} City and port is in west Washington. 

 

Spokane 

{Spokane} City is Washington capital. 
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Asuncion 

{Asuncion} City is Paraguay capital. 

 

Bogota 

{Bogota} City is Colombia capital. 

 

Brasilia 

{Brasilia} City is Brazil capital and is in central Brazil. 

 

Buenos Aires 

{Buenos Aires} City is Argentina capital and port and is in southeast Argentina. 

 

Caracas 

{Caracas} City is Venezuela capital. 

 

Cayenne city 

{Cayenne} City is French Guyana capital. 

 

Georgetown 

{Georgetown} City is Guyana capital. 

 

La Paz 

{La Paz} City is Bolivia capital. 

 

Lima city 

{Lima} City is Peru capital. 

 

Montevideo 

{Montevideo} City is Uruguay capital and port. 

 

Paramirabo 

{Paramirabo} City is Surinam capital. 

 

Quito 

{Quito} City is Ecuador capital. 



 

Rio de Janeiro 

{Rio de Janeiro} City and port is in southeast Brazil. 

 

Salvador 

{Salvador} City and port is in northeast Brazil. 

 

Santiago 

{Santiago} City is Chile capital. 

 

Sao Paulo 

{Sao Paulo} City is in southeast Brazil. 

 

Sucre 

{Sucre} City is Bolivia capital. 
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Alma-Ata 

{Alma-Ata} City is Kazakhstan capital. 

 

Angkor city 

{Angkor} Ancient Khmer capital is in northwest Cambodia. 

 

Ashkhabad 

{Ashkhabad} City is Turkmenistan capital. 

 

Ayutthaya 

{Ayutthaya} {Ayuthia} Old Siam capital is north of Bangkok. 

 

Bangkok 

{Bangkok} {Venice of the East} It has canals. City is Thailand capital and port. 

 

Bishkek 

{Bishkek} City is Kyrgyzstan capital. 

 

Bokhara 

{Bokhara} City is west of Samarkand and northeast of Merv, on Silk Road near Oxus River. 

 

Colombo 

{Colombo} City is Sri Lanka capital and port. 

 

Dacca 

{Dacca} City is Bangladesh capital. 

 

Djakarta 

{Djakarta} {Jakarta} City is Indonesia capital and port and is in northwest Java. 

 

Dushanbe 

{Dushanbe} City is Tajikistan capital. 

 

Herat 

{Herat} City is in northwest Afghanistan, south of Merv. 

 

Kandahar 

{Kandahar} City is southwest of Kabul, near Hindu Kush Mountains. 



 

Karakorum city 

{Karakorum} Ancient city was Mongol Empire capital and is in Outer Mongolia. 

 

Kashgar 

{Kashgar} City is south of Tien Shan Mountains, northeast of Pamir Mountains, and west of Takla Makan Desert. 

 

Kabul 

{Kabul} City is Afghanistan capital and is in east-central Afghanistan, south of Hindu Kush Mountains and west of 

Khyber Pass. 

 

Katmandu 

{Katmandu} City is Nepal capital. 

 

Kuala Lumpur 

{Kuala Lumpur} City is Malaysia capital. 

 

Lhasa 

{Lhasa} City is Tibet capital. 

 

Luang Prabang 

{Luang Prabang} City is Laos capital. 

 

Manila city 

{Manila} City is Philippines port in west Philippines. 

 

Merv 

{Merv} City is north of Herat and southwest of Bokhara, on Silk Road. 

 

Novosibirsk 

{Novosibirsk} City is in southwest Russia. 

 

Phnom Penh 

{Phnom Penh} City is Cambodia capital. 

 

Pyongyang 

{Pyongyang} {Pyong Yang} City is North Korea capital. 

 

Quezon City 

{Quezon City} City is Philippines capital. 

 

Rangoon 

{Rangoon} City is Burma/Myanmar capital and port. 

 

Samarkand 

{Samarkand} City is in south Kazakhstan, north of northeast Iran. 

 

Sarai 

{Sarai} City is north of Caspian Sea, on Trans-Asia trade route. 

 

Seoul 

{Seoul} City is South Korea capital. 

 

Singapore city 

{Singapore, city} City is Singapore capital and port and is on south Malay Peninsula. 

 



Taipei 

{Taipei} City is Republic of China capital. 

 

Tashkent 

{Tashkent} City is Uzbekistan capital and is east of Bokhara and northeast of Samarkand, on Silk Road. 

 

Ulan Bator 

{Ulan Bator} City is Mongolia capital. 

 

Vientiane 

{Vientiane} City is Laos capital. 

 

Vladivostok 

{Vladivostok} City and port is in east Russia. 
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Beijing city 

{Beijing} City is China capital and is in northeast China, south of Great Wall. It is also Peking or Kaanbaligh. 

 

Canton city 

{Canton} City and port is in southeast China. 

 

Chunking city 

{Chunking} City is in southwest-central China. 

 

Hong Kong city 

{Hong Kong} Former British colony and port is in southeast China. 

 

Khambalik 

{Khambalik} Ancient Mongol capital is near Beijing. 

 

Mukden 

{Mukden} City was in northeast China. Manchu site had Holy Road lined with 36 large animal and people statues. 

 

Nanjing 

{Nanjing} City is in east China. Old name was Nanking. 

 

Shanghai city 

{Shanghai} City and port is in east China. 

 

Tientsin 

{Tientsin} City and port is in northeast China. 

 

Wuhan 

{Wuhan} City is in east-central China. 
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Agra 

{Agra} Mogul Empire capital is south of Delhi. 

 

Bombay 

{Bombay} City and port is in west India. New name is Mumbai. 

 



Calcutta 

{Calcutta} City and port is in east India, near Bangladesh. New name is Kolkata. 

 

Delhi city 

{Delhi} City is in central India. 

 

Golconda 

{Golconda} Ancient city is in central India. 

 

Kolkata 

{Kolkata} City and port is in east India, near Bangladesh. Old name was Calcutta. 

 

Mumbai 

{Mumbai} City and port is in west India. Old name was Bombay. 

 

New Delhi 

{New Delhi} City is India capital and is in north-central India. 

 

Surat 

{Surat} City and port is in west India, on Narmada River, north of Bombay. 
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Akita 

{Akita} City is in northwest Honshu. 

 

Hiroshima city 

{Hiroshima} City and port is in southwest Japan. 

 

Kobe 

{Kobe} City is in south Japan. 

 

Kyoto city 

{Kyoto} Ancient capital is in west-central Japan. 

 

Osaka 

{Osaka} City is in south Japan. 

 

Tokyo 

{Tokyo} City is Japan capital. Ginza is entertainment district. 

 

Yokohama 

{Yokohama} City and port is in southeast Japan. 
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Acre 

{Acre} Ancient and modern city is in northwest Israel. 

 

Aden city 

{Aden, city} City is Aden capital. 

 

Aleppo 

{Aleppo} City is in north Syria. 

 



Amman 

{Amman} City is Jordan capital. 

 

Babylon city 

{Babylon, city} Ancient Babylonia capital is near lower Euphrates River. 

 

Baghdad city 

{Baghdad} City is Iraq capital and is on middle Tigris River. 

 

Beersheba 

{Beersheba} City is in south Palestine. 

 

Beirut 

{Beirut} City is Lebanon capital. Old name is Beyrouth. 

 

Bethlehem city 

{Bethlehem, city} City is near Jerusalem. 

 

Capernaum 

{Capernaum} Ancient city is on Sea of Galilee. 

 

Ctesiphon 

{Ctesiphon} Ancient city is in central Iraq, on Tigris River. 

 

Damascus city 

{Damascus} City is Syria capital. 

 

Erech 

{Erech} Ancient city in Iraq is also Uruk. 

 

Gaza city 

{Gaza} City is in south Palestine, on Mediterranean Sea. 

 

Gomorra 

{Gomorra} Ancient city is in south Palestine. 

 

Hormuz 

{Hormuz} Ancient town is in south Iran. 

 

Jaffa 

{Jaffa} Former port is in southwest Tel Aviv, in west Israel. 

 

Jericho city 

{Jericho} Ancient city is north of Dead Sea. 

 

Jerusalem city 

{Jerusalem} City is Israel capital and is northwest of Dead Sea. 

 

Kuwait City 

{Kuwait City} City is Kuwait capital. 

 

Mecca city 

{Mecca, city} City is Muslim religious center. 

 

Muscat city 

{Muscat} City is Muscat and Oman capital. 



 

Nazareth city 

{Nazareth, city} City is in north Israel. 

 

Nineveh 

{Nineveh} Ancient capital is in central Assyria. 

 

Pasargadae 

{Pasargadae} Ancient city is in southwest Iran. 

 

Persepolis 

{Persepolis} Ancient city is in southwest Iran. 

 

Qumran 

{Qumran} Dead Sea Scrolls site is northwest of Dead Sea. 

 

Riyadh 

{Riyadh} City is Saudi Arabia capital. 

 

Seleucis 

{Seleucis} Ancient city is on Tigris River. 

 

Sidon 

{Sidon} City and port is in southwest Lebanon. 

 

Sodom 

{Sodom} Ancient city is near Jordan River. 

 

Susa 

{Susa} Ancient city is in southwest Iran. 

 

Tehran city 

{Tehran} City is Iran capital and is in north-central Iran. 

 

Tel Aviv 

{Tel Aviv} City is Israel port. 

 

Tyre 

{Tyre} Ancient Phoenicia capital is in south Lebanon. 

 

Ur city 

{Ur, city} Ancient Sumer city is in south Iraq. 

 

Uruk 

{Uruk} Ancient Iraq city is also Erech. 
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Ankara 

{Ankara} City is Turkey capital and is in central Turkey. Former name was Angora. 

 

Antioch 

{Antioch} Ancient city is in west-central Turkey. 

 

Bursa city 

{Bursa} City is in northwest Turkey. 



 

Caesarea 

{Caesarea} Ancient town and port is in Asia Minor. 

 

Constantinople city 

{Constantinople} City is in northwest Turkey, at southeast Europe tip. New name is Istanbul. Golden Horn is harbor. 

Stamboul is old port. 

 

Ephesus 

{Ephesus} Ancient city is in west Asia Minor. 

 

Ilium 

{Ilium} Ancient city is in northwest Asia Minor. It is also Troy. 

 

Istanbul 

{Istanbul} City is in west Turkey, at southeast Europe tip. Old name was Constantinople. 

 

Miletus city 

{Miletus} Ancient city is on Asia-Minor west coast. 

 

Philippi town 

{Philippi} Ancient town was in northeast Asia Minor. 

 

Sardis 

{Sardis} Ancient city is in west Asia Minor, in Lydia. 

 

Tarsus city 

{Tarsus} City is in south Turkey. 

 

Troy city 

{Troy} Ancient city is in northwest Asia Minor. It is also Ilium. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Asia>Pakistan 

 

Ahmadabad 

{Ahmadabad} City is Gujurat province capital. 

 

Harappa site 

{Harappa} Prehistoric civilization site is in east Pakistan. 

 

Islamabad 

{Islamabad} City is in Pakistan capital. 

 

Karachi 

{Karachi} City and port is former capital, is in south Pakistan, and is largest Pakistan city. 

 

Lahore 

{Lahore} City, Garden of Mughals, is Punjab province capital and second-largest Pakistan city. 

 

Rawalpindi 

{Rawalpindi} City is in Potwar Plateau in Punjab, near Islamabad. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Asia>Vietnam 

 

Da Nang 

{Da Nang} City and port is in south Vietnam. 



 

Dien Bien Phu town 

{Dien Bien Phu} Northwest Vietnam village was battle site [1954]. 

 

Haiphong 

{Haiphong} City and port is in north Vietnam. 

 

Hanoi 

{Hanoi} City is Vietnam capital and is in north Vietnam. 

 

Ho Chi Minh City 

{Ho Chi Minh City} City and port is in south Vietnam. Old name was Saigon. 

 

Saigon city 

{Saigon} Inland port city new name is Ho Chi Minh City. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Asia>Australasia 

 

Adelaide 

{Adelaide} City is in south Australia. 

 

Canberra 

{Canberra} City is Australia capital. 

 

Melbourne 

{Melbourne} City is port in east Australia. 

 

Sydney 

{Sydney} City and port is in southeast Australia. 

 

Wellington 

{Wellington} City is New Zealand capital. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe 

 

Baku 

{Baku} City is Azerbaijan capital and port and is on Caspian Sea. 

 

Belgrade city 

{Belgrade} City is Serbia capital and is on Sava and Danube Rivers. It is also Beograd. 

 

Bucharest 

{Bucharest} City is Romania capital. 

 

Budapest 

{Budapest} City is Hungary capital and is on Danube River. 

 

Copenhagen city 

{Copenhagen} City is Denmark capital and port. 

 

Helsinki city 

{Helsinki} City is Finland capital and port. 

 

Heraklion 

{Heraklion} Ancient city is in north Crete. 

 



Kiev city 

{Kiev} City is Ukraine capital. 

 

Kishinev 

{Kishinev} City is Moldava capital. 

 

Knossos 

{Knossos} Ancient capital is also Cnossus. 

 

Lisbon 

{Lisbon} City is Portugal capital and port. 

 

Luxembourg city 

{Luxembourg, city} City is Luxembourg capital. 

 

Minsk 

{Minsk} City is Belarus capital. 

 

Monte Carlo city 

{Monte Carlo} City is Monaco capital. 

 

Odessa 

{Odessa} City and port is in south Ukraine, on Black Sea. 

 

Oslo 

{Oslo} City is Norway capital. 

 

Prague 

{Prague} City is Czech Republic capital. 

 

Reykjavik 

{Reykjavik} City is Iceland capital and port. 

 

Riga 

{Riga} City is on Baltic Sea. City is Latvia capital and port. 

 

Salamis city 

{Salamis} Ancient city and port is in east Cyprus. 

 

Sarajevo 

{Sarajevo} City is Bosnia capital. 

 

Sevastopol 

{Sevastopol} City and port is on Black Sea. 

 

Sofia 

{Sofia} City is Bulgaria capital. 

 

Stockholm 

{Stockholm} City is Sweden capital and port and is in east Sweden. 

 

Tallinn 

{Tallinn} City is Estonia capital. 

 

Tbilisi 

{Tbilisi} City is Georgia capital. 



 

Tirana 

{Tirana} City is Albania capital. 

 

Vilnius 

{Vilnius} City is Lithuania capital. 

 

Yalta city 

{Yalta} City and port is on Black Sea. 

 

Yerevan 

{Yerevan} City is Armenia capital. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Austria 

 

Austerlitz town 

{Austerlitz} Town is near where Napoleon fought battle. 

 

Vienna city 

{Vienna} City is Austria capital and is on Danube River. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Belgium 

 

Antwerp city 

{Antwerp} City is port city. 

 

Brussels city 

{Brussels} City is Belgium capital. 

 

Spa city 

{Spa} City is in east Belgium. 

 

Waterloo city 

{Waterloo} Last Napoleon battle site is in central Belgium. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>England 

 

Ascot city 

{Ascot} Village is horse-race site. 

 

Birmingham England 

{Birmingham, England} City is in west-central England. 

 

Cambridge England 

{Cambridge, England} City is in east England. 

 

Canterbury city 

{Canterbury} Cathedral site is in southeast England. 

 

Coventry 

{Coventry} City is in central England. 

 

Dover England 

{Dover, England} City and port is in southeast England. 

 



Durham city 

{Durham} Cathedral site is in north England. 

 

Liverpool 

{Liverpool} City and port is in northwest England. 

 

London city 

{London} City is United Kingdom capital and is in southeast England. Soho district is in central London. Greenwich 

is borough in southeast London. Wimbledon is borough southwest of London and is tennis tournament site. Windsor is 

borough west of London. 

 

Manchester city 

{Manchester} City is in northwest England. 

 

Oxford city 

{Oxford} City is west northwest of London. 

 

Southampton 

{Southampton} City and port is in south England. 

 

Stratford on Avon 

{Stratford on Avon} Town is in central England. 

 

York city 

{York} City is in north England. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>France 

 

Aix-la-Chapelle 

{Aix-la-Chapelle} Charlemagne's residence is in east France, near Dutch and Belgian borders. It is also Aachen, 

Germany. 

 

Avignon city 

{Avignon} City is in southeast France. 

 

Bordeaux city 

{Bordeaux, city} City and port is in southwest France. 

 

Boulogne 

{Boulogne} City and port is in north France. 

 

Calais city 

{Calais} City and port is in north France. 

 

Cannes 

{Cannes} Film festival site and port is in southeast France. 

 

Chartres city 

{Chartres} Cathedral site is in north-central France. 

 

Cluny 

{Cluny} Town had monastery. 

 

Dijon 

{Dijon} City is in east France. 

 



Dunkirk 

{Dunkirk} City and port is in north France. 

 

Fontainebleau 

{Fontainebleau} City is south southeast of Paris. 

 

Le Havre 

{Le Havre} City and port is in north France. 

 

Le Mans city 

{Le Mans} City is in northwest France. 

 

Lourdes 

{Lourdes} "miracle" site is in southwest France. 

 

Lyon city 

{Lyon} City is in southeast-central France. Lyon was Lugdunum or Lyons. 

 

Marseilles 

{Marseilles} City and port is in southeast France. 

 

Orleans city 

{Orleans} City is in north-central France. 

 

Paris city 

{Paris, city} City is France capital. Montmartre is in north-central Paris. Montparnasse is in south-central Paris. 

 

Rheims city 

{Rheims} Cathedral site is in northeast France. 

 

Rouen city 

{Rouen} City is in northwest France, northwest of Paris. 

 

St. Denis city 

{St. Denis} City is north northeast of Paris. 

 

Verdun city 

{Verdun} City is in northeast France. 

 

Versailles 

{Versailles} City is in north France, near Paris. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Germany 

 

Aachen 

{Aachen} Charlemagne's residence is in west Germany, near Dutch and Belgian borders. It is also Aix-la-Chapelle, 

France. 

 

Augsburg 

{Augsburg} City is in west Germany. 

 

Berchtesgarden 

{Berchtesgarden} Town is in southwest Germany. 

 

Berlin city 

{Berlin} City is Germany capital and is in north-central Germany. 



 

Bonn 

{Bonn} Post-war West Germany capital is in west Germany. 

 

Cologne city 

{Cologne} Cathedral site is in west Germany. 

 

Dresden 

{Dresden} City is in east Germany. 

 

Dusseldorf 

{Dusseldorf} City is in west Germany, on Rhine River. 

 

Essen and Dortmund 

{Essen and Dortmund} City is in Germany. 

 

Frankfurt city 

{Frankfurt} City is in west Germany. 

 

Hamburg 

{Hamburg} City and port is in north Germany. 

 

Munchen 

{Munchen} City is in southwest Germany. It is also Munich. 

 

Munich city 

{Munich} City is in southwest Germany. It is also Munchen. 

 

Nuremburg city 

{Nuremburg} City is in west Germany. 

 

Potsdam city 

{Potsdam} City is in east Germany. 

 

Stuttgart 

{Stuttgart} City is in west Germany. 

 

Worms 

{Worms} City is in west Germany, on Rhine River. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Greece 

 

Actium town 

{Actium} Ancient town is in west Greece. 

 

Argos 

{Argos} Ancient city-state is in south Greece, in east Peloponnesus. 

 

Athens city 

{Athens} City is Greece capital. 

 

Aulis 

{Aulis} City and port is in east Greece. 

 

Corinth city 

{Corinth} City and port is in west-central Greece. 



 

Delphi city 

{Delphi, city} Ancient town is in west-central Greece, north of Peloponnesus, in Boeotia. 

 

Eleusis 

{Eleusis} Ancient city is in east Greece. 

 

Lacedaemon 

{Lacedaemon} City is in south Greece. It is also Sparta. 

 

Mycenae 

{Mycenae} Ancient city is in south Greece. 

 

Piraeus 

{Piraeus} Athens port is in southeast Greece. 

 

Sparta city 

{Sparta} City is in south Greece, in Messenia. It is also Lacedaemon. 

 

Thebes in Greece 

{Thebes, Greece} Ancient city is in east Greece. 

 

Thessalonika 

{Thessalonika} City and port is in north Greece. 

 

Tiryns 

{Tiryns} Ancient city is in south Greece. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Ireland 

 

Belfast 

{Belfast} City is Northern Ireland capital. 

 

Blarney city 

{Blarney} Village is in southwest Ireland. 

 

Cork city 

{Cork} City is in south Ireland. 

 

Dublin 

{Dublin} City is Ireland capital and port and is in east Ireland. 

 

Londonderry city 

{Londonderry} City is Northern Ireland port. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Italy 

 

Bologna city 

{Bologna} City is in north Italy. 

 

Cannae city 

{Cannae} Ancient town is in southeast Italy. 

 

Elea 

{Elea} Ancient city is in east Italy. 

 



Florence city 

{Florence} City is in central Italy, on Arno River. 

 

Genoa city 

{Genoa} City and port is in northwest Italy. 

 

Herculaneum 

{Herculaneum} Ancient city destroyed by Mt. Vesuvius eruption is in south Italy. 

 

Messina 

{Messina} City and port is in northeast Sicily. 

 

Milan city 

{Milan} City is in north Italy. 

 

Naples city 

{Naples} City and port is in southwest Italy. 

 

Pisa city 

{Pisa} City is in west-central Italy. 

 

Pompeii 

{Pompeii} Ancient city is southeast of Naples. 

 

Ravenna 

{Ravenna} City is in north Italy, near Adriatic Sea. 

 

Rome city 

{Rome} City is Italy capital and is on Tiber River. Rome has seven hills, including Palatine, Capitoline, and 

Quirinal. Rome has Field of Mars. 

 

Syracuse Sicily 

{Syracuse} Ancient city and port is in southwest Sicily. 

 

Trent city 

{Trent} City is in north Italy. 

 

Urbino city 

{Urbino} City is in central Italy. 

 

Venice city 

{Venice} City and port is in north Italy. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Netherlands 

 

Amsterdam city 

{Amsterdam} City is Netherlands port. 

 

Delft city 

{Delft} City is in southwest Netherlands. 

 

The Hague 

{The Hague} City is Netherlands capital. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Poland 

 



Danzig city 

{Danzig} City and port is in north Poland. It is also Gdansk. 

 

Gdansk 

{Gdansk} City and port is in north Poland. It is also Danzig. 

 

Krakow 

{Krakow} City is in south Poland. 

 

Warsaw city 

{Warsaw} City is Poland capital. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Russia 

 

Archangel 

{Archangel} City and port is in northwest Russia, on White Sea. 

 

Leningrad 

{Leningrad} City and port is in northwest Russia, on Baltic Sea. Current name is St. Petersburg. 

 

Moscow city 

{Moscow} City is Russia capital and is in west-central Russia. 

 

Novgorod 

{Novgorod} Medieval principality is in northwest Russia. 

 

St. Petersburg Russia 

{St. Petersburg} City is in northwest Russia, on Baltic Sea. Soviet name was Leningrad. 

 

Stalingrad 

{Stalingrad} City is in south-central Russia, on Volga River. Another name is Volgograd. 

 

Volgograd 

{Volgograd} City is in southwest Russia, on Volga River. Another name is Stalingrad. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Scotland 

 

Aberdeen city 

{Aberdeen} City and port is in northeast Scotland. 

 

Dumbarton 

{Dumbarton} City is in west-central Scotland. 

 

Edinburgh 

{Edinburgh} City is Scotland capital and is in east Scotland. 

 

Glasgow 

{Glasgow} City and port is in southeast Scotland. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Spain 

 

Barcelona 

{Barcelona} City is in northeast Spain. 

 

Cadiz city 

{Cadiz} City is in southwest Spain. 



 

Cordoba city 

{Cordoba} City is in south Spain. 

 

Granada city 

{Granada} City is in south Spain. 

 

Madrid 

{Madrid} City is Spain capital. 

 

Pamplona 

{Pamplona} Running of the bulls site is in north Spain. 

 

Seville city 

{Seville} City is in southwest Spain. 

 

Valencia city 

{Valencia} City and port is in east Spain. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Europe>Switzerland 

 

Basel 

{Basel} City is in northwest Switzerland. 

 

Bern city 

{Bern} City is Switzerland capital and is in northwest and central Switzerland. 

 

Geneva city 

{Geneva} City is in southwest Switzerland. 

 

St. Moritz 

{St. Moritz} Village is on Inn River. 

 

Zurich 

{Zurich} City is in central Switzerland. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>City>Polynesia 

 

Pago Pago 

{Pago Pago} City is American Samoa capital. Another name is Pango Pango. 

 

Pango Pango 

{Pango Pango} City is American Samoa capital. Another name is Pago Pago. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country 

 

country 

Countries {country} have languages and cultures. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Africa 

 

Africa countries 

{Africa countries} Africa has north, south, east, west, and equatorial countries. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Africa>East Africa 

 



Abyssinia country 

{Abyssinia} Ancient country is in northeast Africa, southeast of Sudan. New name is Ethiopia. 

 

Djibouti 

{Djibouti} Country is in east-central Africa, on Gulf of Aden. Capital is Djibouti. 

 

Eritrea 

{Eritrea} Country is in northeast Africa, on Red Sea. Capital is Asmara. 

 

Ethiopia country 

{Ethiopia} Country is in east Africa, southeast of Sudan, and makes coffee, chat narcotic, banana-like ensete, and 

oily noog. Capital is Addis Ababa. 

 

Kenya country 

{Kenya} Country is in east Africa, south of Ethiopia, on Indian Ocean. Capital is Nairobi. It has Lake Victoria. It has 

Lake Turkana. It has Mt. Kenya. It has Mt. Kilimanjaro. 

 

Somalia 

{Somalia} Country is in east Africa, east of Ethiopia. Capital is Mogadishu. 

 

Tanganyika 

{Tanganyika} Country is in east Africa. New name is Tanzania. It has Lake Tanganyika. It has Lake Victoria. It has 

Mt. Kilimanjaro. 

 

Tanzania 

{Tanzania} Country is in east Africa, south of Kenya. Old name was Tanganyika. Capital is Dodoma. Port is Dar Es 

Saalam. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Africa>Equatorial Africa 

 

Belgian Congo country 

{Belgian Congo} Colony was in central Africa, north of Angola. New name is Republic of Congo. 

 

Burundi 

{Burundi} Country is in east central Africa, between Congo and Tanzania. Capital is Bujumbura. 

 

Cameroon country 

{Cameroon} Country is in west Africa, southeast of Nigeria. Capital is Yaounde. 

 

Central African Republic 

{Central African Republic} Country is in central Africa, north of Congo. Capital is Bangui. 

 

Congo Republic country 

{Congo Republic} Country is in west-central Africa, south of Gabon. Capital is Brazzaville. It has Congo River. 

 

Democratic Republic of Congo 

{Democratic Republic of Congo} Country is in west-central Africa, east of Congo. Capital is Kinshasa. It has Congo 

River. 

 

Equatorial Guinea 

{Equatorial Guinea} Country is in west central Africa, between Cameroon and Gabon. Capital is Malabo. 

 

Gabon 

{Gabon} Country is in west central Africa, north of Congo. Capital is Libreville. 

 



Rwanda 

{Rwanda} Country is in east-central Africa, between Uganda and Burundi. Capital is Kigali. 

 

Sao Tome and Principe 

{Sao Tome and Principe} Country is islands west of Gabon. Capital is Sao Tome. 

 

Uganda 

{Uganda} Country is in east Africa, west of Kenya. Capital is Kampala. It has Lake Victoria. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Africa>North Africa 

 

Algeria country 

{Algeria} Country is in northwest Africa, south of Spain, and has oil. Capital is Algiers. Main cities are Constantine 

and Oran. It has Atlas Mountains. 

 

Chad country 

{Chad} Country is in north central Africa, south of Libya. Capital is N'Djamena. It has Lake Chad. 

 

Cush or Kush 

{Cush or Kush} Ancient country was in south Egypt, on Nile River. It is also Kush. 

 

Egypt country 

{Egypt} Country is in northeast Africa, on Mediterranean and Red Sea. Capital is Cairo. It has Lake Nasser. 

 

Libya 

{Libya} Country is in north Africa, west of Egypt, and has oil. Capital is Tripoli. 

 

Mali country 

{Mali} Country is in northwest Africa, south of Algeria and east of Mauritania. Capital is Bamako. 

 

Mauritania country 

{Mauritania} Ancient and modern country is in northwest Africa, west of Mali. Capital is Nouakchott. 

 

Morocco country 

{Morocco} Country is in northwest Africa, south of Spain. Capital is Rabat. Main cities are Marrakech, Casablanca, 

and Fes. It has Atlas Mountains. It has Mt. Jobel Toubkai. 

 

Niger country 

{Niger} Ancient and modern country is in north central Africa, north of Nigeria. Capital is Niamey. 

 

Nubia country 

{Nubia} Ancient kingdom was in south Egypt and north Sudan. It is Upper Egypt. 

 

Numidia 

{Numidia} Ancient country was in north Algeria. 

 

Spanish Sahara 

{Spanish Sahara} Colony was in northwest Africa. New name is Western Sahara. 

 

Sudan country 

{Sudan} Country is in northeast Africa, south of Egypt. Capital is Khartoum. 

 

Tunisia country 

{Tunisia} Country is in north Africa, between Algeria and Libya. Capital is Tunis. 

 



Western Sahara 

{Western Sahara} Country is in northwest Africa, south of Morocco, and is Morocco territory. It is associated with 

Morocco. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Africa>South Africa 

 

Angola country 

{Angola} Country is in southwest Africa, south of Congo. Capital is Luanda. 

 

Basutoland country 

{Basutoland} Previous country was in South Africa. 

 

Bechuanaland country 

{Bechuanaland} Previous country was in South Africa. 

 

Botswana 

{Botswana} Country is in south Africa, north of South Africa. Capital is Gaborone. 

 

Comoros 

{Comoros} Country is islands east of Malawi. Capital is Moroni. 

 

Lesotho country 

{Lesotho} Country is inside South Africa. Capital is Maseru. 

 

Madagascar country 

{Madagascar} Large island is east of Mozambique. New name is Malagasy. Capital is Antananarivo. 

 

Malagasy 

{Malagasy} Large island is east of Mozambique. Old name was Madagascar. 

 

Malawi 

{Malawi} Country is in northwest Mozambique. Capital is Lilongwe. It has Lake Malawi or Lake Nyasa. 

 

Mauritius 

{Mauritius} Country is islands east of Madagascar. Capital is Port Louis. 

 

Mozambique country 

{Mozambique} Country is in southeast Africa, between Tanzania and South Africa. Capital is Maputo. It has 

Zambesi River. 

 

Namibia 

{Namibia} Country is in southwest Africa, between Angola and South Africa. Old name was Southwest Africa. 

Capital is Windhoek. 

 

Northern Rhodesia 

{Northern Rhodesia} Colony was in east Africa. 

 

Nyasaland country 

{Nyasaland} Previous country was in South Africa. 

 

Rhodesia country 

{Rhodesia} Country is in south-central Africa, north of South Africa and west of Mozambique, and has copper, coal, 

manganese, iron, and uranium. New name is Zimbabwe. 

 

Seychelles 

{Seychelles} Country is islands far east of Tanzania. Capital is Victoria. 



 

South Africa country 

{South Africa} Country is in southernmost Africa and has industry and diamonds. Capital is Pretoria. Main cities are 

Johannesburg in northeast, Cape Town at Cape of Good Hope, and Durban on east coast. Orange River is in west. 

 

Southern Rhodesia country 

{Southern Rhodesia} Colony was in east Africa. 

 

Southwest Africa 

{Southwest Africa} Country is in southwest Africa. New name is Namibia. 

 

Swaziland country 

{Swaziland} Country is in South Africa. Capital is Mbabane. 

 

Transvaal 

{Transvaal} Country was in South Africa. Newer name was Boer Republic. 

 

Zambia 

{Zambia} Country is in south Africa, south of Congo, and has copper, coal, manganese, iron, and uranium. Capital is 

Lusaka. 

 

Zimbabwe country 

{Zimbabwe} Country is in south Africa, north of South Africa and west of Mozambique. Capital is Harare. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Africa>West Africa 

 

Abidjan country 

{Abidjan, country} Country is in Ivory Coast. 

 

Benin country 

{Benin, country} Ancient and modern country is in west central Africa, between Togo and Nigeria. Capital is Porto-

Novo. 

 

Burkino-Faso 

{Burkino-Faso} Country is in west-central Africa, north of Ghana. Capital is Ougadougou. 

 

Cape Verde Islands 

{Cape Verde Islands} Island country is west of Senegal. Capital is Praia. 

 

Dahomey country 

{Dahomey} Previous country was in west Africa. 

 

French Somali country 

{French Somali} Colony was in west Africa. 

 

Gambia country 

{Gambia} Country is in west Africa, in Senegal. Capital is Banjui. 

 

Ghana country 

{Ghana} Country is in west Africa, east of Ivory Coast. It was also an ancient country in west Mali. Capital is Accra. 

 

Guinea country 

{Guinea, country} Country is in west Africa, south of Senegal. Capital is Conakry. 

 

Guinea-Bissau 

{Guinea-Bissau} Country is in west Africa, between Guinea and Senegal. Capital is Bissau. 



 

Ivory Coast country 

{Ivory Coast} Country is in west Africa, west of Ghana (Gold Coast) and east of Liberia. Capital is Yamous. 

 

Liberia country 

{Liberia} Country is in west Africa, west of Ivory Coast. Capital is Monrovia. 

 

Nigeria country 

{Nigeria} Country is in west Africa, between Cameroon and Benin, and has oil. Capital is Abuja. 

 

Rio Muni 

{Rio Muni} Previous country is in Africa. 

 

Senegal 

{Senegal} Country is in west Africa, between Mauritania and Guinea. Capital is Dakar. 

 

Sierra Leone country 

{Sierra Leone} Country is in west Africa, between Liberia and Guinea. Capital is Freetown. 

 

Togo 

{Togo} Country is in west Africa, between Ghana and Benin. Capital is Lome. 

 

Upper Volta 

{Upper Volta} Previous country was in west Africa. 

 

Zaire 

{Zaire} Previous country was in west-central Africa and has copper, coal, manganese, iron, and uranium. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Americas 

 

Americas countries 

{Americas countries} Americas countries are in Caribbean, Central America, North America, and South America. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Americas>Caribbean 

 

Caribbean countries 

{Caribbean countries} Caribbean countries are in Greater and Lesser Antilles. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Americas>Caribbean>Greater Antilles 

 

Cuba 

{Cuba} Island country is south of Florida in Greater Antilles. Capital is Havana. Another city is Santiago de Cuba. 

 

Dominican Republic country 

{Dominican Republic} Country is on Hispaniola Island east side, in Greater Antilles in West Indies. Capital is Santo 

Domingo. 

 

Haiti 

{Haiti} Country is on Hispaniola Island west side, in Greater Antilles in West Indies. Capital is Port au France. 

 

Jamaica country 

{Jamaica} Island country is in Greater Antilles in west West Indies, south of Cuba. Capital is Kingston. 

 

Puerto Rico 

{Puerto Rico} Island is in Greater Antilles in east West Indies, east of Dominican Republic. Capital is San Juan. 

 



Virgin Islands 

{Virgin Islands} Country is in Greater Antilles in east West Indies, east of Puerto Rico. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Americas>Caribbean>Lesser Antilles 

 

Antigua and Barbuda 

{Antigua and Barbuda} Island is in Lesser Antilles in east West Indies, east of Virgin Islands. 

 

Barbados 

{Barbados} Island is in Lesser Antilles in southeast West Indies, southeast of Santa Lucia. 

 

Dominica 

{Dominica} Country is in Lesser Antilles in Caribbean Sea, north of Santa Lucia. It has Martinique and Guadelupe 

Islands. 

 

Santa Lucia country 

{Santa Lucia} Country is in Lesser Antilles in southeast West Indies, north of Grenada. 

 

St. Kitts and Nevis 

{St. Kitts and Nevis} Country is in Lesser Antilles in southeast West Indies, south of Antigua. 

 

St. Vincent and Grenadines 

{St. Vincent and the Grenadines} Country is in Lesser Antilles in southeast West Indies, south of Santa Lucia. 

 

Trinidad and Tobago 

{Trinidad and Tobago} Islands are in Lesser Antilles in southeast West Indies, northeast of Venezuela. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Americas>Central America 

 

Belize 

{Belize} Country is in northeast Central America, north of Honduras, on Caribbean. Old name is British Honduras. 

Capital is Belmopan. 

 

British Honduras 

{British Honduras} Country is in east Central America, north of Honduras, on Caribbean. New name is Belize. 

 

Costa Rica country 

{Costa Rica} Country is in south Central America, north of Panama. Capital is San Jose. 

 

El Salvador country 

{El Salvador} Country is in northwest Central America, west of Honduras, on Pacific. Capital is San Salvador. 

 

Guatemala country 

{Guatemala} Country is in northwest Central America, south of Mexico. Capital is Guatemala City. 

 

Honduras country 

{Honduras} Country is in east central Central America, north of Nicaragua, on Caribbean. Capital is Tegucigalpa. 

 

Nicaragua country 

{Nicaragua} Country is in central Central America, north of Costa Rica. Capital is Managua. It has Lake Nicaragua. 

 

Panama country 

{Panama} Country is in south Central America, south of Costa Rica. Capital is Panama City. 
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Bahamas 

{Bahamas} Country and islands are southeast of Florida. Capital is Nassau. 

 

Canada country 

{Canada} Country is in north North America, north of USA. Capital is Ottawa. Main cities are Quebec in Quebec 

province, Montreal, Toronto, Winnepeg in Manitoba province, Edmonton in Alberta province, and Vancouver in 

British Columbia province. It has Mt. Logan in northwest. It has Great Bear Lake and Great Slave Lake, in north. It has 

Southern Indian Lake, Reindeer Lake, and Lake Winnipeg in center. North has Banks, Victoria, Parry, Queen 

Elizabeth, and Baffin Islands. Mackenzie River is in northwest. St. Lawrence River is in southeast. 

 

Mexico country 

{Mexico} Country is in south North America, south of USA. Capital is Mexico City. Main cities are Tijuana on 

northwest coast, Mexicali in northwest, Ciudad Juarez in north, Monterrey in north central, Culiacan in west northwest 

coast, Guadalajara in west, Tampico in east coast, Acapulco in southwest coast, Merida in north Yucatan Peninsula, 

and Cancun in northeast Yucatan Peninsula. Orizaba Peak is in center. 

 

United States of America 

{United States of America} Country is in central North America. 

cities 

Capital is Washington, District of Columbia. Main cities in east are New York in New York, Miami in Florida, 

Atlanta in Georgia, Philadelphia in Pennsylvania, and Boston in Massachusetts. Main cities in middle are Chicago in 

Illinois, Austin in Texas, Dallas in Texas, Houston in Texas, San Antonio in Texas, El Paso in west Texas, Kansas City 

in Kansas, St Louis in Missouri, New Orleans in Louisiana, Montogomery in Alabama, Memphis in Tennessee, 

Indianapolis in Indiana, Minneapolis in Minnesota, St. Paul in Minnesota, Milwaukee in Wisconsin, Detroit in 

Michigan, Cleveland in Ohio, and Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania. Main cities in west are Los Angeles in California, San 

Francisco in California, San Diego in California, Seattle in Washington, Portland in Oregon, Salt Lake City in Utah, 

Phoenix in Arizona, Tucson in Arizona, and Denver in Colorado. 

rivers 

It has American, Russian, Columbia, Colorado, Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, Ohio, Hudson, Potomac, and 

Delaware Rivers. 
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Argentina country 

{Argentina} Country is in southeast South America, east of Chile. Capital is Buenos Aires. Main cities are Salta in 

northwest, Sante Fe in east, Cordoba in center, Rosario in east, Mendoza in west, La Plata on east coast, Mar del Plata 

on southeast coast, and Bahia Blanca in southeast. 

 

Bolivia country 

{Bolivia} Country is in west-central South America, northeast of Chile and southeast of Peru. Capital is La Paz in 

north and Sucre in south. It has Nevada Illampu. 

 

Brazil country 

{Brazil} Country is in southeast South America. 

cities 

Capital is Brasilia. Main cities are Manaus in north center on Amazon River, Belem on northeast coast, Sao Luis on 

northeast coast, Teresina in northeast, Fortaleza on northeast coast, Natal on east coast, Joao Pessoa on east coast, 

Recife on east coast, Porto Velho in west center, Macelo on east coast, Aracaju on east coast, Salvador on east coast, 

Curitiba in southwest, Goiania in southwest, Vitoria on southeast coast, Belo Horizonte in southeast, Rio de Janeiro on 

southeast coast, Sao Paulo in southeast, Cuiaba on southeast coast, Florianopolis on southeast coast, and Porto Alegre 

on south coast. 

 

Chile country 

{Chile} Country is in southwest South America, west of Argentina. Capital is Santiago in center. Main cities are 

Anca on north coast, Iquique on northwest coast, Antofagasta on northwest coast, Valparaiso on central coast, 

Aconcagua in center, Puerto Monti in south, Punta Arena south of Patagonia, and Ushuaia in Tierra del Fuego. It has 



Easter Island far off west coast, Sala y Gomez Island far off west coast, Juan Fernandez Islands off west coast, Chiloe 

Islands off west southwest coast, Los Chonos Archipelago in southwest, and Santa Inés Island at Cape Horn, and Tierra 

del Fuego at Cape Horn. It has Mt. Aconcagua in center. 

 

Colombia country 

{Colombia} Country is in northwest South America, southwest of Venezuela and north of Peru and Ecuador. Capital 

is Bogota. Main cities are Cartagena in north, Cali in west, and Medellin in north center. It has Cristobal Coton Peak in 

north. 

 

Dutch Guiana country 

{Dutch Guiana} Colony was on South-America northeast coast. New name is Guyana. 

 

Ecuador country 

{Ecuador} Country is in west South America, northwest of Peru and southwest of Colombia. Capital is Quito. 

Another city is Guayaquil on coast. It has Galapagos Islands. It has Mt. Chimborazo in center. 

 

French Guyana 

{French Guyana} Country is in northeast South America, east of Surinam. 

 

Guyana country 

{Guyana} Country is in north South America, west of Surinam. Capital is Georgetown. 

 

Paraguay country 

{Paraguay} Country is in central South America, northeast of Argentina. Capital is Asuncion. 

 

Peru country 

{Peru} Country is in west South America, north of Chile and Bolivia and south of Ecuador and Colombia. Capital is 

Lima. Main cities are Trujillo on northwest coast, Iquitos in north, Cusco in southeast, and Arequipa in south. It has 

Lake Titicaca in south. It has Nevada Huascaran in center. 

 

Surinam country 

{Surinam} Country is in north South America, east of Guyana. Capital is Paramaribo. 

 

Uruguay country 

{Uruguay} Country is in southeast South America, east of Argentina and south of Brazil. Capital is Montevideo. 

 

Venezuela country 

{Venezuela} Country is in north South America, east of Colombia and west of Guyana. Capital is Caracas. Main 

cities are Maracaibo on northwest coast and Merida in west. 
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Russia Asia 

{Russia, Asia} Country is in north Asia and east Europe. Capital is Moscow. It has Siberia. It has Lake Baikal. It has 

Lena River. It has Verkhoyansk Range. It ha Kamchatkya Peninsula. 
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Australia country 

{Australia, country} Island country is southeast of Asia. Capital is Canberra. Main cities are Sydney in southeast, 

Melbourne in south, Darwin in northeast, Adelaide, Perth in west, and Brisbane in east. Northwest has Great Sandy 

Desert. South central has Great Victoria Desert. East has Great Dividing Range. East has Great Barrier Reef. Tasmania 

Island is south, with Hobart city. It has Lake Eyre in center and Lake Gardner in south center. It has Mt. Kosciuszko in 

south. 

 



New Zealand country 

{New Zealand} Island country is southeast of Australia, across Tasman Sea. Capital is Wellington. Another city is 

Auckland. It has North Island and South Island. South Island has Mt. Cook. 
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Afghanistan 

{Afghanistan} Country is in west-central Asia, northwest of Pakistan. Capital is Kabul. 

 

Bactria country 

{Bactria} Ancient country was in north Afghanistan. 

 

Bangladesh country 

{Bangladesh} Country is in south-central Asia, east of India. Capital is Dacca. 

 

Bhutan 

{Bhutan} Country is in central Asia, east of Nepal, in Himalayas. Capital is Thimphu. 

 

Ceylon country 

{Ceylon} Island is in south-central Asia, southeast of India. New name is Sri Lanka. Capital is Colombo. 

 

Hadhramaut 

{Hadhramaut} Previous country was in Asia. 

 

India country 

{India} Country is in south-central Asia. 

regions 

North India is arid. Southern highlands have forests. 

states 

India has 21 states. Punjab is in upper Indus River. Muktan is in middle Indus River. Sind is at lower Indus River. 

Kashmir, Ladakh, Kafiristan, Kumaon, and Kangara are in northwest mountains. Saurashtra, Gujarat, Baluchistan, 

Rajputana, and Delhi are in band from Arabian Sea to northwest mountains. Hindustan, Bihar, Sikkim, and Bhutan are 

south of Nepal. Assam and Bengal are in east. Malwa and Jharkand are in middle. Behar and Gondwana are south. 

Mahrattas, Deccan and Golconda are south. Mysore is south. Malabar is at west tip. Coromandel is at east tip. 

Laccadive Islands are west of Malabar. Maldive Islands are to south. Nicobar Islands and Andaman Islands are to 

southeast. 

cities 

Capital is New Delhi in north center. Main cities are Bombay or Mumbai in west, Bangalore in south, Madras or 

Chennai on southeast coast, Hyderabad in south center, and Calcutta or Kolkat on northeast coast. 

 

Kazakhstan 

{Kazakhstan} Country is in south-central Asia, north of Uzbekistan. Capital is Astana. It has Mt. Alma-Ata. It has 

Irtysh River. It has Lake Balkhash. 

 

Kyrgyzstan 

{Kyrgyzstan} Country is in south-central Asia, east of Uzbekistan. Capital is Bishkek. It has Mt. Pik Pobedy. 

 

Nepal 

{Nepal} Country is in south-central Asia, northeast of India. Capital is Kathmandu. 

 

Pakistan country 

{Pakistan} Country is in south Asia, northwest of India. Capital is Islamabad. Main cities are Karachi on coast, 

Hyderabad in south, Faisalabad in center, and Lahore in east center. It has Indus River. 

 

Scythia 

{Scythia} Ancient country was in southwest Asia, north northeast of Black Sea and east of Aral Sea. 



 

Tajikistan 

{Tajikistan} Country is in south-central Asia, north of Afghanistan. Capital is Dushanbe. It has Mt. Kongur Shan. 

 

Turkmenistan 

{Turkmenistan} Country is in south-central Asia, northeast of Iran. Capital is Ashgabat. 

 

Uzbekistan 

{Uzbekistan} Country is in south-central Asia, north of Turkmenistan. Capital is Tashkent. It has Aral Sea. 
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China country 

{China} Country is in east Asia. Old name was Cathay. It is also People's Republic of China. 

regions 

North China is arid. Many rivers run from Tibet to Gulf of Tonkin and South China Sea and south Bay of Bengal. 

Karakorum is to west, east of Kunlun Mountains, where Khotan town is. Turkestan is north of Kunlun Mountains, with 

Tunhwang town. Gobi Desert is north of Great Wall of China and northeast of Turkestan, south of Mongolia. 

Manchuria is in northeast China, across Sea of Japan from Japan and north of Korea. 

provinces 

Major provinces are Honan, Kwantung, Kwangsi, Sinkiang, Hopei, Shantung, Szechwan, Tibet, and Inner Mongolia. 

cities 

Capital is Beijing. Main cities are Shenya in Manchuria, Dalian on Manchuria coast, Tientsin southeast of Beijing, 

Zibo southeast of Beijing on Yellow River, Jinan southeast of Beijing on Yellow River, Taiyuan south of Beijing, Xi'an 

in center, Wuhan on central Yangtze River, Nanjing on east Yangtze River, Shanghai at Yangtze River mouth, Shenzen 

just north of Hong Kong, and Canton north of Hong Kong. 

rivers 

It has Yellow River, Yangtze River, and north Mekong River. 

 

Japan country 

{Japan} Four main islands are in east Asia, east of Korea: Honshu in center, Kyushu in south, Shikoku south of 

Honshu, and Hokkaido in north. Capital is Tokyo. Main cities are Kyoto in south Honshu, Hiroshima in southwest 

Honshu, and Osaka in south Honshu. It has Mt. Fuji in center. 

 

Korea country 

{Korea} Country is peninsula in northeast Asia, between Yellow Sea and Sea of Japan. 

 

Mongolia country 

{Mongolia} Country is in east Asia, between China and Russia. Capital is Ulan Bator. It has Gobi Desert. 

 

North Korea 

{North Korea} Country is in northeast Asia. Capital is Pyongyang. 

 

Outer Mongolia 

{Outer Mongolia} Country is in northeast Asia, between Russia and China. 

 

Republic of China country 

{Republic of China} Island country is in east Asia, southeast of China. It is also Taiwan. Capital is Taipei. 

 

South Korea 

{South Korea} Country is in northeast Asia. Capital is Seoul. 

 

Tibet country 

{Tibet} Former country is in south-central Asia, north of Himalayas and south of Kunlun Mountains, on Plateau of 

Tibet. 
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Aden country 

{Aden, country} Previous country was on Arabia south coast. 

 

Akkad 

{Akkad} Former empire was in north Babylonia. It is also Agade. 

 

Armenia 

{Armenia} Country is east of Black Sea, east of Turkey. Capital is Yerevan. 

 

Ashur 

{Ashur} Ancient empire was in northwest Iraq, on Tigris River. Another name was Assyria. 

 

Assyria country 

{Assyria} Ancient empire was in northwest Iraq, on Tigris River. Another name was Ashur. 

 

Azerbaijan 

{Azerbaijan} Country is east of Black Sea, northwest of Iran and northeast of Turkey. Capital is Baku. 

 

Babylonia country 

{Babylonia} Ancient country was in Iraq, in valley between lower Euphrates and Tigris Rivers. 

 

Bahrain 

{Bahrain} Island sheikdom is in southeast Middle East, between Qatar and Saudi Arabia. Capital is Manama. 

 

Bithynia 

{Bithynia} Ancient country was in northwest Asia Minor. 

 

Cyprus 

{Cyprus} Island is in east Mediterranean, south of Turkey. Capital is Nicosia. 

 

Ebla country 

{Ebla} Ancient country was in Syria, south of Aleppo. 

 

Galatia 

{Galatia} Ancient country was in central Asia Minor. 

 

Georgia Middle East 

{Georgia, country} Country is east of Black Sea, northeast of Turkey. Capital is Tbilisi. It has Mt. Elbrus in north. 

 

Iran country 

{Iran} Country is in east Middle East, southwest of Caspian Sea and east of Iraq. Old name was Persia. Capital is 

Tehran. Main cities are Abadan on southwest coast, Isfahan in west, Shiraz in south center, Gom in north center, Tabriz 

in northwest, and Mashad in northeast. It has Mt. Damavand in north center. 

 

Iraq country 

{Iraq} Country is in east Middle East, on Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, west of Iran and east of Syria. Capital is 

Baghdad. 

 

Israel country 

{Israel} Country is in west Middle East, on Mediterranean Sea, south of Lebanon. Capital is Tel Aviv. Main cities 

are Jerusalem and Haifa. 

 

Jordan country 

{Jordan} Country is in central Middle East and northwest Arabia, northwest of Saudi Arabia. Capital is Amman. 



 

Judaea country 

{Judaea} {Judea} Former kingdom is in south Palestine. 

 

Judah country 

{Judah} Ancient kingdom was in south Palestine. 

 

Kuwait country 

{Kuwait} Country is in east Middle East, northeast of Saudi Arabia and south of Iraq. Capital is Kuwait. 

 

Lebanon country 

{Lebanon} Country is in west Middle East, on Mediterranean Sea, southwest of Syria. Capital is Beirut. 

 

Lydia country 

{Lydia} Ancient country was in west Asia Minor. 

 

Media 

{Media} Ancient country was in northwest Iran. 

 

Oman country 

{Oman} Country is in southeast Arabia, north of Yemen. Capital is Muscat. 

 

Ottoman Empire country 

{Ottoman Empire} Former sultanate included Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Palestine, Egypt, Barbary States, Balkan States, 

and some Russia and Hungary. 

 

Palestine 

{Palestine} Country and ancient region is between Mediterranean Sea and Jordan River. 

 

Palestinian Territories 

{Palestinian Territories} Territory and ancient region is between Mediterranean Sea and Jordan River, south of 

Israel. 

 

Parthia country 

{Parthia} Ancient country was in northeast Iran. 

 

Pergamon country 

{Pergamon} Ancient Greek kingdom was in central Asia Minor. Pergamon is also Pergamum and is now Bergama, 

Turkey. 

 

Persia country 

{Persia} Former kingdom was in east Middle East. New name is Iran. 

 

Philistia 

{Philistia} Ancient country was in southwest Palestine. 

 

Phoenicia 

{Phoenicia} Ancient country was in Syria and Lebanon. 

 

Phrygia 

{Phrygia} Ancient country was in west-central Asia Minor. 

 

Pontus country 

{Pontus} Ancient country was in northeast Asia Minor. 

 



Qatar 

{Qatar} Country is in southeast Middle East, between Bahrain and United Arab Emirates. Capital is Doha. 

 

Saudi Arabia 

{Saudi Arabia} Country is in southwest Middle East, south of Iraq and north of Yemen. Capital is Riyadh. Main 

cities are Medina and Mecca. 

 

Sheba country 

{Sheba} Former country was in southwest Arabian Peninsula. 

 

Sumer country 

{Sumer} Former empire was in south Iraq. It was Babylonia southern division. 

 

Syria country 

{Syria} Country is in west Middle East, south of Turkey. Capital is Damascus. 

 

Trucial Coast 

{Trucial Coast} Former country is in southeast Middle East. 

 

Turkey country 

{Turkey} Country is in northwest Middle East, north of Syria and south of Black Sea. Capital is Ankara. Main cities 

are Istanbul in northwest and Izmir on west coast. 

 

United Arab Emirates 

{United Arab Emirates} Country is in southeast Arabia, on Persian Gulf, south of Qatar and north of Oman. Capital 

is Abu Dhabi. 

 

Yemen 

{Yemen} Country is in southwest Arabia, on Red Sea, south of Saudi Arabia. Capital is Sanaa. 
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Brunei 

{Brunei} Country is in south Asia, on north Borneo Island. Old name is Sarawak. Capital is Bandar Seri Begawan. 

 

Burma country 

{Burma} Country is in southeast Asia, east of Bangladesh, on Bay of Bengal. Andaman Islands are to west and 

Nicobar Islands are to south. Capital is Naypwidaw (Rangoon). Another name is Myanmar. 

 

Cambodia country 

{Cambodia} Country is in southeast Asia, southeast of Thailand, on Gulf of Siam. Capital is Phnom Penh. 

 

East Timor country 

{East Timor} Country is in south Asia, on Timor Island, east of Indonesia. Capital is Dili. 

 

Indonesia country 

{Indonesia} Country is in southeast Asia and contains Java, Sumatra, Bali, Sumba, Flores, south Borneo, Celebes, 

Buru, Seram, west New Guinea, Moluccas, and other islands in Malay Archipelago. Capital is Jakarta. Sumatra has 

Medan in north and Palembang in south. Java has Jakarta in west and Surabaya in east. Celebes has Ujungpandang. 

New Guinea has Mt. Puncak Jaya. 

 

Laos country 

{Laos} Country is in southeast Asia, northeast of Thailand. Capital is Vientiane. 

 



Malaysia country 

{Malaysia} Country is in southeast Asia, south of Thailand, and contains Malaya, North Borneo, and Sarawak. 

Capital is Kuala Lumpur. 

 

Philippines country 

{Philippines} Islands are in southeast Asia, east of Vietnam. Capital is Manila. Main cities are Cebu in center and 

Quezon City on north Luzon Island. It has Mindanao Island in south and Palawan Island in southwest. 

 

Sarawak country 

{Sarawak, country} Country is in south Asia, on north Borneo Island. New name is Brunei. 

 

Siam country 

{Siam} Country is in southeast Asia. New name is Thailand. 

 

Singapore country 

{Singapore, country} Country is in southeast Asia, south of Malaysia. Capital is Singapore. 

 

Thailand country 

{Thailand} Country is in southeast Asia, southeast of Burma. Old name was Siam. Capital is Bangkok. 

 

Vietnam 

{Vietnam} Country is in southeast Asia, east of Laos and Cambodia. 

cities 

Capital is Hanoi in north. Main cities are Ho Chi Minh City or Saigon in south, Haiphong on central coast, and 

Danang on central coast. 

peoples 

People settled there -500000 to -300000. Main ethnic group is Viet or Kinh, who live in lowlands. Others are Tay, 

Nung, Thai, Muong, H'mong, Zao, Hoa, Khmer, Bana, Giarai, and Ede. 

religion 

Buddhism came to Vietnam [-200]. 

weather 

Rainy season is from May to October. 

rivers 

Red River flows past Hanoi. Mekong River flows south of Saigon. 

alphabet 

Nom [until 1900] came from Han Chinese characters [1000 to 1300]. Quoc Hgu [after 1900] came from Roman 

alphabet [1600 to 1700]. 
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Europe countries 

{Europe countries} Europe country is in central, north, couth, east, or west. 
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Austria country 

{Austria} Country is in central Europe, southeast of Germany. Capital is Vienna. Another city is Salzburg. 

 

Austria-Hungary 

{Austria-Hungary} Former country was in central Europe and contained Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and 

some Serbia, Poland, Italy, and Romania, from 1867 to 1918. 

 

Bohemia country 

{Bohemia} Former country was in west Czech Republic. 

 



Czech Republic 

{Czech Republic} Country is in central Europe, east of Germany and north of Austria. Capital is Prague. 

 

Czechoslovakia country 

{Czechoslovakia} Former country was in central Europe. 

 

Hungary country 

{Hungary} Country is in central Europe, east of Austria. Capital is Budapest. 

 

Moravia country 

{Moravia} Former country was in central Czech Republic, east of Bavaria. 

 

Poland country 

{Poland} Country is in east Europe, northeast of Germany. Capital is Warsaw. 

 

Slovakia 

{Slovakia} Country is in central Europe, east of Czech Republic. Capital is Bratislava. 

 

Slovenia 

{Slovenia} Country is in central Europe, south of Austria. Capital is Ljubljana. 
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Belarus 

{Belarus} Country is in east Europe, between Poland and Russia. Old names were Byelorussia and White Russia. 

Capital is Minsk. 

 

Bulgaria country 

{Bulgaria} Country is in southeast Europe, south of Romania and northwest of Turkey. Capital is Sofia. 

 

Byelorussia 

{Byelorussia} Country is in east Europe. New name is Belarus. 

 

Estonia country 

{Estonia} Country is in north Europe, on Baltic Sea, north of Latvia. Capital is Tallinn. 

 

Latvia country 

{Latvia} Country is in north-central Europe, on Baltic Sea, south of Estonia and north of Lithuania. Capital is Riga. 

 

Lithuania country 

{Lithuania} Country is in north-central Europe, south of Latvia. Capital is Vilnius. 

 

Moldavia country 

{Moldavia} Former country was in Romania. 

 

Moldova 

{Moldova} Country is northeast of Romania. Capital is Kishinev or Chisinau. 

 

Muscovy 

{Muscovy} Former principality was in west-central Russia, around Moscow. 

 

Romania country 

{Romania} Country is in southeast Europe, on Black Sea, north of Bulgaria. Capital is Bucharest. 

 

Russia in Europe 

{Russia, Europe} Country is in east Europe and north Asia. 



cities 

Capital is Moscow in center. Main cities west of Ural Mountains are St. Petersburg in northwest, Archangel in 

northwest on Barents Sea, Yaroslavi in northwest, Tula in west, Ryazan in west, Saralov in west, Nishniy Novgorod in 

center, Penza in east, Saratov in southeast, Voronezh in southeast, Rostov-na-Donu in south, Volobgrad in southeast, 

Samara in east, Ula in east, Kazan in east, Astrakhan in southeast, Perm in northeast, and Orenburg in east. 

East of Ural Mountains are Chelyabinsk northwest of Kazakhstan, Yekaterinburg northwest of Kazakhstan, Omsk 

north of Kazakhstan, Tomsk north of Kazakhstan, Novosibirsk north of Kazakhstan, Barnaul north of Kazakhstan, 

Krasnoyarsk northeast of Kazakhstan, Irkutsk west of Lake Baikal, Khabarovsk in north Manchuria, Vladivostok on 

Sea of Japan, and Shenyang in south Manchuria. 

 

Transylvania country 

{Transylvania} Former country was in west Romania. 

 

Trebizond 

{Trebizond} Former Greek empire is north, east, and south of Black Sea. 

 

Ukraine country 

{Ukraine} Country is in southeast Europe, southwest of Russia and northeast of Romania, on Black Sea. Capital is 

Kiev. 

 

Walachia country 

{Walachia} Former country is in Romania. 

 

White Russia 

{White Russia} Country is in east Europe. New name is Belarus. 
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Denmark country 

{Denmark} Country is in north Europe, north of Germany. Capital is Copenhagen. 

 

Finland country 

{Finland} Country is in north Europe, east of Sweden. Old name was Suomi. Capital is Helsinki. 

 

Gotland 

{Gotland} Former country was in north Europe. 

 

Norway country 

{Norway} Country is in north Europe, west of Sweden. Capital is Oslo. 

 

Suomi 

{Suomi} Former country was in north Europe. New name is Finland. 

 

Sweden country 

{Sweden} Country is in north Europe, between Norway and Finland. Capital is Stockholm. 
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Albania country 

{Albania} Country is in southeast Europe, between Serbia and Greece. Capital is Tirana. 

 

Andalusia 

{Andalusia} Former country is in south Spain. 

 

Aragon country 

{Aragon} Former country was in northeast Spain. 



 

Bosnia and Hercegovina 

{Bosnia and Hercegovina} Country is in southeast Europe, between Croatia and Serbia. Capital is Sarajevo. 

 

Byzantium 

{Byzantium} Former country is in northeast Greece and west Turkey, east of Thrace, between Black Sea and Sea of 

Marmara. 

 

Castile country 

{Castile} Former country was in central and south Spain. 

 

Croatia country 

{Croatia} Country is in south Europe, on Balkan Peninsula, south of Slovenia. Capital is Zagreb. 

 

Etruria 

{Etruria} Ancient country was in central Italy. 

 

Greece country 

{Greece} Country is in south Europe, west of Turkey. Capital is Athens. 

 

Illyria 

{Illyria} Ancient country was in west Balkan Peninsula. 

 

Italy country 

{Italy} Country is in south Europe, east of France. Capital is Rome. Main cities are Genoa in west, Milan in north, 

Florence in northwest, Naples in south, and Venice in east. It has Sicily, which has Mt. Etna. It has Corsica in 

northwest and Sardinia in west center. 

 

Laconia 

{Laconia} Ancient country was in south Greece. 

 

Leon country 

{Leon} Former country is in Spain. 

 

Lombardy country 

{Lombardy} Former country is in north Italy. 

 

Macedon 

{Macedon} Ancient kingdom was in north Greece, southeast Serbia, and southwest Bulgaria, north of Thessaly. 

New name is Macedonia. 

 

Macedonia 

{Macedonia} Country is in north Greece, southeast Serbia, and southwest Bulgaria, north of Thessaly. Old name 

was Macedon. Capital is Skopje. 

 

Monaco 

{Monaco} Country is in south Europe, on France south coast. Capital is Monte Carlo. 

 

Navarre 

{Navarre} Former kingdom was in north Spain and southwest France. 

 

Papal States country 

{Papal States} Former Roman Catholic Church dominions were in central Italy. 

 

Portugal country 

{Portugal} Country is in southwest Europe, west of Spain. Capital is Lisbon. Another city is Porto. 



 

San Marino 

{San Marino} Country is in east Italy. 

 

Serbia country 

{Serbia} Country is in southeast Europe, north of Albania. Capital is Belgrade. 

 

Serbia and Montenegro 

{Serbia and Montenegro} Country is in south Europe, north of Albania. Capital is Belgrade. 

 

Spain country 

{Spain} Country is in southwest Europe, south of France. Capital is Madrid. Main cities are Barcelona and Seville. It 

has Balearic Islands in east. 

 

Vatican City 

{Vatican City} Country is papal holdings in Rome, Italy. 

 

Yugoslavia country 

{Yugoslavia} Former country was in south Europe, on Adriatic Sea. 
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Andorra 

{Andorra} Country is between France and Spain. 

 

Aquitaine country 

{Aquitaine} Former country was in west France and contains Tours. 

 

Batavia 

{Batavia} France ruled Netherlands from 1795 to 1806. 

 

Bavaria 

{Bavaria} Former country was in southeast Germany, north of Friuli. 

 

Belgium country 

{Belgium} Country is in west Europe, between France and Netherlands. Capital is Brussels. 

 

Brandenburg country 

{Brandenburg} Former country was in north Germany. 

 

Britain 

{Britain} Country is in northwest Europe. Capital is London. 

 

Burgundy country 

{Burgundy, country} Former country and province was in east France. 

 

Caledonia 

{Caledonia} Former country was in north Britain. New name is Scotland. 

 

Eire country 

{Eire} Island west of England is in west Europe. New name is Ireland. 

 

England country 

{England} Country is in northwest Europe, in south Britain. Capital is London. 

 



Essex country 

{Essex} Former kingdom was in southeast England. 

 

Flanders country 

{Flanders} Former country was in west Belgium and north France. 

 

France country 

{France} Country is in west Europe, north of Spain. Capital is Paris. Main cities are Bordeaux in southwest, 

Marseille in south, and Lyon in center. It has Mt. Blanc. 

 

Gaul country 

{Gaul, country} Ancient country included France and Belgium. 

 

Germany country 

{Germany} Country is in central Europe, north of Switzerland. It is also Deutschland. Capital is Berlin. 

 

Great Britain 

{Great Britain} Island is in northwest Europe and contains England, Scotland, and Wales. 

 

Hohenzollern country 

{Hohenzollern} Former country was in southwest Germany. 

 

Holland country 

{Holland} Country is in northwest Europe. Another name is Netherlands. 

 

Iceland country 

{Iceland} Island is in far-west Europe, in north-central North Atlantic Ocean. Capital is Reykjavik. 

 

Ireland country 

{Ireland} Island country is west of England. Old name was Eire. Capital is Dublin. 

 

Liechtenstein 

{Liechtenstein} Country is in west Europe, between Austria and Switzerland. 

 

Low Countries 

{Low Countries} Low Countries are Belgium, Luxembourg, and Netherlands. 

 

Luxembourg country 

{Luxembourg, country} Country is in west Europe, between Belgium and Germany. 

 

Netherlands country 

{Netherlands} Country is in northwest Europe, north of Belgium and northwest of Germany. Another name is 

Holland. Capital is Amsterdam. Main cities are Rotterdam and Delft. 

 

Normandy country 

{Normandy} Former country was in northwest France. 

 

Northern Ireland 

{Northern Ireland} Country is in west Europe, northwest of Ireland. Capital is Belfast. Another city is Londonderry. 

 

Prussia country 

{Prussia} Former kingdom was in north Germany, on Baltic Sea. 

 

Savoy country 

{Savoy} Former country was in southeast France. 

 



Saxony country 

{Saxony} Former country was in northwest Germany, north of Austrasia, and contained Magdeburg. 

 

Scotland country 

{Scotland} Country is in northwest Europe and north Britain. Old name was Caledonia. Capital is Edinburgh. 

 

Switzerland country 

{Switzerland} Country is in west-central Europe, north of Italy and south of Germany. Capital is Berne. Main cities 

are Geneva and Lausanne. 

 

United Kingdom country 

{United Kingdom} Country is in west Europe and contains England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. Capital 

is London. Main cities are Manchester, Liverpool, and Newcastle. 

 

Weimar Republic country 

{Weimar Republic} Germany was republic from 1919 to 1933. 

 

Westphalia 

{Westphalia} Former country is in west Germany and borders Netherlands. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Country>Polynesia 

 

American Samoa 

{American Samoa} Islands are in southwest-central Pacific Ocean, east of Samoa. 

 

Fiji 

{Fiji} Islands are in southwest Pacific Ocean, east of Vanatu. Capital is Suva. 

 

French Polynesia 

{French Polynesia} Islands are in South Pacific Ocean and include Marquesas, Society, and Austral Islands, east of 

Cook Islands of New Zealand. 

 

Kiribati 

{Kiribati} Country is in South Pacific Ocean, north of Samoa and Cook Islands. Capital is Tarawa. 

 

Marshall Islands country 

{Marshall Islands, country} Country is in South Pacific Ocean, east of Micronesia. Capital is Majuro. 

 

Micronesia 

{Micronesia} Island country is in South Pacific Ocean, north of Papua New Guinea, east of Philippines, and north of 

Melanesia. Capital is Palikir. 

 

Nauru 

{Nauru} Country is in South Pacific Ocean, north of Solomon Islands. Capital is Yaren. 

 

New Caledonia country 

{New Caledonia, country} France islands are in South Pacific Ocean, east of Australia. 

 

Northern Marianas 

{Northern Marianas} USA islands are in South Pacific Ocean, north of Micronesia, and include Guam. 

 

Palau 

{Palau} Country is in South Pacific Ocean, northwest of Papua New Guinea. Capital is Koror. 

 



Papua New Guinea 

{Papua New Guinea} Islands are in southwest Pacific Ocean, west of Solomon Islands and south of Micronesia. 

Capital is Port Moresby. 

 

Samoa country 

{Samoa, country} Islands are in southwest central Pacific Ocean, north of Tonga and south of Kiribati. Capital is 

Apia. 

 

Solomon Islands country 

{Solomon Islands, country} Country is in South Pacific Ocean, east of Papua New Guinea. Capital is Honiara. 

 

Tahiti country 

{Tahiti, country} Island is in South Pacific Ocean. 

 

Tuvalu 

{Tuvalu} Country is in South Pacific Ocean, east of Solomon Islands. Capital is Funafuti. 

 

Vanuatu 

{Vanuatu} Country is in South Pacific Ocean, south of Solomon Islands. Capital is Port Vila. 

 

Western Samoa 

{Western Samoa} Island is in South Pacific Ocean. New name is Samoa. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Province 

 

Basque Province 

{Basque Province} Province is in north and northwest Spain. 

 

Burgundy province 

{Burgundy, province} Former country and province is in east France. 

 

Cabinda 

{Cabinda} Province is in Angola. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Province>Canada 

 

Alberta 

{Alberta} Province is in west Canada. Capital is Edmonton. 

 

British Columbia 

{British Columbia} Province is in west Canada. Capital is Vancouver. 

 

Labrador province 

{Labrador} Province is in east Canada. 

 

Manitoba 

{Manitoba} Province is in south-central Canada. 

 

Maritime Provinces 

{Maritime Provinces} Provinces are in east Canada and contain New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward 

Island. 

 

New Brunswick 

{New Brunswick} Province is in southeast Canada. 

 



Newfoundland province 

{Newfoundland} Province is in east Canada. 

 

Northwest Territories 

{Northwest Territories} Province is in northwest Canada and was former territory. 

 

Nova Scotia province 

{Nova Scotia} Province is in southeast Canada. 

 

Ontario Province 

{Ontario} Province is in east Canada. Capital is Ontario. 

 

Prince Edward Island province 

{Prince Edward Island} Province is in southeast Canada. 

 

Quebec Province 

{Quebec Province} Province is in east Canada. Capital is Quebec. 

 

Saskatchewan 

{Saskatchewan} Province is in southwest Canada. 

 

Yukon 

{Yukon} Province is in northwest Canada and was former territory. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Province>China 

 

Kwang-tung 

{Kwang-tung} Province is in southeast China. 

 

Shantung province 

{Shantung} Province is east China. 

 

Szechwan 

{Szechwan} Province is in southwest China. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region 

 

land region 

Regions {land region} {region} are land areas with natural boundaries. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Africa 

 

Afar 

{Afar} Region is in northeast Africa in Ethiopia and north Eritrea. It is East African Rift north end. It has Erta Ale 

and Afdera volcanoes and Dallal Crater. 

 

Guinea region 

{Guinea, region} Region is west Africa from Gambia to Angola. 

 

Horn of Africa 

{Horn of Africa} Region is east Africa tip, in Somalia. 

 

Land of Goshen 

{Land of Goshen} Ancient region is in northeast Egypt. 

 



Maghreb 

{Maghreb} Region is coastal northwest Africa. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Americas 

 

Americas regions 

{Americas regions} Americas regions are in North and South America. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Americas>North America 

 

Appalachia 

{Appalachia} Region is in southeast USA. 

 

Badlands region 

{Badlands} Region is in southwest South Dakota. 

 

Big Sur 

{Big Sur} Region is in west-central California. 

 

Canal Zone 

{Canal Zone} Former USA territory contains Panama Canal. USA leased it from Panama. 

 

Cibola 

{Cibola} Region is in north New Mexico. It contains the Seven Cities believed by explorers to contain vast treasure. 

 

Dixie region 

{Dixie} Region is in southeast USA. 

 

Indian Territory region 

{Indian Territory} Former USA territory is in Oklahoma. 

 

Louisiana Purchase 

{Louisiana Purchase} Region was in west-central USA between Rocky Mountains and Mississippi River. 

 

Midwest 

{Midwest} Region is north-central USA. 

 

New England region 

{New England} Region is northeast USA. 

 

Northeast 

{Northeast} Region is Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, 

Pennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey. 

 

Northwest region 

{Northwest} Region is Washington, Oregon, Montana, and Idaho. 

 

Southwest region 

{Southwest} Region is west Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona. 

 

Vinland 

{Vinland} Region is on North-America northeast coast. Norsemen discovered it. 

 

West region 

{West} Region is west of Mississippi River. 

 



SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Americas>South America 

 

Guyana or Guiana region 

{Guyana or Guiana} Region is in northeast South America. 

 

Latin America region 

{Latin America} Region is Americas south of USA. 

 

Patagonia 

{Patagonia} Region is in south Argentina. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Asia 

 

Bengal region 

{Bengal} Region is east India and Bangladesh. 

 

Central Asia 

{Central Asia} Steppe region from Caspian Sea to Tibet has Alborz, Hindu Kush, and Kunlun Mountains on south 

and Siberia on north. 

 

Far East 

{Far East} Region has East Asia countries. 

 

Goa region 

{Goa} Former Portuguese colony is in west India, south of Bombay. 

 

Hindustan 

{Hindustan} Region is in north India. 

 

Inner Mongolia 

{Inner Mongolia} Region is in north China. 

 

Manchuria region 

{Manchuria} Region is in northeast China. 

 

Punjab 

{Punjab} Region is in east Pakistan and northwest India. 

 

Siberia 

{Siberia} Region is in Asian northeast Russia. 

 

Tatary 

{Tatary} Old region in Asia goes from Sea of Japan to Dnieper River. 

 

Turkestan 

{Turkestan} Region is in central Asia, between Iran and Siberia. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Asia>Middle East 

 

Anatolia 

{Anatolia} Region includes Turkey, Asia Minor, and east of Asia Minor. 

 

Canaan 

{Canaan} Region is main Palestine. 

 



Chaldea 

{Chaldea} Ancient region was on Persian Gulf and Euphrates River. 

 

Gaza Strip 

{Gaza Strip} Region is in southwest Palestine, on Mediterranean coast. 

 

Hejaz region 

{Hejaz, region} Region is in west Saudi Arabia. 

 

Holy Land 

{Holy Land} Ancient region is between Mediterranean Sea and Jordan River. It is also Palestine. 

 

Levant region 

{Levant} Region is countries on Mediterranean-Sea east shore. 

 

Mesopotamia 

{Mesopotamia} Region is in Iraq between Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. 

 

Negev 

{Negev} Region is in south Palestine. 

 

Samaria 

{Samaria} Region is in west Jordan and was in ancient Palestine. 

 

Subartu 

{Subartu} Region is in north Mesopotamia. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Europe 

 

Austrasia region 

{Austrasia} Region was in northwest France and contains Aachen, Mainz, and Fulda. 

 

Carinthia 

{Carinthia} Region was in Czech Republic, east of Bavaria. 

 

Caucasia 

{Caucasia} Region is in southwest Asia, between Black Sea and Caspian Sea. 

 

Chalcis 

{Chalcis} Region is east of Thebes, on Euboea Island. 

 

Circassia 

{Circassia} Region is in southwest Asia, east of Black Sea. 

 

La Mancha 

{La Mancha} Region is in south-central Spain. 

 

Lapland 

{Lapland} Region is in north Europe, above Arctic Circle. 

 

Scandinavia 

{Scandinavia} Region contains Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, plus Finland and Iceland. 

 

Silesia region 

{Silesia} Region is in north Austria. 

 



Tyrol 

{Tyrol} Region is in south Austria. 

 

Ulster region 

{Ulster} Region is in north Ireland. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Europe>England 

 

Cambria 

{Cambria} Region was in west Britain. New name is Wales. 

 

Lancaster County 

{Lancaster County} Region is in northwest England. 

 

Lands End 

{Lands End} Region is at England southwest tip. 

 

Umbria 

{Umbria} Region is in central England. 

 

Wales 

{Wales} Region is in southwest Britain. Old name was Cambria. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Europe>France 

 

Alsace 

{Alsace} Region is in northeast France. 

 

Anjou 

{Anjou} Region is in northwest France. 

 

Brittany 

{Brittany} Region is at France west tip. 

 

Champagne region 

{Champagne, region} Region is in northeast France. 

 

Gascony 

{Gascony} Region is in southwest France. 

 

Ile-de-France 

{Ile-de-France} Region is in north-central France, around Paris. 

 

Lorraine region 

{Lorraine} Region is in northeast France. 

 

Medoc 

{Medoc} Region is in France. 

 

Midi 

{Midi} Region is in south France. 

 

Provence 

{Provence} Region is in southeast France. 

 



Septimania 

{Septimania} Region was in southwest France, along coast. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Europe>Germany 

 

Alemanni region 

{Alemanni, region} Ancient region is in southwest Germany. 

 

Baden 

{Baden} Region is in southwest Germany, near French and Swiss border. It has spa. 

 

Rhineland region 

{Rhineland} Region is west of Rhine River. 

 

Ruhr 

{Ruhr} Industrial region is in west Germany. 

 

Saar region 

{Saar, region} Region is in west Germany. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Europe>Greece 

 

Achaea 

{Achaea} Region is in south Greece, in north Peloponnesus. 

 

Arcadia region 

{Arcadia, region} Mountainous region is in south Greece, in central Peloponnesus. 

 

Attica 

{Attica} Region is in central Greece, northeast of Isthmus of Corinth, and contains Thebes, Athens, Megara, Piraeus, 

and Plataea. 

 

Boeotia 

{Boeotia} Region is in west-central Greece, north of Peloponnesus. 

 

Elis 

{Elis} Region is in west Greece. 

 

Epirus 

{Epirus} Region is in west Greece. 

 

Locris 

{Locris} Region is in central Greece, north of Boeotia. 

 

Magna Graecia region 

{Magna Graecia} Ancient Greek colonies were in south Italy. 

 

Messenia 

{Messenia} Region is in south Greece. 

 

Thessaly 

{Thessaly} Region is in north Greece, north of Locris. 

 

Thrace 

{Thrace} Region is in north Greece, east of Macedon, from Danube River to Aegean Sea. 

 



SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>Europe>Italy 

 

Apulia 

{Apulia} Region was in southeast Italy and contained Heraclaea and Tarentum. 

 

Campania 

{Campania} Region was in southwest Italy, southeast of Latium and south of Samnium. It contained Capua and 

Neapolis (Naples). 

 

Friuli 

{Friuli} Region is in northeast Italy, in Lombardy, north of Venice. 

 

Latium 

{Latium} Ancient region is in west-central Italy, south of Rome. 

 

Lucania 

{Lucania} Region was in south Italy. 

 

Roman Campagna 

{Roman Campagna} Region is in central Italy, around Rome. It is also Campagna di Roma. 

 

Sabini 

{Sabini} Region was in central Italy, east of Rome. 

 

Samnium 

{Samnium} Region is in central Italy, east of Latium. 

 

The Marches 

{The Marches} Region is in north Italy. 

 

Tuscany region 

{Tuscany} Region is in northwest-central Italy. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>Region>World 

 

Commonwealth nations 

{Commonwealth} British Commonwealth included United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and South Africa. 

 

United Nations region 

{United Nations, region} Region in New York City is international territory. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>State 

 

state in country 

States {state, country} are country political subdivisions. 

 

Navajo reservation 

{Navajo, reservation} Reservation is in north Arizona. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>State>Asia 

 

Madras state 

{Madras} State is in southeast India. 

 

Uttar Pradesh 

{Uttar Pradesh} State is in India. 



 

SOCI>Geography>Political>State>USA Atlantic 

 

Delaware state 

{Delaware, state} State is in central east USA. 

 

New Jersey 

{New Jersey} State is in east USA. 

 

New York state 

{New York} State {Empire State} is in northeast USA. 

 

Pennsylvania state 

{Pennsylvania} State is in east USA. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>State>USA Midwest 

 

Illinois 

{Illinois} State is in central USA. 

 

Indiana 

{Indiana} State {Hoosier State} is in east-central USA. 

 

Iowa 

{Iowa} State {Hawkeye State} is in central USA. 

 

Kansas state 

{Kansas} State is in central USA. 

 

Michigan 

{Michigan} State is in north USA. 

 

Minnesota 

{Minnesota} State is in north USA. 

 

Missouri state 

{Missouri} State is in central USA. 

 

Nebraska 

{Nebraska} State is in central USA. 

 

North Dakota 

{North Dakota} State is in northwest-central USA. 

 

Ohio state 

{Ohio} State {Buckeye State} is in east-central USA. 

 

South Dakota 

{South Dakota} State is in northwest-central USA. 

 

Wisconsin 

{Wisconsin} State is in north-central USA. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>State>USA Mountain 

 



Colorado state 

{Colorado} State is in west-central USA. 

 

Idaho 

{Idaho} State is in northwest USA. 

 

Montana 

{Montana} State is in northwest USA. 

 

Utah 

{Utah} State is in west USA. 

 

Wyoming 

{Wyoming} State is in northwest USA. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>State>USA Northeast 

 

Connecticut state 

{Connecticut} State is in northeast USA. 

 

Maine state 

{Maine} State is in northeast USA. 

 

Massachusetts state 

{Massachusetts} State {Bay State} is in northeast USA. 

 

New Hampshire 

{New Hampshire} State is in northeast USA. 

 

Rhode Island state 

{Rhode Island} State is in northeast USA. 

 

Vermont 

{Vermont} State is in northeast USA. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>State>USA Northwest 

 

Alaska state 

{Alaska} State is in northwest North America. 

 

Oregon state 

{Oregon} State is in northwest USA. 

 

Washington state 

{Washington, state} State is in northwest USA. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>State>USA South 

 

Alabama 

{Alabama} State is in southeast USA. 

 

Arkansas state 

{Arkansas} State is in southeast central USA. 

 

Florida state 

{Florida} State is in southeast USA. 



 

Georgia USA 

{Georgia, state} State is in southeast USA. 

 

Kentucky state 

{Kentucky} State is in east-central USA. 

 

Louisiana state 

{Louisiana} State is in south USA. 

 

Maryland state 

{Maryland} State is in east USA. 

 

Mississippi state 

{Mississippi} State is in south USA. 

 

North Carolina state 

{North Carolina} State {Tarheel State} is in east USA. 

 

South Carolina state 

{South Carolina} State is in southeast USA. 

 

Tennessee state 

{Tennessee} State is in southeast-central USA. 

 

Virginia state 

{Virginia} State is in east USA. 

 

West Virginia 

{West Virginia} State is in east USA. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>State>USA Southwest 

 

Arizona 

{Arizona} State is in south-central USA. 

 

New Mexico 

{New Mexico} State is in southwest USA. 

 

Oklahoma state 

{Oklahoma} State {Sooner State} is in south-central USA. 

 

Texas state 

{Texas} State is in south USA. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Political>State>USA West 

 

California state 

{California} State is in west USA. 

 

Hawaii state 

{Hawaii} State is in west USA and are islands in central Pacific Ocean. 

 

Nevada 

{Nevada} State is in west USA. 

 



SOCI>Geography>Structure 

 

Comstock Mine 

{Comstock Mine} Mine is in Virginia City, Nevada. 

 

Fort Knox 

{Fort Knox} Fort is in north-central Kentucky. 

 

Pearl Harbor 

{Pearl Harbor} Harbor is at Honolulu in south Oahu Island, Hawaii. 

 

Pharos Lighthouse 

{Pharos Lighthouse} Ancient lighthouse is under water in Alexandria, Egypt. 

 

structure in geography 

Structures {structure, building} include buildings, dams, highways, and parks. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Bridge 

 

Bay Bridge 

{Bay Bridge} Bridge is from San Francisco to Oakland in California. 

 

Brooklyn Bridge 

{Brooklyn Bridge} Bridge is from Manhattan to Brooklyn in New York City. 

 

George Washington Bridge 

{George Washington Bridge} Bridge is from Manhattan in New York City. 

 

Golden Gate Bridge 

{Golden Gate Bridge} Bridge is from San Francisco to Marin County in California. 

 

Mackinac Bridge 

{Mackinac Bridge} Bridge crosses peninsulas in north Michigan. 

 

Verrazano Narrows Bridge 

{Verrazano Narrows Bridge} Bridge is in south New York City. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Building 

 

Appomattox Court House 

{Appomattox Court House} Civil War surrender site is in central Virginia. 

 

Orly Airport 

{Orly Airport} Airport is near Paris, France. 

 

Parthenon Temple 

{Parthenon Temple} Temple is in Athens, Greece. 

 

Roman Forum structure 

{Roman Forum} Forum in Rome had government buildings and monuments. 

 

Trafalgar Square 

{Trafalgar Square} Square is in London, United Kingdom. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Cave 

 



Altamira Cave 

{Altamira Cave} Cave with prehistoric drawings is in north Spain. 

 

Carlsbad Caverns 

{Carlsbad Caverns} Caverns are in southeast New Mexico. 

 

Lascaux Cave site 

{Lascaux Cave} Cave with prehistoric drawings is in southwest-central France. 

 

Mammoth Cave 

{Mammoth Cave} Cave is in southwest-central Kentucky. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Cemetery 

 

Arlington Cemetery 

{Arlington National Cemetery} Cemetery is in north Virginia, south of Washington, DC. 

 

Golden Gate Cemetery 

{Golden Gate Cemetery} Cemetery is south of San Francisco, California. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Dam 

 

Aswan High Dam 

{Aswan High Dam} Dam is on upper Nile River in Egypt. 

 

Boulder Dam 

{Boulder Dam} Dam is on Colorado River between Nevada and Arizona. Another name is Hoover Dam. 

 

Grand Coulee Dam 

{Grand Coulee Dam} Dam is in northeast-central Washington. 

 

Hoover Dam structure 

{Hoover Dam} Dam is on Colorado River between Nevada and Arizona. Another name is Boulder Dam. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Highway 

 

Alaska Highway 

{Alaska Highway} Highway goes from Dawson Creek, British Columbia, to Fairbanks, Alaska. It is also Alcan 

Highway. 

 

Appian Way 

{Appian Way} Ancient road goes from Rome to Brindisi, Italy. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Observatory 

 

Jodrell Bank Observatory 

{Jodrell Bank Observatory} Observatory is in west England. 

 

Palomar Observatory 

{Palomar Observatory} Observatory is in south California. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Park 

 

Bryce Canyon 

{Bryce Canyon} Park is in Utah. 

 



Craters of the Moon 

{Craters of the Moon} Park is in southeast-central Idaho. 

 

Death Valley park 

{Death Valley Park} Park is in southeast California. 

 

Devil's Postpile 

{Devil's Postpile} Devil's Postpile National Monument. 

 

Glacier National Park 

{Glacier National Park} Park is in northwest Montana. 

 

Grand Canyon 

{Grand Canyon} Park is in northwest Arizona, on Colorado River. 

 

Grand Teton 

{Grand Teton} Park is in northwest Wyoming. 

 

Hot Springs National Park 

{Hot Springs National Park} Park is in west-central Arkansas. 

 

Joshua Tree National Monument 

{Joshua Tree National Monument} Joshua Tree National Monument is in south California desert. 

 

Kalahari National Park 

{Kalahari National Park} Park is in Namibia. 

 

King's Canyon park 

{King's Canyon Park} Park is in east California. 

 

Monument Valley 

{Monument Valley} Park is in northeast Arizona and southeast Utah and contains sandstone formations. 

 

Petrified Forest 

{Petrified Forest} Park is in northeast Arizona and has tree remains. 

 

Sequoia National Park 

{Sequoia National Park} Park is in northeast-central California. 

 

Serengeti National Park 

{Serengeti National Park} Park is in Tanzania. 

 

Yellowstone National Park 

{Yellowstone National Park} Park is in northeast Wyoming, east Idaho, and south Montana. 

 

Yosemite National Park 

{Yosemite National Park} Park is in east-central California. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Prehistoric Site 

 

Cahokia Mounds 

{Cahokia Mounds} Prehistoric mounds are in south Illinois. 

 

Casa Grande site 

{Casa Grande} Prehistoric cliff dwellings are in south-central Arizona. 

 



Gila site 

{Gila} Prehistoric cliff dwellings are in southwest New Mexico. 

 

Mesa Verde 

{Mesa Verde} Prehistoric cliff dwelling is in southwest Colorado. 

 

Stonehenge site 

{Stonehenge} Prehistoric stone slabs are in south-central England. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Prison 

 

Alcatraz Prison 

{Alcatraz Prison} Federal prison was on small island north of San Francisco. 

 

Leavenworth Prison 

{Leavenworth Prison} Federal prison is in northeast Kansas. 

 

San Quentin Prison 

{San Quentin Prison} Federal prison is in east Marin County, north of San Francisco. 

 

Sing Sing Prison 

{Sing Sing Prison} Federal prison is in upper New York State. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Trail 

 

Chisholm Trail 

{Chisholm Trail} Old cattle trail goes between San Antonio, Texas, and Abilene, Kansas. 

 

Oregon Trail 

{Oregon Trail} Pioneer route goes from Missouri to Washington. 

 

Santa Fe Trail 

{Santa Fe Trail} Pioneer route goes from Kansas City, Missouri, to Santa Fe, New Mexico. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Structure>Wall 

 

Great Wall of China geography 

{Great Wall of China} Wall is between China and Mongolia and is 2000 miles long. 

 

Hadrian's Wall geography 

{Hadrian's Wall} Wall is in north England. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water 

 

water in geography 

Waters {water, geography} include falls, lakes, oceans, ocean currents, rivers, and seas. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Bay 

 

Baffin Bay 

{Baffin Bay} Bay is between Greenland and Canada. 

 

Bengal Bay 

{Bengal Bay} Bay of Bengal is between India and Malay Peninsula in Bangladesh. 

 



Biscay Bay 

{Biscay Bay} Bay is between west France and north Spain. 

 

Biscayne Bay 

{Biscayne Bay} Bay is at Miami, Florida. 

 

Botany Bay 

{Botany Bay} Bay is in southeast Australia. 

 

Chesapeake Bay 

{Chesapeake Bay} Bay is between Maryland and Delaware. 

 

Guantanamo Bay 

{Guantanamo Bay} Bay is in east Cuba. 

 

Hudson Bay 

{Hudson Bay} Bay is in northeast Canada. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Canal 

 

Erie Canal 

{Erie Canal} Canal goes east and west across central New York State. 

 

Panama Canal 

{Panama Canal} Canal is in Panama. 

 

Suez Canal 

{Suez Canal} Canal is in northeast Egypt. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Falls 

 

Angel Falls 

{Angel Falls} Falls are in southeast Venezuela. 

 

Bridalveil Falls 

{Bridalveil Falls} Falls are in Yosemite National Park in east-central California. 

 

Niagara Falls 

{Niagara Falls} Falls are at Lake Erie north end. 

 

Victoria Falls 

{Victoria Falls} Falls are between Zambia and Zimbabwe, on Zambesi River. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Gulf 

 

Aden Gulf 

{Aden Gulf} Gulf is in Aden. 

 

Aegina Gulf 

{Aegina Gulf} Gulf is between Attica and Argos, Greece. 

 

Alaska Gulf 

{Alaska Gulf} Gulf is in Alaska. 

 

California Gulf 

{California Gulf} Gulf is in California. 



 

Guinea Gulf 

{Guinea Gulf} Gulf is in Guinea. 

 

Maine Gulf 

{Maine Gulf} Gulf is in Maine. 

 

Mexico Gulf 

{Mexico Gulf} Gulf is east of Mexico and south of USA. 

 

Oman Gulf 

{Oman Gulf} Gulf is in Oman. 

 

Persian Gulf 

{Persian Gulf} Gulf is in Iran. 

 

Siam Gulf 

{Siam Gulf} Gulf is in Thailand. 

 

St. Lawrence Gulf 

{St. Lawrence Gulf} Gulf is in Canada. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Lake 

 

lake 

Lakes {lake} have land around them and do not flow. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Lake>Africa 

 

Lake Mareotis 

{Lake Mareotis} Lake is south of Alexandria, Egypt. 

 

Lake Tanganyika 

{Lake Tanganyika} Lake is in east-central Africa. 

 

Lake Victoria 

{Lake Victoria} Lake is in east Africa. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Lake>Americas 

 

Americas lakes 

{Americas lakes} Americas lakes are North and South America. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Lake>Americas>North America 

 

Finger Lakes 

{Finger Lakes} Five lakes are in west-central New York State. 

 

Great Bear Lake 

{Great Bear Lake} Lake is in central Canada. 

 

Great Lakes 

{Great Lakes} Lakes are in north-central USA and include Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, and Ontario. 

 

Great Salt Lake 

{Great Salt Lake} Lake is in north Utah. 



 

Great Slave Lake 

{Great Slave Lake} Lake is in central Canada. 

 

Lake Erie 

{Lake Erie} Lake is in west New York State. 

 

Lake Huron 

{Lake Huron} Lake is in north-central North America. 

 

Lake Michigan 

{Lake Michigan} Lake is in north-central USA, north of Illinois. 

 

Lake Ontario 

{Lake Ontario} Lake is in east Canada, northwest of New York State. 

 

Lake Superior 

{Lake Superior} Lake is in north Wisconsin. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Lake>Americas>South America 

 

Lake Titicaca 

{Lake Titicaca} Lake is in Andes Mountains on Peru and Bolivia borders. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Lake>Asia 

 

Aral Sea 

{Aral Sea} Salt lake is between Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. 

 

Lake Baikal 

{Lake Baikal} Lake is in south-central Russia. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Lake>Asia>Middle East 

 

Dead Sea 

{Dead Sea} Dead Sea is salty and is below sea level between southeast Israel and southwest Jordan. 

 

Lake Galilee 

{Lake Galilee} Sea of Galilee is between northeast Israel and west Jordan. Sea of Galilee is also Lake Kinneret. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Lake>Europe 

 

Lake Geneva 

{Lake Geneva} Lake is between southwest Switzerland and east France. 

 

Loch Katrine 

{Loch Katrine} Loch Katrine Lake is in central Scotland. 

 

Loch Lomond lake 

{Loch Lomond} Loch Lomond Lake is in south-central Scotland. 

 

Loch Ness 

{Loch Ness} Loch Ness is in northwest Scotland and has "monster". 

 

Zuider Zee 

{Zuider Zee} Lake is in north Netherlands. 



 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Ocean 

 

Antarctic Ocean 

{Antarctic Ocean} Ocean is south of 60 degrees South latitude. 

 

Arctic Ocean 

{Arctic Ocean} Ocean is north of 66.5 degrees latitude. 

 

Atlantic Ocean 

{Atlantic Ocean} Ocean is between Americas, Europe, and Africa. It has North Atlantic Ocean and South Atlantic 

Ocean. 

 

Indian Ocean 

{Indian Ocean} Ocean is south of India. 

 

Pacific Ocean 

{Pacific Ocean} Ocean is between Americas, Asia, and Australia. It has North Pacific Ocean and South Pacific 

Ocean. South Seas is South Pacific Ocean. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Ocean>Current 

 

Antarctic Circumpolar 

{Antarctic Circumpolar Current} (ACC) The largest ocean current circles Antarctica and keeps tropic waters away 

from coast. 

 

Besquela Current 

{Besquela Current} Cold ocean current flows north along Africa west coast. 

 

Brazil Current 

{Brazil Current} Warm ocean current flows south along South-America east coast. 

 

California Current 

{California Current} Cold ocean current flows south along North-America west coast. 

 

Gulf Stream 

{Gulf Stream} Warm ocean current flows north from Gulf of Mexico along USA east coast to Iceland. 

 

Humboldt Current 

{Humboldt Current} Cold ocean current flows south from Alaska along USA west coast to Mexico. 

 

Kuroshio Current 

{Kuroshio Current} Warm ocean current flows north past Japan. 

 

Labrador Current 

{Labrador Current} Warm ocean current flows east past Iceland to England. 

 

Peru Current 

{Peru Current} Cold ocean current flows north along South America west coast. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Passage 

 

Drake Passage 

{Drake Passage} Passage between South America and Antarctica formed 41 million years ago. 

 



Northwest Passage 

{Northwest Passage} Passage goes through Arctic ice sheets. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>River 

 

river in geography 

Rivers {river, geography} flow through land. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>River>Africa 

 

Blue Nile River 

{Blue Nile River} River flows through Ethiopia and Sudan to Khartoum. 

 

Congo River 

{Congo River} River is in central Africa and flows to Atlantic Ocean. 

 

Niger River 

{Niger River} River is in west Africa. 

 

Nile River 

{Nile River} River flows from Uganda north through Egypt. 

 

White Nile River 

{White Nile River} River flows from Uganda to Mediterranean Sea. 

 

Zambesi River 

{Zambesi River} River is in Zimbabwe. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>River>Americas 

 

Americas river 

{Americas river} Americas river is in North or South America. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>River>Americas>North America 

 

Allegheny River 

{Allegheny River} River is in west Pennsylvania. 

 

Arkansas River 

{Arkansas River} River is in south-central USA. 

 

Bull Run River 

{Bull Run} Stream is in north Virginia. 

 

Charles River 

{Charles River} River flows through Boston, Massachusetts. 

 

Colorado River 

{Colorado River} River flows from Colorado to Arizona but dries on way to Baja California. 

 

Columbia River 

{Columbia River} River is in northwest USA. 

 

Delaware River 

{Delaware River} River flows from south New York past Philadelphia. 

 



East River 

{East River} River is between Manhattan Island and Long Island. 

 

Harlem River 

{Harlem River} River is between Manhattan Island and New Jersey. 

 

Hudson River 

{Hudson River} River flows north to south through east New York State to New York City. 

 

James River 

{James River} River is in east Virginia. 

 

Klondike River 

{Klondike River} River is in central Yukon Territory. 

 

Mackenzie River 

{Mackenzie River} River is in west Canada. 

 

Mississippi River 

{Mississippi River} River flows from north-central Minnesota to Gulf of Mexico. 

 

Missouri River 

{Missouri River} River flows from southwest Montana to east Missouri. 

 

Ohio River 

{Ohio River} River flows from west Pennsylvania to Mississippi River in Missouri. 

 

Potomac River 

{Potomac River} River is between Maryland and Virginia. 

 

Rio Grande River 

{Rio Grande River} River flows from southwest Colorado between northeast Mexico and Texas to Gulf of Mexico. 

It is also Grande River. 

 

Shenandoah River 

{Shenandoah River} River is in north Virginia. 

 

St. Lawrence River 

{St. Lawrence River} River is on USA and Canada border from Lake Ontario to Atlantic Ocean. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>River>Americas>South America 

 

Amazon River 

{Amazon River} River flows from Peru Andes to Brazil northwest coast. It began 15,000,000 years ago when 

northeast Andes rose and reached sea 10,000,000 years ago. 

 

Gran Chaco River 

{Gran Chaco River} River flows through Chaco Plain in South America. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>River>Asia 

 

Amu Darya River 

{Amu Darya River} River is in Afghanistan and flows from Pamir Mountains to Aral Sea. Another name is Oxus 

River. 

 



Amur River 

{Amur River} River is in central Asia. 

 

Brahmaputra River 

{Brahmaputra River} River is in central Asia, north of Himalayas, and empties into Ganges River in Bengal. 

Another name is Tsangpo River. 

 

Chang Jang River 

{Chang Jang River} River flows east through south-middle China. 

 

Ganges River 

{Ganges River} River flows from Himalayas through north India to Bay of Bengal. 

 

Han River 

{Han River} River is in east-central China. 

 

Hsi River 

{Hsi River} River flows east through south China to South China Sea. 

 

Hwang Ho River 

{Hwang Ho River} River flows from Great Wall of China south and then east through middle of China, past Sian 

and Loyang. Another name is Yellow River. 

 

Indus River 

{Indus River} River flows from Tibet across India to west Pakistan to Arabian Sea. Another name is Sindhu River. 

 

Irrawaddy River 

{Irrawaddy River} River is in Burma. 

 

Irtysh River 

{Irtysh River} River is in central Asia. 

 

Jaxertes River 

{Jaxertes River} River flows from Tien Shan Mountains to Aral Sea. 

 

Lena River 

{Lena River} River is in central Asia. 

 

Mekong River 

{Mekong River} River is in south Vietnam and passes 100 km south of Ho Chi Minh City. 

 

Ob River 

{Ob River} River is in central Asia. 

 

Oxus River 

{Oxus River} River is in Afghanistan and flows from Pamir Mountains to Aral Sea. Another name is Amu Darya 

River. 

 

Red River 

{Red River} River is in north Vietnam and passes through Hanoi. 

 

Sindhu River 

{Sindhu River} River flows from Tibet across India to west Pakistan to Arabian Sea. Another name is Indus River. 

 



Tsangpo River 

{Tsangpo River} River is in central Asia, north of Himalayas, and empties into Ganges River in Bengal. Another 

name is Brahmaputra River. 

 

Yangtze River 

{Yangtze River} River flows through central China to east China Sea and is swampy and forested. 

 

Yellow River 

{Yellow River} River is in north China. Another name is Hwang Ho River. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>River>Asia>Middle East 

 

Euphrates River 

{Euphrates River} River flows from east Turkey to Tigris River in Iraq. 

 

Jordan River 

{Jordan River} River flows north-south between Israel and Jordan. 

 

Tigris River 

{Tigris River} River flows from southeast Turkey through Iraq to Persian Gulf. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>River>Europe 

 

Arno River 

{Arno River} River flows through Florence, Italy. 

 

Avon River 

{Avon River} River is in south England. 

 

Bug River 

{Bug River} River flows through Ukraine to Black Sea. 

 

Danube River 

{Danube River} River flows from south Germany to Black Sea. 

 

Dnieper River 

{Dnieper River} River flows through Ukraine into Black Sea. 

 

Don River 

{Don River} River is in southwest European Russia. 

 

Ebro River 

{Ebro River} River flows from north Spain to Mediterranean Sea. 

 

Loire River 

{Loire River} River is in central France. 

 

Marne River 

{Marne River} River is in northeast France. 

 

Moselle River 

{Moselle River} River is in east France and west Germany. 

 

Neva River 

{Neva River} River is in Leningrad. 

 



Oder River 

{Oder River} River flows from north Czechoslovakia to Baltic Sea. 

 

Po River 

{Po River} River flows from north Italy to Adriatic Sea. 

 

Rhine River 

{Rhine River} River flows from southeast Switzerland through Netherlands. 

 

Rhone River 

{Rhone River} River flows from Lake Geneva through France to Mediterranean Sea. 

 

Rubicon River 

{Rubicon River} River is in north-central Italy. 

 

Saar River 

{Saar River} River is in west Germany. 

 

Seine River 

{Seine River} River is through north France and Paris to Atlantic Ocean. 

 

Thames River 

{Thames River} River flows through London east to North Sea. 

 

Tiber River 

{Tiber River} River flows through Rome west to Mediterranean Sea. 

 

Volga River 

{Volga River} River flows through European Russia to Caspian Sea. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Sea 

 

sea 

Seas {sea, geography} are ocean regions. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Sea>Africa 

 

Red Sea 

{Red Sea} Sea is between northeast Africa and Arabia. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Sea>Americas 

 

Americas seas 

{Americas seas} Americas seas are in North and South America. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Sea>Americas>North America 

 

Beaufort Sea 

{Beaufort Sea} Sea is northeast of Alaska. 

 

Bering Sea 

{Bering Sea} Sea is between Alaska and Siberia. 

 

Chukchi Sea 

{Chukchi Sea} Sea is north of Alaska. 

 



Labrador Sea 

{Labrador Sea} Sea is east of Labrador. 

 

Sargasso Sea 

{Sargasso Sea} Sea is in central North Atlantic and has relatively still waters. 

 

Spanish Main 

{Spanish Main} Another name is Caribbean Sea. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Sea>Americas>South America 

 

Amundsen Sea 

{Amundsen Sea} Sea is southwest of South America next to Antarctica. 

 

Bellinghausen Sea 

{Bellinghausen Sea} Sea is south of South America next to Antarctica. 

 

Weddell Sea 

{Weddell Sea} Sea is southeast of South America next to Antarctica. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Sea>Asia 

 

Arabian Sea 

{Arabian Sea} Sea is between Africa and India, in Indian Ocean. 

 

Caspian Sea 

{Caspian Sea} Salty sea is in southwest Russia at Asia and Europe border. 

 

China Sea 

{China Sea} Sea is east of China. 

 

East China Sea 

{East China Sea} Sea is east of China. 

 

East Siberian Sea 

{East Siberian Sea} Sea is north of Russia. 

 

Inland Sea 

{Inland Sea} Sea is southwest of Japan. 

 

Japan Sea 

{Japan Sea} Sea is west of Japan. 

 

Java Sea 

{Java Sea} Sea is north of Java. 

 

Kara Sea 

{Kara Sea} Sea is north of Russia. 

 

Laftev Sea 

{Laftev Sea} Sea is north of Russia. 

 

Okhotsk Sea 

{Okhotsk Sea} Sea is between Manchuria and Kamchatka Peninsula. 

 



Philippine Sea 

{Philippine Sea} Sea is west of Philippines. 

 

South China Sea 

{South China Sea} Sea is southeast of China. 

 

Yellow Sea 

{Yellow Sea} Sea is east of China. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Sea>Asia>Australasia 

 

Arufara Sea 

{Arufara Sea} Sea is north of Australia, south of New Guinea. It includes Torres Strait. 

 

Coral Sea 

{Coral Sea} Sea is northeast of Australia. 

 

Ross Sea 

{Ross Sea} Sea is south of Australia next to Antarctica. 

 

Tasman Sea 

{Tasman Sea} Sea is southeast of Australia. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Sea>Europe 

 

Adriatic Sea 

{Adriatic Sea} Sea is between Italy and Bosnia. 

 

Aegean Sea 

{Aegean Sea} Sea is between Crete, Greece, and Turkey. 

 

Baltic Sea 

{Baltic Sea} Sea is between Scandinavia and Europe. 

 

Barents Sea 

{Barents Sea} Sea is between Spitsbergen and Novaya Zemly in Arctic Ocean, northwest of Russia and north of 

Finland. 

 

Black Sea 

{Black Sea} Sea is north of Turkey. Old names were Euxine or Pontus. 

 

Caribbean Sea 

{Caribbean Sea} Sea is between West Indies, Central America, and South America. 

 

Euxine Sea 

{Euxine Sea} Sea is north of Turkey. Other name was Pontus. New name is Black Sea. 

 

Ionian Sea 

{Ionian Sea} Sea is between southeast Italy and west Greece and west of Peloponnesus Peninsula. 

 

Irish Sea 

{Irish Sea} Sea is between Ireland and England. 

 

Marmara Sea 

{Marmara Sea} Sea is in northwest Turkey between Black Sea and Aegean Sea. Other name is Propontis Sea. 

 



Mediterranean Sea 

{Mediterranean Sea} Sea is between Europe and Africa. 

 

North Sea 

{North Sea} Sea is east of Great Britain. 

 

Norwegian Sea 

{Norwegian Sea} Sea is west of Norway. 

 

Pontus Sea 

{Pontus Sea} Sea is north of Turkey. New name is Black Sea. Other old name was Euxine. 

 

Propontis Sea 

{Propontis Sea} Sea is between Black Sea and Aegean Sea. Other name is Sea of Marmara. 

 

Tyrhenian Sea 

{Tyrhenian Sea} Sea is east of Italy. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Sound 

 

Long Island Sound 

{Long Island Sound} Sound is between Long Island and Connecticut. 

 

Puget Sound 

{Puget Sound} Sound is west of Seattle, Washington. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Strait 

 

Bering Strait 

{Bering Strait} Strait is between Alaska and Siberia. 

 

Bosphorus 

{Bosphorus Strait} Strait is between Black Sea and Sea of Marmara, between European Turkey and Asian Turkey. 

 

Dardanelles 

{Dardanelles} Strait is in northwest Turkey, between Aegean Sea and Sea of Marmara. Old name is The Hellespont. 

 

Davis Strait 

{Davis Strait} Strait is between Canada and Greenland. 

 

Denmark Strait 

{Denmark Strait} Strait is between Iceland and Greenland. 

 

English Channel 

{English Channel} Strait is between south England and north France. The Downs is English Channel off southeast 

English coast. Another name is La Manche. 

 

Gibraltar Strait 

{Gibraltar Strait} Strait is between Morocco and Spain. 

 

Golden Gate strait 

{Golden Gate} Strait is near San Francisco, California. 

 

Hellespont 

{Hellespont} Strait is in northwest Turkey, from Sea of Marmara to Aegean. New name is Dardanelles Strait. 

 



La Manche 

{La Manche} Strait is between south England and north France. Another name is English Channel. 

 

Magellan Strait 

{Magellan Strait} Strait is between South America and Tierra del Fuego. 

 

Mozambique Channel 

{Mozambique Channel} Strait is between Mozambique and Madagascar. 

 

SOCI>Geography>Water>Swamp 

 

Dismal Swamp 

{Dismal Swamp} Swamp is in southeast Virginia and northeast North Carolina, along coast. 

 

Everglades 

{Everglades} Swamp is in south Florida. 

 

Okefenokee Swamp 

{Okefenokee Swamp} Swamp is in northeast Florida and southeast Georgia. 

 

SOCI>Geography>History 

 

Ibn Khurdadbih [Khurdadbih, Ibn] or Ibn Khurradadhbih [Khurradadhbih, Ibn] or Postmaster of Baghdad 

geographer 

Baghdad, Iraq 

860 

Book of Roads and Kingdoms [860]; Listening Etiquette [860]; Book of Entertainment and Music [860] 

He lived 820 to 893 and studied under the musician Ishaq al-Mawsili or Isaac of Mosul [767 to 850]. 

 

Ibn al-Faqih [al-Faqih, Ibn] or Ibn al-Faqih al-Hamadhani [al-Faqih al-Hamadhani, Ibn] 

geographer 

Baghdad, Iraq 

902 to 903 

City of Peace or Baghdad [902]; Summary of Regions [903: geography summary] 

Hamadan is in west Iran and is where Mede capital Ecbatana was. 

 

Ahmad ibn Fadlan [Fadlan, Ahmad ibn] or Ahmad ibn al-'Abbas ibn Rashid ibn Hammad ibn Fadlan 

geographer 

Baghdad, Iraq 

922 

Soul [922] 

He wrote about traveling from Baghdad to Volga River to see Bulgar king [921 to 922]. 

 

Ibn Rustah [Rustah, Ibn] or Ahmad ibn Rustah [Rustah, Ahmad ibn] 

geographer 

Isfahan, Iran 

950 

Journey to Croatia [950]; Book of Precious Records [950] 

He described Isfahan's twenty districts {rostaq}, gates, and walls and wrote about Sana'a (Yemen), Novgorod, 

Burka, Croatia, and Caucasia. 

 

Istakhri or al-Istakhri or Abul Qasim Ubaidullah ibn Abdullah ibn Khurdad-bih [Khurdad-bih, Abul Qasim 

Ubaidullah ibn Abdullah ibn] or Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Farisi al-Istakhri [al-Istakhri, Abu 

Ishaq Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Farisi] or Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad al-Istakhri [al-Istakhri, Ibrahim Ibn 

Muhammad] 

geographer 



Persia/Baghdad, Iraq 

957 

Configuration of the Land or Book of Roads and Kingdoms [957]; Civilizations [957] 

He wrote about windmills. 

 

Ibn Hawqal [Hawqal, Ibn] 

geographer 

Baghdad, Iraq 

969 to 977 

World Map [977] 

He described Kiev [977] and defeat of Volga Bulgars and Khazars [969] by Rus. 

 

al-Idrisi or Dreses or ash-Sharif al-Idrisi [al-Idrisi, ash-Sharif] or al-Sharif al-Idrisi al-Qurtubi [al-Qurtubi, al-

Sharif al-Idrisi] 

geographer 

Palermo, Sicily 

1130 to 1150 

Roger's Book [1130 to 1150]; Delight of Him Who Desires to Journey through the Climates [1130 to 1150]; Pleasure 

of Men and Delight of Souls [1130 to 1150]; Book on the Collection of Attributes of Medicinal Plants [1130 to 1150: 

about plants for drugs] 

He lived 1099 to 1166, drew a world map [1130], and was at King Roger II's court [1145 to 1166], where he built a 

silver globe. 

 

Gerhardus Mercator [Mercator, Gerhardus] 

geographer 

Duisberg, Flanders 

1554 to 1594 

Atlas [1569] 

He lived 1512 to 1594, drew maps [1554], and created Mercator's projection [1569]. 

 

SOCI>History 

 

history 

Social studies can be about peoples, historical events, and philosophy {history}. 

 

SOCI>History>Philosophy Of History 

 

philosophy of history 

History can have patterns, evolutions, and regularities, which convey meaning to history {philosophy of history}. 

History can reflect divine purpose or plan. History can be expression of Reason or Spirit in matter. Economic forces 

can determine history. History can have cycles. 

 

Hegelian idealism 

History progressively realizes one self that hypothesizes itself {self-positing mind} as mind or spirit {Hegelian 

idealism}. 

 

historical rationalism 

History can have patterns {historical rationalism}. 

 

historical skepticism 

No one can know if history has patterns {historical skepticism}. 

 

historical subjectivism 

The only historical patterns are ones that people imagine or impose on history {historical subjectivism}. 

 



nihilism 

History can have no pattern {nihilism} {historical irrationalism}. 

 

SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups 

 

ethnic group 

People {ethnic group} diversified over continents. 

 

SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups>Africa 

 

Bantu group 

central Africa {Bantu}. 

 

Baster group 

south-Africa white and Khoi mixture {Baster}. 

 

Basuto group 

south Africa {Basuto}. 

 

Benin group 

west Africa {Benin, group}. 

 

Berber group 

north Africa {Berber}. 

 

Biaka group 

pygmy group {Biaka}. 

 

Boer group 

south Africa {Boer}. 

 

Bushmen group 

Kalahari Desert, Namibia {Bushmen}. 

 

Egyptian group 

Egypt {Egyptian}. 

 

Ewe group 

west Africa {Ewe}. 

 

Hausa group 

north Nigeria {Hausa}. They are now Muslim. 

 

Herero group 

Namibia {Herero}. 

 

Ibo group 

Nigeria {Ibo}. 

 

Khoi group 

south Africa and herders {Khoi}. Bushmen are Khoi. 

 

Khoisan group 

south Africa. It includes Hottentot and Bushmen {Khoisan}. 

 



Kung group 

Botswana Kalahari Desert {!Kung} {Kung}. 

 

Mandenka group 

Africa {Mandenka}. 

 

Masai group 

east Africa {Masai}. 

 

Mbuti group 

pygmy group {Mbuti}. 

 

Moor group 

north Africa {Moor}. 

 

Nama group 

Namibia {Nama}. 

 

Ovambo group 

Namibia {Ovambo}. 

 

Pygmy group 

equatorial Africa rainforest {Pygmy}. 

 

San or Hottentot group 

south Africa hunter-gatherers {San} {Hottentot}. 

 

Somali group 

east Africa {Somali}. 

 

Swahili group 

Kenya {Swahili}. 

 

Ubangi group 

Africa {Ubangi}. 

 

Yoruba group 

Africa {Yoruba group}. 

 

Zulu group 

south Africa {Zulu}. 

 

SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups>Americas 

 

Americas groups 

Americas groups {Americas groups} are in North and South America. 

 

Karitiana group 

{Karitiana}. 

 

Pima group 

{Pima}. 

 

Surui group 

{Surui}. 

 



SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups>Americas>North America 

 

Aborigine group 

Australia {Aborigine}. 

 

Algonquin group 

northeast USA {Algonquin}. 

 

Apache group 

north USA {Apache}. 

 

Arapaho group 

north USA {Arapaho}. 

 

Blackfoot group 

north USA {Blackfoot}. 

 

Cajun group 

French Acadians came from Nova Scotia to Louisiana. French from Caribbean also live near New Orleans, 

Louisiana {Cajun}. 

 

Canuck group 

Canada {Canuck}. 

 

Cherokee group 

USA {Cherokee}. 

 

Cheyenne group 

USA {Cheyenne, group}. 

 

Chippewa group 

USA {Chippewa}. 

 

Choctaw group 

USA {Choctaw}. 

 

Comanche group 

USA {Comanche}. 

 

Cree group 

USA {Cree}. 

 

Creek group 

USA {Creek}. 

 

Creole group 

Mixed peoples live in Louisiana {Creole, group}. 

 

Crow group 

USA {Crow}. 

 

Dakota group 

north-central USA {Dakota}. 

 

Delaware group 

Delaware {Delaware, group}. 



 

Eskimo group 

Alaska {Eskimo}. 

 

Hopi group 

southwest USA {Hopi}. 

 

Huron group 

Michigan {Huron}. 

 

Iroquois group 

New York {Iroquois}. 

 

Kwakiutl group 

northwest USA {Kwakiutl}. 

 

Mandan group 

central USA {Mandan}. 

 

Miami group 

Florida {Miami, group}. 

 

Mohawk group 

northeast USA {Mohawk}. 

 

Mohican group 

northeast USA {Mohican}. 

 

Mound Builder group 

central USA {Mound Builder}. 

 

Navajo group 

southwest USA {Navajo, group}. 

 

Nootka group 

British Columbia {Nootka}. 

 

Ojibway group 

USA {Ojibway}. 

 

Okie group 

slang. Oklahoma {Okie}. 

 

Omaha group 

Oklahoma {Omaha, group}. 

 

Ottawa group 

east Canada {Ottawa, group}. 

 

Pan-American group 

Western Hemisphere {Pan-American}. 

 

Pawnee group 

USA {Pawnee}. 

 



Pennsylvania Dutch group 

Netherlands-settler descendants live in Pennsylvania {Pennsylvania Dutch}. 

 

Pueblo group 

southwest USA {Pueblo}. 

 

Seminole group 

Florida {Seminole}. 

 

Shawnee group 

USA {Shawnee}. 

 

Shoshone group 

northwest USA {Shoshone}. 

 

Sioux group 

USA {Sioux}. 

 

Tlingit group 

northwest USA {Tlingit}. 

 

Ute group 

USA {Ute}. 

 

Yankee group 

northeast USA. It is slang {Yankee}. 

 

Zuni group 

southwest USA {Zuni}. 

 

SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups>Americas>South America 

 

Arara group 

Amazon rain forest in Brazil {Arara}. 

 

Guarani group 

South America {Guarani}. 

 

Jivaro group 

Amazon River in Brazil {Jivaro}. 

 

Korubo group 

Amazon rain forest in Brazil {Korubo}. 

 

SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups>Asia 

 

Ainu group 

north Japan, perhaps Caucasian {Ainu}. 

 

Andaman Islander group 

Negrito. Burma {Andaman Islander}. 

 

Arunta group 

Australia {Arunta}. 

 



Balochi group 

central Asia {Balochi}. 

 

Barusho group 

central Asia {Barusho}. 

 

Brahui group 

central Asia {Brahui}. 

 

Caroline group 

South Pacific Ocean {Caroline}. 

 

Chinese group 

Adjective is Sino- {Chinese}. 

 

Cimmerian group 

central Asia {Cimmerian}. 

 

Cuman group 

Cuman, Polovtsi, or Kipchak were in central Asia {Cuman} {Polovtsi} {Kipchak}. 

 

Dravidian group 

India {Dravidian}. 

 

Dysk group 

Sarawak {Dysk}. 

 

Gurkha group 

Nepal {Gurkha}. 

 

Hazara group 

central Asia {Hazara}. 

 

Hebrew group 

Adjective is Hebraic. Palestine {Hebrew}. Adjective is Judaic {Jewish}. 

 

Hmong group 

Vietnam highlanders speak Miao {Hmong}. 

 

Hun group 

central Asia {Hun}. 

 

Indian group 

Adjective is Indic. Prefix is Indo-. India {Indian}. 

 

Japanese or Nipponese 

Japan {Japanese, group} {Nipponese}. 

 

Kafir group 

Hindu Kush Mountains {Kafir}. 

 

Kalash group 

central Asia {Kalash}. 

 

Khazar group 

central Asia {Khazar}. 



 

Kurd group 

Iraq/Iran/Turkey {Kurd}. 

 

Makrani group 

central Asia {Makrani}. 

 

Mandingo group 

Philippines {Mandingo}. 

 

Maori group 

New Zealand {Maori}. 

 

Mongol group 

northeast Asia {Mongol}. 

 

Oriental group 

Asia {Oriental}. 

 

Papuan group 

East Indies {Papuan}. 

 

Pathan group 

central Asia {Pathan}. 

 

Polynesian group 

South Pacific Ocean {Polynesian}. 

 

Samoyed group 

Siberia {Samoyed, group}. 

 

Saracen group 

Arabia {Saracen}. 

 

Sarawak group 

Sarawak {Sarawak, group}. 

 

Semang group 

Negrito. Malaysia {Semang}. 

 

Semite group 

Adjective is Semitic. Near East {Semite}. 

 

Sherpa group 

Tibet {Sherpa}. 

 

Sikh group 

north India {Sikh}. 

 

Sindhi group 

central Asia {Sindhi}. 

 

Sundanese group 

East Indies {Sundanese}. 

 



Tanka group 

South Pacific Ocean {Tanka}. 

 

Tonga group 

South Pacific Ocean {Tonga}. 

 

Trobriand Islander group 

South Pacific Ocean {Trobriand Islander}. 

 

Tuareg group 

Philippines {Tuareg}. 

 

Turkoman group 

Kazakhstan {Turkoman}. 

 

Uygur group 

central Asia {Uygur}. 

 

Uzbek group 

central Asia {Uzbek}. 

 

Veddoid group 

Negrito. Sri Lanka {Veddoid}. 

 

White Hun or Ephthalite 

central Asia {White Hun} {Ephthalite}. 

 

SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups>Asia>East Asia 

 

Dai group 

{Dai}. 

 

Daur group 

{Daur}. 

 

Han group 

{Han}. 

 

Hezhen group 

{Hezhen}. 

 

Lahu group 

{Lahu}. 

 

Miaozu group 

{Miaozu}. 

 

Naxi group 

{Naxi}. 

 

Oregen group 

{Oregen}. 

 

She group 

{She}. 

 



Tu group 

{Tu}. 

 

Tujia group 

{Tujia}. 

 

Xibo group 

{Xibo}. 

 

Yakut group 

{Yakut}. 

 

Yizu group 

{Yizu}. 

 

SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups>Asia>Middle East 

 

Bedouin 

Arabia {Bedouin}. 

 

Druze 

{Druze}. 

 

Mozabite 

{Mozabite}. 

 

Palestinian 

{Palestinian}. 

 

SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups>Europe 

 

Adygei group 

{Adygei}. 

 

Armenian group 

east Turkey {Armenian}. 

 

Aryan group 

Europe/India {Aryan}. 

 

Avar group 

east Europe {Avar}. 

 

Breton group 

France {Breton}. 

 

Burgundii group 

southeast France {Burgundii}. 

 

Caucasian group 

Caucasia {Caucasian}. 

 

Celt or Kelt group 

west Europe {Celt} {Kelt}. 

 



Frank group 

east France and west Germany. Prefix is Franco- {Frank}. 

 

Gaul group 

Adjective is Gallic. France {Gaul, group}. 

 

Goth group 

east Europe {Goth}. 

 

Magyar group 

central Asia and Hungary {Magyar}. 

 

Merovingian group 

Europe {Merovingian}. 

 

Moravian group 

Moravia {Moravian}. 

 

Occidental group 

Europe/Western Hemisphere {Occidental}. 

 

Orcadian group 

{Orcadian}. 

 

Ostrogoth group 

east Europe {Ostrogoth}. 

 

Salian Frank group 

east France {Salian Frank}. 

 

Sardinian group 

Sardinia {Sardinian}. 

 

Tartar or Tatar group 

central Asia {Tartar} {Tatar}. 

 

Vandal group 

east Europe {Vandal}. 

 

Visigoth group 

east Europe {Visigoth}. 

 

Yiddish group 

Jewish peoples live in east Europe {Yiddish}. 

 

SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups>Europe>North Europe 

 

Alemanni group 

Germany {Alemanni, group}. 

 

Angle group 

north Germany. Prefix is Anglo- {Angle}. 

 

Bavarian group 

Bavaria {Bavarian}. 

 



Bohemian group 

Bohemia {Bohemian}. 

 

British or Briton group 

Britain {British} {Briton}. 

 

Cantabridgian group 

Cambridge, England {Cantabridgian}. 

 

Cossack group 

Russia {Cossack, group}. 

 

Dane group 

Denmark {Dane}. 

 

Druid group 

England {Druid}. 

 

Finn group 

Finland {Finn}. 

 

Gaelic group 

Ireland {Gaelic}. 

 

German group 

Germany {German, group}. 

 

Hessian group 

Germany Hess region {Hessian}. 

 

Irish group 

Ireland {Irish}. 

 

Jute group 

Germany {Jute}. 

 

Lapp group 

north Norway and north Sweden {Lapp}. 

 

Nordic group 

Norway {Nordic}. 

 

Norman group 

Normandy {Norman}. 

 

Oxonian group 

Oxford, England {Oxonian}. 

 

Saxon group 

north Germany {Saxon}. 

 

Scandian group 

Scandinavia {Scandian}. 

 

Swiss group 

Switzerland {Swiss, group}. 



 

Teuton group 

Adjective is Teutonic. Germany {Teuton}. 

 

Viking group 

Norse, Northmen, Norman, Dane, or Viking were in Scandinavia {Viking} {Northmen} {Norse}. 

 

Welsh group 

Wales {Welsh}. 

 

SOCI>History>Ethnic Groups>Europe>South Europe 

 

Achaean group 

Greece {Achaean}. 

 

Attic group 

Greece {Attic}. 

 

Basque group 

north Spain {Basque, group}. 

 

Etruscan group 

north Italy {Etruscan}. 

 

Greek group 

Prefix is Greco-. Greece {Greek}. 

 

Gypsy group 

Romania {Gypsy}. 

 

Iberian group 

Spain {Iberian}. 

 

Latin group 

Rome, Italy {Latin}. 

 

Lombard group 

north Italy {Lombard}. 

 

Neapolitan group 

Naples, Italy {Neapolitan}. 

 

Olympian group 

Mt. Olympus, Greece {Olympian}. 

 

Panhellenic group 

Greece {Panhellenic}. 

 

Portuguese group 

Portugal {Portuguese}. 

 

Sabine group 

Italy {Sabine}. 

 

Serb group 

Balkan Peninsula {Serb}. 



 

Slav group 

east Europe {Slav}. 

 

Spartan group 

Sparta, Greece {Spartan}. 

 

Tuscan group 

north Italy {Tuscan}. 

 

SOCI>History>History 

 

history in history 

history 

Earth 

-13720000000 to 2012 

History includes ages, eras, future history, inventions, leaders, nations, rulers, treaties, and religions, and wars. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Universe 

 

universe origin 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 13.72 billion years ago, universe space-time began, and space expanded at light speed. 

It was not an explosion. Expansion happened to space, not in space. Because all space expanded equally, expansion 

and space had no center and no edge. Explosions have central point and farthest reach. 

At origin, radiation had maximum density, maximum temperature (too hot to allow particles), and maximum 

pressure. Radiation was homogeneous, so every point had the same temperature, pressure, and density. Space had 

maximum curvature. Radiation had random motion but no net motion, because space expanded equally in all 

directions. 

As universe cooled, lower energies allowed symmetry breaking, and new phases and matter-and-energy states arose. 

 

Planck era 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

From universe origin to Planck time {Planck epoch} {Planck era}, 10^-43 seconds after universe origin, universe 

was quantum foam, with quantum gravity. Temperature was more than 10^32 K. Total energy was more than 10^15 

GeV. Universe diameter was less than 10^-36 meters. Universe was homogeneous, because all parts were close enough 

so gravitons and photons from any point affected all other points, and so united the universe. 

 

forces unified 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 10^-43 seconds after universe origin, universe diameter was 10^-36 meters, temperature was 10^32 K, total 

energy was 10^15 GeV. Until 10^-39 seconds after universe origin, universe had united forces. Strong force was 

weaker, electromagnetic force was similar, weak force was stronger, and gravity was very much stronger. 

 

unity ended 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 10^-39 seconds after universe origin, by symmetry breaking, strong nuclear force disengaged from 

electromagnetic and weak nuclear forces. Temperature was 10^30 K. Universe diameter was smaller than electron 



diameter. Some universe points were farther away than light travels during 10^-39 seconds, so universe had separate 

and independent gravitationally and electromagnetically evolving points, and was no longer homogeneous. 

Gravitational collapse can occur only in region sizes over which gravitons can travel during 10^-39 seconds, so energy 

distribution began to be irregular. 

 

inflation of universe 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

Between 10^-36 and 10^-34 seconds after universe origin, temperature was 10^28 K, and universe diameter was 

smaller than electron diameter. Starting between 10^-36 and 10^-34 seconds after universe origin until 1 second after, 

space underwent even more rapid expansion {inflation of universe} of 10^30 times, as allowed by general relativity. 

Universe grew to softball size. Photons had least-ordered thermal energy states, and nucleons had most order. 

 

Compton time 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 10^-23 seconds {Compton time} after universe origin, universe was 10^-15 meters diameter {Compton 

wavelength}, electron size. 

 

unity stopped 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 10^-11 seconds after universe origin, at temperature 2.5 x 10^15 K, electromagnetic and weak forces became 

independent, by symmetry breaking. Universe was atom size. 

 

hadrons and mesons 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 10^-5 seconds to 10^-4 seconds after universe origin, quarks formed short-lived hadrons and mesons, as 

universe cooled enough to allow matter. Temperature was 2 x 10^12 K. Matter had charges, so universe had hot 

plasma. 

 

stable matter 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 10^-3 seconds after universe origin, temperature was 10^12 K. Universe had diameter two light-years. Long-

lived protons, neutrons, electrons, positrons, and neutrinos formed, all traveling at nearly light speed, with masses ten 

times more than rest masses. Universe density was 4 x 10^9 g/cm^3. Number of protons equaled number of neutrons. 

Universe had hot plasma. Strong force was dominant. 

 

neutrinos 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 10^-2 seconds after universe origin, temperature was 10^11 K. Number of neutrinos became constant, 

because they no longer interacted with other matter. Neutrinos had lower background temperature than photons. 

Universe was mostly in thermal equilibrium. 

 

deuterium 

beginning 

Universe 



-13720000000 

From 10^-2 seconds to 2 * 10^2 seconds after universe origin, protons and neutrons became deuterium, helium, and 

lithium. Free protons are hydrogen nuclei. One proton and one neutron bind to make deuterium nuclei. Two protons 

and two neutrons bind to make helium-4 nuclei. Three protons and four neutrons bind to make lithium-7 nuclei. 

 

antimatter ended 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 1 second after universe origin, temperature was 5 x 10^10 K. Universe had diameter 1 light-year. Electrons 

and positrons were no longer created, so they annihilated each other, except for excess electrons that made hot plasma. 

Protons and neutrons were still being created, and universe was 75% protons and 24% neutrons. Density was 10^5 

g/cm^3. 

 

helium 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 100 seconds after universe origin, temperature was 10^9 K to 10^10 K. Particle creation stopped, so only 

protons, electrons, and neutrons existed. Neutron number was 1/6 to 1/7 of proton number: 85% protons and 15% 

neutrons. Protons and electrons made hot plasma. Weak force was dominant, so neutrons and protons were in thermal 

equilibrium. Nuclear fusion began to make helium nuclei from hydrogen nuclei. 

 

density fluctuations 

beginning 

Universe 

-13720000000 

About 1000 seconds after universe origin, temperature was 10^9 K. Universe diameter was 100 light-years. 25% of 

protons were in helium. Lithium-7 nuclei had 10^-10 of protons. Hydrogen, deuterium, and tritium nuclei were 75% of 

matter. Helium was 25% of matter. Lithium was 0.0000000001% of matter. Matter and energy density was 0.9 g/cm^3. 

Photons interacted with free electrons {coupling of matter and radiation} {Thomson scattering}. Electromagnetic force 

was dominant over gravity and pressure, so photons were like viscous fluid, allowing universe density fluctuations 

{density fluctuations}, which persisted. 

 

matter clumping 

beginning 

Universe 

-13719930000 

About 70,000 years after universe origin, matter became more than radiation. Gravity clumped matter. 

 

recombination 

beginning 

Universe 

-13719700000 

About 300,000 years after universe origin, temperature was 3000 K. Universe had density 10^-20 g/cm^3 and 

diameter 10^8 light-years. Because temperature dropped below ionization temperature, atomic nuclei had cooled 

enough to capture electrons, and neutral hydrogen atoms formed {recombination, cosmology}. Gas pressure was 

stronger than gravity in dense regions. 

Universe was no longer hot plasma and no longer opaque to radiation {last scattering surface}. Because ionization 

stopped, particles no longer absorbed radiation, and photons were no longer in equilibrium with particles, so universe 

became transparent, as it is now. Cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) began. CMB was homogeneous to 1 

part in 10,000 (but that small irregularity began galactic clusters). 

 

darkness 

beginning 

Universe 



-13719000000 

About 1,000,000 years after universe origin, background radiation had cooled to below temperature of visible light, 

and universe became dark, as it is now. 

 

photon energy 

beginning 

Universe 

-13620000000 to -12720000000 

Before recombination, atom kinetic energy, photon energy, and neutral-hydrogen-atom spin energy {spin 

temperature} were the same. Kinetic energy caused collisions that transferred energy to and from electron spin. 

Kinetic-energy exchanges between atoms and free electrons caused photon-energy changes. Photon energy transferred 

to and from electron spin. After recombination, kinetic energy and spin energy declined faster than CMB photon 

energy. Continual collisions equalized spin and kinetic energies. About 10^8 years after universe origin, gas was too 

dilute to have enough collisions to keep spin and kinetic energies equal, and spin energy started to increase as particles 

absorbed photon energy. At same time, star and/or galaxy radiation started to heat gas and cause higher kinetic energy. 

About 10^9 years after universe origin, spin and kinetic energies were equal again. Photon energy decreases 

continuously as universe expands. 

 

galaxies 

beginning 

Universe 

-13620000000 

About 10^8 years after universe origin, temperature was -170 C. Universe had diameter 3 x 10^9 light-years, 1/30 of 

now. Universe asymmetries resulted in inhomogeneities that allowed galactic strings, galactic clusters, and galaxies to 

form. Dwarf galaxies formed by gravity, as hydrogen and helium atoms condensed into clouds. Clouds started to rotate, 

as they became denser. Colliding galaxies developed central supermassive black holes. As galaxies collided, densest 

spots became stars, as shock waves concentrated matter. Star gravity further clustered gas. Stars gave off light and heat. 

Radiation began to ionize surrounding gas. 

 

stars 

beginning 

Universe 

-13220000000 

About 5 x 10^8 years after universe origin, stars began to form as galaxies collided and became bigger. Exploding 

stars formed elements heavier than lithium. 

 

reionization 

beginning 

Universe 

-12720000000 

About 10^9 years after universe origin, all intergalactic gas ionizes. Perhaps, galaxy central black-hole formation 

caused ionizing radiation. Perhaps, radiation came only from stars. 

 

Milky Way Galaxy 

galaxy 

Milky Way Galaxy 

-1200000000 to -900000000 

From 12 billion to 9 billion years ago, Milky Way Galaxy formed, along with other galaxies. 

 

star formation peak 

star 

Universe 

-9000000000 

About 9 billion years ago, galaxy collisions and star formation maximized. 

 



expansion increase 

energy 

Universe 

-5000000000 

About 5 billion years ago, dark energy started to increase space expansion, because its density was greater than 

matter density. Universe diameter was 10^11 light-years. Density was 3 x 10^-30 g/cm^3, with 10^8 photons/nucleon. 

Background photons had 3 K blackbody background radiation, so temperature was 3 K. 

 

Sun 

star 

Solar System 

-4570000000 

About 4.57 billion years ago, sun and planets formed. Galaxy shock waves concentrated matter and encouraged star 

formation. 

 

Earth formed 

planet 

Earth 

-4570000000 to -4500000000 

High-metal-content stars can form planets with air, land, and liquid water. About 4.57 billion years ago, Earth 

accreted matter from stellar disk. Then radioactivity melted Earth, and Earth formed different-density layers. 

Atmosphere had mostly carbon dioxide. 

 

Moon formed 

moon 

Earth 

-4500000000 to -4450000000 

About 4.5 billion years ago, Moon formed when asteroid or comet twice as wide as Moon hit Earth. 

 

Hadean 

era 

Earth 

-4500000000 to -4000000000 

About 4.5 billion years ago, gravitational potential energy to kinetic energy conversion (as iron sank to form Earth's 

core), meteorite collisions, and radioactive decay (six times more intense than now) melted Earth. Surface was 1300 K. 

 

asteroids hit 

asteroid 

Earth 

-4500000000 to -3500000000 

About 4.5 billion years ago, asteroids regularly hit Earth. 

 

crust formed 

land 

Earth 

-4450000000 to -4400000000 

About 4.45 billion years ago, Earth's crust formed, and liquid water appeared. (However, if meteorites were few and 

atmosphere did not trap much heat, crust appeared after only 10,000,000 years and surface was cool, because Sun was 

faint.) 

 

oceans formed 

ocean 

Earth 

-4450000000 to -4400000000 

About 4.45 billion years ago, water in comets and asteroids formed oceans. 

 



zircon 

rock 

Australia 

-4300000000 

ZrSiO4 [4 is subscript] {zircon, rock} has zirconium, silicon, and oxygen. Zircons do not change in metamorphic 

processes and can move far from sources. Zircons contain radioactive uranium, which allows determining age. Their 

oxygen can have different isotopes, depending on formation temperature, with more oxygen-18 at low temperatures 

and with liquid water (from rain or ocean). Dot-sized zircon crystals are in Jack Hills conglomerate [-3,000,000,000] 

and Mt. Narryer in west Australia. These zircons had more oxygen-18 than mantle zircons and so formed in water. 

These zircons also have minerals from formation-site granitic rock, like continental crust. Therefore, these zircons had 

stayed on surface and never gone inside Earth, implying that Earth had a stable surface by 4.3 billion years ago. 

 

Isua 

life 

Isua, Greenland 

-3800000000 

About 3.8 billion years ago, the oldest sedimentary rocks (which only form underwater) formed in southwest 

Greenland. They have fossil cells. 

 

1000 years from now 

future 

Earth 

3000 

About 1000 years from now, people will occupy all solar-system planets, moons, and space stations and be at nearby 

stars. The human line can then never end. Transceivers will allow accurate control of distant actions. Space stations and 

spaceships will link all solar system planets and satellites. 

Energy production and control will increase greatly. 

People will know exact conditions for starting and evolving life for all stars, planets, and life forms. Curiosity will be 

high. There will be no fear of contact. Transceivers will scan universe for signals from all possible life sources outside 

solar system. 

Many miniature robot probes will explore all stars within 1000 light-years. Probes will have communication and 

analyzing powers. They will need no occupants, and light weights will allow speeds of 0.01 c. High quality, large 

numbers, and multiple controls cause probes never to stop or fail. Places found to have life will have many probes. The 

advanced economy and energy efficiencies can pay for probes. 

Individual life span will lengthen to 150 years by organ replacement, cell rejuvenation, genetic alteration and 

supplementation, drugs, nutrition, exercise and relaxation programs, and mental health care. 

Control over environment will be better. 

Childhood will lengthen. 

Brain will extend by man-machine interfaces, drugs, feedback techniques, and other mental controls. Humans will 

have consciousness that can inhabit machine, body, or both at once, with many specialized modules. People will be 

able to consciously move between consciousness types. 

People will have many activities available. People will have exact mastery of all tasks. People can choose to be 

perfect in anything. Memory will be easy for all. Language will become perfect. All current knowledge will always be 

available. Perception techniques will enable perception from smallest to largest and coldest to hottest. 

 

10000 years from now 

future 

Earth 

12000 

About 10000 years from now, many experiments will test social-science and natural-science theories. All knowledge 

and culture will be available to all people. All people will connect by many communication channels. 

Cities will have buildings that change color and transparency to save energy. 

People will have lifetime of 150 years. New people species will develop, for specialized tasks and environments, like 

under sea or in space. Specialized robotic beings will perform set tasks, repair each other, and plan. Species Homo will 

be extinct. People will have interconnection with machines, aided by drugs and bionics, making man-machines. 



Earth will federate all cultural groups (Terran Union), with no states. Individual rights and interests will always 

prevail over state and society rights. Freedom, cooperation, harmony, and responsibility will be values. There will be 

congenial environments for all people and person types. Work will have further specialization and labor division. 

Humans will not get to universe limits, because it is expanding, but they can inhabit nearby regions. However, 

inhabitants will not be able to communicate efficiently. 

 

1000000 years from now 

future 

Earth 

1002000 

About 10^6 years from now, people will have evolved into many new species. Intelligent computers will work at all 

levels. Special analyzers will be available for medicine, law, and technology. 

Giant solar collectors and large-scale hydrogen fusion will give billions of times more energy, with little pollution. 

Moons and planets will give unlimited raw materials, and planet construction will begin. There will be great wealth for 

all. Galaxy will have large-scale changes. 

Giant communications antennas and equipment will be everywhere. People will be able to use very low and very 

high temperatures. 

Tectonic activity will become smaller as Earth cools. Mountain building will decrease, Earth will be flatter, Siberia 

and Alaska will join, Asia and Australia will join, Panama will submerge, ocean will cover current continent edges, and 

glaciers will return. 

 

10 to the 9 years from now 

future 

Universe 

1000002000 

About 10^9 years from now, growth will eventually slow. Space expansion, cooling, and randomization effects will 

tend to minimize space curvature and deconcentrate mass and energy. Everything will run best, with no waste or 

inefficiency. Thought and Mind growth will taper off. Perhaps, thought will control future. 

 

5 x 10 to the 9 years from now 

future 

Universe 

5000002000 to 6000002000 

About 5 x 10^9 years from now, Sun will become red giant. Earth will be 700 K. 

 

1 x 10 to the 10 years from now 

future 

Universe 

15000002000 

About 1.5 x 10^10 years from now, Sun will become cool white dwarf star. Earth will freeze. 

 

7 x 10 to the 11 years from now 

future 

Universe 

700000002000 

About 7 x 10^11 years from now, universe will be at Gibbons-Hawking temperature. 

 

2 x 10 to the 12 years from now 

future 

Universe 

5000000002000 

About 2 x 10^12 years from now, only nearby galaxies will be visible. 

 

10 to the 14 years from now 

future 

Universe 



100000000002000 

About 10^14 years from now, no more stars form. Stars will be iron and have no more fuel, because iron cannot 

fuse, so all stars will cool. 

 

10 to the 15 years from now 

future 

Universe 

1000000000002000 to 100000000000002000 

About 10^15 years from now, no planets will be around stars. 

 

10 to the 18 years from now 

future 

Universe 

1000000000000002000 

About 10^18 years from now, many stars will escape from galaxies, and galaxies will collapse, to leave only small 

galaxy cores. 

 

10 to the 20 years from now 

future 

Universe 

100000000000000002000 to 1000000000000000000000000002000 

About 10^20 years from now, escaped stars will maintain universe temperature of 3 K to 100 K, until 10^30 years 

after. 

 

10 to the 30 years from now 

future 

Universe 

1000000000000000000000000002000 

About 10^30 years from now, all galaxies will be in black holes. 

 

10 to the 32 years from now 

future 

Universe 

100000000000000000000000000002000 

About 10^32 to 10^33 years from now, proton decay to leptons will finish. Universe will be 10^13 to 10^20 bigger 

than now, so distance between two free particles will be 10^5 light-years. Universe will be gas of electrons, positrons, 

photons, neutrinos, and supermassive black holes. 

 

10 to the 65 years from now 

future 

Universe 

10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000002000 

About 10^65 years from now, matter becomes liquid through quantum tunneling. 

 

10 to the 70 years from now 

future 

Universe 

1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000002000 

About 10^70 years from now, if radiation dominates at critical density, electrons and protons will be part of atoms as 

big as universe is now. They will attract each other and annihilate to make photons. 

 

10 to the 85 years from now 

future 

Universe 

1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000002000 

About 10^85 years from now, electrons and positrons will combine. 



 

10 to the 98 years from now 

future 

Universe 

100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

02000 

About 10^98 years from now, largest black holes have evaporated. 

 

10 to the 100 years from now 

future 

Universe 

100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00002000 

About 10^100 years from now, black holes will have all decayed and evaporated, making mostly photons. If 

radiation dominates universe, it will become anisotropic. 

If universe closes at maximum expansion, it will have dead stars, black holes, photons, and neutrinos. If universe 

contracts, it will make more energy, because photons will be blue-shifted instead of red-shifted, and black holes will eat 

all matter until all things are in one black hole. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Age 

 

Lower Paleolithic or Lower Old Stone Age 

age 

Africa 

-2000000 to -150000 

Oldowan, PreChellean, Abbevillian or Chellean, Acheulian, and Mousterian cultures evolved, in that order. 

 

Paleolithic or Old Stone Age 

age 

Africa 

-600000 to -10000 

Acheulian and Mousterian cultures existed. 

 

Mesolithic or Middle Stone Age 

age 

Earth 

-150000 to -35000 

Mongoloid and Caucasian peoples began and then Negroid and Brunet peoples began. Brunets are Iberian or 

Mediterranean, Hamitic or Berber in Egypt, East Indian, Polynesian, Dravidian in India, and Maori in New Zealand. 

 

Upper Paleolithic or Upper Old Stone Age or Recent Stone Age 

age 

Earth 

-50000 to -10000 

Cultures were first Aurignacian, then Solutrean and Gravettian, and then Magdalenian. Homo sapiens dominated 

Neanderthals, and Neanderthals became extinct. 

People lived up to forty years. 

Hunter-gatherers ground and polished stone tools. They used bows and arrows, used spears and spear-throwers, 

fished with nets with sinkers, fished with bone fishhooks, and hunted with barbed arrowheads. Small flint blades in 

wood or bone made sickles or knives, to gather wild plants. They chipped long blades from cylindrical stone cores. In 

Northern Hemisphere, flint burin chisels were for wood or antler/bone carving. They had stone saws, bone needles, and 

wooden tools. 

They had earth, stone, mud, reed, bone, skin, and wood tents and houses, some with sunken floors. They had 

dwellings with kitchen, living, and sleeping rooms. They put wooden houses on stilts in lakes. They had fires and 

hearths. They used food storage. They had houses and villages, with up to 300 people. They followed herds near ice 

edge. 



They had fur clothing from skin strips and used ornaments. They had mattocks, spoons, wheels, and lamps. 

They tried sympathetic magic and had medicine men. They had religion. 

They had rituals and ceremonies. They decorated themselves and tools. They carved. 

They migrated to Australia and America. Cro-Magnon man, Galley hill man, and Swanscombe skull lived in Upper 

Paleolithic. Galley hill man was short and stocky, with thick skull. 

 

Neolithic or New Stone Age 

age 

Africa/Asia/Europe 

-13000 to -5000 

Neolithic peoples had villages, advanced stone tools, and bone and wood tools. Ice ages were over. Burials were not 

elaborate. Votive offerings started in late Neolithic. 

 

Neolithic or New Stone Age 

age 

Greece 

-6000 to -3000 

Neolithic people set stone tools, such as axes and hoes, in hafts. They used ground and polished stone tools, rather 

than chipped or flaked, such as celt ax heads. They had pottery making, carpentry, and weaving to make fabric. They 

used copper melting and casting. They had tattoos, jewelry, and personal property. They stored wheat and barley. 

They had patriarchal society, used circumcision, followed couvade, and used levirate. Neolithic people had 

mummies, built large stone circles, and started burial mounds [-5000]. Late Neolithic had second burial of bare bones. 

 

Chalcolithic Era or Copper Age 

age 

Near East 

-5000 to -1000 

Metal workers hammered copper weapons and tools. 

 

Taurian Age 

age 

Earth 

-4000 to -2000 

Began. 

 

Bronze Age 

age 

Near East 

-3800 to -1400 

Bronze is 90% copper and 10% tin melted together. It was for armor, helmets, shields, and ornaments but not for 

farm tools. Armies had 3000 to 5000 soldiers, with hardened weapons. It is harder than copper but easier to melt and 

pour into molds. No bronze was in Americas. 

 

Bronze Age 

age 

Thailand 

-3600 

It came from India. 

 

Neolithic 

age 

Southeast Asia 

-3000 

It came from India. 

 



Bronze Age 

age 

Greece 

-3000 to -1000 

By legend, the first age was the Golden Age, when immortals walked on Earth and no one worked. The second 

Silver Age was just before recorded history, when there was no war and a goddess ruled Earth. The third Age was the 

Bronze Age. 

 

Bronze 

age 

Vietnam 

-2000 to -800 

Pre Dong Son culture lived near Red, Ma, and Ca Rivers in north Vietnam. Pre Sa Huynh culture lived in south 

center near Dong Nai River. They used water buffalo, ox, and pig. 

 

Bronze 

age 

Britain/Scotland/Ireland 

-2000 to -700 

Celts learned it from continental Europe. 

 

Iron Age 

age 

Anatolia 

-1800 

Iron Age began. 

 

Bronze Age 

age 

Scandinavia 

-1600 to -450 

Bronze Age people used barley, wheat in primitive form, and domesticated animals. 

 

Iron Age 

age 

Mesopotamia 

-1500 to -600 

Hittites began to use iron for tools, weapons, and chariots. Iron is harder than copper or bronze. Iron ore supply was 

greater than copper or tin supply. 

 

Iron Age of Europe 

age 

Europe 

-500 to 1 

It came from Middle East. 

 

Roman Iron Age 

age 

Scandinavia 

1 to 400 

Horse sacrifices replaced bull sacrifices. It used rune writing symbols. It had seasonal ceremonies. 

 

Aquarian Astrological Age or Age of Aquarius 

age 

Earth 

1 to 2000 



In astrology, constellation in which vernal equinox occurs determines age. Currently, Earth is in Age of Pisces. 2600 

will start Age of Aquarius. 

 

Dark Ages 

age 

Europe 

400 to 800 

Nomad movements predominated. 

 

Golden Age 

age 

China 

618 to 907 

Tang dynasty had ceramics, porcelain, and sculpture. Printing on paper using moveable wood type began. 

 

feudalism 

age 

Europe 

800 to 1000 

Land ownership was hereditary, or high lord granted it in return for loyalty, service, soldiers, and money 

{feudalism}. Serfs belonged to lord's land. Roman laws and customs helped lead to feudalism. Aliens {clientes} were 

under patrician's legal protection. People attached themselves to powerful citizens {patrocinium}. People deeded land 

to patron {precarium}, in return for land use for life. 

 

fief 

age 

Europe 

800 to 1000 

Barbarian chiefs gave land {benefice} {fief}| {fee, fief} {feud} {fiefdom} {feuda} or land tenure {enfeoffment} to 

their favorites, in return for allegiance and military service. As king, Charlemagne established this practice. 

 

vassal 

age 

Europe 

800 to 1000 

Lords protected lower lords {vassal}|. 

 

Middle Ages 

age 

Europe 

800 to 1400 

After nomadic migrations ceased, Dark Ages ended and stable empires based on heredity and feudal systems 

developed. 

 

Age of Chivalry 

age 

Europe 

1200 to 1500 

After Gothic era, kings became dominant in Europe. Ideas of womanly beauty and grace, chivalry, and courtly love 

began with cult of the Virgin and Persian ideas about women. Many noble wives were at home during Crusades, and 

this code protected them. Nature observation began. Nobles had free time for play and fantasy. 

 

Renaissance 

age 

Europe 

1400 to 1550 



Classical thought and art spread from east. National states rose, along with languages. Protestants broke from 

Catholic Church, which underwent Counter-Reformation. It emphasized humans {humanism, Renaissance}. What 

property do all humans have? 

 

Baroque Era 

age 

Europe 

1550 to 1700 

It emphasized human genius and emotion. European countries began exploration and colonialism. 

 

Enlightenment or Age of Reason 

age 

Europe 

1660 to 1780 

Wars between Protestants and Catholics ended. Kings became dominant. It emphasized science and realism. Locke, 

Bayle, Diderot, Voltaire, d'Alembert, Montesquieu, Wolff, Mendelssohn, Lessing, and Kant were main thinkers. 

Ethics 

People are good. Reason is people's unique faculty, allowing thought, action, art, and education. Progress can move 

toward culture based on reason. People are equal in reason. Tolerance of local differences is virtuous. Atheism or deism 

is correct. However, no one can reason through everything, correctly or incorrectly, so history and culture supply 

missing information and wisdom. Perhaps, progress and equality are illusions. 

 

Romantic Era 

age 

Europe 

1750 to 1830 

Era favored democracies, emotion and individualism in art, and feeling for the past. 

 

Industrial Revolution 

age 

Europe 

1760 to 1820 

Industrial Revolution favored democracies, large industries, social reform by government, continuous change, 

invention, practical applications, goods, Unitarian religion with Puritan ethics, energy, time, hygiene, and comfort. 

 

Nationalism 

age 

Earth 

1850 to 1920 

Arts relied on national themes. 

 

Cold War 

age 

Europe 

1945 to 1991 

Russia and USA never fought but increased military strength to counter each other and vied to control other nations. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Battle 

 

Qarqaar 

battle 

Assyria 

-853 

Israel and Damascus defeated King Shalmaneser III of Assyria. 

 



Raphia 

battle 

Raphia, Mesopotamia 

-717 

Sargon II of New Assyrian Empire defeated Babylon. 

 

Babylon 

battle 

Babylonia 

-689 

Sennacherib of New Assyrian Empire destroyed Babylon. 

 

Marathon 

battle 

Marathon, Greece 

-490 

Greece defeated Persia. 

 

Salamis 

sea battle 

Salamis, Cyprus 

-480 

Greece defeated Persia. 

 

Thermopylae 

battle 

Thermopylae, Greece 

-480 

Leonidas, king of Sparta, held pass against much larger Persian army but eventually was overcome. 

 

Aegospotami 

sea battle 

Aegospotami, Greece 

-405 to -404 

Sparta eliminated Athens' ships. 

 

Leuctra 

battle 

Sparta, Greece 

-371 

Other Greek city-states defeated Sparta. 

 

Chaeronea 

battle 

Chaeronea, Greece 

-338 

Philip II of Macedon defeated Athens and Thebes. 

 

Granicus 

battle 

Granicus, Asia Minor 

-334 

Alexander the Great of Macedonia crossed Dardanelles Strait and defeated Darius III of Persia. He then went to 

Bythnia and Cilicia. 

 



Issus 

battle 

Asia Minor 

-333 

Alexander the Great of Macedonia defeated Darius III of Persia. He then went to the Levant and Syria. He seized 

Tyre [-332]. Then he took Egypt and founded Alexandria. 

 

Arbela 

battle 

Arbela 

-331 

Alexander the Great of Macedonia defeated Darius III of Persia. 

 

Gaugamela 

battle 

Fars Region, Iran 

-331 

Alexander the Great went to Mesopotamia and won at Gaugamela to take Persia from Darius III. 

 

Ipsus 

battle 

Ipsus, Asia Minor 

-301 

Seleucus I of Seleucid Dynasty in Persia defeated Antigonus I of Macedon. 

 

Greek-Persia Battle 

battle 

Persia 

-281 

Seleucus I of Seleucid Dynasty in Persia defeated Lysimachus of Macedon. 

 

Roman Battle 

battle 

France 

-279 

Roman Republic under Pyrrhus defeated Gauls. 

 

Telamon 

battle 

Telamon, Italy 

-225 

In north Italy, Roman Republic defeated Gauls. 

 

Cannae 

battle 

Cannae, Italy 

-216 

Carthage under Hannibal defeated Roman Republic. 

 

Metaurus 

battle 

Metaurus, Italy 

-207 

Roman Republic defeated relief forces aiding Hannibal. 

 



Zama 

battle 

Zama, Tunisia 

-202 

Roman Republic under Scipio Africanus Major defeated Carthage under Hannibal to end Second Punic War. Rome 

gained south Spain and north Africa. 

 

Cynoscephalae 

battle 

Cynoscephalae, Greece 

-197 

In north Greece, Roman Republic defeated Philip V of Macedon. 

 

Arausio 

battle 

Arausio, Italy 

-105 

Cimbri German tribe defeated Roman Republic under Quintus Caepio. 

 

Acqua Sextiae 

battle 

Acqua Sextiae, Italy 

-102 

Roman Republic under Gaius Marius defeated Teutons. 

 

Vercellac 

battle 

Vercellac, Italy 

-101 

Roman Republic under Gaius Marius defeated Cimbri. 

 

Chaeronea 

battle 

Chaeronea, Greece 

-86 

Roman Republic under Sulla defeated Greece. 

 

Granicus 

battle 

Granicus, Asia Minor 

-73 

Roman Republic defeated Pontus. 

 

Pharsala 

battle 

Pharsala, Greece 

-49 to -48 

Pompey, for Senate, lost to Julius Caesar, for the people, in Roman Republic civil war, ending republic and starting 

Roman Empire. 

 

Philippi 

battle 

Philippi, Asia Minor 

-42 

Octavian (later Augustus), his general Agrippa, and Roman general and Second Triumvirate member Marcus 

Antonius (Marc Anthony) defeated republican forces representing Senate and ruled Middle East. 



 

Actium 

sea battle 

Actium, Greece 

-31 

Octavian (Augustus) defeated Marc Anthony and Cleopatra. 

 

Teutoburg Forest 

battle 

Rhine River 

9 

German tribes stopped Rome, eliminating three legions, at Rhine River in Germany. Romans put boundary across 

Europe {limes} at Rhine and Danube Rivers, with roads, camps for legions, and towers. At that time, Rome had 28 

infantry legions with 160,000 men and as many men in cavalry and other units. 

 

Jerusalem 

battle 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

73 

Roman Empire destroyed Maccabees, who had fled to Masada. 

 

Edessa 

battle 

Edessa, Turkey 

260 

Persia defeated Rome and took Emperor Valerian prisoner. 

 

Rome 

battle 

Rome, Italy 

410 

Rome fell to Visigoths under Alaric I. Stilicho, a Vandal, led Roman Visigoth, Alan, and Hun army, but someone 

murdered him before battle. 

 

Troyes or Châlones 

battle 

Troyes, France 

451 

Attila the Hun lost to Rome under Aetius, a Visigoth who commanded Visigoths, Franks, Celts, and Burgundians. 

 

Rome 

battle 

Rome, Italy 

455 

Odoacer, king of Vandals, came from Carthage and sacked Rome. 

 

Rome 

battle 

Rome, Italy 

476 

Western Roman Empire ended as Vandals under Odoacer sacked Rome second time and killed the western emperor, 

Romulus Augustus. 

 

Qadesiyya 

battle 

Qadesiyya, Persia 



635 

Moslem Empire defeated Persia under Yazdegard. 

 

Nahavand 

battle 

Nahavand, Persia 

642 

Moslem Empire defeated Persia under Yazdegard, ending Sassanian Dynasty. Zoroastrians fled Moslems, went to 

Gujerat Province in India, and became Parsees. 

 

Bukhara 

battle 

Bukhara, Afghanistan 

713 

Omayyad Caliphs took Bukhara. 

 

Tours 

battle 

Poitiers, France 

732 

Charles Martel, king of Franks, defeated Moorish Kingdom. 

 

Talas 

battle 

Talas River, Turkestan 

751 

Arabian Empire defeated Tang Dynasty, in Pamir Mountains. 

 

Roncesvalles 

battle 

France/Germany 

778 

Basques of north Spain defeated Charlemagne. 

 

Fontenoy 

battle 

France/Germany 

843 

Eastern Frankish kingdom and Charles the Bold defeated Lothair I. 

 

Hafrs Fjord 

battle 

Hafrs Fjord, Norway 

872 

Harold I won and united small kingdoms, driving losers overseas. 

 

Ethandune 

battle 

Ethandune, England 

878 

Alfred, king of Wessex [871], defeated Vikings. Guthrum, Viking lord, kept England north half {Danelaw}. 

 

Kiev 

battle 

Kiev, Ukraine 

882 



Varangians took Kiev from Khazars. 

 

Baghdad 

battle 

Baghdad, Iraq 

947 

All-e Buyeh of Persian Buyides took Baghdad. 

 

Lechfeld 

battle 

Lechfeld, Austria 

955 

Otto I of Saxony took Austria from Magyars near Augsburg. Bavaria added Austria as Eastern March. Slovakia 

became part of Hungary [955 to 1918]. 

 

Rechnitz 

battle 

Germany 

955 

Otto defeated Slavs. 

 

Balkh 

battle 

Balkh, Afghanistan 

1037 

Seljuk Turks under Toghrol or Tughril defeated Mas'ud of Ghaznavid Dynasty of Persia. 

 

Coimbra 

battle 

Coimbra, Spain 

1064 

Ferdinand I, king of Castile, captured Coimbra from Moors. 

 

Hastings 

battle 

England 

1066 

Edward the Confessor died with no heir. He had promised throne to William, Duke of Normandy, but English nobles 

wanted Harold, Earl of Wessex. William the Conqueror of Normandy defeated Harold of England. 

 

Stamford Bridge 

battle 

England 

1066 

Normans and English defeated Norwegian invasion. 

 

Manzikert 

battle 

Manzikert, Asia Minor 

1071 

Seljuk Turks from Baghdad, under Toghrol, defeated Byzantine Empire and captured emperor. 

 

Rome 

battle 

Rome, Italy 

1083 



Henry IV of Holy Roman Empire took Rome, forcing Pope Gregory VII to flee. 

 

Jerusalem 

battle 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

1096 to 1097 

Peter the Hermit and Crusaders passed through Constantinople and Sultanate of Rum and took Jerusalem from 

Seljuk Turks. 

 

Jerusalem 

battle 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

1099 

Seljuk Turks lost Jerusalem to Byzantine Emperor Alexius I, Tancred, and Godfrey of Bouillon. Christians set up 

Kingdom of Jerusalem and founded County of Tripoli around Tripoli, Lebanon, and Principality of Antioch and County 

of Edessa around Maras, east of Tarsus. Sultanate of Rum still ruled Asia Minor and Turkey. Fatimids ruled 

undisturbed in Egypt. 

 

Legnano 

battle 

Legnano, Italy 

1176 

Lombard League, for Pope Alexander I, defeated Frederick I of Holy Roman Empire. 

 

Hattim 

battle 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

1187 

Saladin of Saracens defeated Christians and captured Jerusalem, as Second Crusade failed. 

 

Jerusalem 

battle 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

1192 

Saladin of Saracens defended Jerusalem against Richard I of England, Philip II of France, and Third Crusade. 

 

Las Navas de Tolosa 

battle 

Las Navas de Tolosa, Spain 

1212 

Spain and Portugal defeated the Berber Almohades. Only Granada remained Berber. 

 

Beijing 

battle 

Beijing, China 

1214 

Genghis Khan captured Beijing. 

 

Cortenuova 

battle 

Cortenuova, Italy 

1237 

Frederick II of Holy Roman Empire defeated Lombard League. This created Guelph cities and Ghibelline cities, 

which fought each other. Guelph cities were Bologna, Florence, Genoa, and Naples. Ghibelline cities were Rome, 

Verona, Milan, Pisa, and Arezzo. Papacy, supported by Guelphs, was against Holy Roman Empire, supported by 

Ghibellines. 



 

Neva River 

battle 

Neva River, Russia 

1240 

Alexander Nevsky of Russia defeated Sweden. 

 

Algarve 

battle 

Algarve, Spain 

1249 

Alfonso III of Portugal drove Moors from Spain. 

 

Baghdad 

battle 

Baghdad, Iraq 

1258 

Holuga Khan of Mongol Empire took Baghdad, and Maragheh became capital. 

 

Ayn Jalut 

battle 

Ayn Jalut, Palestine 

1260 

Mamelukes stopped Mongol attack on Syria, near Nazareth. 

 

Battle of the Spurs 

battle 

France 

1302 

The count of Hainaut in Flanders defeated Duke of Burgundy. 

 

Bannockburn 

battle 

Bannockburn, Scotland 

1314 

Robert Bruce of Scotland defeated England under Edward II. 

 

Sluys 

battle 

Sluys, France 

1340 

England defeated France at sea. 

 

Crècy 

battle 

Crecy, France 

1346 

England, using longbows, defeated France. 

 

Calais 

battle 

Calais, France 

1347 

England defeated France. 

 



Poitiers 

battle 

Poitiers, France 

1356 

Edward the Black Prince, Duke of Cornwall, captured John II of France and gained Bordeaux. 

 

Adrianople 

battle 

Adrianople, Greece 

1361 

Murad I or Amaruth I of Ottoman Turks took Adrianople from Byzantine Empire. 

 

La Rochelle 

battle 

France 

1369 

France defeated England at sea, and England lost Aquitaine. 

 

Roosebeke 

battle 

Roosebeke, Belgium 

1382 

Arteveldes, counts of Hainaut in Flanders, lost to duke of Burgundy. 

 

Kossovo 

battle 

Kossovo, Serbia 

1389 

Christian Serbia lost to Ottoman Turks. 

 

Nikopol 

battle 

Nikopol, Bulgaria 

1396 

Ottoman Empire, which was Moslem, defeated Bulgaria, which was Christian. 

 

Ankara or Angora or Ankyra 

battle 

Ankara, Turkey 

1402 

Tamerlane, Mongol from central Asia, and Timurids defeated Ottoman Empire. 

 

Baghdad 

battle 

Baghdad, Iraq 

1410 

Turkomans took Baghdad and western lands from Timurids. 

 

Agincourt 

battle 

Agincourt, France 

1415 

England, under Henry V, and Burgundian allies defeated France under Louis, Duke of Orleans in Azincourt, north 

France. English used longbows. Professional soldiers began. 

 



Bursa 

battle 

Bursa, Turkey 

1423 

Tamerlane sacked Bursa, capital of Ottoman Turks. 

 

Orléans 

battle 

France 

1429 

France, led by Joan of Arc, defeated England. 

 

Patay 

battle 

France 

1429 

France, led by Joan of Arc, defeated England. 

 

Kossovo 

battle 

Kossovo, Serbia 

1448 

Byzantine Empire defeated Serbia. 

 

Normandy 

battle 

Normandy 

1449 

France defeated England. 

 

Chatillon 

battle 

France 

1452 

France defeated England to end 100 Years War [1453]. Calais was still English. 

 

Constantinople 

battle 

Constantinople, Turkey 

1453 

Ottoman Turks under Mohammed II or Muhammed II or Mehmet II conquered Constantinople, ending Byzantine 

Empire by defeating Constantine XI. Knowledge of Greek philosophers reached Europe. 

 

Belgrade 

battle 

Belgrade, Serbia 

1456 

John Hunyadi and John Capistran of Hungary defeated Ottoman Empire. John Capistran became a Catholic saint. 

 

Tannenberg 

battle 

Poland 

1460 

Lithuania defeated Teutonic Knights. 

 



Bosworth Field 

battle 

England/Wales 

1485 

Henry VII defeated last Plantagenet king, Richard III, and started Tudor line. 

 

Granada 

battle 

Granada, Spain 

1492 

King Ferdinand V and Queen Isabella I of Spain defeated last Moors. 

 

Taro 

battle 

Taro, Italy 

1495 

Francesco Gonzaga of Italy fought France in Italian Wars. 

 

Goa 

battle 

Goa 

1510 

Portugal took Goa. 

 

Marignano 

battle 

Switzerland 

1515 

Switzerland lost at Marignano and began neutrality policy. 

 

Belgrade 

battle 

Belgrade, Serbia 

1521 

Ottoman Empire took Belgrade from Hungary. 

 

Mohacs 

battle 

Mohacs, Hungary 

1526 

Louis II of Hungary lost to Suleiman I the Magnificent of Ottoman Empire. 

 

Shimbra Kure 

battle 

Ethiopia 

1529 

Muslim Ethiopians defeated Christian Ethiopians until 1543, when Portuguese troops defeated Muslim Ethiopians. 

 

Calais 

battle 

France 

1558 

England lost Calais. 

 

Lepanto 

sea battle 



Lepanto, Italy 

1571 

Venice and Spain stopped Ottoman Empire in Mediterranean off west Greece. 

 

Vienna 

battle 

Vienna, Austria 

1583 

Ottoman Empire besieged Vienna and Austria. John III of Poland relieved Vienna but did not take Moldavia or 

Walachia from Ottoman Empire. 

 

Cadiz 

sea battle 

Cadiz, Spain 

1587 

Francis Drake of England destroyed Spain's fleet. 

 

Spanish Armada 

sea battle 

English Channel 

1588 

Spanish Armada lost to England under Francis Drake. 

 

Sekigahara 

battle 

Japan 

1601 

Hideyoshi, Ieyasu, or Iyeyasu, of Toyotomi clan, defeated other barons and unified nation. 

 

White Mountain 

battle 

White Mountain, Bohemia 

1620 

Frederick the Winter King and Protestant Bohemian princes lost to Spain and Hapsburgs of Holy Roman Empire. 

 

Blenheim 

battle 

Blenheim, Germany 

1648 

John Churchill of England defeated Holy Roman Empire. Blenheim is in west Germany. 

 

Drogheda 

battle 

Ireland 

1651 

Oliver Cromwell of England ended ten-year rebellion in Ireland. 

 

Czestochowa 

battle 

Czestochowa, Poland 

1655 

Poland defeated Sweden at Czestochowa monastery. 

 

Boyne 

battle 

Boyne, Ireland 



1690 

England defeated Ireland. England enacted more Penal Laws against Ireland. 

 

Port Royal 

battle 

Port Royal, Canada 

1710 

Britain took Port Royal from France and settled in Acadia (Nova Scotia). 

 

Pondichery 

battle 

Pondichery, India 

1741 

France defeated England. 

 

Plassey 

battle 

Plassey, India 

1757 

Robert Clive of British East India Company defeated France, ending French influence in India. As governor of 

Bengal, he also got Behar, Calcutta, and Crissa for Britain. 

 

Plains of Abraham 

battle 

Canada 

1759 

Britain under Wolfe defeated France under Montcalm in French and Indian War. 

 

Bunker Hill 

battle 

Boston, Massachusetts 

1775 

Britain defeated USA. 

 

Concord 

battle 

Concord, Massachusetts 

1775 

Britain and USA fought second battle. 

 

Fort Ticonderoga 

battle 

USA 

1775 

Britain lost to USA. 

 

Lexington 

battle 

Lexington, Massachusetts 

1775 

Battle between Britain and USA was first Revolutionary-War fighting {shot heard round the world}. When he 

looked at Old North Church to see the lights, "one if by land, two if by sea", Paul Revere saw one lantern and rode to 

get colonists ready {Paul Revere's ride}. 

 

Boston 

battle 



Boston, Massachusetts 

1776.08 

Britain failed to stop siege of Boston by USA under Washington and had to leave Boston. 

 

Long Island 

battle 

Long Island, New York 

1776.08 

USA under Washington failed in defense of New York City against British. 

 

Brandywine 

battle 

Brandywine, Pennsylvania 

1776.09 

USA under Washington failed to save Philadelphia from British. 

 

Germantown 

battle 

Germantown, Pennsylvania 

1776.09 

USA under Washington failed to save Philadelphia from British. 

 

Princeton 

battle 

Princeton, New Jersey 

1776.1225 

USA under Washington crossed Delaware River on Christmas to route Hessian (German) mercenaries at night. 

 

Trenton 

battle 

Trenton, New Jersey 

1776.1225 

USA under Washington crossed Delaware River on Christmas to route Hessian (German) mercenaries at night. 

 

Bennington 

battle 

Bennington, Vermont 

1777 

Ethan Allen successfully led Green Mountain Boys of USA against British. 

 

Saratoga Springs 

battle 

Saratoga, New York 

1777 

Saratoga Campaign of Britain ended when General Burgoyne surrendered to General Gates of USA at Saratoga 

Springs. 

 

Vincennes 

battle 

Vincennes, Indiana 

1779 

General Clark defeated British who allied with American natives. 

 

Camden 

battle 

Camden, South Carolina 



1780 

In Carolina campaign, General Cornwallis of Britain took Camden from USA. 

 

Charleston 

battle 

Charleston, South Carolina 

1780 

Carolina campaign of Britain started with General Cornwallis of Britain taking Charleston from USA. 

 

King's Mountain 

battle 

King's Mountain, North Carolina 

1781 

USA defeated Britain. 

 

Yorktown 

battle 

Yorktown, Virginia 

1781 

Yorktown campaign began when Cornwallis of Britain retreated to Yorktown, waiting for more soldiers. France 

blockaded Chesapeake Bay. USA under Washington marched to Yorktown, where Cornwallis surrendered. 

 

Aboukir 

sea battle 

Aboukir, Egypt 

1798 

France lost to Horatio Nelson and Britain, when French ships tried to go to India. 

 

Battle of the Pyramids 

battle 

Egypt 

1798 to 1801 

France occupied Egypt, but Britain and Ottoman Empire forced France out. 

 

Copenhagen 

sea battle 

Copenhagen, Denmark 

1801 

Horatio Nelson of England defeated Denmark. 

 

Marengo 

battle 

Marengo, Italy 

1801 

France under Napoleon defeated Austria. 

 

Austerlitz 

battle 

Austerlitz, Austria 

1805 

France defeated Austria in Napoleonic Wars. 

 

Trafalgar 

sea battle 

Trafalgar Cape, Spain 

1805 



Horatio Nelson of England defeated France. 

 

Friedland 

battle 

Friedland, Germany 

1806 

France defeated Russia in north Germany. 

 

Jena 

battle 

Jena, Germany 

1806 

France defeated Prussia in Napoleonic Wars. 

 

Wagram 

battle 

Wagram, Austria 

1807 

France defeated Austria. 

 

Tippecanoe 

battle 

Tippecanoe, Indiana 

1811 

William Henry Harrison opened Ohio and Indiana to settlers by beating American natives. 

 

Leipzig 

battle 

Leipzig, Germany 

1814 

Allies defeated Napoleon and sent him into exile on island of Elba. 

 

New Orleans 

battle 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

1815 

USA, under Andrew Jackson, defeated Britain in War of 1812. 

 

Waterloo 

battle 

Waterloo, Belgium 

1815 

Napoleon escaped from Elba and rallied France. England under Duke of Wellington defeated Napoleon. Napoleon 

went into exile on St. Helena Island. 

 

Navarino or Pylos 

battle 

Navarino, Greece 

1821 

Mohammed Ali of Egypt allied with Ottoman Empire and fought Greece and Wahabis of Arabia but lost. 

 

Ayacucho 

battle 

Ayacucho, South America 

1824 

Simon Bolivar led South America to victory over Spain. 



 

Navarino or Pylos 

battle 

Navarino, Greece 

1827 

Greece under president Capo d'Istrai defeated Ottoman Empire in Greek War of Independence and became 

independent. 

 

Cracow 

battle 

Cracow, Poland 

1846 

Austria took free city of Cracow. 

 

Harpers Ferry 

battle 

Harpers Ferry, Maryland 

1859 

Abolitionist John Brown captured Harpers Ferry arsenal. 

 

Antietam 

battle 

Virginia 

1862 

North defeated South. 

 

New Orleans 

battle 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

1862 

David Farragut defeated Confederate ships to take New Orleans for Union. He then closed off Mobile Bay. 

 

Little Bighorn or Custer's Last Stand or Battle of the Greasy Grass 

battle 

South Dakota 

1876 

George Custer lost to Lakota and its allies under Chief Sitting Bull of the Hunkpapa Lakota. 

 

Rosebud 

battle 

Montana 

1876 

General Crook lost to Teton Sioux. 

 

Aduwa 

battle 

Aduwa, Ethiopia 

1895 

Italy invaded Ethiopia but lost. 

 

Crete 

battle 

Crete 

1896 

Greece fought Ottoman Empire to get Crete but failed. 

 



Marne 

battle 

Marne, France 

1914 

Marshal Foch of France held back Germany. 

 

Tannenberg 

battle 

Tannenberg, Poland 

1914 

Marshall Hindenburg of Germany defeated Russia and occupied Poland. He became commander of all Central 

Powers forces. 

 

Mexico City 

battle 

Mexico City, Mexico 

1915 

Pancho Villa took Mexico City from Diaz. 

 

Verdun 

battle 

Verdun, France 

1916 

Henri Petain, marshal of France, stopped Germany. 

 

Crimea 

battle 

Crimea 

1920 

Civil war in Russia ended as Reds or Bolsheviks and Red Army under Leon Trotsky defeated Whites or Mensheviks 

and government. 

 

Fiume 

battle 

Fiume, Italy 

1921 

Italy took Fiume. 

 

Smyrna 

battle 

Smyrna, Turkey 

1922.06 

Kemal Ataturk stopped attacking Greece, captured Smyrna, and deposed Sultan of Ottoman Empire. 

 

Battle of the Atlantic 

battle 

USA 

1941 

USA protected Allied ships from submarines. 

 

Pearl Harbor 

battle 

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii 

1941.1207 

Japan attacked without declaring war. USA declared war on Japan. 

 



El Alamein 

battle 

Egypt 

1942 

Rommel of Germany lost to Field Marshal Montgomery of Britain. Montgomery later commanded in north France. 

 

Singapore 

battle 

Singapore 

1942 

British, French, and Indian soldiers surrendered to Japan. 

 

Coral Sea 

sea battle 

Coral Sea 

1942.0507 

USA defeated Japan. 

 

Midway 

sea battle 

Midway Islands 

1942.0604 to 1942.0607 

USA decisively defeated Japan, as air power crippled Japanese fleet. 

 

Solomon Islands 

sea battle 

Solomon Islands 

1942.08 

USA defeated Japan. 

 

Volvograd 

battle 

Caucasia 

1943 

Germany reached Volvograd and Caucasia. 

 

Marshall Islands 

sea battle 

Marshall Islands 

1944.02 

USA defeated Japan. 

 

Iwo Jima 

battle 

Iwo Jima 

1945.03 

USA defeated Japan. 

 

Berlin 

battle 

Berlin, Germany 

1945.0508 to 1955 

World War II ended in Europe as Allies entered Berlin from east and west. Germany had four zones. 

 

Hiroshima 

battle 



Hiroshima, Japan 

1945.0806 

USA dropped atomic bomb. 

 

Nagasaki 

battle 

Nagasaki, Japan 

1945.0809 

USA dropped atomic bomb. 

 

Dien Bien Phu 

battle 

Dien Bien Phu, Vietnam 

1954 

Vietnam defeated France, and Vietnam divided into North Vietnam, which was Communist, and South Vietnam, 

which was republic. 

 

Saigon 

battle 

Saigon, Vietnam 

1975.0430 

North Vietnam took over South Vietnam. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Culture 

 

Oldowan 

culture 

Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania 

-2000000 to -1500000 

In early Lower Paleolithic, Homo habilis chipped sharp flakes from larger stones {stone core}. They were meat 

eaters and hunter-gatherers. 

 

Abbevillian or Chellean 

culture 

Europe 

-1900000 to -1500000 

Abbevillian or Chellean culture first half developed hammerstone technique for making stone tools. Percussion with 

hammer at edge back pops out semi-cones, leaving jagged edges and concave intersecting surfaces. Top was round and 

held in power grip. 

 

Acheulian 

culture 

Africa/Europe 

-1800000 to -150000 

In early Lower Paleolithic, Homo erectus had symmetrical, teardrop-shaped, heavy stone choppers {hand axe} 

flaked on both sides [-750,000] in a bifacial blade, used for cutting, whittling, scraping, shredding, and butchering 

bone, antler, meat, hide, wood, and plants. 

 

Chellean 

culture 

Europe 

-1800000 to -150000 

In Chellean-culture second half, a new stone-tool-making developed. Toolmaker hit stone against large anvil stone to 

make bigger tools than before. 

 



Middle Acheulian 

culture 

Africa/Europe 

-800000 to -500000 

In Lower Paleolithic, Homo erectus developed cylinder-hammer technique for making stone tools. Wood branches, 

bones, or weathered stones are softer hammers to spread percussion, to give wide arcs to cones, with less-jagged edges. 

This technique did not make original edge but finished the blade. 

 

Late Acheulian 

culture 

Europe 

-500000 to -400000 

In Lower Paleolithic, Homo erectus invented prepared core technique. 

 

Mousterian 

culture 

Europe 

-150000 to -35000 

In Middle Paleolithic, Homo sapiens had flaked and chipped stone tools and knives, used stone hand ax, used bone 

tools, and used wooden spears. They hafted handles on tools. They did little carving or polishing. Nomads built 

cooking fires and lived in caves, with few dwellings. They gathered food and hunted animals. They buried the dead and 

began painting and sculpture. 

 

Châtelperronian 

culture 

Europe 

-50000 

Homo neanderthalensis in Upper Paleolithic was similar to Mousterian and Aurignacian cultures of Homo sapiens. 

 

Aurignacian 

culture 

Europe 

-50000 to -30000 

In Upper Paleolithic, Homo sapiens tried new stone-tool-making forms. Cro Magnons painted cave walls in France 

and Spain. 

 

Aborigine 

culture 

Australia/New Guinea 

-40000 to -25000 

Homo sapiens reached Australia from Southeast Asia by boat. Aborigines (early inhabitants) fished near coasts. 

Giant animals became extinct: giant kangaroo, marsupial diprotodont, marsupial leopard, giant python, giant lizard, and 

400-pound bird. 

 

nomads 

culture 

Earth 

-35000 to 500 

Nomads depended on families, were herders, and domesticated sheep and dogs. Nomads used barbed harpoons, 

bows and arrows, fishhooks, fishnets, and fish traps. They used flint master tools, adz, straightening tool, woodworking 

tools, ice picks, sickles, mortars and pestles, sledges, combs, and needles. They had baskets, leather, paving, and 

handicrafts. They did not store goods. They had sacrifices but no rituals or burials. They built pyramid mounds. They 

used swastika symbol for luck [Bronowski, 1974]. 

 

hunter-gatherer 

culture 



Lesotho/Zambia 

-34000 

Culture began. 

 

Solutrean 

culture 

Europe 

-31000 to -16000 

Upper Paleolithic culture was in west Europe. 

 

Nui Do 

culture 

Vietnam 

-30000 to -23000 

Homo erectus lived. 

 

Gravettian 

culture 

Europe 

-30000 to -22000 

Upper Paleolithic culture was in west Europe. 

 

Pre-Clovis 

culture 

Pedra Furada, Brazil 

-28000 

Culture began. 

 

Son Vi 

culture 

Vietnam 

-23000 to -10000 

Homo erectus lived in caves in Lang Son and Nghe An provinces. 

 

Gagadju 

culture 

Australia 

-20000 

The first people, Nayuhyunggi, lived in the Dreamtime, which had mythical beings who lived deep underground. 

Paintings are on Ubirr Rock and in caves. 

 

Grimaldi 

culture 

Greece 

-20000 to -8300 

Upper-Paleolithic Grimaldi man had culture similar to Bushmen, Hottentots, and Aborigines. 

 

hunter-gatherer 

culture 

Zaire 

-18000 

Culture began. 

 

Kutikina Cave 

culture 

Tasmania 



-18000 to -11000 

Culture was in south Tasmania and had stone tools. 

 

Magdalenian 

culture 

Europe 

-18000 to -11000 

Upper Paleolithic cave paintings in France and Spain have animals and hands. Perhaps, paintings overcame fear of 

animals, idealized experience, expressed feeling, or were play. 

 

Pre-Clovis 

culture 

Cactus Hill, Virginia 

-16000 

Upper Paleolithic peoples were Amerindian, Polynesian, Scandinavian, or African. They used hearth. 

 

Pre-Clovis 

culture 

Topper, South Carolina 

-16000 to -12000 

Upper Paleolithic stone blades and scraping tools were made. 

 

Azilian 

culture 

Europe 

-15000 to -7000 

Neolithic culture was in west Europe. 

 

Pre-Clovis 

culture 

Bluefish Caves, Yukon 

-14800 

Culture began. 

 

Pre-Clovis 

culture 

Alaska 

-13070 to -12700 

Mongoloid peoples crossed from Siberia into Alaska over Bering Strait. Sea level was lower during Ice Age, and no 

glacier was on low-lying Bering Strait. Two glaciers over Canada forced people to travel down valley from Yukon 

River to United-States region. 

Perhaps, people traveled along Pacific Coast in small boats from Southeast Asia. 

Perhaps, people traveled from Iberia across North Atlantic Ocean by boat, taking with them Solutrean technology [-

22000 to -14000]. 

Perhaps, people traveled from Australia through islands across South Pacific Ocean by boat. 

 

Nile River 

culture 

Nile River, Egypt 

-13000 

People settled along Nile River in Egypt, as rain increased as ice age receded. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Monte Verde, Chile 

-12700 



Neolithic campsite in south Chile had 30 people, who left footprints and used stone spearpoints, animal hides, and 

wooden things. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Los Toldos, Argentina 

-12600 

Culture began. 

 

Tepexpan 

culture 

Mexico 

-12000 to -7000 

Neolithic Tepexpan man was in Central Valley of Mexico. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Pachamachay, Peru 

-11900 

Culture began. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Topper, South Carolina 

-11700 

Culture began. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Tibito, Colombia 

-11600 

Culture began. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Lapa Vermelha IV, Brazil 

-11500 

Luzia skull was at Neolithic site. 

 

Pre-Clovis 

culture 

Walker Road, Alaska 

-11300 

Culture began. 

 

Fukui Cave 

culture 

Fukui, Japan 

-11000 

Culture was near Nagasaki. 

 

Pre-Clovis 

culture 

Santa Rosa Island, California 

-11000 

Arlington Springs woman was at Neolithic site. 



 

Clovis 

culture 

Clovis, New Mexico, USA 

-11000 to -5000 

Neolithic Amerindian peoples used large fluted stone spear points and hunted big game. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Cactus Hill, Virginia 

-10920 

Neolithic Amerindian peoples used side scrapers, stones for woodworking, fluted stone points, and hearths. Forests 

were pine, not hardwood. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Los Tapiales, Guatemala 

-10900 

Culture began. 

 

Pre-Clovis 

culture 

Meadowcroft Rockshelter, Pennsylvania 

-10900 

Neolithic peoples were Amerindian, Polynesian, Scandinavian, or African. They ate deer, rabbit, snake, nuts, berries, 

fish, and turtles. They had hearths, baskets, nets, wooden tools, and skin or wood boats. They were in southwest 

Pennsylvania. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Taima-Taima, Brazil 

-10500 

Culture began. 

 

Basque 

culture 

Spain 

-10000 

Basques have lived in Spain since Stone Age. 

 

Germanic 

culture 

Sweden 

-10000 

Neolithic Germanic tribes went to south Sweden. 

 

Hoa Binh/Bac Son 

culture 

Vietnam 

-10000 to -4000 

Culture began. 

 

Neolithic or New Stone Age 

culture 

Earth 

-10000 to -3000 



Animal carvings and paintings were probably to ensure good hunting and herding. Animals, spirals, triangles, 

circles, squares, and mazes were in early Neolithic paintings. Artists drew line, dot, and symbol patterns for rain, 

lightning, and wind, but not for Sun or Moon, in middle Neolithic era. Fertility symbols appeared in late Neolithic. 

 

Neolithic or New Stone Age 

culture 

Earth 

-10000 to -3000 

Matriarchal societies had few sexual taboos, did not treat illegitimate children badly, had less emphasis on property, 

were more vegetarian, and did not have possessive love. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Great Plains 

-9000 

Culture hunted bison. 

 

Ertebolle or Kitchen Midden 

culture 

Finland/Sweden 

-9000 

Culture was early Neolithic hunters. 

 

Kongemose 

culture 

Denmark 

-9000 

Culture had early Neolithic hunters. 

 

Maglemose 

culture 

Norway 

-9000 

Culture was early Neolithic hunters. 

 

Natufian 

culture 

Levant 

-9000 to -8500 

Flint sickles cut wild wheat. They cooked bread. 

 

Joman 

culture 

Japan 

-9000 to -300 

Small settlements were on coast, at river mouths, or at mountain bottoms. Homes were huts half in ground. Roofs 

had branches and leaves. They ate shellfish, hunted mammals, and gathered berries and nuts. 

 

Clovis 

culture 

Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia 

-8200 

Neolithic culture was at Hecate Strait. 

 

Clovis 

culture 



Kennewick, Washington 

-7500 

Kennewick man was at Neolithic site. 

 

Mexican Nomads 

culture 

Mexico 

-7000 to -6000 

Neolithic people were hunters and food gatherers, including grain. 

 

Neolithic or New Stone Age 

culture 

Earth 

-6000 to -3000 

Magician shamans dealt in trances, dead, animal spirits, and making pictures. Shamans were in Scandinavian, Finno-

Ugric, and American Indian cultures. Aborigines had magic-power symbols {Tjurunga}. Bushmen believed in the 

Great Spirit, symbolized by praying mantis. 

 

Halaf 

culture 

Mesopotamia 

-6000 to -5500 

Halaf culture precede Ubaid culture. 

 

Neolithic or New Stone Age 

culture 

Mesopotamia/China 

-5500 

First chiefdoms began. 

 

Chinese 

culture 

Yellow River, China 

-5500 to -5000 

Neolithic culture had first Chinese language written characters. It used agriculture based on millet, which grows well 

in arid land Later, millet grew in north China. It had jade and woodcarving. Clans kept land and had kinship patterns. 

 

Ubaid 

culture 

Mesopotamia 

-5500 to -4000 

Neolithic culture had large settlements, had large temples, had sailboats, used trade, used copper, and fired clay. One 

settlement was Tell Zeidan, in northern Syria, on the Balikh River, which had irrigation, social classes, and political 

leaders and traded with far towns. Tepe Gawra was in the north Iraq. Ubaid, Eridu, and Oueli were in the south. 

 

Chonchorros 

culture 

Chile 

-5000 

Culture was in north Chile. 

 

Chumash 

culture 

California 

-5000 

Culture began. 



 

Cochise 

culture 

USA 

-5000 

Culture was in southwest USA. 

 

Sumerian 

culture 

Sumer 

-5000 

Sumerian language started. 

 

Linearbandkeramik 

culture 

Europe 

-5000 to -4000 

Neolithic farmers used digging sticks and later plows pulled by oxen in central Europe. 

 

Gumelnitsa 

culture 

Romania 

-5000 to -400 

Culture began. 

 

Uruk 

culture 

Mesopotamia 

-4000 to -3200 

Bronze-Age Uruk, Ur, and Nineveh cities had mud public buildings, priests, writing, agricultural organization, 

irrigation, pottery, and metalworking. 

 

Caucasian 

culture 

Mesopotamia 

-4000 

Neolithic Caucasian peoples from Georgia and Caucasus lived in Fertile Crescent. 

 

Neolithic or New Stone Age 

culture 

Caribbean Sea 

-4000 

Caribbean islands became populated. 

 

Hoabinhian 

culture 

Asia 

-4000 to -3000 

Culture was Neolithic hunter-gatherers in southeast Asia. 

 

Ta-p'en-k'eng 

culture 

Formosa 

-4000 to -3000 

Neolithic culture had pottery, hollowed out canoes, and used bark beater to make rope, nets, and cloth. 

 



Neolithic 

culture 

Vietnam 

-4000 to -2000 

Culture had stone rings and ceramics. 

 

Semite or Semitic 

culture 

Mesopotamia 

-4000 to -2000 

Neolithic Semitic peoples from Arabia occupied central Mesopotamia, at Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, Fertile 

Crescent [-4000 to -2000] [Durant and Durant, 1967] [Roberts, 1994] [Toynbee, 1961] [Wells, 1920]. 

 

Chilca 

culture 

Peru 

-3750 

Culture was in Chilca River valley and was maritime. 

 

Haida 

culture 

Canada 

-3500 

Culture was on Canada northwest coast. 

 

Semite or Semitic 

culture 

Egypt 

-3500 

Neolithic Semitic peoples were in Egypt [-3500]. 

 

Naqada 

culture 

Hierakonpolis, Egypt 

-3500 to -3000 

Upper Egypt had wall paintings and pottery. Egypt began unification at end of Naqada culture. 

 

Kranzhugel 

culture 

Tell Halaf, Syria/Tell Cheura, Syria/Nagar, Syria/Tell Brak, Syria/Tuttul, Syria 

-3000 to -2500 

Bronze-Age Semitic city was near upper Euphrates River and near Khabur River. It had fortifications around city 

and used sun-dried mud brick and stone terraces for temples. 

 

Persian 

culture 

Iran 

-3000 to -2000 

Neolithic culture Indo-European peoples from south Russia entered Iran. 

 

Hittite 

culture 

Anatolia 

-3000 to -1700 

Neolithic culture Indo-European peoples from south Russia entered Anatolia [-3000 to -2000]. It occupied area from 

Black Sea to Syria [-2300 to -1700]. 



 

Negroid/Tuareg/Europoid 

culture 

Sahara Desert 

-3000 to -1000 

Tuareg were Hamitic, and Europoid were forebears of Berbers. They lived on savanna and used hippopotamus, 

elephant, cattle, sheep, and goats. They drew cave paintings of daily life. Sahara rivers flow into Lake Chad (Lake 

Tchad) or Niger River. 

 

Stonehenge 

megalith 

Salisbury Plain, England 

-2800 

Megalith was for seasonal festivals. 

 

Achaean 

culture 

Greece 

-2500 

Neolithic Indo-European people from Aeolia reached Attica and Peloponnesus, replaced Pelasgoi people, used sheep 

and chariots, and had patriarchy. 

 

Beaker 

culture 

Netherlands/Belgium/France 

-2500 

Culture put drinking cups in warrior graves. 

 

Chilca 

culture 

Paloma, Peru 

-2500 

Paloma was port in Chilca River valley. 

 

Middle Joman 

culture 

Japan 

-2500 to -1500 

Population and production increased at Joman period peak [-9000 to -300]. 

 

Afanasievo 

culture 

Siberia 

-2000 

Neolithic culture was in south Siberia. 

 

Battle-Ax/Pitted-Ware 

culture 

Denmark/Scandinavia 

-2000 

Bronze Age rock carvings were made. 

 

Inuit 

culture 

Arctic 

-2000 



Inuits, Arctic Small Tool people, hunted caribou, whale, and seal. 

 

Scythian 

culture 

Scythia 

-2000 

Scythians bred horses to invade Near East. 

 

Hebrew 

culture 

Canaan/Palestine 

-1800 to -1200 

Hebrew means wanderer. Semitic Hebrews came to Palestine, probably from Ur [-1800]. The legendary Joshua led 

Israelites into Palestine [-1400]. Traditionally, Hebrews had exodus from Egypt [-1300 to -1200]. 

 

Vedic 

culture 

Pakistan/India 

-1700 to -350 

Vedas 

Indo-European Aryan nomads from Iran had horses, chariots, and bronze weapons. They entered through Hindu 

Kush and moved to Indus and upper Ganges Rivers by -1700. They used wood, not bricks. By -600, there were many 

kingdoms. They grew rice in Ganges River valley and had coins, elephants, and writing. 

Aryans had four sacred books {Vedas} [-1500 to -500], which mainly describe public and family sacrifice rituals. 

Indus religion combined with Vedas in early Hinduism. The three most important Hindu gods are Brahma the creator, 

Vishnu the preserver, and Shiva the destroyer, who rules over life and death. They used Sanskrit language. 

Hundreds of castes evolved, in which people worked, married, performed rituals, and ate special foods. Brahmins 

were priests of Vedic religion. Soldier and farmer castes also existed. Dravidians were all in lowest caste. 

Hindu gods began. Agni was god of fire. Varuna was god of heaven and justice. Indra was god of war and water. 

Vishnu was god. People sacrificed to gods. Culture had child marriages and used sutlee. 

 

Lapita 

culture 

Polynesia 

-1600 to 1000 

Culture formed pottery. 

 

horticultural societies 

culture 

Mexico 

-1500 

Culture practiced horticulture. 

 

Polynesian 

culture 

Polynesia 

-1500 to 1000 

Australoid and Mongoloid peoples came from southeast Asia and Australia, went to Micronesia [-1500 to 400], and 

then continued to Polynesia [300]. They built stone temples [1000]. 

 

Mitanni 

kingdom 

Syria/Mesopotamia 

-1450 

Kingdom resisted Thotmes III of Egypt in east Syria and north Mesopotamia. 

 



Chavin 

culture 

Cerro Sechin, Peru 

-1200 

Culture was on Peru central coast. 

 

Achaean/Ionian 

culture 

Asia Minor 

-1200 to -1100 

Achaeans went to islands and coast of Asia Minor (Ionia) and became Ionians, who lived south of Aeolians in 

coastal towns of Ephesus, Miletus, and Didyma, and islands of Chios and Samos. 

 

Dorian 

culture 

Greece 

-1200 to -1100 

Indo-Europeans came to Greece and settled in south Peloponnesus (Laconia), Greek islands, and Knossus, Crete. 

 

Nok 

culture 

Africa 

-1200 to -500 

Culture used iron and artistic terra-cotta pottery [-900]. 

 

Philistine 

culture 

Palestine 

-1175 

Indo-Europeans settled in Canaan. 

 

Mesoamerican 

culture 

Andes Mountains/Mesoamerica 

-1000 

First chiefdoms began. 

 

Ainu 

culture 

Japan 

-1000 to -300 

Ainu came to Japan when Japan connected to Asia, before Jomon period [-10,000 to -300], and lived in north 

Honshu and south Hokkaido. 

 

Bantu 

culture 

Cameroon 

-1000 to -100 

Culture herded sheep and cattle. 

 

Khoisan 

culture 

Kalahari Desert 

-1000 to -100 

Culture hunted and did not farm. Bantu-speaking peoples from Cameroon took over [-100]. 

 



Olympic Games 

culture 

Mount Olympus, Greece 

-776 

quadrennial multi-sport competition {Olympic Games}. 

 

Bushmen ancestors 

culture 

Africa 

-600 to -500 

Culture lived in open areas from Sahara to south tip. 

 

Negroid 

culture 

Africa 

-600 to -500 

Culture lived in central and western forests of Africa. 

 

Pygmy 

culture 

Africa 

-600 to -500 

Culture lived in small south-Africa region. 

 

Altai 

culture 

Siberia 

-500 

Altai is in west Siberia. 

 

Seven Wonders of the Ancient World 

culture 

Greece/Middle East 

-500 to 400 

Hanging Gardens of Babylon; Colossus of Rhodes; Pyramid of Cheops; Lighthouse at Pharos; Mausoleum of 

Halicarnassus; Temple of Artemis or Artemision [at Ephesus]; Statue of Zeus [at Olympus, by Phidias] 

Only Pyramid of Cheops remains. Pharos is near Alexandria. 

 

Sarnathian 

culture 

Volga River 

-300 

Sarnathians displaced Scythians. 

 

Gaul 

culture 

France 

-300 to -200 

Gauls were Celts. Gaul had three parts: Aquitaine in southwest France, Gaul in central France, and Belgica in 

Belgium. 

 

Silk Road 

culture 

China/Europe 

-100 

Road was between China and Europe. 



 

Batavi or Batavians or Batavii 

culture 

Belgium/Netherlands 

-51 

Germanic tribe of Chatti lived on Rhine River. 

 

Belgae 

culture 

Belgium/Netherlands 

-51 

German and Celt tribes were in northeast Gaul at Rhine River and fought Caesar. 

 

Frisian 

culture 

Netherlands/Germany 

-51 

Germanic tribe lived in north Netherlands and Germany. 

 

Bantu 

culture 

Africa 

1 to 800 

Bantu speakers moved from east Nigeria through Congo to south Africa. Zanz (Zanzibar) had gold, iron, and copper. 

Arabians, Indonesians, and Chinese traded goods and slaves with each other. 

 

Carib 

culture 

West Indies 

1 to 900 

Caribs were cannibals and used Tupi language. Zemis were their spirit powers. 

 

Taino 

culture 

West Indies 

1 to 900 

Farming people from Paraguay traveling Amazon River and coast of Brazil to Venezuela settled West Indies. They 

used Tupi language. They grew maize, sugar cane, manioc {starch root}, cassava, and sweet potato. 

 

Bohemian 

culture 

Bohemia 

50 to 450 

Bohemians were Celts. 

 

Czech 

culture 

Bohemia 

50 to 450 

Czechs were Celts. 

 

Vlach or Walach 

culture 

Dacia 

100 

Walach is Slavic name for southeast-Europe Romance-language peoples, such as Romanians and Dacians. 



 

Khazar 

culture 

Caucasia/Volga River/Ukraine/Crimea 

100 to 969 

Khazars moved to Caucasia [100]. They then settled near Volga River in south Russia [500 to 600]. Khazars took 

Crimea [600 to 700]. Khazar Empire ended in south Russia, when it lost to Duke of Kiev [969]. 

 

Rhenish 

culture 

Germany 

200 

Germanic Rhenish tribe moved inside the limes, pushed by Huns from the Han Empire of Hsing-Nu. 

 

Goth 

culture 

Volga River/Germany/Ukraine 

200 to 300 

Goths were Germanic tribes, supposedly descended from south-Sweden Gotar tribe. Goths settled Volga River and 

south Russia [200 to 300]. Goths came inside the limes at Danube River in Germany [251]. Ostrogoths or East Goths 

stayed. Visigoths or West Goths went west to Danube River and into Austria [400]. Romans took some German tribes, 

such as Goths in north Balkans, into service as foederati [600]. 

 

Hun 

culture 

Mongolia/China 

220 to 581 

Culture began when Huns, Mongoloid tribes from north-central Asia, broke though refortified Great Wall of China, 

overthrew Han Dynasty, and took China, using horse stirrups [220 to 581]. Their era had many small wars and no 

central administration. 

 

Frank 

culture 

Germany 

256 to 400 

Franks are Celts. Franks came to Gaul and Switzerland inside the limes at Rhine River, as Huns came from east. 

 

Bantu 

culture 

Africa 

300 to 400 

Culture was in southeast Africa. 

 

Hun 

culture 

Volga River 

300 to 400 

Huns settled Volga River and south Russia [300 to 400]. 

 

Angle 

culture 

Germany 

300 to 450 

Angles were Germanic tribes that had come to Roman domains in Britain and north Gaul. 

 



Saxon 

culture 

Germany/France/Britain 

300 to 500 

Saxons were Germanic tribes that came to Roman domains [300 to 400]. Saxons entered north Gaul [400 to 500]. 

Saxons entered Britain [420 to 450]. 

 

Slav 

culture 

Balkan Peninsula/Greece/Germany 

300 to 500 

Slavs settled east of Elbe River [300 to 500]. Slavs settled in Balkans [602]. Slavs moved into Greece from area of 

Poland and Russia [620 to 700]. West Slavs were Moravians, Poles, Czechs, and Slovaks. East Slavs were Great and 

White Russians. South Slavs were Serbs, Croats, and Bulgars. They attacked Germany and divided it into feudal 

domains [900 to 962]. 

 

Southwest American Indian 

culture 

Southwest USA 

300 to 500 

Culture built large adobe-brick houses, with 200 to 300 rooms, using wooden frames six stories high, near riverbeds. 

Courtyard had roofed-over circular pit for men's ceremonies to gods. 

 

Nordic 

culture 

Scandinavia 

350 to 550 

People came to Scandinavia. 

 

Hun 

culture 

Russia 

372 to 376 

From central Asia, it invaded Volga River area and Black Sea coast [372]. It invaded lower Danube River area [376]. 

Invasions caused Goths and other tribes to migrate toward Roman Empire. 

 

Hun 

culture 

Hungary 

372 to 450 

Culture occupied Hungary [372 to 450]. 

 

Visigoth 

culture 

Adrianople, Greece/Rome, Italy 

378 

Visigoths defeated Romans and killed Emperor Valens [378]. Visigoths under Alaric II lost to Franks [412 to 414]. 

King Alaric besieged Rome until it gave up [410 to 429]. Visigoths under Euric and Alaric II fought Vandals in Italy. 

Visigoths moved to south France and defeated Vandals, and then, under Alaric II, pushed them out of Spain [429]. 

Visigoths took Lusitania (Portugal). Visigoths then merged with Spanish-Roman peoples. 

 

Lombard 

culture 

Lombardy/Austria 

395 to 500 

Lombard Germanic tribe attacked north Italy [395]. Lombards moved into Austria [400 to 500]. 



 

Cimmerian 

culture 

Europe/Asia Minor 

400 

Cimmerians lived from east Europe down to Asia Minor. 

 

Avar 

culture 

Volga River 

400 to 500 

Avars settled Volga River and south Russia. 

 

Bavarian 

culture 

Austria 

400 to 500 

Bavarians moved into Austria. 

 

Jute 

culture 

Rhine River 

400 to 500 

Jutes Germanic tribe was in northwest Germany [400 to 500]. Jutes entered Britain [420]. 

 

Suebi 

culture 

Portugal 

400 to 500 

Suebi took Lusitania. 

 

Alemanni 

culture 

Switzerland 

400 to 600 

Germanic Alemanni tribe moved into Switzerland. 

 

Burgundii 

culture 

Switzerland 

400 to 600 

Germanic Burgundii tribe moved into Switzerland. 

 

German 

culture 

Britain 

400 to 600 

German tribal immigrations divided Britain into England, Scotland, and Wales. German tribes became monarchies. 

 

Pallava 

culture 

India 

400 to 825 

Pallavas of Conjeeveran flourished. 

 



Alan 

culture 

Spain 

406 

Alans crossed Rhine and moved into Spain. 

 

Suevi 

culture 

Spain 

406 

Suevi crossed Rhine and moved into Spain. 

 

Vandal 

culture 

Spain/Africa/Carthage, Tunisia 

406 to 439 

Vandals, Germanic tribe, crossed Rhine and moved into Spain [406]. After Visigoths pushed them out of Spain, 

Vandals conquered north Africa [429 to 439]. Under Gaiseric, they took Carthage after moving through Gaul, Spain, 

and north Africa [439]. They then controlled Mediterranean. Capital was at Carthage. 

 

White Hun or Ephthalite 

culture 

Transoxania, Afghanistan/Khurasan, Persia/India 

425 

Turks or Tibetans, under khan, lived from Oxus River to Mongolia, speaking Turkish language [425]. White Huns 

took Persia [483]. White Huns took over Gupta Empire [544]. 

 

Ostrogoth 

culture 

Hungary/Italy 

450 to 650 

Ostrogoths occupied Hungary [450 to 650]. Theodoric the Great and Ostrogoths took Italy after defeating Odoacer 

and Vandals [493]. 

 

Swede 

culture 

Uppsala, Sweden 

450 to 1600 

Local assemblies {Thing} met from 450 through 16th century. 

 

Hun 

culture 

Venice, Italy 

452 

Huns conquered east Italy [452]. Huns then merged with other European peoples. 

 

Magyar 

culture 

Caucasia/Hungary/Romania/Moravia/Germany 

460 to 962 

Magyars were from Ural Mountains and came to Caucasia [460]. Magyar nomads from central Asia, led by Arpad, 

moved west into Hungary and Romania [895]. Magyars overran Moravian Empire [900 to 962], and attacked Germany 

and divided it into feudal domains [962]. 

 

Finn 

culture 



Scandinavia 

500 

Finns lived in east Scandinavia. 

 

Gotar 

culture 

Sweden 

500 

Germanic tribes came to Sweden in Neolithic times and became Gotar. 

 

Lapp 

culture 

Scandinavia 

500 

Lapps lived in north Scandinavia. 

 

Svear 

culture 

Sweden 

500 

Svear Germanic tribe defeated Gotar tribe in south Sweden. 

 

Thule 

culture 

Alaska 

500 

Thule people moved into Alaska. 

 

West Slav 

culture 

Europe 

500 

Moravian West Slavs settled in Czechoslovakia. Other West Slavs settled in Slovakia and Silesia. West Slavs did not 

migrate. 

 

Hun 

culture 

India 

500 to 515 

Nomadic central Asian people destroyed Gupta Empire [500 to 515]. 

 

Polynesian 

culture 

Hawaiian Islands/Easter Island 

500 to 600 

Polynesians came from east Polynesia [500 to 600]. Ships were two hulls bound together. They navigated by 

observing star movements, wave patterns, and wind changes. 

 

Huari 

culture 

Peru 

500 to 800 

Culture was on Peru north coast, and culture was like that of Tiahuanaco and Pachacamas, ancient religious centers. 

 

Serb 

culture 



Balkan Peninsula/Serbia 

500 to 900 

Serbs settled in Bosnia and Montenegro [500 to 700]. It converted to Eastern Orthodox Church [800 to 900]. 

 

Diola 

culture 

Africa 

500 to 1500 

Culture was in west Africa. Causative substance that is eternal and unchanging exists everywhere. Different amounts 

and modes formed all things, in a hierarchy of being, with different energies and forms. 

 

Dogon 

culture 

Africa 

500 to 1500 

Culture was in west Africa. Dense mass has motions and patterns, making air, fire, water, and earth, and from them 

come society and mind. 

 

Algonquin 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Cherokee 

culture 

North Carolina 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. Cherokee had an alphabet, built special houses for chiefs and elders, and built small 

temples for nature gods. 

 

Chippewa 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Choctaw 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Delaware 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Huron 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 



Iroquois 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Mandan 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Miami 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Mohawk 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Mohegan 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Mohican 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Natchez 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. River mouth had temples for wood and clay images, 3000 people, and 1000 warriors. 

Castes were chiefs, priests, citizens, second-class citizens, and slaves. 

 

Ojibway 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Ottawa 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 



Pacific Northwest Indian 

culture 

USA/Canada 

500 to 1600 

Neolithic culture had no agriculture but had villages. Large villages had chiefs, householders, and slaves. Tribes had 

twelve villages with large wood houses. 

Fish, game, berries, and roots were abundant. Fish were for oil. 

Spruce and cedar tree roots supplied textile fibers. 

Dugout canoes were 3 meters x 25 meters. 

Marriages were with affiliated clan. Totems were clan symbols. Myths were about virtues of totem animals: raven, 

bear-mother, earth frog, eagle, and wolf. Old women were storytellers. 

 

Plains Indian 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

In north-central USA were Apache, Blackfoot, Cheyenne, Comanche, Cree, Creek, Crow, Dakota, Omaha, Pawnee, 

Shawnee, Shoshoni, Sioux, and Ute. Plains Indians hunted bison and grew beans, squash, and maize in river valleys. 

Pemmican was lard beaten with berries, packed in tanned leather parfleche pouch. People had wood frame houses 

covered with earth, with smoke holes in center, up to 20 meters wide or bison-leather teepees. 

 

Powkaton 

culture 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture was in east USA. 

 

Pueblo 

culture 

Southwest USA 

500 to 1600 

Culture lived in adobe and wood multistoried houses. Zuni pueblos used dried clay. Navajo pueblo hogans were 

round dome-like wood frames covered by clay. Hopi built kiva pueblos. Clan-chief councils and discussions governed 

the pueblo. Pueblo culture grew squash, gourds, maize, and fruit trees, ground corn on flat metates stones, and ate half-

wild turkeys. It formed pottery and spun cotton. Men wove blankets. 

 

Bedouin 

culture 

Arabia 

600 

Bedouins were native Semitic nomads. 

 

Croatian 

culture 

Croatia 

600 to 700 

Croatians settled Croatia [600 to 700]. They converted to Catholicism [800 to 900]. 

 

Polynesian 

culture 

Easter Island 

600 to 1300 

Polynesians settled Easter Island [600 to 1300]. They grew sweet potatoes, taro, bananas, and gourds and had 

chickens and pigs. They built rectangular platforms {ahu} along coast. 

 



Avar 

culture 

Hungary 

650 to 800 

Avars occupied Hungary. 

 

Bulgar 

culture 

Bulgaria 

660 to 675 

Bulgars were probably Huns. Bulgars took Slavic Thrace and Moesia [660]. Krum was early leader. Bulgars from 

Volga River and south Russia settled south of Danube River [675]. 

 

Polynesian 

culture 

Cook Islands/Society Islands 

700 to 1300 

Polynesians settled Cook Islands [700]. Stone temple complexes {marae} were in Rarotonga, Cook Islands, and 

Moorea Island, Society Islands [1300]. 

 

Basque 

culture 

Spain 

715 

Arabian empire did not take the mountainous north. 

 

Avar 

culture 

Bohemia 

800 

Avars took Bohemia. 

 

East Slav 

culture 

Russia 

800 

East Slavs settled in west Russia. 

 

Pole 

culture 

Poland 

800 to 900 

Culture converted to Catholicism. 

 

Slovene 

culture 

Slovenia 

800 to 900 

Culture converted to Catholicism. 

 

Ovambo 

culture 

Africa 

1000 

Culture was in southwest Africa. 

 



Bantu 

culture 

South Africa 

1000 to 1100 

Bantu came from southeast Africa. 

 

Cuman or Polovtsi or Kipchak 

culture 

Vladimir, Russia/Walachia 

1000 to 1100 

From north Russia, they took south Russia. Prince Igor fought against them. 

 

Pecheneg 

culture 

Russia 

1000 to 1100 

From central Asia, they moved into south Russia. 

 

Quimbaya 

culture 

Colombia 

1000 to 1500 

Quimbaya cannibal tribe spoke Chibcha language. 

 

Sinu 

culture 

Colombia 

1000 to 1500 

Sinu cannibal tribe spoke Chibcha language. 

 

Maori 

culture 

New Zealand 

1000 to 1560 

Maori people settled North Island, New Zealand [1000] and settled at river mouths, such as Wairau Bar [1150], in 

north South Island. It had terraced fortifications {pa, fortification} [1350] and later built fortresses [1550 to 1560]. 

 

Yoruba 

culture 

Nigeria 

1050 to 1400 

It has Yoruba language and Orisha religion and is mainly in southwest Nigeria. 

 

Polynesian 

culture 

Pitcairn Island 

1100 to 1200 

Polynesians settled Pitcairn Islands [1100 to 1200]. 

 

Hawaiian 

culture 

Hawaii 

1100 to 1500 

Culture had valley irrigation and class structure [1250]. Later, it used wet taro [1400 to 1500]. 

 



Malinke 

culture 

Mali 

1200 

Malinke were Mande speakers. 

 

Tatar or Tartar 

culture 

Russia 

1245 to 1255 

Culture started when Tatars or Tartars, Mongoloid tribes from east-central Asia and central Siberia, took east Russia 

and defeated Cumans. They got tribute from west Russian princes and occupied Crimea. 

 

Tongan 

culture 

Tonga 

1300 to 2000 

Polynesians settled by a lagoon in north Tongatapu, the largest island. Tui Tonga dynasty, of Mu'a district in 

northeast Tongatapu, ruled and built ceremonial center at Mu'a [1400]. It had ditch and bank enclosing platforms with 

houses for chief families and their servants. Few Polynesian societies had classes. At ceremonies, root-based kava drink 

caused drowsiness. New dynasty ruled [1500]. Later, Tui Kanokupolu dynasty ruled, as it does now. 

 

Seminole 

culture 

Florida 

1767 to 1804 

Creek and Hitchiti tribes migrated to Florida. 

 

Pacific Northwest Indian 

culture 

USA/Canada 

1880 

Culture built totem poles depicting three generations [1880] and became wealthy from fur trade with Americans. 
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Hsia or Xia 

dynasty 

Yellow River, China 

-1994 to -1523 

Neolithic culture was first legendary dynasty. Shen-nung, legendary king, taught cultivation techniques to humans. 

 

Hyskos or Shepherd Kings 

dynasty 

Egypt 

-1785 to -1554 

Iron Age 13th to 17th dynasties were probably Semitic, had iron weapons, and had iron-wheeled chariots. They 

attacked the pharaoh at Thebes. 

 

Ethiopian 

dynasty 

Egypt 

-712 to -671 

Dynasty was the 25th Dynasty of Egypt. 

 



Ethiopian 

dynasty 

Egypt 

-671 

Dynasty ended when Assyrians took Lower Egypt. 

 

Saite 

dynasty 

Egypt 

-663 to -593 

First Psamtik and then Necho ruled. Sais, Memphis, and Heliopolis were cities. 

 

Nanda 

dynasty 

India 

-600 to -400 

Secular kings united north India, formed provinces under strong administration, and disarmed and split subject 

peoples. 

 

Ch'in or Ts'in 

dynasty 

China 

-356 to -207 

Dynasty started when Ch'in tribe took Szechwan. Hsien Yang was capital. They used iron long sword. 

 

Ptolemaic or Macedonian or Lagid or XXXI 

dynasty 

Egypt 

-322 to -30 

After Alexander the Great died, Ptolemy I, general of Alexander, got Egypt and then defeated Antigonus I of 

Macedon in Wars of the Diadochi. 

 

Qin 

dynasty 

China 

-221 

Zheng or Cheng, king of Qin, formed China's first united empire. 

 

Han or Early Han [Han, Early] or Former Han [Han, Former] or Western Han [Han, Western] 

dynasty 

China 

-206 to 9 

Liu family started Han dynasty. Confucianism became official, and civil service required knowledge of Confucian 

texts. It standardized Confucian documents [-200] and wrote dictionary and history. It used coins, had census, and 

registered land for land taxes. District governors had staff and official compounds {yamen}. Great Wall lengthened. 

Buddhism came to China. Silk Road started [-100]. 

 

Ptolemaic or Macedonian or Lagid or XXXI 

dynasty 

Egypt 

-200 to -30 

After Ptolemy IV, kingdom declined. 

 

Sunya 

dynasty 

India 



-175 to -125 

Brhadratha ended Maurya Dynasty. Pusyamitra took India back to Hinduism. 

 

Maccabees 

dynasty 

Judah 

-168 to -63 

Maccabees first ruled Palestine under control of Syria. Judas the Maccabee and his brothers took Judah's capital, 

Jerusalem [-166], from Syria. They saved and rededicated Temple at Jerusalem. 

 

Han 

dynasty 

China/Vietnam 

-111 to 936 

Han dynasty of China conquered and ruled until defeated by Ngo Quyen dynasty of Vietnam. 

 

Maccabees 

dynasty 

Israel 

-63 

Dynasty ended when conquered by Rome. 

 

Ptolemaic or Macedonian or Lagid or XXXI 

dynasty 

Egypt 

-31 

Dynasty ended when Octavian or Augustus defeated Egypt under Cleopatra and Anthony at Actium and then at 

Alexandria, destroying library. 

 

Hsin 

dynasty 

China 

9 to 25 

Wang Mang, nephew of the Han empress, usurped emperor [9]. 

 

Sassanid or Sassanian 

dynasty 

Persia 

226 to 640 

Dynasty started when Ardashir I revolted against Parthians and reunited Persia. Ctesiphon was capital. Rey and 

Hamadan were main cities. Sasan and Bahram Gur were famous Sassanid kings. In feudal systems, four classes were 

under king: priests {Magi} and government officials, warriors, bureaucrats and scholars, and workers. The four 

provinces, each with governor {marzuban}, were Persia, Transoxania to north, Kushana to northeast, and Gupta 

Dynasty to east. 

 

Gupta 

dynasty 

Patna, India/Ganges Valley, India 

320 to 544 

Gupta Dynasty ruled Magadha and Ganges River valleys. It used decimal system. Vedanta began. It established 

Hinduism and castes. It built many stone temples. Religious festivals used large wheeled carts {juggernaut cart}. 

Funerals for husbands also burned their wives {suttee}. Culture had child marriages, rituals, and meditation. Art 

flourished. Dramas based on epics began. It possibly ended in 467. 

 

Yamato 

dynasty 



Japan 

400 to 500 

Yamato clan, led by Shinto priest-chief, organized Japan. First emperor supposedly descended from sun goddess. All 

emperors of Japan trace back to that emperor. 

 

Gupta 

dynasty 

Patna, India 

480 to 530 

Huns entered India and caused dynasty to decline. 

 

Sui or Suy 

dynasty 

China 

581 to 618 

Dynasty reunited China. Canal system linked Yangtze, Yellow, and Hangchow Rivers. 

 

Sassanid 

dynasty 

Persia 

642 

Arabian Empire ended it by conquering Iran. 

 

Omayyed or Ummayad 

dynasty 

Damascus, Syria 

661 to 750 

Dynasty of Moslem Empire started when Muawiya assassinated the fourth caliph, Ali, and deposed Hassan and 

Hussein, sons of Ali [661]. It ended when Abu Muslem of Khorassan revolted against Marwan II, the 14th caliph [750]. 

 

Omayyed or Ummayad 

dynasty 

Damascus, Syria 

750 

Dynasty ended when Abbasid leader Abu Muslem of Khorassan revolted against Marwan II, the 14th Omayyed 

caliph and killed all Omayyeds except Abdu-r-Rahman I. 

 

Abbasid 

dynasty 

Baghdad, Iraq 

750 to 1258 

Dynasty started when Abu Muslem of Khorassan revolted against Marwan II, 14th caliph of Moslem Empire. Abu 

Muslem named Abu'l-Abbas-as-Saffash first Abbasid caliph. Abu'l-Abbas-as-Saffash descended from Abbas, uncle of 

Mohammed, and from Ali, son-in-law of Mohammad. Abu Muslem moved capital to Baghdad. Dynasty ended when 

Hulagu Khan of Mongols overthrew Abbasid Dynasty. 

 

Aghladbid 

dynasty 

Tunis, Tunisia 

800 to 909 

Aghladbid dynasty founded colony in Sicily [827 to 902] and invaded south Italy. 

 

Angkorian 

dynasty 

Angkor Wat, Cambodia 

802 



Jayavarman II, Khmer king, founded it and built large temple complexes. 

 

Taherid 

dynasty 

Khorassan, Persia 

820 to 875 

Dynasty began when Taherids under Taher Zolyaminayn and his sons Talha and Abd Allah revolted against Moslem 

Empire. Naishapur was capital. They paid tribute to Caliphs at Baghdad. 

 

Taherid 

dynasty 

Khorassan, Persia 

840 

Dynasty featured trial of Afshin. 

 

Saffarid 

dynasty 

Sistan, Persia 

861 to 902 

Dynasty began when Saffarids under Ya'ghub Layce Saffar or the Coppersmith revolted in Sistan and defeated 

Taherids. Caliph approved Saffar's brother Amir. 

 

Samanid 

dynasty 

Bukhara, Afghanistan 

864 to 999 

Dynasty began when Samanids under the brothers Nasr and Esmail, sons of Saman Khudat, who was under Caliph 

Mamun's protection, revolted and defeated Saffarids. 

 

Taherid 

dynasty 

Khorassan, Persia 

875 

Dynasty ended when beaten by Saffarids. 

 

Samanid 

dynasty 

Bukhara, Afghanistan 

880 

Samanids controlled from China to Kermanshah. Nasr and Nooh, sons of the brothers Nasr and Esmail, built schools 

at Naishapur and Bukhara. They also reestablished court of Sassanids. 

 

Guelph 

dynasty 

Italy 

900 

Guelph family rose in importance. 

 

Samanid 

dynasty 

Bukhara, Afghanistan 

900 to 999 

Dynasty had only Afghanistan and northeast Iran. 

 

Saffarid 

dynasty 



Sistan, Persia 

902 

Dynasty ended when Saffar's brother Amir lost to Samanids after he attacked them. 

 

Five Dynasties 

dynasty 

China 

906 to 960 

Five Dynasties followed Tang Dynasty and had disorder. 

 

Ngo Quyen/Dinh 

dynasty 

Vietnam 

939 to 965 

Dynasty forced China out [939] but Dinh dynasty of Vietnam replaced it [965]. 

 

Liao 

dynasty 

China 

947 to 1125 

Dynasty was in north China. 

 

Brandenburg 

dynasty 

Austria 

955 to 1251 

House of Brandenburg or Ottonians ruled upper and lower Austria. 

 

Dinh 

dynasty 

Vietnam 

960 to 980 

Dynasty replaced Ngo Huyen dynasty of Vietnam until overcome by Pre Le dynasty of Vietnam. 

 

Ghaznavid 

dynasty 

Iran/Afghanistan/India 

962 to 1190 

Dynasty began when Albtakin gained rule of Ghazneh. 

 

Piast 

dynasty 

Poland 

962 to 1370 

Dynasty began in south Poland under first Piast King Boleslaus I. 

 

Fatimid or Fatimite 

dynasty 

Egypt 

969 

Dynasty came from Tunis, conquered Tulunid dynasty, and built Cairo as capital. al-Azhar University began in 

Cairo. 

 

Pre Le 

dynasty 

Vietnam 



980 to 1009 

Dynasty replaced Dinh dynasty of Vietnam until overcome by Le dynasty of Vietnam. Le Hoan repulsed Sung 

dynasty of China [981]. 

 

Capetian 

dynasty 

France 

987 to 1328 

Dynasty began when Hugh Capet deposed Carolingian line and became king of France. Capetians tried to control 

nobles and build commerce. France had Aquitaine, Gascony, Burgundy, Catalonia, Languedoc, and Provence. 

 

Ly 

dynasty 

Vietnam 

1009 to 1225 

Dynasty replaced Pre Le dynasty of Vietnam. Ly Thuong Kiet repulsed Sung dynasty of China [1075 to 1077]. It 

ended when replaced by Tran dynasty of Vietnam. 

 

Piast 

dynasty 

Poland 

1020 to 1100 

Boleslaus III reunited Poland, but his succession law split it again. Casimir II, Piast, ruled Duchy of Cracow after 

Boleslaus III died. Silesia and Bohemia became part of Poland. 

 

Abbasid 

dynasty 

Seville, Spain 

1023 to 1091 

Dynasty replaced caliph of Cordoba. 

 

Ghaznavid 

dynasty 

India 

1030 

Seljuk Turks reduced it. 

 

Guelph 

dynasty 

Bavaria/Saxony/Florence, Italy/Genoa, Italy/Bologna, Italy 

1070 to 1180 

Guelph family ruled Bavaria and Saxony, struggled against Hohenstaufen emperors, allied with the pope in Lombard 

League, and controlled cities of Florence, Genoa, and Bologna. Hanover family came from Guelph family. 

 

Hohenstaufen 

dynasty 

Holy Roman Empire 

1079 to 1254 

Hohenstaufens and Ghibellines fought Papacy and Guelphs. 

 

Ludovisi 

dynasty 

Rome, Italy 

1100 to 1200 

Ludovisi family ruled Rome. 

 



Savoy 

dynasty 

Italy 

1100 to 1798 

Savoy family ruled Piedmont, Savoy, and Turin. 

 

Kin or Jin 

dynasty 

China 

1115 to 1234 

Wanyan Aguda or Okota of Jurchen or Nuzhen tribe took Khitan, and his successor took K'ai-feng from Sung. 

 

Ch'in or Chin 

dynasty 

China 

1126 to 1234 

Dynasty was in north China. 

 

Ghibelline 

dynasty 

Italy 

1138 to 1400 

Ghibellines, Hohenstaufen faction, controlled Verona, Milan, Pisa, and Romano and struggled against Guelph cities. 

 

Angevin 

dynasty 

Europe 

1144 to 1486 

Angevins ruled several kingdoms. It ruled Hungary from 1308 to 1386. 

 

Almohades 

dynasty 

Spain 

1145 

Berber Almohades invaded Spain. 

 

Ghorid 

dynasty 

India 

1148 to 1215 

Dynasty ruled part of India. 

 

Fujiwara 

dynasty 

Japan 

1150 

Dynasty controlled emperors at Kyoto. However, civil war among Fujiwara, Taira, and Minamoto clans followed. 

 

Zagwe 

dynasty 

Ethiopia 

1150 to 1160 

Dynasty was in Ethiopian highlands. 

 

Rurik 

dynasty 



Kiev, Ukraine 

1154 

Empire of Kiev broke up, but House of Rurik still ruled Kiev. 

 

Plantagenet 

dynasty 

England 

1154 to 1399 

Dynasty was branch of Angevin line and had Henry II, Richard I, John, Henry III, Edward I, Edward II, Edward II, 

and Richard II. 

 

Ayyubite or Ayyubid or Saracen 

dynasty 

Cairo, Egypt 

1171 to 1250 

Dynasty began when Saladin of Saracens, who were Sunni Moslems, overthrew Fatimite caliph Nureddim. He took 

Tunisia, Arabia, Yemen, and Syria [1174]. He took Mesopotamia [1185]. He took Palestine and captured Jerusalem 

[1187], at Battle of Hattim, as Second Crusade failed. He retook Latin states [1189], which First Crusade had 

established. He defended territory against Third Crusade, but Richard I of England took and held Tyre [1191] and 

Philip Augustus of France took Acre [1191 to 1192]. 

Crusaders kept Tyre, Tortosa, Krak des Chevaliers, and Mu'arrat al-Nu'man. 

 

Almohades 

dynasty 

Spain 

1174 

Berber Almohades took over from Berber Almoravids. 

 

Hohenzollern 

dynasty 

Germany 

1192 

Hohenzollern family of Germany divided into Swabian line and Franconian line. 

 

Ghorid 

dynasty 

Delhi, India 

1192 to 1206 

Kutb-ud-din, Afghan general, took Delhi and established Moslem dynasty. 

 

Hohenstaufen 

dynasty 

Italy/Sicily 

1194 to 1266 

Holy Roman Empire took south Italy and Sicily and fought the pope. 

 

Piast 

dynasty 

Silesia 

1200 

Silesia divided into areas ruled by various Piasts. 

 

Tui Tonga 

dynasty 

Tonga 

1200 



Dynasty built coral platform for ceremonies. 

 

Barberini 

dynasty 

Rome, Italy 

1200 to 1300 

Barberini family ruled Rome. 

 

Hapsburg 

dynasty 

Switzerland 

1200 to 1300 

Hapsburg counts controlled part of Switzerland. 

 

Savoy 

dynasty 

Switzerland 

1200 to 1300 

Savoy counts controlled part of Switzerland. 

 

Livonian Knights 

dynasty 

Estonia 

1202 to 1560 

Livonian Brothers of the Sword were German. Bishop Albert of Livonia and Pope Innocent III started them [1202]. 

Lithuanians defeated them at Battle of Schaulen or Saule [1236], and they merged with Teutonic Knights. In Livonian 

War, Moscow defeated them at Battle of Ergeme [1560]. 

 

Tran 

dynasty 

Vietnam 

1226 to 1400 

Dynasty replaced Ly dynasty of Vietnam. Ports were at Hoi Thong and Van Don. Tran Hung Dao and other Tran 

kings repulsed Mongol Empire of China [1258, 1285, 1288]. It ended when replaced by Ho dynasty of Vietnam. 

 

Nasrid 

dynasty 

Granada, Spain 

1232 to 1492 

Nasrids of Granada ruled last Moslem city in Spain. 

 

Este 

dynasty 

Ferrara, Italy/Modena, Italy 

1240 to 1597 

Este family ruled Guelph cities Ferrara and Modena and built Villa d'Este at Tivoli. 

 

Ayyubite or Ayyubid or Saracen 

dynasty 

Egypt 

1250 

Dynasty ended when Mamelukes took Egypt. 

 

Bahrite 

dynasty 

Cairo, Egypt 



1250 to 1382 

First Mameluke dynasty had Turks and Mongols. 

 

Malatesta 

dynasty 

Rimini, Italy 

1250 to 1463 

The Guelph condottiero Malatesta da Verucchio [1212 to 1312] founded it [1295 to 1312]. Sigismondo Pandolfo 

Malatesta [1417 to 1468] built Tempio Malatestiano but lost all territory [1463] except Rimini. Cesare Borgia took 

Rimini [1500]. Rimini became part of Holy See in 1528. 

 

Il-khan 

dynasty 

Persia 

1256 to 1349 

Il-khan were offshoots of Mongol rulers. 

 

Abbasid 

dynasty 

Baghdad, Iraq 

1258 

Dynasty ended when Hulagu Khan of Mongols overthrew it. Abbasids fled to Egypt and took over that caliphate, 

with Mamelukes. 

 

Lancaster 

dynasty 

England 

1267 to 1485 

It is Plantagenet branch. Edmund, Henry III's son, ruled [1267 to 1296], followed by Henry IV [1399 to 1413], 

Henry V [1413 to 1422], and Henry VI [1422 to 1461] [1470 to 1471]. 

 

Hohenstaufen 

dynasty 

Germany/Austria 

1268 

Someone murdered last Hohenstaufen emperor of Holy Roman Empire. 

 

Bourbon 

dynasty 

France 

1272 

Bourbon family began. 

 

Visconti 

dynasty 

Milan, Italy 

1277 to 1447 

Dynasty was Ghibelline. 

 

Hapsburg 

dynasty 

Germany/Austria 

1282 to 1918 

Dynasty ruled Holy Roman Empire and Austria. 

 



Khalji 

dynasty 

Delhi, India 

1290 to 1320 

Dynasty ruled Delhi Sultanate. 

 

Douglas 

dynasty 

Scotland 

1297 to 1588 

Douglas family had older Black branch and younger Red branch. 

 

Arpad 

dynasty 

Hungary 

1301 

Dynasty ended. 

 

Tughlakid 

dynasty 

Delhi, India 

1320 to 1398 

Dynasty ruled Delhi Sultanate under Tughlak. 

 

Valois 

dynasty 

France 

1328 to 1589 

Valois family ruled France directly [1328 to 1498] or collaterally. Valois kings were John II, Charles V, Charles VI, 

Charles VII, Louis XI, and Charles VIII. Louis XII was of Valois-Orleans line. 

 

Gonzaga 

dynasty 

Mantua, Italy 

1328 to 1708 

Luigi Gonzaga [1267 to 1360] became captain general of Mantua [1328] under Holy Roman Empire. After War of 

the Spanish Succession [1708], Hapsburg Austria got Mantua and Savoy got Montferrat. Gonzaga Castle is near 

Mantua. 

 

Piast 

dynasty 

Poland 

1370 

In south Poland, Casimir III the Great was last Piast and consolidated king's power. 

 

Ghara-Ghoyunlu 

dynasty 

Iran 

1378 to 1468 

Ghara-Ghoyunlu line ruled northeast Iran. 

 

Burjite 

dynasty 

Egypt 

1382 to 1517 

New line of Mamelukes ended Bahrite Dynasty. 



 

Shan 

dynasty 

Burma 

1400 

Shan chiefs ruled Burma. 

 

Ho 

dynasty 

Vietnam 

1400 to 1407 

Dynasty replaced Tran dynasty of Vietnam. It ended when beaten by Minh dynasty of China. 

 

Valois-Orleans 

dynasty 

France 

1411 

When Charles VI became insane, Louis, Duke of Orleans, caused civil war between south-France Armagnacs and 

east-France Burgundians. He started Valois-Orleans kings. Burgundians allied with Henry V of England when he 

invaded and defeated Louis, forcing Treaty of Troyes, which gave Normandy to Henry V. 

 

Sayyid 

dynasty 

India 

1414 to 1443 

Dynasty ruled Delhi Sultanate. 

 

Hohenzollern 

dynasty 

Brandenburg 

1415 to 1618 

Dynasty ruled electorate of Brandenburg. 

 

Savoy 

dynasty 

Savoy 

1416 to 1946 

Savoy family ruled Savoy and parts of France and Italy. 

 

Le 

dynasty 

Vietnam 

1428 to 1527 

Under Le Loi, it fought Minh dynasty of China for 10 years, winning under Nguyen Trai. It ended when beaten by 

Mac Dang Dung. 

 

Medici 

dynasty 

Italy 

1434 to 1532 

Merchants and bankers upheld democracy in Florence and patronized art. They also ruled Siena and Tuscany. 

 

Sforza 

dynasty 

Milan, Italy 

1450 to 1535 



Ludovico Sforza took over Duchy of Milan. 

 

Lodi 

dynasty 

India 

1451 to 1519 

Dynasty ruled Delhi Sultanate. 

 

Borgia 

dynasty 

Rome, Italy 

1455 to 1572 

Borgia family ruled Rome and papacy. 

 

York 

dynasty 

England 

1461 to 1485 

York family ruled Britain. 

 

Agh-Ghoyunlu 

dynasty 

Iran 

1468 to 1502 

Agh-Ghoyunlu line ruled northeast Iran. 

 

Sture 

dynasty 

Sweden 

1470 to 1520 

Sture were regents. 

 

Hosokawa clan 

ruler 

Japan 

1473 to 1493 

Civil war began again in 1493. 

 

Tudor 

dynasty 

England 

1485 to 1603 

Dynasty had Henry VII, Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary I, and Elizabeth I. 

 

Jagiello or Jagello 

dynasty 

Poland 

1490 to 1526 

Dynasty ruled Poland, Lithuania, Bohemia, and Hungary. 

 

Toungoo 

dynasty 

Burma 

1500 to 1600 

Toungoo Dynasty, which was native, took over from Shan chiefs. 

 



Safavid 

dynasty 

Iran 

1501 to 1722 

Dynasty started under Shah Isma'il Safavi. 

 

Valois-Angouleme 

dynasty 

France 

1515 to 1589 

Dynasty started with Francis I, followed by Henry II, Francis II, Charles IX, and Henry III. 

 

Vasa 

dynasty 

Sweden 

1523 

Dynasty had Gustavus I, Eric XIV, Charles IX, Gustavus II, Christina, Charles X, and Charles XI. 

 

Hapsburg 

dynasty 

Bohemia 

1526 

Hapsburg kings of Austria began rule of Bohemia. 

 

Zapolya 

dynasty 

Hungary 

1526 to 1571 

John I Zapolya or John Sigismund [1487 to 1571] was king of Hungary [1526 to 1540]. John II Zapolya or John 

Sigismund Zapolya was king of Hungary and prince of Transylvania [1540 to 1571]. 

 

Mac 

dynasty 

Vietnam 

1527 to 1788 

Mac Dang Dung defeated Le dynasty of Vietnam. Capital was Phu Xuan, now Hue. It ended when beaten by the 

brothers Nguyen Nhac, Nguyen Lu, and Nguyen Hue. Le Chieu Thong asked Qin dynasty of China for help but 

Nguyen Hue defeated it [1789] at Thang Long. 

 

Farnese 

dynasty 

Rome, Italy/Parma, Italy 

1534 to 1731 

In 1545, it was most powerful. 

 

Hapsburg 

dynasty 

Hungary 

1541 to 1918 

Dynasty began when King Ferdinand I of Austria fought Zapolya family and gained Hungary. 

 

Orange 

dynasty 

Netherlands 

1544 to 1747 

William the Silent of House of Nassau was first Orange king. 



 

Safavid 

dynasty 

Iran 

1587 to 1628 

Shah Abbas I took land from Ottoman Empire and organized state. 

 

Stuart 

dynasty 

England 

1603 to 1714 

Stuarts were James I, Charles I, Charles II, and James II. 

 

Tokugawa Shogunate 

dynasty 

Japan 

1603 to 1867 

Hideyoshi founded dynasty when he defeated other barons. Edo or Yedo (Tokyo) was capital. 

 

Borghese 

dynasty 

Rome, Italy 

1605 to 1621 

Dynasty controlled Papacy and Rome. 

 

Romanov 

dynasty 

Russia 

1613 to 1917 

Dynasty started when nobles elected Michael Romanov Tsar of Russia. 

 

Hohenzollern 

dynasty 

Brandenburg 

1618 to 1871 

Hohenzollern Electors of Brandenburg ruled Prussia. 

 

Barberini 

dynasty 

Italy 

1620 

Barberini family was powerful in Italy. 

 

Hapsburg 

dynasty 

Bohemia 

1627 

Holy Roman Empire (Austria) regained control of Bohemia. 

 

Safavid 

dynasty 

Iran 

1628 

Dynasty ended when Mahmud and Afghans defeated them. 

 



Tokugawa Shogunate 

dynasty 

Japan 

1638 to 1867 

Dynasty controlled 1/4 of all land and supervised the rest through lesser rulers {daimyo}. Travel abroad halted, it 

banned large ships, and trade declined. Agriculture flourished. Towns grew, so Tokyo had 800,000 people by 1700. It 

persecuted missionaries and Christians, who numbered approximately 500,000. 

 

Schönborn 

dynasty 

Germany 

1670 to 1756 

Schönborn family ruled in Germany and patronized art. 

 

Saxe-Coburg-Gotha 

dynasty 

Germany 

1672 

Saxe-Coburg-Gotha family began. It later ruled Britain [1901 to 1918]. 

 

Hanover 

dynasty 

Germany 

1692 

Hanover family, descended from Guelph family, ruled in Germany. 

 

Hanover 

dynasty 

Great Britain 

1714 to 1837 

Hanover kings were George I, George II, George III, George IV, and Victoria. 

 

Afshar 

dynasty 

Persia 

1736 to 1747 

Dynasty started under Nader Afshar or Nader Shah, who defeated Afghans and Ottoman Empire and invaded India, 

taking Koh-i-noor diamond and Peacock Throne. 

 

Zand 

dynasty 

Persia 

1750 to 1779 

Dynasty started under Karim Khan Zand. Shiraz was capital. 

 

Tay Son 

dynasty 

Vietnam 

1771 to 1788 

Nguyen Nhac, Nguyen Lu, and Nguyen Hue brothers fought Mac dynasty and established Tay Son dynasty of 

Vietnam. It defeated Siam [1785] at Rach Gam Soai Mut. It then defeated Trinh dynasty in Dang Ngoai. Nguyen Hue 

became king [1788] and defeated Qin dynasty of China [1789]. 

 

Qajar 

dynasty 

Persia 



1779 to 1919 

Dynasty started under Agha Mohammad Ghajar. 

 

Tay Son 

dynasty 

Vietnam 

1788 to 1802 

After the brothers Nguyen Nhac, Nguyen Lu, and Nguyen Hue fought Mac dynasty, Nguyen Hue became king 

[1788]. King renamed capital Hue. He defeated Qin dynasty of China [1789]. It ended when Nguyen Anh and French 

took Mekong delta. 

 

Qajar 

dynasty 

Persia 

1813 to 1828 

Persia lost Caucasia to Russia. 

 

Hohenzollern 

dynasty 

Germany 

1871 to 1918 

Dynasty led German Empire. 

 

Chakkri 

dynasty 

Thailand 

1872 to 1932 

First Mongkut was king, and then Chulalongkorn followed. 

 

Qajar 

dynasty 

Persia 

1907 to 1919 

England and Russia controlled Qajar Iran. 

 

Windsor 

dynasty 

England 

1917 to 2003 

Family changed from German name Wetlin to Windsor: George V, Edward VIII, George VI, and Elizabeth II. 

 

Qajar 

dynasty 

Persia 

1919 

Dynasty ended when Iran became independent. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Era 

 

Azoic 

era 

Earth 

-4400000000 

Zircon crystal from west Australia proves that continental crust was there. Granite crust can only form in liquid 

water. Atmosphere had mostly carbon dioxide. 

 



Azoic 

era 

Earth 

-4050000000 

Azoic gneiss rocks, the oldest rocks, formed underground and are now in cliffs along Acasta River in northwest 

Canada. 

 

Archeozoic or Archean 

era 

Earth 

-3600000000 to -1600000000 

After continents began, volcanoes made basalt and andesite rocks. Oceans were warm and had high sedimentation. 

Era ended with first great catastrophe or revolution, of unknown cause. 

 

Cryptozoic 

era 

Earth 

-3600000000 to -600000000 

Rocks are in mountain cores exposed by erosion, high-plateau gorges cut by water, or exposed continent granite. 

 

Pre-Cambrian 

era 

Earth 

-3600000000 to -600000000 

In first era of Earth life, single-cell organisms responded to various stimuli and moved. Multicellular organisms 

began. Animals and plants began. 

 

Pacific Ocean/Atlantic Ocean 

ocean 

Earth 

-3000000000 to -2600000000 

Oceans reached current depths and extents, from water brought by comets and asteroids hitting Earth. 

 

Huronic 

glaciation 

Earth 

-2450000000 to 2200000000 

Ice covered world as oxygen concentration rose. 

 

Paleoroterozoic 

era 

Earth 

-1800000000 to -1500000000 

Columbia or Hudsonland supercontinent melded Laurentia, Baltica, Ukraine, Amazonia, and Australia. 

 

Proterozoic 

catastrophe 

Earth 

-1600000000 

Asteroid, comet, high volcanism, sea-level change, warming, or cooling caused mass extinction. 

 

Proterozoic 

era 

Earth 

-1600000000 to -600000000 

Era had volcanoes, glaciers, rain, erosion, and high sedimentation. Algae, fungi, and marine protozoa began. 



Amoebas sensed chemicals, temperature, touch, and radiation. Amoebas responded to stimulation by withdrawing or 

extending pseudopods. They detected stimulus magnitude, summed stimuli over time, and adapted to stimuli. 

Euglena had eyespot, which detected light, sent signal along membrane, and thereby caused flagellum to move. 

Era ended with second great catastrophe or revolution, of unknown cause. 

 

continents 

continent 

Earth 

-770000000 to -700000000 

All continents, Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, North America, and South America, were together near equator. 

 

Neoproterozoic 

era 

Earth 

-750000000 to -580000000 

Four times ice covered Earth for 10 million years, with average temperature of -50 C. Earth interior heat kept sea 

bottom unfrozen. In each cycle, volcano carbon dioxide increased 1000 times and heated Earth by absorbing sunlight. 

Land reflected less light from fewer glaciers. Increased moisture trapped more heat. Earth warmed 100 degrees in 1000 

years. Average temperature was 50 C, with heavy rains and erosion. Rain took carbon dioxide from air and eroded 

more, so Earth cooled, making more ice, which cooled it more, so Earth became icy again in 1000 years. 

 

Phanerozoic Eon 

eon 

Earth 

-700000000 to 2000 

At current-eon beginning, Asia and Africa collided and all continents came together, to form mountains. 

 

glaciation first 

glaciation 

Earth 

-600000000 

Ice covered world. 

 

Pre-Cambrian 

era 

Earth 

-600000000 to -545000000 

All phyla had begun, but animals had only soft bodies. Vertebrates had not yet started. 

 

Paleozoic Era or Age of Ancient Life 

era 

Earth 

-600000000 to -225000000 

Land plants began -600000000. By end, there were insects and reptiles. Era ended with Appalachian Revolution. 

 

Gondwana 

continent 

Earth 

-570000000 

The four continents were Gondwana in south and North America (Laurentia), Siberia, and north Europe (Baltica) in 

north. 

 

Cambrian 

catastrophe 

Earth 

-545000000 to -515000000 



Asteroid, comet, high volcanism, sea-level change, warming, or cooling caused mass extinction. 

 

Lower Cambrian or Early Cambrian [Cambrian, Early] 

era 

Earth 

-542000000 to -515000000 

Life proliferated. 

 

Cambrian 

era 

Earth 

-542000000 to -488000000 

Animals and plants filled oceans. Crust folding built mountains. Sea level rose and fell. At end, continental shelf 

invertebrates increased rapidly, with trilobites dominant. Burgess Shale in British Columbia, Chengjiang in China, and 

Sirius Passet in Greenland from this period have many fossils. 

 

continent rotation 

continent 

Earth 

-540000000 to -520000000 

Continents drifted and rotated 90 degrees, causing ten cold and hot cycles, with mass extinctions. 

 

Middle Cambrian 

era 

Earth 

-520000000 to -52000000 

Life proliferated. 

 

Upper Cambrian or Late Cambrian [Cambrian, Late] 

era 

Earth 

-505000000 to -488000000 

Life proliferated. 

 

Ordovician 

era 

Earth 

-500000000 to -425000000 

Vertebrates began as jawless fish appeared. Mountain building was by crust folding. Sea level rose and fell. Plants 

were on land. 

 

Laurentia/Baltica/Gondwana/Siberia 

continent 

Earth 

-470000000 

North America {Laurentia} lay lengthwise along equator. Siberia lay to east, rotated 180 degrees. Australia, India, 

Africa, South America, and Antarctica lay to east, forming a continent {Gondwana}, with North Africa at South Pole 

and Australia north of equator. North Europe {Baltica} lay south between Laurentia and Siberia. 

 

Late Ordovician [Ordovician, Late] 

catastrophe 

Earth 

-443000000 

60% of marine genera became extinct, possibly as sea level changed widely. 

 



Laurentia/Baltica 

continent 

Earth 

-425000000 

Formerly separated by Iapetus Sea, Laurentia and Baltica collided, making Caledonides Mountains. Caledonides 

Mountains are now in Appalachia, Scotland, and Norway. Hercynian Sea spread over central Europe. 

 

Silurian 

era 

Earth 

-425000000 to -405000000 

Mountain building was by crust folding. Sea level rose and fell. Insects began. Bony fish began. 

 

Devonian 

era 

Earth 

-405000000 to -345000000 

Great climate changes made trilobites extinct. Lobefin fish began, and later amphibians began. Pine forests began. 

 

European Mountains 

mountain 

Earth 

-400000000 

European mountains formed in northwest Europe when Europe and North America collided, while Gondwana and 

Asia were still separate. 

 

Frasnian-Famennian Event 

catastrophe 

Earth 

-374000000 

55% of marine genera became extinct in Late Devonian {Frasnian-Famennian event}, perhaps by global coolness, 

low sea oxygen, or meteor or comet impact. 

 

Carboniferous 

era 

Earth 

-345000000 to -280000000 

Forests were at maximum. Amphibians were dominant. Reptiles began. Crust down-folded. Appalachian Mountains 

formed in east USA. Cordilleran Mountains formed in Spain, north Africa, Greece, Turkey, India, and Burma. 

 

Pennsylvanian 

era 

Earth 

-326000000 to -286000000 

Life proliferated. 

 

Appalachian Mountains 

mountain 

USA 

-300000000 

Appalachians formed in east USA when Gondwana collided with Europe and North America. 

 

Cordilleran Mountains 

mountain 

Europe/Asia 

-300000000 



Cordilleran Mountains formed in Spain, north Africa, Greece, Turkey, India, and Burma. 

 

Permian 

era 

Earth 

-286000000 to -248000000 

Permian had glaciation and was cold. Continental shelf invertebrates began to decrease. Mammal-like reptiles began. 

 

Gondwana 

glaciation 

Earth 

-275000000 

Gondwana glaciation was greatest. 

 

Permian-Triassic/Permian/Great Dying 

catastrophe 

Earth 

-251000000 

Perhaps triggered by asteroid or comet, volcanoes {Siberian Traps} near Tunguska Basin in Siberia caused Permian-

Triassic catastrophe. Sea level and climate changed. 84% of marine genera and 95% of marine species died out. 70% of 

land species became extinct. Perhaps, mountain-sized meteor landed northwest of Australia at Bedout crater, making 

quartz fractures in multiple directions and making glasses inside crystals. Volcanoes fracture quartz in one direction. 

 

Triassic 

era 

Earth 

-230000000 to -181000000 

Erosion was dominant. Continental shelf invertebrates began to increase. Therapsids began. 

 

Mesozoic Era or Age of Reptiles 

era 

Earth 

-225000000 to -70000000 

Era was possibly -248000000 to -65000000. Dinosaurs were on land and sea. First dinosaur fossil was in 1824 and 

first called "dinosaur" in 1842. First birds began. Mammals began. Flat spiral-shelled, octopus-like ammonites were in 

sea. Gymnosperms rose and fell. First monocotyledon plants appeared. Era ended with Rocky Mountain Revolution. 

 

Pangaea 

continent 

Earth 

-220000000 

A large landmass {Pangaea} had center at 0 degrees longitude and 0 degrees latitude, with few species and only 

shallow waters. It caused great climate changes. Asia with Gondwana joined other three continents and caused Ural 

Mountains. Africa collided with North America and caused Appalachian Mountains. South America and Yucatan 

collided with North America and caused Ouachita Mountains of Arkansas and Oklahoma. 

 

Late Triassic 

catastrophe 

Earth 

-201000000 

High volcanism and widespread warming eliminated 52% of marine genera. 

 

Tethys Sea 

sea 

Earth 

-190000000 



Gondwana separated from Pangaea, making Tethys Sea. 

 

Jurassic 

era 

Earth 

-181000000 to -135000000 

Mammals began. Dinosaurs were dominant. 

 

Sierra Nevada 

mountain range 

Earth 

-180000000 

Sierra Nevada Mountains formed in west USA, and west North America submerged. 

 

Madagascar 

island 

Earth 

-160000000 

Island separated from Africa. 

 

Cretaceous 

era 

Earth 

-135000000 to -63000000 

Numbers of continental-shelf invertebrates remain constant from now on. Flowering plants began. Alps and Rocky 

Mountains formed. Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea formed. Surface temperature began to decrease, with great 

climate changes. 

 

Alps 

mountain range 

Europe 

-130000000 

Alps formed in west-central Europe. 

 

Rocky 

mountain range 

USA 

-130000000 

Rocky Mountains formed in west USA. 

 

Madagascar 

island 

Earth 

-90000000 

Island separated from India. 

 

Late Miocene 

epoch 

Earth 

-90000000 to -60000000 

Alps, Himalayas, and East African mountains grew. Ocean currents changed. Polar ice caps formed. Monsoons 

started in Asia. East Africa became dry. Europe became temperate. Forests became grasslands and woodlands [-

66000000]. 

 

Mississippi Embayment 

ocean 



Louisiana 

-80000000 

After passing over Bermuda hotspot and rising, followed by erosion, land subsided {Mississippi Embayment}, and 

ocean flowed into gap between Appalachian Mountains and Ouachita Mountains of Arkansas and Oklahoma. 

 

Cenozoic Era or Age of Mammals 

era 

Earth 

-70000000 to 2000 

Forests rose and fell. Climate was mostly warm. Mammals became bigger. 

 

continents 

continent 

Earth 

-70000000 to 2000 

All continents reached current positions. 

 

Cretaceous-Tertiary 

catastrophe 

Gulf of Mexico/Earth 

-65000000 

50-kilometer-wide 10-kilometer-deep asteroid hit Earth at 180-kilometer-wide Chicxulub crater off Yucatan 

Peninsula in Gulf of Mexico, leading to high volcanism and fires across Earth middle. Up to 75% of marine genera 

died. 75% of animal and plant species ended. 18% of land vertebrates, mostly dinosaurs, became extinct. 240-

kilometer-wide circular fault surrounds crater. Chlorine and bromine removed ozone layer. Carbon dioxide, carbon 

monoxide, and methane increased. Toxic minerals entered oceans. Ferns were first to recover, followed by flowering 

plants that pollinate by wind. 

Did dinosaurs die by alkaloids in the new flowering plants? Did dinosaurs die from repeated eruptions in the Deccan 

Traps in India? 

 

Paleocene 

epoch 

Earth 

-63000000 to -58000000 

Climate was warm and forested. Prosimians were abundant. 

 

Tertiary 

era 

Earth 

-63000000 to -1000000 

Forests flourished but then retracted. Climate was mostly warm. Mammals evolved. 

 

Eocene 

epoch 

Earth 

-58000000 to -36000000 

North-America coastal plains submerged. Climate was warm and forested. Modern mammals began. 

 

methane explosion 

catastrophe 

Earth 

-55000000 

Decaying organic matter formed methane on continental shelves. Water molecules formed lattices around methane 

molecules, hydrating methane {methane ice}. Sediment forced hydrated methane hundreds of meters below ocean 

floor. At equator, ocean surface warmed, water evaporated, and top layer became denser and saltier. Perhaps, ocean 

surface warmed from increased volcanic activity. Dense water sank to bottom and melted methane-hydrate ice near 



coastlines. Methane gas rose to surface {methane explosion}. Rising methane gas took oxygen gas from water, leaving 

dead zones. Many foraminifers became extinct, many land species perished, and modern mammals took hold. Methane 

in atmosphere warmed Earth more, by trapping heat, so methane release continued. More ocean evaporation left land 

bridges between north continents. Melting methane also destabilized ocean floor, causing landslides, tsunamis, and 

more methane release. 

Today, people can use methane deposits for energy. 

 

Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum or PETM 

epoch 

Earth 

-55000000 

Atmosphere carbon-dioxide levels doubled or tripled, causing temperatures to rise 10 C for 50,000 to 100,000 years. 

 

grasslands 

grasslands 

Andes Mountains 

-32000000 

First grasslands {grasslands} formed, replacing forests as Earth cooled and dried. 

 

Miocene 

epoch 

Earth 

-25000000 to -13000000 

Volcanoes increased. 

 

Antarctic ice 

glaciation 

Antarctica 

-20000000 

Antarctic ice cap formed as climate cooled. Grasslands formed in warmer regions, replacing forests. 

 

Pliocene 

epoch 

Earth 

-13000000 to -1000000 

Epoch had many volcanoes and cool climate. 

 

Australia 

continent 

Earth 

-4300000 

Australia separated from South America and Antarctica landmass. 

 

Africa 

continent 

Africa 

-4100000 to -1000000 

Drought caused African forest to become savanna. African fauna became like today. 

 

glaciation continent 

glaciation 

Earth 

-3500000 

Continents had ice sheets. 

 



glaciation cycles 

glaciation 

Earth 

-2400000 

Glacial cycles started. 

 

Isthmus of Panama 

isthmus 

Earth 

-2300000 

Ocean current changes led to glaciation, and land bridge formed between South America and Latin America. 

 

Yellowstone 

catastrophe 

Wyoming 

-2100000 

Tuff erupted and spread 1000 cubic kilometers of ash. 

 

Matuyama boundary 

magnetic pole reversal 

Earth 

-1770000 

Magnetic poles reversed. 

 

land bridge 

region 

Southwest Asia/Northwest Africa 

-1700000 to -1650000 

Sea level dropped, and land connected Africa and Asia. Lesser apes, elephants, rodents, pigs, and antelopes migrated 

to Europe and Asia. 

 

Taupo 

catastrophe 

New Zealand 

-1600000 

Taupo Volcanic Zone (TVZ) extends from White Island to Ruapehu and includes active cone volcanoes Ruapehu, 

Tongariro/Ngauruhoe, and White Island and twin calderas Okataina and Taupo. 

 

Yellowstone 

catastrophe 

Wyoming 

-1300000 

Tuff erupted and spread 1000 cubic kilometers of ash. 

 

glaciation recent 

glaciation 

Earth 

-1000000 

More intense glaciation started. Aridity increased. Grasslands spread more. 

 

Pleistocene 

epoch 

Earth 

-1000000 to -11000 

Epoch had ice ages. 

 



Quaternary Period 

era 

Earth 

-1000000 to 2000 

Era had ice ages. 

 

Long Valley 

catastrophe 

California 

-760000 

Bishop tuff erupted and spread 750 cubic-kilometers of ash. 

 

Yellowstone 

catastrophe 

Wyoming 

-640000 

Lava Creek tuff erupted and spread 1000 cubic kilometers of ash. 

 

Gunz Glacial Period or Nebraskan Glacial Period 

era 

Earth 

-600000 to -540000 

Gunz was first ice age. 

 

Ice Ages 

era 

Earth 

-600000 to -23000 

Ice Ages in Europe formed Middle-East and Mediterranean fluvials, with more water and more fertility. Axis-tilt 

variation, orbit-eccentricity variation, Earth-axis precession, continental-plate movements, and mountain growth caused 

glaciation. Variations change ocean-current and air-current circulation and cool poles. Ice Ages ended as Wurm glacial 

period ended. 

 

interglacial 

era 

Earth 

-540000 to -480000 

 

Mindel Glacial Period or Kansan Glacial Period 

era 

Earth 

-480000 to -430000 

Mindel was second ice age. Glaciers were at greatest extent in -450,000. 

 

interglacial 

era 

Earth 

-430000 to -240000 

 

Riss Glacial Period or Illinoian Glacial Period 

era 

Earth 

-240000 to -180000 

Riss was third ice age. 

 



Eemian interglacial 

era 

Earth 

-140000 to -120000 

Eemian was third and last major interglacial period. 

 

Würm Glacial Period or Wisconsin Glacial Period 

era 

Earth 

-120000 to -23000 

Wurm was fourth ice age. Ice was at maximum extent in -55,000. 

 

Mount Toba 

disaster 

Sumatra, Indonesia 

-72000 

Mount Toba on Sumatra exploded and ejected 2800 cubic kilometers of ash. 

 

Small Ice Age 

era 

Earth 

-18000 

Small Ice Age reached greatest extent. 

 

Bering land bridge 

land 

Alaska 

-13070 to -12700 

During an ice age, Bering land bridge existed for last time, allowing further human migration. 

 

Recent 

epoch 

Earth 

-11000 

Rainfall decreased. 

 

Younger Dryas 

era 

Earth 

-10900 to -9000 

A small ice age began, perhaps after a comet hit North America. 

 

8200 Year Event 

era 

Earth 

-6200 

A cold period began 8200 years ago. 

 

Mount Etna 

eruption 

Sicily 

-6000 

Mount Etna erupted, causing an avalanche, undersea mudslide, and tsunami. 

 

Crater Lake 

era 



Oregon 

-5600 

Mt. Mazama erupted and spread 50 cubic-kilometers of ash. 

 

Sahara 

desert 

Sahara Desert 

-3000 to -1000 

Desert started to become dry [-3000]. It became dry [-1000]. 

 

Medieval Warm Period 

era 

Earth 

1000 to 1400 

 

Little Ice Age 

era 

Earth 

1550 to 1850 

It followed Medieval Climate Optimum or Medieval Warm Period. High rainfall caused Great Famine in Europe 

[1315 to 1317]. Glaciers began to increase [1550]. Some years [1650] [1770] [1850] had very low temperatures. 

 

Tunguska event 

catastrophe 

Siberia 

1908 

A 5-meter-diameter asteroid or comet exploded 5 kilometers above Tunguska region of central Siberian forest, 

flattening 80-mile diameter circle. 
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Eric the Red 

discoverer 

Iceland/Greenland, Denmark 

970 to 986 

Norse navigator colonized Greenland. 

 

Leif Ericson [Ericson, Leif] 

discoverer 

Iceland/North America 

1000 to 1050 

He was from Iceland, was navigator and explorer, and discovered northeast America and called it Vinland. 

Afterward, other Icelanders visited Baffin, Labrador, and Newfoundland in Canada, up to 1350. He was son of Eric the 

Red, who had reached Greenland. From Viking settlement in Godthafjord, he landed in Newfoundland. 

 

Marco Polo 

explorer/historian/biographer 

Venice, Italy/China 

1271 to 1295 

Travels of Marco Polo [1295] 

Marco Polo lived 1251 to 1324. Niccolo and Maffeo Polo, two brothers from Venice, went to China [1271 to 1274] 

with Niccolo's son Marco, through Palestine, Persia, central Asia, and across Gobi desert in Mongolia. He visited 

Kublai Khan at Cambuluc [1275]. The Polos returned to Venice [1295]. 

 

Bartholomew Diaz [Diaz, Bartholomew] 

discoverer 



Portugal/Africa 

1488 

He lived 1450 to 1500, was from Portugal, explored west coast of Africa, was first to round Cape of Good Hope, and 

found way to India. 

 

Christopher Columbus [Columbus, Christopher] 

discoverer 

Spain/San Salvador, Dominican Republic/Bahamas/Cuba/Hispaniola/Honduras/Nicaragua/Costa 

Rica/Panama/Columbia 

1492 to 1504 

He lived 1451 to 1506 and used money from Queen Isabella I and King Ferdinand V of Spain. He rode the Santa 

Maria, accompanied by the smaller Nina and Pinta, on the first of four voyages to West Indies [1492]. He explored 

Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, and Columbia [1502 and 1504]. 

 

John Cabot [Cabot, John] 

discoverer 

England/Canada 

1497 

He lived 1450 to 1499 and discovered coast of Canada. 

 

Vasco da Gama [Gama, Vasco da] 

explorer 

Portugal/South Africa/India 

1497 to 1499 

He lived 1469 to 1524. From Portugal, he went to Cape of Good Hope, South Africa, and sailed to India. He opened 

east Africa and India to trade, by force. He captured the gold-trading port of Kilwa in Zimbabwe [1498]. 

 

Amerigo Vespucci [Vespucci, Amerigo] 

discoverer 

Florence, Italy/Spain/South America 

1499 to 1504 

New World [1504: forgery]; Four Voyages [1504: forgery] 

He lived 1454 to 1512, was from Florence, and devised system to find longitude closely. He found South America 

[1499] for Spain. He voyaged to Americas [1501 to 1504]. He sailed to Plate River in South America [1502]. On 

returning, he had maps made. German mapmaker Martin Waldseemuller called New World "America" [1507]. 

 

Pedro Alvares Cabral [Cabral, Pedro Alvares] 

discoverer 

Portugal/Brazil 

1500 

He lived 1467 to 1520 and took Brazil. 

 

Vasco Nunez de Balboa [Balboa, Vasco Nunez de] 

explorer 

Spain/Panama/Pacific Ocean 

1513 

He lived 1475 to 1519. From Spain, he was first European to see Pacific Ocean at Panama (Darien). 

 

Juan Ponce de Léon [Ponce de Léon, Juan] 

discoverer 

Spain/Florida/Puerto Rico 

1513 

He lived 1460 to 1521 and discovered Florida, and later tried to colonize Florida. He also governed Puerto Rico. 

 

Ferdinand Magellan [Magellan, Ferdinand] 

discoverer 



Spain/Philippines 

1519 to 1522 

He lived 1480 to 1521. His ships circumnavigated world and showed Asia and America relation to Europe. Magellan 

discovered Philippines [1521] and claimed them for Spain. Juan Sebastian Del Cano returned home, but Magellan was 

slain. 

 

Hernando Cortez [Cortez, Hernando] or Hernan Cortes [Cortes, Hernan] 

discoverer 

Spain/Mexico 

1521 

He lived 1485 to 1547. Coming to Mexico for Spain, people thought he was descendant of the Aztec god 

Quetzalcoatl. He renounced his allegiance to Spain and defeated Spanish army. He turned to defeated Aztecs, but he 

lost his powers. 

 

Francisco Pizarro [Pizarro, Francisco] 

discoverer 

Spain/Peru 

1532 to 1541 

He lived 1475 to 1541 and conquered Peru starting at Cajamarca and marching to Cuzco [1533]. He ruled until 

assassinated. 

 

Jacques Cartier [Cartier, Jacques] 

explorer 

France/Canada 

1534 

He lived 1491 to 1557. From France, he explored and then settled in Canada. 

 

Domingo de Soto [de Soto, Domingo] 

discoverer 

Spain/Georgia 

1540 

He lived 1494 to 1560, was Dominican, explored Georgia, and started Sea Island Missions. 

 

Lopez de Legaspi [Legaspi, Lopez de] 

discoverer 

Spain/Philippines 

1564 

He lived 1502 to 1572 and conquered Philippines. 

 

Alvaro de Mendaña [Mendaña, Alvaro de] 

explorer 

Spain/Ellice Islands/Solomon Islands/Marquesas Islands 

1567 to 1569 

He lived 1541 to 1595. From Spain, he left Callao in Peru, crossed Pacific Ocean, and came back [1567 to 1569]. 

From Spain, he found Marquesas Islands [1595]. 

 

Martin Frobisher [Frobisher, Martin] 

explorer 

England/Canada 

1576 

He lived 1535 to 1594. From England, he tried to find Northwest Passage to China and reached Canadian coast. 

 

Willem Barents [Barents, Willem] 

discoverer 

Holland/Canada 

1594 



He lived 1550 to 1597 and explored northeast coast of America, looking for Northwest Passage. 

 

Henry Hudson [Hudson, Henry] 

discoverer 

Holland/England/New York 

1607 to 1614 

He lived 1565 to 1611 and discovered New York [1607], which was part of Iroquois Confederacy of Native 

Americans. He claimed Hudson River area for Holland [1611]. He claimed Connecticut for England [1614]. 

 

Samuel de Champlain [Champlain, Samuel de] 

discoverer 

France/Canada 

1608 

He lived 1567 to 1635 and founded Quebec, Canada, on St. Lawrence River. 

 

Louis de Buade [Buade, Louis de] or Comte de Frontenac [Frontenac, Comte de] 

discoverer 

France/Canada 

1608 to 1700 

He lived 1620 to 1698 and explored and traded in Canada and west North America. 

 

Louis Joliet [Joliet, Louis] 

discoverer 

France/Canada 

1608 to 1700 

He lived 1645 to 1700 and explored and traded in Canada and west North America. 

 

François Montmorency de Laval [Laval, François Montmorency de] 

discoverer 

France/Canada 

1608 to 1700 

He lived 1623 to 1708 and explored and traded in Canada and west North America. 

 

Jacques Marquette [Marquette, Jacques] 

discoverer 

France/Canada 

1608 to 1700 

He lived 1637 to 1675 and explored and traded in Canada and west North America. 

 

Abel Tasman [Tasman, Abel] 

discoverer 

Holland 

1642 to 1644 

He lived 1603 to 1659 and discovered Tasmania and New Zealand. 

 

Sieur de La Salle [La Salle, Sieur de] or René-Robert Cavelier [Cavelier, René-Robert] 

discoverer 

France/Canada 

1643 

He lived 1643 to 1687 and explored Canada and interior of North America, claimed Mississippi River valley for 

France, and built forts for trade. 

 

La Verendrye or Pierre Gaultier de Varennes, sieur de la Verendrye [Verendrye, Pierre Gaultier de Varennes, 

sieur de la] 

discoverer 

France/Canada 



1708 

He lived 1685 to 1749 and explored and traded in Canada and west North America. 

 

Louis Antoine de Bougainville [Bougainville, Louis Antoine de] 

discoverer 

France/South Pacific Ocean 

1766 to 1769 

He lived 1729 to 1811 and explored south Pacific Ocean as he went around world. 

 

James Cook [Cook, James] 

discoverer 

England/Hawaii/Australia 

1770 

He lived 1728 to 1779. While circumnavigating Earth, he discovered Sandwich Islands (Hawaii) [1768] and later 

claimed east coast of Australia for Britain [1770]. Original inhabitants were Aborigines. 

 

William Clark [Clark, William]/Meriwether Lewis [Lewis, Meriwether] 

explorer 

USA 

1803 to 1806 

Clark lived 1770 to 1838. Lewis lived 1774 to 1809. They organized Lewis and Clark Expedition, started at St. 

Louis, went up Missouri River, crossed Rocky Mountains, and traveled to Columbia River mouth. Sacajawea of Lemhi 

Shoshone accompanied them. 

 

Mungo Park [Park, Mungo] 

explorer 

England/Africa/Nigeria 

1805 

He lived 1771 to 1806 and reached upper Niger River. 

 

Antarctica Russian explorer 

discoverer 

Russia/Antarctica 

1821 

Russian ship discovered Antarctica. 

 

John Lort Stokes [Stokes, John Lort] 

discoverer 

England/Australia/Tasmania 

1838 to 1842 

He lived 1812 to 1885. From England, he went to Tasmania, Gulf of Carpentaria, Adelaide, and Port Darwin. 

 

David Livingstone [Livingstone, David] 

discoverer 

Scotland/Africa/Tanzania 

1841 to 1873 

He lived 1813 to 1873 and explored south Africa [1841], crossed Kalahari Desert, explored Zambesi River, reached 

Luanda on Atlantic [1854], searched for source of Nile [1866], got to Lake Tanganyika, saw Victoria Falls, and went 

down upper Congo. USA journalist Henry Stanley found him [1871] and said, "Dr. Livingstone, I presume." He died in 

Africa. 

 

James Clark Ross [Ross, James Clark] 

discoverer 

England/Antarctica/Arctic 

1842 

He lived 1800 to 1862. 



 

Henry Stanley [Stanley, Henry] 

discoverer 

England/Africa 

1871 

He lived 1841 to 1904 and found Dr. Livingstone. Later, he helped Belgium rule Congo and Britain rule other 

African lands. 

 

Roald Amundsen [Amundsen, Roald] 

discoverer 

Norway/Arctic/Antarctic 

1906 to 1926 

He lived 1872 to 1928 and sailed Northwest Passage [1906]. He lost race to North Pole [1909]. He found South Pole 

[1911]. He flew over North Pole [1926]. 

 

Robert E. Peary [Peary, Robert E.] 

discoverer 

USA/Arctic 

1909 

He lived 1856 to 1920 and discovered North Pole and north Greenland. 

 

Richard Byrd [Byrd, Richard] 

discoverer 

USA/Arctic 

1925 

He lived 1888 to 1957 and explored North Pole. 

 

Apollo astronauts 

explorer 

USA/Moon 

1968 

Apollo spacecraft orbited Moon. 

 

Neil Armstrong [Armstrong, Neil] 

explorer 

USA/Moon 

1969 

He lived 1930 to ? and was first person to step on Moon. 
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bifacial blade 

inventor 

Africa/Europe 

-1800000 to -150000 

In early Lower Paleolithic, Homo erectus had symmetrical, teardrop-shaped, heavy stone hand axe flaked on both 

sides {bifacial blade}, used for cutting, whittling, scraping, shredding, and butchering bone, antler, meat, hide, wood, 

and plants. 

 

cylinder-hammer technique 

inventor 

Africa/Europe 

-800000 to -500000 

In Lower Paleolithic, Homo erectus developed new technique {cylinder-hammer technique} for making stone tools. 

Wood branches, bones, or weathered stones can make soft hammers to spread percussion to give wide arcs to cones, to 

make less-jagged edges. This technique did not make original edge but finished the blade. 



 

prepared core technique 

inventor 

Atapuerca, Spain/Nice, France/Ibernia/Italy/Mauer, Germany/Africa/China 

-800000 to -200000 

Homo heidelbergensis invented tools chipped from shaped stone cores {prepared core technique} {tortoise core 

technique}. Toolmakers hit large stones with sharp blows to crack off finished tools. 

 

burin 

inventor 

Northern Hemisphere 

-50000 

burin [-50000 to -10000] 

Flint chisels {burin} were for wood or antler/bone carving. 

 

drum 

inventor 

Earth 

-30000 

drum [-30000] 

Musical instruments {drum} can have skin stretched over gourd or hollow wood. Before, people used wood blocks. 

 

flute of bone 

inventor 

Earth 

-30000 

bone flute [-30000] 

Hollow bones {flute, music} had drilled holes at right places. 

 

basket weaving 

inventor 

Earth 

-13000 

basket weaving [-13000] 

People wove reeds and leaves {basket weaving}. 

 

animal domestication 

inventor 

Asia/Europe 

-10000 to -2500 

animal domestication [-10000 to -2500] 

Before domestication, people had pets. Perhaps, bird domestication {animal domestication} began by imprinting. 

Perhaps, cow domestication began by imprinting. Perhaps, domestication began by propinquity at water holes. Perhaps, 

domestication began for warmth, in North Africa only. Perhaps, domestication began by taking in scavenger pups. 

Perhaps, domestication began by taming certain nomadic animals, such as reindeer, goats, and sheep using salt from 

urine to attract them. 

Dogs were first domesticated animals. People ate domesticated reindeer, sheep, goats, and fowl. People ate cows, 

pigs, and oxen by late Neolithic. Later, people used horse, ass, and onager for riding, pulling loads, and carrying loads. 

Totem animals typically are not domesticated animals. 

 

cloth weaving 

inventor 

Earth 

-9000 

cloth weaving [-9000] 

Fiber sewing began {cloth weaving}, with no looms. 



 

howe 

inventor 

Europe/Near East 

-3800 to -1400 

howe [-3800 to -1400]; cairn [-3800 to -1400] 

Burials with barrow or cairn for one person or flat-topped mound {howe} for more than one person began, with 

coffins, cremation, and house of the dead. Ships associate with burial and dead. 

 

grave 

inventor 

Greece/Italy/Asia Minor/Egypt 

-3000 to -2000 

grave [-3000 to -2000] 

Stone graves {grave} with passageways, for up to 100 people, were above ground. After first burial was a second 

bone burial. Later tombs, for 20 to 60 people, were below ground. 

 

tin smelting 

inventor 

Anatolia/Mesopotamia/Afghanistan 

-1500 to -1000 

tin smelting [-1500 to -1000] 

White tin and gray tin have low melting points {tin smelting}. 

 

Phoenicians 

inventor 

Lebanon/Cyprus/Yugoslavia 

-1000 

copper mining [-1000] 

Phoenicians built copper mines {copper mining}, with sixty-foot long shafts underground. 
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grindstone 

inventor 

Africa 

-300000 

grindstone [-300000] 

Two flat-sided stones {grindstone} show characteristic marks. 

 

pigment invented 

inventor 

Africa 

-300000 

pigment [-300000] 

African Middle Stone Age used colored minerals {pigment}. 

 

stone point invented 

inventor 

Africa 

-250000 

stone point [-250000] 

Flint or chert was struck to make sliver {stone point}. 

 

shellfish Africa 

inventor 



Africa 

-140000 

shellfish gathering [-140000] 

fresh and salt water clams {shellfish gathering}. 

 

trading invented 

inventor 

Africa 

-140000 

trading [-140000] 

Home erectus traders carried native products to far places {trading}. 

 

fishing Africa 

inventor 

Africa 

-130000 

fishing [-130000] 

People used fish hooks and line. 

 

barb on stone point 

inventor 

Africa 

-80000 

barb on stone point [-80000] 

Toolmaker struck flint or chert to make sliver and then worked side {barb point}. 

 

bead 

inventor 

Africa 

-75000 

bead [-75000] 

Pebbles {bead} can have a drilled hole. 

 

microlith 

inventor 

Africa 

-75000 

microlith [-75000] 

3-centimeter chipped flint or chert stone tool {microlith}. 

 

bone tool 

inventor 

South Africa 

-70000 

bone tool [-70000] 

First Homo sapiens used tools {bone tool}. 

 

jewelry 

inventor 

Africa 

-50000 

jewelry [-50000: ostrich egg shell and bead jewelry] 

Egg shells and beads were strung {jewelry}. 

 

stone tool Africa 

inventor 



Africa 

-50000 

stone tool [-50000] 

Stone tools {stone tool} had standard shapes. 

 

spear 

inventor 

Africa 

-45000 to -35000 

spear [-45000 to -35000] 

Throwing sticks {spear} began, and spear throwers began later [-15000]. 

 

counting device 

inventor 

South Africa/Swaziland 

-35000 

counting device [-35000] 

Baboon fibula has 29 notches {counting device}. 

 

quartz decoration 

inventor 

Zaire 

-33000 

quartz [-33000] 

Small tools had quartz decorations. 

 

rock painting Namibia 

inventor 

Apollo, Namibia 

-25500 to -23500 

rock painting [-24000] 

Apollo-cave rock paintings show rituals. Wonderwerk Cave [-8000] is in north Cape Province, South Africa. 

 

terracotta figures 

inventor 

Algeria 

-13000 

terra-cotta figures [-13000] 

Red clay can dry in sun {terracotta}. 

 

rock painting N Africa 

inventor 

North Africa 

-8000 

rock painting [-8000] 

Tassili-n-Ajjer in Algeria and Fezzan in Libya have petroglyphs {rock painting}. Neolithic paintings are in Morocco. 

 

fishing Sahara 

inventor 

Sahara, North Africa 

-7000 

fishing [-7000] 

People used fish hooks and line. 

 

pottery Egypt 

inventor 



Nile River, Egypt 

-7000 

pottery [-7000] 

People hand-made vessels {pottery} from river clay, with no wheel. 

 

weaving invented 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-7000 

weaving [-7000] 

People wove reeds and fibers but used no looms. 

 

donkey domestication 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-6000 to -4000 

donkey domesticated [-6000 to -4000] 

Donkey is cross between horse and mule. 

 

guinea hen domestication 

inventor 

Sahel, Africa 

-5000 

guinea hen domestication [-5000] 

Bird domestication {guinea hen, domestication} began. 

 

rice Africa 

inventor 

Sahel, Africa 

-5000 

rice cultivation [-5000] 

As desert dried, Middle Niger floodplain became good for plants {rice, cultivation}. Jenne-jeno in Mali is there. 

 

sorghum cultivation 

inventor 

Sahel, Africa 

-5000 

sorghum cultivation [-5000] 

Grain domestication {sorghum, cultivation} began. 

 

copper Egypt 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-5000 to -4000 

copper chunks used [-5000 to -4000]; copper hammering [-4000] 

Metal workers hammered natural copper {copper, hammering}, with no ore smelting or metal melting. 

 

pottery Nubia 

inventor 

Nubia 

-4500 

pottery [-4500] 

Pottery used river clay but no wheel. 

 

pottery Ghana 

inventor 



Ghana 

-4000 

pottery [-4000] 

Pottery used river clay but no wheel. 

 

sail 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-4000 

sail [-4000] 

Fixed cloths {sail} helped boats go up Nile River. 

 

silver hammering 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-4000 

silver hammering [-4000] 

natural silver {silver, hammering} with no smelting. 

 

rope 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-4000 to -3500 

rope [-4000] 

Fibers can twist or braid {rope}. 

 

cattle domestication 

inventor 

Sahara, Africa 

-4000 to -2000 

cattle domestication [-4000 to -2000] 

Sahara had wet climate with wide grasslands for cattle {cattle}. 

 

palm oil 

inventor 

Africa 

-3000 

palm oil extraction [-3000] 

People extracted oil {palm oil} from palm trees in central west Africa. 

 

teff 

inventor 

Ethiopia 

-3000 to -800 

teff cultivation [-3000 to -800] 

Millet-like grain {teff} is native to Ethiopia and has small round gray grains. 

 

coffee bean 

inventor 

Ethiopia 

-3000 to 1400 

coffee bean use [-3000] 

Plants can have beans {coffee bean} and be native to Ethiopia. Trade began [1300 to 1400]. Yemen was major 

producer [1400 to 1600]. 

 



yam West Africa 

inventor 

West Africa 

-1200 

yam cultivation [-1200] 

Plants {yam, cultivation} can be native to, and first farmed, in central west Africa. 

 

copper mining Katanga 

inventor 

Katanga/Mauritania/Senegal 

-600 to -500 

copper mining and smelting [-600 to -500] 

Countries still have great copper deposits {copper, mining and smelting}. 

 

iron Nigeria 

inventor 

Nigeria 

-500 to -400 

iron [-500 to -400] 

Iron smelters {iron, smelting} were maguzawa or fire magicians. Iron was main factor in Dahomey, Benin, and 

Yoruba kingdoms, especially at Ife and Oyo. 

 

copper Mauritania 

inventor 

Mauritania 

-400 

copper smelting [-400]; copper arrowheads [-400] 

Mauritania was in west Sahara {copper, smelting}. 

 

iron East Africa 

inventor 

East Africa 

400 

iron smelting [400] 

Iron smelting came from Congo. 
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cemetery 

inventor 

Arkansas 

-7500 

cemetery [-7500] 

Early Archaic Dalton culture had burial places {cemetery}. 

 

maize from teosinte 

inventor 

Mexico 

-5000 

maize [-5000: developed from teosinte] 

Corn {maize, corn} became more edible. 

 

bean Mexico 

inventor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-3500 



bean cultivation [-3500] 

Kidney or pinto beans {bean, cultivation} farmed. 

 

guinea pig domestication 

inventor 

Andes Mountains 

-3500 

guinea pig domestication [-3500] 

Rodents {guinea pig, domestication} can be native to South America. 

 

llama domestication 

inventor 

Andes Mountains 

-3500 

llama domestication [-3500] 

Goat-like animals {llama, domestication} can be native to Andes. 

 

manioc cultivation 

inventor 

Andes Mountains 

-3500 

manioc cultivation [-3500] 

Plants {manioc, cultivation} can be native to South America. 

 

pumpkin cultivation 

inventor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-3500 

pumpkin cultivation [-3500] 

Plants {pumpkin, cultivation} can be native to Mexico. 

 

squash Mexico 

inventor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-3500 

squash cultivation [-3500] 

Plants {squash, cultivation} can be native to Mexico. 

 

turkey domestication 

inventor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-3500 

turkey domestication [-3500] 

Birds {turkey, domestication} can be native to Americas. 

 

corn Mexico 

inventor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-3500 to -3000 

corn cultivation [-3500] 

Native corn {corn, cultivation} grew in Valley of Tehuacán in south Puebla and north Oaxaca. 

 

cotton Peru 

inventor 

Peru 

-3500 to -2000 



cotton cultivation [-3500 to -2000] 

Plants {cotton, cultivation} can grow on coast. 

 

corn Central America 

inventor 

Central America 

-2500 

corn cultivation [-2500] 

Corn cultivation came from Mexico. 

 

goosefoot 

inventor 

USA 

-2500 

goosefoot cultivation [-2500] 

Genus Chenopodium {goosefoot} has herbs like wild spinach. 

 

sunflower cultivation 

inventor 

USA 

-2500 

sunflower cultivation [-2500] 

Plants {sunflower, cultivation} can be native to USA. 

 

potato Peru 

inventor 

Peru 

-2500 to -2000 

potato cultivation [-2500 to -2000] 

Plants {potato, cultivation} can be native to Peru. 

 

corn South America 

inventor 

South America 

-2100 

corn cultivation [-2100] 

Corn grew in Andes. 

 

bean Peru 

inventor 

Peru 

-2000 

bean cultivation [-2000] 

Lima beans farmed. 

 

fired clay 

inventor 

Peru 

-2000 

fired clay [-2000] 

Towns, temples, and tombs used baked clay {fired clay} bricks. 

 

maize modern 

inventor 

Mexico 

-2000 



modern maize [-2000] 

Corn became easily edible. 

 

quinoa seeds 

inventor 

Peru 

-2000 

quinoa cultivation [-2000] 

Plants {quinoa} can be native to Peru and have edible seeds. 

 

squash Peru 

inventor 

Peru 

-2000 

squash cultivation [-2000] 

Squash came from Mexico. 

 

tecoatl 

inventor 

Puebla, Mexico 

-800 to 1500 

In south Mexico, Tehuacán Valley, 1200 kilometers of canals were dug that became coated with travertine from 

calcite-soaked water and today look like stone snakes {tecoatl}. Small terraces layered sloped ground. It rains only six 

months and is dry six months. Purrón Dam was near Puebla [-750 to 1150]. 

 

glyph writing Zapotec 

inventor 

Mexico 

-600 

glyph writing [-600] 

Zapotec culture was in south Mexico {glyph writing}. 

 

woodworking tool 

inventor 

Canada/Alaska 

-450 

woodworking tool [-450] 

Totem carving began {woodworking tool}. 

 

hogan 

inventor 

Southwest USA 

500 to 1600 

Navajo pueblos were round, dome-like wood frames {hogan}| covered by clay. 

 

kiva 

inventor 

Southwest USA 

500 to 1600 

kiva pueblo [500 to 1600] 

Hopi pueblo {kiva} built. 

 

metates 

inventor 

Southwest USA 

500 to 1600 



Pueblo culture ground corn on flat stones {metates}. 

 

parfleche 

inventor 

USA 

500 to 1600 

tanned leather pouch {parfleche}. 

 

pemmican invented 

inventor 

USA 

500 to 1600 

lard beaten with berries. 

 

tipi 

inventor 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Bison leather covered conical wood frames {teepee} {tipi}|. 

 

pueblo 

inventor 

Canyon de Chelly, Arizona 

700 to 1100 

Dwellings {pueblo}| had interconnecting mud-brick rooms in layers. 

 

Benjamin Franklin [Franklin, Benjamin] 

inventor/statesman 

USA 

1732 to 1790 

Poor Richard's Almanac [1732 to 1757: maxims and practical advice]; lightning rod [1752]; Franklin stove [1757]; 

bifocals [1760]; Autobiography [1790] 

He lived 1706 to 1790 and helped found University of Pennsylvania [1751]. He found that lightning is electric, using 

kite and key [1752]. 

 

Kentucky rifle 

inventor 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania 

1740 to 1750 

Kentucky rifle or long rifle [1740 to 1750] 

German gunsmiths invented it. Rifles {Kentucky rifle} can have barrels longer than one meter. 

 

Eli Whitney [Whitney, Eli] 

inventor 

Europe/USA 

1794 to 1798 

cotton gin [1794]; interchangeable parts [1798: for muskets] 

He lived 1765 to 1825 {cotton gin}. Honoré Blanc used interchangeable parts for muskets in France [1785]. 

 

Robert Fulton [Fulton, Robert] 

inventor 

USA 

1807 

steamboat [1807] 

He lived 1765 to 1815 {steamboat}. 

 



fertilizer 

inventor 

South America 

1820 to 1830 

fertilizer [1820 to 1830] 

South America shipped nitrate fertilizer {fertilizer} to Europe. 

 

Abbot, Downing Company 

inventor 

Concord, New Hampshire 

1827 

Concord coach [1827] 

Overland Stage Company used western version [1862] {Concord coach}. 

 

American ax 

inventor 

USA 

1830 to 1850 

American ax [1830 to 1850] 

single-bit felling ax {American ax}. 

 

gutta-percha 

inventor 

USA 

1830 to 1850 

gutta-percha used [1830 to 1850] 

Latex {gutta-percha} can be polyterpene or isoprene polymer. Caoutchouc is elastic, and gutta-percha is not elastic. 

 

trotting wagon 

inventor 

USA 

1830 to 1850 

trotting wagon [1830 to 1850] 

Wagons {trotting wagon} can be two-wheeled bench seats, for pleasure driving. 

 

Cyrus McCormick [McCormick, Cyrus] 

inventor 

USA 

1831 to 1938 

reaper for wheat harvesting [1831]; combine for grain harvesting [1838] 

He lived 1809 to 1884. 

 

Samuel Morse [Morse, Samuel] 

inventor 

USA 

1835 to 1840 

telegraph [1835 to 1837]; Morse code [1840] 

He lived 1791 to 1919. 

 

John Deere [Deere, John] 

inventor 

USA 

1837 

steel plow [1837] 

He lived 1804 to 1886 {steel plow}. 

 



Charles Goodyear [Goodyear, Charles] 

inventor 

USA 

1844 

rubber vulcanization [1844] 

He lived 1800 to 1860 {rubber vulcanization}. He did not found or run Goodyear Rubber Company. Mesoamericans 

vulcanized rubber [-1600]. 

 

Elias Howe [Howe, Elias] 

inventor 

USA 

1846 

lock stitch sewing machine [1846] 

He lived 1819 to 1867 {lock stitch sewing machine}. 

 

Elisha Graves Otis [Otis, Elisha Graves] 

inventor 

USA 

1846 to 1852 

railway safety brake [1846 to 1852]; elevator brake [1852] 

He lived 1811 to 1861 {railway safety brake}. 

 

George Henry Corliss [Corliss, George Henry] 

inventor 

USA 

1848 

steam valve gear [1848] 

He lived 1817 to 1888 {steam valve gear}. 

 

Donald McKay [McKay, Donald] 

inventor 

Canada/USA 

1855 

clipper ship [1855] 

He lived 1810 to 1880 {clipper ship}. 

 

Joseph Fawkes [Fawkes, Joseph] 

inventor 

USA 

1858 

steam plow [1858] 

He lived 1804 to 1886 {steam plow}. 

 

petroleum USA 

inventor 

Pennsylvania 

1859 

petroleum [1859] 

Oil {petroleum} was near surface in Pennsylvania. 

 

Christopher Sholes [Sholes, Christopher]/S. W. Soule [Soule, S. W.]/G. Glidden [Glidden, G.] 

inventor 

USA 

1868 

typewriter [1868] 

He lived 1819 to 1890. 



 

Thomas Alva Edison [Edison, Thomas Alva] 

inventor 

USA 

1869 to 1910 

stock ticker tape [1869]; automatic telegraph [1872]; phonograph [1877]; carbon button microphone [1878]; 

incandescent light bulb [1879]; electric dynamo [1879]; electrical distribution system [1880]; experimental electric 

railroad [1880]; Edison effect [1883]; silent movies [1893]; projector [1896]; storage battery [1900 to 1910] 

He lived 1847 to 1931, found Edison effect [1883], and invented light bulb {light bulb}, movies, phonograph, and 

electric generator {electric dynamo}. He projected kinetoscopes onto screens and showed vaudeville acts [1896]. 

 

John Wesley Hyatt [Hyatt, John Wesley] 

inventor 

USA 

1872 

celluloid plastic [1872] 

He lived 1837 to 1920 {celluloid plastic}. 

 

Alexander Graham Bell [Bell, Alexander Graham] 

inventor 

USA 

1876 to 1901 

telephone [1876]; audiometer [1879]; photophone [1880]; metal locator [1881]; wax cylinders for recording [1886]; 

tetrahedral kite [1901] 

He lived 1847 to 1922. 

 

time zone 

inventor 

USA 

1883 to 1884 

time zone [1883 to 1884] 

Time zones {time zone} became international [1884]. 

 

William Stanley, Jr. [Stanley, Jr., William] 

inventor 

USA 

1886 

transformer [1886] 

He lived 1858 to 1916. 

 

Charles Proteus Steinmetz [Steinmetz, Charles Proteus] 

inventor 

USA 

1891 

alternating current [1891]; Law of Hysteresis or Steinmetz's Law [1891] 

He lived 1865 to 1923. 

 

welding invented 

inventor 

USA 

1893 

welding [1900] 

Thermite welding {welding, thermite} uses acetylene. Oxyfuel welding began at same time. 

 

Frederick Winslow Taylor [Taylor, Frederick Winslow] 

engineer/inventor 



USA 

1899 

Taylor-White process [1899: heat-treated steel tools, with Maunsel White] 

He lived 1856 to 1915 {Taylor-White process}. 

 

Wilbur Wright [Wright, Wilbur]/Orville Wright [Wright, Orville] 

inventor 

Kitty Hawk, North Carolina 

1903 

controlled powered airplane flight [1903] 

Wilbur lived 1867 to 1912 {controlled powered airplane flight}. Orville lived 1871 to 1948. 

 

Henry Ford [Ford, Henry] 

inventor 

USA 

1906 to 1913 

assembly line [1906 to 1913]; standardized parts [1913]; mass production [1913] 

He lived 1863 to 1947, built automobiles, opposed unions, and started Ford Foundation. 

 

Elmer Ambrose Sperry [Sperry, Elmer Ambrose] 

inventor 

USA 

1908 

gyroscopic compass [1908] 

He lived 1860 to 1930 and invented gyroscopic compass. 

 

tractor 

inventor 

USA 

1910 

tractor with engine [1910] 

Farm vehicles {tractor} developed from automobiles. 

 

Robert H. Goddard [Goddard, Robert H.] 

inventor 

USA 

1926 

liquid fuel rocket [1926] 

He lived 1882 to 1945 {liquid fuel rocket}. 

 

Warren Marrison [Marrison, Warren] 

inventor 

Canada/USA 

1927 

quartz clock [1927] 

He lived 1896 to 1980. 

 

Howard Aiken [Aiken, Howard] 

inventor 

USA 

1944 

Mark I digital computer [1944] 

He lived 1900 to 1973. 

 

John V. Atanasoff [Atanasoff, John V.]/John Mauchly [Mauchly, John]/J. Presper Eckert [Eckert, J. Presper] 

inventor 



USA 

1944 

ENIAC digital computer [1944] 

Atanasoff lived 1904 to 1995. Mauchly lived 1907 to 1980. Eckert lived 1919 to 1995. 

 

John von Neumann [Neumann, John von] 

inventor 

Hungary/USA 

1932 to 1946 

EDVAC electronic digital computer design [1946] 

He lived 1903 to 1957. He showed that entanglement and non-locality do not send information faster than light 

speed [1932]. 

 

Harold Lyons [Lyons, Harold] 

inventor 

USA 

1948 

atomic clock [1948] 

He lived 1913 to ?. 

 

An Wang [Wang, An] 

inventor 

USA 

1948 

magnetic core memory [1948] 

He lived 1920 to 1990. Jay Forrester also developed magnetic core memory [1951]. 

 

J. Presper Eckert [Eckert, J. Presper]/John Mauchly [Mauchly, John] 

inventor 

USA 

1951 

UNIVAC magnetic tape computer [1951] 

Eckert lived 1919 to 1995 {magnetic tape computer}. Mauchly lived 1907 to 1980. 

 

John Bardeen [Bardeen, John]/Walter Brattain [Brattain, Walter]/William Shockley [Shockley, William] 

inventor 

USA 

1955 

transistor [1955] 

Bardeen lived 1908 to 1991. Brattain lived 1902 to 1987. Shockley lived 1910 to 1989. 

 

Edsger W. Dijkstra [Dijkstra, Edsger W.] 

inventor 

USA 

1955 to 1965 

multiprocessing and multiprogramming computer [1955 to 1961]; structured programming [1965]; top-down design 

[1965] 

He lived 1930 to 2002. 

 

Jean Hoerni [Hoerni, Jean] 

inventor 

USA 

1957 

semiconductor planar technology [1957] 

He lived 1924 to ? and used masking {photomask} to add and etch layers for silicon wafers {planar technology}. 

 



Explorer satellite 

inventor 

USA 

1958 

Explorer satellite [1958] 

Satellite detected Van Allen radiation belts. 

 

Jack Kilby [Kilby, Jack]/Robert Noyce [Noyce, Robert] 

inventor 

USA 

1958 to 1959 

integrated circuit [1958 to 1959] 

Kilby lived 1923 to 2005. Noyce lived 1927 to 1990. 

 

transistor for computer 

inventor 

USA 

1959 

transistor in computer [1959] 

Transistors {transistor, computer} replaced vacuum tubes. 

 

Vanguard I 

satellite 

USA 

1959 

Satellite had solar cells. 

 

Telstar 

communications satellite 

USA 

1962 

Satellites {communications satellite} can allow picture transmission around world. 

 

Donald Davies [Davies, Donald]/Paul Baran [Baran, Paul]/Leonard Kleinrock [Kleinrock, Leonard] 

inventor 

England/USA 

1964 to 1967 

packet switching [1964 to 1967] 

Davies lived 1924 to 2000. 

 

Edward Feigenbaum [Feigenbaum, Edward]/Robert K. Lindsay [Lindsay, Robert K.] 

inventor 

Stanford, California 

1965 

DENDRAL expert system [1965: for molecules] 

Feigenbaum lived 1936 to ?. 

 

Michael Flynn [Flynn, Michael] 

inventor 

USA 

1966 

parallel processing [1966] 

Algorithm instruction and data-input stream can be simultaneous. SISD is Single Instruction stream, Single Data 

stream. SIMD is Single Instruction, Multiple Data. MIMD is Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data. SPMD is Single 

Program, Multiple Data. 

 



IBM Corporation 

inventor 

USA 

1967 

computer data communications system or Binary Synchronous Communication [1967] 

input and output devices {computer data communications system}. 

 

E. F. Codd [Codd, E. F.] or Ted Codd [Codd, Ted] 

inventor 

USA 

1970 

relational database [1970] 

He lived 1923 to 2003. 

 

very large-scale integrated circuit 

inventor 

USA 

1972 

very large-scale integrated circuit or VLSI [1972] 

transistors on boards {very large-scale integrated circuit} (VLSI). 

 

space shuttle 

inventor 

USA 

1977 

space shuttle [1977: reusable] 

Spacecraft {space shuttle} can fly to orbit and return, with three people. 

 

Marvin H. Caruthers [Caruthers, Marvin H.] 

inventor 

USA 

1986 

solid phase phosphoramidite chemistry [1986] 

He invented method to synthesize DNA {solid phase phosphoramidite chemistry}, using DNA on polystyrene beads 

exposed to acid. Overlapping matching-end oligos can allow longer sequences. Process can make oligos up to 100 

bases. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Invention>Asia 

 

rock engraving 

inventor 

Australia 

-40000 

rock engraving [-40000] 

Engravings {rock engraving} are in Olary region, south Australia. 

 

waisted ax 

inventor 

New Guinea 

-38000 

waisted ax [-38000] 

Axes {waisted ax} can look like heavy hoes. 

 

stone ax grinding 

inventor 

Australia 



-28000 

stone ax grinding [-28000] 

Stone axes {stone ax grinding} were ground flat in north Australia. 

 

cremation invented 

inventor 

Australia 

-24000 

cremation [-24000] 

People burned dead bodies and kept ashes. 

 

rock painting Australia 

inventor 

Australia 

-17000 

rock painting [-17000] 

Rock painting is in Kimberley in northwest Australia. 

 

pottery Japan 

inventor 

Japan 

-14000 

pottery of fired clay [-14000] 

Potters hand-formed and baked pottery. 

 

millet Asia 

inventor 

Asia 

-13000 to -10000 

millet cultivation [-13000 to -10000] 

Agriculture {millet, cultivation} began in southeast Asia. 

 

rice Asia 

inventor 

Asia 

-13000 to -10000 

rice cultivation [-13000 to -10000] 

Agriculture began in southeast Asia. 

 

dog China 

inventor 

China 

-10000 

dog domestication [-10000] 

Animals {dog, domestication} had domestication, but no breeding. 

 

pottery China 

inventor 

China 

-10000 

pottery of fired clay [-10000] 

Potters hand-formed and baked pottery {pottery of fired clay}. 

 

mud-brick 

inventor 

Asia 



-8000 

mud-brick [-8000] 

Dried clay {mud-brick} buildings were in west Asia. 

 

pig China 

inventor 

Yellow River, China 

-8000 to -6000 

pig domestication [-8000 to -6000] 

Animals {pig, domestication} can be native to China. 

 

silk from silkworms 

inventor 

China 

-7500 

silk from silkworms [-7500] 

Silkworms make silk. 

 

banana cultivation 

inventor 

New Guinea 

-7000 

banana cultivation [-7000] 

Plants {banana, cultivation} can be native to New Guinea. 

 

eggplant cultivation 

inventor 

Indus River 

-7000 

eggplant cultivation [-7000] 

Plants {eggplant, cultivation} can be native to India. 

 

humped cattle 

inventor 

Indus River 

-7000 

humped cattle domestication [-7000] 

Cattle {humped cattle} can be native to India. 

 

pottery southeast Asia 

inventor 

Asia 

-7000 

pottery of fired clay [-7000] 

Southeast Asia had pottery and pottery decoration. 

 

sesame Indus 

inventor 

Indus River 

-7000 

sesame cultivation [-7000] 

Plants {sesame, cultivation} can be native to India. 

 

sugar cane cultivation 

inventor 

New Guinea 



-7000 

sugar cane cultivation [-7000] 

Plants {sugar cane, cultivation} can be native to New Guinea. 

 

cow India 

inventor 

India 

-6000 

cow domestication [-6000] 

Animals {cow, domestication} can be native to India. 

 

millet China 

inventor 

Yellow River, China 

-6000 

millet [-6000] 

Millet came from southeast Asia. 

 

jade trading 

inventor 

Yellow River, China/Siberia 

-5000 

jade trading [-5000] 

Yellow River settlements imported jade from Siberia {jade trading}. 

 

rice China 

inventor 

Yangtze River, China 

-5000 

rice [-5000] 

Rice came from southeast Asia. 

 

copper Thailand 

inventor 

Thailand 

-4000 

copper smelting [-4000] 

Smelting separated copper from ore. 

 

water buffalo domesticat 

inventor 

Southeast Asia 

-4000 

water buffalo domestication [-4000] 

Buffalo {water buffalo, domestication} can be native to Southeast Asia. 

 

plow China 

inventor 

China 

-3000 

plow [-3000] 

Perhaps, plow came from India. 

 

pig Indochina 

inventor 

Indochina 



-2900 

pig domesticated [-2900] 

Pig came from China. 

 

silk cloth 

inventor 

China 

-2540 

silk cloth [-2540] 

Silk threads became cloth {silk cloth}. 

 

camel Afghanistan 

inventor 

Afghanistan 

-2500 

camel domestication [-2500] 

Animals {camel, domestication} can be native to Afghanistan. 

 

elephant Dravidian 

inventor 

Indus River 

-2500 

elephant domestication [-2500] 

Animals {elephant domestication} can be native to India. 

 

stone tool ground 

inventor 

Southeast Asia 

-2000 

stone tool with ground edge [-2000] 

Hard stones {stone tool with ground edge} like flint and chert can scratch softer stones. 

 

sutlee 

inventor 

Pakistan/India 

-1700 to -350 

Husband's funeral pyre also burned widow {sutlee}. 

 

bronze China 

inventor 

China 

-1500 

bronze [-1500] 

Copper and tin smelting to make bronze began. 

 

iron plow share 

inventor 

India 

-1400 

iron plow share [-1400] 

Wooden plows {iron plow share} had an iron share and cutter. 

 

logogram invented 

inventor 

China 

-1300 



logogram writing [-1300] 

Pictorial writing began. 

 

fortified cities 

inventor 

Southeast Asia 

-1000 

fortified city [-1000] 

Cities {fortified city} had walls and towers. 

 

spice 

inventor 

India 

-1000 

spice [-1000] 

Spices {spice} are native to India. 

 

steel India 

inventor 

India 

-1000 

steel [-1000] 

Iron mixed with carbon at high heat can make steel. Steel is stronger and rusts less than iron. 

 

iron China 

inventor 

China 

-500 

iron casting [-500]; iron forging [-500] 

Cast-iron sickles began {iron casting}. 

 

poultice invented 

inventor 

China 

-500 

poultice [-500] 

Mold from soybean curds covered boils. 

 

cotton India 

inventor 

India 

-450 

cotton cultivation [-450] 

Cotton is native to India. 

 

rudder at stern 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

stern rudder for ships [25 to 220] 

Rear had hinged wood board {rudder, invented}. 

 

breast harness 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 



breast harness for horses for pulling loads [25 to 220] 

Leather apparatus {breast harness} was over horse head. 

 

caliper invented 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

decimal caliper [25 to 220] 

Hinged points can be for measuring. 

 

magnetic compass China 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

magnetic compass for temple construction [25 to 220] 

A magnetized needle {magnetic compass} can balance on a point. 

 

crossbow 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

crossbow with bronze lock [25 to 220] 

Horizontal bows {crossbow} can have locking mechanisms. 

 

glaze invented 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

colored glazes [25 to 220] 

Ceramics had baked glossy colors {glaze, ceramic}. 

 

map 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

map with grid [25 to 220] 

Maps {map with grid} showed longitude and latitude. 

 

insecticide invented 

inventor 

China 

100 

insecticide [100: dried chrysanthemum powder] 

Chrysanthemums repel insects. 

 

Cai Lun or Ts'ai Lun 

inventor 

China 

105 

paper [105] 

He lived 50 to 121. 

 

Zhang Heng [Heng, Zhang] 

inventor 

China 

120 



seismograph [120] 

He lived 78 to 139. 

 

stirrup Huns 

inventor 

Mongolia/China 

220 

stirrup for horses [220] 

Footrests {stirrup} hang from saddle and can direct and speed horse. 

 

zero symbol 

inventor 

India 

500 

zero symbol [500] 

Decimal system added null digit symbol {zero symbol}. 

 

decimal system 

inventor 

India 

595 

decimal system [595] 

ten-digit positional notation {decimal system}. 

 

Grand Canal 

inventor 

China 

605 to 610 

Grand Canal [605 to 610: links Yangtze River with Chang'an River] 

Sui dynasty built it. 

 

paper money 

inventor 

China 

650 

paper money [650] 

China printed money {paper money}. 

 

porcelain 

inventor 

Kaingsi, China 

700 

porcelain [700] 

kaolin baked at high temperature {porcelain}. 

 

printing began 

inventor 

China 

700 

printing [700] 

Carved wood block had applied ink {printing}. 

 

gunpowder invented 

inventor 

China 

700 to 800 



gunpowder [700 to 800: sulfur, charcoal, and saltpeter or potassium nitrate] 

Guns used powder. 

 

mechanical clock 

inventor 

Kaifeng, China 

1090 

mechanical clock driven by water [1090] 

Kaifeng was capital {mechanical clock}. 

 

card 

inventor 

China 

1120 

card with painting [1120] 

Court played card game. 

 

Yongle Dadian 

encyclopedia 

China 

1403 to 1409 

encyclopedia [1403 to 1409] 

Encyclopedia had 20,000 chapters. 

 

toothbrush 

inventor 

China 

1498 

toothbrush [1498] 

bristle brush {toothbrush}. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Invention>Asia>Middle East 

 

wild grain grew 

inventor 

Sea of Galilee, Palestine 

-17000 

wild grain [-17000] 

Wheat precursors {wild grain} grew like grass. 

 

pottery Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-10000 

pottery [-10000] 

Potters hand-formed and sun-dried pottery. 

 

wild grain gathering 

inventor 

Asia Minor 

-9500 

wild grain gathering [-9500] 

Wheat precursors grew like grass {wild grain gathering}. 

 

copper bead 

inventor 



Iraq 

-9000 

copper bead [-9000] 

Natural copper {copper bead} needed no smelting. 

 

sea trading 

inventor 

Asia Minor 

-9000 to -4500 

sea trading [-9000] 

Phoenicians traveled Mediterranean Sea {sea trading}. 

 

barley Near East 

inventor 

Near East 

-8500 

barley cultivation [-8500] 

Barley is native to Near East. 

 

dog Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-8500 

dog domestication [-8500] 

Dog domestication did not include breeding. 

 

olive Near East 

inventor 

Near East 

-8500 

olive cultivation [-8500] 

Olive is native to Middle East. 

 

pea cultivation 

inventor 

Near East 

-8500 

pea cultivation [-8500] 

Plants {pea, cultivation} can be native to Middle East. 

 

farming Near East 

inventor 

Near East 

-8500 to -6000 

farming [-8500 to -6000] 

Agriculture began in Fertile Crescent from Nile River mouth to Caspian Sea. Wild barley, emmer wheat, and grasses 

grew on lightly wooded hills. 

 

goat Iraq 

inventor 

Iraq 

-8500 to -6000 

goat herding [-8500 to -6000] 

Animals {goat, herding} can be native to Iraq. 

 



sheep herding 

inventor 

Iraq 

-8500 to -6000 

sheep herding [-8500 to -6000] 

Animals {sheep, herding} can be native to Iraq. 

 

fertility cult 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-8300 to -6000 

fertility cult [-8300 to -6000] 

male and female gods {fertility cult}. 

 

grain grinding 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-8300 to -6000 

grain grinding [-8300 to -6000] 

People gathered, threshed, and hand ground precursors to wheat {grain grinding}. 

 

grain storage 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-8300 to -6000 

grain storage [-8300 to -6000] 

People stored precursors to wheat and kept them dry {grain storage}. 

 

bread invented 

inventor 

Levant 

-8000 

bread [-8000] 

Natufian culture baked unleavened bread {bread}. 

 

chickpea 

inventor 

Turkey 

-8000 

chickpea cultivation [-8000] 

Plants {chickpea} can be native to Turkey. 

 

copper natural 

inventor 

Near East 

-8000 

copper use [-8000] 

Natural copper needs no smelting {copper, use}. 

 

mead invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-8000 

mead [-8000: first fermented beverage, from honey] 

Honey fermented naturally. 

 



pig Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-8000 

pig domestication [-8000] 

Pig is native to Mesopotamia. 

 

flax Arabia 

inventor 

Arabia/Armenia 

-7000 

flax cultivation [-7000] 

Plants {flax, cultivation} grew near Red Sea and Black Sea. 

 

copper Anatolia 

inventor 

Anatolia 

-7000 to -6000 

copper hammering [-7000] 

Copper hammering spread to Cyprus and Aegean Sea. 

 

farming Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt/Levant 

-7000 to -3000 

farming [-7000 to -3000] 

Planting and cultivating went from Near East to Nile Valley and west Europe. Wheat, barley, pea, and lentil farms 

{farming, beginning} were in cleared areas. 

 

boat 

inventor 

Near East 

-6000 

boat [-6000] 

wood planks with sealant {boat}. 

 

cat domestication 

inventor 

Egypt 

-6000 

cat domestication [-6000] 

Animals {cat domestication} had domestication, but no breeding. 

 

chufa 

inventor 

Egypt 

-6000 

chufa cultivation [-6000] 

Sedges {chufa} can have small edible tubers and be native to Egypt. 

 

cow Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-6000 

cow domestication [-6000] 

Cows are native to Mesopotamia. 



 

irrigation invented 

inventor 

Sumer 

-6000 

field irrigation [-6000] 

River water ran in channels to fields. 

 

sycamore fig 

inventor 

Egypt 

-6000 

sycamore fig cultivation [-6000] 

Plants {sycamore fig} can be native to Egypt. 

 

barley Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-5000 

barley cultivation [-5000] 

Barley came from Middle East. 

 

copper Sumer 

inventor 

Persia/Afghanistan/Sumer 

-5000 

copper annealing [-5000]; copper hammering [-5000]; copper smelting [-5000] 

Melting copper ore extracts copper, and melting and cooling copper strengthens it {copper, annealing}. 

 

wheat Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-5000 

wheat development [-5000] 

Plants {wheat, development} developed from wheat precursors. 

 

gold jewelry 

inventor 

Egypt 

-4300 

gold jewelry [-4300] 

Hammered gold can make jewelry {gold jewelry} or money. 

 

calendar Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-4241 

calendar [-4241] 

Egyptian solar calendar {calendar, Egypt} had 12 months of thirty days, with five extra days. 10-day periods had 

constellations {decan}. 12 decans were in the sky at Nile-River annual flooding, marking 12 hours {temporal hour}. 

 

opium invented 

inventor 

Sumer 

-4000 

opium production [-4000] 



Poppies are native to Sumer {opium production}. 

 

fig cultivation 

inventor 

Near East 

-3800 to -3400 

fig cultivation [-3800 to -3400] 

Plants {fig cultivation} can be native to Middle East. 

 

reflex bow 

inventor 

Near East 

-3800 to -3400 

reflex bow [-3800 to -3400] 

Curved bows {reflex bow} began. 

 

sundial invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-3800 to -3400 

sundial [-3800 to -3400] 

Pointer shadow shows time of day. 

 

walled town 

inventor 

Near East 

-3800 to -3400 

walled town [-3800 to -3400] 

Towns {walled town} became fortified with walls. 

 

wax seal 

inventor 

Near East 

-3800 to -3400 

wax seal [-3800 to -3400] 

People folded documents and sealed them with wax {wax seal}. 

 

nickel-iron 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3500 

nickel-iron [-3500: from meteorites] 

Meteorite smelting can make alloy {nickel-iron}. 

 

Botai culture 

inventor 

Kazakhstan 

-3500 

horse domestication [-3500] 

Botai domesticated and rode horses {horse domestication}. 

 

wheel 

inventor 

Turkey 

-3400 

wheel [-3400] 



Black-Sea area had potter's wheels {wheel}, solid three-plank wood wheels, and axles. 

 

hieroglyphics invented 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3200 to -3100 

hieroglyphics [-3200 to -3100] 

Picture writing began. 

 

bronze Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3100 

bronze [-3100] 

Bronze has copper and tin. 

 

alcohol invented 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

alcohol [-3000] 

People can make drinks {alcohol, invented} from fermented barley. 

 

apple 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

apple cultivation [-3000] 

Plants {apple, cultivation} can be native to Sumer. 

 

arch invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-3000 

arch [-3000] 

Rounded parts {arch} can curve from column to keystone. 

 

ass domestication 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3000 

ass domestication [-3000] 

Animals {ass, domestication} can carry loads. 

 

barley Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

barley cultivation [-3000] 

Alcohol can come from fermented barley. 

 

candle invented 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3000 

candle [-3000] 



Reeds soaked in tallow {rushlight} can burn at tip. Later, Romans used wicks rolled in tallow and possibly beeswax 

{candle} [-3000]. 

 

date cultivation 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

date cultivation [-3000] 

Plants {date, cultivation} can be native to Sumer. 

 

flax Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

flax [-3000] 

Plants {flax, Sumer} can be native to Sumer. 

 

grape Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

grape cultivation [-3000] 

Plants {grape, cultivation} can be native to Sumer. 

 

millet Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

millet cultivation [-3000] 

Millet is native to Sumer. 

 

onager 

inventor 

Near East/Asia 

-3000 

onager domestication [-3000: wild ass used as draft animal] 

Asia had draft-animal domestication {onager}, but Americas had no such domestication. 

 

ox domestication 

inventor 

Near East/Asia 

-3000 

ox domestication [-3000: used as draft animal] 

Asia had draft-animal domestication {ox domestication}, but Americas had no such domestication. 

 

papyrus 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3000 

papyrus [-3000] 

Paper {papyrus}| can use stripped and crossed reeds and have sheets pasted at edges to make scrolls. 

 

plow Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3000 



plow [-3000] 

Crook plow developed from hoe. Spade plow developed from digging stick. Men plowed, but women used hoe or 

digging stick. Early sub-Saharan Africa and New World had no plows. Plows improve soil fertility by bringing up 

buried nutrients, and they control weeds. People, oxen, horses, or cattle can pull plows. Animals produce manure to 

make ground more fertile. 

 

plow Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-3000 

plow [-3000] 

Wooden plows, pulled through ground, broke soil surface, so seeds went underground. 

 

plum Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

plum cultivation [-3000] 

Plants {plum, cultivation} can be native to Sumer. 

 

sesame Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

sesame cultivation [-3000] 

Sesame is native to Sumer. 

 

wheat Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

wheat cultivation [-3000] 

Wheat came from Egypt. 

 

glass invented 

inventor 

Sumer/Egypt 

-3000 to -2500 

glass [-3000 to -2500] 

People used natural glass pieces, with no sand melting. 

 

stone temple 

inventor 

Malta 

-3000 to -2500 

stone temple [-3000 to -2500] 

Groups built houses {stone temple} of worship to local gods. 

 

bronze Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2500 

bronze [-2500] 

Bronze has copper and tin. 

 



iron smelting Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2500 

iron smelting [-2500] 

Iron smelting began. 

 

post-and-lintel 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2500 

post-and-lintel architecture [-2500] 

two vertical supports and horizontal beam {post-and-lintel}. 

 

square-rigged sail 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2500 

square-rigged sail [-2500] 

Square sails {square-rigged sail} turned on mast. 

 

wine invented 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2350 

wine [-2350] 

Wine can come from fermented fruit. 

 

mummification 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2300 

mummification [-2300: embalming] 

Life after death needed a body, so embalming began {mummification}. 

 

metal alloy 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

metal alloy [-2000] 

Bronze and brass {metal alloy} began. 

 

metal annealing 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

metal annealing [-2000] 

Metal heating and cooling {metal annealing} strengthens it. 

 

metal casting 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

metal casting [-2000] 

Melted iron hardened in sand molds {metal casting}. 

 



metal joining 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

metal joining [-2000] 

Melted metals can stick together {metal joining}. 

 

smelting metal 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

smelting metal [-2000] 

Heating metal ore {smelting metal} can extract metal. 

 

work hardening 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

work hardening [-2000] 

Pounding metal {work hardening} can make it stronger. 

 

petroleum Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-2000 

petroleum from rock asphalt [-2000] 

Heating surface asphalt can remove petroleum. 

 

pictogram invented 

inventor 

Sumer 

-2000 

pictogram [-2000] 

Pictograms pressed into clay with reed showed human processions, heroes fighting two beasts, and war. 

 

silver money 

inventor 

Cappadocia 

-2000 

silver ingots for money [-2000] 

Precious metal was in coins {silver ingots for money}. 

 

chariot invented 

inventor 

Scythia 

-1800 

chariot [-1800] 

two wheels and horses pull it. 

 

iron Assyria 

inventor 

Assyria 

-1800 

iron from ore [-1800] 

Strong metal {iron from ore} came from Egypt. 

 



beer invented 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1750 

beer [-1750] 

Beer can come from fermented barley. 

 

brass invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-1500 

brass [-1500] 

Alloys {brass} can have copper and zinc. 

 

coin Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1500 

coin [-1500] 

Metal coins had images. 

 

glass bowl 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1500 

glass bowl [-1500] 

Melted sand cooled to glass {glass bowl}. 

 

irrigation by water wheel 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1500 

irrigation using water wheels and pulleys [-1500] 

People and animals turned wheels to move water. 

 

merchant travel 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1500 

merchant travel [-1500] 

Traders went all over Middle East {merchant travel}. 

 

mercury 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1500 

mercury [-1500] 

Cinnabar can separate into mercury {mercury} and sulfur by heating. 

 

pewter invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-1500 

pewter [-1500] 

Pewter is tin with some lead. 

 



solder invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-1500 

solder [-1500] 

Tin and lead {solder} melts easily and can join metal pieces. 

 

spinning invented 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1500 

spinning [-1500] 

Twisted plant fibers {spinning} can make string. 

 

sulfur purified 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1500 

sulfur [-1500] 

Cinnabar can separate into mercury and sulfur by heating. 

 

aqueduct Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1500 to -1300 

aqueduct [-1500 to -1300] 

Aqueduct carried water to palace. 

 

shadoof 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1500 to -1300 

shadoof [-1500 to -1300: raises water to higher level] 

Aqueducts {shadoof} were for irrigation. 

 

alphabet Phoenicia 

inventor 

Phoenicia 

-1400 to -1000 

alphabet [-1400 to -1000] 

Letters {alphabet, Phoenicia} can be sounds, with no pictures. 

 

canal 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1300 

canal [-1300] 

A waterway {canal} went from Nile River to Arabian Gulf. 

 

ship 

inventor 

Egypt/Mediterranean Sea 

-1300 

ship [-1300: much larger than boats] 

Large boats {ship} began. 

 



camel Arabia 

inventor 

Arabia 

-1200 

camel domestication [-1200] 

Camel is native to Arabia. 

 

linear measurement 

inventor 

Assyria 

-1200 

measurement [-1200] 

Linear measurements {linear measurement} began. 

 

positional notation began 

inventor 

Assyria 

-1200 

mathematics [-1200] 

Assyria used base-60 number system and positional notation. Arithmetic included multiplication and division. 

Fractions and ratios included common denominator. They found squares, cubes, and square roots. 

 

steel Near East 

inventor 

Near East 

-1200 

steel [-1200: iron heated very hot with charcoal] 

Iron mixed with carbon at high heat can make steel. Steel is stronger and rusts less than iron. 

 

ships sealed decks 

inventor 

Phoenicia 

-1000 

ships with sealed decks [-1000] 

Ships {ships with sealed decks} had wood planks with sealant. 

 

dye 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1000 

dye from plant [-1000] 

Water or alcohol can extract plant pigments {dye from plant}. 

 

enamel 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1000 

enamel [-1000] 

Oil with pigment {enamel, oil} can bake on surfaces. 

 

glass tinting 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1000 

glass tinting [-1000] 

Melted glass can have pigment {glass tinting}. 



 

gold fusion 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1000 

gold fusion [-1000] 

Gold can mix with other metals {gold fusion}. 

 

oil extraction 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1000 

oil extraction from plant [-1000] 

Squeezing or heating plants can extract oil {oil extraction from plant}. 

 

astronomy Babylonia 

inventor 

Babylonia 

-1000 to -700 

astronomy [-1000 to -700] 

They knew Sun, moon, and planet paths and predicted lunar eclipses. 

 

triangle and circle 

inventor 

Babylonia 

-1000 to -700 

triangle and circle geometry [-1000 to -700]; geometry 

Babylonians studied triangle geometry and gave circle 360 degrees {triangle and circle geometry}. 

 

mathematics tables 

inventor 

Babylonia 

-1000 to -700 

mathematics tables [-1000 to -700] 

Babylonians calculated mathematics tables {mathematics tables} for arithmetic. 

 

sixty-minute hour 

inventor 

Babylonia 

-1000 to -700 

sixty-minute hour [-1000 to -700] 

Babylonia divided day into time units {sixty-minute hour}. 

 

azimuth invented 

inventor 

Assyria 

-700 

azimuth [-700] 

Assyrians used mathematical astronomy to measure azimuth. 

 

calendar Assyria 

inventor 

Assyria 

-700 

calendar [-700] 

Lunar calendar {calendar, Assyria} had 12 months. 



 

iron tools 

inventor 

Egypt 

-700 

iron tools and weapons 

Iron tools {iron tools} began. 

 

coin Phoenicia 

inventor 

Phoenicia 

-700 to -600 

coin [-700 to -600] 

Metal discs {coin} had images. 

 

cheese 

inventor 

Near East 

-600 

cheese [-600] 

Domesticated cows, sheep, and goats make milk that can ferment {cheese}. 

 

wine from grapes 

inventor 

Egypt 

-400 to -300 

grape wine [-400 to -300] 

Wine can come from fermented grapes. 

 

silk Byzantium 

smuggler 

Byzantium 

552 to 553 

silkworm smuggling [552 to 553] 

Monks smuggled silkworms to Constantinople from China {silkworm smuggling}. 

 

Callinicus of Heliopolis or Kallinikos 

inventor/architect 

Syria/Constantinople, Byzantium 

673 

Greek fire [673] 

Byzantine army used flammable liquid {Greek fire}, first in battle of Cyzicus [673] during reign of Constantine 

Pogonatus [648 to 685]. 

 

perfume 

inventor 

Baghdad, Iraq 

800 

perfume [800] 

Pressed roses form perfume {perfume}. 

 

soap Iraq 

inventor 

Baghdad, Iraq 

800 

soap [800] 



Soap is animal fat mixed with lye. 

 

sugar Iraq 

inventor 

Baghdad, Iraq 

900 

sugar refining [900] 

Processing plants can extract sugar with water {sugar refining}. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Invention>Europe 

 

hammerstone technique 

inventor 

Europe 

-1900000 to -1500000 

In first half of Abbevillian or Chellean culture, new stone-tool-making technique {hammerstone technique} 

developed. Percussion with hammer at edge back pops out semi-cones, leaving jagged edges and concave intersecting 

surfaces. Top was round and held in power grip. 

 

anvil technique 

inventor 

Europe 

-1800000 to -150000 

In second half of Chellean culture, new stone-tool-making technique {anvil technique} developed. Toolmaker hit 

stone against large anvil stone to make bigger tools than before. 

 

hafting 

inventor 

Europe 

-150000 to -35000 

In Middle Paleolithic, Homo sapiens added tool handles {hafting}|. 

 

burial began 

inventor 

Europe 

-85000 

burial [-85000] 

Burials began, perhaps from belief in life after death. 

 

permanent house 

inventor 

Europe 

-24000 

permanent house with clay roof [-24000] 

Houses {permanent house} used baked clay. 

 

boomerang 

inventor 

Poland 

-21000 

ivory boomerang [-21000] 

Thrown curved sticks {boomerang} can return. 

 

hut with mammoth bone roof 

inventor 

Russia 



-16000 to -10000 

hut with mammoth bone roof [-16000 to -10000] 

Huts {hut with mammoth-bone roof} with mammoth bone roofs were especially in west Russia. 

 

obsidian tools 

inventor 

Greece 

-11000 

obsidian tools [-11000] 

Obsidian was in caves. 

 

shellfish Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

-8000 

shellfish gathering [-8000] 

They gathered shellfish with nets. 

 

oats cultivation 

inventor 

Europe 

-6000 to -3500 

oats cultivation [-6000 to -3500] 

Plants {oats, cultivation} can be native to Europe. 

 

poppy cultivation 

inventor 

Europe 

-6000 to -3500 

poppy cultivation [-6000 to -3500] 

Plants {poppy, cultivation} can be native to Europe. 

 

celt 

inventor 

Greece 

-6000 to -3000 

Neolithic people used ground and polished stone tools, rather than chipped or flaked, such as ax heads {celt}. 

 

couvade 

inventor 

Greece 

-6000 to -3000 

Neolithic father went to bed at time of childbirth {couvade}. 

 

levirate 

inventor 

Greece 

-6000 to -3000 

Neolithic widows sometimes married brother of dead husband {levirate}. 

 

town France 

inventor 

France 

-5000 

town [-5000] 

Farms began in south France. 



 

tumulus 

inventor 

Russia 

-5000 to -3000 

kurg or tumulus [-5000 to -3000] 

burial mounds {kurg} {tumulus}. 

 

megalith Goseck 

inventor 

Goseck, Germany 

-4900 

megalith [-4900] 

A 75-meter circle had circular mound, ditch, and two wooden fences. Fence gates pointed toward sunrise and sunset 

at winter solstice. It also had a north gate. 

 

copper smelting Vinca 

inventor 

Yugoslavia 

-4500 

copper smelting [-4500] 

Vinca culture was in Copper Age, which came from Middle East. 

 

barrow 

inventor 

Wiltshire, England 

-4000 

barrow graves [-4000]; West Kennet barrow [-4000: 100 meters long] 

Collective graves were long chambers covered with earth to form mounds {barrow}|. Round barrows were for chief, 

ancestor worship, magic, and offerings for afterlife. First English towns began. 

 

passage grave France 

inventor 

Carnac, France 

-4000 

passage grave [-4000] 

Community burials were in northwest France. 

 

town England 

inventor 

England 

-4000 

town [-4000] 

Farms {town} began in south England. 

 

dolmen 

inventor 

Italy/Greece/Spain/Asia Minor 

-4000 to -3000 

dolmen [-4000 to -3000] 

Stone graves {dolmen}| for one or several persons were above ground, with no entrance. Stone chests were for small 

graves. 

 

passage grave Europe 

inventor 

Europe 



-3300 to -3000 

passage grave [-3300 to -3000] 

Community burial tombs {passage grave} used large stones: Newgrange in Ireland [-3200], Maes Howe in Orkney, 

Scotland [-3300 to -3000], Jordhoj in Denmark [-3350], Los Millares in Spain [-3300 to -3000], and Mane Karnaplaye 

in France [-3500 to -3300]. 

 

barley Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

-2500 

barley cultivation [-2500] 

Plants {barley cultivation} came from Middle East. 

 

wheat Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

-2500 

wheat cultivation [-2500] 

Plants {wheat cultivation} came from Middle East. 

 

bronze England 

inventor 

England 

-2000 to -500 

bronze [-2000 to -500] 

Bronze came from Middle East. 

 

Phaistos Disk 

inventor 

Crete 

-1700 

Phaistos Disk [-1700] 

Scribes pressed symbols into clay, on both sides, using 45 printing blocks, and then baked the clay. 

 

Nebra disk 

inventor 

Nebra, Germany 

-1600 

Nebra disk [-1600: bronze astronomical instrument with gold leaf] 

Two opposing arcs depict sunrise and sunset positions from winter to summer solstice. It has crescent moon, full 

moon, and Pleiades. 

 

olive Crete 

inventor 

Crete 

-1600 

olive cultivation [-1600] 

Plants {olive, cultivation} can be native to Crete. 

 

amber 

inventor 

Baltic Sea 

-1000 

amber [-1000] 

fossil tree resin {amber, discovered}. 

 



iron Greece 

inventor 

Greece/Italy 

-1000 

iron casting [-1000] 

Iron came from Middle East. 

 

iron Austria 

inventor 

Hallstatt, Austria 

-900 

iron swords and harnesses [-900] 

Strong metal {iron} came from Middle East. 

 

salt mining 

inventor 

Hallstatt, Austria 

-900 

salt mining [-900] 

People used salt for curing and flavor {salt mining}. 

 

Greek alphabet began 

inventor 

Greece 

-725 

Greek alphabet [-725] 

similar to Phoenician. 

 

aqueduct Greece 

inventor 

Athens, Greece 

-400 

aqueduct [-400] 

Aqueduct carried water to Athens. 

 

dam invented 

inventor 

Greece 

-400 

dam [-400] 

Earth, wood, or stone can block river. 

 

crop rotation Greece 

inventor 

Greece 

-250 

crop rotation [-250] 

Different plant types can grow successively. 

 

harbor 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-100 

harbor [-100] 

Concrete docks {harbor} began. 

 



Antikythera mechanism 

inventor 

Greece 

-87 

Antikythera mechanism [-87] 

A 19-year astronomical calendar has bronze gears and a differential turntable. 

 

aqueduct Rome 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

aqueduct [-31 to 476] 

Aqueduct carried water to Rome. 

 

bath 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

bath [-31 to 476] 

Public baths {bath} began. 

 

concrete invented 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

concrete [-31 to 476] 

Concrete is sand and pebbles in cement. 

 

crane lever invented 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

crane [-31 to 476] 

lever {crane, invented}. 

 

central heating 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

central heating [-31 to 476] 

Heating {central heating} used ducts. 

 

plumbing began 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

plumbing [-31 to 476] 

Pipes led to houses with water and from houses to sewer system {plumbing}. 

 

tackle 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

tackle [-31 to 476] 

Pulleys {tackle, construction} aided construction. 

 



water mill Rome 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

water mill [-31 to 476] 

Vertical wheels with slats can turn in rivers, and water-mill rotating force can grind grain or cut wood. 

 

windlass invented 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

windlass [-31 to 476] 

Crank can turn horizontal cylinder to wind cable or rope and lift something. 

 

glass window Rome 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

1 

glass window [1] 

Melted sand becomes transparent or translucent. 

 

road tunnel 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

1 

road tunnel [1] 

Arches allowed tunnels {road tunnel}. 

 

motte-and-bailey castle 

inventor 

Europe 

700 to 1600 

motte-and-bailey castle [700 to 1600] 

Timber castles {motte-and-bailey castle} had an earth mound with a wooden tower and walled enclosure. 

 

crop rotation Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

900 to 1000 

crop rotation [900 to 1000] 

Rotating crops {crop rotation} allowed oxen to plough whole field, in northwest Europe. 

 

stirrups Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

900 to 1000 

stirrups [900 to 1000] 

Armored knights rode horses with saddles and foot holders {stirrups}. 

 

water mill Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

900 to 1000 

water mill [900 to 1000] 

Vertical wheels {water mill} with slats turn in rivers, and rotating force can grind grain or cut wood. 

 



wheeled plow 

inventor 

Europe 

900 to 1000 

wheeled plow [900 to 1000] 

Wheeled plows {wheeled plow}, pulled by oxen, dug in north-plains sticky and heavy soil. 

 

harness 

inventor 

Europe 

1000 

harness [1000] 

Horses replaced oxen, as harnesses {harness} improved. 

 

whipple-tree 

inventor 

Europe 

1000 

whipple-tree [1000] 

Horses replaced oxen because new devices {whipple-tree} harnessed horses. 

 

cotton paper 

inventor 

Europe 

1200 

cotton paper [1200] 

Cotton fibers can be cut, bleached, and pressed dry {cotton paper}. 

 

linen paper 

inventor 

Europe 

1200 

linen paper [1200] 

Flax fibers must be cut, bleached, and pressed dry {linen paper}. 

 

fulling 

inventor 

Europe 

1200 to 1300 

fulling [1200 to 1300] 

cleaning and thickening cloth {fulling}. 

 

water wheel 

inventor 

Europe 

1200 to 1300 

water wheel [1200 to 1300] 

Water mills {water wheel} ground corn, blew bellows for forges, cleaned and thickened cloth, moved hammers, and 

cut wood. 

 

windmill invented 

inventor 

Europe 

1200 to 1300 

windmill [1200 to 1300] 

Windmills ground corn. 



 

navigation chart 

inventor 

Europe 

1270 

navigation chart [1270] 

Explorers mapped coastlines {navigation chart}. 

 

verge and foliot 

inventor 

Bedfordshire, England 

1283 

mechanical clock with verge and foliot escapement [1283] 

First escapement {verge and foliot escapement} and mechanical clock began. 

 

spectacles 

inventor 

Italy 

1290 

spectacles [1290] 

Lens grinding {spectacles} began just before. 

 

astronomical clock 

inventor 

Strasbourg, France 

1352 to 1354 

astronomical clock [1352 to 1354] 

Clocks {astronomical clock} had ornamental figures. 

 

Johannes Gutenberg [Gutenberg, Johannes] 

inventor 

Germany 

1456 

movable type [1456] 

He lived 1398 to 1468 and printed Mazarin Bible or Gutenberg Bible [1456], using transferable letters {movable 

type} on printing presses. 

 

Peter Henlein [Henlein, Peter] 

inventor 

Nuremberg, Germany 

1510 

spring-powered clock [1510] 

He lived 1480 to 1542 {spring-powered clock}. 

 

Jacob the Czech of Prague 

inventor 

Prague, Czech Republic 

1525 

fusee [1525] 

Conical devices {fusee} can keep constant tension in clock springs. 

 

Chrétien Herlin [Herlin, Chrétien]/Conrad Dasypodius [Dasypodius, Conrad] 

inventor 

Strasbourg, France 

1547 to 1574 

astronomical clock [1547 to 1574: clock with escapement and moving figures] 



Dasypodius lived 1532 to 1604. 

 

graphite 

inventor 

England 

1564 

graphite discovered [1564] 

Carbon particles {graphite} can be fine and smooth. 

 

pencil invented 

inventor 

England 

1564 

graphite pencil or black lead pencil [1564] 

Writing utensils {pencil, graphite} had graphite mixed with clay. 

 

Cornelius Corneliszoon [Corneliszoon, Cornelius] 

inventor 

Netherlands 

1580 to 1600 

sawmill [1580 to 1600]; pitman [1580 to 1600] 

He lived 1550 to 1600 and invented pitman to convert rotary motion into back-and-forth motion. 

 

William Lee [Lee, William] 

inventor 

England 

1589 

knitting machine [1589] 

He lived 1550 to 1610 {knitting machine}. 

 

Denis Papin [Papin, Denis] 

inventor 

London, England 

1680 to 1707 

steam pressure cooker [1680: with safety valve]; steam piston engine [1690]; New Method of Obtaining Very Great 

Moving Powers at Small Cost [1690]; New Art of Pumping Water by using Steam [1707] 

He lived 1647 to 1712 {steam pressure cooker}. 

 

Thomas Savery [Savery, Thomas] 

inventor 

England 

1698 

steam engine [1698] 

He lived 1650 to 1715. 

 

canal lock 

inventor 

Europe 

1700 

canal lock [1700] 

If two waterways are at different heights, enclosed structures {canal lock} can fill or empty, to transfer boats. 

 

ship design 

inventor 

Europe 

1700 



ship design [1700] 

Ships {ship design} became more seaworthy. 

 

Norfolk crop rotation 

inventor 

England 

1700 to 1800 

Norfolk crop rotation [1700 to 1800] 

Crop rotation {Norfolk crop rotation} can plant different foods on different fields each year, to preserve soil. 

 

Jethro Tull [Tull, Jethro] 

inventor 

England 

1701 

horse-drawn hoe with seed drill [1701] 

He lived 1674 to 1741 {hoe with seed drill}. 

 

Abraham Darby [Darby, Abraham] 

inventor 

England 

1708 to 1709 

iron smelting with coke [1708 to 1709] 

He lived 1677 to 1717 {iron smelting with coke}. Previously, smelting used charcoal. 

 

Thomas Newcomen [Newcomen, Thomas] 

inventor 

England 

1712 

steam engine [1712] 

He lived 1663 to 1729. 

 

George Graham [Graham, George] 

inventor 

England 

1715 

deadbeat escapement for clocks [1715] 

He lived 1674 to 1751 {deadbeat escapement}. 

 

Charles Townshend, 2nd Viscount [Townshend, 2nd Viscount, Charles] 

inventor 

England 

1730 to 1738 

crop rotation [1730 to 1738] 

He lived 1674 to 1738. Crop rotation rotated clover, wheat, turnips, and barley. 

 

John Kay [Kay, John] 

inventor 

England 

1733 

flying shuttle [1733: for looms] 

He lived 1704 to 1780 {flying shuttle}. 

 

John Harrison [Harrison, John] 

inventor 

England 

1737 to 1761 



marine chronometer to determine longitude at sea [1737 to 1761] 

He lived 1693 to 1776 {marine chronometer}. 

 

sugar beet sugar 

inventor 

Prussia 

1747 

sugar beet sugar [1747] 

Sugar beets {sugar beet, sugar} were cheaper and replaced honey for sweetening. 

 

James Brindley [Brindley, James] 

inventor 

England 

1752 to 1758 

water wheel [1752]; flint mill [1756]; steam-engine boiler [1758] 

He lived 1716 to 1772. 

 

Jedediah Strutt [Strutt, Jedediah] 

inventor 

England 

1758 

rib knit knitting machine [1758] 

He lived 1726 to 1797 {rib knit knitting machine}. 

 

Robert Bakewell [Bakewell, Robert] 

inventor 

England 

1760 to 1790 

selective animal breeding [1760 to 1790] 

He lived 1725 to 1795. 

 

veterinary 

school 

Lyon, France 

1762 

veterinary school [1762] 

First animal-care school {veterinary school} began. 

 

James Hargreaves [Hargreaves, James] 

inventor 

England 

1764 

spinning jenny [1764] 

He lived 1720 to 1778. Spinning jenny spun four threads simultaneously, and spun 120 threads soon after. 

 

James Watt [Watt, James] 

inventor 

Scotland 

1765 

governor [1765] 

He lived 1736 to 1819. Devices {governor, engine} can regulate steam-engine rotation velocity [1765]. Steam 

engines pumped water out of mines and increased coal production greatly. 

 

Richard Arkwright [Arkwright, Richard] 

inventor 

England 



1769 

water frame [1769] 

He lived 1732 to 1792 and owned large cotton mills with spinning and weaving machines. Machines {water frame} 

spun pure cotton, with no added flax. 

 

Samuel Crompton [Crompton, Samuel] 

inventor 

England 

1775 

spinning mule [1775] 

He lived 1753 to 1827. Machines {spinning mule} had a spinning-jenny moving carriage and water-frame rollers, to 

spin fine threads. 

 

blast furnace 

inventor 

Birmingham, England 

1776 

blast furnace using steam power [1776] 

Furnaces {blast furnace} can smelt iron and make steel. 

 

Abraham Darby III [Darby III, Abraham] 

inventor 

England 

1779 

Iron Bridge Coalbrookdale [1779: cast iron bridge] 

He lived 1750 to 1791 {iron bridge}. 

 

Edmund Cartwright [Cartwright, Edmund] 

inventor 

England 

1779 to 1785 

yeast treatment for putrid fever [1779]; power loom for weaving [1785] 

He lived 1743 to 1823 {power loom}. 

 

Marquis Claude de Jouffroy d'Abbans [d'Abbans, Marquis Claude de Jouffroy] 

inventor 

France 

1783 

steamboat [1783] 

He lived 1751 to 1832. 

 

Henry Cort [Cort, Henry] or Great Finer 

inventor 

England 

1783 

puddling [1783]; rolling [1783] 

He lived 1740 to 1800. Processes {puddling} can convert brittle pig iron to wrought iron, which is more malleable 

for shaping {rolling}. 

 

Joseph Michel Montgolfier [Montgolfier, Joseph Michel]/Jacques Étienne Montgolfier [Montgolfier, Jacques 

Étienne] 

inventor 

Paris, France 

1783 

hot air balloon [1783] 

Joseph lived 1740 to 1810 {hot air balloon}. Jacques lived 1745 to 1799. 



 

plowshare invented 

inventor 

England 

1785 

plowshare of cast iron [1785] 

Share and cutter were cast iron {plowshare, cast iron}. 

 

John Wilkinson [Wilkinson, John] 

inventor 

England 

1787 

iron boat [1787] 

He lived 1728 to 1808 {iron boat}. 

 

Henry Maudslay [Maudslay, Henry] 

inventor 

England 

1797 

lathe for metal [1797] 

He lived 1771 to 1831 {lathe for metal}. 

 

Charles Newbold [Newbold, Charles] 

inventor 

USA 

1797 

iron plow [1797] 

He lived 1764 to 1835 {iron plow}. 

 

Decroix 

inventor 

France 

1798 

circular loom [1798] 

Looms {circular loom} can weave socks and shirts with no seams. 

 

Richard Trevithick [Trevithick, Richard] 

inventor 

England 

1802 to 1812 

high-pressure steam engine carriage [1802]; locomotive [1804]; steam threshing machine [1812] 

He lived 1771 to 1833 {high-pressure steam engine}. 

 

Joseph Marie Jacquard [Jacquard, Joseph Marie] 

inventor 

France 

1804 

Jacquard loom [1804] 

He lived 1752 to 1834. Power looms {Jacquard loom} had punched cards to make cloth designs. 

 

Matthew Murray [Murray, Matthew] 

inventor 

Leeds, England 

1804 

steam locomotive on timber rails [1804] 

He lived 1765 to 1826 {steam locomotive}. 



 

Alexander Forsyth [Forsyth, Alexander] 

inventor 

Scotland 

1805 

percussion lock [1805: shooter poured potassium chlorate in bottle into flash pan] 

He lived 1768 to 1843 {percussion lock}. 

 

tin can 

inventor 

France 

1810 

tin can [1810] 

Sealed metal can store food. 

 

Johannes Samuel Pauly [Pauly, Johannes Samuel] 

inventor 

Switzerland 

1810 to 1820 

bullet [1810 to 1820: cartridge has brass head with explosive primer] 

He lived 1766 to 1820 {bullet}. Pin-fire cartridges, with pins, began in France [1830 to 1840]. Center-fire cartridges 

[1860 to 1870] had pin in gun. 

 

Joshua Shaw [Shaw, Joshua] 

inventor/painter 

England/USA 

1816 

percussion cap [1816: steel nipple replaced flash pan and held copper caps] 

He lived 1776 to 1860 {percussion cap}. 

 

Charles Babbage [Babbage, Charles] 

mathematician/inventor 

London, England 

1816 to 1833 

difference engine designed to compute tables [1816]; Analytical Engine Drawings [1833]; ophthalmoscope; railway 

cowcatcher 

He lived 1792 to 1871 {analytical engine}. 

 

George Stephenson [Stephenson, George] 

inventor 

England 

1829 

miner's safety lamp [1815]; steam locomotive [1829] 

He lived 1781 to 1848. 

 

bedstead 

inventor 

England 

1830 

bedstead [1830] 

bed frame {bedstead}. 

 

glass window Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

1830 



glass window [1830] 

Melted sand becomes transparent or translucent {glass window}. 

 

soap Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

1830 

soap [1830] 

Animal or vegetable fat mixes with lye. 

 

underwear 

inventor 

England 

1830 

underwear [1830] 

Underclothes {underwear} can be less bulky than clothes layers. 

 

Jordan Mott [Mott, Jordan] 

inventor 

England 

1833 

coal stove [1833] 

He lived 1768 to 1840 {coal stove}. 

 

William Augustus Taylor [Taylor, William Augustus] 

inventor 

England 

1833 

balloon frame for house using 2x4 boards and nails [1833] 

He lived 1818 to 1886 {balloon frame for house}. 

 

Isaac Pitman [Pitman, Isaac] 

inventor 

England 

1837 

phonographic shorthand [1837] 

He lived 1813 to 1897 {phonographic shorthand}. 

 

Matthew Townsend [Townsend, Matthew] 

inventor 

England 

1847 to 1856 

latch needle for knitting [1847 to 1856] 

He lived 1817 to ?. Knitting needles {latch needle} can open and close. 

 

Henry Bessemer [Bessemer, Henry] 

inventor 

England 

1856 

open-hearth process [1856] 

He lived 1813 to 1898 and invented cheaper steel manufacturing process {open-hearth process}. 

 

Werner Siemens [Siemens, Werner] 

inventor 

Germany 

1860 to 1870 



electric dynamo [1860 to 1870] 

He lived 1816 to 1892. 

 

Alexander Parkes [Parkes, Alexander] 

inventor 

England 

1861 

nitrocellulose plastic [1861] 

He lived 1813 to 1890 {nitrocellulose plastic}. 

 

Alfred Nobel [Nobel, Alfred] 

inventor 

Sweden 

1866 

dynamite [1866] 

He lived 1801 to 1872. His trust provided for Nobel Prizes [1901]. 

 

Nikolaus Otto [Otto, Nikolaus] or Nicholas Otto [Otto, Nicholas] 

inventor 

Germany 

1866 to 1867 

internal combustion engine using Otto cycle [1866 to 1867] 

He lived 1832 to 1891. 

 

refrigerated ship 

inventor 

Australia/United Kingdom 

1882 

refrigerated ship for food transport [1882] 

Refrigeration began just before {refrigerated ship}. 

 

Gottfried Daimler [Daimler, Gottfried] 

inventor 

Germany 

1885 

motorcycle [1885] 

He lived 1834 to 1900 {motorcycle}. 

 

Karl Friedrich Benz [Benz, Karl Friedrich] 

inventor 

Germany 

1885 to 1896 

automobile [1885 to 1896] 

He lived 1844 to 1929. 

 

Nicola Tesla [Tesla, Nicola] 

inventor 

Italy 

1887 

magnetic coil [1887]; rotating magnetic field [1887] 

He lived 1856 to 1943 {magnetic coil}. 

 

Rudolf Diesel [Diesel, Rudolf] 

inventor 

Germany 

1892 



diesel engine [1892] 

He lived 1858 to 1913. 

 

Nobel Prize 

prize 

Norway/Sweden 

1901 to 2003 

Alfred Nobel financed scientific prizes for living people. 

 

sewage treatment 

inventor 

Manchester, England 

1914 

sewage treatment with bacteria [1914] 

Treating sewage {sewage treatment} began. 

 

John Baird [Baird, John] 

inventor 

Scotland 

1926 to 1932 

mechanical television [1926]; mechanical color television [1932] 

He lived 1888 to 1946. 

 

V-2 

rocket 

England/Belgium 

1944 

Rocket bombed London and Antwerp from Germany. 

 

satellite Sputnik I 

inventor 

Russia 

1957 

Sputnik I satellite [1957] 

Satellite orbited Earth and then burned up. Sputnik means traveler. 

 

spacecraft Sputnik II 

inventor 

Russia 

1958 

Sputnik II spacecraft [1958: carried dog and did not return to Earth] 

Craft {spacecraft} orbited Earth. 

 

Moon landing 

rocket 

Russia 

1959 

Moon landing [1959] 

Luna 2 crashlanded on Moon {Moon landing}. 

 

Moon orbit 

rocket 

Russia 

1959 

Moon orbit [1959] 

Luna 3 recorded Moon far side {Moon orbit}. 



 

Tim Berners-Lee [Berners-Lee, Tim] 

inventor 

Switzerland 

1989 to 1990 

World Wide Web [1989]; Hypertext Markup Language or HTML [1990] 

He lived 1955 to ?. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Leaders 

 

Abraham 

patriarch 

Palestine 

-1500 to -1200 

The Bible tells that he started Judaism. 

 

Lycurgus 

founder/lawgiver 

Sparta, Greece 

-885 to -825 

Rhetras or Constitution of Sparta [-825: harsh and strict law] 

He lived -885 and -825, reformed constitution to create the harsh Spartan way, and founded military oligarchy with 

harsh laws. 

 

Ezekiel 

priest 

Chaldea 

-592 

Ezekiel [-592] 

The Bible says that he saw wheel in the air and was prophet. 

 

Hanno 

admiral 

Carthage, Tunisia 

-580 to -550 

He sailed along West African coast from Carthage. He founded settlement in Morocco [-550]. 

 

Pisistratus 

tyrant 

Athens, Greece 

-561 to -527 

He lived -600 to -527. He seized power after unrest caused by nobles dissatisfied with Solon's laws [-561]. He ruled 

during prosperity and decreased upper-class power. 

 

Hipparchus/Hippias 

tyrant 

Athens, Greece 

-527 to -510 

Hippias lived -551 to -490. Hipparchus lived -550 to -514. Sons of Pisistratus, first Hipparchus then Hippias, brought 

prosperity and decreased upper-class power. Revolt deposed Hippias [-510]. 

 

Cleisthenes 

archon 

Greece 

-508 to -507 



He lived -570 to -507. He became archon [-508], stabilized reforms of Solon, and added democratic reforms. He 

allowed more citizens to vote and reduced clan power. Ekklesia had power to decide major issues. Boule performed 

detailed government work. Major offices had elections. Lower offices rotated annually, chosen by lot. Officials were 

accountable for acts. 

 

Isagoras 

archon 

Athens, Greece 

-508 to -507 

He was rival archon to Cleisthenes. 

 

Sun Tzu 

general 

Suzhou, China 

-500 

Art of War [-500] 

He lived -544 to -496. 

 

Coriolanus 

leader 

Rome, Italy 

-491 

Senate expelled him from Rome for offering to feed the people if Senate ended office of tribune [-491]. He joined 

Volscians and was about to sack Rome when his wife's tears stopped him. Volscians then killed him. 

 

Pericles 

statesman/general 

Athens, Greece 

-466 to -448 

Pericles' Funeral Oration [-429] 

He lived -495 to -429, built Acropolis, fostered Delian League, and negotiated peace with Persia. Art, literature, and 

democracy flourished. Athens needed to import corn and exported wine, oil, and pottery. Plague and Peloponnesian 

War caused his downfall [-448]. Athens had 25% slaves. 

 

Cincinnatus 

dictator 

Rome, Italy 

-460 to -439 

He lived -519 to -430, was consul [-460], and was dictator [-458] [-439]. Senate appointed him dictator [-458]. He 

defeated enemy for Roman Republic and then went back to his farm. 

 

Dionysius the Elder 

tyrant 

Syracuse, Sicily 

-406 to -367 

He lived -432 to -367 and fought Italian cities and Carthage. He encouraged arts. 

 

Lysander 

admiral 

Sparta 

-405 

He lived ? to -395, led Heraclidae, and defeated Athens at Aegospotami [-405]. 

 

Damocles 

courtier 

Syracuse, Sicily 



-400 

Damocles, at banquet in his honor, had sword suspended over his head by hair by order of Dionysius, tyrant of 

Syracuse. 

 

Appius Claudius Caecus [Caecus, Appius Claudius] 

leader 

Rome, Italy 

-312 to -285 

legis actiones or Legal Actions [-300] 

He lived -340 to -273, was censor [-312 to -308], was consul [307] [296], and was dictator [-292] [-285]. He illegally 

remained in office as censor five years. With his power to fill vacancies in Senate, he appointed plebians to Senate. He 

also allowed plebians to be priests. He reapportioned tribes to give plebians control of Tribal Assembly. His clerk 

published the legis actiones law methods. He built Appian Way and main Roman aqueduct. 

 

Hasdrubal 

general 

Carthage, Tunisia 

-226 to -221 

He lived -260 to -207, was son-in-law of Hamilcar Barca, founded city of New Carthage in Spain [-226], and 

governed Spain [-228 to -221], but later someone killed him. 

 

Hannibal 

general 

Carthage, Tunisia 

-218 to -200 

He lived -247 to -182 and led Carthage army in Second Punic War. He ruled in Carthage after the peace. 

 

Fabius the Cunctator or Fabius the Delayer 

consul 

Rome, Italy 

-217 

He lived -275 to -203. As Roman Republic fought against Hannibal in Second Punic War, he did not commit to 

battle, and Rome replaced him before Rome's defeat at Cannae. 

 

Scipio Africanus Major 

consul 

Rome, Italy 

-209 to -202 

He lived -236 to -183. Roman Republic conquered Spain and defeated Hannibal of Carthage at Battle of Zama [-

202]. He tried to prevent revenge on Hannibal, but Cato the Elder rigged trial against Scipio. 

 

Scipio Africanus Minor or Scipio Africanus the Younger 

consul 

Rome, Italy 

-146 to -121 

He lived -185 to -129. Roman Republic fought Third Punic War and sacked Carthage. He quelled rebellion in Spain. 

He tried to nullify the Gracchi's reforms. 

 

Caius Gracchus [Gracchus, Caius]/Tiberius Gracchus [Gracchus, Tiberius]/Gracchi 

tribune 

Rome, Italy 

-133 to -121 

Caius lived -154 to -121. Tiberius lived -163 to -133. The Gracchi of Roman Republic were sons of Cornelia. 

Tiberius Gracchus passed Sempronian law, which redistributed public lands to more people. Someone murdered him in 

riot over his renomination. Caius Gracchus then started social reforms and blocked Senate and consuls. Someone 

murdered him in riots protesting intent of Senate to repeal his measures. They redistributed land and had other land 



reforms. State began to feed the poor. State did not enforce army service until man was 17 years old. Equites and 

patricians were judges. 

 

Gaius Marius [Marius, Gaius] 

tribune 

Rome, Italy 

-100 

He lived -155 to -86 and tried more reform. 

 

Cornelius Sulla [Sulla, Cornelius] 

general 

Rome, Italy 

-88 to -81 

Leges Corneliae [-88 to -81] 

He lived -138 to -78. As ex-consul, he took Rome [-88], passed new laws (Leges Corneliae) to block reforms, and 

increased Senate to 600 members [-81]. 

 

Pompey the Great 

consul 

Rome, Italy 

-76 to -48 

He lived -106 to -48. Roman Republic conquered Spain. Senate and equite knights stopped revolt of Spartacus [-61]. 

Pompey cleared Mediterranean Sea of pirates, defeated Pontus, formed First Triumvirate [-60], and led Senate against 

Caesar, who defeated him at Pharsala during civil war. Senate passed agrarian laws that kept land from plebians. 

 

Julius Caesar 

consul/historian/biographer 

Rome, Italy 

-59 to -44 

Gallic Wars [-45] 

He lived -100 to -44. Julius Caesar became consul [-59]. He conquered Gaul [-58 to -50]. He defied Senate's order to 

disband army and crossed Rubicon River [-49], starting civil war [-49 to -45]. He marched to Rome. He then defeated 

Pompey in Pharsala, Greece [-48]. He went to Greece and met Cleopatra. He went to Pontus and defeated Egypt, where 

he said "I came, I saw, I conquered." After he won the civil war, he became dictator of Rome, organized Roman 

Empire, ended anarchy, started social reforms, and began Julian calendar. Marcus Brutus assassinated him on March 15 

{Ides of March} [-44], followed by more civil war. 

He limited number of lawyers {jurisconsult} allowed to give opinions and gave them imperial authority. Only 

emperor set new laws. The people disliked his new laws {Julian law}. Men had to marry if younger than 60. Women 

had to marry if younger than 50. People that had children had reduced taxes and got jobs. Adultery was punishable. 

Weddings had to be modest. Extravagance was bad. 

His great-nephew Octavian later became Caesar Augustus (Augustus Caesar). 

 

Marcus Tullius Cicero [Cicero, Marcus Tullius] or Tully 

consul 

Rome, Italy 

-50 

Tuscany Disputations [-50] 

He lived -106 to -43. Through alliance with Pompey, as consul he destroyed Catiline conspiracy against Roman 

Republic. Philosophy is about soul {cultura animi}. 

 

Lepidus 

patrician 

Rome, Italy 

-43 to -36 

He lived ? to -19, was praetor [-49], was consul [-46], and was Triumvirate member [-43 to -36]. 

 



Tacfarinas 

general 

Maghreb/Numidia 

17 to 24 

He led Berber tribal revolt in Maghreb (Numidia) against Rome [17 to 24]. 

 

Strabo 

historian/geographer/philosopher 

Greece 

18 

Geography [18] 

He lived -63 to 24. 

 

Pontius Pilate 

governor 

Judea 

26 to 36 

He lived ? to 36 and was Roman Judea governor [26 to 36]. A Jewish sect {Zealot} wanted a nation. Jews in Syria 

and Palestine were against each other, their neighbors, and Rome. According to the Bible, he had Jesus arrested, 

condemned, and crucified [29]. 

 

Lucius Seneca the Younger [Seneca the Younger, Lucius] 

leader/playwright 

Rome, Italy 

40 to 62 

Agamemnon [40 to 60: tragic play]; Oedipus [40 to 60: tragic play]; Phaedra [40 to 60: tragic play]; Thyestes [40 to 

60: tragic play]; Moral Letters to Lucilius [40 to 60: essays on ethics]; Natural Questions [40 to 60: essays]; Dialogues 

[40 to 60: essays on anger, providence, impassivity, and soul]; On the elements [40 to 60: essay]; Medea [41: tragic 

play] 

He lived -2 to 65 and ruled Roman Empire while tutoring emperor Nero [54 to 62]. His father was Seneca the elder 

[-60 to 37]. 

 

Anthony 

saint 

Egypt 

100 to 300 

He lived 251 to 356 and was Roman Catholic saint. 

 

George 

saint 

England 

303 

Golden Legend 

He lived 280 to 303 and was Catholic patron saint of England and of soldiers. By legend, he slew a dragon. 

 

Gildo 

prince 

North Africa 

375 to 398 

As Berber prince and general, he first helped Romans defeat his brother Firmus [375] but then rebelled against 

Roman emperor Honorius [386 to 398]. 

 

Mazdak 

leader 

Persia 

494 to 524 



He lived ? to 524 or 528 and advocated class equality and sharing of all goods, including wives. His sect [494 to 

524] was Gnostic. 

 

Rurik 

leader 

Russia 

860 to 879 

He lived 830 to 879. Swedish Viking traders under Rurik built settlements at Novgorod and Kiev [860 to 879]. He 

attacked Byzantine Empire [860] in Rus'-Byzantine War. He started Rurik Dynasty that ruled Russia [862 to 1054]. 

 

Oleg 

leader 

Russia 

879 to 913 

He lived 850 to 913, followed Rurik, and united Viking Russian settlements by capturing Kiev [882]. 

 

Ubaydullah 

leader 

Tunisia/Africa 

909 to 934 

He founded Fatimid dynasty in Tunisia [909]. He conquered from Morocco to edge of Egypt [914]. 

 

Gawhar 

general 

Egypt 

969 

He invaded Egypt [969]. The Fatimid ruler al-Muiz built Cairo as Fatimid Empire capital. 

 

Vladimir I 

prince/duke 

Kiev, Ukraine 

978 to 1015 

He lived 950 to 1015, was Oleg's grandson, and became Grand Prince of Kiev [978 to 1015]. He chose Eastern 

Orthodox Church and Byzantine Christianity over Islam as official religion [989] and so is saint. 

 

Yaroslav the Wise 

prince 

Kiev, Russia 

1019 to 1054 

He lived 978 to 1054. As ruler of Kiev [1019 to 1054], he united Russian principalities. 

 

Lady Godiva [Godiva, Lady] or Godgyfu or Godgifu 

activist 

Coventry, England 

1040 

She rode through Coventry naked to get her husband Leofric to lower taxes. "Peeping Tom" looked. 

 

Robert Guiscard [Guiscard, Robert] 

leader 

Albania 

1059 to 1085 

Robert Guiscard lived 1016 to 1085 and controlled Albania as Duke of Apulia and Calabria. Illyria and Epirus were 

in Albania mountain regions. 

 



Rodrigo Diaz de Bivar [Bivar, Rodrigo Diaz de] or El Cid Campeador or Lord Champion [Champion, Lord] or 

Ruy Díaz de Vivar [Vivar, Ruy Díaz de] 

warrior 

Castile 

1065 to 1099 

He lived 1043 to 1099. He served under Alfonso VI until 1081, when he sided with Muslims. Later, he captured 

Valencia from Muslims. Cid is same as Arabic "sayyid", "seid", or "lord". Campeador means "champion". 

 

Hassan Sabbah [Sabbah, Hassan] or Old Man of the Mountain 

leader 

Iran 

1090 

Batinis or Ismaili sect believed that Imam Jaffar's sons were the only true Imams. Imam Jaffar's first son was Ismail. 

Hassan's followers were the Assassins. 

 

Taira no Kiyomori [Kiyomori, Taira no] 

leader 

Japan 

1153 to 1181 

He lived 1118 to 1181, led Taira clan [1153 to 1181], and defeated Fujiwara clan, but Taira lost to Minamoto clan at 

Battle of Dan No Ura [1185]. 

 

Thomas à Becket [Becket, Thomas à] 

archbishop 

Canterbury, England 

1162 to 1170 

He lived 1118 to 1170 and was Archbishop of Canterbury [1162 to 1170]. He opposed Henry II on jurisdiction over 

clergy and refused to ratify Constitutions of Clarendon [1164], which gave more power to king's courts. He fled to 

Europe. On his return, someone murdered him in Canterbury Cathedral by order of King Henry II. Reactions to his 

death caused Henry II to rescind Constitutions of Clarendon. 

 

Yoritomo or Minamoto Yoritomo [Yoritomo, Minamoto] or Minamoto no Yoritomo [Yoritomo, Minamoto no] 

shogun 

Japan 

1185 to 1192 

He lived 1147 to 1199, led Minamoto clan, and established military government in emperor's name at Kamakura 

[1185]. He won the long civil war and became first shogun [1192], by emperor's decree. He set up feudal system. 

 

Stephen Langton [Langton, Stephen] 

archbishop 

Canterbury, England 

1215 

He lived 1155 to 1228 and led baron and prelate revolt against King John [1215], as Archbishop of Canterbury 

[1207 to 1228]. 

 

Firoz Shah [Firoz, Shah] or Shah Firoz 

sultan 

India 

1351 to 1388 

He lived 1310 to 1388 and ruled Tughluq Empire [1351 to 1388]. 

 

Yi Song-gye or T'aejo 

general 

Korea 

1354 to 1358 



He lived 1335 to 1408, revolted against Mongols, and returned Korea to Koryo dynasty of China [1354]. He ended 

Koryo dynasty [1392] and founded Yi dynasty or Choson dynasty [1392 to 1910]. Capital was at Kyon-Song (Seoul). 

 

Zheng He 

admiral 

China 

1405 to 1433 

He lived 1371 to 1433, was Chinese Muslim, and voyaged seven times to west to collect tribute for Ming dynasty. 

He traded gold, porcelain, silks, and spices. He reached Africa. 

 

John Huss [Huss, John] or Jan Hus [Hus, Jan] 

religious reformer 

Bohemia 

1415 

He lived 1369 to 1415. He burned at stake. 

 

Joan of Arc or Jeanne d'Arc [d'Arc, Jeanne] or Maid of Orleans 

leader 

France 

1428 to 1431 

She lived 1412 to 1431 and was farmer's daughter. At age 16, she said saints told her to lead France against England 

to help the Dauphin. She persuaded the Dauphin, Charles VII, heir to throne, to give her troops, and she relieved 

besieged city of Orléans [1429] and defeated England at Patay [1429]. She helped crown Charles VII king at Rheims. 

She tried to regain Paris [1430], but Duke of Burgundy captured her at Compiegne and sold her to Duke of Bedford, 

regent of England. English tried her for heresy and burned her at stake in Rouen on May 30, 1431. 

She became saint [1920]. 

 

Scanderbeg or Iskander Bey or George Castriota [Castriota, George] 

prince 

Albania 

1443 to 1468 

He lived 1403 to 1468. Venice supported him. 

 

Ashikaga Yoshimasa [Yoshimasa, Ashikaga] 

shogun 

Kyoto, Japan 

1449 to 1490 

He lived 1436 to 1490. Hosokawa and Yamana clans fought to choose new shogun [1443 to 1467]. This ended 

Muromachi Era [1333 to 1467]. He built Silver Pavilion or Ginkakuji temple [1489]. 

 

Girolamo Savonarola [Savonarola, Girolamo] 

religious reformer 

Florence, Italy 

1498 

He lived 1452 to 1498. He burned at stake. 

 

Cesare Borgia [Borgia, Cesare] 

cardinal 

Rome, Italy 

1502 

He lived 1476 to 1507. He lured his enemies to castle and had them strangled. 

 

Lucrezia Borgia [Borgia, Lucrezia] 

duchess 

Ferrara, Italy 

1505 



She lived 1480 to 1519 and had brilliant court. 

 

Bishops of Cetinje 

bishop 

Montenegro 

1516 to 1851 

Bishops of Cetinje ruled Montenegro [1516 to 1851]. 

 

Claude de Lorraine [Lorraine, Claude de] 

duke 

Guise, France 

1520 to 1550 

He lived 1496 to 1550 and was first Duke of Guise [1520 to 1550], branching from House of Lorraine. Second Duke 

of Guise [1550 to 1588] controlled King Francis II of France, suppressed Protestant Huguenots, and provoked Wars of 

Religion [1562] by opposing Catherine de' Medici's tolerance. He helped plan St. Bartholomew's Day massacre of 

Protestants in Paris. He formed Catholic League [1576] and revolted against Henry III [1588]. 

 

Suleiman I or Suleiman the Magnificent or Suleiman the Lawgiver or Sulayman the Magnificent 

sultan 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1520 to 1566 

He lived 1494 to 1566. As Sultan of Ottoman Empire [1520 to 1566], he conquered Belgrade, Rhodes, Hungary at 

Mohacs, Persia, Arabian coast, and Mediterranean Sea under Admiral Barbarossa. He lost siege of Vienna, failed to 

take Malta and Tunis, and did not defeat Spain or Venice at sea. He allied with France against Austria [1536], reformed 

government, and favored arts. 

 

Diego Ribeiro [Ribeiro, Diego] 

mapmaker 

Spain 

1525 

He lived ? to 1533 and charted Pacific Ocean. 

 

Ivan IV or Ivan the Terrible 

grand duke/tsar 

Moscow, Russia 

1533 to 1584 

He lived 1530 to 1584 and was three years old when he became grand duke [1533]. Later, he began rule himself 

[1547 to 1584]. He took European Russia and Siberia, conquering Tatars under Yermak [1582]. He lost Poland and 

Sweden. He put down nobles, created army corps to put down rebellion, and became insane. 

 

Francis Xavier [Xavier, Francis] 

missionary 

Japan 

1539 to 1551 

He lived 1506 to 1552 and was Roman Catholic saint and missionary [1539 to 1551]. 

 

William the Silent or William of Orange 

stadholder 

Netherlands 

1555 to 1584 

He lived 1533 to 1584. As prince of Orange, Spain appointed him stadholder of Holland [1555]. Later, he supported 

the Gueux, who were Dutch and Flemish nobles opposed to intervention from Spain, and fought Spain. After deposing 

Philip II of Spain, he ruled United Provinces [1579 to 1584] and founded Dutch Republic. Someone assassinated him 

before struggles with Spain ended. 

 



Catherine de' Medici 

regent 

France 

1560 

She lived 1519 to 1589. Catherine de' Medici, queen to Henry II, was regent for Charles IX of France [1560]. She 

persecuted Protestants. 

 

Filippo Neri [Neri, Filippo] 

saint 

Rome, Italy 

1560 to 1580 

He lived 1515 to 1595 and became Roman Catholic saint. 

 

Theresa of Avila 

saint 

Rome, Italy 

1560 to 1580 

She lived 1515 to 1582 and became Roman Catholic saint. 

 

John Hawkins [Hawkins, John] 

slaver 

West Africa 

1562 

He lived 1532 to 1595. From England, he took slaves from West Africa to Americas. 

 

Martin Alfonso de Sousa [Alfonso de Sousa, Martin] 

governor 

Brazil 

1567 

He lived 1500 to 1564 and founded Sao Paolo. Portugal ousted France from Rio de Janiero [1567]. 

 

Francis Drake [Drake, Francis] 

captain 

England 

1577 to 1588 

He lived 1540 to 1596 and sailed around world [1577 to 1580]. He pirated ships from Spain and helped defeat 

Ireland. He destroyed fleet of Spain at Cadiz [1587] and helped defeat Spanish Armada [1588]. 

 

John of the Cross 

saint/poet 

Rome, Italy 

1580 to 1590 

He lived 1542 to 1591 and became Roman Catholic saint and mystic. 

 

Walter Raleigh [Raleigh, Walter] 

colonist/poet 

England 

1585 to 1599 

Nymph's Reply to the Shepherd [1599: poem] 

He lived 1552 to 1618 and started Roanoke Colony on North Carolina Outer Banks, but it died out [1585 to 1597]. 

He introduced tobacco and potatoes to Europe. He was rival to Earl of Essex for Elizabeth's hand. James I became king 

and imprisoned him in Tower of London. 

 

Virginia Dare [Dare, Virginia] 

colonist 

Roanoke Colony, Virginia 



1587 

She lived 1587 to ? and was first child born in USA of parents from England. 

 

Earl of Essex or Robert Devereux [Devereux, Robert] 

earl 

England 

1590 

He lived 1566 to 1601. After being her favorite, Queen Elizabeth I arrested and executed him for marrying secretly 

and for failing to put down rebellion in Ireland. 

 

Tokugawa Hideyoshi [Hideyoshi, Tokugawa] or Tokugawa Ieyasu [Ieyasu, Tokugawa] or Tokugawa Iyeyasu 

[Iyeyasu, Tokugawa] 

shogun 

Japan 

1592 to 1616 

He lived 1543 to 1616 and invaded Korea [1592], trying to take China. He founded Tokugawa Shogunate [1603 to 

1867] when he defeated other barons [1603]. He allowed no one to change occupation, stabilized existing classes, and 

took all swords away from classes. He encouraged foreign trade and tolerated missionaries at first. 

 

Madame de Mornay [Mornay, Madame de] or Charlotte Arbaleste de la Borde [Arbaleste de la Borde, 

Charlotte] 

salon 

Paris, France 

1600 

Memoirs [1600] 

She lived 1548 to 1606 and was wife of Philippe de Mornay. 

 

Pocahontas 

princess 

Jamestown, Virginia 

1607 

She lived 1595 to 1617. Chief's daughter saved John Smith of Jamestown Colony from death. She later married an 

Englishman and went to England. 

 

John Winthrop [Winthrop, John] 

governor 

Massachusetts 

1620 

He lived 1588 to 1649. First Puritan governor worked closely with church. 

 

Vincent de Paul 

saint 

Rome, Italy 

1620 to 1640 

He lived 1581 to 1660 and became Roman Catholic saint. 

 

Richelieu or Armand Jean du Plessis [Plessis, Armand Jean du] 

cardinal/prime minister/composer/lyricist 

Paris, France 

1622 to 1641 

Prosperity of the Arms of France [1641: masque] 

He lived 1585 to 1642 and became cardinal [1622] then prime minister [1624]. With Louis XIII, he founded absolute 

monarchy, put down Huguenots, controlled nobles, helped Protestants in Thirty Years War, founded French Academy, 

and depleted treasury. He controlled Anne of Austria, consort of Louis XIII. 

 



Roger Williams [Williams, Roger] 

leader 

Boston, Massachusetts/Providence, Rhode Island 

1635 to 1636 

He lived 1603 to 1683 and claimed that American Indians owned Puritan lands. He stood trial at General Court in 

Boston [1635] but escaped to Rhode Island [1636]. 

 

Thomas Hooker [Hooker, Thomas] 

leader 

Hartford, Connecticut 

1636 

Fundamental Orders 

He lived 1586 to 1647, left Puritans in Massachusetts, and moved near Hartford, Connecticut [1636]. He wrote one 

of the first constitutions [1639], which required magistrate elections. Freemen controlled General Court. 

 

Ann Hutchinson [Hutchinson, Ann] 

leader 

Massachusetts 

1637 

She lived 1591 to 1643. The state banished her after her trial [1637] on charges of altering religious concepts. 

 

Jules Mazarin [Mazarin, Jules] or Giulio Raimondo Mazzarino [Mazzarino, Giulio Raimondo] 

minister 

France 

1642 

He lived 1602 to 1661. Under Louis XIII and then Louis XIV, he dictated Peace of Westphalia, but his strong power 

and France's weak finances resulted in revolt of Fronde nobles and Parliament of Paris. He ended revolt of Fronde 

[1653]. He got Peace of the Pyrenees with Spain [1659]. He controlled the regent Anne of Austria. 

 

John Endicott [Endicott, John] 

governor 

Massachusetts 

1646 

He lived 1588 to 1665 and succeeded Winthrop as Massachusetts Bay Colony governor. 

 

Oliver Cromwell 

prime minister 

England 

1649 

After Charles I died, Oliver Cromwell led Commonwealth. 

 

Jean-Baptiste Colbert [Colbert, Jean-Baptiste] 

minister 

Paris, France 

1661 to 1677 

Memorandum on Trade [1664]; Criminal Code [1670]; Maritime Code [1672]; Commercial Code [1677] 

He lived 1619 to 1683 and appointed council to codify laws. Under Louis XIV, he opposed Fourquet, who had 

become wealthy by mismanaging Treasury. He espoused the policy of protecting industry by tariffs and subsidies, 

regulating prices, making roads and canals, and colonizing {mercantilism, Colbert}. 

 

Increase Mather [Mather, Increase] 

preacher 

Massachusetts 

1664 to 1692 

He lived 1639 to 1723. As Puritan, he supported Massachusetts Bay Colony theocracy, supported education, and led 

Salem witch trials [1692]. His son was Cotton Mather, who lived 1663 to 1728. 



 

Henry Morgan [Morgan, Henry] 

pirate 

Barbados 

1666 

He lived 1635 to 1688. English pirate took Spanish ships. 

 

Gobind Singh 

leader 

India 

1690 

He lived 1666 to 1708 and was tenth and last Sikh guru. He changed Sikhs to Hindu practices, urging them to follow 

the Guru Granth Sahib scripture. He emphasized militarism, started a brotherhood {khalsa}, and gained land. 

 

William Kidd [Kidd, William] 

pirate 

Scotland 

1696 

He lived 1645 to 1701 and pirated Spanish ships. 

 

André de Fleury [Fleury, André de] 

cardinal/prime minister 

France 

1726 

He lived 1653 to 1743, controlled Louis XIV [1726], corrected finances, and had to wage War of the Polish 

Succession and War of the Austrian Succession. 

 

John Peter Zenger [Zenger, John Peter] 

writer 

Germany/USA 

1735 

He lived 1697 to 1746. He wrote against the governor in his New York Weekly Journal and went to jail. His lawyer, 

Andrew Hamilton, asked the jury to consider the fact that the libel was true, which it was, so they acquitted him [1735]. 

Ever since then, truth has been defense against libel. 

 

Horace Walpole [Walpole, Horace] 

prime minister 

England 

1742 

He lived 1717 to 1797. Criticism of War of the Austrian Succession by William Pitt caused him to lose prime 

ministership [1742]. 

 

Madame Pompadour [Pompadour, Madame] or Jeanne Antoinette Poisson [Poisson, Jeanne Antoinette] 

mistress 

France 

1745 to 1764 

She lived 1721 to 1764 and was mistress of Louis XV of France until she died. Her influence allied France with 

Austria in Thirty Years War. She patronized arts. 

 

House of Orange 

stadholder 

Holland 

1747 

House of Orange became permanent stadholder. 

 



Giacomo Casanova [Casanova, Giacomo] 

lover 

Italy/Bohemia 

1755 

Memoirs 

He lived 1725 to 1798 and was adventurer and famous lover. 

 

William Pitt the Elder [Pitt, William the Elder] 

prime minister 

England 

1757 to 1761 

He lived 1708 to 1778 and became Prime Minister by his stand against Seven Years War [1757 to 1761]. He 

defeated France in India and Canada. He wanted to concede everything to the American colonies to keep them. His 

love of Constitution's rights made him the Great Commoner. 

 

Madame du Barry [du Barry, Madame] or Comtesse du Barry [du Barry, Comtesse] or Marie-Jeanne Bécu 

[Bécu, Marie-Jeanne] 

mistress 

France 

1764 

She lived 1743 to 1793 and was last mistress of Louis XV. 

 

Warren Hastings [Hastings, Warren] 

governor 

India 

1773 to 1787 

He lived 1732 to 1818. Appointed by Britain as governor-general [1773 to 1785], he reformed law and finances. 

Parliament impeached him [1787]. 

 

Samuel Adams [Adams, Samuel] 

leader 

USA 

1774 

He lived 1722 to 1803 and persuaded Massachusetts Assembly to invite other colonies to send delegates to First 

Continental Congress. 

 

Daniel Boone [Boone, Daniel] 

pioneer 

Kentucky 

1775 

He lived 1734 to 1820. 

 

George Washington [Washington, George] 

general/president 

USA 

1775 to 1797 

He lived 1732 to 1799. Second Continental Congress appointed him commander-in-chief [1775]. As first president 

[1989 to 1797], he approved Alexander Hamilton's finance plans and pursued conservative policies, leaning toward 

Federalists. 

 

Nathan Hale [Hale, Nathan] 

spy 

USA 

1776 

He lived 1755 to 1776. Britain hanged officer of USA as spy [1776]. He said, "I regret that I have but one life to lose 

for my country." 



 

Henry Lee [Lee, Henry] or Light Horse Harry 

general 

USA 

1776 

He lived 1756 to 1818 and was father of Robert E. Lee. 

 

Betsy Ross [Ross, Betsy] 

seamstress 

USA 

1776 

She lived 1752 to 1836 and supposedly sewed first USA flag. 

 

Marquis de Lafayette [Lafayette, Marquis de] or Marie-Joseph-Paul-Roch-Yves-Gilbert du Motier [Motier, 

Marie-Joseph-Paul-Roch-Yves-Gilbert du] 

general 

France 

1777 to 1983 

He lived 1757 to 1834 and helped USA in Revolutionary War. 

 

John Paul Jones [Jones, John Paul] 

admiral 

USA 

1778 

He lived 1747 to 1792. 

 

Benedict Arnold [Arnold, Benedict] 

traitor 

USA 

1780 

He lived 1741 to 1801, was general, and betrayed USA plans to British in American Revolution. 

 

Stephen Decatur [Decatur, Stephen] 

captain 

USA 

1780 

He lived 1779 to 1820 and captained warship. 

 

Casimir Pulaski [Pulaski, Casimir] 

soldier 

Poland 

1780 

He lived 1747 to 1779. 

 

Grigori Alexandrovich Potemkin [Potemkin, Grigori Alexandrovich] 

governor 

Crimea 

1783 

He lived 1739 to 1791, annexed Crimea for Russia [1783], and advised Catherine II of Russia. He set up model 

villages {Potemkin village} as Catherine toured south Russia. 

 

William Pitt the Younger [Pitt the Younger, William] 

prime minister 

London, England 

1783 to 1801 

Catholic Emancipation Bill [1783 to 1801] 



He lived 1759 to 1806. As prime minister under George III [1783 to 1801], he held general elections, cut debt 

through taxation, and led reforms in Parliament. He reformed India and Canada administrations. Wars with France 

caused financial crisis. He achieved union with Ireland but resigned when King George III vetoed his Catholic 

Emancipation Bill. 

 

Alexander Hamilton [Hamilton, Alexander] 

treasurer 

USA 

1789 to 1791 

Federalist Papers [1787 to 1788] 

He lived 1755 to 1804. As first Treasury secretary, he established USA treasury system and Bank of the USA. He 

favored centralized and strong Federal government and favored Britain in foreign policy. 

 

President of USA 

president 

USA 

1789 to 2007 

Washington. John Adams. Jefferson. Madison. Monroe. John Quincy Adams. Jackson. Van Buren. Harrison. Tyler. 

Polk. Taylor. Fillmore. Pierce. Buchanan. Lincoln. Johnson. Grant. Hayes. Garfield. Arthur. Cleveland. Harrison. 

McKinley. Theodore Roosevelt. Taft. Wilson. Harding. Coolidge. Hoover. Franklin Roosevelt. Truman. Eisenhower. 

Kennedy. Johnson. Nixon. Ford. Carter. Reagan. George H. W. Bush. Clinton. George W. Bush. 

 

Jean Paul Marat [Marat, Jean Paul] 

journalist 

France 

1792 

He lived 1743 to 1793 and led Cordeliers in National Convention against Girondists during French Revolution. 

Other revolutionaries stabbed him in his bath [1792]. 

 

Maximilian Robespierre [Robespierre, Maximilian] 

leader 

France 

1792 to 1794 

He lived 1758 to 1794. Elected to National Convention, he led Jacobin radicals and put down Girondists. As 

Committee of Public Safety member, he started Reign of Terror and eliminated his rivals. The Convention resisted and 

beheaded him [1974]. 

 

Thaddeus Kosciusko [Kosciusko, Thaddeus] 

general 

Poland 

1794 

He lived 1746 to 1817 and rebelled against Russia and Prussia. Before, he had fought in American Revolution. 

 

Napoleon or Napoleon Bonaparte 

general/emperor/lawgiver 

France 

1794 to 1815 

Code Napoleon or Napoleonic Code [1801 to 1804: basis of European private law]; Code of Civil Procedure [1807]; 

Commercial Code [1808]; Code of Criminal Procedure [1811]; Penal Code [1811] 

He lived 1769 to 1821, defeated the noble's Vendemaire Revolt against Directory, and gained fame. In French 

Revolutionary Wars, he took Milan [1796], Venice [1797], and Austria [1801]. He became emperor [1804] and 

defeated Austria [1805] and Prussia [1806]. He became king of Italy [1807]. As emperor, he lost to united Europe 

[1814] and again at Waterloo [1815]. 

 

John Adams [Adams, John] 

president 



USA 

1797 to 1801 

Federalist Papers [1787 to 1788] 

He lived 1735 to 1826. Second president prevented war with France. His wife was Abigail Adams. 

 

Charles de Talleyrand-Perigord [Talleyrand-Perigord, Charles de] 

foreign minister 

France 

1797 to 1807 

He lived 1754 to 1838 and served as foreign minister under Directory and Napoleon. 

 

John Jacob Astor [Astor, John Jacob] 

merchant 

Germany/USA 

1800 

He lived 1763 to 1848 and became wealthy fur merchant. 

 

Beau Brummel [Brummel, Beau] 

dandy 

England 

1800 

He lived 1778 to 1840. 

 

Thomas Jefferson [Jefferson, Thomas] 

president 

USA 

1801 to 1809 

Declaration of Independence 

He lived 1743 to 1826. Before becoming third president, he drafted Declaration of Independence [1776] and, in 

Virginia, abolished entail and primogeniture, enacted religious freedom, and started public schools and University of 

Virginia. He helped plan Washington, District of Columbia, and drafted Kentucky Resolution on states' rights. He 

bought Louisiana Purchase of all middle USA [1803] and sent Lewis and Clark Expedition to explore it [1803]. He 

tried to enforce Embargo Act [1807], which tried to block trade with France and England to force free trade. 

Politics 

He believed in free public education, self-sufficiency, and consent of the governed in renewable social contract. The 

greatest possible freedom is best, with minimal state. Independent farmers are a democracy foundation. 

 

Aaron Burr [Burr, Aaron] 

vice-president 

USA 

1804 

He lived 1756 to 1836 and killed Alexander Hamilton in a duel. His plan to colonize southwest USA led to trial for 

treason. 

 

Johnny Appleseed [Appleseed, Johnny] or John Chapman [Chapman, John] 

wanderer 

Midwest USA 

1805 

He lived 1774 to 1847 and began planting apple trees in midwest USA. 

 

Nathan Mayer Rothschild [Rothschild, Nathan Mayer] 

banker 

Frankfurt, Germany 

1805 to 1850 

He lived 1777 to 1836 and started London bank [1805]. Later, firm opened banks in London, Vienna, Paris, and 

Naples. Banks loaned to countries and influenced policy. 



 

James Madison [Madison, James] 

president 

USA 

1809 to 1817 

He lived 1751 to 1836. Fourth president fought War of 1812. His wife was Dolly Madison. 

 

Furst von Metternich [Metternich, Furst von] 

minister 

Austria 

1809 to 1848 

He lived 1773 to 1859, married Marie Louise to Napoleon, and allied with France [1809]. He joined Allies [1813]. 

He dominated German Confederation and Congress of Vienna [1815]. He led Holy Alliance and Quadruple Alliance to 

maintain peace and order and set political boundaries. Holy Alliance had Austria, Russia, and Prussia. Revolution of 

1848 ousted him. 

 

Mikhail Illarionovich Kutuzov [Kutuzov, Mikhail Illarionovich] 

general 

Russia 

1812 to 1813 

He lived 1745 to 1813, fought Turkey [1770 to 1774], and defeated Napoleon. 

 

Jean Lafitte [Lafitte, Jean] 

pirate 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

1812 to 1815 

He lived 1780 to 1826, was pirate of France against Spain, and helped USA in War of 1812. 

 

James Monroe [Monroe, James] 

president 

USA 

1817 to 1821 

He lived 1758 to 1831. Fifth president resolved boundary with Canada, got Florida, settled Liberia with former 

slaves, presided over Missouri Compromise, and formulated Monroe Doctrine, ending European influence in Americas. 

 

John Quincy Adams [Adams, John Quincy] 

president 

USA 

1825 to 1829 

He lived 1767 to 1848. Sixth president opposed slavery and developed Monroe Doctrine. 

 

Davy Crockett [Crockett, Davy] 

pioneer/frontiersman 

USA 

1827 

He lived 1786 to 1836. 

 

Andrew Jackson [Jackson, Andrew] 

president 

USA 

1829 to 1837 

He lived 1767 to 1845. Seventh president had Kitchen Cabinet of advisors. He started spoils system and emphasized 

Democratic Party. He antagonized Calhoun and Clay. He fought Bank of the USA, leading to requirement that only 

hard currency can buy public land. He ended National Bank and caused Panic of 1837. 

 



Juan Manuel de Rosas [Rosas, Juan Manuel de] 

dictator 

Argentina 

1829 to 1852 

He lived 1793 to 1877. 

 

William Lloyd Garrison [Garrison, William Lloyd] 

editor 

USA 

1831 to 1861 

He lived 1838 to 1909. Abolitionist opposed violence and Civil War [1861]. 

 

Karl von Clausewitz [Clausewitz, Karl von] 

general 

Prussia 

1832 

On War [1832] 

He lived 1780 to 1831 and advocated total war. 

 

Antonio Santa Anna [Santa Anna, Antonio] 

president 

Mexico 

1833 to 1855 

He lived 1794 to 1876, failed to end revolution in Texas, defeated France, and failed in Mexican War. Juarez exiled 

him. 

 

Daniel Dunglas Home [Home, Daniel Dunglas] 

spiritualist medium 

Britain 

1833 to 1886 

Incidents of My Life [1863 to 1872] 

He lived 1833 to 1886. 

 

Stephen Austin [Austin, Stephen] 

leader 

Texas 

1836 

He lived 1793 to 1836. Texas formed Republic of Texas and revolted against Mexico but lost. 

 

Sam Houston [Houston, Sam] 

president 

Texas 

1836 to 1861 

He lived 1793 to 1863, was president of Texas Republic [1836 to 1844], and was governor of State of Texas 

afterward. As governor of Texas, he refused to secede from Union. Other leaders removed him from office [1861]. 

 

Horace Mann [Mann, Horace] 

educator 

Massachusetts 

1837 

He lived 1796 to 1859. 

 

Martin Van Buren [Van Buren, Martin] 

president 

USA 

1837 to 1841 



He lived 1782 to 1862. Eighth president was follower of Jackson, but Panic of 1837 caused his unpopularity. He 

advocated Treasury system independent of banks. 

 

William Henry Harrison [Harrison, William Henry] 

president 

USA 

1841 

He lived 1773 to 1841. Ninth president died soon. 

 

John Tyler [Tyler, John] 

president 

USA 

1841 to 1845 

He lived 1790 to 1862. Tenth president became president when Harrison died. He was Whig but vetoed Whig bank 

acts. He annexed Texas. 

 

Johan Wilhelm Snellman [Snellman, Johan Wilhelm] 

statesman 

Finland 

1842 to 1845 

He lived 1806 to 1881 and was leader and Hegelian philosopher. 

 

Kit Carson [Carson, Kit] 

scout 

West USA 

1845 

He lived 1809 to 1868 and fought against American natives. 

 

Sarah Margaret Fuller [Fuller, Sarah Margaret] 

feminist 

USA 

1845 

She lived 1810 to 1850. 

 

James K. Polk [Polk, James K.] 

president 

USA 

1845 to 1849 

He lived 1795 to 1849, was follower of Andrew Jackson, reduced tariffs, directed Mexican War [1845 to 1848], 

annexed Texas [1845], settled trouble over Oregon Territory [1846], and got California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona 

land [1848]. Treasury system became independent of banks. 

 

Stephen A. Douglas [Douglas, Stephen A.] 

senator 

USA 

1847 to 1858 

He lived 1813 to 1861 and debated Lincoln [1858]. He advocated Squatter Sovereignty, permitting slavery in 

territories and allowing state applying for statehood to vote to be slave or free. At Freeport [1860], he said that 

territories can exclude slavery by voting, lost southern-Democrat support, and lost presidential race against Lincoln. 

 

Elizabeth Stanton [Stanton, Elizabeth] 

feminist 

USA 

1848 

She lived 1815 to 1902 and worked for women's rights. 

 



Martin Van Buren [Van Buren, Martin] 

candidate 

USA 

1848.11 

He lived 1782 to 1862 and ran for president as Free-Soil Party candidate. 

 

Zachary Taylor [Taylor, Zachary] 

president 

USA 

1849 to 1850 

He lived 1784 to 1850. Before 1849, 12th president fought American Indians and fought in Mexican War. 

 

Millard Fillmore [Fillmore, Millard] 

president 

USA 

1850 to 1857 

He lived 1800 to 1874. 13th president tried to implement Fugitive Slave act, avoided foreign affairs, and tried to 

advance Whig party. Later, he was Know-Nothing Party candidate. 

 

Matthew Perry [Perry, Matthew] 

commodore 

Japan 

1853 to 1854 

He lived 1794 to 1858. Japan granted trade concessions to USA. He opened Japan to outside commerce and 

shipping, soon followed by trade agreements with other nations. 

 

Franklin Pierce [Pierce, Franklin] 

president 

USA 

1853 to 1857 

He lived 1804 to 1869. 14th president got Gadsen Purchase [1853] from Mexico in south Arizona. Sectionalism 

increased with Kansas-Nebraska Bill [1854]. The squatter controversy resulted in bloodshed. 

 

Bartolome Mitre [Mitre, Bartolome] 

leader 

Argentina 

1853 to 1870 

He lived 1821 to 1906, changed constitution [1853], became president [1862 to 1870], and began reforms. 

 

Florence Nightingale [Nightingale, Florence] 

nurse 

Crimea 

1854 

She lived 1820 to 1910 and founded hospitals in Crimean War, bettered soldier lives, and reformed nurse training to 

emphasize cleanliness, knowledge, and organization. 

 

James Buchanan [Buchanan, James] 

president 

USA 

1857 

He lived 1791 to 1868. 15th president dealt with slavery issues. 

 

Benito Juarez [Juarez, Benito] 

president 

Mexico 

1858 to 1871 



He lived 1806 to 1872, led War of Reform, opposed Santa Anna, and resisted attempt of Maximilian to set up French 

Empire, He led after Emperor Maximilian was overthrown [1867] and changed constitution. He put down rebellion by 

Diaz [1871]. 

 

Giuseppe Garibaldi [Garibaldi, Giuseppe] 

leader 

Italy 

1860 

He lived 1807 to 1882 and unified Italy under his 1000 armed citizen followers {red shirts} by defeating Naples and 

Sicily [1860]. He gave his conquests to King Victor Emmanuel II. 

 

Adolf Krupp [Krupp, Adolf] 

manufacturer 

Germany 

1860 

He lived 1812 to 1887 and started munitions factory. 

 

Boss Tweed or William M. Tweed [Tweed, William M.] 

leader 

New York, New York 

1860 to 1870 

He lived 1823 to 1878, controlled Tammany Hall as Democrat, and accumulated a fortune by graft. 

 

Thomas Jackson [Jackson, Thomas] or Stonewall Jackson [Jackson, Stonewall] 

general 

Virginia 

1861 to 1863 

He lived 1824 to 1863 and tied first Battle of Bull Run, won Shenandoah Valley Campaign, won second Battle of 

Bull Run, and died at Chancellorsville. 

 

Jefferson Davis [Davis, Jefferson] 

president 

South USA 

1861 to 1865 

He lived 1808 to 1889 and led Confederate States of America. 

 

Abraham Lincoln [Lincoln, Abraham] 

president/essayist/orator 

USA 

1861 to 1865 

Emancipation Proclamation [1863]; Gettysburg Address [1864: oration]; Second Inaugural Address [1865: oration] 

He lived 1809 to 1865. 16th-president election started Civil War. South believed it needed slaves to produce cotton, 

which it exported for profit. He had trouble with divided cabinet, discontent over war, bad generals, and abolitionists. 

John Wilkes Booth assassinated Abraham Lincoln at Ford's Theater in Washington. 

Emancipation Proclamation [1863] freed 4,000,000 slaves, mostly on cotton plantations. This act diminished states' 

rights. 

 

Pierre Beauregard [Beauregard, Pierre] 

general 

South USA 

1862 

He lived 1818 to 1893 and was Confederate general. 

 

Ulysses S. Grant [Grant, Ulysses S.] 

general 

USA 



1862 to 1865 

He lived 1822 to 1885. After he fought at Shiloh in Virginia, Vicksburg in Mississippi, and Chattanooga, Tennessee, 

he led Wilderness Campaign for the North, which led to Lee's surrender at Appomattox Courthouse in Virginia [1865]. 

 

Robert E. Lee [Lee, Robert E.] 

general 

South USA 

1862 to 1865 

He lived 1807 to 1872. Confederate general stopped march on Richmond in Seven Days battles, won second Battle 

of Bull Run, fought to standstill at Antietam while trying to invade North, won at Fredericksburg, won at 

Chancellorsville, lost at Gettysburg, fought Grant in Wilderness Campaign, endured siege at Petersburg, and 

surrendered at Appomattox Courthouse [1865]. 

 

Otto von Bismarck [Bismarck, Otto von] or Iron Chancellor 

premier 

Prussia 

1862 to 1890 

He lived 1815 to 1898 and was first chancellor. He started Austro-Prussian War [1866]. He organized Germany 

under Prussia as North German Confederation. He started Franco-Prussian War [1869]. He created German Empire 

under King William I. He passed social security and labor laws to block more socialism. Kaiser Wilhelm II dismissed 

him [1890]. 

 

John Graham Chambers [Chambers, John Graham] 

boxer 

England 

1865 

He lived 1843 to 1883 and invented Marquis of Queensberry rules for boxing [1865], published [1867]. 

 

Andrew Johnson [Johnson, Andrew] 

president 

USA 

1865 to 1869 

He lived 1808 to 1875. 17th president became president after Booth assassinated Lincoln. He proposed mild 

Reconstruction for South, encouraged Seward to purchase Alaska from Russia [1867], and barely escaped 

impeachment for trying to remove Stanton, Secretary of War, who was a radical Republican. 

 

Jesse James [James, Jesse] 

outlaw 

West USA 

1866 

He lived 1847 to 1882. 

 

Thaddeus Stevens [Stevens, Thaddeus] 

senator 

USA 

1867 

He lived 1792 to 1868, was Senator, and wanted to punish South. 

 

Charles Sumner [Sumner, Charles] 

senator 

USA 

1867 

He lived 1811 to 1874, was Senator from Massachusetts, and wanted to punish South. 

 

Cornelius Vanderbilt [Vanderbilt, Cornelius] 

businessman 



New York 

1867 

He lived 1873 to 1942 and started New York Central railroad and shipping lines. 

 

Benjamin Disraeli [Disraeli, Benjamin] 

prime minister 

England 

1867 to 1880 

He lived 1804 to 1881, was Conservative {Tory}, and passed Reform Bill, widening right to vote to workingmen. 

He annexed Fiji Islands, Transvaal, and Cyprus. He fought Afghanistan and Zulu tribe in Africa. He bought control of 

Suez Canal. He reduced Russian power in Balkans at Congress of Berlin. In 1874, he became Prime Minister again. 

 

William E. Gladstone [Gladstone, William E.] 

prime minister 

England 

1868 to 1894 

He lived 1809 to 1898. Liberal passed Irish Land Act, enacted civil-service reform, started ballot vote, ended sale of 

army commissions, reformed Parliament, and started public education. His career ended when he advocated Home Rule 

for Ireland. 

 

Ulysses S. Grant [Grant, Ulysses S.] 

president 

USA 

1869 to 1877 

He lived 1822 to 1885. 18th president allowed passage of harsh Reconstruction Act for South. He allowed legal 

tender notes {greenback money} to stay in circulation after Panic of 1873, though gold and silver reserves backing the 

money were low. He associated with dishonest politicians. His secretary of state was Hamilton Fish. 

 

Thomas Nast [Nast, Thomas] 

cartoonist 

New York, New York 

1870 

He lived 1840 to 1902 and caricatured Boss Tweed and Tammany Hall. He used donkey for Democrats and elephant 

for Republicans. 

 

Booker T. Washington [Washington, Booker T.] 

founder/historian/biographer 

USA 

1870 to 1901 

Up from Slavery [1901: autobiography] 

He lived 1856 to 1915 and started Tuskegee Institute. 

 

Phineas T. Barnum [Barnum, Phineas T.] 

showman 

USA 

1871 

He lived 1810 to 1891 and owned circus called "The Greatest Show on Earth". He organized American Museum of 

freaks. 

 

Rutherford B. Hayes [Hayes, Rutherford B.] 

president 

USA 

1873 to 1877 

He lived 1822 to 1893 and was the 19th president. 

 



Calamity Jane or Martha Jane Canary-Burke [Canary-Burke, Martha Jane] 

frontierswoman 

South Dakota 

1875 

She lived 1852 to 1903. 

 

James Hickok [Hickok, James] or Wild Bill Hickok [Hickok, Wild Bill] 

marshal/scout 

Kansas 

1876 

He lived 1837 to 1876. 

 

Tewfik Pasha 

pasha 

Egypt 

1876 to 1892 

He lived 1852 to 1892 and reformed law and education. He lost some of Sudan to Britain. 

 

Porfirio Diaz [Diaz, Porfirio] 

president 

Mexico 

1876 to 1911 

He lived 1830 to 1915 and increased foreign investment, but it only helped the wealthy. His term ended with 

revolution. 

 

Crazy Horse/Dull Knife 

surrender 

Red Cloud Agency, South Dakota 

1877 

Crazy Horse lived 1840 to 1877 and was Oglala Lakota chief. Dull Knife lived 1810 to 1883 and was Northern 

Cheyenne chief. 

 

James A. Garfield [Garfield, James A.] 

president 

USA 

1877 to 1881 

He lived 1831 to 1881. 20th president opposed boss and Senator Roscoe Conkling and prosecuted frauds involving 

mail routes {star route, Garfield}. 

 

Julio Roca [Roca, Julio] 

leader 

Argentina 

1879 

He lived 1843 to 1914 and defeated South American natives, opened south Argentina, set up federal system, and 

settled boundary with Chile. 

 

Black Hand 

party 

Sicily 

1880 

Group terrorized Sicily. 

 

Chester A. Arthur [Arthur, Chester A.] 

president 

USA 

1881 to 1885 



He lived 1830 to 1886. 21st president passed Civil Service Act. 

 

Samuel Gompers [Gompers, Samuel] 

founder 

USA 

1881 to 1924 

He lived 1850 to 1924 and founded and led American Federation of Labor (AFL), which was against socialism and 

profit sharing. 

 

Thomas Masaryk [Masaryk, Thomas] 

president 

Prague, Czech Republic 

1881 to 1937 

Suicide [1881]; Foundations of Concrete Logic [1885]; Social Question [1898]; Spirit of Russia [1913] 

He lived 1850 to 1937. He helped found Czechoslovakia [1918] and had problems with extremists. 

 

William F. Cody [Cody, William F.] or Buffalo Bill 

showman/scout 

USA 

1883 

He lived 1845 to 1917. 

 

Woodrow Wilson [Wilson, Woodrow] 

college professor/president 

USA 

1884 to 1921 

Congressional Government [1884]; Fourteen Points [1918] 

He lived 1856 to 1924. 28th president [1913 to 1921] started New Freedom reforms. He sent Marines to Vera Cruz, 

Mexico [1914]. He occupied Haiti and Santo Domingo [1914 to 1916]. He passed Farm Loan Act [1916]. He set up 

Federal Reserve. USA became a creditor nation, as Allies paid in gold, sold their assets, and bought goods from USA. 

He entered World War I [1917] after earlier neutrality. He presented 14 points for peace at Paris Peace Conference 

[1919]. Republicans under Lodge blocked USA entry into League of Nations [1920]. His health broke while 

campaigning [1920] and he died [1921]. 

 

Grover Cleveland [Cleveland, Grover] 

president 

USA 

1885 to 1889 

He lived 1837 to 1908 and was 22nd president. 

 

José Rizal [Rizal, José] 

leader 

Philippines 

1886 

He lived 1861 to 1896 and led independence from Spain movement. 

 

Adolph Strasser [Strasser, Adolph] 

leader 

USA 

1886 

He lived 1844 to 1939. American Federation of Labor (AFL) formed. 

 

Benjamin Harrison [Harrison, Benjamin] 

president 

USA 

1889 to 1893 



He lived 1833 to 1901, was 23rd president, was under control of Republicans in Senate, approved McKinley Tariff 

Act for high tariffs, and held first Pan-American Conference. 

 

Joseph Chamberlain [Chamberlain, Joseph] 

mayor 

Birmingham, England 

1890 

He lived 1836 to 1914 and had city develop water supply and public transportation. 

 

Karl Lueger [Lueger, Karl] 

mayor 

Vienna, Austria 

1890 

He lived 1844 to 1910 and had city develop water supply and public transportation. 

 

Andrew Carnegie [Carnegie, Andrew] 

businessman 

Scotland/USA 

1891 

He lived 1835 to 1919, was steel manufacturer and philanthropist, and built 2800 libraries and Carnegie Hall in New 

York City. 

 

Susan B. Anthony [Anthony, Susan B.] 

feminist 

USA 

1892 

She lived 1820 to 1906 and worked for women's rights. 

 

John D. Rockefeller [Rockefeller, John D.] 

businessman 

USA 

1892 

He lived 1839 to 1915, headed Standard Oil Company, and started Rockefeller Foundation. 

 

Grover Cleveland [Cleveland, Grover] 

president 

USA 

1893 to 1897 

He lived 1837 to 1908, was 24th president upheld the gold standard, broke Pullman strike with army [1894], forced 

Venezuela boundary dispute to arbitration, and wanted low tariffs but got high tariffs from Congress. 

 

Arthur Evans [Evans, Arthur] 

scientist 

England 

1894 

He lived 1851 to 1941. He discovered Minoan palace at Knossos [1894] and restored it somewhat. 

 

Alfred Dreyfus [Dreyfus, Alfred] 

trial 

France 

1894 to 1906 

He lived 1859 to 1935 and was French army officer. He had a German and Jewish background, so a faction accused 

him of treason for passing secret documents, and a court convicted him [1894] {Dreyfus Affair}. His brother reopened 

case [1897], which split France for nine years into military, royalist, Catholic, republican, socialist, and anti-cleric 

factions. The state cleared him later [1906]. Dreyfus Affair spurred church and state separation. 

 



William Jennings Bryan [Bryan, William Jennings] 

populist 

USA 

1896 

He lived 1860 to 1925 and gave the "Cross of Gold" speech in defense of free silver coinage. Later, he defended 

religious fundamentalism in Scopes "monkey trial". 

 

Fanny Farmer [Farmer, Fanny] 

cook 

USA 

1896 

She lived 1857 to 1915 and wrote first household cookbook [1896]. 

 

William McKinley [McKinley, William] 

president 

USA 

1897 to 1901 

He lived 1843 to 1901. 25th president insisted on the gold standard and worked for business interests with Mark 

Hanna, Republican leader. After USS Maine sank in Havana, Cuba [1898], he instigated Spanish-American War, 

though Spain wanted to avoid war. Spanish fleet lost at Manila Bay and later near Cuba. He obtained Hawaii. He 

started Open Door Policy in China, allowing no foreign intervention, just trading. Currency Act [1900] ensured the 

gold standard. Someone assassinated him. 

 

Theodor Herzl [Herzl, Theodor] 

founder 

Austria 

1898 

He lived 1860 to 1904 and started Zionist Movement to create Jewish state in Palestine. 

 

Jane Addams [Addams, Jane] 

social worker 

Chicago, Illinois 

1899 

She lived 1860 to 1935 and founded Hull House, settlement house. 

 

Alfred von Schlieffen [Schlieffen, Alfred von] 

field marshal 

Germany 

1899 

He lived 1833 to 1912. He formulated a military plan (Schlieffen Plan) to go through Belgium to Paris and defeat 

France in 42 days. 

 

Harry Houdini [Houdini, Harry] 

magician/escape artist 

USA 

1899 to 1926 

He lived 1874 to 1926. 

 

Thomas Lipton [Lipton, Thomas] 

businessman 

Scotland/England 

1900 

He lived 1850 to 1931 and was tea merchant and started America's Cup sailboat racing. 

 

Carry Nation [Nation, Carry] 

temperance worker 



USA 

1900 

She lived 1846 to 1911 and used hatchet to destroy saloons. 

 

Billy Sunday [Sunday, Billy] 

preacher 

USA 

1900 to 1920 

He lived 1862 to 1935. 

 

Mohandas Gandhi [Gandhi, Mohandas] or Mahatma Gandhi [Gandhi, Mahatma] 

leader 

India 

1900 to 1948 

He lived 1869 to 1948 and led India nationalist movement. He was pacifist, followed strict abstinence, and used 

passive resistance and hunger strikes. He first used non-violence {satyagraha} in South Africa to protest racism. He 

used same practices in India against class system and colonialism. He advocated home industries and end to 

untouchable class. 

Ethics 

People should not hurt other living things. Persuasion, self-control, and self-denial are good, but the process requires 

zeal for truth. 

 

John Pierpont Morgan [Morgan, John Pierpont] 

financier 

USA 

1901 

He lived 1837 to 1913 and financed railroads and U.S. Steel. 

 

Theodore Roosevelt [Roosevelt, Theodore] 

president 

USA 

1901 to 1905 

He lived 1858 to 1919. He led invading horsemen {Rough Riders} in Spanish-American War in Cuba [1898]. The 

26th president split big businesses with Sherman Anti-Trust Act. He encouraged conservation. He established 

Roosevelt corollary to Monroe Doctrine and used money and threats in Latin America, especially at Santo Domingo in 

Caribbean. He kept Open Door policy in China and mediated Russo-Japanese War. He founded Bull Moose Party. 

 

Robert LaFollette [LaFollette, Robert] 

senator 

Wisconsin 

1902 to 1924 

He lived 1855 to 1925 and was Progressive governor and senator from Wisconsin. His program was Wisconsin Idea. 

He led Progressive Party in 1924. 

 

Sun Yat-sen 

president 

China 

1905 to 1919 

He lived 1866 to 1925 and founded Kuomintang [1905]. After defeating Ch'ing Dynasty, he became president 

[1911]. He left the government of warlords in north China [1919] and went south, where he organized Kuomintang. He 

split with Communists [1927]. 

 

Kemal Ataturk [Ataturk, Kemal] 

leader 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1908 to 1938 



He lived 1881 to 1938 and led Young Turks who restored constitution to Ottoman Empire [1908]. He was general in 

World War I and then organized Nationalist Party. He defeated invasion by Greece at Smyrna [1922], abolished 

sultanate [1922], and founded Turkey [1922]. He obtained peace at Lausanne Conference [1923] and then westernized 

Turkey. 

 

Coco Chanel [Chanel, Coco] or Gabrielle Chanel [Chanel, Gabrielle] 

businesswoman 

France 

1908 to 1970 

She lived 1883 to 1971 and created perfumes. 

 

William Howard Taft [Taft, William Howard] 

president 

USA 

1909 to 1913 

He lived 1857 to 1930. 27th president broke up trusts, intervened in South America at Nicaragua, had high tariffs, 

favored some businesses, and started income tax, postal savings system, and parcel post. He later was USA Supreme 

Court Chief Justice. 

 

Vladimir Ilyich Lenin [Lenin, Vladimir Ilyich] 

founder 

Russia 

1909 to 1924 

Materialism and Empirio-Criticism [1909]; Philosophical Notebooks [1929] 

He lived 1870 to 1924. He led Russian Revolution [1917] and Bolshevik party. He fought Mensheviks in civil war 

[1917 to 1919]. He started Soviet Union or Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. He founded Comintern or Third 

International [1919], to spread Marxism by uniting all Communist countries. He tried New Economic Policy [1922], 

allowing private enterprise to save economy. 

Politics 

Leninism was the idea that imperialism preceded capitalism downfall, and a strong Communist Party must guide the 

proletariat. 

 

Robert Baden-Powell [Baden-Powell, Robert] 

founder 

England 

1910 

He lived 1857 to 1941 and started Boy Scouts. 

 

Francisco Villa [Villa, Francisco] or Pancho Villa [Villa, Pancho] 

revolutionary 

Mexico 

1910 to 1915 

He lived 1878 to 1923, helped Madero in Mexican Revolution, controlled north Mexico with Emil Zapata, and took 

Mexico City [1915]. Later, he raided USA border. 

 

Grigori Rasputin [Rasputin, Grigori] 

politician 

Russia 

1911 to 1916 

He lived 1872 to 1916 and controlled family of Czar Nicholas II through mysticism and supposed healing power. 

 

Enver Pasha 

dictator 

Turkey 

1913 

He lived 1881 to 1922 and led Young Turks. 



 

Georges Clemenceau [Clemenceau, Georges] 

premier 

France 

1914 

He lived 1841 to 1929 and allied with Czech, Russia, and China. Ferdinand Foch was marshal of France. 

 

Paul von Hindenburg [Hindenburg, Paul von] 

field marshal 

Germany 

1914.06 to 1918 

He lived 1847 to 1934 and was German field marshal in World War I. 

 

David Lloyd George [Lloyd George, David] 

prime minister 

England 

1916 to 1922 

He lived 1863 to 1945 and ended veto power of House of Lords during social insurance issue [1910]. He opposed 

imperialism. He participated in Paris Peace Conference [1919]. 

 

Winston Churchill [Churchill, Winston] 

lord admiral/prime minister/historian 

England 

1916 to 1950 

Second World War [1948 to 1954]; History of the English Speaking Peoples [1956 to 1958] 

He lived 1874 to 1965. The government dismissed him after failure in Dardanelles campaign [1916]. He formed 

Atlantic Charter with Franklin Roosevelt of USA, defining United Nations. He was at conferences of Casablanca, 

Quebec, Cairo, Yalta, Tehran, and Potsdam [1940 to 1946]. 

 

Ferdinand Foch [Foch, Ferdinand] 

marshal 

France 

1918 

He lived 1851 to 1929, was Allied supreme commander in World War I, and planned Grand Offensive with Haig 

[1918]. 

 

Edvard Benes [Benes, Edvard] 

founder 

Czech Republic/Slovakia 

1918 to 1948 

He lived 1884 to 1948, helped found Czechoslovakia [1918], was president [1935 to 1948], and had problems with 

extremists. 

 

William Du Bois [Du Bois, William] 

writer 

USA 

1920 

He lived 1868 to 1963 and was radical editor, educator, and writer. 

 

Reza Khan or Reza Pahlavi or Reza Shah 

premier 

Iran 

1921 

He lived 1878 to 1944 and staged coup [1921] to become shah. 

 



Warren G. Harding [Harding, Warren G.] 

president 

USA 

1921 to 1925 

He lived 1865 to 1923. 29th president promised normalcy. He sponsored Washington Naval Conference, limiting 

ships and protecting China. Teapot Dome Scandal and other scandals happened in his term but he died. 

 

Mao Tse-Tung 

founder 

China 

1921 to 1975 

He lived 1893 to 1976, founded Communist Party (CCP) [1921], and allied with nationalists. He then lost cities to 

Kuomintang nationalists [1927]. He directed civil war in rural south China. He ruled Kiangsi province [1930 to 1934]. 

He led Long March [1934] from Kiangsi through mountains to Shensi in north. He forced Nationalists to flee to 

Formosa Island (Taiwan) and became People's Republic of China chairman [1949], with government in Beijing. 

1,000,000 died. Chou En-lai was Premier. He started Great Leap Forward [1958]. He started Cultural Revolution 

[1965]. 

 

Benito Mussolini [Mussolini, Benito] 

premier 

Italy 

1922 to 1943 

He lived 1883 to 1945 and became Fascist premier by coup d'état [1922]. Italy had high inflation and high 

unemployment. Fascists terrorized communists and democrats and advocated authoritarianism. He marched nationalist 

war veterans on Rome during strikes and unrest. He slowly became dictator and suspended legislature [1925]. He 

formed corporate state and combined employers and employees into guilds controlled by government. He signed 

Lateran Treaty with the pope. He was victorious in Ethiopia and Albania and allied with Germany in World War II. 

Allies invaded Italy [1943]. Partisans shot him [1945]. 

 

Calvin Coolidge [Coolidge, Calvin] 

president 

USA 

1923 to 1927 

He lived 1872 to 1933. 30th president was taciturn, honest, and simple. He preferred laissez-faire economy and small 

government. 

 

Primo de Rivera [Rivera, Primo de] 

dictator 

Spain 

1923 to 1930 

He lived 1903 and 1936 and became dictator with king's complicity. 

 

Plutarco Calles [Calles, Plutarco] 

president 

Mexico 

1924 to 1928 

He lived 1877 to 1945 and first was reformer but then conservative. 

 

Joseph Stalin [Stalin, Joseph] 

dictator 

Russia 

1924 to 1953 

He lived 1879 to 1953 and got rid of Leon Trotsky [1927]. Trotsky wanted pure worldwide communism and fled to 

Mexico. He started Five Year Plans to industrialize nation and collectivize farms [1927]. He purged enemies in 1930's. 

Germany attacked Russia [1941]. He met with Allied leaders at Tehran, Yalta, and Potsdam. Molotov was Premier. 

Beria was secret-police chief. 



 

J. Edgar Hoover [Hoover, J. Edgar] 

director 

USA 

1924 to 1972 

He lived 1924 to 1972 and was first director of Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). He meddled in politics and 

investigated suspected communists and leftists. 

 

Paul von Hindenburg [Hindenburg, Paul von] 

president 

Germany 

1925 to 1934 

He lived 1847 to 1934. Junkers or wealthy industrialists controlled Weimar Republic. Stresemann was foreign 

minister. Economy had recovered from World War I. At end, Hindenburg appointed Adolf Hitler as chancellor. 

 

Jozef Pilsudski [Pilsudski, Jozef] 

dictator 

Poland 

1926 

He lived 1867 to 1935. 

 

Antonio Oscar de Fragoso Carmona [Carmona, Antonio Oscar de Fragoso] 

general/dictator 

Portugal 

1926 to 1951 

He lived 1869 to 1951. 

 

Charles Lindbergh [Lindbergh, Charles] 

pilot 

USA 

1927 

He lived 1902 to 1974 and first flew alone across Atlantic Ocean nonstop. 

 

Antonio de Oliveira Salazar [Salazar, Antonio de Oliveira] 

dictator 

Portugal 

1928 to 1968 

He lived 1889 to 1974 and controlled Portugal [1932 to 1968]. 

 

Herbert Hoover [Hoover, Herbert] 

president 

USA 

1929 to 1933 

He lived 1874 to 1964 and was Secretary of Commerce in 1920's. Great Depression started after 31st-president 

election. He tried to balance budget, defended the gold standard, urged public works, provided loans, handled veterans 

march on Washington, held ineffective disarmament talks, and had bank crisis [1932]. His Treasury Secretary was 

Andrew Mellon. 

 

Eamon De Valera [De Valera, Eamon] or Edward George de Valera [Valera, Edward George de] 

president 

Ireland 

1932 

He lived 1882 to 1975. Civil war ended in south Ireland. Sinn Fein or Irish Republican Army became outlaws. 

 

Hermann Goering [Goering, Hermann] 

leader 



Germany 

1932 to 1945 

He lived 1893 to 1946, was Nazi president of Reichstag [1932], founded Gestapo secret police [1935], and 

controlled economy. He planned German air war for World War II. 

 

Joseph Goebbels [Goebbels, Joseph] 

propagandist 

Germany 

1933 to 1945 

He lived 1897 to 1945. 

 

Adolf Hitler [Hitler, Adolf] or Der Führer 

chancellor 

Germany 

1933 to 1945 

He lived 1889 to 1945 and was National Socialist (Nazi). Hindenburg named him chancellor [1932]. He gained 

absolute power by outlawing Communists after blaming them for setting fire to Reichstag legislature [1934]. He 

rearmed Germany and allied with Italy [1936]. Munich Pact gave Germany Czechoslovakia [1937]. He set up 

totalitarian state that emphasized anti-Semitism. Concentration camps killed five million people. He started World War 

II [1939] with blitzkrieg through Poland, Belgium, and France. He lost Battle of Britain in air [1940]. He bogged down 

in Russia [1941]. He committed suicide [1945] in Berlin. 

 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt [Roosevelt, Franklin Delano] 

president 

USA 

1933 to 1945 

New Deal [1933] 

He lived 1882 to 1945. Before 1933, the 32nd president recovered from polio and became governor of New York. In 

1933, he declared bank holiday, set up many public agencies to hire unemployed and use natural resources, and began 

New Deal policies with many new laws. He had Brain Trust of economic advisors: Henry Wallace, Harry Hopkins, and 

Henry Morgenthau. He tried to reorganize Supreme Court [1937]. He set up Lend-Lease plan to supply Britain [1940]. 

He attended Allied conferences. He declared four human rights or Four Freedoms [1941]: freedom of expression and 

religion and freedom from want and fear. 

His wife was the humanitarian Eleanor Roosevelt. 

 

Everett Dirksen [Dirksen, Everett] 

senator 

USA 

1933 to 1969 

He lived 1896 to 1969 and was moderate Republican leader. 

 

Muhammad Ali Jinnah [Jinnah, Muhammad Ali] 

leader 

India 

1934 

He lived 1876 to 1948 and led Moslem League. 

 

Lazaro Cardenas [Cardenas, Lazaro] 

president 

Mexico 

1934 to 1940 

He lived 1895 to 1970 and started widespread reforms [1934 to 1940]. 

 

Fiorello La Guardia [La Guardia, Fiorello] 

mayor 

New York, New York 



1934 to 1945 

He lived 1882 to 1947 and led Fusion party {reform party}. 

 

John L. Lewis [Lewis, John L.] 

founder 

USA 

1935 

He lived 1880 to 1969, was United Mine Workers of America president [1920 to 1960], and started Congress of 

Industrial Organizations [1935] (CIO). 

 

Manuel Luis Quezon [Quezon, Manuel Luis] 

president 

Philippines 

1935 

He lived 1878 to 1944. Philippines became commonwealth under USA. 

 

Al Smith [Smith, Al] 

candidate 

USA 

1936 

He lived 1873 to 1944 and was Republican presidential candidate. 

 

Ioannis Metazas [Metazas, Ioannis] 

dictator 

Greece 

1936 to 1939 

He lived 1871 to 1941. 

 

Francisco Franco [Franco, Francisco] 

dictator 

Spain 

1936 to 1975 

He lived 1892 to 1975 and abolished all parties except Falange fascist party. He declared monarchy, with himself as 

head of state [1947]. 

 

Bernard Baruch [Baruch, Bernard] 

advisor 

USA 

1937 

He lived 1870 to 1965 and advised Roosevelt. 

 

Amelia Earhart [Earhart, Amelia] 

pilot 

USA 

1937 

She lived 1897 to 1937 and disappeared in Pacific Ocean on her around-the-world trip in a two-passenger airplane. 

 

Joachim von Ribbentrop [Ribbentrop, Joachim von] 

general 

Germany 

1940 

He lived 1893 to 1946. 

 

Wendell Wilkie [Wilkie, Wendell] 

candidate 

USA 



1940 

He lived 1892 to 1944. Republican candidate for president campaigned for peace. 

 

Ion Antonescu [Antonescu, Ion] 

dictator 

Romania 

1940 to 1946 

He lived 1882 to 1946, took over Romania with Iron Guard's help, and fought Russia. 

 

Tojo 

premier 

Japan 

1941 to 1945 

He lived 1884 to 1948 and started war with USA [1942]. 

 

Douglas MacArthur [MacArthur, Douglas] 

general 

Pacific Ocean 

1942 to 1952 

He lived 1880 to 1964 and commanded all Far East forces for USA in World War II. He led Japan occupation [1945 

to 1952]. 

 

Dwight David Eisenhower [Eisenhower, Dwight David] 

general 

USA 

1943 

He lived 1890 to 1969 and led Allies in North Africa in World War II. Allies appointed him Supreme Commander in 

Europe [1944]. 

 

Eddie Rickenbacker [Rickenbacker, Eddie] 

pilot 

USA 

1943 

He lived 1890 to 1973. 

 

Harry S. Truman [Truman, Harry S.] 

president 

USA 

1945 to 1953 

He lived 1884 to 1972. 33rd president became president when Roosevelt died in office. He went to Potsdam 

Conference [1945], which divided Germany into four sectors and authorized war trials. He authorized the hydrogen 

bomb [1945]. He stated Truman Doctrine [1947] to financially aid Greece and Turkey, which communism threatened, 

and to provide support for all peoples threatened by communism. He presided over Marshall Plan [1947] to rebuild 

Europe. He tried to enact Fair Deal of price controls and civil rights. He finalized North Atlantic Treaty [1948]. He sent 

troops to Korea [1950]. He dismissed General MacArthur [1952]. He pressured steel industry. 

 

J. Paul Getty [Getty, J. Paul] 

businessman 

USA 

1945 to 1960 

He lived 1892 to 1976 and was in oil business. 

 

Achmad Sukarno [Sukarno, Achmad] 

president 

Indonesia 

1945 to 1966 



He lived 1901 to 1970. 

 

Josip Broz Tito [Tito, Josip Broz] 

premier 

Yugoslavia 

1945 to 1970 

He lived 1892 to 1980, deposed king, and defeated Mikhailovich in Yugoslav civil war between two Nazi resistors. 

Yugoslavia became Communist but was independent of Russia. 

 

Trygve Lie [Lie, Trygve] 

secretary-general 

New York, New York 

1946 to 1953 

He lived 1896 to 1968 and was United Nations Secretary-General. 

 

Juan Peron [Peron, Juan] 

dictator 

Argentina 

1946 to 1955 

He lived 1895 to 1974. 

 

George C. Marshall [Marshall, George C.] 

secretary of state 

USA 

1947 

He lived 1880 to 1959 and developed Marshall Plan or European Recovery Program, which integrated all aid to 

Europe. He was Army chief of staff in World War II. 

 

Robert Taft [Taft, Robert] 

senator 

Ohio 

1947 

He lived 1889 to 1953. Taft-Hartley law [1947] was about labor. 

 

Joe McCarthy [McCarthy, Joe] 

senator 

USA 

1947 to 1954 

He lived 1909 to 1957, investigated Communist party, and labeled many liberals traitors. Army-McCarthy hearings 

exposed his methods and led to his defeat [1954]. 

 

Jawaharal Nehru [Nehru, Jawaharal] 

prime minister 

India 

1947 to 1964 

He lived 1889 to 1964. After British left India, he led Congress Party, favored industrialization and socialism, fought 

Pakistan for Kashmir, fought Portugal for Goa, and fought China over border. 

 

Chang Kai-Shek [Kai-Shek, Chang] 

president 

Taiwan 

1948 to 1975 

He lived 1887 to 1975 and led Republic of China. 

 

Aly Khan or Ali Solomone Khan 

prince 



Pakistan 

1949 to 1960 

He lived 1911 to 1960 and was famous lover and celebrity, married to Rita Hayworth. 

 

Konrad Adenauer [Adenauer, Konrad] 

chancellor 

Germany 

1949 to 1963 

He lived 1876 to 1967 and led Christian Democrats, centrist party of West Germany. Opposition was Social 

Democrats, socialist party. 

 

David Ben Gurion [Ben Gurion, David] 

premier 

Israel 

1949 to 1963 

He lived 1886 to 1973 and led Labor party. 

 

Ralph Bunche [Bunche, Ralph] 

diplomat 

USA 

1950 

He lived 1904 to 1971 and worked at United Nations. 

 

Mohammed Mossadegh [Mossadegh, Mohammed] 

premier 

Iran 

1951 

He lived 1882 to 1967. With Communist Tudeh party, he deposed king [1951]. 

 

John Foster Dulles [Dulles, John Foster] 

secretary of state 

USA 

1953 to 1961 

He lived 1888 to 1959 and advocated alliances against Communists and supported superior nuclear forces. 

 

Dwight David Eisenhower [Eisenhower, Dwight David] 

president 

USA 

1953 to 1961 

He lived 1890 to 1969. 34th president got truce in Korea, set Eisenhower Doctrine for Middle East defense against 

Communism, and sent troops to desegregate schools in Little Rock, Arkansas. 

 

Dag Hammerskjöld [Hammerskjöld, Dag] 

secretary-general 

New York, New York 

1953 to 1961 

He lived 1905 to 1961 and was United Nations Secretary-General. He tried to make his office stronger through 

personal action, especially in Congo, where he died in plane crash. 

 

Nikita Khrushchev [Khrushchev, Nikita] 

dictator 

Russia 

1953 to 1964 

He lived 1894 to 1971 and was member of Politburo [1939], became first secretary when Stalin died [1953], 

denounced Stalin [1956], and became Premier [1958]. His policy was "peaceful coexistence". 

 



Hyman Rickover [Rickover, Hyman] 

admiral 

Poland/USA 

1954 

He lived 1985 to 1987. 

 

Getulio Vargas [Vargas, Getulio] 

president 

Brazil 

1954 

He lived 1882 to 1954. After ruling [1930 to 1954], power struggle began, he lost, and military took over. 

 

George Meany [Meany, George] 

president 

USA 

1955 

He lived 1894 to 1980 and led AFL-CIO. 

 

Imre Nagy [Nagy, Imre] 

premier 

Hungary 

1955 

He lived 1896 to 1958 and liberalized Communism in Hungary. Russia removed him. 

 

Walter Reuther [Reuther, Walter] 

labor leader 

USA 

1955 

He lived 1907 to 1970 and led AFL/CIO. 

 

Martin Luther King, Jr. [King, Jr., Martin Luther] 

civil rights leader 

USA 

1955 to 1968 

He lived 1929 to 1968 and led Southern Christian Leadership Organization and used passive resistance and boycotts 

to force desegregation. 

 

Gamal Abdel Nasser [Nasser, Gamal Abdel] 

president 

Egypt 

1956 to 1969 

He lived 1918 to 1970 and started coup that deposed King Farouk I. He nationalized Suez Canal and started land 

reform. France, Britain, and Israel tried to take Suez Canal [1956] but failed. 

 

Fidel Castro [Castro, Fidel] 

premier 

Cuba 

1959 

He lived 1926 to ?. The 26th of July revolutionary movement overthrew Juan Bautista, and Cuba became 

Communist. 

 

Che Guevara [Guevara, Che] 

general 

Cuba 

1959 

He lived 1928 to 1967. 



 

James Hoffa [Hoffa, James] 

labor leader 

USA 

1960 

He lived 1913 to 1975 and led Teamster's Union. 

 

Yuri Gagarin [Gagarin, Yuri] 

pilot 

Russia 

1961 

He lived 1934 to 1968 and was first person to orbit Earth, once, in spacecraft and return. 

 

Alan Shepard [Shepard, Alan] 

pilot 

USA 

1961 

He lived 1923 to 1998 and was first American in space. 

 

John F. Kennedy [Kennedy, John F.] 

president 

USA 

1961 to 1963 

Profiles in Courage 

He lived 1917 to 1963. 35th president tried to start New Frontier and Peace Corps, supported Bay of Pigs invasion of 

Cuba by insurgents, won Cuban missile crisis, got nuclear test ban treaty, and Oswald assassinated him. 

 

U Thant [Thant, U] 

secretary-general 

United Nations 

1961 to 1969 

He lived 1909 to 1974 and was United Nations Secretary-General. He dealt with Netherlands New Guinea 

independence, trouble over Cuba, and Congo reunification. 

 

Lyndon B. Johnson [Johnson, Lyndon B.] 

president 

USA 

1963 to 1969 

He lived 1908 to 1973. 36th president led nation into Vietnam War and Great Society. 

 

Golda Meir [Meir, Golda] 

premier 

Israel 

1963 to 1973 

She lived 1898 to 1978. 

 

Barry Goldwater [Goldwater, Barry] 

candidate 

USA 

1964 

He lived 1909 to 1998 and was conservative Republican presidential candidate. 

 

Aleksei Kosygin [Kosygin, Aleksei] 

premier 

Russia 

1964 



He lived 1904 to 1980 and led USSR. 

 

Leonid Brezhnev [Brezhnev, Leonid] 

dictator 

Russia 

1964 to 1982 

He lived 1906 to 1982 and led USSR. He became Communist Party first secretary after he took power from 

Krushchev. 

 

Alexei Leonov [Leonov, Alexei] 

pilot 

Russia 

1965 

He lived 1934 to ? and first walked in space. 

 

Indira Gandhi [Gandhi, Indira] 

prime minister 

India 

1966 

She lived 1917 to 1984. 

 

Richard M. Nixon [Nixon, Richard M.] 

president 

USA 

1969 to 1974 

He lived 1913 to 1994. 37th president opened China [1972], ended Vietnam War [1973], and fought inflation. 

Watergate scandal forced him to resign [1974]. 

 

Kurt Waldheim [Waldheim, Kurt] 

secretary-general 

New York, New York 

1969 to 1977 

He lived 1918 to ? and was United Nations Secretary-General. He was from Austria. 

 

Constantine Karamanlis [Karamanlis, Constantine] 

ruler 

Greece 

1973 

He lived 1907 to 1998 and led after military-junta failed. 

 

Juan Peron [Peron, Juan] 

leader 

Argentina 

1973 

He lived 1895 to 1974 and led after military junta failed. 

 

Augusto Pinochet [Pinochet, Augusto] 

dictator 

Chile 

1973 to 1990 

He lived 1915 to 2006 and used army to take rule from elected socialist president Salvador Allende and had many 

people killed. 

 

Gerald Ford [Ford, Gerald] 

president 

USA 



1974 to 1977 

He lived 1913 to 2006. 38th president pardoned Richard Nixon. 

 

Deng Xiaoping [Xiaoping, Deng] 

premier 

China 

1976 to 1989 

He lived 1904 to 1997. After Mao died, China increased economic growth under Deng Xiaoping. 

 

James E. Carter [Carter, James E.] 

president 

USA 

1977 to 1981 

He lived 1924 to ?. 39th president fought inflation and slow growth. Iran took Americans hostage in Tehran until day 

after he left office. 

 

Lech Walesa [Walesa, Lech] 

union leader 

Gdansk, Poland 

1980 to 1980.12 

He lived 1943 to ?. Shipyard workers strike led to Solidarity trade union, with repression in December. 

 

Ronald Reagan [Reagan, Ronald] 

president 

USA 

1981 to 1989 

He lived 1911 to 2004. 40th president enacted large tax cuts, caused government debt, and built up military. 

 

Russian leaders 

leader 

Russia 

1982 to 1985 

Leonid Brezhnev died, and Russia had old caretaker leaders. 

 

Mikhail Gorbachev [Gorbachev, Mikhail] 

general secretary 

Russia 

1985 to 1991 

He lived 1931 to ? and stressed glasnost (openness) and perestroika (reorganization). 

 

Lech Walesa [Walesa, Lech] 

union leader 

Gdansk, Poland 

1989 

He lived 1943 to ?. Elections became open to all parties, including Solidarity union. Solidarity won election and 

formed coalition. 

 

George H. W. Bush [Bush, George H. W.] 

president 

USA 

1989 to 1993 

He lived 1924 to ?. 41st president fought war with Iraq over Kuwait occupation [1991]. Economy was bad. 

 

Vaclav Havel [Havel, Vaclav] 

president 

Czech Republic/Slovakia 



1989 to 2000 

He lived 1936 to ? and became president of independent Czechoslovakia [1989]. 

 

William Clinton [Clinton, William] or Bill Clinton [Clinton, Bill] 

president 

USA 

1993 to 2001 

He lived 1946 to ?. 42nd president got balanced budget agreement. He escaped impeachment for sexual affair 

coverup [1998]. He passed NAFTA trade agreement for Mexico and USA. He got Palestine and Israel to agree on 

peace and Palestinian state. He presided over prosperity. 

 

George W. Bush [Bush, George W.] 

president 

USA 

2001 to 2009 

He lived 1946 to ?. 43rd president attacked Afghanistan [2001] and Iraq [2003] and tried to end worldwide terrorism 

by force and monetary measures. He lowered taxes and increased debt. Economy was bad. 

 

Barack Obama [Obama, Barack] 

president 

USA 

2009 

He lived 1961 to ?. 44th president tried to stimulate economy and bailout big businesses. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Life 

 

organic molecules 

life 

Earth 

-4300000000 to -3850000000 

Organic molecules formed in seas. 

 

one-celled organisms 

life 

Earth 

-3850000000 to -3300000000 

Life began as non-photosynthetic one-celled bacteria-like organisms. 

 

methanogens 

life 

Earth 

-3700000000 to -2800000000 

Methane archaebacteria began. 

 

stromatolite 

life 

Africa/Australia 

-3500000000 to -2200000000 

Ancient-rock calcium-carbonate or silica-sediment layers {stromatolite} contain blue-green-algae cyanobacteria 

secretions. 

 

photosynthesis 

life 

Earth 

-3400000000 

Photosynthetic bacteria used bacteriochlorophyll to absorb near-infrared light to make sulfur or sulfate molecules. 



 

oxygen-producing bacteria 

life 

Earth 

-3000000000 

Photosynthetic bacteria oxygen production became significant. 

 

photosynthesis 

life 

Earth 

-2700000000 to -2200000000 

Photosynthetic organisms became abundant, enabled energy storage, added oxygen to atmosphere, and removed 

carbon dioxide from atmosphere. 

 

cyanobacteria 

life 

Earth 

-2300000000 

Cyanobacteria blue-green algae formed abundant oxygen. 

 

eukaryotes 

life 

Earth 

-2150000000 to -1400000000 

Eukaryotes began. 

 

metazoa 

life 

Earth 

-1200000000 

Multicellular organisms appeared. 

 

yeast and mold ancestor 

life 

Earth 

-900000000 

 

Vendian 

life 

Earth 

-700000000 to -600000000 

Metazoa flourished, as air oxygen concentration became high enough. Worms, jellyfish, mollusks, and other 

invertebrates began. 

 

insect and mammal ancestor 

life 

Earth 

-600000000 

 

Ediacara or Edicarian 

life 

Earth 

-600000000 to -550000000 

Worms up to one meter long and flatworms like planaria and tapeworms appeared, as air oxygen concentration 

became high enough. 

 



bilateral symmetry 

life 

Earth 

-590000000 

Organisms with front and back, and right and left, began. Body parts came in pairs. 

 

prechordates 

life 

Earth 

-570000000 to -500000000 

Prechordates began. 

 

Burgess Shale 

life 

Canadian Rockies, Canada 

-530000000 

Sediments trapped multicellular animals from many phyla. 

 

chordates 

life 

Earth 

-530000000 

Pikaia gracilens was first chordate, with segmented notochord and zigzag muscle bands. 

 

Roundish Flat Worm 

life 

Earth 

-530000000 

Roundish Flat Worm (Bilateria) had bilateral symmetry and was vertebrate and arthropod ancestor. 

 

shelled animals 

life 

Earth 

-510000000 

Hard-shelled animals began. 

 

moss 

life 

Earth 

-475000000 

From green algae came moss. 

 

liverwort 

life 

Earth 

-475000000 

From green algae came liverworts. 

 

vertebrates/jawless fish 

life 

Earth 

-470000000 

Jawless fish were first vertebrates. 

 

jawed fish 

life 



Earth 

-450000000 

Head bones evolved to make muscled and bony jaw. 

 

vascular plants 

life 

Earth 

-423000000 

Vascular plants began. 

 

bony fish 

life 

Earth 

-420000000 

Bony fish have mouth at front end, fin rays that attach to muscles, and skin scales. 

 

lobefin fish 

life 

Earth 

-400000000 

Rhipidistians had internal nares to lungs and had fins at ends of stumps, which allowed them to push onto shore. 

 

fresh-water lobefin fish 

life 

Earth 

-380000000 

Lobefin fish had adults that survived in fresh water and on land, had rear lobefins, and had lungs. 

 

Tiktaalik roseae 

life 

Ellesmere Island, Canada 

-375000000 

It had fish jaw, fins, and scales, but tetrapod skull, neck, ribs, and pectoral fins, with thin arm, wrist, and hand bones. 

 

amphibians 

life 

Earth 

-370000000 to -360000000 

Amphibians evolved from Rhipidistians. 

 

stem reptiles/anapsids 

life 

Earth 

-340000000 to -280000000 

Earliest reptiles were 20 centimeters long. First anapsid was cotylosaur. 

 

bird and mammal ancestor 

life 

Earth 

-300000000 

Bird and mammal ancestors separated. 

 

sphenodons 

life 

Earth 

-300000000 



Sphenodons were diapsids, were one meter long, had large beak-like snout, had spine down back, had third eye, and 

had nictating membranes over regular eyes. 

 

diapsids/synapsids 

life 

Earth 

-300000000 

Diapsid reptiles evolved from anapsids. Synapsids evolved from diapsids. 

 

pelycosaurs 

life 

Earth 

-300000000 to -230000000 

Mammal-like synapsid finback synapsids were 60 centimeters long, had canine teeth, and chewed using jaw and jaw 

muscles different than anapsids and diapsids. 

 

archosaurs 

life 

Earth 

-270000000 

Archosaurs were diapsid sphenodons and had two large back limbs, two small front limbs, long tail, and teeth in 

sockets. 

 

thecodonts 

life 

Earth 

-260000000 to -220000000 

Thecodonts were archosaurs, had insulation, and had reptilian teeth. 

 

nautilus 

life 

Earth 

-250000000 

Nautilus lived. 

 

Pristerognathids 

life 

Earth 

-248000000 

Pristerognathid reptiles evolved from pelycosaurs, weighed 50 kilograms, were fast trotters, and were endotherms. 

 

dinosaurs 

life 

Earth 

-240000000 

Dinosaurs were mostly diapsids and began in middle Triassic. 

 

therapsids 

life 

Earth 

-240000000 to -181000000 

Therapsids descended from pristerognathids and were warm-blooded. They had larynx. 

 

cynodonts 

life 

Earth 



-240000000 to -230000000 

Cynodonts evolved from therapsids, were dog-sized, had dentary bone, had big canine teeth, had hard palate, had 

turbinals, and were nocturnal. 

 

dicynodonts 

life 

Earth 

-240000000 to -230000000 

Dicynodonts began from separate therapsid branch and were herbivores. 

 

Chiniquodontids or Probainognathians 

life 

Earth 

-230000000 

Cynodonts acquired meat-eating teeth. 

 

Rhynchosaurs 

life 

Earth 

-230000000 

Small reptiles acquired beaks. 

 

traversodontids 

life 

Earth 

-230000000 

Leopard-sized cynodont plant-eaters had incisors and cheek teeth. 

 

prosauropods 

life 

Earth 

-230000000 to -190000000 

Small brachiosaur-like reptiles began. 

 

mammals/monotremes 

life 

Earth 

-220000000 to -70000000 

Monotremes evolved from juvenile cynodonts by pedomorphism, are small, have mammary glands, are warm-

blooded, have red blood cells, have diaphragm, have bony palate, have voluntary muscle, and have neocortex. 

 

birds 

life 

Earth 

-220000000 to 120000000 

Early birds were warm-blooded and had feathers. 

 

Tribosphenida 

life 

Earth 

-167000000 to -142000000 

Tribosphenida had tribosphenic molars. 

 

Archaeopteryx bird 

life 

Earth 



-150000000 to -140000000 

Archaeopteryx was first bird but did not fly. 

 

Repenomamus 

mammal 

China 

-130000000 

13-kilogram one-meter mammals lived on ground in Miocene: Repenomamus giganticus and Repenomamus 

robustus. 

 

army ants 

life 

Gondwana 

-100000000 

Ant subfamily Dorylinae evolved in mid-Cretaceous. 

 

Theria/marsupials 

life 

Earth 

-100000000 

Theria marsupials developed from monotremes. 

 

Eutheria 

life 

Earth 

-90000000 

Eutheria placental mammals developed from Theria. 

 

primitive insectivores 

life 

Earth 

-80000000 

Primitive insectivores evolved from placental mammals, looked like tree shrews, had forward vision, and had 

grasping hand. 

 

grass 

life 

Earth 

-71000000 to -55000000 

Grasses began 55 to 71 million years ago. 

 

primates/prosimians 

life 

Earth 

-70000000 to -30000000 

First primates developed from primitive insectivores and were like galagos, lorises, and lemurs. 

 

monkeys 

life 

South America/Central America/Africa 

-55000000 to -50000000 

Monkeys evolved from prosimians and were like New World monkeys: marmosets, tamarins, squirrel monkeys, and 

spider monkeys. 

 

caviomorph rodents 

life 



Africa/South America 

-55000000 to -25000000 

Capybara and chincilla ancestors {caviomorph rodents} {rodent, caviomorph} came from Africa to South America 

on floating vegetation. 

 

New World monkeys 

life 

Africa/South America 

-55000000 to -25000000 

New World monkeys came from Africa to South America on floating vegetation. 

 

Parapithecus 

life 

Africa 

-35000000 to -25000000 

Parapithecus was ancestor of Old World monkeys. 

 

Old World monkeys 

life 

Africa 

-34000000 to -25000000 

Old World monkeys differentiated from New World monkeys in Oligocene epoch. Old World monkeys are like 

macaque, baboon, and mandrill. 

 

carnivores 

life 

Earth 

-30000000 

Carnivores began. 

 

lemurs 

life 

Earth 

-30000000 

Lemurs began. 

 

Proconsul 

life 

Africa/Kenya 

-22000000 to -17000000 

Proconsul, a lesser ape, was ancestor of all hominids. 

 

pongids 

life 

Africa 

-22000000 to -14000000 

Pongid lesser apes separated from Old World monkeys. 

 

Ramapithecus 

life 

Kenya 

-18000000 to -12000000 

Lesser ape had flat teeth, ate fruit, was arboreal, had sexual dimorphism, and had flat face. 

 

Griphopithecus 

life 



Germany/Turkey 

-16500000 

Lesser ape had long and strong jaws with large incisor teeth, flat-sided canine teeth, flat premolars, and flat molars. 

 

Heliopithecus/Afropithecus 

life 

Arabia 

-16000000 

Great ape had teeth enamel and ate nuts and husked foods. 

 

great apes 

life 

Europe/Asia 

-16000000 to -13500000 

Great apes evolved from Proconsul-like lesser apes. 

 

Sivapithecus 

life 

Southeast Asia/Turkey/Pakistan/India/Nepal/China 

-16000000 to -7000000 

A great ape {Sivapithecus} was orangutan ancestor (Pongo pygmaeus). By Late Miocene, Sivapithecus lived only in 

tropical Southeast Asia. 

It had long and strong jaws with large incisor teeth, flat-sided canine teeth, flat premolars, and flat molars. It had 

short snout. It had grasping hands and feet and extendable elbow for hanging and swinging in trees. It ate ripe fruit and 

grew slowly. 

Related species were Gigantopithecus in India and Lufengpithecus in southeast Asia. 

 

Dryopithecus 

life 

Europe/Spain/Hungary/Georgia/Africa 

-14000000 to -7000000 

A great ape {Dryopithecus} {Ouranopithecus} was ancestor of African great apes. Dryopithecus had long and strong 

jaws with large incisor teeth, flat-sided canine teeth, flat premolars, and flat molars. It had grasping hands and feet and 

extendable elbow for hanging and swinging in trees. It ate ripe fruit and grew slowly. It had face that tilted down 

{klinorhynchy, great ape}, unlike up {airorhynchy, great ape} as in orangutans, gibbons, and siamangs. It also had 

larger lower face, lower and larger skull, and flatter nose than orangutans. By Late Miocene, Dryopithecus lived only in 

tropical Africa. Related species are Griphopithecus in Germany and Turkey, Ankarapithecus in Turkey, 

Ouranopithecus in Greece, Oreopithecus in Italy, and Heliopithecus in Arabia. 

 

anthropoid apes 

life 

Africa/Asia 

-13500000 to -9000000 

Anthropoid apes, such as gorillas and chimpanzees, differentiated from early apes in hands, feet, arms, and legs. 

 

Pan 

life 

Asia 

-9000000 to -7000000 

Genus Pan split from gorillas and was like chimpanzee and bonobo. 

 

Oreopithecus 

life 

Italy/Tuscany 

-7000000 

Great ape ate leaves and had grasping hands and feet. 



 

hominin 

life 

Asia 

-7000000 to -5000000 

Hominins differentiated from Pan. 

 

Sahelanthropus tchadensis/Toumai 

hominin 

Toros-Menalia, Djurab Desert, Chad 

-6900000 to -6600000 

Hominin had small canine teeth, snouty face, large neck, sloping forehead, and small brain, with 2.3 encephalization 

quotient [found by Michael Brunet]. It came from common primate ancestor and was ancestor of Ardipithecus kadabba. 

 

Orrorin tugenensis 

hominin 

Tugen Hills, Kenya 

-6000000 

hominin. 

 

Ardipithecus kadabba or Ardipithecus ramidus kadabba 

hominin 

Middle Awash, Ethiopia 

-5800000 to -5300000 

Hominin came from Sahelanthropus tchadensis and was ancestor of Ardipithecus ramidus. Ardi means fundamental. 

Kadabba means beginning family ancestor. 

 

Ardipithecus ramidus 

hominin 

Aramis, Ethiopia 

-4500000 to -4300000 

Hominin lived in woods and walked upright [found by Tim White]. It was in Afar Region. Hominin came from 

Ardipithecus kadabba and was ancestor of Australopithecus anamensis. Ardi means fundamental. Ramidus means root. 

 

Australopithecus anamensis 

hominin 

Kanapoi, Kenya/Allia Bay, Kenya 

-4300000 to -3900000 

Hominin lived in bushland and walked upright. It came from Ardipithecus ramidus and was ancestor of 

Australopithecus afarensis and Australopithecus africanus. 

 

Australopithecus 

hominin 

Africa 

-4300000 to -1400000 

Varied and separated habitats isolated four hominin species: Australopithecus afarensis, gracile Australopithecus 

africanus, robust Australopithecus robustus, and robust Australopithecus boisei. 

 

bipedalism 

life 

Africa 

-3700000 to -1500000 

Walking upright {bipedalism}| involves push with toes, swing, heel strike, and stance. It causes inline walking. 

Extended knee joint locks knee for upright standing. Bipedalism is efficient walking and allows carrying and using 

hand tools. It preceded tool use and meat eating by one million years and so preceded hunting or scavenging. 

 



Laetolil footprints 

hominin 

Laetolil, Tanzania 

-3600000 to -28000 

Australopithecus afarensis left footprints [found by Mary Leakey]. 

 

C4 metabolic pathway plants 

life 

Turkana Basin, Kenya 

-3500000 to -3200000 

Bushy grasslands and grassy woodlands use a metabolic pathway {C4 metabolic pathway} {four-carbon metabolic 

pathway}. Bushes, trees, and shrubs use a metabolic pathway {three-carbon metabolic pathway}. Bushy grasslands and 

grassy woodlands replaced bushes, trees, and shrubs. 

 

Kenyanthropus or Kenyanthropus platyops 

hominin 

Turkana Basin, Kenya 

-3500000 to -3200000 

Kenyanthropus platyops had flat face, small teeth, and head crest. 

 

Australopithecus bahrelghazali 

hominin 

Bahr el Ghazal, Chad 

-3500000 to -3000000 

hominin. 

 

Australopithecus afarensis 

hominin 

Hadar, Ethiopia/Great Rift Valley, Lake Rudolph/Omo River, Ethiopia 

-3400000 to -3000000 

Gracile Australopithecus afarensis came from Australopithecus anamensis. 

 

Selam/Lucy's baby 

hominin 

Dikika, Ethiopia 

-3300000 

Australopithecus afarensis three-year old female lived in Afar region. It still has shoulder blades and hyoid bone. 

Semicircular canals are like apes and A. africanus. Shoulder socket is like apes. Hyoid is like apes. 

 

Lucy 

hominin 

Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania 

-3200000 

Australopithecus afarensis lived in East Africa [found by Leakey]. 

 

Taung child 

hominin 

Transvaal 

-3000000 

Taung child was Australopithecus africanus. 

 

Australopithecus africanus 

hominin 

Africa 

-3000000 to -2300000 



Gracile Australopithecus africanus [first found in 1924] was at Swartkrans, Makapansgat, Olduvai, and Lake 

Rudolph. It came from Australopithecus anamensis. 

 

Paranthropus 

hominin 

South Africa 

-2600000 to -1600000 

Paranthropus aethiopicus, Paranthropus crassidens, Paranthropus robustus, and Paranthropus boisei were robust 

australopithecines. 

 

Australopithecus garhi 

hominin 

Ethiopia 

-2500000 

Hominin came from Australopithecus afarensis and was ancestor of Homo habilus. 

 

Australopithecus 

hominin 

Sterkfontein, South Africa 

-2500000 

hominin. 

 

Black Skull or Paranthropus aethiopicus or Australopithecus aethiopicus 

hominin 

Kenya 

-2500000 to -2200000 

Paranthropus aethiopicus or Australopithecus aethiopicus was robust australopithecine. 

 

Homo habilis 

hominin 

Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania 

-2500000 to -1200000 

Homo habilis split from Australopithecus to make genus Homo and formed Lower Paleolithic Oldowan Culture. 

Louis Leakey found Homo habilis. 

 

Australopithecus boisei or Paranthropus boisei 

hominin 

Africa 

-2300000 to -1300000 

Australopithecus boisei or Paranthropus boisei was not on human line, was robust, and lived in east Africa. 

 

Australopithecus robustus or Paranthropus robustus 

hominin 

Africa 

-2200000 to -1400000 

Australopithecus robustus or Paranthropus robustus was not on human line and came from Australopithecus 

africanus. 

 

Homo rudolfensis or Kenyanthropus rudolfensis 

hominin 

Lake Rudolph, Africa 

-2100000 to -1900000 

Homo rudolfensis or Kenyanthropus rudolfensis was like Homo habilis. 

 

Homo erectus 

hominin 



Riwat, Pakistan 

-2000000 

hominin. 

 

Australopithecus 

hominin 

Swartkrans, South Africa 

-2000000 to -1500000 

hominin. 

 

Homo erectus 

hominin 

Swartkrans, South Africa 

-1500000 

hominin. 

 

Homo ergaster 

hominin 

Tanzania/Transvaal/Ethiopia/Algeria/Morocco/Lake Turkana, Kenya 

-1900000 to -1600000 

Homo ergaster was early African Homo erectus and was first hominin with human body form. It came from Homo 

habilis. Homo ergaster reached Dmanisi, Georgia [-1700000]. 

 

Homo erectus 

hominin 

Africa 

-1900000 to -25000 

Homo erectus was 1.65 meters tall and came from Homo habilis. 

Ternifine had Homo erectus mauritanicus. Broken Hill, Rhodesia had Rhodesia man. Choskoutieh, China had 

Sinanthropus, Homo erectus pekinensis, or Peking man [-500000]. Lantian, China, had Homo erectus lantianensis. 

Longgupo, China, had Homo erectus [-1900000]. Donggutuo, China, had Homo erectus [-1000000]. Gongwangling, 

China, had Homo erectus [-1100000]. Java, Indonesia had Homo erectus [-1800000 to -25000]. Orce, Spain had Homo 

erectus [-1000000]. Ngandong, Indonesia had Homo erectus soleensis or Java man [-500000]. Trinil, Indonesia had 

Pithecanthropus or Homo erectus. 'Ubeidiya, Israel, had Homo erectus [-1500000 to -1000000]. Olduvai had Homo 

erectus. 

 

Java man 

hominin 

Trinil, Java/Solo River, Java 

-1800000 to -1000000 

Homo ergaster or Homo erectus reached Java. 

 

Homo georgicus 

hominin 

Dmanisi, Georgia 

-1750000 

Homo erectus, Homo ergaster, Homo georgicus, and Homo habilis had Oldowan culture. 

 

Zinjanthropus 

hominin 

Africa 

-1750000 

Zinjanthropus was Homo erectus, used stone tools and clubs, was vegetarian, and had small brain. 

 

Nariokoyome boy 

hominin 



Japan 

-1600000 

He was Homo erectus and was up to six feet tall. He had domed thick skull, smaller jaw, and bare skin. He used 

stone tools, ate meat, and had longer development. 

 

Homo erectus 

hominin 

Olorgesallie, Kenya 

-970000 to -900000 

Humans came from Java and had stone tools. 

 

Homo antecessor 

hominin 

Gran Dolina Cave, Spain 

-800000 

Homo antecessor was in north Spain. 

 

Homo heidelbergensis 

hominin 

Atapuerca, Spain/Nice, France/Ibernia/Italy/Mauer, Germany/Africa/China 

-800000 to -200000 

Homo heidelbergensis is Archaic Homo sapiens and came from Home erectus. Atapuerca, Spain, had Homo [-

780000]. Ceprano, Italy, had Homo [-800000]. 

 

Homo neanderthalensis 

hominin 

Europe 

-230000 to -26000 

Neanderthals evolved from non-human hominin line between -500000 and -700000. Heidelberg man, Solo man, and 

Rhodesia man were Neanderthal. Solo man was ancestor of Australian aborigines. Homo neanderthalensis was at 

Swanscombe, Europe; Neander Valley, near Düsseldorf, Germany [found 1856]; La-Chapelle-aux-Saints, France 

[1895], called "Old Man"; Steinheim, Europe; and Carmel, Israel. By -200,000, Neanderthals were in China. 

 

Homo sapiens 

species 

Omo, Ethiopia 

-195000 

Richard Leakey excavated Qafzeh and Skhul caves in Kibish rock formation beside Omo River and found Omo I 

and Omo II skeletons. 

 

Homo sapiens 

life 

Africa 

-170000 to -152000 

Homo sapiens came from Homo erectus. Homo sapiens lived in Africa and west Asia [-100000]: Eritrea [-125000]; 

Congo [-90000]; Blombos Cave, South Africa [-70000]; Klasies River mouth, South Africa [-70000]; Omo-Kibish, 

Ethiopia; and Mount Carmel and Qafzeh, north Israel [-95000]. Liujiang, China, had Homo sapiens [-67000]. Lake 

Muno, Australia, had Homo sapiens [-60000 to -40000]. Niah, Borneo, had Homo sapiens [-40000]. 

Perhaps, Homo sapiens migrated from Africa at -81000 or -50000. If -81000, they went across Red Sea to Yemen, 

then India, then Australia [-72000], and then Europe [-44000]. If -50000, they went to the Levant, then Europe [-

44000]. 

 

Homo sapiens idaltu 

life 

Herto, Ethiopia/Middle Awash, Ethiopia 

-160000 



Homo sapiens idaltu had heavy browridge and round cranium [found by Tim D. White]. 

 

Homo sapiens 

hominin 

Oafzeh, Israel/Skûl, Israel 

-120000 to -80000 

hominin. 

 

Homo floresiensis 

hominin 

Flores, Indonesia 

-95000 to -11000 

Humans {Homo floresiensis} were one meter tall and lived in Liang Bua cave [-16000]. It came from Homo erectus 

and became extinct. Flores islanders speak of "grandmother who eats everything" {ebu gogo}. Sumatra islanders speak 

of similar thing {orang pendek}. 

 

South Asian/North Asian/Caucasoid 

race 

Asia 

-85000 to -55000 

South Asian peoples diverged from North Asian and Caucasoid peoples. 

 

Southeast Asian languages 

language 

Earth 

-60000 to -40000 

Southeast Asian and Eurasian languages diverged. 

 

South Asian/Australian/New Guinean 

race 

Asia 

-60000 to -35000 

New Guinean peoples diverged from South Asian peoples. 

 

North Asian/Caucasoid 

race 

Asia 

-60000 to -35000 

North Asian peoples diverged from Caucasoid peoples. 

 

Cro-Magnon 

hominin 

Europe 

-38000 to -30000 

Perhaps, Homo sapiens Cro-Magnon man is ancestor of Basques of Spain and France and/or South-Africa bushmen. 

 

Amerindian/North East Asian 

race 

Asia 

-35000 

Amerindian peoples diverged from North East Asian peoples. 

 

Pacific Islands/South East Asian 

race 

Asia 

-35000 



Pacific Island peoples diverged from South East Asian peoples. 

 

Neanderthal 

life 

Zafarraya, Spain 

-32000 to -28000 

Culture began. 

 

Neanderthal 

life 

Vindija, Croatia 

-28000 

Culture began. 

 

Amerindian 

race 

North America 

-26000 to -21000 

People with type O blood migrated to North America. 

 

wooly mammoth or mammoth 

extinction 

Earth 

-20000 

Humans did. 

 

mastodon 

extinction 

Earth 

-20000 

Humans did. 

 

saber-tooth tiger 

extinction 

Earth 

-20000 

Humans did. 

 

Amerindian 

race 

Earth 

-11200 to -10700 

People with type A blood migrated across ice-free land bridge between Siberia and Alaska at Bering Straits and went 

to all Americas. 

 

wheat 

life 

Near East 

-10000 to -8000 

wheat 

After last Ice Age, hybrid wheat evolved in Near East. Hybrid wheat crossed with goat grass to produce Emmer 

wheat. Emmer wheat crossed with goat grass to produce bread wheat [-8000]. People, such as Natufian culture, helped 

crosses by harvesting wild wheat with flint sickles. 

 

Austronesian 

race 



Australia/Indonesia/Polynesia 

-1600 to 1000 

Southeast Asian peoples migrated east from Taiwan to Philippine islands [-3000], Java [-2000], Solomon Islands [-

1600], Samoa [-1200], Marquesas [1], Hawaii [500], Easter Island [500], Pitcairn Island [1000], New Zealand [1000], 

and Madagascar [500]. 

 

smallpox 

disease 

Egypt 

-1157 

Variola virus, orthopoxvirus, causes it. The Ramses V mummy has skin lesions. 

 

mumps 

disease 

Earth 

-400 

Epidemic began. 

 

leprosy or Hansen's disease 

disease 

Earth 

-200 

Mycobacterium leprae bacteria cause it. It affects hand and feet skin and nerves. It is curable. If untreated, it deforms 

and cripples people. 

 

bubonic plague or plague 

disease 

Rome, Italy 

166 to 167 

One quarter of people in Roman Empire died. 

 

bubonic plague or plague 

disease 

Rome, Italy 

590 

Tiber flood [589] preceded plague [590] during time of Pope Gregory the Great. 

 

Black Death or plague or Great Plague 

epidemic 

China 

1333 

Bubonic plague killed thousands and went to Russia and Scandinavia. 

 

Black Death or plague or Great Plague 

plague 

India/China/Europe 

1347 to 1390 

Bubonic plague began in Himalaya foothills in India [1280 to 1300] and spread along trade routes. It reached China 

[1333] and Byzantine Empire [1347] {Great Dying}, until it reached most of Europe [1351] {Great Plague} {Black 

Death}, where it killed one-third of people. Labor shortages led to lower food production, peasant revolts, many land 

exchanges, and feudalism breakdown, as workers demanded pay. 

 

Black Death or plague or Great Plague 

epidemic 

Europe 

1720 



Last bubonic-plague epidemic began in west Europe. 

 

polio 

disease 

Earth 

1840 

First polio epidemic began. 

 

influenza 

epidemic 

Europe 

1919 

Influenza killed 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 people. 

 

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome or AIDS 

disease 

Earth 

1959 

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) damages immune system. Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome or 

acquired immunodeficiency is last stage. 
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Homo erectus 

migration 

Flores, Indonesia 

-840000 

Humans came from Java and had stone tools. 

 

Homo erectus 

migration 

Earth 

-840000 to -420000 

Homo erectus migrated out of Africa to Europe and Asia. 

 

Homo erectus 

migration 

Africa/Asia/Europe 

-500000 to -250000 

Homo erectus migrated to Java, China, south Africa, and England. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Earth 

-150000 to -80000 

Homo sapiens moved out of Africa. 

 

Homo sapiens sapiens 

migration 

Africa/Near East 

-100000 to -60000 

Humans migrated from east Africa to northwest Africa, south Africa, Near East, and southeast Asia. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Asia 



-60000 to -50000 

Humans migrated from southeast Asia to north China, Japan, Pacific Ocean islands, Russia, southwest Asia, 

Australia, and New Zealand. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Europe 

-50000 

Homo sapiens went to south Europe. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Caucasia 

-50000 to -35000 

Humans migrated from Caucasia in southwest Asia to Europe and east Russia. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Borneo 

-38000 

Humans lived in limestone caves in north Borneo. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Europe 

-35000 

Homo sapiens came to central Europe. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Asia 

-35000 to -15000 

Humans migrated from northwest Asia to Alaska, North America, and then South America. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Alaska/Asia 

-30000 

Homo sapiens entered Alaska. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Siberia 

-20000 

Homo sapiens entered Siberia. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Chile 

-11000 

Began. 

 

Homo sapiens 

migration 

Mediterranean Sea 

-8500 to -4000 



Mediterranean islands became populated. 

 

Arctic Circle 

migration 

Arctic Circle 

-2000 

Arctic Circle became populated. 

 

Southeast Asians 

migration 

Polynesia/Micronesia 

-1200 to 1000 

Polynesia and Micronesia became populated. 

 

Semites 

migration 

Eritrea/Ethiopia 

-500 

Semitic people from south Arabia migrated to Eritrea and Ethiopia and traded ivory, spices, and incense. 

 

Celts or Kelts 

migration 

Faeroe Islands 

800 

Faeroe Islands became populated. 

 

Viking 

migration 

Iceland 

874 

Iceland became populated. 

 

Cook Islanders 

migration 

South Island, New Zealand 

900 

Ancestors of Maoris reached New Zealand. 

 

Viking 

migration 

Greenland, Denmark 

986 to 1500 

Greenland became populated [986], but Norse people died out by 1500. 

 

Aborigine 

migration 

New Zealand 

1000 

New Zealand became populated. 

 

Huguenots 

migration 

France 

1685 

200,000 people had to leave France. 

 



Trail of Tears 

migration 

USA 

1835 

Cherokee received $5 million and moved to Oklahoma. 

 

Gold Rush 

migration 

Sutter's Creek, California 

1849 to 1850 

Sutter's Creek is in east-central California. 300,000 people came. 

 

Gold Rush 

migration 

Klondike River, Alaska 

1896 

During international economic depression, several thousand people came. Gold Rush towns were Dawson City and 

Skagway. Klondike River is in Yukon Territory. 
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Caroline Islands 

nation 

Portugal/Caroline Islands/Palau Islands 

1525 

Caroline Islands are northeast of New Guinea. 

 

Hawaii 

kingdom 

Hawaiian Islands 

1795 to 1894 

British helped Kamehameha the Great [1795 to 1810]. Kingdom revised constitution four times, finally limiting 

king's power to ceremony [1887]. Republic of Hawaii formed [1894]. 

 

steamship 

trade 

USA/Europe 

1893 

Steamships became more than half of all ships. 

 

Hawaii 

colony 

Asia 

1898 

USA colonized it. 

 

League of Nations 

league 

Europe 

1920 to 1933 

England, France, Italy, and Japan controlled it. USA did not join. Germany and Russia joined later. Germany 

resigned in 1933, as did Japan and Italy later. 

 

League of Nations 

assembly 

Geneva, Switzerland 



1924 

League of Nations Assembly ordered Council to appoint committee to codify international law, resulting in three 

conventions, but nations did not ratify any. 

 

League of Nations 

league 

Russia 

1934 

Russia joined. 

 

Quebec Conference 

conference 

Canada 

1943 to 1944 

USA, Canada, and United Kingdom planned World War II strategy [1943]. USA and United Kingdom signed 

Morgenthau plan, which planned how to occupy Germany and end Ruhr and Saar heavy industries. 

 

United Nations 

league 

New York, New York 

1945 

United Nations began, with 51 charter members. It now has over 190. It has headquarters in New York City. It has 

Security Council of six rotating members and five permanent members: United States, Russia, Britain, France, and 

China. It has General Assembly of all nations, each with one representative. Secretariat is administration. Secretary-

Generals have been Trvgye Lie, Dag Hammersköld, U Thant, Kurt Waldheim, Juan Cuellar, Butros Ghali, and Kofi 

Annan. 

Main agencies are International Court of Justice, United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO), Agricultural Organization (FAO), International Labor Organization (ILO), and World Health Organization 

(WHO). 

 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization or NATO 

league 

USA/Europe 

1948 

NATO began with USA, Canada, Britain, France, Norway, Denmark, Belgium, Netherlands, and Italy. 

 

NATO 

league 

Europe 

1949 

Portugal, Netherlands, and Belgium joined. 
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Kushite 

civilization 

Nubia 

-1500 to -900 

Egypt ruled. 

 

Ethiopia 

kingdom 

Ethiopia 

-1000 to 1930 

Traditionally, a son of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba founded it. Hamitic highland people used Amharic 

language. 



 

Cush or Kush or Kushite 

kingdom 

Nubia/Egypt/Sudan 

-900 to -300 

Egyptian culture reached Kushites, Hamitic people in south Egypt and north Sudan. They learned Assyrian iron 

smelting. First, Napata in Sudan was capital, below Fourth Cataract of Nile. Kushites fought Egypt [-770 to -716]. 

Kushites moved south [-716 to -671]. New center was Meroë, which had iron ore and timber. Nation ended when 

defeated by Ethiopians [-300]. 

 

Carthage 

colony 

Carthage, Tunisia 

-814 

Phoenician traders from Tyre founded a colony. It became independent from Phoenicia [-600]. It sent ships on 

expeditions. 

 

Hausa or Hausaland 

region 

Nigeria 

-800 to 200 

Hausa (Hausaland) was a fertile region on lower Niger River and had trade and industry. 

 

Nubia 

kingdom 

Egypt 

-730 

Nubians and Kushites took Egypt. 

 

Carthage 

expedition 

Carthage, Tunisia 

-600 

Nation explored West Africa by sea and possibly circumnavigated Africa. 

 

Hamite or Hamitic 

civilization 

Egypt/Ethiopia 

-600 to -500 

Hamitic tribes live in west and south Ethiopia and north Kenya. Hamitic languages are in Sahara, Egypt, Ethiopia, 

and Somalia. 

 

Meroë 

kingdom 

Sudan 

-600 to -300 

Hamitic people were Nubians. Meroë was capital, below Fourth Cataract of Nile. Kushites traded east, south, and 

west from Meroë, Sudan. It modified Egyptian hieroglyphics. 

 

Nok 

civilization 

Nigeria 

-600 to 300 

Nok people formed arrowheads, knives, spearheads, ax, and hoe blades. They wore beads for jewelry. Axes had 

wooden handles. They had iron mines. 

 



Carthage 

city-state 

Carthage, Tunisia 

-480 to -146 

Nation started as city-state under oligarchy on Bay of Tunis and expanded through exploration and trade. Romans 

destroyed Carthage to end third Punic War [-146]. 

 

Ethiopia 

kingdom 

Ethiopia 

-300 

Nation took Kingdom of Kush. 

 

Aksum 

kingdom 

Eritrea/Ethiopia 

100 

Aksum was capital in Eritrea and north Ethiopia. 

 

Nubia 

kingdom 

Ethiopia/Khartoum, Sudan 

250 to 1366 

Nation started when Nobatae settled near first cataract of Nile River and founded strong kingdom. It used iron. It 

became Christian [500 to 600]. It ended when it fell to Muslims. 

 

Ethiopia 

kingdom 

Ethiopia 

300 to 400 

Ethiopia held Arabian coast. It became Coptic Christian. Arabia at that time had irrigated land, not desert. 

 

Ghana 

kingdom 

Ghana 

300 to 800 

Berber kingdom got gold from Ashanti and Senegal and had salt, slaves, and trade with Near East. 

 

Madagascar 

island 

Madagascar 

300 to 800 

Nation became populated. 

 

Aksum 

kingdom 

Ethiopia/Eritrea 

330 to 340 

Bishop Frumentius converted it to Christianity. 

 

Aksum 

kingdom 

Sudan 

350 

Nation probably defeated Kushites at Meroë. 

 



Aksum 

empire 

East Africa 

400 to 600 

Christianity became majority in Aksum Empire in northeast Africa. 

 

Azanian 

kingdom 

Rhodesia 

400 to 800 

Nation had mines, canals, and wells. 

 

Ethiopia 

kingdom 

Arabia 

500 to 600 

Ethiopia held Arabian coast, but Arabian interior was now desert. 

 

Nubia 

kingdom 

Ethiopia/Khartoum, Sudan 

500 to 600 

Nation became Christian. 

 

Ghana 

kingdom 

West Africa 

500 to 1200 

Nation was between Upper Niger and Senegal Rivers in West Africa. It mined gold in valleys. Capital was at Kumbi 

Saleh. It had Mande speakers. 

 

Nubian 

civilization 

Sudan 

550 to 600 

In northeast Africa, they become Christian. 

 

Ethiopia 

kingdom 

Ethiopia 

800 to 950 

Nation was Christian and replaced Aksum. 

 

Ghana 

kingdom 

Ghana 

800 to 1100 

Nation ran from Atlantic Ocean to upper Niger River, got gold from Ashanti and Senegal, had salt, used slaves, and 

traded with Near East. Arab slavers took slaves [800]. 

 

Zimbabwe 

kingdom 

Zambesi River 

800 to 1700 

Nation had mines, canals, wells, and gold. Great Zimbabwe had stone buildings from 8th to 17th century. 

 



Zimbabwe 

kingdom 

Zimbabwe 

900 to 1600 

In Zimbabwe plateau between Zambezi and Limpopo Rivers in south Africa, it mined gold [900]. Gold and copper 

went to Asia from Sofala on Africa east coast [1200]. It built large stone enclosures {mazimbabwe}. Great Zimbabwe 

was biggest [1450], had walls and tower, and was religious, political, and trading center. 

 

Igbo-Ukwu 

civilization 

Igbo-Ukwu, Nigeria 

950 to 1050 

Nation was in east Nigeria. Igbo-Ukwu had bronze bowls cast by "lost wax" method. It elected ruler, judge, or army 

commander. 

 

Guere/Krahn/We/Wobe 

civilization 

Ivory Coast 

1000 

They are native peoples of Ivory Coast and Liberia. Guere live in midwest Ivory Coast. Wobe live nearby. We live 

in southwest Ivory Coast. Krahn live in Liberia. 

 

Hausa 

civilization 

Nigeria 

1000 

Nation was in north Nigeria. 

 

Gao 

kingdom 

West Africa 

1000 to 1100 

Nation had gold trade. 

 

Takrur 

kingdom 

West Africa 

1000 to 1100 

Nation had gold trade. 

 

Timbuktu or Tombouctou 

nation 

Timbuktu, Mali 

1000 to 1896 

It started on trans-Saharan caravan route [1000] and is in north Mali. It has Djingareyber, Sankore, and Sidi Yahya 

mosques. It belonged to Mali Empire and Songhai Empire [1330 to 1645]. Cheikhou Amadou conquered it [1845]. It 

became French colony [1896]. 

 

Almoravid 

kingdom 

Morocco/Algeria/Spain/Ghana 

1050 to 1146 

Berber Muslims from west Sahara took Morocco, Algeria, and part of Spain. Capital was at Marrakech [1062]. Abu 

Bakr invaded Ghana and took capital Kumbi [1076]. His cousin Yusuf ibn Tashfin took North Africa and part of Spain 

[1100], defeating Christians. 

 



Almoravid 

caliphate 

Spain 

1086 

Berber Almoravids helped Abbasid Dynasty stop Christians but then took all Spain. 

 

Almoravid 

kingdom 

Ghana 

1100 

Nation ended Ghana Empire in West Africa. 

 

Ghana 

kingdom 

Ghana 

1100 to 1200 

Islamic kingdom, ruled by dynasty from Maghreb, got gold from Ashanti and Senegal, had salt, had slaves, and 

traded with Near East. 

 

Almohad 

kingdom 

Morocco/Spain/Algeria/Tripoli 

1120 to 1212 

Berber Muslims, under Ibn Tumart, opposed Almoravids. Abd-al-Mumin, caliph, took Marrakech [1147] and 

conquered Algeria, Tripoli, and part of Spain [1163]. It lost Spain to Alfonso VIII at Battle of Las Navas de Tolosa 

[1212]. 

 

Ethiopia 

kingdom 

Ethiopia 

1200 to 1300 

New dynasty unified Ethiopia. 

 

Ghana 

empire 

Ghana 

1235 

First Susa and then Keita took it. 

 

Mali Empire or Manding Empire or Manden Kurufa 

kingdom 

Mali 

1235 to 1645 

Islamic kingdom ruled over Senegal, had gold, defeated Ghana, and traded with Near East. Mandinka lived there. 

 

Ankole or Nkole 

kingdom 

Uganda 

1300 to 1901 

Nkole, one of Uganda's four ancient kingdoms, is in southwest Uganda, west of Lake Edward. At beginning, 

Buganda or Ganda kingdom and Bunyoro were also strong. It became part of Uganda [1901]. 

 

Buganda or Baganda or Ganda 

kingdom 

Uganda 

1300 to 1901 



It is one of Uganda's four ancient kingdoms, is in south Uganda, and includes Kampala. Toro, Ankole, and Bunyoro 

are other kingdoms. 

 

Nubia 

kingdom 

Ethiopia/Khartoum, Sudan 

1366 

Nation ended when it fell to Moslem invaders. 

 

Engaruka 

civilization 

Engaruka River, Tanzania 

1400 

Farmers were in north Tanzania, 160 km west of Mt. Kilimanjaro, on steep slopes. They built drystone platforms to 

level land and terraced hillsides for crop irrigation. 

 

Songhai 

civilization 

Mali 

1420 to 1450 

From Gao region of West Africa, it raided Mali Empire. 

 

Kilwa 

civilization 

East Africa 

1430 

Sultans built on Africa east coast. 

 

Songhai 

kingdom 

Nigeria 

1450 to 1550 

Nation defeated Kingdom of Mali in Senegal. 

 

Congo River 

nation 

Portugal/Congo River 

1482 

Portugal explored Congo River. 

 

Kongo 

kingdom 

Congo 

1491 

Kongo king became Christian under Portugal. 

 

Hausa 

region 

West Africa 

1500 to 1600 

Nation traded. 

 

Mozambique 

colony 

Mozambique 

1505 to 1507 



Portuguese explorers captured Sofala on Africa east coast and founded Mozambique. 

 

West Africa slave trading 

law 

West Africa 

1530 

Portugal started sending slaves to Americas. 

 

Ethiopia 

nation 

Portugal/Ethiopia 

1543 

Portugal defeated Muslims. 

 

Kanem-Bornu 

kingdom 

West Africa 

1570 to 1610 

Nation was in west-central Africa, allied with Ottoman Empire, and had guns, military training, and camel troops. 

 

Angola 

nation 

Portugal/Angola 

1575 to 1700 

Portugal tried to colonize Angola, causing war. 

 

Morocco 

kingdom 

West Africa 

1590 to 1591 

Nation ended Songhai Empire. 

 

Guinea 

colony 

Guinea 

1598 

Netherlands started trading post in West Africa. 

 

Ibo 

kingdom 

Africa 

1600 

Nation had council of elders. People had personal gods. Other gods were spirits of important ancestors, earth 

goddess, thunderbolt god, rain god, and sky god. Chukwu was chief god and was beyond physical world. Ibo used skin 

pattern painting and played gong, pottery drum, and wood drum. 

 

Merina or Andriana-Merina/Maroserana 

kingdom 

Madagascar 

1600 to 1896 

It was on Madagascar central plateau. Perhaps, they came from Indonesia and Malaysia. Madagascar became French 

colony [1896]. Maroserana was in southwest, and Sakalava dynasties come from them. 

 

Benin 

kingdom 

Nigeria 



1600 to 1897 

Portugal discovered Benin [1600] and exchanged metal and weapons for slaves and ivory. Benin grew African rice, 

African yam, oil palm, and kola nut. Oba was king and god and still is a religious figure in some parts of Nigeria. After 

Benin ambushed British forces, Britain retaliated, ending kingdom [1897]. 

 

Ethiopia 

kingdom 

Ethiopia 

1650 

It expelled foreigners. 

 

Ashanti or Asante 

civilization 

Ghana 

1650 to 1850 

Ashanti traded gold, ivory, and slaves in central Ghana. It is matrilineal tribe, largest in Ghana. 

 

South Africa 

colony 

South Africa 

1652 

Dutch East India Company colonized South Africa. 

 

Algeria 

colony 

French West Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized French West Africa and Algeria. 

 

Anglo-Egyptian Sudan 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Basutoland 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Bechuanaland 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

British East Africa 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

British Somaliland 

colony 

Africa 



1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Chad 

colony 

French West Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 

 

Dahomey 

colony 

French West Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 

 

French Equatorial Africa 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 

 

French Guinea 

colony 

French West Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 

 

French Somaliland 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 

 

Gambia 

colony 

French West Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 

 

Gold Coast 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Ifni 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Spain colonized it. 

 

Ivory Coast 

colony 

French West Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 



 

Madagascar 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 

 

Mauritania 

colony 

French West Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 

 

Morocco 

colony 

French West Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 

 

Niger 

colony 

French West Africa 

1800 to 1900 

France colonized it. 

 

Nigeria 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Orange Free State 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Northern and Southern Rhodesia [Rhodesia, Northern and Southern] 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Rio de Oro 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Spain colonized it. 

 

Sierra Leone 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 



Spanish Morocco 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Spain colonized it. 

 

Swaziland 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Union of South Africa 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Zulu 

kingdom 

Africa 

1807 

Nation was in southeast Africa. 

 

South Africa 

colony 

South Africa 

1815 

Britain annexed south Africa and Cape of Good Hope. 

 

Liberia 

state 

Liberia 

1822 

Freed USA slaves founded it. 

 

Boer Republic 

state 

South Africa 

1835 

10,000 Dutch settlers {Boers} migrated north and founded a state in Transvaal, north of Vaal River. 

 

South Africa 

colony 

South Africa 

1841 to 1900 

Britain took over South Africa from Netherlands. Dutch Boer settlers went north to found Transvaal and Orange 

Free State. British settlers followed them to get diamonds and gold. 

 

Liberia 

republic 

Liberia 

1847 

Liberia became independent. 

 



Cameroon 

colony 

Africa 

1850 to 1900 

Germany colonized it. 

 

German East Africa 

colony 

Africa 

1850 to 1900 

Germany colonized it. 

 

German Southwest Africa 

colony 

Africa 

1850 to 1900 

Germany colonized it. 

 

Italian Somaliland/Eritrea 

colony 

Africa 

1850 to 1900 

Italy colonized it. 

 

Nyasaland 

colony 

Africa 

1850 to 1900 

Germany colonized it. 

 

South Africa 

colony 

South Africa 

1850 to 1900 

Britain warred with Zulu people. 

 

South Africa 

colony 

South Africa 

1850 to 1900 

People discovered gold in Rand River in Transvaal and diamonds in Orange River. 

 

Togoland 

colony 

Africa 

1850 to 1900 

Germany colonized it. 

 

Tripoli/Cyrenaica 

colony 

Libya 

1850 to 1900 

Italy colonized it. 

 

Ethiopia 

kingdom 



Ethiopia 

1896 

Ethiopia defeated Italy invasion. 

 

Abyssinia 

republic 

Ethiopia 

1900 

Nation became independent of Italy. 

 

Angola 

colony 

Africa 

1900 

Portugal colonized it. 

 

Belgian Congo 

colony 

Africa 

1900 

Belgium colonized it and claimed nearby regions. 

 

Lesotho 

kingdom 

Africa 

1900 

Nation was in south Africa. 

 

Mozambique 

colony 

Africa 

1900 

Portugal colonized it. 

 

Portuguese Guinea 

colony 

Africa 

1900 

Portugal colonized it. 

 

Swazi 

kingdom 

Africa 

1900 

Nation was in south Africa. 

 

Algeria 

state 

Africa 

1912 

Nation became independent of France. 

 

Angola 

state 

Africa 

1912 



Nation became independent of Portugal. 

 

Congo Republic 

state 

Congo Republic 

1912 

Nation became independent of Belgium. 

 

Ethiopia 

state 

Ethiopia 

1912 

Nation became independent of Italy after war. 

 

French Equatorial Africa 

state 

Africa 

1912 

Nation became independent of France. 

 

Liberia 

state 

Africa 

1912 

Nation stayed independent. 

 

Rhodesia 

commonwealth 

Zimbabwe 

1912 

Nation became British Commonwealth. England still held central and south Africa. 

 

Ethiopia 

independence 

Ethiopia 

1941 

Allies liberated Ethiopia from Italy. 

 

Algeria 

revolution 

Algeria 

1954 to 1962 

Revolt in Algeria began against France. 1,000,000 French people lived in Algeria. Algeria became independent 

[1962]. 

 

Morocco 

independence 

Morocco 

1956 

Nation became independent of France, as France left. 

 

Tunisia 

independence 

Tunisia 

1956 

Nation became independent of France, as France left. 



 

Ghana 

independence 

Ghana 

1957 

Nation became independent of Britain. 

 

Spanish Morocco 

independence 

Morocco 

1958 

Spain left. 

 

Congo Republic 

independence 

Congo Republic 

1960 

Nation became independent of Belgium. Katanga province, where minerals are, revolted. 

 

South Africa 

state 

South Africa 

1960 

Nation withdrew from British Commonwealth and controlled Southwest Africa. 

 

South Africa 

republic 

South Africa 

1961 

It began race segregation {apartheid, South Africa}. 

 

Southern Rhodesia 

independence 

Rhodesia 

1965 

Nation became independent of Britain. 

 

Angola 

independence 

Angola 

1974 

Nation became independent of Portugal. 

 

Ethiopia 

state 

Ethiopia 

1974 

Nation became Communist when Marxists deposed Haile Selassie. 

 

Mozambique 

independence 

Mozambique 

1974 

Nation became independent of Portugal. 

 



Zimbabwe 

independence 

Zimbabwe 

1980 

Rhodesia became independent of Britain and renamed itself. 

 

Sudan 

theocracy 

Sudan 

1989 

Islamic party took over Sudan. 

 

Algeria 

coup 

Algeria 

1990 

Islamic party won election, but army took over. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Nation>America 

 

Preclassic 

civilization 

Mexico 

-2000 to -200 

Neolithic culture built Cuicuilco Pyramid near Mexico City -2000. Wood frame houses used wattle and daub. 

Civilization used adobe bricks and formed coiled pottery. Civilization had fertility figures. 

 

Olmec 

civilization 

San Lorenzo, Mexico 

-1500 

It built gravel platforms. 

 

Lower Preclassic 

civilization 

Mexico 

-1350 to -900 

It was at El Arbolillo, Tlatilco, and Zacatenco in Valley of Mexico. Middle Preclassic [-900 to -500] was at same 

places. 

 

Olmec 

civilization 

Mexico 

-1250 to -400 

Planned cities were at San Lorenzo Tenochtitlan, La Venta, and Tres Zapotes. Large earth pyramids were for 

ceremonies. They used slash-and-burn farming. They used decimal system for numbers and had calendar. The 

feathered serpent and were-jaguar were gods. They had burial rites. Art works were Wrestler sculpture, large stone 

heads, and jade carvings. 

 

Olmec 

civilization 

La Venta, Mexico 

-1200 to -325 

Nation was on Gulf of Mexico. Ceremonial centers had public buildings, houses, and shops. It had salt, fishers, 

farmers, traders, and skilled artists. 

 



Olmec 

civilization 

San Lorenzo Tenochtitlán, Mexico 

-1150 to -900 

It is in Veracruz. 

 

Olmec 

civilization 

Cuicuilco, Mexico 

-1000 

Cuicuilco was west of San Lorenzo. 

 

Tatonac 

civilization 

Veracruz, Jalapa, Mexico 

-1000 to 1 

Niche or Tajin pyramid has 365 steps. Tatonac civilization used cocoa, tropical fruits, woven and dyed cotton, and 

picture writing. Civilization has same gods as Aztecs but with different names. Papantla dancers are from there. 

 

Paracas Cavernas 

civilization 

Paracas Peninsula, Peru 

-900 

Chavin de Huantar in highlands was ceremonial center. It had woven cloth, organized religion, and commerce. 

 

Cupisnique 

city-state 

Peru 

-900 to -800 

Nation was on Peru north coast. 

 

Olmec 

civilization 

Mexico 

-900 to -500 

Nation reached to El Salvador by -800. La Venta was main city. It used hieroglyphs. It religion influenced later 

Zapotecs. 

 

First Monte Alban 

civilization 

Monte Alba, Mexico 

-900 to -300 

Nation was in south Mexico. 

 

Chavin 

civilization 

Chavin de Huantar, Peru 

-850 to -300 

Stone temple with U shape has rooms connected by stairs or ramps. Central room has a large stone human body, 

with cat face, called Lanzon or Smiling God. It was in Peruvian Andes. 

 

Middle Preclassic 

civilization 

Mexico 

-800 to -500 



It was at El Arbolillo, Tlatilco, and Zacatenco in Valley of Mexico. Early Preclassic [-1350 to -900] was at same 

places. 

 

Oaxaca 

civilization 

Monte Albán, Mexico 

-550 

Oaxaca was in southeast Mexico. 

 

Upper Preclassic 

civilization 

Mexico 

-500 to -200 

It has Teotihuacan, La Venta, and Middle Tres Zapotes. 

 

Adena 

civilization 

Ohio 

-500 to 1 

Nation grew corn, beans, gourds, and sunflowers. It built large earthen mounds as communal graves that contained 

copper bracelets, carved stone tablets, and tobacco pipes. 

 

Paracas 

civilization 

Paracas Peninsula, Peru 

-500 to 200 

Nation cultivated corn, beans, peanuts, sweet potatoes, and yucca. It had embroidery and woven cloth, with more 

than 100 colors. It had mummification and burial rituals. 

 

Olmec 

civilization 

Mexico 

-400 

Nation ended in southeast Mexico when replaced by Toltecs. 

 

Zapotec 

civilization 

Mexico 

-350 to 1500 

Los Danzantes or Dancing Men [-350 to 1500: stone reliefs] 

Nation was in northwest Mexico. 

 

Moche 

civilization 

Peru 

-300 

Nation was on Peru north coast. 

 

Second Monte Alban 

civilization 

Monte Albán, Mexico 

-300 to -100 

Monte Albán is in Oaxaca State in southeast Mexico. 

 

Teotihuacan 

civilization 



Teotihuacan, Mexico 

-300 to -100 

Nation was in Valley of Mexico. 

 

Hopewell 

civilization 

Mississippi River 

-300 to 700 

The later burial mound period began on upper Mississippi River. It used Adena customs, buried dead, grew corn, 

and had organized government with hereditary rulers. 

 

Mayan 

civilization 

Mexico 

-300 to 1500 

Nation sacrificed prisoners and built pyramids. It grew corn, beans, and chili peppers. 

 

Hopewell/Adema 

civilization 

Mississippi River/Ohio River 

-200 to 400 

Nation had coiled pottery, used raw copper, smoked tobacco, put buildings on serpent shaped mounds, and had 

castes. 

 

Nasca or Naxca 

civilization 

Peru 

-200 to 600 

On high plateau in Peru south coast, it wove tapestries, aligned stones with stars, and carved stone animal figures [-

200]. It carved lines and patterns in desert [50]. Tiahuanaco defeated it. 

 

Teotihuacan 

civilization 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-200 to 1000 

Nation spread to Xochicalco. Pyramids of Sun and Moon were to the chief god Quetzalcoatl, the plumed serpent. It 

built Temple of Wind and Rain and Street of the Dead. Rain god was Chalchiuhtlcue. 

 

Zapotec 

civilization 

Mexico 

-150 to 1500 

Art emphasized the rain god, a plumed serpent. 

 

Anasazi 

civilization 

Canyon de Chelly, Arizona 

-100 

Nation began. 

 

Mochica Confederation 

state 

Peru 

-100 to 700 

On Peru north coast, it had textiles, loincloths, tunics, and bronze war axes on thongs. 

 



Mayan 

civilization 

El Mirador, Guatemala 

1 

El Mirador in north Guatemala was at height. 

 

Teotihuacan 

civilization 

Teotihuacan, Mexico 

1 

Population was more than 40,000 people. 

 

Tiahuanaco 

civilization 

Peru/Bolivia 

1 to 700 

Gateway of the Sun [1 to 700: about sun god and stars] 

Nation settled in Altiplano tableland, 4000 meters high, and near Lake Titicaca. Art used angles and squares on 

pottery, textiles, and stones, in epigonal style. 

 

Zapotec 

civilization 

Mexico 

1 to 1300 

Nation faded into Old Mayan Empire and Toltecs. Mitla was religious center near Monte Alba. Jaguar was an Olmec 

god before and was chief Zapotec god. 

 

Hopewell 

civilization 

Mississippi River 

100 

Nation was on upper Mississippi River. 

 

Moche 

civilization 

Sipan, Peru 

100 

Huaca del Sol [100: adobe brick temple] 

Nation was on Peru coast. It had canals for irrigation and guano for fertilizer. It built pyramid-like structures 

{huaca}. Largest was Huaca del Sol, at Sipan on coast. They used clay molds. 

 

Mogollon 

civilization 

New Mexico 

100 

Houses were half underground, with stone and mud roofs. It had painted pottery, especially on Mimbres River in 

New Mexico. 

 

Oaxaca 

civilization 

Monte Albán, Mexico 

100 to 200 

Oaxaca was at greatest extent. 

 

Teotihuacan 

civilization 



Mexico City, Mexico 

200 

Nation had more than 1,000,000 people. 

 

Tiahuanaco 

civilization 

Tiahuanaco, Bolivia 

200 to 375 

Nation was near Lake Titicaca. 

 

Casa Grande 

civilization 

Arizona/Chihuahua, Mexico 

200 to 1450 

Hohokam culture expanded to Snaketown, Casa Grande, Red Mountain, and Pueblo de los Muertos [550 to 900]. 

 

Hohokam 

civilization 

Snaketown, Arizona 

200 to 1450 

Hohokam culture expanded to Snaketown, Casa Grande, Red Mountain, and Pueblo de los Muertos [550 to 900]. 

 

Mayan 

civilization 

Mexico/Guatemala 

200 to 1500 

Temple towns had courtyards and stelae. 

 

Teotihuacan 

civilization 

Mexico 

250 to 650 

Over 100,000 people lived on Mexico central plateau. It had painted walls, and temples had gold. It grew corn and 

beans. 

 

Early Classic Mayan 

civilization 

Mexico/Guatemala 

292 to 593 

It was at Copan and traded with Teotihuacan. 

 

Mayan 

civilization 

Yucatan Peninsula/Guatemala/Honduras 

317 to 987 

Theocracy confederated [250] Peten, Tikal, Copan, Uaxactun, Quirigua, Bonampak, Palenque, Comacalco, and 

Yaxchilan. 2,000,000 Mayans are alive today. Bonampak had murals. 

Picture writing used syllabary of 700 symbols on bark paper. Mayans used zero, decimal numbering, sacred 

calendar, solar calendar, time measurement, and astronomical predictions. 

Wood frame houses had cane walls, clay plaster, and thatched roofs. Special architecture style {Chenes} {well style} 

was in lowlands. Classic Mayan buildings used another style {Puuc} {hill style}. Mayans built massive pyramids. 

Mayans grew maize and traded with Kaminaljuya and Teotihuacan in rubber, cocoa, vanilla, parrots, macaws, and 

quetzal bird feathers. 

Kukulcan was god of Venus as Evening Star and later became the plumed serpent and Quetzalcoatl. Choc was rain 

god. Kinich Ahau was sun god. 

 



Mayan 

civilization 

Tikal, Guatemala 

360 to 378 

Jaguar Claw I or Chak Toh Ich'ak I, ninth ruler, founded dynasty [360 to 378]. Tikal is in El Peten. 

 

Tiahuanaco 

civilization 

Peru/Bolivia 

400 

Nation invaded neighbors. 

 

Zapotec 

state 

Mexico 

400 

Capital was Monte Alban, in south Mexico. 

 

Hopewell 

civilization 

Mississippi River 

500 to 650 

Nation built burial mounds, formed pottery, used iron weapons, and was in upper Mississippi River. 

 

Mississippian 

civilization 

Mississippi River 

500 to 1250 

Nation started in Middle Woodland Period [500 to 600] and flourished by 900. 

 

Third Monte Alban 

civilization 

Monte Alba, Mexico 

550 to 650 

It was Zapotec civilization capital in Oaxaca. It was next-to-last stage. 

 

Mixtec or Cloud People 

civilization 

Monte Alba, Mexico 

550 to 850 

Nation is near Oaxaca. Toltecs influenced it. 

 

Toltec 

civilization 

Mexico 

550 to 1224 

Nation started when Toltecs came from north and took Teotihuacan. Teotihuacan, Tollan or Tula, and Cholula were 

cities. Tula had giant Atlantes sculptures. Toltec civilization had pyramids, irrigation systems, forced labor, and slaves. 

It depended on Olmec culture. It had astronomy, used maguey plant juice, and had butterfly emblems. It had human 

sacrifice and sun worship. Quetzalcoatl was chief god. Chac Mool was divine messenger between man and sun god, 

and his statue was recumbent figure with offering bowl on stomach. 

 

Teotihuacan 

civilization 

Mexico 

600 



Teotihuacan was at height. It built Pyramids of the Sun and Moon, to the chief god Quetzalcoatl, the plumed serpent. 

 

Mississippian 

civilization 

Mississippi River 

600 to 800 

Nation continued in Late Woodland Period. 

 

Huari 

civilization 

Peru 

600 to 900 

More than 100,000 people lived in Huari City [800 to 900]. 

 

Tiahuanaco or Tiwanaku 

civilization 

Tiahuanaco, Bolivia 

600 to 900 

It was Pre-Inca Civilization capital and is south of Lake Titicaca in Andes. It has Gateway of the Sun archway, with 

Inca sun god Viracocha. 

 

Teotihuacan 

civilization 

Teotihuacan, Mexico 

650 to 800 

Nation was trade center. 

 

Fourth Monte Alban 

civilization 

Monte Alba, Mexico 

650 to 850 

It was Zapotec civilization capital in Oaxaca. Fourth Monte Alban was last stage. 

 

Easter Islander 

civilization 

Easter Island 

700 

Nation built stone ceremonial platforms. 

 

Great Fire 

fire 

Teotihuacan, Mexico 

700 

Teotihuacan burned, and all people left. 

 

Mississippian 

civilization 

Mississippi River 

700 

Nation built flat-topped mounds as platforms for temples. 

 

Tiahuanaco 

civilization 

Peru/Bolivia 

700 

Nation ended by raids from Amazon region, war with Huari, and pestilence. 



 

Toltec 

civilization 

Mexico 

700 

Teotihuacan burned. 

 

Pueblo 

civilization 

Arizona 

700 to 900 

Nation was in east Arizona and built houses above ground. 

 

Anasazi 

civilization 

Canyon de Chelly, Arizona 

700 to 1100 

Pueblos had interconnecting mud-brick rooms in layers. Cliff dwellings were at Mesa Verde, Chaco Canyon, and 

Canyon de Chelly. Corn and other crops grew on cliff tops, using irrigation. It formed pottery and turquoise jewelry. It 

had men's clubhouses and plazas. It used bow and arrow, basket weaving, and flutes. It grew beans and had dogs. 

Anasazi means "ancient ones". By 1400, it became Hopi, Zuni, and Rio Grande Indians. 

 

Second Toltec 

civilization 

Mexico 

790 to 990 

The first military state king was Quetzalcoatl I, who died at Tollan or Place of Reeds [790]. Tollen or Tula 

(Hidalgo), near Mexico City, was capital and had Temple of Mother Earth. Cholula was ritual center in central Mexico 

and has world's largest pyramid. 

The god Tezcatlipoka took Earth out of primeval waters. Sun god was patron of warriors. Quetzalcoatl was spirit of 

the planet Venus and god of winds, the breath of life. Ometecuhtli was male and female creative powers, was above 

gods, had fire symbol, and had no temples, because it was not in the material world. 

 

Mayan 

civilization 

Tikal, Guatemala/Honduras/Yucatan Peninsula 

800 

Tikal had 40,000 people. 

 

Xochicalco Conference 

conference 

Xochicalco, Mexico 

800 

Teotihuacan, Maya, and other cultures gathered. 

 

Hohokam 

civilization 

Snaketown, Arizona 

800 to 1400 

Nation was in south Arizona in Gila River valley. Hohokam means "those who have vanished". It invented etching 

with acid, and it etched shells from American west coast. 

 

Mayan 

civilization 

Mexico 

850 



Mayan civilization abandoned cities in south Mexico lowlands and ended. 

 

Toltec 

civilization 

Mexico 

850 

Teotihuacan had 75,000 to 125,000 people at empire height. 

 

Huari 

empire 

Peru 

890 

Nation faded. 

 

Chichimeca 

civilization 

Tula, Mexico 

900 

Nation started after Toltecs left. It built Tenayuca pyramid. 

 

Huastec 

civilization 

Mexico 

900 

Nation was in northeast Mexico, influenced Toltecs and Mexicans, and carved life-size statues. 

 

Mayan 

civilization 

Mexico 

900 to 1000 

Toltecs ended Mayan civilization in north Mexico. 

 

Toltec 

civilization 

Hidalgo, Mexico 

900 to 1000 

Tollan or Tula (Hidalgo) became capital. 

 

Pueblo 

civilization 

New Mexico/Arizona 

900 to 1100 

Nation built circular rooms with wall benches. 

 

Hohokam 

civilization 

Arizona/New Mexico 

900 to 1150 

Nation built platform mounds. 

 

Cahokin 

civilization 

Missouri/Illinois 

900 to 1250 

Nation built layered burial mounds, built wood structures for solstices and equinoxes, used copper, had central 

organization, had stratified society, and was near St. Louis. 



 

Tairona 

state 

Colombia 

900 to 1400 

Nation had paved streets, grew cotton and cocoa, and traded on Colombia north coast. 

 

Pueblo 

civilization 

Chaco Canyon, New Mexico 

919 to 1130 

Nation was at Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon. 

 

Canyon de Chelly 

cliff dwelling 

Canyon de Chelly, Arizona 

950 

Nation had Pueblo culture. 

 

Second Toltec 

civilization 

Teotihuacan, Mexico 

950 to 990 

The ninth high chief, Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, ruled area as wide as later Aztec Empire. 

 

Second Toltec 

civilization 

Tollan, Mexico 

980 to 990 

Nation ended when nobles attacked Tollan and ninth chief's son, and civil war followed. 

 

Classic Mayan 

civilization 

Yucatan Peninsula/Guatemala/Honduras 

987 

Nation ended when Toltecs conquered it. 100,000 people lived nearby. 

 

New Mayan Empire 

civilization 

Mexico 

987 to 1697 

Nation began when Itza clan of Toltecs conquered Mayans and built at Chichen. Pyramid was for Kukulean, Toltec 

leader. Cities were Mayapan, Uxmal, Chichen Itza, Labna, Kabah, Tulum, and Sayil. 

 

Teotihuacan 

civilization 

Mexico City, Mexico 

1000 

Nation ended when beaten by Niune culture from south. 

 

Mixtec or Cloud People 

civilization 

Mexico 

1000 to 1100 

Mixtecs, under Eight Deer Ocelot Claw of Tilantongo, took Lycoba or Mitla from Zapotecs. 

 



Pueblo 

civilization 

Southwest USA 

1000 to 1300 

Nation lived in caves and mesas, for protection against buffalo-hunting tribes, during droughts in southwest USA. 

 

Chimu 

civilization 

Peru 

1000 to 1470 

Nation started when Chief Naymlap landed using balsa rafts [1000]. Chan Chan, near Trujillo, was capital. 

Paramonga, north of Lima, was capital. It had metal work, roads, irrigation, large stepped pyramids, and stepped mud-

brick fortresses. It was on Peru north coast. 

 

Muisca 

civilization 

Bogota, Colombia 

1000 to 1500 

The best young man became chief and had to jump into lake covered with gold dust, creating legend of El Dorado. 

They spoke Chibcha language. 

 

Inca 

civilization 

Altiplano, Peru 

1000 to 1517 

Nation began as tribe. Machu Picchu was first capital. Leader title was Sapa Inca or Only Inca. The creator god 

Viracocha had only one temple, because he was in all hearts and minds, as leader. 

 

Mayan 

civilization 

Mayapan, Mexico 

1007 to 1300 

Kukulkán founded it [1007]. It was leading city after Chichén Itzá faded. It is in Yucatán peninsula. 

 

Chimor 

civilization 

Chan Chan, Peru 

1100 

Chimor culture was on Peru northwest coast. Perhaps, it descended from earlier Moche people. It had irrigated 

farmland, but rain ruined the fields. Chimu conquered neighbors and built roads. 

 

Inca 

civilization 

Altiplano, Peru 

1100 

Third generation Inca took Apurimac River valley. Chanca confederation killed Vahuarhuaccac, the leader. After 

Vahuarhuaccac, nobles selected Viracocha to be king. He defeated Chanca and unified conquered lands. 

He built food and clothing storehouses for use by army. He built storehouses for sun god, in case of catastrophe. 

One-third of production went to sun god, one-third to army and state, and one-third was for farmer. 

Towns had different clothes, had sundials, and had uncultivated areas to breed llamas and keep wild quanaco. Slopes 

had terraces for growing pumpkin, beans, and maize. Irrigation diverted mountain streams. 

They conscripted soldiers for up to five years. Army constructed buildings and carried supplies. Only Inca were 

commanders. 

 

Easter Islander 

civilization 



Easter Island 

1100 to 1200 

First statues were on previously built platforms. 

 

Hopewell 

civilization 

USA 

1150 

Nation ended. 

 

Chichimeca 

civilization 

Mexico 

1170 to 1200 

From north desert, it took Toltec capital at Tula. 

 

Toltec 

civilization 

Mexico 

1180 

Nation lost of Chichen Itza. 

 

Mississippian 

civilization 

Mississippi River 

1190 

Nation ended. 

 

Inca 

civilization 

Altiplano, Peru 

1200 

Cuzco became capital. 

 

Cliff Canyon 

civilization 

Cliff Canyon, Colorado 

1200 to 1250 

Apartment blocks and circular kivas were at Cliff Canyon and Fewkes Canyon. 

 

Tepaneca 

civilization 

Colhuacan, Mexico 

1200 to 1324 

Nation ended in central Mexico when beaten by Aztecs. 

 

Aztec 

civilization 

Tenochtitlan, Mexico 

1200 to 1500 

Aztecs settled on two marshy islands in south Lake Texoco in Valley of Mexico [1200 to 1300]. They floated large 

baskets of earth into marshland to make raised fields {chinampas} and planted trees there. They built Tenochtitlan on 

an island [1320 to 1330], with four quarters, one for each family group. First ruler was Tenoch [1330 to 1370]. 

Tenochitlan slowly grew to 250,000 people. 

 



Mayan 

civilization 

Mexico 

1224 

Nation began when Mayans revolted from Toltecs. Cities were Mayapan, Chichen, and Uxmal. It had merchants and 

long dugout canoes. 

 

Toltec 

civilization 

Teotihuacan, Mexico 

1224 

Nation ended when Tepaneca defeated it. 

 

Easter Islander 

civilization 

Easter Island 

1300 to 1500 

It built large stone statues. One platform was 45 meters wide and had fifteen statues. It built village of oval stone 

houses. 

 

Aztec Empire or Mexica 

civilization 

Mexico 

1325 to 1520 

Aztecs from north replaced Toltec civilization. Tenochtitlan was capital, near Mexico City, on a now dry island in 

Lake Texcoco. Water supply was at Chapultepec, five miles away. 

On the migration, main priest was Tenoch. They were to settle where they saw an eagle on a cactus eating a serpent. 

Eagle was symbol of Huitzilopochtli, the war god. 

Uetlatoani or Great Speaker was a priest-astrologer, led warriors, spoke for all, and set all laws. Tlaloc Tlamacazqui 

or High Priest of Rains led ceremonies and consulted war god's oracle. Warrior class had rituals and human sacrifice. 

They removed hearts from living people and burned them. A Supreme Justice led courts. A Lord of the Market Place 

controlled commerce. 

Aztecs had pictographs, calendar, caste system, universal education, cotton, and obsidian but no iron. 

Aztecs built temple to the Aztec war god Huitzilopochtli at Tenochtitlan [1455]. 

In 1473, Tenochtitlan expanded to include Tlateloco. 

 

Mixtec or Cloud People 

civilization 

Oaxaca, Mexico 

1350 

Codex Vindobonensis Mexicanus [painted deer skin book] 

It was in Oaxaca Valley. 

 

Aztec Empire or Mexica 

civilization 

Tenochtitlan, Mexico 

1400 

The 6th chief allied with two other Lake Texcoco cities. 

 

Pueblo 

civilization 

Arizona 

1400 

Nation left northern dwellings and built large towns. 

 



Aztec 

civilization 

Mexico 

1426 to 1440 

Triple Alliance was Tenochtitlan, Texcoco, and Tlacopan. 

 

Aztec Empire or Mexica 

civilization 

Tenochtitlan, Mexico 

1429 

Moctocuzomatzia Illhuicamina I defeated other lake cities. 

 

Inca 

civilization 

Machu Picchu, Peru 

1450 

Nation was on ridge above Urubamba River. 

 

Cara 

civilization 

Quito, Ecuador 

1450 to 1500 

Chief Scyri fought Inca. 

 

Inca 

civilization 

Altiplano, Peru 

1460 to 1500 

Nation took Paramonga, and Chimu surrendered. Topa Inca Yupanqui ruled after conquest of Chimu. He tried to 

subdue Calchaqui in Chile and sailed out to Taumotu or Marquessas Islands. Empire came to include parts of Chile, 

Bolivia, and Ecuador. It had nobles, provincial governors, and officials. It controlled town building, natural resources, 

art, and pottery. 

 

Aztec Empire or Mexica 

civilization 

Tenochtitlan, Mexico 

1480 to 1489 

Tizoc led and built pyramid [1489]. 

 

Inca 

civilization 

Altiplano, Peru 

1493 

Huyna Capac or Huayna Capac defeated Cara, codified laws, and led empire at greatest extent. Cuzco was capital. 

Inca Empire went from north Ecuador to south Chile and was 3000 km long and 800 km wide with three north-south 

roads. 

Incas called empire Tahuantinsuyu (Place of the Four Directions or center of Earth). 

It built roads with suspension bridges and rest houses for runners. It used only barter. 

People had to stay in their villages. Ten households were unit. The state owned everything except houses and 

personal items and was responsible for personal welfare. Taxes were labor, and state required labor in mines or on 

roads. 

Rope {quipu} color was for subject, rope knots were for numerals, and rope positions were for decimal positions. 

Inca had storehouses, irrigation, gold mines, silver mines, and massive structures in mountains. They had llamas, 

wild quanaco, pumpkin, beans, and maize. They had weaving, fertilizer, bronze hoes, cut stone with no mortar, surgery, 

pottery wheel for rulers only, and lathe for rulers only. 

 



Zapotec 

civilization 

Mexico 

1500 

Nation spread to Isthmus of Tehuantepec, invaded central Mexico, and contacted Aztecs. 

 

Inca 

civilization 

Altiplano, Peru 

1500 to 1532 

Atahuallpa, son of the Cara chief's daughter, organized Cara and imprisoned Inca leader Huascar, Huayna Capac's 

son. 

 

slave trading 

law 

Brazil 

1500 to 1600 

Slaves from Africa worked in Brazil. Few slaves were in Central America and South America. 

 

slave trading 

law 

Caribbean Sea 

1500 to 1600 

Slaves from Africa worked on sugar plantations and in Spanish households in Caribbean Sea islands. 

 

Panama 

colony 

Panama 

1508 

Spanish colony started. 

 

Mexico 

colony 

Mexico 

1519 

Spain under Cortes conquered Aztec Empire under Moctezuma II. 

 

Aztec Empire or Mexica 

civilization 

Mexico 

1520 

Moctezuma II or Montezuma was last emperor and lost to Spain under Cortes. 1,000,000 people were in 

Tenochtitlan [1520]. 

 

Inca 

civilization 

Altiplano, Peru 

1532 

Spanish under Pizarro landed and captured Atahuallpa of Cara in trap at Cajamarca, to start end of Inca Empire. 

 

Sao Vicente 

city 

Brazil 

1532 

Portugal settled it [1532]. Island is on south São Paulo coast, beside Santos. 

 



Mexico 

kingdom 

Mexico 

1535 to 1811 

Viceroy of Spain began rule of Mexico. Two notable viceroys were Zumarraga and Luis de Valasco. 

 

California 

colony 

California/Spain 

1540 to 1550 

Spain explored it. 

 

Inca 

civilization 

Peru 

1553 

Nation ended when conquered by Pizarro of Spain. 

 

St. Augustine 

state 

St. Augustine, Florida 

1565 

Spain settled St. Augustine. 

 

Roanoke Colony 

colony 

Outer Banks, North Carolina 

1585 to 1597 

Sir Walter Raleigh started it, but it died out. 

 

Jamestown Colony 

colony 

Jamestown, Virginia 

1607 

John Smith was army captain. 

 

Plymouth Colony 

colony 

Massachusetts 

1608 to 1620 

Nation started when the ship Mayflower landed on Plymouth Rock. William Bradford was first governor. John 

Alden married Priscilla Mullens, and Miles Standish loved her, too. 

 

slave trading 

law 

USA 

1619 to 1780 

Traders imported slaves for tobacco plantations in Virginia. Later, they imported slaves for cotton and rice 

plantations in Carolinas. Slave traders took 100,000 slaves a year from Africa. 

 

Dutch Guiana or New Netherlands 

nation 

Dutch Guiana or New Netherlands 

1621 

Dutch West Indies Company founded New Netherlands. 

 



Virginia Colony 

colony 

Virginia 

1624 

Virginia became colony of Britain. 

 

New Amsterdam 

colony 

New York, New York 

1625 

Dutch West Indies Company of Holland purchased New Amsterdam (New York City) from American natives for 

$24 in beads. 

 

Massachusetts Bay 

colony 

Boston, Massachusetts/Salem, Massachusetts 

1626 

Nation was colony of England. Later, John Winthrop, Cotton Mather, and Increase Mather lead theocracy. Later, 

Salem had witch trials. 

 

Maryland 

colony 

Maryland 

1631 to 1689 

Maryland was under the Calverts as English colony. 

 

Connecticut 

colony 

Connecticut 

1633 

Plymouth Colony settled Connecticut and built trading posts. 

 

Massachusetts Bay 

colony 

Massachusetts 

1635 

Church attendance became compulsory. All paid tax for ministers. 

 

Providence 

colony 

Providence, Rhode Island 

1636 

Roger Williams founded Providence as separate entity from Massachusetts Bay Colony. All people are equal before 

the law, and people can change government at any time. 

 

Providence 

colony 

Providence, Rhode Island 

1640 

People had religious freedom. Arbitration settled disputes. 

 

Massachusetts Bay 

colony 

Boston, Massachusetts/Salem, Massachusetts 

1640 to 1700 

John Winthrop, Cotton Mather, and Increase Mather led theocracy. 



 

Massachusetts Bay 

colony 

Massachusetts 

1646 

Cambridge Platform maintained Puritan control of Massachusetts Bay Colony and prohibited religious freedom. 

 

Hudson Bay Company 

company 

Canada 

1650 to 1700 

Nation trapped animals for furs. 

 

North Carolina 

colony 

North Carolina 

1653 

Virginia settlers came to North Carolina. 

 

New Netherlands 

colony 

Brazil 

1654 

Holland left northeast Brazil. 

 

Massachusetts Bay 

colony 

Massachusetts 

1660 

England regained control of Massachusetts Bay Colony and ended many Puritan restrictions. 

 

Connecticut 

colony 

Connecticut 

1662 

Connecticut became chartered colony of England. 

 

Rhode Island 

colony 

Portsmouth, Rhode Island 

1663 

Rhode Island Colony charter granted religious freedom. Hutchinson and Puritan exiles fled to Rhode Island from 

Massachusetts. 

 

New York 

city 

New York, New York 

1664 

Britain took New York City from Peter Stuyvesant of Dutch West Indies Company. 

 

South Carolina 

colony 

South Carolina 

1680 

Settlers came to Charleston, South Carolina. 

 



Pennsylvania 

colony 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

1681 

William Penn started colony for Quakers and treated American natives with respect. 

 

Pennsylvania 

state 

Delaware 

1682 

Pennsylvania added Delaware. 

 

Massachusetts Bay 

colony 

Massachusetts 

1684 

England put New England under one governor. It revoked Massachusetts Bay Colony charter. 

 

Massachusetts Bay 

colony 

Massachusetts 

1691 

Massachusetts got new charter from England, with many regulations, and again became separate from rest of New 

England. Only property owners voted. 

 

Salem Witch 

trial 

Salem, Massachusetts 

1692 

Salem witch trials tried women that had supposedly gotten magic powers from devil. 

 

American colonies 

colony 

USA/Canada 

1700 

400,000 Europeans were in colonies. 5000 people were in French Canada. 

 

Iroquois Confederation 

state 

USA 

1700 to 1800 

Nation began when Hiawatha united six main American Indian tribes in northeast USA. Iroquois lived in lodges or 

wigwams and had villages with palisades on river bluffs. They had organized hunting and fishing and used traps. They 

used maize, apple orchards, and sugar maple syrup. They tanned leather by smoking shaved skin, rubbing it with ash, 

lime, and fat and then scraping and smoking it again. They kept record of 400 years of history. 

Wampum was tubular beads threaded on belts, to commemorate events. Keepers of the Wampum recited stories. 

Iroquois Indians shaved hair into a broad line {Mohawk haircut}. 

 

Georgia 

colony 

Georgia 

1733 

Oglethorpe from England settled at Savannah. 

 

Stamp Act 

law 



England/USA 

1750 

Law passed by English Parliament imposed duties on English imports in American colonies. 

 

Tea 

law 

England/USA 

1750 

Law passed by English Parliament gave tea monopoly to East India Company in American colonies. 

 

Nova Scotia 

province 

Nova Scotia 

1755 

Britain exiled French from Nova Scotia, Canada. Some French went to Louisiana and became Cajuns. 

 

Stamp Act 

law 

England/USA 

1765 

Stamp Act passed by English Parliament required stamp and tax on many items in American colonies. Virginia 

House of Burgesses and Stamp Act Congress in Massachusetts condemned act as taxation without representation. 

Later, Parliament repealed Stamp Act as unenforceable. 

 

Quebec Act 

law 

England/Massachusetts 

1773 

Quebec Act passed by English Parliament reduced freedom in Massachusetts. 

 

Canada 

nation 

USA/Canada 

1775 

Wanting to stay under the English king, United Empire Loyalists went from USA to Canada during American 

Revolution. 

 

Valley Forge 

encampment 

Valley Forge, New York 

1777 

Washington and USA army wintered at Valley Forge. 

 

Chateau Clique 

government 

Canada 

1781 to 1848 

Chateau Clique ruled south Canada. 

 

Family Compact 

government 

Canada 

1781 to 1848 

Family Compact ruled north Canada. 

 



Spanish America Declaration of Independence 

independence 

South America 

1808 

Spanish America under Simon Bolivar and San Martin declared independence from Spain. 

 

slave trading 

law 

USA 

1808.0101 

Slave importation stopped. 

 

Argentina 

state 

South America 

1810 to 1853 

Nation became independent but stayed confederated with Spain until 1853. 

 

Paraguay 

state 

South America 

1811 

Nation became independent. 

 

Chile 

state 

South America 

1818 

Nation became independent of Spain. 

 

Florida 

state 

Florida 

1819 

USA bought it from Spain. 

 

Mexico Independence 

independence 

Mexico 

1821 

Mexico became independent of Spain. 

 

Peru 

state 

South America 

1821 

Nation became independent of Spain. 

 

Brazil 

state 

South America 

1822 to 1889 

Nation became independent empire, free from Portugal [1822]. Nation became republic in 1889. 

 

Guiana 

state 



South America 

1824 

Nation had British, Dutch, and French colonies. 

 

Latin America 

kingdom 

South America 

1824 

British Honduras, Jamaica, Trinidad, and West Indies belonged to Britain. 

 

Bolivia 

state 

South America 

1825 

Nation became independent of Spain. 

 

Central American Federation 

federation 

Central America 

1825 to 1838 

It included Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala and ended in civil war. 

 

Spanish American 

congress 

Panama 

1826 

Simon Bolivar held meeting to unite Spanish America but it failed. 

 

Uruguay 

state 

South America 

1828 

Nation became independent of Spain. 

 

Ecuador 

state 

South America 

1830 

Nation became independent of Spain. 

 

Venezuela 

state 

South America 

1830 

Nation became independent of Spain. 

 

Colombia 

state 

South America 

1831 

Nation became independent of Spain [1831] and received name later [1861]. 

 

Costa Rica 

state 

South America 

1838 



Nation became independent of Spain. 

 

El Salvador 

state 

South America 

1838 

Nation became independent of Spain. 

 

Honduras 

state 

South America 

1838 

Nation became independent of Spain. 

 

Nicaragua 

state 

South America 

1838 

Nation became independent of Spain [1838] and obtained Mosquito Coast [1860]. 

 

Reform Party 

party 

Canada 

1848 

Reform Party removed Family Compact in north Canada and Chateau Clique in south Canada. 

 

Quebec Conference 

conference 

Quebec, Canada 

1864 

Quebec Conference [1864] led to confederation [1867]. 

 

North America Act 

law 

Canada/England 

1867 

English law formed Dominion of Canada. Provinces were Quebec, Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Yukon 

Territory, and Northwest Territory. Canada had 3,000,000 people. 

 

Canada 

commonwealth 

Canada 

1869 

Nation acquired Rupert's Land from Britain's Hudson Bay Company. 

 

Canada 

commonwealth 

Canada 

1870 

Manitoba province joined Canada. 

 

Canada 

commonwealth 

Canada 

1871 

British Columbia province joined Canada. 



 

Canada 

commonwealth 

Canada 

1873 

Prince Edward Island province joined Canada. 

 

USA Centennial Exposition 

exposition 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

1876 

It showcased nation for Europeans. 

 

Haymarket Square 

riot 

Chicago, Illinois 

1886 

It was labor riot. 

 

Brazil 

republic 

Brazil 

1888 

Slavery ended. 

 

First Pan American Conference 

conference 

Washington, DC 

1889 to 1890 

It established Pan-American Union, originated Pan-American railway, and encouraged arbitration treaties. 

 

Pan-American Union 

league 

Americas 

1890 to 1948 

First Pan-American Conference started it [1890], and it reorganized as Organization of American States [1948]. 

 

Pullman 

strike 

USA 

1894 

A labor strike against railroad companies was violent. The lawyer Clarence Darrow defended union leader Eugene 

Debs. 

 

Drago Doctrine 

law 

Argentina 

1902 

Act, by Julio Roca of Argentina, allowed no foreign intervention in South America. 

 

Panama 

state 

Panama 

1903 

Nation became independent of Spain. 

 



Canada 

commonwealth 

Canada 

1905 

Saskatchewan and Alberta provinces joined Canada. 

 

Panama Canal Zone 

canal 

Panama 

1914 

USA built and operated canal and controlled region. 

 

Mexico 

constitution 

Mexico 

1917 

Nation nationalized all resources. 

 

Boston police strike 

strike 

Boston, Massachusetts 

1919 to 1927 

Calvin Coolidge put down police strike using militia. 

 

Great Depression 

recession 

USA 

1929 to 1938 

After good years [1925 to 1928], New York stock market crashed [1929]. In 1930 and 1931, banks recalled loans, 

and investment stopped. 

 

Tennessee Valley Authority or TVA 

utility 

USA 

1933 

Nation built dams and electric power plants. 

 

Canada 

state 

Canada 

1949 

Newfoundland province joined Canada. 

 

Guatemala 

revolution 

Guatemala 

1954 

USA helped suppress communist takeover. 

 

Surinam 

independence 

Surinam 

1954 

Nation became independent of Netherlands. 

 



Dominican Republic 

state 

Dominican Republic/USA 

1961 

USA ended dictatorship. 

 

Argentina 

coup 

Argentina 

1962 

Military junta ruled after coup. 

 

Cuban Missile Crisis 

crisis 

Cuba 

1962 

Russia withdrew missiles from Cuba after confrontation with USA at United Nations. 

 

March on Washington for Civil Rights 

march 

Washington, DC 

1963 

It featured the "I Have a Dream" speech by Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 

Organization for African Unity or OAU 

league 

Africa 

1963 to 2002 

It was at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. African Union replaced it [2002]. 

 

Dominican Republic 

state 

Dominican Republic/USA 

1965 

USA helped military government. 
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Harappa Ravi Phase 

civilization 

Ambala, India 

-3300 to -2800 

Neolithic culture was near Ravi River in south Punjab in northwest India, 400 miles up Indus River from Mohenjo-

Daro. It formed terracotta, used pictographs, herded, and grew wheat, barley, legumes, and sesame. 

 

Lothal 

civilization 

Pakistan 

-3000 to -1750 

Neolithic culture was 400 miles south of Mohenjo-Daro and had docks and canals. 

 

Mohenjo-Daro or Indus 

civilization 

Indus River 

-3000 to -1750 



Neolithic culture probably started when Dravidians entered Indus River valley. Mohenjo-Daro had 30,000 people in 

four square miles, with sewers, irrigation from river, and wide streets in grid. It rained in summer but not winter. 

Civilization had baked, not just sun-dried, brick houses, granaries, and public baths but no temples or palaces. It used 

potter's wheels and had cotton spinning and weaving. It used pictograph writing on seals. Civilization influenced Sind, 

Punjab, and Gujurat. 

Shiva was god of creation. His consort was Parvathi. 

 

Harappa Kot Dijian Phase 

civilization 

Ambala, India 

-2800 to -2600 

Neolithic culture had textiles, boats, ox carts, cubic weights, and religious symbols. Early Indus script was on square 

clay seals or tags {bullae}. To make glazed pottery, steatite heated in kilns turned into cristobalite, enstatite, and 

alumina. Ground quartz, ash, and copper-oxide or azurite coating can fuse to surface to make faience. 

 

Harappa Harappa Phase 

civilization 

Ambala, India 

-2600 to -1700 

Neolithic culture had 30,000 to 80,000 people on 150 hectares, with well water, sewage system, walled streets, and 

multistory houses. It had no army. It traded with Afghanistan and Central Asia. 

Religion had Shiva-like god, mother-goddess, Nandi-like bull figure, and unicorn. 

Indus script had 400 symbols. 

Soapstone {steatite} inscriptions used stone drills of hard quartz, sillimanite, mullite from kilns, hematite, and 

titanium oxide. Glass beads began [-1700]. 

Civilization ended when Ghaggar-Hakra River (Saraswati River) shifted course and dried out. 

 

Harappa Painted Gray Ware Phase 

civilization 

Ambala, India 

-2600 to -1700 

Neolithic culture had glass bottles and iron items. 

 

Indus River Valley or Indus Valley 

civilization 

Indus River/Pakistan/India 

-2600 to -1700 

Farmers from Pakistan settled by river. Writing began. City houses were in grid. Major towns among 1500 towns 

were Mohenjo Daro (Mound of the Dead), Harappa, Rakhigarhi, Dholavira, Kot Diji, Ganweriwala, Chanhu Daro, 

Shahr-i-Sokhta, and Lothal. They did not make large stone monuments but had local marketplaces and religious 

festivals {sang, festival}. They did not bury the dead with luxury goods. The language is undeciphered. Earthquakes 

and floods weakened it [-1700]. Later, Kassite people from northwest invaded [-1500], and cities decayed. 

 

Shang or Yin 

dynasty 

China/Korea 

-1766 to -1027 

Anyang was capital. Panlung, Chengchow, Honan, Hupeh, and Shantung were fortified cities. 

King owned all land, and leading clans were king's vassals. It had professional soldiers, chariots, coins, slaves, 

burials, sacrifices, rituals, astronomy, and scribes. 

Writing calligraphy used 5000 pictograph characters, each representing one syllable. 

Ancestor worship began. Appointed people read oracles {shih}, turtle shells or bones inscribed with writing and then 

cracked by heated pins. 

Art had cast bronze statues and ceramics. They believed that the god of heaven anointed the king. 

Perhaps, Shang and Olmec cultures met, because icons and architecture are similar. 

 



Mohenjo-Daro or Indus 

civilization 

Indus River 

-1750 

Nation ended when river dried up or shifted by erosion or climate change. 

 

Shang 

civilization 

Yellow River, China 

-1500 to -1045 

Nation used bronze for sacred vessels, chariots, and weapons. It ended when Zhou attacked [-1045]. 

 

Zhou or Chou 

dynasty 

Yellow River, China 

-1045 to -256 

Zhou kings replaced Shang. By tradition, Zhou period was happy period. They had to move capital [-771]. States 

along Yellow River were T'si, Ts'in, and Ch'u. Wang Ch'eng was capital. It built earth-walled cities of nine square 

kilometers. 

 

Shang or Yin 

dynasty 

China/Korea 

-1027 

Nation ended when defeated by Chou or Zhou tribe from northwest China. 

 

Latest Jomon or Final Jomon 

civilization 

Japan 

-1000 to -300 

It had rice in Kyushu. 

 

Brahmana 

civilization 

India 

-800 to -600 

It is period in Vedic Sanskrit period or Vedic Age. Periods are Vedic period, Grhya period, and Puranic period. 

Grhya period has Grhya Sutras. 

 

Zhou 

kingdom 

China 

-771 

Capital moved east to near Luoyang in Honan or Hunan province. 

 

China 

kingdom 

China 

-771 to -481 

Regional kings declared independence from Zhou. 

 

Spring and Autumn Period 

kingdom 

China 

-722 to -481 

Spring and Autumn Annals [-600: possibly by Confucius, about Zhou Dynasty in Lu -722 to -481] 



Kingdoms warred, and nobility weakened, resulting in more literacy and freedom of thought. Warring States Period 

followed. 

 

Warring States 

state 

China 

-481 to -221 

Seven kingdoms fought. 

 

Dong Son 

culture 

Vietnam 

-400 to -1 

Dong Son iron culture lived in north center along Red River. It had bronze drums. 

 

Champa 

kingdom 

Vietnam 

-400 to 192 

Cham culture lived in south center near Danang between Thua Thien and Dong Nai Rivers, used agate and jasper, 

and had Hindu influences. 

 

Oc Eo 

culture 

Vietnam 

-400 to -1 

Oc Eo culture was in south. 

 

Maurya 

kingdom 

Punjab/Afghanistan 

-322 to -184 

Chandragupta defeated Nanda Dynasty of Magadha Kingdom and forced remains of Alexander the Great's army out 

of India and Afghanistan. He subjugated Punjab and Kabul Valley. His minister was Canakya Kautilya. His capital was 

Pataliputra, Patna, or Patma. Indo-European Aryan arts flourished. 

 

Yayoi 

civilization 

Yayoi, Japan 

-300 

Merchants and settlers from Asia reached of Kyrushu Island in west Japan and spread to near Tokyo. It brought 

bronze and iron metal tools, weapons, and vessels. 

 

Van Lang 

civilization 

Vietnam 

-300 to -200 

Hung Vuong kings ruled north of Giang River to current China-Vietnam border. 

 

Bactria 

kingdom 

Oxus River 

-280 

Greek soldiers set up kingdom. 

 



Age of Confusion 

state 

China 

-256 to -221 

It existed from end of Chou dynasty until Ch'in dynasty unified China. 

 

Au Lac 

civilization 

Vietnam 

-250 to -179 

An Duong Vuong founded it, in north center. It built Co Loa citadel. It ended when Nan Yue under emperor Zhao 

Juo defeated it. 

 

Vietnam 

colony 

Vietnam/China 

-189 to 939 

China ruled Vietnam. 

 

Maurya 

kingdom 

Punjab/Afghanistan 

-184 to -175 

Brhadratha ended dynasty by assassination and started Sunya Dynasty. 

 

Nan Yue 

kingdom 

Vietnam 

-179 to -111 

Emperor Zhao Juo took Au Lac. It ended when Han dynasty of China conquered. 

 

Kushana or Kushan or Kusana or Indo-Scythian 

kingdom 

Mathura, India 

-125 to 236 

Buddhist tribe of Yueh-Chi, who had left China because Huns defeated Sunyas, entered India from China and 

Central Asia and conquered down to Benares, India. Gandhara School of art flourished. Jaina and Buddhist art was at 

Mathura. Nation revived [78 to 123]. 

 

Indus 

civilization 

India 

-100 

Bactrians, descendants of Alexander the Great's army, entered Indus River valley. Parthians and Scythians followed 

later. 

 

Southeast Asian 

empire 

Asia 

1 

City-states and empires began. 

 

Fu Nan 

culture 

Vietnam 

1 to 300 



Fu Nan culture was in south in Mekong Delta and had Hindu and Buddhist influences. 

 

Later Han [Han, Later] or Eastern Han or Han 

kingdom 

China 

25 to 220 

Nation defeated Thai Kingdom in Mekong River Valley. Annam became vassals, and Hsing-Nu (Huns) moved north 

of Gobi Desert. Capital moved eastward from Chang'an to Luoyang. Guan Yu and two other Peach Garden Comrades 

tried to save dynasty [200]. It used paper, stern rudder for ships, breast harness for horses for pulling loads, crossbow 

with bronze lock, colored glazes, magnetic compass for temple construction, maps with grids, decimal calipers, and 

earthquake recorders. Dynasty ended after civil war. 

 

Yellow Turban 

sect 

China 

184 to 205 

Nation rebelled against Han dynasty. 

 

Chola 

kingdom 

India 

190 

Nation was Hindu and was near Tanjore in south India. 

 

Wei 

kingdom 

China 

220 to 265 

Nation was one of the Three Kingdoms. Hua Tuo was legendary doctor. 

 

Three Kingdoms 

kingdom 

China 

220 to 280 

It came after Han Dynasty and had Wei [220 to 265], Shu [221 to 263], and Wu [222 to 280] kingdoms. It ended 

when Wei dynasty began. It is part of Six Dynasties period. 

 

Shu 

kingdom 

China 

221 to 263 

Nation was one of the Three Kingdoms. 

 

Wu 

kingdom 

China 

222 to 280 

Nation was one of the Three Kingdoms. 

 

Western Ch'in or Western Chin or Jin 

dynasty 

China 

265 to 316 

Nation began after the three Wei, Shu, and Wu kingdoms fell. Buddhism increased. 

 



Sixteen Kingdoms or Shiliuguo 

kingdom 

China 

304 to 439 

They started at end of Jin Dynasty. Liu Yuan the Hun began Han kingdom [304] in north China. Five Barbarian 

Peoples were Di, Jie, Qiang, Xianbei, and Xiongnu and were in north China. 

 

Western Ch'in or Western Chin or Jin 

dynasty 

China 

316 

Nation ended in anarchy. 

 

Eastern Ch'in or Eastern Chin 

kingdom 

China 

317 to 420 

It was one of Six Dynasties and was the first Southern Dynasty. 

 

Northern Wei or Tuoba Wei or Yuan Wei 

kingdom 

China 

386 to 581 

It unified north China [440]. Xiaowen moved capital from Pingcheng or Shanxi to Luoyang [494]. It lost to Yang 

Chien, who founded Sui dynasty. 

 

north-south division 

kingdom 

China 

386 to 589 

Northern Dynasties and Southern Dynasties [420 to 589] came after Sixteen Kingdoms and before Sui Dynasty. 

 

Liu Sung or Southern Song 

kingdom 

China 

420 to 479 

It was one of Southern Dynasties. 

 

Southern Ch'i or Nan Ch'i 

kingdom 

China 

479 to 502 

It was one of Six Dynasties then one of Southern Dynasties. Hsiao Yen of Southern Ch'i dynasty [464 to 549] took 

Nanking [501] started Liang Dynasty [502]. 

 

Liang 

kingdom 

China 

502 to 557 

Wu, Xiao Yan, Shuda, or Lian'er founded Liang Dynasty of Southern Dynasties. Jianwen and Yuzhang were later 

emperors. 

 

Eastern Wei 

kingdom 

China 

534 to 550 



Northern Wei, Eastern Wei, Western Wei, Northern Qi, and Northern Zhou were part of Northern Dynasty [386 to 

581]. Toba Wei or Northern Wei dynasty [386 to 534] split into Eastern Wei [534 to 550] and Western Wei. 

 

Western Wei 

kingdom 

China 

535 to 557 

Yuwen Tai killed Northern Wei emperor, but then Northern Zhou took throne. 

 

Japan 

civilization 

Japan 

538 to 800 

Buddhist monks from China led Japanese court to adopt Buddhism as official religion. Slavery ended, universities 

started, and civil service began. 

 

Northern Ch'i 

kingdom 

China 

550 to 577 

Wen Hsuan Ti founded it. Capital was Yeh. 

 

Caluyka 

civilization 

India 

550 to 753 

Caluykas flourished. 

 

Khmer 

kingdom 

Cambodia/Laos 

550 to 1450 

Nation fought Siamese and other neighbor kingdoms. Angkor Thom was capital. Angkor Wat was temple, 

influenced by Hinduism. Khmer Empire capital had two million people when it fell to attackers. 

 

Northern Chou or Pei Chou 

kingdom 

China 

557 to 581 

It unified north China but lost to Yang Chien, who founded Sui dynasty. 

 

Southern Ch'en or Nan Ch'en 

kingdom 

China 

557 to 589 

It was one of Six Dynasties and then Southern Dynasties, until Sui dynasty defeated it [589]. 

 

Indonesian Native Empires 

empire 

Indonesia 

600 to 700 

Hinduism and Buddhism flourished. 

 

Tibet 

kingdom 

Tibet 



600 to 700 

Nation became independent kingdom. 

 

Tang or T'ang 

dynasty 

China/Korea/Turkestan 

618 to 907 

Capital was at Ch'ang-an, in Shensi province in west China, with 2,000,000 people. Canton and Peking also had 

2,000,000 people. Taitsung was main city. Korea was subject to China. 

Tang dynasty revived Confucianism and reformed civil service. China banned all religions except Confucianism in 

9th century, destroyed all monasteries, and taxed monks and nuns. 

Small land available for peasants and more landless peasants caused peasant rebellions and military rebellions. 

Paper money and printing began. 

Pottery glazes had several colors. Poetry flowered. Imperial Academy of Letters started at Ch'ang-an [754]. 

 

Tang or T'ang 

dynasty 

China 

626 

Tang court became Buddhist. 

 

Taika 

reforms 

Japan 

646 to 784 

Taika political and social reforms made government like that of China. 

 

Rajput 

kingdom 

India 

700 

Rajputs, part of warrior caste, ruled northwest India. 

 

Tang or T'ang 

dynasty 

Ch'ang-an, China 

756 

It defeated a rebellion. 

 

Heian 

kingdom 

Japan 

794 to 1185 

Nation had increased independence from China. 

 

Burma 

kingdom 

Burma 

800 to 900 

Settlers from Tibet came to Burma. 

 

Tang or T'ang 

dynasty 

China/Korea/Turkestan 

800 to 900 

Nation started to decay. 



 

samurai 

warrior 

Japan 

800 to 1200 

Warrior-class swordsmen and mounted archers {samurai}| helped local governments. However, they began to 

control provinces [1000]. Minamoto and Taira were the most-powerful samurai families. Minamoto Yoritomo became 

shogun [1192]. 

 

Chola 

kingdom 

India 

880 to 1180 

Cholas were a southeast-India Hindu people. They conquered south India, Sri Lanka, and up to Ganges River. They 

used coins, had guilds, and allowed village assemblies. 

 

Ten Kingdoms/Five Dynasties 

kingdom 

China 

907 to 960 

It started after Tang dynasty. Min was one kingdom. Sung dynasty ruled after. 

 

Northern Han 

dynasty 

China 

951 to 979 

Nation was one of the Ten Kingdoms. 

 

Sung 

dynasty 

China 

960 to 1126 

The general Taizu became first Sung emperor. Dynasty extended from Great Wall to Hainan and traded with India 

and Persia along improved roads. Canton and Fuchow ports started. Dynasty had printing from wood blocks and started 

printing from movable type. It used boat stern posts, had gunpowder, had water-driven spinning machines, and 

produced iron. New rice type, allowing two crops a year, grew in hills after watering in spring. 

 

Sung 

dynasty 

China 

1126 

Nation ended when Mongols overthrew it. Southern Sung Dynasty controlled south China. 

 

Southern Sung 

dynasty 

China 

1127 to 1279 

Nation was in south China. 

 

Chola 

kingdom 

India 

1180 to 1200 

Nation ended. 

 



Kamakura 

empire 

Kamakura, Japan 

1185 to 1333 

Nation began when Minamoto Yorimoto of Minamoto clan defeated Tiara clan. He was first shogun and ruled from 

army camp {bakufu}. Nobles ruled and emperor had little central authority. Samurai warriors became important. 

Offices became hereditary. 

 

Thailand 

kingdom 

Ayutthaya, Thailand 

1200 to 1300 

Thailand expelled native Khmers from Indochina. 

 

Mongol Empire 

empire 

Mongolia 

1206 to 1368 

Nation started when Jenghiz Khan or Genghis Khan, Mongol-confederacy leader, conquered Mongolia. He took 

most of north China [1215]. Population was 120,000,000 people in 1200, but 30,000,000 died in the conquest. He took 

Turkestan, Transoxania, Persia, Afghanistan, and southeast Europe [1224]. Karakorum was first capital. Cambulac was 

later capital. It had Buddhism, learning, art, and coal burning. 

Authorities did not allow Chinese to marry Mongols, learn Mongol language, or have weapons. 

Mongols were from Mongolia and Manchuria. Mongols had sky god. 

 

Delhi Sultanate or Slave Sultanate 

sultanate 

Delhi, India 

1206 to 1526 

Nation began when Ghorids appointed Turkish slave, Qutb al-Din Aybak, after Turks conquered down to Ganges 

River. Slave Kings ruled until 1287. 

 

Mongol 

empire 

China 

1211 

Mongols, from central Asia, invaded China. 

 

Mongol 

empire 

China 

1215 

Mongols took Beijing. 

 

Mongol 

empire 

Iran 

1219 

Mongol invasions of Iran began. 

 

Mongol 

empire 

Afghanistan/Iraq 

1224 

Mongols defeated Persia Kharazm-shahs, who were under Sultan Mohammad's protection, and ruled from Oxus 

River to Euphrates River. 



 

Mongol 

empire 

China 

1234 

Mongols defeated Chin in north China. 

 

Mongol Empire 

empire 

Mongolia 

1236 to 1255 

Batu Khan took Kiev in Russia [1236] and then Moravia, Hungary, and Poland [1255]. 

 

Mongol 

empire 

Hungary 

1241 

Mongols took Hungary. 

 

Mongol 

empire 

Tibet 

1250 

Nation overran Tibet. 

 

Mongol 

empire 

Korea 

1250 to 1354 

Nation took Korea from China. 

 

Mongol Empire 

empire 

Iraq 

1255 

Nation defeated Seljuk Turks and Abassid caliphs at Baghdad, killing last Abassid caliph and establishing Empire of 

the Il-Khans. 

 

Golden Horde or Khanate of the Golden Horde [Golden Horde, Khanate of the] 

empire 

Russia/Hungary/Poland 

1255 to 1405 

Nation started when Batu Khan, Genghis Khan's grandson, and Tatars took Russia, Poland, and Hungary. Sarai was 

capital, near Volvograd. Sultaniyeh was in Persia [1304]. It was tributary to Mongols. 

 

Mongol Empire 

empire 

Mongolia 

1274 to 1292 

Kublai Khan or Kubilai Khan defeated Sung Dynasty of China and took south China but not southeast Asia, though 

he occupied it temporarily. He attacked Japan twice [1274] [1281], but typhoons {kamikaze} wrecked each of his fleets 

in Japanese bays. He attacked Indonesia [1292]. 

 

Golden Horde or Khanate of the Golden Horde [Golden Horde, Khanate of the] 

empire 

China 



1279 

Nation helped Batu Khan's brother Kublai Khan overthrow Sung Dynasty in south China. 

 

Yuan 

dynasty 

China 

1279 to 1368 

Nation started when Kublai Khan, Mongol emperor, defeated Southern Sung Dynasty. It had postal system, roads, 

canals, and trade. Civil service exams stopped until 1315. 

 

Mongol 

empire 

Burma 

1287 

Kublai Khan took Burma. 

 

Golden Horde or Khanate of the Golden Horde [Golden Horde, Khanate of the] 

empire 

Russia/Hungary/Poland 

1300 

Oljeitu Khan ruled. 

 

Golden Horde or Khanate of the Golden Horde [Golden Horde, Khanate of the] 

empire 

Russia/Hungary/Poland 

1314 

Nation became Moslem. 

 

Delhi Sultanate or Slave Sultanate 

sultanate 

Delhi, India 

1320 to 1412 

Tughlak started Tughlakid rule. Tamerlane defeated Tughlakids [1398]. 

 

Vijayanagar 

kingdom 

India 

1336 to 1550 

Five Hindu brothers founded nation. Oldest was Harihara I. Vijayanagar was capital. 

 

Ayutha or Siam 

kingdom 

Thailand 

1350 to 1950 

Nation was in south, grew to lowlands, and became Siam. 

 

Mongol Empire 

empire 

Mongolia 

1356 to 1368 

Nation ended when member of Red Turbans secret society, Chu Yan-chang, took Nanking [1356] and Peking 

[1368]. Mongols preceded Ming Dynasty. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

China 



1366 to 1644 

Nation started with Chu Yuanchang, former Buddhist monk, who defeated Mongols [1368]. It ruled from Korea to 

Burma and discouraged trade and interactions with foreigners. It fired porcelain. 160,000,000 people were in China. 

 

Yuan 

dynasty 

China 

1368 

Nation ended when beaten by Timurids in south China. 

 

Golden Horde or Khanate of the Golden Horde [Golden Horde, Khanate of the] 

empire 

Russia/Hungary/Poland 

1380 to 1405 

War with Grand Duke of Moscow weakened it. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

China 

1400 to 1500 

Admiral Cheng Ho sailed to other lands. 

 

Golden Horde or Khanate of the Golden Horde [Golden Horde, Khanate of the] 

empire 

Crimea/Hungary/Poland/Siberia 

1405 

Nation split into Khanates of Astrakhan, Kazan, Crimea, and Sibir or Tartary or Siberia. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

China 

1420 to 1421 

Capital moved from Nanjing to Beijing. 

 

Thailand 

kingdom 

Cambodia 

1430 to 1450 

Nation ended Khmer Empire in southeast Asia and sacked Angkor Wat [1431]. 

 

China eunuchs 

party 

China 

1433 

Eunuchs lost political fight to nobles. Boats were 100 meters long. However, it then forbid long voyages, 

shipbuilding, and ships. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

Jingdezhen, China 

1460 

It exported Ming porcelain. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

China 



1488 

Nation rebuilt Great Wall. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

China 

1500 

European colonies were at Macao and Canton. 

 

Uzbek 

civilization 

Asia 

1512 

Uzbeks defeated Timurids. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

China 

1520 

Ships did not go out of coastal areas, and people did not travel abroad. 

 

Delhi Sultanate or Slave Sultanate 

sultanate 

Delhi, India 

1526 

Nation ended when Mogul Dynasty took over Delhi Sultanate. 

 

New Guinea 

nation 

Portugal/New Guinea/Papua New Guinea 

1526 

Don Jorge de Meneses of Portugal discovered it. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1526 to 1857 

Nation started when Baber or Babar, Moslem descended from Timur, took north India from Afghanistan. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1530 to 1555 

Humayun, Baber's son, fled but returned [1555]. 

 

Japan 

nation 

Portugal/Japan 

1543 

Portugal discovered Japan and brought guns. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

China 

1544 

Mongols attacked Peking. 



 

Macao 

colony 

Macao, China 

1557 

Portugal settled at Macao. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

China 

1580 

China expelled Japan from Korea. 

 

Burma 

kingdom 

Burma 

1590 to 1605 

Nation split into small kingdoms. 

 

Korea 

kingdom 

Korea 

1592 to 1598 

Nation defeated invasions from Japan. 

 

Philippines 

nation 

Philippines 

1600 to 1700 

As Spanish Empire waned, Catholic priests gained power. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1605 to 1658 

Shah Jehan or Shah Jahan took south India, built Taj Mahal, and expanded Agra and Delhi. He failed to push 

Persians out of Kandahar. 

 

Australia 

continent 

Australia 

1616 

Dutch explored it. 

 

Indonesia 

republic 

Indonesia 

1623 

Dutch East India Company defeated Britain and controlled Indonesia. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

China 

1627 

It annexed Korea. 

 



Ming 

dynasty 

China 

1635 

It took Inner Mongolia. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1639 to 1700 

British colonies started at Madras, Bombay, and Calcutta. French colonies were at Pondicherry and Chandernagore. 

Ceylon and East Indies were Dutch. 

 

Indonesia 

colony 

Indonesia 

1640 

Portugal lost Indonesia to rebellions as Dutch East India Company helped push Portugal out of Indonesia. 

 

Ming 

dynasty 

China 

1644 

Dynasty ended when Manchu peoples started Ch'ing Dynasty. 

 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

kingdom 

China 

1644 to 1912 

North China (Manchuria) Manchu people took Shensi province [1644], Fukien province [1646], and Miao [1650]. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1658 to 1707 

Aurungzebe or Aurangzeb ruled and tried to ban Hinduism. 

 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1662 to 1724 

K'ang-hsi ruled. He took Annam [1666], Szechuan [1678], Yunnan [1681], Formosa [1683], Mongolia [1696], Outer 

Mongolia [1697], Tibet [1720], and Sinkiang [1724]. Enameling began. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1674 

Maharattas became independent, under Shivagi, and allied with sultans of Deccan against Moguls. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1707 

Jahangir shared rule with British East India Company. 

 



Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1734 

It took Lli region in west around Lake Baikal. 

 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1736 to 1796 

Ch'ien Lung controlled north to Amur River and south to Indochina. He won Lli region in west around Lake Baikal 

[1761], Burma [1769], and Nepal and Tibet [1792]. 

 

India 

state 

India 

1751 

France defeated England and held Madras, Carnatic, and Deccan. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1756 to 1767 

Robert Clive took Madras [1761], Northern Circars [1766], Calcutta and Bengal [1759] at Battle of Chinsura, and 

Bihar [1757] at Battle of Plassy and Battle of Buxar [1764]. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1772 to 1785 

Warren Hastings of England took Oudh [1801] from Mogul Empire. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1784 to 1857 

Moguls ruled India under system of Dual Control. East India Company ruled British north-central India {Raj} under 

governors appointed by England. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1786 to 1793 

Cornwallis took Ceylon [1789], Salem [1792], and Malabar [1792] from Mogul Empire. 

 

Australia 

people 

Australia 

1788 

England began to send prisoners to Australia. 

 

Indonesia 

republic 

Indonesia 

1798 

Holland ruled Indonesia directly when Dutch East India Company ended. 



 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1798 to 1805 

Wellesley took Fravancore [1795], Mysore [1799], Carnatic, Upper Doab [1803], Lower Doab [1801], Rohil Khand 

[1801], Hyderabad or Nizam's Dominions [1800], Rajputana, Jaipur, and Lucknow. Wellesley fought Battle of Argaon 

[1803] and Battle of Assaye [1803]. Maratha Confederacy held Gaikwar, Peishwa, Khandesh, Holkar, Orissa, and 

Chota Nagpur. 

 

Ceylon 

colony 

Asia 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

East Timor 

colony 

Asia 

1800 to 1900 

Portugal colonized it. 

 

Goa 

colony 

Asia 

1800 to 1900 

Portugal colonized it. 

 

Hong Kong 

colony 

Asia 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Macao 

colony 

Asia 

1800 to 1900 

Portugal colonized it. 

 

Singapore 

colony 

Asia 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Thailand 

kingdom 

Thailand 

1800 to 1900 

Nation became independent but lost Cambodia and Laos. 

 

Indonesia 

state 

Indonesia 

1811 



Britain took Indonesia from Holland. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1813 

East India Company lost trade monopoly in north-central India. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1813 

Missionaries first came to north-central India. 

 

Indonesia 

colony 

Indonesia 

1815 

Netherlands regained Indonesia from Britain. 

 

Mahratta 

kingdom 

India 

1818 

Mahrattas lost to Britain. 

 

Tahiti 

kingdom 

Polynesia 

1822 to 1842 

It included Tahiti, Moorea, Meetia and Tetiaroa. It was French protectorate [1842 to 1880]. 

 

Australia 

state 

Australia 

1829 

Britain got all of Australia. 

 

New Zealand 

colony 

New Zealand 

1840 

Treaty between Maori and Britain began New Zealand colony. Sheep wool was main export. Later, meat and milk 

were exports. 

 

Australia 

colony 

Australia 

1850 

Nation became self-governed. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1850 

Population was 200,000,000, with 70% Hindu, 20% Muslim, and the rest Buddhist or Christian. 



 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1851 to 1864 

Taiping rebelled. 20,000,000 died as British General Gordon led Chinese soldiers against rebels. 

 

Burma 

colony 

Asia 

1852 to 1886 

Britain colonized it in 1852 and 1886. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1853 

Nation built first railroad in India. 

 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1856 to 1858 

Second Anglo-Chinese War ended with Treaty of Tientsin. 

 

Andaman Islands 

colony 

Burma 

1857 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Mogul or Moghul 

empire 

India 

1857 

Saying grease on new cartridges used animal fat, Bengal soldiers revolted against the British. This preceded revolts 

elsewhere {Indian Mutiny}. British suppressed revolts and deposed Mogul emperor. British government appointed 

viceroy, and East India Company no longer ruled. 

 

Vietnam 

state 

Vietnam 

1857 to 1954 

France began to conquer all of Vietnam and succeeded by 1890. Phan Boi Chau led Dong Du revolt. Phan Chu Trinh 

and Dong Kinh Nghia Thuc were intellectual leaders. Nguyen Thai Hoc led revolt. Nguyen Ai Quoc (Ho Chi Minh) 

started Indochinese Party [1930]. He led August 1945 Revolution, which proclaimed republic September 2, 1945. In 

1946, France invaded, but later it lost at Dien Bien Phu [1954]. 

 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1858 to 1860 

Russia took back area around Lake Baikal [1858] and Amur and Ussuri [1860]. 

 

Cochin-China 

colony 



Asia 

1859 

France colonized it. 

 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1859 to 1860 

Third Anglo-Chinese War ended with French and British in control in Peking. 

 

Cambodia 

colony 

Asia 

1863 

France colonized it. 

 

Indochina 

kingdom 

Indochina 

1863 to 1893 

France took it. 

 

Australia 

people 

Australia 

1867 

Prisoners no longer went to Australia. Australia had 1,000,000 people. 

 

Nicobar Islands 

colony 

Burma 

1869 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Australia 

state 

Australia 

1870 

British soldiers were withdrawn. 

 

Malaya 

colony 

Asia 

1874 to 1914 

Britain colonized it in 1874, 1886, and 1914. 

 

North Borneo 

colony 

Asia 

1881 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Tonkin 

colony 

Asia 

1884 



France colonized it. 

 

National Congress 

party 

India 

1885 

Nation wanted India to become dominion. 

 

French Indochina 

colony 

Asia 

1887 

France colonized it. 

 

Sarawak 

colony 

Sarawak 

1888 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Guam 

colony 

Asia 

1890 to 1900 

USA colonized it. 

 

Samoa 

colony 

Asia 

1890 to 1900 

USA colonized it. 

 

Formosa/Pescadores Islands 

colony 

Asia 

1895 

Japan colonized it. 

 

Kwang-Chow-Wan 

colony 

Asia 

1898 

France colonized it. 

 

Caroline Islands/Palau Islands 

colony 

Asia 

1899 

Germany colonized it. 

 

Philippines 

colony 

Asia 

1899 

USA colonized it. 

 



Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1900 

Britain took Burma. 

 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1900 

France took Annam. 

 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1900 

Russia took back Manchuria by 1900. 

 

Australia 

independence 

Australia 

1901 

Nation gained independence from England and formed federation. 

 

Australia/New Guinea 

commonwealth 

Australia/New Guinea 

1905 

Australia got New Guinea (Papua). 

 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1905 

Kuomintang, KMT, or National Peoples Party began. 

 

Moslem League 

party 

India 

1906 

All-India Moslem League started with Aga Khan as leader. 

 

New Zealand 

independence 

New Zealand/England 

1907 

Nation gained independence from England. 

 

Manchu or Ching or Ch'ing 

dynasty 

China 

1911 

Nation ended when revolution overthrew last emperor, Pu Yi. 

 

China 

republic 



China 

1912 

Nation formed under Sun-Yat-Sen when emperor abdicated. 

 

Tibet 

nation 

Tibet/China 

1912 to 1949 

Nation became independent of China. 

 

Twenty-one Demands 

ultimatum 

China 

1915 

Japan had Twenty-one Demands on China. 

 

National Congress 

party 

India 

1917 

Gandhi and his supporters forced moderates out of National Congress party in India and started to work for full 

independence from Britain. 

 

May 4th Movement 

boycott 

China 

1919 

Nation boycotted Japanese goods. 

 

National Congress 

party 

India 

1919 

Gandhi and National Congress party began passive resistance. 

 

Mongolia 

independence 

Mongolia 

1924 to 1946 

Mongolian People's Republic started [1924] with Sino-Soviet treaty. China proclaimed Mongolia independent 

[1946]. 

 

China 

republic 

Nanking, China 

1928 

Kuomintang set up government under Chang Kai-Shek after expelling Communists, who retreated north under Mao 

Tse-Tung and Chu Teh. 

 

Thailand 

constitution 

Thailand 

1932 

Nation became democracy but was still ruled by Chakkri Dynasty. 

 



Burma 

independence 

Burma 

1937 

Nation became independent of Britain. 

 

Thailand 

state 

Thailand 

1938 

Nation became dictatorship when military junta deposed king in coup. 

 

Moslem League 

party 

India 

1940 

Moslem League stated that it wanted Moslem state. 

 

North Vietnam 

state 

Vietnam 

1945 

Ho Chi Minh established North Vietnam and started war with France, which ended in 1954. 

 

Vietnam 

independence 

Vietnam 

1945 

Nation became free of France. 

 

Korea 

partition 

Korea 

1945 to 1948 

Nation had Russian and USA zones. Russian zone became Communist North Korea [1948], and USA zone became 

democratic South Korea. 

 

Indonesia 

republic 

Indonesia 

1945 to 1949 

Nationalists fought Netherlands and formed republic, which included Sumatra, Java, and Madura. 

 

Philippines 

independence 

Philippines 

1946 

Nation became independent of USA. Ferdinand Marcos became president later. 

 

Japan 

occupation 

Japan 

1946 to 1951 

Douglas MacArthur of USA ruled it. 

 



India 

independence 

India 

1947 

Nation became independent of Britain and included mostly Hindu areas. 

 

Pakistan 

state 

Pakistan 

1947 

Moslem state began. West Pakistan was in northwest India. East Pakistan was in east India. 

 

Burma 

republic 

Burma 

1948 

Nation became republic. 

 

Sri Lanka 

independence 

Ceylon 

1948 

Nation became republic. 

 

Indonesia 

independence 

Indonesia 

1949 

Netherlands ended war against Indonesia republic. 

 

Republic of China 

occupation 

Taiwan 

1949 

Nationalists under Chang Kai-Shek took over Formosa. 

 

Tibet 

occupation 

Tibet 

1949 to 1951 

China took Tibet. 

 

Burma 

republic 

Burma 

1950 

Karen native peoples revolted, followed by a military coup. 

 

Japan 

kingdom 

Japan 

1951 

Nation became constitutional monarchy and signed peace treaty. Admiral Ridgway occupied it. Liberal Democratic 

Party emphasized trade. 

 



Cambodia 

independence 

Cambodia 

1953 

It became independent of France. 

 

Laos 

independence 

Laos 

1954 

It became independent of France. 

 

Netherlands West Indies 

independence 

Netherlands West Indies 

1954 

Nation became independent of Netherlands. 

 

Indonesia nationalization 

law 

Indonesia 

1956 

Indonesia nationalized all Netherlands property, but economy faded. 

 

Pakistan 

republic 

Pakistan 

1956 

It became republic but still was in British Commonwealth of Nations. Before, it was dominion. 

 

Malaysia 

independence 

Malaysia 

1957 

Nation became independent of Britain. 

 

Great Leap Forward 

law 

China 

1958 to 1960 

China collectivized all agriculture, but floods caused Great Leap Forward to fail [1960]. 

 

Singapore 

independence 

Singapore 

1959 

It became self-governing. 

 

Geneva Conference 

conference 

Laos 

1961 

Conference diminished struggle of North Vietnam for control of Laos. 

 

New Guinea 

independence 



New Guinea 

1962 

It became independent of Netherlands. Name became Papua New Guinea [1972 to 1975]. 

 

Singapore 

independence 

Singapore 

1965 

It became independent of Britain. 

 

Cultural Revolution 

law 

China 

1965 to 1969 

Revolution followed Mao's ideas about philosophy, art, society, and revolution, led by Red Guards. Army restored 

order [1969]. 500,000 people died. 

 

Bangladesh 

independence 

Bangladesh 

1971 

East Pakistan broke from West Pakistan and renamed itself. 

 

Vietnam 

state 

Vietnam 

1973 to 1975 

USA withdrew after signing Paris Agreements. Victory of Ho Chi Minh Campaign took Saigon [1975]. 

 

East Timor Annexation 

annexation 

East Timor 

1976 

Indonesia annexed East Timor. 
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Ur 

civilization 

Ur, Iraq 

-3500 

Bronze Age city-states had mud public buildings, priests, writing, agricultural organization, irrigation, pottery, and 

metalworking. 

 

Hamite or Hamitic 

culture 

Egypt 

-3500 to -2000 

Neolithic Semitic peoples lived there, followed by Hamitic peoples from northeast and north Africa. 

 

Sumerian 

civilization 

Sumer 

-3360 to -2350 

Copper Age culture began when Eridu, Kish, Lagash, Uruk or Erech, and Ur city-states, each having tens of 

thousands of people, united. Earthen banks, ditches, and canals drained water from marshes. Houses had reed and mud 



platforms. Sun-dried mud bricks built fortified cities. It had government, contracts for marriages, divorce by men or 

women, slaves, and trade to get copper and tin. Men shaved. People wore jewelry and furry skirts. People acquired 

status. Advisers memorized and copied knowledge. Cylinder seals recorded transactions. 

 

Egyptian 

civilization 

Nile River, Egypt 

-3100 

Nile is 1000 kilometers long and six to twenty kilometers wide and has regular flooding. Copper Age culture had 

papyrus boats, flax textiles, plowing, raking, manuring, stone masonry, and copper hammering. 

 

First Dynasty 

kingdom 

Egypt 

-3100 to -2884 

Old Kingdom dynasty included Menes. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Cornwall 

-3000 

Bronze Age culture reached west coast of England for tin trade. England is Tin Isles. 

 

Semitic 

civilization 

Byblos, Lebanon/Ugarit, Syria 

-3000 to -2500 

Ugarit is now Ras Shamra, Syria. 

 

Sumerian 

civilization 

Kish, Mesopotamia 

-3000 to -2500 

Bronze Age culture was east of Babylon. 

 

Sumerian 

civilization 

Umma, Mesopotamia 

-3000 to -2500 

Bronze Age culture was east of Kish. 

 

Sumerian 

civilization 

Abu Salabikh, Mesopotamia 

-3000 to -2500 

Bronze Age culture was southeast of Kish. 

 

Sumerian 

civilization 

Lagash, Iraq 

-3000 to -2500 

Bronze Age culture was southeast of Umma in south Mesopotamia. 

 

Semitic 

civilization 

Mari, Syria 



-3000 to -2400 

Bronze Age culture was near upper Euphrates River on trade route from Damascus to Babylon. 

 

Second Kingdom 

kingdom 

Egypt 

-2884 to -2686 

Perhaps, 2nd Dynasty was from -2884 to -2664. 

 

Sumer 

kingdom 

Sumer 

-2800 

Earliest dynasty began. 

 

Semitic 

civilization 

Nabada, Syria/Tell Beydar, Syria 

-2800 to -2350 

Bronze Age Kranzhugel culture was near Khabur River and had fortifications around city, 600-meter-diameter wall 

with four gates and 300-meter-diameter wall. It used Sumerian script and Old-Semitic language. 

 

Old Kingdom or Upper Kingdom 

civilization 

Egypt 

-2664 to -2155 

In 3rd to 8th dynasties, Memphis was capital in Upper Egypt. Heliopolis was near Memphis. Saqqara was in Upper 

Egypt, just south of Memphis. Hermopolis was much farther south, followed by Tel-el-Amarna. Thebes was much 

farther south. Abu Simbel was far south. 

Nubia is to west of Abu Simbel. Kush is to east of Abu Simbel. 

Dams and canals regulated Nile River. 

Upper class women wore nice clothes, had jewelry, had hairstyles, used cosmetics, were independent, and had good 

treatment as wives and mothers. 

Of two thousand gods, Horus was kings' god. 

 

Ebla 

civilization 

Ebla, Syria 

-2600 to -2300 

Bronze Age culture was south of Aleppo, had 250,000 non-Semitic people, and used cuneiform writing with Semitic 

language. Bronze Age culture used city planning. It traded with Mediterranean. King Ibrium was most-famous king. 

 

Egyptian 

civilization 

Egypt 

-2500 

Cheops founded IV Dynasty. Other pharaohs built rest of pyramids and Sphinx. 

 

Sumerian 

civilization 

Sumer 

-2350 

Nation ended when conquered by Sargon of Akkad. 

 

Akkadian or Old Assyrian 

empire 



Akkad 

-2350 to -2150 

Nation began with Sargon I, as Semitic peoples conquered Sumer city-states in south Mesopotamia. 5000 

professional soldiers used overlapping shields in front of protruding spears. Bows had horn and wood layers. Kings and 

priests separated. Kings built palaces, commissioned art about war victories, and spread Semitic and Sumerian ideas. 

 

Ebla 

civilization 

Ebla, Syria 

-2300 

Nation ended when conquered by King Naram-Sin of Akkad. 

 

First Intermediate 

civilization 

Egypt 

-2154 to -2052 

In 9th to 11th dynasties, Thebes was capital. It settled Kush. It conquered Nubia for gold. Nubia is between first and 

third cataracts of Nile. Copper came from Sinai. 

 

Akkadian or Old Assyrian 

empire 

Akkad 

-2150 

Nation ended when Sargon I's grandson lost to Gutians from mountains. 

 

Amorite/Gutian 

civilization 

Mesopotamia 

-2150 to -2050 

Semitic Amorites from Assyria and Caucasian Gutians ended Akkad Dynasty. 

 

Middle Kingdom 

civilization 

Egypt 

-2052 to -1786 

In 12th Dynasty, Thebes was capital. Tombs in rock cliffs included King Tutankhamen. 

 

Amorite/Gutian 

civilization 

Mesopotamia 

-2050 

Kings of Ur defeated Amorites and Gutians. 

 

Third Dynasty of Ur or Sumer and Akkad 

kingdom 

Ur, Iraq 

-2050 to -2000 

Nation began when Akkadian kings of Ur conquered Gutians. It ruled area from Susa on lower Tigris, beside Elam, 

to Byblos in Lebanon. It built large ziggurats. 

 

Middle Kingdom 

civilization 

Egypt 

-2000 

Nation reached height. 

 



Third Dynasty of Ur or Sumer and Akkad 

kingdom 

Ur, Iraq 

-2000 

Nation ended when conquered by Elam. 

 

Hittite 

civilization 

Turkey/Syria/Babylon/Egypt 

-2000 to -1200 

Nation settled in Turkey with capital at Hattushash. First king, Hattusilas I, invaded Syria. Second king, Mursilis I, 

destroyed Babylon [-1595] but someone killed him, and Hittites left Babylon. Suppiluliumas [-1380], king of Hittites, 

invaded Syria and controlled to Canaan, Palestine. It ended when Aegean Sea peoples attacked from Asia Minor. 

 

Hittite 

civilization 

Anatolia 

-1800 to -1200 

Iron-Age culture federated Cappadocia cities and had iron, horses, cavalry, cuneiform writing, and legal system. 

 

First Babylonian 

empire 

Babylonia 

-1792 to -1590 

Iron-Age culture began when Hammurabi conquered Assyria Amorites and united Sumer and Akkad. It ruled 

Nineveh and Nimrod on Tigris River, Mari on upper Euphrates River, and cities on Euphrates River up to Aleppo, 

Syria. It was 700 miles long and 100 miles wide. It had commerce, learning, cuneiform writing, and monumental 

buildings. 

The goddess Ishtar was like the goddess Astarte. Bel-Marduk was chief god. People were gods' slaves. 

 

Elam or Susiama 

state 

Persia 

-1750 to -645 

Nation started by revolt against Babylon. Susa, north of Persian Gulf, was capital. 

 

Kassite 

civilization 

Mesopotamia 

-1700 to -1500 

Nation took horses from pastures north and east of Fertile Crescent, to pull two-wheel chariots with driver and 

bowman. 

 

Mitanni 

kingdom 

Urkesh, Syria 

-1600 to -1400 

Hurrian culture from east Anatolia settled near Khabur River. 

 

First Babylonian 

empire 

Babylonia 

-1590 

Nation ended when reduced by Hittites and Kassites. 

 



Hittite 

civilization 

Asia Minor/Syria 

-1590 

Nation conquered Babylon. 

 

Kassite 

civilization 

Babylonia 

-1590 

Kassites from Zagros Mountains in Iran took Babylonia. 

 

New Kingdom 

civilization 

Egypt 

-1554 to -1075 

In 18th to 20th dynasties, Thebes was capital. Abu-Simbel had temples and statues. School for scribes taught 

honesty, respect for authority, discipline, application to study, and hieroglyphics. Food was emmer wheat, barley, and 

vegetables. Common people used hieratic alphabet. 

 

Kassite 

civilization 

Pakistan 

-1500 

Kassites took west Indus civilization, which had had floods and earthquakes. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Syria/Lebanon/Israel 

-1500 

People lived on east Mediterranean coast, grew cedar wood, corn, and olives and produced oil, wine, and cloth, 

which they traded with Crete, Egypt, Cyprus, and Troy. It built Tyre and Sidon. Phoenicia had purple cloth, and 

Phoenicia is Greek for "purple". 

 

Hittite 

civilization 

Asia Minor/Syria 

-1400 to -1350 

Nation controlled from Levant to Persian Gulf. 

 

Mitanni 

kingdom 

Mesopotamia 

-1372 to -1340 

Hittites drove Mitanni from west of Euphrates River. 

 

Mitanni 

kingdom 

Mesopotamia 

-1340 

Nation ended when Hittites took whole kingdom. 

 

Hittite 

civilization 

Asia Minor/Syria 

-1290 to 1250 



Nation conquered south to Egypt, fighting Ramses II. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Lebanon 

-1250 to -331 

Byblos, Baalbek or Heliopolis, Tyre, and Sidon were cities. Trade was among city-states around Mediterranean Sea 

to Atlantic Ocean. They built ships, worked glass and metal, and wove and dyed cloth. Alphabet was basis for Greek 

and Roman alphabets. Bel or Ba'al is Semitic Sun God. El is chief god. 

 

Elam or Susiama 

state 

Persia 

-1200 

Nation peaked in west Iran. 

 

Hittite 

civilization 

Asia Minor/Syria 

-1200 

Nation ended when Thracians, Phrygians from Thrace, and Assyrians broke it up. 

 

Phrygian 

state 

Phrygia 

-1200 to -700 

Gordion was capital. 

 

Old Assyrian 

kingdom 

Assyria 

-1102 to -1000 

Nation began when Tiglath Pileser I conquered most of Asia Minor. Nineveh was capital. Ashur was city. Hierapolis 

was religious center on Euphrates River. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Utica, Italy 

-1100 

Phoenicians colonized Italy. 

 

Lower Egypt 

pharaoh 

Egypt 

-1085 to -945 

Lower Egypt was separate from Upper Egypt. 

 

Israel 

kingdom 

Israel 

-1012 to 73 

Nation began when King Saul conquered Canaan and King David defeated Philistines and others. Jerusalem was 

capital. King Solomon followed David and built Temple in Jerusalem. Hebrews became monotheistic and began to 

worship only their tribal god Yahweh. Other religions allowed worship of tribal god and other regional gods. Yahweh 

was creator god, and people were highest creation. People can know good and evil and must have will to follow the law 

of Yahweh. 



 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Spain 

-1000 

Phoenicians colonized Spain. 

 

Theban 

kingdom 

Thebes, Egypt 

-1000 

Priest-kings at Thebes became independent of pharaohs. 

 

Old Assyrian 

kingdom 

Assyria 

-1000 to -900 

Nation ended by defeat by Babylon. 

 

Sheba 

kingdom 

Arabia 

-1000 to 500 

Sabeans in south Arabia started it. It was wealthy and colonized Ethiopia. 

 

Ma'in 

kingdom 

Arabia 

-1000 to 525 

Nation was in north Arabia. 

 

Judah 

kingdom 

Judaea 

-935 to -725 

Kingdom of Judah, the Benjamin and Judah tribes in south at Jerusalem, fought Kingdom of Israel, the ten other 

tribes in north at Samaria. 

 

Hebrew 

kingdom 

Canaan 

-926 

Hebrew kingdom split into ten tribes of Israel in north at Samaria and Benjamin and Judah tribes in Judah in south 

near Jerusalem. 

 

Israel 

kingdom 

Samaria 

-926 

Ten tribes of Israel split from the Benjamin and Judah tribes, who stayed in Judah in south near Jerusalem. 

 

Assyria 

kingdom 

Assyria 

-911 to -612 



Adadnirari II founded it. Main rulers were Sargon II, his son Sennacherib, his son Esarhaddon, and his son 

Ashurbanipal. Esarhaddon had Sennacherib killed. It controlled trade routes, built palaces, and set stone tablets. Medes 

and Babylonians conquered it [-612]. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Cyprus 

-900 to -800 

Phoenicians colonized Cyprus. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Carthage, Tunisia 

-900 to -800 

Phoenicians colonized north Africa. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Cadiz, Spain 

-900 to -800 

Phoenicians colonized Straits of Gibraltar. 

 

New Assyrian 

empire 

Mesopotamia 

-860 to -612 

Nation began when Ashurnasirpal III conquered to Mediterranean, using iron weapons, conscripted soldiers, 

artillery, and cavalry with armor. Calah or Nimrud was capital on upper Tigris River. Khorsabad was capital. Nineveh 

was capital. Harran in Assyria was another city. It used Aramaic language. Main god was Assur. 

 

Phrygian 

state 

Phrygia 

-800 

Nation reached height. 

 

Mede or Median 

civilization 

Media 

-800 to -600 

Indo-Europeans moved into west and northwest Iran. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Lebanon 

-800 to -600 

Nation had twenty-five colonies around Mediterranean. 

 

Israel 

kingdom 

Samaria 

-722 

Nation ended when Assyrians destroyed Samaria and deported all Hebrews, resulting in dispersal of tribes {ten lost 

tribes of Israel} {lost tribes of Israel}. However, Assyrians did not take Judah. 

 



Phrygian 

kingdom 

Phrygia 

-700 

Nation ended when conquered by Lydia. 

 

New Assyrian 

empire 

Egypt 

-690 

Assyrians conquered Egypt. 

 

Lydia 

kingdom 

Lydia 

-687 to -540 

Gyges founded it. Sardis was capital. Gordium was city. It was first nation to use coins [-640]. 

 

Assyrian 

civilization 

Egypt 

-671 

Assyrians took Egypt. 

 

Elam or Susiama 

state 

Persia 

-645 

Nation ended in west Iran when conquered by Assurbanipal. 

 

Scythian 

civilization 

Crimea 

-640 to -322 

Nation started when warrior horsemen and nomads from central Asia invaded New Assyrian Empire and took 

Palestine. Later, it fought Medes. It ended when it lost to Darius of Persia. 

 

New Assyrian 

empire 

Mesopotamia 

-625 to -620 

Babylon, Chaldeans, Medes, and Egypt revolted. 

 

Chaldean or Second Babylonian 

empire 

Babylonia 

-625 to -538 

Nation began with Babylonian revolt from New Assyrian Empire. It combined astronomy and mathematics. It ended 

when defeated by Cyrus the Great of Persia. 

 

Babylonia 

kingdom 

Babylonia 

-612 

Babylonians and Medes took the Assyrian capital, Nineveh. 

 



New Assyrian 

empire 

Mesopotamia 

-612 

Nation ended when Medes destroyed Nineveh. 

 

Mede or Median 

empire 

Iran 

-612 to -538 

In northwest Iran, Arbaces defeated Assyrians at Nineveh. Hamadana, then Ecbatana, then Nineveh became capital. 

It used astronomy and magic. His successors fought against Babylonia to south, Scythians to north, and Lydians to 

west. It ended when Cyrus the Great of Persia defeated it. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Lebanon 

-600 

Assyrians conquered Sidon and Tyre, so only Phoenician colonies remained. 

 

Fars 

kingdom 

Persia 

-600 to -550 

Indo-Europeans moved to south of Iran, to Tigris River, and into Elam. 

 

Babylonian Captivity 

empire 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

-587 

Nebuchadnezzar II of Babylon destroyed Jerusalem and deported all people to Babylon {Babylonian Captivity}. 

 

Magi 

civilization 

Persia 

-549 to -331 

Tribe of Medean priests became Persian Empire priests. 

 

Persian 

empire 

Fars Region, Iran 

-549 to -331 

Nation began when Cyrus the Great conquered Media [-549], Lydia, Babylon, and Egypt [-525] and founded 

Achaemenid Dynasty. Persepolis or Takht-e-Jamshid, Susa or Shush, Lorestan, Passargadae, and Ecbatana were 

capitals. Persia used Assyrian-government structure, with independent satrapies under governor. It built road from Fars 

to Aegean Sea and other roads. Aramaic was language. Persia had iron ore and hilly pastures for many horses. 

Babylonian and Egyptian arts influenced Persian arts. 

 

Lydia 

kingdom 

Lydia 

-540 

Nation ended when beaten by Cyrus the Great of Persia. 

 

Chaldean or Second Babylonian 

empire 



Babylonia 

-538 

Nation ended when defeated by Cyrus the Great of Persia. 

 

Mede or Median 

empire 

Media 

-538 

Nation ended when defeated by Cyrus the Great of Persia. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Lebanon 

-400 

Persians and Greeks ended Phoenician control of east Mediterranean. 

 

Persian 

empire 

Fars Region, Iran 

-331 

Nation ended when Alexander the Great of Macedonia defeated Darius III at Gaugamela. 

 

Phoenician 

civilization 

Lebanon 

-331 

Nation ended when conquered by Alexander the Great. 

 

Seleucid 

dynasty 

Bablyon 

-323 to -63 

After Alexander the Great died, Seleucus I, general of Alexander, took Babylon and eastern lands conquered by 

Alexander the Great. He took Anatolia and north Syria at Battle of Ipsus [-301] against Antigonus I of Macedon and 

later defeated Lysimachus of Macedon. He conquered to Indus River. Greek became language of Near East. 200,000 

people were in Antioch, Syria. 200,000 people were in Seleucia, new capital near Babylon. 

 

Scythian 

kingdom 

Crimea 

-322 

Nation ended after being conquered by Alexander the Great. 

 

Parthian or Arsacid 

kingdom 

Parthia 

-250 to 224 

Nation began when Pars under Arsaces revolted against Seleucids. Parthians were Indo-Europeans descended from 

Scythians. 

 

Seleucid 

dynasty 

Babylon 

-246 to -241 

Seleucus II lost to Ptolemy III of Egypt in Third Syrian War. 

 



Seleucid 

kingdom 

Babylon/Anatolia/Syria 

-223 to -187 

Antiochus III the Great [-223 to -187] lost Battle of Raphia [-217], won Battle of Panium [-198] to control Coele-

Syria (Beqaa Valley of Lebanon), lost Battle of Thermopylae [-191], lost Battle of Magnesia [-190], and ceded much in 

Treaty of Apamea [-188] with Rome. Galatia, Bithynia, Paphlagonia, Pontus, Cappadocia, Armenia, Media, Mardia, 

and Parthia became separate regions. 

 

Galatian 

civilization 

Turkey 

-200 

Celts migrated to Turkey. 

 

Seleucid 

dynasty 

Babylon 

-175 to -164 

Antiochus IV went to Egypt, but Roman threats forced him to withdraw. Maccabees revolted in Judea. 

 

Judaea 

kingdom 

Judaea 

-143 to -60 

Nation became independent under Jewish rule. Jews had developed synagogues for reading and teaching law. Jews 

developed the idea of Day of Judgment and salvation. 

 

Judaea 

kingdom 

Judaea 

-60 to -14 

Rome took Judaea and set up overseer. Jews spread over Mediterranean in the Diaspora. 

 

Parthian or Arsacid 

empire 

Parthia 

-55 

Parthians defeated Romans. Parthians approached on horseback, then turned around, and then shot arrow {Parthian 

shot}|. Parthian horsemen and horses had chain-mail armor. 

 

Parthian or Arsacid 

kingdom 

Parthia 

-50 

Nation extended into India. 

 

Parthian or Arsacid 

kingdom 

Persia 

-38 to 225 

Nation lost to Rome and started decline. 

 

Israel 

kingdom 

Palestine 



73 

Nation ended when Rome destroyed Jerusalem. 

 

Judaea 

people 

Judaea 

135 

Hadrian ordered all Jews out of Judaea. 

 

Parthian or Arsacid 

kingdom 

Persia 

224 to 225 

Nation ended when Ardashir I or Artaxerxes of Fars revolted, killed last Parthian king, and founded Sassanian 

Empire. 

 

Byzantine 

empire 

Constantinople, Turkey/Greece/Asia Minor/Balkan Peninsula 

395 to 1453 

Roman Empire divided into east and west for last time after Theodosius the Great's death, when he gave half to his 

two sons, followed by religious struggles over doctrine. 

 

Byzantine 

empire 

Constantinople, Turkey 

426 

Law of Citations, of Theodosius II and Valentian III, allowed citations only from five famous jurists: Julian, Gaius, 

Papinian, Paul, and Ulpian. 

 

Sheba 

kingdom 

Arabia 

500 

Nation ended in south Arabia when conquered by Ethiopia. 

 

Byzantine 

empire 

Italy 

533 

Belisarius, Byzantine general, controlled east and south Italy after defeating Vandals, who then merged into 

population. 

 

Byzantine 

empire 

Constantinople, Turkey 

552 

Justinian I of Byzantine Empire defeated Ostrogoths. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Arabia/Syria/Iraq/Egypt 

632 to 1517 

Nation started when Abu Bakr led theocracy as caliph and conquered all Arabia in two years [634]. He then attacked 

Damascus and Sassanids in Persia. 

 



Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Syria/Egypt 

635 to 642 

Nation captured Damascus, Syria, and Egypt. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

638 

Nation took Jerusalem. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

North Africa 

640 to 711 

Arabs conquered Berbers of North Africa. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Egypt 

642 

al-Fustat was new capital of Egypt. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Persia 

642 

Nation took Persia. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

state 

Middle East 

644 

Nation controlled whole Middle East, except Byzantine Empire. 

 

Byzantine 

empire 

Constantinople, Turkey 

650 to 700 

Nation lost Italy, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, Africa, and Sicily to Moslem Conquest. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Egypt 

652 

Nubians and Arabs agreed to Aswan on Nile River as boundary. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Tunisia 

670 

Nation invaded Tunisia, which was part of Byzantine Empire. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 



Constantinople, Turkey 

672 

Nation attacked Constantinople. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Byzantium 

674 to 678 

Nation besieged Constantinople by land and sea but failed. Byzantine army used Greek fire at sea. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Tunis, Tunisia 

697 to 698 

It destroyed Byzantine city at Carthage and built new city of Tunis nearby. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Africa 

700 

It took Carthage and north Africa. Moroccans {Moors} and Berbers became Moslem. It absorbed north-Africa 

Maghreb Christians. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

India 

711 

Omayyads conquered Sind and founded Muslim state in India. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

state 

Damascus, Syria 

715 

Nation was at greatest extent, with Damascus as capital. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Constantinople, Turkey 

717 

Nation attacked Constantinople, which had 500,000 people. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Toulouse, France 

721 

Nation took Toulouse. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Iraq 

740 to 750 

Nation lost to Khazars in Caucasus. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

India 



750 

Nation defeated Maitraka Dynasty. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Baghdad, Iraq 

800 

Senbad tried to avenge death of Abu Moslem. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

East Africa 

800 to 900 

Arabs and Persians explore East African coast and set up trading stations at Malindi, Mombasa, Kilwa, and 

Mogadishu. 

 

Byzantine 

empire 

Balkan Peninsula 

800 to 900 

Cyril and Methodius tried to convert Slavic peoples. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Iran 

822 

Babak revolted against Moslems. 

 

Byzantine 

empire 

Balkan Peninsula 

900 to 1000 

It enslaved Slavs. 

 

Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Sicily 

902 to 1050 

Arab Moslems from north Africa took Sicily. 

 

Fatimid 

caliphate 

Cairo, Egypt 

909 to 1171 

Fatimite sect set up caliphate in Africa, which first conquered Libya and Cyrenaica [909], and then Sicily, west 

Arabia, Palestine, and Syria. Fatimite sect of Islam believed that only direct descendants of Fatima, Mohammad's 

daughter, were true caliphs. 

 

Buyides 

kingdom 

Persia/Iraq 

945 to 1055 

All-e Buyeh took Baghdad [947]. 

 

Buyides 

kingdom 



Persia/Iraq 

950 to 1000 

The warrior Mardavij led. 

 

Buyides 

kingdom 

Persia/Iraq 

950 to 1050 

The writer Ghabus-e-Voshmgir led. 

 

Buyides 

kingdom 

Persia/Iraq 

1000 to 1055 

Kaykavoos Ebn Eskandar was leader. 

 

Byzantine 

empire 

Bulgaria 

1018 to 1186 

Byzantine Empire took Bulgaria. 

 

Seljuk Turk 

empire 

Afghanistan 

1050 to 1100 

Muslim Turks from central Asia defeated Ghaznavids, went to Persia, and reached Baghdad. Abbasid caliph named 

leader Tughril Beg regent and sultan. Seljuk Turks invaded Asia Minor [1065] and Turkish language and people 

followed. 

 

Seljuk Turk or Sultanate of Rum 

sultanate 

Asia Minor/Syria/Palestine 

1072 to 1130 

Nation began when Toghrol defeated Byzantine Empire at Manzikert, after attacking Greece from both north and 

east. It built Friday Mosque at Isfahan [1088]. Seljuk Turks are Mongoloid peoples from south Siberia and Turkestan. 

 

Seljuk Turk or Sultanate of Rum 

sultanate 

Asia Minor/Syria/Palestine 

1080 to 1090 

Alp Arsalan followed Toghrol. Nezam-ol Molk or Nezamiya was vizier of Alp and built many schools for Islam. 

 

Seljuk Turk or Sultanate of Rum 

sultanate 

Asia Minor/Syria/Palestine 

1097 

Nation defeated First Crusade under Peter the Hermit. 

 

Seljuk Turk 

empire 

Middle East 

1099 

Nation took Palestine. It attacked Christians on pilgrimages. Byzantine emperor appealed for help, and the pope 

[1095] called a crusade. 

 



Moslem Empire or Arabian Empire 

empire 

Africa/Niger/Somalia 

1100 

West Africa, Niger, and Somalia became Islamic. 

 

Seljuk Turk or Sultanate of Rum 

sultanate 

Asia Minor/Syria/Palestine 

1130 

Nation ended when Baldwin I and Baldwin II of Byzantine Empire defeated Seljuk Turks in north Syria. 

 

Fatimid or Fatimite 

caliphate 

Cairo, Egypt 

1171 

Nation ended when Saladin overthrew Fatimite caliph Nureddim and started Ayyubite Dynasty. 

 

Ottoman 

civilization 

Bursa, Turkey 

1200 to 1300 

Ottoman Turks or Osmanli Turks settled in Turkey under Orkhan. Bursa was capital. 

 

Latin Empire of Constantinople 

state 

Constantinople, Turkey 

1204 to 1261 

Nation started when Fourth Crusade army defeated Byzantine Empire at Constantinople. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Near East 

1250 to 1453 

Ottoman Turks tried to take Constantinople for 200 years. 

 

Mameluke 

sultanate 

Cairo, Egypt 

1250 to 1517 

Nation started when Emir Eibek killed the Ayyubite sultan. Mamelukes were Turkish and Circassian soldier-slaves 

of Fatimite caliphs and Ayyubite sultans. Bahrite Dynasty of Turks and Mongols ruled [1250 to 1382]. Burjite Dynasty 

of Circassians ruled [1382 to 1517]. 

 

Byzantine 

empire 

Constantinople, Turkey 

1261 

Greek Orthodox Church and Byzantine Empire separated entirely from west at end of Latin Empire of 

Constantinople. Byzantine Empire got only part of Greece. 

 

Latin Empire of Constantinople 

state 

Constantinople, Turkey 

1261 

Nation ended when Byzantine Empire regained power with help from Osmanli Turks or Ottoman Turks. 



 

Mameluke 

sultanate 

Palestine 

1291 

Nation ended Crusader States. 

 

Osmani or Ottoman 

principality 

Turkey 

1326 

Principality was northeast of Turkey. Osman ruled it. Bursa was Ottoman capital. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Bursa, Turkey 

1326 to 1922 

Osman I took Bursa, capital of Mongols in Asia Minor, to begin empire. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Bursa, Turkey 

1361 to 1389 

Murad I or Amaruth I took Adrianople [1361], won at Skopje [1371], and fought at Larisa, Thessalonika, Seres, 

Philippopolis, Sophia, Turnovo, and Nicopolis [1393], and fought at Widin [1389]. He got tribute from Byzantine 

Empire. He defeated Serbs and Bulgarians at Kossovo or Nish [1389]. 

 

Timurid 

empire 

Samarkand, Kazakhstan/Persia/Afghanistan/India/Levant 

1369 to 1450 

Nation started when Tamerlane or Timur Lang, Mongol, became Khan and conquered Persia, India down to Delhi, 

south Russia, and Levant. Samarkand was capital. Harat or Herat, Afghanistan, was main city. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Asia Minor 

1390 

Nation conquered Asia Minor. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Bursa, Turkey 

1396 to 1423 

Bajazet I or Bayazit I or Bayazid I took east Anatolia, defeated Christians at Nikopol [1396], and besieged 

Constantinople [1402] but lost to Tamerlane at Ankara (Angora). Tamerlane sacked Bursa in northwest Turkey [1423]. 

 

Timurid 

empire 

India 

1398 

Tamerlane defeated Tughlakids of Delhi Sultanate. 

 

Timurid 

empire 

Iraq 



1410 to 1450 

Turkomans captured Baghdad and western lands from Timurids. Turkomans and Uzbeks then raided deep into 

empire [1450]. 

 

Byzantine 

empire 

Turkey 

1450 

Nation had only Constantinople and some land west. It had Romanus gate. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1453 

Muhammed II or Mehmet II took Constantinople, which became the capital Istanbul. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Greece 

1456 to 1821 

Ottoman Empire took all of Greece. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Serbia/Macedonia 

1459 

It annexed Serbia and Macedonia, but Montenegro remained independent. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Bosnia 

1463 

Ottoman Empire took Bosnia. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1481 

Nation took Balkan Peninsula, Trebizond and Karamania in Asia, and part of Khanate of Crimea. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1500 

Nation lost Belgrade, Albania, and Rhodes to Knights Hospitalers. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Albania 

1501 

Ottoman Empire took Albania from Venice. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Moldavia 

1504 



Ottoman Empire took Moldavia after King Stephen the Great of Moldavia died. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Iran 

1514 

Safavids and Ottomans warred. 

 

Mameluke 

sultanate 

Cairo, Egypt 

1517 

Nation ended when conquered by Ottoman Turks under Selim I. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1517 

Selim I took Egypt and Syria from Mamelukes and assumed caliphate as Sunni. He also captured Kurdistan from 

Persia and took Mecca and Medina. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Croatia 

1526 to 1699 

Ottomans ruled Croatia. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1527 

Suleiman I the Magnificent took Belgrade [1527], Rhodes, Arab north African coast [1528 to 1541], and Persia. He 

defeated Magyars of Hungary at Mohacs [1526] and later took control of Hungary to Budapest and into Moldavia. 

Barbarossa commanded his fleet, which controlled Mediterranean Sea. He did not take Malta. He besieged Vienna 

[1529]. He lost Tunis to Charles V of Austria. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1571 

Nation lost at sea at Lepanto, west Greece, to Spain and Venice. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1583 

Nation besieged Vienna, but siege was broken. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1600 to 1826 

Janizaries, abducted Christian soldiers, had harsh training and later gained power and controlled who became sultan. 

Empire had bribery and corruption. 

 



Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1673 

Nation tried to take Venice. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1699 

Treaty of Karlowitz gave Venice, Poland, and Holy Roman Empire most of Turkish Europe. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1730 

Religious leaders {ulema} spread revolt. 

 

Egypt 

colony 

Africa 

1800 to 1900 

Britain colonized it. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1826 

Janizaries all died. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1852 

Crimean War stopped Russia slightly, but Bulgaria, Bosnia, Hercegovinia, Montenegro, and Serbia rebelled against 

Ottomans. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1876 

Midhat Pasha declared a constitution [1876], but Abdul-Hamid II ended it. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1878 

Russia and Romania declared war against Ottomans, and Treaty of San Stefano gave more territory to Russia and 

freed Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, and Montenegro. 

 

Kuwait 

state 

Kuwait 

1899 

Nation became British protectorate. 

 



Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1913 

Nation lost all European lands after Balkan Wars. Enver Pasha of Young Turks became dictator. 

 

Egypt 

state 

Egypt 

1914 

Nation became British protectorate. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1914 

Turkey fought on side of Germany in World War I and succeeded in Gallipoli campaign. 

 

Iraq 

state 

Iraq 

1915 

Britain occupied Iraq, helping it against Ottoman Empire. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Turkey 

1918.10 

Ottoman Empire agreed to armistice. 

 

Iraq 

state 

Iraq 

1920 

Britain gained mandate over Iraq. 

 

Levant States 

state 

Syria/Lebanon 

1920 

France gained control over Levant States of Syria and Lebanon. 

 

Egypt 

independence 

Egypt 

1922 

Under Wafd party, it became independent of Britain. 

 

Ottoman 

empire 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1922.06 

Nation ended when Kemal Ataturk replaced Sultan and led Turkey. 

 

Jordan 

emirate 



Jordan 

1923 

Nation became emirate under Abdullah. 

 

Lebanon 

republic 

Lebanon 

1926 

Nation became independent of France. 

 

Jordan 

state 

Jordan 

1928 

Britain gained mandate over Jordan. 

 

Iraq 

independence 

Iraq 

1932 

Nation became independent of Britain. Later, Faisal II became king. 

 

Syria 

republic 

Syria 

1941 

Nation united territories into republic. 

 

Syria 

independence 

Syria 

1944 

Nation became independent of France. 

 

Jordan 

independence 

Jordan 

1946 

Nation became independent of Britain. 

 

Israel 

state 

Israel 

1947 

United Nations divided Palestine into Jewish state, Arab state, and international area around Jerusalem. Jewish state 

was from Haifa to Sea of Galilee down to Gaza and Gulf of Aqaba and over to Dead Sea. Arab state was on west bank 

of Jordan River and in Gaza Strip. 

 

Egypt 

republic 

Egypt 

1952 

Naguib and Nasser led democracy after deposing King Farouk. 

 

Iraq 

junta 



Iraq 

1958 

Military junta ruled after military coup. 

 

United Arab Republic 

state 

Egypt/Syria 

1958 to 1961 

Egypt and Syria combined. 

 

Egypt 

law 

Egypt 

1962 

Egypt nationalized most industries. 

 

Iraq 

coup 

Iraq 

1963 

Military junta ruled after coup. 

 

White Revolution 

revolution 

Iran 

1963 

Nation nationalized some industries. 

 

Ba'ath Party 

coup 

Iraq 

1970 

Nation took over. 

 

Islamic Republic 

republic 

Iran 

1979 to 1989 

Ayatollah Khomeini started Islamic Republic in Iran after shah left. He died in 1989. 

 

Egypt 

state 

Sinai Peninsula 

1981 

Israel returned Sinai Peninsula to Egypt. 

 

Iraq 

war 

Iraq 

2003 

USA invaded and deposed Saddam Hussein. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Nation>Europe 

 

Minoan or Cretan 

civilization 



Minos, Crete 

-3000 to -1470 

Bronze Age culture began when sea trade united Greek islands. Era of peace followed. Pictograph writing became 

linear writing. Minos was legendary king of Crete. They used bronze, were rich traders, and built towns, ports, and 

palaces. Pottery has bird and fish designs. Mycenaeans from Plain of Argos in east Greece invaded and settled Crete [-

1450], ending Minoan civilization. 

 

Aegean 

civilization 

Crete/Mycenae, Greece/Pylos, Greece/Troy, Asia Minor/Cyclades Islands, Crete 

-3000 to -900 

Bronze Age culture included Minoan and Mycenaean civilizations. 

 

Middle Minoan Period 

civilization 

Crete 

-2000 to -1570 

Bronze Age culture had palaces at Knossus, Phaistos, and Mallia. Cretan alphabet came from Semitic language 

Phoenician alphabet. 

 

Luvian 

civilization 

Crete 

-1700 to -1600 

Nation brought Linear A alphabet. 

 

Mycenaean 

civilization 

Argos, Greece/Mycenae, Greece/Pylos, Greece 

-1600 to -1120 

Lion Gate [-1250: in Mycenae] 

Mycenaeans lived on Plain of Argos in east Greece and built towns with defensive walls, as at Tiryns, Pylos, and 

Mycenae. After Minoan civilization fell, they occupied Crete [-1450] and took over sea trade. It had warriors, fortress-

like palaces, and massive royal tombs, like Treasury of Atreus. It traded with Sicily and Italy. They founded colonies at 

Rhodes and Cyprus. They changed Minoan script into Greek alphabet. Invaders destroyed Mycenae [-1120]. 

 

Middle to Late Minoan or Cretan 

civilization 

Crete 

-1570 to -1425 

Nation followed Early Minoan or Cretan civilization and had palaces at Knossus, Phaescus, and Hagia Triada. It had 

sea trading and navy. 

 

Druid 

civilization 

Britain 

-1500 to -75 

Celts, including Druids, came to Britain. Stone Age people built dolmen. 

 

Middle to Late Minoan or Cretan 

civilization 

Minos, Crete 

-1470 to -1425 

Nation ended when volcano island Thera erupted, making tidal waves and ash. 

 



Celt or Kelt 

civilization 

Europe 

-1200 to -400 

Nation was in west-central Europe. Lugh was greatest hero. Bel, Baal, or Beil was chief god. Holidays were Beltane 

or May Day and Halloween. 

 

Mycenaean 

civilization 

Mycenae, Greece 

-1120 

Greeks destroyed Mycenae. 

 

Etruscan 

civilization 

Italy 

-1000 to -900 

Peoples from Asia Minor, probably Lydia, founded it in north and central Italy. 

 

Aegean Sea Islands 

colony 

Greece 

-1000 to -800 

Greeks established colonies. 

 

Mycenaean 

state 

Mycenae, Greece/Pylos, Greece 

-900 

Nation ended by movements of Dorians. 

 

Sparta 

city-state 

Sparta 

-900 to -600 

Dorians founded it in south Greece. 

 

Aeolian 

civilization 

Greece 

-800 

Nation was in Asia Minor east of Lesbos, including Phocaea on coast and Sardis inland. 

 

Etruscan 

civilization 

Italy 

-800 

Nation was group of city-states in west-central Italy. 

 

Greek 

civilization 

Cumae, Italy/Tarentum, Italy/Heraclea, Italy/Crotona, Italy 

-800 

Greeks colonized it. Crotona is also Croton. 

 



Greek 

civilization 

Magna Graecia 

-800 

Greeks colonized north Greece. 

 

Greek 

civilization 

Spain 

-800 

Greeks colonized Spain south coast. 

 

Hallstatt 

kingdom 

Bohemia/Austria/Bavaria 

-800 to -700 

Nation was a warrior culture. 

 

Greek or Hellenic 

civilization 

Greece 

-800 to -338 

Big city-states were Athens, Sparta, Thebes, Corinth, Samos, and Miletus. Athens is famous for pottery. Athens, 

then Corinth, and then Thebes were dominant. Greeks traded at Caere in west-central Italy, Naucratis in Egypt on 

Mediterranean, and Daphnae in Egypt at top of Red Sea. 

Politicians began, along with rhetoric. Citizens met in assemblies to decide actions. Foreign traders and artisans were 

not citizens. Women and slaves were not citizens. Women stayed at home, wore veil when they went out, did not speak 

to anyone outside home, did not own property, and did not go to school. Schoolboys memorized literature, wrote, took 

music, and did gymnastics. People consulted Delphic oracle. Gods were like humans, not animals. 

 

Latin 

civilization 

Rome, Italy 

-753 to -509 

Traditionally, Romulus was first king, and Romulus and Remus founded it [-753]. It is on Tiber River. Etruscans and 

Latins settled there. Kingdom ended, and Roman Republic began [-509], with two consuls, elected for one year. 

 

Syracuse 

colony 

Syracuse, Sicily 

-735 

Greeks founded colony. 

 

Etruscan 

civilization 

Italy 

-700 to -396 

Peoples from Balkans founded it. Etruria, Umbria, and Latium were cities. It used Greek alphabet. Elba Island and 

Italy had iron ore. They had iron tools and pottery. People wore togas. Warriors fought contests. Oracles read animal 

entrails. Wolf was totem. 

 

Cyrene 

colony 

Cyrene, North Africa 

-650 

Greeks founded colony. 



 

Greek or Hellenic 

civilization 

Greece 

-650 

Aristocrats or landholders, who bought horses and hoplite soldiers, ruled city-states. Soldiers had armor, helmets, 

spears, shields, and formations. 

 

Athens 

city-state 

Athens, Greece 

-620 

Nobles and priests {eupatrid} formed Council of Areopagus, which was chief criminal court and appointed 

magistrates and officials. Middle classes included skilled workers and tradesmen {demiurgoi} and farmers {georgoi} 

but had little power. Draco codified laws. 

 

Athens 

city-state 

Athens, Greece 

-600 

Recession caused many free farmers to lose land. Because land had divided among heirs so often, plots were too 

small for profit. 

 

Greek or Hellenic 

civilization 

Byzantium/Olbia, Turkey/Chalcedon, Black Sea/Trapezios, Black Sea/Sinope, Greece 

-600 

Greeks colonized Asia Minor and Black Sea. 

 

Greek or Hellenic 

civilization 

Massilia, France 

-600 

Greeks colonized France. 

 

Greek or Hellenic 

civilization 

Paestum, Italy/Crotona, Italy/Catania, Italy 

-600 

Greeks colonized Italy. 

 

Greek or Hellenic 

civilization 

Syracuse, Sicily 

-600 

Greeks colonized Sicily. 

 

Greek or Hellenic 

civilization 

Tarshish, Spain 

-600 

Greeks colonized Spain. Current name of Tarshish is Cadiz, Spain. 

 

Greek or Hellenic 

civilization 

Almina, Syria 



-600 

Greeks colonized Syria. 

 

Sparta 

state 

Sparta, Greece 

-600 

Nation began when Lycurgus set up military state. 

Assemblies held power. Smaller assembly, Gerousia, had 30 men, all older than 60, elected by ballot from among 

propertied men {homoioi} that had finished military service. Larger assembly, Appella, had all free men over 30 and 

only accepted or rejected Gerousia suggestions. 

Sparta had five elected magistrates, two kings, and 1000 families of citizens. One king was for religion, and one king 

was for war. The police {Krypteia} were under upper class {ephor} and policed lower classes {helot}. 

Currency used iron. Rulers banned silver, gold, and arts. Workers manufactured only simple things. Rulers divided 

all land equally. 

Rulers encouraged having more children but killed infant boys if they were not healthy. At age 7, boys left home and 

stayed in public school. Only men over age 30 stayed with their wives. All men ate together, in small groups. Families 

raised women strictly. 

 

Etruscan 

civilization 

Italy 

-600 to -500 

Nation confederated Tarquinii, Caere, Veii, and Clusiam. Caere had 25,000 people. Oligarchies ruled. 

 

Athens 

city-state 

Athens, Greece 

-510 

Revolt deposed the tyrant Hippias. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy 

-509 to -48 

Nation started when Lucius Junius Brutus overthrew Tarquin Dynasty of Etruscan kings and started Roman 

Republic. Brutus became consul. As tribute, local kings had to supply men for army. Property-owning citizens also had 

to serve in army. Citizens faced conscription. Noble patrician families ruled at first. Later, Senate ruled. Senate elected 

two Consuls to govern as magistrates for one year. Tribunes championed the people. 

 

Greek or Hellenic 

civilization 

Greece 

-500 

Warrior class developed and tyrants ruled city-states {polis}. 

 

Iberian 

civilization 

Spain 

-500 

Celts invaded Spain. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy 

-500 to -400 



Republic subdued nearby Samnite and Latin city-states. 

 

Celt or Kelt 

civilization 

France/Spain 

-500 to 1 

Nation developed from west-Europe and central-Europe Altai and Hallstatt peoples. Celts invaded Spain -500. They 

had Celt language and writing. They had hill-forts, used horses, and worked iron. Supreme sky god had many powers. 

Cernunnos was Celtic fertility god. Taranic was sun god and thunder god. Dagda was the Good God. 

 

Athens 

city-state 

Greece 

-480 

Xerxes burned Athens. 

 

Delian League 

league 

Greece 

-478 to -404 

Athens was dominant city-state. Athens forced 150 other cities to pay for the fleet, eventually by treaty [-449]. 

 

Athens 

city-state 

Athens, Greece 

-462 

Council of Areopagus powers went to ekklesia and juries. Archons became powerless. Instead, ekklesia elected ten 

generals {strategoi}. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy 

-451 

Senate appointed ten men {Decemviri} {Ten Men} to write laws. Decemviri published a law code {Code of the 

Twelve Tables} that gave equality to all classes and depended on clan customs. After finishing, Decemviri refused to 

resign, ruled tyrannically, and abused power. Senate soon regained power. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy 

-449 

Plebeians elected tribunes, who later vetoed laws. Veto {veto} means "I forbid it". 

 

Etruscan 

civilization 

Italy 

-400 

Greeks took Campania and Elba. 

 

Etruscan 

civilization 

Italy 

-396 

Nation ended when conquered by Romans. 

 



Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy 

-390 

Gauls sacked Rome. 

 

Macedonian 

kingdom 

Macedon 

-358 to -146 

Nation began when Philip II organized administration and armies, using gold taken from Thrace. Alexander the 

Great was Philip II's son. Alexander's generals ruled after his death, until descendants lost to Romans. 

 

Greek or Hellenic 

civilization 

Greece 

-338 

Nation ended when Macedonia defeated Greeks at Chaeronea. 

 

Hellenistic 

civilization 

Greece/Alexandria, Egypt/Syracuse, Sicily/Pergamon, Asia Minor 

-331 to -323 

Greek trade, ideas, and art spread throughout Middle East. Wealthy enjoyed comforts, literature, and learning. 

Alexandria, Syracuse, and Pergamon (Pergamum) were cultural centers. 200,000 people were in Alexandria. 

 

Macedonian 

kingdom 

Macedon 

-330 to -323 

Alexander the Great took Babylon, Persepolis, Medea, Parthia, Bactria, and Samarkand from Scythians. He went 

down Indus River Valley in west India, then went along Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf to Babylon, and died there. 

 

Macedonian 

kingdom 

Macedon 

-323 to -190 

After Alexander died, Successors or Diadochi, Alexander's generals, fought each other, until Antigonus II conquered 

Macedon and united Greece. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy 

-281 to -275 

Romans defeated King Pyrrhus of Epirus and controlled central and south Italy. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy 

-253 

First plebian became chief priest {pontifex maximus}. He offered public legis-actiones instruction, and lawyer 

profession began. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Sardinia/Corsica 



-238 

Sardinia and Corsica became subject to Rome. 

 

Syracuse 

siege 

Syracuse, Sicily 

-212 

Romans besieged and took Syracuse. Archimedes died during siege. 

 

Warrior Society 

state 

Europe 

-200 

Celtic myths described Celtic heroes, heroines, kings, and druids. Vikings had warrior societies. 

 

Roman Republic 

state 

Rome, Italy 

-200 to -100 

Small farmers had heavy military taxes. Landowners took small-farmer lands and formed large estates. Money 

collected by Rome mostly went to landowners and businesses. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Egypt 

-168 

Egypt had to pay tribute. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Macedon/Greece 

-147 to -146 

Rome took over Macedon and Greece. 

 

Macedonian 

kingdom 

Macedon 

-146 

Nation ended when Philip V lost twice to Rome, and Perseus lost to Rome in Macedonian Wars. Macedonia became 

first Roman province. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Spain/France/Syria/Egypt/Greece/Asia Minor 

-133 

It controlled Pergamon (Pergamum) and Greece. Rome took north Spain and south France. Rome defeated Philip V 

of Macedon, Antiochus III of Syria, and Egypt. Senate ruled. The plebians or people received more rights. Rome 

became wealthy but not for plebians. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Gaul 

-121 

Rome took south Gaul and named it province of Narbonensis in southeast France. 

 



Roman Republic 

republic 

Parthia 

-92 

Parthia stopped Roman soldiers at Euphrates River, where Parthians ruled. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy 

-90 to -88 

Marsic War or Social War forced Rome to give citizenship to all free Italians and ended with government-authority 

reestablishment. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy/Numidia 

-88 

Caius Marius fought Jugurtha, king of Numidians, but Sulla got army command. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Judah 

-63 

Romans conquered Judah. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy 

-60 to -55 

Julius Caesar organized the First Triumvirate with Pompey and wealthy Crassus. Caesar championed the people 

against Senate. He also divorced his second wife Pompeia after her scandal with Clodius. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Switzerland 

-58 

Rome took Helvetia and Rhaetia. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

France 

-51 

Rome took all of Gaul. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic 

Rome, Italy 

-31 

End of republic began when Octavian (Augustus) defeated Antony and Cleopatra at Actium. 

 

Roman Republic 

republic/empire 

Austria/Hungary 

-15 to 10 

Rome defeated Celts and controlled Pannonia and Dacia. 

 



Roman Principate 

empire 

Judaea 

-14 

Rome took direct control over Judaea. 

 

Roman Principate 

empire 

Rome, Italy 

-14 to 68 

Julian-Claudian Dynasty of emperors ruled. 

 

Roman Principate 

empire 

Rome, Italy 

-14 to 284 

From Augustus to before Diocletian {Principate}, emperor was Senate leader. The popular assembly had little 

power. During Principate, old Roman law became consistent, refined, and practical. Legal scholarship began. 

 

Papacy 

state 

Rome, Italy 

29 to 2003 

Nation began with St. Peter, first bishop of Rome. Today, pope rules Holy See from Vatican. College of Cardinals, 

each of whom also has a See, selects pope. Church claims that he is representative of Christ, Vicar of Christ or 

Vicegerent of Christ. In Catholicism, bishop of Rome is main bishop, because Jesus had designated St. Peter, who 

became bishop of Rome, church leader {Petrine supremacy, Catholicism}. 

 

Roman Principate 

empire 

Mauritania 

40 

Rome took it and controlled north Morocco and northwest Algeria. 

 

Roman Principate 

empire 

Sudan 

61 to 63 

Roman force explored Nile River Valley. 

 

Great Fire 

fire 

Rome, Italy 

64 

The people believed that Christians had angered Roman gods, blamed Christians, and persecuted them by burning 

them or by exposing them to beasts in the arena. Perhaps, Peter and Paul died then. 

 

Pax Romana 

peace 

Rome, Italy 

69 to 180 

Death of Emperor Marcus Aurelius ended Pax Romana. 

 

Roman Principate 

empire 

Britain 



85 

Rome under Agricola conquered south Britain. 

 

Roman Principate 

empire 

Rome, Italy/Near East 

130 to 300 

It persecuted Christians for failing to follow law and make sacrifices to emperor and Roman gods. By 300, one-tenth 

of Roman Empire was Christian. 

 

Roman Principate 

empire 

Rome, Italy 

138 to 180 

Antonines ruled. Rome had 1,000,000 people. 

 

Roman Principate 

empire 

Rome, Italy 

249 

Christian persecution resumed. 

 

Roman Principate 

empire 

Europe 

250 to 300 

Rome fortified towns, as Alemanni raided to Milan and Goths reached Greece. 

 

Roman Dominate 

empire 

Rome, Italy 

305 to 400 

In empire after Diocletian {Dominate}, emperor was absolute ruler. Emperor had agencies for finance, legislation, 

administration, and his household. 

The imperial bureaucracy and treasury did not use old legal forms. Edicts set administrative law. Imperial legislation 

replaced all other laws. Individual judicial decisions were not laws, except by imperial decree. 

High taxes forced peasants into semi-slavery {colonate}, as tenants to large landholders. Empire had monopolies, 

fixed peasantry, and closed job groups. Economic system resembled feudalism. 

 

Roman Dominate 

empire 

Constantinople, Turkey 

324 

Constantine the Great reunited eastern and western Roman Empires. 

 

Roman Dominate 

empire 

Constantinople, Turkey 

330 

Constantine the Great moved capital to Constantinople (formerly Byzantium). 

 

Roman Dominate 

empire 

Britain 

407 

Romans left Britain. 



 

Aquitaine 

kingdom 

France 

500 to 600 

Franks conquered west and central Europe and formed separate Kingdom of Aquitaine. 

 

Austrasia 

kingdom 

France/Germany/Netherlands 

500 to 600 

Franks conquered west and central Europe and formed separate Kingdom of Austrasia. 

 

Burgundy 

kingdom 

Burgundy 

500 to 600 

Franks conquered west and central Europe and formed separate Kingdom of Burgundy. 

 

Essex 

kingdom 

Britain 

500 to 600 

Saxons and Angles settled in Britain. 

 

Frankish 

kingdom 

France 

500 to 600 

Franks held area around Paris. 

 

Neustria 

kingdom 

France 

500 to 600 

Franks conquered west and central Europe and formed separate Kingdom of Neustria. 

 

Orleans 

kingdom 

France 

500 to 600 

Franks conquered west and central Europe and formed separate Kingdom of Orleans. 

 

Sussex 

kingdom 

Britain 

500 to 600 

Saxons and Angles settled in south Britain. 

 

Wessex 

kingdom 

Britain 

500 to 600 

Saxons and Angles settled in west Britain. 

 



Frankish 

kingdom 

France 

520 

Franks defeated Ostrogoths north of Alps. 

 

Lombard 

kingdom 

Lombardy 

568 to 772 

Nation began when Lombards under King Albion took north Italy. Pavia was capital. 

 

Lombard 

kingdom 

Lombardy 

600 to 700 

Nation conquered north-central Italy. Liutprand led at height. They accepted Christianity and Latin culture. 

 

Viking Age 

civilization 

Denmark/Sweden 

600 to 1100 

Scyld was first king of Denmark. Njord was father of Freyr and Freyja. Freyr is ancestor of the kings in Yngling 

Saga of Iceland. Old Danish king tombs are at Leire or Roskilde in Denmark. Birka, Sweden, was another town. 

Vikings had ship burials. Cult of Thor was strong. A three-way knot {Valknut} was in weaving and on stone carvings. 

 

Northumbria 

kingdom 

England 

664 

Northumbrian king favored Roman Church over Celtic Church. 

 

Spain 

kingdom 

Spain 

672 

Many kingdoms fought, causing anarchy. 

 

Venice 

city-state 

Venice, Italy 

697 

Venice became a republic, with an elected doge (duke). 

 

Celtic/Gaelic 

kingdom 

Tara, Ireland 

700 

Provinces were Ulster, Munster, Leinster, Connaught, and Meath. Cormac Mac Art was famous king. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

civilization 

Ireland 

700 

Nation began raiding Ireland. 

 



Viking 

civilization 

Scandinavia 

700 to 800 

Nation had trade and agriculture. It grew barley and oats and had cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, and poultry. People lived 

in longhouses near coasts. It built ships. It had a runic alphabet and carved messages on wood, metal, and stone. It had 

assemblies {thing, assembly} {nation, thing} to decide laws and judge crimes. Criminals became slaves for 

Scandinavian farms or farms abroad. As population increased, 800, Vikings raided coasts of Britain, Ireland, and 

France. 

 

Moorish Kingdom 

kingdom 

Toledo, Spain/Cordoba, Spain/Seville, Spain 

711 to 740 

Nation began when north African nomads, Moors, converted to Islam, invaded Spain under Berber King Tarik, and 

defeated last Visigoth King Roderick [715]. Then Moors captured Lusitania (Portugal). They failed to take Kingdom of 

Asturias in north Spain. There was no strong central government. 

 

Bulgar 

kingdom 

Bulgaria 

716 

Bulgars moved into Balkans and north Greece. 

 

Papal States or Patrimony of St. Peter 

state 

Ravenna, Italy 

756 

Papal States began when Pepin the Short gave Ravenna and Adriatic Coast of Italy to Pope. Patrimony of St. Peter 

was land in Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia that Constantine I supposedly had given to Pope in the Donation. 

 

Lombard 

kingdom 

Lombardy 

772 

Desiderius attacked Rome, but Charlemagne defeated Lombards. 

 

Viking 

civilization 

Britain 

787 

Vikings raided British coast. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

civilization 

England 

793 

Vikings attacked England. English nobles paid raiders {Danegeld}. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

civilization 

Ireland 

795 

Nation attacked Ireland. 

 



Moravia 

kingdom 

Moravia 

800 

Moravia took Bohemia, Silesia, south Poland, and north Hungary. Poland, Bohemia, and Moravia became Catholic 

Christian. 

 

Burgundy 

kingdom 

Switzerland 

800 to 900 

Nation took part of Switzerland. 

 

Swabia 

kingdom 

Switzerland 

800 to 900 

Nation took part of Switzerland. 

 

Pictish 

kingdom 

Scotland 

830 to 843 

Nation was in east and north. 

 

Gwynedd 

kingdom 

Wales 

830 to 850 

Rhodri Mawr the Great, prince of Gwynedd, defeated Vikings and England, and ruled Wales. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

civilization 

France 

842 

Nation attacked Nantes. 

 

Dalriada 

kingdom 

Scotland 

843 

King Kenneth Mac Alpin was in west. He forced Vikings out, defeated Pictish kingdom, and became Pict king 

[843]. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

kingdom 

Scandinavia/Normandy/England/Russia 

843 to 1035 

Nation overpopulation caused raids on Britain's coast and Europe's north coasts. Vikings had shipbuilding, sailing, 

and pagan mythology. Norse are Danes in England, Varangians in Russia, and Norsemen, Northmen, or Normans in 

rest of Europe. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

civilization 

Spain 

844 



Nation attacked Seville. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

civilization 

Iceland 

850 

Nation colonized Iceland. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

civilization 

Italy 

859 

Nation attacked Nimes and Pisa. 

 

Flanders 

county 

Flanders 

862 

Flanders became county under France. 

 

Varangian 

kingdom 

Novgorod, Russia 

862 

Nation founded Novgorod, first town in north Russia, on Ilmen River, and attacked Khazars and eastern Slavs. 

Leader was Rurik. Varangians were Norsemen. 

 

Dane 

civilization 

England 

865 

Danes took England. 

 

Varangian 

kingdom 

Russia 

900 

Main Varangian town was Kiev or Kiev Rus, on Dnieper River. Varangians were Norsemen. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

civilization 

Germany 

900 to 962 

Nation attacked Germany and divided it into feudal domains. 

 

Croatia 

kingdom 

Croatia 

900 to 1000 

Croatian kingdom began. 

 

Western Caliphate or Caliphate of Cordoba 

caliphate 

Spain 

900 to 1000 

Nation started under Omayyeds when al-Mansur took almost all Spain. 



 

Western Caliphate or Caliphate of Cordoba 

caliphate 

Spain 

910 

Nation reached peak under Abdu-r-Rahman III, with university at Cordoba. 

 

Frankish 

kingdom 

Germany 

911 

Last Carolingian king died, and small kingdoms began. Other main kingdoms were Franconia, Saxony, Bavaria, and 

Swabia. Smaller kingdoms were Frisia in northwest; Lower Lorraine in northwest; Upper Lorraine in west; Thuringia 

in east; Carinthia, Carniola, and Styria in southeast; Austria in east; Moravia in east; Bohemia in east; and Pomerania in 

northeast. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

civilization 

Iceland 

930 

Nation formed an assembly {Althing}. 

 

Arles 

kingdom 

France 

933 to 1378 

Nation formed in Burgundy and Provence. 

 

Holy Roman Empire 

empire 

Italy/Germany 

962 to 1806 

Otto I united France and Germany, and the pope crowned him emperor [962]. German princes at Aachen or Aix-la-

Chapelle chose emperor, and then the pope crowned him at Rome. Before preceding prince died, nobles elected heir. 

Diet assembly met irregularly to control empire. Church became dominant, and crucifix became powerful symbol. 

 

Bohemia 

state 

Bohemia 

962 to 1918 

Silesia and Moravia became part of Bohemia. 

 

Luxembourg 

duchy 

Luxembourg 

963 to 1437 

Lucilinburhuc Castle [963] gives it its name. After 1437, Bourbons, Habsburgs, Hohenzollerns, and France ruled it. 

Congress of Vienna associated it to Netherlands as Grand Duchy, as it is today. 

 

Varangian 

kingdom 

Russia 

986 

Nation became Christian. Vladimir was king. 

 



Norman 

civilization 

Greece 

1000 to 1100 

Normans attacked Greece. 

 

Varangian 

kingdom 

Kiev, Russia 

1000 to 1100 

Russian Primary Chronicle 

Iaroslav the Wise ruled Kiev Rus. Varangians merged with Slavs and raided Volga River area and Byzantine 

Empire, entering Greece. 

 

Holy Roman Empire 

empire 

Italy/Germany 

1000 to 1200 

Emperors absorbed feudal-lord duchies {stem duchies}. Franconia, Swabia, Bavaria, Saxony, and Lotharingia were 

still under feudal lords, and Frankfurt, Regensburg, and Augsburg remained free cities, so Holy Roman Empire was 

still confederation. 

 

Sweden 

kingdom 

Sweden 

1000 to 1658 

Denmark controlled South Sweden. 

 

Genoa 

city-state 

Genoa, Italy 

1000 to 1815 

Nation was sea power. 

 

Western Caliphate or Caliphate of Cordoba 

caliphate 

Spain 

1031 

Nation ended when another caliphate took over. 

 

Scotland 

state 

Scotland 

1034 

Nation became united at current size. 

 

Norse or Northmen or Norman or Dane or Viking 

kingdom 

Scandinavia/Normandy/England/Russia 

1035 

Nation ended when Canute died. 

 

Normandy 

kingdom 

Normandy 

1035 to 1166 



Nation was in north France. 

 

Castile and Leon 

kingdom 

Spain 

1037 

Spanish kingdoms united. 

 

Normandy 

kingdom 

Sicily 

1072 to 1091 

Normans conquered Sicily. 

 

Croatia 

kingdom 

Croatia 

1091 

Hungary ruled Croatia. 

 

Norman 

kingdom 

Italy/Sicily 

1091 

Normans under Robert Guiscard and Roger I took south Italy and Sicily. 

 

Lotharingia 

kingdom 

Belgium 

1100 

Belgium was part of Lotharingia. 

 

Bosnia 

kingdom 

Bosnia 

1100 to 1200 

Nation became kingdom. 

 

Venice 

republic 

Venice, Italy 

1100 to 1200 

Venice helped Byzantine Empire against Normans of Greece. Venetian traders were then like Byzantine citizens, 

traded all over empire, and controlled all trade between Europe and East. 

 

Holy Roman Empire 

empire 

Holy Roman Empire 

1100 to 1300 

It chartered the free cities. 

 

Milan 

republic 

Milan, Italy 

1163 to 1796 

Nation started after Frederick I of Holy Roman Empire destroyed Milan. 



 

Lombard League 

league 

Lombardy 

1167 

Lombard League of towns formed, led by Milan. It fought against Frederick I of Holy Roman Empire for Pope 

Alexander III. 

 

Brabant 

duchy 

Belgium 

1183 to 1430 

It was in Netherlands and Belgium and includes Brussels. 

 

Bulgaria 

kingdom 

Bulgaria 

1186 

Bulgaria, under Ivan I, regained independence from Byzantine Empire. 

 

Teutonic Order of Knights 

society 

Germany 

1190 to 1286 

Nation began to defend Christian lands in Palestine and Syria. Teutonic Knights conquered Poland, Silesia, and 

Prussia: Lubeck, Brandenburg, Prague, Dresden [1216], Thorn [1231], Marienwerder [1233], Elbing [1237], Berlin 

[1237], Stettin [1243], Danzig by 1250, Frankfurt [1253], and Königsberg [1286]. 

 

Lorraine 

kingdom 

France 

1200 

Belgium was part of lower Lorraine. 

 

Urbino 

republic 

Urbino, Italy 

1200 to 1508 

Montefeltro family led Urbino. 

 

Venice 

republic 

Venice, Italy 

1204 to 1797 

Nation began when Venice took Crete, Cyprus, Dalmatia, Venetia, Negroponte, and Greek islands. Venice built 

strong navy and defeated Egyptian navy. Canals run between islands in lagoon. Beach is the Lido. Rialto Bridge and 

Bridge of Sighs are famous, as are Palace of the Doge (duke) and St. Mark's cathedral. 

 

Serbia 

kingdom 

Serbia 

1217 

Nation became kingdom. 

 

Lombard League 

league 



Lombardy 

1226 

League formed again. 

 

Cordoba 

state 

Cordoba, Spain 

1236 

Christians took Cordoba from Moslems. 

 

Florence 

republic 

Florence, Italy 

1237 to 1737 

Nation became autonomous after Frederick II of Holy Roman Empire defeated second Lombard League. It was 

Guelph city, supporting Papacy, but split into black and white Guelphs. It had silks, wools, and jewelry. It has Uffizi 

Gallery and Florence Cathedral. 

 

Hanseatic League 

organization 

Germany 

1241 

Lübeck and Hamburg formed an association (Hansa) for trade and mutual protection. 

 

Holy Roman Empire 

empire 

Germany 

1250 to 1273 

Robber barons, nobles, and kings split Germany. 

 

Norway 

kingdom 

Iceland/Greenland 

1262 

Nation gained Iceland and Greenland. 

 

Naples 

kingdom 

Naples, Italy 

1266 to 1435 

The pope gave it to Angevins after Papacy defeated Hohenstaufens of Holy Roman Empire. Naples also controlled 

Albania. 

 

Holy Roman Empire 

empire 

Austria/Slovenia 

1276 

Ottocar II of Bohemia lost Austria to Rudolph I of Hapsburg. Slovenia was part of Austria. 

 

Milan 

republic 

Milan, Italy 

1277 to 1395 

Visconti family ruled Milan. 

 



Genoa 

republic 

Genoa, Italy/Pisa, Italy 

1284 to 1815 

Nation started after wars with Venice and Pisa that ruined navy. Ghibelline city Pisa lost to Guelph city Genoa. 

 

Walachia 

state 

Walachia/Moldavia 

1290 

Nation became principality. 

 

Switzerland 

confederation 

Switzerland 

1291 

Three provinces of Switzerland confederated to be independent of Hapsburgs of Holy Roman Empire. 

 

Lithuania 

duchy 

Ukraine/Belorussia 

1300 to 1386 

Gedimin and Olgerd, grand dukes of Lithuania, took Ukraine and Belorussia. Lithuania had unified to stop Livonian 

and Teutonic Knights. 

 

Bosnia 

state 

Bosnia 

1300 to 1400 

Bosnia got Hercegovina from Serbia. 

 

Venice 

republic 

Venice, Italy 

1310 

Council of Ten began rule. 

 

Hanseatic League 

league 

Germany 

1320 to 1330 

League defeated Waldemar IV, king of Denmark, and Magnus VII, king of Norway and Sweden, to control trade in 

north Europe. Albert of Mecklenburg replaced Magnus VII and his son Haakon VI in Norway and Sweden. 

 

Genoa 

duchy 

Genoa, Italy 

1339 

Elected-for-life dukes {doge} ruled Genoa. 

 

Burgundy 

kingdom 

Flanders 

1384 

Burgundy took Flanders. 

 



Bohemia 

kingdom 

Hungary 

1386 

Bohemia ruled part of Hungary. 

 

Poland 

kingdom 

Hungary 

1386 

Poland ruled part of Hungary. 

 

Switzerland 

confederation 

Switzerland 

1388 

Switzerland confederation expelled Hapsburgs. 

 

Walachia 

kingdom 

Walachia/Moldavia 

1394 

Nation became kingdom. Landowners {boyar} ruled serfs. 

 

Milan 

duchy 

Milan, Italy 

1395 to 1450 

The pope declared Milan a duchy. 

 

Kalmar Union 

kingdom 

Denmark/Sweden/Norway/Iceland 

1397 to 1523 

Nation started after Queen Margaret of Denmark defeated Sweden and put Eric of Pomerania on Swedish throne. 

Sture family ruled behind throne, when Margaret of Denmark's son ruled all three kingdoms, including Iceland. 

 

Florence 

republic 

Florence, Italy/Pisa, Italy 

1406 

Guelph city defeated Pisa, Ghibelline city, and smaller cities. 

 

Genoa 

duchy 

Genoa, Italy 

1408 

Merchants formed bank to finance voyages and commerce. 

 

West Africa 

nation 

Portugal/West Africa 

1420 to 1450 

Nation explored west coast of Africa. 

 



Naples 

kingdom 

Naples, Italy 

1442 

King of Aragon got Kingdom of Naples. 

 

slave trading 

law 

Lisbon, Portugal 

1442 to 1500 

First slave market for African slaves began. By 1500, Portugal had taken 150,000 slaves. 

 

Moldavia 

kingdom 

Moldavia 

1450 

Nation became kingdom, including Bessarabia and Bukovina. 

 

Genoa 

duchy 

Genoa, Italy 

1450 to 1500 

Nation fought with France and Milan, had civil strife, and lost all colonies by 1500. 

 

Venice 

republic 

Venice, Italy 

1450 to 1500 

Nation declined after fighting Ottomans. 

 

Austria 

duchy 

Austria 

1453 

Austria became grand duchy. 

 

Bohemia 

kingdom 

Bohemia/Hungary 

1471 

Kings of Hungary began rule of Bohemia. 

 

Moscovy 

duchy 

Moscow, Russia 

1480 

Ivan III freed it from Mongols or Tatars. 

 

Florence 

republic 

Florence, Italy 

1494 

Savonarola was religious reformer, expelled Medici, and got Charles VIII of Spain to invade Italy. Florence hanged 

him after riots. 

 



Milan 

duchy 

Milan, Italy 

1494 to 1535 

Different leaders ruled during Italian Wars. 

 

Switzerland 

republic 

Switzerland 

1499 

Switzerland provinces became free of Holy Roman Empire. 

 

Finland 

duchy 

Finland 

1500 

Finland became grand duchy. 

 

Genoa 

duchy 

Genoa, Italy 

1500 

Spain took over. 

 

Portugal 

discoverer 

Portugal 

1500 to 1600 

Portugal discovered Indonesia and Indochina and ruled, because native empires were no longer powerful. 

 

Portugal 

kingdom 

Ethiopia 

1500 to 1600 

Portugal took Ethiopia. 

 

African colonies 

colony 

Africa 

1500 to 1700 

Portugal, Holland, Britain, and France colonized Africa. 

 

Moscovy 

duchy 

Lithuania 

1505 to 1550 

Dukes of Muscovy defeated Lithuania. 

 

Urbino 

duchy 

Urbino, Italy 

1508 to 1626 

Della Rovere dukes led Urbino. 

 

Oceania 

nation 



Portugal/Oceania 

1511 

Portugal explored Pacific Ocean. 

 

Field of the Cloth of Gold 

conference 

Flanders 

1520 

Henry VIII of England allied with France. Other kings were there. 

 

Prussia 

kingdom 

Prussia 

1525 

Prussia became Protestant under Poland. 

 

Silesia 

kingdom 

Silesia/Austria 

1526 

Silesia became Austrian province. 

 

Milan 

duchy 

Milan, Italy 

1535 to 1713 

Spain took Milan [1535] in Italian Wars. 

 

Spain 

kingdom 

Madrid, Spain 

1559 to 1584 

Palace of Escorial 

Palace of Escorial built. 

 

Sweden 

kingdom 

Estonia 

1561 

Sweden took Livonia (Estonia) from Livonian Knights. 

 

Netherlands 

kingdom 

Netherlands 

1568 to 1648 

Nation fought for independence from Spain. 

 

Florence 

republic 

Florence, Italy 

1569 

Cosimo I or Cosimo de Medici became Duke of Tuscany through pope's order. Florence was at wealthiest. 

 

Polish-Lithuanian Kingdom 

kingdom 

Poland/Lithuania 



1569 

Polish and Lithuanian kingdoms merged. 

 

Venice 

republic 

Venice, Italy 

1571 

Nation participated in Battle of Lepanto, stopping Ottoman Empire in Mediterranean. 

 

Poland 

kingdom 

Poland 

1572 to 1795 

Jagiello Dynasty ended by election as diet got strong powers. 

 

Catholic League 

league 

France 

1576 

Duke of Guise led League, which opposed Henry III. 

 

Union of Utrecht 

state 

Netherlands 

1579 

Holland and northern provinces of Utrecht, Artois, Zeeland, and Friesland united. 

 

United Provinces 

state 

Netherlands 

1581 

Holland and northern provinces declared independence from Spain, as they fought Spain. 

 

Holy Roman Empire 

empire 

Germany/Austria 

1592 

Emperors received crown at Frankfurt, with no pope. 

 

Holy Roman Empire 

empire 

Florence, Italy 

1600 

Hapsburgs controlled it. 

 

potato 

food 

England 

1600 to 1700 

Americas exported potatoes to England. 

 

standing army 

army 

England 

1600 to 1700 

United States established a standing army. Before that, armies assembled only in war. 



 

United Provinces 

state 

Netherlands 

1648 

East and West Indies Companies of United Provinces built trade and colonial empire. Jews and Huguenots took 

refuge. House of Orange was stadholder and alternated rule with republicans. 

 

Genoa 

duchy 

Genoa, Italy 

1650 

Austria took over. 

 

Protectorate 

state 

England 

1653 

Cromwell dissolved Rump Parliament, formed Barebones Parliament, and established Protectorate. He tried to form 

league of Protestant nations. When he passed Navigation Act, first Dutch War started. The struggle for foreign trade led 

to war with Spain. 

 

Prussia 

kingdom 

Prussia/Poland 

1660 

Elector of Brandenburg freed Prussia from Poland. 

 

Russia 

kingdom 

Ukraine 

1667 

Russia gained Ruthenia. 

 

Hungary 

kingdom 

Hungary 

1683 

Hapsburgs of Austria and Holy Roman Empire got east Hungary from Ottoman Empire after Poland helped lift siege 

of Vienna. 

 

Croatia 

kingdom 

Croatia 

1699 

Hungary regained Croatia. 

 

Genoa 

duchy 

Genoa, Italy 

1700 

France took over. 

 

Moldavia 

state 

Moldavia 



1700 

Greek Phanariot governors {hospodar} ruled province of Ottoman Empire from Constantinople. 

 

Walachia 

state 

Walachia 

1700 

Greek Phanariot governors from Constantinople ruled province of Ottoman Empire. 

 

Prussia 

kingdom 

Prussia 

1701 to 1871 

Nation began when Hohenzollern Elector of Brandenburg crowned himself king, as Frederick I, and united 

Brandenburg and Duchy of Prussia. 

 

Russia 

kingdom 

Estonia 

1710 

Russia took Livonia. 

 

Milan 

duchy 

Milan, Italy 

1713 to 1796 

Austria took Milan. 

 

Venice 

republic 

Venice, Italy 

1715 

Nation lost Greek islands to Ottoman Empire. 

 

Quadruple Alliance 

league 

Italy 

1718 

Quadruple Alliance of England, France, Austria, and Germany formed against Spain to prevent takeover of Italy. 

 

Hats/Caps 

party 

Sweden 

1721 

Hats wanted to fight Russia. Caps wanted to negotiate with Russia. The factions struggled. 

 

Holy Roman Empire 

empire 

Florence, Italy 

1737 

Hapsburgs became dukes of Tuscany. 

 

Prussia 

kingdom 

Prussia 

1740 to 1786 



Frederick II fought War of the Austrian Succession and gained Silesia, fought Seven Years War, gained west Poland 

and west Prussia in first Polish partition, and fought War of the Bavarian Succession. 

 

Russia 

kingdom 

Moldavia/Wallachia 

1768 

Russia took Moldavia and Wallachia from Ottoman Empire. 

 

Russia 

kingdom 

Moldavia/Wallachia 

1770 to 1800 

Russia defeated Ottoman fleet and controlled to Dniester River and Black Sea. 

 

Paris Commune 

government 

Paris, France 

1789 

Paris Commune began governing Paris. National Guard formed under Marquis de Lafayette. 

 

Estates General 

legislature 

France 

1789.05 

King Louis XV called Estates General, to change finances. Led by the people and merchants {third estate}, it 

declared itself National Assembly and took Oath of the Tennis Court to write constitution. King agreed, then dismissed 

the minister Necker, and then reinstated him. 

 

National Assembly 

legislature 

France 

1789.08 to 1789.12 

Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen 

Assembly ended rights of nobles. Mob went to Versailles and took king and National Assembly to Paris. 

 

Legislative Assembly 

legislature 

France 

1791 

In Legislative Assembly, Girondists were moderate, Jacobins were moderates under Lafayette and Mirabeau, and 

Cordeliers were radicals under Danton and Desmoulins. 

 

First Republic 

republic 

France 

1792 

It executed Louis XVI and his queen Marie Antoinette. French Revolutionary calendar began. Vendée royalists and 

provincials revolted. Reign of Terror began. Convention expelled Girondists. Jacobins became powerful and radical 

under Robespierre and Saint-Just. They eliminated the radical Cordeliers Marat, Hébert, and Danton. Revolutionary 

Tribunal and Committee of Public Safety used guillotine freely. 

 

Directory 

government 

France 

1794 



New constitution founded Directory. 

 

National Convention 

conference 

France 

1794 

National Convention stopped Robespierre. 

 

Milan 

duchy 

Milan, Italy 

1796 

Napoleon and French took Milan in French Revolutionary Wars. 

 

Prussia 

kingdom 

Prussia 

1797 

Prussia lost in French Revolutionary Wars. 

 

Venice 

republic 

Venice, Italy 

1797 

Napoleon and French took Venice peacefully, ending independence. 

 

Consulate 

empire 

France 

1799 

Napoleon Bonaparte overthrew Directory and started the Consulate, with himself as First Consul, to combat 

inflation, bankruptcy, and corruption. 

 

European 

culture 

Europe 

1800 

Individual plates, knives, spoons, and forks became common {table manners}. 

 

Holy Roman Empire 

empire 

Austria 

1806 

French Revolutionary Wars and Napoleon's conquests created state of Austria, ending Holy Roman Empire. 

 

Warsaw 

duchy 

Warsaw, Poland 

1806 

Napoleon created Duchy of Warsaw, ruled by Saxony. 

 

Confederation of the Rhine 

confederation 

Germany 

1806 to 1813 



Napoleon started confederation after he defeated Prussia and Brandenburg, and it included Bavaria, Wurtemburg, 

Saxony, Westphalia, and Baden. Legislature later consolidated smaller German states. 

 

Portugal 

kingdom 

Portugal 

1807 

France occupied Portugal. 

 

Prussia 

kingdom 

Prussia 

1807 

Prussia had to settle for Treaty of Tilsit and then reformed society and military. 

 

Croatia 

kingdom 

Croatia 

1809 to 1813 

France took Croatia. 

 

Netherlands 

state 

Netherlands 

1810 

Netherlands became part of France. 

 

Russia 

kingdom 

Russia 

1812 

Napoleon and his Grande Armée of France lost in Russia. Russia got Bessarabia, which had been in Moravia and 

Turkey. 

 

Russia 

kingdom 

Russia 

1812 to 1850 

Russia and Rumania traded Bessarabia several more times. 

 

Congress of Vienna 

congress 

Austria 

1815 

Francis II and Metternich presided. Bourbon Restoration restored Louis XVIII as king of France. Talleyrand was his 

foreign minister. Austria got Lombardy, Venetia, and Galicia, so Austrian Empire was Austria, Bohemia, Moravia, 

south Poland, Lombardy, Venetia, Dalmatia, Galicia, and Kingdom of Hungary. Kingdom of Hungary had Croatia and 

Slovenia. Venetia is region near Venice. 

German Confederation formed, with Prussia, Confederation of the Rhine states, German free cities, Austria, 

Holstein, Hanover, and Luxembourg. Austria controlled legislature {diet, assembly}. Prussia got west Prussia and 

Poznan. 

Papal States stayed the same as before. 

Bourbons ruled Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, which included Sicily, Naples, and south Italy. Savoy, Genoa, and 

Sardinia became kingdom under Savoy line. 



United Provinces or Holland and Austrian Netherlands or Belgium and Luxembourg merged into one kingdom. 

Kingdom of Poland or Congree-Poland was region around Warsaw. Cracow was republic. Denmark lost Norway. It 

guaranteed Switzerland confederation neutrality. 

 

Prussia 

kingdom 

Prussia 

1818 

Nation joined German Confederation and formed German customs union {Zollverein}. It got Rhine land, 

Westphalia, part of Saxony, Pomerania, west Prussia, and west Poland at Congress of Vienna. 

 

Conservative Party 

party 

England 

1820 

Conservative Party formed in Britain from former Tories. 

 

Liberal Party 

party 

England 

1820 

Liberal Party formed in Britain from former Whigs. 

 

Moldavia 

kingdom 

Moldavia 

1822 

Ottoman Empire put Moldavia under native ruler. 

 

Walachia 

kingdom 

Walachia 

1822 

Ottoman Empire put Walachia under native ruler. 

 

Serbia 

state 

Serbia 

1828 

Serbia became principality under Ottoman Empire. Karageorgevich and Obrenovich factions struggled. 

 

Lunar Society 

scientific group 

Birmingham, England 

1830 

Society included Josiah Wedgwood, Matthew Boulton, and Erasmus Darwin. 

 

Radical 

party 

Switzerland 

1830 

Nation brought democracy to most cantons. 

 

Chartist 

party 

England 



1830 to 1850 

Chartist movement was to place People's Charter before Parliament. 

 

Potato Blight 

famine 

Ireland 

1840 to 1846 

Potato blight killed 1,000,000 in Ireland, and 1,500,000 people emigrated. 

 

Schleswig-Holstein 

state 

Denmark 

1848 

Germany and Austria fought Denmark over province of Schleswig-Holstein. 

 

Switzerland 

constitution 

Switzerland 

1848 

Federal constitution made. 

 

Naples 

constitution 

Naples, Italy 

1848.02 

Nation modified kingdom. 

 

Second Republic 

state 

France 

1848.02 

Republic formed after deposing Louis Philippe. 

 

Lombardy 

state 

Lombardy 

1848.04 

Nation became independent of Austria. 

 

Hungarian Republic 

republic 

Hungary 

1848.04 to 1849 

Nation began under Kossuth, but Austria and Russia stopped it. 

 

Venetian Republic 

state 

Venice, Italy 

1848.04 to 1849.08 

Nation became independent of Austria but lost to Austria in August 1849. 

 

Frankfurt Parliament or German National Assembly 

legislature 

Frankfurt, Germany 

1848.05 to 1849.06 

Legislature was socialist. 



 

Pan-Slav 

congress 

Prague, Czech Republic 

1848.06 to 1848.12 

Congress preceded revolt in Prague, which Hapsburgs of Austria defeated. 

 

Austria serfs 

farmer 

Austria 

1848.09 

It freed serfs. 

 

Croatia 

state 

Croatia 

1849 to 1868 

Austria ruled Croatia. 

 

German Union 

confederation 

Germany 

1849 to 1950 

Nation formed after Revolution of 1848. 

 

Frankfurt Parliament or German National Assembly 

legislature 

Frankfurt, Germany 

1849.01 to 1849.06 

Legislature published a constitution for all of Germany and asked Frederick William IV to be king, but he said no. 

Prussians broke up German National Assembly in June 1849. 

 

Sardinia 

kingdom 

Sardinia, Italy 

1849.02 to 1849.03 

Nation had a constitution with Charles Albert as king. Sardinia under Garibaldi fought Austria. Austrian navy 

defeated Sardinians [March 1849], at Novara. Victor Emmanuel II became king. 

 

Roman Republic 

state 

Rome, Italy 

1849.02 to 1849.07 

Nation began, the pope left, and Rome under Garibaldi fought France until defeated by France in July 1849. 

 

Hungary 

state 

Hungary 

1849.04 to 1849.08 

Nation seceded from Austria after new Austrian constitution, but Russia defeated Hungary in August 1849. 

 

Congress of Paris 

congress 

Paris, France 

1856 



Danubian Principalities of Walachia and Moldavia (Romania) became independent, to settle conflict between 

Ottoman Empire and Russia. 

 

Fenian Movement 

party 

Ireland 

1858 

James Stephens started movement for Irish independence. 

 

Denmark 

kingdom 

Denmark 

1864 

Denmark lost Schleswig-Holstein to Prussia in war with Prussia and Austria. Denmark's farmers started cooperatives 

and became educated under Bishop Grundtvig. 

 

Prussia 

kingdom 

Prussia 

1866 

Austro-Prussian War was for Schleswig-Holstein province. Prussia got Hanover, Nassau, Frankfurt, Hesse, and 

Schleswig-Holstein and formed North German Confederation. 

 

North German Confederation 

confederation 

Germany 

1866 to 1869 

Nation had 22 nations north of Main River. 

 

Serbia 

kingdom 

Serbia 

1867 

Ottoman Empire left Serbia. 

 

Austro-Hungary Monarchy or Dual Monarchy 

kingdom 

Austria/Hungary 

1867 to 1918 

Nation reorganized Austrian Empire. Francis Joseph II continued to rule Austria until 1916. Slovakia, Ruthenia, 

Dalmatia, and Banat of Temesvar were under Austria-Hungary. Banat of Temesvar is between Yugoslavia and 

Romania. Czech, Serbia, Poland, Italy, and Romania continually caused unrest. Magyars controlled Hungary. Croatia 

had some freedom. 

 

Croatia 

kingdom 

Croatia 

1868 

Hungary regained control of Croatia. 

 

Italy 

kingdom 

Venice, Italy 

1869 

Italy gained Venetia from Austria at end of Austro-Prussian War. 

 



Zollverein 

league 

Prussia 

1869 

League commercially joined the 22 North-German-Confederation nations plus Bavaria, Baden, Wurtemburg, and 

Hesse. 

 

Italy 

kingdom 

Rome, Italy 

1870 

King Victor Emmanuel II annexed Rome. 

 

Third Republic of France 

republic 

France 

1870 

Nation began by deposing King Napoleon III. It rebuilt France quickly and began colonization. Factions were 

royalists, military, republicans, and workers. 

 

Prussia 

kingdom 

Prussia 

1870 to 1871 

After defeating France, Prussia formed German Empire (Germany) [1871], under Bismarck. German Empire 

controlled German customs union (Zollverein). 

 

Great Depression 

depression 

Europe 

1870 to 1880 

Trade cycle had deep recession. 

 

Italy 

kingdom 

Italy 

1870 to 1900 

Italy colonized Libya, Somaliland, and Eritrea. 

 

German Empire 

empire 

Germany 

1871 

Nation began under Bismarck and Hohenzollern Prussian emperor Wilhelm I or William I. It included North 

German Confederation, Alsace and Lorraine, and Zollverien of Prussia. Legislature was Reichstag or diet. 

 

Spain 

republic 

Spain 

1873 

Carlists revolted. King Amadeus abdicated. Republic formed. 

 

Iceland 

independence 

Iceland 

1874 



Nation gained home rule from Norway. 

 

Bosnia 

kingdom 

Bosnia 

1875 

Bosnia rebelled against Ottoman Empire. 

 

Bulgaria 

kingdom 

Bulgaria 

1875 

Bulgaria, under Stanbulov, rebelled against Ottoman Empire. 

 

Dual Alliance 

alliance 

Europe 

1879 

Austro-Hungary and Germany allied to stop Pan-Slavism of Serbia, which Russia had encouraged. 

 

Milan 

kingdom 

Serbia 

1882 

Milan gained Serbia. 

 

Triple Alliance 

alliance 

Austro-Hungary/Germany/Italy 

1882 

Austro-Hungary, Germany, and Italy allied against Pan-Slavism of Serbia. Cavour led Italy. 

 

Luxembourg 

duchy 

Luxembourg 

1890 

Luxembourg, under Duke Adolph of Nassau, gained home rule from Netherlands. 

 

Pale 

region 

Russia/Poland/Lithuania 

1890 

5,000,000 Jews were in Russia, Poland, and Lithuania, region called the Pale. World had 25,000,000 Jews in 1890. 

 

Russia 

kingdom 

Finland 

1890 

Russia tightened rule of Finland. 

 

Russia/France 

alliance 

Russia/France 

1892 to 1914 

Russia and France allied. 

 



Germany 

law 

Germany 

1896 

German law became code. 

 

First Peace Conference 

conference 

The Hague, Netherlands 

1899 

Conference established war conventions ratified by most nations. 

 

Sinn Fein 

party 

Ireland 

1899 

Under Arthur Griffith, Sinn Fein replaced Home Rule party. 

 

Labor Party 

party 

England 

1906 

Moderately democratic-socialist party elected first Parliament members. 

 

kulaks 

farmer 

Russia 

1908 

Kulaks owned free farms and increased grain production, but Ottoman Empire controlled Bosphorus, blocking 

Russian grain exports through Black Sea. 

 

Italy 

kingdom 

Africa 

1911 

Italy attacked Ottoman Empire to take land in north Africa. 

 

Albania 

independence 

Albania 

1912 

Nation left Ottoman Empire and became independent kingdom under William, prince of Wied. 

 

Iceland 

independence 

Iceland 

1918 

It became independent of Denmark. 

 

Czechoslovakia 

independence 

Check Republic/Slovakia 

1918.06 to 1992 

It became independent of Austria. 

 



Bulgaria 

armistice 

Bulgaria 

1918.09 

War ended in Bulgaria. 

 

Yugoslavia 

independence 

Yugoslavia 

1918.10 

Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes became independent of Austria [1918 to 1941] until invaded in World War 

II. 

 

Austria 

republic 

Austria 

1918.11 

Hapsburg rule ended. 

 

Austro-Hungary Monarchy or Dual Monarchy 

state 

Austria/Hungary 

1918.11 

Nation signed armistice. 

 

Germany 

republic 

Germany 

1918.11 

Social Democrats in Reichstag parliament deposed Kaiser William II of German Empire. 

 

Hungary 

independence 

Hungary 

1918.11 

It became independent of Austria. 

 

Poland 

republic 

Poland 

1918.11 

Nation formed under Pilsudski, with boundaries similar to those of 1772, including Polish Corridor along Vistula 

River to Baltic Sea and Upper Silesia. 

 

Comintern or Third Socialist International 

conference 

Moscow, Russia 

1919 

In other countries, some communists sided with Russia and others were against Russia. 

 

Finland 

independence 

Finland 

1919 

Finland under Mannerheim became independent from Russia, after Civil War with Russia. 

 



Germany 

republic 

Germany 

1919 

Hindenburg brought army back to Germany under control and prevented radical revolution. 

 

Weimar Republic 

republic 

Germany 

1919 to 1934 

Junkers or wealthy industrialists controlled it. Stresemann was foreign minister. Economy had recovered from World 

War I by 1925. At end, President Hindenburg appointed Adolf Hitler as chancellor. 

 

Bulgaria 

state 

Bulgaria 

1919.11 

Bulgaria lost territory. Stambuliski, then military dictatorships, led it. 

 

Hungary 

kingdom 

Hungary 

1920 

Admiral Nagybanya was regent. 

 

Little Entente 

alliance 

Czech Republic/Slovakia/Romania/Yugoslavia 

1921 

Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Yugoslavia opposed Hungary. 

 

Ireland 

independence 

Ireland 

1921.03 

Ireland became free of England. 

 

Irish Free State 

state 

England 

1921.06 

Irish Free State became dominion of England. England confiscated all land. 

 

Soviet Union or USSR 

state 

Russia 

1922 to 1991 

Soviet government organized, under Lenin, into 15 republics. In west were Great Russia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Belorussia or White Russia, Ukraine, and Moldavia or Bessarabia. In south were Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan in 

Transcaucasia. In east were Kazakh, Turkoman, Uzbek, Tadzhik, and Kirghiz. New Economic Policy started. 

 

National Socialist German Workers' Party or Nazi Party 

party 

Bavaria 

1923 



Nazis believed that Germans should unite to take eastern lands back from other peoples, German peoples were 

superior, and Marxists and Jews were bad. 

 

Greece 

republic 

Greece 

1924 

Republic began after deposing George II. 

 

First Five Year Plan 

law 

Russia 

1928 to 1938 

Act replaced Lenin's New Economic Policy, controlled churches, emphasized Russia, emphasized industrialization, 

emphasized literacy and education, emphasized health, supported poor, and freed women. All farms were collective 

{kolkhoz} or state {sovkhoz}. It did not allow free farmers {kulak}. By 1935, army and secret police had killed 

5,000,000 peasants and kulaks. Nation had army and politician purges. 

 

Yugoslavia 

state 

Yugoslavia 

1929 to 1941 

Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes became dictatorship under Alexander I. 

 

Lithuania 

state 

Lithuania 

1930 

Nation became dictatorship. 

 

Spain 

republic 

Spain 

1931 

King's son founded Falange or fascist and nationalist party. 

 

Austria 

state 

Austria 

1934 to 1940 

Nation became dictatorship when National Socialists allied with some clergy and fascists to make one-party 

corporate state under Chancellor Dollfuss, who suppressed Socialists. After Dollfuss, Schuschnigg became dictator. 

 

Poland 

state 

Poland 

1935 

Nation became dictatorship when military junta ruled after Pilsudski died. 

 

Eire 

state 

Ireland 

1937 

Eire formed in Ireland. 

 



Albania 

occupation 

Albania 

1939 

Italy occupied Albania. 

 

Bohemia 

occupation 

Bohemia/Moravia 

1939 

Germany occupied Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, leaving Slovakia free. 

 

Greece 

occupation 

Greece 

1939 

Germany occupied Greece. 

 

Spain 

state 

Spain 

1939 to 1975 

Nation became dictatorship when Franco created fascist state after Falange defeated Republic. Spain was neutral in 

World War II. 

 

Czechoslovakia 

occupation 

Czech Republic/Slovakia 

1939.03 

Germany took rest of Czechoslovakia. 

 

Free French 

party 

France 

1940 

Charles de Gaulle organized Free French resistance during World War II. 

 

Vichy Government 

state 

France 

1940 to 1942 

Germany formed Vichy government under Henri Petain in south France, but Germany controlled north France itself. 

 

Denmark 

state 

Denmark 

1940.04 

Nation became dictatorship after Germany invaded. 

 

Norway 

state 

Norway 

1940.04 

Nation became dictatorship after Germany invaded and Quisling led puppet government. 

 



Italy 

republic 

Italy 

1943 

Italy deposed Mussolini, lost Sicily and African colonies, and surrendered to Allies. It then helped Allies. 

 

Iceland 

republic 

Iceland 

1944 

Nation became republic. 

 

Yalta Conference 

conference 

Yalta, Ukraine 

1944 

Allies gave east Poland to Russia. United Nations charter advanced. 

 

Potsdam Conference 

conference 

Potsdam, Germany 

1945 

Allies gave east Germany to Poland, divided Germany into four sectors, and authorized war trials. 

 

Czechoslovakia 

state 

Czech Republic/Slovakia 

1945 to 1992 

Czechoslovakia formed, but Russia got Ruthenia. 

 

Albania 

republic 

Albania 

1946 

Nation became Communist under Enver Hoxha. 

 

Bulgaria 

republic 

Bulgaria 

1946 

Nation became Communist. 

 

Fourth Republic 

state 

France 

1946 

France entered NATO. 

 

Hungary 

republic 

Hungary 

1946 

Nation became republic again. 

 

Iron Curtain 

speech 



USA 

1946 

Winston Churchill spoke about Iron Curtain across Europe. 

 

Germany 

occupation 

Germany 

1946 to 1955 

Allies occupied Germany. 

 

Cominform/Comecon 

league 

Europe 

1947 

Russia set up Cominform and Comecon for eastern European Communist nations, to counter NATO. 

 

Hungary 

state 

Hungary 

1947 

Nation became Communist. 

 

Poland 

state 

Poland 

1947 

Nation became Communist. 

 

Romania 

state 

Romania 

1947 

Nation became Communist. 

 

Yugoslavia 

state 

Yugoslavia 

1948 

Yugoslavia broke with Cominform and established market socialism. 

 

Czechoslovakia 

state 

Czech Republic/Slovakia 

1948.02 

Nation became Communist through coup. 

 

Ireland 

republic 

Ireland 

1949 

Republic of Ireland formed. 

 

West Germany 

state 

Germany 

1949.05 



West Germany (Federal Republic of Germany) began. 

 

East Germany 

state 

Germany 

1949.10 

East Germany (German Democratic Republic) began. 

 

Community of Six 

league 

Europe 

1952 

About coal and steel, it included Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Italy, and West Germany. 

 

Greece 

league 

Greece 

1952 

Greece joined NATO. 

 

Germany 

league 

USA 

1955 

After 10 years of occupation, Germany entered NATO. 

 

European Economic Community or EEC 

league 

Europe 

1957 

Community included Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Italy, and West Germany. 

 

Italy 

league 

Italy 

1957 

Italy joined NATO. 

 

Fifth Republic 

republic 

France 

1958 to 1969 

Nation formed under Charles De Gaulle, with new constitution with strong President. He gave Algeria independence 

and fixed finances. 

 

Albania 

state 

Albania 

1960 

Albania allied with Communist China. 

 

Communism 

schism 

Russia/China 

1961 

Communist China and Russia split, and Russia withdrew help to China. 



 

European Common Market 

league 

Greece 

1962 

Greece joined. 

 

Greece 

junta 

Greece 

1967 

Military junta ruled. 

 

Portugal 

democracy 

Portugal 

1974 

Salazar died in Portugal, and democracy returned. 

 

East Germans 

people 

Czech Republic/Slovakia/Hungary 

1989 

Borders opened to fleeing East Germans. 

 

Romania 

republic 

Romania 

1989 

Romania killed dictator. 

 

Bulgaria 

republic 

Bulgaria 

1990 

Nation reformed. 

 

Estonia 

independence 

Estonia 

1990 

Nation became independent of Russia. 

 

Germany 

state 

Germany 

1990 

Christian Democrats won election in East Germany, and East Germany unified with West Germany. 

 

Latvia 

independence 

Latvia 

1990 

Nation became independent of Russia. 

 



Lithuania 

independence 

Lithuania 

1990 

Nation became independent of Russia. 

 

Russia 

state 

Russia 

1990 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Russia split, and republics acted independently. 

 

Russia 

republic 

Russia 

1991 

Boris Yeltsin, Russian-Republic leader, thwarted army government-takeover attempt. USSR disbanded in favor of 

Commonwealth of Independent States. 

 

Ukraine 

independence 

Ukraine 

1991 

Nation became independent of Russia. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Population 

 

Homo erectus 

population 

Earth 

-1000000 

Homo erectus population was 100,000 to 400,000. 

 

Homo erectus 

population 

Earth 

-500000 to -200000 

Homo erectus population was 1,000,000. 

 

Neanderthal 

population 

Earth 

-200000 

Neanderthal population was 1000 to 100,000. Fire use began. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

-40000 

Population was 1,000,000 to 10,000,000 people. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

-20000 

Population was 3,000,000 to 10,000,000 people. 



 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

-10000 

Population was 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 people. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

-8000 

Population was 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 people. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

-4000 

Population was 80,000,000 to 90,000,000 people. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

-1500 

Birth rate increased greatly. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

India 

-500 

India had 25,000,000 people. Aryans were in north, above Deccan Peninsula. Dravidians were in south and in 

Vindhya hills and jungles. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

1 

130,000,000 people were alive. 20,000,000 people were in Africa, which had no plow, few horses, and slash-and-

burn farming. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

1500 

Population was 425,000,000. China had 100,000,000. Europe had 80,000,000. France had 16,000,000. Mexico had 

5,000,000. South America had 9,000,000. USA and Canada had 1,000,000. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

1650 

Population was 550,000,000. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

1750 



Population was 700,000,000. 2,000,000 people were in North America. 6,000,000 people were in England. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

1800 

Population was 900,000,000. Europe had 185,000,000. China had 300,000,000. Japan had 28,000,000. USA had 

7,000,000, with 700,000 blacks. India had 175,000,000. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

1900 

Population was 1,600,000,000. China had 475,000,000. Japan had 45,000,000. India had 300,000,000. USA had 

76,000,000. Canada had 6,000,000. Africa had 110,000,000. Latin America had 75,000,000. Europe had 400,000,000. 

50,000,000 had emigrated already at 1,000,000 a year. London had 7,000,000. Berlin had 2,000,000. Vienna had 

2,000,000. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

1950 

Population was 2,400,000,000. Central and South America had 100,000,000. 

 

Homo sapiens 

population 

Earth 

2000 

Population was 6,500,000. Central and South America had 500,000,000. USA had 285,000,000. China had 

1,200,000,000. India had 1,000,000,000. Africa had 700,000,000. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Rulers 

 

ruler 

ruler 

Earth 

-4000 to 2007 

Rulers are presidents, ministers, kings, and emperors. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Rulers>Africa 

 

Ezana of Axum 

king 

Eritrea 

330 to 356 

He lived 330 to 356, was ruler of Axum, and became Christian. 

 

Idris ibn Abdallah or Moulay Idris 

ruler 

Morocco 

788 to 793 

He lived ? to 793, was Arab chief, took Morocco, and started Idrisid Dynasty [789 to 926]. He preceded Idris II 

[809], who lived 793 to 828. 

 

Sumanguru 

king 



Ghana 

1230 to 1235 

He lived 1190 to 1255, took Kumbi in Ghana, and then lost to Mali and Malinke under Sundiata Keita [1235]. He 

was last Susu or Sosso king of Kante dynasty. 

 

Sunjata or Sundiata Keita or Sun Diata 

king/poet 

Keita/Mali 

1230 to 1235 

Sunjata or Sundiata [1300: epic poem about Mande poet] 

He lived 1217 to 1255, was king of Keita, revolted against Ghana [1230 to 1235], and founded new West African 

kingdom in Mali [1235]. It was much larger then Ghana and controlled south-Sahara caravan-trade centers, such as 

Timbuktu and Gao. He converted to Islam. Sunjata was a Mande poet. 

 

Mansa Musa [Musa, Mansa] 

king 

Mali 

1312 to 1337 

He lived 1280 to 1337, was Muslim, and had a tolerant legal system. 

 

Zera Yacub or Zar'a Ya'eqob 

emperor 

Ethiopia 

1434 to 1468 

He was Christian and built monasteries. 

 

Sonni Ali 

emperor 

West Africa 

1462 to 1492 

He lived ? to 1492, ruled Songhai, and took east Mali to make Songhai Empire. He took trade centers Timbuktu and 

Jenne in Mali. Capital was at Gao. Having overrun much of Mali, he aimed to preserve best features and develop them 

under better management. His son succeeded him, but his general Askia Mohammed Turré soon took over. 

 

Nzinga Nkuvu or João I 

king 

Bakongo/Lower Congo/Mbanza Kongo 

1470 to 1507 

He lived 1430 to 1506 and became Christian [1491] when Portuguese arrived. 

 

Askia Mohammed Turre [Turre, Askia Mohammed] 

emperor 

West Africa 

1500 to 1600 

He ruled Songhai Empire as it expanded. 

 

Nzinga Mbemba or Alfonso I 

king 

Bakongo/Lower Congo/Mbanza Kongo 

1507 to 1543 

He lived 1456 to 1542, ruled Kongo kingdom in central Africa, was Christian, and allied with Portugal. 

 

Dingiswayo 

chief 

Africa 

1807 to 1818 



In southeast Africa, he united Zulu tribes to make a Zulu kingdom (Mtetwa Empire) and taught Shaka Zulu. 

 

Menelik II 

king 

Ethiopia 

1889 to 1913 

He lived 1844 to 1913 and became king with Italy's help. 

 

Haile Selassie [Selassie, Haile] or Lion of Judah 

king 

Ethiopia 

1930 to 1974 

He lived 1894 to 1975 and started reforms in 1930s but then retrenched. Italy forced him to leave [1936], but he 

became king again [1941]. He united with Eritrea [1962]. Marxists deposed him [1974] and he died [1975]. 
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Acamapichtli 

king 

Mexico City, Mexico/Tenochtitlán, Mexico 

1376 to 1396 

He lived 1356 to 1396 and was first Aztec emperor {tlatoani} (one who speaks) at Tenochtitlán. Aztecs used Nahuatl 

language. 

 

Hatun Tupac [Tupac, Hatun] or Viracocha Inca 

emperor 

Cuzco Valley, Peru 

1390 to 1400 

He lived 1347 to 1400 and was eighth Inca ruler. As previous rulers had done, he used the name Sapa Inca (the 

unique Inca), but he also changed his name to supreme god's name, Viracocha Inca. He took neighboring lands and 

allied with other rulers. He gave army, government, and religious jobs to his family or his associates. People entering 

his presence bowed, wore no shoes, and carried packs on their backs. Inca myth said he traveled to Pacific and never 

returned. 

 

Itzcoatl 

king 

Mexico 

1426 to 1440 

Aztec king allied with Texcoco and Tlacopan, and they defeated Tapanecs. Aztecs had trade caravans controlled by 

guild {pochteca}. They built pyramids, palaces, and temples. Main temple was at Tenochtitlan. It had up to 20,000 

sacrifices a day. 

 

Yupanqui or Pachacuti 

emperor 

Cuzco, Peru 

1438 to 1470 

Yupanqui was Viracocha Inca's son and choose the name Pachacuti. He defeated nearby state that invaded, reformed 

government, and expanded north to Ecuador. Fortress was at Cuzco. 

 

Pachacuti Inca Yupanqui or Pachacutec 

king/architect 

Cuzco, Peru/Machu Picchu, Peru/Ollantaytambo, Peru 

1438 to 1471 

Machu Picchu [1460 to 1470: mountain city] 



He lived ? to 1471 and was Inca emperor [1438 to 1471]. Incas built roads and buildings using shaped and fitted 

stone blocks. Machu Picchu is northwest of Cuzcoa and is high in mountains, with stepped streets and agricultural 

terraces. 

 

Moctezuma Ilhuicamina or Moctezuma I or Montezuma I 

emperor 

Mexico 

1440 to 1469 

He lived 1398 to 1469. Aztecs defeated other lake cities and took east Mexico. 

 

Tupac Inca Yupanqui or Topa Inca 

emperor 

Peru 

1471 to 1493 

He was Inca emperor [1471 to 1493], was Pachacuti's son, and was Huayna Capac's father. 

 

Topa Inca or Tupac Inca or Tupac Yupanqui 

emperor 

Peru 

1471 to 1493 

He lived 1440 to 1493 and took Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina as commander [1463 to 1471]. 

 

Tizoc 

emperor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

1481 to 1486 

He ruled Aztec Empire. 

 

Ahuizotl 

emperor 

Mexico 

1486 to 1502 

He ruled at Aztec height. 

 

Huayna Capac [Capac, Huayna] or Quechua Wayna Qhapaq [Qhapaq, Quechua Wayna] 

emperor 

Peru 

1493 to 1527 

Huayna Capac led Inca Empire at greatest extent. 

 

Huayna Capac [Capac, Huayna] or Quechua Wayna Qhapaq 

emperor 

Peru 

1493 to 1527 

He was Inca emperor [1493 to 1527], was Tupac's son, and was father of Huascar, Atahualpa, Manco Inca 

Yupanqui, and Pawllu Inca. 

 

Moctezuma II or Montezuma II or Motecuhzoma Xocoyotzin 

emperor 

Mexico 

1502 to 1520 

He lived 1466 to 1520 and lost to Cortez from Spain. 

 

Manco Inca Yupanqui 

emperor 

Peru 



1534 to 1537 

He lived 1516 to 1544 and was last Inca emperor [1534 to 1537]. 

 

Hiawatha or Ayenwatha 

chief 

USA 

1550 

As Lone Pine tribe chief, he created Iroquois Confederation of Native American tribes in northeast USA and so 

became Onondaga and Mohawk chief. 

 

Pontiac or Obwandiyag 

chief 

USA 

1763 to 1766 

He lived 1720 to 1769, was Ottawa chief in north-central USA, and led Pontiac's Rebellion [1763 to 1766]. 

 

Tecumseh 

chief 

USA 

1800 to 1810 

He lived 1768 to 1813 and was Shawnee chief. 

 

Sequoia or Sequoyah 

chief 

Southeast USA 

1809 to 1821 

He lived 1770 to 1843 and developed syllabic alphabet for Cherokee language. 

 

Pedro I 

king 

Brazil 

1821 to 1831 

He lived 1798 to 1831, declared independence from Portugal, and was John VI of Portugal's son. 

 

Agustin de Iturbide [Iturbide, Agustin de] 

emperor 

Mexico 

1822 to 1823 

He lived 1783 to 1824. 

 

Pedro II 

king 

Brazil 

1831 to 1889 

He lived 1825 to 1889 and became king after his father, Pedro I, abdicated. He later fought Argentina and Paraguay. 

 

Maximilian 

emperor 

Mexico 

1864 to 1867 

He lived 1832 to 1867. Napoleon III sent him to aid Mexican conservatives against Juarez. Someone killed him after 

French soldiers left. He was brother of Francis Joseph II of Austria. 

 

Geronimo 

chief 

Arizona 



1875 to 1886 

He lived 1829 to 1909, led Bedonkohe band of Apache, was Apache chief, and fought USA army in Arizona until he 

surrendered [1886], ending wars against Native Americans. 

 

Chief Joseph 

chief 

USA 

1877 

Joseph lived 1840 to 1904, was Nez Perce chief, and surrendered to USA [1877]. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Rulers>Asia 

 

An Duong [Duong, An] 

king 

Vietnam 

-3000 to -2000 

He founded Au Viet dynasty. 

 

Jimmu Tenno or Kamuyamato Iwarebiko 

emperor 

Japan 

-607 

He founded Japan and explored Inland Sea [-607] from Hyuga to Yamato. 

 

Chandragupta I or Chandragupta Maurya 

king 

Ganges Valley, India 

-325 to -293 

He lived -340 to -293, acquired Magadha kingdom [-325], defeated Nanda dynasty [-321], married clan princess to 

form Gupta or Maurya dynasty [-321 to -293], and defeated Seleucus I [-305]. 

 

Chandragupta Maurya 

king 

India/Punjab/Afghanistan 

-322 to -296 

He lived -325 to -296 and founded Mauryan Empire when he conquered Magadha Kingdom, had strong central 

government, and had strong army. He defeated invasion by Seleucus [-305]. Maurya Empire conquered part of south 

India. 

 

Bindusara 

king 

India 

-296 to -272 

He lived -320 to -272. Maurya Empire extended to Madras. 

 

Asoka or Ashoka 

king 

India/Afghanistan 

-273 to -232 

He lived -290 to -232 and ruled Maurya Empire at greatest extent, because he conquered all India, Afghanistan, 

Baluchistan, Ceylon, Nepal, and Kashmir. He defeated Kalinya Empire [-265] and then warred no more. He then 

promoted religious tolerance, non-violence, and personal dignity. 

He became Buddhist [-255] and established Buddhism as state religion. He built 80,000 stupas and many 

monasteries. He tried to restore discipline to the monks. He emphasized charity, self-command, and self-control. 

Buddhist missionaries went to Burma and Ceylon [-240]. He started the idea of heavenly salvation for good behavior 

{svarga} in Buddhism. After he died, Buddhism died out in north India. 



He increased trade, planted banyan trees, and built roads, reservoirs, wells, and inns. 

Literature had Mahabharata, including Bhagavadgita, and Ramayana. 

 

Zheng or Cheng or Shih Hwang-ti or Qin Shi Huang-di 

king 

China 

-221 to -206 

He founded Qin or Ch'in or Ts'in dynasty. As king of Ch'in in Senshi Province, he subdued six other kingdoms and 

united China. Shih Hwang-ti or Shi Huang-di means first emperor. Hsien Yang was capital. He built first Great Wall of 

China, 1500 miles long, in north and northwest. He centralized government, set up bureaucracy, forced nobles to live at 

capital, and redistributed land to peasants. He stopped crime and enforced laws with strong army. He unified measures 

and currency. He standardized Chinese characters. His tomb was near Lin Tung. His death started civil war. 

 

Wu-ti or Liu Ch'e 

emperor 

China 

-141 to -87 

He lived -156 to -87, took Central Asia's Tarim Basin, south Manchuria, and southeast China, and founded Early 

Han or Former Han or Western Han. Silk Road began. 

 

Wang Mang 

emperor 

China 

9 to 23 

He lived -45 to -23, seized power in Han dynasty when regent, and started Hsin court. 

 

Kaniska or Kanishka 

king 

India/Pakistan/Afghanistan 

120 to 162 

He was king of Kushan and ruled north India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and central Asia. He converted to Buddhism. 

Kushana kingdom was in Gandhara, Punjab, and Sind. 

 

Wu Ti or Shih Tsu or Ssu-ma Yen or Martial Emperor 

emperor 

China 

265 to 290 

He lived 236 to 290, united China after Han dynasty ended, and started Western Chin dynasty [265 to 317]. 

 

Meghavarna 

king 

Sri Lanka 

352 to 379 

He sent embassy to Gupta court [360], which built religious monument for them. 

 

Chandragupta II or Vikramaditya or Chandragupta Vikramaditya 

king 

Ganges Valley, India 

375 to 415 

He was of Gupta dynasty. Gupta Empire covered north India. 

 

Sui Wendi or Wen-di or Yang Jian 

emperor 

China 

581 to 589 

He united China and founded Sui Dynasty [581 to 604]. 



 

Harsha or Harshavardhana 

king 

India 

606 to 647 

He lived 590 to 647, defeated White Huns, and restored Hinduism. 

 

Tai-tsung or Tai Tsung or Taitsung 

emperor 

China 

627 to 649 

He was of Tang Dynasty. 

 

Jayavarma II 

king 

Cambodia 

802 to 850 

He lived 792 to 850 and declared independence of Java [802], founding Khmer Empire. 

 

Seiwa 

emperor 

Japan 

858 to 876 

He became Japanese emperor at age nine or ten. He removed his opponents [866] and became regent {sessho}. 

 

Rajaraja Chola I 

king 

India 

985 to 1014 

He became Chola Empire king and defeated Chera of Kerala in south India. 

 

Rajendra Chola I 

king 

India 

1014 to 1052 

He became Chola Empire king. His merchant fleets traded, and his navy controlled trade between Arabia and China. 

 

Anawrahta or Aniruddha 

king 

Pagan, Burma 

1044 to 1077 

He built large empire with strong army and unified Burma. Pagan was capital. 

 

Suryavarman II or Paramavishnuloka 

king 

Cambodia 

1113 to 1150 

He started building temples at Angkor Wat. 

 

Mohammad of Ghur or Mu'izz ad-Din Muhammad ibn Sam [Muhammad ibn Sam, Mu'izz ad-Din] 

king 

India 

1186 to 1206 

He defeated last Ghaznavid and founded Muslim empire in north India. 

 



Genghis or Jenghiz or Chinghis or Temuchin or Lord Absolute 

khan 

China 

1206 to 1227 

He lived 1163 to 1227. He became Mongol king {Great Khan} to begin Mongol Empire. He captured Zhongdu 

(Peking or Beijing) and defeated Ch'in Empire of China [1215]. He conquered Transoxania, Turkestan, Afghanistan, 

south Russia, and southeast Europe [1227]. He placed conquered peoples in army, used Turkish alphabet for Mongol 

language, and used Chinese tax system to collect tribute. 

 

Ogodei 

khan 

China 

1227 to 1241 

He was Genghis Khan's son and became khan at his death. 

 

Kublai or Khubilai 

khan 

China 

1260 to 1294 

He lived 1215 to 1294. Nobles elected him Great Khan [1260]. He defeated Sung Dynasty [1279] and founded Yuan 

Dynasty in China. He failed to conquer Japan, Indonesia, and southeast Asia. 

 

Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlug [Tughlug, Ghiyas-ud-din] or Ghiyasuddin Tughluk [Tughluk, Ghiyasuddin] 

sultan 

India 

1321 to 1325 

Nobles elected Tughlug, Turkish general, sultan, and he founded Tughluq dynasty. His son Mohammed murdered 

him. 

 

Mohammed bin Tughluq 

sultan 

India 

1325 to 1351 

He killed his father and expanded Tughluq Empire, but he caused provincial revolts. 

 

Tamerlane or Timur Leng [Leng, Timur] or Timur Lang [Lang, Timur] or Timur the Lame 

emperor 

Persia/India/Samarkand, Kazakhstan/Levant 

1369 to 1405 

He lived 1336 to 1405. Descendant of Genghis Khan, he first ruled Samarkand. Using horsemen, he conquered 

Persia [1379], Iraq, Syria, and Afghanistan and established Timurid Empire. He invaded south Russia [1395]. He 

invaded India [1397] and Tughluq Empire, sacked Delhi [1398], and killed most people. He died on way to China 

[1405]. 

 

Zafar Khan Muzaffar or Hassan Gangu 

governor 

India 

1401 to 1411 

He was governor [1391], became independent of Delhi Sultanate [1401], and founded Gujarat Dynasty. 

 

Yong Le or Yongle or Yong-le or Zhu Di 

emperor 

China 

1403 to 1424 

He lived 1360 to 1424 and was first Ming emperor. Nanking was first Ming capital. 

 



Ahmad Shah or Shah Ahmad 

sultan 

Ahmadabad, India 

1411 to 1442 

Of Gujarat Dynasty, he started Muzaffarid Dynasty, was Zafar Khan's grandson, and built Ahmadabad as capital. 

His soldiers received half cash and half land plots. 

 

Sejong 

king 

Korea 

1419 to 1450 

He lived 1397 to 1450, was relative of Yi Song-gye, and started official Korean script, Han'gul. He ended Japanese 

piracy. 

 

Trailok 

king 

Siam 

1448 to 1488 

He lived 1431 to 1488, and reformed laws. He had military and civilian divisions, with departments for local 

government, finance, and law. Siamese society had classes, and all people had land. He fought wars with northern 

states. He moved capital north to P'itsanulok. He appointed his son "second king". 

 

Sikander Lodi [Lodi, Sikander] 

sultan 

India 

1489 to 1517 

He ruled Delhi, annexed Bihar [1492], moved capital to Agra, and invaded Rajastan. 

 

Baber or Babar or Babur 

emperor 

Kabul, Afghanistan 

1504 to 1530 

Autobiography [1510 to 1530: Hindustan description] 

He lived 1483 to 1530 and was descendant of Tamerlane and Chingis Khan. He founded Mogul or Moghul Empire 

[1504] when he took Delhi and killed Sultan of Delhi Sultanate. He defeated Hindu kingdoms down to Bihar. He 

invaded India [1525]. He brought grapes, melons, bananas, and sugar cane to Pakistan. He liked poetry. 

 

Tabinshwehti 

king 

Burma 

1531 to 1550 

He lived 1512 to 1550, was of Toungoo dynasty [1531 to 1550], took Pegu from Mons [1546], and became king of 

Burma. 

 

Bayinnaung or Braginoco or Barinnaung 

king 

Burma/Thailand 

1551 to 1581 

From Burma, he took Thailand. 

 

Akbar or Great Mogul 

emperor 

India 

1556 to 1605 



He lived 1542 to 1605. Mogul Empire took Afghanistan and rest of north India. Agra was capital. He reformed 

government, allowed religious tolerance, and started land tax. He married the Rajputana Hindu king's daughter. Urdu 

language started, which was Hindi language with Turkish and Persian words. 

 

Oda Nobunaga [Nobunaga, Oda] 

shogun 

Japan 

1568 to 1600 

He lived 1534 to 1582. Ashikaga shogunate defeated all rival barons. He took Kyoto and unified Japan {National 

Unification period}. 

 

Wanli or Wan-li or Chu I-chun or Hsien Ti or Shen Tsung 

emperor 

China 

1573 to 1620 

He lived 1563 to 1620. Empire had painting and porcelain making. 

 

Shivaji Bhonsle or Sijavi 

king 

India 

1674 to 1680 

He lived 1627 to 1680 and started Maratha kingdom [1674]. Mahrattas from west-central India established capital at 

Poona and conquered part of Mogul Empire [1655 to 1674]. 

 

Mahmud 

king 

Afghanistan 

1722 to 1725 

With Afghans, he defeated Sultan Hossein, ending Safavid Dynasty in Persia and starting Ghilzay Afghan dynasty 

[1722 to 1730]. 

 

Chi'en Lung or Chien Lung or Chi'en-lung 

emperor 

China 

1736 to 1795 

He was of Manchu family and controlled north to Amur River and south to Indochina. 

 

Alaungpaya or Alaung Phra or Alompra or Aungzeya 

king 

Burma 

1752 to 1760 

He lived 1711 to 1760, defeated Mons of Burma, raided India, and started Alaungpaya dynasty or Konbaung 

dynasty. 

 

Mutsuhito or Meiji 

emperor 

Japan 

1868 to 1912 

Shogun had surrendered to Perry. In Meiji Restoration [1868], clans took capital, Kyoto, from shogun. Mutsuhito 

lived 1852 to 1912 and ruled Japan [1873 to 1912]. Capital moved to Edo (Tokyo). Emperor owned all land. 

Government had prefectures. Conscription built army. Clans industrialized and built ships, weapons, and cotton mills. 

They studied navigation and other western techniques. 

 

Kwang Hsu 

emperor 

China 



1875 to 1908 

He lived 1871 to 1908. Of Ch'ing dynasty, he tried to reform China with Hundred Days reform [1898], but Tz'u Hsi 

blocked reform, forced his resignation [1908], and became empress. 

 

Hirohito 

emperor 

Japan 

1926 to 1989 

He lived 1901 to 1989. Army controlled him until after World War II. Constitution [1947] took away all his powers, 

except for symbolism. 
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Menes 

pharaoh 

Egypt 

-3100 to -3000 

He was king in south Egypt and united north (Lower Egypt) and south (Upper Egypt), beginning the 1st Dynasty. He 

founded Memphis as capital in Lower Egypt. The pharaoh became like god. 

 

Gilgamesh 

king 

Uruk, Iraq 

-2700 

Uruk is in Iraq. 

 

Cheops or Khufu 

pharaoh 

Egypt 

-2500 

He founded IV Dynasty and built Great Pyramid at Giza. 

 

Sargon I 

emperor 

Akkad 

-2400 to -2350 

He began Akkadian or Old Assyrian Empire by conquering Sumer city-states in south Mesopotamia. 

 

Gudea 

king 

Lagash, Iraq 

-2100 

He and his son ruled Amorites or Gutians. 

 

Semiramis or Semiramide or Shamiram 

queen 

Babylonia/Assyria 

-2000 to -800 

In legends, she associated with king Ninus, legendary founder of Nineveh. Perhaps, she was Shammuramat of 

Babylon, wife of Shamshi-Adad V [-811 to -808]. 

 

Hammurabi 

king/lawgiver 

Babylonia 

-1792 to -1750 

Code of Hammurabi [-1792: first law code] 



He lived -1792 to -1750. He started First Babylonian Empire. He conquered Sumer and Akkad. His capital was at 

Babylon. By myth, Sun god gave laws to Hammurabi. Code of Hammurabi first codified existing laws. 282 articles 

were about wages, fees, divorces, slaves, and practical affairs. Code had first law of maximum retaliation, limiting 

revenge to no more than original harm. 

 

Mursilis I 

king 

Babylon 

-1595 

As Hittite king, he took Babylon. 

 

Ahmose I 

pharaoh 

Thebes, Egypt 

-1554 

He defeated Hyskos and started New Kingdom. He took Nubia and Canaan, Palestine. 

 

Hatsheput 

queen 

Egypt 

-1490 to -1458 

She lived ? to -1458 and was of XVIII dynasty. She was Thutmose I's eldest daughter. Her half-brother Thutmose II 

married her and was pharaoh [-1495 to -1490], and then she was regent to Thutmose III. She became pharaoh [-1479 to 

-1458]. She built temple at Deir el-Bahari in Thebes. 

 

Thotmes III 

king 

Egypt 

-1481 to -1446 

After Queen Hatsheput had become pharaoh, Thotmes III conquered to Euphrates River and Levant, including south 

Canaan, Syria, and Palestine, but not Mitanni in east Syria and north Mesopotamia. 

 

Amenhotep III 

pharaoh 

Egypt 

-1411 to -1375 

In 18th Dynasty, empire was at maximum size. Thebes was capital. His statues are at Thebes and are Colossi of 

Memnon. Memnon was an Ethiopian hero of the Greeks. 

 

Suppiluliumas I 

king 

Mesopotamia 

-1380 

He became Hittite king. 

 

Iknaton or Amenhotep IV or Akhnaton 

pharaoh 

el-Amarna, Egypt 

-1375 to -1358 

Hymn to the Sun 

He tried to institute monotheism based on the god of the Sun {Aton}. Sun-god temple was at the new capital Amarna 

or Tel-el-Amarna, 300 miles south of Thebes. He changed Egyptian life drastically. The priests of Amon opposed him. 

He had bad economy and lost all foreign lands. His queen was Nefertiti or Nefretete. 

 

Tutankhamon 

pharaoh 



Egypt 

-1355 

He restored polytheistic religion. Thebes became capital again. 

 

Ramses II 

pharaoh 

Egypt 

-1292 to -1225 

In 19th Dynasty, he fought Hittites. Empire went from fourth cataract of Nile River to Syria. Temples were at 

Karnak, Thebes, and Abu-Simbel. 

 

Muwattalis 

king 

Syria 

-1285 

As Hittite king, he lost to Ramses II but kept north Syria. 

 

Ramses III 

pharaoh 

Egypt 

-1198 to -1167 

In 20th Dynasty, he fought Syria and Libya, reunited kingdom, and lived in luxury with the nobles. Harem intrigue 

killed him. 

 

Saul 

king 

Israel 

-1012 to -1006 

He became first king of Israel, was first defeated by Philistines, and then defeated them. 

 

David 

king/poet 

Israel 

-1012 to -990 

Psalms [-1012 to -990] 

He defeated Philistines, conquered all of Canaan, and unified Hebrews. Jerusalem was capital. In the Bible, he 

fought the giant Goliath for Saul, became king of Israel after Saul, loved Bathsheba, and wrote Psalms. 

 

Solomon 

king 

Israel 

-967 to -935 

Aramaic Edomites became independent. He rebuilt Jerusalem. 

 

Adadnirari II 

king 

Assyria 

-911 to -891 

He started late Assyrian civilization. 

 

Omri 

king 

Israel 

-878 to -871 

Samaria was capital. 

 



Ahab 

king 

Israel 

-871 to -852 

He married the Phoenician Jezebel, so Baal became worshiped, not Yahweh. The prophet Elijah was against him. 

 

Jehu 

king 

Israel 

-871 to -852 

Elijah helped him, and he restored worship of Yahweh. 

 

Ashurnasirpal III 

emperor 

Mesopotamia 

-850 

He began New Assyrian Empire by conquering to Mediterranean. 

 

Athaliah 

king 

Judaea 

-845 to -839 

Kingdom of Judah worshiped Baal, not Yahweh. He killed descendants of former kings. 

 

Shalmaneser III 

emperor 

Mesopotamia 

-800 

New Assyrian Empire took Syria and Palestine. 

 

Tiglath Pileser III 

emperor 

Mesopotamia 

-750 

New Assyrian Empire took Babylonia, Media, and Syria. 

 

Hezekiah 

king 

Judaea 

-725 to -697 

He was king of Judah. 

 

Sargon II 

emperor 

Assyria 

-722 to -705 

New Assyrian Empire took Samaria [-722], Carcemish, Babylon, and west Kurdistan. He built Khorsabad as capital. 

He conquered Israel [-720]. 

 

Sennacherib 

emperor 

Assyria 

-705 to -681 

New Assyrian Empire destroyed Babylon [-689]. He also defeated Egypt [-690], Cyprus, Cilicia, and Syria and 

exacted tribute from Jerusalem. He built capital at Nineveh. 

 



Necho I or Nekhao Memkheperre 

king 

Egypt 

-690 to -664 

He lived -710 to -664. 

 

Esar-Haddon 

emperor 

Mesopotamia/Egypt 

-680 to -669 

New Assyrian Empire defeated Chaldeans and took control in Egypt [-673 to -670]. 

 

Ashurbanipal or Sardanapalus or Asnapper 

emperor 

Assyria 

-668 to -626 

He took Elam [-646] and destroyed Thebes, Egypt. New Assyrian Empire was at height of learning, art, and power. 

He had famous library. 

 

Psamtik 

king 

Egypt 

-663 to -609 

He lived -684 to -610, started Saite Dynasty, and took Syrtis and Cyrene in Libya and Salamis in Cyprus. 

 

Nitocris 

queen 

Egypt 

-660 to -656 

She lived -686 to -656. 

 

Nabopolassar 

king 

Babylonia 

-626 to -605 

He was Chaldean, conquered Assyria at Nineveh [-612], and started New Babylonian Empire. His son, 

Nebuchadnezzar II, defeated Egyptians at Carchemish, Syria [-605]. 

 

Necho II 

king 

Egypt 

-609 to -561 

He lived -630 to -561. Saite Dynasty rebuilt canal from Nile to Arabian Gulf. He defeated Assyrians [-609]. He lost 

to Babylonians [-588]. 

 

Nebuchadnezzar or Nebuchadnezzar II 

king 

Babylonia 

-605 to -562 

He lived -630 to -562. Second Babylonian Empire defeated Egypt under Necho [-588]. It then defeated revolt in 

Judah [-587 to -586] and took Jews into captivity in Babylon (Babylonian Captivity). It also conquered Elam and 

Achaemenids. He rebuilt temple to Marduk and enlarged Tower of Babel. 

 

Croesus 

king 

Lydia 



-560 to -546 

He lived -595 to -546. Lydia included Pisidia and Lycia in southwest Asia Minor and was at maximum power and 

wealth. He resisted Medes. He ruled until overthrown by Persia under Cyrus the Great. 

 

Cyrus II or Cyrus the Great 

king 

Persia 

-557 to -529 

He lived -600 to -529, founded Persian Empire, and captured Babylon [-539]. He freed Jews. His capital was at 

Pasargadae. He established Achaemenid Dynasty and Persian Empire and conquered Medea [-549], Lydia, Babylonia, 

and Egypt [-525]. He restored Jews to Palestine and rebuilt temple for third time. He respected local customs and 

governments and only wanted tribute. He tried to take Hindu Kush but Scythians killed him [-529]. 

 

Cambyses 

king 

Persia 

-529 to -521 

He lived -558 to -521, was Cyrus's son, and took Egypt from Assyria [-525]. 

 

Darius I or Darius the Great 

king 

Persia 

-521 to -486 

He lived -550 to -486. Achaemenid Dynasty of Persian Empire built Persepolis, fought Scythians, and conquered to 

northwest India and Danube River. Army, police, and satrap governors responsible only to king ruled the 20 provinces 

{satrapy}. He improved government and communication and tried to build highway from Ephesus to Susa. Ionian cities 

in Asia Minor revolted [-499] but lost. He attacked mainland Greece by navy but lost [-490], and then lost to Greek 

army at Marathon [-490]. 

 

Xerxes I or Xerxes the Great 

emperor 

Persia 

-485 to -465 

He lived -519 to -465. Of Achaemenid Dynasty, he was Darius I's son. He defeated Egypt. He invaded Greece by 

building bridge over Hellespont channel. He won at Thermopylae [-480], sacked Athens [-480], lost his fleet at Salamis 

[-480], and went back to Persia. His army lost at Plataea and his fleet burned at Mycale on same day [-479]. 

 

Artaxerxes I 

emperor 

Persia 

-464 to -424 

He lived -483 to -424. Achaemenid Dynasty of Persian Empire became weak by wars with Greece, Egypt, and 

Bactria. 

 

Artaxerxes II 

emperor 

Persia 

-404 to -358 

He lived -456 to -358. Of Achaemenid Dynasty, he defeated Cyrus the Younger in civil war and ruled Persian 

Empire. Persia and Sparta negotiated Treaty of Antalcidas [-386]. 

 

Artaxerxes III or Arses 

emperor 

Persia 

-358 to -338 

He lived ? to -338. Of Achaemenid Dynasty, he massacred his family to rule Persian Empire. He defeated Egypt. 



 

Darius III 

king 

Persia 

-334 to -330 

He lived -380 to -330 and lost to Alexander the Great at Granicus, Issus, and Gaugamela, ending Achaemenid 

Dynasty and Persian Empire. 

 

Ptolemy I or Ptolemy Soter 

king 

Egypt 

-323 to -285 

He lived -367 to -282 and was general for Alexander the Great of Macedonia. He moved capital to Alexandria [-

305]. He built library [-305]. He ruled with his son [-285 to -282]. 

 

Seleucus I 

king 

Syria/Babylonia/Persia 

-323 to -281 

He lived -358 to -281, was one of Alexander's generals, and began Seleucid Dynasty. He received Babylonia after 

Alexander the Great's death. He fought to Indus River in India. He won at Ipsus against Antigonus I of Macedon and 

later defeated Lysimachus of Macedon in Wars of the Diadochi. 

 

Ptolemy II 

king 

Egypt 

-282 to -246 

He lived -309 to -246. Ptolemaic, Macedonian, Lagid, or XXXI Dynasty built library at Alexandria and fought Syria. 

 

Arsaces I 

king 

Persia 

-247 to -211 

From central Asia, he led Parni branch of Dahae and founded Parthian kingdom in east Persia, which became 

Parthian Empire. 

 

Ptolemy III 

king 

Egypt 

-246 to -221 

He lived -280 to -221. Ptolemaic, Macedonian, Lagid, or XXXI Dynasty fought Syria and controlled Asia Minor and 

Greek coast. 

 

Antiochus the Great 

king 

Syria/Israel 

-223 to -187 

He lived -242 to -187, was Seleucid, and took Judea [-198]. 

 

Ptolemy IV 

king 

Egypt 

-221 to -205 

He lived -243 to -205 and was of Ptolemaic, Macedonian, Lagid, or XXXI Dynasty. 

 



Antiochus IV 

king 

Syria/Persia 

-175 to -164 

He lived -215 to -164. Seleucids tried to stop Maccabees in Judaea. Rome blocked Seleucid invasion of Egypt. 

 

Mithradates I 

emperor 

Persia 

-171 to -138 

He lived -200 to -138 and was Parthian emperor. He conquered from Caspian Sea to Persian Gulf to border of India 

[-160 to -140]. 

 

Hyrcanus I 

king 

Judea 

-134 to -104 

He lived ? to -104 and left Pharisees to become Sadducee [-120]. 

 

Hyrcanus II 

king 

Judea 

-76 to -40 

He lived ? to -30 and was Judea high priest [-76 to -40]. Rome took Judea, and Hyrcanus II, a Maccabee, was puppet 

ruler [-63 to -40]. 

 

Cleopatra 

queen 

Egypt 

-51 to -30 

She lived -69 to -30. She was of Ptolemaic Dynasty. Julius Caesar and Marc Anthony loved her. After she and Marc 

Anthony lost at Actium, she killed herself using asp. 

 

Herod the Great 

king 

Judea 

-37 to -4 

He lived -73 to -4, was Hyrcanus's half-Jewish minister, and ruled for Rome. He built Masada [-30] by Dead Sea as 

fortress towering 1300 feet. He murdered rabbis. According to the Bible, he massacred children [-4]. 

 

Herod Antipas or Herod Antipatros 

tetrarch 

Judaea 

-4 to 40 

He lived -20 to 40. According to the Bible, he executed John the Baptist and brought his head on a platter when 

Salome asked for it. He was Herod the Great's son. 

 

Ardashir I 

king 

Persia 

224 to 241 

He started Sassanid or Sassanian Dynasty when people of Fars revolted against Parthians. He, noble soldier, killed 

last Parthian king [226]. He reunited Persia. Sasan was his ancestor. 

 

Sapor I or Shapur I 

king 



Persia 

241 to 272 

He lived 224 to 272 and was Ardashir's son. He defeated and captured Roman Emperor Valerian [260], captured 

Armenia, and invaded Syria and Cappadocia. He started to build at Ctesiphon. 

 

Mithradates II 

king 

Persia 

300 

He lived 256 to 190 and was of Sassanid or Sassanian Dynasty. 

 

Shapur II or Shapur the Great 

king 

Persia 

309 to 379 

He lived 309 to 379 and fought Roman Empire [337 to 363]. Sassanid or Sassanian Dynasty defeated Constantius II 

and Julian the Apostate of east Roman Empire [363]. There was high prosperity. 

 

Theodosius I or Theodosius the Great 

emperor 

Constantinople, Turkey 

379 to 395 

He lived 346 to 395. East Roman Empire negotiated peace with Visigoths. He invaded Italy and reunited East and 

West Roman Empires, for last time. People in west left cities for farms, army had mercenaries, and government raised 

taxes. He put down rebellion in Salonica. He ended Trinity doctrine of Arius, by force and by first Council of 

Constantinople, and forbade paganism. 

 

Theodosius II 

emperor/lawgiver 

Byzantium 

408 to 450 

Codex Theodosianus [429 to 438: Legal code based on Roman law systematized all imperial laws since time of 

Constantine, in 16 books] 

He lived 401 to 450, was emperor [408 to 450], was Arcadius's and Aelia Eudoxia's son, and built protective walls 

around Constantinople [412]. He issued Law of Citations [438]. Theodosius I lived 346 to 395 and was emperor [379 to 

395]. 

 

Kaleb 

king 

Aksum/Yemen 

520 to 570 

As king of Aksum or Axum [520 to 570], he conquered Yemen [525] in south Arabia and built churches. 

 

Justinian I 

emperor/lawgiver 

Constantinople, Turkey 

527 to 565 

Code of Justinian [533: codified Roman law]; New Laws [534: statutes about administration and Church, with 

private-law principles]; Digest or Pandects [529 to 565: excerpts from commentaries on Sabinus, Perpetual Edict, and 

Responsa and Quaestiones of Papinian, in 50 books] 

He lived 482 to 565, was Illyrian, and was emperor of Byzantine Empire [527 to 565]. His generals Belisarius and 

Narses conquered Vandal Kingdom in Africa and Italy. Ravenna, Italy, became capital. They subdued Ostrogoths and 

took south part, up to Cordoba, of Visigothic Kingdom in Spain. He fought Khosru I of Sassanid Empire in east and 

controlled Egypt and Levant. 

Burgundian Kingdom was in south France. Frankish Kingdom was in north France. Celts were in Britain. Lombards 

were north of Greece. Slavs were north of Lombards. 



He codified Roman law. He closed the Academy. 

Emperor became spiritual leader of Orthodox Church, together with bishops. He supported Orthodox Christians. He 

called second Council of Constantinople to unify church. He built Hagia Sophia or St. Sophia Church in 

Constantinople. He persecuted Jews, Coptic Christians of Egypt, and Nestorian Christians in east Syria. 

Theodora was empress. She ended Nika riot over taxes and church doctrine. 

In art, Christ had a ring {nimbus, light ring} of light, like sun god, around his head. 

He fixed interest at 8% for business loans and 4% to 12% for other loans with average interest of 6% and set 

maximum interest equal to principal. 

 

Hatim Tai 

king 

Arabia 

550 to 600 

He was famous for generosity. 

 

Chosroes II or Khosrow II or Khosrow Parviz [Parviz, Khosrow] 

king 

Persia 

590 to 628 

Of Sassanid or Sassanian Dynasty, he was Khosrow I's grandson and succeeded his father Hormizd or Hormoz 

[590], but Bahram Chubin forced him to flee to Byzantine Empire. Emperor Maurice of Byzantine Empire helped him 

regain throne, but got Armenia in return for his help. After Phocas murdered Maurice, Chosroes II took Armenia, 

Cappadocia, Syria, and Jerusalem [615]. He defeated White Huns. He took Egypt [616]. He next reached 

Constantinople [617]. Heraclius I of Byzantine Empire entered Assyria and Mesopotamia [627] and then his son 

murdered Chosroes II and became king as Kavadh II Shiruya. 

 

Heraclius I 

emperor 

Constantinople, Turkey 

610 to 641 

He lived 575 to 641, led Byzantine Empire, was Armenian, defended Constantinople by defeating Avars on west 

[626], and took back Syria, Palestine, and Egypt from Persia [628]. 

 

Abu Bakr or Abu Bekr 

caliph 

Arabia 

632 to 634 

He lived 573 to 634, was uncle of Ali, was one of the first converts to Islam, became first caliph [632], and 

subjugated all Arabia to start Moslem Empire [634]. 

 

Omar or Umar 

caliph 

Arabia/Syria/Iraq/Egypt 

634 to 644 

Omar lived 581 to 644, was second caliph, set up administration, set up tax system, and started kadi office. Capital 

was Medina. He conquered Syria, Palestine, Middle East, Mesopotamia, and Persia [637] but not Byzantine Empire. He 

conquered Egypt [640 to 641]. He took north Africa [644]. He took Kabul [664]. 

 

Othman or Uthman 

caliph 

Arabia/Syria/Iraq/Egypt 

644 to 656 

He lived 574 to 656 and was third caliph of Moslem Empire. 

 

Ali or Ali ibn Abi Talib 

caliph 



Medina, Saudi Arabia 

656 to 661 

He lived 598 to 661, was cousin and son-in-law of Mohammed, was Abu Bakr's nephew and Mohammad's cousin, 

was one of the first converts to Islam, and was fourth caliph. He married Fatima, Mohammad's daughter. In Sunni 

Islam, he was fourth and last Khulafa-i-Rashidun or Rightly Guided Caliphs. In Shi'a Islam, he was the first imam and 

true caliph. His sons did not become caliph. 

 

Muawiya I or Mu'awiyya I 

caliph 

Arabia/Syria/Iraq/Egypt 

661 to 683 

He lived 600 to 683 and started Omayyed Dynasty of caliphs. He assassinated Ali [661] and deposed Hassan and 

Hussein, sons of Ali. He then united most of Islam using diplomacy. He moved capital from Medina to Damascus. 

After he died, his son Muawiya II was caliph several months [683 to 684]. 

 

Abdul-Malik 

caliph 

Arabia/Syria/Iraq/Egypt 

684 to 705 

He lived 646 to 705, was fifth Omayyed caliph, was Sunni, and united Islam. 

 

Leo III or Leo the Isaurian 

emperor 

Anatolia 

717 to 741 

He was from Anatolia, allied Byzantine Empire with Khazars in south Russia, and controlled Anatolia. 

 

Constantine V 

emperor 

Constantinople, Turkey 

741 to 775 

He lived 718 to 775. Byzantine Empire controlled Balkans. 

 

al-Mansur 

caliph 

Baghdad, Iraq 

762 to 775 

He lived 716 to 775 and was second Abbasid caliph of Moslem Empire. Abbasid family was at al-Humaymah. 

 

Barmakids or Barmecides 

vizier 

Baghdad, Iraq 

771 to 806 

From Persia, they were viziers for Harun-al-Rashid until murdered. 

 

Harun al-Rashid or Haroun al-Raschid 

caliph 

Baghdad, Iraq 

786 to 809 

He lived 764 to 809 and was fifth Abbasid caliph of Moslem Empire. He was in the Arabian Nights. Barmacides, 

from Persia, were his viziers. After he died, his son al-Amin became caliph [809 to 813]. 

 

Irene of Athens 

empress 

Byzantium 

797 to 802 



She lived 752 to 803. 

 

Mamun or al-Mamun or al-Ma'mun 

caliph 

Baghdad, Iraq 

813 to 833 

He lived 786 to 833, was Harun-al-Rashid's son, and was Abbasid caliph of Moslem Empire, succeeding his brother 

al-Amin [813]. He established Bayt al-Hikmah (House of Wisdom) library and academy. Baghdad had 500,000 people. 

Empire was at height of art and science. Decimal system came from India. 

 

Basil I 

emperor 

Constantinople, Turkey 

867 to 886 

He lived 826 or 835 to 886 and started Macedonian Dynasty [867 to 1056]. Byzantine Empire fought Bulgars. He 

repaired finances and codified law. 

 

Ahmad ibn Tulun 

prince 

Egypt 

868 to 884 

He lived 835 to 884, was Egyptian noble from Turkey, rebelled from Abbasid caliphate, and started Tulunid dynasty 

[868 to 905] in Egypt. 

 

Basil II 

emperor 

Byzantium/Bulgaria 

976 to 1025 

He lived 957 to 1025 and became sole emperor [976]. He was Bulgaroctonus or Slayer of Bulgars. He confiscated 

great landowner estates and gave jobs to his followers. He fought Bulgar kingdom in Bulgaria under Tsar Samuel [990 

to 1014] and won Battle of Balathista [1014]. He defeated Italy and Normandy [1018]. Byzantium controlled from Italy 

to Euphrates River in Iraq. 

 

Sabuktagin 

king 

Iran/Afghanistan/India 

977 to 997 

He started Ghaznavid dynasty, was son-in-law of Albtakin, and helped Samanians. 

 

Mahmud or Ghazna or Mohammed of Ghazna 

king 

Persia/India 

997 to 1030 

He lived 971 to 1030 and was Sabuktagin's son. He took all Samanian lands [999] and conquered into India. After 

his death 1030, Seljuk Turks threatened his empire and it gradually declined. 

 

al-Zahir 

caliph 

Egypt 

1021 to 1036 

He was Fatimid. 

 

Mas'ud 

king 

Iran/Afghanistan/India 

1031 to 1041 



Of Ghaznavid Dynasty, he was Mahmud's son. He lost to Seljuk Turks, but family still ruled east Afghanistan and 

west India. 

 

Tughril Beg 

sultan 

Persia/Iraq 

1038 to 1063 

He lived 990 to 1063 and led Seljuk Turks from central Asia [1038] to Persia [1040 to 1044] and Baghdad [1055], 

where he became sultan. 

 

Alp Arslan 

sultan 

Iraq 

1063 to 1072 

He lived 1029 to 1072 and was nephew of Tughril Beg and Seljuk Turk. He invaded Asia Minor [1065] and 

Armenia and defeated Byzantine army at Battle of Manzikert [1071]. 

 

Jallaluddin Malekshah [Malekshah, Jallaluddin] 

sultan 

Iraq 

1072 to 1092 

He followed Alp Arsalen as sultan. Nezam-ol Molk or Nezamiya was vizier of Malekshah. Seljuk Turks or Sultanate 

of Rum controlled Middle East. Seljuk control of Holy Land was reason for Crusades. 

 

Abd-al-Mumin 

caliph 

Morocco/Spain/Algeria/Tripoli 

1147 to 1163 

He lived 1094 to 1163, took Marrakech [1147], conquered Algeria, Tripoli, and part of Spain [1163], and started the 

Almohads. 

 

Saladin or Salah al-Din 

ruler 

Egypt/Syria 

1173 to 1193 

He lived 1138 to 1193, took Jerusalem [1173] and Damascus, and started Ayyubid dynasty [1173 to 1250]. With 

Saracens, he conquered Tunisia, Yemen, and Syria. He defeated Crusade at Hattin [1187]. He held Jerusalem through 

Third Crusade. He met Richard I of England. 

 

Baybars al-Bunduqdari 

sultan 

Egypt 

1250 to 1277 

He lived 1223 to 1277, was Turkish slave, and started Mameluke dynasty [1250 to 1517]. 

 

Michael VIII 

emperor 

Constantinople, Turkey 

1261 to 1282 

He lived 1225 to 1282, reunited Byzantine Empire as states of Nicaea, Trebizond, and Epirus, and started 

Palaeologan Dynasty [1261 to 1453]. 

 

Osman I or Othman I 

emperor 

Turkey 

1299 to 1326 



He lived 1259 to 1326 and started Osmanli or Ottoman principality {beg} in northeast Turkey. He began Islamic law 

and government. As leader of Ottoman Turks or Osmanli Turks, he founded Ottoman Empire by taking Bursa [1317 to 

1326], capital of Mongols in Asia Minor, using artillery. Bursa became Ottoman capital. 

 

Bajazet I or Bayazit I or Bayazid I 

emperor 

Anatolia 

1389 to 1403 

He lived 1360 to 1403. Ottoman Empire took east Anatolia [1396]. 

 

Mohammad II or Mehmed the Conqueror 

sultan 

Turkey 

1451 to 1481 

He lived 1429 to 1481, was sultan of Turkey, bombarded Constantinople for eight weeks, had 80,000 soldiers, and 

started Ottoman Empire [1453]. Emperor Constantine XI of Byzantine Empire died fighting [1453]. 

 

Ismail I or Khata'i 

shah/poet 

Persia 

1501 to 1524 

He was first Safavid, was Shia, and took Persia [1502]. 

 

Selim I or Selim the Grim 

sultan 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1512 to 1520 

He lived 1467 to 1520 and led Ottoman Empire at height. He defeated Persia and got Kurdistan, defeated 

Mamelukes in Syria and Egypt, killed many Shiite Moslems, and got Caliphate by taking over Mecca and Medina. 

 

Tahmasp 

shah 

Iran 

1524 to 1576 

He lived 1514 to 1576. Safavids ruled Persia. 

 

Abbas I or Abbas the Great or Shah Abbas [Abbas, Shah] 

shah 

Iran 

1587 to 1629 

He lived 1571 to 1629, was Safavid, and moved capital from Ghazvin to Isfahan. Mullahs were powerful. He 

punished Sufis. He built the Medan town square in Isfahan and encouraged art. Shah means king. 

 

Nader Shah 

shah 

Persia 

1736 to 1747 

He lived 1688 to 1747 and defeated Afghans [1729]. 

 

Agha Mohammad Khan Ghajar [Ghajar, Agha Mohammad Khan] 

shah 

Persia 

1794 to 1797 

He lived 1742 to 1797 and began Qajar or Ghajar Dynasty. 

 



Fath-Ali 

shah 

Persia 

1797 to 1834 

He lived 1762 to 1834, was Qajar, lost Caucasia to Russia, and fought Afghans and Ottoman Empire. His son was 

Abbas Mirza, who wanted to reform but never ruled. 

 

Ibrahim Pasha 

viceroy/khedive 

Egypt 

1805 to 1848 

He lived 1789 to 1848 and was Muhammad 'Ali's son or adopted son. His father named him hereditary governor of 

Egypt. He led his father's armies against Wahhabite sect in Arabia [1816 to 1818]. 

 

Muhammad Ali [Muhammad, Ali] or Muhammad 'Ali 

pasha 

Egypt 

1805 to 1849 

He lived 1769 to 1849, became pasha under Ottoman Empire [1805], and defeated Mamelukes [1811]. He took Syria 

from Ottoman Empire [1833] and led revolts in Asia Minor [1838], which European armies suppressed. 

 

Mohammad Shah 

shah 

Persia 

1835 to 1848 

He lived 1810 to 1848 and was Qajar. 

 

Nasseroddin Shah 

shah 

Persia 

1848 to 1896 

He lived 1831 to 1896 and was Qajar. Amir Kabir was Premier [1848 to 1851]. 

 

Ismail Pasha or Ismail the Magnificent 

pasha 

Egypt 

1863 to 1879 

He lived 1830 to 1895 and was Ibrahim Pasha's son. Debt caused him to allow France and Britain to take over 

Egyptian government. He sold Suez Canal [completed in 1869] to Britain [1876]. 

 

Midhat Pasha 

grand vizier 

Istanbul, Turkey 

1876 

He lived 1822 to 1883 and published a constitution for Ottoman Empire [1876]. 

 

Abbas II 

pasha 

Egypt 

1892 to 1914 

He lived 1874 to 1944. 

 

Mozzaffar-oddin Shah 

shah 

Persia 

1895 to 1907 



He lived 1853 to 1907, was Qajar, and signed new constitution [1906]. 

 

Mohammad-Ali Shah 

shah 

Persia 

1907 to 1909 

He lived 1872 to 1925, was Qajar, and cancelled new constitution. 

 

Ahmad Shah 

shah 

Persia 

1909 to 1924 

He lived 1898 to 1930, was Qajar, and revolted and defeated Mohammad-Ali Shah. 

 

Faisal I 

king 

Iraq 

1921 to 1933 

He lived 1885 to 1933. 

 

Tutankhamon tomb 

pharaoh tomb 

Egypt 

1922 

He lived -1336 to -1327. Tomb opened [1922]. 

 

Fuad I 

king 

Egypt 

1923 

He lived 1868 to 1936. 

 

Reza Shah Pahlavi 

shah 

Iran 

1925 to 1941 

He lived 1878 to 1944 and started Pahlavi Dynasty. 

 

Ibn Saud 

king 

Saudi Arabia 

1932 to 1953 

He lived 1880 to 1953. As king of Nejd, he took Hejaz region of Arabia [1925] and created Saudi Arabia [1932 to 

1953]. 

 

Farouk I 

king 

Egypt 

1937 to 1952 

He lived 1920 to 1965. Kingdom ended when Nasser began republic. 

 

Faisal II 

king 

Iraq 

1939 to 1958 

He lived 1935 to 1958. 



 

Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi [Pahlavi, Mohammad Reza Shah] 

shah 

Iran 

1941 to 1979 

He lived 1919 to 1980 and began rule when his father Reza Shah Pahlavi abdicated [1941], after Britain and Russia 

occupied Iran. He put down rival governments [1947]. He defeated Communists and overcame Premier Mossadegh 

[1953], with help from USA CIA. He started land and other reforms in White Revolution [1962 to 1963]. He fled Iran 

[1979], as Moslem clerics took power in peaceful revolution under Ayatollah Khomeini. 

 

Hussein I 

king 

Jordan 

1952 to 1999 

He lived 1936 to 1999. 

 

Feisal 

king 

Saudi Arabia 

1964 to 1975 

He lived 1905 to 1975 and ended slavery and strong monarchy. 

 

SOCI>History>History>Rulers>Europe 

 

Minos 

king 

Knossos, Crete 

-1500 

Cretan civilization had boxing, bull leaping, hunting, musicians, dancers, and board games. 

 

Romulus 

founder 

Rome, Italy 

-753 to -716 

By legend, he founded Rome. 

 

Numa Pompilius 

king 

Rome, Italy 

-715 to -673 

He was legendary peaceful king. 

 

Tarquin or Tarquinius Priscus or Tarquin the Elder or Tarquin I 

king 

Rome, Italy 

-616 to -579 

He was Etruscan. 

 

Servius Tullius [Tullius, Servius] 

king 

Rome, Italy 

-578 to -535 

He built wall around city. 

 

Brennus 

king 



Rome, Italy 

-390 

As chief of Senones, Adriatic coast Gauls, he defeated Rome in Battle of the Allia [-390] and took Rome. 

 

Philip II 

king 

Macedon 

-358 to -336 

He lived -382 to -336 and took Thrace's gold. He invented phalanx infantry formation using ten rows, with long 

pikes between preceding soldiers. He used armored cavalry charges and catapults. He conquered Athens at Chaeronea 

[-338]. He took Thebes [-335] and enslaved the people after rebellion. He died while preparing to attack Persia. His son 

was Alexander the Great. 

 

Alexander the Great 

king 

Macedon 

-336 to -323 

He lived -356 to -323 and conquered whole Middle East. He died of typhoid fever in Babylon. 

 

Antigonus II 

king 

Greece 

-276 to -239 

He lived -319 to -239, conquered Macedon [-276], and united Greece. 

 

Augustus or Octavian 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

-27 to 14 

He lived -63 to 14 and was Julius Caesar's great nephew. Octavian controlled Persia, Syria, Egypt, Asia Minor, 

Greece, Italy, Gaul, Lusitania or Portugal, and Spain and so consolidated Roman Empire [-31]. He became first 

emperor of Rome as Augustus [-27]. He imposed Pax Romana, had good administration, and encouraged arts. 

 

Tiberius 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

14 to 37 

He lived -42 to 37 and reformed finances of Roman Empire. Senate and Assembly lost all power. 

 

Caligula or Caius Julius Caesar Germanicus 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

37 to 41 

He lived 12 to 41 and led Roman Empire. 

 

Claudius or Claudius Nero Germanicus 

emperor 

Britain 

41 to 54 

He lived -10 to 54 and invaded Britain [43]. 

 

Nero 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

54 to 68 



He lived 37 to 68, killed his mother, wife, cousin, and many Christians, and defeated many revolts against Roman 

Empire. 

 

Boudicca 

queen 

Britain 

60 to 61 

She lived 26 to 62, was Iceni queen, and rebelled against Rome [60]. 

 

Vespasian or Titus Flavius Vespasianus [Vespasianus, Titus Flavius] 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

69 to 79 

He lived 9 to 79 and began Flavian line of Roman Empire. He constructed Forum [75] and began Colosseum. His 

son Titus finished Colosseum [80]. 

 

Trajan 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

98 to 117 

He lived 53 to 117, took Parthia and Dacia for Roman Empire, and built Roman Forum and Column of Trajan. 

Roman Empire was at greatest extent. 

 

Hadrian 

emperor/lawgiver 

Rome, Italy 

117 to 138 

Perpetual Edict [131: codified Roman praetorian laws] 

He lived 76 to 138 and was emperor [117 to 138]. Roman Empire was at greatest extent. He built walls in Germany 

and Britain. He set Roman east boundary at Euphrates River. He ordered Perpetual Edict. 

 

Antonius Pius 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

138 to 161 

He lived 86 to 161 and began Antonine Dynasty of Roman Empire. He was Stoic and noted for good administration. 

 

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus 

emperor/writer 

Rome, Italy 

161 to 180 

Meditations [167] 

He lived 121 to 180 and was second Antonine ruler of Roman Empire. He was Stoic and noted for good 

administration. People can try to understand universe order and goodness, accept consequences for themselves, and 

sympathize with and live harmoniously with others. 

 

Septimius Severus [Severus, Septimius] 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

193 to 211 

He lived 146 to 211 and was Libyan general. He built chain of forts and long ditches in north Africa. He was 

member of equestrian class, with army and administrative experience in Roman Empire. Emperor became absolute 

master, without preserving legal forms. The prefect became head of civil administration and judges in Rome. He 

devalued currency, gave power to army, set high taxes, and caused high inflation, which led to civil war, which he won, 

and to foreign wars, which he won with some losses. 

 



Caracella 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

211 to 217 

All freeborn people in empire received Roman citizenship. 

 

Cormac MacArt [MacArt, Cormac] or Cormac Ulfhada Mac Airt 

king 

Ireland 

254 to 277 

He codified many laws and led the five kings of Ulster, Leinster, Connaught, Meath, and Munster. His capital was at 

Tara. 

 

Aurelian or Restorer of the Roman Empire 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

270 to 275 

He lived 214 to 275 and was from Illyria. He fought at Palmyra and defeated barbarians in Britain, Gaul, Spain, 

Egypt, Syria, and Mesopotamia. He reestablished Roman rule throughout empire. Someone murdered him at invasion 

of Persia. 

 

Diocletian 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

284 to 305 

He lived 245 to 305, was from Illyria, regained Britain, and defeated Persians and barbarians. He ruined Roman 

Empire economy by heavier taxes. 

He reorganized the army of 500,000 men and used conscription. 

He created smaller dioceses to replace larger provinces. He created four prefectures [285], called the Tetrarchy. They 

were Italy and Africa, Gaul and Spain, Greece and north, and Egypt and Asia. He divided empire along line from 

Danube to Dalmatia, with himself in eastern half {Eastern Empire}, which was richer and more populous. Maximian, 

general in Gaul, controlled west half [295]. Constantius and Galerius ruled subsections [292]. He persecuted Christians 

[303] for failure to worship emperor. Senate became only honorary. 

 

Constantine the Great 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

306 to 337 

He lived 274 to 337 and was Constantius' son. Army proclaimed him emperor of West Roman Empire [306], and 

civil war followed. Before battle [312], he added Christian symbol to shields. He became western emperor [312]. Later, 

he judged disputes between churches and built churches. He removed sun god from coins [320]. Sunday became 

holiday [321]. He reunited empire [324] and became emperor of east and west. He moved capital to Byzantium and 

called it Constantinople [330]. He had himself baptized when he died. 

Christian centers were in Rome, Africa, Egypt, Syria, and Asia Minor. 

 

Constantine II or Flavius Claudius Constantinus 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

337 to 340 

He lived 317 to 340. Roman Empire stayed united. 

 

Constantius II or Flavius Julius Constantius 

emperor 

Rome, Italy 

337 to 361 

Roman Empire stayed united. 



 

Alaric I 

king 

Italy/Spain/Gaul 

395 to 410 

He lived 370 to 410 and conquered Italy, Spain, and south Gaul, as Visigoths fled from Huns to Roman lands. 

 

Attila or Attila the Hun or Scourge of God 

king 

Hungary 

433 to 453 

He lived 406 to 453 and led Huns during conquests. Ostrogoths lost to Huns under Attila and went westward [433]. 

Huns got tribute from Byzantine Empire and from tribes in central and east Europe. After he died, Huns settled in 

Hungary and Austria. 

 

Aun 

king 

Uppsala, Sweden 

450 to 480 

He was buried at Old Uppsala in mounds. He is in Beowulf and Ynglinga Saga of Iceland. 

 

Adils or Eadgils 

king 

Uppsala, Sweden 

460 to 505 

He lived 450 to 505, was Ottar Vendilkraka's son, and was buried at Old Uppsala in mounds. He is in Beowulf and 

Ynglinga Saga of Iceland. 

 

Gundobad 

king 

Lyon, Burgundy 

473 to 516 

Roman law of Burgundians [501 to 515] 

He lived ? to 516, was king of Burgundy [473 to 516], was Patrician of Western Roman Empire [472 to 473], and 

issued short, unsystematic set of Roman laws [501 to 515]. 

 

Theodoric the Great 

king 

Ravenna, Italy 

474 to 526 

Edict of Theodoric [508: short and unsystematic book of Roman laws] 

He lived 454 to 526, was Ostrogoth king [474 to 526], and defeated Vandals under Odoacer several times in Italy 

[481] [484], starting Ostrogoth kingdom [493]. He believed in Arianism, which was contrary to Catholic orthodoxy, 

and had trouble with the pope. 

 

Clovis I or Chlodowech or Chlodwig 

king 

Belgium/France/Germany 

481 to 511 

He lived 466 to 511, was Salian Frank king [465 to 511], and united Franks, founding Merovingian Dynasty and 

Frankish Kingdom [481]. Capital was at Lutetia (Paris). Using stirrups for horses, he defeated Romans, Alemanni, 

Burgundians, and Visigoths and ruled down to Loire River. Franks became Christian. He married Catholic princess of 

Burgundy and became Christian later. At his death, his sons got parts of his lands. 

 

Alaric II 

king 



Rome, Italy 

484 to 507 

Roman Law of Visigoths or Alaric's Breviary [506] 

He lived ? to 507 and issued short, unsystematic set of Roman laws [506]. Clovis defeated Alaric II at Battle of 

Campus Vogladenis [507]. 

 

Arthur 

king 

England 

500 

The legendary king lived at Camelot and founded Knights of the Round Table. 

 

Egil or Ongentheow 

king 

Uppsala, Sweden 

515 to 530 

He was Aun's son and was buried at Old Uppsala in mounds. He is in Beowulf and Ynglinga Saga of Iceland. 

 

Dagobert I 

king 

France 

639 

He lived 605 to 639, united Merovingian Frankish kingdoms, and controlled Bretons and Basques. 

 

Recceswinth 

king 

Toledo, Spain 

649 to 672 

Visigothic Code [654] 

He codified law, based on Alaric's code [654]. 

 

Charles Martel [Martel, Charles] 

king 

France 

714 to 741 

He lived 688 to 741, was Frankish king [714 to 741] from Austrasia east of Rhine River, united former Merovingian 

kingdoms of Franks, won Battle of Tours [733], and founded Carolingian line. He helped Boniface convert Germany to 

Christianity. He was grandfather of Charlemagne. 

 

Abd-al-Rahman I 

ruler 

Spain 

721 to 732 

He was governor of Spain [721 to 732], fought Battle of Toulouse [721], and invaded France again, but lost at Tours 

(Poitiers) to Charles Martel of Franks [732]. 

 

Leo the Isaurian or Leo the Syrian 

king 

Rome, Italy 

730 

Ecloga or Selections [730] 

He lived 685 to 741 and issued short unsystematic law set in Greek [730] and new decrees in maritime law and 

feudalism. 

 

Pepin the Short 

king 



France 

751 to 768 

He lived 714 to 768 and started Carolingian Dynasty of Franks when he became Frank king by election [751]. He 

deposed last Merovingian king, defended Rome from Lombards twice, and gave his acquisitions in Italy, including 

Ravenna, to the pope, creating Papal States [756]. The pope gave him the title Patrician of Rome. He then fought 

Saxons, who were pagan, and drove Moorish Kingdom behind Pyrenees. He was father of Charlemagne. 

 

Abdu-r-Rahman I or Abdurrahman I or Abdur Rahman I 

emir 

Spain 

756 to 788 

He lived ? to 788, went to Spain after escaping from Abu Muslem, and became emir of Cordoba. North Spain also 

contained Kingdoms of Leon, Castile, Navarre, Aragon, and Barcelona. 

 

Cynewulf 

king/poet 

Northumbria, England/Mercia, England 

757 to 786 

Christ II [760 to 780: religious poem]; Elene [760 to 780: religious poem]; Fates of the Apostles [760 to 780: 

religious poem]; Juliana [760 to 780: religious poem] 

He was king of West Saxons or Wessex [757 to 786]. He wrote in Old English. 

 

Charlemagne 

king 

France/Germany 

771 to 813 

He lived 742 to 813. Of Carolingian Dynasty of Franks, he united Franks again [771]. He defeated Spanish Moors 

and set up Spanish March, from along Pyrenees down to Ebro River and Catalonia. He took Austria [788], defeated 

Saxons, converted them, and restored Leo III to Holy See after defeating Lombards. He got Carinthia and Bohemia 

from Avars, Wends, and Slavs. He set up the Dane Mark or Dane March at Elbe River in north Germany to stop Danes. 

He became emperor of Western Empire of Rome [800], when Pope Leo III, who had regained Rome by Charlemagne's 

conquests, crowned him. Western Empire of Rome had France, Germany, and Italy. Capital was at Aachen. 

Charlemagne presided at synods and ruled the bishops. 

Alcuin of York was his teacher, founded palace school at Aachen, ran library, and taught at Tours. Einhard wrote life 

of Charlemagne. It used Carolingian alphabet to copy Bibles and books. 

Charlemagne set weights and measures to one silver pound equal to 240 pennies {denarii}. 

Charlemagne and Catholic Church developed new warfare rules. He established royal court {aula regis}, which was 

superior to popular courts. He also issued decrees {capitulary} on the poor, general welfare, and education, with his 

council's consent. 

He sent envoys {missi, envoy} to all empire parts to force law obeyance and inspect. He contacted Byzantine and 

Islamic Empires. 

Art was for religious purposes, not just personal glory. 

 

Offa 

king 

England/Wales 

778 to 797 

He was king of Mercia in central England, fought south Wales [778], and built dike [784] between England and 

Wales. 

 

Egbert or Ecgbehrt or Ecgbert 

king 

England 

802 to 839 

He lived 770 to 839, was king of Wessex [802 to 839], defeated Mercia at Battle of Ellendun [825], and united 

England. 



 

Louis I or Louis the Pious 

emperor 

France 

814 to 840 

He lived 778 to 840, was Charlemagne's son, and was Frank. He negotiated at Lugenfeld (Field of Lies) [833] and 

faced incursions by Norse. His sons were Lothair I, Charles II the Bald, and Louis the German, who rebelled often. 

 

Louis the German 

king 

Germany 

817 to 876 

He lived 804 to 876, was Louis I the Pious' son, got Germany [817], and was East Frank king [817 to 876]. 

 

Lothair I or Lothar I 

king 

Lotharingia, Germany/Italy 

840 to 855 

He lived 795 to 855, was Louis I the Pious' son, and got Lotharingia and Italy [817 to 855], and led Holy Roman 

Empire [840 to 855]. 

 

Charles the Bald or Charles II 

king 

France 

843 to 877 

He lived 823 to 877, was Louis I the Pious' son, got south and west France [843 to 877], held Council of Pistes 

[864], and led Holy Roman Empire [875 to 877]. 

 

Boris I 

king 

Bulgaria 

852 to 889 

He lived ? to 907 and was khan [852 to 889]. Bulgaria became Christian [865]. 

 

Harold I or Harold Luva 

king 

Norway 

866 to 874 

He was Viking in southeast Norway and became first king of Norway at Hafrs Fjord [872], uniting small kingdoms 

and causing some losers to go to Iceland and other losers, under Rollo, to go to Normandy. 

 

Alfred the Great 

king 

England 

866 to 899 

Doom Book or Code of Alfred or Legal Code of Aelfred the Great [890]; Anglo-Saxon Chronicle [890] 

He lived 849 to 899 and was West Saxon king [866 to 889]. He defeated Danes [871], captured London, and limited 

Danes to the Danelaw: East Anglia, Midlands, York, Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby, Leicester, and Stamford. 

Northumbria in Scotland, Wales in west Britain, Mercia in middle-south Britain, and Wessex in southwest England 

were free. He recaptured some of the Danelaw from Danes [886], becoming king of all England. 

He codified laws, emphasized Christianity, and started navy, schools, and writing. He set up fortified sites {burgh} 

and shires. He commissioned Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, history of England. 

 

Basilius Macedo or Basilius the Macedonian or Basilius I 

emperor 

Constantinople 



867 to 886 

Imperial Law [888] 

He lived ? to 886, was Byzantine emperor [867 to 886], started Macedonian dynasty [867 to 1081], and issued law 

condensations [888] and new decrees in maritime law and feudalism. 

 

Leo the Wise 

king 

Constantinople 

886 to 912 

Imperial Law [888] 

He lived 862 to 912, was Basilius' son, and restated Roman law in 60 books, abridging all previous work and 

eliminating obsolete law. 

 

Simeon I 

king 

Bulgaria 

888 to 927 

He lived 864 to 927, was king of Bulgaria [888 to 927], took Serbia [925], and was first tsar of Bulgarian Empire 

[925 to 927]. 

 

Edward the Elder 

king 

Wessex, England 

899 to 925 

Edward recaptured all the Danelaw from Danes. 

 

Gorm the Old 

king 

Denmark 

899 to 936 

He lived 855 to 936 and regained independence from Sweden [899]. Jelling was capital. He was father of Harold I. 

 

Wenceslaus 

king/duke 

Bohemia 

907 to 929 

He was Duke of Bohemia [907 to 929], promoted Christianity, and negotiated peace with Henry I of Saxony [929]. 

He is Roman Catholic patron saint of Bohemia. 

 

Conrad of Franconia or Conrad I 

king 

Franconia, Germany 

911 to 918 

He lived 890 to 918 and was Duke of Franconia [906 to 918]. East Franks chose him leader against Magyars [911]. 

 

Charles III or Charles the Simple 

king 

France 

911 to 922 

He lived 879 to 929, was king [893 to 922], and gave Norsemen Duchy of Normandy [911] to keep peace and to 

become Christians. 

 

Rollo or Rolf or Rolph the Ganger 

duke 

Normandy 

911 to 932 



He lived 860 to 932. Charles III of France gave Viking Rollo Duchy of Normandy [911 to 932] to keep peace and 

become Christians. 

 

Abd-al-Rahman III 

caliph 

Cordoba, Spain 

912 to 961 

He lived 891 to 961, was Omayyad, started Cordova Caliphate, and supported arts and industry. Artisans invented 

paper. 

 

Henry I or Henry the Fowler 

king 

Saxony 

919 to 936 

He lived 876 to 936, was father of Otto I, and was first Saxon king [919]. He defeated Wends, took Lotharingia, and 

defeated Magyars. Denmark became vassals. 

 

Athelstan or Athelstan the Glorious 

king 

England 

925 to 939 

He lived 895 to 939, was Alfred the Great's grandson, was king of England [925 to 939], and defeated Scots, Irish, 

and Danes at Battle of Brunanburg [937] in north England. 

 

Boleslav I or Boleslaus the Cruel 

king 

Poland/Bohemia 

929 to 967 

He lived 915 to 967 or 972, killed Wenceslaus [929], and was duke of Bohemia [929 to 967]. 

 

Otto I or Otto the Great 

king 

Saxony 

936 to 973 

He lived 912 to 973. Of Brandenburg Dynasty or Ottonian Dynasty of Saxon emperors, he was Henry the Fowler's 

son, became Saxon king [636], united France and Germany, and took Italy [951]. The pope crowned him Holy Roman 

emperor [962]. He fought France, conquered Lombardy, and aided Pope John XII. 

 

Hywel Dda or Howell Oda or Howell the Good 

prince 

Wales 

942 

Law of Hywel Dda [942] 

He was king of Deheubarth, took Gwynedd, and ruled Wales [942]. He codified law in south Wales [942]. 

 

Mieszko I 

king 

Poland 

963 to 992 

He lived 935 to 992 and was Piast duke of Poland [963]. He preceded Boleslav I, who started independent kingdom. 

 

Sviatoslav I 

duke 

Kiev, Ukraine 

964 to 972 



He lived 945 to 972, was Grand Prince of Kiev [964 to 972], defeated Khazars, and marched to Caucasus and 

Balkans, taking Belorussia. 

 

Harold Bluetooth 

king 

Denmark 

985 

He lived 911 to 986 and was Gorm the Old's son. 

 

Svend I or Sweyn or Sweyn Forkbeard or Swegen or Swein 

king 

England/Norway/Denmark 

986 to 1014 

He lived 960 to 1014, was Harold Bluetooth's son, was king of Denmark [986 to 1014], took England [1013], allied 

with Sweden, and defeated King Olaf I of Norway, dividing Norway [999 to 1014]. 

 

Hugh Capet [Capet, Hugh] 

king 

France 

987 to 996 

He lived 938 to 996, deposed Carolingian line, and became king of France [987], starting Capetian line. 

 

Stephen I 

king 

Hungary 

997 to 1038 

He lived 969 to 1038, was first of Arpad dynasty, accepted Christianity, and was first king of Hungary. Magyars 

became Christians. Nobles {magnate, Hungary} grew more powerful. 

 

Otto III 

king 

Holy Roman Empire 

998 to 1002 

He lived 980 to 1002, was king in Germany [983 to 1002], was Holy Roman emperor [998 to 1002], deposed the 

pope, set up German pope, and then set up French pope. 

 

Brian Boru [Boru, Brian] 

king 

Ireland 

1002 to 1014 

He lived 941 to 1014, was king of Munster [997], and became High King of Ireland [1002]. He defeated Vikings and 

dissident nobles at Battle of Clontarf [1014], but someone killed him afterward. 

 

Olaf II Haraldsson 

king 

Norway 

1015 to 1028 

He lived 995 to 1030, established Christianity, and fled when King Canute's followers revolted [1028]. 

 

Canute I or Canute the Great or Cnut 

king 

Denmark/England/Norway/Sweden 

1016 to 1035 

He lived 994 to 1035, was Sweyn's son, was Viking king, and united Denmark, England, and Norway [1016]. He 

codified laws and brought peace and Christianity. 

 



Henry III or Henry the Black or Henry the Pious 

emperor 

Holy Roman Empire 

1028 to 1056 

He lived 1017 to 1056 and was of Salian dynasty. Holy Roman Empire was at greatest extent. He supported reform 

by Benedictine Cluniac monastic order, which wanted a government-free church, and helped elect a German reform 

pope. In 1046, he deposed three popes and nominated popes. 

 

Magnus I 

king 

Norway 

1035 to 1047 

He lived 1024 to 1047 and became king when Canute died [1035]. He was king of Denmark [1042 to 1047]. 

 

Fernando I or Ferdinand I or Ferdinand the Great 

king 

Spain 

1035 to 1065 

He lived 1017 to 1065. King of Castile [1035 to 1065] and Leon [1037] subjugated Moors in Seville, Toledo, 

Saragossa, and Badajoz [1065] and controlled Spain. 

 

MacBeth 

king 

Scotland 

1040 to 1057 

He lived 1020 to 1057, defeated Duncan [1040], killed him to take over kingdom, and then lost part of kingdom to 

Malcolm [1054]. 

 

Edward III or Edward the Confessor 

king 

England 

1042 to 1066 

He lived 1003 to 1066, reduced taxes, and struggled with Godwin. He chose Godwin's son as heir, leading to 

Norman Conquest of England [1066]. 

 

Henry IV 

emperor 

Germany/Austria 

1056 to 1105 

He lived 1050 to 1106, was king of Germany [1056 to 1105], and established Holy Roman Empire rule over duchies 

[1084]. He and Pope Gregory VIII clashed over bishop and abbot investiture [1075]. He appointed his own bishops in 

defiance of Pope Gregory VII. Threatened with revolt, he humbled himself in the snow before the pope, but civil war 

started anyway. He invaded Italy, forced Pope Gregory VII from Rome, and named Guibert of Ravenna pope. Guibert 

crowned him emperor [1084]. His son Henry V forced him to abdicate [1105]. 

 

Harold 

king 

England 

1066 

He lived 1022 to 1066. Witan assembly elected him king [1066], with Pope's sanction. He lost and died at Battle of 

Hastings [1066]. 

 

William I or William the Conqueror 

king 

London, England 

1066 to 1087 



Domesday Book [1086: census of England for taxation purposes, for William the Conqueror] 

He lived 1027 to 1087, was Duke of Normandy, and conquered England, led by Harold, at Battle of Hastings [1066] 

during Norman Conquest. He built many castles, brought in priests from France, started separate ecclesiastical courts, 

surveyed England, and demanded loyalty first to king then to nobles. Norman kings followed. He sent representatives 

to preside over county courts, rather than use clergy. He held all land parcels directly or indirectly. 

 

Alfonso VI or Alfonso the Brave 

king 

Castile 

1072 to 1109 

He lived 1040 to 1109, was king of León [1065 to 1109], was king of Castile [1072 to 1109], and attacked Muslim 

kingdoms in Spain. 

 

Ladislaus I 

king 

Croatia/Hungary 

1077 to 1095 

He lived 1040 to 1095 and got Croatia and Hungary [1077] after Boleslaus III of Poland died. 

 

Matilda of Tuscany 

queen 

Tuscany 

1077 to 1115 

She lived 1046 to 1115, was countess of Tuscany [1077 to 1115], and gave her land to the pope [1115]. 

 

Henry of Burgundy 

king 

Burgundy/Portugal/Coimbra, Spain 

1093 to 1112 

He lived 1066 to 1112, was duke of Burgundy, and became Count of Portugal [1093]. 

 

Henry V 

emperor 

Holy Roman Empire 

1105 to 1125 

He lived 1086 to 1125, deposed his father, was Germany king [1099 to 1125], was Holy Roman emperor [1111 to 

1125], was of Salian Dynasty, captured the pope and cardinals, and forced them to allow him to appoint his own 

bishops. 

 

David I 

king 

Scotland 

1124 to 1153 

He lived 1082 to 1153 and started feudal system. 

 

Lothair II or Lothar II 

emperor 

Holy Roman Empire 

1125 to 1137 

He lived 1070 to 1137, was king of Germany [1125 to 1137], and was Holy Roman emperor [1133 to 1137] after 

election by nobles, who elected all later emperors. 

 

Eleanor of Aquitaine 

queen 

France/England 

1137 to 1204 



She lived 1122 to 1204 and was queen to Louis VII of France [1137 to 1152]. Later, she got annulment, became 

queen of Henry II of Burgundy and England [1152 to 1189], set up her court at Poitiers, helped her sons revolt against 

Henry II, and got her son Richard I kingship of England [1189 to 1199], then her son John [1199 to 1216]. 

 

Alfonso I 

king 

Lisbon, Portugal 

1139 to 1185 

He lived 1110 to 1185, was Henry of Burgundy's son, and was first king of Portugal [1139 to 1185], becoming 

independent of Castile. He took Lisbon [1147], Cadiz, and Murcia from Caliphate. He favored art and learning. 

 

Conrad III 

emperor 

Germany 

1148 to 1152 

He lived 1093 to 1152, was king of Germany [1138 to 1152], and was first Hohenstaufen emperor of Holy Roman 

Empire [1148]. In Second Crusade, he sailed to Antioch to establish Principality of Antioch and sailed to Tyre to hold 

it. He struggled with papacy. 

 

Eric IX or Erik the Lawgiver or Erik the Saint 

king 

Sweden 

1150 to 1160 

He lived 1120 to 1160, established Christianity in north Sweden, and conquered Finland [1157]. 

 

Frederick I or Frederick Barbarossa or Frederick Red Beard 

emperor 

Germany/Austria 

1152 to 1190 

He lived 1123 to 1190 and was duke of Swabia as Frederick III [1147 to 1190]. As Hohenstaufen emperor of Holy 

Roman Empire [1152 to 1190], he elevated Henry the Lion in Saxony and Bavaria but then humiliated him and ended 

last duchies of Germany [1152]. As king of Germany, he then proclaimed general peace. As emperor, he started calling 

Germany Holy Roman Empire. He fought Pope Alexander III and Lombard League but lost at Legnano and accepted 

Peace of Constance [1183], guaranteeing Lombard-city freedom. He led Third Crusade [1189] against Saladin, but he 

drowned. 

 

Henry II 

king 

England 

1154 to 1189 

He lived 1133 to 1189, was king [1154 to 1189], founded English jury and court system, and was first of Plantagenet 

Dynasty. He was Duke of Burgundy and married Eleanor of Aquitaine. He invaded England and defeated barons. 

He struggled with Thomas à Becket over whose courts tried clergymen. He convened Great Council [1164], which 

proclaimed Constitutions of Clarendon, which gave more power to king's courts to try clergymen. His knights 

murdered Thomas à Becket, and people's reaction forced him to do penance. After he had Thomas à Becket killed, he 

rescinded Constitutions of Clarendon. 

He took north England and Wales. Pope Adrian IV awarded him Ireland, and he invaded it [1167]. He struggled with 

his son. He invaded Ireland again [1172]. Richard I, Eleanor's son, and Philip II of France defeated him [1185]. 

 

Waldemar I or Waldemar the Great 

king 

Denmark 

1157 to 1182 

He lived 1131 to 1182, defeated Sweyn [1157] at Viborg, and ruled north Scandinavia. 

 



Philip II or Philip Augustus 

king 

France 

1180 to 1223 

He lived 1165 to 1223. Of Capetian Dynasty, he joined Third Crusade to take back Jerusalem [1191] but retreated to 

Egypt. He conquered Angevins in west. He increased king's power over nobles, created law court and advisory council, 

and warred on England to regain his lands. France became the greatest European power at Bouvines [1214], doubling 

kingdom's size. He fought the Albigenses religious sect, which controlled south France. He ended serfdom, built 

cathedrals and cities, and presided over prosperity. 

 

Sverre 

king 

Norway 

1184 to 1202 

He lived 1151 to 1202 and established power over nobles [1201]. 

 

Richard I or Richard the Lionhearted 

king 

England 

1189 to 1199 

He lived 1157 to 1199 and fought his father Henry II to gain crown. He went on Third Crusade [1189] and his 

brother John became king. Leopold II imprisoned him and then gave him to Henry VI. Ransom released him, and he 

fought Philip of France. He returned to England and regained his crown. 

 

Baldwin VI of Hainaut [Hainaut, Baldwin VI of] or Baldwin IX of Flanders 

duchy 

Flanders 

1191 to 1195 

He lived 1150 to 1195. The count of Hainaut took Flanders, but Ghent, Bruges, and Ypres remained independent. 

 

Ottocar I 

king 

Bohemia 

1198 to 1230 

He lived ? to 1230, was duke [1197 to 1198], and was king [1198 to 1230]. 

 

John I 

king 

England 

1199 to 1215 

He lived 1167 to 1216 and became king while Richard I was on Third Crusade. He had Richard held captive abroad. 

He lost Brittany to Philip II of France. Barons forced him to sign Magna Carta [1215]. He exiled all Catholic monks. 

The pope interdicted and excommunicated all of England. England had war threats. King John became vassal to Pope. 

 

Waldemar II 

king 

Denmark 

1202 to 1241 

He lived 1170 to 1241 and ruled north Scandinavia. 

 

Frederick II 

emperor 

Germany/Austria 

1215 to 1250 

He lived 1194 to 1250. Of Hohenstaufen Dynasty of Holy Roman Empire, he became king {anti-king} in opposition 

to Otto IV [1210]. He peacefully got Jerusalem, Nazareth, and Bethlehem [1228] by treaty. He fought Pope Gregory 



IX, Pope Innocent III, and Pope Innocent IV [1239 to 1250] and conquered Italy. His court was in Sicily. Law, 

currency, and commerce reforms, and arts and science expansion, made his era the Proto-Renaissance. After he died 

[1250], the pope became ruler of Italy. 

 

Henry III 

king 

England 

1216 to 1272 

Provisions of Oxford [1258] 

He lived 1207 to 1272, was John's son, and was king [1227 to 1272]. Regency [1216 to 1227] lost in invasions of 

Gascony and Brittany and spent much money. As Plantagenet, he became king [1227]. Barons' War under Simon de 

Montfort defeated him at Lewes [1263]. Barons called Parliament but then lost to Edward I. 

 

Haakon IV 

king 

Norway 

1217 to 1263 

He lived 1204 to 1263 and reformed legal system and got Iceland and Greenland [1223]. 

 

Ivan Asen II 

king 

Bulgaria 

1218 to 1241 

Trnovo was capital. 

 

Louis IX 

king 

France 

1226 to 1270 

He lived 1215 to 1270, was Capetian, stopped invasion by England, stopped warring nobles of France, led Seventh 

Crusade to Egypt, was captive at El Mansura [1250], and crusaded against Tunis. He improved taxation, gave right of 

appeal to all, streamlined administration, and built Gothic cathedrals. He became Roman Catholic saint. 

 

Alexander Nevski [Nevski, Alexander] 

grand duke 

Russia 

1236 to 1263 

He lived 1220 to 1263, led Novgorod [1236], and was Grand Prince of Vladimir [1252]. 

 

John I of Avesnes 

count 

Holland/Belgium/Luxembourg 

1246 to 1257 

He lived 1218 to 1257 and ruled Holland, Belgium, and Luxembourg as count of Hainaut. 

 

Ottocar II 

king 

Bohemia/Austria 

1253 to 1278 

He lived 1230 to 1278, was Premysl, was King of Bohemia [1253 to 1278], and was Duke of Austria [1253 to 1276]. 

As King of Bohemia, he took Austria from Brandenbergs of Saxony [1251]. 

 

Premysl or Otakar II or Ottokar II or Premysl Otakar [Otakar, Premysl] 

duke 

Bohemia 

1253 to 1278 



He lived 1230 to 1278 and was king of Bohemia [1253 to 1278]. Premysls or Przemysls were under Holy Roman 

Empire, ruled Bohemia, and acquired Silesia and Moravia. 

 

Charles I or Stephen d'Anjou 

king 

Naples, Italy 

1262 to 1285 

He lived 1226 to 1285, was king of Sicily [1262 to 1282] and king of Naples [1282 to 1285], was of Angevin family, 

and led Guelphs to control of Italy by beating Ghibellines under Manfred [1266]. Sicilian Vespers revolt [1282], 

instigated by Peter III of Aragon, ended his rule in Silicy. 

 

Magnus VI 

king 

Norway 

1263 to 1280 

He lived 1238 to 1280 and settled with Scotland [1266] and codified law [1274]. 

 

Philip III 

king 

France 

1270 to 1285 

He lived 1245 to 1285 and was of Capetian Dynasty. 

 

Edward I or English Justinian 

king/lawmaker 

England 

1272 to 1307 

Statute of Mortmain [1279: king controlled church land acquisitions]; Hundred Rolls [1279 to 1280: great 

landholders had to prove title to land]; First and Second Statutes of Westminster [1285 and 1290: codified statutes of 

England] 

He lived 1239 to 1307, was king [1272 to 1307], won Baron's War for his father, conquered Wales [1282 to 1284], 

and fought Scotland. 

He reformed laws. He reduced private and church courts and limited Church courts to church matters, in 

Circumspecte Agatis. He permitted attachments of feudal lands by merchants, in Statute of Merchants. He issued 

Statute of Mortmain decree, which prohibited land transfer to Church without king's consent [1300]. 

He reproclaimed Magna Charta. He formed Model Parliament [1295] of barons, clergy, and merchants and promised 

no taxes without its consent. Parliament had two knights from every shire and two burgesses from every town. He 

granted Parliament right to present petitions to king. 

He defeated Scottish armies and ruled Scotland directly [1296 to 1307] but died in 1307. 

Near end of his reign, judicial scandal caused court reform, and thereafter judges were people trained in law, not 

churchmen or courtiers. 

 

Rudolf I 

emperor 

Austria 

1273 to 1291 

He lived 1218 to 1291. As duke of Austria, he became emperor and started Hapsburg dynasty. He was friendly with 

the pope and tried to check the robber barons. He defeated Ottocar II of Bohemia, gained Austria, and united Germany. 

 

Diniz or Dinis or Denis of Portugal 

king 

Portugal 

1279 to 1325 

He lived 1261 to 1325 and fought Knights Templar, founded university, and helped farmers. 

 



Philip IV 

king 

France 

1285 to 1314 

He lived 1268 to 1314. Of Capetian Dynasty, he tried to extend clergy taxation and stop gold export, which angered 

Pope Boniface VIII. He arrested Bishop Saisset for rebellion, called first States-General, and captured the pope. He had 

Pope Clement V elected and moved him to Avignon, France. He got money by confiscating wealth of bankers in 

Lombardy, Jews in France, and Knights Templar. He lost at Guienne to Edward I of England and failed to control 

Flanders in Battle of the Spurs. 

 

Edward II 

king 

England 

1307 to 1327 

He lived 1284 to 1327. 

 

John of Luxembourg 

king 

Bohemia 

1310 to 1346 

He lived 1310 to 1346, became Bohemia king, and became overlord of Silesia dukes [1335]. 

 

Robert Bruce [Bruce, Robert] 

king 

Scotland 

1314 to 1329 

He lived 1274 to 1329, defeated English at Bannockburn in central Scotland [1314], and became king of Scotland. 

 

Louis IV or Ludwig the Bavarian 

king 

Bavaria 

1314 to 1347 

He lived 1282 to 1347 and defeated Frederick the Fair at Muhlberg [1322]. He struggled against Pope Clement VII. 

 

Magnus VII or Magnus Ericsson 

king 

Norway/Sweden 

1319 to 1363 

He lived 1316 to 1377. Nobles elected him king. He united Sweden [1319 to 1363] and Norway [1319 to 1343] and 

allied with Waldemar IV, king of Denmark, but Hanseatic League defeated him. His son was Haakon VI. Albert of 

Mecklenburg replaced Magnus VII and Haakon VI. 

 

Waldemar III 

king 

Denmark 

1326 to 1329 

He lived 1314 to 1364 and was Duke of Schleswig [1330 to 1364]. 

 

Philip VI 

king 

France 

1328 to 1346 

He lived 1293 to 1350, deposed Capetian kings of France, and became first Valois king by Salic law. He got control 

of Flanders, began Hundred Years War, and ended its first phase with his defeat at Crecy. 

 



Edward III 

king 

England 

1330 to 1377 

He lived 1327 to 1377 and was king [1327 to 1377]. He gained power [1330] but failed to subdue Scotland. He 

entered Hundred Years War [1337 to 1359] with his son Edward the Black Prince, which ended with Treaty of London. 

He had money troubles with Parliament. He caused economic crash by defaulting on payments to Bardi and Peruzzi 

families of Florence [1339]. Through his mother, he claimed he was king of France. He agreed to get consent of 

Parliament for all laws [1350]. Statute of Laborers [1351] tried to make all work have wage ceiling and set fixed prices. 

Wat Taylor rebellion was series of revolts against it. Finally, king ended Statute and promised end to serfdom. He saw 

Black Death cause demands for social change. He had trouble with church and John Wyclif. He ended Brehon Laws of 

Ireland. He appointed judges {Justices of the Peace} to preside over national courts in shires [1361]. The Good 

Parliament [1376] elected Speaker to represent Commons and spoke against high taxes. 

 

Stephen Dushan [Dushan, Stephen] or Stefan Dusan [Dusan, Stefan] 

king 

Serbia 

1331 to 1355 

He lived 1308 to 1355, took Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Thessaly from Byzantine Empire, controlled Montenegro, 

and attacked Constantinople. 

 

Richard II 

king 

England 

1337 to 1399 

He lived 1312 to 1400, defeated peasants after revolt, and had to deal with barons under Earl of Gloucester. He 

married Charles IV of France's daughter [1396]. He banished his cousin Henry of Bolingbroke for accusing Duke of 

Norfolk of treason. Later, Henry of Bolingbroke, who became Henry IV, forced him to abdicate. 

 

Waldemar IV 

king 

Denmark 

1340 to 1375 

He lived 1320 to 1375 and fought Hanseatic League but lost. He reunited Denmark and allied with Magnus VII, king 

of Norway and Sweden, but he lost to Hanseatic League. He took Norway by beating Albert of Mecklenburg, Swedish 

king. 

 

Louis I or Louis the Great 

king 

Hungary 

1342 to 1382 

He lived 1326 to 1382, got Dalmatia, defeated Ottoman Empire, mastered nearby lands, and ruled Poland [1370 to 

1382], displacing Piasts. 

 

Charles IV 

emperor 

Holy Roman Empire 

1355 to 1378 

He lived 1316 to 1378, was king of Germany and Bohemia [1346 to 1378], and wrote Golden Bull [1356], which 

lasted until 1806. It established seven prince-electors as diet legislative upper house. They elected emperor. 

Brandenburg, Bohemia, and Saxony were the important electors. Other princes were in diet middle house. City 

representatives were in diet lower assembly. 

 

Edward the Black Prince 

prince 

France 



1356 

He lived 1330 to 1376 and defeated France at Poitiers [1356] and captured the French king, John II. 

 

Charles V or Charles the Wise 

king 

France 

1364 to 1380 

He lived 1338 to 1380 and put down Jacquerie Revolt of peasants against nobles and army. He gave rights to 

assembly {States-General} but revoked those rights to stop the power of Étienne Marcel and Charles the Bad. He 

appointed Du Guesclin as constable of France, who drove England out of France [1734]. He increased taxes and 

developed standing army. He favored learning under his ministers, Marmousets. 

 

Ferdinand I 

king 

Portugal 

1367 to 1383 

He lived 1345 to 1383 and fought Castile [1369]. 

 

Margaret 

queen 

Denmark 

1380 

She lived 1353 to 1412 and was queen of Denmark [1388 to 1412], Sweden [1375 to 1412], and Norway [1389 to 

1412]. 

 

Charles VI or Charles the Mad or Charles the Well-Beloved 

king 

France 

1380 to 1411 

He lived 1368 to 1422. 

 

John I or John the Great 

king 

Portugal 

1385 to 1433 

He lived 1357 to 1433. As master of Knights of Aviz, he cooperated in revolt against Spain and, with Pereira of 

Portugal, defeated Castile at Aljubarota. He defeated Moors, allied with England, and began colonization and 

exploration. He started Aviz Dynasty. 

 

Ladislaus II or Jagiello 

king 

Poland/Lithuania 

1386 to 1434 

He lived 1350 to 1434, was grand duke of Lithuania [1378 to 1401], became Ladislaus II king of Poland [1386 to 

1434], and founded Jagiello Dynasty and Polish-Lithuanian kingdom, strongest in east Europe. 

 

Henry IV 

king 

England 

1399 to 1413 

He lived 1367 to 1413, invaded England in Richard II's absence, and then put down Scotland, Wales, and Percy 

rebellions. He founded Lancaster Dynasty, whose symbol was the white rose. Lancaster Dynasty was Henry IV, Henry 

V, and Henry VI. 

 

Witowt 

king 



Lithuania 

1401 to 1430 

He lived 1350 to 1430 and ruled Lithuania at height. 

 

Louis de France 

duke 

Orleans, France 

1407 

He lived 1372 to 1407. As Duke of Orleans, he caused civil war between south-France Armagnacs and east-France 

Burgundians [1407]. He started Valois-Orleans kings [1411]. 

 

Henry V 

king 

England 

1413 to 1422 

He lived 1387 to 1422. Of Lancaster Dynasty, as Prince Hal, he defeated Glendower and army of Wales. He invaded 

France [1415], restarting Hundred Years War. He defeated France at Agincourt, France [1415], and conquered 

Normandy [1417 to 1419]. He put down Lollards [1417]. He married French king's daughter. 

 

Philip the Good 

duke/count 

Burgundy/Flanders 

1419 to 1467 

He lived 1396 to 1467 and was duke of Burgundy and count of Flanders. He took Luxembourg, Netherlands, and 

Belgium [1433]. He sponsored Treaty of Troyes, giving England rule of Normandy. He supported Pragueries nobles 

against Charles VII. Then he allied with Charles VII of France in Treaty of Arras. 

 

Charles VII or Charles the Victorious or Charles the Well-Served 

king 

France 

1422 to 1461 

He lived 1403 to 1461. Joan of Arc rallied him at Orleans [1429]. He allied with Burgundy [1435] and ended 

Hundred Years War against England [1453]. He strengthened finances with Jacques Coeur, wealthy Orient trader. 

Coeur left after someone poisoned Agnes Sorel, Charles' mistress. Charles VII put down Praguerie revolt of nobles. 

 

Henry VI 

king 

England 

1422 to 1471 

He lived 1421 to 1471. During his regency, England lost to Joan of Arc and France in Hundred Years War. Queen 

Margaret of Anjou and Duke of Somerset were Lancaster regents and leaders. Of Lancaster Dynasty, he became king 

of France [1430] but lost Paris when Burgundians ended alliance [1436]. Richard, Duke of York, whose symbol was 

the red rose, fought Queen Margaret of Anjou and Duke of Somerset for kingship in Wars of the Roses, captured Henry 

VI, and killed Somerset at St. Albans [1455]. He lost kingship [1461] but got it back [1470 to 1471]. 

 

Henry the Navigator or Dom Henrique 

king 

Portugal 

1434 to 1460 

He lived 1394 to 1460 and was King John I of Portugal's son. Of Aviz Dynasty, he sent Vasco de Gama to discover 

Africa at Angola. Portuguese reached Cape Bojaddor [1434], Cape Verde Islands [1444], Azores [1444], and Senegal 

[1445]. He sent Cabral to discover Brazil. He sent Almeida and Albuquerque to discover East Indies. The pope gave 

monopoly on Africa to Portugal by Pontifex Romanus [1455]. He started slave trade. He commissioned maps, scales, 

and cartography. 

 



Alfonso V 

king 

Portugal 

1438 to 1481 

He lived 1432 to 1481. Of Aviz Dynasty, he monopolized African trade by lease. Portuguese reached Equator [1473] 

and Vongo [1482]. Fort was at Elmina, Guinea [1481]. Bartolomeu Diaz reached Cape of Good Hope [1487]. 

Portuguese reached Calicut, India [1498]. 

 

Frederick II 

margrave 

Brandenburg 

1440 to 1470 

He lived 1413 to 1471, was Elector of Brandenburg, and was Hapsburg. 

 

John Hunyadi [Hunyadi, John] 

general 

Hungary 

1441 to 1456 

He lived 1385 to 1456, was governor of Transylvania [1441], and took Belgrade from Ottoman Empire [1456]. 

 

Casimir IV 

king 

Poland/Lithuania 

1447 to 1492 

He lived 1427 to 1492 and united Poland with Grand Duchy of Lithuania [1447]. 

 

Frederick III 

emperor 

Germany/Austria 

1452 to 1493 

He lived 1415 to 1493. Of Hapsburg Dynasty of Holy Roman Empire, he used marriages to try to make Austria rule 

world. 

 

Stephen the Great 

prince 

Moldavia 

1457 to 1504 

He lived 1437 to 1504. 

 

Matthias Corvinus [Corvinus, Matthias] or Messala Corvinus [Corvinus, Messala] 

king 

Hungary/Bohemia 

1458 to 1490 

He lived 1443 to 1490, was king of Hungary [1458 to 1490], conquered and became king of Bohemia [1478 to 1490] 

and Austria, founded Corvina library at Buda or Budapest, and fought Ottoman Empire. 

 

Edward IV 

king 

England 

1461 to 1483 

He lived 1442 to 1483, defeated Duke of Lancaster, and captured Henry VI. He lost later to Earl of Warwick and 

Margaret of Anjou, queen to Henry VI [1470], but then he defeated them [1471]. He founded York kings. He was 

Richard Duke of York's son. York kings were Edward IV, Edward V, and Richard III. 

 

Louis XI 

king 



France 

1461 to 1483 

He lived 1423 to 1483 and was Valois. As dauphin, he conspired against his father Charles VII. He submitted to 

League of the Public Weal, led by Charles the Bold of Burgundy and Francis II of Brittany, but then he reneged. He got 

Peace of Ancenis from Francis II but then helped the captured Charles the Bold stop revolt of Liege. He took part of 

Mary of Burgundy's lands at her death. He revoked Pragmatic Sanction of Bourges [1461], which had limited the 

pope's authority and asserted French Roman Catholic Church's independence. 

 

Ivan III or Ivan the Great 

grand duke 

Moscow, Russia 

1462 to 1505 

He lived 1440 to 1505, freed Moscow from Golden Horde or Tatar Empire [1480], expanded state, threw out 

German merchants, and took Novgorod. He married last Byzantine Emperor's niece and called himself Tsar. 

 

Charles the Bold 

duke 

Burgundy 

1467 to 1477 

He lived 1433 to 1477, controlled Low Countries, and fought Louis XI of France. He was Philip the Good's son. 

 

Lorenzo de' Medici 

leader 

Florence, Italy 

1469 to 1492 

He lived 1449 to 1492, stopped Pazzi Conspiracy [1748], fought the pope [until 1481], and failed to check 

Savonarola [1492 to 1494]. 

 

Isabella I 

queen 

Castile/Leon 

1469 to 1504 

She lived 1451 to 1504 and married Ferdinand V [1469], king of Aragon, to found Spanish monarchy. 

 

Ladislaus II or Uladislaus II 

king 

Bohemia/Hungary 

1471 to 1516 

He lived 1456 to 1516, had a double marriage treaty, was king of Hungary [1490 to 1516], and was Ladislaus II king 

of Bohemia [1471 to 1516]. 

 

Ferdinand V 

king 

Aragon/Castile 

1474 to 1516 

He lived 1452 to 1516, was king of Castile [1474 to 1504], was Ferdinand II of Aragon [1479 to 1516] and 

Ferdinand II of Sicily [1468 to 1516], and married Isabella I of Castile and Leon to unite Spain [1469]. He took last 

Moorish city in Spain at Granada [1474]. He expelled Moors and Jews from Spain. He started Spanish Inquisition 

[1478]. He sent Columbus to America [1492]. He divided overseas colonies with Portugal at Treaty of Tordesillas. He 

won Navarre in Italian Wars between Spain and France. 

Isabella I and Ferdinand V are the "Catholic kings". 

 

Mary of Burgundy 

duchess 

Flanders 

1477 to 1482 



She lived 1457 to 1482. When she died, rebellion spread in Flanders. 

 

Maximilian I 

emperor 

Holy Roman Empire 

1482 to 1519 

He lived 1459 to 1519 and married Anne of Brittany to get part of France. Marriage caused war with France. He lost 

part of France at Treaty of Arras [1482]. He regained it at Treaty of Senlis. He married Mary of Burgundy [1493] to get 

Low Countries as king of Germany and Burgundy and Holy Roman emperor [1493 to 1519]. As king of Austria, he put 

down rebellion in Flanders. He married niece of Ludovico Sforza to get Milan. He warred with Venice, leading to 

fighting in Italian Wars and costing all his money. He reformed, tried to crusade against Turks, encouraged Swabian 

League, helped merchants, patronized arts, and allowed Protestant Reformation. 

 

Richard III 

king 

England 

1483 to 1485 

He lived 1452 to 1485. Of York Dynasty, he murdered the true king Edward V in Tower of London, put down 

rebellion of Stafford, lost to Earl of Richmond (Henry VII) at Bosworth Field [1485], and was last of York kings, 

ending Wars of the Roses. 

 

Henry VII 

king 

England/Wales 

1485 to 1509 

He lived 1465 to 1509 and was first Tudor king of England and Wales. Of Lancaster Dynasty, he invaded England 

and defeated Richard III of House of York at Bosworth Field [1485]. He married a York and founded Tudor line, 

ending Wars of the Roses. Tudor line was Henry VII, Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary I, and Elizabeth I. He subdued 

Ireland and negotiated peace with Scotland. He founded Star Chamber. 

 

Manuel I 

king 

Portugal 

1495 to 1521 

He lived 1469 to 1521 and tried to convert Jews to Christianity, but they left. 

 

Louis XII 

king 

France 

1498 to 1515 

He lived 1462 to 1515, was Valois, and resumed Italian Wars but lost to Holy Roman Empire. 

 

Henry VIII 

king 

England 

1509 to 1547 

He lived 1491 to 1547 and married Katherine of Aragon, who bore Mary I. He allied with France at Field of the 

Cloth of Gold. His minister was Cardinal Wolsey. Later, Charles V of Holy Roman Empire and he fought France. He 

got rid of Wolsey when he failed to get divorce. He married Anne Boleyn. Thomas Cromwell became minister and 

started anti-Catholic policy. He married Anne Boleyn [1530], who bore Elizabeth I. He took the pope's powers for 

himself, established Church of England, and published the Bible in English. He married Jane Seymour, who bore 

Edward VI, Anne of Cleves, Catherine Howard, and Catherine Parr. He also took Wales, warred with Scotland, and lost 

Ireland. 

In 1534, he split with Roman Catholicism and became English church leader. 

 



Christian II 

king 

Denmark 

1513 to 1523 

He lived 1481 to 1559 and was king of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden [1513 to 1523] and Denmark [1513 to 1523]. 

Of Oldenburg line, he took Stockholm, Sweden, after Sture family died out at Lake Asunde [1520]. 

 

Francis I 

king 

France 

1515 to 1547 

He lived 1494 to 1547. With Venice, he resumed Italian Wars and won at Marignano. He lost election to be emperor 

of Holy Roman Empire to Charles V [1519]. He failed to ally with England at Field of the Cross of Gold. He attacked 

Charles V and lost at Pavia [1525]. He signed Treaty of Madrid, giving up claims to Spanish territory. He formed 

League of Cognac with the pope, Venice, and Florence, leading to another war with Charles V. War ended to League's 

disadvantage at Treaty of Cambrai [1529]. He allied with Suleiman I of Ottoman Empire and fought Charles V of Holy 

Roman Empire and Henry VIII of England [1542]. He had to sign Treaty of Crepy, in which France lost Naples and 

Flanders and Charles V lost Burgundy. 

 

Charles I 

king 

Spain 

1516 to 1558 

He lived 1500 to 1558, was Charles I of Spain [1516 to 1556] and was Charles V of Holy Roman Empire [1519 to 

1558]. He fought France under Francis I in Italian Wars, sacked Rome, and got Italy. He then succeeded Ferdinand V 

and Isabella I as Charles I of Spain. He defeated Schmalkaldic League but compromised his anti-Protestant position by 

Peace of Augsburg [1555]. He promoted Catholic Reformation. He conquered Mexico and Peru. Silver mined at Potosi, 

Peru, helped cause inflation in Europe. 

 

Charles V 

emperor 

Germany/Austria 

1519 to 1554 

He lived 1500 to 1558. As Archduke of Austria and king of Spain, nobles elected him Holy Roman Emperor [1519]. 

Hapsburg Dynasty of Holy Roman Empire included Spain, Latin America, Naples, Sicily, Low Countries, and Austria. 

He defeated the peasants in Peasants' War [1524 to 1526] and in other uprisings. 

This preserved feudalism [until 1806]. 

He had to give power to German princes. He abdicated in favor of his brothers and son [1554] to become Charles I 

of Spain [until 1556]. As Holy Roman Empire emperor and Austria king, he added territory in Flanders and Holland 

[1490]. He took Rome and captured Pope Clement VII [1527]. 

 

John III 

king 

Portugal 

1521 to 1557 

He lived 1502 to 1557, was Manuel I's son, started Inquisition, and increased slavery. Kingdom was at height. 

 

Gustavus I 

king 

Sweden 

1523 to 1560 

He lived 1496 to 1560. Nobles elected him king after he led peasants revolt against Denmark and dissolved Kalmar 

Union. He established Lutheran Church [1527]. He ended economic dependence on Hanseatic League by defeating it 

[1537]. He founded Vasa Dynasty: Gustavus I, Eric XIV, Charles IX, Gustavus II, Christina, Charles X, and Charles 

XI. 

 



Cosimo I de Medici 

duke 

Florence, Italy 

1537 to 1574 

He lived 1519 to 1574, had absolute power, and led Florence at height. He became grand duke of Tuscany [1569 to 

1574] through the pope's order. He was Giovanni de' Medici or Giovanni delle Bande Nere's son [1498 to 1526]. He 

gained a banking fortune, patronized arts, and started Medici rule. 

 

Mary Stuart or Mary Queen of Scots 

queen 

Scotland 

1542 to 1587 

She lived 1542 to 1587, was queen of Scotland [1542 to 1567], and was queen consort of France [1559 to 1560]. She 

escaped to England after her husband's murder and her remarriage. She engaged in several attempts to get throne from 

Queen Elizabeth I, with Catholic support, because she was Catholic. England beheaded her [1587]. 

 

Edward VI 

king 

England 

1547 to 1553 

He lived 1537 to 1553 and was under regency of Duke of Somerset, Edward Seymour, who eased heresy and treason 

laws, favored Protestants, and helped yeomen. Duke of Northumberland engineered Somerset's downfall and caused 

struggle for throne by opposing Mary I. 

 

Mary I 

queen 

England 

1553 to 1558 

She lived 1516 to 1558. Staunch Catholic, she married Philip II of Spain, allied with Spain, and restored England to 

Catholic Church. Her religious persecutions made her Bloody Mary. 

 

Philip II 

king 

Spain 

1556 to 1598 

He lived 1527 to 1598 and ascended when his father, Charles I, abdicated. He got Netherlands, Belgium, and 

Luxembourg at Treaty of Augsburg between Spain and Holy Roman Empire. Belgium had Flanders, Hainaut, Limburg, 

Antwerp, and Brabant. He married Mary I of England but left when he did not become king of England. He fought 

France. By Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis [1559], Spain became leading European power, holding America, Naples, 

Sicily, Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Portugal, Milan, and Franche-Comte in France. He was strong Catholic 

and emphasized Spanish Inquisition. When he imposed the Inquisition in the Netherlands, William the Silent led 

rebellion against Duke of Alba. Philip II took Portugal when Henry I died, with support of legislature {Cortes} of 

Portugal. Because Francis Drake had raided Cadiz and England's navy had helped Netherlands, he built Spanish 

Armada, but it lost [1588]. He helped Catholic League in Wars of Religion in France. He gained Philippines. 

 

Sebastian 

king 

Portugal 

1557 to 1578 

He lived 1554 to 1578 and lost Africa. 

 

Ferdinand I 

emperor 

Austria/Germany/Hungary/Bohemia 

1558 to 1564 



He lived 1503 to 1564. Of Hapsburg Dynasty of Holy Roman Empire, he fought Suleiman I in Hungary, pushed 

Protestant Reformation, abolished liberty, fought Peasants' War, and got Peace of Augsburg [1555]. 

 

Elizabeth I 

queen 

England 

1558 to 1603 

She lived 1533 to 1603, was Tudor, and built navy, colonies, and trade under her ministers Burghly and Cecil. She 

favored Anglicans against Protestants and first sheltered then imprisoned Mary, Queen of Scots. She had romances 

with Earl of Essex and Earl of Leicester. 

 

John of Austria or Don John or Juan of Austria 

captain 

Spain/Austria 

1571 

He lived 1547 to 1578 and defeated Ottoman Empire navy at naval Battle of Lepanto [1571]. 

 

Henry III 

king 

France 

1574 to 1589 

He lived 1551 to 1589. Henry of Navarre led Huguenots, a French Protestant party, and married Margaret of Valois, 

leading to St. Bartholomew's Day massacre of Protestants in Paris, followed by Wars of Religion. Henry of Navarre 

defeated Henry III and Catholic League. Because Henry III was last of Valois line, Henry III designated Henry of 

Navarre (later Henry IV) to be king. Duke of Guise, head of Catholic League, opposed this designation, and War of the 

Three Henries followed, in which Henry III murdered Guise and Catholic League rebels. 

 

Stephen Batory [Batory, Stephen] 

king 

Transylvania/Romania/Poland 

1575 to 1586 

He lived 1533 to 1586 and was Prince of Transylvania [1576 to 1586] in Romania. Nobles elected him King of 

Poland [1575]. 

 

Feodor I 

czar 

Russia 

1584 to 1598 

He lived 1557 to 1598, was Ivan IV's son, and was Rurikid. Oleg followed and moved to Kiev. 

 

Boris Godunov [Godunov, Boris] 

czar 

Russia 

1584 to 1605 

He lived 1551 to 1605 and was Feodor I's son. 

 

Sigismund III Vasa 

king 

Poland/Sweden 

1587 to 1632 

He lived 1566 to 1632 and was king of Poland [1587 to 1632] and Sweden [1592 to 1599]. Vasa kings of Poland 

fought Sweden and Russia. 

 

Bourbon 

dynasty 

France 



1589 

Bourbon line in France had Louis XIII, Louis XIV, Louis XV, and Louis XVI. Later, it had kings of Spain and Sicily 

and branched into Bourbon-Vendôme line in France and Bourbon-Parma line in Italy. 

 

Henry IV or Henry of Navarre 

king 

France 

1589 to 1610 

He lived 1553 to 1610, was of Bourbon family, was Huguenot leader, and defeated army sent by Henry III of France 

and Catholic League, ending Wars of Religion. He gave up Protestantism to enter Paris. He fought Spain until Treaty of 

Vervins. He published Edict of Nantes, giving religious tolerance. His minister Sully worked for trade and order and 

helped peasants. In 1598, he granted toleration to Protestants. He started Bourbon line. Bourbons were Louis XIII, 

Louis XIV, Louis XV, and Louis XVI. 

 

Philip III 

king 

Spain 

1598 to 1621 

He lived 1578 to 1621. Lerma ran government, negotiated peace with England and United Provinces (the 

Netherlands), and entered Thirty Years War. Philip III expelled Moriscos, who were Christian Moors that had rebelled. 

 

James I 

king 

England 

1603 to 1625 

He lived 1566 to 1625, was Stuart, and was Mary Queen of Scots' son. He was king of Scotland before 1603 and 

allied with Elizabeth I of England. As king of England, he favored Catholicism, dissolved Parliament [1611], and 

allowed war on Spain. Stuarts were James I, Charles I, Charles II, and James II. 

 

Louis XIII 

king 

France 

1610 to 1643 

He lived 1601 to 1643, was of Bourbon family, and married Anne of Austria. In 1610, Marie de Medici held 

regency. His ministers were Cardinal Richelieu and Mazarin. 

 

Gustavus II 

king 

Sweden 

1611 to 1632 

He lived 1594 to 1632 and ended Kalmar War with Denmark [1613] by payment. He gained concessions from 

nobles. He gained Livonia from Poland. He allied with France and Denmark to aid Protestants. He defeated all 

opponents in Germany as he swept through [1630 to 1632] in Thirty Years War. 

 

Ferdinand II 

emperor 

Germany/Austria 

1619 to 1637 

He lived 1578 to 1637. Holy Roman Empire leader was strong Catholic and controlled Austria, Bohemia, and 

Hungary. Bohemian nobles rebelled, beginning Thirty Years War [1618]. He murdered his commander Wallenstein. 

 

Philip IV 

king 

Spain/Portugal 

1621 to 1665 



He lived 1605 to 1665 and was king of Spain [1621 to 1665] and Portugal [1621 to 1640]. Olivares was his chief 

minister. 

 

Charles I 

king 

England 

1625 to 1647 

He lived 1600 to 1647, was Stuart, and was king of England, Scotland, and Ireland. To get money, he had to sign 

Petition of Right [1628], which stated that taxes, imprisonment, and quartering of soldiers in homes needed due cause 

or consent of Parliament. Later, he dissolved Parliament. He tried to impose Catholicism in Scotland, leading to 

Bishop's Wars [1640]. Long Parliament convened, which was Protestant and middle class, while king and nobles were 

Catholic or Anglican. Duke of Buckingham, George Villiers, married him to French Catholic, leading to Puritan 

Revolution. In the civil war, Oliver Cromwell defeated him [1647]. Pride's Purge of Parliament rid the parliament of 

opposition to Protestant army. Rump Parliament beheaded Charles I. 

 

Frederick Henry 

king 

Holland 

1625 to 1647 

He lived 1584 to 1647, defeated Spain in Thirty Years War, and presided over era of artists, scientists, commerce, 

and prosperity. 

 

Uladislas VII Vasa or Ladislaus IV 

king 

Poland 

1632 to 1648 

He lived 1595 to 1648. 

 

John IV or John of Braganza 

king 

Portugal 

1640 to 1656 

He lived 1603 to 1656, was of Braganza family, and allied with England. 

 

Frederick William or Frederick the Great Elector 

king 

Brandenburg 

1640 to 1688 

He lived 1620 to 1688, ended Thirty Years War, received territory at Peace of Westphalia [1648], got control of 

Prussia at Peace of Oliva [1660], and defeated Sweden in third Dutch War. 

 

Anne of Austria 

regent 

Austria/France 

1643 to 1661 

She lived 1601 to 1666, was consort to Louis XIII [1615], and held regency for Louis XIV [1643 to 1661]. Mazarin 

controlled her. 

 

Louis XIV or Sun King 

king 

France 

1643 to 1715 

He lived 1638 to 1715. Anne of Austria was regent at first. During regency [1643 to 1661], Mazarin dominated, won 

Thirty Years War, ended Fronde rebellion, got Peace of the Pyrenees with Spain, and married Louis to Marie Therese 

of Austria. 



From 1661 to 1691, the Bourbon Louis and his minister Colbert reformed economy. He pursued colonialism 

{mercantilism, Louis XIV}, added import taxes, and got gold from exports and manufacturing. 

He emphasized control by state. He changed administration for civil servants and nobles. 

He started War of Devolution, started third Dutch War with England and France against Holland, got Franche-

Comte, got part of Flanders, and took Strasbourg. He fought League of Augsburg or Grand Alliance, which had Holy 

Roman Empire, Sweden, Spain, German states, England, and Holland, in War of the Grand Alliance. He fought War of 

the Spanish Succession against England, Holland, Austria, and most German states over whether Hapsburgs or 

Bourbons ruled Spain. French generals Villars and Vendôme matched English Duke of Marlborough and Eugene of 

Savoy in Holland, but then Blenheim, Gibraltar, and Malplaquet were battle victories for Grand Alliance. War of the 

Spanish Succession ended in Peace of Utrecht and Treaty of Utrecht, Treaty of Rastatt, and Treaty of Baden. War 

ruined economy of France. 

He revoked Edict of Nantes and persecuted Huguenots. He struggled with the pope over Gallicanism, which he 

supported, and Jansenism, which he suppressed. 

His mistresses were La Valliere, Montespan, and Maintenon. 

He built Versailles Palace. 

 

Alexis 

czar 

Russia 

1645 to 1676 

He lived 1629 to 1676 and was Romanov. 

 

Johann II Kazimierz Vasa or John II Casimir 

king 

Poland 

1648 to 1669 

He lived 1609 to 1669. 

 

Frederick III 

king 

Denmark/Norway 

1648 to 1670 

He lived 1609 to 1670, lost to Charles XI of Sweden, and lost in Thirty Years War. 

 

Leopold I 

emperor 

Holy Roman Empire 

1655 to 1705 

He lived 1640 to 1705, was king of Hungary [1655 to 1705] and Bohemia [1658 to 1705], and Holy Roman emperor 

[1658 to 1705]. Holy Roman Empire warred with Louis XIV of France. He put down rebellion of Thokoly in Hungary 

and ended resulting siege of Vienna by Ottoman Empire, with aid from Poland. He got Hungary, Slovenia, and Croatia 

at Treaty of Karlowitz. 

 

Charles II 

king 

England 

1660 to 1685 

He lived 1630 to 1685 and was Stuart. General Monck ended rule of Cromwell and organized Stuart Restoration 

[1660]. Prime Minister was first Earl of Clarendon and then Cabal. London had plague and fire [1666]. He began 

second Dutch War against William of Orange. He intervened in Titus Oates affair, rumor that Jesuits were plotting to 

assassinate king. He dissolved Parliament [1681]. Political parties, parliamentary power, sea trade, and arts grew. 

 

Charles XI 

king 

Sweden 

1660 to 1697 



He lived 1655 to 1697, helped win Thirty Years War, and conquered St. Petersburg, Livonia in Estonia, Latvia, 

Karelia in east Finland, Denmark, south Sweden, and Pomerania in north Poland and northeast Germany. 

 

Charles II 

king 

Spain 

1665 to 1700 

He lived 1661 to 1700, was king of Spain, Naples, and Sicily [1665 to 1700], and fought with Louis XIV of France 

but lost. 

 

Feodor III 

czar 

Russia 

1676 to 1682 

He lived 1661 to 1682 and was Romanov. 

 

Mary II 

queen 

England/Scotland/Ireland 

1677 to 1694 

She lived 1662 to 1694 and married William III [1677]. 

 

Ivan V 

czar 

Russia 

1682 to 1696 

He lived 1666 to 1696 and was Romanov. 

 

Peter I or Peter the Great 

czar 

Russia 

1682 to 1725 

He lived 1672 to 1725, was Romanov, overthrew his sister, and took the title emperor. He shifted capital to St. 

Petersburg from Moscow. He expanded Russia to Black and Baltic Seas. He took Livonia, Estonia, and Karellas from 

Sweden [1721] and won Northern War. He took Azov on Black Sea from Ottoman Empire and built navy but later lost 

it. He defeated Persia. 

He westernized and industrialized. He started universal taxation, reformed army and government, and built schools 

and hospitals. He freed women from serf status and crushed serf revolts. Serfs became even more subject to nobles. 

Russia had lumber and iron. He formed Russian Orthodox Church with himself as head. 

 

James II 

king 

England 

1685 to 1688 

He lived 1633 to 1701 and was Stuart. After Puritan Revolution [1649], he escaped to France and married Catholic. 

After Charles II became king, James II returned to England as Lord Admiral but later resigned. England exiled him 

after Titus Oates affair. He became king when Charles II died [1685]. He presided over the Bloody Assizes, bishop 

trials, and hostile parliaments. Glorious Revolution deposed him. 

 

William III or William of Orange 

king 

England/Scotland/Ireland 

1688 to 1702 

He lived 1650 to 1702. Before 1688, as William of Orange of United Provinces, he negotiated peace with England 

after Dutch Wars and fought against Louis XIV of France in War of the Grand Alliance. He helped remove James II of 

England and became king in Glorious Revolution. As king, he accepted Bill of Rights and Act of Settlement, gave land 



in Ireland to nobles, raised taxes, and started Bank of England. He fought Louis XIV of France in War of the Spanish 

Succession. Whigs, landowners and merchants, gained control of Parliament. 

 

Charles XII 

king 

Sweden 

1697 to 1718 

He lived 1682 to 1718, fought Northern War, and won at first but then lost to Russia and Poland [1721], ending 

Swedish power. 

 

Augustus II 

king 

Poland 

1697 to 1733 

He lived 1670 to 1733. Elector of Saxony became king of Poland [1697]. 

 

Frederick I 

king 

Brandenburg/Prussia 

1701 to 1713 

He lived 1657 to 1713. Hohenzollern Elector of Brandenburg united Brandenburg and Duchy of Prussia. 

 

Anne 

queen 

England 

1702 to 1714 

She lived 1665 to 1714, was Stuart, and fought War of the Spanish Succession. Great Britain began [1707]. 

Parliament became strong. Because she had no children, she preceded Hanover kings: George I, George II, George III, 

George IV, and Victoria. 

 

John V 

king 

Portugal 

1706 to 1750 

He lived 1689 to 1750. 

 

Charles VI 

emperor 

Germany/Austria 

1711 to 1740 

He lived 1685 to 1740. Holy Roman Empire claimed Spain against Charles II of Spain, in War of the Spanish 

Succession. He involved Austria in War of the Polish Succession. His Pragmatic Sanction gave Hapsburg lands to 

Maria Theresa of Austria, which later led to War of the Austrian Succession. 

 

Frederick William I 

king 

Prussia 

1713 to 1740 

He lived 1688 to 1740, created efficient army and government, and gained treasury surplus by avoiding war. 

 

Philip V 

king 

Spain 

1713 to 1746 

He lived 1683 to 1746 and was of Bourbon family. His accession led to War of the Spanish Succession, which Peace 

of Utrecht settled [1713]. Spain lost all outside territory to Austria and Britain, and he became king of Spain. Cardinal 



Alberoni tried to get back Italian lands, leading to Quadruple Alliance [1718] to block the move. Quadruple Alliance 

was France, England, Holy Roman Empire, and Germany. He also took part in War of the Polish Succession and War 

of the Austrian Succession. 

 

George I 

king 

Great Britain 

1714 to 1727 

He lived 1660 to 1727, was of Hanover family, and became king under Act of Settlement [1701]. Quadruple 

Alliance [1718] assured his succession. Whig party began to have real power. 

 

Danilo I 

king 

Montenegro 

1715 to 1735 

He lived 1670 to 1735 and allied with Russia. 

 

Louis XV 

king 

France 

1715 to 1774 

He lived 1710 to 1774 and was of Bourbon family. First, he was under regency of Philippe II or Philippe d'Orleans 

[1715 to 1723]. He fought War of the Polish Succession, War of the Austrian Succession, and Seven Years War, which 

resulted, together with costly court and official corruption, in loss of colonies and financial ruin. Cardinal Fleury was 

minister [1726 to 1743]. Madame de Pompadour was mistress [1743 to 1764]. 

 

Catherine I 

queen 

Russia 

1725 to 1727 

She lived 1684 to 1727. 

 

Peter II 

czar 

Russia 

1727 to 1730 

He lived 1715 to 1730. 

 

George II 

king 

England 

1727 to 1760 

He lived 1683 to 1760, was of Hanover family, and fought War of the Austrian Succession. Walpole was Tory Prime 

Minister [until 1741] and fought Seven Years War. William Pitt the Elder was Whig Prime Minister [from 1741]. 

 

Anna Ivanovna or Anna of Russia 

queen 

Russia 

1730 to 1740 

She lived 1693 to 1740, was in War of the Polish Succession [1733 to 1735], and attacked Turkey [1736]. 

 

Augustus III 

king 

Poland 

1735 to 1763 

He lived 1696 to 1763. Elector of Saxony was king of Poland [1735]. 



 

Ivan VI 

czar 

Russia 

1740 to 1741 

He lived 1740 to 1764. 

 

Frederick II or Frederick the Great 

king 

Prussia 

1740 to 1786 

He lived 1712 to 1786, engaged in War of the Austrian Succession against Maria Theresa of Austria, and gained 

Silesia. He fought Seven Years War [1756 to 1763] against Holy Roman Empire. He partitioned Poland. He fought 

War of the Bavarian Succession, after creating Furstenbund League of princes [1785]. Bavaria is in south Germany. He 

established Prussian military strength and reformed society and law. 

 

Elizabeth 

queen 

Russia 

1741 to 1762 

She lived 1709 to 1762, ended German influence, fought in Seven Years War, and founded Moscow University. 

 

Maria Theresa 

queen 

Austria/Hungary/Bohemia 

1748 to 1780 

She lived 1717 to 1780 and was queen of Hungary and Bohemia [1740 to 1780]. Austria controlled Milan, Mantua, 

Tuscany, and Modena in Italy, after end of War of Austrian Succession [1740 to 1748]. 

 

Joseph I 

king 

Portugal 

1750 to 1777 

He lived 1714 to 1777. Pombal was his minister, and economy became good. 

 

Charles III 

king 

Spain 

1759 to 1788 

He lived 1716 to 1788 and was of Bourbon family. He joined Seven Years War through Family Compact between 

France and Spain, which ended with Treaty of Paris [1763]. He then controlled Naples, Parma, and Sicily. He helped 

American Revolution and gained territory in America at Treaty of Paris [1783]. Floridablanca was his minister, with 

increasing power and prosperity. 

 

George III 

king 

England 

1760 to 1820 

He lived 1738 to 1820, was of Hanover family, and blocked Whigs by forcing the older William Pitt's resignation. 

Lord North was his minister. Both forced American Revolution. Tories, who were aristocrats, controlled Parliament. 

Walpole, Burke, and the younger William Pitt were Tory ministers. Pitt ended king's power. George III became insane. 

 

Peter III 

czar 

Russia 

1762 



He lived 1728 to 1762. 

 

Catherine II or Catherine the Great 

queen 

Russia 

1762 to 1785 

She lived 1729 to 1796, partitioned Poland, got Crimea, fought Ottoman Empire, and colonized Alaska. After 

Pugachev Rebellion, she chartered nobles to make serfs slaves [1785]. 

 

Joseph II 

emperor 

Europe 

1765 to 1790 

He lived 1741 to 1790, abolished serfdom in Holy Roman Empire [1781], ended dues to feudal lords, allowed 

peasants to buy land cheaply, ordered religious tolerance, eliminated torture, liberalized penal code, and abolished 

monastic orders and clergy rights. Opposition by Furstenbund League of princes, under Frederick II of Prussia, caused 

him to fail to annex Bavaria in War of the Bavarian Succession. He allied with Russia and Catherine II against Ottoman 

Empire. He controlled Hungary, Bohemia, Austria, and part of Netherlands [1780]. 

 

Gustavus III 

king 

Sweden 

1771 to 1792 

He lived 1746 to 1792 and restored king's authority in Sweden, over Caps and Hats. 

 

Louis XVI 

king 

France 

1774 to 1793 

He lived 1754 to 1793 and was of Bourbon family. Helping American Revolution resulted in near bankruptcy. His 

ministers, first Turgot, and then Necker, tried to correct finances. He summoned States-General, leading to French 

Revolution [1789]. Ministers negotiated with Austria and French Revolution leaders, but he dismissed them after court 

politics involving Marie Antoinette. When French Revolutionary War started badly, king and queen tried to flee, and 

revolutionaries captured and guillotined them. 

His queen was Marie Antoinette, who said, "Let them eat cake" when told the people had no bread. 

 

Louis Bonaparte [Bonaparte, Louis] 

king 

Netherlands/Batavia 

1778 to 1846 

He lived 1778 to 1846. France created Batavian kingdom in Netherlands [1778 to 1846]. 

 

Charles IV 

king 

Spain 

1788 to 1808 

He lived 1748 to 1819 and was of Bourbon family. His minister Godoy quit Spanish side of French Revolutionary 

Wars and allied with France. Iberian peoples of Spain and Portugal revolted against France in Peninsular War but lost 

to France, who captured his son. His queen was Maria Luisa. 

 

Francis II 

emperor 

Holy Roman Empire 

1792 to 1806 

He lived 1768 to 1835 and was Francis I king of Bohemia [1804 to 1835] and Hungary [1792 to 1835]. Holy Roman 

Empire lost to France in French Revolutionary Wars [1792]. He lost again to Napoleon [1806], dissolved Holy Roman 



Empire [1806], and gave his daughter Josephine to Napoleon. With Metternich, he joined coalition against Napoleon 

[1813]. 

 

Gustavus IV 

king 

Sweden 

1792 to 1809 

He lived 1778 to 1837 and fought Napoleon with the Austrian, Prussian, and Russian coalition. He lost Finland to 

Russia. Revolution deposed him [1809]. 

 

Paul I 

czar 

Russia 

1796 to 1801 

He lived 1754 to 1801. 

 

Frederick William III 

king 

Prussia 

1797 to 1840 

He lived 1770 to 1840, lost to Napoleon at Jena [1806], and signed Treaty of Tilsit, giving west Prussia to France. 

He gave Poland to Duke of Warsaw. He joined Continental System. Then his ministers revitalized Prussia and fought 

War of Liberation from France. He joined Holy Alliance. 

 

Alexander I 

czar 

Russia 

1801 to 1825 

He lived 1777-1825, was Romanov, and promoted Holy Alliance of Russia, Austria, and Prussia [1815]. 

 

Joseph Bonaparte [Bonaparte, Joseph] 

king 

Spain 

1806 to 1813 

He lived 1768 to 1844 and was king of Naples [1806 to 1808] and Spain [1808 to 1813]. 

 

John VI 

king 

Portugal 

1807 to 1826 

He lived 1767 to 1826 and went back to Portugal from Brazil. 

 

Ferdinand VII 

king 

Spain 

1808 to 1833 

He lived 1784 to 1833, was of Bourbon family, and was king of Spain [1808 to 1833]. Napoleon captured him, but 

he later regained throne. He set aside new constitution twice. He lost mainland South and Central America [1825]. He 

caused Carlist Wars [1839] by giving his kingdom to his daughter instead of Don Carlos, as required by Salid law. 

 

Charles XIII 

king 

Sweden/Norway 

1809 to 1818 

He lived 1748 to 1818, accepted constitution, settled with Russia, fought Napoleon at Leipzig [1814], and united 

Norway [1814 to 1818] with Sweden when Denmark gave up rule of Norway. 



 

Louis XVIII 

king 

France 

1815 to 1824 

He lived 1755 to 1824. In Bourbon Restoration, he became king through Talleyrand at Congress of Vienna and 

Talleyrand was his foreign minister. He tried to reconcile French factions with new constitution. Someone assassinated 

his nephew. Royalists gained control through Villele [1820]. 

 

William I 

king 

Netherlands 

1815 to 1840 

He lived 1772 to 1843. 

 

Charles XIV 

king 

Sweden/Norway 

1818 to 1844 

He lived 1763 to 1844. 

 

Charles X 

king 

France 

1824 to 1830 

He lived 1757 to 1836. Talleyrand was his foreign minister. 

 

Nicholas I 

czar 

Russia 

1825 to 1855 

He lived 1796 to 1855, was Romanov, crushed Decembrist Conspiracy, defeated Polish uprising, helped Austria 

defeat Hungarian Republic [1849], and lost Crimean War to Britain. 

 

Louis Philippe or Citizen King 

king 

France 

1830.07 to 1848.02 

He lived 1773 to 1850. As Duke of Orleans, Lafayette helped him and he replaced Charles X in July Revolution 

[1830]. He allowed business freedom and Algeria colonization. His reactionary cabinet and slight electoral reforms led 

to February Revolution [1848]. 

 

Leopold I 

king 

Belgium 

1831 to 1865 

He lived 1790 to 1865. Belgium became independent of Holland [1830]. 

 

Otto I 

king 

Greece 

1833 to 1862 

He lived 1815 to 1867 and was from Bavaria. 

 

Maria II 

queen 



Portugal 

1834 to 1853 

She lived 1819 to 1853 and defeated Miguel in Miguelist Wars. 

 

Ferdinand 

emperor 

Austria 

1835 to 1848.12 

He lived 1793 to 1875 and abdicated to Francis Joseph I, who soon gained absolute power. Metternich was Council 

of State leader but resigned. 

 

Ferdinand II 

king 

Portugal 

1837 to 1853 

He lived 1816 to 1885 married Maria II [1836]. 

 

Victoria 

queen 

England 

1837 to 1901 

She lived 1819 to 1901 and was Hanover. Lord Melbourne and Palmerston were Prime Ministers in first half of her 

reign, before her husband Prince Albert died. Disraeli and Gladstone were Prime Ministers during last half of her reign. 

Her children married to ally with most of Europe. She had diamond jubilee [1897]. Her reign is Victorian Era. 

 

Isabella 

queen 

Spain 

1839 to 1868 

She lived 1830 to 1904 and became queen at end of Carlist War [1839]. Carlists had revolted because her father 

Ferdinand VII did not follow Salid Law of succession, which allowed male heirs only, but Carlists under Don Carlos 

lost. She abdicated [1868]. 

 

William II 

king 

Netherlands 

1840 to 1849 

He lived 1792 to 1849. 

 

Frederick William IV 

king 

Prussia 

1840 to 1861 

He lived 1795 to 1861 and put down 1848 Revolution. Treaty of Olmutz [1850] blocked his plan for German Union 

with Austria by forming German Confederation, with Austria as leader. 

 

Louis Napoleon or Napoleon III 

president/emperor 

France 

1848.12 to 1870 

He lived 1808 to 1873. After trying to become emperor in 1836 and 1840, he returned to France, and assembly 

elected him president of Republic [1848], promising democracy and order. He dissolved legislature, crushed worker 

revolt, and ended Second Republic. He founded Second Empire of France [1852]. He granted more power to legislature 

and reigned in prosperity. He built Suez Canal [1859 to 1869], adventured in Mexico, got China Lands, fought Crimean 

War, restored the pope, and controlled Papal States. He fought Franco-Prussian War [1869 to 1870], but Prussia 

captured and deposed him. 



 

Francis Joseph I or Franz Joseph I 

emperor 

Austria 

1848.12 to 1916 

He lived 1830 to 1916 and reorganized Austrian Empire [1867] as Austro-Hungary. He lost Lombardy and Venetia 

in Austro-Prussian War or Seven Weeks War, which Peace of Prague settled. 

 

William III 

king 

Netherlands 

1849 to 1890 

He lived 1817 to 1890. 

 

Danilo II 

king 

Montenegro 

1851 to 1860 

He lived 1826 to 1860 and became archbishop [1851]. 

 

Alexander II 

czar 

Russia 

1855 to 1881 

The Tsar liberator lived 1818 to 1881, was Romanov, and freed serfs [1861] but did not allow them to leave their 

villages without permission. He started local assembly {zemstvo} and new judicial system. He fought Crimean War 

over Russian influence in southeast Europe. Someone assassinated him. 

 

Alexander John Cusa [Cusa, Alexander John] 

prince 

Walachia/Moldavia 

1859 to 1866 

He lived 1820 to 1873, was prince of Romania [1859 to 1866], and led Danubian Principalities of Walachia and 

Moldavia [1859]. 

 

Nicholas I 

king 

Montenegro 

1860 to 1910 

He lived 1841 to 1921 and helped Montenegro gain independence from Bulgaria and Ottomans [1878]. 

 

Victor Emmanuel II 

king 

Italy 

1861 to 1878 

He lived 1820 to 1878 and led wars of Risorgimento as Sardinia king, with Garibaldi as general. After victory over 

Papal States, Florence was capital. He ruled as constitutional monarch. 

 

William I 

king 

Prussia 

1861 to 1888 

He lived 1797 to 1888 and was emperor of Germany [1871 to 1888] and king of Prussia [1861 to 1888]. His minister 

was Bismarck. Prussia and Austria fought Denmark over Schleswig-Holstein [1864]. German Empire began [1871]. 

 



George I 

king 

Greece 

1863 to 1913 

He lived 1845 to 1913. 

 

Leopold II 

king 

Belgium 

1865 to 1909 

He lived 1835 to 1909. 

 

Carol I 

prince 

Romania 

1866 to 1881 

He lived 1839 to 1914. Romania gained independence from Ottoman Empire [1881]. Romania had pogroms and 

laws against Jews. 

 

Miguel II 

king 

Portugal 

1866 to 1920 

He lived 1853 to 1927 and abdicated [1920] when republic formed. 

 

Alphonso XII 

king 

Spain 

1875 to 1885 

He lived 1857 to 1885 and became king after Carlists revolted and lost. 

 

Humbert I 

king 

Italy 

1878 to 1900 

He lived 1844 to 1900. 

 

Alexander III 

czar 

Russia 

1881 to 1894 

He lived 1845 to 1894, was Romanov, and promoted peace and industry. The Black Hundred beat people and robbed 

Jewish homes and shops. 

 

Alphonso XIII 

king 

Spain 

1886 to 1931 

He lived 1886 to 1941. 

 

Ferdinand 

king 

Bulgaria 

1887 to 1918 

He lived 1861 to 1948 and was Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. Bulgaria became independent [1908]. 

 



Wilhelm II or William II 

kaiser 

Germany 

1888 to 1918 

He lived 1859 to 1941, led German Empire, dismissed Bismarck [1890], built commerce, took colonies, and built up 

navy. He had Entente Cordiale with Britain and France. He formed Triple Entente of Britain, France, and Russia. He 

formed Triple Alliance of Germany, Italy, and Austro-Hungary. He had to abdicate after World War I. 

 

Charles I 

king 

Portugal 

1889 to 1908 

He lived 1863 to 1908. 

 

Wilhelmina 

queen 

Netherlands 

1890 to 1948 

She lived 1880 to 1962. 

 

Nicholas II 

czar 

Russia 

1894 to 1917 

He lived 1868 to 1917, was Romanov, and tried to keep the peace at Hague Conference. He lost Russo-Japanese War 

[1905] and then faced Revolution of 1905, which established legislature or Duma. He blocked Duma with his premier 

Stolypin but allowed some land reform. He led army in World War I. Rasputin came to control his family. 

Revolutionaries killed him after Russian Revolution [1917]. 

 

Victor Emmanuel III 

king 

Italy 

1900 to 1946 

He lived 1869 to 1947 and appointed Mussolini [1922]. He dismissed Mussolini [1943] to make peace. 

 

Edward VII 

king 

England 

1901 to 1910 

He lived 1841 to 1910, was Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and cooperated with Asquith in limiting House of Lords veto 

power. His era is Edwardian Era. The next rulers in the family changed house name to Windsor: George V, Edward 

VIII, George VI, and Elizabeth II. 

 

Haakon VII 

king 

Norway 

1905 to 1957 

He lived 1872 to 1957 and became king after Norway and Sweden split [1905]. 

 

Manuel II 

king 

Portugal 

1908 to 1910 

He lived 1889 to 1932. 

 



Charles I 

king 

Austria 

1916 to 1918 

He lived 1887 to 1922. 

 

Alexander 

king 

Greece 

1916 to 1920 

He lived 1893 to 1920 and became king after Venizelos forced his father Constantine to abdicate, because 

Constantine had kept Greece neutral in World War I. 

 

Boris III 

king/dictator 

Bulgaria 

1918 to 1943 

He lived 1894 to 1943, was dictator [1938 to 1943], and allied with Hitler. 

 

Peter I 

king 

Serbia/Croatia/Slovenia 

1918.10 to 1921 

He lived 1844 to 1921 and became king of Serbia, Croatia, and Slovenia. 

 

George II 

king 

Greece 

1922 to 1924 

He lived 1890 to 1947 and became king by Treaty of Lausanne [1922]. Republic formed [1924]. He became king 

again as republic failed [1935 to 1947]. 

 

Zog I or Ahmed Bey Zogu [Zogu, Ahmed Bey] 

king 

Albania 

1928 to 1946 

He lived 1895 to 1961 and was president [1925 to 1928] then king of Albania [1928 to 1939]. 

 

Alexander 

king 

Yugoslavia 

1929 to 1934 

He lived 1888 to 1934. Someone killed him. 

 

Carol II 

king 

Romania 

1930 to 1940 

He lived 1893 to 1953. 

 

Edward VIII 

king 

England 

1935 to 1936 

He lived 1894 to 1972, abdicated to marry an American, and became Duke of Windsor [1936]. 

 



Michael 

king 

Romania 

1944 

He lived 1921 to ?. 

 

Baudouin or Boudewijn 

king 

Belgium 

1951 

He lived 1930 to 1993 and ruled when Leopold III abdicated. 

 

Elizabeth II 

queen 

England 

1952 to 2003 

She lived 1926 to ?. 

 

Juan Carlos I 

king 

Spain 

1975 to 2007 

He lived 1938 to ? and ruled after Franco died. 
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Jericho 

town 

Jericho, Palestine 

-9000 to -8000 

Jericho began around a spring. New Stone Age people built wood and stone houses with plaster floors. Town walls 

had stacked brick masonry. It grew to eight acres [-8000] [Bronowski, 1974]. 

 

Göbekli 

town 

Göbekli, Turkey 

-8000 

Town was in east Turkey. 

 

Jericho 

town 

Jericho, Palestine 

-7000 

Jericho had population 300, tower, and walls. 

 

Catalhoyuk or Catal Huyuk 

town 

Catal Huyuk, Turkey 

-7000 to -5800 

South-central Turkey sites {forked mound} had population 8000, with 2000 houses. They had men and animal 

paintings and sculptures. Catal Huyuk traded obsidian, salt, sulfur, and bitumen. It had one-story mudbrick houses with 

plaster, wood frames, and reed and mud roofs. Houses were clean. Houses connected, with no streets. People did 

activities on roofs. Wooden stairs went into houses through roof openings. It used obsidian tools. It was a trading center 

by a river on a fertile plain. It grew cereal grains and had sheep. Continuous cultivation used irrigation and animal 

manure, not slash-and-burn methods. It had fertility cults. Burials were under houses. For yearly ceremonies, they used 

men and women's heads. People abandoned town [-5800], for unknown reasons. 



 

Jericho 

town 

Jericho, Palestine 

-6000 to -5000 

Jericho had population 3000, had watchtowers and ditches, and was obsidian, salt, sulfur, and bitumen trading 

center. Continuous cultivation used irrigation and animal manure, not slash-and-burn methods. Jericho had fertility 

cults. 

 

Karanova 

town 

Bulgaria 

-5000 

Culture began. 

 

Babylon 

town 

Sumer 

-4000 

Site that later became Babylon was first inhabited. 

 

Eridu 

town 

Eridu, Sumer 

-4000 

Culture began. 

 

Ugarit 

town 

Ras Shamra, Syria 

-4000 

Town is on east Mediterranean coast. Ugarit is now Ras Shamra. 

 

Byblos 

town 

Byblos, Asia Minor 

-3100 

Town is on east Mediterranean coast. 

 

Skara Brae 

town 

Orkney Island, Scotland 

-3000 

Neolithic village was off coast of Scotland. It had ten small houses with flat stone for walls, large slabs for floors, 

and stone furniture. Orkney has no trees. 

 

Valdivia 

town 

Valdivia, Ecuador 

-3000 to -2200 

Neolithic planned town with plaza and wooden multifamily dwellings had 1000 people. People planted corn and 

domesticated dogs. 

 

Troy 

town 

Troy, Asia Minor 



-2700 to -1200 

Disaster or invasion destroyed it nine times. 

 

Caral 

town 

Caral, Peru 

-2627 to -1977 

Neolithic culture was near Supe River, north of Lima. Town had 160 acres, plazas, reed-and-mud homes, irrigation 

system, and 500-feet wide and 60-feet tall rock pyramid. Buildings used reed sacks filled with stones {shicra}. Town 

traded with coast, 14 miles away, which supplied fish and shellfish. It used squash, cotton, sweet potatoes, and fruits 

but no maize. It had no gold or pottery but used bone flutes. 

 

El Paraiso 

town 

Lima, Peru 

-1800 

Town was ceremonial center with pyramid. There was fishing, cotton, corn, and jewelry. 

 

Kotosh 

town 

Kotosh, Peru 

-1800 

It had ceremonial platforms. 

 

Casma 

town 

Peru 

-1500 

 

Copan 

town 

Copan, Honduras 

-1400 

It is in west Honduras. 

 

San Jose Mogote 

town 

San Jose Mogote, Mexico 

-1350 

Town was in south Mexico. 

 

Chang-an 

town 

China 

-1200 

Town was early Chinese civilization. 

 

Rome 

town 

Rome, Italy 

-800 to -500 

Town started after Celts invaded Italy and pushed Etruscans south into central Italy, where native Samnites, Sabines, 

and Latins lived. Rome was first trading center and assembly place for Latins, Sabines, and Etruscans. 

 

Tiahuanaco 

town 



Tiahuanaco, Bolivia 

-400 

Town was near Lake Titicaca. 

 

Cyrenaica 

town 

Cyrenaica, Libya 

115 

Jewish community in northeast Libya revolted against Rome. 

 

London 

town 

London, United Kingdom 

200 to 250 

London became main town of Britain. 

 

Nara 

capital 

Nara, Japan 

710 to 784 

Town was south of Kyoto. 

 

Heian-kyo 

capital 

Heian-kyo, Japan 

794 

Town is Kyoto. 

 

Cahokia 

city 

Cahokia, Illinois 

1050 to 1200 

City, in south Illinois, had rectangular flat-topped temple mounds (Cahokia Mounds) around squares or beside wide 

streets. Largest was Monk's Mound, over 30 meters high. 

 

Katanga 

town 

Zaire 

1100 

Town began in central Africa. 

 

Great Zimbabwe 

town 

Zimbabwe 

1450 

Town was in south Africa. 

 

Antwerp 

town 

Belgium 

1500 to 1600 

Town became prominent through salted and pickled fish, shipping, manufacturing, imported wool from England, 

imported wood and grain from Baltic, and exported textiles from Flanders and Picardy. 

 

Holland 

town 



Holland 

1500 to 1600 

Cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, Leiden, and Delft became prominent. 

 

Nagasaki 

town 

Nagasaki, Japan 

1570 

Nagasaki, under Christian king, invited Portuguese. 

 

Amsterdam 

town 

Holland 

1600 to 1688 

Town had shipping, manufacturing, letters of credit, and stock exchange. Letters of credit are discounted bills for 

loans. It had shipping in flutes or flyboats used for cargo. It had wool from England, salted and pickled fish, wood and 

grain from Baltic, and textiles in Flanders and Picardy. 

 

Memphis 

fort 

Memphis, Tennessee 

1682 

France built fort. 

 

St. Louis 

fort 

St. Louis, Missouri 

1682 

France built fort on Mississippi River. 

 

Detroit 

fort 

Detroit, Michigan 

1701 

France built fort on Lake Erie. 

 

New Orleans 

fort 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

1718 

France built fort on Mississippi River. 
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Treaty of Kadesh 

treaty 

Anatolia 

-1284 

Treaty was between Ramses II of Egypt and Hattusilis III of Hittite Empire. 

 

Treaty of Verdun 

treaty 

France/Germany 

843 

Treaty partitioned Frank lands into France as west Frankish kingdom, under Charles II the Bald, and Germany as 

east Frankish kingdom, under Louis the German. 



 

Treaty of Mersen 

treaty 

Lotharingia, Germany 

870 

After Louis the German fought Charles the Bald, treaty gave Lotharingia to Germany, which Louis the German 

ruled. After that, feudalism and manorial system began, and kings declined in power. 

 

Concordant of Worms 

treaty 

Worms, Germany 

1122 

Treaty gave power to elect bishops to pope, with veto power by emperor of Holy Roman Empire. 

 

Peace of Constance 

treaty 

Lombardy 

1183 

Treaty gave freedom to Lombard League towns and independence from the pope to Holy Roman Empire. 

 

Magna Charta 

treaty 

Runnymede, England 

1215 

Barons and prelates forced King John to sign Magna Charta. Magna Charta gave more rights to freemen, including 

barons, lesser knights, and burgesses. It guaranteed trial by jury, alleviated some taxing powers of king, and protected 

baron property. Magna Charta did not give rights to serfs. Committee of 25 barons enforced it. Magna Charta is part of 

British Constitution, which includes many other documents. 

 

Treaty of London 

treaty 

London, United Kingdom 

1359 

Treaty ended England's involvement in Hundred Years War. 

 

Bretigny 

treaty 

France 

1360 

England got Aquitaine. 

 

Treaty of Anglo-Portuguese friendship 

treaty 

Portugal/England 

1373 

King Edward III of England and King Ferdinand and Queen Eleanor of Portugal established alliance. It is oldest 

treaty still in effect. 

 

Treaty of Troyes 

treaty 

France 

1420 

Treaty gave Normandy to England from France. Henry V became heir to French throne. He married Katherine, 

Charles VI of France's daughter. War resumed when Henry V died [1422]. 

 



Tours 

treaty 

Poitiers, France 

1444 to 1449 

France got Duchy of Maine. England broke treaty but lost. 

 

Treaty of Tordesillas 

treaty 

Spain 

1494 

Spain got West Indies, Central America, and South America, and Portugal got Brazil and Africa. 

 

Peace of Augsburg 

treaty 

Augsburg, Germany 

1555 

Princes in empire chose Lutheran or Catholic Church for state. 

 

Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis 

treaty 

Italy 

1559 

Treaty gave Sicily, Naples, and Milan to Spain. 

 

Spain/Portugal 

treaty 

Spain/Portugal 

1580 to 1640 

Spain united with Portugal. 

 

Treaty of Vienna 

treaty 

Vienna, Austria 

1606 

Treaty of Vienna between Hungary and Ottoman Empire gave religious freedom to southeast Europe. 

 

Peace of the Pyrenees 

treaty 

Portugal 

1640 

Spain lost Portugal. 

 

Peace of Westphalia or Treaty of Westphalia 

treaty 

Europe 

1648 

Treaty ended Thirty Years War and ended authority of Holy Roman Empire, so 300 princes freely held lands in 

Germany and Italy. Holy Roman Empire then was mainly Austria, still ruled by Hapsburgs. Duchy of Prussia was in 

north Germany. Elector of Brandenburg gained. Switzerland became fully independent, with 13 cantons ruled by 

oligarchies. United Provinces in Netherlands became independent. 

Peace of Westphalia established modern international law, by recognizing absolute jurisdiction of nations in their 

territories. 

 

Peace of the Pyrenees 

treaty 

Spain 



1659 

France took part of Spain. 

 

Treaty of Oliva 

treaty 

Oliva, Poland 

1660 

Poland lost land to Sweden. 

 

Treaty of Andrusov 

treaty 

Andrusov, Russia 

1667 

Poland lost land to Russia. 

 

Treaty of Ryswick 

treaty 

Ryswick, Netherlands 

1697 

Treaty ended Dutch Wars among France, Netherlands, and England, with Netherlands free and Protestant. 

 

Peace of Karlowitz 

treaty 

Karlowitz, Poland 

1699 

Venice got Dalmatia. Poland got Bosnia, Bulgaria, Wallachia, Moldavia, Bessarabia, and Jedisan. Holy Roman 

Empire got Hungary. Ottoman Empire lost. 

 

Act of Union 

treaty 

England/Scotland 

1707 

Treaty joined England, including Wales and Ireland, and Scotland as Great Britain. 

 

Peace of Utrecht 

treaty 

Utrecht, Netherlands 

1713 to 1714 

Treaty ended War of the Spanish Succession, which started after death of Charles II of Spain. Spain and Austria 

were against Britain and France. It gave Milan to Austria and Sicily to Savoy. Philip V became Bourbon king of Spain, 

not Holy Roman Empire emperor. Hapsburgs of Austria got Spanish Netherlands from Spain. Spanish Netherlands had 

Belgium and Luxembourg. 

 

Treaty of Passarowitz 

treaty 

Hungary 

1718 

Holy Roman Empire gained Hungary and Transylvania from Ottoman Empire, to end Austro-Turkish War. 

 

Savoy-Austria Trade 

treaty 

Sicily/Sardinia, Italy 

1720 

Savoy traded Sicily to Austria for Sardinia. 

 



Belgrade 

treaty 

Romania 

1739 

Treaty set border between Ottoman Empire and Austria, keeping Hungary for Austria. Ottoman Empire got back 

Bulgaria, Bosnia, Wallachia, Moldavia, and Bessarabia. Russia did not build Black-Sea navy. 

 

Treaty of Paris 

treaty 

Paris, France 

1763 

Treaty gave England all USA and Canada, except New Orleans for France. It gave Florida to Spain. 

 

First Polish Partition 

treaty 

Poland 

1772 

Stanislaus II, king of Poland, accepted Russian aid against Prussia and Austria and had to accept Poland partition. 

Russia got all of Latvia, Belorussia, Lithuania, and Ukraine. 

 

Treaty of Kutchuk Kalnarji 

treaty 

Crimea 

1774 

Russia won control of Tatars of Crimea. 

 

Treaty of Paris 

treaty 

Paris, France 

1783 

Treaty ended American Revolution. Benjamin Franklin, for USA, negotiated with Britain. 

 

Sistova 

treaty 

Bosnia/Romania 

1791 

Ottoman Empire got Belgrade. Austria got Bosnia. 

 

Jassy 

treaty 

Ukraine 

1792 

Russians got up to Dniester River from Ottoman Empire. 

 

Second Polish Partition 

treaty 

Poland 

1793 

Russia, Prussia, and Austria divided it. 

 

Third Polish Partition 

treaty 

Poland 

1795 

Poland was split among Russia, Prussia, and Austria. 

 



Treaty of Campo Formio 

treaty 

Campo Formio, Italy 

1797 

Treaty ended French Revolutionary War in Italy. Austria got Venice and Dalmatia. Cisalpine Republic in north Italy 

began, with Milan as capital. 

 

Concordat 

treaty 

France 

1801 

Napoleon negotiated peace with Catholic Church. 

 

Treaty of Luneville 

treaty 

Luneville, France 

1801 

Treaty ended war of Austria and France. 

 

Treaty of Amiens 

treaty 

Amiens, France 

1802 

Treaty ended war of France and England. 

 

Act of Mediation 

treaty 

Switzerland 

1803 

Treaty restored Switzerland confederation. 

 

Treaty of Tilsit 

treaty 

Prussia 

1807 

France negotiated peace with Russia and Prussia. 

 

Treaty between Sikhs and British 

treaty 

India 

1809 

Treaty set Sikh boundaries in India. 

 

Treaty of Paris 

treaty 

Paris, France 

1814 

Talleyrand worked for mild terms and Bourbon-king restoration. 

 

Treaty of Adrianople 

treaty 

Adrianople, Greece 

1829 

Treaty ended war between Ottoman Empire and Russia. Moldavia and Walachia became Russian protectorates. 

Greece became independent of Turkey. 

 



Treaty of Olmutz 

treaty 

Olmutz, Germany 

1850 

Treaty blocked German Union and restored German Federation, which included Prussia and Austria. Austria 

dominated it. 

 

Burlingame Treaty 

treaty 

USA 

1868 

Treaty gave Chinese right to come to USA. 

 

Fort Laramie Treaty 

treaty 

USA 

1868 

Great Sioux Reservation created in South Dakota, North Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, and Nebraska. 

 

Treaty of Versailles 

treaty 

Versailles, France 

1871 

Treaty formally ended Franco-Prussian War between France and Prussia. 

 

Congress of Berlin/Treaty of Berlin 

conference/treaty 

Berlin, Germany 

1878 

Act ended Russo-Turkish War [1876 to 1878]. Ottoman Empire got Macedonia again. Montenegro and Serbia 

became independent. Greater Bulgaria divided into north Bulgaria, Rumelia in east Bulgaria, and Macedonia under 

Ottoman Empire. Bosnia went to Austro-Hungary. 

 

Treaty of San Stefano 

treaty 

San Stefano, Italy 

1878 

Treaty ended first Balkan War. It gave Montenegro and Macedonia to Bulgaria. Greater Bulgaria included Bulgaria, 

Rumelia, and Macedonia, as it had earlier. 

 

Treaty of Shimonoseki 

treaty 

China 

1895 

Treaty ended Sino-Japanese War. 

 

Treaty of Paris 

treaty 

Paris, France 

1898 

Treaty ended Spanish-American War. USA got Philippines, east tip of Cuba, and Puerto Rico. 

 

South Africa Act 

treaty 

South Africa 

1910 



Union of South Africa became independent as British commonwealth and established apartheid laws separating 

whites, blacks, and mixed. 

 

Treaty of Brest-Litovsk 

treaty 

Brest-Litovsk, Russia 

1918.03 

Treaty ended Russian participation in World War I. Bolsheviks controlled European Russia. 

 

Treaty of Bucharest 

treaty 

Romania 

1918.05 to 1918.11 

Treaty ended war on Eastern Front between Germany and Romania. Romania annexed Bessarabia. However, in 

November, Romania warred again. 

 

Armistice 

treaty 

Paris, France 

1918.1111 

Treaty ended World War I on Western Front on November 11 at 11 am. 

 

Treaty of Versailles 

treaty 

Versailles, France 

1919.06 

Paris Peace Conference started in January 1919. Treaty created Weimar Republic in Germany, which faced 

unemployment, inflation, and extremism. Italy gained Trieste and Tyrol. Greece got west Thrace and European Turkey. 

Japan got German islands in Pacific Ocean. 

 

Treaty of Saint-Germain 

treaty 

Austria 

1919.09 

Treaty established current Austria and Romania. 

 

Treaty of Neuilly 

treaty 

Bulgaria 

1919.11 

Bulgaria lost territory. 

 

Treaty of Riga 

treaty 

Poland 

1920 

Treaty negotiated peace between Russia and Poland, after Poland went to war to get more eastern territory. Finland, 

Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania became independent. Russia lost Bessarabia. Vilma went from Lithuania to Poland. 

 

Treaty of Trianon 

treaty 

Hungary 

1920.06 

Austria and Hungary became republics. Czechoslovakia became republic, and Tomas Masaryk and Eduard Benes 

were first two presidents. Upper Silesia went to Poland. Romania got Transylvania, Banat, and Bukovina. 

 



Treaty of Sevres 

treaty 

Turkey 

1920.08 

Ottoman Empire was left with only Istanbul and Anatolia. 

 

Turkey/Russia 

treaty 

Turkey/Russia 

1921.03 

Treaty between Turkey and Russia allowed Turkish Republic under Kemal Ataturk. 

 

Washington Conference/Nine-Power Treaty 

treaty 

China 

1922 

Treaty assured borders of China and kept Open Door Policy. 

 

Treaty of Lausanne 

treaty 

Switzerland 

1923.07 

Treaty ended war between Greece and Turkey, and Allies signed it. Thrace went to Turkey. Several million Greeks, 

Turks, and Bulgarians moved. 

 

Treaty of Rome 

treaty 

Rome, Italy 

1924 

Treaty transferred port of Susak from Italy to Serbia, Croatia, and Slovenia kingdom. 

 

Treaty of Locarno 

treaty 

Italy 

1925 

Treaty required fewer reparations from Germany. 

 

Kellogg-Briand Pact or Pact of Paris 

treaty 

Paris, France 

1929 

Treaty agreed to negotiate differences among France, Britain, USA, and Germany and so removed most restrictions 

on Germany. Weimar Republic had evacuated Ruhr and paid reparations. 

 

Lateran Treaty 

treaty 

Italy 

1929 

Treaty gave control of Vatican City to the pope. Roman Curia was papal court. 

 

Locarno Pact 

treaty 

Italy 

1929 

Treaty set Germany's west boundary and put Germany in League of Nations, with approval of France, Britain, and 

USA. 



 

Munich Pact 

treaty 

Munich, Germany 

1938 

Treaty partitioned Czechoslovakia. Germany got Bohemia and Moravia and demanded Danzig and Polish Corridor. 

Adolf Hitler signed for Germany. Neville Chamberlain, Prime Minister of England, said he wanted "peace in our time" 

{peace in our time} from Axis powers. Others accused him of appeasement. 

 

Nonaggression Pact 

treaty 

Germany/Russia 

1939.08 

Hitler gave Russia, under Stalin, east Poland, Baltic republics, north Bokovina, and Bessarabia. 

 

Atlantic Charter 

treaty 

Britain/USA 

1941 to 1948 

Treaty began NATO or North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

 

Tehran Declaration 

treaty 

Tehran, Iran 

1943 

Allies agreed on European territory. 

 

Dumbarton Oaks Conference/Treaty at Dumbarton Oaks 

treaty 

Dumbarton Oaks, California 

1944 

Treaty established United Nations charter. 

 

Act of Chapultepec 

treaty 

Chapultepec, Mexico 

1945 

Treaty furthered Pan-Americanism. 

 

Arab League 

league 

Egypt 

1945 

League led by Egypt included most Arab and Moslem states. 

 

Treaty of Paris 

treaty 

Paris, France 

1947 

Allies finalized peace with Italy, which became a republic. Italian parties were Catholics, Communists, and 

Socialists. 

 

Benelux 

league 

Belgium/Netherlands/Luxembourg 

1947 to 2007 



Countries signed Benelux Customs Union treaty [1944]. Benelux Economic Union replaced it [1960]. 

 

Rio Treaty 

treaty 

Americas 

1948 

Treaty formed Organization of American States (OAS). It settled war between Nicaragua and Costa Rica and 

Dominican-Republic question. 

 

Warsaw Pact 

treaty/league 

Europe 

1949 

Treaty grouped communist East European nations. League included Albania, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, 

Czechoslovakia, Poland, East Germany, and Russia. Kaliningrad or Königsberg was in Russia. Oder-Niesse line 

divided East Germany from Poland. 

 

Sino-Soviet Treaty 

treaty 

Russia/China 

1950 

Russian and Chinese Communist parties negotiated the border. 

 

Southeast Asia Treaty Organization or SEATO 

treaty 

Asia 

1954 to 1977 

Southeastern Asia Treaty Organization started as Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty or Manila Pact 

(SEATO). 

 

Paris Pacts 

treaty 

Paris, France 

1955 

West Germany became sovereign and joined NATO. East Germany became free and joined Warsaw Pact of east 

European nations. 

 

Central Treaty Organization or CENTO 

treaty 

Asia 

1955 to 1979 

First, it was Middle East Treaty Organization (METO) or Baghdad Pact. 

 

Alliance for Progress 

league 

Americas 

1962 

Alliance involved all nations in Western Hemisphere, except Cuba. 

 

Treaty between East and West Germany 

treaty 

Germany 

1970 to 1972 

Willy Brandt had policy of Ostpolitik, leading to Treaty of Moscow [1970], Treaty of Warsaw [1970], Four Power 

Agreement on Berlin [1971], Transit Agreement [1972], and Basic Treaty [1972]. Both nations then joined United 

Nations. The nations unified [1990]. 



 

Alliance for Progress 

league 

Cuba 

1975 

Cuba reentered. 

 

Helsinki Agreements on Human Rights 

treaty 

Helsinki, Finland 

1975 

Laws established procedures for reporting on human rights and opened East Europe to communications from 

outside. 

 

Camp David Accords 

treaty 

Egypt/Israel 

1979 

Anwar Sadat of Egypt [assassinated 1981] and Moshe Dayan of Israel signed peace treaty. 

 

Convention on the Law of the Sea 

treaty 

United Nations 

1982 

Treaty established 200-mile territorial waters. 

 

missile 

treaty 

USA/Russia 

1987 

USA and Russia reached agreement on intermediate range missile reductions in Europe. 

 

Nuclear Weapons 

treaty 

USA/Russia 

1991 

USA and Russia agreed on weapons and missiles. 
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Trojan 

war 

Troy, Asia Minor 

-1200 

Greeks destroyed Troy after ten-year war. Legendarily began when Paris took the Greek queen Helen (Helen of 

Troy) by force to Troy and ended when Greeks sacked Troy after hiding in Trojan Horse. 

 

Persian Wars 

war 

Persia/Greece 

-499 to -479 

Greek city-states, led by Athens, united against Persia. 

 

Syracuse-Carthage 

war 

Syracuse, Sicily 



-480 

Carthage tried to take Sicily and Syracuse but did not. 

 

Persian Wars 

war 

Greece 

-449 

Greece defeated Persia under Xerxes to end Persian Wars. 

 

Peloponnesian War 

war 

Greece 

-431 to -404 

In some city-states, rich oligarchs ruled. In democratic city-states, citizens ruled. Sparta and Corinth led 

Peloponnesian cities, favoring oligarchies, against wealthy Athens, favoring democratic cities. First, Corcyra (Corfu) 

rebelled against Corinth and then Athens, led by Pericles, helped it. Corinth asked Sparta for help. Peace came [-421] 

but failed as Athens moved against Syracuse, which allied with Sparta. They besieged Athens, which surrendered. 

Sparta then asked for Persian aid and won Peloponnesian War. It used mercenaries. Alcibiades was Athenian general 

and friend of Socrates. Merchants grew rich. Oligarchies took over democracies. It ruined Athenian farmland. 

 

Revolt of Egypt 

war 

Egypt 

-405 

Egypt revolted against Persia. 

 

Period of Warring States 

war 

Yellow River, China/Yangtze River, China 

-403 to -221 

Spring and Autumn Period ended [-475], and later Jin dynasty lands became three kingdoms [-403]. It ended when 

Qin dynasty unified China. 

 

Italian War 

war 

Italy 

-396 

Rome completed conquest of Italy and ruled it until end of Roman Empire. 

 

Wars of the Diadochi 

war 

Greece 

-304 to -301 

Ptolemy I, ruler of Egypt as former general of Alexander, defeated Antigonus I of Macedon. 

 

First Punic War 

war 

Sicily 

-264 to -241 

Sicily was at first ruled by Carthage. Rome defeated Carthage and took most of Sicily. Hamilcar Barca led Carthage, 

and Scipio led Rome. Rome controlled Italy south of Arno River. 

 

Second Punic War 

war 

Italy 

-218 to -202 



Hannibal, Hamilcar Barca's son, led Carthage army from New Carthage in Spain [-218]. He led cavalry and 

elephants over Alps and won in Po River valley at Trasimende [-217], in south Italy at Capua, and at Cannae [-216] but 

did not take Rome. Carthage lost New Carthage [-209]. He withdrew to aid his brother and then to defend Carthage 

against Scipio but lost at Zama [-202]. Rome then controlled west Mediterranean. 

 

Liu 

war 

China 

-210 to -202 

Liu family ended civil war and started Han dynasty. 

 

First Macedonian War 

war 

Macedon 

-194 

Philip V of Macedon lost to Rome, which had helped Athens against Macedon. 

 

Second Macedonian War 

war 

Macedon 

-190 

Antiochus III of Seleucids in Persia and Philip V of Macedon lost to Rome. 

 

Third Macedonian War 

war 

Macedon 

-168 

Perseus of Macedon lost to Rome. 

 

Third Punic War 

war 

Carthage, Tunisia/Rome, Italy 

-160 to -146 

Cato the Elder or Cato the Censor helped start war. He believed in the old virtues and was miser. It ended when 

Rome under Scipio Africanus Minor (the Younger) sacked Carthage. After Punic Wars, Romans created large estates 

that used slaves from poor-peasant lands. Peasants came to cities. Soldiers became paid professionals. 

 

Roman Civil War 

war 

Rome, Italy 

-76 

After Caius Marius and Cinna, for the people, took Rome while Sulla, for Senate, was in Greece, Sulla won civil 

war. 

 

Gallic Wars 

war 

Gaul 

-60 to -49 

Julius Caesar of Roman Republic fought Gauls in France and gained power. 

 

Jewish Revolt 

revolution 

Judaea 

66 to 73 

Palestinian Jews revolted against Romans led by Vespasian. After starving Jerusalem and destroying temple, Rome 

subdued Jews at Masada. 



 

Roman civil war 

war 

Rome, Italy 

68 to 69 

After Emperor Nero died, there was war. 

 

Hadrian's Wall 

wall 

Britain 

122 to 138 

Hadrian built wall to defend province of Britain. Scots and Picts breached wall twice. 

 

Roman civil war 

war 

Rome, Italy 

235 to 284 

Roman Empire had civil war. 

 

North Africans 

region 

North Africa 

238 to 300 

People revolted against Rome. 

 

Aurelian Walls 

wall 

Rome, Italy 

271 to 276 

Aurelian Walls surrounded Rome. 

 

Genji and Haiki War 

war 

Japan 

700 to 950 

Buddhist priests and Fujiwara family were powerful. Capital was at Heian (Kyoto). 

 

First Crusade 

war 

Clermont, France 

1095 

War began under Pope Urban II and Peter the Hermit at Council of Clermont and encouraged pilgrimages to Holy 

Land. Knights Templar and Knights Hospitaler began during Crusades. 

 

Second Crusade 

war 

Rome, Italy 

1145 to 1147 

Bernard of Clairvaux preached for it because Zangi captured County of Edessa. Louis VII of France led it. 

 

Damascus 

siege 

Asia Minor 

1147 to 1149 

Christian armies of Second Crusade lost to Turks in Asia Minor. 

 



Minamoto 

clan 

Kamakura, Japan 

1185 

Minamoto Yorimoto of Minamoto clan defeated Tiara clan. 

 

Third Crusade 

war 

Rome, Italy 

1189 to 1192 

Richard I of England and Philip II of France led Christian forces [1189]. Richard I of England and Saladin 

negotiated a truce [1192]. 

 

Fourth Crusade 

war 

Rome, Italy 

1202 

Fourth Crusade captured Constantinople and set up state, until Osmanli Turks defeated Christian soldiers and 

restored Byzantine Empire. 

 

Sixth Crusade 

war 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

1228 

Frederick II of Holy Roman Empire peacefully got Jerusalem, Nazareth, and Bethlehem by treaty. 

 

gunpowder 

war 

Europe 

1230 

Gunpowder came to Europe. 

 

Barons' War 

war 

Lewes, France 

1263 

Barons under Simon de Montfort defeated Henry III of France. 

 

Sicilian Vespers 

war 

Sicily 

1282 

Sicilian Vespers revolt sent Sicily to King of Aragon. 

 

Hundred Years War 

war 

France 

1337 to 1453 

Edward III, king of England, claimed France and began the 100 Years War. Joan of Arc and De Guesclin led France. 

 

Byzantine civil war 

war 

Byzantium 

1341 to 1354 

Empire had civil war. 

 



Jacquerie 

revolt 

Paris, France 

1358 

Peasants revolted north of Paris. 

 

Spain 

rebellion 

Spain 

1360 

Rebellion was against Peter I of Castile, who also fought Charles V of France. Edward the Black Prince, Duke of 

Cornwall, helped him. 

 

Hundred Years War 

war 

France 

1374 

Bertrand du Guesclin, constable of France, drove England out of France. 

 

Peasants' Revolt 

revolt 

England 

1381 

Peasants led by Wat Tyler marched to London to protest tax to King Richard II. They committed crimes on way, 

ruined king's house, and murdered Archbishop of Canterbury and Lord Treasurer. Someone killed Wat Tyler, but 

Parliament cancelled tax and pardoned rebels. However, soon situation became as it was before. 

 

Hussite Wars 

war 

Czech Republic 

1419 to 1436 

Protestant Czechs under John Huss and fundamentalist peasant Taborites of Moravian Church fought against 

Catholic Germans and Ultraquists. Ultraquist nobles backed some Church rites. Sigismund, a Catholic, was nominally 

king. It ended when George of Podebad negotiated peace. 

 

Hundred Years War 

war 

Europe 

1453 

War ended as England lost at Castillon. 

 

Venice-Ottoman 

war 

Turkey 

1463 to 1479 

Ottoman Empire defeated Venice. 

 

Onin 

war 

Japan 

1467 to 1477 

Hosokawa and Yamana clans fought civil war. 

 

Ikko-ikki 

revolt 

Japan 



1488 

Ikko Buddhists revolted. 

 

Italian Wars 

war 

Lombardy 

1494 to 1495 

France and Spain fought over Italy [1494]. Switzerland defeated Charles the Bold of Burgundy [1495]. 

 

Japan peasant revolt 

revolution 

Japan 

1500 to 1600 

Peasants, under renegade samurai warriors, joined against lords. 

 

Hungary Peasants Revolt 

revolution 

Hungary 

1514 

Peasants revolted in Hungary, lost, and became serfs. 

 

Inca 

rebellion 

Peru 

1536 to 1572 

Manko Inka, Huayna Capac's grandson, and other Inca rebelled against Spanish. Tupaq Amaru I was last Inca 

emperor. 

 

Transylvania Revolt 

revolution 

Hungary 

1541 

Transylvania princes, mainly Bocskay, revolted against Rudolf II of Hapsburg and Catholics and got west Hungary. 

Ottoman Empire got central Hungary. Hapsburgs of Austria got part of west Hungary. 

 

Swiss Civil War 

war 

Switzerland 

1550 

Protestant Reformation caused war. 

 

French Wars of Religion 

war 

France 

1560 to 1590 

Protestant minority fought with Catholic majority as nobles fought weak Valois kings. 

 

Wars of Religion 

war 

France 

1562 

Catholics and Protestants fought. 

 

Sea Beggars 

revolt 

Brill, Netherlands 



1572 

Privateers, some anti-Catholic noblemen, opposed Spanish during Revolt of the Netherlands but terrorized 

everybody. They captured Brielle [1572]. Rebel army was Geuzen or Beggars. William I of Orange first encouraged 

them [1568] but later jailed some leaders. 

 

St. Bartholomew 

massacre 

Paris, France 

1572 

8,000 Protestants died. 

 

Guise Revolt 

revolution 

France 

1588 

Duke of Guise led revolt against Henry III of France. 

 

Gunpowder Plot or Guy Fawkes Day 

war 

England 

1605 

Guy Fawkes tried to blow up Parliament and King James I, to arouse the people. 

 

Time of Troubles 

war 

Russia 

1605 

After nobles deposed Boris Godunov, Poland invaded and aided man pretending to be Dimitri, Ivan IV's son. More 

pretenders appeared and ruled. 

 

Holland-Spain 

war 

Holland/Spain 

1609 to 1621 

Truce held. 

 

Thirty Years War 

war 

Bohemia/Austria/Spain 

1618 to 1621 

Protestant Bohemian princes, acting as Bohemian diet, deposed Catholic Hapsburg emperor Ferdinand II of Holy 

Roman Empire and Austria and elected Frederick the Winter King, starting Thirty Years War [1618]. Protestant 

Reformation had already divided Holy Roman Empire. Emperor won at first, but France then assisted rebels. England 

fought Holy Roman Empire, too. Spain joined Thirty Years War on side of Holy Roman Empire and Hapsburgs [1620]. 

War between Holland and Spain merged into Thirty Years War [1621]. Holland was on side of France and England. 

 

Puritan Revolution 

war 

England 

1647 

Cromwell and Puritans defeated Charles I of England. 

 

Cossack Rebellion 

rebellion 

Russia 

1648 



Rebellion was against Poland. 

 

England Civil War 

war 

England 

1649 to 1651 

Oliver Cromwell and Puritans defeated Charles II and Scots at Dunbar [1649]. Oliver Cromwell won at Worcester 

[1651], to end civil war, and established Commonwealth. 

 

Bacon's Rebellion 

rebellion 

Virginia 

1676 

Farmers revolted against colony. 

 

Glorious Revolution 

revolution 

England 

1688 

Revolution ended rule of James II, Catholic, in favor of Protestant William of Orange. 

 

King William's War 

war 

USA/Canada 

1689 to 1697 

First French and Indian War started when France attacked British colonies. 

 

French and Indian Wars 

war 

USA 

1689 to 1763 

Britain pushed France northward and then out of east USA and Canada. 

 

Russo-Turkish Wars 

war 

Russia/Turkey 

1696 to 1878 

Russia and Ottoman Empire warred intermittently and slowly gave Russia Crimea, Ukraine, Bessarabia, and 

Caucasus [1829]. 

 

War of the Grand Alliance 

war 

Europe 

1697 

War ended with defeat of Louis XIV of France by Holy Roman Empire, Holland, England, Spain, and German 

states. Austria got Hungary from Ottoman Empire. 

 

Queen Anne's War 

war 

USA/Canada 

1701 to 1703 

Second French and Indian War lost France more territory to England. 

 

Dutch-Xhosa 

war 

Africa 



1702 to 1877 

Southeast Africa had nine wars. 

 

Mazeppa Rebellion 

rebellion 

Russia 

1709 

Cossacks rebelled against Peter I of Russia, who then took away their freedom. 

 

Transylvania Prince Rebellion 

rebellion 

Hungary 

1711 

Francis II Rakoczy and Transylvania princes rebelled against Hapsburgs of Holy Roman Empire and Austria, who 

stopped rebellion and took Transylvania and Hungary. 

 

Austro-Turkish War 

war 

Romania 

1716 to 1717 

Austria took Belgrade from Ottoman Empire [1717]. 

 

War of Polish Succession 

war 

Sicily/Naples, Italy/Parma, Italy 

1735 

War gave Sicily, Naples, and Parma to Spain under Bourbons. France lost, Holy Roman Empire lost, and Poland 

won. 

 

War of Jenkin's Ear 

war 

Spain 

1739 

War was about English right to trade at Portobello. Austria and Britain were against Spain, France, and Prussia. 

 

Silesian War or War of the Austrian Succession 

war 

Silesia 

1745 to 1748 

Frederick II of Prussia claimed Silesia from Maria Theresa of Austria [1745]. Philip V of Spain fought on side of 

Austria. It ended [1748] with Maria Theresa as queen of Austria. Austria controlled Milan, Mantua, Tuscany, and 

Modena in Italy. Savoy controlled Papal States and Sardinia. Venice, Genoa, and Lucca were independent. Silesia went 

to Prussia. 

 

King George's War 

war 

USA/Canada 

1745 to 1748 

Third French and Indian War removed France from Canada and northeast USA after defeat by England. 

 

French and Indian Wars 

war 

Canada 

1754 to 1763 

Last French and Indian War, in which Britain won Quebec and western French forts. George Washington lost at Fort 

Necessity and then aided General Braddock. 



 

Seven Years War 

war 

Germany/Austria 

1756 to 1763 

Prussia and Holy Roman Empire fought. England, France, Spain, Poland, and Russia participated. 

 

Boston Massacre 

revolution 

Boston, Massachusetts 

1770 

British soldiers fired at crowd of colonists and were later tried in court. 

 

Gaspee Burning 

revolution 

USA 

1772 

Rhode Island men torched HMS Gaspee, sent by Britain to enforce trade laws and prevent smuggling, exploding its 

powder magazine. 

 

Boston Tea Party 

revolution 

Boston, Massachusetts 

1773 

Colonists threw tea that was subject to British tax from ships into Boston harbor. 

 

Quebec Campaign 

war 

Canada 

1776 

USA failed to arouse Canada against British. USA took Montreal, lost Quebec, and went back to USA. 

 

Ohio 

campaign 

Ohio 

1779 

General Clark of USA defeated American natives. 

 

Carolina 

campaign 

North Carolina 

1781 

USA under Nathaniel Greene defeated Britain under Cornwallis. 

 

Revolt of the Netherlands 

war 

Netherlands 

1789 

Netherlands fought against Joseph II of Holy Roman Empire (Austria) and his reforms. 

 

French Revolution 

revolution 

France 

1789.0714 

Revolution began on July 14, which is now Bastille Day, with storming of Bastille prison. Causes were liberal trends 

of Enlightenment, France bankruptcy, subsequent taxes, mercantile system, and disparity between rich and poor. 



 

French Revolutionary Wars 

war 

France/Netherlands/Switzerland 

1792 to 1798 

French Assembly declared war on Austria [1792]. Early French defeats led to taking Tuileries Palaces, murdering 

Swiss Guards, giving more power to Paris Commune, and electing National Convention. French Revolutionary Army 

took Netherlands and formed Batavian Republic [1795]. France took Switzerland and created Helvetic Republic 

[1798]. 

 

Vendemaire Revolt 

revolution 

France 

1794 

Napoleon put down noble's Vendemaire Revolt against Directory and gained fame. 

 

Mamelukes Rebellion 

rebellion 

Egypt 

1798 to 1811 

Mohammed Ali, pasha of Egypt, defeated Ottoman Empire. 

 

Peninsular War 

war 

Spain 

1808 to 1814 

Napoleon of France captured the Bourbon King Charles IV of Spain and his son Ferdinand VII [1808]. 

 

South America 

war 

South America 

1810 to 1824 

Simon Bolivar, the Liberator, led South America in war against Spain. He eventually won at Ayacucho [1824]. 

 

Revolt of Mexico 

war 

Mexico 

1811 

Hidalgo y Costilla led revolt of Mexico against Spain. 

 

War of 1812 

war 

USA 

1812 

William Henry Harrison won Battle of Thames in Ontario, Canada, giving USA control of Northwest. Francis Scott 

Key wrote National Anthem. 

 

Croatia 

war 

Croatia 

1813 

Hungary regained Croatia from France. 

 

Serbia Rebellion 

rebellion 

Serbia 



1817 

Serbs led by Milosh Obrenovich rebelled against Ottoman Empire. 

 

Musket Wars 

war 

New Zealand 

1818 to 1833 

Maori tribes fought with muskets. 

 

Greek Revolution 

war 

Greece 

1821 

Greece under Ypsilantis fought Ottoman Empire and Egypt and won at Navarino or Pylos. 

 

Mexico Civil War 

war 

Mexico 

1823 

Santa Anna and others fought for leadership of Mexico after Iturbide left. 

 

Anglo-Burmese Wars 

war 

Burma 

1824 to 1885 

Wars added Burma to British India. 

 

Miguelist Wars 

war 

Portugal 

1826 

John VI of Portugal died, starting Miguelist Wars over his successor. 

 

Belgium Secession 

secession 

Belgium 

1830 

Belgium, including most of Luxembourg, seceded from Netherlands. 

 

Poland Insurrection 

war 

Poland 

1830 

King suspended constitution after insurrection. 

 

Canada Rebellion 

rebellion 

Canada 

1837 to 1838 

MacKenzie rebelled against Britain in north Canada, and Papineau rebelled against Britain in south Canada. 

 

Opium War 

war 

China/Britain 

1839 to 1842 



Britain sold opium from India in south China, but Manchu or Ch'ing Dynasty banned it and burned shipment [1839]. 

Britain won Opium War with Ch'ing Dynasty of China [1842]. Opium War gave Hong Kong to Britain and allowed 

free trade in China. Missionaries came to China. 

 

First Sikh War 

war 

India 

1845 

Ranjit Singh of Sikhs took Punjab and Kashmir from Britain. 

 

Mexican War 

war 

San Jacinto, Texas 

1845 

Sam Houston of USA defeated Santa Anna of Mexico and USA gained Texas. 

 

Sonderbund War 

war 

Switzerland 

1847 

Protestant diet in Switzerland dissolved Sonderbund union of Catholic cantons, causing Sonderbund War, which 

Catholics quickly lost. 

 

Greek Revolt 

revolution 

Greece 

1848 

Greece revolted against Austria. 

 

Sicily 

revolution 

Sicily 

1848.01 

Sicily revolted against Kingdom of Naples. 

 

February Revolution 

revolution 

France 

1848.02 

Revolution deposed Louis Philippe. Second Republic formed. 

 

Revolution of 1848 

revolution 

Prussia 

1848.04 to 1848.11 

Revolution started in Berlin, but Frederick William IV ended it in November. Other German kingdoms wrote 

constitutions during this time. 

 

June Days 

revolution 

France 

1848.06 

Revolution lost to Second Republic. 

 

Second Sikh War 

war 



India 

1849 

Sikhs lost all land to Britain. 

 

Crimean War 

war 

Crimea 

1853 

England defeated Russia and prevented Russian access to Black Sea. 

 

Sepoy Rebellion or Indian Mutiny 

war 

India 

1857 

Brahmin Bengal soldiers in England's army rebelled and ended puppet rule of Mogul Dynasty and British East India 

Company. Britain began direct rule of India. 

 

Italian War 

war 

Lombardy 

1859 

Francis Joseph II of Austria lost Lombardy to Italy. 

 

Carlist Revolt 

revolution 

Spain 

1860 

Carlists revolted in Spain but lost. 

 

Risorgimento 

war 

Italy 

1860 to 1861 

Risorgimento was period of Italy unification [1815 to 1870]. Papal States lost Bologna, Romagna, Marches, and 

Umbria to Sardinia under Garibaldi [1860]. Garibaldi, from Sardinia, took Lombardy, Parma, Modena, and Two 

Sicilies from Papal States and gave them to Victor Immanuel II [1861]. 

 

War between the States or USA Civil War 

war 

South USA 

1861 to 1865 

North was states above Mason-Dixon line separating Pennsylvania and Maryland. South was states below. 600,000 

died. USA population was 30,000,000 people. 

 

Poland Insurrection 

war 

Poland 

1863 

Insurrection led to more Russian influence. 

 

Sand Creek 

massacre or Chivington massacre or Battle of Sand Creek 

Colorado 

1864 

John Chivington and Colorado Volunteers attacked Black Kettle, Cheyenne, and Arapaho. 

 



Austro-Prussian War 

war 

Austria/Prussia 

1866 to 1869 

Bismarck of Prussia started it, and Prussia defeated Austria. 

 

Carlist Revolt 

revolution 

Spain 

1869 

Don Carlos lost revolt. 

 

Franco-Prussian War 

war 

France/Prussia 

1869 to 1870 

Prussia quickly defeated France. 

 

Carlist Revolt 

revolution 

Spain 

1872 

Don Carlos lost revolt. 

 

Satsuma Revolt 

revolution 

Japan 

1877 

Clans revolted against emperor, who wanted westernization, industrialization, and reform, but they lost. Emperor got 

all clan lands. Feudalism ended. 

 

First Balkan War 

war 

Balkan Peninsula 

1885 

Bulgaria, under Alexander of Battenberg, got Rumelia from Serbia. 

 

Wounded Knee 

massacre 

Wounded Knee, South Dakota 

1890 

USA 7th Cavalry massacred Minniconjou Sioux under Big Foot. 

 

Sino-Japanese War 

war 

China 

1894 to 1895 

Japan defeated China. 

 

South African War or Second Boer War 

war 

South Africa 

1899 to 1902 

Britain defeated Boers. 

 



Boxer Rebellion 

revolt 

China 

1900 

Society of Harmonious Fists secret society attacked Christians in China, and British retaliated. China lost 

government control to British. Japan also took land. 

 

Philippine Revolt 

revolution 

Philippines 

1901 

USA put down revolt led by Aguinaldo of Philippines. 

 

Russo-Japanese War 

war 

Russia/Japan 

1904 to 1905 

Russia did not withdraw from Manchuria after Boxer Rebellion, and Japan forced Russia to leave Manchuria. 

 

Revolution of 1905 or First Russian Revolution 

war 

Russia 

1905 to 1906 

Strikes and mutinies, especially on the ship Potemkin, led to Duma parliament [1906] and to land reform, but 

Stolypin [assassinated 1917] blocked Duma. 

 

Bosnia and Hercegovina Annexation 

annexation 

Bosnia/Hercegovina 

1908 

Austro-Hungary annexed Bosnia and Hercegovina and agitated Russia and Serbia, which was trying to unify region's 

Slavs. 

 

HMS Dreadnaught 

battleship 

England 

1910 

New battleship type countered German navy buildup. 

 

Korea Annexation 

annexation 

Korea 

1910 

Japan annexed Korea. 

 

Mexican Revolution 

war 

Mexico 

1910 to 1915 

Madero led revolt against Diaz, causing civil war. Madero, Emil Zapata, Huerta, Carranza, and Obregon fought for 

revolt. 

 

Chinese Revolution 

war 

China 

1911 



Sun Yat-sen led overthrow of Ch'ing Dynasty. 

 

Balkan Wars 

war 

Balkan Peninsula 

1913 

Ottoman Empire lost Croatia, Serbia, Bulgaria, Romania, and Greece. 

 

Second Balkan War 

war 

Balkan Peninsula 

1913 

Bulgaria started it to gain Macedonia, but Serbia won. Greece got Crete and southeast Macedonia. 

 

World War I or Great War 

war 

Europe 

1914.06 to 1918 

War began when Gavrilo Princip, member of plot by Serbian secret society, assassinated the Hapsburg Archduke 

Franz Ferdinand of Austria at Sarajevo, Bosnia, in June 1914. Austria-Hungary gave ultimatum to Serbia in July, which 

accepted it, but then Austro-Hungary declared war on Serbia a week later. Russia mobilized. In August, Germany 

declared war on Russia, declared war on France, and invaded neutral Belgium. England declared war on Germany. 

Austria-Hungary declared war on Russia in August. 

It had tanks and poison gas. 

Allies or Entente were England, France, Czech, Serbia, Montenegro, Russia, Japan, China, Italy [1915], Romania 

[1916], USA [1917], Greece [1918], and Portugal [1918]. Central Powers were Germany, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria 

[1915], and Ottoman Empire. Neutral countries were Albania, Spain, Belgium, Switzerland, Holland, Sweden, Norway, 

Denmark, Persia, and Arabia. 

 

World War I or Great War 

war 

Belgium 

1914.08 

Although Belgium was neutral under King Albert I, Germany invaded Belgium. 

 

World War I or Great War 

war 

Germany 

1914.08 to 1918 

British navy blockaded German ports on North Sea. 

 

Easter Rebellion 

rebellion 

Ireland 

1916 

Ireland under Patrick Pearse rebelled against England. Sinn Fein Party under Eamon De Valera started Irish 

Assembly (Dail Eireann) and declared independence. English Black and Tans defeated Irish nationalists and Britain 

occupied Ireland after rebellion. 

 

World War I or Great War 

war 

Albania 

1916 

Austria defeated Albania under dictator Essad Pasha. 

 



World War I or Great War 

war 

Austria 

1916 

Russia defeated Austria. 

 

U-boat blockade 

war 

Atlantic Ocean 

1916 

U-boat submarines blockaded Britain and sank all vessels. 

 

World War I or Great War 

war 

Arabia 

1917 

Arabia revolted against Ottoman Empire. 

 

World War I or Great War 

war 

Russia 

1917.03 

Russian Revolution {February Revolution} ended Eastern Front. 

 

February Revolution/Bolshevik Revolution 

war 

Russia 

1917.03 to 1917.11 

War and economy caused revolution. St. Petersburg strikers and food rioters took capital, and soldiers refused to 

stop them. They forced Nicholas-II abdication. Provisional government formed under Lvov. Lvov resigned when 

parliament {Duma} voted for peace in World War I. Kerensky then led Socialist Revolutionary government. 

Bolsheviks and Mensheviks fought civil war, with Bolsheviks taking St. Petersburg in November {October 

Revolution} {Bolshevik Revolution}. Bolsheviks declared end to private land ownership and began terror campaign. 

Bolsheviks also fought with Poland. Lenin became government head. 

 

World War I or Great War 

war 

France 

1918 

Germany attacked Western Front. 

 

Bessarabia Annexation 

annexation 

Bessarabia 

1918.05 

Romania annexed Bessarabia by Bucharest Treaty between Germany and Romania. 

 

World War I or Great War 

war 

Austria 

1918.09 

Revolt in Austria and Germany led to abdication by Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany. 

 

China Civil War 

war 

China 



1919 

War began after Sun-Yat-Sen left presidency. Kuomintang was in south. Warlords backed government in north. 

 

Communist Revolt 

revolution 

Hungary 

1919 

Bela Kun tried Communist takeover of Hungary, but Romania ended it. 

 

Kronstadt Revolt 

revolution 

Kronstadt, Russia 

1921 

Sailors revolted and demanded human rights. 

 

Greece 

war 

Asia Minor 

1922.03 

Greece invaded Asia Minor but lost to Ataturk of Turkey. 

 

Beer Hall Putsch 

revolution 

Bavaria 

1923 

Adolf Hitler tried to take over Munich but went to jail, where he wrote his book Mein Kampf or My Struggle. 

 

Romania Civil War 

war 

Romania 

1927 

Ferdinand died, and Carol II and Michael fought. 

 

Iron Guard 

war 

Romania 

1930 

Anti-Semitic terrorists gained power. 

 

Sino-Japanese War 

war 

Manchuria 

1931 to 1945 

War started when Japan took Manchuria and set up state of Manchukuo, restoring last emperor of China. Japan 

occupied north China to Great Wall [1933], uniting communists and nationalists of China in opposition. Japan attacked 

again [1937] and took north China, south China ports, and part of Indochina [1940]. By 1943, Japan took Burma, Siam, 

Indochina, Malaya, Indonesia (Dutch East Indies), and Philippines. 

Japan already had Korea, Formosa, and Marianas, Marshall, and Caroline Islands, by Treaty of Versailles [1919]. 

 

Ethiopia 

war 

Ethiopia/Italy 

1935 to 1936 

Italy invaded and took Ethiopia [1936]. 

 



Rhineland 

occupation 

Germany 

1936 

Germany occupied Rhineland and built forts, violating treaties. 

 

Spanish Civil War 

war 

Spain 

1936 

The people elected radical and Communist republicans to Spanish legislature. Falange forces joined Insurgent forces 

to fight republic. Italy helped Falange. 

 

Trade War 

war 

England/Ireland 

1938 

Trade war between England and Ireland ended. 

 

Austria Occupation 

annexation 

Austria 

1938.03 to 1940 

Germany occupied Austria in March 1938, when Mussolini withdrew his opposition. Union {Anschluss} with 

Germany began [1940]. 

 

Russia-Finland 

war 

Finland 

1939 to 1940 

Russia invaded Finland and soon took part of Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia. 

 

World War II 

war 

Europe 

1939 to 1945 

Axis Powers were Germany, Italy, Hungary, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Romania. Japan allied with Axis. Allies were 

England and France, and later Russia and USA. China allied with Allies. Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, Arabia, Eire, and 

Turkey were neutral. 35,000,000 Europeans died, including 20,000,000 in Russia. Hitler altered war rules, using 

overwhelming and indiscriminate force {total war}. He annexed territory, moved people, exterminated people, took 

booty, used reprisals, and enslaved war prisoners. 

 

World War II 

war 

Poland 

1939.0901 

War began as Germany under Hitler invaded Poland, ostensibly because it had refused him Danzig. Russia soon 

invaded Poland from east. 

 

World War II 

war 

Belgium/Netherlands 

1940.03 

Germany invaded Belgium, ruled by King Leopold III, and Netherlands, though both were neutral. Germany forced 

British evacuation at Dunkirk. Germany signed armistice with France in June 1940, taking north France and leaving 

fascist French government at Vichy in south France. 



 

Battle of Britain 

war 

England 

1940.09 

Britain won victory in air over English Channel, preventing invasion by Germany. 

 

World War II 

war 

Africa 

1941 

Rommel (the Desert Fox) of Germany took north Africa from British and French. 

 

Yugoslavia 

war 

Yugoslavia 

1941.03 

Axis attacked Yugoslavia after Yugoslav military removed pro-Axis government. Peter II of Yugoslavia fled. Italy 

and Germany took Yugoslavia and Greece. 

 

Russia 

war 

Russia 

1941.06 to 1941.11 

Finland joined Germany in attacking Russia. Germany moved close to Moscow before winter, besieged Stalingrad 

and Petrograd, and took Ukraine. 

 

Germany 

war 

Germany 

1941.1211 to 1945 

Germany declared war on USA. 

 

France 

war 

France 

1942 

Germany took over south France. 

 

Germany 

war 

Germany 

1942 

Allied bombing of Germany began. 

 

Poland 

war 

Poland/Russia/Germany 

1942 to 1944 

Germany invaded Russia and took all Poland [1942]. Russia conquered Poland and set up provisional government in 

Lublin [1944]. 

 

Finland 

war 

Finland 

1944 



Finland gave up fighting Russia and fought Germany. 

 

Hungary 

war 

Hungary/Russia 

1944 

Russia conquered Hungary. 

 

Japan 

war 

Japan 

1944.06 

USA bombing of Japan began. 

 

Philippines 

war 

Philippines 

1944.08 

USA fought Japan. 

 

Austria 

war 

Austria 

1945 to 1955 

Allies occupied Austria, and they signed peace treaty later [1955]. 

 

Burma 

war 

Burma 

1945.04 

Britain recovered Burma from Japan. 

 

Okinawa 

war 

Okinawa, Japan 

1945.06 

USA captured Okinawa from Japan. 

 

Manchuria 

war 

Manchuria 

1945.0808 

Russia invaded against Japan. 

 

Japan 

war 

Japan 

1945.0912 

Japan surrendered to USA, ending World War II in Pacific, and MacArthur occupied Japan. China got all territory it 

had before, except Hong Kong and Macao. 

 

Greece civil war 

war 

Greece 

1946 to 1950 

Royalists and communists fought. Plebiscite [1950] voted against George II, whom his son Paul replaced. 



 

China Civil War 

war 

China 

1947 to 1948 

USA soldiers withdrew [1947]. Nationalists started a constitution and elected Chiang Kai-Shek president. Mao Tse-

Tung led Communists to victory in civil war [1948]. Chang Kai-Shek led Nationalists to Formosa. 

 

Berlin Blockade 

blockade 

Berlin, Germany 

1948 to 1949 

Russia started blockade. Berlin Airlift of Allies broke it. 

 

Arab-Israeli War 

war 

Egypt 

1948.05 to 1949 

King Farouk I of Egypt and Arab League attacked new state of Israel after Britain left. 700,000 Palestinians became 

refugees. Oil pipeline ran from Iraq through Jordan and Syria to Haifa. 

 

Korean War 

war 

Korea 

1950.06 to 1953 

North Korea invaded South Korea. United Nations sent USA troops to fight. China intervened against United 

Nations when Americans approached Manchuria. Douglas MacArthur led United Nations forces in Korean War until 

dismissed by Truman over how to fight war [1952]. 

 

Korean War Truce 

war 

Korea 

1953 

North Korea, China, and United Nations signed at Panmunjeom. 

 

Hungarian Revolution 

revolution 

Hungary 

1956 

Russia crushed revolution and selected Kadar to lead government. 

 

Poznan Riots 

war 

Poznan, Poland 

1956 

Russia controlled riots, and Gomulka became premier of Poland. 

 

Suez Canal 

war 

Egypt 

1956 

After Egypt nationalized Suez Canal, short occupation by Israel, Britain, and France followed. 

 

Sumatra 

revolution 

Sumatra, Indonesia 



1957 

Sumatra revolted against Indonesia. 

 

Lebanon civil war 

war 

Lebanon 

1958 

Moslem and Christians fought. 

 

Indonesia Revolt 

revolution 

Indonesia 

1959 

Sukarno won and assumed broad powers. 

 

Ireland Religious War 

war 

Ireland 

1960 to 1998 

Catholics and Protestants fought. 

 

India 

war 

Goa 

1961 

India took Goa, Damao, and Diu from Portugal. 

 

Syria Revolt 

revolution 

Syria 

1961 

Syria revolted from Egypt, ending United Arab Republic. 

 

Berlin Wall 

building 

Berlin, Germany 

1961 to 1990 

Wall split east and west Berlin. 

 

China-India 

war 

China/India 

1962 

Border disputes between China and India erupted into war. China took land. 

 

Tibet Revolt 

revolution 

Tibet 

1962 

Tibet revolted against China but failed. 

 

Indonesia 

war 

Malaysia 

1963 

Indonesia attacked Malaysia but failed, weakening Sukarno. 



 

Vietnam War 

war 

USA/Vietnam 

1963 to 1973 

USA sent advisors [1963] and then soldiers [1965]. North Vietnamese launched a Lunar New Year {Tet} offensive 

[1968]. Secret negotiations started [1970]. Countries signed cease-fire in Paris [1973]. 50,000 Americans died. 

 

Nigeria civil war or Biafran War 

war 

Nigeria 

1966 to 1970 

It was between Hausa and Igbo in south Nigeria. 

 

East Pakistan 

rebellion 

Bangladesh 

1967 

Neglect caused East Pakistan to rebel against West Pakistan, and India and West Pakistan warred over border. 

 

Second Arab-Israeli War 

war 

Israel/Egypt/Jordan/Syria 

1967 

Israel took Sinai Peninsula up to Suez Canal from Egypt, West Bank of Jordan River from Jordan, and Golan 

Heights at border with Syria from Syria. 

 

Russia-Czechoslovakia 

war 

Czech Republic/Slovakia 

1968 

Russia invaded Czechoslovakia to end reforms of Alexander Dubcek. 

 

Syria civil war 

war 

Syria 

1970 

Socialist Ba'ath Party defeated Moslem Brotherhood. 

 

Turkey-Cyprus 

war 

Cyprus 

1972 

Turkey invaded Cyprus against Greece and took north Cyprus. 

 

Third Arab-Israeli War 

war 

Israel/Palestine 

1972 to 1973 

Arabs won back territory. 

 

Kurdish Rebellion 

rebellion 

Iraq 

1975 

Kurds rebelled against Iraq, who stopped rebellion. 



 

Afghan War 

war 

Afghanistan/Russia 

1979 to 1988 

Russian soldiers supported puppet government against Islamic rebels. 

 

Iraq-Iran 

war 

Iraq/Iran 

1980 to 1988 

Iraq attacked Iran. 1,000,000 people died in war. 

 

infitada 

rebellion 

Palestine 

1987 to 1997 

Palestinians rebelled against Israeli rule {infitada}. 

 

Angola-South Africa 

war 

Angola/South Africa 

1988 

Angola and South Africa halted war. 

 

China student 

rebellion 

China 

1989 

Army put down protests by Student Union in Tiananmen Square. Goddess of Democracy stood there. 

 

Bosnia 

secession 

Yugoslavia 

1991 

Bosnia seceded from Yugoslavia. 

 

Croatia 

rebellion 

Yugoslavia 

1991 

Rebellion was against Serbia. Later, Croatia became independent. 

 

Gulf War 

war 

Kuwait 

1991 

Iraq lost after it occupied Kuwait [1990] and faced economic controls and weapons inspections. 

 

SOCI>History>Historians 

 

Herodotus 

historian 

Greece 

-449 to -430 

Researches [-449]; Persian Wars [-430: about wars between 499 to 479] 



He lived -484 to -425. 

 

Thucydides 

historian 

Greece 

-431 

History of the Peloponnesian Wars [-431] 

He lived -460 to -410 and explained Peloponnesian Wars. 

 

Xenophon 

historian 

Greece 

-401 

Retreat of the Ten Thousand or Anabasis [-401] 

He lived -444 to -357. 

 

Livy or Titus Livius [Livius, Titus] 

historian 

Padua, Italy/Rome, Italy 

-29 to -9 

From the Founding of the City [-29 to -9: history of Rome from -753 to -9] 

He lived -59 to 17. 

 

Lucan or Marcus Annaeus Lucanus [Lucanus, Marcus Annaeus] 

historian 

Rome, Italy 

65 

Pharsalia or Civil War [65] 

He lived 39 to 65. 

 

Mestrius Plutarch [Plutarch, Mestrius] 

historian/biographer 

Greece 

80 to 110 

Parallel Lives of the Noble Greeks and Romans [100 to 110]; Morals [80 to 90: including On Eating Flesh, On the 

Fortune or the Virtue of Alexander the Great, On the Worship of Isis and Osiris, On the Malice of Herodotus, On the 

Decline of the Oracles, On the Delays of the Divine Vengeance, On Peace of Mind] 

He lived 46 to 120. 

 

Suetonius or Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus [Tranquillus, Gaius Suetonius] 

historian 

Rome, Italy 

98 to 117 

Lives of the Caesars or The Twelve Caesars [98 to 117] 

He lived 75 to 160 and wrote about Roman Empire. 

 

Ssu-ma Ch'ien 

historian 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

100 

Historical Records [100] 

He lived -145 to -90 and wrote dynasty histories. 

 

Pausanias 

historian 

Greece 



100 to 200 

Description of Greece [100 to 200] 

He studied legends, customs, and arts. 

 

Tacitus or Publius Tacitus [Tacitus, Publius] or Gaius Cornelius Tacitus [Tacitus, Gaius Cornelius] 

historian 

Rome, Italy/Germany 

105 to 115 

Histories [105: Roman Empire from Tiberius to Domitian]; Annals [115: Roman Empire from Tiberius to Domitian] 

He lived 56 to 117. 

 

Appian of Alexandria 

historian 

Alexandria, Egypt 

130 to 150 

Punic Wars [130 to 150]; Roman Civil Wars [130 to 150] 

He lived 95 to 165. 

 

Pseudo-Plutarch 

historian/biographer 

Greece 

200 to 400 

Lives of the Ten Orators [100: about ancient Athens and based on Caecilius of Calacte's works]; Doctrines of the 

Philosophers [100]; On Music [100] 

Later Plutarch-of-Delphi Moralia editions included unknown authors, called Pseudo-Plutarch. 

 

Fa-hien 

historian 

Qingzhou, Shandong, China 

399 

Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms [399 to 414] 

He was Chinese Buddhist historian who traveled through India and Ceylon [399 to 414]. 

 

Tabari or Abu Jafar Muhammad ibn Jarir al-Tabari [al-Tabari, Abu Jafar Muhammad ibn Jarir] 

historian 

Persia/Baghdad, Iraq 

914 

Annals of Apostles and Kings [914] 

He lived 839 to 923. 

 

Balami or Abu-Ali Mohammad Balami [Balami, Abu-Ali Mohammad] 

historian 

Bokhara 

946 to 973 

Annals [966: translated and shortened version of Tabari plus fables] 

He was vizier at Bokhara [946 to 973]. 

 

Mas'udi or Abu al-Husayn 'ali Ibn al-Husayn al-Mas'udi [al-Mas'udi, Abu al-Husayn 'ali Ibn al-Husayn] 

historian 

Baghdad, Iraq 

956 

Meadows of Gold and Mines of Gems [956] 

He lived ? to 957 and wrote world history. 

 

Jacopo de Voragine [Voragine, Jacopo de] or Jacobus de Voragine [Voragine, Jacobus de] 

historian/biographer 



Rome, Italy 

1260 to 1275 

Golden Legend [1260 to 1275] 

He lived 1229 to 1298 and wrote about saints. 

 

Ibn Khaldun 

historian/sociologist/economist 

Tunis, Tunisia 

1370 

Prolegomenon or Introduction or Muqaddima[1370] 

He lived 1332 to 1406, was Sufi and politician, and was "father of science of history". History analyzes development 

of culture through social, political, and economic patterns and causes {unran}. 

 

Samuel Pepys [Pepys, Samuel] 

historian/biographer 

London, England 

1669 

Diary [1669] 

He lived 1633 to 1703. 

 

Samuel Johnson [Johnson, Samuel] 

historian 

London, England 

1750 to 1779 

Dictionary [1750]; Lives of the Poets [1779] 

He lived 1709 to 1784. 

 

James Boswell [Boswell, James] 

historian/biographer 

Scotland/London, England 

1762 

Biography of Samuel Johnson [1762] 

He lived 1740 to 1795. 

 

Edward Gibbon [Gibbon, Edward] 

historian 

England 

1783 

Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire [1783] 

He lived 1737 to 1794. 

 

Louis Saint-Simon [Saint-Simon, Louis] 

historian 

Paris, France 

1788 

Memoirs on the Court of Louis XIV [1788] 

He lived 1675 to 1755. 

 

Thomas Carlyle [Carlyle, Thomas] 

historian 

London, England 

1837 

French Revolution [1837] 

He lived 1795 to 1881. Heroes make history {great man theory}, not social forces. 

 



Richard F. Burton [Burton, Richard F.] 

historian 

England 

1853 

Pilgrimage to Mecca [1853] 

He lived 1821 to 1890 and translated Kama Sutra and Arabian Nights. 

 

Leo Frobenius [Frobenius, Leo] 

historian 

Halle, Germany 

1898 to 1913 

African Masks and Secret Societies [1898]; Voice of Africa [1913] 

He lived 1873 to 1938. 

 

Van Wyck Brooks [Brooks, Van Wyck] 

historian/critic 

USA 

1909 to 1947 

Finders and Makers series [1909 to 1947: history] 

He lived 1886 to 1963. 

 

Thomas Edward Lawrence [Lawrence, Thomas Edward] or Lawrence of Arabia 

historian 

England/Arabia 

1916 to 1923 

Seven Pillars of Wisdom [1923] 

He lived 1888 to 1935 and helped King Faisal I of Egypt defeat Ottoman Empire in the Arab revolt. 

 

Leon Trotsky [Trotsky, Leon] or Lev Bronstein [Bronstein, Lev] 

historian 

Moscow, Russia 

1920 

Defense of Marxism [1920] 

He lived 1879 to 1940 and was Bolshevik leader. Stalin exiled him to Mexico and murdered him there. 

 

Will Durant [Durant, Will] 

historian 

USA 

1926 to 1967 

Story of Philosophy [1926 and 1961: with Ariel Durant]; Story of Civilization [1967] 

He lived 1885 to 1981. 

 

Edith Hamilton [Hamilton, Edith] 

historian 

USA 

1930 to 1955 

Greek Way [1930]; Roman Way; Mythology [1955] 

She lived 1867 to 1963. 

 

Arnold Joseph Toynbee [Toynbee, Arnold Joseph] 

historian 

England 

1934 to 1961 

Study of History [1934 to 1961: 12 volumes] 

He lived 1889 to 1975. 

 



Robin G. Collingwood [Collingwood, Robin G.] 

historian 

England 

1936 to 1940 

Idea of History [1936]; Principles of Art [1938]; Essay on Metaphysics [1940] 

He lived 1889 to 1943, was positivist, and wrote about Roman Britain. 

Epistemology 

Philosophy, history, and all thinking depend on fundamental assumptions {absolute presupposition}, which form 

perspective. Absolute presuppositions are neither true nor false. People need to imagine previous-epoch thoughts and 

actions to understand their practical problems. The idea of agency is basis of the idea of causality. 

 

Jacques Barzun [Barzun, Jacques] 

historian 

USA 

1961 

Classic, Romantic, and Modern [1961] 

He lived 1907 to ?. 

 

Barbara Tuchman [Tuchman, Barbara] 

historian 

USA 

1962 

Guns of August [1962] 

She lived 1912 to 1989. 

 

Kenneth B. Clark [Clark, Kenneth B.] 

historian 

England 

1969 

Civilisation [1969: Harper and Row, New York, about art] 

He lived 1903 to 1983. 

 

Antonia Fraser [Fraser, Antonia] 

historian 

England 

1969 

Mary Queen of Scots [1969] 

She lived 1932 to ?. 

 

John M. Roberts [Roberts, John M.] 

historian 

England 

1994 to 1997 

History of the World [1994]; Concise History of the World [1997] 

He lived 1928 to 2003. 

 

SOCI>History>Historians>USA History 

 

Alexis de Tocqueville [Tocqueville, Alexis de] 

historian 

Paris, France/USA 

1835 

Democracy in America [1835] 

He lived 1805 to 1859. 

 



Francis Parkman [Parkman, Francis] 

historian 

USA 

1847 to 1885 

Oregon Trail [1847]; History of the Conspiracy of Pontiac [1851]; Montcalm and Wolfe [1885] 

He lived 1823 to 1893. 

 

James Truslow Adams [Adams, James Truslow] 

historian 

USA 

1921 

Founding of New England [1921] 

He lived 1878 to 1949. 

 

Allan Nevins [Nevins, Allan] 

historian 

USA 

1932 to 1971 

Grover Cleveland: A Study in Courage [1932]; Hamilton Fish: The Inner History of the Grant Administration 

[1936]; Ordeal of the Union [1947 to 1971] 

He lived 1890 to 1971. 

 

Carl Sandburg [Sandburg, Carl] 

historian 

USA 

1939 

Abraham Lincoln: The Prairie Years [1939]; Abraham Lincoln: The War Years 

He lived 1878 to 1967. 

 

Henry Steele Commager [Commager, Henry Steele] 

historian 

USA 

1943 to 1950 

Majority Rule and Minority Rights [1943]; American Mind [1950] 

He lived 1902 to 1998. 

 

Arthur Schlesinger [Schlesinger, Arthur] 

historian 

USA 

1945 to 1965 

Age of Roosevelt [1957 to 1960]; Age of Jackson [1945]; 1000 Days [1965] 

He lived 1917 to ?. 

 

George F. Kennan [Kennan, George F.] 

historian 

USA 

1946 

Long Telegram [1946] 

He lived 1904 to 2005. 

 

Bruce Catton [Catton, Bruce] 

historian 

USA 

1953 

Stillness at Appomattox [1953] 

He lived 1899 to 1978 and wrote about USA civil war. 



 

MacKinlay Kantor [Kantor, MacKinlay] 

historian 

USA 

1955 

Andersonville [1955: USA civil war] 

He lived 1904 to 1977. 

 

Theodore White [White, Theodore] 

historian 

USA 

1960 to 1972 

Making of the President [1960 and 1968 and 1972] 

He lived 1915 to 1986. 

 

Samuel Eliot Morison [Morison, Samuel Eliot] 

historian 

USA 

1971 to 1974 

European Discovery of America: The Northern Voyages [1971]; European Discovery of America: The Southern 

Voyages [1974] 

He lived 1887 to 1976. 

 

Peter Novick [Novick, Peter] 

historian 

USA 

1988 

That Noble Dream [1988] 

 

SOCI>Law 

 

law 

Social rules {law} can be for social control and for safeguarding liberties. Law analyzes definitions, concepts, 

theories, systems, and reasoning. Law evaluates and criticizes ethics, obligations, and purposes. Law depends on 

society and history. A society ideal is the rule of law. Most law is about civil procedure and private law, not criminal 

law, because most conflicts are not criminal. Private law is more open than criminal or administrative law, as to 

interpretation, fairness, justice, and changing circumstances. 

development 

Law results from community-leader ability to force people not to use violence to right injustices or reclaim property. 

Later, controls and practices become customs. Customs protect rights; mete out responsibilities, duties, and benefits; 

and correct wrongs. Later, customs become law principles. Law principles justify actions, establish rules, define 

personal rights, and set punishments. Law principles lead to statutes and precedents. 

principles 

Law is clear, consistent, stable, public, fulfillable, not ex post facto, respected, and general. Law is authoritative, 

obligatory, fair, reasoned, objective, and true. Lawlessness, anarchy, and totalitarian alternatives are not viable or true. 

rules 

Law requires definitions and inference rules. Law rules forbid or permit behavior and state punishments. Rules are 

about contracts, sales, real estate, corporations, torts, and crimes. 

types 

Law has natural, logical, moral, and cultural aspects. Natural law says humans by nature have dignity and rights. 

Logical law is precise, consistent, and complete and is about law-rule forms and reasoning. Moral law is correct 

behavior and attitudes. Cultural law is from tradition and history. 

institutions 

Law leads to police, courts, and legislatures. 



power 

Law is about power and money and so involves emotions, which often skew judgments and obligations. Law is 

repressive and coercive and so automatically against freedom. Law helps propertied and privileged people. Law 

conceals true power relations between classes and people, by ideology or myth. 

politics 

Institutions, forms, procedures, courts, and legislation affect consent, sovereignty, authority, and obligations. 

society 

Legal systems can promote classes or ideologies. Legal systems depend on customs. 

language 

Law language can be obscure, illogical, untruthful, arbitrary, or rhetorical. 

skepticism 

Law decisions can not follow rules {rule skepticism}. Law decisions can use facts that do not relate to rules {fact 

skepticism}. 

 

natural law 

Laws {natural law}| can flow from order of nature. Natural law uses good, right, and justice to test statute validity. 

 

due process of law 

Government must follow procedures {due process} {due process of law}| to take away Constitutional rights. 

 

jurisprudence 

law {jurisprudence}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Subjects 

 

criminology 

People study criminal behavior and punishment {criminology}|. 

 

penology 

People can study prisons and detention {penology}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Principles 

 

comity 

courtesy or deferral {comity}. 

 

commonweal 

public good {commonweal}. 

 

indemnity 

People can agree to protect others from loss or to reimburse other people for damages {indemnity}|. 

 

legal positivism 

Because law is about truth and justice, law analysis can use only reality and language {legal positivism}, not morals 

or politics. 

 

novation 

New debts, contracts, or obligations can supersede previous ones {novation}. 

 

object in law 

States hold weapons {object, law} after crimes. People sue ships, not owners. 

 

proxy 

People can have authorization {proxy}| to act for others. 

 



SOCI>Law>Causation 

 

causation in law 

In law, causes {causation, law} are physical causes. Causes are differences from normal or typical roles or customs. 

In contrast, responsibility depends policies, intents, and purposes. 

 

conditio sine qua non 

Physical causes {conditio sine qua non} can be necessary to facts. 

 

SOCI>Law>Change 

 

law change 

Laws can change by legislation, equity, or legal fiction {law, change}. 

 

legislation 

Assemblies can pass new statutes {legislation}. 

 

equity as justice 

Laws can change by appeals to higher principles against existing laws {equity, law}|. 

 

legal fiction 

Laws can change by changing meanings of existing laws to fit new circumstances {legal fiction}|. 

 

local option 

State laws can allow localities to decide whether to enforce laws {local option}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Person 

 

person in law 

Persons {person, law} can be humans, groups, corporations, or objects. Convention or custom establishes persons. 

Subjects have equal protection under law. 

 

responsibility in law 

People control their actions or omissions {responsibility, law}. 

crime 

Crimes can have premeditation. Crimes can be reckless, negligent, accidental, unwilled, or automatic. 

excused 

Actions taken under necessity, duress, or superior orders are actions for which one is responsible but are excused 

actions, if no alternative action is possible, such as escape. Sufficient provocation lessens responsibility but does not 

excuse the action. People can use moral or political convictions to excuse assassinations, violent demonstrations, and 

genocide. 

excuse: traits 

People with abnormal brain function are not responsible. Depression, diminished responsibility, delusion, disturbed 

mental balance, mind disease, and mental disorder can excuse responsibility. 

 

SOCI>Law>Person>Rights 

 

rights under law 

Legal rights {rights, law} {legal rights} relate to claims, liberties, powers, and immunities. Rights are opposites of 

duties. Others also have rights, which limit one's rights. 

 

bondage 

servitude {bondage}|. 

 

civics 

citizen rights and responsibilities {civics}|. 



 

civil rights 

citizenship rights {civil rights}|. 

 

droit as right 

Laws {droit} can guarantee rights. 

 

passive resistance 

People can stay in forbidden places and remain inactive {passive resistance}|, to protest. 

 

waiver 

People can indicate that they give up rights {waiver}| {rights, waiver}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Property 

 

adverse possession 

Occupants can acquire property title by occupancy for years {adverse possession}. 

 

assignment in law 

Property claims, rights, or interests can transfer {assignment, law}. 

 

attachment in law 

Writs, summonses, or court orders can seize property or people {attachment, law}. 

 

bailee 

People can entrust property to people {bailee}. 

 

bailment 

People can temporarily transfer personal property {bailment} to trusts, for purposes. Trusts return property after 

accomplishing purposes. 

 

birthright 

Family members can have rights {birthright}| to family property. 

 

chattel 

personal property {chattel}|. 

 

condemnation in law 

Government can take over private property for public use {property condemnation} {condemnation, property}|, with 

adequate compensation. 

 

conveyance 

Right to real property can transfer {conveyance}|. 

 

copyhold estate 

tenancy at will {copyhold estate}. 

 

descent in law 

If no will exists, real property inherits in order among family members {property descent} {descent, property}. 

 

devisee 

People {devisee} can get real property in wills. 

 

easement property 

Real-estate owners have right to use neighboring land for defined purposes {easement, law}|. 

 



ejectment 

Landowners can get real estate back {ejectment} from people using land without permission. 

 

eminent domain 

States can take private property for public use {eminent domain}|, with adequate compensation. 

 

fiduciary 

People can hold property in trust for another {fiduciary}|. 

 

garnishment 

Creditors can attach debtor property, typically wages, so third party, typically employer, sends it directly to creditor 

{garnishment}|. 

 

levy 

Courts can seize and sell property to fulfill judgments {levy}|. 

 

mortmain 

Institutions can own real estate that they cannot sell {mortmain}. 

 

option in law 

Contract privileges {option}| can allow property purchases at prices within times. 

 

pledge in law 

Creditors can transfer title or possession as debt security {pledge, law}|. 

 

public domain 

not under copyright or patent {public domain}|. 

 

replevin 

Legal procedures {replevin} can repossess property that someone took or detained. 

 

seisin 

real-estate ownership, right to immediate possession, or interest {seisin}. 

 

usufruct 

People can have right to use another's property as long as property stays unaltered {usufruct}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>National 

 

national law 

Laws {national law} can be American, canon, English, European, international, Jewish, Roman, and tribal. 

 

SOCI>Law>National>Tribal Law 

 

tribal law 

Tribes had laws {tribal law}. 

court 

Chiefs presided over tribal courts. Chiefs gained right to prevent lawbreaking. Courts gained authority to impose 

banishment or outlawry on offending persons, to prevent further offenses. Trials by battle or ordeal began, trusting gods 

to judge high oaths. Courts arose to determine damages injured persons received from offending persons. 

crime 

For murder, slain person's kinsmen try to punish offender themselves. In tribal societies, injured person's relatives 

avenged wrong done to persons. 

marriage 

In tribal societies, marriage was by duel, capture, or purchase. 

 



damages in tribal law 

Personal damages {damages, tribal law} arose from giving injury-causing objects to injured persons. 

 

SOCI>Law>National>Tribal Law>Family Relationships 

 

agnatic family 

Tribal family relationships {agnatic family} can include only father's relatives. Agnatic societies had high 

prostitution. 

 

cognatic family 

Tribal family relationships {cognatic family} can include all blood relatives. 

 

enatic family 

Tribal family relationships {enatic family} can include only mother's relatives. 

 

SOCI>Law>National>Jewish Law 

 

Jewish law 

Laws {Jewish law} can depend on Torah and later interpretations. Jewish family relations were agnatic. Fathers had 

absolute power. Women left their families completely at marriage. Having several wives was common, but later 

decreased and eventually ended. Women had to have higher moral standards. Large families were desirable. 

 

midrash 

scriptures {midrash, scripture}|. 

 

talion 

Exodus 21:22-25 states: An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, a life for a life, a wound for a wound {lex talionis} 

{jus talionis} {talion}|. Talion limits revenge or retaliation to same level as injury. 

 

chelitza 

At first, husband's nearest relative had to marry widow. Later, formal procedure {chelitza} allowed husband or 

widow not to marry. 

 

SOCI>Law>National>Jewish Law>Mosaic Law 

 

Mosaic Law 

Jewish people supposedly received laws when God spoke to Moses. Ancient Jewish law {Mosaic Law} is one law 

basis. Mosaic Law is typical tribal patriarchal law. Mosaic Law limited revenge by rule of talion. Judicial system 

developed to determine proper revenge for wrongs. 

 

Torah as law 

Mosaic Law is Old-Testament first five books {Torah} {Pentateuch}. 

 

Book of the Covenant 

Torah {Book of the Covenant} includes Ten Commandments in Exodus and other laws. 

 

Exodus Torah 

Torah includes Ten Commandments in second book {Exodus}. 

 

Ten Commandments 

Torah includes commandments {Ten Commandments} in Exodus. 

 

SOCI>Law>National>Jewish Law>Mosaic Law>Exposition 

 



Mishnah 

Scribes wrote Mosaic-law expositions {Mishnah}. Mishnah is practical law. It appeals to high principles, such as 

equity, fairness, and humaneness. It distinguishes between civil and criminal law. It had harsh criminal penalties but 

did not use death penalty in later times. 

 

Talmud law 

Mishnah extensions {Talmud, Mishnah} have Gemara, Halachah, and Haggadah. 

 

Halakha 

Talmud sections {Halakha} {Halakah} {Halakhah} {Halacha} {Halachah} {Oral Law} record Jewish rabbinic law, 

customs, and traditions. 

 

Haggadah 

Talmud sections {Hagadda} {Haggadah} have scripture ethical, prophetic, religious, and historical content and 

include benedictions, prayers, and psalms for Passover seder. 

 

SOCI>Law>National>Roman Law 

 

Roman law in general 

Laws {Roman law} differed in Roman Republic and Roman Empire. 

crime 

In late Republic, courts for specific crimes developed. The worst crimes resulted in exile or capital punishment. 

Roman law did not presume accused-person guilt or innocence. 

In imperial Rome, imperial officials judged crimes. Graduated punishments developed. Consensus established 

criminal laws. Criminal-law prosecution depended on finding facts. 

names 

Roman names were given name, followed by gens name, followed by family name. 

objects 

In Roman law, injured persons got offending animals. Laws did not punish animal owners. 

offices 

Senate elected all offices with potestas annually. Consuls, praetors, and dictators had no restrictions but had duties. 

Officials imposed fines up to the limit set by law and issued orders to carry out functions. Same or higher-ranking 

officials could veto official acts. Large administrative staffs had low rank with little influence. 

offices: emperor's court 

Emperor had his own court, which took requests for decisions from lower officials and private persons. Imperial 

orders included obligations in written contracts, anti-divorce laws, marital-gift laws, and illegitimate children. Emperor 

selected officials from equestrian class. 

property law 

Under Justinian, all property transfers required no ceremonies, and all property became res nec mancipi. 

securities 

Rome had no negotiable instruments. 

 

SOCI>Law>National>Roman Law>Roman Classes 

 

Roman social classes 

Roman Republic had two citizen classes {Roman classes}, patrician and plebian. Roman Republic first was an 

aristocracy, with sober, ethical, and patriotic landed men. 

Plebians and patricians were equal in power by -300. Plebian, patrician, and equite senatorial class {optimate} 

became aristocracy. 

curia 

Under early kings, for religious functions, the people organized into 30 groups {curia} with 10 gens each. 

century 

The five social classes and the equites had 100-soldier groups {century}. In the social classes, men over 45 were half 

the centuries. People of certain classes had to bring certain equipment when they reported for compulsory military duty. 

Patricians and equites had 18 centuries. Less wealthy classes had fewer centuries. Plebians had one century. Later, 

wealthy had 193 centuries. 



 

patrician 

Roman Republic had clan members {patrician}| and plebians. 

 

plebian 

Roman Republic had patricians and other free men {plebian}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>National>Roman Law>Roman Republic 

 

alien in Roman law 

Aliens {alien, Roman law} were hostile {hostes} or friendly {peregrini}. Clientes were under patrician's legal 

protection. Praetors used ius gentium in cases involving aliens, because it was universal law. Romans used laws of 

country from which people came, not laws of country where crime was. 

 

clan 

In early Rome, family clans {clan}| were official political units. Family clans were self-governing and enforced clan 

customs {ius gentilitatis}. Clans {gens} had subclans {domus, clan}, which became independent of original clans. Clan 

members {gentile, Roman law} had right to vote, take auspices, be priests, make contracts, enforce contracts, make 

legal marriages {connubium}, and use legis actiones. Clan members had property rights {dominium}. Public laws 

limited clan chiefs. 

 

imperium 

Consul, praetor, and dictator had absolute power {imperium, Roman Republic} in military affairs, even over 

population outside Rome, until -150. The imperium symbol was the fasces. 

 

legis actiones 

Legal actions {legis actiones} were wagers on cases {sacramentum}. Legal actions included seizure along with 

proclamation that something was debt {manus injectio}. Legal actions included attachment to defendant's body 

{pignoris capionem}. Legal actions included demand for special arbitrator {iudicis aritrive postulationem}. Legal 

actions included demands for special ways of handling suits {conditionem}. At first, only priests knew law, and legal 

proceedings were rituals. 

 

populus Romanus 

Citizens that faced physical punishment appealed to the popular assembly {populus Romanus}. 
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Roman Republic law 

Laws {Roman Republic law} {law, Roman Republic} were usually senatorial decrees {senatus consulta} or 

magistrate decisions. 

magistrates 

Magistrates issued edicts before becoming magistrates, stating how they interpreted laws. 

laws: Assembly 

Assembly enacted {plebiscite, Rome} some laws {leges}, after presentation from Senate. 

laws: injunction 

Praetors prevented unlawful acts with injunctions. 

laws: types 

Laws were divine laws {fas}, moral laws {ius}, and secular laws. Priests and censors administered fas. State 

administered ius, which was about rightful powers and duties of one human with another. 

marriage 

In a marriage type {sine manu}, control over wife stayed with wife's father. In a marriage type {cum manu}, control 

over wife went to husband. Cum manu marriage used a purchase or token purchase. Control was for one year {usus}. 

contract 

At first, contracts required formal ceremonies. Later, contracts required only promises. Roman law had no bilateral 

or third-party contracts. Contracts were property transfers {nexum and mancipium}, loans {mutuum}, returnable-item 



loans {commodatum}, deposits {depositum}, pledges {pignus}, sales {emptio venditio}, hires {locatio condustio}, 

partnerships {societas}, agencies {mandatum}, and stipulations {stipulatio}. Sales books recorded literal contracts. 

property 

Property laws about land, livestock, or slaves {res mancipi} transferred in ceremonies. Title to land accrued by 

property use for periods {prescription, Roman Republic}. Property laws about ships, produce, or tools {res nec 

mancipi} transferred by tradition or by delivery. 

tort 

Roman law started imposing penalties for torts, as well as requiring restitution. Restitution was commensurate with 

dignity loss, not pain or suffering. 

tort: negligence 

Roman law recognized gross negligence {culpa lata}, as carelessness. Roman law recognized minor negligence 

{culpa levis}, as poorly conceived or executed action. Roman law recognized contributory negligence. 

interest 

Simple interest was 12%. 

 

edict Roman 

Province aediles and governors published edicts {edict, Roman}|, stating legal principles, protecting rights and 

claims, and providing remedies. Over time, edicts developed standard formats. 

 

ius civile 

Laws {ius civile} can be about rightful powers and duties of one human with another. New laws can supersede old 

laws but not violate ius civile. If act was legal under ius civile, new laws about that act either forbade act but did not 

invalidate act {imperfect law} or penalized act but did not invalidate it {less than perfect law}. Traditional laws, 

customs, and institutions applied to citizens. 

 

ius gentium 

Praetors used law of nations or law of foreigners {ius gentium} in cases involving aliens, because it was universal 

law. In later Republic, this law began to apply in civil cases as well. Romans used laws of country from which people 

came, not laws of country where crime was. 

 

praetorian edict 

Praetors stated legal principles, protected rights, protected claims, and stated lawful remedies {praetorian edict, 

Roman Republic}. Over time, praetorian edicts developed standard formats. Praetors allowed stipulations before trials. 

Praetors developed the idea of good faith {fides}. Praetors issued decrees to set aside formal-transaction consequences, 

especially for minors and debtors. Praetors examined claims before trials. Private citizens acted as judges, with praetor 

protection and authority. 

 

praetorian law 

Praetors and aediles developed law {ius honorarium} {ius praetorium} {praetorian law} [-250], as new situations 

arose. Praetorian law included general law principles, which applied especially to aliens. Ius praetorium was ius civile 

supplemented by equity law and natural law. 
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Roman Republic officials 

Roman Republic had officials {Roman Republic officials}. Wise men contributed to law by giving opinions, and 

rationalized old law to new situations {responsa prudentum}. Lawyers used law of Rome, not provinces. Lawyers were 

conservative and in agreement about laws. Lawyers drafted wills and business transactions {cautelary practice}. 

Orators {advocati} specialized in pleading cases in court. 

 

dictator in Rome 

In emergencies, Senate elected one consul {dictator}|, who received unlimited power. Dictator named a soldier and 

cavalry leader. Dictator had to resign after emergency ended, or after six months. Later, laws checked dictator's power. 

 



consul in Rome 

Senate elected two praetors {consul, Roman law}| as chief magistrates. Consuls commanded the army [-367]. In war, 

consuls had absolute power, but, in peace, they consulted with Senate and tribunes. Before nomination before 

Assembly, religious auspices tested proposed consul. 

 

praetor 

At first, Assembly delegated right to govern {imperium, praetor} to two magistrates {praetor}|, typically clan chiefs. 

Praetors had unlimited power {potestas}. Praetors could veto each other. 

Later, Senate elected praetors for one year. Praetors administered justice and were just below consuls in power. 

Later, Senate elected more praetors to be judicial magistrates. 

civil case 

In later Republic, praetors heard cases more informally than under legis actiones. They wrote cases for trial judges, 

in standard forms {formula, law}. Judges then decided. The only appeal was to show that judges had decided 

improperly. 

 

quaestor 

Two men {quaestor}, one for finance and one for administration, were assistants to consuls. Chief magistrate 

appointed a temporary quaestor to investigate murder. 

 

censor in Rome 

Two men {censor, Roman law}| counted population {census, Rome}, had five-year terms, typically were former 

consuls, decided citizen class and tribe, listed senators, had power to remove bad senators, had power of official 

censure, and controlled morals. 

 

aedile 

Four men {aedile} managed archives, police, and markets, but had no imperium. 

 

tribune 

After plebian unrest, Senate created protectors {tribune}| of plebian rights. At first, there were three tribunes, then 

five, and later ten. The plebian assembly elected tribunes annually. Tribunes could veto Assembly acts. Tribunes were 

safe from imperium, vetoed magistrates, submitted bills to plebian assembly, and prosecuted criminals. Tribunes acted 

independently. Tribunes had power only inside Rome. 

 

Senate of Rome general 

Senators {Senate} were members for life, unless Senate removed them for bad conduct. Retired consuls and censors 

became Senators. Senate always had 300 members. It had power to establish martial law and elect dictator in war. It 

controlled policy, land distribution, treasury, and colonies. Senate met often. Senate at first had only patricians. Later, 

wealthy men who ranked just below patricians {equite} joined Senate. Roman fasces has SPQR "senatus populus que 

romanorum" (Senate and people of Rome). 
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bottomry 

Lenders cancelled loans if ships sank {bottomry}|. 

 

cognitio in law 

In Hadrian's time, less formal proceedings {causa cognitio} {cognitio} replaced standard forms of presenting cases 

to trial judges. Praetors investigated cases and stated relief granted by law. Parties submitted written pleadings to 

judges. Judges ruled. System allowed appeals. 

 

cognitio extraordinaria 

Separate official courts {cognitio extraordinaria} formed. Officials, not private judges as before, gave judgments. 

Judgments were for specific performance, not just damages. Emperor controlled courts. 

 

collegia 

Rome had artisan guilds {collegia}. 



 

foederati 

Romans took some German tribes {foederati}, such as Goths in north Balkans, into service. 

 

province 

Farther regions {province}| became more important in Roman Empire. More people, mostly honorably discharged 

army veterans, became citizens. 

 

rescript 

Emperor's court took written requests for decisions from lower officials and private persons and returned written 

answers {rescript}. Rescripts received the force of law under Hadrian. 
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canon law 

Church law {canon law}| {church law} uses Christian concepts and Roman judicial-procedure law. For disputes 

between Church and state, parties can use church or territorial law. 

 

Apologists and law 

Church writers {Apologists} wanted Church to be supreme in both spiritual and civil matters. St. Augustine wanted 

Church to be supreme only in spiritual judgments. 

 

ecclesia 

Early religious societies {ecclesia, religion}| developed laws {ecclesiastical law} that became canon law. 
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Catholic court 

Catholic Church altered trial forms {Catholic Church court}, by ending compurgation and ending trial by ordeal or 

battle. Church used written pleadings, witnesses, and written evidence. Canon law helped change from accusatorial 

systems, in which injured parties make complaints against other parties, to inquisitorial systems, in which prosecutors 

bring complaints to courts. 

 

Chancery council 

Catholic Church had, and still has, a council {Chancery}. A Cardinal Chancellor, second to Pope, heads the 

Cancellaria. 

 

Rota court 

Sacra Romana Rota {Rota} is the highest church court. 
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European law 

Europe's legal system {European law} is inquisitorial. 

 

inquisitorial system 

Continental legal systems {inquisitorial system}| depend on ascertaining case facts. Public prosecutors present facts 

to courts. Prosecutors have more power than in English law. Proceedings are formal and can be secret. European law 

presumes that accused persons are guilty. Governments can keep accused persons in custody, and accused persons have 

fewer rights than in English law. Presiding court judges give judgments. 

 

mala 

Law not in accord with public good {mala} has no enforcement. 

 



customary law 

Merchant law {customary law} developed from merchant customs, separate from feudal law and manor law. King or 

Church sanctioned customary law, to be in accord with natural law and public good. 

 

notary in Europe 

In France, notaries {notary}| are combination lawyers, court clerks, and judges. 
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English law 

England's legal system {English law} is accusatorial. 

 

accusatorial system 

Legal systems {accusatorial system}| can accuse people of offenses. Trials are in open courts. Prosecution files 

complaint against person. Defense answers complaint. Judges' decisions are crucial {legal realism} and can depend on 

higher authority than written law. Against evidence, custom, majority will, and previous law interpretations, judges can 

modify law, based on equity and justice. 

 

common law 

Laws {case law, English} {common law}| can be about court decisions and society customs, not statutory or 

regulatory laws. The rule is stare decisis (stand by decided cases), using laws established by previous decisions. Judges 

settle new cases by extending laws from previous cases but abandon bad precedents. They evaluate how current case 

differs from, and is similar to, previous cases. Precision and justice have equal value. Britain, United States, and 

Commonwealth countries use English common law. 
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assizes 

county courts {assizes}. 

 

chancery court 

chancellor's court {chancery}|. 
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bar 

legal organization {bar, lawyer}. 

 

solicitor 

In English courts, persons {avoué} {solicitor}| draw documents, prepare cases, and consult barristers. Solicitors are 

not bar members. 

 

barrister 

In English courts, solicitors consult second persons {avocat} {barrister}|. Only barristers can be bar members and 

give law opinions. Only barristers can become judges. Barristers provide opinions to solicitors, recommend for or 

against going to trial, and conduct trial. 

Barristers {junior, barrister} can go higher {leader, barrister} {King's Counsel}, through regulated processes {taking 

silk}. Juniors prepare pleadings and lesser tasks for leaders. Leaders get double fees. Taking in silk is hiring a leader. 
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American law 

Laws {American law} can include Constitution. 

courts 

Constitution establishes Supreme Court and lesser courts. 



rights 

Arresting officers must state accused person's rights before arrest and/or asking questions. Rights {rights, accused} 

are: right to remain silent, right to know that court can use whatever he or she says against him or her, and right to 

attorney. Arrested persons can claim or not claim rights {waive rights}. Courts can provide free lawyers. 
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Constitution USA 

USA has basic laws {Constitution, USA}. Constitution requires states to recognize other-state laws and actions. It 

requires states to be republics. It prohibits discrimination against visitors from other states. 

 

attainder writ 

Writs {attainder writ} {writ of attainder} can deprive persons of civil rights. Constitution prohibits attainder writs. 

Only convicted felons lose civil rights. 

 

ex post facto law 

Constitution prohibits retroactive laws {ex post facto law, Constitution}. 

 

extradition 

States can return wanted people to other states {extradition}|. 

 

habeas corpus Constitution 

Constitution guarantees persons writ of habeas corpus {habeas corpus, Constitution}. 

 

impeachment 

House-of-Representatives recommendations and Senate trials, needing two-thirds majorities, can remove federal 

judges or President {impeachment, Constitution}|. 

 

jury trial Constitution 

Constitution guarantees jury trials {jury trial, Constitution} in criminal cases and requires trials to be in states where 

crimes were. 

 

nullification 

States have no rights to declare federal laws unconstitutional {nullification}|. 

 

treason in Constitution 

People can betray their country {treason}|. Constitution protects subsequent generations from guilt of people 

convicted of treason. 
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Bill of Rights 

Constitution has first ten amendments {Bill of Rights}. 

 

1st amendment 

Constitution amendment {1st amendment} in Bill of Rights guarantees freedom of religion, freedom of speech, 

freedom of the press, right to assemble peacefully, and right to petition government for redress of grievances. It 

prohibits state religion. 

 

2nd amendment 

Constitution amendment {2nd amendment} in Bill of Rights guarantees that government shall not infringe on right 

to keep and bear arms, based on need for well-regulated militia. 

speculation 

Perhaps, to resolve controversies about the amendment, USA can call National Rifle Association (NRA) members a 

militia. Such militia regulate and train members. All gun-owners must belong to NRA or other militia. NRA and 



government can then work together, so militia members can keep and bear arms and otherwise enjoy their weapons in 

ways acceptable to militia, and citizens can expect to live in unarmed societies. 

 

3rd amendment 

Constitution amendment {3rd amendment} in Bill of Rights prohibits troop quartering in homes, except during war 

as prescribed by law. 

 

4th amendment 

Constitution amendment {4th amendment} in Bill of Rights prohibits unreasonable searches or seizures and requires 

sworn search warrants stating reasons for searches or seizures, places allowed for searching, and objects to find. It 

guarantees privacy in homes. 

 

5th amendment 

Constitution amendment {5th amendment} in Bill of Rights prohibits prosecution for serious crimes, except in war 

or public danger, unless grand jury indicts person. It prohibits retrial on same grounds as first trial. It prohibits 

compelling people to testify against themselves. It prohibits depriving people of life, liberty, or property without due 

process of law. It prohibits arbitrary or harsh laws. It prohibits taking private property for public use without just 

compensation but does not abridge eminent domain. 

 

6th amendment 

Constitution amendment {6th amendment} in Bill of Rights guarantees speedy and public trials, with impartial juries 

of citizens of existing political district of crime location. It guarantees right to counsel. It guarantees that accused know 

prosecution nature and cause. It guarantees that prosecution witnesses confront accused directly, to allow cross-

examination. It guarantees that accused can compel witnesses to attend trial. 

 

7th amendment 

Constitution amendment {7th amendment} in Bill of Rights guarantees jury trials for criminal cases involving 

common law and civil cases involving more than $20. It prohibits reexamination of facts determined by juries. It allows 

appeals only about admissible evidence, law procedures, or laws. 

 

8th amendment 

Constitution amendment {8th amendment} in Bill of Rights prohibits excessive bail and prohibits cruel or unusual 

punishment. 

 

9th amendment 

Constitution does not deny or limit rights omitted from Constitution or first eight Bill-of-Rights amendments {9th 

amendment}. 

 

10th amendment 

Constitution amendment {10th amendment} in Bill of Rights grants rights not expressly granted to the federal 

government, and not expressly denied to states, to the people and states. 

 

11th amendment 

Constitution amendment {11th amendment} prevented citizens of one state from suing another state in Supreme 

Court [1798]. 

 

12th amendment 

Constitution amendment {12th amendment} defined election procedures for President and Vice-President [1804]. 

 

13th amendment 

Constitution amendment {13th amendment} abolished slavery [1865]. 

 

14th amendment 

Constitution amendment {14th amendment} granted all people born or naturalized in USA citizenship and gave all 

people equal protection under law and equal rights [1868]. 

 



15th amendment 

Constitution amendment {15th amendment} guaranteed right to vote to people of any color, race, or previous status, 

such as having been slaves [1868]. 

 

16th amendment 

Constitution amendment {16th amendment} allows Congress to require income tax from any income source, without 

using the census or state-apportionment formulas [1913]. 

 

17th amendment 

Constitution amendment {17th amendment} requires direct election of senators, not election by state legislature 

[1910]. 

 

18th amendment 

Constitution amendment {18th amendment} imposed prohibition, as enforced by National Prohibition Act or 

Volstead Act [1919]. 

 

19th amendment 

Constitution amendment {19th amendment} gave women right to vote [1920]. 

 

20th amendment 

Constitution amendment {20th amendment} amended the 12th amendment to make Presidential terms begin on 

January 20, rather than March 4, and give newly elected Congress responsibility to choose President and Vice-

President if Electoral College vote is inconclusive [1933]. 

 

21st amendment 

Constitution amendment {21st amendment} repealed prohibition [1933]. 

 

22nd amendment 

Constitution amendment {22nd amendment} limits Presidents to two terms [1951]. 

 

23rd amendment 

Constitution amendment {23rd amendment} allows the District of Columbia to elect electors for President and Vice-

President [1961]. 

 

24th amendment 

Constitution amendment {24th amendment} prohibits poll taxes or other taxes that condition the right to vote in 

federal elections [1964]. 

 

25th amendment 

Constitution amendment {25th amendment} specifies the line of succession to the Presidency and Vice-Presidency 

and the methods of selection [1967]. 

 

26th amendment 

Constitution amendment {26th amendment} set 18 as voting age [1971]. 

 

27th amendment 

Constitution amendment {27th amendment} prohibits representative salary increases from applying to current 

Congress [1992]. 
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international law 

Laws {international law} can apply to state relations. 



public international law 

Public international law governs nation relations. Public international law includes state recognition, responsibilities, 

succession, and jurisdiction. It is also about treaties, diplomacy, immunities, consuls, arbitration, aggression, criminal 

law, territorial waters, high seas, air space, space, aliens, nationality, and asylum. 

public international law: rules 

Most rules have wide acceptance, but they are actually unenforceable. Rules developed from customs and 

international-jurist decisions. Treaties and conventions determine international law. 

public international law: war rules 

War rules rest on three principles: military necessity, humanity, and chivalry. In ancient times, war was neither just 

nor unjust and had no regulations. After World War II, soldiers can be responsible for acts committed on command of 

superiors. Aggressive wars are now crimes, and its makers are criminals. 

rivers 

On rivers shared or needed by several nations, countries have right of freedom of navigation. Main river-channel 

center is boundary between two nations. 

maritime law 

Actions in maritime law are against ships themselves, not against owners or operators. Liability limit is ship and 

cargo value. Ships are territory of country of registry, except when in port. 

travel 

Airplane, ship, and railway passengers have freedom of transit. Panama, Suez, and Kiel canals are international and 

neutral, so passengers and vessels have right of innocent passage. 

persons 

Individuals in other countries can only ask their governments to deal with other governments. Individuals cannot act 

against citizens or governments in other countries. Refugees and displaced persons have no rights, because they have 

no home government. Public international law is not about citizen rights. 

 

state as nation 

Governments represent states {state, nation} {nation, state}. States are geographic areas with autonomous 

governments that enforce laws and protect public health, safety, and morals. 

types 

States can be democracies, republics, kingdoms, aristocracies, empires, meritocracies, dictatorships, or totalitarian 

states. 

protections 

States protect health by children's programs, hospitals, and research support. They protect safety with army, police, 

and courts. They control crime within state, prevent war from without state, and prevent rebellion within state. States 

protect morals by regulating gambling, drug use, animal cruelty, pornography, prostitution, and sodomy, to prevent 

harm to people and to set tone of social life. 

force 

States maintain order in territory and use force, if necessary, to cause obedience to authority and law. States must 

have majority of force within borders. States can control people and their behaviors. States try to preserve themselves 

against outside forces, typically from other states. 

recognition 

Other nations recognize states and/or governments. Recognition by other states can be in fact {de facto, recognition} 

or by law {de jure, recognition}. In civil war, other states can recognize both parties as belligerents. 

 

sovereignty 

Someone in states can have legitimate authority {sovereignty}| over territory. 

 

citizenship 

Either birthplace or parent nationality can determine nationality {citizenship}|, causing possible conflict. 
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alien in law 

Citizens {alien, foreigner}| of one country living in another country deserve protection under host-country laws. 

Aliens can receive reparations from host country, after exhausting all local remedies. England and USA require that 

their citizens always have basic rights, wherever they are. Calvo Doctrine is in Latin America. 



 

armed forces 

Foreign-country soldiers {armed forces}| stationed in host country are units of foreign state but must obey local 

laws. Countries can prosecute or judge such armed forces only with foreign-state consent as defined in treaties. 

 

Calvo Doctrine 

In Latin-American countries, aliens have no protection under international law and are like nationals under local 

laws {Calvo Doctrine} {Calvo clause}. 

 

compensation in law 

Citizens can only ask their governments to request reparations {compensation, reparations}| from other 

governments. Compensation basis is supposedly offended government dignity. 

 

domicile 

Private international-law rules can depend on permanent residence location {domicile}|. Domicile rules caused USA 

and England not to accede to some private-international-law treaties. 

 

extraterritoriality 

People or objects can be on a state's land but not completely under that state's jurisdiction {extraterritoriality}|, 

through immunity grants. Ambassadors have immunity. 
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easement by state 

International law recognizes no right {easement, state}| of public or other-state access by a state's land. 

 

cabotage 

Countries can prohibit things from being carried between two points inside their territory {cabotage}|. 
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territory in law 

States can own land regions {territory}| that are not states. States can rent territory from other states {lease to state}. 

sovereign 

States hold territory and have rights in territory. State territory is sovereign property. Sovereignty requires desire and 

intention to own land and exercise control over land. 

territory acquisition 

State land occupation can acquire territory. Prescription can acquire territory. Unoccupied-land occupation can 

acquire territory. Long possession time, without other nations expressing territory rights, can acquire territory. Cession 

or transfer from one state to another state can acquire territory. After subjugation or conquest, annexation can acquire 

territory. Accretions and acts of nature can acquire territory. Land discovery can acquire territory. 

 

trust territory 

Regions {trust territory} can be controlled by another country by agreement of all countries. 

 

inchoate title 

Territory discovery confers right {inchoate title}| to have time to settle territory. 

 

territorial limit 

Territorial seas can extend to 3, 12, or 200 miles from shoreline {territorial limit}|. 

 

territorial waters 

States hold their internal waters and territorial seas {territorial waters}|. Bays are in internal waters. Other-nation 

vessels have right of innocent passage through territorial waters. Currently, all nations control their territorial sea 

floors. Nations have also established contiguous or customs zones beyond their territorial waters. 

 



trading area 

Exchanges can be at neutral areas {trading area}|, with laws established by traders. 

 

access to sea right 

Landlocked states have right of access to sea {access to sea right}. 

 

air space 

Atmosphere {air space}| over states is under state sovereignty. Others have no right of innocent passage through air 

space. Right to use air space requires international treaty. 
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international agreements 

Countries can make contract-like agreements {international agreement}, except that they can be valid if made under 

duress. International agreements can be treaties, conventions, acts, declarations, or protocols. First, authorized 

diplomats sign agreement, and then home governments ratify it. 

 

conflict of laws 

Laws {private international law} of relations between citizens of different nations {conflict of laws}| and between 

aliens and states have developed. 

location 

Courts use laws, procedures, and remedies {law of the court} {lex fori} of location where plaintiff files action. 

Document interpretation uses law of place where parties executed contract {lex loci contractus}, where parties executed 

document {lex actus}, or where property is {lex situ}. Private international law rules can depend on domicile. 

treaties 

Nations have treaties about private international law. Most such laws use citizenship and nationality to determine 

which laws apply. Domicile rules caused USA and England not to accede to some private-international-law treaties. 
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act in law 

International agreements can be conference agreements {act, conference}. 

 

convention in law 

International agreements can be less formal {convention, law}| {pact, law}. 

 

declaration 

International agreements can be law-making agreements {declaration, law}|. 

 

protocol in law 

International agreements can be supplements to, or minutes of, meetings {protocol, law}|. 

 

treaty 

International agreements {treaty}| can be formal. Other states can accede to major treaties. States can accede to 

treaties with reservations or conditions. Parties can intend that treaties end in certain circumstances {rebus sic 

stantibus}. 

 

commercial law 

Merchant law {commercial law}| has international acceptance. In ancient times, olive branch or peace pipe showed 

trader peaceful intentions. Then exchanges were at neutral trading areas. Then market districts and traders established 

laws. Most European commercial law depends on Roman law. In Europe, commercial law is separate from other law 

and uses special courts. 

 

maritime law 

Maritime laws {maritime law}| have international acceptance. Anyone can arrest pirates, as offenders against 

international law. 



 

Uniting for Peace 

Three resolutions {Uniting for Peace Resolutions} allow General Assembly to pass recommendations, by two-thirds 

vote, if Security Council fails to act. 
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arbitration 

Third party can dictate terms to two states {arbitration, law}| {judicial settlement}, after they agree beforehand to 

abide by the decision. Arbitration types include good office, mediation, and conciliation. Permanent Court of 

Arbitration is official set of arbitrators. 

 

compromise in law 

Documents {compromise, law}| can record dispute settlements. 
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conciliation 

Arbitration can use a commission, of members from states and third parties, to propose a settlement {conciliation}|. 

 

good office 

Arbitration can use a go-between to make and carry proposals {good office}|. 

 

mediation 

Arbitration can use third party to find compromise {mediation, law}|. 
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diplomat 

People {diplomat}|, such as ambassadors, can be official representatives of one state to another state. Diplomats 

must be acceptable to receiving state. 

 

consul 

Non-diplomats {consul}| in diplomatic missions handle sending country's affairs but are not official state 

representatives. Consuls have immunity for official acts. Consuls have right of privacy for themselves and documents. 

 

diplomatic immunity 

Host countries can only prosecute diplomats if foreign country grants permission {diplomatic immunity}|. 

 

diplomatic mission 

Missions {diplomatic mission} in other states are not sending-country territory but do have some immunities. 

Consulates and embassies are free from local taxation. 

 

legation 

Diplomacy depends on sending accredited representatives {legation}| of one nation to another nation, using letters of 

credence. 

 

letters of credence 

Diplomacy depends on sending legations to other nations, accompanied by certifying documents {letters of 

credence}. 
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state relations 

States can be independent, federate with other states, or depend on other states {state, relations}. Dependent states 

can be colonies or protectorates. United Nations can establish protectorate trusteeships. States can have suzerainties or 

territories. States can rent territory from other states, by lease. 

equal status 

States, large or small, are equal {equal status} under international law. Territories, protectorates, dominions, and 

states of unions do not have equal status. 

self-defense 

States can fight back against other states in case of immediate need, if action is only for protection {self-defense, 

state}. 

 

intervention in law 

States can enter other states or dictate to other states through treaty {intervention}|, for self-defense, in reprisal, or 

for citizen protection. 

 

reprisal by state 

States can blockade other states or impose embargos {reprisal, law}|, in response to hostile acts. 

 

retorsion 

States can engage in legal acts against other states {retorsion}|, in reprisal for legal acts. 

 

seizure in law 

States can seize property or people {seizure, law}|, in response to hostile acts by other states. 

 

succession of states 

States can conquer or take over other states {succession of states}|. New state must respect property rights, take over 

old-state obligations, and renegotiate all treaties. 

 

SOCI>Law>National>International Law>State Relations>Kinds 

 

colony as state 

Dependent states {colony, state}| can be another state's dependent possessions. 

 

neutrality of state 

Neutral states {neutrality}| are neutral only by international treaty. 

 

protectorate state 

Dependent states {protectorate}| can have native governments protected by another state. Currently, few 

protectorates exist. 

 

suzerainty 

Other states can control dependent states but not own them {suzerainty}|. Currently, no suzerainties exist. 

 

trusteeship 

United Nations can establish protectorates {trusteeship}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>National>International Law>United Nations 

 

United Nations law 

An international confederation {United Nations, law} has a General Assembly, Security Council, Economic and 

Social Council, Secretariat, and International Court of Justice. 

international councils 

Economic, Social, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), 

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), International Civil Aviation Organization, 

International Labor Organization (ILO), International Maritime Consultation Organization, International Monetary 



Fund (IMF), International Refugees Organization (IRO), International Telecommunication Union, Universal Postal 

Union, World Health Organization (WHO), and World Meteorological Organization are international organizations. 

 

Economic and Social Council 

A United-Nations agency {Economic and Social Council} coordinates special agencies and upholds rights and 

freedoms. 

 

General Assembly 

United Nations has a budget-making part {General Assembly}. 

 

International Court 

An international court {International Court of Justice} has 15 judges. Terms are three years. Court can decide cases 

using equity and justice {ex aequo et bono}. Only nations can use it, and it is purely voluntary. 

 

Secretariat 

United Nations has a civil service {Secretariat}. 

 

Security Council 

United Nations has a council {Security Council} to uphold peace. 

 

SOCI>Law>Contract 

 

contract 

Agreements {contract, law} can be between two or more competent parties to perform or not perform legal acts, now 

or in the future. Contracts are enforcable in courts. Contracts have promises and acts. Contracts are civil relationships 

between parties, so contract breaches are not crimes. 

types 

Contracts {unilateral contract} can be one person's promise in exchange for another person's act. Contracts {bilateral 

contract} can have promises by both parties. 

validity 

For valid contracts, one party offers, and other party accepts. Offers must be serious and objective, not from anger, 

joking, or excitement. Opinions, intentions, preliminary negotiations, advertisements, and catalogs are not offers. 

Offers must have definite terms, sent to other party. Consideration must induce agreement. Both parties must have 

contractual capacity. Contract terms must have legality. To be enforceable, contracts must have genuineness. To be 

enforceable, contract format must accord with law. 

express or implied 

Contracts {express contract} can state action to perform and compensation to give. Contracts {implied contract} 

{implied-in-fact contract} can allow party to perform any action and to charge any reasonable fee, to complete desired 

goal in whole or part. Both express and implied contracts are valid. 

For implied contracts, plaintiff furnishes service or property. Plaintiff expects pay, and defendant knows that 

plaintiff expects payment, by objective-theory-of-contracts test. Defendant does not reject service or property. 

termination 

Offers can terminate by revocation or replacement by counteroffer. Offers can terminate by time lapse, property 

destruction, either party's incompetence or death, or illegalities. 

breach 

Breaching contract can be failing to fulfill promise to act, not act, or provide consideration. 

breach: settlement 

Parties can execute substitute agreements {accord and satisfaction, settlement}. Parties can agree that, for 

consideration, one party in good faith forfeits right to pursue legal claims {release of contract} {contract release}. 

interpretation 

In contract interpretations, words have usual meaning in context, ambiguous words have meaning most unfavorable 

to party that used them, and written words and numbers supersede printed ones. 

 

ability in law 

People can be unable to make contracts {inability, contract} {ability, contract}. People declared legally insane 

cannot make contracts. Minors, below legal age of 18 or 21, have limited legal capacity to contract. Minors must 



uphold contracts in which they claim they are adults, if appearance supports claim. Drunks have limited legal capacity 

to contract. 

voiding 

Minors, drunks, and not-yet-legally insane can void contracts by showing partial legal infirmity. However, other 

party must uphold such contracts. 

necessities 

People with limited capacity to contract must uphold contracts that supply them with necessities. 

 

acceptance 

Offer acceptances {acceptance} {agreement, contract} form contracts. Offer rejections terminate offers. Offering 

terms determine acceptance means. Offeree must know and perform acceptance conditions set by offerer. Accidentally 

performing offer conditions is not acceptance. Contract goes into effect when offeree puts agreement to accept offer in 

the mail, gives it to telegraph clerk, or telephones, before offerer actually receives acceptance. Silence can never be 

contract acceptance. Contracts that require someone to do or say nothing are not valid contracts. 

 

articles of agreement 

Agreements {articles of agreement} have written terms. 

 

consideration 

Acts or promises {consideration} are inducements for offerers and offerees to enter contracts. Consideration must 

have value, result from bargaining, and be expressly in exchange for other party's promise or act. Consideration must 

give substantial benefit to receiver and substantial detriment to giver. Considerations cannot be past actions. 

Considerations cannot be duties that parties must do already. Considerations cannot promises with no consequences. If 

unequal values exchange, contracts are not enforceable. 

 

contractual capacity 

Both parties must be competent to make contracts {contractual capacity}. 

 

covenant as contract 

contract {covenant}|. 

 

genuineness 

For contracts to be enforceable, offers and acceptances must be genuine {genuineness}. 

 

legality 

Contracts cannot violate laws {legality}. Contracts about illegal actions are void. 

 

objective theory in law 

Words and actions mean what reasonable people think they mean {objective theory of contracts}. 

 

offer 

Contract offers {offer} must give definite and essential terms and have promises to perform acts for other party. 

Contract offers end automatically after three months, unless offer specifies date. Offers can end by offer withdrawal, 

offer rejection, or offerer's death. Negotiations do not imply offers. 

 

rider in law 

Legislation can add clauses, or contracts can have amendments {rider}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Contract>Enforcability 

 

breach of contract 

People can unjustifiably fail to perform contract promises {breach of contract}|. Failure can be entire or partial. 

Courts typically award compensation for damages to injured parties equal to contract value. Court orders to force 

contract performance are rare, when damages cannot adequately compensate, typically for unique land, antiques, or art 

works. Contract parts can be unenforceable. 

 



performance in law 

After breach of promise, injured party can ask courts to require execution {performance}| of promised act. 

 

covenant not to sue 

Both parties can make an agreement {covenant not to sue} not to begin legal action. 

 

oral evidence rule 

Written or oral statements not in signing contracts cannot be evidence to interpret contracts {oral evidence rule}. The 

oral evidence rule does not apply if contracts involve fraud, duress, or illegal actions. It does not apply if statements 

clarify vague or ambiguous terms or show that contract does not include all terms. 

 

SOCI>Law>Contract>Damages 

 

damages in law 

After breach of promise, injured party can ask for lost value {damages, law}. 

 

compensatory damages 

Damages {compensatory damages}| can compensate non-breaching party for injuries actually sustained and proved 

to have arisen directly from losses resulting from contract breach. For breached sales contracts, compensatory damages 

are typically difference between contract price and market price. 

 

consequential damages 

Damages {consequential damages}| {special damages} can compensate non-breaching party for additional contract-

breach-caused losses that resulted from special circumstances. To recover consequential damages, breaching party must 

know, at time contract begins, that special circumstances may cause non-breaching party to incur additional losses on 

contract breach. 

 

mitigation of damages 

Plaintiff must do whatever is reasonable to minimize damages caused by defendant {mitigation of damages}|. 

Damage mitigation allows injured party to try to reduce damages caused by breaching party, but breaching party is still 

liable. 

 

punitive damages 

Damages {punitive damages}| can punish breaching party. Courts typically award punitive damages only for torts. 

 

SOCI>Law>Contract>Kinds 

 

executory contract 

Contracts {executory contract} have acts and promises. After acts and promises finish, contracts are executed 

contracts. 

 

formal contract 

Promisor's wax seals can witness contracts {formal contract}, but this is rare. 

 

valid contract 

Contracts {valid contract} are valid and enforceable only if the following conditions are met. Parties must be legally 

able to make contracts. Contracts must have offers, acceptances, promises to do or not to do something by each party, 

and inducements by parties to honor contracts. 

 

null contract 

Laws can nullify contracts {null contract}. Null contracts exist but are not legal or enforceable. 

 

void contract 

Contracts {void contract} can be not legally binding on parties, because contract violates law. Void contracts do not 

exist, and thus are not enforceable. 

 



voidable contract 

Valid contracts {voidable contract} can allow parties to void contracts. 

 

written contract 

Statute of Frauds requires certain contracts {written contract} to be in writing to be enforceable: land sales, land-

interest transfers, performance taking more than one year, debt-payment guarantees, estate executor or administrator 

contracts, and high-priced sales. Existence of oral contracts is hard to prove. 

 

SOCI>Law>Tort 

 

tort 

Lawsuits can be about wrongs {tort, law}| {delict} done to people or property. Wrongs must violate lawful rights. 

People who commit torts are liable and pay compensation. Compensation can be for time lost, bodily injury, illness, or 

mental anguish. 

 

SOCI>Law>Tort>Feasance 

 

non-action in law 

People ordinarily do not have to aid or protect others {non-action, law}. However, private property owners must 

help or protect people on their land, common carriers must help and protect passengers, and innkeepers must help and 

protect guests. 

 

malfeasance 

Acts can be wrongful or unlawful {malfeasance}|. 

 

misfeasance 

Lawful acts can have negligent performance {misfeasance}. 

 

non-feasance 

People can not act when required {non-feasance}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Tort>Kinds 

 

negligence 

Lawful situations can involve duties to be careful. People can claim that other people were not careful, or not careful 

enough {negligence}|. People can act with recklessness {gross negligence}. 

cause 

Conduct and wrong must have a causal relation {proximate cause}. Negligence can result from negligent acts, 

failures to act when acting is a duty, acts done by machines or objects controlled or owned by people, acts done by 

agents or employees while doing their jobs, accidents from defective machinery, or dangerous activities. 

defense 

Half of states prevent vehicle passengers from suing for negligence. In those states, passengers can sue only for 

gross negligence. 

 

nuisance 

Torts {nuisance}| can claim annoyance, damage, or danger by the manner in which owners use their property. 

 

SOCI>Law>Tort>Kinds>Intentional 

 

intentional torts 

Defamation, deceit, assault, battery, trespass, conversion, and false imprisonment involve intentions {intentional 

torts}|. Contract breaches are not torts. Land, tangible, and intangible personal property have different treatments in 

law. Land is real property. Tangibles are cars, clothing, appliances, and jewelry. Intangibles are stocks and bonds. 

 



assault 

Fear of injury {assault}| does not require physical contact. Victims must be aware that they are under threat, and 

other person must be able to harm them. Words alone are not assault. 

 

battery as tort 

Intentionally caused physical injuries {battery, law}| do not require fear of injury. Unauthorized surgeries can be 

battery. Battery does not apply if victim consents first. 

 

false imprisonment 

Unlawful detention against will {false imprisonment}| completely prevents doing normal activities. Laws against 

shoplifting modify rights against false imprisonment to allow stores to detain suspects. 

 

fraud 

Intentional torts {deceit} {fraud}| can be making false statements, knowing they are false, and making them to get 

someone to act or not act. Victims must have relied on statements to act or not act, and damages must result. 

Consumers that have signed sales contracts can only break contracts for fraud, which is difficult and costly to prove. 

Seller deceptive practices do not allow buyers to break contracts. 

 

SOCI>Law>Tort>Kinds>Property 

 

conversion of property 

People can deprive owners of personal-property use or possession {property conversion} {conversion of property}|. 

People must receive permission to use, change, or remove personal property. Even if people have legal possession of 

another's property, owners must consent to uses. However, conversions can have just causes. 

types 

Torts include altering, destroying, or disposing of personal property without owner consent. Torts include refusing to 

return personal property after owner demand, if demand is reasonable and owner identity is clear. 

recovery 

If owners recover converted property, owners can still sue, but damages decrease. 

 

copyright protection 

Copyrights apply to Literary works, musical works, dramatic works, pantomimes, choreographic works, video and 

sound recordings, art works, architectural plans, menus, product packaging, and computer software are owner property 

{copyright protection}|. Works must be original and be in "durable" media that allow communication. Copyright 

protection is automatic, so people do not need copyright registration. 

 

shoplifting 

People can steal small items from stores {shoplifting}|. 

 

trade secret 

Customer lists, plans, research, development, pricing information, marketing techniques, and production techniques 

are personal property {trade secret}|. Company trade secrets can be anything valuable that competitors can use. Torts 

arise if people use or disclose trade secrets without permission after improper means of discovery or after receiving 

secret confidentially. 

 

trademark infringement 

People can use trademarks without permission {trademark infringement}|. 

 

trespass 

People can take or use personal or real property {trespass}|, without depriving owners of property or use. Entering 

real private property without owner consent does not require harm to property to be trespass. Trespass committed by 

mistake is still trespass. Trespass happens when animals walk on property, people use shortcuts, and children play. 

 

SOCI>Law>Tort>Kinds>Communication 

 



communication in torts 

Intentional torts {communication, tort} can be communications to other people that result in, or tend to result in, 

defamation or ostracism. 

 

ostracism 

Communications can result in, or tend to result in, avoidance and shunning {ostracism}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Tort>Kinds>Communication>Defamation 

 

defamation 

Communications can result in, or tend to result in, public hatred, shame, or ridicule {defamation}|. Slander and libel 

are different. Publication presumes libel damages, but plaintiff must prove slander damages. Actual statement truth is a 

defense, but belief in statement truth is not a defense. While performing their duties, judges, legislators, and executive 

officials have privilege of making defamatory statements. Individuals can freely comment on public officials' actions, 

as long as they intend no actual malice. 

 

libel as tort 

written defamation {libel, tort}|. 

 

slander 

oral defamation {slander, defamation}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Tort>Liability 

 

liability 

People who commit torts are responsible {liability, tort} for effects of wrongs. Liability includes intentional wrongs, 

negligent wrongs, and wrongs without fault. 

 

family car doctrine 

States can make car owners liable for damages if drivers have owner consent. Heads of household can be liable for 

all family driving {family car doctrine}. 

 

oblique intention 

Actions can have foreseeable consequences, not directly intended {oblique intention}, which are people's 

responsibility. 

 

res ipsa loquitur 

Situations can have results that, by themselves {res ipsa loquitur} (things speak for themselves), infer or prove 

negligence, requiring no witnesses. 

 

SOCI>Law>Tort>Liability>Wrong 

 

intentional wrong 

Liability can result if people did wrong for a purpose {intentional wrong}|. 

 

negligent wrong 

Liability can result if people are not careful {negligent wrong}. 

 

wrong without fault 

Liability can result if wrongs {wrong without fault} {liability without fault} happen on or with people's property. 

Wrongs without fault include damage caused by dangerous machines or objects, dangerous activities, and dangerous 

animals. If animal is not normally dangerous, liability results only if owner knew that it had become dangerous. 

 

Dram Shop laws 

Liability without fault includes injuries to third parties caused by persons, to whom sellers sold intoxicants {Dram 

Shop laws}. 



 

SOCI>Law>Tort>Defenses 

 

tort defenses 

Defenses {tort, defenses} are against negligence and intentions. 

negligence defenses 

People claiming negligence can be negligent {contributory negligence}. The last person that can avoid the wrong is 

liable for it {last clear chance}, even if inattentiveness or contributory negligence caused plaintiffs not to escape. 

Proving contributory negligence causes no damage award in most states, except for gross negligence. 

People can know risk exists but willingly do actions {risk assumption} {assumption of risk}. 

In several states, parties can have different negligence degrees {comparative negligence}. Comparative negligence 

reduces damages defendant must pay in proportion to plaintiff's negligence. 

intention defenses 

Intention defenses are privilege, victim consent, self-defense, and property defense. These defenses admit tort but 

exempt defendant from paying damages. 

 

consent in law 

Victims can implicitly or explicitly agree to acts {consent, victim}|. 

 

legal justification 

Law enforcement officials have right to do their duties under law {legal justification}|. 

 

privilege 

Actions can be in the public interest {privilege}|. 

 

self-defense in tort 

Defendants have rights to perform actions to protect themselves from real or apparent danger {self-defense, person}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime 

 

crime factors 

More urbanized, diverse, and disorganized areas have more crime {crime factors}. 

 

criminal 

Society contains people {criminal} that persist in crimes. 

criminal behavior 

Criminals perceive themselves as law-breakers. Criminal behaviors have likely situations, people, and harm levels. 

Criminal-behavior study assist law enforcement to punish criminal behavior selectively, use limited resources 

optimally, and maintain good relations with the public. Police target worst crimes, high profile crimes, and specific 

people. 

 

criminality 

People's behavior can violate written laws {criminality}. Criminals need opportunity, motive or desire, and victim. 

Perhaps, crime is like disease. Criminals need quarantine and treatment, under medical supervision, until they have 

no disease, with no fixed jail terms. Psychological and biological methods can continue for criminal's lifetime. As with 

diseases, criminals must stay in particular environments. Criminals must have checkups regularly. 

Perhaps, people can eliminate indirect and direct crime causes. Victims have no possibility of revenge or imitation. 

 

premeditation 

Crimes can follow plans {premeditation}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Group 

 

organized crime 

Society contains criminal groups {organized crime}|, such as organized crime. 

 



gang 

Society contains youth groups {gang}, sometimes criminal, characterized by high loyalty and conflict with other 

youth groups. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Crimes 

 

delinquency 

Minors, especially from age 10 to 18, can perpetrate crimes {juvenile delinquency}| {delinquency}. 

 

nonsupport 

Divorced people can fail to pay child or spousal support {nonsupport}|. 

 

rumble as fight 

Gangs can fight {rumble}. 

 

solicitation 

People can ask someone to commit crime {solicitation}|. 

 

usury 

Businesses can charge illegally high interest rates {usury}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Crimes>Disorder 

 

barratry 

People can start problems leading to frivolous lawsuits, fail to perform duties on ships and so harm owners, or sell or 

buy church jobs {barratry}|. 

 

disorderly conduct 

People can ignore laws or society rules {disorderly conduct}|. 

 

truancy 

Students {truant} can be absent without permission {truancy}|. 

 

vagrancy 

Drunkards and socially outcast people can have disorderly behavior {vagrancy}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Crimes>Misprision 

 

misprision 

treason, sedition, failure to prevent or report felonies, or public-office misuse {misprision}|. 

 

insurgency 

revolt {insurgency}|. 

 

sedition 

inciting rebellion {sedition}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Crimes>Sex 

 

adultery 

sexual relations with another while married {adultery}|. 

 

procurement 

presenting woman for prostitution {procurement}|. 

 



rape 

sexual assault {rape}|. 

 

statutory rape 

raping person under legal age {statutory rape}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Crimes>Theft 

 

burglary 

breaking into buildings to steal {burglary}|. 

 

graft as crime 

People can use public position to get money {graft, crime}|. 

 

housebreaking 

entering homes to steal {housebreaking}|. 

 

prize in law 

capturing vessels at sea {prize, ship}|. 

 

robbery 

stealing {robbery}|. 

 

fence in crime 

stolen-goods dealer {fence}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Crimes>Theft>Larceny 

 

larceny 

property theft {larceny}|. 

 

grand larceny 

high-value property theft {grand larceny}|, not petit larceny. 

 

petty larceny 

low-value property theft {petty larceny}| {petit larceny}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Crimes>Theft>Goods 

 

boodle 

bribe or stolen goods {boodle}. 

 

contraband 

smuggled goods {contraband}|. 

 

swag 

loot {swag}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Crimes>Violent 

 

violent crime 

Violent crimes {violent crime} are homicide, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny, auto theft, and 

arson. 

 

capital crime 

Crimes {capital crime}| punishable by death are murder, rape, treason, and genocide. 



 

aggravated assault 

Assaults can be provoked attacks {aggravated assault}|. 

 

arson 

People can set fires deliberately {arson}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Crimes>Violent>Murder 

 

first-degree murder 

planned murder {first-degree murder}|. 

 

second-degree murder 

murder with malice, intent, and planning {second-degree murder}|. 

 

third-degree murder 

murder with little intent or malice {third-degree murder}|. 

 

manslaughter 

murder without malice or intent {manslaughter}|. 

 

genocide 

People can kill people based on race or origin {genocide}|. 

 

homicide 

murder {homicide}|. 

 

matricide 

murder of mother {matricide}|. 

 

parricide 

murder of parent {parricide}|. 

 

patricide 

murder of father {patricide}|. 

 

regicide 

murder of ruler {regicide}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Crimes>White Collar 

 

white-collar crime 

People of higher social status can commit crimes {white-collar crime}|. Engage in tax fraud. Advertise falsely. Give 

short measurements. Grade falsely. Use business funds for personal purposes. Falsify financial statements. Engage in 

corruption. Perform prostitution. Blackmail. Gamble. Sell narcotics. Swindle. Pick pockets. 

 

bribery 

People can give money illegally to get something done {bribery}|. 

 

embezzlement 

People can take money from businesses and change accounting records {embezzlement}|. 

 

extortion 

People can blackmail people with death threats {extortion}|. 

 



forgery 

People can make false documents {forgery}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Levels 

 

felony 

Serious crimes {felony}| are against people or property. 

 

misdemeanor 

Crimes {misdemeanor}| can break minor public laws. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Punishment 

 

punishment in law 

Punishments {punishment, law} for crimes can result in more criminal behavior, reform criminals, deter further 

crimes, rehabilitate people, or incapacitate people. A small percentage of offenders can rehabilitate or reform. Society 

cannot predict who will successfully rehabilitate. 

 

capital punishment 

States have traditionally executed people {capital punishment}| who committed capital crimes. 

purposes 

Capital punishment can be to carry out justice {retribution}, deter crimes {deterrence}, stop further crimes 

{prevention, crime}, assuage victims, and make people feel safer. Criminals must anticipate death and so suffer. 

negatives 

Poor witnesses, biased juries, enthusiastic prosecutors, and circumstantial evidence can kill innocent people. Killing 

societies seem barbaric. Racism, poverty, nutrition, and injustice are possible factors. Responsibility and free will are 

questions. 

suicide 

Capital-punishment policies can affect killer suicide rates. 

 

prison 

Society can confine people to regulated settings {prison} after arrests and/or convictions. 

 

SOCI>Law>Crime>Punishment>Termination 

 

parole of prisoner 

After release from prison, society can require convicted people to report regularly to officers about whereabouts and 

activities {parole, law}|. 

 

amnesty 

Government leaders can free prisoners and/or forgive crimes {amnesty}|. 

 

clemency 

Prison-sentence reductions {clemency}| can free prisoners. 

 

commutation of punishment 

In criminal cases, government leaders can reduce punishment {commutation, law}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Police 

 

police in law 

Trained people {police} {law enforcement}, employed by governments, enforce laws. 

 

arrest 

Police have power to enforce law-breaking claims {arrest}. Courts can authorize accused-person detention. 

 



black and white car 

Police cars {black and white car} often have black and white colors. 

 

bounty 

People can receive rewards {bounty}| for performing services, such as capturing outlaws. 

 

detention 

Police can keep people in custody {detention, law}|. 

 

dragnet 

Police use procedures {dragnet}| to find and arrest people responsible for crimes. 

 

house arrest 

Police can confine people to their homes {house arrest}|. 

 

police power 

Secret police can control citizen lives {police power}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Bail 

 

bail in law 

People can post money with court to avoid jail while awaiting trial and to guarantee return of accused to court {bail, 

law}|. 

 

bond in law 

Arrested people, whom judges think plan to flee, can avoid prison by paying court fees {bond to release prisoner}. 

 

mainprize 

ordering sheriffs to take bail {mainprize}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Criminal Charge 

 

charge in law 

States can accuse people of crimes {charge, crime}|. 

 

arraignment 

Courts tell accused persons criminal charges {arraignment}|, after which accused can make statements or enter pleas. 

 

SOCI>Law>Lawsuit 

 

suit in law 

Lawsuits {suit, law}| {lawsuit} can initiate civil cases. 

 

action in law 

Civil or criminal court proceedings {action, law} can enforce rights or redress wrongs. 

 

legal cause 

Lawsuits have legal bases {legal cause}. 

 

lis pendens 

Pending suits {lis pendens}| are suit notices. 

 

nonsuit 

Prosecutors can fail to prosecute cases, or plaintiffs can fail to introduce evidence {nonsuit}. 

 



SOCI>Law>Lawsuit>Settlement 

 

abatement 

Death or other causes can end lawsuits {abatement}, or claims can be lower than funds available. 

 

accord and satisfaction 

Payments or actions can settle claims or lawsuits {accord and satisfaction, lawsuit}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial 

 

trial in court 

Litigants meet in courts {trial, court}|. Plaintiff is typically city, county, or state. Defendants have lawyers, perhaps 

public defenders. 

process 

If defendant has right to jury trial and exercises that right, court selects jury. Court official reads complaint. 

Prosecutor presents evidence and witnesses. Witnesses face direct examination, cross-examination, and redirect 

examination. After prosecution presents case, defense presents evidence and witnesses. At any time, judges can hear 

motions from defense lawyers for case dismissal on grounds of illegally obtained evidence, insufficient evidence, no 

witnesses, or improper trial conduct. Judge or jury decides defendant's guilt or innocence. Accused must be guilty 

beyond reasonable doubt. 

end 

Trials can end by acquittal, conviction, or mistrial. Guilty pleas and requests for leniency by defendants can end 

trials. Trials can end by hung juries, nolo contendere, or appeals. Appeals can only allege law violations or improper 

court procedure. 

 

evidence 

Physical evidence, documents, affadavits, hearsay evidence, circumstantial evidence, inadmissible evidence 

{evidence} can indicate proof {probative evidence} or judgment without cause {prejudicial evidence}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Personnel 

 

judge 

People {judge} lead courtrooms and interpret laws. 

 

clerk of court 

People {court clerk} {clerk of court}| manage court records and actions and can assist both parties, if necessary. 

 

bailiff 

Officers {bailiff}| enforce courtroom rules. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Personnel>Lawyer 

 

attorney-at-law 

Bar members and court officers {attorney-at-law} can give legal advice and act in courts. 

 

attorney-in-fact 

Authorized people {attorney-in-fact} can act for other people. 

 

counselor in law 

lawyer {counsel, lawyer} {counselor, lawyer}| {lawyer}. Professional lawyers have a Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law) 

J.D. degree. Honorary lawyers have a Legum Doctor (Doctor of Laws) LL.D. degree. Academic lawyers have a 

Scientiae Juridicae Doctor (Doctor of Judicial Science) S.J.D. degree. 

 

retainer as lawyer fee 

People can pay fees {retainer, lawyer} to lawyers for services. 

 



SOCI>Law>Trial>Personnel>Lawyer>Litigants 

 

defendant 

Trials have accused persons {defendant}|. In trials, defendants give all facts to their lawyers. They try to be 

groomed, sincere, honest, and straightforward. They do not talk to others about case, unless their lawyers are present. 

They have nothing to do, unless strategy is for them to take witness stand and answer questions. 

defense 

Defendants in civil cases try to prove no action or no damages or injuries. Defendants in criminal cases try to prove 

no crime or no involvement in crime. If defendants are guilty in criminal cases, defenses try to prove that defendants 

were not responsible for actions. If defendants are guilty in civil cases, defenses try to prove that plaintiffs were 

negligent. Ignorance of law is a defense. 

rights 

People have right to trial by jury and to confront witnesses. People have right not to incriminate themselves. Guilty 

pleas waive both rights. 

 

defense 

Lawyers {defense} can be for accused persons. 

 

plaintiff 

Trials have persons {plaintiff}| with complaints. In English or American trials, burden of proof is on plaintiff. 

Plaintiffs in civil cases try to prove damages or injuries. 

 

prosecutor 

States or plaintiffs have lawyers {prosecutor}|. In English or American trials, burden of proof is on prosecution. 

Prosecutors in criminal cases try to prove defendants committed crimes. 

 

public defender 

Court-appointed lawyers {public defender}| represent defendants. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Court 

 

court 

In regulated settings {court}, lawyers argue law-breaking claims before judges. Local courts are small claims court, 

traffic court, and magistrate's court. State criminal courts are circuit courts and Supreme Court. 

 

venue 

Courts have locations {venue}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Court>Kinds 

 

justice of the peace 

In earlier times, local magistrates {justice of the peace}| heard small civil actions, performed marriages, and handled 

divorces. 

 

small claims court 

County or city courts {small claims court} can hear cases involving less than $1000, within months of filing. Courts 

have judge, plaintiff, and defendant. Both can have lawyers, but lawyers are too costly. Filing fees are small. 

Defendants pay no fee. Clerk of court manages court records and actions and can assist both parties, if necessary. 

 

traffic court 

Courts {traffic court} can handle traffic violations. Defendants are typically guilty, unless arresting officers do not 

appear. 

 

magistrate's court 

Local courts {magistrate's court} {court of original jurisdiction} hear civil and criminal cases. 

 



probate court 

Courts {probate court} can rule that wills are valid. 

 

superior court 

Courts can be municipal or county courts {superior court}. 

 

trial court 

Courts {lower court} {trial court} can be first to hear cases. 

 

state court 

Courts {state court} can be civil or criminal courts. State civil courts hear disputes between two individuals, 

businesses, or governments. State criminal courts conduct trials against accused state-law violators. 

 

appellate court 

Appeals can only allege law violations or improper court procedures. Higher state courts {appellate court} {court of 

appellate jurisdiction} hear appeals. State appellate courts must consider all appeals and issue opinions. 

 

federal court 

Courts {federal court} can hear Constitutional-law questions, federal-law questions, conflicts between states, and 

civil suits involving citizens of different states. Federal courts are district courts, appellate courts, and USA Supreme 

Court. Federal courts can refuse to hear appeals. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Documents 

 

affidavit 

People can swear to written statements {affidavit}| before notary publics and other people with authority to hear 

oaths. 

 

appeal in law 

Requests {appeal}| can ask higher courts to review cases. 

 

arrest warrant 

Court orders {arrest warrant}| can order police to find someone and charge him or her with crime. 

 

bench warrant 

Courts can issue warrants {bench warrant}| to arrest someone for contempt of court or to fulfill indictments. 

 

bill of indictment 

Grand juries make written indictments {bill of indictment}. 

 

bill of particulars 

Suit claims list details {bill of particulars}. 

 

bill of costs 

Lawsuit losers must pay itemized expenses and allowances {bill of costs}. 

 

brief in law 

Lawyers can present legal arguments {brief}|. 

 

calendar in law 

Courts have lists {calendar, law} {trial list} of cases to try in sequence each day. 

 

capias 

Writs {capias}| can authorize arrests. 

 



citation in law 

Courts can issue orders {citation, law}| to appear in court. 

 

construction of document 

Courts determine document meanings {document, construction} {construction of document}. 

 

court order 

Courts can issue written orders {court order}| that are not judgments: habeas-corpus writs, subpoenas, arrest 

warrants, and search warrants. 

 

decree 

Courts make final judgments {decree}. 

 

deposition in trial 

Witnesses can make written statements {deposition, trial} under oath. 

 

divorce decree 

Documents {divorce decree} can state divorce place and date. 

 

docket 

Courts have case date-and-time schedules {docket}|. 

 

grievance 

People can make formal complaints {grievance, law}| about problems or actions. 

 

indictment 

Grand juries issue criminal or civil charges {indictment}|, or written documents can charge people with crimes. 

 

injunction 

Court orders {injunction}| can tell persons or businesses to do or not do actions. 

 

judicial notice 

Courts can accept certain facts without evidence {judicial notice}|, such as geography, state laws, and history. 

 

pleading 

Parties in civil suits present written statements {pleading}|. 

 

satisfaction of judgment 

Documents {judgment, satisfaction} {satisfaction of judgment} can show that recorded judgments have been paid. 

 

scire facias 

Court documents {scire facias} can require party to appear and discuss case. 

 

search warrant 

Court orders {search warrant}| can allow entry into private property to look for specific items. 

 

subpoena court order 

Court orders {subpoena}| can require someone to appear as witness before court. 

 

subpoena ad testificandum 

Subpoenas {subpoena ad testificandum} can be for witness to appear and testify. 

 

subpoena duces tecum 

Subpoenas {subpoena duces tecum} can be to present evidence in person's possession. 

 



summons in law 

Written documents {summons}| can notify people that action has started and require them to appear in court to 

answer charge. 

 

venire summons 

Summons {venire} can be to prospective jurors. 

 

venire facias 

Court orders {venire facias} can tell sheriff to summon a jury. 

 

verification in law 

Affidavits {verification} can confirm document contents. 

 

warrant in law 

Courts can issue authorizations {warrant}|. 

 

writ in law 

Court orders {writ, court order}| can require public officials to perform specific acts. 

 

writ of habeas corpus 

Court orders {habeas corpus writ} {writ of habeas corpus}| can force jailers to explain why a person is in jail. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Plea 

 

plea in law 

Defendant statements {plea}| can answer claims in complaints or charges. 

 

demurrer 

Pleas {demurrer}| can admit truth of other party's claim but state that facts are not sufficient to uphold claim under 

law. 

 

disability in law 

People can lack legal capability {disability, law}|. 

 

innocence in law 

People can have no guilt for actions {innocence, law}|. Age, incompetence, or duty can cause people to be innocent. 

In USA and England, courts presume accused persons are innocent. 

 

nolo contendere 

Pleas {nolo contendere}| in criminal cases can state that defendant will make no defense but will admit no guilt. 

 

replication in law 

Plaintiffs can respond to pleas {replication, law} {reply, law}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Jury 

 

jury 

Jurors {jury, law}| independently judge cases, based solely on evidence presented in court. At trial conclusions, 

judges give instructions to juries, telling jurors law, case nature, what they must decide, and on which basis to decide. 

Jury trials require 12 peers of petit jury to unanimously judge innocence or guilt. Grand juries meet to determine who 

committed crimes. 

 

challenge in law 

Lawyers have right to object to juror selections {challenge, juror}|. 

 



charge the jury 

Judges give instructions in law to juries {charge the jury}|, before juries retire to deliberate cases. 

 

hung jury 

Petit-jury verdicts must be unanimous, so jurors usually must compromise. If all jurors cannot agree on verdict 

{hung jury}|, court suspends case. 

 

juror 

Jurors {juror}| must be between 21 and 70 years old, be in good health, be sane, and be reasonably intelligent. They 

must have no felonies or misdemeanors involving moral turpitude. Jurors must not belong to radical parties. 

Government officials and professionals, including journalists, are exempt from jury duty. 

 

jury selection 

Courts draw up veniremen {jury selection}. 

 

veniremen 

Courts list possible jurors {veniremen} for trials. 

 

verdict 

Juries have private discussions to try to determine guilt or innocence {verdict}|. Petit-jury verdicts must be 

unanimous, so jurors usually must compromise. 

 

voir dire 

Lawyers question possible jurors {voir dire}| about case, to see if they have prior knowledge, personal prejudice, or 

relation to people involved, which can cause disqualification. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Jury>Kinds 

 

grand jury 

After hearing evidence from state prosecutors and deciding if evidence is sufficient to charge people with crimes, 

sworn groups {grand jury}| can make indictments. 

 

petit jury 

At trial, twelve or less people {petit jury}| {petty jury} decide civil cases and award damages or decide criminal 

cases. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Witness 

 

witness 

Courts can summon people {witness}|, who saw crimes or know something that can contribute to solving cases, to 

testify. Witnesses for prosecution or defense review facts with prosecuting or defense attorneys before trial. 

 

deposition of witness 

Attorneys for both parties can interview witnesses and record interviews word for word {deposition, witness}|. 

 

direct examination 

At trials, witnesses answer questions from calling attorney {direct examination}|. 

 

cross-examination 

At trials, witnesses answer questions from opposing attorney {cross-examination}|. 

 

redirect examination 

At trials, after cross-examination, witnesses answer questions from calling attorney {redirect examination}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Witness>Testimony 

 



attest 

Witnesses can sign {attest}| statements. 

 

averment 

Witnesses can testify about fact statements {averment}. 

 

deponent 

People {deponent}| can make written statements under oath. 

 

friend of the court 

Courts can allow parties {amicus curiae} {friend of the court}| to give evidence or present arguments, because 

parties have interest in case. Friends of court have no right to do those things, only court permission. Lawyers can 

represent neither defendant nor plaintiff but present relevant evidence. 

 

hearsay 

Evidence {hearsay} can come from secondary sources. 

 

presentment in law 

People can make formal statements {presentment}|, or grand juries can report, to courts. 

 

state's evidence 

Accused persons can testify against another accused person {state's evidence}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Decision 

 

adjudication 

Courts decree or judge {adjudication}|. 

 

acquittal 

Judgments {acquittal}| can be not-guilty verdicts in criminal cases, release people from contract obligations, or 

dismiss charges on legal grounds. 

 

arrest of judgment 

Courts can postpone judgments {arrest of judgment}. 

 

certiorari 

Court proceedings {certiorari} can review government-agency or lower-court decisions. 

 

continuance 

Courts can adjourn to another day {continuance}|. 

 

conviction 

Judges or juries can find defendants guilty {conviction}|. 

 

deportation 

Courts can expel people from countries {deportation}|. 

 

dictum 

Judges evaluate how current case differs from, and is similar to, previous cases {dictum}. 

 

enjoin 

Courts can require acts or order someone to desist from acts {enjoin}|. 

 

joinder 

Courts can formally accept {joinder} questions. 

 



mistrial 

Trials can end by court-procedure errors {mistrial}|. 

 

nolle prosequi 

Prosecutors can decide on no prosecution {nol. pros.} {nolle prosequi}. 

 

probable cause 

People are likely to be guilty for reasons {probable cause}|. 

 

proscription 

Courts can prohibit actions {proscription}|. 

 

remand 

Courts can send cases back to lower courts to correct mistakes {remand}|. 

 

SOCI>Law>Trial>Penalty 

 

fine in law 

Losing party can pay the crime's monetary penalty {fine, penalty}. 

 

court costs 

Losing party must pay court {court fee} {court costs}. 

 

SOCI>Law>Kinds 

 

blue law 

Governments can require businesses to close on Sundays or enact laws {blue law}| against certain pleasures. 

 

blue-sky law 

Laws {blue-sky law}| can control sales of risky or fraudulent securities. 

 

bylaw 

Organizations can have rules {bylaw}| for conducting internal work, such as electing officers, voting, administering, 

and controlling finances. 

 

constitution in law 

basic national law {constitution, law}|. 

 

grandfather clause 

Law clauses {grandfather clause}| can exempt people already doing something. 

 

martial law 

emergency military rule {martial law}|. 

 

ordinance 

local law {ordinance}|. 

 

positive law 

Law has natural, moral, just, and right parts, and parts that are human conventions {positive law}. 

 

statute of limitations 

Laws {statute of limitations}| {limitations statute} can limit time after crimes in which prosecution can begin. 

 

unwritten law 

Laws can be customs {unwritten law}. 

 



SOCI>Law>Kinds>Code 

 

codification 

law systematization {codification}| {law code}. 

 

penal code 

Laws {penal code}| can list penalties about felonies and misdemeanors. 

 

SOCI>Law>Kinds>Case Law 

 

case law 

New-case judgments depend on previous-case results {case law}. 

 

focal meaning 

Cases are similar to central cases, which define dispute essence {focal meaning} and are models of justice and 

morals. 

 

indeterminancy in law 

Legal positivism states that controversial cases have no correct answer, because past cases and laws do not apply 

{indeterminancy}, requiring new law. Legal realists state that no case has correct answer, because existing law and 

cases do not cover exact case and/or are inconsistent. 

 

precedent 

Judges decide cases {precedent}| to establish case law for future similar situations. 

 

stare decisis 

English legal system depends on the rule "stand by decided cases" {stare decisis}|, or law as established by previous 

decisions. 

 

SOCI>Law>Kinds>Statutory Law 

 

statutory law 

European, Latin American, and Asian law {statutory law}| has statutes based on Napoleonic Code, with no common 

law. Statutory law includes civil law, public law, and criminal law. Napoleonic Code or Code Civil had statutes for all 

law branches. It derived from Roman law and Roman Catholic Church canon law. Many laws of England, United 

States, and Commonwealth countries are statutes or regulations. 

 

administrative law 

Executive and legislative government branches have procedures {administrative law}. 

 

civil law 

Statutory law includes private-affairs laws {civil law}|. 

 

criminal law 

Statutory law includes crime and punishment laws {criminal law}|. 

 

public law 

Statutory law includes government and commerce laws {public law}|. 

 

regulation as law 

England, United States, and Commonwealth country laws {regulation, law}| can be from executive branch. 

 

statute law 

England, United States, and Commonwealth-country laws {statute}| can be in law codes. 

 



SOCI>Law>History 

 

Manu law 

lawgiver 

India 

-1500 to 200 

Laws of Manu or Institutions of Manu [-1500 to 200] 

By legend, Manu [-1500] wrote Manu-smriti (Laws of Manu or Institutions of Manu), which defined caste system 

and punishments. Manu-smriti is one of eighteen smritis of Dharma Sastra (Scriptural Texts of Righteous Conduct). 

 

Abu Hanifeh Ne'man Ben Sabbet [Hanifeh Ne'man Ben Sabbet, Abu] or al-A'zam Abu Hanifah [Hanifah, al-

A'zam Abu] or Abu Hanifa [Hanifa, Abu] or Great Imam 

lawyer 

Persia 

767 

Greater Understanding [767: Islamic law] 

He started Islamic law study. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>Chinese Law 

 

Hui Shih or Hui Shi 

philosopher 

China 

-350 to -330 

He lived -380 to -300, belonged to Mingjia School of Names, studied rhetoric, and invented paradoxes. Ming-chia or 

Mingjia School of Names had dialecticians in Warring States period [-475 to -221]. 

 

Kung-sun Lung or Gongsun Long 

lawyer 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

-290 to -270 

Meaning and Things [-290 to -270] 

He lived -320 to -250, belonged to Ming-chia School of Names, studied rhetoric, and invented paradoxes, such as "A 

white horse is not a horse". 

 

Han Fei 

lawyer 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

-234 

Hanfeizi or Master Han Fei [-234] 

He lived ? to -233, was Legalist, and studied prestige, laws, and punishments by rulers. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>Egyptian Law 

 

Egyptian 

law 

Egypt 

-3000 

In myth, the god Thoth gave laws to Egyptians. Egypt had an enatic, matriarchal family system. 

 

Egyptian 

law 

Egypt 

-1400 

Pharaohs negotiated trade and merchant treaties with other rulers. 

 



SOCI>Law>History>Celtic Law 

 

Martia or Martia Proba or Martia the Just 

queen 

London, England 

200 to 300 

Martian Statutes or Laws of Martia 

She recorded Celtic laws. Later, Alfred and Edward the Confessor used these laws. 

 

La Tene 

civilization 

Ireland 

200 to 700 

Ireland had 150 kingdoms {tuath}, in five provinces, including Meath. Extended families {fine, family} were main 

social unit. 

 

Dal 

assembly 

Tara, Ireland 

600 

Tribal assemblies {dal} met. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>Jewish Law 

 

Hebrew 

law 

Israel 

-1000 

Offending object was object of revenge. Old Testament relates that an ox that gored someone was killed and flesh 

not eaten. 

Clans and families held all land. Every seventh year, it banned agriculture. Every 7 years times 7, 49 years, all leases 

ended, and all land redistributed. 

Slavery increased with increase in agriculture and barter. Every 49 years, slaves became free. 

Treaties regulated trade and merchants. 

Laws prohibited money lending at interest, outlawed perjury and stealing, and used negligence. 

 

Ezra 

scribe 

Babylon/Jerusalem, Palestine 

-459 

Mosaic Law Additions [-459] 

During reign of Cyrus the Great, he compiled Mosaic-Law additions by borrowing from Code of Hammurabi. From 

Babylon, he went back to Jerusalem [-459], taking 5000 Jews with him. 

 

Nehemiah 

governor 

Jerusalem, Palestine/Shushan, Persia 

-445 to -413 

Mosaic Law Additions [-430] 

He was governor of Judea under Persian Empire. During reign of Cyrus the Great, he compiled Mosaic-Law 

additions by borrowing from Code of Hammurabi. 

 

Sanhedrin or Gerousía or Assembly of the Ancients 

assembly 

Israel 

-250 to 135 



Sanhedrin was highest legal assembly, with seven learned men chosen from scribes, priests, and great families. 

Small Sanhedrin had 23 judges and tried criminal cases. These courts usually modified the law's harsh penalties. 

 

Pharisees 

sect 

Israel 

-200 to 135 

Pharisees emphasized separation from heathens, strict law observance, and no violence. They used only written law 

and oral traditions. In higher schools, teaching method was like Socratic method. 

 

Zealots 

sect 

Israel 

-200 to 135 

Zealots emphasized separation from heathens and strict law observance and used violence to establish state. 

 

Essenes 

sect 

Israel 

-150 to 100 

Essenes advocated law interpretation based on kindness and mercy and favored poverty, self-denial, and self-

subordination. 

 

Sadducees 

sect 

Israel 

-150 to 135 

Priests and administrators sided with Greek and Roman administrators. They used only written law. 

 

Hillel I or Hillel the Elder 

lawgiver 

Jerusalem, Israel 

-20 to 20 

Prozbul or Document That Gives Supervision of a Loan to a Jewish Court [-20 to 20] 

He lived ? to 20, codified the Mishnah based on rules {seven rules, Hillel}, and founded Beit Hillel or House of 

Hillel school. Do not do to people what you would not like them to do to you {golden rule, Hillel}. 

 

Herodians 

sect 

Israel 

-20 to 135 

Sadducees wanted to make secular state. 

 

Shammai 

lawgiver 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

20 to 30 

18 ordinances [20: rescinded in 70] 

He lived ? to 30 and founded Beit Shammai or House of Shammai school, which favored mild restrictions. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>Greek Law 

 

phratry 

clan 

Greece 

-800 



Before city-states, clans banded together to form brotherhoods {phratry} for religious rites. Councils formed, 

including priests and family leaders. Assemblies of all adult males formed. 

 

Zaleucus of Locri 

lawgiver 

Greece 

-664 

law code [-664] 

He published first Greek law code. 

 

hoplite 

soldier 

Greece 

-650 

Soldiers {hoplite} had armor, helmets, spears, shields, and formations. 

 

Draco or Dracon 

lawgiver 

Athens, Greece 

-621 to -620 

law code [-621] 

He gave more people right to vote, eliminated personal revenge, published a harsh criminal code prescribing death 

penalty for most crimes, and set property rights that favored upper class. 

 

Solon 

lawgiver 

Athens, Greece 

-594 

ordinances [-594] 

He lived -638 to -558 and codified laws that protected peasant lands from merchants, opened assembly to all free 

men, gave power to assembly, and created Council of the Four Hundred as trial jury [-594]. 

Demiurgoi selected Solon to reform law and to be dictator and forced eupatrids to approve. Solon declared amnesty, 

abolished all Draco's laws except for murder, and codified Greek law. Athenians had to take oaths not to alter his laws 

for 100 years, and his laws held for 50 years. 

He established plutocracy. He reordered social classes based on property and taxed them accordingly. Social classes, 

from highest to lowest, were eligible for fewer and fewer offices. 

He kept Council of Areopagus but reduced its powers. He gave assembly {ekklesia} power to elect the nine 

governors {archon}. He created council {boule, council} of 400 people, one hundred from each Attic tribe, to bring 

legislation before assembly. 

He devalued currency and reduced or eliminated all debts. He freed citizens enslaved through debt and bought back 

citizens sold to foreigners. He ended making debtors slaves. He limited land owned by one person. 

He allowed citizens to indict any person. He allowed citizens to be on juries. 

He allowed man who had no sons to make will. 

He held state responsible to educate sons of men killed in battle. 

He legalized prostitution. He closely regulated behavior of women and conduct in society. 

 

Aeropagus 

assembly 

Greece 

-500 

First city-state assemblies {Aeropagus} included all adult males. In assemblies, nobles and commoners had one vote 

each. Assemblies declared war, negotiated peace, banished people, and imposed death sentence. 

King was leader, and council was priests and family patriarchs. Social classes were rigid. Aliens could not be 

citizens. 

 



Greek patriarchy 

law 

Greece 

-500 

Families were patriarchal. Families had separate houses to ensure privacy of family gods, associated with hearth. 

Ancestor burial places were sacred. 

Private property arose. It recorded titles and leases. Sons got equal land shares. Neutral strips separated fields of 

different families. No alien owned land. There were many slaves. 

In marriage, bride wore white, veil, crown, and gown. Groom had to carry his bride over threshold, against her mock 

resistance. They ate cake after the wedding to show union. 

The Greek goddess Themis controlled moral law and harmony. Her daughters were Dike, for divine law and 

morality, and Eunomia, for law and order. 

 

Greek traders 

trader 

Athens, Greece 

-500 

Traders developed banking system, had religious corporations, and had trading syndicates and business groups, an 

idea borrowed from Babylonians. 

 

metic 

law 

Greece 

-500 

citizens {metic}. 

 

thesmoi 

law 

Greece 

-500 

Priest sacred rituals, customs, and practices {thesmoi} {thesmothetai} became laws {nomoi}, which local 

committees often revised. 

 

Greek crime 

law 

Athens, Greece 

-462 

Criminal punishments were milder than in other countries. The state enforced criminal penalties. Greece did not 

imprison criminals much. In civil cases, victor had to enforce judgment himself. 

 

Greek jury 

jury 

Athens, Greece 

-462 

Each year, lots selected 6000 citizens. Because there were many cases, jury duty was full-time job. Immediately 

before trial, to prevent bribery, lot selected 500 jurors to form jury {dicastery}. Litigant presented his case or hired 

orator. Evidence was also in writing. People {compurgator} swore that person was innocent or that plaintiff was right. 

Law advisors {exegetai} helped jury. Juries did not debate but only voted. 

 

Athens Constitution 

constitution 

Athens, Greece 

-450 to -350 

Constitution changed often, resulting in less authority, less religion, fewer customs, and new laws and principles for 

society. 

 



Law of the Hellenes 

law 

Greece 

-300 

Greek city-states established war rules. Rules protected prisoners, established method to formally declare war, 

described arbitration under treaty, forbid poisoning weapons, prohibited temple and embassy ransacking, established 

ambassador privileges, and established right of asylum. 

 

Achaean League 

league 

Greece 

-280 

League joined city-states. 

 

Aeolian League 

league 

Greece 

-280 

League joined city-states. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>Roman Law 

 

Curial 

assembly 

Rome, Italy 

-600 

Curia family groups began. A family-leader assembly {Curial Assembly} formed, in which curias had one vote. 

Curial Assembly witnessed wills and adoptions and formally gave imperium to officials but was not important in 

Roman Republic. 

 

plebs 

assembly 

Rome, Italy 

-600 

A plebian citizen assembly {plebs} voted on private laws. 

 

pontifice 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-500 to -300 

Priests {pontifice} used rituals for proceedings and kept forms and rites secret. Priests conducted trials, and involved 

people consulted priests. 

 

Roman tribe 

tribe 

Rome, Italy 

-494 

Roman territory had districts {tribe, Rome}. Property-owning citizens were in one tribe. Citizens who did not own 

property were not in tribe. Later, tribe membership became hereditary. 

 

proconsul 

assembly 

Rome, Italy 

-494 to -81 

Magistrates {proconsul} {propraetorin} ruled provinces. 

 



Senate 

assembly 

Rome, Italy 

-494 to -81 

Senate had 300 members elected for life, approved legislation passed by popular assemblies, and called emergencies. 

It controlled finances, religion, building, foreign affairs, law between cities, and law of aliens. It advised magistrates on 

bills that they presented for judgment. It extended magistrate terms. It appointed proconsuls to rule provinces. 

 

Decemviri or Ten Men 

lawgiver 

Rome, Italy 

-451 

Code of the Twelve Tables [-451: modified Roman law] 

Twelve Tables included criminal, contract, tort, family, wills, succession, property, and sacred law. It had legal-

action and court-procedure rules {procedural law}. It had laws {substantive law} about rights and justice. It included 

enforcement procedures, public punishments, and harsh liability penalties. 

It prohibited private revenge, allowed immediate seizure by wronged person of claimed object or person, and fixed 

tariffs for injuries. 

It distinguished willful from accidental homicide. 

It limited interest rates, gave debtors harsh penalties, defined debtor's liabilities, and gave grace period to debtors. 

It prohibited excessive funerals and excessive bequests. 

 

lex Canuleia 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-445 

Law of Canuleius [-445] 

Laws allowed connubium between patrician and plebian. 

 

Centurial 

assembly 

Rome, Italy 

-400 

Soldiers organized into 100-men centuries. The soldier assembly met only when called by tribune. Centuries cast 

one vote. Centurial Assembly selected magistrates, judged murder and treason cases, and declared war, in response to 

Senate proposals. After overthrow of kings, Centurial Assembly gained power as Curial Assembly lost power. Over 

time, plebians gained entrance into Centurial Assembly. 

 

Gaius Licinius [Licinius, Gaius]/Lucius Sextus [Sextus, Lucius] 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-367 

Licinian-Sextian Law [-367] 

Laws required at least one consul to be plebian. 

 

Tribal 

assembly 

Rome, Italy 

-357 

Tribal assembly formed but met only when called by tribune. 

 

Tribal 

assembly 

Rome, Italy 

-312 



Tribal Assembly began to elect lower ranking officials. Landless people and new citizens were in the four original 

urban tribes. 

 

Gnaeus Flavius [Flavius, Gnaeus] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-312 to -304 

Civil Law [-312 to -304] 

He published the oral court-action forms, which priests {pontifex} had kept secret before, but which were already 

public knowledge. 

 

Roman lawyers 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-300 to -50 

The senatorial class began to offer free legal advice, supplanting priests. They gave evaluated case merits before 

cases went to praetors, suggested which formal oral proceeding to use, and served on praetor advisory councils. 

 

Hortensius 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-287 

Hortensian law [-287] 

Laws passed by the plebian Assembly became binding on all citizens. 

 

Senate veto 

assembly 

Rome, Italy 

-287 

Senate lost right to veto laws passed by Assembly. 

 

lex Aquilia 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-286 

Law of Aquilius or Law of Tort [-286] 

Laws defined claims of masters against harmers of their slaves or animals. 

 

Roman law teachers 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-250 

Roman lawyers taught their apprentices law. 

 

Roman praetor 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-242 

Senate elected a praetor to judge citizens and a second praetor to judge cases involving aliens. 

 

Centurial 

assembly 

Rome, Italy 

-241 to -218 

35 tribes had one old and one young century, in five classes, making 350 centuries. Centurial assembly elected 

consuls, praetors, and censors and voted on bills proposed by consuls. It met when consuls summoned it. 



 

Marcus Porcius Cato Censorius [Cato Censorius, Marcus Porcius] 

lawgiver 

Rome, Italy 

-214 to -185 

On military things [-214 to -185]; Essay on Conduct [-214 to -185]; On filial piety [-214 to -185]; On Agriculture [-

214 to -185: agriculture law] 

He lived -234 to -149 and was Tribune [-214] and Censor [-185]. His son was Marcus Porcius Cato Licinianus, who 

wrote De iuris disciplina. 

 

Sextus Papirius [Papirius, Sextus] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-200 

Pontifical Law or Law of Sacrificial Rites or Law of Papirius [-200: Roman traditional laws] 

He collected Roman traditional laws {leges regiae}. 

 

Tribal 

assembly 

Rome, Italy 

-200 

Tribal Assembly became more powerful than Centurial Assembly. Controlled by patricians, it met only when called 

by tribune. It established laws {maiestas} and rejected bills presented by officials. 

 

Sextus Aelius Paetus [Paetus, Sextus Aelius] or Catus 

lawgiver 

Rome, Italy 

-200 to -190 

Three Parts of Law [-200 to -190: first systematic law book in west Europe was about Roman law actions and 

discussed the Twelve Tables] 

He was Curule Aedile [-200], Consul [-198], and Censor [-194]. 

 

ius civile 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-200 to 1 

Civil-law code began. 

 

ius praetorium 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-200 to 1 

Civil law developed. 

 

Manius Manilius [Manilius, Manius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-155 to -148 

Roman Sales Contracts [-150] 

He was Proconsul [-155 to -154] and Consul [-148] and invented Roman sales contracts. 

 

lex Aebutia de formulis 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-149 to -125 

Law of Aebutius or Aebutian Law Concerning the Lawful Forms of Private Actions [-149 to -125] 



Laws allowed standard forms of presenting cases to trial judges for all cases, gradually ending legis actiones. Legal 

cases used written statements, containing facts, legal questions, and basis on which judge should decide. 

 

Marcus Iunius Brutus [Brutus, Marcus Iunius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-142 

Civil Law [-142] 

He was Praetor [-142]. 

 

Publius Mucius Scaevola [Scaevola, Publius Mucius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-141 to -130 

Complete Annals [-130] 

He lived ? to -113 and was Tribune [-141] and Consul [-133]. 

 

Quintus Mucius Scaevola [Scaevola, Quintus Mucius] or Augur 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-106 to -95 

Civil Law [-106 to -95: 18 volumes]; Single Book [-106 to -95: legal terms and basic principles] 

He lived ? to -88, was Publius Mucius Scaevola's son, systematized Roman law, and taught Cicero. He was tribune [-

106], aedile [-104], and consul [-95], when, with Licinius Crassus, Lex Licinia Mucia denied Roman citizenship to 

some people in Italy, later causing Social War. He was governor of Asia, publishing edict for provincial administration. 

He was pontifex maximus. 

 

Roman praetors 

governor 

Rome, Italy 

-100 

Senate elected praetors to govern newly conquered provinces. 

 

Roman quaestors 

quaestor 

Rome, Italy 

-100 

Twenty quaestors assisted consuls. 

 

tribunes 

official 

Rome, Italy 

-100 

Tribe leaders increased to ten. 

 

praetorian edict 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-67 

Praetors had to use standard format for edict {praetorian edict, praetor}. 

 

Servius Sulpicius Rufus [Rufus, Servius Sulpicius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-65 to -51 

Commentary on the Praetorian Edict [-65 to -51]; Commentary on the Twelve Tables [-65 to -51] 



He lived ? to -43 and used dialectical method in law. He was Praetor [-65] and Consul [-51]. 

 

Aulus Ofilius [Ofilius, Aulus] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-50 

Praetorian Edict commentary [-50] 

He was Rufus' student. 

 

Quintus Aelius Tubero [Tubero, Quintus Aelius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-46 

He tried to prosecute Quintus Ligarius [-46] for co-operation with Juba. 

 

Publius Alfenus Varus [Varus, Publius Alfenus] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-41 to -39 

Digests [-40: 40 books] 

He was Consul Suffectus [-39] and Rufus' student. He confiscated land for veterans, and he aided Virgil [-41]. 

 

Gaius Trebatius Testa [Testa, Gaius Trebatius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-30 to 1 

Topics [-30 to 1: on ius civile and divine law] 

He advised Augustus about informal codicil. 

 

Marcus Antistus Labeo [Labeo, Marcus Antistus] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

-20 to 10 

Pithana [-20 to 10: about Hittite king of Kussar in -1700]; Later Works [-20 to 10] 

He lived -50 to 22 and provided the ideas of Proculian School of Roman law. 

 

lex Iulia 

law 

Rome, Italy 

-17 

Law of Julius [-17] 

Lex Aebutia became mandatory, ending formal oral proceedings. 

 

ius bellicum 

law 

Rome, Italy 

1 to 300 

War rules developed. 

 

ius fetiale 

law 

Rome, Italy 

1 to 300 

Rome codified formal war declarations. 

 



ius gentium 

law 

Rome, Italy 

1 to 300 

Laws governed conquered states and later all states. 

 

Gaius Ateius Capito [Capito, Gaius Ateius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

5 

On public judgments [5] 

He lived ? to 22, was consul [5], and provided the ideas of Sabinian or Cassian School. 

 

Augustus or Octavian 

emperor/lawgiver 

Rome, Italy 

14 

Julian laws [14: new family laws] 

He lived -63 to 14. Julian laws were new family laws. 

 

Sempronius Proculus [Proculus, Sempronius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

14 to 37 

Letters [14 to 37: 11 books for teaching] 

He lived -12 to 66, was Labeo's student, and founded Proculian School, which gave Roman-law interpretations for 

next 200 years. 

 

Massurius Sabinus [Sabinus, Massurius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

14 to 37 

Commentary on the Ius Civile [14 to 37: three books] 

He was Capito's student and founded Sabinian or Cassian School, which gave Roman-law interpretations for next 

200 years. 

 

Gaius Cassius Longinus [Longinus, Gaius Cassius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

27 

Commentary on the Ius Civile [27] 

He was Capito's student. 

 

Pisonian conspiracy 

revolt 

Rome, Italy 

65 

Piso wanted to assassinate Nero [65]. 

 

Lucius Neratius Priscus [Priscus, Lucius Neratius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

97 

Rules [97]; Book about Plautio [97] 

He lived ? to 117, was of later Proculian School, and was Consul Suffectus [97]. 

 



legal opinions 

law 

Rome, Italy 

100 to 300 

Emperor gave right to give legal opinions to persons and then decreed opinions to be law. 

 

Publius Iuventius Celsus [Celsus, Publius Iuventius] 

lawyer/philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

106 to 129 

Digests [106 to 129: 39 books] 

He was of later Proculian School, was Middle Platonist, was praetor [106 or 107] and consul [129]. 

 

Gaius Octavius Iavolenus Priscus [Priscus, Gaius Octavius Iavolenus] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

110 

Letters [110: 16 books, standard Roman law text for next 300 years] 

He lived 43 to ?, was Consul Suffectus [97], and taught Emperor Julian about Roman law. 

 

Sextus Pomponius [Pomponius, Sextus] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

117 to 161 

Handbook [117 to 161: introduction to law]; Commentary on the Edict [117 to 161]; Commentary about Quintus 

Mucius [117 to 161] 

He compiled laws and wrote history of Roman law. 

 

Salvius Julianus [Julianus, Salvius] or Julian 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

130 to 131 

Digests [130: codified Roman praetorian and equity law in 90 volumes]; Perpetual Edict [131] 

He was Sabinian School leader. Hadrian appointed him to codify Roman law. He prepared Hadrian's edict (Perpetual 

Edict), settling the praetorian law, including law of equity. 

 

Roman law schools 

law school 

Rome, Italy 

138 

Roman law schools of Albeo and Capito ended with Emperor Hadrian's death. 

 

Quintus Cervidius Scaevola [Scaevola, Quintus Cervidius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

165 to 200 

Digests [170] 

He taught his student Papinian about Roman law. 

 

Ulpius Marcellus [Marcellus, Ulpius] 

judge 

Asia Minor/Rome, Italy 

170 to 180 

He lived 138 to 180 and studied Roman law. He was not Lucius Ulpius Marcellus. 

 



Aemilius Papinianus [Papinianus, Aemilius] or Papinian 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

193 to 211 

Questions [193 to 211: law principles in 37 books]; Answers [193 to 211: 19 books]; Definitions [193 to 211: 2 

books]; On Adultery [193 to 211] 

He lived ? to 212, was Scaevola's student, and looked for the principle and moral rule in law. He became Master of 

Petitions (Magister Libellorum) [193 to 211], whom commoners petitioned to be equites or to gain other duties. He 

later became General of the Guard (Praefectus Praetorii), assistant to emperor Severus. 

 

Julius Paulus or Paul 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

200 

Opinions [200] 

He wrote commentary on Perpetual Edict and analyzed Roman law logically. 

 

Domitius Ulpianus [Ulpianus, Domitius] or Ulpian 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

211 to 222 

Commentaries on Sabinus [211 to 222: 50 books about ius civile]; Commentaries on the Edicts [222: 83 books about 

edicts]; On the Office of Proconsul [211 to 222: 10 books about criminal law] 

He lived ? to 228, was prefect [222], and wrote a Perpetual-Edict commentary and a Roman-law summary. 

 

Roman officials 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

245 

Roman law scholars had to be officials. 

 

Cyrillus 

lawyer 

Beirut, Lebanon 

250 

He formed official law school to study classical authors' Roman-law opinions. 

 

Roman official law school 

law school 

Rome, Italy 

250 

Official law school formed in Rome to study classical authors' Roman-law opinions. 

 

Papinian/Paulus/Ulpian 

law 

Rome, Italy 

250 to 350 

Vatican Fragments [250 to 350: Papinian, Paulus, and Ulpian opinions] 

Cardinal Angelo Mai discovered them in Vatican [1821]. 

 

Arcadius Charisius [Charisius, Arcadius] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

280 to 300 

Digests [280 to 300] 

He wrote about Roman law. 



 

Gregorius or Gregorianus 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

285 to 292 

Codex Gregorianus [292: collected imperial Roman-law opinions] 

He was magister libellorum under Diocletian [285 to 290]. 

 

Hermogenianus 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

295 

Codex Hermogenianus [295: collected imperial Roman-law opinions] 

It associates with slightly earlier Codex Gregorianus. 

 

Beyrouth School 

law school 

Beirut, Lebanon 

300 

School included Patricius, Demosthenes, Eudoxius, Amblichus, and Leontius. 

 

Sentences of Paulus 

law 

Rome, Italy 

300 

Sentences of Paulus [300: 15 books based on Paulus' opinions] 

Visigoths used it. 

 

Ulpiani Regularum 

law 

Rome, Italy 

300 

Ulpian Rules [300: based on Gaius' opinions] 

Ulpian lived 160 to 228. 

 

Comparison of Mosaic and Roman Laws 

law 

Rome, Italy 

390 to 438 

Comparison of Mosaic and Roman Laws [390 to 438: compared Roman to Jewish law] 

It tried to show where they agreed. 

 

Constantinople 

law school 

Constantinople, Turkey 

425 

School formed to study classical authors' Roman-law opinions. 

 

Tribonianus 

lawyer 

Constantinople, Turkey 

529 to 534 

Body of Civil Law [534: edited Roman-law commentaries]; Institutes [534: Roman-law introduction based on Gaius' 

opinions, in four books]; Code of Justinian [534: imperial constitution and laws, in 12 books] 



He lived ? to 545 and headed commission of 17 professors of the two official Eastern law schools to edit the many 

Roman-law commentaries. He was Justinian's quaestor sacri palatii. After five years, with nine others under 

appointment from Justinian, he codified law [529 to 534], based on Roman law. 

 

Stephanus/Dorotheus of Beyrouth/Cyrillus of 

Beyrouth/Isidorus/Anthemius/Theodorus/Anatolius/Enantiophanes/Theophilus/Thalelaeus 

lawyer 

Constantinople, Turkey 

534 to 550 

They copied, translated, or commented on Code of Justinian, but emperor banned them from pointing out Roman-

law contradictions. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>Feudal Law 

 

chivalry 

law 

Europe 

800 to 1100 

Personal conduct rules {chivalry}| developed. 

 

droit de seigneur 

law 

Europe 

800 to 1100 

The legendary right of lord to spend the first night with new bride {droit de seigneur} probably was never reality. 

 

Feudal manor courts 

court 

Europe 

800 to 1100 

Manor fief courts were for local civil and criminal law but not for Church law. 

 

Feudal marriage 

law 

Europe 

800 to 1100 

The lord of the manor selected husbands for his female heirs {Feudal marriage}, was ward of infant heirs, and got 

land if tenants had no heirs. 

 

primogeniture 

law 

Europe 

800 to 1100 

First-born son inherited all deceased-father's real property {primogeniture, custom}|. 

 

right of aid 

law 

Europe 

800 to 1100 

Tenants contributed to pay lord's ransom, knight his son, or marry his daughter {aid right} {right of aid}|. 

 

right of relief 

law 

Europe 

800 to 1100 

In first year, tenants gave lord one-year's income {relief right} {right of relief}|. 



 

territoriality 

law 

Europe 

800 to 1100 

People were always under laws of where they were {territoriality, law}|, not of tribe or land of origin. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>German Law 

 

law-speaker 

lawyer 

Germany 

600 

Clan lawmen {law-speaker} knew oral law, advised at trials, and supervised trials. 

 

personal law 

law 

Germany 

600 

German tribe members were always under tribe's law {personal law}. If two people from different tribes disputed, 

they used laws of tribe of person with dominant interest. 

 

dowry 

law 

Germany 

600 to 1000 

Marriage required a money gift {dowry}|. 

 

Leges Barbarorum 

law 

Germany 

600 to 1000 

German law, collected by Romans, was mainly criminal law, with some tort law and few procedures. German law 

used principle of "an eye for an eye" {Wergild}. Family or clan exacted revenge, not individual. Most trials were about 

torts. Disputants themselves did pleadings. For accidental injury, offender paid injured person. German law did not 

recognize private real property. With no commercial laws, visiting traders needed patron's protection. Marriage was 

sacred and was mostly monogamous. Marriage required a money dowry and gift exchange. 

 

Thing or Ting 

assembly 

Germany 

600 to 1000 

German clan assemblies began. 

 

corps 

law school 

Germany 

1200 

University students organized into groups {corps, law}. 

 

Ritter Eike von Repgow [Repgow, Ritter Eike von] 

lawyer 

Saxony 

1209 to 1233 

Mirror of the Saxons [1209 to 1233: north-Germany Saxon law] 

German common law was not Saxon but Roman law. 



 

Franz von Zeiller [Zeiller, Franz von] 

lawyer 

Vienna, Austria 

1810 

Austrian Civil Code [1810] 

Martini lived 1726 to 1800. Zeiller lived 1751 to 1828. Maria Theresa of Holy Roman Empire asked for code of 

private law based on Roman law [1753]. Codex Theresianus [1866] was long and ambiguous. 

 

Karl Joseph Anton Mittermaier [Mittermaier, Karl Joseph Anton] 

lawyer 

Landshut, Germany 

1815 to 1824 

Critique of a Scientific Treatment of German Private Law [1815]; Foundations of Intent in German Private Law 

[1824] 

He lived 1787 to 1867. His writings about criminal procedure resulted in German-law reforms. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>Canon Law 

 

Catholic jurists 

lawyer 

Europe 

800 to 1100 

Catholic jurists used both ius gentium and canon law and applied moral standards to international law. Catholic 

Church, Charlemagne, and subsequent kings supported them. 

 

Gratian 

lawyer 

Bologna, Italy 

1140 

Decrees [1140] 

He was Benedictine monk and codified canon law at Bologna University. 

 

Bernard of Pavia 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

1187 to 1191 

Digest of Early Papal Documents or First Ancient Compilation [1187 to 1191] 

He wrote about papal decretals from Gregory IX [1150 to 1227] to Clement III [1187 to 1191]. 

 

Petrus Collivacinus of Benevento [Collivacinus of Benevento, Petrus] 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

1210 

Third Compilation [1210] 

He wrote about papal decretals from the first twelve years of Innocent III [1198 to 1210]. 

 

John of Wales or Johannes de Walesio [Walesio, Johannes de] or Walensis or Galensis 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

1210 to 1216 

Third Compilation [1210 to 1216] 

He wrote about papal decretals from Clement III and Celestine III [1191 to 1198]. 

 

Decretals 

lawyer 



Rome, Italy 

1216 

Fourth Compilation [1216] 

Papal decretals came from Innocent III [1210 to 1215]. 

 

Honorius III 

lawyer 

Rome, Italy 

1227 

Decretals [1227] 

He wrote about other papal decretals. 

 

Inquisition 

inquisition 

France 

1233 

Inquisition under Pope Innocent III started against Albigenses sect in south France. 

 

Decretum of Gratian 

law summary 

Rome, Italy 

1234 

Decrees of Gratian [1234: sanctified by Catholic Church] 

Gratian taught canon law at University of Bologna and wrote canon law book [1140]. 

 

Council of Constance 

conference 

Constance, France 

1417 

Council ended Great Schism of Catholic Church. However, simony, indulgences, corruption, non-celibacy, poorly 

educated lower clergy, and emphasis on power and money continued. 

 

Spanish Inquisition 

inquisition 

Spain 

1478 to 1483 

Inquisition started under Tomas de Torquemada. He enforced Catholic orthodoxy and censored books and art. Spain 

threw out Jews and Moors. 

 

Lateran Council 

conference 

Rome, Italy 

1485 

Lateran Council under Pope Leo X (Giovanni de Medici) failed to approve reform. 

 

Inquisition 

inquisition 

Naples, Italy 

1510 

Inquisition ended in Naples. 

 

Inquisition 

inquisition 

Rome, Italy 

1542 

Inquisition moved to Holy Office, which decided faith, orthodoxy, and censorship matters. 



 

First Council of Trent 

council 

Trent, Italy 

1545 to 1563 

Under Pope Paul IV, it reformed canon law, reformed church practices, and reorganized church. It condemned 

Pelagianism as heresy. 

 

Second Council of Trent 

conference 

Trent, Italy 

1550 to 1551 

Under Pope Julius III, it reformed Roman Catholic practices. 

 

Index 

inquisition 

Rome, Italy 

1557 

Inquisition listed banned books. 

 

Third Council of Trent 

conference 

Trent, Italy 

1562 

Cardinal Charles Borromeo and Pope Pius IV reopened Council of Trent, which reformed clerical life and education 

and led Catholic Counter-Reformation. 

 

Corpus Juris Canonici 

law 

Rome, Italy 

1582 to 1917 

Canon Law [1582: canon law new edition] 

It included Decree of Gratian [1141 to 1150], Decretals of Pope Gregory IX [1234], Sext, Clementines, Extravagants 

of John XXII, Common Extravagants, and Liber Sextus (Sixth Book) of Boniface VIII. 

 

Spanish Inquisition 

inquisition 

Spain 

1820 

Spanish Inquisition ended in Spain. 

 

Vatican Council 

council 

Rome, Italy 

1870 

Council stated that Pope was infallible on Roman Catholic Church matters. 

 

Benedict XIV 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1917 

Constitutions [1740 to 1758] 

He lived 1675 to 1758. 

 

Codex Juris Canonici or Code of Canon Law 

law 



Rome, Italy 

1917 

Codex Juris Canonici or Code of Canon Law [1917: new canon law code for church members] 

Law, under Pope Benedict XV, replaced Corpus Juris Canonici [1582] of Pope Gregory XIII. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>European Law 

 

Edict of Milan 

edict 

Milan, Italy 

313 

Constantine the Great established Christianity in Roman Empire by ensuring religious tolerance. 

 

Irnerius 

lawyer 

Bologna, Italy 

1088 to 1120 

Comments on the Corpus Juris [1088 to 1120] 

He lived 1055 to 1130 and founded law school at Bologna [1088]. He studied Justinian Code, Institutes, and Digest 

and taught Martinus, Bulgarus, Iacobus, and Hugo. 

 

Lombard law schools 

university 

Mantua, Italy/Verona, Italy/Bologna, Italy/Padua, Italy 

1088 to 1626 

University of Bologna began [1088]. University of Padua began [1222]. Duke Ferdinando [1589 to 1626] ruled 

Mantua [1613 to 1626] and founded University of Mantua [1626]. 

 

Four Doctors 

lawyer 

Bologna, Italy 

1100 to 1200 

Bulgarus, Martinus Gosia, Jacobus de Boragine or Iacobus, and Hugo de Porta Ravennate recreated Roman law and 

were pupils of Irnerius. 

 

Jacobus de Boragine or Iacobus 

lawyer 

Bologna, Italy 

1100 to 1200 

He was one of the Four Doctors, who recreated Roman law. 

 

Italian law schools 

law school 

Pavia, Italy/Ravenna, Italy 

1100 to 1300 

Students, who paid teachers directly and so controlled them, ran law schools. Students organized into groups 

{nation, student}, which fought each other and flouted civil law. Gradually, university authorities stated curricula and 

awarded degrees: bachelor, licentiate or masters, and doctorate. 

 

Bulgarus 

lawyer 

Bologna, Italy 

1120 to 1158 

On Regulations [1120 to 1158] 

He lived ? to 1166 and was one of the Four Doctors, at University of Bologna law school or School of the Gloss-

writers, who recreated Roman law. He was at diet of Roncaglia [1158]. 



 

Martinus Gosia 

lawyer 

Bologna, Italy 

1130 to 1160 

Structure of the Institutes [1130 to 1160] 

He lived 1100 to 1166 and was one of the Four Doctors, who recreated Roman law. Martinus led a school about 

equity of the purse {aequitas bursalis}. 

 

Hugo de Porta Ravennate or Hugolinus de Porta Ravennate or Ugo de Alberico [Alberico, Ugo de] 

lawyer 

Bologna, Italy 

1165 to 1194 

Summation on Fighting [1165 to 1194] 

He lived ? to 1194 and was one of the Four Doctors, who recreated Roman law. 

 

Accursius Azo of Bologna [Azo of Bologna, Accursius] 

lawyer 

Bologna, Italy 

1180 to 1210 

Summary of Codes [1180 to 1210: systematized all law parts]; Distinctions [1180 to 1210: explained law-principle 

ramifications]; Lectures on Codes [1180 to 1210] 

He lived 1150 to 1230 and was Glossator. 

 

Golden Bull 

edict 

Hungary 

1222 

Andrew II of Hungary proclaimed Golden Bull to check nobles. 

 

Franciscus Accursius [Accursius, Franciscus] or Francesco Accorso [Accorso, Francesco] 

lawyer 

Bologna, Italy 

1230 

Great Gloss [1230: described all Glossator commentaries on Justinian books] 

He lived 1182 to 1260, was Azo's student, and was Glossator. 

 

Glossators 

lawyer 

Europe 

1230 to 1340 

Glossators studied Justinian laws and taught law but typically did not relate law to contemporary life. 

 

Cortes of Leiria 

legislature 

Portugal 

1254 

Alfonso III of Portugal convened Cortes of Leiria, first legislature to have commoners. 

 

Alfonso X or Alfonso the Wise or Alfonso el Sabio 

king 

Castile/Leon 

1255 

Songs to the Virgin Mary [1252 to 1284: songs]; Royal Lawbook [1255: local laws and information about Roman 

laws] 

He lived 1221 to 1284 and was king of Castile and Leon [1252 to 1284]. 



 

Commentators or Postglossators 

lawyer 

Perugia, Italy 

1280 to 1450 

Commentators combined Roman law, canon law, and Italian-city statutes. They theorized about conflict of laws. 

They applied Roman law to municipal, canon, feudal, customary, commercial, and criminal law cases. 

 

Bartolus de Saxoferrato 

lawyer 

Perugia, Italy 

1350 

Theory of Statutes [1350: general law rules that reconciled conflicting legal systems] 

He lived 1313 to 1357 and was Commentator. Laws of place in which action happened govern actions {territoriality, 

Bartolus de Saxoferrato}. 

 

Petrus Baldus de Ubaldis [Baldus de Ubaldis, Petrus] 

lawyer 

Perugia, Italy 

1360 to 1390 

Commentary on the Book of Fees [1360 to 1390] 

He lived 1327 to 1406, was of the Baldeschi, and was Commentator. 

 

Italian law schools 

law school 

Italy 

1400 to 1500 

Law schools began historical law study. 

 

Aix-en-Provence 

university 

Aix-en-Provence, France 

1409 

Aix-en-Provence is in southeast France. 

 

French 

court 

France 

1500 to 1600 

Judges heard rational arguments and evaluated evidence presented by trained advocates. 

 

Jean Bodin [Bodin, Jean] 

lawyer 

Paris, France 

1576 

Six Books of the Republic [1576: about state sovereignty] 

He lived 1530 to 1596 and belonged to Politiques. Family is basis of society. State is about material, not spiritual, 

things. State requires absolute sovereignty to prevent civil war. 

 

French 

law 

Paris, France 

1580 

French Customary Laws [1580: codified north-France laws] 

French customary laws and canon law used Roman laws of contracts, property, wills, successions, domestic 

relations, and judicial procedures. 



 

Robert Joseph Pothier [Pothier, Robert Joseph] 

lawyer 

France 

1748 to 1752 

Digest of Pandects of Justinian [1748 to 1752] 

He lived 1699 to 1772 and combined Roman law, customary law, and natural law. 

 

Cesare Bonesana [Bonesana, Cesare] or Marchese di Beccaria [Beccaria, Marchese di] 

philosopher 

Beccaria, Italy 

1764 

Essay on Crimes and Punishments [1764: attacked penal and criminal systems] 

He lived 1738 to 1794. Punishment should fit crime's seriousness and should exact vengeance. Judiciary should be 

separate from legislature. 

 

French Constitution 

constitution 

France 

1791 

Constitution included Declaration of the Rights of Man. It blocked Mirabeau's plan to have constitutional monarchy, 

and king fled. After capture, he accepted constitution [1791]. 

 

Codes of Prussia 

law 

Prussia 

1794 

Codes of Prussia depended on natural law. 

 

Jean Jacques Regis Cambaceres [Cambaceres, Jean Jacques Regis] 

lawyer 

France 

1804 

Napoleonic Code [1804] 

He lived 1753 to 1824 and helped make Code Napoleon [1804] about private law. 

 

Code Napoléon 

law 

France 

1804 

Code Napoleon has Civil Code, Criminal Code, Civil Procedure, and Criminal Procedure and is basis of Continental 

law. 

 

Codes of France 

law 

France 

1804 

Codes of France depended on natural law. 

 

Codes of Austria 

law 

Austria 

1811 

Austrian law code depended on natural law. 

 



Savoy-Piedmont 

constitution 

Italy 

1848.02 

Constitution modified kingdom. 

 

Tuscany 

constitution 

Tuscany 

1848.02 

Constitution modified kingdom. 

 

Austria 

constitution 

Austria 

1848.04 to 1848.10 

Austria wrote constitution after revolt in Vienna. In October, Windischgratz ended revolt in Vienna. 
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Brehon Laws 

law 

Ireland 

200 to 1350 

Brehon Laws [700: written] 

Druid priests were also judges {brehon}. People shamed others into going to Druid judges. Edward III of England 

abolished Brehon Laws [1350]. 

 

tithing 

clan 

England 

600 to 1035 

Clans declined. Clan-member rights became individual rights. Germanic clan assembly {folkmoot} disappeared. 

Families divided into hundreds and tens {tithing}. 

 

English codes 

law 

England 

600 to 1035 

England law codes were mostly about torts and criminal law. 

 

English county courts 

court 

England 

600 to 1035 

County courts tried difficult cases, with churchmen presiding. Local courts were formal and compurgators were 

typically the only witnesses. Petty cases had trials within families. 

 

English land law 

law 

England 

600 to 1035 

Land was held individually, with some feudalism. 

 

Witan or Witenagemot 

assembly 



England 

600 to 1035 

As clans decreased, a council {Witan} {Witenagemot} of Anglo-Saxon lords {thegn} replaced older folkmoot 

German clan assemblies. 

 

servientes Regis ad Legem 

lawyer 

London, United Kingdom 

1050 

Law profession {servientes Regis ad Legem} began. 

 

English kings 

king 

England 

1100 to 1300 

They gained right to make laws. 

 

common law 

law 

England 

1164 

Crown court judges developed law, which identified and validated customs and practices and which differed among 

geographic areas and social classes. 

 

English crown courts 

court 

England 

1164 

Crown courts used traveling judges {missi, judge}, and county courts decreased [1164]. Most crimes "broke the 

king's peace" and so justified crown courts. In crown courts, lawyers talked to judge while jurors listened. They had no 

witnesses. Lawyers gave no summations. 

 

grand jury 

jury 

England 

1164 

grand jury [1164] 

Grand juries started when citizens investigated crimes and charged persons. Petit juries judged trials. Jurors found 

facts by any agreed method. Verdicts had to be unanimous. If jurors did not reach unanimous verdict, court appointed 

more jurors until twelve agreed. If jury had decided wrongly, court penalized jurors strongly. After wrong decision, 24 

knights heard case. 

 

Ranulf de Glanville [Glanville, Ranulf de] 

judge 

London, England 

1190 

Treatise on the Laws and Customs of England [1190] 

He lived ? to 1190, was Chief Justiciar of England under Richard I [1172], and wrote about written appeals {writ, 

appeal} to crown courts. 

 

chancery 

court 

England 

1200 to 1300 

Before Edward I, king granted authority to Chancellor and Chancellor's court. The chancellor or chancery court 

required defendant or petitioner to provide equity. 



 

king's court 

court 

England 

1200 to 1300 

Before Edward I, Court of Common Pleas heard common law cases at Westminster. Court of the King's Bench 

{king's court} heard civil and criminal cases. Court of the Barons of the Exchequer heard cases about king's finances. 

In shires, knights appointed by king, called Conservators of the Peace, presided over national courts. 

 

equity law 

law 

England 

1200 to 1300 

People can petition king or his chancellor for justice {equity law}, even without existing law. England published 

chancery-court equity decisions {law of equity}, which used Roman and canon law. Chancery law and equity law 

rectified unjust common laws. 

 

king's conscience 

law 

England 

1200 to 1300 

King had right to make law and to right wrong {king's conscience}. 

 

Parliament 

assembly 

England 

1200 to 1300 

Before Edward I, Parliament had only barons and churchmen and had only right to refuse money to king. 

 

Henri de Bracton [Bracton, Henri de] 

lawyer 

London, England 

1268 

On English Laws [1268: standardized English law for next 200 years] 

He lived 1210 to 1268 and relied on common-law precedents. He said that people can petition king, who must act 

justly. 

 

Model Parliament 

legislature 

England 

1295 

King Edward I assembled clergymen and aristocrats but also added others. 

 

deodand 

law 

England 

1300 

People no longer used objects that had contributed to injury {deodand}. 

 

habeas corpus 

law 

England 

1300 

Leaders presented written causes to hold people, to courts. 

 



Inns of Court 

lawyer 

London, United Kingdom 

1300 to 1350 

Lawyer guilds began. Apprentices learned English law in mock trials. Inns had Handbooks of English law. There 

have been up to 14 Inns of Court, but now are four: Lincoln's Inn, Gray's Inn, Inner Temple, and Middle Temple. 

 

writ of prohibition 

court 

England 

1300 to 1400 

Chancery courts no longer forced new trial. Appeals asking for second trial by 24 knights ended. 

Church and crown courts competed for jurisdiction. Clergy tried to keep right {benefit of clergy} to use church 

courts to settle disputes. Lay courts issued decrees {writ of prohibition} to stop church courts from taking over 

jurisdiction. Crown courts began to hear cases submitted by written complaints {complaint, writ} {writ of complaint}, 

which stated complaint, plaintiff, and defendant. Writ use increased, and trial by combat and trial by ordeal decreased. 

Assizes county courts heard cases not heard by crown courts. 

 

John Fortescue [Fortescue, John] 

judge 

England 

1463 to 1471 

On Praiseworthy English Laws [1463]; Difference between an Absolute and Limited Monarchy [1471] 

He lived 1394 to 1476 and was Chief Justice [1442 to 1461]. 

 

Thomas Littleton [Littleton, Thomas] or Thomas Lyttelton [Lyttelton, Thomas] or Thomas Lyttleton [Lyttleton, 

Thomas] 

judge 

London, England 

1466 to 1470 

Tenures [1470: real property law] 

He lived 1422 to 1481 and was judge at Court of Common Pleas [1466]. 

 

English written pleadings 

law 

England 

1500 

Courts began to use English for written pleadings, which later became more formal and accurate. 

 

Rule against Perpetuities 

law 

England 

1540 

Act ended perpetual land ownership. 

 

Statute of Uses 

law 

England 

1540 

Act prohibited land use without land title. Chancery then allowed land trusts. 

 

Statute of Wills 

law 

England 

1540 

Act allowed land disposition by will. 



 

law merchant 

law 

England 

1550 

England established commercial law {law merchant}. 

 

Edmund Plowden [Plowden, Edmund] or Edward Plowden [Plowden, Edward] 

judge 

London, England 

1571 

Commentaries or Reports [1571: first modern law reports emphasized sense of laws] 

He lived 1518 to 1585. 

 

Edward Coke [Coke, Edward] 

lawyer/judge 

London, England 

1592 to 1641 

Treatise on Bail and Mainprize [1592: about depositing money to avoid jail while awaiting trial and ordering sheriffs 

to take bail]; Fines [1597: about penalties]; Beverley's Case [1603]; Book of Entries [1614: about writs and pleading]; 

Complete Copyholder [1630: about tenancy at will]; Institutes [1641: First volume was on common law, second was on 

ancient statutes, third was on criminal law, and fourth was on court jurisdiction] 

He lived 1552 to 1644. He defended common law in Shelley's case, became Solicitor General of the Realm [1592], 

entered Parliament [1593], became Attorney General [1594], and later became Parliament Speaker. He became Chief 

Justice of Court of Common Pleas, the highest possible judge office, and became Chief Justice of the King's Bench 

under King James [1613 to 1616]. He refused to stay an action for the king, because it was against the law, and the king 

suspended him from Privy Council and then discharged him from office. He rejoined Privy Council [1617] and then 

entered Parliament again. He fought for constitutional rights and upheld Parliament against king [1620]. He became 

Baron Veculam and then Viscount St. Albans. 

In Fuller case, he won common law courts right to issue prohibition writs. He blocked King James I from changing 

law, establishing that only Parliament was able to change law. He blocked King James's proclamation to stop using 

grain for starch, because Parliament had not proclaimed it. He worked against monopolies. He defended common law 

or civil law. He wrote about bail, mainprize, and copyhold estate. 

He was always at legal and personal odds with Francis Bacon. 

Psychology 

Insane people do not know what they do and cannot have criminal intent. Insanity is not a defense if people know 

right from wrong {right-wrong test}. Drunkards, idiots, or fools can be insane at the time [1604]. 

 

Edward Poynings [Poynings, Edward] 

law 

Ireland 

1594 to 1595 

He lived 1459 to 1521. Poynings' Law gave all legislation for Ireland to England. 

 

English jury 

jury 

England 

1600 

Juries judged after hearing evidence and used evidence rules, including prohibiting hearsay evidence and indirect 

knowledge. 

 

free speech 

law 

England 

1600 

James I granted right of free speech to Parliament. 



 

Darnell's case or Darnell case 

case 

England 

1610 

It tested right to habeas-corpus writ and decreased this right. 

 

John Selden [Selden, John] 

lawyer 

London, England 

1610 to 1618 

Judicial Combat [1610]; England's Philosopher [1610]; Reverse of the English Janus [1610: on constitution]; Titles 

of Honor [1614]; Fabulous Gods [1617: about Oriental gods]; History of Tithes [1618]; Territorial Waters [1618] 

He lived 1584 to 1654, helped draft Petition of Right, tried to block royal authority, and was against freedom of seas. 

 

Petition of Right 

law 

England 

1628 

Initiated by Edward Coke, a law {Petition of Right} stated that taxes, imprisonment, and quartering of soldiers in 

homes needed due cause or Parliament consent. It did not allow billetry. It said that people had right to habeas-corpus 

writ. It stated that imprisonment required cause and opportunity to answer charge. It required Parliament consent to 

order anyone to pay money to state. It gave Parliament right of free speech. It reduced martial law punishments. 

 

Richard Zouche [Zouche, Richard] 

lawyer 

England 

1649 to 1657 

Exposition of Fecial Law and Procedure or Exposition of Law of War and Peace [1649: international law]; Solutions 

to Old and New Questions, Ways of Mediating Late Competent Justice [1657] 

He lived 1590 to 1661. He discussed laws between nations {ius inter gentes} based on actual legal practices and 

founded positivist or historical school of international law. 

 

House of Commons 

legislature 

England 

1660 

House of Lords and House of Commons formed during Stuart Restoration. 

 

Test Act 

law 

Ireland 

1673 

Act imposed laws on Irish Catholics. 

 

Habeas Corpus Amendment 

law 

England 

1679 

Act increased right to habeas-corpus writ. 

 

John Holt [Holt, John] 

judge 

London, England 

1681 to 1710 

Ashby v. White and Others [1681 to 1710]; Case of John Paty and Others [1681 to 1710] 



He lived 1642 to 1710. As Chief Justice [1681 to 1710], he added bailment law to English law, from Continental 

law. 

 

English judges 

court 

England 

1688 

After Revolution, judges held office for life, as long as they maintained good conduct. 

 

Act of Settlement 

law 

Great Britain/Ireland 

1701 

Act tried to stop Jacobites from making Stuart Catholic king. It designated Protestant Hanover king and limited 

king's power. It imposed laws on Irish Catholics. 

 

William Blackstone [Blackstone, William] 

lawyer 

England 

1723 

Commentaries on the Laws of England [1723: basis of USA law study before law schools] 

He lived 1723 to 1780, was conservative aristocrat, opposed American freedom, and was protégé of Mansfield. 

 

Intolerable Acts 

law 

USA/England 

1750 

Intolerable Acts passed by English Parliament levied more taxes in American colonies. 

 

William Murray, Lord Mansfield [Mansfield, William Murray, Lord] 

judge 

London, England 

1756 to 1788 

Somerset case [1772: against slavery in England]; On the Right to Tax America [1776] 

He lived 1705 to 1793 and established modern English commercial law, using Roman and customary law. He was 

Chief Justice [1756 to 1788] and opposed American freedom. 

 

English voting 

law 

England 

1770 

Only male property holders voted, so only one person in 30 voted. 

 

Poor Laws/Statute of Artificers 

law 

England 

1770 

They regulated prices and fixed wages. All people had to work. They established houses of correction for people that 

refused to work. Poor houses for disabled began. 

 

Intolerable Acts 

law 

Massachusetts/England 

1773 

Intolerable Acts passed by English Parliament reduced freedom in Massachusetts. 

 



Edmund Burke [Burke, Edmund] 

lawyer/politician 

Ireland/London, England 

1775 to 1796 

Conciliation with America [1775]; Nabob of Arcot's Debts [1785]; Reflections on the French Revolution [1790]; 

Appeal from the Old to the New Whigs [1791]; Letters on a Regicide Peace [1795]; Letter to a Noble Lord [1796] 

He lived 1729 to 1797 and was conservative Whig. He believed in maintaining current institutions and social 

customs, deciding on evidence not theory, and being skeptical. He exposed East India Company injustices in India, 

during Hastings trial. He opposed French-Revolution Jacobites. He tried to improve policies about America and wanted 

to free Ireland. He wanted to free House of Commons from King George III. 

Politics 

Political power is to preserve order. Society coheres through habit, emotional bonds, conventions, loyalty, communal 

feeling, and tradition {conservatism, Burke}, not by reason, rights, or law. Institutions can reform by small steps, 

keeping essence, rather than change too much or quickly. 

People should be dutiful, loyal to traditions, bound by social relations, and fitted into roles. Moral tradition is more 

important than rational morality. Individuals should be free and independent, to judge and choose for best advantage 

and to be responsible for their families. Human nature causes inequalities in society, but justice must prevail. 

Government should use power legally. Government should only maintain security and order, because it often abuses 

power. Bureaucracy and interference reduce human energies. Institutions should fit culture. Institutions should be free 

and independent. Changes should be slow and subject to change, because human frailty can make everything worse. 

 

bankruptcy 

law 

England 

1780 

New bankruptcy laws began. 

 

divorce 

law 

England 

1780 

New divorce laws and new rights for married women began. 

 

English death penalty 

law 

England 

1780 

It reduced number of crimes carrying death penalty. 

 

property 

law 

England 

1780 

Real-property law reform began. 

 

Irish Parliament 

legislature 

Ireland 

1782 

Henry Grattan led legislature. 

 

Lord Stowell [Stowell, Lord] or William Scott [Scott, William] 

judge 

England 

1798 to 1827 

Dalyrmple v. Dalyrmple [1798 to 1827]; Evans v. Evans [1798 to 1827] 



He lived 1745 to 1836 and was High Court of the Admiralty judge [1798 to 1827]. 

In Dalrymple case, he decided that law of marriage location, not court location, decided validity. 

He determined legality of capturing prize vessels at sea. 

Domicile in peace is not necessarily the same as domicile in war. In war, neutral persons can be enemies. During 

war, citizen in enemy country is enemy. 

 

Act of Union 

law 

Ireland 

1800 

England and Scotland union added Ireland, by Act of Union, after Wolf Tone of Ireland rebelled. 

 

Slave Trade Act 

law 

England 

1807 

Wilburforce's efforts ended slave trading in British Empire. 

 

Emancipation Act 

law 

Britain 

1821 

Donald O'Connell in Ireland and Robert Peel in England led agreement that allowed Catholics in Britain and Ireland 

to be free and repealed Test Act. 

 

Catholic Emancipation Act 

law 

England 

1830 

Duke of Wellington, Prime Minister, passed it. 

 

John Austin [Austin, John] 

lawyer 

London, England 

1832 

Province of Jurisprudence Determined [1832] 

He lived 1790 to 1859 and founded science of law in England. Laws are sovereign's commands, with threat of 

punishment. Subjects must obey. Permission from sovereign or obligation cancellation grants rights. 

 

Great Reform Act 

law 

England 

1832 

Act increased voters by 50%. 

 

Slavery Act 

law 

England 

1832 to 1834 

Britain ended slavery in empire. 

 

Corn Law Repeal 

law 

England 

1846 

Act repealed Corn Laws, allowing free trade. 



 

Reform Laws 

law 

England 

1850 

Laws gave right to vote to all citizens. Lord Shaftesbury introduced laws to stop women and children from working 

in coal mines, to have ten-hour workdays, and to create insane asylums. 

 

Civil Service 

law 

England 

1860 

Britain's Civil Service formed. 

 

Henry Maine [Maine, Henry] 

lawyer 

London, England 

1861 

Ancient Law [1861: law history] 

He lived 1822 to 1888 and studied change from status system to contract system. 

 

Reform Act 

law 

England 

1867 

Act changed Penal Laws. 

 

Land Act 

law 

England 

1870 

Act resolved some Irish Land Question problems. Charles Parnell and Michael Davitt led Home Rule party in 

Parliament and encouraged violence in Ireland. 

 

Judicature Acts 

law 

England 

1875 

Laws joined common law and equity. 

 

common law courts 

court 

England 

1876 

Courts used equity, so equity prevailed over common law. 

 

Land Act 

law 

England 

1881 

Act gave Irish farmers good rent, fixed tenure, and land-sale control. 

 

First Home Rule Bill 

law 

England 

1886 



Ireland had home rule. 

 

Second Home Rule Bill 

law 

England 

1893 

Ireland gained increased home rule from England. 

 

Wyndham Act 

law 

England 

1903 

Act allowed land purchases by tenants. 

 

Amended Land Purchase Act 

law 

England 

1909 

Act allowed land purchases by tenants. 

 

Third Home Rule Bill 

law 

England 

1912 

Ireland gained increased home rule. 

 

Balfour Declaration 

law 

England 

1917 

Act pledged to form Jewish state in Palestine. 100,000 Jews then lived in Palestine. 

 

Fourth Home Rule Bill 

law 

England 

1920 

Northern Ireland became part of Great Britain. 

 

England nationalization 

law 

England 

1947 

England nationalized many industries under Labor Party. 

 

diminished responsibility 

law 

England/USA 

1957 

Currently, English law allows defense of lower accountability {diminished responsibility}| for crime. Accused was 

not in control of his mind and so was not responsible for his or her physical acts. Diminished responsibility includes 

irresistible impulses and mental states different from those of ordinary human beings. Defense must prove diminished 

responsibility. Successful defense requires verdict of culpable homicide, instead of murder. 
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colonial 

law 

USA 

1600 to 1750 

English common law and equity combined in colonial law and later in state law. 

 

Mayflower Compact 

law 

Plymouth, Massachusetts 

1608 

Agreement among Pilgrims set up government. Pilgrims were Separatists from Church of England that had left 

England to come to Plymouth Colony in New England. 

 

House of Burgesses 

legislature 

Virginia 

1619 

First American legislature started in Virginia. 

 

John Cotton [Cotton, John] 

lawyer 

Boston, Massachusetts 

1630 to 1648 

Divine Right to Occupy the Land [1630]; Democracy as Detrimental to Church and State [1636]; Model of Moses 

His Judicials [1636: about theocracy]; Way of the Churches of Christ in New England [1645]; Spiritual Milk for Babes 

[1646]; Way of Congregational Churches Cleared [1648] 

He lived 1595 to 1652 and wrote about theocratic government by religious leaders. 

 

Thomas Hooker [Hooker, Thomas]/John Haynes [Haynes, John]/Roger Ludlow [Ludlow, Roger] 

lawyer 

Connecticut 

1639 

They published the Fundamental Orders constitution. Thomas Hooker lived 1586 to 1647. John Haynes lived 1594 

to 1654. Roger Ludlow lived 1590 to 1664. All were from England. 

 

Nathaniel Ward [Ward, Nathaniel] 

lawyer 

Boston, Massachusetts 

1641 to 1647 

Body of Liberties [1641: about individual rights in theocracy]; Simple Cobler of Aggawam [1647] 

He lived 1578 to 1652. Puritans used his ideas in law codes. 

 

James Harrington [Harrington, James] 

writer 

USA 

1656 

Commonwealth of Oceana [1656: power comes from property] 

He lived 1611 to 1677. 

 

John Wise [Wise, John] 

clergyman 

USA 

1680 

He lived 1652 to 1725, wrote about democracy, and resisted English tax collectors. 

 



Molasses Act 

law 

USA 

1733 

Molasses Act passed by English Parliament placed duties on rum and molasses in American colonies, but England 

did not enforce it. 

 

Billeting 

law 

USA 

1750 

Law passed by English Parliament allowed troop billeting in homes in American colonies. 

 

Patrick Henry [Henry, Patrick] 

lawyer/statesman 

USA 

1750 to 1765 

He lived 1736 to 1799. In Maury case [1750], he successfully defended merchants against tobacco tax, which 

supported Anglican clergy. Virginia House of Burgesses had replaced tobacco tax with cash payment, but king vetoed 

payment. In 1765, he entered House of Burgesses and became leader. He said [1776], "Give me liberty or give me 

death." From 1789, he worked for Bill of Rights. 

 

Albany Congress 

conference 

USA 

1754 

Benjamin Franklin suggested that colonies unite {Plan of Union} to fight American Indians. 

 

James Otis [Otis, James] 

lawyer 

Boston, Massachusetts 

1764 

Rights of the British Colonies Asserted and Proved 

He lived 1725 to 1783 and claimed that Americans were British citizens, that Parliament must conform to 

Constitution, and that taxation required representation. From 1761 to 1769, he led colonies until severe head injury. He 

tried to defend merchants from general search warrants {assistance, writ} {writ of assistance}. 

 

Townshend Acts 

law 

USA 

1767 

Laws passed by English Parliament put customs duties on imports into American colonies. 

 

First Continental Congress 

congress 

USA 

1774 

First Continental Congress stated colony grievances against England, declared basic personal rights, and approved 

resolutions to alter commerce with England. 

 

Second Continental Congress 

congress 

USA 

1775 to 1783 

Congress met throughout Revolutionary War, printed worthless money, and borrowed heavily. 

 



Declaration of Independence 

independence 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

1776.0702 

USA declared independence from Britain on July 2. Thomas Jefferson wrote Declaration, with Benjamin Franklin's 

help. John Hancock, Second Continental Congress president, signed his name in large letters. 

 

Articles of Confederation 

law 

USA 

1777 to 1781 

Thomas Paine, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and Alexander Hamilton drafted Articles of Confederation, which 

Second Continental Congress adopted [1777]. Colonies ratified the Articles [1781]. States were sovereign. State 

legislatures selected and paid for delegates to Congress. In Congress, states had one vote each, and passing laws 

required nine votes. Federal government had no taxing power and no executive. 

 

James Madison [Madison, James]/Alexander Hamilton [Hamilton, Alexander]/John Jay [Jay, John] 

lawyer 

USA 

1783 

Federalist Papers [1787 to 1788] 

Madison lived 1751 to 1836. Hamilton lived 1755 to 1804. Jay lived 1745 to 1829. They wrote to gain support to 

ratify new Constitution. 

 

Indian Reservation 

reservation 

USA 

1784 

First reservation created. 

 

Annapolis 

conference 

Annapolis, Maryland 

1786 

Maryland and Virginia discussed waterway rights and invited other states to send delegates to Annapolis. Five states 

came. Delegates called for constitutional convention in Philadelphia. 

 

William Patterson [Patterson, William] 

lawyer 

New Jersey 

1787 

He lived 1745 to 1806 and proposed New Jersey Plan for constitution at Constitutional Convention, which was 

similar to Articles of Confederation, but senators and executives had life terms, like limited elected monarchy. 

 

Edmund Randolph [Randolph, Edmund] 

lawyer 

Virginia 

1787 

He lived 1753 to 1813 and proposed Virginia Plan for constitution at Constitutional Convention. Bicameral 

legislature has two parts. Executive or judiciary can veto state laws that violate Constitution. 

 

Constitutional Convention 

congress 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

1787.05 to 1787.09 



Madison, Franklin, and Washington led Constitutional Convention. Washington presided. Madison wrote the mostly 

adopted Virginia Plan. Paterson wrote New Jersey Plan. Madison was chief Bill of Rights writer and supporter and 

wrote Virginia Resolution for states' rights. James Monroe was against Federalists. 

 

Oliver Ellsworth [Ellsworth, Oliver] 

lawyer 

USA 

1789 to 1800 

Judiciary Act of 1789 

He lived 1745 to 1807. First Congress required one Chief Justice and five Associate Justices for Supreme Court. 

Supreme Court was to try cases involving state relations, ambassadors, ministers, and consuls and to hear appeals from 

lower courts. President appointed judges, with Senate's consent. Judges had life terms. Only trial in Senate, needing 

two-thirds majority, can remove judge {impeachment, judge}. Judiciary Act also established fifteen District Courts and 

two Circuit Courts, which were higher than District Courts but lower than Supreme Court. He lived 1745 to 1807 and 

became USA Supreme Court Chief Justice [1796 to 1800] after John Jay resigned to run for Governor of New York. 

He resigned in 1800. 

 

USA Constitution 

constitution 

USA 

1789 

The states ratified Constitution, Delaware first. 

 

John Jay [Jay, John] 

chief justice 

USA 

1789 to 1791 

He lived 1745 to 1829 and was first USA Supreme Court Chief Justice. He signed Jay's Treaty [1791] between USA 

and Britain over freedom of navigation, trade restrictions in West Indies, and evacuation of British Northwest forts, but 

it did not stop naval impressment. He resigned to run for Governor of New York [1791]. 

 

Supreme Court 

court 

USA 

1789 to 1795 

First Supreme Court favored strong central government and judicial review of legislation, which is not in 

Constitution. 

 

Chisholm vs. Georgia 

case 

USA 

1793 

Case allowed citizen of one state to sue another state in Supreme Court. 

 

Fugitive Slave Act 

law 

USA 

1793 

Act required federal agents to recapture runaway slaves. Northern states that had passed personal liberty laws did not 

enforce it. 

 

John Taylor of Caroline [Taylor of Caroline, John] 

lawyer 

USA 

1794 to 1823 



Definition of Parties: Or the Political Effects of the Paper System Considered [1794]; Inquiry into the Principles and 

Policy of Government [1814]; New Views of the Constitution of the United States [1823] 

He lived 1753 to 1824, had same ideas as Jefferson, and believed in farming communities with no aristocracy. 

 

John Marshall [Marshall, John] 

judge/chief justice 

USA 

1797 to 1820 

Marbury v. Madison [1803]; Fletcher v. Peck [1816]; McCulloch v. Maryland [1819]; Dartmouth College v. 

Woodward [1819]; Cohens v. Virginia [1821]; Gibbons v. Ogden [1824] 

He lived 1755 to 1835, was at Constitutional Convention, defended Jay Treaty, went on X.Y.Z. mission to France 

[1797], entered Congress, became Secretary of State [1800], and was USA Supreme Court Chief Justice [1801 to 

1820]. He increased Supreme Court power by insisting on its right to judge constitutionality of all laws. He allowed 

expansion of federal powers in opposition to states' rights. He did not like Thomas Jefferson or his ideas and interpreted 

federal government power broadly. 

 

bankruptcy 

law 

USA 

1800 

USA allowed bankruptcy. 

 

corporation 

law 

USA 

1800 

USA allowed corporations. 

 

property 

law 

USA 

1800 

USA reformed property and estate laws. 

 

mandamus 

law 

USA 

1801 

Judiciary Act of 1801 

Act allowed Supreme Court to issue writs {mandamus} ordering officials to do legal acts. 

 

Marbury vs. Madison 

case 

USA 

1803 

In case of Marbury vs. Madison, Chief Justice John Marshall held that courts could not issue writs ordering officials 

to do legal acts, because it was unconstitutional. This was the first case in which USA Supreme Court ruled on law 

constitutionality. Dred Scott case was the next. 

 

Supreme Court 

court 

USA 

1807 

Number of judges on USA Supreme Court increased from six to seven. 

 



voting law 1 

law 

USA 

1809 

Maryland gave vote to all male adults. New York and Massachusetts soon followed. 

 

Fletcher vs. Peck 

case 

USA 

1810 

John Marshall, USA Supreme Court Chief Justice, declared a Georgia-legislature act unconstitutional. This was the 

first case in which USA Supreme Court ruled on state-law constitutionality. 

 

James Kent [Kent, James] 

lawyer 

USA 

1814 to 1824 

Commentaries on American Law [1814] 

He lived 1763 to 1847, was conservative Chancellor of New York State, and founded American equity system. 

 

Daniel Webster [Webster, Daniel] 

lawyer/senator 

USA 

1816 to 1850 

Dartmouth College v. Woodward [1819]; Gibbons v. Ogden [1821]; McCulloch v. Maryland [1824]; Webster-

Ashburton Treaty [1842] 

He lived 1782 to 1852, believed in Alexander Hamilton's ideas, was Whig, and argued Dartmouth College case 

about contracts and McCulloch vs. Maryland case about states' rights. He backed Compromise of 1850 to preserve 

union. 

 

Trustees of Dartmouth College vs. Woodward [Dartmouth College vs. Woodward, Trustees of] 

case 

USA 

1819 

John Marshall, USA Supreme Court Chief Justice, declared New-Hampshire act that altered Dartmouth's charter 

unconstitutional, because it changed contract. 

 

McCulloch vs. Maryland 

case 

USA 

1819 

John Marshall, USA Supreme Court Chief Justice, declared Maryland had no right to tax notes of National-Bank 

Baltimore branch or to tax federal government parts. He asserted that Congress had right to establish National Bank 

[created 1791]. This decision curbed states' rights and limited state sovereignty. 

 

Pan-Americanism 

doctrine 

USA 

1820 

Henry Clay promulgated act. 

 

Henry Clay [Clay, Henry] or Great Pacificator or Great Compromiser 

lawyer 

USA 

1820 to 1850 

Missouri Compromise [1820]; Compromise of 1850 [1850] 



He lived 1797 to 1852 and believed in Alexander Hamilton's ideas. He favored strong central government, high 

tariffs for business protection, Bank of USA, Missouri Compromise, and Compromise of 1850. 

 

Missouri Compromise 

law 

USA 

1821 

Act established slave and free areas, admitted Missouri and Maine to union, allowed both slave and free states to 

enter Union, and opened Utah Territory and New Mexico Territory to slavery. 

 

Monroe Doctrine 

law 

USA 

1823 to 1826 

USA did not allow Europe to conquer or make colonies in Americas [1823]. Act prohibited foreign intervention in 

Americas [1826], but USA expanded into South America, causing resentment. 

 

Gibbons vs. Ogden 

case 

USA 

1824 

John Marshall, USA Supreme Court Chief Justice, established that the federal government had exclusive, not just 

concurrent, power to regulate interstate commerce and that states can only regulate interstate commerce under federal 

law. 

 

Brown vs. Maryland 

case 

USA 

1826 

John Marshall, USA Supreme Court Chief Justice, declared that Maryland not tax goods in state that held by 

importer just as received, because interstate commerce was under federal control. 

 

New York 

code 

USA 

1827 

New York State codified laws. Most states then adopted law codes. 

 

Francis Leiber [Leiber, Francis] 

lawyer 

Germany/USA 

1829 to 1863 

Encyclopaedia Americana [1829 to 1833: translated from Brockhaus encyclopedia]; Manual of Political Ethics 

[1838]; Essays on Property and Labor [1841]; On Civil Liberty and Self-Government [1853]; Instructions for the 

Government of Armies of the United States in the Field or General Order No. 100 [1863] 

He lived 1800 to 1872 and established war rules for USA Civil War. 

 

income 

tax 

USA 

1830 

Income taxes began in some states. 

 

Indian Removal Act 

law 

USA 



1830 

Cherokee and four other tribes had to move from east to Indian Territory in Oklahoma. 

 

Cherokee Nation vs. Georgia 

case 

USA 

1831 

Supreme Court denied right of American natives to sue states or set up nations. 

 

debt 

law 

USA 

1832 

Congress ended imprisonment for debt. 

 

Worchester vs. Georgia 

case 

USA 

1832 

Supreme Court allowed American natives to use their own law and land. 

 

John C. Calhoun [Calhoun, John C.] 

lawyer/senator/vice-president 

South Carolina 

1832 to 1850 

On the Clay Compromise Measures [1850] 

He lived 1782 to 1850 and believed in balanced powers and states' rights. In a tariff case {tariff of abominations}, he 

supported state right to declare federal law unconstitutional {nullification, Calhoun}. Vice-president and senator 

championed states' rights of veto and secession. 

 

Joseph Story [Story, Joseph] 

lawyer 

Boston, Massachusetts 

1833 to 1834 

Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States [1833]; Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws [1834] 

He lived 1779 to 1845 and wrote about bailments [1832], equity jurisprudence [1835 to 1836], equity pleadings 

[1838], agency [1839], partnership [1841], bills of exchange [1843], and promissory notes [1845]. 

 

Roger B. Taney [Taney, Roger B.] 

chief justice 

USA 

1836 to 1864 

He lived 1777 to 1864 and became USA Supreme Court Chief Justice [1836 to 1864]. 

 

Supreme Court 

court 

USA 

1837 

Number of judges increased from seven to nine. 

 

Isaac Ray [Ray, Isaac] 

lawyer 

USA 

1838 

Treatise on Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity [1838] 

He lived 1807 to 1881 and developed Doe-Ray insanity tests. Insanity is a fact for juries to decide. 



 

McNaughton Rules or M'Naghten Rules 

law 

England/USA 

1843 to 1957 

Judges of House of Lords allowed defense of insanity against responsibility for crime [1843]. Insanity is mental 

disease that causes defect of reason, which causes defendant either not to know act's nature and quality or to know what 

he was doing but not that it was wrong. 

 

Admiralty Law 

law 

USA 

1845 to 1860 

Admiralty Law changed to include all navigable water. Federal jurisdiction extended to all tidal waters. 

 

commerce 

law 

USA 

1845 to 1860 

Public interest laws regulating railroads, canals, and banks began. 

 

judges 

law 

USA 

1845 to 1860 

Judicial terms shortened. People elected judges, rather than having appointed judges. 

 

property 

law 

USA 

1845 to 1860 

Women received more property rights. 

 

normal school 

school 

USA 

1845 to 1860 

States began to pay for public education and trained teachers in special schools. 

 

reformatories 

prison 

USA 

1845 to 1860 

Reformatories began for minors. 

 

right to sue 

law 

USA 

1845 to 1860 

Third-party beneficiary had right to sue. 

 

voting 

law 

USA 

1845 to 1860 

Law ended voting and office-holding restrictions based on religion or property. 



 

Compromise of 1850 

law 

USA 

1850 

Act allowed both slave and free states to enter Union. California became a free state, and Utah and New Mexico 

became territories. 

 

Kansas-Nebraska Act 

law 

USA 

1854 

Congress repealed Missouri Compromise, opening whole Louisiana Territory to slavery if territory voted for slavery. 

Texas, Indian Territory (Oklahoma), Missouri, Kentucky, Virginia, and all southern states were already slave states. 

 

Dred Scott vs. Sandford 

case 

USA 

1857 

USA Supreme Court ruled that slaves were always slaves, unless bought out, that Scott was not a citizen, though he 

had lived free for several years, and that Missouri Compromise was unconstitutional. Ruling increased tension between 

north and south USA. 

 

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. [Holmes, Jr., Oliver Wendell] 

chief justice/inventor 

USA 

1862 to 1932 

stereoscope [1862]; Common Law [1881] 

He lived 1841 to 1935. As USA Supreme Court Chief Justice [1902 to 1932], he emphasized human rights over 

property rights. 

 

Homestead Act 

law 

USA 

1862 to 1976 

It entitled people to 160 acres of undeveloped land, to build homes. It replaced Premption Act [1941]. It ended, 

except in Alaska, with Federal Land Policy and Management Act [1976]. Alaska ended homesteading [1986]. 

 

Supreme Court 

court 

USA 

1863 

Number of judges increased from nine to ten. 

 

13th Amendment 

constitution 

USA 

1865 

Amendment abolished slavery. 

 

Amnesty Proclamation 

law 

USA 

1865 

Act allowed South to organize itself, so North's military withdrew. 

 



Black Codes 

law 

USA 

1865 

After Civil War, southern states prohibited intermarrying, required special labor contracts, apprenticed blacks under 

18 without self-sufficient parents, imprisoned or apprenticed unemployed blacks over 18, and prohibited blacks from 

carrying firearms or knives. 

 

Freedman's Bureau 

department 

USA 

1865 

Department helped freed slaves and war refugees. 

 

Civil Rights Act 

law 

USA 

1866 

All Negroes became citizens. 

 

Supreme Court 

court 

USA 

1866 

Number of judges decreased from ten to seven. 

 

Reconstruction Acts 

law 

USA 

1867 

Laws placed military governments in Southern states. Congress had no southerners. 

 

Tour of Office Act 

law 

USA 

1867 

Act required President to obtain Senate's consent to remove officials appointed with Senate consent. 

 

Supreme Court 

court 

USA 

1869 

Number of judges increased from seven to nine. 

 

Henry George [George, Henry] 

lawyer 

USA 

1870 to 1877 

Our Land and Land Policy [1870]; Progress and Poverty [1877] 

He lived 1839 to 1897, was against laissez-faire, and favored taxing only real estate. 

 

Civil Rights Act 

law 

USA 

1875 

Act tried to end discrimination against blacks. 



 

railway workers 

strike 

USA 

1877 

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad workers reacted to pay cuts that followed Panic of 1873. Then national railroad workers 

also struck. Pittsburgh and Chicago had rioting, and workers seized St. Louis and Toledo, until federal troops 

intervened. 

 

Knights of Labor 

labor union 

USA 

1880 

First labor union in USA began. 

 

Chinese Exclusion Act 

law 

USA 

1882 

Act ended right of Chinese to come to USA. 

 

Indian Territory 

territory 

Oklahoma/Arkansas 

1882 to 1907 

After Indian Removal Act [1930], Indian Intercourse Act [1934] established a territory. Cherokee, Chickasaw, 

Choctaw, Creek, and Seminole, the Five Civilized Tribes, of the South moved there along Trail of Tears and built 

Tulsa, Ardmore, Tahlequah, and Muskogee. Delaware, Cheyenne, and Apache also relocated there. Oklahoma 

Territory began [1890] in west Oklahoma. Indian Territory ended when Oklahoma became state [1907]. 

 

Civil Rights 

case 

USA 

1883 

Supreme Court declared Civil Rights Act unconstitutional, because it was about social, rather than legal, rights. 

 

Civil Service Act 

law 

USA 

1883 

Act based government service more on competency than patronage. 

 

Ex Parte Yarborough 

case 

USA 

1884 

USA Supreme Court allowed black people to seek relief for hindrance of voting rights. 

 

Nixon vs. Heindon or Texas White Primary Case 

case 

USA 

1885 

USA Supreme Court established right of blacks to vote in primary elections. 

 

Dawes General Allotment Act 

law 



USA 

1887 

Act put American natives under legal protection and permanently gave families several hundred acres [increased in 

1904]. 

 

labor-management 

law 

USA 

1888 

Federal commission mediated labor-management disputes. 

 

Sioux Act 

law 

USA 

1889 

Lakota reservations delineated. 

 

Classic vs. U.S. 

case 

USA 

1890 

USA Supreme Court established right of blacks to vote in primary elections. 

 

Smith vs. Allwright 

case 

USA 

1890 

USA Supreme Court established right of blacks to vote in primary elections. 

 

voting 

law 

Wyoming 

1890 

Women gained right to vote. 

 

union 

law 

USA 

1890 to 1920 

Old rule in common law was to enjoin combinations that restrained trade. Court injunctions stopped picketing and 

boycotting. 

 

initiative 

law 

USA 

1897 to 1898 

initiative [1897] 

States allowed citizens to gather signatures to put statutes directly before voters {initiative}|. Nebraska was the first 

locally, and South Carolina the first statewide. 

 

referendum 

law 

USA 

1897 to 1898 

referendum [1897] 



States allowed citizens to gather signatures to allow voters to judge statute {referendum}|. Nebraska was the first 

locally, and South Carolina the first statewide. 

 

Open Door Policy 

law 

USA 

1900 

Act guaranteed equal trading rights for all nations in China. 

 

common carrier 

law 

USA 

1906 

Common carriers became responsible for injuries to employees, even if there was no negligence. 

 

Hepburn Act 

law 

USA 

1906 

Act expanded Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) power. 

 

railway workers 

law 

USA 

1906 

Congress limited work hours of trainmen and telegraphers. 

 

Roscoe Pound [Pound, Roscoe] 

lawyer 

USA 

1906 to 1936 

Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice [1906]; Theory of Interests [1921] 

He lived 1870 to 1964 and was dean of Harvard Law School [1916 to 1936]. He wrote about patterns of living 

together of actual people. Law must determine between conflicting interests. Law is tool for social engineering. 

 

child labor 

law 

USA 

1906 to 1950 

Child labor laws were held unconstitutional, until 1950's. 

 

Australian 

ballot 

USA 

1908 

By 1908, all states used secret ballot {Australian ballot}. 

 

Gentleman's Agreement 

law 

USA 

1908 

Act provided that Japan only issue emigration papers to USA-citizen relatives or to people who manage businesses. 

 

minimum wage law 

law 

USA 



1908 

Congress passed law for minimum wage for women in industry, but Supreme Court declared it unconstitutional. 

 

Muller vs. Oregon 

case 

USA 

1908 

USA Supreme Court, under Brandeis, said that law that prohibited women from working more than ten hours a day 

was constitutional. 

 

recall 

law 

USA 

1908 

recall [1908] 

Oregon and then other states allowed citizens to gather signatures to allow voters to remove official from office 

{recall from office}|. 

 

Mann-Elkins Act 

law 

USA 

1910 

Act expanded Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) power. 

 

workmen's compensation 

law 

USA 

1910 

All states had workmen's compensation laws by 1910. 

 

Charles Evans Hughes [Hughes, Charles Evans] 

judge 

USA 

1910 to 1941 

Supreme Court of the United States [1928] 

He lived 1862 to 1948 and was USA Supreme Court Associate Justice [1910 to 1916 and 1930 to 1941]. 

 

Department of Labor 

department 

USA 

1913 

It prepares workers for new and better jobs and protects workers. It includes Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

 

Adamson Act 

law 

USA 

1916 

Act limited railway workers to eight work hours a day. 

 

Louis D. Brandeis [Brandeis, Louis D.] 

judge 

USA 

1916 to 1939 

Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins [1938] 



He lived 1856 to 1941 and was liberal USA Supreme Court Associate Justice [1916 to 1941] concerned about social 

justice. Constitution allows experimentation. Justices need to use what public thinks its interest is, not just law or 

policy. 

 

Espionage Act 

law 

USA 

1917 

Act suppressed dissent. 

 

Immigration Law 

law 

USA 

1917 

Act required literacy test and set quotas. 

 

Sedition Act 

law 

USA 

1918 

Act suppressed dissent. 

 

16th Amendment 

constitution 

USA 

1919 to 1933 

Amendment prohibited alcohol sale, starting Prohibition. Organized crime started to make and sell alcohol. 

Democratic Party split over issue. 

 

18th Amendment 

constitution 

USA 

1920 

Amendment gave women right to vote. Some women voted in England in 1918, and all in 1939. Women voted in 

France in 1946. 

 

Clayton Anti-Trust Act 

law 

USA 

1920 

Act was against monopolies. 

 

Industrial Rehabilitation Act 

law 

USA 

1920 

Act protected injured workers. 

 

Seamen's Act 

law 

USA 

1920 

Act exempted labor from anti-trust law. Senator LaFollette wrote it. 

 

Duplex Printing Press Co. v. Deering 

case 



USA 

1921 

USA Supreme Court allowed injunctions against unions. 

 

Immigration Law 

law 

USA 

1921 

Act required literacy test and set quotas. 

 

Sheppard-Tower Act 

law 

USA 

1921 

Act gave federal aid for childbirth care. 

 

Truax vs. Corrigan 

case 

USA 

1921 

USA Supreme Court allowed injunctions against unions. 

 

Act of Congress 

law 

USA 

1924 

Native Americans became citizens. 

 

Immigration Act 

law 

USA 

1924 

Act revised immigration quotas. 

 

Clarence Darrow [Darrow, Clarence] 

lawyer 

USA 

1924 to 1934 

He lived 1857 to 1938 and defended at Leopold-Loeb trial [1924], Scopes "monkey trial" [1925], and Massie trial 

[1934]. 

 

Learned Hand 

judge 

USA 

1924 to 1951 

I Am an American Day Speech [1944] 

He lived 1872 to 1961. 

 

Scopes Trial or Scopes Monkey Trial 

trial 

USA 

1925 

Trial prosecuted teaching evolution in schools. Clarence Darrow defended Scopes. William Jennings Bryan helped 

prosecute. 

 



Benjamin Cardozo [Cardozo, Benjamin] 

judge 

USA 

1932 to 1938 

Nature of the Judicial Process [1921] 

He lived 1870 to 1938 and was Supreme Court Associate Justice [1932 to 1938]. 

 

Banking Act 

law 

USA 

1933 

Act reformed banking. Gold standard ended. 

 

Emergency Housing Division 

department 

USA 

1933 

Housing Corporation helped build houses. 

 

Emergency Relief Act 

law 

USA 

1933 

Act set up aid to unemployed and purchased surpluses. 

 

National Industrial Recovery Act 

law 

USA 

1933 

Act formed industry trade associations, to establish fair-trade laws. It set up collective bargaining, minimum wage, 

maximum hours, and import controls. Supreme Court declared it unconstitutional. 

 

Norris-LaGuardia Act 

law 

USA 

1933 

Act prohibited injunctions against unions. 

 

Public Works Administration 

department 

USA 

1933 

Department was for dams and other projects. 

 

Resettlement Administration 

department 

USA 

1933 

Department was for rural housing. 

 

Social Security Act 

law 

USA 

1933 

Act granted retirement and disability benefits. 

 



Unemployment Relief Act/Civilian Conservation Corps 

law 

USA 

1933 

Act created Civilian Conservation Corps. 

 

Wagner-Connally Labor Relations Act or Wagner Act 

law 

USA 

1933 

Act compelled collective bargaining, stopped employer tampering with union, and formed Labor Relations Board. It 

allowed labor leaders to talk to workers but not employers. It did not put controls on entrenched union leadership and 

did not require public incorporation or accounting. 

 

Civil Works Administration 

department 

USA 

1933 to 1934 

Agency employed construction workers to build public buildings and bridges. 

 

Agricultural Adjustment Act 

law 

USA 

1933 to 1935 

Act established price supports for food products and paid for reducing supplies. Supreme Court declared it 

unconstitutional [1935]. 

 

Civilian Conservation Corps 

law 

USA 

1933 to 1942 

Agency did outdoor work in camps by employing young men, who had to send money home to their families. 

 

Indian Reorganization Act 

law 

USA 

1934 

All tribes became self-governing. 

 

Securities Act/Securities and Exchange Act 

law 

USA 

1934 

Act created Securities and Exchange Commission and required information disclosure. Sarbanes-Oxley Act [2002] 

added to it. 

 

kidnapping 

law 

USA 

1936 

Men kidnapped Charles Lindbergh's son and killed him, leading to federal laws against kidnapping. 

 

Walsh-Healy Government Contracts Act 

law 

USA 

1936 



Act set wage and hours controls for government contract work. 

 

Hugo Black [Black, Hugo] 

judge 

USA 

1937 to 1971 

Adamson v. California [1947]; Dennis v. United States [1951]; Engel v. Vitale [1962]; Gideon v. Wainwright [1963] 

He lived 1886 to 1971 and was USA Supreme Court Associate Justice [1937 to 1971]. 

 

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 

law 

USA 

1938 

It revised the 1906 Food and Drugs Act. Food and Drug Administration Modernization Act [1997] updates law. 

 

Felix Frankfurter [Frankfurter, Felix] 

judge 

Austria/USA 

1939 to 1962 

He lived 1882 to 1965 and was USA Supreme Court Associate Justice [1939 to 1962]. 

 

Lend-Lease Act 

law 

USA 

1941 

Act lent and leased equipment to Allies. 

 

Truman Proclamation 

law 

USA 

1945 

Act gave USA sovereignty over continental shelf and fisheries. 

 

Taft-Hartley Act 

law 

USA 

1948 

Act replaced Wagner Act labor laws. 

 

Hoover Commission 

commission 

USA 

1949 

Herbert Hoover headed commission to study executive branch. 

 

Administrative Procedures Act 

law 

USA 

1950 

Act established uniform laws for dealing with government agencies. 

 

arbitration 

law 

USA 

1950 

Arbitration laws began. 



 

declamatory judgment 

law 

USA 

1950 

Law allowed suit settlement by giving facts {declamatory judgment} but making no final judgment. 

 

minors 

law 

USA 

1950 

Minors began to have special courts. 

 

small claims 

court 

USA 

1950 

Small claims courts began. 

 

Grenville Clark [Clark, Grenville] 

attorney 

USA 

1950 to 1958 

Plan for Peace [1950]; World Peace through World Law [1958: with Louis Sohn] 

He lived 1882 to 1967. 

 

Checkers Speech 

speech 

USA 

1952 

Richard Nixon spoke about involvement in the Alger Hiss case against Whittaker Chambers, because he investigated 

Communists. 

 

Earl Warren [Warren, Earl] 

chief justice 

USA 

1953 to 1969 

He lived 1891 to 1974 and was USA Supreme Court Chief Justice [1953 to 1969]. USA Supreme Court ended legal 

segregation, forced one man-one vote legislatures, and defended rights of accused people. 

 

Uniform Commercial Code 

law 

USA 

1960 

Act is business law in all states, except for Louisiana. 

 

Civil Rights Act 

law 

USA 

1965 

Act discontinued segregation. 

 

American Indian Civil Rights Act 

law 

USA 

1968 



Act is Title II of Civil Rights Act of 1968. USA has more than 550 Native-American nations. 

 

Code of Professional Responsibility 

law 

USA 

1969 

Code of Professional Responsibility [1969] 

Code of Professional Responsibility requires lawyers to keep all conversations between lawyer and client 

confidential and has other duties. 

 

Warren Burger [Burger, Warren] 

chief justice 

USA 

1969 to 1986 

He lived 1907 to 1995 and was USA Supreme Court Chief Justice [1969 to 1986]. 

 

William Rehnquist [Rehnquist, William] 

judge 

USA 

1978 to 2005 

He lived 1924 to 2005 and was USA Supreme Court Justice [1972 to 1986] and Chief Justice [1986 to 2005]. 

 

American lawyers 

lawyer 

USA 

1990 

Lawyers in USA number 350,000, with two-thirds in private practice. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>International Law 

 

Middle Eastern trade 

broker 

Middle East 

-1000 to 1000 

As caravans and pack trains crossed territories, brokers arranged trades and money exchanges. 

 

olive branch/peace pipe 

trader 

Earth 

-1000 to 1000 

Olive branch or peace pipe showed peaceful intentions. 

 

Ulrich Zasius [Zasius, Ulrich] or Faber Stapulensis [Stapulensis, Faber] 

lawyer 

Netherlands/Freiberg, Germany 

1506 to 1521 

Statutes of the City of Freiburg [1506 to 1530] 

He lived 1461 to 1536 and was international lawyer. 

 

Francisco de Vitoria [Vitoria, Francisco de] 

lawyer 

Salamanca, Spain 

1510 to 1539 

On Indians [1532]; On Law of War [1532]; Theological Reflections [1539: natural and international law] 

He lived 1483 to 1546, was Dominican, and was at Salamanca. He wrote about natural and international law, 

especially as applied to American native peoples. 



 

Andreas Alciatus of Milan [Alciatus of Milan, Andreas]/Viglius ab Aytta [Aytta, Viglius ab] 

lawyer 

Milan, Italy 

1514 

Commentary on the laws and canons of the Church of England [1514] 

Alciatus lived 1492 to 1550, wrote about international law, and founded Bourges University. He tried to discover 

pure Roman law from commentaries and added good other laws. 

 

Jacques Cujas [Cujas, Jacques] or Jacques de Cujas [Cujas, Jacques de] or Cujacius 

lawyer 

Paris, France 

1550 to 1580 

Criticisms and Observations [1550 to 1580]; Additional Commentary [1550 to 1580: on Digest and Code of 

Justinian, especially Ulpian and Paulus] 

He lived 1520 to 1590 and helped establish Continental law and international law, using original sources. He studied 

law at Bourges University, was Alciati's pupil's student, and studied law's relations to history and literature. 

 

Gabriel Van der Muyden [Muyden, Gabriel Van der] or Mudaeus 

lawyer 

Belgium 

1570 

He lived 1500 to 1560, was international lawyer, was Alciatus' pupil, and founded Louvain University. 

 

Antoine Favre [Favre, Antoine] or Antonius Faber [Faber, Antonius] 

lawyer 

Netherlands/Lyon, France 

1581 to 1607 

Conjectures on Civil Law [1581: three books]; On Practical Errors and Law Interpretation [1598]; Codex Fabrianus 

[1607] 

He lived 1557 to 1624 and was international lawyer. 

 

Hugo Doneau [Doneau, Hugo] or Hugo Donellus [Donellus, Hugo] or Hugo D'Onneau [D'Onneau, Hugo] or 

Hugues Doneau [Doneau, Hugues] 

lawyer 

Leyden, Netherlands 

1587 

Commentaries on the Civil Law [1587] 

He lived 1527 to 1591, was international lawyer, and studied law at Bourges University. 

 

Albericus Gentilis [Gentilis, Albericus] or Albericius Gentilis [Gentilis, Albericius] 

lawyer 

London, England 

1589 

On the Laws of War [1589] 

He lived 1552 to 1608 and emphasized that contemporary situations required new international law rules. 

His ideas came into use in approximately 1900. 

He established peace-treaty rules, neutrality rules, and war rules. He established justifications for war, especially 

self-defense. 

Licenses for reprisal against another nation's vessels {letters of marque} are unlawful, because they lead to piracy. 

Travelers in peacetime have freedom of passage, especially over seas. 

Diplomatic personnel have immunity from prosecution, have right of passage, and have right of property and person 

protection. Rulers cannot reject embassies but can return particular ambassadors. All nations, no matter what 

governmental system or ruler, are in society of nations. 

Epistemology 

Rights and laws based on reason are true for all people at all times. 



 

Hugo Grotius [Grotius, Hugo] or Huig de Groot [Groot, Huig de] 

lawyer 

Netherlands/Paris, France 

1625 to 1645 

On the Laws of War and Peace [1625] 

He lived 1583 to 1645 and was the "father of international law". He described current international law, basing his 

ideas on natural law, reason, and Roman ius gentium. 

Ethics 

Moral precepts are true even without God, are rational, and are social. 

Law 

International law depends on natural law, customs, and agreements. Natural law comes from man's social nature and 

needs, is absolute, is power and authority basis, and protects property and life rights. Law gives rights and justice by the 

ruled's consent. 

Politics 

People have natural rights, which government should guarantee. State is social contract. Aristocratic republic is best. 

 

Samuel Puffendorf [Puffendorf, Samuel] 

lawyer 

Lund, Germany 

1672 

On Natural Law and Law of Nations [1672] 

He lived 1632 to 1694. 

Law 

Laws define what to do or not do and prescribe punishment. Travelers have freedom of seas, except in territorial 

waters. 

Politics 

Man's natural duties, defined by natural law, are examples of state duties. Authority has legitimate power to limit 

freedom and punish people to make people secure or better. Authority can also be legitimate if people have consented. 

People have obligation to obey superiors. Social relations aid individual self-preservation. Theocracy is not good. 

Taking booty is sovereign's right, and it is then his property. Treaty or danger {necessity} can allow nations to prevent 

actions they normally allow. 

 

Christian Thomasius [Thomasius, Christian] 

lawyer 

Germany 

1691 to 1705 

Introduction to the Theory of Pure Reason [1691]; Fundamentals of Natural Law and Law of Nations [1705] 

He lived 1655 to 1728, was international lawyer, and helped found natural law. 

 

Cornelius Van Bynkershoek [Bynkershoek, Cornelius Van] 

lawyer 

Leyden, Netherlands 

1721 to 1737 

Sovereignty of the Sea [1721]; Questions of Public Law [1737] 

He lived 1673 to 1743 and emphasized actual law practice. He established neutral country protections, blockade 

rules, and contraband rules. One cannon shot, three miles, is territorial-waters limit. High seas are free to all. 

Ambassadors should have full protection. War declarations are unnecessary. 

 

Emmerich de Vattel [Vattel, Emmerich de] 

lawyer 

Germany 

1758 

Rights of People or Principles of Natural Law [1758: natural law] 

He lived 1714 to 1767, was international lawyer, and believed in natural law. Nations are like moral persons, so 

ethics is a consideration in law. 



 

Declaration of Pillnitz 

edict 

Pillnitz, Germany 

1792 

Act called on Europe to restore Louis XVI of France. 

 

Friedrich Karl von Savigny [Savigny, Friedrich Karl von] 

lawyer 

Germany 

1803 to 1842 

Law of Possession [1803]; System of Present Day Roman Law [1840 to 1849]; History of Roman Law in the Middle 

Ages [1815 to 1831] 

He lived 1779 to 1861, was international lawyer, and started Historical School [1810 to 1842]. He emphasized 

Roman law and customs as the law basis. He first recreated classical law, contrasted Roman law to natural law, and 

tried to show how law had evolved. 

 

Rudolf von Jhering [Jhering, Rudolf von] 

lawyer 

Germany 

1852 to 1889 

Spirit of Roman Law [1852 to 1878]; Struggle for Justice [1872]; Instrument of Law or Law as a Means to an End 

[1877 to 1883]; Jurisprudence in Jest and in Earnest [1884]; Intent to Possess [1889] 

He lived 1818 to 1892 and was an international lawyer and Roman-law scholar. 

 

Theodor Mammsen [Mammsen, Theodor] 

lawyer/historian 

Berlin, Germany 

1855 to 1885 

History of Rome [1855 and 1885] 

He lived 1817 to 1903 and was an international lawyer and Roman-law historian. 

 

Declaration of Paris 

law 

Paris, France 

1856 

Act was first international law code. It described naval war rules, ended privateering, established contraband rules, 

and established blockade rules. Most sea-faring nations signed. 

 

Geneva Convention 

law 

Geneva, Switzerland 

1864 

Act established rules for wounded soldiers. Nine states signed. 

 

Declaration of St. Petersburg [St. Petersburg, Declaration of] 

law 

St. Petersburg, Russia 

1868 

Act established rules about explosive or inflammable projectiles. 

 

Brussels Conference 

conference 

Brussels, Belgium 

1874 



Conference used war rules of Francis Leiber for USA Civil War and proclaimed Declaration of Brussels. It 

prohibited pillage and bombardment of open towns and established occupation rules and prisoner-treatment rules. 

Britain did not ratify it, and it failed. Later, nations adopted its ideas. 

 

Second Peace Conference 

conference 

The Hague, Netherlands 

1900 

Conference revised war rules by the Hague Declarations. 

 

Declaration of London 

law 

London, United Kingdom 

1908 

Act established blockade, contraband, and naval war rules, but England did not ratify it. 

 

World Court or Permanent Court of International Justice 

court 

Switzerland 

1920 

League of Nations established court. 

 

Aristide Briand [Briand, Aristide]/Frank B. Kellogg [Kellogg, Frank B.] 

law 

Paris, France 

1928 

Briand-Kellogg Pact or Pact of Paris [1928] 

Open to all nations, it prohibited war and forced peaceful settlements to be sought. 

 

Nuremburg 

trial 

Nuremburg, Germany 

1946 

Nuremburg Nazi-war-criminal trials changed international law. They used laws passed after the acts {ex post facto 

law} {nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege}. They had no precedents. Aggressive war is crime. Aggressive-nation 

leaders are responsible for war, because people have duties to conscience that are higher than duties to state. 

 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

law 

Earth 

1948 

United Nations declared it. 

 

SOCI>Law>History>Japanese Law 

 

Japanese 

law 

Japan 

1868 to 1912 

During Meiji period, Japan modernized law based on French and German law. 

 

Japan constitution 

constitution 

Japan 

1889 

Constitution formed a parliament. 



 

SOCI>Law>History>Maritime Law 

 

Phoenician 

law 

Lebanon 

-800 to -300 

First maritime customs developed. 

 

Law of Rhodes or Rhodian Law 

law 

Rhodes, Greece 

600 to 1453 

Rhodian Law or Law of Rhodes [600 to 700: Byzantine-Empire trade and navigation regulations] 

Maritime customs developed from Digest of Code of Justinian [600] and from Rhodes' ancient maritime customary 

law. 

 

Table of Amalfi 

law 

Amalfi, Italy 

1000 to 1100 

Table of Amalfi [1000 to 1100] 

Amalfi was one of four Maritime republics, but Pisa ended it [1135]. 

 

Venice maritime 

law 

Venice, Italy 

1100 to 1200 

Maritime customs developed. 

 

Code of Oleron 

law 

Oleron Island, France 

1191 

Code of Oleron [1191] 

Richard I published maritime customs, and British, Scotch, and Normans used them. 

 

Pisa maritime 

law 

Pisa, Italy 

1200 to 1300 

Maritime customs developed. 

 

Sea Laws of Gotland 

law 

Wisley, Germany 

1240 

Sea Laws of Gotland or Visby Laws [1240: maritime customs based on Code of Oleron] 

Gotland is largest island in Baltic Sea. Visby was a chartered Hanseatic town [1000]. Twenty tings sent elected 

judges to meetings {alting} {Gutnaltinget}. 

 

Consulado del Mar [Mar, Consulado del] or Code of Barcelona 

law 

Barcelona, Spain 

1283 

Maritime customs were in use for five centuries. 



 

Hansa Code 

law 

Bremen, Germany/Lübeck, Germany 

1358 to 1367 

Hanseatic League (Hansa) developed maritime customs based on Sea Laws of Gotland and Lübeck laws. German 

merchants formed associations {Hansa}. German and Scandinavian merchants founded Hanseatic League [1150], 

including Lübeck, Westfalia, Saxony, and Gotland. It added Bremen and Livonia [1200 to 1220]. Lübeck and Hamburg 

united [1241], then Lübeck and Visby (Gotland) united [1280], starting Hansa towns. Towns were Saxon, Wendish, 

Prussian, and Livonian. Members met at Lubeck [1358]. Hansa united to war with Waldemar Atterdag of Denmark 

[1361]. Cologne Confederation [1367] had cities from Holy Roman Empire, Netherlands, and area controlled by 

Teutonic Knights. 

 

Bank of St. George 

bank 

Genoa, Italy 

1407 

Maritime law changed as bank issued first bills of exchange and first insurance [1407]. 

 

Europe maritime 

law 

Europe 

1600 to 1700 

National maritime law codes began, disunifying maritime law. 

 

York-Antwerp Rules 

law 

York, England/Antwerp, Belgium 

1890 to 1950 

Laws were about insurance losses [1890 and 1950]. 

 

Hague Rules 

law 

Brussels, Belgium 

1924 

Hague Rules [1924] 

International maritime code developed. 

 

Hague-Visby Rules 

law 

Wisley, Germany 

1968 

Hague-Visby Rules or Brussels Protocol of Amendments to the Hague Rules [1968: Visby Amendments added to 

Hague Rules] 

It increased limitation amounts in general and for containers. Visby is largest city on Gotland Island, which belongs 

to Sweden. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics 

 

linguistics 

Social science {linguistics} can be about grammar, symbolism, writing systems, and language families. Linguistic 

levels are phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and discourse representation theory. Basic linguistic 

units are sounds, letters, hand signals, or electronic waves. Higher units are syllables, words, and sentences. 

 



contextualism 

Language meaning, truth, or use depends on context {contextualism} {token-reflexiveness} {externalism, 

linguistics}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Kinds 

 

comparative linguistics 

Language dialects and nearby languages vary continuously with distance {comparative linguistics}. 

 

descriptive linguistics 

Linguistics is descriptive {descriptive linguistics}, because no language is pure, correct, or unchanging. Languages 

have patterns. 

 

interlinguistics 

Languages have common elements {interlinguistics}. Language classes can use structural features {linguistic 

typology} or evolutionary features. Different languages have different grammars. All peoples have complex spoken 

language. Languages tend to maximize efficiency and clarity. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Communication 

 

communication in linguistics 

Communicating {communication, linguistics} can be verbal or non-verbal. 

verbal 

Verbal communication involves volume, intonation, enunciation, pace, stress, and tone. 

non-verbal 

Non-verbal communication involves eye contact; smiling, frowning, and other facial expressions; body language; 

gestures; and speaker-listener proximity. 

purposes 

Communication conveys information, along channels, from one system part to another, to trigger receiving-part 

action based on sending-part state. Communication can induce behavior, facilitate behavior, imitate, monitor, organize, 

recognize, announce status, beg for food, offer food, conciliate, bond, groom, invite to groom, alarm, signal distress, 

assemble, recruit, lead, incite to hunt, synchronize hatching, initiate migration, invite to play, initiate work, threaten, 

submit, appease, relieve sentinel, advertise for sex, court, sexual bond, copulate, announce post-copulation, inhibit 

reproduction, and inhibit castes. 

signals 

Society members continually communicate using signals. Signals are specific information, do not change meaning, 

and are about immediate events. Signals are reflex responses to stimuli. Signals are not symbols. 

symbols 

Mammals and birds have 10 to 40 different signals, such as danger and location calls, courtship rituals and displays, 

grooming, group or family signals, and personal communication between individuals. Primates and humans have 150 to 

200 non-linguistic symbols, such as facial expressions. Animal communications repeat. Behavior, display, and signal 

redundancy and ritualization increase communication efficiency. Animals can use opposite signals, such as high or low 

and loud or soft, for opposite intentions or behavior. Animals can modify signals in different contexts. Only humans 

deliberately rearrange signals. 

animals 

Bird and mammal vocalizations indicate language phylogeny and ontogeny, some homologous and some analogous 

{homoplastic}. Bird and mammal vocalizations are for anti-predator behavior for groups. Animal languages seem to be 

involuntary responses. Groups can pay attention to same object or event, such as predators, and tune responses. 

Parrots can mimic but respond to objects only by association. Mammals have communication systems, but they have 

limited grammar and meaning [Mithen, 1996]. Apes know only associations, not word meanings. Apes cannot make 

sentences or word phrases and cannot understand spoken phrases or sentences. The bonobo Kanzi used and understood 

150 words, typically to express desires or refer to present objects. Its word learning was instrumental association, with 

no grammar. Perhaps, it was not referential [Savage-Rumbaugh, 1986]. All primate societies have vocal signals. For 

example, gibbons have 12 standardized, meaningful calls [Premack, 1986] [Premack and Premack, 2003]. 



evolution 

Language evolved separately from culture, cognition, and thought, because language does not explain most mental 

functions. Cognitive and reflex functions build together. Brain modules mix functions. 

errors 

Speech errors typically substitute one phonological distinctive feature for another. 

 

mental state expression 

Faces and bodies can express information about feelings and thoughts {mental state expression}. All mental states 

are complex, regardless of expression complexity. 

 

phattic communication 

Languages have stock phrases and expressions {phattic communication, linguistics}, to further social relations and 

politeness. 

 

play signal 

Playful animals send signals {play signal} that indicate intention to play. 

 

reference in communication 

Vocalizations can refer to object or event categories {reference, communication}. Signals can imitate referents 

{mimetic reference, communication}. Signs or signals, such as alarm calls, can indicate referents {proxy reference, 

communication}. Signals, such as category words, can bring referents to mind without causing responses {conceptual 

reference, communication}. 

 

speech community 

Speaker communities {speech community} use same communication system. 

 

spoonerism 

Sentence sounds can interchange {spoonerism}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Communication>Physical 

 

body language 

Using body angles and movements {body language} can synchronize with words spoken or heard. Body language 

does not use visual imitation. Synchronization is the same for friends and strangers. 

 

pasimology 

People can communicate by gestures {pasimology}. 

 

proximity in speaking 

Speakers can alter distance to listeners {proximity}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Communication>Verbal 

 

enunciation speaking 

Verbal communication involves speech clarity {enunciation, speaking}. 

 

intonation speaking 

Verbal communication involves pitch range {intonation, speaking}. 

 

pace speaking 

Verbal communication involves voice speed {pace, speaking}. 

 

stress 

Verbal communication involves voice emphasis {stress, speaking}. 

 



tone 

Verbal communication involves voice emotion {tone, speaking}. 

 

volume 

Verbal communication involves voice loudness {volume, speaking}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Structure 

 

langue 

Languages have pattern or syntax sets {langue}. 

 

parole in language 

Languages have actual word expression {parole, speech}. 

 

pragmatics 

Language is for social situations and can persuade, question, declare, and order {pragmatics, linguistics}|. Social 

situations determine sentence forms. Narrations use phrase sequences. Relations use nested and inverted phrases. 

Metaphors and models relate relations. 

 

Zipf law 

The most-common words are shortest. Logarithm of word frequency versus word length is a straight line with slope 

one {Zipf's law} {Zipf law}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language 

 

language in linguistics 

Speaking, listening, reading, and writing {language}| use grammar and convey meaning. Language relates to mind, 

meaning, implications {implicature}, purposes, contexts, rules, social situations {pragmatics, language}, and physical 

world. Language syntactic and logical structures differ from generating and understanding language. Language has 

motives or intentions, carries information in a stable semantic system, and uses phonemic/phonetic/phonological, 

lexical, and syntactic codes. Reciprocal communications aid cooperation and define societies. Communication is 

necessary for social behavior. Communication changes behavior probabilities in other species members, in adaptive 

ways. Languages and tools have subtask hierarchies. 

grammar and semantics 

Language involves following rules and thinking rationally. Societies have common languages and thinking. 

Linguistic units have contexts and rules. Rules differ at phonological, syntactical, grammatical, and meaning levels. 

Semantic relations are more important than grammatical, which are more important than phonological. 

primary language 

Spoken language {primary language} always comes before written language. Writing systems depend on spoken-

language units. Written language typically does not affect spoken language. 

aspects 

Externalized language {E-Language} is actual spoken words about concepts. Internalized language {I-Language} is 

coded brain information for concepts. 

number of languages 

There have been 4500 to 7000 languages, with many in Africa. Jungles have isolated regions and so many 

languages. 

purposes 

Language refers to objects and events, expresses human emotions, commands action, uses metaphors in poetry and 

for sacred and mysterious, has stock phrases and expressions to further social relations and politeness {phattic 

communication, society}, and has meta-linguistic meanings. 

Speech has situations with speakers and listeners. Speech happens only if speaker intends to affect audience. 

Speakers and listeners use information about what they believe and want in current context. 

purposes: assistance 

Speech often involves asking for help or information. People ask themselves questions and get answers. 



purposes: information 

Language can access declarative information. Humans talk to themselves, both sotte voce and silently, as well as 

others. However, talking is sequential and slow compared to unconscious cognition. Talking depends on current 

thoughts. 

purposes: survival 

Language can aid group survival, but it also can cause instability or not be important. 

brain 

Broca's area, left inferoparietal, left parieto-occipital, left posterior hemisphere, planum temporale, right hemisphere, 

and Wernicke's area relate to language. 

posture 

Speech depends on upright posture, which allows tongue position shifts and pharyngeal-tract lengthening. 

handedness 

Humans starting 300,000 years ago probably had cerebral dominance, because skulls are asymmetric and people 

inherit brain and skull shape. Human skulls mold to brain. Right-handedness first appeared in Lower Old Stone Age, 

when tool making became common [Jaynes, 1976]. Language is typically in left hemisphere. 

memory 

Memory may require language. Language production and comprehension require short-term memory. Memory 

involves sense of self and change {extended consciousness}. Self depends on sense qualities, proprioception, and 

sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems [Damasio, 1999]. 

consciousness 

Using language requires sensation and perception for feedback. Automatic speech does not require awareness. 

People without language ability can still be conscious, so consciousness does not need symbols, syntax, and grammar. 

Image creation does not need language, memory, or reasoning [Damasio, 1999]. 

self-consciousness 

Only humans are self-conscious and have feelings, because only they have language [Macphail, 1999] [Quine, 1953] 

[Quine, 1974] [Quine, 1990]. 

 

nomenclature 

Subjects use words {nomenclature}|. 

 

translation in language 

Translations {translation, language} can be word for word {literal translation}. Translations {free translation} can 

emphasize meaning, not detail. 

 

American Sign Language 

Languages {American Sign Language} (ASL) can use signs that stand for whole words and phrases, unlike spoken 

or written languages. 

phonology 

Sign language has phonology, because signs have components: hand shapes, body locations, hand and arm 

movements, and hand orientation. 

morphology 

Sign language has morphology, because tense has distinct spatial patterns. 

syntax 

Sign language has syntax of word orders, space locations, and movement directions. Sign order is not important in 

American Sign Language. Different objects are in different space regions to distinguish them. Signs can have different 

directions to show relations. Spatial processing in sign language is separate from other visual-spatial brain abilities. 

biology 

Deaf children who see sign language from birth first sign at five or six months old. Sign language production and 

comprehension use same brain regions as spoken language. Left hemisphere is dominant. Brain-region damage leaves 

similar production and comprehension deficits. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Kinds 

 

finite-form language 

Indo-European, Semitic, Finno-Ugric, and most languages {finite-form language} use definite or indefinite subjects. 

Other languages {infinite-form language} use no person distinction. 



 

formal language 

In computer languages {formal language, grammar}, signs have unique meanings, references, and senses. Languages 

that contain demonstratives, such as "that", allow signs to have different senses and so cannot be formal languages. 

 

logical language 

Fundamental vocabulary {logical language} can have only tautologies {logical locution} or observations 

{observation predicate}. 

 

radical language 

Languages {radical language} can have words that are radicals, so grammar and syntax use word order. 

 

subordinating language 

Languages {subordinating language} can group around main word and can have particles or words that can express 

grammar or semantic relations. 

 

verb language 

Languages {verb language} can use verb sentences. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Kinds>Phonetic 

 

tone language 

Languages {tone language} can have meaning that comes from pitch changes. 

 

whistling language 

Guanches people use Silbo Gomera language {whistling language} on Gomera Island in Canary Islands. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Kinds>Affix 

 

classificatory language 

Bantu language {classificatory language} nouns have classes. Class prefixes precede all words associated with 

nouns. 

 

inflecting language 

Latin and Greek {inflecting language} {flexional language} can have words with suffixes. Suffixes represent several 

morphemes, so morphemes are not separate. 

 

juxtaposing language 

Languages {juxtaposing language} can use prefixes as classifiers to show grammatical relations. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Kinds>K Sound 

 

centum language 

Proto-Indo-European guttural k sound has changed to k sound in Greek, Italian, Celtic, Germanic, Hittite, and 

Tokharian {centum language}. 

 

satem language 

Proto-Indo-European guttural k sound has changed to sibilant s in Balto-Slavic, Albanian, Armenian, and Indo-

Iranian languages {satem language}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Kinds>Morphemes 

 

agglutinating language 

Languages {agglutinating language} can have words that use morpheme sequences, so words have separate 

morphemes. Turkish and most languages are agglutinating languages. 

 



amalgamating language 

Languages {amalgamating language} can have fused roots and affixes, not separate and independent word parts, so 

words do not have separate morphemes. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Kinds>Morphemes>Combination 

 

analytic language 

Vietnamese and most Chinese language {analytic language} {isolating language} words are invariable. Words can 

represent different morphemes in different sentence contexts. 

logogram 

Written Chinese characters represent meanings, not sounds. Chinese symbols are meaning units {logos, alphabet} 

{logographic script}. First logograms were indicators {indicative sign}, such as stick-figure pictures {pictorial sign} or 

counting strokes. Logograms are now invariable monosyllables. Plurals and tense are optional monosyllables. 

combination 

Symbols can combine with other symbols to make polysyllabic words. If two logograms combine, meanings 

combine. Compound characters use one part {determinative} {signific} {radical part} for main meaning, which is the 

basis for arranging characters in dictionaries. Compound characters use another part {borrowed character} for extra 

sound {phonetic, Chinese}. Phonetic compounds are 95% of Chinese characters. Phonetic compounds with same 

borrowed character can differ in pronunciation, because phonetic meaning is more important than sound. 

Asian languages 

Japanese and Korean, languages unrelated to Chinese, use Chinese characters. 

 

synthetic language 

Languages {synthetic language} can have words that are morpheme combinations, so inflections show grammar. 

Languages {polysynthetic language} can have words that represent whole sentences, such as verbs combined with 

morphemes. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Kinds>Replacement 

 

substratum of language 

Languages can replace another language {substratum, language} as dominant language. Substratum changes the 

newly dominant language {substratum theory}. 

 

superstratum of language 

Languages {superstratum} can replace another language. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Beginnings 

 

grooming and language 

Perhaps, language replaced grooming {grooming} as social groups became larger [Dunbar, 1996]. 

 

imitation and language 

Perhaps, imitation abilities associate with larger brains and language {imitation and language} [Blackmore, 1999]. 

 

vocalization 

Human language probably evolved from primate graded calls {vocalization}. In Homo habilis, advanced vocal cords 

and brain language areas allowed better communication. 

 

metaphorical stage 

Before words existed, context gave meaning to sounds {metaphorical stage}. Later, sounds carried meaning without 

context. 

 

word origin 

Before protolanguage, there were words for objects and events {word origin}. Perhaps, words originate by 

onomatopoeia or sound-symbolism [Smith, 1985]. 

 



prelanguage 

Before language {prelanguage}, brains must have ideas of number, case, gender, noun, verb, modifier, tense, gerund, 

infinitive, particle, preposition, and article. Before language, brains must have spatial and temporal ideas, such as line, 

group, boundary, figure, background, movement, ascending, descending, association, attraction, and repulsion. 

 

protolanguage 

Before language, there were semi-semantic and semi-syntactic word-association rules {protolanguage}. Rules order 

words into subject-verb-object, make broader categories from objects, use categories to specify objects, and combine 

words and gestures. Later, word associations evolved to associate words and speech-part categories and then make 

complete sentences [Corballis, 2002]. Probably, language first described situations. Then language described speaker 

thoughts. Then language described hearer characteristics and thoughts. 

 

ursprache 

Language came from protolanguage {ursprache}. 

 

creative language 

Earliest language was essentially natural, poetic, and creative {creative language}. Later languages were more 

logical, artificial, and precise. 

 

convention and words 

Social convention adopts words {word, convention} {convention, word} [Bloom, 2000]. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Beginnings>Theory 

 

boo-hoorah theory 

Perhaps, words express attitudes and try to cause attitudes {boo-hoorah theory}. 

 

gestural theory 

Perhaps, manual gestures can have meaning and syntax {gestural theory}, and brain language centers control first 

arm movements and then vocal tract. Speech frees hands and arms and allows communication at night [Browman and 

Goldstein, 1991]. 

 

interjectional theory 

Perhaps, human speech began as reactions to pains or emotions {interjectional theory} [Bickerton, 1981] [Bickerton, 

1990] [Bickerton, 1995] [Chagnon, 1992] [Smith, 1985]. 

 

onomatopoeic theory 

Perhaps, human speech began as sound imitations {onomatopoeia} {onomatopoeic theory} [Bickerton, 1981] 

[Bickerton, 1990] [Bickerton, 1995] [Chagnon, 1992] [Smith, 1985]. 

 

sing-song theory 

Perhaps, human speech began from meaningless chants {sing-song theory} [Bickerton, 1981] [Bickerton, 1990] 

[Bickerton, 1995] [Chagnon, 1992] [Smith, 1985]. 

 

sound-symbolism 

Perhaps, words began from sounds used in physical activities, sound quality or tone changes, and sound metaphors 

{sound-symbolism} [Smith, 1985]. 

 

synesthetic bootstrapping theory 

Angular gyrus and TPO connect vision and hearing sense qualities to cause synesthesia. Hand and mouth motor 

areas are adjacent and move similarly {synkinesia}. Visual areas link to Broca's motor area. Emotional vocalizations 

start from right hemisphere and anterior cingulate. Perhaps, visual-auditory, hand-mouth, and mouth-visual brain areas 

evolve to work together {synesthetic bootstrapping theory}. Perhaps, tool-making steps became syntax and nested 

phrases {hierarchic embedding} [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 



yo-he-ho theory 

Perhaps, human speech began from spontaneous work grunts {yo-he-ho theory} [Bickerton, 1981] [Bickerton, 1990] 

[Bickerton, 1995] [Chagnon, 1992] [Smith, 1985]. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Reading 

 

reading 

People read one word at a time {reading}. Learned eye movements do not relate to other tasks. 

 

sounding out 

Reading starts with transforming letters into sounds {phonological, word} and building rules {sounding out}. 

 

whole-word recognition 

Reading includes remembering words {lexical} as wholes {look-and-say} {whole-word recognition}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Divergence 

 

comparative method 

Current and ancient language words, grammar, and morphology differences {comparative method} can indicate 

preceding languages, back to Indo-European. 

 

glottochronology 

Word differences allow calculating language-divergence dates {glottochronology}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family 

 

language family 

Languages {language family} derived from proto-languages in different regions. Japanese, Korean, Andamanese, 

Bithynia, Cappadocia, Crete, Cyprus, Elam, Etruria, Lydia, Sumeria, North Australian, and South Australian aboriginal 

languages do not relate to other languages. Korean and Japanese languages are similar to Altaic and Turkish. 

 

Esperanto 

mixed European languages {Esperanto language}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family>Africa 

 

Afro-Asiatic 

Afro-Asiatic {Afro-Asiatic language family}, in north Africa and Arabia, includes Semitic languages in Arabia and 

five other branches in north Africa. 

 

Bantu languages 

Bantu {Bantu language family} started in east Nigeria and Cameroon in west Africa [-3000] and spread to equatorial 

and south Africa, and includes Swahili in east Africa, Zulu in southeast Africa, Congo, Luba-Lulua, Luganda or Ganda, 

Nyanja or Nyasa, Kafir, and 80 to 100 more languages. In Bantu classificatory languages, nouns have classes, and noun 

classes have prefixes, which precede all words associated with noun. 

 

Hamito-Semitic 

Hamito-Semitic {Hamito-Semitic language family}, in Arabia and northwest Africa, includes Semitic and Hamitic. 

Semitic 

Semitic includes East Semitic and West Semitic. East Semitic includes only Akkadian. West Semitic includes 

Southern Semitic and Northern Semitic. 

Southern Semitic includes North Arabic, South Arabic, and Ethiopic. Ethiopic includes Ethiopic or Ge'ez, Tigrina or 

Tigray, Tigie, Amharis, Atgobba, Gafat, Gurage, and Harani. 

Northern Semitic includes Maltese, Canaanite, and Aramaic. Canaanite includes Hebrew, Phoenican, and Moabite. 

Aramaic includes Eastern Aramaic and Western Aramaic. Eastern Aramaic includes Syriac in Iraq, Turkey, and Iran; 



extinct Babylonian Judeo-Aramaic; Mandaean; and Harranian. Western Aramaic includes extinct Old Aramaic, 

Biblical Aramaic, Palestinian Aramaic, and Samaritan. 

Hamitic 

Hamitic includes Egyptian, Libyo-Berber, and Kushitic. Egyptian includes Egyptian and Coptic. Libyo-Berber 

includes Berber and extinct Libyan. Berber includes Tuareg, Kabyl, Shluh, Zenaga, Zenete, and extinct Guanehe. 

Kushitic includes Somali and Galla in Ethiopia. Perhaps, Kushitic belongs to Afro-Asiatic language family. 

 

Hottentot-Bushman 

Hottentot-Bushman or Khoin {Hottentot-Bushman language family}, in southwest Africa, includes Nama or 

Hottentot and San or Bushman. 

 

Khoisan languages 

Khoisan {Khoisan language family}, in south Africa, includes Khoi, San, Hadza, and Sandawe in Tanzania. 

 

Niger-Congo 

Niger-Congo {Niger-Congo language family}, in west-central Africa, includes Nigerian and Congan languages as 

one branch and Bantu as eastern branch. Xhosa is in south Africa. 

 

Nilo-Saharan 

Nilo-Saharan {Nilo-Saharan language family}, in upper Nile River and Sahara Desert in Africa, includes Ethiopian, 

Libyan, and west Sahara languages. 

 

Sudanese-Guinean 

Sudanese-Guinean {Sudanese-Guinean language family}, in central and west-central Africa, includes Ewe in 

Togoland and Gold Coast, Efik, Hausa in Sudan and Nigeria, Mandingo, Mende, Masai, Nubian, Twi, Yoruba, Fon in 

Dahomey, Ibo or Bo in southeast Nigeria, and Ubangi. Ubangi includes Banda, Mitlu, and Zande. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family>Americas 

 

Americas languages 

Americas languages {Americas languages} are in Central, North, and South America. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family>Americas>Central America 

 

Mayan languages 

Mayan {Mayan language family} includes Mayan. 

 

Zapotec language 

Zapotec {Zapotec language family} includes Zapotec. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family>Americas>North America 

 

Algonquian 

Algonquian {Algonquian language family}, in north USA, includes Blackfoot, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Hitwan or 

Californian Algonquian, Central Algonquian, and Eastern Algonquian. Central Algonquian includes Fox, Illinois, 

Kickapoo, Miami, Menomini, Montagnais, Ojibway or Chippewa, Sank, Potawatomi, Shawnee, and Cree. 

 

Athapascan 

Athapascan {Athapascan language family}, in west-central USA, includes Apache-Navajo, Dene, and Hupa-Matole. 

 

Hokan 

Hokan {Hokan language family} was in California. 

 

Iroquois languages 

Iroquois {Iroquois language family}, in northeast USA, includes Iroquois, Cherokee, Huron or Wyandot, Tuscarora, 

Cayuga, Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, and Seneca. 



 

Muskogee 

Muskogee {Muskogee language family}, in southeast USA, includes Muskogee or Creek, Choctaw, and Seminole. 

 

Na-Dene language family 

Na-Dene {Na-Dene language family}, in Alaska, northwest Canada, and southwest USA, includes Dene. 

 

Natchez-Muskogean 

Natchez-Muskogean {Natchez-Muskogean language family}, in southeast USA, includes Muskogee or Creek, 

Choctaw, and Seminole. Perhaps, it is in Amerind language family. 

 

Oto-Manguean 

Perhaps, Oto-Manguean {Oto-Manguean language family}, in Mexico and southwest USA, is in Amerind language 

family. 

 

Penutian 

Penutian {Penutian language family} was in California. 

 

Shoshonean 

Shoshonean {Shoshonean language family}, in south USA and north Mexico, includes Shoshone, Comanche, 

Pueblo, and Ute. Perhaps, it is in Uto-Aztecan family. 

 

Sioux languages 

Sioux {Sioux language family}, in Minnesota, Nebraska, and Dakotas in USA, includes Assiniboin, Biloxi, Crow, 

Dakota, Iowa, Kansas, Katawba, Mandan, Missouri, Ogalala, Omaha, Osage, Oto, Ponka, Teton, Wahpeton, 

Winnebago, and Yankton. 

 

Uto-Aztecan 

Uto-Aztecan {Uto-Aztecan language family}, in Mexico and west USA, includes extinct Aztec or Nahuatl. Perhaps, 

it is in Amerind language family. 

 

Yukian 

Yukian {Yukian language family} was in California. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family>Americas>South America 

 

Araucan 

Araucan {Araucan language family}, in Chile, includes Araucan. 

 

Arawak 

Arawak {Arawak language family}, in Caribbean and northwest South America, includes extinct Arawak. Perhaps, 

it is in Amerind language family. 

 

Aymara 

Aymara {Aymara language family}, in Ecuador and Bolivia, includes Aymara. 

 

Carib languages 

Carib {Carib language family}, in Caribbean, includes Carib. Carib replaced Arawak. 

 

Quechua 

Quechua or Kechua {Quechua language family}, in Peru, includes Inca. 

 

Tupi-Guarani 

Tupi-Guarani {Tupi-Guarani language family}, in Brazil and Paraguay, includes Tupi in Brazil and Guarani in 

Paraguay. 

 



SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family>Asia 

 

Asia languages 

Asia languages {Asia languages} are in Caucasia, East Asia, and Southeast Asia. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family>Asia>Caucasia 

 

Balto-Slavic 

Balto-Slavic or Slavic {Balto-Slavic language family}, Indo-European language in east Europe, includes East Slavic, 

West Slavic, and South Slavic. East Slavic includes Russian or Great Russian, Ukrainian or Little Russian, and White 

Russian. West Slavic includes Polish, Lithuanian, Lettish or Latvian, Czech, Lusatian or Wend or Sorbian, Kaszub, and 

extinct Polabian. South Slavic includes Slovak, Serbo-Croatian, Bulgarian, Slovene, Church Slavonic or Old Bulgarian 

or Old Slavonic, and extinct Old Slavic. 

 

Celtic language 

Celtic {Celtic language family}, Indo-European language in England, includes Goidelic, Brythonic, and extinct 

Gaulish. Goidelic includes Irish or Irish Gaelic, Scots Gaelic, and Manx. Brythonic includes Welsh, Breton, and 

Cornish. 

 

Germanic languages 

Germanic or Teutonic {Germanic language family}, Indo-European language in Germany, includes West Germanic, 

North Germanic, and East Germanic. West Germanic includes Dutch, German, Flemish, Afrikaans, and Anglo-

Friscian. Anglo-Friscian includes English and has Friscian in Netherlands. North Germanic includes Swedish, Danish, 

Norwegian, Icelandic, Faroese, and Gotlandic or Gutnian. East Germanic includes extinct Gothic, Burgundian, and 

Vandal. 

 

Germanic sound shift 

Proto-Germanic and other Indo-European languages {Germanic sound shift} separated before 1. High German and 

Low German separated from -100 to 800. 

 

Iberian languages 

Iberian {Iberian language family}, in Spain, includes Basque and extinct Aquitanian. 

 

Indo-European languages 

Indo-European languages {Indo-European language family} started in Ukraine and Anatolia, near Black Sea and 

Caucasus Mountains, as Proto-Indo-European [-4000] and had same complexity as current languages. Indo-European 

has inflection, is synthetic, and has three genders. 

Indo-European includes Germanic, Italic, Indo-Iranian, Celtic, Balto-Slavic, extinct Thraco-Phrygian, extinct Hittite, 

Greek, Albanian, Illyrian, Tokharian in Chinese Turkestan, Armenian, North Caucasian, and South Caucasian. 

Proto-Indo-European has two main branches. 

branch: 4000 years ago 

Hittite and Luvian [-2000] came directly from one Proto-Indo-European branch. 

branch: 5200 years ago 

Tocharian A and Tocharian B [-500] branched [-3500] from the other Proto-Indo-European branch. 

Later branch [-3200] branched [-2500] into Welsh and Old Irish [-500] and into Latin [-1000] and Umbrian and 

Oscan [-500]. 

Later branch [-3000 to -2500] branched [-2000] into Albanian and into Gothic [1] and later Old English and Old 

High German [500]. Later branch [-3000] branched [-1800] into Ancient Greek and Classical Armenian. Later branch 

[-2500] branched [-1800] into Vedic and Old Persian and into Prussian [1000] and Latvian and Lithuanian [1300]. 

 

Indo-Iranian 

Indo-Iranian {Indo-Iranian language family}, Indo-European language in Iran and India, includes Iranian and Indic. 

Iranian 

Iranian includes Iranian or Farsi or Persian, Urdu, Kurdesh, Pushtu or Afgani, Ossetic, Baluchi, extinct Avestan, 

Khotanese, and Old Sakian. 



Indic 

Indic includes Apabhramsa, Hindustani, Bengali, Punjabi, Rajasthani, Bhili, Khandesi, Assamese, Sinhalese in 

Ceylon, Kashmiri, Nepali or Gurkhali, Romani or Gypsy, Gujarati, Oriya, Sindhi, Pahari in lower Himalayas, Marathi, 

Bihari, and extinct Old Indic or Sanskrit. 

Hindustani includes Urdu and Hindi. 

Hindi includes Western or standard Hindi and Eastern Hindi. 

Marathi includes Konkani dialect. 

Bihari includes Bhojpuri, Maithili, and Magahi. 

scripts 

India has 14 major languages. Urdu and Kashmiri use modified Arabic scripts. Hindi, Sanskrit, and Marathi use 

Devanagari script. Punjabi uses Gurmukhi script. Bengali uses Bengali script. Script symbols can be syllables. 

 

Italic language 

Italic {Italic language family}, Indo-European language in Italy, includes Latino-Faliscan, Osco-Umbrian, and 

Sabellian. Latino-Faliscan includes Latin. Latin includes Romance languages West Romance and East Romance. West 

Romance includes French, North Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan, Provençal, Sardinian, and Rumansch or 

Rhetian. East Romance includes Romanian, South Italian, and extinct Dalmatian. Osco-Umbrian includes Oscan and 

Umbrian. Sabellian includes Marsian, Sabine, and Volscian. 

 

North Caucasian 

North Caucasian {North Caucasian language family}, Indo-European language in Caucasus, includes Eastern 

Caucasian or Checheno-Lesghian and Western Caucasian or Abasgo-Kerketian. 

 

South Caucasian 

South Caucasian or K'art'velian or K'art'uli'ena {South Caucasian language family}, Indo-European language in 

Caucasus, includes Georgian, Laz, Mingrelian, and Svanian. 

 

Thraco-Phyrgian 

Thraco-Phyrgian {Thraco-Phyrgian language family}, Indo-European language in north Greece, includes extinct 

Thracian, extinct Old Phyrgian, and extinct New Phrygian. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family>Asia>Central Asia 

 

Dravidian languages 

Dravidian {Dravidian language family}, started in India [-2000], includes Tamil-Kurukh, Kui-Gondi, Telugu in east 

and southeast India, and Brahui. Tamil-Kurukh includes Tamil in Ceylon and south India, Malayaan, Tulu, Kurukh, 

and Kanarese. Kui-Gondi includes Kui, Gondi, Bhili, Kolimi, and Naiki. 

 

Elamo-Dravidian 

Elamo-Dravidian {Elamo-Dravidian language family}, started in Iran [-6000] and then went to India, includes 

Elamite and Dravidian. 

 

Man languages 

Man {Man language family}, in north Burma, southwest China, and north Indochina, includes Man. 

 

Ural-Altaic 

Ural-Altaic or Turanian {Ural-Altaic language family}, started in Ural Mountains [1000] and includes Finno-Ugrian 

or Uralic and Altaic. 

Ural 

Finno-Ugrian or Uralic includes Finnish-Lapponic, Ugric, Ob-Ugrian, Permian, and Samoyedic. Finnish-Lapponic 

includes Lapp, Cheremiss, Mordvin, Finnish, Estonian, Karelian, Ingrian, Livonian, Ludian or Ludish, Olonetzian, 

Vepsian, and Votian. Ugric includes Hungarian or Magyar. Hungarian reached Hungary [892], from Ural Mountains. 

Ob-Ugrian includes Ostyak and Vogal. Permian includes Votyak and Zyrican. Samoyedic includes Samoyed, Yurak, 

Kamessian, and Tugvy. 



Altaic 

Altaic includes Turkish, Manchu-Tungus, and Mongol. Altaic [1000 to 1300] came from central Asia steppes to 

Europe and Turkey. Turkish includes Eastern Turkish or Altaic, Western Turkish, Central Turkish, and Southern 

Turkish. Eastern Turkish or Altaic includes Altaic, Abakan, Baraba, Karagas, Soyonian, Uighur, and Tartar. Western 

Turkish includes Bashkir, Chuvash, Irtysh, and Kirghiz. Central Turkish includes Chagatai, Kashgar, Sart, Taranchi, 

Uzbeg, and Yarkand. Southern Turkish includes Osmanli, Azerbaijani, Anatolian, Balkar, Kumik, and Turkoman. 

Manchu-Tungus includes Manchu and Tungus. Mongol includes Western Mongol, Northern Mongol, Eastern Mongol, 

Tangut, Shara, Afghan Mongol, and Yakut. Western Mongol includes Kalmuk. Northern Mongol includes Buryat. 

Eastern Mongol includes Khalkha. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family>Asia>East Asia 

 

Eskimo-Aleut 

Eskimo-Aleut {Eskimo-Aleut language family}, in Arctic northeast Asia and northwest North America, includes 

Eskimo and Aleut. 

 

Hyperborean language 

Hyperborean or Paleo-Asiatic {Hyperborean language family}, in northeast Asia, includes Chukchi-Kamchadal, 

Ainu, and Gilyak. Ainu and Gilyak do not relate to Chukchi-Kamchadal, except by location. Chukchi-Kamchadal 

includes Chukchi, Kamchadal, and Koryak. 

 

Miao-Yao 

Miao-Yao or Hmong-Mien {Miao-Yao language family}, started in China and Vietnam [-1000], includes Red Miao, 

White or Striped Miao, Black Miao, Green or Blue Miao, and Yao. Spread from south China over southeast Asia. 

Vietnamese Hmong speak it. 

 

Sino-Tibetan 

Sino-Tibetan or Indochinese {Sino-Tibetan language family} started in China [-4000], spread from north China to 

south China and southeast Asia, and includes Chinese, Tibeto-Burmese, Lo-lo-Bodo-Naga-Kachin, extinct Pyu, and 

Thai or Tai-Kadai [-1000 to 1500]. 

Chinese 

Chinese includes written Wen-li, national standard Kuo-yu, North Mandarin in Beijing, Wu along Yangtse river, 

Chinese, Cantonese or Yueh in Kwangtung, and Min in Fukien. 

Burma 

Tibeto-Burmese includes Tibeto-Himalayan and Arakan-Burmese. Tibeto-Himalayan includes Tibetan or Bhotian, 

literary Balti, and Himalayan. Himalayan includes Toto, Lepcha or Kong, and Gurung. Arakan-Burmese includes 

Arakanese, Burmese or Maghi, Kuki-Chin, and Old Kuki. 

Kachin 

Lo-lo-Bodo-Naga-Kachin includes Lo-lo-Mo-so, Kachine or Singhpho, and Naga-Kuki. Lo-lo-Mo-so includes Lo-lo 

and Mo-so. 

Thai 

Thai includes Siamese, Karen in Burma, and Shan dialects. Shan or Siamese includes Khamti, Lao Lu, Khun, and 

Ahom. Alternatively, Tai-Kadai includes Thai and Laotian. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Family>Asia>Southeast Asia 

 

Austro-Asiatic 

Austro-Asiatic or Southeast Asiatic {Austro-Asiatic language family}, started in southeast Asia and India [-3000], 

includes Mon-Khmer, Annamese-Muong, and Munda or Kolarian. It spread from southeast China over southeast Asia 

and India. Mon-Khmer includes Khmer or Cambodian, Mon, and Cham. Annamese-Muong includes Annamese or 

Vietnamese and Muong. Munda or Kolarian includes North Munda and South Munda. 

 

Austronesian language 

Austronesian {Austronesian language family}, in South Pacific Islands [-3000], has mainly Malayo-Polynesian, as 

well as Melanesian, Micronesian, and Indonesian or Malayan language families. Austronesian has three other families 

on Taiwan, which spread from Taiwan to Indonesia and Polynesia. 



Polynesian 

Polynesian is in Hawaii, Samoa, and Tahiti, and among New-Zealand Maori. Bali is in Bali. Batak is in Samoa. 

Buginese is in Celebes. Dayak is in Borneo. Malagasy is in Malagasy. Malay is in Malaysia. Sundanese is in Sundan 

Islands. Javanese is in Java. Indonesian is in Indonesia. Tagalog is in Philippines. Bicol, Bontok, Ilocano, Macassar, 

and Maduran are other Polynesian languages. Western Malayo-Polynesian and Central-Eastern Malayo-Polynesian also 

exist. Language similar to Manyan is in Madagascar. 

Melanesian 

Melanesian is in Fiji, Solomon, and New Hebrides. 

Micronesian 

Micronesian is in Caroline, Gilbert, Marshall, Marianne, and Yap. 

Indonesian 

Indonesian or Malayan includes Bisaya or Visaya in Philippines and Formosan in Taiwan. 

 

Papuan languages 

Papuan {Papuan language family}, in New Guinea, Bougainville, and New Britain includes Papuan. 

 

Tasmanian language 

Tasmanian {Tasmanian language family}, in Tasmania, is extinct. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Region 

 

isogloss 

At regional boundaries {isogloss}, languages can differ in one feature only. 

 

isograph 

Geographic regions {isograph} can have uniform general language features. 

 

language isolate 

Some languages {language isolate} do not relate to other languages. 

 

polyglot 

Regions can contain several languages {polyglot}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Transcription 

 

Romanization 

Spoken-language or writing-system transcriptions can use Roman script {Romanization}. 

 

Romic 

Sweet's phonetic-transcription system {Romic} uses Romanization. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Dialect 

 

dialect 

Language pronunciation {dialect}| depends on social class and geographic region. 

 

brogue 

Irish and Scottish English have dialects {brogue}|. 

 

idiolect 

Individuals have language {idiolect}. 

 

koine 

Close-knit groups in closed areas surrounded by larger areas can use dialects {koine}. 

 



mother tongue 

Colonists and settlers can use home-country language {mother tongue}. 

 

patois 

Languages {patois}| can be local dialects. 

 

provincialism 

Regions have local dialects {provincialism}. 

 

sociolect 

Communities have languages {sociolect}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Dialect>Standard 

 

standard language 

Educated people use formal language {standard language}. 

 

King's English 

Language {King's English} can be exact, standardized English. 

 

nonstandard language 

Groups can use language {nonstandard language} in informal ways. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Dialect>Mixed 

 

creole dialect 

Simplified colonizer languages {creole}| become trade or contact languages and can become the only colony 

language. 

 

lingua franca 

Speakers of several languages can use mixed language {lingua franca}| in shared geographic region. Italian, with 

some Arabic and Greek, was in Mediterranean area. 

 

lingua general brazilica 

Contact vernaculars {lingua general brazilica} can be in Brazil. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Dialect>Style 

 

High style 

Style {High} can be from highlands or be a literary form. 

 

Low style 

Style {Low} can be from lowlands or after higher "Golden Age". 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Usage 

 

cant 

Language {cant}| can repeat set expressions. 

 

cliche 

Language {cliché}| can repeat too often to be informative. 

 

colloquialism 

Language {colloquialism}| can be common regional expressions. 

 



gobbledygook 

Language {gobbledygook} can be unclear and wordy, intentionally by politicians. 

 

motherese 

Dialects {baby talk} {motherese} can be high-pitched and singsong, with lengthened vowels and high inflection. 

 

parlance 

Words can be in common use {parlance}|. 

 

slang 

Language {slang} can be popular terms that quickly fade from use. 

 

vernacular 

Language {vernacular}| can be in common use. 

 

vulgar speech 

Common activities use common speech {vulgar speech} {common speech} {non-literary speech}, while writing and 

rituals used formal speech. 

 

vulgarity 

Language {vulgarity} can be obscene. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Usage>Jargon 

 

argot 

Language {argot}| can be jargon of underworld or lower social classes. 

 

jargon 

Language {jargon}| can be professional vocabulary. 

 

journalese 

Journalists have jargon {journalese}|. 

 

liturgical language 

Religious services can use language {liturgical language}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Theories 

 

dialogism 

Perhaps, meaning comes from dialogues {dialogism} {dialogic}, which have social and cultural settings. Settings 

use different languages {heteroglossia}, such as legal, political, economic, and personal languages. Persons result from 

social dialogues [Bakhtin, 1983] [Bakhtin, 1986]. 

 

fact-value distinction 

Words can cause emotions {emotive meaning} {evaluative meaning} {prescriptive meaning} or carry cognitions 

{descriptive meaning}. Language can be about facts or about values {fact-value distinction} [Stevenson, 1963]. 

 

language of thought 

Perhaps, all thoughts use the same language {language of thought} {mentalese}, which differs from actual 

languages. Brain concepts are in languages, software programs, or virtual machines. Software is not physiological, 

mechanical, or phenomenological but has information content. 

logic 

Logical forms are probably not the language of thought. 

statements 

Perhaps, concepts and propositions are language-of-thought contents. 



syntax 

Phonology, phonetics, morphology, word-order rules, syntactic-redundancy rules, and parsing rules are not 

necessarily in the language of thought. Syntactic-redundancy rules are for pronouns, agreement, and case. Perhaps, 

language of thought has syntax and all proposition types. 

token 

Perhaps, qualities are tokens in language of thought. 

 

significative behavior 

Consciousness, complex behavior, complex mental processes, and language depend on ability to use tools and signs 

{significative behavior}. Words start as emotion expressions, then designate concrete objects, and later have abstract 

meaning. People have potential capacities {potential development zone} {zone of potential development} that develop 

in societies. 

language development 

Techniques {Vygotsky-Sakharov technique} {Vygotsky-Hanfman-Kasanin test} can track language development. 

Language develops from sign use into sign system. Semantics develops, and sign meanings change. Children think by 

memorizing, but adults memorize by thinking. People gain ability to solve problems by themselves and with aid from 

teacher or parent {social prompting}. 

goals 

In situations, tools and signs reach goals, usually with feedback. 

culture 

Higher mental processes require social settings to develop. Socialization processes lead to consciousness. Human 

conscious behavior relates subject of experience to social environment. Phenomena are large and complex relation-

network parts {ascending to the concrete}, not irreducible personal experiences [Vygotsky, 1930]. 

 

situation semantics 

Language is about situations and about relations among communicators {situation semantics} [Barwise and Perry, 

1983]. 

 

symbolic interactionism 

Language develops from first gestures and then grooming and other physical interactions [Mead, 1934]. Creativity, 

self, and reason arise from social life, which uses language reflexively. Language and symbolic interaction {symbolic 

interactionism} can cause humans to be self-conscious. 

 

truth of expression 

In first-order languages, sentence truth {truth, expression} is provable from sentence-part semantic relations. All 

languages can transform into first-order languages, so speakers can have truth-theory. In first-order languages, meaning 

depends on truth-conditions. Beliefs and other intentions are mental states with contrasts. Speakers speak intentionally 

[Davidson, 1980]. 

 

verification principle 

Fundamental language-element meanings rely on subjective experiences. More-complex language meanings derive 

from language element meanings, using verification methods. Statement meanings depend on verification methods. 

Statements are meaningful only if observations and calculations can verify them {verification principle} {verifiability 

principle} [Ayer, 1936] [Ayer, 1940] [Ayer, 1963]. 

methods 

Science facts can be verifiable by observation or experiment. Analytic logic and mathematics statements can be true 

by language rules. Ethical statements convey emotion or attitude and are not verifiable or analytic. Other statements are 

meaningless. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Theories>Private 

 

private language 

Perhaps, consciousness is a personal language {private language}, with syntax and grammar, for communicating 

with oneself. However, internal language independent of human social life cannot describe mental contents [Hunter, 

1973] [Wittgenstein, 1953], because language presupposes public rules and symbols. 

 



private language argument 

Languages are for shared-things communication. Private worlds can have no language, and private words have no 

meaning {private language argument}. In private languages, knowing and not knowing are meaningless [Hunter, 1973] 

[Wittgenstein, 1953]. Words about conscious states can only be about observable inclinations to behave, not about 

subjective experience. Public terms must be publicly verifiable. Languages must be public and about public things. 

 

beetle in a box 

If people have private worlds, minds are like small boxes with moving objects inside {beetle in a box} 

[Wittgenstein, 1953]. 

 

language game 

Language has many functions {language game}. For example, language can state facts and define contexts. 

 

family resemblance 

Referents can be constant only in contexts. Contexts give referent features and functions, which supply meaning. 

Referents can be similar in some ways {family resemblance}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Language>Theories>Variation 

 

mechanistic theory 

Physiology differences cause speech to be variable {mechanistic theory}. 

 

mentalistic theory 

Mental differences cause speech to be variable {mentalistic theory}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics 

 

phonetics 

Speech has acoustic parameters {phonetics}|, such as amplitude, duration, frequency, and timbre. Acoustic 

parameters correspond to sound contrasts used to discriminate among speech features. Speech production and 

perception parameters are the same. 

sound types 

Sound types are consonants, sonants or semivowels, vowels, stops, continuants, aspirates, voiced, and unvoiced. 

categories 

People identify and label perceptual features by sharpening boundaries. People can discriminate among features 

along many dimensions. People group sounds into rhythms based on sound loudness, length, and pitch. Louder, longer, 

and higher-pitch sounds are accents. 

process 

Labeling/identifying and discrimination are two aspects of one mechanism. Special mechanisms make and perceive 

speech. Perhaps, reverse of production gives perception {motor theory of speech perception}. 

articulation 

Vocal cords, lungs, pharynx, tongue, nose, teeth, and lips make speech sounds. All people can make all speech 

sounds, but at different pitches and timbres. Lungs, pharynx, tongue, nose, teeth, and lips modify speech sounds. 

African languages can use clicks. Languages can use inhaled sounds. Nasalization and other vowel modifications do 

not change speech-sound basis. 

phonetic law 

Language has sound shifts over time. 

statistics 

People learn words by sound-sequence frequency distributions. 

sciences 

People can study acoustic-signal structure {acoustic phonetics} or how people produce sounds {articulatory 

phonetics}. 

animals 

Animals can perceive human speech sounds. 

 



formant 

Most sound energy is in several frequency bands {formant}|, which differ among people because vocal tract 

resonates at different frequencies. Lowest-frequency formant is main formant. 

 

phonogram 

Instruments {phonogram, graph}| can record speech sounds. 

 

phonology 

Speech is a linear sequence of phonological distinctive features {phonology}| {segmental phonology}, which 

concatenate into discrete phonemes, which concatenate into syllables, which concatenate into words. Sign language 

uses physical movements as phonology. 

 

prosody in phonology 

Speech uses stress, rhythm, and tone patterns {prosody, grammar}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Phoneme 

 

phoneme 

Speech sounds are phonological units {phoneme}|. Phonemes are not separate and independent but have sequences. 

Phonemes have context. People recognize phonemes only in context, because preceding and succeeding phonemes 

indicate current phoneme. 

phonological distinctive features 

Phonemes have or lack nine features. Phonemes can use consonants, vowels, pitches, silences, intonations, and 

stresses. Vowels are a, e, i, o, u, and y. Consonants are b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, and z. Voiced 

consonants are b, d, g, and z. Unvoiced consonants are p, t, k, and s. Nasal consonants are m and n. Non-nasal 

consonants are b, k, and s. Constricted-lip vowels and consonants are oo, w, p, and m. Unconstricted-lip vowels and 

consonants are i, e, k, and n. 

number 

People can pronounce 40 phonemes [Jaynes, 1976]. Languages typically have 12 to 67 phonemes. Phoneme number 

and substitutability do not relate to language type, whether isolating, agglutinative, flexional, analytic, synthetic, or 

polysynthetic. 

 

mora 

Phoneme parts can have different tonal changes {mora}. 

 

radical phoneme 

Phonemes {radical phoneme} can be word bases, with basic meaning. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Phoneme>Similation 

 

assimilation in grammar 

Similar phonemes can become more similar or identical {assimilation, grammar}, by changing sound features. 

 

dissimilation in grammar 

Similar phonemes can become less similar {dissimilation}, by changing sound features. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Change 

 

sound shift 

Over language history, sound-context phonological distinctive features can change to other distinctive features 

{sound shift}. Phoneme changes follow regular recurrent rules. Functional, autonomous, or spontaneous causes can 

change paradigmatic sounds. Nearby phonemes can change syntagmatic sounds. 

 

drift in phonetics 

Sounds have diachronic changes {drift, phonetics}. 

 



gemination 

Speech can double sounds to lengthen them {gemination}. 

 

lenition 

Consonants between vowels can change {lenition}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Speaking 

 

locution 

People make sounds {locution}|. 

 

enunciation clarity 

Speech has clarity {enunciation, clarity}|. 

 

phone as sound 

People make {phonation} rudimentary vocal sound units {phone}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Speaking>Style 

 

shibboleth 

Linguistic attributes {shibboleth} can distinguish speaker nationality. 

 

solecism 

People can use sounds idiosyncratically {solecism}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Modulation 

 

intonation modulation 

Speech has pitch changes {intonation, modulation}|. Intonation emphasizes sentence parts, for example, signaling 

difference between declarative sentence and question. Speech amplitude and rhythm do not necessarily change. 

 

pitch of sound 

Speech sounds have relative rise and fall of vocal-cord vibration frequency {pitch, speech}. Speech sounds can rise, 

fall, rise then fall, or have no pitch change. 

 

release of sound 

Speech organs can move to rest position {release, speech}. 

 

rounded phoneme 

Phonemes {rounded phoneme} can use rounded lips. 

 

sandhi in phonetics 

Phonological marks {sandhi, phonetics} can be at morpheme boundaries. Neighboring sounds or grammatical 

functions can alter sounds. Sounds between words can fuse {external sandhi}. Sounds in words can change {internal 

sandhi}. English and Finnish do not show sandhi in spelling. Sanskrit can show or omit sandhi. 

Tonal languages alter tones {tone sandhi}. Mandarin has high monotone, rising tone, falling-rising tone, and falling 

tone. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Modulation>Accent 

 

accent of syllable 

Stresses {emphasis, phonetics} {accent, phonetics}| can be on word syllable positions or sentence word positions. 

Languages typically place stress {fixed stress} on same syllable or word position. Word stresses are main accent and 

secondary accent. Accent can be on first syllable {initial accent} {initial stress}, last syllable {terminal stress} 

{terminal accent}, next-to-last syllable {penult syllable}, or second-to-last syllable. 

 



chromatic accent 

Pitch changes {chromatic accent} can be for emphasis. 

 

qualitative accent 

Accents {qualitative accent} can be stress and pitch changes. 

 

quantitative accent 

Accents {quantitative accent} can be duration changes. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Modulation>Accent>Word 

 

oxytone 

Languages {oxytonic language} can have majority of words accented on last syllable {oxytone}|. 

 

paroxytone 

Languages {paroxytonic language} can have majority of words accented on next-to-last syllable {paroxytone}|. 

 

proparoxytone 

Languages {proparoxytonic language} can have majority of words accented on second-to-last syllable 

{proparoxytone}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Structure 

 

metric structure 

Speech rhythm can be metrical {metric structure}. 

 

prosodic structure 

Word and sentence series stress contours can be hierarchical {prosodic structure}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Articulation 

 

articulation 

Vocal tract can produce speech sounds by vibrating vocal chords, positioning tongue and lips, and changing cavity 

shapes {articulation}|. People know 850 speech sounds. 

obstruction 

Airflow-obstruction locations affect articulation. Airflow-obstruction levels affect articulation. 

sequence 

Preceding and succeeding sounds affect speech sounds. 

parts 

Speech uses jaw, lips, tongue front and back, soft palate, and teeth ridge {vocal tract, speech}. Vocal tract has mouth 

{oral tract} and nose {nasal tract}. 

articulation basis 

Language speech-organ neutral or normal positions can differ. 

 

articulator 

Tongue, teeth, lower lip, and lips {articulator} have tips, blades, middles, and backs. 

 

point of articulation 

Articulators can touch lips, teeth, teeth ridge, hard palate, soft palate, uvula, pharynx, or glottis {point of 

articulation}. Articulation-point changes change consonants but not vowels. 

 

coarticulation 

Articulation speech sounds overlap in typical patterns {coarticulation}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Consonant 

 



click sound 

Air inspirations are speech sounds {click sound} in Bushman, Hottentot, and Kafir-Sotho Bantu-family languages. 

 

digamma 

Speech can use sound w {digamma}. 

 

flap sound 

In Japanese, sounds {flap sound} can mix English l and r. 

 

initial mutation sound 

In Celtic languages, initial consonants can change {initial mutation}, using aspiration, nasalization, or lenition, 

depending on previous-word final sound or on sentence position. 

 

liaison in speech 

Pronounce ordinarily silent final consonant of word if next word begins with vowel {liaison, speech}|. 

 

lisp speech 

Speech can pronounce s as th and z as zth {lisp}|. 

 

oral consonant 

Consonants {oral consonant} can use only oral cavity. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Consonant>Air 

 

aspirate consonant 

Consonant h {aspirate}| is mostly moving air, without vocal-cord use. Breath puffs {aspirated consonant}, like h 

sounds, can follow some consonants. In Greek, aspiration or rough breathing can precede initial vowels and r. Such 

breathing has ' sign. 

 

spirant as consonant 

Consonants {spirant} {continuant} have no air blockage by tongue, teeth, or lips. 

 

liquid consonant 

Consonants {liquid consonant}|, such as l and r, can have no airflow change. 

 

vocalic consonant 

Liquid consonants l and r and nasal consonants m and n {vocalic consonant} begin with vowel sounds. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Consonant>Point 

 

alveolar consonant 

Alveolar ridge behind teeth {alveolar sound} makes b, t, and n. 

 

palatal consonant 

Consonants {palatal consonant} can put tongue near hard palate. 

 

velar consonant 

Consonants {velar consonant} can place tongue back near velum soft palate: g, k, and ng. 

 

uvular consonant 

Consonants {uvular consonant} can place tongue back near uvula. 

 

pharyngeal consonant 

Consonants {pharyngeal consonant} can phonate at pharynx. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Consonant>Point>Lip 



 

bilabial consonant 

Consonants {bilabial consonant}, such as b, p, m, and w, can use both lips. 

 

labial consonant 

Consonants {labial consonant} can use one lip. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Consonant>Stop 

 

affricate consonant 

Blocked then allowed obstruction {affricate consonant} makes ch and j. 

 

glide 

Slight obstruction makes w or y {glide, sound}. 

 

glottal stop 

Consonants can involve glottis {glottal stop}. 

 

glottal sound 

Sounds {glottal} {laryngeal} can be like Oriental and African language h's or glottal stops. 

 

implosion in speech 

Speech can use complete air-passage closure {implosion, speech}|. 

 

lateral consonant 

Slight obstruction makes l or r {lateral consonant}. 

 

nasal consonant 

Consonants {nasal consonant}| can use nose. Mouth obstruction and nasal opening makes n, m, and ng. 

 

plosive consonant 

Consonants {stop consonant} {plosive} can use air release after complete air blockage by tongue, teeth, or lips: b, p, 

d, t, g, and k. Hindi has stop consonants {dental stop consonant} that touch teeth or {retroflex stop consonant} that use 

tongue to bend up and back. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Consonant>Stop>Fricative 

 

fricative consonant 

Consonants {fricative} can partially block airflow, using tongue, teeth, or lips: s, z, f, v, th, and sh. Fricative 

consonants can be sibilant. 

 

sibilant consonant 

Fricative consonants {sibilant} can put tongue on hard palate. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Consonant>Tap 

 

tap in articulation 

Articulation movements can be taps {tap, articulation}. 

 

rolled consonant 

Consonants {rolled consonant} can use rapid tapping of tongue front on teeth, or of uvula against tongue back, 

usually to make sound r. 

 

trill 

Tongue, lips, or uvula can make multiple taps {trill}|, rather than one tap. 

 



SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Consonant>Voice 

 

voiced 

Vocal-chord vibration {voiced consonant} makes b, m, z, l, and r. 

 

voiceless 

No vocal chord vibration {voiceless consonant} makes p, s, and ch. 

 

soft consonant 

Voiceless consonants {soft consonant} can have voice. 

 

sonant 

Voiced consonants and semivowels {sonant} are similar. 

 

unvoiced sound 

Some speech sounds {voiceless sound} {unvoiced sound} do not use vocal cords. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Vowel 

 

vowel in phonetics 

Vowels {vowel}| typically begin at vocal cords. Vowels can have tongue highest part in front or back, mouth open 

or closed, and lips round or spread out. Vowels have distinguishing acoustic properties {vowel quality}. Spanish and 

many languages have only five vowels: ah = a, ay = é, ee = i, oo = u, and oh = o. 

 

connecting vowel 

Inserted vowels {connecting vowel} can make pronunciation easier. 

 

pure vowel 

Eleven vowels {pure vowel} always sound the same, in all syllables. Five vowels {diphthong, vowel} sound 

different in different syllables. 

 

semivowel 

Consonants can be vowel-like. w and y {semivowel} {semi-vowel} are not equivalent to full vowels. 

 

shwa 

Indistinct vowels {shwa} {neutral vowel} have upside-down e sign. A Hebrew sign {mobile shwa} indicates upside 

down e sound. A Hebrew sign {latent shwa} indicates no vowel sound. 

 

twang 

Vowels can resonate {sonorous} {twang}| or have nasal sound. 

 

voiced vowel 

Vocal-cord vibration {voiced} makes vowels. Consonants are typically voiceless. 

 

vowel point 

In Hebrew and Arabic, marks {vowel point} below or near consonants indicate which vowel to use. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Phonetics>Glide 

 

glide in speech 

Articulation changes can have transitional sounds {glide}|. 

 

off-glide 

Speech can return oral cavity to neutral position {off-glide} {final glide}. 

 



on-glide 

Speech can move into position for phoneme {on-glide} {initial glide}. 

 

bridge-sound 

Sounds {bridge-sound} between affixes and roots can ease pronunciation. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar 

 

grammar 

All utterances have syntax and paradigms {grammar}|. Grammar includes syntax and inflexion. Language 

knowledge is a finite system of rules operating on fundamental elements, which interact to determine an infinite 

number of expressions, with phonetic forms, meanings, and structural properties. 

relations 

Grammar is about linguistic-unit relations, not meaning. Grammar expresses location, direction, time, number, 

familiarity, possibility, contingency, possession, agency, purpose, necessity, obligation, and existence or non-existence. 

relations: space concepts 

All grammars indicate spatial location and motion. Sentence linguistic-unit relations reflect physical object and event 

relations in space and time. Physical relations reflect required grammar type: linear/regular or unrestricted, contracting 

or non-contracting, and context-sensitive or context-free. Complex concepts use spatial-location and motion concepts. 

relations: time concepts 

Space and time have similar representations. 

innate 

Many fundamental grammar properties are innate, but people have different language elements and mental 

representations. 

grammatical sense 

People sense {grammatical sense} that word strings are grammatical. Grammatical sense depends on words fitting 

into familiar connection frameworks. 

repetition 

People tend to use same word relationships. 

context 

Contexts are unit relations. Context can be syntax rules about relations between grammar units. Context can be 

contrast rules about which linguistic units can replace grammar units. For constant number of linguistic units, number 

of relations is inversely proportional to number of paradigms. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Units 

 

linguistic unit 

Languages have units {linguistic unit} at different levels: phonemes, words, phrases, and sentences. For both hearing 

and speaking, people use words, not morphemes, as language units. 

 

lexical concept 

Basic language units are finite concepts {lexical concept}, such as subjects, verbs, objects, prepositions, adjectives, 

and adverbs. Words replace lexical concepts. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection 

 

inflection 

Grammar includes word-phoneme relations {inflexion} {inflection}|. Inflection is also about sound stresses. 

 

syllable 

English has 1000 to 2000 phoneme combinations {syllable}|. Syllables {closed syllable} {blocked syllable} 

{checked syllable} can end in consonants. Syllables {open syllable} can end in vowels. 

 

accidence in grammar 

Inflection can show case, tense, and number {accidence}|. 

 



reduplication in grammar 

Sound repetition {reduplication} is for tense in Greek and for plurals in Malay. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Morpheme 

 

morpheme 

Words have phonological units {morpheme}|, such as word roots, prefixes, suffixes, infixes, and qualities. 

Morphemes are not separate and independent but have sequences. Phonological units can have preferred order or no 

order. Succeeding-morpheme probability depends on preceding morphemes. People recognize morphemes only in 

context, because preceding and succeeding morphemes indicate current morpheme through associations and sound 

cues. 

 

form in grammar 

Morphemes can be alone {free form} {form, grammar}. Free morphemes can be in complex forms {underlying 

form}. Morphemes attached to words can have only one meaning {bound form}. 

 

morphology in grammar 

Rules can combine morphemes {morphology, grammar}|. Morphological rules can indicate case, tense, and number 

{inflectional morphology} or make new words {derivational morphology}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Root 

 

root in grammar 

Word parts {root, word}| hold main meaning. 

 

stem in grammar 

Roots {stem, word}| can add thematic suffixes. 

 

base in grammar 

Roots or stems {base, word} can add inflectional endings. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Root>Sound 

 

determinative sound 

Sounds {determinative sound} added to roots can specify word aspects. 

 

formative sound 

Sounds {formative, grammar} added to roots can change meanings or derive new words. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Affix 

 

affix noun 

Words can add sounds {affix, word}|. 

 

infix 

Formatives {infix}| can be within words. 

 

prefix 

Modifiers {prefix, affix}| can be before words. 

 

suffix 

Modifiers {suffix}| can be after words. 

 

thematic suffix 

Stem roots can add suffixes {thematic suffix}. 

 



SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Regular 

 

regular verb 

Words can follow usual noun declension {regular noun} or verb conjugation {regular verb}. 

 

heteroclite 

Words {heteroclite} can have irregular declension or conjugation. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Vowel 

 

vowel change 

Vowels change over time {vowel change}. Internal vowels can change qualitatively, change duration, or mute, to 

change meaning {vowel gradation}. Vowels in next syllables can cause internal-vowel changes {vowel mutation}. 

Nearby sounds can make vowels become diphthongs {vowel fracture}. 

 

ablaut 

Similar words that vary in accent can then vary at vowel {ablaut}, such as irregular verb tenses. 

 

syneresis 

Two vowel sounds can fuse into one sound {syneresis}. 

 

yodization 

Pure vowels, such as "i" and "e", can change to semivowels {yodization}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Vowel>Strength 

 

strong word 

Internal vowel changes can show verb past tense or noun plurals or oblique case {strong word}. 

 

weak word 

Rather than internal vowel changes, suffixes can show verb past tense or noun plurals or oblique case {weak word}, 

as in Germanic languages. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Paradigm 

 

contrast in grammar 

Spoken language is a phoneme series. Phonemes are not separate and independent sounds but have specific sound 

sequences. Phonemes have contexts. Contexts determine possible phoneme substitutions {contrast, grammar} 

{paradigm, grammar}, which have different probabilities or strengths. Substitutions can change next-phoneme 

contexts. All utterances have paradigms. Words and spoken language have morpheme series, which have paradigms. 

People first learn frequently used grammar contrasts, which resist change most. 

 

marked in grammar 

In context paradigms, linguistic units can be more distinct {marked, grammar} {positive, grammar} or more general 

{unmarked, grammar} {neutral, grammar}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax 

 

syntax 

Sentence forms {syntax}| {syntagmatic} relate linguistic units. Syntax relations reflect relations in world and mind. 

Languages use syntax forms: linear/regular or unrestricted, contracting or non-contracting, and context-sensitive or 

context-free. All utterances have syntax. 

roles 

Sentences have nested or embedded phrases. Phrases have roles or sentence slots {phrase structure} {argument 

structure}. Roles include subject, verb, object, agent, theme, goal, source, instrument, beneficiary, time, and place. 



Syntax uses lexical categories, such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, prepositions, and adverbs. Syntax uses phrasal 

categories, such as noun phrases, verb phrases, prepositional phrases, and sentences. 

phonology 

Syntactic structure substitutes words for lexical concepts to make phonological structure. 

 

idiom 

Expressions {idiom}| {idiomatic} can have special meaning. 

 

interjection 

Words {interjection}| can be placeholder words, surprise words, or emphasized words: ah, hey, oh, no, say, well, and 

wow. Some languages do not have interjections. 

 

lexicon 

Syntactic structure relates to phonological structure through language words {lexicon}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Sentence 

 

sentence in grammar 

Sentences {sentence, grammar}| have positions. Sentence positions can have required order {linear sentence}. 

 

parts of speech 

Nouns are words for objects. Verbs are words for actions. Adjectives are words for attributes {parts of speech}|. 

 

grammatical category 

Subjects, verbs, objects, modifiers, and other speech parts {grammatical category} fill sentence positions. 

 

conjunction in sentences 

Words {conjunction, grammar}|, such as "and" and "or", can denote connections between two words or clauses. 

Conjunctions {coordinating conjunction} can connect same-type words: and, but, for, not, or, so, yet. Conjunction pairs 

{correlative conjunction} can connect same-type words: both/and, either/or, neither/nor, not only/but also, and 

whether/or. Conjunctions {subordinating conjunction} can connect subordinate clauses: after, as, as well as, because, if, 

in order that, provided, since, so, so that, than, that, though, unless, when, why. Some languages do not have 

conjunctions. 

 

phrase of sentence 

Words {phrase, sentence} can substitute for speech parts. 

 

clause 

Subsentences {clause} can substitute for speech parts. Clauses {subordinate clause} can depend on other clauses. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Sentence>Preposition 

 

preposition 

Words {preposition}| can denote sentence word relations. There are 80 to 100 prepositions. Some languages do not 

have prepositions. Phrases {prepositional phrase} can be about other sentence words {object, preposition}. 

space 

Prepositions can be about spatial location: on, in, near, at, and above. Prepositions can refer to object axis above or 

below vertical axis, distance from axis, or direction from axis. Prepositions can describe object motions related to 

location descriptions, such as motion paths and where paths begin and end. 

shape 

No prepositions require knowledge of figure shapes. 

object 

No prepositions require knowledge of reference objects, except axis, or figure parts. Spatial configurations can be 

non-stereotypical or ambiguous. 

time 

Prepositions can be about time. 



possession 

Prepositions can be about possession. 

grammar 

Prepositions can be grammatical markers. 

 

postposition 

Preposition-like words {postposition} can be after verbs. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Adjective 

 

adjective 

Words {adjective}| can modify nouns. 

 

adjective order 

In English, selector, determiner, order, number, size/shape/color, and classifier precede noun {adjective order}. 

 

predicate adjective 

Adjective phrases {predicate adjective} can pair with copulas. With no copula, phrases are predicates. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Adjective>Article 

 

article 

Adjectives {article}| can specify nouns. Some languages do not have articles. 

 

definite article 

Articles {definite article} can be "the". 

 

demonstrative article 

Articles {demonstrative article} can be "this", "that", "these", and "those". 

 

determiner of noun 

Articles, pre-articles, and post-articles {determiner} determine nouns. 

 

indefinite article 

Articles {indefinite article} can be "a" or "an". 

 

partitive article 

Articles {partitive, article} can be "some". 

 

prearticle 

Words {prearticle} can be similar to articles but not as specific: some, many, several, much, most, all, each, both, 

and every. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Adjective>Degree 

 

degree in syntax 

Degree {degree, grammar}| can be superlative or comparative degree. 

 

comparative degree 

Between two, one is better {comparative degree}|. 

 

superlative degree 

Among choices, one is best {superlative degree}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Adverb 

 



adverb 

Words {adverb}| can modify verbs, adjectives, or adverbs. 

 

conjunctive adverb 

Adverbs {conjunctive adverb} can introduce clauses: accordingly, furthermore, however, moreover, therefore. 

 

qualifier 

Adverbs {qualifier}| can modify adjectives qualitatively: very, bit, rather, and somewhat,. 

 

quantifier 

Adverbs {quantifier, grammar}| can modify adjectives quantitatively. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun 

 

noun 

Words {noun}| can refer to persons, ideas, places, or things. Nouns can be about sensed things {concrete noun} or 

about ideal things {abstract noun}. 

 

apposition 

After noun phrases, noun phrases {apposition}| {appositive} with similar meaning can be between commas. 

 

nominal sentence 

Nouns can be main sentence parts {nominal sentence}. 

 

noun complement 

Nouns {noun complement} {complement, noun} can complete verbs. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Case 

 

case of noun 

Nouns have sentence uses {case, noun}|. 

grammar 

Nouns can be subjects {subjective case}. Nouns can be direct objects {objective case}. Nouns can show possession 

{possessive case}. Nouns can be indirect objects {nominative case}. Nouns can be adjectives {adnominal case}. Nouns 

can be objects used {instrumental case}. Nouns can be help to, or cause of, actions {agentive case}. Nouns can be 

accompaniments {comitative case}. Nouns can be hypothetical or conditional {subjunctive case}. 

meaning 

Besides these grammatical functions, nouns can indicate space and time relations, prepositional object, person 

addressed, or place {locative case}. Nouns can be separate from rest of sentence {absolute case}. Nouns can be for 

becoming or transforming into something {factive case}. Nouns can name uninflected word form {common case}. 

types 

Cases can be nominative case, vocative case, and all other cases {oblique case}. 

 

substantive noun 

Nouns {substantive noun} can be adjectives. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Kinds 

 

common noun 

Nouns {common noun}| can be about classes or general things. Common nouns are not proper nouns and are not 

pronouns. 

 

proper noun 

Nouns {proper noun}| can be about particular thing or specific, named things. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Verbal 



 

gerund 

Verbs {gerund}| can be in noun form, as continuing actions, and can govern case. Verbals {gerundive} {verbal 

adjective} can be adjectives, typically after direct objects. Only Indo-European languages have gerunds. 

 

participle 

Verbs can be in noun form {participle}|, as completed actions. 

 

supine noun 

Verbal nouns {supine noun} can have unusual inflection. 

 

verbal noun 

Verbs {verbal, grammar}| can be nouns or adjectives, such as in infinitives, participles, gerunds, gerundives, and 

supines. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Gender 

 

gender in syntax 

Nouns can be male, female, or neutral {gender}|. Russian, Greek, Latin, and German use three genders. Languages 

can use two genders, male and female. Swahili uses six genders. Gender refers to social roles and other meanings 

besides biology. Some languages do not use gender. 

 

natural gender system 

In gender systems {natural gender system}, animate objects can be actual gender, and inanimate objects can be 

neuter. 

 

epicene 

Nouns {epicene} can be for male or female gender. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Number 

 

number of noun 

Nouns are singular or plural {number, grammar}. The idea of counting is in all languages. Chinese and Vietnamese 

do not use noun number categories but denote number by classifier words. Classical Greek, Sanskrit, and some 

Slavonic languages use number 2 {dual number}, as well as singular and plural. Fijian uses number 3 {trial number}. 

 

auxiliary numeral 

If used with cardinal numbers, numerals can indicate classes {auxiliary numeral}, as in Japanese. 

 

count noun 

Nouns {count noun} can be enumerable. Count nouns can take indefinite articles and are plural. Bounded nouns, 

nouns about events, and telic nouns are similar to count nouns. 

 

mass noun 

Nouns {mass noun, syntax}| can be singular but about divisible objects. Mass nouns are similar to plural nouns. 

Unbounded nouns, nouns about processes, and atelic nouns are similar to mass nouns. 

 

numeral 

Numbers {numeral, noun}| can be cardinal, ordinal, iterative, multiplicative, or partitive. 

 

compound noun 

Nouns {compound noun} can combine two or more things, using connected nouns or more than one noun. 

 

collective noun 

Nouns {collective noun}, such as "orchestra", can be about sets of similar things. 

 



SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Pronoun 

 

pronoun 

Nouns {antecedent, noun} {referent, noun} {pronoun}| can substitute for nouns. Pronouns agree with referents in 

number, person, and gender. Pronoun references should be to antecedents. Pronoun references should be unambiguous. 

Pronoun references should be definite. Pronoun references should be specific. 

 

person of noun 

Nouns can refer to speaker, hearer, others, or viewpoint {person, grammar}. All languages use person categories. 

Person is I, we, you, he, she, it, or they. Pronouns {exclusive personal pronoun} {inclusive personal pronoun} can 

delineate groupings. 

 

demonstrative pronoun 

Pronouns {demonstrative pronoun} can point to referents: this, that, these, and those. 

 

indefinite pronoun 

Pronouns {indefinite pronoun} can be general: some, someone, somebody, something, any, anyone, anybody, 

anything, everyone, everybody, everything, other, another, either, neither, all, many, few, each, both, one, none, 

nobody, and nothing. 

 

intensive pronoun 

Pronouns {intensive pronoun} can be for emphasis: myself, ourselves, yourself, yourselves, himself, herself, itself, 

and themselves. 

 

interrogative pronoun 

Pronouns {interrogative pronoun} can be in questions: who, whose, what, whom, which, when, where, why, and 

how. 

 

obviative 

Pronoun forms {obviative} can refer to new third persons. 

 

personal pronoun 

Pronouns {personal pronoun} can substitute for people or things: I, me, my, mine, we, us, our, ours, you, your, 

yours, he, him, his, her, his, hers, it, its, they, them, their, and theirs. 

 

reflexive pronoun 

Pronouns {reflexive pronoun} can show action on themselves: myself, ourselves, yourself, yourselves, himself, 

herself, itself, and themselves. 

 

relative pronoun 

Pronouns can connect clauses to antecedents {relative pronoun}: that, which, who, whom, and whose. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb 

 

aspect of verb 

Verbs describe actions as completed, ongoing, or not completed {aspect}|. Aspect can be about action frequency, 

regularity, start, or type. Aspect relates to tense and mood. Aspect in Russian and Greek refers to completed or 

incomplete actions. Aspect in Greek can refer to short action length or future action. Not all languages use aspect. 

 

auxiliary verb 

Verbs {auxiliary verb} can convey tense and mood when used before perfect "have", progressive "be", or passive 

"be": can, could, may, might, must, shall, should, will, and would. 

 

copula 

Verbs {copula, grammar}| {linking verb} can link subject and complement: am, are, be, is, was, been. Verbs 

{substantive verb} can be "to be" and equivalents. Verb "to have" denotes possession. Verb "to be" denotes class 



member, having class, place, or time, or having existence. Verbs "to have" and "to be" carry only tense, mood, and 

aspect. Some languages do not use "to have" and/or "to be". 

 

familiar form in syntax 

Verbs can show kinship or familiarity {familiar form}. 

 

predicate 

Adjectives or verbs {predicate, grammar}| can state something about subjects or objects. Adjectives are about 

qualities and states. Verbs are about actions or states. Adverbs modify both adjectives and verbs. Simple predicates 

have one verb or verb phrase. 

 

reflexive verb 

Verbs {reflexive verb} can have subject and object. 

 

verb sentence 

Finite verbs can be main sentence parts {verb sentence}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Infinitive 

 

infinitive 

Verbs {infinitive}| can be secondary verbs. Infinitives typically have no person or number. Some languages have 

personal infinitives, with person and number. 

 

split infinitive 

Infinitives {split infinitive} can have an adverb between "to" and verb. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Mode 

 

mode of verb 

Verbs have different activity types {mode, verb}|. 

 

transitive verb 

Verbs {transitive verb}| can describe actions involving subject and direct object. 

 

intransitive verb 

Verbs {intransitive verb}| can denote class by common noun, describe class by adjective, or equate classes. 

 

semi-transitive verb 

Verbs {semi-transitive verb} can have no passive but have direct objects. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Mood 

 

mood of verb 

Verbs are in statements, commands, wishes, questions, obligations, subjectives, exclamations, or possibilities 

{mood, verb}. Moods {conditional mood} can be for conditions. Not all languages use mood. Mood and tense relate. 

 

modal verb 

Verbs {modal verb} can directly show mood: may, can, will, shall, ought, must, and need. 

 

force in grammar 

Questions, exclamations, assertions, and other verbal phrases have different effects {force, grammar}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Person 

 

impersonal verb 

Verbs {impersonal verb} can use third person singular to denote action by unspecified agents. 



 

personal verb 

Verbs {personal verb} can be about I, us, you, he, she, it, or they. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Tense 

 

tense of verb 

Verbs describe actions in past, present, or future {tense, verb}|. Present, simple past, and future tense are main tenses 

{primary tense}. Tense {simple tense} can have no auxiliary. Not all languages use tense. Mood and tense relate. 

 

historical present 

Present tense {historical present} can stand in relation to past. 

 

perfect tense 

Actions or states can result from past actions or states {perfect tense}. 

 

pluperfect 

Actions or states can be about past {pluperfect} {past perfect tense}. 

 

preterit 

Tense can express that action was in past {preterit}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Voice 

 

voice of verb 

Verbs can be active, passive, or middle {voice, verb}|. Some languages do not have passive voice or middle voice. 

Languages with no passive voice can use voice {inactive voice}. 

 

active voice 

Verbs can describe subject actions {active voice}|. 

 

middle voice 

Verbs can describe actions that affect subject but objects do not act {middle voice}. 

 

passive voice 

Verbs can describe object actions on subjects {passive voice}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Parsing 

 

parsing 

People can analyze words or sentences grammatically {parsing, grammar}|. 

 

sentence analysis 

Analyzing sentences {sentence analysis} involves substituting, expanding, removing ungrammatical productions, 

removing non-generative productions, and removing non-terminal symbols from end. Because sentences are complex, 

hearers can analyze same sentence in different ways. 

subject, verb, and object 

Each of the six possible sequences of subject, verb, and object appears in at least one human language. 

types 

String analysis can be bottom up or top down. Bottom-up analysis scans grammar rules to see if any apply to input 

string. Top-down analysis hypothesizes output sentences or phrase structures and tries to generate input string, trying 

grammar rules and backtracking if rule fails. 

 



sentence diagram 

Top-down parsers start with rules with variables and find places that match rules. Bottom-up parsers start with 

constants and make variables based on rules. Tree structures {parse tree, sentence} show how rules apply. Diagrams 

{sentence diagram, sentence} show sentence structures. Sentences can have different parse trees. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Recursion 

 

recursive function grammar 

Because words, phrases, and sentences nest, grammar rules can use terms about themselves {recursion, grammar} 

{recursive function}|. In quantitative grammars, recursive functions {composition, grammar} can combine current 

function value f and second function value g to make new current function value f: f = f + g. Recursive functions 

{primitive recursion} can add one to current function value: f = f + 1. Recursive functions {minimalization} {multiple 

recursion} can modify current function value so it approaches a limit, typically using mu operator. Because quantitative 

grammars involve only integers, quantitative grammars can be algorithms. 

 

iteration 

Similar events or operations can repeat {iteration}|. For verbs, Hungarian and Finnish languages, but not English, 

have an iterative marker to convey sense of repetition, which acts semantically like a plural marker. 

 

nested phrase 

In speech, ends of nested or interrupting phrases {nested phrase}| typically have no marks. 

 

standard form of grammar 

Grammars can have no loops {standard form}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Kinds 

 

categorical grammar 

Grammars {categorical grammar} can relate speech categories by how categories modify other categories. Verbs, 

including adjectives, modify nouns. Adverbs modify verbs. Adverbs modify adverbs. 

 

constituent grammar 

Sentence words have a hierarchy of possibly concatenated smaller groups {constituent grammar} {immediate 

constituent grammar}. 

parts of speech 

Constituent grammar uses subject and predicate as fundamental categories. Other grammatical categories derive 

from them. 

rules 

Rule sequences build word-group hierarchies. Sentence types have grammar rules, which speakers use for sentence 

generation, and which hearers use for sentence analysis. Sentence-type rules put high-level word groups in sequences. 

Sentence-type rules can have necessary parts, optional parts, and branching parts. Second-level grammar rules order 

words in word groups. Third-level grammar rules order words in subgroups, and so on. 

 

transformational grammar 

Grammars {transformational grammar} {generative grammar} can generate sentence patterns by mappings at levels. 

Language comprehension uses same levels and rules. 

structures 

Sentences have fundamental structure {deep structure} and structure {surface structure} mapped from deep 

structure. Deep structure relates grammatical units of simple, representative sentences, sometimes using semantic rules. 

Surface structure relates word categories, like constituent grammar does, and phonological rules affect it. Deep 

structure resolves ambiguities left open by surface structure. Predicate calculus is a transformational grammar. 

innate 

Perhaps, children learn language using innate brain function to decode syntax. 

 

universal grammar 

Super-rules can relate particular rules {universal grammar}. All children can learn all languages. 



 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Kinds>Context 

 

Backus-Naur form grammar 

Unrestricted and context-free grammars {Backus-Naur form grammar} allow symbol replacement with symbols or 

letters. 

 

context-free grammar 

Previous input and output can have no affect on output {context-free grammar}. Only current state determines 

output. 

 

context-sensitive grammar 

Current state and previous input and output can determine output {context-sensitive grammar}. 

 

finite state machine 

Input string and current state can determine output {finite state machine}. 

 

linear grammar 

Previous input can determine output, with no need to go backward or forward to find context or current state {linear 

grammar}. 

 

regular grammar 

Previous input about sentence and input string can determine output, with no need to go backward or forward to find 

context or current state {regular grammar}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Kinds>Substitution 

 

contracting grammar 

Simpler strings can substitute for more-complex strings {contracting grammar}. Simpler strings cannot replace 

strings {non-contracting grammar}. 

 

normal-form grammar 

Grammars {normal-form grammar} can allow symbols to become two symbols, for example, replacing sentence 

symbols with noun and verb symbols. 

 

standard-form grammar 

Grammars {standard-form grammar} can allow symbols to become one or two strings, for example, replacing 

speech-part symbols with letter strings. 

 

well-formed grammar 

Grammars {well-formed grammar} can allow simple to complex substitutions. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Kinds>Quantitative 

 

quantitative grammar 

Grammar rules can be strings and functions, which take input strings and make output strings {quantitative 

grammar}. Strings can have unique integers, using Gödel numbering. String sets {enumerable set} can have unique 

integers. Quantitative grammars involve enumerable sets of input sentences, output sentences, and grammar rules. 

Recursive functions, algorithms, Turing machines, and Post axiomatic systems are mathematically equivalent ways to 

model quantitative grammars. 

 

Post system 

Because quantitative grammars involve only integers, quantitative grammars {Post system} can be axiomatic 

systems, with axioms about strings and inference/grammar rules about speech parts. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Kinds>Quantitative>Formal 



 

formal grammar 

Grammars {formal grammar} can be quantitative. 

 

Chomsky hierarchy 

Language processing and computer coding rely on grammar, which specifies sentence-structure rules. Parsing finds 

syntactical structure. Generating uses rules to create valid sentences. Syntax can have typical sentence structures 

{regular syntax}, for which words can substitute and which can be recursive {productive syntax}. 

grammars 

Noam Chomsky defined four generative-grammar classes, with different complexities {Chomsky hierarchy}. Type 

0, with highest complexity, is General Grammars, such as Turing Machines. Type 0 grammars can be context-free, 

unrestricted, contracting, and freely substituting. Turing machines read input and write output anywhere on tape. Type 

1 is Context-Sensitive Grammars, such as Linear Bounded Automata. Type 1 grammars can be context-sensitive, 

unrestricted, and non-contracting. Pushdown machines with finite tape read input and store output, after going 

backward and forward on tape until they find input string context that tells them what to do next. Type 2 is Context-

Free Grammars, such as Pushdown Automata. Type 2 grammars can be context-free, unrestricted, and non-contracting. 

Pushdown machines read input and store output based solely on current state, without going backward or forward on 

tape. Type 3, with lowest complexity, is Regular Grammars, such as Finite State Automata. Type 3 grammars can be 

context-free or context-sensitive, regular, linear, and non-contracting. Finite-state machines read input tape, with no 

storage, until they find input string that tells them what to do next. 

computer language 

Computer languages must be deterministic, so parsing look-ahead is finite. Parsing non-deterministic languages 

requires trying all rules and/or guessing. Most unambiguous and ambiguous recursive transition networks are non-

deterministic and cannot map to deterministic recursive transition networks. Non-deterministic finite state automata can 

map to deterministic finite state automata. 

generative grammar 

Grammars can have variables, which can have actions and include start symbols. Grammars can have constants, 

which can have no actions. Grammatical symbols are either variables or constants. Grammars can have rules of going 

from existing variable series to new variable/constant series. Generative grammars use finite sets of variables, 

constants, and rules. 

relation 

Grammar relations involve persons or things {direct object} and time. Relations can be states or events. States are 

know, believe, or have. States have experiencing subjects. Events involve agents {subject, relation}, instruments 

"with", beneficiaries "for", and places "on, in, at, above, below", moving, and communicating. States and events 

determine subject phrases. Events determine verb phrases. To communicate, write, or speak involves recipient "with or 

to", language "in", and/or topic "on or about". To move or walk involves source "from" and destination "to". 

 

General Grammar 

In type 0 {General Grammar}, rules start with variables and productions can be unbounded and context-sensitive. 

General Grammars are recursively enumerable. General Grammars are equivalent to Turing Machines. 

 

Context Sensitive Grammar 

In type 1 {Context Sensitive Grammars}, rules start with variables, and productions are the same length or longer. 

Rules depend on nearby symbols. Context-sensitive grammars are equivalent to Linear Bounded Automata {non-

deterministic Turing Machine}, which have left and right end markers that have no replacements and so bound strings. 

Context-sensitive grammars are recursive. Context-sensitive grammar-recognition algorithms are Pspace-complete and 

so can never complete. Context-free grammars plus symbol tables can model context-sensitive grammars. 

 

Context-free Grammar of Chomsky 

In type 2 {Context-free Grammar}, rules start with variables and produce variable-and-constant series. Variables are 

start symbols for grammar subsets. Context-free grammars can accommodate parentheses. Rules do not depend on 

nearby symbols. Context-free grammars are equivalent to Recursive Transition Networks, which can refer to other 

transition networks. 



parsing 

Top-down parsers start with rules with variables and find places that match rules. Bottom-up parsers start with 

constants and make variables based on rules. Tree structures {parse tree, grammar} show how rules apply. Diagrams 

{sentence diagram, grammar} show sentence structure. Sentences can have more than one parse tree. 

ambiguity 

No universal algorithm can determine if context-free grammars are unambiguous or ambiguous or make ambiguous 

ones unambiguous. 

number 

Languages can have more than one context-free grammar. 

normal form 

Context-free grammars can have special forms {normal form, grammar}. Normal forms {Chomsky normal form} 

can have rules that make one variable into two variables or one constant, with no empty strings. Normal forms 

{Griebach normal form} can have rules that make one variable into two constants or one empty string. 

 

Regular Grammar of Chomsky 

In type 3 {Regular Grammar}, rules start with variables and produces constant-and-variable series {right linear 

grammar}, or variable-and-constant series {left linear grammar}. There is only one variable and it is on right or left. All 

other symbols are constants. Simple transition networks are equivalent to regular grammars. Finite state automata 

(FSA) model regular grammars, because they have start state, finite number of states, set of rules from one constant to 

another constant, and finite set of terminal states. Regular Grammars use regular expressions: empty strings, variables, 

or repeated regular-expression strings. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics 

 

semantics 

People can know meaning {semantics}|, by association and by insight, as information patterns become meaning. 

beginning 

The simplest, earliest semantics related noun subjects or objects to verbs, to express causes, sources, goals, locations, 

and actions [Smith, 1985]. 

observation 

Meaning is about sense qualities, so observables can relate to other observables. Observing systems can compare 

observations to memorized observations. Comparing develops new concepts and categories. Meaning requires knowing 

something about property, not just property value. For example, meaning requires knowing something about red, not 

just intensity. Observations can be true, complete, and consistent. Word sense and reference change over time, position, 

and context, so there are no necessary or a priori truths. 

context 

Different languages use different categories and different category divisions. Meaning depends on definitions 

{lexicography, semantics}. Meaning depends on word terminology used in subjects. The same expression can have 

different meanings in different situations. Symbols ground only in their symbol systems. 

factors 

Meaning involves specific factors that words or sentences can have. Words or sentences have semantic vectors, 

giving factor strengths, typically zero. Perhaps, words and sentences have semantic tensors, giving factor strengths and 

interactions. Vector or tensor sets are contexts. 

ambiguity 

Human languages are complex and typically have ambiguity, but formal languages do not allow ambiguity. 

word in English 

English has 5000 to 10,000 basic words. 

 

onomatology 

People study name origins and meanings {onomatology}. 

 

polysemy 

Words can have multiple related meanings {polysemy}. 

 



production of speech 

Processes {production, speech} {speech production} result in saying what one means. Timed, parallel processes 

connect words and ideas to reach states or sequences that satisfy phonology, syntax, grammar, and semantics 

constraints. Mostly-automatic processes use word and phrase probabilities. Feedback and feedforward processes adjust 

expression to content, and vice versa, and change phonetic structure into pattern of motor-nerve signals to speech 

muscles. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Meaning 

 

meaning 

Words relate to perceptions and actions, how inference rules use them, how they relate to other words, and how 

grammar uses them {meaning}. Words have linked conceptual, phonological, syntactic, perceptual, and motor 

structures. 

behavior 

Meaning can be listener behaviors or reactions, including linguistic reactions. People have behavior patterns 

{gesture, meaning}, which cause behavior patterns that modify original behavior patterns. Meaning happens in social 

contexts. Objects do not have intrinsic meaning but only cause behavioral responses. 

natural relation 

Meaning can depend on natural and physical relations, independent of mind. 

causes 

Meaning can derive from causes and effects {causal theory of meaning}. 

context 

Meaningful messages carry context, which receivers use to decipher messages. Meaning can be only useful relative 

to systems of meanings or relationships. Meaning can be about effects on hearers or readers {tone, speech} {speech 

tone}, by context or intonation, to arouse, quiet, confuse, or understand. Meaning can be reference and sense 

understanding. 

conventions 

Cause-and-effect, similarity, and other relation concepts are social conventions {nomos}. Signs depend on social 

conventions and minds. 

factors 

Meaning can involve special factors or features. Factors can interact. Words, sentences, or paragraphs can have or 

not have factors or have them in different degrees. 

mental states 

Meaning can involve similarities and differences among mental states. 

pattern recognition 

Meaning can be pattern recognition. Objects have associated actions and attributes, which are necessary or sufficient 

conditions. Meaning is not perception, idea, description, or intention. 

indexing 

Meaning can involve indexing or labeling. 

representation and movement correlation 

Meaning can be relations that correlate changes or body movements with brain-representation changes. Perception 

and action always correlate. Motor behaviors and sense generalizations and distinctions evolved in tandem. Decisions 

depend on meaning. 

association 

Meaning can be relations among situations, events, or objects and so are classifications or associations. 

Distinguishing signs can carry meaning about something else, such as act of fleeing. Distinguishing marks can have 

meaning by convention, such as the word "flee". Meaning can be all words or object associations. 

sense qualities 

Sense qualities provide symbol references and meaning. Feelings and perceptions have meaning based on sense 

qualities. Concepts have meaning derived from feelings and perceptions. 

shapes 

Meaning can derive from similarities of written shapes to natural shapes {picture theory of meaning}. 

sounds 

Meaning can derive from speech-sound and natural-sound similarities {onomatopoeic theory of meaning}. 



symbol 

Symbol meaning can be relations to other symbols, which include perceptual, behavioral, and logical information. 

On the other hand, because symbols themselves have no meaning, relations among symbols have no meaning. Perhaps, 

semantic data is only syntax and representation, because everything follows laws. 

sentence meaning 

Sentence meaning is new information about environment. Sentence context, including grammar, determines 

information and changes with new sentences or words. 

statement meaning 

Statements are either true or false, must not be vague or ambivalent, must not be paradoxes, and must refer to 

existing things and events. However, most seeming statements are not statements, because they use words with 

different meanings in different contexts. 

propositions 

Meaning can be propositional statements about objects. Meaning can be about sentence types: command, statement, 

or question. 

 

meaning domain 

Meaning is about kinship, color, flora, fauna, weights, measures, military, money, morals, or aesthetics {domain, 

meaning} {meaning domain}. 

 

meaning postulate 

Brain has innate fundamental concepts and combination and inference rules {meaning postulate}. Innate grammar 

has paradigm and syntax and can construct new sense perceptions, beliefs, and memories. 

 

property list 

Attribute or characteristic sets {property list} can give word meaning. Properties do not change, do not interact, and 

are separate and independent. 

 

use theory of meaning 

Meaning is communication, speaking, writing, and social-interaction uses {use theory of meaning}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Understanding 

 

comprehension of meaning 

Mental processes {comprehension, linguistics} find language meaning. 

 

conceptual structure 

Speakers code understanding of physical and social world into mental representations {conceptual structure, 

semantics}, including perceptions and behavioral patterns. Conceptual structure is independent of language. 

 

context of situation 

Children and adults interpret what they hear based on current situation, speaker intention, and audience {context, 

semantics}. If they understand situation, they can use language appropriate to that situation. 

 

first-person judgment 

First-person judgments {first-person judgment} are judgments about humans in general, not just about speaker. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Reference 

 

reference in language 

Denotation relates word or phrase to world part, aspect, or situation {reference, semantics}. All languages refer to 

things and events. Different symbolic representations can use different languages [Black, 1962] [Butterfield, 1986] 

[Chomsky, 2000] [Deacon, 1997] [Fodor and Lepore, 1992] [Fodor, 1975] [Fodor, 1987] [Fodor, 1990] [Fodor, 1994] 

[Geschwind and Levitsky, 1972] [Gunderson, 1975] [Lakoff, 1987] [Loewer and Rey, 1991] [Millikan, 1984] 

[Millikan, 1993] [Pinker, 1997] [Peacocke, 1983] [Pinker, 2002] [Rey, 1991] [Rey, 1993]. 

 



demonstrative meaning 

Demonstratives {demonstrative} involving perception have no direct reference or sense to another person. 

Demonstratives involving first person have direct reference and sense to person. Demonstratives involving second 

persons, third persons, or objects require sense to determine meaning. 

 

intension 

Contexts, words, or phrases have references {intension, semantics}| {intensionality}. Intensional things do not have 

to be true or exist. In languages {intensional language}, extension can fail, because context does not allow identical sets 

to substitute. Contexts, words, or phrases also have sense or meaning. 

 

person in semantics 

Children learn difference between "you" and "I" and so self {person, semantics}. Children learn about themselves by 

understanding their relations to other things, not just by association, imitation, or frequency. 

 

color words 

Dani (New Guinea) has two colors {color words}: black-blue-green {cool color} and white-red-yellow {warm 

color}. Languages can have three colors: black, white, and red-yellow. Languages can have four colors: black, blue-

green, white, and red-yellow. English has black, brown, purple (violet), blue, green, yellow, orange, red, pink, white, 

and gray. Russian has black, brown, purple (violet), blue, light blue {goluboy}, green, yellow, orange, red, pink, white, 

and gray. There is no known physiological basis for these categories. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Reference>Kinds 

 

conceptual reference 

References can be about signals that bring referent to mind without causing response {conceptual reference, 

semantics}, such as category words. 

 

mimetic reference 

References can be about signals that imitate referent {mimetic reference, semantics}, such as same sounds. 

 

proxy reference 

References can be about signals that indicate sign {proxy reference, semantics}, such as alarm calls. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Reference>Token 

 

token in semantics 

Objects and events {token, semantics} can persist over time, cause phenomena, and be category members. Tokens 

refer to category, show category-member uses, and define category. Tokens referring to physical objects have many 

predicates. 

 

token-reflexive rule 

Tokens of "I" refer to whoever produced them {token-reflexive rule}. "I" produces both word "I" and concept "I". 

References of tokens of "I" refer to token, so token-reflexives cannot identify persons. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Truth 

 

argument overlap 

Propositions represent situations. Propositions overlap {argument overlap} results in understanding. 

 

asymmetric counterfactual 

Environments allow some things and do not allow others {asymmetric counterfactual dependence}, and things have 

relations. Thoughts causally depend on relations among things. 

 

bivalence 

Statements are either true or false {bivalence}. 

 



equivocation fallacy in semantics 

Correct signs can have more than one meaning {fallacy of equivocation} {equivocation fallacy}. Signs with more 

than one meaning can cause errors in thought and language. 

 

extension of set 

Predicates denote subject or set properties {extension, semantics}. 

 

formal semantics 

Formal systems can study semantics {formal semantics}. Formal model-theoretic semantics can create models that 

make language true. Truth-theoretic semantics can find statements that are true for all models. Semantics {possible 

world semantics} can create fictional models. Situation semantics can study communicators and communication 

situations. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Factors 

 

semantic relations 

Meaningful relations {semantic relations} include pairs: origin-destination, action-actor, difference-cause, recipient-

method, motive-obstacle, trajectory-instrument, object-vehicle, and time-place [Bilgrami, 1992]. 

 

semantic differential 

Words and phrases differ {semantic differential} in goodness or badness, strength or weakness, activity or passivity, 

sentence position, and relation to other words. 

 

semantic component 

Word sets can have common factors {semantic component}. Words have semantic components. No semantic 

component is in all languages. Language independently determines semantic components. 

 

homologue in semantics 

Objects {homologue}| can have similar structure. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Definition 

 

definition in language 

Defining words {definition, semantics} {verbal definition} makes well-formed sound sets and points to objects. 

Objects have previously caused mental concepts to form in minds through visual or aural sense qualities. Mental 

concepts are word meaning. However, images are not necessarily concepts, thus requiring additional verbal 

information. 

Words can have circular definitions. Words can have legal definitions. 

parts 

Definitions can have essential portions {class, definition} and auxiliary portions {modifier, definition}. However, 

many words cannot be so defined. Words can require several essential or auxiliary parts. 

 

connotation 

Word sense or context {connotation, semantics}| involves space, time, causes, actions, purposes, explanations, and 

problems. 

 

denotation 

References {denotation, definition}| relates words or phrases to world part, aspect, or situation. 

 

ostensive definition 

To show properties, definition can use examples or sample objects {ostensive definition, semantics}| {explanation 

by examples}. Ostensive definition can prove supposedly a-priori synthetic statements. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Metaphor 

 



metaphor in semantics 

Metaphors {metaphor, semantics} make analogies between two situations. 

context 

Context explains metaphor, because metaphor purpose was about context, not metaphor's usual meaning. 

similarity 

Metaphors use similarities between functions and structures, means and ends, conclusions and premises, effects and 

causes, and bodies and supports. 

understanding 

Understanding metaphorical language involves different language processes than comprehending literal language. 

Processes look at context, note that context does not allow literal word interpretation, and look for analogies, 

metaphors, and figurative language. 

 

interaction metaphor 

Meaning arises from actual-topic and analogous-topic interaction {interaction metaphor}. 

 

substitution metaphor 

Poetic or ornamental language can replace literal language {substitution metaphor}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Kinds 

 

bio-functionalism 

Representations represent as evolution designed them to do {bio-functionalism}. 

 

biosemantics 

Relation to behavior and/or evolution cause statements to have meaning {biosemantics}. 

 

Cognitive Grammar 

Brain grammars {Cognitive Grammar} and semantics {Cognitive Semantics} can relate mental representations to 

language. Cognitive Grammar has rules to link syntactic categories {readjustment rule}, to link syntax and meaning 

{projection rule}, to link linguistic to non-linguistic concepts {correspondence rule, semantics}, and to infer concepts 

from other concepts logically, pragmatically, and heuristically. 

 

empirical semantics 

Word meanings are uses in situations {empirical semantics}. 

 

functional role semantics 

Meaning depends on possible cognitive uses {functional role semantics} {conceptual role semantics} {inferential 

role semantics} {procedural semantics}. 

 

hermeneutics 

To interpret texts, imagining others' experiences, in other locations and times, allows understanding of word and 

phrase meanings {hermeneutics}|. Physical data alone cannot explain human action, which needs mental-state analysis 

and interpretation. In studying and understanding, it is important to know writing style, intended audience, problem, 

and social and historical context. Writing can be formal or informal. 

 

semiotic materialism 

People are entities that make signs {semiotic materialism}: "You are what speaks you." 

 

truth-conditional semantics 

Sentence meaning is conditions that make sentence true {truth-conditional semantics} {model-theoretic semantics} 

{Situation Semantics}. Only whole sentences have meaning. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Word 

 

parasynthesis 

Composition and derivation {parasynthesis} can form words. 



 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Word>Structure 

 

word conceptual structure 

Words can have up to three open arguments {conceptual structure, word} {word, conceptual structure}. First 

argument is entity, such as event, object, or place. Second argument is token or type of event, object, or place. Third 

argument is relation. 

 

kernel of word 

Word parts {kernel, word} hold basic meaning. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Word>Subjects 

 

folk etymology 

Word changes can make words similar to familiar words, without regard to meaning or real etymology {folk 

etymology}. 

 

lexicography 

People make dictionaries and definitions {lexicography, words}|. 

 

terminology 

People study words used in subjects {terminology}|. 

 

vocabulary of words 

Average adult English-speaker knows ten to fifteen thousand object names {vocabulary, word}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Word>Relations 

 

acronym 

Words {acronym}| can have first letters of phrase words. 

 

antonym 

Words {antonym}| can mean the opposite of another word. 

 

cognate word 

Words {cognate word} in different languages can have same root. 

 

doublet word 

Words {doublet word} can derive from same word but be different in meaning. 

 

eponym 

Words {eponym}| can sound similar. 

 

heteronym 

Same word spellings {heteronym}| can have different meanings and/or sounds. 

 

homonym 

Words {homonym}| can have same spelling and pronunciation as another word but have different meaning. 

 

paronym 

Words {paronym}| can derive from same word but have different meanings. 

 

pseudonym 

People can use names {pseudonym}| instead of real names. 

 



synonym 

Words {synonym, word}| can mean the same as other words. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Word>Kinds 

 

ghost word 

Made-up words {ghost word} can have errors in construction. 

 

loan word 

Words {loan word} can come from another language. 

 

neologism 

Words {neologism, word}| can be new or have new usages. 

 

partitive 

Words {partitive, parts}, such as "some", can denote parts. 

 

patronymic 

Names {patronymic}| can identify father. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Semantics>Word>Kinds>Natural 

 

natural kind 

Terms {natural kind} can be person names or natural substances. 

 

rigid designator 

Terms {rigid designator}, such as person names or natural substances, can always mean same thing in physical and 

all other worlds. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Symbol 

 

symbol in linguistics 

Physical objects or events {symbol, language} can cause perceptions that label, index, suggest, or reference other 

perceptions or concepts. 

form 

Nothing is intrinsically a symbol. Symbols can be diagrams, icons, physical objects, indexes, or names. Symbols can 

be singular terms, like proper nouns. Symbols can denote classes, like common nouns. Symbols can describe, like 

adjectives. Symbols can equate, like intransitive verbs. 

form: goals 

Symbol clusters can be goals, rewards, emotions, and memories. Emotions are symbolic reactions to symbol-cluster 

changes. Rewards are symbolic consequences of reaching goals. 

cause 

Marks or signs can stand for other objects and events by resemblance, through cause and effect, or by physical or 

mental connection. Symbols reference mental representations by rules, such as shape similarity, or by conventions, 

such as previous cultural references. 

properties 

Symbols indicate objects and events. Symbols are signs, not what they physically are. Symbols are never more 

important than objects. Symbols are not concepts or definitions. Symbols have no meaning by themselves. 

relation 

Symbol-object relationships are one-way. Objects do not reference symbols. 

system 

Symbol sets can form reference systems, such as alphabets. Symbol sets can add rules to make languages for 

applying symbols. 

 

singular term 

Proper nouns {singular term} can designate particular objects. 



 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing 

 

writing in linguistics 

Writing {writing system} can use pictograms in pictography, logograms in logography, or abstract signs in linear 

writing. Alphabet letters or characters have basic shapes. 

 

rebus principle 

Logograms can denote sounds {rebus principle}|. Added symbols can indicate intended words. 

 

boustrophedon 

Lines can alternate direction {boustrophedon}, always go left, always go right, go up and down, or always go down. 

 

acrophony 

First word sounds can be alphabet letters {acrophony, writing} {acrophonetic writing}. The first alphabet, Semitic, 

is an example. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Study 

 

grammatology 

People study writing {grammatology}. 

 

graphemis 

People study writing systems {graphemis}. 

 

orthography 

People study phonetic, syllabic, logographic, or ideographic alphabets {orthography}|. 

 

paleography 

People study old writing systems {paleography}. 

 

syllabary 

People can list written syllables {syllabary}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Method 

 

stenography 

Machine-typing methods {stenography}| can reduce number of letters for common words, to speed recording. 

 

tachygraphy 

Handwriting methods {tachygraphy} {shorthand} can reduce number of letters for common words, to speed 

recording. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Style 

 

cursive writing 

Smooth flowing simplified handwriting {cursive writing}| is for everyday use. 

 

epigraphy 

Metal, stone, and clay have writing {epigraphy}. 

 

monumental writing 

Writing {monumental writing} can be on buildings and in official documents. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Alphabet 

 



alphabet 

Writing systems {alphabet, writing} use units that depend on sounds {phonetic alphabet, writing system}, syllables 

{syllabic alphabet, writing system}, or words {ideographic alphabet, writing system}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Alphabet>Linear 

 

Arabic alphabet 

Arabic language uses a cursive alphabet {Arabic alphabet}, with words written right to left. Persian language uses 

Arabic alphabet plus four characters. 

 

Aramaic alphabet 

Aramaic language developed an early alphabet {Aramaic alphabet}. 

 

Cyrillic alphabet 

In Bulgaria, Cyril and Methodius derived a new alphabet {Cyrillic alphabet} from Greek, as they translated Bible 

from Greek into local languages in 9th century. Russia, Bulgaria, Serbia, and Ukraine use Cyrillic alphabet. 

 

Devanagaii script 

In India, Sanskrit and Hindi in India use a script {Devanagaii script}. 

 

Ethiopian alphabet 

Ethiopian language has a distinctive alphabet {Ethiopian alphabet}. 

 

Germanic alphabet 

German language uses Roman alphabet {Germanic alphabet} plus special letters, such as ß. 

 

Glagolitic alphabet 

Early Slavic languages used an alphabet {Glagolitic alphabet}. 

 

Gothic alphabet 

In Bulgaria [300 to 400], bishop Ulfilas invented an alphabet {Gothic alphabet}. 

 

Greek alphabet 

Alphabet {Greek alphabet} letters [-800] can be alpha, beta, gamma, delta, epsilon, zeta, eta, theta, iota, kappa, 

lambda, mu, nu, xi, omicron, pi, rho, sigma, tau, upsilon, phi, chi, psi, omega. Letters have uppercase and lowercase. 

Though a non-Indo-European language, Etruscan used Greek alphabet. 

 

Hebrew alphabet 

Hebrew language uses a distinctive alphabet {Hebrew alphabet}. 

 

Linear A alphabet 

Minoan syllabary {Linear A alphabet} had syllable symbols. 

 

Linear B alphabet 

Mycenae syllabary {Linear B alphabet} symbols were syllables with one consonant and one vowel. Mycenaeans 

introduced Linear B writing after they conquered Crete. 

 

ogham 

In Ireland [300 to 400], alphabet {ogham} was linear. 

 

Pehlevi alphabet 

Old Persian [-200] used a script {Pehlevi alphabet}. 

 

Phoenician alphabet 

Phoenicia had first linear alphabet {Phoenician alphabet} {West-Semitic alphabet} [-1700]. 

 



Roman alphabet 

In Italy [-700 to -600], alphabet {Roman alphabet} {Etruscan alphabet} was linear. 

 

rune of alphabet 

Early Germanic tribes developed signs {rune, letter}|. First six runic-alphabet letters are f, u, th, a, r, and k {futhark}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Alphabet>Logogram 

 

Cherokee alphabet 

Sequoia or Sequoyah invented a syllabary {Cherokee alphabet} in North Carolina [1820]. 

 

Easter Island alphabet 

Easter Island had logograms {Easter Island alphabet}. 

 

Hieroglyphic Hittite 

Hittite language had hieroglyphic logograms {Hieroglyphic Hittite}. 

 

hieroglyphics 

In Egypt [-3000], ideograph logograms {hieroglyphics, alphabet} were for consonants. 

 

Indus Valley alphabet 

In Indus Valley [-2200], alphabet {Indus Valley alphabet} had logograms, not yet deciphered. 

 

Mayan glyphs 

In Mexico, alphabet had logograms {Mayan glyphs}. 

 

proto-Elamite alphabet 

In Elam, alphabet had logograms {proto-Elamite alphabet}. 

 

Zapotec alphabet 

In south Mexico, Zapotec language had logograms {Zapotec alphabet}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Alphabet>Logogram>Asia 

 

han'gul 

In Korea [1446], king Sejong invented script {han'gul}. 

 

hiragana 

Chinese can use cursive ideography {hiragana}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Alphabet>Logogram>Japan 

 

kana alphabet 

Japanese can use formal syllable-writing system {kana}. 

 

kana majiri 

Japanese can use syllable-writing system {kana majiri}. Because it comes from hiragana, Chinese-ideogram 

translations use kana majiri. 

 

kanji 

Japanese syllable-writing systems {kanji} can have logograms. 

 

katakana 

Japanese syllable-writing system {katakana}, derived from Chinese ideograms, is for official documents and 

science. 

 



SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Alphabet>Kinds 

 

ideographic alphabet 

Writing systems {ideographic alphabet, writing}| can use units about objects, not sounds. 

 

linear writing 

Writing systems {linear writing} can use sound-sign series. 

 

logography 

Writing systems {logography} can use logograms. 

 

phonetic alphabet 

Writing systems {phonetic alphabet, sounds}| can use units about sounds. 

 

pictography 

Writing systems {pictography}| can use pictograms. 

 

syllabic alphabet 

Writing systems {syllabic alphabet, linguistics} can use logograms about syllables. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Alphabet>Units 

 

glyph sign 

Alphabets can have word-like signs {glyph, sign}|. 

 

hieroglyph 

In ancient Egypt, pictographs {hieroglyph, picture}| represented words or syllables. 

 

ideogram 

Figures {ideogram}| {ideograph} can be for objects or symbols, not sounds. Ideograms can have added 

unpronounced semantic signs to denote categories. 

 

isotype 

Writing can have non-phonetic signs {isotype} of universal meaning. 

 

logogram 

Pictured objects {logogram}| can represent objects or sounds. Logograms can represent first word sounds 

{acrophony, logogram}. 

 

petroglyph 

Pictograms {petroglyph}| can be on rocks. 

 

phonetic symbol 

In Chinese, symbols {phonetic, symbol} {phonetic complement} within compound ideographs can suggest 

pronunciation. 

 

pictogram 

Pictures {pictogram}| can denote objects and sounds. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Alphabet>Letters 

 

case in writing 

Letters can be full-size {uppercase} or smaller {lowercase} {case, writing}. 

 

contraction of words 

Words can use apostrophe to show letters that were left out {contraction, word} {word contraction}. 



 

ligature in writing 

Two letters can link {ligature, writing}| to improve appearance: ae, fi, ff, fl, oe, and tt. 

 

diphthong 

Two letters {digraph} {diphthong, letter}| can represent one sound. 

 

triphthong 

Three letters {triphthong} can represent one sound. 

 

zed 

Z {zed}. 

 

diacritical mark 

Letters can have additions {diacritical mark}| to basic shapes. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Alphabet>Letters>Sign 

 

hard sign 

A Russian letter {hard sign}, replaceable by apostrophe, is mute and is only in word middles. Bulgarian pronounces 

hard sign in word middles but not at word ends. 

 

soft sign 

Russian, Ukrainian, and Bulgarian have mute sign {soft sign}, with preceding consonant palatalized. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol 

 

ampersand 

& {ampersand}|. 

 

and symbol 

& {and symbol}. 

 

asterisk 

* {asterisk}|. 

 

at symbol 

@ {each symbol} {at symbol}|. 

 

broad arrow 

> {broad arrow}. 

 

care of symbol 

% {care of}| {account of}. 

 

cents symbol 

¢ {cents}|. 

 

copyrighted symbol 

(c) {copyrighted}|. 

 

cross symbol 

+ {cross symbol}|. 

 

dagger 

† {dagger}|. 



 

dash symbol 

-- {dash symbol}|. 

 

dollar symbol 

$ {dollar}|. 

 

double dagger 

‡ {double dagger}|. 

 

double quotation mark 

"..." {double quotation mark}|. 

 

etc. symbol 

&c. {etc.} {and so on}. 

 

index symbol 

hand with pointing index finger {index symbol}|. 

 

number symbol 

# {number symbol}|. 

 

percent symbol 

% {percent symbol}|. 

 

pipe 

| {pipe symbol}|. 

 

registered trademark 

(R) {registered trademark}|. 

 

section symbol 

§ {section symbol}|. 

 

swung dash 

Tilde can have position like dash {swung dash}. 

 

trademark symbol 

(TM) {trademark}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Punctuation 

 

apostrophe symbol 

' {apostrophe symbol}|. 

 

backslash 

Virgule can slant in opposite direction {backward slash} {backslash}|. 

 

brace symbol 

Brackets can be curly {brace symbol}|. 

 

bracket symbol 

[] {bracket symbol}| {square bracket symbol}. 

 

colon symbol 

: {colon symbol}|. 



 

ellipsis symbol 

... {ellipsis symbol}|. 

 

exclamation point 

! {exclamation point}|. 

 

full stop 

Statements can end with a mark {full stop} {period symbol}. 

 

hyphen 

- {hyphen}|. 

 

paragraph symbol 

¶ {paragraph symbol}|. 

 

parentheses 

() {parentheses}|. 

 

question mark 

Questions end with ? {question mark}|. 

 

quotation mark 

"" {quotation mark}|. 

 

semicolon 

; {semicolon}|. 

 

single quotation mark 

' {single quotation mark}|. 

 

slant bar 

/ {virgule} {slant bar}. 

 

slash 

/ {slash}| {solidus, slash} {shilling, symbol}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Proofreading 

 

close space sign 

Half-circle above space and half-circle below space {close space sign} mean close space. 

 

delete sign 

/ {delete sign} means delete character struck through. 

 

insert sign 

^ {insert sign} means insert above caret. 

 

move sign 

Signs {move sign} mean move farther to left or right: [ ]. 

 

paragraph sign 

¶ {paragraph sign} means start new paragraph. 

 

pound sign 

# {pound sign} means insert space. 



 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Letter Accent 

 

accent aigue 

´ {accent aigue}. 

 

accent grave 

` {accent grave}. 

 

acute accent 

´ {acute accent}|. 

 

breve symbol 

Symbols {breve} over vowels can indicate shortened sound. 

 

caret 

^ {caret}|. 

 

cedilla 

ç {cedilla}|. 

 

chevron 

^ {chevron}|. 

 

circumflex 

^ {circumflex}|. 

 

diacritic mark 

Marks {diacritic}| added to basic letters can change phonemes. 

 

grave accent 

` {grave accent}|. 

 

macron 

¯ {macron} over vowel indicates lengthened sound. 

 

quantity mark 

Diacritical marks {quantity mark} can show quantitative accents. Macron is long. Breve is short. 

 

tilde 

~ {tilde}|. 

 

umlaut 

¨ {umlaut}| {diaeresis} {trema}. 

 

underscore 

_ {vinculum symbol} {underscore}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>General 

 

good luck charms 

Good luck charms {good luck charms} include shaking hands with chimney sweeps, rolling 7 on two dice, crossing 

fingers, and finding four-leaf clovers. Charms include horseshoes, horseshoe nail rings, Kewpie dolls, rabbit's feet, 

three monkeys, 4's, 7's, teddy bears, toadstools, and wishing wells. 

 



ribbons as symbols 

Ribbons {ribbons, contests} for contests are blue ribbon for first place, red ribbon for second place, white ribbon for 

third place, and other color ribbon for fourth place. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Characters 

 

three of completion 

3 {three of completion} is for beginning, middle, and end. 

 

8 symbol 

eternity {8 symbol}. 

 

9 symbol 

evil {9 symbol}. 

 

A-1 symbol 

quality {A-1 symbol}. 

 

SOS signal 

distress signal {SOS symbol}. 

 

V sign 

victory {V sign}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Pictogram 

 

all-seeing eye 

Eye {all-seeing eye} in triangle in circle is for vigilance. 

 

alpha and omega 

beginning and end {alpha and omega symbol}. 

 

ankh 

cross with top loop {ankh}|. 

 

ball and chain symbol 

bondage {ball and chain symbol}. 

 

ballot box symbol 

democracy {ballot box symbol}. 

 

bomb symbol 

nihilism or terrorism {bomb symbol}. 

 

book and candle symbol 

knowledge {book and candle symbol}. 

 

bundle of arrows symbol 

unity {bundle of arrows symbol}. 

 

burning torch symbol 

knowledge {burning torch symbol}. 

 

caduceus symbol 

Medicine symbol has two snakes around pole {caduceus}|. 

 



calumet symbol 

peace {calumet symbol}. 

 

circle symbol 

eternity {circle symbol}. 

 

clasped hands symbol 

socialism {clasped hands symbol}. 

 

cornucopia symbol 

abundance {cornucopia symbol}. 

 

crown and scepter symbol 

monarchy {crown and scepter symbol}. 

 

distaff symbol 

domesticity {distaff symbol}. 

 

eye and nose symbol 

thoughtfulness {eye and nose symbol}. 

 

fasces symbol 

unity {fasces symbol}. 

 

fire and sword symbol 

war {fire and sword symbol}. 

 

five stars 

quality {five stars}. 

 

flabellum symbol 

papal authority {flabellum}. 

 

gargoyle symbol 

vigilance {gargoyle symbol}. 

 

gavel symbol 

democratic government {gavel symbol}. 

 

gong symbol 

beginning {gong symbol}. 

 

green cross symbol 

safety {green cross}. 

 

hakenkreuz 

Nazism {hakenkreuz} {swastika}. 

 

hammer and sickle 

Communism {hammer and sickle}. 

 

hourglass symbol 

time {hourglass symbol}. 

 

infinite cross symbol 

eternity {infinite cross}. 



 

Janus symbol 

beginning and end {Janus symbol}. 

 

lamp symbol 

nurse {lamp symbol}. 

 

mace symbol 

democratic government {mace symbol}. 

 

mask of comedy 

Masks {comedy mask} {mask of comedy}| can have smiles. 

 

mask of tragedy 

Masks {tragedy mask} {mask of tragedy}| can have frowns. 

 

micrometer symbol 

precision {micrometer symbol}. 

 

mirror symbol of truth 

truth {mirror symbol}. 

 

mortar and pestle symbol 

pharmacology {mortar and pestle symbol}|. 

 

nine gates of hell symbol 

evil {nine gates of hell symbol}. 

 

orb symbol 

monarchy {orb with top cross symbol}. 

 

palette symbol 

painting {palette symbol}|. 

 

Phrygian cap symbol 

freedom {Phrygian cap symbol}. 

 

piggy bank symbol 

thriftiness {piggy bank symbol}. 

 

pillar symbol 

stability {pillar symbol}. 

 

raised fist symbol 

threat {raised fist symbol}. 

 

raised gun symbol 

freedom {raised gun}. 

 

raised torch 

truth {raised torch}. 

 

red and white striped pole 

barber {red and white striped pole}. 

 



red cross symbol 

first aid {red cross}. 

 

Rx 

take medicine {Rx symbol}|. 

 

scales and sword 

justice {scales with sword}|. 

 

skull and crossbones 

poison {skull and crossbones}|. 

 

skull and dagger symbol 

threat {skull and dagger symbol}. 

 

sundial symbol 

time {sundial symbol}. 

 

three balls symbol 

pawnbroker {three balls symbol}. 

 

tiara and keys symbol 

theocracy {tiara and keys symbol}. 

 

tower symbol 

stability {tower symbol}. 

 

triskellion 

progress {triskellion}. 

 

umbrella symbol 

divine power of Oriental leader {umbrella symbol}. 

 

weathervane symbol 

inconstancy {weathervane symbol}. 

 

whirlagig symbol 

inconstancy {whirlagig symbol}. 

 

white feather symbol 

cowardice {white feather symbol}. 

 

windmill symbol 

idealism {windmill symbol}. 

 

yoke symbol 

bondage {yoke symbol}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>People 

 

Amor 

epilogue {Amor}. 

 

angel symbol 

peace {angel, symbol}. 

 



Cousin Michael 

Germany {Cousin Michael}. 

 

Fama 

fame {Fama}. 

 

Father Knickerbocker 

New York City {Father Knickerbocker}. 

 

Father Time 

transience {Father Time}. 

 

Grim Reaper 

death {Grim Reaper}. 

 

Ivan symbol 

Russia {Ivan symbol}. 

 

John Bull symbol 

England as cartoon person {John Bull}. 

 

Justitia 

justice {Justitia}. 

 

Lorelei 

seduction {Lorelei}. 

 

Marianne 

France {Marianne}. 

 

Mephistopheles 

devil {Mephistopheles}. 

 

Pagliacci 

prologue {Pagliacci}. 

 

parson with umbrella 

prohibition {parson with umbrella symbol}. 

 

Spirit of '76 

USA revolution {Spirit of '76}. 

 

St. George symbol 

courage {St. George symbol}. 

 

Uncle Sam 

USA as cartoon person {Uncle Sam}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Animal 

 

ant symbol 

diligence {ant symbol}. 

 

bear symbol 

strength {bear symbol}. 

 



beaver symbol 

diligence {beaver symbol}. 

 

beehive symbol 

industry {beehive symbol}. 

 

bulldog symbol 

tenacity {bulldog symbol}. 

 

bull symbol 

strength {bull symbol}. 

 

butterfly symbol 

inconstancy {butterfly symbol}. 

 

Cerberus symbol 

vigilance {Cerberus symbol}. 

 

crab symbol 

perseverance {crab symbol}. 

 

crocodile symbol 

falsity {crocodile symbol}. 

 

dove symbol 

peace or innocence {dove symbol}. 

 

dragon 

vigilance {dragon}. 

 

eagle symbol 

courage {eagle symbol}. 

 

fox symbol 

slyness {fox symbol}. 

 

Gallic cock symbol 

courage {Gallic cock symbol}. 

 

griffin symbol 

vigilance {griffin symbol}. 

 

lamb symbol 

innocence {lamb symbol}. 

 

lion symbol 

courage {lion symbol}. 

 

mule symbol 

stubbornness {mule symbol}. 

 

owl symbol 

wisdom {owl symbol}. 

 

peacock symbol of vanity 

vanity {peacock symbol, vanity}. 



 

Serpent Ouroboras biting tail 

eternity {Serpent Ouroboras biting tail to make circle}. 

 

serpent symbol for evil 

evil {serpent symbol}. 

 

squirrel symbol 

thriftiness {squirrel symbol}. 

 

tiger symbol of courage 

courage {tiger symbol, courage}. 

 

unicorn symbol virginity 

virginity {unicorn symbol, virginity}. 

 

whale symbol 

magnitude {whale symbol}. 

 

white swan symbol 

perfection {white swan symbol}. 

 

wivern 

vigilance {wivern}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Plant 

 

almond symbol 

virginity {almond symbol}. 

 

laurel sign 

victory {laurel symbol}. 

 

lily symbol 

virginity {lily symbol}. 

 

oak branch sign 

victory {oak branch symbol}. 

 

olive branch symbol 

peace {olive branch symbol}. 

 

palm leaf symbol 

peace {palm leaf symbol}. 

 

palm symbol 

achievement {palm symbol}. 

 

wreath symbol 

fame {wreath symbol}, with or without trumpet. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Flag 

 

Jolly Roger 

piracy {Jolly Roger}. 

 



red flag 

explosives or revolution {red flag symbol}. 

 

white flag of truce 

truce or surrender {white flag symbol}. 

 

yellow flag 

quarantine {yellow flag symbol}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Magic 

 

hand of glory 

invisibility {hand of glory}. 

 

magic alphabet 

stylized alphabet {magic alphabet}. 

 

mandrake symbol 

invulnerability {mandrake symbol}. 

 

Satan's ram 

{Satan's ram}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Divination 

 

birds symbol 

augury {birds symbol}. 

 

crystal ball symbol 

gastromancy {crystal ball symbol}. 

 

fire symbol 

pyromancy {fire symbol}. 

 

palms symbol 

chiromancy {palms symbol}. 

 

serpents symbol 

augury {serpents symbol}. 

 

smoke symbol 

capnomancy {smoke symbol}. 

 

spirits symbol 

necromancy {spirits of the dead symbol}. 

 

stars symbol 

astrology {stars symbol}. 

 

tea leaves symbol 

future {tea leaves symbol}. 

 

water symbol 

hydromancy {water symbol}. 

 



wind symbol 

aeromancy {wind symbol}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Hermetic 

 

alchemic symbols 

Alchemic substances have symbols {alchemic symbols}. 

 

crucified rose 

{crucified rose}. 

 

crucified serpent 

{crucified serpent}. 

 

dragon of elements 

{dragon of elements}. 

 

fountain of youth 

{fountain of youth}. 

 

hermetic citadel 

{hermetic citadel}. 

 

hermetic sigil 

{hermetic sigil}. 

 

Tarot cards 

Cards {Tarot cards} can add to the ordinary 52 to make 78 cards. Trump cards are for human attributes, desires, or 

events in life, such as Love trump, Devil trump, and Star trump. Four aces include rods for action, swords for struggle, 

cups for family, and pences for money. The Fool or Matto is the wild card. Tarot began in Milan, Italy, and Ferrara, 

Italy [1400 to 1500]. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>China 

 

bat symbol 

longevity and happiness {bat symbol}. 

 

cranes symbol 

longevity {cranes symbol}. 

 

dragon symbol 

good fortune and royalty {dragon symbol}. 

 

geomancer's compass 

{geomancer's compass}. 

 

geomantic diagrams 

eight diagrams {geomantic diagrams}. 

 

geomantic hexagons 

sixty-four hexagons {geomantic hexagons}. 

 

pah-kwa 

Symbol against evil has a symbol {pah-kwa} on one side, a symbol {Monade} on other side, and yin-yang in 

middle. 

 



phoenix symbol 

peace and prosperity {phoenix symbol}. 

 

pine tree symbol 

longevity {pine tree symbol}. 

 

serpent symbol for creation 

creation {serpent symbol for creation}. 

 

three-legged toad symbol 

fortune and wealth {three-legged toad symbol}. 

 

tiger symbol China 

good gambling luck {tiger symbol, China}. 

 

tortoise symbol 

long life {tortoise symbol}. 

 

unicorn symbol China 

long life and fecundity {unicorn symbol, China}. 

 

yin-yang symbol 

creation-principle {yin-yang symbol}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Writing>Symbol>Japan 

 

horin-rimbo 

wheel of good law {horin-rimbo}. 

 

nade-takara-nusubi 

sacred knot of longevity {nade-takara-nusubi}. 

 

rising sun 

Japan {rising sun symbol}. 

 

three keys symbol 

love, health, and wealth {three keys symbol}. 

 

tomoye 

Shinto universe-revolution symbol {tomoye}. 

 

torii symbol 

Shinto purification symbol {torii symbol}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages 

 

languages 

Languages {languages} are national. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English 

 

English language 

English has abbreviations, adjectives, nouns, and verbs {English language}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Abbreviation 

 



A and M 

agriculture and manufacturing {A and M}. 

 

a.k.a. 

also known as {a.k.a.}. 

 

a.m. 

ante meridiem {a.m.}. 

 

AA 

alcoholics anonymous {AA}. 

 

AAA 

American Automobile Association {AAA}. 

 

AAU 

Amateur Athletic Union {AAU}. 

 

AB 

bachelor of arts, or Alberta {AB}. 

 

ABA 

American Bar Association {ABA}. 

 

abbr. 

abbreviation {abbr.}. 

 

ABC 

American Broadcasting Company {ABC}. 

 

abr. 

abridged {abr.}. 

 

a-c 

air conditioning {a/c}. 

 

ac 

alternating current {ac}. 

 

AD years 

anno domini {AD, year}. 

 

Adm. 

administration {Adm.}. 

 

adv. 

advertisement {adv.}. 

 

AF 

air force {AF}. 

 

AFB 

air force base {AFB}. 

 

AFL-CIO 

American Federation of Labor - Congress of Industrial Organizations {AFL-CIO}. 



 

agt. 

agent {agt.}. 

 

AKC 

American Kennel Club {AKC}. 

 

AMA 

American Medical Association {AMA}. 

 

amt. 

amount {amt.}. 

 

anon. 

anonymous {anon.}. 

 

AP 

Associated Press {AP}. 

 

APB 

all points bulletin {APB}. 

 

APO 

army post office {APO}. 

 

approx. 

approximately {approx.}. 

 

apt. 

apartment {apt.}. 

 

ar. 

arrivals {ar.}. 

 

arr. 

arrivals {arr.}. 

 

ASAP 

as soon as possible {ASAP}. 

 

ASCAP 

American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers {ASCAP}. 

 

ASPCA 

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals {ASPCA}. 

 

assn. 

association {assn.}. 

 

asst. 

assistant {asst.}. 

 

att. 

attorney {att.}. 

 



attn. 

attention {attn.} {atty.}. 

 

aux. 

auxiliary {aux.}. 

 

avdp. 

avoirdupois {avdp.}. 

 

Ave. 

avenue {Ave.}. 

 

avg. 

average {avg.}. 

 

AWOL 

absent without leave {AWOL}. 

 

b barn 

barn {b, barn}. 

 

BA 

bachelor of arts {BA}. 

 

BBB 

Better Business Bureau {BBB}. 

 

BBC 

British Broadcasting Company {BBC}. 

 

BC 

before Christ {BC}. 

 

bldg. 

building {bldg.}. 

 

blvd. 

boulevard {blvd.}. 

 

BMOC 

big man on campus {BMOC}. 

 

BO 

body odor {BO}. 

 

BOD 

biochemical oxygen demand {BOD}. 

 

BP 

blood pressure {BP}. 

 

bros. 

brothers {bros.}. 

 

BS 

bull shit {BS}. 



 

BSA 

Boy Scouts of America {BSA}. 

 

bu. 

bureau {bu.}. 

 

b-w 

black and white {b/w}. 

 

C of C 

Chamber of Commerce {C of C}. 

 

CAB 

Civil Aeronautics Board {CAB}. 

 

cal. 

calories {cal.}. 

 

Capt. 

captain {Capt.}. 

 

CARE 

Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere {CARE}. 

 

CBC 

Canadian Broadcasting Company {CBC}. 

 

CBS 

Columbia Broadcasting Company {CBS}. 

 

cc 

cubic centimeters {cc}. 

 

ccw 

counterclockwise {ccw}. 

 

CD 

certificate of deposit or compact disc {CD}. 

 

Cdr. 

commander {Cdr.}. 

 

CIA 

Central Intelligence Agency {CIA}. 

 

cie. 

corporation {cie.}. 

 

c-o 

care of {c/o}. 

 

CO 

commanding officer {CO}. 

 



co. 

company {co.}. 

 

COD 

cash on delivery {COD}. 

 

CPA 

certified public accountant {CPA}. 

 

cps 

centimeters per second {cps}. 

 

CQ 

call to quarters {CQ}. 

 

CRM 

customer relations management {CRM}. 

 

c-s 

chief of staff {c/s}. 

 

CSF 

cerebrospinal fluid {CSF}. 

 

ct. 

count {ct.}. 

 

ctr. 

center {ctr.}. 

 

cu. 

cubic {cu.}. 

 

cw. 

clockwise {cw.}. 

 

cwt. 

hundredweight {cwt.}. 

 

cyl. 

cylinder {cyl.}. 

 

DA 

district attorney {DA}. 

 

DAR 

Daughters of the American Revolution {DAR}. 

 

dbl. 

double {dbl.}. 

 

DD 

demand draft or dishonorable discharge or doctor of divinity {DD}. 

 

dd. 

delivered {dd.}. 



 

DDS 

Doctor of Dental Science {DDS}. 

 

dept. 

department {dept.}. 

 

DFM 

design for manufacturability {DFM}. 

 

DJ 

disc jockey {DJ}. 

 

DLO 

dead letter office {DLO}. 

 

dn. 

down {dn.}. 

 

DOA 

dead on arrival {DOA}. 

 

dr. 

doctor {dr.}. 

 

DST 

daylight saving time {DST}. 

 

DVM 

doctor of veterinary medicine {DVM}. 

 

dz. 

dozen {dz.}. 

 

e.g. 

exempli gratia or for example {e.g.}. 

 

ea. 

each {ea.}. 

 

ed. 

editor {ed.}. 

 

EDA 

electronic design automation {EDA}. 

 

EDT 

eastern daylight time {EDT}. 

 

EENT 

eye ear nose and throat {EENT}. 

 

EKG 

electrocardiogram {EKG}. 

 



el. 

elevation {el.}. 

 

EMF 

electromotive force {EMF}. 

 

EST 

Eastern Standard Time {EST}. 

 

et al. 

et alia or and others {et al.}. 

 

et seq. 

and following {et seq.}. 

 

ETA 

estimated time of arrival {ETA}. 

 

ex. 

example {ex.}. 

 

exc. 

exchange {exc.}. 

 

F temperature 

Fahrenheit {F, Fahrenheit}. 

 

FAA 

Federal Aviation Authority {FAA}. 

 

FBI 

Federal Bureau of Investigation {FBI}. 

 

FCC 

Federal Communications Commission {FCC}. 

 

FD 

fire department {FD}. 

 

FDA 

Food and Drug Administration {FDA}. 

 

FDIC 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation {FDIC}. 

 

ff. 

following {ff.}. 

 

FFA 

Future Farmers of America {FFA}. 

 

FHA 

Federal Housing Authority {FHA}. 

 

FICA 

Federal Insurance Contribution Act {FICA}. 



 

FIFO 

first in first out {FIFO}. 

 

fl. 

fluid {fl.}. 

 

fps. 

feet per second or frames per second {fps.}. 

 

Fr. 

French {Fr.}. 

 

freq. 

frequency {freq.}. 

 

frt. 

freight {frt.}. 

 

frwy. 

freeway {frwy.}. 

 

ft. 

foot {ft.}. 

 

FTC 

Federal Trade Commission {FTC}. 

 

fwd. 

forward {fwd.}. 

 

FYI 

for your information {FYI}. 

 

GA 

general agent {GA}. 

 

gal. 

gallon {gal.}. 

 

GAO 

General Accounting Office {GAO}. 

 

GATT 

General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs {GATT}. 

 

GCT 

Greenwich Civil Time {GCT}. 

 

GHQ 

general headquarters {GHQ}. 

 

GM 

General Motors {GM}. 

 



GMT 

Greenwich Mean Time {GMT}. 

 

GOP 

grand old party {GOP}. 

 

govt. 

government {govt.}. 

 

GPA 

grade point average {GPA}. 

 

gpm. 

gallons per minute {gpm.}. 

 

GPO 

Government Printing Office {GPO}. 

 

GQ 

general quarters {GQ}. 

 

gr. 

grade {gr.}. 

 

GSA 

General Services Administration {GSA}. 

 

gtd. 

guaranteed {gtd.}. 

 

hdqrs. 

headquarters {hdqrs.}. 

 

hdwe. 

hardware {hdwe.}. 

 

hf 

high frequency {hf}. 

 

HMS ship 

her majesty's ship {HMS}. 

 

hon. 

honorable {hon.}. 

 

hp 

horsepower {hp}. 

 

HQ 

headquarters {HQ}. 

 

hr. 

hour {hr.}. 

 

HS 

high school {HS}. 



 

ht. 

height {ht.}. 

 

hwy. 

highway {hwy.}. 

 

i.e. 

id est or that is {i.e.}. 

 

ib. 

ibidem or same place {ib.}. 

 

ibid. 

ibidem or same place {ibid.}. 

 

ICBM 

intercontinental ballistic missile {ICBM}. 

 

ICC 

Interstate Commerce Commission {ICC}. 

 

ID 

identification {ID}. 

 

id. 

identification {id.}. 

 

IFF 

identification friend or foe {IFF}. 

 

ILO 

International Labor Organization {ILO}. 

 

imp. 

imperial gallon {imp.}. 

 

in. 

inch {in.}. 

 

inc. 

included {inc.}. 

 

Ind. 

industry {Ind.}. 

 

inst. 

institution {inst.}. 

 

intl. 

international {intl.}. 

 

IOU 

I owe you {IOU}. 

 



IR 

infrared {IR}. 

 

IRS 

Internal Revenue Service {IRS}. 

 

IU 

international units {IU}. 

 

IUD 

intrauterine device {IUD}. 

 

IV intravenous 

intravenous {IV}. 

 

jct. 

junction {jct.}. 

 

jg 

junior grade {jg}. 

 

jr. 

junior {jr.}. 

 

JV 

junior varsity {JV}. 

 

K of C 

Knights of Columbus {K of C}. 

 

kc 

kilocycles {kc}. 

 

KKK 

Ku Klux Klan {KKK}. 

 

KP 

kitchen patrol {KP}. 

 

kW 

kilowatts {kW}. 

 

kwh 

kilowatt hours {kwh}. 

 

L.C. 

Library of Congress {L.C.}. 

 

lb. 

pound {lb.}. 

 

lg. 

large {lg.}. 

 

LIFO 

last in first out {LIFO}. 



 

ll. 

lines {ll.}. 

 

LL.B. 

bachelor of law {LL.B.}. 

 

LL.D. 

doctor of law {LL.D.}. 

 

loc. cit. 

place cited {loc. cit.}. 

 

log. 

logarithm {log.}. 

 

loq. 

speaks or loquitur {loq.}. 

 

LPG 

liquefied petroleum gas {LPG}. 

 

lt. 

light {lt.}. 

 

ltd. 

limited {ltd.}. 

 

MA abbreviation 

master of arts {MA}. 

 

MC 

master of ceremonies {MC}. 

 

MD 

medical doctor {MD}. 

 

mdse. 

merchandise {mdse.}. 

 

Messrs. 

messieurs {Messrs.}. 

 

mfd 

manufactured {mfd}. 

 

mfg. 

manufacturing {mfg.}. 

 

mfr. 

manufacturer {mfr.}. 

 

mgr. 

manager {mgr.}. 

 



MIA 

missing in action {MIA}. 

 

misc. 

miscellaneous {misc.}. 

 

Mlle 

mademoiselle {Mlle}. 

 

MLM 

multilevel marketing {MLM}. People receive commissions from their own sales and from sales by people that they 

have recruited. 

 

Mme 

madame {Mme}. 

 

mo. 

month {mo.}. 

 

MP 

military police {MP}. 

 

mpg 

miles per gallon {mpg}. 

 

mph 

miles per hour {mph}. 

 

MS 

manuscript {MS}. 

 

Msgr. 

monsignor {Msgr.}. 

 

MSS 

manuscript {MSS}. 

 

NAACP 

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People {NAACP}. 

 

NAM 

National Association of Manufacturers {NAM}. 

 

NASA 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration {NASA}. 

 

NATO organization 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization {NATO}. 

 

NB 

note bene or note well {NB}. 

 

NBA 

National Basketball Association {NBA}. 

 



NBC 

National Broadcasting Company {NBC}. 

 

NBS 

National Bureau of Standards {NBS}. 

 

NCAA 

National Collegiate Athletic Association {NCAA}. 

 

NCO 

non-commissioned officer {NCO}. 

 

NEA 

National Endowment for the Arts {NEA}. 

 

NFL 

National Football League {NFL}. 

 

NHL 

National Hockey League {NHL}. 

 

NLRB 

National Labor Relations Board {NLRB}. 

 

no. 

number {no.}. 

 

nos. 

numbers {nos.}. 

 

NP 

notary public {NP}. 

 

NSC 

National Security Council {NSC}. 

 

NSF 

National Science Foundation {NSF}. 

 

nt. wt. 

net weight {nt. wt.}. 

 

NW 

northwest {NW}. 

 

NYC 

New York City {NYC}. 

 

NYSE 

New York Stock Exchange {NYSE}. 

 

o-a 

on or about {o/a}. 

 

OAS 

Organization of American States {OAS}. 



 

ob. 

obiter or incidentally {ob.}. 

 

OC 

officer commanding {OC}. 

 

OCS 

Officer Candidate School {OCS}. 

 

o-d 

on demand or overdraft {o/d}. 

 

OD 

optometry doctor or officer of the day {OD}. 

 

op. opposite 

opposite or operation {op.}. 

 

op. cit. 

work cited {op. cit.}. 

 

opp. 

opposite {opp.}. 

 

OS abbreviation 

ordinary seaman {OS}. 

 

o-s 

out of stock {o/s}. 

 

oz. 

ounce {oz.}. 

 

p.m. 

post meridiem {p.m.}. 

 

PA public address 

public address {PA}. 

 

PAL 

Police Athletic League {PAL}. 

 

PBX 

private branch exchange {PBX}. 

 

pct 

percent {pct}. 

 

PD 

police department {PD}. 

 

pd. 

paid {pd.}. 

 



PDQ 

pretty damn quick {PDQ}. 

 

Pfc. 

private first class {Pfc.}. 

 

pg. 

page {pg.}. 

 

PGA 

Professional Golfers Association {PGA}. 

 

Ph.D. 

philosophy doctor {Ph.D.}. 

 

PHS 

Public Health Service {PHS}. 

 

pj 

pajamas {pj}. 

 

pk 

park {pk}. 

 

pkg. 

package {pkg.}. 

 

pkwy 

parkway {pkwy}. 

 

pl. 

place or plural {pl.}. 

 

PM 

post meridiem {PM}. 

 

PO 

post office {PO}. 

 

POE 

port of entry {POE}. 

 

POW 

prisoner of war {POW}. 

 

pp. 

pages {pp.}. 

 

ppd. 

post paid {ppd.}. 

 

PPI 

pages per inch or pixels per inch {PPI} {ppi}. 

 

PPS 

post postscript {PPS}. 



 

PR 

public relations {PR}. 

 

pr. 

pair or present {pr.}. 

 

PS 

post script {PS}. 

 

pt. 

pint {pt.}. 

 

PTA 

Parent-Teacher Association {PTA}. 

 

Pvt. 

private {Pvt.}. 

 

pwr. 

power {pwr.}. 

 

q quart 

quart or quarter {q, quart}. 

 

q.t. 

secretly {q.t.}. 

 

q.v. 

which see or quod vide {q.v.}. 

 

QED 

proved {QED}. 

 

QM 

quarter master {QM}. 

 

QT 

secret, or on the quiet {QT}. 

 

qt. 

quart {qt.}. 

 

RAdm. 

rear admiral {RAdm.}. 

 

RBC 

red blood cell {RBC}. 

 

RC abbreviation 

Red Cross or Roman Catholic {RC}. 

 

RD 

rural delivery {RD}. 

 



rd. 

road {rd.}. 

 

recd. 

received {recd.}. 

 

reg. 

regular or regent or registered {reg.}. 

 

RFD 

rural free delivery {RFD}. 

 

RFP 

request for proposal {RFP}. 

 

RIP 

rest in peace {RIP}. 

 

rm. 

room {rm.}. 

 

RN 

registered nurse {RN}. 

 

ROTC 

reserve officer training corps {ROTC}. 

 

rps 

revolutions per second {rps}. 

 

RR 

railroad {RR}. 

 

rt. 

right {rt.}. 

 

rte 

route {rte}. 

 

rwy 

railway {rwy}. 

 

SA 

Salvation Army {SA}. 

 

SAC 

Strategic Air Command {SAC}. 

 

SAE 

Society of Automotive Engineers {SAE}. 

 

SB 

science bachelor {SB}. 

 

SBA 

Small Business Administration {SBA}. 



 

Sc.D. 

science doctor {Sc.D.}. 

 

SE 

southeast {SE}. 

 

SEC 

Securities and Exchange Commission {SEC}. 

 

sec. 

section {sec.}. 

 

sect. 

section {sect.}. 

 

secy. 

secretary {secy.}. 

 

seq. 

sequence {seq.}. 

 

seqq. 

sequentia or the following {seqq.}. 

 

sf 

science fiction {sf}. 

 

Sgt. 

sergeant {Sgt.}. 

 

SJ 

Society of Jesus {SJ}. 

 

sm. 

small {sm.}. 

 

SOP 

standard operating procedure {SOP}. 

 

sp. 

special {sp.}. 

 

SPCA 

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals {SPCA}. 

 

SPQR 

Senate and People of Rome {SPQR}. 

 

sr. 

senior {sr.} {Sr.}. 

 

SRO 

standing room only {SRO}. 

 



SSS 

Selective Service System {SSS}. 

 

St. street or saint 

street or saint {St.}. 

 

std. 

standard {std.}. 

 

SW 

southwest {SW}. 

 

t ton 

ton {t}. 

 

tbs. 

tablespoon {tbs.}. 

 

TKO 

technical knockout {TKO}. 

 

TLC care 

tender loving care {TLC}. 

 

TM 

transcendental meditation {TM}. 

 

tn 

ton {tn}. 

 

tpk. 

turnpike {tpk.}. 

 

tr. 

transitive or translated {tr.}. 

 

tsp. 

teaspoon {tsp.}. 

 

TV 

television {TV}. 

 

TVA 

Tennessee Valley Authority {TVA}. 

 

twp. 

township {twp.}. 

 

U university 

union or university {U, university}. 

 

U.S. 

United States {U.S.}. 

 

UAW 

United Auto Workers {UAW}. 



 

uhf 

ultra high frequency {uhf}. 

 

UK 

United Kingdom {UK}. 

 

UL 

Underwriters Laboratories {UL}. 

 

UMW 

United Mine Workers {UMW}. 

 

UN 

United Nations {UN}. 

 

UNESCO 

United Nations Economic and Social and Cultural Organization {UNESCO}. 

 

UNICEF 

United Nations International Children's Fund {UNICEF}. 

 

UPI 

United Press International {UPI}. 

 

USAF 

United States Air Force {USAF}. 

 

USCG 

United States Coast Guard {USCG}. 

 

USDA 

United States Department of Agriculture {USDA}. 

 

USIA 

United States information Agency {USIA}. 

 

USLTA 

United States Lawn Tennis Association {USLTA}. 

 

USMC 

United States Marine Corps {USMC}. 

 

USN 

United States Navy {USN}. 

 

USO 

United Service Organization {USO}. 

 

USP 

United States Pharmacopoeia {USP}. 

 

USS 

United States Ship {USS}. 

 



USSR 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics {USSR}. 

 

usu. 

usually {usu.}. 

 

UV 

ultraviolet {UV}. 

 

UW 

underwriter {UW}. 

 

v volt 

velocity or volt {v, volt}. 

 

VA 

Veterans Administration {VA}. 

 

VD 

venereal disease {VD}. 

 

vet 

veteran or veterinary {vet}. 

 

VFD 

volunteer fire department {VFD}. 

 

VFW 

Veterans of Foreign Wars {VFW}. 

 

VIP 

very important person {VIP}. 

 

viz. 

see {viz.}. 

 

VP 

vice president {VP}. 

 

vs. 

versus {vs.}. 

 

VTOL 

vertical takeoff and landing {VTOL}. 

 

vv. 

vice versa {vv.}. 

 

w width 

work or week or width {w, width}. 

 

WAC 

Women's Army Corps {WAC}. 

 

WAF 

Women in Air Force {WAF}. 



 

WAVES 

Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service {WAVES}. 

 

WBC 

white blood cell {WBC}. 

 

WC 

water closet {WC}. 

 

WCTU 

Women's Christian Temperance Union {WCTU}. 

 

whsle. 

wholesale {whsle.}. 

 

wk. 

week {wk.}. 

 

w-o 

without {w/o}. 

 

WPA 

Works Progress Administration {WPA}. 

 

wpm 

words per minute {wpm}. 

 

wt. 

weight {wt.}. 

 

WW 

world war {WW}. 

 

X Christ 

Christ {X, Christ}. 

 

XL 

extra large {XL}. 

 

yd. 

yard {yd.}. 

 

YMCA 

Young Men's Christian Association {YMCA}. 

 

yr. 

year {yr.}. 

 

YWCA 

Young Women's Christian Association {YWCA}. 
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adjective English 

Adjectives are about amount, personal traits, space, time, and states {adjective, English} {English, adjective}. 
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appreciable 

somewhat large {appreciable}. 

 

bicameral 

two parts {bicameral}. 

 

big-ticket 

high-priced {big-ticket}. 

 

bountiful 

plentiful {bountiful} {bounteous}. 

 

capacious 

having large space {capacious}. 

 

cavernous 

having large space {cavernous}. 

 

copious 

large {copious}. 

 

cumulative additive 

additive {cumulative}. 

 

elephantine 

large {elephantine}. 

 

encyclopedic 

encompassing all information types {encyclopedic}. 

 

finite countable 

countable, limited {finite}. 

 

five-star 

top ranking {five-star}. 

 

hulking 

large {hulking}. 

 

imperceptible 

too small to sense {imperceptible}. 

 

inappreciable 

negligible {inappreciable}. 

 

incalculable 

too many to count {incalculable}. 

 

indiscernible 

too small to sense {indiscernible, small}. 

 

inestimable 

too high to give value to {inestimable}. 



 

innumerable 

too many to count {innumerable}. 

 

insubstantial 

very small {insubstantial}. 

 

macroscopic large 

seeable without microscope {macroscopic}. 

 

miniature 

small {miniature}. 

 

minuscule 

small {minuscule}. 

 

monolithic 

large unified thing {monolithic}. 

 

multitudinous 

having many {multitudinous}. 

 

myriad 

having many {myriad}. 

 

nth 

item numbered n in series {nth}. 

 

paltry 

small {paltry}. 

 

vacant 

empty {vacant}. 

 

voluminous 

having large volume {voluminous}. 
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absorbed 

concentrating {absorbed}. 

 

absurd 

ridiculous {absurd, ridiculous}. 

 

abstemious 

abstaining {abstemious}. 

 

acerbic 

harsh {acerbic}. 

 

adamant 

unyielding {adamant}. 

 

affluent 

rich {affluent}. 



 

aggrieved 

wronged {aggrieved}. 

 

aghast 

appalled {aghast}. 

 

agnate 

related through father {agnate}. 

 

alfresco 

nude {alfresco}. 

 

amatory 

sexually loving {amatory}. 

 

ambidextrous 

able to use both hands equally {ambidextrous}. 

 

ambivalent 

undecided {ambivalent}. 

 

ambulatory walking 

walking {ambulatory, walking}. 

 

amorous 

seeking and giving sexual love {amorous}. 

 

angular gangly 

gangly {angular}. 

 

answerable 

responsible {answerable}. 

 

anthropocentric 

perceiving only from human viewpoint {anthropocentric}. 

 

anthropomorphic 

attributing human characteristics to other things {anthropomorphic}. 

 

anticlerical 

against church doctrine {anticlerical}. 

 

apolitical 

not political {apolitical}. 

 

ardent 

eager {ardent}. 

 

ashen 

lacking blood in skin {ashen}. 

 

assertive 

stating preferences strongly {assertive}. 

 



atavistic 

old-fashioned {atavistic}. 

 

audacious 

bold {audacious}. 

 

austere 

living simply {austere}. 

 

autogenous 

from same person {autogenous}. 

 

averse 

opposed {averse}. 

 

avuncular 

uncle-like {avuncular}. 

 

beady 

small {beady}. 

 

beardless 

young {beardless}. 

 

bisexual 

able to behave sexually as man or woman {bisexual}. 

 

brassy 

brash {brassy}. 

 

bumptious 

assertive {bumptious}. 

 

burly 

massive {burly}. 

 

buxom 

having large breasts {buxom}. 

 

carnal 

sensual {carnal}. 

 

carnivorous 

meat eating {carnivorous}. 

 

celibate 

not engaging in sexual intercourse {celibate}. 

 

cerebral adjective 

usually thinking {cerebral}. 

 

cheeky 

impertinent {cheeky}. 

 

clerical clerk or clergy 

about clergy or clerking {clerical}. 



 

cocksure 

certain {cocksure}. 

 

coltish 

frisky {coltish}. 

 

come-hither 

come-here {come-hither}. 

 

communal shared 

shared {communal}. 

 

compliant 

yielding {compliant}. 

 

concerted 

working together {concerted}. 

 

congenital 

being born with {congenital}. 

 

conjugal 

about marriage {conjugal}. 

 

connubial 

about marriage {connubial}. 

 

consanguineous 

related {consanguineous}. 

 

consensual 

mutually agreed {consensual}. 

 

considerate 

thoughtful {considerate}. 

 

continent urination 

able to wait for urination {continent, control}. 

 

contrite 

repentant {contrite}. 

 

coping succeeding 

succeeding {coping}. 

 

corporeal 

about body {corporeal}. 

 

coy 

shy {coy}. 

 

crestfallen 

dispirited {crestfallen}. 

 



crusty 

gruff {crusty}. 

 

cutaneous skin 

about skin {cutaneous}. 

 

defeatist 

accepting defeat {defeatist}. 

 

demonstrative gesturing 

gesturing {demonstrative, gesturing}. 

 

despairing 

having no hope {despairing}. 

 

destitute 

poor {destitute}. 

 

desultory 

directionless {desultory}. 

 

detached 

uncaring {detached}. 

 

devil-may-care 

carefree {devil-may-care}. 

 

devotional 

prayerful {devotional}. 

 

dewy-eyed 

tearful {dewy-eyed}. 

 

diffident 

timid {diffident}. 

 

disaffected 

no longer loyal {disaffected}. 

 

disconsolate 

sad and hopeless {disconsolate}. 

 

discriminating 

selective {discriminating}. 

 

disdainful 

proud {disdainful}. 

 

disinterested 

objective {disinterested}. 

 

dispassionate 

unperturbed {dispassionate}. 

 

dispirited 

disheartened {dispirited}. 



 

disquieted 

uneasiness {disquieted}. 

 

distaff female 

female {distaff, female}. 

 

docile 

passive {docile}. 

 

doleful 

sad {doleful}. 

 

dolorous 

sad {dolorous}. 

 

dour 

sad {dour}. 

 

downbeat 

depressed {downbeat}. 

 

drab 

plain or not colorful {drab}. 

 

ducal 

about dukes {ducal}. 

 

dusky 

dark {dusky}. 

 

dyed-in-the-wool 

unchanging {dyed-in-the-wool}. 

 

earthy 

natural and common {earthy}. 

 

ebullient 

happy {ebullient}. 

 

effulgent 

radiant {effulgent}. 

 

effusive 

talkative {effusive}. 

 

elated 

very happy {elated}. 

 

elliptical roundabout 

roundabout {elliptical}. 

 

embattled 

struggling {embattled}. 

 



embittered 

bitter {embittered}. 

 

equivocal 

hesitant {equivocal}. 

 

erogenous 

about sexual desire {erogenous}. 

 

erotic 

about sexual desire {erotic}. 

 

errant 

roving or immoral {errant}. 

 

erratic 

inconsistent {erratic}. 

 

escapist 

fantasizing {escapist}. 

 

ethnic cultural 

about cultures or races {ethnic}. 

 

exacting 

demanding {exacting}. 

 

expectant 

expecting {expectant}. 

 

exuberant 

lively {exuberant}. 

 

exultant 

rejoicing {exultant}. 

 

facetious 

flippant {facetious}. 

 

fallible 

possibly in error {fallible}. 

 

familial family 

about family {familial}. 

 

feisty 

aggressive {feisty}. 

 

fervent 

ardent {fervent} {fervid}. 

 

fey 

enchanted {fey}. 

 

filial children 

about children {filial}. 



 

flamboyant 

showy {flamboyant}. 

 

flippant 

joking {flippant}. 

 

forsworn 

sworn previously {forsworn}. 

 

forward 

bold {forward}. 

 

fraternal brother 

about brothers {fraternal}. 

 

fraught 

distressed {fraught}. 

 

free-lance 

working for oneself {free-lance}. 

 

frenetic 

frantic {frenetic}. 

 

frolicsome 

playful {frolicsome}. 

 

fugitive 

fleeting {fugitive}. 

 

furtive 

stealthy {furtive}. 

 

garrulous 

talkative {garrulous}. 

 

gay 

happy {gay}. 

 

grandiloquent 

pompous {grandiloquent}. 

 

grandiose 

acting grand {grandiose}. 

 

gravid 

pregnant {gravid}. 

 

green-eyed 

envious {green-eyed}. 

 

gregarious 

sociable {gregarious}. 

 



grizzled 

gray {grizzled}. 

 

gustatory 

about taste {gustatory}. 

 

guttural 

about throat {guttural}. 

 

habitable 

livable {habitable}. 

 

haggard 

gaunt {haggard}. 

 

halting hesitating 

hesitating {halting}. 

 

hangdog 

downcast {hangdog}. 

 

hard-bitten 

experienced {hard-bitten}. 

 

hard-boiled 

tough {hard-boiled}. 

 

hedonistic pleasure 

always pursuing pleasure {hedonistic}. 

 

herbivorous 

plant eating {herbivorous}. 

 

heretical 

holding unorthodox beliefs {heretical}. 

 

heterosexual 

sexually involved only with opposite sex {heterosexual}. 

 

hirsute 

hairy {hirsute}. 

 

honorific 

title {honorific}. 

 

horny 

lustful {horny}. 

 

housebroken 

able to wait to excrete outdoors {housebroken}. 

 

hubris 

pride {hubris}. 

 

hymeneal 

about weddings or marriages {hymeneal}. 



 

hypnotic fascinating 

causing sleep or fascination {hypnotic}. 

 

idolatrous 

devoted {idolatrous}. 

 

impassioned 

passionate {impassioned}. 

 

impassive 

calm {impassive}. 

 

impecunious 

poor {impecunious}. 

 

imperious 

commanding {imperious}. 

 

impious 

not pious {impious}. 

 

implacable 

unyielding {implacable}. 

 

impolitic 

not tactful {impolitic}. 

 

impracticable 

not practical {impracticable}. 

 

improvident 

careless {improvident}. 

 

incommunicado 

located where one is not able to communicate {incommunicado}. 

 

indelicate 

insensitive {indelicate}. 

 

indigent 

poor {indigent}. 

 

indiscriminate 

random {indiscriminate}. 

 

indomitable 

undefeatable {indomitable}. 

 

inexorable 

unyielding {inexorable}. 

 

inner-directed 

motivated by one's own thoughts and feelings {inner-directed}. 

 



inscrutable 

enigmatic {inscrutable}. 

 

insensate 

unconscious {insensate}. 

 

internecine 

among relatives {internecine}. 

 

intravenous 

in vein {intravenous}. 

 

intrusive 

interjected but unwanted {intrusive}. 

 

inveterate 

persisting {inveterate}. 

 

irate 

angry {irate}. 

 

irreconcilable 

unable to reach harmonious state between two parties {irreconcilable}. 

 

irresolute 

undecided {irresolute}. 

 

itinerant 

traveling {itinerant}. 

 

jaded 

desensitized {jaded}. 

 

jaundiced 

emotional {jaundiced}. 

 

jocose 

joking {jocose}. 

 

jocular 

joking {jocular}. 

 

jocund 

joking {jocund}. 

 

jubilant 

very happy {jubilant}. 

 

juvenile young 

young {juvenile}. 

 

kid glove 

handling with care {kid glove}. 

 

labored 

strained {labored}. 



 

lachrymose 

crying easily {lachrymose}. 

 

laconic 

terse {laconic}. 

 

laggard 

lagging {laggard}. 

 

lame duck 

unre-electable {lame duck}. 

 

languid 

lazy {languid}. 

 

lascivious 

lewd {lascivious}. 

 

laureate 

honored {laureate}. 

 

leaden 

heavy {leaden}. 

 

leonine 

lion-like {leonine}. 

 

libidinous 

sexually desiring {libidinous}. 

 

livid 

red in the face {livid}. 

 

loath 

unwilling {loath}. 

 

loquacious 

talkative {loquacious}. 

 

lusty 

desiring sexual activity {lusty}. 

 

magisterial 

commanding {magisterial}. 

 

migratory 

always moving {migratory}. 

 

mimetic imitative 

imitative {mimetic}. 

 

ministerial 

acting like manager {ministerial}. 

 



moiling 

working {moiling}. 

 

monastic 

monkish {monastic}. 

 

moneyed 

rich {moneyed}. 

 

mongrel 

mixed {mongrel}. 

 

mordant sarcastic 

sarcastic, trenchant {mordant}. 

 

morganatic 

about marriages between nobles and commoners in which spouse and children receive no titles {morganatic}. 

 

moribund 

dead {moribund}. 

 

morose 

sad {morose}. 

 

musing 

thinking {musing}. 

 

natal 

about birth {natal}. 

 

nationalistic 

too patriotic {nationalistic}. 

 

nauseous 

almost vomiting {nauseous}. 

 

nihilistic 

believing that values, ideas, and life are worthless {nihilistic}. 

 

non-committal 

not choosing {non-committal}. 

 

nonplused 

perplexed {nonplused}. 

 

nubile 

marriageable {nubile}. 

 

nuptial 

about weddings {nuptial}. 

 

nutritive 

giving nutrition {nutritive}. 

 

omnificent 

able to do anything {omnificent}. 



 

orgiastic 

reveling {orgiastic}. 

 

osseous 

about bones {osseous}. 

 

otherworldly 

intellectual or imaginative {otherworldly}. 

 

partisan 

supporting faction {partisan}. 

 

passive 

inactive {passive}. 

 

paternalistic 

father-like {paternalistic}. 

 

pecuniary 

about money {pecuniary}. 

 

penitent 

repentant {penitent}. 

 

pensive 

being thoughtful {pensive}. 

 

perfunctory 

doing without caring {perfunctory}. 

 

pessimistic 

believing situation will end badly {pessimistic}. 

 

phobic 

being afraid {phobic}. 

 

piebald 

being spotted {piebald}. 

 

pious 

religious {pious}. 

 

piteous 

tending to cause pity {piteous}. 

 

pitiable 

tending to cause pity {pitiable}. 

 

pixilated 

drunk or eccentric {pixilated}. 

 

plaintive 

mournful {plaintive}. 

 



platonic 

not sexual {platonic}. 

 

plebeian 

common {plebeian}. 

 

poignant 

affecting {poignant}. 

 

preadolescent 

pre-teenaged {preadolescent}. 

 

prepossessing 

impressing {prepossessing}. 

 

presumptive 

arrogant {presumptive}. 

 

proletarian 

working class {proletarian}. 

 

prolix 

wordy {prolix}. 

 

promiscuous several 

having more than one {promiscuous}. 

 

prone 

horizontal {prone}. 

 

protectionist 

protecting someone {protectionist}. 

 

prurient 

tending to arouse sexual feelings {prurient}. 

 

pubescent 

undergoing sexual maturation {pubescent}. 

 

puckish 

acting like Puck {puckish}. 

 

purulent 

containing pus {purulent}. 

 

pyknic 

short and stocky {pyknic}. 

 

querulous 

asking questions {querulous}. 

 

quixotic 

being idealistic {quixotic}. 

 

quizzical 

being puzzled {quizzical}. 



 

rabid 

being fanatical {rabid}. 

 

raffish 

being jaunty {raffish}. 

 

rakish 

being jaunty {rakish}. 

 

ramrod 

being vertically straight {ramrod}. 

 

rapt 

paying attention {rapt}. 

 

raspy 

rough {raspy}. 

 

raucous 

noisy {raucous}. 

 

raunchy 

acting sexy {raunchy}. 

 

ravenous 

hungry {ravenous}. 

 

ravishing 

being beautiful {ravishing}. 

 

remorseless 

merciless {remorseless}. 

 

removed 

objective {removed}. 

 

repentant 

regretting {repentant}. 

 

repressed 

held back {repressed}. 

 

restive 

unable to stay still {restive}. 

 

reticent 

reluctant {reticent}. 

 

retiring 

shy {retiring}. 

 

reverential 

showing reverence {reverential}. 

 



rock-ribbed 

strong {rock-ribbed}. 

 

romantic 

impractical or always dreaming of romance {romantic}. 

 

sallow 

slightly yellow {sallow}. 

 

salvable 

savable {salvable}. 

 

sanguinary 

about blood {sanguinary}. 

 

sardonic 

mocking {sardonic}. 

 

saturnine 

sardonic {saturnine}. 

 

savory tasty 

appetizing taste or smell {savory, taste}. 

 

scathing 

harsh {scathing}. 

 

sedate 

calm {sedate}. 

 

sedentary 

mostly sitting {sedentary}. 

 

sensate 

having senses {sensate}. 

 

sensitive 

perceiving even small things and being affected by them {sensitive, feeling}. 

 

sententious 

having important meaning {sententious}. 

 

sentient 

able to experience {sentient}. 

 

sesquipedalian 

using many syllables {sesquipedalian}. 

 

sheepish 

shy {sheepish}. 

 

sinewy 

strong but not massive {sinewy}. 

 

sloe-eyed 

having black eyes {sloe-eyed}. 



 

snaggletooth 

having sticking out tooth {snaggletooth}. 

 

snub-nosed 

having turned-up nose {snub-nosed}. 

 

somnolent 

sleepy {somnolent}. 

 

soulful 

having feeling {soulful}. 

 

spare 

lean {spare, lean}. 

 

sportive 

playful {sportive}. 

 

stag alone 

alone {stag, alone}. 

 

staid 

restrained {staid}. 

 

stalwart 

strong and resolute {stalwart}. 

 

star-crossed 

having bad luck {star-crossed}. 

 

stately 

dignified {stately}. 

 

statuesque 

tall and shapely {statuesque}. 

 

stern strict 

strict {stern, strict}. 

 

stolid 

unemotional {stolid}. 

 

straitlaced 

acting only morally {straitlaced}. 

 

strapping 

tall {strapping}. 

 

strident 

harsh sounding {strident}. 

 

studied 

contrived {studied}. 

 



submissive 

acting according to another's will {submissive}. 

 

subordinate 

under {subordinate}. 

 

subservient 

servile {subservient}. 

 

subtle 

able to make distinctions {subtle}. 

 

suggestible 

following other's suggestions {suggestible}. 

 

sultry 

sexy {sultry}. 

 

supercilious 

disdainful {supercilious}. 

 

supine lying down 

lying down {supine}. 

 

supple 

limber {supple}. 

 

swarthy 

dark {swarthy}. 

 

systemic 

about whole body {systemic}. 

 

taciturn 

uncommunicative {taciturn}. 

 

tempestuous 

tending to express temper {tempestuous}. 

 

tendinous 

about tendons {tendinous}. 

 

terse 

using few words {terse}. 

 

theatrical 

acting as if in theater {theatrical}. 

 

throaty 

coming from deep in throat {throaty}. 

 

timorous 

timid {timorous}. 

 

tongue in cheek 

facetious {tongue in cheek}. 



 

tremulous 

fearful {tremulous}. 

 

tweedy 

informal {tweedy}. 

 

unbridled 

free {unbridled}. 

 

unctuous 

ingratiating {unctuous}. 

 

unilateral one side 

done by only one of two parties {unilateral}. 

 

unwitting 

not intentional {unwitting}. 

 

uxorious 

always deferring to one's wife {uxorious}. 

 

vehement 

insistent {vehement}. 

 

venerable 

old {venerable}. 

 

venial 

excusable {venial}. 

 

verbose 

wordy {verbose}. 

 

vestal 

chaste {vestal}. 

 

viable 

alive {viable}. 

 

visceral emotional 

emotional {visceral}. 

 

vociferous 

talking strongly {vociferous}. 

 

voluble 

talkative {voluble}. 

 

voluptuous 

having marked sexual features {voluptuous}. 

 

voracious 

very hungry {voracious}. 

 



waggish 

humorous {waggish}. 

 

wan 

pale, sad, or weak {wan}. 

 

wasted 

no energy {wasted}. 

 

whimsical 

odd {whimsical}. 

 

white-collar 

office {white-collar}. 

 

wide-eyed 

naive {wide-eyed}. 

 

willowy 

thin and graceful {willowy}. 

 

wily 

sly {wily}. 

 

wistful 

yearning {wistful}. 

 

wizened 

old {wizened}. 

 

wry 

ironic {wry}. 
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aberrant 

not normal {aberrant}. 

 

abject 

wretched {abject}. 

 

abominable bad 

very bad {abominable}. 

 

abrasive irritating 

irritating {abrasive, irritating}. 

 

accursed 

having bad luck {accursed}. 

 

acidulous 

sour {acidulous}. 

 

acquisitive 

grasping {acquisitive}. 

 



aloof 

proud {aloof}. 

 

amoral 

without moral scruples {amoral}. 

 

anemic 

weak {anemic}. 

 

antisocial 

not sociable {antisocial}. 

 

apprehensive 

anxious {apprehensive}. 

 

arch as haughty 

haughty {arch, haughty}. 

 

arrogant 

proud {arrogant}. 

 

artless 

natural {artless}. 

 

asinine 

stupid {asinine}. 

 

asocial 

not social {asocial}. 

 

atrocious 

bad {atrocious}. 

 

bald-faced 

brash {bald-faced}. 

 

bandy-legged 

bow-legged {bandy-legged}. 

 

bantam about person 

small and aggressive {bantam}. 

 

base common 

low {base, low}. 

 

baseborn 

not born to nobility {baseborn}. 

 

bellicose 

wanting to fight {bellicose}. 

 

belligerent 

aggressive {belligerent}. 

 

benighted 

ignorant {benighted}. 



 

bestial 

beast-like {bestial}. 

 

bigoted 

prejudiced {bigoted}. 

 

bilious 

irascible {bilious}. 

 

boorish 

crude {boorish}. 

 

bovine 

cow-like {bovine}. 

 

brassbound 

unchanging {brassbound}. 

 

brazen 

bold {brazen}. 

 

brusque 

blunt {brusque}. 

 

bughouse 

crazy {bughouse}. 

 

bullheaded 

stubborn {bullheaded}. 

 

bullish 

optimistic or bullying {bullish}. 

 

bunco 

fast talking {bunco} {bunko}. 

 

caitiff 

cowardly {caitiff}. 

 

callous 

unfeeling {callous}. 

 

callow 

inexperienced {callow}. 

 

cantankerous 

irritable {cantankerous}. 

 

capricious 

impulsive {capricious}. 

 

captious 

faultfinding {captious}. 

 



catty 

spiteful {catty}. 

 

caustic critical 

sharp-tongued, critical {caustic, sharp-tongued}. 

 

cavalier uncaring 

carefree or uncaring {cavalier, uncaring}. 

 

chintzy 

gaudy and cheap {chintzy}. 

 

churlish 

rude and surly {churlish}. 

 

clannish 

only interested in one's group {clannish}. 

 

closefisted 

not generous {closefisted}. 

 

cloying 

excessive {cloying}. 

 

combative 

wanting to fight {combative}. 

 

complacent 

smug {complacent}. 

 

compulsive 

impulsive {compulsive}. 

 

contentious 

argumentative {contentious}. 

 

contumacious 

rebellious {contumacious}. 

 

corpulent 

fat {corpulent}. 

 

covetous 

desirous {covetous}. 

 

crabbed 

irritable {crabbed}. 

 

crass 

coarse {crass}. 

 

craven 

cowardly {craven}. 

 

credulous 

gullible {credulous}. 



 

crotchety 

irritable {crotchety}. 

 

culpable 

responsible {culpable}. 

 

decadent 

enjoying luxuries {decadent}. 

 

delinquent 

not meeting law or requirement {delinquent}. 

 

demoniac 

devil-like {demoniac}. 

 

demoted 

put in lower-level job {demoted}. 

 

dense 

understanding only slowly {dense}. 

 

depraved 

immoral {depraved}. 

 

derelict adjective 

failing to do duty {derelict, duty}. 

 

derisive 

mocking {derisive}. 

 

derogatory 

disparaging {derogatory}. 

 

designing 

scheming {designing, scheming}. 

 

despicable 

contemptible {despicable}. 

 

devious 

tricky {devious}. 

 

dictatorial 

always ordering {dictatorial}. 

 

dilatory 

delaying {dilatory}. 

 

diminutive 

short {diminutive}. 

 

disheveled 

poorly groomed {disheveled}. 

 



disingenuous 

deceitful {disingenuous}. 

 

dissolute 

immoral {dissolute}. 

 

divisive 

creating division {divisive}. 

 

doctrinaire 

dogmatic {doctrinaire}. 

 

dogmatic 

following one theory {dogmatic}. 

 

donnish 

pedantic {donnish}. 

 

dowdy 

shabby {dowdy}. 

 

effeminate 

not manly or female-like {effeminate}. 

 

effete 

decadent {effete}. 

 

egocentric 

self-centered {egocentric}. 

 

evasive 

vague {evasive}. 

 

excruciating 

painful {excruciating}. 

 

execrable 

detestable {execrable}. 

 

exorable 

inexcusable {exorable}. 

 

faithless 

unfaithful {faithless}. 

 

fatuous 

foolish {fatuous}. 

 

feckless 

irresponsible {feckless}. 

 

feigned 

pretended {feigned}. 

 

flatulent 

pompous {flatulent}. 



 

fractious 

trouble-making {fractious}. 

 

froward 

disobedient {froward}. 

 

gauche tactless 

tactless {gauche, tactless}. 

 

gawkish 

awkward {gawkish}. 

 

grasping greedy 

greedy {grasping}. 

 

gullible 

easily fooled {gullible}. 

 

hapless 

luckless {hapless}. 

 

hardheaded 

realistic or stubborn {hardheaded}. 

 

haughty 

proud {haughty}. 

 

heinous 

wicked {heinous}. 

 

hidebound 

conservative {hidebound}. 

 

high-hat 

snobbish {high-hat}. 

 

ignoble 

dishonorable {ignoble}. 

 

ignominious 

dishonorable {ignominious}. 

 

illiberal 

not liberal {illiberal}. 

 

immodest 

not modest {immodest}. 

 

incestuous 

having sexual intercourse with closely related person {incestuous}. 

 

incorrigible 

staying bad {incorrigible, staying bad}. 

 



indolent 

lazy {indolent}. 

 

infantile childish 

childish {infantile}. 

 

ingrate 

ungrateful {ingrate}. 

 

iniquitous 

sinful {iniquitous}. 

 

insolent 

disrespectful and rude {insolent}. 

 

insufferable 

intolerable {insufferable}. 

 

insular 

small-minded or isolated {insular}. 

 

intransigent 

stubborn {intransigent}. 

 

invidious 

causing bad feelings {invidious}. 

 

irascible 

temperamental {irascible}. 

 

ironbound 

unchanging {ironbound}. 

 

jejune 

immature {jejune}. 

 

lecherous 

too sexually active {lecherous}. 

 

licentious 

immoral {licentious}. 

 

light-fingered 

thieving {light-fingered}. 

 

listless 

directionless {listless}. 

 

maladroit 

clumsy {maladroit}. 

 

maleficent 

evil acting {maleficent}. 

 

malevolent 

evil {malevolent}. 



 

maudlin 

too sentimental {maudlin}. 

 

mawkish 

too sentimental {mawkish}. 

 

melodramatic 

exaggerated {melodramatic}. 

 

mercenary money 

only for money {mercenary, money}. 

 

mercurial 

quick tempered {mercurial}. 

 

meretricious 

vulgarly attractive {meretricious}. 

 

mincing 

affected {mincing}. 

 

monstrous 

very bad {monstrous}. 

 

mousy 

timid {mousy}. 

 

nefarious 

wicked {nefarious}. 

 

negativistic 

pessimistic {negativistic}. 

 

niggardly 

miserly {niggardly}. 

 

niggling 

petty or fastidious {niggling}. 

 

obdurate 

stubborn {obdurate}. 

 

obese 

fat {obese}. 

 

obsequious 

servile {obsequious}. 

 

obstreperous 

defiant {obstreperous}. 

 

obtrusive 

forcing on others {obtrusive}. 

 



obtuse stupid 

stupid and unable to understand {obtuse}. 

 

odious 

repugnant {odious}. 

 

officious 

offering advice {officious}. 

 

old-line 

traditional or conservative {old-line}. 

 

opinionated 

holding strong opinions {opinionated}. 

 

opportunistic 

immorally or uncaringly taking advantage {opportunistic}. 

 

overweening 

overbearing {overweening}. 

 

pallid 

pale {pallid}. 

 

parochial provincial 

provincial {parochial}. 

 

pathetic pitiful 

pitiful {pathetic}. 

 

paunchy 

fat {paunchy}. 

 

pear-shaped 

having wide hips {pear-shaped}. 

 

pedestrian 

slow {pedestrian}. 

 

perverse 

persisting {perverse}. 

 

petty unimportant 

insisting on unimportant things {petty}. 

 

petulant 

being easily irritated {petulant}. 

 

picayune 

being petty {picayune}. 

 

pigeon-toed 

having turned-in feet {pigeon-toed}. 

 

pigheaded 

stubborn {pigheaded}. 



 

pompous 

pretentious {pompous}. 

 

ponderous 

heavy {ponderous}. 

 

porcine 

pig-like {porcine}. 

 

portly 

fat {portly}. 

 

predatory plundering 

plundering {predatory}. 

 

pretentious 

pretending {pretentious}. 

 

prodigal 

erring {prodigal}. 

 

profligate 

wasteful {profligate}. 

 

provincial 

narrow-mindedness {provincial}. 

 

puerile 

being childish {puerile}. 

 

pugnacious 

wanting to fight {pugnacious}. 

 

purblind 

understanding only slowly {purblind}. 

 

puritan 

being morally strict {puritan}. 

 

pusillanimous 

being coward {pusillanimous}. 

 

rapacious 

avaricious {rapacious}. 

 

reactionary 

wanting to return to previous times {reactionary}. 

 

recalcitrant 

resisting advice {recalcitrant}. 

 

refractory obstinate 

obstinate {refractory, obstinate}. 

 



reprehensible 

very bad {reprehensible}. 

 

rude 

discourteous {rude}. 

 

sanctimonious 

showily pious {sanctimonious}. 

 

saurian 

reptilian {saurian}. 

 

scurrilous 

abusive {scurrilous}. 

 

seedy 

shabby {seedy}. 

 

self-seeking 

thinking only about self {self-seeking}. 

 

self-serving 

acting to help oneself {self-serving}. 

 

senescent 

age-caused ability loss {senescent}. 

 

servile 

subservient {servile}. 

 

slavish 

subservient {slavish}. 

 

slothful 

lazy {slothful}. 

 

smug 

complacent {smug}. 

 

snappish 

speaking sharply {snappish}. 

 

snide 

disparaging {snide}. 

 

sophistic 

using questionable reasoning {sophistic}. 

 

sophomoric 

immature {sophomoric}. 

 

sottish 

drunk {sottish}. 

 

spineless 

coward {spineless}. 



 

stodgy 

acting only in uninteresting ways {stodgy}. 

 

stony 

emotionless {stony}. 

 

sullen 

morose {sullen}. 

 

surly 

sullen {surly}. 

 

tacky 

sticky {tacky}. 

 

tendentious 

biased {tendentious}. 

 

testy 

irritable {testy}. 

 

torpid 

slow {torpid}. 

 

truculent 

wanting to fight {truculent}. 

 

tyrannical 

acting like tyrant {tyrannical}. 

 

unbending 

unchanging {unbending}. 

 

unconscionable 

excessive {unconscionable}. 

 

uncouth 

uncivilized {uncouth}. 

 

ungainly 

awkward {ungainly}. 

 

unkempt 

not well-groomed {unkempt}. 

 

unregenerate 

stubborn {unregenerate}. 

 

unsavory 

having poor morals {unsavory}. 

 

unstudied 

natural {unstudied}. 

 



untutored 

ignorant {untutored}. 

 

vacuous 

stupid {vacuous}. 

 

vainglory 

pride {vainglory}. 

 

vapid 

not lively {vapid}. 

 

venal 

corrupt {venal}. 

 

vindictive 

wanting vengeance {vindictive}. 

 

virulent 

hostile {virulent}. 

 

volatile 

quick to anger {volatile}. 

 

wanton 

unrestrained {wanton}. 

 

waspish 

irritable {waspish}. 

 

willful 

doing whatever one wants {willful}. 

 

withdrawn 

having no emotion {withdrawn}. 
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aboveboard 

sincere {aboveboard}. 

 

accomplished 

skilled {accomplished}. 

 

adept 

skilled {adept}. 

 

adroit 

skilled {adroit}. 

 

affable 

accommodating {affable}. 

 

agile 

nimble {agile}. 

 



amenable 

agreeable {amenable}. 

 

amiable 

pleasant {amiable}. 

 

amicable friendly 

friendly {amicable}. 

 

artful 

skilled {artful}. 

 

articulate adjective 

well-spoken {articulate, well-spoken}. 

 

assiduous 

diligent {assiduous}. 

 

astute 

judging well {astute}. 

 

attentive 

attending {attentive}. 

 

august 

dignified {august}. 

 

autonomous 

independent {autonomous}. 

 

beatific 

bliss {beatific}. 

 

beneficent 

charitable {beneficent}. 

 

benevolent 

good-natured {benevolent}. 

 

bilingual 

knowing two languages {bilingual}. 

 

canny 

smart {canny}. 

 

chary 

careful {chary}. 

 

chaste 

modest {chaste}. 

 

chivalrous 

gallant {chivalrous}. 

 

circumspect 

careful {circumspect}. 



 

civil polite 

polite {civil}. 

 

cognizant 

knowing {cognizant}. 

 

collected 

calm {collected}. 

 

comely 

good-looking {comely}. 

 

communicative 

liking to communicate {communicative}. 

 

companionable 

sociable {companionable}. 

 

composed 

calm {composed}. 

 

conversant 

knowledgeable {conversant}. 

 

convivial 

sociable {convivial}. 

 

cosmopolitan 

sophisticated {cosmopolitan}. 

 

courtly polite 

polite {courtly}. 

 

dapper 

well-dressed {dapper}. 

 

debonair 

jaunty and charming {debonair}. 

 

decorous 

proper {decorous}. 

 

deferential 

yielding to others {deferential}. 

 

deft 

skilled {deft}. 

 

demure 

modest {demure}. 

 

dexterous 

skilled with hands {dexterous}. 

 



diplomatic tactful 

tactful {diplomatic}. 

 

disarming 

making opponent feel at ease {disarming}. 

 

discerning 

discriminating {discerning}. 

 

discrete careful 

careful {discrete}. 

 

doughty 

brave {doughty}. 

 

droll 

funny {droll}. 

 

eclectic 

interested in many different things {eclectic}. 

 

educable 

teachable {educable}. 

 

egalitarian 

supporting equality {egalitarian}. 

 

eminent noble 

noble, high {eminent}. 

 

empathic 

understanding {empathic}. 

 

engaging 

charming {engaging}. 

 

equable 

calm {equable}. 

 

erudite 

knowledgeable {erudite}. 

 

evenhanded 

just {evenhanded}. 

 

exemplary 

setting good example {exemplary}. 

 

expansive 

outgoing {expansive}. 

 

fastidious 

meticulous {fastidious}. 

 

fetching 

attractive {fetching}. 



 

fluent 

well-spoken {fluent}. 

 

frank 

plainspoken {frank}. 

 

gallant 

chivalrous {gallant}. 

 

genteel 

polite {genteel}. 

 

guileless 

sincere {guileless}. 

 

hale 

healthy {hale}. 

 

heady 

alert {heady}. 

 

hospitable 

receptive {hospitable}. 

 

humane 

compassionate {humane}. 

 

humanitarian 

improving others' lives {humanitarian}. 

 

illustrious 

celebrated {illustrious}. 

 

impeccable 

correct {impeccable}. 

 

imperturbable 

calm {imperturbable}. 

 

indefatigable 

tireless {indefatigable}. 

 

intrepid 

brave {intrepid}. 

 

irreproachable 

never immoral {irreproachable}. 

 

jovial 

happy {jovial}. 

 

judicial careful 

careful {judicial}. 

 



judicious 

careful {judicious}. 

 

keen 

eager {keen}. 

 

laudable 

praiseworthy {laudable}. 

 

laudatory 

praising {laudatory}. 

 

learned knowledgeable 

knowledgeable {learned}. 

 

lettered 

well-read {lettered}. 

 

lily-white 

pure {lily-white}. 

 

lissome 

lithe {lissome}. 

 

literate 

able to read or well-read {literate}. 

 

lithe 

graceful {lithe}. 

 

lucid clear 

clear {lucid}. 

 

mannered 

polite {mannered}. 

 

measured 

regular {measured}. 

 

meritorious 

deserving reward {meritorious}. 

 

methodical 

following method {methodical}. 

 

meticulous 

careful {meticulous}. 

 

moxie 

bravery {moxie}. 

 

munificent 

generous {munificent}. 

 

natty 

well-dressed {natty}. 



 

percipient 

perceiving well {percipient}. 

 

personable 

having good personality {personable}. 

 

perspicacious 

perceiving well {perspicacious}. 

 

perspicuous 

being perceived easily {perspicuous}. 

 

philosophic 

being objective {philosophic}. 

 

phlegmatic 

staying calm {phlegmatic}. 

 

politic 

judicious {politic}. 

 

pragmatic 

practical {pragmatic}. 

 

prescient 

having foresight {prescient}. 

 

presentient 

having foreknowledge {presentient}. 

 

prestigious 

high status {prestigious}. 

 

progressive liberal 

working for progress {progressive}. 

 

rangy 

tall {rangy}. 

 

rational reason 

reasoning well {rational}. 

 

redoubtable 

formidable {redoubtable}. 

 

refined 

cultured {refined}. 

 

regal 

royal-like {regal}. 

 

reputable 

having good reputation {reputable}. 

 



reserved 

not outgoing {reserved}. 

 

resolute 

determined {resolute}. 

 

righteous 

acting morally {righteous}. 

 

sagacious 

wise {sagacious}. 

 

salutatory 

welcoming {salutatory}. 

 

sanguine calm 

calm {sanguine, calm}. 

 

sapient 

thinking well {sapient}. 

 

sedulous 

diligent {sedulous}. 

 

self-effacing 

modest {self-effacing}. 

 

selfless 

not thinking about self {selfless}. 

 

sensible 

not acting unreasonably {sensible}. 

 

serene 

calm {serene}. 

 

solicitous 

concerned {solicitous}. 

 

studious 

often studying {studious}. 

 

temperate moderate 

moderate {temperate, disposition}. 

 

tempered experienced 

shaped by experience {tempered}. 

 

tenacious 

not giving up {tenacious}. 

 

unaffected 

natural {unaffected}. 

 

unassuming 

modest {unassuming}. 



 

unerring 

always correct {unerring}. 

 

unimpeachable 

always correct {unimpeachable}. 

 

urbane 

cultured {urbane}. 

 

vigilant 

alert {vigilant}. 

 

virile 

manly {virile}. 

 

winning 

charming {winning}. 

 

winsome 

charming {winsome}. 

 

wiry 

strong and slim {wiry}. 
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abreast 

alongside {abreast}. 

 

acentric 

off-center {acentric}. 

 

adjacent 

beside {adjacent}. 

 

adjoining 

touching {adjoining}. 

 

alpine 

mountain {alpine}. 

 

ambient 

surrounding {ambient}. 

 

amorphous shape 

any-shaped {amorphous}. 

 

annular 

ring-like {annular}. 

 

anterior in front 

in front {anterior}. 

 

aquiline 

curved {aquiline}. 



 

ascendant 

going up {ascendant}. 

 

astral star 

about stars {astral}. 

 

asymmetric unsymmetrical 

not symmetrical {asymmetric}. 

 

axial adjective 

on axis {axial}. 

 

beveled 

angled {beveled}. 

 

bipartite 

having two parts {bipartite}. 

 

bulbous 

bulb-shaped {bulbous}. 

 

buoyant 

floating {buoyant}. 

 

cattycorner 

diagonal from {cattycorner}. 

 

celestial 

about sky {celestial}. 

 

circuitous 

going around {circuitous}. 

 

coaxial axis 

having same axis {coaxial}. 

 

collinear 

on same line {collinear}. 

 

commodious 

having large interior {commodious}. 

 

conterminous 

having same end {conterminous}. 

 

contiguous 

touching {contiguous}. 

 

cosmic universal 

universal {cosmic}. 

 

coterminous 

having same end {coterminous}. 

 



crescent curved 

curved {crescent}. 

 

diametric 

about diameter {diametric}. 

 

discontinuous 

having gaps or angles {discontinuous}. 

 

elevated high 

high {elevated, high}. 

 

elysian 

heavenly {elysian}. 

 

equidistant 

having same distance from two other things {equidistant}. 

 

extraterrestrial 

not on Earth {extraterrestrial}. 

 

fluted 

grooved {fluted}. 

 

foliate flower 

having flower shapes {foliate}. 

 

fusiform cigar-shaped 

cigar-shaped {fusiform}. 

 

gatefold 

having folded pages {gatefold}. 

 

helical 

screw-shaped {helical}. 

 

hyperborean polar 

polar {hyperborean}. 

 

inlaid 

inset {inlaid}. 

 

isometric measure 

equal measure in all dimensions {isometric}. 

 

isotonic 

having equal tension in all dimensions {isotonic}. 

 

lateral sideways 

sideways, to side {lateral, sideways}. 

 

manifold as many 

many {manifold, many}. 

 

meristic 

segmented {meristic}. 



 

misshapen 

misshaped {misshapen}. 

 

nether 

low {nether}. 

 

oblate ovoid 

flattened at poles {oblate}. 

 

oblique 

not direct {oblique, not direct}. 

 

oblong 

having width greater than height {oblong}. 

 

oriental 

eastern {oriental}. 

 

orotund 

round {orotund}. 

 

ovate 

oval in three dimensions {ovate}. 

 

ovoid 

oval in three dimensions {ovoid}. 

 

penult 

next-to-last {penult, next-to-last} {penultimate}. 

 

planar flat 

flat {planar}. 

 

plexiform 

being overlapping network {plexiform}. 

 

precipitous 

steep {precipitous}. 

 

protean 

changing shape {protean}. 

 

pyriform 

pear-shaped {pyriform}. 

 

rotund 

round {rotund}. 

 

serial sequential 

sequential {serial}. 

 

serpentine winding 

winding {serpentine, winding}. 

 



serrate 

toothed {serrate}. 

 

serried 

crowded {serried}. 

 

singular special 

special {singular}. 

 

sinuous 

winding {sinuous}. 

 

stellate star 

star-shaped {stellate}. 

 

subjacent 

underneath {subjacent}. 

 

subterranean 

underground {subterranean}. 

 

toroid 

torus {toroid}. 

 

tortuous 

winding {tortuous}. 

 

trackless 

having no markings {trackless}. 

 

transverse across 

across {transverse}. 

 

tripartite 

having three parts {tripartite}. 

 

tubular 

tube-like {tubular}. 

 

ubiquitous 

everywhere {ubiquitous}. 

 

ulterior 

outside the known {ulterior}. 

 

vallate 

having raised edges around lower area {vallate}. 

 

variform 

having various shapes {variform}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Adjective>State 

 

abysmal 

profound {abysmal}. 

 



academic impractical 

not practical {academic}. 

 

admissible 

acceptable {admissible}. 

 

advantageous 

giving advantage {advantageous}. 

 

aesthetic 

about beauty or art {aesthetic}. 

 

allegorical 

symbolic {allegorical}. 

 

ambiguous both 

having two meanings {ambiguous, both}. 

 

analogous 

similar {analogous, similar}. 

 

ancillary 

added {ancillary}. 

 

anomalous abnormal 

abnormal {anomalous}. 

 

anonymous 

having no named author {anonymous}. 

 

antithetical 

opposite {antithetical}. 

 

apocryphal 

not authentic {apocryphal}. 

 

appellate 

about appeals {appellate}. 

 

applicable 

applying {applicable}. 

 

apposite 

appropriate {apposite}. 

 

apropos 

appropriate {apropos}. 

 

apt 

fitting {apt, state}. 

 

arbitrary 

capricious {arbitrary}. 

 

arcane 

esoteric {arcane}. 



 

arduous 

difficult {arduous}. 

 

arrant 

complete {arrant}. 

 

arresting 

interesting {arresting}. 

 

attributive 

adjective {attributive}. 

 

atypical untypical 

not typical {atypical}. 

 

auspicious 

favorable {auspicious}. 

 

authoritative 

from authority {authoritative}. 

 

auxiliary supplementary 

supplementary {auxiliary}. 

 

avid 

eager {avid}. 

 

avowed 

vouched for {avowed}. 

 

backdoor 

behind back {backdoor}. 

 

backstairs 

behind scenes {backstairs}. 

 

bated 

held {bated}. 

 

benign adjective 

not harmful {benign}. 

 

bipartisan 

about two parties {bipartisan}. 

 

biting 

sharp {biting}. 

 

bittersweet 

happy and sad {bittersweet}. 

 

blithe 

carefree {blithe}. 

 



blue chip 

highest rank {blue chip}. 

 

blue ribbon 

first quality {blue ribbon}. 

 

blue-collar 

laborer {blue-collar}. 

 

bread-and-butter 

basic {bread-and-butter}. 

 

bucolic 

pastoral {bucolic, pastoral}. 

 

canonical orthodox 

orthodox {canonical}. 

 

categorical adjective 

absolute {categorical}. 

 

cathartic 

purgative {cathartic}. 

 

catholic 

general {catholic}. 

 

charitable 

generous {charitable}. 

 

chimerical 

imaginary {chimerical}. 

 

chivalric 

about chivalry {chivalric}. 

 

circumstantial 

indirect or associative {circumstantial}. 

 

civic 

about citizenship {civic}. 

 

clandestine 

secret {clandestine}. 

 

clarion 

clear and alerting {clarion}. 

 

classic traditional 

traditional and high quality {classic} {classical}. 

 

climactic 

about climax {climactic}. 

 

cloak-and-dagger 

secret {cloak-and-dagger}. 



 

coequal 

equal {coequal}. 

 

cogent 

coherent {cogent}. 

 

coherent logical 

logical and connected {coherent}. 

 

cohesive 

sticking together {cohesive}. 

 

colloquial 

about informal expression {colloquial}. 

 

combinative combining 

combining {combinative}. 

 

combinatorial combining 

about combining {combinatorial}. 

 

commemorative 

remembering {commemorative}. 

 

commensurable 

measurable in same way {commensurable}. 

 

commensurate 

corresponding {commensurate}. 

 

communicable 

transferable {communicable}. 

 

compatible 

working together well {compatible}. 

 

composite mixed 

mixed {composite}. 

 

comprehensible 

understandable {comprehensible}. 

 

comprehensive 

including everything {comprehensive}. 

 

conceptual ideas 

about ideas {conceptual}. 

 

concise 

brief {concise}. 

 

confluent 

coming together {confluent}. 

 



congruous 

harmonious {congruous}. 

 

conjectural 

about conjecture {conjectural}. 

 

considered 

thought out {considered}. 

 

constitutive essential 

essential {constitutive}. 

 

consubstantial 

having same substance {consubstantial}. 

 

consummate 

perfect and complete {consummate}. 

 

corporate 

about corporation {corporate}. 

 

covert secret 

secret {covert}. 

 

credible 

believable {credible} {creditable}. 

 

cryptic 

coded {cryptic}. 

 

cutting sharp 

sharp {cutting}. 

 

deathless 

timeless {deathless}. 

 

declamatory declaiming 

about declaiming {declamatory}. 

 

definitive authoritative 

complete and authoritative {definitive}. 

 

defunct 

no longer existing {defunct}. 

 

delectable 

tasting good {delectable}. 

 

demonstrable 

provable {demonstrable}. 

 

discursive discourse 

about discourse {discursive}. 

 

disparate 

dissimilar {disparate}. 



 

dissociable 

separable {dissociable}. 

 

divergent separate 

starting from same place but going in different directions {divergent}. 

 

divers 

having variety {divers} {diverse}. 

 

dormant 

resting {dormant}. 

 

ecumenical 

universal {ecumenical}. 

 

efficacious 

effective {efficacious}. 

 

ejaculatory 

exclaiming {ejaculatory}. 

 

elastic flexible 

flexible {elastic}. 

 

elective 

not required {elective}. 

 

elemental 

basic {elemental}. 

 

emblematic symbolic 

symbolic {emblematic}. 

 

embryonic beginning 

beginning {embryonic}. 

 

empirical observable 

observable {empirical}. 

 

endemic 

about place or group {endemic}. 

 

endogenous 

within {endogenous}. 

 

engrossing 

interesting {engrossing}. 

 

enigmatic 

puzzling {enigmatic}. 

 

epic important 

important {epic}. 

 



equitable 

fair {equitable}. 

 

equivalent equal 

equal {equivalent, equal}. 

 

erstwhile 

former {erstwhile}. 

 

esoteric 

understandable only by few {esoteric}. 

 

especial 

special {especial}. 

 

ethereal 

delicate {ethereal}. 

 

evocative 

evoking {evocative}. 

 

exceptionable 

unusually good {exceptionable}. 

 

excrescent 

growing abnormally {excrescent}. 

 

excursive 

digressive {excursive}. 

 

exhaustive 

complete {exhaustive}. 

 

exigent 

urgent {exigent}. 

 

exogenous 

outside body {exogenous}. 

 

exorbitant 

too high {exorbitant}. 

 

exotic strange 

strange {exotic}. 

 

expedient 

ignored principles in reaching goal {expedient}. 

 

expeditious 

efficient {expeditious}. 

 

expendable 

discardable {expendable}. 

 

explanatory explain 

explaining {explanatory}. 



 

explicable 

explainable {explicable}. 

 

explicatory 

about explication {explicatory}. 

 

explicit specific 

specific {explicit}. 

 

expository exposition 

about exposition {expository}. 

 

expressive 

meaningful {expressive}. 

 

expurgatory 

about removing obscenity or controversy {expurgatory}. 

 

extemporaneous 

spontaneous {extemporaneous}. 

 

extensible 

extendible {extensible}. 

 

extenuating 

excusable {extenuating}. 

 

extracurricular 

outside curriculum, such as sports and clubs {extracurricular}. 

 

extralegal 

outside law {extralegal}. 

 

extraneous inessential 

inessential {extraneous}. 

 

extrinsic 

from outside {extrinsic}. 

 

extrusive 

pushed through {extrusive}. 

 

facile 

easy {facile}. 

 

factitious 

artificial {factitious}. 

 

fancy-free 

carefree {fancy-free}. 

 

farcical 

about farce {farcical}. 

 



fatalistic 

resigned to fate {fatalistic}. 

 

feasible 

doable {feasible}. 

 

fecund 

productive {fecund}. 

 

federal national 

about united states, national {federal}. 

 

felicitous 

apt and flowing {felicitous}. 

 

fell 

falling {fell}. 

 

fertile 

able to produce {fertile}. 

 

festive 

celebratory {festive}. 

 

fictitious 

imaginary {fictitious}. 

 

fictive 

imaginary {fictive}. 

 

fiscal money 

about money {fiscal}. 

 

fixed 

constant {fixed}. 

 

florid 

flowery {florid}. 

 

forensic 

about debates or legal proceedings {forensic}. 

 

forgettable 

insignificant {forgettable}. 

 

formalistic 

being formal {formalistic}. 

 

formative developing 

developing {formative, developing}. 

 

fortuitous 

lucky {fortuitous}. 

 

freestanding 

unsupported {freestanding}. 



 

full-dress 

with costumes {full-dress}. 

 

fulsome 

excessive {fulsome}. 

 

funerary 

about funerals {funerary}. 

 

funereal 

sad {funereal}. 

 

generic 

general {generic}. 

 

germane 

apt {germane}. 

 

germinal 

in early development {germinal}. 

 

gilt-edged 

highest quality {gilt-edged}. 

 

gospel 

absolute {gospel}. 

 

graphic pictured 

explicitly pictured {graphic}. 

 

gubernatorial 

about governors {gubernatorial}. 

 

hairline 

narrow {hairline}. 

 

hallowed 

sacred {hallowed}. 

 

harmonious 

pleasant {harmonious}. 

 

heterodox 

unorthodox {heterodox}. 

 

heteronomous 

not autonomous {heteronomous}. 

 

holistic 

about whole {holistic}. 

 

hortatory 

about exhortation {hortatory} {hortative}. 

 



hypothetical 

possible {hypothetical}. 

 

idiopathic 

having unknown cause {idiopathic}. 

 

immaculate 

pure or clean {immaculate}. 

 

impacted 

unable to come out {impacted}. 

 

impalpable 

not understandable {impalpable}. 

 

impassable 

having no path through {impassable}. 

 

impenetrable 

unable to enter {impenetrable}. 

 

imperforate 

making hole {imperforate}. 

 

impermeable 

unable to enter {impermeable}. 

 

impervious 

unaffected {impervious}. 

 

implausible 

not likely {implausible}. 

 

implicit assumed 

assumed {implicit}. 

 

inalienable 

inherent {inalienable}. 

 

incandescent bright 

bright {incandescent}. 

 

incarnate 

embodied {incarnate}. 

 

inchoate early 

early {inchoate}. 

 

incipient 

about to happen {incipient}. 

 

incommutable 

unchangeable {incommutable}. 

 

incongruous 

inconsistent or disparate {incongruous}. 



 

incontrovertible 

proven {incontrovertible}. 

 

indefeasible 

not voidable {indefeasible}. 

 

indeterminate 

not determined {indeterminate}. 

 

indicative pointing 

indicating, pointing {indicative, indicating}. 

 

indigenous 

native {indigenous}. 

 

indubitable 

not doubtable {indubitable}. 

 

ineffable 

indescribable {ineffable}. 

 

ineluctable 

inevitable {ineluctable}. 

 

inextricable 

stuck {inextricable}. 

 

infectious 

easily transferred {infectious}. 

 

inflammatory 

inciting {inflammatory}. 

 

ingenious 

clever {ingenious}. 

 

ingrained 

habitual {ingrained}. 

 

inherent 

intrinsic {inherent}. 

 

inimitable 

impossible to imitate {inimitable}. 

 

innocuous 

harmless {innocuous}. 

 

inordinate 

too much {inordinate}. 

 

intelligible 

understandable {intelligible}. 

 



interdenominational 

shared by sects {interdenominational}. 

 

interdisciplinary 

involving several subjects {interdisciplinary}. 

 

interlocutory 

about trial decree {interlocutory}. 

 

intramural 

among groups within institution {intramural}. 

 

intrinsic essential 

essential {intrinsic}. 

 

inviolable 

unassailable {inviolable}. 

 

inviolate 

not assailed {inviolate}. 

 

irradicable 

not erasable {irradicable}. 

 

irrevocable 

not voidable and unchangeable {irrevocable}. 

 

keynote 

most important {keynote}. 

 

latent potential 

potential {latent}. 

 

liberal 

generous {liberal}. 

 

lineal 

direct ancestry {lineal}. 

 

literal word 

word-for-word {literal}. 

 

literary 

about literature {literary}. 

 

liturgical ritual 

about ritual or liturgy {liturgical}. 

 

lucrative 

making money {lucrative}. 

 

mandatory 

required {mandatory}. 

 

marginal unimportant 

unimportant {marginal}. 



 

martial military 

military {martial}. 

 

materialistic 

concerned only about things {materialistic}. 

 

meet 

proper {meet}. 

 

mellifluous 

flowing smoothly {mellifluous}. 

 

menial 

about servants {menial}. 

 

mensurable 

measurable {mensurable}. 

 

modish 

stylish {modish}. 

 

modular component 

having components {modular}. 

 

monosyllablic 

having one syllable {monosyllablic}. 

 

moot 

having no significance to argument {moot}. 

 

mundane 

ordinary {mundane}. 

 

mutable 

changeable {mutable}. 

 

nascent 

emerging {nascent}. 

 

nebulous 

formless {nebulous}. 

 

neoteric 

recent {neoteric}. 

 

nominal name 

named but not existing {nominal}. 

 

nomological 

about universal laws {nomological}. 

 

nondescript 

having no special features {nondescript}. 

 



normative 

about standard or custom {normative}. 

 

notable 

worthy {notable}. 

 

noted 

well-known {noted}. 

 

objective impersonal 

being impersonal {objective}. 

 

obligatory 

required {obligatory}. 

 

occidental 

western {occidental}. 

 

operational working 

working {operational}. 

 

opportune 

favorable {opportune}. 

 

optimal best 

best {optimal}. 

 

opulent 

luxurious {opulent}. 

 

ornate 

highly decorated {ornate}. 

 

orthodox 

having traditional or received beliefs {orthodox}. 

 

ostensible 

seeming {ostensible}. 

 

overt 

public {overt}. 

 

pacific 

peaceful {pacific}. 

 

palliative 

symptom relieving {palliative}. 

 

palpable 

perceivable {palpable}. 

 

papal 

about pope {papal}. 

 

paranormal 

parapsychological {paranormal}. 



 

pardonable 

excusable {pardonable}. 

 

passing 

moderately {passing}. 

 

pastoral bucolic 

bucolic {pastoral, bucolic}. 

 

patent obvious 

obvious {patent, obvious}. 

 

patristic 

about early Christian churches {patristic}. 

 

peerless 

highest {peerless}. 

 

pegged 

categorized {pegged}. 

 

peremptory 

acting to stop another's action {peremptory}. 

 

periphrastic 

using circumlocutions {periphrastic}. 

 

perquisite 

right or gratuity {perquisite}. 

 

pictorial picture 

using pictures {pictorial}. 

 

picturesque 

looking like nice picture {picturesque}. 

 

piquant provoking 

provoking emotion {piquant, provoking}. 

 

pithy 

short and expressive {pithy}. 

 

pivotal 

determining {pivotal}. 

 

placid 

calm {placid}. 

 

plastic changeable 

changeable {plastic, changeable}. 

 

plausible 

likely {plausible}. 

 



pliable 

easily changed {pliable}. 

 

pliant 

adaptable {pliant}. 

 

polysyllabic 

having more than one syllable {polysyllabic}. 

 

polytechnic 

including several technical subjects {polytechnic}. 

 

potent 

strong {potent}. 

 

practicable 

feasible {practicable}. 

 

precarious 

unstable {precarious}. 

 

precious 

valuable {precious}. 

 

preeminent 

first {preeminent}. 

 

premonitory 

signaling danger in the future {premonitory}. 

 

preponderant 

greater {preponderant}. 

 

prescriptive 

restrictive {prescriptive}. 

 

presidial 

about garrison {presidial}. 

 

preternatural 

supernatural {preternatural}. 

 

prevalent 

widespread {prevalent}. 

 

primary first 

main or first {primary}. 

 

pristine 

pure and clean {pristine}. 

 

professed 

expressed {professed}. 

 

profound 

deeply insightful {profound}. 



 

prominent 

of high position {prominent}. 

 

pronounced 

marked {pronounced}. 

 

propitious 

favorable {propitious}. 

 

proportionate 

of correct proportions {proportionate}. 

 

proprietary 

owned or about proprietor {proprietary}. 

 

prosaic 

unimaginative {prosaic}. 

 

proverbial 

traditional {proverbial}. 

 

provident 

providing for the future {provident}. 

 

providential 

about divine providence {providential}. 

 

provisional 

temporary {provisional} {provisory}. 

 

putative 

supposed {putative}. 

 

quantitative measured 

measured or counted {quantitative}. 

 

racy 

risqué {racy}. 

 

rarefied 

high {rarefied}. 

 

recrudescent 

reappear {recrudescent}. 

 

recumbent 

reclining {recumbent}. 

 

red-carpet 

first-class {red-carpet}. 

 

red-letter 

especially happy {red-letter}. 

 



redolent 

smelling {redolent}. 

 

redundant 

repeated {redundant}. 

 

refulgent 

shining {refulgent}. 

 

relative 

not absolute {relative}. 

 

remunerative 

making money {remunerative}. 

 

renascent 

reappearing {renascent}. 

 

replete 

filled {replete}. 

 

requisite 

required {requisite}. 

 

resonant 

echoing {resonant}. 

 

resplendent 

shining {resplendent}. 

 

restrictive 

limiting {restrictive}. 

 

resurgent 

rising again {resurgent}. 

 

ribald 

vulgarly funny {ribald}. 

 

rife 

full {rife}. 

 

rifling 

handling quickly {rifling through things}. 

 

rigorous 

difficult {rigorous}. 

 

riotous 

funny {riotous}. 

 

risible 

laughable {risible}. 

 

roseate 

cheerful {roseate}. 



 

round robin 

Players play all other players {round robin}. 

 

round table conference 

conference with several speakers {round table}. 

 

routine 

easy {routine}. 

 

rump 

low quality {rump}. 

 

rustic 

simple {rustic}. 

 

sabbatical 

leave of absence for study {sabbatical}. 

 

sacrosanct 

sacred {sacrosanct}. 

 

safe-conduct 

document granting passage through region {safe-conduct}. 

 

salient 

sticking out {salient}. 

 

salubrious 

healthful {salubrious}. 

 

salutary 

beneficial {salutary}. 

 

schematic 

diagrammatic {schematic}. 

 

scholastic 

about school {scholastic}. 

 

seasonable 

appropriate for season {seasonable}. 

 

sectarian 

about sects {sectarian}. 

 

secular 

not religious {secular}. 

 

seemly 

proper {seemly}. 

 

semblance 

similar to {semblance}. 

 



seminal 

seed-like {seminal}. 

 

semiotic symbol 

about signs and symbols {semiotic}. 

 

seriocomic 

comedy with serious aspects {seriocomic}. 

 

serviceable 

usable {serviceable}. 

 

simon-pure 

very pure {simon-pure}. 

 

societal 

about society {societal}. 

 

solvent money 

not bankrupt {solvent, about money}. 

 

soporific 

sleep-inducing {soporific}. 

 

sound solid 

having all parts working well {sound, functioning}. 

 

spasmodic 

irregular {spasmodic}. 

 

spectral ghost 

about ghosts {spectral}. 

 

splendiferous 

splendid {splendiferous}. 

 

sporadic 

irregular {sporadic}. 

 

stentorian 

loud {stentorian}. 

 

stilted 

overly formal {stilted}. 

 

storied 

famous {storied}. 

 

strategic positioning 

placing in good position for next event {strategic}. 

 

stringent 

severe {stringent}. 

 

stygian 

about hell {stygian}. 



 

sublunary 

Earthly {sublunary}. 

 

substantive substantial 

substantial {substantive, substantial}. 

 

succinct 

brief and expressive {succinct}. 

 

suggestive 

suggesting sexual things {suggestive}. 

 

summary quick 

quick {summary}. 

 

superable 

able to be overcome {superable}. 

 

surreptitious 

secret {surreptitious}. 

 

surrogate substitute 

substitute {surrogate, substitute}. 

 

synoptic 

abstract {synoptic}. 

 

syntactic 

about syntax {syntactic}. 

 

tabular 

in table {tabular}. 

 

tacit unspoken 

unspoken implication {tacit}. 

 

tactical 

done to gain immediate goal {tactical}. 

 

tangible 

substantial {tangible}. 

 

tantamount 

equivalent to {tantamount}. 

 

telegraphic 

much compressed or shortened {telegraphic}. 

 

telling 

forceful {telling}. 

 

tenable 

possibly correct {tenable}. 

 



tentative 

in uncertain state {tentative}. 

 

tenuous 

thin {tenuous}. 

 

textbook rule-based 

following rules {textbook, rule-based}. 

 

theocentric 

god-centered {theocentric}. 

 

thumbnail 

brief {thumbnail}. 

 

titular 

nominal {titular}. 

 

toothsome 

delicious {toothsome}. 

 

top drawer 

high quality {top drawer}. 

 

topical 

local {topical}. 

 

tractable 

easy to manipulate {tractable}. 

 

trenchant 

incisive {trenchant}. 

 

tutelary 

about tutoring {tutelary}. 

 

unceremonious 

with no politeness {unceremonious}. 

 

uncharted 

unknown or unexplored {uncharted}. 

 

unfrequented 

not visited {unfrequented}. 

 

unicameral 

having one legislative assembly {unicameral}. 

 

unparalleled 

unequaled {unparalleled}. 

 

unvarnished 

appearing as it is {unvarnished}. 

 

uplifting 

lifting spirit {uplifting}. 



 

vantage 

view {vantage}. 

 

vatic 

about prophesy {vatic}. 

 

verbal wordy 

using words {verbal}. 

 

vintage 

high quality {vintage}. 

 

violable 

breachable {violable}. 

 

votive 

fulfilling vow {votive}. 

 

weighty 

being important {weighty}. 

 

wondrous 

wonderful {wondrous}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Adjective>State>Bad 

 

abstruse 

hard to understand {abstruse}. 

 

acrid 

caustic {acrid}. 

 

adverse unfavorable 

unfavorable {adverse}. 

 

amiss 

wrong {amiss}. 

 

apocalyptic 

predicting disaster {apocalyptic}. 

 

backhanded 

insulting {backhanded}. 

 

baleful 

ominous {baleful}. 

 

banal 

trite {banal}. 

 

barbarous 

brutal {barbarous}. 

 

barefaced 

brash {barefaced}. 



 

barren 

unproductive {barren}. 

 

blasted 

wasted {blasted}. 

 

bogus 

fake {bogus}. 

 

bootless 

useless {bootless}. 

 

clamorous 

loud and noisy {clamorous}. 

 

colorless 

uninteresting {colorless}. 

 

cosmetic 

only for appearance {cosmetic}. 

 

dank 

cold and wet {dank}. 

 

deleterious 

harmful {deleterious}. 

 

desolate 

uninhabited {desolate}. 

 

detrimental 

harmful {detrimental}. 

 

dilapidated 

worn out or not repaired {dilapidated}. 

 

dire 

grave {dire}. 

 

disjointed 

unconnected {disjointed}. 

 

disproportionate 

larger in number or size {disproportionate}. 

 

draconian 

harsh {draconian}. 

 

egregious 

notably bad {egregious}. 

 

elegaic 

mournful {elegaic}. 

 



erroneous 

wrong {erroneous}. 

 

factious 

divisive {factious}. 

 

fallacious 

false {fallacious}. 

 

fetid 

foul-smelling {fetid}. 

 

flagging 

weakening {flagging}. 

 

forbidding 

ominous {forbidding}. 

 

frigid 

cold {frigid}. 

 

frivolous 

unimportant and extra {frivolous}. 

 

galling 

irritating {galling}. 

 

gamy 

smelling like dead game {gamy}. 

 

garish 

gaudy {garish}. 

 

ghastly 

horrible {ghastly}. 

 

gratuitous 

extra and inapt {gratuitous}. 

 

grievous 

significant {grievous}. 

 

ill-starred 

bad luck {ill-starred}. 

 

immaterial 

not important {immaterial}. 

 

inane 

silly {inane}. 

 

inimical 

hostile {inimical}. 

 

insidious 

subtly harmful {insidious}. 



 

insipid 

bland {insipid}. 

 

intractable 

not resolvable {intractable}. 

 

inviable 

unmaintainable {inviable}. 

 

jerry-built 

poorly built {jerry-built}. 

 

kaput 

dead {kaput}. 

 

laborious 

requiring hard work {laborious}. 

 

labyrinthine 

complex {labyrinthine}. 

 

libelous 

damaging to reputation {libelous}. 

 

loathsome 

disgusting {loathsome}. 

 

ludicrous 

laughable {ludicrous}. 

 

lugubrious 

mournful {lugubrious}. 

 

lurid 

sensational {lurid}. 

 

maddening 

frustrating {maddening}. 

 

malignant evil 

evil and spreading {malignant}. 

 

malodorous 

foul-smelling {malodorous}. 

 

mephitic 

foul-smelling {mephitic}. 

 

minatory 

threatening {minatory}. 

 

morbid 

gruesome or about disease {morbid}. 

 



mordacious 

biting {mordacious}. 

 

musty 

having moldy smell {musty}. 

 

noisome 

noisy {noisome}. 

 

nonviable 

non-maintainable {nonviable}. 

 

noxious 

damaging {noxious}. 

 

objectionable 

offensive {objectionable}. 

 

ominous 

threatening {ominous}. 

 

onerous 

burdensome {onerous}. 

 

otiose 

lazy or useless {otiose}. 

 

overblown 

excessive {overblown}. 

 

pandemic 

widespread epidemic {pandemic}. 

 

parlous 

dangerous {parlous}. 

 

pejorative 

disparaging {pejorative}. 

 

pernicious destructive 

destructive {pernicious}. 

 

petrified unchanging 

unchanging, or scared {petrified}. 

 

prohibitive 

too high {prohibitive}. 

 

punitive punishing 

punishing {punitive}. 

 

putrid 

decayed {putrid}. 

 

questionable 

dubious {questionable}. 



 

rampant 

unstopped {rampant}. 

 

rank 

foul-smelling {rank, bad smelling}. 

 

ratty 

shabby {ratty}. 

 

recondite 

hard to understand {recondite}. 

 

remiss 

negligent {remiss}. 

 

repellent 

repulsive {repellent}. 

 

repugnant 

offensive {repugnant}. 

 

repulsive 

offensive {repulsive}. 

 

saccharine 

pleasant but dull {saccharine}. 

 

salacious 

lewd {salacious}. 

 

seamy 

sordid {seamy}. 

 

sere 

withered {sere}. 

 

sham fake 

fake {sham, fake}. 

 

sinister 

ominous {sinister}. 

 

sodden 

wet {sodden}. 

 

sordid 

immoral or wretched {sordid}. 

 

specious seeming 

only seeming to be true {specious}. 

 

spurious 

false {spurious}. 

 



squalid 

sordid {squalid}. 

 

stark 

utter {stark}. 

 

sterile 

unproductive {sterile, unproductive}. 

 

superficial inessential 

not essential {superficial}. 

 

superfluous 

unneeded {superfluous}. 

 

tangential indirect 

not about main thing, indirect {tangential}. 

 

tedious 

boring {tedious}. 

 

tepid 

lukewarm {tepid}. 

 

trite 

common {trite}. 

 

turgid 

having too much {turgid}. 

 

untenable 

not possible {untenable}. 

 

untoward 

unfavorable {untoward}. 

 

unwieldy 

Size or shape can make things difficult to manipulate {unwieldy}. 

 

unwonted 

unusual {unwonted}. 

 

venomous 

hateful {venomous}. 

 

vexatious 

annoying {vexatious}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Adjective>State>Physical State 

 

acoustic sound 

about sound {acoustic}. 

 

aeolian 

about wind {aeolian}. 

 



agrarian farming 

about farming {agrarian}. 

 

airy 

light {airy}. 

 

amphibious 

using water or land {amphibious}. 

 

aquatic 

about water {aquatic}. 

 

aqueous water 

about water {aqueous}. 

 

arable 

farmable {arable}. 

 

audible 

hearable {audible}. 

 

aural 

about hearing {aural}. 

 

auricular 

about hearing {auricular}. 

 

avian bird 

about birds {avian}. 

 

botanical 

about plants {botanical}. 

 

brackish 

somewhat salty {brackish}. 

 

brushed 

slightly roughened {brushed}. 

 

chthonic 

about or under earth {chthonic}. 

 

clammy 

damp {clammy}. 

 

clinical precise 

precise {clinical}. 

 

coeval 

at same time {coeval}. 

 

combustible 

flammable {combustible}. 

 

culinary 

about cooking {culinary}. 



 

cutaway 

cross-section {cutaway}. 

 

dappled 

spotted {dappled}. 

 

decimal ten 

about ten {decimal}. 

 

diaphanous 

translucently thin {diaphanous}. 

 

dietetic 

about dieting {dietetic}. 

 

diffuse spread 

spread out {diffuse}. 

 

dog-eared 

turned down {dog-eared}. 

 

ductile 

stretchable {ductile}. 

 

dulcet 

sweet sounding {dulcet}. 

 

edible 

eatable {edible}. 

 

empyrean 

about sky or heaven {empyrean}. 

 

equine 

about horses {equine}. 

 

eschatological 

about death or end of world {eschatological}. 

 

excretory 

about excretion {excretory}. 

 

fallow 

not planted {fallow}. 

 

favonian 

about west wind {favonian}. 

 

fenestrated 

having windows {fenestrated}. 

 

flaccid 

limp {flaccid}. 

 



flammable 

able to catch fire {flammable}. 

 

flocculent 

flaky {flocculent}. 

 

fulgent 

shining {fulgent}. 

 

gelatinous 

like gel {gelatinous}. 

 

gelid 

like gel {gelid}. 

 

gnarled 

knotted {gnarled}. 

 

gossamer 

delicate and thin {gossamer}. 

 

hairspring 

easily triggered {hairspring}. 

 

halcyon 

calm {halcyon}. 

 

hermetic sealed 

sealed {hermetic}. 

 

heterogeneous mixed 

mixed {heterogeneous}. 

 

heterologous 

same shaped or located but with different functions {heterologous}. 

 

high-tension 

high voltage {high-tension}. 

 

hoary 

old or white {hoary}. 

 

homologous same 

having same structure and function {homologous}. 

 

hydroelectric 

electric and generated by falling water {hydroelectric}. 

 

hypersonic 

traveling faster than sound speed {hypersonic}. 

 

iridescent 

lustrous and many-colored {iridescent}. 

 

labile changeable 

changeable {labile}. 



 

landlocked 

having no port {landlocked}. 

 

lilting 

song-like {lilting}. 

 

limpid 

transparent {limpid}. 

 

lingual tongue 

about tongue or speaking {lingual}. 

 

liquescent 

liquid {liquescent}. 

 

luminescent 

producing light {luminescent}. 

 

luminous 

giving light {luminous}. 

 

lush 

verdant {lush}. 

 

lustrous 

shiny {lustrous}. 

 

luxuriant 

verdant {luxuriant}. 

 

lyrical 

song-like {lyrical}. 

 

malleable 

changeable {malleable}. 

 

marine ocean 

about seas {marine}. 

 

maritime sea 

about sea and ships {maritime}. 

 

marmoreal 

marble-like {marmoreal}. 

 

matutinal 

morning {matutinal}. 

 

mealy 

granular {mealy}. 

 

mechanistic machine 

machine-like {mechanistic}. 

 



mensal 

about table {mensal}. 

 

monaural 

having one speaker or ear {monaural}. 

 

monochrome 

having one color {monochrome}. 

 

motley 

having several parts or colors {motley}. 

 

multifarious 

having many parts {multifarious}. 

 

mute 

emitting no sound {mute}. 

 

natant 

in water {natant}. 

 

nautical 

about ships and navigation {nautical}. 

 

navigable 

usable by boats {navigable}. 

 

nodular 

having nodes {nodular}. 

 

palatable 

having no bad taste {palatable}. 

 

palatial 

palace-like {palatial}. 

 

palatine 

about palace or royal powers {palatine}. 

 

parti-colored 

having different colored parts {parti-colored}. 

 

particulate 

having particles {particulate}. 

 

pellucid 

clear {pellucid}. 

 

peripatetic walking 

walking {peripatetic}. 

 

permeable 

pervadable {permeable}. 

 

pervious 

permeable {pervious}. 



 

phallic shape 

about penis or penis shape {phallic}. 

 

pharmaceutical 

about medicines {pharmaceutical, medicine}. 

 

philharmonic 

symphony orchestra {philharmonic}. 

 

phonic 

about sound {phonic}. 

 

photic 

about light {photic}. 

 

pied patchy 

piebald or patchy {pied, patchy}. 

 

piercing shrill 

shrill {piercing}. 

 

piscatorial 

about fish {piscatorial}. 

 

pneumatic 

about gases {pneumatic}. 

 

polled 

clipped {polled}. 

 

polychrome 

having several colors {polychrome}. 

 

porous 

having pores {porous}. 

 

potable 

safe to drink {potable}. 

 

prophylactic 

preventing {prophylactic}. 

 

pungent 

sharp tasting or smelling {pungent}. 

 

quiescent 

inactive {quiescent}. 

 

radiant 

glowing {radiant}. 

 

reticular network 

network-like {reticular}. 

 



rotary rotation 

about rotation {rotary}. 

 

rural country 

country {rural}. 

 

sacerdotal 

about priests {sacerdotal}. 

 

saline 

salty {saline}. 

 

saponaceous 

soapy {saponaceous}. 

 

sartorial 

about tailoring {sartorial}. 

 

scabrous 

rough {scabrous}. 

 

seismic 

about earthquakes {seismic}. 

 

sepulchral 

about tombs {sepulchral}. 

 

sheer 

transparent and thin {sheer}. 

 

spinous 

spiny {spinous}. 

 

static still 

not moving, or noise {static}. 

 

striated 

marked with parallel lines {striated}. 

 

submersible 

submergible {submersible}. 

 

succulent 

juicy {succulent}. 

 

sylvan 

about forests {sylvan}. 

 

synthetic 

machine made {synthetic, machine made}. 

 

tart sour 

sour {tart, sour}. 

 

tenebrous 

dark {tenebrous}. 



 

terpsichorean 

about dancing {terpsichorean}. 

 

tertiary third 

third {tertiary}. 

 

thalassic 

about sea {thalassic}. 

 

thrice 

three times {thrice}. 

 

tonsorial 

about barbering {tonsorial}. 

 

tropic 

tropical {tropic}. 

 

tumescent 

swelling {tumescent}. 

 

turbid 

having suspended particles {turbid}, like dirty water. 

 

turbulent turmoil 

having turmoil {turbulent}. 

 

unalloyed 

pure {unalloyed}. 

 

ursine 

about bears {ursine}. 

 

variegated 

many-colored {variegated}. 

 

vegetal 

about vegetation {vegetal}. 

 

vehicular 

about vehicles {vehicular}. 

 

verdant 

green {verdant}. 

 

vernal spring 

about spring {vernal}. 

 

vigesimal 

about number 20 {vigesimal}. 

 

vinaceous 

having vines {vinaceous} {vinous}. 

 



viscid 

dense and sticky {viscid}. 

 

viscous 

resisting flow {viscous}. 

 

vulpine 

about foxes {vulpine}. 

 

weathered 

worn {weathered}. 

 

wrought hammered 

hammered into shape {wrought}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Adjective>Time 

 

aestival 

in summer {aestival} {estival}. 

 

ancestral 

belonging to ancestors {ancestral}. 

 

ante-bellum 

before war {ante-bellum}. 

 

antediluvian 

before flood {antediluvian}. 

 

antic 

ancient {antic}. 

 

antiquated 

out-of-date {antiquated}. 

 

archaic 

old and unused {archaic}. 

 

arrhythmic 

irregular {arrhythmic}. 

 

asynchronous 

not at same time {asynchronous}. 

 

biannual 

every two years {biannual}. 

 

bicentennial 

two centuries later {bicentennial}. 

 

centennial 

one century later {centennial} {centenary}. 

 

concomitant time 

at same time {concomitant}. 

 



concurrent time 

at same time {concurrent}. 

 

consequent 

as result {consequent, result} {consequential}. 

 

contemporaneous 

at same time {contemporaneous}. 

 

contemporary 

at same time {contemporary}. 

 

cursory 

quick {cursory}. 

 

diachronic 

over time {diachronic} over time. 

 

ephemeral 

only short time {ephemeral}. 

 

evanescent 

transitory {evanescent}. 

 

extant 

existing {extant}. 

 

feudal 

in Middle Ages {feudal}. 

 

fleeting 

transitory {fleeting}. 

 

glacial 

slow {glacial}. 

 

immemorial 

forever {immemorial}. 

 

imminent 

soon after {imminent}. 

 

immutable 

unchanging {immutable}. 

 

impending 

soon after {impending}. 

 

incessant 

unceasing {incessant}. 

 

interminable 

unending {interminable}. 

 

intermittent 

at irregular times {intermittent}. 



 

posthumous 

after death {posthumous}. 

 

postprandial 

after meal {postprandial}. 

 

prefatory 

before {prefatory}. 

 

primal first 

first {primal}. 

 

primeval 

in early times {primeval}. 

 

primordial 

in early times {primordial}. 

 

procrustean 

changing {procrustean}. 

 

retral 

moving backward {retral}. 

 

retroactive in time 

applying at previous time {retroactive}. 

 

retrograde backward 

moving backward {retrograde}. 

 

revolving 

spinning on or around axis {revolving}. 

 

rotatory 

rotating {rotatory}. 

 

sesquicentennial 

150 years after {sesquicentennial}. 

 

successive 

repeatedly after {successive}. 

 

superannuated 

obsolete or retired {superannuated}. 

 

synchronic 

at same time {synchronic}. 

 

synchronous 

at same time {synchronous}. 

 

temporal time 

being about time {temporal}. 

 



time-lapse 

over time {time-lapse}. 

 

timeless 

always having same value {timeless}. 

 

transient passing 

passing through or away {transient, passing}. 

 

transitory 

short time {transitory}. 

 

valedictory 

farewell {valedictory}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Adverb Or Other 

 

albeit 

although {albeit}. 

 

anent 

regarding {anent}. 

 

anon 

soon {anon}. 

 

askance 

sideways {askance}. 

 

astern 

to rear or behind boat {astern}. 

 

asunder 

into parts {asunder}. 

 

athwart 

across {athwart}. 

 

avast 

hold on {avast}. 

 

avaunt 

be gone {avaunt}. 

 

behind the eight ball 

in trouble {behind the eight ball}. 

 

behindhand 

behind in payments {behindhand}. 

 

betimes 

early {betimes}. 

 

clockwise 

rotating in same direction as clock {clockwise}. 

 



counterclockwise 

rotating in opposite direction as clock {counterclockwise}. 

 

downwind 

in same direction as wind is going {downwind}. 

 

ere 

before {ere}. 

 

forsooth 

in truth {forsooth}. 

 

forthwith 

at once {forthwith}. 

 

gamely 

pluckily {gamely}. 

 

hammer and tongs 

vigorously {hammer and tongs}. 

 

hand in glove 

in cooperation {hand in glove} {hand and glove}. 

 

haply 

by chance {haply}. 

 

hence 

away or therefore {hence}. 

 

henceforth 

from now on {henceforth}. 

 

heretofore 

previously {heretofore}. 

 

hither 

toward here {hither}. 

 

hitherto 

before now {hitherto}. 

 

howbeit 

although or nevertheless {howbeit}. 

 

lest 

for fear that {lest}. 

 

lief 

willingly {lief}. 

 

meanly 

ignobly {meanly}. 

 

pace preposition 

not withstanding as preposition {pace, preposition}. 



 

perchance 

perhaps {perchance}. 

 

perforce 

necessarily {perforce}. 

 

posthaste 

speedily {posthaste}. 

 

save 

except for {save}. 

 

sidesaddle 

with both legs on one side {sidesaddle}. 

 

summarily 

speedily {summarily}. 

 

tallyho 

let's go {tallyho}. 

 

thither 

to there {thither}. 

 

timely 

well-timed {timely}. 

 

to wit 

namely {to wit}. 

 

trippingly 

quickly {trippingly}. 

 

twixt 

between {twixt}. 

 

unduly 

excessively {unduly}. 

 

upwind 

from where wind came {upwind}. 

 

verily 

truly {verily}. 

 

yesteryear 

past times {yesteryear}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Affix 

 

affixes 

Affixes are prefixes or suffixes {affixes}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Affix>Prefix 

 



a- 

not or without or on {a-}. 

 

ab- 

away from {ab-}. 

 

acro- 

high or beginning {acr-} {acro-}. 

 

ad- 

toward {ad-}. 

 

aer- 

air or atmosphere {aer-} {aero-}. 

 

afore- 

earlier {afore-}. 

 

after- 

after {after-}. 

 

agro- 

agriculture {agro-}. 

 

allo- 

difference {allo-}. 

 

ambi- 

both {ambi-}. 

 

an- 

not {an-}. 

 

ana- 

up {ana-}. 

 

andr- 

male {andr-} {andro-}. 

 

ante- 

before {ante-}. 

 

anthrop- 

human {anthrop-} {anthropo-}. 

 

anti- 

against or opposite {anti-} {ant-} {anth-}. 

 

aqu- 

water {aqu-}. 

 

arch- 

high {arch-}. 

 

archae- 

old {archae-} {archaeo-}. 



 

astr- 

star or space {astr-} {astro-}. 

 

audio- 

sound {audio-} {audi-}. 

 

aur- 

hearing {aur-} {auri-}. 

 

aut- 

independent {aut-} {auto-}. 

 

be- 

on or completely or causing {be-}. 

 

bi- 

two {bi-}. 

 

biblio- 

book {biblio-}. 

 

bio- 

history {bio-}. 

 

by- 

secondary or by {by-}. 

 

cac- 

noise {cac-} {caco-}. 

 

cata- 

unmoving {cata-} {cat-} {cath-}. 

 

cent- 

hundred {cent-} {cento-}. 

 

centi- 

hundredth {centi-}. 

 

centr- 

center {centr-} {centro-} {centri-}. 

 

chem- 

chemical {chem-} {chemo-}. 

 

chrom- 

color {chrom-} {chromo-}. 

 

chron- 

time {chron-} {chrono-}. 

 

circum- 

around {circum-}. 

 



co- 

both {co-}. 

 

com- 

together {com-} {col-} {con-}. 

 

contra- 

against {contra-}. 

 

counter- 

opposite {counter-}. 

 

cross- 

transverse {cross-}. 

 

cry- 

cold {cry-} {cryo-}. 

 

crypt- 

hidden {crypt-} {crypto-}. 

 

cycl- 

circle {cycl-} {cyclo-}. 

 

cyt- 

cell {cyt-} {cyto-}. 

 

de- 

reverse or remove {de-}. 

 

deca- 

ten {deca-} {dec-}. 

 

deci- 

tenth {deci-}. 

 

demi- 

half {demi-}. 

 

dent- 

teeth {dent-} {denti-} {dento-}. 

 

derm- 

skin {derm-} {derma-} {dermo-}. 

 

deut- 

two {deut-} {deuto-} {deuter-} {deutero-}. 

 

di- 

two {di-} {dia-} {dich-} {dicho-}. 

 

dis- 

negation or reversal {dis-}. 

 

duo- 

two {duo-}. 



 

dys- 

disease {dys-}. 

 

electr- 

electric {electr-} {electro-}. 

 

en- 

into or cover or cause {en-} {em-}. 

 

end- 

last or inside {end-} {endo-}. 

 

epi- 

above or around {epi-} {ep-}. 

 

equi- 

equal {equi-}. 

 

ethno- 

race {ethno-}. 

 

eu- 

normal {eu-}. 

 

ex- 

former {ex-}. 

 

exo- 

outside {exo-}. 

 

extra- 

outside or extra {extra-} {extro-}. 

 

ferro- 

iron {ferro-}. 

 

fore- 

front or before {fore-}. 

 

gam- 

mating {gam-} {gamo-}. 

 

gastr- 

stomach {gastr-} {gastro-}. 

 

ge- 

Earth or soil {ge-} {geo-}. 

 

gen- 

produced or producing {gen-} {geno-}. 

 

gravi- 

weight {gravi-}. 

 



gyn- 

female {gyn-} {gyno-} {gynec-} {gyneco-}. 

 

gyr- 

spin {gyr-} {gyro-}. 

 

hem- 

blood {hem-} {hemo-}. 

 

hemi- 

half {hemi-}. 

 

hepta- 

seven {hepta-} {hept-}. 

 

heter- 

mixed {heter-} {hetero-}. 

 

hexa- 

six {hexa-} {hex-}. 

 

hol- 

whole {hol-} {holo-}. 

 

hom- 

human {hom-} {homo-}. 

 

home- 

same {home-} {homeo-}. 

 

hydr- 

water {hydr-} {hydro-}. 

 

hyper- 

more {hyper-}. 

 

hypn- 

sleep {hypn-} {hypno-}. 

 

hypo- 

less {hypo-} {hyp-}. 

 

ideo- 

idea {ideo-}. 

 

idio- 

own or self {idio-}. 

 

in- 

not or in {in-} {il-} {im-} {ir-}. 

 

infra- 

beneath {infra-}. 

 

inter- 

among or mutual {inter-}. 



 

intra- 

within {intra-}. 

 

intro- 

inward or in {intro-}. 

 

iso- prefix 

equal {iso-, equal}. 

 

lingu- 

language {lingu-} {lingui-} {linguo-}. 

 

lith- 

stone {lith-} {litho-}. 

 

log- 

speaking {log-} {logo-}. 

 

long- 

long {long-}. 

 

lumin- 

light {lumin-} {lumini-} {lumino-}. 

 

macr- 

large {macr-} {macro-}. 

 

magnet- 

magnetism {magnet-} {magneto-}. 

 

mal- 

evil or bad {mal-}. 

 

matr- 

mother {matr-} {matri-} {matro-}. 

 

mechan- 

machine {mechan-} {mechano-}. 

 

medi- 

middle {medi-} {medio-}. 

 

mega- 

large or million {mega-} {meg-}. 

 

megal- 

exaggerated {megal-} {megalo-}. 

 

mes- 

middle {mes-} {meso-}. 

 

meta- 

change or behind or middle {meta-, middle} {met-}. 

 



micro- 

small {micr-} {micro-}. 

 

milli- 

thousandth {milli-}. 

 

mini- 

small {mini-}. 

 

mis- 

bad or wrong or failed {mis-} {miso-}. 

 

mono- 

one {mon-} {mono-}. 

 

morph- 

shape {morph-} {morpho-}. 

 

multi- 

many {multi-}. 

 

nano- 

billionth {nano-}. 

 

nas- 

birth {nas-} {naso-} {nasi-}. 

 

necro- 

death {necr-} {necro-}. 

 

neo- 

new {ne-} {neo-}. 

 

nerv- 

nerves {nerv-} {nervi-} {nervo-}. 

 

neur- 

nerves {neur-} {neuro-}. 

 

noct- 

night {noct-} {nocti-} {nocto-}. 

 

non- 

not {non-}. 

 

nucle- 

nucleus {nucle-} {nucleo-}. 

 

octa- 

eight {octa-} {octo-} {oct-}. 

 

ocul- 

eye {ocul-} {oculo-}. 

 

odont- 

teeth {odont-} {odonto-}. 



 

oleo- 

oil {ole-} {oleo-}. 

 

olig- 

few {olig-} {oligo-}. 

 

omni- 

all {omni-}. 

 

ont- 

existence or life {ont-} {onto-}. 

 

oo- 

egg {oo-}. 

 

ophthalm- 

eye {ophthalm-} {ophthalmo-}. 

 

oro- 

mouth {oro-}. 

 

ortho- 

correct or across from {orth-} {ortho-, correct}. 

 

oste- 

bone {oste-} {osteo-}. 

 

ot- 

vestibular system {ot-} {oto-}. 

 

out- 

outside or surpassing {out-}. 

 

ov- 

egg {ov-} {ovi-} {ovo-}. 

 

over- 

excessive {over-}. 

 

paleo- 

ancient {pale-} {paleo-}. 

 

pan- 

all {pan-}. 

 

para- 

near or like {para-, near} {par-}. 

 

path- 

disease {path-} {patho-}. 

 

patr- 

nation or father {patr-} {patri-} {patro-}. 

 



ped- 

foot {ped-} {pedo-}. 

 

penta- 

five {penta-} {pent-}. 

 

per- 

containing the most {per-}. 

 

peri- 

around {peri-}. 

 

petr- 

rock or petroleum {petr-} {petri-} {petro-}. 

 

pharmaco- 

pharmaceutical {pharmaco-}. 

 

pheno- 

displaying {pheno-}. 

 

phil- 

love {phil-} {philo-}. 

 

phon- 

sound {phon-} {phono-}. 

 

phos- 

light {phos-}. 

 

phot- 

light or photography {phot-} {photo-}. 

 

phyl- 

tree-like {phyl-} {phylo-}. 

 

physi- 

natural or physical {physi-} {physio-}. 

 

phyt- 

plant {phyt-} {phyto-}. 

 

pico- 

trillionth {pico-}. 

 

piezo- 

squeezing {piezo-}. 

 

pil- 

feather or hair {pil-} {pili-} {pilo-}. 

 

plan- 

flat {plan-} {plano-}. 

 

plasm- 

plasma {plasm-} {plasmo-}. 



 

pleio- 

many {pleio-} {pleo-} {plio-}. 

 

plen- 

full or abundant {plen-}. 

 

pluri- 

more than one {pluri-}. 

 

pneum- 

air or gas {pneum-} {pneumo-} {pneumat-} {pneumato-}. 

 

poly- 

many {poly-}. 

 

post- 

after {post-}. 

 

pre- 

before {pre-}. 

 

pro- 

substitute or in front {pro-}. 

 

prot- 

earliest {prot-} {proto-}. 

 

pseud- 

false {pseud-} {pseudo-}. 

 

psych- 

mind {psych-} {psycho-}. 

 

pyr- 

fire {pyr-} {pyro-}. 

 

quadri- 

four {quadri-} {quadr-} {quadru-}. 

 

radio- 

radiation {radio-}. 

 

re- 

repeat {re-}. 

 

retro- 

going backward {retro-}. 

 

rhin- 

nose {rhin-} {rhino-}. 

 

rhod- 

red or rosy {rhod-} {rhodo-}. 

 



sacr- 

sacred {sacr-} {sacro-}. 

 

sarc- 

flesh {sarc-} {sarco-}. 

 

scat- 

excrement {scat-} {scato-}. 

 

schiz- 

split {schiz-} {schizo-}. 

 

sect- 

division {sect-}. 

 

seismo- 

earthquake {seismo-}. 

 

self- 

self {self-}. 

 

semi- 

half {semi-}. 

 

sesqui- 

one and a half or too long {sesqui-}. 

 

sex- 

six {sex-} {sexi-}. 

 

socio- 

society {socio-}. 

 

soph- 

knowledge {soph-}. 

 

spectro- 

spectrum {spectro-}. 

 

sten- 

narrow {sten-} {steno-}. 

 

step- 

related by remarriage {step-}. 

 

stere- 

three-dimensional {stere-} {stereo-}. 

 

styl- 

writing or style {styl-} {styli-} {stylo-}. 

 

sub- 

under {sub-}. 

 

super- 

over {super-}. 



 

supra- 

above or beyond {supra-}. 

 

sur- 

added or above {sur-}. 

 

syn- 

together or group {syn-} {sym-}. 

 

synchro- 

simultaneous {synchro-}. 

 

taut- 

redundancy {taut-} {tauto-}. 

 

taxi- 

arranging in order {taxi-} {taxo-}. 

 

techno- 

technology {techno-}. 

 

tele- 

distance {tele-} {tel-}. 

 

telo- 

purpose {telo-}. 

 

ter- 

three {ter-}. 

 

term- 

end or final {term-}. 

 

tetra- 

four {tetra-} {tetr-}. 

 

theo- 

gods {the-} {theo-}. 

 

therm- 

temperature {therm-} {thermo-}. 

 

topo- 

features {top-} {topo-}. 

 

tox- 

poison {tox-} {toxo-} {toxic-} {toxico-}. 

 

trans- 

transferring or across {trans-}. 

 

tri- 

three {tri-}. 

 



trop- 

turn {trop-} {tropo-}. 

 

turbo- 

rotation {turbo-}. 

 

twi- 

between {twi-}. 

 

ultra- 

farthest or highest {ultra-}. 

 

un- 

not or reverse {un-}. 

 

under- 

under {under-}. 

 

uni- 

one {uni-}. 

 

up- 

high or up {up-}. 

 

vari- 

variety {vari-} {vario-}. 

 

vice- 

second or representing {vice-}. 

 

well- 

good {well-}. 

 

xen- 

strange {xen-} {xeno-}. 

 

xer- 

dry {xer-} {xero-}. 

 

xyl- 

wood {xyl-} {xylo-}. 

 

zoo- 

animal {zoo-}. 

 

zyg- 

union or paired {zyg-} {zygo-}. 
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-ability 

able {-ability}. 

 

-able 

able or inclined {-able}. 

 



-ade 

sweetened {-ade}. 

 

-age 

condition or collection {-age}. 

 

-agogue 

leader {-agogue} {-agog}. 

 

-al 

relating to or action {-al}. 

 

-an 

relating to {-an} {-ian} {-ean}. 

 

-ana 

collection {-ana}. 

 

-ance 

action or quality {-ance} {-ancy}. 

 

-andry 

husband {-andry} {-androus}. 

 

-ar 

like {-ar}. 

 

-arch 

leader {-arch} {-archy}. 

 

-ard 

excessive {-ard} {-art}. 

 

-arian 

believer {-arian}. 

 

-arium 

place or machine {-arium}. 

 

-ary 

associated {-ary}. 

 

-ate 

having or deriving from {-ate} {-ated}. 

 

-ation 

action or state {-ation}. 

 

-ative 

nature of {-ative}. 

 

-ator 

acting in specific way {-ator}. 

 

-atory 

connected with or tending to {-atory}. 



 

-biotic 

living {-biotic}. 

 

-centric 

center {-centric}. 

 

-chrome 

color {-chrome}. 

 

-cide 

kill {-cide} {-cidal}. 

 

-cracy 

ruler {-cracy}. 

 

-crat 

government person {-crat}. 

 

-cy 

quality or rank or action {-cy}. 

 

-cyte 

cell {-cyte}. 

 

-dom 

condition {-dom}. 

 

-drome 

arena {-drome}. 

 

-ectomy 

removal {-ectomy}. 

 

-ed 

past tense {-ed}. 

 

-ee 

recipient or resemblance {-ee}. 

 

-eer 

working with {-eer}. 

 

-en 

made of or resembling {-en}. 

 

-ence 

condition or action {-ence} {-ency}. 

 

-eous 

resembling or essence of {-eous}. 

 

-er 

comparative {-er}. 

 



-ery 

place or collection or skill or condition {-ery}. 

 

-es 

plural {-es}. 

 

-escence 

light emitting {-escence} {-escent}. 

 

-ese 

inhabitant or style or language {-ese}. 

 

-esque 

manner {-esque}. 

 

-ess 

female {-ess}. 

 

-est 

superlative {-est}. 

 

-et 

small {-et}. 

 

-eth 

ordinal number {-eth} {-th}. 

 

-ette 

small {-ette}. 

 

-ey 

small or condition {-ey}. 

 

-faction 

making {-faction} {-facient}. 

 

-ferous 

producing or containing {-ferous}. 

 

-fest 

festival {-fest}. 

 

-fication 

making {-fication}. 

 

-fold 

multiplication or division {-fold}. 

 

-form 

shape {-form}. 

 

-ful 

having or tending or full {-ful}. 

 

-fy 

make or cause {-fy}. 



 

-gamy 

mating {-gamy}. 

 

-gen 

produced or producing {-gen} {-genic} {-genous} {-geny}. 

 

-gon 

sided {-gon}. 

 

-gram 

written or drawn {-gram}. 

 

-graph 

written or drawn {-graph} {-graphic} {-graphy}. 

 

-grapher 

writer or drawer {-grapher}. 

 

-gynous 

female {-gynous} {-gyny}. 

 

-hedral 

surfaced {-hedral} {-hedron}. 

 

-hood 

group or condition {-hood}. 

 

-ia 

disease {-ia}. 

 

-ial 

about {-ial}. 

 

-iana 

collection {-iana}. 

 

-iatric 

medical {-iatric} {-iatrics} {-iatry}. 

 

-ibility 

ability {-ibility}. 

 

-ible 

able {-ible}. 

 

-ic 

about {-ic} {-ical}. 

 

-ician 

person {-ician}. 

 

-ics 

science or art {-ics}. 

 



-id 

body or particle {-id}. 

 

-ile 

relation or ability {-ile}. 

 

-in 

neutral {-in}. 

 

-ine 

belonging to or resembling {-ine}. 

 

-ing 

process or necessity or particle {-ing}. 

 

-ion 

state or process {-ion}. 

 

-ious 

full or property {-ious}. 

 

-ish 

feature {-ish}. 

 

-ism 

theory or state or process {-ism}. 

 

-ist 

producer or student or exhibitor {-ist}. 

 

-istic 

about {-istic}. 

 

-ite 

native or member {-ite}. 

 

-itis 

inflammation {-itis}. 

 

-ity 

quality {-ity}. 

 

-ive 

tendency {-ive}. 

 

-ization 

process {-ization}. 

 

-ize 

cause or do {-ize}. 

 

-kin 

small or short {-kin}. 

 

-less 

lack {-less}. 



 

-let 

small or for wearing {-let}. 

 

-like 

similar {-like}. 

 

-ling 

small or associated with {-ling}. 

 

-lith 

stone {-lith} {-lithic}. 

 

-logue 

speaking {-logue} {-log}. 

 

-logy 

subject {-logy}. 

 

-ly 

periodic or characteristic {-ly}. 

 

-lysis 

dissolving {-lysis} {-lytic} {-lyze}. 

 

-lyte 

dissolvable {-lyte}. 

 

-mancy 

supernatural use of {-mancy}. 

 

-mania 

enthusiasm {-mania}. 

 

-manship 

skill {-manship}. 

 

-ment 

product or action {-ment}. 

 

-mer 

part {-mer} {-mere}. 

 

-meter 

measuring {-meter} {-metric} {-metry}. 

 

-morph 

shape {-morph} {-morphic} {-morphism} {-morphosis} {-morphous} {-morphy}. 

 

-most 

most or nearest {-most}. 

 

-ness 

condition {-ness}. 

 



-nomy 

law {-nomy}. 

 

-ode 

pathway {-ode}. 

 

-odontia 

teeth {-odontia}. 

 

-oid 

resembling {-oid}. 

 

-on 

unit {-on}. 

 

-onym 

word {-onym}. 

 

-opsy 

examination {-opsy}. 

 

-or 

doer {-or}. 

 

-ory 

associated {-ory}. 

 

-ose 

carbohydrate {-ose}. 

 

-osis 

condition {-osis}. 

 

-otic 

condition {-otic}. 

 

-ous 

possessing or full of {-ous}. 

 

-parous 

bearing {-parous}. 

 

-path 

disease {-path}. 

 

-pathy 

perception or disease {-pathy}. 

 

-ped 

foot {-ped} {-pede}. 

 

-phage 

eating {-phage} {-phagia} {-phagous} {-phagy}. 

 

-phil 

affinity for {-phil} {-phile}. 



 

-philia 

tendency {-philia} {-philic} {-philous}. 

 

-phobe 

fear {-phobe} {-phobic}. 

 

-phone 

sound {-phone} {-phony}. 

 

-phore 

carrier {-phore} {-phoresis}. 

 

-phrenia 

mental disease {-phrenia}. 

 

-phyll 

leaf {-phyll}. 

 

-phyte 

plant {-phyte} {-phytic}. 

 

-plasia 

growth {-plasia}. 

 

-plasm 

cell or tissue {-plasm} {-plast}. 

 

-plastic 

plastic {-plastic}. 

 

-pod 

foot {-pod}. 

 

-polis 

city {-polis}. 

 

-ry 

place or collection or feature {-ry}. 

 

-s 

plural {-s}. 

 

-scape 

scene {-scape}. 

 

-scope 

observing {-scope} {-scopy}. 

 

-sect 

cut {-sect}. 

 

-ship 

status or condition {-ship}. 

 



-sis 

condition {-sis}. 

 

-smith 

worker {-smith}. 

 

-some 

feature or body or group {-some}. 

 

-sophy 

knowledge {-sophy}. 

 

-st 

superlative {-st}. 

 

-stasis 

not moving or balanced {-stasis} {-stat}. 

 

-ster 

doer or be-er {-ster}. 

 

-stomy 

medical procedure {-stomy}. 

 

-taxis 

movement {-taxis}. 

 

-theism 

gods {-theism} {-theist}. 

 

-thermy 

temperature {-thermy}. 

 

-tomy 

cutting {-tomy}. 

 

-trix 

female doer {-trix}. 

 

-tron 

machine {-tron}. 

 

-trophic 

nutrition or growth {-trophic} {-trophy}. 

 

-tropic 

turn {-tropic} {-tropism} {-tropous} {-tropy}. 

 

-tude 

condition or quality {-tude}. 

 

-ty 

condition or quality {-ty}. 

 

-ule 

small {-ule}. 



 

-ure 

function or process {-ure}. 

 

-urgy 

technology {-urgy}. 

 

-vorous 

eating {-vorous}. 

 

-ward 

direction {-ward}. 

 

-ways 

position {-ways}. 

 

-y 

feature or small {-y}. 

 

-zoa 

individual {-zoa} {-zoan} {-zoic}. 

 

-zygous 

union or paired {-zygous}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Noun 

 

nouns 

Nouns are about amount, persons, color, region, personal, space, time, or thing {nouns}. 
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attrition 

reduction in number {attrition}. 

 

baker's dozen 

thirteen {baker's dozen}. 

 

dearth 

lack {dearth}. 

 

decrement 

decrease {decrement}. 

 

denominator 

characteristic {denominator, characteristic}. 

 

deuce two 

two {deuce, two}. 

 

diminution 

decrease {diminution}. 

 

goose egg 

zero {goose egg}. 

 



gradation 

gradually increasing stages {gradation}. 

 

increment 

small increase {increment}. 

 

infinitude 

infinite amount {infinitude}. 

 

menagerie 

mixed group {menagerie}. 

 

minutiae 

small details {minutiae}. 

 

modicum 

small amount {modicum}. 

 

moiety 

part {moiety}. 

 

nodule 

small lump {nodule, small lump}. 

 

nubbin 

small amount {nubbin}. 

 

paucity 

small amount {paucity}. 

 

plenitude 

plenty {plenitude}. 

 

surfeit 

plenty {surfeit}. 

 

triplicate 

three {triplicate}. 

 

trove 

collection {trove}. 

 

twain 

two {twain}. 

 

vestige 

small remainder {vestige}. 
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alabaster color 

white {alabaster, color}. 

 

amber color 

orange {amber, color}. 

 



aqua color 

blue {aqua}. 

 

aquamarine color 

blue {aquamarine, color}. 

 

auburn 

dark brown {auburn}. 

 

azure 

blue {azure}. 

 

baby blue 

blue {baby blue}. 

 

beige 

brownish white {beige}. 

 

cardinal color 

red {cardinal, color}. 

 

carmine 

red {carmine}. 

 

celadon 

light green {celadon}. 

 

cerulean 

greenish-blue {cerulean}. 

 

chartreuse color 

light yellow-green {chartreuse, color}. 

 

columbine color 

light gray {columbine, color}. 

 

crimson 

red with some blue {crimson, color}. 

 

ecru 

light tan {ecru}. 

 

fuchsia color 

purple-red {fuchsia, color}. 

 

gun-metal 

dark gray {gun-metal}. 

 

heliotrope color 

purple {heliotrope, color}. 

 

indigo color 

ultramarine and deep blue {indigo, ultramarine}. 

 

khaki 

light brown {khaki}. 



 

lavender color 

violet {lavender, color}. 

 

magenta 

reddish-purple {magenta}. 

 

maroon 

brownish-red {maroon}. 

 

mauve 

light purple {mauve}. 

 

ochre 

dark yellow-brown {ochre}. 

 

olive color 

light green {olive, color}. 

 

oxblood 

red {oxblood}. 

 

platinum blonde 

silver {platinum blonde}. 

 

primrose color 

light yellow {primrose, color}. 

 

puce 

purple {puce}. 

 

roan 

brown speckled with gray {roan}. 

 

royal blue 

deep blue {royal blue}. 

 

ruddy 

red {ruddy}. 

 

russet 

reddish-brown {russet}. 

 

sable color 

black {sable, color}. 

 

saffron color 

yellow-orange {saffron, color}. 

 

salmon color 

pink {salmon, color}. 

 

scarlet color 

red with some orange {scarlet}. 

 



sea green 

dark green {sea green}. 

 

sepia 

light brown {sepia}. 

 

sky blue 

light blue {sky blue}. 

 

slate color 

dark gray {slate, color}. 

 

sorrel color 

yellow-brown or reddish-brown {sorrel, color}. 

 

spring green 

green blue-green {spring green, color}. 

 

steel blue 

light blue {steel blue}. 

 

tan 

light brown {tan}. 

 

taupe 

brownish-gray {taupe}. 

 

tawny 

brownish-yellow or light yellow-brown {tawny}. 

 

teal blue 

dark greenish-blue {teal blue}. 

 

titian color 

reddish-gold or reddish-brown {titian}. 

 

topaz color 

dark yellow {topaz, color}. 

 

turquoise color 

blue blue-green {turquoise, color}. 

 

ultramarine 

indigo and deep blue {ultramarine, color}. 

 

umber 

brownish-red {umber}. 

 

varicolored 

many-colored {varicolored}. 

 

vermilion 

red-orange {vermilion, color}. 

 

violet color 

bluish-purple {violet, color}. 



 

virescent 

green {virescent}. 

 

wallflower color 

yellowish-red {wallflower, color}. 
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assemblage 

assembly {assemblage}. 

 

body politic 

people in state {body politic}. 

 

brain trust 

advisers {brain trust}. 

 

cabal 

secret society {cabal}. 

 

cadre 

small trained group {cadre}. 

 

caucus 

meeting {caucus}. 

 

cavalcade 

parade {cavalcade}. 

 

century 

100 soldiers {century, soldier}. 

 

chain gang 

prisoners {chain gang}. 

 

chamber of commerce 

business group {chamber of commerce}. 

 

coast guard 

coastal navy {coast guard}. 

 

collective group 

group living {collective}. 

 

colloquium 

seminar {colloquium}. 

 

commune 

group living {commune}. 

 

conclave 

gathering {conclave}. 

 

congress 

legislature {congress}. 



 

consortium 

business group {consortium}. 

 

constituency 

people in political region {constituency}. 

 

contingent group 

small group {contingent, people}. 

 

convocation 

assembly {convocation}. 

 

cooperative 

people cooperating {co-op} {cooperative}. 

 

coterie 

small intimate group {coterie}. 

 

cotillion 

ball {cotillion}. 

 

council 

advisers {council}. 

 

coven 

small group {coven}. 

 

deputation 

small group sent from one group to another {deputation}. 

 

detachment group 

small group of soldiers {detachment, soldier}. 

 

detail 

small group of soldiers {detail}. 

 

diet 

legislature {diet, legislature}. 

 

duo 

two people {duo}. 

 

dynasty 

hereditary rulers {dynasty}. 

 

electorate 

people in political region {electorate}. 

 

ensemble of people 

small group of musicians {ensemble, people}. 

 

entourage 

people traveling with someone {entourage}. 

 



expedition 

explorers {expedition}. 

 

faction 

political group {faction}. 

 

fifth column 

Subversive group can spy and commit sabotage {fifth column}. 

 

forum 

public discussion {forum}. 

 

fourth estate 

press (Edmund Burke) {fourth estate}. 

 

freemasonry 

secret fraternity {freemasonry}. 

 

front office 

receptionists {front office}. 

 

gala 

celebration {gala}. 

 

gauntlet 

Paths {gauntlet} can be between two lines of men who intend to injure. 

 

grange 

farmer association {grange}. 

 

guild 

group of skilled workers {guild}. 

 

harem 

concubines of one man {harem}. 

 

intelligentsia 

knowledgeable people {intelligentsia}. 

 

judiciary 

judges {judiciary}. 

 

kangaroo court 

court for predetermined judgment {kangaroo court}. 

 

kitchen cabinet 

informal advisers {kitchen cabinet}. 

 

kith 

friends {kith}. 

 

laity 

non-clerical people {laity}. 

 

legion 

large group {legion}. 



 

old guard 

conservatives {old guard}. 

 

oligarchy 

society with several leaders {oligarchy}. 

 

papacy 

institution around pope {papacy}. 

 

parliament legilature 

legislature {parliament}. 

 

pecking order 

rank {pecking order}. 

 

polity 

political region under one government {polity}. 

 

populace 

people {populace}. 

 

popular front 

insurgents {popular front}. 

 

presbytery 

court of ministers and elders {presbytery}. 

 

presidium 

socialist-country permanent executive committee {presidium}. 

 

privy council 

royal advisers {privy council}. 

 

promenade 

walkers {promenade}. 

 

rabble 

low-ranking people as whole {rabble}. 

 

rally group 

assembly for purpose {rally, person}. 

 

regime ruler 

rulers {regime}. 

 

retinue 

attendants and followers {retinue}. 

 

seminar 

meeting of few students {seminar}. 

 

seminary 

religious school {seminary}. 

 



senate assembly 

legislature {senate}. 

 

septet 

seven people {septet}. 

 

service club 

volunteer association {service club}. 

 

sextet 

six people {sextet, people}. 

 

shadow cabinet 

opposition cabinet {shadow cabinet}. 

 

soviet 

assembly {soviet}. 

 

standing committee 

permanent committee {standing committee}. 

 

steering committee 

committee to schedule larger group {steering committee}. 

 

symposium 

single-topic conference {symposium}. 

 

synod 

church-official council {synod}. 

 

task force 

group to accomplish task {task force}. 

 

tong 

gang {tong}. 

 

tribunal 

court {tribunal}. 

 

triumvirate 

three rulers {triumvirate}. 

 

troupe 

artistic group {troupe}. 

 

upper crust 

higher-class people {upper crust}. 

 

vanguard 

small group that leads larger {vanguard}. 
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aborigine 

native {aborigine}. 

 



accessory person 

follower of leader {accessory}. 

 

ace person 

maximally skilled person {ace}. 

 

acolyte 

follower {acolyte}. 

 

activist 

politically active person {activist}. 

 

adjutant 

assistant {adjutant}. 

 

adolescent 

teenager {adolescent}. 

 

adulterer 

married person sexually active with another {adulterer}. 

 

adversary 

opponent {adversary}. 

 

aesthete 

art appreciating person {aesthete}. 

 

agitator 

inciter {agitator, person}. 

 

agnostic 

person suspending belief {agnostic}. 

 

alarmist 

person alarming others {alarmist}. 

 

albino 

person with no skin pigment {albino}. 

 

ally 

People {ally} can assist people. 

 

android 

robot {android}. 

 

anglophile 

person liking things about England {anglophile}. 

 

antichrist 

devil {antichrist}. 

 

apologist person 

person explaining dogma {apologist}. 

 

apostate 

deserter {apostate}. 



 

apple polisher 

ingratiating person {apple polisher}. 

 

arbiter 

mediator {arbiter}. 

 

archenemy 

main enemy {archenemy}. 

 

aristocrat 

upper-class person with inherited wealth {aristocrat}. 

 

ascetic 

self-denying person {ascetic}. 

 

atheist 

non-believer in God {atheist}. 

 

autochthon 

aborigine {autochthon}. 

 

autocrat 

person exerting his or her power {autocrat}. 

 

automaton 

robot {automaton}. 

 

avatar 

archetype {avatar}. 

 

babu 

sir {babu}. 

 

bacchant 

drunkard {bacchant}. 

 

bachelor 

college degree holder or unmarried man {bachelor}. 

 

backbencher 

low-ranking legislator {backbencher}. 

 

balletomane 

ballet lover {balletomane}. 

 

banshee 

aggressive woman {banshee}. 

 

barbarian 

uncivilized person {barbarian}. 

 

barfly 

People {barfly} can frequent bars. 

 



bastard 

illegitimately born person {bastard}. 

 

battle-ax 

large aggressive woman {battle-ax}. 

 

bawd 

prostitute {bawd}. 

 

beachcomber 

People {beachcomber} can walk beaches looking for artifacts. 

 

beau 

boyfriend {beau}. 

 

benefactor 

People {benefactor} can assist others. 

 

best man 

assistant to male at wedding {best man}. 

 

betrothed 

engaged female {betrothed}. 

 

biddy 

hen {biddy}. 

 

big brother 

domestic spy agency {big brother}. 

 

bigot 

prejudiced person {bigot}. 

 

bigwig 

dignitary {bigwig}. 

 

biped 

walker using two legs {biped}. 

 

black sheep 

prodigal person {black sheep}. 

 

blackguard 

immoral person {blackguard}. 

 

bloke 

man {bloke}. 

 

blood brother 

intimate male friend {blood brother}. 

 

blue blood 

aristocrat {blue blood}. 

 

bluenose 

puritanical person {bluenose}. 



 

bluestocking 

female scholar {bluestocking}. 

 

bogy 

evil spirit {bogy} {bogie}. 

 

boor 

uncouth person {boor}. 

 

braggart 

boaster {braggart}. 

 

brahmin upper class 

upper class person {brahmin, aristocrat}. 

 

brass as officer 

military officer {brass, army}. 

 

brass hat 

high military officer {brass hat}. 

 

brethren 

male members of group {brethren}. 

 

bride 

female about to marry at wedding {bride}. 

 

bridesmaid 

assistant to bride at wedding {bridesmaid}. 

 

brigand 

pirate {brigand}. 

 

buccaneer 

pirate {buccaneer}. 

 

buck passer 

person not taking responsibility {buck passer}. 

 

buffoon 

clownishly behaving person {buffoon}. 

 

bumpkin 

naive person {bumpkin}. 

 

butterball 

fat person {butterball}. 

 

Byronic hero 

Drama hero can be moody, alone, sensitive, bold, free, and melancholy {Byronic hero}. 

 

cad 

person behaving ungentlemanly {cad}. 

 



camp follower 

Women {camp follower} can accompany male groups. 

 

carpetbagger 

People {carpetbagger} from another region can enter regions to make money. 

 

cat's-paw 

person used by another unwittingly {cat's-paw}. 

 

charlatan 

faker {charlatan}. 

 

chauvinist 

prejudiced person in favor own group {chauvinist}. 

 

cherub 

child with rosy face, or second-ranked angel {cherub}. 

 

churl 

rude surly person {churl}. 

 

cipher 

unimportant person {cipher}. 

 

clotheshorse 

People {clotheshorse} can have many clothes. 

 

cock of the walk 

proud person {cock of the walk}. 

 

cockney 

lower-class Londoner {cockney}. 

 

codger 

eccentric person {codger}. 

 

cohort 

companion {cohort}. 

 

colleague 

co-worker {colleague}. 

 

colleen 

young Irish woman {colleen}. 

 

commoner 

non-royal person {commoner}. 

 

communicant 

communion receiver {communicant}. 

 

compatriot 

fellow patriot {compatriot}. 

 

compeer 

peer {compeer}. 



 

confederate 

ally {confederate}. 

 

confidant 

People {confidant} can receive intimate information. 

 

confrere 

brother-like person {confrere}. 

 

conscientious objector 

People {conscientious objector} can morally oppose being soldiers. 

 

coquette 

flirt {coquette}. 

 

coreligionist 

same-religion person {coreligionist}. 

 

correspondent 

letter writer {correspondent}. 

 

cosmopolite 

cosmopolitan person {cosmopolite}. 

 

coxcomb 

fop {coxcomb}. 

 

cracker person 

low-class farmer {cracker, person}. 

 

crank person 

irritable person {crank, person}. 

 

cream puff person 

timid person {cream puff, person}. 

 

cretin 

stupid person {cretin}. 

 

crone 

witch-like woman {crone}. 

 

cuckold 

man whose wife is unfaithful {cuckold}. 

 

curmudgeon 

blustery person {curmudgeon}. 

 

cynic person 

People {cynic} can believe that people always act selfishly. 

 

damsel 

young woman {damsel}. 

 



dandy 

fop {dandy}. 

 

deadbeat 

debt non-repayer or lazy person {deadbeat}. 

 

decedent 

dead person {decedent}. 

 

deity 

god {deity}. 

 

demagogue 

leader arousing emotions and prejudices {demagogue}. 

 

demigod 

god-like person {demigod}. 

 

dependent 

person from whom another person pays expenses {dependent}. 

 

derelict person 

People {derelict, person} can act irresponsibly. 

 

deserter 

Soldiers {deserter} can leave without intending to come back. 

 

despot 

tyrant {despot}. 

 

devil's advocate 

People {devil's advocate} can argue the opposite for sake of argument. 

 

dignitary 

official {dignitary}. 

 

dike person 

lesbian {dike, person}. 

 

displaced person 

person forced to leave his or her country {displaced person} (DP). 

 

dissident 

disagreer {dissident}. 

 

dog in the manger 

person out of favor {dog in the manger}. 

 

dolt 

stupid person {dolt}. 

 

doormat 

timid person {doormat}. 

 

dotard 

stupid person {dotard}. 



 

dowager 

widowed aristocrat {dowager}. 

 

drone person 

lazy person {drone, lazy}. 

 

drudge 

dull person {drudge}. 

 

dude 

city-dweller at ranch or farm {dude}. 

 

eager beaver 

enthusiastic worker {eager beaver}. 

 

eccentric person 

oddly behaving person {eccentric}. 

 

egoist 

People can think mainly about self {egoist}. 

 

egotist 

conceited person {egotist}. 

 

elf 

small magical person {elf}. 

 

epicure 

person knowledgeable about food and drink {epicure}. 

 

epigone 

creative-person imitator or follower {epigone}. 

 

exemplar 

person setting example {exemplar}. 

 

exile 

person sent out of his or her country {exile}. 

 

exponent as person 

explainer {exponent, person}. 

 

extrovert 

outgoing person {extrovert}. 

 

faerie 

fairy {faerie}. 

 

fall guy 

People {fall guy} can receive blame for actions they did not do. 

 

family man 

Fathers {family man} can put his family first. 

 



fancier 

People {fancier} can like specific objects. 

 

fashion plate 

well-dressed person {fashion plate}. 

 

favorite son 

A person {favorite son} from a state can receive state-delegation votes. 

 

fellow traveler 

communist sympathizer {fellow traveler}. 

 

figurehead 

puppet {figurehead}. 

 

firebrand 

agitator {firebrand}. 

 

flunky 

lackey {flunky}. 

 

fold group 

group {fenced enclosure} {fold}. 

 

fop 

dandy {fop}. 

 

forebear 

ancestor {forebear}. 

 

foundling 

abandoned child {foundling}. 

 

four-flusher 

bluffer {four-flusher}. 

 

freebooter 

pirate {freebooter}. 

 

freethinker 

People {freethinker} can reject religious doctrine. 

 

gadfly 

provocative person {gadfly}. 

 

gamin 

homeless boy {gamin}. 

 

gastronome 

People {gastronome} can appreciate and know good food. 

 

gentile 

non-Jew {gentile, non-Jew}. 

 

ghoul 

ghost {ghoul}. 



 

gigolo 

Men {gigolo} can please older women for money. 

 

godfather 

Men {godfather} can care for children or community. 

 

godhead 

god {godhead}. 

 

gold digger 

Women {gold digger} can want only money from men. 

 

golem 

Living beings {golem} can have no soul or be unable to speak. In Talmud, Adam was a golem before receiving a 

soul. A 17th-century myth was the Golem of Prague. Golem also means shapeless or not completely formed thing. 

 

gourmand 

People {gourmand} can enjoy good food. 

 

goy 

gentile {goy}. 

 

guttersnipe 

homeless poor child {guttersnipe}. 

 

half-brother 

man born to non-mother spouse of one's parent {half-brother}. 

 

half-sister 

woman born to non-mother spouse of one's parent {half-sister}. 

 

harpy 

shrew {harpy}. 

 

harridan 

Women {harridan} can speak harshly. 

 

harrier 

harasser {harrier}. 

 

hatchet man 

People {hatchet man} can do jobs too unpleasant for others. 

 

hayseed 

rube {hayseed}. 

 

headliner 

star {headliner}. 

 

heathen 

not Jew, Christian, or Muslim {heathen}. 

 

heel 

dishonorable man {heel}. 

 



heir 

People {heir} can be in line to inherit. 

 

heir apparent 

People {heir apparent} can be inline to succeed a leader. 

 

hellcat 

wild woman {hellcat}. 

 

hellion 

wild woman {hellion}. 

 

heretic 

non-believer in orthodoxy {heretic}. 

 

hick 

rube {hick}. 

 

his nibs 

self-important person {his nibs}. 

 

huckster 

peddler or advertisement writer {huckster}. 

 

humanist 

humane person {humanist}. 

 

hussy 

immoral woman {hussy}. 

 

hypocrite 

People {hypocrite} can proclaim something but do the opposite. 

 

idolater 

devotee {idolater}. 

 

incendiary 

agitator {incendiary}. 

 

incumbent 

current officeholder {incumbent}. 

 

infidel 

person with no or different religion {infidel}. 

 

interlocutor 

questioner {interlocutor}. 

 

interloper 

intruder {interloper}. 

 

intermediary 

mediator {intermediary}. 

 

interrogator 

questioner {interrogator}. 



 

isolationist 

People {isolationist} can want nation not to participate in international affairs. 

 

issei 

first-generation Japanese immigrants {issei}. 

 

jezebel 

wicked woman {jezebel}. 

 

kingmaker 

People {kingmaker} can influence who becomes political leader. 

 

knave 

ignoble man {knave}. 

 

knickerbocker 

New York City resident {knickerbocker}. 

 

la poete maudit 

Poet can have too much sensitivity and imagination {la poete maudit}. 

 

lackey 

servile person {lackey}. 

 

ladies' man 

Men {ladies' man} can dress and speak to please women. 

 

layman 

not clergyman {layman}. 

 

lecher 

sexually active man {lecher}. 

 

leftist 

socialist {leftist}. 

 

legman 

People {legman} can do project legwork. 

 

leper 

Behavior or appearance can cause others to avoid people {leper}, or people can have leprosy. 

 

leprechaun 

Irish elf {leprechaun}. 

 

lesbian 

Women {lesbian} can prefer sexual activity with females. 

 

lessee 

rent payer {lessee}. 

 

lessor 

rent collector {lessor}. 

 



libertarian 

People {libertarian} can believe in personal freedom for most situations. 

 

libertine 

promiscuous person {libertine}. 

 

litigant 

person in lawsuit {litigant}. 

 

lothario 

seducer {lothario}. 

 

lout 

stupid uncivilized person {lout}. 

 

luminary 

important person {luminary}. 

 

maid of honor 

An unmarried woman {maid of honor} assists bride at weddings. 

 

malcontent 

discontented person {malcontent}. 

 

malefactor 

People {malefactor} can intend evil toward another. 

 

mark person 

People {mark, person} can bet foolishly. 

 

martinet 

People {martinet} can insist on discipline. 

 

martyr 

People {martyr} can die for causes. 

 

masher 

sexually aggressive man {masher}. 

 

mate person 

Australian buddy {mate}. 

 

maverick person 

People {maverick} can think or act differently than others. 

 

migrant 

People {migrant} can work in a succession of places. 

 

milksop 

timid man or boy {milksop}. 

 

minion 

dependent {minion}. 

 

minx 

coquette {minx}. 



 

misanthrope 

People {misanthrope} can dislike people. 

 

miscreant 

villain {miscreant}. 

 

mogul 

business leader {mogul}. 

 

moppet 

child {moppet}. 

 

mossback 

conservative {mossback}. 

 

mountebank 

charlatan trickster or joker {mountebank}. 

 

mouthpiece person 

People {mouthpiece, person} can speak for another. 

 

mugwump 

People {mugwump} can be too independent and self-respecting. 

 

mulatto 

People {mulatto} can have a black parent and a white parent. 

 

mummy 

preserved dead person {mummy}. 

 

muscovite 

Moscow resident {muscovite}. 

 

muse person 

People {muse, person} can inspire. 

 

nabob 

wealthy or important person {nabob}. 

 

nationalist 

People {nationalist} can believe that nation should pursue its self-interest. 

 

nazi 

national socialist {nazi}. 

 

nightrider 

klansman {nightrider}. 

 

nisei 

second-generation Japanese in America {nisei}. 

 

nomad 

People {nomad} can travel with whole household among regions. 

 



nonage 

minority {nonage}. 

 

nymph 

young woman {nymph}. 

 

octogenarian 

person in their eighties {octogenarian}. 

 

octoroon 

People {octoroon} can have a white parent and a quadroon parent or white grandparent and seven black 

grandparents. 

 

ofay 

white person {ofay}. 

 

ogre 

cruel person {ogre}. 

 

old school 

person with traditional values {old school person}. 

 

opposite number 

People {opposite number} can have the same position in another organization. 

 

pachuco 

Mexican-American teenage gangster {pachuco}. 

 

pacifist 

People {pacifist} can be always against war. 

 

pagan 

heathen {pagan}. 

 

papist 

Catholic {papist}. 

 

papoose 

baby held in carrier by native {papoose}. 

 

paragon 

excellence model {paragon}. 

 

paramour 

lover {paramour}. 

 

past master 

long-time master {past master}. 

 

patron person 

organization supporter {patron}. 

 

pauper 

poor person {pauper}. 

 



pedant 

People {pedant} can speak like books. 

 

pederast 

Men {pederast} can commit sodomy with boys. 

 

peer person 

same-rank or same-accomplishment person {peer}. 

 

pensioner 

retired person {pensioner}. 

 

pessimist 

People {pessimist} can believe that bad outcomes will usually happen. 

 

philistine 

Art can have no effect on some people {philistine}. 

 

pickaninny 

black child {pickaninny}. 

 

piker 

Gamblers {piker} can bet only small amounts. 

 

pilgrim 

People {pilgrim} can travel to religious sites. 

 

pioneer 

People {pioneer} can be first to settle regions. 

 

pip 

good person {pip}. 

 

polemicist 

People {polemicist} can promulgate arguments. 

 

poltroon 

coward {poltroon}. 

 

popinjay 

vain talker {popinjay}. 

 

populist 

People {populist} can favor common people and/or their supposed ideas over wealthy or scholarly people. 

 

poseur 

People {poseur} can want to impress others. 

 

pretender 

People {pretender} can think that he or she can defeat or replace champion or leader. 

 

prig 

smug and small-minded person {prig}. 

 

proband 

People with disease can lead doctor to test other family members {proband}. 



 

progenitor 

ancestor {progenitor}. 

 

progeny 

offspring {progeny}. 

 

proponent 

advocate {proponent}. 

 

prospect person 

prospective customer {prospect, person}. 

 

publican 

tavern drinker {publican}. 

 

pundit 

wit {pundit}. 

 

purist 

People {purist} can insist on following defined rules. 

 

pygmy 

short slight human {pygmy}. 

 

quadroon 

People can have one white grandparent and three black grandparents {quadroon}. 

 

quisling 

traitor {quisling}. 

 

racist 

prejudiced person {racist}. 

 

rake person 

immoral man {rake, person}. 

 

realist 

not idealist {realist}. 

 

recluse 

People {recluse} can stay away from public. 

 

recreant 

coward {recreant}. 

 

redneck 

south USA white laborer {redneck}. 

 

reprobate 

immoral person {reprobate}. 

 

rounder 

professional poker player {rounder}. 

 



roustabout 

unskilled laborer {roustabout}. 

 

royalist 

People {royalist} can be loyal to king. 

 

rube 

simple-minded person {rube}. 

 

sad sack 

mistake-prone person {sad sack}. 

 

sage person 

wise person {sage, person}. 

 

sansei 

third-generation Japanese immigrants {sansei}. 

 

savant 

person knowing subject {savant}. 

 

scapegrace 

irresponsible person {scapegrace}. 

 

scaramouch 

boastful coward {scaramouch}. 

 

scion 

heir {scion}. 

 

scourge 

People {scourge} can cause widespread harm. 

 

seer 

prophet {seer}. 

 

septuagenarian 

person in his or her seventies {septuagenarian}. 

 

shade 

ghost {shade, ghost}. 

 

sharp 

cheater {sharp}. 

 

shrew person 

shrill ill-tempered woman {shrew, woman}. 

 

shyster 

tricky lawyer {shyster}. 

 

sibling 

brother or sister {sibling} (sib). 

 

silk-stocking 

aristocrat {silk-stocking}. 



 

skeptic 

People {skeptic} can doubt and question. 

 

sluggard 

slow person {sluggard}. 

 

slyboots 

sly person {slyboots}. 

 

snake in the grass 

sneaky person {snake in the grass}. 

 

sob sister 

crybaby {sob sister}. 

 

social climber 

People can want to be in higher social classes {social climber}. 

 

sophist 

questionably reasoning person {sophist}. 

 

sophisticate 

knowledgeable person {sophisticate}. 

 

sot 

drunk {sot}. 

 

soul mate 

intimate {soul mate}. 

 

sounding board person 

People {sounding board, person} can listen to other's ideas. 

 

southpaw 

lefthander {southpaw}. 

 

specter 

ghost {specter}. 

 

spinster 

old unmarried woman {spinster}. 

 

spitfire 

abusive woman {spitfire}. 

 

sport person 

People {sport, person} can like to play. 

 

sprite 

elf or pixie {sprite}. 

 

squaw 

native woman {squaw}. 

 



starveling 

starving person {starveling}. 

 

stick-in-the-mud 

stodgy conservative {stick-in-the-mud}. 

 

stickler 

People {stickler} can follow rules and insist that others do so. 

 

stooge 

person used by another {stooge}. 

 

stool pigeon 

police informer or spy {stool pigeon}. 

 

street arab 

city-street child {street arab}. 

 

stripling 

adolescent {stripling}. 

 

strumpet 

prostitute {strumpet}. 

 

stud person 

attractive man {stud, man}. 

 

stuffed shirt 

pompous person {stuffed shirt}. 

 

subject person 

person ruled by king {subject, monarchy}. 

 

subteen 

pre-adolescent {subteen}. 

 

suckling mammal 

not yet weaned mammal {suckling}. 

 

suffragette 

Women {suffragette} can agitate for right to vote. 

 

suitor 

Men {suitor} can want to marry a woman. 

 

supernumerary 

extra {supernumerary}. 

 

supplicant 

supplicating person {suppliant} {supplicant}. 

 

swain 

country boy or boyfriend {swain}. 

 

swell 

dandy {swell}. 



 

sybarite 

voluptuary {sybarite}. 

 

sycophant 

flatterer and attendant {sycophant}. 

 

sylph 

slender graceful young woman {sylph}. 

 

tenant 

renter {tenant}. 

 

termagant 

shrewish woman {termagant}. 

 

tinhorn 

person unable to enforce his will {tinhorn}. 

 

towhead 

blond-haired person {towhead}. 

 

traditionalist 

People {traditionalist} can follow traditions. 

 

trencherman 

eater {trencherman}. 

 

troglodyte 

caveman {troglodyte}. 

 

troll 

Scandinavian cave dweller or dweller under bridges {troll} can have magical powers. 

 

turncoat 

People {turncoat} can switch loyalties. 

 

tyrant 

despot {tyrant}. 

 

tyro 

sophomore {tyro}. 

 

vagrant 

homeless person or public nuisance {vagrant}. 

 

varlet 

scoundrel {varlet}. 

 

vegetable 

brain dead {vegetable}. 

 

vegetarian 

People {vegetarian} can eat only fruits and vegetables. 

 



villain 

People {villain} can intend to harm another. 

 

virago 

harsh woman {virago}. 

 

virgin person 

Women {virgin} can have never had sexual intercourse. 

 

visionary 

prophet {visionary}. 

 

visitant 

guest {visitant}. 

 

vixen 

evil bad-tempered woman {vixen}. 

 

voluptuary 

sensuous person {voluptuary}. 

 

voyeur 

People {voyeur} can secretly observe sexual events or objects. 

 

wag 

wit {wag}. 

 

waif 

homeless abandoned child {waif}. 

 

wallflower person 

timid person {wallflower, person}. 

 

ward person 

person under guardian or court {ward}. 

 

war-horse 

experienced person {war-horse}. 

 

water rat 

People {water rat} can love to swim. 

 

wench 

young woman {wench}. 

 

werewolf 

People {werewolf} can change into wolves. 

 

wetback 

Illegal immigrants can cross through water {wetback}. 

 

whipping boy 

scapegoat {whipping boy}. 

 

widower 

man whose wife died {widower}. 



 

wisenheimer 

wisecracker {wisenheimer}. 

 

wraith 

ghost {wraith}. 

 

xenophobe 

nationalist {xenophobe}. 

 

yahoo 

brute {yahoo}. 

 

yes-man 

People {yes-man} can always agree with another. 

 

zealot 

People {zealot} can have devotion to a cause. 
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abbe 

abbot {abbé}. 

 

abbess 

female abbot {abbess}. 

 

abbot 

church or monastery leader {abbot}. 

 

academician 

professor {academician}. 

 

accountant 

business record keeper {accountant}. 

 

acrobat 

gymnast {acrobat}. 

 

aide 

assistant {aide, assistant}. 

 

alderman 

church official {alderman}. 

 

ambassador 

permanent diplomatic-mission leader {ambassador}. 

 

anchorite 

religious hermit {anchorite}. 

 

anchorman 

news reader {anchorman} {anchorwoman}. 

 

antiquarian 

historian {antiquarian}. 



 

apothecary 

pharmacist {apothecary}. 

 

apprentice 

student of tradesman {apprentice}. 

 

archbishop 

church official {archbishop}. 

 

archduke 

duke {archduke}. 

 

architect 

building designer {architect}. 

 

artisan 

skilled worker {artisan}. 

 

assistant professor 

beginning professor {assistant professor}. 

 

associate professor 

middle-stage professor {associate professor}. 

 

atheling 

Anglo-Saxon prince {atheling}. 

 

attorney general 

highest lawyer {attorney general}. 

 

bard 

Writers can be great poets {bard}. 

 

barker 

circus announcer {barker}. 

 

baron nobleman 

male low-level nobility {baron, noble}. 

 

beadle 

minor church official {beadle}. 

 

beautician 

People {beautician} can beautify others. 

 

beefeater 

English royal guardsman {beefeater}. 

 

bellboy 

hotel baggage carrier {bellboy}. 

 

bey 

Ottoman governor, Egyptian official, or Tunisian king {bey}. 

 



bishop 

high church official {bishop}. 

 

blacksmith 

iron wright or manual iron worker {blacksmith} {smith} {smithy}. 

 

boatswain 

ship deck officer {boatswain} {bosun}. 

 

bobby policeman 

policeman {bobby}. 

 

boilermaker 

iron worker {boilermaker}. 

 

boniface 

innkeeper, hotel manager, nightclub owner, or restaurateur {boniface}. 

 

bookmaker 

bet arranger {bookmaker} {bookie}. 

 

bootblack 

shoe shiner {bootblack}. 

 

bouncer 

People {bouncer} can evict unruly patrons. 

 

brazier 

brass worker {brazier}. 

 

broker 

securities-trade arranger {broker}. 

 

bursar 

treasurer {bursar}. 

 

busboy 

People {busboy} can remove dirty dishes at restaurants. 

 

cabin boy 

captain's young servant {cabin boy}. 

 

caddie person 

person carrying golf bag for another {caddie, golf}. 

 

caesar ruler 

ruler {caesar}. 

 

call girl 

high-class prostitute {call girl}. 

 

captain 

middle-ranking military officer {captain}. 

 

chamberlain 

royal minister {chamberlain}. 



 

chancellor leader 

non-profit-institution leader {chancellor}. 

 

chancellor of exchequer 

treasurer {chancellor of the exchequer}. 

 

chandler 

dealer {chandler}. 

 

chaplain 

minister to military or lay group {chaplain}. 

 

charwoman 

cleaning woman {charwoman}. 

 

chiropractor 

back doctor {chiropractor}. 

 

chorine 

chorus member {chorine}. 

 

civil engineer 

house, road, and other public-work designer {civil engineer}. 

 

clergyman 

low church official {clergyman}. 

 

cleric 

priest {cleric}. 

 

clinician 

doctor {clinician}. 

 

clothier 

clothing seller {clothier}. 

 

cobbler person 

shoemaker {cobbler, shoe}. 

 

collier 

coal miner {collier}. 

 

commissar 

communist official {commissar}. 

 

comptroller 

financial official {comptroller}. 

 

concertmaster 

first violinist {concertmaster}. 

 

concubine 

female sex partner {concubine}. 

 



confessor 

Priests {confessor} can listen to confessions. 

 

conservator 

guardian {conservator}. 

 

consort 

ruler's spouse {consort}. 

 

constable 

sheriff {constable}. 

 

controller finance 

financial official {controller}. 

 

coolie 

indentured worker {coolie}. 

 

copyboy 

Young people {copyboy} can carry copy around newsrooms. 

 

copyreader 

People {copyreader} can proofread. 

 

counselor psychologist 

psychologist {counselor, psychologist}. 

 

county agent 

Public officials {county agent} can help farmers. 

 

courier 

deliverer {courier}. 

 

courtesan 

high-class prostitute {courtesan}. 

 

courtier 

court attendant {courtier}. 

 

couturier 

clothing designer {couturier}. 

 

coxswain 

boat steerer {coxswain}. 

 

croupier 

dice game manager {croupier}. 

 

crown prince 

man in line to throne {crown prince}. 

 

curate 

church official {curate}. 

 

curator 

art museum collection manager {curator}. 



 

cure 

parish priest {curé}. 

 

custodian 

janitor {custodian}. 

 

dauphin 

French king's oldest son {dauphin}. 

 

day laborer 

unskilled laborer {day laborer}. 

 

deacon 

low church official or layman assisting minister {deacon}. 

 

dean 

faculty administrator senior group member {dean}. 

 

delegate 

elected representative {delegate}. 

 

deputy 

authorized assistant {deputy}. 

 

dick 

detective {dick}. 

 

disciple 

follower {disciple}. 

 

divine person 

clergyman {divine}. 

 

docent 

part-time teacher {docent}. 

 

domestic 

servant {domestic}. 

 

draftsman 

drawer {draftsman}. 

 

druid 

Celtic priest {druid}. 

 

drum major 

marching-band leader {drum major}. 

 

duchess person 

high female nobility {duchess, person}. 

 

duke 

high male nobility {duke}. 

 



earl 

middle male nobility {earl}. 

 

ecdysiast 

exotic dancer {ecdysiast}. 

 

elder person 

lay church official {elder, person}. 

 

elector 

voter in assembly {elector}. 

 

emissary 

government agent sent to another country {emissary}. 

 

emperor 

ruler of more than one state {emperor}. 

 

engineer 

civil, electrical, chemical, or mechanical work designer {engineer}. 

 

envoy person 

government agent sent to another country {envoy, person}. 

 

equestrian 

horse rider {equestrian}. 

 

escort 

person accompanying another {escort}. 

 

esquire 

person with rank just below knight {esquire}. 

 

executive person 

administrator {executive}. 

 

extern 

People {extern} can work for organizations outside regular locations. 

 

factotum 

employee with many tasks {factotum}. 

 

fakir 

People {fakir} can perform to receive money. 

 

fellah 

Arab peasant {fellah}. 

 

fellow person 

scholarly-group member {fellow}. 

 

flak person 

advertising or marketing person {flak, person}. 

 

flapper 

jazz-age woman {flapper}. 



 

flatfoot 

detective {flatfoot}. 

 

footman 

servant {footman}. 

 

friar 

monk {friar}. 

 

front man 

business representative {front man}. 

 

functionary 

official {functionary}. 

 

furrier 

fur seller {furrier}. 

 

gaffer old person 

electrician or old person {gaffer, old person}. 

 

general practitioner 

doctor {general practitioner} (GP). 

 

glazier 

glass worker {glazier}. 

 

gob 

sailor {gob}. 

 

goon 

thug {goon}. 

 

governess 

Women {governess} can teach wealthy-people's children. 

 

governor person 

state or province leader {governor, leader}. 

 

grandee 

noble {grandee}. 

 

gumshoe 

detective {gumshoe}. 

 

gun moll 

Women {gun moll} can accompany gangsters during crimes. 

 

haberdasher 

men's clothes and accessory seller {haberdasher}. 

 

hack person 

taxi driver {hack, person}. 

 



hacker 

Persons {hacker, person} can explore boundaries of what is possible in computing. 

 

ham person 

actor or amateur radio operator {ham, person}. 

 

handler 

Persons can schedule other-person's work {handler}. 

 

handmaiden 

noblewoman's woman servant {handmaiden}. 

 

harlequin clown 

clown {harlequin}. 

 

harlot 

prostitute {harlot}. 

 

henchman 

partner in crime {henchman}. 

 

highwayman person 

roadside robber {highwayman}. 

 

hireling 

mercenary {hireling}. 

 

hoofer 

dancer {hoofer}. 

 

hooker 

prostitute {hooker}. 

 

hostler 

Locomotive operators {hostler} can work only in local yards. 

 

housemother 

Women {housemother} can supervise dormitories. 

 

informant 

People {informant} can impart information. 

 

in-patient 

hospital patient {in-patient}. 

 

inquisitor 

questioner from authority {inquisitor}. 

 

intern 

student worker {intern}. 

 

internist 

post-graduate medical worker {internist}. 

 

jester 

court humorist {jester}. 



 

jobber 

Job lot buyer sells for installation {jobber}. 

 

joiner 

furniture and cabinet maker {joiner}. 

 

journeyman 

master tradesman working for another {journeyman}. 

 

knight 

armored horsemen {knight}. 

 

knight-errant 

wandering knight {knight-errant}. 

 

lady-in-waiting 

Noblewomen {lady-in-waiting} can attend queens or princesses. 

 

lama 

Tibetan or Mongolian monk {lama}. 

 

lapidary 

mineralologist {lapidary}. 

 

legate 

emissary {legate}. 

 

librettist 

libretto writer {librettist}. 

 

licentiate 

People {licentiate} can have obtained licenses. 

 

liege person 

vassal or lord {liege}. 

 

limey 

British sailor {limey}. 

 

loan shark 

Lenders {loan shark} can charge high interest and demand payment. 

 

longshoreman 

dockworker {longshoreman}. 

 

lord person 

feudal estate owner {lord}. 

 

lord chancellor 

highest chancellor {lord chancellor}. 

 

lyricist 

People {lyricist} can write lyrics. 

 



madam 

Women {madam} can have prostitution businesses. 

 

magdalen 

former prostitute {magdalen} {magdalene}. 

 

magistrate 

law administrator {magistrate}. 

 

magnate 

important or rich businessman {magnate, businessman}. 

 

maid-in-waiting 

Unmarried noblewomen {maid-in-waiting} can attend queens or princesses. 

 

majordomo 

headwaiter {majordomo}. 

 

mammy 

nursemaid {mammy}. 

 

mandarin person 

high public official {mandarin}. 

 

marchese 

marquis {marchese}. 

 

marchioness 

marquise {marchioness}. 

 

margrave 

state ruler {margrave}. 

 

mariner 

sailor {mariner}. 

 

marshal 

People {marshal} can execute court orders. 

 

mason 

bricklayer or concrete worker {mason} {masonry}. 

 

matador 

bullfighter {matador, bullfighter}. 

 

matriarch 

family or clan female leader {matriarch}. 

 

matron 

elderly dignified woman {matron}. 

 

medical examiner 

Doctors {medical examiner} can examine bodies for causes of death. 

 

medium person 

spiritualist {medium}. 



 

mendicant 

beggar or poor friar {mendicant}. 

 

mentor 

teacher and encourager {mentor}. 

 

messiah 

savior {messiah}. 

 

middleman 

intermediary for sale {middleman}. 

 

midshipman 

sailor {midshipman} {middy}. 

 

midwife 

Women {midwife} can aid baby delivery. 

 

miller 

grain grinder {miller}. 

 

milliner 

cloth seller {milliner}. 

 

moderator 

People {moderator} can mediate debates or conferences. 

 

moll 

Women {moll} can accompany gangsters. 

 

monger 

seller {monger}. 

 

monitor person 

People {monitor, person} can control other's movements in areas, or screens can allow monitoring. 

 

mortician 

funeral parlor owner {mortician}. 

 

mullah 

Muslim religion and law teacher {mullah}. 

 

mummer 

masked dancer {mummer}. 

 

nanny person 

Women {nanny} can care for wealthy parents' children. 

 

nark 

narcotics agent {nark}. 

 

naturalist 

People {naturalist} can observe and study nature. 

 



necromancer 

predictor of future and communer with dead {necromancer}. 

 

neophyte 

beginner {neophyte}. 

 

novice 

beginner or person training to take religious vows {novice} {novitiate}. 

 

nun 

woman in religious order {nun}. 

 

nuncio 

papal representative {nuncio}. 

 

officiary 

official {officiary}. 

 

ombudsman 

People {ombudsman} can act on citizen complaints. 

 

optician 

People {optician} can measure for and sell glasses. 

 

oracle 

prophet {oracle}. 

 

orator 

formal speaker {orator}. 

 

out-patient 

person has procedure in hospital but does not stay {out-patient}. 

 

outrider 

horse riding attendant {outrider}. 

 

overlord 

region controller {overlord}. 

 

page 

messenger or errand person {page}. 

 

paladin 

knight-like person {paladin}. 

 

pallbearer 

casket carrier {pallbearer}. 

 

panderer 

liaison for sexual encounters {panderer}. 

 

panjandrum 

dignitary {panjandrum}. 

 

parliamentarian 

legislator {parliamentarian}. 



 

parson person 

minister {parson}. 

 

pastor 

minister {pastor}. 

 

patriarch 

family or clan male leader {patriarch}. 

 

patron saint 

saint for activity or entity {patron saint}. 

 

pawnbroker 

People {pawnbroker} can loan or give money in exchange for keeping goods. 

 

pedagogue 

schoolteacher {pedagogue}. 

 

peon 

unskilled laborer {peon}. 

 

pharaoh 

Egyptian king more than 2300 years ago {pharaoh}. 

 

pharmacist 

People {pharmacist} can formulate and dispense drugs. 

 

pickup 

prostitute {pickup}. 

 

piece person 

woman {piece}. 

 

pimp 

Men {pimp} can schedule prostitutes. 

 

pitchman 

People {pitchman} can appear in advertisements. 

 

plainclothesman 

non-uniformed on-duty policeman {plainclothesman}. 

 

playwright 

People {playwright} can write dramas. 

 

pledge person 

prospective fraternity member {pledge, person}. 

 

plenipotentiary 

government representative {plenipotentiary}. 

 

poet laureate 

official poet {poet laureate}. 

 



pontiff 

pope {pontiff}. 

 

postillion 

Rider can guide horses pulling carriage {postillion}. 

 

postmaster 

post office administrator {postmaster} {postmaster general}. 

 

postulant 

People {postulant} {pre-novice} can prepare to become novices. 

 

potentate 

powerful person {potentate}. 

 

potter 

clay worker {potter}. 

 

practical nurse 

Licensed nurses {practical nurse} can practice under registered nurses or physicians. 

 

preceptor 

teacher {preceptor}. 

 

prefect 

high official {prefect}. 

 

prelate 

bishop or high church official {prelate}. 

 

premier 

government leader in parliamentary systems {premier}. 

 

prexy 

president {prexy}. 

 

prince consort 

queen's husband {prince consort}. 

 

proctor 

exam supervisor {proctor}. 

 

procurator 

Roman provincial official {procurator} handled finances and emperor's estates. 

 

procurer 

pimp {procurer}. 

 

promoter person 

People {promoter, person} can stage productions. 

 

purser 

Ship officers {purser} can handle money. 

 

queen ruler 

woman {queen}. 



 

raconteur 

storyteller {raconteur}. 

 

realtor 

real estate broker {realtor}. 

 

rector 

parish priest, or school principal or headmaster {rector}. 

 

redcap 

porter {redcap}. 

 

regent 

board member {regent}. 

 

registered nurse 

Nurses {registered nurse} can practice independently. 

 

registrar 

official recorder {registrar}. 

 

restaurateur 

restaurant owner {restaurateur}. 

 

rhetorician 

People {rhetorician} can study and use rhetoric. 

 

royalty 

noble person {royalty}. 

 

sacristan 

Sexton or assistant at liturgy handles vessels and vestments {sacristan}. 

 

saddler 

horse-equipment seller {saddler}. 

 

salutatorian 

People {salutatorian} can give the greeting at meetings. 

 

satrap 

Governors {satrap} can be responsible only to king. 

 

sawyer 

wood sawer {sawyer}. 

 

scop 

Medieval writers can be bards {scop}. 

 

scribe 

writer or copyist {scribe}. 

 

scrub 

reserve player {scrub}. 

 



scullion 

dishwasher {scullion}. 

 

seabee 

USA navy construction engineer {seabee}. 

 

second in dueling 

People {second, dueling} can assist duelists. 

 

second-story man 

house robber {second-story man}. 

 

selectman 

New England town official {selectman}. 

 

serf 

peasant {serf}. 

 

sergeant at arms 

Officials {sergeant at arms} can keep order in courts or assemblies. 

 

servitor 

attendant {servitor}. 

 

sexton 

church caretaker {sexton}. 

 

shaman 

magician {shaman}. 

 

shamus 

detective {shamus}. 

 

sharecropper 

Tenant farmers {sharecropper} can pay rent in crops. 

 

sheik 

Arab leader {sheik}. 

 

shill 

swindler's accomplice {shill}. 

 

shipfitter 

ship building worker {shipfitter}. 

 

shogun 

Japanese first commander {shogun}. 

 

shop steward 

union member selected to represent workers {shop steward}. 

 

sibyl 

Prophetess {sibyl} was at Delphi. 

 

sideman 

musician {sideman}. 



 

signatory 

signer {signatory}. 

 

sire 

father or lord {sire}. 

 

skycap 

porter {skycap}. 

 

slattern 

prostitute {slattern}. 

 

sleuth 

detective {sleuth}. 

 

solon person 

senator {solon}. 

 

sorcerer 

wizard {sorcerer}. 

 

sovereign king 

king {sovereign, king}. 

 

spelunker 

rock hunter {spelunker}. 

 

squatter 

People {squatter} with no title can settle on land. 

 

squire person 

noble attendant to knight {squire, person}. 

 

steam fitter 

heating, ventilation, and cooling system installer and repairer {steam fitter}. 

 

steeplejack 

People {steeplejack} can work on high structures. 

 

stevedore 

dockworker {stevedore}. 

 

steward 

household manager for estate {steward}. 

 

stonemason 

stone layer or wall builder {stonemason}. 

 

straight man 

comedian's foil {straight man}. 

 

straw boss 

foreman or temporary boss {straw boss}. 

 



streetwalker 

prostitute {streetwalker}. 

 

stylite 

Christian ascetics {stylite} lived on pillars. 

 

subaltern 

secondary-rank person {subaltern}. 

 

surgeon 

Physicians {surgeon} can be skilled in cutting and sewing tissue. 

 

sutler 

Suppliers {sutler} can get provisions for regiments. 

 

swab person 

sailor {swab, sailor}. 

 

swami 

Hindu yogi {swami}. 

 

swashbuckler 

pirate or flamboyant man {swashbuckler}. 

 

sweep 

chimney sweeper {sweep}. 

 

syndic 

syndicate member {syndic}. 

 

tart person 

prostitute {tart, prostitute}. 

 

taxi dancer 

Dancers {taxi dancer} can receive customers' money to dance with them. 

 

teamster 

commercial driver {teamster}. 

 

teller 

money handler at bank {teller}. 

 

tetrarch 

secondary ruler or ruler of one-fourth of nation {tetrarch}. 

 

thane 

Anglo-Saxon lords {thane}. 

 

theoretician 

People {theoretician} can study and work on theories. 

 

thespian 

actor {thespian}. 

 

third party 

Disinterested persons {third party} can help two parties transact business. 



 

tinker 

People {tinker} can curiously modify machinery or objects, or be metal-item repairers. 

 

toastmaster 

People {toastmaster} can introduce speakers and propose toasts at meetings. 

 

toreador 

bullfighter {toreador}. 

 

torero 

matador or assistant {torero}. 

 

tout person 

horserace information giver {tout, person}. 

 

tragedian 

actor in tragedies {tragedian} {tragedienne}. 

 

trollop 

prostitute {trollop}. 

 

truant officer 

Officials {truant officer} can apprehend students absent from school without permission. 

 

typesetter 

compositor {typesetter}. 

 

typographer 

compositor {typographer}. 

 

understudy 

Actors {understudy} can be ready to assume roles in case of incapacity. 

 

underwriter 

People {underwriter} can supply finances for activities or businesses. 

 

usurer 

high-interest-rate lender {usurer}. 

 

valedictorian 

People {valedictorian} can give farewell speeches. 

 

valet 

People {valet} can perform personal services. 

 

valetudinarian 

Sick persons {valetudinarian} can think only about their health. 

 

ventriloquist 

People {ventriloquist} can speak for a dummy. 

 

veterinarian 

animal doctor {veterinarian}. 

 



vicar 

Anglican clergymen {vicar} can lead parishes. 

 

vicegerent 

Rulers can claim to represent God {vicegerent}, or people can be substitutes. 

 

viceroy 

Governors {viceroy} can represent king. 

 

vigilante 

People {vigilante} can hunt suspected criminals without authorization. 

 

vintner 

winemaker {vintner}. 

 

viscount 

count's son or younger brother {viscount}. 

 

vizier 

prime minister {vizier}. 

 

votary 

sworn to worship or serve {votary}. 

 

wainwright 

wagon builder {wainwright}. 

 

ward heeler 

local politician {ward heeler}. 

 

warden 

prison administrator {warden}. 

 

warlock 

witch {warlock}. 

 

wet nurse 

Women {wet nurse} can nurse babies for mothers. 

 

wildcatter 

People {wildcatter} can drill for oil on speculation. 

 

yeoman person 

assistant to dignitary {yeoman}. 

 

yogi 

Hindu meditation practitioner {yogi}. 
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abandon noun 

no restraint {abandon, noun}. 

 

ablution 

washing {ablution}. 

 



abnegation 

denial to oneself {abnegation}. 

 

about face 

180-degree turn {about face}. 

 

abstention 

abstaining {abstention}. 

 

abstinence 

abstaining {abstinence}. 

 

accession 

acceding {accession}. 

 

accolade 

praise {accolade}. 

 

acrimony 

animosity {acrimony}. 

 

acuity perceptiveness 

perceptiveness {acuity, perceptiveness}. 

 

acumen 

insightfulness {acumen}. 

 

admittance 

entry {admittance}. 

 

adulation 

adoration {adulation}. 

 

aegis 

sponsorship {aegis}. 

 

affectation 

unnatural behavior designed to draw attention {affectation}. 

 

affinity as attraction 

attraction {affinity, attraction}. 

 

afflatus 

inspiration {afflatus}. 

 

affront 

insult {affront}. 

 

afterglow 

good feeling after action {afterglow}. 

 

agnomen 

additional name {agnomen}. 

 

aim 

goal {aim}. 



 

alacrity 

speed {alacrity}. 

 

allure 

attractiveness {allure}. 

 

altercation 

argument {altercation}. 

 

amity 

brotherly love {amity}. 

 

anarchy 

behavior without rules {anarchy}. 

 

anima 

spirit {anima}. 

 

animadversion 

critical commentary {animadversion}. 

 

animosity 

antagonism {animosity}. 

 

antipathy 

indifference {antipathy}. 

 

aplomb 

poise {aplomb}. 

 

approbation 

disapproval {approbation}. 

 

ardor 

passion {ardor}. 

 

artifice 

artificial behavior {artifice}. 

 

asperity 

bad temper {asperity}. 

 

assumption 

assuming something {assumption}. 

 

atrocity 

very bad action {atrocity}. 

 

audacity 

boldness {audacity}. 

 

aura of person 

quality {aura, quality}. 

 



austerity 

spending sparingly {austerity}. 

 

avarice 

greed {avarice}. 

 

avidity 

eagerness {avidity}. 

 

avocation 

work that is not one's job {avocation}. 

 

baccalaureate 

lowest college degree {baccalaureate}. 

 

baptism 

initially performing difficult task {baptism of fire}. 

 

battle royal 

competition among major rivals {battle royal}. 

 

bearing posture 

posture {bearing, body}. 

 

bedlam 

crazy behavior {bedlam}. 

 

blank check 

freedom {blank check}. 

 

bloodletting 

layoff {bloodletting}. 

 

boon 

favor {boon}. 

 

bravado 

pretended courage {bravado}. 

 

bravura 

excellent {bravura}. 

 

brinkmanship 

taking disagreement to fighting stage {brinkmanship}. 

 

bugbear 

irritant {bugbear}. 

 

busman's holiday 

vacation having or viewing activities similar to one's job {busman's holiday}. 

 

candor 

frank expression {candor}. 

 

caprice 

change of mind {caprice}. 



 

cardinal sin 

one of the seven deadly sins {cardinal sin}. 

 

cardinal virtue 

one of the seven important virtues {cardinal virtue}. 

 

career 

job type {career}. 

 

carriage 

posture {carriage}. 

 

chagrin 

embarrassment {chagrin}. 

 

charisma 

ability to inspire devotion from others {charisma}. 

 

cheek 

boldness {cheek}. 

 

chicanery 

trickery {chicanery}. 

 

coat of arms 

heraldic shield {coat of arms}. 

 

coattail 

dependence {coattail}. 

 

cockles of the heart 

inner state {cockles of the heart}. 

 

cold shoulder 

ostracism {cold shoulder}. 

 

cold sweat 

nervous reaction to fear or pain {cold sweat}. 

 

comeuppance 

deserved punishment {comeuppance}. 

 

complaisance 

compliance {complaisance}. 

 

complicity 

acting as accomplice {complicity}. 

 

compunction 

remorse {compunction}. 

 

conceit pride 

pride {conceit, pride}. 

 



concupiscence 

lust {concupiscence}. 

 

consensus 

agreement among group members {consensus}. 

 

consuetude 

custom {consuetude}. 

 

coquetry 

flirting {coquetry}. 

 

coronation 

crowning {coronation}. 

 

countenance face 

face {countenance, face}. 

 

credence 

increasing belief {credence}. 

 

credential 

certificate from authority authorizing work type {credential}. 

 

credulity 

readily believing {credulity}. 

 

crocodile tears 

pretended crying {crocodile tears}. 

 

crusade 

gathering people to achieve cause {crusade}. 

 

cupidity 

desire {cupidity}. 

 

curtsy 

bending knees to bow {curtsy}. 

 

custody control 

control {custody, control}. 

 

dead pan 

expressionless {dead pan}. 

 

dead reckoning 

setting course without using instruments {dead reckoning}. 

 

deadly sin 

one of the seven deadly sins {deadly sin}. 

 

debauchery 

immoral behavior {debauchery}. 

 

debility 

weakness {debility}. 



 

decorum behavior 

good behavior {decorum, good behavior}. 

 

deference 

deferring {deference}. 

 

demarche 

diplomatic tactic {demarche}. 

 

demeanor 

attitude toward others {demeanor}. 

 

demerit 

mark against {demerit}. 

 

demise 

death {demise}. 

 

deportment 

attitude toward others {deportment}. 

 

depravity 

immorality {depravity}. 

 

depredation 

destroying {depredation}. 

 

desuetude 

disuse {desuetude}. 

 

device 

plan {device}. 

 

dilatation delay 

delaying {dilatation}. 

 

dilemma quandry 

quandary {dilemma, quandary}. 

 

discipline 

following rules {discipline, rule following}. 

 

discord 

disharmony {discord}. 

 

dishabille 

dishevelment {dishabille}. 

 

disposition temperament 

temperament {disposition, temperament}. 

 

dissolution immoral 

immoral behavior {dissolution, immorality}. 

 



distinction excellence 

excellence {distinction, person}. 

 

diversion 

time-passer {diversion}. 

 

divination 

foretelling {divination}. 

 

doctorate 

highest academic degree {doctorate}. 

 

domesticity 

liking home life {domesticity}. 

 

dominion 

rule {dominion}. 

 

dotage 

senility {dotage}. 

 

drag cross-dressing 

cross-dressing {drag, cross-dressing}. 

 

dry run 

practice {dry run}. 

 

dudgeon 

resentment {dudgeon}. 

 

duplicity 

deception {duplicity}. 

 

duress 

coercion {duress}. 

 

earshot 

hearing distance {earshot}. 

 

edification 

learning {edification}. 

 

effigy 

likeness {effigy}. 

 

effrontery 

insolence {effrontery}. 

 

elbow grease 

energy {elbow grease}. 

 

endearment 

expressing affection {endearment}. 

 

enmity 

animosity {enmity}. 



 

entreaty 

urgent request {entreaty}. 

 

equanimity 

calm {equanimity}. 

 

eructation 

belching {eructation}. 

 

erudition 

knowledge {erudition}. 

 

escapade 

adventuring {escapade}. 

 

espousal 

expressing idea {espousal}. 

 

ethic 

moral principle {ethic}. 

 

euphoria 

great happiness {euphoria}. 

 

evocation 

evoking feelings {evocation}. 

 

excursion 

trip {excursion}. 

 

execration 

loathing or protesting {execration}. 

 

exodus exit 

mass leaving {exodus}. 

 

expectation 

something expected {expectation, prediction}. 

 

exploit 

deed {exploit}. 

 

expulsion 

sending person out of country or location {expulsion}. 

 

expunction 

erasing {expunction}. 

 

facility 

skill {facility}. 

 

faculty ability 

ability {faculty}. 

 



family name 

surname {family name}. 

 

feeler 

Actions can try to ascertain people's ideas {feeler}. 

 

femininity 

feminine characteristics {femininity}. 

 

fidelity 

loyalty {fidelity}. 

 

figment 

imagined object or idea {figment}. 

 

fishing expedition 

attempting to elicit useful information {fishing expedition}. 

 

flagellation 

whipping {flagellation}. 

 

flag-waving 

showing off patriotism {flag-waving}. 

 

foible 

minor personal weakness {foible}. 

 

foray 

raid or attempt {foray}. 

 

forethought 

planning {forethought}. 

 

frailty 

weakness {frailty}. 

 

free love 

sexual promiscuity {free love}. 

 

frivolity 

fun behavior {frivolity}. 

 

funk 

depression {funk}. 

 

furor 

uproar {furor}. 

 

gambit 

taking small loss to make larger gain {gambit}. 

 

gamesmanship 

gaining advantage by deception {gamesmanship}. 

 

genealogy 

ancestor list {genealogy}. 



 

gentility 

civilized behavior and politeness {gentility}. 

 

grace flow 

flowing movements {grace}. 

 

grimace 

facial expression during disgust or pain {grimace}. 

 

guile 

skillful deception {guile}. 

 

guise 

appearance {guise}. 

 

habiliment 

clothing {habiliment}. 

 

highroad 

moral and civilized behavior {highroad}. 

 

hindsight 

knowledge of results {hindsight}. 

 

histrionics 

dramatic behavior {histrionics}. 

 

homage 

public respect {homage}. 

 

horoscope 

Astrology methods {horoscope} can try to predict future events. 

 

humility 

humbleness {humility}. 

 

hypocrisy 

doing the opposite of what one proclaims {hypocrisy}. 

 

idiosyncrasy 

eccentricity {idiosyncrasy}. 

 

ignominy 

dishonor {ignominy}. 

 

ilk 

type {ilk}. 

 

imbroglio 

difficult situation or misunderstanding {imbroglio}. 

 

impasse 

situation with no way out {impasse}. 

 



impediment 

obstruction {impediment}. 

 

imponderable 

idea that is hard to understand {imponderable}. 

 

imposition 

infliction {imposition}. 

 

inanition 

weakness {inanition}. 

 

inanity 

silly remark {inanity}. 

 

incursion 

movement into {incursion}. 

 

indirection 

no purpose {indirection}. 

 

infamy 

shame {infamy}. 

 

iniquity 

sin {iniquity}. 

 

inkling 

hint {inkling}. 

 

inquisition investigation 

heresy investigation {inquisition}. 

 

insouciance 

calm {insouciance}. 

 

insubordination 

acting against one's leadership {insubordination}. 

 

intellect 

mind {intellect}. 

 

ire 

anger {ire}. 

 

ivory tower 

ignoring real situation {ivory tower}. 

 

jubilation 

great joy {jubilation}. 

 

kudos 

praise {kudos}. 

 

lam 

running away {lam}. 



 

languor 

laziness {languor}. 

 

lassitude 

torpor {lassitude}. 

 

latitude freedom 

freedom {latitude, freedom}. 

 

laurels 

rewards for action {laurels}. 

 

lechery 

high sexual activity {lechery}. 

 

lethargy 

indifference-caused slowness {lethargy}. 

 

levity 

humor {levity}. 

 

liaison link 

link between people {liaison, link}. 

 

liberality 

generosity {liberality}. 

 

lineage 

ancestor succession {lineage}. 

 

lineament 

facial feature {lineament}. 

 

lip service 

saying one believes but not really {lip service}. 

 

loggerheads 

disagreement {loggerheads}. 

 

machination 

plot {machination}. 

 

magnanimity 

generosity {magnanimity}. 

 

maiden name 

name before marriage {maiden name}. 

 

mandate 

authorization {mandate}. 

 

mannerism behavior 

behavior peculiar to person {mannerism, behavior}. 

 



manumission 

bow {manumission}. 

 

masterstroke 

good action {masterstroke}. 

 

matronymic 

mother's name {matronymic}. 

 

megalomania 

feelings of power {megalomania}. 

 

mendacity 

untruthfulness {mendacity}. 

 

miasma 

failing to realize {miasma}. 

 

mien 

countenance {mien}. 

 

mirth 

humor {mirth}. 

 

moniker 

name {moniker}. 

 

monomania 

obsession {monomania}. 

 

monotony 

boredom {monotony}. 

 

negritude 

blackness as culture {negritude}. 

 

notoriety 

dishonorable fame {notoriety}. 

 

obeisance 

obedience {obeisance}. 

 

odyssey 

journey {odyssey}. 

 

ordination 

ordaining {ordination}. 

 

ostentation 

showing off {ostentation}. 

 

pall 

gloom {pall}. 

 

pallor 

paleness {pallor}. 



 

paroxysm 

spasm {paroxysm}. 

 

penchant 

predilection {penchant}. 

 

peradventure 

doubt {peradventure}. 

 

perfidy 

treachery {perfidy}. 

 

perspective objectivity 

objectivity {perspective}. 

 

piety 

reverential behavior {piety}. 

 

pique irritation 

irritation {pique}. 

 

plain sailing 

situation in which one can perform one's intentions {plain sailing}. 

 

plaudit 

praise {plaudit}. 

 

plight 

difficult situation {plight}. 

 

ploy 

strategy {ploy}. 

 

poise 

bearing {poise, bearing}. 

 

predilection 

disposition {predilection}. 

 

prerogative 

right {prerogative}. 

 

presentiment 

feeling that something will happen {presentiment}. 

 

pretense 

deceptive action {pretense}. 

 

privation 

lacking food, water, and/or shelter {privation}. 

 

probity 

integrity {probity}. 

 



proclivity 

tendency {proclivity}. 

 

profundity 

profound thinking {profundity}. 

 

propensity 

disposition {propensity}. 

 

propriety 

proper behavior {propriety}. 

 

protestation 

protesting {protestation}. 

 

puissance 

power {puissance}. 

 

pulchritude 

beauty {pulchritude}. 

 

punctilio 

observing formalities {punctilio}. 

 

purview 

sight {purview}. 

 

quietus 

death {quietus}. 

 

rancor 

animosity {rancor}. 

 

rapport 

harmony with another {rapport}. 

 

rapture ecstasy 

ecstasy {rapture}. 

 

ratiocination 

reasoning {ratiocination}. 

 

recognizance 

recognition {recognizance}. 

 

recourse 

alternative {recourse}. 

 

rectitude 

moral behavior {rectitude}. 

 

refinement 

civilized behavior {refinement}. 

 

regimen 

behavior pattern {regimen}. 



 

remembrance 

remembering {remembrance}. 

 

renunciation 

renouncing {renunciation}. 

 

reprisal reaction 

reaction to punish {reprisal, punish}. 

 

repulsion 

repelling {repulsion}. 

 

reserve 

restraint {reserve, not acting out}. 

 

resolve noun 

determination {resolve, determination}. 

 

revulsion 

disgust with turning away {revulsion}. 

 

ruse 

trick {ruse}. 

 

sacrilege 

abusing the sacred {sacrilege}. 

 

sally 

short quick action or sentence {sally}. 

 

scruple 

moral objection to behavior {scruple}. 

 

sensibility 

perception {sensibility}. 

 

sentimentality 

emotionality {sentimentality}. 

 

sheep's eye 

loving look {sheep's eye}. 

 

sloth laziness 

laziness {sloth, laziness}. 

 

sobriety 

not drunken behavior {sobriety}. 

 

solace 

comfort {solace}. 

 

solidarity 

supporting group goals {solidarity}. 

 



sour grapes 

feeling that unattained goal was really not worth reaching anyway {sour grapes}. 

 

spontaneity 

acting without planning {spontaneity, impulse}. 

 

strong suit 

person's best skill {strong suit}. 

 

submission 

submitting {submission}. 

 

succor 

help {succor}. 

 

surname 

family name {surname}. 

 

tedium 

boredom {tedium}. 

 

temerity 

rashness {temerity}. 

 

temperance 

not drinking alcohol {temperance}. 

 

theatrics 

histrionics {theatrics}. 

 

thrall 

servitude {thrall} {thralldom}. 

 

throes 

struggle {throes}. 

 

torpor 

lethargy {torpor}. 

 

travail 

toil {travail}. 

 

trepidation 

fear {trepidation}. 

 

tribulation 

distress {tribulation}. 

 

troth 

fidelity {troth}. 

 

tryst 

lovers' meeting {tryst}. 

 

tumult 

crowd and noises {tumult}. 



 

turpitude 

depravity {turpitude}. 

 

tutelage 

tutoring {tutelage}. 

 

umbrage 

offense {umbrage}. 

 

vagary 

whim {vagary}. 

 

vanity pride 

pride {vanity, pride}. 

 

vendetta 

feud {vendetta}. 

 

veracity 

truthfulness {veracity}. 

 

vigil 

staying watchful all night {vigil}. 

 

virtuosity 

high skill {virtuosity}. 

 

visage 

countenance {visage}. 

 

vital statistics 

body-health measurements {vital statistics}. 

 

volition will 

will {volition}. 

 

wake death watch 

death watch {wake}. 

 

wanderlust 

feeling that one needs to travel {wanderlust}. 

 

waterloo defeat 

defeat {waterloo}. 

 

wedlock 

marriage {wedlock}. 

 

wile 

trick {wile}. 

 

wont 

habit {wont}. 

 



yeoman's service 

good work {yeoman's service}. 
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Achilles' heel 

vulnerable point {Achilles' heel}. 

 

act of God 

disaster {act of God}. 

 

Albion 

England {Albion}. 

 

American Legion 

veterans' group {American Legion}. 

 

American Plan 

room with full breakfast {American Plan}. 

 

Anglia 

England {Anglia}. 

 

Arcadia paradise 

rural paradise {Arcadia, paradise}. 

 

Armageddon 

world's end {Armageddon}. 

 

Atlantis 

lost continent {Atlantis}. 

 

Augustan Age general 

classic period {Augustan Age}. 

 

Avalon paradise 

western island paradise {Avalon}. 

 

Babbitt bourgeois 

bourgeois {Babbitt}. 

 

Babylon sinful 

sinful place {Babylon, sinful}. 

 

Baedeker 

guidebook {Baedeker}. 

 

Beau Brummel 

dandy {Beau Brummel}. 

 

Bronx cheer 

boo or raspberry {Bronx cheer}. 

 

Chinese lantern 

paper lamp {Chinese lantern, lamp}. 

 



Christendom 

states whose main religion is Christianity {Christendom}. 

 

Christian name 

first name {Christian name}. 

 

Cinderella 

rags to riches person {Cinderella}. 

 

Columbia goddess 

goddess of wisdom and skill {Columbia, goddess}. 

 

Court of St. James 

British royal court {Court of St. James}. 

 

cross the Rubicon 

take decisive step {cross the Rubicon}. 

 

Davy Jones's locker 

sea bottom {Davy Jones's locker}. 

 

D-day 

day action starts {D-day}. 

 

Dewey decimal system 

library classification system {Dewey decimal system}. 

 

Distinguished Service 

United States honor {Distinguished Service Medal}. 

 

Don Juan 

lothario {Don Juan}. 

 

doubting Thomas skeptic 

doubter {doubting Thomas}. 

 

Dutch go 

female pays {Dutch}. 

 

Dutch uncle 

generous uncle {Dutch uncle}. 

 

Eden 

paradise {Eden, paradise}. 

 

El Dorado 

rich paradise {El Dorado}. 

 

Emmy 

USA television award {Emmy}. 

 

European plan 

room with no breakfast {European plan}. 

 

Falstaff 

carouser {Falstaff}. 



 

Faust 

person controlled by the devil {Faust}. 

 

Ferris wheel 

vertical wheel ride at fair {Ferris wheel}. 

 

Flying Dutchman 

ghost sailing ship {Flying Dutchman}. 

 

Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse 

riders at the Apocalypse including conquest on white horse, war on red horse, famine on black horse, and plague on 

gray horse {Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse}. 

 

Four Hundred 

high society {Four Hundred}. 

 

Frankenstein 

mixed-origin monster {Frankenstein}. 

 

Freemason 

secret-cult member {Freemason}. 

 

Gargantua 

giant {Gargantua}. 

 

Garrison finish 

fast and successful conclusion {Garrison finish}. 

 

Gibraltar land end 

last land {Gibraltar, end}. 

 

girl Friday 

female assistant {girl Friday}. 

 

G-man 

FBI agent {G-man}. 

 

Godspeed 

farewell {Godspeed}. 

 

Goliath 

giant {Goliath}. 

 

Greenwich time 

time standard {Greenwich time}. 

 

G-string 

string panty {G-string}. 

 

Havana cigar 

cigar {Havana, cigar}. 

 

Hobson choice 

choosing between small thing and nothing {Hobson's choice} {Hobson choice}. 

 



Holy Joe 

evangelist {Holy Joe}. 

 

Horatius at the bridge 

strong defender {Horatius at the bridge}. 

 

Indian club 

slim bowling-pin-shaped club {Indian club}. 

 

Indian sign 

two fingers in V shown behind head {Indian sign}. 

 

Ivy League 

elite {Ivy League}. 

 

Jack Frost 

biting cold {Jack Frost}. 

 

Jaycee 

Junior Chamber of Commerce member {Jaycee}. 

 

Jekyll and Hyde 

alternating personalities {Jekyll and Hyde}. 

 

John Barleycorn 

drunkard {John Barleycorn}. 

 

John Hancock 

signature {John Hancock}. 

 

John Henry signature 

signature {John Henry}. 

 

Juliet 

female lover {Juliet}. 

 

Kewpie doll 

small celluloid doll {Kewpie doll}. 

 

Kiwanis 

service club {Kiwanis}. 

 

Knights of Columbus 

Catholic service club {Knights of Columbus}. 

 

Kris Kringle 

Santa Claus {Kris Kringle}. 

 

Ku Klux Klan 

southern night riders {Ku Klux Klan}. 

 

Latin Quarter 

city area where many people are from countries that use Romance languages {Latin Quarter}. 

 

Left Bank 

artistic area {Left Bank}. 



 

Legion of Honor 

French honorary society {Legion of Honor}. 

 

Legion of Merit 

USA military honor {Legion of Merit}. 

 

life of Riley 

easy life {life of Riley}. 

 

Lilith 

seductive female demon {Lilith}. 

 

Lilliputian 

small {Lilliputian}. 

 

Lloyd's of London 

insurance company {Lloyd's of London}. 

 

Lucifer 

devil {Lucifer}. 

 

M-1 rifle 

military rifle {M-1 rifle}. 

 

Mae West 

lifejacket {Mae West}. 

 

Mafia 

criminal organization {Mafia}. 

 

Main Street 

small town {Main Street}. 

 

man Friday 

male assistant {man Friday}. 

 

Mardi Gras 

Fat Tuesday before Ash Wednesday {Mardi Gras}. 

 

Mark Hopkins 

teacher {Mark Hopkins}. 

 

Mason-Dixon line 

border between Maryland and Pennsylvania {Mason-Dixon line}. 

 

May Day 

first day in May {May Day}. 

 

Mayday 

danger call {Mayday}. 

 

Mayflower ship 

Pilgrim ship {Mayflower}. 

 



McCarthyism 

unfairly hunting out communists and sympathizers {McCarthyism}. 

 

McCoy genuine 

genuine article {McCoy}. 

 

Medal for Merit 

Legion of Merit medal {Medal for Merit}. 

 

Medal of Honor 

highest USA military honor {Medal of Honor}. 

 

Mickey Finn 

poison drink {Mickey Finn}. 

 

Moloch 

king requiring sacrifice {Moloch}. 

 

Molotov cocktail 

bottle filled with flammable liquid {Molotov cocktail}. 

 

Morse code 

telegraph code {Morse code}. 

 

Mother Goose 

nursery rhymes {Mother Goose}. 

 

Mother Hubbard 

loose dress {Mother Hubbard}. 

 

Mountie 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police person {Mountie}. 

 

Mrs. Grundy 

propriety enforcer {Mrs. Grundy}. 

 

National Guard 

USA reserve military force {National Guard}. 

 

nervous Nellie 

anxious person {nervous Nellie}. 

 

New Deal 

economic reforms enacted during Great Depression {New Deal}. 

 

Niagra 

overwhelming flow {Niagra}. 

 

Oberon 

king of the fairies {Oberon}. 

 

Occident 

western world {Occident}. 

 

Odd Fellow 

service club {Odd Fellow}. 



 

Old Glory 

USA flag {Old Glory}. 

 

Old Nick 

devil {Old Nick}. 

 

Orient 

eastern world {Orient}. 

 

Oscar 

USA movie award {Oscar}. 

 

PA system 

public address system {PA system}. 

 

Paul Bunyan 

huge lumberjack {Paul Bunyan}. 

 

Peeping Tom 

voyeur {Peeping Tom}. 

 

Philadelphia lawyer 

top-quality lawyer {Philadelphia lawyer}. 

 

Pollyanna 

People {Pollyanna} can be always sunny. 

 

Prince of Wales 

man in line for British throne {Prince of Wales}. 

 

Pullman car 

train sleeping car {Pullman car}. 

 

Punch-and-Judy show 

marionette or puppet show {Punch-and-Judy show}. Punch is fat and short buffoon, and Judy is harassing woman. 

 

Punchinello 

Punch or buffoon {Punchinello}. 

 

Purple Heart 

USA medal for injury in battle {Purple Heart}. 

 

Pyrrhic victory 

success but with high cost {Pyrrhic victory}. 

 

Quai d'Orsay 

French diplomatic corps {Quai d'Orsay}. 

 

Red Cross 

service organization for help in disasters {Red Cross}. 

 

Rhodes scholar 

USA college student selected to study at Oxford University {Rhodes scholar}. 

 



Rip Van Winkle 

person unaware of recent happenings {Rip Van Winkle}. 

 

Robin Hood 

People {Robin Hood} can take from rich and give to poor. 

 

Robinson Crusoe 

Isolated people {Robinson Crusoe} cannot come home. 

 

Romeo lover 

male lover {Romeo}. 

 

Rosetta stone 

key to understanding {Rosetta stone}. 

 

Rotarian 

service club {Rotarian}. 

 

Roughrider 

Soldiers {Roughrider} can have fought in Spanish-American War. 

 

Salvation Army 

Religious service organizations {Salvation Army} can help needy. 

 

Samaritan 

People {Samaritan} can stop to help unfortunate persons. 

 

Samson 

strong man {Samson}. 

 

Sancho Panza 

loyal servant or companion {Sancho Panza}. 

 

Scheherazade 

storyteller {Scheherazade}. 

 

Scotland Yard 

British detective police {Scotland Yard}. 

 

Secret Service 

USA-president protectors {Secret Service}. 

 

Section Eight 

housing voucher {Section Eight}. 

 

Sermon on the Mount 

moral discourse {Sermon on the Mount}. 

 

Shangri-la 

paradise {Shangri-la}. 

 

Shylock 

greedy merchant {Shylock}. 

 

Simon Legree 

slavedriver {Simon Legree}. 



 

Stars and Bars 

Confederate flag {Stars and Bars}. 

 

Stars and Stripes 

USA flag {Stars and Stripes}. 

 

Star-Spangled Banner 

USA flag {Star-Spangled Banner}. 

 

Statue of Liberty 

Statue of Columbia {Liberty Lighting the World} stands in New York City harbor {Statue of Liberty}. 

 

Svengali 

magician or escape artist {Svengali}. 

 

Swedish massage 

joint movements and long strokes {Swedish massage} {Swedish movements}. 

 

Tam O'Shanter 

Scottish wool bonnet for men with pompom {Tam O'Shanter}. 

 

Tammany 

corrupt political organization {Tammany}. 

 

Tarzan 

natural man {Tarzan}. 

 

Tin Pan Alley 

jazz {Tin Pan Alley}. 

 

Titania 

queen of the fairies {Titania}. 

 

Tom Thumb 

small person {Tom Thumb}. 

 

Tony 

USA drama award {Tony}. 

 

Trojan horse gift 

Gift can gain advantage {Trojan horse}. 

 

Tweedledum and Tweedledee 

no difference {Tweedledum and Tweedledee}. 

 

Unknown Soldier 

honored unidentified soldier {Unknown Soldier}. 

 

V-1 

rocket {V-1}. 

 

V-day 

victory day {V-day}. 

 



Victoria Cross 

British military honor {Victoria Cross}. 

 

Wall Street 

stock exchange and business center {Wall Street}. 

 

Wandering Jew 

Mocker {Wandering Jew} of Jesus at his crucifixion must roam forever. 

 

White House 

USA-president residence {White House}. 

 

Whitehall 

British government district {Whitehall}. 

 

William Tell 

accurate and daring marksman {William Tell}. 

 

Xanadu 

paradise {Xanadu}. 

 

Xanthippe 

Socrates' harassing wife {Xanthippe}. 

 

Young Turk 

young unconventional artist or aggressive and ambitious person {Young Turk}. 
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acreage 

land {acreage}. 

 

airspace 

air above country {airspace}. 

 

archdiocese 

church geographic division {archdiocese}. 

 

autarchy 

autocracy {autarchy}. 

 

backwater 

stagnated area {backwater} {back water}. 

 

bailiwick 

bailiff's district {bailiwick}. 

 

barrio 

city area mainly occupied by Latin Americans {barrio}. 

 

beachhead 

controlled outpost {beachhead}. 

 

borough 

urban district {borough}. 

 



bowery 

city area where derelicts live {bowery}. 

 

byway 

not main road {byway}. 

 

canton district 

district in Switzerland {canton}. 

 

collective farm 

farm for commune {collective farm}. 

 

common 

public land in town {common}. 

 

concentration camp 

prison for political prisoners {concentration camp}. 

 

confederacy 

federation {confederacy}. 

 

diocese 

church district around several churches under bishop {diocese}. 

 

directorate 

area controlled by formal director {directorate}. 

 

empire 

region including several states ruled by emperor {empire}. 

 

enclave 

country inside another country {enclave}. 

 

environs 

surroundings {environs}. 

 

expanse 

wide level land {expanse}. 

 

fleshpot 

lewd show {fleshpot}. 

 

free port 

port open to ships from all countries {free port}. 

 

frontage 

land facing water, buildings, or street {frontage}. 

 

greensward 

grassy area {greensward}. 

 

hamlet 

town {hamlet}. 

 

haven 

safe place {haven}. 



 

heartland 

central or main area {heartland}. 

 

hinterland 

outlying areas {hinterland}. 

 

jumping-off place 

location from which many people have traveled to another place {jumping-off place}. 

 

kibbutz 

farm commune in Israel {kibbutz}. 

 

lair 

animal den or cave {lair}. 

 

landfall 

area where dirt has been dumped to raise it {landfall}. 

 

limbo 

place in which one waits indefinitely with unresolved status {limbo}. 

 

locale 

place {locale}. 

 

march 

borderline between two regions {march}. 

 

nerve center 

building that receives communications {nerve center}. 

 

parish 

church diocese or county in Louisiana {parish}. 

 

pasturage 

pasture {pasturage}. 

 

periphery 

edge {periphery}. 

 

plaza 

open area in town {plaza}. 

 

precinct 

district for police or elections {precinct}. 

 

prefecture 

area controlled by prefect or high official {prefecture}. 

 

principality 

area controlled by prince {principality}. 

 

purlieu 

outlying or neighboring area {purlieu}. 

 



quarry region 

land area that supplies rock {quarry, rock}. 

 

realm 

kingdom {realm}. 

 

red-light district 

area frequented by prostitutes {red-light district}. 

 

redoubt 

fort {redoubt}. 

 

republic 

state governed by elected officials {republic}. 

 

right-of-way 

land used by road, railroad, or utility {right-of-way}. 

 

rotten borough 

politically corrupt urban district {rotten borough}. 

 

sector as part 

land or other region {sector, land}. 

 

see 

area under bishop {see, bishopric}. 

 

seven seas 

all oceans {seven seas}. 

 

shire 

English region {shire}. 

 

skid row 

city area with derelicts {skid row}. 

 

stamping ground 

person's home area {stamping ground}. 

 

stepping-off place 

location from which many people have traveled to another place {stepping-off place}. 

 

technocracy 

country governed by engineering bureaucrats {technocracy}. 

 

terminus end 

end {terminus}. 

 

three-mile limit 

area near shore controlled by nation {three-mile limit}. 

 

timocracy 

state requiring land ownership for citizenship {timocracy}. 

 

vista 

beautiful area for viewing {vista}. 



 

white way 

city street with nightclubs or theaters {white way}. 

 

zone of city 

City area {zone, city} can be designated for a purpose, such as light industry or housing {zoning}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Noun>Space 

 

acme 

highest position {acme}. 

 

adjunct 

adjoining addition {adjunct}. 

 

ambiance 

atmosphere {ambiance}. 

 

antipodes location 

opposite location on globe {antipodes, opposites}. 

 

apex 

highest position {apex, highest}. 

 

bedrock 

foundation {bedrock}. 

 

benchmark standard 

marker {benchmark, marker}. 

 

bookend 

Weights {bookend} can prevent books from falling over on shelves. 

 

bottleneck in flow 

Processes have steps {bottleneck, flow} where flow slows and inventory builds. 

 

cache hidden 

hiding or storage place {cache, hidden}. 

 

conjuncture 

junction {conjuncture}. 

 

cornet horn 

horn-shaped object {cornet, horn}. 

 

crossbones 

two bones in X-shape {crossbones}. 

 

crux 

cross {crux}. 

 

disjunction as disjoint 

no junction, disjoint {disjunction, disjoint}. 

 

disproportion 

unbalanced ratio {disproportion}. 



 

distention 

expansion {distention}. 

 

dogleg 

path with angle {dogleg}. 

 

epicenter 

surface point above sphere inner point {epicenter}. 

 

facet 

face {facet}. 

 

freeboard 

distance between water and boat or dock surface {freeboard}. 

 

inroad 

encroachment {inroad}. 

 

interface 

Two surfaces can share a surface {interface}. 

 

itinerary 

path traveled {itinerary}. 

 

juncture 

junction {juncture}. 

 

juxtaposition 

two objects side-by-side {juxtaposition}. 

 

lattice 

Two sets of parallel lines can overlap perpendicularly {lattice, structure}. 

 

nadir 

lowest position {nadir}. 

 

orb sphere 

sphere {orb, sphere}. 

 

propinquity 

nearness {propinquity}. 

 

scenario 

scene {scenario}. 

 

swath 

area cut by scythe {swath}. 

 

topography 

region elevations {topography}. 

 

uniformity 

same form {uniformity}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Noun>State 



 

aberration 

abnormality {aberration}. 

 

abolition 

ending situation {abolition}. 

 

acquisition of things 

something acquired {acquisition, acquired}. 

 

admeasure 

measure {admeasure}. 

 

admixture 

mixture {admixture}. 

 

affirmative 

yes {affirmative}. 

 

agenda 

meeting schedule {agenda}. 

 

agglomerate 

mixed collection {agglomerate}. 

 

amenity 

convenience {amenity}. 

 

anastamosis 

connection between two objects {anastamosis}. 

 

anathema 

something shunned {anathema}. 

 

anodyne 

soothing agent {anodyne}. 

 

anomaly 

deviation from normal {anomaly}. 

 

antinomy 

metal used in alloys {antinomy}. 

 

apocalypse end 

revelation or world end {apocalypse}. 

 

apotheosis 

high ideal {apotheosis}. 

 

apparatus 

structure that has function {apparatus}. 

 

appellation name 

name {appellation, name}. 

 



appurtenance 

accessory {appurtenance}. 

 

archetype 

a type's original {archetype, original}. 

 

artifact 

manmade object {artifact}. 

 

assignation 

appointment for lovers to meet {assignation}. 

 

asylum safe 

safe haven {asylum}. 

 

auspice 

patronage {auspice}. 

 

babel speech 

cacophony {babel}. 

 

bacchanal 

drunken party {bacchanal}. 

 

bacchanalia 

drunken festival {bacchanalia}. 

 

back number 

previous edition {back number}. 

 

backlash 

reaction {backlash}. 

 

bagatelle 

trifle {bagatelle}. 

 

balm 

soothing agent {balm}. 

 

banderole 

forked flag {banderole}. 

 

bane 

trouble cause {bane}. 

 

bar sinister 

diagonal from lower left to upper right {bar sinister}. 

 

barb insult 

insult {barb, insult}. 

 

behemoth 

enormous something {behemoth}. 

 

behest 

request {behest}. 



 

bellwether 

indicator {bellwether}. 

 

bill of goods 

worthless stuff {bill of goods}. 

 

bill of health 

good report {bill of health}. 

 

black art 

magic {black art}. 

 

blarney stone 

stone that makes one become smooth talker {blarney stone}. 

 

blue streak 

fast moving manner {blue streak}. 

 

bye 

automatic advancement to next round {bye}. 

 

cachet 

specialness {cachet}. 

 

cacophony 

loud noise {cacophony}. 

 

capitation 

per capita tax {capitation}. 

 

carnage 

slaughter {carnage}. 

 

cataclysm 

disaster {cataclysm}. 

 

cession 

ceding {cession}. 

 

cincture 

belt around something {cincture}. 

 

clambake 

party {clambake}. 

 

clamor 

loud protest from many people at once {clamor}. 

 

clangor 

clanging {clangor}. 

 

clarity 

clearness {clarity, clearness}. 

 



compaction 

compression {compaction}. 

 

concert 

harmony {concert}. 

 

concord harmony 

harmony {concord}. 

 

conflagration fire 

fire {conflagration}. 

 

consignment 

assignment {consignment}. 

 

constituent component 

component, such as person in voting district {constituent}. 

 

continental breakfast 

coffee, tea, juice, and pastry {continental breakfast}. 

 

contradistinction 

contrast {contradistinction}. 

 

counterfoil 

payment record {counterfoil}. 

 

criterion 

standard {criterion}. 

 

cross section 

representative sample {cross section}. 

 

crown colony 

English colony {crown colony}. 

 

cynosure 

object of interest {cynosure}. 

 

dead letter 

letter with unreadable or non-existent address {dead letter}. 

 

deadweight 

burden {deadweight}. 

 

debacle 

quick defeat {debacle}. 

 

decor 

room decorations {decor}. 

 

desolation 

uninhabited and forbidding land {desolation}. 

 

determinant decider 

decider {determinant, decider}. 



 

deterrent 

object that deters {deterrent}. 

 

dint 

cause {dint}. 

 

disparity difference 

difference {disparity, difference}. 

 

dispensation 

exemption {dispensation}. 

 

distinction difference 

difference {distinction, difference}. 

 

dodge 

trick {dodge}. 

 

donnybrook 

brawl {donnybrook}. 

 

drawing card 

object of interest {drawing card}. 

 

dross 

waste {dross}. 

 

ducat 

ticket {ducat}. 

 

duck soup 

easy task {duck soup}. 

 

echelon 

level {echelon}. 

 

efflux 

flow {efflux}. 

 

elixir 

drink with good effects {elixir}. 

 

embellishment addition 

something added {embellishment, addition}. 

 

encumbrance 

burden {encumbrance}. 

 

end 

goal {end, goal}. 

 

enigma 

puzzle {enigma}. 

 



entity 

thing {entity}. 

 

epitome 

best example {epitome}. 

 

escutcheon 

shield with coat of arms {escutcheon}. 

 

etcetera 

and {etcetera}. 

 

exposure contact 

contact with {exposure, contact}. 

 

extravaganza 

spectacle {extravaganza}. 

 

facsimile 

copy {facsimile}. 

 

fairing 

solid piece used to smooth fluid flow {fairing}. 

 

fanfare 

preliminary promotion {fanfare}. 

 

felicity 

appropriateness and high quality {felicity}. 

 

fiasco 

failure {fiasco}. 

 

field day 

day of fun {field day}. 

 

fig leaf 

covering for private matter {fig leaf}. 

 

fillip 

incentive {fillip}. 

 

first fruits 

initial rewards {first fruits}. 

 

first water 

highest quality {first water}. 

 

flotsam 

floating lost goods {flotsam}. 

 

fountainhead 

spring or source {fountainhead}. 

 

funicular railway 

cable car {funicular railway}. 



 

generality 

statement about non-specific things {generality}. 

 

hallmark 

mark indicating value {hallmark}. 

 

happenstance 

chance event {happenstance}. 

 

harbinger 

sign of things to come {harbinger}. 

 

heraldry 

study of ancestry and coats of arms {heraldry}. 

 

heresy 

statement contradicting orthodoxy {heresy}. 

 

holocaust 

great destruction {holocaust}. 

 

holy of holies 

most sacred thing {holy of holies}. 

 

hustings 

political campaign {hustings}. 

 

immersion 

putting underwater {immersion}. 

 

impetus 

stimulus {impetus}. 

 

imprimatur 

authorization {imprimatur}. 

 

incongruity inconsistent 

inconsistent {incongruity}. 

 

inefficacy 

no effect {inefficacy}. 

 

infrastructure 

roads and utilities {infrastructure}. 

 

jetsam 

jettisoned or discarded goods {jetsam}. 

 

juggernaut 

large mass advancing {juggernaut, unstoppable}. 

 

kibosh 

stop {kibosh}. 

 



knell 

bell toll {knell}. 

 

legerdemain 

hand tricks {legerdemain}. 

 

libation 

drink {libation}. 

 

memorabilia 

objects from one's past {memorabilia}. 

 

misnomer 

wrong name {misnomer}. 

 

mythos 

story of group {mythos}. 

 

nemesis rival 

rival {nemesis}. 

 

nicety 

feature {nicety}. 

 

nonce 

present time {nonce}. 

 

nosegay 

small flower bunch {posy} {nosegay}. 

 

nostrum 

useless drug {nostrum}. 

 

nuance 

small difference {nuance}. 

 

nub 

essence {nub}. 

 

offing 

near future {offing}. 

 

open sesame 

magic words {open sesame}. 

 

ordure 

excrement {ordure}. 

 

ornamentation 

embellishment {ornamentation}. 

 

pageantry 

show {pageantry}. 

 

panoply 

cover {panoply}. 



 

panorama 

wide view {panorama}. 

 

parity equality 

equality {parity, equality}. 

 

perdition 

hell {perdition}. 

 

phantasm 

phantom {phantasm, phantom}. 

 

pidgin 

language mixture {pidgin}. 

 

poetic justice 

just rewards {poetic justice}. 

 

pomp 

splendor {pomp}. 

 

potation 

drink {potation}. 

 

precursor 

something coming before {precursor, before}. 

 

prerequisite requirement 

requirement {prerequisite}. 

 

prototype example 

first example {prototype, first example}. 

 

provenance 

source {provenance}. 

 

providence luck 

God can intervene to provide good luck {providence}. 

 

pyre 

Wood arrangements {pyre} can burn corpses at funerals. 

 

pyrotechnics 

fireworks {pyrotechnics}. 

 

quandary 

situation in which it is difficult to decide {quandary}. 

 

quarry person 

pursued object {quarry, pursued}. 

 

quintessence essential 

essence {quintessence, essence}. 

 



quondam 

former {quondam}. 

 

quonset hut 

shed with cylindrical tin roof {quonset hut}. 

 

rapine 

plunder {rapine}. 

 

reception 

party after wedding {reception}. 

 

reclamation 

reclaiming {reclamation}. 

 

redaction 

removing private or secret information from public document {redaction}. 

 

reflux 

backward flow {reflux}. 

 

refuge 

safe haven {refuge}. 

 

repast 

meal {repast}. 

 

repository 

storage place {repository}. 

 

rescission 

rescinding contract {rescission}. 

 

restitution 

equal-value restoration {restitution}. 

 

rigor strictness 

strictness {rigor}. 

 

rite ceremony 

ceremony {rite}. 

 

roman candle 

fireworks type {roman candle}. 

 

rub 

problem, catch {rub, problem}. 

 

rubefacient 

irritating skin agent for pain relief {rubefacient}. 

 

rubric 

directions {rubric}. 

 

rudiment 

rule {rudiment}. 



 

sacred cow 

idea that no one can question {sacred cow}. 

 

sanctity 

holiness {sanctity}. 

 

secession 

withdrawing {secession}. 

 

seeing-eye dog 

dog that assists blind people {seeing-eye dog}. 

 

serendipity 

chance {serendipity}. 

 

seventh heaven 

happiness {seventh heaven}. 

 

signet 

seal {signet}. 

 

sinecure 

easy salaried job {sinecure}. 

 

spadework 

investigating {spadework}. 

 

specie 

coin {specie}. 

 

springboard 

place from which to dive into subject {springboard}. 

 

squalor 

dirty place {squalor}. 

 

stalking-horse 

First bid {stalking-horse} only tests the market and does not expect to win. 

 

stead 

place {stead}. 

 

stirrup cup 

drinking cup with two handles {stirrup cup}. 

 

stock-in-trade 

regular business stock {stock-in-trade}. 

 

subterfuge 

trick {subterfuge}. 

 

supposition 

assumption {supposition}. 

 



sustenance 

sustaining substance {sustenance}. 

 

susurrus 

whispering sounds {susurrus}. 

 

synergism 

two things can work together to perform function {synergism}. 

 

synthesis combination 

combination {synthesis, combination}. 

 

talisman 

object conferring protection through magic {talisman}. 

 

tenet 

principle {tenet}. 

 

three R's 

reading, writing, and arithmetic {three R's}. 

 

touchstone 

criterion {touchstone}. 

 

tracery 

curved lines {tracery}. 

 

travesty imitation 

poor imitation {travesty, imitation}. 

 

trial balloon 

sample used to test people's reactions {trial balloon}. 

 

trumpery 

nonsense {trumpery}. 

 

uncial 

Dark Ages rounded-letter alphabet {uncial}. 

 

underpinning 

foundation {underpinning}. 

 

vicissitude 

sudden change {vicissitude}. 

 

white elephant 

something no longer wanted {white elephant}. 

 

will-o'-the-wisp 

impossible goal {will-o'-the-wisp}. 

 

wisp 

faint or thin thing {wisp}. 

 

witch-hunt 

finding people with unorthodox beliefs {witch-hunt}. 



 

wroth 

wrath {wroth}. 

 

yellow peril 

threat to native people from increased Asian immigration {yellow peril}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Noun>Time 

 

abeyance 

something suspended temporarily {abeyance}. 

 

advent 

coming {advent}. 

 

aftermath 

result {aftermath}. 

 

antecedent in time 

something that preceded something else {antecedent, time}. 

 

antiquity 

times before Middle Ages {antiquity}. 

 

celerity 

quickness {celerity}. 

 

cessation 

ceasing {cessation}. 

 

chronology 

event sequence {chronology}. 

 

clockwork 

regularity {clockwork}. 

 

commencement 

beginning {commencement}. 

 

curfew 

requirement that people stay home after a time {curfew}. 

 

dateline 

day and time {dateline}. 

 

dispatch quickness 

quickness {dispatch, done quickly}. 

 

dog days 

time when nothing exciting is happening {dog days}. 

 

dusk 

later twilight after sunset {dusk}. 

 

epoch 

short era {epoch}. 



 

era 

long period {era}. 

 

eve time 

evening or day before {eve}. 

 

finality 

end {finality}. 

 

foreboding 

preliminary feeling of danger or bad luck {foreboding}. 

 

forerunner 

precursor {forerunner}. 

 

foretaste 

preliminary sampling {foretaste}. 

 

foretoken 

preliminary sign {foretoken}. 

 

fruition 

completion {fruition}. 

 

hiatus impasse 

impasse {hiatus, impasse}. 

 

inception 

beginning {inception}. 

 

intercession 

period between two similar periods {intercession}. 

 

interregnum 

period between rulers {interregnum}. 

 

jubilee 

joyful season or anniversary {jubilee}. 

 

novena 

devotional period of nine days {novena}. 

 

perpetuity 

forever {perpetuity}. 

 

portent 

preliminary information {portent}. 

 

respite 

postponement or short rest {respite}. 

 

salad days 

period of success {salad days}. 

 



silly season 

period of clowning {silly season}. 

 

small hours 

after midnight to dawn {small hours}. 

 

surcease 

ceasing {surcease}. 

 

swan song 

farewell performance {swan song}. 

 

time immemorial 

forever {time immemorial}. 

 

trimester 

one-third year {trimester}. 

 

zero hour 

time for starting action {zero hour}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Short Words 

 

word length 1 

Adverbs are o {word length 1}. Articles are a. Nouns are i. 

 

word length 2 adjective 

Adjectives and articles are an, my {word length 2 adjective}. 

 

word length 2 adverb 

Adverbs are ah, aw, eh, er, ha, hi, ho, la, lo, no, oh, ow, uh, um {word length 2 adverb}. 

 

word length 2 common noun 

Common nouns are ad, ax, el, ex, id, os, ox {word length 2 common noun}. 

 

word length 2 conjunction 

Conjunctions are or {word length 2 conjunction}. 

 

word length 2 preposition 

Prepositions are as, at, by, if, in, of, on, re, so, to, up {word length 2 preposition}. 

 

word length 2 proper noun 

Proper nouns are al, bo, ed, em, ev, hy, jo, ma, mo, pa, vi {word length 2 proper noun}. 

 

word length 2 verb 

Verbs are am, be, do, go, is {word length 2 verb}. 

 

word length 3 adjective 

Adjectives are any, bad, big, dry, far, fat, few, his, hot, low, mad, new, old, one, our, out, red, sad, ten, the, two, wet, 

apt, coy, dim, due, fey, gay, hep, hip, icy, lax, mum {word length 3 adjective}. 

 

word length 3 adverb 

Adverbs are baa, bye, eek, hey, not, now, oop, poo, too, ugh, wow, yes, ago, aha, aye, bah, ere, fro, gad, gee, heh, 

hey, huh, nay, sic {word length 3 adverb}. 

 



word length 3 common noun 

Common nouns are age, air, all, ant, ape, arm, art, bag, bat, bed, box, boy, bug, bus, can, car, cat, cow, cup, day, dog, 

dot, ear, egg, elf, end, eye, fan, fly, fox, fun, fur, gas, god, goo, gum, gun, ham, hat, her, him, hit, ice, ink, jam, jar, jet, 

job, key, law, leg, lid, lip, log, lot, man, map, men, mud, nap, net, nut, oil, owl, pan, pat, paw, pea, pen, pet, pig, pin, 

pot, rag, rat, row, rug, saw, sea, sun, tan, tie, toe, top, toy, war, way, you, zoo, ace, ads, ado, aft, ahs, aid, aim, ale, alm, 

alp, amp, arc, ark, ash, asp, ass, awe, awl, axe, ban, bar, bay, bet, bib, bid, bin, bit, boa, bog, bow, bra, bub, bud, bum, 

bun, cab, cad, cam, cap, cay, cob, cod, cog, cop, cot, cox, cub, cur, dab, dam, den, dew, die, din, doe, don, dud, dup, 

dye, ebb, eel, ego, elk, ell, elm, emu, eon, era, erg, eve, ewe, fad, fag, fee, fen, fez, fib, fig, fin, fir, fix, fob, foe, fog, 

fop, gag, gal, gap, gay, gel, gem, gig, gin, gob, goy, gut, hag, haw, hay, hem, hen, hex, hip, hod, hoe, hog, hub, hue, 

hum, hun, hut, ilk, imp, inn, ism, ire, jag, jaw, jay, jew, jib, jif, jig, jog, jot, joy, jug, lab, lad, lag, lam, lap, lee, lob, lox, 

lug, lye, mat, maw, mew, mil, mit, mix, mob, mod, mop, mug, mum, nag, net, nib, nip, nit, nob, nod, nub, nun, oaf, 

oak, oar, ode, orb, ore, pad, pal, pap, par, paw, pat, pay, pea, peg, pep, pew, pip, pit, pod, pot, pox, pro, pub, pug, pun, 

pup, pus, quo, rag, ram, rap, raw, ray, reb, ref, rep, rib, rig, rim, roc, rod, roe, rub, rum, rut, rye, sap, saw, sax, sex, sib, 

sip, sod, sot, sow, soy, sum, tab, tad, tag, tar, tat, tee, tic, tin, tip, tit, ton, tot, tow, try, tub, tux, urn, van, vat, vee, vet, 

vim, vow, vue, wad, wag, wax, web, wig, wit, woe, zed {word length 3 common noun}. 

 

word length 3 conjunction 

Conjunctions are and, but, how, let {word length 3 conjunction}. 

 

word length 3 proper noun 

Proper nouns are dad, mom, sis, abe, amy, ava, ben, bob, bud, dan, eli, eva, eve, fay, ian, ida, ike, ira, irv, jan, jay, 

jeb, jed, jim, joe, jud, kay, lee, lem, len, leo, lon, mae, max, may, meg, mel, nan, ned, pam, pat, peg, ray, rex, ron, roy, 

roz, sal, sam, sue, ted, tex, tim, tom, val, vic, viv, von {word length 3 proper noun}. 

 

word length 3 verb 

Verbs are act, add, are, ask, ate, beg, bet, bit, boo, buy, can, cry, cut, did, die, dig, dry, dug, eat, fit, fix, fly, fry, get, 

got, had, has, hid, hit, hop, hug, lay, lie, lit, met, mix, moo, mow, nag, pat, pay, pet, pop, put, ran, rip, rob, row, rub, 

run, sat, saw, say, see, set, sew, sit, tap, tie, tip, try, use, wag, was, win, zip, aid, ail, aim, bob, bop, bow, box, bud, bug, 

cap, caw, con, cup, dab, dam, dim, dip, don, dot, dub, dun, dye, ebb, eke, err, fan, fie, gab, gag, ham, hem, hew, hex, 

hie, hum, irk, jam, jar, jot, lag, led, lob, lop, lug, mar, mat, mob, mop, mow, mug, nab, nag, nap, net, nip, nix, nod, pad, 

pal, pan, par, pat, paw, peg, pen, pit, pry, pun, ram, rap, rat, rev, rib, rid, rig, rot, rue, sag, sap, sip, sob, sop, sow, sub, 

sue, sup, tag, tan, tap, tar, tax, tee, tip, top, tow, toy, tug, tut, vex, vie, vow, vue, wad, wax, wed, wet, woo, wow, zap 

{word length 3 verb}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>English>Verb 

 

abase 

debase {abase}. 

 

abdicate 

resign from throne {abdicate}. 

 

abduct 

kidnap {abduct}. 

 

abet 

aid {abet}. 

 

abhor 

intensely dislike {abhor}. 

 

abjure 

reject {abjure}. 

 

abominate 

hate {abominate}. 



 

abridge 

shorten {abridge}. 

 

abrogate 

reject {abrogate}. 

 

absolve 

remove sin or duty from {absolve}. 

 

abut 

stand next to {abut}. 

 

acclimate 

get used to {acclimate}. 

 

accommodate 

allow or adjust for {accommodate}. 

 

accord verb 

give {accord}. 

 

accouter 

dress {accouter}. 

 

accrue 

increase {accrue}. 

 

actualize 

make happen {actualize}. 

 

actuate 

set into action {actuate}. 

 

administer 

manage {administer}. 

 

adopt 

take as one's own {adopt}. 

 

adorn 

decorate {adorn}. 

 

adulterate 

add something different {adulterate}. 

 

adumbrate 

cut short {adumbrate}. 

 

aerate 

add air to {aerate}. 

 

affect as change 

change {affect, verb}. 

 



alienate 

make go away {alienate}. 

 

allay 

reduce {allay}. 

 

alleviate 

lighten {alleviate}. 

 

ameliorate 

better {ameliorate}. 

 

animate 

make lively {animate}. 

 

antagonize 

make hostile {antagonize}. 

 

antedate 

precede {antedate}. 

 

appease 

doing part of what aggressor wants {appease}. 

 

appose 

face {appose}. 

 

appreciate 

like {appreciate}. 

 

apprehend 

understand or take into {apprehend}. 

 

appropriate 

take {appropriate}. 

 

arrogate 

take over {arrogate}. 

 

ascertain 

determine {ascertain}. 

 

asphyxiate 

prevent from breathing {asphyxiate}. 

 

assail 

attack {assail}. 

 

asseverate 

sever from {asseverate}. 

 

assimilate 

fit among {assimilate}. 

 

attain 

gain {attain}. 



 

attenuate 

reduce {attenuate}. 

 

attire 

dress {attire}. 

 

automate 

do by machine {automate}. 

 

avail 

use {avail}. 

 

balkanize 

make into smaller incompatible parts {balkanize}. 

 

bastardize 

reduce from higher to lower value {bastardize}. 

 

beard 

catch {beard}. 

 

becalm 

calm {becalm}. 

 

bedizen 

dress or decorate with poor taste {bedizen}. 

 

beget 

produce {beget}. 

 

belay 

attack {belay}. 

 

betroth 

engage {betroth}. 

 

bleach 

make white {bleach}. 

 

blockade 

prevent ships from entering or leaving {blockade}. 

 

bludgeon 

beat with stick {bludgeon}. 

 

blue-pencil 

edit {blue-pencil}. 

 

bootleg 

make or do something illegally {bootleg}. 

 

boycott 

not buy {boycott}. 

 



burnish 

polish {burnish}. 

 

buss 

kiss {buss}. 

 

buttonhole 

find and speak to {buttonhole}. 

 

cadge 

borrow {cadge}. 

 

calcify 

become hard by adding calcium {calcify}. 

 

cannibalize 

take parts from item to repair similar item {cannibalize}. 

 

card verb 

require document or line up fibers {card, verb}. 

 

case harden 

heat then put in water {case harden}. 

 

cashier 

fire {cashier}. 

 

castrate 

remove testicles or remove power {castrate}. 

 

cede 

give up something {cede}. 

 

cerebrate 

think {cerebrate}. 

 

christen 

baptize {christen}. 

 

clabber 

curdle {clabber}. 

 

coagulate 

thicken {coagulate}. 

 

coddle 

pamper {coddle}. 

 

coerce 

force {coerce}. 

 

commandeer 

seize {commandeer}. 

 

comport 

carry oneself {comport}. 



 

conduce 

bring about {conduce}. 

 

confiscate 

take {confiscate}. 

 

conjure 

make appear {conjure}. 

 

consecrate 

make sacred {consecrate}. 

 

consign 

assign {consign}. 

 

constitute 

be part of {constitute}. 

 

constrain 

restrict {constrain}. 

 

contraindicate 

do not use or do {contraindicate}. 

 

co-opt 

take over {co-opt}. 

 

corrugate 

make have grooves {corrugate}. 

 

counter 

block or oppose {counter, verb}. 

 

countersign 

sign again {countersign}. 

 

cremate 

burn {cremate}. 

 

crenate 

scallop {crenate}. 

 

crenellate 

indent {crenellate}. 

 

crimp 

squeeze {crimp}. 

 

croon 

sing {croon}. 

 

crosshatch 

mark with parallel perpendicular lines {crosshatch}. 

 



crucify 

make to take blame {crucify}. 

 

crystallize 

become clear {crystallize}. 

 

cuff 

beat {cuff}. 

 

curdle 

thicken {curdle}. 

 

debar 

exclude or banish {debar}. 

 

debase 

lower {debase}. 

 

debauch 

behave immorally {debauch}. 

 

debilitate 

weaken {debilitate}. 

 

decapitate 

remove head {decapitate}. 

 

decentralize 

move things away from one place to several spread out places {decentralize}. 

 

defile 

make dirty {defile}. 

 

deflate 

remove air from {deflate}. 

 

deflower 

have sexual intercourse {deflower}. 

 

defoliate 

remove flowers {defoliate}. 

 

deform 

make worse shape {deform}. 

 

delimit 

limit {delimit}. 

 

delineate 

mark boundary {delineate}. 

 

demarcate 

mark {demarcate}. 

 

demilitarize 

reduce military presence {demilitarize}. 



 

demobilize 

send active soldiers home {demobilize}. 

 

demote 

move to lower position {demote}. 

 

denature 

change from original organic form {denature}. 

 

denude 

remove skin {denude}. 

 

depolarize 

reduce electric charge {depolarize}. 

 

deport 

carry oneself {deport}. 

 

deprecate 

remove from service {deprecate}. 

 

depredate 

prey on {depredate}. 

 

derive 

start with something and make something new {derive}. 

 

desiccate 

dry {desiccate}. 

 

despoil 

ruin {despoil}. 

 

dethrone 

remove king or champion {dethrone}. 

 

detoxify 

make not poisonous {detoxify}. 

 

dignify 

add prestige to {dignify}. 

 

disabuse 

no longer believe {disabuse}. 

 

disbar 

take away lawyer license {disbar}. 

 

discern 

perceive {discern}. 

 

disdain 

be too proud to notice {disdain}. 

 



disembody 

remove essence {disembody}. 

 

disembowel 

remove intestines {disembowel}. 

 

disenfranchise 

take away vote {disenfranchise}. 

 

disinter 

remove from grave {disinter}. 

 

dismember 

remove arms and/or legs {dismember}. 

 

dispatch verb 

kill {dispatch, kill}. 

 

disport 

play or have fun {disport}. 

 

dispossess 

take away {dispossess}. 

 

dissociate 

no longer associate {dissociate}. 

 

distill 

make into essence {distill}. 

 

diversify 

have more parts {diversify}. 

 

domesticate 

make less wild {domesticate}. 

 

douse 

soak {douse}. 

 

downgrade 

reduce in value {downgrade}. 

 

dramatize 

show {dramatize}. 

 

dry clean 

clean using perchloroethylene (perc) or other chemicals {dry clean}. 

 

earmark 

mark {earmark}. 

 

eat humble pie 

be humble {eat humble pie}. 

 

eclipse 

replace {eclipse}. 



 

efface verb 

erase {efface}. 

 

effect 

cause {effect}. 

 

emancipate 

free {emancipate}. 

 

emasculate 

remove manly qualities from {emasculate}. 

 

embalm 

soak in fluid {embalm}. 

 

embellish 

decorate {embellish}. 

 

embezzle 

steal {embezzle}. 

 

embody 

is example of {embody}. 

 

embolden 

make bold {embolden}. 

 

emboss 

mark {emboss}. 

 

embrocate 

rub with medicine {embrocate}. 

 

embroider 

sew design on or add nice details {embroider}. 

 

embroil 

involve {embroil}. 

 

emend 

change {emend}. 

 

empower 

give power {empower}. 

 

emulate 

imitate {emulate}. 

 

emulsify 

mix {emulsify}. 

 

encompass 

include {encompass}. 

 



encumber 

burden {encumber}. 

 

endow 

give {endow}. 

 

enervate 

make weak {enervate}. 

 

enfranchise 

give vote to {enfranchise}. 

 

engender 

produce {engender}. 

 

engrave 

carve lines into {engrave}. 

 

enliven 

make lively {enliven}. 

 

enmesh 

trap {enmesh}. 

 

ennoble 

make noble {ennoble}. 

 

enshrine 

put into {enshrine}. 

 

entail 

cause {entail}. 

 

enthrall 

fascinate {enthrall}. 

 

enthrone 

put on throne {enthrone}. 

 

entice 

make interested {entice}. 

 

entomb 

put in tomb {entomb}. 

 

entrain 

bring along with {entrain}. 

 

entrench 

stay even more solidly in one's position {entrench}. 

 

entrust 

trust {entrust}. 

 

entwine 

bind {entwine}. 



 

envenom 

poison {envenom}. 

 

envisage 

see {envisage}. 

 

envision 

see {envision}. 

 

epitomize 

show essence {epitomize}. 

 

eradicate 

erase {eradicate}. 

 

erode 

wear {erode}. 

 

escalate 

make more {escalate}. 

 

espy 

see {espy}. 

 

essay verb 

try {essay, verb}. 

 

estrange 

become as strangers {estrange}. 

 

etch 

cut grooves in {etch}. 

 

etiolate 

make weak {etiolate}. 

 

evict 

throw out {evict}. 

 

evince 

evoke {evince}. 

 

eviscerate 

remove essence {eviscerate}. 

 

evoke 

cause {evoke}. 

 

exacerbate 

make worse {exacerbate}. 

 

excavate 

dig {excavate}. 

 



excrete 

pass out waste {excrete}. 

 

exhume 

take out of grave {exhume}. 

 

expedite 

assist {expedite}. 

 

expend 

spend {expend}. 

 

expiate 

atone {expiate}. 

 

expropriate 

take {expropriate}. 

 

expunge 

remove from {expunge}. 

 

expurgate 

remove from {expurgate}. 

 

exsanguinate 

remove blood from {exsanguinate}. 

 

extenuate 

lessen {extenuate}. 

 

externalize 

express {externalize}. 

 

extirpate 

destroy {extirpate}. 

 

exude 

give off {exude}. 

 

facilitate 

aid {facilitate}. 

 

fain 

disposed to or prepared to {fain}. 

 

featherbed 

make easy {featherbed}. 

 

federate 

unite {federate}. 

 

felicitate 

make easy {felicitate}. 

 

ferment 

brew {ferment}. 



 

fertilize 

prepare to grow {fertilize}. 

 

festoon 

decorate {festoon}. 

 

flaunt 

show off {flaunt}. 

 

flay 

whip {flay}. 

 

foreordain 

predetermine {foreordain}. 

 

foreshorten 

shorten {foreshorten}. 

 

forgo 

give up {forgo} {forego}. 

 

formalize 

make formal {formalize}. 

 

foster 

support {foster}. 

 

freeze-dry 

freeze in alcohol and dry ice then dry {freeze-dry}. 

 

fudge verb 

cheat {fudge, verb}. 

 

furbish 

furnish {furbish}. 

 

galvanize 

energize {galvanize}. 

 

garnish verb 

decorate {garnish, verb}. 

 

garrison verb 

occupy place {garrison, verb}. 

 

geld 

castrate {geld}. 

 

geminate 

pair or double {geminate}. 

 

generate 

create {generate, create}. 

 



gerrymander 

make into regions with no natural boundaries {gerrymander}. 

 

gestate 

develop {gestate}. 

 

ghostwrite 

write for someone else {ghostwrite}. 

 

gig frog 

immobilize {gig frog}. 

 

gild 

decorate {gild}. 

 

granulate 

make into grains {granulate}. 

 

haze 

make do silly things {haze}. 

 

hew 

stay close or cut {hew}. 

 

homogenize 

mix different things into one thing {homogenize}. 

 

hone 

sharpen {hone}. 

 

honeycomb 

make have holes {honeycomb}. 

 

humidify 

make air wet {humidify}. 

 

imbrue 

saturate {imbrue}. 

 

imbue 

saturate {imbue}. 

 

immolate 

burn {immolate}. 

 

immure 

put in prison or tomb {immure}. 

 

impanel 

make group {impanel}. 

 

impeach 

remove from office {impeach}. 

 

impel 

force {impel}. 



 

imperil 

endanger {imperil}. 

 

implement 

do {implement}. 

 

impound 

take custody of {impound}. 

 

impregnate 

make pregnant {impregnate}. 

 

inaugurate 

begin {inaugurate}. 

 

incapacitate 

make incapable of doing {incapacitate}. 

 

incarcerate 

put in prison {incarcerate}. 

 

incise 

cut into {incise}. 

 

incorporate 

include {incorporate}. 

 

indenture 

enslave {indenture}. 

 

induce 

make to happen {induce}. 

 

inlay 

put into groove in surface {inlay}. 

 

innervate 

make weak {innervate}. 

 

inoculate 

protect against {inoculate}. 

 

inseminate 

make pregnant {inseminate}. 

 

interlard 

mix in {interlard}. 

 

internalize 

think about {internalize}. 

 

interpolate 

locate between {interpolate}. 

 



irradiate 

expose to radiation {irradiate}. 

 

jilt 

leave lover {jilt}. 

 

ken 

recognize {ken}. 

 

knurl 

make knobby {knurl}. 

 

lacerate 

cut {lacerate}. 

 

laminate 

layer {laminate}. 

 

lave 

wash {lave}. 

 

leach 

suck {leach}. 

 

liquidate 

reduce to zero {liquidate}. 

 

lyophilize 

freeze-dry {lyophilize}. 

 

lyse 

decompose {lyse}. 

 

macerate 

chew {macerate}. 

 

machine verb 

cut and groove metal {machine, verb}. 

 

masticate 

chew {masticate}. 

 

mete 

give {mete}. 

 

mill 

grind {mill, grind}. 

 

mince verb 

moderate words {mince, verb}. 

 

mint verb 

make original {mint, verb}. 

 

mobilize 

make ready for action {mobilize}. 



 

modulate 

control {modulate}. 

 

mothball 

store or take out of action {mothball}. 

 

mottle 

spot or dapple {mottle}. 

 

mulch 

cover with organic matter {mulch}. 

 

mulct 

penalize or swindle {mulct}. 

 

muzzle verb 

quiet {muzzle, verb}. 

 

naturalize 

become citizen by swearing allegiance {naturalize}. 

 

necessitate 

require {necessitate}. 

 

negate 

cancel {negate}. 

 

notarize 

authenticate with official stamp {notarize}. 

 

nurture verb 

help grow {nurture, verb}. 

 

obviate 

make unnecessary {obviate}. 

 

opt 

choose {opt}. 

 

optimize 

make best {optimize}. 

 

orchestrate 

arrange {orchestrate}. 

 

originate 

begin {originate}. 

 

overcome 

surmount {overcome}. 

 

palm 

steal {palm, steal}. 

 



pawn 

get money for object at pawn shop {pawn}. 

 

perpetrate 

commit {perpetrate}. 

 

perpetuate 

keep alive {perpetuate}. 

 

personify 

embody {personify}. 

 

peruse 

look at {peruse}. 

 

pervade 

be everywhere in {pervade}. 

 

pervert 

corrupt {pervert}. 

 

petrify 

make afraid {petrify}. 

 

picket verb 

stand outside business and protest labor policies {picket, verb}. 

 

pillage 

plunder {pillage}. 

 

plumb verb 

understand {plumb, verb}. 

 

plunder 

rob {plunder}. 

 

ply 

do {ply, verb}. 

 

poleax 

strike {poleax}. 

 

pollinate 

take pollen to {pollinate} {pollinize}. 

 

pommel verb 

beat {pommel, verb}. 

 

ponder 

think about {ponder}. 

 

potentiate 

give power to {potentiate}. 

 

preclude 

block {preclude}. 



 

preempt 

block {preempt}. 

 

prefabricate 

make in factory instead of on site {prefabricate}. 

 

preoccupy 

think only about one thing {preoccupy}. 

 

preordain 

predetermine {preordain}. 

 

prime pump 

use water to create suction {prime pump}. 

 

procure 

obtain {procure}. 

 

proffer 

offer {proffer}. 

 

project 

stick out or forward {project}. 

 

propagate 

transmit or breed {propagate}. 

 

prorate 

calculated as percentage {prorate}. 

 

prostitute 

be base {prostitute}. 

 

protract 

prolong {protract}. 

 

pullulate 

be abundant or germinate {pullulate}. 

 

purloin 

steal {purloin}. 

 

purvey 

be everywhere in {purvey}. 

 

pyramid verb 

multiply {pyramid, verb}. 

 

quadruple 

make four times more {quadruple, verb}. 

 

quantify 

measure or count {quantify} {quantitate} {quantize}. 

 



quarantine 

confine to region {quarantine}. 

 

quarter 

section into fourths {quarter}. 

 

quintuple 

make five times more {quintuple}. 

 

ravage 

pillage or devastate {ravage}. 

 

ravish 

carry off or rape {ravish}. 

 

raze 

demolish {raze}. 

 

realize 

make happen {realize}. 

 

recoup 

get back {recoup}. 

 

rectify 

make right {rectify}. 

 

redouble 

try even harder {redouble}. 

 

redress 

remedy {redress}. 

 

refurbish 

fix up {refurbish}. 

 

rehabilitate 

make return to previous state {rehabilitate}. 

 

reinstate 

put back {reinstate}. 

 

rejuvenate 

feel lively again {rejuvenate}. 

 

relegate 

assign or send {relegate}. 

 

relish verb 

enjoy {relish, verb}. 

 

remit 

send payment {remit}. 

 

remunerate 

pay {remunerate}. 



 

render 

make {render}. 

 

renovate 

fix up more like new {renovate}. 

 

repair 

fix {repair}. 

 

repossess 

take back {repossess}. 

 

repress 

hold down {repress}. 

 

requite 

avenge or return {requite}. 

 

resolve verb 

decide {resolve, verb}. 

 

resurrect 

bring back {resurrect}. 

 

resuscitate 

revive {resuscitate}. 

 

retool 

get ready to do something again in new way {retool}. 

 

ruff 

trump {ruff}. 

 

sack verb 

cashier or destroy {sack, verb}. 

 

salve 

soothe {salve}. 

 

sanctify 

make holy {sanctify}. 

 

sandbag 

block {sandbag}. 

 

sate 

satisfy {sate} {satiate}. 

 

scalp 

sell ticket bought to resell {scalp}. 

 

scarify 

scratch {scarify}. 

 



score verb 

scratch {score, scratch}. 

 

scotch verb 

decide not to do {scotch, verb}. 

 

scuttle 

decide not to do {scuttle}. 

 

secure 

guard or tighten {secure}. 

 

sextuple 

make six times more {sextuple}. 

 

shackle 

hamper or restrict {shackle}. 

 

shanghai kidnap 

kidnap {shanghai}. 

 

shave 

trim {shave}. 

 

shod 

shoe {shod}. 

 

slake 

satisfy {slake}. 

 

spawn 

originate {spawn}. 

 

spay 

neuter {spay}. 

 

spearhead 

lead {spearhead}. 

 

spoliate 

rob {spoliate}. 

 

sport 

wear {sport, verb}. 

 

squire verb 

escort {squire, verb}. 

 

stencil 

cut into {stencil}. 

 

stipple 

dot or speckle {stipple}. 

 

stoke 

add fuel {stoke}. 



 

stratify 

make into layers {stratify}. 

 

streamline verb 

make simpler {streamline}. 

 

strong-arm 

bully {strong-arm}. 

 

subject verb 

subdue {subject, verb}. 

 

subjugate 

subdue {subjugate}. 

 

sublimate 

direct energy into socially acceptable activity {sublimate}. 

 

subvert 

undermine or corrupt {subvert}. 

 

suckle 

breastfeed {suckle}. 

 

suffer 

tolerate or endure {suffer}. 

 

sully 

dirty {sully}. 

 

survey 

look over {survey}. 

 

tarry 

stay {tarry}. 

 

tat verb 

lace {tat}. 

 

telegraph 

signal {telegraph}. 

 

temper 

moderate {temper}. 

 

titrate 

measure liquid {titrate}. 

 

tolerate 

allow or endure {tolerate}. 

 

trammel 

hamper or hinder {trammel}. 

 



transcend 

rise or be above {transcend}. 

 

transfigure 

exalt {transfigure}. 

 

transfix 

impale or shock into stillness {transfix}. 

 

transfuse 

put fluid in {transfuse}. 

 

transmogrify 

change to different form {transmogrify}. 

 

transmute 

transform {transmute}. 

 

transplant 

move from one body to another {transplant}. 

 

transubstantiate 

transmute {transubstantiate}. 

 

traumatize 

wound {traumatize}. 

 

unearth 

dig up {unearth}. 

 

unnerve 

make anxious {unnerve}. 

 

uproot 

force to leave {uproot}. 

 

vamp 

refurbish {vamp}. 

 

vitrify 

make glassy {vitrify}. 

 

vivisect 

cut into living thing {vivisect}. 

 

waste 

use improperly or not well {waste, verb}. 

 

wean 

help become mature {wean}. 

 

wing verb 

act spontaneously {wing, verb}. 

 

wrack 

wreck {wrack}. 



 

wreak 

cause or inflict {wreak}. 
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accede 

agree {accede}. 

 

accentuate 

emphasize {accentuate}. 

 

acclaim 

cheer {acclaim}. 

 

accost 

hail rudely {accost}. 

 

accredit 

give credit to {accredit}. 

 

acknowledge 

note {acknowledge}. 

 

acquiesce 

agree {acquiesce}. 

 

addle 

confuse {addle}. 

 

adduce 

ascertain {adduce}. 

 

adjourn 

close until next time {adjourn}. 

 

adjudge 

judge {adjudge}. 

 

adjudicate 

decide {adjudicate}. 

 

adjure 

advise {adjure}. 

 

admonish 

scold {admonish}. 

 

advocate 

support {advocate}. 

 

affirm 

second {affirm}. 

 

afflict 

bother {afflict}. 



 

aggrandize 

glorify {aggrandize}. 

 

allege 

claim {allege}. 

 

allude 

refer {allude}. 

 

amend 

change {amend}. 

 

annul 

make void {annul}. 

 

anoint 

appoint {anoint}. 

 

appraise 

value {appraise}. 

 

apprise 

inform {apprise}. 

 

arbitrate 

mediate {arbitrate}. 

 

articulate verb 

express {articulate, verb}. 

 

ascribe 

attribute {ascribe}. 

 

assent 

agree {assent}. 

 

assert 

state strongly {assert}. 

 

assess 

judge {assess}. 

 

assuage 

calm {assuage}. 

 

assume 

presume {assume}. 

 

assure 

affirm truth of {assure}. 

 

audit verb 

listen {audit, verb}. 

 



augur 

foretell {augur}. 

 

authenticate 

state that something is true {authenticate}. 

 

authorize 

give permission {authorize}. 

 

aver 

affirm {aver}. 

 

backbite 

be mean {backbite}. 

 

badger verb 

bother {badger, verb}. 

 

bait verb 

taunt {bait}. 

 

bandy 

say {bandy}. 

 

banter 

talk {banter}. 

 

becloud 

confuse {becloud}. 

 

bedevil 

bother {bedevil}. 

 

beguile 

fool {beguile}. 

 

belabor 

overdo {belabor}. 

 

beleaguer 

bother {beleaguer}. 

 

belie 

make false {belie}. 

 

bell 

mark {bell}. 

 

bemuse 

feel humored {bemuse}. 

 

berate 

censure {berate}. 

 

bespeak 

show {bespeak}. 



 

betoken 

indicate {betoken}. 

 

blackball 

exclude {blackball}. 

 

blacklist 

banish {blacklist}. 

 

blandish 

state {blandish}. 

 

blaspheme 

speak against god {blaspheme}. 

 

bluster 

talk loudly {bluster}. 

 

bode 

indicate {bode}. 

 

bridle 

become angry {bridle}. 

 

bristle verb 

become angry {bristle, verb}. 

 

brook 

allow {brook}. 

 

browbeat 

badger {browbeat}. 

 

bruit 

say {bruit}. 

 

buffalo verb 

badger {buffalo, verb}. 

 

cajole 

persuade {cajole}. 

 

canonize 

make authoritative {canonize}. 

 

canvass 

poll {canvass}. 

 

capitulate 

give in {capitulate}. 

 

carp verb 

complain {carp, verb}. 

 



castigate 

censure {castigate}. 

 

categorize 

put in groups {categorize}. 

 

caterwaul 

howl {caterwaul}. 

 

cavil 

quibble {cavil}. 

 

censure 

criticize {censure}. 

 

chasten 

scold {chasten}. 

 

chastise 

scold {chastise}. 

 

chide 

scold {chide}. 

 

cite 

refer to {cite}. 

 

clepe 

call or name {clepe} {yclept}. 

 

codify 

categorize and write {codify}. 

 

commend 

praise {commend}. 

 

commercialize 

try to sell {commercialize}. 

 

commiserate 

sympathize {commiserate}. 

 

commutate 

reverse direction {commutate}. 

 

commute 

pardon {commute}. 

 

con verb 

fool {con, verb}. 

 

conciliate 

pacify {conciliate}. 

 

concur 

agree {concur}. 



 

condescend 

treat as lower class {condescend}. 

 

condole 

comfort {condole}. 

 

confabulate 

talk together {confabulate}. 

 

confer 

talk together {confer}. 

 

confute 

show as false {confute}. 

 

conjugate verb 

list verb variations {conjugate, verb}. 

 

connote 

mean indirectly {connote}. 

 

construe 

understand {construe}. 

 

contemn 

condemn {contemn}. 

 

contract verb 

agree {contract, verb}. 

 

correlate 

relate {correlate}. 

 

corroborate 

affirm {corroborate}. 

 

couch 

code {couch}. 

 

counsel verb 

advise {counsel, verb}. 

 

countenance verb 

approve {countenance, verb}. 

 

countermand 

rescind {countermand}. 

 

cozen 

deceive {cozen}. 

 

crab as complain 

complain {crab, verb}. 

 



cue as indicate 

indicate {cue, verb}. 

 

debrief 

gather information from returned person {debrief}. 

 

decipher 

decode {decipher}. 

 

declaim 

orate {declaim}. 

 

decry 

condemn {decry}. 

 

defame 

damage reputation {defame}. 

 

deify 

glorify {deify}. 

 

demur 

disagree {demur}. 

 

denigrate 

disparage {denigrate}. 

 

denominate 

count {denominate}. 

 

denote 

define {denote}. 

 

depersonalize 

objectify {depersonalize}. 

 

depreciate 

reduce in value {depreciate}. 

 

deride 

ridicule {deride}. 

 

descry 

speak against {descry}. 

 

desecrate 

defile {desecrate}. 

 

designate 

choose or point to {designate}. 

 

detract 

take away from {detract}. 

 

devalue 

reduce in value {devalue}. 



 

differentiate 

make distinction {differentiate}. 

 

digress 

speak about other than main point {digress}. 

 

disavow 

no longer stay loyal {disavow}. 

 

disclaim 

no longer claim {disclaim}. 

 

discomfit 

bother {discomfit}. 

 

disconcert 

upset {disconcert}. 

 

disparage 

put down {disparage}. 

 

dissemble 

talk falsely {dissemble}. 

 

dissimulate 

pretend {dissimulate}. 

 

dissuade 

persuade not to do {dissuade}. 

 

divulge 

reveal {divulge}. 

 

dress down 

disparage {dress down}. 

 

dun 

badger for payment {dun}. 

 

dupe 

fool {dupe}. 

 

edify 

teach {edify}. 

 

edit 

correct and improve {edit}. 

 

editorialize 

comment {editorialize}. 

 

educe 

deduce {educe}. 

 



effuse 

gush {effuse}. 

 

elegize 

praise {elegize}. 

 

elicit 

draw out {elicit}. 

 

elide 

link {elide}. 

 

elucidate 

explain {elucidate}. 

 

enlighten 

teach {enlighten}. 

 

entreat 

plead {entreat}. 

 

enumerate 

count {enumerate}. 

 

enunciate 

articulate {enunciate}. 

 

equate 

make equal {equate}. 

 

equilibrate 

balance {equilibrate}. 

 

eschew 

renounce {eschew}. 

 

espouse 

advocate {espouse}. 

 

eulogize 

praise {eulogize}. 

 

exalt 

glorify {exalt}. 

 

excommunicate 

exclude from group {excommunicate}. 

 

exculpate 

declare innocent {exculpate}. 

 

execrate 

damn {execrate}. 

 

exhort 

encourage {exhort}. 



 

exonerate 

declare innocent {exonerate}. 

 

expatiate 

express in detail {expatiate}. 

 

explicate 

explain {explicate}. 

 

expostulate 

expound {expostulate}. 

 

expound 

speak at length {expound}. 

 

extemporize 

speak spontaneously {extemporize}. 

 

extol 

praise {extol}. 

 

extort 

try to get money by threatening {extort}. 

 

fabricate 

make up {fabricate}. 

 

feign 

pretend {feign}. 

 

foment 

incite {foment}. 

 

formulate 

make {formulate}. 

 

forswear 

give up {forswear}. 

 

fulminate 

speak volubly {fulminate, verb}. 

 

gainsay 

oppose or declare false {gainsay}. 

 

gall 

irritate {gall}. 

 

generalize 

move from specific to general {generalize}. 

 

glower 

scowl {glower}. 

 



grease the palm 

bribe {grease the palm}. 

 

harass 

bother {harass}. 

 

hark listen 

listen {hark}. 

 

harry 

bother {harry}. 

 

hawk verb 

market {hawk, verb}. 

 

hearken 

listen {hearken}. 

 

hector verb 

badger {hector}. 

 

henpeck 

nit pick {henpeck}. 

 

herald 

hail {herald}. 

 

hock verb 

sell {hock, verb}. 

 

hornswoggle 

cheat {hornswoggle}. 

 

hype 

tout {hype}. 

 

hyphenate 

make into higher sounding word {hyphenate}. 

 

hypothesize verb 

conjecture {hypothesize}. 

 

implicate 

point to {implicate}. 

 

implore 

plead with {implore}. 

 

importune 

bother {importune}. 

 

imprecate 

curse {imprecate}. 

 

impress 

make admire {impress}. 



 

impugn 

attack {impugn}. 

 

impute 

imply {impute}. 

 

incense verb 

make angry {incense, verb}. 

 

incommode 

bother {incommode}. 

 

inculcate 

teach {inculcate}. 

 

indemnify 

absolve of responsibility {indemnify}. 

 

indict 

charge with crime or bad behavior {indict}. 

 

indoctrinate 

teach only one theory {indoctrinate}. 

 

inflect 

accent {inflect}. 

 

ingratiate 

try to make favorable impression {ingratiate}. 

 

insinuate 

imply {insinuate}. 

 

instigate 

start {instigate}. 

 

intimate 

suggest {intimate}. 

 

intone 

say {intone}. 

 

inveigh 

speak against {inveigh}. 

 

inveigle 

cajole {inveigle}. 

 

keelhaul 

rebuke {keelhaul}. 

 

kibitz 

comment {kibitz}. 

 



lambaste 

criticize {lambaste}. 

 

lard verb 

mix in {lard, verb}. 

 

laud 

praise {laud, verb}. 

 

lionize 

admire {lionize}. 

 

litigate 

file lawsuit {litigate}. 

 

lobby verb 

advocate {lobby, verb}. 

 

malign 

say bad things about {malign}. 

 

manipulate 

try to control others {manipulate}. 

 

mesmerize 

fascinate {mesmerize}. 

 

mollify 

calm {mollify}. 

 

mollycoddle 

coddle {mollycoddle}. 

 

mortify 

humiliate {mortify}. 

 

muckrake 

expose corruption {muckrake}. 

 

nasalize 

sound through nose {nasalize}. 

 

nullify 

cancel {nullify}. 

 

obfuscate 

make difficult to understand {obfuscate}. 

 

opine verb 

say {opine, verb}. 

 

orate 

speak at length {orate}. 

 

ordain 

decree {ordain}. 



 

ostracize 

shun {ostracize}. 

 

overstate 

exaggerate {overstate}. 

 

pacify 

calm {pacify}. 

 

palliate 

mitigate or extenuate {palliate}. 

 

pan verb 

criticize {pan, verb}. 

 

parrot verb 

repeat {parrot, verb}. 

 

parse 

understand {parse}. 

 

patronize 

condescend {patronize}. 

 

perjure 

lie under oath {perjure}. 

 

perturb 

bother or disturb {perturb}. 

 

pettifog 

quibble {pettifog}. 

 

philosophize 

be objective {philosophize}. 

 

phrase 

express {phrase, verb}. 

 

pigeonhole 

put into category {pigeonhole}. 

 

placate 

make calm {placate}. 

 

play hob 

bedevil {play hob}. 

 

polarize 

make people take opposed positions {polarize}. 

 

pontificate 

give opinion {pontificate}. 

 



portend 

foretell {portend}. 

 

posit 

assume or hypothesize {posit}. 

 

prate 

prattle {prate}. 

 

prattle 

talk randomly {prattle}. 

 

prefigure 

foretell {prefigure}. 

 

presage 

foretell {presage}. 

 

presuppose 

suppose {presuppose}. 

 

profane 

denigrate sacred {profane}. 

 

profess 

state belief {profess}. 

 

prognosticate 

predict {prognosticate}. 

 

promulgate 

declare {promulgate}. 

 

proofread 

edit {proofread}. 

 

propitiate 

appease {propitiate}. 

 

proposition verb 

ask for sexual intercourse {proposition, verb}. 

 

propound 

expound {propound}. 

 

proscribe 

prohibit {proscribe}. 

 

purport 

appears {purport}. 

 

rail as complaining 

complain about {rail, verb}. 

 

rankle 

bother {rankle}. 



 

rant 

complain {rant}. 

 

ratify 

approve {ratify}. 

 

rationalize 

give reason {rationalize}. 

 

rebuff 

reject or repel {rebuff}. 

 

rebuke 

criticize {rebuke}. 

 

rebut 

answer argument {rebut}. 

 

recant 

retract {recant}. 

 

recapitulate 

summarize {recapitulate}. 

 

recount 

tell {recount}. 

 

recriminate 

blame {recriminate}. 

 

redistrict 

redraw district boundaries {redistrict}. 

 

regale 

entertain {regale}. 

 

regurgitate 

repeat {regurgitate}. 

 

reify 

objectify {reify}. 

 

reiterate 

repeat {reiterate}. 

 

rejoin 

reply {rejoin}. 

 

remonstrate 

object {remonstrate}. 

 

renounce 

give up {renounce}. 

 



repine 

regret {repine}. 

 

reprimand 

reproach {reprimand}. 

 

reproach 

criticize {reproach} {reprove}. 

 

repudiate 

reject {repudiate}. 

 

repute 

ascribe or suppose {repute}. 

 

rescind 

repeal {rescind}. 

 

resound 

echo {resound}. 

 

respond 

answer {respond}. 

 

retract 

take back {retract}. 

 

revere 

admire {revere}. 

 

revile 

hate {revile}. 

 

rhapsodize 

praise {rhapsodize}. 

 

rib 

kid {rib, verb}. 

 

roil 

disturb or stir up {roil}. 

 

romanticize 

idealize {romanticize}. 

 

rubber-stamp 

approve the same as previous person {rubber-stamp}. 

 

rue verb 

regret {rue, verb}. 

 

sell short 

underestimate value {sell short}. 

 

serenade 

sing to {serenade}. 



 

serialize 

make into parts in order {serialize}. 

 

shakedown 

extort {shakedown}. 

 

showcase 

display {showcase}. 

 

shrive 

hear or receive confession {shrive}. 

 

signify 

mean {signify}. 

 

simper 

express shyly {simper}. 

 

simulate 

model {simulate}. 

 

skew verb 

distort {skew}. 

 

snivel 

whine {snivel}. 

 

snow verb 

flatter {snow, verb}. 

 

snub 

slight {snub}. 

 

sober 

become serious {sober}. 

 

soft-soap 

flatter {soft-soap}. 

 

solicit 

seek or ask for {solicit}. 

 

spurn 

reject {spurn}. 

 

stipulate 

specify {stipulate}. 

 

suborn 

induce to break law {suborn}. 

 

substantiate 

support or verify {substantiate}. 

 



subsume 

put into more general category {subsume}. 

 

sugarcoat 

make seem OK {sugarcoat}. 

 

sulk 

withdraw sullenly {sulk}. 

 

supplicate 

plead {supplicate}. 

 

surmise 

infer {surmise}. 

 

suspire 

sigh {suspire}. 

 

table verb 

end discussion of motion {table, verb}. 

 

tax 

annoy {tax, bother}. 

 

tease 

bother playfully {tease}. 

 

temporize 

gain time {temporize}. 

 

thrum 

drone {thrum}. 

 

titillate 

stimulate or excite {titillate}. 

 

traduce 

humiliate {traduce}. 

 

transcribe 

write or record {transcribe}. 

 

translate 

change from one language to another or move in straight line {translate}. 

 

transliterate 

change into another alphabet {transliterate}. 

 

twit 

tease {twit}. 

 

typecast 

assign to same role {typecast}. 

 

typify 

represent by example {typify}. 



 

ululate 

lament {ululate}. 

 

unbosom 

confide {unbosom}. 

 

upbraid 

criticize {upbraid}. 

 

upstage verb 

take over attention {upstage, verb}. 

 

usurp 

take over {usurp}. 

 

vacillate 

waver {vacillate}. 

 

validate 

verify {validate}. 

 

vaunt 

brag or boast {vaunt}. 

 

venerate 

revere {venerate}. 

 

vent verb 

express {vent, verb}. 

 

verbalize 

express {verbalize}. 

 

vilify 

malign {vilify}. 

 

vindicate 

justify or avenge or prove {vindicate}. 

 

vitiate 

corrupt or make ineffective {vitiate}. 

 

vituperate 

berate {vituperate}. 

 

vocalize 

sing {vocalize}. 

 

vouchsafe 

deign {vouchsafe}. 

 

whitewash 

conceal fault {whitewash}. 

 



write off 

deduct or enter as loss {write off}. 
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abide 

stay {abide}. 

 

abound 

be in abundance {abound}. 

 

abscond 

steal {abscond}. 

 

abstain 

not vote {abstain}. 

 

acclimatize 

get used to {acclimatize}. 

 

accustom 

get used to {accustom}. 

 

adhere 

stick to {adhere}. 

 

affiance 

become engaged {affiance}. 

 

affiliate 

closely associate {affiliate}. 

 

aggress 

attack {aggress}. 

 

agonize 

worry over {agonize}. 

 

angle verb 

try for advantage {angle, verb}. 

 

appall 

make horrified {appall}. 

 

appertain 

pertain {appertain}. 

 

arborize 

become tree-like {arborize}. 

 

aspire 

have goal {aspire}. 

 

atone 

do something to make bad action right {atone}. 

 



attune 

tune {attune}. 

 

backslide 

return to former bad habits {backslide}. 

 

barter 

trade {barter}. 

 

bind over 

transfer custody {bind over}. 

 

blanch pale 

become pale {blanch, become pale}. 

 

blazon 

become bright {blazon}. 

 

bootlick 

show servility {bootlick}. 

 

carouse 

party wildly {carouse}. 

 

cater 

serve {cater}. 

 

cavort 

play {cavort}. 

 

chafe 

have difficulty waiting {chafe}. 

 

cogitate 

think {cogitate}. 

 

cohabit 

live with {cohabit}. 

 

comprise 

have or be {comprise}. 

 

conceive 

think of {conceive}. 

 

connive 

scheme with others {connive}. 

 

cope 

adapt {cope}. 

 

cower 

cringe {cower}. 

 

culminate 

end {culminate}. 



 

dally 

play {dally}. 

 

defecate 

excrete feces {defecate}. 

 

defer 

postpone {defer}. 

 

degenerate verb 

break down {degenerate}. 

 

deign 

condescend {deign}. 

 

deliberate 

think {deliberate}. 

 

delve 

dig {delve}. 

 

devolve 

derive {devolve}. 

 

disassociate 

no longer associate {disassociate}. 

 

domineer 

dominate {domineer}. 

 

economize 

save money {economize}. 

 

effervesce 

bubble {effervesce}. 

 

ejaculate 

spurt {ejaculate}. 

 

electioneer 

perform election activities {electioneer}. 

 

emaciate 

make thin {emaciate}. 

 

emblazon 

make bright {emblazon}. 

 

emote 

act {emote}. 

 

enamor 

love {enamor}. 

 



engorge 

eat {engorge}. 

 

engross 

interest {engross}. 

 

ensue 

follow {ensue}. 

 

equivocate 

hesitate {equivocate}. 

 

err 

make error {err}. 

 

evangelize 

proselytize {evangelize}. 

 

eventuate 

happen eventually {eventuate}. 

 

evolve 

change slowly {evolve}. 

 

exemplify 

be example {exemplify}. 

 

exhilarate 

feel happy {exhilarate}. 

 

expectorate 

spit {expectorate}. 

 

expire 

die or end {expire}. 

 

extrapolate 

extend from {extrapolate}. 

 

fag 

act as servant {fag}. 

 

fawn 

submit to {fawn}. 

 

ferret verb 

dig out {ferret, verb}. 

 

fester verb 

get worse {fester, verb}. 

 

forage 

graze {forage, verb}. 

 

forbear 

refrain from doing {forbear}. 



 

foreclose 

end chance to take other options {foreclose}. 

 

forfend 

protect {forfend}. 

 

forgather 

gather {forgather} {foregather}. 

 

fornicate 

have sexual intercourse {fornicate}. 

 

founder verb 

sink or stumble {founder}. 

 

fraternize 

socialize {fraternize}. 

 

fructify 

make fruitful {fructify}. 

 

gambol 

play {gambol}. 

 

germinate 

think about {germinate}. 

 

goldbrick 

be lazy {goldbrick}. 

 

grandstand verb 

show off {grandstand, verb}. 

 

grovel 

beg {grovel}. 

 

hark back 

return to {hark back}. 

 

harmonize 

make more together {harmonize}. 

 

hibernate 

withdraw {hibernate}. 

 

indwell 

live inside {indwell}. 

 

inebriate 

drink {inebriate}. 

 

infatuate 

fascinate {infatuate}. 

 



inure 

habituate to {inure}. 

 

irrupt 

increase or break {irrupt}. 

 

jibe 

fit together {jibe}. 

 

languish 

be languid {languish}. 

 

luxuriate 

enjoy luxury {luxuriate}. 

 

malinger 

behave immorally {malinger}. 

 

masturbate 

give oneself sexual pleasure {masturbate}. 

 

matriculate 

graduate {matriculate}. 

 

mellow 

become gentle {mellow}. 

 

micturate 

urinate {micturate}. 

 

militate 

force {militate}. 

 

minister 

comfort or aid {minister}. 

 

mitigate 

make better {mitigate}. 

 

molder 

become decayed {molder}. 

 

moon verb 

dream about {moon}. 

 

moonlight 

work another job {moonlight}. 

 

mull 

think about {mull}. 

 

muse verb 

think {muse, verb}. 

 

nauseate 

make nauseous {nauseate}. 



 

obtrude 

impose {obtrude}. 

 

ogle 

look at {ogle}. 

 

ossify 

become hard {ossify}. 

 

overcompensate 

go beyond necessary {overcompensate}. 

 

ovulate 

produce egg {ovulate}. 

 

panhandle 

beg {panhandle}. 

 

philander 

having many loves or having sexual relations with someone that one will not marry {philander}. 

 

pine 

long for {pine, verb}. 

 

politick 

perform political tasks {politick}. 

 

predispose 

dispose {predispose}. 

 

prevaricate 

hesitate {prevaricate}. 

 

privateer 

commit piracy {privateer}. 

 

procrastinate 

wait {procrastinate}. 

 

procreate 

beget {procreate}. 

 

proliferate 

become more in number {proliferate}. 

 

proselytize 

evangelize {proselytize}. 

 

protrude 

stick out {protrude}. 

 

putrefy 

become rotten {putrefy}. 

 



range as verb 

be anywhere in interval {range}. 

 

reciprocate 

return favor {reciprocate}. 

 

recollect 

remember {recollect}. 

 

recompense 

pay for previous action by another {recompense}. 

 

redound 

return or affect {redound}. 

 

reflect 

think {reflect}. 

 

refrain verb 

not do {refrain, verb}. 

 

regress 

go back to previous state {regress}. 

 

reminisce 

think {reminisce}. 

 

renege 

fail to do promised act {renege}. 

 

repose 

rest {repose}. 

 

respire 

breathe {respire}. 

 

retch 

throw up {retch}. 

 

retrench 

dig in {retrench}. 

 

retrogress 

go backward {retrogress}. 

 

revel 

enjoy happiness {revel}. 

 

reverberate 

echo {reverberate}. 

 

revert 

go back to {revert}. 

 

ruminate 

think {ruminate}. 



 

salivate 

anticipate {salivate}. 

 

scintillate 

sparkle {scintillate}. 

 

secede 

withdraw from group {secede}. 

 

sensitize 

make sensitive {sensitize}. 

 

shy 

avoid {shy, verb}. 

 

sock away 

save {sock away}. 

 

sough 

make murmur or rustle {sough}. 

 

souse 

drink {souse}. 

 

stagnate 

not grow {stagnate}. 

 

string along 

stay with {string along}. 

 

strive 

struggle {strive}. 

 

struggle 

exert energy {struggle}. 

 

stultify 

make ineffective {stultify}. 

 

sup 

eat {sup}. 

 

suppurate 

having pus {suppurate}. 

 

teem 

be abundant {teem}. 

 

teetotal 

not drink alcohol {teetotal}. 

 

tipple 

drink {tipple}. 

 



tithe 

contribute ten percent {tithe}. 

 

toady 

be obsequious {toady}. 

 

tope 

drink regularly {tope}. 

 

traffic verb 

deal in {traffic}. 

 

transgress 

sin {transgress}. 

 

transmigrate 

transfer soul to new body {transmigrate}. 

 

truckle 

fawn {truckle}. 

 

vegetate 

do nothing {vegetate}. 

 

vie verb 

compete {vie, verb}. 

 

waft 

float on air or water {waft}. 

 

whelp 

give birth {whelp}. 

 

womanize 

chase women {womanize}. 

 

woolgather 

daydream {woolgather}. 
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abandon verb 

leave {abandon, verb}. 

 

abate 

go down {abate}. 

 

ablate 

remove surface {ablate}. 

 

abort 

stop {abort}. 

 

abrade 

wear down {abrade}. 

 



accrete 

increase {accrete}. 

 

accumulate 

increase {accumulate}. 

 

adsorb 

take in {adsorb}. 

 

affix verb 

stick on {affix, verb}. 

 

agglutinate 

stick together {agglutinate}. 

 

aggregate verb 

bring together {aggregate, verb}. 

 

alight 

land {alight}. 

 

align 

line up {align}. 

 

allocate 

give out {allocate}. 

 

amalgamate 

bring together {amalgamate}. 

 

amble 

walk slowly {amble}. 

 

anchor 

fix {anchor}. 

 

anneal 

align together {anneal}. 

 

annex verb 

add {annex, verb}. 

 

append 

add {append}. 

 

apportion 

give out appropriately {apportion}. 

 

aquaplane 

slide on water {aquaplane}. 

 

assay verb 

try {assay, verb}. 

 

augment 

add to {augment}. 



 

avert 

avoid {avert}. 

 

bail verb 

leave {bail, verb}. 

 

balk 

hesitate {balk}. 

 

barnstorm 

travel around {barnstorm}. 

 

batten 

seal {batten}. 

 

bifurcate 

split {bifurcate}. 

 

billow 

puff out {billow}. 

 

bird dog 

follow {bird dog}. 

 

bisect 

split into equal parts {bisect}. 

 

bleed 

seep {bleed}. 

 

blister 

become pus {blister}. 

 

bottom 

reach bottom {bottom}. 

 

brandish 

wave {brandish}. 

 

breech 

go through {breech, verb}. 

 

burgeon 

grow {burgeon}. 

 

careen 

bounce back and forth {careen}. 

 

carom 

bounce off {carom}. 

 

catenate 

link {catenate}. 

 



circumnavigate 

navigate all the way around {circumnavigate}. 

 

circumscribe 

surround {circumscribe}. 

 

circumvent 

go around {circumvent}. 

 

cleave 

split {cleave}. 

 

coalesce 

bring together {coalesce}. 

 

coast verb 

move without effort {coast, verb}. 

 

cohere 

stick together {cohere}. 

 

collate 

put in order {collate}. 

 

come about 

turn {come about}. 

 

commence 

begin {commence}. 

 

commingle 

mingle {commingle}. 

 

concatenate 

link {concatenate}. 

 

congregate 

come together {congregate}. 

 

conjoin 

join {conjoin}. 

 

contravene 

interrupt {contravene}. 

 

controvert 

change {controvert}. 

 

convoke 

call together {convoke}. 

 

convolute 

make turns {convolute}. 

 

cordon 

put rope around {cordon}. 



 

countervail 

counteract {countervail}. 

 

course verb 

run {course}. 

 

crane head 

extend neck upward {crane, verb}. 

 

crop verb 

cut {crop, verb}. 

 

cull 

remove {cull}. 

 

daub 

dab {daub}. 

 

decamp 

leave {decamp}. 

 

decant 

pour {decant}. 

 

decelerate 

slow {decelerate}. 

 

decimate 

reduce {decimate}. 

 

deplane 

leave airplane {deplane}. 

 

desist 

cease {desist}. 

 

dilate 

make larger {dilate}. 

 

disband 

no longer stay together {disband}. 

 

disburse 

give to many people {disburse}. 

 

disembark 

get off {disembark}. 

 

disjoin 

separate joined parts {disjoin}. 

 

dissect 

separate into parts {dissect}. 

 



disseminate 

send out {disseminate}. 

 

dissipate 

spread out {dissipate}. 

 

distend 

bloat {distend}. 

 

diverge 

split {diverge}. 

 

divert 

turn {divert}. 

 

divest 

get rid of {divest}. 

 

doff 

take off {doff}. 

 

dovetail 

fit together {dovetail}. 

 

ebb 

recede {ebb}. 

 

egress 

exit {egress}. 

 

elevate 

raise up {elevate}. 

 

elongate 

stretch {elongate}. 

 

emanate 

send from {emanate}. 

 

embark 

leave {embark}. 

 

embed 

put in {embed}. 

 

emigrate 

leave from country {emigrate}. 

 

emit 

send off {emit}. 

 

encroach 

push into {encroach}. 

 

engulf 

surround {engulf}. 



 

ensconce 

put in place {ensconce}. 

 

envelop 

surround {envelop}. 

 

erupt 

force out {erupt}. 

 

evade 

avoid capture {evade}. 

 

evaginate 

turn pouch inside out {evaginate}. 

 

evert 

turn out {evert}. 

 

excise verb 

take out {excise}. 

 

exercise verb 

choose to perform option {exercise, verb}. 

 

expatriate 

leave country {expatriate}. 

 

export 

send out of country {export}. 

 

extract verb 

take from {extract, verb}. 

 

extradite 

take from one place and send to another {extradite}. 

 

extricate 

escape from {extricate}. 

 

extrude 

push through opening {extrude}. 

 

feint 

thrust {feint}. 

 

fishtail 

wobble at rear end {fishtail}. 

 

flag 

stop {flag}. 

 

flagellate verb 

whip {flagellate, verb}. 

 



flank 

get to side of {flank}. 

 

frequent 

go regularly {frequent}. 

 

furl 

fold {furl}. 

 

garner 

gather {garner}. 

 

genuflect 

curtsy {genuflect}. 

 

gesticulate 

gesture {gesticulate}. 

 

gird 

surround {gird}. 

 

glean 

gather {glean}. 

 

goose step 

march stiffly {goose step}. 

 

gore 

puncture {gore}. 

 

gravitate 

move toward {gravitate}. 

 

gyrate 

turn {gyrate}. 

 

hie 

go to {hie}. 

 

hunker 

crouch {hunker}. 

 

imbibe 

drink {imbibe}. 

 

immigrate 

go into country {immigrate}. 

 

impale 

stick on point {impale}. 

 

impede 

block {impede}. 

 

implode 

explode but inward {implode}. 



 

infuse 

spread inside {infuse}. 

 

ingest 

swallow {ingest}. 

 

ingress 

go in {ingress}. 

 

initiate 

begin {initiate}. 

 

inscribe 

write {inscribe}. 

 

intercalate 

fit between {intercalate}. 

 

intercede 

go between {intercede}. 

 

interdict 

stop {interdict}. 

 

interject 

insert {interject}. 

 

interpose 

put between {interpose}. 

 

introject 

insert {introject}. 

 

invaginate 

make concave {invaginate}. 

 

jaywalk 

cross street in middle of block {jaywalk}. 

 

jettison 

throw out {jettison}. 

 

joust 

fight {joust}. 

 

juxtapose 

place near to {juxtapose}. 

 

lance verb 

poke {lance, verb}. 

 

lash 

whip {lash}. 

 



levitate 

raise up {levitate}. 

 

ligate 

link {ligate}. 

 

limn 

whip {limn}. 

 

list 

tilt {list, verb}. 

 

lug 

carry {lug}. 

 

lumber 

move slowly {lumber}. 

 

mass as gather 

gather {mass, verb}. 

 

mime 

imitate {mime}. 

 

moil 

churn {moil}. 

 

mount verb 

get on {mount, verb}. 

 

mouth verb 

say silently {mouth, verb}. 

 

mug 

show off {mug}. 

 

muster 

gather {muster}. 

 

mutate 

change {mutate}. 

 

occlude 

obstruct {occlude}. 

 

oscillate 

vibrate {oscillate}. 

 

osculate 

kiss {osculate}. 

 

outstrip 

go past {outstrip}. 

 

palpate 

touch {palpate}. 



 

palpitate 

touch {palpitate}. 

 

parry 

block thrust {parry, verb}. 

 

perambulate 

walk {perambulate}. 

 

peregrinate 

travel {peregrinate}. 

 

perfuse 

spread through {perfuse}. 

 

permeate 

be all through {permeate}. 

 

permute 

change to different combination {permute}. 

 

preen 

groom oneself {preen}. 

 

prostrate 

lie horizontally {prostrate}. 

 

prune verb 

trim {prune, verb}. 

 

purge 

purify by removal {purge}. 

 

purl verb 

flow {purl}. 

 

radiate 

spread from center {radiate}. 

 

rally verb 

mass together for purpose or feel better {rally, verb}. 

 

ramify 

branch {ramify}. 

 

reconnoiter 

perform reconnaissance {reconnoiter}. 

 

reeve 

pass rope through hole {reeve}. 

 

rend 

tear {rend}. 

 



repatriate 

send back to country {repatriate}. 

 

replicate verb 

copy {replicate, verb}. 

 

reposit 

replace {reposit}. 

 

repulse 

repel {repulse}. 

 

resorb 

absorb {resorb}. 

 

riffle 

shuffle or thumb through {riffle}. 

 

rifle verb 

rapidly sort through {rifle, verb}. 

 

root as dig 

dig {root, dig}. 

 

rove 

wander {rove}. 

 

rubberneck 

try to see {rubberneck}. 

 

scale as climb 

climb {scale, climb}. 

 

scud 

move swiftly and smoothly {scud}. 

 

secrete 

ooze {secrete}. 

 

sequester 

segregate {sequester}. 

 

sever 

cut {sever}. 

 

shadowbox 

practice boxing alone {shadowbox}. 

 

shank verb 

hit sideways instead of straight {shank, verb}. 

 

shinny 

climb {shinny}. 

 

shunt verb 

send on side path {shunt, verb}. 



 

situate 

place {situate}. 

 

skulk 

hide {skulk}. 

 

slink 

move furtively {slink}. 

 

smite 

hit {smite}. 

 

sojourn 

journey {sojourn}. 

 

stanch 

stop {stanch}. 

 

start 

become startled {start}. 

 

stave 

repel {stave}. 

 

stem verb 

reduce {stem, reduce}. 

 

subjoin 

append {subjoin}. 

 

suffuse 

spread through {suffuse}. 

 

sunder 

tear {sunder}. 

 

superimpose 

add cover {superimpose}. 

 

supersede 

replace {supersede}. 

 

supervene 

ensue or follow {supervene}. 

 

supplant 

replace {supplant}. 

 

supplement 

add to {supplement}. 

 

surmount 

overcome {surmount}. 

 



swab verb 

wipe {swab, verb}. 

 

swaddle 

wrap {swaddle}. 

 

tamp 

pack {tamp}. 

 

tether 

tie {tether}. 

 

thresh 

thrash grain {thresh}. 

 

throng 

mass together {throng}. 

 

transect 

divide {transect}. 

 

transpose verb 

interchange or reverse {transpose}. 

 

traverse 

travel {traverse}. 

 

trawl 

troll {trawl}. 

 

tread water 

wait {tread water}. 

 

trim 

cut {trim}. 

 

trundle verb 

roll {trundle}. 

 

tweak 

change slightly {tweak}. 

 

undulate 

wave {undulate}. 

 

unlimber 

prepare for action {unlimber}. 

 

vacate 

leave {vacate}. 

 

wane 

decrease {wane}. 

 

warp twist 

twist {warp, twist}. 



 

wax verb 

increase {wax, verb}. 

 

wend 

proceed {wend}. 

 

winnow 

remove undesired items {winnow}. 

 

withdraw 

move back {withdraw}. 

 

wrest 

pull away {wrest}. 

 

writhe 

squirm or twist {writhe}. 
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kismet 

fate {kismet}. 

 

salaam bow 

bow {salaam, Arabic}. 

 

sultan 

ruler {sultan}. 

 

sultana 

sultan's wife {sultana}. 
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hang ying 

welcome {hang ying}. 

 

hong bao 

red envelope with money inside distributed at Lunar New Year {hong bao}. 
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maelstrom 

whirlpool or violent situation {maelstrom}. 

 

mannequin 

dummy {mannequin}. 

 

stadtholder 

ruler {stadtholder}. 
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Persian alphabet 

Persian alphabet has the following sounds {Persian alphabet}, with their equivalent letter or sound in English. alef 

AH. beh B. peh P. teh T. seh SH. jim J. cheh CH. hehyeh jimi H. kheh KH. daal D. zaal Z. reh R. zeh Z. zheh ZH. sin 

S. shin SH. sad S. zad Z. ta T. za Z. ayn aspiration. ghayn Q. feh F. ghaf Q. kaf K. gaf G. lam L. mim M. nun N. vav O 

or V. hehyeh mimi H. yeh I or Y. hamzeh aspiration. 

 

ab in Farsi 

water {ab, Farsi}. 

 

afsaneh 

fantasy {afsaneh}. 

 

aga 

sir or mister {aga}. 

 

anar 

pomegranate {anar}. 

 

atash 

fire {atash}. 

 

aval 

first {aval}. 

 

aziz 

dear {aziz}. 

 

bagh 

garden {bagh}. 

 

bahar 

spring {bahar}. 

 

baksheesh 

alms {baksheesh}. 

 

baleh 

yes {baleh}. 

 

bazar 

bazaar {bazar}. 

 

chahr 

4 {chahr}. 

 

chai 

tea {chai}. 

 

dah 

10 {dah}. 

 

do in Farsi 

2 {do, Farsi}. 

 

dust 

friend {dust}. 



 

germez 

red {germez}. 

 

gharb 

west {gharb}. 

 

gol 

flower {gol}. 

 

gorub 

sunset {gorub}. 

 

haft in Farsi 

7 {haft, Farsi}. 

 

hasht 

8 {hasht}. 

 

hezar 

1000 {hezar}. 

 

jome 

Friday {jome}. 

 

joonoob 

south {joonoob}. 

 

kakh 

palace {kakh}. 

 

ketab 

book {ketab}. 

 

khanom 

madam {khanom}. 

 

khodafez 

goodbye {khodafez}. 

 

koh 

mountain {koh}. 

 

madar 

mother {madar}. 

 

magus 

magician or wise man or high priest {magus}. 

 

mahi 

fish {mahi}. 

 

mast in Farsi 

yogurt {mast, Farsi}. 

 



na 

no {na}. 

 

namak 

salt {namak}. 

 

nan 

bread in general {nan}. 

 

no in Farsi 

new {no, Farsi}. 

 

noh in Farsi 

9 {noh, Farsi}. 

 

noor 

light {noor}. 

 

paiz 

fall {paiz}. 

 

panj 

5 {panj}. 

 

pedar 

father {pedar}. 

 

pesteh 

pistachio {pesteh}. 

 

pul 

money {pul}. 

 

rooz 

day {rooz}. 

 

sabz 

green {sabz}. 

 

sabzi 

vegetables {sabzi}. 

 

sad 

100 {sad, Farsi}. 

 

sahat 

hour {sahat}. 

 

sal in Farsi 

year {sal, Farsi}. 

 

salaam in Farsi 

hello {salaam, Farsi}. 

 

sard 

yellow {sard}. 



 

sefid 

white {sefid}. 

 

sefr 

zero {sefr}. 

 

seh 

3 {seh}. 

 

shab 

night {shab}. 

 

shah 

king {shah}. 

 

sham in Farsi 

candle {sham, Farsi}. 

 

sharab 

wine {sharab}. 

 

shargh 

east {shargh}. 

 

shayyad 

perhaps {shayyad}. 

 

shekar 

granulated sugar {shekar}. 

 

shemal 

north {shemal}. 

 

shirin 

sweet {shirin}. 

 

shish in Farsi 

6 {shish, Farsi}. 

 

sib 

apple {sib}. 

 

siyah 

black {siyah}. 

 

sob in Farsi 

morning {sob, Farsi}. 

 

tabestan 

summer {tabestan}. 

 

tarik 

dark {tarik}. 

 



va in Farsi 

and {va, Farsi}. 

 

yah 

or {yah}. 

 

yek 

1 {yek}. 

 

zamastan 

winter {zamastan}. 

 

zan 

wife or woman {zan}. 

 

zohr 

noon {zohr}. 
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sauna 

steam bath {sauna}. 
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a bas 

below {á bas}. 

 

a outrance 

outrageous {á outrance}. 

 

a propos 

about subject {à propos}. 

 

au courant 

current {au courant}. 

 

au fait 

in the know or knowledgeable or skilled {au fait}. 

 

au naturel 

in natural state or in reality or with no seasoning or embellishments {au naturel}. 

 

au revoir 

goodbye {au revoir}. 

 

avant 

before {avant}. 

 

c'est la vie 

that's life {c'est la vie}. 

 

ci-devant 

former {ci-devant}. 

 



comme il faut 

proper {comme il faut}. 

 

de rigeur 

required {de rigeur}. 

 

de trop 

excessive or more than necessary or more than wanted {de trop}. 

 

deja 

before {déjà}. 

 

deja vu in French 

seen before {déjà vu, French}. 

 

du in French 

of the {du, French}. 

 

en banc 

full court with all judges {en banc}. 

 

en bloc 

as group or together or as one thing {en bloc}. 

 

en garde 

on guard or be ready {en garde}. 

 

en masse 

in mass or as group or in one group {en masse}. 

 

en route 

in route or on the way {en route}. 

 

en suite 

in set or in sequence or as group {en suite}. 

 

en sus 

additional {en sus}. 

 

enfin 

finally {enfin}. 

 

etre 

being or to be {être}. 

 

faire 

be or do or make {faire}. 

 

flamber 

flame or burn {flamber}. 

 

gouter 

taste or try {goûter}. 

 

hors 

out of {hors}. 



 

hors de combat 

no longer participant, or out of battle {hors de combat}. 

 

je ne sais quoi 

indescribable characteristic or inexpressible or I do not know what {je ne sais quoi}. 

 

laissez 

let or leave {laissez}. 

 

manger in French 

eat {manger, French}. 

 

ne 

no or not {ne}. 

 

nee 

born or woman's maiden name {née}. 

 

non compris 

not included {non compris}. 

 

par in French 

by or with {par, French}. 

 

par excellence 

best or excellent {par excellence}. 

 

plait in French 

please {plaît, French}. 

 

rendez 

go to {rendez}. 

 

repondez 

respond {répondez}. 

 

RSVP in French 

please respond {RSVP}. 

 

sais 

know {sais}. 

 

sans in French 

without {sans, French}. 

 

selon 

according to {selon}. 

 

selon grosseur 

priced by size {S.G.} {selon grosseur}. 

 

selon poid 

priced by weight {S.P.} {selon poid}. 

 



sous 

under {sous}. 

 

vis-a-vis 

compared to or relative to or facing {vis-à-vis}. 
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affame 

starved {affamé}. 

 

affine 

aged {affiné}. 

 

amuse 

amusing {amuse}. 

 

ancien 

old {ancien}. 

 

aromate 

aromatic {aromate}. 

 

assoife 

thirsty {assoifé}. 

 

assorti 

assorted {assorti}. 

 

avant-garde 

modern or having new ideas in the arts {avant-garde}. 

 

baigne 

bathed {baigné}. 

 

blase 

indifferent {blasé}. 

 

chaine 

linked {chaîné}. 

 

chasse 

followed or chased {chassé}. 

 

chaud 

hot or warm {chaud}. 

 

chic in French 

stylish {chic, French}. 

 

complaisant 

complacent {complaisant}. 

 

complet 

filled or no vacancy {complet}. 

 



compris 

included {compris}. 

 

conseille 

advised or recommended {conseillé}. 

 

consommation 

available for consumption {consommation}. 

 

declasse 

lower class {declassé}. 

 

degage 

casual {degagé}. 

 

demode 

no longer fashionable {démodé}. 

 

dernier 

latest {dernier}. 

 

developpe in French 

developed {développé, French}. 

 

distingue 

distinguished {distingué}. 

 

doux 

sweet {doux}. 

 

dur 

hard {dur}. 

 

efface 

turned or shaded {effacé}. 

 

effiloche 

frayed or shredded {effiloché}. 

 

esprit 

spirited {esprit}. 

 

faim 

hungry {faim}. 

 

faineant 

lazy {fainéant}. 

 

faux 

fake or false or incorrect {faux}. 

 

ferme closed 

closed {fermé}. 

 

fixe 

fixed or unchanging {fixe}. 



 

flottante 

floating {flottante}. 

 

formidable 

redoubtable {formidable}. 

 

fou 

very great {fou}. 

 

froid 

cold {froid}. 

 

garenne 

wild {garenne}. 

 

gauche in French 

left or socially incorrect {gauche, French}. 

 

grace 

graceful {grâce}. 

 

gradue 

measured {gradué}. 

 

grand 

large, chief, or of high rank {grand}. 

 

gratuit 

free {gratuit}. 

 

gros 

coarse or granular {gros}. 

 

haute 

high {haute}. 

 

jeune 

young {jeune}. 

 

juste 

correct {juste}. 

 

leger 

light {léger}. 

 

longue 

long {longue}. 

 

ma in French 

my {ma, French}. 

 

macabre 

about death {macabre}. 

 



majeure 

major or superior or greater or overriding {majeure}. 

 

minerale 

mineral {minérale}. 

 

noble 

prized or expensive or noble {noble}. 

 

nonpareil 

unparalleled or best {nonpareil}. 

 

nouveau 

new or young {nouveau}. 

 

nouvelle 

new or young {nouvelle}. 

 

offert 

offered or given or free {offert}. 

 

outre 

unconventional {outré}. 

 

ouvert 

open {ouvert}. 

 

ouvre 

open {ouvre}. 

 

passant 

passing {passant}. 

 

passe 

out-of-date {passé}. 

 

perdu 

lost {perdu} {perdue}. 

 

petit 

small {petit}. 

 

petite 

small or short {petite}. 

 

plie in French 

bent {plié, French}. 

 

primeur 

new or first or fresh {primeur}. 

 

principal 

main {principal, French}. 

 

recherche 

rare and fine or pretentious {recherché}. 



 

releve in French 

lifted {relevé, French}. 

 

riche 

rich {riche}. 

 

risque 

risked, or sexual, or sexually suggestive {risqué}. 

 

sauvage 

wild or savage {sauvage}. 

 

sec in French 

dry or dried {sec, French}. 

 

seche 

dry or dried {sèche}. 

 

serre 

strong {serré}. 

 

simple 

simple or plain or unmixed {simple}. 

 

soigne 

elegant {soigné} {soignée}. 

 

tiede 

lukewarm {tiède}. 

 

trop 

too much {trop}. 

 

verite 

true {vérité}. 

 

vieux 

old {vieux}. 

 

vivant 

living {vivant}. 

 

vu 

seen {vu}. 
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adieu 

goodbye or farewell {adieu}. 

 

affaire d'honneur 

involving honor {affaire d'honneur}. 

 

aide in French 

aid or assistance {aide, French}. 



 

amour 

love {amour}. 

 

amour propre 

self-respect {amour propre} {amour-propre}. 

 

ancien regime 

stodgy government {ancien régime}. 

 

apercu 

insight {aperçu}. 

 

appellation in French 

name {appellation, French}. 

 

appetit 

appetite {appétit}. 

 

apres-ski 

after skiing {après-ski}. 

 

arc 

curve {arc}. 

 

arc en ciel 

rainbow {arc en ciel}. 

 

arrondissement 

district {arrondissement}. 

 

art deco 

decorative arts {art décoratif} {art déco}. 

 

beau geste 

nice gesture {beau geste}. 

 

beau ideal 

idealized form {beau ideal}. 

 

beaux-arts 

fine arts {beaux-arts}. 

 

belles lettres 

literature {belles lettres}. 

 

bete noire 

difficult person or problem or nemesis {bète noire}. 

 

bois 

woods or wild {bois}. 

 

bon appetit 

good appetite or good eating {bon appétit}. 

 



bon mot 

witty remark {bon mot}. 

 

bon voyage 

farewell or good journey {bon voyage}. 

 

bonhomie 

good companionship {bonhomie}. 

 

camaraderie 

good companionship {camaraderie}. 

 

campagne 

countryside {campagne}. 

 

carte blanche 

authorization to do whatever one likes or freedom to do {carte blanche}. 

 

cause celebre 

famous topic {cause celèbre}. 

 

champetre 

rustic or country {champêtre}. 

 

chanson 

song {chanson}. 

 

charbon 

carbon {charbon}. 

 

chef d'oeuvre 

masterpiece {chef d'oeuvre}. 

 

choix 

choice {choix}. 

 

ciel 

sky {ciel}. 

 

cinema verite 

documentary film with no artistic embellishments {cinéma vérité}. 

 

colere 

anger {colère}. 

 

combat 

combat or action {combat}. 

 

communique 

message {communiqué}. 

 

conge 

bow or leave-taking {congé}. 

 

contretemps 

argument {contretemps}. 



 

cote coast 

coast {côte, coast}. 

 

coup 

blow or strike or success {coup}. 

 

coup de grace 

finishing action that kills person or ends conflict {coup de grâce}. 

 

coup de main 

sudden action against enemy {coup de main}. 

 

coup de theatre 

dramatic action {coup de théatre}. 

 

coup d'etat in French 

government overthrow {coup d'état, French}. 

 

couture 

fashion or sewing {couture}. 

 

cri 

talk or news {cri}. 

 

critique in French 

critical analysis {critique, French}. 

 

cul-de-sac 

area with only one exit, or dead-end street {cul-de-sac}. 

 

debut 

first appearance or performance {début}. 

 

decolletage 

cleavage or low neckline {décolletage}. 

 

decollete 

low neckline {décolleté}. 

 

degustation 

tasting or sampling {dégustation}. 

 

dejeuner 

lunch {déjeuner}. 

 

denouement in French 

events after climax {denouement, French}. 

 

dernier cri 

latest news or what is in fashion {dernier cri}. 

 

detente 

state of cordiality {détente}. 

 



diner 

dinner or dine {dîner}. 

 

disant 

saying {disant}. 

 

discretion 

discretion {discrétion}. 

 

donnee 

givens or principles {donnée}. 

 

dossier 

person's file {dossier}. 

 

double entendre 

sound with two meanings, or two intentions with one meaning common and other risqué {double entendre}. 

 

eau 

water {eau}. 

 

eclat 

brilliant success {éclat}. 

 

elan 

flair {élan}. 

 

encore 

additional work played after formal conclusion or again {encore}. 

 

ennui 

boredom {ennui}. 

 

entendre 

hearing {entendre}. 

 

entente 

cordiality {entente}. 

 

entier 

whole or entire {entier}. 

 

entr'acte 

period between acts {entr'acte}. 

 

esprit de corps 

morale or team spirit {esprit de corps}. 

 

estime 

importance {estime}. 

 

estival in French 

summer {estival, French}. 

 

etat 

state {état}. 



 

etoile 

star or star-shaped {étoilé}. 

 

expose 

exposing a fact or situation {exposé}. 

 

facon 

way or method {façon}. 

 

fait 

knowledge or fact or ready to eat {fait}. 

 

fait accompli 

deed accomplished or already completed and not undoable {fait accompli}. 

 

faubourg 

district formerly outside city limits {faubourg}. 

 

faux pas 

misstep or foolish action or socially incorrect behavior {faux pas}. 

 

fete 

festival {fête}. 

 

film noir 

movie filmed in dark settings {film noir}. 

 

fin 

end {fin}. 

 

fin de siecle in French 

end of 19th century {fin de siècle, French}. 

 

finale in French 

final or end {finale, French}. 

 

finesse 

skill {finesse}. 

 

fleur-de-lis 

three-petal lily shape {fleur-de-lys} {fleur-de-lis}. 

 

fleuve 

river {fleuve}. 

 

folie 

folly {folie}. 

 

folie deux 

craziness in love {folie à deux}. 

 

force in French 

strength or force {force, French}. 

 



force majeure 

overriding force or event {force majeure}. 

 

forte 

main skill {forte, skill}. 

 

gaffe 

socially incorrect behavior {gaffe}. 

 

garde 

guard {garde}. 

 

genre in French 

type or kind {genre, French}. 

 

gout in French 

taste {goût, French}. 

 

grandeur 

glory {grandeur}. 

 

grosseur 

size {grosseur}. 

 

guerre 

war {guerre}. 

 

haute couture 

designer clothing or fashion {haute couture}. 

 

haute cuisine 

cooking like chef {haute cuisine}. 

 

hauteur 

haughtiness {hauteur}. 

 

idee fixe 

People can have idea that others and events cannot change {idée fixe}. 

 

ile 

island {ile}. 

 

jalousie jealousy 

jealousy {jalousie, jealousy}. 

 

joie 

joy {joie}. 

 

joie de vivre 

joy of living, or quality of happiness and energy {joie de vivre}. 

 

jour 

day {jour}. 

 

lac 

lake {lac}. 



 

laissez-faire in French 

unregulated {laissez-faire, French}. 

 

lamelle 

thin strip or layer {lamelle}. 

 

largess 

generosity {largess} {largesse}. 

 

larme 

teardrop or drop {larme}. 

 

lese majeste 

affront {lese majesté}. 

 

lieu 

place {lieu}. 

 

mal 

badness or sickness {mal}. 

 

mal de mer 

seasickness {mal de mer}. 

 

malaise 

depression {malaise}. 

 

maniere 

style {manière}. 

 

manque 

unfulfilled ambition {manqué}. 

 

marque 

mark or logo {marque}. 

 

matinee 

morning, or day's first movie or play showing {matinée}. 

 

memoire 

memory {mémoire}. 

 

mer 

ocean or sea {mer}. 

 

mesalliance 

marriage to inferior {mésalliance}. 

 

metier 

trade or skill {métier}. 

 

micro-onde 

microwave {micro-onde}. 

 



milieu 

setting {milieu}. 

 

mode as style 

style {mode, style}. 

 

montagne 

mountain {montagne}. 

 

mot in French 

word {môt, French}. 

 

mot juste 

appropriate word or phrase or apt word {môt juste}. 

 

moue 

pout {moue}. 

 

moyen-age 

middle age {moyen-âge}. 

 

mystique 

aura or charisma {mystique}. 

 

nage 

swimming {nage}. 

 

naivete 

innocence {naiveté}. 

 

naturel 

nature or reality {naturel}. 

 

navette 

little boat {navette}. 

 

neige 

snow {neige}. 

 

noblesse 

nobleness {noblesse}. 

 

noblesse oblige 

Nobility can have an obligation {noblesse oblige} to help less-fortunate persons. 

 

Noel 

Christmas {Noël}. 

 

nom 

name {nom}. 

 

nom de guerre 

name used as warrior {nom de guerre}. 

 

nom de plume 

pen name {nom de plume}. 



 

nord 

north {nord}. 

 

oeuvre 

work, set of works, or main thing {oeuvre}. 

 

onde 

wave {onde}. 

 

pair 

par or parity {pair}. 

 

parti pris 

bias or taking sides {parti pris}. 

 

pas in French 

step {pas, French}. 

 

pas de deux in French 

dance for two people {pas de deux, French}. 

 

pastiche 

work that uses parts with different styles {pastiche}. 

 

pays 

country {pays}. 

 

paysan 

country {paysan}. 

 

pet in French 

flatulence {pet, French}. 

 

petit dejeuner 

breakfast {petit déjeuner}. 

 

piece 

piece or part or portion {pièce}. 

 

piece de resistance 

best or final part or masterpiece {pièce de résistance}. 

 

pirouette in French 

turn {pirouette, French}. 

 

pis aller 

last chance, or everything at its worst {pis aller}. 

 

plat du jour 

special of the day {plat du jour}. 

 

plein air 

outdoors {plein air}. 

 



poid 

weight {poid}. 

 

point 

tip or point {point}. 

 

pourboire 

tip {pourboire}. 

 

premiere 

first performance {premiere}. 

 

prix 

price {prix}. 

 

prix fixe 

fixed price or fixed-price menu {prix fixe}. 

 

prix net 

service included {prix net}. 

 

propos 

subject or purpose {propos}. 

 

propre 

self {propre}. 

 

queue line 

line {queue, line}. 

 

quoi 

what {quoi}. 

 

raison 

reason or purpose {raison}. 

 

raison d'etre 

purpose of life or function, or reason for being {raison d'être}. 

 

rapprochement 

reconciliation {rapprochement}. 

 

rationale 

reason {rationale}. 

 

recette 

recipe {recette}. 

 

reclame 

acclaim or seeking acclaim {reclamé}. 

 

regime 

diet {régime}. 

 

renaissance 

rebirth of culture {renaissance}. 



 

rendezvous 

date or appointment or meeting {rendezvous}. 

 

repartie 

repartee or retort {repartie}. 

 

repas 

meal {repas}. 

 

repertoire 

skill set, or set of works to perform {repertoire}. 

 

reprise 

recurrence {reprise}. 

 

resistance 

stamina or ability to resist {résistance}. 

 

revanche 

revenge {revanche}. 

 

reverie 

daydreaming {reverie}. 

 

revue 

show with skits {revue}. 

 

rigueur 

rigor {rigueur}. 

 

riposte 

rejoinder {riposte}. 

 

riviere 

river {rivière}. 

 

roche 

rock {roche}. 

 

rue in French 

street {rue, French}. 

 

sang-froid 

composure or emotionlessness {sang-froid}. 

 

savoir 

know-how or skill {savoir}. 

 

savoir faire 

skill or social gracefulness {savoir-faire}. 

 

seance 

spiritualist meeting {séance}. 

 



service in French 

meal or serving {service, French}. 

 

siecle 

century {siècle}. 

 

sobriquet 

affectionate nickname {sobriquet}. 

 

soi-disant 

claim about oneself {soi-disant}. 

 

soiree 

evening or evening party or get-together in evening {soirée}. 

 

soixante-neuf 

sixty-nine {soixante-neuf}. 

 

sortie 

armed attack {sortie}. 

 

soupcon 

small amount {soupçon}. 

 

soupir 

sigh {soupir}. 

 

source as spring 

spring {source, spring}. 

 

succes 

success or cake {succès}. 

 

succes d'estime 

important success {succès d'estime}. 

 

succes fou 

great success {succès fou}. 

 

suite as sequence 

sequence {suite, French}. 

 

table d'hote 

multiple-course fixed-price meal or open table or boarding {table d'hôte}. 

 

tableau 

scene {tableau}. 

 

tableau vivant 

scene with silent and still actors {tableau vivant}. 

 

terre 

ground {terre}. 

 

tete-a-tete 

intimate conversation or two-person private conversation {tête-à-tête}. 



 

toilette 

dressing or grooming or clothes or toilet or face and hair preparation {toilette}. 

 

touche 

scored point or touched or pricked {touché}. 

 

tour 

turn or tower {tour, French}. 

 

tour de force 

skilled performance or something accomplished skillfully {tour de force}. 

 

tout in French 

all {tout, French}. 

 

trompe 

trick {trompe}. 

 

vapeur 

steam {vapeur}. 

 

vent in French 

wind {vent, French}. 

 

vie in French 

life {vie, French}. 

 

vivre 

living {vivre}. 

 

vol 

flight {vol}. 

 

volonte 

will or discretion {volonté}. 
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abatis 

giblets {abatis}. 

 

abats 

organ meats {abats}. 

 

agneau 

lamb {agneau}. 

 

aile 

wing or white breast meat {aile}. 

 

alouette in French 

lark {alouette, French}. 

 

anchois 

anchovy {anchois}. 



 

ane 

donkey {ane}. 

 

anguille 

eel {anguille}. 

 

araignee de mer 

spider crab {araignée de mer}. 

 

arete 

fish bone {arête}. 

 

biche 

female deer {biche}. 

 

brochet 

pike {brochet}. 

 

caille quail 

quail {caille}. 

 

calmar 

squid {calmar}. 

 

canard in French 

duck {canard, French}. 

 

carpe 

carp {carpe}. 

 

casseron 

cuttlefish {casseron}. 

 

cerf 

stag or male deer {cerf}. 

 

cervelle 

brain {cervelle}. 

 

chapon 

capon {chapon}. 

 

chat in French 

cat {chat, French}. 

 

cheval 

horse or horse meat {cheval}. 

 

cheveux 

hair {cheveux}. 

 

chevre 

goat {chèvre}. 

 



cochon 

pig {cochon}. 

 

colombe 

dove {colombe}. 

 

coq 

mature rooster {coq}. 

 

coq de bruyere 

wood grouse {coq de bruyère}. 

 

coque 

shell {coque}. 

 

coquillages 

shellfish {coquillages}. 

 

coquille 

shell {coquille}. 

 

coquille Saint-Jacques 

sea scallop {coquille Saint-Jacques}. 

 

corail 

coral {corail}. 

 

crabe 

crab {crabe}. 

 

crete 

bird comb {crête}. 

 

crevette 

shrimp {crevette}. 

 

crustace 

crustacean {crustacé}. 

 

cul 

haunch or rear {cul}. 

 

dindon 

turkey {dindon}. 

 

ecrevisse 

freshwater crayfish {écrevisse}. 

 

eperlan 

smelt {eperlan}. 

 

escargot 

land snail {escargot, snail}. 

 

espadon 

swordfish {espadon}. 



 

faisan 

pheasant {faisan}. 

 

fletan 

halibut {flétan}. 

 

foie 

liver {foie}. 

 

germon 

albacore tuna {germon}. 

 

gesier 

gizzard {gésier}. 

 

gibier 

game {gibier}. 

 

gigue in French 

haunch {gigue, French}. 

 

grenouille 

frog {grenouille}. 

 

grive 

thrush {grive}. 

 

groin in French 

snout {groin, French}. 

 

haddock in French 

small cod {haddock, French}. 

 

hareng 

herring {hareng}. 

 

hirondelle 

swallow {hirondelle}. 

 

homard 

lobster {homard}. 

 

huitre 

oyster {huître}. 

 

jambon leg 

leg {jambon, leg}. 

 

jarret 

knuckle {jarret}. 

 

jaune d'oeuf 

yolk {jaune d'oeuf}. 

 



lamproie 

lamprey eel {lamproie}. 

 

langouste 

spiny lobster or rock lobster or crawfish {langouste}. 

 

langoustine 

small crayfish {langoustine}. 

 

lapin 

rabbit {lapin}. 

 

lieu noir 

pollack {lieu noir}. 

 

lievre 

hare or wild rabbit {lièvre}. 

 

magret 

breast {magret}. 

 

maquereau 

mackerel {maquereau}. 

 

mauviette 

wild meadow lark or skylark {mauviette}. 

 

merle 

blackbird {merle}. 

 

merlu 

hake {merlu}. 

 

moelle 

beef marrow {moëlle}. 

 

mollusque 

mollusk {mollusque}. 

 

moufflon 

wild sheep {moufflon}. 

 

moule 

mussel or mold {moule}. 

 

mouton 

mutton or sheep {mouton}. 

 

museau 

muzzle {museau}. 

 

oeuf 

egg {oeuf}. 

 

oie 

goose {oie}. 



 

oreille 

ear {oreille}. 

 

os in French 

bone {os, French}. 

 

ostrei 

oyster {ostréi}. 

 

oursin 

sea urchin {oursin}. 

 

paleron 

shoulder {paleron}. 

 

palombe 

wild pigeon or dove {palombe}. 

 

papillon 

butterfly {papillon}. 

 

patagos 

clam {patagos}. 

 

patte 

crayfish {patte}. 

 

peau 

skin {peau}. 

 

pelerine 

scallop or coquille Saint-Jacques {pèlerine}. 

 

perche 

perch {perche}. 

 

perdrix 

partridge {perdrix}. 

 

physique 

body {physique}. 

 

pied in French 

foot {pied, French}. 

 

pilchard in French 

large sardine {pilchard, French}. 

 

pince 

claw or tong {pince}. 

 

pintade 

guinea fowl {pintade}. 

 



plaice in French 

flatfish {plaice, French}. 

 

plume 

feather or plume or quill or pen {plume, French}. 

 

poil 

fur {poil}. 

 

poisson 

fish {poisson}. 

 

poitrine 

breast {poitrine}. 

 

poule 

chicken or hen {poule}. 

 

poulet in French 

chicken {poulet, French}. 

 

poulpe 

octopus {poulpe}. 

 

poussin 

chick {poussin}. 

 

queue tail 

tail or oxtail {queue, tail}. 

 

raie 

skate or ray {raie}. 

 

ramier 

wild pigeon {ramier}. 

 

rascasse 

rockfish {rascasse}. 

 

rognon 

kidney {rognon}. 

 

sandre 

pickerel {sandre}. 

 

sanglier 

wild boar {sanglier}. 

 

sansonnet 

starling or thrush {sansonnet}. 

 

sarcelle 

teal {sarcelle}. 

 

sardine in French 

small sardine {sardine, French}. 



 

saumon 

salmon {saumon}. 

 

seiche 

cuttlefish {seiche}. 

 

supion 

cuttlefish {supion}. 

 

taureau 

bull {taureau}. 

 

tendron 

tendon {tendron}. 

 

tete 

head {tête}. 

 

thon 

tuna {thon}. 

 

thon germon 

albacore {thon germon}. 

 

thon rouge 

bluefin tuna {thon rouge}. 

 

toro 

bull {toro}. 

 

tortue 

turtle {tortue}. 

 

truite 

trout {truite}. 

 

vache 

cow {vache}. 

 

ventre 

belly or stomach {ventre}. 

 

vessie 

bladder {vessie}. 

 

vis 

face {vis}. 
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blanc 

white {blanc}. 

 

bleu color 

blue {bleu, color}. 



 

blond 

light color {blonde} {blond}. 

 

gris 

gray {gris}. 

 

jaune 

yellow {jaune}. 

 

noir 

black {noir}. 

 

rose color in French 

pink {rose, French color}. 

 

rouge in French 

red or red cosmetic powder or red polishing powder {rouge, French}. 

 

vert 

green {vert}. 
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aperitif 

sweet or slightly bitter before-dinner drink {apéritif}. 

 

biere 

beer {bière}. 

 

boire 

drink {boire}. 

 

boisson 

drink {boisson}. 

 

bordelaise 

red wine, bone marrow, and shallot sauce {bordelaise}. 

 

cafe au lait 

espresso and steamed milk {café au lait}. 

 

cafe filtre 

filtered coffee {café filtre}. 

 

cafe liegeois 

coffee with whipped cream or coffee ice cream with whipped cream {café liègeois}. 

 

cafe noisette 

espresso with little milk {café noisette}. 

 

cafe serre 

strong espresso {café serré}. 

 

calvados in French 

apple brandy, from Normandy {calvados, French}. 



 

cidre 

cider {cidre}. 

 

cremant 

sparkling wine {crémant}. 

 

creme de cacao in French 

chocolate liqueur {crème de cacao, French}. 

 

creme de cassis 

black currant liqueur {crème de cassis}. 

 

creme de menthe in French 

mint liqueur {crème de menthe, French}. 

 

digestif 

after-dinner drink {digestif}. 

 

eau-de-vie 

fruit brandy {eau-de-vie}. 

 

express 

espresso {express}. 

 

grand creme 

large espresso and milk {grand crème}. 

 

grand cru 

very good wine {grand cru}. 

 

imperiale 

four-liter wine bottle {imperiale}. 

 

infusion 

herb tea {infusion}. 

 

jerez 

sherry {jerez}. 

 

kir 

crème de cassis and wine. kir royal is crème de cassis and champagne {kir}. 

 

kirsch in French 

wild black cherry liqueur {kirsch, French}. 

 

kummel 

caraway seed liqueur {kummel}. 

 

lait 

milk {lait}. 

 

madere 

Madeira {madère}. 

 



mirabelle 

plum brandy {mirabelle}. 

 

pastis 

anise liqueur, such as Pernod and Ricard {pastis}. 

 

pineau des Charentes 

sweet fortified wine {pineau des Charentes}. 

 

porto 

port {porto}. 

 

rhum 

rum {rhum}. 

 

rose wine in French 

rare or pink wine {rosé, French wine}. 

 

vin 

wine {vin}. 

 

xeres 

sherry {xérès}. 
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a la basquaise 

with tomato and sweet pepper, as in Basque region {à la basquaise}. 

 

a la bohemienne 

with rice, tomato, onion, sweet pepper, and paprika, in bohemian style {à la bohémienne}. 

 

a la bourgeoise 

with bacon and vegetables, as by middle class {à la bourgeoise}. 

 

a la bourguignon 

with red wine, onion, mushroom, and bacon, as in Burgundy {à la bourguignon}. 

 

a la bretonne 

with white bean, as in Brittany {à la bretonne}. 

 

a la flamande 

with stuffed cabbage leaf, carrot, turnip, potato, and bacon, as in Flanders {à la flamande}. 

 

a la francaise 

with pea, lettuce, small white onion, and parsley, as in France {à la française}. 

 

a la grecque 

with oil, lemon juice, and water, for cold vegetables, as in Greece {à la grecque}. 

 

a la hongroise 

with paprika and cream, as in Hungary {à la hongroise}. 

 

a la lyonnaise 

with onion, as in Lyon {à la lyonnaise}. 

 



a la madrilene 

with tomato, as in Madrid {à la madrilène}. 

 

a la menagere 

with onion, potato, and carrot {à la ménagère}. 

 

a la meuniere 

seasoned, floured, fried, and served with lemon, parsley, and melted butter {à la meunière}. 

 

a la mode de caen 

with apple liqueur or with cider, carrot, onion, leek, and spice, as in Caen {à la mode de caen}. 

 

a la navarraise 

with sweet pepper, onion, and garlic, as in Navarre {à la navarraise}. 

 

a la nivernaise 

with carrot and onion, as in Nevers {à la nivernaise}. 

 

a la parisienne 

with fried potato balls and vegetables, as in Paris {à la parisienne}. 

 

a la paysan 

with carrot, turnip, onion, celery, and bacon, as in country {à la paysan}. 

 

a la perigourdine 

with truffle and foie gras, as in Périgord in southwest France {à la périgourdine}. 

 

a la presse 

with juice from pressing carcass, plus red wine and/or Cognac {à la presse}. 

 

a la rouennaise 

with blood sauce, as in Rouen {à la rouennaise}. 

 

a la royale 

with truffle and cream sauce {à la royale}. 

 

a la russe 

with pea, carrot, turnip, and mayonnaise, as in Russia {à la russe}. 

 

a la veronique 

with peeled white grapes {à la véronique}. 

 

a la zingara 

with tomato sauce, as by gypsies {à la zingara}. 

 

a l'espagnole 

with tomato, pepper, onion, and garlic, as in Spain {à l'espagnole}. 

 

a l'indienne 

with curry powder, as in East India {à l'indienne}. 

 

a l'orientale 

with saffron, tomato, and sweet red pepper, as in Orient {à l'orientale}. 

 

abricot 

apricot {abricot}. 



 

aioli 

mayonnaise and garlic {aïoli}. 

 

albufera 

sweet peppers in chicken stock {albuféra}. 

 

amandine 

with almond {amandine}. 

 

andouille 

tripe sausage {andouille}. 

 

ardennaise 

with juniper berries {ardennaise}. 

 

arpajon 

with dried beans {arpajon}. 

 

aumoniere 

filled crêpe tied like bundle {aumônière}. 

 

aurore 

tomato and cream {aurore}. 

 

ballotine 

deboned poultry {ballotine}. 

 

barbouillade 

eggplant dish or bean and artichoke dish {barbouillade}. 

 

barder 

layer with uncured bacon {barder}. 

 

baron in French 

lamb legs and rear {baron, French}. 

 

batavia in French 

lettuce with broad, flat leaf {batavia, French}. 

 

batonnet 

small vegetable stick {bâtonnet}. 

 

bavaroise 

gelatin cream {bavaroise}. 

 

bearnaise 

butter, egg, shallot, wine, vinegar, and tarragon {béarnaise}. 

 

bechamel 

milk, butter, flour, onion, bay leaf, pepper, and nutmeg {béchamel}. 

 

bergamot in French 

orange or pear type {bergamot, French}. 

 



beurre 

butter or yellow {beurre}. 

 

beurre blanc 

butter, vinegar, white wine, and shallot {beurre blanc}. 

 

beurre cru 

raw butter {beurre cru}. 

 

beurre de Montpellier 

butter, olive oil, herbs, garlic, and anchovy {beurre de Montpellier}. 

 

beurre demi-sel 

salted butter {beurre demi-sel}. 

 

beurre noir 

browned butter {beurre noir}. 

 

beurre noisette 

slightly browned butter {beurre noisette}. 

 

blanc-mange 

almond milk and gelatin pudding {blanc-mange}. 

 

bonbon in French 

candy {bonbon, French}. 

 

bouchoteur 

with mussels {bouchoteur}. 

 

bouillon 

stock or broth {bouillon}. 

 

bouquet garni in French 

fresh parsley, bay leaf, and thyme {bouquet garni, French}. 

 

brandade 

with mashed potato {brandade}. 

 

bretonne 

white wine, carrot, leek, and celery sauce {bretonne}. 

 

brouet 

soup {brouet}. 

 

brouillade 

stew or soup or scrambled eggs {brouillade}. 

 

brunoise 

finely diced vegetables {brunoise}. 

 

caraibes 

Caribbean chocolate {caraïbes}. 

 

carde 

Swiss-chard white rib or stalk {carde}. 



 

cary 

curry {cary}. 

 

cassonade 

soft brown sugar {cassonade}. 

 

celeri-rave 

celeriac or celery root {céleri-rave}. 

 

cereale 

cereal {céréale}. 

 

chanterelle 

pale orange wild mushroom {girolle} {chanterelle}. 

 

chartreuse in French 

braised partridge and cabbage or herb and spice liqueur {chartreuse, French}. 

 

chasseur in French 

hunter or white wine, mushroom, shallot, tomato, and herb sauce {chasseur, French}. 

 

chiffonnade 

shredded vegetables {chiffonnade}. 

 

chocolat 

chocolate {chocolat}. 

 

choron 

béarnaise sauce with tomatoes {choron}. 

 

choucroute 

sauerkraut {choucroute}. 

 

civet in French 

game stew with blood {civet, French}. 

 

clafoutis 

black cherry and custard tart {clafoutis}. 

 

claire 

oyster bed {claire}. 

 

clamart 

pea garnish {clamart}. 

 

colombo in French 

tumeric, rice powder, coriander, pepper, cumin, and fenugreek {colombo, French}. 

 

confiture 

jam {confiture}. 

 

conserves au vinaigre 

pickled {conserves au vinaigre}. 

 



consomme in French 

clear soup {consommé, French}. 

 

conversation 

almond or cream tart with sugar glaze {conversation}. 

 

court-bouillon 

broth {court-bouillon}. 

 

couverture 

rich bittersweet chocolate {couverture}. 

 

crecy in French 

with carrot garnish {crécy, French}. 

 

crepes Suzette 

crêpe with orange liqueur flambée {crêpes Suzette}. 

 

crique 

potato pancake, from Auvergne {crique}. 

 

crudite 

raw vegetable {crudité}. 

 

cuisse 

leg or thigh or drumstick {cuisse}. 

 

diable 

devil or pepper-mustard sauce {diable}. 

 

dieppoise 

with white wine, mussel, shrimp, mushroom, and cream, as in Dieppe {dieppoise}. 

 

dijonnaise 

with mustard, as in Dijon {dijonnaise}. 

 

duchesse 

with butter, egg yolk, and nutmeg {duchesse}. 

 

duglere 

white sauce with shallot, white wine, tomato, and parsley {dugléré}. 

 

duxelles 

sautéed chopped mushrooms and shallots in cream {duxelles}. 

 

echine 

sparerib {echine}. 

 

eglantine 

wild rose jam, from Alsace {eglantine}. 

 

en branche 

whole vegetable or herb {en branche}. 

 

fanes 

carrot, radish, or turnip greens {fanes}. 



 

financiere 

Madiera sauce with truffle juice {financière}. 

 

florentine 

with spinach {florentine}. 

 

folle 

with green bean and foie gras {folle}. 

 

forestiere 

with mushroom, bacon, and potato {forestière}. 

 

fricassee in French 

braised in wine or cream sauce {fricassée, French}. 

 

ganache 

chocolate and crème fraîche {ganache}. 

 

garni 

garnish or garnished {garni}. 

 

gaspacho 

cold soup of tomato, cucumber, onion, and sweet pepper, from Spain {gaspacho}. 

 

gnocchi 

choux paste, potato, or semolina dumplings {gnocchi}. 

 

gratin 

crust from baking or grated {gratin}. 

 

grelette 

with whipped cream {grelette}. 

 

gribiche 

mayonnaise, caper, cornichon, hard-cooked egg, and herbs {gribiche}. 

 

herbes de Provence 

thyme, rosemary, summer savory, and bay leaf {herbes de Provence}. 

 

hollandaise 

butter, egg yolk, and lemon juice sauce {hollandaise}. 

 

imam bayaldi 

eggplant with sautéed onion, tomato, and spice {imam bayaldi}. 

 

jardiniere 

fresh cooked vegetables {jardinière}. 

 

juive 

aspic {juive}. 

 

jus 

juice {jus}. 

 



laitance 

roe {laitance}. 

 

languedocienne 

with tomato, eggplant, and wild mushroom {languedocienne}. 

 

lard in French 

bacon {lard, French}. 

 

larder in French 

add fat strips {larder, French}. 

 

macaire 

small fried or baked balls {macaire}. 

 

macaron 

macaroon {macaron}. 

 

maitre d'hotel sauce 

butter, parsley, and lemon sauce or with red wine and shallot {maître d'hôtel}. 

 

maltaise 

hollandaise sauce with orange {maltaise}. 

 

mandarine 

tangerine {mandarine}. 

 

mange-tout 

sweet pea or snow pea {mange-tout}. 

 

marc 

grape skin and seed liqueur {marc}. 

 

maree 

tide or fresh food {marée}. 

 

marinade 

seasoned soaking and tenderizing liquid {marinade}. 

 

marine 

marinated {mariné}. 

 

marquise mousse 

mousse-like {marquise, mousse}. 

 

matignon 

mixed stewed vegetables {matignon}. 

 

meurette 

with red wine sauce {meurette}. 

 

miel 

honey {miel}. 

 

mimosa 

chopped hard egg yolks {mimosa, egg}. 



 

mirabeau 

with anchovy, pitted olive, and tarragon {mirabeau}. 

 

montmorency 

with cherry, as in Montmorency, Paris suburb {montmorency}. 

 

mousse in French 

whipped eggs and cream {mousse, French}. 

 

mousseline 

with butter, egg yolk, and whipped egg whites and cream {mousseline}. 

 

nicoise in French 

with tomato, garlic, onion, and orange zest or with tomato, green bean, anchovy, tuna, potato, black olive, capers, 

and artichoke, as in Nice {niçoise, French}. 

 

noilly 

vermouth sauce {noilly}. 

 

normande 

with seafood, cream, and mushroom or with apple cider or Calvados, as in Normandy {normande}. 

 

nougat in French 

roasted almond, egg white, and honey {nougat, French}. 

 

nouille 

noodle {nouille}. 

 

oeufs a la neige 

whipped egg whites poached in milk, with vanilla custard {oeufs à la neige}. 

 

palestine in French 

with Jerusalem artichoke {palestine, French}. 

 

panisse 

fried chickpea pancake, from Provence {panisse}. 

 

parfait in French 

mousse {parfait, French}. 

 

parmentier 

with potatoes {parmentier}. 

 

pates 

pasta {pâtes}. 

 

peptie 

nugget or chip {péptie}. 

 

pequillo 

small red pepper, from Spain {pequillo}. 

 

Perigueux 

with truffle and foie gras, as in Périgord in southwest France {Périgueux}. 

 



persillade 

chopped parsley and garlic {persillade}. 

 

pilaf in French 

rice with sautéed onion cooked in broth {pilaf, French}. 

 

pilau 

rice with sautéed onion cooked in broth {pilau}. 

 

pimente 

hot or peppery or spicy {pimenté}. 

 

piperade 

with pepper, onion, tomato, from Basque {pipérade}. 

 

pistou 

basil, garlic, and olive oil sauce, from Provence {pistou}. 

 

poivrade 

brown sauce of wine, pepper, vinegar, and strained vegetables {poivrade}. 

 

polenta 

cornmeal {polenta}. 

 

pommade 

thick smooth paste {pommade}. 

 

pommes de terre frites 

French fries {pommes de terre frites}. 

 

pommes de terre Pont-Neuf 

fried potatoes {pommes de terre Pont-Neuf}. 

 

pommes en l'air 

caramelized apple slices {pommes en l'air}. 

 

potage 

soup {potage}. 

 

potpourri 

mixture or sweet-smelling herb mixture {potpourri}. 

 

praline in French 

caramelized almonds {praline, French}. 

 

printaniere 

diced spring vegetables {printanière}. 

 

provencale 

with garlic, tomato, and olive oil, as in Provence {provençale}. 

 

quatre epices 

ground ginger, nutmeg, white pepper, and clove {quatre épices}. 

 

quenelle 

dumpling {quenelle}. 



 

quiche 

egg and cream custard tart {quiche}. 

 

quiche lorraine 

bacon, egg, and cream tart, as in Lorraine {quiche lorraine}. 

 

rable 

saddle {râble}. 

 

ragout in French 

stew {ragoût, French}. 

 

ratatouille 

eggplant, zucchini, onion, tomato, pepper, garlic, and olive oil, from Provence {ratatouille}. 

 

ravigote 

thick vinegar, white wine, shallot, and herb sauce or mayonnaise, capers, onion, and herbs {ravigote}. 

 

rayon de miel 

honeycomb {rayon de miel}. 

 

reglisse 

licorice {réglisse}. 

 

remoulade 

mayonnaise, capers, mustard, herbs, anchovy, and gherkin or shredded celery root in mayonnaise {rémoulade}. 

 

rondelle 

round slice {rondelle}. 

 

Rossini 

with foie gras and truffle {Rossini}. 

 

roux in French 

flour and butter mixture {roux, French}. 

 

russe in French 

chopped vegetables in mayonnaise {russe, French}. 

 

sabayon 

whipped egg yolk, sugar, wine, and flavoring sauce {sabayon}. 

 

sablee 

sweet and rich {sablée}. 

 

saint-Germain 

with peas {saint-Germain}. 

 

salade 

salad or lettuce head {salade}. 

 

sale in French 

salt-cured or salted {salé, French}. 

 



sangue 

Corsica grape or herb black pudding {sangue}. 

 

sarladaise 

with truffle, as in Sarlat in Dordogne {sarladaise}. 

 

saute in French 

browned in butter, fat, or oil or fried in pan {sauté, French}. 

 

scarole 

escarole {scarole}. 

 

sel 

salt {sel}. 

 

sel gris 

unbleached sea salt {sel gris}. 

 

sel gros 

coarse salt {sel gros}. 

 

sel marin 

bleached sea salt {sel marin}. 

 

service a la francaise 

buffet style {service à la française}. 

 

service a la russe 

courses served in sequence {service à la russe}. 

 

smitane 

cream, onion, white wine, and lemon juice sauce {smitane}. 

 

soubise 

onion sauce {soubise}. 

 

souffle in French 

baked puréed egg yolk and whipped egg white {soufflé, French}. 

 

soufflees 

puffed {soufflées}. 

 

soupe 

soup {soupe}. 

 

spatzel 

egg and flour noodle, from Alsace {spaetzle} {spetzli} {spätzel}. 

 

sucette 

lollipop {sucette}. 

 

sucre 1 

sugar {sucre}. 

 

sucre 2 

sweet {sucré}. 



 

supreme 

white sauce with veal or chicken juice {suprême}. 

 

tapenade 

black olive, anchovy, capers, olive oil, and lemon juice, from Provence {tapenade}. 

 

tarte 

pie or tart {tarte}. 

 

tarte Tatin 

caramelized apple pie {tarte Tatin}. 

 

thermidor in French 

with cream sauce {thermidor, French}. 

 

tourain 

garlic, onion, tomato, egg yolk, and vinegar soup, from southwest France {tourin} {tourrin} {tourain}. 

 

verdure in French 

green vegetables {verdure, French}. 

 

verdurette 

herb vinaigrette {verdurette}. 

 

vert-pre 

watercress and potato {vert-pré}. 

 

vichy 

with glazed carrot or mineral water {vichy}. 

 

vichyssoise in French 

cold leek and potato cream soup {vichyssoise, French}. 

 

vinaigre 

vinegar {vinaigre}. 

 

vinaigrette in French 

oil, vinegar, salt, and pepper {vinaigrette, French}. 

 

viognier 

white Rhône grape {viognier}. 

 

zabaglione in French 

whipped egg yolk, sugar, wine, and flavoring sauce {zabaglione, French}. 

 

za'tar 

ground sesame seed, sumac berry, thyme, and salt, as in Middle East {za'tar}. 
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a la provencale 

with garlic, parsley, and bread crumb, as in Provence {à la provençale}. 

 

allumette 

match or puff pastry strip {allumette}. 



 

azyme 

unleavened or unleavened bread or matzo {azyme}. 

 

baba au rhum in French 

sponge cake with rum syrup {baba au rhum, French}. 

 

baguette in French 

wand or stick-like bread {baguette, French}. 

 

barquette 

small boat or boat-shaped pastry {barquette}. 

 

batard 

large baguette {bâtard}. 

 

baton in French 

small baguette {bâton, French}. 

 

beignet 

doughnut or fried pastry or fritter {beignet}. 

 

biscuit in French 

cake or cookie {biscuit, French}. 

 

biscuit a la cuillere 

ladyfinger {biscuit à la cuillère}. 

 

blini 

small thick pancake for caviar {blini}. 

 

bouchee 

small pastry or vol-au-vent {bouchée}. 

 

boule bread 

ball or large round bread {boule, bread}. 

 

bourdaloue 

poached fruit in pastry with vanilla custard {bourdaloue}. 

 

brioche in French 

muffin or bun or butter and egg yeast bread {brioche, French}. 

 

canape in French 

crustless bread, or hors d'oeuvre type {canapé, French}. 

 

chapelure 

bread crumbs {chapelure}. 

 

charlotte 

ladyfingers with custard or buttered bread with fruit compote {charlotte}. 

 

chausson 

filled pastry {chausson}. 

 



chichi 

deep-fried spiral bread dipped in sugar {chichi}. 

 

colbert 

egg and bread crumb coating for fried fish {colbert}. 

 

complete 

whole grain {complète}. 

 

couronne 

crown or bread ring {couronne}. 

 

crepe 

thin pancake {crêpe}. 

 

croquembouche 

cream-filled pastry with sugar glaze {croquembouche}. 

 

croute 

crust or pastry {croûte}. 

 

croutons 

toasted or fried cubed bread {croûtons}. 

 

dauphine 

mixed with choux pastry, formed into small balls, and fried {dauphine}. 

 

en chemise 

wrapped in pastry {en chemise}. 

 

farine 

flour {farine}. 

 

feuilletee 

puff pastry {feuilletée}. 

 

financier 

small almond cake {financier}. 

 

galette 

pancake or cake or round flat pastry {galette}. 

 

gateau 

cake {gâteau}. 

 

gateau opera 

almond sponge cake with coffee and chocolate icing {gâteau opéra}. 

 

gaufre 

waffle {gaufre}. 

 

genoise 

sponge cake {génoise}. 

 

jalousie pastry 

venetian blind or small pastry lattice with almond paste and jam {jalousie, bread}. 



 

levain 

sourdough {levain}. 

 

madeleine in French 

small sweet cake {madeleine, French}. 

 

merveille 

hot sugared doughnut {merveille}. 

 

miche 

large round bread {miche}. 

 

mie 

interior, or bread crumb {mie}. 

 

mignardise 

small cake or pastry {mignardise}. 

 

mont blanc in French 

pastry with baked meringue, chestnut purée, and whipped cream {mont blanc, French}. 

 

natte 

woven bread loaf {natte}. 

 

paillasson 

fried pancake {paillasson}. 

 

pain in French 

bread or loaf {pain, bread}. 

 

pain de Genes 

almond sponge cake {pain de Gênes}. 

 

pain de mie 

rectangular white sandwich loaf {pain de mie}. 

 

pain d'epices 

gingerbread {pain d'épices}. 

 

pain grille 

toast {pain grillé}. 

 

palmier 

palm or puff pastry in palm leaf shape {palmier}. 

 

pane 

breaded {pané}. 

 

pannequet 

rolled crêpe {pannequet}. 

 

paris-Brest 

large choux pastry with almonds and praline butter cream {paris-Brest}. 

 



pastiza 

cake {pastiza}. 

 

petit pain 

roll {petit pain}. 

 

petit-beurre 

butter cookie {petit-beurre}. 

 

petit-four 

cupcake or small cake or pastry {petit-four}. 

 

pompe 

bread or cake {pompe}. 

 

profiterole 

choux pastry with vanilla ice cream and hot chocolate sauce {profiterole}. 

 

rouille 

olive oil, garlic, chile pepper, bread, and fish broth sauce {rouille}. 

 

saupiquet 

bread and wine sauce {saupiquet}. 

 

savarin 

yeast cake in sweet syrup {savarin}. 

 

savoie 

sponge cake {savoie}. 

 

tartine 

open-face sandwich or buttered bread {tartine}. 

 

viennoise 

coated in egg, breaded, and fried {viennoise}. 
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a la campagne 

in country style {à la campagne}. 

 

a la carte 

from menu or item by item {á la carte}. 

 

a la coque 

soft-cooked in shell {à la coque}. 

 

a la pression 

on tap {à la pression}. 

 

a l'anglaise 

boiled, as in England {à l'anglaise}. 

 

a point 

medium rare or ripe or ready to eat {à point}. 

 



aigre 

bitter or sour {aigre}. 

 

amer 

bitter or bittersweet {amer}. 

 

amuse-bouche 

appetizer {amuse-bouche}. 

 

amusegueule 

appetizer {amusegueule}. 

 

appellation d'origine controlee 

formal food definition {appellation d'origine contrôlée} (AOC). 

 

arose 

sprinkled or basted {arosé}. 

 

assaisonne 

seasoned {assaisonné}. 

 

assiette 

plate or platter {assiette}. 

 

attelet 

skewer {attelet}. 

 

au charbon de bois 

charcoal-grilled {au charbon de bois}. 

 

au jus 

in its natural juices {au jus}. 

 

bellevue 

beautiful presentation {bellevue}. 

 

bien cuit 

well done {bien cuit}. 

 

biologique 

organic {biologique}. 

 

bis in French 

brown {bis, French}. 

 

blanch 

whitened or bleached {blanch}. 

 

bleu rare 

blue or very rare {bleu, rare}. 

 

boite de conserve 

can {boîte de conserve}. 

 

bonne femme 

home-style {bonne femme}. 



 

bouffi 

salted and smoked {bouffi}. 

 

bouilli 

boiled {bouilli}. 

 

braise in French 

braised {braisé, French}. 

 

braiser 

braise {braiser}. 

 

broche 

roasted on spit {broche}. 

 

brouille 

scrambled {brouillé}. 

 

brule 

caramelized or brown {brûlé}. 

 

buffet in French 

Dishes can be always available {buffet, French}. 

 

cafeine 

caffeine {caféine}. 

 

caille curdled 

curdled {caillé}. 

 

campagnard 

country-style {campagnard}. 

 

caramelise 

caramelized {caramelisé}. 

 

casher 

kosher {casher}. 

 

casse-croute 

snack {casse-croûte}. 

 

casserole in French 

pot {casserole, French}. 

 

cassolette 

in small casserole {cassolette}. 

 

cloute 

studded {clouté}. 

 

concasse 

chopped coarsely {concassé}. 

 



congeler 

freeze {congeler}. 

 

cote chop 

chop {côte, chop}. 

 

craquant 

crunchy {craquant}. 

 

creme de la creme 

finest or something at highest level {crème de la crème}. 

 

cru 

raw {cru}. 

 

cuisine cooked 

cooked together {cuisiné}. 

 

cuit 

baked or cooked {cuit}. 

 

dariole 

truncated cone or oval-shaped baking mold {dariole}. 

 

deca 

decaffeinated {déca}. 

 

decafeine 

decaffeinated {décaféiné}. 

 

decortique 

shelled or peeled {décortiqué}. 

 

demi-sel 

slightly salted or unsmoked {demi-sel}. 

 

des in French 

diced {dés, French}. 

 

desosse 

boned {désossé}. 

 

dore 

browned or golden brown {doré}. 

 

douce 

fresh or sweet {douce}. 

 

douceur 

sweet or dessert or sweetener as tip or bribe {douceur}. 

 

ecrase 

crushed or pressed {écrasé}. 

 

ecreme 

skimmed {écremé}. 



 

egoutee 

drained {égoutée}. 

 

emince 

thin sliced {emincé}. 

 

emonde 

skinned by blanching, for almonds and tomatoes {emondé}. 

 

en papillote in French 

in parchment paper {en papillote, French}. 

 

en robe de chambre 

boiled or baked in its skin {en robe de chambre}. 

 

en robe des champs 

boiled or baked in its skin {en robe des champs}. 

 

entree 

first course or main course {entrée}. 

 

entremets 

desserts {entremets}. 

 

epais 

thick {épais}. 

 

epaisse 

thick {épaisse}. 

 

escalope 

thin slice {escalope}. 

 

etoffe 

stuffed {étoffé}. 

 

etouffe 

smothered or tightly covered {étouffé}. 

 

etuve 

smothered or tightly covered {étuvé}. 

 

faisande 

hung to age {faisandé}. 

 

farci 

stuffed {farci}. 

 

fermier 

from farm {fermier}. 

 

flambee in French 

lighted {flambée, French}. 

 



fondant in French 

melting {fondant, French}. 

 

fondue in French 

melted {fondue, French}. 

 

fort 

pungent or strong {fort}. 

 

fouet 

whisk {fouet}. 

 

fouettee 

whipped {fouettée}. 

 

fourre 

stuffed or filled {fourré}. 

 

fraiche 

fresh or chilled {fraîche}. 

 

frais 

fresh or chilled {frais}. 

 

fremi 

quivering {frémi}. 

 

frise 

curly {frisé}. 

 

frit 

fried {frit}. 

 

frite 

French fry {frite}. 

 

fritot 

small fried piece {fritot}. 

 

friture 

fried food {friture}. 

 

fume 

smoked {fumé}. 

 

garniture 

garnish {garniture}. 

 

gazeuse 

carbonated {gazeuse}. 

 

gelee 

aspic or jelly {gelée}. 

 

givre 

frosted {givré}. 



 

graisse 

fat {graisse}. 

 

graisseron 

crackling {graisseron}. 

 

gras 

fat {gras}. 

 

grattelon 

crackling {grattelon}. 

 

gratton 

crackling {gratton}. 

 

grille in French 

grilled {grillé, French}. 

 

hors-d'oeuvre 

appetizer {hors-d'oeuvre}. 

 

huile 

oil {huile}. 

 

julienne in French 

slivered {julienne, French}. 

 

laitier 

commercial {laitier}. 

 

mache 

mashed {mâché}. 

 

maigre 

thin and lean {maigre}. 

 

marmite 

small covered pot or casserole or broth from casserole {marmite}. 

 

melange 

mixture or blend {mélange}. 

 

mets 

dish or preparation {mets}. 

 

mi-cru 

half raw {mi-cru}. 

 

mi-cuit 

half cooked {mi-cuit}. 

 

mijote 

simmered {mijoté}. 

 



miroton 

slice {miroton}. 

 

moka 

coffee-flavored {moka}. 

 

mollet 

simmered {mollet}. 

 

morceau 

piece or small portion {morceau}. 

 

moulage 

mold {moulage}. 

 

moulu 

ground or milled {moulu}. 

 

nappe in French 

covered {nappé, French}. 

 

nourriture 

food {nourriture}. 

 

paillarde 

thick slice {paillarde}. 

 

pailles 

julienned and fried {pailles}. 

 

panache 1 

mixed {panaché}. 

 

panache 2 

plume or high style {panache}. 

 

parfum 

flavor {parfum}. 

 

piquant 

sharp or spicy {piquant, French}. 

 

pique 

larded or studded {piqué}. 

 

poche 

poached {poché}. 

 

poele fried 

pan-fried {poêlé}. 

 

presse 

squeezed {pressé}. 

 

pression 

tap {pression}. 



 

puree 

chopped finely or crushed {purée}. 

 

rafraichi 

cool or chilled or fresh {rafraîchi}. 

 

ramequin 

small casserole or tart {ramequin}. 

 

rape grated 

grated or shredded {râpé}. 

 

rissole 

fried browned {rissolé}. 

 

roti 

roast {rôti}. 

 

rouelle 

angled slice {rouelle}. 

 

rouget 

red {rouget}. 

 

roulade 

roll {roulade}. 

 

roule 

rolled {roulé}. 

 

rouleau a patisserie 

rolling pin {rouleau à pâtisserie}. 

 

saignant 

rare {saignant}. 

 

saur 

smoked {saur}. 

 

tendre 

tender {tendre}. 

 

torrefiee 

roasted {torréfiée}. 

 

tranche 

slice {tranche}. 
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au gratin in French 

with browned cheese {au gratin, French}. 

 

brie in French 

cow's milk cheese wheel {brie, French}. 



 

camembert in French 

aromatic cow's milk cheese {camembert, French}. 

 

Chantilly 

sweet whip cream {Chantilly}. 

 

copeau 

shaving from chocolate, cheese, or vegetable {copeau}. 

 

creme 

cream {crème}. 

 

creme anglaise 

egg-custard cream {crème anglaise}. 

 

creme brulee 

custard with caramelized crust {crème brûlée}. 

 

creme chantilly 

sweet whip cream {crème chantilly}. 

 

creme fraiche 

thickened cream {crème fraîche}. 

 

creme patissiere 

custard filling {crème pâtissière}. 

 

croque-madame 

ham, cheese, and grilled egg sandwich {croque-madame}. 

 

croque-monsieur 

toasted ham and cheese sandwich {croque-monsieur}. 

 

dauphinoise 

baked with milk, garlic, cheese, and egg or with sliced potato, cream, and cheese or eggs {dauphinoise}. 

 

emmental 

cooked pressed mild cow's-milk cheese with big holes {emmental}. 

 

flan 

custard lined with caramel or tart {flan}. 

 

fontainebleau in French 

soft white dessert cheese, from Ile-de-France {fontainebleau, French}. 

 

frangipane 

almond custard {frangipane}. 

 

fromage 

cheese {fromage}. 

 

gratinees 

with browned cheese {gratinées}. 

 



gruyere in French 

mild hard cooked cheese {gruyère, French}. 

 

lyonnaise in French 

with onions or with bouillon, port, egg, and cheese or with cubed bacon and soft-cooked egg {lyonnaise, French}. 

 

mornay in French 

cream sauce with egg yolk and cheese {mornay, French}. 

 

munster 

soft pungent cow's-milk cheese with red rind {munster}. 

 

neufchatel in French 

soft white cow's-milk cheese {neufchâtel, French}. 

 

pot-de-creme 

small custard {pot-de-crème}. 

 

raclette 

melted cheese, boiled potato, pickled cucumber, and onion, from Switzerland and Savoie {raclette}. 

 

risotto in French 

creamy rice with stock and cheese or mushroom {risotto, French}. 

 

roquefort in French 

blue veined sheep's milk cheese {roquefort, French}. 

 

savoyarde 

with Gruyère cheese or with sliced potato, bouillon, cheese, and butter {savoyarde}. 

 

triple creme 

cheese with more than 75 percent butterfat {triple crème}. 

 

yaourt 

yogurt {yaourt}. 
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a la imperatrice 

with candied fruit {à la impératrice}. 

 

a l'imperatrice 

with rice pudding and candied fruit {à l'impératrice}. 

 

belle Helene 

poached fruit on ice cream with hot chocolate sauce {belle Hélène}. 

 

compote in French 

stewed fruit {compotier} {compote, French}. 

 

coulis 

vegetable or fruit purée {coulis}. 

 

creme plombieres 

fruit and egg white custard {crème plombières}. 

 



macedoine 

chopped mixed fruits or vegetables {macédoine}. 

 

marmelade 

fruit purée {marmelade}. 

 

nougat glace 

frozen whipped cream and candied fruit {nougat glacé}. 

 

plombiere 

vanilla ice cream, candied fruit, kirsch, and apricot jam {plombière}. 

 

ratafia 

nut-infused or fruit-infused brandy {ratafia}. 

 

romanoff 

macerated fruit, liqueur, and whipped cream {romanoff}. 

 

spoom 

whipped and frozen wine or fruit juice and egg white {spoom}. 

 

zeste 

citrus-peel colored part {zeste}, with no white pith. 
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a la mode 

stylish or with ice cream {à la mode}. 

 

bombe in French 

ice cream in layers {bombe, French}. 

 

cornet de glace 

ice cream cone {cornet de glace}. 

 

creme glacee 

ice cream {crème glacée}. 

 

frappe in French 

shaken with ice {frappé, French}. 

 

glace 1 

candied or iced or crystallized or glazed {glacé}. 

 

glace 2 

ice or ice cream or mirror {glace}. 

 

granite in French 

sherbet or flavored ice {granité, French}. 

 

mystere 

ice cream dessert with cone or cake {mystère}. 

 

peche Alexandra 

poached peach with ice cream and strawberry purée {pêche Alexandra}. 

 



peche Melba 

poached peach with ice cream and raspberry sauce {pêche Melba}. 

 

sorbet 

sherbet {sorbet}. 
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a la nicoise 

with meat, swiss chard, and cheese, as in Nice {à la niçoise}. 

 

a la strasbourgeoise 

with sauerkraut, foie gras, and salt pork, as in Strasbourg {à la strasbourgeoise}. 

 

a l'imperiale 

mussel, cockscomb, and crayfish {à l'impériale}. 

 

bercy 

fish stock, flour, butter, white wine, and shallot sauce {bercy}. 

 

bifteck 

steak {bifteck}. 

 

blanquette 

meat stew with white sauce and egg {blanquette}. 

 

boeuf 

beef {boeuf}. 

 

boudin 

sausage {boudin}. 

 

bouillabaisse in French 

fish soup of Marseille with olive oil, onion, garlic, tomato, parsley, and saffron {bouillabaisse, French}. 

 

boulangere 

cooked with meat {boulangère}. 

 

bourride 

fish soup with onion, tomato, garlic, herbs, olive oil, egg yolk, and aïoli {bourride}. 

 

brochette in French 

skewer with meat and vegetable pieces {brochette, French}. 

 

canon in French 

marrow bone {canon, French}. 

 

capilotade 

meat cooked in sauce that becomes reduced {capilotade}. 

 

carbonnade 

beef braised in beer and onions {carbonnade}. 

 

carre 

rack or loin or crown roast {carré}. 

 



cassoulet 

white bean and meat casserole {cassoulet}. 

 

cebiche 

fish marinated in lime juice and seasoning {cebiche}. 

 

cervelas 

sausage {cervelas}. 

 

chateaubriand 

steak filet with sautéed potatoes and white wine, beef stock, butter, shallot, and herb sauce or béarnaise sauce 

{chateaubriand}. 

 

chevreuil 

deer or venison {chevreuil}. 

 

chipolata 

small sausage {chipolata}. 

 

confit 

meat cooked in its fat or juice, or fruit or vegetable in sugar, alcohol, or vinegar {confit}. 

 

cotelette 

cutlet {côtelette}. 

 

couscous 

semolina grains or steamed semolina grains, broth, vegetable, meat, and hot sauce, from North Africa {couscous}. 

 

croquette in French 

ground meat, vegetables, egg, and sauce coated in bread crumbs and fried {croquette, French}. 

 

darne 

rectangular fish filet or fish steak {darne}. 

 

daube 

meat, red wine, and onion stew, with tomato or garlic {daube}. 

 

demi-deuil 

in half mourning or poached chicken with truffles under skin or sweetbreads, truffles, and white sauce {demi-deuil}. 

 

demi-glace 

light brown beef sauce {demi-glace}. 

 

en bellevue 

whole fish in aspic {en bellevue}. 

 

entrecote 

beef rib steak {entrecôte}. 

 

faux-filet 

sirloin steak {faux-filet}. 

 

flanchet 

flank {flanchet}. 

 



fond 

bottom or cooked meat juice {fond}. 

 

foyot 

béarnaise sauce and meat glaze {foyot}. 

 

friandise 

sweetmeat or petit four {friandise}. 

 

fruits de mer 

seafood {fruits de mer}. 

 

fumet in French 

fish stock {fumet, French}. 

 

galantine 

stuffed or rolled deboned meat glazed with gelatin {galantine}. 

 

gigot 

lamb leg {gigot}. 

 

gourmandises 

sweetmeats or candies {gourmandises}. 

 

hachis 

chopped meat or fish {hachis}. 

 

jambon ham 

ham {jambon, ham}. 

 

kiev 

stuffed meat with herb and garlic butter {kiev}. 

 

medaillon 

round slice {médaillon}. 

 

meli-melo 

assorted seafood {méli-mélo}. 

 

osso bucco 

veal {osso bucco}. 

 

palette in French 

upper shoulder {palette, French}. 

 

pate 1 

minced meat {pâté}. 

 

pate 2 

pastry or dough {pâte}. 

 

pate a choux 

creamy pastry dough {pâte à choux}. 

 

pate brisee 

pie pastry {pâte brisée}. 



 

pojarski 

fried chopped meat or fish in cutlet shape {pojarski}. 

 

porc 

pork {porc}. 

 

porcelet 

suckling pig {porcelet}. 

 

pot bouilli 

simmered or poached beef or fish with vegetables {pot bouilli}. 

 

pot-au-feu in French 

simmered or poached beef or fish with vegetables {pot-au-feu, French}. 

 

poularde in French 

fatted hen {poularde, French}. 

 

quasi in French 

standing rump {quasi, French}. 

 

ris 

sweetbreads {ris}. 

 

rumsteck 

rump steak {rumsteck}. 

 

saindoux 

lard or pork fat {saindoux}. 

 

salmis 

roasted poultry with meat juice sauce {salmis}. 

 

salpicon 

sauce with vegetable, meat, or fish {salpicon}. 

 

saucisse 

small fresh sausage or sausage {saucisse}. 

 

saucisse de Francfort 

hot dog {saucisse de Francfort}. 

 

saucisson 

large dried sausage, like salami {saucisson}. 

 

seviche 

fish marinated in lime juice and seasoning {seviche}. 

 

souris 

lamb shank {souris}. 

 

tartare 

chopped raw beef, with raw egg, capers, chopped onion, and parsley {tartare}. 

 



terrine 

earthenware crock, crock of ground meat and seasoning, or pâté in terrine {terrine}. 

 

tournedos 

center beef filet {tournedos}. 

 

travers 

spareribs {travers}. 

 

tripe in French 

innards {tripe, French}. 

 

veau 

veal {veau}. 

 

veloute 

veal, chicken, or fish stock, cream, and egg yolk sauce {velouté}. 

 

viande 

meat {viande}. 

 

vol-au-vent 

puff pastry shell with meat or fish in sauce {vol-au-vent}. 
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a la cevenole 

with chestnut or mushroom, as in Cevennes {à la cévenole}. 

 

a la chatelaine 

with artichoke heart, chestnut purée, braised lettuce, and sautéed potato {à la châtelaine}. 

 

a la landaise 

with garlic, pine nut, and goose fat, as in Landes in southwest France {à la landaise}. 

 

buche de Noel 

log-shaped Christmas sponge cake with chestnuts and chocolate {bûche de Noël}. 

 

cacahouete 

roasted and/or salted peanut {cacahouète}. 

 

cerneau 

walnut meat {cerneau}. 

 

coco blanc 

small white bean in shell or coconut {coco blanc}. 

 

saint-Hubert 

pepper sauce with chestnut and bacon {saint-Hubert}. 
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addition in French 

bill or tab {addition, French}. 

 



aide-memoire 

notes or summary {aide-mémoire}. 

 

ardoise 

blackboard {ardoise}. 

 

banc 

bench {banc}. 

 

barre in French 

bar {barre, French}. 

 

billet in French 

letter {billet, French}. 

 

billet-doux 

love letter {billet-doux}. 

 

boite 

can or bottle or box {boîte}. 

 

boite a gouter 

lunch box {boîte à goûter}. 

 

bol 

bowl {bol}. 

 

boudoir 

bedroom {boudoir}. 

 

bouilloire 

kettle {bouilloire}. 

 

bouteille 

bottle {bouteille}. 

 

bouton 

button {bouton}. 

 

caisse 

cash register {caisse}. 

 

caissette 

small box {caissette}. 

 

camp 

military post {camp}. 

 

carafe in French 

pitcher {carafe, French}. 

 

carte 

card or menu {carte}. 

 

cendre 

ash or cinder {cèndre}. 



 

chaise longue in French 

chair with long seat for legs {chaise longue, French}. 

 

chapeau in French 

hat or small bread round with dough hat {chapeau, French}. 

 

chateau 

house {chateau}. 

 

chemise in French 

dress {chemise, French}. 

 

cheval-de-frise 

walls with barbed wire, spikes, or broken glass {cheval-de-frise}. 

 

coffre 

chest {coffre}. 

 

coiffe 

hat with lace {coiffe}. 

 

cologne in French 

light perfume {cologne, French}. 

 

confiserie 

candy shop {confiserie}. 

 

congelateur 

freezer {congélateur}. 

 

conservatoire 

conservatory {conservatoire}. 

 

corbeille 

architectural decoration looking like fruit or flower basket {corbeille} {corbeil}. 

 

corne d'abondance 

horn of plenty {corne d'abondance}. 

 

cornet in French 

cone {cornet, French}. 

 

couteau 

knife {couteau}. 

 

couvert 

place setting with dishes, silver, glassware, and linen {couvert}. 

 

crepe de Chine 

silk {crêpe de Chine}. 

 

cruche 

jug {cruche}. 

 



cuillere 

spoon {cuillère}. 

 

cuisine kitchen 

kitchen or cooking or food style {cuisine}. 

 

cuisiniere 

stove {cuisinière}. 

 

culotte 

rump or trouser {culotte}. 

 

cure-dent 

toothpick {cure-dent}. 

 

damier 

checkerboard {damier}. 

 

demitasse in French 

small cup {demi-tasse, French} {demitasse, French}. 

 

dentelle 

lace {dentelle}. 

 

eau de cologne 

light perfume or toilet water {eau de cologne}. 

 

eau de toilette 

very light perfume {eau de toilette}. 

 

encre 

ink {encre}. 

 

fagot in French 

bundle {fagot, French}. 

 

fer a cheval 

horseshoe {fer à cheval}. 

 

ferme farm 

farm {ferme}. 

 

feu 

fire {feu}. 

 

ficelle 

string {ficelle}. 

 

flute 

flute or thin champagne glass {flûte}. 

 

four 

oven {four}. 

 

four a micro-onde 

microwave oven {four à micro-onde}. 



 

fourchette 

fork {fourchette}. 

 

grande tasse 

mug {grande tasse}. 

 

grille-pain 

toaster {grille-pain}. 

 

hatelet 

skewer {hâtelet}. 

 

hotel 

hotel or establishment {hôtel}. 

 

louche 

ladle {louche}. 

 

lycee 

school {lycée}. 

 

magasin 

store {magasin}. 

 

maison 

house or restaurant {maison}. 

 

maisonette 

small house or two-story apartment {maisonette}. 

 

marche 

market or seasonable or available {marché}. 

 

menhir 

standing stone {menhir}. 

 

miroir 

mirror or glaze {miroir}. 

 

mitaine isolante 

mitt for oven {mitaine isolante}. 

 

mosaique 

mosaic {mosaïque}. 

 

moulin in French 

mill {moulin, French}. 

 

note 

bill or tab {note, French}. 

 

nouveaute 

novelty {nouveauté}. 

 



objet d'art 

art object {objet d'art}. 

 

oeil-de-boeuf 

oval window {oeil-de-boeuf}. 

 

ouvre-boite 

can opener {ouvre-boîte}. 

 

paille 

stick {paille}. 

 

papier 

paper {papier}. 

 

papier colle 

pasted paper collage using paper cut into shapes {papier collé}. 

 

papier mache 

Paper soaked in paste and shaped and dried, or paper and paste mixture {papier-mâché}. 

 

papillote in French 

parchment paper or foil {papillote, French}. 

 

paquet 

package or parcel {paquet}. 

 

passe-partout 

passport {passe-partout}. 

 

pave 

paving stone {pavé}. 

 

peau de soie 

soft non-shiny fabric {peau de soie}. 

 

perle 

pearl {perlé}. 

 

philtre 

magic potion {philtre}. 

 

pied-a-terre 

temporary or second residence {pied-à-terre}. 

 

pissoir 

public urinal {pissoir}. 

 

plat in French 

dish {plat, French}. 

 

plat cuisine 

dish or plate {plat cuisiné}. 

 

plateau in French 

platter {plateau, French}. 



 

poele pan 

frying pan {poêle}. 

 

porcelaine 

china {porcelaine}. 

 

porte-cochere 

carriage entrance {porte-cochère}. 

 

pot in French 

jar {pot, French}. 

 

pot gradue 

measuring cup {pot gradué}. 

 

prie-dieu 

prayer bench {prié-dieu}. 

 

proces-verbal 

official record {proces-verbal}. 

 

puit 

well {puit}. 

 

rape grater 

grater {râpe}. 

 

robe de chambre 

skin or jacket {robe de chambre}. 

 

robe des champs 

skin or jacket {robe des champs}. 

 

robinet 

tap {robinet}. 

 

roman in French 

novel or story {roman, French}. 

 

roman-fleuve 

novel series about community or family {roman-fleuve}. 

 

selle 

saddle {selle}. 

 

serviette 

napkin {serviette}. 

 

soie 

silk {soie}. 

 

souvenir 

item associated with past event {souvenir}. 

 



spatule 

spatula {spatule}. 

 

tablette 

bar or piece {tablette}. 

 

tablier 

apron {tablier}. 

 

tasse 

cup {tasse}. 

 

theiere 

teapot {théière}. 

 

timbale 

small mold {timbale}. 

 

tourtiere 

pot with three legs {tourtière}. 

 

trompe l'oeil 

painting using unusual perspective or viewpoint {trompe l'oeil}. 

 

tuile 

roof tile or almond cookie {tuile}. 

 

turban in French 

ring mold {turban, French}. 

 

vaisselle 

dish {vaisselle}. 

 

verre 

glass {verre}. 
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cent 

hundred {cent}. 

 

cinq 

five {cinq}. 

 

demi in French 

half, or half-bottle of wine {demi, French}. 

 

deux 

two {deux}. 

 

dix 

ten {dix}. 

 

douze 

twelve {douze}. 

 



huit 

eight {huit}. 

 

mille 

thousand {mille}. 

 

neuf 

nine {neuf}. 

 

onze 

eleven {onze}. 

 

quart French 

quarter {quart, French}. 

 

quatre 

four {quatre}. 

 

sept in French 

seven {sept, French}. 

 

six in French 

six {six, French}. 

 

trois 

three {trois}. 

 

un in French 

one {un, French}. 

 

vingt 

twenty {vingt}. 
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agent provacateur 

instigator or provoker {agent provocateur}. 

 

aide-de-camp in French 

officer assistant {aide-de-camp, French}. 

 

ange 

angel {ange}. 

 

arrive 

newcomer {arrivé}. 

 

artiste 

artist {artiste}. 

 

attache 

person aiding leader at military or diplomatic building {attaché}. 

 

au pair 

Non-family members {au pair} can live and eat free while cleaning and/or caring for children. 

 



beau monde 

fashionable society {beau monde}. 

 

belle 

beautiful woman {belle}. 

 

bloc 

block or unified group {bloc}. 

 

bon vivant 

High-living people {bon vivant} can happily consume all the good things in life. 

 

bouche 

mouth {bouche}. 

 

boulanger 

baker {boulanger}. 

 

bourgeois 

common people {bourgeois} {bourgeoise}. 

 

boutonniere 

dandy {boutonnière}. 

 

brunette 

woman with brown color hair {brunette}. 

 

canaille 

rabble {canaille}. 

 

chanteuse 

female singer {chanteuse}. 

 

charge d'affaires 

assistant or person dispatched by higher official to do or communicate something {chargé d'affaires}. 

 

coeur 

heart {coeur}. 

 

concierge 

house mistress {concierge}. 

 

connoisseur 

expert {connoisseur}. 

 

corps in French 

team or group {corps, French}. 

 

cortege 

retinue or procession {cortège}. 

 

cou 

neck {cou}. 

 

cultivateur 

truck farmer or vegetable soup {cultivateur}. 



 

debutante 

girl formally entering society {debutante}. 

 

demimonde 

immoral social classes, lower-class group, or prostitutes {demimonde}. 

 

demoiselle 

unmarried woman or young lady {demoiselle}. 

 

derriere 

rump {derrière}. 

 

dilettante 

amateur {dilettante}. 

 

divorcee 

divorced female {divorcée}. 

 

dos in French 

back {dos, French}. 

 

doyen 

most senior man in group {doyen}. 

 

doyenne 

most senior woman in group {doyenne}. 

 

enfant 

child {enfant}. 

 

enfant terrible 

Young and unconventional artists or scholars {enfant terrible} can be forceful and iconoclastic. 

 

epaule 

shoulder {épaule}. 

 

epi 

ear {epi}. 

 

femme 

woman {femme}. 

 

femme fatale 

Men can be fatally attracted to beautiful women {femme fatale}. 

 

fiance 

betrothed or engaged man {fiancé}. 

 

fiancee 

betrothed or engaged woman {fiancée}. 

 

gamine 

playful woman {gamine}. 

 



garcon 

waiter {garçon}. 

 

grande dame 

older respected woman {grande dame}. 

 

habitue 

social-establishment frequenter {habitué}. 

 

hote 

host {hôte}. 

 

il 

it or he {il}. 

 

ingenue 

naive young woman {ingenue}. 

 

je 

I {je}. 

 

jeune fille 

young woman {jeune fille}. 

 

joue 

cheek {joue}. 

 

langue in French 

tongue {langue, French}. 

 

Madame 

mistress or brothel owner {Madame}. 

 

mademoiselle 

miss {mademoiselle}. 

 

maitre 

master {maître}. 

 

maitre d'hotel manager 

headwaiter or hotel manager {mâitre d'hotel}. 

 

maraicher 

market gardener or truck farmer {maraîchèr}. 

 

marchand 

merchant {marchand}. 

 

marquess 

marquis {marquess} {marquis}. 

 

marquise person 

marquis' wife {marquise, person}. 

 

masseur 

male massager {masseur}. 



 

masseuse 

female massager {masseuse}. 

 

menage 

group {menage}. 

 

menagere 

housewife {ménagère}. 

 

mendiant 

mendicant {mendiant}. 

 

messieurs 

misters {messieurs}. 

 

meuniere 

miller's wife {meunière}. 

 

monseigneur 

prelate or prince {monseigneur}. 

 

monsieur 

mister {monsieur}. 

 

nonne 

nun {nonne}. 

 

nouveau riche 

Newly-rich and showing-off people {nouveau riche} can consume conspicuously and act socially like lower-class 

people. 

 

oeil 

eye {oeil}. 

 

parvenu 

People {parvenu} can have just attained higher social class but not yet been accepted by others. 

 

pecheur 

fisherman or about fish {pêcheur}. 

 

petit bourgeois 

lower middle class person {petit bourgeois}. 

 

protege 

protected, or person protected and trained by master, or pupil or person with sponsor or mentor {protégé}. 

 

reine 

queen {reine}. 

 

religieuse 

nun {religieuse}. 

 

roi 

king {roi}. 

 



roue 

lecher {roué}. 

 

saboteur 

sabotaging person {saboteur}. 

 

sang French 

blood {sang, French}. 

 

sapeur 

fireman {sapeur}. 

 

seigneur 

feudal lord {seigneur} {seignior}. 

 

soi 

self {soi}. 

 

sommelier 

wine waiter {sommelier}. 

 

soubrette 

flirty woman {soubrette}. 

 

traiteur 

caterer or delicatessen {traiteur}. 

 

veneur 

huntsman {veneur}. 

 

vierge 

virgin {vierge}. 

 

vous 

you {vous}. 
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acajou 

cashew nut {acajou}. 

 

agrume 

citrus fruit {agrume}. 

 

ail 

garlic {ail}. 

 

airelle 

wild cranberry {airelle}. 

 

amande 

almond {amande}. 

 

ananas 

pineapple {ananas}. 

 



aneth 

dill {aneth}. 

 

anis 

anise or aniseed {anis}. 

 

anise etoile 

star anise or badiane {anise étoilé}. 

 

arachide 

peanut {arachide}. 

 

artichaut 

artichoke {artichaut}. 

 

asperge 

asparagus {asperge}. 

 

aubergine 

eggplant {aubergine, French}. 

 

aveline 

hazelnut or filbert {aveline}. 

 

avocat in French 

avocado {avocat, French}. 

 

avoine 

oat {avoine}. 

 

badiane 

star anise {badiane}. 

 

baie 

berry or peppercorn {baie}. 

 

banane 

banana {banane}. 

 

basilic 

basil {basilic}. 

 

bette 

Swiss chard {bette}. 

 

betterave 

beet {betterave}. 

 

ble 

wheat {blé}. 

 

ble noir 

buckwheat {blé noir}. 

 

blette 

Swiss chard {blette}. 



 

branche 

stalk {branche}. 

 

brocoli 

broccoli {brocoli}. 

 

brugnon 

nectarine {brugnon}. 

 

buche 

log {bûche}. 

 

buisson 

bush {buisson}. 

 

cacao in French 

cocoa or chocolate {cacao, French}. 

 

cafe in French 

coffee {café, French}. 

 

cajou 

cashew {cajou}. 

 

camomille 

herb tea {camomille}. 

 

cannelle 

cinnamon {cannelle}. 

 

capre 

caper {capre}. 

 

capucine 

nasturtium {capucine}. 

 

cardamome 

cardamon {cardamome}. 

 

carotte 

carrot {carotte}. 

 

carvi 

caraway {carvi}. 

 

cassis 

black currant {cassis}. 

 

celeri 

celery {céleri}. 

 

cerfeuil 

chervil {cerfeuil}. 

 



cerise 

cherry {cerise}. 

 

cerise noire 

black cherry {cerise noire}. 

 

champignon 

mushroom {champignon}. 

 

chene 

oak {chêne}. 

 

chicons du nord 

Belgian endive {chicons du nord}. 

 

chicoree 

curly endive or chicory {chicorée}. 

 

chicoree de Bruxelles 

Belgian endive {chicorée de Bruxelles}. 

 

chou 

cabbage {chou}. 

 

chou de Bruxelles 

brussels sprout {chou de Bruxelles}. 

 

chou de mer 

kale {chou de mer}. 

 

chou de Milan 

Savoy cabbage {chou de Milan}. 

 

chou frise 

kale {chou frisé}. 

 

chou vert 

curly green Savoy cabbage {chou vert}. 

 

chou-fleur 

cauliflower {chou-fleur}. 

 

chou-navet 

rutabaga {chou-navet}. 

 

chou-rave 

kohlrabi {chou-rave}. 

 

ciboule 

spring onion or scallion {ciboule}. 

 

ciboulette 

chives {ciboulette}. 

 

citron 

lemon {citron}. 



 

citron vert 

lime {citron vert}. 

 

citronnelle 

lemon grass or lemon balm {mèlisse} {citronnelle}. 

 

citrouille 

pumpkin or gourd {citrouille}. 

 

cive 

spring onion {cive}. 

 

clementine 

small tangerine {clémentine}. 

 

coing 

quince {coing}. 

 

colza 

Rape mustard-plant seeds are for rapeseed oil {colza}. 

 

concombre 

cucumber {concombre}. 

 

coriandre 

coriander {coriandre}. 

 

cornichon 

gherkin or small pickle {cornichon}. 

 

cosse 

pod {cosse}. 

 

courge 

pumpkin or gourd or squash {courge}. 

 

courgette 

zucchini {courgette}. 

 

crambe 

sea kale {crambe}. 

 

cresson 

watercress {cresson}. 

 

criste marine 

sea algae {criste marine}. 

 

curcuma 

turmeric {curcuma}. 

 

datte 

date {datte}. 

 



dents-de-lion 

dandelion {dents-de-lion}. 

 

echalote 

shallot {echalote}. 

 

endive in French 

Belgian endive or chicory green {endive, French}. 

 

epeautre 

spelt {épeautre}. 

 

epice 

spice {épice}. 

 

epinard 

spinach {épinard}. 

 

epine vinette 

highbush cranberry {épine vinette}. 

 

escarole in French 

bitter chicory-like green with thick and big leaves {escarole, French}. 

 

estragon 

tarragon {estragon}. 

 

fenouil 

fennel {fenouil}. 

 

feuille 

leaf {feuille}. 

 

feve 

bean {féve}. 

 

figue 

fig {figue}. 

 

fleur 

flower {fleur}. 

 

foin 

hay {foin}. 

 

fraise 

strawberry {fraise}. 

 

framboise 

raspberry {framboise}. 

 

genievere 

juniper berry {genièvere}. 

 

gentiane 

gentian {gentiane}. 



 

germiny 

sorrel {germiny}. 

 

gingembre 

ginger {gingembre}. 

 

girofle 

clove {girofle}. 

 

gousse 

clove or bean {gousse}. 

 

grain 

grain or corn or seed {grain}. 

 

grappe 

cluster or bunch {grappe}. 

 

grenade in French 

pomegranate {grenade, French}. 

 

groseille 

red currant {groseille}. 

 

haricot in French 

bean {haricot, French}. 

 

hysope 

hyssop {hysope}. 

 

igname 

yam {igname}. 

 

kaki 

persimmon {kaki}. 

 

laitue 

lettuce {laitue}. 

 

laurier 

bay laurel or bay leaf {laurier}. 

 

legume in French 

vegetable {légume, French}. 

 

lentilles 

lentils {lentilles}. 

 

macis 

mace {macis}. 

 

mais 

corn {maïs}. 

 



mangue 

mango {mangue}. 

 

marjolaine 

marjoram {marjolaine}. 

 

menthe 

mint {menthe}. 

 

morille 

morel mushroom {morille}. 

 

moutarde 

mustard {moutarde}. 

 

mure 

blackberry {mûre}. 

 

muscade 

nutmeg {muscade}. 

 

myrtille 

bilberry or blueberry {myrtille}. 

 

navet 

turnip {navet}. 

 

nefle 

medlar or Japanese loquat {nèfle}. 

 

noisette 

hazelnut {noisette}. 

 

noix 

nut or walnut {noix}. 

 

oignon 

onion {oignon}. 

 

oiselle 

sorrel {oiselle}. 

 

orge 

barley {orge}. 

 

origan 

oregano {origan}. 

 

ortie 

nettle {ortie}. 

 

oseille 

sorrel {oseille}. 

 

pamplemousse 

grapefruit {pamplemousse}. 



 

panais 

parsnip {panais}. 

 

pasteque 

watermelon {pastèque}. 

 

pavot 

poppy {pavot}. 

 

pebre 

pepper {pèbre}. 

 

peche 

peach or fishing {pêche}. 

 

pepin 

seed {pépin}. 

 

persil 

parsley {persil}. 

 

petale 

petal or thin slice {pétale}. 

 

pignon 

pine nut {pignon}. 

 

piment 

red pepper or pimento {piment}. 

 

piment de Jamaique 

allspice {piment de Jamaïque}. 

 

piment doux 

sweet pepper {piment doux}. 

 

pimpernelle 

bitter salad green {pimpernelle}. 

 

pissenlit 

dandelion green {pissenlit}. 

 

pistache 

pistachio nut {pistache}. 

 

pistil in French 

thread or pistil {pistil, French}. 

 

pluche 

sprig {pluche}. 

 

poire 

pear {poire}. 

 



poireau 

leek {poireau}. 

 

pois 

pea {pois}. 

 

pois chiche 

chickpea {pois chiche}. 

 

poivre 

pepper {poivre}. 

 

poivre de Jamaique 

allspice {poivre de Jamaïque}. 

 

poivre gris 

black peppercorn {poivre gris}. 

 

poivron 

sweet pepper {poivron}. 

 

pomme 

apple {pomme}. 

 

pomme de terre 

potato {pomme de terre}. 

 

potimarron 

pumpkin or gourd {potimarron}. 

 

potiron 

pumpkin or gourd {potiron}. 

 

pousse 

sprout {pousse}. 

 

prune in French 

plum {prune, French}. 

 

pruneau 

prune {pruneau}. 

 

radis 

radish {radis}. 

 

raifort 

horseradish {raifort}. 

 

raisin in French 

grape or raisin {raisin, French}. 

 

raisin de Corinthe 

currant {raisin de Corinthe}. 

 

raisin de Smyrne 

sultana raisin {raisin de Smyrne}. 



 

raisin sec 

raisin {raisin sec}. 

 

rhuharbe 

rhubarb {rhuharbe}. 

 

riz 

rice {riz}. 

 

riz complet 

brown rice {riz complet}. 

 

riz sauvage 

wild rice {riz sauvage}. 

 

romarin 

rosemary {romarin}. 

 

ronce 

bush {ronce}. 

 

roquette 

rocket or arugula {roquette}. 

 

safran 

saffron {safran}. 

 

salee 

savory {salée}. 

 

salsifis 

salsify or oyster plant {salsifis}. 

 

sanguine in French 

blood orange {sanguine, French}. 

 

sarrasin 

buckwheat {sarrasin}. 

 

sarriette 

summer savory {sarriette}. 

 

sauge 

sage {sauge}. 

 

seigle 

rye {seigle}. 

 

serpolet 

wild thyme {serpolet}. 

 

sesame 

sesame {sésame}. 

 



soja 

soy bean {soja}. 

 

son in French 

bran {son, French}. 

 

the 

tea {thé}. 

 

thym 

thyme {thym}. 

 

tilleul 

linden tree {tilleul}. 

 

tomate 

tomato {tomate}. 

 

topinambour 

Jerusalem artichoke {topinambour}. 

 

tournesol 

sunflower {tournesol}. 

 

trevise 

radicchio {trévise}. 

 

truffe 

truffle {truffe}. 

 

tulipe 

tulip {tulipe}. 

 

vanille 

vanilla {vanille}. 

 

varech 

seaweed {varech}. 

 

verveine 

lemon verbena {verveine}. 

 

vigne 

vine {vigne}. 

 

violette 

violet {violette}. 

 

viroflay 

spinach {viroflay}. 
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abendlandes 

west {abendlandes}. 

 



abgeleitet 

disinclined or unused {abgeleitet}. 

 

abhandlungen 

articles or contributions {abhandlungen}. 

 

abrisse 

stub {abrisse}. 

 

aerzte 

physicians {aerzte}. 

 

allgemeine 

general or common {allgemeine}. 

 

als 

as {als}. 

 

alte 

high or old {alte}. 

 

an in German 

to {an, German}. 

 

anfangs 

initial {anfangs}. 

 

angebot 

supply {angebot}. 

 

angewandte 

applied {angewandte}. 

 

angst 

People have sense of anxiety, dread, or anguish about having no control and facing life's vicissitudes {angst}. 

 

annahme 

assumption {annahme}. 

 

anschluss 

annexation {anschluss}. 

 

anweisung 

way {anweisung}. 

 

anwendung 

applications {anwendung}. 

 

arbeit 

work {arbeit}. 

 

artige 

example {artige}. 

 

auf in German 

in or at or to {auf, German}. 



 

auf Wiedersehen 

goodbye {auf Wiedersehen}. 

 

aufbau 

structure or principle or formation {aufbau}. 

 

aufgabe 

task {aufgabe}. 

 

aufmerksamkeit 

concentration {aufmerksamkeit}. 

 

aufnahme 

recording or absorption {aufnahme}. 

 

auge 

eye {augen}. 

 

aus 

out of {aus}. 

 

ausdehnungs 

extension {ausdehnungs}. 

 

ausgeloste 

triggered {ausgelöste}. 

 

ausseres 

outer {äusseres}. 

 

autoritdt 

authority {autoritdt}. 

 

band in German 

volume {band, German}. 

 

bau 

construction {bau}. 

 

bearbeitet 

revised or adapted {bearbeitet}. 

 

begriff 

concept or idea {begriff}. 

 

begrundent 

justification {begründent}. 

 

begrundung 

reason or justification {begründung}. 

 

bei 

by {bei}. 

 



beitrag 

contribution {beitrag}. 

 

beobachtung 

observation {beobachtung}. 

 

berechtigung 

authority or permission {berechtigung}. 

 

beredsamkeit 

eloquence {beredsamkeit}. 

 

bereichs 

scope or region {bereichs}. 

 

bern in German 

bear {bern, German}. 

 

berucksichtigung 

account {berucksichtigung}. 

 

besitz 

possession {besitz}. 

 

besitzes 

possessions {besitzes}. 

 

besonder 

special {besonder}. 

 

besondere 

particular or special {besondere}. 

 

besteht 

exists or has {besteht}. 

 

bestimmung 

vocation {bestimmung}. 

 

besuch 

visit {besuch}. 

 

betrachtung 

view or reflection {betrachtung}. 

 

betrouwbaarheid 

reliability {betrouwbaarheid}. 

 

bett 

bed {bett}. 

 

bevaegelse 

bed {bevaegelse}. 

 

bewegung 

motion {bewegung}. 



 

bewusste 

conscious {bewusste}. 

 

beziehung 

relation {beziehung}. 

 

bild 

picture {bild}. 

 

bilder 

images {bilder}. 

 

bildung 

formation {bildung}. 

 

bin 

am {bin}. 

 

bis in German 

to {bis, German}. 

 

blitzkrieg 

overwhelming assault {blitzkrieg}. 

 

blossen 

bare or pure {blossen}. 

 

bogengang 

vestibular {bogengang}. 

 

bose 

evil {böse}. 

 

buch 

book {buch}. 

 

bund 

nation or society {bünd}. 

 

bundler 

league {bündler}. 

 

burg 

city {burg}. 

 

cursus 

course {cursus}. 

 

dame 

woman {dame}. 

 

dammerzustand 

mental state {dämmerzustand}. 

 



damon 

spirit {dämon}. 

 

dargestellt 

representation {dargestellt}. 

 

darm 

intestine {darm}. 

 

das 

the {das}. 

 

dem in German 

on {dem, German}. 

 

den in German 

the {den, German}. 

 

denken 

thinking or thought {denken}. 

 

der 

the {der}. 

 

des in German 

of the {des, German}. 

 

deutsch 

German or nation {deutsch}. 

 

deutung 

interpretation or explanation {deutung}. 

 

dichtung 

poetry {dichtung}. 

 

die in German 

the {die, German}. 

 

dienste 

service {dienste}. 

 

diesseit 

side {diesseit}. 

 

ding 

thing {ding}. 

 

du in German 

thou {du, German}. 

 

durch 

through {durch}. 

 

eigenartigen 

peculiar or particular or specific {eigenartigen}. 



 

eigentum 

own {eigentum}. 

 

einen 

a {einen}. 

 

einer 

in {einer}. 

 

einfachsten 

knee-jerk {einfachsten}. 

 

einfuhrung 

guide or introduction {einführung}. 

 

eingriffen 

intervention {eingriffen}. 

 

einheit 

unity {einheit}. 

 

einige 

some {einige}. 

 

einleitung 

introduction {einleitung}. 

 

einstimmung 

agreement {einstimmung}. 

 

einzige 

ego {einzige}. 

 

empfinduge 

sensation {empfinduge}. 

 

ende 

last or previous {ende}. 

 

engener 

narrow {engener}. 

 

entdeckung 

discovery {entdeckung}. 

 

entscheidbare 

decidable {entscheidbare}. 

 

entstehung 

creation or origin {entstehung}. 

 

entwicklung 

development or evolution {entwicklung}. 

 



erfahrung 

experience {erfahrung}. 

 

erganzung 

supplement {ergänzung}. 

 

ergebnisse 

results {ergebnisse}. 

 

erkennungs 

cognition or recognition {erkennungs}. 

 

erlass 

decree {erlass}. 

 

ernst 

earnest {ernst}. 

 

ersatz 

fake {ersatz}. 

 

erwachse 

adult {erwachse}. 

 

erwartung 

expectation {erwartung}. 

 

erziehung 

education {erziehung}. 

 

es in German 

id {es, German}. 

 

fall 

event or method {fall}. 

 

farben 

color {farben}. 

 

faserverlauf 

fiber direction {faserverlauf}. 

 

feineren 

fine or subtle {feineren}. 

 

feld 

field {feld}. 

 

fesche 

naughty {fesche}. 

 

fester in German 

in {fester, German}. 

 

fieber 

fever {fieber}. 



 

findung 

feeling {findung}. 

 

flamme 

flame {flamme}. 

 

forschung 

research {forschung}. 

 

frage 

question {frage}. 

 

frau 

wife {frau}. 

 

fraulein 

miss {fraulein}. 

 

frei 

freedom {frei}. 

 

freude 

joy {freude}. 

 

fuhrer 

leader {führer} {fuehrer}. 

 

fur 

for {für}. 

 

fuss 

foot {fuss}. 

 

gedachtnis 

memory {gedächtnis}. 

 

gedanken 

thoughts or reasonings {gedanken}. 

 

gefuhls 

feeling {gefühls}. 

 

gegen 

against {gegen}. 

 

gegenstand 

object {gegenstand}. 

 

gegenwartig 

present or current {gegenwärtig}. 

 

gegrundet 

established or based {gegründet}. 

 



geheim 

secret {geheim}. 

 

gehirn 

brain {gehirn}. 

 

geist 

spirit {geist}. 

 

gemeinschaft 

community {gemeinschaft}. 

 

gemuth 

warm-hearted {gemüth}. 

 

geruch 

smell {geruch}. 

 

gesang 

song {gesang}. 

 

geschichte 

history {geschichte}. 

 

geschlechts 

genital or race {geschlechts}. 

 

geschlossene 

closed {geschlossene}. 

 

geschmack 

taste {geschmack}. 

 

gesellschaft 

society or institute {gesellschaft}. 

 

gesicht 

face {gesicht}. 

 

gesprache 

conversation {gespräche}. 

 

gewachse 

growth {gewächse}. 

 

gewebe 

growth {gewebe}. 

 

gewissheit 

certainty {gewissheit}. 

 

gewone 

community or common {gewone}. 

 

glaube 

belief {glaube}. 



 

goldwahrung 

money {goldwährung}. 

 

grenz 

frontier or front or limit {grenz}. 

 

grosse 

great or large {grösse}. 

 

grossen 

general {grössen}. 

 

grund 

basis {grund}. 

 

grundlage 

foundation {grundlage}. 

 

grundlegung 

foundation {grundlegung}. 

 

grundzuge 

foundation {grundzüge}. 

 

gruppen 

group {gruppen}. 

 

gut 

good {gut}. 

 

hals 

throat {hals}. 

 

handel 

trade {handel}. 

 

handwortenbuch 

dictionary {handwörtenbuch}. 

 

heilige 

holy {heilige}. 

 

heilkunde 

medicine {heilkunde}. 

 

-heit 

-head {-heit}. 

 

held 

hero or soldier {held}. 

 

her 

forth or forwards {her}. 

 



herd 

hearth or stove {herd}. 

 

herdflamme 

hearth or stove {herdflamme}. 

 

herr 

mister {herr}. 

 

herrschende 

ruling {herrschende}. 

 

herz 

heart {herz}. 

 

hin 

back or backwards {hin}. 

 

hoden 

testes {hoden}. 

 

hoffnung 

hope {hoffnung}. 

 

horens 

hearing {hörens}. 

 

ich 

I or ego {ich}. 

 

ihr 

his {ihr}. 

 

ihre 

her {ihre}. 

 

ihren 

their {ihren}. 

 

im 

in {im}. 

 

inhalt 

content {inhalt}. 

 

inneres 

inner {inneres}. 

 

innerhalb 

within {innerhalb}. 

 

insbesondere 

in particular {insbesondere}. 

 

jahre 

year {jahre}. 



 

jahrestage 

anniversary {jahrestage}. 

 

jeden 

any {jeden}. 

 

jenseits 

beyond {jenseits}. 

 

jungfrau 

young woman {jungfrau}. 

 

kaffeeklatch 

casual social group {kaffeeklatch}. 

 

kaiser 

caesar or emperor {kaiser}. 

 

kampf 

struggle {kampf}. 

 

keine 

denied {keine}. 

 

-keit 

-hood or -ness {-keit}. 

 

kinder 

children {kinder}. 

 

klatch 

gossip {klatch}. 

 

knochen 

bone {knochen}. 

 

konig 

king {könig}. 

 

konnen 

can {können}. 

 

konnexitat 

connection {konnexität}. 

 

kopf 

head {kopf}. 

 

korn 

corn {korn}. 

 

korper German 

fields {körper, German}. 

 



korperbau 

physique {körperbau}. 

 

kraft 

strength {kraft}. 

 

krank 

ill or sick {krank}. 

 

kreis 

circle {kreis}. 

 

kultur 

culture {kultur}. 

 

kunftigen 

future {künftigen}. 

 

kunst 

art {kunst}. 

 

kunztler 

artist or skilled worker {kunztler}. 

 

lage 

position {lage}. 

 

lanken 

sounds {lanken}. 

 

lauf 

race or run {lauf}. 

 

leben 

life {leben}. 

 

lebensraum 

living space {lebensraum}. 

 

lehrbuch 

textbook {lehrbuch}. 

 

lehre 

theory or doctrine {lehre}. 

 

lehrjahre 

apprenticeship {lehrjahre}. 

 

leib German 

body {leib, German}. 

 

leitung 

conduction or pipe {leitung}. 

 

licht 

light {licht}. 



 

liebe 

love {liebe}. 

 

lumpen 

lowest class {lumpen}. 

 

mach 

make {mach}. 

 

macht 

power {macht}. 

 

malerei 

painting {malerei}. 

 

mass in German 

measure {mass, German}. 

 

mathis 

homage {mathis}. 

 

meinem 

my {meinem}. 

 

meister 

master {meister}. 

 

mengen 

human {mengen}. 

 

menschen 

set {menschen}. 

 

messen 

measurement {messen}. 

 

milzbrand 

anthrax {milzbrand}. 

 

mit 

with {mit}. 

 

modellierung 

modeling or shaping {modellierung}. 

 

monatschrifte 

monograph {monatschrifte}. 

 

nach 

to {nach}. 

 

nachbilder 

afterimage {nachbilder}. 

 



nacht 

night {nacht}. 

 

nasen 

nose {nasen}. 

 

nebel 

fog {nebel}. 

 

neuer 

new {neuer}. 

 

ob 

if {ob}. 

 

ohr 

ear {ohr}. 

 

pflanz 

plant {pflanz}. 

 

praktische 

practical {praktische}. 

 

praxis in German 

practice {praxis, German}. 

 

prufung 

examination or research {prüfung}. 

 

putsch 

attempted government overthrow {putsch}. 

 

rathskeller 

restaurant below street level {rathskeller}. 

 

rauber 

robber or thief {rauber}. 

 

raum 

space {raum}. 

 

recht 

law or right {recht}. 

 

reden 

address or sermon {reden}. 

 

reich 

empire {reich}. 

 

reine in German 

reason or reasoning or logic {reine, German}. 

 

reise 

journey {reise}. 



 

reiter 

rider {reiter}. 

 

richtung 

direction {richtung}. 

 

rinde 

skin or crust or cortex {rinde}. 

 

rollung in German 

rolling {rollung, German}. 

 

roman in German 

novel {roman, German}. 

 

sachsische 

Saxon {sächsische}. 

 

sang in German 

song {sang, German}. 

 

satz 

composition {satz}. 

 

satze 

propositions {sätze}. 

 

sauglings 

infants {säuglings}. 

 

schadel 

skull {schädel}. 

 

schaft 

assembly {schaft}. 

 

schall 

sonic {schall}. 

 

schauens 

visible {schauens}. 

 

scherz 

joke or jest {scherz}. 

 

schnell 

fast {schnell}. 

 

schuss 

ski downhill {schuss}. 

 

schwartz 

ski downhill {schwartz}. 

 



seele 

mind or soul {seele}. 

 

sehen 

vision {sehen}. 

 

sein in German 

being, or its {sein, German}. 

 

seine in German 

his, her, or its {seine, German}. 

 

seit 

since {seit}. 

 

selig 

bless {selig}. 

 

sicht 

viewpoint {sicht}. 

 

sind 

are or exist {sind}. 

 

sinnes 

sense {sinnes}. 

 

sitten 

morals {sitten}. 

 

sittliche 

ethical {sittliche}. 

 

skizze 

delineation {skizze}. 

 

sollen 

ought or should {sollen}. 

 

spiegel 

mirror {spiegel}. 

 

spiel 

set speech {spiel}. 

 

sprache 

speech or language {sprache}. 

 

sprachgefuhl 

ear for correct speech {sprachgefühl}. 

 

sprachwissenschaft 

linguistics {sprachwissenschaft}. 

 

spuren 

trace {spuren}. 



 

stimme 

voice {stimme}. 

 

stimmung 

mood or feeling {stimmung}. 

 

stoffen 

kinds or species {stoffen}. 

 

storung 

noise {störung}. 

 

streng 

stern or strict {streng}. 

 

studirende 

students {studirende}. 

 

stufe 

text {stufe}. 

 

summlung 

collection {summlung}. 

 

syntaktische 

syntax {syntaktische}. 

 

szenen 

scene {szenen}. 

 

tag in German 

day or assembly or parliament {tag, German}. 

 

tast 

touch {tast}. 

 

teil 

book or tale {teil}. 

 

thiere 

animals {thiere}. 

 

traum 

dream {träum}. 

 

tugend 

virtue {tugend}. 

 

turm 

tower {turm}. 

 

uber 

over or on {über}. 

 



ubergang 

origin {übergang}. 

 

ubungen 

exercises or tutorials {übungen}. 

 

unbewusste 

unconscious {unbewusste}. 

 

und 

and {und}. 

 

unsterblichkeit 

immortality {unsterblichkeit}. 

 

unter 

under {unter}. 

 

untergang 

decline {untergang}. 

 

untersuchungen 

studies or examinations {untersuchungen}. 

 

urbewohner 

native or aborigine {urbewohner}. 

 

urteil 

judgment {urteil}. 

 

vaskischen 

forbidden {vaskischen}. 

 

verbesserung 

improvement {verbesserung}. 

 

verboten 

forbidden {verboten}. 

 

verdauung 

digestion {verdauung}. 

 

vererbung 

inheritance {vererbung}. 

 

verfall 

decay {verfall}. 

 

vergadering 

meeting {vergadering}. 

 

vergleichende 

comparative {vergleichende}. 

 

verhaltnis 

relationship {verhältnis}. 



 

verklarte 

transfigured {verklarte}. 

 

verletzte 

injured {verletzte}. 

 

verminderung 

decrease {verminderung}. 

 

vermittelst 

using or via {vermittelst}. 

 

vernetzten 

systemic {vernetzten}. 

 

vernunft 

reason {vernunft}. 

 

verrichtung 

function {verrichtung}. 

 

verschiede 

various {verschiede}. 

 

versuch 

essay or experiment {versuch}. 

 

verwandter 

related {verwandter}. 

 

volk 

folk {volk}. 

 

volkslied 

folk song {volkslied}. 

 

vollstandig 

complete {vollstandig}. 

 

vom in German 

from the {vom, German}. 

 

von in German 

of or from {von, German}. 

 

vorgang 

scene or process {vorgäng}. 

 

vorgangen 

events {vorgängen}. 

 

vorlesung 

lecture {vorlesung}. 

 



vorschule 

pre-school {vorschule}. 

 

vorstellung 

presentation {vorstellung}. 

 

vorstudie 

preliminary study {vorstudie}. 

 

vortrage 

lecture or talk {vorträge}. 

 

wachstum 

growth {wachstum}. 

 

wahrheit 

truth {wahrheit}. 

 

wahrnehmung 

perception {wahrnehmung}. 

 

wahrscheinlich 

probable {wahrscheinlich}. 

 

wahrung 

security {währung}. 

 

wald 

forest {wald}. 

 

walkure 

valkyries {walkure}. 

 

wandel 

change or difference {wandel}. 

 

wandlung 

transformation {wandlung}. 

 

waren 

were {waren}. 

 

was 

what {was}. 

 

wasser 

water {wasser}. 

 

wege 

ways {wege}. 

 

weihnachtsgabe 

Christmas {weihnachtsgabe}. 

 

weiner 

Vienna {weiner}. 



 

weis 

white {weis}. 

 

welche 

some {welche}. 

 

welt in German 

world {welt, German}. 

 

weltanschauung 

worldview {weltanschauung}. 

 

wesen 

way or nature or essence {wesen}. 

 

wiederaufbau 

restoration {wiederaufbau}. 

 

wille 

intention {wille}. 

 

wir 

we {wir}. 

 

wird 

becoming {wird}. 

 

wirksam 

active or effective {wirksam}. 

 

wirksamkeit 

effectiveness {wirksamkeit}. 

 

wirkung 

activity {wirkung}. 

 

wissenschaften 

sciences {wissenschaften}. 

 

wund 

wound {wund}. 

 

wundartz 

surgery {wundartz}. 

 

wunderkind 

genius {wunderkind}. 

 

zahlen 

numbers {zahlen}. 

 

zeigeversuch 

tests {zeigeversuch}. 

 



zeit 

time {zeit}. 

 

zeitalters 

age or cultural time {zeitalters}. 

 

zeitschrift 

journal or magazine {zeitschrift}. 

 

zeitung 

newspaper {zeitung}. 

 

zu 

to {zu}. 

 

zugleich 

together {zugleich}. 

 

zukunft 

future {zukunft}. 

 

zum 

its {zum}. 

 

zuordnung 

instrument {zuordnung}. 

 

zur 

on {zur}. 

 

zusatze 

addition {zusätze}. 

 

zweck 

instrument {zweck}. 

 

zweig 

path or branch {zweig}. 
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drei in German 

three {drei, German}. 

 

ein 

one {ein}. 

 

zwei in German 

two {zwei, German}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Greek 

 

demos 

common people {demos}. 

 



eidolon 

image or phantom {eidolon}. 

 

eureka 

I have found it {eureka}. 

 

hoi polloi 

common people {hoi polloi}. 

 

lyceum school 

school {lyceum}. 

 

panacea 

cure-all {panacea}. 

 

plethora 

excess {plethora}. 

 

stigma mark 

mark {stigma, mark}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Hawaiian 

 

aloha 

goodbye or hello {aloha}. 

 

luau 

festival {luau}. 

 

wahine 

woman {wahine}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Hebrew 

 

manna 

authority or supernatural powers in person or object {manna}. 

 

selah 

concluding psalm word {selah}. 

 

seraph 

lowest angel {seraph} {seraphim}. 

 

shalom 

hello or goodbye {shalom} {shalom aleichem}. 

 

shofar 

ram's-horn trumpet {shofar}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Hindi 

 

sahib 

colonial-person title {sahib}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Italian 

 



aficionado 

avid fan {aficionado}. 

 

bambino 

child {bambino}. 

 

braggadocio 

bravado {braggadocio}. 

 

bravo 

excellently done {bravo}. 

 

brio 

energy {brio}. 

 

cognoscente 

knowledgeable person {cognoscente}. 

 

con amore 

with love {con amore}. 

 

con brio 

with energy {con brio}. 

 

dolce 

sweetly {dolce}. 

 

falsetto 

high-pitched {falsetto}. 

 

finale in Italian 

performance last dance or song {finale, Italian}. 

 

ghetto 

city area where minority group lives {ghetto}. 

 

graffiti 

wall scrawls {graffiti}. 

 

grotto 

small cave or place like cave {grotto}. 

 

impresario 

show presenter {impresario}. 

 

inferno 

fire {inferno}. 

 

innuendo 

insinuation {innuendo}. 

 

lagniappe 

small gift {lagniappe}. 

 

literati 

well-read people {literati}. 



 

maestro in Italian 

master {maestro, Italian}. 

 

magnifico 

magnificent {magnifico}. 

 

monsignor 

honored priest {monsignor}. 

 

padrone 

manager or proprietor {padrone}. 

 

peccadillo 

small fault {peccadillo}. 

 

piazza 

plaza {piazza}. 

 

primo 

composition first or main part {primo}. 

 

proviso 

provision {proviso}. 

 

rialto in Italian 

marketplace or theater district {rialto, Italian}. 

 

seraglio 

harem {seraglio}. 

 

signor 

mister {signor} {signore}. 

 

signora 

mistress {signora}. 

 

signorina 

miss {signorina}. 

 

simpatico 

sympathetic {simpatico}. 

 

sotto voce 

in undertone {sotto voce}. 

 

svelte 

slim {svelte}. 

 

torso 

body trunk {torso}. 

 

virtuoso 

master {virtuoso}. 

 



viva in Italian 

long live {viva, Italian}. 

 

viva voce 

word of mouth {viva voce}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Japanese 

 

amae 

reciprocity or interdependence in relationships {amae}. 

 

banzai 

Japanese for Ten Thousand Years! {banzai}. 

 

bunke 

family branch, as opposed to main line {bunke}. 

 

bushido 

samurai code {bushido}. 

 

chado 

tea ceremony {chado}. Wa-kei-sei-jaku are the four tea-ceremony essentials: balance, respect, purity, and 

tranquility. Wabicha is tea-ceremony style. 

 

choaku 

punishment {choaku}. 

 

do in Japanese 

discipline {do, Japanese}. 

 

do-gaku-jitsu 

Learning involves: discipline, academics, and practice {do-gaku-jitsu}. 

 

furyu 

finding one's place as part of the whole {furyu}. 

 

gagaku 

traditional instrumental music {gagaku}. 

 

gaku 

academics {gaku}. 

 

geisha 

professional artist and conversationalist {geisha}. 

 

giri 

obligation or responsibility {giri}. 

 

giri-ningo 

tension between obligation or responsibility and personal feelings or desires {giri-ningo}. 

 

hara-kiri 

suicide {hara-kiri}. 

 

hokku 

one haiku poem {hokku}. 



 

honke 

main family, as opposed to branch {honke}. 

 

honne 

formal {honne}. 

 

iemoto 

highest person, position, or location in traditional art {iemoto}. 

 

ikebana 

arranging flowers {ikebana}. 

 

in 

yin as opposite of, but interacting with, yo {in, Japanese}. 

 

jitsu 

practice {jitsu}. 

 

kaizen 

change for good {kaizen}. 

 

kakemono 

vertical scroll painting {kakemono}. 

 

kara-sansui 

style of gardening compared to empty mountain or stream {kara-sansui}. 

 

kazen 

reward {kazen}. 

 

kazen-choaku 

Teaching methods {kazen-choaku} can use rewarding virtue and punishing vice. 

 

kokuro 

heart {kokuro}. 

 

kokutai 

nationalism {kokutai}. 

 

ma in Japanese 

space between two things {ma, Japanese}. 

 

makoto 

sincerity {makoto}. 

 

mikado 

emperor {mikado}. 

 

mono awase 

matching worldly objects {mono awase}. 

 

mono no aware 

Consciousness of impermanence can cause feelings of nostalgia, beauty, and regret {mono no aware, Japanese}. 

 



monomane 

worldly-object imitation {monomane}. 

 

mu in Japanese 

absence {mu, Japanese}. 

 

ningo 

personal feelings or desires {ningo}. 

 

omote 

front {omote}. 

 

origami 

paper folding {origami}. 

 

sabi 

ancient, mellowed, deep, or simple {sabi}. 

 

seiketsu 

clean {seiketsu}. 

 

seiri 

tidy {seiri}. 

 

seiso 

standard {seiso}. 

 

seiton 

orderly {seiton}. 

 

shibui 

restrained {shibui}. 

 

shitsuke 

disciplined {shitsuke}. 

 

shodo 

calligraphy {shodo}. 

 

sumi-e 

painting in ink with brush {sumi-e}. 

 

tatemae in Japanese 

informal {tatemae, Japanese}. 

 

tokonoma 

alcove used to display object {tokonoma}. 

 

ura 

back {ura}. 

 

wa 

harmony or balance {wa}. 

 

yo 

same as yang and opposite of, but interacting with, in, which is same as yin {yo}. 



 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Latin 

 

a fortiori 

forced {a fortiori}. 

 

ab initio in Latin 

from beginning {ab initio, Latin}. 

 

ad hoc 

expedient {ad hoc}. 

 

ad infinitum 

forever {ad infinitum}. 

 

ad interim 

meantime {ad interim}. 

 

ad lib 

extemporaneous {ad lib}. 

 

ad loc. 

at cited location {ad loc.} {ad locum}. 

 

ad nauseum 

over and over {ad nauseum}. 

 

ad rem 

relevant {ad rem}. 

 

ad valorem 

by value {ad valorem}. 

 

alma mater 

college {alma mater}. 

 

alter ego 

alternate personality {alter ego}. 

 

alumna 

female graduate {alumna}. 

 

alumnus 

male graduate {alumnus}. 

 

animus 

disposition or animosity {animus}. 

 

Anno Domini 

year after BC by Christian calendar {Anno Domini}. 

 

ante meridian 

before noon {ante meridian} (AM). 

 

aqua vitae 

liqueur {aqua vitae}. 



 

ave 

hail {ave}. 

 

bona fide 

in good faith {bona fide}|. 

 

carpe diem 

seize the day {carpe diem}. 

 

casus belli 

cause of war or dispute {casus belli}. 

 

caveat in Latin 

beware of, or warning {caveat, Latin}. 

 

ceteris paribus 

other things being equal {ceteris paribus}. 

 

circa 

near time {circa}. 

 

cornucopia horn 

horn of plenty {cornucopia, horn} {horn of plenty}. 

 

cui bono 

self-interest {cui bono}. 

 

cum with 

with {cum}. 

 

cum laude 

with honor {cum laude}. 

 

curriculum vitae 

scholar's resume {curriculum vitae}. 

 

de facto 

in fact {de facto}|. 

 

de jure 

in accordance with law {de jure}|. 

 

de novo 

new {de novo}. 

 

desideratum 

desirable thing {desideratum}. 

 

e pluribus unum 

one out of many {e pluribus unum}. 

 

ejecta 

ejected matter {ejecta}. 

 



emeritus 

retired with same title {emeritus}. 

 

encomium 

tribute {encomium}. 

 

ergo 

therefore {ergo}. 

 

errata 

list of mistakes and their corrections {errata}. 

 

erratum 

error {erratum}. 

 

et cetera 

and {et cetera}. 

 

ex cathedra 

with authority based on institution {ex cathedra}. 

 

ex libris 

from library of {ex libris}. 

 

ex officio 

outside one's formal position {ex officio}. 

 

ex parte 

Proceedings can have only one party present {ex parte}|. Ex parte means on one side only. 

 

ex post facto in Latin 

applying to time before publication {ex post facto, Latin}. 

 

exempli gratia 

for example {exempli gratia}. 

 

exeunt 

they exit {exeunt}. 

 

fasces 

bundle of rods {fasces}. 

 

fiat 

decree {fiat}. 

 

finis 

end {finis}. 

 

gratis 

free {gratis}. 

 

ibidem 

same {ibidem}. 

 

idem 

same {idem}. 



 

imperator 

emperor {imperator}. 

 

in abstentia 

in absence {in abstentia}. 

 

in extenso 

full-length {in extenso}. 

 

in extremis 

in dire circumstances {in extremis}. 

 

in memoriam 

in memory {in memoriam}. 

 

in re 

about {in re}. 

 

in rem 

against {in rem}. 

 

in situ 

in same place {in situ}. 

 

in toto 

all {in toto}. 

 

in vacuo 

in vacuum {in vacuo}. 

 

in vitro in Latin 

in container {in vitro, Latin}. 

 

in vivo 

in living thing {in vivo}. 

 

inter alia 

among other things {inter alia}. 

 

inter se 

among themselves {inter se}. 

 

iota 

bit {iota}. 

 

ipso facto 

by the fact of being itself {ipso facto}. 

 

jus sanguinis 

Person's citizenship is the same as his or her parent's citizenship {jus sanguinis}. 

 

jus soli 

Birthplace determines person's citizenship {jus soli}. 

 



locum tenens 

physician or cleric substituting temporarily for another {locum tenens}|. 

 

magna cum laude 

high honors {magna cum laude}. 

 

magnum opus 

great work {magnum opus}. 

 

manes spirit 

god-like dead spirits {manes}. 

 

memento mori 

reminder of death {memento mori}. 

 

mirabile dictu 

wonderful to tell or wonders be told {mirabile dictu}. 

 

modus operandi 

method or style {modus operandi}. 

 

modus vivendi 

way of living {modus vivendi}. 

 

moratorium 

suspension {moratorium}. 

 

mutatis mutandi 

necessary changes have already been made {mutatis mutandi}. 

 

ne plus ultra 

highest {ne plus ultra}. 

 

nexus in Latin 

connection or center {nexus, Latin}. 

 

nisi 

starting at future date unless condition changes or ends {nisi}. 

 

non compos mentis 

incompetent mentally {non compos mentis}. 

 

nota bene 

note well or N.B. {nota bene}. 

 

obiter dictum 

incidental opinion {obiter dictum}. 

 

odium 

aversion {odium}. 

 

onus 

burden {onus}. 

 

opprobrium 

disapproval {opprobrium}. 



 

optimum best 

best {optimum}. 

 

opus 

work {opus}. 

 

padre in Latin 

priest {padre, Latin}. 

 

palaestra 

public place for athletic training {palaestra}. 

 

pari passu 

at same rate or in equal steps {pari passu}. 

 

passim 

frequently {passim}. 

 

pater 

father {pater}. 

 

paterfamilias 

male head of family {paterfamilias}. 

 

paternoster 

prayer or Lord's Prayer {paternoster}. 

 

pax 

peace {pax}. 

 

penates 

household gods {penates}. 

 

per annum 

each year {per annum}. 

 

per capita 

each person {per capita}. 

 

per contra 

in contrast or on the contrary {per contra}. 

 

per diem 

each day {per diem}. 

 

per mensem 

each month {per mensem}. 

 

per se 

in itself {per se}. 

 

persona personality 

public personality {persona}. 

 



persona non grata 

unacceptable person {persona non grata}. 

 

pieta 

Mary mourning the dead Jesus {pieta}. 

 

pons in Latin 

bridge {pons, Latin}. 

 

post hoc in Latin 

claiming that prior event caused later {post hoc, Latin}. 

 

post meridian 

after noon {post meridian} (PM). 

 

post mortem 

after death, or after project conclusion {post mortem}. 

 

prima facie 

at first sight {prima facie}. 

 

primogenitor 

earliest ancestor {primogenitor}. 

 

primus inter pares 

first among equals {primus inter pares}. 

 

pro forma 

according to form {pro forma}. 

 

pro rata 

prorated or proportionate {pro rata}. 

 

pro tem 

temporary {pro tem} {pro tempore}. 

 

quasi in Latin 

resembling or almost {quasi, Latin}. 

 

quid pro quo 

tit for tat {quid pro quo}. 

 

rara avis 

rare bird or special case {rara avis}. 

 

re 

thing {re}. 

 

res in Latin 

things {res, Latin}. 

 

res gestae 

deeds {res gestae}. 

 

res judicata 

settled case {res judicata}. 



 

res publica 

public things such as state or public welfare {res publica}. 

 

rigor mortis 

stiff body after death {rigor mortis}. 

 

sac pouch 

pouch or spherical region {sac}. 

 

sanctum in Latin 

private or holy place {sanctum, Latin}. 

 

sanctum sanctorum 

holy of holies {sanctum sanctorum}. 

 

sans in Latin 

without {sans, Latin}. 

 

scholium 

comment or note {scholium}. 

 

scintilla 

iota {scintilla}. 

 

semper fidelis 

always faithful {semper fidelis}. 

 

sic in Latin 

thus {sic, Latin}. 

 

sic passim 

thus everywhere {sic passim}. 

 

simulacrum 

resemblance {simulacrum}. 

 

sine die 

indefinitely {sine die}. 

 

sine qua non 

without which nothing or essential {sine qua non}. 

 

solus 

alone {solus}. 

 

status quo 

current state {status quo}. 

 

stria in Latin 

line or groove {stria, Latin}. 

 

sub rosa 

secret {sub rosa}. 

 



sui generis 

unique {sui generis}. 

 

sui juris 

able to make decisions {sui juris}. 

 

summa in Latin 

highest {summa, Latin}. 

 

summa cum laude 

highest honors {summa cum laude}. 

 

summum bonum 

greatest good {summum bonum}. 

 

taedium vitae 

boredom {taedium vitae}. 

 

terra firma 

land or Earth {terra firma}. 

 

terra incognito 

unknown land or new area for study {terra incognito}. 

 

triumvir 

one of three equal rulers {triumvir}. 

 

ubi supra 

where mentioned above {ubi supra}. 

 

ultimatum 

final statement before party intends to take action {ultimatum}. 

 

ultimo in Latin 

in previous month {ultimo, Latin}. 

 

ultra vires 

outside authority of institution {ultra vires}. 

 

vade mecum 

handy reference {vade mecum}. 

 

verbatim 

word-for-word {verbatim}. 

 

via in Latin 

by way of, or using {via, Latin}. 

 

vice versa 

conversely {vice versa}. 

 

vide 

see {vide}. 

 

videlicet 

that is or such as {videlicet}. 



 

vox populi 

public opinion or voice of the people {vox populi}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Maori 

 

tiki 

first man, or god or ancestor wooden or stone image {tiki}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Norse 

 

skoal 

to your health {skoal}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Portuguese 

 

senhor 

mister {senhor}. 

 

senhora 

mistress {senhora}. 

 

senhorita 

miss {senhorita}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Quechua 

 

guano 

bird excrement {guano}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Russian 

 

apparatchik 

bureaucrat {apparatchik}. 

 

da in Russian 

yes {da, Russian}. 

 

glasnost 

openness {glasnost}. 

 

muzhik 

peasant {muzhik}. 

 

nyet 

no {nyet}. 

 

perestroika 

restructuring {perestroika}. 

 

politburo 

Communist party executive committee {politburo}. 

 

realpolitik 

practical politics {realpolitik}. 

 



tovarich 

comrade {tovarich}. 

 

troika 

threesome {troika}. 

 

tsar 

caesar {tsar} {tzar}. 

 

ukase 

decree {ukase}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Sanskrit 

 

abhidhanottara 

female and male union {abhidhanottara}. 

 

agama 

traditional doctrine {agama}. 

 

ahimsa in Sanskrit 

non-violence or not killing or principle of no-harm {ahimsa, Sanskrit}. 

 

akara 

aspect {akara}. 

 

akhanda 

one undivided Essence or no time {akhanda}. 

 

amsa as part 

part {amsa, part}. 

 

anumana 

inference {anumana}. 

 

apoha 

exclusion {apoha}. 

 

ashram 

retreat {ashrama} {ashram}. 

 

ashramas 

The four stages of correct life {ashramas} are brahmacharya, grihastha, vanaprastha, and sannyasa. 

 

avidya in Sanskrit 

ignorance of true reality {avidya, Sanskrit}. 

 

bhakti in Sanskrit 

self-surrender or emotional devotion {bhakti, Sanskrit}. 

 

bhavana 

meditation or "causing to become" {bhavana}. 

 

bodhi in Sanskrit 

enlightenment or awakening {bodhi, Sanskrit}. 

 



buddh 

aware {buddh}. 

 

buddhanusmrti 

Buddha-meditation recollection {buddhanusmrti}. 

 

buddhi 

perceiving and distinguishing intellect {buddhi}. 

 

caittasika 

Mental factors {caitesika} {caittasika} can describe uses of, and emotions about, objects. 

 

cakras 

The twelve circles or centers of energy, in various body parts, have different consciousness types {cakras} {chakras} 

or wheels. 

 

chiranjivi 

Sage can still live in the world to help his devotees {chiranjivi}. 

 

chudamani 

crest-jewel {chudamani}. 

 

citta in Sanskrit 

mental factors or activities: buddhi, ahamkara, and manas {citta, Sanskrit}. 

 

daivam 

fate {daivam}. 

 

darshana 

school or system {darshana} {darsana}. 

 

dharana 

Concentrate consciousness on the One, absorb with deity, and feel oneness {dharana}. 

 

dhyana in Sanskrit 

meditation {dhyana, Sanskrit}. 

 

ekagrata 

concentration on one point {ekagrata}. 

 

ghatika 

moment of time {ghatika}. 

 

guhyasamaja 

secret assembly {guhyasamaja}. 

 

guptasadhana 

secret means {guptasadhana}. 

 

hamsa as tone 

tone {amsa, tone} {hamsa}. 

 

iccha 

divine will {iccha}. 

 



jiva 

"life" monads {jiva} are in people and things. 

 

jna 

knowing {jna}. 

 

jnanarnava 

ocean of knowledge {jnanarnava}. 

 

jnani 

non-theistic or non-devotional spirituality {jnani}. 

 

kaivalya 

integration, lost-faculty restoration, or isolation {kaivalya}. 

 

kala 

time {kala, Hinduism}. 

 

kalpa 

Time {kalpa} can have one Adi Sandhi, then 14 manvantaras and their Sandhi Kalas, and be one day (1000 

mahayugas) or night in life of Brahma. 

 

kalpana 

conceptuality or thought {kalpana}. 

 

kamaratna 

precious pleasure {kamaratna}. 

 

karma in Sanskrit 

action {karma, Sanskrit}. 

 

karuna in Sanskrit 

compassion {karuna, Sanskrit}. 

 

kaula 

Kaula School of Shaktism {kaula} {kularnava}. 

 

klesa 

suffering, or impairing self-manifestation {klesa}. 

 

krishna 

black {krishna}. 

 

kundalini 

coiled energy {kundalini}. 

 

lagna 

moments {lagna}. 

 

lamkara 

ornaments or teachings {lamkara}. 

 

Lankavatara 

Sri Lanka {Lankavatara}. 

 



lila 

play or display {lila}. 

 

loka in Sanskrit 

light {loka, Sanskrit}. 

 

mahakaruna 

great compassion {mahakaruna}. 

 

mahanirvana 

great liberation {mahanirvana}. 

 

mahat 

great will, Buddha will, or determinative awareness {mahat}. 

 

maitribhavana 

Loving-kindness meditation {maitribhavana}. 

 

mali 

garland or necklace {mali}. 

 

manas 

Mind recognizes sense activity and experience and becomes cognitive {manas}. 

 

mandala 

ring {mandala}. 

 

manjusri 

holy and beautiful {manjusri}. 

 

mantra 

Magic formulas {mantra, Hinduism} repeat sounds and concentrate mind on gods. Icon contemplation concentrates 

mind on gods. Meditation and concentration try to identify human mind with, or allow possession by, God or truth. 

 

mara 

death {mara}. 

 

marga in Sanskrit 

Way of knowledge or way of the monks {marga, Sanskrit} opposes ritual. 

 

matrikabheda 

ideological book house {matrikabheda}. 

 

matsya-nyaya 

law of the fishes {matsya-nyaya} or struggle for survival. 

 

maya in Sanskrit 

illusion or self-transformation or self-transmutation {maya, Sanskrit}. Spirits produce illusions, change forms, and 

perform magic. 

 

mula 

foundation {mula}. 

 

mutt 

religious institution {mutt}. 

 



nairatmya 

selflessness or loss of belief that one has self {nairatmya}. 

 

namarupa 

world of names and forms {namarupa}. 

 

neti neti 

"neither thus nor thus" and so not sensual and not conceptual {neti neti, Hinduism}. 

 

netra 

eye {netra}. 

 

nila 

dark blue {nila}. 

 

niruttara 

having no better {niruttara}. 

 

nirvana in Sanskrit 

bliss and end of all desire {nirvana, Sanskrit}. 

 

paramita 

perfection {paramita}. 

 

pitaka 

basket {pitaka}. 

 

pradhana 

fundamental material substance {pradhana}. 

 

prajna in Sanskrit 

wisdom {prajna, Sanskrit}. 

 

praktri 

whole rebirth and release cycle {praktri, Hinduism}. Matter or nature evolves from within itself. At starts of cosmic 

eons, determinative awareness evolves, then ego evolves, and then mind evolves. These three constitute unconscious 

and inanimate Mind, which purusa animates into consciousness. 

 

pramana 

valid cognitive abilities: perception, inference, testimony, and analogy {pramana}. 

 

prana 

universe life-spirit {prana, Hinduism}. 

 

pranayama 

breath control {pranayama, Sanskrit}. 

 

pratyahara 

Sense numbing {pratyahara} involves focusing on interior and Self, rather than exterior world. 

 

pratyaksa 

perception {pratyaksa}. 

 

prema 

ecstatic love {prema}. 

 



preta 

ghost {preta}. 

 

purana 

ancient {purana, Sanskrit}. 

 

purusa 

selves with eternal inactive soul that animates inner Mind and transforms mental activity into conscious experience 

{purusa, Hinduism}. 

 

purva 

previous {purva}. 

 

rasa 

aesthetics {rasa}. 

 

rig in Sanskrit 

praise {rig, Sanskrit}. 

 

rigpa 

awareness {rigpa}. 

 

rishi 

People can have received Vedas {rishi}. 

 

sakaravada 

aspect assertion {sakaravada}. 

 

sama in Sanskrit 

balance or equality or sameness {sama, Sanskrit}. 

 

samadhi in Sanskrit 

merging of mind with Brahman {samadhi, Sanskrit}. 

 

samatha 

quiescence or quiet attention to something {samatha}. 

 

samhita 

Veda section {samhita}. 

 

sammohana 

greatly bewildering {sammohana}. 

 

samprajanya 

awareness of attention to something {samprajanya}. 

 

samsara 

eternal birth and death round {samsara, Sanskrit}. Perception or attention is knowledge of differentiation. The pure 

consciousness of God constantly manifests individual selves and objects of ordinary world, as both efficient and 

material cause. 

 

samvarodaya 

rain {samvarodaya}. 

 

sannyasa 

complete renunciation {sannyasa}. 



 

sat in Sanskrit 

being or existence {sat, Sanskrit}. 

 

satya 

truth {satya, Hinduism}. 

 

selwa 

clarity or luminousness {selwa}. 

 

shastha 

rules {shastha}. 

 

shastra 

education or knowledge, usually used as suffix {shastra}. 

 

siddhi in Sanskrit 

tricks or skills {siddhi, Sanskrit}. 

 

smrti 

mindfulness, awareness, or attention to something {smrti}. 

 

sri 

fortune {sri}. 

 

sulba 

alter {sulba}. 

 

sunyata in Sanskrit 

Void {sunyata, Sanskrit}. 

 

sutra 

short and unambiguous statement or aphorism or teachings {sutra}. 

 

sutta 

teachings or discourses {sutta}. 

 

svacchanda 

spontaneous {svacchanda}. 

 

tantra in Sanskrit 

In Hinduism, tantras {tantra, Sanskrit} are rituals and ideas, supposedly that Shiva gave to people. The One projects 

in two ways, as Shiva and Sakti, active male and passive female principles. Female is projected energy of male. 

 

tantraraja 

meditation {tantraraja}. 

 

tapas in Sanskrit 

psychic energy or spiritual fervor {tapas, Sanskrit}. 

 

tapasya 

self-inflicted act of suffering during tapas {tapasya}. 

 

tat tuam asi 

"That art Thou" {tat tuam asi}. 

 



tatemae in Sanskrit 

Communities have a group mind {tatemae, Sanskrit}, animated by consensus. Group mind takes precedence over 

individual mind. Minds must submit to gods' influences and interventions. 

 

tattva 

principles {tattva}. 

 

upadesa 

instruction {upadesa}. 

 

upanishad 

teaching of guru to disciple {upanishad, Sanskrit}. 

 

upeksa 

equanimity {upeksa}. 

 

vajrapatala 

striking thunderbolt {vajrapatala}. 

 

vajrayogini 

female thunderbolt {vajrayogini}. 

 

varnada 

auspicious {varnada}. 

 

vayu 

Tantric Buddhism has wind meditations {vayu}. Tibetan Buddhism wind meditation {tummo} {gtum mo} makes 

body heat. 

 

veda 

knowledge {veda}. 

 

vijayottara 

seed {vijayottara}. 

 

vijnana in Sanskrit 

In Hinduism, highest state of consciousness {vijnana, Sanskrit} means plenitude-of-knowledge. 

 

vinashikha 

precise guitar {vinashikha}. 

 

vipasyana 

insight or meditation for insight {vipasyana}. 

 

viveka 

discriminative insight into true Self {viveka}. 

 

yagu 

sacrifice rituals {yagu}. 

 

yama in Sanskrit 

asceticism {yama, Sanskrit}. 

 

yoni 

womb or divine passage {yoni}. 

 



SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Sanskrit>Self 

 

ahamkara 

"I-maker" or ego {ahamkara}. 

 

antahkarana 

The unconscious and inanimate inner organ or Mind is constantly changing, moving, and being moved, in ordinary 

world of action and experience {antahkarana}. 

 

atman in Sanskrit 

self or inner self {atman, Sanskrit}. 

 

svaya 

self {svaya}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Sanskrit>Gods 

 

asura 

titan {asura}. 

 

deva 

god {deva}. 

 

gandharva 

celestial musician {gandharva}. 

 

isvara 

Lord {isvara}. 

 

kumbhanda 

goblin {kumbhanda}. 

 

naga 

water god {naga}. 

 

raksasa 

giant monster {raksasa}. 

 

yaksas 

Dravidian fertility gods {yaksas}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Sanskrit>Life 

 

artha 

First area of life {artha} is material possessions, means of getting them, and needs and desires for them. Artha 

knowledge allows prosperity and survival against world dangers. Kings especially need artha. 

Arthasastra is Scriptural Texts of government. Arthasastra involves negotiation, aggression, bribery, treason, 

distrust, trickery, neglect, and proper tactics. Mandala of friends and enemies is an arthasastra principle. Enemies 

surround people. Around enemies is circle of friends. Enemies surround circle of friends, and so on. Circles keep 

everything in balance. 

 

dharma in Sanskrit 

The third area of human life {dharma, Sanskrit} is religious and moral duties. People can assimilate into society by 

playing their roles perfectly, without personality. People can follow laws exactly, with no choices to make. Social order 

depends on people performing their duties and roles. In this way, people can follow universal law and so gain virtue. 



People can live their lives as service to the One. People must do crafts in traditional ways. Crafts have gods. First books 

about dharma described Vedic-school social, ritual, and religious practices. 

 

kama 

Desire {kama} is second area of life. Kama is about pleasure and love. 

 

moksa 

Release {moksa, Hinduism} is the fourth area of human life. Moksa includes apavarga or completion, nivrtti or 

repose and passivity, and nirvrtti or bliss. Moksa is about redemption and spiritual release, which is life's final and 

ultimate aim. The first three areas of life are pursuits of the world. Moksa is release from world. Knowing or being 

conscious is knowledge of unified and true world. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Sanskrit>Matter Qualities 

 

guna 

matter qualities {guna}. 

 

rajas as gunas 

Guna {rajas, gunas} can be passion and change. 

 

sattva 

Guna {sattva, Sanskrit} can be truth and goodness. 

 

tamas 

Guna {tamas} can be inertia. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Sanskrit>Number 

 

atharva 

fourth or steady or unmoving {atharva}. 

 

pancha 

five {pancha} {panca}. 

 

sapta 

seven {sapta}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Sanskrit>Person 

 

brahmacharya 

student {brahmacharya}. 

 

charya 

sage {charya}. 

 

grihastha 

householder {grihastha}. 

 

guru in Sanskrit 

Originally, people {guru, Sanskrit} taught Vedas. Now, teacher guides people in life. Pupils are obedient and 

reverent. They want to learn, never criticize, serve teacher, and have faith in teacher and his teaching. Gurus live their 

lives as models of Hindu philosophy. Compassion caused gurus to descend from enlightened state to illusory world to 

help others know true reality. Buddhism rejected the idea of gurus, in favor of personal reasoning. 

 

maharaja 

king or prince {maharaja} {maharajah}. 



 

manu in Sanskrit 

first man {manu, Sanskrit}. 

 

matri 

love or mother {matri}. 

 

raja 

ruler or prince {raja} {rajah}. 

 

rani 

princess or queen {rani} {ranee}. 

 

risi 

holy sage {risi}. 

 

sadhu 

Hindu ascetic or monk {sadhu}. 

 

sambhara 

master {sambhara}. 

 

vanaprastha 

forest dweller {vanaprastha}. 

 

yogini 

female yogi {yogini}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Sanskrit>Person>Caste 

 

brahmin in Sanskrit 

priest {brahmin, Sanskrit}. 

 

ksatriya 

noble {ksatriya, Sanskrit} {khathruja, Sanskrit}. 

 

mahatma 

saint or sage {mahatma, Sanskrit}. 

 

pariah 

person with no caste {harajan, Sanskrit} {pariah, Sanskrit} {outcast, India}, whom no one should touch 

{untouchable, India}. 

 

sudra 

worker {sudra, Sanskrit}. 

 

vaisya 

merchant {vaisya, Sanskrit}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Scottish 

 

auld lang syne 

fond memories {auld lang syne}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Spanish 

 



a in Spanish 

to {a, Spanish}. 

 

adelante 

come in {adelante}. 

 

ahora 

now {ahora}. 

 

alli 

there {allí}. 

 

antes 

before {antes}. 

 

aqui 

here {aquí}. 

 

como 

how {como}. 

 

con in Spanish 

with {con, Spanish}. 

 

creo 

think or believe {creo}. 

 

cuando 

when {cuando}. 

 

cuanto 

how much {cuanto}. 

 

de in Spanish 

of or from {de, Spanish} {del, Spanish}. 

 

de nada 

it's nothing {de nada}. 

 

decirme 

tell {decirme}. 

 

desde 

since {desde}. 

 

desea 

want {desea}. 

 

despacio 

slowly {despacio}. 

 

despues 

after {después}. 

 

disculpe 

excuse me {disculpe}. 



 

donde 

where {donde}. 

 

el 

the {el}. 

 

empuje 

push {empuje}. 

 

entiende 

understand {entiende}. 

 

equivocado 

wrong {equivocado}. 

 

es in Spanish 

is {es, Spanish} {este}. 

 

gracias 

thanks {gracias}. 

 

grito 

yell {grito, yell}. 

 

gusta 

like {gusta}. 

 

habla 

speak {habla}. 

 

hace 

ago {hace}. 

 

hacer 

make {hacer}. 

 

halar 

pull {halar}. 

 

hasta 

until {hasta}. 

 

hermosura 

beauty {hermosura}. 

 

hola 

hello {hola}. 

 

hoy 

today {hoy}. 

 

la in Spanish 

the {la, Spanish}. 

 



las 

the {las}. 

 

llamo 

is called {llamo}. 

 

los 

the {los}. 

 

luego 

later {luego}. 

 

manana 

tomorrow {mañana}. 

 

mismo 

same or self {mismo}. 

 

mostrarme 

show {mostrarme}. 

 

muy 

very {muy}. 

 

necesito 

need {necesito}. 

 

o in Spanish 

or {o, Spanish}. 

 

pale in Spanish 

pull {pale, Spanish}. 

 

para 

for {para}. 

 

pasa 

happen {pasa}. 

 

pase 

open {pase}. 

 

por in Spanish 

for {por, Spanish}. 

 

por favor 

please {por favor}. 

 

por nada 

you're welcome or it's nothing {por nada}. 

 

porque 

why {porque}. 

 

puede 

can {puede}. 



 

que 

what {que}. 

 

quien 

who {quién}. 

 

quisiera 

want {quisiera}. 

 

se in Spanish 

know {sé, Spanish}. 

 

si 

yes or so {si}. 

 

sin in Spanish 

without {sin, Spanish}. 

 

solamente 

only {solamente}. 

 

tengo 

have {tengo}. 

 

tiene 

have {tiene}. 

 

un in Spanish 

a {un, Spanish} {una}. 

 

vamos 

let's go {vamos}. 

 

y and 

and {y}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Spanish>Adjective 

 

abierto 

open {abierto}. 

 

barato 

cheap {barato}. 

 

bene 

well {bene}. 

 

bien 

well {bien}. 

 

blanco 

white {blanco}. 

 

bonito in Spanish 

beautiful {bonito, Spanish}. 



 

bueno 

good {bueno}. 

 

caliente 

hot {caliente}. 

 

calor 

warm {calor}. 

 

cansado 

tired {cansado}. 

 

carmen 

carmine red {carmen}. 

 

caro 

expensive {caro}. 

 

cerrado 

closed {cerrado}. 

 

feliz 

happy or merry {feliz}. 

 

feo 

ugly {feo}. 

 

frio 

cold {frio}. 

 

grande 

large {grande}. 

 

hambre 

hungry {hambre}. 

 

interesa 

interested {interesa}. 

 

libre 

free or available {libre}. 

 

limpio 

clean {limpio}. 

 

lleno 

full {lleno}. 

 

luce 

light {luce}. 

 

malo in Spanish 

bad {malo, Spanish}. 

 



mas 

more {más}. 

 

mejor 

best or better {mejor}. 

 

menos 

less {menos}. 

 

mi 

my {mi}. 

 

mucho 

much or many {mucho}. 

 

negro 

black {negro}. 

 

nuestro 

our {nuestro}. 

 

nuevo 

new {nuevo}. 

 

ocupado 

occupied or not available {ocupado}. 

 

otro 

other {otro}. 

 

peor 

worst or worse {peor}. 

 

pequeno 

small {pequeño}. 

 

perdida 

lost or forgotten {perdida}. 

 

picosa 

spicy hot {picosa}. 

 

poco in Spanish 

few {poco, Spanish}. 

 

primero 

first {primero}. 

 

razon 

right or correct or reasonable {razón}. 

 

real in Spanish 

royal {real, Spanish}. 

 

rojo 

red or raw or rare {rojo}. 



 

sed 

thirsty {sed}. 

 

seguro 

sure or secure {seguro}. 

 

solo 

alone {solo}. 

 

su in Spanish 

your {su, Spanish}. 

 

sucio 

dirty {sucio}. 

 

tarde 

late {tarde}. 

 

temprano 

early {temprano}. 

 

ultimo in Spanish 

last {ultimo, Spanish}. 

 

vacio 

empty or available {vacio}. 

 

yerba 

green {yerba}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Spanish>Noun 

 

accion 

action {acción}. 

 

aceite 

oil {aceite}. 

 

adios 

goodbye {adios}. 

 

agua 

water {agua}. 

 

aguila 

eagle {águila}. 

 

aldea 

village or town {aldea}. 

 

amigo 

friend {amigo}. 

 

amore 

love {amore}. 



 

ano 

year {año}. 

 

aurora in Spanish 

dawn {aurora, Spanish}. 

 

ayuda 

help {ayuda}. 

 

azucar in Spanish 

sugar {azucar, Spanish}. 

 

bano 

toilet or bathroom {baño}. 

 

bebe 

baby {bebe}. 

 

beber 

drink {beber}. 

 

besame 

kiss {bésame}. 

 

blason 

honor {blasón}. 

 

burlador 

rake or cad {burlador}. 

 

busca 

quest {busca}. 

 

caballero 

cowboy {caballero}. 

 

cafe in Spanish 

coffee {café, Spanish}. 

 

camino 

highway {camino}. 

 

cancion 

song {cancion}. 

 

cantar 

song {cantar}. 

 

cena 

dinner or supper {cena}. 

 

cerveza 

beer {cerveza}. 

 



chien 

dog {chien}. 

 

cielo 

heaven {cielo}. 

 

cocido 

cook {cocido}. 

 

comida 

lunch {comida}. 

 

convidado 

stone {convidado}. 

 

cuarto 

room {cuarto}. 

 

cuchara 

spoon {cuchara}. 

 

cuchillo 

knife {cuchillo}. 

 

cucuracha 

cockroach {cucuracha}. 

 

cuenta 

bill or check {cuenta}. 

 

cuento 

tale or story {cuento}. 

 

cuidad 

city {cuidad}. 

 

cuna 

cradle {cuna}. 

 

dama 

woman {dama}. 

 

desayuno 

breakfast {desayuno}. 

 

dias 

day or morning {días}. 

 

dime 

feelings {dime}. 

 

don 

sir {don}. 

 

dona 

madame {doña}. 



 

donna 

mademoiselle {donna}. 

 

duenna 

female chaperon {duenna}. 

 

entrada 

entrance {entrada}. 

 

escritor 

writer {escritor}. 

 

espanol 

Spanish {español}. 

 

extrano 

stranger {extraño}. 

 

femenina 

woman {femenina}. 

 

fiesta 

festival {fiesta}. 

 

flore 

flower {flore}. 

 

fuente 

well {fuente}. 

 

fuerza 

force or power {fuerza}. 

 

gringo 

English-speaking person {gringo}. 

 

guerilla 

irregular soldier {guerilla}. 

 

hacienda 

main house of estate {hacienda}. 

 

hermano 

brother {hermano}. 

 

hielo 

ice {hielo}. 

 

hierba 

plant {hierba}. 

 

hombre 

man {hombre}. 

 



hora in Spanish 

time or hour {hora, Spanish}. 

 

hortelano 

manger {hortelano}. 

 

humo 

smoke {humo}. 

 

jabon 

soap {jabón}. 

 

leche 

milk {leche}. 

 

leyenda 

legend {leyenda}. 

 

libro 

book {libro}. 

 

llave 

key {llave}. 

 

lucha 

struggle {lucha}. 

 

madre 

mother {madre}. 

 

maestro in Spanish 

teacher {maestro, Spanish}. 

 

mantequilla 

butter {mantequilla}. 

 

menina 

maid of honor or lady in waiting {menina}. 

 

mercado 

market {mercado}. 

 

mesero 

waiter {mesero}. 

 

momento 

minute or moment {momento}. 

 

mundo 

world {mundo}. 

 

nada 

nothing {nada}. 

 

navidad 

birth or Christmas {navidad}. 



 

nina 

girl {niña}. 

 

nino 

boy {niño}. 

 

ninos 

children {niños}. 

 

noches 

night or evening {noches}. 

 

nombre 

name {nombre}. 

 

oreja 

ear {oreja}. 

 

ovejuna 

sheep {ovejuna}. 

 

padre in Spanish 

father {padre, Spanish}. 

 

pais 

country {país}. 

 

pan in Spanish 

bread {pan, Spanish}. 

 

parada 

stop or station {parada}. 

 

paraiso 

paradise {paraiso}. 

 

paso 

crossing {paso}. 

 

pedrera 

quarry {pedrera}. 

 

perdon 

pardon {perdón}. 

 

pescado 

fish {pescado}. 

 

pico 

corner {pico}. 

 

piedra 

stone {piedra}. 

 



pimienta 

pepper {pimienta}. 

 

playa 

beach {playa}. 

 

pollo as animal 

chicken {pollo, animal}. 

 

precio 

price {precio}. 

 

probadores 

fitting room {probadores}. 

 

puerco 

pork {puerco}. 

 

puerto 

gate or door {puerto}. 

 

reina 

queen {reina}. 

 

res in Spanish 

beef {res, Spanish}. 

 

reyes 

king {reyes}. 

 

sal in Spanish 

salt {sal, Spanish}. 

 

salida 

exit {salida}. 

 

salud 

cheers {salud}. 

 

senor 

mister {señor}. 

 

senora 

mistress {señora}. 

 

senorita 

miss {señorita}. 

 

servilleta 

napkin {servilleta}. 

 

significa 

meaning {significa}. 

 

sino 

destiny or fate {sino}. 



 

sombrero 

Mexican straw or felt hat with wide brim {sombrero}. 

 

sueno 

vision or imagining {sueño}. 

 

tardes 

afternoon {tardes}. 

 

tarjeta 

card {tarjeta}. 

 

te in Spanish 

tea {té, Spanish}. 

 

tema 

theme {tema}. 

 

tenedor 

fork {tenedor}. 

 

textura 

textbook {textura}. 

 

tiempo 

time {tiempo}. 

 

toalla 

towel {toalla}. 

 

todo 

all {todo}. 

 

trabajo 

work {trabajo}. 

 

usted 

you {usted}. 

 

vaquero 

cowboy {vaquero}. 

 

vaso 

glass {vaso}. 

 

ventilador 

fan {ventilador}. 

 

vida 

life {vida}. 

 

vino 

wine {vino}. 

 



viuda 

widow {viuda}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Spanish>Noun>Day 

 

Domingo Sunday 

Sunday {Domingo}. 

 

Jueves 

Thursday {Jueves}. 

 

Lunes 

Monday {Lunes}. 

 

Martes 

Tuesday {Martes}. 

 

Miercoles 

Wednesday {Miércoles}. 

 

Sabado 

Saturday {Sábado}. 

 

Viernes 

Friday {Viernes}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Spanish>Noun>Number 

 

cero 

zero {cero}. 

 

cien 

hundred {cien} {ciento}. 

 

cinco 

five {cinco}. 

 

cuatro in Spanish 

four {cuatro, Spanish}. 

 

diez 

ten {diez}. 

 

doce 

twelve {doce}. 

 

dos in Spanish 

two {dos, Spanish}. 

 

mil 

thousand {mil}. 

 

millon 

million {millón}. 

 



nueve 

nine {nueve}. 

 

ocho 

eight {ocho}. 

 

once 

eleven {once}. 

 

seis 

six {seis}. 

 

siete 

seven {siete}. 

 

tres Spanish 

three {tres, Spanish}. 

 

uno 

one {uno}. 

 

veinte 

twenty {veinte}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Swahili 

 

ubuntu 

humane {ubuntu}. 

 

uhuru 

freedom {uhuru}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Swedish 

 

blabar 

blueberry {blåbär}. 

 

hallon 

raspberry {hallon}. 

 

smorgasbord 

buffet {smorgasbord}. 

 

sylt 

jam {sylt}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Turkish 

 

bayaldi 

fainted {bayaldi}. 

 

effendi 

sir {effendi}. 

 

emir 

political leader {emir}. 



 

imam in Turkish 

religious leader {imam, Turkish}. 

 

khan 

ruler {khan}. 

 

pasha 

officer {pasha}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Vietnamese 

 

Vietnamese alphabet 

Vietnamese alphabetical order {Vietnamese alphabet} is a å â b c d d-with-line-through-middle e ê g h i k l m n o ô 

o' p q r s t u u' v x y. Vowels are a å â e ê i o ô o' u u' y. Consonants are b c d d-with-line-through-middle g h k l m n p q 

r s t v x. Diphthongs and triphthongs are ch gh gi kh ng ngh nh ph qu th tr. French Jesuit missionaries developed it, and 

it became common when Vietnam became a French colony [1864]. 

Vietnamese came from Cambodian and Mon (Thailand) languages, or from Lao and Thai languages, and has 70 

million speakers. 

 

ban in Vietnamese 

friend {ba.n, Vietnamese}. 

 

bong in Vietnamese 

ball {bóng, Vietnamese}. 

 

ca in Vietnamese 

fish {cá, Vietnamese}. 

 

cho 

market {cho'.}. 

 

chua 

temple Buddhist/pagoda {chùa}. 

 

cuoc 

show/performance/game/exhibition {cuô.c}. 

 

cuoi 

wedding {cu'ó'i}. 

 

dong y 

oriental medicine {d-with-line-through-middle ông ý}. 

 

ho in Vietnamese 

surname {ho., Vietnamese}. 

 

hoa in Vietnamese 

flower {hoa, Vietnamese}. 

 

hoa hau 

beauty contest {hoa hâ.u}. 

 

khong 

no {không}. 

 



lan 

orchid {lan}. 

 

le hoi 

ceremony/festival/holiday/group {lê˜ hô.i}. 

 

me in Vietnamese 

mother {me., Vietnamese}. 

 

mong 

nail/claw/hoof {móng}. 

 

mot in Vietnamese 

1/a/an/each {mô.t, Vietnamese}. 

 

nam 1 

male person {nam}. 

 

nam 2 

year {nåm}. 

 

ngan hang 

bank {ngân hàng}. 

 

nu 

woman/female people {nu'˜}. 

 

sen 

lotus {sen}. 

 

su in Vietnamese 

monk Buddhist {su', Vietnamese}. 

 

tet 

lunar new year festival {tê´t}. 

 

toc 

hair {tóc}. 

 

trau 

buffalo/water buffalo {trâu}. 

 

viec 

business/affairs/job/incident {viê.c}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Languages>Yiddish 

 

schlemiel 

stupid error-prone person {schlemiel}. 

 

schmaltz 

maudlin art or music {schmaltz}. 

 

schmo 

stupid obnoxious person {schmo} {schmoe}. 

 



schnook 

dupe {schnook}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>History 

 

Sumerian linguists 

linguist 

Sumer 

-2000 

Sumerian linguists started language study. 

 

Linear B writing 

inventor 

Crete 

-1400 to -1300 

Linear B writing [-1400 to -1300] 

Mycenaeans introduced Linear B writing after they conquered Crete. In Linear B writing, symbols are syllables with 

one consonant and one vowel. 

 

linguistics in history 

linguist 

Earth 

-1000 to 2007 

Linguistics includes grammar, language families, language origins, phonetics, and semantics. 

 

Henry Sweet [Sweet, Henry] 

linguist/philologist 

England 

1877 to 1888 

Handbook on Phonetics [1877]; Oldest English Texts [1885]; Icelandic Primer [1888] 

He lived 1845 to 1912. 

 

Antoine Meillet [Meillet, Antoine] 

linguist 

USA 

1912 to 1937 

How Words Change Their Meaning [1912]; Introduction to Indo-European Comparative Linguistics [1937] 

He lived 1866 to 1936. 

 

Kenneth Pike [Pike, Kenneth] 

linguist 

USA 

1954 to 1960 

Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of Human Behavior [1954 to 1960: three volumes] 

He lived 1912 to 2000. Synonyms in different contexts are different idea instances {tagmeme} {tagmemics}. 

Behavior description can be for actor or inside {emic}. Behavior description can be for observer or outside {etic}. He 

invented a language {Kalaba-X constructed language}. 

 

Marija Gimbutas [Gimbutas, Marija] 

linguist 

Lithuania/USA 

1956 to 1965 

Bronze Age Cultures of Central and Eastern Europe [1965] 

She lived 1921 to 1994. She invented Kurgan hypothesis [1956]. 

 



Joseph Greenberg [Greenberg, Joseph] 

linguist 

USA 

1963 to 1987 

Studies in African Linguistic Classification [1955]; Universals of Language [1963: editor]; Languages of Africa 

[1963]; Language in the Americas [1987] 

He lived 1916 to 2001 and classified world languages [1963] into four families: Niger-Kordofanian, Nilo-Saharan, 

Afro-Asiatic, and Khoisan. People came to Americas from Asia in three separate waves with different languages 

{Greenberg Theory}: Amerind, Eskimo-Aleut, and Na-Dene. 

 

Francis P. Dineen [Dineen, Francis P.] 

linguist 

USA 

1967 

Introduction to General Linguistics [1967] 

He lived 1887 to 1891. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>History>Animal Language 

 

R. Allen Gardner [Gardner, R. Allen]/Beatrix T. Gardner [Gardner, Beatrix T.] 

primatologist 

USA 

1969 to 1989 

Teaching sign language to an ape [1969]; Comparative psychology and language acquisition [1980]; Vocabulary 

Test for Chimpanzees (pan troglodytes) [1984]; Teaching Sign Language to Chimpanzees [1989: with T. E. Van 

Cantfort] 

Beatrix lived 1933 to 1995. After four years of training, the chimpanzee Washoe acquired over 100 signs of 

American Sign Language. It heard no other language. Some signs were for general classes, rather than specific objects 

and events. Some signs changed or extended. Washoe used sign order and substituted signs with similar meanings or 

shapes. However, no primates developed signing themselves. Humans had to teach them. Humans cued chimpanzees to 

make signs, and chimpanzees signed to get rewards. Chimpanzees signed to each other socially but not for rewards. 

 

Francine G. Patterson [Patterson, Francine G.] 

primatologist 

USA 

1978 to 1987 

Linguistic capabilities of young lowland gorilla [1978]; Koko's Story [1987] 

She lived 1947 to ?. The gorilla Koko acquired over 250 signs of American Sign Language and learned spoken 

English comprehension. 

 

Herbert Terrace [Terrace, Herbert] 

primatologist 

USA 

1979 

Nim [1979] 

The chimpanzee Nim Chimsky acquired over 125 simplified American-Sign-Language signs. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>History>Grammar 

 

Panini 

linguist 

Gandhara (Kandahar), India 

-490 to -470 

Eight Chapters [-490 to -470: 4000 sutras or grammar rules] 

He lived -520 to -460 and wrote Sanskrit grammar that had phonetic system and word analysis. 

 



Stoic linguists 

linguist 

Greece/Italy 

-300 to -100 

Stoic linguists studied logic, rhetoric, etymology, language origins, and relations among nouns, verbs, and articles. 

 

Patanjali 

linguist/philosopher 

Tamil, India 

-200 to 200 

Great Commentary [-200 to 200: about Panini's grammar]; Discourses on Yoga [-200 to 200: about Raja Yoga or 

Ashtanga Yoga, including Kaivalya Pada as fourth book] 

He wrote about Patanjali Yoga or Raja Yoga or Ashtanga Yoga, one of the Six Schools, Shad-Darsananas, or 

Classical Systems of Philosophy. Raja Yoga is meditation. Hiranyagarbha started Raja Yoga. 

Bhakti Yoga is devotions, prayers, rituals, and worship. Jnana Yoga is using reason to become free of seeing 

differences. Karma Yoga is service to others. 

 

Katyayana or Varttika-kara or Vararuchi or Vararuci 

mathematician/grammarian/Vedic priest 

India 

-170 to -150 

Discourses on Altar Construction [-170: about geometry and altar construction]; Critical Gloss [-170 to -150: about 

Panini's grammar] 

He lived -200 to -140. He was in Aindra grammarian school and lived in northwest India. 

 

Dionysius Thrax [Thrax, Dionysius] 

linguist 

Thrace, Greece/Alexandria, Egypt 

-120 

Art of Grammar [-120] 

He lived -170 to -90, was Stoic, and wrote comprehensive grammar. 

 

Marcus Terentius Varro [Varro, Marcus Terentius] or Varro Reatinus 

linguist 

Rome, Italy 

-50 

On the Latin Language [-50: 25 books]; Agricultural Topics [-50: 3 books] 

He lived -116 to -27. 

 

Apollonius Dyscolus [Dyscolus, Apollonius] 

linguist 

Greece 

150 to 200 

Syntax [150 to 200] 

He lived 100 to 200 and wrote about Greek syntax, starting systematic grammar study. 

 

Aelius Donatus [Donatus, Aelius] 

linguist 

Rome, Italy 

353 to 354 

Major Arts [353 to 354]; Minor Arts [353 to 354: about the eight speech parts] 

He taught St. Jerome. 

 

Priscian or Priscianus Caesariensis 

linguist/teacher 

Constantinople 



500 

Foundations of Grammar [500: 18 books about Latin grammar] 

He was Greek and from Caesarea (Cherchell, Algeria). 

 

Sibuyeh or Sibawayh 

linguist 

Shiraz, Persia 

790 

Doctrine [790: Arabic grammar] 

He lived 760 to 793. 

 

Sanskrit grammar 

linguistic school 

India 

800 

Twelve schools of grammatical theory developed, using phonetic systems and word analysis. 

 

Abu Rayhan al-Biruni [al-Biruni, Abu Rayhan] or Abu Reyhan al-Biruni [al-Biruni, Abu Reyhan] or Biruni 

geographer/astronomer/scientist/linguist/mathematician 

Ghazni 

995 to 1040 

Definition [995 to 997]; Chronology of Ancient Nations [1000]; Shadows [1021]; Book of India [1030 to 1040]; 

Masudic Canon [1000 to 1040: astronomy and trigonometry]; Book of Pharmacy or Book of Medicinals [1000 to 1040: 

Arab and Indian medicine]; Book of Precious Stones [1000 to 1040: minerals]; Elements of Astrology [1000 to 1040: 

mathematics and astronomy] 

He lived 973 to 1048, wrote grammar, and calculated latitude and longitude. He measured land in three dimensions 

{geodesy} {geodetics}. 

 

Claude Lancelot [Lancelot, Claude]/Antoine Arnauld [Arnauld, Antoine] 

linguist 

Paris, France 

1660 

Port Royal Grammar [1660: all languages have similar structure] 

Lancelot lived 1616 to 1695. Arnauld lived 1612 to 1694. 

 

Wilhelm von Humboldt [Humboldt, Wilhelm von] 

linguist 

Germany 

1791 to 1828 

Limits of State Action [1791]; Researches into the Early Inhabitants of Spain by the Help of the Basque Language 

[1821]; On the Dual [1828]; Heterogeneity of Language and its Influence on the Intellectual Development of Mankind 

[1828] 

He lived 1767 to 1835, wrote about ethics, and studied language types. The three structural-language types differ in 

morphology and syntax. Sanskrit is syntactically more complex than modern languages. 

Politics 

States should ensure property and lives. 

 

Junggrammatiker or Neogrammarians 

linguistics school 

Leipzig, Germany 

1870 to 1880 

All sound changes follow rules, so certain phonetic laws are absolute. It included Karl Verner, Berthold Delbrück, 

August Leskien, Hermann Paul, Hermann Osthoff, Karl Brugmann, Eduard Sievers, and Wilhelm Braune. 

 

George O. Curme [Curme, George O.] 

linguist 



USA 

1905 to 1935 

Grammar of the German Language [1905 and 1922]; College English Grammar [1925]; Grammar of the English 

Language III: Syntax [1931]; Grammar of the English Language II: Parts of Speech and Accidence [1935] 

He lived 1860 to 1948 and wrote about syntax. 

 

Otto Jesperson [Jesperson, Otto] 

linguist 

Denmark 

1922 

Language [1922] 

He lived 1860 to 1943 and developed categorical grammar. Specific factors, such as maximum vocal-tract-

constriction location, determine speech-sound articulation. Constriction completely closes for consonants like /p/. Nasal 

passage opens for consonants like /m/. Voicing onset time is immediate for /b/ but delayed for /p/. 

 

John Rupert Firth [Firth, John Rupert] 

linguist 

England 

1930 to 1937 

Speech [1930]; Tongues of Men [1937] 

He lived 1890 to 1960 and developed prosodic analysis. 

 

Leonard Bloomfield [Bloomfield, Leonard] 

linguist 

USA 

1933 to 1935 

Language [1933]; Stressed Vowels of American English [1935] 

He lived 1887 to 1949 and was main developer of immediate constituent grammar and constituent structure. 

 

Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz [Ajdukiewicz, Kazimierz] 

linguist/philosopher 

Poland 

1935 to 1940 

Syntactic Connexion [1935]; Empirical Basis of Knowledge [1940] 

He lived 1890 to 1963, helped develop immediate constituent grammar, and was analytic philosopher. The same data 

can have more than one closed and coherent independent description {conventionalism} {radical conventionalism}, 

from which people can choose based on simplicity, aesthetics, usefulness, ease, or evidence. Two basic syntax 

categories are sentences and singular terms, which can combine. 

 

Louis Hjelmslev [Hjelmslev, Louis] 

linguist 

Denmark 

1943 

Prolegomena to a Theory of Language or Introduction to a Theory of Language [1943] 

He lived 1899 to 1965 and developed categorical grammar. 

 

Charles Francis Hockett [Hockett, Charles Francis] 

linguist 

USA 

1944 to 1958 

Spoken Chinese [1944: with Chaoying Fang]; Course In Modern Linguistics [1958] 

He lived 1916 to 2001, was Bloomfield's student, and worked on transformational grammar. 

 

Rulon Wells [Wells, Rulon] 

linguist 

USA 



1947 

Immediate Constituents [1947] 

He lived 1919 to ?. 

 

Charles C. Fries [Fries, Charles C.] 

linguist 

USA 

1949 to 1952 

Coexistent phonemic systems [1949: with Kenneth L Pike]; Structure of English [1952] 

He lived 1887 to 1967 and studied grammar. 

 

Yehoshua Bar-Hillel [Bar-Hillel, Yehoshua] 

linguist 

USA 

1950 to 1971 

On syntactic categories [1950]; Quasi Arithmetical Notation for Syntactic Description [1953]; Pragmatics of Natural 

Languages [1971: editor] 

He lived 1915 to 1975 and helped develop immediate constituent grammar. 

 

Zellig S. Harris [Harris, Zellig S.] 

linguist 

Russia/USA 

1951 

Methods in Structural Linguistics [1951] 

He lived 1909 to 1992 and developed transformational grammar. 

 

Sebastian Konstantinovich Shaumyan [Shaumyan, Sebastian Konstantinovich] 

linguist 

USA 

1951 to 1965 

Structural Linguistics [1951 to 1965] 

He lived 1916 to 2006 and helped develop transformational grammar {applicative-generative grammar}. 

 

Morris Halle [Halle, Morris] 

linguist 

Latvia/USA 

1952 

Preliminaries to Speech Analysis [1952: with Roman Jakobson and Gunnar Fant]; On accent and juncture in English 

[1956: with Noam Chomsky and Fred Lukoff]; Sound Pattern of English [1968: with Chomsky] 

He lived 1923 to ?, was member of Prague School, and studied phoneme distinctive features. 

 

Roman Jakobson [Jakobson, Roman] 

linguist 

Russia/USA 

1952 

Preliminaries to Speech Analysis [1952: with Morris Halle and Gunnar Fant] 

He lived 1896 to 1982, was member of Prague School, and studied phoneme distinctive features. 

 

Noam Chomsky [Chomsky, Noam] 

linguist 

USA 

1957 to 2000 

Syntactic Structures [1957]; Review of B. F. Skinner's Verbal Behavior [1959]; Aspects of a Theory of Syntax 

[1965]; Language and Mind [1972]; Reflections on Language [1975]; Rules and Representations [1980]; Knowledge of 

Language [1986]; Language and the Problems of Knowledge [1988]; New Horizons in the Study of Language and 

Mind [2000] 



He lived 1928 to ?, studied unconscious and innate language structures, and developed transformational grammar to 

explain how brain makes language structures. Newborn brain has innate linguistic rules {universal grammar, 

Chomsky}. Learning a particular language, which has words, sets limited-range linguistic parameters. Expressed 

language {E-language} depends on internal language {I-language}. Grammars assign structures {logical form} to 

sentences. Grammars can generate just language sentences {observationally adequate grammar}, give some structure to 

all sentences {descriptively adequate grammar}, or give structure used by speakers to all sentences {explanatorily 

adequate grammar}. 

 

Joachim Lambek [Lambek, Joachim] 

linguist 

USA 

1958 to 1988 

Mathematics of Sentence Structure [1958]; Categorial and categorical grammars [1988] 

He lived 1922 to ? and helped develop immediate constituent grammar. 

 

Eric Partridge [Partridge, Eric] 

linguist 

New Zealand/England 

1965 

Usage and Abusage [1965] 

He lived 1894 to 1979. 

 

Jerry A. Fodor [Fodor, Jerry A.] 

linguist 

USA 

1975 to 2000 

Language of Thought [1975]; RePresentations [1981]; Modularity of Mind [1983]; Psychosemantics [1987]; Theory 

of Content and Other Essays [1990]; Holism: A Shopper's Guide [1992: with Ernest Lepore]; ELM and the Expert: 

Mentalese and its Semantics [1994]; Concepts [1998]; In Critical Condition [2000]; Mind Doesn't Work That Way 

[2000] 

He lived 1935 to ?. Putnam and Chomsky influenced him. He developed projection rules to try to formalize 

semantics and model semantic relations by syntax {proof theory, Fodor}. Brains think using symbol system with syntax 

and semantics {language of thought, Fodor} {mentalese, Fodor}. 

However, mental language must also have meaning and syntax. If mental language is meaningful, then regular 

language is meaningful, so why have mental language. 

 

David E. Johnson [Johnson, David E.] 

linguist 

USA 

1980 

Arc Pair Grammar [1980: with Paul M. Postal] 

He lived 1946 to ? and studied grammar. 

 

Derek Bickerton [Bickerton, Derek] 

linguist 

USA 

1981 to 1995 

Roots of Language [1981]; Language and Species [1990]; Language and Human Behavior [1995] 

Animal calls and signs are structural wholes and have no component parts. Hawaiian immigrants spoke pidgin, and 

their children spoke creole. Creoles all over world are mostly similar to each other, possibly indicating universal 

grammar, which has same default settings for creole and young children. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>History>Invention 

 

pre-cuneiform writing 

inventor 



Sumer 

-3500 

pre-cuneiform writing 

In first writing system {pre-cuneiform}, styluses indented clay. 

 

cuneiform Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3500 to -2500 

cuneiform writing [-3500 to -2500] 

Reed pens drew pictures that represented words or sounds on clay tablets {cuneiform writing}, to record trade and 

taxes. Pre-cuneiform developed into a system with 200 to 300 simplified sideways pictures. 

 

hieroglyphic script 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3100 to 394 

hieroglyph 

Egyptian mdju netjer or words of the gods {hieroglyph, script} {hieroglyphics, script} {hieroglyphic script} 

developed as idealized or sketched picture ideograms, referring to animal characteristics and human gestures. 

Hieroglyphs face rightward in columns, to read down, or lines, to read right to left. Greeks called it hiera grammata 

(sacred letters) or ta hieroglyphica (sacred carved letters). Book of the Dead used cursive hieroglyphic script. 

 

phonogram invented 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3100 to 394 

phonogram 

Hieroglyphs {phonogram, sound} can stand for sounds. 

 

rebus phonograms 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3100 to 394 

phonogram 

Phonogram series rebuses can be for concepts, opinions, beliefs, commands, requests, and logical relations. Rebuses 

can have extra end signs {determinative, rebus} to indicate rebus-series subject. 

 

hieratic script 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2500 

hieratic script 

Cursive script {hieratic script} derived from cursive hieroglyphic script. After -600, it was only for religious 

documents, because demonic script replaced it. 

 

cuneiform Asia Minor 

inventor 

Asia Minor 

-1500 

cuneiform writing [-1500] 

Cuneiform writing came from Sumer. 

 

demotic script 

inventor 

Egypt 



-600 

demotic script 

Cursive script {demotic script} derived from hieratic script. Rosetta Stone has demotic, hieroglyphic, and Greek. 

 

Coptic script 

inventor 

Egypt 

-300 

Coptic script 

When Ptolemies ruled, script {Coptic script} was like Greek alphabet. 

 

Louis Braille [Braille, Louis] 

inventor 

France 

1821 to 1829 

Braille [1821 to 1829] 

He lived 1809 to 1852. He invented a printing and writing system using six dots, in two vertical lines of three raised 

dots each, to represent 63 characters and allow blind people to read by touch {Braille} [1821 to 1829]. 

 

Ralph K. Potter [Potter, Ralph K.] 

linguist/inventor 

USA 

1945 

sonograph 

He lived 1895 to 1980 and invented sound recorder {sonograph} [1945]. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>History>Language Origin 

 

language 

language 

Earth 

-70000 to -60000 

Languages began, or at least became significant, 70,000 to 60,000 years ago. 

 

African and Eurasian language divergence 

language 

Africa 

-70000 to -50000 

African and Eurasian languages diverged 70,000 to 50,000 years ago. 

 

Southeast Asian and Eurasian languages divergence 

language 

Southeast Asia 

-60000 to -40000 

Southeast Asian and Eurasian languages diverged 60,000 to 40,000 years ago. 

 

Na-Dene 

language 

Europe/Asia/Caucasia 

-13000 

Perhaps, Chinese, Navajo, Basque, Etruscan, and some Caucasian-Mountain languages had a common ancestor {Na-

Dene language}, 15000 years ago. 

 

Nostratic 

language 

Europe/Asia 



-13000 

Perhaps, Uralic, Altaic, and Indo-European languages had a common ancestor {Nostratic language}, 15000 years 

ago. Uralic was in northeast Europe. Altaic was in central Asia. Indo-European was in Anatolia, Turkey. 

 

Proto-Indo-European 

language 

Russia 

-8000 to -6500 

Languages {Proto-Indo-European language} began in central-Asia steppes among Kurgan horsemen, possibly from 

Nostratic and/or Na-Dene languages, 10000 to 8500 years ago. 

First Samara and Seroglazovo cultures, then Dnieper-Donets and Sredny Stog cultures of Scythians near lower 

Volga River to Dnieper River, in central Asia steppe at Urheimat, rode horses and had Proto-Indo-European language 

[-4500 to -4000]. From them developed Kurgan people [-5000 to -3000], who built kurg burial mounds and spread 

Proto-Indo-European language from southwest Russia {Kurgan hypothesis}, making Kurgan I, Kurgan II, and then 

Kurgan III. Maykop culture is in north Caucasus [-4000 to -2500]. Kurgan IV or Yamna culture is in steppe [-4000 to -

2500]. Globular Amphora culture began in east Europe [-2500]. Proto-Greeks went to Balkans [-2500]. Proto-Persians 

went there [-2500]. 

 

Chinese writing 

language 

China 

-5500 to -5000 

First Chinese written characters were 7500 to 7000 years ago, along Yellow River. 

 

Sumerian 

language 

Sumeria 

-5000 

Languages {Sumerian language} began 7000 years ago. Sumerian is a separate language family. Akkadian belongs 

to Afro-Asiatic languages. 

 

Indo-European 

language 

Anatolia, Turkey 

-4000 to -3000 

Indo-European language began among farmers in Anatolia, Turkey, 6000 to 5000 years ago, possibly from Nostratic 

and/or Na-Dene. 

 

Sanskrit 

language 

Pakistan 

-2000 

Languages {Sanskrit language} began 4000 years ago in Pakistan. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>History>Phonetics 

 

Jacob Grimm [Grimm, Jacob] 

linguist/philologist 

Berlin, Germany 

1811 to 1837 

High German Master Song [1811]; German Grammar [1819 to 1837] 

He lived 1785 to 1863. As language develops, sound usage shifts according to rules {Grimm's Law} [1822], 

accounting for sound pairing among languages. 

 

Karl Verner [Verner, Karl] 

linguist 



Germany 

1875 

He lived 1846 to 1896. In all languages, sound changes follow same rules {Verner's Law} [1875]. 

 

Daniel Jones [Jones, Daniel] 

linguist/philologist 

England 

1909 to 1918 

Pronunciation of English [1909]; Outline of English Phonetics [1918] 

He lived 1881 to 1967 and invented International Phonetic Alphabet. Cardinal vowels have different articulation 

places, such as tongue height, mouth front or back, and rounded or unrounded lips. 

 

Nikolai Trubetzkoy [Trubetzkoy, Nikolai] 

linguist 

Russia/Prague, Czech Republic 

1938 

Principles of Phonology [1939] 

He lived 1890 to 1938 and studied phonemes. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>History>Semantics 

 

Isidore of Seville 

linguist 

Seville, Spain 

630 

Etymologies or Origins [630] 

He lived 560 to 636 and translated. 

 

Realist/Nominalist 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1000 to 1400 

Realist and Nominalist philosophers studied word and object relations, object classes, and human mind. 

 

William Jones [Jones, William] 

linguist 

England 

1783 to 1794 

Sanscrit Language [1786: nonfiction]; Laws of Manu [1783 to 1794: translation from Sanskrit]; Recollection of 

Shakuntala [1783 to 1794: translation from Sanskrit of play by Kalidasa. Shakuntala was a beautiful woman.]; Account 

of Seasons or Cycle of Seasons [1783 to 1794: translation from Sanskrit of poem by Kalidasa]; Gita Govinda or Song 

of Govind or Song of Divine Love between Radha and Krishna [1783 to 1794: translation from Sanskrit of poem by 

Jayadeva. Govind is Krishna as Protector.] 

He lived 1746 to 1794 and related Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin by describing similarities among words [1786]. 

 

Neolinguists 

linguistics school 

Germany 

1870 to 1880 

Expressive aspects of language are dominant. 

 

Michel Bréal [Bréal, Michel] 

linguist 

Paris, France 

1897 

Essay on Semantics [1897: Metaphors can cause language changes] 



He lived 1832 to 1915. Metaphors are common. 

 

Vilhelm Erik Svedelius [Svedelius, Vilhelm Erik] 

linguist 

Sweden 

1897 

Analysis of Language [1897] 

He lived 1816 to 1889. Event and relation communications differ in meaning and grammar. Relation 

communications nest and invert phrases. Event communications can use word sequences in event order, with no 

transformations. 

 

Edward Sapir [Sapir, Edward] 

linguist 

USA 

1921 to 1929 

Culture, Language, Personality [1921]; Status of Linguistics as a Science [1929] 

He lived 1884 to 1939. Language affects thinking {Sapir-Whorf hypothesis} [1929]. 

 

Otto Neurath [Neurath, Otto] 

linguist/philosopher 

Vienna, Austria/USA 

1921 to 1935 

Anti-Spengler [1921]; Scientific World-View [1929: with Hahn and Carnap]; Unified Science and Psychology 

[1933]; Meaning of Rational Consideration and Action [1935] 

He lived 1882 to 1945, was of Vienna Circle of Logical Positivism, and led Unity of Science Movement. Movement 

tried to unite sciences through characteristic actions. 

Epistemology 

People can have knowledge through subjective and historic means. Sentence meaning is the publicly accessible 

outcome {outcome, meaning} of publicly accessible procedures. Group beliefs establish outcomes and procedures, 

even in science. Cognitive and scientific meaning requires that sentence be expressible in logical language. People have 

constructed subjects of discourse without foundations, like boats {Neurath's boat} built while at sea. 

 

Ivor A. Richards [Richards, Ivor A.] 

linguist/philosopher 

USA 

1922 to 1936 

Foundations of Aesthetics [1922: with James Wood]; Meaning of Meaning [1923: with C. K. Ogden]; Philosophy of 

Rhetoric [1936]; Practical Criticism [1936] 

He lived 1893 to 1979. He developed Basic English with C. K. Ogden. Metaphor has actual topic, analogy to that 

topic, something in common between the topics, and reason for using analogy. 

 

Charles Kay Ogden [Ogden, Charles Kay] 

linguist 

USA 

1923 to 1930 

Meaning of Meaning [1923]; Basic English: A General Introduction with Rules and Grammar [1930] 

He lived 1889 to 1957 and studied semantics. 

 

Alfred Korzybski [Korzybski, Alfred] 

linguist 

USA 

1933 

Science and Sanity [1933] 

He lived 1879 to 1950 and developed General Semantics, with Hayakawa. 

 



Max Black [Black, Max] 

linguist 

Azerbaijan/England/USA 

1933 to 1983 

Nature of Mathematics [1933]; Language and Philosophy [1949]; Metaphor [1955]; Models and Metaphors [1962]; 

More about Metaphor [1979: in Metaphor and Thought]; Prevalence of Humbug [1983] 

He lived 1909 to 1988. Models and metaphors are similar in purpose and use. Different people interpret metaphors 

in different ways {interaction theory}. 

 

Samuel I. Hayakawa [Hayakawa, Samuel I.] 

linguist 

Canada/USA 

1938 

Language in Thought and Action [1938] 

He lived 1906 to 1992 and helped develop semantics {General Semantics}, with Korzybski. 

 

Charles William Morris [Morris, Charles William] 

linguist 

England 

1938 to 1968 

Foundations of the Theory of Signs [1938]; Signification and Significance [1968] 

He lived 1901 to 1979 and studied theory of signs {semiotics}, which has semantics, pragmatics, and syntactics. 

 

Benjamin Whorf [Whorf, Benjamin] 

linguist 

USA 

1940 

Science and Linguistics [1940] 

He lived 1897 to 1941. Language affects thinking {Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, Whorf} [1940]. 

 

Ferdinand de Saussure [Saussure, Ferdinand de] 

linguist 

France 

1949 

Course of General Linguistics [1949] 

He lived 1857 to 1913 and founded modern structural linguistics {structuralism, linguistics} {structural linguistics}. 

Phonemes marks usage differences in sound or symbol systems. Phonemes are not physical, separate, independent 

elements. 

Word values are functions of exchangeable and non-exchangeable words {substitution, word} {word substitution}. 

Word connections provide word meanings, so word meaning depends on all word values. Speaker and listener 

vocabularies must be identical to convey full meaning in communication. 

 

Mario Pei [Pei, Mario] 

linguist 

USA 

1954 to 1965 

Dictionary of Linguistics [1954: with Frank Gaynor]; Story of Language [1965] 

He lived 1901 to 1978. 

 

Herbert Paul Grice [Grice, Herbert Paul] or Paul Grice [Grice, Paul] 

linguist 

England 

1957 to 1975 

Meaning [1957]; Causal Theory of Perception [1961]; Utterer's Meaning, Sentence Meaning, and Word-Meaning 

[1968]; Logic and Conversation [1975] 



He lived 1913 to 1988. Speaker meaning is what speaker intended to make happen to audience using words 

{conversation implicature}. Intention is to modify audience beliefs or behavior, and audience knows intention 

{reflexive intention}. Meaning is about speaker and hearer mental state. Speaker meaning is first and determining, 

above word or sentence meaning. Speaker meaning, linguistic meaning, or semantics follows from thoughts. Actual 

usage does not necessarily reflect thought. Speaker meaning and word meaning can differ. 

 

Jerrold J. Katz [Katz, Jerrold J.] 

linguist 

USA 

1963 

Structure of a Semantic Theory [1963: with Fodor]; Semantic Theory [1971]; Integrated Theory of Linguistic 

Descriptions [1978: with Paul Postal]; Metaphysics of Meaning [1990] 

He lived 1932 to 2002 and developed projection rules to try to formalize semantics. 

 

Carl Hempel [Hempel, Carl] 

philosopher 

USA 

1965 to 1966 

Aspects of Scientific Explanation [1965]; Philosophy of Natural Science [1966] 

He lived 1905 to ? and was logical empiricist. 

Description is result of physical laws. 

Explanation and prediction differ only in time, because facts are deducible from other facts and at least one law 

{covering-law model} {deductive-nomological model}. 

Sentence meaning is the publicly accessible outcome of publicly accessible procedures. Group beliefs establish 

outcomes and procedures, even in science. Cognitive and scientific meaning requires that sentence be expressible in 

logical language. 

Psychology can treat internal states of people like black boxes, only checking stimuli and responses {methodological 

behaviorism}. 

Induction can lead to statements but can also lead to statement contrapositives. Contrapositive statements are 

general, while statements are specific. Evidence for contrapositive statement cannot support statement. For example, 

"All ravens are black" is logically the same as its contrapositive, "All not black things are not ravens", and both have 

support from each raven observation {paradox of the ravens, Hempel} {ravens paradox, Hempel}. 

Physical and material world concepts always change as people acquire new knowledge, so physicalism and 

functionalism are not static concepts {Hempel's dilemma}. 

 

Saul Kripke [Kripke, Saul] 

linguist 

USA 

1972 to 1982 

Naming and Necessity [1972 and 1980]; Wittgenstein on Rules and Private Language [1982] 

He lived 1940 to ?. 

Statements can be true and cannot be false {necessary truth, Kripke}, like arithmetical equalities. Statements can be 

true, though possible to be false {contingent truth}, like historical facts. Some necessary truths are not a priori, because 

people can learn identities later. 

Terms, such as person names or natural substances {natural kind, Kripke}, can always mean same thing in physical 

and all other worlds {rigid designator, Kripke}. Terms {non-rigid designator}, such as variables or descriptions, can 

allow different possible values in physical and/or all other worlds. People can use rigid designators to refer to same 

things to which previous persons referred {causal theory of reference, Kripke}. 

However, time can change references. 

Necessary identities involve two rigid designators, and contingent identities involve at least one non-rigid 

designator. Identity theories of mental state and physical state are either necessary identities or one term is non-rigid. 

They cannot be necessary, because people can imagine mental state, like pain, without physical state. They do not have 

non-rigid terms, because mental-state instance is essence, not property, and physical state specifies atom positions and 

motions. 



Proper names are always about same object. Proper names can be about people about whom people know nothing 

more and so have no sense, only reference. Proper names of people about whom people know something else have 

sense and reference. 

People can conceive of matter and consciousness as separate being, so they are both possible, and so must be 

different, not just different names for same thing or different levels in hierarchy of knowledge or being, because one is 

objective and one subjective. Mental states, representing ideas, cause linguistic responses, which report mental state 

using signs. Response pattern depends on similarity or relation, represented by mental state, which people do not 

necessarily consciously know. Because mental states vary widely, natural occurrences have incompatible expressions. 

People think and speak based on social word usage {anti-individualism}. Meaning is normative, as language 

communities make rules, and relates to individual dispositions. Perception is also necessary for communication about 

objects. 

People can have a priori knowledge of contingent things {mind, Kripke} and empirical knowledge of necessary 

truths {essence, Kripke}. 

 

Paul M. Postal [Postal, Paul M.] 

linguist 

USA 

1980 

Arc Pair Grammar [1980: with David E. Johnson] 

He developed projection rules to try to formalize semantics. 

 

John Macnamara [Macnamara, John] 

linguist 

USA 

1982 

Names for Things [1982] 

He studied naming. 

 

David K. Lewis [Lewis, David K.] 

philosopher/linguist 

USA 

1983 to 1986 

Philosophical Papers [1983 and 1986]; General Semantics; On the Plurality of Worlds [1986] 

He lived 1941 to ?. 

Language and other social conventions developed unconsciously, not by agreement, to coordinate behavior. First, 

unstructured unrelated signals expressed intention. Later, signals gained structure. Then simple intentions used 

conventional form. Finally, sentences used these elements. Complex-expression meanings are functions of component 

meanings. 

Epistemology 

Roles in causing organism physical behaviors define mental concepts, states, events, and processes {causal theory of 

mental concepts}. 

Effects depend on their causes, so if there are no such causes, there are no such effects {counterfactual dependence}. 

Propositions are about possible worlds and cannot be about impossible worlds. 

Properties are about possible subjects of propositions, which can be individual or category sets. 

Metaphysics 

Reality is local physics, which makes everything else. Quantum mechanically possible worlds are actually real 

{modal realism, Lewis} and are separate in time and space. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy 

 

philosophy general 

Social science {philosophy} can be love of wisdom. 

subjects 

Epistemology unifies knowledge and studies knowledge assumptions, beliefs, truth, and bases. Metaphysics studies 

origin and meaning of reality. Ethics models ideal society and finds meaning in human existence. Morals is about 



proper behavior. Axiology studies values. Aesthetics studies beauty. Philosophy can include history, logic, politics, and 

theology. 

purpose 

Philosophy finds aesthetics, epistemology, ethics, history, metaphysics, and politics principles, using empirical facts 

and reasoning. Philosophy tries to identify the real and true. 

reasoning 

Philosophy depends on logic and reason, as well as experience. Philosophy uses valid reasoning. Philosophy makes 

things complete and consistent. Philosophy is definite, precise, and methodical. Philosophy analyzes concepts, 

methodology, language, reasoning, and assumptions. Philosophy eliminates confusion and ambiguities. Philosophy 

uncovers alternatives. Philosophy states assumptions clearly. Philosophy makes testable hypotheses. 

questions 

How did consciousness evolve? What are mental laws and relations? How do brains generate sense awareness and 

consciousness? Why do conscious sense qualities appear as they do? How do brain and body use consciousness? What 

will organisms that succeed humans be like and do? Can machines have consciousness? How do humans think? How 

do brains know and remember? 

What ethics is best? Do principles indicate how to make decisions in both practical and public affairs? Do principles 

resolve economic, social, psychological, and political problems? 

Why are things beautiful or artistic? 

What is universe nature and purpose? What is people nature and purpose? Do principles explain history and predict 

future? Do principles provide meaning to work, love, life, and existence? 

Do principles govern all thought and behavior? Do principles answer fundamental questions about knowledge, truth, 

and meaning? 

Do principles answer fundamental questions about reality? 

thesis-antithesis 

Philosophy debates include monism vs. pluralism, mind vs. body, determinism vs. free will, realism vs. idealism, 

realism vs. materialism, faith vs. reason, absolute ethics vs. relative, absolute aesthetics vs. relative aesthetics, matter 

vs. spirit, and mortality vs. immortality. 

types 

Philosophy types are Critical Realism, Dialectical Philosophy, Dialectical Materialism, Dialectical Idealism, 

Existentialism, Idealism, Materialism or Mechanism, Naturalism or Humanism, New Realism, Objective Idealism, 

Operationalism, Phenomenology, Pragmatism, Realism, Solipsism, Subjectivism or Personalism, and Teleology. 

 

closed system 

Groups can have complete doctrines {closed theory} for members to believe. Theories {closed system, philosophy} 

can explain all evidence, even evidence that seems to contradict theory, and can question critics' ability, motivation, or 

understanding. Closed theories can give meaning and goals to life. 

 

simplicity principle 

Explanation principles {simplicity principle} can find simplest possible cause or formula. Direct movements are 

most efficient. The most elegant reasoning requires the fewest steps. Physical systems settle into minimum-potential-

energy and maximum-entropy states. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Aesthetics 

 

aesthetics 

Philosophy includes theory of beauty {aesthetics}|. 

questions 

Why are things and ideas beautiful? What did art begin? What is purpose of art? What is nature of creativity? What 

is relation between art and life? 

factors: patterns 

Aesthetically pleasing patterns use balance, symmetry, flowing lines, golden ratio, order, unity, and variety. They 

integrate parts and whole. They use religious, sex, and countryside symbolism. 

factors: unusualness 

Something can be rare, forgotten, or new and involve new perspectives, associations, or ideas. 

factors: cleanliness 

Cleanliness is aesthetic in Japan and other places. 



art creation 

Art creation can be play, escape, nature imitation, feeling expression, creative-power exercise, or common-situation 

idealization. 

effects 

Art is intentional, causes reactions, and can have meaning. Art can cause transcendent feelings: adventure, affection, 

awe, beauty, contemplation, creative bliss, confidence, discovery, empathy, friendship, harmony, joy, logic, love, 

magnanimity, mastery, movement, mystery, perfection, sacrifice, sharing, unity, winning, and wonder. Moral feelings 

relate to aesthetics. 

criticism 

Art criticism tries to find meaning or to explain aesthetic value, based on beauty, simplicity, forms, or principles. 

People can assign aesthetic value to objects and events. Competent art judges from different cultures tend to agree on 

basic aesthetic values, despite differences in materials, styles, subject matter, and intentions. 

 

aesthetic distance 

People can observe objects for their sakes, disinterestedly, without emotion, will, desire, or reasoning about utility, 

value, or morals {aesthetic distance}. 

 

sublime 

Objects and events can cause higher feelings {sublime}|. 

 

taste in aesthetics 

People react differently to objects or events {taste, aesthetics}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Aesthetics>Beauty 

 

beauty 

Concepts, things, and events can give pleasure in life or be important for survival {beauty}. Beauty depends on 

innate mental properties from ancient experience. Beauty creates desire to observe more. 

 

Golden Mean 

In beautiful objects, ratio {Golden Mean}| of smaller section to larger section can be same as ratio of larger section 

to whole. 

 

tsumi 

Life should not have defilement and pollution {tsumi}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Aesthetics>Theory 

 

emotive theory of art 

People can express what they feel {emotive theory of art}. 

 

institutional theory 

History and culture can affect art {institutional theory of art}. 

 

mimesis in art 

Art can imitate nature {mimesis, art}|. 

 

value philosophy 

Things can have intrinsic and/or extrinsic value {value philosophy}, such as goodness, truth, beauty, and happiness. 

People can recognize value and respond in various ways. Good values are productive, permanent, not destructive, not 

temporary, personal, satisfying, liked, enjoyable, and pleasurable. Values can be experiences, perceptions, or attentions. 

They are not about functional utility, personal desires, truth, or perfection. They can be therapeutic. They can provide 

moral knowledge. They can explain history and culture. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology 

 



epistemology general 

Knowledge theory {epistemology}| describes how people can know something. People can know things by 

association and by insight, as information becomes knowledge. 

questions 

How is something true? How can people detect errors? What are roles of opinion and speculation? What are the 

knowledge types? What is nature of cause and effect? Do intuitions exist? Do revelations exist? What emotions and 

feelings exist? What is consciousness? 

How can people know that external objects exist if all they know is experience? How do external objects and body 

generate experience? Can experiences and physical world have no relation? 

analysis: logic 

Philosophical logic studies term definitions, references, predications, propositions, connectives, operators, and 

quantifiers. Philosophical logic studies truth, modality, argument, entailment, and inference. Epistemology tries to find 

necessary and sufficient conditions to establish statement truth. Epistemology is about difference between knowledge 

and belief. 

categories 

Knowledge has categories: aesthetical, architectural, circumventional, constructional, dynamical, geometrical, 

topological, and transportational. All categories are relative and changeable. 

categories: event 

Events describe object and part motions. Objects and parts can change or stay the same over time. Identical events 

can be at same time and place, with same object and part changes. 

categories: objects 

Objects have parts and properties. Physical objects, relations, and motions exist independently of human thought. 

experience 

Experience has sense qualities, perceptions, and ideas. People can have immediate perceptions and conscious sense 

qualities. 

goals 

Goals provide knowledge uses. Ultimate goals do not exist, because goals also serve other purposes. At high levels, 

goals are circular. 

reality 

People experience reality as outside body and mind. Physical energies, masses, momenta, positions, and times have 

quantization. Small energies, lengths, masses, and times are unmeasurable and undetectable. 

sense organ 

Brains know about sense organs and their controllers, as well as sensed objects and events. 

animal 

Animals can distinguish food from non-food. Animals can recognize predators. Animals can discriminate to 

categorize species. Animals can discriminate same-species individuals. Animals can discriminate gender. Insects, birds, 

rodents, and baboons can learn to discriminate neighbors from strangers. 

meaning 

Sentences, pictures, diagrams, and all linguistic and non-linguistic representations can derive meaning from mental 

intentions. 

methods 

Analogy aids understanding. Analysis divides systems, objects, or events to isolate subsystems or system parts, but 

universe has no simple or isolated systems. Fields, neutrinos, and radiation are everywhere, and even vacuum has 

activity. Previous learning gives meaning to current thoughts, actions, and language, using symbolic concepts and 

mechanical habits. 

 

linguistic analysis 

Analysis {linguistic analysis} can clarify statements and questions and find criteria and procedures for empirical-fact 

verification. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Possibility 

 

possibility 

Things and events can be possible {possibility} in different ways and can be possible in some ways but not in others. 

If something is conceivable to reason, it is possible. 



concept 

Things and events can have no internal contradictions {conceptual possibility}. 

epistemology 

Empirical facts can allow things and events {epistemological possibility}. 

logic 

Perhaps, thing and event negation is contradictory {logical possibility}. 

metaphysics 

Perhaps, things and events do not contradict physical facts {metaphysical possibility}. Metaphysical possibility 

derives from metaphysical necessity. 

nomology 

Science laws can allow things and events {nomological possibility}. 

physics 

Imaginable situations can be consistent with physical laws {nomical possibility}. 

proposition 

Propositions can have possibility {problematic proposition}. 

time 

The past can allow things and events {temporal possibility}. 

 

entelechy 

Things can have potential to happen or can be impossible {entelechy, epistemology}. Possibility is separate from 

whether something actually happened, will happen, or had to happen. Humans can distinguish what is merely possible 

and what is required. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>World 

 

telic 

World can affect mind {telic}. 

 

thetic 

Mind can affect world {thetic}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Object Properties 

 

emergent property 

Mental or physical phenomena can emerge from lower-level element and process relations and interactions 

{emergent property}|. 

 

realization of property 

Object properties have values {realization, epistemology}. Color can be red. Different physical properties can realize 

the same mental properties {multiple realizability}. 

 

trope of property 

Brains can note property instances {trope, property}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>System Properties 

 

chaos in systems 

Systems and events can have no laws and/or have complex laws and be unpredictable {chaos, epistemology}|. 

 

imperfect community 

In groups {imperfect community}, objects can be similar to each other, but group objects share no one property. 

 

insoluble problem 

Situations {insoluble problem} can be paradoxes. 

 



mereology 

Parts relate to wholes, and vice versa {mereology}|, in specific ways. Wholes can be part sums or superpositions. 

Perhaps, wholes can transcend parts. 

 

overdetermination 

Two different sufficient causes can cause effects {overdetermination}. 

 

process and design 

Methods {process, epistemology} can obtain outputs from inputs. Descriptions can include designs. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Representation 

 

distributed system 

Brain can store or detect representation using only one node (grandmother cell) or many nodes {distributed system, 

epistemology}. Single nodes use one pathway to connect to other nodes and can associate two representations. Single 

nodes have no parts, events, or information and make only top-level connections. Distributed systems require many 

connections. They can connect at many places and levels. They can include information about correlations and 

probabilities. In distributed system, mutually inhibitory nodes or subsystems represent objects, events, and information. 

 

sparse representation 

Systems and spaces can have few activated nodes {sparse representation}. Active nodes represent patterns or object 

features. No information is in inactive nodes. Active-node sets are patterns. Systems or spaces can have many activated 

nodes {dense representation}. Nodes and their connection pathways represent pattern features. Nodes and pathways 

have different weights and activities. Node weighted activities represent patterns. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Causation 

 

causation in epistemology 

Causes {causation} are necessary or sufficient. 

types 

Four cause types are material cause, formal cause, efficient cause, and final cause. 

space and time 

Cause is always necessary to effect, precedes effect, and is spatially and temporally adjacent to effect. Events at only 

one instant cannot define cause or effect. 

explanation 

Only current thought about past events reveals causal relations. Explanation first describes object structures and 

movements. Then it explains how object structures and movements caused or constrained current existence, behavior, 

or structure. 

will 

Will or intent can be indirect cause. However, direct causes are physical forces. 

effects 

Interactions cause effects. Effects typically have several causes. 

 

causal causation 

Contributory causes {causal, causation} cause events. Similar causes in similar situations give similar results. 

 

causal generalization 

Generalization and causal reasoning can combine {causal generalization}. Antecedent is sufficient for consequent. 

Consequent is necessary for antecedent. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Causation>Origin 

 

infinite regress 

Events have causes from previous events, which had causes from previous events, ad infinitum {infinite regress}|. 

To stop infinite regress, beginning cause must be different from later causes. 

 



Prime Mover 

Perhaps, causes must have more energy, matter, motion, or purpose than effects. Perhaps, because things move, 

something unmoved by anything else must start motion. If everything must have a cause, infinite regression leads to a 

starting or original cause {Prime Mover} {First Cause, epistemology}. Prime Mover must be in physical world but 

have no cause. Prime Mover must have more energy than later causes and events. However, motion does not have to 

start with motion, only with force. More than one prime mover can be possible. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Causation>Method 

 

agreement method 

If phenomena share only one event, event is a cause or effect {method of agreement} {agreement method}. If people 

know all possible causes, probable cause is the cause that always precedes effect. However, agreement method must 

test all cases. 

 

difference method 

If one event is in phenomenon but is not in not-phenomenon, then event is phenomenon cause, or is necessary to 

cause or effect {method of difference} {difference method}. If people know all possible causes, probable cause is cause 

whose removal causes not-phenomenon. However, because physical world is complex, one difference is hard to 

establish. 

 

agreement and difference method 

Agreement and difference methods can combine {joint method of agreement and difference} {agreement and 

difference method}. However, the joint method does not account for probabilities or strengths. Things can have more 

than one cause or have not yet known causes. 

 

concomitant variation method 

If first phenomenon varies in one way, and second phenomenon varies in the same or opposite way, first 

phenomenon is cause or effect, or relates to cause, of second phenomenon {concomitant variation method} {method of 

concomitant variation}. However, unobserved causes and effects are possible. 

 

residues method 

Removing or accounting for phenomena parts caused by known antecedent circumstances makes remaining 

phenomena caused by remaining circumstances {method of residues} {residues method} {subduction, causation}. 

However, known laws or experiments must confirm residues. Finding causes is hard, because physical world is 

complex. 

 

common cause principle 

Events correlated in space and time have shared causes that happen before events {common cause principle} 

{principle of the common cause}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Causation>Kinds 

 

efficient cause 

Immediately preceding events and motions {efficient cause}| directly cause effects. 

 

final cause 

Possibilities, goals, or purposes {final cause}| can begin effect events. 

 

formal cause 

Forms, essences, or ideas {formal cause}| can shape effect events. 

 

material cause 

Matter physical forces {material cause}| directly cause effects. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Causation>Kinds>Required 

 



necessary cause 

Effects can require prior causes {necessary cause}|. If necessary cause is not present, effect is not present. 

 

sufficient cause 

Causes {sufficient cause}| can cause effects all by themselves. If sufficient cause is present, effect is present. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Meaning 

 

conceptual role theories 

Representations have meaning from concept schema {conceptual role theories} {functional theories}. However, 

such representations can be true or false. 

 

operationalism and meaning 

For terms to have meaning, they must be measurable {operationalism, epistemology}|. Observations confer meaning. 

 

verificationism 

Statements are meaningful if and only if observations can deny or confirm them {verificationism}|. 

 

warrantedly assertible 

Propositions have definite meaning, and meaning differs from truth {warrantedly assertible}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Truth 

 

truth 

Statements are true or not {truth, epistemology}. Only propositions, not terms, can have truth. Statements can be 

factual, consistent, complete, and coherent. 

subjects 

Truth can be about mental representations, such as beliefs, sentences, and statements, or about propositions, about 

which statements are instances. 

statements 

True propositions are analytic or synthetic statements. Analytic propositions are true in themselves. Synthetic 

propositions are real-world or imaginary-world facts. 

statements: meaning 

Statement truth depends on statement meaning, not statement words. 

statements: time 

Statements implicitly include time, and statement truth depends on time. 

logic 

True knowledge does not lead to false lemmas. 

language 

Truth is relation between language expression and physical and social world. The physical and social world is 

independent of speakers. However, language expression depends on speaker concepts and understanding. Word sense 

and reference change over time, position, and context. Therefore, necessary truths and a priori truths cannot exist. 

 

Cambridge change 

Predicates can be true at one time and not true later, though things in predicates have no real changes, because 

something else changed {Cambridge change}. Cambridge change is necessary for real change. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Truth>Characteristics 

 

consistency 

Statements can be consistent with all other facts {consistency}. 

 

completeness 

Statements can correspond with all facts {completeness}. 

 



coherency 

Statements can relate all facts logically {coherency} with no facts left out. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Truth>Kinds 

 

a posteriori truth 

People can know some truths {a posteriori truth}| only after perceiving them. 

 

a priori truth 

Before perceiving, knowing, or experiencing, people can know some logic and mathematics truths {a priori truth}|. 

A priori statements are independent of experience, are necessary, are universal, or are about general laws that seem 

self-evident but are not provable. 

test 

A priori knowledge is untestable. Can people know anything by reasoning alone? Is any statement true in all cases? 

Perhaps, untrue assumptions underlie a priori statements. 

reasoning 

Reasoning can proceed from first principles or from self-analysis and introspection. First principles can use false 

assumptions and/or invalid tautologies. Personal biases can cause self-analysis and introspection to lead to statements 

true for only one person. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Knowledge 

 

knowledge 

Subjects can know {knowledge}. 

types 

Knowledge can be skills, acquaintances, and propositions. Machines, animals, and people can know skills. Animals 

and people can know acquaintances. People can know propositions. 

types: knowing 

Knowledge can mean knowing all parts and relations. It can mean ability to express in words. It can mean ability to 

express in syllogisms or other logical forms and to know reason relations. 

topics 

Knowledge can be mental states that relate to external objects and events. Knowledge can self-relate and so be true 

in itself. Knowledge can be about abstract Forms, Ideas, essences, unchanging things, truth, true beliefs, or reasonable 

beliefs. 

requirements 

Knowledge can require truth, justification, and/or belief. Perhaps, subjects cannot know false propositions, because 

they do not exist. Subjects can justify or not justify beliefs. Subjects can believe or not believe propositions. To have 

knowledge, instead of just beliefs, requires concepts. 

sources 

Knowledge and belief sources are sense qualities, memories, reasoning, and introspections. 

feeling 

People know if they have knowledge, even if they do not remember facts. People know if they know meaning, even 

if they cannot make synonyms or define words. People know if they have seen or heard something before, even if they 

do not remember it. People know if they have found correct answer and feel that something is not right if they have 

close answers. People feel that they know something, even if they do not know relations or connections. People know 

contexts of things learned or experienced. 

factors: subjectivity 

Emotion, body, subjectivity, and personal experience can determine human knowledge. 

factors: cultural background 

All knowledge has social and cultural backgrounds. Knowledge depends on reference frames. 

perception 

People can perceive without knowing {thing-perception, knowledge} or can know perception facts {fact-perception, 

knowledge}. Percept can know sense qualities {proximal stimulus} and transform them to percepts {distal stimulus}. 

Experience correlates with physical quantities [BonJour, 1985]. 



perception: illusion 

People cannot base knowledge on perception, because senses have illusions. All observers agree on illusory 

perceptions, but all are wrong. 

memory 

To verify facts about past, current experience must relate to past. Understanding the past requires evidence. Evidence 

about past times decrease over time. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Knowledge>Data 

 

Cartesian intuition 

Perhaps, first-person present-tense beliefs about consciousness contents are infallible {Cartesian intuition} [Dennett, 

1991]. 

 

certainty 

People learn from empirical observation {certainty} {certum}. However, people use mental models to interpret 

sensory experience. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Knowledge>Entailment 

 

knowledge under entailment 

If people know p and p entails q, then people know q {knowledge under entailment}. Knowledge closure can occur 

under entailment. 

 

knowledge under known entailment 

If people know p and know that p entails q, then people know q {knowledge under known entailment}. Knowledge 

closure can occur under known entailment. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Knowledge>Justification 

 

justification 

Knowledge needs justification {justification, knowledge}. Justification is about probable beliefs. Justification does 

not allow chance truth. Beliefs must match relevant evidence and/or use valid methods. Justification cannot use 

incorrect reasoning/cognition and cannot use incorrect facts or ignore facts. Evidence and methods can be internal, such 

as introspections, mental states, or cognitive processes, or external, such as objective reliability tests. 

 

evidentialism 

Beliefs can have true evidence {evidentialism}, known by subjects. Evidence comes from perception, introspection, 

memory, and reasoning. 

 

reliabilism 

Reliable methods can justify beliefs {reliabilism}. Beliefs can have valid knowing methods used by subjects. 

Methods can be perception, introspection, memory, and reasoning. Reliable methods can be their own justification or 

require further knowledge. Sensory and perceptual beliefs co-vary with external world, based on perceptual abilities, 

and so can have justification. 

 

Gettier problem 

Knowledge is not always justified true belief, because belief can be true and justified but not knowledge {Gettier 

problem} [1963: Edmund Gettier]. Justification applies to first object, but truth applies to second object. First object 

can mistakenly seem to be second object. 

case 

Justified and true beliefs {Gettier-case} are not sufficient for subjects to know propositions. People can believe true 

and justified probabilistic statements but not know statement instances. On movie sets, all but one house can be 

façades, and people not knowing this can look at the real house and state their belief that it is a house. This proposition 

is true but only by chance. If people do know almost all houses are facades, people state their belief that main house is 

also not a house. 

 



SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Knowledge>Kinds 

 

metaknowledge 

Knowledge {metaknowledge} about knowledge aids memory and learning. 

 

metempiric knowledge 

Knowledge {metempiric knowledge} can be outside or beyond experience or experiment. 

 

objective knowledge 

Media can store declarative knowledge {objective knowledge}. If knowledge is only what people understand, there 

is no objective knowledge. Subjective knowledge differs from objective knowledge, so experience does not relate to 

objective knowledge. 

 

tacit knowledge 

Non-conscious knowledge {tacit knowledge} can produce behavior and mental states. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Knowledge>Kinds>Method 

 

knowledge by acquaintance 

People can gain knowledge only by experience, perceptions, introspections, and certain memory types {knowledge 

by acquaintance}. 

 

knowledge by description 

Knowledge can be communicable by language {knowledge by description}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Knowledge>Kinds>Subject 

 

declarative knowledge 

Knowledge {declarative knowledge} can be about propositions, facts, and concepts. Structural descriptions 

recognize. Functional descriptions connect structures and functions for action. Declarative knowledge can be for 

imagination, planning, and other cognitive functions. Perhaps, procedural memory and knowledge evolve to allow 

kinesthetic perceptions, vestibular, and touch perceptions. Perception becomes possible because brain evolves to detect, 

use, and remember procedure components or units. 

 

procedural knowledge 

Knowledge {procedural knowledge} can be about knowing how to do something. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Theory 

 

coherence theory 

Statements are true if they are consistent with, proved by, or prove, other complete and consistent statements 

{coherence theory} {coherentism}. Whole belief sets are the only knowledge. Beliefs belong to complete and 

consistent belief networks. Belief networks can reinforce beliefs by consistency, completeness, probability, or power. 

Beliefs can form complete, consistent, and integrated structures. However, completeness and coherence are not the 

same as truth. Propositions can form complete and consistent sets. 

 

complementarity in system 

People cannot observe reality without disturbing it {complementarity, epistemology}|. Brain and mind are two 

aspects of reality, and people cannot know both at once. Mind is observer, and brain is actor. Observer and actor are the 

same. Physical law is about experience, not about external physical world and objects. 

 

doxastic voluntarism 

Acquiring, maintaining, and deleting beliefs can be by will {doxastic voluntarism}. People can will beliefs 

themselves, but only if beliefs are not actions. 

 



correspondence theory of truth 

Statements are true if and only they are facts about words associated with objects and events in physical world and 

so correspond to reality {correspondence theory of truth}. However, observations and experiments can have hidden 

assumptions, obscuring correspondence to reality. 

 

post-modernism epistemology 

All human knowledge involves interpretative, subjective, and relative analysis {post-modernism, epistemology}| 

{neo-pragmatism} {post-structuralism} {linguistic turn}. 

 

pragmatism in epistemology 

Perhaps, hypotheses are true if consequences of believing lead to personal well-being, success, and satisfaction 

{pragmatism, epistemology}| {pragmaticism, epistemology}. The best theory test is what happens when using theory. 

True beliefs have good practical effects in thinking and acting. They help people, are profitable, correspond to actual 

events, or are expedient in most situations. Knowledge is adaptive. Propositions are true if they are useful. Self or 

world experience confirms knowledge. 

problems 

Usefulness is not the same as truth. People cannot know much about world or practical utility. Utility changes with 

time and place. Useful fictions are not true. 

 

skepticism 

Perhaps, all statements are only beliefs or opinions, no statements are truths, and no truths are knowable, so people 

should have no beliefs {skepticism}| {doubt}. Nothing is certain, because knowledge is not absolute. Many consistent 

and complete alternative explanations are possible. People can only know appearances, not reality, and can be in error 

about appearances. People can never have knowledge, only beliefs. People must suspend judgment, tolerate other 

opinions, and avoid dogma. 

types 

People can be unable to distinguish true situations from false, so they can never have certain knowledge {knowledge 

skepticism}. People can be unable to defend strategies and criteria used for truth, resulting in no basis for belief {belief 

skepticism}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Theory>Reality 

 

nominalism 

Perhaps, names and words refer to human linguistic conventions and categories {nominalism}|, not to real things. 

 

realism in metaphysics 

Perhaps, reality exists independently of perception {realism, metaphysics}|. Names and words refer to real things 

and categories. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Theory>Deflationary 

 

deflationary theory 

Knowing statements are true or not true does not add knowledge but is only useful {deflationary theory of truth}. 

 

redundancy theory 

Statements that statements are true are only for emphasis {redundancy theory of truth}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Theory>Methods 

 

causal theory and knowledge 

True beliefs, and causes related to situations, can give knowledge {causal theory, knowledge}. 

 

justification theory 

True beliefs, and their justifications, can give knowledge {justification theory}. However, justification theory is not 

sufficient for knowledge, because propositions can be illusions or logical-justification steps can be false, though 

conclusions are true. 



 

reliability theory 

Reliable methods of gaining true beliefs can give knowledge {reliability theory}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Theory>Agnosticism 

 

agnosticism 

Perhaps, people cannot know true nature of reality, objects, or events {agnosticism}|. 

 

noumena 

People cannot know actual physical things-in-themselves {noumena}. 

 

instrumentalism 

Physical theories are only for calculations and do not have truths about physical world {instrumentalism, science}|. 

Science terms describe and predict but do not refer to physical objects, which people cannot know. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Theory>Atoms 

 

atomism 

Belief meaning and contents are belief-network units {atomism, epistemology}, so beliefs can have many uses. 

 

molecularism 

Belief meaning and contents relate to belief-network regions {molecularism}, so beliefs can have multiple uses with 

multiple theories. 

 

holism 

Belief meaning and contents relate to whole belief-networks {holism}| {mental holism} {semantic holism}, so 

beliefs are unique and have one use. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Theory>Mind 

 

externalism 

Perhaps, knowledge or mental states depends on both internal and environmental events {externalism, 

epistemology}. This is anti-individualism. People think and speak based on how experts use words [Putnam, 1975] 

[Putnam, 1981] [Putnam, 1988] [Putnam, 1992]. 

 

internalism 

Knowledge and mental states do not depend on environment, only on minds or brains {internalism, mind} 

{individualism, epistemology}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Theory>Idealism 

 

foundationalism 

Basic justified facts, beliefs, or mental abilities exist {foundationalism}, from which to deduce other beliefs. 

However, knowledge relies on concepts, and sense qualities rely on sensory experiences. 

 

intentionalism and mind 

Mental states, even qualia, are always representations {intentionalism}. 

 

methodological solipsism 

Other people do not necessarily experience the same things as a person does {methodological solipsism}. Many 

methods and rules rely on this assumption. Only personal introspection and experimentation can give knowledge. 

 

nativism in epistemology 

People inherit perception capacities or abilities {nativism, idealism}, rather than learning them. 

 



rationalism in epistemology 

Mind has innate fundamental concepts {rationalism, epistemology}|, which allow a priori knowledge and further 

knowledge. 

 

subjectivism 

Knowledge is only personal {subjectivism} {idealism}. For example, colors are visual mental states or properties. 

Brain opponent processes cause qualitative color similarities, with no correspondence to physical properties. Neural 

properties that explain qualitative relations among perceived colors can differ from perceived colors themselves. People 

do not necessarily experience such similarities, or they are not essential, so they differ from color itself. How do brains 

perceive mental qualitative visual properties as mind-independent object properties? Do mental qualitative properties or 

states have functions? 

Sense data, secondary qualities, primary qualities, space-time universals, and natural laws can be part of absolute self 

and so be universal and objective, but may be only illusions. 

 

transcendental idealism 

Fundamental categories used to understand reality are not real objective features but are mental conceptual structures 

{Kantian idealism, epistemology} {transcendental idealism}| and make experience possible. 

 

transcendental phenomenology 

Perception involves intentions {transcendental phenomenology}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Theory>Realism 

 

evolutionary epistemology 

Knowledge grows and changes continuously, to higher organization and complexity {evolutionary epistemology}. 

The best ideas survive. Humans hold knowledge using metaconcepts developed during evolution: logic, simplicity, 

mathematical relations, and curiosity. Metaconcepts helped people survive. 

 

instructionism in epistemology 

Brains are computers with fixed code, registers, and programs {instructionism, epistemology}. 

 

logical atomism 

Physical reality is describable by independent propositions, verified independently {logical atomism}. However, 

propositions about physical reality are not verifiable independently of fundamental propositions. Verification criteria 

must be consistent and complete, but this is not possible. 

 

logical behaviorism 

Mind is functions and works by responses that condition to stimuli to formulate propositions {logical behaviorism} 

{philosophical behaviorism}. Thinking and doing have different types and cannot compare. Mental states do not exist. 

Brain has only dispositions to move. Sense qualities are dispositions to behave or to act intelligently, not internal 

representations. Brain has no person or mentality {ghost in the machine} [Ryle]. 

 

logical positivism 

Only observations and experiments can establish statement truth or falsity {logical positivism, realism}. 

 

naturalism in epistemology 

Mental things are in the physical world {naturalism, epistemology}|. Science can evaluate belief strategies and 

criteria to give knowledge. 

 

phenomenological critique 

Representations do not explain behavior. Knowledge of unconscious skilled actions can explain behavior 

{phenomenological critique of representationalism}. 

 

physicalism in epistemology 

Physical properties can realize mental properties {physicalism, epistemology}. 

 



physical phenomenalism 

People can only know sense data {physical phenomenalism}, which is what they experience or describe about 

objects. 

 

positivism 

Knowledge is only about observable facts and relations {positivism}|. 

 

sensationalism 

Knowledge is passive perception {sensationalism, realism}. 

 

social constructionism 

Knowledge and society depend on social relations, subjective human activities, and human values {social 

constructionism}. 

 

structural realism 

People construct internal reality from sense data and cannot know if that reality corresponds to physical world 

{structural realism}. Evolution has provided space, time, and color categories, which people need in human 

environments. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Methods 

 

Bayesian inference 

People reason inductively about what was, is, or will be true. People sample to find outcome frequencies. People 

have information or feelings about outcome values. Simple algorithms can determine probabilities and risks {Bayesian 

inference}. Statistical models {Bayesian approach} show how previous events change current or future event 

probabilities. 

 

bootstrapping in system 

Complex systems can build from simpler elements {bootstrapping}|, with nothing from outside system. For each 

hypothesis, bootstrapping assumes all hypotheses but one are true and uses evidence to support that hypothesis. 

 

formal reasoning 

Thinking and knowing methods {formal reasoning} can use deduction, induction, argument, and logic. 

 

heuristics 

Commonsense rules, simplifications, guesses, and trial and error {heuristics}| can discover knowledge or solve 

problems. Heuristics apply in connectionist nets, neural networks, hidden Markov processes, indefinite integration, 

semantic networks with Finite State Machine operators and related variables, morphological analysis, focal-objects 

method, equations, rule induction, fuzzy systems, regression trees, case-based reasoning, declarative languages as 

opposed to functional languages, graphs, combinatorial geometry, data mining, machine learning, and natural-language 

understanding. 

 

induction in reasoning 

Repetitions, successions, and regular conjunctions can predict next steps {induction, epistemology}|. Induction 

indicates truth but does not prove. Induction {enumerative induction} can observe many similar cases to find categories 

that remain constant or have true predicates. Induction {eliminative induction} can observe many different cases to see 

categories that remain constant, keep predicates true, or remove untrue predicates. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Methods>Thought Laws 

 

laws of thought 

Three laws {laws of thought} underlie thinking: identity, contradiction, and excluded middle. It is impossible to 

prove laws of thought true. 

 

law of identity 

Something identical to true thing is true {law of identity}, or what is, is. 



 

law of contradiction 

Nothing is both true and false {law of non-contradiction} {law of contradiction}, or nothing both is and is not. 

 

law of the excluded middle 

Something is either true or false {law of the excluded middle}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Perception 

 

fact-perception 

People can know facts about perceptions {fact-perception, epistemology}. 

 

thing-perception 

People can perceive without knowing {thing-perception, epistemology}. 

 

argument from illusion 

People cannot distinguish hallucination and perception {argument from illusion, epistemology}, except later by 

comparison and memory. 

 

phenomena 

Brains can know symbolic representations {phenomenon} {phenomena, epistemology} of physical or non-physical 

things. Phenomena include conscious and non-conscious mental states. Phenomena are perspectives on objects and 

events. Perspectives indicate object or event essence. 

types 

Phenomena are sights, sounds, smells, tastes, touches, feelings, and limb positions. They are daydreams, talks with 

self, recollections, and ideas. They are pains, tickles, hunger, thirst, anger, joy, hatred, embarrassment, lust, 

astonishment, pride, anxiety, regret, ironic detachment, rue, awe, and calm. 

consciousness 

Consciousness is experiencing phenomena and qualia, not objects themselves. Consciousness has no intentions or 

beliefs but just is or has phenomena. All humans appear to have same awareness and consciousness and go through 

same consciousness-development stages. Perhaps, animals have some consciousness, because they can analyze images 

to do things that people can do. 

 

sense-data 

Sense information {sense-data} {sense-datum, epistemology} can be about physical objects. Brain processes sense-

data to make ideas and categories. Brain can forget sense-data. Perhaps, inner, non-physical, unified images are 

available to consciousness. Sense-data do not necessarily represent reality. 

 

sense-datum fallacy 

Knowledge of appearances requires consciousness of appearance {sense-datum fallacy}. 

 

veil of perception 

Senses only know appearances {veil of perception}, not reality. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Perception>Paradigms 

 

paradigm 

People unconsciously use assumptions, theories, and concepts {paradigm, perception}| {indexical term} about 

subjects or objects. Indexical terms can refer to other objects, depending on context, so context sets indexes. Properties 

can exist without paradigms, so paradigms cannot define properties. To specify paradigms requires specifying a 

property that makes the paradigm, because paradigms have more than one property, but this is circular reasoning. 

 

contingent attachment 

Secondary qualities do not necessarily associate with objects {contingent attachment}. 

 



ostension 

Paradigms can refer to something, sometimes by pointing {ostension}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Reference Source 

 

authority as reference 

Knowledge can come from experts, scholars, or powerful people {authority, knowledge}|, by reading, listening, or 

being apprentices. 

 

empiricism in epistemology 

Knowledge ultimately derives from sensory experience {empiricism, epistemology}|. Perceptions have elementary 

sensory images or units. Minds build concepts by abstracting common properties from perceptions. Complex ideas 

{image} are simple-idea combinations. Abstract ideas, such as mathematics or self, come from sensory ideas. Minds 

can compare, identify, use logic, and actively perform other mental activities. 

 

insight 

Knowledge {insight, epistemology}| {intuition, epistemology} can be feelings based on general background, culture, 

past experience, and present context. Brains can suddenly perceive relations between two statements, stimuli, features, 

objects, or events, after experience with both objects. Insights are deductions from knowledge, rely on previous 

experiences with objects and events, and require ordering statements and steps into processes. Minds can perceive or 

conceive certain self-evident truths, abstract objects, space, or time, without using sensations or perceptions. People can 

decide without conscious thinking. 

 

personal experience 

Knowledge {personal experience} can be personal perceptions and actions, obtained by travel, participation, and 

observation. 

 

revelation as reference 

Knowledge {revelation, knowledge}| {faith, knowledge} can be belief in received knowledge, knowledge 

supposedly sent from god. People can feel insight into profound truth. Mental stress or relaxation can suppress mental 

activity and so inhibit questioning and doubting. 

 

testimony as reference 

People can attest to their perceptions and self-observations {testimony, epistemology}|. 

 

tradition as reference 

Knowledge {tradition, knowledge}| {custom} can be conformity with established culture behaviors and beliefs. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Reference Source>Association 

 

associationism 

Ideas associate {associationism, epistemology} if they are near each other in time or space. 

 

contiguity principle 

Ideas near each other in time or space associate {contiguity principle, epistemology}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Relation 

 

causation relation 

Causation is not symmetrical for things and properties {causation relation}. If x causes y, then y cannot cause x. If x 

causes y, x properties are rarely y properties. 

 

companionship relation 

Things can always be near, or happen simultaneously with, other things {companionship relation}. This prevents the 

first thing from having some properties. 

 



correlation relation 

Correlation is symmetrical for things but not properties {correlation relation}. If x correlates with y, then y correlates 

with x. If x and y correlate, x properties are rarely y properties. 

 

identity relation 

Identity is symmetrical for things and properties {identity relation}. If x is identical to y, then y is identical to x. If x 

and y are identical, all x properties are y properties, and all y properties are x properties {Leibniz's law}. 

 

incongruence relation 

Objects related by symmetry can be congruent except for one asymmetry {incongruence relation}, such as left-right 

pairs and clockwise-counterclockwise pairs. 

 

opposites relation 

Opposites {opposites relation} have a property that can have two values, share most relations and property values, 

and presuppose each other. 

 

physical relation 

Relations {physical relation} can use different objects and still be the same relation. Physical relations do not affect 

physical objects. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Terms 

 

characterizing term 

Terms {characterizing term} can be about properties. 

 

general term 

Terms {general term, word} can be about classes. 

 

material term 

Terms {material term} can be about uncountable substances. 

 

sortal term 

Terms {sortal term} can be counting nouns about same things. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Mental State 

 

de se 

Mental states are in oneself {de se}. 

 

desire 

People have attitudes {desire} toward things. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Mental State>Thought 

 

thought 

Non-perceptual mental states {thought} assert something about world and are not just concepts or beliefs. 

 

assertoric 

Thoughts assert something about world {assertoric}. 

 

occurrent 

Thoughts must happen {occurrent}, not just be concepts or beliefs. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Mental State>Belief 

 



belief 

Statements {belief} {doxology} can have content about something. Basic beliefs come from infallible, indubitable, 

or incorrigible propositions or mental states, or they come from personal experience, perception, introspection, 

memory, or reasoning. Beliefs are propositions that people think are true. Belief existence does not infer content 

existence. 

Pictures are like beliefs, because both relate to world but are not world. Sentences that describe pictures are like 

expressed beliefs. 

 

explanatory coherence 

Local beliefs justify beliefs {inference to the best explanation} {explanatory coherence}. 

 

positive understanding 

All beliefs depend on other beliefs that are valid and appropriate reasons for the belief to be true {positive 

understanding principle} {principle of positive understanding}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Thinking 

 

thinking in epistemology 

Talking to oneself and retrieving knowledge {thinking, epistemology} can lead to further thoughts. 

thinker 

Thought processes seem to imply thinking things, selves, or persons. 

process 

Thoughts use previous-moment thoughts. Thoughts can arise spontaneously. Thought processes can use categories 

and meta-qualities. Thought includes self-model. 

stages 

First thinking stage is to perceive. Second stage is to process perceptions using logic, concepts, and propositions, to 

form new perceptions, judge existing patterns, and find causes and effects. 

First thought stage describes objects and events. Next thought stage describes how objects and events work. Next 

thought stage explains why objects and events work that way or are that way. Next thought stage relates objects and 

events to nearby things. Next thought stage relates objects and events to distant things in space, time, or abstract spaces. 

Next thought stage predicts what objects and events will be or do. Next thought stage demonstrates how objects and 

events fit theory or principles. Next thought stage is theory construction. 

thought 

Thought includes all mentation and cognition, conscious and unconscious. Thoughts are mental states and events 

with content, which people use to know how to perceive and act. They are always changing, are continuous, and are 

about objects. Thoughts can think other thoughts, so thinkers are thought-systems. Only thoughts have intrinsic value. 

Human biology makes thought, perception, and relations to world similar, allowing understanding and communication. 

thought: mental content 

Content is objects, properties, and relations. Mental states and cognitive systems have symbols and representations 

about something else. Experienced features are intrinsic, non-intentional features that cause phenomena. People can 

introspect such features. Such features can be different even if representation or intentional content does not change. 

Such mental features relate to physical-object properties. Beliefs or desires change will, which causes actions. 

thought: non-conceptual content 

Content {non-conceptual content} can be about abilities and experiences. 

thought: infinities 

Infinity is uncountable and has parts that have as many terms as whole. People can conceive of all space. People can 

conceive of being outside space. People can conceive of all time. People can conceive of being outside time, with no 

past, present, or future. 

thought: motions 

Animals can know motion directions, speeds, and endpoints. Animals can distinguish living-thing and non-living-

thing motions, to protect against predators. Some animals can tell if animals are looking and in what directions. 

thought: number 

Number is plurality of plurality of pluralities. It is for counting individual objects. It applies to nouns and verbs as 

countable things vs. continuous amounts {mass noun, number}. Primates have object and number concepts, which 

allow numerical reasoning. 



thought: object functions 

Animals have interest in object and event functions, with which they interact. Animals can know other-animal and 

inanimate-object behavior frequencies. Animals can know other-animal and inanimate-object reactions to actions. 

thought: idea relations 

Relations conjoin two predicates or are one proposition with two variables. Relations can be about things inside 

{internal relation} or things outside {external relation}. *Relations are pairs: origin-destination, action-actor, 

difference-cause, recipient-method, motive-obstacle, trajectory-instrument, object-vehicle, and time-place. 

Objects and object parts are connected/disconnected, inside/outside, left/right, vertical/diagonal/horizontal, 

large/medium/small, and above/below, as well as related by relative distance. 

thought: space and cause 

Spatial reasoning is causal reasoning, because to explain cause requires space. 

thought: communication 

Animals use communication to get others into same mental state. 

thought: expression 

People do not express thoughts with no reports or intentions to report. 

 

doi takeo 

People have outward thoughts, what is said in public, and innermost thoughts, what is thought in private {doi takeo}. 

Their knowledge concepts differ. 

 

psychophysical law 

Neural events can cause mental events {psychophysical law}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Thinking>Theories 

 

theory formation theory 

People can think using hypotheses, evidence, and logic {theory formation theory} {theory theory, epistemology}. 

This thinking determines what third person says. Only humans imagine that others have mental states or intentions. 

First person is active, is agent, has goals, makes decisions, has intentions, and deliberates, whereas third person is 

passive and has only functional modules. 

 

simulation theory 

People can mentally model how world works {simulation theory, epistemology}. 

 

situation theory 

People can think about situation facts from different viewpoints {situation theory}. 

 

proof theory 

Syntactical processes simulate semantic relations {proof theory, semantics}. 

 

thought-theory 

Beliefs and desires are theoretical {thought-theory}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Thinking>Principles 

 

Ockham razor 

People can use as few concepts as necessary to explain ideas {Ockham's razor} {Ockham razor} {Occam's razor}. 

The simplest theory that is valid is the preferred theory. The simplest theory requires the least information. Inductive 

reasoning can find a simple program to use, but it is impossible to prove that the program is minimal. 

 

sufficient reason principle 

Nothing happens without adequate reasons or causes {sufficient reason principle}| {principle of sufficient reason}, 

though people cannot usually know reasons. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Thinking>Productions 

 



productivity of language 

People can produce, and think about, new thoughts {productivity, language} {language productivity}. 

 

disjunction problem 

People can misrepresent {disjunction problem} {problem of misrepresentation} {misrepresentation problem}. 

 

doxastic state 

States {doxastic state}| can be about beliefs and similar things. Mental-information states can be non-conscious 

{subdoxastic state, non-conscious} or have non-mental information {non-doxastic state}. 

 

linguistic physicalism 

Physical things can use basic-science languages {linguistic physicalism}. 

 

naturalized semantics 

Semantic ideas, such as references, can be explainable by non-semantic ideas, such as correlation, causation, 

resemblance, structure, or teleology {naturalized semantics}. 

 

Plato beard 

People can refer to non-existent things and events {Plato's beard} {Plato beard}. 

 

scope of expression 

Words are in larger expressions or link expressions to make larger expressions {scope, expression} {expression 

scope}. Scopes can be noun phrases, complex sentences, or predicates. If sentences rearrange or make inferences, 

words often have ambiguous scope or change scope, causing fallacy {scope fallacy, philosophy}. Statement, subject, or 

predicate negation changes scope. Reference change changes scope. 

 

Socratic method 

Questioning others {Socratic method}| {elenchus method} {refutation method} {method of elenchus} {method of 

refutation} can obtain agreement on facts and definitions; find contradictions, fallacies, and incomplete ideas; end false 

beliefs; obtain understanding; and reach agreed conclusions. 

 

syncategorematum 

Descriptions can use logical particles, connectives, and other logical constants {syncategorematum}. 

 

thought experiment 

People can imagine experiments {thought experiment}| to test physical theories. Thought experiments are complex, 

because mind has hidden variables and results are not directly verifiable. Computers and/or people can perform mental 

experiments, to see actual results, note pitfalls, and propose better experiments. Experiments can also have control 

groups, with which to compare results, to verify that no other variables affected experiment except intended variable. 

 

topic-neutral analysis 

Analysis {topic-neutral analysis} can state something is similar to something else, but state nothing about objects, 

events, states, or properties. 

 

verbal thinking 

Thinking {verbal thinking} can be in words without talking to oneself. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Thinking>Productions>Representation 

 

symbolic representation 

Mental states can be about something else {representation, symbolic} {symbolic representation}. Representation is 

neither reflexive nor symmetric. 

types 

Representations are beliefs, hopes, fears, or ideas. 



forms 

Representations can be linguistic, non-linguistic, or other mental states. Representations can use gestures, sounds, 

marks, or natural phenomena. 

interpretation 

The same representation can be about several different objects or events, depending on interpretation. Different 

interpretations can make different representations. Representations do not necessarily resemble the represented. 

Representations are not necessarily about real external objects or concepts but about perceptions, experiences, history, 

or actions relative to external objects. Representations can represent concepts, as well as things. 

Similarity representation does not imply representation similarity. Representation absence is not the same as absence 

representation. Representation presence is not the same as presence representation. 

process 

Representations are not just labeling and not just associations between arbitrary symbols and the represented. 

Outside rules or other agents do not assign representations. Representations use agent structure or configuration, with 

functions. Representations have meaning to agents, because structures or functions associate with agent history, 

memory, structures, and functions. Agents can use representations, such as goals or reasons. 

process: information 

Representations include only parts and relations necessary to act for survival and omit most information about 

objects and events. Principles include how objects construct. Representations build through multiple eye fixations and 

so involve memory. Representations have hierarchies, in which larger patterns inhibit smaller ones. 

images 

Representations store general shapes at low resolution and parts at higher resolution. Representations include 

features and feature probabilities. Surfaces can be ellipsoidal segments, so objects and events can be like generalized 

ellipsoids, whose equation is a*x^2 + b*x + c*y^2 + d*y + e*z^2 + f*z + g = 0. Networks need 10 to 100 units to 

represent all possible three-dimensional-object views. Representations can include viewer-centered and object-centered 

properties. 

 

meta-representation 

People can introspect about representation {higher-order thought theory, meta-representation} (HOT theory) and so 

make consciousness {meta-representation} (Rosenthal). However, why should consciousness require thinking about 

mental states? Is culture necessary to have higher-order thoughts? 

 

systematicity argument 

Cognitive representations have intrinsic connections {systematicity argument}. Reasoning is systematic. 

 

two-factor theories 

Representations have both causal factors and conceptual-role factors {two-factor theories}. However, why do the 

factors match? 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Thinking>Statement 

 

fact 

True statements {fact} about reality are possible. Facts can be true or false, based on perceptions and explanations. 

 

name 

Names {name, epistemology} are singular, like proper nouns, or general, like common nouns. 

 

synthetic statement 

Statements {synthetic statement}| can state empirical facts. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Thinking>Statement>Logic 

 

counterfactual belief 

Facts or beliefs have negations {counterfactual}|. Beliefs can be true if negations are false {counterfactual theory}. 

The statement "If P happens, then Q happens" {causation, conditional} can invert to "If Q does not happen, then P does 

not happen" {counterfactual conditional}. 

 



equivalence thesis 

For all a and b, "a is true if and only if b" and "b is true if and only if a" are true {equivalence thesis}. 

 

falsification 

Proving statements false {falsification}| can gain knowledge. 

 

sophism 

Reasoning can use difficult sentence types, rhetorical argument tricks, or emotional tactics {sophism}|. 

 

valid inference 

Logical inferences {valid inference} can have conclusions that are true in any interpretation in which premises are 

true. Valid inferences, and logic, depend on word references, not uses. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Thinking>Statement>Process 

 

consilience 

Two inductions can lead to the same cause, or two testimonies or experiments can state the same fact {consilience}|. 

 

dialectic 

Statements and opposites can combine into higher-level statements {dialectic}|. 

 

explanation 

Explanations {explanation} describe how parts work, how parts interact, and how interactions combine to give 

system output from input. Explanations describe units that interact and interaction rules. Rules include goals and 

representations. Explanations involve reasons and methods to recognize or evaluate reasons. Explanations must leave 

something out. 

use 

Knowing how to use something is not the same as knowing how it works. 

expression 

Understanding requires actually saying or writing explanations. 

types 

Explanations include function from structure, means to ends, conclusion from premises, effect from causes, and 

body from support. 

 

interpretation of words 

Interpreting {interpretation, word} {word interpretation} can assign semantic values to all statement words. 

 

judgment epistemology 

How mind acquires knowledge, and how people judge knowledge {judgment, epistemology}, are two different 

processes. Beliefs are concepts about whether perceptions are real. 

 

KK-thesis 

If people know p, people know that they know p {KK-thesis}. 

 

meta-account 

Causal explanations require general concepts {meta-account} about units and laws. 

 

salva veritate 

In rules, equivalent-thing substitution should preserve truth {salva veritate}. However, some situations do not 

substitute this way. 

 

self-reference of statement 

Statements can refer to themselves {self-reference, statement}. Self-reference causes some paradoxes. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Thinking>Statement>Class 

 



particular 

Particulars {particular} are class examples or object properties. Experiences are only about particulars. 

 

universal 

Mental constructs {universal, epistemology} depend on inductive inference from experiences of particulars. 

quantifier 

Statements can include "all...", "some...", or "at least one...". 

predicates 

Universal statements are actually predicates. They mean, "The objects exist, and, if there is such object, then..." 

Asserting existence requires subject. Asserting essence requires predicate. Only particular nouns can be statement 

subjects. 

particulars 

Universals, Ideas, or Forms are actually particulars. For example, beauty is not itself beautiful. Beauty is not pattern 

for beauty or the beautiful itself. Universals are relative, not absolute. They are object qualities. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Thinking>Statement>Intention 

 

intentionality 

Beliefs, desires, and perhaps thoughts are statements that contain propositions, mental ideas, or situations 

{intentionality}|. They point to something, imaginary or real, inside or outside self. Intentionality logically relates 

person and objects, events, and statements. People can pay attention to, track, speak about, and know about objects, 

events, and statements. 

Intention relates represented and representer. Agents have beliefs or wants about representations. 

language 

Reference can happen only in languages. Reference to something else is the foundation for all languages. Different 

symbolic representations can use different languages. 

mental states 

Perhaps, all mental states and events are intentions. For example, hopes, fears, ideas, beliefs, desires, thoughts, 

perceptions, dreams, and hallucinations are about, or of, something else. Sentences, questions, poems, headlines, 

instructions, pictures, charts, films, symphonic tone poems, and computer programs are intentions. 

mental states: non-intentional 

Mental phenomena, such as pain and pleasure, can be only about themselves, not intentional. Conscious states can be 

non-representational. However, pains and itches can be about body locations, orgasms can be about body changes, and 

emotions and moods can be body states. 

consciousness 

Representations can be non-conscious. Before uttering or comprehending, sentences seemingly represent. Perhaps, 

they represent only after conscious understanding. Unconscious beliefs represent. Perhaps, they represent only by 

association with conscious beliefs. Cognitive processing uses unconscious representation. Controlling machines use 

representations. Lower animals and plants represent environmental properties. 

Consciousness can be about representation type, for example, behavior that controls representations (Tye) (Dretske). 

Consciousness selects from behavior sets or ranges. However, unconscious processes control most behavior (Libet) 

(Goodale). 

comparison to relations 

Because they reference something else, beliefs and hopes differ from ordinary relations like nouns or spatial 

relations. 

 

intentional idiom 

Intentional relations {intentional idiom} are referentially opaque relation subsets. 

 

message 

Messages {message, epistemology} explain intentionality using information-theory concepts. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Epistemology>Knowledge Argument 

 



knowledge argument 

If machines can perceive, think, and feel, people can study parts and motions but never know about perception, 

thinking, or feeling {argument from knowledge} {knowledge argument} [Leibniz, 1840]. 

color scientist 

Mary lives in the future and knows everything about human vision structures and processes, including color 

perception, and visible light and surfaces, but she has never seen color because her environment has only blacks, grays, 

and whites, including her skin and clothes. When she first sees red roses, she learns something she did not know before, 

sensations [Jackson, 1977]. 

knowledge argument 

Knowing all physical facts does not include personal experiences, therefore physicalism is not correct. Phenomena 

require knowledge of feelings and cannot be just functions [Jackson, 1982] [Jackson, 1986]. 

People can know all physical facts about other people but not know or feel their experiences, so experience has non-

physical properties. Experience provides knowledge that people cannot obtain in other ways. However, people can 

learn more, physical or non-physical, about physical-facts parts. Perhaps, people actually do not learn more at all. 

Mary knows all about color vision and physical colors, such as stimuli, responses, causes, effects, similarities, and 

differences, but has never experienced color. Complete physical information is only sentences about physical things, 

properties, and relations. However, complete physical information can mean sentences deduced from physical 

description about non-physical things, properties, or relations. 

People can acquire physical knowledge without perception. Mary knows the colors things have. If she can see 

colored objects, she experiences colors whose names she knows. She then learns something more about color. At least 

she has acquired new information. Does she learn about subjective, phenomenal qualities, which differ from objective, 

physical qualities? She definitely learns something about experiences, because environment is new. Does she know 

conditions that result in experiences, which experiences have which qualities, and facts about experiences? 

Does Mary learn phenomenological concepts, such as representing or thinking methods, and can now look at same 

facts in different ways? Does she learn new properties about world, physical or non-physical? She does not use 

memory. People can only remember experiences after they happen. She does not use recognition. People can only 

recognize phenomena after experiences happen. However, learning environment is new, so fact is new. 

light 

If Mary has cones, she will see colors from refractions and diffractions anyway. 

imagination 

Perhaps, Mary's cones have damage from no use. Perhaps, she can imagine colors but only knows imagined color, 

not real color. Perhaps, imagination requires different faculties than knowledge. Inability to imagine does not preclude 

color perception. Perhaps, Mary realizes that sense qualities are concepts but also then learns such associations. 

Perhaps, some physical facts have no statements, and some phenomena have no expressions, only experiences. Perhaps, 

she sees either arbitrary colors or colors associated with objects known to her. 

summary 

Fundamentally, Mary will be in a new situation, and interactions between body and environment are too complex for 

anyone to know completely beforehand, at same time, or in the future. 

new color 

Fred can see color that others cannot perceive. Other people cannot know what he sees, unless they can see it 

already, no matter how much they know about brain and color [Jackson, 1982] [Jackson, 1986]. 

 

ability hypothesis 

People who first experience qualities learn only practical knowledge {know-how}, but not facts, and gain abilities 

like imagining, remembering, and recognition {ability hypothesis}, with all other knowledge learned obtainable in 

other ways [Jackson, 1977] [Jackson, 1982] [Jackson, 1986]. Mary at least knows what it is like to experience at instant 

she is experiencing, though she probably cannot use the exact knowledge later. She knows phenomenal quality 

associated with name, and experience seems like a new fact about a mental state [Jackson, 1977] [Jackson, 1982] 

[Jackson, 1986]. 

 

acquaintance hypothesis 

In the knowledge argument, does Mary learn only by acquaintance and does not learn propositions or abilities 

{acquaintance hypothesis}? To know phenomenal quality seemingly needs acquaintance, and acquaintance often 

changes beliefs [Conee, 1994]. 

 



imagination in Knowledge Argument 

Perhaps, when Mary sees red roses, she learns new concepts and thinking methods {imagination, Knowledge 

Argument}, separate from brain states that she had before. 

 

re-enactment 

Perhaps, when Mary sees red roses, she learns to re-create or re-enact brain states {re-enactment}, because she learns 

to imagine. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Ethics 

 

ethics 

Philosophy includes study of morals {ethics}. 

questions 

What is the best living style? What are good and evil? What responsibilities do people have? Which rewards and 

punishments work? Are thoughts and behavior determined by genetics and environment only, or can will, emotion, and 

thoughts operate independently when choosing? What effects do people have on universe and other people? What 

values do things and events have? 

principles 

Ethical theories can use "golden rule" or "categorical imperative". They can be about utility, such as "utilitarianism" 

with "greatest good for greatest number". They can be about what works best, such as "pragmatism", to make practical 

and effective decisions. They can depend on physical law, natural law, or "God's law". They can be about personal 

fulfillment or knowledge, such as "existentialism". They can depend on moderation or harmoniousness. 

ethical development 

Ethics develops as cognition develops. People first obey rules and authority, to avoid punishment. Then they 

conform, to get rewards and exchange favors. Then they conform, to avoid dislike and rejection or to be good. Then 

they conform, to avoid censure by authority, maintain order, or do duty. Then they follow shared rules and respect 

others' rights or follow required rules. Then they follow principles, standards, or conscience. 

education 

Education is necessary for effective ethics. People must know general principles by which to act. To understand 

action consequences and be aware of alternative actions, people must know world and people facts. People need to 

practice decision-making to apply facts and principles to situations correctly. 

purpose in ethics 

People do not necessarily know their purposes. They can have conflicting purposes. People can act to avoid pain, not 

to gain happiness. Accidents, body failures, or sickness can cause bodies to fail to take actions ordered by wills. 

Opposite courses can reach goals indirectly. Immediate goals can contradict farther goals. 

time 

Time affects ethics. One must act after short time. Taking too much time changes act. Taking too little time is 

irresponsible. Time does not allow thoroughly considering all factors and consequences. Therefore, time to decision 

must relate to action nature and importance. 

values 

Goods include order, experience intensity, security, variety, intelligence, wisdom, activity, peace, power, love, 

holiness, patience, calmness, unhurriedness, caring, oneness, enthusiasm, low anxiety, low egoism, worthy purpose, 

intimacy, and success. Values relate to emotions, such as pleasure. Values relate to personality and character. People 

can accept responsibility, be honest, be punctual, be objective, be tolerant, be open to new things and ideas, be creative, 

have self-respect, be self-confident, care for others, respect others, and have interest in others. 

People typically agree about items to optimize, but differ on amounts, because they can conflict or compete for 

resources. 

Minimize pollution. Maximize recycling and reuse. Minimize resources used. Minimize population level. 

Maximize invention. Maximize diversity. Minimize extinction. 

Maximize wealth and income. Maximize justice. Maximize equity. Maximize education. Maximize employment. 

Maximize health. Maximize nutrition. Maximize safety. Maximize security. 

Minimize housing, food, health, heating, cooling, education, security, transportation, utilities, and insurance costs. 

Transportation is roads and cars. Utilities are water, sewer, trash collection, gas, electricity, and telephone. Insurance is 

for health, car, house, life, disability, liability, and old age. Minimize taxes. 



Minimize interference with other people. Minimize crassness. Minimize greed. Minimize violence. Minimize 

prurience. Minimize psychologically damaging ideas and actions. Maximize compassion. Maximize tolerance. 

Maximize respect for others. Maximize openness. Maximize opportunity. Maximize cooperation. 

Maximize happiness. Minimize sadness. Maximize pleasant experiences. Minimize unpleasant experiences. 

Maximize meaning in life. Maximize hope. Minimize hopelessness. Maximize love, intimacy, friendships, 

companionship, affection, and sexual pleasure. 

Minimize anxiety and fear. Minimize hate and anger. Minimize frustration. Minimize irritation. Minimize conflict. 

Minimize crime. 

Minimize boredom. 

Maximize freedom. Minimize action restrictions. Minimize religion in government. Minimize government secrecy. 

Maximize peace. 

Maximize transportation ease. 

Maximize market fairness. 

 

cultural relativism 

Cultures, systems, behaviors, and theories have equal value {cultural relativism}| {post-modernism, ethics}. None is 

more rational than others. Knowledge and opinion depend on society in general, rather than elite groups. 

 

Euthyphro problem 

Is the pious loved by the gods because it is pious, or is it pious because they love it {Euthyphro problem}? Either 

piety has no reason or has reason, but authority does not apply in either case. 

 

morality 

Group customs, traditions, and conveniences {morals} relate to basic human drives and needs. Sexual and other 

morality {morality} can be about duty, care, virtue, or consent. Duty is no extramarital sex and no homosexuality. Care 

is no casual relations and no prostitution. Virtue is to relate to people as persons, not objects. Consent is no relations 

with children or people with mental illness or deficiency. Religion closely links with morality. 

 

quality of life 

Indexes {quality of life} (QOL) can account for met needs, satisfaction, happiness, and social factors, such as 

nutrition, air pollution, water pollution, disease rates, crime rates, health, education, divorce rate, unemployment, 

income, and savings. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Ethics>Choices 

 

means and ends 

Actions are means to achieve ends or goals {means and ends} {ends and means} {means/ends}. Means can be ends. 

Good goals can use questionable means. Does end justify means? 

 

slippery slope argument 

Marginal acts, once allowed, can lead to bad acts, by small continual extensions {slippery slope argument}|. 

 

moral turpitude 

People can have dishonesty, injustice, immodesty, or bad morals {moral turpitude}|. 

 

value judgment 

Judgments {value judgment} can state how things should be, not how they are. 

 

autonomy 

People have right to make decisions about themselves {autonomy, ethics}|. 

 

lazy sophism 

If something is going to happen, it will happen, so people do not need to do anything {lazy sophism} to protect 

themselves. 

 



SOCI>Philosophy>Ethics>Feelings 

 

altruism in ethics 

People must recognize other people as people, not objects, and so not interfere with their interests and recognize 

limits to self-interest {altruism, people}|. People can realize that they are not special persons among all people. 

 

biographical life 

People are aware that they have past and future, have ideas about past life and future life, and affect other people, 

such as relatives, friends, and community {biographical life}. 

 

blame 

People make negative reports {blame}| about bad behavior. Blame requires responsibility, but responsibility does not 

require blame or praise. 

 

concern 

People think about, feel, become motivated, and act on problems, responsibilities, roles, worries, and necessities 

{concern}|. Satisfying concerns is executing actions appropriate to problems. Concerns can be fundamental to identity 

or temporary problems. Ethical questions concern what people expect of each other and whether to do unethical acts. 

What other people think affects concerns. Concerns cause thoughts, motives, and actions but are not desires or drives. 

Satisfying concerns does not release tension from needs or drives. 

 

conscience 

Human ethical faculties {conscience}| can know right and wrong directly. 

 

consequences 

All actions have negative and positive, foreseen and unforeseen, effects {consequences} in present, near future, and 

far future. 

 

double effect 

Action consequences can be secondary to intended consequence {double effect}. Correct acts can have bad 

secondary consequences. Incorrect acts can have good secondary consequences. Secondary consequences affect action 

choices. 

 

exploitation 

People can use other people's weaknesses to gain advantage {exploitation}|. In some situations, this behavior is 

unjust or unethical. In other situations, it is appropriate to winning competition. 

 

fear of death 

People fear death {death fear} {fear of death}, which can cause anxiety. 

 

integrity 

People can always follow moral standards {integrity}, even if they can get away with bad behavior, have strong 

desires, or have need to take advantage. 

 

justice 

Actions resulting in good consequences can produce rewards, and actions resulting in bad consequences can receive 

punishments, in proportion to responsibility and consequences {justice}. Justice results when everyone has fair returns 

for achievements and efforts. Justice results when all products and services offered are good as a whole. Justice results 

when opportunities are equal for all people and groups. Justice results when people receive compensation for torts, 

broken contracts, or other injuries. 

 

loyalty 

People can be faithful to people or ideas {loyalty}|, by religious faith or personal fealty. 

 



moral ideal 

People can aspire to higher morality {moral ideal}| in actions, motives, or virtues. Moral ideals are praiseworthy and 

admirable. If people do not reach higher plane or do higher action, they have no blame or shame. 

 

responsibility 

Agents have a duty {responsibility, ethics} to consider consequences. People's responsibilities to future generations 

are environment, population, and no radiation. Responsibility requires belief that personal actions are voluntary. 

People's actions and movements can cause responsibility. 

 

risk-taking 

Different societies have different risk assessments {risk-taking}. 

wealth 

In wealthy societies, people can afford to take monetary risks but avoid personal risks, because individuals are 

important. In poor societies, people take personal risks but not monetary risks. 

God 

Personal beliefs about God determine personal attitudes towards risk. Believers believe that God knows everything 

and can control everything. People can believe gambling is sin, because sinners do not trust in God to provide and hope 

to gain by others' misfortunes. People can gamble often, believing that fate is in God's hands anyway. People can 

believe that God disfavors opponents and favors believers. 

results 

After gambles, immediate results are all that counts. Long-term risk-taking results depend on immediate outcomes. 

To prevent repeat gambling, immediate results must be losses. 

 

self-preservation 

People try to maintain homeostasis and avoid pain {self-preservation}|. 

 

supererogation 

Moral actions can be positively done for the good of other people, not self {supererogation}|, sometimes with 

difficulty, risk, or sacrifice. 

 

virtue 

Virtues {virtue}| are dispositions, not abilities or capacities, that typically have good results for society. The ancients 

had four main virtues: prudence or practical wisdom, fortitude or courage, justice, and temperance. Christians added 

faith, hope, and charity or love. 

 

well-being 

People can feel good overall {well-being}|, which depends on relative health, security, housing, fuel, food, pollution, 

and ecology. 

 

wisdom 

Through reflection and experience, people can understand world and people and act efficiently, productively, 

helpfully, and intelligently in all situations {wisdom}|. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Ethics>Evil 

 

evil 

Things {evil}| can be against God's will, against custom or convention, against nature or natural law, or against 

happiness. Actions and states can be evil. 

value 

Evil has negative value, because the good or right has positive value. Evil is good's lack, incompleteness, deficiency, 

or non-existence. 

choice 

Evil is an available choice among alternatives. 

types 

Evil is conflict, incompatibility, or low harmony. Religious evil is blasphemy, unorthodoxy, sins against church, and 

failures in religious duties, such as prayer, tithing, or penance. Educational evil is frustration, boredom, and 



misdirection. Intellectual evil is untruth and insincerity. Moral evil is harm to others or rights deprivation. Social evil is 

actions against whole groups or social order. Material evil is starvation, no shelter, no warmth, and no medical care. 

Aesthetic evil is insincere, unskilled, or evil-encouraging art. 

pain 

Evil is or causes pain and suffering. Pain and suffering {natural evil} can result from acts of nature. Pain and 

suffering {human evil} can result from human actions. People can choose to cause pain and suffering, cause them 

indirectly by pursuing goals that harm others, or cause them accidentally. 

purpose 

Perhaps, limited human reasoning and perception makes evil only illusory. Evil can be necessary to allow existence 

or to bring about greater good. 

 

theodicy 

People can try to show why evil exists and what the greater good is {theodicy}. Perhaps, God uses evil as tests, 

correctives, or motivators, to accomplish ends. Perhaps, God has right to use evil and cause pain and suffering. 

 

freewill defense 

Evil can be necessary to allow free will {freewill defense}. 

 

higher-order goods defense 

Natural evil can be necessary to bring about such things as courage, patience, sympathy, and other high-level 

thoughts, actions, and feelings {higher-order goods defense}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Ethics>Theories 

 

agent-relative morality 

Correct behaviors can differ depending on people's natures {agent-relative morality}. 

 

axiological ethics 

Ethics can be about value {axiological ethics} {axiology}, as opposed to morals or justice. 

 

descriptivism 

Morals are not truths {descriptivism}. 

 

ethical standards 

Ethics {ethical standards} can be moral absolutism, deontologicalism, consequentialism, or agent-relative morality. 

 

existentialism in ethics 

People have no essence or property that defines their lives or constrains their freedom {existentialism}. The first 

truth of which humans are aware is that they exist. People must choose actions based on this knowledge. 

 

feminism 

Women can have equality and justice {feminism}. Women have not been in public life, partly because they have 

greater roles in private life. Private life can have value and merge with public life, so women can have justice, equality, 

care, and concern. Societies have typically subordinated or oppressed women. Perhaps, social structures depend on 

oppression or exclusion of women {radical feminism}. 

 

ideal observer theory 

Morals are what impartial observers, such as God, say or do in situations {ideal observer theory}. 

 

life after death 

People can act morally only if they have souls that survive death {life after death, ethics}, because people do get 

rewards in life from acting morally. 

 

naturalism in ethics 

Ethics can depend on nature, or ethical properties are natural properties {naturalism, ethics} {ethical naturalism}. 

However, perhaps, oughts should come only from oughts. 



 

SOCI>Philosophy>Ethics>Theories>Feeling 

 

emotive theory ethics 

Morality is about approval and disapproval {emotive theory, ethics}. 

 

emotivism in ethics 

Ethics is about feelings, attitudes, and emotions {emotivism, ethics}. 

 

ethical egoism 

People ought to do only what is in their self-interest {ethical egoism}. 

 

ethical voluntarism 

Will is basis of morals {ethical voluntarism}. 

 

hedonism 

Pleasure is the only rational good, all actions can be pursuits of pleasure, or pleasure is the only goal that people 

desire {hedonism}. However, people pursue many goals and drives. Pleasure cannot describe all good things, such as 

freedom. 

 

heroicism 

Personal value can be the greatest good {heroicism}. 

 

operant conditioning ethics 

Good actions are positive reinforcers, and bad actions are negative reinforcers {operant conditioning, ethics}. 

Operant conditioning can teach ethical behavior. 

 

perfectionism 

Ethics {Eudaemonism} {perfectionism} can depend on individual personal growth, as they use all their abilities, 

powers, and ideas, keep well-being and confidence, and find their true selves through experience and action. People can 

be morally excellent, powerful, or achieving, rather than doing wasteful or useless activities. 

 

psychological egoism 

Self-interest is the motivation for human actions {psychological egoism}. Desire wills voluntary actions, which are 

for self even if they are altruistic, emotional, or rational. However, self-interest is too general, and interest is actually 

about direct interests. Many motives are not about self, such as reasons and emotions for donating money. Self-interest 

is about present and future interests, so people must know both. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Ethics>Theories>Communitarianism 

 

communitarianism 

Communities are the basis of values {communitarianism}, because social customs and institutions develop 

individual activities, including social relations. Values develop from community, not by imposition from outside 

sources, such as ideologies. Completely individualistic societies are impossible. Communitarianism {value 

communitarianism} can emphasize shared values, such as trust, group feeling, give-and-take, and intimacy, and public 

goods, such as air, markets, and government. 

 

distributism 

People achieve happiness by their decisions as agents motivated by values {distributism}, so people must have 

private ownership and personal liberty. Distributism is communitarianism against capitalism and socialism. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Ethics>Theories>Law 

 

absolute ethics 

Ethics {absolute ethics} can depend on moral duties and religious laws. Relative ethics depends on situations. 

 



deontological ethics 

People can have duties, responsibilities, or obligations {deontology}. Perhaps, certain actions are themselves right or 

wrong {deontological ethics} {deontologicalism}. Circumstances and results do not matter. People can know what 

people can do or not do in all situations, including action timing. In deontological ethics, actions are intrinsically right 

or wrong and people must or must not do them, no matter what the consequences. 

 

divine command ethics 

God commands some behaviors and forbids some acts {divine command ethics} {command ethics}. 

 

ethical formalism 

Ethics can have laws and absolute ethical standards {ethical formalism} {formalism, ethics}, rather than have 

judgments. Kant had formal ethics, from which he deduced everything. 

 

moral absolutism 

Certain actions are always right or wrong, and people must always do them or not do them {moral absolutism}. 

Circumstances and results do not matter. 

 

prescriptivism 

Morals are commands to do or not do something {prescriptivism}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Ethics>Theories>Utility 

 

consequentialism 

Actions can be right or wrong depending on consequences {consequentialism}. Actions can be right or wrong 

depending on result rightness or wrongness {act-consequentialism} {direct consequentialism}. Consequences can be 

personal or social, can be effects or states, can involve optima or only improvements, can lead to equitable 

distributions, or can surpass minimum thresholds. Utilitarianism is consequentialist. Actions can be right or wrong 

depending on consequences of choosing certain rules {indirect consequentialism} {rule-consequentialism}. However, 

people cannot know, pay attention to, or weigh all consequences. Perhaps, people cannot affect others much. 

 

evolutionary ethics 

People value actions, goals, and people that contribute to survival {evolutionary ethics}. 

 

instrumental value 

Things can have value {instrumental value} because they help reach goals. 

 

pleasure theory 

Ethics {pleasure theory} can depend on the most net happiness or pleasure, which can include the most equal sharing 

of happiness and pleasure, as in Mill's utilitarianism. 

 

pragmatism in ethics 

Right actions lead to good consequences, and wrong or bad leads to bad consequences {pragmatism, ethics}. 

 

utilitarianism in ethics 

Ethics can include the most equal sharing of happiness and pleasure {utilitarianism}, as in Mill. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics 

 

metaphysics 

Philosophy includes study of nature of reality {metaphysics}. 

questions 

How did universe begin and how will it end? Does universe evolve? Why are there universes? Is universe monistic, 

dualistic, or pluralistic? How many different substances, like mind and matter, are there? Is this the only possible 

universe? How do people and life fit into universe? Is reality more about substances or processes? Is there anything 

supernatural, such as God, soul, spirit, or ideals? 



origins 

Perhaps, God created universe, out of itself or nothing. Perhaps, universe is static and unchanging and has always 

existed. Perhaps, universe has continuous creation, out of nothing or itself. Perhaps, universe makes new things, from 

old things or out of nothing, at specific times, by pure chance, by selection, by life principle, or by spirit. Perhaps, 

universe is returning to original perfect state after perturbation. Perhaps, universe originated from physical processes. 

Universe has allowed brains to develop, perceive, and act. 

physical 

Matter, motion, energy, force, and space-time form one relativistic and quantum-mechanical system. Time, space, 

matter, and energy are discontinuous, with gaps between quanta. Universe regions can be like other regions. However, 

finite universes cannot be homogeneous. Universe is the same in all directions. 

 

haecceity 

Essences can be specific to things {haecceity} and to no other things. 

 

substance 

Materials {substance} have properties. 

 

void 

Can reality be nothing {void}? 

 

change 

Interactions cause different positions and momenta {change}. Interactions exchange energy, particles, or 

information. Particle interactions can be with other particles or with themselves. 

motion 

All things are always in motion. Motions use least action, follow geodesics, and are deterministic. 

novelty 

Only interactions can cause new effects, by perturbing system from outside to make new things or relations. 

prediction 

Even if determinism is true, no one can predict events before they happen, because people cannot know all positions 

and momenta precisely. 

universe 

Universe began with low entropy, unified forces, symmetry, radiation, no matter, and low potential energy, because 

distances were very small. Interactions caused expansion and changes, with asymmetries, matter, and potential energy. 

heat 

Matter motions cause collisions that tend to spread matter apart. Forces can pull matter together and change potential 

energy into kinetic energy. Spreading out causes cooling. Kinetic energy causes heating. Cooling allows matter to 

stabilize. Heating provides energy for new combinations. Relatively small complex regions can arise. In very large 

systems, relatively small regions can be planet size. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics>Cosm 

 

macrocosm 

Universe as whole {macrocosm}| compares to human life or microscopic worlds. 

 

microcosm 

Universe as whole compares to human life or microscopic worlds {microcosm}|. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics>Existence 

 

existence in metaphysics 

Subjects and objects have a property {existence} {being} of being in nature. Being is about objects and substance, as 

opposed to process and change. Existences are descriptions or predicates. Existences are not object essences, names, or 

particular things. Laws or principles do not make existences. 

First-order existence indicates that objects are real. Second-order existence indicates that objects act real. Fictional 

objects have second-order existence, because they are not actually real. Because signals take time to travel, particles 

have no clear beginning or ending of existence. 



 

ontology metaphysics 

Metaphysics can study which substances exist {ontology}|. Ontology is about being and existence. Being can have 

different modes. Beings can be abstract, concrete, universal, or particular. Beings can occupy space and time, be 

outside space and/or time, be independent of other being, be parts of other being, be parts of hierarchies, or be 

otherwise dependent. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics>Existence>Attribution 

 

is existence 

Copulas {is, existence} can ascribe existence to something. "Is" as copula can ascribe being {attribution, copula} as 

classes or categories, of which things are examples {instantiation, copula}. 

 

copulative 

Used as copula, "is" can ascribe being as a quality {copulative}|. 

 

class inclusion 

Used as copula, "is" can ascribe being as a class {class inclusion}. 

 

constitution as substance 

Used as copula, "is" can ascribe being as a substance {constitution, substance} {existential}. 

 

equivalence as identity 

Used as copula, "is" can ascribe being as substitutability or equivalence {identity, equivalence} {equivalence, 

identity} {numerical identity}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics>Object 

 

object in metaphysics 

Substances {object, metaphysics} have modes and attributes. Objects maintain integrated structures and functions, 

irrespective of element changes. 

 

identity of objects 

Things are identical if they have same class and have same relation, or if they have same class and have reciprocal 

relations {identity criterion} {criterion of identity} {identity, metaphysics}. 

 

instantiation 

Things {instantiation, metaphysics}| are class or category examples. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics>Object>Kinds 

 

abstract object 

Objects {abstract object} can be not observable, have no space or time locations, have no matter, have no cause, 

have no effects, and exist only necessarily. Abstract objects are opposites of concrete actual physical things. 

 

ideal object 

Ideals {ideal} are perfect, unchanging, and universal objects, or abstract ideas of particular objects. Extrapolation 

from the particular can create perfect-object representations. Mathematical knowledge is about ideals. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics>Object>Properties 

 

attribute as class 

Objects have classes {attribute, class}. 

 

mode as property 

Objects have properties {mode, property}. 



 

capacity of objects 

Objects try to do something or are action objects {capacity, object} {object capacity}. People capacities are their 

mental possibilities. Contexts can prevent capacity expression. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics>Theories 

 

emergence and existence 

Perhaps, higher existences or processes can form from lower existences or processes {emergence}| [Beckerman et 

al., 1992]. 

combination 

Parts can combine by aggregation or by configuration. Aggregation adds parts to make larger things. Configuration 

relates parts to make new thing, such as wheels. Emergent phenomena are larger and more complex. 

emergence 

For emergence in systems, parts or event eliminations must affect other events or parts (J. S. Mill). Chemical 

reactions can be emergent when reactants combine into new configurations. Reactant elimination prevents 

configuration. 

new substances or properties 

Emergent phenomena make new properties or substances. Combining non-round parts can make something circular. 

Combining reactants can make new molecule types. New substances and properties are new configurations, not sums of 

existing physical properties. Emergent phenomena are not existing-property value changes. Summation is not 

emergence. Becoming warmer is not emergence. Beat frequencies and wave interference patterns result from wave 

summations and are waves and so not something new. However, emergence does not make new fundamental properties 

or substances. Low-level quarks, leptons, and their properties do not change. 

physical laws 

Emergence does not make new physical laws. Emergence applies physical laws. Emergent properties, objects, and 

events are theoretically predictable from physical laws. However, they may be too complex to predict. 

no emergence 

All physical phenomena are physical-component interactions according to physical laws. True emergence requires 

that new substances and properties be not explainable by lower level laws, substances, and properties. Therefore, there 

is no real emergence in the physical world, unless physical laws themselves emerge. 

examples: evolution 

Evolution makes new species and biological properties. However, evolution processes are not new. Evolution results 

from low-level feeding, reproductive, and defense activities of varying species members in competitive environments. 

Physical laws cause species evolution. Evolution theory is an abstract way of looking at survival. Evolution theory is 

shorthand for complex physical-law actions. No evolution-theory principle is an evolution requirement. 

water and molecules 

Hydrogen and oxygen can combine to make water. Water has new physical properties that are not sums of hydrogen 

and oxygen physical properties. However, chemical laws are not emergent. Chemical laws are shorthand for complex 

physical-law actions. No chemical law is a requirement for chemistry. 

mind 

Biological parts and configurations have combined to make larger and more complex brain structures and functions 

and so mind, which has new properties. Mind appears to be a whole and a new thing. Perhaps, complex physical-law 

actions make mind. Perhaps, mind is not directly explainable from brain parts, events, and properties and requires 

something truly new in universe. 

 

essentialism 

Perhaps, objects have underlying, fundamental, and defining characteristics {essence, metaphysics} {essentialism}. 

Essence categorizes objects. Essentialism includes realism. 

 

modality 

There are different possible worlds {modality} {modal realism}. 

types 

Modality can be certain or eternal {epistemic modality}; depend on current, past, or future {temporal modality}; or 

be necessary, impossible, or possible {logical modality}. 



comparisons 

If something is necessary, it is true in all possible worlds. If it is possible, it is true in at least one possible world. If it 

is impossible, it cannot be true in any possible world. 

time 

World can be different at different times. Something can be true at all possible times. Something can be true outside 

time. 

accessibility 

Models and interpretations can allow people to know possible worlds. 

 

possible worlds 

Perhaps, other universes {possible worlds}, with different substances, exist. Example is fictional things. 

 

process philosophy 

Events can relate to make processes. Relations and events cause object-property transformations. Objects are always 

changing properties or property values {process philosophy}. Since no properties persist for significant periods, 

processes and relations are more important than matter, time, and position. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics>Theories>Determinism 

 

determinism 

Past events cause current events {determinism}| {necessitarianism}. Determinism relates to fatalism, logical 

determinism, and predestination. 

strong 

Past events logically determine all events, and so events are necessary. There is no purpose. Freedom is only feeling, 

because people cannot detect action causes {strong determinism}. 

weak 

Laws, which act through cause and effect, govern all events, but events are not logically necessary {weak 

determinism}. 

effects 

If human actions are deterministic, there is no free will, hope, feelings, moral responsibility, right or wrong, 

attitudes, real knowledge, choice, or use for deliberation. 

problems 

Universe is not mechanistic or determined, because fundamental-particle behavior has randomness. 

 

indeterminism 

Perhaps, physics allows masses and energies that were not in systems at previous times to enter systems later 

{indeterminism}|. Gravitational forces allow singularities. Singularities and infinities terminate determinism. 

types 

Perhaps, acts and wills can have no causes, and humans can make free choices using minds or wills {strong 

indeterminism}, so different futures are possible. Perhaps, humans can originate acts and wills inside themselves and to 

this extent have self-determination and free choice {weak indeterminism}, so different futures are possible. 

ideas 

Indeterminism includes libertarianism, quantum probabilities, random events, miracles, and human free will. 

 

libertarianism 

Perhaps, Actions are free, people have will, and people can originate ideas and actions {libertarianism}. 

 

logical determinism 

Perhaps, all events are already determined and unalterable {fatalism, determinism} {logical determinism}, and no 

human action can have any effect, good or evil. 

 

predestination 

Perhaps, God has decreed all events by his will and knows all outcomes, and God's will is final {predestination}|. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics>Theories>Matter 

 



naturalism in metaphysics 

Perhaps, matter is the central reality {naturalism, metaphysics}|. 

 

reductionism in metaphysics 

Perhaps, all physical processes are fundamental particle movements {reductionism, metaphysics}|. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Metaphysics>Theories>Mind 

 

anti-realism 

Perhaps, world is only mental construct {anti-realism}. 

 

philosophy of organism 

Perhaps, universe is a living thing {philosophy of organism}. 

 

rationalism in metaphysics 

Perhaps, reason or mind is the central reality {rationalism, metaphysics}. 

 

solipsism in metaphysics 

Perhaps, reality and physical world are just mind constructs or models {solipsism}|. Perhaps, people can only be sure 

that self exists. They cannot know if anyone else exists. 

problems 

However, people cannot then use "I" or "my", because they have no relation to outside world or other minds. Brain 

seemingly needs outside information to perceive and cannot create all perceptions using only its own resources. People 

rarely create coherent and consistent stimuli. People can have amusement and surprise, so they do not already have all 

knowledge inside. Universe seems to have been here before people existed [Fichte, 1794]. 

 

substance hierarchy 

Perhaps, mind has higher reality level than matter {hierarchy, substance} {substance hierarchy}. 

 

vitalism 

Perhaps, universe runs by ideal, moving, and living force {vitalism}| {life principle} {entelechy} {élan vital} {vital 

spirit} {Form, spirit} {will to live}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind 

 

mind and philosophy 

Philosophy includes brain and mental-phenomena study {mind, philosophy}. 

theories 

Mind theories must choose among reductionism or non-reductionism, monism or dualism, and mentalist, materialist, 

physicalist, and dualist mind and body theories [Biro and Shahan, 1982] [Dennett, 1978] [Dennett, 1987] [Dennett, 

1995] [Dennett, 1996] [Dennett, 1998] [Dennett, 2004] [Durant, 1926] [French et al., 1979] [Seager, 1999] [Tye, 

1995]. 

questions 

Is consciousness real? How can matter with positions, momenta, times, and energy cause or be sense qualities? 

[Churchland, 2002] [Dennett, 1991] [Farber and Churchland, 1995] [Searle, 1992] [Searle, 1997]. 

mental state 

Mind states represent ideas and cause linguistic responses. Mental states can be conscious or unconscious and are 

about similarity or relation, which determines linguistic responses, which are conscious. Language reports mental states 

using signs. Because mental states vary widely, natural occurrences have incompatible linguistic explanations [Kripke, 

1980]. 

non-intentional 

Non-intentional intrinsic physical or non-physical features available to consciousness can cause phenomena. 

non-physical 

Perhaps, people can know all physical facts about other people but not know or feel their experiences, so experiences 

have non-physical properties. Experiences provide knowledge that people cannot obtain in other ways. Mind can be 

substance: soul, immortal, indivisible, conscious, or self-conscious. 



self-construction 

Minds can be mental constructions. 

study 

Behaviorism, Gestalt psychology (Wertheimer, Koffka, and Kohler), and other psychologies can study mind. 

types 

Minds can be organism adaptive behaviors. 

Minds can be capacities to cause things, not containers. 

Minds can be like algorithms and computer programs. 

Minds can have sense qualities, perceptions, imaginings, feelings, and thoughts, which are not elementary, primary 

brain properties. Mental processes can be complex information-processing activities [Carlson, 1999] [Lycan, 1989] 

[Lycan, 1990] [Lycan, 1996] [Marcus, 2004] [Nagel, 1974] [Nagel, 1986] [Pickering and Skinner, 1990] [Seager, 

1999]. 

Minds can be experience associations, idea and impression collections, or sense-quality sets. 

three parts 

Perhaps, mental structure has psyche, reason, and intellectual intuition. Mind has cognition, emotion or affect, and 

motivation or conation. 

unity 

Mind can be an organic or personal unity, with matter and thoughts: Form, organizer, life principle, self, thinking 

agent, or subject and self experience unity. 

control system 

Minds are control systems, from top down and from bottom up, so behavior does not emerge, but brain regulates it. 

Mind is both program and data, states and processes, contents and procedures, and controlling and controlled. 

empiricism and mind 

Conscious sense qualities can be of physical objects. 

ESP and mind 

Experiments in ESP, such as telepathy, clairvoyance, and psychokinesis, have flaws. Experimenter suggestions 

caused positive results [Rhine, 1934] [Rhine, 1947] [Stein, 1996]. 

humanism and mind 

Only human minds have intentionality {humanism, mind}. Minds gain knowledge only through education and 

socialization. Minds tolerate other mind's ideas, because ideas relate to education and socialization. Human minds 

create and project God. 

software and mind 

Minds are like equations and algorithms, and brains are like computer electronic workings. Minds are like messages, 

and brains are like ink. Perhaps, brains are like computers, and minds are like programs. 

 

mind-body problem 

How do physical and mental relate {mind-body problem}? What brain and body physiological and/or anatomical 

changes cause sense qualities? [Adler, 1952] [Adler, 1990] [Adler, 1992] [Aristotle, -350] [Blackburn, 1999] [Marcus, 

2004] [Poggio, 1990] [Seager, 1999] [Shear, 1997]. 

 

possibility argument 

People can imagine that their minds/souls can exist after bodies die {argument from possibility} {possibility 

argument}. If mind and body are the same, they cannot be separate. Ghosts, souls, and minds, by themselves, do not 

contradict physical laws (Descartes). Philosophical zombies can be physically the same as people but with no 

consciousness (Kripke). 
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bundle theory 

Personal identities can be just grouped personal characteristics {bundle theory}. 

 

intelligent nature 

Minds can be organism actions {intelligent nature} (Gilbert Ryle). 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Kinds>Zombie 

 



zombie 

People can imagine consciousless humans {zombie}| {philosophical zombie} that can act and think like normal 

people [Campbell, 1970] [Chalmers, 1996] [Chalmers, 2000] [Davis, 1988] [Kirk, 1974]. Philosophical zombies are 

people replicas, except with no experiences. Haitian zombies act like sleepwalkers or drugged people, but philosophical 

zombies have no behavior differences, with no drowsiness or half-consciousness. Philosophical zombies are the same 

as humans functionally. In same environments, both have same physiological and psychological states and behaviors, 

but only one has beliefs, thoughts, and desires. Instead of consciousness, zombies have higher-level knowledge about 

lower-level knowledge. 

physicalism 

If zombies are possible, phenomenal states and physical states are not the same, because same physical states can 

both have and not have phenomena, so physical states do not determine phenomena. 

However, zombies apparently contradict facts about human reports of internal states. Zombies seem not to be 

consistent with physical laws, because their action causes are not enough or are incomplete. Calling something mental 

when it is not can make zombies seem to have internal contradictions. 

evolution 

If consciousness has functions, evolution processes built abilities needed to have consciousness and changed neurons 

or neural structures accordingly. 

 

swampman 

If people {swampman} duplicate, duplicates have no evolutionary history and no external-thing representations. 

Such duplicates have no consciousness according to theories requiring external representation [Davidson, 1987]. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Contents 

 

brittleness of symbol 

Because symbols are either present or absent and have no partial effects or gradations {brittleness, symbol}|, 

symbols are not apt for images, tastes, sounds, touch, and smell. Unlike sense qualities, symbols do not form or 

strengthen statistically. Symbols are about high-level wholes, not about parts. Symbols are for propositions and 

knowledge structures. Small local changes can affect concepts and accuracy greatly. 

 

conation 

Minds have motivations {conation}. 

 

affect 

Minds have emotions {affect, mind}. 

 

intention in mind 

Minds have beliefs, hopes, fears, ideas, and other symbol collections {intention, mind} that are about something 

else. Physical objects cannot themselves be about something else. Conscious sense qualities and subjective experiences 

can be intentions. 

consciousness 

Intentions do not have to be conscious, because mental states, linguistic representations, and non-linguistic 

representations can be about something else but are not necessarily conscious. Conscious states, such as moods, can be 

not intentional. Lowest-level parts are intentional, so higher levels do not explain intentionality. 

meaning 

Computations are only syntactical, but intentions are semantic. 

people 

Only people have desires, hopes, beliefs, and attitudes about what they are, are capable of, want to do, like to be, and 

ought to be. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Other 

 

other minds problem 

Other humans {the Other, Mill} seem to have consciousness, but how can minds know that there are other minds 

{problem of other minds} {other minds problem}|. Perhaps, people can know that other objects have or do not have 

minds by comparing similarities and differences in structure and function. 



 

theory of mind 

Perhaps, people believe that others have mental states, because people explain human behaviors using causes in wills 

and minds {theory of mind, philosophy} {theory theory, mind}. 

 

simulation theory of mind 

Perhaps, people believe that others have mental states, because people can imagine mental states in imagined 

situations {simulation theory, mind}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories 

 

emergence of mind 

Perhaps, new properties can arise {emergence, mind} that system units and relations cannot predict. 

types 

Perhaps, higher principles can describe complex systems too complex to allow predictions {benign emergence}. 

Perhaps, complex systems can create entirely new objects, events, structures, or functions {radical emergence}. 

mind 

Minds can be new things with new properties, derived from brain-part relations and combinations. Brains have 

components, and mind is the whole, with laws and phenomena that are not explainable just from brain parts and 

properties. 

Like music from instruments, mind comes from brain but is not like brain. If instruments break, they can make no 

music, just as minds depend on functioning brains. Music resonates in instruments but does not actually affect music 

production, just as mind resonates in brain but does not affect brain function. However, mind does affect brain function. 

consciousness 

Perhaps, consciousness is an emergent, self-regulatory, goal-directed brain-state or brain-process property, rather 

than brain faculties or structures. 

causation 

Complex systems have new causation types {emergent causation}. Higher existences or processes form from lower 

existences or processes [Beckerman et al., 1992]. 

 

epiphenomena 

Perhaps, conscious experience associates with, is supervenient upon, or is a property of physical objects and events, 

but mind does not affect body or brain {epiphenomena} {epiphenomenalism}. Body and brain can act upon, control, 

and result in mind, consciousness, and conscious experience, or mind can be a byproduct. Perhaps, conscious 

experiences have effects in the mental world. 

object and sense 

People can report on their consciousness, and sense qualities do not correspond to physical objects or events. Senses 

have different logic for representing physical properties, such as for sound and light wavelengths [Ramachandran, 

2004]. 

no causation 

Mental and conscious events have no physical or mental effects {methodological epiphenomenalism}, because the 

physical world can have no outside causes. Mental events that seem to cause have physical causes. 

 

evolutionary adaptiveness 

Perhaps, human abilities evolved to meet hominin needs {evolutionary adaptiveness}. 

 

new realism 

Perhaps, reality is neither mind nor matter {new realism}. Mental and physical events have different causal laws. 

Mind and matter differences are only different arrangements or organizations of same fundamental constituents. 

 

operationalism and mind 

Perhaps, what consciously happened is whatever people remember to have happened {operationalism, mind theory}. 

Operationalism requires belief or memory. In conscious experience, the "for me" {fur mich} and the "in itself" {an 

sich} are same thing. 

 



quantum mechanics and mind 

Perhaps, classical physics has no role for consciousness. Quantum mechanics requires mind to set variables to 

observe {quantum mechanics, mind}. 

Gödel Incompleteness 

Halting problems prove that mind does not use algorithms. Mathematicians can understand non-computable-function 

truth, but computer programs cannot. Quantum computing can be non-algorithmic and non-recursive. 

gravity 

Wavefunctions collapse at large-scales by non-local gravitational process (objective reduction). Such gravitational 

effects happen in tenths of seconds and are not algorithmic. 

microtubules 

Perhaps, quantum mechanics affects nerve microtubules. However, time before quantum state decoherence is too 

short, 0.1 milliseconds or less [Grush and Churchland, 1995] [Hameroff and Penrose, 1996] [Hameroff et al., 1996] 

[Hameroff et al., 1998] [Lockwood, 1991] [Penrose, 1989] [Penrose, 1994]. 

Copenhagen interpretation 

In Copenhagen quantum-mechanics interpretation, quantum mechanical laws specify what knowledge/information 

people can have about systems. Actions that gather information about relations among observations gain knowledge. 

Physical laws are not about reality, particles, or energy. 

Classical systems use real numbers, whose operations are commutative, to specify particle and energy properties. 

Quantum-mechanical laws use complex numbers, with non-commutative operations, to specify dynamical-system 

changes and state/observation probabilities. Quantum-mechanical mathematical descriptions are about wave events 

rather than numbers. 

events: Process 1 

Observation causes wavefunction collapse and makes one of the possible states appear. Observations are conscious 

and/or psychological events. Mind must choose question to answer, observable to measure, and location and time to 

measure. Observation requires mind, which chooses what to observe by choosing experiment and observes directly or 

by instrument. Observations have experimental conditions and measurement variables, described the same as in 

classical physics, that instruments can communicate to people. 

Observing systems, including measuring instruments, can be quantum mechanical or classical. Measuring 

instruments typically are classical, while atomic systems are quantum mechanical {Heisenberg cut}. Quantum-

mechanical descriptions approximate continuous classical states with probabilities. Observable instrument states must 

be countable, and states have probabilities. 

events: Process 2 

System physical processes proceed according to mathematical laws, until another observation. Observed systems are 

quantum mechanical. Physical processes do not cause choices. Mathematical laws do not require choices. 

Von Neumann 

Brain, measuring apparatus, and physical system to measure are in one physical system. Brain chooses what to 

observe, the variable. In Process 1 {Heisenberg Choice}, observers choose variables to observe using consciousness. 

Variables are measurable and have specific discrete states. In Process 2, system evolves quantum mechanically, 

deterministically, and locally. Lengths and times become more uncertain. In Process 3 {Dirac Choice}, quantum jump 

puts variable in state and mind in knowing state. 

quantum Zeno effect 

Quantum effects only persist for 10^-13 seconds. However, in some physical conditions, making same observation 

process repeatedly at high-enough rate causes observations to repeat {quantum Zeno effect}. Experiment timing affects 

observed-state probabilities. Perhaps, in mind, attention is rapid probing and holds mental states for prolonged periods. 

 

representational theory 

Conscious mental states represent in a specific way {representational theory}. Conscious mental states do not require 

brain representation. 

 

higher-order-monitoring theory 

Conscious mental states have a specific brain representation {higher-order-monitoring theory}. Conscious mental 

states do not necessarily represent. 

 



self-representational theory 

Perhaps, consciousness requires self-reference {self-referentialist theory} {self-reference, mind} {self-

representational theory} {self-representation} [Hofstadter, 1979] [Hofstadter, 2007]. Conscious mental states represent 

in a specific way and have a specific brain representation. 

Besides having sensations, conscious mental states can refer to themselves. Consciousness indirectly includes some 

self-consciousness. Perhaps, subjects' conscious mental states also represent those conscious mental states. Perhaps, 

subjects' conscious mental states include unconscious thoughts about the mental states. Perhaps, by extrinsic higher-

order theory, subjects that have conscious mental states must have unconscious mental states that represent the 

conscious mental states. 

Besides having sensations, conscious mental states can refer to conscious subject/person/self/soul, which can have 

no or some self-sensations. 

Besides having sensations, conscious mental states can have associated unconscious thoughts about the sensations or 

self. 

 

supervenience 

Perhaps, mental changes or states have changes or states at lower, physical levels, but physical changes and states do 

not necessarily always subserve mental changes or states {supervenience} {realization, mental}. The physical 

determines the mental in general ways. Conscious processes are supplementary effects in complex causal neural 

networks. Because mental events supervene on physical events, mental events are reducible to physical causes. 

Physical reduction is possible for functions. Intentional states have functions, can be behavior causes, and are reducible 

to physical explanations. Phenomenal states do not have to have functions or affect behavior and so are epiphenomenal. 

However, similarities and differences among experiences affect behavior and so have functions [Kim, 2005]. 
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functionalism and mind 

Perhaps, mental states are brain functions {functionalism}. Consciousness is inputs, processing, and outputs about 

stimuli, behaviors, beliefs, goals, and algorithms. Functionalism uses input-output relations to explain physical and 

biological processes. If mental states are conscious, they have special functions [Armstrong and Malcolm, 1984] 

[Armstrong, 1962] [Armstrong, 1968] [Armstrong, 1980] [Churchland, 1986] [Churchland, 1988] [Churchland, 1995] 

[Churchland, 2002]. 

The same functional process can have different physical representations. The same physical state can represent 

different functions. 

mental states 

Mental states do not necessarily correspond to anatomy or physiology, but are like software and algorithms. Mental 

states are internal, with no public behavior. Mental states are objective, with no need for subjective feelings. Mental 

states are perception, memory, emotion, and will effects. Mental states cause motions. 

phenomenal functions 

Phenomena can cause behavior by translating stimuli into goals, energies, or actions. Different physical states can 

have same phenomena. 

types 

Perhaps, having conscious experience is mental functioning, and having particular experience is neurophysiological 

{physicalist-functionalism}. Perhaps, mental properties are identical to functional properties {psychofunctionalism}. 

Perhaps, conscious system must have functions, selected for in the past {reductive teleofunctionalism}. Perhaps, both 

conscious and unconscious mental capacities are for adaptation {teleological functionalism}. Perhaps, functional brain 

parts can explain mind {decompositional functionalism}. Perhaps, mind can be computer programs {computation-

representation functionalism}. Perhaps, mental states can be functional states {metaphysical functionalism}, based on 

input, output, and causal relations. 

types: interactionism 

Interactionism includes functionalism and has non-physical reality {mind-stuff} to provide mental states. However, 

it is typically materialist, involving hardware, such as brain {wetware}. 

 

causal theory of reference 

Perhaps, mental states represent ideas and cause linguistic responses. Mental states, which can be conscious or 

unconscious, are about similarities or relations, and relations determine linguistic-response patterns, which are 

conscious. Language reports mental states using signs. Because mental states vary widely, natural occurrences have 



incompatible linguistic explanations. People react to natural occurrences to establish conscious linguistic responses 

{causal theory of reference} [Putnam, 1975] [Putnam, 1981] [Putnam, 1988] [Putnam, 1992]. 

 

cognitive pandemonium 

Perhaps, brain agents compete for expression and control {cognitive pandemonium}. Local and global winners 

emerge. Global winner becomes conscious {cerebral celebrity} [Dennett, 1991]. 

 

computational functionalism 

Perhaps, non-conscious information processing can perform all processes needed for survival and all processes 

performed by consciousness {computational functionalism} {conscious inessentialism} {computational theory} 

{computational hypothesis}. 

symbols 

Symbol manipulation causes thoughts. Symbols represent high-level concepts and directly relate to knowledge 

structures. Symbols are either present or absent. Symbols in combination make propositions. Computational 

manipulations follow language syntax. Syntax and symbol meaning can give overall meaning. 

computers 

Computers are general symbol manipulators. If symbol manipulation can cause thoughts, computers can think like 

people. 

experience 

However, symbols cannot represent images, tastes, sounds, touch, and smell. Symbols are either present or absent 

and do not have magnitude or certainty. Symbols have no partial effects or gradations {brittleness, function symbol}. 

Symbols do not have meaningful parts or units. They do not have formation or development process. Symbols do not 

receive more certainty by repetition or conjunction. Statistical processes do not affect symbol meaning or relations. 

Small symbol changes typically greatly change meaning or accuracy. 

Symbols can be complex wholes, whose meanings depend on pattern parts. Sense qualities combine fundamental 

features, and similar sense qualities have similar combinations. 

 

executive system 

Perhaps, consciousness is an executive system {executive system} that focuses attention, issues reports, and guides 

actions. 

 

first-order representation 

Perhaps, mental outputs become conscious when they are available for concepts/thoughts {first-order 

representational theory}. However, all brain system outputs are similar in physiology and can travel indirectly to all 

brain regions. 

 

global workspace 

Perhaps, consciousness and subjective experience are viewpoint-specific functions in thalamocortical complex 

{global workspace} [Baars, 1988] [Baars, 1997] [Baars, 2002] [Changeux, 1983] [Dehaene and Naccache, 2001] 

[Dehaene, 2001] [Dehaene et al., 2003]. Consciousness is shared workspace, representation system, or working 

memory that communicates with brain modules/agents that perform unconscious functions. Global workspace allows 

information exchange and coordination. 

modules 

Brain algorithms get information from global workspace, broadcast their information there, compete and cooperate 

to place information there, and interact in global workspace to resolve uncertainties in interpretation and action. 

Unconscious processing is parallel processing and uses large memory. 

output 

Eventually, global workspace reaches consensus, makes output, and stores representation or will in long-term 

memory. 

consciousness 

Attention systems make global workspace contents known to consciousness, so global-workspace information is 

consciousness contents. Consciousness involves information exchange. Conscious processing integrates unconscious 

processing. 

levels 

There can be more or less consciousness, as shown by comparing conscious and unconscious brain processing 

{contrastive analysis}. Fugue, multiple personality, and depersonalization have amnesia and changed sense of self. 



Brains have beliefs, goals, and consciousness {self-concept}. Self-concept is consciousness contents. Bodies are agents 

and perceivers {self-system}. Self-systems have sense qualities, which are fundamental context {deep context} in the 

context hierarchy. However, sense-quality salience or intensity does not relate to high-level processing. People can 

have more than one consciousness, rather than one context hierarchy. Even early mammals have senses and brains that 

can allow consciousness. 

 

higher-order sense theory 

Perhaps, conscious states are higher-level perceptions about lower-level perceptions {higher-order sense theory} 

{HOS theory} {inner-sense theory}. Brain has a faculty that works on sense perceptions to make perception about 

perception. Perceptions do not have intentions/concepts and are analogs. Perceptions can be non-conscious, and no 

perceptions are necessarily conscious. However, no evidence for brain inner-sense exists. Higher-order sense is a 

representational theory. First-order theories say that consciousness happens when outputs are available for concepts. 

 

higher-order thought theory 

Perhaps, conscious states are higher-level thoughts about lower-level states {higher-order thought theory, 

functionalism} {HOT theory} {higher order monitoring theory}. Perhaps, conscious states are mental states about 

which people have higher-level beliefs that people have mental states. Higher-order thought is a representational 

theory. 

process 

Perceptions do not have intentions, but thoughts have intentions. Consciousness can link current perceptions in 

occipital and other lobes to concepts, emotions, plans, memories and values in frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes. 

Only mental states can be conscious. People can be, but are not typically, conscious of beliefs. Perceptions can be non-

conscious. 

types 

When perceiving or emoting, people can have thoughts that they are perceiving or emoting, and thoughts bring 

experience {actualist higher-order thought theory}. Thoughts can happen at same time as perceptions or can be about 

memories. People have higher-order thoughts, and some perceptions and emotions are available for use 

{dispositionalist higher-order thought theory}. Percepts can be both first-order and higher-order {dual-content theory}. 

Higher-order thought system can use information, and such uses determine experience {inferential-role semantics} 

{consumer semantics}. Semantics can be only about input information and symbol grounding {informational 

semantics} {input-side semantics}. 

problems 

Conscious states can have no thought [Rosenthal, 1991]. 

 

holonomic theory 

Perhaps, visual sensory information goes to many brain places, where dendrites detect spectral and time information 

about perceptions. Brains can later extract and transform stored information to give conscious awareness {holographic 

brain theory} {holonomic theory}. Holograms can change {holonomy}. People cannot know both spectral and time 

values exactly. Neurons minimize information loss by reorganizing their structures to have minimum entropy and 

maximum information. Consciousness is experiencing stored spectral-information transformation. No one or thing 

views holographic images [Pribram, 1971] [Pribram, 1974] [Pribram, 1991]. 

image 

Perhaps, brains can make holograms without using reference signals. They can record scene wavefronts and later 

restore wavefronts by reversing calculation. 

 

information integration 

Perhaps, consciousness is information integration {information integration theory}. More integration makes more 

consciousness. Integrating different neuron types and modules makes more consciousness. Different integration types 

make different consciousness types. 

brain 

Thalamocortical region integrates information from various and many neurons and modules, whereas other brain 

regions have smaller integration. 

time 

Integration takes 0.1 to 3 milliseconds. 



information 

Scenes are scene selections and so have high information. Integration measures are effective information passed 

from system part to system part. Effective information is second-part entropy when first-part output is noise, and vice 

versa. Their sum is integration amount. 

information: system 

Systems have parts. Part pairs are whole-system subsystems. Complexity depends on pair and integration amounts. 

Subsystems can have lower information integration than others {minimum information bipartition}. Parts can make 

subsystems. Whole brain has maximum entropy and integration. Systems that integrate enough information are 

conscious. 

 

instructionism and mind 

Perhaps, brains are computers with fixed code, registers, and programs {instructionism, mind theory}. Coded brain 

input, from environment and body, makes coded brain output. 

 

Intelligent Distribution 

Programs {Intelligent Distribution Agent} {intelligent distribution} based on global-workspace architecture can 

assign jobs to sailors [Franklin et al., 1998]. 

 

representationalism 

Perhaps, phenomenal properties are representational properties {representationalism}. 

causes: stimulation 

Stimuli make sense-data. Perception sense-data, ideas, and impression are mental internal representations. 

Representations are mental states and are like phenomena. 

causes: intention 

Alternatively, people need no stimuli, only intentional statements. Intentions and representations are about external 

things or possible external things. Intentions can make representations but are not mental states. Representations are not 

like phenomena but are coded information. 

representation: similarity 

Something can represent something else by being similar to it. Similarity is reciprocal. However, real representations 

have only one direction. Similarity can be more or less. Similarity relations need similarity-level information. 

representation: covariance 

Something can represent something else by being caused to co-vary by second thing. Covariance is reciprocal. 

However, real representations have only one direction. Covariance has strength. Covariance relations need causation-

strength information. 

representation: function 

Something can represent something else using representational functions. Such representation requires indicating 

function and strength. Systems have basic representational functions {systemic representation} that can change to 

create new representations {acquired representation}. Natural representations evolve. 

representation: function and evolution 

Something can represent something else, because evolution shaped it to do so. Such representation requires 

evolutionary benefits and selection strengths. 

phenomena 

Perhaps, representations completely specify conscious phenomena {exhaustion thesis}. Perhaps, representations 

need other mental attributes. 

phenomena: external or internal 

Conscious phenomena appear in environment {externalism, phenomena}. Conscious phenomena are in mind 

{internalism, phenomena}. If consciousness is a mental state, representations can project {projectivism, phenomena} 

onto external surfaces {literal projectivism} or seem to do so {figurative projectivism}. 

phenomena: higher order 

Perhaps, representational mental states can be "perceived" by higher-level mental abilities {representational theory, 

representationalism} {higher-order perception}. Consciousness links perceptions, in occipital lobe, to concepts, 

emotions, plans, memories, and values, in frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes. 

phenomena: consciousness 

Perhaps, consciousness is natural representations. However, some conscious states have no perception [Dretske, 

1988] [Dretske, 1995]. 

 



symbolicism 

Perhaps, machines can mimic mental functions in logic and language, using symbols and rules {symbolicism} 

{Good Old-Fashioned Artificial Intelligence} (GOFAI) {rule-and-symbol AI} [Barr and Feigenbaum, 1981]. 

 

symbolism 

Perhaps, matter and energy predate mind and consciousness. Brain evolved to create symbols {symbolism, mind 

theory} to make representations used for action. Mind is distinct from matter, because complex organization brought 

forth new properties. 

Mind forms matter and energy representations from matter and energy. Representations use matter and energy 

structures, just as music is physical-energy patterns, electrochemical-signal patterns, and mental experience. Because 

mental states are complex matter-and-energy patterns, they can act on matter at all levels. People cannot be conscious 

of symbol creation, use, or representation processes. 
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strong AI 

Perhaps, computers with complex enough programs have minds {strong AI}. 

 

weak AI 

Perhaps, computers with complex enough programs simulate mental functions {weak AI}. 
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connectionism 

Simple unit interconnections can receive input and make output {connectionism, mind} {connectionism theory} 

{parallel distributed processing} {neural net}. Connectionist systems have no symbols, concepts, or representations 

[Anderson, 1964] [Arbib, 1972] [Arbib, 1995] [Bechtel and Abrahamsen, 1991] [Clark, 1989] [Clark, 1993] [Fahlman, 

1979] [Feldman and Waltz, 1988] [Hillis, 1985] [Hinton and Anderson, 1981] [Hinton, 1992] [Hopfield and Tank, 

1986] [Kableshkov, 1983] [McCulloch and Pitts, 1943] [McCulloch, 1947] [Pao and Ernst, 1982] [Pattee, 1973] 

[Pattee, 1995] [Pitts and McCulloch, 1947] [Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986]. 

input 

Input can be nodes or node sets, with different weights. 

process 

Connectionism can dynamically use constraint satisfaction, energy minimization, or pattern recognition. 

Intermediate nodes process representations in parallel. Network nodes can have multiple functions and contribute to 

many representations or processes. Connections and/or node patterns can contain information. Representations are 

vectors in space. Distributed information allows parallel processing, increasing learning, and continuous variables. 

Connectionist networks have little recursion, much inhibition, artificial learning algorithms, and simple transfer 

functions. 

process: layers 

Software models use three layers of neuron-like units for pattern-matching. First layer receives input pattern. Units 

in second and third layers typically receive input from all units in previous layer. Third layer outputs display or file. 

Units can be On or Off. If total input to unit is above threshold, unit is On. Inputs can have adjustable weights. 

Experimenters set weights, or programs adjust weights based on matching between "training" input patterns and their 

output patterns. 

Neural nets do not have programs or operations. Neural-net architecture provides information. Controllers go from 

layer to layer, processing all units simultaneously, by parallel processing. Distributed information tolerates degradation. 

Neural nets can still detect patterns if some units fail and so are more robust than algorithms. 

output 

Outputs are vectors, possibly with many dimensions. Outputs statistically derive from inputs. All outputs have equal 

weight. Similar outputs have similar coordinates. Output regions define category examples. Average or optimum 

examples define categories. Region boundaries change with new examples. 

Neural nets can distinguish more than one pattern, using the same weights. Units can code for several 

representations, and many units code each representation {distributed representation}. Neural nets can recognize 

similar patterns and in this way appear to generalize. 

 



activation function 

Outputs can perform functions {activation function}. 

 

backpropagation 

Systems can start with random weights, input training pattern, compare output to input, slightly reduce weights on 

units that are too high and slightly increase weights on units that are too low, and repeat {backpropagation, 

connectionism} {backward error propagation}. For example, after neural networks have processed input and sent 

output, teacher circuits signal node differences from expected values and correct weighting. System performs process 

again. As process repeats, total error decreases. 

 

wake-sleep algorithm 

In unsupervised neural networks {Helmholtz machine} {wake-sleep algorithm} with recurrent connections, first 

information comes from inputs to outputs and affects recurrent strengths. Then information comes from outputs to 

inputs {output generation} and affects original strengths. 
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distributed output 

Outputs can distribute among nodes {distributed output}. 

 

localist output 

Outputs can be nodes {localist output}. 
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monism and mind 

Perhaps, reality has only one substance: matter, mind, or God {monism}. Mind and brain are the same. However, 

monism is untrue, because no mechanism can describe purely mental and purely physiological functions [Delbruck, 

1986] [Feigl and Scriven, 1958] [Feigl, 1958] [Fischbach, 1992] [Honderich, 1988] [Honderich, 1999] [Ryle, 1949] 

[Stich, 1991]. 

 

neutral monism 

Perhaps, reality is neither mind nor matter {neutral monism}. Mental and physical events have different causal laws. 

Mind and matter differences are only different organizations of same fundamental constituents. Physical, non-physical, 

or other substance can include both brain and mind. However, matter and brain units do not correspond to mind, 

consciousness, or sense-quality units. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories>Monism>Mind 

 

anomalous monism 

Perhaps, mental properties and events are not explicable by physical properties and events {anomalous monism}. 

Mental states are token-identical to physical states. 

 

cognitivism 

Perhaps, only mind exists, and matter does not exist {cognitivism}. 

 

homunculus fallacy 

Perhaps, internal brain agents {little man} {homunculus} explain psychological properties {homunculus fallacy} 

[Attneave, 1961] [Rosenblith, 1961]. 

 

immanentism 

Perhaps, consciousness is only about sense qualities and concepts {immanentism} and gives no physical-object 

knowledge. 

 

mentalism 

Perhaps, only mind exists, and matter does not exist {mentalism}. 



 

non-naturalism 

Naturalistic terms cannot explain consciousness {non-naturalism}. 

 

panpsychism 

Perhaps, all physical things have mental or subjective parts, aspects, or properties, typically in different degrees, or 

are consciousness parts {panpsychism}. It is not clear how such combinations/interactions make high-level 

consciousness or stay unified. However, all things then have relations between physical and mental inside them. 

Perhaps, electrons, quarks, and virtual particles have consciousness [Nagel, 1988]. 

 

phenomenalism 

Perhaps, physical objects are "permanent possibilities of sensation" {phenomenalism}. Mental phenomena 

statements are equivalent to empirical statements or mathematical laws. However, mental-phenomena statements 

depend on physical environment and perceiver state. 

 

phenomenology 

Perhaps, mind has conscious processes and states, which people can study {phenomenology} without necessarily 

considering body or world [Heidegger, 1996] [Husserl, 1905] [Husserl, 1907] [Husserl, 1913] [Merleau-Ponty, 1945] 

[Richardson and Velmans, 1997] [Stevens, 1997] [Stevens, 2000]. People can train themselves to try to suspend all 

judgments and hypotheses while they attend to subjective experiences. 

phenomena 

Mind cannot know things in themselves but can experience appearances or representations, as sense qualities or 

thoughts {phenomena, phenomenology}. Phenomena are perspectives on objects. Perspectives hint at object essences. 

All conscious perspectives, working together, are indirectly object essence. 

consciousness 

If essences are conscious acts, objects exist. In particular, consciousness becomes itself from all perspectives on all 

objects. Subject and object of consciousness become the same, because no object is without consciousness, and no 

subject is without objects and relations. Consciousness is a circular, self-referencing concept: it is a phenomenon and 

makes phenomena. 

 

psychical monism 

Perhaps, only mind exists, and matter does not exist {psychical monism}. 

 

spiritualism and mind 

Perhaps, only mind exists, and matter does not exist {spiritualism, mind theory}. 

 

transcendentalism 

Perhaps, accessing perceptions renders them conscious, people have this ability, and consciousness is real but is not 

object and is not in space {transcendentalism, mind theory}. Consciousness is an act or process that makes phenomena 

[Rowlands, 2001]. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories>Monism>Identity 

 

mind-brain identity 

Perhaps, mind and brain are identical {psychophysical identity} {mind-brain identity theory}. The same property 

can be both mental and physical. They are like two names for same thing. In the possibility argument, philosophical 

zombies cannot exist, because they must have the mental state if they have the brain state. However, brain-state and 

mental-state identity has no plausible mechanism or meaningful connection (McGinn) (Nagel). 

language 

They only seem different, because different language is for objective and subjective descriptions. Mind and brain can 

unify by relating both descriptions. 

substance 

Perhaps, brain and mind share third substance or property, to provide underlying unity. For example, signals 

entering, or inside, brain can be sense data that can combine into physical objects or into mental objects. Alternatively, 

physical objects can have mental essences. 



existence 

People can imagine that no physical world exists, and the physical world is only sense qualities in the mental world. 

People can imagine that no mental world exists, and the mental world can be disposition to perform certain behaviors in 

certain circumstances. 

mental state 

The mental world can be physical mind state, making physical mind. 

mental unity 

Objects can have minds. Objects can be in one mind. 

 

central-state identity 

Perhaps, mental states correspond to neural states {central-state identity}. 

 

mind-brain correspondence 

Perhaps, mental states are factually identical with brain states but do not have to be logically identical {mind-brain 

correspondence}. 

 

physicalism and mind 

Perhaps, sense qualities are objective non-relational physical-object properties or are the same as brain 

electrochemical, biophysical, and relational events {physicalism, mind} [Baker, 1987]. 

 

token-identity theory 

Perhaps, particular mental states, such as pain, are identical to particular brain states, such as nerve firing, but they 

are not necessarily identical in general {token-identity theory, monism} {token-identity thesis} {token physicalism}. 

Because mental events can have different neural pathways, they can be instances, not types. Mental events have 

physical events. Mental states include beliefs and pains. 

 

type-identity theory 

Perhaps, neural states are state types that only brains can have {type-identity theory, monism} {type-identity thesis} 

{identity theory} {type physicalism}. Mental states, such as pain in general, and brain states, such as nerve fiber firing, 

are identical in type but are not necessarily identical in particular instances. Mental variables have physical variables. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories>Monism>Materialism 

 

materialism 

Perhaps, mind is only material {materialism}. Materialistic explanations are simple. They have always worked 

before, are consistent with science, do not have to explain how physical and non-physical interact, fit with evolutionary 

theory, explain all mental phenomena, explain complex systems, and match all evidence. Consciousness requires only 

physical explanations. 

types 

All existing substance is material or physical. Psychological properties are identical to physical-property 

conjunctions. Psychological properties depend on physical properties but are not material {non-reductive materialism, 

monism}. There are no phenomena, just ideas, beliefs, or feelings. 

 

action consciousness 

Perhaps, mind is interaction among brain processing, body, and environment {action consciousness} {behavior-

based robotics} {enactive consciousness} {enactive cognition} {embodied cognition} {radical embodiment} 

{sensorimotor consciousness} {situated cognition} {situated robotics}. Consciousness depends on action. Simple rules 

can result in complex behaviors [Clark, 1980] [Clark, 1993] [Clark, 1997] [Varela et al., 1991]. 

 

biological materialism 

Perhaps, only organisms can be conscious, because consciousness depends on complex biological structures and 

movements {biological materialism}. 

 

Cartesian materialism 

Perhaps, brain locations manifest consciousness by code type or other property {Cartesian materialism} [Dennett, 

1991]. 



 

centralism 

Perhaps, mental processes are identical with physical central-nervous-system processes {centralism}. 

 

central-state materialism 

Perhaps, mental processes are brain states and interact causally with body {central-state materialism}. 

 

chauvinism in sensation 

If brain states can be physical or physiological properties, other animals can have different sense qualities than 

people {chauvinism, sensation}, because their structures and physiologies are different. 

 

dynamical systems theory 

Perhaps, physical forces act on molecules over time under physical laws and cause thoughts {dynamical systems 

theory} {dynamical hypothesis}. Dynamics does not involve computation or representation. All events are 

deterministic and coupled. Systems described by equation systems change over time. 

 

eliminative materialism 

Perhaps, there are no psychological concepts {eliminative materialism}, and intentions and mental states do not 

correspond to physical brain states. 

 

functional materialism 

Perhaps, mental states are both experiences and brain states. For example, temperature is also average random 

kinetic energy. However, you can measure temperature, in degrees, without measuring average random kinetic energy, 

in joules. You can use temperature values in many ways separate from their energy values. If mental states are physical 

states, they can have physical effects without violating physical law. Brain states can be physical or physiological 

properties. Brain states can be structural properties, like software, caused by something physical and causing something 

physical {functional materialism}. Machines can simulate human intelligence, so objective language and behavior can 

be similar. However, machine parts and motions seemingly affect perception, behavior, and consciousness. 

 

naive realism 

Perhaps, external physical world exists, and people perceive it as it truly is {naive realism}. 

 

naturalism and mind 

Perhaps, mental events exist and have effects, but science cannot study effects {naturalism, mind theory}. 

Naturalistic terms can explain consciousness, but concepts like consciousness, qualia, and subjectivity are unhelpful 

{eliminativist naturalism}. Naturalistic terms can explain consciousness, and concepts like consciousness, qualia, and 

subjectivity are helpful {constructive naturalism}. Naturalistic terms can explain consciousness, but people can never 

find explanation {anticonstructive naturalism} [Dretske, 1988] [Dretske, 1995]. 

 

network thesis 

Perhaps, sense qualities correspond to cerebral processes and change brain {network thesis}. Identical sense qualities 

cannot recur, because brain changes at first sense qualities. 

 

neuronal group selection 

Perhaps, in neuron sets, neurons directly or indirectly interact with all other neurons and themselves. Neuronal 

groups vary, compete, and undergo selection {neuronal group selection} {neural Darwinism} {somatic evolution} 

{selectionism, neuron} {theory of neuronal group selection} (TNGS). 

neuronal groups 

Neuron groups make stimuli into responses and so have input and output. They are functional groups. During 

development, brain makes various neuron groups by protein regulation, cell division, cell migration, cell connection, 

myelination, and synapse changes, in response to developmental signals and environment. Brain has many neuron 

groups for each input-output task {degeneracy, brain}. Neuron groups vary in processing. Neuron groups have 

regulatory mechanisms and can adapt. 

In response to input, brain compares results and prunes neuron groups by making cells die, disconnecting synapses, 

and reducing synapse strength. Feedback, feedforward, reward, punishment, regulation, and integration make optimum 

neuronal-group configurations. 



selection 

Selection strengthens connections that aid survival. Brain uses selection, not logic. During brain development, 

synapse pruning based on experience reduces overgrowth {developmental selection}. Later, experience strengthens or 

weakens synapses {experiential selection}. 

reentry 

Reciprocal neuron connections use signal reentry feedback to coordinate neural events over space and time. Error-

correcting control systems are in neuronal groups. Interaction times are typically hundreds of milliseconds. Interactions 

involve all neurons. 

factors 

Input-output results depend on body morphology, hormones, emotions, memory, and existing brain structures. 

consciousness 

A functional group {dynamic core} is for consciousness and is dynamic, unified, private, and complex. 

not computers 

Brains are not computers, because they receive ambiguous input, have variable structures, have reciprocal 

connections {reentry}, and have complex output that integrates sense modalities [Edelman, 1989] [Edelman and 

Tononi, 2000] [Tononi and Edelman, 1998] [Edelman and Mountcastle, 1978] [Edelman, 1987] [Edelman, 1992] 

[Edelman, 2003] [Edelman, 2004]. 

 

neuroscientific realization theory 

Perhaps, conscious and unconscious mental event types have representations in nervous system {neuroscientific 

realization theory}. 

 

objectivism 

Perhaps, external physical world exists, and people perceive it as it truly is {objectivism}. Alternatively, physical 

world has properties or events that directly cause experience. For example, surfaces can have properties that always 

cause red sense qualities. 

 

peripheralist behaviorism 

Perhaps, mind is complex behaviors exhibited in matter structures {peripheralist behaviorism}. 

 

reductionism about mind 

Perhaps, particle positions and momenta completely define physical systems {reductionism, mind theory}. Knowing 

particle times and energies is equivalent to knowing positions and momenta. 

Position and momentum information can predict all future positions and momenta. 

questions 

Does everything that happens in the physical universe result only from elementary-particle interactions? Are all 

events and objects determined by current particle and wave positions and momenta, or times and energies? Can higher-

level cause affect particle and wave positions and momenta? Can there be something fundamental that is not particles 

and waves, positions and momenta, times and energies? Do sense qualities have extra information, more than brain 

anatomical, physiological, psychophysical, and biochemical information? 

brain 

Under reductionism, brain-particle and environment-object positions and momenta completely define future brain 

states. 

non-physical 

Perhaps, physical information can specify non-physical things, properties, or relations. Sentences about non-physical 

can derive from physical description. Mental processes are explainable by physical brain structures and functions. Facts 

about people and oneself can use more-elementary terms, without persons or first person. For example, people can be 

animals with physical and chemical processes. 

 

silicon chip replacement 

Pylyshyn [1980] imagined that chips can replace neurons one by one {silicon chip replacement}. Is there any 

difference in mental events? If not, causal relations determine mentality, and functionalism is correct. 

 



twin Earth 

Putnam imagined worlds {twin Earth} in which people and things were identical except that water had different 

chemical composition. Thought difference depends only on environment. However, different thoughts make twins 

different. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories>Dualism 

 

dualism 

Perhaps, minds and brains are separate substances or properties {dualism}. 

property 

Perhaps, physical objects have non-physical or mental properties, like essence or sense qualities. Perhaps, objects 

and events have this property in different amounts, levels, or qualities. Perhaps, minds or brains are primary and other 

secondary. Perhaps, brains are special organs for mind or soul knowledge. Perhaps, brains have reached complex forms 

that can generate mental states. Perhaps, mind influences brain [Descartes, 1641] [Eccles, 1965] [Eccles, 1977] [Eccles, 

1986] [Eccles, 1989] [Eccles, 1994] [Libet, 1993] [Popper and Eccles, 1977]. 

problems 

Dualism has no method to show how mental and physiological substances affect each other deterministically, which 

all observations require. Dualism does not state why substances have two different property types, or only two property 

types. 

 

bundle dualism 

Perhaps, individual mental processes succeed each other and are non-physical, but physical world exists {bundle 

dualism}. 

 

Cartesian dualism 

Perhaps, bodies are extended material substance, and minds are unextended spiritual substance {Cartesian dualism} 

[Descartes, 1641]. 

 

epistemological dualism 

Perhaps, mental ideas and images are copies of physical sense data or objects {epistemological dualism}. 

 

explanatory gap 

Objective, physical objects and events cannot explain subjective, non-physical states and events {explanatory gap}. 

Perhaps, subjective, non-physical qualities are irreducible. Concepts used for one cannot be concepts used for the other 

[Levine, 1983] [Levine, 2001]. 

explanatory-gap analysis 

Perhaps, some physical qualities are subjective and irreducible {explanatory gap analysis}. Perhaps, more 

knowledge will allow physical connections. Perhaps, more knowledge allows physical connections, but people cannot 

know them. Perhaps, no connection exists, but reason is only phenomenal concepts. For example, phenomenal concepts 

are only indexes or are special in another way. However, both physical objects and events and non-physical states and 

events have states and events, so objective and subjective certainly overlap. 

 

substance dualism 

Perhaps, mind and brain are two separate and distinct substances {substance dualism}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories>Dualism>Mental Property 

 

non-reductive materialism 

Perhaps, psychological properties depend on physical properties but are not material {non-reductive materialism, 

dualism}. 

 

property dualism 

Perhaps, mind and body are two aspects of one basic reality, and neither is derivable from the other {double aspect} 

{property dualism}. Conscious properties are pains, emotions, and sense qualities. Consciousness is not a different 

substance. 

 



adverbial theory 

Experiences have perceivable properties or events {experience events} {adverbial theory} {adverbial analysis}. 

There are no mental objects. Experience only happens in special ways, such as bluely. Appearances present real objects 

to mind, but they have no qualities. 

 

attribute theory 

Brain processes have physical and non-physical properties {attribute theory} {dual-attribute theory}. The non-

physical properties make mental processes. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories>Dualism>Interaction 

 

interactionism 

Perhaps, mind and brain are two separate substances, or properties expressed at different levels, which can affect 

each other, directly or indirectly {interactionism}. 

effects 

Effects can be one-way or two-way. 

levels 

Levels have different laws. Organization levels have cause types, which act at that level and control lower-level 

component motions. 

interaction 

Components influence whole, or whole influences components. Mind can move brain matter and cause and control 

neural and chemical events by high-level patterns and processes but not interact with matter at lower levels, just as 

organisms controls atoms by overall movements, not direct interactions. 

problems 

Interactionism is untrue, because it has no method for deterministically describing mental functions in terms of 

physiological functions, or physical functions in terms of mental functions, because only physical things can affect 

physical things. 

 

logical equivalence 

Perhaps, neural objects and events and psychophysical objects and events do not have same structures and functions 

but are necessary and sufficient to each other {logical equivalence, mind theory}. 

 

parallelism in mind 

Perhaps, mind and brain are separate and do not interact but synchronize and work in parallel, because they closely 

coordinate {parallelism, mind theory}. Laws of God or nature keep them parallel. However, what keeps them parallel 

can be a third substance. 

 

pluralism and mind 

Perhaps, mind and brain interact through some third object, substance, or function {pluralism, mind theory}, such as 

God. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories>Dualism>Matter Into Mind 

 

combination problem 

How do physical combinations and interactions make unified high-level consciousness {combination problem} 

[Seager, 1999]. 

 

no sign problem 

No units of reality have been detected to have mentality or consciousness {no sign problem} [Seager, 1999]. 

 

not-mental problem 

Perhaps, mental and consciousness properties are new physical property types, rather than non-physical properties 

{not-mental problem} [Seager, 1999]. 

 



unconscious mentality 

How do unconscious mental units make consciousness {unconscious mentality problem}, unless units are conscious 

[Seager, 1999]. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories>Dualism>Causality 

 

causal completeness 

Mental and conscious events have no physical or mental effects, because the physical world can have no outside 

causes {causal closure} {causal completeness}. Mental events that seem to cause have physical causes. 

 

causal impotence 

If mental states are not just physical states and can have physical effects, physical changes happen without physical 

laws. However, physical laws account for all observable physical changes [Seager, 1999]. Therefore, non-physical 

mental states have no physical effects {causal impotence}. In the pre-established harmony (Leibniz), mind and matter 

do not affect each other but always synchronize, localize to same place, and correlate in intensity, through God. In 

epiphenomenalism, matter causes mind {mental smoke}, but mind cannot affect matter. In philosophical zombies, all 

behavior about conscious experience can happen without consciousness. 

 

completeness problem 

The physical world seems to have causal closure, with no cause or effect left for mental or conscious forces or events 

{completeness problem} {causal completeness problem} {causally complete}. Brain physiology seems able to account 

for all brain functions and all behavior, so mental states, causes, and effects are unnecessary. Human brain 

examinations never show evidence of mental forces or states. Mental forces or states never have causes or effects. 

 

configurational force 

Newtonian gravity has action at a distance. Perhaps, complex human-brain structures and functions can make new 

forces {configurational force} (Broad). However, all physical forces involve contact through exchanged particles, and 

only properties inherent in matter can cause forces. Mental forces cannot be the right type to influence matter. 

Quantum-mechanical action-at-a-distance phenomena are not like mental forces or states. 

 

epiphobia 

Structural properties can only cause physiological properties {epiphobia} that actually cause physical behavior. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories>Mystery 

 

anti-reductionism 

Perhaps, mind is just natural phenomenon or has no explanation {anti-reductionism}. 

 

mysterianism 

Perhaps, consciousness has no explanation or understanding {mysterianism}. People have no valid concepts about 

consciousness. Perhaps, people can never understand it, just as monkeys can never understand calculus. Perhaps, 

people can learn new concepts or evolve to be able to understand [Flanagan, 1992] [Flanagan, 2002]. 

 

principled agnosticism 

Perhaps, people cannot understand consciousness and brain relations in naturalistic terms {principled agnosticism}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Mind>Theories>Psychology 

 

Hormic psychology 

Motives and purposes {Hormic psychology} can understand mind (William McDougall). 

 

organismic psychology 

Psychology {organismic psychology} (Kurt Goldstein and J. R. Kantor) can study mind. 

 

personality science 

Science of personality {personality science} (Gardner Murphy and Gordon W. Allport) can study mind. 



 

self-psychology 

Psychology based on self {self-psychology} (Stern) can study mind. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>Philosophy Of Investment 

 

philosophy of investment 

Philosophy of investment {philosophy of investment} {investment philosophy} covers all life aspects. 

general 

Philosophy should have ethics, politics, epistemology, logic, and metaphysics. Philosophy could have aesthetics and 

theology. 

Philosophy should answer questions by moving discourse to another level, such as resolving differences between 

liberals and conservatives by changing dialogue dichotomies using new variable, such as investment. 

general: action 

Philosophy should suggest actions or action principles. Actions taken are experiments, to test value and/or 

consequences. Humans use reasoning, emotion, will, perception, and other abilities to act. 

general: causes 

Philosophy should explain why universe, physical laws, and people exist. Philosophy should explain all physical and 

mental objects and events and provide all causes. Philosophy should answer real problems, as well as explain facts. 

Philosophy should explain what is the best way to live. Philosophy should explain how to find meaningful and 

rewarding job. Philosophy should explain how find intimate companion in life. Philosophy should provide goals and 

ends for action. 

general: effects 

Philosophy should have testable hypotheses and conclusions, which can be examined to test theory truth, and to 

judge and improve philosophy. Philosophy should have consequences, to test in human lives. 

general: explanation 

Philosophy should explain the history of ideas. Philosophy should explain innate and linguistic ideas. Philosophy 

should explain abstract and mathematical ideas. Philosophy should account for past, present, and future methods and 

practices in research and applications, including teaching and learning. Philosophy should explain how people get ideas 

and how to judge their truth. 

general: experimentation 

Human actions are experiments. People can continually re-examine everything, using current and past evidence in 

open and scientific manner. Actions are tests. Before test, people can consider hypothesis and expected outcome. After 

test, people can review results and compare them to expected ones. 

Acts have consequences to continually test and evaluate. At optimum time, people can consider best course before 

acting. At optimum time, people can gauge success and compare alternatives after acting. 

Perhaps, the best action involves maximizing return and minimizing risk. 

Actions in similar situations change with time, location, and context. 

Experimenters can test samples against enzyme, cell, or other target. Typical people {experimental group} receive 

different stimulus than other typical people {control group}. Experimenters observe response. 

general: rational 

Philosophy should have and use valid accepted forms of formulating problems and questions, making statements or 

answers, and reasoning about statements. 

general: simplicity 

Philosophy should be understandable. Philosophy should be as simple as possible. Philosophy should be complete. 

Philosophy should be consistent. It should avoid contradictions, perhaps by making contradictory cases distinct. 

general: truth 

Philosophy should use consensus facts determined by observation and experiment. Revelation, ideology, opinion, 

speculation, testimony, authority, and tradition have no standing as to truth, only as to background. Philosophy should 

use valid reasoning from established fact to conclusion. 

general: error 

Inappropriate human behavior has typically worked against optimization and perhaps can be so defined. 

general: ethics 

Investing behavior is required behavior, both to achieve the best consequences and because other behaviors are 

intrinsically immoral. 



general: method 

To optimize future universe, and so obtain maximum numbers, types, and interaction complexities, opposing forces 

and tendencies must perfectly balance globally. All physical attractions globally balance by physical repulsions. To 

optimize future universe, all biological attractions globally balance by biological repulsions. What people perceive as 

good globally balances what people perceive as bad or evil. Attraction feelings globally balance repulsion feelings. 

Periods of love and peace globally equal times of war and aggression. In families, bonds between people match desires 

to be independent. Even between friends, sharing balances selfishness. Human actions are not pure extremes but are 

always mixtures. Moderate, average, or conforming actions involve local conflict mediation. 

general: optimization 

Universal optimum is to maximize interactions, by increasing object and event number, movements, and directions. 

Physical, biological, and other universe laws tend to optimize the future. Human actions should optimize the future. 

Optimization is not for individual or species, but for universe as whole. Future optimization involves many variables. 

Universal laws optimize over all variables, which have different ranges and weights, so only variable set optimizes, not 

particular variables. Optimization is over all objects and events at once, not individuals, species, or ideas. Human 

actions should optimize all variables, objects, and events, forcing all actions to both harm and help most objects and 

events. Quantities tending to increase are entropy, kinetic energy, interaction frequency, states, symmetry breakdowns, 

number, and diversity. Processes can maximize numbers, varieties, and interactions, or one or two can decrease while 

other two or one increases. In general, it is best to invest short-term, to allow investment changes to optimize return. 

general: optimization margin 

Optimization involves number, variety, and interaction marginal change at all times and locations, or for all objects 

and events. Holding other things constant can find marginal changes. 

general: physical 

Universal optimum is purely physical thing. For humans, it can translate into physical, and so also mental, gains for 

humans: health, wealth, love, and happiness. 

general: proactivity 

Investment should be pursued actively, as conscious goal, with time set aside to consider the best investment before 

acting. After acting, experiments can monitor actions, to gauge success and compare alternatives. 

general: change rate 

Optimizing investment maximizes positive-change rate and so yields best return. Return is not about single objects 

or events, but about all simultaneously. 

general: relation to other philosophies 

Successful previous philosophies can be explained using optimization and investment. Similar to utilitarianism, 

investment results in greatest good for greatest number. Similar to pragmatism, investment chooses the most practical 

and effective decisions. Investment selects the most rationally and emotionally true actions. Previous morals and ethics 

theories, such as Categorical Imperative, Golden Rule, and similar statements that people should do that which they 

would have all people do, are like investment. Optimization and investment explain aesthetics theories, as complex-

system real properties. Investment resolves conflicts between empiricism and idealism, by establishing genuine ideal to 

which natural phenomena conform and social phenomena should conform. Investment understands free will as ability 

not to invest and/or to invest wisely. 

Optimization and investment establish mathematics, complex-system, natural-science, biological-science, politics, 

social-science, and history principles. Optimization and investment answer questions about Mind and Theology, 

reinterpreting traditional answers. This is not new philosophy, but previous-philosophy interpretation and integration. 

Knowledge unifies in one idea, from which people can interpret natural and social phenomena correctly and by make 

decisions wisely. 

general: summary 

Universe sets tend to disperse, through internal motions. Motions cause particles to try all possible states, and groups 

to try all possible arrangements, variations, combinations, and interactions. New objects, events, and relations arise, and 

existing objects and states dissolve. As dispersal continues, change rate can increase exponentially. 

Universe sets tend to agglomerate, by natural forces. Gravity, electromagnetism, and nuclear forces tend to lessen 

distances between things. Attractions concentrate things and reduce thing, state, and event numbers. Independent things 

become dependent or become larger-thing parts. As concentration continues, change rate can increase by power. 

Outward motions and inward attractions interact kinetically and dynamically to result in equilibrium or steady state 

system. Outward motions and inward attractions interact kinetically and dynamically to result in cycles in system. 

Perhaps, cycles have net gain or loss over period. Outward motions and inward attractions interact kinetically and 

dynamically to result in optimized systems, but individual particles, particle groups, states, events, and subsystems do 

not necessarily optimize. Overall dynamic can optimize marginal quantity or something like complexity or change rate. 



Human activities can work with or against universe principles. Presumably, if they work together, they have best 

results. Human activities take into account whole system, rather than just individual, group, or region. 

Physical processes have tension between breakdown and synthesis, expansion and contraction, dispersal and 

concentration, slowing and speeding, attraction and repulsion, looking out and looking in, and radiating and focusing. 

Physical processes have phase changes, chemical reactions, and erosion and tectonic processes. 

Evolution increases variety and reduces poor adaptations. Anabolism synthesizes and catabolism breaks down. 

Predation increases synthesis and breakdown. Reproduction mechanisms seek to widen search for mates and 

concentrate the mechanics. 

Philosophy can use ideas of consumption, savings, and investment. Consumption uses goods and services for people 

or group needs and desires. Saving reserves money, goods, or services for later consumption. Investment uses money, 

goods, or services specifically to produce more money, goods, or services. 

All human activities can tend to be investments. Consumption and savings can be minimal. All human activities try 

to get the best return for system as whole, taking into account personal, psychological, social, economic, political, and 

other factors. For example, will can optimize future for all people and account for psychology, sociology, economics, 

and politics. 

Governments can invest. Research can assess return and risk for many investment types, both short-term and long-

term. Government can build infrastructure, favor investment by others, promote research, educate and train workers 

and leaders, and invest in other institutions. 

Universe activities optimize investment. Activities tend to optimize parameters through physical motions and forces. 

aesthetics 

Art works abstract or model thought, perceived reality, or mental playing. Art explores physical media. Different art 

types emphasize different variables and have different variable values. Composition uses ordering. Art includes 

architecture, painting, sculpture, music, dance, photography, movies, video, radio, and literature. 

aesthetics: beauty 

The beautiful is that which combines the maximum observable object-interaction number and variety. 

aesthetics: literature 

Plots model different human narratives. Characters abstract people types and classes. Themes abstract folk wisdom 

about how to live. Ironies model opposing local attractions and repulsions. 

Literature explores human fears of animals, places, and people and how to ignore, face, or compromise with them. 

Poetry explores syntax and semantics. Rhetoric explores thinking and reasoning methods, including figures of speech. 

Novels explore life styles. 

aesthetics: music 

Classical music explores theme variations. Jazz explores musical embellishments. Popular music explores words and 

music combinations, to link music and language. Rhythm explores cycles and repetition. Harmony explores timbre and 

grouping. Scales explore ways to apply same organization to different foundations. 

epistemology: linguistics 

Language has phonology, phonetics, syntax grammar and inflection, and semantics. Parts work with symbols. 

Language ability optimizes human communication. Language numbers, varieties, and interactions result from 

implementing optimization. Phonology elaborates speech sounds. Phonetics combines sounds. Syntax expresses mental 

processes in sound structures. Semantics expresses mental representations. 

epistemology: linguistics - communication 

All communications use symbols. The same symbols send and receive communications. Symbols translate from and 

into events in mechanism. Conscious message understanding is also communication. 

Humans learn to translate, and machines can learn. Symbols can group. For example, words are letter sequences. 

Symbols must have physical form, context, and causes and effects. Communication requires pattern transmission across 

time and space, which means energy flows along channels. Channels are contexts. Energies are causes and effects. 

Patterns are representations in register or memory switches. Switch settings change over time to mirror energy flows 

in channels. Switch-setting patterns are symbols. Symbols are artificial means to cause effects. Only human 

interpretation assigns concept to symbol. All symbols have interpretation, but human interpretation is a new 

mechanism. 

Concepts are not about communication or processing. Concepts are secondary. Concept formation produces mental 

states. 

Bee "dances" at hives, used to describe food distances and directions, are codes to cause physical reactions in hive 

bees. Bees do not know about direction, distance, or dancing. Communication is mechanical. Human mind sees the 

"dance" and is able to give meaning to the dance. Human mind only recognizes symbol when it already has 

interpretation. 



epistemology: mathematics - axiomatic theories 

Axiomatic theories explore organization formal systems, using mathematical laws. Universe and complex systems 

either are formal systems or can approach arbitrarily close to formal systems. 

epistemology: mathematics - complexity 

Systems evolve to become more complex, with more numbers, varieties, and interactions. Processes in complex 

systems always return to original starting points, and so are always recursive. Recursion allows feedback and 

feedforward. System recursion can allow rewards and punishments. 

epistemology: mathematics - game theory 

Game theory explores inputs, processes, interactions, and outputs that characterize competition and cooperation. 

epistemology: mathematics - geometry 

Mathematics can model and explore space and time. 

epistemology: mathematics - information theory 

Information theory explores symbol coding and message transmission. Information and entropy concepts mirror 

each other. Both are central to optimizing numbers, varieties, and interactions. 

epistemology: mathematics - logic 

Logic explores sentences, language combinations, rhetoric, and sentence sequences. 

epistemology: mathematics - sets 

Sets explore number, variety, and interaction groups. 

epistemology: mathematics - statistics 

Statistical means and fluctuations reflect individual objects and events and so follow same laws. Statistical laws can 

describe mass actions. 

epistemology: physics - interactions 

Systems have interactions among parts. Interactions are processes. Interaction is about time. Interaction is a main 

optimization variable. At successive moments and positions, number of actual and possible interactions increases. 

Interaction increase allows complex local systems and smoothes whole system. All systems are open systems, and 

radiation, neutrinos, gravity, heat, electromagnetic fields, and universe expansion cause changes. Natural processes are 

complex-system thermodynamic, statistical, local, and system-wide interactions. 

epistemology: physics - number 

Numbers can be set properties. Numbers can be references to counting. Numbers can be references to sequencing. 

Numbers can be relations among numbers. Number definition began at universe beginning. Number is a main 

optimization variable. 

epistemology: physics - varieties 

Systems have different parts. Variety is objects and events. Variety is about space. Variety is a main optimization 

variable. Objects or events are part patterns and relations. Simple patterns are elements in spaces. Elements have fixed 

distances and angles from each other. Similar patterns have similar distances and angles. Similar patterns result when 

pattern magnifies, turns, stretches, compresses, moves, or twists in any direction. Patterns can have top, bottom, right, 

left, front, and back, so elements cannot interchange through symmetry axes to make similar patterns. However, many 

artificial patterns are the same after interchanges through symmetry points, axes, or planes. Patterns and elements can 

have subpatterns. Typically, groups are non-associative, non-commutative, and non-distributive. Grouping operations 

include pairing, tripling, quadrupling, lining up, clustering, and establishing space and time frequencies. Patterns have 

higher order, similar subpatterns, more elements, more linear relations, more symmetry, fewer freedom degrees, lower 

temperature, higher fields, higher concentrations, and more ideas. 

epistemology: psychology - modeling 

People have knowledge because brain and body can model universe. Brain and body can use movements with 

precise causes and effects as representation bases. Brain uses recursion to analyze physical laws and patterns. 

epistemology: psychology - will 

Wills are decision-making processes affected by rewards and punishments, emotions, and reasoning. Wills should 

want to take actions that optimize and invest. 

ethics: biology - aging 

Aging is continuous process which goes from conception to death in all living things. Aging is a fundamental 

consideration in investing. 

ethics: biology - development 

Development is continuous process which goes from conception to death in all living things. Development is a 

fundamental consideration in investing. 

People have right to human development, partially because maximum development comes from equal development. 



ethics: biology - ecology 

People's responsibilities include things needed for children health and welfare. Children need optimum population 

level, with no inflation or recession, and optimum environment, with no poisons, radiation, waste products, and 

manmade chemicals. Optimum-ecology value is very high, because cost to recover is very high and optimum is 

necessary for all other future benefits. 

Complex-system interactions tend to minimize pollution, encourage recycling and reuse, minimize resources used, 

encourage diversity, and maintain life forms. Simplifying complex systems is harmful to ecology, partially because it 

decreases investment. Good investment husbands Earth, emphasizing investment in, and wise use of, resources. 

ethics: biology - mating 

People have right to human mating and sexual satisfaction. Society should facilitate meeting and provide tools to 

find compatible people. Finding companions should be an education goal. Mating behaviors are continuous process that 

goes from conception to death in all living things. Mating behaviors are a fundamental consideration in investing. 

People have right to human mating behaviors, partially because maximum mating behaviors come from equal 

mating behaviors. 

ethics: biology - predators 

Predation breaks down food into molecules, which disperse energy and so interact with many more molecules. 

Predation allows building complex molecules. Predation builds attack mechanisms to increase behavioral complexity. 

ethics: biology - prey 

Prey builds defense mechanisms to increase behavioral complexity. 

ethics: biology - rhythms 

People need contact with natural world at all times, to participate in hourly, daily, monthly, and yearly rhythms, 

because body requires this. Many behaviors should be rhythmic to optimize effort. 

ethics: economics - businesses 

Business should optimize interactions, numbers, and varieties. Monopolies, oligopoly members, or competitive-

market components can optimize. Nationalized companies can optimize. Corporations, partnerships, or single owners 

can optimize. The test of good business is the same for all business types. 

ethics: economics - competition 

Competitive economy has failed enterprises. Competitive economy has non-productive expenditures, such as 

advertising, image-making, and financial maneuvers. Competitive economies have distribution, production, and 

demand inefficiencies. Competitive economies emphasize incorrect social values, such as greed and winning at all 

costs. Economies based on greed can have no justice. Economies based on winning encourage monopoly, cheating, 

unethical selling practices, unethical buying behavior, substandard products, production values based on inessential 

factors such as sex and power, and differential pricing. 

ethics: economics - cooperation 

Optimization rarely requires competition. Rather, optimization depends on smooth and frictionless working of many 

complex-system processes. Optimization is cooperative. Cooperative economy recognizes that society is complex 

system, best run smoothly and efficiently by effective personal, social, economic, and political methods. Cooperative 

economy uses sharing among all, maximizing end results for all. Cooperative economy has wise consumers and sellers, 

who know they depend on each other and who wisely help each other to succeed. In cooperative economy, prices, 

wages, goods, services, demand, supply, investment, government revenue, government payments, government services, 

savings, money supply, exports, imports, and interest rates are determined by freely flowing information designed to 

align supply and demand with no discontinuities in open manner. Information sharing optimizes outcomes for all. 

ethics: economics - cycles 

Community, nation, and planet economies have contraction and expansion cycles. Cycles can have short or long 

durations and involve small or large amplitudes. Previous-cycle part effects cause next-cycle part. War, catastrophe, 

and invention add new numbers, interactions, and varieties to cycle. Economy should optimize cycle durations and 

amplitudes. Complex system should have mechanisms to anticipate effects and causes, so they are self-correcting, 

through previous integration into complex system. Causes and effects should readily dissipate in system and so 

optimize cycle. Cycles are in larger cycles and optimizations. 

ethics: economics - factories 

Factories make things for profit only, not for people's optimum benefit. In factories, people come together only to 

produce goods. Workers receive as little as possible. Workers work only for others' goals. If products do not sell, 

workers lose jobs, without relation to worker skill, quality, or purposes. Workers do not control their time or social 

interactions. Such conditions are inhuman and thwart basic human needs. There is no love, community, personal 

expression, or creativity. 



ethics: economics - governments 

Government should only invest. Government should never consume nor save. 

ethics: economics - homes 

Buying homes should be as easy as buying cars or TVs. Owners fully disclose all item particulars and set prices. 

Buyers name prices and fully disclose payment ability. Owner and buyer agree on price and sale terms. People have 

loan money available, known immediately. Buyer and seller know all about loans. All documents related to anything 

sellable are current, public, and deemed to be correct at that time, requiring no copies, searches, warranties, inspections, 

and insurance. Deposits transfer openly by agreement, through permanent third-party arrangements. Money and house 

exchange through third party, who adjusts taxes, utilities, and interest and records transfer at agreed transfer time. 

ethics: economics - labor 

Human labor optimizes numbers, interactions, and varieties. Reward for labor differs in pay, benefits, and job 

satisfaction. Labor supply differs with time worked, skill, and motivation. Labor demand and supply should be 

optimum. Optimization for the whole requires that workers receive unequal pay, benefits, job satisfaction, unequal time 

worked, skill, and motivation. Even within job types, workers cannot be equal in time worked, skill, and motivation. 

People should be free to move to change jobs worldwide, in transparent, open market. 

ethics: economics - labor guilds 

Guilds are communities, for example neighborhood, church, city, county, state, college, union, insurance company, 

HMO, co-op, investment group, bank, company, credit union, association, club, or housing complex. Guilds provide 

security and safety for members. Guilds should guarantee monthly pay, retirement, disability insurance, health 

insurance, dental insurance, eye insurance, food, heat, cooling, telephone, water, sewer, garbage, car, car insurance, 

fuel, maintenance, life insurance, clothes, housing, and education. Guilds receive member base pay. Bonuses and 

overtime are for individuals. Guilds should be bonded and insured. Guilds use economies of scale to get best prices for 

all services at lower rates than individuals can get. Guilds are corporations with one vote per member, since member 

contributions are equal. All business uses voting. Members manage guilds, perhaps with outside consultation. New 

members require voting. Administrative fees are 1% or less. People should belong to guilds or form guilds specialized 

to needs. Governments should encourage guilds. 

ethics: economics - labor unions 

Laborers should be free to associate, and to unassociate. 

ethics: economics - markets 

Markets are where people exchange goods and services, typically using money. Brokers set up markets. Individual 

buying or selling should not affect markets. Markets can be anonymous or face-to-face, but the only factors involved 

are price and quantity, not personality or other goals. In markets, labor products have only trade value, no other worth 

such as intrinsic quality, responsibility, community, teamwork, or personal relations. Markets cause and encourage 

competition among people for goods and services. 

ethics: economics - necessities 

People in societies have basic needs, which should be met for society to avoid crime, have justice, and use human 

potential maximally. Food/fuel/rent/medicine stamp program can provide stamps only for such necessities, modeled on 

USA Food Stamp program. All people are eligible. Consumers can freely choose necessity providers. Stamp program is 

like negative income tax. Monthly stamps use current, yearly, and five-year income basis. Income-tax forms eliminate 

need for interviews and home visits. IRS can manage program just like tax refund, needing no new bureaucracy. 

Because taxes are confidential, more privacy and dignity result. There is no stigma, because stamps are checks, bearing 

person's signature, name, and address. Checks have electronic tags to allow payment only to listed provider for listed 

service or product. Stamps cannot trade, because they are checks. Punishment for fraud can affect only person, not 

family. Stamp system has no local component, so everyone in society can participate equally and confidentially. No 

particular city would be more attractive to welfare recipients. Stamp program can be loan to individual or family, to pay 

back in the future. Wage garnishment can collect loans from future taxes. Recipient can have confidential obligations, 

which do not reflect on credit histories. Government never just spends, but always and only invests in people. 

ethics: economics - retirement and disability 

People can own a society part, so society and people prosper equally. Newborn children, and/or all people, can 

receive pooled company and mutual-fund shares. 

Families or social groupings do not have shares. 

People can receive direct returns from shares. Such shares are savings for individuals. Businesses can use them 

directly for investment. Some shares guarantee retirement money. Some shares are for emergencies and disabilities. 

People can borrow against shares, for house, education, or business. People are investors in society. All people are 

capitalists and presumably learn more about business and finance. Government buys shares and maintains ownership in 

person's name. Investing is by mutual fund-like organization within government. Pool management optimizes society. 



Pool can invest in special projects, such as alternative fuels or basic sciences. Well-run publicly owned businesses have 

regular capital inputs. Amount is great, so it can influence corporation policy, just as do large pension funds. Amount 

can also correct stock and other markets in case of recession or inflation. 

ethics: economics - supply and demand 

Setting prices by supply and demand is an optimization example. 

ethics: economics - taxes 

Taxes are optimum when people pay equal marginal value, as subjectively felt by people and as objectively 

calculated. Sales tax, property tax, or other regressive taxes are illegal, because tax burden cannot be fair. The only 

taxes should be progressive taxes, correlated with income and/or wealth. Progressive taxes exactly correlate, so they are 

exactly fair, which probably requires sliding scales with no tax categories. Deductibles, credits, and all other 

adjustments to income and wealth can remain, if they help find fair tax burden, rather than further other purposes. 

Businesses and people have different calculations, because one is producer and one is consumer, so optimization 

profiles differ. Single-ownership businesses, partnerships, and corporations have people as owners, so actual tax 

burdens involve complex calculations. Tax burden should be fair for all people and/or families, so all business taxation 

is subordinate to this principle, possibly requiring complex income, expense, asset, and liability calculations for single-

ownership businesses, partnerships, and corporations. 

ethics: economics - trade 

International and internal trade should be absolutely free. 

ethics: education - classrooms 

Classroom education is rarely an optimum, except for test, demonstration, or lecture. Student learning includes work, 

practice, modeling, tutoring, reading, writing, and playing, which can be inside or outside class. 

ethics: education - general 

Education should use children to do good. Students can perform public services while they learn. Formal schooling 

is not productive or efficient. Students should be in society, not separate from society in separate and immature 

subcultures. 

ethics: education - jobs 

Education should help people find suitable, meaningful, and rewarding jobs, both before and/or upon graduation and 

throughout life. 

ethics: education - meaning 

Education should provide useful, true, and meaningful philosophy. Students and parents should like and respect 

education. Student and parent opinion and feedback can provide even more meaning and usefulness. Students should be 

able to talk directly and privately to teachers at all times, for optimum efficiency. 

ethics: education - practice 

Education should involve practice and subsequent discussion in different ethical dilemmas, language uses, work 

environments, social situations, family relations, political activities, economic transactions, and dyadic relations. 

ethics: education - problem-solving 

Education should provide study and practice in problem-solving skills, as applied to different ethical dilemmas, 

language uses, work environments, social situations, family relations, political activities, economic transactions, and 

dyadic relations. 

ethics: education - schools 

School should be like home, not like institution. There should not be regular classes, just required activities, since 

classes do not prepare anybody for anything. School should proceed at student pace, with no grade levels. Students 

receive tutoring when they need help. Curriculum is mostly projects and independent study, using problem and finding 

solution. Projects and study teach everything to learn. School emphasizes cooperative action, not competition, among 

individuals, to practice what happens at work. Schools as institutions should contract for support with teachers. 

ethics: education - senior year 

High-school senior year is superfluous. Senior year should be for work practice, college preparation, or college. 

ethics: education - tasks 

School prepares students to be successful for all society tasks, such as working at occupations, raising families, 

buying and selling all goods and services, and participating in political activities. Schools are investments in efficient 

and cooperative societies. 

ethics: education - teaching 

Teaching requires subject, general-information, and student knowledge. Teaching requires excitement about 

teaching, subject, and students. Teaching requires skill in speaking, acting, solving problems, recalling, and working 

with people. Teaching requires patience, humor, ethics, and physical stamina. Few people have these skills. Teachers 

should complement each other, in order to provide all resources to students. Schools need aides to masters. 



ethics: education - thinking 

By writing and speaking, students explain to others what they are thinking. Speaking and writing provide practice in 

thinking and mental organization. Speaking and writing structure is mental-organization structure. Mental-organization 

structures are definition, description, illustration, narration, spatial organization, temporal organization, comparison and 

contrast, process, analysis, and synthesis. Ability to optimize and to understand optimization depends on knowing 

mental organizations. 

ethics: general 

Traditional ethics typically embodies principles of investment and optimization. However, many cases lead to 

surprising conclusions when subject to new analysis. New analysis can explain all cases. 

ethics: general - choice 

Proper and effective ethics requires that, at each decision, choice is to invest, rather than merely to consume or to 

save. Typically, investment choices are available. Typically, the best choice involves combining all possible 

investments. Combination chosen should have highest probability of maximizing return and minimizing risk. This 

optimum combination changes with time, location, and situation. People need understanding of complex systems, 

optimization, and statistics to invest wisely. Investing is always wiser than merely consuming or saving. 

ethics: general - meaning 

People need to help others or be creative to give life meaning. 

ethics: general - negentropy 

Investment is negentropy, opposite of entropy. Investment decreases disorder. People should act to add negentropy 

to universe, as much as possible. People should act to minimize entropy-increase rate. Investment minimizes increase 

in disorder and so helps preserve universe and people. 

ethics: general - value 

Standard of value is optimization and investment, accounting for personal, community, economic, and social factors 

in present and future. 

ethics: history 

History works out optimization in human actions, law, invention, religion, economics, and politics. 

ethics: law - courts 

Courts interpret law. Courts should proceed using equity and justice. 

ethics: law - general 

Law includes civil law, maritime law, international law, criminal law, government regulations, and copyright and 

patent law. 

ethics: law - international 

International and maritime law should treat all parties as equals. Nations both compete and cooperate, and these 

should balance. 

ethics: law - legislatures 

Legislatures make laws. Statutory and customary law should use equity and justice. Because humans are similar, 

laws in different countries are similar. 

ethics: law - police 

Police enforce statutory laws. Police should proceed using equity and justice. 

ethics: law - rights 

Human rights include civil, economic, political, and personal rights. Human rights apply to all people. 

ethics: personal affairs - death 

Death is an added dimension of life, which provides tension to increase action and interaction. Having no death 

removes life's main reason for action. Death also evokes many emotions. 

ethics: personal affairs - games 

Athletic games explore physical competition and cooperation and new muscle combinations. Intellectual games 

explore strategy, tactics, and abstract ways of thinking, competition, and cooperation. 

ethics: personal affairs - health 

People have right to health level that allows others same level. 

ethics: personal affairs - housing 

People have right to housing level that allows others same level. 

ethics: personal affairs - insurance 

Insurance is wise investment, so everyone should be optimally insured for health, car, house, life, disability, liability, 

and old age. People have right to insurance level that allows others same level. 



ethics: personal affairs - marriage 

Marriage is not wise time or money investment, because it sacrifices control for no gain. Marriage is too static for 

dynamic society. Alternatives to marriage are better investments. People can achieve companionship, sexual 

satisfaction, intimacy, friendship, security, and safety in simpler and more satisfying ways. Marriage involves 

optimizing two people's futures at once, which is difficult. 

ethics: personal affairs - moving 

Moving often is good to maximize interaction. People keep as few goods as possible, only needed ones. People have 

easily movable modular goods. Moving happens when marginal return rate falls, not for change's sake. 

ethics: personal affairs - nutrition 

People have right to nutrition level that allows others same level. 

ethics: personal affairs - safety 

People have right to safety and security level that allows others same level. 

ethics: personal affairs - selling 

Selling should involve honesty, fairness, genuine needs, high quality, functionality, simplicity, fair labor practices, 

and modest profit. Buying should honor contracts. 

ethics: personal affairs - will 

Will should optimize futures of affected people. 

ethics: political science - abortion 

All people have right to have abortion, because abortion is better for people and society. 

ethics: political science - affirmative action 

Affirmative action should optimize the future. 

ethics: political science - authority 

Authority is a necessary government property. Legitimate authority can come from investment and optimization. 

ethics: political science - conflicts 

Religion, politics, work, education, and economics differences should minimize by investment. 

ethics: political science - constitution 

How does Constitution compare to ideas of investment and optimization? 

ethics: political science - feminism 

Feminism should optimize the future. 

ethics: political science - foreign policy 

Governments should have frank and open dialog and cooperation with all countries and international organizations. 

Governments should ratify all international treaties. Governments should honor all human rights. America should be 

open to world and world should be open to America, especially because America reflects world. Nationalism is not 

optimum. Multicultural diversity should be national policy. 

ethics: political science - freedom 

Freedom can mean no action restrictions or action abilities. People have many biological abilities and learn many 

more abilities. Action restrictions come from self, family, and society. Physical restrictions block actions. People in 

various situations have different numbers and varieties of possible actions. Society provides more options for actions 

and, perhaps necessarily, imposes more restrictions. In general, society and individual should allow the most-possible 

freedom, which increases investment and optimization. Society and individual should not be in opposition, but should 

cooperate. People should control their own labor and property. People should feel that they are part of political systems 

and societies. Liberty and justice should maximize. Personal-freedom restrictions should be minimum. Equality in all 

opportunities and actions, including economic, legal, political, social, psychological, religious, historical, educational, 

and ethical, should be maximum. 

ethics: political science - government 

Government should look for ways to invest better and more. For example, government should work cooperatively 

with all institutions, businesses, and groups, and vice versa, to pursue the best investments. Government should 

perform research to assess investment values. Projects have varying time scales to judge short-term and long-term 

returns and risks. Government should promote and be ready for society changes, because previous investments cause 

faster and faster changes, which continual judgment checks for best current investments. Government systems should 

optimize political, social, and economic goals. Government should maximize free interaction, increase number of 

people frictionlessly, and ensure diversity, justice, fairness, and openness. 

ethics: political science - health 

All people have right to optimum health care, to same level as others. 

ethics: political science - immigration 

All people should be free to travel. 



ethics: political science - individuals 

Investment is for people to reach goals. People should have athletic bodies. People should know how to control 

minds and bodies. People should be prepared for, and have available, work which matches their talents and 

motivations. People should be able to play as much as possible. 

ethics: political science - leadership 

Leadership depends on rewards and punishments. Leader can use rewards and punishments to get people to serve 

purpose. Higher leaders can manage larger and larger groups. Leadership needs investment to optimize rewards and 

punishments. 

ethics: political science - officials 

All elected and appointed officials and hired staff should act according to investment. 

ethics: political science - revolution 

Revolution can be an optimization method. However, people knowing the ideas of investment and optimization 

preclude revolution by already meeting goals. 

ethics: political science - rights 

Human rights are necessary for wisest investment and include all civil, economic, political, and personal rights, for 

all people and people categories. 

ethics: political science - spending 

Military spending, educational spending, and all government spending should be an investment. Investment should 

be in people, organizations, and all society units. Consumption and mere saving are not good. 

ethics: political science - taxation 

Taxation should relate to measured ability to pay. There should be no regressive taxes. Taxes paid should be an 

investment in government services and insurance. When people retire, are unemployed, or are disabled, investment 

interest can be used. 

ethics: political science - totalitarianism 

Totalitarianism represents antithesis of investment. Investment requires maximum diversity, interaction, and number 

for the whole, whereas totalitarianism is for the few, has few ideas, does not allow diversity or difference, and 

optimizes limited things. 

ethics: political science - voting 

Voting methods should optimize result desired by voters. Voting should allow opinion strength, as in opinion polls. 

Result desired by voters should always be in accord with investment and optimization. 

ethics: political science - war 

War and peace balance, to optimize interaction. 

ethics: political science - welfare 

All recipients of government money, services, and products should pay back government through work, money, or 

public service. Governments should help people and businesses. Governments can work through partnerships, build 

economic infrastructure, supply venture capital, and use efficient regulation. Investment opportunities include research, 

education and training, venture capital and startups, pilot projects, modeling, and infrastructure. Overseas investment is 

also good, because problems are global. 

ethics: political science - well-being 

Investment value measurement is not just by money, but by well-being indices using health, security, housing, fuel, 

food, pollution, and ecology. Value compares to other investments. 

ethics: psychology - aggression 

Aggression and submission should be in balance. 

ethics: psychology - anxiety 

Anxiety and security should be in balance. 

ethics: psychology - awareness 

Awareness optimizes Mind. 

ethics: psychology - behavior 

People should be brave, be dignified, be unselfish, be hopeful, have will to live, be unique, be responsible to others, 

and work. All human activities work together to optimize. 

ethics: psychology - boredom 

Boredom makes you think and joke, to entertain yourself, and so is necessary to creativity and problem-solving. 

ethics: psychology - dreams 

Dreams explore imagination. 

ethics: psychology - emotions 

Emotions are rewards and punishments that allow decisions. 



ethics: psychology - experience 

People have right to experience all life's activities, feelings, and people, as long as others can do the same. 

ethics: psychology - family 

Families promote greater numbers and variety and provide the basis for human interactions. 

ethics: psychology - goals and rewards 

Goals and motivations are necessary to increase actions. Rewards are goals, and punishments are negative goals. 

ethics: psychology - learning 

Learning increases interactions. 

ethics: psychology - lifestyles 

Different people should lead different lifestyles to optimize their lives. Expression of different abilities needs 

different lifestyles. Variety of lifestyles itself is optimum. 

ethics: psychology - love 

Love and hate should balance. Love and hate increase interactions. Bliss comes from contemplating beloved. Love is 

the highest cause and the highest effect, and so is the best motivation and energizer. 

ethics: psychology - meaning 

Life should have meaning. Meaning comes from experiencing all life's activities, feelings, and people. Meaning 

comes from choosing attitude toward life or way of living. Meaning comes from successfully cooperating with others 

to achieve goals. Meaning comes from successfully sharing with others to have companionship, love, and security. 

Meaning comes from identification and intimacy with one or more other people. Meaning comes from successfully 

working toward personal goal or creating something. 

ethics: psychology - memory 

Memory increases interactions. 

ethics: psychology - personality 

Personality and self integrate goals and abilities. Personality should work cooperatively with other personalities. 

ethics: psychology - suicide 

Suicide results from decreased interaction. 

ethics: religion - conversion 

Conversion results from pent-up frustrations. 

ethics: religion - cults 

Cults entice people who need more interactions. 

ethics: religion - good vs. evil 

To achieve future optimization, to obtain maximum interaction, what people perceive as good balances what people 

perceive as evil. 

ethics: religion - life after death 

There is no life after death, because such interactions do not count. 

ethics: religion - sin 

Sins and good works should balance. Sin is destructive, and good works are constructive. People do not typically sin 

using the idea of investment, but sometimes sin is the wise course of investment and what some people consider sin is 

really good work. 

ethics: religion - soul 

There is no soul because life before or after death does not count. 

ethics: religion - theory 

Religion is an attempt to give meaning to all life's actions under one theory. Religions include miracles, and so 

cannot be true, because there are no miracles. Religions each speak of modified history. Religions include the beautiful, 

for imagining gods and sacred. Investment and optimization supply meaning to life and answer all questions without 

false history, miracles, gods, or sacred. Investment and optimization display beauty. 

ethics: sociology - behaviors 

All behavior should optimize the future of everything and everyone. 

ethics: sociology - cities 

Cities result from optimization processes applied to groups. Cities optimize people and thing numbers, varieties, and 

interactions. Cities should reduce process friction. Transportation should be smoothly flowing and immediately 

available. Housing should be near work and education. Markets should be open and fair. Predators should not exist. All 

districts should be equal in resources and people. 

ethics: sociology - classes 

Class bases are income, education, and other factors. Investment requires eliminating classes per se. Investment and 

optimization result in many classes using many variables. Along variables, there are Boltzmann distributions. 



ethics: sociology - cooperation 

Cooperation encompasses whole society, not just economic sector. Education, health, environment, crime, religion, 

ethnic issues, immigration, welfare, old age, children's services, political processes, psychology, and sociology can use 

cooperation. 

ethics: sociology - countries 

Countries and civilizations result from optimization processes applied to political organizations. Countries allow the 

most numbers, varieties, and interactions. Countries should reduce process friction. Taxes should be fair and of equal 

burden, collected with no work by citizens. Services should be equal for all districts, groups, and individuals. Defense 

involves cooperation with neighboring and other countries. 

ethics: sociology - crime 

Crimes are diseases of criminals and societies. Criminals should face quarantine until disease cures and they can 

return to society safely, for sake of criminal and society. Penalty for crimes is quarantine and treatment. There is no 

fixed jail term for crimes. Medical practice, not judges, determines crime treatments. Police, courts, and probation 

authorities ensure that quarantine and treatment complete satisfactorily. Before criminal release, doctor panels should 

certify that treated persons will not commit future crimes. Panels are liable for their decisions. Jails are for 

psychological and biological methods to change criminal, not for holding, recreation, or petty work. Quarantine 

requires full-time active participation in rehabilitation by criminal, to shorten time and maximize results. Criminal must 

approve treatments. Failure to approve can result in longer quarantine. Probation monitors all released criminals. 

Criminals must provide community service to pay back society for victimless crimes, must provide full restitution to 

crime victims, and pay fines equal to damage caused, even if restitution takes a lifetime. There is no physical or capital 

punishment. Convicts can stand guard, survey, or otherwise perform public services for low pay, not stay in jail just to 

serve time. When crime happens, society should reform, to prevent future crimes, repair damage to society, and help 

affected individuals. 

ethics: sociology - family 

Families should provide basic human needs to individuals. Families should not cause stresses and frustrations. 

Family organization should meet people's needs and allow maximum freedom. Families can then satisfy conflicting 

desires, by moving among states, hourly, daily, monthly, or yearly. 

People should have private locations in residences: house, room, cube, or partition. Partitions should have storage, 

sleeping, sitting, eating, and bathroom-like spots. 

People should have private times: quiet times, active times, times for events with one person, times for events with 

two people, and times for events with more than two people. There is no fixed schedule, but opportunity for indoor and 

outdoor events. People should be free to choose activities, times, and locations. 

Conflicts should resolve by arbitration, mediation, rules, and separations. Crises should finish by control over time, 

space, and activity. Nobody should control other people's lives. Family members should spread domestic work fairly, 

based on time and motivation. People should learn compromise and delayed satisfaction. 

ethics: sociology - groups 

People have right to free association in groups as long as others have same rights. 

ethics: sociology - guns 

Second Amendment guarantees that right to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed, based on need for well-

regulated militia. Upholding Constitution can use creative solutions to contemporary problems, based on cooperation 

and compromise. National Rifle Association could run militia, which would regulate members and itself in 

conformance with Constitution. Thus, NRA would work with government, and so make gun-owners and gun-opposers 

happy. 

ethics: sociology - institutions 

All current institutions should be allied in cooperation. Church institutions cooperate relative to their social roles, not 

religious ones. Maintaining church and state separation promotes diversity and tolerance and avoids dogma. 

ethics: sociology - love 

People seem to need to be intimate with someone else and have someone loyal to rely on and be with. Sexual 

relations with that person are natural concomitant. People need to have respect from other people and to respect other 

people, so both people can tolerate each other. Both people should share activities that they both like. Both people 

should trust each other, so there is no fear. Both people should be somewhat alike in intelligence and education, 

personality, likes, dislikes, social class, and age, so they can understand each other and communicate. It is best if they 

really like each other deep inside. 

Both people should have free time to be together, with no one else around. Both people should be able to meet all 

needs of each other. People need someone to care for them when they are sick or incapacitated. Both people should be 

willing to sacrifice money and time for each other. 



ethics: sociology - majority 

Age of majority should 16, which would be age of sexual consent. People could marry and work full time at age 16. 

Teenagers are ready now and will be more ready in the future. 

ethics: sociology - pets 

Though pets might seem to add to diversity and number of interactions, same number of interactions with humans 

has more diversity, variety, and number. Therefore, human interaction is optimal. Pets are only good for times when 

humans are not available, or when they substitute for humans who could be engaged in greater numbers of interactions 

elsewhere. For example, seeing-eye dogs might be optimal because humans cannot do that job, and if they did it, it 

would be limited in optimization. Pets might be good for people who are alone, if they cannot get to other people or 

people cannot come to them, such as elderly or confined. 

ethics: sociology - privacy 

People need to be alone and have time just for themselves. People do not want to spend time on things they do not 

like. People want to live life as they individually determine it. People do not want to have someone else change their 

thoughts or actions. People want to be true to their principles, without contradiction from others. People want to create, 

alone and unbothered. People want to have time to think on their own. People want to make and spend money 

individually, without constraint. People do not want to spend mutual money on certain things. People do not want 

relatives they do not like. People want to communicate with, have sexual relations with, and just be with others, when 

they want to, without pressure or worry. People want to rest or be active when they are ready. 

ethics: sociology - punishments 

Governments punish crimes fairly. Failures cause deprivations. Governments should compensate for injuries. 

ethics: sociology - rewards 

Societies should reward achievements. 

ethics: - technology 

All technology should be for investment and optimization, by increasing number and variety of objects, movements, 

and directions. 

metaphysics 

Universe formed and exists as defined by investment and optimization. 

metaphysics: biology - evolution 

Evolution manifests optimization: increasing object, movement, and direction number and variety. Evolution 

depends on interaction mechanisms: predator-prey, sexual and asexual reproduction, crossing-over, sheltering, and 

healing. 

metaphysics: biology - metabolism 

Anabolism builds new larger molecules from other molecules. Large-molecule interaction complexity, number of 

units, and diversity of forms are greater than for small and dispersed molecules. Catabolism breaks down molecules to 

increase interactions. Anabolism and catabolism balance optimizes interactions. 

metaphysics: biology - origin of life 

Polymers are products of physical and chemical laws. Life originated from polymers, which combined to make cells 

containing genes, which could reproduce. Life is complex electrochemical processes among molecules. Universe 

electrochemical processes can make life, so life expresses physical laws. Life greatly contributes to interactions and 

complexity. Possibly, life will eventually affect physical laws. 

metaphysics: chemistry - phase changes 

Phase changes are mass actions. Phase changes have entropy and potential-energy changes. Spontaneous changes 

decrease potential energy and/or increase entropy. Phase changes maximize interactions, numbers, and varieties. Phase 

changes involve individual particle movements. Particles follow physical laws, which optimize. 

metaphysics: chemistry - reactions 

Chemical reactions are mass actions. Chemical reactions have entropy and potential-energy changes. Spontaneous 

changes decrease potential energy and/or increase entropy. Chemical reactions maximize interactions, numbers, and 

varieties. Chemical reactions involve individual particle movements. 

metaphysics: chemistry - reactions polymers 

In polymerization chemical reaction, subunits polymerize to maximize interactions, numbers, and varieties, as in 

chemical reactions. Polymers also break down to maximize interactions and numbers. Polymerization balances 

formation and reformation. Polymer reactions allow new and more complex interactions, numbers, and varieties. 

metaphysics: earth science - planet earth 

Earth minerals, water, and gases are products of many chemical, electrical, and physical reactions. Reactions 

optimize object and event numbers, varieties, and interactions. Reactions involve plate tectonics and erosion. Reactions 

involve gas, water, and mineral properties. Earth atmosphere, oceans, and land optimize. 



metaphysics: physics - atom 

Atoms are optimal substance building blocks. 

metaphysics: physics - energy 

Universe allocates energy evenly. Universe maximizes matter and energy flow. Energy is dispersed mass. Energy 

properties derive from masses used to transfer physical forces. Mass is concentrated energy. Mass properties derive 

from physical-force energies. 

metaphysics: physics - entropy 

At the beginning, all was unified and symmetric at zero entropy. Alternatively, there was no possibility of entropy. 

After initial break in symmetry, universe had entropy because it had two phases. The necessity of interactions causes 

continuous entropy increase. Universe must evolve toward infinite entropy. 

metaphysics: physics - forces 

Forces and energies perfectly balance to optimize universe. There must be more than one force and energy. All 

forces and energies relate at high energies. 

metaphysics: physics - heat 

Thermodynamics illustrates theory of investment. 

metaphysics: physics - inflation 

Universe has angular momentum, which causes cosmological constant. Antimatter caused original inflation. 

metaphysics: physics - kinetics 

All is in motion, and kinetics defines space and time. All motions in universe use least action, follow geodesic, and 

are determined. Universe minimizes space and time used. 

All matter and energy are in motion. Nothing is static. Objects at rest have atom heat motions. Atoms have 

subatomic particle motions. Subatomic-particle constituents are also kinetic and dynamic. 

metaphysics: physics - origin 

Universe began from absolutely nothing: no energy and no matter, no space and no time. However, nothing is not 

static, nor unstructured, nor without dynamic. The state of nothing or void is perfectly symmetrical, maintained by 

same physical laws as now. This symmetry caused high order at universe beginning. Symmetry breaking happened, 

without cause except for its own required random fluctuations. Break created quanta of space, time, matter, and energy, 

as symmetries broke. First break led to universe origin, and universe has undergone more breaks ever since. 

metaphysics: physics - quantum mechanics 

Quantum mechanics is non-local and deterministic. Quantum mechanics is necessary to investment. 

metaphysics: physics - relativity 

Relativity is local and deterministic. Relativity is necessary to investment. 

metaphysics: physics - simplicity 

Universe uses simplest possible physical and mathematical laws. Laws cannot be simpler, when taken from correct 

perspective, or there could be no universe. Laws cannot be more complex, or there could be no universe. 

metaphysics: physics - space 

Space derives from necessity of motion, which creates and requires three readily observable dimensions. 

More than three spatial dimensions are logically and necessarily equivalent to three spatial dimensions. More than 

three spatial dimensions provide too many possibilities and are unstable. 

Space and time dimensions are essentially similar, are orthogonal, and are complementary. Space and time 

dimension meaning changes at symmetry breaks. 

metaphysics: physics - substances 

Physical laws optimize object and event number, variety, and interactions. Substances include subatomic objects, 

atoms, molecules, crystals, solids, fluids, gases, plasmas, earthly objects, and astronomical objects. Optimization 

involves all objects and events simultaneously. 

metaphysics: physics - systems 

At all instants and positions, particles and energies interconnect into complex system, with numbers, varieties, and 

interactions. Complex systems, including universe, have finite number of particles and finite number of energy states 

available to particles. Total energy determines particle-energy distribution. 

One distribution has, by far, highest probability, because it has the greatest number of possible energy states. 

Particles therefore have specific probabilities of being in energy states. Particles exchange energy states, but 

distribution is constant, until total system energy changes. Total system energy depends on previous state and outside 

influences. 

Systems and universes evolve in one possible way. This evolution can alter by intelligence, because intelligence is in 

system. Thus, things, processes, and events participate in making universe, as both inevitable and as participant. Things 



build universe, but none is at center or has real importance. Species thus become extinct inexorably, and replacements 

evolve just as inexorably. 

metaphysics: physics - time 

Time derives from necessity of motion, which creates and requires only one time dimension. 

More than one time dimension is logically and necessarily equivalent to one time dimension. More than one time 

dimension provides too many possibilities and is unstable. 

metaphysics: physics - waves 

Waves radiate outward from sources and so optimize interactions. 

mind 

Brain and body create mind. Brain and body must work together. 

politics 

People have political attitudes. 

politics: cooperation 

Society elements can cooperate and compete in the way that results in justice. Conflicting parties can cooperate and 

compete in the way that results in justice. Working outside or against governments, military, ethnic groups, religious 

groups, business, or labor is counterproductive in terms of reaching best solutions. 

politics: reason 

In all human activities, people must use their minds to make the best investment. Mind can change situations through 

motivation changes. Emotion and all other mental tools are for advantage. Unwise choices have terrible consequences 

for many people. 

Actions that people take have seemingly negative and positive aspects. It is necessary to examine action groups, 

taking account of all reactions, substitute actions, and action alterations, to find the best investment. It demands 

knowledge of psychology, sociology, politics, law, and economics. 

politics: security 

Protection {security, nation} measures can be unobtrusive but complete, including government employment of all 

security personnel at public places. Intelligence gathering can use people, American and foreign, who actually know, 

like, and understand world's peoples. 

politics: society 

Remove crass, greedy, violent, prurient, and psychologically damaging things. All products and services can be good 

for all people, and everyone can get only fair return. Media editors, businesses, entertainment producers, and public 

leaders can consider the public good and have high standards of good conduct. 

All world societies need justice, law, openness, education, and good economies. Poverty, anger, irritation, 

hopelessness, and frustration must be low. 

All societies can be strong, intelligent, rational, respected, moral, upright, and compassionate. 

Drug traffickers, organized crime, religious and other cults, and terror organizations are outside allowed society, are 

parasites on society, and pose dangers to normal society. They cannot exist independently of society, though they are 

separate from it. They control money and people. Society can rid itself of parasites by removing demand. Retaliation 

and punishment can deter crime, but do not remove crime's causes. Retaliation and punishment can push group more 

tightly together. 

politics: sociology 

If people believe that God knows and controls all, people can believe gambling is sin because one does not trust in 

God to provide and one hopes to gain by other's misfortune, or one can go ahead and gamble since God can be on your 

side and fate is out of one's hands anyway. For the latter, believing that God disfavors opponent and wants to inflict 

misfortune also encourages gambling. Gamble's immediate result is what counts. If one gambles and has short-term 

success, that means gamble was good thing and can repeat or escalate. 

Future circumstances can explain long-term results and so have no weight. 

Therefore, after gambles, for some personality types, loss and punishment must be immediate and large. 

Countries can have highest justice, opportunity, morals, and ethics, to show that they have the best social system. 

Economic wealth is a good sign, but if illegally gained, it is not sufficient. Countries can also have respect for other 

traditions and not be arrogant or insistent, but be humble. 

politics: experiments 

Societies can experiment with innovative social programs to improve people's lives. Meeting basic needs can help 

society avoid crime, have justice, and use human potential maximally. Government can invest in people, not just spend. 

Perhaps, people can own, or eventually own, shares in society's corporations. In this way, corporations and people, 

and their prosperity, link more. For example, citizens, at birth, can receive shares in mutual fund that owns 



representative corporations. Government or non-profit agency manages it. Social Security can invest in stocks owned 

by people directly but with stock management governed by Social Security. 

Perhaps, USA Food Stamp program can expand to other problems. Stamp program can provide coupons for food, 

fuel, rent, and medicine. Such program benefits businesses that provide basic services. Coupons also allow people to 

choose the best provider. Government can select beneficiaries in same way that it selects food stamp recipients now. 

Alternatively, eligibility can depend solely on income tax information. All people in society can be eligible for 

necessities. Electronic stamps can have deposits and credits like credit card. 

Perhaps, group can pay for necessities. Monthly pay, retirement, disability insurance, health insurance, dental 

insurance, eye insurance, food, heat, cooling, telephone, water, sewer, and garbage, car, car insurance, fuel, and 

maintenance, life insurance, clothes, housing, and education money goes through association. Association can be city, 

county, state, community, neighborhood, church, college, union, insurance company, HMO, co-op, investment group, 

bank, company, credit union, association, club, or housing complex. Group can get better prices than individual. Group 

can get better investment return than individual. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>History 

 

Seven Sages 

philosopher 

Asia Minor/Greece 

-600 to -500 

Seven Sages included Bias, Pittacus, Solon, and Thales, and possibly Anacharsis, Chilon, Cleobulus, Myson, 

Epimenides, Periander, or Pherecydes. They wrote about ethics, religious community, spiritual ecstasy, soul, ascetic 

life, and higher, ideal world. 

 

Magna Graecia 

philosophic school 

Italy 

-600 to -450 

Megale Hellas was Greek cities in south Italy. People were Italiotai or Graeci. Pythagorean and Eleatic philosophies 

originated there. First colonies were Pithecussae and Cumae. 

 

Pythagoras 

philosopher 

Samos, Ionia/Crotona, Italy 

-540 to -500 

He lived -569 to -475, founded Pythagorean School, and studied harmony in music. He developed Pythagorean 

theorem, quadratic equation, powers, and roots. 

Pythagorean symbol is pentagon with star inscribed, with pentagon inscribed, and so on. Diagonals split in golden 

ratio. 

Epistemology 

Soul or mind harmonizes body and has inherently moving elements, as do other body parts, such as blood. Souls 

transmigrate from body to body. 

Thought is deduction using logic and number. Knowledge is about mathematics and numbers. Truth known by mind 

is the same for all people, because they have the same mind elements, but opinion is individual, because bodies mix 

different elements. 

Perception is imperfect, because it is about the physical world, which is only a copy of the true world. Sensory 

knowledge comes when moving object elements enter body and meet moving body elements. Like, or opposite, 

moving elements join, or recognize, each other. Only like or opposite can perceive object. 

Metaphysics 

Universe has order through numbers, which express all relationships. Universe has ten opposites. 

 

Pythagorean 

philosophic school 

Crotona, Italy 

-520 to -380 



Pythagoras founded school that included Philolaos, Archytas, Petrus, Ameinias, Diochaetus, Archippus, Hippasus, 

Lysis, and Aristoxenus. Hippasus first spoke about irrational numbers. 

 

Thracian 

philosophic school 

Thrace 

-500 to -400 

It included Democritus. 

 

Agrigentum 

philosophic school 

Agrigentum, Greece 

-470 to -430 

School included Empedocles. 

 

Heraclitan 

philosophic school 

Greece 

-470 to -400 

School included Heraclitus of Ephesus, Hippocrates, and Cratylus. 

 

Melissus of Samos 

philosopher 

Elea, Italy 

-450 to -430 

On That Which Is Not and Nature or Non-being or Nature [-450 to -430] 

He lived -480 to -420 and was Eleatic. Melissus led Samian fleet and defeated Athenians [-442]. The senses are 

illusions. Reality is about space and time. 

 

Philolaus 

philosopher 

Thebes, Greece 

-440 to -400 

Bacchae or Followers of Bacchus [-440 to -400]; On setting [-440 to -400] 

He lived -480 to -405 and was Pythagorean. Cebes and Simmias were his students at Thebes. 

Epistemology 

People can know only finite things. 

Metaphysics 

Numbers are elements of being, because they are finite, eternal, and indestructible, and their fixed and orderly 

relations determine music, geometry, and heavenly motions. The series of numbers to infinity represents space. 

Material objects are space shaped into geometric Forms. All harmony and order depend on unity, the number 1. 

Opposites derive from odd and even numbers. Odd means limited, good, and perfect. Even means infinite, bad, and 

imperfect. Natural-world cycles are copies of number properties. 

 

Lampsacus 

philosophic school 

Lampsacus, Greece 

-434 

School included Anaxagoras. 

 

Atomistic 

philosophic school 

Abdera, Greece 

-430 

Leucippus started school that included Protagoras and Democritus. 

 



Megarian 

philosophic school 

Megara, Greece 

-396 to -300 

Euclides of Megara founded it. School had followers of Socrates and included Eubulides, Alexinus, Diodorus 

Cronus, Philo the Dialectician, and Stilpo. It studied rhetoric, etymology, word usage, speech parts, synonyms, 

grammar, syntax, simple logic, word ambiguities, catch-questions in which both yes and no answers seem foolish, 

contradiction, and logical chains. It rejected analogies, possibilities, and predicates. 

Ethics 

God and mind are good. 

Mind 

God and mind are the same. 

 

Platonic School or Old Academy 

philosophic school 

Athens, Greece 

-389 to -260 

Plato founded school that included Speusippus, Xenocrates, Polemo, Crates, Philippus, Heracleides, and Crantor. 

 

Speusippus 

philosopher 

Athens, Greece 

-347 to -335 

He lived -405 to -335, was Plato's nephew, and was second Old-Academy leader [-347 to -335]. Definition uses 

relations to other things. 

 

Xenocrates 

philosopher 

Athens, Greece 

-339 to -314 

He lived -396 to -314 and led Old Academy [-339 to -314]. He divided philosophy into logic, physics, and ethics. 

 

Peripatetic School or Lyceum or Peripatos 

philosophic school 

Athens, Greece 

-335 to -269 

Aristotle founded school that included Praxiphanes, Theophrastus, Eudemus in mathematics, Aristoxenus in music, 

Dicaearchus, Strato, Clearchus, and Critolaus. Consciousness unites rational and other two souls. 

 

Stoic 

philosophic school 

Athens, Greece 

-308 to -200 

Zeno of Citium founded school {Stoic} {Stoicism} that developed from Cynic School and included Sphaerus, 

Dionysius, Crinus, Cleanthes, Chrysippus, Philonides, Heraclides, Perseus, Cleomenes, Persion, Zeno of Tarsis, 

Antipater, Archedemus, Boethius of Sidon, Herillus, Diogenes of Babylon, and Apollodorus. They studied 

propositional logic and implication and invented a new syllogism theory. 

Epistemology 

Perceptions are neither true nor false, because they are not knowledge. Concepts are contents of ideas and result 

from perception persistence. People's perceptual contents are the same, so people have same concepts. Concepts mix 

object and body qualities, making impressions on soul or consciousness, which then forms will, using judgment on 

feelings and desires. 

Imagination is a new quality mixture. 

Language is material substance that assists quality mixing. Sentences are different expressions of propositions 

{lekta}: statements, commands, questions, or promises. Propositions are not sense qualities and are not objective 

reality. 



Knowledge is concept and idea relations {judgment, Stoic}. People can believe or assent to judgments. When people 

understand a judgment, they have assent or belief, which becomes part of self. Making judgments, and abstaining from 

or giving in to emotions, depend only on internal factors. However, process is deterministic and causal. Because 

process is internal, it has certain freedom. If soul makes judgment without interference from passions, the judgment is 

true and real, because soul connects to universal reason. 

All events are deterministic. Otherwise, people cannot know action consequences until after they happen, so no one 

can perform rational actions. 

Ethics 

People can take rationally correct actions, because everything is deterministic. 

Virtue is good. Wealth, honor, and health are not necessarily good. People should seek good things, which contribute 

to virtue. The greatest good {summum bonum, Stoic} is to possess all virtues. Reason acts best if passions do not 

disturb it, so reason should eliminate emotions that arise from contact with outside world. Virtue and wisdom involve 

self-control. 

Vice is control of reason by passion. Bad things contribute to vice and people must reject them. The senses are 

against true nature. Emotions are false judgments. Most people are fools and have vice. 

Life should be natural. People should accept the way things are, because outside world cannot change. People then 

do not notice pain and suffering. People should not notice things that are neither good nor bad. Morality is harmony 

with nature, especially the will, because reason rules both. 

The wise do not recognize good actions or things, because they are external. 

One's life should be consistent, because life should express its essence, reason. It is duty to act and think virtuously 

using reason. 

Will is part of pneuma, is basic to individual nature, is like God's will, and is free and powerful to same extent. 

Because everything is deterministic, the will has no free choice. However, people have responsibility, because their will 

participates in decision making along with environment. Responsibility does not depend on whether actions differ, any 

more than ethical judgment depends on possibility of alternatives. Both depend only on right and wrong. 

Evil is absence of good. 

Metaphysics 

Universe is a deterministic, single, united, living, material, and connected whole. Gods work through air or spirit 

{pneuma, Stoic}, the moving vital principle of reason, which is in all things, continuously forms matter, and orders and 

gives purpose to everything. Pneuma affects material qualities and causes changes and interactions. 

Events are necessities and have causes. 

World has cycles, exactly alike. 

Matter is air and moisture, which can change into water and earth. Body activities, objects, and actions are material. 

Nature is for gods and people. 

Universe as whole is perfect but requires some imperfection to realize this state. Bad or evil is an accidental 

consequence of the purposive world and is a means to something good. Eventually, all evil turns into good. For 

example, punishments are stimulants to moral behavior. Physical evils, such as diseases, are not evil to wise man 

indifferent to them and are just universe parts. 

Mind 

Consciousness, subjective self, and independent personality are immaterial and together make thoughts. 

Consciousness unifies perceptions, feelings, and will and relates to reason. 

People's pneuma spirit of reason is part of, and depends on, God's universal reason. Pneuma relates to fire and 

warmth. Soul unifies body and holds ideas, judgments, and desires. At death, soul leaves body and rejoins universal 

pneuma. 

Senses, speech, and reproduction are other body forces. 

Politics 

Society naturally results from man's nature, because reason is in each person equally. Reason unites and rules 

community. Duty, self-control, individual worth, obedience to law, brotherhood, love for all people, justice, and 

devotion to community are good. 

 

Greek philosophy 

philosophical school 

Greece 

-300 to -100 

Philosophy emphasized sciences and conduct of life. Philosophical centers moved from Athens to Rhodes, 

Pergamon (Pergamum), Alexandria, Tarsus, Rome, Antioch, and Byzantium. 



 

Strato of Lampsacus 

philosopher 

Athens, Greece 

-287 to -270 

He lived -335 to -268 and was Lyceum leader after Theophrastus [-287 to -270]. Falling objects accelerate. Objects 

have different weights because they have different-size voids {doctrine of the void} {void doctrine}. There are no gods 

or supernatural forces, and world is mechanistic. 

 

Eclectics 

philosophic school 

Greece 

-200 

School started in New Academy and Stoic Schools and included Diogenes of Apollonia, Hippo, Archelaus, and 

Cleidemus. It fused Plato, Aristotle, and Stoics. Roman philosophers continued it. 

 

New Academy or Third Academy 

philosophic school 

Greece 

-150 to -88 

School had eclectic followers of Plato and included Philo of Larissa, Antiochus of Ascalon, Arius Didymus, and 

Thrasyllus. Romans destroyed it during fall of Athens. 

 

Stoic Syncretism 

philosophic school 

Greece 

-150 to -50 

School included Panaetius, Posidonius, and Melengar. It developed stoicism into newer philosophy {Syncretism, 

Stoicism} {Stoic Syncretism}. 

 

Andronicus of Rhodes 

philosopher 

Rhodes, Greece 

-70 

He was Peripatetic and edited Aristotle's works into logic, physics, and ethics categories [-70]. 

 

Peripatetic 

philosophic school 

Greece 

-50 

School had followers of Aristotle and included Andronicus, Adrastus, Themistius, and Aristocles. Pure Form is not 

transcendent, separate, and independent of actual things but is immanent in things and so can form and move matter. 

 

Stoic 

philosophic school 

Rome, Italy 

-50 to 300 

School included Cicero, Aelius Stilo, Varro, Quintus Tubero, Mucius Scaevola, Rutilius Rufus, Diogenes Laertius, 

Polybius, Seneca, the slave Epictetus, Epictetus' pupil Arrian, and Marcus Aurelius. Self-improvement has stages of 

reaching virtue. Virtue is an end in itself, which always brings happiness. 

 

Neo-Pythagorean 

philosophic school 

Greece 

1 to 100 



Apollonius of Tyana founded school that included Philo, Nicomachus, Moderatus, and Plutarch. People cannot 

describe God. Matter is sinful. Human spirit and divine spirit are from God. God is above spiritual world. God is 

infinite and has no qualities. 

 

Sextian 

philosophic school 

Rome, Italy 

20 

Quintus Sextus founded school that included his son Quintus Sextus and Sotion. 

 

Aspasius 

philosopher 

Athens, Greece 

100 to 150 

Commentary on the Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle [100 to 150]; Reader of Natural Passions [100 to 150] 

He was Peripatetic. 

 

Aristocles of Messene 

philosopher 

Messene, Greece 

100 to 200 

Testimony [100 to 200] 

He was Peripatetic. 

 

Commentators on Aristotle 

philosophic school 

Rome, Italy 

100 to 600 

School included Alexander of Aphrodisias, Porphyry or Porphyrus Malchus, John Philoponus, and Simplicius. 

Mental and spiritual qualities are not material, so matter can conflict with reason, God, and mind. 

 

Alexander of Aphrodisias or Expositor 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

150 to 200 

On Fate [150 to 200]; On the Soul [150 to 200]; Commentary on Analytica Priora of Aristotle [150 to 200]; 

Commentary on Topica of Aristotle [150 to 200]; Commentary on Meteorologica of Aristotle [150 to 200]; 

Commentary on De Sensu of Aristotle [150 to 200]; Commentary on Metaphysica of Aristotle [150 to 200] 

He was Peripatetic Commentator on Aristotle. 

 

Numenius of Apamea 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

150 to 200 

Book of Threes [150 to 200] 

He was Middle Platonist. 

 

Neo-Platonic 

philosophic school 

Athens, Greece 

150 to 529 

Plutarch of Chaeronen or Plutarch the Younger founded school that included Gaius, Apuleius, Syrianus, Hierocles, 

Severus, Attieus, Cronius, Harpocration, Hermius, Proclus, Isidorus, Numenius, Simplicius, Alcinous, Albinus, 

Apollonius of Tyana, Nemesius, Philostratus, Eunapius, and Marinus. 

 



Neo-Platonic 

philosophic school 

Alexandria, Egypt 

200 to 400 

Ammonius Saccas founded school that included Herennius, Longinus, non-Christian Origen, Amelius, Porphyry, 

and Plotinus. 

 

Ammonius Saccas or Sack-bearer 

philosopher 

Alexandria, Egypt 

220 to 250 

He lived 185 to 250 and was Neo-Platonist. 

 

Iamblichus 

philosopher 

Alexandria, Egypt 

280 to 310 

On the Mysteries of Egypt [280 to 310] 

He lived 250 to 326 and was Syrian Neo-Platonist. 

 

Syrian Neo-Platonic 

philosophic school 

Syria 

300 to 529 

Iamblichus founded school that included Dexippus, Sallustius, and Themistius. 

 

Pergamon 

philosophic school 

Pergamon, Asia Minor 

330 to 529 

Aedesius was Iamblichus' student and founded a Neo-Platonic school that included Julian the Apostate. 

 

Julian the Apostate or Flavius Claudius Julianus [Julianus, Flavius Claudius] 

philosopher 

Pergamon, Asia Minor 

350 to 363 

He lived 332 to 363, was Eastern Roman Empire emperor [361 to 363], and was Neo-Platonist. 

 

Ammonius 

philosopher 

Alexandria, Egypt 

380 to 410 

On the Harmony of Moses and Jesus [380 to 410] 

He lived 347 to 419, refounded Alexandrian School, and was Proclus' student. 

 

Augustinian 

philosophic school 

Hippo, Algeria 

400 

Augustine founded school that included Ambrose. 

 

Neo-Platonic 

philosophic school 

Alexandria, Egypt 

400 to 700 

Ammonius refounded school that included Simplicius, Olympiodorus, and Hypatia of Alexandria. 



 

Proclus 

philosopher 

Greece 

440 to 470 

Elements of Theology [440 to 470]; Platonic Theology [440 to 470]; Commentary on Euclid [440 to 470]; 

Hypothesis [440 to 470] 

He lived 410 to 485, was non-Christian Neoplatonist, and led revived Academy. 

Epistemology 

The idea of God is the simplest concept, because God is the most general premise. 

Metaphysics 

Nature is divisions of the idea of God into lower classes. Particular things retain idea of class but also differentiate 

from class, by methods of abiding, procession, and return {triad, class methods}. Particular tries to return to class, and 

actual world tries to reunite with God. 

 

Encyclopedists 

philosophic school 

Europe 

450 to 700 

School included Marcianus Capella, Cassiodorus, Isidorus of Seville, Beda or Venerable Bede, Johannes 

Philoponus, and Paschasius Radbertus. 

 

Boethian 

philosophic school 

Rome, Italy 

500 

Boethius founded school that included Hilary, Claudianus, Mamertus, and Vincent of Lerius. 

 

Simplicius 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

520 to 550 

On the Heavens of Aristotle [520 to 550]; Commentary on Physics of Aristotle [520 to 550]; On the Animals of 

Aristotle [520 to 550] 

He lived 490 to 560 and was Commentator on Aristotle. 

 

Damascene 

philosophic school 

Greece 

700 to 800 

John Damascenes founded school. 

 

Aurillac 

philosophic school 

Aurillac, France 

700 to 1100 

School included Gerhart of Aurillac. 

 

Fulda 

philosophic school 

Fulda, Italy 

700 to 1100 

School included Rabanus Maurus, Eric or Heiricus of Auxerre, and Remi or Remigus of Auxerre. 

 

Le Bec 

philosophic school 



Le Bec, France 

700 to 1100 

School included Lanfranc. 

 

Liege 

philosophic school 

Liège, Belgium 

700 to 1100 

School included Adelmann and Alger. Liège is in French-speaking Belgium. 

 

Cathedral School of Rheims 

philosophic school 

Rheims, France 

700 to 1100 

Gerbert of Aurillac or Pope Sylvester II [? to 1003], was Odo of Cluny's student, taught at Cathedral School of 

Rheims, and was Pope [999 to 1003]. 

 

Roman 

philosophic school 

Rome, Italy 

700 to 1100 

School included Chalcidius, Macrobius, Aratus, and Lucan. 

 

Saxony 

philosophic school 

Germany 

700 to 1100 

School included Bovo of Saxony. 

 

Schola Palatina or Palace School 

philosophic school 

Aachen, Germany 

700 to 1100 

School included Alcuin of York. Charlemagne founded it. 

 

St. Gall 

philosophic school 

St. Gall, France 

700 to 1100 

School included Noktar Labeo. 

 

Tours 

philosophic school 

Poitiers, France 

700 to 1100 

School included Fredigesus and Berengar. 

 

York 

philosophic school 

York, England 

700 to 1100 

Bede founded school. 

 

Arabian Philosophy 

philosophic school 

Near East/Spain 



700 to 1300 

School included Avicenna, Mutakallimoun [-700 to -800], Mutazilites (Wazil), Averroës (Ibn Rashd), al-Kindi, 

Askari, al-Farabi, al-Gazel, Avempace, al-Ash'ari, Abubacer, David of Dinant, Amalrich of Bena, Joachim of Fiore 

(Joachim Floris), Athir al-Din Abhari, and Dabiran Qazvini. 

Epistemology 

Material-world knowledge is individual. 

Ethics 

God knows everything but does not cause or force human behavior. 

Metaphysics 

God is the only substance. Things are in God. Individuals are part of the whole and can passively receive universals, 

truth, and reason from God. All matter thus unifies. Matter holds its Form inside itself. Matter has eternal motion, 

without outside force. 

 

John Damascenes [Damascenes, John] 

philosopher 

Greece 

730 

Fount of Knowing [730] 

He lived 700 to 751 and founded Damascene School. 

 

Byzantine 

philosophic school 

Byzantium 

800 to 1300 

School included Photius, Michael Psellos, Michael of Ephesus, Johannes Italus, Eustratius, Michael Italicos, 

Nicophorus Blemmychios, George Pachymeras, George Acropolites, Joseph, Theodore Medtochites, and Nicophorus 

Gregoras. 

 

John Scotus Erigena [Scotus Erigena, John] or John Scotus Eriugena [Scotus Eriugena, John] 

philosopher 

Dublin, Ireland/France 

858 to 870 

Translation of Pseudo-Dionysius [858]; On the Division of Nature [865 to 870] 

He lived 810 to 877 and was neo-Platonist. 

Epistemology 

Reason and faith are both sources of truth. 

Ethics 

Sin is to think something is good or right if it is not. 

Metaphysics 

Universals are essential reality and produce and have within themselves all particular objects. Reality has four parts: 

uncreated and creating, created and creating, created and not creating, and uncreated and not creating. Material world is 

lowest reality, created but not creating. Higher concepts are higher forms of reality. The only universal concept is God, 

who has no particular qualities, eternally produces all things, and has them within itself. God is the purpose of all 

things. Logos unites all things to God. There is no predestination. 

 

Chartres 

philosophic school 

Chartres, France 

950 to 1100 

School included Fulbert. 

 

Ibn Hazm or Ibn Hazm al-Andalusi or Ahmad ibn Sa`id ibn Hazm [Hazm, Ahmad ibn Sa`id ibn] 

philosopher 

Córdoba, Spain 

1022 to 1060 



Necklace of the Dove [1022]; On Sects [1030 to 1060]; On Mannerism and Behavior [1030 to 1060: about ethics]; 

Detailed Critical Examination [1030 to 1060: about philosophical systems] 

He lived 994 to 1064 and began romanticism and troubadour style. He studied comparative religion, listing sects, 

heterodoxies, and denominations. He wrote first systematic critical Old-and-New-Testament studies. 

 

Michael Psellos [Psellos, Michael] 

philosopher 

Byzantium 

1050 to 1080 

Manifold Teaching [1050 to 1080]; Synopsis of Hermogenes [1050 to 1080]; Sermon on the Crucifixion [1050 to 

1080]; Chronography [1050 to 1080]; On Demonic Energies [1050 to 1080] 

He lived 1018 to 1096 and was Platonist. 

 

Mohammad al-Ghazzali [al-Ghazzali, Mohammad] 

historian/philosopher 

Iran 

1090 to 1111 

Book of Counsel for Kings [1111: Persia history]; Revival of the Sciences of Religion [1090 to 1111] 

He lived 1058 to 1111 and developed method of criticizing hypotheses and assumptions. Intellect cannot attain 

ultimate truth. 

 

Victorines 

philosophic school 

France 

1100 

School included Hugo of St. Victor, Richard of St. Victor, and Walter of St. Victor. 

 

Ibn Tufayl or Abubacer or Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn 'Abd al-Malik Ibn Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn 

Tufayl [Ibn Tufayl, Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn 'Abd al-Malik Ibn Muhammad Ibn Muhammad] 

philosopher/physician 

Granada, Spain/Córdoba, Spain 

1150 to 1180 

Living Son of the Vigilant [1150 to 1180] 

He lived 1110 to 1185. 

 

Oxonian 

philosophic school 

Oxford, England 

1200 to 1300 

School emphasized science and included Alexander Neckam, Alfred of Sereschal, Robert Grosseteste, Roger Bacon, 

Witelo, and Dietrich of Vriburg. 

 

Platonists/Augustinians 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1200 to 1300 

School included William of Auvergne, Henry of Ghent, Richard of Middletown, William de la Mare, and Aegydius 

of Colonna. Moral law comes from God and is in each person. If people know moral law clearly, they follow it. 

 

Medieval 

philosophy 

Europe 

1200 to 1450 

In medieval times, religion and philosophy began to separate. Physical facts and argument simplicity became 

important. Scholasticism results conflicted with Catholic Church doctrine. Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas used 



Augustinian metaphysics, Neo-Platonic ideas, and Aristotle's ideas to make systematic philosophy conforming to 

Roman Catholic faith {Thomism, Catholic}. 

 

Latin Averroism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1200 to 1550 

School included Nicoletto Vernias, Alexander Achillini, Augustine Nifo, Zimara, Peter of Abano, Siger of Brabant, 

Vico, Mercator, Boetias of Sweden, John of Jandun, and Bernier of Nevilles. 

 

Robert Grosseteste [Grosseteste, Robert] 

philosopher 

Oxford, England 

1220 to 1253 

Six Days of Creation [1220 to 1240]; On lines, angles, and figures [1230] 

He lived 1175 to 1253, was Bishop of Lincoln [1240 to 1253], was Augustinian, and translated Aristotle. 

 

Greek 

philosophic school 

Greece 

1250 to 1400 

School included Symeon, Gregory Palomas, Nicholas Cobasdas, Sophonias, John Pediosimas, Leo Magentius, 

Demetrius Kydonis, Georgios Pletho, and Theodorus Gaza. 

 

Siger of Brabant or Sigerus or Sighier or Sigieri or Sygerius 

philosopher 

Brabant, Netherlands 

1260 to 1277 

On the soul [1260 to 1277]; On animal intellect [1260 to 1277]; On the eternity of the world [1260 to 1277] 

He lived 1240 to 1281 and led Latin Averroism. 

 

Athir al-Din Abhari [Abhari, Athir al-Din] 

philosopher 

Zanjan, Persia 

1264 

Commentary on the Isagoge [1264] 

He lived 1200 to 1265 and was of Arabian philosophy. 

 

George Pachymeres [Pachymeres, George] 

philosopher 

Byzantium 

1270 to 1300 

Commentary on Boethius's De Differentiis Topicis [1270 to 1300]; Paraphrase of All of Dionysius Areopagitae 

[1270 to 1300] 

He lived 1242 to 1307 and was Platonist. 

 

al-Qazwini al-Katibi [al-Katibi, al-Qazwini] or Dabiran 

philosopher 

Persia/Baghdad, Iraq 

1276 

Sun Treatise [1276] 

He lived ? to 1276 and was of Shaf'i school of Arabian philosophy. He discussed logic, inheritance laws, and art of 

debate {munazara}. 

 

Henry of Ghent or Henricus de Gandavo [Gandavo, Henricus de] or Doctor Solemnis 

philosopher 



Belgium 

1277 to 1293 

Various Questions [1277 to 1293]; Summary of Theology [1277 to 1293] 

He lived 1250 to 1293 and was Platonist, Augustinian, Avicennian, and Aristotelian. 

 

Unorthodox 

philosophic school 

Italy 

1300 

School included Marsiglio of Padua, Michael Psellos, and Dante. 

 

Scotists 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1300 to 1320 

School had Franciscans and included Duns Scotus, Bonaventura, William of Ockham, Francis of Mayro or 

Meyronnes, Thomas Bradwardine, Matthew of Aquasparta, John of Mirecourt, John of Ripa, and Louis of Padua. 

 

Marsiglio or Marsilius of Padua 

philosopher 

Padua, Italy 

1342 

Defender of the Peace [1324] 

He lived 1280 to 1342 and was Terminist. He argued in favor of city-states, against factions and pope. 

 

Platonism/Neo-Platonism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1380 to 1600 

School included George Plethon, Basilius Bessarion, Marsilio Ficino, Francesco Patrizzi, Guillaume Postel, 

Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, Florentine Academy, Amaury Bouchard, Fevre de la Boderie, Baldassore Castiglione, 

Leon Hebreo, Pontus de Tyard, and Ronsard. 

 

George Plethon [Plethon, George] or Pletho or George of Trebizond 

philosopher 

Byzantium/Florence, Italy 

1390 to 1438 

On Differences [1390 to 1438: differences between Plato and Aristotle about God]; Summary of the Doctrines of 

Zoroaster and Plato [1390 to 1438]; Address to Theodore II Palaiologos [1390 to 1438] 

He lived 1355 to 1452 and was neo-Platonist. Byzantine emperor John VIII Palaeologus, Plethon, Plethon's student 

Johannes Bessarion, and George Scholarios attended Council of Ferrara [1438] to try to unify east and west churches. 

He taught about Plato in Florence [1438]. 

 

Aristotelianism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1420 to 1550 

School included Georgius of Trebizond, Theodorus Gaza, Rudolf Agricola, and Jacques Lefevre. 

 

Joseph Albo [Albo, Joseph] 

philosopher 

Castile, Spain 

1425 to 1444 

Book of Principles [1425] 

He lived 1360 to 1444 and was follower of Maimonides. 

 



Basilius or John Bessarion [Bessarion, John] or Johannes Bessarion [Bessarion, Johannes] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

1440 to 1460 

Calumny against Plato [1440 to 1460: against George of Trebizond] 

He lived 1403 to 1472, was neo-Platonist, and was archbishop of Nicaea and patriarch of Constantinople. 

 

Eclecticism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1450 to 1550 

School included Rudolf Agricola, Lorenzo Valla or Laurentius Valla, Ludovico Vives, Leon Hebreo, Marius 

Nizolius, Pierre de la Ramee, and Acontio. 

 

Renaissance 

philosophy 

Europe 

1450 to 1600 

Renaissance emphasized physical world more and inner life less. Neo-Platonism, Thomism, Averroism, 

Alexandrism, Aristotelian, magic, astrology, necromancy, dream interpretation, religious ecstasy, and alchemy 

flourished. 

 

Marsilio Ficino [Ficino, Marsilio] 

philosopher 

Florence, Italy 

1469 to 1473 

Commentary on the Symposium [1469]; Platonic Theology [1473] 

He lived 1433 to 1499, was neo-Platonist, and translated all of Plato. Love {Platonic love} can be spiritual and god-

like. 

 

Giovanni Pico della Mirandola [Mirandola, Giovanni Pico della] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

1486 to 1491 

Conclusions [1486]; Of Being and Unity [1491] 

He lived 1463 to 1494 and was neo-Platonist. All systems have shared truths. 

 

political and legal 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1500 to 1800 

Political and legal philosophers included Niccolo Machiavelli, Albericius Gentilis, Thomas More, Hugo Grotius 

(Huig van Groot), Hobbes, Suarez, Robert Bellarmin, Maariana, Cesare Beccaria, Antonio Genovesi, Faetano 

Filangeri, Samuel Puffendorf, Jean Bodin, Johannes Althus, Buchan, Herbert of Cherbury, Richard Cumberland, 

Languet, Philip Melanchthon, J. Oldendorf, Nicolaus Hemming, Ben Winkler, and Étienne de la Boetie. 

 

Pietro Pomponazzi [Pomponazzi, Pietro] 

philosopher 

Padua, Italy 

1516 

On the Immortality of the Soul [1516] 

He lived 1462 to 1525 and was Aristotelian. Philosophy does not support Christianity. 

 

Bartolomé de las Casas [Casas, Bartolomé de las] 

philosopher 

Mexico 



1542 

Brief Account of the Devastation of the Indies [1542] 

He lived 1484 to 1566 and was for Native American rights. 

 

Aristotelianism 

philosophic school 

Italy 

1550 to 1630 

School included Jacopo Zabarella, Andreas Caesalpinus, Cesara Cremonini, and Galland. 

 

Libertinism 

philosophic school 

France/Italy 

1550 to 1700 

School included Pierre Charron, Montaigne, Pierre Gassendi, Pietro Pomponazzi, Vanini, Bruno, and Campanella. It 

was skeptical and atheist or deist. Divine revelation is false. Religions are human creations. Neither heaven nor hell 

exists. Life and history do not exhibit progress. Souls are mortal. 

 

Greek philosophies 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1570 to 1650 

School included Joest Lips (Justus Lipsius), Guillaume Du Vair, Caspar Schoppe, Sennert, Sebastain Basso, 

Johannes Magnenus, Claude de Berigard, Pierre Gassendi, Emanuel Maignanus, and Leonicus Thomaeus. Joest Lips 

was Stoic. 

 

Bernardino Telesio [Telesio, Bernardino] 

philosopher 

Naples, Italy 

1586 

On the Nature of First Principles [1586] 

He lived 1509 to 1588 and was of Philosophy of Nature school. 

 

Baroque 

philosophy 

Europe 

1600 to 1700 

In Baroque era, philosophy began to depend on mathematics, science, and scientific method in England, France, and 

Netherlands, not on superstition, animism, and teleology. Philosophy emphasized individual, objectivity, and 

commerce. 

 

John Smith [Smith, John] 

philosopher 

Cambridge, England 

1640 to 1652 

Discourse concerning the Immortality of the Soul [1640 to 1650] 

He lived 1618 to 1652 and was Cambridge Platonist. 

 

Jansenism 

philosophic school 

France 

1650 to 1700 

Cornelius Jansen founded it. School had followers of Descartes and included Blaise Pascal, Anton Arnauld, and 

Pierre Nicole. 

 



Henry More [More, Henry] 

philosopher 

Cambridge, England 

1652 to 1671 

Conway Letters [1652 to 1671]; Antidote against Atheism [1652]; Conjectural Essay of Interpreting the Mind of 

Moses [1653]; Enthusiasm Triumphant [1656]; Immortality of the Soul [1659]; Explanation of the Grand Mystery of 

Godliness [1660]; Metaphysical Handbook [1671] 

He lived 1614 to 1687 and was Cambridge Platonist. 

 

Pierre Gassendi [Gassendi, Pierre] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

1655 

Institutes of Logic [1655]; Synthesis of Philosophy [1655] 

He lived 1592 to 1655 and opposed Aristotelianism. He believed in atomism, non-determinism, and empiricism. 

 

Cambridge Platonists 

philosophic school 

Cambridge, England 

1670 

School included Ralph Cudworth, Henry More, John Smith, Theophilus Gale, and Thomas Gale. It opposed 

religious emotionalism and favored rational religion. 

Ethics 

Morality is rational understanding of God's ideas. It is not about will. 

There are altruistic motives. 

Metaphysics 

World has purpose but has no predestination or original sin. 

Mind 

Mind is primary, to account for consciousness. Matter is secondary. 

Politics 

People have social motives. 

 

Ralph Cudworth [Cudworth, Ralph] 

philosopher 

Cambridge, England 

1678 

True Intellectual System of the Universe [1678] 

He lived 1617 to 1680 and was Cambridge Platonist. 

 

John Toland [Toland, John] 

philosopher 

Ireland 

1696 to 1720 

Christianity not Mysterious [1696]; Letters to Serena [1704]; Form of Celebrating the Socratic Society [1720]; Four 

Tracts [1720] 

He lived 1670 to 1722, was Deist, and was free thinker. People can speak and write in forms {exoteric writing} for 

most people or in forms {esoteric writing} for scholars. Religion should have no mysteries. Deism emphasizes duty, 

modesty, charity, and tolerance. God is in all things. 

 

Pierre Bayle [Bayle, Pierre] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1697 

Historical and Critical Dictionary [1697] 



He lived 1647 to 1706. Nobody can know absolute truth, so faith must have constraints, and people should have 

religious tolerance. Reason can know its duty. Conscience knows ethical truths intuitively and immediately, though 

they are not innate. Ethical truths are the same for all people. 

 

Anthony Collins [Collins, Anthony] 

philosopher 

England 

1708 to 1717 

Answer [1708]; Discourse of Freethinking [1713]; Philosophical Inquiry [1717] 

He lived 1676 to 1729 and was deist and freethinker. 

 

Wolffian 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1720 to 1760 

Christian Wolff founded school that included G. B. Bilfinger, M. Knutzen, J. C. Gottschad, and Alexander 

Baumgarten. 

 

Giambattista Vico [Vico, Giambattista] 

philosopher 

Naples, Italy 

1725 to 1744 

New Science [1725 and 1730 and 1744] 

He lived 1668 to 1744. Things known to be true by people are the same as things created by people, an idea that 

influenced German Romanticism. People's thinking differs at different history stages. Development processes in 

individuals are similar to history processes. Both mature and then decay. Society developed from human nature. 

Individual creations create society, so society depends on all people at that time and place. 

 

Jean Jacques Rousseau [Rousseau, Jean Jacques] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1732 to 1762 

Confessions [1732: autobiography]; Discourse on Arts and Sciences [1749]; Discourse on the Origin of Inequality 

[1755]; Julie or The New Heloise; Émile [1762: about education]; Social Contract [1762] 

He lived 1712 to 1778. 

Education 

There should be education for all, to perfect people and let them use their talents. Teachers should not restrain or 

indoctrinate but arrange child's environment so child can learn. Children should be able to play, learn, and enjoy life. 

Children should not have to be under society's rules but be free and so good. 

Epistemology 

Mind's basic quality is feeling or sentiment, not ideas or their combinations. 

Ethics 

Natural people are without good or evil. Human nature and natural motives are good. Natural states of feeling and 

self should be the basis for civilization. Society corrupts by envy, competition, and status. Knowledge and culture have 

removed people from their true nature and living style, separated them from nature, and corrupted them, mainly 

through property institutions. Property makes self-interest the motive for life, but this is not natural. Emotion and 

anarchy contain good and allow freedom. Religion should be from the heart, relying on conscience. 

Metaphysics 

Nature is good and simple. 

Mind 

Mind is self-directed unified personality, not just mechanical activities. 

Politics 

State results from contract {social contract, Rousseau} that expresses collective will among people to provide 

government services for common interest. Contract applies equally to all citizens, who give all their rights to 

community. Liberty, fraternity, and equality should result. People make social contracts and can change them any time. 

Government rules by governed's consent {compact theory, Rousseau}, an idea from ancient Greece. 



Authoritarian society is bad. Most laws are to maintain superior-subordinate relations between people. "Man is born 

free, but everywhere is in chains." 

All people are equal. Government and education should offset economic and institution inequalities among people. 

Majority should rule. Constitution should allow as much personal freedom as possible, so talents can develop. Small 

city-states with democracy are best. Larger states need elected legislatures. There should be no institutions except state, 

because their interests will conflict with state's interests. If there must be other institutions, there should be many, so 

they will neutralize each other. 

 

Voltaire or François-Marie Arouet [Arouet, François-Marie] 

novelist/essayist/philosopher 

France 

1734 to 1764 

Philosophical Letters Concerning the English Nation [1734]; Zadig [1747]; Century of Louis the 14th [1751]; Essay 

on General History and on the Customs and Spirit of Nations [1756: culture and economics]; Candide [1759: novel]; 

Zaire or Zara [1759: classic tragedy]; Philosophical Dictionary [1764] 

He lived 1694 to 1778 and was skeptical, rationalist, freethinking, libertarian, and deist. He criticized institutions and 

upheld justice. He said, "If God did not exist, he would have to be invented." 

Epistemology 

Mental powers have limits. 

Politics 

Religious freedom is necessary {écrasez l'infame}. 

 

Physiocrat 

philosophic school 

France 

1750 

School included Quesnay and Turgot. 

 

Denis Diderot [Diderot, Denis] 

philosopher/essayist/editor 

Paris, France 

1750 to 1772 

Encyclopedia [1750 and 1772: essays]; Thoughts on the Interpretation of Nature [1754]; Nephew of Rameau [1760] 

He lived 1713 to 1784 and was philosophe. 

 

Back to Nature 

philosophic school 

France 

1750 to 1775 

School included Rousseau. 

 

Popular philosophers 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1750 to 1790 

School included Moses Mendelssohn, F. Nicolai, J. A. Eberhard, J. B. Basedow, Thomas Abbot, J. J. Engel, J. J. H. 

Feder, C. Meiners, C. Garve, Frederick the Great, Lessing, Herder, Johann von Schiller, Frans Hemsterhuis, and Johann 

G. Hamann. 

 

Romanticism 

philosophy 

Europe 

1750 to 1830 

Romanticism emphasized heroism, emotion, power, duty, revolution, and self-sacrifice. Sympathy, sensibility, and 

sensitivity were the paramount feelings. Beauty and feeling were more important than utility. Romanticism was anti-

commercial and anti-industrial. Romanticism emphasized concrete not abstract, various not uniform, infinite not finite, 



nature not civilization, organic not mechanical, freedom not duty or law, individual not average, genius not hard-

working, culture not international, feeling not thought, emotion not reason, imagination not ordinary, and intuition not 

deduction. 

 

Scottish 

philosophic school 

Scotland 

1760 to 1820 

Thomas Reid founded school that included James Oswald, James Beattie, Dugald Stewart, and Buffier. It 

emphasized common sense. 

Aesthetics 

Arts are useful for refining and perfecting people. Order, regularity, and unity relate to goodness and beauty. The 

beautiful inspires love and social feelings. The sublime is beautiful, has awe or terror, has no pain, and is great. 

Epistemology 

Basic and first mental contents are judgments, complex ideas, internal states, and general ideas. 

Self-evident truths {commonsense truth} come from mind's nature and are actual and universal mental contents. 

Ethics 

Feeling is natural, original, and pure knowledge source. The good and the beautiful arouse same feelings and cause 

them in same way. Feelings are transition or halfway point between sense and desire satisfaction and moral and 

intellectual joys. 

 

Frans Hemsterhuis [Hemsterhuis, Frans] 

philosopher 

Netherlands 

1765 to 1787 

Letter on Sculpture [1765]; Letter on man and his relationships [1772]; Alexis or Golden Age [1787] 

He lived 1721 to 1790 and was romantic. 

 

Paul-Henri Holbach [Holbach, Paul-Henri Thiery, Baron d'] 

philosopher 

France 

1770 

System of Nature [1770] 

He lived 1723 to 1789. 

 

Système de la Nature 

philosophic school 

France 

1770 to 1800 

School included Paul-Henri Holbach, Grimm, and Helvetius. It was atheistic and materialistic. Nature has no 

purpose, order, or value, and so reality is indifferent to people. Government should promote social cooperation to 

maximize happiness. 

 

Moses Mendelssohn [Mendelssohn, Moses] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1776 to 1783 

On the Immortality of the Soul [1776]; Jerusalem [1783] 

He lived 1729 to 1786 and was follower of Leibniz and friend of Kant. He translated Pentateuch into German. 

Beauty is people's imitation of God's unity. People should act to progress. 

 

Platonism or Cambridge School 

philosophic school 

England 

1780 

School included Richard Price. 



 

Spinozism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1790 to 1830 

School included Friedrich H. Jacobi, F. Koppen, G. E. Schulze, J. G. Hamann, J. G. Herder, and Bardili. 

 

Novalis or Friedrich von Hardenburg [Hardenburg, Friedrich von] 

philosopher 

Freiberg, Germany 

1797 to 1801 

Hymns to the Night [1797 to 1800: poems]; Heinrich von Ofterdingen [1801: about Minnesinger] 

He lived 1772 to 1801 and was of Schelling School. 

 

Vincenzo Cuoco [Cuoco, Vincenzo] 

philosopher 

Italy 

1799 

Account of the Revolution of Naples [1799] 

He lived 1770 to 1823. 

 

Traditionalism 

philosophic school 

France 

1800 to 1820 

School included Chateaubriand, Joseph de Maistre, J. Frayasinons, V. G. A. de Bonald, P. S. Ballanche, and H. F. R. 

de Lamennais. 

 

French Ideology 

philosophic school 

France 

1800 to 1830 

Branch included Daube, P. Laromiguiere, F. Thurot, F. J. V. Broussais, and J. J. Cardaillac. Another branch included 

M. J. Degerando, P. G. Maine de Biran, Ampere, P. Prevost, Ancillon, Royer-Collard, and Jouffroy. 

 

Montpelier 

philosophic school 

France 

1800 to 1830 

School included Barthez, M. F. X. Bichat, Bertrand, Buisson, and Bordeu. 

 

Paris Physicians 

philosophic school 

Paris, France 

1800 to 1830 

School included P. Pinel, F. J. V. Broussais, and F. J. Gall. 

 

Schelling 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1800 to 1830 

Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling founded school that included Friedrich Schlegel, Novalis or Friedrich von 

Hardenburg, K. W. F. Solger, L. Oken, H. Steffens, G. H. Schubert, F. Baader, and K. C. F. Krause. 

 

Herbartian 

philosophic school 



Germany 

1800 to 1890 

J. F. Herbart founded school that included M. Drobisch, R. Zimmermann, L. Strumpell, and T. Ziller. 

 

Melchiorre Gioja [Gioja, Melchiorre] 

philosopher 

Milan, Italy 

1815 

New prospect of economic science [1815] 

He lived 1767 to 1829 and was Ontologist. 

 

Joseph de Maistre [Maistre, Joseph de] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1819 to 1826 

On the Pope [1819]; St. Petersburg Dialogs [1821]; Examination of the Philosophy of Bacon [1826] 

He lived 1753 to 1821 and was Traditionalist. 

 

Heidelberg School or Baden School or Southwest German School 

philosophic school 

Heidelberg, Germany/Baden, Germany 

1830 to 1870 

School included Kuno Fischer, Wilhelm Windelband, and Ernst Troeltsch. 

 

Individualism 

philosophic school 

England 

1830 to 1880 

School included Thomas Carlyle, Fichte, and Byron. 

 

Scottish Philosophy 

philosophic school 

England 

1830 to 1880 

School included Dugald Stewart, James Mackintosh, Abercrombie, Chalmers, H. Calderwood, S. Morell, H. 

Wedgwood, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Thomas Carlyle, J. Herschel, William Whewell, and William R. Hamilton. 

 

Idealism in America 

philosophic school 

USA 

1830 to 1900 

School included J. Marah, L. P. Hickok, J. H. Selye, William T. Harris, Josiah Royce, G. T. Ladd, B. P. Bowne, 

James Mark Baldwin, G. S. Hall, J. Ward, Shadworth H. Hodgson, J. Sully, George F. Stout, George Romanes, Lloyd 

Morgan, and William E. Hocking. 

 

Herbert Spencer [Spencer, Herbert] 

philosopher 

Britain 

1855 to 1884 

Principles of Psychology [1855]; Programme of a System of Synthetic Philosophy [1860]; Education [1861]; First 

Principles [1862]; Principles of Biology [1864]; Study of Sociology [1873]; Principles of Ethics [1879]; Principles of 

Sociology [1880]; Man versus the State [1884] 

He lived 1820 to 1903 and was determinist. He developed a system {Social Darwinism} of thought and reality based 

on evolution. He promoted and defended Darwin's theory. He believed in human progress, as necessary to natural, 

organic society development. He emphasized individualism, laissez-faire economics, energy, optimism, and 

confidence. 



Epistemology 

Thinking relates two things {synthetic philosophy}, and so it is only real for phenomena. Outside phenomena, both 

science and religion have unknowables. 

Homogeneous things are unstable. Multiplying effects and segregating things lead to heterogeneity. 

Incongruity between actual and expected explains humor {incongruity theory} [1860]. 

Ethics 

Doing good makes life longer and better, integrates group more, and coordinates life better. Ethics depends on 

society type. Laissez-faire economics is good. In evolution, pleasure associates with good, and pain associates with 

bad. Evolution determines morality. Ethics involves adapting, without preventing others from adapting. 

Metaphysics 

Nature always seeks equilibrium and always becomes more diverse. Adaptation leads to acquiring new 

characteristics, which can evolve. Evolution is matter integration and motion dissipation, moving from homogeneity to 

coordinated heterogeneity. Dissolution is opposite of evolution. Life is continuous adjustment to external by internal. 

Survival of fittest and struggle for existence are life principles. 

Politics 

Societies move toward perfection by evolution, like organism. Religious-military-monarchy and industrial-peaceful-

democracy are the two society types. 

 

Idealism 

philosophic school 

England 

1860 to 1900 

School included James Martineau, F. W. Newman, Gallory, G. T. Wald, A. C. Fraser, Thedo Ruyssen, Eduard le 

Ray, J. B. Baillie, John Mairland, H. H. Joachim, James H. Stirling, T. H. Green, J. B. S. Haldane, F. H. Bradley, 

Bernard Bosanquet, J. Caird, Leon Olle-Laprune, Maurice Blondel, Laberthinniere, E. Caird, S. Jevons, J. Mackenzie, 

W. Carr, John Grote, James Ward, and J. M. E. McTaggart. 

 

John Grote [Grote, John] 

philosopher 

England 

1865 

Philosophical Explorations [1865]; Examination of the Utilitarian Philosophy [1865] 

He lived 1813 to 1866 and was Idealist. 

 

Monism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1870 to 1900 

School included E. Haeckel. 

 

Eugen Dühring [Dühring, Eugen] 

philosopher 

Berlin, Germany 

1872 to 1875 

Critical Study of Theoretical Principles of Mechanics [1872]; Course of Philosophy [1875] 

He lived 1833 to 1871 and was Optimist, materialist, positivist, atheist, and utopian. 

 

George Henry Lewes [Lewes, George Henry] 

philosopher 

England 

1877 

Physical Basis of Mind [1877] 

He lived 1817 to 1878. 

 

Nietzschian 

philosophic school 



Germany 

1880 

Nietzsche founded school. 

 

Neocriticism 

philosophic school 

France 

1890 

School included Charles Bernard Renouvier, Pillon, L. Pont, Octave Hamelin, Victor Brochard, Lionel Dauriac, J. J. 

Gourd, Louis Laird, and F. Evellin. 

 

Economics, sociology, and psychology philosophers 

philosophic school 

USA/Europe 

1890 to 1940 

School included Antoine Cournot, Keynes, Alfred Fouillee, Jean Guyau, Freud, Jung, Alfred Adler, Havelock Ellis, 

Tarde, LePlay, Durkheim, Espinas, Levy-Bruhl, Duguit, Belot, and Essertier. 

 

Paul Natorp [Natorp, Paul] 

philosopher 

Marburg, Germany 

1902 

Plato's Ideas [1902] 

He lived 1854 to 1924 and was of Marburg School of Immanent Philosophy. 

 

Kyoto School 

philosophic school 

Japan 

1911 to 1945 

School included Tanabe Hajime, Watsuji Tetsuro, and Nishitani Keiji. 

 

Max Scheler [Scheler, Max] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1912 to 1928 

Resentment in the Structure of Morals [1912]; Formalism in Ethics and the Non-Formal Ethics of Values [1916]; 

Problems of a Sociology of Knowledge [1926]; Man and History [1926]; Man's Place in Nature [1928] 

He lived 1874 to 1928 and was New Realist. 

Ethics 

Values are objective. Values are about sensation, beauty, religion, and nobility, not about reason. 

Perhaps, people are perfect beings that have fallen from God's grace, animals with reason, evolved animals, beings 

that can control their lives and environments, or beings that have lost purpose and motivation. 

Human nature causes all cultural products. 

Politics 

Bourgeoisie have resentment toward their station. 

 

William E. Hocking [Hocking, William E.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1912 to 1932 

Meaning of God in Human Experience [1912]; One Thousand Americans [1947: with G. Seldes]; Rethinking 

Missions [1932] 

He lived 1873 to 1966, was Idealist, and was Royce's student. 

 

New Realism or Neo-Realism 

philosophic school 



USA/England 

1912 to 1960 

School included Ralph Barton Perry, William P. Montague, E. B. Holt, Russell, Edward Husserl, Max Scheler, R. 

Adamson, Ralph Barton Perry, G. E. Moore, Samuel Alexander, and Shadworth H. Hodgson. 

 

Roy Wood Sellars [Sellars, Roy Wood] 

philosopher 

USA 

1922 to 1969 

Evolutionary Naturalism [1922]; Humanist Manifesto [1933]; Reflections on American Philosophy From Within 

[1969] 

He lived 1880 to 1973 and was Critical Realist. 

 

Sunday Circle 

philosophic school 

Hungary 

1923 to 1971 

School included Georg Lukacs and Karl Markheim. 

 

Theodor W. Adorno [Adorno, Theodor W.] 

psychologist 

Frankfurt, Germany 

1933 to 1966 

Kierkegaard: Construction of the Aesthetic [1933]; Against Epistemology: A Metacritique [1937]; Dialectic of the 

Enlightenment [1947: with Max Horkheimer]; Minimum Morals [1951]; Jargon of Authenticity [1965]; Negative 

Dialectics [1966] 

He lived 1903 to 1969, was of Frankfurt School, and studied authoritarian personality. He used dialectical thinking 

to negate other's ideas. 

Aesthetics 

Art is not social or political. It is illusion and expresses freedom. 

Ethics 

People can have middle-class values, condemn value violators, apply values absolutely, emphasize power and 

authority, deny sexual motives, believe others have strong sexual motives, tend to exploit others, have feelings of being 

exploited, use stereotyped thinking, and use projection defense mechanism {authoritarian personality, Adorno}. 

Metaphysics 

Something mediates everything. Nothing is absolute. Reality has things that people cannot conceive. 

 

Walter Benjamin [Benjamin, Walter] 

psychologist/philosopher 

Berlin, Germany 

1936 

Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction [1936] 

He lived 1892 to 1940 and was of Frankfurt School. Art theory comes from art examples {immanent criticism, 

Benjamin}. People experience fading of aura {Verfall der Aura}. Mass media are good. 

 

Étienne Gilson [Gilson, Étienne] 

philosopher 

France 

1941 to 1966 

God and Philosophy [1941]; Being and Some Philosophers [1949]; Arts of the Beautiful [1965]; Forms and 

Substances in the Arts [1966] 

He lived 1884 to 1978 and studied medieval philosophy. 

 

Simone Weil [Weil, Simone] 

philosopher 

France 



1943 

Needs of the Soul [1943] 

She lived 1909 to 1943 and was Existentialist, Platonist, and Catholic. 

 

Mortimer J. Adler [Adler, Mortimer J.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1952 to 1992 

Synopticon [1952: essays on 102 great ideas, with references]; Idea of Freedom [1958]; Great Ideas [1992: essays] 

He lived 1902 to 2001. Universe is only one of many possible worlds, which can exist or not exist. God is the 

efficient cause that keeps universe in being and keeps it from nothingness. Government can restrict freedom of speech 

as to timing, location, and form and by laws against libel, slander, incitement, hate, and harming minors. 

 

John L. Mackie [Mackie, John L.] 

philosopher 

Australia 

1965 to 1982 

Causes and Conditions [1965]; Truth, Probability, and Paradox [1973]; Cement of the Universe [1974]; Ethics: 

Inventing Right and Wrong [1977]; Evil and Omnipotence; Hume's Moral Theory [1980]; Miracle of Theism [1982] 

He lived 1917 to 1981. 

Ethics 

Moral truths pretend to objectivity, but there are no objective moral truths {error theory of value} {error theory of 

moral values}. Morals are subjective and should serve subjective purposes. 

That evil exists, God is only good, and God is omnipotent are logically inconsistent. 

Epistemology 

Causes are effect conditions. Causes are always event combinations, and no single event can necessitate effect. 

Cause is a necessary but insufficient part of an unnecessary but sufficient condition {INUS condition}. 

 

John Rawls [Rawls, John] 

philosopher 

USA 

1971 to 1993 

Theory of Justice [1971]; Political Liberalism [1993] 

He lived 1921 to ?. 

Epistemology 

Intuitive judgments about cases build up principles, to compare to judgments, to converge on principles {reflective 

equilibrium}. 

Ethics 

If people do not know about life, culture, or themselves, they have equal concern for all. 

Politics 

Justice depends on fairness and equality in all social and economic areas. People should have equal liberty and 

maximum liberty. People should have equal opportunity. However, society should allow inequalities in jobs and power 

if poor become richer than when everyone is equal {difference principle}. Rights are more important than goods. 

 

Robert Nozick [Nozick, Robert] 

philosopher 

USA 

1974 to 1993 

Anarchy, State and Utopia [1974]; Philosophical Explanations [1981]; Examined Life [1989]; Nature of Rationality 

[1993] 

He lived 1938 to ?. 

Epistemology 

Beliefs are knowledge if true and if non-belief does not somehow require original belief. However, people cannot 

judge either truth or what required non-belief is. People often choose something now, rather than wait for something 

equal or better in future {time preference}, because they discount future benefits as less probable. 



Ethics 

Morality is about mental processes and current actions, not about action results, reasons, or purposes. 

Politics 

People have rights, free exercise of rights leads to the most-productive society, and governments should be minimal 

to preserve liberties {libertarianism, Nozick}. If society has ideal income pattern and if good basketball player plays to 

gain the most, exercise his rights and freedom, and reach his ideal, income pattern will alter away from ideal {Wilt 

Chamberlain argument}. Therefore, liberty and equality can conflict. All ideals are possibly in conflict. 

 

William E. Seager [Seager, William E.] 

philosopher 

England 

1999 

Theories of Consciousness: An Introduction and Assessment [1999] 

He reviewed representational, identity, intentional, external, and informational theories. 
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Luca Pacioli [Pacioli, Luca] 

mathematician 

Italy 

1509 

On Divine Proportion [1509] 

He lived 1445 to 1514. Ratios relate to beauty. 

 

Alexander G. Baumgarten [Baumgarten, Alexander G.] 

philosopher 

Berlin, Germany 

1739 to 1750 

Metaphysics [1739]; Aesthetics [1750] 

He lived 1714 to 1762 and studied art and nature of beauty. 

 

German Idealism 

philosophy 

Europe 

1750 to 1830 

German idealism and literature started from ideas about aesthetics. 

 

Aesthetic Philosophy 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1760 

School included Baumgarten. 

 

Friedrich Schlegel [Schlegel, Friedrich] 

poet 

Vienna, Austria 

1819 to 1823 

Lessons on the History of Philosophy [1819 to 1823] 

He lived 1772 to 1829 and compared classic poetry to romantic poetry using Romantic School of Criticism. Beauty 

is an Idea manifested in matter. Irony can oppose finite {appearance, Schlegel} to infinite {Idea, Schlegel} {infinite, 

Schlegel}, as in Romantic poetry. 

 

Eugene Veron [Veron, Eugene] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1878 



Aesthetics [1878] 

He lived 1825 to 1889. People should express what they feel {emotive theory of art, Veron}. 

 

Suzanne K. Langer [Langer, Suzanne K.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1942 

Philosophy in a New Key [1942] 

She lived 1895 to 1985 and studied music aesthetics. Music causes structured feeling, with symbols that have no 

specific meaning. Structural differences between language and music make language unable to express musical 

feelings. 

 

Benedetto Croce [Croce, Benedetto] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

1902 to 1917 

Philosophy of the Spirit [1902 to 1917]; Notes on Aesthetics: Four Lessons [1917] 

He lived 1866 to 1952 and was idealist. 

Aesthetics 

Art is individual and not categorizable but embodies universals in individuality. Art is to make beautiful objects 

embodying artist feelings. Art involves imagination, which conceives images to express subjects or objects. It needs no 

skill. Art enjoyment comes from pleasure that people feel inside as they form same perfect underlying image that they 

observe. 

Epistemology 

People use intuition to know particular things and other things that have no concepts. 

Metaphysics 

Spirit has four aspects: aesthetic, economic, ethical, and logical. 

 

Bernard Bosanquet [Bosanquet, Bernard] 

philosopher 

England 

1915 

Three Lectures on Aesthetics [1915] 

He lived 1848 to 1923 and was Idealist. Whole needs both beautiful and ugly. The beautiful and ugly can have social 

or moral value. Society defines self. 

 

Kuki Shuzo [Shuzo, Kuki] 

philosopher 

Kyoto, Japan 

1930 

Structure of Iki [1930] 

He lived 1888 to 1943 and wrote about aesthetics. 

 

Nelson Goodman [Goodman, Nelson] 

philosopher 

USA 

1951 to 1983 

Structure of Appearance [1951 and 1977]; Languages of Art [1968]; Problems and Projects [1972]; Fact, Fiction and 

Forecast [1954 and 1983: first and fourth editions] 

He lived 1906 to ? and studied part and whole relations {mereology, Goodman}. 

Aesthetics 

General theories of symbols can explain art. Art can be allographic or autographic, based on meaning. 

Epistemology 

Phenomena have basic sensory units, from which experiences are made. Classes with same elements are the same, 

no matter their names. Regularities in nature are not necessarily useful for prediction, because predictions can depend 

on changes that people know will happen at future times {new riddle of induction}. Regularities up until now confirm 



the predictions that there will be no change and that something will change at time in the future {grue}. Only 

unchanging predictions can use regularities. Conditional can have false antecedent (counterfactual). False antecedent is 

typically false because it is hypothetical. 

 

Monroe C. Beardsley [Beardsley, Monroe C.] 

philosopher 

England/USA 

1954 to 1970 

Intentional Fallacy [1954: with W. K. Wimsatt, Jr.]; Aesthetics [1958]; Aesthetics from Classical Greece to the 

Present [1960]; Possibility of Criticism [1970] 

He lived 1915 to 1985. 

Aesthetics 

People can interpret artworks using creator's intentions, but should not. Works can contain only some aspects of 

creator intentions and not contain others {intentional fallacy}. People should study texts using only the words {new 

criticism}, not author intentions, history, feelings, or beliefs. 

Epistemology 

Truth is only in the text, because author had no intentions, feelings, or historical knowledge or used only part of 

them. 

 

Ernst Gombrich [Gombrich, Ernst] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1956 

Art and Illusion [1956] 

He lived 1909 to 2001. Repetitions and symmetries are appealing, because they allow prediction, control, and 

survival. 

 

Frank Sibley [Sibley, Frank] 

philosopher 

USA 

1959 

Aesthetic Concepts [1959] 

He lived 1923 to 1996. No criteria or assumption should apply to aesthetics. 

 

Arthur C. Danto [Danto, Arthur C.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1964 to 1981 

Artworld [1964]; Transfiguration of the Commonplace [1981] 

He lived 1924 to ?. Art uses different numerical identification than used in factual statements. Art has complex 

properties that are not expressible in scientific terms. 

 

Richard Wollheim [Wollheim, Richard] 

philosopher 

USA 

1965 to 1999 

Art and Its Objects [1980] 

He lived 1923 to 2003. Painting and sculpture have different aesthetics than literature and music, because they have 

different compositional principles and structural forms. 

 

Daniel E. Berlyne [Berlyne, Daniel E.] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1971 to 1974 

Aesthetics and Psychobiology [1971]; Studies in the new experimental aesthetics [1974: editor] 

He lived 1924 to 1976. Aesthetic behavior relates to exploratory behavior. 



 

George Dickie [Dickie, George] 

philosopher 

USA 

1974 

Art and the Aesthetic [1974] 

He lived 1895 to 1985. History and culture affect arts {institutional theory of art, Dickie}. 

 

Joseph Margolis [Margolis, Joseph] 

philosopher 

USA 

1980 to 1994 

Art and Philosophy [1980]; Culture and Cultural Entities [1984]; Interpretation Radical but not Unruly: The New 

Puzzle of the Arts and History [1994] 

He lived 1924 to ?. Art is about physical and material individual objects. Material object expresses {embodiment} 

emergent properties about interpretations and intentions. Intentions can be numerous and conflict. 
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Pre-Socratic philosophers 

philosophic school 

Greece 

-600 to -400 

Before Socrates, Ionian Philosophers {Milesian Nature Philosophers}, and Sophists later, used rational inquiry based 

on observation and inference, rejected human or divine authority, and studied mind, soul, and psyche. Only matter 

exists. Things change. Objects have properties that change affects. Matter changes by change. 

 

Thales of Miletus 

philosopher/mathematician/physicist 

Miletus, Ionia 

-590 to -560 

On the Solstice [-590 to -560]; On the Equinox [-590 to -560]; Nautical Star Guide [-590 to -560] 

He lived -624 to -547, described Babylonian geometry for calculating heights and distances, was first known 

Western philosopher and scientist, and began Milesian School (Ionian School). He founded Greek geometry, 

astronomy, and philosophy. He formalized empirical measuring techniques by making axioms and proving theorems. 

He studied static electricity. 

Epistemology 

Experience and thought are different. Experience can be illusory or ambiguous, because objects are too small, sense 

organs are faulty, or people perceive something that is not there. Thought can be opinion or fact. 

Metaphysics 

Water is common principle of universe. 

 

Eleatic 

philosophic school 

Elea, Italy 

-540 to -430 

School included Parmenides, Zeno of Elea, and Melissus. Only deduction from accepted principles and ideas can 

reveal truth, not sensations. Only identities are true, because world is one unified thing, so no relations are possible. All 

other principles can reduce to contradictions {reductio ad absurdum, Eleatic}. 

 

Xenophanes of Colophon 

philosopher 

Colophon, Greece 

-530 to -500 

On Nature [-530 to -500] 



He lived -560 to -470. He believed in one god, which was not a person but was god-like and reasonable. People can 

only know their experience but can form opinions about other ideas. 

 

Antisthenes 

philosopher 

Greece 

-500 to -400 

He lived -444 to -371, founded Cynic school, and influenced Diogenes. Contradiction is impossible. 

 

Parmenides of Elea 

philosopher 

Elea, Italy/Velia, Italy 

-490 to -460 

On Nature [-490 to -460: poem] 

He lived -515 to -450, was Eleatic, and wrote first reasoning from premises to conclusions. 

Epistemology 

Thinking exists and uses objects that exist. Truths can only be about things that exist. Truths name states. False 

statements name nothing and have no meaning. People can use same word at all times. Therefore, object must always 

exist, so nothing changes. Thought content is unchanging substance, because all thoughts are about something, and 

people can think about all beings. Non-Being cannot be thought about or exist. Plurality and empty space are only 

appearance, not truth. 

Metaphysics 

Existence is eternal, unified, unchanging, perfect, real, material, homogeneous, and finite. Existence fills space. 

Space is not empty but is substance. Objects have substance, which persists or exists, and in which qualities and 

predicates inhere. Change is an illusion. 

 

Zeno of Elea 

philosopher 

Elea, Italy 

-470 to -450 

Dialectics [-470 to -450] 

He lived -495 to -435, associated with Parmenides, and founded Eleatic School. He invented the dialectic and 

invented paradoxes about infinite numbers of steps and changes. The paradoxes arise because they divide continuous 

motion into infinite steps, but the infinite is not real. 

To go finite length, one must go through half, then half of that, and so on, through infinite number of steps or points 

{Dichotomy} {Racecourse}. 

If tortoise has head start, Achilles arrives at tortoise starting point only after tortoise has left, so Achilles can never 

catch up to tortoise {Achilles and the Tortoise}. 

Because no movement can happen through instant, at any instant, arrow is at fixed position, so arrow is at rest. At 

next instant, arrow is also at fixed position and at rest {The Arrow}. 

Assume one row stands still, second row moves left in one instant, and third row moves right in the same instant. 

Second and third rows move one distance unit and are two units apart. The second and third rows were one unit apart at 

"half-instant". Because instant is the smallest time, no relative motion can really happen {Stadium} {Moving Rows} 

{Row of Solids}. 

Metaphysics 

Real motion does not exist. The sum of an infinite number of infinitely small quantities can equal either zero or 

infinity, and so both a finite and infinite number. Finite and infinite numbers are unlike each other, so such sums are 

both like and unlike, which should be impossible. Things can divide or bind infinitely, and so size can be both zero and 

infinite. Zero and infinite are unlike, so objects are both like and unlike themselves, which should be impossible. The 

paradoxes show motion is impossible. No motion can happen, because motion must pass through an infinite number of 

points to get from one point to another. At any instant, motion is infinitely small. If space and time are divisible, motion 

is impossible and cannot start. 

Motion amount is relative, because measurement differs in different reference frames. Only one real thing exists. 

 

Protagoras of Abdera 

philosopher 



Greece 

-460 to -430 

Truth or Refutations [-460 to -430]; On the Gods [-460 to -430] 

He lived -490 to -420, founded Sophist School, wrote book about argumentation, and was skeptic. Older Sophists 

were Protagoras, Gorgias, Hippias, and Prodicus. 

Epistemology 

Perceptions differ from actual objects. People can know perception contents but cannot know objects. Perceptions 

depend on moving elements. Perception differences depend on moving-element speed and direction differences. People 

perceive objects in individual ways. Perceptions are true but only for that person at that time. It is impossible to prove 

errors and contradictions. Therefore, man is the measure of all things. 

Perceptions include feelings and desires, so ideas of good and worth are also individual. 

The only true knowledge is perception. People cannot know about gods. 

Ethics 

People have a sense of justice and a sense of respect for ethical behavior, which is like sense of reverence. These 

feelings cause people to form societies for self-preservation. Society helps people live in harsh world, and virtues help 

society. Ethics must be about action consequences and possible alternative actions. 

Politics 

Nature requires that things should develop, control, and express all possibilities and desires. People should follow 

only impulses and desires, to reach goals and express personality. However, strongest-group or strongest-party interests 

determine moral and political law. Ruling class invented gods. In democracy, laws protect the weak. In other 

government forms, laws protect ruling class. Moral and political laws are against law of nature for most people in 

society. Therefore, one should only obey law if it is advantageous. 

 

Sophists 

philosophic school 

Athens, Greece 

-450 to -350 

Protagoras, Isocrates, Hecataeus, Herodotus, Thucydides, Thrasymachus, Gorgias, Gorgias' student Callicles, 

Hippias, Prodicus, Cratylus, and Antiphon studied human nature, behavior, thinking processes, grammar, and semantics 

and criticized society. 

Epistemology 

Skilled public speaking and rhetoric can prove almost anything, so people must maintain skepticism. People cannot 

prove opinion but can prove that one opinion is better than others. 

Ethics 

Individuals are valuable. Knowledgeable people are useful and successful, so education is important. 

Politics 

Nobility, slavery, bad treatment of women, and unequal education and property are bad. People must obey laws. 

 

Socrates 

philosopher 

Athens, Greece 

-440 to -399 

He lived -470 to -399 and emphasized moderation, friendship, and courage. He claimed he knew nothing. He 

criticized Sophists for word play, smugness, paradox, imitation, and failing to examine their ideas. 

Epistemology 

Knowledge need be only about practical life and relations with others. All other knowledge is unnecessary to live 

proper life. 

Truth is absolute. No one can know final truth or have real knowledge, and obtaining this insight is the beginning of 

knowledge {Socratic irony, Socrates}. 

Concept is the common part among perceptions or opinions about something. To reveal concept essence, clarify 

perceptions and opinions and make them consistent. Socrates did this using inductive argument. He questioned others, 

got them to agree on facts, drew out definitions, found contradictions and fallacies, found incomplete ideas and 

completed them, ended false beliefs, obtained understanding, and reached agreed conclusions {Socratic method, 

Socrates} {method of elenchus, Socrates} {method of refutation, Socrates}. 

Socratic method modified Sophist debating contests. 



Ethics 

Absolute good exists. The good is what is useful, profitable, or suited to the purpose in subject or activity. 

The good requires conformity to law even if law is unjust. People must suffer wrong rather than do wrong to 

overcome suffering. 

Knowledge teaches what is good and then proper action {virtue, Socrates} always follows, because doing good is the 

most advantageous for one's interests and purposes. "Knowledge is virtue." If one has knowledge, one automatically 

does the good, so no one does wrong intentionally {Socratic paradox}. Error causes doing wrong. 

Seeking knowledge, and especially self-knowledge, is an ethical duty, because it leads to virtue. Self-examination 

and questioning give self-knowledge. "Know thyself." People can make themselves be excellent and function well 

{arete}. 

Friendship is helping each other to be better. 

Fear of death is not wise, because death can be greater good, such as eternal dreamless sleep or new world for 

immortal soul. However, no soul or life exists after death. 

Inner voice warns people when not to do something, especially about things too hard for knowledge. 

 

Gorgias of Leontini 

rhetorician 

Sicily/Athens, Greece 

-425 to -414 

On the Negative or On What Is Not [-425]; Encomium on Helen or Defense of Helen [-414]; Defense of Palomides 

[-425 to -414] 

He lived -483 to -376, was Sophist, and was Empedocles' pupil. Knowing and communicating object information is 

impossible, because thoughts and language are not the same as objects, and thoughts are not the same as language. 

Being is impossible, because the ideas of being and non-being contradict each other. 

 

Elian-Eretrian 

philosophic school 

Eretria, Greece 

-399 to -350 

School had followers of Socrates and included Phaedo and Menedemus. 

 

Diogenes of Sinope 

philosopher 

Sinope, Greece 

-370 to -330 

He lived -404 to -323 and was Cynic. He lived simply, with only cloak and sack, and lived in a tub before 

enslavement. He attacked vice, corruption, and folly. He kept looking for one virtuous man, while holding up his 

lantern. He told Alexander the Great to get out of his light. 

 

Cratylus 

philosopher 

Greece 

-360 

He said, "You cannot step twice into the same river". 

 

Skepticism 

philosophic school 

Greece 

-340 to -200 

Pyrrho founded school that included Plutarch, Bryso, Nauriphanes, Philo of Athens, Mencelus, Aristo, and Bion. 

Different appearance from different perspective can challenge appearance. New appearance requires fact, which also 

has different appearances or itself requires fact, and so to infinity. Therefore, no belief is knowledge, so there should be 

no beliefs about non-obvious things. People should not worry about beliefs and live life tranquilly. 

 

Pyrrho of Elis 

philosopher 



Greece/Rome, Italy 

-330 to -300 

He lived -365 to -270 and was the first Skeptic. His student was Timon of Phlius [-320 to -230]. 

Epistemology 

Knowledge cannot be certain, so people must suspend judgment and action {epoché}. Philosophy can find true 

nature of things and people's relations to objects, so people can know all action gains or losses. People cannot know 

true nature of things, only their feelings. People cannot know gain or loss and cannot choose correct action. People thus 

cannot really have passion or error. People should not worry {ataraxia, Pyrrho}, because beliefs are just as true as 

opposite beliefs, with no need to judge. 

 

Theophrastus 

philosopher 

Athens, Greece 

-322 to -287 

Metaphysics [-300] 

He lived -371 to -287, led Lyceum after Aristotle [-322 to -287], and studied cosmology and botany. The conclusion 

cannot be stronger than the weakest premise. 

 

Philo the Dialectician 

philosopher 

Greece 

-300 

He opposed the Master Argument. Ability to state a predicate makes it possible. A statement implies another if first 

statement is false or second statement is true {material implication, Philo}. 

 

Eubulides of Miletus 

philosopher 

Megara, Greece 

-300 to -250 

He developed liar paradox and masked man paradox {Eubulides paradox, Eubulides}. "This statement is false." 

 

empirical physicians 

philosophic school 

Greece/Rome, Italy 

-300 to -100 

School included Polynemus, Leontium, and Idomeneus. Only perceptions are knowledge, so knowledge comes by 

making observations. No causal theories are true. 

 

Diodorus Cronus 

philosopher 

Greece 

-294 to -284 

He lived -315 to -284, was of Megarian school, and worked on logic. Nothing is possible that neither is nor will be 

true {Master Argument} [-294 to -284]. The possible either is true or will be true. Possibility is impossible, because 

only actual is certainly possible. A possible that does not become real proves itself impossible. Only actual or 

impossible can happen. Impossible cannot result from possible. All past truths are necessary. 

 

Middle Academy or Second Academy 

philosophic school 

Greece 

-275 to -110 

School had followers of Plato and included the skeptics Arcesilaus of Pitane, Lacydes, Carneades, Diocles, 

Clitomachus, and Metrodorus. Sensations can be false, because true and false ones are the same to senses. Concepts or 

ideas have truth probability based on reasonableness and aptness. People can gain enough confidence to use it for 

action. Belief is greater if idea can relate to other ideas and experience, without contradiction. People should suspend 

judgment. 



 

Kazimierz Twardowski [Twardowski, Kazimierz] 

philosopher 

Poland 

1894 

On the Content and Object of Presentation [1894] 

He lived 1866 to 1938 and was Brentano's student. Phenomenon has content and object. The object of thought is not 

in the thought, which has different content type. All thoughts are about objects, but objects do not have to exist. Actions 

differ from products. 

 

Arcesilaus of Pitane 

philosopher 

Greece 

-268 to -240 

He lived -315 to -240, was skeptic, and led Middle Academy [-268 to -240]. 

 

Chrysippus 

philosopher 

Athens, Greece 

-240 to -207 

He lived -280 to -207, was third Stoic leader, and invented formal propositional logic. 

 

Skepticism 

philosophic school 

Greece/Rome, Italy 

-200 to 1 

School included Aenesidemus, Agrippa, and Lucian. 

Epistemology 

Effects have many possible causes, but people select only one, without sufficient reason. People ignore experience 

that disproves the cause. Perception is the only basis for finding causal sequence, so people should use only directly 

perceived cause, not general premise or law. Using material or immaterial force to explain cause is not good, because 

you must explain force. Using contact is not good, because you must define contact. The idea that causes are motion 

transfers has no clear definition. Time relations can be variable and relative. Nothing in itself is cause or effect. It only 

becomes cause in actual relation, so there cannot be an absolute cause, such as God. 

 

Carneades 

philosopher 

Greece 

-180 to -150 

He lived -214 to -129 and was skeptic. No premise is immediately certain, so people cannot know premise truth, so it 

is impossible to prove deductions. Knowledge is persuasive only, to show what is plausible {to pithanon}. What is 

origin of the bad? Why did God give people freedom to choose badly? Why does God allow bad choice to continue? 

 

Antiochus of Ascalon 

philosopher 

Athens, Greece 

-110 to -70 

Sosus [-90 to -79: against Sosus, Stoic philosopher]; Canons [-110 to -70]; On death [-110 to -70] 

He lived -130 to -68, was at New Academy, was pupil of Philo of Larissa [-110], and began Middle Platonists. He 

tried to go back to Plato's original teachings, using Stoic and eclectic ideas against skepticism. 

 

Aenesidemus of Knossos 

philosopher 

Greece 

-100 to -50 



Pyrrhonian thoughts or Pyrrhonian statements [-100 to -50]; On wisdom [-100 to -50]; On the search (for truth) [-

100 to -50]; Against wisdom [-100 to -50]; Outline of Pyrrhonism [-100 to -50] 

He founded Pyrrhonian Skepticism and was against Academy Platonists. He developed ten skepticism modes {trope, 

Aenesidemus}. Perception does not optimize. People differ in character and what they think is good. Objects present 

visual and other perceptions, and none is defining. Perceptions differ under different moods. Perceptions differ in 

different contexts. Nothing can separate from everything else, so properties are not definite. Properties differ depending 

on quantity, such as for medicine. Perception has viewpoint, so knowledge is relative. Value depends on frequency, so 

rare things and events are more valuable. Customs, education, and beliefs influence perception and judgment. 

 

Cato the Younger or Marcus Porcius Cato [Cato, Marcus Porcius] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

-63 to -46 

He lived -95 to -46, was Cato the Elder's great-grandson, was Stoic, and was famous for honesty. 

 

Skepticism 

philosophic school 

Rome, Italy 

1 to 200 

School included Sextus Empiricus, Maximus of Tyre, and Aelius Aristides. 

Epistemology 

Knowing perceptions and concepts is impossible, because perceptions differ with different people, animal types, 

customs, ages, times, bodily conditions, space relations, object states, and air or water states. Concepts and opinions 

have just as many good reasons as their opposites. No truth criterion exists. Only custom and convention make opinions 

prevail. Even the idea of knowledge impossibility is only belief. 

 

Agrippa 

philosopher 

Rome 

50 to 90 

Five Modes or Five Tropes [50 to 90] 

He lived ? to 92 and was Skeptic. Syllogisms are circular reasoning, because first particular fact justifies premise and 

then general premise proves particular fact. Assumptions, dissenting opinions, infinite regress and incompleteness, 

alternative relations, and circular reasoning {five tropes} make suspending judgment best. Reasoning requires multiple 

things to explain. 

 

Lucian of Samosata or Lucianos or Lucianus or Lucinus 

philosopher/writer 

Rome, Italy/Turkey/Greece 

150 to 170 

Alexander the False Prophet or Alexander the Oracle-Monger [150 to 170]; Passing of Peregrinus [150 to 170]; 

Dream [150 to 170]; Doubly Indicted [150 to 170]; Fisher [150 to 170]; Apology [150 to 170]; Phalaris or Cruelty [150 

to 170: Phalaris ruled Agrigentum, Sicily, cruelly from -570 to -554]; Slander [150 to 170]; True Story [150 to 170]; 

Dialogues of the Gods [170: satire]; Dialogues of the Dead [170: satire] 

He lived 125 to 180 and was Skeptic. 

 

Sextus Empiricus 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

200 

Outlines of Pyrrhonism [200]; Against the Dogmatists [200]; Against the Professors [200] 

He was Skeptic. 

 

Arnobius 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 



284 to 305 

Against the Heathens [284 to 305] 

He was Christian apologist. People must have faith in revelation. People cannot know God, because knowledge 

comes only through senses. 

 

Mohammad ibn Zakariya al-Razi [al-Razi, Mohammad ibn Zakariya] or Rhazes or Abu Bakr Mohammad Ibn 

Zakariya al-Razi [al-Razi, Abu Bakr Mohammad Ibn Zakariya] or Ibn Zakaria [Zakaria, Ibn] or Zakariya 

philosopher/physician/alchemist 

Baghdad, Iraq/Rey (Tehran), Persia 

900 to 920 

Philosophical Way of Life [900 to 920]; Encyclopedic Book of Medicine [900 to 920]; Secrets [900]; Secret of 

Secrets [900] 

He lived 864 to 930, classified chemicals, distilled alcohol, and synthesized sulfuric acid. 

 

Abu Nassr Farabi [Farabi, Abu Nassr] or al-Farabi 

philosopher 

Turkey/Baghdad, Iraq 

900 to 930 

Utterances Used in Logic [900 to 930]; Book of Letters [900 to 930]; Attainment of Happiness [900 to 930]; 

Political Regime [900 to 930]; Ideas of the Inhabitants of the Virtuous City [900 to 930]; On the Perfect State [900 to 

930]; Commentary and Short Treatise on Aristotle's De Interpretatione [900 to 930] 

He lived 872 to 950, was neo-Platonist, and was Second Teacher. He wrote about prophecy and knowledge and 

analyzed language with new linguistics. He wrote about politics as metaphysics, which Shi'a politicians used in 

sixteenth century. 

Metaphysics 

In Islamic philosophy, God is the only ultimate reality and unity. Only such knowledge is necessary. God's 

omniscience of facts does not necessitate determinism, because facts are not necessary. Determinism is not about 

existence but about essence. 

 

Abu al-Hasan al-Ash'ari [al-Ash'ari, Abu al-Hasan] 

philosopher 

Baghdad, Iraq 

912 

Treatise on Principles of Religion [912] 

He lived 873 to 935, was of Arabian Philosophy, founded Ash'ari school of Sunni Islam, and was against 

rationalism. 

 

Anti-Scholastics 

philosophic school 

Europe 

950 to 1180 

School included Gerbert (Pope Sylvester II), Fulbert, Hildebert of Lavardin, Gauthier of St. Victor, John of 

Salisbury, Arnold of Brescia, William of St. Thierry, Adam du Petit-Pont, Nicolas of Medan, Alberic of Rheims, 

Gilbert the Universal, Ulger, Joscelin of Vierzy, Cluny Carthusian, and Bruno Cistercian. Bruno Cistercian later 

became a Roman Catholic saint. 

 

Avicenna or Ibn Sina [Sina, Ibn] or Abu Ali Seena [Seena, Abu Ali] or Abu Ali al-Husayn ibn Abd-Allah ibn 

Sina [Sina, Abu Ali al-Husayn ibn Abd-Allah ibn] or Supreme Master 

philosopher/physician/alchemist 

Bokhara 

1010 to 1030 

Book of Salvation [1010 to 1030: philosophy]; Book of Directives and Remarks [1010 to 1030: philosophy]; Canon 

of Medicine [1010 to 1030]; Book of Healing [1010 to 1030]; Virtuous City [1010 to 1030] 

He lived 981 to 1037, developed Islamic philosophy based on Aristotle, studied the intellectually intelligible, and 

studied statement time types. His students were Gorgani and Bahmanyar, in Muslim Peripatetic School. 



Epistemology 

Prophecy is knowledge about mystical experiences. 

Metaphysics 

Necessary being and possible {contingent} being both exist. One being, God, has identical essence and existence and 

so is necessary {existence, Avicenna} {Avicennan proof of existence}. All other existences come from Necessary 

Being by a hierarchy of existences, in which higher things determine lower-thing essences. Vacuum is impossible. 

 

Scholastic Realism 

philosophic school 

France/England 

1050 to 1200 

School included Anselm of Canterbury, William of Champeaux, Bernard of Chartres, William of Conches, Gantier 

of Martagno, Walter of Montagne, Adelard of Bath, and Bernhard of Tours. All were Platonists, except Bernhard of 

Tours. 

 

Anselm 

bishop 

Canterbury, England 

1070 to 1093 

Monologues [1070 to 1093]; Discourse [1070 to 1093]; On Truth [1070 to 1093]; On the Fall of the Devil [1070 to 

1093]; Why Did God Become Man? [1070 to 1093] 

He lived 1033 to 1109, was Benedictine, was archbishop, upheld church's power to appoint bishops [1093], and is 

Father of Scholasticism. He said, "I believe so I may understand" {credo ut intelligam}. 

Epistemology 

Understanding needs faith. 

People can conceive of highest being. 

Ethics 

All things should be their best. People strive for their benefit and for justice. 

Metaphysics 

God exists, as shown by the following argument {ontological argument, Anselm}. Mind can conceive of existence 

that is greater than anything else conceivable, and this must actually be the greatest thing in reality, because existence is 

necessary to be good and highest. 

Highest being that causes all other being through its essence must exist, because cause must be greater than effect. 

Highest being can only exist by its essence as necessity, because it is being itself. All good things must come from and 

through supreme, self-existing, necessary, perfect, universal, single, and whole being. Things are similar to the supreme 

but in different degrees. God created everything, which is in God. Amount of being is amount of Good. 

 

Scholastic Nominalism 

philosophic school 

France 

1095 

School included Roscelin or Roscellinus. 

 

Conceptualism 

philosophic school 

France/England 

1100 to 1150 

School included Abelard, Gilbert de la Porree, and John of Salisbury. Categories and rules are mental concepts 

shared by people that respond to similar world with similar minds {Conceptualism}. Universals are real insofar as they 

express similarities or essential object characteristics to which people respond to make concepts or dispositions. 

 

Sententiaries or Summists 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1100 to 1350 



School included Lanfranc, Peter of Lombard, Robert Pulleyn, Peter of Poitiers, Peter Comester, Alanus Ryssel, Yves 

of Chartres, Rodulphus Arden, Anselm of Leon, William of Champeaux, Robert of Melun, Abelard, and Gregory of 

Rimini. 

 

William of Champeaux or Guillaume de Champeaux [Champeaux, Guillaume de] 

philosopher 

Champeaux, France 

1109 to 1121 

He lived 1070 to 1121, was Scholastic Realist, was Abelard's teacher, founded monastic school of St. Victor [1109], 

and was bishop of Châlons-en-Champagne [1113 to 1121]. 

 

Bernard of Clairvaux 

priest/abbot/architect 

Clairvaux, France 

1115 to 1153 

Apology [1120 to 1140]; Cistercian Abbey [1115 to 1153: Romanesque church in Cistercian style] 

He lived 1091 to 1153. Faith, authority, and tradition are more important than knowledge, reason, and science. His 

abbey was an important reformed Cistercian monastery. 

 

Pierre Abelard [Abelard, Pierre] or Peter Abelard [Abelard, Peter] 

priest/scholar 

Cluny, France 

1120 to 1140 

Aye and Nay [1120]; Dialectics [1121 to 1125: logic]; Story of My Misfortunes [1132: including Letter of Heloise 

and Abelard]; Introduction to Theology [1136 to 1140] 

He lived 1079 to 1142, was nominalist Scholastic, founded University of Paris, and loved Héloïse. He studied under 

Roscelin and William of Champeaux. 

Epistemology 

Antecedent and consequent can logically relate {relevance logic, Abelard} by sharing word or variable or by being 

dependent. 

Ideal forms {universal, Abelard} have basis in particulars, as features shared by many things, but they exist only in 

thought and speech. Use in thought or judgment defines universal. Universal acquires meaning from perception and 

sense experience and is not just convention. Universals are real insofar as they express similarities or essential object 

characteristics to which people respond to make concepts or dispositions {conceptualism, Abelard}. 

Body sense qualities are confused ideas, held in imagination or perception. Reason uses sense qualities to build 

intuitions {full perception} of objects and then concepts and judgments. Then reason can form opinions, have faith, 

have knowledge, and know universals. 

Necessity about things {de re}, as used in sentences, differs from necessity about words {de dicto}, as used in 

predicates. 

Revelation does not give truth or knowledge. 

Ethics 

Goodness and perfection are separate from reality and being. 

Thoughts, feelings, and desires do not cause evil. Good and evil are not actions in themselves but decisions of will. 

Consent to do bad thing is evil, not act itself, because will is action cause. If will has decided to do evil, it is evil, even 

if no act happens. Conscience allows will to know God's will, so if will goes against conscience, it has done evil. 

Moral natural law {God's will} is the same for all people, but sin obscures it. Some people know it better than others. 

Law 

Human convention makes some laws {positive law, Abelard} {jus positivum}. 

Metaphysics 

Higher than universals are God's ideas, which create world. Universals can exist before world as God's ideas, in 

world as quality similarities and after world as mental concepts, ideas derived from Avicenna. 

 

Adelard of Bath 

philosopher 

Bath, England 

1137 



Natural Questions [1137] 

He lived 1075 to 1160. Common qualities found in existing individual objects are universals but are not real, only 

conventions {indifferentism}. 

 

Peter Lombard [Lombard, Peter] or Master of Sentences 

philosopher/theologian 

Paris, France 

1145 to 1160 

Book of Sentences [1145 to 1160: compares many sources on theological points] 

He lived 1100 to 1160, was Sententiary or Summist, became professor [1145], and was bishop of Paris [1159]. 

 

Shihab al-Din Yahya Sohravardi [Sohravardi, Shihab al-Din Yahya] or Shihab al-Din Yahya ibn Habash ibn 

Amirak Abu'l-Futuh al-Suhrawardi [al-Suhrawardi, Shihab al-Din Yahya ibn Habash ibn Amirak Abu'l-Futuh] 

or Shihaboddin Yahya [Yahya, Shihaboddin] or al-Maqtul or Slain 

philosopher 

Aleppo 

1180 to 1190 

Intimations [1180 to 1190] 

He lived 1154 to 1191 and founded Islamic, non-Aristotelian Illuminationist School. 

Epistemology 

Essential light inside objects and subjects allows perception and knowledge {illumination philosophy} {philosophy 

of illumination}. 

Universal statements true now can be invalid in the future. 

People can know object essence by special faculty {knowledge by presence}. 

Sensations and reasons connect in middle world, which allows prophecy and magic {mundus imaginalis}. 

Politics 

Enlightened politics has rule by people with knowledge, power, and sense of justice. 

 

Scholasticism or Schoolmen 

philosophic school 

Paris, France 

1200 to 1300 

School {Scholasticism} included Alexander of Hales, Vincent of Beauvais, Bonaventura, Petrus Hispanus (Pope 

John XXI), Raymond Lully, John of La Rochelle, Pope Alexander III, Thomas à Becket, William of St. Amour, Johann 

of Rochelle, and Alfred the Englishman (Alfredde Sereschal). Bonaventura later became a Roman Catholic saint. It 

combined Augustine's and Aristotle's ideas. The biggest question {Scholastic controversy}, mainly at University of 

Paris, was whether object essences are real {realism, Scholasticism} or only concepts {nominalism, Scholasticism}. 

Epistemology 

Analyze text into propositions. Add questions and possible answers. Put all arguments into syllogism chains to prove 

or refute answers {Scholastic method, Scholasticism}. 

Metaphysics 

Concept hierarchy corresponds to natural values. Universal relations are world essences. Nature's beauty and 

perfection manifest God's will. World essence is feeling, will, and personality. 

 

Alexander of Hales 

philosopher 

France 

1220 to 1245 

He lived 1178 to 1245, was Scholastic, and taught Bonaventura. 

 

Great Scholastics 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1220 to 1274 



School had Dominicans and included Albertus Magnus or Albert of Bollstadt, Hugh of Strasbourg, Ulrich of 

Strasbourg, Humbert, Gerard of Bologna, Thomas Aquinas, Giles of Rome, Giles of Lessines, and Godfrey of 

Fontaine. 

 

Albertus Magnus or Albert the Great 

philosopher 

Bollstadt, Germany 

1240 to 1270 

On plants [1240 to 1270]; Summary of Theology [1240 to 1270] 

He lived 1193 to 1280, was Dominican, and taught Aquinas. Church mysteries cannot be rational. Faith depends on 

revelation about topics for which philosophy has no answers. Faith and revelation are above reason but not contrary to 

reason. Theology and philosophy share same principles, which soul knows. 

 

Peter of Spain or Petrus Hispanus Portugalensis [Portugalensis, Petrus Hispanus] 

philosopher 

Spain 

1250 to 1270 

Summary of Logic [1250 to 1270] 

He lived 1215 to 1277 and became Pope John XXI. *Negation can apply to sentences with quantities. NOT every a 

is b, so Every a is NOT b {equipollence, Peter of Spain}. Different propositions have contexts that determine term 

references {supposition theory, Peter of Spain}. 

 

Roger Bacon [Bacon, Roger] 

philosopher 

England 

1267 

Opus Major [1267]; Opus Minor [1267]; Opus Tertium or Third Work [1267] 

He lived 1220 to 1292, opposed dogma, and was alchemist, natural scientist, and Franciscan. Science and faith are 

complementary. Visual perception depends on images {species, image} {image, species} that come from object 

through medium to eye. 

 

Giles of Rome 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

1270 to 1302 

Errors of the Philosophers [1270]; On Ecclesiastical Power [1302] 

He lived 1247 to 1316 and was Scholastic and Augustinian. 

 

Terminism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1300 to 1430 

School {Terminism} included William Durandus (Durand of St. Pourcain), Petrus Aureolus (Peter Auriol), William 

of Ockham, John of Jandun, Jean Buridan, Marsilius of Inghen in Netherlands, Pierre d'Ailly (Petrus de Alliaco), 

Johannes Gersen (Charlier), Marsiglio (Marsilius of Padua), Nicolas d'Oreame, Nicholas of Autrecourt, Albert of 

Saxony in Germany, Gabriel Biel, Stauptz, Nathan, and Henry of Hainbuch. It developed from Nominalism and 

opposed Realism of Thomism and Scotism. 

Epistemology 

Concepts are subjective signs or symbols for objective individual things {first intention term} {term of first 

intention}. Object signs are natural and real, because they are about objects. Universals are not things but are the way 

people can understand objects. Abstract knowledge has no objects and can be object-idea signs or symbols and signs of 

signs {second intention term} {term of second intention}. Signs of signs are personal, relative, and arbitrary, because 

they derive from people's ideas. 

Rational knowledge depends on object signs, not on objects themselves, and so depends on experience, not 

deduction. It is necessary to go beyond rational knowledge to know true reality and God. 



Ideas derived from other ideas are either about relations between ideas {logical idea} or about object relations 

{rational idea}. 

Human nature can know both types of signs and relations. 

Politics 

State is about temporal world, and church is about spiritual world. God does not ordain state. The state is an 

agreement among individuals for their interests. Human race does not exist as whole. 

 

William of Occam or William Ockham 

philosopher 

London, England 

1327 

Summary of Logic [1327] 

He lived 1285 to 1349, was Franciscan and nominalist, studied legal and property rights, and argued with Pope John 

XXII. He opposed William of Sherwood, Peter of Spain, and Walter Burleigh. He developed syllogisms with 

inferences, worked on modal logic, and studied logic of terms {supposition theory, Occam}. 

Epistemology 

Logic concepts are about meaning, not about mental states, and are natural objects or idea signs. Words are signs 

used by convention. Words have two uses: one is to represent object and the other is to have meaning. Rational soul 

knows immaterial world. Sensitive soul perceives material world. Sense knowledge is an object sign and is sensitive-

soul state or action. Sensations do not involve copying objects. Cause's powers, not God's will, cause causation, so he 

opposed Henry of Ghent. People should use as few concepts as necessary to explain idea {Ockham's razor, Occam}. 

Ethics 

Divine will is obligatory for all actions. 

Law 

Right is freedom and ability to act. Command or contract can make law. 

 

Nicholas of Autrecourt 

philosopher 

Autrecourt, France 

1335 to 1347 

Universal Treatise [1335]; Could the vision of any natural thing be naturally intensified? [1336 to 1339] 

He lived 1300 to 1369, was Terminist, and commented on Sentences of Abelard. The church condemned him [1347]. 

Because cause and effect differ and do not relate, effect must transform cause. 

 

Gregory of Rimini 

philosopher 

Rimini, Italy 

1342 

Commentary on the Sentences of Peter of Lombard [1342] 

He lived 1300 to 1358 and was Sententiary or Summist. 

 

Jean Buridan [Buridan, Jean] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1345 to 1360 

Sophisms on Meaning and Truth [1345 to 1350]; Summaries of Dialectics [1345 to 1350] 

He lived 1295 to 1360, was Terminist, invented theory of consequences, and studied syllogisms, inertia, and 

impetus. 

Epistemology 

Hungry donkey is between two haystacks that appear identical but starves because it cannot decide rationally which 

one to eat first {Buridan's ass}. Different propositions can have different contexts for same terms, and this affects term 

references {supposition theory}. Sentence inferences depend on suppositions. Supposition {personal supposition} can 

be about number of term or object, such as just one {discrete supposition} or at least one {determinate supposition}. 

Determinate supposition can be All or Some. Suppositions {material supposition} can be about speech or writing. 

Suppositions {formal supposition} can be about universals or ideas. 

 



John Wycliffe [Wycliffe, John] or John Wyclif [Wyclif, John] 

philosopher 

London, England 

1382 to 1384 

Summary of Theology [1382]; Summary of Being [1384] 

He lived 1320 to 1384 and was realist about universals. 

 

Thomas de Vio [Vio, Thomas de] or Cajetan 

philosopher 

Milan, Italy 

1499 

Analogy of Names [1499] 

He lived 1468 to 1534 and was Thomist and Dominican. By analogy, terms can be true of both God and finite 

things, because they have terms in differing proportions. Analogies can be about inequality, attributes, or proportion. 

Proportion is the only true analogy, because it is about same named thing in different amounts. The other two analogies 

compare different things. 

 

Peter Ramus [Ramus, Peter] or Petrus Ramus [Ramus, Petrus] or Pierre de la Ramée [Ramée, Pierre de la] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1549 

Arguments in Rhetoric Against Quintilian [1549] 

He lived 1515 to 1572. Rhetoric and grammar demonstrate that people can use reasoning at will. Answering question 

requires correct viewpoint {invention}. Selecting invention to apply to question requires judgment {judicium}. Good 

judgment selects correct viewpoint for question by relating subject and object using category, cause, effect, or relation. 

Person's judgments unite to build philosophical system. Judgments and system relate to God. 

 

Skepticism 

philosophic school 

France 

1550 to 1700 

School included Montaigne, Francois Sanchez, Pierre Charron, Francois de la Motte le Vayer, Rabelais, Samuel 

Sorbiere, Simon Foucher, Pierre Bayle, Agrippa, Bonaventura des Periers, and Omar Talon. 

 

Michel de Montaigne [Montaigne, Michel de] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1580 

Essays [1580: including Cannibals and the Apology for Raimond Sebond] 

He lived 1533 to 1592, was humanist, and emphasized instincts, faith, and irony of life. He developed Skepticism, 

based on Sextus Empiricus' and Pyrrho's ideas. 

 

François Sanchez [Sanchez, François] 

philosopher 

Spain/Lyon, France 

1581 

That nothing is known [1581] 

He lived 1550 to 1623 and developed doubt as method. He said Scholastic ideas and methods were too far from 

actual world. 

 

Pierre Charron [Charron, Pierre] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1594 to 1601 

Treatise on Three Truths [1594]; Sermons [1600]; Treatise on Wisdom [1601] 

He lived 1541 to 1603. Only faith can reveal true knowledge. Faith believes revealed knowledge. 



 

Francis Bacon [Bacon, Francis] 

statesman/philosopher/essayist 

London, England 

1597 to 1620 

New Atlantis [1597: about utopia]; Essays [1601]; Advancement of Learning [1605]; Novum Organum or New 

Organon: Directions for the Interpretation of Nature [1620: about inductive logic] 

He lived 1561 to 1626, became Attorney General [1607], and became Privy Council member. When Edward Coke, 

whom he was always against legally and personally, had to resign, he became Lord Chancellor, but he had to resign 

after it became public that he took bribes. 

He introduced scientific method, used inductive proof, founded empiricism, and classified all knowledge. He 

analyzed scholastic, humanistic, and mystical philosophy and separated science from philosophy. 

Epistemology 

Truth is more important than dogma. 

The basis of science should be an empirical technique of finding knowledge {induction, Bacon}. People should 

gather data, note associations and non-associations between characteristics and events, make hypothesis, and then test 

the hypothesis by trying to refute it or find exceptions to it. Experimental situation should be reproducible under same 

conditions. The induction process leads to more experiments and higher laws. People must observe and experiment, 

because only induction can lead to general knowledge. General knowledge then uses axioms for deduction. However, 

people should not over-generalize. It is not enough just to gather supporting data for hypothesis, but one must try to 

prove it false. 

Perception and memory errors cause false images and ideas {idols, Bacon}. Thinking can be imprecise and misuse 

language {marketplace idols} {idols of the marketplace}. Thinking uses previous beliefs {theater idols} {idols of the 

theater}. Thinking depends on nature, and human thinking has limitations {tribe idols} {idols of the tribe}. Thinking 

has differences among individual perceptions and thoughts {cave idols} {idols of the cave}. Using people as standard 

or model also causes these faults. Habits, individual limitations, personal prejudices, and personal feelings also cause 

these faults. Language ambiguity, word play, and concentration on word rather than idea or meaning can cause these 

faults. Philosophical dogma, history, tradition, uncritically accepted theories, conventional ideas, reliance on authority, 

anthropomorphism, and belief in order and purpose can cause these faults. 

Senses give no certain knowledge. People must eliminate errors added to perception by nature and self. Removing 

errors leaves knowledge and fact. 

Knowledge knows object formal cause {essence, formal cause}. Object experiences have three groups: ones in 

which object is present, ones in which it is absent, and ones in which it exhibits different intensities. Essence is present 

when object is present, absent when object is absent, and more when object is more. Essence can abstract from events 

involving object. Essence should not abstract from previous concepts. 

After finding essence, new situation should test it and related laws. Best situations allow choice between two 

hypotheses. Building up laws allows general explanation. 

Power over nature, to better things, is reason to gain knowledge. Using organized invention and technology can 

make continual progress. Knowledge is power. 

Politics 

Law should be certain. Society should improve people's wealth through research and invention. Royal power is 

greater than law and Parliament. 

 

Experience Philosophy 

philosophic school 

England 

1600 to 1620 

School included Francis Bacon. 

 

Scientific Writers 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1600 to 1700 

School included Kepler, Galileo, Newton, Boyle, Huygens, Walter von Tschirnhausen in medicine, Leibniz, and 

Pierre Huet. 

 



Antonio Rubio [Rubio, Antonio] 

philosopher 

Mexico 

1605 

Mexican Logic [1605] 

He lived 1548 to 1615 and was scholastic. 

 

Materialism 

philosophic school 

England/France 

1630 to 1700 

School included Hobbes and Pierre Bayle. 

 

Anton Arnauld [Arnauld, Anton] 

philosopher 

France 

1641 to 1683 

Objections to the Meditations [1641]; Logic or The Art of Thought or Port-Royal Logic [1662: with Pierre Nicole]; 

Treatise on Truth and Falsehood [1683] 

He lived 1612 to 1694. He criticized Descartes' idea of pure mind, Malebranche's ideas about perception, and 

Leibniz's ideas about substances, in letters to Leibniz. 

 

Materialism 

philosophic school 

Italy 

1680 

School included Gassendi. 

 

English Sensualism or Sensational School 

philosophic school 

England 

1690 to 1790 

School included Locke, Hume, and Adam Smith. 

 

Enlightenment or Age of Reason 

philosophy 

Europe 

1690 to 1800 

In Enlightenment, metaphysics declined in favor of studying practical questions, order, and structure. The 

Enlightenment depended on Cartesian and Terminist ideas. Hartley, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, and Scottish School were 

in England. Bayle, Voltaire, Encyclopedists, and Rousseau were in France. Berlin Academy, Leibniz, and Wolff were 

in Germany. 

 

Rationalism or German Enlightenment 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1700 to 1790 

School included Leibniz, Goethe, Helvetius, Christian Thomasius, Arthur Collier, and John Norris. Feelings are 

separate from reason, will, and perception. Feelings connect with pleasure and pain. People practice moral principles to 

increase utility. 

 

Geometrical Method 

philosophic school 

Germany/France 

1710 to 1770 

School included M. G. Hansch and G. Ploucquet. 



 

Geometric Method Controversy 

philosophic school 

France/Germany 

1720 to 1780 

In Germany, reconcilers included J. F. Budde, J. J. Brucker, D. Tiedman, J. Lossius, and A. Platner. In France, 

opponents included Pierre Crousaz, Andreas Rudiger, and C. A. Crusius. 

 

Associational Psychology 

philosophic school 

England/Scotland 

1720 to 1820 

School included Peter Brown, David Hartley, Abraham Tucker, Joseph Priestley, John Tooke, Erasmus Darwin, and 

Thomas Brown. 

 

Abraham Tucker [Tucker, Abraham] or Edward Search [Search, Edward] 

philosopher 

London, England 

1740 to 1774 

Light of Nature Pursued [1768 to 1778] 

He lived 1705 to 1774 and was Associational Psychologist. 

 

French Sensualism 

philosophic school 

France 

1740 to 1810 

School included Boerhave, Julian Lamettrie, Charles Bonnet, Étienne de Condillac, Pierre Cabanis, and Antoine De 

Stutt de Tracy. 

 

Étienne de Condillac [Condillac, Étienne de] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1746 to 1754 

Essay on the Origin of Human Knowledge [1746]; Treatise on Sensation [1754] 

He lived 1715 to 1780 and was philosophe. He tried to make science of ideas {idéologie}. 

Epistemology 

All knowledge depends on senses {sensationalism, Condillac}. Data infer perceptions. For example, people do not 

see retinal images but external objects. All ideas are sense qualities or sense-quality transformations. Morals, 

abstraction, will, imagination, and judgment come from perceptions. Consciousness automatically senses sense-quality 

relations to themselves and self, because they are all in same consciousness. Knowledge is consciousness of idea 

relations. The chief relation is equality. Knowledge expresses unknown ideas in terms of known. Logic is general 

language grammar. Languages are how people analyze ideas and phenomena. 

 

Skepticism 

philosophic school 

France 

1750 to 1770 

School included Maupertuis, d'Alembert, Buffon, Jean Robinet, Marmontel, Marquis de Vauvenargues, and Marquis 

de Mirabeau. 

 

Encyclopedists or Philosophes 

philosophic school 

Paris, France 

1750 to 1772 

Encyclopedia [1772: summarized theoretical and practical knowledge in 28 volumes] 



School included Diderot, d'Alembert, and Turgot. Mental activities result from tiny nerve motions or chemical 

changes. 

 

Empirical Psychology 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1750 to 1790 

School included Casimir von Creuz, J. G. Kruger, J. J. Hentsch, J. F. Weiss, F. von Irwing, Moritz, G. F. Meier, and 

J. G. Sulzer. 

 

Empiricism 

philosophic school 

France 

1750 to 1790 

School included Denis Diderot, Montesquieu, Voltaire, and Rousseau. 

 

Kantian 

philosophic school 

Jena, Germany 

1750 to 1880 

Kant founded school that included Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, Johann von Schiller, Goethe, J. H. Lambert, N. 

Tetens, J. S. Beck, Solomon Maimon, E. Schmid, Jakob Fries, and Karl L. Reinhold, at University of Jena. 

 

Johann Hamann [Hamann, Johann] 

philosopher/theologian 

Königsberg, Germany 

1759 to 1784 

Socratic Memorabilia [1759]; Aesthetics in a Nutshell [1761]; Golgatha and Scheblimini [1784] 

He lived 1730 to 1788 and was Pietist. Consciousness has unity. Senses are not separate from understanding. 

Language is the basic unifying activity of reason and consciousness. 

 

Gotthold Ephraim Lessing [Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1766 to 1780 

Laocöon: On the Limits of Painting and Poetry [1766]; Hamburg Dramaturgy [1769]; Education of the Human Race 

[1780] 

He lived 1729 to 1781 and was Kantian. 

 

Jean-François de Saint-Lambert [Saint-Lambert, Jean-François de] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1769 

Seasons [1769: including Autumn and Summer Wind] 

He lived 1716 to 1803. Idea contents and idea forms and relations are two distinct things. Contents come from 

perception, but form is from mind. 

 

Georg Christof Lichtenberg [Lichtenberg, Georg Christof] 

philosopher 

Göttingen, Germany 

1778 

On Physiognomy [1778] 

He lived 1742 to 1799 and was skeptic and aphorist. 

 

Franc Samuel Karpe [Karpe, Franc Samuel] 

philosopher 



Slovakia 

1780 to 1800 

He lived 1747 to 1806, was part of Slovene Cultural Revival, and studied associative psychology. 

 

Johann G. Herder [Herder, Johann G.] 

lawyer 

Weimar, Thuringia, Germany 

1784 to 1799 

Ideas for the Philosophy of the History of Mankind [1784 to 1791]; Metacritique on the Critique of Pure Reason 

[1799] 

He lived 1744 to 1803 and wrote about law. 

Epistemology 

Senses are not separate from understanding. Living people unify sensations and consciousness or understanding as 

feeling. Feeling unifies senses and turns sounds into thought and language by revealing or bringing to consciousness 

innate ideas. 

All languages derive from one language. Language is the basic unifying activity of reason and consciousness. 

Language arose from people's nature. Language includes both emotion and reason, showing that these are not separate 

in mind or thought. Language can show culture's ideas. 

History 

History is progression toward perfection. Language, culture, and history cause national character. People have had 

many different ideas, which people today can try to understand through getting feelings {Einfühlung, Herder} for 

periods and cultures. 

Law 

Absolute law does not derive from reason alone. Law and institutions relate to living conditions. National, especially 

German, laws show that laws can be systematic, logical, and practical. 

Politics 

States began from the historical process of striving for perfection. 

 

Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi [Jacobi, Friedrich Heinrich] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1787 to 1819 

David Hume on Beliefs: Idealism and Realism [1787] 

He lived 1743 to 1819, was pietist, was against the metaphysics of Spinoza and Kant, and quarreled with Moses 

Mendelssohn. Things-in-themselves must cause sense qualities to start their synthesis originally. God has determined 

all knowledge completely. Faith or feeling allows immediate knowledge. People have feelings for freedom, 

immortality, morality, reality of perceptions, and reality of God. Feelings give knowledge of what is real. 

 

David Hartley [Hartley, David] 

philosopher/physician 

Britain 

1749 

Observations on Man, his Frame, his Duty, and his Expectations [1749] 

He lived 1705 to 1757. Nerves to brain cause vibrations, which cause sensations. Resonances cause idea association 

{associationism, Hartley}. 

 

Thomas Reid [Reid, Thomas] 

philosopher 

Scotland 

1764 to 1788 

Inquiry into the Human Mind on the Principles of Common Sense [1764]; Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man 

[1785]; Essays on the Active Powers of the Human Mind [1788] 

He lived 1710 to 1796, founded Scottish School of common sense and realism, and developed faculty psychology. 

Perception and sensation are separate. Sensations are mental and have no objects except themselves. Sensations cause 

belief directly, as signifiers. Perceptions are mental and represent physical objects. Perceptions depend on sensory 

beliefs. Ethical judgments are not feelings. 



 

Solomon Maimon [Maimon, Solomon] 

philosopher 

Berlin, Germany 

1790 

Essay On Transcendental Philosophy [1790] 

He lived 1753 to 1800 and was Kantian. The idea of things-in-themselves is impossible, because they must cause 

sensation but cannot be in experience. Sensations are the lowest grade of consciousness, which has an infinite number 

of grades. Sensations are unclear and not fully in consciousness. Being can have different consciousness forms. 

 

Karl L. Reinhold [Reinhold, Karl L.] 

philosopher 

Jena, Germany 

1790 to 1792 

Letters Concerning the Kantian Philosophy [1790 and 1792] 

He lived 1758 to 1823, was Kantian, and systematized Kant from the fundamental principle of Consciousness. Ideas 

in consciousness relate to both subject and object. Subject is unity of Form. Object is sensation or material thing. 

Consciousness contains only subject and object relations, not subjects or objects. 

 

Solipsism or Fichtean School 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1790 to 1810 

Fichte founded school. 

 

Ontologism 

philosophic school 

Italy 

1790 to 1880 

School included Melchiorre Gioja, Gian Domenico Romagnosi, P. Galuppi, Antonio Rosmini-Serbati, V. Gioberti, 

T. Mamiani, L. Ferri, Labanca, and Bonatelli. 

 

Gottlöb Ernst Schulze [Schulze, Gottlob Ernst] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1792 

Aenesidemus or Concerning the Foundations of the Philosophy of the Elements Issued by Professor Reinhold in 

Jena Together with a Defense of Skepticism against the Pretensions of the Critique of Reason [1792: about ancient 

Greek Academy philosopher Aenesidemus's ideas] 

He lived 1761 to 1831. Aenesidemus was a sceptic and later Pyrrhonian, who discussed principle of suspended 

judgment {epoché, Schulze}. 

Epistemology 

Knowledge that is beyond, or does not depend on, experience is impossible. Senses and understanding are things-in-

themselves and people cannot know them. Mental faculties are not real or metaphysical entities, just similar-activity 

descriptions. 

 

Jacob Sigismund Beck [Beck, Jacob Sigismund] 

philosopher 

Riga, Latvia 

1792 to 1796 

Unique Viewpoint about qualities that can be judged in the Kantian philosophy [1796] 

He lived 1761 to 1840, was Kantian, and corresponded with Kant [1792 to 1796]. 

 

Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas de Caritat [Caritat, Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas de] or Marquis de Condorcet 

[Condorcet, Marquis de] 

philosopher 



Paris, France 

1794 

Sketch for a Historical Picture of the Progress of the Human Mind [1795] 

He lived 1743 to 1794, invented Condorcet paradox, and was philosophe. 

Assume that there are more than two alternatives. Assume that voting members have transitive preferences among 

alternatives. Assume that voters always choose between two alternatives. Assume that alternative with majority vote 

wins contests among pairs. Then, person or law favored by most people does not necessarily win {paradox of voting} 

{voting paradox}. Voting order changes result. The voting paradox also requires that there be more than one choice 

criterion. If one criterion ranks alternatives {singlepeakedness}, voting order does not change result. Weighted voting 

eliminates voting paradox, but strategic voting can affect it. 

 

Realism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1800 

School included J. von Kirchmann. 

 

Psychological Idealism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1800 to 1850 

School included J. F. Fries, W. T. Krug, F. Bouterwek, and F. Beneke. People can know their personal experiences 

or perceptions. People can infer something about their experiences, cannot infer, or can infer mental experiences. 

 

Associational Psychology 

philosophic school 

England 

1800 to 1880 

School included Thomas Brown, T. Belsham, J. Fearn, G. Combe, S. Bailey, H. Martineau, James Mill, J. S. Mill, 

Alexander Bain, J. de Gaultieu, Spaventa, Croce, Giovanni Gentile, S. Marck, R. Kroner, and Read. 

 

Kantian 

philosophic school 

Italy 

1800 to 1900 

School included A. Testa, C. Cantoni, F. Tacco, and S. Turbiglio. 

 

Skepticism 

philosophic school 

Italy 

1800 to 1900 

School included G. Ferrari and A. Francki. 

 

Friedrich Ast [Ast, Friedrich] 

theologian 

Landshut, Germany 

1808 

Elements of Grammar, Hermeneutics and Criticism [1808] 

He lived 1778 to 1841 and was Platonist. 

 

Hegelism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1810 to 1830 

Hegel started school. 

 



Jacob F. Fries [Fries, Jacob F.] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1811 

System of Logic [1811] 

He lived 1773 to 1843. Inner experience causes consciousness, in obscure form, of a priori truths, which then 

transform by reflection into knowledge. 

 

Destutt de Tracy [Tracy, Destutt de] or Antoine Louis Claude Destutt, Comte de Tracy [Tracy, Antoine Louis 

Claude Destutt, Comte de] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1811 

Commentary and Review of Montesquieu's Spirit of Laws [1811] 

He lived 1754 to 1836 and was French Ideologist. He wanted to make a science of ideas {ideology of ideas}. 

 

Hegelian 

philosophic school 

Italy 

1820 to 1880 

School included Giuseppe Mazzini, Augusto Vera, Bertrando Spaventa, Francesco De Sanctis, Vincenzo Gioberto, 

Antonio Rosmini-Serbati, and F. Fiorentino. 

 

Maine de Biran or Marie Francois-Pierre-Gonthier de Biran [Biran, Marie Francois-Pierre-Gonthier de] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1824 

New Considerations on Reports of Physical Effects on Human Morals [1824]; Essay on the Foundations of 

Psychology [1824] 

He lived 1766 to 1824 and developed spiritualism. 

Epistemology 

People have methods, such as will and belief, to know their inner states {inner sense} {inner light}. Methods also 

allow knowledge of outside world. Perception is thus activity. 

Will is not one object but is mental acts. Will operations relate terms. One term is active self. The other term is 

action performed. Effort exerted senses relation, and mind immediately introspects willed efforts, especially muscular 

efforts. Will's physiological fact and psychological fact correspond symbolically. People cannot act deliberately 

without knowing what they are doing. Reason and will, and action and cognition, cannot separate. 

 

Friedrich E. Beneke [Beneke, Friedrich E.] 

philosopher 

Berlin, Germany 

1826 to 1827 

Relationship of Mind and Body [1826]; Animal Psychology [1827] 

He lived 1798 to 1854. Associational psychology is not true, because it makes mental faculties real and basic. 

Knowledge has limits. 

 

Antonio Rosmini-Serbati [Rosmini-Serbati, Antonio] 

philosopher 

Italy 

1829 to 1848 

Origin of Ideas [1829]; Five Wounds of the Holy Church [1848] 

He lived 1797 to 1853, was Hegelian, and founded Institute of Charity or Rosminians. 

 

Pessimism 

philosophic school 

Germany 



1830 

Schopenhauer founded school. 

 

Auguste Comte [Comte, Auguste] 

philosopher/sociologist 

Paris, France 

1830 to 1854 

Course of Positive Philosophy [1842]; System of Positive Polity [1851 to 1854] 

He lived 1798 to 1857 and founded sociology. He invented theories of social order and societal progress. 

Epistemology 

Phenomena have verifiable procedures {positivism, Comte}. Sciences have methods and principles. Scientific 

knowledge is finding principles in life's activities. Scientific laws are descriptions for predictions. Positivism depends 

on empiricism. Sciences move through stages until phenomena have verifiable procedures. Sciences form a hierarchy, 

with ethics at top. 

Ethics 

Altruism is the best ethic, is the religion of humanity, and depends on science. 

Politics 

Societies develop progressively through medieval theological stage, metaphysical or deist stage, and positivist 

stages. Society depends on social impulses, not self-interest {catechism of positivism}. 

 

Hegelian 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1830 to 1880 

School included Karl Rozenkranz and F. T. Vischer. 

 

Hegelian right wing 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1830 to 1880 

School included Fichte, Karl Göschel, C. Weisse, H. Ulrici, R. Rothe, and A. Trendelenburg. 

 

Hegelian left wing or Young Hegelians 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1830 to 1880 

School included Bruno Bauer, A. Ruge, Max Stirner or Johann Schmidt, Ludwig Andreas Feuerbach, and David F. 

Strauss. 

 

Hegelian historians 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1830 to 1930 

School included Alexandr Herzen, Zeller, Prantl, Erdmann, Kuno Fischer, Wilhelm Windelband, and Heinrich 

Rickert. 

 

William Whewell [Whewell, William] 

philosopher 

England 

1837 to 1847 

History of the Inductive Sciences from the Earliest to the Present Time [1837]; Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences 

Founded upon their History [1840 and 1847] 

He lived 1794 to 1866. People make hypotheses and then check them by observation. These are two different 

processes. Two inductions can lead to same cause, or two testimonies or experiments can state same fact {consilience, 

Whewell}. 

 



Vincenzo Gioberti [Gioberti, Vincenzo] 

philosopher 

Italy 

1838 to 1847 

Theory of Natural Sovereignty [1838]; Introduction to the Study of Philosophy [1839 to 1840]; Moral and Civil 

Principles of Italians [1843]; Modern Jesuit [1847] 

He lived 1801 to 1852, was of Ontologism, and was premier of Sardinia-Piedmont [1848 to 1849]. 

 

Karl Rozenkranz [Rozenkranz, Karl] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1840 to 1879 

He lived 1805 to 1879 and was Hegelian. 

 

Teleological Idealism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1840 to 1880 

School included Rudolf H. Lotze. 

 

Theoretical Physics philosophers 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1840 to 1880 

School included Robert Mayer and Hermann von Helmholtz. 

 

Positivism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1840 to 1890 

Auguste Comte founded school that included E. Littre, H. Taine, Haeckel, E. Renan, T. Ribot, Roberto Ardigo, 

Enrico Ferri, Cesare Lombroso, Pascuale Villari, C. Renouvier, George Henry Lewes, Felix le Dantee, E. Laas, T. 

Ziegler, and F. Sohal. 

 

Bruno Bauer [Bauer, Bruno] 

philosopher 

Berlin, Germany 

1843 

Christianity Exposed [1843] 

He lived 1809 to 1882 and was of Hegelian left wing. 

 

Giuseppe Mazzini [Mazzini, Giuseppe] 

philosopher 

Turin, Italy 

1844 to 1858 

Duties of Man [1844 to 1858] 

He lived 1804 to 1872, was Hegelian, and founded Young Italy [1831]. 

 

Alexandr Herzen [Herzen, Alexandr] 

philosopher 

Russia/Paris, France 

1847 to 1862 

Who Is to Blame? [1847]; From the Other Shore [1848 to 1849]; My Past and Thoughts [1855]; Bell [1857 to 1862] 

He lived 1812 to 1870 and was Hegelian historian. Chance causes all things to be contingent. 

 



Charles Bernard Renouvier [Renouvier, Charles Bernard] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1848 to 1901 

Republican Manual of the Man and Citizen [1848]; Dilemmas of Pure Metaphysics [1901] 

He lived 1815 to 1903 and was Idealist. Belief is voluntary. Nature is indeterminate, finite, and relative. 

 

Dialectical Materialism or Marxism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1848 to 2000 

School included Marx and Engels. 

 

Carlo Cattaneo [Cattaneo, Carlo] 

philosopher 

Lugano, Italy 

1849 to 1855 

History of the Revolution of 1848 [1849]; Triennial Archive of Italian History [1850 to 1855] 

He lived 1801 to 1869 and was of Comtian School. 

 

Agnosticism 

philosophic school 

England 

1850 to 1870 

School included William R. Hamilton, H. L. Mansel, J. Veitch, R. Lowndes, Leechman, McCosh, Hinton, Balfour, 

Sorley, Pringle-Pattison, and G. Howison. 

 

Materialism Controversy 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1850 to 1870 

School included K. Moleschott, R. Wagner, C. Vogt, and L. Bucher. Inferences can extend to unperceived things, 

such as material world. 

 

David F. Strauss [Strauss, David F.] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1850 to 1874 

Life of Jesus [1835] 

He lived 1808 to 1874 and was of Hegelian left wing. 

 

Empirical Psychology 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1850 to 1880 

School included Fechner and Wilhelm Wundt. 

 

Sensualism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1850 to 1880 

School included H. Czolbe and F. Ueberweg. 

 

Logical Analysis 

philosophic school 

Europe 



1850 to 1890 

School included Bode, T. S. Baynes, William S. Jevons, J. Venn, and Schuppe. 

 

Henry Longueville Mansel [Mansel, Henry Longueville] 

philosopher 

Scotland 

1851 to 1866 

Introduction to Logic [1851]; Metaphysics [1860]; Philosophy of the Conditioned [1866] 

He lived 1820 to 1871 and was intuitionist and idealist. 

 

Kuno Fischer [Fischer, Kuno] 

philosopher 

Heidelberg, Germany/Baden, Germany 

1852 

System of Logic und Metaphysics [1852] 

He lived 1812 to 1870 and founded neo-Kantian Heidelberg School or Baden School or Southwest German School. 

Mind uses logic and other a priori tools to make things valid. 

 

Bertrando Spaventa [Spaventa, Bertrando] 

philosopher 

Naples, Italy 

1854 

Letter on the Doctrine of Bruno [1854] 

He lived 1817 to 1882 and was Hegelian. 

 

Karl Göschel [Göschel, Karl] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1856 to 1857 

Immortality: Psychology of the Bible [1856]; Hegel and His Time [1857] 

He lived 1784 to 1862 and was of Hegelian right wing. 

 

Neo-Kantian or Immanent Philosophy 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1860 to 1880 

School was theological philosophy and included Leonard Nelson, Georg Simmel, Aloys Riehl, Friedrich Paulsen, A. 

Ritschl, and Adolf Trendelenberg in Berlin. 

 

Comtian 

philosophic school 

Italy 

1860 to 1920 

School included Carlo Cattaneo, Roberto Ardigo, and Antonio Labriola. 

 

Marburg School 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1860 to 1930 

Hermann Cohen founded Neo-Kantism, which included Ernst Cassirer, Friedrich Albert Lange, Otto Liebmann, Paul 

Natorp, and Heinrich Rickert. A priori categories can develop over history. All symbol systems share features. People 

can use similar symbols for science, mathematics, language, and religion representations. 

 

Charles Sanders Peirce [Peirce, Charles Sanders] 

philosopher/logician 

USA 



1865 to 1905 

Harvard Lectures On the Logic of Science [1865]; On a New List of Categories [1867]; Questions Concerning 

Certain Faculties Claimed for Man [1868]; Description of a Notation for the Logic of Relatives [1870]; Illustrations of 

the Logic of Science [1877 to 1878]; Fixation of Belief [1877: in Illustrations of the Logic of Science]; How to Make 

Our Ideas Clear [1878: in Illustrations of the Logic of Science]; Evolutionary Love [1893]; What is a Sign? [1894]; 

Reasoning and the Logic of Things [1898]; What Pragmatism Is [1905] 

He lived 1839 to 1914 and started pragmatism or pragmaticism, as development of Kant. In mathematics, he 

developed quantification theory [1878] and axiomatized pure mathematics using logic of relations. 

Epistemology 

Proposition is true if it corresponds to reality [1871]. However, people cannot experience reality. Direct, subjective, 

or personal methods such as introspection, faith, will, and authority cannot reliably provide true beliefs. People cannot 

idealize reality. Thinking only theoretically and logically cannot deduce reliable conclusions, because premises that 

allow reasoning depend on ideals, not reality. The only method that can approach truth with better and better 

probability is observing reality objectively, publicly, and scientifically {method of science} {science method}. Science 

uses reasoning {abduction, reasoning} that can explain available evidence by making new, possibly generic, 

hypotheses or inferences and testing them using public and objective techniques {inference to the best explanation, 

Peirce}. 

Scientific concepts state that operations cause observable consequences. Scientific statements make predictions to 

test. A statement is true if its cause's predicted effect happens. 

The same principle applied to belief makes belief clear. Belief practical effects can test belief {pragmaticism, 

Peirce}. If belief results in good consequences, it is good belief. 

People can be wrong about beliefs {fallibilism}. Truth takes time, to reach public consensus. 

Relations can have one, two, or three positions. One-place relations are people's experiences. Two-place relations are 

physical laws. Three-place relations are meaning, understanding, and consciousness. 

Meaning is three-place relation among sign, observer, and interpretation {speculative grammar}. Meaning is 

interpretation sign causes in observers {semeiotics}. Meaning depends on knowing or believing consequences. 

Signs are singular terms. Sign classes are words {symbol, Peirce} {conventional sign}, pointers {index, Peirce} 

{natural sign, philosophy}, or pictures {icon, Peirce}. Words can represent object category {type} or object example 

{token, Peirce}. Words always refer to same object or event. Pointers {indexical word} {demonstrative word} {token-

reflexive} are pronouns and words about relative places or times and refer to something else. Indexicals can take 

different sentence roles and can refer to different things. Icons represent actual or ideal object. 

Metaphysics 

Reality is efficient causes, of sense qualities or other effects. Reality is continuous {syncheism}, not discrete. Reality 

is not deterministic {tychism}. 

 

Francesco De Sanctis [De Sanctis, Francesco] 

philosopher 

Italy 

1869 to 1871 

Critical essays [1869]; Critical essay on Petrarch [1869]; History of Italian Literature [1871] 

He lived 1817 to 1882 and was Hegelian. 

 

Pessimism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1870 to 1950 

School included Eduard von Hartmann, Mainlander, Duprel, Drews, Oswald Spengler, and Hermann Keyserling. 

 

Augusto Vera [Vera, Augusto] 

philosopher 

Naples, Italy 

1873 

Trendelenburg as Opponent of Hegel [1873] 

He lived 1813 to 1885 and was Hegelian. 

 



John Tyndall [Tyndall, John] 

philosopher 

England 

1874 to 1879 

Belfast Address [1874]; Fragments of Science: A Series of Detached Essays, Addresses, and Reviews [1879] 

He lived 1820 to 1893 and studied science. 

 

Alexius Meinong [Meinong, Alexius] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1877 to 1910 

Human Studies [1877 and 1882]; On Assumptions [1907 and 1910] 

He lived 1853 to 1920 and was Brentano's student. Reality can be objects {Objektives} of intentions or states of 

affairs. Word meanings are objects or objectives. Objectives or objects have analyzable properties {theory of objects} 

{object theory}. Objectives or objects have existence and obey law of contradiction, which applies only to existing 

things. Facts can refer to non-existent things, but law of contradiction does not apply. 

 

Gottlöb Frege [Frege, Gottlöb] 

mathematician 

Jena, Germany 

1879 to 1892 

Calculus of Concepts or Concept Script [1879]; Fundamental Laws of Arithmetic [1884]; Function and Concept 

[1891]; Concept and Object [1892]; Sense and Reference [1892] 

He lived 1848 to 1925, axiomatized counting numbers using equivalence and symbolic logic, and axiomatized 

arithmetic. He founded axiomatic logic, using sets and propositions with quantifiers, to make the first propositional 

calculus. 

Epistemology 

All mathematics is formal {logicism, Frege}. Numbers and arithmetic form logical systems {analytic system}. They 

are not about intuition or empirical fact {synthetic system}. 

Number is not an object property or subjective idea. Numbers are objective objects, and statements about numbers 

are objective. 

Number {number, Frege} is set of elements whose quantity is the number. For example, two is set of all pairs. Zero 

is set of all sets having same number of elements as set of elements not identical to themselves. Classes have an 

element, number of elements, and number of elements {successor, Frege} not identical to element. 

Higher object or set category {ancestor, Frege} includes lower category {ancestral relation}. 

Second-order logic needs this concept. 

Symbol systems {propositional calculus, Frege} can show truth or falsehood of logical statements containing IF ... 

THEN ..., AND, OR, and NOT, depending on clause truth. In particular, symbol system can express ideas of ALL, 

SOME, ANY, EVERY, and NONE {quantification theory}. First-order predicate calculus, second-order predicate 

calculus, and set theory can develop from propositional calculus. 

Expressions {saturated expression} can be about objects and have completed senses. Expressions {unsaturated 

expression} can be functions and need objects to complete them. 

Language objects, concepts, features, phrases, or sentences {reference, Frege} can denote {bedeutung}. Logical 

statement terms should have references. 

Objects, concepts, or sentences can connote {sense, idea} {sinn}. Word sense is reference method used, so all 

words, even proper names, have sense. Word sense is constant objective fact, not subjective idea. 

Logic laws are not laws of thought. 

Sentence is function with arguments and should be either true or false. Declarative sentence represents situation. 

Word meanings and sentence structures supply conditions for understanding sentences {truth-condition, Frege}. 

Sentence meaning is conditions that make sentence true {truth-conditional semantics, Frege} {model-theoretic 

semantics, Frege} {Situation Semantics, Frege}. Only whole sentences have meaning. 

Truth depends on objective-reality state that sentence depicts, not on mental judgments or ideas. Sentences with 

same meaning can be in different forms. 

 

Logic 

philosophic school 



Europe 

1880 to 1920 

School studied sets and propositions with quantifiers {propositional calculus, Logic School} and logic of predicates 

{predicate calculus, Logic School}. They studied logic of possible, necessary, or sufficient {modal logic, 

epistemology}. They studied statements depending on past, present, or future {tense logic}. 

 

Realism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1880 to 1920 

School included Ernst Mach, Richard Avenarius, Wilhelm Ostwald, Theodor Zichen, Arthur de Gobineau, Pierre 

Proudhom, and Africano Spir. 

 

Enrico Ferri [Ferri, Enrico] 

philosopher 

Turin, Italy 

1880 to 1929 

Criminal Sociology [1884] 

He lived 1846 to 1929, was Positivist, and studied criminology. 

 

Relativism 

philosophic school 

Germany/Denmark 

1880 to 1930 

School included Georg Simmel, Johannes Volkelt, and Harald Hoffding. 

 

Harald Hoffding [Hoffding, Harald] 

philosopher 

Denmark 

1882 to 1910 

Outlines of Psychology [1882]; History of Modern Philosophy [1894]; Human Thought [1910] 

He lived 1843 to 1931 and was Relativist. Consciousness builds concept by synthesis. Concepts change over history 

as science advances. 

 

Intuitionism 

philosophic school 

France 

1890 

School included Henri Bergson, Georges Sorel, Brunetiere, N. Losski, Hans Dreisch, and Andre Cresson. 

 

Radical Empiricism or Neutral Monism 

philosophic school 

USA 

1890 

School included James. 

 

Wilhelm Windelband [Windelband, Wilhelm] 

philosopher 

Heidelberg, Germany/Baden, Germany 

1892 to 1903 

Textbook of the History of Philosophy [1892/1903: including History of Ancient Philosophy and History of Western 

Philosophy] 

He lived 1848 to 1915, was Hegelian historian, and was of Heidelberg School, Baden School, or Southwest German 

School. Sciences can generalize {nomothetic science} or individualize {ideographic science}. 

 



Antonio Labriola [Labriola, Antonio] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

1895 to 1901 

In Memory of the "Communist Manifesto" [1895]; On Materialist History. Preliminary Elucidation [1896]; 

Discourse on Socialism and Philosophy [1898]; From One Century to the Next [1901] 

He lived 1843 to 1904, was of Comtian School, and was Spaventa's student. 

 

George Edward Moore [Moore, George Edward] 

philosopher 

Britain 

1899 to 1953 

Nature of Judgment [1899]; Principia Ethica or Ethical Principles [1903]; Ethics [1912]; Philosophical Studies 

[1922]; Some Main Problems of Philosophy [1953] 

He lived 1873 to 1958, was neo-realist, and developed criteria for meaning based on common sense. 

Epistemology 

Analysis of true common-sense propositions finds equivalent concepts and propositions. Experience and its object 

are two separate things, and object is not mental. 

Ethics 

Goodness is basic, simple, unanalyzable, non-natural quality. Good does not depend on human reason, emotions, 

God, or nature. The word "good" has no definition in terms of natural qualities, because natural qualities are good or 

bad {naturalistic fallacy}. Confusing the good with particular objects or traits is invalid. Wrong and right are 

indefinable, because they are fundamental. 

 

Skepticism 

philosophic school 

USA 

1900 

School included Santayana. 

 

Georg Simmel [Simmel, Georg] 

philosopher 

Berlin, Germany 

1900 to 1911 

Philosophy of Money [1900]; Sociology [1908]; Philosophical Culture [1911] 

He lived 1858 to 1918, was Relativist, and studied event social interactions. 

 

Logical Analysis 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1900 to 1940 

School included Wittgenstein, Russell, Moore, Whitehead, Signart, Wilhelm Jerusalem, Benno Erdmann, Franz 

Brentano, and Kazimierz Twardowski, Alexius Meinong. 

 

Science Critique 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1900 to 1950 

School included Poincaré, Pierre Duhem, Gaston Milhaud, J. Wilbois, Arthur Hannequin, A. Darbon, Hans 

Vaihinger, Eddington, Jean Laporte, Ruyen Duprecal, Lupasco, Abel Rey, Henri Berr, Rignanao, Émile Meyerson, and 

Lavelle. Human subjectivity affects phenomena interpretation. Science requires objectivity without emotion. Emotion 

helps people pursue goals. 

 

Hermann Cohen [Cohen, Hermann] 

philosopher 

Berlin, Germany 



1902 to 1912 

Logic of Pure Cognition [1902]; Ethic of Pure Will [1904]; Aesthetics of Feeling [1912] 

He lived 1842 to 1918 and founded Marburg School of Immanent Philosophy. To approach truth, mind creates 

categories, such as science, ethics, and law, and does so in context of culture. 

 

John McTaggart Ellis McTaggart [McTaggart, John McTaggart Ellis] 

philosopher 

Scotland 

1906 to 1921 

Some Dogmas of Religion [1906]; Nature of Existence [1921] 

He lived 1866 to 1925 and was Idealist. Events can have sequence {A-series} past, present, and future or sequence 

{B-series} before and after. Reality has souls, which can love. Time is unreal, and universe has no change. 

 

Émile Meyerson [Meyerson, Émile] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1908 

Identity and Reality [1908] 

He lived 1859 to 1933. People search for physical laws. 

 

Tektology 

philosophic school 

Russia 

1910 to 1930 

School included Alexandr Bogdanov (Malinovsky). 

 

Logical Positivism or Logical Empiricism 

philosophic school 

Germany/Austria 

1910 to 2000 

School included A. J. Ayer, C. W. Morris, Arne Naess, and Ernest Nagel. Word meaning and grammar determine 

analytic statement truth. Analytic statements need no empirical knowledge. Synthetic statements are about empirical 

knowledge. 

 

Ernst Troeltsch [Troeltsch, Ernst] 

philosopher 

Baden, Germany/Heidelberg, Germany 

1911 to 1912 

Significance of the Historical Existence of Jesus for Faith [1911]; Christian faith [1912] 

He lived 1848 to 1915 and was of Baden School of Neo-Kantism. 

 

Jacques Maritain [Maritain, Jacques] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1920 to 1947 

Art and Scholasticism [1920]; Degrees of Knowledge [1932]; Person and the Common Good [1947] 

He lived 1882 to 1973, was neo-Thomist, and studied John of St. Thomas. Natural law, which ordinary people can 

know through reasoning or intuition, determines political values. 

 

Critical Realism 

philosophic school 

USA 

1920 to 1960 

School included George Santayana, Roy Wood Sellars, and A. O. Lovejoy. Consciousness content differs from 

consciousness object. Mind differs from brain. 

 



Heinrich Rickert [Rickert, Heinrich] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1922 

Science and History: A Critique of Positivist Epistemology [1922] 

He lived 1863 to 1936, was Hegelian historian, and was of Marburg School of Immanent Philosophy. 

 

Georg Lukacs [Lukacs, Georg] 

philosopher 

Budapest, Hungary 

1923 

History and Class Consciousness [1923] 

He lived 1885 to 1971, was Marxist, and was against psychologism. He founded Sunday Circle. Culture is 

paramount. 

 

Ernst Cassirer [Cassirer, Ernst] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1923 to 1931 

Philosophy of Symbolic Forms [1923 to 1931] 

He lived 1874 to 1945 and was of Marburg School of Immanent Philosophy. 

 

Frankfurt 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1923 to 1940 

Authoritarian Personality [1950] 

Max Horkheimer founded school at Institute for Social Research that included Walter Benjamin and Herbert 

Marcuse. It advocated rethinking all doctrines. 

 

Charles Dunbar Broad [Broad, Charles Dunbar] 

philosopher 

England 

1923 to 1953 

Scientific Thought [1923 and 1927]; Mind and its Place in Nature [1925 and 1949]; Five Types of Ethical Theory 

[1930]; Examination of McTaggart's Philosophy [1933 to 1938]; Ethics and the History of Philosophy [1952]; Religion, 

Philosophy, and Psychical Research [1953] 

He lived 1887 to 1971. 

Epistemology 

Philosophy should state question clearly, describe all answers, and select the most probable. 

Materialist philosophy can say that consciousness is not real and only brain states or functions are real {radical 

materialism}, consciousness is real but is brain state or function {reductive materialism}, or consciousness is real and is 

a brain higher-order state or function but has properties not reducible to brain states or functions {emergent 

materialism} [1925]. 

Physical causes mental being or property, such as qualia, but mental does not cause physical {epiphenomenalism, 

Broad}. Subjective experience is epiphenomenal. Mental states and forces can arise from human-brain complex 

structures and functions {emergentist philosophy}. 

Religion 

People have had numerous experiences of religious revelation or experience, many with similar phenomena 

{argument from religious experience, Broad}, which God's existence and action can explain. 

 

Martin Buber [Buber, Martin] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1923 to 1965 

I and Thou [1923] 



He lived 1878 to 1965. Relations can be subjective, rather than objective. 

 

Frank P. Ramsey [Ramsey, Frank P.] 

philosopher/economist 

England 

1926 to 1931 

Truth and Probability [1926]; Facts and Propositions [1927]; Foundations of Mathematics [1931] 

He lived 1903 to 1930 and invented a taxation theory [1927], with pricing rules {Boiteux-Ramsey pricing rule}. He 

also determined optimal savings [1928], with models {optimal growth} {Ramsey model} using calculus of variations. 

Epistemology 

Scientific statements {Ramsey sentence} cannot reference theory. Rules do not state truths but only predict 

experience. Logic theory {simple type theory} can use theory of types with some recursion. Propositions are about 

classes whose members have type one level lower than proposition or class type. Only set theory needs reducibility 

axiom. Asserting proposition and asserting that proposition is true are the same thing, so the predicate IS TRUE is 

always redundant {redundancy theory of truth, Ramsey}. However, assertion can be too general, infinite, 

indeterminate, ambiguous, or unknown. 

 

Giovanni Gentile [Gentile, Giovanni] 

philosopher 

Italy 

1928 to 1932 

Philosophic Basis of Fascism [1928]; Doctrine of Fascism [1932: ghostwriter for Mussolini] 

He lived 1875 to 1944, started an idealism form {actualism}, and studied history. 

 

Rudolf Carnap [Carnap, Rudolf] 

mathematician 

Austria 

1928 to 1967 

Logical Structure of the World [1928]; Unity of Science [1932]; Logical Syntax of Language [1934]; Meaning and 

Necessity [1947]; Introduction to Semantics [1947]; Logical Foundations of Probability [1950]; Philosphical 

Foundations of Physics: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Science [1966] 

He lived 1891 to 1970, was in Vienna Circle, and was logical positivist. In logic, under Frege, he studied inductive 

logic, quantum logic, and number definition and developed a stronger conditional {L-implication}. 

Epistemology 

People record observations {protocol sentence} to assess hypotheses. Starting from memories of personal-experience 

similarities, people can construct and so verify all knowledge, except some physics concepts. People use evidence 

inductively, to check hypothesis {confirmation} by comparison, classification, or quantification and find probability. 

Inductive logic involves probability. 

Logical analysis requires language structures and semantics, such as logic and modal logic. Logical axioms are 

useful conventions. 

Names do not denote unique objects but depend on context {method of extension and intention} {extension and 

intention method}. 

Language has distinct semantic features {material mode} and formal or syntactical features {formal mode}. All 

philosophical problems are syntactical. Using syntax can clarify definitions and statements and put them in forms in 

which meaning is clear and people can determine truth. Using this approach, philosophical problems can be solvable or 

prove to be insoluble {explication, Carnap}. 

 

George F. Stout [Stout, George F.] 

philosopher 

Britain 

1930 to 1931 

Studies in Philosophy and Psychology [1930]; Mind and Matter [1931] 

He lived 1860 to 1944 and was Idealist. Experience refers to real object. Object's particular quality or property 

differs from other objects' properties {individual property}, though qualities can be similar. 

 



Curt John Ducasse [Ducasse, Curt John] 

philosopher 

USA 

1930 to 1941 

Philosophy of Art [1930]; Philosophy as a Science [1941] 

He lived 1881 to 1969 and was analytical philosopher. His student was Roderick Chisholm. Causation relates to the 

only preceding change that can cause event, as judged and believed by observer. Secondary qualities are sensing 

methods, not actual properties. 

 

Structuralism 

philosophic school 

France 

1930 to 1960 

Claude Lévi-Strauss founded school that included Saussure and Roman Jakobson. 

 

Moritz Schlick [Schlick, Moritz] 

philosopher 

Austria 

1933 to 1934 

Problems of Philosophy in their Interconnection [1933 to 1934] 

He lived 1882 to 1936 and founded Vienna Circle of Logical Positivism. 

 

Ernest Nagel [Nagel, Ernest] 

philosopher 

Austria 

1934 to 1961 

Logic and Scientific Method [1934: with Morris R. Cohen]; Logic without Metaphysics [1956]; Gödel's Proof 

[1958: with James R. Newman]; Structure of Science [1961] 

He lived 1901 to 1985 and was Logical Positivist. Sciences reduce to physics by deduction {reductionism, Nagel}. 

Belief causes and belief justifications are separate. People often mix them {genetic fallacy}. People can also say that 

causes have no affect on truth {modal fallacy}. They go from "A is not necessarily B" to "A is necessarily not B." 

People rely on testimony and other reliable sources, as well as information-transfer methods. 

 

Alfred Jules Ayer [Ayer, Alfred Jules] 

philosopher 

Britain 

1936 to 1973 

Language, Truth and Logic [1936]; Foundations of Empirical Knowledge [1940]; Problem of Knowledge [1956]; 

Concept of a Person [1963]; Central Questions of Philosophy [1973] 

He lived 1910 to 1989, was Logical Positivist or Logical Atomist, and developed verification principle. 

Epistemology 

The idea that people know object properties directly without representations or mental substitutes {naive realism, 

Ayer} is false. The idea that people can detect patterns in objects, thoughts or behavior, and memories {reductionism, 

Ayer} is false. The idea that people can go from evidence to conclusions {induction, Ayer} is false. What is left is just 

to describe how people use evidence to reach conclusions [Ayer, 1963]. 

Ethics 

Moral judgments are meaningless problems. Ethics needs psychological, not ethical, theory. 

Metaphysics 

Metaphysics has meaningless statements and problems. All utterances about nature of God are nonsensical. 

 

Arne Naess [Naess, Arne] 

philosopher 

Norway 

1936 to 1989 

Cognition and Scientific Behavior [1936]; Skepticism [1968]; Ecology, Community and Lifestyle [1989] 



He lived 1912 to 2004, was Logical Positivist, and studied ecology. Word meanings are their uses in situations 

{empirical semantics, Naess}. Simple meaning has one property {precisation}. Other meaning has no properties. 

 

Gaston Bachelard [Bachelard, Gaston] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1938 

New Scientific Spirit [1938] 

He lived 1884 to 1962. 

 

Charles L. Stevenson [Stevenson, Charles L.] 

philosopher 

England/USA 

1944 to 1963 

Ethics and Language [1944]; Facts and Values [1963] 

He lived 1908 to 1979 and studied prescriptive meaning, descriptive meaning, and fact-value distinction. Definitions 

can persuade people to change original definition. Morality is about approval and disapproval {emotive theory, 

Stevenson}. 

 

Tanabe Hajime [Hajime, Tanabe] 

philosopher 

Japan 

1946 

Philosophy as Metanoetics [1946] 

He lived 1885 to 1962. 

 

Rationalism 

philosophic school 

France 

1950 

School included Andre Lalande and René La Senne. 

 

Jan Lukasiewicz [Lukasiewicz, Jan] 

mathematician/philosopher 

Poland 

1951 

Aristotle's Syllogistic from the Standpoint of Modern Formal Logic [1951] 

He lived 1878 to 1956. Three-value logic allows true, false, and possible. It can account for future contingencies. 

Polish mathematical notation needs no brackets. 

 

Georg Henrik von Wright [Wright, Georg Henrik von] 

philosopher 

Finland 

1951 to 1984 

Treatise on Induction and Probability [1951]; Logical Studies [1957]; Varieties of Goodness [1963]; Norm and 

Action [1963]; Essay in Deontic Logic [1968]; Explanation and Understanding [1971]; Causality and Determinism 

[1974]; Freedom and Determination [1980]; Practical Reason [1983]; Philosophical Logic [1983]; Truth, Knowledge, 

and Modality [1984] 

He lived 1916 to ?, followed Wittgenstein's ideas, and studied logic of statements using must and may {deontic 

logic, Wright}. 

Epistemology 

Obligation is like necessity. Permission is like possibility. Prohibition is like impossibility. For example, if 

something is not necessary, then opposite something is possible. If something is not an obligation, its opposite can 

happen. If something is not possible, then its opposite is necessary. If something is impermissible, its opposite is 

obligatory. Not-impossible things are possible, so if something has no prohibition, it can happen. If two things together 



are necessary, then each is necessary, so if two things together are obligatory, then each is obligatory. If something is 

necessary, then it is possible, so something obligatory has permission. 

Ethics 

Deontic logic can be ethics logic. Actions are prohibited, permitted, or obligatory. Negatives and combinations can 

be true or false. 

 

Willard Van Orman Quine [Quine, Willard Van Orman] 

philosopher 

USA 

1953 to 1990 

From a Logical Point of View [1953]; Two Dogmas of Empiricism [1953]; Word and Object [1960]; Set Theory and 

Its Logic [1963]; Ways of Paradox [1966]; Ontological Relativity and Other Essays [1969: includes Epistemology 

Naturalized]; Web of Belief [1970: with J. Ullian]; Philosophy of Logic [1970]; Roots of Reference [1974]; Methods of 

Logic [1982]; Quiddities [1987]; Pursuit of Truth [1990] 

He lived 1908 to 2000 and was empiricist. He associated with Nelson Goodman, J. L. Austin, and Peter F. Strawson 

and later with Richard Rorty and Hilary Putnam. 

Epistemology 

Meaning is about belief systems, not about beliefs. Belief systems can adjust at many places. 

All statements depend on empirical evidence. Analytic and synthetic truths do not differ, because mathematics 

depends on belief system and because experience is not about logic or statements. 

Language translations have many alternatives {indeterminacy, translation}, because experience is always about part 

relations, and translation can use any part. Deciphering unknown languages cannot rely on only spoken or written 

evidence but needs to know belief systems. Language interpretation should ascribe only universally true and neutral 

beliefs or references to speakers and writers, to minimize errors and falsehoods {charity principle} {principle of 

charity}. 

Because language has alternatives, new ideas have indeterminate objects and ideas {ontological relativity}. 

Belief systems have words that refer to one object in all uses {referential opacity} {referentially opaque}. Belief 

systems cannot allow words that do not refer to anything or refer to something else than intended in different contexts. 

Quantifiers can say that object exists {objectual} or that sentence form exists and is true. 

Metaphysics 

Reality is physical only {physicalism, Quine}. Existence requires that things have property quantities. "To be is to be 

the value of a variable." Existence requires something identifiable. "No entity without identity." 

 

Roland Barthes [Barthes, Roland] 

philosopher 

France 

1957 to 1970 

Mythologies [1957]; Elements of Semiology [1964]; S/Z [1970] 

He lived 1915 to 1980, was neo-Kantian, and developed the idea of improvisation. Text is symbol relations, from 

which meaning comes without knowledge about author {death-of-the-author}. 

 

John Langshaw Austin [Austin, John Langshaw] 

philosopher 

England 

1960 

How to Do Things with Words [1960]; Sense and Sensibilia [1960] 

He lived 1911 to 1960 and studied ordinary language {linguistic philosophy}. 

Epistemology 

Language analysis can clarify philosophical and metaphysical problems, which are typically confusing. 

Language developed by evolution. 

Speech {linguistic act} can state things {constative} or do something {performative}. Stating is actually performing. 

All speech is an action {speech-act theory}, such as to warn, remind, and communicate information. Actions can be 

actual sound making {locution, Austin}, acts resulting from or secondary to uttering {illocution}, and uttering effects 

{perlocution}. 



Case or term can describe situation. Then prove that other cases or terms do not apply to situation. Show that other 

situations require different cases or terms. If these apply, original situation implies term is valid {paradigm case 

argument}. However, situation, case, or term typically has ambiguous meaning. 

Context can distinguish appearance from reality. 

 

Michel Foucault [Foucault, Michel] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1961 to 1976 

Madness and Civilization [1961]; Birth of the Clinic [1963]; Order of Things [1966]; Archaeology of Knowledge 

[1969]; Maids of Honor [1970]; Discipline and Punish [1975]; Will to Knowledge [1976] 

He lived 1926 to 1984. History has interpretation changes. 

 

Jaakko Hintikka [Hintikka, Jaakko] 

philosopher 

Finland 

1962 

Knowledge and Belief [1962] 

He lived 1929 to ?. Qualifier type should be for objects. Another qualifier type should be for intentions. Using these 

two different ideas, set theory for beliefs can confirm laws and opinions. 

 

John Jameison Carswell Smart [Smart, John Jameison Carswell] 

philosopher 

Australia 

1963 to 1973 

Philosophy and Scientific Realism [1963]; Utilitarianism [1973: with B. A. O. Williams] 

He lived 1920 to ? and was Australian materialist and realist. Expressions {topic-neutral expression} can give no 

information about subject, object, or idea. Topic-neutral expressions can have no evidence they are either physical or 

mental. 

 

Clyde H. Coombs [Coombs, Clyde H.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1964 

Theory of Data [1964] 

He lived 1912 to 1988. 

 

Dag Prawitz [Prawitz, Dag] 

logician 

Stockholm, Sweden 

1965 

Natural Deduction [1965] 

He lived 1936 to ?. Removing sections in which introduction rule precedes elimination rule can simplify natural 

deductions {normalization, logic}, because addition followed by subtraction leads to no net result. 

 

Roderick M. Chisholm [Chisholm, Roderick M.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1966 to 1981 

Theory of Knowledge [1966 and 1977]; First Person [1981] 

He lived 1916 to 1999 and invented Chisholm paradox. Propositions can be rational beliefs {epistemic proposition}. 

 

John R. Lucas [Lucas, John R.] 

philosopher 

England 

1970 



Freedom of the Will [1970] 

He lived 1929 to ?, favored mentalism, and tried to show that Gödel's proof shows that mind is not an algorithm. 

 

Hubert L. Dreyfus [Dreyfus, Hubert L.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1972 to 1992 

What Computers Can't Do: A Critique of Artificial Reason [1972]; What Computers Still Can't Do [1992] 

He lived 1929 to ? and said computers can never have feeling or understanding. 

 

Manfred B. Porkert [Porkert, Manfred B.] 

philosopher 

Czech Republic 

1974 

Theoretical Foundations of Chinese Medicine [1974] 

He lived 1933 to ?. Inductivity is the link between two space positions at same time. Causality is the link between 

two times at same position. 

 

Paul Ricœur [Ricœur, Paul] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1974 to 1987 

Symbolism of Evil [1960]; Conflict of Interpretations [1974]; Hermeneutics and the Human Sciences [1981]; Time 

and Narrative [1987] 

He lived 1913 to 2005 and studied hermeneutics and interpretation methods. 

 

Michael Dummett [Dummett, Michael] 

philosopher 

England 

1977 to 1991 

Elements of Intuitionism [1977]; Truth and Other Enigmas [1978]; Frege: Philosophy of Language [1981: 2nd 

edition]; Logical Basis of Metaphysics [1991] 

He lived 1925 to ? and used Frege's philosophy to make a theory of meaning based on evidence. 

Epistemology 

Events can have poor evidence, such as the past, other people's minds, and mathematics, and so statements about 

them are neither true nor false {antirealism}. For those situations, people use intuitions {intuitionism, Dummett}. 

Studying language can analyze thought. To prove that something mathematical exists is to show how to make it 

{constructivism, Dummett}. 

 

Jean-François Lyotard [Lyotard, Jean-François] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1979 

Postmodern Condition [1979] 

He lived 1924 to ? and developed postmodernism. 

 

Paul Feyerabend [Feyerabend, Paul] 

philosopher 

Austria/England 

1981 to 1988 

Philosophical Papers [1981]; Against Method [1988] 

He lived 1924 to 1994 and was eliminative materialist. Philosophy of science and its claim to knowledge are 

impossible. All knowledge is relative. 

 

Paul Horwich [Horwich, Paul] 

philosopher 



England 

1982 to 1990 

Probability and Evidence [1982]; Asymmetries in Time [1987]; Truth [1990] 

He lived 1947 to ?, used Bayesian confirmation theory in science, and studied time direction. 

 

Simon Blackburn [Blackburn, Simon] 

philosopher 

England 

1999 

Think [1999] 

He lived 1944 to ?. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>History>Ethics 

 

Aristippus of Cyrene 

philosopher 

Cyrene, Libya 

-500 to -400 

He lived -435 to -356. His ideas were the basis of Hedonistic or Cyrenaic School. 

 

Antiphon 

philosopher 

Greece 

-450 to -430 

On Truth [-450 to -430]; On Concord [-450 to -430]; Statesman [-450 to -430]; On Interpretation of Dreams [-450 to 

-430] 

He lived -480 to -411. Morality conflicts with self-interest. 

 

Mo Tzu or Mo Ti 

philosopher 

Shangqui, China 

-440 to -400 

Master Mo [440 to -400] 

He lived -470 to -391 and started Moism or Mohist School, which advocated simple ceremonies and equal treatment 

of all people. 

 

Cynic 

philosophic school 

Athens, Greece 

-399 to -300 

Antisthenes founded it. School had followers of Socrates and included Diogenes of Sinope, Menippus, Crates, 

Hipparchia, Teles, Bion, Menedemus, and Onesicistus. It discussed living and morals, not logic or metaphysics. It led 

to Stoic School. 

Epistemology 

Only identities can be true, because only they can be directly perceived. 

Ethics 

Virtue, knowledge of good, and excellence are the only good. Virtue by itself makes one happy. People can be free 

from desires and content with life if they conduct life intelligently. Being free of wants and desires makes people 

depend least on outside influences and random events. People should satisfy only two desires, hunger and love. 

Individual morals and ways of life are best. Civilization and its products create more desires and control people 

arbitrarily through laws and morals, so civilization is not good. Education teaches the low value of civilization and its 

conveniences. 

 

Cyrenaic or Hedonistic 

philosophic school 

Cyrene, Libya 



-399 to -250 

Aristippus founded it based on his grandfather Aristippus of Cyrene's ideas. School had followers of Socrates and 

included Theodorus, Anniceris, Hegesius, Euemerus, and Bion. It led to Epicurean School. 

Epistemology 

The only worthy knowledge is what leads to happiness. People can know only immediate sense qualities. Past and 

future only cause doubt or worry. 

Ethics 

Sensual pleasure is the highest good, because organisms all try to gain pleasure and stay away from pain, pleasure is 

will satisfaction, and pleasure is life's main purpose. Pleasure is "smooth motion of flesh". Greatest will satisfaction 

happens when will gratifies senses in the present. 

Education helps people select pleasures that have minimum present and future pain, enjoy the highest refined 

pleasures, and control desires. People should act so they are not slaves to pleasure and should feel detachment while 

enjoying pleasure. Educated people need no laws or morals as guides but enjoy what is available without needing 

anything else. 

The highest good is a cheerful frame of mind, leading to friendship, family, and society, which have little pain. 

Momentary and bodily pleasures have future pain. Religion interferes with pleasure and is ancestor and hero worship. 

Responsibility for others and community is not important. 

 

Hipparchia 

philosopher 

Thrace, Greece 

-320 

She lived -340 to ?. Her husband was Crates the Cynic. 

 

Crates the Cynic 

philosopher 

Greece 

-320 to -316 

His wife was Hipparchia. Luxury, pride, and ill will are bad. 

 

Zeno of Citium 

philosopher 

Citium, Cyprus/Athens, Greece 

-310 to -280 

Commonwealth or Republic [-310 to -280] 

He lived -334 to -262 and founded Stoicism [-310]. People either have reason and virtue or do not {absolutism}. 

Politics and laws should be the same for all. 

 

Epicurean 

philosophic school 

Greece 

-306 to -30 

Epicurus founded school that developed from Cyrenaic School and included Hermarchus, Polystratus, Metrodorus, 

Zeno of Sidon, Phaedrus, Apollodorus, Siro, Philodemus, Amafinius, Lucretius, and Colotes. Epicureans lived in 

communities including slaves, women, and poor. 

Epistemology 

Concept contents come from perception persistence. Concepts are perception images. Language is material 

substance that participates in images. Imagination unites images. 

Perception contents are the same, so people have same basic ideas. Memory, prediction, hypothesis, or perception 

clearness and vividness make a criterion for truth. If two clear perceptions exist, two causes exist. 

Opinions depend on both concepts and consequences, so perceptions can only refute them. 

Ethics 

The highest good is pleasure, which comes only from senses. Freedom from all desires, and thus from their pains, is 

best, because then pleasure is permanent and restful. People should avoid pain, fear, and injury from others. Absence of 

anxiety and fear {ataraxia, Epicurus} and absence of pain are the highest pleasures. Both together make the objectively 

good life {eudaimonia, Epicurus}, not just subjectively good or happy. 



Active pleasure is desire satisfaction. Passive pleasure is satiation or well-being state, which has no pain and no 

desire. 

Wants can be natural and unavoidable, so people should find as much satisfaction as possible in them. Wants can be 

artificial, and society can cause wants, so people should avoid them. Most wants are in-between. People need 

knowledge and insight to judge pleasure and pain and to renounce them if they do not give satisfaction or have too 

much pain. People should satisfy such wants as much as possible to gain more pleasure. 

Mental pleasures, such as beauty and friendship, are better, because people can control them and they are more 

restful. 

Prudent pursuit of pleasure, beauty, and culture is the ideal. Actions should have nobility and morals. 

Social duty and responsibility are not important. Individual morals are best. 

Immortality does not exist. Religion is not good, because gods do not care about people. Religion and immortality 

cause fear. 

Metaphysics 

Atoms are independent and controlled only by themselves. All events are mechanical. Events have no law, necessity, 

or purpose. Uncaused actions can happen. Because time is infinite, all possible atom combinations have already 

happened and will repeat again. God and magic do not exist. 

Mind 

Soul has fire-atoms that scatter from body at death, precluding immortality. 

Politics 

Societies form only to gain advantage or utility. States are agreements among people not to injure each other. 

People's advantage determines laws, not ideas about right and wrong. 

 

Hermarchus 

philosopher 

Greece 

-270 to -250 

Against Empedocles [-270 to -250]; On the mathematicians [-270 to -250]; Against Plato [-270 to -250]; Against 

Aristotle [-270 to -250] 

He was second Epicurean-School leader [-270 to -250]. 

 

Polystratus 

philosopher 

Greece 

-250 to -240 

He lived ? to -240 and was third Epicurean-School leader [-250 to -240]. 

 

Panaetius 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

-150 to -130 

On Duty [-150 to -130]; On Providence [-150 to -130]; On Cheerfulness [-150 to -130]; On Philosophical Schools [-

150 to -130] 

He lived -185 to -108 and was Stoic and Syncretist. Scipio the Younger was his pupil. People should become more 

active and virtuous, depending on personality. 

 

Alexandrian 

philosophic school 

Alexandria, Egypt 

-150 to 50 

School incorporated Neo-Platonism, Jewish philosophy, and religious ideas from Iran. It included Aristobolus and 

Philo of Alexandria. 

 

Philodemus of Gadara 

philosopher/poet 

Herculaneum, Italy 

-80 



On Rhetoric [-80] 

He lived -110 to -35 and was Epicurean. 

 

Cicero or Marcus Tullius Cicero [Cicero, Marcus Tullius] or Tully 

lawyer/orator 

Rome, Italy 

-80 to -43 

On oratory [-55]; On the republic [-54 to -52]; On laws [-52]; For Milone [-52]; On ends [-45]; On the nature of the 

gods [-45]; On divination [-45]; On duties [-44]; Philippics [-44 to -43]; Letters to Relations [-67 to -43]; On His 

Consulship [-80 to -43]; On His Life and Times [-80 to -43] 

He lived -106 to -43 and defended Sextus Roscius against the state [-80]. He defended people of Sicily against the 

governor [-51]. He was praetor [-66] and consul [-63]. He first emphasized intention, as well as actual act. He first 

distinguished between damages and penalties. 

Natural law is universal, because it depends on reason, which is inherent in all people equally. Actual laws depend 

on history and natural law. 

Epistemology 

Ideas can be innate in reason, which people need only remember. 

Psychology 

People have right to take part in conversations. Conversation with monarchs should be mainly information, flattery, 

or respectful silence. People should use witticisms only in conversations with equals. 

 

Gaius Amafinius [Amafinius, Gaius] or Gaius Amafanius [Amafanius, Gaius] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

-50 

He was Epicurean. 

 

Publilio Siro [Siro, Publilio] 

philosopher 

Naples, Italy 

-50 

He lived -85 to -43 and was Epicurean. 

 

Eastern religions 

philosophic school 

Greece 

-50 to 529 

Eastern religions fused with Greek philosophies. Neo-Pythagorean at Alexandria, Eclectic Platonism, Jewish 

philosophy, Patristic philosophy, Gnosticism, and Neo-Platonism developed. God gives divine knowledge to prophets, 

leaders, and saints. Divine knowledge explains history. Divine knowledge authorizes state and church. 

 

Wandering Moralists 

philosophic school 

Near East 

1 to 200 

School included Demonax. 

 

Religious Platonism or Middle Platonism 

philosophic school 

Greece/Rome, Italy 

1 to 300 

School included Eudorus, Arius Didymus, Albinus, Thrasyllus, Plutarch the Elder, Maximus, Apuleius, Celsus, 

Galen, Hermes Trismegistus, Nichomachus, and Numenius of Apamea. 

 

Philo Judaeus or Philo of Alexandria 

philosopher 



Alexandria, Egypt 

10 to 40 

Exposition of the Law [10 to 40]; Allegorical Commentary on Genesis [10 to 40: his main work]; Question and 

Solutions [10 to 40]; On the Liberty of the Wise [10 to 40]; On the Incorruptibility of the World [10 to 40]; On 

Providence [10 to 40]; Alexander or On Whether Brute Animals Possess Reason or On Animals [10 to 40]; 

Contemplative Life [10 to 40] 

He lived -20 to 50, was Neo-Platonist, commented on Bible, and unified Jewish and Greek philosophy. 

Epistemology 

Religious-writing literal meaning is for senses. Philosophical meaning is for mind. To understand, people must be 

passive in reason, senses, and activity, so divine spirit can enter. People can achieve ecstasy {mysticism}, in which 

miracles and prophecies are possible. In this state, people know, not just desire to know. People can prepare for this 

state, and be worthy of it, through love, truth, faith, prayer, and suppression of will and senses. However, this state is 

gift from God. People must renounce self and merge with God to know logos and so God. Logos is immanent, and 

people can know it. God is transcendent, and people cannot know it. 

Metaphysics 

God is perfect. Matter is imperfect. Life principle, divine reason, or spirit of God {logos, spirit} is intelligent, 

immanent, transcendent, and divine. Logos is powers and attributes of God and is how God acts on nature. Logos 

makes and unifies all matter. Logos is Thought. Logos is immanent in all things, while God is transcendent. 

Intelligence {logos spermatikos} generates everything. Intermediate connecting forces are angels and servants of 

God and link God and material world. Angels have personality and connect to God by logos. Angels are also material. 

 

Jesus 

philosopher 

Judaea 

26 to 29 

He lived -4 to 29. The philosophy of Jesus is in the four gospels of King James Bible. 

Matthew 5:38-42 

"Ye have heard that it hath been said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth: 

But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other 

also. 

And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him have thy cloak also. 

And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain. 

Give to him that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow of thee turn not thou away." 

Luke 6:29-30 

"And unto him that smiteth thee on the one cheek offer also the other; and him that taketh away thy cloak forbid not 

to take thy coat also. 

Give to every man that asketh of thee; and of him that taketh away thy goods ask them not again." 

Matthew 5:43-44 

"Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy. 

But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, ..." 

Luke 6:27-28 

"But I say unto you which hear, Love your enemies, do good to them which hate you, 

Bless them that curse you, ..." 

Luke 6:32-36 

"For if ye love them which love you, what thank have ye? ... 

And if ye do good to them which do good to you, what thank have ye? ... 

And if ye lend to them of whom ye hope to receive, what thank have ye? ... 

But love ye your enemies, and do good, and lend, hoping for nothing again; and your reward shall be great, ... 

Be ye therefore merciful, ..." 

Matthew 6:14 

"... forgive men their trespasses ..." 

Matthew 18:21-22 

"Then came Peter to him, and said, Lord, how oft shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive him? till seven 

times? 

Jesus saith unto him, I say not unto thee, Until seven times: but, Until seventy times seven." 



John 8:7 

"... He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone ..." 

Matthew 6:19 

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon Earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break through 

and steal" 

Matthew 19:21 

"... If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and give to the poor ..." 

Mark 10:21 

"... go thy way, sell whatsoever thou hast, and give to the poor ..." 

Luke 18:22 

"... sell all that thou hast, and distribute unto the poor, ..." 

Matthew 7:1-2 

"Judge not, that ye be not judged. 

For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you 

again." 

Luke 6:37-38 

"Judge not, and ye shall not be judged: condemn not, and ye shall not be condemned: forgive, and ye shall be 

forgiven: 

Give, and it shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and running over, shall men 

give into your bosom. For with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall be measured to you again." 

Matthew 7:3-5 

"And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? 

Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine eye; and, behold, a beam is in thine own 

eye? 

Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out 

of thy brother's eye." 

Luke 6:41-42 

"And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but perceivest not the beam that is in thine own eye? 

Either how canst thou say to thy brother, Brother, let me pull out the mote that is in thine eye, when thou thyself 

beholdest not the beam that is in thine own eye? Thou hypocrite, cast out first the beam out of thine own eye, and then 

shalt thou see clearly to pull out the mote that is in thy brother's eye." 

Matthew 7:12 

"Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them ..." 

Luke 6:31 

"And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise." 

Matthew 7:17-20 

"Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. 

A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. 

Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire. 

Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them." 

Luke 6:43-44 

"For a good tree bringeth not forth corrupt fruit; neither doth a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. 

For every tree is known by his own fruit. For of thorns men do not gather figs, nor of a bramble bush gather they 

grapes." 

Matthew 12:35 

"A good man out of the good treasure of the heart bringeth forth good things: and an evil man out of the evil treasure 

bringeth forth evil things." 

Luke 6:45 

"A good man out of the good treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which is good; and an evil man out of the evil 

treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which is evil: for of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaketh." 

Matthew 19:18-19 

"... Thou shalt do no murder, Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear false witness, 

Honour thy father and thy mother: ..." 

Mark 10:19 

"... Do not commit adultery, Do not kill, Do not steal, Do not bear false witness, Defraud not, Honour thy father and 

mother." 



Luke 18:20 

"... Do not commit adultery, Do not kill, Do not steal, Do not bear false witness, Honour thy father and thy mother." 

Matthew 19:19 

"... Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself." 

Matthew 22:39 

"... Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself." 

Mark 12:31 

"... Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. ..." 

Luke 10:29-37 

"... And who is my neighbour? 

And Jesus answering said, A certain man went down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among thieves, which 

stripped him of his raiment, and wounded him, and departed, leaving him half dead. 

And by chance there came down a certain priest that way: and when he saw him, he passed by on the other side. 

And likewise a Levite, when he was at the place, came and looked on him, and passed by on the other side. 

But a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed, came where he was: and when he saw him, he had compassion on him, 

And went to him, and bound up his wounds, pouring in oil and wine, and set him on his own beast, and brought him 

to an inn, and took care of him. 

And on the morrow when he departed, he took out two pence, and gave them to the host, and said unto him, Take 

care of him; and whatsoever thou spendest more, when I come again, I will repay thee. 

Which now of these three, thinkest thou, was neighbour unto him that fell among the thieves? 

And he said, He that shewed mercy on him. Then said Jesus unto him, Go, and do thou likewise." 

John 13:34 

"A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love one another; ..." 

John 15:12-13 

"This is my commandment, That ye love one another, ... 

Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends." 

Matthew 20:26-27 

"... whosoever will be great among you, let him be your minister; 

And whosoever will be chief among you, let him be your servant" 

Mark 10:43-44 

"... whosoever will be great among you, shall be your minister: 

And whosoever of you will be the chiefest, shall be servant of all." 

John 1:1 

"In the beginning was the Word ..." 

John 8:32 

"And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free." 

 

Religious Stoicism 

philosophic school 

Rome, Italy 

30 to 300 

School included Seneca, Cornutus or Phurnutus, Dio Chrysostom, Persius, Thrasea, Musonius Rufus, Epictetus, 

Demonax, Arrian, Lucian, Favorinus, Aulus Gellius, and Marcus Aurelius. 

 

Epictetus 

writer 

Rome, Italy/Greece 

80 to 135 

Discourses [135]; Manual [80 to 120] 

He lived 55 to 135, was Stoic, and wrote about ethics. Philosophy should be about morals and mind. Body, status, 

and wealth are not important. People should control their emotions {apatheia}, so they can choose actions consistent 

with duty and citizenship. People should not let life affect them so that they cannot act. 

 

Later Apologists 

philosophic school 

Rome, Italy 



150 to 300 

School included John Chrysostom, Basil of Caesarea, Gregory of Nazianzen, and Gregory of Nyassa. 

 

Patristic Philosophy or Apologists 

philosophic school 

Rome, Italy 

150 to 300 

School included Dionysius the Areopagite, Maximus the Confessor, Justin Martyr, Clement I of Rome, Aristides, 

Athenogoras, Theophilus, Melito, Apollinaris, Minucius Felix, Epiphanius, Lactantius, Irenaeus in Lyon, Hippolytus in 

Rome, Tatian, Aeneas of Gaza, Tertullian in Carthage, Arnobius, Hilarius, Clement of Alexandria, Nemesius, 

Eusebius, Origen, Cappadocians, and Paul, the Roman Catholic saint. Hippolytus set himself up as pope. 

Epistemology 

God inspired every word of the Bible, as shown by prophecy fulfillment. The succession of Bible prophets is a 

divine plan for people's education. God reveals more as people's ability to receive knowledge increases. New 

revelations are purer. Jesus is the final revelation. 

People can immediately apprehend truth. Powers above reason give truth. Truth comes directly from God and comes 

through contact with God. Church doctrine is the only knowledge needed and people should believe it without 

question, because it is perfect truth. Revelation is above reason, because it is divine. Speculation or further reasoning 

about the Bible is having no faith. 

Metaphysics 

Matter is not good or evil. Matter can be for good or evil by people's actions. 

Spirit combines rational thought and personality. It is consciousness. Spirit can be separate from body, can go to 

another body, is eternal, and is unchanging. Life-force mediates between spirit and matter and animates body. 

Good and evil forces exist in the world. Evil comes from demons and the evil soul in man. 

God created world from nothing in one moment, without cause except for God's willing, which is infinite and 

unchanging. God gave people free will and action control, which can lead to evil. 

Pantheism opposes Church doctrine. 

Mind 

Conscience is knowledge of duty and action worth, relative to self and behavior. Self-consciousness gives people 

knowledge of sin and their need to repent. 

History 

History is a succession of revelations. Adam revealed nature's perfection and God's gift of mind. Moses revealed 

Jewish law. Jesus was the perfect revelation for which the previous two revelations had prepared people. The 

Comforter {Paraclete, Apologist}, who can be Holy Spirit, will reveal fourth revelation at world end. On judgment day, 

good will separate from evil, or all good will overcome all evil. 

Humans are universe meaning and purpose and control universe destiny. This purpose and Church unify people. 

History records how human will works relative to God and other people. Jesus is center of history. 

Because free people take actions, history cannot repeat. 

Previous gods are evil demons in the world. 

Theology 

God is spiritual personality. People can have personal relation with God, as with father. Because God and people are 

spirits, relations can exist between people and God, and one such relation is love. 

 

Diogenes Laertius 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

200 to 250 

Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers [200 to 250] 

He was Stoic. 

 

Gregory of Nazianzen 

philosopher 

Constantinople 

350 to 380 

Homily 15 [350 to 380]; Five Theological Orations [350 to 380] 

He lived 323 to 389 and was Apologist. Later Byzantine writers referenced him. 



 

Basil of Caesarea 

philosopher 

Caesarea, Cappadocia 

360 to 379 

Hexameron or On the Six Days of the Creation [360 to 379] 

He lived 330 to 379 and was Apologist. Later Byzantine writers referenced him. 

 

Gregory of Nyassa 

philosopher 

Cappadocia 

370 to 390 

Life of St. Macrina [370 to 390]; Variety of Salvation [370 to 390]; On the Baptism of Christ [370 to 390]; 

Baptismal Renovation [370 to 390] 

He lived 335 to 395 and was Apologist. Later Byzantine writers referenced him. 

 

John Chrysostom [Chrysostom, John] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

381 to 403 

Treatise on the Priesthood [381] 

He lived 347 to 407, was Patriarch of Constantinople [398 to 403], was Doctor of the Church and Greek Father, and 

was Apologist. Later Byzantine writers referenced him. 

 

Boethius 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

510 to 520 

Consolation of Philosophy [510 to 520] 

He lived 480 to 526, served under King Theodoric, was Neo-Platonist, and stressed Stoic morality. He wrote 

textbooks on four subjects {quadrivium}: geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, and music. Events can be necessary or only 

conditionally necessary. God will punish vice. God is omnipotent and eternal. Eternity is simultaneous knowledge of 

all life. 

 

Mohammad 

philosopher 

Medina, Arabia 

610 to 622 

He lived 571 to 632. The philosophy of Mohammed is in Koran, as translated into English by the Presidency of 

Islamic Researches, Ifta, Call and Guidance of Saudi Arabia. 

2.83 ... treat with kindness your parents and kindred, and orphans and those in need; speak fair to the people; be 

steadfast in prayer; and give Zakat [regular charity] ... 

2.84 ... Shed no blood amongst you, nor turn out your own people from your homes ... 

2.148 ... then strive together (as in a race) towards all that is good. ... 

2.168 ... Eat of what is on Earth, lawful and good ... 

2.177 ... to spend of your substance, ... for your kin, for orphans, for the needy, for the wayfarer, for those who ask, 

and for the ransom of slaves; ... and give Zakat; to fulfill the contracts which ye have made; and to be firm and patient, 

in pain (or suffering) and adversity, and throughout all periods of panic. ... 

2.178 ... the law of equality is prescribed to you in cases of murder: the free for the free, the slave for the slave, the 

woman for the woman. But if the brother of the slain makes any remission, then grant any reasonable demand, and 

compensate him with handsome gratitude, ... 

2.180 ... when death approaches any of you, if he leave any goods that he make a bequest to parents and next of kin, 

according to reasonable usage; ... 

2.181 If anyone changes the bequest after hearing it, the guilt shall be on those who make the change. ... 

2.182 But if anyone fears partiality or wrong-doing on the part of the testator, and brings about a settlement amongst 

(the parties concerned), there is no wrong in him: ... 



2.183 ... Fasting is prescribed to you as it was prescribed to those before you, that ye may (learn) self-restraint, 

2.184 for a fixed number of days; but if any of you is ill, or on a journey, observe the prescribed number within days 

later. For those who can do it (with hardship), is a ransom, the feeding of one that is indigent. But he that will give 

more, of his own free will, it is better for him. And it is better for you that ye fast, if ye only knew. 

2.187 Permitted to you, on the night of the fasts, is the approach to your wives. They are your garments and ye are 

their garments. ... so now associate with them, ... and eat and drink, until the white thread of dawn appear to you 

distinct from its black thread; then complete your fast till the night appears; but do not associate with your wives while 

ye are in retreat in the mosques. ... 

2.188 And do not eat up your property among yourselves for vanities, nor use it as bait for the judges, with intent 

that ye may eat up wrongfully and knowingly a little of (other) people's property. 

2.189 They ask thee concerning the New Moons. Say: They are but signs to mark fixed periods of time in (the affairs 

of) men, and for Pilgrimage. It is no virtue if ye enter your houses from the back: ... Enter houses through the proper 

doors: ... 

2.190 Fight in the cause of Allah those who fight you, but do not transgress limits; ... 

2.191 And slay them wherever ye catch them, and turn them out from where they have turned you out; for 

persecution and oppression are worse than slaughter; but fight them not at the Sacred Mosque, unless they (first) fight 

you there; but if they fight you, slay them. Such is the reward of those who suppress faith. 

2.193 And fight them on until there is no more persecution or oppression, ... But if they cease. Let there be no 

hostility except to those who practice oppression. 

2.194 The prohibited month for the prohibited month, and so for all things prohibited, there is the law of equality. If 

then any one transgresses the prohibition against you, transgress ye likewise against him. ... 

2.195 ... make not your own hands contribute to (your) destruction; but do good; ... 

2.215 ... Whatever wealth ye spend that is good, is for parents and kindred and orphans and those in want and for 

wayfarers. ... 

2.216 Fighting is prescribed for you, and ye dislike it. But it is possible that ye dislike a thing which is good for you, 

and that ye love a thing which is bad for you. ... 

2.219 They ask thee concerning wine and gambling. Say: "In them is great sin, and some profit, for men; but the sin 

is greater than the profit." They ask thee how much they are to spend; Say: "What is beyond your needs." ... 

2.220 ... They ask thee concerning orphans. Say: "The best thing to do is what is for their good; if ye mix their affairs 

with yours, they are your brethren; ..." 

2.222 They ask thee concerning women's courses. Say: They are a hurt and a pollution: So keep away from women 

in their courses, and do not approach them until they are clean. But when they have purified themselves, ye may 

approach them ... 

2.223 Your wives are as a tilth unto you; so approach your tilth when or how ye will; but do some good act for your 

souls beforehand; ... 

2.228 Divorced women shall wait concerning themselves for three monthly periods. Nor is it lawful for them to hide 

what Allah Hath created in their wombs, if they have faith in Allah and the Last Day. And their husbands have the 

better right to take them back in that period, if they wish for reconciliation. And women shall have rights similar to the 

rights against them, according to what is equitable; but men have a degree (of advantage) over them. ... 

2.229 A divorce is only permissible twice: after that, the parties should either hold together on equitable terms, or 

separate with kindness. It is not lawful for you, (men), to take back any of your gifts (from your wives), except when 

both parties fear that they would be unable to keep the limits ordained by Allah. If ye (judges) do indeed fear that they 

would be unable to keep the limits ordained by Allah, there is no blame on either of them if she give something for her 

freedom. ... 

2.230 So if a husband divorces his wife (irrevocably), he cannot, after that, remarry her until after she has married 

another husband and he has divorced her. In that case there is no blame on either of them if they reunite, provided they 

feel that they can keep the limits ordained by Allah. ... 

2.231 When ye divorce women, and they (are about to) fulfill the term of their (iddah), either take them back on 

equitable terms or set them free on equitable terms; but do not take them back to injure them, (or) to take undue 

advantage; if any one does that; he wrongs his own soul. ... 

2.232 When ye divorce women, and they fulfill the term of their (iddah), do not prevent them from marrying their 

(former) husbands, if they mutually agree on equitable terms. ... 

2.233 The mothers shall give suck to their offspring for two whole years, for him (the father) who desires to 

complete the term. But he shall bear the cost of their food and clothing on equitable terms. No soul shall have a burden 

laid on it greater than it can bear. No mother shall be treated unfairly on account of her child. Nor father on account of 

his child, an heir shall be chargeable in the same way. If they both decide on weaning, by mutual consent, and after due 



consultation, there is no blame on them. If ye decide on a foster-mother for your offspring, there is no blame on you, 

provided ye pay (the foster mother) what ye offered, on equitable terms. ... 

2.234 If any of you die and leave widows behind, they shall wait concerning themselves four months and ten days: 

When they have fulfilled their term, there is no blame on you if they dispose of themselves in a just and reasonable 

manner. ... 

2.235 There is no blame on you if ye make an indirect offer of betrothal or hold it in your hearts. Allah knows that 

ye cherish them in your hearts: But do not make a secret contract with them except in terms honorable, nor resolve on 

the tie of marriage till the term prescribed is fulfilled. ... 

2.236 There is no blame on you if ye divorce women before consummation or the fixation of their dower; but bestow 

on them (A suitable gift), the wealthy according to his means, and the poor according to his means; a gift of a 

reasonable amount is due from those who wish to do the right thing. 

2.237 And if ye divorce them before consummation, but after the fixation of a dower for them, then the half of the 

dower (is due to them), unless they remit it or (the man's half) is remitted by him in whose hands is the marriage tie; 

and the remission (of the man's half) is the nearest to righteousness. And do not forget liberality between yourselves. ... 

2.240 Those of you who die and leave widows should bequeath for their widows a year's maintenance and residence; 

but if they leave (the residence), there is no blame on you for what they do with themselves, provided it is reasonable. 

... 

2.241 For divorced women maintenance (should be provided) on a reasonable (scale). This is a duty on the 

righteous. 

2.256 Let there be no compulsion in religion: Truth stands out clear from Error: whoever rejects Taghut (evil) and 

believes in Allah hath grasped the most trustworthy hand-hold, that never breaks. ... 

2.263 Kind words and the covering of faults are better than charity followed by injury. ... 

2.264 ... cancel not your charity by reminders of your generosity or by injury, like those who spend their wealth to be 

seen of men, ... They are in parable like a hard, barren rock, on which is a little soil: on it falls heavy rain, which leaves 

it (just) a bare stone. They will be able to do nothing with aught they have earned. ... 

2.267 ... Give of the good things which ye have (honorably) earned, and of the fruits of the earth which We have 

produced for you, and do not even aim at getting anything which is bad, in order that out of it ye may give away 

something, when ye yourselves would not receive it except with closed eyes. ... 

2.271 If ye disclose (acts of) charity, even so it is well, but if ye conceal them, and make them reach those (really) in 

need, that is best for you: It will remove from you some of your (stains of) evil. ... 

2.274 Those who (in charity) spend of their goods by night and by day, in secret and in public, have their reward ... 

on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve. 

2.280 If the debtor is in a difficulty, grant him time till it is easy for him to repay. But if ye remit it by way of 

charity, that is best for you if ye only knew. 

2.282 ... When ye deal with each other, in transactions involving future obligations in a fixed period of time, reduce 

them to writing. Let a scribe write down faithfully as between the parties: let not the scribe refuse to write: ... Let him 

who incurs the liability dictate, ... and not diminish aught of what he owes. If the party liable is mentally deficient, or 

weak, or unable himself to dictate, let his guardian dictate faithfully. And get two witnesses, out of your own men, and 

if there are not two men, then a man and two women, such as ye choose, for witnesses, so that if one of them errs, the 

other can remind her. The witnesses should not refuse when called on (for evidence). Disdain not to reduce to writing 

(your contract) for a future period, whether it be small or big; ... but if it be a transaction which ye carry out on the spot 

among yourselves, there is no blame on you if ye reduce it not to writing. But take witness whenever ye make a 

commercial contract; and let neither scribe nor witness suffer harm. ... 

2.283 If ye are on a journey, and cannot find a scribe, a pledge with possession (may serve the purpose). And if one 

of you deposits a thing on trust with another, Let the trustee (faithfully) discharge his trust, ... Conceal not evidence; for 

whoever conceals it, His heart is tainted with sin. ... 

3.17 Those who show patience (firmness and self-control); who are true (in word and deed); who worship devoutly; 

... and who pray for forgiveness in the early hours of the morning. 

4.2 To orphans restore their property (when they reach their age), nor substitute (your) worthless things for (their) 

good ones; and devour not their substance (by mixing it up) with your own. ... 

4.3 If ye fear that ye shall not be able to deal justly with the orphans, marry women of your choice, two or three or 

four; but if ye fear that ye shall not be able to deal justly (with them), then only one, or (a captive) that your right hands 

possess, that will be more suitable ... 

4.4 And give the women (on marriage) their dower as a free gift; but if they, of their own good pleasure, remit any 

part of it to you, take it and enjoy it with right good cheer. 



4.5 To those weak of understanding give not your property ...but feed and clothe them therewith, and speak to them 

words of kindness and justice. 

4.6 Make trial of orphans until they reach the age of marriage; if then ye find sound judgment in them, release their 

property to them; but consume it not wastefully, nor in haste against their growing up. If the guardian is well-off, let 

him claim no remuneration, but if he is poor, let him have for himself what is just and reasonable. When ye release 

their property to them, take witnesses in their presence: ... 

4.7 From what is left by parents and those nearest related there is a share for men and a share for women, whether 

the property be small or large, a determinate share. 

4.8 But if at the time of division other relatives, or orphans or poor, are present, give them out of the (property), and 

speak to them words of kindness and justice. 

4.9 Let those (disposing of an estate) have the same fear in their minds as they would have for their own if they had 

left a helpless family behind: ... and speak words of appropriate (comfort). 

4.11 ... as regards your children's (inheritance): to the male, a portion equal to that of two females: if only daughters, 

two or more, their share is two-thirds of the inheritance; if only one, her share is a half. For parents, a sixth share of the 

inheritance to each, if the deceased left children; if no children, and the parents are the (only) heirs, the mother has a 

third; if the deceased left brothers (or sisters) the mother has a sixth. 

The distribution in all cases is after the payment of legacies and debts. Ye know not whether your parents or your 

children are nearest to you in benefit. ... 

4.12 In what your wives leave, your share is a half, if they leave no child; but if they leave a child, ye get a fourth; 

after payment of legacies and debts. In what ye leave, their share is a fourth, if ye leave no child; but if ye leave a child, 

they get an eighth; after payment of legacies and debts. If the man or woman whose inheritance is in question, has left 

neither ascendants nor descendants, but has left a brother or a sister, each one of the two gets a sixth; but if more than 

two, they share in a third; after payment of legacies and debts; so that no loss is caused (to any one). ... 

4.15 If any of your women are guilty of lewdness, take the evidence of four (reliable) witnesses from amongst you 

against them; and if they testify, confine them to houses until death do claim them, ... 

4.16 If two men among you are guilty of lewdness, punish them both. If they repent and amend, leave them alone; ... 

4.19 ... Ye are forbidden to inherit women against their will. Nor should ye treat them with harshness, that ye may 

take away part of the dower ye have given them, except where they have been guilty of open lewdness; on the contrary 

live with them on a footing of kindness and equity. If ye take a dislike to them it may be that ye dislike a thing, ... 

4.20 But if ye decide to take one wife in place of another, even if ye had given the latter a whole treasure for dower, 

take not the least bit of it back: Would ye take it by slander and manifest wrong? 

4.21 And how could ye take it when ye have gone in unto each other, and they have Taken from you a solemn 

covenant? 

4.22 And marry not women whom your fathers married, except what is past: It was shameful and odious, an 

abominable custom indeed. 

4.23 Prohibited to you (for marriage) are: your mothers, daughters, sisters; father's sisters, mother's sisters; brother's 

daughters, sister's daughters; foster-mothers who gave you suck, foster-sisters; your wives' mothers; your step-

daughters under your guardianship, born of your wives to whom ye have gone in, no prohibition if ye have not gone in; 

(those who have been) wives of your sons proceeding from your loins; and two sisters in wedlock at one and the same 

time, except for what is past; ... 

4.24 Also (prohibited are) women already married, except those whom your right hands possess: ... Except for these, 

all others are lawful, provided ye seek (them in marriage) with gifts from your property, desiring chastity, not 

fornication from them. Give them their dowers (at least) as prescribed; but if, after a dower is prescribed, agree 

Mutually (to vary it), there is no blame on you, ... 

4.25 If any of you have not the means wherewith to wed free believing women, they may wed believing girls from 

among those whom your right hands possess: ... Ye are one from another: Wed them with the leave of their owners, and 

give them their dowers, according to what is reasonable: They should be chaste, not lustful, nor taking paramours: 

when they are taken in wedlock, if they fall into shame, their punishment is half that for free women. This (permission) 

is for those among you who fear sin; but it is better for you that ye practice self-restraint. ... 

4.29 ... Eat not up your property among yourselves in vanities: But let there be amongst you traffic and trade by 

mutual good-will: Nor kill (or destroy) yourselves: ... 

4.32 And in no wise covet those things in which Allah Hath bestowed His gifts more freely on some of you than on 

others: to men is allotted what they earn, and to women what they earn: ... 

4.33 To (benefit) every one, We have appointed shares and heirs to property left by parents and relatives. To those, 

also, to whom your right hand was pledged, give their due portion. ... 



4.34 Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because Allah has given the one more (strength) than the 

other, and because they support them from their means. Therefore the righteous women are devoutly obedient, and 

guard in (the husband's) absence what Allah would have them guard. As to those women on whose part ye fear 

disloyalty and ill-conduct, admonish them (first), (next), refuse to share their beds, (and last) beat them (lightly); but if 

they return to obedience, seek not against them means (of annoyance): ... 

4.35 If ye fear a breach between them twain, appoint (two) arbiters, one from his family, and the other from hers; ... 

4.36 ... and do good, to parents, kinsfolk, orphans, those in need, neighbors who are of kin, neighbors who are 

strangers, the companion by your side, the wayfarer (ye meet), and what your right hands possess: ... 

5.1 ... fulfill (all) obligations. Lawful unto you (for food) are all beasts of cattle, with the exceptions named: But 

animals of the chase are forbidden while ye are in the sacred precincts or in the state of pilgrimage: ... 

5.3 Forbidden to you (for food) are: dead meat, blood, the flesh of swine, and that on which hath been invoked the 

name of other than Allah; that which hath been killed by strangling, or by a violent blow, or by a headlong fall, or by 

being gored to death; that which hath been (partly) eaten by a wild animal; unless ye are able to slaughter it (in due 

form); that which is sacrificed on stone (altars); (forbidden) also is the division (of meat) by raffling with arrows: that is 

impiety. ... But if any is forced by hunger, with no inclination to transgression ... 

5.4 They ask thee what is lawful to them (as food). Say: Lawful unto you are (all) things good and pure: and what ye 

have taught your trained hunting animals (to catch) ... 

5.5 This day are (all) things good and pure made lawful unto you. The food of the People of the Book is lawful unto 

you and yours is lawful unto them. (Lawful unto you in marriage) are (not only) chaste women who are believers, but 

chaste women among the People of the Book, revealed before your time, when ye give them their due dowers, and 

desire chastity, not lewdness, nor secret intrigues. ... 

5.8 ... as witnesses to fair dealing, and let not the hatred of others to you make you swerve to wrong and depart from 

justice. Be just: that is next to piety: ... 

5.32 ... if any one slew a person, unless it be for murder or for spreading mischief in the land, it would be as if he 

slew the whole people: and if any one saved a life, it would be as if he saved the life of the whole people. ... 

5.38 As to the thief, male or female, cut off his or her hands: a retribution for their deeds, and exemplary punishment 

... 

5.45 ... "Life for life, eye for eye, nose or nose, ear for ear, tooth for tooth, and wounds equal for equal." But if any 

one remits the retaliation by way of charity, it is an act of atonement for himself. ... 

7.31 ... eat and drink: But waste not by excess ... 

8.41 And know that out of all the booty that ye may acquire (in war), a fifth share is assigned to Allah, and to the 

Messenger, and to near relatives, orphans, the needy, and the wayfarer ... 

8.61 But if the enemy incline towards peace, do thou (also) incline towards peace, ... 

8.69 But (now) enjoy what ye took in war, lawful and good: ... 

9.4 (But the treaties are) not dissolved with those Pagans with whom ye have entered into alliance and who have not 

subsequently failed you in aught, nor aided any one against you. So fulfill your engagements with them to the end of 

their term: ... 

9.7 ... As long as these stand true to you, stand ye true to them: ... 

10.36 But most of them follow nothing but conjecture: truly conjecture can be of no avail against Truth. ... 

11.11 Not so do those who show patience and constancy, and work righteousness; ... 

16.71 And Allah has made for you mates (and companions) of your own nature, and made for you, out of them, sons 

and daughters and grandchildren, and provided for you sustenance of the best: ... 

17.23 ... and that ye be kind to parents. Whether one or both of them attain old age in thy life, say not to them a word 

of contempt, nor repel them, but address them in terms of honor. 

17.24 And, out of kindness, lower to them the wing of humility, and say: "My Lord! bestow on them Thy Mercy 

even as they cherished me in childhood." 

17.26 And render to the kindred their due rights, as (also) to those in want, and to the wayfarer: But squander not 

(your wealth) in the manner of a spendthrift. 

17.31 Kill not your children for fear of want: We shall provide sustenance for them as well as for you. Verily the 

killing of them is a great sin. 

17.32 Nor come nigh to adultery: for it is an indecent (deed) and an evil way. 

17.33 Nor take life ... except for just cause. And if anyone is slain wrongfully, we have given his heir authority (to 

demand Qisás or to forgive): but let him nor exceed bounds in the matter of taking life; for he is helped (by the Law). 

17.34 Come not nigh to the orphan's property except to improve it, until he attains the age of full strength; and fulfill 

(every) engagement, ... 

17.35 Give full measure when ye measure, and weigh with a balance that is straight: ... 



17.36 And pursue not that of which thou hast no knowledge; ... 

17.37 Nor walk on the earth with insolence: for thou canst not rend the earth asunder, nor reach the mountains in 

height. 

18.23 Nor say of anything, "I shall be sure to do so and so tomorrow." 

22.39 To those against whom war is made, permission is given (to fight), because they are wronged; ... 

22.60 ... And if one has retaliated to no greater extent than the injury he received, and is again set upon inordinately, 

Allah will help him: ... 

23.3 Who avoid vain talk; 

23.4 Who are active in giving Zakat; 

23.5 Who guard their modesty, 

23.6 Except with those joined to them in the marriage bond, or (the captives) whom their right hands possess, for (in 

their case) they are free from blame, 

23.7 But those whose desires exceed those limits are transgressors; 

23.8 Those who faithfully observe their trusts and their covenants, 

24.2 The woman and the man guilty of fornication, flog each of them with a hundred stripes. Let not compassion 

move you in their case, ... 

24.3 The adulterer cannot have sexual relations with any but an adulteress, or idolatress. And the adulteress, none 

can have sexual relations with her but an adulterer or an idolater: ... 

24.4 And those who launch a charge against chaste women, and produce not four witnesses (to support their 

allegations), flog them with eighty stripes; and reject their evidence ever after: for such men are wicked transgressors; 

24.6 And for those who launch a charge against their wives, and have (in support) no evidence but their own, let one 

of them testify four times by Allah that he is of those who speak the truth; 

24.7 And the fifth (oath) (should be) that he solemnly invoke the curse of Allah on himself if he tell a lie. 

24.8 But it would avert the punishment from the wife, if she bears witness four times (with an oath) By Allah, that 

(her husband) is telling a lie; 

24.9 And the fifth (oath) should be that she solemnly invokes the wrath of Allah on herself if (her accuser) is telling 

the truth. 

24.22 Let not those among you who are endued with grace and amplitude of means resolve by oath against helping 

their kinsmen, those in want, and those who have left their homes in Allah's cause: let them forgive and overlook, ... 

24.23 Those who slander chaste, indiscreet, and believing women, are cursed in this life ... 

24.26 Women impure are for men impure, and men impure for women impure and women of purity are for men of 

purity, and men of purity are for women of purity: these are innocent of all what people say: for them there is 

forgiveness, and a provision honorable. 

24.27 ... Enter not houses other than your own, until ye have asked permission and saluted those in them: ... 

24.28 If ye find no one in the house, enter not until permission is given to you: if ye are asked to go back, go back: ... 

24.29 It is no fault on your part to enter houses not lived in, which serve some (other) use for you: ... 

24.30 Say to the believing men that they should lower their gaze and guard their modesty: ... 

24.31 And say to the believing women that they should lower their gaze and guard their modesty; that they should 

not display their beauty and ornaments except what (ordinarily) appear thereof; that they should draw their veils over 

their bosoms and not display their beauty except to their husbands, their fathers, their husband's fathers, their sons, their 

husbands' sons, their brothers or their brothers' sons, or their sisters' sons, or their women, or the slaves whom their 

right hands possess, or male attendants free of sexual desires, or small children who have no carnal of women; and that 

they should not strike their feet to draw attention to their hidden ornaments. ... 

24.32 Marry those among you who are single, or the virtuous ones among yourselves, male or female: ... 

24.33 Let those who find not the wherewithal for marriage keep themselves chaste, ... And if any of your slaves ask 

for a deed in writing (for emancipation), give them such a deed if ye know any good in them: yea, give them something 

yourselves ... But force not your maids to prostitution when they desire chastity, in order that ye may make a gain in the 

goods of this life. ... 

24.58 ... Let those whom your right hands possess, and the (children) among you who have not come of age ask your 

permission (before they come to your presence), on three occasions: before morning prayer; the while ye doff your 

clothes for the noonday heat; and after the late-night prayer: these are your three times of undress: outside those times it 

is not wrong for you or for them to move about attending to each other. ... 

24.59 But when the children among you come of age, let them (also) ask for permission, as do those senior to them 

(in age). ... 

25.67 Those who, when they spend, are not extravagant and not niggardly, but hold a just (balance) between those 

(extremes); 



25.68 ... nor slay such life as Allah has made sacred except for just cause, nor commit fornication; ... 

25.72 Those who witness no falsehood, and, if they pass by futility, they pass by it with honorable (avoidance); 

28.55 And when they hear vain talk, they turn away therefrom and say: "To us our deeds, and to you yours; peace be 

to you: we seek not the ignorant." 

28.56 It is true thou wilt not be able to guide every one whom thou lovest; ... 

28.77 ... nor forget thy portion in this world: but do thou good, ... and seek not (occasions for) mischief in the land: 

... 

29.8 We have enjoined on man kindness to parents: ... 

29.29 "Do ye indeed approach men, and cut off the highway? and practice wickedness (even) in your councils?" ... 

30.38 So give what is due to kindred, the needy, and the wayfarer. ... 

30.39 That which you give in usury for increase through the property of (other) people, will have no increase ... but 

that which you give for charity, ... (will increase) ... 

31.14 ... (to be good) to his parents: in travail upon travail did his mother bear him, and in years twain was his 

weaning: ... "Show gratitude ... to thy parents: "... 

31.17 ... establish regular prayer, enjoin what is just, and forbid what is wrong: and bear with patient constancy 

whatever betide thee; for this is firmness (of purpose) in (the conduct of) affairs. 

31.18 "And swell not thy cheek (for pride) at men, nor walk in insolence through the earth; "... 

31.19 "And be moderate in thy pace, and lower thy voice; for the harshest of sounds without doubt is the braying of 

the ass." 

32.15 ... nor are they (ever) puffed up with pride. 

32.16 ... and they spend (in charity) out of the sustenance which We have bestowed on them. ... 

33.6 ... nevertheless do ye what is just to your closest friends: ... 

33.32 ... be not too complacent of speech, lest one in whose heart is a disease should feel desire: but speak ye a 

speech (that is) just. 

33.33 And stay quietly in your houses, and make not a dazzling display, like that of the former Times of Ignorance; 

... and give Zakat; ... 

33.49 ... When ye marry believing women, and then divorce them before ye have touched them, no period of iddah 

have ye to count in respect of them: so give them a present, and release them in a handsome manner. 

33.50 ... We have made lawful to thee thy wives to whom thou hast paid their dowers; and those whom thy right 

hand possesses out of the captives of war whom Allah has assigned to thee; and daughters of thy paternal uncles and 

aunts, and daughters of thy maternal uncles and aunts, who migrated (from Makkah) with thee; and any believing 

woman who gives herself to the Prophet if the Prophet wishes to wed her; this only for thee, and not for the Believers 

(at large); We know what We have appointed for them as to their wives and the captives whom their right hands 

possess; in order that there should be no difficulty for thee. ... 

33.51 Thou mayest defer (the turn of) any of them that thou pleasest, and thou mayest receive any thou pleasest: and 

there is no blame on thee if thou invite one whose (turn) thou hadst set aside. This were nigher to the cooling of their 

eyes, the prevention of their grief, and their satisfaction, that of all of them, with that which thou hast to give them: ... 

33.52 It is not lawful for thee (to marry more) women after this, nor to change them for (other) wives, even though 

their beauty attract thee, except any thy right hand should possess (as handmaidens): ... 

33.55 There is no blame (on these ladies if they appear) before their fathers or their sons, their brothers, or their 

brothers' sons, or their sisters' sons, or their women, or the (slaves) whom their right hands possess. ... 

33.59 ... Tell thy wives and daughters, and the believing women, that they should cast their outer garments over their 

persons (when out of doors): that is most convenient, that they should be known (as such) and not molested. ... 

38.26 ... so judge thou between men in truth (and justice): nor follow thou the lust (of thy heart), ... 

41.34 Nor can Goodness and Evil be equal. Repel (Evil) with what is better: then will he between whom and thee 

was hatred become as it were thy friend and intimate! 

41.35 And no one will be granted such goodness except those who exercise patience and self-restraint, none but 

persons of the greatest good fortune. 

42.37 Those who avoid the greater sins and indecencies, and, when they are angry even then forgive; 

42.38 ... who (conduct) their affairs by mutual Consultation; who spend out of what We bestow on them for 

Sustenance; 

42.39 And those who, when an oppressive wrong is inflicted on them, (do not cower but) help and defend 

themselves. 

42.40 The recompense for an injury is an injury equal thereto (in degree): but if a person forgives and makes 

reconciliation, his reward is due from Allah: ... 



42.41 But indeed if any do help and defend himself after a wrong (done) to him, against such there is no cause of 

blame. 

42.42 The blame is only against those who oppress men with wrong-doing and insolently transgress beyond bounds 

through the land, defying right and justice: ... 

42.43 But indeed if any show patience and forgive, that would truly be an affair of great resolution. 

47.4 Therefore, when ye meet the Unbelievers (in fight), smite at their necks; at length, when ye have thoroughly 

subdued them, bind (the captives) firmly: thereafter (is the time for) either generosity or ransom: until the war lays 

down its burdens. ... 

48.17 No blame is there on the blind, nor is there blame on the lame, nor on one ill (if he joins not the war): ... 

49.6 ... If a wicked person comes to you with any news, ascertain the truth, lest ye harm people unwittingly, and 

afterwards become full of repentance for what ye have done. 

49.9 If two parties among the Believers fall into a fight, make ye peace between them: but if one of them 

transgresses beyond bounds against the other then fight ye (all) against the one that transgresses until it complies with 

the command of Allah; but if it complies then make peace between them with justice and be fair: ... 

49.11 ... Let not some men among you laugh at others: it may be that the (latter) are better than the (former): nor let 

some women laugh at others: it may be that the (latter are better than the former): nor defame nor be sarcastic to each 

other, nor call each other by (offensive) nicknames: Ill-seeming is a name connoting wickedness, (used of one) after he 

has believed: and those who do not desist are (indeed) doing wrong. 

49.12 ... Avoid suspicion as much (as possible): for suspicion in some cases is a sin: and spy not on each other, nor 

speak ill of each other behind their backs. ... 

51.17 They were in the habit of sleeping but little by night, 

51.19 And in their wealth there is a due share for the beggar and the deprived. 

53.32 ... Therefore justify not yourselves: ... 

57.18 For those who give in Charity, men and women, ... it shall increase manifold (to their credit), and they shall 

have (besides) a generous reward. 

57.20 Know ye (all), that the life of this world is but play and pastime, adornment and mutual boasting and 

multiplying, (in rivalry) among yourselves, riches and children. Here is a similitude: how rain and the growth which it 

brings forth, delight (the hearts of) the tillers; soon it withers; thou wilt see it grow yellow; then it becomes dry and 

crumbles away. ... And what is the life of this world, but goods and chattels of deception? 

57.23 In order that ye may not despair over matters that pass you by, nor exult over favors bestowed upon you. ... 

58.2 If any men among you divorce their wives by Zihár (calling them mothers), they cannot be their mothers: None 

can be their mothers except those who gave them birth. ... 

58.3 But those who pronounce the word Zihár to their wives, then wish to go back on the words they uttered, (it is 

ordained that such a one) should free a slave before they touch each other: thus are ye admonished to perform: ... 

58.4 And if any has not (the means), he should fast for two months consecutively before they touch each other. But 

if any is unable to do so, he should feed sixty indigent ones, ... 

60.8 Allah forbids you not, with regard to those who fight you not for (your) Faith nor drive you out of your homes, 

from dealing kindly and justly with them: ... 

60.9 Allah only forbids you, with regard to those who fight you for (your) Faith, and drive you out of your homes, 

and support (others) in driving you out, from turning to them (for friendship and protection). It is such as turn to them 

(in these circumstances), that do wrong. 

60.10 ... When there come to you believing women refugees, examine (and test) them: ... if ye ascertain that they are 

Believers, then send them not back to the Unbelievers. They are not lawful (wives) for the Unbelievers, nor are the 

(Unbelievers) lawful (husbands) for them. But pay the Unbelievers what they have spent (on their dower), and there 

will be no blame on you if ye marry them on payment of their dower to them. But hold not to the ties (marriage 

contract) of unbelieving women: ask for what ye have spent on their dowers, and let the (Unbelievers) ask for what 

they have spent (on the dowers of women who come over to you). ... 

60.11 And if any of your wives deserts you to the Unbelievers, and ye have your turn (by the coming over of a 

woman from the other side), then pay to those whose wives have deserted the equivalent of what they had spent (on 

their dower). ... 

60.12 ... When believing women come to thee to take the oath of fealty to thee, that they will not associate in 

worship any other thing whatever with Allah, that they will not steal, that they will not commit adultery (or 

fornication), that they will not kill their children, that they will not utter slander, intentionally forging falsehood, and 

that they will not disobey thee in any just matter, then do thou receive their fealty, ... 

63.10 And spend something (in charity) out of the substance which We have bestowed on you, before Death should 

come to any of you ... 



65.1 ... When ye do divorce women, divorce them at their prescribed periods, and count (accurately), their prescribed 

periods: ... and turn them not out of their houses, nor shall they (themselves) leave, except in case they are guilty of 

some open lewdness, ... 

65.2 Thus when they fulfill their term appointed, either take them back on equitable terms or part with them on 

equitable terms; and take for witness two persons from among you, endued with justice, and establish the evidence ... 

65.4 Such of your women as have passed the age of monthly courses, for them the prescribed period, if ye have any 

doubts, is three months, and for those who have no courses (it is the same): for those who are pregnant, their period is 

until they deliver their burdens: ... 

65.6 Let the women live (in iddah) in the same style as ye live, according to your means: annoy them not, so as to 

restrict them. And if they are pregnant, then spend (your substance) on them until they deliver their burden: and if they 

suckle your (offspring), give them their recompense: and take mutual counsel together, according to what is just and 

reasonable. And if ye find yourselves in difficulties, let another woman suckle (the child) on the (father's) behalf. 

65.7 Let the man of means spend according to his means: and the man whose resources are restricted, let him spend 

according to what Allah has given him. ... 

66.5 It may be, if he divorced you (all), that Allah will give him in exchange consorts better than you, who submit 

(their wills), who believe, who are devout, ... who fast, previously married or virgins. 

70.24 And those in whose wealth is a recognized right. 

70.25 For the (needy) who asks and him who is deprived (for some reason from asking); 

70.29 And those who guard their chastity, 

70.30 Except with their wives and the (captives) whom their right hands possess, for (then) they are not to be 

blamed, 

70.32 And those who respect their trusts and covenants; 

70.33 And those who stand firm in their testimonies; 

76.7 They perform (their) vows, ... 

76.8 And they feed, ... the indigent, the orphan, and the captive, 

81.8 When the female (infant), buried alive, is questioned, 

81.9 For what crime she was killed; 

83.1 Woe to those that deal in fraud, 

83.2 Those who, when they have to receive by measure from men, exact full measure, 

83.3 But when they have to give by measure or weight to men, give less than due. 

89.17 Nay, nay! but ye honor not the orphans! 

89.18 Nor do ye encourage one another to feed the poor! 

89.19 And ye devour inheritance, all with greed, 

89.20 And ye love wealth with inordinate love! 

90.12 And what will explain to thee the path that is steep? 

90.13 (It is) freeing the bondman; 

90.14 Or the giving of food in a day of privation 

90.15 To the orphan with claims of relationship, 

90.16 Or to the indigent (down) in the dust. 

90.17 Then will he be of those who believe, and enjoin patience, constancy, and self-restraint, and enjoin deeds of 

kindness and compassion. 

92.18 Those who spend their wealth for increase in self-purification, 

92.19 And have in their minds no favor from anyone for which a reward is expected in return, 

93.9 Therefore, treat not the orphan with harshness, 

93.10 Nor repulse him who asks; 

104.1 Woe to every (kind of) scandal-monger and backbiter, 

104.2 Who pileth up wealth and layeth it by, 

107.2 Then such is the (one) who repulses the orphan, 

107.3 And encourages not the feeding of the indigent. 

 

Bede 

theologian/historian 

Jarrow, England 

730 

Ecclesiastical History of England [730] 

He lived 673 to 735 and was historian and theologian. 



 

Jewish philosophy 

philosophic school 

Near East 

900 to 1250 

Jewish and Arabian philosophy school included Saadia ben Joseph or Saddjah Fajjumi, Isaac Ismali, Avicebron or 

Ibn Gebirol, Levi ben Gerson, Moses Maimonides, and Ibn Pakuda. It developed natural, scientific, and universal 

religion, based on moral law and common ideas in Islam, Judaism, and Christianity. 

 

Abu Bakr al-Kalabadhi [al-Kalabadhi, Abu Bakr] or Abu Bakr-e-Kalabadi [Bakr-e-Kalabadi, Abu] 

philosopher 

Persia/Baghdad, Iraq 

995 

Doctrine of the Sufis [995] 

He lived ? to 995. 

 

School of Chartres 

philosophic school 

Chartres, France 

1100 to 1200 

School was Platonist and humanist and included Alain of Lille, Constantine the African, Gaunilon, Adelard of Bath, 

Bernhard of Chartres, William of Conches, Bernardus Silvestris, Thierry of Chartres, and Gilbert of Poitiers. 

 

Moses Maimonides [Maimonides, Moses] or Moses ben Maimon [Maimon, Moses ben] or Rambam 

philosopher 

Spain/Cairo, Egypt 

1168 to 1190 

Commentary on the Mishnah [1168]; Guide of the Perplexed [1180 to 1190]; Book of the Commandments [1185] 

He lived 1135 to 1204 and developed Jewish philosophy. People have free choice because the knowledge that God 

has is not understandable by humans, though God knows the future. 

 

Francis of Assisi 

monk 

Assisi, Italy 

1200 to 1300 

Praise of the Creatures [1221 to 1226]; Canticle of Brother Sun [1221 to 1226]; Testament of Saint Francis [1226] 

He lived 1182 to 1226, founded Franciscan monastic order, and advocated the simple life. Little Flowers of St. 

Francis tell his stories. It is said that he preached to birds and tamed wolf by his gentleness. 

 

Dominicans 

philosophic school 

Italy 

1220 to 1274 

School included Dominic of Spain, Roland of Cremona, Hugh of St. Cher, and Robert Kilwardby. Intellect knows 

the good in general and in particular. Will follows intellect, because it strives for good. To choose the good or best 

requires knowing all alternatives. If people can select alternatives, people will do it automatically. Individuals cannot 

exist independently but depend on whole. 

 

Bonaventura or Bonaventure of Bagnoregio 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1250 to 1270 

Mind's Way to God [1250 to 1270]; Vision of the Poverello in the Desert of Mt. Alverna [1250 to 1270]; 

Commentaries on the Sentences in Four Books [1250 to 1270]; On the Mystery of the Trinity [1250 to 1270] 

He lived 1221 to 1274 and was Scholastic and Franciscan. He became Roman Catholic saint. 

 



Franciscans 

philosophic school 

England 

1250 to 1300 

School included Roger Bacon and John Peckham. 

Epistemology 

People can study feelings, personalities, and social relations empirically. 

People can know the good only by revelation, not reason. 

Ethics 

People are independent selves and Forms, with free will. Acts can be good if God so wills them. 

Ideas arise deterministically, so no choice exists. 

People can only love God. 

Metaphysics 

God's will has no limit, even from itself. God wills the good and that makes it good. 

Reality is all individual things. All individual things are independent and have Form. Classes have countable 

numbers of members {principle of individuation} {individuation, Franciscan}. However, negatives of classes cannot be 

individual or countable. Body is matter, not essence. 

Mind 

People are independent selves and Forms. Will controls, and is independent of, intellect. 

 

Humanism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1300 to 1550 

School included Petrarch or Francesco Petrarcha, Boccaccio, Nicolaus Cusanus or Nicholas of Cusa, Raymund of 

Sabunde, Desiderius Erasmus, and Charles de Bouelles. It opposed Scholasticism, Latin language, and emotionless 

thinking. 

 

Gersonides or Levi ben Gershon [Gershon, Levi ben] or Ralbag 

philosopher 

Spain/Avignon, France 

1320 to 1340 

Wars of the Lord [1320 to 1340] 

He lived 1288 to 1344 and developed Jewish philosophy. 

 

Thomas Bradwardine [Bradwardine, Thomas] 

philosopher 

London, England 

1328 to 1344 

Treatise on the Continuum [1328 to 1335]; Treatise on the Proportion [1328]; On speculative arithmetic [1328 to 

1344]; On speculative geometry [1328 to 1344]; On God's cause against Pelagius and the causes of virtue [1344] 

He lived 1290 to 1349 and was against Pelagians, who believed that people's will was morally correct. 

 

Church Reformers 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1400 to 1550 

School included John Wycliffe or John Wyclif, John Huss, Martin Luther, Ulrich Zwingli, and John Calvin. 

 

Hasdai ibn Crescas [Crescas, Hasdai ibn] 

philosopher 

Barcelona, Spain 

1410 

Light of the Lord [1410] 

He lived 1340 to 1412 and developed Jewish philosophy. Belief in God's commandments implies belief in God. 

Empty space is not contradictory. 



 

Lorenzo Valla [Valla, Lorenzo] or Laurentius Valla [Valla, Laurentius] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

1439 

Declamation on false credit and incorrect thinking about the Donation of Constantine [1439: against the Donation of 

Constantine] 

He lived 1407 to 1457 and was Eclectic humanist. He opposed metaphysics as twisted language and opposed logic 

as only rhetoric. Good is pleasure of soul in heaven. 

 

Thomism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1450 to 1600 

School included Luis de Molina, Francisco Suarez, Johannes Capreolus or John Capreolus, Antoninus, Dionysius the 

Carthusian, Domingo Banez, Domingo de Soto, Bartholomew Medina, Thomas de Vio or Cajetan, and Francis 

Silvester. 

 

Rudolf Agricola [Agricola, Rudolf] 

philosopher 

Dilligen, Netherlands 

1479 

On dialectical inventions [1479] 

He lived 1444 to 1485 and was Aristotelian and humanist. 

 

Alexandrian 

philosophic school 

Alexandria, Egypt 

1480 to 1560 

School had Catholic followers of Aristotle and included Ermolao Barbaro, Pietro Pomponazzi, Gasparo Contarini, 

Simon Porta, Julius Caesar Scaliger, Jean Fernel, Paduano Pomponazzi, Girolamo Cardano, and Cremonini. 

 

Leo Hebraeus [Hebraeus, Leo] or Leone Hebreo [Hebreo, Leone] or Leon Hebreo [Hebreo, Leon] or Judah 

Abravanel [Abravanel, Judah] 

philosopher 

Spain/Venice, Italy 

1490 to 1510 

Dialogue of Love [1490 to 1510] 

He lived 1460 to 1520 and developed Jewish philosophy. 

 

Protestant 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1500 to 1600 

School included Philip Melancthon as Aristotelian, Martin Luther as Augustinian, John Calvin as Augustinian, and 

Ulrich Zwingli as neo-Platonist. 

 

Desiderius Erasmus [Erasmus, Desiderius] 

philosopher 

Netherlands/England/Italy/Brabant 

1503 to 1530 

Handbook of the Militant Christian [1503]; In Praise of Folly [1509]; Education of a Christian Prince [1516]; 

Colloquia [1516]; Lament of Peace [1517]; On the Civility of Boys' Manners [1530] 

He lived 1466 to 1536, was Catholic and humanist, complained about Catholic Church problems, and was against 

Protestant Reformation. He edited Greek and Latin writings of early Christian writers, including New Testament. He 

attacked foolish thinking and abuse of people. 



Epistemology 

Reason and common sense are good. 

Ethics 

Young people should behave properly in society. 

 

Thomas More [More, Thomas] 

philosopher 

London, England 

1510 to 1535 

Utopia [1516: about just and good political system] 

He lived 1478 to 1535 and was Catholic humanist. Freedom requires religious tolerance. Society's problems, 

especially property inequality, cause most wrongdoing. State interests are material, not spiritual. Society should 

organize, so community holds all property {communism, More}, with no classes. Citizens should be equal before the 

law. Punishments should not be severe. 

 

Niccolo Machiavelli [Machiavelli, Niccolo] 

philosopher 

Florence, Italy 

1513 to 1527 

Prince [1513]; Discourses on the First Ten Books of Livy [1513: about political theory]; Mandrake Root [1515: 

comedy]; History of Florence [1520 to 1527] 

He lived 1469 to 1527. 

Politics 

Government must maintain public order, because human nature is not noble or honest. Government must maintain 

itself to maintain order. State actions are justifiable if they are in ruler's interest, because people act to achieve their 

own interests. Means justify ends, to maintain public order. 

State's goals are national independence, security, and well-ordered constitution. States need religion for social 

cohesion. Power is necessary to achieve state's purposes. However, no legitimate power source exists in states. 

Opinion, propaganda, virtue, and semblance of virtue can secure power and authority. 

Liberty requires virtue in people. Personal rights in states should be commensurate with power. Rulers are better if 

there is no censorship. People have right to rule. People in states need power, to stabilize state through system of 

checks and balances. Tyrannies are bad. 

 

Ludovico Vives [Vives, Ludovico] or Johann Ludwig Vives [Vives, Johann Ludwig] or Juan Luis Vives [Vives, 

Juan Luis] 

philosopher 

Aragon, Spain 

1523 

Instruction of a Christian Woman [1523] 

He lived 1492 to 1540 and was humanist and Neoplatonist. 

 

Domingo de Soto of Segovia [Soto of Segovia, Domingo de] 

philosopher 

Segovia, Spain 

1544 to 1545 

Aristotelian Commentaries [1544]; Eight Books on Aristotelian Physics [1545: commentary on Aristotle's 

Categories] 

He lived 1494 to 1560, was Francis Vittoria's student, was in School of Salamanca, and was Thomist. 

 

Bartholomew Medina [Medina, Bartholomew] 

philosopher 

Salamanca, Spain 

1577 to 1584 

Commentary on the First Section of the Second Part of the Summary of Theology [1577]; Brief Instruction about 

how to administer the sacrament of penitence [1580]; Commentary in Three Parts [1584] 



He lived 1527 to 1581, was Francis Vittoria's student, was Thomist, and was founder of Probabilism [1577]. People 

are free to perform other acts, rather than always conforming to moral law {probabilism}. 

 

Hubert Languet [Languet, Hubert] 

philosopher 

France 

1579 

Victory against tyranny [1579] 

He lived 1518 to 1581. People can change the social agreement if sovereign rules against their interests. 

 

Johannes Capreolus [Capreolus, Johannes] or John Capreolus [Capreolus, John] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

1580 to 1600 

He lived 1550 to 1600 and was Principal Thomist. 

 

Domingo Banez [Banez, Domingo] or Domingo Vanez [Vanez, Domingo] 

philosopher 

Salamanca, Spain 

1584 

Primacy of Existence in Thomas Aquinas [1584] 

He lived 1535 to 1600, was Francis Vittoria's student, and was Thomist and Dominican. God gives grace and 

motivates acceptance of grace {praemotio physica}. 

 

Luis de Molina [Molina, Luis de] 

philosopher 

Spain/Portugal 

1588 

Concordia [1588] 

He lived 1535 to 1600 and was Thomist. God knows all results under all circumstances, actual and possible, and so 

determines circumstances. However, God does not control free will. Circumstances and will merely coincide. 

 

Socinians or Polish Brethren 

philosophic school 

Poland 

1600 

Fausto Sozzini founded school. People should follow the moral laws of Moses and Jesus, with no dogma or 

metaphysics. 

 

Abraham Herrera [Herrera, Abraham] or Alonzo de Herrera [Herrera, Alonzo de] 

philosopher 

Spain/Amsterdam, Netherlands 

1600 to 1620 

Gate of Heaven [1600 to 1620] 

He lived 1570 to 1635 and developed Jewish philosophy. 

 

Catholic philosophers 

philosophic school 

France 

1600 to 1700 

School included Cornelius Jansenius and Pierre Huet. 

 

Edward Herbert [Herbert, Edward] or Herbert of Cherbury 

philosopher 

England 

1610 to 1648 



On the Causes of Error [1645]; On Truth [1624]; On Layman's Religion [1645]; On Gentile Religion [1663]; To the 

Lay Ministers of Layman's Religion [1645] 

He lived 1583 to 1648 and became baron [1629]. There are four kinds of truth: things as they exist {veritas rei}, 

things as they appear {veritas apparentiae}, concepts, and generally accepted concepts {veritas intellectus}. Rational 

religion aids society cohesion. 

 

John of St. Thomas or John Poinsot 

philosopher 

Madrid, Spain 

1620 to 1640 

Outlines of Formal Logic [1620 to 1640]; Gifts of the Holy Spirit [1620 to 1640]; Course in Philosophy [1620 to 

1640] 

He lived 1589 to 1644 and was Thomist. 

 

Tommaso Campanella [Campanella, Tommaso] 

philosopher 

Italy 

1623 

City of the Sun [1623] 

He lived 1568 to 1639 and was of Philosophy of Nature school. Highly regulated states with bureaucracies based on 

merit can make socialist societies. Technology and philosophy can control and create world. 

 

Cornelius Jansen [Jansen, Cornelius] or Cornelius Jansenius [Jansenius, Cornelius] 

theologian 

Ypres, Flanderss 

1625 

Augustinius [1625] 

He lived 1585 to 1638, was Catholic theologian, desired return to teachings of Augustine, and advocated strict 

ethics. He started Jansenism [1642]. To do good requires God's grace. Salvation comes by God's grace. Universe has 

predestination. 

 

Jan Amos Komensky [Komensky, Jan Amos] or Comenius 

philosopher 

Czech Republic 

1641 to 1662 

Way of Light [1641]; General Consultation concerning the Improvement of Human Affairs [1662] 

He lived 1592 to 1670 and was humanist. He advocated education in human values. 

 

Pietism 

philosophic school 

England 

1650 to 1730 

Spener founded school that included A. H. Francke, G. Arnold, and C. Dippel. 

 

Richard Cumberland [Cumberland, Richard] 

philosopher 

England 

1672 

On Nature's Laws [1672] 

He lived 1631 to 1718. Altruistic and social motives in people come from God. 

 

Philipp Jakob Spener [Spener, Philipp Jakob] 

philosopher 

Frankfurt, Germany 

1675 

Tender Desirables or Gentle Desirables [1675] 



He lived 1635 to 1705. In response to Church corruption, he developed ideal of personal morality and contemplation 

{pietism, Spener}. 

 

British Moralists 

philosophic school 

England 

1675 to 1729 

School included Samuel Clarke, Ralph Cudworth, John Balguy, and Richard Price on side of natural law and reason, 

and Hume, Shaftesbury, and Hutcheson on side of emotion {sympathy, Hume} and moral sense. Benevolence, not self-

love, is the basis of morals. 

 

Jacques Bossuet [Bossuet, Jacques] 

philosopher/bishop 

France 

1679 to 1681 

Discourse on Universal History [1681] 

He lived 1627 to 1704. Christianization relates nation histories and gives history purpose. 

 

English Moral Philosophers 

philosophic school 

England 

1700 to 1790 

School included Shaftesbury, Samuel Clarke, William Wollaston, Francis Hutcheson, Henry Home, Edmund Burke, 

Adam Ferguson, Adam Smith, Joseph Butler, William Paley, Jeremy Bentham, and Bernhard de Mandeville. 

 

Deism 

philosophic school 

England 

1700 to 1800 

School {Deism} included John Toland, Anthony Collins, Matthew Tindal, Thomas Chubb, Thomas Morgan, Lord 

Bolingbroke, Voltaire, Rousseau, Franklin, and Jefferson. Religion should have no revelation, no miracles, no 

sacraments, and no clergy, but have morals and God {natural religion, Deism}. God was creator but then let everything 

move on its own {deus ex machina, Deism}. 

 

William King [King, William] 

philosopher/bishop 

Dublin, Ireland 

1709 

Sermon on Predestination [1709] 

He lived 1650 to 1729, was archbishop of Dublin [1702 to 1729], and opposed Toland. 

 

Peter Browne [Browne, Peter] 

philosopher 

Ireland 

1709 to 1733 

Procedure, Extent, and Limits of Human Understanding [1728]; Things Divine and Supernatural Conceived by 

Analogy with Things Natural and Human or The Divine Analogy [1733] 

He lived 1665 to 1735, was bishop of Cork [1709], and opposed Toland. 

 

Lord Shaftesbury [Shaftesbury, Lord] or Anthony Cooper [Cooper, Anthony] 

philosopher 

England 

1711 

Characteristics of Man, Manners, Opinions, and Times [1711] 

He lived 1671 to 1713 and was deist. As third Earl of Shaftesbury, he introduced laws to prevent women and 

children from working in coal mines, to limit workdays to ten hours, and to create insane asylums. 



Ethics 

Feelings depend on reflection about self. They approve the good and beautiful and abhor the bad and ugly and so 

guide person's actions, making moral sense {moral sense} {sentimentalism}. 

Goal of ethical life is individual-ability development, by unfolding essences. Individuals should use all forces and 

impulses in harmonious ways. Individuals should not conform to others' laws or humble self or will before other 

people. In cultivated and mature people, development combines selfish interests with altruistic motives. 

Metaphysics 

God is what orders physical world {deus ex machina, Shaftesbury}. 

 

Christian Wolff [Wolff, Christian] 

philosopher/lawyer 

Silesia/Poland/Russia/Prussia/Halle, Germany 

1712 to 1753 

Rational Ideas [1712 to 1725: essays]; Moral Philosophy [1750 to 1753] 

He lived 1679 to 1754, was follower of Leibniz, was Protestant, and founded Berlin Academy. He was international 

lawyer and favored natural law. 

Epistemology 

Rational and empirical knowledge are separate. 

Ethics 

Natural law and moral law are both strivings for perfection by monads. Increase in perfection brings happiness, and 

decrease brings pain. Helping other people and following moral duties lead to perfection and happiness. People 

improve by increasing idea clarity. 

 

Samuel Clarke [Clarke, Samuel] 

philosopher 

England 

1717 

Leibniz-Clarke Correspondence [1717] 

He lived 1675 to 1729 and was Moralist. Morals are part of natural law. Reason shows that people should follow the 

golden rule and be benevolent to others. 

 

social philosophers 

philosophic school 

France 

1720 to 1800 

School included Montesquieu, Galiani, Charles St. Lambert, Comte de Volney, Condorcet, Dominique Garat, 

Morelly, and Mably. 

 

Montesquieu or Charles de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu [Montesquieu, Charles de Secondat, Baron de] 

philosopher/historian 

Paris, France 

1721 to 1748 

Persian Letters [1721: satire on European society]; Reflections on the Causes of the Grandeur and Decline of the 

Romans [1734: philosophy of history]; Spirit of Laws [1748: comparative government and economic and geographic 

origins of laws] 

He lived 1689 to 1755, wrote histories, and began political science. 

Law 

Laws must suit environment. The standard of law is justice. 

Politics 

Personal liberty is good. There are three government types. Kings of Europe illustrate monarchy. Rulers of Orient 

illustrate despotism. Republics can be either democratic or aristocratic. Democratic republics depend on virtue and 

public spirit. Aristocratic republics depend on moderation. Monarchy depends on honor. Despotism depends on fear. 

Virtue is the ideal of democracy. Moderation is the ideal of aristocracy. Honor is the ideal of monarchy. Fear is the 

ideal of despotism. States need constitutions. Separating executive, legislative, and judicial government branches is 

good. 

 



William Godwin [Godwin, William] 

philosopher 

England 

1793 to 1836 

Enquiry concerning Political Justice and its Influence on General Virtue and Happiness [1793] 

He lived 1756 to 1836 and was Utilitarian. Society should have no rulers. 

 

Bernard Mandeville [Mandeville, Bernard] or Bernhard de Mandeville [Mandeville, Bernhard de] 

philosopher 

France/England 

1724 

Fable of the Bees [1724] 

He lived 1670 to 1733. Civilization creates more unsatisfied wants and so reduces happiness and morals. People 

obey laws to get the most advantage. Laws should bring the greatest utility and happiness to the most people. 

 

Francis Hutcheson [Hutcheson, Francis] 

philosopher 

Ireland/Scotland 

1725 to 1755 

Inquiry into the Origins of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue [1725]; Compendiums on Philosophies of Instituting 

Morals, Ethics and Jurisprudence as continuing Elements or Nature [1742: Book 2]; System of Moral Philosophy 

[1755] 

He lived 1694 to 1746 and affected Hume and Adam Smith. Feelings are innate and natural, not from reason or 

intuition. People have moral sense, an idea from Shaftesbury. 

 

Joseph Butler [Butler, Joseph] 

philosopher 

Durham, England 

1726 to 1736 

Fifteen Sermons [1726]; Analogy of Religion [1736] 

He lived 1692 to 1752. People have moral sense and can reason, and both cause conscience. Conscience balances 

self-love and benevolence and so controls passions towards other objects. However, conscience can be wrong. 

 

Catholic 

philosophic school 

France 

1750 

School included Christophe de Beaumont. 

 

German Deism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1750 to 1770 

School included Loens Schmidt, Salomon Semler, and Samuel Reimarus. 

 

Claude-Adrien Helvétius [Helvétius, Claude-Adrien] 

encyclopedist/philosopher 

Paris, France 

1758 to 1771 

On Spirit [1758]; On Man [1771] 

He lived 1715 to 1771. People have same potential, which differentiates with education and in society. Virtue should 

have reward. People obey laws to get the most advantage. Laws should bring the greatest utility and happiness to the 

most people. 

 

Adam Smith [Smith, Adam] 

philosopher 



Scotland 

1759 to 1776 

Theory of Moral Sentiments [1759]; Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations [1776] 

He lived 1723 to 1790 and was Hutcheson's student. In economics, he studied free trade, economies of scale, 

infrastructure, agriculture as economic growth basis, and labor and capital interaction. 

Economics should have no regulation {laissez-faire, economics}. Colonial exploitation {mercantilism, Smith} is 

bad. Labor division gives more value. Economic transactions among people make markets, which need no higher-level 

rules or conscious-agent actions {invisible hand, Smith}. 

Ethics 

People judge their actions by what others' judgment will be, so social life determines ethical feelings. 

Politics 

Workingmen should have good conditions and education. American colonies should have legislature representation. 

 

Cesare Beccaria [Beccaria, Cesare] 

philosopher 

Milan, Italy 

1764 

Of Crimes and Punishments [1764] 

He lived 1738 to 1794 and studied law. 

 

Antonio Genovesi [Genovesi, Antonio] 

philosopher 

Bari, Italy 

1765 

Lectures on Commerce [1765] 

He lived 1712 to 1769 and studied law. 

 

Adam Ferguson [Ferguson, Adam] 

philosopher 

England 

1767 

Essay on the History of Civil Society [1767] 

He lived 1723 to 1816 and was English Moral Philosopher. Society can progress or not progress. People are social, 

fight, indulge, and can be virtuous. 

 

Thomas Paine [Paine, Thomas] 

philosopher 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

1776 to 1797 

Common Sense [1776]; Rights of Man [1792]; Age of Reason [1795]; American Crisis; Agrarian Justice [1797] 

He lived 1737 to 1809. Deism is preferable. Free-thinking and liberty are good. People have right to education, 

pensions, and other benefits. 

 

Jeremy Bentham [Bentham, Jeremy] 

philosopher 

London, England 

1776 to 1843 

Fragment on Government [1776]; Of Laws in General [1782]; Defense of Usury [1787]; Introduction to the 

Principles of Morals and Legislation [1789]; Treatise on Civil and Penal Legislation [1802]; Rationale of Reward 

[1825]; Anarchical Fallacies [1843] 

He lived 1748 to 1832 and founded empiricist philosophy. His ideas led to fewer crimes carrying death penalty, new 

divorce and bankruptcy laws, new married-woman rights, and real-property law reform. 

Epistemology 

Sentences are meaning units. Sentences using certain words or about certain thoughts can translate into other 

sentences without those words or thoughts {paraphrasis} {contextual definition}, which people can perceive and so 

understand, for example, in terms of pain and pleasure. 



Pronouns and demonstratives {egocentric particular} refer to different things in different contexts. 

Ethics 

The greatest good is pleasure. People pursue pleasure and avoid pain, for themselves or others. Both pleasure and 

pain are clear in meaning and are measurable. The greatest good for the greatest number is the goal of social ethics 

{utilitarianism, Bentham}. All actions are reasonable and good that promote "the greatest happiness of the greatest 

number" {greatest happiness principle} {utility principle} {principle of utility}. 

Value systems can measure pleasure and pain in individual and social relations or actions. Action consequences can 

have values, and mind can choose the best action. Action effects on others' gains or losses determine act's morality. 

Ethical acts give utility, pleasure, and happiness to the most people. 

Politics 

Law is about rights and duties, which are complex ideas, not simple perceptions. Natural rights have no 

corresponding duties and so are contradictions. Legal rights have legal duties and so are rational. Experiments must 

continually test legal rights and duties. No rights are unchangeable or permanent. Description of, or wish for, right does 

not make it exist. 

Laws should be socially useful and not merely reflect customs. Laws can produce the greatest happiness for the most 

people by punishing and rewarding to balance all people's desires. Law should make public and private interests 

coincide and ensure subsistence, abundance, security, and equality. Laws should make people pursue happiness, to 

attain general happiness. Perhaps, tradition and imperialism do not do this. Women's rights help. 

Punishment is to deter people from causing pain or reducing pleasure, so punishment should be correct amount for 

this purpose. 

Social contract, in which people agree to obey authority to obtain certain rights and benefits, is legal contract, not 

foundation for law. 

Contract depends on maximizing utility. 

Diminishing marginal utility causes equality to make more utility. Ability to subsist has greater utility than mere 

general abundance. Security has great utility. 

Democracy allows the greatest number of people to seek to maximize pleasure and minimize pain. 

 

Faetano Filangeri [Filangeri, Faetano] 

philosopher 

Italy 

1780 to 1788 

He lived 1752 to 1788 and studied law. 

 

Marquis de Sade [Sade, Marquis de] or Donatien Alphonse François, Counte de Sade [Sade, Donatien Alphonse 

François, Counte de] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1785 to 1800 

120 Days of Sodomy [1785: essay]; Justine [1791: novel]; Philosophy of the Bedroom [1793: essays]; Juliette [1797: 

novel]; Crimes of Love [1800: novel] 

He lived 1740 to 1814 and studied sexual motives, sadism, and masochism. People are sums of their inherited 

qualities and so do not have personal responsibility for behavior. People can have sexual pleasure {sadomasochism} by 

inflicting pain or cruelty on others {sadism, Sade} or on oneself {masochism, Sade}. 

 

William Paley [Paley, William] 

philosopher 

London, England 

1785 to 1802 

Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy [1785]; Evidences of Christianity [1794]; Natural Theology [1802] 

He lived 1743 to 1805 and formulated argument from design. 

Ethics 

Right is what agrees with will of God. Proper actions come from moral, but not necessarily noble, feelings. 

Utility, not emotions or altruism, causes people's actions. God uses Heaven and Hell to try to make people avoid 

temporal gain. People's fear and hope can control their selfish desires, because people act only in their own interest. 

Morals require rewards and punishments, together with power or authority to enforce law. 



Metaphysics 

Anyone who sees watches must assume that watchmakers designed and formed them, so observing universe makes 

people assume that God designed and formed it {argument from design, Paley}. 

 

Dugald Stewart [Stewart, Dugald] 

philosopher 

Scotland 

1793 to 1794 

Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind [1793]; Outlines of Moral Philosophy [1794] 

He lived 1753 to 1828. Science can finds phenomena laws but cannot give understanding. 

 

Socialism 

philosophic school 

France 

1800 to 1840 

School included Fourier, Claude de St. Simon, Bazard, B. Enfantin, P. Leroux, and P. Buchez. 

 

Utilitarianism 

philosophic school 

England 

1800 to 1880 

School included Jeremy Bentham, James Mill, T. Cogan, William Godwin, J. Austin, G. C. Lewis, Alexander Bain, 

Henry Sidgwick, Hastings Rashdall, T. Fowler, and John Stuart Mill. 

 

Orthodoxism 

philosophic school 

Ventura, Italy 

1800 to 1900 

School included Tapparelli and Liberatore. 

 

Claude Henri de Saint-Simon [Saint-Simon, Claude Henri de] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1813 to 1825 

Memoir on the Science of Man [1813]; On the Reorganization of European Society [1814]; New Christianity [1825] 

He lived 1760 to 1825, influenced Comte and Marx, and was the first socialist in France. History has progress. 

Medieval society became the Enlightenment and then science and technology, as merchants and industrialists arose and 

conflicted with church and king. 

 

Catholic 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1820 to 1880 

School included F. Hermes, B. Bolzano, A. Gunther, and W. Rosenkrantz. 

 

Theism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1820 to 1900 

METAPHYSICS: All things must continually synthesize into something new. Souls cannot be immortal, because 

they continually change into something else. 

 

Friedrich E. D. Schleiermacher [Schleiermacher, Friedrich E. D.] 

theologian 

Berlin, Germany 

1822 



Christian Faith [1822] 

He lived 1768 to 1834 and founded Schleiermacherian School of Plato and Protestantism. 

Epistemology 

He invented a theory of how to interpret texts {hermeneutics, Schleiermacher}. Analyze text language and author 

mind and development. Relate parts to whole text. Knowledge gained can find new knowledge, which expands 

knowledge {hermeneutic circle}. 

The goal of knowledge is to show identity of being and thought, which appear separate in consciousness as 

perception and conception. This goal can never have complete attainment. As method, presuppose that they are the 

same as God and try to understand process involved in uniting them. 

Ethics 

Religion is communion with, and absolute dependence on, God, universal, infinity, or unified thought and being. 

Religion is not about knowing or doing right actions. 

All ethical action is for uniting nature and reason. This is the moral and natural law. 

People develop lives in particular ways based on natural law, nature, and harmony. Aristocrats live life fully, 

cultivate sensibilities, and ignore rules and laws as unnecessary. 

Metaphysics 

Absolute Good or Infinite has Ideas in Mind. 

 

Ludwig Andreas Feuerbach [Feuerbach, Ludwig Andreas] 

philosopher 

Bruckberg, Germany 

1830 to 1844 

Thoughts on Death and Immortality [1830]; Towards a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy [1839]; Essence of 

Christianity [1841]; Principles of the Philosophy of the Future [1843]; Provisional Theses for the Reformation of 

Philosophy [1843]; On the Essence of Faith in Luther's Sense [1844] 

He lived 1804 to 1872 and was Theist. He studied people as thinking and acting subjects {philosophical 

anthropology}. 

Ethics 

God is what man conceives himself to be and wishes to be. People have alienation, because they do not understand, 

or are not successful in, actual world and so turn to fantasy and religion. Religion projects people's emotions and 

thoughts. 

 

Karl Marx [Marx, Karl] 

philosopher 

Germany/Paris, France/London, England 

1843 to 1867 

On the Jewish Question [1843]; Toward the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right: Introduction [1843]; Holy 

Family: Or a Critique of All Critiques [1844]; Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts [1844]; Theses on Feuerbach 

[1845]; German Ideology [1846: with Friedrich Engels]; Poverty of Philosophy [1847]; Communist Manifesto [1848: 

with Friedrich Engels]; Class Struggles in France [1850]; Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte [1852]; Outlines of 

the Critique of Political Economy [1858]; Contribution to a Critique of Political Economy [1859]; Theories of Surplus 

Value [1863]; Wages, Prices and Profit [1865]; Capital [1867: Engels edited second and third volumes of 1884 and 

1893] 

He lived 1818 to 1883, was Feuerbach's and Bauer's student, and was Young Hegelian. He wanted to merge 

Hegelianism with Enlightenment materialism. He began working with Engels [1844] and helped found Communist 

League with Engels [1848]. He helped found First International Workingmen's Association [1864]. 

Economics 

One person or group cannot affect market, though people create markets. 

Market and capitalists {bourgeoisie} exploit workers {proletariat}. Capitalism and markets always tends to form 

monopolies and create injustice. They take away freedom, prevent constructive social activity, cause competition, block 

cooperation, and take labor products away from laborer to anonymous place. Bourgeoisie create new production forces. 

Those forces control proletariat. 

First basic production mode {feudalism, Marx} had landowners in control. Second mode {capitalism, Marx} had 

industrialists in control. Third and final mode {socialism, Marx} will have wage earners in control. 



Capitalism and private property are about profit making, not about people. Employers increase their profits by 

adding capital, decreasing labor, and merging, to control the market and bankrupt other smaller businesses. More 

people become unemployed and wages fall, which can lead to revolution. 

Production level greater than wage level {surplus value} causes profit. 

However, if surplus value theory is true, labor-intensive industries should have higher profits, but they do not. 

Actually, different industry types have about equal profit. 

To maximize profit, businesses try to keep wages low and employ few workers. Profit minimizes employment, and 

workers are poor. 

Economic system must change to allow human meaning and freedom, by removing social classes and allowing 

people to produce under their will, under rule of proletariat {dictatorship of the proletariat}. 

Only labor, not land or capital, has value {labor theory of value}. Capital and resources are indirect labor. Because 

capitalistic systems discount labor, they make too much capital {overproduction}, have overproduction, and have 

unsold goods, and economy has business cycles. 

Epistemology 

Social and economic relations {culture base} {base, culture}, particularly production ability, determine society's 

beliefs, arts, laws, politics, government, institutions, morals, and religions {superstructure}. The superstructure and 

social ideas {ideology, society} favor and are for society's ruling class. 

Perception is interaction between subject and object, using the dialectic. The process can never be complete. To 

know sensations and perceptions, you must use or apply them. 

Because people and knowledge change over time as situations change, values change. 

Ethics 

Inhuman social and economic conditions cause alienation. Culture, religiosity, and materialism suppress expression 

of spirit. Inhuman social and economic conditions also block people from getting basic needs. People cannot be free to 

exercise their will or realize their essence. Life has no meaning. 

Religion is an opiate and an illusion. 

History 

History is dialectical materialism applied to matter and man's relation to matter, which results in good production-

mode changes. Production modes determine philosophy, art, politics, and history. 

History is deterministic. 

The five history epochs are tribal communism, classical civilization, feudalism, capitalism, and communism. Epochs 

have spirits, which determine people's actions, ideas, and environment. At historical periods, one class, such as 

feudalism nobility or capitalism petty-bourgeoisie, dominates, because they optimize production. 

Politics 

Group creates state to allow one class to exploit another. Government is state's agent in this process. Dominant class 

achieves and then maintains power. 

However, the dialectic always maintains struggle between classes. Capitalism injustices lead to revolt of the masses. 

Overcoming capitalist power requires revolution. After capitalist-system breakdown, proletariat will collectively 

establish goals and produce accordingly. Dictatorship of proletariat is transition to state control of land and production 

{communism, Marx}, which is the only alternative to capitalism. 

 

Hermann Ulrici [Ulrici, Hermann] 

philosopher 

Halle, Germany 

1843 to 1875 

Principle and Method of Hegelian Philosophy [1843]; God and Nature [1875] 

He lived 1806 to 1884 and was Theist. 

 

Friedrich Engels [Engels, Friedrich] 

philosopher 

Germany/England 

1846 to 1884 

German Ideology [1846: with Marx]; Communist Manifesto [1848: with Marx]; Condition of the Working Class in 

England [1844]; Socialism: Utopian and Scientific [1870]; Anti-Dühring [1878]; Dialectics of Nature [1875 to 1882]; 

Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the State [1884] 

He lived 1820 to 1895 and was Young Hegelian. He met Marx [1842], founded Communism [1848], and organized 

revolutionary movements in Europe. 



Epistemology 

Practical results determine truth. 

Metaphysics 

Nature develops through dialectic {dialectical materialism}. Matter has opposites and contradictions, whose dialectic 

gives motion and development to matter. Dialectic causes quantitative and then qualitative change. Change results in 

loss or negation and thus leads to new things. Matter gives thought form, which is the dialectic. Matter came before 

consciousness. 

Politics 

Society develops through dialectical materialism. History is struggle between classes. 

 

Arnold Ruge [Ruge, Arnold] 

philosopher 

Germany/England 

1849 

Religion of Humanity [1849] 

He lived 1802 to 1880 and was humanist and Theist. 

 

Christian Hermann Weisse [Weisse, Christian Hermann] 

philosopher 

Leipzig, Germany 

1849 to 1862 

Future of the Protestant Church [1849]; Philosophical Dogmatics of Christian Philosophy [1855 and 1860 and 1862] 

He lived 1801 to 1866 and was Theist. Being is free-personality self-production. 

 

History philosophers 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1850 to 1900 

School included H. Glogau, W. Dilthey, C. Sigwart, and Fichte's follower R. Eucken. 

 

New Idealism or Philosophy of Value 

philosophic school 

Germany/England 

1850 to 1900 

School included Gustav Theodore Fechner, Wilhelm Wundt, and Francis Herbert Bradley. 

 

Henry Thomas Buckle [Buckle, Henry Thomas] 

philosopher 

London, England 

1858 

History of Civilization [1858] 

He lived 1821 to 1862 and developed evolutionary laws of history. History has three stages. Theological stage 

depends on supernatural and has rule by priests. Metaphysical stage depends on concepts and has rule by judges. 

Positive or scientific stage depends on experimental laws and has rule by businessmen. 

 

Optimism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1860 to 1880 

School included Feuerbach and Eugen Dühring. 

 

Religious philosophers 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1860 to 1900 



School included J. H. Newman, Pusey, W. C. Ward, F. D. Maurice, Matthew Arnold, Sieley, Pierre Leroux, Jean 

Reynaud, Charles Secretan, and Jules Lequier. 

 

Mikhail Bakunin [Bakunin, Mikhail] 

anarchist/philosopher 

Russia/Paris, France 

1871 

God and State [1871: including What is Authority?] 

He lived 1814 to 1876. People should form voluntary cooperative groups with no private property {collectivism}. 

Revolutions {anarchism} should end repression by politicians, give freedom, and end political power by bourgeois or 

proletariat. 

 

Henry Sidgwick [Sidgwick, Henry] 

philosopher 

England 

1874 to 1886 

Methods of Ethics [1874]; Outlines of the History of Ethics for English Readers [1886] 

He lived 1838 to 1900 and was Utilitarian. Only conscious states have value, because people experience and 

appreciate them. Achievement, success, or satisfaction value transfers to conscious state. 

 

Paul Rée [Rée, Paul] 

philosopher 

Germany/Italy 

1875 to 1903 

Psychological Investigations [1875]; Origin of the Moral Sentiments [1877]; Illusion of Free Will [1885]; 

Philosophy [1903] 

He lived 1849 to 1901. Morals depend on society. 

 

James Martineau [Martineau, James] 

philosopher 

England 

1880 

Temple Not Made with Hands [1880] 

He lived 1805 to 1900 and was Unitarian. Motivations are the basis of morals {agent-relative morality, Martineau}. 

 

Thomas Hill Green [Green, Thomas Hill] 

philosopher 

England 

1883 to 1895 

Prolegomena to Ethics or Introduction to Ethics [1883]; Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation [1895] 

He lived 1836 to 1882 and was Idealist. 

 

Wilhelm Dilthey [Dilthey, Wilhelm] 

philosopher/historian 

Berlin, Germany 

1883 to 1910 

Introduction to the Human Sciences [1883]; Poetry and Experience [1906]; Formation of the Historical World in the 

Human Sciences [1910] 

He lived 1833 to 1911 and was historian of culture. By studying other cultures and life, people can gain higher 

understanding in world-view {weltanschaungen}, such as materialism, pantheism, vitalism, or idealism. People 

understand history, writers, and artists by imagining their lives, cultures, and work's spirit {Verstehen, Dilthey}. Life 

contains meaning and purpose, which continually change. 

 

Pragmatism 

philosophic school 

USA 



1890 to 1940 

Charles Sanders Peirce founded school that included James, Dewey, F. C. S. Schiller, Papini, Paulman, Duvas, 

Pieron, Janet Baldwin, Delorian, Piaget, and Benet. 

 

Ferdinand Canning Scott Schiller [Schiller, Ferdinand Canning Scott] 

philosopher 

Germany/England/USA 

1891 to 1929 

Riddles of the Sphinx [1891]; Studies in Humanism [1912]; Problems of Belief [1924]; Logic for Use [1929] 

He lived 1890 to 1940, was Pragmatist, and wrote about ethics. 

 

John Dewey [Dewey, John] 

philosopher/educator 

USA 

1896 to 1938 

Psychology [1887]; Study of Ethics [1894]; Reflex arc concept in psychology [1896]; School and Society [1907]; 

How We Think [1910]; Democracy and Education [1916]; Human Nature and Conduct [1922]; Experience and Nature 

[1925 and 1929]; Quest for Certainty [1929]; Art as Experience [1934]; Logic [1938] 

He lived 1859 to 1952, was pragmatist, and studied social and psychological processes of problem solving and 

inquiry. In logic, he developed the idea of statement truth based on context {warranted assertibility}. 

Aesthetics 

Aesthetics is about consummatory experience and secondary qualities. 

Education 

Children should learn by doing practical things and experiments and by having social experiences. In this way, they 

learn how to solve problems. They can have more equality, with less social division. People learn by doing {theory of 

inquiry}. 

Epistemology 

Inquiry involves having problem in a context, making hypothesis about solution, testing hypothesis in context, 

refining hypothesis, and retesting. Inquiry is a way of adjusting to environment and is how people unify and order 

contexts. Inquiry solves problem in context, so people can take proper action for that context. Inquiry can be useful for 

science, society, and individuals. 

Testing ideas involves observing effects {instrumentalism, Dewey}. If idea works or is good, people believe it, but 

only in proper context. Theories give truths only about observable world. Truth is not final, eternal, or perfect but 

evolves with time and environment. All knowledge can be false {fallibilism, Dewey}. 

Ethics 

Human action is for solving psychological and social problems. Through inquiry, people can grow in ability and 

experience. Means and ends can unify. 

Metaphysics 

Human action shapes reality. Reality changes and grows. 

Politics 

Experienced empirically derived laws determine political values. 

Democracy is an experiment to allow people and society to grow stably. 

 

George Santayana [Santayana, George] or Jorge Agustín Nicolás de Santayana [Santayana, Jorge Agustín 

Nicolás de] 

philosopher 

Spain/USA 

1896 to 1952 

Sense of Beauty [1896]; Sonnets and Other Verses [1896: poems]; Reason in Art [1903]; Life of Reason or the 

Phases of Human Progress [1906]; Skepticism and Animal Faith [1923]; Realms of Being [1927 to 1940]; Last Puritan 

[1935: novel]; Realm of Spirit [1940]; Persons and Places [1944 to 1952: autobiography] 

He lived 1863 to 1952 and was skeptical. 

Aesthetics 

Beauty is pleasure in thinking about object and is object quality. 



Epistemology 

People unite instinct and reason in a form of common sense. People know only their immediate perceptions. People 

have faith in them, animal faith. Mind perceives object essences {Critical Realism}. 

Ethics 

Religion is myth and untrue but is useful and has poetic beauty. 

Metaphysics 

Universe is mechanistic and materialist, but man must have faith in the unknowable, which is outside religion. 

Politics 

History realizes God's plan for man's salvation. 

 

Peter Kropotkin [Kropotkin, Peter] 

anarchist/philosopher 

Russia 

1902 

Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution [1902] 

He lived 1842 to 1921 and was communist and anarchist. State, law, police, courts, armies, teachers, capitalists, and 

parents aid ruling class. Rulers rule for themselves, not the people. Anarchism is against such authoritarianism. People 

left alone will be peaceful, cooperate, and produce. Living in communes, with property sharing and no 

authoritarianism, is best. 

 

Alexander A. Bogdanov [Bogdanov, Alexander A.] or Malinovsky 

philosopher 

Moscow, Russia 

1904 to 1922 

Empirio-Monism [1904 to 1906]; Socially Organized Society: Socialist Society [1919 to 1922] 

He lived 1873 to 1928 and led "proletarian culture". He emphasized science {tektology} of organizations in general. 

 

Georges Sorel [Sorel, Georges] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1906 

Reflections on Violence [1906] 

He lived 1847 to 1922. Changing society requires revolution. Worker control of capital {syndicalism, Sorel} is best. 

 

Hastings Rashdall [Rashdall, Hastings] 

philosopher 

England 

1907 

Theory of Good and Evil: A Treatise on Moral Philosophy [1907] 

He lived 1858 to 1924. The whole system of goods adds value to each good {ideal utilitarianism}. 

 

Nishida Kitaro [Kitaro, Nishida] 

philosopher 

Kyoto, Japan 

1911 

Inquiry into the Good [1911] 

He lived 1870 to 1945, started Kyoto School, and tried to unite Zen Buddhist and Western philosophy, especially 

that of James and Bergson. 

 

Oswald Spengler [Spengler, Oswald] 

philosopher 

Munich, Germany 

1918 

Decline of the West [1918] 

He lived 1880 to 1936, wrote about history, and was pessimist. History has cycles. History begins with culture and 

becomes civilization. 



 

Karl Jaspers [Jaspers, Karl] 

philosopher 

Heidelberg, Germany 

1919 to 1932 

Psychology of World-Views [1919]; Philosophy [1932] 

He lived 1883 to 1969 and founded existentialism. Self acts of itself and for itself, communicates with other selves, 

and always faces death and suffering. 

 

Existentialism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1920 to 1960 

School included Sartre, Camus, Heidegger, Kierkegaard, Simone Weil, Nikolai Hartmann, Johannes Rehanke, and 

Gabriel Marcel. Marcel first used the word existentialism. 

 

Miguel de Unamuno [Unamuno, Miguel de] or Miguel de Unamuno y Jugo [Unamuno y Jugo, Miguel de] 

philosopher/philologist 

Madrid, Spain 

1921 

Tragic Sense of Life in Men and in Peoples [1921] 

He lived 1865 to 1936. People need philosophy that life is eternal and significant beyond material world, though 

people cannot know this. People should have faith only in faith itself. Jesus and Don Quixote lived on this basis. 

 

Vienna Circle 

philosophic school 

Vienna, Austria 

1922 to 1938 

School included the logical positivists Rudolph Carnap, Herbert Feigl, Hans Hahn, Kurt Gödel, Philip Frank, Otto 

Neurath, Moritz Schlick, and Friedrich Waisman. Preferences in ethics determine political values. 

 

José Ortega y Gasset [Ortega y Gasset, José] 

philosopher 

Madrid, Spain 

1923 to 1930 

Theme of Our Time [1923]; Revolt of the Masses [1930] 

He lived 1883 to 1955. Reality is self and life interactions. Intellectual minority needs to rule to prevent anarchy. 

 

Albert Schweitzer [Schweitzer, Albert] 

philosopher 

Alsace/Africa 

1923 to 1931 

Quest of the Historical Jesus [1906]; On the Edge of the Primeval Forest [1920]; Decay and Restoration of 

Civilization [1923]; Civilization and Ethics [1923]; Christianity and the Religions of the World [1924]; Out of My Life 

and Thought [1931] 

He lived 1875 to 1965, in Alsace and Africa, and wrote about history. People should revere their own and others' 

lives {reverence for life}. 

 

Nikolai Hartmann [Hartmann, Nikolai] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1926 to 1942 

Ethics [1926]; New Ways of Ontology [1942] 

He lived 1882 to 1950 and was Existentialist. 

 



Political philosophers 

philosophic school 

Spain 

1930 

School included Unamuno y Jugo. 

 

Othmar Spann [Spann, Othmar] 

philosopher 

Hungary/Germany 

1932 

Historical Philosophy [1932] 

He lived 1878 to 1950 and advocated organized state {ständestaat}. 

 

Watsuji Tetsuro [Tetsuro, Watsuji] 

philosopher 

Japan 

1935 

Climate [1935] 

He lived 1889 to 1960. People have relationships {ninjen} differently expressed in different cultures. 

 

Ernst Bloch [Bloch, Ernst] 

philosopher 

Frankfurt, Germany 

1935 to 1959 

Heritage of Our Times [1935]; Principle of Hope [1959] 

He lived 1885 to 1977. 

 

Max Horkheimer [Horkheimer, Max] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1936 to 1973 

Studies on Authority and Family [1936] 

He lived 1895 to 1973 and founded Frankfurt School, which was critical of totalitarianism and promoted rationalism. 

 

Pitirim A. Sorokin [Sorokin, Pitirim A.] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1937 to 1941 

Social and Cultural Dynamics [1937 to 1941] 

He lived 1889 to 1968 and wrote about history. 

 

Catholic philosophers 

philosophic school 

France 

1940 

School included Teilhard de Chardin, Erich Przywara, Jacques Maritain, and Gabriel Marcel. 

 

Protestant philosophers 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1940 to 1960 

School included Paul Tillich, Martin Buber, and Karl Barth. 

 

Herbert Marcuse [Marcuse, Herbert] 

philosopher 

USA 



1941 to 1987 

Reason and Revolution [1941]; Eros and Civilization [1955]; One-Dimensional Man [1964]; Essay on Liberation 

[1969]; Counterrevolution and Revolt [1972]; Aesthetic Dimension [1978]; Hegel's Ontology and the Theory of 

Historicity [1987] 

He lived 1898 to 1979, was of Frankfurt School, and spoke of sexual freedom. 

 

Friedrich August von Hayek [Hayek, Friedrich August von] 

philosopher/economist 

England 

1944 to 1988 

Road to Serfdom [1944]; Sensory Order [1952]; Constitution of Liberty [1960]; Fatal Conceit [1988] 

He lived 1899 to 1992. He studied free markets as methods to disseminate information. He also studied how 

synapses can change to be more or less excitable. 

 

social philosophers 

philosophic school 

Europe/USA 

1950 

School included Lewis Mumford, E. G. Spaulding, C. Lloyd Morgan, James Jeans, R. G. Collingwood, Benedetto 

Croce, and Karl Popper. 

 

Richard M. Hare [Hare, Richard M.] 

philosopher 

England 

1952 to 1981 

Language of Morals [1952]; Freedom and Reason [1963]; Moral Thinking [1981] 

He lived 1919 to 2002 and developed phrastic and neustic meanings [Hare, 1963]. Objective judgments about 

individuals should apply to all similar instances {universalizability}, but subjective judgments about individuals cannot 

so apply. 

Ethics 

Reasoning about morals can make consistent morals. Morals are commands to do or not do something 

{prescriptivism, Hare}. Morals are not truths {descriptivism, Hare} or emotions {emotivism, Hare}. Morals are not 

relative or based on situations but are universal. Morals associate with emotions. However, some moral situations 

involve little emotion or ambiguous emotions. 

 

Kwame Nkrumah [Nkrumah, Kwame] 

philosopher/statesman 

Ghana 

1957 to 1966 

Africa Must Unite [1963]; NeoColonialism [1965] 

He lived 1909 to 1972, led independence [1957], and became prime minister and president [1957 to 1966]. He 

advocated socialism and Pan African Union. 

 

Philippa Foot [Foot, Philippa] 

philosopher 

England 

1958 to 1978 

Moral arguments [1958]; Moral beliefs [1958]; Virtues and Vices and Other Essays in Moral Philosophy [1978] 

She lived 1920 to ? and wrote against prescriptivism. Morals are about thoughts and acts that objectively cause good 

or harm. 

 

Sekou Toure [Toure, Sekou] 

philosopher/statesman 

Guinea 

1958 to 1984 

He lived 1922 to 1984, advocated socialism, and was President of Guinea [1958 to 1984]. 



 

Alasdair C. MacIntyre [MacIntyre, Alasdair C.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1958 to 1990 

Unconscious: A Conceptual Analysis [1958]; Short History of Ethics [1966]; After Virtue [1981]; Whose Justice? 

Which Rationality? [1988]; Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry [1990] 

He lived 1929 to ?. Morality is about human fulfillment. People make choices based on social developments. Society 

is now losing its foundations, so people are changing choices. 

 

Herbert Lionel Adolphus Hart [Hart, Herbert Lionel Adolphus] 

philosopher 

England 

1959 to 1983 

Causation in the Law [1959 and 1985: with Tony Honoré]; Concept of Law [1961]; Law, Liberty, and Morality 

[1963]; Punishment and Responsibility [1968]; Essays on Bentham [1982]; Essays in Jurisprudence and Philosophy 

[1983] 

He lived 1907 to 1992. Responsibility requires behavior control and understanding of actions and rules. People relate 

laws to morals and values. Laws are reasons for actions, without content. Society roles cause parents, police, and 

soldiers to have duties and responsibilities {role responsibility}. 

 

Leopold Sedar Senghor [Senghor, Leopold Sedar] 

philosopher/poet/statesman 

Senegal 

1960 to 1980 

Songs of The Shadow [1945: including Prayer to the Masks]; Prayer to the Masks [1945: poem] 

He lived 1906 to 2001, advocated African-culture glorification {Negritude}, and was Senegal president [1960 to 

1980]. 

 

Julius Nyerere [Nyerere, Julius] 

philosopher/statesman 

Tanzania 

1961 to 1979 

Arusha Declaration [1967] 

He lived 1922 to 1999, was Tanzania president [1961 to 1979], and advocated collectivism {Familyhood} {Ujama 

socialism}. Collective community farms {ujama} failed. 

 

Kenneth Kaunda [Kaunda, Kenneth] 

philosopher/statesman 

Zambia 

1964 to 1991 

He lived 1924 to 1997, was Zambia president [1964 to 1991], and advocated Zambian humanism. 

 

Isaiah Berlin [Berlin, Isaiah] 

historian/philosopher 

Latvia/England 

1969 to 1992 

Four Essays on Liberty [1969]; Vico and Herder [1976]; Russian Thinkers [1978]; Against the Current [1980]; 

Crooked Timber of Humanity [1992]; The Hedgehog and the Fox 

He lived 1909 to ?, contributed to ordinary-language philosophy at Oxford, and wrote about counterfactual 

conditionals. History aids understanding, because phenomena always have personal and unique aspects {historicism, 

Berlin}. Hedgehogs have one reaction. Foxes have many possible reactions. Life's purposes have no unity. People can 

have positive liberty or negative liberty. 

 

Hans Kung [Kung, Hans] 

philosopher 



Freiberg, Germany 

1970 to 1995 

Infallible? An Inquiry [1970]; On Being a Christian [1977]; Declaration of the Religions for a Global Ethic [1993]; 

Christianity: Essence, History and Future [1995] 

He lived 1928 to ? and was Catholic. Unjust world causes questions about morality and then about religion. Absolute 

should be divine. 

 

Peter Singer [Singer, Peter] 

philosopher 

USA 

1975 to 1990 

Animal Liberation [1975 and 1990]; Animal Rights and Human Obligations [1989: with Tom Regan] 

He lived 1946 to ? and wrote about animal welfare. 

 

Ronald Dworkin [Dworkin, Ronald] 

philosopher 

England 

1977 to 1993 

Taking Rights Seriously [1977]; Matter of Principle [1985]; Law's Empire [1986]; Life's Dominion [1993] 

He lived 1931 to ?. Law is about rights and principles, not policies or goals. 

 

Joseph Raz [Raz, Joseph] 

philosopher 

England 

1979 to 2000 

Authority of Law [1979]; Concept of a Legal System [1980]; Morality of Freedom [1986]; Engaging Reason [2000] 

 

Daniel L. Pals [Pals, Daniel L.] 

philosopher 

England 

1996 

Seven Theories of Religion [1996] 

 

Leslie Stevenson [Stevenson, Leslie]/David L. Haberman [Haberman, David L.] 

philosopher 

England 

1998 

Ten Theories of Human Nature [1998] 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>History>Invention 

 

Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz [Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm von] 

mathematician/philosopher/inventor 

Germany 

1666 to 1716 

On the Art of Combination [1666]; Samples of the Numerical Characteristic [1679]; New Method for maximums 

and minimums [1684]; Discourse of Metaphysics [1686]; Reply to the Thoughts on the System of Pre-established 

Harmony Contained in the Second Edition of M. Bayle's Critical Dictionary, Article Rorarius [1702]; Explanation of 

the Binary Arithmetic [1703]; Theodicy [1710]; Principles of Nature and Grace [1714]; Monadology [1714]; On the 

Combinatorial Arts [1714: infinitesimal calculus, notation, integration, chain rule, variable separation, Leibniz's test]; 

On the Method of Distinguishing Real from Imaginary Phenomena [1715 to 1716: letter to Clarke]; calculating 

machine; water pump 

He lived 1646 to 1716. He invented machines for calculating and for pumping water out of mines. In mathematics, 

he solved differential equations by isolating variables and used infinitesimals in calculus. He invented integration as 

summation, integration as differentiation inverse, closed-function integration, logarithmic-function and exponential-

function differentials [1694], chain rule, and calculus notation. He studied curvature, curve envelopes, and osculating 



circles. In logic, he wanted to create perfect language {symbolic logic, Leibniz} {systematic philology}, whose 

grammar and words can state all logical propositions and proofs. He attempted to write deductive philosophy, using 

formulas in symbol language that he devised, but he did not complete it. 

Epistemology 

For all x and y, if x and y are identical, then x and y have same properties {Leibniz' law}. 

Truths contain predicates in subjects {concept containment}. Necessary truths have a finite series of containments. 

Contingent truths have an infinite series of containments. 

No proposition can be both true and false at once {principle of contradiction, Leibniz}. Nothing happens without 

adequate reasons or causes {principle of sufficient reason, Leibniz}, though people usually cannot know reason. 

Reasoning involves contradiction and sufficiency principles. All analytic statements are true. All true statements are 

analytic. 

Identical things have same intrinsic, non-relational properties. If two objects share all intrinsic, non-relational 

properties, they are identical {identity, indiscernible} {indiscernible, identity} {Leibniz's law, Leibniz}. The identity 

relationship is symmetrical for thing and properties. However, no two things have same qualities, and things differing 

in qualities are two separate things. 

Perception is clear if understood. Perception is distinct if people can analyze it into concepts. 

Awareness that one's perceptions have become more clear and distinct is pleasure. Awareness that one's perceptions 

have become less clear and distinct is pain. 

Clear and distinct statements have two classes. One class is personal experiences, which are clear and intuitively 

true, because people have immediate experience of their own existence, but are true for one time only. However, 

opposites of these facts are also possible, so people can know their truth only after they have happened {a posteriori, 

Leibniz}. Facts of experience are conditional or contingent truths of the finite world. All things are deterministic, so 

opposites only appear to be possible. People's senses know only space and time, not physical forces or causes. 

The other class is eternal truths, self-evident to reason, whose opposites cannot be true or even possible. People can 

know their truth before events {a priori, Leibniz}. Eternal truths are unconditional, necessary, and about the infinite. 

Ethics 

God allows free will, because it is good, but this necessarily allows evil. 

Physical evil is punishment for sin. Object finiteness and unclear ideas cause moral evil. 

Law 

Law must have philosophical bases to be consistent and just. Law has natural divisions. Law and reasoning 

principles can find document meanings. 

Metaphysics 

Objects must be finite, because something created them. Finite world had to have evil, but it has as much good as 

possible because God formed it. The created world has the most variety from simplest causes and laws. What exists is 

the largest possible set of compatible things. Because existence is good, this makes world have the most possible reality 

and be the best it can be. God chose the best deterministic mechanical laws. However, laws can be different and so are 

not absolute truths, only facts {contingent truth, Leibniz}. There are infinitely many possible worlds. 

Only finite matter and spiritual force units {monad, Leibniz} exist. Existing things are monad collections. 

Ideal things are continuous and so have no monads. 

An infinite number of monads differ in intrinsic properties. 

Monads form a hierarchy based on their forces, not motions. Highest monad is God, which is pure activity and has 

all forces. Next highest are souls and minds, possess good memory and perception, and are most active. Soul is will's 

purpose and is body's central monad. Lowest monads are matter. Monads reflect universe as whole, allowing them to 

seem to occupy space. Monads perceive other monads more distinctly or less distinctly {universal expression}. 

Number of forces is infinite. Forces or energies are active and immaterial. Material properties, such as filling space 

or being impenetrable, are force consequences. Motions are force consequences. Time and space result from combined 

force actions. Forces are independent of other forces, but are forms of whole world's essence {world-force}. Forces try 

to clearly represent world-force, by infinitely small steps. 

Monads have unconscious perceptions {minute perception}. Monads continually seek improvement, which perceives 

more clearly and distinctly. Unconsciously, monads continually perceive entire universe {apperception, monad} but are 

conscious of only small regions. 

Monad wills directly cause actions. Monad beliefs direct will, but not deterministically. 

Monads never affect each other, but they appear to do so, because their perceptual states correspond {preestablished 

harmony}. God synchronizes the pre-established harmony, which is deterministic. In determined worlds, subjects must 

contain all the infinite number of qualities, actions, and predicates that statements can assert and so must be immortal 

and unchangeable. Therefore, all statements about reality contain predicate in subject and are analytic. To God, all 



experience is analytic, but people cannot know all predicates or facts. For God, objects are necessary, and their 

properties are in object essence. 

Only God is necessary. All else is contingent. 

God exists, as proved by ontological argument, cosmological argument, argument from eternal truths, and argument 

from design. 

Mind 

All ideas are always unconsciously present in soul, which is the central body monad and represents whole universe. 

Mind can bring ideas to consciousness. Perceptions contain universal concepts and truths. 

 

John William Dunne [Dunne, John William] 

inventor/philosopher 

Britain 

1927 to 1934 

Experiment with Time [1927]; Serial Universe [1934]; airplane [1900 to 1920] 

He lived 1875 to 1949 and invented stable airplane. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>History>Metaphysics 

 

Milesian or Ionian 

philosophic school 

Miletus, Ionia 

-600 to -500 

School included Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximenes. 

Metaphysics 

All things arise from one unified cosmic matter or element, air or water or unperceived material, which is 

imperishable, inexhaustible, indestructible, infinite, and eternal. Such matter always moves of itself, without cause, and 

so is alive. Objects can change into each other, because all things are element transformations. Matter temperature 

changes cause changes. A succession of universes has arisen and then collapsed, through temperature effects. Their 

unifying element can be divine but not like persons. 

Alternatively, substances can be unmoving and finite, like solid crystal spheres. The four elements are earth, water, 

air, and fire, in order of rarefication. God is one substance and is reason and perfection. Justice or fate is a world law. 

 

Anaximander 

philosopher 

Miletus, Ionia 

-590 to -560 

On Nature [-590 to -560] 

He lived -610 to -550 and was of Milesian School. Infinite, living intelligence {apeiron} transforms itself to make all 

things. Universe is always in motion. 

 

Anaximenes 

philosopher 

Miletus, Ionia 

-540 to -510 

He lived -570 to -500 and was of Milesian School. Universe is air at different densities. 

 

Heraclitus 

philosopher 

Ephesus, Anatolia 

-510 to -490 

On Nature [-510 to -490] 

He lived -540 to -480 and was Pre-Socratic. 

Epistemology 

People can look in themselves and into nature to find meaning and structure, because soul is like the moving element 

fire. Soul is ideal, eternal, and underlying intelligence in universe. He said that you never step into same river twice. 



Metaphysics 

Universe essence is change or becoming. Change is the element fire. All matter always changes. Justice or fate 

balancing conflicting movements or flows {flux, Heraclitus} causes apparent object permanence. All things come from 

opposites, being and not being. Nature and mind have structure or harmony, as opposites unite. Matter transformations 

have definite ways and orders, as law, reason, and destiny work in universe. World goes through orderly state 

successions, back to original state. 

 

Anaxagoras 

philosopher 

Ionia, Turkey/Athens, Greece 

-470 to -440 

On Nature [-470 to -440] 

He lived -500 to -428 and was Socrates' teacher. Nature has uncountable numbers of unchangeable elements, which 

can divide into small particles that have same properties as elements. Objects have varying element proportions. 

Highest element is Mind or Reason, which can move itself and move other elements by collision. Mind is alive and 

includes reason, order, and purpose {teleology, Anaxagoras}, because all motions follow laws. Universal Mind exists 

and everything has purpose. 

 

Diogenes of Apollonia 

philosopher 

Greece 

-460 

On Cosmology [-460] 

He was Anaximenes' student. Air is spirit or reason and can account mechanically for animal adaptations. 

 

Empedocles 

philosopher 

Agrigentum, Sicily 

-460 to -440 

On Nature [-460 to -440]; Purifications [-460 to -440] 

He lived -492 to -432 and introduced the four elements. Reality has earth, water, air, and fire {four elements}. 

Elements can divide into infinitely small parts. Ways elements combine, not elements themselves, cause physical 

qualities. Elements are unchanging, but their movements cause world changes. Love or attraction opposes conflict, 

hate, strife, or repulsion. Tension causes motion, which has cycles. Circular motion {vortex, Empedocles} is element 

fundamental motion, because element collisions result in rotations, which draw in more elements and increase size. 

Lighter elements go to edge, mechanically forming worlds and living things. There is no purpose. Animals change as 

living conditions change, and only the fittest survive. 

 

Leucippus 

philosopher 

Greece 

-430 

Great World-System [-430]; On Mind [-430] 

He combined ideas of Parmenides and Empedocles. Infinite numbers of very small particles {atom, Leucippus}, 

differing in size, form, and other quantitative features, move in empty space. Atom types are eternal, indestructible, 

unchangeable, indivisible, homogeneous, and finite. Atom motion is eternal, deterministic, and without cause or 

purpose. Atom motions are change or becoming. Space exists but is not material. Objects are atom combinations. 

Quantitative atom differences cause qualitative differences. 

 

Lucretius or Titus Lucretius Carus [Lucretius Carus, Titus] 

philosopher/biologist/poet 

Rome, Italy 

-70 to -55 

On the Nature of Things [-70 to -55: six books] 

He lived -99 to -55 and was Epicurean. Universe is atomistic and governed by natural laws. People are matter only. 

Plants and animals evolve. 



 

Gnostic 

philosophic school 

Near East 

120 to 200 

School included Marcion, Apelles, Saturninus, Basilides, Carpocrates, Valentinus, and Bardesanes. Fallen angels 

create matter and physical world. Matter or Void is against God. Material world is battleground for good and evil 

spirits. Matter will evolve from incomplete and imperfect states to the perfect state of God {system of evolution, 

Gnostic}. Indefinite states can divide into opposites, for example material and spiritual, and then reorder themselves. 

 

Valentinus 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

135 to 160 

Gospel of Truth [135 to 160] 

He lived 100 to 153, was Gnostic, and founded Valentinians. 

Metaphysics 

The indefinite state joined with silence or thought to make spirit or reason, which then joined with truth or Ideas. 

Then reason joined with life to make the ideal man, who joined with Church. The Wisdom longs for original indefinite 

state, and this sinful desire enters the Void to make material world. 

In Gnosticism, Sophia or Wisdom disorders the divine world {pleroma}, and God banishes it. Jesus Christ has the 

knowledge {gnosis} to restore the divine world to include people. Now Holy Spirit rules the world. Jesus the Savior 

will return. The Demiurge, Yahweh of Old Testament, who created the physical world, rules the world outside the 

pleroma. 

 

Clement of Alexandria or Titus Flavius Clemens [Clemens, Titus Flavius] 

philosopher 

Alexandria, Egypt 

182 to 202 

Hortatory Discourse to the Greeks [182 to 202] 

He lived ? to 215 and was Christian. God created the world so all wills can overcome sin, face punishment, and have 

redemption. God does not oppose his creation but is separate from it. Evil is an action by people, not substance, and so 

God did not create it. Evil is rebellion against God's will. Evil is love of God's creation, rather than God. Evil spirits are 

wills that do evil but are not human. 

 

Origen or Origenes Adamantius 

philosopher 

Alexandria, Egypt 

212 to 248 

Old Testament in Six Versions [212 to 248: compared Old-Testament translations]; Old Testament in Four Versions 

[212 to 248: compared Old-Testament translations of]; Love of the Holy [212 to 248]; First Principles [212 to 215]; On 

Prayer [230 to 235]; On Martyrdom [212 to 248]; Against Celsus [248] 

He lived 185 to 254, was founder of Christian philosophy, and was Latin Father. God's power, wisdom, and 

goodness created universe out of nothing, and universe's beauty and perfection reveals its origin. God constantly creates 

the logos, which supports the free spirits surrounding God with love, harmony, and knowledge. God sends spirits that 

fall out of these states to the actual world for punishment. World will vanish when all spirits are pure and in harmony 

with God. 

 

Porphyry or Porphyrus Malchus [Malchus, Porphyrus] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy 

260 to 280 

Isagoge or Introduction [270 to 280: about Aristotle's Categories and logic]; Plotinus' Enneads [270 to 280: 

arranger]; Against the Christians [270 to 280] 

He lived 232 to 304, was Commentator on Aristotle, and was Plotinus' student. A chain of being goes from lowest 

forms to highest {Porphyry Tree} {Tree of Porphyry}. 



 

Plutarch the Younger or Plutarch of Athens 

philosopher 

Athens, Greece 

400 to 430 

He lived 350 to 433, founded School of Athens [400 to 529], and was Neo-Platonist. Matter is principle equal to 

God. 

 

Early Mysticism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

400 to 900 

School included Pseudo-Dionysius, Synesius, Maximus the Confessor, and John Scotus Erigena. 

 

Pseudo-Dionysius or Dionysius the Areopagite 

philosopher 

Athens, Greece 

500 

He was mystic. 

 

John Philoponus [Philoponus, John] 

philosopher 

Alexandria, Egypt 

520 to 550 

New Definition of Prime Matter [520 to 550] 

He lived 490 to 570 and was Commentator on Aristotle. Motion requires force. World began finite time ago, because 

motion through infinite interval {traversal of the infinite} cannot finish. 

 

Gottschalk of Orbais or Godescalc or Gottescalc or Godescalchus 

philosopher 

Germany/Orbais, Marne, France 

840 to 860 

On the threefold godhead or On the trinity [840 to 860]; On predestination [840 to 860]; On 'IN' proposition 

explanations [840 to 860] 

He lived 803 to 867. There is predestination. 

 

Hincmar 

bishop 

Rheims, France 

840 to 870 

On City Law [840 to 870]; Divorce of Lothair [840 to 870]; Annals [861 to 882] 

He lived 806 to 882 and was archbishop of Reims [845 to 882]. There is no predestination. 

 

Abu Jafar Muhammad ibn Jarir al-Tabari [al-Tabari, Abu Jafar Muhammad ibn Jarir] or Umar Ben 

Alfarkhan Altabary [Altabary, Umar Ben Alfarkhan] or Almuhib Altabary [Altabary, Almuhib] 

philosopher/historian/theologian 

Persia 

870 to 900 

Comments on Ptolemy 

He lived 838 to 923. 

 

Gaunilo of Marmoutiers or Guanilo or Gaunilon 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1000 to 1100 

In Defense of the Fool or On Behalf of the Fool [1000 to 1100] 



People can imagine perfect island, but no such thing exists. Actual things are better than concepts, because concepts 

have no actuality. Concepts are lower reality. Therefore, people must reject Anselm's argument for God's existence. 

 

Mysticism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1050 to 1180 

School grew out of Neo-Platonism and included Bernard of Clairvaux, Peter Damian, Manegold of Lantenbach, 

Joachim Floris, Dominicus Gundissalinus, Arnold of Brescia, and Amaury of Bene. They were orthodox or heretical 

mystics. 

Epistemology 

Body knows world, reason knows self, and soul knows God. Knowledge forms use imagination. 

Ethics 

Life is progression toward salvation. 

Mind 

Soul and body are completely separate. God's power unites people's souls and bodies. Souls have feelings, not 

intellect. Soul's highest stage is contemplation and love of God and final unity with God. Mental states and activities 

have classes that arise and develop to fit into mental life. 

 

Ibn Bajja or Avempace or Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Yahya ibn al-Say'igh [al-Say'igh, Abu Bakr Muhammad 

ibn Yahya ibn] 

poet/musician/scientist/mathematician 

Saragossa, Aragon/Fes, Morocco 

1130 to 1138 

Commentary on the Meteorology of Aristotle [1130 to 1138]; On the Soul [1130 to 1138]; Hermit's Guide [1130 to 

1138] 

He lived 1106 to 1138, invented a separate-substances theory, and emphasized the solitary life. 

 

German Mysticism or Dominican Mysticism or Rhineland Mysticism 

philosophic school 

Germany/Switzerland/Netherlands 

1250 to 1400 

Johannes Eckhart founded school that included Beghards, Friends of God in Basel, Dominican friar Johann Tauler, 

John Ruysbroeck, Heinrich Suso (Heinrich Seuse), Thomas à Kempis, and Gerson. It presaged Reformation by 

emphasizing laymen, teaching, preaching, New Testament, Christ, and German or Dutch language. 

 

Johann Tauler [Tauler, Johann] 

philosopher 

Constance, Germany 

1330 to 1350 

Sermons for Festivals or Inner Way [1330 to 1350] 

He lived 1300 to 1361 and was mystic. 

 

Heinrich Seuse [Seuse, Heinrich] or Henry Suso [Suso, Henry] 

philosopher 

Constance, Germany 

1330 to 1360 

Clock of Wisdom [1330 to 1360] 

He lived 1300 to 1366 and was mystic. 

 

Thomas à Kempis [Kempis, Thomas à] or Thomas Hammerken [Hammerken, Thomas] or Thomas Hammerlein 

[Hammerlein, Thomas] 

philosopher 

Agnetenberg, Germany 

1418 

Imitation of Christ [1418] 



He lived 1379 to 1471 and was mystic. 

 

Occultism or Theosophy 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1500 to 1550 

School included Agrippa of Nettesheim, John Reuchlin, Francesco Zorsi, Paracelsus, Johann Baptist van Helmont, 

Franz van Helmont, Robert Fludd, and Jacob Böhme. Knowledge of God comes only through mystic revelation. People 

have several separable bodies and souls: astral, etheric, and physical. 

 

German Mysticism 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1500 to 1620 

School included Andreas Osiander, Caspar Schwenkfeld, Sebastian Franck, Valentine Weigel, Nicolaus Taurellus, 

Lelio Sozzini, Fausto Sozzini, John of the Cross, and Theresa. John of the Cross and Theresa later became Roman 

Catholic saints. 

 

Shi'ism School or School of Isfahan or Islamic Metaphysics 

philosophic school 

Isfahan, Iran 

1500 to 1650 

School included Mir Damad, Mulla Sadra or Molla Sadra or Sadr al-Din Shirazi, Mir Fendereski, and Shaykh Baha'i. 

 

Philosophy of Nature 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1500 to 1650 

School included Charles Bouille, Girolamo Cardano, Francesco Patrizzi, Giordano Bruno, Bernardino Telesio, Pietro 

Pompanazzi, Tommaso Campanella, and Vanini. Material objects are atom complexes {corpuscle, atom}. Eternal atom 

motions under mathematical laws govern corpuscle movements. Atoms are monads. 

 

Cornelius Agrippa [Agrippa, Cornelius] or Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim [Agrippa von 

Nettesheim, Heinrich Cornelius] 

philosopher 

Paris, France/Antwerp, Germany 

1506 to 1533 

On the nobility and superiority of the female sex [1509]; On occult philosophy [1531: three books]; Epistles [1506 to 

1533] 

He lived 1486 to 1545. 

 

Lelio Sozzini [Sozzini, Lelio] or Laelius Socinus [Socinus, Laelius] 

philosopher 

Italy 

1550 to 1560 

Commentary on John 1 [1550 to 1560] 

He lived 1525 to 1562, and founded Anti-trinitarian movement. 

 

Fausto Sozzini [Sozzini, Fausto] or Fausto Sozini [Sozini, Fausto] or Socianus or Faustus Socinus [Socinus, 

Faustus] 

philosopher 

Rome, Italy/Poland 

1570 

On the Authority of the Holy Scriptures [1570] 

He lived 1539 to 1604, started Unitarianism {Socinianism}, which denied the Trinity, and founded Polish Brethern 

[1579]. 



 

Giordano Bruno [Bruno, Giordano] 

priest 

Germany/Paris, France 

1580 to 1600 

On the Infinite Universe and Worlds 

He lived 1548 to 1600 and was Dominican. He influenced Spinoza and Leibniz. 

Epistemology 

Absolute truth does not exist. Knowledge has no limit. 

Ethics 

People should be optimistic and joyous about man, nature, and God. 

Metaphysics 

Space, time, and particles have no limit. Countless worlds exist, each growing and decaying in the living universe. 

Reality units {monad, Bruno} are parts of eternal infinite being. Monads are infinite in number, living, imperishable, 

individual, material, spiritual, and existing. Monads follow own laws and general law. 

Universe is alive and has soul {anima mundi} {world-soul}. 

God is the formal, efficient, and final cause of all things and is immanent and transcendent. World is life of God and 

so is perfect and harmonious, if viewed as whole. God is like light: illuminating, animating, and forming world. 

Essence of God and world are same {pantheism, Bruno}. World opposites harmonize in God's infinity. 

All things have matter, mind, and spirit. People can know these if they are in themselves. Things are individual and 

different but in essence are God. 

 

Cartesian 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1620 to 1700 

Descartes founded school that included Joachim Jung, Erhard Weigel, Jansenists, Occasionalists, Mystics, Spinoza, 

and Leibniz. Matter {res extensa} behaves using quantitative rules about sizes, shapes, and motions. Matter keeps 

moving and does not tend to stop, as Aristotle had claimed. Matter is inert and has no forces. God set matter in motion 

and causes all actions. Mind is separate and opposite from matter, is unity, and is not in space or time. God correlates 

mind and body. 

 

Jakob Böhme [Böhme, Jakob] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1622 to 1623 

Way to Christ [1622]; Great Mystery [1623] 

He lived 1575 to 1624 and was German Mystic. He united neo-Platonism and Paracelsus to try to unify religion and 

science. 

Ethics 

Good and evil in world result from absolute necessity of God revealing itself in world as being, because everything 

in world has to have opposite. Nature moves by will, which can choose good or evil. People's acts affect universe. 

People should progress from spiritual perception, to mystical devotion, to pure spirit. 

Metaphysics 

Nature is unified whole, created by God using laws and reason. Nature is beautiful. God is world essence and 

efficient cause. God is spirit with infinite senses and reason and is world inner activity, like the living sap of trees. 

 

Mulla Sadra or Molla Sadra or Sadr al-Din Shirazi [Shirazi, Sadr al-Din] or Sadr al-Din Muhammad al-Shirazi 

[al-Shirazi, Sadr al-Din Muhammad] or Sadr al-Muta'allihin [al-Muta'allihin, Sadr] 

philosopher 

Isfahan, Iran 

1630 to 1640 

Transcendent Theosophy in Four Intellectual Journeys [1630 to 1640] 

He lived 1600 to 1641 and was Shi'ite. Essence motions cause higher essences by transformation, so everything is 

eternal becoming. 

 



Mysticism 

philosophic school 

France 

1650 to 1720 

School included Blaise Pascal and Pierre Poiret. 

 

Arnout Geulincx [Geulincx, Arnout] or Arnold Geulincx [Geulincx, Arnold] 

philosopher 

Antwerp, Flanders/Netherlands 

1653 

Miscellaneous Questions [1653] 

He lived 1624 to 1669 and was follower of Descartes and Occasionalist. Thing can only do what it knows how to do. 

Because no finite material thing has mind and can know anything, only God can cause things. God is not an efficient 

cause. God supplies fixed and general relations between physical and mental worlds by synchronizing them, so they 

can appear as causes or sequences. 

 

Occult 

philosophic school 

Italy 

1750 

School included Cagliostro. 

 

Ruder Boskovic [Boskovic, Ruder] or Rudjer Boskovic [Boskovic, Rudjer] or Ruggero Giuseppe Boscovich 

[Boscovich, Ruggero Giuseppe] 

philosopher 

Croatia/Vienna, Austria 

1758 

Theory of Natural Philosophy derived to the Single Law of Forces that Exist in Nature [1758] 

He lived 1711 to 1787 and studied matter and space. 

 

Gian Domenico Romagnosi [Romagnosi, Gian Domenico] 

philosopher 

Milan, Italy 

1802 

He lived 1765 to 1835 and was Ontologist. Electricity and magnetism have relation [1802]. 

 

Victor Cousin [Cousin, Victor] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1815 to 1845 

Course of the History of Philosophy [1815 to 1829]; Philosophical Fragments [1826]; Philosophy of Locke [1829]; 

On truth, beauty, and the good [1836]; Scottish philosophy [1845] 

He lived 1792 to 1867 and modified spiritualism. 

 

Spiritualism 

philosophic school 

Europe 

1840 to 1900 

School included Victor Cousin, J. Simon, P. Damiron, E. Vacherot, H. Martin, A. Chaignet, A. Franck, B. Haureau, 

d'Tocqueville, C. Bartholmess, E. Saisset, C. de Remusat, P. Janet, E. Caro, F. Ravisson, Bouillier, Jean Rouisson, J. 

Lachelier, E. Bactroux, and H. Bergson. 

 

Karl Fortlage [Fortlage, Karl] 

philosopher 

France/Germany 

1855 



System of Psychology [1855] 

He lived 1820 to 1900. Source of existence is will. 

 

Evolutionary Philosophy 

philosophic school 

England 

1870 to 1900 

Herbert Spencer founded school that included W. W. Rende, William K. Clifford, Chauncey Wright, L. Stephen, S. 

Alexander, Benjamin Kidd, C. M. Williams, John Fiske, Thomas Henry Huxley, George Romanes, and J. M. Guyau. In 

evolution philosophy, new inventions and machines provided more power and control to people. Ideas about power and 

control in society began. Evolutionary theories developed about human progress, race, social class, and survival of 

fittest. Social Darwinism was a variant. 

 

Chauncey Wright [Wright, Chauncey] 

philosopher 

USA 

1877 

Philosophical Discussions [1877] 

He lived 1830 to 1875 and was evolutionist. 

 

Spiritualism 

philosophic school 

France 

1900 to 1940 

School was Neo-Hegelian and idealist and included Alfred Fouille, Paul Desjardins, and Leon Brunschvicg. 

 

Muhammad Iqbal [Iqbal, Muhammad] 

poet/philosopher 

India 

1908 to 19348 

Development of Metaphysics in Persia [1908]; Secrets of the Self [1915: poem]; Book of Eternity [1934] 

He lived 1876 to 1938, was Islamic, and combined Neoplatonism and Aristotle. The One is the first mover or cause 

of all existence. 

 

Leon Brunschvicg [Brunschvicg, Leon] 

philosopher 

France 

1927 

Progress of Consciousness in Western Philosophy [1927] 

He lived 1869 to 1944 and was spiritualist. 

 

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin [Chardin, Pierre Teilhard de] 

philosopher 

France 

1927 to 1955 

Divine Milieu [1927]; Human Phenomenon [1955] 

He lived 1881 to 1955 and was Catholic. Purposes determine universe {teleology, Chardin}. Life moves toward 

higher consciousness {omega point}. 

 

Arthur O. Lovejoy [Lovejoy, Arthur O.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1936 to 1961 

Great Chain of Being [1936]; Essays in the History of Ideas [1948]; Revolt against Dualism [1960]; Reason, the 

Understanding, and Time [1961] 

He lived 1873 to 1962 and was Critical Realist. 



 

Emmanuel Levinas [Levinas, Emmanuel] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1947 to 1977 

On Existence and Existing [1947]; Totality and Infinity [1961]; Otherwise than Being or Beyond Essence [1974] 

He lived 1906 to 1995. The Other is absolute. 

 

Nishitani Keiji [Keiji, Nishitani] 

philosopher 

Japan 

1962 

Religion and Nothingness [1962] 

He lived 1900 to 1990. Inner self is creative void {ku} and nothingness {mu, nothingness}. 

 

SOCI>Philosophy>History>Mind 

 

Democritus of Abdera or Laughing Philosopher 

philosopher 

Greece 

-430 to -400 

On numbers [-430 to -400]; On geometry [-430 to -400]; On tangencies [-430 to -400]; On mappings [-430 to -400]; 

On irrationals [-430 to -400] 

He lived -460 to -370, was materialist, and founded atomism, with Leucippus. 

Epistemology 

Objects have weight, texture, shape, and size {primary quality, Democritus}, which people can perceive. Objects 

have distance and identity {secondary quality, Democritus}, which people can understand. Atoms themselves are 

imperceptible. Qualitative features depend on atom quantitative properties. Perception happens when images, which are 

infinitely small object copies, travel to body and contact sense fire-atoms. Senses have special fire-atom motions and 

arrangements. People can only perceive images matching senses. People with different senses perceive different things. 

Perceptual states are violent, surprising, and unclear. Dreams are weak images. Belief in gods comes from images of 

gods. 

Thoughts are images of sizes and spaces between atoms. Thought images are gentle in motion and hard to know. 

This gentle motion gives true happiness, because soul is calmest and in harmony with absolute images. 

Ethics 

Good is soul's pleasures. Happiness is inner peace. 

Metaphysics 

Atoms are unchanging and indivisible particles that constantly move in empty space under mechanical laws. 

Infinitely many atom types exist. Objects are groups of atoms in different proportions. Inertia, density, and hardness 

depend on atom sizes and spacings. All other physical properties depend on atom mixtures, arrangements, and motions. 

Atoms started with uncaused motions, but now atom motions and collisions determine everything that happens. 

Collisions are the only atom interactions and result only in motion changes. 

Mind 

Mind or soul has highest and most active atoms {fire-atom}. 

 

Plato 

philosopher 

Greece 

-400 to -348 

Hippias Minor [-400: dialog of Socrates and Hippias]; Alcibiades [-400: dialog of Socrates and Alcibiades]; 

Apology [-399: Socrates' defense against charges of treason]; Euthyphro [-380: Are morals good because commanded 

by God, or does God command them because they are good? Euthyphro was an expert on religion.]; Crito [-380: dialog 

of Socrates and Crito about ethical ideas and virtue]; Hippias Major [-380: dialog of Socrates and Hippias about 

aesthetics and law]; Charmides or Temperance [-380: dialog of Socrates and Charmides]; Laches or Equity [-380: 

dialog of Socrates and Laches]; Lysis or Friendship [-380: dialog of Socrates and Lysis]; Protagoras [-380: dialog of 

Socrates and Protagoras]; Gorgias [-380: dialog of Socrates and Gorgias]; Meno [-380: dialog of Socrates and Meno 



about a-priori knowledge]; Phaedo [-360: dialog of Socrates and Phaedo about immortality and the Forms, which 

people can recollect]; Symposium [-360: love]; Phaedrus [-360: dialog of Socrates and Phaedrus about love]; Ion [-380: 

dialog of Socrates and Ion about]; Menexenus [-380: dialog of Socrates and Menexenus]; Euthydemus [-380: dialog of 

Socrates and Euthydemus]; Cratylus [-360: Dialog of Socrates and Cratylus is about language. Words are conventions, 

but concepts are true or false in reality. Language should be able to convey concepts. Language or thought corresponds 

to reality.]; Republic [-360: justice and three soul types in ideal government]; Parmenides [-370: Dialog of Socrates and 

Parmenides includes dialectic on the One. Forms are both universals and essences.]; Theaetetus [-360: dialog of 

Socrates and Theaetetus about perception and objects]; Sophist [-360: dialog of Socrates and Sophists about being and 

not being and differences between subjects or names and predicates or properties]; Politics or Statesman [-360: law and 

rulers]; Philebus [-360: Dialog of Socrates and Philebus discusses pleasure and knowledge. The weak are targets of 

humor.]; Timaeus [-360: dialog of Socrates and Timaeus about metaphysics]; Critias [-360: dialog of Socrates and 

Critias]; Laws [-348: ideal state, best government, and laws] 

He lived -427 to -347, founded the Academy [-387], wrote about Socrates, studied grammar, solved law problems, 

and helped draft laws. 

Aesthetics 

Aesthetics is about the beautiful and the good. The beautiful is good. Beautiful things approximate their Idea or true 

Form closely. 

Art imitates nature {mimesis, Plato}. 

Epistemology 

Minds can be aware of the ideal forms {Idea, Plato} of objects or object groups. Whenever one term can apply to a 

group of particular things, the corresponding Idea exists in mind. True, clear, and stable knowledge is about Ideas. 

Mind does not create the Ideas. Ideas are innate. People can discover or remember the Ideas in themselves {anamnesis, 

Ideas}, using intellect, not senses. 

Unlike Ideas, opinion and perception are confused, unclear, imitative, and changeable. An analogy {cave analogy} is 

prisoners in a cave, who see only shadows on the wall, perceptions instead of reality. 

Material motions cause thoughts and perceptions. 

Things can be unlearnable, because people need them to learn {Meno's puzzle}. 

Hypotheses or making categories and distinctions can define things. 

Education 

Education is important for everyone because knowledge leads to excellence and virtue. Education builds character. 

Knowledge is about Ideas, and so curriculum is unchanging. 

All children should receive practical knowledge. Social classes receive education suited to purposes. People learn 

virtue and should be happy, because they reach the greatest virtue they can have. 

Education is also to make good state. Society selects some boys and girls to become soldiers. Future soldiers should 

learn arts and physical education and live together in school community in which they share everything. From future 

soldiers, society selects some to become rulers. Future rulers should learn philosophy. 

Educators have special duty and should not try to be like or coddle pupils. 

Ethics 

Personal virtues are industry, achievement, knowledge, honor, autonomy, courage, temperance, and piety. Other-

directed virtues are justice, benevolence, and fidelity. People can acquire virtues by becoming aware of the Ideas. 

However, people can refuse to acquire knowledge and virtue and so reject freedom, responsibility, and control. 

The three parts of mind {psyche, Plato} should be in harmony. Reason should be for wisdom, spirit for courage and 

striving, and appetite for moderation and control. Psyche harmony makes life good, virtuous, happy, and prosperous. 

The psyche's duty is to be just and upright. 

Joy in the beautiful, pleasure in good artistic Idea-of-the-Good imitations, understanding of math, practical skill, 

general knowledge, and well-ordered life are proper Reason uses. 

Highest life state is to contemplate the Ideas, indifferent to material world. Lover of Ideas goes to heaven. Others 

reincarnate. 

"Is the pious loved by the gods because it is pious, or is it pious because they love it?" {Euthyphro problem, Plato}. 

Either piety has no reason or has reason, but authority does not apply in either case. 

The true and the beautiful are good. 

World is good, because God created it. 

Linguistics 

Nouns are proposition subjects. Only Ideas can be sentence subjects. Verb is about proposition action or quality. 

Verb and adjective are similar. 



Metaphysics 

Reality is Ideas. Ideas are both universal categories and object essences {third man argument, Plato}. Ideas are 

eternal, a priori, unchanging, absolute, and immaterial, with absolute and unqualified properties. Ideas include Good, 

Bad, Beautiful, Ugly, and such ideas as Tableness. Ideas, such as Infinite, have opposites, such as Measurable, so Ideas 

form a hierarchy. The highest or greatest Idea is Good, which is purpose of reality for both material and ideal worlds 

and comes from love of ideal beauty. 

Objects in nature have Ideas {ideal form} as essence and are like Idea copies or imitations. Objects share in or have 

part of Idea. Things cannot have opposite properties simultaneously. Objects are empty space shaped by Ideal 

geometrical figures. Empty space has no substance and no definition. Material things are both non-being, such as space, 

and being, such as Idea. Objects are thus contradictions and not real. 

World-soul causes all motions and changes, which have relations and are unity. 

The world creator {demiurge} was pure good, which molded already existing matter to bring order out of chaos. 

Mind 

Psyche is in body, is same as personality, and is changeable but is also unitary, indivisible, and eternal, because it is 

both material and Idea. Psyche receives images of Ideas before birth. The presence of Ideas in psyche causes people to 

seek Ideas and love wisdom. Psyche has appetitive, emotional, and rational parts. Rational part is ability to know Ideas. 

Emotional part is spirit or will, which wants to find Ideas. Appetitive part is desires. Psyche thus perceives, wills, and 

knows. Psyche causes movement and life. Psyche can separate from body. 

Politics 

States are about principle of justice. Justice results when classes do work with virtue. All state principles and actions 

should be ethical. 

States express the Idea of people as a whole and so are about people and their relations. 

States have best order with three classes, corresponding to the three psyche parts: rulers with rational psyche, 

soldiers with emotional psyche, and merchants and laborers with appetitive psyche. Philosopher-kings from ruler class 

should lead states. Rulers or guardians should have training in goodness, truth, and beauty and so have wisdom. 

Military and public officials should have training for administration, war, and police work and so use spirit and do their 

duty. To exercise self-control, merchants should perform commerce, and common people should work, produce, and 

obey leaders. 

People showing that they have souls dominated by one psyche part or another can change classes. Upper classes 

should give up all property, have communal family life, and serve state. All people should suppress private emotions 

and desires and live out Idea of the Good. 

 

Aristotle 

philosopher 

Stagira, Greece 

-350 to -330 

Eudemian Ethics [-350 to -330]; History of Animals [-350 to -330]; Logic [-350 to -330: includes Categories, On 

Interpretation, Prior Analytics, Posterior Analytics, and Sophistical Refutations]; Metaphysics [-350 to -330]; 

Meteorology [-350 to -330]; Nicomachean Ethics [-350 to -330]; On Dreams [-350 to -330]; On Generation and 

Corruption or On Coming-to-Be and Passing Away [-350 to -330]; On Memory [-350 to -330]; On Sensation [-350 to -

330]; On Sleep [-350 to -330]; On the Heavens [-350 to -330]; On the Parts of Animals [-350 to -330]; On the Soul or 

Concerning Psyche [-350 to -330]; On Psychology [-350 to -330]; Physics [-350 to -330]; Poetics [-350 to -330: 

Laughter and the ludicrous depend on deformity, defect, and ugliness but not on anything destructive or painful]; 

Politics [-350 to -330]; Rhetoric [-350 to -330]; Topics [-350 to -330: good arguments] 

He lived -384 to -322, studied under Plato, and was Realist. He tutored Alexander the Great. He founded Peripatetic 

School at Lyceum [-335]. He was the Stagirite or Peripatetic Philosopher. 

In logic, he studied grammar, developed logic of terms, and defined the syllogisms. He studied deduction methods 

and invented non-contradiction, excluded-middle, and bivalence laws. He considered modus ponens, modus tollens, 

tautology, permutation, and summation. He studied Sophist fallacies, existence, definition, statement, axiom, postulate, 

premise, conclusion, hypothesis, theorem, converse, inverse, contrapositive, corollary, lemma, necessary condition, and 

sufficient condition. 

In mathematics, he used method of exhaustion, rather than infinitesimals, to find limits. He used parallelogram of 

forces. 

In biology, he studied nature, performed animal dissections for research, and studied evolution from simple to 

complex life. 



Aesthetics 

Art imitates nature and portrays particular objects as universals, emphasizing object Forms. Thus, art is knowledge 

that gives pleasure. 

Art is productive thought. 

Art has classes depending on materials used or objects imitated. 

Art's purpose is to excite passions, to remove them and so purify soul. Tragic drama imitates life and excites fear and 

sympathy, which it then relieves {catharsis, Aristotle}. Catharsis is good for virtue, because it results in lower 

emotions, allowing more reason. 

Formal literary elements, involving one location, one time, and one theme {Unities, Aristotle}, make good play. 

Artists impose Form on matter, causing material change with purpose, to cause art development. 

Epistemology 

Philosophy must consider opinions of the people or of wise people {doxa}. 

True knowledge is about object Forms, not objects. 

Sensation is passive thought. Reason is creative thought. Thoughts are both objects and essences. Contents and 

thought processes are separate and have categories. 

Quantity can be universal or particular. Quality can be positive or negative. 

Opposition or contradiction and conversion or entailment can happen. 

Concepts used in judgments come from general concepts by adding distinguishing characteristic or difference 

{definition, Aristotle}. 

Knowledge fields have most general concepts, found by moving from examples to general concept {abstraction from 

specific to general}, opposite to definition. For example, logic has contradiction principle. 

The ten basic-concept categories are quantity, quality, relation, space, time, action, passion or passivity or affection, 

position, state or condition, and substance. 

The four cause types are matter or physical or bodily cause {material cause, Aristotle}, form or essence or idea 

{formal cause, Aristotle}, immediately preceding cause or motion {essential cause}, and end or purpose {final cause, 

Aristotle}. Something extra {accident, cause or effect} can happen along with causes and effects. 

Brain senses shapes, sizes, and motions {primary quality} directly. Brain perceives other sense qualities {secondary 

quality}, which are not fundamental to object {accident, sensation}, indirectly. Sense apparatus moves and changes as 

it receives object, causing body physical change {phantasm, sensation}. Physical motions caused by sensations are 

imagination-faculty objects, so imagination depends on sensation. Imaginations are thought-objects, so thought 

depends on imagination. 

Mental faculty compares and associates shapes, sizes, and motions from all senses {common faculty, Aristotle}. 

Human desires and beliefs, which are thoughts, cause all human actions. 

If proposition is possible, the proposition is true at least once {principle of plenitude} {plenitude principle}. 

The highest thought level is to behold the pure Forms and reach blessed feeling without will or action. 

Ethics 

Ethics is making proper choice when one is free to choose and knows consequences. External circumstances can 

hinder or help reason and self-realization. Bad reasoning, bad purposes, weak will, compulsions, passions, or wrong 

choices can cause people's actions to be irrational {akrasia}. To make proper choices, one needs to know which act or 

thought is lawful or right, act consequences, means, ends, desire effects, motive effects, and self. Without this 

knowledge, people do not know what they are doing and cannot control their actions. 

Successful and virtuous activity based on reason leads to happy, good life and well-being. Happiness is life's goal or 

purpose, because it expresses people's true nature. Virtue is the way to attain happiness. 

Freedom depends on knowledge and on absence of external forces or mental pressures. 

People are responsible for their actions when they have alternatives from which to choose, they know situation, and 

they face no external constraints on choice. Then consciousness is action's sufficient cause and other factors, such as 

motivation, do not lessen responsibility. Punishment can only be for actions for which people are responsible {justice, 

Aristotle}. 

Goods {good-in-itself} {intrinsic good} can be for their own sake, such as intelligence, senses, and health. Goods 

{extrinsic good} can be for consequences. 

Action {praxis} is doing something, as opposed to making something. Action {animal soul, Aristotle} should 

improve habits and character. Exerting self-control against desires trains will to act using reason. Moderation {Golden 

Mean, Aristotle} {doctrine of the mean} balances appetite/emotion and reason. Using rational mind to follow the 

Golden Mean is good. 

People want happiness based on virtue {eudaimonia, philosophy}, the objectively good life. Pleasure is necessary 

for, but not the same as, happiness. 



Friendship is good, because it is common striving for the good and beautiful. 

Law 

Law flows from order of nature {natural law, Aristotle}. Law has Forms. People should judge human laws by how 

well they conform to natural law. 

Usury is bad. 

Landowning and private property are good. 

Strong family is good. 

Linguistics 

Spoken or written words are mental-state signs. Verbs indicate time {tense}. Verbs and adjectives are similar. Nouns 

can be about named things {proper noun, Aristotle} or types {common noun, Aristotle}. 

Logic 

Formal logic is process to prove knowledge true and to understand reasoning. 

Things or groups have names and distinguishing characteristics. Defined things can be sentence subjects. Subjects 

can have different quantities: "all", "some", "no", "one", or "only one". 

Sentence subjects can have properties {predicate, Aristotle}. Predicates {essential predicate} can be true of all 

category objects. Predicates {predicable predicate} can be true of only some category objects and so be non-essential. 

Predicates {property predicate} can be non-essential but true of all category objects {proprium}. 

Statements have subjects and predicates. Statements can be true or false {contradiction law}. Subjects and predicates 

cannot have truth-values. 

Statements {proposition, Aristotle} can have form that makes them necessary or impossible {apodeitic}. 

Reasoning from particulars to generalities {induction, Aristotle} is proof method. Reasoning from generalities to 

particulars {deduction, Aristotle} is proof method. 

Deduction depends on having one or more general statements {premise, Aristotle} about basic concepts. People 

must accept such premises as true but cannot prove them. Induction and dialectic to analyze opinions and perception 

can find such premises. After analysis, such premises should be immediately apparent and certain to everyone. Other 

premises come from general premises. Premises can use different sentence types: categorical, conditional or 

hypothetical, alternative, and disjunctive. 

All deductions are either syllogisms or inferences from single premises. The conclusion must be less general than the 

premises. 

People can prove statement {conclusion, Aristotle} relating subject to predicate {judgment} if two premises relate 

third concept to subject and to predicate {syllogism, Aristotle}. If people know that premises are true or false, they can 

combine them by removing third concept to prove conclusion {excluded middle law}. The third concept can be in first-

premise subject and second-premise predicate {first figure}, in both subjects {second figure}, or in both predicates 

{third figure}. 

Syllogisms can use sentences with different subject quantities and premise types and can use three moods. Syllogism 

moods include categorical syllogism, conditional syllogism or hypothetical syllogism, alternative syllogism, and 

disjunctive syllogism. Syllogisms {categorical syllogism, Aristotle} can use all subject quantities. Main moods 

{Barbara mood} can use universal affirmative in all three statements. Main moods {Celarent mood} can have universal 

negative premise, universal positive premise, and universal negative conclusion. All other moods can transform into 

Barbara or Celarent mood {reduction of moods} {mood reduction}. 

Reductio ad absurdum proves some moods. Negative individual instances {ekthesis} are counterexamples that prove 

the positive conclusion, and this method proves some moods. 

Syllogisms {perfect syllogism} with complete sentences need nothing more to be valid arguments. Syllogisms 

{imperfect syllogism} with assumed premises or premise parts require more information to be valid. 

Metaphysics 

Only individual physical objects are real. Objects have essential invariable Forms {Form, Aristotle}, about purposes. 

Forms are common properties or predicates of different same-class objects. Object Form determines state and relations 

to other objects, makes unified whole, and places object in class. Forms are not universals and cannot exist by 

themselves. If Forms are universals, it is necessary to explain how Forms relate to individuals {third man argument} 

and how object relates to itself. Geometric forms, shapes, and sizes are physical-object aspects and do not have 

independent existence. 

Ability to define objects does not prove existence. To show existence, something must construct object. 

Matter has potential or possibility that becomes physical particular object when combined with Form 

{hylomorphism}. Forms follow laws. Forms are only potential until realized in matter. Object Form stays the same, but 

matter can change. Matter and objects are potentially infinite, but this differs from actually infinite. Motion results from 

union of form and matter. 



Lower-thing forms make higher-thing matter, making a hierarchy of objects, classes, classes of classes, and so on. 

Forms have values. Forms can be Ends, causing other Forms. The class hierarchy leads to highest Form, which never 

combines with matter. Highest Form is prime mover and has no cause and indirectly causes all motion and change. It is 

unmoving, because only matter can move. It is perfect, eternal, unchangeable, indivisible, mental, spiritual, and 

independent. It is real, with no possibilities. It is the most general concept, thought about thought, and pure self-

consciousness. It has no goal or purpose except itself and is sufficient in itself. 

Organisms grow and develop {development, Aristotle} as Form realizes itself in matter through time, also causing 

purpose changes. 

Objects have inessential features {accident, object} that arise by chance and do not relate to Form. Accidents have 

mechanical causes and have no laws. Accidents in matter can oppose expression of Form in object. 

Stars and planets have circular motion and are ether. 

The four elements are earth, fire, water, and air. The material world has the four elements. Elements have quality 

pairs: warm or cold and dry or moist. 

Mind 

Mind forms concepts automatically {passive intellect} and can reason using concepts {active intellect}. Active 

intellect can be non-physical, independent, and eternal. 

Mind {psyche, Aristotle} animates body to cause motion and so causes sensation, imagination, and thought. Soul or 

mind is the Form for individual body. 

Souls {vegetative soul} can be for body mechanical and chemical changes, like reproduction, growth, and repair. 

Plants have only this soul. 

Souls {animal soul} {appetitive soul} can allow motion, feelings, and sensation. Spontaneous motion arises from 

desire, which is to gain pleasure and avoid pain. Desire and sensation both depend on object sensed, so seeking or 

avoiding automatically happens. Animal souls can unite all sense perceptions into collective perceptions about objects 

as wholes. This forms images and memories, allows body-state knowledge, and allows number, position, and motion 

perception. 

From the matter of the first two souls, souls {reason} {rational soul} {nous} can arise and make desires into will and 

perception images into knowledge. Only such souls are eternal, divine, and impersonal and can know reality. Reason is 

pure contemplation. Reason is the same in all people, so reason unites people into a class. 

Politics 

Justice or equality is the basis of states. Justice can depend on need, effort, deservingness, history, achievement, or 

contribution. 

Justice {corrective justice} {diorthotic justice} {remedial justice} {rectificatory justice} can compensate for contract 

breach or tort. Justice {distributive justice} {dianemetic justice} can take and disburse goods and services among 

parties. 

Justice assigns punishments, which whole society administers for crimes, with no individual revenge. 

The state should organize to allow natural laws to work. 

A society goal is the good life for all citizens, including stability and community. Constitution's highest goal is 

community well-being. 

A state purpose is to train citizens ethically, emphasizing morals. Citizens, as opposed to subjects of kings or tyrants, 

have civic duties, requiring sacrificing private life, and rights, allowing them roles in public and private life. 

Kingdoms have one authority. Aristocracies have several authorities. Polities have many authorities. Tyrannies have 

one ruler. Oligarchies have several rulers. Democracies have many rulers. 

Rule by one person can be good {monarchy, Aristotle} or bad {despotism, Aristotle}. Rule by few can be good if 

based on culture and character {aristocracy, Aristotle}. Rule by few can be bad if based on property or birth {oligarchy, 

Aristotle}. Rule by all can be good if based on laws and order {republic, Aristotle}. Rule by all can be bad {mob-rule} 

if based on demagoguery {democracy, Aristotle}. Because things held in common have no value, communism is bad. 

Democracy is better than oligarchy, because more people contribute to decisions. Struggle of oligarchy with 

democracy causes revolution. 

States arise from first family and then village. 

States should be self-sufficient. Small states are better. 

Lending money and trading are bad. 

Excess, more than want or need, causes tyranny and crime. 

 

Epicurus 

philosopher 

Samos, Ionia/Athens, Greece 



-310 to -280 

On Nature [-310 to -280]; Letter to Herodotus [-310 to -280]; Letter to Pythocles [-310 to -280]; Letter to 

Menoeceus [-310 to -280]; Principal Sayings [-310 to -280]; Vatican Fragments [-310 to -280] 

He lived -341 to -270 and founded Epicurean School at the Garden [-306]. 

Ethics 

Soul pleasures contemplate thoughts and expect bodily pleasures. They are more valuable than bodily pleasures 

alone. The ideal pleasure is freedom from distraction, which people can achieve by philosophy study and mind control, 

to achieve a happy life. 

Fear of supernatural is distraction. Natural and physical mind and soul explanations remove fear of supernatural. 

Prudence and self-control are good. 

The private life is best. 

Belief in determinism disallows criticism of people that do not believe in determinism, because both beliefs have 

predetermination {Epicurean objection}. 

Metaphysics 

Reality is only different atoms forming and disintegrating into different groups by motions in empty space. Atoms 

and universe are eternal. 

Mind 

Body and mind unify in special atoms. No afterlife exists. 

Will 

Chance, and will's free choice, show that nature has uncaused events. Will's free choice is the only explanation of 

good and evil, because God is surely able to remove evil from the world. 

 

Apollonius of Tyana or Balinas 

philosopher 

Greece/Rome, Italy 

50 to 80 

He lived ? to 98 and was Neo-Pythagorean and mystic. 

 

Plotinus 

philosopher 

Egypt/Rome, Italy 

250 

Enneads or Six Enneads [250: Enneads are nine dieties of Egyptian mythology] 

He lived 204 to 270, was Platonist, studied under Ammonius Saccas, and emphasized monism and rationalism. 

Metaphysics 

God is the good, perfect, supreme, unified, and free being. God, the Good, has no consciousness, no form, and no 

activity. God is the basis of Reason, Mind, and Being but is beyond them. God has no human traits. 

Mind or divine spirit of God {divine consciousness} is self-acting and self-created and sustains material world. All 

things are imperfect copies or imitations of the good and perfect {emanation system} {system of emanation}. God 

overflows into the world, which reflects him as rational Mind {Nous} in matter and as Soul {Psyche, soul} in living 

things. The light of God makes all Ideas: being, rest, motion or change, identity, and difference. Ideas are God, soul, or 

spirit thought contents, because both are immaterial. Mind makes actual world, affecting Soul to make it form matter 

based on Ideas. Matter is Void, not material or spiritual but negation and non-being, with only possibility. Matter is 

absolute desire and is evil. However, evil does not actually exist, because it is non-being. Material world mixes Void 

and light of God, and so mixes good and evil. 

Things in the world are in spheres around God. Farthest sphere is matter. Nearest sphere is divine Mind or reason. 

Mind 

Individual souls are Ideas and eternal. Souls can concentrate on either desire or reason. Contemplating Beauty moves 

toward spirit. The final step unites soul with spirit. All matter and souls try to reunite with God. 

Human souls form self-consciousness and body from Mind and Ideas. Self-consciousness results when mind actively 

thinks about itself or its states. 

Mind actively synthesizes and unifies perceptions, feelings, and thoughts, and does not just passively receive images 

from outside. Mind acts by taking conscious notice and doing something with perceptions. Body sensation is separate 

from consciousness of object or feeling. 

 



Augustine 

priest 

Africa 

396 to 427 

Confessions [400: autobiography]; City of God [426: about Christian society and against any other culture's value]; 

Reconsiderations [427: sermons and letters]; On the Beautiful and the Fitting [400 to 427]; On Music [400 to 427]; 

Literal Meaning of Genesis [400 to 427] 

He lived 354 to 430, was Bishop of Hippo Regius (now Annaba, Algeria) [396 to 430], favored monasticism, and 

argued against pagans, Manichees, Pelagius, and Donatists. He was Neo-Platonist, from Plotinus' ideas, and Apologist. 

He united Patristic and Greek philosophy, using the psychological principle of internality. 

Epistemology 

People can infallibly know that they exist, because they can think rightly or wrongly. Sensations postulate 

perceivers. If people doubt perception content, it proves there is doubter. To be in error, people must exist. 

People cannot doubt existence of perception about which they have doubt {method of doubt, Augustine}. Therefore, 

people know that they have consciousness. Knowing, willing, remembering, living, motivation, thinking, and judging 

are actions included in doubting and so must exist, too. 

People can know their inner experiences: feelings, thoughts, and perceptions. Mental-state self-observation and 

analysis can lead to truth. 

People can doubt that perception contents are real, because they use criteria that they have in themselves: logical 

laws, standards of good and beautiful, and other truths not derivable from sensation. These criteria are the same for all 

people and are universally valid. The criteria exist, though they are not material. They are the Ideas of God, in whom 

they unite. Reason perceives these Ideas, so man has reason. People cannot know how Ideas unite in God and cannot 

know all Ideas. 

People cannot know if they are moving, are at certain place, or are single or multiple. 

Senses and reason can know matter and spirit, which unite in self-consciousness. 

Becoming conscious of sensation is an act of will, as is realizing an inner state. Will directs memory, imagination, 

and judgment or reasoning. 

To judge or reason, mind receives illumination or revelation from God, because cause must be more active than 

effect. Truth is gift of God by grace. 

Language reflects mind's workings. 

Time is subjective, because past is in memory and future is in expectation, which both are in the present. 

Ethics 

Faith is more important than good deeds. Because there is original sin, man should seek the grace of God and union 

with God. 

Will directs people to be good in general and worthy of grace. Will is free to choose, independently of understanding 

or knowledge. The only cause of will's choice is itself. Will determines its purposes. Will strives after happiness, and 

only beholding the truth of God satisfies it. People should lead strict lives to fight evil and help God. People should 

have faith that reward will be peace in eternity, when person's will suppresses into will of God. 

People are responsible for acts done by will. God has foreknowledge of acts but does not cause them or force choice. 

It is like God remembers them. 

Evil is spirit's wrong action, so even intending or desiring to sin is evil. Sin of Adam corrupted all human will, so 

people are guilty, because will turns toward evil. No one is capable of good on his or her own. This is people's 

punishment for original sin. Only by the grace of God can people be good or have redemption. No one is worthy and no 

one can complain. Good only comes from God. The will of God determines which people do good and which evil. 

Souls have predestination. 

Metaphysics 

God is highest Being, highest Truth, highest Beauty, and infinite personality. God is omniscient about Ideas. God is 

omnipotent, because God is all Being. God is completely good, because God is complete attainment of will. God is not 

in time. Categories used to describe finite nature cannot apply to God, who is indescribable. 

Reality has objects, souls, and God. Objects are in space and time. Souls are only in time. God is outside time and 

space. Universe depends on Ideas, life, and God's will. God makes all things, including time and space. World is matter 

and spirit. 

God makes only good things. Decay causes bad things. 



Mind 

God causes people to have understanding or enlightenment. Consciousness is unified personality or soul and has one 

basic activity, which is self-consciousness. Soul has three parts. People's ideas are memories of Ideas. Life is making 

judgments based on Ideas. Will is motive or force behind life and striving for happiness in God. 

Faith, which is assent by will, must precede knowledge, because will prepares self for illumination. 

 

Yaaqub ibn Ishaq al-Kindi [al-Kindi, Yaaqub ibn Ishaq] 

philosopher 

Iraq 

840 to 860 

On First Philosophy [840 to 860] 

He lived 803 to 873, was first Arabic philosopher at the Academy, was neo-Platonist, and used logic to prove 

religious truths. Universe is whole knowledge system {architectonic}. All humanity has one active intellect. 

 

John of Salisbury 

philosopher 

Salisbury, England 

1140 to 1170 

Polycraticus or The Statesman's Book [1140 to 1170: about government]; Metalogic [1140 to 1170: philosophy] 

He lived 1115 to 1180. 

Epistemology 

Sensation and perception involve judgment. 

Passions unite new sensations with remembered ones. Pleasure and pain result from these unions. 

The fundamental mental state is imagination or perception. From perceptions come opinions. Knowledge comes 

from opinion comparisons. Will added to knowledge causes belief. When will has faith, people attain final state, of 

contemplation. 

Mind 

All soul's activities have unity. 

 

Averroës or Ibn Rushd [Rushd, Ibn] 

philosopher/physician 

Córdoba, Andalusia, Spain 

1180 to 1190 

Incoherence of the Incoherence [1180]; Decisive Treatise on the Harmony of Religions and Philosophy [1190] 

He lived 1126 to 1198, commented on Aristotle's works, which had just become available in Europe, and developed 

non-theological Arabian philosophy {Averroism}, which influenced later European philosophers. People can use 

religious truth, and philosophers can use rational truth {double truth, Ibn Rushd}. Only intellect is immortal. Intellect is 

impersonal. 

 

Thomas Aquinas [Aquinas, Thomas] 

theologian 

Cologne, Germany/Rome, Italy 

1243 to 1273 

Commentaries on the Theological "Sentences" of Peter Lombard [1243]; Summation against Gentiles [1264]; 

Summary of Theology [1273: in two parts, Prima Pars about God as First Cause and Secunda Pars about ethics and 

people's relations to God. The second part has Prima Secundae about people's purpose and Secunda Secundae about 

moral choices] 

He lived 1224 to 1274, was Dominican and Aristotelian, and unified Catholic dogma with Aristotle's ideas and logic 

{Thomism}. 

Epistemology 

Faith and reason are not contradictory. Both can gain knowledge. 

Forms present in someone's mind are concepts and differ from forms present in external things. People can link 

objects to mind concepts, to make rational judgments. Concepts that exist in mind are true. People can know essences 

and concepts are universals. Falsity applies only to poor correspondence between thing and mental representation. 

Physical organs or organisms have no self-conscious awareness and cannot form or use concepts. 



External objects produce sense impressions {phantasm, Aquinas}, in body, that refer to non-perceptual entity 

{common sense, Aquinas}, which stores and combines sense impressions {cogitative power} to make object-

characteristic concepts {image, Aquinas}. Soul becomes conscious of image presence. Memory stores object mental 

concepts and uses them for sensory recognition. Mind does not know objects, only object mental concepts. 

Understanding involves abstracting intelligible essence or form from sensory impression {agent intellect}. Human 

mind builds from constituent forms of objects that caused sensory impressions. There are no innate ideas. Mind's 

thoughts and wills are about things, which have intelligible forms or essences. 

Animal instincts apprehend things and events as beneficial or harmful. 

People can know God through reason, revelation, and intuition. Revealed theology explains doctrines of Trinity, 

Incarnation, and Last Judgment, which people must accept by faith. Natural theology explains existence of God and 

soul's immortality, which reason can prove. 

Ethics 

People can freely have intentions, deliberate, act, and make choices, though God knows past, present, and future. 

God knows all but is outside time, allowing people free will. Will is power to strive towards the rationally good or 

desirable and requires intellect to determine the good and desirable. All things are attractive in some respects and 

unattractive in others, so wills can choose freely among all things. 

God created people, and their reason and purpose for being is to return to God. People have other purposes in accord 

with God's purposes and with natural law. 

People must act to gain happiness, though they do not necessarily know what to do. Pursuit of wisdom is the best life 

course, because wisdom is knowledge of universe purposes, which are the good and the true. 

People should contemplate God without will or desire. Happiness is contemplating God. 

Secondary causes cause evil, which is unintentional. Evil-act initiating causes are always good. Evil is not an 

essence. 

Prayer is good, but fate is inevitable. 

Divine law is to love God and people. 

Metaphysics 

Because traversals require beginning points and endpoints, traversal of the infinite cannot happen, and universe 

began a finite time ago. 

Universals are real and manifest themselves in individual objects, which are quantitative and exist in space and time. 

Individuals thus participate in higher reality but are separate from it. Same-species individuals have same essence. 

Five ways can prove God's existence by arguing from effect back to cause: prime mover, first cause, supreme being, 

perfection or highest good, and highest purpose. 

However, because people cannot know God's essence, except by analogy with people's essences and thoughts, one 

cannot argue from cause to effect. 

God's knowledge is what creates things. All things that exist, in world or mind, are true. The reason that anything 

exists is that necessary being, which cannot not exist, exists. 

Because God has no parts, God's essence and existence are the same. God has no qualities and is indefinable. God is 

eternal, unchanging, immaterial, pure activity, good, intellectual, and Truth itself. 

God knows all things, but some ideas do not actually exist. God knows singular and particular things, not-yet-

existing things, all time, all infinities, all wills, all minds, all evil, and all good. God knows singular and particular 

things because God is their cause. God knows not-yet-existing things because God is their creator. God knows all time 

as if it is present time. God knows all good because evil is opposite of good. 

God has will that is pure-activity essence. God is object of God's will. God wills universe by reason but without 

causes or purposes except God, so God can perform miracles but cannot will contradictions. God's will depends only on 

itself and so is free. God wills Good because God is good and the only good. God acts rationally, so people can know 

the good through reason. 

God cannot sin, change past, make another God, stop itself from existing, or fail. God cannot be body, tire, forget, 

repent, be sad, or be angry. God has no hate. God is happy. God is its own happiness. 

Mind 

Living things have souls, which are their essences {substantial form}, but only human beings have spiritual soul. 

Body has nutrition, growth, and reproduction from one essence {vegetative principle}. Body has sense activity and 

locomotion from another essence {sensitive principle}. Body has reason and will from a third essence {intellectual 

principle}. 

Spiritual soul connects material and spiritual. Spiritual soul is lowest form with pure intelligence and highest form 

that can form matter and that realizes in matter. Spiritual soul permeates body and is immaterial, unchangeable, and 



immortal. Human intellect is in spiritual soul. Spiritual souls are individual, and God creates them at conception. 

Because soul is purely spiritual, it comes directly out of nothing. 

Law 

Laws come from God through natural law of morality and society. Natural law does not apply to property. Law must 

contribute to public good. 

Politics 

States contribute to God's plan, preparing for the community of believers after the redemption. States are subordinate 

to church, because states exist to help people reach virtue. Rulers have duties, with no natural right to rule. 

 

John Duns Scotus [Duns Scotus, John] or Doctor Subtilis 

philosopher 

Scotland/Oxford, England 

1290 to 1300 

Opus Oxoniense or Oxford Work [1290 to 1300]; Understanding and Experience [1290 to 1300]; Questions on the 

Metaphysics of Aristotle [1290 to 1300] 

He lived 1266 to 1308, was Scholastic and Franciscan, and developed Augustine's ideas in psychology {Scotism}. 

Epistemology 

Concepts develop from nature observation. Such concepts also apply to God. Evidence types are objects and event 

experiences, bodily actions, and principles, all of which people know directly. The first ideas and perceptions are 

confused and imperfect. Will makes some clear and perfect. Ideas that wills do not understand die out. In this way, 

wills control intellect. 

Philosophy is for material world and is theoretical. Theology is for practical life and is spiritual. Only revelation 

gives truth. 

Metaphysics 

Individual objects and properties are distinct. 

God is the efficient cause that keeps universe in being and keeps it from nothingness. 

Mind 

Will is independent of reason. The intelligent and immaterial soul links to material body by the life-force, which is 

the Form for body. 

Theology 

God impregnated Jesus's mother (Immaculate Conception). 

 

Johannes Eckhart von Hochheim [Eckhart von Hochheim, Johannes] 

philosopher 

Germany/Paris, France 

1290 to 1320 

Sermons [1290 to 1320]; Unutterable Things or Indescribable Things [1290 to 1320] 

He lived 1260 to 1337 and based his Mysticism on ideas of Realism. 

Metaphysics 

Being and Knowledge are the same. God is beyond being and knowledge. God has three parts: generating essence, 

creation itself, and part beyond all things and creating. God creates by expressing Ideas in itself, out of nothing. God 

does not create by will, because will is in time. 

Mind 

Soul is like the part of God beyond creating and essence and is timeless. Body is in time. Human mind approaches 

God by reducing plurality to unity. Soul then reaches purity, withdraws from world, and ceases to be self. 

 

Nicholas of Cusa 

philosopher/mathematician 

Germany/Italy 

1440 

Of Learned Ignorance [1440] 

He lived 1401 to 1464 and influenced Council at Basle and later Council of Florence. He combined Thomist 

scholasticism, Eckhart's mysticism, and science to develop a religious metaphysics. 

Epistemology 

People cannot know God {docta ignorantia, Nicholas of Cusa} [Nicholas of Cusa, 1440]. 



Metaphysics 

God is one and infinite, uniting all opposites, such as essence and existence. The infinite can realize all possibilities. 

World is plural, finite, and filled with opposites. 

Mind 

Individual person and divine essence are the same. 

 

René Descartes [Descartes, René] 

mathematician/philosopher 

France 

1618 to 1649 

Musical Compendium [1618]; Rules for the Direction of the Mind [1628]; Treatise on Man [1629]; Discourse on the 

Method of Rightly Conducting the Reason, and Seeking Truth in the Sciences [1637]; World [1634]; Geometry [1637]; 

Optics [1637]; Meteorology [1637]; Meditations on First Philosophy [1641]; Principles of Philosophy [1644]; Passions 

of the Soul [1649] 

He lived 1596 to 1650, was Catholic, and was "father of modern philosophy". In mathematics, he studied analytic 

geometry, slope, rectangular coordinates, Cartesian products, absolute value, sign rule, undetermined-coefficients 

principle, and logarithmic spirals. 

Epistemology 

God's purposes cannot explain anything, because people cannot know those purposes. 

Senses and opinions cannot be true, because they can change and often deceive. People cannot know if they are 

asleep or awake and so they can be incorrect about image or thought {dreaming argument}. An evil demon {malin 

genie} or outside agent can perpetually deceive people. Because people can always perceive deceptive things, people 

cannot be certain about personal experiences or actions or about mathematical propositions and tautologies. Doubting 

everything is suspending judgment. One can doubt existence of all physical objects. However, the act of doubting 

implies consciousness, so people cannot doubt their existence as thinking faculties or consciousnesses with thoughts 

{method of doubt, Descartes} {cogito argument}. People cannot doubt doubting, so "cogito ergo sum" or "I think 

therefore I am". 

However, ability to doubt that thing possesses some feature does not prove that thing can exist without feature. 

Doubting, affirming, denying, understanding, willing, hating, imagining, and feeling are consciousness parts. 

Consciousness or soul essence is thinking, which happens even in deep sleep. 

The method of doubting demonstrates a fact about truth: If a statement is as clear and distinct as the truth that the 

doubter exists, the statement must be true. Such statements must be as clear as tautologies and as distinct as exact 

meanings. Such truths {innate idea} are true by themselves and do not require deduction from other truths. Therefore, 

people can know clear and distinct statements. They can know them by reason, which comes from God. Mind passively 

receives cause mental effects. However, because body can cause unclear ideas, mind has to actively find clear and 

distinct truths. 

Facts and theories do not and cannot lead to truth. Rather, analysis or induction methods should reach one and only 

one basic and certain principle. From that principle, deduction and synthesis can explain everything. All knowledge can 

connect in logical systems. 

Cause must have more reality than effects. People have an idea of perfect being. However, people are finite and not 

perfect and so cannot themselves conceive of perfect things. Only a perfect being can put ideas of perfect things into 

consciousness. Therefore, God must exist, and "God exists" is clear and distinct. 

Because God is perfect and so is truthful, God never creates people so they always have error. People can therefore 

believe in knowledge that is clear and distinct. Most truths have clarity and distinctness and do not need deduction. For 

example, mathematical truths are clear and distinct. Deduction only corroborates them. People can believe bodies exist, 

though mind knows only their extension, number, flexibility, and motion. Qualitative judgments and sense perceptions 

are mental signs, are not clear and distinct, and so are not truths. 

Total motion in cause equals that in effect {conservation, motion} {motion conservation}. 

Ethics 

Rational thinking about clear and distinct ideas results in proper willing and action. Will can judge clear and distinct 

ideas in only one way and so is not free in those cases. Error in willing and action can arise when ideas are not clear 

and distinct and will is free in those cases. Sin arises from will's incorrect choice in unclear or indistinct cases. 

Feelings and desires are mental disturbances caused by body. Only humans have feelings, because only they 

combine mind and body. Feelings and desires come from fundamental feelings: wonder or admiration, love, hate, 

desire or want, pleasure or joy, and pain or sadness. The mind's duty is to control body effects on mind. 



Metaphysics 

There must be a first cause for all things and especially for the whole. Reality has God, souls, and matter. The 

mental, non-material, and spiritual world, which has mental activities or consciousness, is entirely separate from 

physical world. Only one mental level exists. Mental or soul substance {res cogitans} does not extend in space and is 

indivisible. Physical substance {res extensa, Descartes} extends and is divisible. Material objects in motion fill space 

and follow deterministic motion laws. The physical world is the same everywhere. Living things are complex 

mechanical objects with no animating force. Math and physics can apply to body {iatrophysicism} (Giovanni Alfonso 

Borelli). 

Mind 

Soul and body are two independent things but interact. Psychological properties differ from physical properties 

{attributive dualism}, and psychological descriptions cannot be physiological descriptions. 

 

Occasionalism 

philosophic school 

France 

1630 to 1700 

School had followers of Descartes and included Louis de la Forge, Clauberg, Cordemoy, Arnout Geulincx, Gibieuf, 

and Nicolas Malebranche. Mental events occasion physical events, and physical events occasion mental events 

{Occasionalism}. People have subjective experience, which they know perfectly but no one else can know. Mental 

experience is not quantitative. 

 

Thomas Hobbes [Hobbes, Thomas] 

philosopher 

England 

1642 to 1658 

On the Citizen [1642]; Leviathan [1651]; On the Body [1655]; Elements of Philosophy [1656]; On Man [1658] 

He lived 1588 to 1679 and was materialist, rationalist, and determinist. 

Epistemology 

Reason is about long-term goals and means to reach them. Emotions are about short-term goals. 

Sense impressions are body motions and are the only consciousness contents. Imagination and dreams are decaying 

sense impressions. Sense impressions combine and transform {association, Hobbes} to give thoughts and memories. 

All thoughts are deterministic, either by association or by purpose. 

Feelings and will result from combining pleasure, pain, self-preservation desires, and sense impressions. 

True knowledge is mathematical and symbolic. Mathematics gives rational knowledge of material world. Object 

motions in space follow geometry. Perceptions are about object motions in space. Mind thinks by combining symbols, 

which are perceptions and words. Rational thought uses only words. 

Mind uses space and time, but physical existence has no space and time. 

Laughter comes from comparing self, or superior, to inferior {superiority theory}, to build up self and disparage 

inferior [1651]. 

Ethics 

Pleasure is desire for more, and pain is aversion to something already present. Desire or love determines what is 

good for people. Aversion or hate determines what is evil. Therefore, morality is relative. People are mostly concerned 

with their desires and aversions and try to do what is good for themselves to stay alive and healthy. People have 

absolute right to take personal action for self-defense. Therefore, people's desires conflict. Morality is the means to 

achieve peace. Society must impose it. People accept it to maintain peace. 

Will is desire or aversion that causes action. People always will the strongest desire or aversion. Different action 

choices are available, and wills choose among actions, but choices are deterministic. Freedom is only the fact that 

choice is available and that people have ability to act. 

Fear causes religion. 

Happiness is always succeeding or prospering. Happiness is only process, not state. 

Law 

Laws can gain peace and avoid war and crime, which are the main threats to individual lives. 

People have right of self-defense but no other individual liberties. 

Metaphysics 

Universe contains only physical things. Religious and spiritual things are separate from material world. 



Mind 

Mental or psychological properties are about body matter motions. 

Voluntary movements begin with insensible motion {endeavor}. Motion toward something is desire, and motion 

away is aversion. 

Politics 

People's main interest is self-preservation. State prevents continual war of self-interest among people and so is 

necessary for self-preservation. In state of nature, without law, there is no right or wrong. Left alone, state is anarchic. 

State's goal is order and stability. 

The best way to achieve peace is in society with sovereign assembly or monarch. Sovereign makes and enforces 

laws to guarantee peace and maintain lives. 

Sovereignty comes from the people, because power depends on the people's will. State is contract between ruler and 

people. People, who are all equal, agree among themselves to yield all power to one authority, the sovereign, chosen by 

majority. People give rights to sovereign to protect themselves. After this, people have no power or rights, except of 

self-defense and refusal to fight. People yield power to get more security and liberty. Otherwise, anarchy occurs. 

After agreement, people do not have right to change it. Therefore, civil war never has justification. 

Political-authority basis is sovereign authority. Sovereign powers and rights must be supreme. People must fear 

authority and so obey. 

Sovereigns must be just, because people must follow law. States must use power to maintain rule of law and must 

use any means to reach this end {end justifies means}. Power provides stability and physical security for citizens. With 

no such power, person is against person, and life is "nasty, brutish, and short." 

Monarchy has less favoritism, fewer private interests, secret advice, and stable policy, compared to legislature or 

multiple rulers. Honest monarchy keeps order and protects people. 

There should be state religion and monarch or ruler should control church, because religious belief is arbitrary. 

 

Benedict de Spinoza [Spinoza, Benedict de] or Baruch de Spinoza [Spinoza, Baruch de] 

philosopher 

Amsterdam, Netherlands 

1663 to 1677 

Principles of Descartes' Philosophy [1663]; Tractatus Theologico-Politicus or Theological-Political Treatise [1670: 

Bible as guide to ethics]; Short Treatise on God [1677]; Man and his Well-being [1677]; Treatise on the Emendation of 

the Intellect [1677]; Ethics [1677: including Concerning God, On the Nature and Origin of the Mind, Concerning the 

Origin and Nature of the Emotions, Of Human Bondage or the Strength of the Emotions, On the Improvement of the 

Understanding, and Of the Power of the Intellect or of Human Freedom]; Political Treatise [1677]; On the 

Improvement of the Understanding [1677] 

He lived 1632 to 1677 and was determinist. He derived Cartesian philosophy from axioms and definitions. He used 

Scholastic concepts for axioms and definitions. 

Epistemology 

People know God through intuition. People can know the parts of God {doctrine of modes}. 

The physical can explain the mental, and vice versa. Physical and mental worlds exhibit parallelism. Ideas have 

objects or relations and essence of God. 

Ideas and thoughts all logically connect, and understanding and reasoning mind perceives that fixed logical relations 

are between all objects and events, so all determines each. Effects are cause or premise logical consequences. All 

actions and objects are necessary and sufficient. No cause hierarchy exists, only a systematic whole. Causes and effects 

do not just happen in time. 

Sense perceptions and emotions are body processes. Perceptions are external-object representations used by mind as 

it tries to maintain existence and perfect itself. Perceptions and emotions can become perfect in mind by clear and 

distinct understanding of their causes. 

Purpose is human idea that does not apply to God's actions. 

Ethics 

Only finite minds see evil. Because everything is necessary, world as a whole has no evil. 

Because everything is necessary, free will does not exist. 

Man should seek order, give up passion, and try to find and understand God's plan. Attaining clear and distinct 

understanding improves mind's reasoning powers and allows more activity and freedom. Freedom is the understanding 

that God grants existence to people to act in predetermined ways manifesting God's power and law. The highest state of 

living, insight, and understanding {intuition, Spinoza} is intellectual love of God, union of thought and emotion, and 



joyful realization that all is eternal necessity under control of God, not contingent on time but determined by laws. 

Virtue is acquiescence in this knowledge and living life based on it. 

People start with emotion and experience, then learn to reason, and eventually become free through insight, if they 

are perfectly active, not reactive, in oneness with God and nature. 

Because the future is certain, hope, anxiety, repentance, and fear are not real but are passions based on inadequate 

knowledge. Other passions are effects of outside world. Passions distract from vision of God and unity of all. 

True freedom is feeling and acting self-determination. Control from outside is bad. Reason is outside time and is 

certain. Knowledge leads to proper necessary action, and error leads to wrongdoing. 

Self-preservation governs all behaviors. Fundamental desires are desire or appetite, pleasure, and pain or sadness. 

Self-preservation requires only these. 

Metaphysics 

Substance needs only itself to exist {substance monism}. Physical and mental are different perspectives on same 

reality {anomalous monism, Spinoza} {double-aspect theory, substance} {dual-aspect theory} {dual-attribute theory, 

Spinoza}. Substance has God as essence and nature as laws, is infinite, and has an infinite number of attributes, such as 

thinking and spatial extension. 

All finite things, such as minds and bodies, are not substances but are only substance parts, manifestations, 

fragments, states, or expressions {mode, Spinoza}. Finite things maintain their being {conatus}, perfect their existence, 

and are aware of pleasure and pain. Finite things can be more active or more reactive. 

Nothing can be different than it is, because everything results from God, who is necessary and eternal being. God is 

cause and essence of all things. Actual world and all knowledge derive from God, and this unifies them. All infinite 

attributes unite in God's reality, whose essence involves its existence. God has no qualities, no consciousness, no will, 

and no body. All things are God modifications, and God is in all things. 

Mind 

Soul and body exhibit parallelism. Mind is thoughts of body. Body is mental matter. Mind and body are different 

aspects of Nature or God. 

Politics 

States should control the church. However, each age changes religious dogma, so state should not force dogma upon 

people. State religion should be about ethics, not dogma. Social life comes from individual interests. State is an 

agreement that unites people into group with common interests, to ensure their interests. Agreement makes people give 

up some rights to authority to enforce laws. Aristocratic republics are best. 

 

John Locke [Locke, John] 

philosopher 

London, England 

1670 to 1695 

Letter concerning Toleration [1670]; Two Treatises of Government [1681 and 1690]; Thoughts concerning 

Education [1686]; Essay Concerning Human Understanding [1689: about psychology]; Reasonableness of Christianity 

[1695] 

He lived 1632 to 1704 and founded empirical psychology and empiricism. William Molyneux helped him and 

corresponded with him. 

Epistemology 

Mental objects are sense-data about sensations, memories of sensations or ideas, or concepts {idea}. Sensation is the 

way objects present to understanding when thinking. Ideas can be simple or complex. People cannot analyze simple 

ideas or construct them. Mind is passive as it receives simple ideas from appropriate stimuli. Mind cannot prevent or 

select simple ideas. The two simple-idea sources are sensation and reflection. Sensation ideas result from observing 

external objects. Reflection ideas result when observing mind's operations. Simple ideas come from sensations or 

reflections by resemblance, nearness in space and time, and cause and effect {associationism, Locke}. 

Idea associations can be false or true. Human action or nature connects true associations. False associations happen 

by chance or custom. 

People construct and analyze complex ideas, such as objects, relations, and forms, from simple ideas using 

consciousness. Complex ideas combine simple ideas consciously using mathematical and logical operations to 

rearrange words, abstract, demonstrate, prove, and construct. Words are signs for idea contents, and general ideas are 

mental structures using words. Complex concepts find common features among objects or events or subtract space and 

time from objects or events {abstraction from examples}. Mind is active while attending, remembering, discriminating, 

comparing, combining, enlarging, and abstracting complex ideas. 

Knowledge relates ideas perceived by reason. Opinion depends on observation. 



Cause and effect is the major idea. 

All ideas originate in experience. At birth, mind is blank page {tabula rasa}, waiting for experience to fill. A priori 

knowledge, such as tautology, does not exist. Because babies and primitive peoples do not know them, there are no 

innate ideas or universally true or known ideas, even of God or mathematics. Because soul or mind has to later 

formulate them and judge them, which it does for all ideas anyway, ideas cannot reside in soul for future use. Because 

people must learn words and grammar first, clear and distinct or intuitively certain ideas cannot be innate. Because the 

most-profound truths can be so abstract that they are not intuitively certain, they are not innate. 

In demonstrative knowledge, necessary formal idea is substance that holds qualities or modes. People can be certain 

about their ideas and sensations through reflection, but they can know nothing about thing itself, essence, soul, or soul's 

relation to body. The only possible knowledge is of mind and its contents. 

Will a blind person that knows shapes by touch recognize shapes if able to see {Molyneux problem, Locke}? 

Understanding cannot perceive itself. Sense organs cannot perceive themselves. 

Ethics 

God is lawgiver and has rewards and punishments to induce people to conform to law. God's law is also nature's law, 

so following law leads to good results and breaking it leads to bad results in world. 

Public opinion and state are two other law sources, and both have rewards and punishments to induce people to 

conform to law. 

Moral judgments can conform to known ethical laws or not, so moral judgments are demonstrative knowledge. 

Metaphysics 

Matter is atom groups and has properties. Properties {primary quality, Locke} can be about atoms {corpuscular 

theory}: mass or solidity, figure, motion, and number. Properties {secondary quality, Locke} can be about atom 

relations. Tertiary qualities are about object perceptions. 

Mind 

Mind can sense objects and events {outer sense, Locke} and think about experiencing objects and events {inner 

sense, Locke}, making two knowledge kinds. 

Politics 

Kings have no divine right to rule. Hereditary succession to power is not right. Absolute monarchy makes king both 

judge and accuser. 

Primogeniture is unjust. 

People have many basic rights. Mothers have rights the same as fathers. 

Before government, men follow natural law, which comes from reason and is God's law. All people are equal and 

free. People judge for themselves and rely on themselves for remedies. There is no anarchy. If all people are prudent, 

consider their overall interests, not just current ones, and are pious because they fear hell, society needs no law, because 

general interests of all coincide with special interests of each, over time. 

Government results from social contract, to secure life, liberty, and property. States are expressions of people's will. 

Property causes people to agree on government and give right of judging and enforcing law to authority. Authority 

must establish laws interpreting natural law, have impartial judges to judge and mete punishment, and have powers to 

enforce laws. 

Judges should be independent of governing authority. The people should elect legislature by majority rule. 

Legislature and executive should be separate, with equally divided powers to make laws and enforce them. There 

should be checks and balances among government branches. War or compromise must resolve struggles between 

branches, because no higher authority can arbitrate. 

The state has limited powers against people, especially against their property. 

Government is moral trust. If government does not do good things, people can resist it. 

There should be religious tolerance, with love of truth. People should avoid dogma. 

 

Nicolas Malebranche [Malebranche, Nicolas] 

philosopher 

France 

1675 to 1688 

Search after Truth [1675]; Christian Metaphysical Meditations [1683]; Dialogues on Metaphysics and Religion 

[1688] 

He lived 1638 to 1715 and was Occasionalist. 

Epistemology 

At each occasion of experience, God places experience in people. Mind cannot know the body except through God. 



God holds all perceptions and ideas. God puts innate ideas into minds so they can think. People cannot know all their 

mind or faculties. 

Error is self-deception, so people are at fault for error. 

Metaphysics 

God causes all actions, including will, because they are necessary. No actual causes and effects exist, only physical 

motions under laws. God put initial motion in all bodies. 

God wills at each instant. 

Mind 

Individual minds are in infinite reason, love, and God, because they modify universal reason or God. People can 

only oppose God in their wills, not minds. 

 

Hermann Boerhaave [Boerhaave, Hermann] 

philosopher/physician 

France/Leyden, Netherlands 

1707 

Medical Institutions [1707] 

He lived 1668 to 1738. Matter moves and lives. Mind is not separate from matter. Mind depends on body 

completely. All mental processes use material or mechanical processes. 

 

George Berkeley [Berkeley, George] 

philosopher 

England 

1709 to 1744 

Essay towards a New Theory of Vision [1709]; Treatise concerning the Principles of Human Knowledge [1710 and 

1713]; Passive Obedience [1712]; Three Dialogues between Hylas and Philonous [1713]; On Motion [1721]; Minute 

Philosopher [1732]; Siris or Chain of Philosophical Reflections, and Inquiries concerning the Virtues of Tar-Water 

[1744] 

He lived 1685 to 1753, was Catholic, and studied vision psychology. 

Epistemology 

Mind can only know sense impressions and images {immediate object}, perception contents. Mind only knows 

primary qualities and secondary qualities. People cannot know anything about physical world or about substance. 

Objects are only quality conjunctions, with no need for substance. 

Mind only uses examples and analogies, not words or abstractions. Abstractions are illusions, because they just 

recombine words. Abstractions about object sensations are not real in thought or nature, because they must both include 

and exclude qualities, and no process can be so general and so specific simultaneously. 

Perception cause is God's will, which maintains complex correlations between all sense qualities. All people thus 

perceive the same unified, continuous, and coherent world, and world really is as it appears. 

People correlate visual experience and visual judgments, such as distance and size, by contingent and arbitrary 

associations, not by calculation. Objects in visual experience are only mental {divine visual language}, by which 

people infer information about environment objects. People do not know or use innate mathematical ideas or optics 

theorems. 

Mechanical movements do not cause or explain anything, but scientific theories are useful to predict experience. 

Metaphysics 

Matter is not real. Only mind and sense qualities are real {subjective idealism}. To exist is to be perceived {esse est 

percipi}. 

If consciousness is matter property, world needs no creator, and soul is mortal. 

The real world is under will of God and is purposeful. God perceives, and thus guarantees, material existence. 

Mind 

Mind is not ideas but contains or perceives ideas. Perceiving or attending is mental action, and mind is mental 

actions. People are, and are only, minds or spirits, thinking things. Only intelligent active animate agents or minds can 

have will and cause ideas or events. People are always thinking and do not have unconscious periods {doctrine of 

private times} {private times doctrine}. 

 

David Hume [Hume, David] 

philosopher 

Scotland 



1734 to 1762 

Treatise of Human Nature [1734 and 1739: including Of the Understanding, Of Passions, and Of Morals]; Essays: 

Moral and Political [1742]; Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding [1748]; Enquiry Concerning the Principles of 

Morals [1751]; Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion [1751]; Political Discourses [1752]; History of England [1754 

to 1762]; Essay on Miracles [1755: Miracles are illusions, because such testimony is more miraculous than the 

miracle]; Four Dissertations [1757]; On Suicide [1757] 

He lived 1711 to 1776 and was utilitarian, empiricist, and humanist. 

Epistemology 

Sensation or immediate experience is certain, providing basis for ideas and knowledge. 

However, observations depend on uncertain assumptions. 

Mental ideas are sense-impression copies. Brain does not infer sensations and ideas. Sensations and mental ideas are 

similar, but sense qualities have greater degree, force, and liveness. Belief in sensations and mental ideas depends on 

their degree, force, and liveness. 

Besides original sensations and their copies, mental contents are ideas about sensations. Simple ideas are about 

independent sense impressions {psychological atomism}. Complex ideas have parts that are about sense impressions. 

All ideas depend on sense impressions. General ideas are actually about particular perceptions that have general 

connotation. Ideas are about sensation relations, which are resemblances, contrarieties, magnitudes, proportions, time 

and space relations, identities, and causations. 

People can use logic and know probability of ideas and their relations. However, such reasoning does not necessarily 

relate to actual world. People can only know that perceptions or ideas relate, not that real objects relate. Demonstrative 

knowledge is about ideas and their relations. Knowledge is uncertain and relative. Beliefs are as justified as other 

beliefs. No uniform principles can apply. No object implies another's existence. 

Perceptions are object representations. Perceptions do not prove external objects exist, because mind only has 

perceptions and not external objects themselves. 

Statements can be facts that depend on nature or can relate ideas without needing facts {Hume's fork}. 

Deduction or causation can prove statements. Causation arguments assume that laws are universal. Deductive 

arguments cannot show that laws are universal. 

People assume causation when same event succession or conjunction {regular succession} repeats. Causation 

depends on constant mental association {necessary connection} {necessary relation}, which depends on contact. 

Causation allows inferences about the future, which is knowledge beyond observation. Belief allows us to act in 

practical life. 

However, people do not experience causal relations but only perceive events and objects in succession. Because 

sensations, ideas, and events have no logical connections, people cannot know causes and causation. Association only 

apparently relates cause and effect. Inductive processes depend on experience, make only contingent predictions, and 

cannot give rational knowledge based on logic or reflection. 

People can have no rational knowledge of God, causality, substance, mind, or self, because such ideas have no 

associated sense impressions. People cannot prove God's existence by reason. 

Ethics 

Moral actions can be good for people. People can perform moral actions in systems that generally are good. 

Morals are about emotions, which can then produce actions. Basis of moral actions and judgments is ability to feel 

what others feel {sympathy, ethics}, as they experience pain or pleasure. Social life determines feelings. People 

approve good actions, because people feel the pleasure others gain. 

Reason clarifies, orders, and evaluates feelings that people have and the ideas behind them. Reasoning, and feelings 

of sympathy for simple virtues, teach people sympathy for complex virtues. Besides sense qualities, people feel 

pleasure from justice, benevolence, fortitude, wisdom, and prudence. Though actions resulting from these virtues can 

be harmful or insignificant, sympathy causes people to approve. 

No Ought from an Is {Hume's principle}. 

Mind 

Self has interactions, causes, and effects {bundle of sensations}, depending on memory. Selves are not objects or 

perceptions, because no sensation corresponds to "I". Mind is sum of sense impressions and ideas. Introspection only 

reveals perceptions, not self {elusiveness thesis}. 

Politics 

Compact theories of government are incorrect. 

 

Charles Bonnet [Bonnet, Charles] 

philosopher 



Paris, France 

1745 to 1765 

Treatise on Insectology [1745]; Contemplation of Nature [1765] 

He lived 1720 to 1793 and described people who saw aliens {Charles Bonnet syndrome, Bonnet}. Consciousness 

unity and sensation-and-motion disconnection both imply that immaterial mind is separate from body. Nervous system 

initiates mind's activities but does not cause them. 

 

Immanuel Kant [Kant, Immanuel] 

philosopher 

Königsberg, Germany 

1770 to 1798 

On the Forms and Principles of the Intelligible and Sensible World [1770]; Critique of Pure Reason [1781 and 1787: 

science]; Prolegomena to any Future Metaphysics or Introduction to any Future Metaphysics [1783]; Groundwork of 

the Metaphysics of Morals or Foundations of the Metaphysics of Ethics [1785]; Metaphysical Foundations of Natural 

Science [1786]; Critique of Practical Reason [1788: morality]; Critique of Judgment [1790: aesthetics and purposes]; 

Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone or Religion within the Boundaries of Pure Reason [1793]; Doctrine of Law 

or Doctrine of Right [1797: Natural law is the form of reason. Universal law mutually encourages and regulates 

everyone's freedom and will.]; Metaphysics of Morals [1797]; Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View [1798] 

He lived 1724 to 1804, was pietist, and synthesized rationalism and empiricism. 

Aesthetics 

Consciousness has feeling, including judging art {judgment, Kant} {aesthetics, Kant}. Aesthetics is about 

perceptions that reveal object formal properties {Form, Kant} and lead to feelings of the Beautiful and the Sublime. 

The beautiful or sublime is subjective feeling and is not necessarily useful or agreeable. The feeling is not about 

physical object or concept but about mental image or perception that reveals object formal properties, exciting 

understanding, imagination, and sensibility. The Beautiful and Sublime belong to consciousness-in-general and are 

beautiful or sublime for everyone. 

The sublime causes painful subjective inadequacy feelings in humans, because its greatness overcomes sensual 

abilities. Then human higher abilities relate sublime to super-sensual mastery, overcome awe, and obtain final delight. 

The sublime harmonizes sensual and super-sensual. Theoretical reason masters the mathematically sublime. Practical 

reason masters the dynamically sublime or powerful. 

Art tries to elicit feelings of the beautiful or the sublime. Feeling suggests nature's purpose, which is to harmonize 

experience Forms and contents. Good artists therefore follow nature's forms. 

Epistemology 

Consciousness has thinking or ideation {theoretical reason} {pure reason}, which leads to questions about 

knowledge. Knowledge can only be about experience. Reasoning strives to find ultimate, complete, and consistent 

knowledge by pure reason but can only know how to act in experience {practical reason}. Through reason, people have 

ideas {ideas of reason} about self, physical world, and God. 

Immanent principles involve Mind, which perceives world and has experience sense data {phenomena, Kant}. 

Transcendent principles involve reason, which uses unconditioned ideas beyond experience, such as actual objects and 

ideal forms {thing-in-itself} {noumena, Kant} {Idea, Kant}, about which one can have only faith in a-priori universal 

and necessary truths. 

People can reflect and judge, using mass terms and sortal terms {natural kind, Kant}, to find experience order and 

purpose. Because all people use same tools, they share universal judgments of beauty and laws. 

Knowledge is about perceptions, objects, and mental concepts, which can be true or not true and have value levels. 

Knowledge statements require subjects and predicates. Predicate to subject relations are third concepts different from 

subject and predicate concepts. 

Applying concepts to objects using rules {judgment rule} is one cognition aspect. Judgments {analytical judgment} 

{explicative judgment} such as tautologies have predicate same as subject, so statement must be true. Judgments 

{synthetic judgment} {ampliative judgment} can have predicates that differ from subjects. Synthetic judgments have 

two types. People learn synthetic judgments, such as facts about world and perceptions, from experience {a posteriori 

synthetic judgment}. Synthetic judgments, such as mathematics and reasoning principles, relate subject and predicate in 

universally true and logically necessary way, unrelated to experience {a priori synthetic judgment}. 

The main question about knowledge is about thinking forms or tools, how ideas originate and what mental activities 

are {critical method} {transcendental method}. The reason uses such concepts, principles, and judgments, but they are 

not innate, are not from experience, and are not consciousness contents. The fundamental categories used to understand 

reality are not objective features but are conceptual mental structures {Kantian idealism, Kant} and make experience 



possible {transcendental idealism, Kant}. Human understanding needs a priori concepts about space, time, substance, 

and cause to have experience, know objects, and give objects properties {transcendental argument}. A-priori synthetic 

judgments are only in mathematics, pure natural science, and metaphysics and are mental concepts, not physical reality. 

The basis for their truth is how people think. 

Basic reasoning activity is synthesis {transcendental logic}, which is unifying manifolds or plurality. Sensations 

synthesize to perceptions, perceptions to judgments, and judgments to Ideas. First, mind combines sensations caused by 

physical objects {things-in-themselves} with mental space and time Forms to make perceptions. Second, mind 

combines perceptions with understanding concepts, which can create ideas, to make experience judgments 

{spontaneity, Kant}. Third, mind combines judgments about experience to make Ideas or general principles. Thus, a 

priori judgments do not require formal or analytical logic. 

Using synthesis, people can make general synthetic judgments based on their perceptions. Such judgments are about 

perceived-thing relations, such as "every change must have a cause." 

People cannot know physical reality itself. 

Mind uses general judgments to form further concepts from perceptions. 

Space and time ideas are pure perception forms and are a-priori principles, not mental concepts. Perceived particular 

things must be in space and time. Space and time are infinite, are about only one thing, are not subjective, do not relate 

to particulars as wholes relate to parts, are not necessarily actually in the physical world, are invariable, and are not 

universals. Space and time unify the sense manifold. Time unifies the self-perception manifold. 

Twelve judgment types reflect twelve relations between subject and predicate. Universal quantity uses "all". 

Particular quantity uses "some". Singular quantity uses "one". Affirmative quality uses "true". Negative quality uses 

"false". Infinite quality uses "all" or "none". Categorical relation uses "all" or "none". Hypothetical relation uses "if ... 

then ...". Disjunctive relation uses "and/or". Problematic modality uses "possible" or "contingent". Assertoric relation 

uses existence as actuality. Apodictic relation uses necessity. Twelve Categories correspond to twelve relations. 

Respectively, they are totality, plurality, unity, reality, negation, limitation, inherence vs. subsistence {accident, 

substance}, causality vs. dependence or effect, community or reciprocity, possibility vs. impossibility, existence vs. 

non-existence, and necessity vs. contingency. 

Categories lead to reasoning principles. Quantity gives the principle: all phenomena are extensive magnitudes. 

Quality gives the principle: sensation objects are intensive magnitudes. Three categories define possible, actual, and 

necessary {modality, Kant}. Relation category and other categories give principles. Substance is permanent. Substance 

quanta cannot increase or decrease. All changes have causes and effects. All substances continually interact. In 

mathematical form, these principles are all inferences from motion laws, because motion accounts for all events and 

perception changes. Principles are only about perceptions and experiences, not about actual physical reality. 

The principle of pure understanding, which is self, ego, or consciousness as whole, develops from all Categories. 

People can think of things-in-themselves as quality totalities, setting up intuition or non-sensuous mind perception, 

and so can think of world, souls, God, and imaginary creatures. World is totality of sensations. Souls are totality of self-

perceptions. God is totality of everything. Such unifying totalities are the Ideas. 

Subjectively, mind has sensibility and understanding. Sensibility is passive or receptive. Things in themselves can 

generate mental contents or representations {intuition, Kant} in sensibility {perception, Kant}. The fundamental time 

and space categories are in sensibility. Time is the form of inner sense, which allows people to know mind's contents. 

Space is the form of outer sense {outer sense}, which allows people to perceive external objects. Understanding acts on 

sensibility to form conceptions from intuitions. Understanding includes fundamental categories and general 

conceptualization principles, which allow people to find natural laws. Imagination links sense data to understanding to 

recognize objects and apply laws. Imagination is necessary {transcendental, Kant} mediator between receptive sense 

and active understanding. 

Contradictions and opposite conclusions {antimony} happen when using space, time, and categories to understand 

things that cannot be in experience. Antimony subjects are not experience objects but are transcendent reality. Pure 

reason has four such unresolved principle logical contradictions. A logical contradiction is that universe had beginning 

and has finite space, or it had no beginning and is infinite. Space and time are both infinite and finite. A logical 

contradiction is that substances have simpler substances, or only one substance exists. Substance is both simple and 

composite. 

These two antimonies are about infinities. 

A logical contradiction is that people have free will separate from physical laws, or that physical laws or God 

determine everything. Things can be both caused and uncaused. A logical contradiction is that necessary being exists or 

does not exist. God does and does not exist. 

These two antimonies are about causation. 



Thesis and anti-thesis are true. Contradictions happen because people can only know perceptions, cannot know 

actual world, and try to draw conclusions about world anyway. Infinite regression through same answer type, to which 

human experience cannot provide unconditional answers, causes antimonies. 

Neither experience nor logical operations and concepts can prove existence of actual material things or their causal 

relations. Substance and causality are only mental associations. 

Philosophy is about concepts, is analytic, searches for definitions, depends on experience, and depends on 

understanding concepts. Metaphysics is synthetic but a priori, as in statements about ultimate existence and causation. 

Mathematics is about magnitudes, is synthetic, uses definitions, is independent of experience, and depends on clear 

and distinct perceptions using space and time. 

Humor depends on feelings of superiority [1790]. 

Ethics 

Consciousness has willing, which questions morality {practical reason, Kant}. Thought contents synthesize will or 

purpose objects using Forms, and wills perform acts. Ordinary will tries to gain happiness or satisfy desire by 

synthesizing ends with means to find action courses. 

Rational will has universal and necessary purpose, which is duty. Rational will follows a priori moral laws 

{categorical imperative}. Rational wills can want that everyone do action. People should act based on principles that 

they will that they should become universal laws. Such moral judgments have no conditions and are universal laws. 

Wrong action or thing is against reason. 

People do not perform ethical actions to obtain happiness or pleasure. Following duty is action for its own sake. 

Consequences are not important. 

Phenomena are deterministic. Noumena are not deterministic. Rational will is autonomous and free. People are free 

in as much as they are things-in-themselves. People's will is free to act. All actions must come from will. People 

consider {autonomy, Kant} which actions to take in situations to attain goals. People can choose to act morally and 

justly. 

Conscience is feeling responsibility for actions and implies that people can choose in unconditioned ways. Being 

moral is having temperament that follows duty. Reverence for law causes obedience. People gain the dignity of law 

itself. 

Pleasure or approval feelings unite and synthesize theoretical and practical reason and tell people if object or idea in 

theoretical reason is means for desire or purpose of practical reason. Feelings can be pleasant or show utility. Feelings 

can arise from Forms themselves. One feeling is what people feel when they obey or break the categorical imperative. 

The Idea of the highest good connects perceptions and unconditioned things by uniting happiness, which is object of 

natural or sensuous will, and virtue, which is object of rational will. The only happiness is virtue or justice. All ends 

have highest end, to attain after death, that combines virtue and happiness. 

Divinity above experience can represent the moral ideal. The moral law within us leads to faith in free will, God, and 

immortality. 

God, society, or mental feeling or goal {heteronomy} can command moral law. Religion makes the moral law divine 

command. Because people, in their guilt and awe, need help, God offers man redeeming love to obey the law. 

People have reason, and others must respect this reason and so respect people as persons or agents, with ends in 

themselves. People are subjects and should not be tools, instruments, or objects. 

Logic 

Logic is science of understanding. Logic has twelve judgment types. Logic {transcendental analytic} has quantity, 

quality, relation, and morality. 

Metaphysics 

People seek highest good, so a source of all morality must exist and make this idea. However, ontological and 

cosmological arguments are invalid. 

If universe and time are infinite, everything should have happened already and everything should have same 

temperature. If universe began at a time, why did it begin at that instant after infinite time? 

Mind 

Perhaps, people have mental faculty that unifies their experiences {transcendental ego, Kant} and separate mental 

faculty that makes them self-conscious {empirical ego} [Kant, 1787]. 

Politics 

Law and rights are about people's actions, not intentions or temperaments. Law is only valid if enforcement is 

certain. Law should unite people's wills to ensure freedom, by blocking natural or sensuous will. People's dignity, 

derived from moral law, makes them ends in themselves not things. 



Penal law should only be for necessary retribution. Perhaps, before governments, people were innocent of duty. 

History has brought people closer to duty but not happiness, because it has increased people's wants. History is 

movement toward more rational social order. 

 

Johann Fichte [Fichte, Johann] 

philosopher 

Zurich, Switzerland/Germany 

1792 to 1808 

Attempt at a Critique of All Revelation [1792]; Science of Knowledge or Wissenschaftslehre [1794]; Science of 

Rights [1797]; Science of Ethics [1798]; Closed Commercial State [1800]; Vocation of Man [1800]; Way to the 

Blessed Life or the Doctrine of Religion [1806]; Characteristic of the Present Age [1806]; Addresses to the German 

People [1808] 

He lived 1762 to 1814 and developed a philosophy based on Kant's idealism. 

Epistemology 

Sense qualities come freely from outside. Consciousness is activities {tasks, Fichte} that create objects from 

unconscious sense qualities and unify knowledge about such objects. In this way, experience is a consciousness 

product. To perform its tasks, consciousness reasons using all activities in unified ways. Consciousness starts with 

basic task and ideas felt to be necessary and true. The first task for people is to create oneself and unify all ideas about 

oneself, to be self-consciousness. Whenever task tries to create and/or unify, it encounters resistance or contradiction. 

To overcome contradiction, task performs dialectical process, to reach higher synthesis. Consciousness knows its 

actions while it acts and so has both being and consciousness. The self-consciousness perceives subject, oneself, and 

object, one's activities. People can only know the "I" or self by distinguishing it from the not-I or object perceived by 

self. The "I" has evolved historically by the dialectic to know, first, objective activity, then communities governed by 

law, then exercise of will and science, then realization that all is spirit, and then philosophical understanding of God's 

will as part of God's community. Therefore, starting from the basic task, dialectical processes create task hierarchy. 

Dialectic processes keep all tasks working together smoothly to form unified processes. Dialectic is essence of reason. 

Perhaps, self-consciousness involves unified task hierarchy [Fichte, 1794]. 

Besides ideas that arise from dialectic, consciousness contains ideas characterized by feelings of necessity and 

certainty in their truth. 

Sensation has no basis in preceding mental activity and so is free and unconscious. It appears to come from outside 

consciousness but is the way reason sets goal or object for itself. 

Ethics 

Consciousness creates sensation objects for action. People follow the command of duty. People have right to work to 

fulfill duty. 

History evolves from state of instinctive reason and morality, to impulse and will, to reason {artistic reason} under 

common universal consciousness. Man's goal is restfully contemplating God. "I" comes from and directs toward God. 

Philosophy is to organize reason or consciousness. 

Metaphysics 

All being comes from objective reason. There are no things-in-themselves. Reality cannot mix material world and 

consciousness, because they are completely separate. 

Objective-reason unity, which is not subjective, causes all things to have unity, have order, and necessarily connect. 

God is the free, world-creating activity or universal self. World is teleological, not causal. 

Mind 

All things happen within self, and there are no things-in-themselves {critical idealism}. 

The "I" is activity of being aware of self {thesis, Fichte}, which is subjective being. Things outside the "I" have their 

own activities {antithesis, Fichte}, which is objective world. Both interact dialectically to limit each other and make 

relations between self and world {synthesis, Fichte}. Theoretical-reason synthesis stages achieve purer knowledge. 

Consciousness knows its actions while it acts and so has both being and consciousness. The self-consciousness 

perceives subject as oneself and object as one's activities. People can know the "I" or self only by distinguishing it from 

the not-I or object perceived by self. 

The "I" has evolved historically by the dialectic to know, first, objective activity, then communities governed by law, 

then exercise of will and science, then realization that all is spirit, and then philosophical understanding of God's will as 

part of God's community. 

 

Pierre Laromiguière [Laromiguière, Pierre] 

philosopher 



Paris, France 

1793 to 1818 

Project on the Elements of Metaphysics [1793]; Paradoxes of Condillac [1805]; Course of Philosophy [1815 to 

1818] 

He lived 1756 to 1837 and was French Ideologist. Attention notes sensation facts. Comparison links sensations. 

Reason organizes sensations and comparisons. He said property taxation is illegal. 

 

Friedrich von Schelling [Schelling, Friedrich von] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1800 to 1809 

System of Transcendental Idealism [1800]; Exposition of My System of Philosophy [1801]; Bruno [1802]; 

Philosophy of Art [1805]; Of Human Freedom [1809] 

He lived 1775 to 1854, was Romantic, and worked with Fichte. 

Aesthetics 

Aesthetic reason or artistic genius unites conscious and unconscious. 

Art works are the highest phenomenon of reason, because they realize the world of reason. 

Epistemology 

Dialectic is a tool of metaphysics and reason. Formal logic is for perceptions only. 

Ethics 

Life parallels God's self-development, an idea from Baader and St. Martin. Directed toward itself, will makes Ideas, 

then reason, and then world, which is consciousness of conflict between purpose and impulse. Later, self-knowledge 

brings consciousness of reason. 

Metaphysics 

Universe is a perfect organism and artwork. Organisms can share body plans {bauplan, Schelling}. Reality has 

archetypes, which become more perfect {Naturphilosophie}. 

God created ideal mental world and real matter world by creating finite irrational things {leap}, which must return to 

God over history. Realizing such Ideas is falling away from God, which is selfish and evil. Falling away has no cause 

or reason, so Ideas are free. Ideas strive to return to God. Reality is will, going from irrational to rational. 

The Absolute must have falling away in it at all times and so must have irrationality in its essence. God has 

primordial ground of being and striving or unconscious will. God develops from primitive essence, to self-knowledge, 

and then to absolute reason. God participates in history, and history of revelations and religions shows God's 

development. 

Nature and mind cannot be separate, because they unify in the absolute or God. Nature is self in the process of 

becoming self. Nature is an organism whose purpose is to produce sensitive beings that have consciousness, sensation, 

and reason and so make higher selves. Higher reality builds over history by synthesizing opposing forces into higher 

unity. 

Mind 

Absolute and unknowable reason unites self and nature. 

 

Friedrich Bouterwek [Bouterwek, Friedrich] 

philosopher 

Göttingen, Germany 

1801 to 1812 

History of Poesy [1801 to 1812] 

He lived 1766 to 1828. People can have relative knowledge of things-in-themselves, relative to themselves. Objects 

exist, because they resist the force of will. Subjects or selves exist, because people are conscious of willing and thus 

know force within themselves. 

 

Johann Friedrich Herbart [Herbart, Johann Friedrich] 

philosopher/educator 

Germany 

1806 to 1841 

Universal Pedagogy [1806]; Textbook of Psychology [1816]; Psychology as Science [1825]; Psychological 

Investigations [1840]; Outlines of Some Lectures on Pedagogy [1841] 

He lived 1776 to 1841. 



Epistemology 

Ideas are active and compete to become consciousness. Ideas have intensity, which they can lose through tension. 

After losing intensity, idea becomes unconscious and becomes impulse. This is how feeling and will arise. 

Psychology is mechanics of ideas. Associational psychology is not true, because it makes mind faculties real and 

basic. 

Understanding cannot produce or create, so space, time, and categories all derive from experience. They cannot mold 

experience. Consciousness uses concepts from experience and has no transcendental logic. Consciousness is aware of 

matter, which is appearance created when Reals interact, as sense qualities. Consciousness is not aware of inner states 

of Reals. 

Something that contradicts itself cannot be real. To know reality, people must take concepts known by experience 

and use relation method to find what has no contradiction. 

Ethics 

Morals are part of aesthetics. People's aesthetic Ideas give them ability to judge or estimate. All mental relations 

have feelings of pain or pleasure, which judge relations aesthetically and morally. Ethical Ideas used for judging are 

freedom, affection, right, benevolence, and equity. 

Metaphysics 

Universe has many things-in-themselves or independent elements {Real}, which are simple and unchangeable. Reals 

interact with or influence {disturb, Herbart} each other, causing their inner states, not necessarily conscious, which are 

for self-preservation. Reals are like physical units of a causally interacting machine, which has interaction laws. Matter 

is appearance created when Reals interact. 

Mind 

Souls are Reals, with Ideas as inner states. Ideas disturb each other, making tension and resulting in mental activities 

and states. Self is activity in which new perceptions and ideas meet previous ones and assimilate. 

 

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel [Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1806 to 1844 

Phenomenology of Spirit [1807]; Science of Logic [1830]; Science of Logic [1808 to 1815]; Encyclopedia of the 

Philosophical Sciences [1817]; Philosophy of Spirit [1817]; Elements of the Philosophy of Right [1821] 

He lived 1770 to 1831 and was empiricist and materialist. He expanded dialectical method of Kant. 

Epistemology 

Categories or statements {thesis, philosophy} have within them internal contradictions, which are opposite 

categories or statements {antithesis, philosophy}. The only available resolution is to combine the statements at a higher 

thought level {dialectical method}, to reach new categories or statements {synthesis, philosophy}. Dialectic applies to 

all subjects. Synthesis can explain all phenomena. Theses and anti-theses are not fully in consciousness until 

synthesized to higher knowledge. 

Dialectic can continually create new theses from existing ones, without limit. Knowledge subjects develop through 

dialectic. 

Thinking methods or categories similarly have internal contradictions. Reason as object of itself negates reason as 

subject. Sensations are objects, consciousnesses are subjects, and their synthesis is self-knowledge. Self perceives 

individual subjective spirit and objective spirit, and synthesis resolves these two into one absolute spirit, which is 

perception in art, image in religion, and concept in philosophy and combines personal and social. 

People already contain in their minds all knowledge but must remember, grasp, or learn it through dialectic to make 

it exist {learning paradox}. However, theses and categories are not real but exist only in mind as mental-process parts. 

Material mind cannot perceive ideal rational concept of mind or spirit but can know spirit through people's objective 

spirit. 

Ethics 

People's objective spirit causes activity, will, and spiritual life. Abstract, general objective spirit in itself is Right. 

Acting morally is following the commands of Right. The moral order has people in states following Right. 

Morality is from family and society and so is social in origin and maintenance. 

Religion relates finite spirit to infinite and absolute spirit. People can gain better absolute-spirit knowledge through 

better finite-spirit representations. 

Freedom applies to objective spirit as it tries to know absolute spirit better and develop self and society. Subjective 

spirit is not free. 



History 

History is self-realization of absolute spirit working through individuals and nations. The Absolute comes to 

understand itself through the dialectic of history. States develop by such dynamic processes, not by rules or social 

contracts and other static abstract-principles. States are particular and individual expressions of people's objective 

spirits. 

History develops through dialectic toward higher consciousness and more freedom. In ancient empires, only emperor 

had freedom. In ancient Greece, more people, as city-state individual citizens, were free and began to think more. 

Reformation allowed more people to be more individual and use their minds more. In the Enlightenment, states and 

institutions became more rational and favored more freedom. 

Metaphysics 

Reality is only spiritual, with subjective spirit {soul, Hegel}, objective spirit {consciousness, Hegel}, and absolute 

spirit {geist, Hegel}. Absolute spirit {Absolute, Hegel} {Absolute Mind} {Absolute Idea} is unconditional and unitary. 

Absolute spirit {absolute idealism} is real, rational, and true, because it knows itself and has no contradiction, from 

Fichte. Absolute spirit permeates whole universe and has synthesized and unified all concepts {gedanken, Hegel} 

through its dialectic, which motivates the dialectic in everything. Absolute Mind {Begriff} contains all knowledge and 

has reflections in intuition in art, imagination in religion, and pure logic in philosophy. 

Dialectic in everything means universe is like organisms that continually develop. 

Particular and finite thing is separate from infinite whole and can be only partially real and true. Combining 

particulars makes more reality and truth. 

Because finite things have contradictions in themselves if they apply to the whole or absolute, finite things develop 

by thesis, anti-thesis, and resolution through the dialectic contained in absolute spirit. 

Mind 

Objective spirit or consciousness is a finite reflection of absolute spirit. Mind is subject that can know something 

other than itself {alienation, Hegel}. This thesis-antithesis resolves at higher level using absolute spirit. Because spirit 

is self-determined, objective spirit acts through logical necessity and develops through dialectic stages like organisms 

grow. 

Politics 

History stages have dominant groups that arise from national spirit, and groups determine people's ideas and 

decisions. 

Ideal societies are rational communities that provide maximum benefits, so all people can give it allegiance, not just 

one group. 

History judges actions. Therefore, power and success make whatever happened be the right or best thing {might 

makes right}. 

 

Arthur Schopenhauer [Schopenhauer, Arthur] 

philosopher/pessimist 

Germany 

1813 to 1851 

On the Fourfold Root of the Principle of Sufficient Reason [1813]; World as Will and Idea or The World as Will and 

Representation [1818 and 1844]; On the Will in Nature [1836]; Two Fundamental Problems of Ethics [1841]; On the 

Freedom of the Will [1841]; On the Basis of Morality [1841]; Incidentals and Supplements or Philosophical Writings 

[1851] 

He lived 1788 to 1860 and was a pessimist. Plato, Kant, and Vedic thought influenced him. Philosophy is art, not 

science, based on people's will. 

Aesthetics 

Aesthetics is perception without will. 

As people become less individual, they can better know the ideal. 

Epistemology 

Knowledge depends on having objective concepts {Idea, Schopenhauer} {objective concept} about reasoning, 

space, time, and causes. 

Perceptions are individual, are in space and time, and have causes. From perceptions, people abstract subjective 

images or representations {Vorstellung}, which are also memories and imagination objects, using reason. From 

representations, people can know geometry, arithmetic, space, and time. From causes, space, time, and reason, people 

can know the world. The Ideas unify all knowledge. 

Humor depends on feelings of superiority [1819]. 



Ethics 

The Will, and individual wills, are always unhappy, because they never have complete satisfaction. 

Individual wills conflict as they try to live and gain their desires. Conflicts of wills lead to inability to satisfy desires 

and thus pain and suffering. 

People can never overcome the will to live, but to obtain happiness people should try to deny or negate will. They 

should quiet desires, have contempt for life, and become selfless {self-abnegation}. People can quiet will by 

sympathizing with suffering and by contemplating art and science. 

Pleasure is relief from suffering and dissatisfaction. 

Ethics {ethics of pity} depends on sympathy, compassion for the inescapable suffering and pain felt by other people. 

People should feel others' pain and should not inflict suffering. By submerging self and sympathizing with others, 

people decrease conflict of wills. The ideal is to unify all wills, and so end suffering and obtain justice. 

Will feels itself to be free, but it actually acts deterministically. Freedom is acting to deny or negate will to live. 

Metaphysics 

Will to live or exist is essence of reality. Will is subjective thing-in-itself that has no object except itself, and so it 

can only will that it exist and live. Will has no outside method, object, purpose, or conclusion and is therefore absolute 

unreason. 

All individual wills unite in the Will {world-will}. 

All existing things manifest Will {voluntarism}. Will causes things to move and so keeps individuals restless and 

unsatisfied. 

The world formed by Will is necessary and has determination, with an infinite number of relations and ideas. 

All things in world result from physical cause, logical reason, mathematical reason, or moral cause. 

Mind 

Undirected forces {will to live, Schopenhauer} are true natures of people {absolute virtualism}. The will to live is 

individual, subjective, and irrational but is part of world-will. Will is separate from body. Will feels itself to be free, but 

all actions are deterministic. Will encounters resistance to its acts from everything, because everything has will or 

manifests will. 

 

Wilhelm Traugott Krug [Krug, Wilhelm Traugott] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1827 to 1829 

Theoretical Dictionary of Philosophical Sciences [1827 to 1829] 

He lived 1770 to 1831. Consciousness allows people to know being, and being allows people to know 

consciousness. Real and conscious activities interact. Philosophy is explanation of self, because self is conscious. 

 

Søren Aabye Kierkegaard [Kierkegaard, Søren Aabye] 

philosopher 

Copenhagen, Denmark 

1841 to 1849 

On the Concept of Irony [1841]; Either/Or [1843]; Fear and Trembling [1843]; Philosophical Fragments [1844]; 

Concept of Anxiety [1844]; Stages on Life's Way [1845]; Concluding Unscientific Postscript to Philosophical 

Fragments [1846]; Sickness unto Death [1849] 

He lived 1813 to 1855, was Christian, and founded existentialism. He criticized Hegel's absolute consciousness, 

which left out subjectivity and personality in favor of rationalism. 

Epistemology 

Truth is in self. Subjectivity gives truth. 

Religion knows truth first by revelation and personal feeling {Religiousness A} and then by history and the eternal 

{Religiousness B}. 

Ethics 

People should do good deeds for spiritual satisfaction alone, not to reach goal, gain reward, or avoid punishment 

{double-mindedness}. 

To act ethically, people cannot use objective standards, because choices are personal. People must develop self or 

essence through ethics. Self makes choice and commits to idea or action. 

People have sense of anxiety, dread, or anguish about having no control and facing life's vicissitudes {angst, 

Kierkegaard}. People can try to avoid spiritual satisfaction {despair, Kierkegaard}, by denying God, by not thinking 



about it, by trying to be someone else, or by suicide. Despair can lead to rejecting pleasurable life and discovering self. 

People need faith, the opposite of despair or doubt, to avoid despair and suffering. 

Mind 

People's use of will to make choices with meaning and passion gives them self-interest and structure. People develop 

themselves over life. People have essences, which try to come into existence and thus pass through three life stages: 

aesthetic, ethical, and religious. Societies or political groups do not define people. 

 

John Stuart Mill [Mill, John Stuart] 

philosopher/economist 

Scotland/Britain 

1843 to 1873 

System of Logic [1843]; Principles of Political Economy [1848]; Essay On Liberty [1859]; Considerations on 

Representative Government [1861]; Utilitarianism [1861]; Examination of Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy [1865]; 

Auguste Comte and Positivism [1866]; Subjection of Women [1869]; Autobiography [1873] 

He lived 1806 to 1873, was James Mill's son, and was utilitarian, empiricist, and associationist. He tried to meld the 

Enlightenment with romanticism. 

Epistemology 

Knowledge, including mathematics and logic, comes only from experience. People can know matter and objects 

only as sensation loci. 

Reasoning is induction or generalization {inductivism}. Reasoning can be good, middling, or poor. 

Science laws can result from adding similar components {homopathic law} to obtain similar results. Science laws 

can result from multiplying dissimilar components {heteropathic law} to obtain new properties. 

Eliminating objects and events that have no effect can find true causes {Mill's methods}, by agreement, difference, 

joint-agreement-and-difference, residues, or concomitant-variations methods. 

Language feature, word, or phrase has connotation and denotation. Connotation is meaning and gives denotation. 

Proper names do not have connotation, because they have no wider meaning and no defining attributes. 

Associations can be real and actual or apparent and verbal ones. 

Consciousness is only perception associations. It does not need intuition or subjective faculty. 

Ethics 

People seek only happiness. Other goals, such as virtue, are part of happiness or means to happiness. 

The happiness of the greatest number is the best. Happiness requires liberty and free will. Wrong actions or things 

cause less happiness. 

Pleasures have qualitative differences. People must account for pleasure quality, as well as quantity. 

Human nature is free and individual. 

Mind 

Mind can have experiences, memories, and hopes or desires, experienced by self. 

Other humans seem to have consciousness, but how can mind know that there are other minds {Other, Mill}. 

Politics 

Society should provide the basic conditions for happiness. Society can nurture human nature. 

Government can coerce individuals only to prevent harm to others {harm principle}. 

Society must protect people's possessions. One possession is justice. 

 

Max Stirner [Stirner, Max] or Johann Schmidt [Schmidt, Johann] 

philosopher 

Leipzig, Germany 

1845 

Ego and Its Own [1845] 

He lived 1806 to 1856 and was of Hegelian left wing. Personal egos are reality and should use ideas and things for 

themselves. There should be no state, government, law, property, religion, family, ethics, or love. There should be no 

compulsion. 

 

Folk or Comparative Psychology 

philosophic school 

Germany 

1850 to 1870 

School included M. Lazarus and H. Steinthal. 



 

Alexander Bain [Bain, Alexander] 

philosopher 

London, England 

1855 to 1876 

Senses and the Intellect [1855]; Emotions and the Will [1859]; Mind and Body [1872]; Mind [1876: journal] 

He lived 1818 to 1903. Nearness in time and space, not causes or logic, causes idea associations. 

 

Rudolf H. Lotze [Lotze, Rudolf H.] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1856 to 1881 

Microcosmus: An Essay concerning Man and His Relation to the World [1856 to 1864] 

He lived 1817 to 1881 and was Teleological Idealist. 

 

Pasquale Villari [Villari, Pasquale] 

philosopher/historian 

Florence, Italy 

1859 to 1901 

History of Girolamo Savonarola and His Times [1859 to 1861]; Letters from Meridionali Province [1875]; Niccolo 

Machiavelli and His Times [1877 to 1882]; Barbarian Invasion in Italy [1901] 

He lived 1826 to 1917, was Positivist, and studied history. 

 

Franz Brentano [Brentano, Franz] 

philosopher 

Germany/Austria/Italy 

1862 to 1889 

Several Senses of Being in Aristotle [1862]; Psychology of Aristotle [1867]; Psychology from the Empirical 

Standpoint [1871]; Descriptive Psychology [1874]; Origin of Our Knowledge of Right and Wrong [1889] 

He lived 1838 to 1917. 

Epistemology 

Psychology is about mental states, which can be mental/intentional or physical/sensational. 

Phenomena are physical, such as color, cold, sound, smell, or mental, such as presentations from senses or 

imagination, emotion, judgment. Physical phenomena require object. Like language, mental phenomena can reference 

objects in thought {intentionality, Brentano} and can be conscious or unconscious. The mental is about something else. 

However, some conscious states are not representational, and some representations are not conscious. 

Awareness relates to objects and events external to people and their awareness, so awareness has intentionality. 

Subjective experiences refer to perceptions or mental ideas, independent of their external objects. Intention objects can 

also be selves {psychological immanentism}. 

All and only mental phenomena have intentionality {irreducibility thesis}. Mental states are always intentional 

{Brentano's thesis} {aboutness}. 

However, sensations seem not to be about something else. 

Mental states are intentional states {propositional attitude, Brentano}. All intentional states are intentional, but not 

vice versa. Intentional states causally relate to their objects, including non-existing objects. 

Consciousness acts are constitutive powers of self and are subjective experiences. Intuition can describe all 

subjective experience. Subjective experiences have classes {act psychology} {descriptive phenomenology} 

{phenomenognosis} that find causal relations between phenomena. 

Intentionality grounds object concepts. 

Emotions and judgments use presentation with acts of judging or emoting. 

Mind 

Mental is personal and self-referencing. Mental phenomena cannot be physical phenomena. 

 

Thomas Henry Huxley [Huxley, Thomas Henry] 

biologist/paleontologist/philosopher 

England 

1863 to 1910 



Man's Place in Nature [1863]; Lessons in Elementary Physiology [1866]; Animal Automatism and Other Essays 

[1884]; Agnosticism [1893]; Methods and Results [1910] 

He lived 1825 to 1895, was evolutionary theorist, and promoted and defended Darwin's theory. 

Epistemology 

People cannot know the Absolute. 

Ethics 

It is immoral to believe if one cannot justify the belief from what one knows. 

Mind 

Animals are machines but are conscious {conscious automata}. Consciousness does not cause anything 

{epiphenomenalism, Huxley}. 

 

Otto Liebmann [Liebmann, Otto] 

philosopher 

Stuttgart, Germany 

1865 

Kant and the Epigoni [1865] 

He lived 1840 to 1912 and was of Marburg School of Immanent Philosophy. People cannot know things-in-

themselves. 

 

James H. Stirling [Stirling, James H.] 

philosopher 

England 

1865 to 1881 

Secret of Hegel [1865]; As Regards Protoplasm [1869]; Text Book to Kant [1881] 

He lived 1820 to 1909 and was Idealist. 

 

Roberto Ardigo [Ardigo, Roberto] 

philosopher 

Padua, Italy 

1865 to 1909 

Concourse of Religion [1865]; Science of Education [1893 and 1909] 

He lived 1828 to 1920 and was of Comtian School. 

 

Friedrich Albert Lange [Lange, Friedrich Albert] 

philosopher 

Iserlohn, Westphalia, Germany 

1866 

History of Materialism [1866] 

He lived 1828 to 1875 and was of Marburg School of Immanent Philosophy. 

 

Eduard von Hartmann [Hartmann, Eduard von] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1869 

Philosophy of the Unconscious [1869] 

He lived 1842 to 1906. The Absolute contains both idea and will, and will's pain and suffering always persists with 

idea order and spirit. 

 

Shadworth H. Hodgson [Hodgson, Shadworth H.] 

philosopher 

England 

1870 

Theory of Practice [1870] 

He lived 1832 to 1912, started New Realism, and emphasized stream of consciousness. People know things as 

somethings. Physical events cause conscious events, but conscious events cause nothing. The future is the test of truth. 

 



Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche [Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm] 

philosopher 

Germany/Basel, Switzerland 

1872 to 1901 

Birth of Tragedy [1872]; Untimely Meditations [1874]; Human, All too Human [1878]; Gay Science [1882 and 

1887]; Thus Spake Zarathustra [1883 to 1885]; Beyond Good and Evil [1886]; On the Genealogy of Morals [1887]; 

Twilight of the Gods or Twilight of the Idols [1888]; Case of Wagner [1888]; Antichrist [1888]; Ecce Homo or Behold 

Mankind or Behold Humanity [1888]; Will to Power [1901] 

He lived 1844 to 1900. Schopenhauer influenced him. 

Aesthetics 

Art can have restraint {Apollonian} or be free {Dionysian}. 

Epistemology 

People cannot know truth. All things are in flux, including truth. Therefore, all things must have continual study 

from many perspectives, accounting for all cases and situations. 

Ethics 

Values should depend on world as it is, humans as they are, and all their possibilities. Morals are always changing as 

world and people change. 

People should accept material world and human life as they are. People should express their instincts, be fully alive, 

have desire for power, and exercise power. People should feel free, powerful, creative, and independent {overman} 

{superman}, by intellectually controlling and exercising their will-to-power as much as possible. For supermen, good 

and evil are meaningless. 

The best morality for the present time is morality for masters and free, independent persons. Only the strong ought to 

survive and/or rule. Anything that delays arrival of the supermen is wrong or goes against nature. 

Conventional morals and society are just escapes for the weak. People deny that anything is important or any action 

has significance {nihilism, Nietzsche}. Nihilism, old values, old interpretations, and old thinking ways, such as 

theology and metaphysics, are slave or herd morality for the powerless and weary. For example, the old value of 

sympathy perpetuates the unfit. Old values make people sensitive to injury, inferiority, oppression, frustration, or 

humiliation, and they react to them with hatred, tricks, and dishonesty {resentment} {slave mentality}. 

Old values should have re-examination {transvaluation} {revaluation} to find relations to creative and powerful life 

values. 

Will and intellect oppose each other. People that can only will must suffer, as things thwart their will or they conflict 

with others. Intellect should control will and engage in creative, powerful, and life-affirming activities. 

Truth and happiness are not important, only expression of will-to-power. 

Metaphysics 

Irrational-force interactions {will-to-power} have no objective purposes and no structure and create and maintain 

physical and biological worlds. 

"God is dead" and does not exist. 

Mind 

People can only will. Therefore, they must suffer. 

Politics 

Society can develop people's awareness and activity. 

 

Cesare Lombroso [Lombroso, Cesare] 

philosopher 

Turin, Italy 

1876 

Criminal Man During Autopsy [1876] 

He lived 1835 to 1909, was Positivist, and studied criminology. 

 

Francis Herbert Bradley [Bradley, Francis Herbert] 

philosopher 

England 

1876 to 1914 

Ethical Studies [1876]; Principles of Logic [1883]; Appearance and Reality [1893]; Essays on Truth and Reality 

[1914] 

He lived 1846 to 1924 and was utilitarian and Idealist. 



Epistemology 

Appearance has many objects in many relations. Relations can be independent of objects, be aspects of objects, or be 

parts of whole system. 

People experience the whole through appearances. Experience continually revises knowledge systems, and 

statements are revisable {coherence theory of knowledge}. 

Judgments assign predicates to reality. 

People have direct knowledge only of perceptions and can build descriptions and conclusions about reality from 

them. Logic itself is such conclusion and is mental system. 

Ethics 

Morality must provide people with unity, understanding, and goal for self {self-realization}. Pleasure seeking does 

not supply goals. Kantian duty or rationality assigns role to self but not goal. Hegelian morality provides only duties in 

context of society and history. 

People should try to realize their best self {ideal morality}, using everyone's pleasures, all duties, all societies, and 

analysis and reasoning about them. 

Metaphysics 

True reality is mental, eternal, self-experiencing, unified, and Absolute. 

Mind 

People are parts of the Absolute. The Absolute only appears to people in certain forms or appearances. 

 

William James [James, William] 

psychologist 

USA 

1884 to 1911 

What is an emotion? [1884: with Carl Lange]; Principles of Psychology [1890]; Psychology: The Briefer Course 

[1892]; Will to Believe [1897]; Human Immortality [1898]; Varieties of Religious Experience [1902]; Pragmatism 

[1907]; Pluralist Universe [1909]; Meaning of Truth [1909]; Some Problems in Philosophy [1911]; Essays in Radical 

Empiricism [1912] 

He lived 1842 to 1910 and was pragmatist, radical empiricist, and Swedenborgian. 

Epistemology 

Things that people experience are real. Conjunctions {association, James} between perceptions and their parts 

organize experience. Ideal forms or categories do not organize experience. 

Hypothesis is true if consequences of believing it lead to personal well-being, success, and satisfaction {pragmatism, 

James}. The best test of theory is what happens when using it. True beliefs have good practical effects in thinking and 

acting. They help people, are profitable, correspond to actual events, or are expedient in most situations. 

Useful hypothesis makes prediction about experience or behavior. 

Statements do not have objective truth. 

Sshort-term memory can last from seconds to minutes and be in current experience. Long-term memory can last for 

days and require going back to the past. 

Overt body behavior, especially in viscera, causes human and animal emotion, in response to internal or external 

stimulation or perception {James-Lange theory of emotion}. 

Fear of loud noises is innate, but conditioning and stimulus generalization cause most fears. 

Sense and motor systems interact {ideomotor theory}, so actions have representations about their effects, and the 

representations control further actions. Actions have predicted consequences. 

Ethics 

Will and attention seem to require effort, which indicates self-exerted force. 

Will is active and purposeful consciousness. Belief requires effort of will {will-to-believe}. One then acts according 

to one's beliefs. 

Free will is active attention to choose or maintain belief and choose behavior. 

The will-to-believe allows one to choose belief in situations in which one must choose belief, and so action, without 

knowing consequences. Reason does not work in such situation. 

Believing is good, because people might believe the truth, whereas avoiding error is not practical and cannot lead to 

truth. People choose not believing when they fear trickery or mistakes, but it is better to have false hope than false fear. 

People should not reject hypothesis if results are good. Therefore, people should believe in God. 

Metaphysics 

Pure experience is the only reality {radical empiricism}. Experiences contain knower {consciousness, James}, 

known {perception, James}, and their relations. Living things both participate in pure experience and can reflect on it 



later. Experience is neither mind nor matter {neutral monism, James}. Experience is pluralistic. Soul, self, Ideas, and 

matter do not exist. 

God is being and existence itself. Nothing else can determine God. Thus, God cannot not be, and so is necessary and 

sufficient. Because necessary and sufficient, God is perfect and absolute. Because limitation is non-existence, God has 

no limits from within or without and so is infinite. Because God is infinite, God is one and only one. Because God is 

one and only, God is indivisible. God has no potentiality, because potential can lose or gain, thus contradicting 

necessity and absoluteness. God contains all actuality already and is immutable. Because God has no limits, God is 

boundless. If God has bound, God is in space and thus is composite. God is omniscient, because God knows all causes 

as itself. God is pervasive and omnipresent, because God is present in all time. God is omnipotent for all things that do 

not have logical contradictions. If God has physical substances or anything inside, they have cause other than God, so 

God is non-physical and spiritual. If God is material, God has parts, which something not-God must combine, which is 

contradiction. Therefore, God must be simple. God's nature or essence and existence or being must be the same. 

Potential and actual, substance and accidents, being and activity, existence and attributes unite in God. Because God 

has all attributes of persons, God is a person. Because God is object and subject of its activity, God is a living self-

sufficient person. Because people have will and intelligence, God has them, because cause must have more than effect. 

The object of those things in God is God itself. God wills itself, knows itself, and must do these things. God is eternal. 

If God does not exist from the beginning, God needs a prior cause. If God is not present at end, God is not necessary. If 

God has succession, God is mutable. 

God can create being from non-divine substance or out of nothing. God can will to create, because everything 

outside God can change. God creates to exercise his freedom and manifest his glory. God creates out of love, to make 

rational creations that can know and love God. God implants the Ideas in us, but people perceive them from finite 

viewpoint. 

Evil is negation, and so God cannot be evil. God permits evil in free beings but does not will it. 

Mysticism is passive, transient, ineffable, and noetic. 

Mind 

Brain as whole makes continuous, personal, active, and changing experience {stream of consciousness, James}, 

which is about near past and near future. The stream of consciousness can affect brain. 

Person's individual experience can interact with other's experiences. 

Mind can use different means in different situations to reach fixed goals. 

An "I" {subjective self} thinks and knows. A "Me" {empirical self} {objective self} is the body {material self}, 

social acts {social self}, and spirit or soul {spiritual self}, which has reasoning, will, goals, conscience, and sensory 

experiences. Spiritual self attends, judges, and acts {active element}. The "I" is whole set of Me's, holds thoughts, and 

is a special thought type that remembers, selects, unifies {unity, self}, and continues {continuity, self} into next such 

thought, making stream of consciousness. "...thought itself is the thinker..." 

Consciousness can cause attention {cause theory}, or brain can direct it {effect theory}. 

 

Josiah Royce [Royce, Josiah] 

philosopher 

USA 

1885 to 1908 

Religious Aspect of Philosophy [1885]; Philosophy of Loyalty [1908] 

He lived 1855 to 1916 and was Idealist. The Absolute Mind includes all minds. Will properties or essence explain 

motivation. 

 

Edmund Gustav Albert Husserl [Husserl, Edmund Gustav Albert] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1887 to 1937 

On the Concept of Number [1887]; Philosophy of Arithmetic [1891]; Logical Investigations [1900 to 1901]; 

Lectures on the Phenomenology of Internal Time-Consciousness [1905]; Thing and Space [1907]; Ideas Pertaining to a 

Pure Phenomenology and to a Phenomenological Philosophy, First Book: General Introduction to a Pure 

Phenomenology [1913]; Cartesian Meditations [1931]; Crisis of the European Sciences and Transcendental 

Phenomenology [1935] 

He lived 1859 to 1938, was a psychologist, read Frege, and became a philosopher. He developed phenomenology by 

extending Brentano's intentionality theory. 



Epistemology 

People know knowledge types only by psychological effects {psychologism}, which are subjective experiences. 

Psychology is about psychological effects and subjective experiences themselves and so about consciousness. People 

cannot know physical scientific facts or how subjective experience relates to them. Psychology needs postulates, but 

psychology cannot prove these fundamental ideas. 

Logical structures exist independently of psychological activities, but people can only understand logical structures 

from psychological effects. 

To study mental processes and what is in conscious mind, start with no assumptions about perception, objects, 

concepts, causes, or consequences. Suspend judgment {epoché, Husserl} about actual existence. 

First, classify phenomena {phenomenology, Husserl} and then find their essences {eidos} and origins. 

People have meaningful and logical object representations {intention, Husserl} in consciousness {phenomena, 

Husserl}, which reflect universals or essences {noema}. People can experience and remember unique and individual 

intentions in consciousness and consciousness itself {noesis}. Conscious acts are intentional and direct towards objects. 

Phenomena are mental object representations {profile, Husserl}. Profiles are object-essence aspects. Essence is sum 

of all possible profiles, and people find it by intuition {eidetic intuition} using intentions about profiles {transcendental 

subjectivity} {transcendental ego, Husserl}. Finding object essence makes that essence, and so consciousness is 

constitutive. Eidetic intuition both finds object essence and develops its existence {eidetic reduction}. 

Phenomena have ontology, because they are in object essence. Intentions have ontology, because they are about 

object essence. Knowing object essence relates phenomena to intentions {phenomenological reduction}. Provisional 

connections {bracketing} {einklam-merung} are between objects and intentions, which both refer to noema. After 

analyzing intentions, find all possible meaningful intentional relations {transcendental reduction}. Intentions cannot 

refer directly to objects, because objects are not contingent, but intentions and subjects are contingent. 

Phenomenology is better way to establish physical world facts. In Western world, science appears to be the only fact 

source {objectivism, Husserl}. However, facts are intentions from conscious activity, and subjective experience is all 

people can know about world. Empiricism should account for subject, observer, and methodology. Including life, 

history, and society subjective experiences requires an epistemological phenomena theory, such as phenomenology. 

Psychologically, numbers develop from counting set elements. Logically, numbers are symbols and wholes, which 

people do not count but manipulate. 

Awareness has unrepresented features and has space and time {horizon of awareness} {awareness horizon}. The 

horizon is necessary to perception, meaning, and understanding. 

Mind 

Mind knows only phenomena appearances, not reality. 

Egos or subjects are not consciousness or mental-experience physical objects but transcend both categories 

{transcendentalism, Husserl}. 

People's egos can know each other {the Other, Husserl}. 

The living world {Lebenswelt} {life-world} is people's subjective natural state, before science and history, which 

has essences upon which to build knowledge. 

Conscious experience has viewpoint and object {intentionality, Husserl}. 

Conscious experiences have many meanings and appearances, some sensory and some non-sensory {superposition, 

Husserl}. 

Imaginary objects have arbitrary properties, but perceived objects have definite and often more properties 

{transcendence, Husserl}. Perceived objects have stable part relations {relational constancy}; have no affect from 

interruptions or other perception changes, will or other mental states; allow perception by different senses {perceptual 

invariance}; and allow improvement in perception {corrigibility}. 

Perceived objects associate with objects in the past and future {temporality}, including themselves, and so have 

history {retention} and expectations {protention}. Consciousness moments {primal impression} include past and 

future. People know viewpoint or object changes by object comparisons at different times. Perceived objects have 

duration, and events have monotonic order. Time is global and unitary. Events nest recursively. 

People have lived-in bodies {leib, Husserl} and bodies as intentional objects {körper, Husserl}. Sensations relate to 

proprioceptive and kinesthetic information from physical body, which allows action. Sense-organ and body movements 

create egocentric space, which makes intentions and experience. The sense of self is implicit, not known by higher-

order thought or itself. 

Pain and color sensations {hyle} (material) are not intentional but are sense contents and lead to intentions and 

consciousness. 

 



Samuel Alexander [Alexander, Samuel] 

philosopher 

Australia/England 

1889 to 1920 

Moral Order and Progress [1889]; Space, Time and Deity [1920] 

He lived 1859 to 1938, was New Realist, and developed evolutionary system. 

 

Henri-Louis Bergson [Bergson, Henri-Louis] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1889 to 1932 

Essay on the Immediate Givens of Consciousness or Time and Free Will [1889]; Matter and Memory [1896]; 

Laughter, an Essay on the Meaning of the Comic [1900]; Introduction to Metaphysics [1903]; Creative Evolution 

[1907]; Time and Free Will [1910]; Two Sources of Morality and Religion [1932] 

He lived 1859 to 1941. 

Epistemology 

Consciousness can only know the present. However, people intuit continuous time, as irreversible, never-repeating, 

and always-altering change {duration, Bergson}. People must feel psychological truth by instinct. 

Memory interacts alive, current, and active mind and inert, past, and passive matter. Memory recollects past states 

during present activity. 

Perceptions are limitations to and uses for active life force. 

Life and movement are beyond science, so philosophy is intuitions about life force, time, and matter. 

Laughter happens when people see humans acting mechanically. 

Ethics 

Life and will are free and creative, make unpredictable products, have no purpose or end, and are just action. 

Creation is good in itself. Action is for its own sake. 

Metaphysics 

Change is the basis of reality. The life force {élan vital, Bergson} causes purposeful evolution through change and 

development against matter's passive resistance. The life force is dynamic, while matter is inert. Life and matter 

necessarily oppose. Life tries to organize and unify matter into new forms while matter tends toward separateness. 

Time is essence of life. Duration is dynamic and continuous and not a series of states. 

Mind 

Through acting, life has produced instinct and intellect. Intellect is passive. Instinct is active. Intellect can deal with 

things as stable states, in separate objects or in series, explaining why matter appears as objects. Instinct deals with 

things in time, by harmonizing and blending present and past states. 

 

Richard Avenarius [Avenarius, Richard] 

philosopher 

Zurich, Switzerland 

1890 

Critique of Pure Experience [1890] 

He lived 1843 to 1896 and was realist. All science ideas should be verifiable by sensory experience {empirio-

criticism, Avenarius}. 

 

Pierre Duhem [Duhem, Pierre] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1890 to 1916 

Evolution of Mechanics [1903]; Aim and Structure of Physical Theory [1905]; To Save the Phenomena: An Essay 

on the Idea of Physical Theory from Plato to Galileo [1908] 

He lived 1861 to 1916. Phenomena are effects from mathematical-theory complexes, not from single theories. Data 

sets can have theories that vary greatly in assumptions {underdetermination} {Duhem-Quine thesis}. 

 

Bertrand Arthur William Russell [Russell, Bertrand Arthur William] 

philosopher 

Britain 



1903 to 1969 

Principles of Mathematics [1903]; On Denoting [1905: in Mind]; Principia Mathematica or Principles of 

Mathematics [1910 to 1913: about symbolic logic, with Whitehead]; Problems of Philosophy [1912]; Our Knowledge 

of the External World [1914]; Logical Atomism [1918]; Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy [1918]; Analysis of 

Mind [1921]; Outline of Philosophy [1927]; Analysis of Matter [1927]; Marriage and Morals [1929]; ABC of 

Relativity [1935 and 1958]; Inquiry into Meaning and Truth [1940]; History of Western Philosophy [1945]; Human 

Knowledge: Its Scope and Its Limits [1948]; Logic and Knowledge [1956]; Why I Am Not a Christian [1957]; 

Autobiography [1967 to 1969] 

He lived 1872 to 1970 and was neo-realist. In logic, he developed theories of types, classes, and descriptions, to 

distinguish between logical and grammatical proposition subjects. He invented method of stating problems in logical 

symbols {philosophical logic}, to transform ordinary language into propositions. He axiomatized counting numbers 

and logic {logicism, Russell}. 

Epistemology 

Philosophy is about meaning and therefore language and logic. Philosophy also uses science. "What science cannot 

tell us, mankind cannot know." 

Mathematics does not assert anything about physical world, only about logic and language. 

Mind can know mental facts based on language or logic {knowledge by description, Russell}. These facts can be 

true or false. Mind has special relation to certain mental objects such as perceptions, introspections, and certain 

memory types {knowledge by acquaintance, Russell}. These are not about truth. Knowledge by description depends on 

objects known by knowledge by acquaintance, which provides definitions and meanings by representation. 

Propositional functions form a hierarchy {proposition types}, based on variable and function categories. Variable 

type is one level below propositional-function type {theory of types, ramified} {ramified theory of types}. 

Propositional functions cannot apply to selves {theory of types, Russell}. Function types can be equivalent to first-

order functions {axiom of reducibility, Russell}. 

Existence, identity, and predication differ. Proper nouns identify individual things. Predicates identify object classes. 

Existence and description are separate and independent. Asserting existence {theory of descriptions} {descriptions 

theory} requires class descriptions of subject and predicate. Existences are not individual things, subjects, or predicates. 

Asserting quantification requires subjects or descriptions, not predicates. Quantifiers do not apply for all functions or 

types. Phrases like "the x" {definite description} indicate unique existence. Phrases like "an x" {indefinite description} 

indicate non-unique existence. 

Meaningful-proposition subjects can refer to objects that do not exist. Descriptions do not refer to anything, so 

knowledge does not need acquaintance. 

Numbers are classes of classes, and so mathematics can be a logical system. 

Sentence symbols {incomplete symbol} can have meaning only in context. 

All conditions define class {comprehension axiom}. This axiom is not consistent, because class can be about all 

things not in the class {Russell paradox, Russell}. Instead of "class", use the word "function" in these statements. 

People have innate postulates, allowing inferences. 

If statements change truth over time, change has happened. Something began or changed shape, size, position, or 

orientation. 

Beliefs, wants, and desires relate person to proposition {propositional attitude, Russell}. 

Appearances that radiate from objects go to minds and become sense-data, which are external to mind but 

phenomenal. Sense-data cause mental images, which are how appearances exist in nervous systems. Mental images can 

also arise from within mind. Sensed appearances relate to other appearances, so brain can distinguish them from 

unsensed appearances, which have no such relations. 

Intention objects are not mental objects but physical objects. 

People feel assent or dissent to belief content. 

Ethics 

Desire starts behavior, and satisfaction ends behavior. 

Metaphysics 

Reality is elementary predicates or sensations, which are either instantaneous or outside time {logical atomism, 

Russell}. Logical analysis can discover these logical atoms, which are independent and are neither physical nor mental 

{neutral monism, Russell}. Complex things, physical and mental, come from logical atoms by logical methods. Logical 

atoms radiate from physical event to cause appearances. 

However, negative statements, independence, and exclusion cause problems for logical atomism, as does the 

possibility of logical analysis for complex statements like beliefs. 



Mind 

Mind can acquaint with itself as subject {ego, Russell}. Mind is not the set of all received appearances. 

 

Behaviorism 

philosophic school 

USA/Russia 

1910 to 1970 

School included Ivan Pavlov, John B. Watson, and B. F. Skinner. 

 

Ralph Barton Perry [Perry, Ralph Barton] 

philosopher 

USA 

1912 to 1926 

New Realism [1912]; Present Philosophical Tendencies [1925]; General Theory of Value [1926] 

He lived 1876 to 1957 and started New Realism. Consciousness content is the same as consciousness object. Mind 

and brain are same. Anything conceived or perceived as outside mind is in mind. However, this cannot prove that 

nothing is outside mind {egocentric predicament}. 

 

Ludwig Josef Johann Wittgenstein [Wittgenstein, Ludwig Josef Johann] 

philosopher 

Germany/England 

1914 to 1951 

Tractatus Logico-philosophicus [1921]; Blue and Brown Books [1933 to 1935]; Remarks on the Foundations of 

Mathematics [1937 to 1944]; Culture and Value [1950]; On Certainty [1951]; Philosophical Investigations [1951] 

He lived 1889 to 1951 and was analytic philosopher. 

Epistemology 

Truth is about facts, not objects. 

Propositions about metaphysics, ethics, religion, aesthetics, logic, propositions, and essences cannot state truth. They 

have no meaning, because they are about things with variable meanings. Philosophy goals are to describe and to 

increase understanding. 

One thing is tautologically identical to itself, but two different things cannot be identical, and so identity cannot be 

relation {paradox of identity, Wittgenstein} {identity paradox, Wittgenstein}. Identity actually conjoins two 

propositions. 

Models of reality need as many elements and relations as reality. Proposition sets can have as many elements and 

relations as reality and can model reality {picture theory of meaning, Wittgenstein}. 

Actual language expresses mind's thoughts and intentions. Language description can clarify language usage. 

Language is not about experience. Grammar specifies how to use words {grammatical proposition}, not how world is. 

Language cannot explain thought structures or rules or prove them true or self-evident. No argument or appeal to other 

authority can prove the basic forms or ideas used in human activity or show they are self-evident. In all human 

activities, such as thinking, solving problems, or using language, people can distinguish correct from incorrect 

performance based solely on activity, not on verbal criteria or principles. 

Mathematics is a rule system for using transformations and relations to produce new values or statements. 

Fundamental logic and mathematics forms and ideas are about nature of thought. Logical propositions are tautological 

rules. Logical forms cannot have name or description and are inherent in reality. Language alone can reveal them. 

He described language game, family resemblance, and private language [Wittgenstein, 1953]. 

Language can be for shared social situations. People can agree about word meaning used in social situations, because 

they apply same words to same social situations and they realize they do so. The culture maintains social situations and 

so preserves word meaning. Meaning must be constant to allow people to communicate with others and themselves 

over time. Using language of social situations, people can communicate about what happens in minds, because same 

social situations shape mental images of perception words. 

Sentences about emotions or sense qualities refer to internal things. Sentences about perceptual or physical 

phenomena name public reference object. Sentences about pain and anger are only about mental phenomena and have 

no physical object but still have public criteria through shared social situations and have constant meaning. 

Like words, sentences have contingencies or applications that make them true and meaningful {truth-condition, 

Wittgenstein}. Using correct sentence structure determines truth and meaning, by determining truth-conditions. Truth 



and meaning do not depend on underlying thoughts. Mind can only assent to, dissent from, or abstain from thinking 

about sentences and applications. 

Factual statements are the most-common statements, and conditions that make factual statements true are the best-

understood statements. People judge other statement types in reference to factual statements, using assimilation or 

contrast. Factual statements represent the physical world but can also represent alternative possible worlds. Factual 

statement represents image. Factual statements should have same abstract form as the fact reported. Factual statements 

can express everything that people can say and so limit what people can imagine or conceive. Factual statement has 

sense. The sense of factual statements is what makes them true. Scrambled factual messages have no sense and are 

meaningless. Factual statements are truth assertions, because sense is about truth. Other statement types do not have 

sense but still can have meaning, by revealing physical-world or human-life features. 

Things people do or use can rest on doing and thinking methods and so are not knowledge or truth but are all there 

is. Mind does not have or follow definitions, templates, principles, or rules. Mind interprets what to do and applies 

behaviors and language in particular situations. Definitions, templates, principles, rules, and understanding follow from 

ability to apply word to situation. Templates are not accessible to others, so people cannot know meaning. Templates 

typically do not precisely conform to situations, so meaning is not clear or true. Templates can change without person 

or others being aware of change. Templates can be wrong. 

Interpretation is verbal and so itself can have interpretation. "If you can say, here is one hand, we'll grant you all the 

rest." 

 

Helmuth Plessner [Plessner, Helmuth] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1923 to 1941 

Unity of the Sense [1923]; Man and the Stages of the Organic [1929]; Laughter and Weeping [1941] 

He lived 1892 to 1985. 

 

Mikhail Bakhtin [Bakhtin, Mikhail] 

philosopher 

Leningrad, Russia 

1924 to 1975 

Problem of Content, Material and Form [1924]; Discourse in the Novel [1935]; Dialogic Imagination [1941]; Speech 

Genres [1979] 

He lived 1895 to 1975 and discussed dialogism and heteroglossia [Bakhtin, 1986] [Bakhtin, 1983]. 

 

Martin Heidegger [Heidegger, Martin] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1927 to 1935 

Being and Time [1927]; What Is Metaphysics? [1929]; Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics [1929]; Introduction to 

Metaphysics [1935] 

He lived 1889 to 1976, was atheist, founded existentialism, and was Sartre's and Hans-Georg Gadamer's teacher. 

Later, Heidegger became more pessimistic. 

Being and thinking are becoming lost {nihilism, Heidegger}, as science, logic, and technology progress. People need 

thinking and language, as in art and poetry {the turn}. 

Epistemology 

Philosophy must be careful to use correct terms and to explain why other terms are incorrect. 

Being itself causes errors in understanding, because many things are possible but only several actual. 

Communication concerns living being transmitting information about problem at moment. 

If something is true, people can understand it. False things do not have meaning. 

Ethics 

Present situations or problems require decision. Situation has social or problem context, people have goals or 

purposes, and tools and moods affect situation. One can act mechanically or freely. People must learn to act in these 

situations. 

People must come to accept the inevitability of death. This knowledge is motivation to action, and so death is cause 

from the future that can affect people in the present. 



Mind 

People's lives are not like things people use {Zuhandenheit} and are not like things entirely separate from people 

{Vorhandenheit}. People's lives are fundamental forms of being, in which they have social relations to live in 

communities and personal goals to meet needs. Living people, as being itself {dasein}, are non-physical existences 

{existenz} or life loci. 

People have identity gained from family and culture {authenticity}. People can understand this identity. 

Before life begins, people are nothing and after death will again be nothing, so nothingness focuses human ideas and 

concepts. 

Angst causes reflection. Then restless soul questions and so understands existence and thus accepts the pain and 

hopelessness of short life in limited universe. The soul takes resolute decision to assert its existence and essence and so 

determines its destiny itself. This is the meaning of being {sein, Heidegger}. Being depends on existence of people who 

understand its being. 

To gain understanding of being and self, which are hidden, deliberately obscure, or too familiar, requires a method 

{hermeneutics, Heidegger}. 

Politics 

Beings develop in societies. Social conventions and ideas from the past determine one's being. To find all 

possibilities of being and to understand development, people must study history. 

 

Herbert Feigl [Feigl, Herbert] 

philosopher 

Vienna, Austria/USA 

1929 to 1958 

Theory and Experience in Physics [1929]; 'Mental' and the 'Physical' [1958]; Concepts, Theories, and the Mind-

Body Problem [1958: with Michael Scriven] 

He lived 1902 to 1989, was logical positivist, studied mind-body problem, advocated neutral monism, and was 

member of Vienna Circle. 

 

Jean-Paul Sartre [Sartre, Jean-Paul] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1936 to 1969 

Transcendence of the Ego [1936]; Psychology of Imagination [1936]; Nausea [1938: novel]; Sketch for a Theory of 

Emotions [1939]; War Diaries [1939 to 1940]; Flies [1943: play]; Being and Nothingness [1943]; No Exit [1944: play]; 

On Genocide [1944]; Roads to Freedom [1945 to 1949]; Existentialism and Humanism [1945]; Age of Reason [1945: 

novel trilogy]; Respectful Prostitute [1952: play]; Search for a Method [1957]; Critique of Dialectical Reason [1960] 

He lived 1905 to 1980 and was existentialist. 

Epistemology 

Things {the absurd} can appear to be subject to reason, but in fact people cannot reason about them. The meaning of 

existence is such a subject. Reason alone also cannot guide one's choice of fundamental project. 

Repression is not possible, because conscious must be aware of what to repress at each instant. 

Self-knowledge is impossible, because people are not objects but agents. People can create belief, even if they know 

it is not true. 

Ethics 

The main emotion is anguish over life and existence. Moral choices are about how to resolve this anguish. 

Neither god nor nature provides moral authority {abandonment}. Moral authority comes only from people's choices. 

There is no fate. People shape destiny and are responsible for choices. 

One must choose to act. This is the human condition {la condition humaine}. Only people's actions have meaning. 

Choosing makes one free and creates one existence. Morality lies in making decision to act. Choosing to make no 

decision is self-deception or bad faith {mauvaise foi}. 

Self-essence reveals itself by asserting existence. Existence precedes essence. 

People often treat other people as objects, rather than subjects. 

People have one or more overall purposes {fundamental project}, which they freely chose. 

The imagination is free. 

Mind 

Understanding consciousness involves three existence or being categories. 1. Consciousness is conscious of objects 

other than itself {the in-itself}. In-itself exists only in consciousness but is not part of consciousness. It is an object of 



intention. It is non-physical and does not follow causal laws. In-itself is passive. 2. Consciousness can be conscious of 

itself as a different thing than in-itself {the for-itself}. The for-itself is separate from the in-itself and is not intentional. 

This self-consciousness {prereflective self-consciousness} is consciousness that there are intentions and the in-itself. 

For-itself is active. 3. People's bodies, characters, actions, and history exhibit a consciousness form that other people or 

same person can perceive as physical-world object {the for-others}. For-others relates its conscious body to other 

conscious bodies and relates its consciousness to its body. For-other and other for-other relations are perceptive, 

subjective, and affective and do not involve thought, knowledge, or cognition. 

No consciousness type is personal or related to ego. 

Mind has something inside {in-itself}, something for both {for-itself}, and something outside {for-others}. Because 

it is not in-itself, self-consciousness is nothingness, intention without object. As nothingness, self-consciousness causes 

questioning, imagining, being skeptical, denying, feeling detachment or delusion, and feeling need or lack. Therefore, 

self-consciousness has freedom. People are conscious of nothingness and freedom but often fear or do not accept them. 

Such people desire consciousness to be in-itself, rather than for-itself, and do not accept their real being. For-others 

often compete. Such relations oppose free action and so typically cause or involve conflict. Love, for example, can be a 

wish to possess another's freedom. Human relationships typically involve control of others and restrictions on freedom, 

so most human relationships eventually end. Human interactions involve so many factors that people cannot know 

them, and knowing them makes interactions impossible [Sartre, 1943]. 

Politics 

Preferences in ethics determine political values. 

At all human-life phases, from conception to death, something has power over individual {biopolitics}. Decisions 

taken for other people cannot have rational bases and are always questionable. 

Society builds institutions that restrict freedom and increase alienation. 

In coming into existence, driven by self or self-states, people's minds can go through transformations in which 

mental states appear abnormal. However, if transformations continue to completion, result can be clear and balanced 

mental state. Social contexts can help mentally ill people live independently. 

 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty [Merleau-Ponty, Maurice] 

philosopher 

Paris, France 

1942 to 1961 

Structure of Behavior [1942]; Phenomenology of Perception [1945]; Signs [1960]; Visible and the Invisible [1961] 

He lived 1907 to 1961, was existentialist, and opposed dualism. 

Epistemology 

Awareness of object has representation and has space, time, and other unrepresented features {horizon, awareness}. 

The horizon is necessary to perception, meaning, and understanding. 

Mind 

Ego or self is about body experience. Body experience is neither subject nor object. Self's essence or reality develops 

through actions. World is self's experiences. 

 

Karl Popper [Popper, Karl] 

philosopher 

Austria/Britain 

1945 to 1977 

Open Society and Its Enemies [1945]; Poverty of Historicism [1957]; Logic of Scientific Discovery [1959]; 

Conjectures and Refutations [1963]; Objective Knowledge [1972]; Self and Its Brain [1977: with John C. Eccles] 

He lived 1902 to 1994 and studied inductive logic. 

Epistemology 

Proving statements false {falsification, Popper} can gain knowledge. Hypotheses should be statements that are 

testable and falsifiable. Stronger tests can test strong hypothesis {corroboration}. This process can refine hypotheses 

{falsificationism} to approach truth {verisimilitude}. 

Observation or experiment cannot directly prove or falsify hypotheses, because subjective assumptions or previous 

knowledge, which can be wrong, always interpret evidence. Statistical induction is not reliable truth indicator. 

Hypotheses have strong support if they predict true but surprising results. 

Science uses falsifiable hypotheses. Pseudo-science uses falsified theories, such as Marxism, or theories that make 

no testable predictions, such as psychoanalysis. 

People cannot predict plans well. 



Mind 

Matter and mind are separate substances, and interact in synapses {interactionism, Popper}. Mind has units 

{psychon}. 

Politics 

Open societies criticize plans and rulers and can change them constructively. Closed societies are passive and accept 

status. History evolves according to rules and is deterministic {historicism, Popper}. Epochs have spirits or overall 

feelings {Zeitgeist}. 

 

Gilbert Ryle [Ryle, Gilbert] 

philosopher 

Britain 

1949 to 1979 

Concept of Mind [1949]; Dilemmas [1954]; Thinking and Meaning [1962]; Plato's Progress [1966]; Collected 

Papers [1971]; On Thinking [1979] 

He lived 1900 to 1976. 

Epistemology 

Philosophy should make language clear and find why some statements have no meaning or do not work in contexts. 

Statements have categories {statement types}. Knowledge can be about skill {knowing how} or about facts and events 

{knowing that} [1949]. Statements of one category often use contexts that require another category {category mistake, 

Ryle} {type error}. 

Words belong to categories {logical type} by usage {logical behavior}. Mental ideas mean what happens in behavior 

{operational behaviorism} or what disposes people to behave in way {logical behaviorism, Ryle}. Words can be about 

mental dispositions and feelings. Words can describe values. Words {achievement word} can be about mental 

processes or activities that have results, such as solving, detecting, and seeing. 

Words about mental processes can have different types. For example, people perform some mental processes and 

have skills, while some processes seem to just happen. Mental processes can have causes or antecedents, while others 

seem spontaneous. 

Pairs can require each other for meaning {polar concept}, like up or down and correctness or error. Because there 

can be error, people can be correct. 

However, this does not state when or where error or correctness was. Pairs, like finite and infinite, can have one 

member that has no reference. 

Mental-event descriptions describe agent possible actions and statements, not actual mental events. 

Thinking is acting in organized ways. 

Mind 

The idea that thinking things reside inside bodies or minds {ghost in the machine, Ryle} is ridiculous. Mind-brain 

dualism does not exist, because statements about minds are not statements about matter. Mental states are dispositions 

{reactive disposition} to behave in specific ways {dispositional analysis}. Mental states are not substances but 

substance processes. 

If will causes voluntary actions, and will is voluntary, will has infinite regress. 

 

Peter F. Strawson [Strawson, Peter F.] 

philosopher 

England 

1950 to 1996 

On Referring [1950: in Mind]; Introduction to Logical Theory [1952]; Individuals [1959 and 1963]; Bounds of 

Sense [1966]; Logico-Linguistic Papers [1971]; Freedom and Resentment [1974]; Subject and Predicate in Logic and 

Grammar [1974]; Skepticism and Naturalism [1985]; Mental Reality [1996] 

He lived 1919 to ? and associate with Quine. 

Epistemology 

All particulars are individuals. Individuals can be particular spatial objects, with identity. Individuals can be non-

particulars, like properties, numbers, and statements. Statements are non-particular and have context. Sentences and 

descriptions refer to particular objects, such as statements in which "The" and "That" can interchange. Concepts can 

depend on or refer to other concepts. 



Mind 

Experience is a mental-state series {pearl view, Strawson}. Self is new each time. Introspection shows that 

consciousness alternates with unconsciousness. There is no personality or agent. Neural processes have mental as well 

as non-mental properties. Experiences depend on persons or selves {no-ownership theory, Strawson}. 

 

Hans-Georg Gadamer [Gadamer, Hans-Georg] 

philosopher 

Heidelberg, Germany 

1960 to 1986 

Truth and Method [1960]; Idea of the Good in Platonic-Aristotelian Philosophy [1978]; Relevance of the Beautiful 

and Other Essays [1986] 

He lived 1900 to 2002 and studied under Heidegger. 

Epistemology 

Understanding differs from explanation and depends on culture. People should be aware of culture and how it affects 

their understanding of world and themselves. Understanding is in the present. 

Realizing factors involved in understanding allows understanding to be as correct as possible {authentic}. 

In studying and understanding, it is important to know writing style, intended audience, problem, and social and 

historical context {hermeneutics, Gadamer}. 

Mind 

The life-world is social. 

 

Thomas Kuhn [Kuhn, Thomas] 

philosopher 

USA 

1962 to 1970 

Structure of Scientific Revolutions [1962 and 1970] 

He lived 1922 to 1996. 

Epistemology 

Scientists unconsciously use assumption, theory, and concept paradigms for developed sciences. Before 

development, science {preparadigmatic stage} has no paradigm. When competing paradigms become incompatible 

{incommensurability}, the paradigm alters. Two paradigms can exist at same time, because current observations cannot 

decide between them. Then a science revolution happens. 

History has two aspects, one factual and the other myth {double truth, Kuhn}, which situation winner determines. 

History and personality affect truths and objects {dirty hands}. Earlier-time scientist independence can amalgamate 

with current-time big science {syncretism}. 

 

Wilfred F. Sellars [Sellars, Wilfred F.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1963 

Science, Perception and Reality [1963] 

He lived 1912 to 1989 and was functionalist. 

 

Jacques Derrida [Derrida, Jacques] 

philosopher 

Algeria/Paris, France 

1967 to 1982 

Of Grammatology [1967]; Speech and Phenomena and Other Essays on Husserl's Theory of Signs [1967]; Margins 

of Philosophy [1972]; Glas [1974]; Post Card [1980] 

He lived 1930 to 2004 and studied language relative to philosophy. He analyzed and criticized texts based on ideas 

about language relativity {deconstruction, Derrida}. His criticism contrasted with that of Roland Barthes. 

Epistemology 

Spoken and written symbols are physical and arbitrary. Spoken and written symbols are always in context. Because 

meanings differ in context, meaning can be unobtainable {undecidability, meaning}. As speech or writing progresses, 

sign meaning changes slightly {différence}, as context changes. Thus, signs cannot know consciousness or truth. 

Speech expresses mental thoughts {logocentric}, and writing is secondary. 



Philosophy depends on opposite-concept pairs, such as soul-body, which are not useful or real but are only about 

language use. 

Mind 

The Other must contrast with the Self. This idea was against the idea of Emmanuel Levinas that the Other is 

absolute. 

 

Hilary Putnam [Putnam, Hilary] 

philosopher 

USA 

1967 to 1992 

Psychological Predicates [1967]; Mind, Language, and Reality [1975]; Meaning and the Moral Sciences [1978]; 

Reason, Truth and History [1981]; Philosophy of Mathematics [1983: with Paul Benacerraf]; Realism and Reason 

[1983]; Many Faces of Realism [1987]; Representation and Reality [1988]; Realism with a Human Face [1990]; 

Renewing Philosophy [1992] 

He lived 1926 to ?, was first logical positivist, and was Carnap's student. Quine, Wittgenstein, and Nelson Goodman 

influenced him. 

Epistemology 

People should not judge beliefs individually, but only as whole system {holism, Putnam}. Senses and facts cannot be 

the basis of knowledge. Knowledge requires brains that communicate. 

Brain {brain in a vat} can know, by electrochemical input alone, everything people know, so it is impossible to 

prove existence of external world. 

People react to natural occurrences to establish conscious linguistic responses {causal theory of reference, Putnam}. 

Mental states, representing ideas, cause linguistic responses. Linguistic responses report mental state using signs. 

Response pattern depends on similarity or relation represented by mental state, which people do not necessarily 

consciously know. Because mental states vary widely, natural occurrence can have incompatible explanations. 

Skepticism refutes itself, because its thoughts have different meaning than ordinary thoughts. 

Relativity requires that past, present, and future have no real distinction among them. 

People think and speak based on how experts use words {externalism, Putnam}. 

Mind 

Mental states are computations {functionalism, Putnam}, and mind is relations between beliefs, desires, memories, 

and all mental states. This was his early thinking, which he criticized later. Minds know objects using mental tools 

{internal realism}. 

 

David M. Armstrong [Armstrong, David M.] 

philosopher 

Australia 

1968 to 1989 

Bodily Sensations [1962]; Materialist Theory of Mind [1968]; Universals and Scientific Realism, Volume I: 

Nominalism and Realism [1978]; Nature of Mind and Other Essays [1980]; What Is a Law of Nature [1983]; 

Consciousness and Causality [1984: with Norman Malcolm]; Universals [1989]; Combinatorial Theory of Possibility 

[1989] 

He lived 1926 to ? and was Australian materialist and functionalist. 

Mind 

Mental processes are brain states and interact causally with body {central-state materialism, Armstrong}. 

 

Jürgen Habermas [Habermas, Jürgen] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1968 to 1989 

Knowledge and Human Interests [1968]; Theory of Communicative Action [1984 and 1989]; Philosophical 

Discourse of Modernity [1987] 

He lived 1929 to ?, was of Frankfurt School, and was Adorno's pupil. 

Epistemology 

People can study texts by considering social, historical, and textual contexts. People can reach true consensus about 

text. Free public debate can achieve such consensus. 



Ideologies depend on power structures and slow social change. Ideologies have weak foundations {ideological 

critique}. 

Mind 

The life-world is social. 

 

John R. Searle [Searle, John R.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1969 to 1997 

Speech Acts [1969]; Minds, Brains, and Programs [1980]; Intentionality [1983]; Minds, Brains, and Science [1984]; 

Rediscovery of the Mind [1992]; Mystery of Consciousness [1997]; Mind: A Brief Introduction [2004] 

He lived 1932 to ?. 

Epistemology 

People's minds have intentions, which make meaning and language. Speech acts are rule-governed behavior, with 

roles and laws. There is strong AI and weak AI. After receiving grammatical string of Chinese characters as input, 

people who do not know Chinese language can use algorithm or lookup table to send grammatical and meaningful 

string of Chinese characters as output {Chinese Room example}. System of man and lookup table can pass Turing test 

but does not have real understanding of Chinese. Symbols and grammar must relate to representation to have meaning 

{symbol grounding problem}. 

However, people must be able to perform such complex algorithms, using many underlying brain skills, including 

learning and memory. People must recognize Chinese characters in strings, put such characters in series, and follow 

many-ruled algorithm. To use algorithm, people must know language. Recognizing patterns is an algorithm part and 

means one knows symbols and representation. Perhaps, whole system understands because it must be complex and 

integrate many subprocesses, so understanding emerges. Perhaps, it needs causal relations to outside world. Perhaps, it 

needs brain-simulation program. 

Mind 

Neurological activity causes all mental phenomena {biological naturalism}. Mental phenomena and conscious states 

emerge from neurons and their processes. Minds have subjective essence. Sense qualities are elements of a field {total 

conscious field} that unifies conscious experience. 

 

Daniel C. Dennett [Dennett, Daniel C.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1969 to 2003 

Content and Consciousness [1969]; Brainstorms [1981]; Intentional Stance [1987]; Consciousness Explained [1991]; 

Darwin's Dangerous Idea [1995]; Kinds of Minds [1996]; Brainchildren [1998]; Freedom Evolves [2003] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

Epistemology 

People can explain system if they assume that system is rational and has beliefs and goals {intentional stance}. They 

can look at physical, chemical, and biological processes {physical stance}. They can look at system structure, design, 

or algorithm {design stance}. Factual statements can substitute equivalent phrases for each other. Intentional statements 

are not true under substitution, because belief, knowledge, expectation, want, recognition, understanding, imagining are 

about specific ideas, not semantic meanings. 

Brains {Darwin Machine} can recognize patterns, activate available behavior patterns, and select patterns through 

competition. Patterns are in neuron populations and can change. 

Patterns that require extensive processing receive attention and so become conscious. Experiences report brain-

activity results or output. In given situations, researchers can ask people to report their experiences, observe their 

behavior, or analyze their brains. Researcher can build story about their experiences {heterophenomenology, Dennett}. 

Mind 

Brain is network with many pathways that make many reactions to input {Multiple Drafts}, one of which is for 

consciousness. Human brains create histories, which revolve around same brain {center of narrative gravity}. Brains 

and memes have co-evolved, so brain parallel architecture {Joycean machine} simulates serial processing used by 

memes. This simulation is self. 

Dreams are saved-narratives rerun during sleep {cassette theory}. 

People naturally feel that they can imagine philosophical zombies {zombic hunch}, because they think experiences 

are separate from matter. 



 

Donald Davidson [Davidson, Donald] 

philosopher 

USA 

1970 to 1984 

Mental Events [1970]; Essays on Actions and Events [1980]; Inquiries into Truth and Interpretation [1984] 

He lived 1917 to ? and developed a meaning theory. 

Epistemology 

For first-order languages, sentence truth is provable from semantic sentence-part relations. All languages can 

transform into first-order language, for sentence-truth clarity. This allows speakers to have truth-theory. First-order 

language meaning depends on truth-conditions. 

Language interpretation or translation should use universally true and neutral beliefs and references, to minimize 

errors and falsehoods. 

Intention, such as belief, is a mental state in which contrast forms. Speakers speak intentionally. 

Causality is only physical, with no mental component, and follows physical law. 

People can describe and imagine objects. People can understand and report events. Objects and events are 

independent. 

Mind 

Mental processes are physical processes, because they have relation laws, which can only be about physical events. 

However, mental states are not physical states and physical states cannot describe them {anomalous monism, 

Davidson}. 

 

Thomas Nagel [Nagel, Thomas] 

philosopher 

USA 

1970 to 1991 

Possibility of Altruism [1970]; What Is It Like To Be a Bat? [1974]; Mortal Questions [1979]; View from Nowhere 

[1986]; What Does It All Mean? [1987]; Equality and Partiality [1991] 

He lived 1937 to ?. Consciousness is subjective experience. Organisms are conscious if and only if there are mental 

phenomena {something it is like} to be that organism. Subjective experience has one viewpoint, unlike objective 

physical theory. 

 

Richard Rorty [Rorty, Richard] 

philosopher 

USA 

1979 to 1982 

Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature [1979]; Consequences of Pragmatism [1982] 

He lived 1931 to 2007. Wilfred Sellars and Quine influenced him. Truths, and objective or transcendental 

judgments, do not exist. Only beliefs exist, and they can be close to truth. Such truth depends on social context {neo-

pragmatism, Rorty}. Intentions and mental states do not correspond to physical brain states {eliminative materialism, 

Rorty}. Folk psychology is not the way brain works. 

 

Paul M. Churchland [Churchland, Paul M.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1979 to 1995 

Scientific Realism and the Plasticity of Mind [1979]; Matter and Consciousness [1984]; Neurocomputational 

Perspective [1989]; Engine of Reason, The Seat of the Soul [1995: Fusion Net] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

Epistemology 

People use terms such as desires, intentions, and reasons {folk psychology}, but scientific terms must replace these 

terms {eliminativism}. 

Mind 

Consciousness uses short-term memory, does not need sensory input, changes attention, interprets input, disappears 

in deep sleep, reappears in dreaming, and unifies senses. Conscious states involve changing attention, representing 

inputs, using concepts, combining attention and perception in short-term memory, and processing over time {dynamical 



profile approach}. Consciousness can be conscious of all representations, not just self-representations or high-level 

representations. Brain uses recurrent neural networks for attention and memory. 

 

Ted Honderich [Honderich, Ted] 

philosopher 

England 

1980 to 1999 

Violence for Equality [1980]; Theory of Determinism [1988]; Mind and Brain [1988]; Punishment [1989]; 

Conservatism [1990]; Oxford Companion to Philosophy [1999: editor] 

He lived 1933 to ?. Brain-mind mental and physical states function together, pair one to one-or-many, cause brain 

and body behavior, and affect mind {union theory}. 

 

Austen Clark [Clark, Austen] 

philosopher 

England 

1980 to 2000 

Psychological Models and Neural Mechanisms [1980]; Sensory Qualities [1993]; Theory of Sentience [2000] 

 

Fred I. Dretske [Dretske, Fred I.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1981 to 1995 

Knowledge and the Flow of Information [1981]; Explaining Behavior: Reasons in a World of Causes [1988]; 

Naturalizing the Mind [1995] 

He lived 1932 to ?. 

Epistemology 

Beliefs are information about relations. People know relations by differences and similarities among related 

scenarios {relevant alternative}. 

Mental states represent beliefs about external events. 

Learning acts are the basis of representations. Learning links external events and internal natural indicators {natural 

sign, Dretske}. Natural signs are mental phenomena, personal experiences, and actions, not abstract or arbitrary 

symbols. In learning, representational system gathers information from environmental events to make new algorithms. 

Learning is not just sensitizing, habituating, or setting algorithm parameters. 

Mental-state pattern or structure {belief, Dretske} influences neural events and provides reasons to perform 

behaviors {structuring cause} and so causes action {triggering event} that leads directly to behavior {structural-cause 

theory}. 

 

Derek Parfit [Parfit, Derek] 

philosopher 

England 

1984 

Reasons and Persons [1984] 

He lived 1942 to ?. Self does not exist. Personal identity is just grouped personal characteristics {bundle theory, 

Parfit}. Theories {ego theory} can posit souls or selves. Personal choices can affect particular people {person-affecting 

principle}, possibly making those people worse off. Ethical choices are about particular people affected by particular 

action, as well as general considerations. Self-interest does not exist. 

 

William G. Lycan [Lycan, William G.] 

philosopher 

England 

1984 to 1996 

Logical Form and Natural Language [1984]; Consciousness [1987]; Judgment and Justification [1988]; 

Consciousness and Experience [1996] 

He invented semantics based on truth conditions. Explanation is justifiable if it increases beliefs or makes simpler, 

more powerful, more fruitful, or more complete and consistent explanations, inferences, or hypotheses for the whole or 

a larger data set {explanationism}. 



 

Patricia S. Churchland [Churchland, Patricia S.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1986 to 2002 

Neurophilosophy [1986]; Brain-Wise: Studies in Neurophilosophy [2002] 

She lived 1943 to ? and is eliminative materialist. 

 

Michael Tye [Tye, Michael] 

philosopher 

USA 

1995 

Ten Problems of Consciousness [1995] 

Consciousness is representational. Mental representations that are poised, are abstract, are non-conceptual, and have 

intentional content are conscious {PANIC theory}. Poise means that it can affect beliefs and thoughts. Abstract means 

that it is a code or symbol, not just a physical thing. Non-conceptual means that it is specific and continuous, not a 

concept or category. Intentional content means that it represents external or internal object or event. 

 

Ned Block [Block, Ned] 

philosopher 

USA 

1995 to 2003 

On a confusion about a function of consciousness [1995]; What is Functionalism? [1996]; Nature of Consciousness: 

Philosophical Debates [1997: with Owen Flanagan and Güven Güzeldere, editors] 

He lived 1942 to ?. 

Mind 

What happens if individuals in China physically perform same algorithm used by conscious people {Chinese nation 

example} {China brain example}. Does chess machine that uses lookup table to know all best moves in all positions 

have intelligence? Does robot with all human behaviors have intelligence? Can qualia be missing or interchanged? 

Sense qualities and experiences are a consciousness type {phenomenal consciousness, Block} (p-consciousness). 

Mental representations, used for rational thoughts and actions, are a consciousness type {access consciousness, Block} 

(a-consciousness). Access consciousness is under conscious control and includes self-consciousness, creativity, 

discrimination, generalization, and behavior flexibility. 

 

Susan Hurley [Hurley, Susan] 

philosopher 

England 

1998 

Consciousness in Action [1998] 

Consciousness does not lie between perception and behavior {classical sandwich} but actively binds perception, 

behavior, body, and environment {dynamical singularity}. 

 

Nigel J. T. Thomas [Thomas, Nigel J. T.] 

philosopher 

USA 

2003 to 2005 

Mental Imagery [2005] 

Opening refrigerators turns light on and it always comes on, so you think that it is always on, but it really goes off 

when door closes {refrigerator light illusion}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science 

 

political science 

Groups involve power, rule, and authority {political science}|. 

questions 

How can groups have justice? How can laws maintain peace, stability, justice, and equality? 



Which coercions can people use and when? 

What rights and autonomy do people have, compared to need for community? When is it right to disobey? Why are 

there political obligations? Which property rights are best? 

What balance of efficiency and equity is best? What balance of equity and liberty is best? 

Which institutions are best? How can leaders best serve public? 

How can power be effective and still have checks and balances? 

Which state or society gives best relation between society and individual? 

What is origin, purpose, or destiny of states or societies? Do states or societies evolve? 

topics 

Politics topics are authority, autonomy, class, coercion, collective responsibility, common good, consent, contract, 

equality, equity, justice, law, liberty, obligations, order, power, private, property, public, public interest, punishment, 

representation, revolution, rights, society, sovereignty, state, violence, voting, war, welfare, and well-being. Topics 

include good society and government, society and government processes, civilization growth, and prediction. 

laws 

Statements define rights and duties of citizens and other people. 

values 

Political values are about preferences, such as democratic or dictatorial and stability or change. People have feelings 

about war, peace, equality, and freedom. Attitudes toward political institutions depend on how institutions affect 

personal or general welfare. Revelation, intuition, reason, experience, or prophet teachings can determine political 

values. 

conflict 

Political-system members have some goals in common, but most goals differ, causing conflict. Government must 

resolve simple and complex conflicts. Conflicts also happen when people violate norms, threaten violence, or are third 

parties. 

 

politics 

People can study nature and purposes of state, government, laws, power, rights, duties, and sovereignty {politics}. 

 

geopolitics 

People study how geography affects international politics {geopolitics}. 

 

ideology 

Values {ideology, politics}| justify government systems, political goals, and/or leaders. Members accept political-

system justification, leadership standards, system organization, and government-operation theory {official ideology} 

{reigning ideology}. Ideologies change. 

 

utopism 

People can imagine ideal states {utopism}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>People 

 

citizen 

Political systems have members {citizen}. Other people {non-citizen} can live in same community but not be 

political-system members. 

 

nobility 

In monarchies, people {nobility} can have hereditary and/or life titles. In England, the king or queen, and princes 

and princesses, are royalty. Non-royal titles descend as duke/duchess, marquess/marquessa (marquis/marquise), 

earl/countess (count/countess), viscount/viscountess, and baron/baroness. Life peers can be only barons or baronesses. 

Honorary non-noble titles descend as baronet/baronetess, knight/dame, and esquire. A baronet's wife is a lady, a 

knight's wife is a dame, and an esquire's wife may be a lady. England has the Prince of Wales and the Dukes of York, 

Kent, Gloucester, Cornwall, and Edinburgh. 

 

political party 

Groups {political party} can engage in seeking power. 

 



parasitic organization 

Most organizations derive from ideas shared by members and can exist independently of other groups or society. 

Society groups {parasitic organization} can depend on other groups or whole society for money and influence. Parasitic 

organizations derive from wants or ideas of people in other groups. 

examples 

Drug traffickers, organized crime, religious and other cults, and terror organizations are parasites on society. 

effects 

They gain money and/or power from others' wrong, illegal, or immoral ideas. They pose dangers to society because 

they are outside society and because they increase wrong, illegal, or immoral ideas. 

defenses 

To counter parasitic organizations, society must remove demand for satisfying wrong, illegal, or immoral wants or 

ideas. Perhaps, alternative ideas or activities work. Perhaps, society can satisfy wrong, illegal, or immoral wants or 

ideas, because alternatives are worse. Retaliation and punishment typically make remaining parasitic-group members 

more aggressive and more group oriented. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>People>Attitudes 

 

left wing 

People can be liberal {left wing}. 

 

right wing 

People can be conservative {right wing}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>People>Feeling 

 

militant 

People {militant} can belong to ideological groups or be political agitators. 

 

moderate 

People {moderate} can be pragmatic and reasonable negotiators. 

 

radical person 

People {radical, person} {extremist} can advocate swift and violent change. 

 

conservatism 

Objective or traditional standards exist for living {conservatism}|. People cannot and should not freely choose their 

style and behavior. 

 

liberalism 

Individuals, and their freedoms and purposes, can be more important than states {liberalism}| {liberal democracy}. 

principles 

No objective standards for living exist, except to allow others equal freedom. People can freely choose styles and 

behaviors. Human autonomy is itself worthy. Freedom leads to the most experimentation and so to truth, while 

restriction only leads to pain and conflict. Forcing people to live certain ways is against psychology and causes revolt, 

but freedom brings tolerance. 

requirements 

Liberalism requires ability to choose, education, freedom, available choices, diverse society, virtue, and fulfillment 

of duties based on sacrifice, not on social bonds. 

effects 

Liberalism can erode family and community. Liberalism can promote associations that are good for people, rather 

than only traditional. 

history 

Liberalism began when state separated from church and allowed religious freedom and later other freedoms. As 

societies became more diverse, they removed controls from unregulatable things. Liberalism arose as capitalism, 

competition, markets, and individual consumers replaced community structures and their mutual obligations, caste 

systems, totalitarianism, and religious values. 



 

fundamentalism in politics 

People can want to return to previous ideals and practices {fundamentalism, politics}. Fundamentalism can be 

reaction to complexity and control loss. Revulsion over immorality, excess, and overbearingness can cause it. Need to 

maintain tradition to preserve personal, group, or national identity can cause it. Believing that people are bad and need 

controls can cause it. It can be a way to endure poverty. 

Violent fundamentalism is not the same as fundamentalism. Violence is about power, insults to dignity, and 

desecration. 

 

chauvinism 

National identity can be the highest political and moral good {chauvinism, feeling}|, so nation has no limits relative 

to other nations. 

 

patriotism 

Political-system members can feel national pride, and loyalty to nation {nationalism} {patriotism}|. Citizens defend 

and uphold nation. Perhaps, national character, built from shared language, religion, culture, and history, exists. 

Nationalism puts nation as highest good or object. 

Communication networks and trade networks contribute to patriotism. Patriotism increases during wars over 

boundaries or in defense. Stronger central government favors patriotism. Educational system, one language, and one 

culture tend to increase patriotism. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Actions 

 

freedom 

People can be able to take action {freedom}|. Other people are unable to restrict action. Societies typically allow 

people to control their labor and property. Human autonomy is itself worthy. Freedom leads to the most 

experimentation and so to truth, while restriction only leads to pain and conflict. Forcing people to live certain ways is 

against psychology and causes revolt, but freedom brings tolerance. Societies provide more abilities for action but also 

more restrictions on actions. 

 

indifference in politics 

People can have no interest in politics {indifference, politics}. Indifference results if expected rewards and influence 

are low and have low probability, or if everything is already good. Most people are indifferent. 

 

rising expectations 

Underdeveloped countries have increased demand for industrialization and wealth {rising expectations}, as they 

communicate with other nations. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Actions>Discrimination 

 

discrimination 

Behavior toward people can be different {discrimination against people}, based on factors unrelated to goals or 

activities. Minorities typically face unjust and unequal treatment. 

 

Jim Crow 

Communities can discriminate against and segregate black people {Jim Crow}|. 

 

poll tax 

People can have to pay {poll tax}| polling place before voting. 

 

pogrom 

Leaders can hire thugs to beat people and rob homes and shops {pogrom}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Actions>Money 

 



junket as trip 

Politicians can receive free trips {junket, trip}| from people. 

 

patronage 

People with political power can give government jobs to friends and relatives {patronage}|. 

 

pork barrel 

Government projects can benefit only few legislator constituents {pork barrel}. 

 

slush fund 

Politicians and businessmen can keep money {slush fund}| for private purposes, with no regular accounting. 

 

spoils system 

Political winners can give patronage {spoils system}|. 

 

war chest 

Politicians can accumulate money {war chest} for use in political campaigns. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Actions>Negotiation 

 

compromise in politics 

People can mutually adjust goals to reach agreement {compromise, politics}. Discussion, communication, and 

information availability aid compromise. Political parties compromise more. Legislatures compromise more. 

Conditions can favor compromise. Parties already agree about most things. Conflict has been short. Conflict does not 

affect other conflicts. Economy is good. Mutual adjustment happened in the past. Both groups have equal power in 

general. Groups are moderate, rather than militant. 

 

deadlock 

Power struggles can continue, with no conflict resolution and no behavior changes {deadlock}. Poor negotiation 

skills or poor communication causes deadlock. Both parties can believe no change is better than proposed changes. 

Mutual adjustment typically does not work if conflict is over norms, is widespread, or is about alternatives that are too 

far apart. 

 

logrolling 

Legislators can trade votes {logrolling}| to pass two laws. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Actions>Policy 

 

policy of politics 

Politicians have principles {policy} guiding actions. 

 

iron curtain 

Nations can have barriers {iron curtain} to travel and communication. 

 

jingoism 

People can feel chauvinism and aggression {jingoism}|. 

 

manifest destiny 

The idea that USA should stretch from sea to sea {manifest destiny}| started in 1845. 

 

rule of law 

Judicial and legal procedures follow standards {rule of law}| and encourage human rights, negotiated settlements, 

minimal force, moral authority, and orderly society. 

 



security in politics 

Governments try to minimize hostile-force disruptions {security, politics}. Inconvenience, time, expense, and 

obtrusiveness can disrupt security. Security failures have costs. Time, money, and social factors determine security 

costs. Citizen and security-personnel training can minimize inconvenience, time, expense, and obtrusiveness and 

maximize security. Intelligence gathering can open possibilities for information abuses and data-obtaining methods. 

 

taxation 

Governments can obtain revenue by taking sales, property, income, wealth, estate, windfall, or value-added 

percentages {taxation}|. Only taxation provides government revenue. 

purposes 

Taxation provides money for defense, security, law enforcement, fire containment, ambulance, health services, 

public health, courts, legislatures, executive branch, foreign affairs, roads, transportation infrastructure, utilities, 

education, employment services, welfare programs, environmental programs, agriculture services, business services, 

regulation, and housing. 

comparison 

Governments can require fees, duties, and licenses, which typically cover administration expenses. 

fairness 

Taxation fairness requires that taxation has no loopholes. Fairness can require that people pay same marginal 

amounts. Fairness can require that people pay for what they get. Fairness does not require that people pay equal shares. 

Regressive taxes, such as property tax, sales tax, and value-added taxes, cannot be fair, because they do not account for 

people's ability to pay or for government value. Progressive taxes, such as income tax and wealth tax, can be fair. 

Progressive taxation can use people's income and consumption to determine fair taxation. 

tax collection 

Ideally, tax collection can require no work by citizens. Perhaps, people have accounts with governments. Taxes go 

into accounts, for government services and social-insurance programs. Government tracks money use, is accountable 

for investments, and provides high return rates. When people retire, have no job, or have disability, accounts send 

money to people and track expenses. Perhaps, no person just receives government money. Welfare recipients, for 

example, can have formal debts to governments. Governments are more accountable and can track policy effects better. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government 

 

government 

Authorities {government}| make and administer laws and have political offices. 

authority 

Governments need legitimate claims to authority. 

comparative government 

Governments differ in leaders, economic systems, political rights, and ideology. 

consent to have government 

Government assumes that society's people consent to state or community polity, voluntarily, knowledgeably, and 

decisively. Communities have allegiance oaths. People consent if they vote or do not leave. However, most people do 

not realize they consented. Perhaps, one's ancestors consented to losing some rights to gain security or other rights 

{social contract theory}, and people today honor that contract. Freely entered unwritten agreements to exchange 

something for something else, for mutual benefit, can be bases for social organizations. Democratic societies in which 

people are free and equal can depend on social contracts. However, most people are not aware of such contracts. Most 

likely, citizens have formed citizenship habits by socialization. 

law 

Law is not just ruler decrees. People that have obligations under law must have consented to laws. Laws can be good 

and correct for situations and participants. Laws can be unjust. Laws can be forms of force. Laws can be for community 

good, not for rulers. Will and reason make and obey laws. Legal decisions use legal and cultural history, morals, and 

current facts to interpret law. 

types 

Political-system classifications depend on location, geographical area, population, legal system, legal code, ethical 

codes, religious codes, or wealth. Political systems depend on who rules. 

 



political system 

Most human groups {political system} involve power, rule, and authority. Political systems have interacting political 

institutions {political process}. Political systems differ in legitimacy, leadership, authority, number, independence, and 

influences. 

 

states' rights 

States of unions or confederations can retain rights {states' rights}| that unions or confederations do not have. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Ideas 

 

political realism 

Sovereigns do not have moral or other constraints on international relations, except to defend nation and people 

{political realism}. Spying, warring, killing, and other actions are correct if necessary to fulfill obligations. 

 

ruling elite hypothesis 

Unified influential minorities always rule political systems {ruling elite hypothesis}. However, this hypothesis is not 

true, because political leaders always conflict. 

 

compact theory 

Government rules by governed's consent {compact theory}, an idea from ancient Greece. 

 

social contract 

States result from contracts {social contract, government}| that express collective group will to provide government 

services for the common interest. Perhaps, one's ancestors consented to losing some rights to gain security or other 

rights, and people today honor that contract. However, most people are not aware of such contracts. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Tribe 

 

matriarchy 

Tribes can have rule by mother {matriarchy}|. 

 

patriarchy 

Tribes can have rule by father {patriarchy}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Branch 

 

government branch 

Governments have administration, legislature, and judiciary {government branch}. 

 

judicial branch 

Government branches {judicial branch}| can determine and interpret laws and their consequences. Judges preside 

over courts, in which they interpret laws and assign punishments for breaking laws. Higher courts hear appeals from 

lower courts. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Branch>Executive 

 

executive branch 

Presidents lead nations and administrations, or prime ministers elected by ruling party lead governments, or both 

{executive branch}|. Executive branch carries out laws. 

 

office of government 

Political systems have political roles or positions {office}, which enforce, create, or interpret laws. 

 

pocket veto 

Leaders can refuse to sign legislation and so prevent enactment {pocket veto}|. 

 



SOCI>Political Science>Government>Branch>Executive>People 

 

cabinet of executive 

Administrations include ministers {cabinet, government}| for government functions: foreign affairs, defense, health, 

education, welfare, commerce, internal affairs, agriculture, justice and law, treasury, transportation, police, intelligence, 

housing, cities, post office, and utilities. 

 

civil service government 

Salaried people {civil service}| can work to execute policies and laws in the executive branch. Civil service is not 

military, judicial, or legislative. 

 

commission plan 

City government can have equal commissioners elected from districts or at-large {commission plan}. 

 

mayoralty 

Cities have mayor's offices {mayoralty}|. 

 

president 

A person {president}| elected by popular vote can lead a nation and administration. 

 

prime minister 

A person {prime minister}| elected by ruling party can lead a government and administration. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Branch>Legislative 

 

legislative branch 

Government branches {legislative branch}| {legislature} can make laws. Congresses or parliaments can have one or 

two houses, such as Senate and House of Representatives. 

 

electoral college 

Elected officials can meet {electoral college}| to vote for nation's leader. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Branch>Legislative>Representative 

 

representative 

Congresses or parliaments can have people {representative}| {legislator} elected from nation, state, county, or city 

districts. People can speak and act for groups. 

 

at-large 

Representatives can be from whole nation, state, county, or city {at-large}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Branch>Legislative>Procedure 

 

gag rule 

Legislative rules {gag rule} can limit or stop debate. 

 

senatorial courtesy 

Senators can defer to colleagues who request the floor {senatorial courtesy}|. 

 

smoke-filled room 

Back rooms {smoke-filled room} are where legislators make deals. 

 

unit rule 

One candidate or law can receive all group votes or delegates {unit rule}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Branch>Legislative>Procedure>Parliamentary 



 

parliamentary procedure 

A parliament has rules of operation {parliamentary procedure} {legislative procedure} {rules of order}. 

Parliamentary procedure describes how to use main motions and their secondary motions, such as subsidiary motions, 

incidental motions, and privileged motions. Parliamentary procedure also describes how to use resolutions. It also 

describes nominating, voting, disciplining, appealing, paying dues, and drafting organization constitutions, charters, 

and bylaws. Parliamentary procedure typically allows majority rule while addressing minority concerns. 

 

adjournment 

A motion can be to end the current session {adjournment}. It has precedence over the current main motion. A 

motion for adjournment include the time and place of the next meeting. 

 

amendment of motion 

A parliament member can request an additional section to a motion {amendment, motion} for discussion. It is a 

secondary and subsidiary motion. 

 

approve the minutes 

The chair or members can approve or correct the summary of the previous meeting {approve the minutes}. 

 

bill as proposed law 

A parliament member can introduce a proposed law {bill, law} for discussion and vote. 

 

call the question 

A parliament member can ask for immediate voting {call the question} {move the previous question} on the current 

motion. It has precedence over the current motion. 

 

call to order 

The chair can begin the session {call to order}. 

 

cloture 

Legislatures can end debate and vote {cloture}|. 

 

committee report 

A committee chair can report committee activities {committee report}. 

 

filibuster 

A parliament member can hold the floor and speak at length against a bill {filibuster}. 

 

gavel 

The chair has a wooden hammer {gavel} and pad. One tap means that meeting has adjourned, a business item has 

completed, or members should sit (after an opening ceremony). Two taps means call to order. Three taps means that all 

members should stand (on the third tap). Four or more short taps means attend to the chair and restore order. 

 

motion 

A parliament member can request an action {motion, law}| {making a motion} for discussion and vote. 

 

new business 

The chair can ask if members want to introduce something {new business}. 

 

obtaining the floor 

The chair can allow a parliament member to speak {obtaining the floor}. 

 

order of business 

A meeting has {order of business}: call to order, roll call (optional), minutes, treasurer report, secretary reports 

(optional), other officer reports (optional), committee reports (optional), unfinished and postponed business, new 

business, program (optional), and adjournment. 



 

out of order 

A member can speak without prior recognition from the chair {out of order}. 

 

pass a motion 

Parliament can vote for a motion {pass a motion}. If the vote fails to get a majority, the motion dies. If the vote has a 

majority, the chair directs someone to take action to implement the motion. 

 

point of order 

A member can indicate a rule violation {point of order}. 

 

previous notice 

Some motions require a waiting period {previous notice} before discussion. 

 

read the minutes 

The secretary can read his or her summary of the previous meeting {read the minutes}. 

 

roll call 

The secretary can ask each member if he or she is present {roll call}. 

 

second the motion 

Following motions, at least one other person must approve the motion {second the motion}| {seconding a motion}. 

If no second, the motion dies. Nominations do not require seconds. 

 

tabling a motion 

Following motions, a person can move to suspend discussion of the motion {tabling a motion}|. It has precedence 

over the current main motion. 

 

treasurer's report 

The treasurer reports recent expenditures and revenue and states the current balance {treasurer's report}. 

 

unfinished business 

The chair can ask if members did not finish something at the previous meeting {unfinished business}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Branch>Legislative>Session 

 

plenary 

Sessions can open to all members {plenary}|, or leaders can have all powers. 

 

quorum of people 

A minimum number {quorum}| must be present for organizations to make decisions. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Kinds 

 

aristocracy 

Several rich educated people can rule {aristocracy}|. Rule depends on status. 

 

meritocracy 

Political rule can depend on achievement and intelligence {meritocracy}|. 

 

plutocracy 

Wealthy can rule {plutocracy}|. 

 

pluralistic system 

Pluralism {pluralistic political system} {pluralistic system} allows many autonomous political subsystems. Societies 

can have more than few groups {pluralism, society} {diversity, society}. Pluralism can divide loyalties. 



 

legalism 

Natural law, tradition, treaty, and convention {legalism} can regulate or control power relations, as in peaceful 

international relations. 

 

paternalism 

People or institutions can control others' behavior without their consent, supposedly for their good, as for children 

and incapacitated people {paternalism}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Kinds>Small 

 

communism 

Communities {communism}| can control all life aspects for individual good and have no social or economic classes. 

 

tribal government 

Government {tribal government} can depend on extended families. Tribalism conflicts with nationalism. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Kinds>Large 

 

centralized government 

Government {centralized government} can try to control all political subsystems. 

 

confederation 

Governments {federalism} {confederation}| can coordinate autonomous states. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Kinds>Democracy 

 

democracy 

The people can rule {democracy}|. Democracy claims to allow government participation by more people, to increase 

people's autonomy, to increase equality, and to have the best procedure for reasoning and deciding. Democracy does 

not necessarily translate people's combined wills into expected decisions, because choices can have poor definition and 

people's self-interest is typically against public interest. 

 

parliamentary democracy 

State districts can elect representatives to legislative bodies {parliamentary democracy}|. Legislature selects 

government leaders from its ranks, to form executive branch, which controls top government levels. Civil servants 

manage government bureaucracy. 

 

presidential democracy 

The people can elect president to lead nation and propose and enforce laws {presidential democracy}|. Legislature, 

elected separately, makes laws. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Kinds>Autocracy 

 

autocracy 

Dictators or several people can rule {autocracy}|, but political institutions are free and power does not centralize. 

 

despotism 

One person can have non-hereditary rule {despotism}|. 

 

dictatorship 

One person can gain authority through force and hold all authority {dictatorship}|. 

 

fascism 

Governments {fascism}| can control all life aspects, supposedly for public good. Fascism often has ethnocentrism 

and class society. 



 

police state 

Police power can be for political purposes {police state}|. 

 

theocracy 

Government can be by religious leaders {theocracy}|. 

 

totalitarianism 

Governments {totalitarianism}| can try to eliminate all political subsystems or their freedoms. Identification with 

strong leader, vicarious sense of power through aggression against other groups, and feeling of belonging to a strong 

political party contribute to totalitarianism. 

 

tyranny 

Rulers can have all power {tyranny}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Government>Kinds>Autocracy>Monarchy 

 

monarchy 

King and queens assume power by heredity or through election by nobles {monarchy}|. Monarchs have absolute 

power. 

 

constitutional monarchy 

Constitution and separate legislature, executive, and judicial systems can control ruler power {constitutional 

monarchy}|. King or queen can be head of state, with only ceremonial power. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>International Relations 

 

foreign relations 

Other political systems influence political systems {foreign relations}|. Mutual agreements establish precise 

boundaries between political systems. 

 

comity of nations 

National courts can recognize other-state laws and judicial decisions {comity of nations}| {comity of states}. 

 

diplomacy 

People can manage relations among nations {diplomacy}|. 

 

statecraft 

People can practice diplomacy {statecraft}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>International Relations>Kinds 

 

commonwealth 

States can form mutual-benefit associations {commonwealth}|. 

 

home rule 

In states, regions can have self-government {home rule}| over local affairs. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>International Relations>Kinds>Control 

 

outside government 

Governments {outside government} outside geographic regions can control regions. 

 

colonialism 

Outside governments can control native populations through native leaders or governors {colonialism}|. 

 



direct rule 

Outside governments can control native populations through governors that replace existing native rulers {direct 

rule}. 

 

hegemony 

States can dominate other states {hegemony}|. 

 

imperialism 

Outside governments can rule another country through economic power {imperialism}|. 

 

indirect rule 

Outside governments can control native populations through controlled native rulers {indirect rule}. 

 

white man's burden 

Colonial rulers have responsibility to govern well {white man's burden}. 

 

reparation 

After war, winner can demand that loser pay {reparation}| for repairs or as punishment. 

 

tribute 

Conquerors can require conquered peoples to regularly pay {tribute}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>International Relations>Offices 

 

consulate 

Foreign governments can have offices {consulate}| in other cities. 

 

embassy 

Governments have main offices {embassy}|, led by ambassadors, in other countries. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>International Relations>People 

 

emigre 

People {emigrant} {émigré}| can leave countries. 

 

immigration 

People can come to new countries {immigration}| from other countries. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>International Relations>Power 

 

balance of power 

Two or more countries or alliances can have equal power {balance of power}|. 

 

cold war politics 

Countries that pursue aggressive policies against each other always are under threat of war {cold war}|. 

 

peace 

Countries can be not overtly aggressive against each other {peace}. Peace involves no war threats. 

conditions 

Countries have no need to covet each other's resources, because they are wealthy countries, resources trade freely at 

fair prices, and/or workers can work in both countries freely. Peoples share language, religion, or democratic values. 

Aggression has certain and overwhelming punishment or is certainly harmful to country. Negotiations are fair and 

making progress. Rhetoric, calculated political gain, or inflammatory events do not arouse aggressive feelings. The 

parties tire of war and cannot fight longer. Peace increases with independence, ethical sense, justice, opportunity, trade, 

cooperation, conflict resolution, non-violence, law, order, and power. 



conditions: brotherhood 

Good war alternatives include having relations among nations, groups, and individuals that are like brothers in good 

families. Some brothers are older, smarter, and/or stronger. Brothers cooperate and compete but use their qualities and 

skills to make sure other brothers are good and successful. Even a bad brother is still a brother, whom others try to 

reform. Humans need brotherhood, not warring clans or tribes. 

emotion 

War follows emotion, typically increasing hatred and anger. Jesus' philosophy shows a strategy to lessen current and 

future conflicts, because it depends on truth about humans and societies and because it follows reason. 

comparison to war 

Countries cannot always choose peace. War is justifiable when it can reduce polarization, reduce human suffering, 

conserve resources, and reduce costs. War is justifiable when it serves same aims as peace. War is only justifiable by 

defense commensurate with offense. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>International Relations>Power>Aggression 

 

aggression in politics 

Countries can threaten and/or act against other countries {aggression, politics}. 

cause 

Aggression tries to gain resources or establish safe borders. Aggression against another country depends on citizen 

feelings about their country, knowledge of other country, and approval from country. Fear of retaliation or punishment 

inhibits aggression. 

purposes 

Aggression can settle status, dominance, and possession. Aggressive behavior is also for defense and self-protection. 

 

terrorism 

People or non-government groups opposed to society's politics can make physical or psychological attacks on 

society's people or equipment {terrorism}|. 

causes 

People can perceive previous society or government actions as being unjust, showing disrespect, causing suffering, 

or arousing opposition. Outside control, desecration, exploitation, immorality, corruption, and/or political tricks can 

cause frustration, aggression, and terrorism. 

Current terrorism has grown from frustrations, perceived desecrations, actual corruption, and Western political 

machinations, including Israel creation, propping up corrupt and immoral leaders, and profiting from oil, that have 

wrenched Middle East. 

purposes 

Terrorism intends to inflict pain and suffering as punishments for perceived crimes. Terrorism intends to disrupt and 

lessen government power and show opposition power. Terrorism can be politics. Terrorism can be revenge on societies 

for past actions. Terrorism hopes to cause reactions and thus further polarization and emotion, leading to more power, 

money, and participation on terrorist's side. 

nature: war 

Terror acts are war acts against societies by non-governmental entities. As non-governmental entities, terrorist tactics 

are like guerilla war. Like war, terrorism feeds on success to gather more power, money, and participation. Unlike war, 

terrorism does not significantly reduce population, decrease resources, capture territory, threaten government 

overthrow, or subjugate people. Unlike war, terrorism originates from within society or society subcultures, not from 

other geographic regions. Unlike war, terrorism has few resources compared to society. 

nature: occurrence 

Because they originate within society, terrorist attacks can happen at all locations and times, by many means. 

Terrorist preparations vary little from everyday activities. 

nature: attitudes 

Attitudes toward death are also different than in war. To terrorists, death can be victory. 

nature: attack types 

War rules do not constrain terrorism, which can involve toxins, poisons, and radioactive agents dispersed in air or 

water. 



tactics against 

Countries cannot defeat terrorism in same ways as in wars. Because opponents are unknown and have no location, 

armies cannot face them directly or surround them. Unlike war, states cannot impose defeat or surrender but only 

encourage it. Before defeat, terrorists can move to locations outside society's jurisdiction. 

tactics against: money and time 

Societies must spend money and time for offense. This accomplishes terrorist goals. 

tactics against: reduce individual rights 

Defense against terrorism can require monitoring all activities and individuals. Defense can require that society's 

interest be above individual rights. Defense reduces privacy and freedom. This accomplishes terrorist goals. 

tactics against: force 

Offense against terrorism can require ability to strike with strong force at all locations and times. Police and army 

must be everywhere and obvious. Societies are more like police states. This accomplishes terrorist goals. 

tactics against: courage 

Alternative responses to terrorist attacks can be courage against fear, stoicism about loss, rationality about decisions, 

resolution to rebuild and replace, determination to return society to normal, slowness to revenge, and readiness to 

correct economic, political, and social injustices. Societies can have no fear and no appeal to lower emotions. The best 

strategy is to minimize number of people, groups, and nations with grievances and to minimize opportunities through 

economic, financial, legal, political, and social means. Military means are for commensurate defense only. Such 

responses do not accomplish terrorist goals and cause no increase in violence. 

 

war 

Nations can overtly aggress on other states {war}|. 

causes 

Wars can result from competition for scarce resources, usually when aggressive leaders want neighboring-country 

resources. War can result when countries want to reverse or punish another government's illegal action or unjust legal 

action. 

factors 

War decisions consider objectives, means, strategy, tactics, morals, war rules, defeat or victory probability, defeat or 

victory consequences, third-party effects, and negotiations. War has high risk of defeat or resource exhaustion. 

strategy 

Strategy requires using knowledge of enemy to neutralize weapons and resources in short and long term. 

alternatives 

States engage in international relations, diplomacy, negotiations, and war to try to achieve goals. War is adjunct to, 

or extension of, aggressive international relations and diplomacy. Negotiations precede and follow all wars and often 

accompany wars. Both war and negotiation are trials of strength between countries. 

winning 

Countries with larger size, higher technology, more wealth, more freedom, more emotion, and stronger economic 

systems tend to win at war and negotiations. To reach victory in war, countries must diminish opponent physical and 

moral force sufficiently so it will surrender or negotiate. 

time 

War cannot last indefinitely, because resources become exhausted and people grow weary of constant fear, emotion, 

aggressive impulses, and death. War length depends on overt aggressive behavior, available resources, and people's 

will. War can lead to negotiation when both countries' physical and moral force diminishes sufficiently. 

effects 

War is costly in resources and people, polarizes people and groups, causes less rule of law, reduces liberties, 

increases authoritarianism, adds grievances and injustices, increases hatred and anger, adds uncertainty and risk to all 

activities, increases alliances with corrupt and authoritarian regimes, strains relations between partners, reduces ideas 

and cultural diversity, disrupts markets, and neglects education, social services, and crime-fighting. Politics typically 

takes major turn as peace replaces war. Society takes time to recover old habits and ideas and typically takes several 

years to return to normalcy. During those years, there is less employment, more crime, more stress on people and 

families, and low basic resources. 

At war end, both sides have exhaustion and low resources. Tight economic conditions harm many people. 

War encourages less rule of law. Civil liberties decrease and due process decreases. Authoritarianism increases. War 

causes more grievances and injustices. 

War removes the high moral ground from a country, bringing it to same level as adversary. War thus erodes moral 

authority, and this can affect ability to lead. 



War always causes secondary effects, typically bad, since many people have relations to people affected by war. 

War focuses people's concentration against identified enemy. People neglect intellectual pursuits, at cost to culture. 

People can use the name of religion to broaden conflict. 

effects: polarization 

War is polarizing. Polarization tends to lead to future conflict and aggravates current conflicts. 

effects: hate 

After war, many soldiers and fallen-warrior relatives remain. Hatred for enemy, and anger at suffering, linger long 

after war, posing danger of new uprising, sabotage, terrorism, and mental-health problems. War makes more people, 

groups, and nations angry and vengeful. War sows seeds of more war. War cannot eliminate all warriors. 

justifications 

Ethicists allow justified war {just war}. In just war, military makes defense commensurate with offense. Just war has 

support from majority of citizens. Just war can reduce human suffering, conserve resources, and reduce costs in the 

future. War can recover justice, equal opportunity, rule of law, and freedom. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>International Relations>Trade 

 

open door 

Countries can trade with all nations equally {open door}. 

 

reciprocity in trade 

Nations can exchange trading rights {reciprocity}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>International Relations>Documents 

 

passport 

Government documents {passport}| can certify identities of citizens traveling abroad. 

 

visa 

Countries can give right {visa}| to enter and stay to aliens. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Leadership 

 

leadership 

Group members can want to gain authority and influence {leadership, politics}, inside or outside government. 

purposes 

Leaders want power to achieve goals, to impose values on others, or to exercise for its own sake. 

types 

Leaders can emphasize tasks or social-emotional bonds. 

factors 

Leadership depends on activity, expertise, and acceptance. People can be already powerful. People can seek power. 

Politically involved people are active participants, have desire for knowledge, have interest, and have concern. 

Apolitical people are the majority. 

factors: personality 

Leaders are confident, have political skills, value power, want power for self or group, have motives, and want to use 

power for goals. However, strong power drives can alienate voters and supporters. Powerful people have more 

resources and skills, know how to use them, and value results. 

political resources 

Leaders can dispense rewards and penalties, such as money, police, privileges, weapons, and status. Political 

resources help retain power, but leaders must conserve political resources. Autocracies typically have more political 

resources than democracies. 

negatives 

Leaders must be dishonest, do opposite of promised, kill innocents, and break other moral principles, either for 

greater public good or for staying in power. This behavior can destroy authority, break trust, hurt more people, corrupt, 

and set poor example. 

 



authority in politics 

Political leaders try to show that their powers and actions are necessary {authority, politics}. 

 

demagoguery 

False promises and claims, and appeals to prejudices {demagoguery}|, can gain power. 

 

legitimacy 

Political leaders try to show that their actions, influence, government, goals, and values are legal {legitimacy}|. 

Legitimacy derives from political skill, group pride, personal dignity, tradition, and good conscience. If legitimacy is 

low, government must use high rewards and penalties {political resources}, such as money, police, privileges, 

weapons, and status, to retain power. 

 

political influence 

People try to change other people's behavior, using political techniques {political influence}. Other people resist 

change. 

measure 

Change amount, compliance probability, change scope, and number of people measure influence. Influence relates to 

one's position in hierarchy, people's judgments about person's power, number and scope of decisions made, and control 

over decisions. Influence also changes people's mentality. 

People can feel that they have changed and/or complied. Change is hard to measure, because people typically 

conceal initial behavior, ideas, or bargaining position with threats, bluffs, or displays of strength. Influence {reliable 

influence} can be high if compliance probability is high. 

methods 

People can use espionage, research, counter-threats, and counter-displays of force to influence. Influence {coercive 

influence} can use threats, fear, punishment, torture, imprisonment, death, or loss. Influence can use rewards, such as 

money, status, prestige, and power. Coercion can thus be positive or negative. 

means 

Power amount is rewards that someone can give to others, such as money, status, prestige, and power. Property, 

wealth, birth, force, or election can cause unequal power, rule, and authority distribution. Political-system members 

have unequal control of means to influence others' behavior, because people have different specializations, social 

inheritances, economic inheritances, genetics, and political skills. 

 

power in politics 

Government control leads to resources {power, politics}. Physical resources and organizations {exchange-power} or 

people organized under leaders or principles {coordination-power} can cause power. Power is not sum of factors but 

multiplies with current power. Power causes action. The struggle for power is constant. Power involves cooperation, 

which mainly involves communication. Power involves competition. Retaliation and punishment can cause more 

cooperation or confrontation. 

 

simony 

People can buy political or religious offices {simony}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Revolution 

 

revolution in politics 

Groups can try to overthrow governments or replace powerful social groups {revolution, politics}|. Upper or middle 

classes, not lower classes, typically lead revolutions. Revolutionary governments centralize power, include more 

groups, and are more ruthless and vigorous. Radicals intimidate opposition and are more organized and emotional than 

most citizens. Revolution's confusion makes most people stay out of political processes. At end of most revolutions, 

moderate and radical factions fight until one loses or withdraws. After fight ends, strong leaders typically take over 

{period of reaction} {reaction period}, rebuild or connect to old institutions, ban extremists, and restore old national 

goals. 

revolution causes 

Deprivation, such as starvation or high inflation, can cause revolutions. Coercion to pay high taxes or to be soldiers 

can cause them. They are more likely if many people know alternatives to current situation. They are more likely if 

ruling group is weak or divided. They are more likely if many people question government authority. 



 

coup d'etat 

Groups from outside government can take over governments or political power {coup d'état}|, using intimidation and 

force. 

 

insurrection 

Groups can violently try to overthrow governments {insurrection}|. 

 

junta 

Military leaders {junta}| can try to take over nations. 

 

rebellion 

People can demand removal of unpopular leaders or objects {rebellion}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Voting 

 

voter registration 

People can register to vote {voter registration} {registering to vote}, with city or county voting registrar, at 

courthouse or by mail, upon reaching voting age of 18 or after moving to new addresses. Registration is free. People 

can select political party or declare no party affiliation. If no party selected, people can vote in general elections and for 

propositions but usually not in primary elections. Only citizens can vote. 

 

acclamation 

Votes can be unanimous {acclamation}|. 

 

hat in the ring 

People can declare candidacy {hat in the ring}. 

 

self-determination 

Society's members can decide their collective actions without interference from outside {self-determination}|. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Voting>Kinds 

 

by-election 

Elections {by-election}| can be not on regular election dates. 

 

plebiscite 

Governments can submit questions to populace for direct vote {plebiscite}|. 

 

straw vote 

Groups can have test votes {straw vote}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights 

 

natural rights 

Humans have rights {natural rights}| as persons. Rights allow actions or benefits, such as health, education, 

opportunity, life, and happiness. 

dignity 

Rights are about people's interests, as persons, and so are about dignity. 

types 

Rights can be claims, immunities, freedoms, and authorizations. Claims are rights of people against other people. 

Duties are what people owe to other people. Immunities cancel duties and claims. Freedoms, such as freedoms of 

speech, religion, and association, concern only individuals, unless they conflict with others' freedoms. Authorizations 

are grants to act, for situations where there are no rights or rights are not clear. 



summary 

Human rights include freedom and opportunity to engage in businesses, associations, or activities that do not abridge 

others' rights. They include safe and nutritious food. They include safe, clean, and well-designed shelter. They include 

clean water. They include adequate sanitation. They include clean air. They include public health measures, personal 

health maintenance, prescription drugs, rehabilitation, mental health care, dental care, and eye care. They include 

complete and equal educational opportunities. They include equal and quick justice. They include equal employment 

opportunity. They include association with others for pleasure, business, or other purposes. They include freedom of 

travel. They include access to all public information channels. They include freedom of residence. They include 

freedom from crimes against people. They include freedom from interference in private life. They include religious 

freedom. They include habeas corpus. 

 

equal rights 

All laws' purpose is to protect human rights. No law makes people's rights unequal {equal rights}. All people are 

aware they have equal rights and what those rights are. 

 

equality of people 

Equal rights {equality, people} are for people actually born, without distinction. Felons and people with 

quarantinable diseases have diminished rights only as necessary and relative to their felonies and diseases. People can 

be equal in power, opportunity, resources, legal matters, health, education, welfare, income, freedom, or respect. 

society inequality 

Political inequality depends on preventing classes, such as the landless, from holding office, voting, or petitioning. 

Legal inequality prevents making contracts, initiating actions under civil law, or prosecuting. Social inequality is about 

castes, segregation, discrimination, status, subordination, slavery, or deference. Class inequality is about aristocracy, 

education, property, wealth, and heredity. Society can choose to have no inequality, prevent inequality, or allow natural 

inequalities. 

 

discrimination in rights 

Rights {discrimination, rights} are the same no matter sex, race, color, language, age, religion, health, political 

belief, national origin, social class or status, property, sexual preference, birth circumstances, residence, citizenship, 

publications, opinions, or morals. No person can abridge another's rights. 

 

liberty 

People have right to be free {liberty} from most controls. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Group 

 

lobbying 

Group activities {lobbying} must be public. 

 

nobility rights 

There should be no title or privileges of nobility {nobility, rights}. 

 

power distribution 

No group has greater power than any combination of two other groups {power distribution}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Needs 

 

clothing rights 

People have right to clothing {clothing rights}. 

 

disaster rights 

People have right to protection and aid after natural or other disasters {disaster rights}. 

 



family rights 

People have right to have children {family rights}. Children have right to be free of parents. People have right to 

divorce. People have right to marriage of equal partners, with no special role for either husband or wife. People have 

right to choose to marry or not marry. People have right to all sexual information. 

 

food rights 

People have right to satisfy basic needs for healthful food {food rights}. 

 

health care rights 

People have right to complete medical and health care and preventative maintenance {health care rights} {medical 

care rights}. 

 

shelter rights 

People have right to shelter with sanitary facilities and adequate warmth and coolness {shelter rights}. 

 

warmth and coolness rights 

People have right to warmth and coolness {warmth and coolness rights}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Needs>Property 

 

buying and selling rights 

People have right to buy and sell property {buying and selling rights}. 

 

ownership rights 

People have right to own property, with or without others {ownership rights}. 

 

public use rights 

Government cannot take private property for public use without notice, need, and just compensation {public use 

rights}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Needs>Work 

 

work rights 

There should be no hiring discrimination {work rights}. People have right to employment. People have right to work 

anywhere. People have equal opportunity for all jobs. People have right to refuse to work in unsafe or unhealthful 

conditions. People have right to safe and healthful jobs. People have right to fair wage or salary and enough pay for 

basic wants. People have right to social security for disability, retirement, and dependents. 

 

fair hearing 

People have right to fair hearings {fair hearing}. 

 

quitting 

People have right to leave jobs {quitting}. 

 

retirement 

People have right to retire {retirement}. 

 

slavery 

There should be no slavery {slavery}, involuntary servitude, indentured service, or child labor. 

 

vacation 

People have right to vacations and holidays {vacation}. 

 

working hours 

People have right to reasonable working hours {working hours}. 

 



SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Needs>Work>Union 

 

union rights 

People have right not to join unions or other work organizations {union rights}. 

 

organizing 

People have right to organize and form unions {organizing}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Body 

 

body rights 

There should be no selling of bodies, parts, or functions {body rights}. 

 

control of life 

People have control over life {control of life}, to give them hope and power. 

 

death rights 

People have right to die and ability to delegate authority to terminate life {death rights}. 

 

fetus rights 

Fetus has very limited rights {fetus rights}, subordinate to all mother's rights. Unborn people are under mother's 

complete and total authority, without interference by other people, because fetuses are not yet legal persons. 

 

life rights 

People have right to life, with no death penalty {life rights}. 

 

sacrifice rights 

People have right to escape sacrifice and punishment for refusal to sacrifice {sacrifice rights}. 

 

self-defense rights 

People have right of self-defense by any means {self-defense rights}. 

 

sex rights 

People have right to sexual satisfaction through any means not abridging other-people's rights {sex rights}. 

 

style rights 

People should have freedom of appearance and styles {style rights}. 

 

torture rights 

There should be no torture, no degrading behavior, and no cruel behavior {torture rights}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Body>Disabled 

 

access for disabled 

Disabled people have right to access {access, disabled} public places. 

 

education of disabled 

Disabled people have right to education {education, disabled}. 

 

equal treatment of disabled 

Disabled people have right to equal treatment {equal treatment, disabled}. 

 

medical treatment rights 

Disabled people have right to medical treatment {medical treatment rights}. 

 



normal life rights 

Disabled people have right to normal life {normal life rights}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Communication 

 

brainwashing 

There should be no brainwashing {brainwashing}. 

 

censorship right 

There should be no censorship or harassment {censorship right}. 

 

copyright right 

Copyrighting is automatic {copyright right}. 

 

copyright violation 

Intentional copyright violation {copyright violation} accrues damages, but unintentional violation does not. 

 

disclosure of sources 

People have right to refuse to disclose sources or information {disclosure, sources}. 

 

false advertising right 

There should be no false advertising {false advertising right}. 

 

intent to harm 

There should be no false communication with intent to harm {intent to harm}. 

 

libel as slander 

There should be no libel or slander {libel, rights} {slander, rights}. 

 

propaganda in politics 

There should be no propaganda {propaganda, politics}. 

 

public information rights 

People have access to all public information {public information rights}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Communication>Assembly 

 

assembly 

People have right to assemble peacefully {assembly right}. 

 

equal access 

People have right of equal access {equal access}, unless it affects safety. 

 

membership rights 

There should be no forced membership in any group {membership rights}. 

 

religion rights 

People have right of religious belief, practice, organization, publicity, assembly, action, and instruction {religion 

rights}. There should be no coercion. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Communication>Petition 

 

petition right 

People have right to petition legislature, executive, and judiciary about grievances {petition right}. 

 



grievance right 

Grievances must be public, officials must act on them in reasonable time, and officials must report results to 

petitioner {grievance right}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Communication>Travel-Residence 

 

residence and travel rights 

People have right of asylum from persecution. There should be no exiles. There should be no visas or passports 

{residence and travel rights}. 

 

identification papers 

There should be no identification papers {identification papers}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Communication>Education 

 

education rights 

People have right to complete education {education rights}. People have right to easy school access. People have 

right to access to all cultural events. People have right to complete coverage of all subjects. People have right to free 

schooling. People have right to equal opportunity. People have right to safe schooling. People have right to qualified 

and safe teachers. 

 

school choice 

People have right to choose public school {school choice}. 

 

cultural heritage 

There should be no cultural-heritage destruction {cultural heritage}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Government 

 

state rights 

States do not have rights of persons {state rights}. There should be no martial law, except after disaster and then 

martial-law removal as soon as possible. All people have equal opportunity to be in government at all levels. There 

should be no political crimes. All groups in society have representation. Birth or declaration establishes citizenship. 

 

crime against state 

There should be no crimes {crime against state} against states and no treason. 

 

enforcement of law 

Enforcing laws {enforcement, law} obligating people to states is by withdrawing privileges, not doing other actions. 

 

representative rights 

Representatives must be available to voters {representative rights}. People have right of representation based on 

district and government unit. Representatives are district residents. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Government>Security 

 

safety and security 

People have right to safety {safety and security}. There should be no police state or police actions. There should be 

no terrorism, violence, or war. 

 

deadly weapons 

There should be no deadly weapons {deadly weapons}, except for registered owners. 

 

privacy rights 

People have right to privacy of person, effects, and actions {privacy rights}. 

 



searches rights 

Only authorized people can conduct searches and seizures and only after obtaining due authorization {searches 

rights}. 

 

surveillance 

There should be no surveillance {surveillance}, observation, or harassment. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Government>Taxation 

 

taxation rights 

Elected representatives levy taxes {taxation rights}. Taxes are subject to referendum. All taxes are fair. Only taxes 

are income taxes, billed to people by sliding percentage. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Government>Trade 

 

trade rights 

All trade is free of tariffs, duties, quotas, and protectionist measures. There should be no restraints on commerce, 

except for health and safety {trade rights}. 

 

fair competition 

There should be fair competition {fair competition}. 

 

fair dealing 

There should be fair dealing {fair dealing}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Government>Military 

 

military rights 

Military affairs are always under civilian control {military rights}. No soldiers can be on private property or use 

private property. There should be no military action against residents. No government or leader can force people to 

serve in military, go to war, or prepare for war. There should be no permanent military and no standing army. 

Government cannot require people to participate in events organized for or by state. 

 

draft rights 

There should be military conscription or registration {draft, military}. 

 

mass destruction 

There should be no bombs, machine guns, bazookas, rockets, atomic weapons, or similar weapons {mass 

destruction}. 

 

service to state 

Government cannot require people to perform services {service to state} to state. 

 

gun rights 

People have right to keep and bear small arms, for regulated militias {gun rights}. 

 

weapon registration 

Governments register all weapons {weapon registration}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Government>Voting 

 

voting rights 

People have right to vote for, vote against, or abstain {voting rights}. 

 

suffrage 

People have right to vote {suffrage}|. 



 

elections 

There should be elections {elections} at regular intervals. 

 

advocacy 

People have right to work for or against voting issues {advocacy}. 

 

eligibility 

All district residents are eligible {eligibility}. 

 

fair campaigning 

There should be fair campaigning {fair campaigning}. 

 

notice of election 

People have right to receive election and issue notices {notice of election}. 

 

secret ballot 

Public voting is by secret ballot {secret ballot}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Law 

 

administration of laws 

Law administration should be fair, impartial, and quick {administration, laws}. 

 

law rights 

Laws should be fair and impartial {law rights}. Laws have time limits. 

 

protection of law 

People have right to rule of law and equal protection {protection of law} under laws. 

 

remedy 

People have entitlement to remedies {remedy} for all rights violations. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Law>Accused 

 

charge contesting 

People have right to contest charge {charge contesting}. 

 

detention rights 

Authorities can only detain people if they make documented cases under oath before judges, with all names public 

{detention rights}. 

 

due process right 

People have right to due process of law {due process right}. 

 

ex post facto right 

There should be no detention for acts declared illegal later {ex post facto right}. 

 

excessive bail 

There should be no excessive bail {excessive bail}. 

 

false accusation 

There should be no false accusations {false accusation}. 

 

false arrest 

There should be no false arrest {false arrest} or detention. 



 

habeas corpus right 

People have right to writ of habeas corpus {habeas corpus right}. 

 

quick justice 

Courts and judges are available quickly and impartially {quick justice}. 

 

quick trial 

People have right to quick and fair hearings in courts {quick trial}. 

 

review of detention 

People have right to request detention review {review of detention}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Law>Conviction 

 

appeal right 

Appeals are to review procedures, not decisions {appeal right}. 

 

capital punishment right 

There should be no capital punishment {capital punishment right}. 

 

retrial after conviction 

People have right to retrial {retrial after conviction} if false testimony, unfair jurors, incompetent legal counsel, new 

evidence, or judicial irregularities affected outcome. 

 

unusual punishment 

There should be no cruel, degrading, or unusual punishment {unusual punishment}. 

 

worse sentence 

States cannot impose worse sentences {worse sentence} after imposing sentences. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Law>Conviction>Money 

 

actual damages 

Actual damages {actual damages} are estimates by independent evaluators. 

 

excessive fine 

There should be no excessive fine {excessive fine}. 

 

fee of lawyer 

Lawyer's fees {fee, lawyer} {lawyer fee} {legal fee} can depend on schedules, not percentages. 

 

punitive damages right 

Punitive damages are fixed percentages of actual damages {punitive damages right}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>Rights>Law>Trial 

 

trial rights 

People have right to know all charges {trial rights}. People have right to jury. People have right to public or private 

trials. People have right to question all witnesses. States cannot try acquitted people again on similar charges. 

 

expert testimony 

People have right to expert testimony {expert testimony}. 

 

impartial trial 

People have right to impartial trials {impartial trial}. 



 

innocence until guilty 

People have presumption of innocence until proven guilty {innocence until guilty}. 

 

legal representation 

People have right to competent lawyers {legal representation}. 

 

self-incrimination 

States cannot force people to witness against themselves {self-incrimination}. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>History 

 

Nezam-ol Molk or Nezamol Molk-e-Bakravi [Molk-e-Bakravi, Nezamol] 

grand vizier 

Persia/Baghdad, Iraq 

1050 to 1090 

Book of Government or Rules for Kings [1050 to 1090] 

He lived 1018 to 1092, was minister for thirty years to first Qaznavids then Seljuk ruler Malek Shah, and founded 

Nezamiyeh School of Baghdad. 

 

Qabus or Shams al-Ma'ali Qabus ibn Wushmgir ibn al-Ziyar [Qabus ibn Wushmgir ibn al-Ziyar, Shams al-

Ma'ali] or Onsor ol-Ma'ali Keykavus [Keykavus, Onsor ol-Ma'ali] or Unsur al-Mo'ali Qabus ibn Iskander ibn 

Qabus ibn Wushmgir ibn al-Ziyar [Qabus ibn Wushmgir ibn al-Ziyar, Unsur al-Mo'ali Qabus ibn Iskander ibn] 

prince 

Gorgan, Golestan, Persia 

1082 

Counsels of Nushirwan the Just to his Son or Book of Counsel or Book of Advice or Mirror for Princes [1082] 

He was Prince of Gurgan or Gorgan [1049 to 1090]. 

 

Henri Benjamin Constant de Rebecque [Rebecque, Henri Benjamin Constant de] 

political scientist 

Paris, France 

1796 to 1830 

On the force of actual government and necessity of its unity [1796]; On political reactions [1796]; On the spirit of 

conquest and usurpation on their trusting relationships with European civilization [1813]; Adolphe [1815: novel]; On 

religion considered in its sources, forms, and developments [1825 to 1831: five volumes] 

He lived 1767 to 1830. He opposed social-contract ideas of Rousseau. He advocated privacy, individual rights, 

freedom to gain property, democracy by representatives, and limited powers for government parts. Diversity and 

autonomy require private life. 

 

James Mill [Mill, James] 

political scientist 

Scotland 

1817 to 1835 

History of British India [1817]; On Government [1820]; Elements of Political Economy [1821 to 1822]; Analysis of 

the Phenomena of the Human Mind [1829]; Fragment on Mackintosh [1835] 

He lived 1773 to 1836. Democracy by majority gives the most people the best chance to maximize happiness, 

because people act by self-interest. 

 

Henry David Thoreau [Thoreau, Henry David] 

political scientist 

Boston, Masschusetts 

1845 to 1849 

Walden [1845]; On Civil Disobedience [1849] 

He lived 1817 to 1862 and was New England Transcendentalist. He advocated return to nature. He advocated non-

violent disobedience of unjust laws, and acceptance of punishment, to force repeal or modification. 



 

Henry Martyn Robert [Robert, Henry Martyn] 

writer 

San Francisco, California 

1876 to 1914 

Robert's Rules of Order [1876 to 1914: parliamentary procedure rules] 

He lived 1837 to 1923, was general, and as engineer built Galveston Seawall. 

 

Robert Michels [Michels, Robert] 

political scientist 

Marburg, Germany/Italy 

1911 

Political Parties: A Sociological Study of the Oligarchical Tendencies of Modern Democracy [1911] 

He lived 1876 to 1936 and studied skill and privilege, loyalty, and power. Political parties tend toward oligarchy, 

authoritarianism, and bureaucracy {iron law of oligarchy}. 

 

Harold J. Laski [Laski, Harold J.] 

political scientist 

England/USA 

1917 to 1941 

Studies in the Problem of Sovereignty [1917]; Authority in the Modern State [1919]; Foundations of Sovereignty 

and Other Essays [1921]; Rise of Liberalism: Philosophy of a Business Civilization [1936]; Grammar of Politics [1941] 

He lived 1893 to 1950 and was Marxist. 

 

Gaetano Mosca [Mosca, Gaetano] 

political scientist 

Italy 

1939 

Ruling Class [1939] 

He lived 1858 to 1941. 

 

Sidney Hook [Hook, Sidney] 

political scientist/historian 

USA 

1943 

Hero in History [1943] 

He lived 1902 to 1989, was Dewey's and Cohen's student, and was democratic socialist. 

 

Bertrand de Jouvenal [Jouvenal, Bertrand de] 

political scientist 

England 

1949 to 1967 

On Power: Its Nature and the History of Its Growth [1949]; Ethics of Redistribution [1951]; Sovereignty: An Inquiry 

into the Political Good [1957]; Pure Theory of Politics [1963]; Art of Conjecture [1967] 

He lived 1903 to 1987 and was conservative. 

 

C. Northcote Parkinson [Parkinson, C. Northcote] 

political scientist/historian 

England 

1957 to 1970 

Parkinson's Law [1957]; Evolution of Political Thought [1958]; Law and the Profits [1960]; In-Laws and Outlaws 

[1962]; Left Luggage [1967]; Mrs. Parkinson's Law [1968]; Law of Delay [1970] 

He lived 1909 to 1993 and invented Parkinson's laws. People rise to level at which they are incompetent and then 

stay there {Parkinson's law}. 

 



Arnold Brecht [Brecht, Arnold] 

political scientist 

Germany/USA 

1959 to 1961 

Foundations of 20th Century Political Thought [1959]; Political Theory [1961] 

He lived 1884 to 1977. Universal human ethical thinking and feeling preferences determine political values. 

 

SOCI>Political Science>History>USA History 

 

Harold D. Lasswell [Lasswell, Harold D.] 

political scientist 

USA 

1927 to 1950 

Propaganda Technique in the World War [1927]; World Politics and Personal Insecurity [1935]; Democracy through 

Public Opinion [1941]; Free and Responsible Press [1947]; Politics: Who Gets What, When, How [1948]; Power and 

Personality [1948]; Power and Society [1950]; National Security and Individual Freedom [1950] 

He lived 1902 to 1978 and invented Model of Communication: Who (says) What (to) Whom (in) What Channel 

(with) What Effect. 

 

Paul F. Lazarsfeld [Lazarsfeld, Paul F.] 

political scientist 

USA 

1943 to 1954 

Studies in Radio and Film Propaganda [1943: with Robert Merton]; Voting [1954: with Bernard R. Berelson and 

William McPhee] 

He lived 1901 to 1976. 

 

Hans Morgenthau [Morgenthau, Hans] 

political scientist 

Germany/USA 

1948 

Politics Among Nations [1948] 

He lived 1904 to 1980. 

 

Richard Hofstadter [Hofstadter, Richard] 

political scientist 

USA 

1954 

American Political Tradition [1954] 

He lived 1916 to 1970. 

 

Richard Neustadt [Neustadt, Richard] 

political scientist 

USA 

1960 

Presidential Power [1960] 

He lived 1919 to 2003. 

 

Robert Dahl [Dahl, Robert] 

political scientist 

USA 

1962 to 1964 

Modern Political Analysis [1962]; Who Governs [1964] 

He lived 1915 to ?. 

 



SOCI>Psychology 

 

psychology general 

People can study individual thoughts and actions {psychology, science}. Psychology topics are anxieties, attention, 

attitudes, abnormal and typical behaviors, children, cognition, conscience, consciousness, creativity, freedom, goals, 

learning, memory, morals, motivations, personality, punishments, purposes, rewards, self, techniques, values, and will. 

feelings 

People summarize their current overall state as positive or negative, bad or good. They can have pleasant memories 

and feelings of accomplishment, success, attachment, satisfaction, and pride. They can have unpleasant memories and 

feelings of defeat, failure, loneliness, dissatisfaction, nostalgia, and remorse. 

needs 

For well-adapted life, people need positive communication with other people, love, affection, trust from others, 

freedom to act independently, opportunity to act and have success, respect from others, self-respect, power to satisfy 

needs or as end in itself, material possessions and wealth as means and as end, manual skills, mental skills, curiosity 

satisfaction, and security. Complex needs include religious salvation, aesthetic satisfaction, variety, new experiences, 

and opportunities for creativity. 

 

evolutionary psychology 

Psychological functions, such as cognition and behavior, are naturally selected adaptations to primate and hominin 

environments {evolutionary psychology}. However, some adaptations arise by exaptation. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Attitude 

 

attitude in psychology 

Ideas, opinions, and values {attitude, psychology} have cognitive side and emotional side. 

 

halo effect 

People can favorably receive respected or charismatic people's attitudes, opinions, and friends {halo effect}. Speaker 

reputation can affect people's judgment. 

 

implicit association test 

People have unconscious associations. Tests {implicit association test} (IAT) can measure response quickness for 

pairing or categorizing things. 

 

prejudice 

People often have emotional opinions {prejudice}|, without rational evidence, based on other's opinions. 

 

reference group 

People learn attitudes from their social group {reference group} by association with other good things gained from 

their group. 

 

scapegoat 

People who make mistakes or do harm can attribute blame or fault to another person {scapegoat}| outside their group 

or with low status, to remove blame from themselves. 

 

sleeper effect 

Source authority or reliability affects attitude or message acceptance {sleeper effect}. People most favorably receive 

complete, true, and fair attitude conveyed by expert or authority. 

 

stereotype 

People can attribute personality type {stereotype}| to other people based on social class, race, or culture. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior 

 

behavior 

Animals perform standard actions {behavior} that depend on bodies, objects, and events. 



causes 

Personal and social states, such as shame, taboo, awe, mystery, and consensus, control behavior. 

motor response 

Motor response starts assembling early in visual analysis, using orientation cues and learned behaviors. 

will 

Motor cortex receives input before people act [Walter, 1953]. 

voluntary muscle control 

Voluntary muscle control requires current-state consciousness. 

aging 

Manual abilities increase to maximum at age 26 and then slowly decline. Verbal ability increases after age 21, peaks 

at age 50, and then declines sharply after age 70. 

children 

Children often annoy or injure people without control or concern for situation. Children often escalate playful 

fighting into deliberate injury. 

explanation 

Human-action explanations must differ from physical-event explanations {Verstehen, explanation}. Action 

explanations use beliefs, intentions, desires, judgments, perceptions, decision theory, rationality, and agency. 

 

affordance 

Objects have the property {affordance}| that people can do something with them or near them in space or time. 

 

agency in behavior 

People can choose action, act upon the choice, know their minds through intuition and introspection, understand 

other minds through empathy, assume that other agents have similar mental states, and predict other-agents' behavior 

{agency, behavior}. Agents transmit information and/or force. Agent actions can depend on beliefs and desires. 

 

anchoring 

People presented with stimulus tend to use it as reference point for the next decision {anchoring}. 

 

asymmetric paternalism 

Public policy {asymmetric paternalism} should help people make rational decisions, by accounting for human 

emotions. 

 

bystander intervention 

If other people are around, people tend not to help people in distress {bystander intervention} [Darley and Latane, 

1968]. 

 

candle problem 

Given matchbook, some candles, cardboard box with thumbtacks inside, and vertical corkboard, attach candle to 

corkboard so it burns normally {candle problem}. Tacks break candle, so it does not hold. Corkboard does not stick to 

melted wax on candle bottom. Put candle in box and attach box with thumbtacks. 

 

Cockpit Resource Management 

Airplane pilots use strategies {Cockpit Resource Management}, for making decisions, that involve input from all 

crew members. 

 

dictator game 

Person with ten dollars gives some to another person {dictator game}. If dictator can see the person, he or she gives 

more. 

 

drive 

Direct biological motivators {drive}| are hunger, thirst, and sexual desire. All mammals have drives. Drive requires 

sensation, does not require perception, and does not require awareness. Drive is not emotion, because emotion requires 

cognition. 

 



framing effect 

Descriptions can set reference frame for making decisions {framing effect}. Framing depends on loss aversion. 

 

Hawthorne effect 

Increased experimenter attention to people affects experiment outcome {Hawthorne effect}. 

 

loss aversion 

People are more afraid of losing than gratified by winning {loss aversion} (Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky) 

[1974]. 

 

negativity bias 

Bad is more important than good {negativity bias}. 

 

personal equation 

Response times have individual differences {personal equation}. 

 

premium equity puzzle 

Stocks outperform bonds significantly over the long term, but people still buy half bonds {premium equity puzzle}. 

 

reaction time 

Periods {reaction time}| (RT) are between stimulus onset and behavioral response. Reaction time increases if signals 

are more similar. Reaction time increases logarithmically as number of signals among which to discriminate or choose 

increases. Shorter reaction times have more errors. 

 

reward and punishment 

Money, praise, hugs, and smiles {reward} can cause work or approach. Rewards are positive reinforcers. 

smaller punishment 

Rewards can be punishment omissions, terminations, or reductions. 

punishment 

Fines, pain, fear, and jail {punishment, psychology} can cause avoidance or escape. Punishments are negative 

reinforcers. 

smaller reward 

Punishments can be reward omissions, terminations, or reductions. 

emotion 

Rewards and punishments cause emotions. 

 

Stanford Prison Study 

People playing prisoners and guards enacted their roles with little thought of their own attitudes or values {Stanford 

Prison Study}. 

 

stereotyping 

Society's implicit effects typically build stereotypes and prejudices {stereotyping}. 

 

synergy in behavior 

Brain timing signals link muscle reflexes {synergy, behavior}|. Breathing, posing, walking, running, swimming, 

throwing, striking, and jumping connect muscle reflexes. Walking control includes goal or route selection, visual path 

and obstacle feedback, and feet and body feedback. 

 

ultimatum game 

Person with ten dollars proposes to another person how much to transfer, and other person can accept or refuse 

{ultimatum game}. If accepted, both players keep their share. If rejected, both keep nothing. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Handedness 

 

handedness in behavior 

People are 90% right-handed and 10% left-handed {handedness, behavior}. Few people are ambidextrous. 



animals 

Mammals have paw preferences but 50% for left or right. 

age 

Handedness begins at 24 months. 

brain 

Until age three or four, brain hemispheres have little specialization. 

In right-handers, left cerebral hemisphere has sense and motor connections to both body sides, and right hemisphere 

connects to only one side. In left-handers, cerebral lateralization is less. Adult human skulls are asymmetric. 

brain: language 

Left-handers typically have left-brain language region, but 30% have language regions on both brain sides. 95% of 

right-handers have left-brain language region. 

brain: evolution 

Human cerebral dominance probably started 300,000 years ago, when human skulls first appear asymmetric. 

left side 

In right-handers, left side has fewer skills, poorer timing and coordination, more variability, and more frequent and 

slower corrections. 

hand usage 

Right-hander typically supports and orients object in left hand, without using visual feedback, and performs fine 

movements with right fingers, using visual feedback {hand usage}. Most people use right hand for gesticulation. 

causes 

People inherit handedness. Handedness also results from social pressures or early experience, especially with objects 

designed for right-handers. Brain damage before or after birth can shift cerebral dominance or prevent hemispheric 

specialization. Subnormal and epileptic people have more left-handedness. 

causes: twin 

Perhaps, left-handedness is because there was a twin in utero. Twenty percent of twins are left-handed. 

intelligence 

Performance by right-handers and left-handers is equal on all tasks. No special ability or disability distinguishes left-

handers. 

Subnormal people have more left-handedness. 

disease: dyslexia 

Dyslexics often are neither strongly right-handed nor left-handed. 

disease: epilepsy 

Epileptic people have more left-handedness. 

disease: synesthesia 

Synesthesia is more with left-handedness [Stein and Meredith, 1993] [Stein et al., 2001]. 

disease: early death 

Perhaps, left-handers die nine years earlier. 

 

ambidexterity 

People can use right and left hands equally well {ambidexterity}|. Ambidextrous people typically have less skill on 

their better side than left-handers or right-handers on their better side. 

 

left-hander 

Left-handed people {left-hander} are 4% to 36% of people in different races and cultures. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Motivation 

 

motivation in behavior 

Need, intention, goal, energy, or force {motivation, behavior}| can cause behavior. 

cause 

Stimulus or perception arouses organism, and then aroused organism performs the behavior. 

cause: intention 

Behavior uses intentions and goals. Intention happens after deliberation and is desire or purpose to perform behavior 

[Järvilehto, 2000]. 



types 

Motivations can be innate or acquired. Innate motivations include drives, such as hunger, thirst, and sexual desire. 

Acquired motivations include achievement, failure fear, power need, and affiliation need. 

Motivations include self-preservation, fear of death, and finding meaning for life. Motivations include physical 

contact, genital stimulation, approval, praise, autonomy, domination, competency, skill, and learning. 

People can like to receive assistance from others. People can need to reduce uncertainty and anxiety, by setting rules. 

Frustrations and threats can cause wishes for harm or actual harm to others. People conform to standards and do what 

other same-age-and-sex persons do. Telling the truth and being kind receive praise. Fine-arts students like self-

discovery. 

factors 

Deprivation, stimulation, previous learning, and past successes and rewards increase motivated behavior. 

satisfaction 

People can satisfy needs directly, perform intermediate behaviors toward satisfying needs, substitute other behaviors 

to indirectly satisfy needs, or delay or stop satisfying needs. 

comparison: beliefs 

Beliefs are dispositions to act. 

 

adjunctive behavior 

Intermittent rewards induce excessive behavior {adjunctive behavior}. 

 

local-stimulus theory 

Perhaps, imbalanced physiological states motivate behavior {local-stimulus theory of drive}. However, this theory 

has limited applicability. 

 

thematic organization packet 

Knowledge structures {thematic organization packet} categorize human goal types and how they are met. Goals can 

be possession, aggression, love, and hunger satisfaction. 

 

vicarious satisfaction 

People's motives can relate to other people or objects {vicarious satisfaction}|, for example, people living for their 

children. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Motivation>Goal 

 

goal 

Differences from current situation {goal, behavior} can motivate behavior. For example, people have goal to find 

patterns and structures that indicate what to do next. 

plan 

Behaviors are relative to plans to reach predetermined goals. Failures change methods used to reach goal. 

subgoals 

Goal involves simpler goals, such as holding object, movements, and placing object. 

value 

Different goals have different values, so goals can conflict. Attachments change goal values. Fears change situation 

and goal [Järvilehto, 2000]. 

 

approach goal 

Goals {approach goal} can be desirable, such as mastery, discovery, prestige, achievement, and adventure 

[Järvilehto, 2000]. 

 

avoidance goal 

Goals {avoidance goal} can be undesirable, such as fear, pain, threat, injury, and death [Järvilehto, 2000]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Motivation>Reinforcement 

 

reinforcement 

Rewards {reinforcement}| can affect practice amount, not learning itself. 



 

positive reinforcement 

Rewards can be food or pleasure {positive reinforcement}. 

 

negative reinforcement 

Rewards can be punishment reductions {negative reinforcement}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Theories 

 

behavior theories 

Behavior has theories {behavior theories}. Mind has many non-conscious specialized sensory-motor systems, such 

as eye movements, posture changes, pointing, reaching, grasping, and walking. Perhaps, propositions referring to 

person's mental states or processes are logically equivalent to propositions referring to person's overt behavior. Perhaps, 

behaviors with same onset, duration, and decay times use same regulatory processes. 

 

balance theory 

If actions do not correspond with opinions, people change one or the other {balance theory}. 

 

behavior genetics 

Genes that specify nervous system structures and functions {behavior genetics} affect individual and group 

behaviors, as well as behavior-related psychological characteristics, such as intelligence, temperament, learning, and 

perception. Genes partially determine differences in behavior [Scheller and Axel, 1984]. 

 

behaviorism 

Response reinforcement determines behavior response to physical stimulus {behaviorism}|. Behavior control and 

prediction are possible by determining stimuli and reinforcements. Mind and mental representations are not real or 

relevant. Thoughts, feelings, and intentions do not determine what people do. People do not consciously act but only 

react to stimuli. 

 

control theory 

For behaviors, mind generates control signals to time muscle contractions {control theory}. Control signals trigger 

linked reflexes in synergy. Breathing, posing, walking, running, swimming, throwing, striking, and jumping are linked 

muscle reflexes. 

 

ergonomics 

People can have efficiency at work {ergonomics}| {human engineering}. Control knobs and switches can move in 

natural or expected direction {control-display compatibility}. Controls can be next to displays. Controls can have 

adjustable height and distance. Workspace layout can match operation sequence. Machine design can allow easy 

maintenance. 

 

inferiority 

Behavior tends to relieve inferiority feelings {inferiority}|. Seeking success and asserting oneself are reactions to 

inferiority feelings and are part of will to power. 

 

least effort 

People expect that animals expend minimal energy {least effort} to survive, but instead they keep moving and 

processing information. 

 

schema in behavior 

People organize simple responses into repeatable behaviors {schema, behavior}. New adaptations, stimuli, objects, 

or situations go into existing schema or build new schema {assimilation, schema}. New stimuli, objects, or situations 

cause behavioral changes {accommodation, behavior} [Järvilehto, 2000]. 

 



spiritualism in behavior 

Preliterate societies have possession {possession, behavior} by spirits and mediums for spirits {spiritualism, 

behavior}. Spirit possession cults can attract women and other deprived people. In European and American society 

starting about 1850, spiritualism was non-religious, and young, vulnerable, beautiful, and naive women practiced it. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Kinds 

 

behavior types 

Behaviors {behavior types} include feeding, eating specialized foods, aggressing, fighting, fleeing, performing 

courtship rituals, mating, caring for young, sleeping, hibernating, sheltering, teaching, communicating, expressing 

individuality, expressing territoriality, using tools, communicating with signals, using symbols, using language, and 

having consciousness. 

factors 

Individual and group behaviors involve reflexes, instincts, goals, emotions, motivations, and learning. 

jobs 

Jobs can have tension or responsibility. Administrator attitudes and behaviors affect worker psychology most. 

People can become bored with job. People can have overwork. Perhaps, people change jobs when marginal job-

satisfaction rate continues to fall. 

 

accident 

Accidents {accident, behavior} happen if information rate is too high or time allowed to process information is too 

short. Accident frequency inversely relates to ability to control behavior. Accident frequency varies with temperature, 

lighting, and humidity. 

 

automatic writing 

People can feel like they are writing under someone else's control {automatic writing}. 

 

blushing 

Embarrassment, guilt, or consciousness of another person's thoughts or opinions can cause uncontrollable face 

reddening {blushing}|. Only humans, who have consciousness, can blush. Women blush more than men. Young 

children, who do not understand social rules, do not blush. Blind people can blush. 

 

confinement 

Living in confined environment {confinement}|, such as in space or in submersible, has low privacy, few people, 

artificial day-night cycles, circadian rhythm shifts, anxiety about mechanical systems and safe return, tiredness from 

long work schedules, delays in completing assigned tasks, frustration with failure, and boredom. 

 

crying 

Only humans cry {crying}|. 

 

deception in behavior 

Social species try to create false beliefs in other group members by intentionally deceiving them {deception, 

behavior}| {Machiavellian intelligence hypothesis}. However, it is unlikely that non-human animals have theories of 

mind. Deception is likely to be association. 

 

decision-making 

Animals select behavior from available behaviors {decision-making}|, to attain or avoid something. Minds decide to 

act by non-linear process. Excitatory neurons stimulate inhibitory neuron, which inhibits excitatory neurons. Learning 

builds larger behavior units and so reduces number of decisions that consciousness makes. 

 

eye-hand coordination 

Vision and hand motions can link {eye-hand coordination}|. Hand and vision coordination can happen without sight 

of hand, if another experience links hand motion to seen object. 

 

fantasizing 

People can imagine different situation or outcome {fantasizing, behavior}|. 



 

fatigue in behavior 

Over time, performance slows, people make more errors, concentration is poor, perception fades, and memory 

decreases {fatigue, behavior}|. Little sleep typically causes fatigue. Fatigue increases during adverse conditions and 

anxiety. High motivation can overcome fatigue. 

 

flight-or-fight response 

When faced with threat or aggression, animals flee or fight {flight-or-fight response}|. The flight-or-fight response 

uses aminergic signals in autonomic nervous system. 

 

frustration 

Interference with goal-directed activity, interference with arousal or desire, choice between two incompatible 

responses, tension creation, forced activity, or forced withdrawal can cause frustrations {frustration}|. Frustration can 

cause imagining different situation or outcome {fantasizing, frustration}, committing violence against others or objects 

{aggression, frustration}, going back to childish behaviors {regression, frustration}, or not thinking about or acting on 

situation {withdrawal, frustration}. 

 

galvanic skin response 

Emotional arousal causes sweating and lowers skin electrical resistance {galvanic skin response}|. 

 

gesture 

Body and limb movements {gesture, behavior} can signal intentions, commands, or suggestions. Gestures can 

evolve from behaviors used for survival. Gestures can be specific to groups. 

 

imitation 

Imitation is seeing action, remembering it, and then doing it {imitation, behavior}| [Thorndike, 1903] [Thorndike, 

1911]. In organisms with voluntary muscles, behavior perception can lead to voluntary independent similar behavior, if 

organism can already perform the behavior by learning or random exercise, and if perception and memory can form 

behavior representations that can initiate movements. Imitation is voluntary but is also an automatic response. Sense 

input sets up motor reaction tendency and/or elicits memory. 

facial expressions 

Facial imitation involves matching seen faces to felt proprioceptive signals while trying to mimic. Minutes after 

birth, babies can imitate some facial expressions, without visual feedback. 

innate 

Ability to imitate body or facial expression probably is innate. 

age 

Infants imitate sounds, gestures, and body positions. From 12 to 15 months, children can imitate up to week after 

perceiving action. They also can tell when others are imitating them [Meltzoff, 1996]. 

animals 

Birds can imitate bird songs. Parrots can imitate sounds. However, apparent imitation is usually only accidental 

learning in same situation. 

Whales can imitate whale songs [Reiss, 1998]. 

Perhaps, chimpanzees do not imitate but only transfer skills by being in same situation or learning to conform 

[Heyes and Galef, 1996] [Tomasello, 1999]. 

animals: parrots 

Sounds must sound the same to parrot as to people in order for parrot to imitate people. 

properties: medium 

When recreating perceptions, imitation uses a medium, such as paper. When imitating actions, imitation uses the 

body as medium. 

properties: representation 

Imitation uses mental representation to imitate actions, such as yawning, or recreate perceptions, such as drawings 

and sounds. 

properties: voluntary muscles 

Action imitation uses voluntary muscles. 

factors: behavior 

Imitation can happen only if people already can perform the automatic procedure. 



effects: emotion 

Imitating human expression causes people to have associated emotion. Even infant can imitate expression and can 

have associated emotion. 

copying 

Imitation allows copying and variation. In competitions, imitations can have different values, and imitated events 

can evolve. Events copied more have better copies and are more valuable. Events have groups with levels and rules 

[Blackmore, 1999] [Schoenauer et al., 2000] [Steels, 2000]. 

 

imprinting in behavior 

Animals can learn to fixate on another animal {imprinting, behavior}, so they ignore or avoid other individuals. 

 

instinct 

Animals have automatic behavior patterns {fixed-action pattern} {modal action pattern} that start by stimulus {sign 

stimulus}. Animals react to external or internal stimuli with inherited related-reflex patterns {innate behavior} 

{instinct}|. 

properties 

Fixed-action patterns are hereditary, specific, and complex responses to external or internal stimuli. Innate behaviors 

happen without training and are more probable the longer the time since the previous one. Animals perform them 

completely once started. 

effects 

Fixed-action patterns can remove drive or need. 

will 

Fixed-action patterns can be partially under voluntary control. 

motivation 

Instinctive action is its own motivation. 

emotion 

Instinctive action seems to have emotion. 

goals 

Instinctive action has no goals or reasons. 

behaviors 

Most animals never produce new behaviors but only link new stimuli to innate behaviors. 

 

interviewing 

Interviewer needs to obtain and interpret information from interviewee to make decision {interviewing}. 

technique 

Interview technique {seven-point plan} for defined job obtains information about physique, intelligence, aptitude, 

attainments, interests, disposition, and circumstances. 

properties 

Time interviewer talks correlates with probability that candidate receives job offer. 

negative information 

Job interviewers can want to obtain negative information, to exclude someone. 

learning 

Interviewing can improve by profiling interviewer's style and providing feedback about good and bad things. 

 

isolation 

Prolonged isolation {isolation, behavior}| causes anxiety and hallucinations. After isolation, people have strong 

visual and other illusions. 

 

lying 

People can make false statement {lying}| to confuse, mislead, gain, or protect self. 

 

obedience 

Humans and other mammals can obey {obedience}|. People that obey authority do not feel that they are responsible 

for their actions but feel that they are only agents for other people. In famous experiment, people kept giving strong 

electrical shocks to other people, though givers experienced stress and protested to experimenter. 

 



optimal state 

People can engross themselves in activities and lose self or time feelings, with no anxiety or boredom {flow} 

{optimal state} [Csikszentmihalyi, 1975] [Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi, 1988]. 

 

persuasion 

People can persuade others {persuasion}|, because people feel that they should reciprocate, be consistent, and do 

what other people do {social validation}. People can like persuader, want to follow authority, or want to hedge against 

scarcity. 

 

play 

Behaviors {play, behavior} can involve role practice, aggression, sex, and exploration. 

 

reading rate 

Humans can choose reading or speaking symbols {reading rate} {speaking rate} at 20 to 40 bits per second. 

 

serial chaining 

People can perform organized action sequences {serial chaining}|. 

 

sneezing 

Eyes reflexively close when sneezing {sneezing}|, to prevent damage. Mouth opens to let air out. People can sneeze 

in bright light {autosomal dominant compelling helio-ophthalmic outburst} (ACHOO). 

 

weightlessness 

In zero gravity {weightlessness}|, people learn how to move themselves around using hands and arms, rather than 

legs. People learn to judge object mass using inertia, rather than weight. Body fluids shift to head. Bones lose calcium. 

Muscles atrophy. Blood changes composition. 

motion sickness 

Sensory conflict causes space motion sickness. Semicircular canals operate normally, but otoliths do not. Drugs can 

reduce motion-sickness symptoms. 

effects 

Returning astronaut feels heavy and clumsy. Head movements make world seem to move. 

 

withdrawal from life 

Stress can lower aspirations, cause escape to fantasy, or result in not thinking about or acting on situations 

{withdrawal from life}|. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Kinds>Aggression 

 

aggression in behavior 

Human behavior can try to cause physical or psychological injury to other people {aggression, behavior}|. 

Aggressive behavior is either fear/submission behavior or preparation to fight. 

purposes 

Aggression exercises or tests power. Aggression is also for defense and self-protection. In animals, aggression settles 

status, dominance order, and possession of, or access to, objects and territories. 

causes 

Direct aggression causes include consciously desiring to kill or harm someone, feeling anger, feeling fear, feeling 

anxiety, feeling inadequate, wanting approval from one's group, being blocked or delayed during goal-directed 

behavior, being denied gratification, being threatened, facing disrespect, having one's dignity or pride threatened or 

reduced, having group or personal symbols desecrated, having internal conflicts, committing crime already, and 

competing with others. 

causes: competition 

Competition causes aggression. Human males compete for females. Children fight to obtain or retain objects, 

positions, or activities. Children defend against adult aggression. 

causes: frustration 

Aggression results from frustration, but frustration can have other results {frustration-aggression hypothesis}. 

Removing or altering frustration cause can reduce aggression. 



causes: arousal 

Aggression level relates to activity level. Lowering arousal, acquisitiveness, or assertiveness lowers aggressiveness. 

causes: biology 

Hormones directly affect aggressive behavior. Aggression level in boys stays constant from age three to adulthood. 

responses 

Aggressive behavior typically causes withdrawal behavior in people aggressed against. 

People can diffuse aggression by diverting attention, leaving people alone, substituting for behavior cause, removing 

behavior cause, or ignoring behavior. 

Coaxing, soothing, reasoning, scolding, and giving up do not lessen aggression. Allowing aggression increases it. 

Low punishment encourages aggression. Fear of retaliation or punishment inhibits aggression. 

Successful aggression causes imitation by others, even if they have no frustration. 

aggression between groups 

Group aggression against another group depends on member feelings about their group, knowledge of other group, 

approval from their group, and reinforcement. 

aggression in group 

In groups with aggressive individuals, stability can happen only at specific proportions of conventional and vicious 

fighters. 

 

catharsis after aggression 

Aggressive acts reduce urge to aggress {catharsis, aggression}|. 

 

displacement of aggression 

People can direct aggression toward something that cannot retaliate or punish them {displacement, aggression}|. 

 

eye contact 

Animals look into each other's eyes {eye contact}| {mutual gaze}, often for aggression. Animals can avert gaze after 

eye contact, to show submission. Animals can have eyespots, which can be threats. 

 

threat posture 

Postures {threat posture}| can elaborate or ritualize into symbols, to show aggression. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Kinds>Conflict 

 

conflict behavior 

People often make either-or choices, or people compete with other people for rewards {conflict, behavior}. Personal 

conflicts include whether to accept or give love, choose autonomy or dependence, choose competition or cooperation, 

and think before acting or express impulse immediately. Sports and business have interpersonal conflicts. 

 

approach-approach conflict 

Two desirable, but incompatible, goals can be available simultaneously {approach-approach conflict}. 

 

approach-avoidance conflict 

Goals can have both good and bad attributes {approach-avoidance conflict}. 

 

avoidance-avoidance conflict 

Two goals can both be undesirable, but people must choose one {avoidance-avoidance conflict}. 

 

double approach-avoidance conflict 

Often two available goals have good and bad aspects {double approach-avoidance conflict}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Kinds>Displacement 

 

displacement behavior 

Animals can perform automatic activities typically performed in standard situations in inappropriate situations 

{displacement behavior}|. Displacement activities are hurried, stereotyped, or incomplete compared to same behavior 

in normal context. Displacement activities can reveal animal motivations. 



 

coping behavior 

Displacement activities enable animal to resolve conflicts {coping behavior}| and involve inhibition release. 

 

motivational conflict 

Displacement happens when two behaviors or goals are incompatible {motivational conflict}. 

 

thwarting 

Displacement happens when something prevents actions toward behaviors or goals {thwarting}|. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Kinds>Habit 

 

habit 

People can repeat automatic behaviors {habit}. Serial chaining can become habit. 

 

functionally autonomous habit 

People can have reflex-like, repeated behaviors {functionally autonomous habit}|. They originally are independent 

of drives. Functionally autonomous habits can associate with drive and thus become drives. 

 

habit family hierarchy 

People build and alter habitual behaviors {habit family hierarchy}|. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Kinds>Humor 

 

laughter as behavior 

Only humans laugh {laughter, behavior}| {humor}. Laughter involves mental censors and suppressers. 

purposes 

Perhaps, laughter is for alliance making. 

factors 

Humor and laughter can still happen when people suffer, starve, are in pain, or have oppression. Social situation 

determines laughter quality and quantity. Laughter can interrupt another person's speaking and thinking, and so to take 

control [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

animals 

Other mammals appear happy. Young chimpanzees puff air when they play, sort of like laughing. Chimpanzees 

smile when submitting, but not from happiness. 

 

incongruity in humor 

Perhaps, laughter happens if actual situation differs from expected situation {incongruity, laughter}|, but not if 

situation is too simple or too complex. Expression or perception that deviates from normal thoughts or images, such as 

something ludicrous, can cause laughter. Laughter happens only if unexpected caused no harm. Perhaps, it only upsets 

dignity [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

disposition theory 

Perhaps, humor depends on criticizing or disparaging other people and on emotions generated by being in or out of 

groups {disposition theory}. 

 

relief theory 

Perhaps, laughter happens after relief from physically or psychologically dangerous situation {relief theory}. Most 

jokes are about possible harm: taboos, injuries, and logical absurdities. Perhaps, laughter happens only if unexpected 

caused no harm [Ramachandran, 2004]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Kinds>Novelty 

 

novelty seeking 

People seek new experiences {novelty, motivation}, probably for stimulation. 

 



novelty reaction 

New stimuli or environment changes cause most animals first to flee and then to approach and investigate {novelty 

reaction}|. More novelty causes more fear. 

 

curiosity 

People can like to learn more about new object or event {curiosity}|. Curiosity is thinking about something in new 

way. 

 

exploring behavior 

Feeding behaviors involve exploring {exploring behavior}. Following behaviors and searching behaviors develop 

from exploring behaviors and enhance perception and learning. 

 

preferential looking time procedure 

Surprise or novelty causes longer looking {preferential looking time procedure}, which can test for surprising 

features. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Kinds>Pain Infliction 

 

sadism 

People can gain sexual pleasure by inflicting pain or cruelty on others {sadism}|. 

 

masochism 

Pleasure, especially sexual pleasure, can come from subjection to pain or cruelty {masochism}|. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Kinds>Stimulus Response 

 

dishabituation 

Habituation to stimulus can stop {dishabituation}| suddenly or gradually. Habituation to stimulus immediately ends 

if another stimulus begins. Sensitization affects same synapses affected by habituation. 

 

fixed sequence 

Animal behavior has unchanging action programs {fixed sequence}|, which can combine. 

 

mere exposure 

Exposure to stimulus {mere exposure} makes people favor stimulus. 

 

motor routine 

Stereotyped behavior distributes spatiotemporal signals to target neurons {motor routine}| in response to stimulus or 

brain signal. The same motor routine can distribute signals to different locations and at different spatial scales. 

 

reflex in behavior 

Receptor stimulation can send signal to spinal cord and then to muscle or gland, resulting in involuntary action 

{reflex, behavior}. 

 

sensitization in behavior 

If dangerous or important stimuli happen, escape or fighting reflexes can heighten for several minutes {sensitization, 

behavior}. Repeated dangerous stimuli make sensitization last days or weeks. Response to other stimuli also increases. 

Sensitization affects same synapses affected by habituation. Sensitization releases more vesicles by increasing 

interneuron activity on habituated-reflex sense and motor neurons. Sensitization is not associative. 

 

startle response 

Fear increases response to startling {startle response, fear}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Behavior>Kinds>Tropism 

 



ergotropic behavior 

Active animal behaviors {ergotropic behavior} involve fighting, fleeing, seeking food, and looking for mate. Pupils 

dilate, respiration increases, and blood pressure rises. 

 

trophotropic behavior 

Animal resting and building-up behaviors {trophotropic behavior} involve sleeping, eating, digesting, eliminating, 

replenishing glucose, and building cells from protein and fat. Pupils are small, respiration is slow, and alimentary canal 

glands secrete. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Child Psychology 

 

child psychology 

Children have psychology {child psychology}. 

early childhood needs 

Early childhood needs are physical care, personal attention, sensory stimulation, exploratory behavior, and contact 

with people. Young deprived children show apathy, unresponsiveness, anxiety, and fetal posture. Unmet needs can lead 

later to desire to get affection or inability to demonstrate affection. 

parenting 

Parent's absence can lead to too little or too much aggression, adjustment, and peer interactions. 

parenting: model for imitation 

Children often try to imitate other people. Adults and children typically try to emulate and strongly identify with real 

people as ideal self. 

parenting: family social class 

In middle class, children can determine their behavior and internalize their standards of conduct. Parents punish 

violence and aggression but not defiance or speech. In lower class, parents can impose standards of conduct and 

respectability, punishing transgressions. 

parenting: personality 

Parent attitudes are important to personality. Weak and ineffectual fathers and mothers tend to have hyperaggressive 

children. Dictatorial and uncaring parents tend to have shy children, who feel inferior. Bottle feeding or breast feeding, 

regular feeding or demand feeding, abrupt rearing or gradual rearing, early bowel training or late bowel training, and 

punishment or non-punishment of toilet errors, have little effect on personality or adjustment. 

parenting: institutionalization 

Institutionalized children have higher mortality rate, more disease, and lower intellectual and social development. 

theories 

Child psychology theories are psychoanalytic, learning, and cognitive. Psychoanalytic theory depends on stages of 

instinctual-energy expression. Learning theory emphasizes behavior modification through conditioning. Cognitive 

theory emphasizes cognitive-skill development for adaptation through self-activation and is the most accepted. 

theories: Piaget 

Piaget tested children's cognition by asking questions about what happens. Children seem to know concepts that 

Piaget's theory predicts that they cannot know. Social interaction and cultural effects seem to affect cognition as much 

as individual experience and maturation. Equilibration is not a proven learning mechanism. Child may not understand 

instructions and so cannot perform task. 

 

enrichment 

Enriched and secure environment {enrichment, child} can aid higher intellectual development. 

 

identification in psychology 

People, especially children, need to center their lives and emotions on another person {identification, psychology}|. 

Children and adults identify with adult as role model. 

 

imaginary companion 

Many children have imaginary playmates {imaginary companion}|. 

 

nursery school 

Early schooling {nursery school}| leads to more independence, more interaction with peers, more aggression and 

assertiveness, and fewer bad habits. Nursery school does not affect anxiety and does not affect personality. 



 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition 

 

cognition and psychology 

People have overall brain functions {cognition}|. Cognition involves symbolic information processing, typically 

using syntax. Cognitive processing is like transitions between states or representations. Perhaps, cognition has semantic 

content. Attitudes and propositions involve rational cognition. 

Cognition is making logic-like transformations over language-like representations [Dosher and Sperling, 1998] 

[Hochberg, 1998]. 

requirements 

Cognition requires sensation, requires perception, and does not require awareness. Cognition can be conscious or 

unconscious. Cognition can be not intentional or logical. All mammals have cognition. 

processes 

Cognition includes attention, imagination, learning, memory, and perception [Best, 1992] [Goldman, 1993] [Kazdin, 

2000] [Lindsay and Norman, 1977] [Poggio, 1990] [Reichardt and Poggio, 1981] [Savage, 1978]. Cognition also uses 

language and reporting. 

Cognitive processes are selecting stimulus and then labeling or imaging it {encoding, cognition}, remembering, 

perceiving, generating ideas, evaluating, reasoning, and associating freely. Associating freely is dreaming or having 

random thoughts. Generating ideas is classifying objects based on attributes or making hypothesis. 

behavior 

Thought and reasoning cause behavior. 

no cognition 

Sense qualities, emotions, and reflexes do not involve cognition. 

 

atmosphere effect 

People often choose problem solution using emotion {atmosphere effect}. 

 

cognitive dissonance 

Inconsistencies in themselves or environment can cause tension {cognitive dissonance}|. 

 

cognitive map 

People have mental images {cognitive map}| of environment around them [Järvilehto, 2000]. 

 

metacognition 

Humans and primates, and possibly other mammals and birds, can think about what is in memory and decide what to 

do {metacognition}. 

 

problem solving in cognition 

Problem solving involves encoding, remembering, generating hypotheses, deducing, evaluating, and reporting 

{problem solving, cognition} [Bruner, 1956]. 

problem set 

Problems have types {problem set}. Recognizing problem set makes similar problems easy to solve. When problem 

is of different type, assuming wrong problem set uses wrong memories. People can solve problems automatically by 

using problem set unconsciously, and this is intuition or insight [Berry and Broadbent, 1984] [Claxton, 1986] [Claxton, 

1994] [Claxton, 1997] [Greenwald, 1992] [Lewicki et al., 1987] [Lewicki et al., 1988] [Lewicki et al., 1992]. 

verbal mediation 

Problems typically involve concepts and principles, so talking to others or oneself can help find solution. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Cognitive Style 

 

cognitive style 

To respond to stimuli and perceive, people have fundamental mental processes {cognitive style}|. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Cognitive Style>Orientation 

 



field dependence 

People can orient toward outside world {field dependence}. 

 

field independence 

People can orient toward their bodies {field independence}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Cognitive Style>Time 

 

impulsivity 

People can immediately perform the first alternative {impulsivity}. 

 

reflectivity 

People can take time to think about alternatives {reflectivity}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Cognitive Style>Reference 

 

leveling 

People can maintain reference frame {leveling}. 

 

sharpening 

People can change reference frame {sharpening}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Cognitive Style>Thinking 

 

analytic thinking 

People can use stimulus component {analytic thinking}. 

 

relational thinking 

People can use stimulus function {relational thinking}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Attention 

 

attention 

People can observe scenes and then concentrate on organisms, self, objects, features, times, or locations {attention}|. 

Attention is on whole-object center, not just to initial cue or feature. Attention can focus on objects of different sizes 

and at different distances, so size and distance do not matter. Attending reduces noticing other organisms, objects, 

features, times, and locations. Attention filters, amplifies, or suppresses data. 

processes 

To guide attention, mind uses hypotheses about scene or object to test if distinctive properties are at distinctive 

locations. General search method does not guide attention. Attention uses image spatial coordinates to move to 

locations. Body, head, eyes, and attention window move to focus on stimulus location. Minds shift visual attention to 

new object before saccadic eye movement [Culham et al., 1998] [Posner and Gilbert, 1999] [Umiltà and Moscovitch, 

1994]. 

processes: selection 

Attention can affect early information processing {early selection} and not cause later perception. Attention can 

affect responses, memory, or high-level information processing and not prevent later perception {late selection}. 

Attentional load studies indicate that attention affects early selection. 

processes: figure 

Attention selects figure from ground. 

purposes 

Attention to object allows quicker reaction, smaller stimulation, more accuracy, and better recall. 

properties: attention to painting 

In perspective painting, observer attention typically moves along eye-level line. 

properties: distance 

Attention does not decrease or increase perceived distance. 

properties: EEG 



Attention to object, to recognize it or use it, causes 40-Hz EEG oscillation. 

properties: extinction 

If stimulus is present in one visual field, it can prevent attention to later stimulus in other visual field, especially if 

the stimuli have similar positions. 

properties: information 

Minds track object parts with highest information and strongest features, which are often along outer contour. 

properties: intensity 

Attention does not increase stimulus intensity. 

properties: time 

Attention can turn off but only for short time. 

causes: texture discrimination 

Texture discrimination precedes attention and looks for visual-field texton-kind and density changes, in parallel. If 

elongated blobs are the same because blob terminators total same number, texture is the same. If texton changes, mind 

calls attention processes. 

causes: pain 

Pain causes attention to object and causes motivation and response to push object farther away and/or stop pain. 

Attention, anxiety, and prior experience influence pain. Pain makes other goals seem unimportant. 

causes: pleasure 

Pleasure causes attention to object. 

factors: classifying 

The categorizing process begins before attention and continues independently after attention. 

factors: consciousness 

Animals with consciousness can attend to something only if they are aware of it already. Attention can be faster than 

consciousness. Attention can distract before consciousness. Consciousness can be selective attention. Brain regions for 

attention, shape, planning, and goals are for sensory consciousness [Chalmers, 2000] [Ffytche, 2000] [Kanwisher, 

2001] [Lumer, 2000] [Lumer et al., 1998]. 

factors: dreaming 

In dreams, attention easily distracts, and people cannot consciously attend. 

factors: emotion 

Attention is before emotions associated with events. 

factors: hypnosis 

Hypnosis typically restricts attention to small field. 

factors: learning 

Rewards and punishments determine attention to features and objects, so learning affects attention. 

factors: meditation 

Concentrative meditation pays attention to one object or event, such as breathing or mantra. 

factors: memory 

Memories are weak if attention is weak. More attention strengthens declarative memory encoding, because more 

conscious processing makes more cues for retrieval. Animals with consciousness must pay attention to remember 

declarative facts. Animals with no consciousness can orient but cannot attend or use declarative memory. Making 

iconic memory requires attention. Attention to sensory memory causes automatic entry into verbal short-term memory. 

Attention is part of working memory, or working memory holds attended conscious content, and vice versa. 

factors: near-death experience 

Near-death experiences have focused attention. 

factors: perception 

Attention precedes perception and so is apperceptive. 

factors: recognition 

Recognizing object requires attention. 

factors: sensation 

Attention requires sensation and does not require awareness. 

factors: sleep 

Little sleep causes attention loss. 

factors: will 

Animals with consciousness must pay attention to take voluntary action. Animals with no consciousness can orient 

but cannot attend or perform voluntary actions. 



effects 

Attention can enhance all processing related to object attended. 

effects: association 

Attention to two object features associates their features. Attention can associate two features by placing them in 

same spatial location [Treisman and Gelade, 1980]. 

effects: orientation followup 

The orienting response precedes slower process that gathers information about time, place, and person to recognize 

object {orientation followup}. 

effects: orientation response 

Response to new stimulus directs attention to spatial location {orientation response, attention}, probably before 

consciousness starts. 

effects: binding 

Attention can be necessary for binding. However, binding can happen for non-conscious information processing 

with no attention. Adjacent-object properties can bind to half-attended objects. 

effects: response enhancement 

Perhaps, attention to stimulus increases response of neuron that receives stimulus input. 

effects: sharper tuning 

Perhaps, attention to stimulus decreases stimulus range to which neuron responds. 

effects: structural model 

Attention selects one information channel, which has maximum serial information-flow rate. 

biology: animals 

All mammals have attention. 

biology: excitation 

Attention excites affected neurons temporarily [Chelazzi et al., 1993] [Crick and Koch, 1990] [Desimone and 

Duncan, 1995] [Kastner et al., 1998] [Lee et al., 1999] [Luck et al., 1997] [Miller et al., 1993] [Moran and Desimone, 

1985] [Reynolds et al., 1999] [Reynolds and Desimone, 1999] [Rolls et al., 2003] [Rolls and Tovee, 1995] [Treue and 

Maunsell, 1996]. 

biology: neuron 

Attention reduces neural responses in unattended cortex and increases neural responses and synchronous firing in 

attended cortex. 

biology: development 

At 6 to 7 years, ability to sustain attention increases greatly, in all cultures. 

biology: drug 

Drugs, such as modafinil, can provide atypical attention states [Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968] [Atkinson et al., 1999] 

[Atkinson et al., 2000] [Farthing, 1992] [Hobson, 1999] [Metzner, 1971] [Spence and Spence, 1968] [Tart, 1972] [Tart, 

1975]. 

biology: synchrony 

Awake brain has synchrony, which increases with attention and preparation for motor acts. 

biology: fruitfly 

In fruitfly, attention affects specific neurons [Heisenberg and Wolf, 1984] [Tang and Guo, 2001] [van Swinderen 

and Greenspan, 2003]. 

brain 

Attention involves anterior attention network, cingulate nucleus, frontal lobe attentional network, hypothalamus, 

inferotemporal region, lateral pulvinar nucleus, lateral reticular system, locus coeruleus, orbito-frontal lobe, pons, 

posterior parietal lobe, prefrontal lobe, reticular formation, spatial attention system, superior colliculus, tectopulvinar 

pathway, tegmentum, thalamus, and ventral temporal lobe. 

brain: anterior cingulate 

Consciousness reduces anterior-cingulate-gyrus activity {anterior cingulate, attention} [Chalmers, 2000] [Ffytche, 

2000] [Kanwisher, 2001] [Lumer, 2000] [Lumer et al., 1998]. 

brain: frontal lobe 

Consciousness increases right-frontal-lobe attention-center activity [Chalmers, 2000] [Ffytche, 2000] [Huerta et al., 

1986] [Kanwisher, 2001] [Lumer, 2000] [Lumer et al., 1998] [Schall, 1997]. 

brain: parietal lobe 

Attention affects posterior parietal lobe [Bisley and Goldberg, 2003] [Colby and Goldberg, 1999] [Gottlieb et al., 

1998]. 

brain: PIP 



PIP controls attention [Chalmers, 2000] [Ffytche, 2000] [Kanwisher, 2001] [Lumer, 2000] [Lumer et al., 1998]. 

brain: prefrontal cortex 

Focal attention originates in prefrontal cortex and can affect thalamus or sense-cortex areas [Boff et al., 1986] 

[Braun, 1994] [Braun, 2003] [Braun and Julesz, 1998] [Braun and Sagi, 1990] [de Fockert et al., 2001] [Lennie, 2003] 

[Li et al., 2002] [Reddy et al., 2004] [Rousselet et al., 2002] [Sperling and Dosher, 1986] [Strayer and Johnston, 2001] 

[Tsotsos, 1990] [Ullman, 1984]. 

brain: V1 region 

Attention affects area V1 [Brefczynski and DeYoe, 1999] [Fries et al., 2001] [Gandhi et al., 1999] [Ito and Gilbert, 

1999] [Ito et al., 1995] [Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000] [Motter, 1993] [Niebur and Koch, 1994] [Niebur et al., 1993] 

[Niebur et al., 2002] [Noesselt et al., 2002] [O'Connor et al., 2002] [Posner and Gilbert, 1999] [Roelfsema et al., 1998] 

[Somers et al., 1999] [Watanabe et al., 1998]. 

 

attentional blink 

If second stimulus is 200 ms to 500 ms after attending first stimulus, people cannot perceive second stimulus 

{attentional blink}. People can accurately detect a stimulus in a stimulus series with separation 100 ms, because they 

can use immediate memory. People can somewhat accurately detect which stimulus preceded and which was later in 

stimulus series, if stimuli are less than 100 ms or more than 400 ms apart, but not 200 ms to 300 ms apart, because they 

cannot use immediate memory. 

 

attentional shift 

Attention can shift from object or location to another object or location {attentional shift}. Attention switches no 

more than twice per second. Attention shifts 50 milliseconds to 100 milliseconds after brain signal to shift attention. 

Attentional shift can involve eye movement {overt attentional shift} or no eye movement {covert attentional shift}. 

Attention shift uses dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, cingulate nucleus, frontal eye fields in area 8, area-7a posterior-

parietal lobe, pulvinar nucleus, and superior colliculus. 

 

biased competition 

Attention excites a neuron set and inhibits other sets {biased competition} [Desimone and Duncan, 1995]. 

 

Broadbent filtering effect 

People can prevent meaningful sounds received at unattended channel from becoming conscious {Broadbent 

filtering effect, attention} [Broadbent, 1958]. 

 

deception in primates 

To steal food or to mate, primates distract others' attention {deception, attention} [Byrne and Whiten, 1988] [Whiten 

and Byrne, 1997]. 

 

inattentional blindness 

While concentrating on other events or paying attention to one object, people do not necessarily see unusual events 

happening {inattentional blindness}, even in vision center. If attention is elsewhere, people do not necessarily see 

objects and events in scenes. 

Even if attention is on location or object, people can still not notice, if they do not store enough object detail. People 

do not see unexpected objects and events [Gladwell, 2001] [Haines, 1991] [Mack and Rock, 1998] [Obrecht and Stark, 

1991]. 

attentional load 

If attentional load increases, inattentional blindness increases. 

masking 

Changes can have masking. 

gradient 

Change can be too gradual. 

 

neglect in attention 

If stimulus is in contralesional visual field, such as when right brain has lesion and stimulus is in left visual field, 

people cannot attend to it {neglect, attention}. Neglect can be for object or body right or left side. 

 



orientation map 

A cortical-area-6 map {orientation map} computes locations in nearby space, using body-based coordinates. 

Perhaps, it guides orienting responses, like tectofugal pathway. 

 

searchlight 

Mental process {searchlight of attention} {spotlight of attention} {attentional spotlight} can focus attention on 

objects in mental space, to find, select, and recognize scene objects. Attention probably does not move across space or 

time, but jumps or expands and then contracts {zooming, attention} [Bergen and Julesz, 1983] [Cave and Bichot, 1999] 

[Julesz, 1971] [Julesz, 1981] [Sperling and Weichselgartner, 1995] [Treisman, 1988] [Treisman, 1998] [Treisman and 

Gelade, 1980] [Wolfe, 1992] [Wolfe, 1998] [Wolfe, 1999]. 

 

Stroop test 

Researchers can ask people to name the color used for word letters, or to name color patch near black-lettered word 

{Stroop test}. The word is or is not the color name. If word is different-color name, color-naming response time 

increases, showing that attention and perception can conflict. 

 

time gap 

Sudden consciousness, of having no memory of just-passed time {time gap}, results from low attention and failure to 

register event times. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Attention>Forms 

 

bottom-up attention 

Consciousness of sense input has two forms, top-down and bottom-up, corresponding to the two attention stages. 

Quick consciousness {exogenous attention} {bottom-up attention} {saliency-based attention} is automatic, depends 

only on input features, and can use single neurons to detect perceptual features, as in orienting response [Braun and 

Julesz, 1998] [Duncan, 1998] [Duncan, 2001] [Egeth and Yantis, 1997] [Nakayama and Mackeben, 1989] [Shimojo et 

al., 1996] [VanRullen and Koch, 2003] [Watanabe and Rodieck, 1989]. 

 

top-down attention 

Sense-input consciousness can be top-down or bottom-up, corresponding to attention stages [Bülthoff, 2002] 

[Hamker, 2004] [Hamker and Worcester, 2002] [Hardcastle, 2003] [Kentridge et al., 1999] [Lamme, 2003] [Lee et al., 

1999] [Naccache et al., 2002] [Osaka, 2003] [Posner et al., 1980] [Reddy et al., 2002] [Rolls and Deco, 2002] 

[VanRullen and Koch, 2003] [Wen et al., 1997]. 

Long-term consciousness {top-down attention} {endogenous attention} {task-dependent attention} {volitional-

controlled attention} {focal attention} is through will, has tasks, and uses focusing, short-term memory, and cortical 

and thalamic sense centers. Example is orientation sense. Focal attention uses locations, features, and objects. 

Attention to sense input causes subjective feeling of emptying the head of other thoughts and feelings. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Attention>Properties 

 

attention span 

Stimulus can be held in memory without loss up to one second {attention span}|. Attention changes every few 

seconds. 

 

attentional load 

If number of objects increases {attentional load}, perceptual-task difficulty increases. If attentional load increases, 

inattentional blindness and change blindness increase. 

 

covert attention scanning 

While looking at location or object, people can attend to another object or place {covert attention scanning} 

[Rizzolatti et al., 1994]. 

 

electrodermal response 

When organisms respond to environment changes, unconscious skin responses {electrodermal response} 

{electrodermal activity} can happen with orienting response (OR) or to defensive response (DR). Electrical skin 



activity changes skin potential {endosomatic response} and skin electrical resistance or conductance {exosomatic 

response}. 

biology 

Sympathetic nervous system controls electrodermal activity. 

Bulbar reticular formation stimulation inhibits electrodermal response. Amygdala removal inhibits skin conductance. 

factors: sweat 

Sweat affects exosomatic responses. 

factors: schizophrenia 

Schizophrenia patients can have no or large electrodermal response. 

 

preattentive processing 

Before people attend to stimulus or time or space location, they mentally prepare {preattentive processing}. 

 

selective attention 

People can pay attention to different stimulus parts {selective attention} [Broadbent, 1958]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Attention>Theories 

 

attentional capacity model 

Perhaps, attention has one channel, with strength {attentional capacity model}. Attentional strength correlates with 

general intelligence and ability to block proactive interference. Attention tries to block interference and distractions. 

Attention tracks goals, activates data, and calls parallel subsystems. 

 

coherence field 

Perhaps, attention binds related features to produce temporarily integrated scene {coherence field} {virtual 

representation} [Rensink, 2000]. 

 

feature integration theory 

Perhaps, attention and visual search first process basic visual features preattentively and automatically and then use 

attention to associate features with objects and find higher level properties {feature integration theory}. Attention 

integrates or selects basic features such as color and orientation [Chun and Wolfe, 1996] [Driver and Baylis, 1998] 

[Duncan, 1984] [Jolicoeur et al., 1986] [Kanwisher and Driver, 1997] [Rock and Gutman, 1981] [Wolfe, 1994] [Wolfe, 

1999]. 

 

filter theory 

Perhaps, mind transforms information flowing through one information channel, which filters information at low 

rate to select high-priority information {filter theory}. Filtering can affect sense input, emotion, language, color, and 

response. People can control information channel to block or weaken incoming messages or to interpret information 

differently. For example, people can keep meaningful sounds received at unattended channel from becoming conscious 

{Broadbent filtering effect, filter theory} [Broadbent, 1958]. 

 

guided search theory 

Perhaps, attention and visual search process basic visual features preattentively and automatically and then use that 

information to control attention processes {guided search theory, attention}. 

 

preattentive task 

Perhaps, image features compete in decision and attention processes as mind finds, selects, and recognizes object in 

image {preattentive task} {pop-out task}. 

 

pre-motor theory 

Perhaps, same neurons that tell eyes to move toward location are for attention to location {pre-motor theory}. 

Attention changes depend on plans to move eyes to new directions [Kustov and Robinson, 1996] [Rizzolatti et al., 

1994] [Sheliga et al., 1994]. 

 



saliency map 

Perhaps, attention uses map {saliency map} with neurons that detect differences [Itti et al., 1998] [Itti and Koch, 

2000] [Itti and Koch, 2001] [Koch and Ullman, 1985] [Treisman and Gelade, 1980] [Walther et al., 2002] [Wolfe, 

1994] [Wolfe, 1999]. 

 

supervisory attentional system 

People can make attention metarepresentations {supervisory attentional system} [Shallice, 1988]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Emotion 

 

emotion 

People can have anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise {emotion}|. Derived emotions are 

affection, annoyance, anxiety, awe, despair, ecstasy, embarrassment, forgiveness, guilt, hate, hope, humility, jealousy, 

joy, love, mercy, pride, rapture, regret, remorse, repentance, revenge, reverence, rue, shame, satisfaction, and sulkiness. 

Social animals can have shame and submissiveness. 

types 

The fundamental genetic emotions are anger, fear, surprise, disgust, sadness, contempt, and happiness [Damasio, 

1999] [Dolan, 2002] [LeDoux, 1996] [Damasio, 1994] [Damasio, 2000] [Damasio, 2003]. 

Emotions are affection/eros/love, anger/hate, anxiety/fear, disgust, happiness, hunger, joy/elation, sadness, sexual 

desire, shame/guilt, surprise, and thirst. Higher emotions combine lower emotions: affection, anxiety, awe, 

contentment, despair, disgust, embarrassment, excuse, forgiveness, guilt, hope, humility, icy calm, ironic detachment, 

jealousy, mercy, pride, rapture, regret, remorse, repentance, revenge, rue, satisfaction, and shame. 

Mental states compound emotions: ambition, belief, curiosity, humor, hypnosis, idea, imagination, insight, 

recognition, recall, stupor, and will. 

cognition 

Emotions are cognitive and can involve judgments. People can have a wide range of emotional responses to the same 

situation. People can hide emotions. 

requirements 

Emotion does not require sensation, does not require perception, and does not require awareness. People do not 

necessarily know the emotion they actually have. 

properties 

Human emotions are compound and complex sensations, have qualitative feel, and have facial muscle movements. 

properties: intensity 

Emotions stimulated by body or spontaneous emotions caused by signals from cerebral cortex have same intensity. 

properties: timing 

Emotions can be current, dispositional, or long-term. 

properties: will 

Emotions can be voluntary. 

causes 

Rewards and punishments cause emotions. 

causes: visceral changes 

Visceral changes do not account for emotions. Emotional behavior happens even with cut viscera-to-central-nervous-

system nerves. Emotional behavior does not always happen when viscera respond to stimulation. Different emotions 

cause similar visceral changes. People cannot localize or differentiate changes to viscera. Emotional experience is 

relatively fast, but visceral autonomic nervous system responses are relatively slow. 

effects 

Emotions can cause fast autonomic responses, motivate action, make intimate bonds between individuals, affect 

memorization, and affect recall. 

factors: behavior 

Behavior types affect emotions. 

factors: context 

Context affects emotions. 

factors: expectation 

Emotions can relate to expectations. People can imagine emotion that they will feel in future situation, such as 

embarrassment, regret, or fear. People can become aroused and attentive just before situation. People can be happy that 



they anticipated situation correctly or unhappy that they anticipated situation incorrectly. People can react quickly to 

situation. People can react after deliberation about past situation. 

People form impressions of each other by applying previously established expectancies. 

factors: facial expression 

In all cultures, the same facial expressions accompany the same major emotions. Facial expressions for different 

emotions are often similar. 

Facial expressions used in emotions arose from other functions. For example, muscles surrounding eyes contract to 

protect eyes from increased blood pressure or from assailant's blow. 

Repeated emotions, moods, and behaviors repeat facial muscle contractions and modify face bulges, lines, and 

wrinkles. People can determine emotions, moods, and character from facial expressions and features [Darwin, 1872]. 

factors: gender 

Emotions have equal frequencies in men and women. 

factors: color 

Color can express emotions such as happiness, worry, sadness, fright, and anger. The same colors express same 

emotions over human history and among different cultures. 

biology 

Amygdala and/or hypothalamus stimulation can trigger emotions. Emotions do not require body stimulation or 

cerebral-cortex signals. 

biology: animals 

All mammals have emotions. 

biology: baby 

Babies show joy, anger, annoyance, and sulkiness, but brain regions for emotion have little activity. 

comparison: drives 

Emotions do not include hunger, thirst, or sexual desire, because they are biological drives. 

comparison: feeling 

People can have emotion without feeling. 

 

affect in emotion 

Feeling emotion {affect, emotion} can lead to action. 

 

anxiety 

Chronic fear or apprehension {anxiety}, without stimulus, can cause physiological discomfort. 

guilt 

People have feelings that they were, are, or will be at fault. Guilt is anxiety. 

shame 

People feel shame when they believe that others know their guilt. 

types 

Anxiety can be transitory {state anxiety} or long lasting {trait anxiety}. 

causes 

Traumatic, dangerous, unexpected, or embarrassing thoughts, events, or impulses, especially if they associate with 

pain or punishment, trigger anxiety. Worry or fear of something in the future can cause mental distress. Pain, severe 

punishment, frequent mood changes, guilty feelings, and inability to adapt can cause anxiety. 

Anxiety can result from stimulus-punishment pair, such as sexual stimuli and aggression. 

When mothers bear siblings, or people receive continual reproval, anticipating losing parent affection and nurturance 

can cause anxiety. 

Unexpected people and events in familiar situations can cause anxiety. 

Guilty feelings can be because one's thoughts and actions differ from high standards set by self or others. 

effects 

Anxious people can have rapid pulse, strong heartbeat, perspiration, trembling, throat and mouth dryness, and empty 

feelings in stomach. 

effects: avoidance 

Anxiety is an avoidance goal or drive, and danger signal arouses it. Behavior that reduces anxiety has reinforcement, 

so one response is to avoid signal. 

factors: age 

Anxiety can begin at age two or three. 



factors: learning 

People can learn anxiety arousal. 

 

contrastive valence 

Contrasting emotion preceding emotion makes second emotion stronger {contrastive valence}. 

 

death 

Dying {death, psychology} adds fear, tension, and other emotions to life. Death makes one think of legacy. Death 

can be an escape. Death establishes deadline for activity. 

feelings: dying 

Dying people hope doctors or god will save them. They want to live. They want to know all about their case. They 

often talk about their philosophy. 

People can face death by denial. People can face death by mastery behavior. 

feelings: fear 

People can fear death by imagining it or by fearing loss. 

feelings: after death 

After death, family is either angry or in despair. Mourners can be angry with dead person for leaving them. They can 

punish themselves, because they wished for person's death or feel that they caused death. They can want to elicit pity. 

They can need to talk, to free their emotions. 

feelings: mission 

People can give dying person mission. 

feelings: problems 

Financial problems, feelings of being a burden, loneliness, fear of pain, fear of dying, and fear for ability of loved 

ones to be able to adapt, all make dying harder. 

feelings: reaction stages 

If family member will soon die, family members go through same stages that typically happen during all life's 

changes: shock, denial, search for meaning, comfort, and hope. 

The first stage in facing one's death is shock. Then comes denial and isolation. Partial acceptance follows. Anger can 

try to force another person to treat dying person as still a human being. People can project anger randomly. Bargaining 

is a brief attempt to offer good behavior to God to get favor. Bargaining can relate to guilt. Loss of body control, job, 

wealth, or ability to care for children can cause depression. Depression causes shortened sleep. Instead of depression, 

people can prepare for death, express and share sorrow, have long sleeping periods, and be silent. Then acceptance has 

tiredness, weakness, need for sleep, no feelings, no interests, desire to be left alone, and no talking. 

factors: children's feelings 

For ages up to three years old, death is like separation or like body mutilation. From three to five years old, death is 

like temporarily going away. From five to nine years old, death is person coming to take them away. After nine years 

old, death is biological death. 

factors: custom 

Customs can allow dying people to accept death. Customs can help people to share guilt or spread guilt over time. 

factors: society 

Death is more isolated, avoided, or ignored now than before. People have more fear of death, which relates to society 

violence level. Fewer people believe in life after death now. Suffering has no meaning now, so there is no reason to die 

or suffer. 

 

emotionality 

Personality dimension is emotional reactivity {emotionality}, which varies from low to high. 

 

feelings 

All mammals have emotion cognitions {feelings}|. 

 

impression 

People's general feeling about newly met people {impression}| depends on cold or warm personality or other basic 

trait. People recognize people quickly, using minimum evidence. 

 



mood in emotion 

Non-specific mental feelings {mood, emotion}| include contentment, depression, mania, happiness, and calm. People 

can have tense-energy for flight-or-fight response, tense-tiredness for frustration or depression, calm-energy for 

euphoria, or calm tiredness for satisfaction [Thayer]. 

requirements 

Mood does not require sensation or perception. 

biology: animals 

All mammals have moods. 

biology: chemicals 

Corticosteroid, adrenalin, and glucose concentrations in blood cause mood. High corticosteroid makes more tension. 

High adrenalin and glucose make more energy. 

 

threat 

People can experience threats {threat} of bodily harm and react to that experience with heightened awareness and 

aggression. War and crime use threats. 

properties: threshold 

The consciousness threshold for threatening words or pictures can be significantly higher or lower than that for 

neutral ones. 

causes: dominance hierarchy 

Dominance hierarchy causes hostility to strangers, maintains peace in society, decreases new behaviors, and causes 

threats from younger males toward older males. 

effects: aggression 

Threat can cause aggression. Frustrations and threats can cause wishes for harm or actual harm to others. 

effects: response 

In response to threat, people can fight or flee. 

biology: escape 

Voluntary escape behaviors use small efferent fibers in spinal cord with long latencies and variable responses, which 

react to visual, tactile, and vibratory threats. 

biology: sympathetic nervous system 

Sympathetic nervous system nerves contribute to threat and aggression behaviors. 

factors: games 

Games involve threats to plans and goals [Chernoff and Moses, 1959]. 

factors: negotiations 

Negotiations often involve coercive threats. 

factors: posture 

Threat postures can elaborate into symbols. 

factors: schizophrenia 

Schizophrenics can hear voices threatening to kill them. 

factors: symbol 

Raised fist or skull and dagger is for threat. 

theories: dreaming 

Perhaps, dreams are rehearsals or practice against threats {threat simulation theory, dreaming}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Emotion>Theories 

 

bodily upset theory 

Emotions can be body changes {bodily upset theory}. 

 

emotivism in cognition 

Emotions can cause cognitions {emotivism, cognition}. 

 

feeling theory 

Emotions can be sensations {feeling theory}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Emotion>Kinds 

 



bonding and attachment 

Innate behaviors triggered by another individual, or several individuals in preference order, lead to affection bonds 

{attachment behavior} {bonding}|. 

biology 

The young of all mammals have attachment. In humans, attachment behavior develops during the first nine months 

and can happen until end of third year. Children typically have special relation to adult, which is an innate response to 

stimulation by adult. Different emotions accompany attachment beginning, maintenance, disruption, and renewal. 

Children develop schema for adult face at 3 to 4 months old. Later, face and feelings generalize to other people, who 

can then receive affection. 

properties 

Attachment causes pleasant feelings. 

properties: care 

Behavior goal is to receive care from others. Care-giving behavior from one person terminates attachment behavior 

in other person. 

properties: location 

If children know attached-person location, children do not show attachment behavior and explore environment 

instead. 

properties: time 

Attachments last many years. 

causes 

Connections between individuals develop because people reduce basic drives by such connections. Strangeness, 

hunger, fatigue, and anything frightening can activate attachment process. 

purposes 

Attachment protects young from predators and allows safe environment exploration. 

factors 

Learning to distinguish familiar from strange is main factor in attachment development. Conversation, rewards, and 

punishments have small importance. 

factors: contact 

Attachment behavior typically is between child and parent interacting in close physical contact, in supportive and 

comforting environment. 

 

courage 

Continuing behavior despite fear requires courage {courage}|. Courage can be recklessness or stubbornness if 

activity has little value. People can learn to control subjective fear or achieve a fearlessness state. Preparing people to 

do dangerous jobs requires practice in actual tasks. 

 

fear 

Apprehension {fear}| has associated physiological changes and/or behavior to avoid or escape specific and real 

danger in outside world. 

biology 

Fears can be innate. 

causes 

Traumatic stimulation, repeated subtraumatic situations {sensitization, fear}, direct or indirect fear-behavior 

observation, and fear-provoking information can cause fear. Fear ends after removing or avoiding stimulus. 

therapy 

Therapy can reduce fear directly, as in behavior therapy. Therapy can reduce fear by modifying causes, as in 

psychoanalysis. Therapy can reduce fear by desensitizing, flooding, or modeling. 

 

grief 

After death, divorce, or crime, people experience feelings of loss {grief}|. 

causes 

Separation causes search for loved person or object. Grief is search frustration. Grief is over lost thing itself, not 

about symbolic significance. 

factors: guilt 

Grief does not associate with guilt. 



stages 

People go through stages when recovering from loss, death, or divorce. Stages are denial of loss, anger at God or 

other people, despair at low hope or bad life, and acceptance of fate and of consequences. 

expression 

People that do not express feelings can suffer delayed or distorted grief. Religious ceremonies about death allow 

expressions of sorrow, in all cultures. 

 

happiness 

Happiness {happiness}| strongly correlates with income and wealth. 

causes 

People can attain happiness in three ways. 

One is to help other people. This gives satisfaction that world is becoming better. It also provides warm human 

contact. It makes the helper feel good. 

Another is to do something creative. This can involve arts, such as music, painting, sculpture, and writing, but it can 

also be making new software, products, and inventions. Creative work keeps mind and hands busy at productive and 

constructive tasks. It also allows one new imagination and delight. It can also provide insights into nature and people. 

The third is to love and have love. This means deep mutually shared love based on strong emotion and cognition. 

However, everyone knows it is also exciting and fun to meet someone new, have crescendo of sexual and warm 

feelings, and fall in love. 

needs 

Perhaps, these factors also meet human needs. Humans need another's touch, in hugs and embraces. They need to 

have freedom and telling stories, to experience the creative. They need to have meaning in their lives, which translates 

into how they deal with other people. 

 

horror as emotion 

Something disgusting and negative, such as mutilated bodies, can cause a feeling {horror, emotion}|. 

 

joy 

Fun {joy}| can depend on exploration and self-stimulation. 

 

love 

Sexual attraction, flirtation, and companionship {love}| are common love types in all societies. Obsession, self-

sacrifice, and convenience are rare in all societies. 

love 

Strong sexual and aesthetic attraction involves one person, high intimacy, feeling of merging, need to know all about 

other person, and need to serve. Love is sexual attraction, affection, friendship, and desire for beauty in another, 

sometimes with power and control. 

flirting 

Flirtation or play involves several people, low dependence, low strength, and no attachment. 

friendship 

Friendship or companionship involves stable relationship, low passion, and emphasis on home and children. 

obsession 

Obsession involves jealousy, possessiveness, despair, and ecstasy. 

devotion 

Self-sacrificing devotion involves patience, low jealousy, love, caring, and no need for return of love. 

compatibility 

Compatibility and convenience involve rules based on mutual interests and needs. 

 

panic 

People can have uncontrollable fear {panic}| in response to repetitive or imminent danger. 

 

stress as emotion 

People often feel rushed, harassed, or overwhelmed by demands {stress, emotion}|. Environment often blocks 

people's will. 

causes 

Noise, smell, monotonous work, excessive information flow, or interpersonal conflict can cause stress. 



effects: illness 

Stress can cause myocardial infarction, high blood pressure, gastro-intestinal disorders, asthma, and migraine. 

effects: escape 

Stress can cause escape from situation. 

effects: aggression 

Stress can cause aggression. 

effects: apathy 

Stress can cause state with little emotion, listlessness, preoccupation with self, and detachment from environment. 

effects: regression 

Stress can cause regression to earlier life stages. 

effects: fixation 

Stress can initiate old, stereotyped response to new stimulus, such as obsessive or compulsive actions. 

effects: withdrawal 

Stress can lower one's aspirations, cause escape to fantasy, or result in not thinking about or acting on situations. 

effects: projection 

Stress can cause illogical action, attributed to another's orders. 

effects: denial 

Stress can cause denial of, or minimization of, stress. 

effects: suppression 

Stress can cause people to forget the problem, to try to be calm, or to reassure themselves. 

effects: biology 

In response to stress, sympathetic nervous system and adrenal medulla secrete adrenaline and noradrenaline, and 

pituitary and adrenal glands secrete cortisol. 

factors 

Stress increases with fear, dependency, and weakness. 

factors: age 

People learn some stress responses as early as infancy. 

factors: arousal 

Both low and excess stimulation affect arousal. 

 

suffering as emotion 

People can have thwarted desires, intentions, hopes, plans, and projects {suffering, emotion}|. There are degrees of 

suffering. Mind is necessary to have suffering, because suffering depends on expectations and desires. Ability to reason 

and ability to suffer differ but relate. Animals that are smart enough to suffer include horse, dog, apes, elephants, and 

dolphins, because they can do something about conditions that make them suffer. 

 

terror 

People can have specific fear that evil events or actions are going to happen {terror}|. Terror relates to trembling. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Imagination 

 

imagination 

Thinking about unobserved things {imagination, cognition} is under voluntary control and depends on physical and 

cultural reality. However, imagination can be about unreal, possible, untrue, incomplete, and opposite things. 

Imagination can be about negative statements, recursions, and contradictions [Johnson, 1987] [Morris and Hampson, 

1983] [Popper and Eccles, 1977] [Sartre, 1948] [Zeki, 1992]. 

imagery 

Imagery is under voluntary control and depends on physical and cultural reality. Making visual mental images 

depends on how grouping organizes information, how quickly perceptual units fade, and how quickly and how often 

mind can remake image. Imagery transfers from one eye to the other [Kosslyn, 1980] [Kosslyn, 1994] [Kosslyn et al., 

1997] [Kosslyn et al., 2001] [Kreiman et al., 2000] [O'Craven and Kanwisher, 2000] [Sacks, 2003] [Shiekh, 1983] 

[Tomita et al., 1999]. 

People use viewer-centered coordinates in imagery. 

comparison: hallucination 

Hallucinations are unreal and involuntary, but imagery is under voluntary control and depends on physical and 

cultural reality. Imagination and hallucination differ. 



comparison: reality 

Compared to reality, imagination is less intense and changes more easily, voluntarily or involuntarily. They are 

distinguishable, because people have expectations about environment and body, but imagination has fewer constraints. 

biology: brain 

Premotor frontal lobe is for imagination. 

biology: drug 

Drugs can provide atypical imagination states. 

biology: EEG 

Alpha waves disappear when mental imagery begins. 

factors: deafness 

Deaf children use imagery instead of sound. They have same ability to solve problems. 

factors: hypnosis 

Imagination has no relation to hypnotizing. 

factors: intelligence 

Ability to use imagination is an intelligence factor. More intellectually gifted people have less vivid imagery 

[Galton, 1883]. 

factors: mnemonics 

Mnemonics all use mental imagery. 

factors: out-of-body experience 

High imagination favors out-of-body experiences. 

factors: personality 

Authoritarian personality has little imagination. 

factors: reporting 

Reports can be about imagined things. 

 

creativity 

Making variations on themes {creativity, imagination} can find meaningful concept components and make new 

patterns. Creativity involves using irrational or unrelated ideas to construct something new. 

requirements 

Creativity requires alternating problem concentration and conscious-control relaxation. 

factors 

Creative people can be withdrawn, skeptical, preoccupied, precise, critical, dominant, introspective, restrained, 

solemn, independent, curious, hard-working, enthusiastic, motivated, confident, intelligent, unreliable, dirty, and 

irresponsible. They can avoid social contacts, avoid personal controversy, have high ego, control impulses, use abstract 

thinking, tolerate cognitive ambiguity, and be independent in judgment. Creative people tend to think about one 

problem only. Creative people like new, unsettling, challenging, asymmetric, complex, live, and playful things, and 

only moderate stress. 

People can like new things, challenges, unsettling ideas, asymmetry, complexity, aliveness, to play with ideas, to do 

uncompleted things, and to analyze themselves and others. 

Creativity associates with imagery use, fantasizing, hypnotizability, and absorption [Hadamard, 1945] [Hudson, 

1973] [Poincaré, 1952] [Schooler et al., 1993] [Schooler and Melcher, 1995] [Smith et al., 1995]. 

 

Perky effect 

If people see an object on a screen, and a dim object image projects onto screen, people can detect object more 

readily {Perky effect} [Perky, 1910]. 

 

source monitoring 

Reality provides related events, times, and places that locate stimuli received from environment or body {source 

monitoring}, but imagination is not as constrained by background information. Knowledge of past, present, and future 

can distinguish imagination, memory, and reality. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning 

 

learning and cognition 

People can attend to verbal or other stimuli with intention to remember facts or events {learning}|. 



types: knowledge 

People can learn facts and concepts about world, declarative knowledge. People can learn how to perform tasks in 

world, procedural knowledge [Campbell, 1994]. 

types: sense qualities 

Sense qualities change with learning or training. Learning affects verbal and spatial abilities. Sights, smells, feelings, 

and sounds change as relations to other things change. Long training typically makes sense qualities less salient or 

makes them vanish, as people do more things automatically and/or become habituated to stimuli. Varying information 

flow changes seeing [Underwood and Stevens, 1979]. 

properties: relearning 

Relearning same verbal-item sequence requires fewer repetitions than the first learning. 

requirements 

Learning requires sensation and perception. 

processes 

Systems can learn if they or outside forces can alter system relations. Learning uses input information to direct 

mechanism that can change system relations and/or rules. Learning leads to new states or new state trajectories. 

processes: behavior 

Learning requires both old and new behaviors to exist simultaneously for testing and comparison until one proves 

better. Old-behavior structures still remain and are available for other uses. 

processes: cognitive map 

Animals can orient themselves in space and make cognitive maps of environment to guide behavior [1950]. 

processes: cue 

New learning requires distinctive stimuli {cue, learning} to elicit new responses. Cueing sends signals to lower 

elements to get responses, along paths to elements or around circuits. Cueing can search, question, request address, 

activate behavior, or change state. 

processes: description 

Learning combines several descriptions into one description, groups incompatible descriptions, modifies description, 

or integrates structures, functions, or actions. 

processes: drive reduction 

Learning can involve drive reduction. However, learning can happen without drive reduction. 

processes: expectation 

Association cortex compares expected to actual, to maximize new information. People know expected value because 

they encounter same situations many times. Perceptual learning requires ability to detect differences. 

processes: experience 

Perhaps, learning phenomenal concepts requires phenomenal qualities. Perhaps, learning phenomenal concepts is 

purely physical. 

processes: goal 

Learning sets goals. However, learning can happen without goal seeking. 

processes: imitation 

Animals can change behavior by imitation. 

processes: information 

Minds learn patterns that have least amount of new information, because they happen most often and so are most 

redundant. 

processes: memory 

Learning stores information in mind. Learning {verbal learning} and memory can be about words, sentences, and 

stories. People can learn word sounds and visual appearances. 

processes: parameters 

Task uses muscles. Signals to muscles are parameter or variable values, which have limited range. Success requires 

combining parameter values. To learn to perform task requires methods to set and remember variable values and record 

success or failure. Upon failure, system suppresses parameter settings. Upon success, system enhances settings. 

Systems cannot change variables themselves, unless they alter from outside or change system level. 

processes: reasoning 

Animals can change behavior by reasoning. 

processes: result knowledge 

Direct and precise knowledge of action results is best for learning. 



processes: repetition 

For verbal items, more rehearsal improves learning and recall. More repetition also results in fewer errors. Learning 

longer sequences requires more repetition to achieve same success percentage. For example, learning twice as many 

items requires more than twice as much repetition. 

processes: reward 

Learning is painful because it is hard, slow, and takes time from other activities, so later rewards must overcome 

current pain. Reward affects practice amount, not learning itself. Rewards assist learning if people have physical or 

psychological overt response. Cognitive or mediational response, like idea, logical deduction, perception, or definition, 

does not help learning. 

Rewards strengthen successful subsystem processes or combinations. 

Reward for proper behavior is pleasure and satisfaction. 

Stimulation variety is itself rewarding. The penalty for not seeking and not finding stimulation is boredom. 

People do not need to know rewards for them to be good rewards. 

Reward should immediately follow success, but not every time, so people do not expect it. 

If organism does not have essential needs, it becomes active. 

The punishment for biologically wrong behavior is unhappiness. 

Rewards and punishments determine attention to features and objects, so learning affects attention. 

Something that animal chooses over something else is rewarding. Rewards are relative. 

processes: visualization 

If people can visualize referents, learning word sets is easier. 

causes 

Responses to successes or failures in performing functions can cause learning. Evaluation function sends input 

information. 

effects 

Learning does not change fundamental behaviors, such as postures, calls, and scratching behaviors. 

effects: action coordination 

Learning coordinates actions. 

effects: emotion 

Emotions are automatic but learning and consciousness can affect them. 

factors: amnesia 

Amnesia still allows short-term memory, procedural learning, and conditioning. People can improve performance 

even if they cannot remember previous practice [Farthing, 1992] [Young, 1996]. 

factors: activity level 

Person's activity level affects learning rate and retention. 

factors: body geometry 

Learning new behavior depends on body spatial geometry. 

factors: exploration 

Active exploration aids learning. Scanning and exploration precede understanding and decision. 

factors: motivation 

Interest and concern aid learning. 

factors: metaknowledge in learning 

Knowledge about knowledge aids memory and learning. Metaknowledge includes perception, thinking, purpose, 

situation, mental process, function, and set patterns. It relates to previous knowledge. It relates learning to larger units. 

It finds learning patterns. It applies knowledge to new situations. 

factors: stress level 

Person's stress level affects learning rate and retention. 

factors: temperature 

Person's temperature affects learning rate and retention. 

biology 

All mammals learn. 

biology: ape 

Apes recognize objects using fast multisensory processes and slow single-sense processes. Apes do not transfer 

learning from one sense to another. 

The bonobo Kanzi learned to use and understand 150 words, typically to express desires or refer to present objects, 

using instrumental association. The words probably did not refer to things, as humans mean them to do. Kanzi did not 

learn grammar [Savage-Rumbaugh, 1986]. 



biology: invertebrate learning 

Bees can learn [Menzel and Erber, 1978]. 

Fruitflies can learn by trace conditioning or delay conditioning [Tully and Quinn, 1985]. 

Snails can learn [Alkon, 1983] [Alkon, 1987]. 

biology: drug 

Depressants and stimulants affect learning. 

biology: cerebellum 

All timed perceptions and responses, such as eye-blink conditioning, involve cerebellum. 

biology: frontal lobe 

Frontal lobe damage causes impaired associational learning. 

biology: immediate early gene 

Learning activates immediate early genes, which use cAMP signal path. 

ventral premotor area 

New brain area in humans aided visually guided hand movements and learning by watching. 

biology: zinc 

Low zinc can cause slow learning. 

 

acquisition in learning 

People can learn behavior, perception, or statement {acquisition, learning}. 

 

chaining 

Remembering and analyzing stimuli and responses can form associations and generalizations from particular 

examples to class or set {chaining}| {verbal association}. 

 

generalization in learning 

People can derive knowledge from experiences, perform other actions related to learned skills, predict future 

situations from past experiences, and make analogies {generalization, learning}|. 

 

overlearning 

Learning {overlearning} can become automatic. Overlearning comes from frequently repeated experience. 

 

learning stages 

Learning has stages {learning stages}. 

stage 1 

In learning stage, students follow rules, in proper order. Rules are "if A then B" statements. Rules can send student 

backward or forward to another rule or switch student to another rule set. 

The first learning stage is to become familiar with situation, possible actions based on abilities, and possible goals, 

inputs, and outputs. Playing, reading, and wide experience all contribute to first stage. Students need time to gain 

experience in particular area and to organize data. Students do not take such time unless personal need or goal makes 

student want to take time to learn. 

The first rules are general hypotheses and are often abstract and verbal, coming from parents or teachers. They can 

also be personal rules coming from previous situations. 

stage 2 

In learning stage two, students find rule incompleteness or inconsistency, or find cases not covered by rules, and 

modify rules to make them more complete, consistent, or specific to situation, based on environment facts. New 

statements have "if A" clauses including environment facts and "then B" clauses telling what to do if situation has that 

fact. Second stage is to pair input to output relative to task. 

stage 3 

In learning stage three, students reorganize rules to make hierarchy and group facts and rules. Rules and facts have 

importance. Learner makes overall action plan. 

stage 4 

In learning stage four, students see many similar situations and organize the whole scene or situation into a 

hierarchy. Students can have 10,000 to 100,000 possible situations. Rules can recognize situations. 

stage 5 

In learning stage five, students integrate goal, situation, and action into unconscious process and gain confidence and 

competence. 



 

social reinforcement 

Strong reward is friend and parent affection and approval {social reinforcement}. 

 

transfer of learning 

Learning skills or facts can affect performance on other tasks, as perceptual abilities and skills transfer from one 

body part to others {transfer of learning}| {learning transfer}. Learning transfer happens only in similar situations. 

Learning transfer can generalize stimuli to make a stimulus class. Perceptual-skill transfer goes from one sense to 

another sense. Motor skill transfer goes from one muscle to another muscle. Learning transfer can go from one body 

side to the other {bilateral transfer of learning}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Problems 

 

learning disorder 

Learning can be physically disrupted {learning disorder}. 

 

neurofibromatosis 

Neuron diseases {neurofibromatosis} can disrupt learning. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Techniques 

 

mnemonics 

Organizing information using standard and general memory techniques {mnemonics}| aids learning and 

remembering. Mnemonics always uses mental imagery. For example, method of loci associates a sequence of familiar 

places with images about information, by attaching symbols to sequence of place objects. 

 

method of loci 

Learning techniques {method of loci}| {loci method} can associate a sequence of familiar places with images 

{imagines} about information, by attaching symbols to sequences of place objects. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Theories 

 

afferent field 

Learning skill has development stage, in which inadequate movements are only secondarily corrected. Learning skill 

then has skilled stage, in which secondary corrections become primary corrections, mind has developed movement 

pattern, and mistakes do not require secondary corrections. 

Learning movements uses self-regulatory system. Movements start with goals, which provide models of expected 

future results. 

All nervous-system levels integrate, from reflex or spinal level, to coordination or thalamo-striatum level, to 

spatial/symbolic or cortical level {afferent field, learning} [Bernstein, 1947] [Bernstein, 1967]. 

 

association theory 

Learning involves dissociation and association equally {association theory}. 

 

Baldwin effect 

Learning finds optimum and maintains it {Baldwin effect}. Learning optimizes whole-system input-output function, 

by altering structures and relations, and requires method to inform system about optimum output. 

 

capacity model thinking 

Mind as whole has processing capacity, and brain modules have processing capacities {capacity model of learning}. 

For example, while learning word lists, seeing or hearing second list earlier or later uses mental capacity and interferes 

with learning list. 

 

contiguity theory 

Simultaneity can be sufficient for learning {contiguity theory}, with no reinforcement. Mind automatically joins 

objects or events perceived or performed simultaneously. 



 

cumulative learning 

Learning has eight types {cumulative learning theory} {cumulative learning model} [Gagné, 1977]. 

 

dual-coding hypothesis 

Several code types can operate in cognitive tasks {dual-coding hypothesis}. Learning can be passive increase in 

association strength during repetition, or it can be an active cognitive process using conscious strategies. 

 

learning set 

Recognizing image, situation, or problem type {learning set} can solve problem. Monkeys repeatedly trained to 

select one of two food objects improved learning speed. Perhaps, they learned rule: Correct means repeat, and incorrect 

means change to the other. All vertebrates show learning set formation, at similar rates [Harlow and Harlow, 1949]. 

 

learning unit 

Learning new behavior depends on learning thousands of simpler behaviors {learning unit}. 

 

levels-of-processing model 

Memorizing uses attention and cognitive strategies, just like other cognitive processes {levels-of-processing model}. 

Memory strength depends on processing amount, which moves information to different coding levels in system: 

physical properties, phonemes, and semantic meanings. Recall is worse for incidental learning than for deliberate 

learning. However, studying difficult sentences longer does not increase memory ability. Coding phonemically does 

not necessarily code semantically. 

 

reinforcement theory 

Perhaps, learning requires rewards and reinforcement for motivation and attention {reinforcement theory}. 

 

sign-gestalt theory 

Animals form hypotheses and expectations. They can recognize problem types in environment. Signs or cues 

indicate problem type, especially goal type {sign-gestalt theory} [Tolman, 1932] [Tolman and Brunswik, 1935]. 

 

stimulus-response bond 

Learning first builds new stimulus-response associations {stimulus-response bond} and then organizes them into 

systems. Situations have specific responses and no general rules. 

 

Yerkes-Dodson law 

If skill is more complex to learn, it needs less motivation to learn it {Yerkes-Dodson law}. Important goals aid 

simple learning but hinder complex learning. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds 

 

activity-dependent enhancement 

Learning releases more vesicles from presynaptic terminals release than sensitization does {activity-dependent 

enhancement}. Calcium ion binds to calmodulin, and complex binds to and activates adenyl cyclase. Increased 

transmitted glutamate binds to ionotropic alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4 isoxazole proprionic-acid receptor 

(AMPA receptor), which lets sodium ion in and potassium ion out. If action potentials increase, postsynaptic-

membrane depolarization increases, and magnesium ions leave N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDA receptor) 

channels and go into intercellular space. NMDA receptors are glutamate-gated channels that can open with the artificial 

substance NMDA, which does not affect other glutamate-gated channels. The empty channel allows more sodium ion 

to enter, potassium ion to leave, and calcium ion to enter, and changes metabolism to make and send transmitter back to 

presynaptic terminal to make more action potentials. 

conditioning 

Fruitflies with mutations to proteins in this pathway cannot learn many classical conditioning tasks involving 

harmful stimuli, pleasant stimuli, and different responses. Mutants {dunce gene mutant} do not break down cAMP. 

Mutants {rutabaga mutant} can have little adenyl cyclase. Mutants {amnesiac mutant} do not make peptide transmitter 

that activates adenyl cyclase. Mutants {DCO mutant} can have altered cAMP-dependent protein-kinase-A catalytic 

subunits. Other mutants {cabbage mutant} {turnip mutant} can happen. 



 

autoshaping 

If stimulus precedes stimulus that causes behavior, first stimulus then causes the behavior {autoshaping}. 

Autoshaping is stimulus-stimulus response, as in classical conditioning. 

 

blocking effect 

If conditional stimulus pairs with reinforcer, and then second stimulus pairs with first stimulus and reinforcer, 

animals do not later respond to only second stimulus {blocking effect}. Low attention, little surprise, or looking for 

likely cause can cause blocking effect. However, cognition can prevent conjunctions from causing associations. 

 

critical period 

Learned associations can happen only at specific times {critical period}| {sensitive period} during development. 

Psychological processes can develop quickly over short times. For example, in the first year, children learn to trust 

other people. In preadolescence, delinquent behavior can begin. 

 

eye-blink conditioning 

Cerebellar cortex and interpositus nucleus store eye-blink conditioning {eye-blink conditioning}. Mossy-fiber input 

comes from pons and goes to granule cells, which send parallel fibers to Purkinje cells. Climbing-fiber input comes 

from dorsal accessory olivary nucleus and goes to Purkinje cells. Purkinje cells send to interpositus nucleus, which 

sends to superior cerebellar peduncle and then to red nucleus to perform conditioned response. 

 

free recall 

Learning tasks can use verbal-item lists. Recall can be in the same order {order recall} or any order {free recall}. 

 

habit formation 

Reward or reinforcement can be greater or smaller to change behavior {response-stimulus conditioning} {habit 

formation} [Watson, 1913] [Watson, 1924]. 

 

habit learning 

In response to signal, people can unconsciously repeat mental tasks {habit learning}. Habit learning improves with 

practice. Habit learning involves activating neostriatum, caudate nucleus, putamen, and substantia nigra after learning. 

Neostriatum receives from sense and motor cortex and associates them. Substantia nigra and caudate nucleus have 

dopamine neurons. Perhaps, they are feedback channels for rewards. 

 

Hebbian learning 

If two inputs to one neuron are almost simultaneous {pairing}, either input later has larger effect on neuron than it 

did before {Hebbian learning}. 

 

latent learning 

Stimulus association can happen even with no reward {latent learning}. If animals can explore region before 

learning path to goal, learning is faster. 

 

multiple discrimination learning 

Mind can discriminate objects and events {multiple discrimination learning}, to understand scenes or situations. 

 

observational learning 

Learning {observational learning} {imitation learning} can use watching and copying. More imitation results if 

imitated person's prestige is high, if imitated person is similar to imitator, if rewards are more, and if responses are 

specific. 

 

omission training 

Omitting expected reward {omission training} changes behavior. 

 



perceptual learning 

Reading is a perceptual skill. Repeating perceptual discriminations in context {perceptual learning} unconsciously 

improves discriminations up to weeks later. Coordinating perception with action and adapting to new perceptions 

involve different learning than for concepts or conditioning. 

factors 

Discrimination depends on feature such as texture, motion direction, and line orientation, with no reward or 

feedback. Seemingly, people learn underlying rules. 

transfer 

No learning transfer goes to other locations, other brain parts, or similar objects. 

comparisons 

Besides perceptual learning, there is also language learning and social learning, such as imitation, modeling, and 

teaching. 

 

principle learning 

People can observe, manipulate, and analyze multiple examples, scenes, or situations to generalize and discriminate 

and to combine concepts to form principles or laws {principle learning}. 

 

subliminal learning 

Subliminal learning is not effective {subliminal learning}| [Merikle, 2000]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Verbal 

 

articulatory suppression 

Articulating repeated simple linguistic units while hearing target items decreases memory {articulatory suppression}. 

Articulatory suppression causes no difference in memory with different vowel sound lengths. 

 

discriminability 

While learning two lists, people assign items to List1 or List2 and build concepts of List1 and List2 {list 

distinctiveness} {list differentiation} {discriminability}. More list repetitions make more discriminability. 

 

distractor in learning 

People can see target sequence, then see distractor sequence {distractor, learning}, and then take test. People 

remember the first trial perfectly, by semantic coding. 

 

irrelevant speech 

Simultaneously presented unrelated linguistic items {irrelevant speech} decreases memory. 

 

mediated generalization 

Children over five can use word that symbolizes category {mediated generalization} {learned generalization}. First, 

word overgeneralizes, and then word further discriminates. 

 

nonsense syllable 

Artificial syllables {nonsense syllable} have beginning and ending consonants and middle vowel. Consonant-vowel-

consonant nonsense syllables can standardize material to learn. It can minimize affects of meaning, emotion, attention, 

imagery, and background knowledge. Nonsense syllables can prevent previous associations from affecting learning or 

memory [Ebbinghaus, 1913]. 

However, nonsense syllables are not equal in learning ease, because learners still try to match sound or symbol 

sequences to real words. People no longer use nonsense-syllable learning. 

 

paired-associate learning 

People can learn verbal-item-pair lists {paired-associate learning}. Later, learners hear or see the first item of pair, 

then recall second. 

 



reading span task 

Given a sentence sequence, subjects recall sentence meaning and last sentence word {reading span task}. Number of 

sentences recalled correctly is reading span, which correlates strongly with prose comprehension and short-term-

memory information content, better than with word span or digit span. 

 

suffix effect 

Adding an independent verbal item with a new vowel sound, in any language or with no meaning, to series ends can 

decrease memory {suffix effect}. Other items do not affect memory. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Skill 

 

skill learning 

People can unconsciously learn repeated motor procedure {skill, learning}| {motor skill} in response to instruction 

or will. Skill improves with practice. 

brain 

At skill-learning beginning, prefrontal cortex stores temporary information, parietal cortex is for attention, and 

cerebellum coordinates movements. Skill learning enlarges sensorimotor cortex. After learning, neostriatum caudate 

nucleus and putamen activity increases and prefrontal-cortex, parietal-cortex, and cerebellum activity decreases. 

practice 

Training and experience make behaviors more coordinated, nuanced, and unconscious. Practice develops efficient 

strategies. Improvement with practice is rapid at first and then is gradual but always continuing. 

properties 

Skill holds over many years. Interference from other learning, not decay over time, causes people to forget discrete 

motor skills over time. 

 

performance strategy 

Skill involves learning efficient chained action programs, from initiation to result {performance strategy}. 

Performance strategy involves perceptions, analyses, and responses. Practice develops efficient strategies. 

 

sequence learning 

People can unconsciously learn to perform movement sequence {sequence learning}. Such motor skill learning 

improves with practice. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Concept 

 

conceptual learning 

Mind can form object or event idea {conceptual learning}, by deriving abstract ideas and rules from perception. 

comparison 

Conceptual learning differs from action learning, conditioning, language learning, and social learning, such as 

imitation, modeling, and teaching. 

process 

To form concept, mind uses example object or event and then generalizes. Mind does not use abstract statements. 

Mind compares later perceptions to generalized example, using both denotations and connotations for identification, 

categorization, and discrimination. 

process: combination 

New concepts can combine existing-concept parts. Methods of combining ideas are type, token, argument, function, 

predication, and quantification. 

referents 

Concept categories are actions, amounts, events, objects, places, paths, properties, and states. Concept categories 

include subjects, verbs, adjectives, and other syntactic categories. 

Concrete concepts are easiest to learn. Spatial concepts are next easiest to learn. Number concepts are hardest to 

learn [Dehaene, 1997]. 

relations 

Concepts depend on shared place or time {locational concept}, stimulus part {analytic concept}, idea or attribute 

{categorical concept} {superordinate concept}, or relation {relational concept}. 

Older children use fewer relational concepts and more categorical and analytic concepts. 



Inferences can be associations. 

truth 

Truth is judgment about concepts in conceptual structure. 

status 

Concepts can have good or poor articulation. 

validity 

Person's concepts can match other people's concepts. 

biology 

All mammals can form concepts. 

 

accessibility of concept 

Concepts can be communicable and so useful for others {accessibility, concept}. Models or interpretations can allow 

people to know possible worlds. 

 

activity theory 

Object meaning depends on object actions, uses, movements, and interactions with other things {activity theory}. 

People develop meaning as they learn about motion types. Children learn how to move things and then build concepts 

of how things can move. Activities involve person's own movements and reactions and so are not merely symbolic. 

 

cognitive unit 

Cognition involves different levels {cognitive unit}. Image is first-level unit. Object or image symbol is second-level 

unit. Concept or class of symbols, objects, or images is third-level unit. Rule about concept relations is fourth-level 

unit. 

 

conceptual well-formedness rule 

Concepts have forms, connect to other concepts using rules {conceptual well-formedness rule}, and belong to 

categories. These properties allow concept learning. 

 

gist 

People have a meaningful visual-scene overview {gist}| [Biederman, 1972] [Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002] [Kreiman 

et al., 2000] [Mack and Rock, 1998] [Potter and Levy, 1969] [Wolfe and Bennett, 1997] [Wolfe, 1998] [Wolfe, 1999]. 

Perhaps, gist involves weak associations {proto-object} [Rensink, 2000]. Perhaps, gist involves weak associations 

{fringe consciousness} [Galin, 1997] [James, 1962]. 

 

ideation 

People have thought formation process {ideation}|. New ideas combine existing-idea parts. 

 

minimum sufficient causation 

Animals seem to assume cognitive principle that effect requires cause {minimum sufficient causation}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Concept>Categorization 

 

categorization 

Mind can build object or event classes {categorization} {conceptualizing} {categorizing, learning} {category 

learning} and can apply verbal labels to objects or events. Categories have an overall concept. 

categories 

People typically use categories whose members have approximately same values for several independent attributes. 

People typically do not use categories based on relations between attributes. People typically do not use categories that 

have two member types, two relation types, or two attribute values. 

Category members typically do not share necessary and sufficient attributes. Category members have many 

independent attributes, and members have different sets of values, with some values outside normal range. Different 

member pairs typically share different attribute values. 

processes 

Categorization can generalize several examples, combine existing categories, divide existing categories, or make 

analogies from existing categories to other objects or events. Learning generalizes unconsciously and consciously from 



specific objects, scenes, and situations to what they have in common, what is invariant, or what is similar. Perhaps, 

sensory cortex averages over examples. 

processes: definition 

To form category, propose category member, choose attribute, and use attribute value. For example, for bird, choose 

wing color, and use the color blue. 

People typically do not define categories using non-member or opposite attribute value. 

requirements 

Categorization requires perceiving whole objects and their attributes or actions, understanding truth and falsehood, 

using reference and association, using words as symbols for things, knowing to which attributes people pay attention, 

and knowing what people already know. 

development 

Children first make semantic categories and then build grammatical categories. 

 

equivalence category 

Category items can be of same class {equivalence category} or be the same {identity category}. Items in 

equivalence category can have same attribute value or same attribute relations. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Concept>Categorization>Strategy 

 

conservative focusing 

Find situation that makes one hypothesis true, find second situation that differs from first in only one way, and test 

hypothesis on second situation {conservative focusing}. 

 

focus gambling 

Find situation that matches one hypothesis, find any other situation, and test hypothesis on other situation {focus 

gambling}. 

 

simultaneous scanning 

For situations, test all hypotheses {simultaneous scanning}. 

 

successive scanning 

For hypotheses, test all situations {successive scanning}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Drive Reduction 

 

drive reduction 

Behavior that satisfies need reduces drive stimuli {drive reduction} and so causes reinforcement [Hull, 1940] [Hull, 

1943]. 

 

need 

Deviation from equilibrium {need, learning} causes drive stimuli. Needs are physiological {primary need} or 

psychological {secondary need} [Hull, 1940] [Hull, 1943]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Effort 

 

deliberate learning 

People can try to memorize {deliberate learning}. Recall is worse for incidental learning than for deliberate learning. 

 

incidental learning 

Doing cognitive tasks strengthens cognitive processes and results in memory {incidental learning}. Recall is worse 

for incidental learning than for deliberate learning. People can learn just by observation, consciously but with no 

instructions how to learn or to what to attend and no reason to learn. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Conditioning 

 



conditioning in learning 

Learning {conditioning, learning}| can be association between stimulus and response or response and reward. 

theories 

Main theories about conditioning are stimulus-stimulus (S-S), stimulus-response (S-R), and expectancy [Watson, 

1913] [Watson, 1924]. 

factors 

Animal drives, habits, and sensitivities affect conditioning. 

factors: reward 

Punishment intensity or reward intensity affects conditioning speed and effectiveness. 

Conditioning can depend on reinforcement unexpectedness. Surprise is a cognitive act. 

factors: stimulus 

The stronger the conditioned stimulus, the greater the reflex {stimulus strength, conditioning} 

effects 

Only conditioning can alter autonomic nervous system, which controls heart rate and blood pressure. Conditioning 

can alter voluntary nervous system. 

timing 

Maximum interval for conditioning is 30 minutes, but 0.5 sec is best. 

biology 

Conditioning is in brains, not peripheral organs. 

biology: animals 

Classical and instrumental conditioning are similar in many species [Hull, 1940] [Hull, 1943]. 

awareness 

Instrumental conditioning can reflect learning about relationship between action and reinforcement, rather than just 

unconsciously increasing reflex or habit frequency. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Conditioning>Classical 

 

classical conditioning 

If unconditioned stimulus elicits response and stimulus pairs in space and time repeatedly with another stimulus, 

second conditioned stimulus elicits conditioned response {classical conditioning}| {signal learning} {Pavlovian 

conditioning}. 

properties: rules 

Conditioned stimulus must predict conditioned response {contingency, conditioning}. Conditioned stimulus must be 

close in time to unconditioned stimulus {temporal contiguity, conditioning}. 

passivity 

Conditioning does not depend on human or animal actions. Pavlovian conditioning is unconscious for reflexes, 

autonomic nervous system, and emotions. 

extinction 

If pairing ceases, conditioning decreases by extinction. 

comparison: sensitization 

Classical conditioning is stronger and longer than sensitization. 

 

conditioned taste aversion 

Classical conditioning can teach people to avoid taste {conditioned taste aversion}. 

 

delay conditioning 

For reflexes, classical conditioning can apply conditioned stimulus and then unconditioned stimulus, to cause 

conditioned response {delay conditioning} [Carrillo et al., 2000] [Carter et al., 2003] [Clark and Squire, 1998] [Clark 

and Squire, 1999] [Han et al., 2003] [Knuttinen et al., 2001] [Lovibond and Shanks, 2002] [Öhman and Soares, 1998] 

[Quinn et al., 2002]. 

 

fear conditioning 

Shock, noise, or scary image {fear conditioning, learning} {conditioned fear} changes skin conductance or makes 

animal stand still. Putting animal in same location used for fear conditioning causes fear {context fear conditioning} 

[Quinn et al., 2002]. 

 



sensory preconditioning 

In senses, when second stimulus follows first stimulus, second stimulus can pair with first stimulus {sensory 

preconditioning}. Second stimulus can cause the behavior that first stimulus causes. Sensory preconditioning is 

stimulus-stimulus classical conditioning. 

 

trace conditioning 

Classical conditioning can use conscious conditioned stimuli {trace conditioning}, which involve declarative 

memory [Carrillo et al., 2000] [Carter et al., 2003] [Clark and Squire, 1998] [Clark and Squire, 1999] [Han et al., 2003] 

[Knuttinen et al., 2001] [Lovibond and Shanks, 2002] [Öhman and Soares, 1998] [Quinn et al., 2002]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Conditioning>Factors 

 

conditioned response 

After conditioning, conditioned stimuli elicit the same response {conditioned response} (CR) that unconditioned 

stimuli elicit. 

 

conditioned stimulus 

After conditioning, stimuli {conditioned stimulus} (CS), such as musical notes, that were neutral before conditioning 

elicit conditioned responses. 

 

unconditioned stimulus 

Stimuli {unconditioned stimulus} (US) can naturally elicit behavioral responses and can pair in space and time with 

conditioned stimuli. 

 

activity dependence 

Conditioned stimuli have an optimum interval, starting 0.2 to 1 second before unconditioned stimulus and ending 

when both stimuli stop simultaneously {activity dependence}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Conditioning>Rules 

 

contingency conditioning 

Conditioned stimuli must predict conditioned responses {contingency}. 

 

temporal contiguity 

Conditioned stimuli must be close in time to unconditioned stimuli {temporal contiguity, learning}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Conditioning>Instrumental 

 

instrumental learning 

If a stimulus elicits a response, and then organism gets a reward, response frequency to stimulus increases 

{instrumental learning}| {instrumental conditioning} {stimulus-response learning} {trial and error learning}. 

process 

Learning can be by trial and error, using instinctive movements. Accidental successes have satisfying effects. 

Failures have annoying effects. Behavior changes gradually, rather than by sudden insights. Over time, only correct 

movements survive. 

Training on one task can transfer to training on different tasks, but does not necessarily transfer [Thorndike, 1903] 

[Thorndike, 1911]. 

emotion 

People learn reactions, such as aggression, withdrawal, and persistence, to emotions through instrumental 

conditioning. 

 

operant conditioning 

If organism performs behavior and receives reward, response frequency increases {operant conditioning, learning}| 

{response conditioning}. Higher animals can perform new behaviors, and rewarded operants reappear more frequently. 

Response conditioning does not associate stimulus and response. Operant conditioning does not need goals, only 

rewards. Operant conditioning is stronger if rewards are unpredictable [Watson, 1913] [Watson, 1924]. 



 

puzzle-box 

Instrumental learning experiments can use maze or box {puzzle-box}, from which animal escapes [Thorndike, 1903] 

[Thorndike, 1911]. 

 

token economy 

Operant conditioning can happen in spontaneous, not learned, motor activities. Reinforced actions increase in 

frequency. Reward kinds and timing {token economy} affect instrumental conditioning [Bekhterev, 1913]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Conditioning>Behavior 

 

continuity theory of learning 

People repeat behaviors useful for drive and need reduction {continuity theory of learning}. As they develop, 

children internalize repeated actions [Hull, 1940] [Hull, 1943]. 

 

behavior segment 

As children develop, they internalize repeated actions {behavior segment}. Practice leads to memory. Young 

children cannot combine behavior segments, but older children can combine two behavior segments to reach goal 

[Hull, 1940] [Hull, 1943]. 

 

freeze 

Shock, noise, or scary image {fear conditioning, freezing} can make animal stand still {freeze, animal}|. 

 

galvanic skin conductance 

Fear conditioning changes skin conductance {galvanic skin conductance}. 

 

mediation of stimulus 

External stimulus can cause covert internal response {mediation, stimulus}, which causes internal stimulus, which 

causes body response. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Conditioning>Forgetting 

 

forgetting 

Over time, without stimulus repetition, conditioned responses to conditioned stimuli decrease {forgetting}|. Over 

time, without reinforcement, instrumental responses to conditioned stimuli decrease. All stimulus-response associative 

links or conditioned reflexes gradually disappear without reinforcement. 

cause 

Forgetting happens because events repeat without reward, not because time passed or people did not use response. 

level 

Forgetting can be complete, with no response or memory. 

purpose 

Forgetting allows retaining most-useful information. 

forgetting rate 

Maximum forgetting rate is immediately after learning. Forgetting rate decreases over one day and then levels off. 

 

extinction of learning 

If stimulus pairing ceases, conditioned response fades {extinction, learning}|. Extinction has same stages and 

processes as conditioning. Near extinction time, activity level, response variation, and response force increase [Watson, 

1913] [Watson, 1924]. 

 

suppression in learning 

Other learning causes forgetting {suppression, learning}|. Newer memories can modify older ones. More suppression 

results when more activities intervene between learning and recall. Blocking new learning prevents suppression. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Conditioning>Laws 

 



law of effect 

Pleasurable or painful experience, above minimum level but not beyond maximum intensity, strengthens the bond 

between stimulus and response {law of effect}. People learn, remember, and repeat actions that immediately lead to 

pleasure, and these become habits. People do not remember actions leading to pain, to avoid painful behavior later 

[Thorndike, 1903] [Thorndike, 1911]. 

 

law of exercise 

Repeating response under good conditions strengthens stimulus-response association, and reinforcement increases 

practice {law of exercise} {law of use} [Thorndike, 1903] [Thorndike, 1911]. 

 

law of readiness 

Learning can happen if learner can respond, has interest, has background knowledge, is mature enough, and has 

motivation {law of readiness} [Thorndike, 1903] [Thorndike, 1911]. 

 

response-response law 

Behaviors can be similar to previous behaviors {response-response law} (R-R law). 

 

stimulus-response law 

Behaviors can always happen, given environment states or events {stimulus-response law} (S-R law). 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Learning>Kinds>Training 

 

massed training 

Training can take short time {massed training}. 

 

spaced training 

Training can take long time {spaced training}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory 

 

memory and cognition 

People can remember facts or events {memory}|. Memory allows information recall and use [Baddeley, 1990] 

[Dudai, 1989] [LeDoux, 1996] [Martinez and Kesner, 1998]. Memory stores information. Memory storage can be 

inaccurate. 

comparison: learning 

Learning places information in memory. Memory implies learning. People learn some memories better than others. 

Perhaps, they repeat them often. 

comparison: recall 

Recall retrieves information from store. Memory recall can be inaccurate. 

types 

People can perform habits and procedural skills {procedural memory, cognition}. People can remember facts, 

previous actions, predictions, goals, objects, locations, and times {declarative memory, cognition}. Long-term memory 

can be declarative/explicit or non-declarative/implicit. Memory can be episodic, procedural, categorical, or semantic. 

Episodes and procedures are personal. Words and statements are not personal. 

processes 

Forming memory requires timed inputs, conditional branches, and delays while some processes wait for other 

processes to finish. 

Mind has fast and slow processes. Short-term memory and attention involve intensive, detailed, and fast processes, 

which have limited information capacity and can create information structures available to consciousness. Long-term 

memory involves slow processes, which have unlimited information capacity and cannot create information structures 

available to consciousness. People cannot be aware of mental processes, computations, or abstract representations, so 

consciousness is viewpoint-specific representations {intermediate-level theory of consciousness, memory}. 

Consciousness stores computation results {information structure}. Consciousness is a viewer-centered representation, 

in short-term memory, of a three-dimensional model, and involves position, shape, color, motion, attention, and 

representation [Crick and Koch, 2000] [Jackendoff, 1987] [Jackendoff, 1996] [Jackendoff, 2002] [Siewert, 1998] 



[Strawson, 1996]. Perceptual primary sensory cortex stores perceptions. Short-term memory can hold all object features 

simultaneously and so unify perception. Some perceptions do not become memories. 

Complex memories have same laws as basic unit memories {memory theories} [Ebbinghaus, 1913]. 

processes: analog process 

Forming and retrieving memories, and other mental processes, are analog processes, not digital. 

processes: indexing 

Memories depend on indexing by location, time, and image. Index uses a lookup table sorted by use probability. 

Index can have inhibition and excitation to expand or prune. 

processes: information processing 

Mind actively processes data consciously and non-consciously. 

processes: interactive memory 

Memories are made, stored, and recalled using active cognitive processes, which relate existing memories and 

interpret memory content {interactive memory, cognition}, so memory has no bound. 

processes: knowledge structure 

Memory uses space, time, subject, and so on, in an interrelated knowledge hierarchy. Meaning and understanding 

require knowledge schemas and hierarchies {knowledge structure}. Such structures both provide background 

information and integrate current stimuli and facts. For example, stories have schema, with setting, characters, goal, 

plot, and resolution. Meaning relates to what object can do or is for [Schank and Abelson, 1977] [Schank, 1997]. 

processes: perception 

All memories are about past perceptions. 

processes: repetition 

Repetition strengthens memory. 

processes: representation 

Memories have multiple mental representations. Mental representations build from familiar parts. Parts have one and 

only one object. 

processes: storage 

Mind has mechanisms to store mental representations. Mental processes store memories for use within several 

seconds in immediate memory or sensory memory, for use up to 45 seconds in short-term memory or working memory, 

and for use after 45 seconds in long-term memory. These processes differ for different senses. Perhaps, long-term 

memories are never lost. Only ability to recall them fails. Perhaps, associations are weak, or needed stimuli do not 

happen. Perhaps, long-term associations are never lost. Perhaps, associations strengthen during conscious processing 

only. Perhaps, non-conscious processing also happens during and after learning, affecting representations or 

associations. 

processes: units 

Memory content involves storing basic units, such as shapes, sizes, motions, and qualities. 

requirements 

Memory does not require sensation, does not require perception, and does require awareness. 

biology: ampakine 

Ampakines increase glutamine binding to AMPA receptor and increase glutamate release from AMPA receptor, and 

so affect memory and cognition. 

biology: animals 

All mammals have procedural and declarative memory. 

biology: brain 

Memory involves caudate nucleus, cerebellum, frontal lobe, hippocampus, inferotemporal cortex, lateral prefrontal 

cortex, mamillary bodies, medial temporal lobe, posterior superior temporal lobe, putamen, septo-hippocampal system, 

and thalamus. Stimulating brain position repeatedly results in same memory. Most brain damage does not affect short-

term memory. 

biology: connection strength 

Memory coding changes neuron connection strengths and patterns. 

biology: CREB 

Calcium influx activates protein kinases that phosphorylate other enzymes that activate or deactivate CREB. CREB 

enhances memory protein genes, such as zif268. Cell stimulus patterns activate gene set. High-frequency, middle-

frequency, and low-frequency stimuli affect different enzymes. Signals strengthen synapses sensitized by stimulus that 

released enzymes that activate CREB. Synapses themselves do not send signal molecules to cell nucleus. 



biology: drug 

Drugs can make atypical memory states. If drugs reduce brain electrical activity, memories do not consolidate. After 

memory consolidates, drugs do not affect memory. Anti-cholinesterase, physostigmine, puromycin, and scopolamine 

affect memory [Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968] [Atkinson et al., 1999] [Atkinson et al., 2000] [Farthing, 1992] [Hobson, 

1999] [Metzner, 1971] [Spence and Spence, 1968] [Tart, 1972] [Tart, 1975]. Drugs do not affect short-term memory. 

biology: EEG 

Brain wave changes do not affect memory. 

Short-term memory has gamma oscillations in local field potentials, which can result from reverberating brain 

activity [Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999]. 

biology: electrical shock 

If electrical shock reduces brain electrical activity, memories do not consolidate. After memory consolidates, 

electrical shock does not affect memory. 

biology: hippocampus 

After temporal-lobe and hippocampus removal, people cannot make long-term declarative memories but can learn 

motor tasks [Scoville and Milner, 1957]. 

biology: ion channel 

Brain information processing code uses ion channels and molecules. Protein alters cell-membrane ion-channel-use 

probabilities. 

biology: myelination 

Myelination extent does not affect memory. 

biology: neocortex 

Long-term memories go to neocortex. Perhaps, it happens at night. 

biology: neuron 

Short-term memory and long-term memory use same neurons and networks. 

biology: NGF 

NGF increases choline acetyltransferase (CAT), which synthesizes acetylcholine in hippocampal neurons. NGF 

reverses poor spatial memory. 

biology: protein synthesis 

Long-term memory needs protein synthesis [Agranoff, 1967] [Flexner et al., 1963]. Non-declarative memory uses 

proteins [Benzer, 1967]. Protein-synthesis inhibitor prevents memory formation. 

biology: synapse 

Memory involves cholinergic synapses. 

properties: defaults 

Memories provide assumptions and defaults to compare to current perceptions. 

properties: encoding 

Encoding context should match cue information. 

properties: expertise 

Experts in subject have large working memory for that subject, gained by active learning with high motivation. 

properties: familiarity 

Better perception, concepts, and encoding make better storage, so people have better memory for more familiar 

things. 

properties: feeling of knowing 

If people cannot recall, they can judge whether they can retrieve the memory in the future. 

properties: loss 

Mind does not lose memories, only access to memories. 

properties: information 

People recall high-level information best. 

properties: music 

Tunes ending in harmonic cadence are easier to remember than those that do not end in harmonic cadence. 

properties: learning 

While people are learning something, they can judge whether they can retrieve it in the future. 

properties: non-accidental properties 

Memory stores non-accidental properties and their relative positions as object templates [Anderson, 1983] 

[Anderson, 1995] [Aristotle, -350] [Niesser, 1967] [Niesser, 1982] [Rose, 1993]. 

properties: non-consciousness 

Memory survives unconscious periods. 



Intense stimuli can cause memory without consciousness. 

properties: number 

Number of objects that people know is approximately 10,000,000. Number of patterns is 50,000, for useful objects. 

Similar objects can have different property values. Objects can be in hierarchies. 

properties: organization 

Memory is better for related events. 

properties: reading problems 

People with reading problems have small working memory information content. 

properties: repeated sequence 

People remember repeated sequences better in verbal short-term memory tests, perhaps from beginning long-term 

memory or maintaining short-term memory traces. 

properties: rhythm 

Rhythm change aids memory. 

properties: search 

People can search 50,000 pictures per second in long-term memory. 

properties: size 

Human memory can hold 10^20 bits. 

properties: smell 

Smell short-term memory is poor. 

properties: strength 

Memory strength is number of stored or recalled units. Memories are weak if event does not repeat, emotion is low, 

or attention is weak. Certain content types also result in weak memories. Strong memories involve close attention or 

repeated study. 

properties: sentence subject 

People remember sentence subjects best, not objects, predicates, or relations. 

properties: tempo 

People perceive presentation speed. Slow tempo allows active tone coding. Fast tempo allows only overall tone 

patterns. 

properties: time 

Verbal short-term memory lasts up to 45 seconds. Processing decay causes decrease. Interference among memories 

decreases long-term memory over time. Memory is outside time. Memory causes the ideas of time and motion. 

Memory maps time to make a time field. Time measurement is only in the present. 

properties: tip of tongue 

If people cannot remember something, they can judge whether they will soon recall it. 

properties: verb tense 

Verbal memory requires verb tense. 

effects: automatic response 

Memories allow automatic responses. Automatic responses do not necessarily fit current problems, so memories 

must alter. 

factors: age 

Newborns can learn but need longer times for memory consolidation. At 3 to 6 years, hippocampus becomes mature 

and so long-term memories can form. Working memory information content increases up to age 20 to 35 and then 

declines. Perhaps, old age does not affect short-term memory [Selkoe, 1992]. At all ages, people can access memories 

by cues, such as habits. 

factors: anesthesia 

Even light anesthesia causes memory loss and analgesia. 

factors: anxiety 

Anxiety can cause consciousness loss and long-term memory loss. 

factors: arousal 

Long-term memory improves with increased arousal but short-term memory does not. 

factors: consciousness 

Attended items in sensory memory can become experiences. Consciousness uses external stimuli and memories 

{remembered present, consciousness} to make images. Short-term memory holds image parts and features as whole 

image develops. Sense-quality representations can be in short-term memory. People without long-term memory can be 

conscious. Sense-quality representations can be in long-term memory. Long-term declarative-fact memories can 

become conscious. Reporting recalled items requires consciousness. 



factors: dreaming 

Dream pattern changes do not affect memory. 

factors: emotion 

Because emotions include semantic and perceptual codes, more inferences, more intense perceptions, or more 

integration into life causes stronger coding. Positive and negative emotions attach to memories unconsciously. Sense 

signals go from thalamus to amygdala basolateral nucleus, then perirhinal and entorhinal cortex, and then amygdala 

central nucleus, which sends signals to make fear responses, such as freezing motion, high heart rate, and slow 

digestion. Stress hormones, like adrenaline, cortisol, and ACTH, activate amygdala. Perhaps, amygdala stores memory 

emotional part or transfers it from perirhinal and entorhinal cortex. 

factors: environment 

Environment does not much affect memory and ability to concentrate. Environment, especially social environment, 

affects memory storage and retrieval. 

factors: fatigue 

Over time, performance slows, people make more errors, concentration is poor, perception fades, and memory 

decreases. 

factors: hypnosis 

People can remember what happened while under hypnosis. 

factors: inference 

Inferences derive from knowledge structures. Inferences seem to affect encoding process and recall process. 

factors: intelligence 

Developmentally disabled people can have special right-brain talents, such as music, painting, or procedural 

memory. 

factors: motivation 

Motivation does not affect ability to retrieve information, only persistence in trying. 

factors: perception 

Memory affects extracting perceptual features. 

factors: reflex inhibition 

Inhibiting reflexes does not affect memory. 

factors: sleep 

Perhaps, paradoxical sleep is for memory consolidation. Brain substance can contain memories, and memory is a 

material process, because memory survives unconsciousness and sleep [Hering, 1878]. 

problems 

People can have amnesia, anterograde amnesia, dementia, Korsakoff syndrome, and senility. 

problems: schizophrenia 

Schizophrenia has memory disturbances. 

problems: amnesia 

After brain damage, people cannot recall recent long-term memories. Amnesia still allows short-term memory, 

procedural learning, and conditioning. People can improve performance even if they cannot remember previous 

practice [Farthing, 1992] [Young, 1996]. Amnesiacs can feel that they are not fully conscious [Campbell and Conway, 

1995] [Sacks, 1985] [Wilson and Wearing, 1995]. 

 

infantile amnesia 

People can only remember events from after they were three or four years old {infantile amnesia}. However, babies 

actually have good long-term memory. Perhaps, mind represses early memories. Perhaps, early memories are not 

strong, differ, or depend on self-concept. Perhaps, people need language, with verbal recall and storage, to access 

memories by intention. 

 

source amnesia 

Healthy people typically cannot remember where they learned declarative knowledge {source amnesia}. 

 

story schema 

Stories have schema {story schema} {story grammar}, with setting, characters, goal, plot, and resolution [Schank 

and Abelson, 1977] [Schank, 1997]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Anatomy 

 



distributed memory 

Minds have no single, central memory system but store memories in sense and motor regions {distributed memory}, 

probably in different ways. 

 

mass action law 

Cerebral cortex lesions affect rat intelligence and maze learning. Learning and memory impairment seem to depend 

on lesion extent {mass action law} {law of mass action}, rather than lesion location [Lashley, 1956] [Solomon et al., 

1958]. Whole association cortex can acquire and recall habits. However, effect happens because lesion also cuts 

subcortical regions. Maze running is complex activity using many functions, which can have substitutes. Many 

locations process and store memories. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Errors 

 

memory errors 

Memory recall can have inaccurate information {memory, errors} {recall, errors} that cannot have come from 

guessing or wrong cueing. 

Without extra context, minds can make no distinction between mistake in storing memory, recalling memory, or 

making original perception. 

properties: verbal errors 

Typical verbal errors sound similar to accurate item. 

properties: meaning 

Errors can arise from trying to make events meaningful, because meaning is more important than detail. General 

concept stored with detail can change the detail. Context or assumptions can change memory logically. 

memory change 

Memory change happens in weak memories. Memory change can happen at storage, when misunderstandings cause 

coding misrepresentations. Memory change can happen at recall, when inferences override coded representations. 

memory decay 

For visual situations with attention but no rehearsal, activation loss decreases memory. Forgetting increases with 

time elapsed. However, people can later remember memories forgotten at one time, so information is still in memory. 

recall 

Recalling can change unconscious memories. 

perception 

Perception does not confound units and produces non-contradictory results, with no chimeras. Mind eliminates 

contradictions preconsciously, before conscious memory. 

 

absent-mindedness 

Memory formation and retrieval can fail with low attention at storage or recall {absent-mindedness}|. 

 

bias in memory 

Memory can alter to make events, objects, or scenes consistent, emotionally right, or pleasant {bias, memory}. 

 

blocking in memory 

Memory retrieval can fail if something else is on the mind {blocking, memory}. 

 

consolidation failure 

Coding failure {consolidation failure} can decrease memory. 

 

discrimination failure 

Inability to discriminate {discrimination failure} between two groups, locations, or times that are close together can 

decrease memory. 

 

encoding deficiency 

Memory failure can be at encoding {encoding deficiency}. 

 

false memory 

Memory can mix real and imagined events {false memory}| [Loftus and Ketcham, 1994]. 



 

illusory conjuncture 

Sensory recall can combine different stimulus features {illusory conjuncture}. Features are in different mental 

regions, and features recombine at recall. Recombination requires attention. 

 

misattribution 

Memory can associate with wrong place, time, situation, or object {misattribution}. Recall can use guessing or 

associate to wrong memory {source misattribution}. Source misattribution has low probability, because cue must be 

precise to keep memory coherent. 

 

persistence 

Memory can be obsessive {persistence, memory}. 

 

retrieval failure 

Memory failure can happen at retrieval {retrieval failure}. 

 

storage loss 

Memory failure can happen at storage {storage loss}. 

 

suggestibility 

Current information {suggestibility}| can change memory. 

 

transience 

Memory can decay or fade away {transience}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Interference 

 

interference in memory 

During learning, intervening activities inhibit learning retention {interference, memory}|. Newer items occupy 

memory. Later learning also affects memory consolidation. Interference effects happen only for verbal items learned 

transiently, not for facts and procedures. Interference effects happen only for items learned successively, not for longer 

time intervals. Echoic memory can exhibit interference. Iconic memory does not exhibit interference. 

 

proactive interference 

Earlier learning can disrupt later learning {proactive interference} {proactive inhibition}. Proactive interference can 

be high. Release from proactive inhibition can happen when subject matter changes or time between trials is long 

enough. Retroactive interference is more than proactive interference. Over time, retroactive interference decreases, but 

proactive interference increases. 

 

retroactive interference 

Later learning can disrupt previous learning {retroactive interference} {retroactive inhibition}. For two verbal-item 

lists, recall is harder if lists share items. With more interfering-list repetition, retroactive interference increases, up to a 

limiting value. Retroactive interference appears high. Retroactive interference is more than proactive interference. Over 

time, retroactive interference decreases, but proactive interference increases. There can be output interference. 

 

output interference 

Recalling some class members inhibits memory of other members {output interference}. Recalling an item inhibits 

memory of other items. 

 

similarity-based interference 

Semantically related items increase interference in order recall and decrease interference in free recall {similarity-

based interference}. Opposites increase interference in order recall and decrease interference in free recall, because 

they relate semantically. Visually or aurally related items have small interference effects compared to semantic effects. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Interference>Theory 

 



response competition 

Perhaps, interference provides alternative response to stimulus {response competition}. Response competition 

increases with few interfering-list repetitions but then decreases. However, most list-recall errors are not other-list 

items, so response competition is only one interference factor. 

 

stimulus absence 

Perhaps, interference removes needed stimulus {stimulus absence}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Processes 

 

consolidation of memory 

Short-term memory becomes long-term memory over time {consolidation}|. 

brain 

In mammals, consolidation is in cerebral cortex, especially temporal lobes. 

Hippocampus is for early memory consolidation. Perhaps, it uses pointers to link representation parts. 

synapses 

Synaptic vesicle number increases, synapse area widens, neuronal firing rate increases, and synapse number 

increases. Enzymes modulate synaptic transmission. Glycoprotein receptors go to synaptic membranes. Only activated 

synapse regions start to grow more synapses. Quiet regions do not respond to new proteins. 

time 

Short-term memory consolidates in one hour, but further consolidation takes years. 

drugs 

If drugs reduce brain electrical activity, memories do not consolidate. 

electrical shock 

If electrical shock reduces brain electrical activity, memories do not consolidate. 

 

cue in memory 

Stimulus {cue, memory} starts memory recall. Cue information determines probability of accessing memory. Cue 

should match cue used at storage. 

 

elaboration 

Forming associations with existing memories, or forming images of existing parts {elaboration, memory}, transfers 

items to long-term memory and aids recall. Associations can be among items in short-term memory or to items in long-

term memory. Images can combine items in short-term memory or associate features to items in long-term memory. 

Elaboration increases memory compared to rehearsal but takes more time. 

 

engram 

Brain regions, mainly in cerebral cortex, that encode event also store and record event {engram}| {memory trace}. 

Data processing and data storage combine in mind. Coding, recursion, self-reference, and goals affect both. Forming 

memory changes neuron structure. 

 

identification in memory 

Attention and recognition give meaning to stimulus and allow it into short-term memory {identification, memory}. 

Item identification happens in parallel. Identification requires one quarter second. 

 

linkword 

Two words {linkword} can associate using image that combines their referents. 

 

masking in memory 

A new stimulus, immediately happening at same location as previous stimulus, causes immediate previous-stimulus 

forgetting {masking, memory}|. Brightness masking uses a higher-intensity second stimulus and affects retina. Pattern 

masking uses pattern, affects mental processing, and has no brightness effect. Masking does not necessarily replace the 

first image but only prevents consciousness [Keysers et al., 2001]. 

 



phonemic code 

People remember verbal items by sound {phonemic code}, even for visual material. People also use weaker visual 

and semantic codes. People remember items better than order. Phonemic code can be how to represent physical sounds 

or articulate sounds. 

 

pop-out 

Mind places object in scene in short-term memory {pop-out, memory}|, using motion, depth, texture, and color cues. 

 

post-event information 

Information supplied after memory storage {post-event information} can cause memory change, if information is not 

suspect and if memory was weak. Memories change to be consistent with new information. 

compromise 

Conscious recall does not allow unreal or contradictory contents. However, feature mixing can happen {compromise 

memory, post-event information}, such as using one-object's color for another object. 

recall 

People take longer to recall items if they have to take into account new information. 

repetition 

Repeating new information increases confidence in changed memories. 

 

priming memory 

Recent experience, even just one, with words, strings, lines, images, sounds, or objects unconsciously improves 

recognizing same experience up to one year later {priming, memory} [Bar and Biederman, 1998] [Bar and Biederman, 

1999] [VanRullen and Koch, 2003]. Prime can be same as target {repetition priming}. Prime can have similar meaning 

{semantic priming}. Processing can aid {positive priming} or inhibit {negative priming} other processing. 

perception 

Perceptual processing causes priming effect, because slightly different words or objects do not prime. Priming can 

activate processing [Mandler, 1980]. 

Priming can activate transfer-appropriate processing for different memory types [Roediger and McDermott, 1993]. 

brain 

After priming, cortex activity decreases during recognizing. 

consciousness 

Priming is equally in conscious and unconscious processing. 

 

reconsolidation 

To retain retrieved or activated memory, mind must store the memory again {reconsolidation}, using proteins. 

 

rehearsal 

People can repeat items in verbal short-term memory in sequence {rehearsal, memory}. More rehearsal improves 

recall. Consciously repeating verbal items transfers them to long-term memory. 

 

remembered present 

Consciousness uses external stimuli and memories {remembered present, cognition} to make images. Consciousness 

requires short-term memory. Short-term memory holds image parts and features as whole image develops. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Properties 

 

accessibility of memory 

Memory retrieval tries to find and use memories in memory store {accessibility, memory}, but memories can be 

unavailable. 

 

apprehension span of memory 

People typically can apprehend up to six or seven items {span of apprehension, memory} {apprehension span, 

memory}|. 

 

availability of memory 

Memories are in memory store {availability, memory}, but memories can be inaccessible. 



 

episodic tag 

People typically have poor time and location {episodic tag} recall. People forget time and location before other 

content. Weak or missing episodic tags reduce fact or episode memory organization, causing more recall errors. 

 

process purity problem 

In memory tests, conscious and unconscious processing can happen. Processing task has automatic/unconscious and 

controlled/conscious processing components, which affect behavior differently {process dissociation procedure} 

[Jacoby, 1991] [Reingold and Merikle, 1990]. Perhaps, they are separable {process purity problem} {method of 

opposition} {opposition method}. 

 

Ribot law 

Amnesia is greater for more recent memories {Ribot's law} {Ribot law}. 

 

stage analysis 

Memories are representations that are made, stored, and retrieved {stage analysis}. 

 

voluntary suppression of memory 

People can will not to remember {voluntary suppression, memory}. Perhaps, it involves frontal lobes and 

hippocampus. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Properties>Hypothesis 

 

co-existence hypothesis 

Memories that are semantically contradictory can co-exist non-consciously {co-existence hypothesis, memory}. 

Mind inhibits recall of semantically contradictory non-conscious memories. 

 

erasure hypothesis memory 

New memory can erase semantically contradictory non-conscious memory {erasure hypothesis, memory}, to 

conserve limited memory capacity. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Properties>List Learning 

 

primacy effect 

During list recall, people recall first items better {primacy effect}. For long list, people recall most words poorly. 

People recall items in middle worst. 

behaviorism 

By behaviorism, all previous words excite all following words and so associations for middle words are least correct, 

because they get the most-incorrect associations. 

cognition 

By cognition, mind rehearses first words when short-term memory is not full and so remembers them better, but 

middle words have poor rehearsal because they happen when short-term memory is full and so are not in short-term 

memory ready for recall. 

 

recency effect 

People recall items at end {recency effect} best under free recall but not under order recall. Auditory items have 

recency effect but not visual items. For long list, people recall most words poorly. People recall items in middle worst. 

behaviorism 

By behaviorism, all previous words excite all following words and so associations for middle words are least correct, 

because they get the most-incorrect associations. 

cognition 

By cognition, last words are still in short-term memory and memory can recall them right away. For middle words, 

short-term memory is full, rehearsal is poor, and words have left short-term memory by recall time. 

memory 

Recency effects happen even when mind uses no short-term memory, only long-term memory. 

 



SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Properties>Inference 

 

constructionist theory 

Perhaps, relevant local and global inferences relate to content, causes, situations, and goals {constructionist theory}. 

 

minimalist theory 

Perhaps, mind makes only familiar inferences and inferences needed for sentence coherence {minimalist theory}. 

 

promiscuous theory 

Perhaps, mind always generates inferences {promiscuous theory}, but this can exceed processing capacity. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Recall 

 

recall in memory 

Retrieving information {recall}| from memory uses different mechanisms to return memory representations to 

consciousness or near consciousness. Recalling declarative knowledge creates experiences. 

processes: cueing 

Externally or internally supplied stimulus recalls memories from storage. 

processes: errors 

Recall can be inaccurate. People recall some memories better than others. Perhaps, they repeat them often. 

processes: inhibition 

Memories or cues can inhibit recalling other memories, because memories are contradictory or substitute. 

processes: reconstruction 

Recall builds from memories. Memories do not mix, but only select from among choices. However, features, such as 

color, can mix. People do not recall chimeras and contradictions. 

Reporting recalled item requires consciousness. 

processes: time coordinates 

Memory creates time coordinates and uses them for recall and storage. 

processes: voluntary retrieval 

Information retrieval can be voluntary or automatic. Voluntary retrieval involves search strategy. Information non-

retrieval is not voluntary. 

properties: contradiction 

Conscious recall does not allow unreal or contradictory contents. 

properties: free recall 

In free recall, people recall more items that are near each other in space or time {contiguity principle, recall}. In free 

recall, people recall class members better when cued with class but not classes when cued with class members. In free 

recall, people typically do not recall items in original order but form orders and repeat orders on subsequent recalls. 

properties: time of day 

Recall is better in morning than evening. 

factors: context 

People can recall same memory in one context but not another. 

factors: hypnosis 

Hypnosis does not increase memory retrieval. Memories retrieved under hypnosis are unreliable. Especially, early-

infancy memories are probably not true. 

factors: meaning 

Meaningful events cause better and more accurate recall. 

 

categorical clustering 

In free recall, people recall more items that have similar meaning {categorical clustering}. 

 

compromise memory 

Conscious recall can mix features {compromise memory, recall}, such as using one-object's color for another object. 

 

context dependency 

Recall is easier and better if current conditions, internal and external, are similar to learning conditions {context 

dependency} {context-dependent retrieval}. The main internal context is mood. Recall is slightly, but significantly, 



better in same environment as learning environment. Environment can include learning act, material learned, place, 

time, mood, and physiological state. Context increases recall of items that match context itself. 

Setting context before, but not after, performing recall task improves performance. Using context with same feature 

cues but not correct spatial relations does not improve performance. 

meaning 

Context can change memory meaning. 

 

direct retrieval hypothesis 

Perhaps, recall moves percept from coded content in unconsciousness to consciousness {direct retrieval hypothesis, 

recall}, based on association cues. 

 

generate-recognize model 

Searching can use a strategy {generate-recognize model} {generate/recognize model}, to test hypotheses. 

 

operation span 

Given arithmetic problems, subjects can recall problem answers or words. Number correctly recalled {operation 

span} depends on prose comprehension and short-term-memory information. 

 

retrieval in recall 

People can recall and re-express memory information {retrieval, memory}|. Memory reconstructs perception, 

starting from cue, by assembling information from mental regions. 

process 

Recall associates memory with current thought. The first step in recall or pattern detection is to identify expected 

object type. The second step is to select node or node system. 

factors 

Context, mood, and mental state affect retrieval. 

How information makes categories affects recall. Recall is better if unusual event, image, or story connects with 

memory. 

Practicing recall aids recall. Cramming increases success. 

brain 

Recall is poor if catecholamine level is low, because catecholamines arouse brain. 

time 

Retrieving memory using sequential search takes 0.5 seconds. 

 

tag in memory 

Perhaps, memory representations have concept, image, time, or context information {tag, memory} about target. 

Perhaps, memory representations have direct target association information. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Recall>Model 

 

single-stage model 

If retrieval takes one step, mind retrieves the most-strongly activated target {single-stage model} {single-process 

model}. 

 

two-stage model 

If retrieval takes more than one step, cognitive decision or passive process determines retrieval from activated 

material {two-stage model} {two-process model} {decision model}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Recall>Cue 

 

cue in recall 

Memory retrieval requires externally or internally supplied stimulus {cue, recall} related to information to retrieve 

{cueing, recall}. Cue quality determines retrieval, no matter memory or association strength. Strong and internal cue is 

mood. Everyday experiences provide retrieval cues for most information. Good retrieval cues come from good 

encoding. 



working memory 

One working-memory part stores cues, and other part stores retrieved representations. Conscious thoughts retrieve 

further conscious representations. 

efficiency 

Working memory depends on cue efficiency. Efficiency increases with long-term-memory organization and cueing 

strategies. 

 

cue-dependent forgetting 

Retrieval places activated content into consciousness. If access does not encounter target memory, recall does not 

happen {cue-dependent forgetting}. 

 

cue-dependent recall 

Retrieval places activated content into consciousness. If access encounters target memory, recall happens {cue-

dependent recall}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Memory>Kinds 

 

behavioral memory 

Most memories {behavioral memory} {procedural memory, behavior} are about actions and behaviors. Primary 

motor cortex stores behavioral memories. 

 

categorical memory 

Memories {categorical memory} can be about classes or words. 

 

declarative memory 

People can learn facts and concepts {declarative memory}|. Declarative knowledge includes episodic memory and 

semantic memory. Declarative knowledge is things that people can remember and know. Declarative knowledge is 

proposition sets [Campbell, 1994]. People can recall declarative memory without affecting external behavior. 

Declarative knowledge contrasts with procedural knowledge. 

 

echoic memory 

Mental process {echoic memory}| briefly preserves stimulus pattern. Echoic memory is better than iconic memory. 

 

eidetic imagery 

People can have perfect image recall and can re-perceive images {eidetic imagery}|. People can preserve visual 

scenes and then scan them. Eidetic images are richer than other images. People who can recall everything rely on 

imagery but cannot understand general ideas or concepts, because details are too numerous [Luria, 1968] [Luria, 1980]. 

 

episodic memory 

Memory of personal events {episodic memory} has location and time, is in frontal lobe, and involves medial 

temporal lobe and cortex. It can be unconscious or conscious. 

 

explicit memory 

Semantic memory, spatial memory, or episodic memory {explicit memory} {conscious memory} is conscious and 

reflective and encodes object, event, and relation representations. Memory associates two arbitrary stimuli. 

Repetition, meaning, interest, attention, importance, previous-knowledge relations, and rehearsal strengthen 

declarative-memory encoding, because more conscious processing makes more retrieval cues [Corkin et al., 1997] 

[Damasio et al., 1985] [Milner, 1972] [Milner et al., 1998] [Sacks, 1985] [Scoville and Milner, 1957] [Standing, 1973] 

[Sternberg, 2001] [Wilson and Wearing, 1995]. 

 

eyewitness testimony 

Eyewitnesses {eyewitness testimony}| to crimes see fast, confusing, and unsettling events and so have weak 

memories, even if their confidence is high. Eyewitness people identification is especially poor. 

 



familiarity 

The feeling that one knows something {familiarity, memory} is an immediate response to an event. The first concept 

about perception is if it is familiar or strange. It requires no conscious processing. Frequent observations cause it. It is 

independent of context and associations. 

 

flashbulb memory 

Emotion in amygdala, and arousal in serotonin, norepinephrine, dopamine, and acetylcholine systems, can cause 

people to remember one event strongly and in detail {flashbulb memory}. 

 

iconic image 

Short-term visual memory {iconic image} {iconic memory} {fleeting memory} has images that persist after 

removing objects. Iconic image looks like image but faded. People can see all items but have not yet identified them. 

Image is at fixed position on retina. New information there erases it. 

Iconic images can appear to move, if moving stimuli are near them. 

attention 

Making iconic memory requires attention [Billock, 1997] [Coltheart, 1983] [Coltheart, 1999] [Crick, 1984] 

[Freedman et al., 2001] [Freedman et al., 2002] [Gegenfurtner and Sperling, 1993] [Keysers and Perrett, 2002] [Levick 

and Zacks, 1970] [Loftus et al., 1992] [Potter, 1993] [Potter and Levy, 1969] [Rolls and Tovee, 1994] [Sperling, 1960]. 

time 

Echoic memory lasts longer than iconic memory. 

cue 

After looking tasks {Sperling task}, cues can help memory. 

 

immediate memory 

People can remember immediately after one presentation {immediate memory}| {latent memory}. Immediate 

memory lasts seconds. Immediate memory is neural-pathway electrochemical activity, like reverberations in circuits. 

Immediate memory can change synaptic strengths temporarily by affecting presynaptic biochemical pathways. 

Changing presentation rate or delaying recall time does not affect recall. 

 

implicit memory 

Memory can be for skill or task {implicit memory} {non-representational memory} {non-declarative memory} 

{procedural memory, implicit}. Implicit memory includes habituation, sensitization, motor skill, priming, habit, 

classical conditioning, operant conditioning, emotional learning, and perceptual skill. 

People can learn how to perform tasks and to think and follow rules. Procedural knowledge can be production 

systems. Procedural knowledge is motor skills and perceptual and cognitive skills. Procedural knowledge is habits and 

know-how [Campbell, 1994]. 

process 

Procedural memory uses many circuits and neuron groups but does not use representations. 

consciousness 

Implicit memory is unconscious and never becomes conscious. It is reflexive. 

brain 

Sense and motor processes integrate over thalamocortical system, cerebellum, hippocampus, and basal ganglia 

{global mapping}. 

animals 

Implicit memory is the same in animals and humans. 

comparison 

Procedural knowledge contrasts with declarative knowledge. 

 

imprinting in memory 

Animals can learn to fixate on another animal {imprinting, memory}|, so they ignore or avoid other individuals. 

Imprinting can be on parent {filial imprinting} or mate {sexual imprinting}. Imprinting is most effective between 

members of same species. 

process 

Imprinting is gradual but not associative. Imprinting with one object prevents further imprinting with other objects, 

except by prolonged exposure. Prolonged exposure does not eliminate the memory but only suppresses it. After 

prolonged exposure, original imprint comes back readily. 



 

long-term memory 

Brain processing can change short-term memories into stable memories {long-term memory}| (LTM) {labile 

memory} {secondary memory} {structural memory}. Short-term memory is process, but long-term memory is 

structure. Long-term memory involves interactions between two memory types: personal-experience episodic memory 

and fact semantic memory. 

coding 

Long-term memory uses mostly semantic code but also uses visual and phonemic codes. All three codes also operate 

in short-term memory but with different strengths and uses. 

time 

Long-term memory takes more than 45 seconds to form and can last lifetime. 

properties: consciousness 

Long-term memory is unconscious. 

properties: interference 

LTM can have phonological interference. 

biology 

Long-term memory involves cell changes and protein synthesis. Brain damage can impair long-term declarative and 

procedural memory but not short-term memory. 

biology: drugs 

After memory consolidation, drugs do not affect the memory [McCullough et al., 1999]. 

biology: electrical shock 

After memory consolidation, electrical shock does not affect the memory [McCullough et al., 1999]. 

factors 

Greater word concreteness, word frequency, imagery strength, and semantic similarity increase long-term memory. 

Phonetic similarity decreases long-term memory. 

comparison 

Perhaps, short-term memory and long-term memory differ only in retrieval method. 

 

phonological loop 

Working memory {phonological loop} can store sounds with meaning, such as spoken words. Perhaps, phonological 

loop has passive phoneme coding and active rehearsal [Baddeley, 1986] [Baddeley, 1990] [Baddeley, 2000]. 

 

recognition memory 

Recall can be for recognition {recognition memory}. Memory can be about whether stimulus is familiar or not, was 

in place or at time, or associates with name or image. 

process 

To recognize if symbol is in short-term memory, people compare features. Matching determines recognition. With 

no overlap, knowledge of no match is rapid. 

properties 

Recognition is better for incidental learning than for deliberate learning. Recognition is typically better than recall, 

unless semantic association is very strong. Memory organization and repetition affect recognition memory and recall 

memory in same way, but word frequency, associations, presentation rate, concreteness, meaning, and imagery do not 

affect recognition memory and recall memory in same way, because some items are more and some less noticeable than 

others, and this affects recognition {mirror effect, recognition}. 

 

semantic memory 

Memories {semantic memory} can be about facts, meanings, and concepts. Conscious or unconscious fact memory 

has no particular location or time. Semantic memory involves medial temporal lobe but does not involve frontal lobe. 

 

sensory memory 

In senses, memory {sensory memory} first peripherally codes stimulus physical properties {physical code} 

{structural code} for sounds in echoic memory, sights in iconic memory, smells, tastes, and touches, taking one-third 

second. Sensory memory first stage does not need attention or consciousness. 

Sensory memory second stage uses semantic coding and is central and automatic, taking two to 20 seconds. 

recall 

Higher overall stimulus intensity during and after stimulus decreases recall. 



forgetting 

Forgetting happens by decay and is minimal after one second for vision and four seconds for hearing. Forgetting 

loses location information but not item meaning or nature. 

 

short-term memory 

Memory {short-term memory}| (STM) {active memory} {primary memory} {working memory} {activity-

dependent memory} can rehearse immediate memories, hold memories in consciousness, assist long-term memory, and 

decay in minutes to hours. Short-term memory puts objects and events in sequence to coordinate acquisition and 

retrieval. 

properties: chunks 

Short-term memory holds data chunks. Short-term memory holds 30 bits. People can remember chunks of three, if 

they must remember sequence. People can remember chunks of six or seven if there is no order [Cowan, 2001] [Miller, 

1956] [Riddoch and Humphreys, 1995] [Shallice, 1988] [Sternberg, 1966] [Vallar and Shallice, 1990]. 

properties: interference 

STM can have semantic interference. 

biology: cells 

Short-term memory involves no cell changes or protein synthesis. 

biology: drugs 

Amphetamine and strychnine affect short-term memory. 

biology: brain 

Prefrontal cortex neurons hold short-term memories for objects, locations, or both [Baddeley, 1986] [Baddeley, 

1990] [Baddeley, 2000]. 

factors: age 

Old age or brain damage does not affect short-term memory. 

factors: language 

Language production and comprehension require short-term memory. 

working memory 

Phonological loop stores sounds with meaning, such as spoken words. Visuospatial sketchpad stores images, such as 

faces and scenes. Working memory encodes attended content from sensory memory for non-conscious storage into 

long-term memory or other processing, such as sentence comprehension, and integrates content activated from long-

term memory. Working memory holds content being actively processed, including conscious and near-conscious 

experiences and recently attended content, and includes perceptual and semantic representations. Working memory 

includes a goal-driven controller to determine which process to perform. Attention is part of working memory, or 

working memory holds attended conscious content {focus, Baddeley} [Baddeley, 1986] [Baddeley, 1990] [Baddeley, 

2000]. 

 

source memory 

Frontal lobe stores conscious event location and time memories {source memory}. Animals have less frontal lobe 

and so less source memory. 

 

spatial memory 

Spatial information travels from thalamus to neocortex to hippocampus {spatial memory}. Hippocampus has non-

topographic cognitive space map, stored in pyramidal place cells. Place fields are stable and form in minutes [Brown et 

al., 1998]. Hippocampus place cells increase firing when body is at that location [Ekstrom et al., 2003] [Frank et al., 

2000] [Nadel and Eichenbaum, 1999] [O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978] [Rolls, 1999] [Scalaidhe et al., 1997] [Wilson and 

McNaughton, 1993] [Zhang et al., 1998]. 

 

verbal memory 

Memory {verbal memory} {verbal short-term memory} can be about words, sentences, and stories. People can learn 

word sounds and visual appearances [Campbell, 1994]. 

properties 

Words are easier to learn if they have high imagery, are highly concrete, have high frequency, have many 

associations, or have high meaningfulness. 

Verbal short-term memory has small register and rapid decay. 



factors 

Imagery, frequency, familiarity, concreteness, semantic similarity, and meaningfulness influence verbal short-term 

memory only little, unlike for long-term memory. 

interference 

Phonemic similarity interferes. 

working memory 

Working memory includes module for verbal short-term memory. Working memory executive controls module but 

does not interfere with other cognitive work. 
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bounded memory 

Perhaps, memory content is only coded percepts {bounded memory}, with no other representation types, such as 

memory hierarchy or higher-order structures. 

 

constructivist model 

Memories represent percepts {perceptual code} and meanings {semantic code}. 

meaning 

Meaning and understanding are more important than percepts. Mind uses schema memory structures that contain 

meaning hierarchies, relating lower-level parts and higher-level wholes, and have semantic relations among concepts. 

General information integrates memory contents. 

Memories are made, stored, and recalled using active cognitive processes {constructivist model} {interactive 

memory, constructivism}, which relate existing memories and interpret memory content, so memory has no bound. 

Storage and reconstruction are non-conscious. Information acquired after storing original memory can affect memories. 

Memory content can weaken over time. 

strength 

Memory assimilation to whole meaning structure determines memory strength. 

recall 

Reconstruction often supplies purposes, intentions, or missing information. Recall can often be inaccurate, because 

interpretation always happens. Recall depends on memory strength and related evidence. 

individuality 

Differences in understanding cause individual memories to vary. 

 

contractive affine 

Perhaps, memory storage involves linear functions over metric space {contractive affine transform}. Functions can 

be fractals. Mapping function can alter image location, orientation, and size. To recall, abstract-space trajectories 

specify imaged patterns as attractors. 

 

declarative memory theory 

Perhaps, cerebral cortex added declarative memory {declarative memory theory}. Cerebral cortex added processing 

loop between sense and motor processing regions and loops to anticipate sense information and prepare actions. 

Improved readiness offsets delay in processing between sense and motor regions. Training or other repeated use 

bypasses loop. 

 

empiricism 

Perhaps, stored object and episode memories are percept copies or representations, coded in long-term memory 

{empiricism, memory}. Memory content is only coded percepts. 

process 

Perception is first. Representation follows. 

units 

Basic memory units are non-conscious shapes, sizes, motions, and percept qualities. Memory units can associate by 

being close in space, time, shape, or quality. 

strength 

Memory strength depends on number of stored units. 



time 

Stored memory codes do not change over time. Because perception is reliable, memories are typically accurate. 

Differences in perception cause memories to vary. 

recall 

Recall moves percept from unconscious coded content to consciousness, based on association cues {direct retrieval 

hypothesis, empiricism}. 

 

featural model 

Perhaps, short-term memory involves storing perceptual features, and memories are linked feature sets {featural 

model}. Features are about stimulus intensity, location, time, frequency, and quality and about higher-level stimulus 

combinations. Sense-input memories have features about sense mode and stimuli. Memories of thoughts and memory 

rehearsal have higher-level stimulus combinations and few modal features. The featural model does not use 

associations among features. 

probability 

Features have values or probabilities. Excitations and inhibitions during memory formation depend on reinforcement 

pathways and change feature probabilities. 

recall 

Recall involves selection among alternatives by feature probability. Mind compares cues, which can generate 

secondary cues, to features. If match is above threshold, mind recalls object or word {reintegration}. Recall takes one 

step. If new memory has same feature value as existing memory, new-memory feature value replaces previous-item 

feature value, and previous-item memory degrades. 

 

intermediate-level theory 

Perhaps, consciousness is viewpoint-specific representations in short-term memory {intermediate-level theory of 

consciousness, cognition} [Crick and Koch, 2000] [Jackendoff, 1987] [Jackendoff, 1996] [Jackendoff, 2002] [Siewert, 

1998] [Strawson, 1996]. Consciousness is at level intermediate between sense qualities and thought. Consciousness 

stores computation results in information structures. Consciousness is a three-dimensional model and involves position, 

shape, color, motion, attention, and representation. People cannot be aware of mental processes, computations, or 

abstract representations. 

 

library memory 

Perhaps, memories use index {library memory}. Perceptual patterns find indices and trigger memories. 

 

mnemon 

Perhaps, memory units {mnemon} are anatomical or logical structures. However, memory and recall have no basic 

units {memory unit}. Abstract higher-level categories are important for memory and recall. Stimulus recalls multiple 

memories. 

 

memory organization packet 

Perhaps, in situations in which habits do not apply, people use knowledge structures {memory organization packet, 

cognition} involving causes, effects, goals, and rewards to account for actions and facts. For example, movements can 

have 20 causal chains. Similar knowledge structures apply to places, physical actions, social relations, and personal 

intentions. 

 

mental model 

Perhaps, people try to generate spatial context, time context, and other overall representations {mental model} as 

they read or see something. 

 

mirror effect 

Perhaps, memory organization and repetition affect recognition memory and recall memory in same way {mirror 

effect, memory}. Word frequency, associations, presentation rate, concreteness, meaning, and imagery do not affect 

recognition memory and recall memory in same way, because some items are more and some less noticeable than 

others, and this affects recognition. 

 



scene in memory 

Perhaps, memory parts exist independently in long-term memory, and higher-order structures {scene, memory} 

assemble them. 

 

schema for memory 

Perhaps, memory organization uses non-conscious linked-data hierarchies {schema, memory}. 

recall 

People better remember things related to goals, plans, actions, beliefs, attitudes, moods, emotions, and expectations. 

They remember new, inconsistent, surprising, or changed events better. 

Schemas more integrated with other schemas have better recall. Schema integration increases during development 

[Schank and Abelson, 1977] [Schank, 1997]. Memory strength depends on object and event relation to constructed 

schema [Schank and Abelson, 1977] [Schank, 1997]. 

amount 

Memory holds maximum content amount, depending on schemas. 

individuality 

Different people use different schemas. 

 

script 

Perhaps, many life facets involve standardized behavior sequence {script, memory}. People develop habits through 

repeated same-type experiences. Scripts define events relative to whole, strengthen memories, infer missing 

information, point to episode memories, and predict future events. People expect events that match script and retain 

them more. People remove events that do not match from script, note them as exceptions, or modify script. Memories 

from scripts are indistinguishable subjectively from actual memories. 

 

selectionist theory 

Perhaps, evolutionary models for self-redesigning or learning systems show how neural models can evolve 

themselves {selectionist theory} [Young, 1976] [Young, 1978]. 

 

situation model 

Perhaps, people use background information and structure or situation types {situation model}, which have goals or 

reasons. Comprehension involves different processing levels. First, mind codes relations among items {surface code}. 

Then mind generates propositions {text base}. 

 

somatic marker 

Perhaps, mind represents body activities {somatic marker}. Reason and emotions work together to determine 

choices and actions. 

 

stages model 

Perhaps, stimuli are first encoded for sensory memory {stages model} {modal model}. If people attend to stimuli, 

they encode into short-term memory. From short-term memory, stimuli go into long-term memory. Items in short-term 

memory transfer to long-term memory by rehearsal, image forming, or association forming. Short-term memory can 

only hold up to seven items for up to 45 seconds. Short-term memory receives input from sensory memory. 

 

template storage memory 

Perhaps, memories {template storage memory} can compare input data to stored patterns to find match. 
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association in memory 

Perhaps, memories are representations. The simplest representations follow same memory rules as the most-complex 

representations. Perhaps, long-term memory has association networks or pairs {association} {associative model of 

memory}. 

contiguity 

In networks, associations can have different distances. If two images are near in space or time {contiguity principle, 

association}, they associate. Closeness increases association strength. Items farther apart have weaker associative links. 

Recall involves one associative link. 



strength 

Pair associations have different strengths. More repetitions increase association strength. Association recency 

increases association strength. 

recall 

Recall involves associative links. Mind recalls by moving from starting point name, list concept, environmental 

stimulus, or spatial position to first item and then to succeeding items, by following associative links to goals {target, 

recall}. 

 

labeled link 

Associative links have different known types {labeled link, memory}, such as identity, similarity, and opposition. 

 

propositional model 

In network, memory representations and associations can have language-like structure {propositional model} 

{statement model}, with subject and predicate. Associative links can be syntactical relations, such as "agent", "action", 

and "direct object". Associative links can be semantic or cognitive. 
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compound cue model 

Perhaps, recall involves cue sets {compound cue model} for context, time, meaning, images, and concepts. First cue 

activates other memories from long-term memory, which then contribute to recall process. Memory does not use 

spreading activation. 

 

content-addressable memory 

Perhaps, cues activate specific features {content-addressable memory} {direct access}, not cluster or class. 

 

cueing model 

Perhaps, conscious concept, feeling, or memory cues can activate identical or similar long-term-memory 

representations and so provide non-conscious access to memories {access, memory} {cueing model}. Pattern portions 

can trigger retrieval of rest of pattern. First memory sets pattern. Later patterns reinforce or change memory. Cues can 

place secondary cues in consciousness. 

 

dynamic reconstruction 

Perhaps, recall activates stored perceptual and semantic codes that interact with all other memory content. Recall 

interprets content to make meaningful response {dynamic reconstruction hypothesis}, using background and inferred 

information. 

 

erasure hypothesis for recall 

Perhaps, recalling one alternative erases other alternative from memory {erasure hypothesis, recall} {replacement 

hypothesis}. However, after leading suggestion, people can recall original memory, supporting the idea that both 

memories exist at same time and all memories are permanent {co-existence hypothesis, recall} [Loftus and Ketcham, 

1994]. 

 

inhibition hypothesis 

Perhaps, misleading semantic suggestions can affect stored memories and recall, by making original memory 

become contradiction and so causing inhibition {inhibition hypothesis}. 

 

lock-and-key theory 

Perhaps, stimulus must match receptor to open memory {lock-and-key theory}. However, this process requires 

trying each key in each lock. 

 

message and rule system 

Perhaps, data has regularities, which activate rule, which is conditional statement {message and rule system theory}. 

Mind checks data to see if it matches condition. 

 



Proust principle 

Important nodes in memory structures can activate memory {Proust's principle} {Proust principle}. 

 

reconstruction 

Perhaps, memory stores information samples, and recall is memory reconstruction {reconstruction, memory}. 

Retrieval cues are the most-strongly encoded memory parts. Retrieved memories use information from stored 

representation and from related memories and current perceptions. 

 

spreading activation model 

Perhaps, in spatial network, cue activates memory, and the memory activates another memory {spreading activation 

model}, until reaching target or losing activation because too far away or too long in time. Recall involves associative 

links. 
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articulatory loop 

Perhaps, phonological store and subvocal-rehearsal system form a feedback loop {articulatory loop} [Baddeley, 

1986] [Baddeley, 1990]. 

 

phonological store 

Brain regions {phonological store} can represent sounds being remembered [Baddeley, 1986] [Baddeley, 1990]. 

 

subvocal rehearsal system 

Brain regions {subvocal rehearsal system} can rehearse information without actually producing sound. Subvocal 

rehearsal system is possibly where prearticulation happens. Rehearsing is always by sounds, not images [Baddeley, 

1986] [Baddeley, 1990]. 

 

two-code theory 

Perhaps, verbal information first enters sensory memory {two-code theory}. Attended sense qualities passively enter 

phonological store for up to two seconds. Non-conscious articulation recodes visual information into sound. It also can 

recycle sounds back into phonological store depending on capacity and other factors. Phonological store and 

articulation coding are short-term memory. 
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thinking capacity 

Perhaps, thinking has capacity {thinking capacity}. Optimum group size is three items. 

 

capacity model memory 

Perhaps, mental function has only one information channel, which has maximum serial information-flow rate 

{capacity model of memory}. Channel is for both data processing and storage. If one increases, the other must 

decrease. Channel is for both semantic and syntactic processing. Poor readers with low information rate can use only 

one processing type, but good readers can use both simultaneously. 

 

chunk 

Perhaps, concepts or perceptions can be sets {chunk, capacity}| of previous concepts or perceptions. Chunk can 

contain several smaller chunks, by grouping in space or time {chunking} [Cowan, 2001] [Miller, 1956]. Number of 

chunks that people can keep in immediate memory is seven, plus or minus two. Chunking can synchronize information 

subsets into unit in time [Miller, 1962]. Bigger chunks can cause weaker memory. For example, longer vowel sounds 

reduce memory, because it takes longer to articulate items. 

 

consolidation theory 

Perhaps, mind as whole has processing capacity, and modules have processing capacities {consolidation theory}. 

 



memory span 

People can recall approximately seven independent verbal items {chunk, memory}, such as digits, letters, syllables, 

or words, after hearing them once. Range is five to nine items {memory span}. Chunks are single meaningful symbols, 

so consonant series are not chunks. Number of verbal short-term-memory items inversely relates to remembering ease. 

If verbal short-term memory is full, a new item causes immediate forgetting of a previous item. 

 

mental capacity 

Perhaps, mind transforms information flowing through communication channels, so memory has limited capacity 

{mental capacity}. Content in short-term memory decays but can go to long-term memory if rehearsed. 

 

slot theory 

Perhaps, immediate memory has seven registers {slot theory}. People remember fewer items if items are similar or 

complex. 
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activation model 

Perhaps, working memory is long-term-memory activated part {activation model of memory}. 

 

structural model 

Perhaps, attention selects one information channel at time, which has maximum serial information-flow rate 

{structural model of memory}. Working memory has several subsystems and controllers. One is phonological loop and 

has no semantic component. Another is visuo-spatial sketchpad and has no semantic component. Subsystems do not 

interfere with each other. Subsystems have subsystems. During learning, controllers are active, but, after learning, 

controller use is small. 

 

visuospatial sketchpad 

Working memory stores images, such as faces and scenes [Baddeley, 1986] [Baddeley, 1990] [Baddeley, 2000]. 

Working-memory subsystems {visuospatial sketchpad} {visuo-spatial sketchpad} can be for visual and spatial 

information and have no semantic components. Perhaps, visuo-spatial sketchpad has passive color and shape 

processing and active location processing. 
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perception 

People can process information from sensation and memory to detect, acquire, select, organize, recognize, identify, 

categorize, discriminate, and interpret information about organisms, objects, features, times, and locations 

{perception}|. Perception establishes current environment and organism state and does not initiate or control action or 

behavior. 

Perception acquires information about physical objects and events, using unconscious inductive inference. Senses 

measure pressure, temperature, concentration, frequency data, sound intensity, light intensity, angle, position, and time. 

It detects perceptual features and feature relations. It can detect angles and orientations. It can detect separateness and 

overlap. It can detect bilateral, radial, rotational, and translational symmetries. It can detect straight, curved, rotational, 

spiral, translational, and oscillatory trajectories. It can detect circular, elliptical, ovoid, heart, diamond, square, 

rectangle, and triangle shapes. It can detect spatial and temporal relations, such as under, over, near, far, before, and 

after. It can separate figure and ground, horizontal and vertical, and static and moving [Goldstein and Maiden, 2001]. 

requirements 

Perception requires sensation and does not require awareness. Perception does not require consciousness, subject, or 

person. 

biology 

All mammals have perception. Perception can involve amygdala, septum, hypothalamus, insula, and cingulate gyrus. 

properties 

Perception has limited information capacity. 

Initial perceptions can change with further mental processing. 

Sense receptors respond to stimuli with sensitivity, accuracy, and precision. 



properties: continuity 

Perception is continuous, not discrete. Perceptions have no gaps and no overlaps in intensity, time, space, frequency, 

or quality. 

properties: discrimination 

Perception can detect differences between stimuli, patterns, or objects, if difference is above threshold. Visual 

discrimination takes 40 milliseconds to 100 milliseconds. 

properties: formal system 

Perception is complete and consistent and so is formal system, which can have axioms, statements, and reasoning. 

Formal properties describe how mind uses sensations to get perceptions. 

properties: intensity 

Feature values have intensity range. People typically can identify no more than five different intensity levels. The 

lowest intensity detectable during measured time is one energy unit, such as photon, which causes one chemical 

reaction. The highest intensity detectable causes physical changes rather than chemical reactions. It can saturate 

receptors, stretch cell membranes past elastic limit, coat receptors, or damage cells. Intensity accuracy is one to two 

orders of magnitude poorer than just-noticeable-difference accuracy. People judge intensity relative to other intensities. 

Sense qualities change with intensity. Isolated sensory signals can only signal that stimulus exists, not define intensity 

value. 

If people judge intensity by ratio {magnitude estimation, perception}, the preferred method, power law relates 

perceived intensity {subjective magnitude} and stimulus intensity: S = a * I^k, where a is a constant that depends on 

sense, k is a constant that depends on attribute, I is stimulus intensity, and S is perceived intensity. Exponent k varies 

from 0.33 for luminance to 3.5 for electric shock. Using logarithms, subjective magnitude to stimulus magnitude 

equation is: r = a + b * log(s), where r is response magnitude, s is stimulus magnitude, and a and b are constants. 

Neuron has refractory period after spike, so spikes have frequency. Frequency is higher if stimulus is greater, until 

frequency maximizes. Number of spikes per second is also energy flow. If frequency/flow passes threshold, synapse 

sends signal to next neuron. Higher frequencies send more signals until flow maximizes. Neurons have energy flow, 

with amplitude, frequency if flow varies, pressure, resistance, and capacitance. Circuits and processes are the same as 

fluid or electrical flow in pipes and circuits. Variations in flow make perception speckle or vary in density. 

properties: intensity fade 

If not renewed, inhibition reduces intensity, leaving only empty space. 

properties: invariance 

Connected lines, topological order, texture, and color do not change with distance or perspective. 

properties: labeling 

Mind labels intensities, locations, times, and objects and labels links among features and objects {labeled link, 

mind}. Mind uses labels for learning, memory, and recall. 

properties: reference frame 

Perceptions seem to be in a stationary world, in which body, head, and eyes move. Fixed reference frame optimizes 

distance and trajectory calculations and minimizes body, head, and eye deviations from straight-line motion. Fixed 

reference frame minimizes intensity and distance ratios, allowing perceptual constancies. 

Babies develop fixed reference frame as they compensate for motions as they move. 

properties: scale 

Mind represents sizes and locations at multiple scales. Local signals have high precision, and global signals have low 

precision [Clarke, 1995]. 

properties: senses inside and outside 

Sight, hearing, touch, taste, and smell detect stimuli outside body {outside sense, perception}. Posture, movement, 

and pain detect stimuli inside body {inside sense, perception}. 

properties: sense interaction 

Perception in one sense can affect perception in another sense. Smell and taste affect each other when eating food, in 

retronasal area. Taste and touch affect each other when eating food. Balance and sight affect each other for head and 

eye position and to find vertical. Touch and sight affect each other when handling nearby objects. Touch and hearing 

mechanical vibrations overlap near 20 Hertz. 

properties: shortest perception 

The shortest perception lasts 120 milliseconds to 130 milliseconds. Visual stimuli lasting less than 120 milliseconds 

make perceptions that last 120 milliseconds to 130 milliseconds. 

properties: simultaneity 

Events whose times differ by less than 100 milliseconds seem simultaneous to perception, but not to sensation or 

neurons. 



properties: spatial relations 

Spatial relations among object features do not change with changing viewpoint. 

properties: subject 

Perception is subjective and requires subject. Body-movement, sense-quality, and mental-state covariance defines 

subject and location, distinguishing it from environment, other organisms, and other minds. Subjective states have 

different being/reality than objective things [Schreiber, 1973]. 

properties: synchronicity 

Events whose times differ by less than several milliseconds seem to be same event to perception. 

properties: timing 

Perceptual quality appears 20 milliseconds to 200 milliseconds after stimulus signal reaches brain. During interval 

between signal and perception, other stimuli can affect lateral inhibition, contrast enhancement, color finding, depth 

estimation, line orientation, texture analysis, feature detection, iconic memory, short-term memory, and long-term 

memory [Clifford et al., 2003]. 

properties: transformations 

Object subtends different visual angles at different distances. It can retain same shape as it grows or shrinks in size. 

It can add or subtract parts or change spatial relations among parts. It can have different textures and lighting. It can 

have partial occlusion. It can fall on different retina locations. Viewing objects from different positions can change line 

orientations and angles. 

properties: transient 

Mind tends to perceive movement or change. However, high attentional load can cause change blindness, repetition 

blindness, attentional blink, and inattentional blindness. 

properties: perception principles 

Principle 1: Discontinuous motion between two nearby points indicates boundary. Principle 2: Similar-size surface 

markings indicate object, especially if other-size markings surround surface. Principle 3: Shallow objects have smooth 

boundary above deeper objects. Principle 4: Objects are rigid, so curvatures stay constant. Principle 5: Projection laws 

are true. Principle 6: Oscillating and swinging are in planes. Principle 7: Two surfaces intersect to make concave 

discontinuities. Principle 8: Minimum-curvature points mark section boundaries. 

purpose 

Perception evolves to detect behaviorally useful information. Perception models physical reality. Perception 

improves survival, adaptation, and reproduction. It models reality for these purposes. 

Perception does not find true nature of physical world. 

factors: awareness 

People can be aware that they perceive stimulus. Perhaps, people have experiences when they think about 

perceptions [Burle and Bonnet, 1997] [Burle and Bonnet, 1999] [Colquhoun, 1971] [Dehaene, 1993] [Efron, 1970] 

[Fries et al., 2001] [Geissler et al., 1999] [Gho and Varela, 1988] [Harter, 1967] [Hirsch and Sherrick, 1961] 

[Kristofferson, 1967] [Lichtenstein, 1961] [Makeig et al., 2002] [Pöppel, 1978] [Pöppel and Logothetis, 1986] [Purves 

et al., 1996] [Quastler, 1956] [Rizzuto et al., 2003] [Rock, 1983] [Sanford, 1971] [Stroud, 1956] [VanRullen and Koch, 

2003] [Varela et al., 2001] [Venables, 1960] [Wertheimer, 1912] [White, 1963] [White and Harter, 1969]. 

factors: consciousness 

Conscious processes can modify perceptions. 

factors: culture 

Fundamental sense qualities can be innate, with no affect from culture, environment, or experience. For example, all 

cultures have same basic colors, though languages can have rudimentary or sophisticated color vocabulary. 

Alternatively, different cultures and environments can cause different sense categories. People can learn colors and 

other sense qualities by perceiving environment and using language. For example, culture affects shape perception, 

geometric pattern orientation, and shape constancy. Differences in behavior and language indicate differences in 

perception. 

Figures that cause illusions in USA have less effect in cultures in which rectangular objects and arrangements are 

rare. Horizontal-vertical illusions are stronger for observers living in savanna. 

Cultures can describe salt as sour. Cultures can describe sweet, sour, and bitter as tasting like monosodium glutamate 

salt (MSG). 

Ability to interpret relations among items in pictures differs with culture. 

Child-rearing style and culture social structure vary with field dependence. 

factors: individuality 

Receptor and brain differences, and different viewpoints, cause the same physical event to cause different 

perceptions in different people. 



factors: learning 

Learning can change later object or event perceptions by changing how perception extracts, values, and links 

perceptual features. 

factors: memory 

Memory can change how perception extracts, values, and links perceptual features. 

processes: curvature and orientation 

To find curvature and orientation at a surface point, measure angles or areas of six equilateral triangles forming a 

regular hexagon around the point. 

processes: deconvolution 

If situation has many sources, use convolution and deconvolution to reduce number of source tests. To convolute 

sources, array cells can receive from more than one source. Some sources cause effects, but most do not. Test cells for 

effect. Cells with effective source will have responses in all cells in which source is present. Compare results from cells 

to see which sources are effective. If pattern determined the convolution, deconvolution pattern indicates effective 

sources. If sources must interact to be effective, pattern shows effective interactions. Brain uses interacting sources to 

cause effects, so deconvolution can be way that memory and action work. For example, ten feature sensors can feed 

into 100 cells, with each node receiving from two sensors. Sensors are in two array nodes. If two sensors need to 

interact to be effective, only the cell with both will have response over threshold. Array can have weights for sensors or 

node connections. If weights can change, it is like neural net but with starting structure. 

processes: declarative knowledge 

Perception involves statements about objects and events. Mind can process declarative knowledge both non-

consciously and consciously. 

processes: distance 

To find surface distance, measure surface-orientation and sight-line angle. Angle becomes smaller as objects become 

more distant. Angle is near perpendicular for nearer objects. At very great distances, brain cannot measure orientation 

angle accurately. Brain also uses triangulation to find distance. 

processes: equilibrium 

Perhaps, input disturbs equilibrium, and sense qualities restore equilibrium. New stimuli cause imbalance, then flows 

associated with sense qualities restore balance. 

processes: magnitude 

Mind can compare two stimulus intensities by ratio {magnitude, perception}, rather than difference. For small 

intensity range, next higher magnitude n+1 can be double or triple preceding magnitude n. For large intensity range, 

next higher magnitude can be ten times more than preceding magnitude. Magnitude judgments require minimum-

stimulus zero level but no intensity measurement unit. 

processes: motion as cause 

Perceptions grow out of objects in motion. At extremes of pain and low frequency, mechanical movements, 

involving only mass, charge, space, and time, blend with and are identical to sense qualities, in all senses. 

Mind can detect mechanical vibration up to twenty cycles per second, the same as lowest detectable sound 

frequency. Sound detects rapid mechanical vibrations. Mind can feel sound, as well as hear it, at low frequency. Vision 

blurs succession of frames at twenty cycles per second into continuous motion. Touch and temperature border each 

other at twenty cycles per second. Below twenty cycles per second, senses perceive mechanical motion, which has and 

needs no sense qualities. People cannot breathe, flick tongue, or do anything at rates greater than twenty cycles per 

second. Twenty cycles per second is limiting rate for body mechanical motions. 

All sense qualities use sense organ motions. Smell and taste use matter in motion. Food or air texture is always part 

of taste and smell, as is pressure. Fingers move. Eyes move. Ears cock, or heads turn. 

At high intensity, pain is similar for all senses, and all senses are alike at high intensity. High firing rate overcomes 

all correlations that distinguish senses, and sense qualities become only pain. High intensity can feel like pressure 

[Smith and Smith, 1962]. 

processes: movement 

Perception laws depend on movement patterns [Smith and Smith, 1962]. 

processes: prediction 

Organisms detect stimulus associations, patterns, laws, and regularities and use them to predict or track events, by 

analogy or generalization. Mind uses most stimuli to build predictive abilities, rather than to initiate response. Animals 

habituate to stimuli that have no predictive value [Dodwell, 1970]. 

processes: object categories 

Organisms need to recognize food/prey, dangerous situation/predator, and related organism: mate, child, relative, 

and self. They can recognize different levels, such as food that is easier to get or more nutritious. 



processes: optimization 

Perception is like relaxation or optimization, which finds the most-likely pattern. 

processes: response to stimulus 

All stimulus responses are complex. Response motor output causes internal feedback stimuli by stimulating 

kinesthetic receptors and external feedback stimuli by changing environment. All responses involve anticipation. 

processes: space 

Psychological spatial concepts derive from object location, size, and orientation perceptions. Special visual system 

encodes spatial properties. 

Separate visual system encodes object shapes, colors, and textures. 

processes: stimulus 

Stimuli are structured energy patterns that reach body sensors. All stimuli affect multiple sensors and are complex. 

processes: surface perception 

Surfaces have extents, locations, orientations, durations, depths, and other perceptual properties. Greatest perceptual-

property change rate is at surface boundaries. Surface has temporal and spatial scale, which mind can expand and 

contract. Mind uses surfaces and surface boundaries to perceive patterns, objects, scenes, and events. Objects or 

patterns are surface sets. Object sides are convex, concave, or flat surfaces, which have surface textures, such as 

number of points or bumps. 

 

indestructible simple 

Perceptual experience corresponds to unique object or event {indestructible simple, perception}, which has name. 

 

microgenesis 

Perception can use temporal steps {microgenesis} [Bachmann, 1994] [Bachmann, 2000]. 

 

psychophysics 

Physical stimuli evoke measurable perceptions, including subjective sense qualities, and psychological changes 

{psychophysics}. 

 

referent 

Propositions about facts require words for classes {referent, perception}, which refer to multiple objects. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Perception>Theories 

 

specificity theory 

Specific receptors detect different skin sense qualities {specificity theory}, such as temperature, vibration, and 

deformation. 

 

state-identity theory 

The same mental function can always use same physiology {state-identity theory, perception} {type-identity theory, 

perception} [Churchland, 1979] [Churchland, 1986] [Churchland, 1988] [Churchland, 1995] [Churchland, 2002] 

[Farber and Churchland, 1995] [Pylyshyn, 1984]. 

 

utilitarian theory 

Mind uses sense information and learned, rapid, ad hoc rules to perform appropriate action {utilitarian theory of 

perception} [Ramachandran and Blakeslee, 1998]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Perception>Features 

 

perceptual feature 

Perception detects distance, angle, size, shape, speed, brightness, hue, lightness, loudness, pitch, attack, decay, 

pressure, temperature, texture, taste, and smell {perceptual feature}. Perhaps, sense has 100,000 independent features. 

Features are frequent and regular, so people soon memorize them in all possible states and combinations. 

processes 

Mind derives features from local spatial and temporal relations among intensities in sense information channels. 

Features are about stimulus intensity, location, time, frequency, and quality and about higher-level stimulus 

combinations. 



processes: association 

Mind associates two features if they are simultaneous, at rate higher than chance. 

processes: feature analysis 

Perception distinguishes and links features, values, and probabilities. Perception excitations and inhibitions depend 

on reinforcement pathways and change feature probabilities. Feature analysis {feature analysis} works for independent 

variables with discrete values but not for clustered variables or continuous values. 

properties: continuity 

Feature values are always continuous, with no discreteness, edges, jumps, or skips, though neuron signals are 

discrete. Feature values are continuous even for neurons far apart and for small intensities. Movement, blinking, and 

other transformations never cause feature value to be discrete. 

Perhaps, continuity results from insensitivity to change. Perhaps, coordinate units are larger than feature sizes. 

Perhaps, information channel and signal number are large, so graininess is small. Perhaps, continuity results from 

integration, over multiple information channels, of overlapping regions of different sizes, displacements, and 

orientations. 

properties: discontinuity 

Missing features cause discontinuities in events. 

properties: probability 

Features have probabilities of happening if another feature happens. 

effects 

Recognized features and feature combinations cause actions. Unrecognized features suppress actions [Werner, 

1974]. 

 

accidental feature 

Perceptual features {accidental feature}| or regularities, such as aligned edges and reflected colors, can result from 

viewing position {accidental viewpoint}. 

 

non-accidental feature 

Perceptual features {non-accidental feature}| {non-accidental property}, such as mass, can not depend on 

observation point. Non-accidental features stay constant from multiple viewpoints and under transformation, reflection, 

rotation, translation, and zooming. Relative feature positions stay the same. 

recognition 

Memory uses non-accidental properties and relative positions to make object templates for perceptual recognition. 

projection 

Straight edge tends to project collinear lines. Curved edge tends to project lines that fall along smooth function. 

Parallel edges tend to project parallel lines. Edge intersections tend to project lines that meet at point. Parts that are 

close together tend to project lines that are close together. Symmetrical parts tend to project symmetrical line patterns. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Perception>Masking 

 

masking in perception 

Two stimuli can mutually inhibit {masking, perception}| [Bachmann, 1994] [Bachmann, 2000] [Breitmeyer, 1984] 

[Breitmeyer and Ögmen, 2000] [Dehaene et al., 2001] [Dennett, 1991] [Enns and DiLollo, 2000] [Flanagan, 1991] 

[Flanagan, 1992] [Flanagan, 2002] [Keysers and Perrett, 2002] [Keysers et al., 2001] [Macknik and Livingstone, 1998] 

[Macknik et al., 2000] [Rolls and Tovee, 1994] [Thompson and Schall, 1999] [Thompson and Schall, 2000] 

[VanRullen and Koch, 2003]. 

 

backward masking 

If, after a several-millisecond stimulus, a second stimulus is at the same location, people do not perceive first 

stimulus {backward masking}. Masking is greatest when second stimulus is 70 milliseconds to 90 milliseconds after 

first. Second stimulus has no affect after 100 milliseconds. For sound stimulus, second stimulus is noise. If first 

stimulus causes emotion, emotion results even if stimulus is not conscious. 

 

forward masking 

Masks can precede targets {forward masking}. 

 



metacontrast masking 

Masks can be simultaneous with targets, or masking stimulus can follow short stimulus {metacontrast masking}, to 

improve detection. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Perception>Perceptual Bias 

 

perceptual bias 

People skew their reports about perceptions {perceptual bias}, for example, when experimenters ask people to report 

intensity using number scale. 

 

centering bias 

People's responses can have symmetric distribution around central value {centering bias}. Avoid this bias by using 

response-scale numbers equally. 

 

contraction bias 

People's responses can use shortcuts based on associations {contraction bias}. Avoid this bias by reversing stimuli 

and responses. 

 

logarithmic response bias 

People can respond to high and low stimuli differently {logarithmic response bias}. Avoid this bias by using number 

range with only single digits, with no ratios. 

 

range equalizing bias 

Smaller stimulus ranges have steeper slopes {range equalizing bias}. This bias is unavoidable, so people 

underestimate large sizes and differences and overestimate small sizes and differences. 

 

stimulus frequency bias 

People's responses can group stimuli by time {stimulus frequency bias}. Avoid this bias by presenting all stimuli 

equally often. 

 

stimulus spacing bias 

People's responses can group stimuli in space {stimulus spacing bias}. Avoid this bias by spacing stimuli at 

subjectively equal intervals. 

 

transfer bias 

Previous conditions can influence later performance {transfer bias}. Avoid this bias by using separate groups of 

uninitiated people for each investigation or judgment. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Perception>Properties 

 

amodal perception 

Stimulus intensity, location, size, form, number, and duration {amodal feature} do not depend on sense, can transfer 

among senses, and allow equivalence judgments among sense modes {amodal perception}|. Perhaps, they allow desire, 

expectation, or pain judgments. 

 

blur 

At space locations, mind can average sense qualities with neighbors {blur}|. Sampling error, background noise, and 

sense organ imperfections, such as imperfect lenses, retina veins, and dust, cause blur. 

 

categorical perception 

People perceive continuously varying intensity or frequency as discrete ranges {categorical perception}. Sense 

processing divides continuous range into intervals and so discrete categories [Damper and Harnad, 2000] [Harnad, 

1987]. For example, people perceive pitch as tones and half tones. People perceive tone durations as eighth notes, 

quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. 



Categorical perception detects musical intervals, animals, faces, and face expressions. People identify and label 

perceptual features and feature combinations with sharp boundaries, using many dimensions. Labeling/identifying and 

discrimination are two aspects of one mechanism. 

 

cognitive habituation 

Smell perception diminishes during continuous exposure {cognitive habituation}, though receptor and neuron 

sensitivity do not change. 

 

cross-modality matching 

People can correlate intensities in two different senses {cross-modality matching}. For example, mind can match 

taste intensity with pain intensity. The cross-modality matching technique can test sensitivity to stimuli. 

 

cue in perception 

Stimuli {cue, perception}| before other stimuli can indicate second-stimulus types, times, or locations. Cues have 

maximum effectiveness 150 ms before second stimulus. Cues can provide correct information {valid cue}, incorrect 

information {invalid cue}, or no useful information {neutral cue}. 

 

deja vu 

People can have feeling that they have seen or heard something before {déja vu}|. For déja vu, people typically have 

fatigue, have experienced component features before, are young, and have heightened sensitivity. 

 

domain warping 

Different contexts can make the same object or event signal differ, because context expands or contracts at varying 

rates {domain warping}. Transforming space and structure representations can find geometric analogies and 

trajectories. 

 

fause reconnaissance 

People can have false recognition {fause reconnaissance}. 

 

frontier effect 

Mind places new features at locations that have easily described relationships to already represented features 

{frontier effect}. 

 

global superiority effect 

Objects have properties, and features have properties. In most perception, object properties override feature 

properties {global superiority effect}. 

 

lateral thinking 

Novel unrelated stimuli can aid pattern, poetry, idea, and hypothesis recognition {lateral thinking}. Random words 

are examples. 

 

limen 

Experience thresholds {limen} are not constant. 

 

magnitude estimation 

Observer can assign or choose natural number to estimate stimulus intensity magnitude {magnitude estimation, 

observer}, such as 1 to 10 for minimum to maximum. 

 

metamer 

Mind can perceive two different stimuli {metamer} as the same. For example, two different wavelength and 

intensity combinations can result in same color. Objects with different surface reflectances can cause same color 

perceptions. 

 

order discrimination 

Perception can distinguish event order {order discrimination}, though events seem to be simultaneous in sensations. 

 



perceptual moment 

Perhaps, perception is continual every 20 to 200 milliseconds {perceptual moment} {frame, perception} {snapshot, 

perception}. Perception is not continuous [Burle and Bonnet, 1997] [Burle and Bonnet, 1999] [Colquhoun, 1971] 

[Dehaene, 1993] [Efron, 1970] [Fries et al., 2001] [Geissler et al., 1999] [Gho and Varela, 1988] [Harter, 1967] [Hirsch 

and Sherrick, 1961] [Kristofferson, 1967] [Lichtenstein, 1961] [Makeig et al., 2002] [Pöppel, 1978] [Pöppel and 

Logothetis, 1986] [Purves et al., 1996] [Quastler, 1956] [Rizzuto et al., 2003] [Rock, 1983] [Sanford, 1971] [Stroud, 

1956] [VanRullen and Koch, 2003] [Varela et al., 2001] [Venables, 1960] [Wertheimer, 1912] [White, 1963] [White 

and Harter, 1969]. 

 

rivalry 

Perception can alternate between two interpretations {rivalry, perception}|, though stimulus pattern stays the same. 

 

saliency perception 

Stimulus can have higher intensity than neighboring stimuli {saliency, perception}|. Saliency originates in 

dorsomedial pulvinar, lateral-intraparietal lobe, and frontal lobe. Saliency can affect thalamus or sensory cortex [Blaser 

et al., 1999] [Braun and Julesz, 1998] [Braun and Sagi, 1990] [Braun et al., 2001] [Itti et al., 1998] [Itti and Koch, 

2000] [Itti and Koch, 2001] [Jovicich et al., 2001] [Koch and Ullman, 1985] [Nakayama and Mackeben, 1989] 

[Parasuraman, 1998] [Pashler, 1998] [Treisman, 1988] [Treisman and Gelade, 1980] [Walther et al., 2002] [Wolfe, 

1994] [Wolfe, 1999]. 

 

sensitization in perception 

Animals can become ready for specific stimuli or general stimulation {sensitization, perception}. In harsh 

environments, animals sensitize to all stimuli. In favorable environments, animals become responsive to stimuli about 

desirable goals. Rearing animals in restricted environments, in which they see only vertical stripes, results in cortical 

neurons more sensitive to vertical orientations. 

 

subliminal perception 

External stimuli of which people are unaware, just below conscious {subliminal perception}|, can affect perception 

and memory. All sensory modes have subliminal range [Dixon, 1971] [Merikle and Daneman, 1998]. Subliminal 

stimulus in "blind" eye transfers perception to that side. 

 

synesthesia in perception 

Sense-organ stimuli can cause different sense qualities {synesthesia, perception}|. 

colors 

White numeral symbol can have color. However, Roman numeral can have no color when the Arabic numeral of 

same number has color, indicating that synesthesia is for perception, not abstract concept. 

Perhaps, connections between brain areas V4 and area in V8 {number-grapheme area}, which are adjacent in 

fusiform gyrus, cause color-numeral synesthesia. 

Months and weekdays can have colors. Perhaps, connections between TPO and angular gyrus areas cause day-month 

and numeral synesthesia. 

tastes 

Shapes can have associated tastes. Insula is for tastes and is close to sensory hand area. 

sounds 

Shapes can have associated sounds. Low sounds can associate with dark colors, and high sounds with light colors 

[Cytowic, 1989] [Cytowic, 1993] [Cytowic, 2002] [Galton, 1997] [Grossenbacher and Lovelace, 2001] [Nunn et al., 

2002] [Paulesu et al., 1995] [Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001] [Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2003] [Ramachandran, 

2004] [Stein and Meredith, 1993] [Stein et al., 2001]. 

factors: age 

Infants have cortex and thalamus auditory-visual brain connections. 

factors: brain 

Brain regions can activate each other through atypical stimulation pathways or through inhibition pathway loss. 

factors: drugs 

Drugs can cause stimuli in sense organs to result in another sense's sense qualities. 



properties: occurrence 

Less than 0.5% of people have synesthesia, usually as just black and white colors. Such synesthesia is involuntary, 

starts early in life, and lasts a lifetime. It is hereditary. It happens more in lefthandedness, more in females, more with 

better memory, more with bad math and spatial ability, and more in creative people [Baron-Cohen and Harrison, 1997]. 

properties: unconscious 

Synesthesia is not under conscious control. 

 

temporal buffering 

Mind stores sensory signals and features temporarily {temporal buffering} while receiving signal remainder. Natural 

stimuli are not stationary, do not move regularly, and require time interval. 

 

visual dominance 

If vision analyzes spatial relations differently than hearing or kinesthesia, vision overrides hearing or kinesthesia 

{visual dominance}. For example, sound direction depends on direction of visual object associated with sound [Ingle et 

al., 1982]. If kinesthesia or touch analyzes spatial relations differently than hearing, kinesthesia or touch overrides 

hearing. Taste and smell have little effect on spatial relations. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Perception>Properties>Level 

 

primary property 

Sense qualities have physical measurements {primary property} about space and time, such as object size, shape, 

motion, number, solidity, hardness, mass, and extension. 

 

secondary property 

Sense qualities have mental measurements {secondary property}, such as color, touch, aroma, taste, timbre, and 

sound. Secondary qualities do not derive from primary qualities but come from stored knowledge and assumptions. 

They affect even simplest perceptions. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Perception>Representation 

 

representation in perception 

Stimuli are energy patterns representing information about objects in environment or body {representation, 

perception} {internal model}. Mental representation organizes perception and guides behavior. Objects have more than 

one representation and template, using different viewpoints and/or viewer-centered or absolute coordinates. Mind 

represents objects by shape, size, orientation, and feature and part relations. Mind stores features and relations in 

flexible templates. 

processes 

Parallel and serial information flows convey data for object and event variables. Sense receptors transform energy 

and code useful information parts. Nervous systems process and store object-and-event information. Information 

directs muscle and gland actions. 

processes: object properties 

Mind represents object by shape, size, orientation, and feature and part relations. Visual system encodes object 

properties of shape, color, and texture. A separate and independent visual system encodes spatial properties of location, 

size, and orientation. 

processes: arrays 

Representation can be two-dimensional array coding variable intensities. For example, colorful scenes can be like 

television screens, with intensity levels for red, green, and blue phosphors at screen points. However, representations 

cannot be point-for-point copies of visual images, because sense receptors communicate laterally, so points include 

data from surrounding points. 

Representation can be two-dimensional array coding interference pattern intensities. For example, black-and-white 

scenes can be like holograms, with intensity levels at points determined by illumination phase from all scene points. 

However, representations are unlikely to be holograms, because mind does not use phase information at sense receptors 

and mind has no reference beam with which to reconstitute holographic images. 

Representations can be sets of two-dimensional arrays, each coding one variable. For example, parallel information 

pathways can code for red, green, and blue intensities and combine the three later to give net color. Representation uses 



different topographic maps to code for location, orientation, depth, color, shape, motion, and time. After initial 

processing for variables, outputs cross-correlate to integrate information. 

Representation can be information packets routed through mental networks. Like Internet, mind can divide 

information into data blocks sent over alternative pathways to destinations, where mind reunites them. Representations 

probably use information packets, tagged with relations to other packets and timed to synchronize with other packets. 

processes: hierarchy 

Pre-representations code for intensities and have no meaning. Representations combine innate and remembered 

information with sense information. Further processing makes semantic object and event relations, and gist allows 

thoughts and goals. Mind has representation-type hierarchies [Booth and Rolls, 1998] [Posner and Raichle, 1997] 

[Posner, 1978] [Posner, 1989]. 

processes: proposition 

Mind uses propositions to represent images and describe shapes, without using size or orientation. Mind manipulates 

images by logical operations on propositions. Propositions can have variables. 

coding 

Space-time pattern representations use neuron signal-intensity functions. Visual system samples scene at various 

spatial positions, in sequences based on experience, to derive curvatures, surfaces, textures, reflectances, colors, 

orientations, eye positions, head position, hand positions, constancies, and co-variances. 

coding: analog and digital 

Depolarization impulse cycles require one millisecond, so each millisecond axon has depolarization or not. Axons 

carry OFF/ON signals and so are digital. 

At synapses, variations in neurotransmitter vesicle size and release time make analog flow through receptors. 

Neural processing has advantages and avoids disadvantages of analog and digital coding. OFF-signals set a steady 

baseline. ON-signals have equal strengths. Neuron coding has no timing, is not stepwise, and is not linear. Axon coding 

depends on impulse rate or flow. 

coding: codes 

Simple code can use neuron average firing frequency. Another simple code can modulate firing frequency, as in FM 

radio, in which fundamental frequency is like carrier wave. In temporal code, steady frequency is like clock, and 

frequency changes carry information. Code can superimpose frequencies to make beat frequencies. Code can 

superimpose frequencies, so axons carry composite signals, and different receptors use different components. Code can 

be waveforms of frequency sets. 

spatial coordinates 

Minds use three-dimensional spatial coordinates to navigate, to encode spatial information into memory, to 

transform images, and to specify feature locations, sizes, and orientations. Mind represents image by specifying 

intensities at locations in space array. Space array can show object parts, relations, and spatial axes. Representation 

spatial and temporal relations correspond to actual relations. Mind can manipulate size and orientation. 

Minds convert categorical relations to spatial coordinates, and vice versa, to link size, distance, orientation, 

front/back, and reference frame to classification. 

spatial coordinates: types 

Mind can use locations relative to retina {retinotopic coordinate} or relative to spatial reference point {spatiotopic 

coordinate}. Spatiotopic coordinates can be relative to body {body-centered coordinate} {egocentric coordinate} or to 

another object {allocentric coordinate}. Body-centered coordinates can relate to head {craniotopic}. Mind plans and 

performs behavior using egocentric coordinates, compensating for body movements. Body movement coordination 

requires only egocentric space, not images. Egocentric space can transform to conceptual space representations. 

Allocentric representations can transform to egocentric representations. Allocentric coordinates can be specific to 

view {viewer-centered} or object itself {object-centered}. 

Mind can specify location in Cartesian coordinates, along X, Y, and Z dimensions from origin, or polar coordinates, 

by radius and planar and depth angles from origin. 

Processes that guide action need coordinates {implicit coordinates}. Processes that store representations need 

coordinates {explicit coordinates}. 

Local coordinates specify part locations, using many separate origins to form interlocking coordinate system. Global 

coordinates specify part locations relative to one origin. 

Topographic maps compute locations in nearby space using body-based coordinates. Topographic maps compute 

locations in far space using allocentric coordinates. 

Not all directions relative to body are equally accessible in image. 

Subjects do not image themselves in centers of three-dimensional scenes. 

People use viewer-centered coordinates in imagery. 



image 

Image is private symbol system that specifies local object geometry using categories and coordinates. Mind makes 

general, specific, and autobiographical images. Unlike perceptions, image has interpreted perceptual units, orients in 

space, aids event recall, and solves problems. Mind can remember images. Mind cannot readily manipulate image. 

Image is not picture in the head. 

image: scanning 

Mind can scan image, and scanning time increases linearly with distance. 

image: information 

Image information depends on element number and arrangement. Image does not have as much detail as physical 

object. 

image: cue 

Eye position can cue access to next image in sequence. 

image: spatial frequency 

Images do not include perception fundamental spatial frequency. 

image: brain 

In brain, membrane electrochemical signals can alter molecules that eventually produce enzyme sequences, forming 

patterns. Enzyme patterns can affect nearby cells or affect transferred nerve signals, making effect cascades. Both 

hemispheres can generate images. 

Brain-damaged patients that cannot recognize faces report that they also cannot image faces. Patients that cannot 

distinguish colors after suffering brain damage also cannot form mental images that include color. Patients with hemi-

neglect cannot see mental-image or dream right or left half. 

image: time 

Mind requires 100 milliseconds to 200 milliseconds of light to see image. Processing image takes 60 milliseconds to 

70 milliseconds [Shiekh, 1983]. 

image: network 

Images have parts and relations. Images are networks of nodes on surfaces and connections of spatial relations. If 

nodes and connections are abstract-space dimensions, patterns are abstract-space points. Similar images are near each 

other in state space. 

 

primal image representation 

Mind can store center/surround information at several, separated locations {primal image representation}, rather than 

high-level feature sets. 

 

schema perception 

Internal interaction, past reaction, experience, goal, framework, available information, and action representations 

{schema, perception}| can direct perceptual exploration {anticipatory schema}. Mind updates integrated prior-

movement representations {postural schema} after position changes. Schemas are rule groups. Rules generalize 

inference patterns. Schemas are for concept formation [Schank and Abelson, 1977] [Schank, 1997]. 

 

slope-centroid model 

Animals navigate environment using map with reference point {centroid} and gradient {slope, gradient} {slope-

centroid model}. Mind can calculate direction and distance to target by triangulation using centroid and slope. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Perception>Techniques 

 

adjustment 

Observer can change stimulus intensity or frequency until it matches, or differs from, reference stimulus, or until 

observer does or does not perceive it {method of adjustment} {adjustment method}. It is a method of limits. 

 

constant stimuli method 

Observer experiences many stimuli covering whole stimulus range and reports perception or no perception {method 

of constant stimuli} {constant stimuli method}. Alternatively, observer compares many stimuli covering whole 

stimulus range to reference stimulus and reports if they differ from reference or not. 

 



dichotic listening 

Observer can attend to sound in one ear while distracted by sound in other ear {dichotic listening technique}. 

Alternatively, observer can attend to voice while another voice speaks. 

 

forced-choice 

After seeing stimulus {target, perception}, observer can respond if he or she sees stimulus among distracting stimuli 

{n-alternative forced-choice} {forced-choice}. 

 

limits method 

Starting from no difference in frequency and/or intensity and increasing difference, observer can note when there is 

difference {method of limits} {limits method}. Alternatively, starting from big difference and decreasing difference, 

observer can note when there is no difference. 

 

position discrimination 

Observers can respond after detecting stimulus on right or left {position discrimination}. 

 

selective reading paradigm 

Observers can attend to text lines in one color and ignore lines in another color {selective reading paradigm}. 

 

stimulus detection 

Observer can respond after detecting stimulus {stimulus detection}. 

 

word discrimination 

Observer can respond if stimulus is word or not {word discrimination}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Self 

 

self 

Something {self, cognition} about people provides agency and identity. Selves persist through amnesia, sensory 

deprivation, minimal information, body-perception loss, distorted perceptions, and hallucinations. 

agency 

Selves have will and control and perform actions. Selves have a continuous history as agents in space and time 

{narrative self, agent}. 

identity 

People feel personal identity, unity, unique individuality, and continuity. Perception continuity implies permanent, 

unified, and immaterial self. Selves are aware of themselves. 

subject 

Selves are subjects of conscious experiences. Selves {embodied self} have proprioception related to physical body. 

Selves are in bodies. Selves are also objects. 

self and other 

Ideas of self and not-self can be innate and develop as verbal concepts develop. Organisms must categorize what 

they can encounter as prey, predator, self, same-sex species member, or opposite-sex species member. Knowledge of 

self or not-self controls action inhibition or permission. Subject, person, I, or self involves self-protection. 

memory 

"I am who I remember myself being" is an idea about subjective self. 

reference 

Self is always something and is never a property of something. Self always refers to same thing. 

reference point 

Self is body reference point in space and time. Observation point causes viewpoint [Gallagher and Shear, 1999] 

[Hurley, 1998]. 

soul 

Self can be or have soul [Augustine, 427] [Brown et al., 1998] [McMullin, 2000] [Murphy, 1998] [Sloan, 2000]. 

alternatives: composite 

Though they seem to have unity, selves have several functions. 



alternatives: no continuity 

Though selves seem to stay the same, split-brain patients, multiple personalities, and self disorders indicate that 

selves do not have personal identity and continuity. 

alternatives: no integration 

Though selves seem to have beliefs, thoughts, and memories, brain processes these concepts at myriad places, so 

integration is fleeting. 

alternatives: no person 

Though selves seem to have personality, motivations and behaviors have multiple sources. 

alternatives: no unity 

Though selves seem to be just one observer, split-brain patients, multiple personalities, and self disorders indicate 

that selves do not have unity. 

alternatives: no non-physical self 

Though selves seem to have unique type, non-physical substance cannot affect physical brain. 

alternatives: no self 

Perhaps, there is no self. 

alternatives: only collection 

Though selves seem to be at experience centers, they are only experience collections. 

alternatives: only referral 

Perhaps, self is center of three-dimensional space and one-dimensional time created by spatial and temporal referral. 

causes: coordination 

Selves result from body-movement and sensation covariance, which distinguishes self from background environment 

and other organisms. 

causes: society 

Psychological properties cause psychological reactions in other people, which people can recognize by comparison 

with their psychological properties, and so create ideas of self, others, and their relations. 

brain damage 

Temporary or permanent brain damage can cause loss of aspects of self [Ehrlich, 2000] [Ramachandran, 2004]. Past, 

present, or future can be unusable. Selves can become discontinuous. Self can seem to be outside body. People can lose 

will and agency. Self-awareness can end. Selves end at death. 

teletransporter 

Imagine that machines can analyze all body cells, molecules, and momenta and can use that information, and 

necessary raw materials, to recreate exactly that body and brain anywhere, with no errors {teletransporter} [Parfit, 

1984] [Parfit, 1987]. Imagine also that the machines destroy original body. Now imagine that machines can destroy and 

re-create body parts in same places. 

 

agency of self 

Selves cause effects in space and time through voluntary movements {agency, self}, while trying to reach goals and 

satisfy wants. Selves are highest agent and organize brain functional modules. 

 

body image 

People need a mental image {body image} of their physical dimensions to perform actions. 

 

first person and self 

Speaking in first person {first person} includes idea that "I" differs from "you" or "it". First person implicitly refers 

to self and intention [Gallagher and Shear, 1999] [Hurley, 1998]. First person reports knowledge about report producer. 

First person requires self-knowledge, just as speaking in second or third person requires knowledge about other objects. 

 

not-self 

Organisms must distinguish self and other {non-self} {not-self}. Organisms that can bite or claw need sense of self 

and other to ensure behavior is toward right object. Because it reverberates in body, sense information from self differs 

fundamentally from information from other. 

 

personal identity 

Constant mind {personal identity} exists through all experience. Identity is intentions and their relations. Personal 

identity provides an unchanging basis for learning and adaptation. Personal identity depends on apparent conscious-



experience unity, continuing goals, sustained wants, memory continuity, physical causes and effects, and connections 

between what people plan to do and what they actually do. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Self>Theories 

 

descriptive metaphysics 

Perhaps, persons in bodies are individual subjects, are real, and have physical and psychological properties or 

predicates {descriptive metaphysics, self}. Selves are subjects of experience that are one mental thing {subject of 

experience as one mental thing} (SESMET). Experience is a series of mental states {pearl view}. Self is new each time. 

Introspection shows that consciousness alternates with unconsciousness. There is no personality or agent. Neural 

processes have mental as well as non-mental properties [Strawson, 1999]. 

 

discursive psychology 

Perhaps, selves are abstract mind-process collections. Perhaps, mind can hold different stories and memories, and 

these "discourses" create the "I" {discursive psychology}. If brain produces self as narrator {discursive turn}, body can 

have several selves [Harré and Gillett, 1994]. 

 

ego diffusion 

Perhaps, people build ego identity to oppose loss of self {ego diffusion, self}. 

 

ego identity 

Perhaps, people build ideas of their capabilities and opportunities {ego identity, self} to oppose ego diffusion. 

 

executive level 

Perhaps, mind has high-level processes {executive level} that know goals and coordinate actions. Self-supervisory 

processes {self-supervisory level} set goals and their priorities. Using self-supervisory processes makes consciousness. 

Alternatively, selves are abstract concepts built by mental processes combining functional elements [Mackay, 1987]. 

 

memeplex 

Perhaps, selves are concept collections {memeplex, self}, based on first-person language usage [Dawkins, 1976] 

[Dawkins, 1995]. 

 

no-ownership theory 

Perhaps, experiences depend on persons or selves {no-ownership theory} [Strawson, 1999]. 

 

unity relation 

Perhaps, all psychological states relate to body {unity relation}. Body and body experiences cause mental states and 

so create self. Self develops as body develops. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Self>Theories>Self Types 

 

autobiographical self 

Perhaps, linking declarative memories can produce feelings {autobiographical self}. 

 

core-self 

Perhaps, object and event perceptions and responses define observer and agent {core-self}, which can use procedural 

memories but has no unity and is not continuous. 

 

narrative self 

Perhaps, identity and agency are like stories or narratives {narrative self, cognition}. Stories have scenes and 

characters. Situations or problems arise, develop, and resolve. Stories can guide or suggest action. Goals, wants, and 

hopes organize narratives, which are self-representations. 

People can recall narratives. Perhaps, multiple interconnected and independent narrative fragments are at various 

editing stages in various mind places. 

Narratives assume unified action agents, but narratives are thoughts, not thinkers. Selves are narratives, not entities. 

 



proto-self 

Perhaps, all animal minds have processes that define an overall state {proto-self, cognition} that has no unity, is not 

continuous, and does not use memory. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Will 

 

will and cognition 

Brain can initiate, control, and stop behavior independently of environmental influences {will, cognition}|, using 

internal states and processes. Will is ability to use voluntary muscles. Will reveals tendencies to actions. 

requirements 

Will does not require sensation, perception, or awareness. 

consciousness 

People are conscious of will but have no consciousness about how they performs behavior. Consciousness can 

control will. 

animals 

All animals make choices and act to reach goals. Perhaps, all mammals have will. 

 

authorship 

The feeling of willing has the idea of agent {authorship}. The feeling of willing comes from judging that thought 

caused event. Minds plan action, organize motor signals, and send motor signals. Such mental events later cause 

thought about action [Wegner, 2002]. 

 

preplanning 

Subjects can plan movements {preplanning}. When subjects experience no preplanning feeling, consciousness of 

intention to flex muscle is 350 milliseconds after readiness-potential beginning and 200 milliseconds before muscle 

movement. When subjects experience a preplanning feeling, several seconds before muscle flexion, they can 

distinguish preplanning stage from immediately following urge to flex. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Will>Intention 

 

intention in will 

Mind forms plans {intention, will} to act or decides not to act. Intention is not desire or belief but mental state. Many 

human movements do not involve intention, are just effects, or are accidents. 

 

action by will 

People can do something intentionally {action, will} {omission, will}, using reasoning, values, goals, and choices. 

Actions and omissions have different reasoning and responsibilities. Beliefs and desires cause change will. 

 

omission and responsibility 

People can intentionally fail to act {omission, responsibility} in situations in which action is typical or expected. 

Omissions rarely cause responsibility, because choosing to act can result in harm. 

 

priority principle 

If related thought precedes action {priority principle}, with no other causes, mind judges situation to have intention 

as cause of effect [Wegner, 2002]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Will>Theories 

 

free will 

Will can be free {free will}| in different ways. 

contingency 

Though they believe in physical determinism, people can feel that they have free will {contingency, will}. People do 

not know determining motions and matter, only thoughts and feelings, and thoughts seem to be free. Future events 

depend on what people do now, and people know that there is a future, so what people do has effect, meaning, and 

importance. If predetermination, why do anything {fatalism, will}? Doing nothing still has effects. 



dependency 

Healthy, typical, unforced individuals in societal settings are free to use their functional modules to do possible 

things without uncontrollable outside or inside constraints. Functional modules depend on environment, society, mind, 

development, and biology. Influences and alternatives are many, and flexibility and unpredictability are high. Free will 

depends completely on knowing what first-person situation is. 

knowledge 

Freedom depends on ability to be self-conscious, and knowledge causes more consciousness of thinking. 

number of choices 

With too many choices, reason cannot choose the best one. With no choices, people cannot exercise free will. 

choosing 

Many situations have two possible rational acts. People feel that they can choose freely between two motives or 

actions. People deliberate over actions. People have purposes and goals. People try to persuade others. People feel 

personal responsibility and duty. People feel regret and tragedy. People can be spontaneous or choose to demonstrate 

their freedom. People can create. 

 

reconciliationism 

Free action has no constraints from external forces {reconciliationism}. 

 

incompatibilism 

Universe is deterministic, and people are neither free nor responsible {incompatibilism}, because people are not free 

to make choices (origination) or differences (indifference), with no causes. Only processes inside brains cause action. 

Rigid natural laws cause mental states that decide choices. Will only appears to be free, because brains are actually 

deterministic, and evolution and natural selection determine nerve signals. 

 

indifference 

People are not free to make differences {indifference, will}, with no causes. 

 

origination 

People are not free to make real choices {origination, will}, with no causes. 

 

compatibilism 

Though universe and human actions have causes and are deterministic, people are free and responsible 

{compatibilism}, because world and other people typically do not compel them to perform actions, so they actually 

make real choices. 

 

voluntariness 

Though universe and human actions have causes and are deterministic, world and other people typically do not 

compel people to perform actions, so they actually make real choices {voluntariness} {spontaneity, will}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Cognition>Philosophy 

 

classic model of cognition 

Object classes are examples that have defining characteristics {Greek ideas about cognition} {classic model}, 

though they have different features. 

ideal 

Real objects are imperfect copies of ideal abstract objects {Ideal object} or are examples of abstract concepts {form, 

concept}. Real objects have matter units {substratum, matter}. Element arrangements and movements allow form, but 

form is separate and independent thing unrelated to parts. 

ideal: function 

Forms have main purposes, functions, or uses. 

learning 

Minds hold innate class concepts. Minds can learn form names. 

hierarchy 

Classes form a hierarchy. Subclasses inherit higher-class form. Higher class abstracts something common from 

subclasses. 



association 

Object or feature perception allows similar or identical objects or features to enter mind. 

inference 

Mind also makes and stores inferences, such as cause and effect. 

 

constructivism in cognition 

Mind has innate thinking and knowing methods, such as number, space, time, causation, and logic, which interpret 

sense qualities and make perceptions and concepts {constructivism, cognition}. Meaning combines perceptions and 

abstractions into schema structures [Schank and Abelson, 1977] [Schank, 1997]. 

 

empiricism in cognition 

Minds build concepts by abstracting common properties from perceptions, which have sensory units {empiricism, 

cognition}. Complex ideas are simple-idea combinations {image, cognition}. Mind can compare, identify, use logic, 

and actively perform other mental activities. Abstract ideas, such as mathematics or self, can come from sensory ideas. 

Ideas become associated if they are experienced to be near each other in time or space {contiguity principle, cognition} 

{associationism, cognition}. 

 

functionalism in cognition 

Mental representations, ideas, beliefs, and intentions are computations and are both mental functions and 

physiological states {functionalism, cognition}. States are not neurons and their actions, but their information and 

algorithms. The same information can be in different neurons. The same mental function can use different physiology 

{token-identity theory, functionalism}, rather than always the same physiology {state-identity theory, functionalism} 

{type-identity theory, functionalism}. The same physiology can serve different functions [Churchland, 1979] 

[Churchland, 1986] [Churchland, 1988] [Churchland, 1995] [Churchland, 2002] [Farber and Churchland, 1995] 

[Pylyshyn, 1984]. 

 

Gestalt in cognition 

Structures have components, and their relations depend on laws about structures {Gestalt, cognition}. They do not 

depend on ideas about components. 

 

logical positivism in cognition 

Concepts develop from perceptions and cognitive operations on perceptions {logical positivism, cognition} {radical 

positivism}. Propositions are for understanding and meaning. Perceptual experience corresponds to unique object or 

event {indestructible simple, logical positivism}, which can have proper noun for name. However, propositions about 

facts require words for classes, but such words refer to multiple objects {referent, logical positivism}. To be 

meaningful, language can build concepts from simple perceptual experiences, just as mind does. 

 

nativism in cognition 

People have innate ideas and abilities {nativism, cognition}, as well as learned and observed ones. 

 

neoclassic model of cognition 

Memories about classes {neoclassic model} include actual perceptions and ideal forms, as well as secondary 

functions and typical features {epistemological information}. Ideal-form information is invariant, while perceptual and 

epistemological information can vary, like colors can vary. Ideal-form, perceptual, or epistemological information can 

identify class members. 

 

physiological psychology 

Mind and mental states are all conscious experience {physiological psychology} {sensationism}. Experience has 

elementary sense qualities {sensation unit} and their relations [Hume, 1739]. 

 

rationalism in cognition 

Minds have perceptual-image copies and abstract concepts {rationalism, cognition}. Abstract concepts are Mind's 

innate abilities, such as reasoning. Knowledge can be true a priori, but sensory knowledge is not absolute truth. 

Concepts and perceptions in Mind are codes {sign}. Minds are separate reality from physical world and have their own 

laws [Plato, -380] [Plato, -360]. 

 



structuralism in cognition 

Structures have components, and analyzing components and their relations provides cognition {structuralism, 

cognition}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Defense Mechanism 

 

defense mechanism 

People can use unconscious behaviors and reactions {defense mechanism}| to relieve anxiety. 

 

amnesia as defense 

People can be unable to recall past experience {amnesia, defense mechanism}. Amnesia without physical cause 

typically is an attempt to escape from social stress using dissociation. Memory recovers within one or two days. 

 

avoidance defense mechanism 

People can avoid situations or make no decisions {avoidance}. 

 

compensation defense mechanism 

Behavior can make up for deficiencies or inferiority {compensation defense mechanism}. 

 

compromise formation 

Action or thinking can express more than one drive {compromise formation}, so neither drive has results. 

 

denial defense mechanism 

People can deny reality {denial defense mechanism}. 

 

fantasy 

People can have thoughts of unreal situations {fantasy, anxiety}, with several themes and few but realistic 

characters. In fantasies, people never change into someone else. 

 

projection defense mechanism 

People can attribute undesirable traits to others or assign their psychological states to other objects {projection 

defense mechanism}. 

 

rationalization defense 

People can give plausible but untrue reasons for their conduct {rationalization defense mechanism} and hold two 

conflicting beliefs. 

 

reaction formation 

Behavior can be opposite to original impulse {reaction formation}. 

 

regression defense mechanism 

People can escape from conditions that arouse anxiety by returning to previous or youthful mental states {regression 

defense mechanism}. 

 

repression defense mechanism 

People can prevent unacceptable thoughts from entering conscious mind {repression, defense mechanism}. 

 

sublimation defense mechanism 

People can repress and socialize impulses {sublimation defense mechanism} to modify anxiety. If instincts have no 

gratification, instinct energy displaces onto more socially acceptable interests or activities. 

 

suppression defense mechanism 

People can forget traumatic, dangerous, or embarrassing thoughts, memories, events, or impulses {suppression 

defense mechanism}, so they are unavailable in consciousness. 

 



SOCI>Psychology>Defense Mechanism>Phobia 

 

phobia 

People can have unreasonable fear {phobia} {phobic reaction} {phobic neurosis} of objects or situations. 

symptoms 

Phobia involves persistent, irrational, and generalized fear or panic, provoked by specific stimuli, and autonomic-

nervous-system over-activity, such as sweating, tremors, faintness, choking, breathlessness, and stomach queasiness. 

age 

Specific and limited phobias typically start in early childhood, and diminish during adolescence. 

theories 

According to learning theory, if people are intensely afraid of objects or situations that others do not fear, the objects 

or situations associate with childhood fears, such as loud noises or falling. According to psychoanalytic theory, feared 

objects or situations have become symbols of something feared unconsciously. However, facts do not support these 

theories. 

 

agoraphobia 

People can fear public places {agoraphobia}|. 

 

claustrophobia 

People can fear confining spaces {claustrophobia}|. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Defense Mechanism>Displacement 

 

displacement defense mechanism 

People can disguise anxiety sources by association between original stimulus and substitute stimulus {displacement 

defense mechanism}, as in dreams. 

 

identification defense 

People can believe that they are another person {identification defense mechanism}, a displacement. 

 

introjection 

Imitating another person {introjection} is displacement. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Defense Mechanism>Dissociation 

 

dissociation defense mechanism 

Consciousness loss and long-term memory loss {dissociation defense mechanism} {dissociation state} {dissociation 

reaction} {dissociative reaction} are similar defense mechanisms. Repression includes dissociation. Dissociation states 

are conscious and aware, with experienced sense qualities but with altered perspective. 

amnesia 

Amnesia without physical cause typically is an attempt to escape from social stress using dissociation. 

hypnosis 

Dissociation, not to suggestion, cause anesthesia and analgesia under hypnosis. 

hysteria 

Hysteria involves dissociation. 

identity 

Schizophrenia, dissociative identity disorder, and other diseases show abnormal experience of identity (Ich-

Störungen). 

split personality 

Dissociation can result in feeling that, or acting as if, one person is two different people at once {split personality}, 

two different people at different times {dual personality}, or more than one different people at different times {multiple 

personality}. People can have several personalities, typically caused by prolonged and harsh early childhood sexual 

abuse {multiple personality disorder} (MPD). People create second personality that does not know first personality and 

that feels no pain or believes pain is happening to someone else. Personalities have separate memories, and 

personalities have amnesia for the others. One personality can know about other one and know its memories, and that 



personality is present even when the other is directing body. Perhaps, people do not actually have multiple personalities 

but are only deceiving themselves [Hacking, 1995] [Schreiber, 1973]. 

 

fugue as defense 

People can behave as if they do not have memories {fugue, memory}, as in sleepwalking trances and post-hypnotic 

suggestions. 

 

hysterical amnesia 

People can behave as if they do not have memories {hysterical amnesia}, as in sleepwalking trances and post-

hypnotic suggestions. 

 

hysterical dissociation 

People can behave as if they do not know who or where they are {hysterical dissociation}, as in sleepwalking trances 

and post-hypnotic suggestions. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Family 

 

family in psychology 

Families have psychology {family, psychology}. Before the 17th century, people older than three to seven were like 

adults, did same activities as adults, and dressed the same as adults. In 17th century, thinkers and clergymen 

emphasized children's specialness and innocence. Children should receive education in morals, manners, and attitudes. 

Family formality is less now, as respect for children as people has grown. 

 

alienation 

Intimate, intense, and identification relations can end by separation or by disruption from within or without 

{alienation, psychology}|. People that experience social or cultural alienation can become activists, social dropouts, 

non-conformists, school dropouts, or juvenile delinquents. 

 

toilet training 

In USA, potty training {toilet training}| begins at 9 to 12 months and ends at 18 months, when maturation makes 

control possible. Parents should not use coercion, start too early, or use too much punishment. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Family>Children 

 

children 

Offspring {children, family} continue family line, achieve immortality for parents, provide labor source, contribute 

to family survival, and are investments for future. Wanted children have parents that believe in their beauty, goodness, 

and creativity and believe that love and education can control children's energy, sexuality, and changes. 

law 

Parents must protect and support their children and educate them, in accordance with state law, until they reach 

majority. In some states, parents must send qualified children to college and pay their expenses, even past majority age. 

States can require support after majority if child has disability, has retardation, or cannot care for himself or herself. 

Emancipation ends parental duties toward child. 

Some states do not require that parents support children away from home, if they have consented to support them at 

home. 

baby 

Parents typically do not immediately feel love for newborn child. Loving and protective attitude develops through 

social interaction between infant and parents. Babies that are irritable, sick, difficult to feed, or hard to pacify can cause 

love not to develop. Parents can feel rejection if baby is unresponsive or seldom smiles. Infant behavior often makes 

parents feel inadequate. 

In different cultures, babies can have schedules or immediate satisfaction, adults can talk a lot or a little to baby, and 

one mother or many women can tend baby. 

first-born child 

First-born child faces higher standards, has only adult models, has better world model, has high anxiety at second 

child's birth, and has more dependence, more guilt, more conformity, less aggression, more achievement, more 

sensitivity, less sociableness, and more carefulness. 



youngest child 

The youngest in family is typically the most-active and independent. 

 

emancipation 

Before majority, child can marry, be in military service, or have full-time job {emancipation}|. Emancipation ends 

parental duties toward child. 

 

enuresis 

Children can have chronic bed-wetting {enuresis}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Family>Majority 

 

majority by age 

age greater than legal age {majority, age}|. 

 

age of consent 

People can freely engage in sexual relations after reaching age {consent age} {age of consent}|. 

 

minority by age 

age less than legal age {minority, age}|. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Family>Parents 

 

parents 

Parenting {parents} has properties. 

parental behavior 

Parental behavior can show love, affection, and warmth, or hostility and rejection. It can exercise control and 

authoritarianism, or allow autonomy and freedom. It can be permissive or restrictive. It can be possessive and involved 

or detached. Parents are more authoritarian in lower social classes. 

Parents that show affection and allow autonomy tend to have children that are active, bossy, high in self-esteem, 

high in achievement, friendly, and confident. 

Parents that are affectionate and in control tend to have children that have high esteem, are dependent, are not 

aggressive, and conform. 

Parents that are hostile and restrictive tend to have children that are hostile, have low confidence, have low 

achievement, and are withdrawn. 

Parents that are hostile and permissive tend to have children that are aggressive, have poor self-control, are 

delinquent, have low confidence, and have low achievement. 

mother 

Children with no mother have poor language skills and social relations, but their memory and motor skills are 

normal. 

same-sex parent 

Absence of a same-sex model is a factor in delinquency and poor school attendance. 

 

anxious attachment 

Mother or father can seek affection and security from child {anxious attachment}. Such parent typically alternates 

abruptly from concern to hostility and had difficult childhood. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Family>Sexual Actions 

 

sexual activity 

Sexual behavior {sexual activity} can persist into seventies or eighties. 

Men are most active sexually, and the most interested in sex, from late teens through twenties. Male sexual 

responsiveness declines from late twenties onwards. In fifties and sixties, sexual-arousal vasocongestive responses 

become less, sexual desire remains high, and urgency to ejaculate upon sexual arousal diminishes. 

Women's sexual responsiveness and interest increases to peak in middle thirties and can stay for next thirty years. 

Hormonal changes cause vagina-wall thinning and drying after 50. 



 

exhibitionist 

People can bare body private parts in front of other people {frotteur} {exhibitionist}|. 

 

pedophilia 

Sexual practices between adults and children {pedophilia}| are harmful to child development. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Intelligence 

 

intelligence 

People have general abilities {intelligence}| used to adapt to environment. Intelligence is the way that mind 

processes information. 

decision making 

Intelligence is ability to do something person never did before. It is making good predictions about what will happen 

and making good behavior choices. It is grasping essentials in given situation and responding appropriately to them. It 

detects relations and associations to improve decision making, by formulating hypotheses and finding implications. It 

includes deductive reasoning and problem solving. It is quickness and efficiency in doing many abilities. It involves 

flexibility and creativity. It involves responding correctly to stimuli, thinking abstractly, adjusting to environment, 

adapting to new situations, knowing, unifying complex stimuli, inhibiting instincts, using trial and error, socializing 

well, learning easily, learning from experience, and solving problems. 

properties 

Intelligence provides the following abilities. Respond flexibly to situations. Recognize change. Understand 

ambiguous or contradictory information. Know object and event relative importance. Perceive similarities. Perceive 

distinctions. Use concepts to synthesize new concept. Imagine well. Create. Recognize patterns or repetitions. 

Generalize from cases. Have complex world model. 

poison 

Perhaps, intelligence relates to ability to resist poisons and infections or to make few poisons and toxins in 

environment. 

symbols 

Perhaps, intelligence relates to want, need, or motivation for symbols. It is not an aptitude but desire or emotion. 

 

achievement 

Above IQ 85, correlation between IQ and achievements {achievement}| is small. 

 

adaptability 

People have ability to adjust self and environment {adaptability}| to obtain pleasure and survival. 

 

aptitude 

People have ability {aptitude}| in task. 

 

expertise 

Experts {expertise}| in subject have large working memory for that subject, gained by active learning with high 

motivation. 

 

faculty psychology 

Mind has inherited, separate powers, such as memory, learning, intelligence, perception, and will {faculty 

psychology}. They do not come through use, exercise, or study. 

 

gifted children 

More intelligent children {gifted children}| are taller, heavier, more socially poised, better in school, more active in 

play, more developed, and have less headaches and nervous habits. As adults, they have average problems but better 

jobs and education. 

 

prototype of intelligence 

Intelligence can compare with an ideal intelligent human {prototype, intelligent human}. Prototype only explains 

what people think intelligence is, not what intelligence actually is. Actually, multiple prototypes exist. 



 

SOCI>Psychology>Intelligence>Components 

 

intelligence factor 

When solving problems on tests and in life, elementary abilities {intelligence factor} perform operations on contents 

to produce products. There are more than 100 intelligence factors. Reflexes, learned associations, verbal 

comprehension, word fluency, number fluency, spatial visualization, perceptual speed, memory, and reasoning are 

primary factors. Factors include abilities to perform movements, use concepts, handle tools, keep items in mind 

simultaneously, establish relationships, use imagination, form tactics, and form strategies. Verbal-educational ability 

and practical-mechanical ability are secondary factors, derived from primary factors. 

testing 

Intelligence as measured by tests involves verbal ability, spatial ability, numerical ability, reasoning, word fluency, 

and memory. 

learning 

Learning and environment affect verbal and spatial abilities. Learning and environment do not affect memory and 

ability to concentrate much. 

 

metacomponent 

People use control processes {metacomponent} to plan how to solve problem, make decisions about alternatives, and 

monitor progress. 

 

acquisition component 

People have processes {acquisition component} to acquire knowledge. 

 

performance component 

People have processes {performance component} to solve problems. 

 

retention component 

People have processes {retention component} to remember. 

 

transfer component 

People have processes {transfer component} to generalize. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Intelligence>Levels 

 

genius intelligence 

People can have IQ greater than 150 {genius, intelligence}|. Genius associates with motivation, expertise, self-

confidence, novel thinking, intelligence, effective learning, management, brilliance, creativity, talent, interest, 

achievement need, self-control, curiosity, stamina, good work habits, and appropriate situation. Genius does not 

associate with madness. 

 

retardation 

People can have low mental age and intelligence quotient {retardation}| {mental retardation}. Subnormal 

maturation, learning, intelligence, adaptation, and social functioning are like arrested or incomplete mind development. 

In USA, retarded and handicapped children are ten percent of children. Four people per thousand are slow in social and 

occupational situations. 

classification 

Lowest IQ range is 0 to 25 {profound mental retardation}. Next lowest IQ range is 20 to 39 {severe mental 

retardation}. Middle low IQ range is 36 to 54 {moderate mental retardation}. Higher low IQ range is 52 to 69 {mild 

mental retardation}. Low IQ range is 68 to 84 {borderline mental retardation}. 

causes 

Poor nutrition, drugs, rubella, syphilis, age, irradiation, Rh factor incompatibility, low oxygen at birth, and birth 

injury impair mental development. 

differences 

If asked to think about their experiences, low-IQ and high-IQ children differ less than expected. 

 



idiot 

Lowest retardation class {idiot}| has mental age less than two years or IQ below 26. 

 

imbecile 

Next lowest range {imbecile}| is IQ 31 to 50. 

 

moron 

Low range {moron}| is IQ 51 to 70. 

 

subaverage 

IQ 71 to 84 is borderline retardation {subaverage}. 

 

subnormal intelligence 

One person per thousand is more than one standard deviation below average intelligence score {subnormal 

intelligence}. Subnormality associates with aggressive and irresponsible conduct and neurotic and psychotic disorders. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Intelligence>Single Factor 

 

calculating genius 

Ability to calculate rapidly {calculating genius} depends on knowing numerical facts and short-cut methods. It does 

not develop by prolonged, cumulative experience. It atrophies with disuse. Calculating geniuses generate answers right-

to-left, in same way as if using paper-and-pencil procedure. 

 

idiot savant 

Developmentally disabled people can have special right-brain talents {idiot savant}|, such as music, painting, or 

procedural memory. Idiot savant typically has left-hemisphere damage. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Intelligence>Tests 

 

intelligence test 

Intelligence tests {intelligence test} are good predictors of academic or vocational success. Intelligence tests assess 

cognitive, spatial, and/or quantitative ability. They do not measure motivation, social skill, persistence, or goals. They 

measure cognitive skills, deductive reasoning, verbal reasoning, numerical reasoning, or perceptual reasoning. They 

can emphasize speed or accuracy. They can emphasize abstract or practical situations. They use only some intelligent 

activities. They cannot measure intelligence itself. 

test-taking ability 

Test-taking ability {test-taking ability} depends on two factors: question-answering speed and number of concepts 

that mind can hold simultaneously. 

test-taking ability: anxiety 

Anxiety can cause people to be unable to take tests. 

test-taking ability: learning 

Test-maker experiences affect tests, and these experiences are not the same as test-taker experiences, so acquired 

knowledge affects test. 

questions 

Intelligence test must use problems that have all information required to solve the problem. Solutions must be 

unambiguous, with only one close to true. 

types 

Tests include Stanford-Binet, Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), and Weschler Intelligence Scale for 

Children (WISC). 

infants 

Infant sense and motor tests show little relation to later intelligence tests. 

simple test 

What is the simplest intelligence or understanding test? Given examples, intelligent entities can find a rule. 

Alternatively, given a rule, intelligent entities can give examples. Rules take input states to output states. Intelligence 

involves using the rule in reverse: to get output state by setting input state. 



The simplest input is constant value. The simplest output is constant value. The simplest rule is "stays the same". 

Rule to test intelligence must have change. What is simplest rule possible? Perhaps, one rule is not sufficient. What are 

fewest simple rules? What are the fewest inputs and outputs for one rule? 

The simplest rule can have one input that can be in either of two states and one output that can be in either of two 

states. It has four states. If input is ON and output is ON, input stays ON and output stays ON. If input is ON and 

output is OFF, input stays ON and output stays OFF. If input is OFF and output is ON, input becomes ON and output 

stays ON. If input is OFF and output is OFF, input stays OFF and output stays OFF. 

Only third rule has change, so there is only one change. 

Machines or people observe the four examples once each and can then articulate the four rules. However, can people 

or machines set input and output to keep both OFF or both ON? This simple way can test understanding. 

 

intelligence quotient 

Calendar age times 100 divides into mental age {intelligence quotient}| (I.Q.) (IQ). 

 

mental age 

Physical ages have average general intelligence test score {mental age}|. Mental abilities can compare to average for 

age level. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Parapsychology 

 

parapsychology 

Extrasensory perception {parapsychology}| {psi, parapsychology} {noetics} {transpersonal psychology} is 

perception without sense qualities. Paranormal communication has no physical links. 

However, no one has evidence that parapsychological phenomena are extrasensory. All cases have explanation. 

dream and future 

Knowing the future through dreams seems to be common. However, it comes from person's previous knowledge and 

story-making abilities. 

evolution and ESP 

Because an evolution goal is to know the future, evolution should select for ESP strongly but does not. 

magic and ESP 

From Stanford Research Institute, Russell Targ and Harold Puthoff published results of experiments using Uri Geller 

in the journal Nature [1974]. However, magicians can do same tricks. Magicians laugh at psychokinesis or other tricks, 

because duplication is easy. 

newspaper reports 

Charles Fort wrote a book containing newspaper accounts of unbelievable phenomena, which he presented as fact 

but which were merely exaggerations or similes. 

past people and ESP 

People can claim to know about events about people who lived long ago, as revealed by hypnosis. However, many 

examples of multiple personalities exist, and people have easy access to historical knowledge. 

psychics 

Famous so-called psychics {psychics} are Edgar Cayce, Jeanne Dixon, Gerard Croiset, and Ted Serios. However, 

their accuracy is near zero. 

 

extrasensory perception 

Perhaps, space, time, or material things do not govern perception {extrasensory perception}| (ESP) {psi process} 

{psychical phenomena}. ESP is teleological, rather than mechanistic. ESP involves same mental powers that control 

ordinary perception and voluntary movement. ESP includes telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, psychokinesis, 

survival phenomena, communicating with spirits, and astral projection. Psychical phenomena are subconscious. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Parapsychology>Kinds 

 

aliens from space 

K. E. Tsiolkovsky, Jacques Bergier, and Louis Pauwels believed people have been visited by other beings {aliens 

from space}. However, reports of what happened are always ridiculous and so in error. 

 



apparition 

Hauntings, poltergeists, and apparitions {apparition} can look and act like people. However, they are real or dream 

people. 

 

astral projection 

ESP includes being in spirit body {astral body} {astral projection}|. 

 

clairvoyance 

ESP includes knowledge of the future {clairvoyance}|. Soon-to-occur disasters should cause clairvoyance. However, 

big disasters never have previous reports. 

 

dowsing 

People can find water with dowsing rod {dowsing}| {radiesthesia}, which pulls down or revolves. However, people 

actually smell, feel, or perceive water presence. 

 

Kirlian photography 

Pictures of objects in high-frequency electric fields show glow, sparks, or coronas around living things {Kirlian 

photography}|. However, tissue electric charges cause this. 

 

plant communication 

Cleve Backster tried to measure communication in plants {plant communication}. However, what plants can 

communicate people cannot know. 

 

poltergeist 

Ghosts {poltergeist}| can move things around. Such phenomena usually involve disturbed children or adolescents, 

who are not aware that they are moving things. 

 

precognition 

ESP includes knowledge of future by knowing something will happen {precognition}|. 

 

psychokinesis 

ESP includes mentally moving or controlling matter without physical means {psychokinesis}|. 

 

pyramid power 

People can claim that pyramids have regenerative powers {pyramid power}|. However, science has found no 

regeneration. 

 

seeing with other senses 

People can claim to be able to see using other senses {seeing with other senses}. However, this is like what blind 

people do normally or else is trick. 

 

survival phenomena 

ESP includes experiencing things after death {survival phenomena}|. 

 

telepathy 

ESP includes communication between minds directly {telepathy}|. 

 

unexplained flying object 

J. Allen Hynek studied strange aerial phenomena {unexplained flying object}| (UFO). Explanations are easy, and no 

aliens detected. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Personality 

 

personality 

Stable characteristics organize into unique trait combination {personality}|. Personality determines how other people 

respond to people. 



Personality types can list personality traits, classify main personality traits, identify personality types, or structurally 

analyze trait combinations. 

factors 

Personality has five major factors: neuroticism or emotional stability, extraversion or intraversion, agreeableness or 

disagreeableness, conscientiousness or uncarefulness, and openness to experience or closed world. 

time and personality 

In descriptive personality theory, people can perceive past, present, future, or continuous time as most important. 

 

egoism 

People can only care about themselves {egoism}|. 

 

egotism 

People can be proud of themselves {egotism}|. 

 

temperament 

Personality {temperament}| can be sanguine, phlegmatic, choleric, or melancholic. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Personality>Development 

 

attachment theory 

In object relations theory {attachment theory}, infant and toddler experiences with mothers and nannies build 

unconscious cognitive and emotional attachment-relation models {attachment style}. Children also have conflicts and 

problems with mothers, and these lead to attachment regulation [Bowlby, 1969] [Bowlby, 1973] [Bowlby, 1982]. 

 

ego psychology theory 

In personality development theory {ego psychology theory}, unconscious motives and thoughts {primary process} 

can come from id and are pleasure oriented, while behaviors controlled by ego {secondary process} are rational and 

real. Emotional unconscious beliefs are the basis for understanding and behavior. Ego consciously does problem 

solving and regulates emotions and drives. People use defense mechanisms to resolve conflicts. People build ideas of 

their capabilities and opportunities {ego identity, development} to oppose loss of self {ego diffusion, development}. 

 

learning theory 

In personality development theory {learning theory}, personality can develop by learning from experiences and 

conflicts, as inner motivations generate behavior. There are no personality types, only traits. Behavior reinforcement 

leads to general use, and then behavior becomes personality trait. People also learn when not to generalize. People 

build and alter habitual behaviors in a habit family hierarchy. 

 

object relations theory 

In personality development theory {object relations theory} {relational psychoanalysis}, intimate interpersonal 

relations have patterns affected by cognitive and emotional processes. For example, people can stay in abusive 

relationships because they have other motivations. People use implicit representations, expectations, and relations to 

develop intimacy. Attachment theory is an object-relations theory. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Personality>Development>Psychoanalysis 

 

psychoanalysis and personality 

During personality development {psychoanalysis, personality}, libido can stay at any stage {fixation, 

psychoanalysis} and have repression. 

 

libido 

People have psychic energy {libido}. Libido is life instinct. 

 

eros sex 

Libido {eros} is sexual in nature. 

 



narcissism 

Libido can be toward others {object love} or self {narcissism}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Personality>Development>Psychoanalysis>Stages 

 

oral period 

Libido from 0 to 8 months {oral period} is for sucking and biting. 

 

anal stage 

Libido from 8 months up to 2 years {anal stage} is for controlling defecation. Toilet training can have praise and 

blame, block anal pleasure, and cause revulsion. 

 

phallic stage 

Libido from 2 to 4 years {phallic stage} is for contacting opposite-sex parent and playing with genitals. Parent can 

suppress these. 

 

latency period 

Libido from 4 to 14 years {latency period} is for socialization, play with same-sex children, and dislike of opposite 

sex. Sexuality is low. 

 

Oedipus complex 

Children can identify with same-sex parent, to resolve conflict between desire for opposite-sex parent and fear of 

retaliation {Oedipus complex} {Electra complex}. Children are hostile towards same-sex parent and have sexual 

impulses towards opposite-sex parent. 

 

castration complex 

Oedipus-complex resolution can be unsuccessful {castration complex}. 

 

genital phase 

Libido at puberty {genital phase} is for heterosexual love. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Personality>Military 

 

military personality 

Societies need military people {military personality}. The military profession has skills and conduct codes. It 

requires elaborate rules for maintaining order and discipline. 

aggression 

The military practices aggressive behavior that is forbidden inside society, so it must distinguish between society 

members and outsiders. It provides legitimate outlets for controlled aggression. It must control aggressive behaviors. 

candidates 

The military can be a good environment for people that lack inner controls. It provides security, strong institution, 

and substitute parent. 

leadership 

Military commanders make most decisions using partial and uncertain information, under psychological pressure 

and physical danger {leadership, military}. Militaristic personality is not adaptive for commanders. 

 

militaristic personality 

Personality {militaristic personality} can be authoritarian, rigid, and obsessive. It exhibits defense mechanisms used 

against anxiety and aggression. Militaristic personality traits include inflexibility, low imagination, grandiose speech, 

obedience, new-information blockage, conservatism, and conformism. It is adaptive for soldiers and lower ranking 

officers. 

soldier 

The military needs people {soldier} that can withstand war shocks {robustness, personality}, have no introversion, 

do not have complex personalities, and are moldable. 

 



military failure 

Militaristic personality can cause military error patterns {military failure}. Failures use more force than needed, 

leaving other places unprotected or wasting resources. They are too slow in attack or defense. They follow military 

tradition or are too conservative on attack or defense. They are indecisive. They show obstinate persistence. They make 

frontal assaults on enemy's strongest points. They do not finish attack or exploit situation. They underestimate enemy 

and overestimate their abilities. 

information 

They misuse or do not use available technology. They reject new information, which is often bad or conflicts with 

preconceptions. They lack reconnaissance. They use force alone, rather than using trick. They lack surprise or 

deception. 

They use belief in mystical forces, fate, and bad luck. 

openness 

The military often refuses to admit past mistakes, finds scapegoats for military setbacks, and suppresses or distorts 

news from the front. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Personality>Personalities 

 

authoritarian personality 

Personality {authoritarian personality} can follow conventional virtues, submit to authority, not tolerate non-

conformity, have little imagination, be fatalistic, have rigid thoughts, identify with power figures, be assertive, be 

tough, be cynical, be hostile to others, believe in evil world, and be dogmatic. 

 

democratic personality 

Personality {democratic personality} can have belief in self and others' dignity, belief in freedom of self and others, 

authority distrust, non-dominating attitude, compromising attitude, openness to change and other people, sharing, 

acceptance, and tolerance. 

 

fantasy-prone personality 

People can have imaginary playmates, hypnotize easily, be creative, and believe in psi phenomena {fantasy-prone 

personality} [Wilson and Barber, 1983]. 

 

type A personality 

Physical illnesses can be predominantly in people that have rigid personalities, are subject to stress, have had recent 

life changes, or have lost connection with other people {type A personality}. For example, coronary artery disease 

happens more often in such individuals. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Personality>Kinds 

 

personality types 

Descriptive personality theory postulates that people have some personality types {personality types}. Traits can be 

together, or people can have main traits. The same sets are in adults and children, men and women, different social 

classes, and different nations. 

 

somatotype 

People have body configurations {somatotype}. Researchers can identify over seventy individual body 

configurations, but they do not correlate with psychology or disease. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Personality>Kinds>Morphy 

 

ectomorphy 

People {ectomorphy} can be thin, sociable, and outgoing, with large surface area compared to body weight. 

Ectomorphism relates to the personality trait dysthymia. 

 

endomorphy 

People {endomorphy} can be plump, pleasure seeking, and inward looking, with mostly soft and rounded tissue 

throughout body. 



 

mesomorphy 

People {mesomorphy} can be muscular, active, and inward and outward looking, with mostly muscle, bone, and 

connective tissue. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Personality>Kinds>Tonia 

 

cerebrotonia 

Personality can depend on self-consciousness and diffidence {cerebrotonia}. Cerebrotonia relates to extreme 

ectomorphy. 

 

somatotonia 

Personality can depend on self-assertiveness and aggression {somatotonia}. Somatotonia relates to extreme 

mesomorphy. 

 

viscerotonia 

Personality can depend on sociability and love of comfort {viscerotonia}. Viscerotonia relates to extreme 

endomorphy. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Personality>Kinds>Version 

 

extroversion 

People {extroversion}| {changeableness} can change in response to others or environment. Galen's choleric and 

sanguine types are changeable, unlike his melancholic and phlegmatic types. Extroversion has resting states with low 

cortical arousal. Extroversion is not dominant trait. Heredity causes two-thirds of extroversion-introversion variation. 

 

introversion 

People {introversion}| can have resting states with high cortical arousal, caused by ascending reticular activating 

system. Introversion is not dominant trait. Heredity causes two-thirds of extroversion-introversion variation. 

 

ambiversion 

Extroversion and introversion {ambiversion} can mix. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Psychological Treatments 

 

psychological treatments 

Various treatment forms {psychological treatments} all help patients, with great variation. Psychotherapy and 

behavior therapy have no differences in effect, relative to ability to work and social adjustment. 

 

therapist 

People {therapist}| can help reconciliation and communication with others. 

 

abreaction 

During therapy, patients can recall or re-experience stressful or disturbing situations or events {abreaction}. 

Revealing underlying emotion and drive can treat neuroses and hysteria. 

 

transference 

During therapy, patients transfer onto therapist feelings experienced at earlier life stage {transference}|. Therapists 

assume roles of mother, father, or other important figure. Transference can overcome resistance to recalling painful 

experiences. Transference must terminate after revealing the past, so patients can be independent again. Perhaps, 

transference and positive relationship with therapist cures. However, this theory is false. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Psychological Treatments>Kinds 

 

counseling 

Advising {counseling} requires compassion, respect, and low hubris. 



 

aversion therapy 

Treatments {aversion therapy} can use or show situations or objects that frighten or disturb patients. 

 

behavior therapy 

Psychotherapy {behavior therapy} can use instrumental conditioning to sensitize people by reciprocal inhibition and 

relaxation, to reinforce good behavior or to punish bad behavior. Behavior treatments can directly manipulate verbal, 

motor, and autonomic behaviors. 

 

client-centered therapy 

Psychotherapy {client-centered therapy} {non-directive therapy} can re-educate patients as patients work through 

their problems. 

 

cognitive-behavioral therapy 

Talking about human biases {cognitive-behavioral therapy} (CBT) can help people avoid biases. 

 

conditioning psychotherapy 

Psychotherapy {conditioning psychotherapy} can involve behavior changing through learning and conditioning. 

 

desensitization 

Treatments {desensitization} {counterconditioning} can condition stimuli that produced fear or anxiety responses in 

patients toward positive unconditioned stimuli. Desensitization treats phobia. 

 

directive-supportive 

Psychotherapy {directive-supportive therapy} can involve persuasion and environmental manipulation. 

 

electroconvulsive therapy 

Under anesthesia or muscle relaxation, head surface electrodes apply voltage across brain to produce convulsions 

{electroconvulsive therapy} (ECT). ECT treats endogenous depression. 

 

expressive-reconstructive therapy 

Psychotherapy {expressive-reconstructive therapy} can involve expressing or reconstructing repressed conflict and 

then reorganizing personality. Therapy begins with free association. Then parental role transfers to therapist. Then 

therapist receives hostility and anxiety, until catharsis happens, and therapist becomes a neutral figure. Finally, people 

adjust to new life. Psychoanalysis is an expressive-reconstructive therapy. 

 

flooding treatment 

In one treatment {flooding, treatment}, patient receives conditioned stimulus that produces fear or anxiety responses 

for long time. Situation prevents flight and other defenses, so patient faces fears until they disappear. 

 

free association 

Therapy can begin with immediate verbal responses to random words {free association}. 

 

gestalt therapy 

Treatment {gestalt therapy} can be non-interpretative, emphasize awareness and personal responsibility, equally 

emphasize mind and body, and try to reveal figure significant patterns or constructs in whole situations or ground. 

 

modeling 

Patients can see people {model, person} {modeling, person} that cope properly with difficulties and fears, imitate 

the model, and lose previous conditioned responses. 

 

psychoanalysis treatment 

Therapies {psychoanalysis} can try to reveal associations between defense mechanism and fear or anxiety, by free 

associations and gentle questioning. It requires that patients consciously want to change, but patients unconsciously 

resist change, to maintain defense mechanism and avoid fear and anxiety. 



Patients learn about the pleasure principle and its relation to unconscious mental activity, attitudes, wishes, motives, 

and fundamental impulses. They realize that instinctual-drive frustration happens and that hallucination or wish 

fulfillment reduces it [Freud, 1899] [Freud, 1915] [Freud, 1915] [Freud, 1966] [Kitcher, 1992]. 

 

psychosurgery 

Brain surgery {psychosurgery} helps 60% of people with severe neurosis. 

 

psychotherapy 

Mental illness treatments {psychotherapy} can involve counseling, using method from interpretative or non-

interpretative psychological theories. Psychotherapy success improves with low age, high intelligence, specific 

problems, strong desire for help, and high social class. Psychotherapies do not vary much in success rate. 

 

rational-emotive therapy 

Psychotherapy {rational-emotive therapy} can link cognitions and emotions, so thoughts can control emotions. 

Therapists argue and discuss {insightful countersuggestion}, to attack patient's irrational beliefs. 

 

shock treatment 

Mental illness treatments {shock treatment} can involve electric or chemical shock. Electroconvulsion, with muscle 

relaxer, is for severe depression and melancholia. Insulin can induce coma. Metrazol induces coma, but psychiatric 

treatments do not use it. 

 

social rehabilitation 

Rehabilitation {social rehabilitation} can treat schizophrenia. 

 

spontaneous relief 

Psychoneurotic difficulties tend to resolve spontaneously {spontaneous relief}, regardless of treatment. 

 

word association 

Tests {word association} {word association test} can freely associate verbal responses to words or phrases to 

evaluate patient mental status, by measuring delay between stimulus and response, response appropriateness, and test 

behavior. 

In one treatment type, patient responds to spoken words and phrases, to reveal wishes and motives they want to hide. 

Young children generalize most to homophones. Older children generalize most to antonyms. Adults generalize 

most to synonyms. Phonetically similar words do not generalize. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Suicide 

 

suicide 

People can intentionally end their lives {suicide}|. 

incidence 

It has higher rate in men than women, peaks in late fifties or sixties, and has same rate in different social or 

economic classes. 

factors 

It has higher rate among divorced people, childless women, people living alone, retired people, unemployed people, 

people in pain, people with terminal illness, mobile people, people under economic distress, people with severe 

depression, people with alcoholism, and people with epilepsy. It typically involves psychiatric illness. 

war 

War decreases suicide. Perhaps, it is because national cohesion happens and unemployment is less. Cultures 

influence suicide mode. 

ritual 

Killing oneself can be voluntary or ritualistic. 

customs 

Suicide is illegal in many countries. No theology allows it. It has stigma. 

 

altruistic suicide 

High integration into group can cause voluntary or ritualistic suicide {altruistic suicide}. 



 

anomic suicide 

High personal standards and a society lacking behavior standards can cause voluntary or ritualistic suicide {anomic 

suicide}. 

 

egotistic suicide 

Group beliefs, failure to meet group standards, few personal attachments, and little help from others can cause 

voluntary or ritualistic suicide {egotistic suicide}. 

 

parasuicide 

People can attempt suicide but not commit suicide {parasuicide}. 

factors 

Parasuicides are mostly females in their teens or twenties. They are commoner among married people, are more 

common in lower social classes, and are commoner among people living in congested, overcrowded conditions. They 

do not associate with physical illness. They typically come from disrupted and disadvantaged childhood, such as poor 

family with no father. They typically belong to group that has propensity to parasuicide when under stress. 

Male parasuicides typically have criminal record, are violent, and are alcoholic. 

cause 

Parasuicides are expressing wish for change from current state. 

results 

Parasuicide precedes half of all suicides. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Techniques 

 

Beck Depression Inventory 

Tests {Beck Depression Inventory} can be for mental depression. 

 

case history 

Psychologists can analyze people's biographies {case history} to find mental-problem causes. 

 

correlational investigation 

Artificial state or event {correlational investigation}, such as test or poll, can predict real situation, such as manual 

skill or voting results. 

 

ex post facto experiment 

Psychologists can observe stimuli and responses in situation {ex post facto experimentation}, to find correlations 

among states and events. 

 

leaderless group test 

Manager tests {leaderless group test} {management gaming} can require leading teams of equals, without relying on 

rules or military discipline. 

 

mental status exam 

Mental-illness tests {mental status exam} {mental illness test} can have the following parts: attention span, 

appearance and behavior, emotional responses, ideas and idea formation, judgment, language and conversation, 

memory, time and space orientation, sense responses, and thinking. 

 

objective test 

Tests {objective test} can count or mark traits and features selected from lists. Objective tests can be cross-correlated 

for validity. 

 

personality test 

Tests {personality test} can try to find personality traits or general mental states. Objective personality tests 

{Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory} (MMPI) have multiple-choice questions. Projective personality tests 

include Thematic Apperception Test and Rorschach test. Faking and biases cause personality tests to have low validity. 

 



psychological observation 

Psychologists can observe natural or artificial situation {psychological observation}, to look for repetitions or 

connections among states and events. 

 

tachistoscope 

Instruments {tachistoscope}| can alternate pictures with blank fields of similar intensity, to maintain eye adaptation 

and minimize afterimages, while studying visual pattern and object recognition. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Techniques>Projective Test 

 

projective test 

Tests {projective test}| can ask subjects to state answers, not select from lists. Projective methods {projective 

technique} can ask subjects to state feelings about objects. Activity methods, Draw-a-Person Test, Rorschach test, 

sentence completion, structured play, Thematic Apperception Test, and word association are projective techniques. 

 

activity method 

Psychologists can ask people to draw object {activity method} {Draw-a-Person Test}, usually the human figure. 

 

Rorschach test 

Psychologists can ask people to respond verbally about ink drawing {Rorschach test}. 

 

sentence completion 

Psychologists can ask people to respond verbally after beginning sentence {sentence completion}. 

 

structured play 

Psychologists can ask children to use sand tray or other toys {structured play}. 

 

Thematic Apperception Test 

Subjects can tell stories about pictures, and tests {Thematic Apperception Test} (TAT) can measure location, 

determinants, and content. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>Techniques>Validity 

 

anthropomorphism 

Experimenter can attribute human thoughts to animals {anthropomorphism}|. 

 

baseline 

Experiment needs control group {baseline}| with only moderate variation. Experiment can lack control group, or 

control group can have too much variation or use atypical people. 

 

bias of validity 

Experimenter can try to reach foregone conclusion {bias, experiment}|. 

 

error 

Subjects can desire to please experimenter {error, experiment}|. Subjects can ignore true stimulus or response. 

Subjects or experimenter can forget facts or reasons. Experimenter can make errors in reporting. 

 

valid method 

Experimental technique or method {valid method}| must try to avoid error and bias {validity, experiment}. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History 

 

psychology in history 

psychologist 

Earth 

1500 to 2007 



Psychology includes attitudes, cognition, attention, learning, memory, perception, child psychology, personality, and 

mental illness. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History>Attention 

 

John Carl Flugel [Flugel, John Carl] 

psychologist/psychoanalyst 

Britain 

1928 

Practice, Fatigue and Oscillation [1928] 

He lived 1884 to 1955 and studied attention. 

 

Anne Treisman [Treisman, Anne] 

psychologist 

USA 

1980 to 1996 

Feature integration theory of attention [1980: with G. Gelade]; Perception of features and objects [1993]; Binding 

problem [1996] 

She invented an attention theory {feature integration theory, Treisman}. Mind first processes basic visual features 

preattentively and automatically and then uses attention to associate features with objects and find higher-level 

properties. 

 

Tim Shallice [Shallice, Tim] 

psychologist 

USA 

1988 

From Neuropsychology to Mental Structure [1988] 

He studied supervisory attentional system. He invented model with functional models, contention scheduler, 

supervisory system, language system, and episodic memory [Shallice, 1988]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History>Behavior 

 

Pierre d'Ortigue [d'Ortigue, Pierre] 

writer 

Paris, France 

1688 

Art of Pleasing in Conversation [1688] 

He lived 1630 to 1693. Conversation is part of good manners. 

 

Moritz Lazarus [Lazarus, Moritz] 

philosopher 

Berlin, Germany 

1850 to 1883 

Leadership of the Prussians in Germany [1850]; Life of the Soul [1855 to 1857 and 1883]; Journal of National 

Psychology and Linguistics [1860: with Heymann Steinthal]; Synthesis of Thoughts on National Psychology [1865] 

He lived 1824 to 1903 and developed a new psychology {Folk Psychology, Lazarus} {Comparative Psychology, 

Lazarus} [1854: with Heymann Steinthal]. 

 

Heymann Steinthal [Steinthal, Heymann] 

philosopher 

Germany 

1854 to 1860 

Journal of National Psychology and Linguistics [1860: with Lazarus] 

He lived 1823 to 1899 and developed new psychology {Folk Psychology, Steinthal} {Comparative Psychology, 

Steinthal} [1854], with Lazarus. 

 



James Ward [Ward, James] 

psychologist 

England 

1886 to 1918 

Psychology [1886]; Psychological Principles [1918] 

He lived 1843 to 1925 and wrote psychology textbook. 

 

Conway Lloyd Morgan [Morgan, Conway Lloyd] 

psychologist 

Britain 

1890 to 1923 

Animal Life and Intelligence [1890]; Introduction to Comparative Psychology [1894 and 1903]; Emergent Evolution 

[1923] 

He lived 1852 to 1936 and studied trial-and-error learning. He emphasized carefully observing behavior in natural 

settings where conditions systematically vary. He advocated finding minimal behavior causes {law of parsimony} 

{Morgan's canon} [1894], using higher concepts only if necessary. Evolution makes higher systems by emergence from 

lower ones. 

 

Oswald Külpe [Külpe, Oswald] 

philosopher/psychologist 

Würzburg, Germany 

1893 to 1922 

Basics of Psychology [1893]; Introduction to Philosophy [1898]; Lectures on Psychology [1922] 

He lived 1862 to 1917 and was at Würzburg School of experimental psychology in Bavaria. 

Before performing tasks, people prepare for doing any task, prepare for doing particular task, actively recall needed 

information and possible responses, and select from among possible associations and responses. 

Mental states such as confidence or doubt have no image, representation, or object {imageless thought, Külpe} and 

cannot be sensations, images, volitions, or feelings {denkpsychologie} {thought psychology}. 

 

Sigbert J. M. Ganser [Ganser, Sigbert J. M.] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1897 to 1898 

On a peculiar hysterical state [1898] 

He lived 1853 to 1931 and discovered prisoners who imitated psychotic behavior {Ganser syndrome} [1897 to 

1898]. 

 

Theodore Lipps [Lipps, Theodore] 

philosopher/psychologist 

Germany 

1897 to 1903 

Empathy, Inner Imitation and Sense-Feelings [1890 to 1910]; Foundation of Aesthetics [1903] 

He lived 1851 to 1914. People can have a feeling of belonging to, and associating with, something else {einfuhlung} 

{empathy, aesthetics} [1897]. Empathy explains aesthetics. 

 

Functionalism 

psychology school 

Chicago, Illinois 

1900 

Mind performs functions {Functionalism} and adapts behavior to environment, to meet body needs. 

 

Granville Stanley Hall [Hall, Granville Stanley] 

psychologist 

USA 

1904 

Adolescence [1904] 



He lived 1844 to 1924 and studied many children. 

 

Henri Pieron [Pieron, Henri] 

psychologist 

Paris, France 

1907 to 1913 

Physiological Problem of Sleep [1913] 

He lived 1881 to 1964, founded French experimental psychology, and studied sleep. He claimed to find hypnotoxin 

or sleep-promoting substance [1907, with Rene Legendre], in cerebrospinal fluid. 

 

Charles Samuel Myers [Myers, Charles Samuel] 

psychologist 

Britain 

1909 to 1937 

Text Book of Experimental Psychology [1909]; Mind and Work [1920]; Industrial Psychology in Great Britain 

[1926]; In the Realm of Mind [1937] 

He lived 1873 to 1946 and studied work habits. 

 

Roberto Assagioli [Assagioli, Roberto] 

psychologist 

Italy/USA 

1910 to 1973 

Psychosynthesis: A Manual of Principles and Techniques [1965]; Act of Will [1973] 

He lived 1888 to 1974. Will and self connect {psychosynthesis}, because self acts through will in all sensations, 

emotions, desires, imaginings, thoughts, and intuitions [1910]. 

 

John Broadus Watson [Watson, John Broadus] 

psychologist 

USA 

1913 to 1928 

Psychology as the Behaviorist Views It [1913]; Behavior: an Introduction to Comparative Psychology [1914]; 

Psychology from the Standpoint of a Behaviorist [1919]; Behaviorism [1924]; Psychological Care of Infant and Child 

[1928] 

He lived 1878 to 1958 and founded behaviorism. He emphasized being objective and working only with 

observables. He studied reinforcement timing in instrumental learning, conditioned responses, and forming 

associations. Associations can only form between stimulus and response, not between stimuli. All behaviors depend on 

reflexes. All behavior and thought is stimulus-response, though people cannot observe mental stimuli and responses. 

Conditioning determines human behavior, so people learn almost all behaviors. Previous-behavior recency and 

frequency determine subsequent behavior. The goal of psychology is behavior prediction and control. 

Classical conditioning can change human emotions. 

 

Edwin Bissell Holt [Holt, Edwin Bissell] 

philosopher/psychologist 

USA 

1915 

Freudian Wish and its Place in Ethics [1915] 

He lived 1873 to 1946 and was behaviorist. 

 

Arnold Lucius Gesell [Gesell, Arnold Lucius] 

psychologist 

USA 

1915 to 1940 

Embryology of Behavior [1915]; Infancy and Human Growth [1928]; Atlas of Infant Behavior [1934]; First Five 

Years of Life [1940] 

He lived 1880 to 1961 and studied child development using movie cameras [1926]. 

 



Edward Chase Tolman [Tolman, Edward Chase] 

psychologist 

USA 

1932 to 1950 

Purposive Behavior in Animals and Men [1932]; Organism and the Causal Texture of the Environment [1935] 

He lived 1886 to 1959 and developed a behavioral learning theory that did not rely on reflexes. He studied 

hypothesis formation and reward expectance in animal learning. He studied spatial orientation and cognitive maps 

[1950]. He studied latent learning and sign-gestalt theory [Tolman, 1935]. 

 

Heinrich Klüver [Klüver, Heinrich] 

psychologist 

Germany/USA 

1933 

Behavior Mechanisms in Monkeys [1933] 

He lived 1897 to 1979 and discovered Klüver-Bucy syndrome, with Paul Bucy. 

 

Clark Leonard Hull [Hull, Clark Leonard] 

psychologist 

USA 

1933 to 1952 

Hypnosis and Suggestibility [1933]; Mathematico-Deductive Theory of Rote Learning [1940]; Principles of 

Behavior [1943]; Behavior System [1952] 

He lived 1884 to 1952, was behaviorist {neobehaviorism}, studied hypnosis, and measured attitudes. He studied 

behavior segments, continuity learning theory, drive reduction, primary needs, and secondary needs [Hull, 1943]. 

 

Kurt Lewin [Lewin, Kurt] 

psychologist 

USA 

1935 to 1951 

Dynamic Theory of Personality [1935]; Frontiers in Group Dynamics [1946]; Field Theory in Social Science [1951] 

He lived 1890 to 1947. Internal and external stimuli cause individual differences {field theory}. Incentives come 

from outside and goals from inside. Rewards come from outside and success from inside. 

 

Burrhus Fredric Skinner [Skinner, Burrhus Fredric] 

psychologist 

USA 

1938 to 1974 

Behavior of Organisms: An Experimental Analysis [1938]; Walden II [1948]; Science and Human Behavior [1953]; 

Verbal Behavior [1957]; Cumulative Record [1961]; Contingencies of Reinforcement [1969]; Beyond Freedom and 

Dignity [1971]; About Behaviorism [1974] 

He lived 1904 to 1990. He studied operant conditioning or instrumental responses as explanations for internal and 

external behavior. Most behaviors involve voluntary movements {operant conditioning, Skinner}, rather than reflexes 

{classical conditioning, Skinner}. Current behavior depends on rewards or punishments experienced after previous 

behavior. Rewards can be food or pleasure {positive reinforcement, Skinner} or can be punishment reduction {negative 

reinforcement, Skinner}. Punishment can decrease behavior. Low reward can decrease behavior {extinction, Skinner}. 

People have private stimuli and responses. People learn to be self-aware by verbal reports. Only stimulus-response 

conditioning frequencies determine behavior {radical behaviorism}. 

Experimental chambers {Skinner box} allow stimulus delivery and response measurement. Skinner boxes can be 

enclosed cribs {air-crib} for human infants. 

 

Bruno Bettelheim [Bettelheim, Bruno] 

psychologist/sociologist 

Austria/USA 

1943 to 1976 

Individual and Mass Behavior in Extreme Situations [1943]; Informed Heart [1960]; Empty Fortress [1967]; 

Children of the Dream [1969]; Uses of Enchantment [1976] 



He lived 1903 to 1990 and studied communal education. 

 

Henry Schaefer-Simmern [Schaefer-Simmern, Henry] 

psychologist 

USA 

1948 to 1958 

Unfolding of Artistic Activity [1948]; Eskimo Sculpture in Canada [1958] 

He lived 1896 to 1978 and studied creativity and development. 

 

Harry Harlow [Harlow, Harry] 

psychologist 

USA 

1949 to 1958 

Learning to Think [1949: with Margaret Kuenne Harlow]; Nature of Love [1958] 

He lived 1905 to 1981 and studied monkey play and learning set formation [Harlow and Harlow, 1949]. 

 

Solomon Asch [Asch, Solomon] 

psychologist 

USA 

1952 

Social Psychology [1952] 

He lived 1907 to 1996 and studied conformity to others' opinions. Conformity happens even in line-length 

perception. 

 

Edward Guthrie [Guthrie, Edward] 

psychologist 

USA 

1952 

Psychology of Learning [1952] 

He lived 1886 to 1959 and was behaviorist. Mind automatically joins objects and events perceived or performed 

simultaneously {contiguity theory, Guthrie}. S-R learning can happen in one trial {one-trial learning}. 

 

Otto Rank [Rank, Otto] or Otto Rosenfeld [Rosenfeld, Otto] 

psychologist 

Austria/USA 

1952 

Trauma of Birth [1952] 

He lived 1884 to 1939, was psychoanalyst, and wrote about ethics. 

 

Abraham H. Maslow [Maslow, Abraham H.] 

psychotherapist 

USA 

1954 

Motivation and Personality [1954] 

He lived 1908 to 1970. People's needs form hierarchy {need hierarchy}. 

 

Herbert A. Simon [Simon, Herbert A.] 

psychologist/mathematician 

USA 

1955 to 1982 

Behavioral Model of Rational Choice [1955]; Rational Choice and the Structure of the Environment [1956]; Logic 

Theory Machine [1956: with A. Newell]; Report on a general problem solving program [1959: with A. Newell and J. 

C. Shaw]; Administrative Behavior [1970]; Sciences of the Artificial [1981]; Models of Bounded Rationality, Volume 

1, Economic Analysis and Public Policy [1982] 



He lived 1916 to 2001 and invented administration systems theory {decision theory, Simon}, which examines 

human problem-solving difficulties, cognitive limits on rationality, and perceptual limits on decision making. Good 

chess players can remember real chess positions better but not random ones better. 

 

Allen Newell [Newell, Allen] 

psychologist/mathematician 

USA 

1956 to 1959 

Logic Theory Machine [1956: with H. A. Simon]; Report on a general problem solving program [1959: with H. A. 

Simon and J. C. Shaw] 

He lived 1927 to 1992. 

 

Roger W. Brown [Brown, Roger W.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1958 to 1972 

Words and Things [1958]; Wolf Children and the Problem of Human Nature [1972] 

He lived 1925 to 1997 and studied biofeedback and children raised by animals. 

 

Robert Ardrey [Ardrey, Robert] 

psychologist 

England 

1961 to 1970 

African Genesis [1961]; Territorial Imperative [1966]; Social Contract [1970] 

He lived 1908 to 1980 and studied territoriality and aggression. 

 

Robert R. Sears [Sears, Robert R.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1965 

Identification and Child Rearing [1965: with Lucy Rau and Richard Alpert] 

He lived 1908 to ?. 

 

Lloyd Homme [Homme, Lloyd] 

psychologist 

England 

1965 to 1968 

What Behavioral Engineering Is [1968] 

Covert, unobservable behaviors, such as thoughts, images, and other mental events, are similar to overt or operant 

behavior {coverant behavior} [1965]. 

 

Jeffrey S. Gruber [Gruber, Jeffrey S.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1965 to 1976 

Studies in Lexical Relations [1965]; Lexical Structures in Syntax and Semantics [1976] 

Processes and concepts used for spatial location and motion can extend to represent other ideas, objects, and 

relations, such as possession {thematic relations hypothesis}. 

 

Liam Hudson [Hudson, Liam] 

psychologist 

USA 

1966 to 1973 

Contrary Imaginations [1966]; Psychological Study of the English Schoolboy [1966]; Originality [1973] 

He lived 1934 to 2005. 

 



Elizabeth Kubler-Ross [Kubler-Ross, Elizabeth] 

psychologist 

USA 

1969 

On Death and Dying [1969] 

She lived 1926 to 2004 and studied dying. 

 

Leon J. Kamin [Kamin, Leon J.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1969 to 1984 

Predictability, surprise, attention, and conditioning [1969]; Not in Our Genes: Biology, Ideology and Human Nature 

[1984: with Steven Rose and R. C. Lewontin] 

He lived 1927 to ?. If conditional stimulus pairs with reinforcer and then second stimulus pairs with first stimulus 

and reinforcer, animals do not respond to only second stimulus {blocking effect, Kamin} [1969]. Animals seem to 

assume minimum sufficient causation. 

 

William C. Dement [Dement, William C.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1972 

Some Must Watch while Some Must Sleep [1972] 

He lived 1928 to ? and studied sleep and dreams. 

 

Gregory Bateson [Bateson, Gregory] 

psychologist 

England 

1972 to 1979 

Steps to an Ecology of Mind [1972]; Mind and Nature, A Necessary Unity [1979] 

He lived 1904 to 1980 and studied mind in environment. 

 

Howard H. Pattee [Pattee, Howard H.] 

biologist 

USA 

1973 to 1995 

Hierarchy Theory [1973]; Evolving Self-reference: Matter, symbols, and semantic closure [1995] 

He lived 1926 to ?. Computation uses separate initial conditions and motion equations, but these are not separate in 

nature. Organisms have measurement methods and can interact with environment, allowing them to attach meaning to 

stimuli {semantic closure}. 

 

Wolfram Schultz [Schultz, Wolfram] 

biologist 

England 

1980 to 1998 

Dopamine prediction neurons fire before rewards. 

 

Stanley Milgram [Milgram, Stanley] 

psychologist 

USA 

1974 to 1983 

Obedience to Authority [1974]; Obedience to Authority: An Experimental View [1983] 

He lived 1933 to 1984 and studied obedience to authority. People sent commands to shock people when directed to 

do by authority. 

 

Ralph A. Moody [Moody, Ralph A.] 

psychologist 



USA 

1975 

Life after Life [1975] 

He studied near-death experiences. 

 

H. H. Kornhuber [Kornhuber, H. H.] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1976 

He studied EEG when people randomly chose to flex finger, with L. Deecke and B. Grötzinger. EEGs show change 

one second before they flex. If people reacted to light signal, EEG change was 0.2 second afterward. 

 

Michael I. Posner [Posner, Michael I.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1978 

Chronometric Explorations of the Mind [1978] 

He studied brain timing. 

 

Jorg-Peter Ewert [Ewert, Jorg-Peter] 

psychologist 

USA 

1980 

Neuroethology [1980] 

He studied mind in environment. 

 

Jon Barwise [Barwise, Jon] 

psychologist 

USA 

1983 

Situations and Attitudes [1983: with John Perry] 

Language is about situations and about relations among communicators {situation semantics, Barwise}. 

 

Curtis G. Smith [Smith, Curtis G.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1985 

Ancestral Voices [1985] 

He studied language origins. 

 

George Johnson [Johnson, George] 

writer 

USA 

1986 

Machinery of the Mind [1986] 

He writes popular science. 

 

E. Sue Savage-Rumbaugh [Savage-Rumbaugh, E. Sue] 

psychologist 

USA 

1986 

Ape Language from Conditioned Response to Symbol [1986] 

She studied ape intelligence and natural language. The bonobo Kanzi used and understood 150 words, typically to 

express desires or refer to present objects. Learning is instrumental association but is not necessarily referential, with 

no grammar. 

 



Rodney Brooks [Brooks, Rodney] 

computer scientist 

USA 

1991 to 2002 

Intelligence without representation [1991]; Flesh and Machines: How Robots Will Change Us [2002] 

Robots can have rules that are in separate modules that compete by inhibiting each other {subsumption architecture}. 

The outside world is the only model needed. The robot Cog goes directly from multisensory perception to action, 

without memory or language. The robot Genghis detects heat and moves toward or away. 

 

Leda Cosmides [Cosmides, Leda] 

psychologist 

USA 

1992 

Adapted Mind [1992: editor with John Tooby and John Barkow] 

People can easily detect rule breaking in social interactions. 

 

John Campbell [Campbell, John] 

psychologist 

USA 

1994 

Past, Space, and Self [1994] 

He studied about self. 

 

Robin Dunbar [Dunbar, Robin] 

psychologist 

England 

1996 

Grooming, Gossip, and the Evolution of Language [1996] 

Language replaced grooming in larger social groups. 

 

Celia M. Heyes [Heyes, Celia M.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1996 to 1998 

Social Learning in Animals: The Roots of Culture [1996: editor with B. G. Galef]; Theory of mind in non-human 

primates [1998] 

Chimpanzees have no sense of self and no awareness of mental states, though they can inspect their bodies using 

mirrors. 

 

Terrence Deacon [Deacon, Terrence] 

psychologist 

England 

1997 

Symbolic Species [1997] 

Brain and language allow symbolic communication {symbolic species}. 

 

Paul Bloom [Bloom, Paul] 

psychologist 

USA 

2000 

How Children Learn the Meanings of Words [2000] 

He studied language. 

 

Marc D. Hauser [Hauser, Marc D.] 

psychologist 

USA 



2000 

Wild Minds: What Animals Really Think [2000] 

Tamarin monkeys are curious about their bodies and movements that they see in mirrors, unlike cats and dogs. 

Monkeys can have sense of self. 

 

Cynthia I. Breazeal [Breazeal, Cynthia I.] 

computer scientist 

USA 

2001 

Designing Sociable Robots [2001] 

Kismet is robot head whose parts can move like human head parts. If it is too close to see, it cranes back, and if it is 

too far, it cranes forward. It checks for movement, skin color, and saturated colors and looks in weighted direction. 

State depends on happiness, stimulation, and willingness for new stimuli. State affects where it looks. It checks pitch 

for patterns of approving, disapproving, drawing attention, and soothing, but it has no language ability. It can make 

sounds in pitch patterns. It can move eyebrows, lips, and ears to reflect happiness, stimulation, and willingness for new 

stimuli. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History>Cognition 

 

Carl Georg Lange [Lange, Carl Georg] 

psychologist/philosopher 

Copenhagen, Denmark 

1885 

Emotions [1885] 

He lived 1834 to 1900 and was materialist. Only humans can understand and use number system. Ability to use 

number system and abstract space properties is innate. Emotion is bodily changes evoked by perceiving external 

stimuli. 

 

James R. Angell [Angell, James R.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1904 to 1905 

Psychology: An Introductory Study of the Structure and Function of Human Consciousness [1904 and 1905] 

He lived 1869 to 1949 and founded Chicago functionalist school {functionalism, Angell}. He emphasized 

physiological processes underlying cognition and behavior. Reaction times depend on both sense and muscle reaction 

times. Practicing reduces individual reaction-time differences. 

 

William McDougall [McDougall, William] 

psychologist 

Britain 

1911 to 1933 

Body and Mind [1911]; Outlines of Psychology [1923]; Outline of Abnormal Psychology [1926]; Energies of Man 

[1933] 

He lived 1871 to 1938. People have purposes and goals that explain thoughts and actions. Emotion happens after 

thwarted drives. He studied explicit recognition and implicit recognition [McDougall, 1924]. 

 

Jean Piaget [Piaget, Jean] 

psychologist 

Geneva, Switzerland 

1923 to 1971 

Language and Thought of the Child [1923]; Child's Conception of the World [1926]; Child's Conception of Physical 

Reality [1926]; Origins of Intelligence in Children [1952]; Child's Construction of Reality or The Construction of 

Reality in the Child [1954 or 1955]; Mechanisms of Perception [1961]; Psychology of the Child [1969]; Insights and 

Illusions of Philosophy [1971: translated by W. Mays] 

He lived 1896 to 1980 and was constructivist. He studied children's cognitive development and developed cognition 

tests. He asked children to describe what mountains look like if they are at different locations {mountain test}. He 



asked what happens to liquid slopes in glass jars as they tilt. He asked what happens to liquid levels if poured into 

various-diameter jars {conservation test}. He wanted to make epistemology experimental science and so unify biology 

and logic. 

Knowledge is symbolic structure. Existing knowledge structures modify perceptual input {assimilation, Piaget} and 

change to adapt to perceptual input {accommodation, Piaget}. Mind has cognitive processes. Self-regulating processes 

compare thesis to anti-thesis and synthesize contradictories {constructivism, Piaget} {dialectical constructivism}, by 

examining context and premises at each step. Psychological development is not only emergence of innate properties 

through biological maturation but also requires dialectical constructivism, as personal experience conflicts with its anti-

thesis. Psychological development thus depends on active exploration to gain experiences. 

In early childhood, experience involves only behaviors. Later, thought can reconstruct behavior. By middle 

childhood, knowledge is about objects. In early adolescence, verbal knowledge, formal reasoning, and deductive 

thinking develop. 

"Intelligence is what you use when you do not know what to do." 

Schemas exist in long-term memory and interact with other schemas {Genevan model} {Piagetian model}. Memory 

strength depends on schema integration. Memory has three factors: external object or fact, unconscious schema sets 

{memory significate}, and conscious representations {signifier}. Encoding and recall make memory significate. 

 

Lev Semionovich Vygotsky [Vygotsky, Lev Semionovich] 

psychologist 

Moscow, Russia 

1925 to 1934 

Psychology of Art [1925]; Pedagogical Psychology [1926: with Alexei N. Leontiev]; Tool and Symbol in Children's 

Development [1930]; Thought and Language or Thinking and Speech [1934] 

He lived 1896 to 1934 and studied significative behavior. Culture, including language, changes consciousness 

structure. Thought and speech are first independent. Speech is for directly communicating needs. Then children imitate 

formal culture properties, such as language syntax. Then they internalize them, so they can plan and think about 

themselves as subjects and objects [Vygotsky, 1930]. People learn best when material is only slightly above their 

current knowledge {zone of proximal development}. 

 

Charles Edward Spearman [Spearman, Charles Edward] 

psychologist 

USA 

1927 

Abilities of Man [1927] 

He lived 1863 to 1945, studied cognition principles, invented tetrad equation, and developed a two-factor 

intelligence theory. Perhaps, intelligence has general factor {mental energy}, which allows good performance on all 

mental tests {general ability}. General factor results from relations among primary intelligence factors. 

 

Albert Michotte [Michotte, Albert] 

psychologist 

Belgium/France 

1946 to 1962 

Perception of Causality [1946]; Causality, Permanence, and Phenomenal Reality [1962] 

He lived 1881 to 1965. Interactions among objects moving in space and time reveal causality. Experience of 

causality depends on actual object movements and the idea that moving objects can cause other objects to move 

{launching} {entraining}. 

 

Wayne H. Holtzman [Holtzman, Wayne H.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1956 to 1961 

Inkblot Perception and Personality: Holtzman Inkblot Technique [1961] 

He lived 1923 to ?, studied cognitive styles, and developed inkblot tests {Holtzman Inkblot Technique} [1956]. 

 

Jerome S. Bruner [Bruner, Jerome S.] 

psychologist 



USA 

1956 to 1996 

Study of Thinking [1956: with Jacqueline J. Goodnow and George A. Austin]; Process of Education [1960]; Man: A 

Course of Study [1966]; Towards a Theory of Instruction [1966]; Relevance of Education [1971]; Going Beyond the 

Information Given [1973]; Acts of Meaning [1990]; Culture of Education [1996] 

He lived 1915 to ? and studied thinking strategies, child development, and cultural psychology. 

Play has rules, and people distinguish it from reality. Creativity requires playing. For solving problems, playing with 

needed materials is as effective as seeing complete solution. 

Memories can have no records but just be changes in whole organism skills and rules. Memories can be records 

about people, places, times, and events. 

 

Leon Festinger [Festinger, Leon] 

psychologist 

USA 

1957 to 1959 

Theory of Cognitive Dissonance [1957]; Cognitive consequences of forced compliance [1959: with J. M. Carlsmith] 

He lived 1919 to 1989. Inconsistencies in themselves or environment {cognitive dissonance, Festinger} can cause 

tension. People try to reduce cognitive dissonance. 

 

Dean E. Woolridge [Woolridge, Dean E.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1963 to 1968 

Machinery of the Brain [1963]; Mechanical Man: The Physical Basis of Intelligent Life [1968] 

He studied behavior and cognition. 

 

Michael S. Gazzaniga [Gazzaniga, Michael S.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1970 to 1992 

Bisected Brain [1970]; Integrated Mind [1978: with Joseph LeDoux]; Social Brain [1980]; Nature's Mind [1992] 

He lived 1939 to ? and developed interpreter theory. 

 

Gordon G. Gallup [Gallup, Gordon G.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1970 to 1998 

Chimpanzees: self-recognition [1970]; Animal Self-awareness: A Debate. Can Animals Empathize? Yes [1998] 

Chimpanzees, orangutans, bonobos, and humans over two years old can use their reflections in mirrors to perceive 

their bodies and direct actions. They can recognize themselves and have sense of self. Gorillas, monkeys, and children 

under two do not. 

 

Gerhard Werner [Werner, Gerhard] 

psychologist 

USA 

1974 to 1990 

Feature Extraction by Neurons and Behavior [1974: editor]; Performance evaluation with stochastic graphs of 

parallel programming in multiprocessors with study method [1990: with Franz Sötz] 

He studied pattern recognition. 

 

Daniel Wegner [Wegner, Daniel] 

psychologist 

USA 

1980 to 2002 



Self in Prosocial Action [1980]; White Bears and Other Unwanted Thoughts [1989]; You can't always think what 

you want [1992]; Apparent mental causation: Sources of the experience [1999: with Thalia P. Wheatley]; Illusion of 

Conscious Will [2002] 

He lived 1948 to ? and invented the priority principle [Wegner, 2002]. 

 

Robert Jastrow [Jastrow, Robert] 

psychologist 

USA 

1981 

Enchanted Loom [1981] 

He studied brain anatomy. 

 

Donald R. Griffin [Griffin, Donald R.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1981 to 2001 

Question of Animal Awareness [1981]; Animal Thinking [1984]; Animal Minds [2001] 

He studied animals. 

 

Yoh-Han Pao [Pao, Yoh-Han] 

psychologist 

USA 

1982 

Context-Directed Pattern Recognition and Machine Intelligence Techniques for Information Processing [1982: with 

George W. Ernst] 

He studied pattern recognition. 

 

Andras Pellionisz [Pellionisz, Andras] 

psychologist 

USA 

1982 

Brain modeling by tensor network theory and computer simulation [1982: with R. Llinas] 

He studied mental models. 

 

Stoyan O. Kableshkov [Kableshkov, Stoyan O.] 

psychologist 

Russia 

1983 

Anthropocentric Approach to Computing and Reactive Machines [1983] 

He studied mental models. 

 

John R. Anderson [Anderson, John R.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1983 to 1995 

Architecture of Cognition [1983]; Learning and Memory: An Integrated Approach [1995] 

He studied learning, memory, and cognition. 

 

Zenon W. Pylyshyn [Pylyshyn, Zenon W.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1984 

Computation and Cognition [1984] 

He lived 1937 to ?. 

 



Steven Pinker [Pinker, Steven] 

psychologist 

USA 

1985 to 2002 

Visual Cognition [1985]; Learnability and Cognition [1989]; Language Instinct [1994]; How the Mind Works 

[1997]; Blank Slate [2002] 

He studied language and cognition relative to genetics and environment. 

 

Max Delbruck [Delbruck, Max] 

psychologist 

Germany/USA 

1986 

Mind from Matter? [1986] 

He studied mind in animals. 

 

John J. Hopfield [Hopfield, John J.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1986 

Computing with Neural Circuits, A Model [1986: with David W. Tank] 

Computation has input data, data transformations, and output {solution, Hopfield}. Brain uses algorithms to 

transform sense input and brain memories into motor output. Connected, non-linear, graded-response units can model 

brain representations, transformations, and outputs. Models use continuous analog dynamic functions, which can 

optimize. 

 

Terry Winograd [Winograd, Terry] 

psychologist 

USA 

1986 

Understanding Computers and Cognition [1986: with Fernando Flores] 

He lived 1946 to ?. 

 

Susan Carey [Carey, Susan] 

psychologist 

USA 

1987 

Conceptual Change in Childhood [1987] 

She studied development. 

 

George Lakoff [Lakoff, George] 

psychologist 

USA 

1987 

Women, Fire and Dangerous Things [1987] 

He studied cognition. 

 

Mardi J. Horowitz [Horowitz, Mardi J.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1988 to 1998 

Psychodynamics and Cognition [1988] 

Unconscious interactions {psychodynamics} among motives, to achieve wishes, avoid potential threats, and use 

control processes, provide basis for personality and personality disorders. Control processes include defenses to prevent 

threats. 

 



Merlin Donald [Donald, Merlin] 

psychologist 

England 

1991 

Origins of the Modern Mind [1991] 

Brain and culture allow cognition. 

 

George Kampis [Kampis, George] 

biologist 

USA 

1991 

Self-Modifying systems in biology and cognitive science [1991] 

Algorithms cannot provide new information. 

 

Robert Rosen [Rosen, Robert] 

biologist 

USA 

1991 

Life Itself: A comprehensive Inquiry into the nature, origin, and fabrication of life [1991] 

Nature does not use computations or simulations. 

 

Gerald Fischbach [Fischbach, Gerald] 

psychologist 

USA 

1992 

Mind and Brain [1992] 

He studied brain anatomy. 

 

Doreen Kimura [Kimura, Doreen] 

psychologist 

USA 

1992 

Sex Differences in the Brain [1992] 

She studied gender brain differences. 

 

Joseph E. LeDoux [LeDoux, Joseph E.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1996 

Emotional Brain [1996] 

Amygdala quickly receives input from thalamus and gives emotional responses. Amygdala more slowly receives 

from cortex, which analyzes stimulus. 

 

Denise Dellarosa Cummins [Cummins, Denise Dellarosa] 

psychologist 

USA 

1998 

Evolution of Mind [1998: editor with Colin Allen] 

She studied brain evolution. 

 

Ian Glynn [Glynn, Ian] 

psychologist 

England 

1999 

Anatomy of Thought [1999] 

He studied brain anatomy. 



 

Michael Tomasello [Tomasello, Michael] 

psychologist 

USA 

1999 

Cultural Origins of Human Cognition [1999] 

Chimpanzees do not imitate but learn cultural traits by being in same situation. 

 

Philip D. Zelazo [Zelazo, Philip D.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1999 to 2007 

Developing theories of intention: Social understanding and self-control [1999: with Astington and Olson] 

He invented a consciousness model with conscious-content recursion levels (Levels of Consciousness model), from 

perception, to self-perception, to other minds, and to social competence. 

 

Gary Marcus [Marcus, Gary] 

psychologist 

USA 

2001 to 2004 

Algebraic Mind [2001]; Birth of the Mind [2004] 

He studied mind and brain. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History>Consciousness 

 

Sigmund Freud [Freud, Sigmund] 

psychoanalyst 

Austria 

1895 to 1939 

Studies in Hysteria [1895: with Marcel Breuer]; Project for a Scientific Psychology [1898 to 1899]; Interpretation of 

Dreams [1900]; Psychopathology of Everyday Life [1901]; Wit and its Relation to the Unconscious [1905]; Three 

Contributions to the Theory of Sexuality [1906]; Five Lectures on Psycho-Analysis [1909]; Totem and Taboo [1913]; 

Introductory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis [1915 to 1917]; Beyond the Pleasure Principle [1920]; Ego and the Id 

[1923]; Question of Lay Analysis [1926]; Civilization and Its Discontents [1930]; New Introductory Lectures on 

Psychoanalysis [1933]; Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety [1936]; Moses and Monotheism [1939]; Outline of Psycho-

Analysis [1939] 

He lived 1856 to 1939. He invented a psychodynamic topographic mental model [1900], with rational conscious 

awareness, rational preconscious memories, and irrational unconscious desires. Later [1926 to 1933], he invented a 

psychodynamic structural model, with id ("it" in German), ego ("I" in German), and superego ("above-me" in German). 

Dreams have meaning, can be about infantile wishes and thoughts, and have understandable symbols. Dream has 

images {manifest dream content}. Dreams have underlying ideas {latent dream content}, which are wishes, memories, 

and fantasies about emotional reactions that happened in early infancy. Latent content transforms into manifest content 

by condensation, displacement, dramatization, and representation, followed by secondary elaboration or revision 

{dream work}. Dream work tries to evade latent-content censorship by choosing acceptable manifest content. Dream 

transforms many or separated ideas into one image {condensation, dream}. Dream can attribute emotional significance 

to unimportant object {displacement, dream}. Dream can transpose thought into imagery. Dream can represent abstract 

ideas metaphorically by concrete images {representation, dream}. Dreams further distort or elaborate after waking 

{secondary elaboration}. Symbolic representations {primal symbolism} can be consistent in human dreams. Such 

symbols always have censored meaning, independent of manifest content, for example, symbols for male and female 

genitalia. Repetitive dreams reenact traumatic episode in recent experience. 

In diagnosing hysteria, he used free association to reveal unconscious desires and used proper interpretation to find 

hysteria causes. Neurosis can result as people actively try not to remember painful, distressing, or stressful events or try 

to repress desires, typically sexual desires {libido, Freud}, and become unconscious of their motivations {repression, 

Freud}. Desires begin in infantile sexual molestation {seduction theory}, incestual feelings, or sexual desire 

{polymorphous perversity}. 

However, many supposed experiences are imaginary fantasies that started in early years, even in infancy. 



Morals block instinctual motivations, causing conflict, which causes repression of motive into unconscious. Mind 

can repress memories, fantasies, and thoughts associated with painful, embarrassing, or anxious emotions. Mind breaks 

links between ideas and emotions, but mind cannot repress emotions, which build up unless released. From fear of 

punishment, drives cause anxiety. Repression causes desires to express in unusual or pathological ways. Repression of 

bad memories becomes available after age five. 

Repression causes amnesia about childhood. 

In neuroses, instinctual energy expresses itself in hysteria. If people can perceive what the ways actually mean, using 

analysis supplied by trained person, pathology can stop {psychoanalysis, Freud}. Revealing underlying emotion and 

drive can treat hysteria {abreaction, Freud}. He treated hysteria using hypnosis. Hypnosis can reenact experiences that 

cause hysteria, to express emotions freely {catharsis, emotion}. In psychoanalysis, hypnosis involves identification. 

Humor is mixture of incongruity, relief, and conflict theories [1905]. 

Sexual development starts in infancy with oral phase, then anal phase, and then sexual phase. Development can stop 

at any stage. Young children love opposite-sex parent and hate same-sex parent {Oedipus complex, Freud}. Child 

development can stop if rivalry with same-sex parent does not resolve through identification with parent. Child 

development can stop if sexual feelings for opposite-sex parent do not transfer to sexual partner outside family. 

Relationship between mother and child before this development stage affects oedipal impulses. 

People start with unconscious instinctual energy {id}, for needs, drives, impulses, and emotions, which uses no 

logic, ignores external reality, and depends on the pleasure principle. They develop rational conscious mental structures 

and processes {ego, Freud}, which reject id, from id and adapt to maximize pleasure and minimize unpleasant. They 

consciously learn morality, social values, and unconscious identification with parents and their values, which cause 

conscience, shame, guilt, and internal standard that regulates moral conduct {super-ego} {ego-ideal}, which represses 

bad thoughts and gets energy from id. Superego is part of ego and develops before age five or six {oedipal period}. 

Judgments and prohibitions internalize {introjection, Freud} in early childhood, before child is able to question them. 

Feelings of hostility towards either or both parents neutralize. Conscience originates in identifying with parents and 

repudiating childhood. Later, teachers, admired friends, and social and moral education influence superego. Successful 

personality development {ego strength} depends on defenses against instinctual drives and on adaptations to social 

situations. People can learn to accept society external authority more than their internal drives and values {adaptation, 

society}. 

Unconscious mind contains repressed fantasies, memories, and thoughts, which can be self-destructive. Unconscious 

impulses {death-wish} can wish to end individual existence. 

People have instinctual sexual-drive libido. Sexual energy builds up in body with unmet biological needs {cathexis}. 

Pleasure results when biological-need gratification discharges stored energy {pleasure principle}. Frustrating 

gratification builds stored energy {hypercathexis} and causes unpleasure. Failure to protect peripheral receptors from 

excessive or prolonged stimulation can cause unpleasure. Libido can channel into socially acceptable behavior 

{sublimation, desire}. 

Theology 

Eros is life instincts of sex libido, hunger, and thirst. Thanatos is death instincts of aggression, self-destruction, and 

sadism. Totems represent father, in oedipal conflict. Taboos represent, at first, renunciating incest. Religion involves 

love and fear of God. God is like father to religious believers, who are like his children. People wish this state to be true 

and so have illusion. 

 

Edward Bradford Titchener [Titchener, Edward Bradford] 

psychologist 

USA 

1901 to 1915 

Experimental Psychology: a Manual of Laboratory Practices [1901 and 1905]; Lectures on the Elementary 

Psychology of Feeling and Attention [1908]; Lectures on the Experimental Psychology of the Thought Processes 

[1904]; Text-book of Psychology [1909 to 1910]; Beginner's Psychology [1915] 

He lived 1867 to 1927, studied sensation and attention, and trained in introspection. He invented Titchener-circles 

illusion. He tried to catalog all mental elements, to find consciousness structure. Mind combines units to make objects 

and perceptions {structuralism, Titchener}. 

 

Carl Gustav Jung [Jung, Carl Gustav] 

psychologist 

Zurich, Switzerland 

1917 to 1961 



On the Psychology of the Unconsciousness [1917]; Psychology and Alchemy [1944]; Man and His Symbols [1944]; 

Mysterious Conjunctions [1956: about alchemy]; Memories, Dreams, Reflections [1961] 

He lived 1875 to 1961, founded a psychoanalysis variant {analytic psychology}, and studied psychoanalysis, 

symbols, myth, and cognitive styles. 

People have effects {personality complex} that make a personality type. Personality types are meditative, inhibited, 

and withdrawn {introversion, Jung}; outgoing, active, and lively {extroversion, Jung}; or mixture {ambiversion, Jung}. 

Personality types depend on two opposites: feeling compared to thinking and sensation compared to intuition. 

People develop in historical and cultural context, which gives life meaning, dignity, and purpose. People know 

unconsciousness culture, which has central objects {archetype, culture}. People also have primal symbols, which are 

innate and independent of history and culture. Dreams and visions include archetypes and symbols with emotional 

content, which all people share and which indicate destiny. 

People can undergo crisis in middle life and need to achieve mental integration {individuation, Jung}. 

Aesthetics 

Spontaneous emergence of archetypal forms shows that people have innate symbols universally accepted as 

beautiful. Aesthetic sensibility developed over millions of years, as people learned to make and use tools and to 

undertake cooperative projects. 

 

Georg Groddeck [Groddeck, Georg] 

psychoanalyst 

Austria 

1928 

Id [1928] 

He lived 1866 to 1934 and studied unconscious self. 

 

Edwin Garrigues Boring [Boring, Edwin Garrigues] 

psychologist 

USA 

1929 to 1950 

History of Experimental Psychology [1929 and 1950]; Sensation and Perception in the History of Experimental 

Psychology [1942] 

He lived 1886 to 1968, reviewed sensation and perception, and studied consciousness physical dimensions. 

 

Jacques Lacan [Lacan, Jacques] 

psychoanalyst 

Paris, France 

1932 to 1968 

On paranoid psychosis and its relationships with personality [1932]; Seminar of Jacques Lacan [1953 to 1960]; 

Language of the Self: The Function of Language in Psychoanalysis [1968] 

He lived 1901 to 1981 and interpreted Freud by comparing unconscious to language structures. Spoken language 

creates person. 

 

Fred Attneave [Attneave, Fred] 

psychologist 

USA 

1961 

In Defense of Homunculi [1961] 

He lived 1919 to ?. Reticular formation can be conscious. Homunculus can be new substance. It can need previous 

homunculi to know later ones. 

 

Benjamin Libet [Libet, Benjamin] 

physician 

USA 

1966 to 1993 

Brain stimulation and the threshold of conscious experience [1966]; Electrical stimulation of cortex in human 

subjects and conscious sensory aspects [1973]; Neurophysiology of Consciousness [1993]; Volitional Brain [1999: 

with Anthony Freeman and Keith Sutherland] 



He studied backward referral in time, Libet's delay, neuronal adequacy, readiness potential, and time-on theory 

[Libet, 1993]. Neural events can make experiences have unity {conscious mental field} (CMF). CMF can affect 

neurons and allows subjective experience. 

 

Roger W. Sperry [Sperry, Roger W.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1968 to 1985 

Hemisphere Deconnection and Unity in Conscious Awareness [1968]; Lateral specialization in the surgically 

separated hemispheres [1974]; Science and Moral Priority [1985] 

He lived 1913 to ? and studied split brain. Brains are neural-network collections. They regulate each other. 

Consciousness emerges from activities in neural networks, and consciousness regulates networks. 

 

Carlos Castaneda [Castaneda, Carlos] 

psychologist 

USA 

1968 to 1993 

Teachings of Don Juan [1968]; Separate Reality [1971]; Journey to Ixtlan [1973]; Power of Silence [1987] 

He lived 1925 to 1998 and talked about peyote and consciousness. 

 

Endel Tulving [Tulving, Endel] 

psychologist 

Canada 

1972 to 1983 

Organization of Memory [1972: editor with W. Donaldson]; Elements of Episodic Memory [1983] 

He lived 1927 to ? and studied autonoetic consciousness and noetic consciousness [Tulving, 1983]. 

 

Philip N. Johnson-Laird [Johnson-Laird, Philip N.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1972 to 1988 

Psychology of Reasoning [1972]; Mental Models [1983]; Computer and the Mind [1988] 

Consciousness is like computer operating system. 

 

Julian Jaynes [Jaynes, Julian] 

psychologist 

USA 

1976 

Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind [1976] 

He lived 1920 to 1997. Consciousness arose when brain hemispheres acquired different specialized functions and 

unified them. Even at Homer's time, mind was not aware of itself. People seem not to have will or mind. They acted 

based on thoughts or impulses seemingly from separate places, which they attributed to gods. Left and right 

hemispheres were separate. As left hemisphere specialized for language, it allowed introspection, control, and 

integration. 

 

Robert E. Ornstein [Ornstein, Robert E.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1977 to 1997 

Psychology of Consciousness [1977 and 1986]; Evolution of Consciousness [1991]; Right Mind [1997] 

Brain has many modules that act together. 

 

Gerald M. Edelman [Edelman, Gerald M.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1978 to 2004 



Mindful Brain: Cortical Organization and the Group-Selective Theory of Higher Brain Function [1978: with Vernon 

B. Mountcastle]; Neural Darwinism: The Theory of Neuronal Group Selection [1987]; Topobiology: an Introduction to 

Molecular Embryology [1988]; Remembered Present: A Biological Theory of Consciousness [1989]; Bright Air, 

Brilliant Fire: On the Matter of the Mind [1992]; Universe of Consciousness: How Matter Becomes Imagination [2000: 

with Guilio Tononi]; Wider than the Sky [2004] 

He studied developmental selection, dynamic core, experiential selection, neural Darwinism, and neuronal-group 

selection [Edelman, 2003]. 

 

Douglas Hofstadter [Hofstadter, Douglas] 

computer scientist 

USA 

1979 to 2007 

Godel, Escher, Bach: an Eternal Golden Braid [1979]; Mind's I [1982: with Daniel Dennett, editors]; I Am a Strange 

Loop [2007] 

Mental events are recursive self-representational loops {strange loop}. The physical basis of loops is the molecular-

behavioral loop. Consciousness is higher-order thoughts or reports accompanying unconscious mental states, so brain 

can monitor itself {higher-order thought, Hofstadter}. This control system allows recursion through self-

representations. Mental states have different levels. 

Brain has complex patterns, some of which are self-referentional. Lower animals, mammals, primates, children, 

adults, brain-damaged adults, and senescent people have no, some, half, medium, or high self-reference. Also, self-

reference can have one, some, many, or infinite numbers of levels. People can nest things to infinite self-reference. 

Brain complex patterns are entirely physical at microscopic levels but have descriptions, and causes and effects, that 

use intentions at higher levels. Self-reference threatens paradox, runaway feedback, inconsistency, and incompleteness. 

Strange loops feed back, cross levels, and go back to previous loop stages. 

By the theory of types, a set cannot contain itself and a proposition cannot refer to itself. 

A true proposition has a proof, which makes it true. A false proposition has no proof, showing it is false. False 

propositions lead to contradictions. 

A different integer can represent each symbol. The sequence of primes can represent each position in a string. The 

prime raised to the integer represents the symbol at the position. For example, if symbol = is at position 1 and integer 5 

represents symbol =, 2^5 = 32 represents the string "=". For more than one position, multiply the primes raised to 

powers. For example, if integer 2 represents symbol 4, the string "= 4" can be 2^5 * 3^2 = 288. In reverse, knowing the 

number 288 (Gödel number) and factoring into primes gives the symbol string. Formulas and Gödel numbers have one-

to-one mapping and so are analogous. Their meanings are the same, but the concepts differ. Natural numbers can 

represent any pattern, have unlimited expressivity, and are like universal language. 

Formal systems cannot prove that a Gödel number is the number of a true formula. 

Symbol strings can represent propositions and inference rules, or not. Proofs derive propositions from previous 

propositions using rules of inference, and arithmetic calculations on proposition and rule Gödel numbers are equivalent 

to proofs. Proofs have Gödel numbers. 

Some proposition Gödel numbers are in a system, as valid formulas, and the rest are out. Valid formulas come 

recursively from earlier valid formulas and must get larger. Some proposition Gödel numbers are valid formulas and 

provable. Provable formulas come recursively from earlier valid formulas and can be smaller or larger. 

By describing Gödel numbers using their computation methods, formulas can contain their Gödel numbers. 

Proposition subjects and verb phrases have smaller Gödel numbers than whole propositions. Propositions can have verb 

phrases as subjects. Propositions about themselves are not provable. 

In formal systems, proofs always find true propositions (consistency). If propositions about themselves were 

provable, formal systems find that the statement "propositions about themselves are not provable" is false. This is 

inconsistent. 

Formal systems can prove all true propositions (completeness). If propositions about themselves are not provable, 

formal systems cannot find the true statement "propositions about themselves are not provable". This is incomplete. 

I is a symbol that perception sometimes triggers in brains. I becomes larger over development, with more 

perceptions, results of actions, memories, beliefs, goals, feelings, and imaginings. Brain has structures larger than 

molecules and neurons and even neuron assemblies and brain regions. Such structures correspond with objects and 

events in the physical world and so are analogies. 

Brains have many symbols and can make symbol patterns. Some brains can make symbol patterns that refer to 

symbol patterns. Symbol patterns can communicate. 

Universal Turing machines can read and write descriptions of themselves (and so any machine). 



 

Geoffrey Underwood [Underwood, Geoffrey] 

psychologist 

USA 

1979 

Aspects of Consciousness [1979: editor with Robin Stevens] 

He studied forgetting and learning transfer. 

 

Colin McGinn [McGinn, Colin] 

psychologist 

England 

1982 to 1999 

Character of Mind [1982]; Subjective View [1983]; Mental Content [1989]; Problem of Consciousness: Essays 

Toward a Resolution [1991]; Mysterious Flame [1999] 

Consciousness contents are either sensory or propositional. Sensory content is mental image or actual object. 

Propositional content is statement. Content is what people are aware of, rather than conscious state itself. 

Perhaps, minds cannot understand or explain consciousness {mysterianism, McGinn}. People cannot perceive or 

conceive how brain can make consciousness. Thinking is always spatial but consciousness is non-spatial. People can 

only understand something if it has simpler parts, parts have relations and combine in specific ways, and combinations 

let properties emerge {Combinatorial Atomism with Lawlike Mappings} (CALM). Introspection is knowledge by 

acquaintance and needs no concepts or thinking. Introspection shows that consciousness is not spatial. 

Perhaps, before universe origin, everything had no matter, mass, size, or shape. Perhaps, consciousness is about non-

spatial-property worlds. Complex brains somehow enable recreating that reality. 

Philosophical problems have four answer types: deflationary reductionism, irreducibility, magical, eliminativism 

(DIME). 

 

Peter E. Morris [Morris, Peter E.] 

psychologist 

England 

1983 

Imagery and Consciousness [1983: with Peter J. Hampson] 

He studied imagery. 

 

Ray Jackendoff [Jackendoff, Ray] 

psychologist 

USA 

1983 to 2002 

Semantics and Cognition [1983]; Consciousness and the Computational Mind [1987]; Semantic Structures [1990]; 

Languages of the Mind [1992]; Patterns in the Mind [1993]; Foundations of Language [2002] 

He studied information structure and intermediate-level theory of consciousness [Jackendoff, 2002]. 

 

Stephen LaBerge [LaBerge, Stephen] 

psychologist 

USA 

1985 to 1990 

Lucid Dreaming [1985]; Exploring the World of Lucid Dreaming [1990] 

He lived 1947 to ?. People can be aware that they are dreaming when they have lucid dreaming, in phasic REM 

sleep. They can perform voluntary acts, such as moving eyeballs and changing breathing rate, but REM inhibits other 

muscles. 

 

Ernest R. Hilgard [Hilgard, Ernest R.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1986 

Divided Consciousness: Multiple Controls in Human Thought and Action [1986] 

He invented neo-dissociation theory. 



 

Guy Claxton [Claxton, Guy] 

psychologist 

England 

1986 to 1997 

Beyond Therapy [1986: editor]; Noises from the Darkroom [1994]; Hare Brain Tortoise Mind [1997] 

When brain evolved to respond quickly to emergency by having high alertness, consciousness began as just 

concomitant. As people came to have continuing little emergencies, consciousness persisted. 

 

Lawrence Weiskrantz [Weiskrantz, Lawrence] 

psychologist 

England 

1986 to 1997 

Blindsight [1986]; Consciousness Lost and Found [1997] 

Amnesiacs can respond to cues {priming, Weiskrantz} and so improve ability to recognize [1968: with Elizabeth 

Warrington]. He asked subjects to press key and give commentary about whether they perceived stimulus 

{commentary-key paradigm}. 

 

Marian Stamp Dawkins [Dawkins, Marian Stamp] 

psychologist 

England 

1987 

Through Our Eyes Only? The Search for Animal Consciousness [1987] 

Animals can suffer. Measuring suffering level observes effort that animal exerts to avoid or escape from cause. 

Animals with more complex behaviors probably can have more suffering. Animals with more complex physiology 

probably can have more suffering. Animals use signals, such as skin color. They also can recognize species individuals 

and other species. 

 

Bernard J. Baars [Baars, Bernard J.] 

psychologist 

England 

1988 to 1997 

Cognitive Theory of Consciousness [1988]; In the Theater of Consciousness [1997] 

He lived 1946 to ? and studied contrastive analysis, deep context, global workspace, self-concept, and self-systems. 

Global workplace is an extended reticular thalamocortical activating system (ERTAS) [Baars, 2002]. 

 

Vilayanur S. Ramachandran [Ramachandran, Vilayanur S.] 

psychologist 

India 

1988 to 2001 

Perception of shape from shading [1988]; Phantoms in the Brain [1998: with Sandra Blakeslee]; Synaesthesia: a 

window into perception, thought and language [2001: with Edward M. Hubbard]; Hearing Colors, Tasting Shapes 

[2003: with Edward M. Hubbard]; Brief Tour of Human Consciousness [2004] 

He lived 1951 to ?. He invented the bumps and hollows illusion and studied filling-in. He developed Utilitarian 

Theory of Perception. Perhaps, people produce art to play or to gain pleasure, to stimulate perceptions and exercise art 

laws. Perhaps, people produce art to show hand-eye coordination and attract mates. Perhaps, people want art to show 

wealth and attract mates, so they order art. Perhaps, people rehearse abstracting future activity. Perhaps, art has ten 

universal laws. Art shows and possibly amplifies individual differences from average {peak shift}. Art discovers 

abstract triggers of perception used by brain to recognize objects and possibly amplifies them. Perception groups 

surfaces that share feature to make one object {grouping}, so art uses shared features. Mind has to solve problems to 

perceive {perceptual problem solving}, so art encourages camouflage and ambiguity. Art uses as few features as 

possible in the outline {understatement, art} {isolation, art}. Art uses composition with balanced opposites {contrast, 

art}. Art uses composition with various symmetry forms {symmetry, art}. Art depicts universals, not chance or random 

coincidences. Art uses composition, including rhythm and repeats {repetition, art}, and arrangements of geometry and 

intensity {balance, art}. Art combines unrelated objects to emphasize feature {metaphor, art}. 

 



David Rosenthal [Rosenthal, David] 

psychologist 

USA 

1991 

Nature of Mind [1991] 

Consciousness is higher-order thoughts about representations {higher-order thought theory, Rosenthal} {meta-

representation, Rosenthal}. 

 

Stephen Stich [Stich, Stephen] 

psychologist 

USA 

1991 

From Folk Psychology to Cognitive Sciences [1991A] 

He developed a materialist psychology, with no mind {eliminative materialism, Stich}. 

 

Owen Flanagan [Flanagan, Owen] 

psychologist 

USA 

1991 to 2002 

Science of the Mind [1991]; Consciousness Reconsidered [1992]; Dreaming Souls [2000]; Problem of the Soul 

[2002] 

He studied mind and dreaming. 

 

Petra Stoerig [Stoerig, Petra] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1991 to 2002 

She lived 1957 to ? and studies blindsight. 

 

G. William Farthing [Farthing, G. William] 

psychologist 

USA 

1992 

Psychology of Consciousness [1992] 

He studied amnesia. 

 

A. David Milner [Milner, A. David] 

psychologist 

USA 

1992 

Neuropsychology of Consciousness [1992: with M. D. Rugg] 

 

Semir Zeki [Zeki, Semir] 

psychologist 

USA 

1992 to 1993 

Visual Image in Mind and Brain [1992]; Vision of the Brain [1993] 

He studied microconsciousness [Zeki, 1998] and essential nodes [Zeki, 2001]. In area V5, cells detect spot or line 

motion direction. In V4, cells detect color difference. Cells can respond to relative intensities at different wavelengths 

or to actual perceived color, which depends on surroundings. Adjacent to primary visual cortex, cells can detect line 

orientation, receptive fields are larger, and mapping varies. 

 

Kevin O'Regan [O'Regan, Kevin] 

psychologist 

England 

1992 to 2001 



He lived 1948 to ? and studied enactive perception. Perception depends on sense and motor actions. It is not about 

representation but about capacity to do something. 

 

Antonio Damasio [Damasio, Antonio] 

psychologist 

USA 

1992 to 2003 

Brain and Language [1992: with Hanna Damasio]; Descartes' Error: Emotion, Reason, and the Human Brain [1994]; 

Feeling of What Happens [1999]; Looking for Spinoza [2003] 

He studied extended consciousness, autobiographical self, core-self, proto-self, somatic marker, akinetic mutism, 

and epileptic automatism. 

Consciousness involves special brain regions, which attend to brain regions that regulate body. Wakefulness, 

attention, and consciousness are separate. Consciousness involves perceptions and emotion mental parts, because 

emotions precede consciousness. Consciousness is response but is not overt. 

Emotion is an innate pattern of chemical and neural responses to stimulus patterns. Emotions involve brainstem, 

hypothalamus, and basal forebrain, which regulate body. Reticular formation, cranial nerve nuclei, amygdala, anterior 

cingulate, and ventromedial prefrontal cortex send axons to periaqueductal gray (PAG), which coordinates emotions. 

Damage to ventromedial prefrontal cortex reduces social behaviors and emotions {prefrontal lobe syndrome}. Different 

emotions involve different brain regions. Emotions are automatic but learning and consciousness can affect them. 

Emotions lead to feelings, which involve cortex. 

Images become explicit, consciously or unconsciously, in mental space {image space}. Memory, recall, movement, 

attention, and image processing are in implicit unconscious mental space {dispositional space}. 

Symbols are mental image: spatial and temporal, concrete or abstract, conscious or unconscious, or mental patterns 

representing objects and concepts. Images depend on neural patterns of chemical and electrical activity. Mental uses 

symbols directly. 

Cerebral association cortex recognizes stimulus, which sends signals to amygdala to trigger emotional reaction, 

which sends to basal forebrain, hypothalamus, and brainstem to perform reaction. Brain senses body changes and 

conveys information to trigeminal nucleus, parabrachial nucleus, nucleus tractus solitarius, ventral medial thalamus, 

insula, anterior cingulate, and ventromedial frontal lobes to make emotional state. Mental states arising from brain 

sensory events are feelings, which are ideas about body state, having both thoughts and processing methods [Damasio, 

1999]. 

 

Susan Blackmore [Blackmore, Susan] 

psychologist 

England 

1992 to 2004 

Beyond the Body [1992]; Dying to Live [1993]; In Search of the Light [1996]; Meme Machine [1999]; 

Consciousness: An Introduction [2004]; Conversations on Consciousness [2006] 

She invented dying brain hypothesis. People copy and recombine memes {memetics}. Imitation development 

associates with big brains and language. Imitation also allowed sense of self and other [Blackmore, 2006]. 

 

Chris J. S. Clarke [Clarke, Chris J. S.] 

mathematician 

England 

1995 

Nonlocality of Mind [1995] 

Mind is non-local. 

 

Susan Greenfield [Greenfield, Susan] 

psychologist 

England 

1995 

Journey to the Centers of the Mind [1995]; Private Life of the Brain [2000]; Brain Story [2000]; Tomorrow's People 

[2003] 

She lived 1950 to ?. Consciousness level depends on brain size and complexity. 

 



Thomas Metzinger [Metzinger, Thomas] 

psychologist 

USA 

1995 to 2003 

Conscious Experience [1995: editor]; Neural Correlates of Consciousness [2000: editor]; Being No One: The Self-

Model Theory of Subjectivity [2003] 

He lived 1958 to ?. Experience is unity {Holon}. Experience involves model of self {self-model theory}. 

 

Steven Mithen [Mithen, Steven] 

psychologist 

England 

1996 

Prehistory of Mind [1996] 

Consciousness starts from social interaction but then needs to expand to link brain modules. Mammals gained 

general ability to make primates, then specialized language and culture to make early hominins, and then general ability 

to make modern humans. 

 

Stuart R. Hameroff [Hameroff, Stuart R.] 

anesthesiologist 

USA 

1996 to 1998 

Toward a Science of Consciousness: The First Tucson Discussions and Debates [1996: with Alfred W. Kaszniak and 

Anne C. Scott, editors]; Toward a Science of Consciousness II: The Second Tucson Discussions and Debates [1998: 

with Alfred W. Kaszniak and Anne C. Scott, editors] 

He lived 1947 to ?. Anesthetics can interact with brain-cell microtubules. 

 

David J. Chalmers [Chalmers, David J.] 

philosopher 

USA 

1996 to 2002 

Conscious Mind: In Search of a Fundamental Theory [1996] 

He lived 1966 to ?. Information is physical and phenomenal, and physical properties cause phenomenal properties, 

so same physical situation can cause different phenomena {double-aspect theory, information} {naturalistic dualism}, 

which is non-reductive. 

Judgments about experience have functional or physical explanations, but experience is not part of the explanation, 

even when the judgment is that experience is not physical or functional {paradox of phenomenal judgment}. 

If artificial parts replace neurons with same functions, do qualia fade {fading qualia}? 

If artificial parts switch back and forth with neurons with same functions, do qualia flip {dancing qualia}? 

How do brain processes cause sensations {hard problem, consciousness}? How do brain processes cause mental 

functions like perceiving, attending, waking, sleeping, moving voluntarily, and categorizing {easy problem, 

consciousness}? 

Consciousness supervenes on the physical but is a different reality type. Phenomena, conscious states, emerge from 

physical structures and functions according to laws. Before 1800, people thought electromagnetism was reducible to 

mechanics, but instead it became a new irreducible force. Phenomena are irreducible properties, not substances, of 

nature, requiring non-reductive theory. Experience properties, relations, and structures reflect nervous-system anatomy 

and physiology, as well as physical stimuli. Brain process can generate consciousness [Chalmers, 2000] [Chalmers, 

2002]. 

 

Jonathan Shear [Shear, Jonathan] 

psychologist 

USA 

1997 

Explaining Consciousness: The Hard Problem [1997: editor] 

 

Walter Schneider [Schneider, Walter] 

psychologist 



USA 

1997 

He invented, with Mark Pimm-Smith, a message-aware control mechanism, with inner loop for specific messages 

from sense modules, connected to controller with goals and attention. 

 

Charles P. Siewert [Siewert, Charles P.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1998 

Significance of Consciousness [1998] 

Thoughts {non-iconic thought} can have no images. 

 

Stanislas Dehaene [Dehaene, Stanislas] 

psychologist 

USA 

1998 to 2003 

He invented global neuronal workspace theory, in which neurons have permanent and temporary modules connected 

over long and short distances, for perception, memory, attention, emotion, evaluation, and action. 

 

Euan M. Macphail [Macphail, Euan M.] 

psychologist 

England 

1999 

Evolution of Consciousness [1999] 

Only humans are self-consciousness and feelings, because only they have language. 

 

Talis Bachmann [Bachmann, Talis] 

psychologist 

USA 

2000 

Microgenetic Approach to the Conscious Mind [2000] 

Perception uses temporal steps {microgenesis, Bachmann} [Bachmann, 2000]. 

 

Max Velmans [Velmans, Max] 

psychologist 

England 

2000 to 2007 

Understanding Consciousness [2000]; Investigating Phenomenal Consciousness [2000]; How Could Conscious 

Experiences Affect Brains? [2003]; Blackwell Companion to Consciousness [2007: with Susan Schneider] 

He lived 1942 to ? and is Critical Realist. Brain and mind are one, because physical world and experience have same 

place and time with similar intensities {reflexive monism}. He invented reflexive model of consciousness. 

 

George Mandler [Mandler, George] 

psychologist 

USA 

2002 

Consciousness Recovered [2002] 

 

Walter Freeman [Freeman, Walter] 

psychologist 

USA 

2003 to 2004 

He studied mind as neural dynamical system, in which waves have synchronous phase by phase locking and then 

transition to new phase. Brains are self-organizing systems in critical states that transition to global patterns. 

 



SOCI>Psychology>History>Emotion 

 

Stanley Schachter [Schachter, Stanley] 

psychologist 

USA 

1956 to 1959 

When Prophecy Fails [1956: with L. Festinger and H. Riecken]; Psychology of Affiliation [1959] 

He lived 1922 to 1997. People with high or low adrenaline have same moods and so chemical levels do not cause 

emotions, with Jerome Singer. Moods depend on social-situation cognition. Arousal accompanies fear, sex, anger, and 

elation. 

Differing expected and actual perception or cognition, or interrupting perception or cognition, produces 

undifferentiated autonomic nervous system arousal, especially in viscera. Arousal directs more attention to 

environment. General visceral arousal causes the feeling of emotion. 

Thought, past-experience, and environmental-signal differences cause emotion differences, not visceral-arousal 

differences. 

 

Daniel J. Povinelli [Povinelli, Daniel J.] 

psychologist 

England 

1998 

Animal Self-awareness: A Debate. Can Animals Empathize? Maybe Not [1998] 

Chimpanzees have a sense of self from their behavior, but no awareness of mental states. Chimpanzees look to 

where another is looking. Chimpanzees do not realize that others are not looking, though three-year old children do 

realize it in same situation. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History>Intelligence 

 

Alfred Binet [Binet, Alfred] 

psychologist 

Paris, France 

1903 

Experimental Study of Intelligence [1903]; Development of Intelligence in Children [1916: with Theodore Simon] 

He lived 1857 to 1911 and developed Binet intelligence scale and intelligence quotient. 

 

Edward Lee Thorndike [Thorndike, Edward Lee] 

psychologist 

USA 

1903 to 1911 

Educational Psychology [1903]; Animal Intelligence [1911] 

He lived 1874 to 1949 and studied learning, education, testing, and animal intelligence. He studied instrumental 

learning, law of effect, law of exercise, law of readiness, operant conditioning, puzzle-box, reinforcement, and learning 

transfer [Thorndike, 1911]. Imitation is seeing action, remembering it, and then doing it. 

 

Theodore Simon [Simon, Theodore] 

psychologist 

France 

1905 to 1916 

Development of Intelligence in Children [1916: with Binet] 

He lived 1872 to 1961 and invented intelligence test [1905], Binet-Simon Scale, with Binet. 

 

Lewis Madison Terman [Terman, Lewis Madison] 

psychologist 

USA 

1916 

Measurement of Intelligence [1916] 

He lived 1877 to 1956, invented Stanford-Binet test and Terman group intelligence tests, and studied gifted children. 



 

Ernst Kretschmer [Kretschmer, Ernst] 

psychiatrist 

Germany 

1921 to 1929 

Physique and Character [1921]; Psychology of Men of Genius [1929] 

He lived 1888 to 1964 and studied intelligence. 

 

Louis Leon Thurstone [Thurstone, Louis Leon] 

psychologist 

USA 

1924 to 1959 

Nature of Intelligence [1924]; Vectors of the Mind [1935]; Multiple-Factor Analysis [1947]; Measurement of Values 

[1959] 

He lived 1887 to 1955. He worked on psychometrics, army recruiting tests, mental qualities, attitude scales, learning 

curves, mental development units, intelligence tests, multiple factor analyses, and psychoneurotic tendencies. 

 

Cyril Lodowic Burt [Burt, Cyril Lodowic] 

psychologist 

Britain 

1925 to 1940 

Young Delinquent [1925]; Backward Child [1937]; Factors of the Mind [1940] 

He lived 1883 to 1971. He studied individual ability and character differences and how heredity determined 

differences. He developed statistical methods to quantify what differed among people {factor analysis, Burt}. He 

invented a verbal reasoning test. 

 

David Wechsler [Wechsler, David] 

psychologist 

USA 

1935 to 1939 

Range of Human Capacities [1935]; Measurement of Adult Intelligence [1939]; Measurement and Appraisal of 

Adult Intelligence [1958] 

He lived 1896 to 1981, studied verbal and performance intelligence {Wechsler Bellevue Scale} [1939], and invented 

WAIS test [1955]. 

 

Joy Paul Guilford [Guilford, Joy Paul] 

psychologist 

USA 

1950 to 1982 

Nature of Human Intelligence [1967]; Cognitive psychology's ambiguities: Some suggested remedies [1982] 

He lived 1897 to 1967 and studied intellectual structure {Structure of Intellect}. 

 

Jacob Getzels [Getzels, Jacob] 

psychologist 

USA 

1962 to 1976 

Creativity and Intelligence [1962]; Creative Vision [1976: with M. Csikszentmihalyi] 

He lived 1912 to 2001 and studied creativity and intelligence. 

 

Howard Gardner [Gardner, Howard] 

psychologist 

USA 

1975 to 1983 

Shattered Mind [1975]; Frames of Mind [1983] 

He lived 1943 to ?. Intelligence is problem-solving ability. 

 



David Premack [Premack, David] 

psychologist 

USA 

1976 to 1986 

Intelligence in Ape and Man [1976]; Gavagai! or Rabbit! [1986] 

He lived 1925 to ? and studied ape intelligence and natural language. 

 

Horace F. Judson [Judson, Horace F.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1980 

Search for Solutions [1980] 

He studied problem-solving. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History>Learning 

 

George Humphrey [Humphrey, George] 

psychologist 

Britain 

1935 to 1951 

Nature of Learning [1935]; Thinking: Its Experimental Psychology [1951] 

He lived 1889 to 1966 and studied conditioning and learning. 

 

Robert M. Gagné [Gagné, Robert M.] 

psychologist 

France 

1962 to 1977 

Conditions of Learning and Theory of Instruction [1977] 

He lived 1916 to 2002 and studied cumulative learning theory [Gagné, 1977]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History>Memory 

 

Hermann Ebbinghaus [Ebbinghaus, Hermann] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1880 to 1890 

On Memory [1885] 

He lived 1850 to 1909 and tried to find human-memory laws [1880 to 1890]. He invented novel syllables {nonsense 

syllable, Ebbinghaus}, with vowel between two consonants, to ensure learning had no previous associations. Memories 

can last for minutes or longer. Repetition strengthens memory. Memory content involves storing basic units, such as 

shapes, sizes, motions, and qualities. Memory strength is number of stored or recalled units. Complex memories have 

same laws as basic unit memories. 

 

Théodule Ribot [Ribot, Théodule] 

psychologist 

Paris, France 

1884 

Diseases of Memory [1884] 

He lived 1839 to 1916 and studied retrograde amnesia. Brain injury damages recent memories more than older ones 

{Ribot's law, Ribot}. 

 

Sergei Korsakoff [Korsakoff, Sergei] 

neuropsychiatrist 

Russia 

1887 to 1893 

Alcohol Paralysis [1887]; Diseases of Memory and Their Diagnosis [1890]; Textbook of Psychiatry [1893] 



He lived 1854 to 1900, discovered amnesia type [1887], and studied Korsakoff syndrome [Korsakoff, 1887]. 

 

Georg Elias Müller [Müller, Georg Elias] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1893 to 1900 

Experimental Contributions to the Science of Memory [1900: with Alfons Pilzecker] 

He lived 1850 to 1934 and studied memory consolidation over time [1893: with Alfons Pilzecker]. 

 

Frederic Charles Bartlett [Bartlett, Frederic Charles] 

psychologist 

Britain 

1923 to 1939 

Psychology and Primitive Culture [1923]; Remembering [1932]; Study of Society [1939] 

He lived 1886 to 1969 and helped found cognitive psychology. He used reaction times and image rotation to learn 

about representation properties. He studied memory using stories and pictures. 

Organisms must understand current situation to know how to behave and so search for meaning in environment. 

Perceiving, recognition, imaging, and recall are for meaning. Thinking uses past experience to solve problems and 

choose from possible solutions. Thinking is skill, which improves with instruction and practice, by interpolation or 

extrapolation. 

Memory is construction from all mental information representations and is easy to forget and distort. 

Memory and recall have no basic units, because stimuli have multiple responses. Random words or nonsense 

syllables can have related meanings but do not have higher-level categories, making them poor memory test, because 

abstract higher-level categories are important for memory. 

Structures organize motor events, integrate/relate/give meaning to objects and events, and interpret {schema, 

Bartlett}. Schemas are at every meaning level in semantic hierarchies. Schemas also underlie memory strength. 

Memory strength depends on object and event relation to constructed schema. Memory content is more meaningful if it 

matches schema. The schema can alter memory content to fit schema and improve understanding and meaning. People 

remember meaningful content better. 

Stories, descriptions, and pictures have meaning. Confusing sentences in stories can test if recall is less and/or 

distorted, because they cannot be meaningful. People recall ambiguous, complex, unexpected, out-of-context, or 

illogical sentences relative to constructed schema more weakly and/or with more changes. Higher-order schemas 

isolate and connect sentences, which integrate with different strengths. 

People remember sentences that evoke emotion more strongly, because they integrate more, not match cues more. 

Perceptual codes have no hierarchy. Semantic codes have hierarchy and so last longer. 

Memories weaken over time and people can forget them. 

 

Edouard Claparède [Claparède, Edouard] 

psychologist/educator 

Switzerland 

1924 

On Psychoanalysis [1924] 

He lived 1873 to 1940, studied human brain-injury and disease psychological consequences, and studied visual 

object-recognition defects. Amnesic states can have partial recent-memory preservation {implicit memory, Claparède}. 

 

John McGeoch [McGeoch, John] 

psychologist 

USA 

1932 to 1942 

Psychology of Human Learning [1942] 

He lived 1897 to 1942. Long-term memories do not change or weaken over time [1932]. 

 

Aleksandr Romanovich Luria [Luria, Aleksandr Romanovich] 

psychologist 

Russia 

1932 to 1980 



Nature of Human Conflicts [1932]; Role of Speech in the Regulation of Normal and Abnormal Behavior [1961]; 

Higher Cortical Functions in Man [1962]; Mind of a Mnemonist [1968]; Traumatic Aphasia [1970]; Working Brain 

[1973]; Man with a Shattered World; Basic Problems in Neurolinguistics [1976] 

He lived 1902 to 1977 and studied emotional-stress effects on human motor reactions. He studied eidetic imagery 

[Luria, 1980]. 

 

Donald Hebb [Hebb, Donald] 

psychologist 

Canada 

1949 to 1985 

Organization of Behavior [1949] 

He lived 1904 to 1985. Memory and information distribute among cortex cell assemblies. Synapses strengthen if 

presynaptic activity correlates with postsynaptic activity {Hebb rule}. Hebbian rules can only find large input 

correlations, like interactions between self-generated actions and perceptions. For example, neurons can correlate 

saccadic eye movements with neuron responses to find motion direction. Eye movement signals that direct saccades to 

objects initiate object representation. Network circuits {Hebbian circuit} can learn only if receiving part alters sending-

part behavior. 

 

Brenda Milner [Milner, Brenda] 

psychologist 

England/Canada 

1953 to 1962 

Memory troubles accompanying lesions [1962] 

She lived 1918 to ?. 

 

William Beecher Scoville [Scoville, William Beecher] 

psychologist 

Canada 

1953 to 1962 

Loss of Recent Memory After Bilateral Hippocampal Lesions [1957: with Brenda Milner] 

He lived 1906 to 1984. He studied H.M. [1953], who had no bilateral temporal lobes or hippocampus after surgery 

and did not make long-term memories, though he learned motor tasks [1962: with Brenda Milner]. 

Another William Scoville used parts per million of capsicum {SHU scale} to measure hot pepper heat [1912]. 

 

George Miller [Miller, George] 

psychologist 

USA 

1956 to 1962 

Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing Information [1956]; 

Psychology: The Science of Mental Life [1962] 

He lived 1920 to ?. Concepts or perceptions can be chunks of previous concepts or perceptions [1956]. Number of 

chunks that people can keep in immediate memory is seven, plus or minus two. Perhaps, chunking synchronizes 

information subsets into units. 

 

Donald E. Broadbent [Broadbent, Donald E.] 

psychologist 

England 

1958 to 1971 

Perception and Communication [1958]; Decision and Stress [1971] 

He lived 1926 to 1993 and studied Broadbent filtering effect, cocktail party effect, filter theory, memory position 

effects, primacy effect, and recency effect [Broadbent, 1958]. 

 

Ulrich Neisser [Neisser, Ulrich] 

psychologist 

USA 

1967 to 1982 



Cognitive Psychology [1967]; Memory Observed: Remembering in Natural Contexts [1982] 

He lived 1928 to ?. Memory is like reconstructing dinosaur from bones alone. 

 

Richard C. Atkinson [Atkinson, Richard C.]/Richard M. Shiffrin [Shiffrin, Richard M.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1968 

Human Memory: a proposed system and its control processes [1968] 

They studied memory. 

 

Marvin Minsky [Minsky, Marvin] 

psychologist 

USA 

1968 to 1985 

Semantic Information Processing [1968: editor]; Society of Mind [1985] 

He lived 1927 to ?. Systems have interacting subsystems {agent} that perform actions for whole system. Agents take 

input and produce output. Systems perform actions for makers. Agents can restore other agents to previous states {K-

line}. Brain agents {polyneme} can initiate processes in other agencies, which use learning and memory to act on 

signals. Agents can trigger other agents with unknown learned behaviors to respond, like triggering memory. Agents 

can cause agents with known fixed behaviors to act in coordinated ways {isonome}. They activate short-term memory 

in other agencies and coordinate activities. Similar temporary agents {pronome} hold and move mental-state active 

fragments. Agents can act directly on outside world. Knowledge-agent {microneme} combinations activate word 

agents. Agents can be forms {frame}. Form nodes can hold lower agent types. Nodes have default agents. 

People can mistake failure of imagination for insight into necessity {philosophers' syndrome}. 

 

Elizabeth Warrington [Warrington, Elizabeth] 

psychologist 

England 

1968 to 1995 

Study of learning and retention in amnesic patients [1968: with Lawrence Weiskrantz]; Single and multiple 

component central dyslexic syndromes [1980: with Tim R. Shallice]; Selective impairment in manipulating arabic 

numerals [1995: with Lisa Cipolotti and Brian Butterworth] 

Small cerebral-cortex lesions can reduce object-category knowledge {category-specific knowledge}: frontal and 

parietal {manipulation category} or temporal {vision category}. Word categories can be lost. 

 

John Z. Young [Young, John Z.] 

biologist 

England/USA 

1976 to 1978 

Evolution of Memory [1976]; Programs in the Brain [1978] 

He described selectionist theory of memory. 

 

Gordon Bower [Bower, Gordon] 

psychologist 

USA 

1976 to 1983 

Emotion and Social Judgments [1978]; Mood and Memory [1981]; Reminding and mood-congruent memory [1983: 

with S. G. Gilligan] 

Mood induces memories with similar mood. 

 

Elizabeth Loftus [Loftus, Elizabeth] 

psychologist 

USA 

1977 to 1995 

Shifting human color memory [1977]; Eyewitness testimony [1979]; Myth of Repressed Memory [1994: with K. 

Ketcham]; Formation of False Memories [1995: with J. E. Pickrell] 



She studied co-existence hypothesis, erasure hypothesis, and inhibition hypothesis [Loftus and Ketcham, 1994]. 

 

Roger Schank [Schank, Roger] 

psychologist 

USA 

1977 to 1997 

Scripts, Plans, Goals and Understanding [1977: with Robert P. Abelson]; Dynamic Memory [1981]; Dynamic 

Memory Revisited [1997] 

From repeated experience, people build knowledge structures that provide background information and default 

settings for processes {script, Schank}. Structures coordinate event sequence. People have many scripts and need to 

realize which script to use. As rule sets {rules of script}, scripts can predict. Scripts include all scenes and events 

related to process. Scenes and events share some features but not others, and scripts note differences. 

People can plan events {plan application}, to reach goals that brain monitors for progress {goal tracking}. Memory 

{dynamic memory, brain} must be able to change, learn, include new information, and relate information to previous 

information. 

People also remember scenes. People have general and abstract memory structures and processes, as well as scripts, 

which guide scene attention and selection. 

People notice what deviates from general structures and incorporate the information into general knowledge if it 

repeats. Stimuli remind of previous scenes, scripts, and general knowledge structures {processing-based reminding}. 

Organizing memories causes more reminding. Mental processing includes reminding, which uses same structures as 

storing memories and processing input. Process repeats same structures for similar thing and has reminding. 

Understanding is remembering similar situation. Reminding becomes less as object or event integrates more and 

becomes unconscious. 

Unexpected events add pointers and indexes to script to note differences and exceptions. People do not expect new 

things only if they see them in context in which they expected something else, so there must be conscious attention, 

thwarted goal, or difference from previous thing, not just something entirely new or meaningless. 

Memories, reminding, and processing are simultaneous in script application, plan application, and goal tracking. 

Story always involves goal, why. In trying to reach goal, people can fail to perform obvious subgoals {goal 

subsumption failure}, face obstacles, move toward new goal, or have more than one goal. 

People can search memory intentionally. Scenes connect by higher order knowledge structures {memory 

organization packet, scene} (MOP). Abstract concepts connect by higher order knowledge structures {thematic 

organization packet, Schank} (TOP). 

Consciousness is just observing unconscious mental processing. It is for learning explanations, applying rules, and 

questioning, but it interferes with well-learned activities. 

 

Randolf Menzel [Menzel, Randolf] 

psychologist 

USA 

1978 

Learning and Memory in Bees [1978: with Jochen Erber] 

 

Alan Baddeley [Baddeley, Alan] 

psychologist 

England 

1982 to 1996 

Your Memory: A User's Guide [1982 and 1996]; Working Memory [1986]; Human Memory: Theory and Practice 

[1990] 

He studied articulatory loop. He invented working-memory models, with visuospatial sketchpads, phonological 

loops, and episodic buffers [Baddeley, 1990]. Working memory connects to executive and long-term memory. 

 

Patricia Goldman-Rakic [Goldman-Rakic, Patricia] 

psychologist 

USA 

1992 

Working Memory and the Mind [1992] 

Frontal lobe region is for working memory. 



 

Larry R. Squire [Squire, Larry R.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1992 

Encyclopedia of Learning and Memory [1992] 

He studied learning and memory. 

 

Stephen J. Ceci [Ceci, Stephen J.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1994 to 2000 

Memory Work: The royal road to false memories? [1994: with E. Loftus]; Jeopardy in the Courtroom [1995: with 

Maggie Bruck]; Psychological Science in the Public Interest [2000: with R. A. Bjork] 

Preschool children are easily suggestible about past events. 

 

Daniel L. Schacter [Schacter, Daniel L.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1996 to 2001 

Searching for Memory: The Brain, the Mind, and the Past [1996]; Seven Sins of Memory [2001] 

Memory allows efficient coding, search, retrieval, generalization, discrimination, adaptation, and survival. Brain has 

sensory Specialized Knowledge Modules, which can activate reflexes and awareness, and reasoning and acting 

Executive System, which can inform consciousness of plans, activate habits, control senses, and respond voluntarily. 

Intermediate system {conscious awareness system} integrates information from modules for use by executive system 

and exchanges information with episodic memory. Executive only uses conscious information. He studied memory 

transience. He invented Dissociable Interactions and Conscious Experience (DICE) model, with consciousness-

awareness system connected to executive, memory, response system, and lexical, conceptual, spatial, facial, and self-

modules [Schacter, 2001]. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History>Perception 

 

Benedetto Castelli [Castelli, Benedetto] 

priest 

Rome, Italy 

1628 

On the Measurement of Running Waters [1628] 

He lived 1578 to 1643 and described Moon illusion and afterimages. 

 

Michel E. Chevreul [Chevreul, Michel E.] 

psychologist 

Paris, France 

1839 

On the law of simultaneous contrast of colors [1839] 

He lived 1786 to 1889 and invented Chevreul's array of progressively darker gray strips, which showed edge-

enhancement effects. 

 

Heinrich Lissauer [Lissauer, Heinrich] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1855 to 1890 

Contribution on the Pathological Anatomy of Tabes dorsalis [1885]; Case of visual agnosia with contribution to 

theory [1889]; Thalamus Lesions in Progressive Paralysis [1890: Lissauer's paralysis] 

He lived 1861 to 1891, found tractus dorsolateralis or Lissauer's tract [1855], and invented model for visual 

recognition [1890]. Patients can fail to form associations between memories and perceptions or fail to form perceptions 

{mind-blindness} [1879]. 



 

Gustav Theodor Fechner [Fechner, Gustav Theodor] 

philosopher/physicist 

Germany 

1860 to 1876 

Elements of Psychophysics [1860]; Pre-school of Aesthetics [1876] 

He lived 1801 to 1887. Sensation intensity is proportional to logarithm of stimulus {Weber-Fechner law, Fechner} 

{Weber's law, Fechner}. Logarithmic scale measures sensation intensity: S = k * log(I) + A, where S = sensation, k = 

relative-difference ratio, I = intensity, and A = absolute threshold. The law applies if sensations have categories 

{category scaling}. To detect just noticeable difference in sensation at higher intensities, stimulus intensity must 

increase in geometrical proportion. Sense qualities and psychological functions relate to stimuli {psychophysics, 

Fechner}. 

Aesthetics 

Method of paired comparisons can judge aesthetic preferences. 

 

Wilhelm Max Wundt [Wundt, Wilhelm Max] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1873 to 1920 

Principles of Physiological Psychology [1873 and 1920] 

He lived 1832 to 1920 and founded experimental and physiological psychology. He studied attention, apperception, 

sense processes, and reaction times. He trained himself in introspection [Wundt, 1873]. Melancholic and choleric 

emotional types of Galen have strong emotional reactions, but phlegmatic and sanguine emotional types do not. 

Epistemology 

Ideas are mental processes, not objects. Mind combines units to make objects and perceptions {structuralism, 

Wundt}. 

 

Hermann Munk [Munk, Hermann] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1878 to 1879 

He lived 1839 to 1900 used the term mind-blindness [1878] and found optic chiasm [1879]. 

 

E. Emmert [Emmert, E.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1881 

Large Environment Effects on Afterimages [1881] 

Visual afterimage has larger size if is thought to be far away and smaller size if it is thought to be nearby, so 

afterimage apparent size directly relates to apparent distance {Emmert's law, Emmert}. 

 

British Society for Psychical Research 

parapsychology group 

England 

1882 

Later, society for psychical research began in USA. 

 

Carl Stumpf [Stumpf, Carl] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1883 to 1890 

Psychology of Sound [1883 and 1890] 

He lived 1848 to 1936 and studied tone and music psychology {act psychology, Stumpf} at School of Graz. He 

studied experimental phenomenology [Stumpf, 1890]. 

 



James McKeen Cattell [Cattell, James McKeen] 

psychologist 

USA 

1886 to 1902 

Psychometric Investigation [1886]; Time of Perception as a Measure of Differences in Intensity [1902] 

He lived 1860 to 1944, experimentally tried hashish, and measured reaction times and small perception differences 

[1902]. 

 

George Trumbull Ladd [Ladd, George Trumbull] 

psychologist 

USA 

1887 

Elements of Physiological Psychology [1887] 

He lived 1842 to 1921 and studied perception and behavior physiology. 

 

Franz Carl Müller-Lyer [Müller-Lyer, Franz Carl] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1889 to 1896 

Optical Illusions [1889]; Concerning the Theory of Optical Illusions: on Contrast and Confluxion [1896] 

He lived 1857 to 1916 and invented illusion {Müller-Lyer illusion, Muller-Lyer} [1889]. Mind uses both figure and 

ground to perceive object {confluxion principle} {principle of confluxion}. 

 

Christian von Ehrenfels [Ehrenfels, Christian von] 

philosopher/psychologist 

Austria 

1891 

On Gestalt Qualities [1891] 

He lived 1859 to 1933. Shape or melody directly relates to sense-stimulation pattern, but perception infers and 

selects figure {gestalt, Ehrenfels} from ground. Shape or object has constancies and change directions, and these are 

the most-basic gestalt properties. 

 

George M. Stratton [Stratton, George M.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1896 to 1897 

Some preliminary experiments on vision without inversion of retinal image [1896] 

He lived 1865 to 1957. Distorting lenses make background appear to move at first, but soon users learn and 

background becomes stationary [1896 to 1897]. 

 

Joseph Jastrow [Jastrow, Joseph] 

psychologist 

Poland 

1896 to 1900 

Community of Ideas of Men and Women [1896]; Fact and Fable in Psychology [1900] 

He lived 1863 to 1944 and invented duck-rabbit illusion [1899], which relates to aspect perception using concepts. 

 

Robert Sessions Woodworth [Woodworth, Robert Sessions] 

psychologist 

USA 

1899 to 1954 

On the Accuracy of Voluntary Movement [1899]; Dynamic Psychology [1918]; Contemporary Schools of 

Psychology [1931]; Experimental Psychology [1938 and 1954] 

He lived 1869 to 1962, measured individual differences, and invented objective emotional-stability tests. 

 



Carl Pulfrich [Pulfrich, Carl] 

psychologist 

Jena, Germany 

1911 to 1922 

Stereoscopic Vision and Measurement [1911]; Stereoscopy in the Service of Isochromatic and Heterochromatic 

Photometry [1922] 

He lived 1858 to 1927. If people view pendulums with sunglasses over one eye and nothing over other eye, 

pendulums appear to move in elliptical paths, with depth {Pulfrich's pendulum} {Pulfrich stereophenomenon} [1921]. 

Perhaps, sunglass delays signal transmission from retina to brain {delay line explanation}, eye sees sunglass-filtered 

pendulum at previous position compared to uncovered eye, and different positions cause stereoscopic disparity and 

appearance of depth. 

Actually, eye adaptation to lower illumination causes delay. Depth effect also happens with stroboscopically lit 

objects and in television-set "snow". 

 

David Katz [Katz, David] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1911 to 1925 

World of Color [1911]; World of Touch [1925] 

He lived 1884 to 1953 and studied touch and color vision. 

 

Max Wertheimer [Wertheimer, Max] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1912 to 1945 

Experimental Study of Vision in Motion [1912]; Studies on the Theory of Gestalt [1923]; Productive Thinking 

[1943] 

He lived 1880 to 1943, founded Gestalt psychology, and studied apparent visual motion. 

 

William Halse Rivers [Rivers, William Halse] 

psychologist/ethnologist 

Britain 

1914 to 1923 

Kinship and Social Organization [1914]; History of Melanesian Society [1914]; Instinct and the Unconscious 

[1920]; Conflict and Dream [1923] 

He lived 1864 to 1922. He postulated that two forms of cutaneous sensation exist, broad {protopathic sensation} and 

narrow {epicritic sensation}. However, this theory is false. Many dreams are fantasy attempts to resolve current 

emotional problems. 

 

Edgar Rubin [Rubin, Edgar] 

psychologist 

Denmark 

1915 

Competing Visual Figures [1915] 

He lived 1886 to 1951 and studied figure and ground and vase-profile illusion [1915]. 

 

Kurt Koffka [Koffka, Kurt] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1924 to 1935 

Growth of the Mind [1924]; Principles of Gestalt Psychology [1935] 

He lived 1886 to 1941 and helped found Gestalt psychology. 

 

Wolfgang Köhler [Köhler, Wolfgang] 

psychologist 

Germany 



1925 to 1940 

Mentality of Apes [1925]; Task of Gestalt Psychology [1929]; Place of Value in a World of Facts [1938]; Dynamics 

in Psychology [1940] 

He lived 1887 to 1967 and co-founded Gestalt School. Insight, not trial and error, solves problems that involve 

thought or tool use. Insight involves perception rearrangement {restructuring}, to reveal previously hidden or unnoticed 

features. 

 

Robert Henry Thouless [Thouless, Robert Henry] 

psychologist 

Britain 

1930 to 1972 

Straight and Crooked Thinking [1930]; Experimental Psychical Research [1963]; From Anecdote to Experiment in 

Psychical Research [1972]; Perceptual constancy or perceptual compromise [1972] 

He lived 1894 to 1984 and studied size and brightness constancies. Perceived object property, such as size, shape, or 

brightness, is intermediate between stimulus pattern property in peripheral senses and object property {compromise 

element} {element of compromise} [1972]. Learning does not affect element of compromise. Element of compromise 

has individual differences. 

 

Heinrich Schenker [Schenker, Heinrich] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1932 to 1935 

Five Graphic Music Analyses [1932]; Free Composition [1935] 

He lived 1868 to 1935. Some notes and chords are musical structural bases {Schenkerian analysis}. Other notes and 

chords are elaboration and ornamentation patterns. 

 

John B. Rhine [Rhine, John B.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1934 to 1947 

Extrasensory Perception [1934]; Reach of the Mind [1947] 

At Duke University, he was the father of parapsychology, did card guessing, and studied telepathy, clairvoyance, and 

psychokinesis {ESP experiment} [Rhine, 1934] [Rhine, 1947]. All his research is suspect, because his experimenters' 

suggestions caused positive results. 

 

Egon Brunswik [Brunswik, Egon] 

psychologist 

Austria/USA 

1934 to 1955 

Perception and Object [1934]; Perception and the Representative Design of Psychological Experiments [1956] 

He lived 1903 to 1955 and studied perception. 

 

Harvey Carr [Carr, Harvey] 

psychologist 

USA 

1935 to 1936 

Introduction to Space Perception [1935]; Autobiography [1936] 

He lived 1873 to 1954. Normal perception uses key features, such as recognizing meaningful facial expressions and 

other complex perceptions in simple drawings [1935]. 

 

Karl Duncker [Duncker, Karl] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1935 to 1941 

Psychology of Productive Thinking [1935]; On Pleasure, Emotion, and Striving [1941] 

He lived 1903 to 1940 and studied induced motion and studied productive thinking. 



 

Stanley Smith Stevens [Stevens, Stanley Smith] 

psychologist 

USA 

1936 to 1962 

Handbook of Experimental Psychology [1951: editor] 

He lived 1906 to 1973. 

Cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers, differences, and ratios measure stimuli or sensations {magnitude estimation, 

Stevens}. Neural signal discreteness {neural quantum theory} limits sense-discrimination sensitivity. 

Sensation magnitudes S are directly proportional to physical-stimuli magnitudes I, raised to power b [1962] 

{Stevens' power law}: S = a*I^b, where a is constant for sense. Sound has the power 0.3, so loudness is not high as 

physical noise {sone scale} [1936]. Brightness has power 0.3, so sensation intensity is not as high as physical intensity. 

Lengths have power 1, and sensation and intensity match. Pain has power 3, so pain is more intense than the physical 

stimuli. 

 

Albert Hofmann [Hofmann, Albert] 

psychologist 

Switzerland 

1938 to 1960 

LSD: My Problem Child [1960] 

He lived 1906 to 2005, discovered LSD-25 [1938], and showed that related alkaloids {lysergic acid amide} {lysergic 

acid hydroxyethylamide} are naturally in plants [1959]. 

 

Kenneth Craik [Craik, Kenneth] 

psychologist 

Britain 

1943 

Nature of Explanation [1943] 

He lived 1914 to 1945 and studied eye adaptations to illumination changes. 

Retina has adaptations to both light and dark. Adaptation adjusts illumination range expected, to make eye most 

efficient at detecting signals in that range. Adaptation is about expectations and is predictive, just as is all thinking. 

Brain models external reality and can make successful predictions, just as machines can predict. Retina has visual 

afterimages. 

Mental processes build and use representations using rules. 

 

Walter H. Pitts [Pitts, Walter H.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1943 to 1959 

Logical Calculus of the Ideas Immanent in Nervous Activity [1943: with McCulloch]; How we know universals 

[1947: with McCulloch]; What the Frog's Eye Tells the Frog's Brain [1959: with Maturana, McCulloch, and Lettvin] 

He lived 1923 to 1969 and studied vision and neurons. 

 

Adelbert Ames [Ames, Adelbert] 

sociologist 

USA 

1946 

He lived 1880 to 1955, studied education, and invented distorting rooms {Ames room} [1946]. 

 

Robert W. Moncrieff [Moncrieff, Robert W.] 

psychologist 

Scotland 

1946 to 1970 

Chemical Senses [1946]; What Is Odor. A New Theory [1949]; Chemistry of Perfumery Materials [1949]; Odours 

[1970] 

He invented stereochemical theory of odor [1946]. 



 

Jerzy Konorski [Konorski, Jerzy] 

neurophysiologist 

Poland 

1948 to 1967 

Conditioned Reflexes and Neuron Organization [1948]; Integrative Activity of the Brain [1967] 

He lived 1903 to 1973 and studied interactions between classical and instrumental conditioning. He suggested that 

one cell (grandmother cell) can recognize a perception or store an object concept [Konorski, 1967]. 

 

Gaetano Kanizsa [Kanizsa, Gaetano] 

psychologist 

Italy 

1950 to 1960 

He lived 1913 to 1993. He invented and studied figures that had illusory contours. 

 

James Jerome Gibson [Gibson, James Jerome] 

psychologist 

USA 

1950 to 1979 

Perception of the Visual World [1950]; Senses Considered as Perceptual Systems [1966]; Ecological Approach to 

Visual Perception [1979] 

He lived 1904 to 1979. He studied visual shape and motion perception in natural conditions, when observer moved 

freely while objects were still, or objects moved while observer was still {visual flow, Gibson}. 

Higher-order object features can be invariant during motion or rotation. Perception involves acquiring such 

information from ambient sensations. Sense qualities provide motion lines {flow line} and texture gradients 

{ecological optics}. People seem to perceive such features without visual computation. 

People can adapt to distorting lenses but slightly overadapt. 

 

James Olds [Olds, James] 

psychologist 

USA 

1953 to 1954 

Positive reinforcement produced by electrical stimulation of septal area [1954: with Peter Milner] 

He lived 1922 to 1976. 

Enjoyable feelings follow electrically stimulating septal region, lateral hypothalamus, and other limbic-system parts 

used for reward and motivation {pleasure center} {self-stimulation} [1953: with Peter Milner]. Sensory neocortex 

stimulation never causes such enjoyable feelings. Dopamines affect limbic-system septal region. Hippocampus and 

amygdala stimulation can cause unpleasant feelings. 

 

Richard Held [Held, Richard] 

psychologist 

USA 

1958 

Adaptation of disarranged hand-eye coordination contingent on reafferent stimulation [1958: with Hein] 

He studied eye-hand coordination. Visual depth perception requires coordinated self-movement, with Alan Hein. 

Self-produced movements result in sensory stimulation {reafference}. Visual motor skills require reafference, but 

reflexes do not. Sensory stimulation is independent of self-produced movements {exafference}. 

 

Oliver Selfridge [Selfridge, Oliver] 

psychologist 

USA 

1959 

He invented letter-recognition models {Pandemonium model}. Lowest level recognized letter features, such as 

straight and curved line segments at different orientations. Middle level suggested letters based on feature 

combinations. Highest level chose letter based on weights from middle-level letters. 

 



Hans-Lukas Teuber [Teuber, Hans-Lukas] 

psychologist 

Germany 

1960 to 1967 

Somatosensory Changes after Penetrating Brain Wounds in Man [1960]; Visual Field Defects after Penetrating 

Missile Wounds of the Brain [1960: with W. S. Battersby and Morris B. Bender] 

He lived 1916 to 1977 and studied wartime brain-wound psychological effects. He investigated social networks 

[1967] and found how many links {six degrees of separation} can connect all population members. 

 

Karl H. Pribram [Pribram, Karl H.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1960 to 1991 

Plans and the Structure of Behavior [1960: with George Miller and Eugene Galanter]; Languages of the Brain 

[1971]; Central Processing of Sensory Input [1974]; Brain and Perception [1991] 

He lived 1919 to ?. Algorithms can first test, then operate, then test, and then exit {test-operate-test-exit} {TOTE 

unit} [1960: with Miller and Galanter]. Units are in networks. He discussed dissipative structures in neurons and 

holonomic theory. Cortical dendrites hold wave interference patterns, which activate by partial input [Pribram, 1991]. 

 

Bela Julesz [Julesz, Bela] 

psychologist 

USA 

1962 to 1971 

Towards the automation of binocular depth perception [1962: with J. E. Miller]; Foundations of Cyclopean 

Perception [1971] 

He lived 1928 to 2003. Picture with random, identical, featureless dots {random-dot stereogram} {random dot 

stereogram} (RDS) [1971] can make perceivers see object surface lying in front of background surface or see three-

dimensional object {stereopsis, Julesz}. RDS has no monocular depth cues, so only cyclopean stimuli signal depth. 

Object and background have same hue and brightness. Stereoscopic fusion and depth do not need recognizable objects 

or line features. 

If dots fall randomly on surfaces with different-color regions, dots fall on colors with specific frequencies {first-

order statistic} [1962]. Randomly thrown needles fall on color combinations with specific frequencies {second-order 

statistic}. Randomly thrown triangles have specific frequencies with which the three vertices fall on color combinations 

{third-order statistic}. Texture discrimination processes, which happen before attention processes, use first-order and 

second-order statistics but not third-order statistics. Similar textures have identical second-order and first-order 

statistics. Second-order texture classes are many. 

 

Hans Wallach [Wallach, Hans] 

psychologist 

USA 

1963 

Perception of Neutral Colors [1963] 

He lived 1905 to 1998 and studied color vision. 

 

Sidney Cohen [Cohen, Sidney] 

psychologist 

USA 

1964 to 1965 

Beyond Within [1964]; Drugs of Hallucination [1965] 

He lived 1910 to ? and studied mind drugs. 

 

John E. Amoore [Amoore, John E.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1964 to 1970 

Stereochemical Theory of Odor [1964: with L. W. Johnston, Jr., and M. Rubin]; Molecular Basis of Odor [1970] 



He developed stereochemical theory of smell. 

 

Timothy Leary [Leary, Timothy] 

psychologist 

USA 

1965 

Psychedelic Experience: A Manual Based on the Tibetan Book of the Dead [1964: with Ralph Metzner, Richard 

Alpert, Karma-Glin-Pa Bar Do Thos Grol]; Politics of Ecstasy [1965] 

He lived 1920 to 1996 and used drugs for freedom. 

 

Ronald Melzack [Melzack, Ronald] 

psychologist 

USA 

1965 to 1996 

Puzzle of Pain [1973]; Challenge of Pain [1996] 

He developed the gate control theory of pain [1965], with Patrick Wall. He said people have body image 

{phylomatrix} {body-schema}. 

 

Richard I. Gregory [Gregory, Richard I.] 

psychologist 

England 

1966 to 1987 

Eye and Brain [1966]; Mind in Science [1981]; Odd Perceptions [1986]; Oxford Companion to the Mind [1987 and 

2004] 

He lived 1923 to ?. Perceptions are good guesses about what physical world is like. 

 

Tom Cornsweet [Cornsweet, Tom] 

psychologist 

USA 

1970 

Visual Perception [1970] 

He invented Cornsweet-Craik illusion. 

 

Oliver Sacks [Sacks, Oliver] 

psychologist 

USA 

1970 to 1995 

Migraine [1970]; Awakenings [1973]; Leg to Stand On [1984]; Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat [1985]; 

Seeing Voices [1988]; Anthropologist on Mars [1995] 

He studied deaf people. 

 

Norman F. Dixon [Dixon, Norman F.] 

psychologist 

England 

1971 

Subliminal Perception: The Nature of a Controversy [1971] 

Perception can happen without consciousness. 

 

Norman Geschwind [Geschwind, Norman] 

psychologist 

USA 

1972 to 1987 

Language and the Brain [1972: with Walter Levitsky]; Cerebral Lateralization [1987: with A. M. Galaburda] 

He lived 1926 to 1984 and traced perceptual deficits to specific brain lesions. Wernicke's areas on right and left sides 

differ. 

 



John P. Frisby [Frisby, John P.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1979 to 1991 

Seeing: Illusion, Brain and Mind [1979] 

 

Stephen Michael Kosslyn [Kosslyn, Stephen Michael] 

psychologist 

USA 

1980 to 1994 

Image and Mind [1980]; Image and Brain [1994] 

He studied imagery. 

 

Leo M. Hurvich [Hurvich, Leo M.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1981 

Color Vision [1981] 

He studied color vision. 

 

David Courtenay Marr [Marr, David Courtenay] 

psychologist 

Britain 

1982 

Vision [1982] 

He lived 1945 to 1980 and modeled cerebellum function. He emphasized need to study brain's task, from 

requirements, to functions, to implementation. He developed theory of how visual system recognizes lines and edges, 

using neurophysiology and psychology. Objects have different representations at different stages, to facilitate 

recognition [Marr, 1982]. 

 

Roger N. Shepard [Shepard, Roger N.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1982 

Mental Images and Their Transformations [1982: with Lynn A. Cooper] 

He studied imagery. 

 

Jerome A. Feldman [Feldman, Jerome A.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1982 to 1988 

Connectionist Models and their properties [1982: with D. Ballard]; Connectionist Models and Their Implications 

[1988: with David Waltz, editors] 

 

Igor Aleksander [Aleksander, Igor] 

psychologist 

USA 

1983 to 1995 

Artificial Vision for Robots [1983: editor]; Artificial Neuroconsciousness: An Update; Impossible Minds [1995] 

He studied methods for vision in robots. He proposed axioms for consciousness and tests for consciousness, with 

Barry Dunmall. 

 

Irvin Rock [Rock, Irvin] 

psychologist 

USA 

1983 to 1998 



Logic of Perception [1983]; Indirect Perception [1997]; Inattentional Blindness [1998: with A. Mack] 

He studied perception. 

 

Elizabeth S. Spelke [Spelke, Elizabeth S.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1985 to 1995 

Object permanence in five-month-old infants [1985: with R. Baillargeon and S. Wasserman]; Preferential looking 

methods as tools for the study of cognition in infancy [1985]; Does man reason better than animals? [1995: with Linda 

Hermer] 

Objects have spatiotemporal continuity, on which perception always relies to define objects. 

 

Irving Biederman [Biederman, Irving] 

psychologist 

USA 

1987 

Recognition-by-components: Theory of human image understanding [1987] 

He said perceptions have geon units and invented a model {recognition-by-components, Biederman}. 

 

Colin Blakemore [Blakemore, Colin] 

psychologist 

England 

1987 

Mind Matters or Mindwaves [1987: editor with Susan Greenfield] 

He studied disparity detectors [Blakemore and Greenfield, 1987]. 

 

David Papineau [Papineau, David] 

philosopher 

England 

1987 

Reality and Representation [1987]; Introducing Consciousness [2000: illustrated by Howard Selina] 

He studied mental representations [Papineau, 2006]. 

 

Dan Lloyd [Lloyd, Dan] 

psychologist 

USA 

1989 to 2003 

Simple Minds [1989]; Radiant Cool [2003] 

Representational systems can focus attention on environment or self regions or intervals. They can extract 

information from environment, represent information accurately to useful detail, and use information for function. 

These representational abilities can evolve from simpler state. Representation does not indicate anything about 

representational system and cannot represent itself. 

Minimum representational system has more than one information channel, whose inputs converge, and has way to 

use or store converged output. 

However, one channel can contain as much information as two channels, if it has enough capacity. Serial-processing 

algorithm can be equivalent to parallel-processing algorithm. Input can be equivalent to converged inputs. Relying only 

on representational-system physical characteristics cannot explain representation, because representation is 

informational, rather than physical. 

 

Diane Ackerman [Ackerman, Diane] 

writer 

USA 

1990 

Natural History of the Senses [1990] 

She lived 1956 to ?. 

 



Richard E. Cytowic [Cytowic, Richard E.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1993 

Man Who Tasted Shapes [1993] 

He studied synesthesia, which relates to limbic system. 

 

Barry E. Stein [Stein, Barry E.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1993 

Merging of the Senses [1993: with M. A. Meredith] 

He studied synesthesia. 

 

Antti Revonsuo [Revonsuo, Antti] 

philosopher/psychologist 

Finland 

1995 

On the Nature of Consciousness: Theoretical and Empirical Problems [1995]; Consciousness, dreams, and virtual 

realities [1995]; Can Functional Brain Imaging Discover Consciousness in the Brain? [2001] 

Imagine a planet {Black Planet} that one cannot see or know until one puts on a spacesuit with correct sensors that 

transduce physical energies into what one can sense. Black Planet is Earth, and transducer and human senses. 

 

Paul Bach-y-Rita [Bach-y-Rita, Paul] 

psychologist 

USA 

1995 to 2002 

Nonsynaptic Diffusion Neurotransmission and Late Brain Reorganization [1995] 

He studied sense substitution. Tongue arrays can replace vestibular system. He invented Tactile Vision Substitution 

System [Bach-y-Rita and González, 2002]. 

 

Vernon B. Mountcastle [Mountcastle, Vernon B.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1998 

Perceptual Neuroscience [1998] 

He found macrocolumns, with Lorente de No. 

 

Stan Franklin [Franklin, Stan] 

computer scientist 

USA 

1998 to 2004 

IDA: A Cognitive Agent Architecture [1998: with Arpad Kelemen and Lee McCauley]; Learning in "Conscious" 

Software Agents [2000]; "Conscious" software: a computational view of mind [2001] 

He developed the Intelligent Distribution Agent (IDA) application. IDA performs Global-Workspace-Theory top-

level functions and has multiple-threaded independent agents {codelet}. IDA knows skills of Navy personnel and what 

they like to do after current tour ends. It also knows Navy policies and what jobs Navy needs to fill [Franklin, 1998]. 

 

Pentti Haikonen [Haikonen, Pentti] 

computer scientist 

Finland 

2003 

Cognitive Approach to Conscious Machines [2003] 

He developed bottom-up system to try to build perception, imagery, inner speech, pain and pleasure, and emotions 

from artificial neurons, using no algorithms, but only distributed signals, cross-links, analysis, and reports. Process 

becomes conscious when it is sufficiently complex {emergence, Haikonen}. System uses no numbers, only meanings. 



 

Owen Holland [Holland, Owen] 

computer scientist 

England 

2003 

Machine Consciousness [2003: ed.] 

He developed robots with internal models and control systems, with Rod Goodman. Perhaps, sufficiently complex 

and intelligent control systems can have consciousness emerge {emergence, Holland}. 

 

Aaron Sloman [Sloman, Aaron]/Ron Chrisley [Chrisley, Ron] 

computer scientist 

England 

2003 

Virtual machines can model consciousness-like information processing. Models can define consciousness and mind 

as architectures. Information processing shows that qualia-concepts depend on architecture. Architecture structures 

qualia themselves. 

 

Luc Steels [Steels, Luc] 

computer scientist 

Belgium 

2003 

People speak to themselves voice {inner voice} to express their thoughts, and this information processing structure is 

useful. 

 

Jeremy M. Wolfe [Wolfe, Jeremy M.]/Keith R. Kluender [Kluender, Keith R.]/Dennis M. Levi [Levi, Dennis M.] 

psychologist 

USA 

2006 

Sensation and Perception [2006] 

They studied psychology and perception biology. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History>Personality 

 

Hermann Rorschach [Rorschach, Hermann] 

psychiatrist 

Switzerland 

1921 

Psychodiagnostics [1921] 

He lived 1884 to 1922 and developed standardized personality test {Rorschach test, Rorschach} using inkblots for 

free association [1921]. 

 

William H. Sheldon [Sheldon, William H.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1940 

Varieties of Human Physique: An Introduction to Constitutional Psychology [1940] 

He lived 1898 to 1977. Descriptive personality theory {type theory, Sheldon} postulates that people have some 

personality types, which depend on a main trait or trait set: ectomorphy, mesomorphy, or endomorphy. 

 

Raymond B. Cattell [Cattell, Raymond B.] 

psychologist 

England/USA 

1946 to 1957 

Description and Measurement of Personality [1946]; Structure and Measurement [1957] 

He lived 1905 to 1998. Descriptive personality theory {trait theory} lists 35 overt personality manifestations 

{surface trait} caused by 16 basic factors {source trait}. Source traits are values in ranges between two extremes: 



reserved/outgoing, less intelligent/more intelligent, affected by feeling/emotionally stable, submissive/dominant, 

serious/happy-go-lucky, expedient/conscientious, timid/adventurous, tough minded/sensitive, trusting/suspicious, 

practical/imaginative, self assured/apprehensive, conservative/experimenting, forthright/shrewd, self sufficient/group 

dependent, uncontrolled/controlled, and relaxed/tense. 

 

Gordon Allport [Allport, Gordon] 

psychologist 

USA 

1947 to 1968 

Psychology of Rumor [1947: with Leo Postman]; Nature of Prejudice [1954]; Pattern and Growth in Personality 

[1961]; Person in Psychology [1968: essays] 

He lived 1897 to 1967 and studied personality and expressive behavior. Personality traits are pervasive, central, or 

weak, as determined by trait frequency, range, and intensity. 

 

Herman A. Witkin [Witkin, Herman A.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1954 to 1981 

Personality Through Perception [1954]; Cognitive Styles in Personal and Cultural Adaptation [1977]; Field 

Dependence and Interpersonal Behavior [1981: with D. R. Goodenough] 

He lived 1916 to 1979 and studied field dependence and cognitive styles. 

 

SOCI>Psychology>History>Psychiatry 

 

Robert Burton [Burton, Robert] 

psychologist 

England 

1621 

Anatomy of Melancholy [1621] 

He lived 1577 to 1640 and studied melancholia. 

 

Franz Anton Mesmer [Mesmer, Franz Anton] 

physician 

Vienna, Austria 

1778 

He lived 1734 to 1815, invented hypnosis {animal magnetism} [1778], and used tub {baquet} of magnetized water 

for cures. 

 

Philippe Pinel [Pinel, Philippe] 

psychologist 

Paris, France 

1798 to 1800 

Analects on the Medical-philosophic Treatment of Mental Alienation or Mania [1800] 

He lived 1745 to 1826 and divided mental disorders into four groups: mania, melancholia, dementia, and idiocy 

[1798]. 

 

Leopold von Sacher-Masoch [Sacher-Masoch, Leopold von] 

writer/lawyer 

Lemberg, Austria 

1866 

Don Juan of Kolomea [1866] 

He lived 1835 to 1895 and studied if animal can be masochistic. 

 

Emil Kraepelin [Kraepelin, Emil] 

psychiatrist 

Germany 



1883 to 1927 

Textbook of Psychiatry [1883 to 1927]; Directions of Psychiatric Research [1887] 

He lived 1856 to 1926 and determined that manic-depressive psychosis [1899] and schizophrenia [1893] differ 

[1899]. Mental disorders can arise from metabolic or other defects that are not psychological adaptations. They show 

neurological signs for different behavioral and psychological mental-disease syndromes. They associate with painful 

symptom {distress} or impaired functioning {disability}. They involve behaviors that are persistent or repetitive, resist 

modification, and do not remove anxiety sources. 

 

Vladimir M. Bekhterev [Bekhterev, Vladimir M.] 

psychologist 

Russia 

1892 to 1913 

Nervous Diseases in Separate Observations [1892]; Objective Psychology [1913] 

He lived 1857 to 1927 and studied token economies [Bekhterev, 1913]. 

 

Havelock Ellis [Ellis, Havelock] 

psychologist 

USA 

1897 to 1910 

Psychology of Sex [1897 to 1910] 

He lived 1859 to 1939. Psychotherapy can link cognitions and emotions, so thoughts can control emotions {rational-

emotive therapy, Ellis}. Therapist argues and discusses {insightful countersuggestion, Ellis}, to attack patient's 

irrational beliefs. 

 

Pierre Janet [Janet, Pierre] 

psychologist 

Paris, France 

1903 to 1929 

Neuroses and Fixed Obsessions and Psychoasthenia [1903]; Major Symptoms of Hysteria [1907]; Psychological 

Healing [1925]; Evolution of Memory and the Notion of Time [1929] 

He lived 1859 to 1947 and studied neuroses, psychasthenia, anxiety states, phobias, obsessional disorders, and 

dissociation. 

Neurosis reduces integration {sentiment d'incomplétude} among psychological functions, which ordinarily form 

hierarchy. People can have dependency wish {amae, Janet}. 

All human communities use logical inference as thinking basis. 

 

Eugen Bleuler [Bleuler, Eugen] 

psychiatrist 

Zurich, Switzerland 

1911 

Dementia Praecox [1911] 

He lived 1857 to 1939 and studied schizophrenia and hysteria. Schizophrenia begins in adolescence or early adult 

life, is endogenous, and gets progressively worse if untreated [1911]. 

 

Hans Vaihinger [Vaihinger, Hans] 

psychologist/philosopher 

Germany 

1911 to 1912 

Philosophy of As-If [1911]; Neurotic Character [1912] 

He lived 1852 to 1933, was Neo-Kantian, and studied Nietzsche. 

Efforts to protect self-esteem and habits cause neurotic symptoms. 

Epistemology 

Only emotions and sensations are real. All knowledge, even logic, rests on useful fictions {as-if}. Human character 

and actions has teleological explanation, using mental constructs or models {fiction}. Human life has fictive goals and 

plans to achieve goals. 



Ethics 

People construct their habits and character based on meanings in their situations. Character builds unconsciously and 

uniquely. Children need tasks that they can accomplish, to gain confidence and build character. 

 

Alfred Adler [Adler, Alfred] 

psychoanalyst 

Austria/Munich, Germany 

1912 to 1927 

Neurotic Constitution [1912]; Practice and Theory of Individual Psychology [1922]; Understanding Human Nature 

[1927] 

He lived 1870 to 1937 and founded School of Individual Psychology. People can feel that they are inferior 

{inferiority complex} and therefore compensate. For example, people can feel physically inferior and compensate by 

increasing their size or abilities. People can feel their sexual organs are inferior. Small, weak, and dependent children 

can feel inferior and feminine. 

 

Karl Abraham [Abraham, Karl] 

psychologist 

Berlin, Germany 

1921 to 1924 

Contributions to the Theory of the Anal Character [1921]; Short Study of the Development of the Libido [1924] 

He lived 1877 to 1925 and developed a personal-development theory and a psychoanalysis variant. Instinctual 

energy discharge {discharge of instinct} requires another person or thing. People have emotional involvement with 

objects or internal representations. Obsession is strong focus on emotional object for fear of losing it. Depression is loss 

of emotional object, and people attempt to restore it. All children need to attachment to a mother-like person. Medial 

temporal lobe makes declarative memories but not short-term memory, memory storage, or procedural memories. 

 

Émile Coue [Coue, Émile] 

psychotherapist 

Paris, France 

1922 

Suggestion and its Applications [1922] 

He lived 1857 to 1926 and used self-induced suggestion {auto-suggestion}. 

 

Harry Stack Sullivan [Sullivan, Harry Stack] 

psychoanalyst 

USA 

1925 to 1947 

Conceptions of Modern Psychiatry [1953]; Interpersonal Theory of Psychiatry [1953]; Personal Psychopathology 

[1972] 

He lived 1882 to 1949 and was therapist. 

 

Melanie Klein [Klein, Melanie] 

psychoanalyst 

Britain 

1932 to 1952 

Psychoanalysis of Children [1932]; Developments in Psycho-Analysis [1952] 

She lived 1882 to 1960 and developed an infantile development theory, as a psychoanalysis variant. 

Even infants have emotions like love, fear, hate, and concern. By observing play, people can know normal and 

abnormal child behavior patterns and emotional states. Object-relations between infant and parent can change at either 

of two stages {object-relations school}. Disturbances in first stage, pre-oedipal period before age two {paranoid-

schizoid position}, lead to paranoia or schizophrenia. Children want self-survival and need love and attachment to 

emotional object but project death-wishes on emotional objects. Personality splitting, idealization, projection, and 

introjection are defense mechanisms. Disturbances in second stage, oedipal period from age two to five {depressive 

position}, lead to depression. Children realize that mother is a whole and separate person. Children want that mother 

remain an emotional object. Envy or anger can cause children to wish damage or destruction on objects. Children can 

identify with emotional objects in both stages, and feelings in first stage affect feelings in second stage. 



Three-person family relationships, two-person relationships {attachment, Klein} {therapist-patient}, and one-person 

creativity require different descriptions. Two-person relationships involve transference from one person to the other 

and projection and introjection defense mechanisms. 

 

Wilhelm Reich [Reich, Wilhelm] 

philosopher 

Austria 

1933 to 1936 

Character Analysis [1933]; Mass Psychology of Fascism [1933]; Sexual Revolution [1936] 

He lived 1897 to 1957. Illness can result from society's repression and authoritarianism. Individuals can act to 

protect themselves from such society and so imprison spontaneous tendencies {bio-energy}, which normally require 

freedom and expression. Confined bio-energy can cause tension and illness. People express tension in faces and bodies. 

People choose behaviors that protect {character armor} {muscular armor} them from their own or others' anxiety or 

anger. Energy fills universe and can heal {orgone theory}. 

 

Kurt Goldstein [Goldstein, Kurt] 

physician/psychiatrist 

Breslau, Germany/USA 

1934 to 1944 

Organism: a Holistic Approach to Biology [1934]; Human Nature in the Light of Psychopathology [1940]; After-

effects of Brain Injuries in War: Their Evaluation and Treatment [1944] 

He lived 1878 to 1965 and studied aphasia and brain injury effects. 

 

Karen Horney [Horney, Karen] 

psychologist 

USA 

1937 to 1967 

Neurotic Personality of Our Time [1937]; Neurosis and Human Growth [1950]; Feminine Psychology [1967] 

She lived 1885 to 1952 and studied repression. 

 

Henry A. Murray [Murray, Henry A.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1938 to 1940 

Explorations in Personality [1938]; What should psychologists do about psychoanalysis? [1940] 

He lived 1893 to 1988. Environment force or process {need-press theory} causes organism force or process {need}. 

 

John Bowlby [Bowlby, John] 

psychologist 

USA 

1938 to 1988 

Review of The Development of Children's Concepts of Causal Relations [1938]; Maternal Care and Mental Health 

[1951]; Secure Base: Parent-Child Attachment and Healthy Human Development [1988] 

He lived 1907 to 1990. Mental health and proper development depend on close and enjoyable relation to, and 

communication with, mother. Young children typically attach themselves to their mother in second six months. 

Attachment prepares children for monogamous relationships at sexual maturity. 

 

Erich Fromm [Fromm, Erich] 

psychologist 

USA 

1941 to 1956 

Escape from Freedom [1941]; Art of Loving [1956] 

He lived 1900 to 1980 and was psychoanalyst. 

 

Theodor Reik [Reik, Theodor] 

psychologist 



USA 

1941 to 1966 

Masochism in Sex and Society or Masochism and Modern Man [1941]; Listening with the Third Ear [1948]; 

Temptation [1961]; Voices from the Inaudible [1964]; Curiosities of the Self [1965]; Many Faces of Sex [1966] 

He lived 1888 to 1969 and studied ethics. 

 

Karl Menninger [Menninger, Karl] 

psychologist 

USA 

1941 to 1973 

Crime of Punishment [1968]; Whatever Became of Sin? [1973] 

He lived 1919 to 1990, was psychoanalyst, and started Menninger Foundation [1941]. 

 

Fritz Perls [Perls, Fritz] 

psychoanalyst 

Germany 

1942 to 1969 

Ego, Hunger, and Aggression: A Revision of Freud's Theory and Method [1942]; Gestalt Therapy [1951: with Ralph 

Hefferline and Paul Goodman]; Gestalt Therapy Verbatim [1969] 

He lived 1893 to 1970. He used psychotherapy {gestalt therapy, Perls} to emphasize, enhance, and complete figure-

ground differentiation in gestalten related to patient needs. Patient tries to understand actions and sensations, which self 

can then control. Gestalt therapy often involves problem dramatization and training patient to become more aware of 

self and environment, using both observation and inference. Patient moves attention between different focuses 

{shuttling}. If patient suffers from repetition or compulsion, patient comes to a satisfactory conclusion. If patient has 

split personality, patient is more aware of actual personality experiences. Gestalt therapy tries to change current 

defensive and manipulative behaviors, confront patient with real feelings and problems, and force patient to learn how 

to behave in new circumstances. Gestalt therapy is most effective with socialized, restrained, and constricted 

individuals. 

 

Rene A. Spitz [Spitz, Rene A.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1945 to 1965 

Hospitalism [1945]; Smiling Response: A Contribution to the Ontogenesis of Social Relations [1946: with Katherine 

M. Wolf]; On the beginning of word use [1965]; First Year of Life [1965] 

He lived 1887 to 1974 and studied child emotional deprivation {anaclitic depression} [1946]. 

 

Leonard Carmichael [Carmichael, Leonard] 

psychobiologist 

USA 

1946 to 1954 

Manual of Child Psychology [1946 and 1954] 

He lived 1898 to 1973. Practice, use, and experience during early childhood are not necessarily critical for normal 

neural or behavioral development. 

 

Eric Berne [Berne, Eric] 

psychologist 

USA 

1947 to 1971 

Mind in Action [1947]; Transactional Analysis in Psychotherapy [1961]; Games People Play [1964]; What Do You 

Say After You Say Hello [1971] 

He lived 1910 to 1970. Knowledge and prejudices of each generation transmit to next generation with variable but 

significant effects {transactional analysis}, with Thomas Harris. 

 

Anna Freud [Freud, Anna] 

psychotherapist 



Austria/USA 

1950 

Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense [1950] 

She lived 1895 to 1982, directly observed young children's behavior, studied ego development, and studied defense-

mechanism development. 

 

Erik Erikson [Erikson, Erik] 

psychologist 

USA 

1950 to 1975 

Childhood and Society [1950]; Young Man Luther [1958]; Ghandi's Truth [1969]; Life History and the Historical 

Moment [1975] 

He lived 1902 to 1994 and studied personality growth. Genuine intimacy is in 20's, generativity is in 30's to 50's, and 

self-integrity is in 50's. 

 

Donald Winnicott [Winnicott, Donald] 

psychotherapist 

Britain 

1951 

Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena [1951] 

He lived 1896 to 1971 and treated children. 

 

Carl Rogers [Rogers, Carl] 

psychologist 

USA 

1951 to 1980 

Client-centered Therapy [1951]; On Becoming a Person [1961]; Way of Being [1980] 

He lived 1902 to 1987. Psychotherapy type {non-directive therapy, Rogers} {client-centered therapy, Rogers} 

reeducates patient as patient works through his or her own problem. Therapist provides understanding and acceptance, 

to modify patient's self-concept and self-esteem, so people can do what they will {self-actualization}. 

 

Ronald Fairbairn [Fairbairn, Ronald] 

psychoanalyst 

Britain 

1952 

Psychoanalytical Studies of the Personality [1952] 

He lived 1889 to 1964 and developed a systematic interpersonal-relationships theory {object relation}. Depressed 

people can have the delusion that they are responsible for their early environment and feel guilty about it {moral 

defense}, to be independent and avoid helplessness. 

 

Norman Vincent Peale [Peale, Norman Vincent] 

writer 

USA 

1952 

Power of Positive Thinking [1952] 

He lived 1898 to 1993. 

 

Hans J. Eysenck [Eysenck, Hans J.] 

psychologist 

USA 

1952 to 1976 

Structure of Human Personality [1952]; Biological Basis of Personality [1967]; Psychoticism as a Dimension of 

Personality [1976: with S. B. G. Eysenck] 

He lived 1916 to 1997. Behavior therapy uses conditioning and learning theory to eliminate conditioned emotional 

responses, which are neurotic symptoms. 

 



Roy Schafer [Schafer, Roy] 

psychologist 

USA 

1954 to 1983 

Psychoanalytic Interpretation in Rorschach Testing [1954]; New Language for Psychoanalysis [1976]; Analytic 

Attitude [1983] 

He developed a psychoanalysis variant [1954]. Ego is an integrated and inseparable self, with personality, objects, 

and identifications. Ego grows by internalizing love relations. 

 

Hans Selye [Selye, Hans] 

psychologist 

Canada 

1956 to 1974 

Stress of Life [1956]; Stress without Distress [1974] 

He lived 1907 to 1982 and studied stress syndrome. Pituitary and adrenal glands activate body against stress {stress 

syndrome}. 

 

Joseph Wolpe [Wolpe, Joseph] 

therapist 

USA 

1958 to 1969 

Psychotherapy by Reciprocal Inhibition [1958]; Behavior Therapy Technique [1966: with Arnold Lazarus]; Practice 

of Behavior Therapy [1969] 

He lived 1915 to 1997 and developed behavior therapy {systematic desensitization} [1958]. 

 

Ronald David Laing [Laing, Ronald David] 

psychiatrist 

Britain 

1960 to 1967 

Divided Self [1960] 

He lived 1927 to 1989. Inability to form good personal relationships with others causes schizophrenia. Counseling 

emphasizes experiences in social interactions and imparts sympathy and understanding to help people form social 

relations. Psychiatric, diagnostic, and scientific methods do not address human relations. 

 

Henry Kempe [Kempe, Henry] 

psychologist 

USA 

1962 

Battered Child Syndrome [1962: with Frederic N. Silverman, Brandt F. Steele, William Droegemueller, and Henry 

K. Silver] 

He lived 1922 to 1984. Parents can abuse child, if they are under sufficient stress, child is frustrating them, and they 

allow themselves uncontrolled anger. Most chronically abusive parents expect children to always be obedient and to 

know parent needs. Parents abused them. They mimic young children's emotions. Parents more often abuse youngest 

child, children under two years old, prematurely born children, and children with congenital deformities. One child in 

family typically receives the most abuse. 

 

Thomas Szasz [Szasz, Thomas] 

psychologist 

USA 

1965 

Myth of Mental Illness [1965] 

He lived 1920 to ? and questioned whether mental illness really exists. 

 

Oscar Ichazo [Ichazo, Oscar] 

psychologist/philosopher 

Chile/USA 



1968 to 1982 

Between Metaphysics and Protoanalysis [1982] 

He lived 1931 to ?, invented nine-point personality typing {Enneagram}, and followed Gurdjieff. Psychotherapy can 

raise awareness of altered states, to reduce ego {ego destruction}. He founded Arica School {arica training} [1968]. 

 

Rollo May [May, Rollo] 

psychologist 

USA 

1969 

Love and Will [1969] 

He lived 1909 to 1994. 

 

SOCI>Religion 

 

religion 

Societies have beliefs, about underlying universe nature, that result in worship of higher powers {religion}. 

topics 

Religion involves faith, commitment, sacredness, miracles, feeling, mysticism, inspiration, religious language, and 

sacred writing. Religion involves heaven, hell, life after death, incarnation, immortality, and soul. Religion involves 

knowledge unity, integration, life meaning, universe causes, universe principles, universals, harmony, oneness, 

perfection, unity, and pluralism. 

good and evil 

Goodness and evil relate to sin, guilt, and forgiveness. Religion involves perfection, sin, morals, personal 

responsibility, laws, and free will. 

gods 

Religion studies existence, proofs, nature, and attributes of gods. 

institutions 

Religious institutions have sacraments and rituals. 

culture 

Rituals, emotions, beliefs, and rules differ in different cultures and religions, with many opposites. 

purposes 

Relieve fear and anxiety about death. Make people sacred. Control impulses. Control aggression. Provide consistent 

morals. Support social norms and values by sanctifying them. Ensure compliance with norms by emphasizing 

obedience, humility, and fatalism. Cleanse people of guilt. Provide fellowship. Provide beauty. Provide rituals for 

important family and social acts. Simplify life and thought but not too much. Posit spiritual world. Give outlet for 

prayer. Explain nature. Provide meaning to life. Provide beliefs, some supernatural. Provide power to dependent or 

weak. Provide significance. Provide identity. Provide group with shared moral beliefs. Give purpose to suffering and 

frustration. Give more meaning to victories and achievements. 

 

natural religion 

Religion {natural religion} can have no revelation, no miracles, no sacraments, and no clergy, only morals and God. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Things 

 

holy 

Spiritual things {holy}| can be supernatural, capricious, awe-inspiring, feared, mysterious, and exciting. Religions 

feature sense of union between self and holy power. 

 

sacred 

Objects or people can have meaning and value and be deserving of awe and reverence {sacred}|. Sacred people or 

objects inspire total emotional belief and moral commitment. People can worship artworks instead of the sacred 

{idolatry, sacred}. Religion has sacred, magic, fetish, or totem objects. Such objects associate with gods and magical 

powers. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Theology 

 



theology 

People can study existence and nature of God {theology}|, in writings or teachings supposed to have come directly 

from God {revealed theology}. Theology is about reasons for and against belief in God. 

 

natural theology 

People can study nature to learn facts about God or support beliefs about God {rational theology} {natural 

theology}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>God 

 

god 

Something {god}| can be partially or wholly outside the physical universe and capable of affecting universe. 

arguments for God 

God must exist {ontological argument, God}. The physical universe proves that God exists {cosmological argument, 

God}. Universe purposes prove that God exists {teleological argument, God}. Hume and Kant disproved these 

arguments. 

arguments against God 

Perhaps, God does not exist. If evil exists, God cannot be completely good and cannot be all-powerful. The idea of 

God contains contradiction, because nothing is logical necessity. God cannot be omnipotent. God cannot be omniscient. 

God cannot be eternal. 

Because people cannot ascertain truth of statements about God, such statements are meaningless. Attributes of God 

depend on human attributes and so do not necessarily apply to beings with no bodies. Spirits have no method of 

interacting with matter, unless they are part matter, or third substances mediate interactions. 

No premises have universal acceptance as true. Valid reasoning is difficult about infinities or perfections. 

disproofs of God 

Supposed proofs of God have convincing disproofs that show contradictions. Today, theologians accept that there is 

no proof of God. 

attributes 

God can know people's experiences or know only what people's experiences are like. God can know things by 

standing outside time or by knowing everything to know at each instant. God can know choices that free wills can 

make, by observation or foreknowledge, or not know choices before, so self-limiting God's knowledge. 

God can be the creator and have created and maintained physical and mental worlds. In Hebrew-Christian world-

view, God created universe. The spirit of God moves universe. Man is the image of God. Souls have free will. The 

feeling of love is important in universe. 

God can be essence. 

God can be eternal and exist outside time and/or throughout time. 

God can be good. God can be beneficent and compassionate. God can be sympathetic. 

God can have no bound. However, God is finite, because physical quantities have quanta and are relativistic. 

Universe can have no bound but still be finite. 

God can be intelligent and wise. 

God can be like universe boundary, like being both inside and outside spherical surface. Boundary conditions define 

space points. God is then both immanent and transcendent. Universe is inside God and is the boundary of God. 

God can be just. 

God can be lawful and orderly in action. 

God can expect duty, morality, submission, and other rights from humans. 

God can be like mathematical law. If laws are necessary and sufficient, they organize themselves. 

God can be mind with no viewpoint and have no body. 

God gave commands to humans that establish right and wrong, commands are logically necessary, or both. God can 

be source of moral judgments. However, morals do not require God, because society and family are settings for moral 

development. 

God has moral attributes. Good will triumph. God knows all and can do all. God wills that people do good. God does 

only good. God is just. God is merciful. God is loving. God wishes us to manifest his glory. 

God can be powerful enough to change logic rules, alter past, and/or allow contradictions to exist simultaneously. 

Perhaps, God is self-constrained or otherwise constrained against doing these things. 

God can be perfection. 



God can be a person or personality. God is like a person, with will, agency, feelings, consciousness, and self. 

However, God is not like man, because God has no brain, glands, body, or human attributes. God can have no 

emotions, no will, no reason, no sense qualities or perception, and no free will. 

God can be purposeful. 

God can be self-subsisting and self-sufficient. God can be unconditioned. 

Spirit is supernatural or mental substance or essence that is in or part of God. It has power to do things in physical 

world. It can be transmittable. It can have will. Holy Spirit of Christianity is the way that people know God. Soul 

receives it to give people Mind, which can then follow spiritual values. It allows people to partake of God or God's 

qualities. Thus, it enables people to tell true from false and good from evil, to have will and be able to choose, and to 

speak and know language. However, God is not spirit, because spirit, being non-physical, can have no direct affect on 

material world. Spirit cannot cause anything, because only physical things can affect physical things. No method exists 

by which people can detect spirit, because spirit does not affect mass-energy. 

Substance is what is true reality, such as matter or mind. God can be fundamental substance, can just work with 

substance, or can have substance attributes. However, substance has no meaning actually. Underlying universe 

substrate has no such simple concepts. 

God can be the highest or first reality. God can be the highest possible being. God can be logical or universal 

necessity. 

God can be truth. 

God can be unique. 

God can be unknowable. 

God can be will and be free to act immediately on all substances, without influences from other things. 

existence of God 

God is an existence that is in, as, and of itself. All God's attributes derive from this principle. However, God's 

possibility does not make necessity, because necessity and existence are about physical world. Existence is not a 

predicate. 

 

SOCI>Religion>God>Arguments 

 

atomic combinations 

To make things, atoms must bond, requiring a conscious agent {argument from atomic combinations} {atomic 

combinations, argument}. 

 

cosmological argument 

Physical-universe existence proves that God exists {cosmological argument}. There must be a first existence, which 

is God. However, universe has vacuum energy and virtual particles, as well as quantum-mechanical laws. 

 

cosmological proof 

Proofs {cosmological proof} can be about causes or movements. Effects must have causes, so causal chain must go 

back to a beginning cause {First Cause, religion}, which is God. Things move, and movements must have previous 

movements, back to a beginning movement by a prime mover, unmoved by anything else. 

problems 

God cannot be First Cause, because beginning cause presupposes universe exists, ready for first cause. God is not 

even about cause and effect, because causes must be physical or mathematical. If God is physical, physical laws limit 

God. 

Universe power comes from its fundamental nature, that small volumes must have great energy, with no need for 

outside power sources. All things must always move, because motions are relative to observers, not absolute. All 

particles have intrinsic movements. 

 

design argument 

Arguments {design, argument} {argument from design} {argument from experience} can be about designing. 

Universe has unity, is in harmony, and has power and motion. It must have a designer, just as bodies and machines 

have designers and creators. God creates and designs universe. 

problems 

The presence of evil, pain, social injustice, and natural disasters point to low harmony and poor design, as well as 

question whether God is good. Universe harmony is only appearance. At smallest level, universe has quanta and 



fragments. At greatest level, universe is relative. God does not need to design, because complex things can arise from 

simpler things by evolution. 

 

eternal truths argument 

Arguments {argument from eternal truths} {eternal truths argument} can be about truth. Statements are true or false. 

Statements must exist in minds. Statements about essences, but not existences, can be always true or always false and 

so must exist in eternal mind. The world has facts {contingent truth, God}, which must come from eternal truths by the 

principle of sufficient reason. Existences show that there must be eternal mind. 

problems 

Essences are not necessarily real. Statements can exist in non-eternal minds. Truth can depend on time and location. 

 

experiential proof 

Proofs {experiential proof} {argument from religious experience} can be about experiences. Religious revelations 

and experiences are widespread and involve similar phenomena, so something or someone must inspire them. They can 

depend on God's existence and action. However, religious experiences are mental processes that depend on brain 

chemicals and activities, similar to other mental states. People do not yet know how mind works. 

 

mental proof 

Proofs {mental proof} can be about mind and ideas. People know that other people have minds, by analogy with 

themselves. People can then use analogy to think of an all-knowing mind. Mind has meaningful ideas and has a highest 

idea, the idea of God, which mystics and religious experience can reveal, in which there seems to be unity of 

everything and generalized meaning. However, people can always think of something that is one better than the one 

before it, so people cannot truly think of a highest thing. 

 

mind proof 

Proofs {mind proof} can be about mind. People have reason, mind, and imagination, whose cause is an all-intelligent 

being (C. S. Lewis). People are conscious and are part of God's consciousness or can experience God's consciousness, 

mind, or spirit. Universe has evolved higher intelligence forms, continuing even now, and God allows this by continual 

creation. However, no one yet knows how mind works. Evolution can build mind. Consciousness requires brains. 

 

moral proof 

Proofs {moral proof} can be about morals. People have consciences and know moral laws. People can fail to follow 

moral laws or conscience and then feel this failure. This feeling is not about conditioning or self-interest, so God must 

have put moral laws and conscience in people (Kant). However, people develop feelings and ideas socially and can 

develop guilty feelings even about moral acts. 

 

ontological argument 

God must exist because things exist {ontological argument}. There must be a first existence, which is God. 

However, universe has vacuum energy and virtual particles, as well as quantum-mechanical laws. 

 

ontological proof 

Proofs {ontological proof} {argument ex consensu gentium} can be about perfection. God is perfection, the most 

perfect, most bountiful, and most knowledgeable. People have a mental concept of highest or perfect being, God, with 

all possible attributes. Only actual existence of such being can give people this idea, so it must actually exist (Anselm). 

Perhaps, belief in God is part of man's nature. Universe perfection allows people to know imperfection. 

However, people can always think of something that is one better than the one before it, so people cannot truly think 

of a highest thing. 

 

perfection proof 

Proofs {perfection proof of God} can be about perfection or goodness. Because things are more or less good, true, 

and so on, there must be something that is the highest truth, goodness, and so on. However, there does not have to be 

only one. 

 

purpose proof 

Proofs {purpose proof of God} can be about purpose. Because all things act toward goals, even if without mind, so 

there must be a highest goal or purpose. However, there does not have to be only one. 



 

teleological proof 

Proofs {teleological proof} {argument from design with teleology} {argument from analogy} {teleological 

argument, religion} can be about purpose. Universe is infinitely complex, has order, and has purpose. There must be an 

intentional mind or intelligent designer to make the universe. God sets the purpose or is the purpose. However, natural 

selection designs organisms without purposes. Teleology depends on finding purposes, and universe has no clear 

purposes. 

 

SOCI>Religion>God>Attributes 

 

causa sui 

God causes itself {causa sui}. However, causes must already exist, so causing oneself cannot cause one's existence. 

Most theologians state that God has no cause, because God is necessary. 

 

creator 

God can have created universe {creator}, have only given form or laws to universe, or be separate from universe. 

God created one universe from nothing, and God can modify all matter and events. God can have created it all at one 

time or creates it continuously. 

However, God is not creator of everything, because organisms evolve and physical things make random 

combinations. Universe is not a machine or body. Matter and energy had to have intrinsic laws to exist, so God cannot 

have added laws or form. God cannot be separate, because universe is what is. 

 

divine 

God can be sacred and/or supernatural {divine, God}. People can have a divine essence or part that can have 

personal relations with the Divine. 

 

immanence 

God can be in everything {immanence}|. However, God is not immanent, because space is not continuous but 

quantized. Infinitesimal space parts are always different and always changing, because small volumes have tremendous 

energies. Space contracts, expands, and curves over time, because space is dynamic. Time flow is not smooth and 

continuous but quantized. 

 

omnipotence 

God can be all-powerful {omnipotence} {omnipotent}. However, God is not omnipotent, because physical quantities 

have quanta, are uncontrollable during transitions, have random elements, are relativistic, and take time, so God cannot 

act immediately and simultaneously. 

 

omnipresent 

God can be everywhere at once {omnipresent}|. 

 

omniscience 

God can perceive and know all {omniscience} {omniscient}. God can know everything about past, present, and 

future. However, God is not omniscient, because Gödel's proof shows that one system cannot contain all true things. 

Physical quantities are relativistic, so no one viewpoint exists. Physical quantities have quanta, so instruments cannot 

observe transitions. 

 

supreme being 

Because nothing has existed always, something makes and destroys all things, and that something must have 

supreme being {supreme being}, existing in itself with no other cause. However, there does not have to be only one. 

 

transcendence 

God can be above or around everything {transcendence} {transcendent}. God can stand outside time, space, and 

mind and transcend universe. However, God is not transcendent, because signals cannot reach all space simultaneously 

but travel at light speed. There is no absolute space or time to occupy. Space parts appear different relative to different 

observers. Space itself can expand and contract over time. 

 



via negativa 

God can be unknowable. People can only know what God is not {via negativa}, such as not animal. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Belief 

 

agnosticism about God 

People can never know anything about God, spirits, or souls {agnosticism about God}. People can only know 

material world. 

 

atheism 

No God or gods exist {atheism}|. 

 

deism religion 

Only one God exists. God is separate from material world {deism}|. God created material world according to laws 

and then left it alone. Such a god is not personal and does not answer prayers or care about humans. Abstract religion 

emphasized duty, modesty, charity, and tolerance. 

 

monotheism 

Only one God exists {monotheism}|. God does not take material form or takes only one form. God has will and 

spirit and thinks like people think. 

 

pantheism 

Only one God exists. God is in everything, and everything is part of God {pantheism}|. 

 

polytheism 

Many god-like beings {polytheism}| live forever in higher world than Earth, can visit Earth and people, and can take 

any form. 

 

religious humanism 

Humanism {religious humanism}| can emphasize people and values, to make better lives. Humanism de-emphasizes 

mysticism, miracles, and rituals. 

 

spiritism 

Spirits or souls are free to inhabit any object {spiritism}| {polydaemonism}. If spirits can enter or leave people, 

people must prevent bad spirits from entering and good spirits from leaving. Ancestor spirits are around constantly. 

 

supernaturalism 

Believing in a higher world {supernaturalism}| emphasizes spirit world and good spirit {angel, spirit} and bad spirit 

{devil, spirit} actions. 

 

theism religion 

Only one God exists. God is or has spirit {theism}| that is both immanent in everything in world and transcendent 

above everything in world. 

 

theistic naturalism 

Naturalism {theistic naturalism} can emphasize God's immanent presence in world as force of spiritual values. 

People can know God by this presence. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Belief>Animism 

 

animism 

Almost all objects have psychology, soul, or spirit {animism, religion}|, which can cause harm or good, just as 

people can. 

 



mana 

Animists often believe that universe has capricious power {mana} {animism, mana}, of which people must be in 

awe and careful. 

 

taboo 

Animism often includes rules {taboo}| to prevent bad luck and gain good luck. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Soul 

 

soul 

People can have a spirit or spiritual body {soul}| {spirit}. 

number 

People can have only one soul. Perhaps, people can have demons or angels. 

existence 

Souls can continuously exist from universe beginning or can begin at conception or birth. Souls can survive after 

death or not. 

Souls can exist in spiritual world, in heaven or hell, in human bodies, independently of body, in animal bodies, or in 

all living things. 

properties 

Souls can have different personalities, be the same, or be similar parts of larger soul-like things, such as God. 

Souls can be eternal, be separate, and have history. Souls can be part of, and within, eternal divine memory. 

Souls can be eternal divine views of present earthly existence. 

Souls can represent eternal moral qualities of present life, with no further existence after death. 

Souls can be person essence. 

However, mind or essence comes from brain processes and structures, not necessarily from God. Souls can be 

anything, because they are not physical, and so do not carry meaning in physical world. 

intellect 

Body spiritual essence or mind is permanent, cannot change, and has no intellect. Souls connect to body mental 

faculties and are its individuality. Perhaps, souls have conscious life, involving decisions, actions, and responsibilities. 

animals 

Because animals can perceive, do they have souls? 

 

immortality 

Most religions say spiritual life can continue after death {immortality}| {life after death, soul}. Religions can say 

that spiritual life exists before birth. 

types 

Life after death can take several forms. Minds can continue, without any bodies. Minds can merge into collective 

mind. Perhaps, people have no minds but start completely different existences. 

evidence 

People have claimed that immortality indications are possible. Dreams show that spirit remains even when people 

are unconscious. People can affect others even after their deaths, so effects have spiritual cause. Most body changes do 

not alter human mind, and mind can alter without apparent body changes. 

 

mortalism 

Perhaps, souls can be mortal {mortalism} {mortalist heresy}. 

 

psyche soul 

spiritual essence or mind {psyche}|. 

 

transmigration 

Perhaps, spiritual essence, mind, or psyche can move to another body {metempsychosis} {transmigration}|, which 

then has life. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Spirit Being 

 



angel in religion 

good spirit {angel, religion}|. 

 

devil 

bad spirit {devil, religion}|. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Unity of Explanation 

 

unity of explanation 

One reason can relate all objects, events, and ideas {unity of explanation}|. Explanation can cover all history, from 

before space-time to after end. Unifying principles can integrate all knowledge categories. One story can answer all 

major questions and problems. 

story 

Explanations can be stories, in which humans play significant parts. History can include how human mind arose, 

what it is, and how it will change in the future. Stories can become better, as human history proceeds and humans gain 

more knowledge about universe and themselves. Countries, cultures, religions, philosophies, groups, and people have 

stories. 

Limited knowledge and limited expression power cause stories to be part true and part false. Reasonable stories can 

be logically complete and consistent and not contradict known facts. Such stories can be the consensus of the 

worldwide community of educated people, from multiple countries, cultures, religions, philosophies, and groups. Good 

stories can foster international community of educated, humane, and objective people, by providing common 

knowledge, upon which they can improve. 

people purpose 

Why are there people? Why do gods need people? Why did gods make people? 

People can be just accidents of history and not be necessary results of physical events. 

People can be necessary, but their attributes are accidents of evolution and genetics. 

people purpose: gods 

Gods, using faculty like human will, can make people for reasons. Perhaps, gods needed people to fulfill purposes in 

universe. Perhaps, gods needed people for companionship. Perhaps, gods needed praise and respect. Perhaps, spirits of 

people affect spiritual world, or spiritual world needs them. Perhaps, people can freely choose, and so their actions 

constrain God's freedom and will. 

In organized religions, God requires people to do God's work and God's purposes in the world, and God has plan for 

people. 

In Christianity, God created people to provide fellowship for God and to love, obey, have faith in existence of, and 

serve God. They have life from God. People should be good, not evil. 

truth 

People can prove something false, by giving counterexample or showing contradiction. It is hard to prove something 

true, because counterexample or contradiction can only become apparent after obtaining more knowledge. 

 

deus ex machina 

God was creator but then let everything move on its own {deus ex machina}|. 

 

eschatology 

Religions have theories about death and universe end {eschatology}|. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Psychology 

 

psychology of religion 

Religion involves psychology {psychology, religion} {religion, psychology}. 

emotion 

Religion can express emotions, such as humility, reverence, awe, ecstasy, joy, and terror. Religion allies with art. 

mystical experience 

People can have unwilled short ineffable feelings of insight. 

religious behavior 

Religion seeks perfection through good behaviors. Pray. Fast. Sacrifice wants. Have patience. Seek unity with God. 

Be content. Concentrate on ideal things. Be humble. Do good works. Give alms. Contribute money. Worship. Tell 



truth. Honor oaths. Obey God. Repent sin. Serve. Perform rituals. Fear God. Live in harmony with other people. 

Respect people. Be serious and solemn. Trust in God. Have joy in faith. Be at peace with oneself. Resign oneself to 

fate. Be conscious of duty. 

religious experience 

Religions appear to have arisen from personal experiences. Religious experiences follow periods of uneasiness. Then 

insight grasps solution. People feel sense of wholeness and sense of something given from outside, without asking for 

it, without earning it. From such experiences, people can infer a giver. Givers can be something unseen outside person 

and have power to do amazing things. 

Myths of flight and ascension suggest escape from one mode of being to another. Religious feeling can manifest as 

speaking in tongues, trembling, writhing, or religious possession. 

 

amaeru 

People can have a dependency need {dependency attitude} {amaeru}. 

 

faith 

People can have is total emotional belief {faith, religion}|. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Psychology>Behavior 

 

asceticism 

People can follow a simple life of mediation and prayer {asceticism}, with few goods and few personal pleasures. 

 

conversion religion 

People can have sudden changes {conversion, religion}| in behavior from immoral to moral or from passive 

acceptance of faith to active spiritual life. Beliefs exchange for new beliefs. People can experience strong religious 

feelings {religious ecstasy, conversion} and change spiritual orientation. 

causes 

Conversion happens after religious and psychological preparation. Conversion happens after exhaustion or 

frustration. Conversion ends tension and conflict. Conversion can accompany belief in people's sinfulness, personal 

sense of sin, need for removing sin, religious faith, and heightened emotion. 

results 

People feel energy, joy, peace, and calmness. Conversion is passionate. Conversion surrenders self to outside control 

or direction. No single trait distinguishes converted people from others. 

 

prayer 

Prayers {prayer}| can be petitions, sin confessions, communions, or meditations. 

 

revelation in psychology 

People can have a feeling of receiving insight from God or angels {revelation, psychology}. 

 

sin religion 

Religion prohibits behaviors {sin, religion}|, such as divorce, blasphemy, usury, drinking alcohol, gambling, eating 

certain foods, revenge, swearing, taking God in vain, and worshipping idols. Religion often prohibits expressing bodily 

desires for food or sex. Religion often discourages feeling pride and loving material things, including people. Religion 

denounces failure to give alms or contribute money. Main sins {deadly sins} {seven deadly sins} are lust, greed, pride, 

envy, sloth, wrath, and gluttony. 

 

speaking in tongues 

Religious feeling can manifest as guttural syllables sounding like speech {speaking in tongues}|, trembling, writhing, 

or religious possession. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Sociology 

 

believer 

Religion has communities of believers or practitioners {believer}. 

 



cult 

People can belong to small believing groups {cult}. Cult membership indicates need to have guru and to have 

dependency need. Cults emphasize immediate happiness and contentment. Cults also stress ritual purity. 

 

fellowship in religion 

Religion features sense of common purpose and fellowship {fellowship, religion}|. 

 

idolatry 

People can worship artworks instead of the sacred {idolatry, religion}|. 

 

revival 

Church meetings {revival}| can heighten religious feeling and typically feature dramatic preaching about sin, hell, 

and damnation. 

 

ritual 

Religion has sacred symbolic behaviors {ritual}|. 

 

sacrifice as ritual 

Rituals {sacrifice, ritual}| can open communication between sacred and profane. One gives up something to make 

later gain. 

 

schism 

Sects split from another church {schism}|. 

 

theological seminary 

People at religious schools {theological seminary} can train to preach and minister. 
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church 

Religious people typically belong to religious associations {church}. Churches can be loose groups, have high 

institutionalization, or have full integration with society {ecclesia, church}. 

 

denomination 

Protestant Christian churches {denomination}| are separate and depend on family or primary group. 

 

sect 

Churches {sect}| can have strict doctrine, high commitment, intolerance of others, and critical view of society. Sects 

split from another church by schism. 
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communal religion 

Religion and society {communal religion} integrate in many communities. 

 

evangelical religion 

Religion {evangelical religion} can seek to spread doctrine or belief among non-believers, typically using 

missionaries and witnessing to try to convert others to their religion. 

 

fundamentalism in religion 

Religion {fundamentalism, religion}| can require members to adhere to simple, strict behavioral code and believe in 

simple, strict ideology. It can be reaction to social complexity, immorality, excess, and disorder. It can be reaction to 

poverty and hopelessness. It can be reaction to preserve personal or group identity. It can have belief that people are 

bad and need controls. 

 



mainstream religion 

Religion {mainstream religion} can emphasize church-going, good works, faith, and fellowship. It does not 

emphasize doctrine or evangelism. 

 

monasticism 

People can live in wholly religious community {monasticism}|. 
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religions 

There have been 100,000 religions {religions}. 

 

Ajivikai system 

In a nonVedic system {Ajivikai system}, selves go through 84,000 births, lives, and deaths, to pass through all 

stages of being and become human, and then achieve transcendence and release. Actions and demeanors show current 

being level. Asceticism, virtue, vice, human will, and human acts cannot affect progression of lives. There is no 

freedom. All things connect. 
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Buddhism religion 

A Vedanta Hinduism extension {Buddhism} can emphasize compassion and self-denial. 

method 

Buddhism is a method, a way to heal oneself. People should have pure awareness, have unity, and live in the present. 

Simple Buddhism has no creed or mythology about this world or the next. 

self 

People actually have no egos, only body willings, sense qualities, perceptions, and desires. 

method 

People can control such thoughts, with no need to extinguish them by harsh measures. Through control, people gain 

freedom from desire and new relation to seemingly outer world. People gain self-composure, serenity, and calmness. 

Next, outer world disappears, in favor of inner being. People can lose their thoughts and desires and surrender self, to 

find their inner being. After enlightenment, people no longer need Buddhism. 

illusion of the world 

The world of things and people is many and transient {illusion of the world}. People are only physical forms, 

sensations, feelings, judgments, and dispositions. Knowledge categories are only imprecise thing and people groups. In 

Buddhism, cause ends when effect begins. 

mind 

Mind is unable to lead people to Truth or express Truth and so is not important. Mind perceives only true-reality 

projections and so sees world as real and outside self. Mind values things in world. Desires and perceptions lead to 

ignorance of Truth. 

physical relation 

Physical objects are all the same in essence. Physical objects can have different relations to other things. 

sin 

Buddhism has no ideas of sin or guilt. 

gods 

Esoteric Buddhism has gods. 

In Japan, Daibutsu is the Grand Buddha. There is Newborn Buddha. Kangiten Shoten is Sacred Heaven. Jizo is 

Guardian of the Soul. Kannon is Mercy. Bishamon is Fortune. Fugen is Long Life. Kishimojin is patron of children. 

Arhan is holy disciple of Buddha. Inary is rice bearer. Oni is Gatekeeper of Hell. Benten is music and arts. Fudo is fire. 

Emma is Judge of the Dead. 

In China, Shou Xing is god of longevity. Guan Yin is goddess of compassion. Duke Guan is god of war and 

literature. Cai Shen is god of wealth. 

holidays 

Ashada Purnima is first sermon of Buddha after attaining Mahaparinirvana in Kosi. Full Moon of Vaisakha is birth 

of Buddha. Vaisakha Purnima honors when Buddha attained bodhi or nirvana. 



meditation 

Buddhism has meditation styles. Recollection of the Buddha is a method. Vipassana or Insight is about breathing. 

Loving-kindness is about generalized compassion. Tantric Buddhism Wind mediation is about breath and spirit. 

Chag-zôg Tibetan Buddhism meditations include Kargyü-School Great Seal meditations and Nying-ma or Ancient-

School Great Perfection meditations. Focused Attention is on object or thought. Open Presence concentrates on object, 

thought, or image, to get to pure awareness. Non-Referential Compassion is a Loving-kindness meditation, including 

Sevenfold Causal Instructions, Equanimitous Exchange of Self and Other, and Giving and Taking. 

 

bodhi in Buddhism 

People can have awakening {bodhi, Buddhism}. 

 

Buddha nature 

In Buddhism, people have connections to, and/or are part of, true reality {Buddha nature}. 

 

citta 

People have a conscious state {citta}. 

 

ditthi 

People have belief or false belief {ditthi}. 

 

domanassa 

People have mental pain {domanassa}, including grief. 

 

enlightenment 

People can know that no "other" or outside world exists {enlightenment}, only their being. After enlightenment, 

people no longer need Buddhism. All is void. 

 

karma in Buddhism 

Voluntary actions have three causes {seeds of destiny} of destiny {karma, Buddhism}. They depend on former, 

current, and future acts. Karma can change by choosing different living styles. 

 

lokas 

Buddhism has three created worlds {lokas}: desires, pure forms with no desires, and no forms. People discover these 

worlds in sequence by going to deeper consciousness states. 

 

nibbana 

Extinction {nibbana} is the highest goal, to quiet greed, hatred, and ignorance and reach unconditioned state. 

 

nimitta 

World has signs or images {nimitta}. 

 

nirvana in Buddhism 

People can be compassionate, friendly, clear-minded, and calm {nirvana, Buddhism}. Even nirvana itself loses all 

meaning after it happens. Achieving nirvana is the same as samsara. Nirvana is not a state or heaven. 

 

panna 

People can have wisdom or understanding {panna}. 

 

samadhi in Buddhism 

People can have concentration {samadhi, Buddhism}. 

 

sammapatti 

In Buddhism, one can achieve serene and mindful mental state {sammapatti, Buddhism} by meditation. It is the 

highest dhamma. 

 



sila 

People can have proper conduct or moral rule {sila}. 

 

somanssa 

People can have mental happiness {somanssa}. 

 

sukha 

People can have bodily pleasure or happiness {sukha}. 

 

Tripitka 

The Pali-Canon Three-Baskets {Tripitka} are for discipline, discourse, and extra doctrine. 

 

Triple Gem 

Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha {Triple Gem}. 

 

Twelve Bases 

The senses or ways of knowing {Twelve Bases} are internal or external. Internal are eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, 

and mind. External are objects, sounds, odors, tastes, and mental objects. 

 

upadana 

People can have clinging or attachment {upadana} to ways of knowing, sense qualities, perspectives, rules/rituals, 

and self. 

 

upekkha 

Sense qualities {upekkha} can be neither pleasant nor painful. 

 

vedana 

Feelings or sense qualities {vedana} are sukha, dukkha, somanssa, domanassa, and upekkha. 

 

Wheel of Becoming 

Ignorance causes karma, which causes knowledge types, which causes body knowledge, which causes the five 

senses, which cause object knowledge, which causes experiencing, which causes desire, which causes grasping, which 

causes rebirth, which causes decay, which causes death {Becoming Wheel} {Wheel of Becoming}. 
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bhakti in Buddhism 

Buddhism has devotions {bhakti}. 

 

Eightfold Path 

Path to enlightenment {Eightfold Path} includes right belief or view, resolve, speech, conduct, occupation, effort, 

contemplation or mindfulness, and concentration or ecstasy. In Buddhism, following Eightfold Path eliminates desire 

and suffering and breaks the reincarnation chain. Eightfold Path is middle way between materialism and ascetism. 

 

Five Precepts 

Do not kill, steal, have sexual misconduct, use false speech, or use intoxicants nor become heedless {Five Precepts}. 

 

Four Foundations of Mindfulness 

Contemplate body, feelings, perceptions/thoughts, and consciousness as themselves {Four Foundations of 

Mindfulness}. 

 

prayer wheel 

In Buddhism, wheels {prayer wheel} with many rolled-up mantras can spin during meditation. 

 

soteriology 

Mahayana Buddhism has a liberation-from-self method {soteriology}. 



 

vipassana 

In Buddhism, meditation exercises {Insight Meditation} are to develop insight or tranquility and concentration to 

achieve pure insight and tranquility {vipassana}. 
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Five Aggregates 

Five causal or conditioned existence parts {Five Aggregates} form being: matter, feelings, perceptions, mental states 

or thoughts, and consciousness. 

 

nama 

Mind {nama} is one of the Five Aggregates. 

 

rupa 

Matter {rupa} is one of the Five Aggregates. 
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Four Noble Truths 

Buddhism has four statements {Four Noble Truths} {Four Truths}. Existence is constant suffering and sorrow. 

Ignorance/illusion and desire cause suffering, by grasping existing world. People can suppress suffering by ending 

desire, ego, illusion, and ignorance. People can reach nirvana. 

 

marga in Buddhism 

The middle way {marga, Buddhism} {middle path} is the Eightfold Path that ends dissatisfaction and suffering and 

liberates. It is one of the Four Noble Truths. According to Buddhism, people should follow the middle path, between 

worldly desires and harsh asceticism and discipline, and avoid both skepticism and dogma. 

 

nirodha Buddhism 

People can end {nirodha} dissatisfaction and suffering. It is one of the Four Noble Truths. 

 

samudaya Buddhism 

Desire/grasping {samudaya} causes dissatisfaction and suffering. It is one of the Four Noble Truths. 
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dukkha Buddhism 

Life is dissatisfactory {dukkha} or has suffering. It is one of the Four Noble Truths. All life is dissatisfactory always. 

Dukkha is one of three truths or marks of existence. 

 

anatta 

Self is a name only, not reality {anatman} {anatta} {annatta} {no-self}. Self has no permanence and no substance. 

Anatman is one of three truths or marks of existence. 

 

anitya Buddhism 

Material things and all existence are not permanent {anitya}. Anitya is one of three truths or marks of existence. 
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Triple Body 

People can have transformation, enjoyment, and void {Triple Body}. Transformation is all things, events, and forms. 

 

dharma in Buddhism 

Doctrine {dharma, Buddhism} can mean reality, truth, physical law, physical nature, proper conduct, duty, justice, 

impartiality, mental state, or cause. 



 

karuna in Buddhism 

Enjoyment is physical-world compassion or knowledge {karuna, Buddhism}. 

 

prajna in Buddhism 

Void or Suchness is wisdom, intuition, and knowledge {prajna, Buddhism}. 
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arhat 

Buddhist monks {arhat} can have obtained enlightenment. 

 

bhikku 

Thai for Buddhist monk {bhikku}. 

 

forest-dweller 

Living in the forest {forest-dweller} can remove suffering and defilement. 

 

Luang Poh 

Older and respected monk {Luang Poh} is Venerable Father. 

 

Phra 

Thai title for Buddhist monk {Phra}. 

 

samanera 

Beginning monks {samanera} can take the Three Refuges and observe the Ten Precepts. 

 

sangha 

Buddhist community or Thailand monk {sangha}. 
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Ambhavan 

Buddhist temple {Ambhavan} is in Singhburi, north of Bangkok. 

 

Amphur 

Thai county {Nai Amphur} {Amphur} of province has a sheriff. 

 

Ayudhya 

Thailand capital {Ayudhya} [1350 to 1767] and province north of Bangkok. 

 

changwat 

Thai province {changwat}. 

 

Tambon 

Thai ward or province district {amphur} {Tambon}. 

 

uposatha 

ceremonial hall or monastery building {uposatha}. 

 

wat 

Thai for Buddhist temple {wat}. 
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Buddhist sect 

Sects {Buddhist sect} are Lamaism, Mahayana Buddhism, Hinayana Buddhism, Tantric Buddhism, Vajrayana 

Buddhism, and Zen Buddhism. 

 

yana 

Buddhism is a vehicle or ferry {yana} to liberate oneself from desire, through enlightenment. 

types 

Hinayana Buddhism is the small boat or stricter way. Sri Lanka, Burma, and south India are Hinayana Buddhist or 

Theravada Buddhist. Mahayana Buddhism is the large boat or more varied way and includes Zen Buddhism, Pure Land 

Buddhism, and Lotus Buddhism. North India, China, Korea, Vietnam, and Japan are Mahayana Buddhist. Mahayana 

Buddhism strengthened as Sakas and Yueh-Chi peoples moved into India. Vajrayana Buddhism is the diamond way or 

boat. Tibet and Mongolia are Vajrayana Buddhist. 

 

Buddhology 

Mahayana Buddhism features an infinite number of buddhas {Buddhology}, some related to heaven and some 

representing ideals. It has no solitary buddhas {pratyeka-buddha}. Monks do not become enlightened like buddhas, so 

it has no arhats. People should strive to become buddhas. 

 

Esoteric Buddhism 

Buddhism {Esoteric Buddhism}, derived from Hinduism, can have deities. 

 

Dzogchen 

Tibet has a Buddhist tradition {Dzogchen}. 

 

Lamaism 

Tibet has a Buddhism form {Lamaism} [700] similar to Mahayana Buddhism. Dalai Lama has been divine ruler of 

Tibet since 1640. 

 

Vajrayana Buddhism 

Buddhism {Vajrayana Buddhism} can be the diamond way, boat, or vehicle. Tibet and Mongolia are Vajrayana 

Buddhist. 
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Hinayana Buddhism religion 

The first formal Buddhism {Hinayana Buddhism} was stricter. 

monk 

Hinayana Buddhism requires a strict program of self-control and effort. Hinayana Buddhism believes that 

enlightenment requires becoming a monk and following strict law. 

self 

Buddha said, "All things are without self". Hinayana Buddhists expanded this idea to say that all things and ego are 

only infinitesimal moments and transient particles. Moment chains and particle aggregations appear as individuals. 

Nirvana ends delusion that momentary things are real. 

 

momentariness doctrine 

Nothing is permanent {doctrine of momentariness} {momentariness doctrine} {Sautranika}, because effects differ. 

Reality is causes. People's thoughts are separate chains of reality. Outside events can affect thoughts, but thoughts are 

separate from exterior physical world. Suffering is part of the thought chain, and external physical world does not cause 

it. Sautrantika School purported to use secret meaning of Buddha's sermons and dialogues. 

 

Sarvastivadin 

School {Sarvastivadin} {Realists} was last of early Hinayana schools and believes in 75 dharmas or substances. 
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Mahayana Buddhism religion 

Later formal Buddhism {Mahayana Buddhism} is less strict than Hinayana Buddhism. 

physical world 

The physical world is an illusion or magic show. The physical world always changes and is endless. All physical-

world things depend on all others. Physical world is unreal Void. 

essence of reality 

The quintessence or real in things has attributes and activities. Attributes and activities can change, but quintessence 

does not change. All things are only such as they are in essence: "thus being thus". Essence has no description, because 

nothing else can describe it. Essence only describes itself. To people, the essence is the Void, because people cannot 

know fundamental reality. 

knowledge 

Real knowledge is not about language, concepts, perceptions, thinking, or world. True reality has no description. 

People can only experience it or have awareness of it. 

schools 

Madhyamika School is about the void. Sautrantika School is about realism through representation and causation. 

Vaibhasika School is about realism by direct experience. Yogacara School is about idealism and subjectivity. 

behavior 

All things in reality are Buddha things, so all people have Buddha nature in them and should try for Buddhahood. 

Bodhisattva worship is good. 

behavior: method 

People must strip away world from one's nature, to reveal Self. The first step toward true reality is to realize the 

unreality of all that one sees or knows and to resolutely set out to reach true reality. The next steps involve removing 

these influences from one's life: ending desire, building concentration, and quieting mind's active criticism and 

attention to detail. Finally, one can enter various states of insight {cosmic consciousness, Buddhism}, in which one 

feels at one with the universe in mystical state. Mahayana Buddhism allows yoga, Buddhism, Hindu rituals, and 

asceticism. 

Buddha bodies 

Buddha has three bodies. Gautama's historical body {nirmanakaya} existed on Earth. Transfigured body 

{sambhogakaya} exists in paradise. Transcendent cosmic-buddha body {dharmakaya} is identical with ultimate reality. 

 

atman in Buddhism 

People have inner being or Self {atman, Buddhism}, which is independent, is imperishable, is unchanging, is not 

part of physical world, is not a created thing, cannot appear to senses, and cannot appear to will or by willing. 

Knowledge of this self must guide life. 

Obtaining true awareness of inner self completely changes one's life and is the way to transcend the physical world. 

Such awareness is realizing that the physical world is an illusion, is purely material, and is fleeting and contradictory. 

People should show no interest but strive for true reality. Even mind, personality, and subconscious are part of physical 

world. 

 

bodhisattva 

In Mahayana Buddhism, people who are about to enter nirvana can stay at pre-nirvana stage {bodhisattva}, out of 

compassion, to comfort and save other beings. They are completely indifferent and without ego but lead others to 

Buddhahood. They can resolve time as samsara and eternity as nirvana into one Void or suchness. Virtue causes power. 

Their potential perfection is still in world and yet is inexhaustible. They take delight, because suffering has ended. They 

can never relapse to ego state, because they have reached perfection. They value nothing of world and so give away all, 

without holding back or thought of consequences. They completely devote themselves to others' benefit. 

They stay in world to represent compassion of the Void and universe. They are part of the Void and yet themselves. 

They can move about in the Void timelessly. They have boundless energy and are able to play as the Void does. 

Bodhisattva shows the idea that the Buddha has renounced nirvana until all creatures have also attained it. 

Bodhisattvas embody compassion of all Buddhas. 

famous ones 

Buddhism has Four Great Bodhisattva. In Mahayana Buddhism, Lotus Sutra and Heart Sutra are about 

Avalokitesvara, Avalokiteshvara, Guan Yin, or Kannon. Vajrayana Buddhism has Padmapani, Holder of the Lotus. 

Theravada Buddhism has Lokesvara. Tibetan Buddhism has Chenrezig, Shadakshari, or Lord of the Six Syllables. The 

Dalai Lama manifests Avalokitesvara. 



Ksitigarbha in India, Ti-tsang in China, Jizo Bosatsu in Japan, Earth Store Bodhisattva, or Di Zang in China founded 

everything. In Ksitigarbha Sutra or Earth Store Sutra, Buddha named Earth Store Bodhisattva the leading Buddhist 

until time of the next Buddha {Maitreya}. Enma or Yama, King of Hell, is an incarnation and is master of the Six Paths 

of Hell, Ghost, Animal, Man, Asura, and Deva. 

method 

Destined bodhisattva gains knowledge by action, to see consequences. He gains knowledge by role-playing. He 

sacrifices himself. He performs virtuous deeds. He suppresses display and pride. He performs acts that attract good 

karma and leave no room for bad karma. He acts as if he were bodhisattva already. He transcends and thereafter 

behaves perfectly by instinct alone. He sees the potential Buddhahood of all things clearly. 

 

maya in Buddhism 

The physical world is an illusion {maya, Buddhism}, is purely material, and is fleeting and contradictory. 

 

sunyata in Buddhism 

Bases of both true reality and physical world are unknowable and are void itself {sunya} {sunyata, Buddhism}. 

 

Trikaya Doctrine 

Buddha has Three Bodies {Trikaya Doctrine}. The nirmana-kaya, apparent body, or created body is in time and 

space. The body {sambhoga-kaya} of mutual bliss or enjoyment is an archetype. Dharma-kaya or Reality body is 

enlightenment. 
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Avatamsaka 

A Mahayana-Buddhism school {Avatamsaka}, based on Avatamsaka Sutra, stresses unity and interrelations [1 to 

100]. It affected Zen. 

 

Pure Land 

Sukhavati {Pure Land School} of Mahayana Buddhism states that faith in the Buddha of Boundless Light or 

Amitabha can achieve nirvana [1 to 100]. The Buddha of Limitless Light or Life developed and spread in China, 

Vietnam, Korea, and Japan and is largest sect in Buddhism. The Five Wisdom Buddhas are Amitabha, Vairocana, 

Akshobhya, Ratnasambhava, and Amogasiddhi. 

 

School of the Great Delight 

Schools {School of the Great Delight} can emphasize love and compassion [800]. School of the Great Delight uses 

sexual symbolism to show opposing universe properties, such as male and female and Void and Universe. Yab-Yum is 

the united couple. 

 

Vaibhasika 

People know things either through senses or by inference. Both ways have causal sequences {Vaibhasika} 

{everything exists school}. Suffering comes from outside world, but it is not enduring, because all events and objects 

are momentary. Some reality, such as space and nirvana, is permanent. Past, present, and future are real. 

 

Yogacara 

Mahayana-Buddhism schools {Yogacara School} {mind-only school} can be monistic. 

reality 

All things are mental, with no external objects. Things do not grow, extend, have duration, or have succession. Such 

properties are thought-manifestations. Experience cannot separate from awareness content. The world's creating 

principle is thought or ideation {vijnana, Yogacara}, not material substance. Thoughts and ego depend on vijnana. 

Mind contains the potential and the material for all possible thoughts. Thought material is not a thing and has no 

attributes but is sunya void itself and has suchness. 

consciousness 

The Void is pure consciousness, thought, reason, and prajna wisdom, as stated in Vedanta. 

The eight consciousness types are the five senses, sense consciousness, classifier/discriminator, and stored 

consciousness of potential forms. 



compassion 

Compassion is pure reflex of Void. Universe itself is compassion, because its parts manifest the Void. 
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Tantra 

Individuals surrender ego through love and passion for the principle or God that caused their existence, to become 

part of the whole and gain happiness {Tantra} {Tantric Buddhism}. Tantra is to ensure happy life on Earth, to ensure 

one is in heaven after life, and eventually to reach liberation. Tantra uses pleasures of the world to progress higher. 

People rise through participation, not rejection. 

reality 

Tantra is return to Vedas. Tantra and popular Hinduism use sacred-word repetition and emphasize the positive side 

of maya, manifestations in the world. All things are real, holy, and pure. Universe changes are also real. The Void is 

consciousness, being, and bliss, all together and at once. People are always part of universe as real beings and 

consciousnesses. 

classes 

In Tantra, there are no castes, and women can participate. 

goddess 

Tantric initiates usually devote themselves to the goddess Maya-Sakti, consort of all gods. She is also Mahamaya, 

the World Illusion, because her power is what sustains physical world. 

Initiates worship the goddess in different ways, depending on state. They worship her as bride, if they have rajas. 

They worship her as mother, if they have tamas. They worship her as servant, if they have sattva. 

Initiates repeat mantras: prayers, incantations, and holy words. They make offerings. They envision the goddess in 

love and devotion. Initiates typically have images of the goddess. Ritual summons the goddess, from deep within. Self-

surrender and service to the goddess lead to realization that inner self is the goddess. 

unity 

In Tantric Buddhism, individuals are not important, only whole. People should do their duty or role in the world, as 

ritual and service. 

 

bhoga 

Tantric yoga has enjoyment {bhoga} of both joy and suffering. 

 

Five M's 

Tantric rituals often use the five forbidden things {Five M's}: wine, meat, fish, parched grain, and sexual intercourse. 

 

moksa in Buddhism 

Tantra says release {moksa, Buddhism} is not the highest goal. Moksa is meaningless, because all is Void. 

 

nirvana in Tantric 

Tantra depends on the idea, "Who seeks nirvana" {nirvana, Tantra}. 

 

sadhaka 

Tantric initiates {sadhaka} enjoy bliss in knowledge of goddess. 

 

yajna 

Acts are religious rituals {yajna}. Tantric rituals often use the Five M's. Sex has a highly symbolic role. All things 

are divine and pure in Tantrism, even forbidden things. In Tantrism, overcoming seeming darkness of forbidden things 

releases from guilt and provides full realization. 
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zen 

Zen Buddhism {dhyana} {zen} says that there are many different yogas. 

meditation 

People can learn to suspend physical and mental responses, such as judgment and analysis, to stimuli. Zazen open 

meditation is consciousness without response. 



no dogma 

In Japan, Buddhism has no dogma but emphasizes realizing inner being through meditation and discipline. 

school 

Buddhism in Japan has Rinzai School. 

Zen arts 

Zen arts are tea ceremony, flute playing, archery, fencing, ju-jitsu, and brush drawing. 

 

dhyana in Zen Buddhism 

In yoga of pure Self-contemplation {dhyana, Zen}, mind concentrates on one thing. 

 

kensho 

Understanding or enlightenment can come in altered consciousness states {kensho}. 

 

koan 

Philosophical puzzles {koan} about life can have no solution, show that truth changes depending on perspective, or 

show that there is no truth. "That which can be taken away from you is not worth keeping, and that which cannot be 

taken away from you, why should you be afraid of its being taken away?" Osho Zen Tarot. "Who am I?" "What is 

this?" 
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Christianity religion 

Religions {Christianity} can emphasize that God sacrificed Jesus to atone for human sins. 

holidays 

Sunday is holy day. Religious holidays are the following. Epiphany {Fête des Rois} is January 6, the 12th Night 

after Christmas, when the three kings visited baby Jesus. Candlemas is Mary's purification on February 2. St. 

Valentine's Day is February 14. Palm Sunday is Sunday before Easter. Easter is resurrection day, on Sunday between 

March 22 and April 25. Walpurgis Nacht is eve of May Day in central Europe. Eve of St. John is midsummer. 

Assumption is August 15. All Souls' Day or Day of the Dead, to pray for the dead, is on November 1. Christmas is birth 

of Jesus, on December 25 or January 6. Holy Innocent's Day is December 28. St. Sylvester's Day is New Years Eve. 

 

agape 

People can have charity {agape}, or love of, and respect for, God. 

 

Bible book 

Christians believe that their holy book {Bible} is God's word and guides conduct and faith. The Bible is Christian 

scripture. 

parts 

The Bible has Old Testament of Judaic scriptures. New Testament has the following books. The Gospel books of 

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John give accounts of Jesus' life. Acts of the Apostles describes works of the apostles. There 

are 21 letters to churches, written by the apostle Paul. Revelations describes the Apocalypse. 

meaning 

The Bible can have four types of meaning. It can be literally true {literal meaning}. It can use allegory to teach 

{allegorical meaning}. It can have moral truth {tropological meaning}. It can tell about life after death {anagogical 

meaning}. 

 

crosier 

Staffs {crosier}| with crook or cross precede abbots, bishops, or archbishops. 

 

grace of God 

God gives everything {God's grace} {grace of God}. People's works alone cannot save them. 

 

Petrine supremacy 

In Catholicism, the bishop of Rome is the main bishop, because Jesus designated St. Peter, who became bishop of 

Rome, church leader {Petrine supremacy}. 

 



pietism religion 

People can have personal morality and contemplation {pietism}|. 

 

Trinity 

God, Jesus, and Holy Spirit {Trinity}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Christianity>Sin 

 

original sin 

The first humans disobeyed God and, by inheritance, all people carry their sin {original sin}|. Perhaps, people also 

acquired ability to sin and guilt about sinning. 

 

indulgence 

Catholic Church can give pardons {indulgence}| for sin. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Christianity>Cross 

 

cross of Christianity 

Christianity has a symbol {cross, Christianity}. 

 

double-beam cross 

Greek Orthodox Church uses a cross {double-beam cross} with two bars. 

 

Lutheran cross 

Lutheran Church uses a cross {Lutheran cross} with circle. 

 

triple-beam cross 

Russian Orthodox Church uses a cross {triple-beam cross} with three bars. 

 

Greek cross 

Crosses {Greek cross} can have four equal arms. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Christianity>Events 

 

miracle 

God, divines, or saints can change nature's laws {miracle}. Miracles imply suspending or breaking physical law. If 

universe allows physical law to break or temporarily not apply, much greater physical effects have to happen, over 

larger regions and times. Miracles imply that non-physical actions can happen. If non-physical actions happen, they 

have to have physical means to move physical things. Physical means are apparent for observed physical movements. 

 

Immaculate Conception 

God impregnated Jesus's mother {Immaculate Conception}, according to the Bible. 

 

Annunciation 

Mary received God's message {Annunciation} that she was to have virgin birth of Jesus, according to the Bible. 

 

Magnificat song 

According to Gospel of Luke, Mary sang a song {Magnificat} of praise after learning from an angel that she was to 

bear Jesus. 

 

Incarnation 

Perhaps, Jesus is god in human body {Incarnation}. Controversy concerns whether Jesus was only god, only human, 

or both. 

 



virgin birth 

According to the Bible, Mary was virgin {virgin birth}. Some Romans had claimed Caesar Augustus was god who 

had virgin birth, so early Christians used same tactic. 

 

Christmas day 

No record besides the Bible exists of Jesus' birthday or conception, but his conception was supposedly on March 25 

and his birthday {Christmas} nine months later. December 25 is also consistent with Jesus being six months younger 

than John the Baptist. 

 

Three Wise Men 

According to the Bible, "wise men from the east" {Three Wise Men} {Magi, Bible} brought gold, frankincense, and 

myrrh to Jesus twelve days after his birth. Caspar, king of Chaldea, brought gold. Melchior, king of Nubia, brought 

frankincense. Balthazar, king of Babylon, brought myrrh. Gospel of Matthew does not mention how many wise men. 

Perhaps, they were Zoroastrians. Probably, wise men were actually fools or people performing fol-de-rol. 

 

Epiphany Christianity 

January 6 {Epiphany} is when wise men visited Jesus. 

 

resurrection of body 

Return to spiritual and bodily life {resurrection, Christianity}| can follow death. According to the Bible, Jesus rose 

from the dead {Resurrection} and left his tomb after three days, on Easter Sunday. At the resurrection, God will judge 

people and assign them to heaven or hell. Heaven is where all is pleasant and one sees the face of God. Hell is pain and 

loss of God. 

 

Ascension of Jesus 

After revisiting the disciples, forty days after Resurrection, Jesus ascended into heaven {Ascension, Jesus}, 

according to the Bible. 

 

eucharist 

Rites {eucharist}| can simulate the Last Supper. 

 

investiture 

Churches can elect bishops and abbots {investiture}|. 

 

Donation 

Patrimony of St. Peter was land {Donation} in Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia that Constantine I supposedly gave to Pope. 

 

Apocalypse horsemen 

The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse {Apocalypse} are Pestilence, Plague, Famine, and War. 

 

Second Coming of Christ 

Christians believe that Jesus died to redeem sin of all people who believe in him. He will return to judge everyone 

{Second Coming, Christ}, when kingdom of heaven will begin on Earth, or Earth will end. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Christianity>People 

 

apostle 

The 11 original disciples, not including Judas, and later converted people {apostle, Jesus}| preached about Jesus. 

 

archangel of Christianity 

Gabriel is angel of revelations {archangel, Christianity}|. Rafael and Michael are other archangels. 

 

pharisee 

Scribes and Pharisees {pharisee}| were Jewish priests and officials, whom Jesus scorned. 

 



SOCI>Religion>Religions>Christianity>Places 

 

Bethlehem in Bible 

Mary bore Jesus in a city {Bethlehem, Bible}, according to the Bible. 

 

Garden of Gethsemane 

Jesus rested in a garden {Garden of Gethsemane} {Gethsemane} in Jerusalem, according to the Bible. 

 

Golgotha in Bible 

Jesus was crucified on a hill {Golgotha, Bible}, according to the Bible. 

 

manger 

A stable feeding trough {manger, religion}| was a cradle for baby Jesus, according to the Bible. 

 

Mount of Olives in Bible 

Jesus rested on a Jerusalem hill {Mount of Olives, Bible}, according to the Bible. 

 

Nazareth in Bible 

Jesus grew up in a town {Nazareth, Bible} in north Palestine, according to the Bible. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Christianity>Saints 

 

Saint Agnes 

patron saint of maidenhood {Saint Agnes}. 

 

Saint Andrew 

patron saint of Scotland {Saint Andrew}. 

 

Saint Ansgar 

patron saint of Scandinavia {Apostle of Scandinavia} {Saint Ansgar}. 

 

Saint Barbara 

patron saint of defense {Saint Barbara}. 

 

Saint Catherina 

patron saint of Italy {Saint Catherina}. 

 

Saint Cecilia 

patron saint of music {Saint Cecilia}. 

 

Saint Christopher 

patron saint of travelers {Saint Christopher}. 

 

Saint George 

patron saint of England {Saint George}. 

 

Saint James 

patron saint of Spain {Saint James}. 

 

Saint Jerome 

patron saint of scholars {Saint Jerome}. 

 

Saint Joan of Arc 

Joan of Arc {Saint Joan of Arc} or Maid of Orleans was from France. 

 



Saint Leopold 

patron saint of Austria {Saint Leopold}. 

 

Saint Nicolaus 

patron saint of Russia {Saint Nicolaus}. 

 

Saint Patrick 

patron saint of Ireland {Saint Patrick}. 

 

Saint Sebastian 

patron saint of doctors and nurses {Saint Sebastian}. 

 

Saint Sigismund 

patron saint of Poland {Saint Sigismund}. 

 

Saint Thomas 

patron saint of Portugal {Saint Thomas}. 

 

Saint Ursula 

patron saint of female education {Saint Ursula}. 

 

Saint Wenceslaus 

patron saint of Bohemia {Saint Wenceslaus}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Christianity>Sects 

 

Gnosticism 

Christian religious belief system {Gnosticism} supposedly provides privileged knowledge of spiritual world. Gnosis 

(deep knowledge) came from divine being, through medium of Christ, who brought redemption. People have spark of 

the divine in them and long to leave material world and return to spiritual world. They need knowledge to do this. 

spirits 

God is unknowable divine being, solely of spiritual world. Spiritual world and beings sprang from thoughts of God. 

Lesser divinities {demiurge, Gnosticism} of spiritual world created material world and physical motion. However, 

creation and action are antagonistic to the truly spiritual. 

theosophy 

Gnosticism included other movements, such as theosophy. 

 

Monophysite controversy 

Some early Christians believed that Jesus was person with human nature and did not unite divine and human 

{Monophysite controversy}. 

 

Nestorian controversy 

Jesus was two separate persons, one divine and one human {Nestorian controversy}. There was no Virgin Birth. 

 

Pelagianism 

There is no original sin, and people can be perfect without God's grace {Pelagianism}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Christianity>Symbols 

 

chi rho 

Christ {chi rho} (CHR). 

 

IHS 

Jesus, Savior of Man {IHS}. 

 



INRI 

Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews {INRI}. 

 

trefoil symbol 

Symbols {trefoil symbol} can be for Christian Trinity. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Christianity>Symbols>Gnostic 

 

Abraxas 

watchfulness, power, wisdom, and understanding symbol {Abraxas}. 

 

Heptagram 

Mystic star {Heptagram} is for magic. 

 

Octagram 

creation symbol {Octagram}. 

 

seven-headed serpent 

fate symbol {seven-headed serpent}. 

 

sigil of the sun 

stylized sun {sigil of the sun}. 

 

sigil of the world 

stylized Earth {sigil of the world}. 

 

water-fire principle 

stylized water and fire symbol {water-fire principle}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Confucianism 

 

Confucianism religion 

Religions {Confucianism} can emphasize moral practical life and society. 

gods 

Confucianism added religious elements after Confucius died. Shang-ti is ruler of heaven. Confucius became a god. 

learning 

Learning's four parts are virtue, eloquence and logic, government, and morals and ethics. 

metaphysics 

Objects and physical, behavioral, emotional, and social phenomena have numerical principles, allowing study of 

medicine, psychology, and politics by same principles. The two main ideas are heart or mind {xin} and things or 

objects {wu}, also expressed as "principle" versus "practical" and "idealism" versus "empiricism". Paired relationships 

are male/female, order/disorder, or constructive/destructive {yin, Confucianism} {yang, Confucianism}. Things 

divisible by fives correlate {five phases}. Calendar depended on ten heavenly stems and twelve earthly branches. 

scholarship 

Confucianism requires scholarship {Ju School} and studies the Six Classics or Lui Yi. 

 

ch'i 

Matter forms by li and carries desires {ch'i}. 

 

hsing 

People develop following their natures {hsing}, if nothing interferes. Hsing can be control of ch'i. 

 

jen 

Proper conduct {jen}, which varies with relations to other people or things, maintains sympathy or kindness. Filial 

honor and temperance are good. 

 



li 

People should practice proper behavior {li, proper behavior}, depending on social status. People should treat 

subordinates as if they were superiors. Li is structures and patterns in nature according to Chu Hsi. Li is structures and 

patterns in mind, according to Wang Yang-ming. Li pairs with matter to make objects. Li acts to organize matter, 

desires, and thoughts correctly, according to Tai Chen. 

 

tao in Confucianism 

Best ways {tao, Confucianism} to live exist. 

 

te in Confucianism 

People can live in the best way {te}. 

 

yi in Confucianism 

People should do their duty and behave correctly using correct judgment {yi}, even if they do not know rules. Yi 

leads to courage and calm. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Hinduism 

 

Hinduism religion 

Aryans who entered India [-1500] had polytheistic religion {Hinduism}. 

truth 

Truth cannot use words, images, or things, only personal experience. Finding true reality requires human endeavor. 

universe 

Universe is product of divine will and desire of the One to become many. The world body contains upper, middle, 

and lower regions. Upper region {garuda} has multitude of heavens, with celestial musicians, female apsarases, and 

bird-like atmosphere gods. Heavens have rulers {Indra, ruler}. Souls earn merit and abide in heaven as gods during 

time between reincarnations. Middle region has man and beasts. Lower world contains Dravidian fertility gods who 

attend Shiva and Kubera, titans, ghosts, monsters, goblins, and water gods appearing as serpents. 

holidays 

Saraswati Puja honors Saraswati, goddess of learning and fine arts, on 5th day of new moon in January or February. 

Holi is advent of spring, dedicated to Kama, god of love, on full moon in March. People spray colored powders and 

waters. 

Sivaratri honors Shiva, on 14th day of new moon in March. 

Janmastami is birthday of Krishna, 8th day of new moon in July or August. 

In west India, Ganesh Chaturthi or Coconut Day is in honor of Ganesh, in August or September. In Bengal, Durga 

Puja is triumph of good over evil, in September or October. In north India, Dussera is Rama's victory over Ravana, in 

September or October. 

Dewali or Festival of Lights is Rama's return from exile, after victory over Ravana, in October or November. 

treasures 

Hinduism has six treasures. First, mental quiet, then sense restraint, then end to sense qualities, then endurance, then 

concentration, and then perfect faith. People should master their minds and bodies, to eliminate all outside influences. 

life 

Hinduism identifies four areas of human life: artha, kama, dharma, and moksa. In Hinduism, life is ascetic, monastic, 

and meditative. There are periods of praying, yoga, daily rituals, and worship. 

life: stages 

In Hinduism, life has four stages: student, householder, retirement for meditation, and poor sage. The first two stages 

require the first three life-area skills, such as living in village and participating in civilization. After performing all 

duties, finishing raising family, and losing skill in craft, retirement to the forest is third life stage. In old age, people 

concentrate on self and need skills of the fourth life stage to prepare for death. 

duty and reward 

In Hinduism, people should do their duty, without need for reward. People should be indifferent. 

ritual 

In Hinduism, taking part in ritual acts, such as weddings or traditional crafts, gains solemnity and higher sense of 

life. 

 



Act of Truth 

One should live one's proper dharma perfectly {Act of Truth}. Perfect faith and wisdom have power to accomplish 

magic. People gain satisfaction from duty and participating in the Law. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Hinduism>People 

 

ayurveda 

Villages had practitioners {vaidya} of Herbal Medicine {ayurveda}. 

 

guru in Hinduism 

religious or meditation teacher {guru, Hinduism}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Hinduism>Symbols 

 

egg symbol 

health {egg symbol}. 

 

lingam 

Phallic shape {lingam} is symbol of Shiva. 

 

lotus symbol 

eternity {lotus symbol}. 

 

OM 

Ritual syllable OM or AUM, meaning silence, expresses the four consciousness states in its four Sanskrit letters 

{OM} (AUM). 

 

Panca Sayaka 

The five arrows {Panca Sayaka} represent the five senses. Devi Lalithambika holds five arrows representing the five 

tanmatras or subtle elements. 

 

trimurti 

Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva {trimurti}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Hinduism>Gods 

 

Hindu gods 

Hinduism has gods {Hindu gods} {gods, Hinduism}. 

Aditi is equivalent to Rhea. 

Adityas are twelve minor sun gods who rule the months. 

Agni is god of fire or sacrificial fire. Agni in Sanskrit, ignis in Latin, and ogon' in Russian all mean fire. 

Ananga is Kama as bodyless, and so is about abstract love. 

Asvins or Divine Physicians are Nasatya and Dasra, twin sons of Saranyu, goddess of Dawn, and Surya, god of Sun. 

Atman is Self as Creator. Brahma is the Creator. 

Brahmanaspati, Brhaspati, or Brihaspati is god of prayer and ritual devotion, and guru to Indra. 

Devi is Mother Goddess. 

Dyaus Pita is sky or Father Heaven and is like Zeus in Greek, Jupiter in Roman, and Tyr in German mythology. 

Ganesa is Lord of Hosts, Shiva's son, guide of the soul, and breaker of the way. 

Indra, god of thunderbolt and war, is king of the gods and slew Vrtra. Indra is like Zeus in Greek mythology. 

Kala is the Absolute. 

Kali is Sakti, the Black Goddess, the Great Power, or the Mother. 

Kama is god of Love. 

Krishna (black), Dark One, or Govinda is prophet of the Bhagavadgita and is the same as Vishnu. 

Kundalini is the primal World Force in selves. 

Manu is ancestor of man. 

Maruts are storm-beings. 



Matsyakanya, Satyavathi Devi, or Anantha Lakshmi is mermaid. 

Mitra is god of friendship and alliances. Mitra is like Mithra in Persia. 

Namuci is the cosmic magician: "He who does not let go". 

Padma is Mother Goddess. 

Parvathi or Sakti is consort of Shiva. 

Prajapati is life-force itself, the need to create, the need not to be alone, and "Lord of Creatures". 

Prithivi is the earth. 

Pushan or Puchan is god of meeting. 

Rati is mate of Kama and is goddess of sensual delight. 

Rbhus are craftsmen. 

Rudra is god of storm and wind, and sometimes death as part of Shiva. 

Sakti is goddess of time, eternal power, and consort of the gods. 

Savitar is sun as life-giver. 

Shiva or Siva is god of eternity or universe, the destroyer, the cosmic dancer, and master yogi. 

Soma is sacred potion or sacred plant itself. 

Surya is sun god. Surya is like Apollo in Greek mythology. 

Ushas is the dawn. Ushas is like Eos in Greek and Aurora in Roman mythology. 

Varuna is god of the dead and one of the Adityas. Varuna is like Uranus in Greek mythology. 

Vac is the word. 

Vasanta is Spring. 

The sage Vasudeva is father of Krishna and Balarama and had Devaki and Rohini as consorts. 

Vayu is the wind. 

Vishnu is the preserver, supreme god in Upanishads. 

Vishvadevas are all gods. 

 

Bharata as god 

India clans have an ancestor {Bharata}. 

 

Brahma as god 

Creator {Brahma} lives one hundred years of Brahma. Brahma created Kumara. 

 

Indra 

Gods have a king {Indra, king of gods}. 

 

Kumara 

Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatana and Sanatkumara {Kumara} are four spiritual beings that must be also material. 

 

Rama as god 

Ramayana has a hero {Rama}. 

 

Yamdoot 

King of underworld has a messenger {Yamdoot}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Hinduism>Time 

 

Hindu ages 

People are now in the fourth and worse World Age, Kali Yuga, of present time cycle {Hindu ages}. 

 

Manvantara 

Each of the 14 eons {Manvantara} has Manu: Svayambhuva Manu, Svaracisa Manu, Uttama Manu, Tamasa Manu, 

Raivata Manu, Caksusa Manu, Vaivasvata Manu or Manu Vaivasvate, Savarni Manu, Daksa Savarni Manu, Brahma 

Savarni Manu, Dharma Savarni Manu, Rudra Savarni Manu, Deva Savarni Manu, Indra Savarni Manu. Current eon is 

the seventh {Vaivasvata Manu}. One mahayuga has four ages {yuga}. One Manvantara has 71 mahayugas. After 

Manvantara is Sandhi Kala. 

 



Yuga 

The four ages {Yuga} are Kali Yuga or Iron Age [began -3102], Dwapar Yuga, Treta Yuga, and Satya Yuga or Krita 

Yuga, the last age. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Hinduism>Sects 

 

panlinguistic monist 

The Word {verbum} is reality {panlinguistic monist}, as both language and world. Sanskrit grammarians developed 

this philosophy. 

 

Six Systems 

Shad Darshanas or Shad Darsanas {Six Systems} {Six Schools} are the six sides of orthodox Hinduism: Samkhya or 

Sankhya, Yoga, Mimamsa or Purva Mimamsa [250], Vedanta or Uttara Mimamsa, Vaisesika or Vaiseshika, and 

Nyaya. 

 

Vaidika 

Vedas {Vaidika} {Vedic philosophy} contain search for underlying unity of universe. 

many 

The physical world contains antagonistic forces, which nonetheless need and depend on each other. Good and evil 

derive meaning from their differences. Existence derives meaning from non-existence. Thus, all shapes and forms 

depend on, and relate to, each other. 

one 

Essence or One has diversified and become dynamic, balanced, and full of opposites. The One can become many 

and still be one. 

body 

Vedic philosophy identifies body parts and functions with universe parts and functions. Universe and human has 

same inner form. Universe and human are parts of unity. People natures and fates link to cosmos nature and fate. 

sacrifice 

Ritual of sacrifice is about link between universe and human. 

personality 

Vedic philosophy searches for the basis of personality. People have motivation, have animation, sustain themselves, 

and have inner nature. Knowing true and real Essence can bring power, magic, courage, peace, happiness, eternal life, 

and/or strength. By going inward to inner consciousness, people can escape from fear, pain, and death in world. 

gods 

Gods possess knowledge of true Essence and so have power. Gods possess powers of self-transformation or self-

transmutation but only in certain ways and into certain forms. People can personally contact these powers through gods 

and thus gain powers themselves. 

 

Agama Hindu Dharma 

Hinduism {Agama Hindu Dharma} can be in Bali and among Tenggerese people of east Java. 

 

Bhagavadgita 

Hinduism has an important book {Bhagavadgita}. 

detachment 

People should do all things as duties or rituals {detachment, Hinduism}, because everything is deterministic. People 

should not do things to reach goals or satisfy wants. People should not act as agents. People should do and think only of 

act itself, not of consequences or effects. People should keep on acting but should act selflessly. Austerity, alms, and 

offerings are duties and should not have feelings of sacrifice, pride, or reservations. 

self 

Self is the same as the One. Bodily changes, feeling, will, desire, rewards, or punishments should not affect Self. 

transformation 

All things are only temporary, formed by transformations of the One in playful dream-like foreordained games, 

dances, or illusions. Divine power produces all things by its transformations. 

unity 

The One is Creator, Maintainer, and Destroyer of universe. The One is indifferent to humans and all desires and 

attachments. 



karma yoga 

Yoga of Selfless Action {karma yoga} concentrates on one's inner Self, because One and Self are same thing. 

Because all arises from the One, people should surrender to, and merge with, the One. People should do their duty and 

perform the work of the One in the world. 

Krishna 

In Bhagavadgita, Krishna (Dark One), in human form, persuades prince to return to duty as soldier and leader. 

 

Kusumanjali 

Jayanta [880] wrote Nyayamanjari, about a system {Kusumanjali}. Gangesa [1200] wrote Tattvacintamani about 

Navya-Nyaya school in Navadvipa, Bengal. Annambhatta [1650] wrote Tarkasngraha. Visvanatha [1650] wrote 

Karikavali or Bhasa-pariccheda, with commentaries Dipika and Siddhanta-muktavali (Principles of Muktavali). 

 

Samkhya 

The Six Systems of Hinduism have an oldest system {Samkhya} {Sankhya}. 

duality 

World and human nature are separate. The world of matter {praktri, Samkhya} is completely separate from the 

infinite number of light-like conscious eternal selves {purusa, Samkhya}. 

duality: matter 

Matter is one thing but manifests itself in three gunas: tamas is inertia or tiredness, rajas is activity or pain, and sattva 

is harmony, tension, or pleasure. 

duality: self 

Self that associates with matter binds to the samsara endless round of birth and death. To disassociate Self from all 

matter, one can follow stages through proper techniques. Yoga can stop mind's spontaneous activities. Mind has ability 

to transform itself into whatever it senses, feels, or remembers, and always does so. Yoga can end restless 

transformations, which fix on the unreal. Yoga stills all senses, emotions, and thoughts and instead substitutes 

concentration on innermost being. Ending restless transformations reveals inner self. 

cause and effect 

Cause and effect are one. Effects re-form causes. 

human body 

Body has five senses, brain, life span, strength, breathing, intuition, and ego or consciousness. 

knowledge hindrances 

Five hindrances block true knowledge. Avidya is ignorance, thinking that conscious mind is and gives truth. Asmita 

is the idea that ego or mind is true Self. Raja is attachment, sympathy, interest, affection, love, and desire. Dvesa is 

hate, dislike, and repulsion. Abhinivesa (toward life) is desire to live. 

mind 

Mind activities include accurate perception through inference and testimony, inaccurate perception, fantasy, sleep, 

and memory. 

organs of action 

Humans have five organs of action: speaking, grasping, moving, evacuating, and reproducing. These and the five 

senses are gates or openings of body to outer world. Intelligence, ego, and judgment make up the "inner organ" that 

controls these gates. 

prana 

Five prana spirits or life-breaths are exhaling, inhaling, digesting or equalizing, ascending, and pervading. They 

maintain the body. Pranas continue after death, carrying previous impressions and nature of being. 

self 

Self is pervasive in the body, unchanging, eternal, not compound, unmoving, uninvolved, free, uncaused, uncausing, 

and infinite. Self appears to be alive, as reflected in matter's activity, but it is not. The "inner organ" of one's matter 

controls the life-process. Person's mind can know the light of the Self, but mind does not associate with Self at all. 

People cannot realize Self, because mind always distracts. Stopping mind gives clear view of Self. 

unconsciousness 

Yogis use asceticism, learning, prayer, and surrender of Self to the One to isolate self from world. People disengage 

selves from all matter and realize their isolation. All motion and action are part of matter and so end. Yogis reverse 

usual unfolding of matter, which starts with praktri, then makes subtle matter, and then makes actual matter, which has 

the most tamas. Self finally stands passive and individual, unconnected to rest of universe. People then abide in eternal 

unconsciousness. 



history 

Kapila or Bhagavatam wrote Sankhya Sutras and founded a school. Asuri was disciple of Kapila. Pancasika was 

disciple of Asuri and wrote sutras. Isvara-Krsna [400 to 500] wrote Sankhya-karikas or Sankhya-saptati. Gaudapada 

[700] wrote Sankhya-karika-bhasya. Vacaspati [840] wrote Sankhya-tattva-kaumudi about Sankhya-karika-bhasya. 

Aniruddha [1400 to 1500] wrote Sankhya-pravacana-sutravrtti about Sankhya-karika-bhasya. Vijnana-bhiksu [1650] 

wrote Sankhya-pravacana-bhasya. Sankhya-sara has comments about Kapila's Sankhya Sutras. 

 

Mimamsa 

The Six Systems of Hinduism include a school {Mimamsa} about Veda liturgy and rituals. The sound of Sanskrit in 

hymns and repeated holy words, such as "Om", has meaning and is magic. 

history 

Jaimini [200] wrote Mimamsa-sutras, such as Purvamimamsa-sutra, and founded mimamsa. Sabara Svamin [400] 

wrote bhasya on Mimamsa-sutras. Prabhakara [650] wrote Brhati about Sabara bhasya. Kumarila Bhatta [700 to 800] 

wrote Sloka-varttika, Tantra-varttika, and Tuptika about Sabara bhasya. Salikanatha [600 to 700] wrote Prakarana-

pancika and was Prabhakara's pupil. Parthasarathi [900] wrote Sastrapradipika (Scriptural Texts on Light). Madhva-

Vidyaranya [1350 to 1380] wrote Nyaya-mala-vistara. Laugaksi Bhaskara [1600 to 1700] wrote Arthasangraha. 

 

Nyaya 

The Six Systems of Hinduism include a school {Nyaya} about logic and argument. 

knowledge 

Knowledge has four sources: perception, inference, analogy, and credible testimony. Inference is the only way to 

true knowledge. Inference is of three kinds. One is from cause to effect. Another is from effect to cause. Third is from 

perception to abstract principle. 

causes 

Three cause types are material or inhering cause, formal or shaping cause, and instrumental cause. 

syllogism 

Syllogisms have five parts: proposition, cause, cause example, cause recapitulation, and proposition restatement 

{conclusion, Nyaya}. This syllogism type uses the principle of invariable association. 

source 

Nyaya depends on Nyaya-sutra by Gautama or Aksapada. 

history 

Gautama, Gotama, or Aksapada [-550] wrote Nyayasutras and founded Nyaya. Vatsyayana [400] wrote Nyaya-

bhasya about Nyayasutras. Udyotakara [600 to 700] wrote Nyaya-varttika about Nyaya-bhasya. Vacaspati [841] wrote 

Tatparyatika about Nyayasutras, Nyaya-bhasya, and Nyaya-varttika. Udayana [984] wrote Tatparyatika-parisuddhi. 

 

Vaisesika 

The Six Systems of Hinduism include a school {Vaisesika} about atomistic cosmology. All substances, immediate 

qualities, universals, absences, movements, associations, differences, and inherences are atoms. All knowable things 

have atoms. All world atoms are fleeting and changing. Soul is not in time or space and so is eternal. 

cause and effect 

Cause makes something new emerge from itself. 

source 

Vaisesika depends on Vaisesika-sutra of Kanada. 

history 

Kanada, Uluka, or Acarya [-600] wrote Vaisesika Sutras and founded Vaisesika or Aulukya. Prasastapada [400 to 

500] wrote Padartha-dharma-Sangraha bhasya, which expands on Vaisesika-sutra. Sridhara [991] wrote Nyayakandali. 

Vyomasiva wrote Vyomovati commentaries on Laksanavali of Prasastapada. Udayana [984] wrote Kiranavali. 

Vallabhacarya [1000 to 1100] wrote Nyayalilavati mixing Vaisesika and Nyaya. Sivaditya [900 to 1000] wrote 

Saptapadarthi. Visvanatha [1650] wrote Bhasa-pariccheda and Siddhanta-muktavali (Principles of Muktavali). 
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Vedanta 

The Six Systems of Hinduism include a school {Vedanta} that modifies Vaidika or Vedic philosophy and depends 

on Upanishads. 



schools 

Vedanta has many schools, with different monism-dualism positions. Samkara is largest school and is intellectual 

Hinduism, with no myths, just meditation. 

cause and effect 

Cause is real, but effect is illusion. Change is illusion. 

creation story 

Brahman split into male and female and procreated. 

enlightenment 

The final stage of finding union with Brahman is state of pure rest, with end to mind transformations. People can 

know Brahman only by intuition. Enlightenment ends need for knowledge or reasoning, which are both illusions. 

Enlightened people have serenity, dignity, and majesty. They do not act in world. Any lingering karma carries on acts 

until they complete. They have become like Brahman and continue playing without participating or feeling affected. 

They are like sleepwalkers, indifferent to all things and actions. They are beyond time and silent. 

gods 

In Vedanta myths, the god Vishnu dreams. First, Vishnu makes Brahman, creation-principle and all-one, from his 

world-womb at his navel. Lotus located at navel is dreamed world of Vishnu. Vishnu is the humane preserver. 

Rama, Krishna, and Buddha are Vishnu incarnations. Rama married Sita. 

Devaki is virgin mother of Vishnu. 

Shiva is the destroyer, dissolver, and reproducer. 

Gods are only symbols or visible signs of powers, not channels for them. 

intuition 

People cannot know Brahman by ordinary knowledge, only intuition. 

self stages 

People find Self and understand true reality by proceeding through stages, using several methods to remove layers 

that hide the Self. Before starting, people should have good morals: doing good works without thought of reward or 

punishment, practicing yoga for ability to concentrate intensely, and studying Vedas for preparation. 

After getting ready to search for Self by good morals, first method is to study texts and teachings, to use method of 

refutations to disprove erroneous inferences and analogies. Erroneous inference is that world is dual or plural. Other 

erroneous inferences attribute qualities or attributes to things. This method teaches that fears and desires are also 

needless and unreal. 

Second method is meditation on Brahman, reflecting on reading. People feel personally conscious of God and know 

God as omnipotent and omniscient. 

Third method is concentration on one thing to end mind's restlessness and end thought. People lose ego and see the 

identity of all things, because God is in all and in self. This state is pure sattva, with all tamas and rajas eliminated from 

self. 

Fourth method is state of no consciousness, in which subject and object become one, so consciousness merges with 

Self. People, realizing that even sattva is delusion, achieve state of anonymity, complete loss of Self, and pure being. 

suffering 

People can accept pain and suffering by knowing that they are temporary and illusory. 

unity 

Because Brahman is in everything, all things balance and have harmony. Brahman includes all pairs of opposites. 

Evolutionary or dialectic processes make pairs of opposites. As opposites interact, world emanates from Brahman. 

history 

Badarayana or Bhasyakara [-500 to -200] wrote the Brahmasutras of Vedanta. Sankara or Iamkara [788 to 820] 

founded Advaita School. Atreya, Asmarathya, Audulomi, Karsnajani, Kasakrtsna, Badari were early Advaita sages. 

Bhaskara [996 to 1061] founded Bhedabheda School. Yadava-prakasha or Bhedabheda taught Ramanuja [1000]. 

Ramanuja [1017 to 1127] founded Visist-advaita School. Madhva [1238 to 1317] founded an Advaita school. 

Nimbarka [1000 to 1100] founded an Advaita school. Srikantha [1270] founded Saiva-visist-advaita School. Sripati 

[1400] founded Bheda-bhedatmaka-visist-advaita School. Vallabha [1479 to 1544] founded Suddh-advaita School. 

Suka [1550] founded Bhedavada School. Vijnana-bhiksu [1650] founded Atma-brahm-aikya-bhedavada School. 

Baladeva [1725] founded Acintya-bhedabheda School. 

 

adhidaivam 

The One can manifest as material things, known objectively {adhidaivam}. 

 



adhyatman 

The One can manifest as individual self, known subjectively {adhyatman}. 

 

ananda bliss 

In Vedanta, the 'causal' body can be in silent, dreamless, unchanging, and painless state of bliss {bliss} {ananda}. 

The blissful state feels conscious. 

 

atman in Vedanta 

In Vedanta, Self {atman, Vedanta} is people's inner principle. 

veils 

Self makes illusory sheaths or veils of consciousness from body, life, and mental processes. These consciousnesses 

are not the Self, and the Self cannot be object of consciousness. 

Actual human body has waking consciousness. Waking state has terror, illusion, pain, and change. 

The 'subtle' body has dreaming consciousness and includes the life-force or life-breath {prana, Vedanta}, 

corresponding to air or breath. It also includes sense qualities or perception. It also includes reason or understanding. 

Dreaming state has terror, illusion, pain, and change. 

The 'causal' body can be in a state of bliss {ananda, Vedanta} or ignorance {avidya, atman}. Both are silent, 

dreamless, unchanging, and painless. Ignorant state is like death and unconsciousness. Blissful state feels conscious. 

Self 

Self must remove these veils to reveal itself and go beyond consciousness. Self feels merged with Brahman. 

 

atman-brahman 

Universal Self {atman-brahman} is inactive, rather than participating in and animating world. It encourages 

asceticism and monasticism, replacing the life affirming, joyful feeling in Hindu religion. It is the only reality. The rest 

is pure illusion. 

 

avidya in Vedanta 

In Vedanta, the 'causal' body can be in a state of silent, dreamless, unchanging, and painless non-consciousness 

{avidya, Vedanta}. 

Ignorant state is like death and unconsciousness. Ignorance is physical-world instances, or universal pervading 

influence in physical world. In second sense, avidya is Brahman in personal role as Shiva-Vishnu, making life, 

evolving, maintaining, creating, destroying universe, and pervading all things. Brahman is like the Self, which makes 

its veils. As soon as people realize either Brahman or ignorance, they lose the realization, as Self merges with 

Brahman. Ordinary knowledge cannot know ignorance. 

 

Brahman 

Impersonal spirit, essence, power, or energy is in everything and is unified Self {Brahman}. It is form and is 

formless. It has no properties {neti neti, Vedanta}. It is Holy Power, true reality, the One, or Essence. It is infinite, is all 

things, is identical in all things, is immanent in all things, and animates all things. It is creation principle. Primal force 

makes all temporal objects, events, and phenomena. Vishnu created it in dream. It retains consciousness of itself. It is 

omniscient and omnipotent. It is the Universal or highest God. All things are Brahman manifestations. Brahman has 

different degrees or spheres of power. It is rhythmic, cyclic gestures, game, play, dance, or illusion and is of no 

importance. 

mind and world 

Physical-world manifestations, including mind and thoughts, and spiritual world, of gods in their realms, will always 

continue, just as the One itself will continue. People ordinarily perceive the illusions as many separate things, not as the 

whole. Brahman can transform into any manifestation, and human minds continually transform. All manifestations and 

transformations are illusions, not true reality. 

Self 

Underlying both world and mind is higher Brahman or Self, unmoving, unchanging, and serene. The true Brahman 

remains separate, aloof, impersonal, and inactive. Brahman perceives the illusion as whole, with clarity and serenity 

{sattva, Vedanta}, unmoved by tamas or rajas. Brahman is cause of the world. Knowledge of Brahman leads to final 

emancipation. Sages differ about nature of Brahman, relation between individual and Brahman, nature of release, and 

method to attain liberation. 

 



karma in Vedanta 

Previous actions have residues {karma, Vedanta}. Sages can become free from rebirth cycle, but karma causes all 

others to have endless reincarnation. 

 

samadhi in Vedanta 

People can have consciousness {samadhi, Vedanta} of duality of Self and mind. 

In first samadhi, mind sees Brahman, has cosmic consciousness, and feels the power of the One in oneself, but it 

comes from outside. 

In second samadhi, one feels no duality, only complete silence. 

Falling into an unconscious state as one begins to lose vision of Brahman can block second state. Distraction by 

other sense impressions can block second state. Desires, needs, likes, dislikes, or memories from unconscious mind can 

block second state. Pure enjoyment of first state can block second state, showing that mind still does not have enough 

discipline. 

 

Upanishads 

Books {Upanishads} concentrate on Self and interior world. 

 

Vishnuism 

Souls transmigrate from one body to another, seeking union with Brahman {Vishnuism}. Brahman dies to give birth 

to the world, the one becomes many, and then all things die to return to Brahman, the many become one. 

 

yama in Hinduism 

People should live ascetic life {yama, Hinduism}. General rules for ascetic life include non-violence {ahimsa}; 

word, thought, and deed truth and identity {satya, Vedanta}; no stealing {asteya}; celibacy; and possession rejection. 

Special practices {niyama} can achieve ascetic life: cleanliness, contentment, equanimity, austerity, indifference to 

desire, study, meditation, and devotion to personal god. Correct yoga body postures {asana} help, as does yoga 

breathing control {pranayama, Vedanta}. 
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yoga 

The Six Systems of Hinduism include a school {yoga} that evolved from Samkhya. 

method 

Yoga has a meditation method, in eight steps, to bring mind to its essence by removing objective things. Samkhya 

yoga practice has four levels. The most ancient, simple, and lowest is observance of practices, rituals, and duties. The 

next level is to be insightful practitioner and have ability to truly concentrate. The next level is to be successful 

practitioner and to have truly suppressed mind. People reach this level by shedding tamas and rajas, leaving only sattva. 

Tamas and rajas, as unconscious and ego force, cause all hindrances to true knowledge, as dynamic opposes inert. Last 

level is to search for Self. This stage happens when one realizes that sattva only reflects Self and true Self is beyond it. 

history 

Patanjali [-200 to 300] wrote Yoga-sutras and founded Yoga. Sanatkumara and Jaigisavya wrote Yogashastra. Vyasa 

[400] wrote bhasya on Yogasutras. Tattvavaisaradi [850] wrote Vacaspati Misra, on Vyasabhasya. Yogavarttika [1650] 

wrote Vijnana-bhiksu, on Vyasabhasya. Bhasvati [1800 to 1900] wrote Hariharananda Aranya, on Vyasabhasya. 

Sankara wrote Yogabhasyavivarna, on Vyasabhasya. Rajamarttandavrtti [1000 to 1100] wrote Bhojadeva, on Yoga-

sutras. Yogasutrapradipika has Bhavaganesa, on Yoga-sutras. Yoga-sutra-vrtti has Nagoji-bhatta, on Yoga-sutras. 

Yoga-mani-prabha has Ramananda Yati, on Yoga-sutras. Yoga-siddhanta-chandrika (Yoga Principles) has Narayana 

Tirtha, on Yoga-sutras. Yoga-sudhakara [1700 to 1800] has Sadasiva Brahmendra, on Yoga-sutras. 

 

chakra 

Stages correspond to body centers {chakra}, lying along spine. 

 

Kundalini yoga 

Yoga {Kundalini yoga} can be a method to end sense qualities and suffering by purgation, cleanliness, 

concentration, and exercises and achieve union with universe, perfect self-knowledge, and isolation from all other 

souls. Kundalini yoga takes practitioners through stages {Lotus Ladder} from everyday dullness, to sex, to power and 

achievement, to compassion, to conquest of self and sex, to vision of God, to pure ecstasy. 



 

siddhi in Hinduism 

Yogis can claim prophecy, levitation, astral projection, and other mental skills {siddhi, Yoga}. 
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Islam religion 

Religions {Islam, religion} can say there is only one god, who is merciful but unknowable, and Mohammad is his 

final prophet. In Islam, Adam ate wheat, rather than the Bible's apple, for his original sin. All adults should pray five 

times a day, facing Mecca. 

 

baraka 

Spiritual power works magic {baraka}. 

 

crescent and star 

Islam has a symbol {crescent and star}. 

 

haram 

prohibited {haram}|. 

 

hilal 

crescent moon {hilal}. 

 

Mi'raj 

Mohammad had a vision {Mi'raj} of going to heaven on al-Borak, a winged animal. 
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ijma 

Doctrine {ijma} can be that belief of most Moslems is infallibly true. 

 

Law of Talion 

People can take revenge equal to loss, such as taking eye for loss of eye {Talion Law} {Law of Talion}. 
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Koran Islam 

Mohammad said the angel Jibril (Gabriel) revealed text {Koran} {Qurun} to him. 

 

Sharia 

Koran and Hadith have Islamic laws {Sharia} {shari'a}. 
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five pillars of Islam 

All able adults should perform five duties {five pillars of Islam}. Accept and say "There is one God and Mohammad 

is his prophet." Pray five times a day. Give alms at rate 2.5% {zekat}. Fast in the holy month, Ramadan. Make the 

pilgrimage, called the Hajj, to Mecca at least once. 

 

pilgrimage 

All able adults must go to Mecca at least once {pilgrimage}. 

 

jihad 

People can work for Islam and God, deny temptations and never perform wrongs, or defend Islamic society after 

attack {jihad}|. 

 



sunna 

People have practices or ways of living {sunna}. 

 

alms 

All adults should give one-quarter {alms} of income for the poor and for Islam. 

 

din 

Practice {din} of religion by prayers is way of Islam. 
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Babism 

A heretical Islam branch {Babism} depends on Islam but has a different idea of the Mahdi. 

 

Bahaism 

A heretical Islam branch {Bahaism} depends on Islam but has a different idea of the Mahdi. Service to others is a 

form of prayer. Justice is paramount. Bahaism has no clergy. God's manifestations were Krishna, Abraham, Moses, 

Buddha, Zoroaster, Christ, and Mohammad. 
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abba in Arabic 

Arab robe {abba}. 

 

hijab 

head covering {hijab}. 

 

kaffiyah 

headdress {kaffiyah}. 

 

niqab 

face veil {niqab}. 

 

purdah 

keeping women veiled {purdah}. 
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Islam holidays 

Friday is holy day {Islam, holidays}. 

Akheri-Chahar-Sumba remembers when Mohammad recovered slightly and bathed before he died, on Wednesday of 

Safar. 

Id-e-Milad is Mohammad's Birthday. 

Eide-Fetr, Id-ul-Fitr, Id-ul-Fitar, or Eid-al-Fitr is end of the month of Ramazan or Ramadan. 

Eide-Mabus or Eide-Ghadir is when Gabriel revealed the Koran, on 2nd day of full moon after Ramazan or 

Ramadan. 

Death of Mohammad. 

First Day of Muharram. 

Bakr-id, Id-uz-Zuha, or Eid-al-Adha is day of Abraham's sacrifice, on 10th day of last month of lunar year. 

Shia 

Arba'in. 

Eide-Ghorban is day when Mohammad designated Ali as successor. 

Death of Ali is in Ramazan. 

Muharram or Tenth of Muharram or Ashura is martyrdom of Hassan and Hossein by Shimi, general of Yazid at 

Karbala, near Babylon, on 10th day of Muharram. 

 



eid al-Adha 

hajj last day {eid al-Adha}. 

 

eid al-Fitr 

Ramadan last day {eid al-Fitr}. 

 

hajj 

pilgrimage to Mecca {hajj}|. 

 

Ramadan 

In the holy lunar month {Ramadan} {Ramazan}, in honor of Mohammad receiving the Koran, all adults should not 

eat, drink, smoke, or have sexual relations during daylight hours. 
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Alif Lam Mim 

letters of unknown meaning {Alif Lam Mim} {Alif Lam Mim Suad} {Alif Lam Ra}. 

 

Asr 

evening or epoch {Asr}. 

 

Furqan 

criterion of right and wrong {Furqan}. 

 

Iliyin 

book of the righteous {Iliyin}. 

 

Injeel 

New Testament {evangel} {Injeel}. 

 

qiblah 

Ka'bah is in Mecca {qiblah}. 

 

Quran 

Koran {Quran}. 

 

Raina 

People can mispronounce or misunderstand {Raina}. 

 

Sijjin 

book of the wicked {Sijjin}. 

 

Taurat 

Torah or Pentateuch {Taurat} {Tavrat}. 

 

Unzurna 

watch over us {Unzurna}. 

 

Zabur 

Psalms {Zabur}. 
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B'al 

local god Baal {B'al}. 

 



Manat 

local goddess {Manat}. 

 

Nasr god 

help, or local god {Nasr}. 

 

Suwa 

local god {Suwa}. 

 

Uzza 

local goddess {Uzza}. 

 

Wadd 

local god {Wadd}. 

 

Yaghus 

local god {Yaghus} {Yaghuth}. 

 

Yauq 

local god {Yauq}. 
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Abraham in Islam 

In Islam, God asked Abraham {Abraham, Islam} to sacrifice his son Ishmael, not Isaac as in the Bible. Nimrod 

warred on Abraham. Abraham was first prophet of Islam. 

 

Ad tribe 

tribe {Ad, tribe}. 

 

Adam in Islam 

first man {Adam, Islam}. 

 

Ahmad in Islam 

apostle of Jesus {Ahmad}. 

 

Aga Khan 

imam (leader) of Ismaili Nizari Muslims of Ismaili Shi'a branch {Aga Khan}. 

 

archangel in Islam 

Gabriel is angel {archangel, Islam} of revelations. Michael is patron of Israelites. Israfil will sound the trumpet on 

judgment day. Azrael is angel of death. 

 

Ayub 

Job {Ayub} {Ayyub}. 

 

Azar 

father of Abraham {Azar}. 

 

caliph 

theocracy head {caliph}. 

 

Companions 

People {Companions} went with Mohammad to Medina in the Hegira [622]. 

 



Dawood 

David {Dawood}. 

 

devil in Islam 

Shaitan {devil, Islam}, the Opposer, is far from truth. Iblis, the Wicked One, is without hope. 

 

Efreet 

bad spirits {Efreet}. 

 

Firon 

pharaoh {Firon}. 

 

genii 

good and bad spirits {genii}|. 

 

hafiz 

Persons {hafiz}| can memorize the Quran. 

 

Haman 

Egyptian in time of the pharaoh {Haman}. 

 

Haroun 

Aaron {Haroun}. 

 

Harut 

Two angels {Harut} {Marut} were at Babel. 

 

houri 

female fairies {houri}| {peri}. 

 

Hud 

prophet {Hud}. 

 

Ibrahim Abraham 

Abraham {Ibrahim} is the Hanif. 

 

Idris Enoch 

Enoch {Idris}. 

 

Ilyas 

Elias {Ilyas}. 

 

imam in Islam 

faith, man of faith, or mosque leader {imam, Islam}|. 

 

Imran 

father of Mary {Imran}. 

 

Irmiya 

Jeremiah {Irmiya}. 

 

Isa 

Jesus {Isa}. 

 

Ishaq 

Isaac {Ishaq}. 



 

Ishaya 

Isaiah {Ishaya}. 

 

Ishmael 

Abraham's son, progenitor of Arab people, and second prophet of Islam {Ishmael} {Ismail}. 

 

Jalut 

Goliath {Jalut}. 

 

Jesus in Islam 

Fifth prophet {Jesus} of Islam showed new side of God. 

 

Jibreel 

archangel Gabriel {Jibreel}. 

 

Jinn 

bad spirits {Jinn} {Deves}. 

 

Joseph of Judea 

A man {Joseph of Judea} married the beautiful Zulaikha in Egypt and has admiration in Islam. 

 

khalif 

caliph {khalif}. 

 

Lahab 

Uncle {Lahab} of Mohammad opposed Islam. 

 

Luqman 

sage {Luqman}. 

 

Lut Lot 

Lot {Lut}. 

 

Magians 

Zoroastrians {Magians}. 

 

mahdi 

At world's end, a man {al-Mahdi} {mahdi} will lead the faithful. Jesus will be al-Mahdi when he returns. 

 

Malik 

king, maker, or owner {Malik}. 

 

Marium 

Mary {Marium} was mother of Jesus. 

 

Meekaeel 

archangel Michael {Meekaeel}. 

 

Moses in Islam 

Fourth prophet {Moses, Islam} of Islam received commandments. 

 

muezzin 

Men {muezzin}| shout call to Islamic prayer from minarets. 

 



Musa Moses 

Moses {Musa}. 

 

Muslim 

People {Muslim} can humble themselves before, and submit to, God. World has one billion Muslims. 

 

Namrud 

Nimrod {Namrud}. 

 

Noah in Islam 

Third prophet {Noah, Islam} of Islam survived the flood. 

 

Nuh 

Noah {Nuh}. 

 

prophet 

Islam tells that there have been six prophets {prophet}: Abraham, Ishmael, Noah, Moses, Jesus, and Mohammad. 

 

Qaroun 

A Musa inhabitant {Qaroun} opposed Islam. 

 

Quraish 

Kaaba keepers {Qureaish} {Quraish}. 

 

Saba 

Sheba {Saba}. 

 

Sabians 

Mandaeans {Sabians} are in south Iraq and Iran. 

 

sahaba 

companions {sahaba}. 

 

Salih 

prophet {Salih}. 

 

Samiri 

Samarians {Samiri}. 

 

Shaheed 

witness or martyr {Shaheed}. 

 

sherif 

descended from Mohammad {sherif}| {sharif}. 

 

Shu'aib 

prophet {Shu'aib}. 

 

Solomon in Islam 

King Solomon {Solomon, Islam} of Judea has admiration in Islam. 

 

Sulaiman 

Soloman {Sulaiman}. 

 

Talut 

Saul {Talut}. 



 

umma 

believers in Allah {umma}. 

 

Uzair 

Ezra {Uzair}. 

 

Vali 

Guide or Ali {Vali}. 

 

Yahya 

John the Baptist {Yahya}. 

 

Yaqoub 

Jacob {Yaqoub}. 

 

Yunus 

Jonah {Yunus}. 

 

Yusha 

Joshua {Yusha} {al-Yasha}. 

 

Yusuf 

Joseph {Yusuf}. 

 

Zaid 

A follower {Zaid} of Mohammad memorized the Quran. 

 

Zakariya 

Zacharias {Zakariya} was father of John the Baptist. 

 

Zul-Kifl 

Ezekiel {Zul-Kifl} {Zulkifl}. 
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Arafat 

plain and mountain near Mecca and Mina {Arafat}. 

 

Aram 

land {Aram}. 

 

Hajaru'l-Aswad 

A black stone {Hajaru'l-Aswad} is in the Kaaba in Mecca. 

 

Hejaz in Koran 

first region that Mohammad conquered, near Medina {Hejaz, Koran}. 

 

Hunain 

valley midway between Mecca and Tayef {Hunain}. 

 

Judi 

mountain in south Arabia {Judi}. 

 

Kaaba 

The old sanctuary {Kaaba} {Caaba} in Mecca is pilgrimage goal of Islam adherents. 



 

Kausar 

lake in paradise {Kausar}. 

 

Lat goddess 

north Arabia goddess {Lat}. 

 

Madyan 

Ma'an {Madyan} is in greater Syria. 

 

Marwa 

place in or near Mecca {Marwa}. 

 

Mecca in Islam 

Mohammad was born in a city {Mecca, Islam}, which is now Islam religious center. 

 

Medina town 

first town that Mohammad conquered {Medina}. 

 

minaret 

mosque tower {minaret}|. 

 

mosque 

house of worship or "place of kneeling" {masjid} {mosque}|. 

 

Mount Arafat 

Site {Mount Arafat} of a speech by Mohammad [630] is near Mecca. 

 

Naml 

valley {Naml}. 

 

Rass 

town {Rass}. 

 

Safa 

place in or near Mecca {Safa}. 

 

Salsabil 

fountain in paradise {Salsabil}. 

 

Samood 

land {Samood}. 

 

Sinai mountain 

mountain in east Egypt {Sinai}. 

 

Sirius 

brightest star {Sirius}. 

 

Tasnim 

fountain in paradise {Tasnim}. 

 

Tubba 

town {Tubba}. 

 



Tuwa 

valley {Tuwa}. 

 

Yasrib 

town or Medina {Yasrib}. 

 

Zaqqum 

tree in hell {Zaqqum}. 
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Bismillah 

in the name of God {Bismillah}. 

 

Hadith sayings 

sayings of Mohammad {Hadith}. 

 

Inshallah 

if God wills {Inshallah}. 

 

Shahada 

"There is no God but God and Mohammad is his prophet." {Shahada}. 
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Allah 

God {Allah}. 

 

Iblis 

Satan {Iblis}. 

 

Shaitan 

Satan {Shaitan}. 
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Ibadi Islam 

Sunni sects {Ibadi Islam} can be in Oman. Jabir ibn Zayd founded it. 

 

Ismaili 

Shi'a sect {Ismaili}. 
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Sufism 

A mystical philosophy {Sufism} {tasawwuf} of meditation and personal union with God comes from Islam. It is a 

gnostic system, emphasizing divine illumination, rather than behavior. The goal is to attain knowledge of higher reality. 

Practically, Sufis resist corruption, tyranny, cruelty, and wealth and help the poor and lower classes. Sufis do not turn 

away from life. They contend that one can learn from painful or hard situations. 40 days is time for mourning or other 

spiritual intervals. 

 

dervish 

Sufis {dervish}| need individual teaching to learn techniques. Sufi practices, such as spinning and dancing {whirling 

dervish}, are to induce autohypnosis. 

 



dhikr Allah 

People can have devotion to God {dhikr Allah}. 

 

fana 

People can lose self in God or all-inclusive Self {fana}. 

 

haqiqa 

Feeling {haqiqa} of Islam goes beyond Islamic laws. 

 

La ilaha illa 'Llah 

God is One, who unifies all {La ilaha illa 'Llah}. 

 

suf 

Wool {suf} is the cloth worn by mystics. Safa means purity. Suffa is mosque's veranda. 

 

tariqa 

Sufism has seven stages to salvation: repentance, fear of God or abstinence, piety and detachment, poverty, patience 

or ecstasy, trust in God and surrender to God, and contentment {tariqa}. 

 

zikr 

Sufism has a style of meditation {zikr}. 
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mirror symbol in Sufism 

Mirrors and polished silver {mirror symbol, Sufism} are symbols that both reflect and contain God. 

 

moth symbol 

Moths {moth, symbol Sufism} are souls always moving toward the light of God. 

 

peacock symbol in Sufism 

Closed-tail peacocks {peacock symbol, Sufism} are selves that are not yet one with God. 

 

pearl symbol 

Pearls {pearl symbol} are holders of Truth. 

 

ruby symbol 

Rubies {ruby symbol} are wealth and happiness. 

 

water drop symbol 

Water drops {water drop symbol} come from and return to sea, like humans and God. 

 

well symbol 

Wells {well symbol} are Paradise. 
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Jainism 

Religions {Jainism} can be similar to Yoga and Samkhya Schools of Hinduism but simpler and non-Vedic. 

reality 

Jainism accepts that world exists. World will end with men at their lowest and world itself bestial. 

gods 

Hindu gods are for help against disease, disaster, and so on. Idols provide objects for contemplation. Jainism is 

atheistic. 



samsara 

People should forget actions, humanity, virtue, and everything, and try to obtain release from the eternal round of 

birth and death {samsara, Jainism}. Release comes through suffering, compassion, and self-detachment. People should 

reject the life-force to reproduce and stay alive and instead try to escape from cycles of death and rebirth forever. 

People should transcend individuality and all details, be free of all action, and have complete isolation from world. To 

feel no pain or pleasure, no desire, and no will requires intense concentration and endurance. 

behavior 

Jaina householders should not destroy life. They should not tell lie. They should not use another's property without 

permission. They should limit possessions. They should vow daily to go only in certain directions and distances. They 

should not talk or act uselessly. They should not think of sinful things. They should limit diet and pleasures each day. 

They should be chaste. 

They should worship at proper times. They should fast on proper days. They should exercise charity every day by 

giving money and doing other things. 

self 

Self permeates the human body. Body hides Self. Soul is not Self. True Self has no personality. Self is just like all 

other Selves. Self can perceive truth directly. 

In one way, selves are permanent. In one way, selves are not permanent. In one way, selves are permanent and then 

not. In one way, selves are not describable. In one way, selves are permanent but not describable. In one way, selves 

are not permanent but not describable. In one way, selves are permanent and then not but not describable. 

sense 

The five senses are brain, life span, bodily strength, speech, and breathing and make up human lives. 

soul 

People belong to one of six soul types, which depend on karma. Soul can be white or yellow, red or gray, and blue or 

black. White is highest and purest and least affected by bad karma. Killing is the blackest act. 

People accumulate karma depending on their actions, which have goodness, badness, and nature. Acting uses up 

karma but also brings in more karma. Karma accumulation gives soul color. Goal is to become lighter and lighter in 

each life. Soul color determines whether people rise or fall in strata of the Universal body. Finally, people hope to be 

free of all color, and then Self will be clear and omniscient. 

suffering 

World is full of suffering. 

unity 

Universe is one human organism and is alive and eternal, as are people's inner Selves. All Selves are an infinite 

collection (Jiva). 

saint 

Jainist saints {tirthankara} {Makers of the River Crossing} achieved enlightenment after many reincarnations, 

through graded ascetic exercises. Saint stories are similar to story of the Buddha and depend on yaksas and nagas. 

The saints have gone to the ceiling of the universe and dwell there in perfect peace, omniscient, timeless, without 

action, and without contact with rest of universe. Jainist saints are mild, ascetic, intellectual, and strong. 

In statues, they have standing attitude {dismissing the body}, or they sit yoga-like. Saints have symbols. Jainists 

should contemplate Jainist saints as inspiration. 

clothing 

Jaina monks wear white robes or go naked. 

 

ajiva 

Space {ajiva} includes movement {dharma, Jainism}, rest or position {adharma}, time {kala, Jainism}, and atomic 

matter {pudgala}. Pudgala has six degrees of density. 

 

anekantavada 

Truth has many sides, so people should have tolerance and mutual respect {anekantavada}. 

 

Kalyamas 

The five events {Five Kalyamas} {Kalyamas} are the following. Soul enters embryo. Birth happens. Renunciation 

takes place. All destructive karma is gone. Liberation happens. 

 



karma in Jainism 

A matter form {karma, Jainism} has eight kinds: to block knowledge or perception, to create feelings, to cause 

delusions, to determine life length, to make personality or individuality, to make one's family, and to produce obstacles. 

Karma reduces the powers of Self or adds delimiting things to Self. Karma can enter soul through 42 channels. Souls 

go through rebirths until liberated from karma. 

 

Mount Sammada 

A mountain {Mount Sammada} sacred to Jainism is a place of enlightenment. 
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vratas 

The five Vows {vratas} are Ahimsa, Satya, Asteya, Aparigraha, and Brahmacharya. 

 

ahimsa in Jainism 

People can take a vow {ahimsa, Jainism} not to kill. All things are alive, and all life has unity, even vegetables. 

 

aparigraha 

People can take a vow {aparigraha} to limit possessions and be unattached. 
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Judaism 

Religions {Judaism} can be about loyalty to one tribal god, by following laws, rituals, and practices. 

god 

Judaism has only one God. In Judaism, Hebrews (wanderers) are God's chosen people. God commands that people 

love God and all other people. People should become like God in transcendence. No one can describe God in form or 

history. God does not state his purposes. 

resurrection 

Perhaps, at current-age end, God will raise people from the dead to live on the new Earth. In the resurrection, men 

and women will revert or advance to their optimal age. 

sin 

Adam and Eve sinned by accepting apple from Tree of Knowledge, causing them to lose Garden of Eden, to have to 

work, and to have pain at childbirth. 

soul 

Ancient Hebrews thought of the human being as body animated by God, with no soul, and thought people were 

mortal. Later, bodies have separate souls, which have life after death. 

holidays 

Saturday is holy day of Judaism, beginning at sundown on Friday and ending at sundown on Saturday. Purim is in 

March, when Esther saved Jews. Passover is typically one week before Easter, in April. Yom Kippur or Day of 

Atonement is in the High Holy Days at end of September. Feast of Booths or Ingathering is at harvest time. Hanukkah 

is near Christmas. 

 

Diaspora 

Jews spread over Mediterranean {Diaspora}, after fall of Jerusalem to Roman Republic. 

 

Star of David 

A six-pointed star {Star of David} {Magen David} {Mogen David} symbolizes Judaism. 

 

synagogue 

Places {synagogue}| are for reading and teaching law. 

 

Urim vetumin 

High priest wears rectangle {Urim vetumin} with 12 metal squares, for 12 tribes of Israel. 
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gematria 

Letter permutations {gematria} have hidden meaning. 

 

Kabbalah 

Jewish mysticism {Kabbalah} has cosmology based on Hebrew alphabet, using Platonist and Pythagorean ideas. 

Letters are numbers. Letter permutations have hidden meaning {gematria, Kabbalah}. Tetragrammaton is the four-letter 

name of Yahweh, YHVH. The ten Sefirot are parts of the one God, Ein Sof. 

history 

Isaac the Blind, Abraham Abulafia of Posquieres [1200 to 1300], Moses ben Nahman or Nahmanides [1194 to 

1270], Moses Cordovero [1522 to 1570], Joseph Caro [1500 to 1570], Isaac Luria [1535 to 1572 or 1543 to 1620], 

Shabbetai Zevi or the False Messiah [1627 to 1676], Giovanni Pico della Mirandola [1463 to 1494], and Abraham 

Herrara are Kabbalists. Isaac Luria founded Chaverim or Friends. 
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Garden of Eden 

Adam and Eve lived there {Garden of Eden} {Eden, garden}, and it contained Tree of Knowledge, according to the 

Old Testament. 

 

Tree of Knowledge 

Tree {Tree of Knowledge} was in Garden of Eden, according to the Old Testament. 
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Aaron 

chief priest and second in command to Moses during exodus from Egypt {Aaron}, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Abraham in Judaism 

first Hebrew {Abraham, Judaism}, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Adam in Judaism 

first man or ground in Hebrew {Adam, Judaism}, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Cain 

Cain {Cain} and Abel were sons of Adam and Eve, and Cain killed Abel, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Daniel 

A man {Daniel} escaped the lion's den when Jews were in captivity in Babylon, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Esther 

A woman {Esther} saved Jews from persecution in Babylon. 

 

Eve person 

first woman {Eve}, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Isaac 

Abraham's son {Isaac}, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Jacob or Israel 

Jacob {Jacob} or Israel, Isaac's son, had 12 sons, for 12 tribes of Israel, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Joseph in Judaism 

Jacob's son {Joseph} went to Egypt and had a coat of many colors, according to the Old Testament. 

 



Joshua in Judaism 

After forty years of wandering after exodus from Egypt, after Moses [-1200 to -1100], a man {Joshua} fought at 

Jericho and led Jews into Canaan (Palestine), the land of milk and honey, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Methuselah 

A man {Methuselah} lived 900 years, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Moses in Judaism 

Egyptian rulers nurtured a baby {Moses, Judaism}, after rescue from Nile River. He sent plagues on Egypt, led Jews 

out of Egypt, parted Red Sea, and received Ten Commandments, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Noah in Judaism 

A man {Noah, Judaism} built the ark to survive the flood and had three sons, for the three races, according to the 

Old Testament. 

 

Ruth in Bible 

Boaz loved a woman {Ruth}, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Samuel prophet 

early leader and prophet {Samuel}, according to the Old Testament. 

 

Solomon in Judaism 

The king after David {Solomon, Judaism} was wise and wrote Song of Solomon. He chose true mother of disputed 

baby by threatening to divide it in half, according to the Old Testament. 
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mythology 

Religions {mythology} can be about human-like gods and animals. 
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Arthur in myth 

Arthur {Arthur}, King Uther Pendragon's illegitimate son, became king by being the only one that drew sword from 

stone. He received his sword Excalibur from the Lady of the Lake. He established the noble and chivalrous Knights of 

the Round Table and took Guinevere for his queen. 

His nephew or son, Sir Mordred, fatally wounded Arthur in his middle years, and three queens took Arthur to Isle of 

Avalon, from which he will someday return to save England. 

legends 

Irish, Welsh, Cornish, and North Breton legends joined to make Arthur, actual Anglo-Saxon invasion leader, into 

legend. Bretons carried story to Europe. 

 

Camelot 

Arthur had castle {Camelot}. 

 

Excalibur 

Lady of the Lake received Arthur's sword {Excalibur}. 

 

Round Table myth 

A knight association {Round Table} dedicated themselves to chivalry. 
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Elaine 

Pelles of Astolat's daughter {Elaine} married Lancelot. 

 



Galahad 

Lancelot and Elaine's son {Galahad} was a pure knight. 

 

Gawain 

Arthur's nephew and knight {Gawain} of the Round Table followed the Green Knight and married the ugly lady, 

who then turned back into princess. 

 

Guinevere 

A queen {Guinevere} is King Arthur's wife. 

 

Kay myth 

Arthur's good-humored foster brother {Kay}. 

 

Lancelot myth 

Lancelot of the Lake or Launcelot du Lac {Lancelot}, strongest and most-gallant knight, arrived from France as 

friend to Arthur. Elaine of Astolat was in love with Lancelot, who ignored her. Guinevere and Lancelot became close 

but not actual lovers, but their affair threw her honor into question. Lancelot married Elaine to end his association with 

Queen. 

 

Merlin 

Arthur's magician and counselor {Merlin}. 

 

Mordred 

Arthur's nephew or son {Mordred} fatally wounded King Arthur. 

 

Morgan Le Fay 

Arthur's sister and enchantress {Morgan Le Fay}. 

 

Parsifal 

A knight {Parsifal} {Percival} set out to find the Holy Grail, the cup from which Jesus drank at the Last Supper. 

Only a pure knight can find it, and it will bring virtue back to world. Either Parsifal or Galahad found it after many 

adventures. 

 

Tristan myth 

A knight {Tristan} went to Ireland to bring back Isolde to be bride of King Mark of Cornwall. Tristan and Isolde 

accidentally drank a love draught, meant for King and bride, and fell passionately in love. Tristan went away but had to 

return, leading to both their deaths. 

 

Twelve Paladins 

Heroes {Twelve Paladins} {Peers} of Charlemagne included Roland, Charlemagne's nephew. 
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Egyptian mythology 

Egypt had mythology {Egyptian mythology}. Ancient Egyptians thought that the god that created the universe 

created them directly, from nothing. Nature depended on gods' intentions. Gods spoke, were intelligent, had human 

passions, and were moral. At death, a great mechanical balance weighed heart against feather of truth to judge people. 

 

Amun 

Supreme deity {Amun} {Amen} is god of life and reproduction. 

 

Anubis 

God {Anubis} conducts the dead to judgment. 

 

Apep 

Archfiend {Apep} {Apepi} tried to stop Sun from rising. 



 

Apis 

sacred bull {Apis}. 

 

Horus 

god of silence {Horus}. 

 

Isis 

Earth goddess {Isis} {Hathor} is sister and wife of Osiris and mother of Horus. 

 

Nut myth 

Heaven is arched body of sky goddess {Nut}, and stars are her jewels. 

 

Osiris 

The god {Osiris} of Sun, Nile, warmth, life, and fruitfulness is regularly reborn as the calf Apis. His symbol is ram 

or cow. 

 

Ra god 

sun god {Ra}. 

 

Serapis 

ruler of Tartarus and god of medicine {Serapis}. 

 

Set god 

The prince of evil {Set} {Typhon} killed Osiris. 

 

Thoth 

God {Thoth} of wisdom, learning, language, and number has ibis head or baboon head. 
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Chaos in mythology 

At beginning was dark and formless universe {Chaos, mythology}. Then Love appeared. 

 

Gaea 

Mother Earth {Gaea} {Gaia} is mother of Titans and Giants. She was Terra {Terra, mythology} in Roman 

mythology. 

 

Uranus god 

Heaven or sky god {Uranus, Greek and Roman god} {Ouranos} was ruler of universe before Titans. He was father 

of Titans, Giants, and Cyclops. He was Caelus in Roman mythology. 

 

Cyclops 

Monsters {Cyclops}| had one eye. Uranus and Gaia had Brontes, Sterops, and Arges. 
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Giant in mythology 

Uranus and Gaia had Cottus, Briareus, and Gyges. After Cronus castrated Uranus, Gaia received Uranus' genitalia 

residue and bore Giants {Giant, mythology} {Gigantes}: Agrios, Alcyoneus (leader), Aristaios, Clytius, Damysos, 

Enceladus, Ephialtes, Eurytus, Gration, Hippolytus, Leon, Mimas, Otus, Pallas, Peloreus, Polybotus, Porphyrion, 

Theodamus, and Thoon. 

 

Antaeus 

Giant {Antaeus}, who was invincible while touching ground, lost to Hercules, who lifted him up. 
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Titan in mythology 

From the sky god Uranus and the earth goddess Gaia (Gaea) (Terra) came Titans {Titan, mythology}. The six 

females were Tethys (ocean), Theia (light), Phoebe (moon), Mnemosyne (memory), Themis (justice or law), and Rhea 

(earth). The six males were Oceanus (oldest, river, Tethys), Hyperion (sun, Theia), Coeus or Koios (intelligence or 

philosophy, Phoebe), Crius or Krios (ram, Eurbia), Iapetus or Iapetos (mankind, mortality, mountains, Clymene), and 

Cronus (youngest, agriculture, Rhea) in Greek mythology (Saturn in Roman mythology). Saturn ruled in the Golden 

Age. Hyperion had a son, Helios (sun), and two daughters, Eos (dawn) and Selene (moon). Coeus had daughters: Leto 

and Asteria. Iapetus had sons: Atlas, Prometheus, Epimetheus, and Menoetius. Oceanus had a daughter: Metis 

(intelligence). Crius had sons: Astraeus, Pallas, and Perses. Cronus and Rhea made the Gods. Their three daughters 

were Hestia, Demeter, and Hera. The three sons were Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus. 

 

Atlas in mythology 

Titan {Atlas, mythology} bore world on shoulders. 

 

Cronus 

Greek Titan {Cronus} ruled Golden Age, until his son Zeus overthrew him. Kronos was father of the Gods. He is 

Saturn in Roman mythology. 

 

Metis 

The female creation-principle {Metis} in early Greek myth became bisexual later as Metis in Greek mythology or 

Phanes in Roman mythology. Later it became only male as Phanes. 

 

Prometheus 

Titan {Prometheus} created men and gave them fire. Zeus bound him to a rock. Hercules saved him. 

 

Rhea 

Greek Titan {Rhea} was queen during the Golden Age and was mother of the Gods, Ops or Opis in Roman 

mythology, and Cybele in Phrygia. 

 

Saturn giant 

Roman Titan {Saturn, giant} ruled the Golden Age, until Jupiter overthrew him. He was father of the Gods. He is 

Cronus in Greek mythology. 
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Greek and Roman gods 

From Chaos and Love came the original gods {Greek and Roman gods} {gods, Greek and Roman}. Male Heaven or 

Sky was Uranus or Ouranos. Female Earth was Gaea or Gaia. Uranus and Gaea made the Titans, including Cronus and 

Rhea. 

From Cronus and Rhea came the Gods: female Hestia (Greek) or Vesta (Roman), female Demeter (Greek) or Ceres 

(Roman), male Dis or Hades (Greek) or Pluto (Roman), male Poseidon (Greek) or Neptune (Roman), male Zeus 

(Greek) or Jupiter (Roman), and female Hera (Greek) or Juno (Roman). 

Hera and Zeus produced male Hephaestus (Greek) or Vulcan (Roman), male Ares (Greek) or Mars (Roman), female 

Aphrodite (Greek) or Venus (Roman), male Hermes (Greek) or Mercury (Roman), female Artemis (Greek) or Diana 

(Roman), female Athena (Greek) or Minerva (Roman), and male Apollo or Apollon. 

 

Twelve Immortals 

Twelve gods {Twelve Immortals} dwelt on Mount Olympus: female Demeter (Greek) or Ceres (Roman), male 

Poseidon (Greek) or Neptune (Roman), male Zeus (Greek) or Jupiter (Roman), female Hera (Greek) or Juno (Roman), 

male Hephaestus (Greek) or Vulcan (Roman), male Ares (Greek) or Mars (Roman), female Aphrodite (Greek) or 

Venus (Roman), male Hermes (Greek) or Mercury (Roman), female Artemis (Greek) or Diana (Roman), female 

Athena (Greek) or Minerva (Roman), male Apollo or Apollon, first female Hestia (Greek) or Vesta (Roman) and then 

male Dionysius (Greek) or Bacchus (Roman). 

 



Aeolus 

king of the winds {Aeolus}. 

 

Aesculapius 

Roman god of medicine {Aesculapius}. 

 

Apollo god 

Phoebus Apollo {Apollo} is Greek and Roman god of light, prophecy, truth, healing, archery, and music. His cult 

was at Delphi and stressed reason, harmony, and justice. 

 

Ares 

Greek god of War {Ares}. He was Mars in Roman mythology. 

 

Bacchus 

Roman god of Vine, Inspiration, and Madness {Bacchus} and son of Jupiter and Semele. He was Dionysius in Greek 

mythology. 

 

Cupid 

Roman god of Love {Cupid} is a baby with bow and arrow. He was Eros in Greek mythology. 

 

Dionysius god 

Greek god of Vine, Inspiration, and Madness {Dionysius} and son of Zeus and Semele. Cult of Dionysius was about 

nature, ecstasy, and passion. Women Maenads participated in winter rituals. He was Bacchus in Roman mythology. 

 

Eros myth 

Greek god of Love {Eros}. He was Cupid in Roman mythology. 

 

Hades 

king of underworld or underworld itself {Hades}. He was Pluto in Roman mythology. 

 

Hermes god 

Greek messenger god {Hermes}, god of commerce and markets and guide of the dead, is thieving, shrewd, and 

cunning. He was Mercury in Roman mythology. 

 

Janus 

God of good beginnings {Janus} has two faces. 

 

Jupiter god 

Supreme Roman god {Jove} {Jupiter, Roman god} is king of sky, rain, and storm clouds. He had many children. He 

was Zeus in Greek mythology. 

 

Lares 

Roman household gods {Lares} are ancestor spirits. 

 

Mars god 

Roman god of war {Mars, Roman god}. He was Ares in Greek mythology. 

 

Mercury god 

Roman messenger god {Mercury, Roman god}, god of commerce and markets and guide of the dead, is thieving, 

shrewd, and cunning. He was Hermes in Greek mythology. 

 

Morpheus 

god of sleep {Morpheus}. 

 

Neptune god 

Roman ruler {Neptune, Roman god} of sea loved horses and carried trident. He was Poseidon in Greek mythology. 



 

Pan god 

Merry, noisy god {Pan, god} with goat horns and feet, lived in wild places and played reed pipe. 

 

Pluto god 

king of underworld {Pluto, Greek god}. He was Hades in Greek mythology. 

 

Poseidon god 

Greek ruler {Poseidon} of sea gave horses to men and carried trident. He was Neptune in Roman mythology. 

 

Proteus 

God {Proteus} foretold the future and changed his shape. 

 

Sol myth 

Roman sun god {Sol} and Greek sun god {Helios}. 

 

Terminus myth 

god of boundaries {Terminus}. 

 

Triton myth 

sea god {Triton}. 

 

Vulcan 

God {Vulcan} of fire is an armorer and smith and is ugly, lame, kindly, and peace-loving. He was Hephaestus in 

Greek mythology. 

 

Zeus god 

Supreme Greek god {Zeus} is king of sky, rain, and storm clouds. He had many children. He was Jupiter in Roman 

mythology. 
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Aphrodite 

Greek goddess {Aphrodite} of love and beauty was mother of Eros. She loved Adonis. She was Venus in Roman 

mythology. 

 

Artemis goddess 

Greek goddess of moon, hunt, wild animals, and darkness {Artemis}. She was Diana in Roman mythology. 

 

Astraea 

Greek goddess {Astraea} of justice helped men in Golden Age. 

 

Ate 

Greek goddess of mischief {Ate}. 

 

Athena 

Pallas Athena {Athena} is Greek goddess of city, civilization, handicraft, agriculture, wisdom, and justice. She was 

goddess of Athens, with temples on Acropolis. She was Minerva in Roman mythology. 

 

Aurora myth 

Greek goddess of the dawn {Aurora}. 

 

Ceres 

Roman goddess of corn and harvests {Ceres}. She was Demeter in Greek mythology. 

 



Clio 

goddess of history {Clio}. 

 

Demeter 

Greek goddess of corn and harvests {Demeter}. She was Ceres in Roman mythology. 

 

Diana 

Roman goddess of Moon, hunt, wild things, and darkness {Diana}. She was Artemis in Greek mythology. 

 

Hera 

Zeus' wife {Hera} is Greek goddess of marriage. She was Juno in Roman mythology. Hera is courage. 

 

Juno 

Roman goddess of marriage {Juno} is Jupiter's wife. She was Hera in Greek mythology. 

 

Minerva 

Roman goddess of city, civilization, handicraft, agriculture, and wisdom {Minerva}. She was Athena in Greek 

mythology. 

 

Nemesis myth 

goddess of righteous anger {Nemesis}. 

 

Nike goddess 

Greek goddess of victory {Nike}. 

 

Psyche myth 

Girl {Psyche, Roman goddess} loved by Cupid became goddess of the soul. 

 

Venus god 

Roman goddess {Venus, Roman goddess} of love and beauty and mother of Eros loved Adonis. She was Aphrodite 

in Greek mythology. 

 

Vesta 

Roman virgin goddess {Vesta} of hearth, home, and family. She was Hestia in Greek mythology. 
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Greek and Roman heroes 

Achilles, Aeneas, Agamemnon, Ajax, Hector, Hercules, Odysseus in Greece or Ulysses in Rome, Paris, Perseus, 

Priam, and Troilus fought at Troy {Greek and Roman heroes}. Castor and Pollux are the Gemini twins. 

 

Achilles 

The greatest Greek warrior {Achilles} in Trojan War killed Hector. He had protection from harm because he had 

dipped in River Styx, except for his heels. He died by arrow in the heel from Paris. 

 

Aeneas 

Trojan {Aeneas} loved Dido of Carthage, descended into Hell to find his father, and then founded Rome. 

 

Agamemnon 

Greek commander {Agamemnon} at Troy killed his daughter Iphigenia to get to Troy. His wife, Clytemnestra, killed 

him on his return from Troy. 

 

Ajax 

second-greatest Greek champion {Ajax}. 

 



Gemini 

Twins {Gemini}, protectors of sailors, are the heroes Castor, for horsemanship, and Pollux, for boxing. They are 

sons of Jupiter, as the Swan, and Leda. 

 

Hector myth 

Priam's son {Hector} was the best Trojan warrior. He died at the hands of Achilles. 

 

Hercules 

Greatest Greek hero {Hercules} {Herakles} performed 12 labors in penance for killing his wife while he was mad. 

 

Odysseus 

Greek hero {Odysseus} of Odyssey, same as Roman Ulysses, was wise and clever. 

 

Paris myth 

Priam's son {Paris, myth} judged Aphrodite fairest, causing Hera and Athena to be angry. When Helen was 

promised to him, he stole her and caused Trojan War. He killed Achilles by shooting arrow in his heel. 

 

Priam 

king of Troy during Trojan War {Priam}. 

 

Troilus 

Priam's son {Troilus} loved Cressida. Achilles killed him. 

 

Ulysses in myth 

Roman hero {Ulysses, myth} of Odyssey, wise and clever, was same as Greek Odysseus. 
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Greek and Roman monsters 

Centaurs, Cerberus, Charybdis, Chimera, Cyclops, Fauns, Gordon, Griffin, Harpies, Hydra, Medusa, Minotaur, 

Pegasus, Satyrs, Scylla, Sirens, and Sphinx {Greek and Roman monsters}. 

 

Chimera myth 

Bellerophon, while riding Pegasus, killed a monster {Chimera}. 

 

Cockatrice 

The king of the serpents {Cockatrice} {Basilisk} killed with one glance. 

 

faun 

Roman goat-men {faun}| can live in wild places. 

 

Gorgon 

Monsters {Gorgon}, of which Medusa was one, with wings and snaky hair, caused men to turn to monsters if they 

looked on them. 

 

griffin 

half eagle and half lion {griffin}|. 

 

Harpies 

Argonauts routed smelly, flying creatures {Harpies}. 

 

Hydra myth 

Nine-headed creature {Hydra} grew two new heads if anyone chopped off head. Hercules killed it. 

 

Medusa myth 

a Gorgon {Medusa}. 



 

Minotaur 

Theseus killed a half bull and half man {Minotaur} imprisoned in the labyrinth. 

 

phoenix myth 

Birds {phoenix, myth}| can rise out of own ashes. 

 

roc 

giant Indian-Ocean bird {roc}|. 

 

salamander monster 

Small reptile {salamander, myth}| did not burn in fire. 

 

satyr 

Goat men {satyr}| lived in the wild. 

 

Scylla 

Circe changed maiden into monster {Scylla}, which attacked Jason, Odysseus, and Aeneas. 

 

Sphinx myth 

Winged lion {Sphinx} with woman's breast and face asked famous riddle. 

 

unicorn myth 

Slim horses {unicorn, myth}| have one long horn. 

 

wyvern 

two-legged winged dragon {wyvern}|. 
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Greek and Roman people 

Adonis, Amazons, Andromeda, Antigone, Argonauts, Calypso, Cassandra, Charon, Circe, Daedalus, Daphne, Dido, 

Dryads, Electra, Europa, Eurydice, Helen of Troy, Hero, Icarus, Leander, Medea, Midas, Naiads, Narcissus, Pandora, 

Penelope, Phaedra, Plutus, Psyche, Pygmalion, Sisyphus, and Tantalus {Greek and Roman people}. 

 

Delphi myth 

Oracle {Delphi, myth} was for Apollo. 

 

Eumenides 

protectors of suppliants {Eumenides} {Fates}. 

 

Fury 

just pursuers and punishers of sinners {Fury} {Furies} {Enrinyes}: Alecto, Tisiphone, and Megara. 

 

Pegasus 

Bellerophon rode a winged horse {Pegasus}, to kill the Chimera. 
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Adonis 

Aphrodite loved a beautiful youth {Adonis}. 

 

Argonauts 

Adventurers {Argonauts} sailed to get Golden Fleece under Jason, in the ship Argo. 

 



Charon 

Boatman {Charon} ferries the dead across River Acheron. 

 

Daedalus 

Labyrinth architect {Daedalus} flew out of the labyrinth on manmade wings. 

 

Deucalion 

Greek son {Deucalion} of Prometheus and his wife Pyrrha were the only survivors of the flood. He cast behind him 

his mother's bones, stones of Earth. These became human beings. Hellen was their daughter, and she had sons: Ion, 

Aeolus, Dorus, and Achaeus. Thus, Hellenes began, with the four tribes Ionians, Aeolians, Dorians, and Achaeans. 

 

Icarus 

Daedulus' son {Icarus} soared too close to Sun, as he flew on waxed feathers, and drowned. 

 

Jason myth 

Leader {Jason} of Argonauts married Medea. 

 

Leander 

He {Leander} loved Hero. 

 

Midas 

Bacchus granted a wish that everything he touched turned to gold to a king {Midas}. 

 

Minos myth 

King of Crete {Minos} was at Cnossus, his capital. 

 

Narcissus myth 

A youth {Narcissus} scorned maidens, and gods punished him by making him love himself, so he pined away and 

became a flower at death. 

 

Oedipus myth 

His father Laius, King of Thebes, ordered him {Oedipus} killed when he was a baby. A peasant found him, and he 

grew up to slay his father unknowingly, solve the riddle of the Sphinx, marry his mother, and become king of Thebes. 

Gods revealed his unknowing misdeeds to him after Thebes suffered famine and pestilence, and he tore out his eyes. 

 

Orestes 

Agamemnon's son {Orestes} killed his mother and her lover, because they had killed his father. Furies pursued him 

until Athena pardoned him. 

 

Orion 

Gods killed mighty hunter {Orion} and placed him as star constellation. 

 

Orpheus 

Great musician and singer {Orpheus} sailed with Argonauts and saved them from the Sirens. He went to Hades to 

get back Eurydice but failed when he gazed back at her. 

 

Perseus 

He {Perseus} killed Medusa and married Andromeda. 

 

Plutus 

Roman allegorical figure {Plutus} represents wealth. 

 

Pygmalion 

Sculptor {Pygmalion} created statue and fell in love with it. 

 



Sisyphus 

Man {Sisyphus} forever rolls stone up hill in Hades, because he betrayed oath to Zeus. 

 

Tantalus 

Man {Tantalus} sits in pool in Hades but cannot drink or reach the fruits near him to eat. 

 

Telemachus 

Odysseus' son {Telemachus}. 

 

Theseus 

Athens' king {Theseus} killed Minotaur, established democracy in Athens, and married Phaedra. 
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Amazons 

women warriors {Amazons} from Caucasus. 

 

Andromeda 

Perseus saved a daughter {Andromeda} of Cassiopeia from a sea serpent. 

 

Antigone 

Oedipus' daughter {Antigone} buried her brother in defiance of Creon, and Creon put her to death. 

 

Ariadne 

Minos' daughter {Ariadne} gave a thread to Theseus, so that he could go in and out of the labyrinth. 

 

Calypso myth 

Nymph {Calypso} loved Odysseus. 

 

Cassandra 

Agamemnon received as gift prophet {Cassandra} from Troy. Her fate was that no one believed her. 

 

Circe 

Witch {Circe} turned men into beasts. She did not get Odysseus but then helped him get to Hell. 

 

Daphne 

Maiden {Daphne} loved by Apollo changed into laurel tree. 

 

Dido 

Founder {Dido} of Carthage loved Aeneas. 

 

dryad 

tree nymph {dryad}|. 

 

Electra 

Agamemnon's daughter and Orestes' sister {Electra}. 

 

Europa 

Zeus, in the guise of bull, carried off a woman {Europa}. 

 

Eurydice 

Wife {Eurydice} of Orpheus, who had gone to Hades to recover her, had to return to Hades because she looked 

back. 

 

Graces 

The three Graces {Graces}, Splendor, Mirth, and Good Cheer, represent grace and beauty. 



 

Helen 

Paris, Priam's son, carried off the wife of Agamemnon {Helen}, causing Trojan War. 

 

Hero woman 

Leander swam the Hellespont to her {Hero} every night, until he perished. 

 

Medea 

Priestess {Medea} of Golden Fleece in Colchis helped Jason get it and married him. 

 

Muses 

The nine daughters {Muses} of Zeus and Mnemosyne are: Erato {goddess, lyrics}, Euterpe {goddess, music}, 

Thalia {goddess, comedy}, Melpomene {goddess, tragedy}, Terpsichore {goddess, dance and choral song}, Urania 

{goddess, astronomy}, Clio {goddess, historical and heroic poetry}, Polyhymnia {goddess, hymn}, and Calliope 

{goddess, epic}. Calliope's son was Orpheus. 

 

naiad 

water nymph {naiad}|. 

 

Pandora 

After the Golden Age, gods created the first woman {Pandora} from man. She opened a forbidden box, letting out 

all bad things, but she also let out Hope. Alternatively, she opened treasure box letting all good things escape, except 

that Hope remained. 

 

Penelope 

wife of Odysseus {Penelope}. 

 

Persephone 

Pluto carried a daughter {Persephone} of Demeter to Underworld, but she can return to Earth's surface every spring 

and so is maiden of Spring. 

 

Phaedra 

Theseus' wife {Phaedra} loved her stepson Hippolytus and killed herself. 

 

Proserpine 

Pluto carried a daughter {Proserpine} of Ceres to underworld. 

 

siren myth 

Singers {siren}| lured sailors to their deaths on an island. 

 

Terpsichore 

muse of dance {Terpsichore}. 
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Greek and Roman things 

Aegis, Augean Stables, Caduceus, Delphi, Eleusinean mysteries, Elysian fields, Golden Age, Golden Fleece, 

Gordion Knot, Halcyon Days, Labyrinth, Lethe, Lotus, Meander, Olympus, Pandora's Box, Pillars of Hercules, Styx, 

Tartarus, and Trojan Horse {Greek and Roman things}. 

 

Acheron 

People must cross river {Acheron} of woe to get to Hades. 

 

ambrosia of gods 

Food {ambrosia, gods}| of gods gives immortality. 

 



Augean Stables 

Labor of Hercules diverted river to wash stables {Augean Stables} clean. 

 

Caduceus myth 

Mercury's magic wand {Caduceus}. 

 

centaur myth 

Savage animals {centaur, myth}|, half men and half horse, include Chiron, friend to man. 

 

Cerberus 

Dog {Cerberus} guards the gates of hell. 

 

Charybdis 

A whirlpool {Charybdis} is next to Scylla. 

 

Eleusinean mysteries 

Religious celebration {Eleusinean mysteries} honors Demeter. 

 

Elysian fields 

Blessed place {Elysian fields} in Underworld is for the good. 

 

Fate 

Fate {Fate} controls men's destinies and deaths. 

 

genius as spirit 

Roman spirits {genius, god}| attend all people and places. 

 

Golden Age myth 

A time {Golden Age} of peace and happiness was in Italy, when Saturn ruled. 

 

Golden Fleece 

Fleece {Golden Fleece} was sought and obtained by Jason and Argonauts, with the help of Medea. 

 

Gordian Knot 

Complicated knot {Gordian Knot} was in oracle's temple in Phrygia. Whoever untied it was lord of Asia. Alexander 

the Great hacked it open. 

 

Halcyon days 

For seven winter days {Halcyon days}, sea is calm. 

 

Labyrinth myth 

Daedalus built a maze {Labyrinth} to hold the Minotaur. 

 

Lethe 

River {Lethe} of Forgetfulness is in underworld. 

 

lotus of gods 

Sweet flowers {lotus, myth}| make one forget all longings. 

 

Meander myth 

River {Meander} in Phrygia had many twists and turns. 

 

nectar 

drink of gods {nectar}|. 

 



Olympus 

home of Greek and Roman Gods {Olympus}. 

 

Pillars of Hercules myth 

Hercules put rocks {Rock of Gibraltar} {Pillars of Hercules, myth} at mouth of Mediterranean Sea during his tenth 

labor. 

 

Saturnalia myth 

From December 17 to December 23, a feast {Saturnalia} commemorated reign of Saturn over Earth in Golden Age. 

 

Styx myth 

River {Styx} of the unbreakable oath is one of the three rivers of Hades. 

 

Tartarus 

Deepest part {Tartarus} of hell holds Titans and Giants. 

 

Thanatos 

death {Thanatos}. 

 

Trojan Horse myth 

Large wooden horse {Trojan Horse} left by Greeks for Trojans contained Greek soldiers, who attacked after the 

horse was brought inside Troy. 

 

Zephyr myth 

west wind {Zephyr}. 
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Norse mythology 

Scandinavia had mythology {Norse mythology}. Gods were Odin, Thor, and Loki. Main goddess is Freya. 
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Aegir 

sea god {Aegir}. 

 

Aesir 

Norse gods {Aesir}. 

 

Balder 

Odin's wise son {Balder}. 

 

Freya 

goddess of love and beauty {Freya}. 

 

Loki 

A giant's son {Loki} hated the Good. Loki killed another god with a stone. 

 

Odin 

The All-Father {Odin} {sky god} was chief god, gained wisdom by losing eye, and gave man runes and mead, both 

for poetry. Odin is northern name, and Woden is southern name. 

 

Thor 

Thunder God {Thor} was strongest Norse God, possessor of thunderbolts and hammer. Thor struggled with the 

World Serpent, pulled it out of sea, and killed it with his hammer. He also fought many-headed giant. He had red beard, 



which when it shook caused storms. He also had sacred ring, symbol of law and order. Throwing hammer of Thor 

replaced ax as weapon of sky god. Swastika was symbol of sky god. Thor was God of Justice. 

 

Valkyries 

Armed and mounted Norse virgins {Valkyries} were daughters of gods, selectors of the slain, attendants to Odin, 

and servants at Asgard. 

 

Vanir 

Freyja and Freyr were chief gods in an earlier race {Vanir} of gods. 

 

Woden 

southern name of chief Norse god {Woden}. 
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Norse people 

Brunhilde, Sigurd, and Siegfried were people in Norse legends {Norse people}. Sigmund the Volsung, Hadding, and 

Harold Wartooth were Odin's heroes. Sigurd the Volsung killed dragon. Two birds warned him of the dragon's brother, 

a treacherous smith. He roasted the dragon's heart, burned his thumb, and thus sucked inspirational dragon's blood. 

Someone murdered Sigurd. 

 

Brunhilde 

The hero Siegfried saved Valkyrie {Brunhilde} {Brunhild} and loved her. 

 

Gunnar 

Sigurd's brother {Gunnar} died in a snake pit, when King Atli took revenge. 

 

Hymir 

giant {Hymir}. 

 

Ragmar Lothbrok 

Hero {Ragmar Lothbrok} slew dragon. His sons captured England. 

 

Sigmund 

Volsung's son {Sigmund} had a sister, Signy, who saved him from death. He then avenged himself on the murder of 

his father and brother. 

 

Sigurd 

A hero {Sigurd} {Siegfried} rescued Brunhilde from fire and married Gudrun. The wrath of Brunhilde killed him, 

and then she killed herself. 
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Asgard 

home of gods {Asgard}. 

 

Gotterdammerung 

Twilight of the Gods or downfall of gods {Götterdämmerung}. 

 

Norns 

Fates {Norns}. 

 

Ragnarok 

Earth will face destruction in the future {Ragnarok} {Ops} {Twilight of the Gods}. 

 



rune of gods 

Magical inscriptions {rune, Norse}| were for protection. 

 

torshamarr 

Icelandic magic sign {torshamarr}. 

 

Valhalla 

The home {Valhalla} of dead Norse heroes is a room of Asgard. 

 

Yggdrasil 

An ash tree {Yggdrasil} was between heaven, Earth, and hell. Mimir was well at one root. Odin drank of it to gain 

wisdom. 
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Shintoism 

Religions {Shintoism} can be animistic and be Japan's indigenous religion. Shinto rituals are about purification. Sun 

goddess is the greatest god and is ancestress of emperors. 

 

bon 

Shinto has festivals {bon} for ancestors. 

 

harai 

One should practice purification {harai}. 

 

Kami 

good spirits {Kami}. 
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Sikhism 

Monotheistic religions {Sikhism} can follow Hindu practices and emphasize devotion to God and love of people. 

Sikhism rejects castes and church leaders. Sikh means student or learner. 

clothing 

Men have uncut hair all over body {kesh}, wear full-length cotton underwear {kaccha}, keep short knife {kirpan}, 

have comb for long hair {kangha}, wear steel bracelet {kara}, and wear turban. 

holidays 

Vaisakhi is new year's day, in mid-April, and is a holiday honoring Gobind Singh. 

number of Sikhs 

World has 20,000,000 Sikhs, 2% of India's people. 

 

gurdwara 

House of worship or "gateway to the guru" {gurdwara}. 

 

guru in Sikhism 

Nine gurus {guru, Sikhism} came after the first, Nanak. Gobind Singh was the 10th and last Sikh guru. 

 

Singh as lion 

Sikh warriors can be lions {Singh}. 
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tao in Taoism 

In Taoism, the way or path {tao, Taoism} is the mystical underlying principle of all things. It is transcendent, as 

ultimate reality. It is immanent as universe itself. It is the order in people's lives, as serenity and grace. It emphasizes 

simple living with no desires, much contemplation, and few activities. Spontaneity, naturalness, and openness have 



value. In Esoteric Taoism, tao is psychic power of societal links and so relates to mysticism. In popular Taoism, tao 

relates to magic. Many secret societies in China are Taoist. 

 

wu wei 

Creative quietude {wu wei} is yielding to tao. 

 

yin-yang in Taoism 

Male {yin, Taoism} and female {yang, Taoism}, philosopher and king, Heaven and Earth, or creating and 

destroying forces exist in necessary pairs {yin-yang, Taoism} {yang and yin} {yin and yang}. Yang is unbroken lines, 

and yin is broken lines. They must have balance. Yang and yin cause movement, cycles, and opposites. Nothing can be 

permanent or dominant for long. Because all values are relative, even contrary things share identity. 
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Zoroastrianism 

Religions {Zoroastrianism} can be about good, as the sun god and light, versus evil, as darkness. Zoroastrians 

number 150,000, with 60,000 in Iran. 

gods 

Zoroastrianism is basically monotheistic. Ahura-Mazda or Ormuzd has fire as symbol, created the universe, gave ox 

as holy animal to man, and leads gods {Amesha Spentas} of goodness. Angra Mainyu or Ahriman is Destructive Spirit, 

who leads the evil ancient Persian gods {daevas}. 

light 

Light or good and darkness or evil are the two universe principles and are always in conflict. Their war causes all 

motion. Good and evil forces are equal, but good will win at universe end, and paradise will come. 

people 

First man was Mashya, and first woman was Mashyana. Yima saved the animals from the flood. His successor 

Thraetaona had three sons, and Airya, Sairima, and Tura divided Earth. 

saints 

Before Zoroaster, the three saints were Vivanghant, Athwya, and Thrita. Zoroaster or Zarathustra founded the 

religion [-630]. 
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Ghebers 

Zoroastrians {Ghebers} are in Iran. 

 

Parsee 

Zoroastrians {Parsee} {Parsi} are in India. 
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Chelleh 

Holiday of shortest daylight of the year {Chelleh} {Yalda} is approximately December 21 in Persia. 

 

Mihrgan 

Holiday of first day of autumn {Mihrgan} is approximately September 21 in Persia. 

 

Nowruz 

Holiday of first day of spring {Nowruz} is approximately March 21 in Persia. 

 

Sadeh 

Holiday of fire discovery {Sadeh} is approximately January 30 in Persia. 
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religion in history 

religion 

Earth 

-30000 to 2007 

Religion includes gods, soul, life-after-death, and religion types. 

 

Brihaspati or Brhaspati or Charu 

philosopher 

India 

-600 

Discourses on Lokayata [-600] 

Traditionally, founded Carvaka, Charvaka, Lokayata, Laukayatikas, or Lokayatikas School of materialism, a non-

Vedic atheistic system. Sense gratification is good. 

 

Mithraism 

religion 

Iran 

-500 to -400 

Mithraism emphasized loyalty, fasting, temperance, strict ethics, baptism, sacred banquets, and mysticism. Mithra 

was an ancient god of India and Iran, who slew a sacred bull in a grotto. 

 

Manes or Mani 

founder 

Persia 

216 to 277 

He lived 216 to 276 and proclaimed himself intercessor {Paraclete} with God. He emphasized asceticism, prayer, 

and understanding of God. He combined Christianity and Zoroastrianism gnostically, so spirit is Light, and matter is 

Dark {Manichaeism}. Sassanid Shah Sapor I supported him. After Sapor I died, Zoroastrianism Magi persuaded next 

shah to reject Manichaeism. 
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Purana Kassapa [Kassapa, Purana] 

philosopher 

India 

-550 to -500 

He helped develop the Ajivikai system. 

 

Maskarin Gosala [Gosala, Maskarin] or Gosalikaputra or Makkhali Gosala [Gosala, Makkhali] or Gosala 

Mamkhaliputta 

philosopher 

India 

-530 to -500 

He lived ? to -500 and developed the Ajivikai system, which is similar to Jainism and is non-Vedic. Ajivika are 

followers of Gosala [-485]. Ajivika ended [1300]. 
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Mixcoatl 

god 

Mexico 

900 

Mixcoatl or Cloud Serpent was god of the hunt, Milky Way, stars, or heavens in Aztec and other Mesoamerican 

religions. Perhaps, a Chichimec lord or Toltec ruler, of Culhuacan in central Mexico, conquered Teotihuacán [900]. 

 



Quetzalcoatl 

god 

Mexico 

900 to 1000 

Quetzalcoatl or Feathered Serpent was god of wind, creativity, and fertility in Aztec and other Mesoamerican 

religions. Perhaps, Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl ruled 923 to 947, was Mixcoatl's son, and founded capital at Tula, 60 km 

north of Mexico City. It had 30,000 and 60,000 people, with temples and palaces. Opponents of worshiping 

Quetzalcoatl drove him from city, and he went to Chichen Itza [990]. 
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Shaykh Ahmad-i-Ahsa'i or Shaykh Ahmad 

leader 

Iran 

1844 

He lived 1753 to 1826 and founded Shaykhi Shi'a religious movement. Shi'a believes that there were twelve Imams 

starting with Ali ibn Abu Talib and ending with Muhammad al-Mahdi, who will return before judgment day as the 

Mahdi or Mihdi. Shaykh Ahmad said he communicated with the coming Mahdi. Shaykh Ahmad or his successor 

Siyyid Kazim predicted that the Mahdi was coming. Shaykhi began to search for Qa'im or Promised One of the Shiites 

and said it was the Bab [1844]. One was Ali Muhammad or the Báb, who said he was the Mahdi and Persia executed 

him [1850]. Bahá'í Faith comes from Shaykh Ahmad, Siyyid Kazim, the Báb, and then Bahá'u'lláh. Another was Haji 

Karim Khan of Kirman, who escaped punishment and had no followers. 

 

Ali Muhammad [Muhammad, Ali] or The Bab [Bab, The] or Gate 

philosopher 

Iran 

1844 to 1850 

He lived 1819 to 1850, was Muslim, and announced that soon person was to come to unify all people [1844]. Later 

he said he was Mahdi. Iranian government killed him [1850]. 
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Mirza Huseyn Ali [Ali, Mirza Huseyn] or Baha'u'llah or Glory of God 

philosopher 

Baghdad, Iraq/Iran 

1863 to 1890 

Hidden Words [1857]; Book of Certitude [1863]; Seven Valleys and the Four Valleys [1870 to 1890]; Epistle to the 

Son of the Wolf [1870 to 1890]; Most Holy Book [1870 to 1890]; Prayer and Meditations [1870 to 1890] 

He lived 1817 to 1892 and was Babi. He then claimed he was the Promised One of all ages [1863]. He had to leave 

Iran, and Ottomans imprisoned him in Acre, Lebanon. 

 

Abdu'l-Baha 

philosopher 

Iran 

1892 to 1921 

He lived 1844 to 1921 and was Baha'u'llah's oldest son. Baha'u'llah appointed him to lead Bahaism [1892 to 1921]. 

 

Shoghi Effendi 

philosopher 

Haifa, Palestine/Lebanon 

1921 to 1957 

Gleanings from the Writings of Baha'u'llah [1935]; Bahai World Faith 

He lived 1897 to 1957 and was Abdu'l-Baha's grandson. He led Bahaism [1921 to 1957] and set up the 

administrative order. 

 



Abdu'l-Husayn Ayati [Ayati, Abdu'l-Husayn] or Husayn Ayati [Ayati, Husayn] or Avarih or Wanderer 

historian 

Iran 

1924 to 1947 

Brilliant Stars [1924]; Uncovering of Deceptions [1947] 

He is Avarih or Wanderer. 
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Indrabhuti 

philosopher 

Uddiyah (Swat Valley), Pakistan 

-600 to -500 

Establishing Deep Awareness [-600 to -500: about Buddhist School of the Great Delight] 

 

Siddhartha Gautama or Buddha 

religion founder 

India 

-534 to -483 

He lived -563 to -483. He is also Buddha {Enlightened One} {Awakened One}, Arahat (conqueror or worthy one), 

Siddhartha (accomplisher of aim), Tathagata (arriver at truth), and Sakyamuni or Shakyamuni {silent sage of the 

Sakyas}. He had ten major disciples. 

He was wealthy during youth, but he left his easy life at 29 [-534] to see the world and encountered sick man, old 

pauper, and dead man. His Great Renunciation of luxury was at Kapilavastu [-534]. He began to search for the meaning 

of life and found enlightenment by understanding source of suffering. He had Great Struggle to find knowledge. 

According to Buddhism, while under the Bo tree at Gaya or Uruvela, Kama-Mara, god of desire and death, tempted 

him but did not affect him. He completely introverted. He stayed seven days and nights under the tree and then moved 

to new tree and stayed there seven days and nights. He experienced the Great Awakening and became the Buddha [-

538]. He felt state of nothingness with no individualness and total mystical knowledge {nirvana, Buddha}. He repeated 

this five more times. When he again saw the world, he realized that what he had experienced was beyond speech. He 

felt to talk about it was vain. According to Buddhism, Brahman, the Creator, implored him to teach all creation, awaken 

it from the dream of life, and show it the Path, though few can take it. He proclaimed his doctrine at Sarnath and died at 

Kusinagara [-483]. 

He advocated ascetic life, with no rituals, no castes, and no gods. He did not claim to be god, but his followers 

worshipped him. 

 

Buddhist monastery 

monastery 

India 

-500 

Monk communities began. 

 

Subhuti 

monk 

India 

-500 to -470 

He was Buddha's disciple. 

 

Buddhist council 

council 

Rajagrha, India 

-450 

Buddhist monks established discipline and law. 

 

Buddhist council 

council 



Vaisali, India 

-410 

Buddhist monks established discipline and law. 

 

Great Council 

council 

Mahasangiti, India 

-400 

Buddhist monks opposed second-council laws. One group felt that only observing Rules of Vinaya or Canon Law 

achieved Buddhahood. The other group felt that Buddhahood was in everyone already and anyone can develop it. 

 

First Buddhist Council 

religion 

India 

-370 

First Buddhist Council resulted in division into Mahayana and Hinayana. 

 

Milinda or Menander 

king 

Sagala/Bactria 

-155 to -130 

Questions of King Milinda or Menander [-130] 

He was Greek king of Sagala in Bactria [-155 to -130]. Nagasena persuaded him to become Theravada Buddhist. 

 

Nagasena 

monk 

Bactria/India 

-130 

Questions of King Milinda or Menander [-130] 

He persuaded Milinda or Menander, Greek king of Sagala in Bactria [-155 to -130], to become Theravada Buddhist. 

 

Hinayana Buddhism or Theravada Buddhism 

religion 

India 

-100 to 1 

Way of the Elders or Lesser Vehicle is mainly practiced in south Asia. 

 

Mahayana Buddhism 

religion 

India 

-100 to 1 

Mahayana Buddhism allowed less stringent practices than Theravada Buddhism. Mahayana means greater vehicle. 

Hinayana means lesser vehicle. 

 

Ananda/Kasyapa/Katyayana/Mahakashyapa/Sariputra/Upali 

writer 

India 

-100 to -25 

Three Baskets or Pali Canon [-100 to -25: Buddha teachings, commentaries, and conduct rules are in Pali, a south-

India literary language] 

Three Baskets {tripitaka} {tipitaka} are Vinaya Pitaka, Sutra Pitaka, and Abhidharma Pitaka. Buddhist oral 

teachings are Theravada Buddhism scripture. Other schools are Mahayana and Vajrayana. Vinaya Pitaka is practices 

and ethical code for monks and nuns. Sutra Pitaka has Buddha's life, dialogues, and teachings {agamas} {nikayas}. 

Anguttara Nikaya is in Sutra Pitaka fourth division. Abhidharma Pitaka (Toward Higher Thought or Toward Reality) 

systematically investigates mind and matter. Tripitaka parts include Cullavagga, Dipavamsa, Mahavagga, Mahavamsa, 

Niddesa, Parivara, Patisambhida, and Sataka. 



 

Upali 

writer 

Kapilavastu, Nepal 

-100 to -25 

Vinaya Pitaka or Basket of Monastic Discipline [-100 to -25] 

He wrote Tripitaka first basket, which has rules for the sangha monastic community. 

 

Ananda 

writer 

Rajagaha (Rajgir), Bihar, India 

-100 to -25 

Sutra Pitaka or Sutta Pitaka or Basket of Teachings or Collection of the King or Discourses of Shakyamuni [-100 to -

25: Buddha's discourses to followers]; Nikayas or Discourses of the Buddha [-100 to -25: Nikayas include Digha 

Nikaya or Long Collection, Majjhima Nikaya or Middle-length Collection, Samyutta Nikaya or Collection of Groups 

or Collection of Kindred Sayings with five vaggas and 56 samyuttas, Anguttara Nikaya or Collection of Discourses, 

and Khuddaka Nikaya or Smaller Collection]; Psalms of the Elders, Brethren, and Sisters or Lives and Psalms of the 

Buddha's Disciples or Psalms of the Early Buddhists [-100 to -25: in the Khuddaka Nikaya in the Fifth Group of 

Sutrapitaka in Pali Canon. Sisters are Theri-Bhikkhunis]; Sayings of the Buddha [-100 to -25: in the Khuddaka Nikaya 

of Sutrapitaka in Pali Canon] 

He wrote Tripitaka second basket, Sutta Pitaka, Sutrapitaka, or Basket of Discourses, which has the Five Nikayas. 

Longer Nikaya and Shorter Nikaya are first two parts and are Buddha's dialogues. Third Nikaya is Anguttara or 

Progressive Addition, which states doctrines by units, then pairs, threes, fours, then to tens. Fourth Nikaya is Satlyutta 

or Clusters, which states Logia or doctrines by subject. Sutrapitaka contains the Girimananda Sutra (Discourse to the 

Venerable Girimananda), Mahanidana Sutra (Great Discourse on Origination), Mangala Sutra (Discourse on 

Blessings), Metta Sutra (Discourse on Loving-Kindness), Ratana Sutra (Discourse on Precious Jewels), Samannaphala 

Sutra (Discourse on the Fruits of Recluseship), and Theranama Sutra (Discourse on Knowing the Better Way to Live 

Alone). Fifth Nikaya is in Sutrapitaka or third basket. 

 

Ananda/Kasyapa/Katyayana/Mahakashyapa/Sariputra 

writer 

India 

-100 to -25 

Abhidhamma Pitaka or Higher Teaching Basket or Special Teachings Basket [-100 to -25: Tripitaka third basket has 

seven books that classify psychology, metaphysics, philosophy, and logic] 

 

Perfection of Wisdom Sutras 

writer 

India 

-100 to 600 

Perfection of Wisdom Sutras or Wisdom Gone to the Other Shore Sutras [-100 to 600: Buddhist account of 

enlightenment contains the Heart of Prajnaparamita Sutra or Heart Sutra and the Diamond Sutra. Prajnaparamita is 

goddess of Transcendental Wisdom.] 

Mahayana sutras include Ratnagunasamchayagatha, Vajracchedika, Lankavatara, and Vimalakirti-nirdesa. 

Philosophical arguments are in Shastras. 

 

Aryasura 

philosopher 

India 

1 to 100 

Aspiration [1 to 100]; Meditation on Compassion [1 to 100]; Garland of Birth Stories or Garland of Tales from the 

Earlier Lives of the Buddha [1 to 100] 

 

Buddhism 

religion 

India 



1 to 100 

Buddhism split into Hinayana, or little boat, and Mahayana, or great boat. Buddha worship began. Gods are Buddhas 

of past and future. 

 

Buddhist missionaries 

missionary 

China 

61 to 844 

Buddhist missionaries arrived. 

 

Fotism 

religion 

China 

100 

Buddhism is Fotism in China. 

 

Jnanasri 

philosopher 

India 

100 

He was later Sautranika. Words are always general, never particular, and serve to negate {exclusion theory of 

meaning}. 

 

Agamas or Samhitas 

writer 

India 

100 to 200 

Fifth Veda [100: Tantric Buddhist works in five parts: Sakti or Shakta, Shiva, Vishnu, Surya or Sun, and Ganesa] 

Tantras, mantras, and yantras are about Vishnu, Shiva, or Devi. Shaivism agamas, such as Kamika, are about Shiva. 

Shakta tantras are about Devi. Vishnuism samhitas are about Vishnu. 

 

Asvagosha or Asvaghosha 

philosopher 

India 

100 to 200 

Treatise on the Buddha Vehicle [100 to 200: play]; Discourses on the Teachings [100 to 200: play]; Life of the 

Buddha [100 to 200: play]; Discourse on the Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana [100 to 200: about Mahayana 

Buddhism] 

 

Lankavatarasutra 

writer 

India 

100 to 400 

Discourses on Entering Sri Lanka [100 to 400: Mahayana Buddhist text] 

 

Buddhist council 

council 

Kashmir, India 

120 

Council established Mahayana Buddhism. 

 

Nagarjuna 

philosopher 

Nalanda, Bihar, India 

150 to 200 

Guidebook for the School of the Middle Way [150 to 200] 



He founded Madhyamika, Sunyavada, or Voidist School of Mahayana Buddhism. He used the dialectic to break 

fixed conceptions and to prove that all signs are meaningless, that all is and is not, and that all statements are refutable 

{Doctrine of the Void}. 

Epistemology 

To have true knowledge, people should detach from everything and be aware of Emptiness. Using logic to prove 

contradictions forces coming to the concept of emptiness, neither being nor non-being. Therefore, all things are empty. 

They come into being for moments but are dependent. In emptiness, there is no contradiction and no strife. 

Knowledge depends on external-object reality, but their reality comes from ability to know, so everything depends 

on varying perspectives and is not certain. Cause and effect are both meaningless. Pain and pleasure are both 

meaningless. 

Ethics 

The highest goal is the Void, but Void is neither void nor not-void, because it is indescribable, with no goal, no 

burden, and no conflict. 

Middle Way is balanced moderate life. People should not attach {non-attachment} to the 75 dharmas. 

Metaphysics 

Only one Void exists, so no metaphysics is true. Only relations exist. Things only have momentary existence. Being 

or substance is always ordering and forming {dharma, Nagarjuna}, with no permanent order or form. 

 

Buddhist missionaries 

missionary 

Indonesia 

200 

Buddhism arrived. 

 

Buddhist tantras 

writer 

India 

300 to 1600 

Sammohana Tantra or Greatly Bewildering Doctrine [1000 to 1600]; Guhyasamaja Tantra or Secret Assembly [300 

to 400]; Manjusri Mula Tantra or Foundation of the Holy and Beautiful [1000 to 1600]; Chandamaharosana Tantra 

[600 to 1100: about Chandi]; Hevajra Tantra [600 to 800: about Hevajra]; Chakrasambhara Tantra or Master of Wheels 

[1000 to 1600]; Mahakala Tantra [1000 to 1600: about Mahakala]; Abhidhanottara Tantra or Union of Female and 

Male Deities [1000 to 1600]; Samvarodaya Tantra or Rain [1000 to 1600]; Kalachakra Tantra or Time Wheels [900 to 

1000: about Kalachakra]; Kurukulla Tantra or Red Tara [1000 to 1600]; Mahavairochana Tantra or Great Illuminating 

Brightness [1000 to 1600: about Mahavairochana]; Vajrapatala Tantra or Striking Thunderbolt [1000 to 1600]; 

Vajrayogini Tantra or Female Thunderbolt [1000 to 1600: about Vajrayogini]; Yogini Tantra or Female Yogi [1000 to 

1600] 

 

Vasubandhu 

philosopher 

Gandhara (Khandahar), India 

300 to 400 

Compendium toward the Supreme Thought [300 to 400]; Comments on the Abhidharmakosha or Comments on the 

Compendium toward the Supreme Thought [300 to 400]; On the World as Mere Representation [300 to 400] 

He developed Yogacara (Vijnanavada) School of Mahayana Buddhism, was Asanga's half-brother, and worked on 

logic. 

 

Asanga or Aryasanga 

philosopher 

Puruspura (Peshawar), India 

350 

Stages of the Yogacara [350]; Mahayana Buddhism Manual [350]; Compendium toward Higher Teaching or 

Compendium toward Religion [350] 

He lived 300 to ?, developed Yogacara (Vijnanavada) School of Mahayana Buddhism, and was Vasubandhu's 

brother. Perhaps, Maitreyanatha wrote some. 

 



Buddhist missionaries 

missionary 

Burma 

400 

Buddhism arrived. 

 

Seng-chao 

philosopher 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

410 to 414 

Treatise on the Immutability of Essence or Things Do Not Alter [410]; Treatise on Non-substantiality [410]; Treatise 

on Incomprehensible Wisdom [410]; Treatise on the Inexpressible State of Nirvana [410]; Book of Chao [410: 

collected works] 

He lived 384 to 414, was Kuramajiva's student, and started and led Hua-yen School [410 to 414], a Zen precursor. 

He was of Maadhyamikas School, Madhyamaka School, San-lun tsung, or School of the Three Treatises. The schools 

used Nagarjuna's Madhyamika-sastra (Spiritual Texts on the Middle Way) and Dvadasadvara or Twelve Gates and 

Aryadeva's Sata-sastra or Treatise in One Hundred Verses. Another influence was Yogacara. 

 

Hua-yen or Hwa-yen 

Buddhist order 

China 

410 to 850 

School depends on the Avatamsaka Sutra or Flower Garland Sutra. All comes from dharma (higher thought). 

Leaders were Seng-chao, Tao-sheng, Tu-shun [557 to 640], Chih-yen [602 to 668], Fa-ts'ang [643 to 712], Ch'eng-kuan 

[737 to 838], and Ts'ung-mi [780 to 841]. 

 

Tao-sheng 

philosopher 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

414 to 434 

Comments on Nirvana-sutra [414 to 434] 

He lived 360 to 434, was Kuramajiva's student, and headed Hua-yen School after Seng-chao [414 to 434]. 

 

Buddhism 

religion 

China 

489 

Large Buddhist temples and cave temples began in China. 

 

Dignaga 

philosopher 

Kanchi, Tamil, India 

500 to 530 

Wheel of Reason [500 to 530]; Treatise on the Objects of Cognition or Compendium on Valid Perception [500 to 

530]; Treatise on Systems of Cognition [500 to 530]; Treatise on the Correct Principles of Logic [500 to 530] 

He lived 480 to 540 and was of Mahayana-Buddhism Yogacara School. He replaced older logic {trairuupia} with 

implication {vyaapti}. 

 

Chih-i 

Buddhist order 

China 

500 to 600 

He started rational T'ien-t'ai School in China, which uses Lotus Sutra Fa-hua Ching or Saddharmapu. 

 

Buddhist missionaries 

missionary 



Japan 

550 

Buddhism arrived and affected art, architecture, music, and writing. 

 

Dharmakirti or Serlingpa 

philosopher 

Nalanda, Bihar, India 

630 to 700 

Commentary on Valid Perception [630: comments on Compendium on Valid Perception by Dignaga of 450] 

He was Dignaga's student and listed cognition types and how they relate to their objects. 

 

Wonhyo or Daisa Wonhyo of Shilla [Wonhyo of Shilla, Daisa] 

philosopher 

Gyeongsan, Korea 

650 to 680 

Exposition on the Diamond Samadhi Scripture [650 to 680]; Commentary and Supplementary Notes on the 

Awakening of Faith in Mahayana [650 to 680]; Treatise on Ten Approaches to the Reconciliation of Doctrinal 

Controversy [650 to 680]; Arouse the Mind to Practice [650 to 680] 

He lived 617 to 686, in Sil Lah period, united Buddhist-sect teachings, and added Tao and Confucian ideas. He was 

one of the Ten Sages of the Ancient Korean Kingdom. He followed the way of the flow of the wind {poong-ryu-do}, 

using the idea of nothingness {mu, Buddhism} to eliminate dualities and achieve unity. 

 

Kukai or Kobo Daishi [Daishi, Kobo] 

philosopher 

Japan 

800 to 830 

He lived 774 to 835 and introduced Tantric Buddhism to Japan as Shingon or True Word School. All people can 

attain enlightenment, by meditation, mantras {shingon}, and hand movements. Enlightenment requires ten stages. The 

final stage is identity with the Buddha {Mahavairocana}. He was a calligrapher. Perhaps, he invented Japan's hiragana 

script. 

 

Padmasambhava or Padmakara or Padma Raja 

philosopher 

Tibet 

800 to 900 

He brought Mahayana Buddhism to Tibet, and there he is second Buddha. 

 

Saicho or Dengyo Daishi 

monk 

China/Japan 

608 

From the rational T'ien-t'ai School in China, he went to Japan and founded [806] the Tendai School in Japan. 

 

Abhinavagupta 

philosopher 

Kashmir, Pakistan 

975 to 1025 

Light on the Tantras [975 to 1025]; Shakti of Vairocana or Divine Power of the Great Illuminator [975 to 1025: 

about the Dhvanyaloka and the arts]; Commentary on Bharata Muni's Natyasastra [975 to 1025: about Natyasastra or 

Spiritual Texts on Dancing of Bharati and the arts] 

He derived metaphysics and epistemology from Tantric Buddhism and developed Kashmir Shaivism. Female energy 

resides in the body, and people need to become aware of this knowing, wishing, and acting power. 

Aesthetics 

He invented an aesthetics theory {theory of rasa} {rasa theory, Abhinavagupta}. 

 



Honen or Honen Bo Genku 

philosopher 

Japan 

1160 to 1212 

He lived 1133 to 1212, broke with royal court's Tendai Buddhism and military's Shingon or Tantric Buddhism, and 

introduced Pure Land Buddhism based on Shan-tao or Zendo [1176]. Honen, Dogen, Nichiren, and Honen's disciple 

Shinran developed popular Buddhism {Kamakura Buddhism}. Honen developed Jodo-shu, and his disciple Shinran 

derived Jodoshin-shu. 

 

Shinran 

philosopher 

Inada, Kanto, Japan 

1200 to 1230 

Record in Lament of Divergences [1200 to 1230: compiled by his disciple Yuiembo] 

He lived 1173 to 1262, was Honen's student, founded Pure-Land sect, and said Amida has all power. 

 

Buddhist missionaies 

missionary 

Thailand 

1300 

Buddhism arrived. 

 

Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki [Suzuki, Daisetz Teitaro] 

philosopher 

Japan 

1907 to 1949 

Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism [1907]; Essays in Zen Buddhism [1927 to 1934]; Studies in the Lankavatara Sutra 

[1932]; Zen Buddhism and Its Influence on Japanese Culture [1938]; Japanese Spirituality [1944]; Introduction to Zen 

Buddhism [1949]; Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana; Shinran's Kyogyoshinsho: Collection of Passages Expounding 

the True Teaching, Living, Faith, and Realizing the Pure Land 

He lived 1870 to 1966 and translated many Buddhist books into English. 

 

Ramana or Bhagavan Sri Ramana Maharishi [Ramana Maharishi, Bhagavan Sri] 

philosopher 

Arunachala, Tamil, India 

1910 to 1950 

Essence of Instruction [1910 to 1950]; Hymn to Arunachala [1910 to 1950] 

He lived 1879 to 1950 and was Tantric Buddhist. 

 

Tenzin Gyatso [Gyatso, Tenzin] or 14th Dalai Lama 

philosopher 

Tibet 

1940 to 1959 

He lived 1935 to ?, became Dalai Lama [1940], and went into exile in India [1959], when China took over Tibet. 

 

Baba Ram Dass [Dass, Baba Ram] or Richard Alpert [Alpert, Richard] 

philosopher 

USA 

1971 

Be Here Now [1971] 

He lived 1931 to ? and tried psilocybin, then LSD, with Timothy Leary and Ralph Metzner in 1960's. 
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Bodhidharma or Daruma or Ta-mo 

monk 



India/China 

520 to 527 

By legend, Bodhidharma was 28th in line of transmission from Buddha's disciple Kasyapa, founded Chan or Zen in 

China as mixture of Mahayana Buddhism and Taoism, and was first Patriarch of Zen. His story is in Jingde Record of 

the Transmission of the Lamp [527]. Chan says that all people have Buddha nature, but thought and feeling obscure it. 

 

Hui-k'o 

philosopher 

China 

527 to 580 

He lived 487 to 593 and was second Patriarch of Zen Buddhism. 

 

Seng-t'san 

philosopher 

Mt. Huang Mei, China 

580 to 606 

Verses on the Faith Mind [gatha] 

He lived ? to 606 and was third Patriarch of Zen Buddhism [580 to 606]. 

 

Tao-hsin 

philosopher 

China 

629 to 651 

He lived 580 to 651 and was fourth Patriarch of Zen Buddhism. 

 

Hung-jan 

philosopher 

China 

651 to 675 

He lived 601 to 675 and was fifth Patriarch of Zen Buddhism. His student Faju [638 to 689] started Northern School. 

 

Hui-neng or Hui Neng or Eno 

philosopher 

Mt. Huang Mei, China 

675 to 713 

Platform Sutra or Sutra Spoken by the Sixth Patriarch on the High Seat of the Treasure of the Law [675 to 713] 

He lived 637 to 713 and was sixth and last Patriarch of Zen Buddhism [675 to 713]. 

 

Yung-chia Hsuan-chueh or Yung-chia Hsuan-chio or Yung Chia Hsuan Chueh or Yongia Xuanjue or Hsuan-

chueh Hsing-ssu 

philosopher 

Mt. Huang Mei, China 

690 to 710 

Song of Enlightenment [690 to 710] 

He lived 655 to 713 and was Hui-neng's disciple. Zen-Buddhism Soto School depends on his teachings. 

 

Ch'ing-yuan 

philosopher 

China 

690 to 720 

He lived 660 to 740, was Hui-neng's disciple, and taught Shih-t'ou Hsi-ch'ien. 

 

Shen-hui 

philosopher 

China 

700 to 730 



He lived 670 to 762, was Hui-neng's disciple, started Southern School, and opposed Northern-School creation. 

 

Nanyue Huaizhang or Nan-yueh Huai-jang or Nan-Yueh Huai-jang [Huai-jang, Nan-Yueh] or Nan Yueh Huai 

Jang 

philosopher 

China 

710 to 730 

He lived 677 to 744, was Hui-neng's disciple, and started Hongzhou School. Zen-Buddhism Rinzai School depends 

on his teachings. 

 

Shih-t'ou or Sekito Kisen [Kisen, Sekito] 

philosopher 

Hengshan (Nanyue), China 

730 to 760 

Song of the Grass Roof Hermitage [730 to 760] 

He lived 700 to 790 and was Hsuan-chueh Hsing-ssu's disciple. 

 

Ma-tsu or Baso or Ma Jo 

philosopher 

China 

750 to 780 

He lived 709 to 788 and was Nan-yueh Huai-jang's disciple. 

 

Pai-chang or Po-chang 

philosopher 

China 

750 to 780 

He lived 720 to 814, was Chao-chou's disciple, and founded first Zen community. Chao-chou was previous Zen-

Buddhist leader. 

 

Nan-chuan or Nansen 

philosopher 

China 

780 to 800 

He lived 748 to 834 and was Ma-tsu's disciple. 

 

Hung-po or Huang-po 

philosopher 

China 

800 to 850 

Chun Chou Record [800 to 850] 

He lived ? to 850 and was Pai-chang's disciple. 

 

Chao-chou or Joshu 

philosopher 

Gu_ny_nyuàn Temple, China 

810 to 840 

Chao-Chou's Dog or Joshu's Dog [810 to 840] 

He lived 778 to 897 and was Nan-chuan's disciple. 

 

Lin-chi Yi-Sen or Lin-chi I-hsuan or Rinzai or Rinzai Gigen [Gigen, Rinzai] 

philosopher 

China 

850 to 867 

He lived 830 to 867, was Hung-po's disciple, and led to Rinzai School. He started the shout "Ho" or "Kwatz". 

 



Xuedou Zhongxian or Hsue Tou Ch'ung Hsien or Setcho/Yuanwu Keqin 

philosopher 

Bianjing (Kaifeng), China 

1000 to 1050 

Blue Cliff Record [1000 to 1050: 1000 koans, with notes by Yüan-wu K'o-ch'in or Engo] 

He lived 980 to 1052. 

 

Myoan Eisai [Eisai, Myoan] or Eisai Zenji 

philosopher 

Japan 

1170 to 1210 

He lived 1141 to 1215 and introduced Zen to Japan, as Rinzai School, building on Ch'an Buddhism in China. He 

began tea ceremony and brought green tea from China to Japan. 

 

Dogen Kigen or Dogen Zenji or Eihei Dogen Zenji [Dogen Zenji, Eihei] or Koso Joyo Daishi [Daishi, Koso Joyo] 

philosopher 

China/Japan 

1231 to 1253 

Treasury of the True Dharma Eye [1231 to 1253] 

He lived 1200 to 1253, came from China, and started Zen-Buddhism Eiheiji or Soto School. "Enlightenment and 

practice are one." All things already have enlightenment. All things have their times. 

 

Ikkyu or Crazy Cloud 

philosopher/poet/calligrapher 

Zenko-an Temple, Japan 

1420 to 1460 

Poems [1420 to 1460: in Chinese] 

He lived 1394 to 1481. 

 

Rikyu or Sen no Rikyu [Rikyu, Sen no] or Sen no Rikyu Koji [Rikyu Koji, Sen no] 

philosopher 

Kyoto, Japan 

1550 to 1591 

Poems [1550 to 1591] 

He lived 1518 to 1591 and perfected tea ceremony. 

 

Takuan Soho 

philosopher 

Kyoto, Japan 

1608 to 1640 

Unfettered Mind [1608 to 1640] 

He lived 1573 to 1645 and perfected Zen swordsmanship. He emphasized that mind should not focus or rest {no 

mind} but be ready to act at any time and place. 

 

Bankei Zenji or Bankei Zenji or Bankei Yokatu 

philosopher 

Zuio-ji, Ehime, Japan 

1650 to 1680 

Song of Original Mind [1650 to 1680] 

He lived 1622 to 1693 and was Zen master. 

 

Hakuin Ekaku or Kokurin or Byakuin or Sugiyama Iwagiro [Iwagiro, Sugiyama] or Iwajiro or Jinki or 

Dokumyo or Shoji Kokushi [Kokushi, Shoji] 

philosopher/poet 

Shoin-ji Temple, Japan 

1720 to 1750 



Wild Ivy [1720 to 1750: autobiography]; Daruma [1720 to 1750: scroll] 

He lived 1685 to 1768 and was Zen poet and painter. People need to meditate during all activities. 
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Septuagint 

writer 

Alexandria, Egypt 

-300 to -200 

Septuagint [-300 to -200: Judaic-scripture Greek translation is Christian Old-Testament basis] 

 

Star of Bethlehem 

star 

Palestine 

-10 to 10 

A supernova or planet conjunction happened within several years of Jesus' birth. 

 

Joseph 

carpenter 

Palestine 

-4 

He was Mary's husband. 

 

Mary of Nazareth 

mother 

Palestine 

-4 

She was Jesus' mother. 

 

John the Baptist 

philosopher 

Palestine 

25 to 29 

He lived -28 to 30, preached the Messiah's coming [25], and baptized Jesus. 

 

Jesus or Savior or Christ or Messiah or Immanuel or God With Us 

religion founder 

Palestine 

26 to 29 

Agrapha or Unwritten Sayings [30: Jesus' traditional sayings] 

He lived -4 to 29 and was probably born in Nazareth. His name was Joshua or Savior, common Hebrew name. Jesus 

is Greek for the Hebrew name Joshua. Messiah means Anointed or Savior in Hebrew. Christ is Greek for Anointed. 

Immanuel means "God with us" in Hebrew. His ideas and life are Christianity's basis. 

According to the Bible, he was born to Joseph and Mary of Nazareth in a stable when they traveled to Bethlehem to 

pay taxes, and he lay in the stable feeding trough {manger, Bible}. However, he was more likely born in animal 

quarters in a relative's house in Nazareth. 

His father and he were carpenters. According to the Bible, at age 12 he argued with Hebrew elders about scriptures. 

At age 30, he began preaching the Messiah's coming and that the weak and poor will triumph if they are righteous, on 

Judgment Day. He had 12 disciples, Peter, John, Judas Iscariot, and others. According to the Bible, he conjured enough 

food for crowd from several loaves and fishes, turned water into wine, and raised Lazarus from the dead. He preached 

Sermon on the Mount and Beatitudes. He told parables about the Talents, the Prodigal Son, and the Good Samaritan. 

He said, "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you" {golden rule, Jesus}. At age 33, he came to Jerusalem. 

Crowds greeted him on Palm Sunday. He denigrated the Scribes and Pharisees. He broke with Judaism and drove out 

moneychangers at the Temple. He rested on the Mount of Olives with Mary and Martha, Simon the Leper's sisters. 

Sanhedrin priest council condemned him to death for blasphemy. Judas betrayed him for 30 pieces of silver. Pontius 

Pilate had him arrested in Garden of Gethsemane. He had his Last Supper on Thursday. The people did not choose to 



let him go free when Pilate let the people choose. The hostile crowd chose Barabbas. Romans crucified him on Good 

Friday, between two thieves. He carried his cross to Golgotha, the Crucifixion site. He spoke seven sayings while on 

the cross, such as "Father forgive them for they know not what they do." and "My God, why hast thou forsaken me?" 

Soldier speared him to make sure he was dead. Joseph and Nicodemus took him to tomb. He was not there when Mary 

Magdalene came on Easter Sunday to embalm his body, the Resurrection after three days. According to the Bible, forty 

days after Resurrection, he ascended into heaven {Ascension, Bible} after revisiting the disciples. 

He advocated Jewish law but opposed harsh interpretations. He used Essene ideas. Christian laws have same ideas, 

but different emphases, than Jewish laws. 

 

Doubting Thomas 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

26 to 72 

He was Jesus' disciple and went to India [52 to 72]. Someone killed him. 

 

Apostles 

evangelist 

Palestine 

29 

The Bible tells that, after Jesus' death, the 11 remaining disciples saw tongues of fire and received the gift of 

speaking in many tongues {Pentecost}, and began evangelizing. 

 

Barabbas 

criminal 

Palestine 

29 

The people freed convicted criminal, instead of Jesus, when Pilate let them choose. 

 

Joseph of Arimathea/Nicodemus 

biblical person 

Palestine 

29 

They received Jesus' body from the cross. 

 

Judas Iscariot 

apostle 

Palestine 

29 

He lived ? to 33 and was Jesus' disciple but betrayed Jesus to the authorities with a kiss. 

 

Mary Magdalene 

biblical person 

Palestine 

29 

She found Jesus' tomb empty. 

 

Mary/Martha 

biblical person 

Palestine 

29 

They gave care to Jesus and were Simon the Leper's sisters. 

 

Peter the Apostle or Simon Peter 

apostle 

Palestine 

29 to 64 



He lived ? to 64. Jesus said of his disciple Peter, "Upon this rock, I will build my church." 

 

John the Apostle 

apostle 

Palestine 

29 to 80 

He was the most mystical of Jesus' disciples. He probably did not write Gospel of John. 

 

Pseudographa 

writer 

Europe 

30 to 400 

Pseudographa [30 to 400] 

Some Christian writings, gospels, letters, and prophecies are not in the Bible. 

 

Passion Narrative 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

30 to 60 

Passion Narrative 

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John used this work. 

 

Steven 

biblical person 

Greece/Israel 

34 

He was one of the first seven church deacons and became a martyr [34]. 

 

Saul or Paul 

evangelist/apostle 

Antioch/Rome, Italy 

35 to 67 

Thessalonians [52: I and II]; Galatians [56]; Corinthians [56: I and II]; Romans [57]; Philippians [61]; Philemon 

[61]; Colossians [61]; Ephesians [61]; Timothy I [66]; Titus [66]; Timothy II [67] 

He lived 10 to 63, was born and educated in Tarsus, wrote in Greek, founded Christian ideas and organization, 

visited churches in Asia Minor and Greece, and died in Rome [67]. Saul became the apostle Paul after his conversion 

[35] by a light ray. He visited Jerusalem [37], stayed at Tarsus [37 to 43], stayed at Antioch [43 to 44], visited 

Jerusalem [44 or 45], took his first mission [45 to 49], visited Jerusalem [49 or 50], took his second mission [50 to 53], 

visited Jerusalem [53], took his third mission [53 to 57], visited Jerusalem [57], faced arrest [57], went to Rome [59], 

was captive at Rome [60 to 62], and took a mission [62 to 66]. Someone killed him [67]. He said Jesus was God and 

wrote about soul versus body. 

 

Lost Sayings 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

40 to 80 

Lost Sayings Gospel Q 

 

Christian council 

council 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

49 

Christians decided to preach to Gentiles, without requiring or following Jewish customs or laws. Jesus's brother 

James and Peter were there. Perhaps, Paul was there. They baptized Christians. Christians performed eucharist Last-

Supper rites. Christians believed that Jesus rose from the dead, will return to Earth soon for Last Judgment, and will 

then give them eternal life. 



 

Oxyrhynchus 1224 Gospel 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

50 to 140 

Oxyrhynchus 1224 Gospel 

 

Thomas 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

50 to 140 

Gospel of Thomas 

 

Sophia of Jesus Christ 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

50 to 200 

Sophia of Jesus Christ 

 

Signs Gospel 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

50 to 90 

Signs Gospel 

 

Book of Hebrews 

writer 

Palestine 

50 to 95 

Book of Hebrews 

 

Didache 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

60 to 100 

Teaching of the Twelve Apostles 

 

Philemon 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

61 to 63 

He received epistle from Paul, his friend. 

 

Mark 

writer 

Alexandria, Egypt 

65 to 75 

Gospel of Mark [Bible gospel] 

It is oldest gospel of the Bible. 

 

Luke 

writer 

Troas, Anatolia 

65 to 100 

Gospel of Luke [Bible gospel] 

 



James 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

70 to 100 

Epistle of James 

 

Matthew 

writer 

Antioch 

70 to 100 

Gospel of Matthew [Bible gospel] 

 

Egerton Gospel 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

70 to 120 

Egerton Gospel 

 

Peter 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

70 to 160 

Gospel of Peter 

 

Secret Mark 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

70 to 160 

Secret Mark 

 

Fayyum Fragment 

writer 

Fayum, Egypt 

70 to 200 

Fayyum Fragment or Fayum Fragment 

It has 100 Greek letters and has same wording as Matthew and/or Mark in the Bible. 

 

Twelve Patriarchs 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

70 to 200 

Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs 

 

Peter 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

80 to 110 

1 Peter 

 

Barnabas 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

80 to 120 

Epistle of Barnabas 

 



Acts of the Apostles 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

80 to 130 

Acts of the Apostles 

Luke wrote biblical history in Greek. 

 

Gospel of the Egyptians 

writer 

Egypt 

80 to 150 

Gospel of the Egyptians 

 

Gospel of the Hebrews 

writer 

Israel 

80 to 150 

Gospel of the Hebrews 

 

Christian Sibyllines 

writer 

Greece 

80 to 250 

Christian Sibyllines 

 

Flavius Josephus [Josephus, Flavius] 

writer/historian 

Rome, Italy 

80 to 93 

Jewish War [80 to 90: seven books about Israel from 66 to 73]; Jewish Antiquities [93: twenty books about Jewish 

history] 

He lived 37 to 101. 

 

John 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

90 to 120 

Gospel of John [Bible gospel]; 1 John; 2 John; 3 John 

 

Jude 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

90 to 120 

Epistle of Jude 

 

John 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

90 to 95 

Apocalypse of John 

 

Peter 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

100 to 150 

Apocalypse of Peter 



 

Preaching of Peter 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

100 to 150 

Preaching of Peter 

 

Secret Book of James 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

100 to 150 

Secret Book of James 

 

Christian 

church 

Europe 

100 to 1500 

Christianity separated into Roman Catholic Church, Eastern Orthodox Church, Russian Orthodox Church, and 

Serbian Orthodox Church, among others. 

 

Gospel of the Ebionites 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

100 to 160 

Gospel of the Ebionites 

 

Gospel of the Nazoreans 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

100 to 160 

Gospel of the Nazoreans 

 

Peter 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

100 to 160 

2 Peter 

 

Shepherd of Hermas 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

100 to 160 

Shepherd of Hermas 

 

Christian churches 

church 

Europe/Africa 

100 to 200 

Churches were at Antioch, Alexandria, Laodicea near Antioch, Jerusalem, Edessa, Nicaea, Ephesus, Byzantium, 

Athens, Sparta, Thessalonika, Syracuse, Hippo Regius, Naples, Rome, Lugdunum (Lyon) in southeast France, and 

Canterbury. Hippo Regius (Bona or Annuba, Algeria) is west of Carthage. Bishops and deacons began. The Seven 

Churches of the Apocalypse are Ephesus, Laodicea, Pergamum, Philadelphia, Smyrna, Sardis, and Thyatira. 

 

Nag Hammadi Library 

writer 

Egypt 



100 to 200 

Nag Hammadi Library [100 to 200: including Gospel of Thomas, Gospel of Philip, and Gospel of Truth] 

People discovered Gnostic tracts north of Luxor [1945]. 

 

Odes of Solomon 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

100 to 200 

Odes of Solomon 

 

Christian 

church 

Constantinople, Turkey 

100 to 400 

Arian, Sabellian, Manichaean, Pelagian, and Donatist controversies were about Trinity and Incarnation. 

 

Elchasai 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

101 to 220 

Book of Elchasai 

 

Ignatius of Antioch or Theophorus 

writer 

Antioch, Asia Minor 

105 to 115 

Letter to Ephesus [105 to 115]; Letter to Magnesia [105 to 115]; Letter to Tralles [105 to 115]; Letter to Rome [105 

to 115]; Letter to Philadelphia [105 to 115]; Letter to Smyrna [105 to 115]; Letter to Polycarp [105 to 115] 

He lived 50 to 117 [98 to 117]. 

 

Papias 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

110 to 140 

Expositions of the Sayings of Jesus [110 to 140] 

He was bishop of Hierapolis. 

 

Polycarp 

writer 

Greece 

110 to 140 

Epistle of St. Polycarp to the Philippians [110 to 140] 

He lived 69 to 155. 

 

Matthias 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

110 to 160 

Traditions of Matthias 

 

Oxyrhynchus 840 Gospel 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

110 to 160 

Oxyrhynchus 840 Gospel 

 



Naassene Gnostics 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

117 to 138 

Naassene Fragment [117 to 138] 

 

Basilides 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

120 to 140 

He was first Alexandrian Gnostic. 

 

Dialogue of the Savior 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

120 to 180 

Dialogue of the Savior 

 

Gospel of the Savior 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

120 to 180 

Gospel of the Savior 

 

James 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

120 to 180 

2nd Apocalypse of James 

 

John 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

120 to 180 

Apocryphon of John 

 

Mary of Magdala 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

120 to 180 

Gospel of Mary of Magdala 

 

Trimorphic Protennoia 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

120 to 180 

Trimorphic Protennoia or Three-formed Divine First Thought 

 

Quadratus of Athens 

writer 

Greece 

124 to 125 

Apology [124] 

He was bishop of Athens and first Christian apologist. 

 



Heracleon 

writer 

Italy 

125 

He was of Valentinian School. 

 

Aristides 

writer 

Athens, Greece 

126 

Apology of Aristides [126] 

 

Epiphanies on Righteousness 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

130 to 160 

Epiphanies on Righteousness 

 

Justin Martyr 

writer/priest 

Syria/Rome, Italy 

130 to 160 

Apology [130 to 160]; Dialogue with the Jew Tryphon [130 to 160] 

He lived 100 to 165 and became Roman Catholic saint. Knowledge requires special revelation from God, because 

senses and demons make reason and nature obscure. 

 

Ophite Diagrams 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

130 to 160 

Ophite Diagrams [130 to 160: used by Ophite Gnostics] 

 

Judas 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

130 to 170 

Gospel of Judas 

 

Mathetes 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

130 to 200 

Epistle of Mathetes to Diognetus 

 

Marcion 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

138 to 144 

He lived 110 to ? and started Marcionites. They rejected Old Testament. 

 

Epistula Apostolorum 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

140 to 150 

Letter to the Apostles [140 to 150] 

 



Isidore 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

140 to 160 

 

Fronto 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

140 to 170 

 

Infancy Gospel of James 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

140 to 170 

Infancy Gospel of James 

 

Infancy Gospel of Thomas 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

140 to 170 

Infancy Gospel of Thomas 

 

Gospel of Truth 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

140 to 180 

Gospel of Truth 

 

Aristo of Pella 

writer 

Pella, Asia Minor 

150 

Disputation of Jason and Papiscus [150] 

 

Martyrdom of Polycarp 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 160 

Martyrdom of Polycarp 

 

Acts of Andrew 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 200 

Acts of Andrew 

 

Acts of John 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 200 

Acts of John 

 

Acts of Paul 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 200 



Acts of Paul 

 

Acts of Peter 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 200 

Acts of Peter 

 

Ascension of Isaiah 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 200 

Ascension of Isaiah 

 

Acts of Peter and Twelve 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 225 

Acts of Peter and the Twelve 

 

Thomas the Contender 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 225 

Book of Thomas the Contender 

 

Esra 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 250 

Fifth and Sixth Books of Esra 

 

Authoritative Teaching 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 300 

Authoritative Teaching 

 

Coptic Apocalypse of Paul 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 300 

Coptic Apocalypse of Paul 

 

Eighth and Ninth 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 300 

Discourse on the Eighth and Ninth 

 

Melchizedek 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 300 

Melchizedek [150 to 300: Melchizedek was man in Old Testament and in Tanakh] 

 



Acts of Pilate 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 400 

Acts of Pilate 

 

Anti-Marcionite Prologues 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

150 to 400 

Anti-Marcionite Prologues 

 

Tatian 

writer 

Rome, Italy 

160 to 170 

Address to the Greeks [160 to 170] 

He lived 110 to 180. 

 

Apelles 

writer 

Alexandria, Egypt 

160 to 180 

Syllogisms [160 to 180] 

 

Julius Cassianus [Cassianus, Julius] 

writer 

Alexandria, Egypt 

160 to 180 

Exegeses [160 to 180]; Concerning Abstinence or Eunuchry [160 to 180] 

 

Minucius Felix 

writer 

Greece 

160 to 230 

Octavius 

 

Acts of Carpus 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

161 to 180 

Acts of Carpus 

 

Dionysius of Corinth 

writer 

Greece 

165 to 175 

 

Hegesippus 

historian 

Rome, Italy 

165 to 175 

Notes on Church History [165 to 175] 

He opposed Gnostics and Marcion. 

 



Melito of Sardis 

writer 

Asia Minor 

165 to 175 

 

Diatessaron 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

170 to 175 

 

Dura-Europos Gospel 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

170 to 200 

Dura-Europos Gospel Harmony 

 

Muratorian Canon 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

170 to 200 

Muratorian Canon [170 to 200: New-Testament book list] 

 

Treatise on Resurrection 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

170 to 200 

Treatise on the Resurrection 

 

Peter 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

170 to 220 

Letter of Peter to Philip 

 

Athenagoras of Athens 

writer 

Greece 

175 to 180 

Plea for Christians [177]; On the Resurrection of the Dead [175 to 180] 

 

Rhodon 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

175 to 185 

 

Theophilus of Caesarea 

writer 

Asia Minor 

175 to 185 

 

Claudius Apollinaris [Apollinaris, Claudius] 

writer 

Hierapolis 

177 

Apologies [177] 

He was bishop of Hierapolis. 



 

Celsus 

writer 

Alexandria, Egypt 

178 

True Word or True Discourse [178] 

He was Platonist. 

 

Letter from Vienna-Lyons 

writer 

France/Austria 

178 

Letter from Vienna and Lyons 

It has story of the Blessed Blandina. 

 

Irenaeus of Lyons 

writer 

Lyon, France 

178 to 185 

Against Heresies [178 to 185] 

He was Greek, was bishop of Lugdunum (Lyon) in France, and is a Father of the Church. 

 

Scillitan Martyrs 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

180 

Passion of the Scillitan Martyrs 

 

Acts of Apollonius 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

180 to 185 

Acts of Apollonius 

 

Theophilus of Antioch 

writer 

Asia Minor 

180 to 185 

He was bishop of Antioch. 

 

Bardesanes 

writer 

Edessa, Assyria 

180 to 220 

Light and Darkness [180 to 220]; Spiritual Nature of Truth [180 to 220]; Movable and the Immovable [180 to 220] 

He lived 154 to 223. Concerning Fate or Book of the Laws of the Countries is about him. 

 

Kerygmata Petrou 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

180 to 220 

Preaching of Peter 

Pseudo-Clementines used this work. 

 

1st Apocalypse of James 

writer 



Greece/Israel 

180 to 250 

1st Apocalypse of James 

 

Philip 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

180 to 250 

Gospel of Philip 

 

Maximus of Jerusalem 

writer 

Israel 

185 to 195 

 

Polycrates of Ephesus 

writer 

Greece 

185 to 195 

 

Victor I 

writer 

Rome, Italy 

189 to 199 

High questions about resurrection and other such matters [189 to 199] 

 

Pantaenus 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

190 to 210 

 

Anonymous Anti-Montanist 

writer 

Rome 

193 

Anonymous Anti-Montanist 

 

Abercius 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

193 to 216 

Inscription [193 to 216] 

He was bishop of Hieropolis. 

 

Tertullian of Carthage or Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus [Tertullianus, Quintus Septimius Florens] 

philosopher/writer 

Rome, Italy 

197 to 220 

On the body of Christ [197]; To the martyrs [197]; To the nations [197]; Apologetic [197]; Book of proscribed 

heresies [200]; On the halo [211]; On flight from persecution [212]; On penance [220] 

He lived 160 to 225 and was Christian Apologist. He said, "I believe what is absurd" {credo quia absurdum est} 

because it showed the work of God. 

Epistemology 

People cannot know revelation by thinking, and revelation has no connection with philosophy. Only faith can give 

religious belief {fideism}, not reason. 

 



Apollonius of Ephesus 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

200 to 210 

 

Mara Bar Serapion [Serapion, Mara Bar] or Serapion of Antioch 

writer 

Antioch, Asia Minor 

200 to 210 

Testimony [200 to 210]; Letter from a Near Eastern Jail [200 to 210: to his son about wisdom]; Comments on the 

Gospel of Peter [200 to 210] 

He was Patriarch of Antioch [191 to 211]. 

 

Caius 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

200 to 220 

 

Philostratus or Lucius Flavius Philostratus [Philostratus, Lucius Flavius] 

writer 

Athens, Greece 

200 to 220 

Life of the Sophists [200 to 220]; Life of Apollonius of Tyana [200 to 220] 

He lived 170 to 247. 

 

Acts of Thomas 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

200 to 225 

Acts of Thomas 

 

Didascalia Apostolorum 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

200 to 250 

Didascalia Apostolorum or Catholic Teaching of the Twelve Apostles and Holy Disciples of Our Savior [200 to 250] 

 

Jeu 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

200 to 250 

Books of Jeu 

 

Peter 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

200 to 300 

Coptic Apocalypse of Peter 

 

Pistis Sophia 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

200 to 300 

Books of the Savior [200 to 300: Gnostic] 

 



Acts of Perpetua-Felicitas 

writer 

Greece/Israel 

203 

Acts of Perpetua and Felicitas 

 

Hippolytus of Rome 

writer 

Rome, Italy 

212 to 236 

Refutation of All Heresies [215]; Apostolic Tradition [215] 

He lived 160 to 236 and was bishop of Rome. 

 

Doctors of the Church or Latin Fathers 

bishop 

Near East 

300 to 400 

Doctors of the Church are first Ambrose, Jerome, and Augustine and later Pope Gregory. Ambrose was bishop of 

Milan. Augustine was bishop of Hippo. 

 

Etchmiadzin monastery 

monastery 

Vagarshapat, Armenia 

303 

Gregory the Illuminator founded it near Mount Ararat. 

 

Theodotus 

writer 

Constantinople 

303 

Excerpts of Theodotus [303] 

 

Arius of Alexandria 

doctrine 

Alexandria, Egypt 

313 

He lived 256 to 336, became a priest [313], and said Jesus was not eternal and was lower than God. 

 

Christianity 

religion 

Rome, Italy 

313 

Roman Empire allowed Christianity. 

 

Eusebius of Caesarea or Eusebius Pamphili 

doctrine 

Caesarea, Palestine 

314 to 339 

Eusebian Canons 

He lived 275 to 339, was Pamphilius' student [240 to 309], was bishop of Caesarea [314 to 339] in Palestine, and 

cross-referenced the Gospels. He was never pope [309 to 310]. Caesarea is on coast between Haifa and Tel Aviv. 

 

Arianism 

doctrine 

Nicea, Greece 

325 



Heretical Trinity doctrine opposed Athanasius' and Eusebius' doctrine. 

 

Council of Nicea 

council 

Nicea, Greece 

325 

Council proclaimed that Jesus was God and man and that Athanasius' and Eusebius' Trinity doctrine is true. Council 

rejected Arianism. 

 

Nisibis monastery 

monastery 

Nisibis, Syria 

325 

Eugenios or Mar Augin founded it on Mt. Izla above Nisibis in Mesopotamia. 

 

Christian council 

council 

Europe 

325 to 787 

Church had seven councils. 

 

Eleutheropolis monastery 

monastery 

Eleutheropolis, Judea 

335 

Epiphanius [315 to 403] founded it. He was bishop of Constantia or Salamis in Cyprus [367 to 403]. 

 

Nicholas 

bishop 

Myra, Asia Minor 

342 to 352 

He lived ? to 352 and became Catholic patron saint of children. 

 

Athanasius 

theologian 

Alexandria, Egypt 

348 to 357 

Defense Against the Arians [348]; Discourses Against the Arians [357] 

He lived 297 to 373, was bishop of Alexandria [328 to 373], was a Doctor of the Church, and was for orthodoxy 

during Arian crisis. He wrote orthodox Catholic doctrine of Trinity and Incarnation. Jesus had body and same 

substance as god {homoousion}, whereas Arians said Jesus was not like god. 

 

St. Antony monastery 

monastery 

Egypt 

357 

First monastery is in Red Sea Mountains of northeast Egypt. 

 

Flaviana monastery 

monastery 

Caesarea, Cappadocia 

360 

Caesarea is capital of Cappadocia, which is in east-central Anatolia or Asia Minor. 

 

Liguge monastery 

monastery 



Liguge, France 

361 to 363 

Martin of Tours founded first monastery, in France. 

 

Marmoutier monastery 

monastery 

Tours, France 

372 

Martin of Tours founded it. 

 

Ambrose 

bishop/architect 

Milan, Italy 

375 to 397 

On the faith to Gratianum Augustum [375]; On ministerial offices [375 to 390]; On penance [375 to 390]; On the 

mysteries [375 to 390]; Saint Ambrose Basilica [380 to 397] 

He lived 340 to 397, was bishop of Milan [374 to 397], was a Doctor of the Church, and became a Roman Catholic 

saint. Church is independent of state. 

 

Jerome 

theologian 

Rome, Italy 

382 to 405 

Vulgate Bible or Latin Bible [382 to 405: It uses Western Canon books, similar to Septuagint]; Four Gospels [384: 

revised Latin version]; Roman Psalter [384: revised Latin version]; Job [384]; Epistles of St. Paul [385: revised Latin 

version]; Gallican Psalter [386 to 391]; Old Testament [390 to 405: from Hebrew to Latin]; New Testament [398: 

completed] 

He lived 340 to 420 and was a Doctor of the Church. 

 

Hippo Regius monastery 

monastery 

Bona, Algeria 

388 to 390 

Monastery founded by Augustine was west of Carthage. 

 

Thagaste monastery 

monastery 

Souk Ahras, Tunisia 

388 to 390 

Augustine founded it. Thagaste was in Numidia and is Souk Ahras, which is where Algeria meets Tunisia. 

 

Simeon Stylites 

saint 

Egypt 

390 to 459 

He lived 390 to 459, was ascetic, and sat on a pillar. 

 

Nola monastery 

monastery 

Nola, Italy 

394 

Paulinus [354 to 431] and his wife Theresia founded it. 

 

Iconoclasm 

doctrine 

Europe/Near East 



400 to 600 

Orthodoxy said pictures of God are not sinful. Iconoclasm said not to use pictures of God. Greek Church used icons, 

but western church attacked this custom. 

 

Monophysitism or Eutychianism 

controversy 

Constantinople, Turkey 

400 to 600 

Some early Christians {Monophysite} believed that Jesus was person with human nature and did not unite divine 

and human {Monophysitism}. Severus [? to 538], Dioscurus [? to 454], Timothy Aelurus [? to 477], Peter Mongus of 

Alexandria [? to 490], and Timothy IV the Patriarch of Alexandria [517 to 535] were Monophysites. Greens were for 

monophysitism, which said Christ was only body or only spirit. Blues were for orthodoxy, which said Christ was both 

body and spirit. 

 

Monotheletism 

doctrine 

Europe/Near East 

400 to 600 

Orthodoxy said Christ had one will and nature. Monotheletism said Christ had just one will but two natures, divine 

and human. 

 

Nestorianism 

doctrine 

Europe/Near East 

400 to 600 

Orthodoxy said Mary was mother of God. Nestorianism said Mary was not mother of God, because Jesus was born a 

man. 

 

Cornwall 

region 

Wales 

400 to 800 

Christianity came to Wales. 

 

Hebrides 

city 

Hebrides Islands, Scotland 

400 to 800 

Christianity came to Scotland. 

 

Pelagius 

philosopher/priest 

Constantinople, Turkey 

410 to 418 

On faith in the trinity [410: in three books]; Eclogues on Divine Scripture [410: one book]; Commentaries on the 

Letters of Saint Paul [410] 

He lived 354 to 420 and was Christian. People have free will and can choose salvation. Heaven is reward for virtue. 

Will is completely free. There is no original sin, and people can be perfect without God's grace {Pelagianism, 

Pelagius}. There is no grace of God. Alternatively, people can just freely will and believe {semi-Pelagianism}. 

 

Cyril of Alexandria 

bishop 

Alexandria, Egypt 

412 to 444 

On Adoration in Spirit and in Truth [412 to 444]; Commentaries on Pentateuch [412 to 444] 



He lived ? to 444, was bishop of Alexandria [412 to 444], was a Doctor of the Church, and opposed Nestorius. Jesus 

united divine and human in one person {orthodox doctrine}. 

 

Nestorius 

bishop 

Near East 

428 to 451 

He lived 386 to 451 and was Patriarch of Constantinople [428 to 431]. Jesus was two separate persons, one divine 

and one human {Nestorian controversy, Nestorius}. There was no Virgin Birth. Council of Ephesus [431] rejected this 

heresy and exiled him, so he started Nestorian churches. 

 

St. Patrick 

missionary/bishop 

Britain/Ireland 

433 to 457 

Senchus Mor or Great Custom or Code of Patrick 

He lived 385 to 461. He brought Christianity to Ireland [433] and built many churches. He used the shamrock to 

explain the Doctrine of the Trinity. He set up commission to compile Irish law [441]. He converted Ireland to 

Christianity [457] and is Catholic patron saint of Ireland. 

 

St. John Studius monastery 

monastery 

Constantinople, Turkey 

463 

Stoudios or Studius was from Rome and founded it. 

 

Severus 

theologian 

Antioch, Turkey 

500 

Lover of Truth [509 to 511]; Against John Grammaticum [519]; Sermons of Severus at Antioch [512 to 518] 

He lived ? to 538, was Patriarch of Antioch [512 to 518], and was Monophysite. 

 

Clonard monastery 

monastery 

Clonard, Ireland 

520 

Finnian [? to 548] founded it in Meath in Leinster in east Ireland. 

 

Monte Cassino monastery 

monastery 

Monte Cassino, Italy 

529 

Benedict founded it under strict rules. Monte Cassino is south of Rome. 

 

Benedict of Nursia 

monk 

Monte Cassino, Italy 

529 to 530 

Rule of St. Benedict [530: monasticism rules] 

He lived 480 to 547 and organized first monastic system, Benedictines, at monastery south of Rome. Monks had to 

work, study, and pray {Benedict's Rule}. He became Roman Catholic saint. Benedictine Order had copies in many 

places, and some had women. 

 

Vivarium monastery 

monastery 



Vivarium, Italy 

540 

Cassiodorus founded it in south Italy. 

 

Arles monastery 

monastery 

Arles, France 

542 

Caesarius of Arles [468 to 542] was bishop [502 to 542]. 

 

Three Chapters 

controversy 

Constantinople, Turkey 

543 to 544 

The Three Chapters were against Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret of Cyrus, and letter of Ibas to Maris. 

Facundus, Bishop of Hermiane wrote Defensio trium capitulorum or Defense of the Three Chapters. Emperor Justinian 

issued edict anathematizing the Three Chapters [543 or 544]. 

 

Columba 

monk 

Scotland 

563 to 597 

He lived 521 to 597, came from Ireland to Scotland, set up a Christian monastery on Iona island [563], and became a 

Roman Catholic saint. 

 

Augustine 

missionary 

England 

597 to 604 

He lived ? to 604. King Ethelbert of Kent became Christian. 

 

Christian missionaries 

missionary 

England 

600 to 700 

Celtic Church and Roman Catholic missionaries converted Saxon, Jute, and Angle kings to Christianity from base in 

Canterbury. 

 

St. Gallen monastery 

monastery 

St. Gall, Switzerland 

612 

Gall or Gallen founded it. It is in Steinach Valley in east Switzerland. 

 

Bobbio Abbey 

monastery 

Bobbio, Italy 

612 to 614 

Bobbio is Bobium or Ebovium and is in Emilia-Romagna in north Italy. Columba established it. 

 

Lindisfarne monastery 

monastery 

Lindisfarne, Scotland 

635 

Aidan founded it on island in Northumbria in northeast England. 

 



Synod of Whitby 

synod 

Whitby, England 

664 

Synod chose Roman Christianity over Celtic thought. 

 

Greek Orthodox 

religion 

Constantinople, Turkey 

700 

Patriarch of Constantinople was head of Greek Orthodox Church, and emperor appointed him. The four main 

patriarchies were Constantinople, Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alexandria. Church leaders married. Orthodox monks 

prayed and practiced discipline, as original Egyptian monks had done in third century. Greek Church used icons 

{iconoclasm}, but western church attacked this use. 

 

Christian council 

council 

Constantinople, Turkey 

787 

Roman and Greek churches met but did not agree. 

 

Christianity 

doctrine 

Europe/Near East 

800 

After Charlemagne's coronation, Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches split. 

 

Methodius 

leader 

Czech Republic/Slovakia 

863 

He lived 815 to 885. Czechs and Slovaks became Orthodox. 

 

Cyril 

priest/linguist 

Czech Republic/Slovakia 

863 to 869 

He lived 826 to 869 and invented Cyrillic alphabet with Methodius. Czechs and Slovaks became Orthodox. 

 

Benedictine Abbey 

abbey 

Cluny, France 

910 

Duke William the Pious of Aquitaine founded Benedictine abbey of Saint Peter and Saint Paul at Cluny in Burgundy 

in northwest France [910]. 

 

Cluniac 

monastery 

Cluny, Burgundy 

910 to 1150 

Benedictine order reorganized under modified rules. 300 Cluniac monasteries [1150] were under abbot of Cluny. 

 

Albigenses or Catharists 

reformer 

Albiga, France 

1022 to 1400 



Tarn-region Neo-Manichaean sect emphasized strict morals and the Bible and opposed Catholic-Church worldliness. 

It first appeared at Synod of Orléans [1022] and faced a crusade [1209]. 

 

Berengar of Tours or Bérenger or Berengarius 

priest 

Tours, France 

1049 

Eucharist [1049: reply to Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canterbury] 

He lived 1000 to 1088 and was Nominalist. He believed that the bread and wine cannot change into Jesus' body and 

blood, because their qualities stayed the same. 

 

Christianity 

schism 

Europe 

1054 

Roman Catholic and Greek Orthodox churches split. 

 

Roscellinus or Roscelin or Roscellinus Compendiensis or Rucelinus 

priest 

France 

1080 to 1092 

He lived 1050 to 1122 and founded Nominalism and Scholasticism. He believed that the Trinity was three distinct 

objects, not one. Council at Reims [1092] condemned the heresy. 

 

Cistercian 

abbey 

Citeaux, France 

1098 

Cistercian order founded a monastery. 

 

Suger or Abbot Suger [Suger, Abbot] 

abbot/architect 

St. Denis, France 

1132 to 1144 

Abbey Church of St. Denis [1137 to 1144: Gothic church] 

He lived 1081 to 1151 and built St. Denis Abbey, first Gothic church. He started Gothic art and said that art is 

necessary to see truth and beauty. He counseled Louis VI and Louis VII and was their historian. St. Denis is in Ile-de-

France, near Paris. 

 

Waldo or Peter Waldes [Waldes, Peter] 

missionary/reformer 

Lyon, France 

1176 

He lived ? to 1217, sold all his goods, arranged for his family [1176], began to preach, and started Waldenses, 

Vaudois, Valdesii, Vallenses, the Poor, Leonistae, Poor Men of Lyons, Sandaliati, Insabbatati, Sabbatati, or Sabotiers, 

which emphasized strict morals and the Bible and opposed Catholic-Church worldliness. They congregated in west 

Piedmont in north Italy by 1200 to 1210 and exist now. 

 

St. Francis or Giovanni Bernardore [Bernardore, Giovanni] or Francesco 

monk 

Assisi, Italy 

1209 

He lived 1182 to 1226 and founded Franciscan religious order. 

 

Dominic or Domingo de Guzmán [Guzmán, Domingo de] 

monk 



Spain 

1216 

He lived 1170 to 1221 and founded Dominican monastic order [1216]. 

 

Great Schism of Catholic Church 

papacy 

Rome, Italy/Avignon, France 

1378 to 1417 

One pope returned to Rome from Avignon, and the other pope stayed. 

 

Lutheran 

church 

Germany 

1450 to 1600 

Lutheran church is Aristotelian in philosophy. 

 

Protestant Reformation 

religion 

Europe 

1450 to 1600 

Catholic Church became less powerful as sects broke away and nations formed. Printing lessened church-school 

influence. Italian politics weakened church. 

 

Reformed 

church 

Europe 

1450 to 1600 

Reformed churches are Augustinian in philosophy. 

 

Protestant 

church 

Europe 

1500 

Sects {Protestant} separated from Roman Catholic Church, differently in different countries: Lutheran, Anglican, 

Presbyterian, and Moravian. Current Protestant denominations include Lutheran, Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist, 

Mormon, Jehovah's Witnesses, Anglican, Episcopal, Pentecostal, Salvation Army, Unitarian, Moravian, and 

Anabaptist. 

 

Martin Luther [Luther, Martin] 

priest/theologian 

Germany 

1517 to 1538 

95 Theses [1517]; Confession of Faith [1520]; Book of Concord [1538] 

He lived 1483 to 1546 and began Protestant Reformation when he posted his 95 Theses on church door at Worms 

[1517]. He broke away from Roman Catholic Church, started Reformation, and founded Lutheran Church. He helped 

found educational system and translated Bible into German. Faith is more important than good works. Grace of God 

redeems sin. Reason, tainted by original sin, is inimical to God. 

 

Ignatius of Loyola 

priest 

Rome, Italy 

1522 to 1539 

Spiritual Exercises [1522 to 1524] 

He lived 1491 to 1556 and founded Society of Jesus {Jesuit} monastic order [1539], to serve the pope as teachers 

and missionaries. He later became Catholic saint. 

 



John Calvin [Calvin, John] 

theologian/religious reformer 

Geneva, Switzerland 

1530 to 1564 

Institutes of the Christian Religion [1530] 

He lived 1509 to 1564, broke away from Roman Catholic Church, and founded Calvinism. 

God has all authority, dictated the Bible, and created good world. People are sinful. Christ can redeem them. People 

are predestined to heaven or hell. People should work hard and try to be successful. Redemption is by faith alone, but 

thrift, industry, order, and steadfastness are virtues. God knows all actions at time's beginning {predestination, Calvin}. 

The Bible has religious authority, not Pope. 

 

Christian missionaries 

missionary 

Japan 

1540 to 1550 

Christians came as missionaries. 

 

Philip Melancthon [Melancthon, Philip] 

minister 

Wittenberg, Saxony, Germany 

1548 

History of the Life and Acts of Luther [1548] 

He lived 1497 to 1560 and broke away from Roman Catholic Church. He used Aristotle to make philosophy for 

Protestantism. 

 

Counter-Reformation 

religion/philosophic school 

Rome, Italy 

1550 to 1600 

Reform movement started in Catholic Church. School included Ignatius of Loyola and Girolamo Savonarola. 

 

Douay Version 

writer 

Douai, France 

1568 to 1610 

Douay Version of the Bible or Douai Version [1568 to 1610: official Catholic Bible, similar to Vulgate, translated 

from Latin to English]; Rheims Testament [1582: New Testament] 

Bishop Challoner revised it in 18th century. 

 

Francisco Suarez [Suarez, Francisco] 

priest 

Coimbra, Spain 

1597 to 1612 

Metaphysical Discussions [1597: about being and the idea of being]; On Laws [1612] 

He lived 1548 to 1617 and was Jesuit. 

People use reason to choose right from wrong under obligation to God. 

Law 

Law is about will of superior commanding obligation from inferiors. Laws can be natural, divine, human, and 

eternal. Human laws require compliance, require payment for non-compliance, grant privileges, and grant authority and 

legitimacy. 

Metaphysics 

Reality is individual essences expressed in entities. 

 

King James version 

writer 

London, England 



1611 

King James version of the Bible [1611: by 47 translators] 

Bible version includes only books in Masoretic and Vulgate texts. Other Christian books are in Apocrypha. 

 

George Stiernhielm [Stiernhielm, George] 

theologian 

Stockholm, Sweden 

1630 to 1660 

Necklace of Minerva [1630] 

He lived 1598 to 1672 and was mystic. Word sounds have meaning, which can lead to deeper understanding. 

 

Jonathan Edwards [Edwards, Jonathan] 

minister 

Boston, Massachusetts 

1746 to 1758 

Treatise concerning Religious Affections [1746]; Freedom of the Will [1754]; Original Sin [1758]; End of Creation 

[1758]; True Virtue [1758]; History of Redemption [1758: unfinished] 

He lived 1703 to 1758 and was Puritan. 

Epistemology 

People know the primary and secondary qualities from God and so can perceive harmony and beauty. 

Ethics 

God gives sense of virtue and kindness to all beings. God knows all infallibly, so all events are necessary, not 

contingent. People have no free will, though God is not the cause and is not forcing choice. 

Metaphysics 

All things depend on God, which is eternal and everywhere and conscious. All is deterministic. 

 

Emanuel Swedenborg [Swedenborg, Emanuel] 

theologian 

Sweden 

1758 

Heaven and Hell [1758]; Earths in the Universe [1758] 

He lived 1688 to 1772, had visions, and started Swedenborg cult, which was popular in Romantic era. 

 

Vladimir Solovyov [Solovyov, Vladimir] 

philosopher 

St. Petersburg, Russia 

1878 to 1900 

Lectures on Godmanhood [1878] 

He lived 1853 to 1900. People can realize their perfect human natures and so become like Jesus, both God and man 

{godmanhood}. World-soul {Sophia} left God to make the world and will return to God as world progresses, a Gnostic 

idea. 

 

Peter D. Ouspensky [Ouspensky, Peter D.] 

philosopher 

Moscow, Russia 

1911 

Third Organon [1911] 

He lived 1878 to 1947 and followed Gurdjieff {Fourth Way School}. 

 

Georges Ivanovich Gurdjieff [Gurdjieff, Georges Ivanovich] 

philosopher 

Russia/Armenia 

1913 to 1935 

Meetings with Remarkable Men [1913]; All and Everything [1935: including Beelzebub's Tales to his Grandson, 

Meetings with Remarkable Men, and Life is Real Only Then, When 'I Am'] 



He lived 1872 to 1949 and was mystic. Means {legominism} can transmit information about certain events of long-

past ages. People struggle, through working on themselves, to awaken conscience and create soul. 

 

Karl Barth [Barth, Karl] 

theologian 

Switzerland 

1919 to 1968 

Epistle to the Romans [1919]; Word of God and the Word of Man [1924]; Church Dogmatics [1932 to 1968]; Credo 

[1935]; Evangelical Theology, an Introduction [1962] 

He lived 1886 to 1968. God is unknowable but sent Jesus to those that had the grace of God to know the truth of the 

gospels. 

 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer [Bonhoeffer, Dietrich] 

theologian 

Munich, Germany 

1940 to 1943 

Ethics [1940 to 1943] 

He lived 1906 to 145 and was Protestant theologian. 

 

Reinhold Niebuhr [Niebuhr, Reinhold] 

theologian 

USA 

1943 to 1958 

Nature and Destiny of Man [1943]; Faith and History [1949]; Irony of American History [1952]; Pious and Secular 

America [1958] 

He lived 1892 to 1971 and was Protestant theologian. Man depends on goodness of God to overcome sin. 

 

Paul Tillich [Tillich, Paul] 

theologian 

USA 

1951 to 1963 

Systematic Theology [1951 to 1963: three volumes] 

He lived 1886 to 1965 and was Protestant theologian. Expressions of self are attempts to fulfill self-potential 

{entelechy, self}. 
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Clement I 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

88 to 97 

1 Clement; 2 Clement 

He lived ? to 97 and built papacy power and Holy See of Rome. 

 

Julius I 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

337 to 352 

He lived ? to 352 and increased Holy-See power. 

 

Innocent I 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

401 to 417 

He lived ? to 417 and increased Holy-See power. 

 



Leo I or Leo the Great 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

440 to 461 

He lived ? to 461 and increased Holy-See power. 

 

Gregory I or Gregory the Great 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

590 to 604 

He lived 540 to 604, encouraged monasticism, established clergy laws, developed Gregorian chant or plain song, and 

held off Lombards. He refused to recognize Patriarch of Constantinople and so split eastern from western Church. 

 

Martin I 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

649 to 655 

He lived ? to 655 and built church and papacy power. 

 

Nicholas I 

pope 

Italy 

858 to 867 

He lived 820 to 867 and increased papal authority. Roman aristocrats controlled papacy. 

 

Gregory VII or Hildebrand 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1073 to 1083 

He lived 1020 to 1085 and allied with Normans of Italy. His reforms lost support and Henry IV of Germany led 

opposition. Henry IV took Rome [1083] and set up anti-pope. Robert Guiscard and Normans in Italy rescued Gregory 

VII but then lost Rome again. As pope, he started reform {Hildebrandine reform}, which ended simony, lay bishop 

investiture, celibacy-vow violations, and priest marriage. He transferred pope's election to College of Cardinals. 

 

Guibert of Ravenna 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1084 to 1100 

He lived 1025 to 1100. Henry IV of Holy Roman Empire installed Guibert of Ravenna as pope, after making Pope 

Gregory VII flee Rome. 

 

Urban II 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1088 to 1099 

He lived 1035 to 1099. As pope, he started First Crusade and continued Pope Gregory VII's church reforms. 

 

Alexander III 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1159 to 1181 

He lived 1105 to 1181. As pope, he excommunicated Frederick Barbarossa [1176]. 

 

Innocent III 

pope 

Rome, Italy 



1198 to 1216 

He lived 1161 to 1216. As pope, he tried to make church supreme over all rulers. He first gave Holy Roman Empire 

to Otto IV, then Philip of Swabia, then Otto IV, and then Frederick II. He struggled with Frederick II for power. He put 

King John of England under interdict until he submitted and declared Magna Carta invalid. Philip II of France resisted 

but then followed divorce law. 

Innocent III reorganized papal territories and gained Tuscany but did not get north Italy cities. 

He encouraged Fourth Crusade and recognized Latin Empire of Constantinople set up by Fourth Crusade, but 

Osmanli Turks helped Byzantines regain Constantinople. 

He authorized Franciscan Order, who had mission to the poor, started by Francis of Assisi. 

 

Honorarius III 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1216 to 1227 

He lived ? to 1227. As pope, he authorized Dominican order for scholarship and preaching and revised Franciscan 

order. 

 

Innocent IV 

pope 

Lyon, France 

1243 to 1254 

He lived 1195 to 1254. As pope, he deposed Frederick II of Holy Roman Empire at synod. He led fourth Lateran 

Council [1251] on church laws. 

 

Boniface VIII 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1294 to 1303 

He lived 1235 to 1303. As pope, he struggled with Philip IV of France over taxes and interfered in Florence. 

 

Clement V 

pope 

Avignon, France 

1305 to 1314 

He lived 1264 to 1314. As pope, he dissolved Knights Templar and formulated canon law. Philip IV of France 

controlled him. 

 

Babylonian Captivity 

papacy 

France 

1309 to 1378 

Philip IV of France blocked Pope Boniface VIII and moved papacy to Avignon. 

 

Nicholas V 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1447 to 1455 

He lived 1397 to 1455. As pope, with Frederick III of Holy Roman Empire, he ended Great Schism by Concordat of 

Vienna, which undid Council-of-Basel acts. He rebuilt St. Peter's Cathedral. Nicholas of Cusa tried to reform German 

Church. 

 

Pius II 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1458 to 1464 



He lived 1405 to 1464. As pope, he struggled with Louis XI of France and tried to unite Europe against Ottoman 

Empire. 

 

Sixtus IV 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1471 to 1484 

He lived 1414 to 1484. As pope, he struggled with Louis XI of France, fought Lorenzo de' Medici in Pazzi 

Conspiracy, and founded Sistine Chapel. 

 

Alexander VI or Rodrigo Borgia [Borgia, Rodrigo] 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1492 to 1503 

He lived 1431 to 1503. As pope, he was Lucrezia Borgia's and Cesare Borgia's father and was an art patron. 

 

Julius II 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1503 to 1513 

He lived 1443 to 1513. As pope, he restored papal rule of Papal States and fought Italian Wars. He called fifth 

Lateran Council, which condemned the idea {Gallicanism} that French king was supreme over church in France. He 

patronized art. 

 

Giovanni di Lorenzo de' Medici [Medici, Giovanni di Lorenzo de'] or Leo X 

pope 

Florence, Italy/Rome, Italy 

1513 to 1521 

He lived 1475 to 1521 and was pope [1513 to 1521]. 

 

Clement VII 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1523 to 1534 

He lived 1475 to 1534 and was Medici. As pope, he first opposed but then crowned Charles V as Holy Roman 

Empire emperor. He opposed Henry VIII's divorce. 

 

Paul III 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1534 to 1549 

He lived 1468 to 1549. As pope, he founded modern Inquisition and censorship and began Catholic reform. 

 

Paul IV 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1555 to 1559 

He lived 1476 to 1559. As pope, he altered papacy. 

 

Pius V 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1566 to 1572 

He lived 1504 to 1572. As pope, he united Spain and Venice against Ottoman Empire. He implemented Third-

Council-of-Trent reforms. 

 



Gregory XIII 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1572 to 1585 

He lived 1502 to 1585. As pope, he began Gregorian calendar, established new canon law, and led Fourth Council of 

Trent. Fourth Council of Trent established modern Catholic Church foundation. He did not deal with German 

Protestants. 

 

Sixtus V 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1585 to 1590 

He lived 1521 to 1590. As pope, he improved Papal-States administration and beautified Rome. 

 

Urban VIII 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1623 to 1644 

He lived 1568 to 1644 and was of Barberini family. 

 

Pius XII 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1939 to 1958 

He lived 1876 to 1958. As pope, he opposed Communism in Italy. 

 

John XXIII 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1958 to 1963 

He lived 1881 to 1963. As pope, he modernized Catholic Church. Church became more ecumenical at second 

Vatican Council. 

 

Paul VI 

pope 

Rome, Italy 

1963 to 1978 

He lived 1897 to 1978. 

 

John Paul II 

pope 

Poland 

1978 to 2003 

He lived 1920 to 2005. 
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Confucius or K'ung-Fu-Tsu or K'ung-tsze or K'ung Ch'iu or K'ung Chung-ni 

philosopher 

China 

-510 to -478 

Analects [-500 to -450: Confucius' collected sayings, compiled by his disciples] 

He lived -551 to -478 and established Chinese-law foundations. 

Confucianism is about how to live practical and wise life. Do not do to people what you would not like them to do to 

you {golden rule, Confucius}. Maintain tradition and social order, such as loyalty to ruler and family, conformity to 

social behavior rules, and sympathy for others. Become educated, do one's duty, have virtue, have courage, obey, and 



be deferent. People should have self-discipline, not be selfish or seek profit, have filial piety, tell truth, have 

knowledge, be benevolent and humane, and have jen. People should have correct behavior {li, Confucius}, which leads 

to correct inner states. People that have proper behavior for their social station cause imitation by others, out of sense of 

correctness, and people, society, and government then follow correct way of living, because they have virtue. Good 

government requires wisdom and righteousness. 

Universe obliges people to be moral {Decree of Heaven} {t'ien ming}. All things in universe have fates {Destiny} 

{ming} that determine social position, wealth, health, and so on. People should accept fate and concentrate on living 

morally and benevolently {tao, Confucius} {Way of the Sages}. 

 

Mencius or Meng Tzu or Meng Ko 

philosopher 

Linzi, China 

-330 to -290 

Meng Tzu 

He lived -372 to -289 and was Confucian. People innately have compassion, are courteous, are good, love parents, 

respect older people, care about other people, and have sense of right and wrong. They innately can have shame and 

can be benevolent, dutiful, ritualistic, and wise. Ethical sense develops naturally, and society only needs to assist 

development. 

 

Xun Zi or Hsün Tzu or Hsün K'uang 

philosopher 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

-270 to -240 

Master Xun 

He lived -298 to -238 and was Confucian. People are naturally selfish, envious, hateful, and desirous, and so cause 

conflict, violence, crime, and wanton behavior. People develop desires that society must regulate. Society imposes 

order and so helps people gain more satisfaction overall. 

 

Tung Chung-shu 

philosopher 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

-140 to -120 

Luxuriant Gems of the Spring and Autumn Annals [-140 to -120] 

He lived -179 to -104 and was Confucian. Confucianism became China's political system and religion [136] 

{Mandate of Heaven}. Human life and universe both have good and bad, active and passive, and yin and yang and so 

have cycles. 

 

Confucianism 

religion 

China 

1 

Confucianism became dominant. 

 

Five Classics 

philosopher 

China 

300 to 600 

The Five Classics are Shu ching or Canonical Book of Documents by Wu ching, Shih ching or Canonical Book of 

Songs, I ching or Canonical Book of Changes, Li Chi or Canon of Rites, and Ch'un-Ch'iu or Spring and Autumn 

Annals. 

 

Han Yu 

philosopher/poet 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

800 to 824 

Laments [poems] 



He lived 768 to 824, was neo-Confucian, followed Mencius, and was against Buddhism. He wrote in old style prose 

{gu wen}, as did Meng Jiao [751 to 814]. 

 

Li Ao 

philosopher 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

800 to 840 

Record of Coming to the South [800 to 840]; Master Li Ao [800 to 840] 

He lived 772 to 841, followed Mencius, and was against Buddhism. 

 

Chou Tun-i or Zhou Dunyi [Dunyi, Zhou] or Chou Lien-hsi or Zhou Lianxi [Lianxi, Zhou] 

philosopher 

China 

1040 to 1070 

Penetrating Writing on the Classic Work on Change [1040 to 1070] 

He lived 1017 to 1073 and combined Neo-Taoism and Confucianism to make ideas used in later Neo-Confucianism. 

 

Shao Yung 

philosopher 

Luoyang, China 

1040 to 1070 

Supreme Principle Governing the World [1040 to 1070] 

He lived 1011 to 1077 and was neo-Confucian. 

 

Chang Tsai 

philosopher 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

1050 to 1070 

Western Inscription [1050 to 1070]; Great Harmony [1050 to 1070] 

He lived 1020 to 1077 and was neo-Confucian. 

 

Ch'eng Hao or Ming-tao 

philosopher 

Henan, China 

1060 to 1080 

Ten Matters Calling for Reform [1060 to 1080]; Remonstrance Against the New Laws [1060 to 1080] 

He lived 1032 to 1085, was brother to Ch'eng I, and was idealist neo-Confucian. 

 

Ch'eng I or Ch'eng Yi or Cheng Yi [Yi, Cheng] 

philosopher 

Luoyang, China 

1070 to 1100 

Memorial to the Emperor Renzong [1070 to 1100] 

He lived 1033 to 1107, was brother to Ch'eng Hao, was rational Neo-Confucian, and started new Confucianism, 

Ch'eng-Chu School. All things have unchanging pattern and changing matter. People need to live properly and have 

education to discern the pure patterns in impure matter. 

 

Chu Hsi or Zhu Xi 

founder/philosopher 

China 

1160 to 1190 

Analects [1160 to 1190: Confucius' collected sayings]; Master Mencius [1160 to 1190]; Great Learning [1160 to 

1190]; Doctrine of the Mean [1160 to 1190] 

He lived 1130 to 1200, wrote the Four Books, and started neo-Confucian Ch'eng-Chu School, which blended 

Ch'eng-I ideas, Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. 



All things have unchanging pattern and changing matter. Principles {li, Chu Hsi} {t'ai ch'i} interact with matter and 

energy {ch'i, matter}. People need to live properly and have education to discern the pure patterns in impure matter. 

The Four Beginnings are feeling shame, deferring to others, sharing other's feelings, and perceiving. The Four 

Virtues are being wise, loving humanity, acting correctly, and following ritual. 

The Seven Emotions are hate, love, happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and wanting. The Four Books are Lun-yü, Ta 

Hsüeh, Chung Yung, and Meng-tzu. 

 

Lu Xiangshan or Lu Hsiang-shan or Lu Jiuyuan or Tzu-ching or Ts'un-chai 

philosopher 

China 

1170 to 1190 

He lived 1138 to 1193, was Neo-Confucian, and blended Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism in Lu-Wang School. 

 

Neo-Confucianism 

religion 

China 

1200 to 1300 

Sung Dynasty used Neoconfucianism to make social relations rigid and formal and to emphasize knowledge and 

learning. 

 

Wang Yang-ming or Wang Shou-jen 

philosopher 

Jiangxi, China 

1500 to 1520 

Instructions for Practical Living [1500 to 1520] 

He lived 1472 to 1529, was Neo-Confucian, and blended Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism in Lu-Wang School. 

He used moral principles to unify close-relationship types. Mind or heart {hsin} is the most-important thing. People 

should observe and control their minds. 

 

Hwadam or Flowery Pool or So Kyongdok 

philosopher 

Kaesong, Korea 

1520 to 1540 

Sijo or Shijo or Short Poems [1520 to 1540: poems] 

He lived 1489 to 1546 and taught the sijo poet Hwang Chini. Great harmony {taehwa} unites the "i" and "ki" of neo-

Confucianism. 

 

Toegye or Yi Hwang or Retreating Creek or Gyeongho 

philosopher 

Hanseong (Seoul), Korea 

1540 to 1560 

Sijo or Shijo or Short Poems [1540 to 1560: poems]; Ten Diagrams on Sage Learning [1540 to 1560]; Outline and 

Explanations of the Works of Zhu Xi [1540 to 1560]; Commentary on the Scripture of the Heart [1540 to 1560]; 

History of Neo-Confucianism in the Song, Yuan and Ming Dynasties [1540 to 1560]; Four-Seven Debate [1540 to 

1560: discusses Mencius with Ki Taesung] 

He lived 1501 to 1570. He emphasized effort and devotion {chisung}, as neo-Confucian mental strength {kyung} 

with emphasis on action. Process allows the "i" and "ki" of neo-Confucianism to derive from each other. 

 

Yulgok or Yi I or Sukheon or Chestnut Valley 

philosopher 

Hanseong (Seoul), Korea 

1565 to 1576 

Divine [1565]; Questions and Answers at East Lake [1570]; Essentials of Confucianism [1576]; Complete Works of 

Yulgok [1585: compiled by students] 

He lived 1536 to 1584. Process allows the "i" to become the "ki" of neo-Confucianism. 

 



Hayashi Razan [Razan, Hayashi] or Hayashi Nobukatsu [Nobukatsu, Hayashi] or Doshun 

philosopher 

China 

1610 to 1640 

He lived 1583 to 1657, was Neo-Confucian, and established it as religion during Tokugawa Shogunate. 

 

Wang Fu-chih or Wang Fuzhi 

philosopher 

Mt. Ch'uan-shan, China 

1650 to 1680 

Commentary on Chang Tsai's Treatise on Edification [1650 to 1680] 

He lived 1619 to 1692 and was Confucian. 

 

Yen Yüan 

philosopher 

China 

1660 to 1704 

He lived 1635 to 1704 and was Confucian. 

 

Tai Chen or Dai Zhen or Tai Tung-yüan or Dai Dongyuan 

philosopher 

Beijing, China 

1760 to 1770 

Evidential Study of the Meaning of Terms in the Mencius [1760 to 1770] 

He lived 1724 to 1777 and was Confucian. 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Hinduism 

 

Vedic 

culture 

India 

-1500 to -1000 

Aryan immigrants replaced native culture in north India. Vedic people relate to Achaeans. They had beliefs and gods 

similar to those in Homer. 

 

Vedas 

writer 

India 

-1500 to -1200 

Vedas [-1500 to -1200: in four parts]; Rig-veda or Rgveda [-1500: 1000 mantras or hymns about yoga, healing, 

meditation, mantras, rituals, and sacrifices, in ten books or Mandalas. Samhitapatha applies Sanskrit Sandhi rules for 

recitation. Padapatha has each word isolated in pausa form for memorization.]; Yajur-veda [-1500 to -1200: based on 

the Rig-veda. Shukla or White has hymns about sacrifices and rituals, including Ashvamedha or horse sacrifice and 

Purushamedha or human sacrifice. Krishna or Black has hymns and prose comments, including Shri Rudram 

Chamakam and Shaivaite Tryambakam.]; Sama-veda or Veda of Holy Songs [-1500 to -1200: from the Rig-veda. 

Purva-Archika or First Adoration and Uttar-Archika or Later Adoration have hymns to Soma or Energizing Herb, with 

some to Agni and Indra, sung using the seven svaras or notes.]; Atharva-veda or Aggvana or Ahavana Veda [-1200: 

spells and incantations composed by the Angirasa and Bhrigu or Atharvan fire priests, with some by Kaushika, 

Vasishtha, and Kashyapa priests] 

Vedas are in Sanskrit, describe Vaidika or Vedic religion, and emphasize nature and joy of living. Veda means 

knowledge. Vedas are the revealed texts {sruti, text}. Vedic philosophy demonstrates connections {bandhu} among 

astronomical, physiological, and spiritual. Universe is infinite. Knowledge can be about objects and paradoxical or 

about perceiving subjects with no paradoxes. 

Hymn {sama, hymn} {saman} or hymns {samagana} is the basic format. Fire priests {Atharvan} sang incantations. 

Vedas have mantra sections. Vedas have older hymns and ritual texts {Samhita}. Brahmanas and Upanishads are later. 



In the Manu Samhita, Manu was father of humans and founded Vedic culture between the Sarasvati and Drishadvati 

rivers. Gheranda Samhita is about yoga. Dakshinamurti Samhita is about the mantra {shri vidya} of the Goddess 

Tripurasundari or Lakshmi. Charaka Samhita [-400 to -200], Sushruta Samhita [-400], Ashtanga Sangraha [-400 to -

300 by Vagbhata] and Ashtanga Hridayam [-400 to -300 by Vagbhata] are about Ayurveda. 

Traditional Indian epics {Mahakavyas} including Mahabharata and Ramayana, fables or stories {Puranas}, laws 

{Dharma Sastras}, aphorisms {Sutras}, philosophies {Agamas} including Mantras, Tantras, and Yantras, philosophies 

{Dyasanas} including Vedanta, science texts, and grammar texts are "what is remembered" {smriti} {human writings}, 

which includes everything not in Vedas {divine writings}. The eighteen main Smritis are Manu Smriti {Laws of 

Manu} written by Manu, Yajnavalkya Smriti written by Yajnavalkya of Mithila, Parasara Smriti, Vishnu Smriti, 

Daksha Smriti, Samvarta Smriti, Vyasa Smriti, Harita Smriti, Satatapa Smriti, Vasishtha Smriti, Yama Smriti, 

Apastamba Smriti, Gautama Smriti, Devala Smriti, Sankha-Likhita Smriti, Usana Smriti, Atri Smriti, Saunaka Smriti. 

Arthaveda, Nitishastras, or science of statecraft is Upaveda in Rig Veda. Most important is Kautiliya's Arthashastra 

[-300], stating kshatriya rule and society doctrine. 

In Indian tradition, Paila collected the Rig-Vedic hymns as directed by Vyasa. Vyasa wrote the Rig-Veda Samhita. 

Sarasvati River is a river in many hymns. Dravidians or Dasa were enemies of Vedic Aryans. 

 

Parasara 

poet/philosopher 

Karnataka, India 

-1391 to -575 

Great Discourses on Astrology by Parasara [-1391 to -575: in the Rig-veda]; Institutes of Parasara [-1391 to -575: in 

the Rig-veda] 

In Vedas, he was Vyasa's father, was Kapila's student, received Vishnu Purana from Pulastya, taught Maitreya, and 

wrote Dharmasastra about law. 

 

Yaska 

philosopher 

Gandhara (Kandahar), India 

-1000 to 1 

Vedic Grammar or Etymologies [-1000 to 1: commentary on Nighantu, the Rig-veda glossary] 

He was Scholiast. Vedas are spiritual knowledge, mythology, and Yajna Mantras (Ritual Mantras). Deva means 

donor, luminous, and heaven resident {Dyusthan}. Devas are Agni in earth, Vayu or Indra in sky, and Surya (Sun) in 

heaven. 

 

Mahabharata 

writer 

India 

-1000 to -600 

Mahabharata or Causation of Being [-1000 to -600: India national epic poem has dialogue, tales, and fables, includes 

battle at Kuruksetra in -1100, contains Bhagavadgita, and is in Vedanta] 

 

Prabhupada 

writer 

India 

-1000 to -600 

Bhagavadgita or Gita or Song of God or Song of the Blessed Lord [-1000 to -600: 18 Mahabharata chapters, before 

battle at Kuruksetra, unite ideas of earlier Vedas and non-Aryan thinkers] 

Before the Bhagavadgita begins, Arjuna, the Pandavasi leader, goes to survey the field of battle and his enemies, the 

Kauravas. His charioteer is Lord Krishna, Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer of the World, who then sings Song of the 

Blessed Lord. 

 

Yajnavalkya 

philosopher/astronomer 

Mithila, Nepal 

-900 to -800 



Upanishads or Near Down Sit or Sitting down near guru [-900 to -800: commentary on Veda theory is in Vedanta 

and has 108 conversations among masters and disciples]; Yajnavalkya [-900 to -800] 

He wrote most Upanishads. His disciples were Gargi Vacaknavi and Vidagdha Shakalya. 

Hindu texts can be about guru's teaching to disciple {upanishad, guru}. Upanishads are part of the Hindu Shruti 

(Revealed) scriptures and are about meditation and philosophy. Veda Brahmana or Aranyaka added older Upanishads. 

Recent Upanishads were separate. 

Manu, Brihaspati, Ayasya and Narada are Vedic sages in Upanishads. Yajnavalkya is in most Upanishads. He taught 

negating thoughts {neti-neti} to reach truth. Uddalaka Aruni, Shwetaketu, Shandilya, Aitareya, Pippalada, and Sanat 

Kumara are other sages in Upanishads. 

The oldest and longest conversation is Brihad Aranyaka Upanishad or Great and Secret Teachings of the Forest, 

about world and humans. Manukya Upanishad is about "silence" {manukya} and the syllable OM. The Upanishads 

include Questions, Lord, and By Whom? 

Upanishads use metaphors, such as metaphor of the chariot and metaphor of two birds on one tree. 95-year cycles 

synchronize Sun and Moon cycles. Yajna means sacrifice. 

 

Baudhayana 

writer/Vedic priest/craftsman 

India 

-770 to -750 

Discourses on Altar Construction [-770 to -750: about altar construction] 

He lived -800 to -740 and wrote book about altar construction {Sulbasutra}, which required pi and square root of 

two and constructed circles from rectangles and squares from circles. 

 

Kanada 

philosopher 

India 

-600 

He founded Vaisesika and set rules for Hindu living under caste system. Castes were saint or sage {mahatma, caste}, 

priest {brahmin, caste}, noble {ksatriya, caste} {khathruja, caste}, merchant {vaisya, caste}, worker {sudra, caste}, and 

person with no caste {harajan, caste} {pariah, caste} {outcast, caste}, whom no one should touch {untouchable, caste}. 

 

Apastamba 

writer/Vedic priest/craftsman 

India 

-550 

Discourses on Altar Construction [-570: about altar construction]; Discourses on Higher Thought [-550: Vedic-

school social, ritual, and religious dharmas] 

He lived -600 to -540 and solved general linear equation. 

 

Kapila 

philosopher 

India/Nepal 

-550 

Samkhya Sutras or Discourses on Samkhya [-550] 

He founded Samkhya. 

 

Akshapada or Gautama Rishi [Rishi, Gautama] or Dirghatapas 

philosopher 

India 

-550 to -450 

Discourses on Nyaya [-550 to -450: about Nyaya] 

He started Nyaya and was logician. 

 

Valmiki or Ratnakar 

philosopher 

Uttar Pradesh, India 



-500 to -200 

Path of Rama or Early Ramayana [-500 to -200: Vedanta part is about the hero Rama]; Yoga of the Sage Vasistha [-

500 to -200: the sage Vasistha tells Rama about the Self] 

Vishnu is supreme god. Ikshvau is ancestor of Solar Dynasty. 

 

Vyasa or Badarayana or Krishna Dvaipayana [Dvaipayana, Krishna] 

poet/philosopher 

India 

-500 to -300 

Epic of the Bharata Dynasty [-500 to -300] 

In Vedas, he was born at end of Dvapara Yuga, was a legendary sage, incarnated Lord Krishna, wrote the 

Mahabharata for understanding, wrote the eighteen Puranas, established teaching through Upanishads or Upakhyanas, 

and arranged Vedas. He wrote the Bhagavata for Devarshi Narada. He established the three paths of Karma, Upasana, 

and Jnana. Dhritarashtra, Pandu, and Vidura are his sons. There have been twenty-nine Vyasas. Gurupurnima or Vyasa 

Purnima or Full Moon of Vyasa is Vyasa's birthday. 

 

Badarayana 

philosopher 

India 

-500 to -400 

Brahmana or Brahma Sutras or Vedanta Sutras or Brahmanas or Brahmin Books [-500 to -400: last Vedanta books 

summarize Upanishads and describe Vedic-text uses in public and family sacrifices] 

Brahmanic-period [-900 to -500] Brahmanas or Brahmin Books, such as Shatapatha Brahmana, are in Hindu 

revealed texts {Sruti} {Shruti} and describe and interpret Rig-vedic rituals. Rig-veda has Aitareya-Brahmana (Shakala 

shaka) or Kaushitaki-Brahmana (Bashakala shaka). Samaveda has P Brahmana and Sadv Brahmana (Kauthuma) or 

Jayminiya Brahmana. Yajurveda has the Brahmanas in the samhitas about Krishna: Maitrayani samhita, Carakakatha 

samhita, Kapisthalakatha samhita, and Taittiriya samhita. Yajurveda has Taittiriya-Brahmana, Shatapatha-Brahmana 

(Shukla, Vajasaneyi Madhyandina), and Shatapatha-Brahmana (Shukla, Kanva). Atharvaveda has GopB (Paippalada). 

The prose myths and legends are about Brahman {highest reality}, explain theology, and state sacrifice meanings. 

Brahma Sutras have four chapters, each with four sections. Brahma Sutras are for understanding Sruti. 

By tradition, Vyasa wrote them. 

 

Jaimini 

philosopher 

India 

-400 

Purvamimamsa Sutra [-400: about Mimansa]; Upadesa Sutra or Instruction [-400]; Rudramsa Sutra or Portions of 

Rudra [-400]; Shasthamsa Sutra or Rule Parts [-400]; Saptamsa Sutra or Seven Parts [-400]; Varnada Lagna or Color 

Moments [-400]; Shakti Yoga [-400: about Shakti]; Raja Yoga or Prince [-400] 

In Vedas, he was Vyasa's student. He wrote Purvamimamsa, Upadesa, Rudramsa, Shasthamsa, and Saptamsa sutras; 

Varnada Lagna and other lagnas; and Shakti Yoga and Raja Yogas. He founded Mimamsa. Sanskrit is the true language 

and leads to truth. Language is not conventional or veil. Sanskrit sounds have meaning, so hymns and mantras are 

themselves magic. 

 

Pancasika or Pancasikha 

writer 

India/Nepal 

-400 

Samkhya-sutras or Discourses on Samkhya [1380 to 1450: about Samkhya] 

 

Vatsyayana 

philosopher 

Bihar, India 

-400 

Rulebook of Kama [-400: Hindu techniques for lovers and courtesans] 

He wrote about Hinduism. 



 

Kautiliya or Chanakya or Vishnugupta 

writer 

Taxila, Pakistan 

-320 to -300 

Scriptural Texts on Government [-320 to -300: about government]; Scriptural Texts on Leading [-320 to -300]; 

Guide of Chanakya [-320 to -300] 

He lived -350 to -275. 

 

Vishnu Sarma 

writer 

Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh, India 

-300 to -200 

Five Treatises of Bidpai or Fables of Bidpai [-300 to -200: fables about how to succeed in life] 

He wrote animal fables. 

 

Bharata or Bharata Muni 

writer 

India 

-200 to 200 

Scriptural Texts on Dancing [-200 to 200: about dancing, singing, mime, and drama] 

Natyasastras tell how to play heroes and other characters and how to interpret emotions in all situation types. 

Experiencing art equals tasting object essence {rasa theory, Bharata}. Abhinaya (toward Drama) is about dramaturgy. 

Bharata Natyam, Khathakali, and Kudiattam Yaksagana are India dance forms that follow Bharata's technique and his 

concept of Abhinaya. Rasananda is ultimate bliss. The older Shilpa Shastras describe how to perform the Agama or 

liturgical texts and include Vishnudharmotara Purana, Samaranganasutradhara, Sukranitisara, and Shilpa Ratna. 

 

Guhadeva 

philosopher 

India 

-100 to 1 

Spiritual Theological Dictionary [-100 to 1] 

He wrote about Upanishads. 

 

Dramida 

philosopher 

India 

-100 to 600 

He wrote about Upanishads. 

 

Kapardi 

philosopher 

India 

-100 to 600 

He wrote about Upanishads. 

 

Tanka 

philosopher 

India 

-100 to 600 

He wrote about Upanishads. 

 

Shaivism or Saivism 

religion 

India 

1 



Shaivism Hinduism is an old Hindu school and is mystical, devotional, and pantheistic. Shiva is highest god. 

Ganesa, Ganesha, Lord of Hosts, Ganapati, or Lord of the Ganas was Shiva's and Parvati's (Sakti's) son. Ganas are 

followers of Shiva. 

Devotees are Saivas or Saivites. They can worship Siva as lingam (light) universe symbol. They can worship Siva 

Nataraja, Lord of the Dance. Tamils of south India and Sri Lanka are often Saivas. Benares is holy city. The twelve 

Jyotirling or Golden Lingam (Golden Lights) shrines are famous. A Saivite temple is at Chidambaram in south India. In 

Middle Ages, Nayanars or Nayanmars saints from south India developed Saivism. By tradition, the legendary sage 

Agastya spread Saivism and Tamil language. 

 

Kamandaki or Kumandaki or Kamandaka 

writer 

Dhaka, India 

1 to 100 

Elements of Polity [about government] 

 

Isvara Krishna or Ishvara Krishna 

philosopher 

India 

200 

Verses on Samkhya [200: about Samkhya] 

 

Puranas 

philosopher 

India 

300 to 500 

Puranas or Histories or Friendly Treatises [300 to 500: Hindu texts about gods and goddesses] 

By tradition, Vyasa wrote them. They are about history {purana, history}, such as gods, devotions, Ayurveda, 

Jyotish, cosmology, dharma, karma, and reincarnation. Ayurveda is about medicine. Jyotish is about light or astrology. 

The eighteen Puranas have three groups of six. Rajasika Puranas or Brahma Puranas include Brahma, Brahmanda, 

Brahma Vaivarta, Markandeya, Bhavishya, and Vamana. Markandeya includes Devi Mahatmyam, important for 

Shaktas. Sattvika Puranas or Vaishnavite Puranas or Vishnu and the Goddess Parvati Puranas include Vishnu, 

Bhagavata or Srimad Bhagavata, Naradeya, Garuda, Padma, and Varaha. Padma defines Sutra. Tamasika Puranas or 

Shiva and Shakti Puranas include Vayu, Linga, Skanda, Agni, Matsya, and Kurma. All Puranas speak of the goddess 

Lakshmi. 

There are different existences {loka}, such as heaven {Svarga} and hell {Naraka}. Svarga is for demigods {devas}, 

and King Indra rules it. The King of Justice, Dharmaraj or Yama, rules Naraka. Satyaloka is for Brahma, the highest 

existence. Vaikuntha is for Vishnu, for those who have left material worlds. 

Mahapuranas and Upapuranas are about kings, heroes, and gods. Sthala Puranas are about temple creation and 

history. Kula Puranas are about castes. 

 

Yoga-bhasya 

writer 

India 

450 to 850 

Spiritual Theological Dictionary on Yoga [450 to 850: Comments on the Yoga of Patanjali, supposedly by Vyasa] 

 

Bhavisya Purana 

writer 

India 

500 to 900 

Treatise on Being 

Traditionally, Vyasa wrote one of the 18 puranas. 

 

Bhartrhari or Bhartruhari 

philosopher/linguist 

India 



570 to 651 

Teachings of Saints [600 to 700] 

He lived 570 to 651 and studied semantics. 

 

Laksminkara 

princess 

India/Ceylon 

700 to 750 

She was Tantric Buddhist. In Nepalese Buddhism, one can gain transcendence through erotic behavior 

{mahasukha}. 

 

Bharuci 

philosopher 

India 

700 to 800 

Comments on Manava-dharma-shastra [700 to 800]; Comments on Vishnu-dharma-shastra [700 to 800] 

He wrote about Upanishads. 

 

Gaudapada 

philosopher 

Kerala, India 

700 to 800 

Commentary on the Mandukya Upanishad [700 to 800] 

He first expounded Advaita Vedanta and was Govinda's teacher. Govinda taught Sankara. 

 

Govinda Bhagavatpada 

philosopher 

India 

700 to 800 

He was Gaudapada's pupil and studied Vedanta. 

 

Mandana Misra or Suresvaracharya 

philosopher/linguist 

Mithila, Nepal 

700 to 800 

Treatise on Brahma [700 to 800: about Advaita] 

 

Prabhakara Misra 

philosopher 

India 

700 to 900 

He founded the later Prabhakara School of Mimamsa and taught Salikanatha, who wrote Prakaranapancika. The first 

Mimansa school was the Kumarila School. 

 

Kumarila or Kumarilla-bhatta 

philosopher 

Prayag, Uttar Pradesh, India 

720 to 740 

Comments on Jaimini's Mimamsa-sutras or Profound-Thought Sutras [720 to 740] 

He lived 686 to 745, studied Mimamsa, and wrote about realism. 

 

Hindu tantras 

writer 

India 

800 to 1600 



Lakshmi Tantra [800 to 1000: about Lakshmi]; Kalivilasa Tantra [1000 to 1600: about Kali]; Chinnamasta Tantra 

[1000 to 1600: about Chinnamasta]; Ganapati Tantra [1000 to 1600: about Ganesh]; Gandharva Tantra or Celestial 

Musician Doctrine [1000 to 1600]; Guptasadhana Tantra or Secret Means [1000 to 1600]; Jnanarnava Tantra or Ocean 

of Knowledge Method or Kakachandishvarakalpa Tantra [1000 to 1600]; Kali Tantra [1000 to 1600: about Kali]; 

Kamakhya Tantra [1000 to 1600: about Kamakhya]; Kaulavali Tantra or Kaula [1000 to 1600]; Kubjika Tantra [1000 

to 1600: about Kubjika]; Kulachudamani Tantra or Crest-jewel of Kaula [1000 to 1600]; Kularnava Tantra or Kaula 

School of Shaktism Doctrine [1000 to 1500]; Kundalini Tantra or Coiled Energy [1000 to 1600]; Mahanirvana Tantra 

or Tantra of the Great Liberation or Great Liberation Doctrine [1500 to 1600]; Malinivijayottara Tantra or Seed 

Necklace method [1000 to 1600]; Matrikabheda Tantra or Ideological Book House [1000 to 1600]; Maya Tantra or 

Illusion [1000 to 1600]; Netra Tantra or Eye [1000 to 1600]; Nila Tantra or Dark Blue [1000 to 1600]; Niruttara Tantra 

or Having No Better [1000 to 1600]; Nirvana Tantra or Bliss [1000 to 1600]; Saraswati Tantra [1000 to 1600: about 

Saraswati]; Svacchanda Tantra or Spontaneous [1000 to 1600]; Tantraraja Tantra or Meditation [1000 to 1600]; Tara 

Tantra [1000 to 1600: about Tara]; Todala Tantra or Toda Tribe [1000 to 1600]; Vinashikha Tantra or Precise Guitar 

[1000 to 1600]; Yoni Tantra or Divine Passage Method or Womb [1000 to 1600]; Yogini Tantra or Female Yogi 

Doctrine [1000 to 1600]; Kalikapurana or Kalika Tantra [1300 to 1400: about Kali/Kalika]; Kamaratna Tantra or 

Precious Pleasure [1300 to 1400] 

 

Sankara or Shankara or Iamkara or Jagadguru Sankaracharya [Sankaracharya, Jagadguru] or Jagat Guru Adi 

Sankaracharya [Sankaracharya, Jagat Guru Adi] 

philosopher 

Kerala, India 

810 to 820 

Crown Jewel of Discrimination [810 to 820]; Spiritual Theosophical Dictionary [810 to 820]; Thousand Teachings 

[810 to 820]; Commentaries on the Brahma Sutras, Bhagavadgita, and Upanishads [810 to 820] 

He lived 788 to 820, was Govinda's pupil, and founded Advaita Vedanta or Non-dualist School. He founded the 

Dashanamis, who renounce world to meditate. 

A phrase {That art Thou} is in Vedas and means that individuals are part of consciousness. Selves and the Self are 

one, with no God. 

World, language, and sense qualities that people experience are real but are illusory and produce ignorance. People 

must suppress desires to gain real knowledge. Only the Brahman is ultimate reality. 

 

Vacaspati Misra 

philosopher 

Mithila, Nepal 

820 to 841 

Analysis of Worship [820 to 840]; Analysis of Grammar or Analysis of Lotus Flowers [820 to 840] 

He lived ? to 841, wrote commentaries on the six Hindu systems, and established Nyasa. 

 

Sivaditya Misra 

philosopher 

India 

950 

Treatises on Seven Steps [950] 

He combined the six Hindu systems. 

 

Udayana 

philosopher 

Darbhanga, Bihar, India 

984 

Flower-Offerings of Arguments [984: arguments for God's existence]; Intention to Associate with Purity [984]; 

Radiant Vali [984] 

He wrote about Hinduism and invented proofs of gods. All things have cause and must have been made, requiring 

maker. To make things, atoms must bond, requiring conscious agent {argument from atomic combinations, Udayana}. 

Earth is stationary and not falling, as Earthly things fall, requiring holder. People have skills, requiring first teacher. 

People can understand writing and can write, requiring absolute knowledge. 

 



Nimbarka or Niyamanandacharya or Aruna Rishi [Rishi, Aruna] or Haripriyacharya 

philosopher 

Andhra Pradesh, India 

1000 to 1100 

Vedanta [1000 to 1100: commentary on the Brahma Sutras]; Parijat Tree [1000 to 1100: commentary on the Brahma 

Sutras]; Abode [1000 to 1100: commentary on the Brahma Sutras]; Commentary on the Bhagavad Gita [1000 to 1100]; 

Light on Behavior [1000 to 1100: on Karma Kanda]; Mystical Creation Power [1000 to 1100: poem on the Gopala 

Mantra]; Sections on Order and Shelter [1000 to 1100: poem on the Mukunda Mantra]; Surrender to God at Chintaman 

Temple [1000 to 1100]; Seeking Refuge with the Supreme [1000 to 1100: hymn]; Ten Nectarine Verses [1000 to 1100: 

poem]; Hymns on Lord Krishna [1000 to 1100] 

From Dvaitadvaita School, he derived a Difference and Non-Difference philosophy {Bhedabheda}. He began a 

Vaisnavism sect {Sanaka-sampradaya}. All things differ but unify in God. 

 

Venkatamadhava 

philosopher 

India 

1000 to 1100 

On Accent and Meaning Change [1000 to 1100]; Bhasya or Spiritual Theological Dictionary [1000 to 1100: 

commentary on Rig-veda] 

 

Narayan 

writer 

Dhaka, India 

1000 to 1400 

Instruction in the Advantageous [1000 to 1400: fables about how to succeed in life] 

 

Ramanuja 

philosopher 

Tamil, India 

1060 

Commentary on the Brahma Sutra [1060] 

He lived 1017 to 1137 and started Visistadvaita Vedanta or Qualified Non-Dualism or Vishishta Advaita or Non-

dualism of the Differentiated. He led south-India Shri Vaishnavism. Vaishnavas worship Vishnu as embodiment of 

Brahman. 

People are separate from God and want to experience and love God. People can feel god-like in dependence on God. 

People should live actively in the world without trying to control anything or get something. People perform acts to 

please gods, which are Brahman manifestations. 

God, matter, and souls all exist in unity. Matter comes from creative powers of God. 

 

Kokkoka 

writer 

India 

1200 to 1300 

Mystical Love or Secrets of Love [1200 to 1300: about love and emotions] 

 

Madhvacharya or Madhavacharya or Madhvacarya 

philosopher 

India 

1270 to 1317 

He lived 1238 to 1317, was dualist during the Bhakti movement, tried to refute Carvaka philosophy, and started 

Vedanta Tattvavada, True Philosophy, Advaita, Dvaita, or Dualist School. 

He said that Vedanta, including Upanishads, Bhagavadgita, and Brahmasutras, revealed that individual self {atman} 

and ultimate reality {brahman} differ, rather than being the same {non-dualist}. Independent reality {svatantra} is 

Brahman, and dependent reality {paratantra} is souls {jivas} and objects {jada}. He said this was realistic based on 

people's perceptions {tattvavada}. God is not the world and is not self. The self is the same as other selves and is not 

the same as object. All objects differ and are not God or the Self. 



 

Vidyaraya or Madhavacarya or Madhava Vidyaranya 

minister 

Mysore, Karnataka, India 

1331 to 1380 

Compendium of Speculations [1380: written in Telugu]; Five Servants [1380: Advaita] 

He lived 1268 to 1380, headed [1331] Smarta Order, and was minister for King Bukka of Vijayanagara Empire. 

Sankaracharya founded the Smarta Order. The sixteen philosophy systems are in order of knowledge: Carvaka, 

Buddha, Arhata or Jaina, purna-prajna, Nakulisa-Pasupata, Saiva, Pratyabhijna, Rasesvara, Vaiseshika or Aulukya, 

Akshapada or Nyaya, Jaiminiya, Paniniya, Sankhya, Patanjala or Yoga, Vedanta or System of Sankaracharya, and 

Advaita Vedanta or System of Sankara. 

 

Sayana 

philosopher 

Vijayanagara, Karnataka, India 

1350 to 1370 

Spiritual Theological Dictionary of Sayana [1350 to 1370: commentary on Rig-veda] 

He lived 1315 to 1387 and was court minister. 

 

Sadananda 

philosopher 

India 

1450 

Essence of Vedanta [1450: Sankara's ideas] 

 

Vallabha or Vallabhacharya 

philosopher 

Andhra Pradesh, India 

1500 to 1530 

Discourses on the Spiritual Theological Dictionary of Vyasa [1500 to 1530]; Discourses on the Spiritual Theological 

Dictionary of Jaimini [1500 to 1530]; Hierarchy of Commenting Acaryas or Hierarchy of Commenting Teachers [1500 

to 1530]; Grace Sprouting Code of Conduct [1500 to 1530]; Mystical Principles [1500 to 1530] 

He lived 1479 to 1531 and founded a Vaishnavite cult in Rajasthan and Gujarat. He believed Shuddhadvaita-School 

monism, in which Krishna or Bala Krishna or Vatsalya Bhava or Purushottama is Brahman. He emphasized grace 

{pushti} and devotion {bhakti, Vallabha}. The highest grace {Maha Pushti} {Anugraha} can attain release. The body 

of Krishna {Akshara} {Satchidananda} emits sparks to make things. 

 

Vijnanabhiksu 

philosopher 

Uttar Pradesh, India 

1550 to 1600 

Essence of Yoga [1550 to 1600: about Yoga]; Conveying Intelligence about Yoga [1550 to 1600: about Yoga]; 

System of Sankhya [1550 to 1600: about Sankhya yoga]; Spiritual Theological Dictionary and Announcements of 

Sankhya [1550 to 1600: about Sankhya yoga] 

 

Sri Ramakrishna [Ramakrishna, Sri] 

philosopher 

India 

1882 

Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna [1882: about Tantric Buddhism] 

He lived 1836 to 1886, followed Vedanta, and was a mystic. All religions are about uniting with God. People can be 

divine by serving others and God, expressing one spirit. His student was Swami Vivekananda. 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Islam 

 



Mohammad 

religion founder 

Mecca, Saudi Arabia/Medina, Saudi Arabia 

610 to 632 

Koran [630]; Sayings 

He lived 570 to 632, was born in Mecca, was merchant-traveler, was epileptic, and founded Islam. He is also 

Mahomet, Mahmoud, Mehemet, or Muhammad. 

He meditated in the mountains [610] and one day became inspired on Mount Hira. He had vision that the Angel 

Gabriel instructed him to preach new faith centered on one true God, Allah. He proclaimed that there was one god and 

that he was the messenger and last prophet. He taught that believers in Allah submitted to God {Muslim, Mohammad}. 

He had a vision of going to Mi'raj heaven on al-Borak, a winged animal. 

Tribal leaders opposed him. He fled to Medina [622] after losing battle in Mecca, flight called the Hegira. He gained 

rule in Medina but then suffered another defeat and escaped to cave. People did not find him in cave because he did not 

destroy spider's web. He conquered until he won Hejaz, region near Medina. He went to Mecca [630] and overthrew 

Caaba or Kaaba, the old sanctuary. He saved the black stone, called Hajaru'l-Aswad. Mecca became religious center. 

He later conquered Damascus. He died at Mecca [632] at his favorite wife Ayesha's house, after preaching from Mount 

Arafat. 

 

Ayesha 

wife 

Saudi Arabia 

630 

She lived 642 to 699 and was Mohammad's favorite wife and Abu Bekr's daughter. 

 

Fatima 

wife 

Saudi Arabia 

630 

She lived 615 to 632, was Mohammad's daughter, and married Ali. 

 

Hegira 

flight 

Medina, Saudi Arabia 

622 

After losing battle in Mecca, Mohammad fled to Medina [622] {Hegira}. 

 

Sunni Shia split 

religion 

Saudi Arabia 

656 to 661 

Islam split into Shia and Sunni. Shia said Ali was true caliph. Sunni said caliph should be from Mohammed's direct 

line. 

 

Wasil of Ata 

theologian 

Basra, Iraq 

700 to 750 

He lived ? to 748 and founded Mu'tazila school. Second leader was Amr of Ubayd [? to 761]. Baghdad schools 

opposed it. 

 

Hadith written 

writer 

Medina, Saudi Arabia 

760 to 800 

Hadith or Traditions [760 to 800: sayings, actions, and approvals of Mohammad and his companions] 



Scholars wrote it in Baghdad. Hadith determine how to live as Muslim {Sunnah}. There also are histories and 

biographies, commentaries on Qur'an, and legal analyses. 

 

Koran written 

writer 

Damascus, Syria 

760 to 800 

Koran or Qur'an [760 to 800: recorded by scribes from Mohammad's words while he was in Damascus] 

Scholars wrote it in Baghdad. 

 

Abu al-Gazel [al-Gazel, Abu] or Abu Algazel [Algazel, Abu] or Abu al-Ghazali [al-Ghazali, Abu] 

philosopher 

Tus, Khorasan 

1090 to 1100 

Revival of Religious Sciences [1090]; Deliverance from Error [1090 to 1100]; Intentions of the Philosophers [1090 

to 1100]; Incoherence of the Philosophers [1090 to 1100] 

He lived 1058 to 1111 and was main Sufi philosopher. He identified twenty false philosophical claims, later 

discussed by Averroës. 

 

Islam 

religion 

Indonesia 

1200 to 1300 

Islam came with traders and became main Indonesia religion. 

 

Ibn Arabi or Ibn al-Arabi 

mystic 

Damascus, Syria 

1230 to 1240 

Managements or Phases of Wisdom [1230]; Meccan Revelations [1230 to 1240: mystical allegory]; Interpreter of 

Desires [1230 to 1240: mystical allegory] 

He lived 1164 to 1240 and followed Sufi principles and unity of divine being {pantheism, Arabi}. 

 

Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahab 

party 

Saudi Arabia/Qatar 

1750 

He lived 1703 to 1792 and started Salafi or Wahabi sect, which reformed Sunni Islam and emphasized simple life 

with no rites. 

 

Idries Shah 

historian 

Afghanistan/England 

1967 

Tales of the Dervishes [1967] 

He lived 1924 to 1996 and wrote about Sufism. 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Jainism 

 

Rshabhanatha 

philosopher 

India 

-100000 

By legend, he was first Jainist saint. His son was Gommata or Bahubali. 

 



Bhagavan Aristanemi [Aristanemi, Bhagavan] 

philosopher 

India 

-84000 

By legend, he was the 22nd Jainist saint. 

 

Parsvanatha 

philosopher 

India 

-820 to -772 

He lived -872 to -772 and was the 23rd Jainist saint. 

 

Vardhamana Mahavira [Mahavira, Vardhamana] or Great Hero 

philosopher 

Gulbarga, Karnataka, India 

-526 to -480 

He lived -550 to -480, founded Jainism [-526], is the 24th and last Jainist saint, is Jina or the Victor, and was in non-

Aryan ksatriya caste. After 12 years of self-abuse, he attained enlightenment, omniscience, and release. He had 11 

disciples. 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Judaism 

 

Moses or Móshe 

leader/lawgiver 

Egypt/Canaan 

-1300 

Ten Commandments [-1300: ten legal prohibitions] 

He lived -1392 to -1272, stated Mosaic Law, and codified criminal law. The Bible tells that he received the Ten 

Commandments and that he was Hebrew leader before Joshua. 

 

Hebrew Bible 

writer 

Israel 

-700 

Hebrew Bible or Tanakh or Tanach or Tenach or Mikra or Miqra [-700: Judaism holy book] 

Hebrew Bible has Torah, Nevi'im, and Ketuvim. The Nevi'im Prophets are Joshua, Judges, First Samuel, Second 

Samuel, First Kings, Second Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekial. The Twelve Minor Prophets are Hosea, Joel, Amos, 

Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi. Ketuvim or Writings 

{Hagiographa} are Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Song of Solomon, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Daniel, Ezra, 

Nehemiah, and Chronicles. 

 

Torah in Judaism 

writer 

Jerusalem 

-700 

Torah or Law or Instructions [Judaism holy book] 

The Hebrew-Bible first five books are the Five Books of Moses, Pentateuch, Hamisha Humshei Torah, Humash, or 

Chumash. A scroll with the five books is a Sefer Torah. Torah books are Bereishit or Genesis, Shemot or Exodus, 

Vayikra or Leviticus, Bemidbar or Numbers, and Devarim or Deuteronomy. Bereishit has creation story. Shemot has 

flight from Egypt. Devarim has Moses' speeches. Torah can mean all written and oral law, including Tanakh, Mishnah, 

Talmud, and midrashic literature. 

 

sanhedrin 

council 

Palestine 

29 



Priests held councils {sanhedrin}. A Sanhedrin condemned Jesus to death for blasphemy [29]. Tribes held councils 

{Great Sanhedrin}. 

 

Akiba or Akiva or Akiba ben Joseph or Akiva ben Yosef or Akiva ben Yoseph 

rabbi 

Yavne, Israel 

90 to 130 

Way of the Chariot [90] 

He lived 50 to 135, wrote about meditation and mysticism, was a Mishnah scholar {Tannaim}, and was main oral 

source for Mishnah and midrash halakha. He visualized God's bright robe {chalub}. He linked traditional practices to 

biblical texts. God foresees everything, but people have free choice, though God knows the choice. 

 

Bar Kokhba 

rabbi 

Israel 

132 to 135 

He led rebellion against Rome [132 to 135]. 

 

Judah ha-Nasi or Judah haNasi or Jehudah ha-Nasi or Yehudah ha-Nasi or Jehudah Hanassi or Jehudah the 

Prince or Rabeinu HaKadosh 

lawgiver 

Judea 

188 to 217 

Mishnah [188 to 217] 

He lived 135 to 217, codified Mishnah or Oral Tradition, and was Sanhedrin president. 

 

Judah haNasi or Judah ha-Nasi/Rav Muna [Muna, Rav]/Rav Yossi [Yossi, Rav]/Rav Ashi [Ashi, Rav]/Ravina 

I/Ravina II or Rabina or Abina 

writer 

Babylon/Palestine 

188 to 479 

Talmud or Shas [188 to 479] 

Talmud or Shas is Mishnah with Gemara. 

Mishnah or Repetition has Hebrew texts from rabbis and records Jewish oral law [200]. Judah haNasi or Judah the 

Prince or Rabbi compiled it in Aramaic. It does not cite written law. 

Gemara records comments on Mishnah by Palestine and Babylon rabbis [200 to 500]. Rabbis compared written and 

oral law. 

Yerushalmi Gemaras differ from Bavli Gemaras, so there is Jerusalem Talmud (Palestinian Talmud) and Babylonian 

Talmud. Rav Muna and Rav Yossi wrote Yerushalmi Gemara in Israel [350]. P'nei Moshe and Korban ha-Eidah are 

comments. 

Rav Ashi and Ravina wrote the Babylonian Talmud [250 to 550] in Babylon [550]. 

Savoraim or Rabbanan Savoraei were post-Talmudic rabbis, who worked for next 250 years, making final version 

[700]. Rashi or Rabbi Solomon ben Isaac [1040 to 1105] commented. Tosafot, Additions, or Supplements are 

additional comments compiled by French and German rabbis. Talmud also has analyses by Maharshal or Solomon 

Luria, Maharam or Meir Lublin, and Maharsha or Samuel Edels. The Rosh by Asher ben Jehiel and The Rif by Isaac 

Alfasi are legal commentaries in Talmud. 

Additions to Mosaic Law resulted from scripture searches {midrash, search} for meaning, using four methods 

{Talmud, method}. One is for simple meaning {peshat, meaning}. One is for hidden meaning {remes, meaning}, of 

seemingly unmeaningful words. One is for the homily, prophecy, and sermon meaning {derush}. One is for 

metaphysical meanings, theosophy, and religious mysteries {sod, meaning}. 

Midrash is about Hebrew-Bible legal and non-legal texts, using peshat or direct meaning, remez or hint, derash or 

exegesis, and sod or mystic. Tannaitic texts are the following. Mekhilta de Rabbi Ishmael is about Exodus [300 to 500]. 

Mekhilta de Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai is about Exodus [300 to 400]. Sifra is about Leviticus and is by Rabbi Akiva 

[250]. Sifre is about Numbers and Deuteronomy and is by Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Ishmael [250]. Sifre Zutta or Small 

Sifre is about Numbers [300 to 330]. Talmudic texts are the following. Midrash Qohelet is about Ecclesiastes [800 to 

850]. Midrash Esther is about Esther [940]. Pesiqta is about Pentateuchal and Prophetic lessons [700 to 750]. Pirqe 



Rabbi Eliezer is about events in Pentateuch [700 to 800]. Tanchuma or Yelammedenu is about Pentateuch [800 to 900]. 

Midrash Shemuel is about Books of Kings. Midrash Tehillim is about Psalms. Midrash Mishle is about Proverbs. 

Yalqut Shimeoni is about scripture. Seder Olam Rabbah or Seder Olam is by Rabbi Yose ben Halafta and goes from 

universe creation to Jerusalem Second-Temple construction. Yalkut Shimoni is collection about scriptures by Shimon 

ha-Darshan [1200 to 1300]. Tanna Devei Eliyahu is about commandments and prayer and includes Seder Eliyahu 

Rabbah and Seder Eliyahu Zuta. Midrash Rabbah has Rabboth or Great Commentaries about the Bible, Bereshith 

Rabba or Genesis Rabbah [500 to 600], Shemot Rabba or Exodus Rabbah [1000 to 1200], Vayyiqra Rabba, Leviticus 

Rabba [650], Bamidbar Rabba or Numbers Rabba [1100 to 1200], Devarim Rabba or Deuteronomy Rabba [900 to 

1000], Shir Hashirim Rabba or Song of Songs Rabbah [800 to 850], Ruth Rabba [800 to 850], and Eicha Rabba or 

Lamentations Rabbah [600 to 700]. 

 

Rav Muna [Muna, Rav]/Rav Yossi [Yossi, Rav] 

lawgiver 

Jerusalem, Palestine 

350 

Jerusalem Talmud [350] 

They were Jewish rabbis {rav} {rab} and judged cases. 

 

Rab Ashi [Ashi, Rab] or Rav Ashi [Ashi, Rav] 

lawgiver 

Babylon 

375 to 427 

Gemara of Babylonian Talmud [375 to 427] 

He lived 352 to 427, led academy at Sura, and started compiling the Gemara of Babylonian Talmud. 

 

Rabina or Ravina or Ravina I 

lawgiver 

Babylonia 

421 

Gemara of Babylonian Talmud [421] 

He lived ? to 421 and helped compile the Gemara of the Babylonian Talmud. 

 

Rabina or Ravina or Ravina II 

lawgiver 

Babylonia 

475 

Gemara of Babylonian Talmud [475] 

He lived ? to 499, led academy at Sura, and finished compiling the Gemara of the Babylonian Talmud. 

 

Rabbana Jose 

lawgiver 

Babylonia 

525 

Gemara of Babylonian Talmud [525] 

He lived ? to 525 and finished compiling the Babylonian Talmud (Talmud Bavli). 

 

Masoretes 

scribe 

Jerusalem, Palestine/Tiberias, Palestine 

600 to 1100 

Masoretic Text [600 to 1100: arranged Torah books based on notes by Hebrew scholars] 

Hebrew scholars and rabbis {Masoretes} {Masorets} in Tiberias compiled Hebrew-Bible critical notes. Karaite ben 

Asher family preserves Masoretic Text. Masoretes invented the current Hebrew vowel-notation system. 

 

Saadiah Gaon [Gaon, Saadiah] 

philosopher 



Sura, Babylonia/Baghdad, Iraq 

920 

Book of Critically Chosen Beliefs and Convictions or The Book of Beliefs and Opinions [920]; Book of Theodicy 

[920] 

He lived 882 to 942, led Talmudic Academy, was systematic, and studied language. God knows all but does not 

force or cause people's actions. 

 

Hai Gaon [Gaon, Hai] 

rabbi 

Babylonia 

980 to 1010 

Talmud Commentary [980 to 1010] 

He lived 939 to 1038, expanded Akiva's work, and explored higher consciousness. 

 

Bahya ibn Paquda [Paquda, Bahya ibn] or Bahya ibn Pakuda [Pakuda, Bahya ibn] or Bahya ben Joseph ibn 

Paquda [Paquda, Bahya ben Joseph ibn] or Bechaya or Our Rabbi Behaya 

philosopher 

Saragossa, Aragon, Spain 

1000 to 1050 

Guide to the Duties of the Heart or Duties of the Heart [1040: first Jewish ethics system, written in Arabic] 

He was pietist. 

 

Hananel ben Hushiel or Chananel ben Chushiel or Chananel ben Kushiel or Hananel ben Kushiel 

rabbi 

Kairouan, Tunisia 

1020 to 1053 

Talmud Commentary [1020 to 1053]; Torah Commentary [1020 to 1053]; Ritual Law Decisions [1020 to 1053] 

 

Moses de Léon 

mystic 

Avila, Spain 

1280 to 1286 

Book of Splendor [1280 to 1286: supposedly based on writings of Shimon Bar Yohai, Akiva's student] 

He lived 1240 to 1305 and was Jewish mystic. 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Mythology 

 

Sun 

religion 

Near East 

-3800 to -1400 

Sun worship began. Sun was disk with spokes. Organized religion, religious ceremonies, and priests began. Ship 

carried the Sun. 

 

Sky 

religion 

Near East/Mediterranean Sea 

-3000 to -2000 

Sky-god bull, ram, stallion, or boar is a procreation symbol. Sky-god ax or thunderbolt symbolizes power. Sky-god 

sword or spear is a procreation symbol. The idea of marriage of sky god with earth goddess began. 

 

Babylonian 

mythology 

Babylonia 

-2600 

Gods spoke, were intelligent, had human passions, and were moral. 



 

Nordic 

religion 

Denmark/Sweden/Norway 

-2600 

Priests replaced shamans, as year and seasons became important. It had sacrifices. Ancestor worship had dolmen 

stone graves. The myth of a divine animal, man, or woman that dies to give edible plants to people began. The myth of 

an Earth goddess of fertility and the dead began. The myth of a great serpent of rain, wind, new foods, and wisdom 

began. The myth of a door to the land of the dead began. 

 

Assyrian 

mythology 

Assyria 

-2500 

Ashur is principal god of war and empire. 

 

Sumerian 

religion 

Sumer 

-2250 to -600 

Ea was god of air. Main gods were god of wisdom and god of water. Other gods were god of the plow, goddess of 

fertility, and goddess of war. Tiamat, Tibir, Tagtug, or Tibiria was a fish-woman and main Sumer goddess. She was 

similar to Tanit of Phoenicia, Anat of Sumer, Isis, and Gaia. Sumer had temples, sacrifices, and spring festival. Kings 

were also priests. The idea of afterlife began. 

 

Cretan 

mythology 

Crete 

-1500 

Potnia is main Crete and Mycenae goddess and Poseidon's mother. 

 

Celtic 

mythology 

Europe 

-1000 

Tabiti is main Celt goddess. Lorelei is a Celtic fish-woman {mermaid}, who lured men to danger. Mermaids are 

Celtic in origin. Druids believed in immortality and angels. 

 

German 

mythology 

Germany 

-1000 

Mannus, first man and Tuisto's son, started the Germanic tribes Ingvaeones, Irminones, and Istvaeones. Tuisto, 

Tuisco, Thuisco, or Thuiskon, derived from the number two, started all Germanic tribes, as a hermaphrodite. Perhaps, 

he/she was the giant Ymir. Mannaz or Manwaz means human being in Proto-Germanic, from Proto-Indo-European 

man. 

 

Phoenician 

mythology 

Phoenicia 

-1000 

Astarte was goddess of love and fertility. Her consort was Adonis. 

 

Phrygian 

mythology 

Phrygia 



-1000 

Cybele was the gods' mother and a fertility goddess. Her consort was Attis. 

 

Orphic 

mythology 

Greece 

-600 to -450 

A new religion {Orphic religion} developed from Bacchus cults. Metis was creator. Zeus was chief god. 

 

Norse 

religion 

Germany 

-450 

Wodan was god of the dead, magic, inspiration, and war. Tiwaz was god of sky, law, and battlefield. Alaisiagae were 

female spirits of battle under the war god. Later, Alaisiagae became Valkyries. 

 

Delphic Oracle 

religion 

Delphi, Greece 

-449 to -400 

Delphic Oracle had advised against fighting Persians, but Greece won, and Apollo cult declined. 

 

Thomas Bulfinch [Bulfinch, Thomas] 

writer 

London, England 

1855 

Mythology [1855] 

He lived 1796 to 1867. 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Shintoism 

 

O No Yasumaro [Yasumaro, O No] 

writer 

Japan 

680 to 712 

Records of Ancient Matters [680: Shinto beliefs and customs] 

Emperor Temmu commissioned it. 

 

Empress Iwa no Hime/Princess Oku/Empress Jitoh/Princess Nukada/Yosami/Lady Ohtomo no Sakanoe no 

Iratsume/Lady Kii/Kasa no Iratsume 

writer 

Japan 

687 to 759 

Collection of 10,000 Leaves [687 to 759: Shinto beliefs, rituals, and customs] 

Shinto is Way of the Spirits {Kami-no-michi}. 

 

Toneri or Prince Toneri/O No Yasumaro [Yasumaro, O No] 

writer 

Heijo-kyo (Nara), Japan 

720 

Nihonshoki or Nihongi or Chronicles of Japan [720: Japan history] 

Earlier history book Kojiki, Furukotofumi, or Records of Ancient Matters [680] is in Chinese. 

 

Yengishiki 

writer 

Heian-kyo (Kyoto), Japan 



927 

Yengishiki or Institutes of the period of Yengi or Shinto Rituals [927: Shinto beliefs, rituals, and customs] 

 

Ogyu Sorai [Sorai, Ogyu] 

philosopher 

Tokyo, Japan 

1700 to 1720 

Distinguishing the Way [1700 to 1720]; Distinguishing the Names [1700 to 1720]; Journey to Kai [1706] 

He lived 1666 to 1728 and started Kogaku School, which studied original Confucian writings. 

 

Ito Jinsai [Jinsai, Ito] 

philosopher 

Kyoto, Japan 

1705 

Philosophical Lexicography of the Analects and Mencius [1705] 

He lived 1627 to 1705 and started Kogaku School or Study of Antiquity School, which studied original Confucian 

writings. 

 

Motoori Norinaga [Norinaga, Motoori] 

philosopher 

Japan 

1764 to 1790 

He lived 1730 to 1801 and started return to Shintoism and ancient myth {kokugaku}, in Kokugaku or Kogaku 

School [1764]. Foreign influence should not change Japanese culture. Sorrow results from passing away {mono no 

aware, sorrow}, as in classical Japanese literature. 

 

Hirata Atsutane [Atsutane, Hirata] 

philosopher 

Edo (Tokyo), Japan 

1810 to 1840 

Studies in Shinto Thought [1810 to 1840] 

He lived 1776 to 1843 and started return to Shintoism and ancient myth, in Kokugaku or Kogaku School. 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Sikhism 

 

Nanak 

founder 

Punjab/Pakistan 

1500 to 1520 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib or Adi Granth or Living Lord [1520] 

He lived 1469.1123 to 1520 and began Sikhs in west Punjab. Babur imprisoned him [1520]. His companion was 

Mardana. 

 

Gobind Singh or Gobind Singh Ji 

religious leader 

Punjab/Pakistan 

1708 

Wonder Tale [1708: autobiography]; Praise of Almighty God [1708]; Wondrous Drama [1721 to 1734: compilation 

by Bhai Mani Singh] 

He lived 1666 to 1708, was the 10th Sikh guru, and emphasized militarism. 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Taoism 

 

Hundred Schools of Thought or Golden Age of Chinese Thought 

philosophic school 

China 



-770 to -222 

During Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods, Contention of a Hundred Schools of Thought included 

Confucianism, logicians, Mohism, Taoism, Legalism, and School of Yin-Yang. 

 

Lao Tze or Lao Zi or Lao Tse or Lao Tzu 

philosopher 

Luoyang, China 

-400 to -300 

Tao De Jing or Tao Te Ching or I-Ching or The Way and Its Powers [-400 to -300: 81 chapters of ethical principles] 

He founded Taoism. All things reverse direction. People should minimize their wants to minimize losses and gain 

more. 

 

Lieh Tzu 

writer 

Luoyang, China 

-350 

Pure Classic of the Perfect Virtue of Simplicity and Vacuity [-350: about Lieh Tzu] 

Lieh Tzu lived -400 to -300. Work is Taoist. 

 

Chuang Chou or Chuang Tzu or Chuang Tse or Zhuangzi 

philosopher 

Henan, China 

-350 to -300 

Zhuangzi or Chuang Tzu or Master Zhuang or Book of Chuang Tzu [-350 to -300] 

He explained and popularized Taoism Tao-Teh-King. If people have judgments based on differing perspectives, no 

method is available to conclude which judgment is correct. Therefore, truth is elusive. People should not have 

expectations or perspectives. Distinctions among ideas are not important. Emotions about life and ideas should 

minimize. 

 

Huai-nan-tzu or Huainanzi or Liu An [An, Liu] or Huai-nan 

writer 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

-150 to -130 

Huai Nan Tzu or Book of Huai Nan Tzu [-150 to -130] 

He lived -179 to -122, was a Taoist philosopher, and was Kao-tsu's grandson and emperor's cousin. Kao-tsu or Liu 

Pang founded Western Han dynasty. 

 

Wang Pi 

philosopher 

Luoyang, China 

245 

Commentary on the Lao Tzu [245] 

He lived 226 to 249. 

 

Hsiang Hsiu 

philosopher 

Luoyang, China 

250 to 280 

Commentary on Chuang Tzu [250 to 280: about the Chuang Tzu] 

He lived 221 to 300 and was Neo-Taoist. 

 

Kuo Hsiang 

philosopher 

Luoyang, China 

250 to 300 

Commentary on Chuang Tzu [250 to 300] 



He lived ? to 312, was Neo-Taoist, and used Hsiang Hsiu's text. 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Zoroastrianism 

 

Zoroaster or Zarathustra 

philosopher/lawgiver 

Persia 

-630 to -583 

Avesta or Commentary [-630: 21 parts have five books or bathas. Yasma contains hymns, including Gathas. Yashts 

contains songs. Vesprat contains prayers. Videvdat or Vendidad contains myths and laws, including story of King Jam 

or Jamshid. Khordeh Avesta contains prayers and praying]; Gathas or Hymns [-588: poems and songs] 

He lived -660 to -583, received knowledge on Mountain of Holy Conversations, and codified laws. He converted 

Vishtaspa, a northeast-Iran king. Someone killed him, but his son-in-law, Jamespa, preserved his sayings in the Avesta, 

Zoroastrian scripture. Zand is Avesta comments. Zarathushtra composed the 18 poems of Gathas, the oldest Avesta 

part, and Yasna Haptanghaiti or Seven-Chapter Sermon. By myth, the god Ahura Mazda gave him the law. 

 

Zand book 

writer 

Persia 

-500 to -300 

Zand or Zand-Avesta or Commentary on the Avesta [-500 to -300: commentaries on Avesta Zoroastrian scriptures] 

Bundeheshn is about creation, legends, and geography. Dinkart is about religious deeds, laws, and rituals and 

summarizes the Avesta. Datistan-e-Dinik, Arda-Viraf Namak, and Ayatkar Zariran are three texts about King Gashtasp, 

his brother, his commander Zarir, and their war against Arjasp, the Turanian king. Karnamak-i-Arttacksher-i-Papakan 

or Karnameh Ardeshir Babakan is about Ardeshir, Shahpur, and Hormoz, who were three Sassanian kings. 

 

Aturpat 

philosopher 

Persia 

350 

Dinkart or Denkart or Acts [350: Zand-Avesta part] 

Aturpat was Hemet's son. 

 

Atur-Farnbag or Adur-Farnbag or Farnbag 

philosopher 

Persia 

820 

Letters [820: written in Pahlavi]; Dinkart or Denkart or Acts [820: Zand-Avesta part] 

He was Farukhzat's son. 

 

SOCI>Sociology 

 

sociology 

Humans and other gregarious mammals can learn social behavior {social behavior, sociology} {sociology}. Social 

behavior depends more on rewards than punishments. Social interactions depend on affection, authority, collaboration, 

communication, esteem, exchange, power, and recognition. 

topics 

Sociology includes anthropology, paleontology, groups, societies, and societal institutions. Sociology studies human 

societies, human groups, group behaviors, society changes, group relations, social-organization types, education, 

technology, resources, population, and religion. Sociology studies groups relative to human needs. 

technology and change 

Technology is the most-important society-change cause. Change rate depends on attitudes toward change, 

discoveries and inventions, information, population size, contact with other societies, and natural, political, and 

economic environment changes. As technology advances, population size increases, settlements become more 

permanent, more goods become available, more services become available, more leisure time is available, and more 



labor division develops. These factors increase technology. Innovation depends on invention, discovery, existing-thing 

alteration, cultural diffusion, challenging but not harsh environments, curiosity, needs, self-interest, and boredom. 

 

tradition in society 

Society coheres through habits, emotional bonds, conventions, loyalty, and communal feeling {tradition, society}|. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Subjects 

 

social studies 

People study societies {social studies}|. 

 

demography 

People study population statistics {demography}|. 

 

ethnography 

People study folklore and societies {ethnology} {ethnography}|. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Subjects>Anthropology 

 

anthropology 

People can study people's biological origins and variations {physical anthropology}. People can study preliterate or 

semi-literate human societies {anthropology}| {social anthropology} {cultural anthropology}. 

 

totem 

Tribes can have sacred animals {totem}|. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Subjects>Anthropology>Magic 

 

contagion in magic 

Magic can involve contact {contagion, magic}|. 

 

envoutement 

Magic can involve harming people by harming images or objects belonging to people {envoutement}. 

 

homeopathy 

Magic can involve the idea that like produces like {homeopathy}|. 

 

sympathetic magic 

Magic can involve objects similar to magic objects {sympathetic magic}|. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Con Game 

 

Ponzi scheme 

Charles Ponzi [1920] sold postal reply coupons for arbitrage {Ponzi scheme}, mostly to Italian immigrants. 

However, coupon supply was small, so money came from new buyers paying previous buyers {pyramid scheme}. 

 

pigeon drop 

Person 1 begins talking to Person 2. Person 3 shows the two something valuable and offers to split it among them. 

Person 1 says Person 3 should first try to find owner. Person 3 gives the valuable to Person 1, who secretly 

exchanges it with identical but worthless object or envelope {pigeon drop}. 

Person 3 says that the two should give him something valuable, so they will not run off with the valuable. The two 

give money or something to Person 3, who leaves. 

Person 1 gives the worthless stuff to Person 2 to hold while Person 1 goes to look for Person 3. 

Now Person 2 is alone, having lost money or something, and the others are far away before Person 2 can call police. 

 



SOCI>Sociology>Culture 

 

culture 

Communities have histories, actions, objects, ideas, sentiments, customs, beliefs, skills, and morals {culture, 

society}. 

factors 

Language, technology, social organization, and ideology are main parameters. Culture can depend on ethnicity, 

class, sex, age, region, and/or occupation. Culture can have subcultures based on ethnicity, class, sex, age, region, or 

occupation. 

values 

Cultures have dominant ideals {cultural value}. Cultures provide ideal and pragmatic morals and accepted 

behaviors. 

properties 

All cultures have kinship patterns, group membership, communication, social dominance, ownership, property 

rights, social roles, and rituals. 

change 

Physical-environment changes, new technologies, and contacts with other cultures change norms. Cultural changes 

can cause new inventions, wars, or recessions. 

 

culture lag 

Different culture parts adjust to newness at difference rates {culture lag}. 

 

cultural trait 

Human social attributes {cultural trait} have different values in different cultures. Culture traits can associate into 

larger groups {trait complex}, such as language, clothing, gestures, and etiquette. An important trait complex is time 

and space, such as time importance, free-time uses, environment relations, acting on time, and acceptable distances 

between two people in social interactions. 

 

mass culture 

Mass communication has caused similar culture {mass culture} over large geographic areas. 

 

acculturation 

People learn how to function in cultures {acculturation}|. 

 

ethnocentrism 

People can identify strongly with their culture and downgrade other cultures {ethnocentrism}|. 

 

regionalism 

Different regions have different customs, attitudes, speech patterns, and wealth {regionalism}. 

 

mind reasoning theory 

Mind logically evaluates problems based on social norms. It does not use truth or validity. It especially uses social-

dominance hierarchies. It uses social rank and allowed, prohibited, and possible actions to get what one wants anyway 

by working with others' beliefs and behaviors {mind reasoning theory} {theory of mind reasoning}. Aggression and 

sexual behavior are social behaviors. Showing emotion is for social behavior. 

 

pets 

Many people keep dogs, cats, rabbits, gerbils, hamsters, birds, farm animals, or reptiles {pets} in or near their houses 

for protection, companionship, mice and rat catching, play, or to give and receive affection. Pets are similar to small 

children but typically require less responsibility, time, money, and space. Pets can irritate neighbors by barking or 

meowing, defecating, fighting, destroying property, and trespassing. Pets can irritate their owners by disobeying or 

destroying property. Pets can make homes dirtier and more crowded. 

 

cannibalism 

Eating people {cannibalism}| happened prehistorically. Ritual cannibalism and dietary cannibalism happened until 

current times. Cannibalism can involve group members or people outside group. 



 

SOCI>Sociology>Culture>Age 

 

majority of people 

Society has norms for what people can do over legal age {majority, people}. 

 

minority of people 

Society has norms for what people can do under legal age {minority, people}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Culture>Norms 

 

norm of culture 

Cultures have rules {norm, society}| {social norm} {normative order} {moral norm} that specify proper and 

improper behavior in interactions with others. Groups have written or unwritten rules of expected and desirable 

behavior. Norms can interrelate {culture pattern}. Norms can become laws. 

reinforcement 

Rewards and punishments reinforce norms. 

norms 

Norms include success, achievement, materialism, change, progress, reasoning, open and outgoing personality, 

order, equal justice, equal opportunity, human equality, individualism, privacy, ownership, practicality, personal power, 

personal responsibility, and coexistence. 

 

folkway 

Norms {folkway}| can be weak and have few rewards and punishments. 

 

mores 

Norms can be important and have strong rewards and punishments {mores}|, but are not laws. 

 

sentiments 

Society has norms {sentiments} for social values, patriotism, and feelings for others. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Culture>Norms>Rules 

 

double standard 

Societies can have different roles for men and women {double standard}|. 

 

gentleman's agreement 

Societies can have unwritten rules {gentleman's agreement}|. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Culture>Norms>Deviation 

 

conformity 

People tend not to violate norms {conformity}|. People often believe same things and behave the same as their 

group. 

 

deviation 

In groups, few people violate norms {deviation}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Culture>Manners 

 

manners 

Habits govern individual behavior {manners}| in social situations. Manners are about doing right thing at right time 

in right place. Manners associate with propriety, urbanity, harmony, and pleasantness. Manners can be about neatness, 

respect, obedience, and submission. Perhaps, neatness habits resulted from need for hygiene. Greeting rules depend on 

society rank. Higher animals have aspects of manners. 

 



urbanity 

Educated-citizen behaviors are courteous, elegant, and charming {urbanity}|. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Family 

 

family in sociology 

Groups {family} can have involuntary membership. Parents have legal power. Age differences are large. First 

socialization influence is parents, who care for children and establish parent and child roles. Socialization by family 

typically results in people {inner-directed person} who have strong consciences, have principles, control others through 

guilt, have moralistic politics, and have production economies. Socialization by family typically teaches children how 

to stay clean, control body functions, control temper and anger, explore and be curious safely, and stop noisy, 

destructive, and untidy behaviors. 

aspects 

Family and private life include marriage, driving, school, money, job, closeness to people, and death. 

family relations 

Families are main intimate and lasting personal relations. Identification and dominance are likely in families. 

Families teach interpersonal relations. 

roles 

Married people have three role types: companion, partner, and mother or father. 

 

descent in family 

Family descent {descent, family} {bloodline} can be through males {patrilineal descent}, through females 

{matrilineal descent}, or through both {bilineal descent}. 

 

kinship coefficient 

Kinship relationships are basic to society and have relationship coefficients {inbreeding coefficient} {kinship 

coefficient} {coefficient of kinship} {relationship coefficient} {coefficient of relationship}. 

 

locality in family 

Families can live {locality, family} with husband parents {patrilocal}, with wife parents {matrilocal}, or separately 

{neolocal}. 

 

rite of passage 

Ceremonies {passage rite} {rite of passage}| can be for entering adolescence and puberty. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Family>Size 

 

nuclear family 

Families {nuclear family}| {conjugal family} can have husband, wife, and dependent children. 

 

extended family 

Families {extended family} {consanguinal family} can be nuclear family and other relatives. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Family>Economic 

 

bureaucratic family 

Families {bureaucratic family} can emphasize accommodation, emotional expression, and other-directedness. They 

use reasoning, encouragement, and permissiveness. 

 

entrepreneurial family 

Families {entrepreneurial family} can emphasize self-reliance, competition, rational thought, rational action, self-

control, and activeness. They use punishments, rewards, and commands. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Family>Parent 

 



matriarchal family 

Mothers can be dominant {matriarchal family}. 

 

patriarchal family 

Fathers can be dominant in family {patriarchal family}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Family>Gender 

 

monogamy 

Families can have one man and one woman {monogamy}|. 

 

polyandry 

Families can have more than one man {polyandry}. 

 

polygyny 

Families can have more than one woman {polygyny}|. 

 

polygamy 

Families can have more than one wife or husband {polygamy}|. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Sociological Group 

 

group in sociology 

People live in groups {group, sociology} {social group} and have social relationships. Social groups have from two 

people to crowds. 

social 

People are social. They interact with others in groups and derive satisfaction from groups. They have social 

interactions and behavior patterns. They have social skills that develop through interactions with others. They belong to 

social categories and describe others by social category. 

social: order 

Groups maintain structure {social order}. 

social: differentiation 

Groups have different roles to cause social differentiation. Industrialization and urbanization increase social 

differentiation. 

roles 

Social positions have behavior patterns, roles associated with duties and privileges. Group-member interactions 

involve power, status, prestige, influence, decisions, and leadership. Roles can interact to make complementary roles. 

Roles can interfere with each other, causing role conflict. Roles encourage specialization, interdependence, social 

control, continuity, and learning. 

purposes 

Groups assemble for specific functions. Groups create shared worlds, which allow information and feeling 

exchanges. Groups create identifications. Groups share norms. Groups perform common tasks. 

risk 

Groups take bigger and earlier risks than individuals, because responsibility is diffuse and fear of failure is less. 

communication 

More group communication makes efficiency less and happiness more. Communication expresses beliefs, goals, 

intentions, or emotions to audiences that are to understand messages and recognize speaker intentions. Information is 

commands and requests and transmits through acceptable channels. 

communication: non-verbal 

Non-verbal communication includes eye contact, laughing, and touching. Speaking emotional tone, open or closed 

arm and leg positions, interpersonal distance, crossed arms or legs, and pupil size reflect feelings. 

competition 

Groups can compete to reach same objectives. Competing groups can conflict and try to destroy each other. Conflict 

tends to make groups tight-knit. Interacting groups can have rivalry and compete to reach same objectives, based on 

competition rules. Rivalry tends to polarize groups, such as political parties. Independent groups can resolve 

differences by accommodation. 



cooperation 

Groups can have joint activities. Cooperation typically benefits weak groups more. Groups can integrate to share 

communication, dependencies, responsibilities, and attitudes. Groups can assimilate. 

 

centralization 

As groups evolve, power concentrates in largest associations and governments {centralization}|. Centralization 

opposes social differentiation. 

 

human ecology 

Environments {human ecology} can affect people's behavior. Just as in ecology, different human populations 

succeed each other, populations become segregated, and competition and cooperation patterns arise. 

 

practice 

Communities, associations, and institutions typically have strongly established behavior patterns {practice, 

behavior}. Practices regulate and eliminate internal conflicts. They preserve social order and prevent destruction from 

outside forces. They promote behavior patterns that define the group. 

 

sociogram 

Groups have informal personal interactions, which reflect friendships and indicate subgroups {sociogram}|. 

 

specialization 

People can do one work type {specialization}| {division of labor}. Groups tend to have more job specialization. 

Industrialization and urbanization increase labor division. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Sociological Group>Communication 

 

interactional approach 

Communication between two people is responses to earlier messages {interactional approach}. Messages based on 

similar assumptions and expectations provide negative feedback about previous messages, and so keep relationship 

stable. 

 

vicious circle in groups 

Messages based on different expectations provide positive feedback and cause instability, as messages increase 

differences {vicious circle, group}. Relationships that become unstable, or become stable in bad ways, can become 

better only by changing both people's behavior. 

 

negotiation 

If people need something from each other, communication between parties {negotiation, communication}| can result 

in agreement. Parties want to reach agreement. 

target and minimum 

Parties have target settlement points and minimum sticking points. Parties try to find opponent targets and limits, 

while concealing own. 

threats and concessions 

Negotiation often involves coercive threats. Negotiations always involve concessions. Often extreme demands {blue 

sky bargaining} precede concessions. 

reciprocity 

Bargaining requires expecting trust and good faith {reciprocity norm} {norm of reciprocity}. Behaviors reciprocate. 

If reciprocity norm is true, agreement is satisfactory to both parties. Ability to imagine oneself in role of other and to 

act chosen part facilitates negotiation. 

time 

The longer negotiations go on, the more pressure builds for agreement. Final bargaining session {decision-making 

crisis} has trade-off of remaining issues. 

tactics 

In negotiations, what one side gains, other loses. Negotiating tactics minimize cost to one's side and maximize cost 

to opponent, while claiming opposite. Negotiating also involves explaining gains and losses to people represented by 

negotiators. Third parties aid negotiations by de-emphasizing losses and emphasizing gains. 



formal negotiation 

Formal negotiations involve two teams and are public. Having audiences makes teams want to appear dominant and 

causes aggressive behavior. 

formal negotiation: team 

Compared to one negotiator, negotiating teams overvalue conduct, devalue opposing team, polarize positions, distort 

and restrict communication between teams, and result in less divergent and creative solutions. 

 

opinion 

Issue judgments {opinion}|, based on social communications, depend on groups to which people belong and their 

influence. Opinions depend on issue interest level. 

 

poll of opinion 

Voting and public opinion polls {poll}| do not show opinion strength, meaning, or relation to other opinions. 

 

receiver-based communication 

To coordinate behavior, people in groups can inform others of what they know and want to do {receiver-based 

communication}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Sociological Group>Communication>Propaganda 

 

propaganda in group 

People can express one-sided opinions or values {propaganda, group}|, to reach immediate goals or influence public 

opinion. For example, people can raise anxiety about safety and security, such as suggesting hidden enemies or 

dangers. They can gain attention by emphasizing negative aspects. 

 

bandwagon propaganda 

Stage public demonstrations or cite poll numbers to claim wide support {bandwagon}|. 

 

card stacking 

Connect one-sided opinions with positive emotional values, such as similar accepted opinions {card stacking}|. 

 

character assassination propaganda 

Make unfounded accusations about people {character assassination}. 

 

front 

Use someone or something else {front, propaganda}| to state true goal, to conceal actual group. 

 

glittering generality 

Connect one-sided opinions with positive emotional values, such as accepted generalities {glittering generality}|. 

 

just plain folks 

Connect one-sided opinions with positive emotional values, such as popular beliefs {just plain folks}|. 

 

testimonial 

Have prestigious people state one-sided opinions or state that the opinions are good {testimonial}|. 

 

value transfer 

Connect one-sided opinions with positive emotional values {value transfer}| {transfer of value}, such as glittering 

generality, card stacking, or just plain folks. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Sociological Group>Psychology 

 

group psychology 

Groups have psychology {group psychology}. 



attraction 

Attractiveness can depend on group power, influence, likeability, status, prestige, authority, leader personality, 

prestige, or goals. 

basic personality 

Most group members have similar personality traits {basic personality} {modal personality} {social character} 

{representative personality}. 

biological need 

Humans have biological needs, which individuals try to satisfy using as few resources as possible. Sociocultural 

systems help people satisfy needs and cause new needs. 

 

anomie 

People can lack rules for social conduct and group beliefs, can have no available groups, can feel isolation, cannot be 

happy, or cannot meet their needs {anomie}|. 

 

conformism 

People tend to think and behave as their peers do {conformism}|. Conformism can differentiate groups and can cause 

people to work for the group, rather than themselves. 

 

dependency 

People need other people to survive and be happy {dependency}|. Dependency is basic to cooperation and social 

control. 

 

identification in sociology 

People feel and understand others' emotions {identification with others}. 

 

morale 

Belief in goals, confidence in leaders, and willingness to work together {morale}| contribute to group influence. 

 

sanction 

Groups can have strong rewards and punishments {sanction}|. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Sociological Group>Kinds 

 

group types in sociology 

Groups can be bands, tribes, chiefdoms, and states {group types}. 

Bands have 15 to 80 people, have kinship relations, are nomads, act by consensus, have no laws, and own land 

communally. 

Tribes have hundreds of people, are kinship clans, live in villages, act by consensus, have few leaders, have no laws, 

and own land communally. 

Chiefdoms have thousands of people, have different social classes, live in one or more villages, have top-down 

hereditary offices, have no laws, can pay tribute to others, hold land feudally, and have luxuries. 

States have more than 50,000 people, live in villages and cities, have top-down bureaucracies, have laws, collect 

taxes, have private land, and have luxuries. 

 

community as group 

Groups {community, group} can depend on geographic area. Individuals typically feel that they belong, share 

interests, and define themselves in terms of community. Important events for people typically happen in communities. 

 

kinship group 

Groups can be about family and marriage relationships {kinship}|. 

 

public group 

Groups can be public {public} or private. Public groups affect all society members. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Sociological Group>Kinds>Formal 

 



formal group 

Groups {formal group} can try to attain official written goals at minimal cost, through rationality and discipline. 

Formal groups have subgroups to perform functions. People have one work type. Administration coordinates and 

makes policy. Bureaucracies have power and authority hierarchies and delegate functions from higher levels to lower 

levels. Rules and regulations govern roles, work, and pay. 

 

institution 

Formal groups {institution} can be structural community parts. Formal group is institution if it is highly formal, is 

stable, is long term, includes cultural values, and has social composition {base group}. Social groupings make 

institutions such as family, club, library, museum, town hall, and market. They make classes, cultures, unions, parties, 

communities, and nations. They can depend on race, gender, or language. They can be about activity or shared feeling. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Sociological Group>Kinds>Order 

 

primary group 

Groups can depend on satisfaction and security gained from interactions and relations {primary relation} between 

two people {primary group}|. For people in primary groups, nothing is more important. Primary groups feature non-

verbal communication between members. Primary groups are family and cliques. 

 

peer group 

Children know people of same age and status {peer group}|. After family, next socialization influence is child's 

playgroup. Peer groups teach obedience to abstract rules, test adult limits, and transmit adult values. For peer-group 

socialization, people {other-directed person} have social skills, are sensitive to others, control others through anxiety, 

have pragmatic politics, and have consumption economies. 

 

clique 

After peer group, next socialization influence is adolescent group {clique}|. Cliques teach getting along with others, 

cooperating, being sociable, and conforming. 

 

secondary group 

Secondary groups {secondary group} are geographical communities, cultural communities, associations, 

movements, and mobs. 

 

social movement 

Ideological, unified, active, and idealistic groups {social movement} work for goals or ideas, which originate from 

injustice or inequality. 

 

collective behavior 

Unstructured social situations {collective behavior}| involve crowds, riots, protests, revolutions, revivals, fads, 

rumors, public opinion, social movements, panics, bank runs, crazes, esprit de corps, parties, and ceremonies. People 

share common mood or emotional state, such as cause, hostility, self-sacrifice, or danger. Collective behavior is 

emotional, is personal, has shifting loyalties, is power-oriented, and relates to broader-society conflicts and changes. 

Unstructured social situations feature high stimulation, high suggestibility, low discipline, and anonymity, which 

encourage unconventional behavior. Collective behavior allows individual decisions that old values do not control. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Sociological Group>Kinds>Special 

 

encounter group 

Groups can emphasize personal growth and communication {encounter group}, as in Carl Rogers's client-centered 

therapy. 

 

sensitivity group 

Groups {sensitivity group} can organize to produce change by promoting interpersonal awareness. 

 

sodality 

Devotional or charitable societies {sodality} are for lay people. 



 

training group 

Groups {training group} (T-group) can address issues of organization leadership, authority, and change dynamics. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>City 

 

city 

Large towns {city, sociology} have higher population density, more cultural events, and more information. 

formation 

Modern cities arise as agricultural productivity rises, businesses make large factories, large markets form for goods 

and services, and population increases. Villages and towns become cities. Work becomes more specialized. Religion 

and priests gain more power. Land management and irrigation begin, and fertility rites end. Political leaders arise. 

Armies, militias, and police forces form. Bureaucracy develops. Commodity markets start. Food surpluses allow some 

people not to farm. Some people accumulate wealth. 

people 

City people tend to conceal feelings, stay in control in social situations, be realistic, follow their self-interest, be 

indifferent, be socially reserved, and be conscious of time. 

 

megalopolis 

Cities can grow to meet each other and make large urban regions {megalopolis}|. 

 

urban renewal 

Eliminating or renovating deteriorated buildings {urban renewal} can dislocate people, shift rents, disrupt 

neighborhoods, increase crowding, and decrease safety. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>City>Part 

 

slum 

Cities can have poor residential areas {slum}. 

 

suburb 

Cities can have areas {suburb}| around them with residences but no factories. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>City>Growth 

 

concentric zone theory 

Cities can grow in rings. Center is for business, with circles of light manufacturers, homes, residences, heavy 

manufacturers, and suburbs {concentric zone theory}. 

 

multiple-nuclei theory 

Cities can grow from several centers, determined by needs, communication, and geography {multiple-nuclei theory}. 

 

sector theory 

Cities can grow outward on radii that follow transportation lines {sector theory}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Minority 

 

integration of minority 

Minority groups can integrate into society {integration, society} {assimilation, society}. Minority or immigrant 

groups assimilate faster if they value education, obtain employment in many industries, own small businesses, have 

small numbers, keep successful members in group, and have light-colored skin. 

 

segregation of minority 

Other groups can keep minority groups separate from them {segregation, society}|. Physical separation can be by 

law {de jure segregation, minority} or by neighborhood {de facto segregation, minority}. 

 



apartheid 

Physical separation {apartheid}| of minorities can be by law {de jure segregation, apartheid} or by neighborhood {de 

facto segregation, apartheid}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Population 

 

population in sociology 

Large well-defined groups {population, society} have characteristic average values. Populations have numbers of 

people in categories. 

 

census 

Societies regularly enumerate population-member characteristics {census}|. Census counting uses geographic areas 

{census tract}. 

 

demographic transition 

Populations can change to new characteristic distributions {demographic transition}. For example, primitive 

societies can experience population growth as better public health lowers death rate, and later experience population 

decline as birth rate falls when need and time for children wanes. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Population>Statistics 

 

population statistics 

Populations have properties {population statistics}. Populations have number of people at age ranges, shown in 

population pyramid. 

 

life expectancy 

Populations have average age at death {life expectancy}. 

 

population density society 

Populations have number of people per square area {population density, society}. 

 

sex ratio in population 

Populations have ratio of males to females {sex ratio, population}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Population>Statistics>Death 

 

chance of survival 

If survival chance {chance of survival} {survival chance} at an age is half, half of population born in year reach that 

age. 

 

infant mortality rate 

Populations have death rates of children 0 to 1 year old per number of people {infant mortality rate}. 

 

maternal mortality rate 

Populations have death rates from giving birth {maternal mortality rate}. 

 

morbidity 

Populations have incidence of disease per 100,000 people {morbidity}|. 

 

mortality 

Populations have death rates {mortality}|. 

 

neonatal mortality rate 

Populations have deaths of children 0 to 1 month old {neonatal mortality rate}. 

 



SOCI>Sociology>Population>Statistics>Birth 

 

fecundity 

Populations have potential birth rates {fecundity}|. Greater numbers of eggs and sperm released or better mating 

methods can increase fecundity. 

 

fertility 

Populations have birth rates {fertility}|. 

 

fertility ratio 

Number of children under age, per woman aged 15 to 44, times 1000 {fertility ratio} is greatest for farmers, lowest 

for city, and greater for lower classes. 

 

growth rate 

Populations increase at annual rates {growth rate}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Society 

 

society 

Human groups {society, sociology} can have complex social behaviors and organizations. 

levels 

Societies are groups intermediate between families and states. Society levels are band, tribe, chiefdom, and state. 

purposes 

Societies try to ensure efficient interactions among members and meet member economic and psychological needs. 

purposes: food 

Societies produce and gather food. 

purposes: security 

Societies provide defense and safety. Societies have governments. 

culture 

Societies have language and culture, which affect all behaviors. Culture includes rituals and religions. Societies teach 

customs. Societies have religious beliefs, games, leisure time activities, and property laws. 

groups 

Societies have territoriality, tribalism, cliques, or subgroups. Societies have dominance of some members over 

others. Societies have social classes. 

groups: families 

Societies typically have nuclear families, with sexual and parent-child bonding. They have marriage practices, 

kinship systems, codes, and alliances, with kin selection. Families serve many roles in society, mostly in raising 

children. Families socialize children, discipline children, transmit culture to children, provide first status level to 

children, and provide security in outside social relations. Families also increase social controls and increase population, 

through pride in children and desire to continue family line. 

groups: families and norms 

Societies affect families by setting norms. Norms for children involve children number, children sex ratio, parent and 

children roles, and family-behavior rules. There are norms for household organization and location. There are norms 

for romantic love, motherhood, and sexual behavior. Ritual norms are marriage ceremonies, birth rites, and rites at 

entering adolescence and puberty. 

roles 

Societies require individuals to have many roles and compete to shift roles. Societies teach roles. 

interactions: conflicts 

Societies have conflicts and behaviors that vary with age and sex. Societies balance conflicting motivations or 

behaviors, such as aggression versus passivity, competition versus cooperation, selfishness versus altruism, and 

immediate need satisfaction versus delayed satisfaction for future rewards. 

interactions: cooperation 

Societies have cooperation, sharing, bartering, and reciprocal altruism. They use deception and hypocrisy only at 

moderate level. Societies have continual interaction and interdependence among members. 



changes 

Societies have cyclic changes, such as business cycles, seasonal cycles, and political cycles of democracy vs. 

aristocracy. Societies can evolve to use more energy and information and/or toward more diversity. Primitive societies 

have no definite patterns of transition to modern societies. 

changes: extinction 

Societies can become extinct by military defeat, disease, absorption into larger or more powerful and attractive 

cultures, and major innovations. 

traits 

Human-society traits include age-grading, athletic sports, body adornment, bonding behaviors, calendar, cleanliness 

training, community organization, cooking, cooperative behavior, cosmology, courtship, dancing, decorative art, 

divination, dream interpretation, education, eschatology, ethics, ethnobotany, etiquette, faith healing, family feasting, 

fire making, folklore, food taboos, funeral rites, games, gestures, gift giving, government, greetings, hairstyles, 

hospitality, housing, hygiene, incest taboos, inheritance rules, jokes, kin groups, kinship nomenclature, labor division, 

language, law, luck, magic, marriage, mealtimes, medicine, obstetrics, parent-child bonding, penal sanctions, personal 

names, population policy, post-natal care, pregnancy customs, property rights, spirit propitiation, puberty customs, 

religious rituals, residence rules, sexual bonding, sexual restrictions, soul concept, status differences, surgery, 

superstitions, tool making, trade, visiting, weaving, and weather control. 

apes 

Ape societies have 10 to 100 animals, long childhoods, parental care, and play. 

ideal society 

Individuals become more important, protected from harm, educated, and cared for by others. Individuals have more-

various life experiences and more tolerance. Successful societies appear to require several subgroups, varied goals and 

means, many institutions, balance between centralized planning and freedom, and many experiments. 

theory 

People can study human societies using structural-functional approaches to relate organizations, institutions, and 

customs. People can study human societies using ecological-evolutionary approaches to find environments, 

adaptations, and evolution. Evolutionary approaches can explain change and conflict as evolving symbol systems that 

represent culture. Perhaps, strong or smart leaders control events {great-man theory}. Racial theories attribute societal 

characteristics to supposed racial attributes. Geographical and climatic theories attribute societal characteristics to 

territory climate or resources. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Society>Socialization 

 

socialization 

People can acquire cultural values, aspirations, attitudes, roles, social skills, disciplines, concern for others, concern 

for consequences, concern for relations to others, and social organization {socialization}|. 

purposes 

Socialization continues society. It fits people into society. It provides values. It orders social interactions and roles. It 

satisfies need for others. It creates concept of self. It pushes people to have self-discipline, independence, and maturity. 

It helps people feel and understand emotions. It presents people with ideal of self. It teaches habits and customs. It 

continues ideology. It improves efficiency and economy. It provides satisfaction to individuals. It satisfies desire for 

competence. It makes infancy better. It enhances value of old age. It favors large social systems. 

people 

People do not have instincts to control behavior. People have individual drives that conflict with other people's 

drives. Infants depend on adults, and development and maturation takes a long time. To adapt to society, children need 

to know what to do and not to do. 

groups 

Socialization depends on cliques, schools, and work. Schools transmit personal ideals. Work teaches attitudes about 

time and space and provides job specialization. 

 

resocialization 

People can have rapid social-value changes {resocialization}. Resocialization can use brainwashing processes. 

Prisoner rehabilitation and religious conversions have resocialization. It requires complete control of individual by 

group, eliminating individual status or roles, downgrading previous values, encouraging self-criticism, having strong 

rewards and punishments, being in peer group, having personal interactions with group members, and relating old 

values to new values. 



 

tradition-directed person 

If socialization is in tribes or villages, people {tradition-directed person} have traditions and mores, control others by 

sharing, do not engage in politics, and have subsistence economy. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Society>Social Organization 

 

social organization 

People have group relations and behaviors {social organization}. 

factors 

Major social-organization determinants are birth rate, death rate, equilibrium population size, gene-flow rates, and 

kinship relations. 

levels 

Social-organization levels are interpersonal, including roles and social interactions; group, including group 

characteristics, interpersonal-relation initiation and preservation, and group relations; and social order, including 

community attitudes, behaviors, and conflicts. 

social functions 

Social functions are communication, production, distribution, military defense, medicine, member replacement, and 

social control. Communication uses common language. Communication, production, distribution, and defense require 

special technologies. Social organization and control depend on labor division and social stratification. These depend 

on individual statuses and roles and society's culture or ideology. Social control involves rules, values, beliefs, rewards, 

and punishments. 

 

rational coordination 

Plans for reaching complex common purposes {rational coordination}| are basis for social organization. Rational 

coordination typically has many workers that do repetitive jobs. Factories produce goods with organized workers along 

assembly lines. Factories make many similar things by mass production. Organizations have general rules, job 

specialization, and impersonal relations between people. 

 

bureaucracy 

Governments depend on rational coordination {bureaucracy}|. Bureaucracies typically require professional 

managers. They have few interactions between bureaucratic levels. They have low personal satisfaction and low 

personal initiative. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Society>Social Class 

 

strata 

Societies have classes {strata}|. 

types 

Social classes can depend on others' opinions {reputational strata}, on people's feelings {subjective strata}, or on 

occupation, power, income, or education {objective strata}. 

occupation 

Occupation is typically the best social-class indicator, because occupational status holds throughout society, across 

all other social-class types. The six main social classes by occupation are upper-upper high-wealth aristocrats; lower-

upper high-salary professionals and managers; upper-middle civic leaders, business leaders, and professionals; lower-

middle small businesspersons and white-collar workers; upper-lower semiskilled laborers and service workers; and 

lower-lower unskilled laborers and unemployed people. 

 

social stratification 

Upper, middle, and lower social levels {social stratification}| {social class} {social category} {stratum} exist. Social 

classes differ in status level, accepted learning environment, income, wealth, and moral principles. Old-and-new-

member, expert-and-novice, occupation, wealth, possession, and intelligence differences cause social classes. Groups 

have attributes based on wealth, education, and income. 



attitude 

Lower classes typically judge others based on money. Middle classes typically judge others based on money and 

morality. Upper classes typically judge others based on ancestry and life style. Individuals learn behaviors of others in 

same class. 

 

status 

Social position and rank {status} {social status} can be bases for social organizations {status system}. Social status 

can depend on ancestry, race, sex, and skin color {ascribed status} or income, job, residence, education, religion, and 

politics {achieved status}. Caste systems have rigid hereditary classes. Aristocracies have defined social classes. 

Hereditary kingdoms depend on status and titles. 

 

mobility 

People want to move to higher social class {upward mobility} {mobility, society}, which is most often done by 

marriage. People typically move up in social class over generations {generational mobility}. People of same social 

status can move between situses {horizontal mobility}. People of same situs can move between strata {vertical 

mobility}. People can move between jobs {career mobility}. Education increases social mobility. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Society>Kinds 

 

hunter-gatherer society 

Hunters and gatherers {hunter-gatherer}| were nomadic, with some horticulture. Hunter-gatherer was the only 

society type before -10000. 

hunting 

Wood spears began [-33000]. Later, people used spear throwers. Later, they used bows and arrows. In hunter 

society, sharing kills with community members was common. Sharing reduced future risks to individuals. 

life 

Birth and death rates were high. Average life span was 20, but people lived to 35 to 40 years old if they lived past 

first year. Abortion and infanticide were common. Ill and old died when community moved. 

tribes 

Common language, culture, and name caused hunter-society informal associations. Tribes resulted from social 

fission. 

villages 

Hunters and gatherers had 40 people in villages. 

classes 

Hunting societies did not have a strong class system. Rulers had little power. Hunter societies had one headman, who 

was the best hunter, one shaman, and artisans. These positions were part time. Office of headman was hereditary in 

more than half of groups. Shamans healed, blessed hunts, protected against evil spirits, and punished enemies. War was 

rare. 

law 

Laws were few, with little private property. In hunter society, if people suffered injury, they and/or relatives took 

blood revenge. Punishment by community included loss of respect, ostracism, and banishment for serious offense. If 

people violated rituals, communities relied on supernatural to punish offender. 

slaves 

Hunters rarely had slaves. 

kinship 

Economic organization depended on nuclear and extended families, unless hunting and gathering were communal. 

Kinship patterns were important. Extended families helped people in hard times. Headman had two or three wives. 

People could divorce. Kinship was through males: brothers or father and his married sons. Exogamy with neighboring 

tribes opened more territory for migration and so increased food. 

gender 

Hunting, making weapons, making tools, politics, religion, and art were male activities. Collecting and preparing 

vegetables and caring for children were female activities. Hunter societies had respect for old people, people with 

supernatural powers, people with skill in war, people with skill in hunting, kindness, generosity, good temper, and 

speaking ability. Only males received respect. 

games 

Hunters probably had few games. 



religion 

Hunters did not have one God but did have a main god. Religions were myths about world and man creation. 

Religion, magic, aesthetic reasons, and entertainment inspired art. 

 

familistic society 

Tribes and farms {familistic society} depend on kinship. 

 

tribe 

Tribes {tribe, society}| have different evolution rates, customs, and change rates. Folk customs depend on ancient 

traditions. 

 

caste system 

Communities can have rigid hereditary classes {caste system} with different statuses. Classes {caste}| have roles. 

Social interactions are typically traditional and regular. Stable environments can form caste societies. If environments 

change, specialized caste societies continue. 

 

maritime society 

Societies {maritime society}, typically on islands, emphasized trade and commerce. Maritime societies fished and 

had many boats. Maritime societies began -2000. Maritime societies were usually small republics. Merchants were 

more work oriented than other ruling groups, and they started more innovations. 

 

fishing society 

Societies {fishing society} fished, were nomadic, and had simple horticulture. Fishing societies began 12000 years 

ago. They had no metal, no metal-working, small wood boats, few houses, no weaving, no pottery, and no leather. 

villages 

Fishers had 60 people in villages. 

classes 

Fishing societies did not have a strong class system. Rulers had little power, and wars were few. 

slaves 

Fishing societies often had slaves. 

law 

Private property was minimal. Laws were few. 

gender 

Fishing, making weapons, making tools, politics, religion, and art were male activities. Collecting and preparing 

vegetables and caring for children were female activities. 

games 

Fishers probably had few games. 

religion 

Fishers did not have one God but had a main god. 

 

herding society 

Societies {herding society} tended sheep, ox, or goats. Advanced herding societies had horses or camels. Herding 

societies began 10,000 years ago. Advanced herding societies appeared 3500 years ago. Herding societies worked 

metal, worked leather, wove, had no pottery, had no boats, had no houses, and changed into conquerors. 

villages 

Herders had 60 people in communities and up to 2000 in villages. 

classes 

Herding societies did not have a strong class system. Rulers had some power. War was intermittent. 

law 

Private property and laws existed. 

slaves 

Herders often had slaves. 

gender 

Herding, making weapons, making tools, politics, religion, and art were male activities. Collecting and preparing 

vegetables and caring for children were female activities. 



games 

Herders had games of physical skill. 

religion 

Herding societies usually believed in one active God. 

 

horticultural society 

Societies {horticultural society} cultivated plants. Simple ones used no plow and no iron and had no metallurgy. 

Horticultural societies began 9000 years ago. In simple horticultural societies, root crops grew around village. Villages 

did not link families or businesses, but they had trade and crafts. 

Metal use began 6000 years ago. Horticultural societies usually did leather work and pottery, used seals, knew 

glazing, knew fermentation, and started orchards. Starting in late Neolithic times, horticultural societies had cattle, pigs, 

and ornaments. 

villages 

Villages had 100 to 300 people in communities and up to 6000 in villages. At first, villages had no defenses or walls, 

because wars were few. 

classes 

Positions were headman, chief, or shaman. Status depended on position, military skill, age, speaking ability, kin, and 

wealth. Strong class system was in advanced horticultural societies. Rulers had some power. War was intermittent. 

Advanced horticultural societies developed feudalism with two classes. One had warriors, priests, and nobles. 

Warriors ruled society. Central authority developed, with administration and judges. Leaders favored their extended 

family and retained men with no family to serve them. King's brothers often revolted. 

Priests controlled planting and harvest times. Only priests were literate and kept records. 

Nobility was typically hereditary. The largest families became more powerful, as they accumulated wealth by taking 

most agricultural surplus, grew in number of men and retainers, had more children through polygyny, allied with or 

conquered lesser families, and learned ways to avoid revolts, feuds, and revenge. 

law 

Laws and private property existed. 

war 

Land became scarcer as groups grew and impinged on each other. War increased and led to war trophies, war poets, 

war singers, warrior cults, and ceremonial cannibalism. Confederations for defense began. 

slaves 

Simple horticulturists rarely had slaves. Advanced horticulturists often had slaves. 

kinship 

Kinship patterns were often through mother's relatives, because women cultivated. Kinship protected people from 

enemies, provided power for revenge, and organized economy. 

gender 

Men took several wives. Men had little to do, because women performed cultivation. Making weapons, making 

tools, politics, religion, and art were male activities. Collecting and preparing vegetables and caring for children were 

female activities. 

games 

Horticulturists had games of physical skill. 

religion 

Simple horticulturists did not have one God but had a main god. Advanced horticulturists usually believed in one 

god, who was not active in human life. 

 

agrarian society 

Societies {agrarian society} {agricultural society} cultivated plants, had metallurgy, and used plows. Agrarian 

societies had houses, pottery, leather, and weaving. Simple agricultural societies began 5000 years ago. Advanced 

agrarian societies appeared 3000 years ago. 

grains 

Agrarian societies grew cereal grains and typically had agricultural surpluses. Food increase allowed more people to 

live and allowed some people not to have to farm. 

exchange 

Agrarian societies first developed means of exchange. Wheat in Egypt and barley in Mesopotamia were the first 

means of exchange, because grains are preservable. Later, exchange used metal bars and coins. Means of exchange led 

to merchant class. 



writing 

Writing developed to keep economic records. Cuneiform writing used 600 to 1000 characters. Only nobles and rich 

learned how to write. 

cities 

Cities formed. Communities and villages had 3000 to 10000 people. Some cities had over 100,000 people by 2500 

years ago. 

classes 

Advanced agrarian societies developed classes, from dichotomies between peasants and rulers, people in cities and 

villages, and literate and illiterate people. Urban people, literate people, and rulers merged into a superior class, with 

respect for war, skill, and information but contempt for physical labor. Rulers had strong power. 

army 

Advanced agrarian societies developed professional armies, with up to 5000 men, starting 4500 years ago. Military 

caste began. Armies sometimes used mercenaries. Kings controlled armies, who also acted as police. War was 

common. 

bureaucracy 

In advanced agrarian societies, king's household and retained officials and scribes formed a bureaucracy. Formal 

legal systems developed. There were many laws. Private property was a major concept. 

slaves 

Agrarian societies often had slaves. 

games 

Agrarian societies had games of chance, and later, games of strategy. 

gender 

Getting money, making weapons, making tools, politics, religion, and art were male activities. Collecting and 

preparing vegetables and caring for children were female activities. In agrarian societies, men cultivated because they 

had the physical strength needed to plow. After harvest, men waged war. 

kinship 

In agrarian societies, kinship was through males. 

religion 

Religion was central to agrarian societies. Agrarian peoples believed in active gods. Gods created people to serve 

them, so they could have leisure to perform their activities. Humans were to supply gods with food, drink, and shelter. 

Priests mediated with gods, whom people can anger and who can cause ruin. In Egypt, pharaoh was god, but, in 

Mesopotamia, king was under god. Thus, religion motivated people to have and set aside surpluses, and governments 

imposed taxes to take part. Religion helped rulers get more surplus goods, to build things and to make war. Magic was 

part of religion. 

 

fealty 

Personal commitments {fealty}| between leader and follower, such as barons and vassals, can be bases for social 

organization. Medieval feudalism and fiefdoms depended on fealty. 

 

medieval society 

Hereditary king and ruling class, 2% of people, controlled half or more total wealth and income {medieval society}|. 

economy 

Economies depended on ruler desires, in a command economy. Power and government helped gain wealth. People 

bought and sold government and religious offices. Kings were private owners of whole state {proprietary theory of 

state}. 

politics 

Rules of succession to kingship were clear, but frequent internal struggles happened. 

church 

Catholic Church owned 30% of European land. Clergy was a separate class, usually literate and well off. 

cities 

Cities were mostly political, religious, or commercial centers, not industrial centers. 1% to 10% of people lived in 

cities. In cities, trade and industry were 5% of ruler incomes. 

Merchants mixed with ruling class and supplied them luxury goods. Merchants became wealthy. Families owned 

businesses. Artisans, 3% to 5% of people, had shops of 4 to 10 people that lived and worked there. Guilds began, but 

merchants, not artisans, controlled them. 

Cities contained many servants. Thieves, beggars, prostitutes, injured, and unemployed were also in cities. 



life 

Sanitation was poor. Life expectancy was 20 to 25 years. Prevalent attitudes among people were fatalism and belief 

in magic. 

primogeniture 

Family wealth passed to first-born son at father's death. Primogeniture was necessary to keep family wealth and land 

large and powerful. 

peasants 

Peasants and people in cities were often too poor to marry. More than half of peasant production went to rulers, 

mainly through taxes, but also from rents, interest, tithes, and profits. Peasants typically had house, cooking utensils, no 

beds, stools, table, and chest. Peasants ate bread, cheese, and soup. Peasants had high birth rate, causing surplus labor. 

Plague, crop failure, war, and famine happened often and reduced number of peasants. Peasants received cruel 

treatment from rulers. Ruling family owned land and ruled peasants. 

change: exploration 

Exploration brought gold to Europe and caused inflation. Inflation favored merchant class and reduced hereditary-

holding value. Inflation also caused agricultural revolution, as technology and money changed farming. In England, 

enclosure acts between 1750 and 1800 encouraged large farms. 

change: Protestant Reformation 

Protestant Reformation emphasized individualism, work, frugalness, honesty, and rationalism, as opposed to magic 

or traditionalism. It legitimized profit. City, merchant, artisan, and economy growth influenced Reformation. 

 

hereditary kingdom 

Kingdoms {hereditary kingdom} inherit through family line and depend on status. 

 

industrializing society 

Industrializing societies {industrializing society} began when agriculture still dominated industry but used new 

energy sources besides wood, horses, people, water, and wind. 

 

industrial society 

Industrial societies {industrial society} began before 1800. 

life 

In industrialized countries, productivity rose faster than birth rate. Birth rate typically declined compared to agrarian 

societies. Death rate decreased faster than birth rate decreased. 

Children had different treatment. Education was good. Attitudes were more egalitarian. 

cities 

By 1800, 50 cities had populations over 100,000. Industrialized countries established communication systems. 

Cooperatives, labor unions, and professional associations formed. Managers, administrators, and specialists began. 

Local subcultures were typically submerged. Social-change rate increased. Industrialized countries often retained 

agrarian values. 

cities: corporations 

Industrialized countries had corporations. Corporations developed from joint stock companies in England [1550]. In 

England, corporations got limited liability [1800]. 

politics 

Industrialized countries had large political parties, based on pragmatic goals, ideology, ethnic group, religion, or 

nationalistic aspirations. Industrialized countries had political conflicts, especially between classes. Political stability is 

greater if industry level is higher, government controls military, many associations exist, people have vested interests, 

and middle class is large. Governments tended to be large. 

Democracy was the ideal. Some groups favored innovation, and some groups favored tradition. 

war 

War depended on new technology. 

kinship 

Kinship was not important. 

religion 

Religion became less important. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Theories 

 



civilization 

Nomads and barbaric cultures emphasize animals and ornamental designs. Civilizations {civilization}| emphasize 

people. Civilization often begins with war and culture mixing, which spreads new ideas. Vitality, confidence, belief, 

and wealth characterize these beginnings. Creativity, stability, permanence, continuity with past, consciousness of 

future, internationalism, justice, beauty, spiritualism, morality, reason, and balance follow. Then feelings and ideas 

exhaust, and despair and staleness begin. At end, people fear war, disease, crime, outside dominance, radical change, 

and supernatural. 

 

atomism in sociology 

Perhaps, human characteristics do not depend on society {atomism, sociology}. Alternatively, human characteristics 

depend on society {non-atomism}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Theories>Spread 

 

autochthonous theory 

Cultures develop along similar lines, but independently of others {autochthonous theory}. 

 

diffusional theory 

Culture spreads from one place {diffusional theory}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>Theories>Intentions 

 

holism in sociology 

Perhaps, culture has high-level effects {holism, sociology} on intentions through language, tradition, and other 

mental ideas {methodological holism}. 

 

individualism in sociology 

Perhaps, society has no effects on people's intentions, because societies are only aggregates of individuals 

{individualism, sociology}. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>History 

 

William H. Whyte [Whyte, William H.] 

sociologist 

USA 

1956 

Organization Man [1956] 

He lived 1917 to 1999. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>History>Anthropology 

 

Edward Burnett Tylor [Tylor, Edward Burnett] 

anthropologist 

England 

1861 to 1881 

Anahuac or Anahuac Civilization of Mexico [1861: Mexica was last Anahuac civilization, 1325 to 1521]; 

Researches into the Early History of Mankind and the Development of Civilization [1865]; Primitive Culture [1871]; 

Anthropology [1881] 

He lived 1832 to 1917, studied folklore and societies {ethnology, Tylor} {ethnography, Tylor}, and founded social 

anthropology. All humans have same mind type. 

Religion is superstition and belief in spiritual beings or persons {animism, Tylor}. People see difference between 

living and death, sleep, or trance and have dreams and visions of people and other living things, so they think 

everything has a living soul, which can be independent of body. 

Evil spirits can enter bodies. One spirit can become supreme. Magic and myth require narrative with rational 

associations. Rational culture improves over time, but ancient superstitions still survive. 

 



Wilhelm Mannhardt [Mannhardt, Wilhelm] 

anthropologist 

Berlin, Germany 

1868 to 1877 

Spirits of the Corn [1868]; Tree-Worship of the Germans [1875]; Ancient Worship of Forest and Field [1877] 

He lived 1831 to 1880 and studied customs and mythology. 

 

Lewis Henry Morgan [Morgan, Lewis Henry] 

anthropologist 

USA 

1877 

Ancient Society [1877] 

He lived 1818 to 1881 and studied society types. 

 

Adolf Bastian [Bastian, Adolf] 

anthropologist/ethnologist 

Germany 

1881 to 1887 

History of Ethnology [1881]; Perceived World under Differences of Folk Thought [1887] 

He lived 1826 to 1905. Everyone has same brain physiology {psychic unity of mankind} and has same elementary 

ideas {Elementargedanken}, so people differ only in culture and history. Societies develop from simple to complex 

according to laws {genetic principle}, and societies have collective representations and folk ideas. Studying collective 

representations and folk ideas from many cultures can reveal elementary ideas. 

 

Franz Boas [Boas, Franz] 

anthropologist/linguist 

Germany/USA 

1887 to 1940 

Principles of Ethnological Classification [1887]; On Alternating Sounds [1889]; Anthropology [1907: essay]; Mind 

of Primitive Man [1910 and 1938]; Growth of Children, 1896 to 1904 [1911]; Culture and Race [1913]; Methods of 

Ethnology [1920: essay]; Primitive Art [1927]; Anthropology and Modern Life [1928 to 1938]; General Anthropology 

[1938: editor]; Race, Language, and Culture [1940] 

He lived 1858 to 1942 and studied Pacific-Northwest native societies [1910]. He studied perception and sensation, 

such as not hearing spoken sounds {sound blindness} and seeing color categories, and believed that contexts 

determined them. 

 

James George Frazer [Frazer, James George] 

anthropologist 

Scotland 

1890 to 1922 

Golden Bough [1890 to 1915, abridged 1922]; Totemism and Exogamy [1910]; Folklore in the Old Testament 

[1918] 

He lived 1854 to 1941 and studied myths and comparative religions. 

Primitive people first believe in magic through similarity and in magic through contact. Magician has social power 

and is often tribal chief. Later, people replace magic with spirits and so have animistic religion, in which they pray to or 

propitiate beings. Kings arise, who are priests, have priests, or are gods themselves. Rituals and social behaviors follow 

from beliefs. 

Primitive thought links to magic. Magic can involve homeopathy, contagion, sympathetic magic, taboos, sorcery, 

charms, voodoo dolls, and envoutement. Magic can involve showing gods what people want. 

Primitive thought involved customs and institutions. Sacred marriages and orgiastic festivals encouraged fecundity, 

fertility, and more crops. The saturnalia festival was period of anarchy each year, held in Rome and elsewhere. 

Ceremonies for fertility, solar year, harvest, and king's death used fire, because the king represented the people, not like 

a priest or magician. 

Primitive thought involved souls. Bodies also have souls, which can leave body and return, through body openings. 

Shadows and reflections can be souls. Souls can occupy portraits. Death is not real, because soul is separate. 

Science later replaces religion. 



 

Bronislaw Malinowski [Malinowski, Bronislaw] 

anthropologist 

Poland/England 

1920 to 1940 

Sex and Repression in Savage Society [1927] 

He lived 1884 to 1942 and studied South Pacific Trobriand Islanders [1920 to 1940]. He studied functional 

anthropology, oedipal complex as child's resenting father dominance, and phattic communion. 

 

Lucien Lévy-Bruhl [Lévy-Bruhl, Lucien] 

philosopher/anthropologist 

Paris, France 

1922 to 1926 

Primitive Mentality [1922]; How Natives Think [1926] 

He lived 1857 to 1939. Primitive mentality is imaginative and emotional {prelogical society}, comes from cultural 

collective representations, and mixes with objects {law of participation} {mystical participation}. Modern mentality is 

logical, comes from experience, and is separate from objects. Both forms are appropriate. 

 

Margaret Mead [Mead, Margaret] 

anthropologist 

USA 

1928 to 1935 

Coming of Age in Samoa [1928]; Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies [1935] 

She lived 1901 to 1978. 

 

Ruth Fulton Benedict [Benedict, Ruth Fulton] 

anthropologist 

USA 

1934 

Patterns of Culture [1934] 

She lived 1887 to 1948 and studied cultural relativism, northwest USA Indians, and southwest USA Indians. 

 

Edward Evan Evans-Pritchard [Evans-Pritchard, Edward Evan] 

anthropologist 

England 

1937 to 1981 

Witchcraft, Magic, and Oracles among the Azande [1937]; Nuer: A Description of the Modes of Livelihood and 

Political Institutions of a Nilotic People [1940]; Sanusi of Cyrenaica [1949]; Kinship and Marriage among the Nuer 

[1951]; Social Anthropology [1951]; Nuer Religion [1956]; Essays in Social Anthropology [1962]; Theories of 

Primitive Religion [1965]; History of Anthropological Thought [1981] 

He lived 1902 to 1973, studied African peoples, and criticized grandiose theories. 

All peoples use symbols, analogy, and metaphor. Society's rituals and beliefs explain many society aspects. 

Supernatural powers {spirits, Evans-Pritchard} form hierarchies and families. 

People have souls, and ghosts can leave bodies and return. Souls are not spirits. 

People can believe that all ills are their fault, and they must atone. Sacrifice is to atone to a god for transgression and 

is typically private. Public sacrifices are for weddings and funerals. 

 

Marcel Mauss [Mauss, Marcel] 

anthropologist 

France 

1950 

Techniques of the Body [1950] 

He lived 1872 to 1950 and wrote that culture affects body posture, balance, kinesthesia, and movements {habitus}. 

 

Irving Hallowell [Hallowell, Irving] 

anthropologist 



USA 

1955 

Culture and Experience [1955] 

He lived 1892 to 1974. Social non-sensory symbols of meaning, values, emotions, and motivations affect perception 

{behavioral environment}. 

 

Clifford Geertz [Geertz, Clifford] 

anthropologist 

USA 

1960 to 1988 

Religion of Java [1960]; Agricultural Involution [1963]; Peddlers and Princes [1963]; Social History of an 

Indonesian Town [1965]; Islam Observed [1968]; Interpretation of Cultures [1973]; Meaning and Order in Moroccan 

Society [1980: with Hildred Geertz and Lawrence Rosen]; Local Knowledge: Further Essays in Interpretive 

Anthropology [1983]; Works and Lives [1988] 

He lived 1926 to 2006 and studied Java and Bali peoples. He advocated trying to interpret culture, rather than just 

explaining behaviors. 

People live in systems of meaning {culture, Geertz}, in which actions have intention and significance, and people 

have knowledge and attitudes. Action meaning is public and observable. 

Ideas, attitudes, and purposes lead to religion. Religion is cultural system, societal symbol system about the way 

world is and should be {world-view}, which builds feelings, values, and goals {ethos, sociology}. It explains evil, 

suffering, death, and universe. Rituals blend world-view and ethos. Participating puts people in touch with highest 

reality. 

 

Colin M. Turnbull [Turnbull, Colin M.] 

anthropologist 

England 

1961 

Forest People [1961] 

He lived 1924 to 1994 and studied African pygmy peoples. 

 

Elman Service [Service, Elman] 

anthropologist 

USA 

1962 to 1975 

Primitive Social Organization [1962]; Origins of the State and Civilization [1975] 

He lived 1915 to 1996. Societies are bands, tribes, chiefdoms, and states. 

 

Victor Turner [Turner, Victor] 

anthropologist 

USA 

1969 to 1986 

Ritual Process [1969]; From Ritual to Theater [1982]; Anthropology of Experience [1986: with E. M. Bruner] 

He lived 1920 to 1983 and studied rituals. Rituals have symbols are conventions, refer to many things, cause actions. 

They are about morals and norms. Human physiology provides another source of symbols, emotions, and motivations. 

Both interlink to make person. People must find structural system from experience units {Erlebnis} and event sequence 

{Erleben} through the basic perception, memories, emotions, meanings, values, and knowing. 

 

Earl W. Count [Count, Earl W.] 

anthropologist 

USA 

1973 

Being and Becoming Human [1973] 

Species have adaptations {biogram} of ancestors {anlage}. 

 

Pierre Bourdieu [Bourdieu, Pierre] 

anthropologist 



France 

1977 to 1990 

Outline of a theory of practice [1977]; Logic of practice [1990] 

He lived 1930 to 2002 and studied how culture and society affect behavior, perception, emotion, and motivation 

{theory of practice}. 

 

Roy D'Andrade [D'Andrade, Roy] 

anthropologist 

USA 

1981 to 1995 

Development of Cognitive Anthropology [1995] 

He studied how children develop ideas from implicit learning by observation, participation, modeling, and trial and 

error. He also noted that human physiology constrains culture. 

 

Napoleon Chagnon [Chagnon, Napoleon] 

anthropologist 

USA 

1992 

Yanomamö: The Fierce People [1992: about Amazon tribe] 

He lived 1938 to ?. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>History>Archaeology 

 

Christian Jurgenson Thomsen [Thomsen, Christian Jurgenson] 

archaeologist 

Denmark 

1820 to 1830 

He lived 1788 to 1865 and assigned Stone Age, Bronze Age, and Iron Age eras. Gold jewelry {bracteates} [500 to 

700] has Norse motifs. 

 

Numa Denys Fustel de Coulanges [Coulanges, Numa Denys Fustel de] 

archaeologist 

Paris, France 

1864 

Ancient City [1864] 

He lived 1830 to 1889 and studied Greek and Roman morals, traditions, and religion in city-states. 

 

Heinrich Schliemann [Schliemann, Heinrich] 

archaeologist 

Germany/Troy, Asia Minor 

1872 to 1876 

He lived 1822 to 1890 and excavated Troy [1872 to 1973] and Mycenae [1876]. He found gold at Troy [1874]. He 

discovered gold jewelry from -1550 at Mycenae [1876]. 

 

Charles Leonard Wooley [Wooley, Charles Leonard] 

archaeologist 

USA 

1930 to 1953 

Digging Up the Past [1930]; Ur of the Chaldees [1938]; Spadework: Adventures in Archaeology [1953] 

He lived 1880 to 1960 and discovered Ur. 

 

Grahame Clark [Clark, Grahame] 

archaeologist 

England 

1965 

Prehistoric Societies [1965: with Stuart Piggott] 



He lived 1907 to 1995. 

 

Stuart Piggott [Piggott, Stuart] 

archaeologist 

Scotland 

1965 

Ancient Europe [1965]; Prehistoric Societies [1965: with Grahame Clark] 

He lived 1910 to 1996. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>History>Complexity Theory 

 

Ludwig van Bertalanffy [Bertalanffy, Ludwig van] 

sociologist 

Germany 

1928 to 1968 

Modern Theories of Development [1928]; General System Theory [1968] 

He lived 1901 to 1972 and invented a systems theory {general systems theory}. All fields of study have structural 

similarities {isomorphism, Bertalanffy}. 

 

Claude Lévi-Strauss [Lévi-Strauss, Claude] 

sociologist/anthropologist 

France 

1949 to 1983 

Elementary Structures of Kinship [1949]; Tristes Tropiques [1955]; Mythologiques [1964 to 1971: including The 

Raw and the Cooked, From Honey to Ashes, The Origin of Table Manners, and The Naked Man]; Structural 

Anthropology [1958]; Le Pensée Sauvage or The Savage Mind [1962]; Le Cru et le Cuit or The Raw and the Cooked 

[1964]; View from Afar [1983] 

He lived 1908 to 2009. Systems have arrangements of rules, institutions, and environments {structuralism, 

sociology} and have models. All cultures share solutions to human conflicts that have structural similarities. Myths 

from different cultures share structures. Belief systems, cultures, communications, and languages have semantic and 

syntactic structures. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>History>Education 

 

Bernard Berelson [Berelson, Bernard] 

sociologist 

USA 

1944 to 1960 

People's Choice [1944: with Paul Lazarsfeld and Hazel Gaudet]; Graduate Education in the United States [1960] 

He lived 1912 to 1979. 

 

Earl C. Kelley [Kelley, Earl C.] 

sociologist 

USA 

1947 to 1962 

Education for What is Real [1947]; Workshop Way of Learning [1951]; In Defense of Youth [1962] 

 

Daniel Bell [Bell, Daniel] 

sociologist 

USA 

1955 

Reforming of General Education [1955] 

He lived 1919 to ? and studied anthropology. 

 

Kenneth Boulding [Boulding, Kenneth] 

sociologist 



USA 

1956 

Image: Knowledge in Life and Society [1956] 

He lived 1910 to 1993 and studied education. 

 

Paul Goodman [Goodman, Paul] 

sociologist 

USA 

1960 

Growing Up Absurd [1960] 

He lived 1911 to 1972. 

 

James B. Conant [Conant, James B.] 

sociologist 

USA 

1961 to 1967 

Slums and Suburbs [1961]; Comprehensive High School [1967] 

He lived 1893 to 1978 and studied comprehensive high schools. 

 

Nevitt Sanford [Sanford, Nevitt] 

sociologist 

USA 

1962 to 1967 

American College [1962]; Where Colleges Fail [1967] 

He lived 1909 to 1995. 

 

John Holt [Holt, John] 

sociologist 

USA 

1964 

How Children Fail [1964] 

He lived 1923 to ?. 

 

Herbert Kohl [Kohl, Herbert] 

sociologist 

USA 

1965 to 1976 

Open Classroom [1965]; 36 Children [1967]; On Teaching [1976] 

He lived 1935 to ?. 

 

Jonathan Kozol [Kozol, Jonathan] 

sociologist 

USA 

1967 

Death at an Early Age [1967] 

He lived 1936 to ? and studied education. 

 

George Leonard [Leonard, George] 

sociologist 

USA 

1968 

Education and Ecstasy [1968] 

 

Charles Muscatine [Muscatine, Charles] 

sociologist 

USA 



1968 

Future of the University as an Idea [1968] 

 

Neil Postman [Postman, Neil] 

sociologist 

USA 

1969 

Teaching as a Subversive Activity [1969: with Weingartner] 

He lived 1931 to 2003 and studied education. 

 

Charles Weingartner [Weingartner, Charles] 

sociologist 

USA 

1969 

Teaching as a Subversive Activity [1969: with Postman] 

He studied education. 

 

Jeffrey Schrank [Schrank, Jeffrey] 

sociologist 

USA 

1972 

Teaching Human Beings [1972] 

 

Robert Coles [Coles, Robert] 

sociologist 

USA 

1972 to 1997 

Children of Crisis [1972 to 1978]; Moral Intelligence of Children [1997] 

He studied education. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>History>Human Varieties 

 

James Mark Baldwin [Baldwin, James Mark] 

sociologist 

USA 

1895 to 1896 

Mental Development in the Child and the Race [1895]; Consciousness and Evolution [1896] 

He lived 1861 to 1934. People behave in different ways in the presence of others {social facilitation}. People can 

acquire knowledge and build it into structure by adding more knowledge {genetic epistemology}. 

Children learn to differentiate knower and known, in both themselves and others, and to reintegrate such knowledge. 

Infants do not differentiate between subjects and objects or self and others {adualism}. They learn by observation and 

imitation to see other behavior {projective behavior}, then do it and feel it {subjective behavior}, and then infer it in 

others {ejective behavior}. Consciousness structure develops by this process until about age 13. 

 

Robert E. Park [Park, Robert E.] 

sociologist 

USA 

1913 to 1952 

Negro home life and standards of living [1913]; Introduction to the Science of Sociology [1921: with Ernest W. 

Burgess]; City [1925: with Ernest W. Burgess]; Race and Culture [1950]; Human Communities [1952] 

He lived 1864 to 1944 and helped start Chicago School of Sociology. 

 

George Peter Murdock [Murdock, George Peter] 

sociologist 

USA 

1937 to 1962 



Cross-Cultural Survey [1937]; Social Structure [1949]; Human Relations Area Files [1949: including the Outline of 

Cultural Materials and used for World Ethnographic Sample and the Ethnographic Atlas]; Ethnology [1962: journal] 

He lived 1897 to 1985 and studied comparative culture. 

 

Herbert Blumer [Blumer, Herbert] 

sociologist 

Chicago, Illinois 

1937 to 1969 

Race Prejudice as a Sense of Group Position [1958]; Symbolic Interaction: An Approach to Human Communication 

[1937 and 1969] 

He lived 1900 to 1987. He created symbolic interactionism [1937], with Everett C. Hughes at University of Chicago 

{Second Chicago School}. Their predecessors were W. I. Thomas and Robert Park {First Chicago School}. 

 

Carleton S. Coon [Coon, Carleton S.] 

sociologist 

USA 

1939 to 1962 

Races of Europe [1939]; Origin of Races [1962] 

He lived 1904 to 1981. 

 

Henri Tajfel [Tajfel, Henri] 

sociologist 

Poland/USA 

1969 to 1982 

Cognitive Aspects of Prejudice [1969]; Human Groups and Social Categories [1981]; Theory of Social 

Categorization [1982] 

He lived 1919 to 1982. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>History>Polling 

 

George Gallup [Gallup, George] 

sociologist 

USA 

1940 

Pulse of Democracy [1940: with Saul Rae] 

He lived 1901 to 1984 and started polling. 

 

Louis Harris [Harris, Louis] 

sociologist 

USA 

1952 

He studied polling. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>History>Religion 

 

Ernest Renan [Renan, Ernest] 

historian 

Paris, France 

1863 to 1881 

History of the Origins of Christianity [1863 to 1881: seven volumes] 

He lived 1823 to 1892 and studied Judaism and Christianity. 

 

Friedrich Max Muller [Muller, Friedrich Max] 

linguist/anthropologist 

Germany/England 

1872 to 1893 



Lectures on the Science of Religion [1872]; Lectures on the Origin and Growth of Religion [1878]; Natural Religion 

[1881]; Physical Religion [1890]; Anthropological Religion [1892]; Theosophy or Psychological Religion [1893] 

He lived 1823 to 1900. Religion began as nature worship and personified natural forces. As Hindu, Greek, and 

Roman Aryan languages changed, storytelling {mythology, Muller} began. 

 

William Robertson Smith [Smith, William Robertson] 

historian 

Scotland 

1890 

Lectures on the Religion of the Semites [1890] 

He lived 1846 to 1894. Tribe kinship groups had sacred totem animals. Marriages were between groups. 

 

Rudolf Otto [Otto, Rudolf] 

theologian 

Germany 

1917 

Idea of the Holy [1917] 

He lived 1869 to 1937. People can have experience of the holy, which is wholly other, beautiful, powerful, and 

mysterious. 

 

Mircea Eliade [Eliade, Mircea] 

anthropologist 

Romania/France 

1936 to 1981 

Yoga [1936]; Patterns in Comparative Religion [1949: symbols in religion]; Myth of the Eternal Return [1949: 

religious ideas about time and history]; Shamanism [1951]; Images and Symbols [1952]; Myths, Dreams, and 

Mysteries [1957]; Sacred and the Profane [1957]; Two and the One [1962]; Journal III [1970 to 1978]; Ordeal by 

Labyrinth [1978]; Autobiography [1981] 

He lived 1907 to 1986, studied folk religion {archaic religion}, and compared religious behavior, symbols, and 

feelings. 

Religion is about the sacred. The sacred has unity and is living, sexual or energetic, redemptive or regenerative, 

clean, and permanent. The sky, sun, moon, water, stones, Earth, trees, ancestors, heroes, and gods can be sacred. The 

sacred is powerful, awesome, beautiful, and mysterious. 

People intuit the sacred and want to be part of it or return to it. People have religious feelings about the sacred and 

religious experiences of transcendence. Performing sacraments affects person's beliefs and feelings. Religions use 

symbols, symbol systems, and myths to refer to the sacred. 

People want to end history and start over {eternal return myth} {myth of eternal return}, so life will have meaning. 

Judaic prophets proclaimed that life was trials, punishments, and blessings from God and so was meaningful. 

Modern society removes the sacred from history and nature. 

 

Joseph Campbell [Campbell, Joseph] 

anthropologist 

USA 

1959 to 1987 

Masks of God [1959 to 1968: four volumes]; Hero With a Thousand Faces [1948]; Myths to Live by [1972]; Power 

of Myth [1987: with Bill Moyers] 

He lived 1904 to 1987. 

 

SOCI>Sociology>History>Sociological Theory 

 

Ferdinand Tonnies [Tonnies, Ferdinand] 

sociologist 

Germany 

1887 

Community and Society [1887] 



He lived 1855 to 1936. Human will depends on either instinctive force {essential will} or reasoned purpose or goal 

{arbitrary will}. Communities {Gemeinschaft}, such as cities and states, can depend on essential will, to gain essential 

needs. Societies {Gesellschaft}, such as families and neighborhoods, can form to reach goals. 

 

Émile Durkheim [Durkheim, Émile] 

sociologist 

Paris, France 

1893 to 1917 

Division of Labor in Society [1893]; Rules of Sociological Method [1895]; Suicide: a Study in Sociology [1897]; 

Primitive Classification [1903]; Elementary Forms of Religious Life [1912]; Professional Ethics and Civic Morals 

[1917] 

He lived 1858 to 1917. 

Suicide happens in individuals dissociated from their groups {anomie, Durkheim}, who lose social rules or have 

social-rule conflicts. Social cohesion minimizes suicide risk {social cohesion theory}, but communities do not always 

have values and beliefs adequate to current social problems. 

Societies have behavior norms. Social institutions and relations, such as language, law, customs, values, traditions, 

inventions, family, religion, and work, shape individual behavior and beliefs. 

Religion and morals are main society parts, and all change together. 

Religion is about the sacred, not magic, supernatural, or spirits. Community shares the sacred. Taboos separate 

sacred from profane, by special places and days. 

However, primitive peoples do separate natural and supernatural, and some do not have sacred things. 

Totem is sacred, has totem symbol, and represents clan. Clans have larger groups {phratry, Durkheim}, and their 

totems have groups. All things in life have categories, and categories have totems, so all things link to form unity. 

Totemism is thus the first religion. 

People feel power in totem {totemic principle}. The power is mana in Melanesia, manitou in North America, orenda, 

or wakan. The power is not spirit or person. Soul is part of totemic principle and is conscience. Sacrifices are to share 

in power. 

Social events and ceremonies concentrate on totem but actually unify clan in shared excitement and joy. Rituals 

reinforce idea of community. Rituals can be about death {piacular ritual} and allow society to heal. 

Ancestor worship is about past souls and clans and leads to the idea of gods, which are for and about tribes, not 

clans. Tribes often have supreme god. 

Societies have principles not derivable from biology or psychology. Society is a collective of norms and is more than 

sum of individual effects. 

 

Gabriel Tarde [Tarde, Gabriel] 

sociologist 

Paris, France 

1898 to 1904 

Social Laws [1898]; Outline of Sociology [1904] 

He lived 1843 to 1904. 

 

Charles Horton Cooley [Cooley, Charles Horton] 

sociologist 

USA 

1902 to 1927 

Human Nature and the Social Order [1902]; Social Organization [1909]; Social Process [1918]; Life and the Student 

[1927] 

He lived 1864 to 1929 and studied primary groups and how self relates to groups. 

 

Max Weber [Weber, Max] 

sociologist 

Germany 

1905 to 1914 

Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism [1905]; Theory of Social and Economic Organizations [1912]; 

Economy and Society [1914] 

He lived 1864 to 1920. Social norms reflect meanings in human actions. Social actions reflect ethics, not economics. 



Ethics 

Ethics depends on responsibility. People want to have higher status. 

Politics 

Stabilizing factors for society are group traditions, common laws, constitutional law, and absolute value standard. 

Real or supposed personal qualities, such as sanctity, courage, heroism, character, savior, wisdom, and insight are 

destabilizing factors. Primitive societies have traditional religion, and societies that had crisis have rationalized 

religion. Protestant ethics underlie capitalism. Authority types are traditional, charismatic, and bureaucratic-rational-

legal. Authority is attitude or norm. Authority does not necessarily have power to cause behavior in others. Legitimate 

power depends on tradition, person's charisma, or law and reason. 

 

William Graham Sumner [Sumner, William Graham] 

sociologist 

USA 

1907 to 1910 

Science of Society [1910: with Albert G. Keller, published in 1927]; Folkways [1907] 

He lived 1840 to 1910 and studied customs and mores. 

 

Edward Alsworth Ross [Ross, Edward Alsworth] 

sociologist 

USA 

1907 to 1919 

Sin and Society: An Analysis of Latter-Day Iniquity [1907]; Social Psychology: An outline and source book [1919] 

He lived 1866 to 1951. 

 

George Herbert Mead [Mead, George Herbert] 

sociologist 

USA 

1920 to 1931 

Mind, Self, and Society [1934] 

He lived 1863 to 1931 and was of Chicago School. He developed symbolic interactionism. People and things have 

several roles and functions simultaneously in society {sociality} [Mead, 1934]. 

 

Walter Lippman [Lippman, Walter] 

sociologist/essayist/journalist 

USA 

1922 to 1947 

Public Opinion [1922]; Cold War [1947] 

He lived 1889 to 1974. 

 

Ellsworth Faris [Faris, Ellsworth] 

sociologist 

USA 

1925 to 1937 

Psychology of Human Society [1925]; Nature of Human Nature, and Other Essays in Social Psychology [1937] 

He lived 1874 to 1953. 

 

Gordon Childe [Childe, Gordon] 

sociologist 

England 

1936 

Man Makes Himself [1936] 

He lived 1892 to 1957 and studied technological stages and social stages. 

 

Ralph Linton [Linton, Ralph] 

sociologist 

USA 



1936 

Study of Man [1936] 

He lived 1893 to 1953. 

 

C. Wright Mills [Mills, C. Wright] 

sociologist 

USA 

1939 to 1956 

Language, Logic and Culture [1939]; Power Elite [1956] 

He lived 1916 to 1962. 

 

Everett C. Hughes [Hughes, Everett C.] 

sociologist 

Chicago, Illinois 

1942 to 1971 

Study of Institutions [1942]; Sociological Eye [1971] 

He lived 1897 to 1983 and created symbolic interactionism [1937], with Herbert Blumer at University of Chicago 

(Second Chicago School), and their predecessors W. I. Thomas and Robert Park (First Chicago School). 

 

Gunnar Myrdal [Myrdal, Gunnar] 

sociologist 

Sweden/USA 

1944 

American Dilemma [1944] 

He lived 1898 to 1987. 

 

Ernest Burgess [Burgess, Ernest] 

sociologist 

USA 

1945 

Family From Institution to Companionship [1945: with Harvey J. Locke] 

He lived 1911 to 2000. 

 

Manford H. Kuhn [Kuhn, Manford H.] 

sociologist 

Iowa 

1946 to 1963 

Major Trends in Symbolic Interaction Theory in the Past Twenty-five Years [1963] 

He lived ? to 1963, emphasized symbolic interactionism at Iowa School [1946 to 1973], and developed Twenty 

Statements Test (TST). 

 

Leslie White [White, Leslie] 

sociologist 

USA 

1949 

Science of Culture [1949] 

He lived 1900 to 1975. 

 

Max Lerner [Lerner, Max] 

sociologist 

USA 

1950 to 1990 

Unfinished Country [1950]; America as a Civilization [1957]; Wrestling with the Angel [1990] 

He lived 1902 to 1992. 

 



Eric Hoffer [Hoffer, Eric] 

sociologist 

USA 

1951 to 1963 

True Believer [1951]; Ordeal of Change [1963] 

He lived 1902 to 1983. 

 

Stephen Potter [Potter, Stephen] 

sociologist 

USA 

1952 

Theory and Practice of Gamesmanship [1947]; Lifemanship [1950]; One-upmanship [1952] 

He lived 1900 to 1969. 

 

Ashley Montagu [Montagu, Ashley] 

sociologist 

USA 

1953 

Natural Superiority of Women [1953] 

He lived 1905 to 1999. 

 

Erving Goffman [Goffman, Erving] 

sociologist 

Canada/USA 

1956 to 1967 

Presentation of Self in Everyday Life [1956]; Interaction Ritual [1967] 

He lived 1922 to 1982. 

 

Seymour Lipset [Lipset, Seymour] 

sociologist 

USA 

1958 

Political Man [1958] 

He lived 1922 to ?. 

 

Hannah Arendt [Arendt, Hannah] 

sociologist 

USA 

1958 to 1978 

Human Condition [1958]; Life of the Mind [1975 to 1978] 

She lived 1906 to 1975 and studied under Jaspers and Heidegger. Human activity is labor to stay alive, work to make 

things for society, and action to create new things and work with others. Action is more important than thought. 

 

J. Lloyd Trump [Trump, J. Lloyd] 

sociologist 

USA 

1959 

Images of the Future [1959] 

 

Herman Kahn [Kahn, Herman] 

physicist 

USA 

1961 to 1967 

On Thermonuclear War [1961]; Year 2000 [1967] 

He lived 1922 to 1983. 

 



William Lloyd Warner [Warner, William Lloyd] 

sociologist 

USA 

1962 

American Life: Dream and Reality [1962] 

He lived 1898 to 1970. 

 

John W. Gardner [Gardner, John W.] 

sociologist 

USA 

1963 to 1993 

Self Renewal: The Individual and the Innovative Society [1963]; On Leadership [1993] 

He lived 1912 to 2002 and founded Common Cause [1970]. 

 

Raymond Aron [Aron, Raymond] 

sociologist 

France 

1966 

Peace and War: A Theory of International Relations [1966] 

He lived 1905 to 1983. 

 

Rom Harré [Harré, Rom] or Horace Romano Harré [Harré, Horace Romano] 

sociologist 

France/England/Sweden 

1970 to 1993 

Principles of Scientific Thinking [1970]; Personal Being [1983]; Physical Being: A Theory for a Corporal 

Psychology [1991]; Social Being: A Theory for a Social Psychology [1993] 

He lived 1927 to ?. 

 

Paul R. Ehrlich [Ehrlich, Paul R.] 

sociologist 

USA 

1971 to 2000 

Population Bomb [1971]; Human Natures [2000] 

He lived 1932 to ?. 

 

Serge Moscovici [Moscovici, Serge] 

sociologist 

USA 

1976 to 2000 

Social Influence and Social Change [1976]; Conflict and Consensus: A General Theory of Collective Decisions 

[1994: with Willem Doise]; Social Representations: Explorations in Social Constructionism [2000] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

Jared Diamond [Diamond, Jared] 

sociologist 

USA 

1992 to 1997 

Third Chimpanzee: the Evolution and Future of the Human Animal [1992]; Guns, Germs, and Steel [1997] 

 

SOCI>Sociology>History>Urban Studies 

 

Charles Booth [Booth, Charles] 

sociologist 

England 

1896 to 1903 



Life and Labour of the People in London [1896 to 1903] 

He lived 1840 to 1916. 

 

Gustave Le Bon [Le Bon, Gustave] 

sociologist 

Paris, France 

1897 

Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind [1897] 

He lived 1841 to 1931. 

 

William I. Thomas [Thomas, William I.] 

sociologist 

USA 

1917 to 1923 

Polish Peasant in Europe and America [1917: with Florian Znaniecki]; Unadjusted Girl [1923] 

He lived 1863 to 1947. 

 

Louis Wirth [Wirth, Louis] 

sociologist 

Germany/USA 

1922 to 1938 

Ghetto [1922]; Urbanism as a Way of Life [1938] 

He lived 1897 to 1952. 

 

William Fielding Ogburn [Ogburn, William Fielding] 

sociologist 

USA 

1922 to 1953 

Social Change with Respect to Culture and Original Nature [1922 and 1950]; American Marriage and Family 

Relationships [1928: with Groves]; President's Research Committee on U.S. Social Trends [1930 to 1933]; Social 

Characteristics of Cities [1937]; Social Effects of Aviation [1946]; Technology and the Changing Family [1953: with 

Meyer Nimkoff] 

He lived 1886 to 1959. 

 

Karl Mannheim [Mannheim, Karl] 

philosopher/sociologist 

Hungary/Germany/Britain 

1929 to 1940 

Ideology and Utopia [1929]; Man and Society in an Age of Reconstruction [1940] 

He lived 1893 to 1947 and was of Sunday Circle in Hungary. He was "father of sociology of knowledge" and studied 

what people feel about society. 

 

Lewis Mumford [Mumford, Lewis] 

sociologist 

USA 

1934 to 1961 

Technics and Civilization [1934]; City in History [1961] 

He lived 1895 to 1988. 

 

Talcott Parsons [Parsons, Talcott] 

sociologist 

USA 

1937 to 1969 

Structure of Social Action [1937]; Social System [1951]; Structure and Process in Modern Societies [1960]; 

Sociological Theory and Modern Society [1968]; Politics and Social Structure [1969] 



He lived 1902 to 1979. Social systems {cultural system} have values, symbols, and beliefs and influence people 

{structural functionalism}. Groups fulfill four functions {functional imperatives}: adaptation to physical and social 

environment, goal attainment, society integration, and motivation to perform social roles according to expectations 

{latency, Parsons}. 

 

William Foote Whyte [Whyte, William Foote] 

sociologist 

USA 

1943 

Street Corner Society [1943] 

He lived 1914 to 2000 and studied primary group status and roles. 

 

William M. Dobriner [Dobriner, William M.] 

sociologist 

USA 

1948 to 1964 

Suburban Community [1948]; Class in Suburbia [1964] 

 

David Riesman, Jr. [Riesman, Jr., David] 

sociologist 

USA 

1950 

Lonely Crowd [1950: with Reuel Denney and Nathan Glaser] 

He lived 1909 to 2002 and studied alienation. 

 

Nathan Glaser [Glaser, Nathan] 

sociologist 

USA 

1950 to 1963 

Lonely Crowd [1950: with Reuel Denney and David Riesman]; Beyond the Melting Pot [1963: with Daniel 

Moynihan] 

 

Oscar Handlin [Handlin, Oscar] 

sociologist 

USA 

1951 

Uprooted [1951] 

He lived 1915 to ?. 

 

Daniel Lerner [Lerner, Daniel] 

sociologist 

USA 

1958 

Passing of Traditional Society [1958: with Lucille W. Pevsner] 

He lived 1917 to 1980. 

 

Edgar Friedenberg [Friedenberg, Edgar] 

sociologist 

USA 

1959 

Vanishing Adolescent [1959] 

He lived 1912 to 2001. 

 

Jean Gottman [Gottman, Jean] 

sociologist 

USA 



1961 

Megalopolis [1961] 

He lived 1915 to 1994. 

 

Oscar Lewis [Lewis, Oscar] 

sociologist 

USA 

1961 

Children of Sanchez [1961] 

He lived 1914 to 1970. 

 

David McClelland [McClelland, David] 

sociologist 

USA 

1961 

Achieving Society [1961] 

He lived 1917 to ? and studied achievement. 

 

Marshall McLuhan [McLuhan, Marshall] 

sociologist 

Canada 

1964 

Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man [1964] 

He lived 1911 to 1980 and studied mass communications. 

 

Charles Silberman [Silberman, Charles] 

sociologist 

USA 

1966 

Myths of Automation [1966] 

He lived 1925 to ?. 

 

PRAC>Food 

 

food 

Food types {food} are appetizer, soup, salad, condiment, main course, meat, vegetable, starch, dessert, and drink. 

 

viand 

human food item {viand}. 

 

victual 

human food item {victual}. 

 

food coloring 

Water-soluble pigments {food coloring} have standard numbers. 

 

pareve 

fish, fruits, vegetables, and eggs {pareve}, not meat or dairy. 

 

PRAC>Food>Meal Types 

 

brunch 

Combined breakfast and lunch {brunch} can be from 10 AM to 2 PM. 

 

buffet 

Food is on tables or in warmers {buffet, food}, from which people add to their plates. 



 

dim sum 

In Asian restaurants, dumplings, seafood, vegetables, and desserts can come to tables, and patrons select some, 

which servers record {dim sum}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Fat 

 

lard 

solid, white, animal fat {lard, fat}. 

 

margarine 

solid, yellow, hydrogenated, vegetable oil {margarine}. 

 

shortening 

solid, white, hydrogenated, vegetable oil {shortening}. 

 

suet 

animal fat piece {suet}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Flavoring 

 

extract flavor 

Flavors {extract, flavor} come from lemon, orange, almond, or vanilla. 

 

butterscotch 

butter, brown sugar {butterscotch}. 

 

caramel 

browned sugar {caramel} {caramelize}. 

 

chocolate 

Roasted brown cacao seeds {chocolate} can be sweet, semi-sweet, bitter or dark, or white. 

 

vanilla 

South-American tropical-orchid seed pods {vanilla} have flavor. 

 

wintergreen flavor 

Wintergreen bush has leaves {wintergreen flavor} and edible red berries. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal 

 

food from animals 

Food can be dairy, meat, or eggs {food from animals}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Dairy 

 

butter 

churned cream {butter}. 

 

whey 

curdled-milk watery part {whey}. 

 

yogurt 

Milk {yogurt} treated with yeast can thicken and be sour. 

 



PRAC>Food>Animal>Dairy>Cream 

 

cream of milk 

Fatty liquid {cream, milk} can separate from milk. 

 

ice cream 

Sweetened ice-cold cream {ice cream} can stir in air. Ice cream {Neapolitan ice cream} can have vanilla, 

strawberry, and chocolate layers. 

 

sour cream 

thick cream {sour cream}. 

 

whipped cream 

Whisking cold heavy cream {whipped cream} can put in air and thicken. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Dairy>Cheese 

 

American cheese 

orange, mild {American cheese}. 

 

beerkaese 

orange, aromatic, flavorful {beerkaese}. 

 

bleu cheese 

White flavorful cheese {bleu cheese} can have blue streaks. 

 

Brie 

white, mild, creamy {Brie}. 

 

Camembert 

white, mild, creamy {Camembert}. 

 

cheddar 

orange, sharp {cheddar}. 

 

Cheshire 

flavorful {Cheshire}. 

 

cottage cheese 

white, mild, curdled {cottage cheese}. 

 

cream cheese 

white, soft, mild {cream cheese}. 

 

Edam 

orange, medium-flavored {Edam}. 

 

emmenthaler 

yellow-white, dry, mild {emmenthâler}. 

 

Gouda 

orange, moist, mild {Gouda}. 

 

Gruyere 

white, mild, slightly creamy {Gruyere}. 

 



havarti 

yellow-white, moist, mild {havarti}. 

 

Liederkranz 

aromatic, flavorful {Liederkranz}. 

 

Limburger 

aromatic, flavorful {Limburger}. 

 

Monterey jack 

white, soft, mild {Monterey jack}. 

 

mozzarella 

white, soft, mild {mozzarella}. 

 

Muenster 

yellow-white, soft, mild {Muenster}. 

 

neufchatel 

yellow-white, dry, mild {neufchâtel, cheese}. 

 

Parmesan 

light orange, dry, mild {Parmesan}. 

 

pot cheese 

white, mild, curdled {pot cheese}. 

 

process cheese 

mild {process cheese}. 

 

provolone 

yellow-white, dry, mild {provolone}. 

 

Romano cheese 

light orange, dry, mild {Romano}. 

 

Roquefort 

White flavorful cheese {Roquefort} can have blue streaks. 

 

sapsago 

soured skimmed whole cow's milk {sapsago}. 

 

Swiss cheese 

yellow-white, dry, mild {Swiss cheese}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Dairy>Milk 

 

milk drink 

Cow, goat, and sheep mammary glands produce fluid {milk, food} that is not as sweet as human milk. 

 

buttermilk 

Churning milk can make it part butter {buttermilk}. 

 

condensed milk 

Milk {condensed milk} can be sweet and thick. 

 



dry milk 

Cold and vacuum can dry milk {dry milk}. 

 

evaporated milk 

Evaporating milk {evaporated milk} can remove half of water. 

 

homogenized milk 

Homogenizing milk {homogenized milk} mixes cream and milk thoroughly. 

 

pasteurized milk 

High heat kills bacteria {pasteurized milk}. 

 

skim milk 

Unhomogenized milk {skim milk} can have top cream removed. 

 

sour milk 

Yeast can curdle milk {sour milk}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat 

 

frog's leg 

white and chicken-like {frog's leg}. 

 

game food 

Wild meat {game, meat} can be grouse, mallard duck, partridge, pheasant, quail, rabbit, deer or venison, or 

woodcock. 

 

lamb food 

Cuts {lamb, meat} are chop, crown roast, shank, breast, cutlet, kidney, leg, and liver. 

 

mutton 

sheep {mutton}. 

 

oxtail 

ox tail meat {oxtail}. 

 

snail as food 

land mollusk {snail, food} {escargot, food}. 

 

venison 

deer meat {venison} {deer, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Cut 

 

cervelet 

brain {cervelet}. 

 

chop 

shoulder, rib, or loin bone and meat {chop}. 

 

cold cut 

Cold cuts {cold cut} are bologna, liverwurst, salami, and cervelet. 

 

cutlet 

thin-sliced leg or rib meat {cutlet}. 

 



heart food 

Hearts {heart, food} can be from beef, calf, or lamb. 

 

hock ankle 

ankle {hock, ankle}. 

 

kidney food 

Kidneys {kidney, food} can be from beef or lamb. 

 

liver food 

Livers {calf liver} {beef liver} {liver, food} can be from beef or calf. 

 

shank meat 

leg meat {shank, leg meat}. 

 

sparerib 

beef or pork ribs {sparerib, meat}. 

 

steak 

beef cut across grain {steak}. 

 

sweetbread 

intestines {sweetbread}. 

 

tongue food 

beef {tongue, food}. 

 

tripe 

intestine {tripe, intestine}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Sausage 

 

bologna meat 

smoked beef and pork sausage {bologna}. 

 

bratwurst 

pork and veal sausage {bratwurst}. 

 

Braunschweiger 

liver sausage {Braunschweiger}. 

 

frankfurter 

smoked beef and pork sausage {frankfurter}. 

 

liverwurst 

liver sausage {liverwurst}. 

 

salami 

spicy and salty sausage {salami}. 

 

variety meat 

pork and beef sausages {variety meat}. 

 

Vienna sausage 

marinated beef sausage {Vienna sausage}. 

 



wiener 

frankfurter {wiener}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Beef 

 

beef cut 

Beef has cuts {beef cut}. 

trunk 

neck to ribs {chuck steak}. chest ribs and/or meat {brisket}. from lowest rib to hip {flank steak}. T-bone plus 

tenderloin piece {porterhouse}. ribs {rib, meat}. rib bone and meat {rib eye}. rib meat {rolled rib}. short-rib bones and 

meat {shortrib}. rib bones and lean meat {sparerib, beef}. rib bone and meat {standing rib}. 

loin 

upper loin {sirloin}. side and back from ribs to pelvis {loin, meat} {end loin} {short loin}. selected loin meat {filet 

mignon}. loin-end meat and bone {T-bone}. select loin meat {tenderloin}. 

rump 

rump to shank {round steak} {top round} {bottom round}. buttock {rump steak}. leg meat and bone {shank, meat}. 

sizes 

small steak {club steak} {strip steak} {New York strip}. large steak {plate steak}. other meat {London broil}. 

 

chipped beef 

thin-sliced dried beef {chipped beef}. 

 

corned beef 

ground beef and corn {corned beef}. 

 

dried beef 

thin-sliced dried beef {dried beef}. 

 

hamburger 

ground beef {hamburger}. 

 

pastrami 

spiced beef breast or shoulder {pastrami}. 

 

veal 

Calf meat {veal} can be breast, chops, loin chops, rib chops, cutlet, kidney, liver, loin, or shoulder from calf. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Poultry 

 

poultry 

domesticated chicken, duck, goose, or turkey {poultry}. 

 

Cornish hen 

small domesticated fowl {Cornish hen}. 

 

duck food 

medium size fatty wild or domesticated fowl {duck, food}. 

 

egg 

chicken, duck, goose, or quail {egg, food}. 

 

giblet 

Giblets {giblet} are heart, neck, liver, spleen, and gizzard from fowl. 

 

goose food 

large fatty domesticated fowl {goose, food}. 



 

grouse food 

gray or brown chicken-like wild fowl {grouse, food}. 

 

guinea hen 

black domesticated pheasant-shaped fowl {guinea hen, food} {guinea fowl}. 

 

partridge 

medium size plump wild fowl {partridge}. 

 

pheasant 

colorful medium size chicken-like wild fowl with long tail {pheasant}. 

 

quail food 

Small chicken-like wild fowls {quail, meat} have short tails. 

 

squab 

young domesticated pigeon {squab}. 

 

turkey food 

large domesticated fowl {turkey, food}. 

 

woodcock food 

Medium size wild fowls {woodcock, food} have short legs and long bills. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Poultry>Chicken 

 

chicken 

Domesticated fowls {chicken, food} have white and dark meat: breast, back, leg, thigh, wing, and liver. 

 

broiler chicken 

young small chicken {broiler chicken}. 

 

capon 

young unsexed male chicken {capon}. 

 

poularde 

hen {poularde, hen}. 

 

poulet 

young chicken {poulet, chicken}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Pork 

 

pork 

Cuts {pork} are ham hocks, pork shoulder, roast, Boston butt, loin, chops, crown roast, shoulder butt, spareribs, or 

tenderloin. Pork can be cured pork, ham, sausage, scrapple, bacon, or Canadian bacon. 

 

fresh pork 

uncured pork {fresh pork}. 

 

cured pork 

bacon, frankfurter, or ham {cured pork}. 

 

chitterling 

pig intestines {chitterling}. 



 

crown roast 

pork loin {crown roast}. 

 

fatback 

pig upper side {fatback}, salt cured. 

 

pig's knuckle 

pig feet bones {pig's knuckle}. 

 

scrapple 

fried pork liver mush {scrapple}. 

 

sowbelly 

pig uterus {sowbelly}. 

 

suckling pig 

young pig {suckling pig}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Pork>Bacon 

 

bacon 

smoked and salted pig back and sides {bacon}. 

 

Canadian bacon 

smoked and salted pig back and sides {Canadian bacon}. 

 

rasher 

thin sliced fried or broiled bacon {rasher}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Pork>Ham 

 

ham 

Pig hind-leg thigh meat {ham, food} can be dry smoked {Virginia ham}, cured {Kentucky ham}, or cooked and 

marinated in salt water {canned ham}. 

 

picnic ham 

cured pork shoulder {picnic ham}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Fish 

 

bass food 

ocean, lake or river {bass, food}. 

 

bluefish 

ocean {bluefish}. 

 

carp fish 

lake {carp, food}. 

 

eel food 

long, thin, ocean or lake or river {eel, food}. 

 

lox 

salmon smoked and thin sliced {lox}. 

 



mackerel food 

ocean {mackerel, food}. 

 

perch food 

lake and river {perch, food}. 

 

pollock 

large, white {pollock}. 

 

red snapper 

red, ocean {red snapper}. 

 

salmon food 

Large ocean and river fish {salmon, food} can have red or orange flesh. 

 

shad 

ocean and river {shad}. 

 

smelt food 

small, silver, ocean {smelt, food}. 

 

swordfish food 

Large ocean fish {swordfish, food} can have extended upper jaws. 

 

trout food 

River and lake fish {trout, food} can have white flesh. 

 

whitefish food 

lake and river, silver {whitefish, food}. 

 

whiting 

ocean {whiting}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Fish>Cod 

 

codfish 

North Atlantic Ocean {codfish}, similar to haddock. 

 

finnan haddie 

haddock smoked {finnan haddie}. 

 

haddock 

North Atlantic Ocean, similar to cod {haddock, food}. 

 

hake 

North Atlantic Ocean, similar to cod {hake}. 

 

scrod 

immature cod or haddock {scrod}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Fish>Egg 

 

beluga caviar 

Caspian-Sea sturgeon eggs {beluga caviar}. 

 



caviar 

sturgeon, pike, or whitefish eggs {caviar}. 

 

roe 

fish eggs {roe, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Fish>Flatfish 

 

butterfish 

ocean, flatfish {butterfish}. 

 

flounder food 

ocean, bottom, flatfish {flounder, food}. 

 

halibut food 

large, North Pacific Ocean and Atlantic Ocean, flatfish {halibut, food}. 

 

sole food 

ocean flatfish {sole, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Fish>Herring 

 

herring food 

Pacific Ocean and Atlantic Ocean {herring, food}. 

 

kippered herring 

herring salted and smoked {kippered herring}. 

 

anchovy food 

small, ocean, herring {anchovy, food}. 

 

sardine 

small, ocean, herring {sardine, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Fish>Pike 

 

pike food 

Lake and river fish {pike, food} can have long noses and thin bodies. 

 

pickerel food 

lake and river, similar to pike {pickerel, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Fish>Tuna 

 

tuna 

large, ocean {tuna}. 

 

albacore food 

large, ocean, tuna {albacore, food}. 

 

pompano food 

tropical, ocean, similar to tuna {pompano, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Fish>Shellfish 

 



shellfish 

clam, crab, lobster, oyster, scallop, shrimp, mussel, and prawn {shellfish, food}. 

 

clam food 

ocean, bivalve {clam}. 

 

crab food 

Crabs {crab, food} can be hard-shell, soft-shell, or Alaskan king. 

 

lobster food 

ocean, crustacean {lobster, food}. 

 

oyster food 

ocean, bivalve {oyster, food}. 

 

prawn food 

large shrimp {prawn, food}. 

 

scallop food 

ocean, bivalve {scallop}. 

 

shrimp food 

small, ocean, crustacean {shrimp, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Animal>Meat>Fish>Mollusk 

 

octopus food 

ocean, mollusk {octopus}. 

 

sea snail 

ocean {sea snail, food}. 

 

squid food 

ocean {squid}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable 

 

artichoke 

Green thistles {artichoke, food} can be French, globe, or Jerusalem: artichoke-flower white soft base {artichoke 

heart}. 

 

avocado 

green or black outside, green inside, medium, soft, oily {avocado}. 

 

caper 

green, small, ball {caper}. 

 

cauliflower food 

white, large, round {cauliflower, food}. 

 

kangkong 

green, stems with medium leaves {kangkong} {kang kong} {tangkong} {swamp cabbage} {water spinach}. 

 

okra 

green, medium, tapered cone {okra}. 

 



olive 

green or black, small, oval {olive, food}. 

 

produce 

fresh vegetables {produce}. 

 

tomato 

red, medium, round {tomato, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Green 

 

greens 

Greens {greens} can be beet, chervil, chicory, chive, collard, cress, dandelion, endive, escarole, kale, lettuce, mint, 

parsley, spinach, Swiss chard, turnip, or watercress leaves. 

 

chervil 

green, medium, aromatic leaves {chervil}. 

 

chive 

green, small, tube leaf {chive}. 

 

collard 

green, medium. leaves {collard}. 

 

cress 

green, medium, leaves {cress}. 

 

dandelion green 

green, medium, leaves {dandelion green}. 

 

endive 

green, medium, leaves {endive, food}. 

 

escarole 

green, medium, curly leaves {escarole, food}. 

 

mint 

green, small, leaf. Mint {mint, food} can be peppermint or spearmint. 

 

parsley 

green, medium, leaf {parsley}. 

 

spinach 

green, medium, leafy {spinach}. 

 

Swiss chard 

chard {Swiss chard}. 

 

watercress 

green, small, leafy {watercress}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Green>Lettuce 

 

lettuce 

light green, medium, leafy. Lettuce {lettuce} can be Boston, iceberg, or Simpson. 

 



Romaine lettuce 

light green, medium, leafy {Romaine lettuce}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Stalk 

 

asparagus 

green stalk {asparagus, food}. 

 

celery 

light green, medium, stalks {celery, food} {celery heart}. 

 

fennel 

seeds or stalks {fennel} {finochio}. 

 

rhubarb food 

red and green, medium, stalks {rhubarb, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Root 

 

arrowroot 

American tropical-plant white root {arrowroot} can make starch. 

 

carrot 

orange, medium, long tapered cone {carrot, food}. 

 

celeriac 

white, root {celery root} {celeriac} {knob celery}. 

 

parsnip 

white, medium, round {parsnip}. 

 

salsify 

root, light flavor {salsify} {oyster plant}. 

 

taro root 

white, medium, oval {cassava, food} {taro root}. 

 

tuckahoe 

arum root {tuckahoe}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Root>Beet 

 

beet 

red, medium, round root {beet}. 

 

chard 

beet, green, large, leaves {chard, food}. 

 

sugar beet food 

red, medium, round {sugar beet, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Root>Potato 

 

potato food 

Potatoes {potato, food} can be new, Idaho, russet, or white and be brown, white, or red outside; white inside; 

medium; and oval. 



 

sweet potato as food 

yellow or orange, medium, oval {sweet potato, food}. 

 

yam food 

red, medium, oval {yam, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Root>Radish 

 

radish 

red outside, white inside, small, round {radish} {watermelon radish}. 

 

horseradish 

white, medium {horseradish}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Root>Turnip 

 

turnip 

medium, round {turnip, food}. Turnips can be white or yellow, with some purple. 

 

kohlrabi 

plant base {kohlrabi} {cabbage turnip}. 

 

rutabaga 

yellow turnip, medium, round {rutabaga, food}. 

 

white turnip 

white, medium, round {white turnip}. 

 

yellow turnip 

yellow, medium, round {yellow turnip}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed 

 

caraway seed 

small, aromatic, from caraway plant {caraway seed}. 

 

hemp seed 

small, from hemp grass {hemp seed}. 

 

mustard 

yellow, small seed, from mustard plant {mustard, food}. 

 

pumpkin seed 

large, thick shell, from pumpkin vine {pumpkin seed}. 

 

sesame seed 

small, oily, from sesame plant {sesame seed}. 

 

sunflower seed 

large, oily, from sunflower plant {sunflower seed}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Grain 

 



cereal food 

Cereals {cereal} can be barley, brown rice, buckwheat, corn, kamut, maize, millet, oats, rye, rice, sorghum, spelt, 

wheat, and wild rice. 

 

buckwheat 

small triangular seeds from buckwheat plant {buckwheat}. 

 

hops 

dried green cone-shaped flowers from hop vine {hops}. 

 

millet food 

white seeds from millet grass {millet, food}. 

 

rice 

Grains {rice, food} can be white, brown, long-grain, or wild rice. 

 

sorghum grain 

Near East grass {sorghum, food} can make syrup and be forage. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Grain>Barley 

 

barley cereal 

cereal grass {barley, food}. 

 

malt barley 

sprouted barley {malt} {malted barley} {barley malt}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Grain>Corn 

 

corn 

yellow or white, medium, cylinder {corn, food}. 

 

corn meal 

ground yellow or white dried corn kernels {corn meal}. 

 

field corn 

white, purple, red, or yellow, medium, cylinder {field corn}. 

 

grits 

white corn kernels ground into small bits {grits}, not finely ground. 

 

hominy 

dried corn kernels {hominy}. 

 

maize 

corn {maize, food}. 

 

popcorn 

Hard kernel white corn {popcorn} {popped corn} has kernels that can explode open as water inside becomes steam 

when heated. 

 

sweet corn 

yellow or white, medium, cylinder {sweet corn}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Grain>Oat 

 



oats food 

cereal grass {oats, food}. 

 

oatmeal 

rolled oat grains {oatmeal}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Grain>Rye 

 

rye food 

cereal grass {rye, food}. 

 

pumpernickel 

Dark rye bread {pumpernickel} can have coarse ground rye. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Grain>Wheat 

 

wheat grain 

Cereal grass {wheat, food} can be hard {durum wheat}, soft {farina}, or hard {semolina}. 

 

wheat germ 

wheat-seed fatty part {wheat germ}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Grain>Wheat>Flour 

 

all-purpose flour 

Finely ground and sifted huskless wheat flour {all-purpose flour} can have no baking powder, baking soda, or salt. 

 

bread flour 

Finely ground and sifted hard wheat flour {bread flour} can have no baking powder, baking soda, or salt. 

 

cake flour 

Finely ground and sifted soft wheat flour {cake flour} can have baking powder and salt. 

 

flour 

Ground wheat {flour} can be all-purpose, bread, buckwheat, cake, graham, rye, soy, whole wheat, or self-rising. 

 

graham 

branless whole-wheat flour {graham}. 

 

self-rising flour 

Finely ground and sifted wheat flour can have baking powder and salt {self-rising flour}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Grain>Wheat>Cracker 

 

cracker food 

baked wheat, thin, crisp, flat {cracker, food}. 

 

Graham cracker 

graham wheat flour and sugar {Graham cracker}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Grain>Wheat>Noodle 

 

noodle 

Flour, water, and sometimes eggs can be dried ribbons {noodle}. 

 



egg noodle 

wheat or rice flour mixed with egg and water and extruded {egg noodle}. 

 

capellini 

noodles in very thin strings {angel hair} {capellini}. 

 

lasagna noodle 

flat wide no-egg noodles {lasagna noodle}. 

 

macaroni 

tube no-egg noodles {macaroni}. 

 

pasta 

flour and water no-egg dough {pasta}. 

 

rigatoni 

Tubes {rigatoni} can have lengthwise ribs. 

 

shell 

Noodles {shell, food} can have shape like small shells. 

 

spaghetti 

noodles in long strings {spaghetti}. 

 

vermicelli 

noodles in long thin strings {vermicelli}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Grain>Parts 

 

bran 

grain husks {bran}. 

 

gluten 

Cereal-grain proteins {gluten} can be like glue. 

 

leavening 

Flour mixed with yeast {leavening} can add carbon dioxide, to raise bread before baking. Baking evaporates alcohol. 

 

pabulum as food 

Soft food {pabulum, food} can be from finely ground rice or wheat and water or milk. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Nut 

 

beechnut 

beech-tree nut {beechnut}. 

 

Brazil nut 

Large nuts {Brazil nut} can have a hard shell. 

 

cashew 

cashew-tree crescent-shaped nut {cashew, food}. 

 

chestnut food 

Large chestnut-tree nuts {chestnut, food} can have a prickly cover. 

 



hazelnut 

Hazel-tree nuts {hazelnut} {filbert, food} can have a smooth shell in a husk. 

 

hickory nut 

Hickory-tree nuts {hickory nut} can have a hard shell. 

 

macadamia nut 

Hawaii medium soft nut {macadamia nut}. 

 

peanut 

Underground peanut-vine medium nuts {peanut, food} can have a thin brittle shell. 

 

pecan 

Pecan-tree large nuts {pecan} can have a hard shell. 

 

pignoli 

pine-tree small nut {pignoli} {pine nut, food}. 

 

pistachio 

Pistachio-tree medium green nuts {pistachio} can have a hard shell. 

 

walnut food 

Walnut-tree nuts {walnut, food} can have a hard shell. 

 

water chestnut 

Chinese sedge-grass corms {water chestnut} grow in wetlands. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Seed>Nut>Almond 

 

almond 

Nuts {almond, food} can be medium and oval and plain, blanched, or extract. Shell is light brown and light. 

 

Jordan almond 

candied almond {Jordan almond}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit 

 

acai 

Brazil berry {acai}. 

 

apricot 

yellow-orange, medium {apricot}. 

 

cherry 

red, small {cherry, food}. 

 

currant food 

red, tart, small {currant, food}. 

 

date food 

brown, small {date, food}. 

 

fig 

purple or brown, medium {fig, food}. 

 



goji 

Tibet berry {goji}. 

 

kiwi fruit 

from New Zealand, green or gold, medium {kiwi, food}. 

 

mango 

green outside, orange inside, large {mango}. 

 

papaw 

fleshy {papaw} {pawpaw, food}. 

 

papaya 

yellow, tropical, large {papaya}. 

 

persimmon 

orange, medium {persimmon, food}. 

 

pineapple 

yellow, large {pineapple}. 

 

pomegranate 

red, large {pomegranate}. 

 

quince 

red, small {quince}. 

 

soursop 

white flesh {soursop}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Apple 

 

cooking apple 

red or green {cooking apple}. 

 

crabapple food 

green-red {crabapple, food}. 

 

delicious apple 

red {delicious apple}. 

 

Granny Smith 

green {Granny Smith}. 

 

green apple 

green {green apple}. 

 

jujube 

green {jujube apple}. 

 

Macintosh 

red {Macintosh}. 

 

red apple 

red {red apple}. 

 



red delicious apple 

red {red delicious apple}. 

 

Winesap 

red {Winesap}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Banana 

 

banana fruit 

yellow outside, white inside, large {banana, food}. 

 

plantain food 

banana-like, for cooking {plantain, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Berry 

 

berry food 

Berries {berry, food} include blackberry, blueberry, boysenberry, cloudberry, huckleberry, lingonberry, loganberry, 

olalaberry, raspberry, and strawberry. 

 

blackberry food 

dark purple {blackberry, food}. 

 

blueberry 

blue {blueberry, food}. 

 

boysenberry 

dark purple {boysenberry}. 

 

cloudberry 

pale green {cloudberry}. 

 

cranberry food 

red, round, firm {cranberry, food}. 

 

dewberry 

Rubus caesius bramble bush has purple/black raspberry-shaped berries {dewberry}. 

 

gooseberry 

pale green {gooseberry}. 

 

huckleberry 

blueberry-like {huckleberry, food}. 

 

lingonberry 

red {lingonberry}. 

 

loganberry 

blackberry and raspberry hybrid {loganberry}. 

 

olalaberry 

boysenberry and raspberry hybrid {olalaberry} {olallieberry}. 

 

raspberry food 

red {raspberry, food}. 

 



strawberry 

red {strawberry}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Citrus Fruit 

 

citrus 

Fruits {citrus} can include grapefruit, orange, lemon, and lime. 

 

calamansi 

green outside, orange inside {calamansi} {Philippine orange}. 

 

clementine orange 

small seedless cross between Chinese mandarin orange and sweet orange {clementine}. 

 

cocktail grapefruit 

yellow, large {cocktail grapefruit} {Japanese grapefruit}. 

 

grapefruit 

yellow, large {grapefruit, food}. 

 

kumquat 

related to citrus, orange, small, edible skin {kumquat}. 

 

lemon 

yellow, medium {lemon}. 

 

lime as fruit 

green, small {lime, food}. 

 

mandarin orange 

green outside, orange inside, small, seedless {mandarin orange}. 

 

minneola orange 

cross between tangerine and grapefruit {minneola orange}. 

 

navel orange 

orange, medium, no seeds {navel orange}. 

 

orange fruit 

orange, medium {orange, food}. 

 

oroblanco 

mild grapefruit {oroblanco}. 

 

satsuma 

Japanese, tangerine-like {satsuma}. 

 

tangelo 

orange and medium cross between tangerine, orange, and grapefruit {tangelo} {ugli tangelo},. 

 

tangerine 

orange, medium {tangerine}. 

 

Valencia orange 

orange, medium, seeds {Valencia orange}. 

 



PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Grape 

 

grape 

Grapes {grape, fruit} can be Concord, white, scuppernong, or Tokay. 

 

Concord grape 

purple {Concord grape}. 

 

cowart grape 

purple muscadine {cowart grape}. 

 

muscadine grape 

white, sweet {muscadine grape}. 

 

muscat grape 

white, sweet, used for wine and raisins {muscat grape}. 

 

scuppernong grape 

green or bronze muscadine {scuppernong grape}. 

 

Tokay grape 

large, red, oval, seeds {Flame Tokay grape} {Tokay grape}. 

 

white grape 

white {white grape}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Melon 

 

cantaloupe 

orange, like muskmelon {cantaloupe}. 

 

muskmelon 

orange, like cantaloupe {muskmelon}. 

 

Persian melon 

green {Persian melon}. 

 

watermelon 

green outside, red inside {watermelon, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Melon>Inodorus 

 

winter melon 

casaba, crenshaw, honeydew {winter melon} {Inodorus Group}. 

 

casaba melon 

yellow outside, white inside {casaba melon}. 

 

Crenshaw melon 

large, oval, light orange outside, pink inside {Crenshaw melon}. 

 

honeydew melon 

green {honeydew melon}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Peach 

 



peach 

yellow-orange, medium {peach}. 

 

nectarine 

Peaches {nectarine} can be white or yellow-orange and have smooth skin with no fuzz. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Pear 

 

pear 

brown or yellow, medium {pear}. 

 

Bartlett pear 

brown outside, white inside, large {Bartlett pear}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Plum 

 

plum 

Plums {plum, food} can be damson, red, or black. 

 

black plum 

dark purple {black plum}. 

 

damson plum 

dark purple {damson plum}. 

 

red plum 

red {red plum}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Prepared 

 

maraschino cherry 

Bitter cherry {maraschino cherry} can be in maraschino liqueur. 

 

raisin 

dried grape {raisin, fruit}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Fruit>Prune 

 

prune 

purple, small {prune, fruit}. 

 

Italian prune 

purple, medium {Italian prune}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Bean 

 

bean 

Beans {bean, food} can be navy, black, kidney, lima, string, wax, pinto, soy, or dried and are green, red, or white; 

small; and in pods. 

 

bean curd 

white fermented bean {bean curd}. 

 

bean sprout 

mung-bean white sprout {bean sprout}. 

 



golden bean 

yellow-orange, small, round {golden bean}. 

 

green bean 

green, small, round {green bean}. 

 

kidney bean 

red, small, round {kidney bean}. 

 

lentil 

brown, small, disc, bean {lentil}. 

 

lima bean 

green, small, round {lima bean}. 

 

navy bean 

dark red, small, round {navy bean}. 

 

pinto bean 

small, round {pinto bean}. 

 

pole bean 

green, medium {pole bean}. 

 

soybean 

Green, small, and round beans {soybean} can be bitter but debittering can make flour, grits, and flakes. Beans {soy, 

food} {edamame} can make soy sauce. Stalks are for forage. 

 

string bean 

Beans {string bean} {snap bean} can be green or wax. 

 

wax bean 

yellow or white, small {wax bean}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Pea 

 

pea food 

Peas {pea, food} can be black-eyed, yellow eyed, or green and are green, small, round, and in pods. 

 

black-eyed pea 

small white pea with black spot, in pods {black-eyed pea}. 

 

field pea 

small green ball, in pods {field pea}. 

 

split pea 

green, small, round {split pea}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Brassica 

 

broccoli 

green, medium, crowns {broccoli}. 

 

Brussels sprout 

green, medium, round {Brussels sprout, food}. 

 



PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Brassica>Cabbage 

 

cabbage food 

green or red or purple, large, round {cabbage, food}. 

 

bok choy 

cabbage with cylinder shape {bok choy} {pak choy} {tot soi} {totsoi}. 

 

Chinese cabbage 

cabbage with cylinder shape {Chinese cabbage} {Napa cabbage} {su choy}. 

 

green cabbage 

green, medium, round {green cabbage}. similar to red cabbage. 

 

kale food 

cabbage with loose curly leaves {kale, food}. 

 

red cabbage 

red, medium, round {red cabbage}. similar to green cabbage. 

 

sauerkraut 

cabbage in vinegar and salt {sauerkraut}. 

 

Savoy cabbage 

green, loose crinkled leaves {Savoy cabbage}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Coconut 

 

coconut 

brown outside, white inside, large, oval {coconut, food}. 

 

copra 

Dried coconut meaty inner-lining pieces {copra} store well. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Cucumber 

 

cucumber 

green outside, white inside, medium, cylinder {cucumber}. 

 

gherkin 

green outside, white inside, medium, cylinder {gherkin}. 

 

pickle 

Cucumbers in brine {pickle} can have dill or sugar. 

 

sour pickle 

cucumber in vinegar and salt {sour pickle}. 

 

sweet pickle 

cucumber in vinegar, salt, and sugar {sweet pickle}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Onion 

 

onion 

Onions {onion} can be Bermuda, white, red, yellow, or green and are red, yellow, or white; medium; and round. 

 



Bermuda onion 

yellow-white, medium, round root {Bermuda onion}. 

 

garlic 

white, small, round {garlic}. 

 

leek 

white, large, stalk {leek}. 

 

scallion 

green onion, stalk {scallion}. 

 

shallot 

white, medium, round {shallot}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Pepper 

 

green pepper 

green, medium, oval {green pepper}. 

 

hot pepper 

red or green, medium, oval {hot pepper}. 

 

pimiento 

roasted sweet red pepper {pimiento}. 

 

cayenne pepper 

red pepper {cayenne pepper} {red pepper}. 

 

chili powder 

dried red-pepper fruit {chili powder}. 

 

paprika 

powdered dried sweet red pepper {paprika}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Pepper>Jalapeno 

 

jalapeno 

small hot chile pepper {jalapeño}. 

 

chipotle 

dried and smoked jalapeño chile {chipotle}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Squash 

 

squash 

Yellow or orange, medium, round vegetables {squash, food} can be acorn, Hubbard, summer, winter, crookneck, or 

spaghetti. 

 

acorn squash 

green, medium, fleshy {acorn squash}. 

 

hubbard squash 

large, oval, gray-green, thick rind {hubbard squash} {winter squash}. 

 



pumpkin food 

orange, large, round {pumpkin, food}. 

 

eggplant food 

purple outside, white inside, medium, cylinder {eggplant, food}. 

 

summer squash 

yellow, medium, round {summer squash}. 

 

zucchini 

green, medium, cylinder {zucchini}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Mushroom 

 

mushroom as food 

Mushrooms can be button, oyster, portabella, and wood ear, are white and small or medium, and have stalk and cap 

{mushroom, food}. 

 

truffle food 

fungus, medium {truffle, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Spice 

 

allspice 

American tropical-tree berries {allspice}. 

 

cinnamon 

Asian tropical-tree bark {cinnamon}. 

 

clove bud 

evergreen-tree flower bud {clove}. 

 

pepper 

dried Asian tropical vine berry, or pepper-bush fruit {pepper, food} {black pepper}. Pepper bushes have dried fruits 

{corn, pepper} {peppercorn}. 

 

saffron spice 

dried yellow-orange crocus stigmas {saffron, spice}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Spice>Root 

 

ginger food 

Asian plant root {ginger, food}. 

 

turmeric 

India dried yellow plant root {turmeric}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Spice>Seed 

 

cardamom 

Asian-perennial fruit seed {cardamom} {cardamon} {cardamum}. 

 

coriander 

herb seeds {coriander}. 

 



cumin 

Annual Mediterranean parsley-family herb seed {cumin} (Cuminum cyminum). 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Spice>Seed>Nutmeg 

 

mace spice 

nutmeg seed cover {mace, spice}. 

 

nutmeg 

tropical tree seeds {nutmeg}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Spice>Leaf 

 

basil 

basil-plant leaves {basil}. 

 

bay leaf 

laurel-tree leaf {bay leaf}. 

 

dill 

herb leaves and seeds {dill}. 

 

rosemary spice 

evergreen-shrub leaves {rosemary, spice}. 

 

sage spice 

sage plant leaves {sage, spice}. 

 

savory spice 

herb leaves {savory, spice}. 

 

tarragon 

herb leaves {tarragon}. 

 

thyme 

thyme plant leaves {thyme, spice}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Spice>Leaf>Marjoram 

 

marjoram 

marjoram plant leaves {marjoram}. 

 

oregano 

marjoram plant leaves {oregano}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Spice>Prepared 

 

Angostura bitters 

vegetables, alcohol, bitters {Angostura bitters}. 

 

bouquet garni 

chervil, thyme, and other spices {bouquet garni, spice}. 

 

curry powder 

cumin and other spices {curry powder}. 

 



fines herbes 

chervil, parsley, chive, and tarragon {fines herbes}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Sweet 

 

gumdrop 

sugar and gelatin or gum arabic {gumdrop}. 

 

ice 

Shaved ice {ice} can have sugar and flavoring. 

 

licorice 

licorice plant root {licorice}. 

 

nougat 

honey, or sugar and nut {nougat}. 

 

rock candy 

hard sugar candy {rock candy}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Sweet>Jelly 

 

jelly 

pectin and unripe acid fruit {jelly}. 

 

jam 

boiled fruit and sugar {jam}. 

 

marmalade jelly 

citrus-fruit pulp and rind {marmalade}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Sweet>Sugar 

 

sugar food 

sugar-cane or sugar-beet sugar {sugar, food}. 

 

azucar morena sugar 

Mexico unbleached cane sugar in fine crystals {azucar morena sugar}. 

 

brown sugar 

sugar containing molasses {brown sugar}. 

 

chancaca sugar 

Chile and Peru dark-brown cane sugar in flat round cake shape {chancaca sugar}. 

 

demerara sugar 

Mauritius unbleached cane sugar in large crystals {demerara sugar}. 

 

gur sugar 

India palm sap in paste {gur sugar}. 

 

jaggery sugar 

India cane sugar or palm sap in pyramid shape {jaggery sugar}. 

 

maltose sugar 

honey-like sugar from malted barley and millet {maltose sugar}. 



 

muscovado sugar 

Mauritius dark-brown cane sugar {muscovado sugar}. 

 

palm sugar 

sugar from palmyra or coconut palms in oily paste or as discs {palm sugar} {coconut sugar}. 

 

panela sugar 

Mexico dark-brown cane sugar in flat round cake shape {panela sugar}. 

 

piloncillo sugar 

Mexico dark-brown cane sugar in cone shape {piloncillo sugar}. 

 

sugar cane food 

East-Indies tall stout grass stem {sugar cane, food}. 

 

yellow lump sugar 

China colored cane sugar in large chunks {yellow lump sugar}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Sweet>Sugar>Crystals 

 

castor sugar 

fine-grained white sugar {castor sugar}. 

 

confectioner's sugar 

fine ground sugar with 3% cornstarch {confectioner's sugar}. 

 

granulated sugar 

ground sugar {granulated sugar}. 

 

powdered sugar 

less finely ground confectioner's sugar {powdered sugar}. 

 

rock sugar 

clear cane sugar in large chunks from China {rock sugar}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Sweet>Syrup 

 

corn syrup 

clear or golden thick corn-sugar solution {corn syrup}. 

 

grenadine syrup 

pomegranate or red currant syrup {grenadine syrup}. 

 

maple syrup 

concentrated sugar-maple sap {maple syrup}. 

 

molasses 

Removing thick syrup {molasses} from sugar cane leaves white sugar. Molasses contains sulfur, which processing 

removes. 

 

treacle 

light syrup {treacle}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Vegetable>Thickener 

 



cornstarch 

starch from corn {cornstarch}. 

 

gelatin 

boiled skin, bone, and connective-tissue protein {gelatin} {gelatine}. 

 

pectin for food 

ripe-fruit protein {pectin, food}. 

 

rennet 

Calf-stomach enzymes {rennet} {rennin} {chymosin} can curdle milk, for cheese and junket. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink 

 

chicory drink 

Roasted and ground chicory plant roots {chicory, food} can mix with ground coffee. 

 

cocoa 

powdered cacao seeds {cocoa}. 

 

congener 

Methanol and other non-ethanol organic molecules {congener} can be in alcoholic beverages. 

 

toast 

Cheers! is in England and USA {toast}. Per Cent'anni! (for a hundred years) is in Italy. Le'chaim! (to life) is in 

Israel. Santé! (to health) is in France. Prost! (to health) is in Germany and Netherlands. Sláinte! (to health) is in Ireland. 

Salute! (to health) is in Italy. Salud! (to health) is in Spain. Vashe zdorovie! (to health) is in Russia. Iechyd da! (to 

health) is in Wales. Ganbei (dry your cup) is in China. Kanpai (dry your cup) is in Japan. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic 

 

applejack 

brandy distilled from fermented apple cider {applejack}. 

 

arrack 

distilled from fermented coconut palm sap {arrack}. 

 

hard cider 

fermented apple cider {hard cider}. 

 

kvass 

beer from fermented rye or barley {kvass}. 

 

mead 

fermented honey water {mead}. 

 

rye drink 

fermented rye water {rye, drink}. 

 

vodka 

distilled fermented wheat, rye, corn, or potato water {vodka}. 

 

wassail 

alcoholic drink {wassail}, for toasting. 

 



PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Gin 

 

gin 

grain alcohol with juniper-berry flavor {gin}. 

 

sloe gin 

Gin {sloe gin} can be from blackthorn tree fruit, similar to plum. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Rum 

 

grog 

diluted rum {grog}. 

 

rum 

fermented molasses or sugar-cane water {rum}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Whiskey 

 

bourbon 

American whiskey {bourbon}. 

 

scotch whisky 

whisky with smoky flavor {scotch, drink}. 

 

whiskey liquor 

fermented wheat, rye, or corn water {whiskey}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Names 

 

fifth of liquor 

0.2 gallon {fifth}. 

 

highball 

mixed alcoholic drink in a tall glass {highball}. 

 

hooch 

alcoholic beverage {hooch}. 

 

on the rocks 

poured over ice cubes {on the rocks}. 

 

nightcap 

alcoholic drink before bedtime {nightcap}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Beer 

 

beer 

fermented malted barley and hops water {beer}. 

 

ale 

bitter fermented malted barley and hops water {ale}. 

 

bock 

dark spring beer {bock}. 

 



double bock 

extra dark spring beer {double bock} {doppelbock}. 

 

extra stout 

very dark strong beer with sediment {extra stout}. 

 

hefe-weisse 

German wheat beer {hefe-weisse}. 

 

india ale 

English ale {india ale}. 

 

lager 

Beer {lager} can age up to six months to allow sedimentation. 

 

malt lager 

Beer {malt lager} can have higher alcohol content. 

 

marzen 

Sweet malty beer {marzen} can be from Bavaria. 

 

pilsner 

Beer {pilsner} can have more hops, be pale gold, and be bottom-fermented [1842]. 

 

porter 

Brown ale {porter} can use roasted malts. 

 

stout 

Dark strong beer {stout} can have sediment. 

 

wheat beer 

Beer {wheat beer} can come from wheat. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Wine 

 

wine 

Wine {wine} can be white, rose, or red. Wines have brilliance, aroma, bouquet, and body. Body can be light, 

medium, or full. Wines can be fruity or clean. Store bottles at 55 F on their sides in dark and damp places. 

 

Beaujolais 

France, fresh, red, autumn {Beaujolais}. 

 

Bordeaux wine 

France, red, dated, medium flavored {Bordeaux, wine}. 

 

Burgundy wine 

France, red, dated, full flavored {Burgundy, wine}. 

 

Cabernet Sauvignon 

California, red, dated, medium flavored {Cabernet Sauvignon}. 

 

Chablis 

France, white {Chablis}. 

 

Chianti 

Italian, red, full flavored {Chianti}. 



 

claret 

light red, dry {claret}. 

 

liebfraumilch 

Germany, white {liebfraumilch}. 

 

Marsala 

Sicily {Marsala}. 

 

Moselle wine 

Germany, white {Moselle}. 

 

muscatel 

America, white, sweet, full flavored {muscatel}. 

 

retsina 

Greece, red, strong {retsina}. 

 

Rhine wine 

Germany, white {Rhine wine}. 

 

Rhone wine 

Germany, white {Rhone wine}. 

 

Riesling 

Germany, white {Riesling}. 

 

rose wine 

light red {rosé, wine}. 

 

Sauterne 

France, white {Sauterne}. 

 

Scuppernong 

America, red, sweet {Scuppernong}. 

 

Tokay wine 

red {Tokay}. 

 

vermouth 

white wine with aromatic herbs {vermouth}. 

 

zinfandel 

America, red, medium flavored {zinfandel}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Wine>Sparkling 

 

sparkling wine 

Bubbly wine {sparkling wine} comes from France {champagne, sparkling wine}, Spain {cava}, South Africa {cap 

classique}, and Germany {sekt}. Italy has sweet {asti spumanti} and dry {prosecco} sparkling wine. Serve in a narrow 

glass {flute, glass} at 45 F. 

 

champagne wine 

White or pink wine can have natural or artificial carbon dioxide {champagne, wine}, such as fermented in the bottle 

{methode champagnoise}. Champagne can be dry and light-flavored {blanc de blancs}, sweet and full-flavored {blanc 



de noirs}, driest and medium-flavored {brut, champagne}, next driest {extra-dry champagne}, sweet {sec}, and 

sweeter {demi sec}. Uncork by removing foil, loosening wire with six twists, holding cork and wire in towel, and 

turning bottle back and forth. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Wine>Distilled 

 

distilled wine 

Brandy, port, and sherry {distilled wine} are distilled wines. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Wine>Distilled>Port 

 

Madeira wine 

port from Spain {Madeira}. 

 

port 

red, sweet {port}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Wine>Distilled>Sherry 

 

sherry 

amber, sweet to dry {sherry}. 

 

Amontillado sherry 

sherry from Spain {Amontillado sherry}. 

 

sack 

sherry {sack, drink}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Wine>Distilled>Brandy 

 

brandy 

distilled wine or fermented fruit juice {brandy}. 

 

armagnac 

Wine brandy {armagnac} can be from Armagnac in southwest France. 

 

cognac 

Wine brandy {cognac} can be from Cognac in southwest France. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Liqueur 

 

absinthe 

wormwood {absinthe}. 

 

anisette 

anise {anisette}. 

 

aquavit 

caraway seed {aquavit}. 

 

Benedictine liqueur 

green-yellow, from brandy [1500 to 1600] {Benedictine}. 

 

calvados 

apple {calvados, liqueur}. 

 



Campari 

bitters {Campari}. 

 

Cointreau 

orange {Cointreau}. 

 

creme de cacao 

cocoa {creme de cacao}. 

 

creme de menthe 

mint {creme de menthe}. 

 

curacao 

sour orange peel {curaçao}. 

 

Drambuie 

sweetened Scotch whisky {Drambuie}. 

 

Galliano 

banana {Galliano}. 

 

Grand Marnier 

orange {Grand Marnier}. 

 

Kahlua 

coffee {Kahlua}. 

 

kirsch 

cherry {kirsch, liqueur}. 

 

ouzo 

anise {ouzo}. 

 

sake 

distilled rice wine {sake}. 

 

sangria 

wine with fruit flavor {sangria}. 

 

schnapps 

high-alcohol liqueur {schnapps}. 

 

tequila 

Agave tequilana sap {tequila}. 

 

triple sec 

very dry high-alcohol curaçao liqueur {triple sec}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Alcoholic>Mixed 

 

Americano 

Campari, sweet vermouth, soda water, ice, served as highball {Americano}. 

 

black velvet 

beer, champagne {black velvet}. 

 



bloody mary 

vodka, tomato juice {bloody mary}. 

 

brandy alexander 

brandy, coffee {brandy alexander}. 

 

cafe brulot 

cognac, triple sec, coffee, lemon, orange, clove, cinnamon, sugar {cafe brulot}. 

 

daiquiri 

rum, lemon or lime juice, sugar {daiquiri}. 

 

eggnog 

creamy milk, egg, sugar, brandy {eggnog}. 

 

Gibson drink 

vermouth, gin, cocktail onion {Gibson}. 

 

gimlet 

lime juice, sugar, vodka or tequila {gimlet}. 

 

gin rickey 

gin, soda, lime juice, sugar {gin rickey}. 

 

Harvey Wallbanger 

Galliano, vodka, orange juice {Harvey Wallbanger}. 

 

Irish coffee 

coffee, whiskey {Irish coffee}. 

 

Manhattan drink 

whiskey, vermouth {Manhattan, drink}. 

 

margarita 

tequila, lemon or lime juice {margarita}. 

 

martini 

gin or vodka, dry vermouth {martini}. 

 

mimosa drink 

champagne, orange juice {mimosa, drink}. 

 

mint julep 

bourbon, squeezed mint leaves, sugar, ice {mint julep}. 

 

mulled wine 

heated and spiced wine {mulled wine}. 

 

old fashioned 

bourbon, sugar, orange splash or Angostura bitters, club soda {old fashioned}. 

 

pink lady 

gin, grenadine syrup, light cream, egg {pink lady}. 

 

planter's punch 

rum, fruit juice {planter's punch}. 



 

punch 

wine or liquor, fruit juice {punch, drink}. 

 

rickey 

gin, soda, lime juice, sugar {rickey}. 

 

rock and rye 

whisky ice {rock and rye}. 

 

Scarlett O'Hara 

Southern Comfort(R) peach liqueur, cranberry juice, lime {Scarlett O'Hara}. 

 

screwdriver as drink 

vodka orange juice {screwdriver, drink}. 

 

stinger 

brandy or cognac, white creme de menthe, ice {stinger}. 

 

syllabub 

wine, sugar, spices, milk or cream {syllabub}. 

 

toddy 

hot alcohol, sugar, spices {toddy}. 

 

Tom and Jerry 

rum, brandy, egg, powdered sugar, cinnamon, water, nutmeg, vanilla {Tom and Jerry}. 

 

Tom Collins 

gin, lemon juice, club soda, ice {Tom Collins}. 

 

whiskey sour 

whiskey, lemon or lime juice {whiskey sour}. 

 

white Russian 

vodka, coffee liqueur, light cream {white Russian} {black Russian}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Coffee 

 

cappuccino 

steamed dark roast with steamed milk {cappuccino}. 

 

espresso 

steamed dark roast with no sugar or milk {espresso}. 

 

latte 

steamed coffee with half milk {latté}. 

 

macchiato 

espresso with half milk {macchiato}. 

 

mocha 

chocolate and coffee {mocha}. 

 

Turkish coffee 

finely ground dark roast coffee boiled with water and drunk without filtering {Turkish coffee}. 



 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Coffee>Roast 

 

French roast 

dark roasted {French roast}. 

 

Vienna roast 

very dark roasted {Vienna roast}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Coffee>Bean 

 

Arabica 

Semitropical aromatic low-caffeine coffee bean {Arabica} was first cultivated bean, in Ethiopia. Coffee beans from 

Colombia, Guatemala, El Salvador, Tanzania, and Kenya are only Arabica. 

 

Colombia Marogagipe 

Arabica from Colombia {Colombia Marogagipe}. 

 

Colombia Plantation 

Arabica from Colombia {Colombia Plantation}. 

 

Harrar 

Arabica from Ethiopia {Harrar}. 

 

Jamaica blue mountain 

Arabica mild bean from Jamaica {Jamaica blue mountain}. 

 

Java coffee 

Arabica from Java, or cup of coffee {Java, coffee}. 

 

Kalossi Celebes 

Arabica mild and aromatic bean from Celebes {Kalossi Celebes}. 

 

Mandheling 

Arabica mild bean from Sumatra {Mandheling}. 

 

robusta 

Coffee bean used in espresso for body, grown only in Africa {robusta}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Soda 

 

cherry cola 

cola with cherry flavor {cherry cola}. 

 

cola 

kola nut flavor {cola}. 

 

cream soda 

vanilla flavor {cream soda}. 

 

ginger ale 

mild ginger flavor {ginger ale}. 

 

ginger beer 

strong ginger flavor {ginger beer}. 

 



grapefruit soda 

grapefruit flavor {grapefruit soda}. 

 

lemon-lime 

lemon and lime flavor {lemon-lime}. 

 

orange soda 

orange flavor {orange soda}. 

 

root beer 

sassafras root flavor {root beer}. 

 

sarsaparilla 

sarsaparilla root flavor {sarsaparilla}. 

 

seltzer water 

soda water {seltzer water}. 

 

soda water 

water with carbon dioxide added {soda water}. 

 

tonic water 

quinine flavor {tonic water}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Tea 

 

black tea 

ripened tea {black tea}. 

 

China tea 

tea from China {China tea}. 

 

Darjeeling tea 

flavorful tea from India {Darjeeling tea}. 

 

Earl Grey tea 

tea with oil of bergamot {Earl Grey tea}. 

 

English breakfast tea 

black tea {English breakfast tea}. 

 

green tea 

unripened tea {green tea}. 

 

Irish breakfast tea 

black tea {Irish breakfast tea}. 

 

oolong tea 

flavorful tea from China {oolong tea}. 

 

orange pekoe tea 

black tea with orange rind {orange pekoe tea}. 

 

pekoe tea 

black tea {pekoe tea}. 

 



souchong tea 

tea from China {souchong tea}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Tea>Herbal 

 

artichoke tea 

artichoke-plant bract-leaved flower {artichoke tea}. 

 

chamomile tea 

chamomile-plant white flowers {chamomile tea}. 

 

ginseng tea 

ginseng plant root {ginseng tea}. 

 

mate leaves 

mate tree leaves, drunk in Paraguay, Uruguay, and Argentina {maté} {yerba maté}. 

 

sassafras tea 

sassafras root or bark {sassafras tea}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Drink>Water 

 

mineral water 

Spring water {mineral water} can have high particulates. 

 

quinine water 

cinchona-tree-bark colorless bitter chemical {cinchona} {quinine water}. 

 

Vichy water 

mineral water from France {Vichy water}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking 

 

cooking food 

Preparing food {cooking} can use utensils. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Food Preparation 

 

baste 

Brush sauce on while baking {baste}. 

 

blanch almonds 

Bleach {blanch almonds}. 

 

braise 

Brown and then simmer in little water {braise}. 

 

breaded 

Coat with scrambled egg and breadcrumbs {breaded}. 

 

broil 

Bake under flames or coils {broil}. 

 

brown as fry 

Fry until carmelized {brown, cooking}. 

 



chipped 

Thin slice {chipped}. 

 

coddled 

Cook just below boiling {coddled}. 

 

cream as mash 

Make into paste {cream, mash}. 

 

dice food 

Chop into small squares {dice food}. 

 

fillet meat 

Take out bones {fillet, meat}. 

 

flambee 

At table, a server can light liqueur in a serving dish {flambée, food}. 

 

fricassee 

Stew chopped meat or chicken in gravy {fricassee}. 

 

glaze on food 

Bake on an egg coating to make a shiny surface {glaze, food}. 

 

grated 

shredded {grated}. 

 

jellied 

Gel with pectin or gelatin {jellied}. 

 

julienne 

Cut in thin strips {julienne, cut}. 

 

knead 

Massage bread dough {knead}. 

 

marinate 

Soak in sauce {marinate}. 

 

mince chop 

Chop into small pieces {mince, food}. 

 

parboil 

Boil for a short time {parboil}. 

 

pare 

Peel {pare}. 

 

percolate coffee 

Recycle boiled water through ground coffee {percolate coffee}. 

 

pickled 

Soak in salt water and/or vinegar {pickled}. 

 

planked 

Bake and serve meat or fish on a board {planked}. 



 

poach 

Simmer {poach}. 

 

pressed 

Press from cookie press or pastry bag {pressed}. 

 

pureed 

Strain to make particles {pureed}. 

 

riced 

Push through a sieve {riced}. 

 

saute food 

Fry quickly in oil or fat {sauté food}. 

 

scald 

Put in boiling water or steam {scald}. 

 

scalloped 

Bake with milk and breadcrumbs {scalloped}. 

 

score as cut 

Cut lines into {score, groove}. 

 

scramble 

Break up eggs by stirring with a fork or whisk {scramble}. 

 

sear 

Burn {sear}. 

 

shirred 

baked eggs {shirred}. 

 

simmer 

Cook below boiling {simmer}. 

 

smoke 

Keep meat in smoke a long time {smoke, meat}, to preserve. 

 

steep 

Soak in boiling water to extract aromatic flavor {steep}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Food Preparation>Baked 

 

casserole 

baked food in baking dish {casserole, bake}. 

 

ramekin 

small ceramic or thick glass bowl for baking {ramekin}. 

 

souffle 

egg yolks and beaten egg whites {soufflé, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Food Preparation>Baking 

 



baking powder 

Sodium tartrate {baking powder} is fast. Sodium phosphate is slow. 

 

baking soda 

Sodium bicarbonate {baking soda} is for baking using sour liquid. 

 

cream of tartar 

Potassium bitartrate or potassium hydrogen tartrate {cream of tartar, cooking} stabilizes beaten egg whites and is an 

emetic. 

 

yeast for baking 

leavening {yeast, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food 

 

chow food 

served food {chow, food}. 

 

sour mash 

fermented corn and rye or wheat {sour mash}. 

 

garnish food 

Garnishes {garnish, food} are paprika, dill, celery, popcorn, mushroom, olive, cheese, lemon slice, avocado, radish, 

salted whipped cream, parsley, chive, and hard egg. 

 

relish food 

pickles and other vegetables {relish, food}. 

 

vinegar 

Apple cider, wine, or distilled alcohol can make 5% acetic acid {vinegar}. Balsamic vinegar is from grapes. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Appetizer 

 

canape 

Appetizers {canapé, appetizer} can have toppings on crackers or small toasts. 

 

hors d'oeuvres 

appetizers {hors d'oeuvres}. 

 

pinwheel 

A flat bread or tortilla rolled around cream cheese can spread to look like pinwheel vanes {pinwheel}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Bread 

 

bagel 

bread cooked in boiling water {bagel}. 

 

biscuit 

baked wheat flour and baking powder or baking soda {biscuit, bread}. 

 

blintz 

thin pancake rolled around cottage cheese or sour cream {blintz}. 

 

brown bread 

whole-wheat bread {brown bread}. 

 



camp biscuit 

flour and water {camp biscuit}. 

 

crepe food 

thin pancake served with fruit {crepe, food}. 

 

croissant 

crescent butter roll {croissant}. 

 

croustade 

large, round, crusty bread roll for soup or stew {croustade}. 

 

crouton 

small toast piece {crouton}. 

 

dumpling 

dough ball in soup or stew or baked dough filled with fruit {dumpling}. 

 

English muffin 

Round flat muffins {English muffin}, with side slits, can have flour, yeast, and oil. 

 

French toast 

Toast {French toast} can soak in scrambled egg and fry on griddle. 

 

fritter 

Fried wheat flour can have vegetables or fish {fritter}. 

 

griddlecake 

pancake {griddlecake}. 

 

matzo 

thin crisp unleavened bread {matzo}. 

 

Melba toast 

thin crisp toast {Melba toast}. 

 

pancake 

wheat flour, milk, egg, fried on griddle {pancake}. 

 

Parker House roll 

Folded oval bread rolls {Parker House roll} can have flour, yeast, milk, and butter. 

 

pastry 

wheat flour, oil or butter, water, sugar {pastry}. 

 

pizza 

thin bread crust topped with tomato sauce, cheese, and other toppings and baked {pizza}. 

 

popover 

Muffins {popover} can have wheat flour, egg, and milk. 

 

quick bread 

wheat flour, baking powder or baking soda, water {quick bread}. 

 

roll bread 

small cubic bread {roll, bread}. 



 

rusk 

baked dried sweet bread {rusk}. 

 

shortbread 

bread with much shortening {shortbread}. 

 

shortcake 

cake with much shortening {shortcake}. 

 

soda biscuit 

Biscuits {soda biscuit} {soda cracker} can rise with baking soda. 

 

sourdough 

Wheat flour with yeast in sour milk {sourdough} can be starter for bread rising. 

 

turnover food 

pastry with folded crust {turnover, food}. 

 

waffle food 

wheat flour, milk, egg, sugar baked in waffle iron {waffle}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Bread>Corn 

 

corn pone 

corn mush {corn pone}. 

 

hasty pudding 

oatmeal porridge or cornmeal mush {hasty pudding}. 

 

hoe-cake 

Fried cake {hoe-cake} can have cornmeal, baking soda, and water. 

 

Indian pudding 

corn pudding {Indian pudding}. 

 

mush 

cornmeal boiled until thick {mush}. 

 

pone 

cornmeal {pone}. 

 

spoon bread 

cornmeal, egg, milk, butter {spoon bread}, cooked soft. 

 

tortilla 

thin unleavened cornmeal and calcium pancake {tortilla}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dairy 

 

au lait 

with milk {au lait}. 

 

curd 

curdled-milk thick part {curd}, not whey. 

 



duff food 

steamed pudding {duff, food}. 

 

junket as food 

rennet custard {junket, food}. 

 

mousse 

whipped cream, gelatin, flavor {mousse, whipped}. 

 

Yorkshire pudding 

flour, egg, milk, beef dripping {Yorkshire pudding}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dairy>Cheese 

 

au gratin 

with Parmesan cheese {au gratin, cheese}. 

 

rarebit 

melted cheese poured on toast {rarebit}. 

 

Welsh rarebit 

melted cheese baked on toast {Welsh rarebit}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Egg 

 

eggs Benedict 

egg, ham, English muffin, butter and lemon cream sauce {eggs Benedict}. 

 

eggs goldenrod 

toast, cream sauce with hard-boiled egg whites, grated hard-boiled egg yolk {eggs goldenrod}. 

 

omelet 

scrambled egg pancake filled with cheese and vegetables or meat {omelet}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Meat 

 

arroz con pollo 

rice, chicken {arroz con pollo}. 

 

chop suey 

meat or chicken, bean sprouts, water chestnuts, other vegetables, sauce on rice {chop suey}. 

 

chow mein 

meat or chicken, bean sprouts, water chestnuts, other vegetables, sauce on fried noodles {chow mein}. 

 

crackling 

fried skin {crackling}. 

 

gefilte fish 

fish, onion, carrot, egg, matzo, seasoning {gefilte fish}. 

 

hash 

chopped browned meat, potatoes {hash}. 

 

meat loaf 

baked ground beef and tomato sauce, or mixed beef and bread or potatoes with salt and spices {meat loaf}. 



 

New England boiled dinner 

boiled ham or corned beef, pepper, cloves, bay leaf, beets, turnips, new potatoes, baby carrots, small onions {New 

England boiled dinner}. 

 

Olivier food 

potatoes, chicken, pickle, green pea, carrot, mayonnaise {Olivier} {Russian salad}. 

 

papillote 

fish, white sauce, vegetables, in parchment paper for baking {papillote, paper} {en papillote, paper}. 

 

pate as food 

liver paste from goose or duck {paté}. 

 

pemmican 

dry meat pounded with fat {pemmican}|. 

 

ravioli 

pasta squares filled with chopped meat or cheese {ravioli}. 

 

Salisbury steak 

ground meat, egg, salt, pepper {Salisbury steak}. 

 

salmi 

bacon, butter, onion, carrot, parsley {salmi}, for game. 

 

sauerbraten 

beef marinated in vinegar and then pot roasted {sauerbraten}. 

 

schnitzel Holstein 

Breaded veal cutlet {schnitzel Holstein} can have fried egg on top. 

 

schnitzel meat 

breaded meat {schnitzel}. 

 

shepherd's pie 

Beef or lamb cubes in gravy can be in a casserole with mashed potatoes on top {shepherd's pie}. 

 

sukiyaki 

fried sliced meat and vegetables {sukiyaki}. 

 

Swiss steak 

round steak, tomato, onion, celery, herbs {Swiss steak}. 

 

Weiner schnitzel 

breaded veal cutlet {Weiner schnitzel}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Meat>Kebab 

 

shaslik 

shish kebab {shaslik}. 

 

shish kebab 

Meat, onion, green pepper, and tomato pieces can be on skewers and roasted {shish kebab}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Meat>Sandwich 



 

sandwich 

bread slices with meat and/or vegetable filling {sandwich}. 

 

club sandwich 

Sandwiches {club sandwich} can have three bread slices with meat, tomato, lettuce, and salad dressing. 

 

hero sandwich 

large sandwich roll with meat, cheese, lettuce, tomato, onion {hero sandwich}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Meat>Sausage 

 

sausage 

chopped meat in cellulose casing {sausage}. 

 

pig in blanket 

hot dogs in buns {pig in blanket}. 

 

wurst 

sausage {wurst}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Meat>Stew 

 

blanquette de veau 

veal, onion, cream, stew {blanquette de veau}. 

 

bourguignon 

beef, red wine, bacon, mushroom, onion, stew {bourguignon}. 

 

jambalaya 

shrimp or meat or sausage, rice, spices, tomato {jambalaya}. 

 

pot roast 

beef browned and then baked in a covered pot, or a cheaper beef cut baked in oven a long time {pot roast}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Salad 

 

antipasto 

meat and cheese platter {antipasto}. 

 

Bermuda salad 

cauliflower, green bean {Bermuda salad}. 

 

caesar salad 

romaine lettuce, coddled egg, anchovy rub, parmesan cheese, croutons, garlic vinaigrette dressing {caesar salad}. 

 

chef's salad 

raw vegetables, hard boiled eggs, cheese, meat {chef's salad}. 

 

Cobb salad 

chopped chicken or turkey, bacon, hard-boiled eggs, tomato, avocado, cheddar cheese, lettuce {Cobb salad}. 

 

coleslaw 

raw shredded cabbage, mayonnaise {coleslaw}. 

 



harlequin slaw 

red cabbage, cabbage, pea, beet {harlequin slaw}. 

 

ravigote salad 

veloute sauce, herbs, shallots, capers {ravigote salad}. 

 

slaw 

cole slaw {slaw}. 

 

spring salad 

mixed greens, tomatoes {spring salad}. 

 

Waldorf salad 

apple, celery, lemon juice, walnuts, mayonnaise {Waldorf salad}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Sauce 

 

bearnaise sauce 

tarragon, chervil, shallot {béarnaise sauce}. 

 

chutney 

fruit, herb, and spice relish {chutney}. 

 

condiment 

ketchup, mustard, vinegar, soy sauce, relish {condiment}. 

 

curry 

cumin with other spices {curry}. 

 

dashi 

dried-kelp {kombu} broth {dashi}. 

 

madrilene 

mayonnaise, sour cream, curry {madrilène}. 

 

Marguery 

white wine, fish stock, egg yolk, butter {Marguery}. 

 

mayonnaise 

oil, egg yolks, lemon juice or vinegar, salt {mayonnaise}. 

 

mother sauce 

five basic sauces {mother sauce}. 

 

piccalilli 

green tomatoes, horseradish, bell pepper, spices {piccalilli}. 

 

red pepper sauce 

Sauces can have red hot peppers {red pepper sauce}, like Tabasco(TM) or Uncle Pete's. 

 

soy sauce 

fermented soy, salt {soy sauce}. 

 

sweet and sour 

pineapple, vinegar, soy sauce {sweet and sour}. 

 



tartar sauce 

mayonnaise, onion, pickle {tartar sauce}. 

 

teriyaki 

soy sauce, cornstarch, sugar, garlic {teriyaki}. 

 

Worcestershire sauce 

soy, vinegar, spice {Worcestershire sauce}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Sauce>Milk 

 

a la king 

cream sauce, green pepper or pimiento, mushroom {a la king}. 

 

a la Newburg 

with Madeira, egg yolk, cream, or with cream sauce, cheese, nutmeg, sherry {a la Newburg}. 

 

bechamel sauce 

milk, butter, flour, salt, cayenne pepper, nutmeg {béchamel sauce}. 

 

bisque 

cream sauce for meat, fish, or shellfish {bisque}. 

 

bordelaise sauce 

oil or butter, shallot or garlic, thyme, bay leaf, pepper {bordelaise sauce}. 

 

brown gravy 

gravy with meat juices {brown gravy}. 

 

drawn butter 

boil butter to sediment milk solids {drawn butter}. 

 

fondue 

melted cheese and wine {fondue, cheese}. 

 

gravy 

milk, cornstarch, meat juice {gravy}. 

 

hollandaise sauce 

butter, egg yolks, lemon juice or vinegar {hollandaise sauce}. 

 

louis sauce 

sour cream, chili {louis}. 

 

lyonnaise 

onion, butter, parsley {lyonnaise, sauce}. 

 

mornay sauce 

béchamel sauce with shredded or grated cheese {mornay, sauce}. 

 

Newburg 

milk, flour, egg, paprika {Newburg}. 

 

Roma food 

tomatoes, cream {Roma}. 

 



stroganoff 

sour cream, brown gravy, mushroom, green onion {stroganoff}. 

 

thermidor 

Newburg sauce {thermidor, sauce}. 

 

veloute sauce 

white sauce with chicken or veal stock, or fumet thickened with white roux {veloute sauce}. 

 

white sauce 

milk, flour, butter {white sauce}. 

 

yellow sauce 

milk, egg, sugar, flour, butter {yellow sauce}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Sauce>Salad Dressing 

 

dressing 

mayonnaise, salad dressing, oil and vinegar, and the like {dressing}. 

 

French dressing 

oil, garlic, lemon juice or vinegar {French dressing}. 

 

green goddess 

mayonnaise, anchovy, tarragon vinegar, parsley, scallion, garlic {green goddess}. 

 

Italian dressing 

mayonnaise, vinegar {Italian dressing}. 

 

Lorenzo sauce 

Italian salad dressing, butter, lemon juice {Lorenzo}. 

 

oil and vinegar 

oil, vinegar {oil and vinegar}. 

 

Russian dressing 

mayonnaise, pimiento, chives, ketchup, spices {Russian dressing}. 

 

Thousand Island 

mayonnaise, chili sauce, olive, bell pepper, pickle, onion {Thousand Island}. 

 

vinaigrette 

oil, vinegar, salt, pepper {vinaigrette, dressing}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Sauce>Tomato 

 

barbecue 

tomato, brown sugar, vinegar {barbecue}. 

 

catsup 

tomato, vinegar, brown sugar {catsup}. 

 

chili con carne 

meat in tomato, onion, and pepper sauce {chili con carne}. 

 



chili sauce 

tomato, brown sugar, vinegar, chili pepper {chili sauce}. 

 

cocktail sauce 

chili sauce or ketchup, horseradish, Worcestershire sauce {cocktail sauce}. 

 

Creole sauce 

sauce with tomato, okra, and peas {Creole, sauce}. 

 

Nicoise 

garlic, tomato, anchovy, black olive, capers, lemon juice {Nicoise}. 

 

scaloppini 

tomato, garlic, mushroom {scaloppini}, for veal or shrimp. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Soup 

 

soup 

meat and/or vegetables boiled in water {soup}. 

 

borscht 

hot or cold beet soup {borscht}. 

 

bouillabaisse 

spicy fish stew {bouillabaisse, soup}. 

 

chowder 

milk and potato soup with fish or clams {chowder}. 

 

consomme 

light soup {consommé, soup}. 

 

fumet 

reduced fish broth {fumet, soup}. 

 

gazpacho 

tomato, onion, green pepper, herb soup {gazpacho}. 

 

gruel 

thin soup {gruel}. 

 

minestrone 

soup with pasta, beans, and vegetables {minestrone}. 

 

mongole 

split pea and tomato soup {mongole}. 

 

porridge 

boiled oats or other grain, served with milk {porridge}. 

 

pot-au-feu 

fire pot {pot-au-feu, soup}. 

 

pottage 

Vegetable stews {pottage} can have meat. 

 



vichyssoise 

cold potato, leek or onion soup {vichyssoise, soup}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Soup>Bouillon 

 

bouillon cube 

Bouillon cubes {bouillon cube} can have beef, chicken, or fish broth/stock. 

 

court bouillon 

fish stock {court bouillon}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Stew 

 

stew 

thick soup {stew}. 

 

goulash 

meat, vegetable, and paprika stew {goulash}. 

 

gumbo 

stew with okra {gumbo}. 

 

hasenpfeffer 

spicy rabbit stew {hasenpfeffer}. 

 

mulligan stew 

meat, tomatoes, potatoes, onions {mulligan stew}. 

 

mulligatawny 

tamarind concentrate, lemon juice, coconut milk, red lentils {mulligatawny}. 

 

pepperpot 

stew with pepper {pepperpot}. 

 

potpie 

stew in a pastry shell {potpie}. 

 

ragout 

meat and vegetable stew {ragout}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Vegetable 

 

Boston baked beans 

beans cooked in brown sugar and ketchup {Boston baked beans}. 

 

hashed browns 

browned shredded potato cakes {hashed browns}. 

 

panzanella 

bread, tomato, green pepper, cucumber, onion, garlic, capers, black olive, anchovy {panzanella}. 

 

poi 

cooked taro root paste {poi}, sometimes fermented. 

 

risotto 

short-grain or Arborio Italian rice, butter or olive oil, broth {risotto, rice}. 



 

succotash 

corn kernels, lima beans {succotash}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Specific Ingredient 

 

a la Casino 

breadcrumbs, bacon {a la Casino}. 

 

almandine as almond 

almond {almandine, almond}. 

 

aspic 

agar gelatin {aspic}. 

 

croquette 

minced food inside bread fried in deep fat {croquette, food}. 

 

deviled 

butter, onion, celery, green pepper, parsley {deviled}. 

 

drippings 

meat juices from roasting {drippings}. 

 

duchess food 

anise liqueur, vermouth {duchess, food}. 

 

Franconia 

eggs, flour {Franconia}. 

 

French-fried 

fried in deep fat {French-fried}. 

 

Harvard 

beets, vinegar, sugar, cornstarch, salt {Harvard}. 

 

Hungarian food 

paprika {Hungarian}. 

 

mincemeat 

minced apple, spice, and sometimes meat {mincemeat}. 

 

pilaf 

steamed rice plus meat or fish and vegetables {pilaf, rice}. 

 

polonaise as topping 

bread crumb and butter topping {polonaise, food}. 

 

Rockefeller oyster 

Baked chopped-spinach, onion, celery, parsley, and aniseed-liqueur topping can be on oysters {Rockefeller oyster}. 

 

roux 

heated and stirred bacon grease and flour {roux, food}. 

 

Russian food 

beets {Russian, beets}. 



 

southern fried 

coated and fried {southern fried}. 

 

Spanish food 

tomato, cheese {Spanish}. 

 

tempura 

deep fried rice-flour-coated vegetables and/or fish {tempura}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert 

 

confection 

sweet prepared food {confection}. 

 

fondant 

Icing {fondant, icing} can have condensed milk, butter, salt, confectioner's sugar, vanilla. 

 

frosting 

sugar and butter glaze {frosting}. 

 

hard sauce 

butter, sugar, vanilla, rum or brandy {hard sauce}. 

 

marshmallow 

corn syrup, sugar, gelatin, starch, covered with powdered sugar {marshmallow}. 

 

meringue 

baked egg whites and sugar {meringue}. 

 

russe 

double cream, sugar {russe, dessert}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert>Bread 

 

brioche 

wheat, yeast, butter, egg {brioche, bread}. 

 

doughnut 

wheat flour, yeast, sugar, fried in deep fat {doughnut}. 

 

hot cross bun 

flour, sugar, cinnamon, yeast, currants {hot cross bun}, marked with cross and served on Good Friday. 

 

king's ring 

sweet bread baked in crown shape {king's ring}. 

 

tortoni 

almond biscuit {tortoni}. 

 

zwieback 

sliced and toasted sweet baked bread {zwieback}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert>Cake 

 



angel cake 

white sponge cake {angel cake}. 

 

baba au rhum 

rum cake {baba au rhum, cake}. 

 

baked Alaska 

Baked white cake can have ice cream and meringue {baked Alaska}. 

 

brown betty 

apple, bread crumbs, butter, cinnamon {brown betty}. 

 

brownie 

dense chocolate cake {brownie}. 

 

cheesecake 

baked cream or cottage cheese, egg, milk, sugar {cheesecake}. 

 

chiffon cake 

sponge cake {chiffon cake}. 

 

coffeecake 

wheat flour, yeast, nuts or raisins or brown sugar {coffeecake}. 

 

crepe Suzette 

thin pancake with fruit {crepe Suzette}. 

 

cruller 

twisted wheat flour, sugar, fried in deep fat {cruller}. 

 

crumpet 

muffin fried on a griddle {crumpet}. 

 

cupcake 

small cake in a paper cup {cupcake}. 

 

devil's cake 

chocolate cake {devil's cake} {devil's food cake}. 

 

fruitcake 

Cake {fruitcake} can have raisins, dried fruits, and nuts. 

 

gingerbread 

Cakes {gingerbread} can have wheat flour, baking powder, molasses, ginger, and sugar. 

 

gold cake 

yellow cake {gold cake}. 

 

johnnycake 

thin cornmeal bread fried on a griddle {johnnycake}. 

 

kuchen 

Cakes {kuchen} can have flour, yeast, butter, and cinnamon. 

 

Lady Baltimore cake 

white cake, frosting, figs, candied fruits, chopped pecans {Lady Baltimore cake}. 



 

ladyfinger 

small sponge cake {ladyfinger}. 

 

madeleine 

sponge cake cookie in a rounded oval {madeleine, cookie}. 

 

marbling 

chocolate and vanilla swirled in cake {marbling}. 

 

muffin 

small flat round bread {muffin}. 

 

petite four 

small frosted butter cake {petite four}. 

 

pound cake 

butter cake {pound cake}. 

 

roly-poly 

flour, baking powder, butter, jam, with syrup {roly-poly}. 

 

sponge cake 

Cake {sponge cake} can have no shortening or oil. 

 

springerle 

flour, baking powder, egg, sugar, anise oil {springerle}. 

 

stollen 

flour, yeast, raisins, candied fruit, almonds, rum, sugar, salt, butter, orange zest, nutmeg, cardamom {stollen}, for 

Christmas. 

 

strudel 

baked rolled thin cake with filling {strudel}. 

 

torte 

Cakes {torte} can have ground nuts or breadcrumbs. 

 

trifle 

cake and cream layers {trifle}. 

 

upside-down cake 

Cakes {upside-down cake} can have fruit or filling on bottom. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert>Candy 

 

bonbon 

creamy center with chocolate coating {bonbon, candy}. 

 

candy 

thickened sugar {candy}. 

 

cotton candy 

sugar syrup spun into thin strings around a stick {cotton candy}. 

 



fudge candy 

Soft candy {fudge, food} can have sugar, butter, and flavor. 

 

taffy 

molasses or brown-sugar candy {taffy}. 

 

toffee 

brown-sugar and butter candy {toffee}. 

 

Turkish delight 

Candy {Turkish delight} can have sugar, cornstarch, and water. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert>Cookie 

 

cookie 

Cookies {cookie} can be roll cookie, cutout cookie, drop cookie, refrigerator cookie, or sheet cookie. 

 

gingersnap 

Cookies {gingersnap} can have wheat flour, baking powder, molasses, ginger, and sugar. 

 

hermit 

Cookies {hermit} can have raisins, nuts, and spices. 

 

macaroon 

almond paste or coconut, egg white, sugar {macaroon}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert>Fruit 

 

ambrosia food 

orange, coconut {ambrosia, food}. 

 

compote 

stewed fruit in syrup {compote, fruit}. 

 

conserve 

two or more stewed fruits in syrup {conserve}. 

 

preserves 

fruit boiled in sugar {preserves}. 

 

sweetmeat 

candy or candied fruit {sweetmeat}. 

 

tutti-frutti 

chopped candied fruits {tutti-frutti}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert>Ice 

 

bombe 

ice cream and ice layers in a mold {bombe, ice cream}. 

 

frappe 

shaved ice fruit drink or milkshake {frappe}. 

 



parfait 

Ice cream, fruit, sauce, and whipped-cream can be in layers, or frozen whipped cream, egg, sugar, and flavor can mix 

{parfait, ice cream}. 

 

sherbet 

water, milk, egg whites or gelatin, sugar {sherbet}. 

 

snow as shaved ice 

shaved ice {snow, food}. 

 

spumoni 

Ice-cream layers {spumone} {spumoni} can have nuts and candied fruits. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert>Nut 

 

baklava 

honey, nuts {baklava}. 

 

divinity 

sugar, egg white, water {divinity}. 

 

marzipan 

powdered almonds, egg whites, sugar {marzipan}. 

 

peanut brittle 

corn syrup, sugar, peanuts, margarine, vanilla {peanut brittle}. 

 

penuche 

pecan, brown sugar, vanilla, butter, optional candied cherry {penuche}. 

 

praline 

nuts boiled in syrup {praline, nuts}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert>Pastry 

 

cream puff pastry 

pastry with cream filling {cream puff, food}. 

 

Danish pastry 

pastry with fruit filling {Danish pastry}. 

 

eclair 

pastry with custard or whipped cream {éclair}. 

 

French pastry 

pastry with no filling {French pastry}. 

 

Napoleon pastry 

fluffy pastry with whipped cream inside {Napoleon}. 

 

puff pastry 

pastry with air inside {puff pastry}. 

 

scone 

soft round pastry {scone}. 

 



PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert>Pie 

 

banbury tart 

tart shell, chopped fig, citron peel, brown sugar, egg, raisin, nuts {banbury tart}. 

 

Boston cream pie 

chocolate and vanilla pudding with whipped cream {Boston cream pie}. 

 

cobbler pie 

thick fruit pie with thick top and bottom crusts {cobbler, food}. 

 

pie 

pastry shell filled with meat or fruit {pie}. 

 

piecrust 

pastry shell {piecrust}. 

 

tart pie 

small pie with sweet filling {tart, food}. 

 

Washington cream pie 

cake, whipped cream, raspberry jam, in layers {Washington cream pie}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Dessert>Pudding 

 

blancmange 

pudding with milk, sugar, and cornstarch {blancmange}. 

 

Charlotte russe 

pudding with flour, egg, double cream, and sugar {Charlotte russe}. 

 

Christmas pudding 

flour, butter, bread crumbs, dried fruit, candied peel, brown sugar {Christmas pudding}. 

 

custard 

milk, egg, sugar {custard}. 

 

Nesselrode 

pudding, rum, lemon rind, sugar, whipped egg whites, candied fruit {Nesselrode}. 

 

pudding 

boiled milk, egg or cornstarch, and sugar {pudding}. 

 

Spanish cream 

custard with milk, gelatine, egg white, and egg yolk {Spanish cream}. 

 

tapioca pudding 

dried tapioca, milk, sugar, egg {tapioca pudding}. 

 

zabaglione 

warm custard with Marsala wine {zabaglione, food}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Prepared Food>Mexico 

 

Mexican food 

Food {Mexican food} can feature chili peppers. 



 

arroz 

rice dish {arroz}. 

 

burrito 

soft taco with filling {burrito}. 

 

caldo 

soup {caldo}. 

 

carne 

meat {carne}. 

 

ceviche 

seafood dish {ceviche}. 

 

chile relleno 

chile wrapped in egg and fried {chile relleno}. 

 

chorizo 

sausage {chorizo}. 

 

enchilada 

meat or cheese filled rolled tortilla and chili sauce {enchilada}. 

 

empanada 

stuffed pastry {empanada}. 

 

frijoles 

refried pinto beans {frijoles}. 

 

gorditas 

small thick tortilla {gorditas}. 

 

guacamole 

mashed avocado {guacamole}. 

 

huevos 

eggs {huevos}. 

 

menudo 

stew {menudo}. 

 

mole 

sauce {mole, sauce}. 

 

nachos 

tortilla chips with melted cheese {nachos}. 

 

picadillo 

ground beef filling {picadillo}. 

 

pico de gallo 

Salsa can have tomato, onion, and chiles {pico de gallo}. 

 



pollo food 

chicken {pollo, food}. 

 

quesadilla 

tortilla with melted cheese {quesadilla}. 

 

rajas food 

sliced pepper {rajas, food}. 

 

salsa food 

tomato, onion, and chiles {salsa, food}. 

 

sopa 

pasta in broth {sopa}. 

 

taco 

folded tortilla with filling {taco}. 

 

tamale 

masa, peppers, and filling wrapped and steamed in plantain or cornhusk {tamale}. 

 

tapas food 

dried meat cured with salt and vinegar {tapas, food}. 

 

torta 

sandwich {torta}. 

 

tostada 

toasted or fried tortilla {tostada}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Utensils 

 

bell jar 

Glass cylinders {bell jar} can have width half of height, with open side down to cover something. 

 

brochette 

metal skewer {brochette, skewer}. 

 

china porcelain 

porcelain dish, plate, cup, or bowl {china}. 

 

chopsticks 

wood or plastic stick pairs {chopsticks}. 

 

coaster 

wood or plastic disc {coaster}, to put under glass. 

 

crockery 

baked clay cooking or serving pot {crockery} {crock}. 

 

delft china 

china from Delft, Holland {delft}. 

 

earthenware 

unbaked clay pots, dishes, or cups {earthenware}. 

 



silver plate 

silver-plated serving dish, spoon, knife, or fork {silver plate}. 

 

spatula 

Metal, wood, or plastic flat rectangular pieces {spatula} can have handles for scraping surfaces. 

 

stoneware 

sandstone baking flat {stoneware}. 

 

swizzle stick 

Thin 10-centimeter-long plastic sticks {swizzle stick} can stir alcoholic drinks. 

 

wood block 

flat wood board {wood block}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Utensils>Container 

 

beaker 

Glass cylinders {beaker} can have width and height almost the same, with open side up, to hold fluid. 

 

canister 

Metal or plastic cylinders {canister} can have a lid for holding solids. 

 

cruet 

Glass bottles {cruet} can have a narrow neck and small opening with lid, for oil or vinegar. 

 

decanter 

pitcher {decanter}. 

 

ewer 

Large pitchers {ewer} can have a large opening. 

 

fingerbowl 

small water bowl {fingerbowl}, in which to dip fingers after eating greasy or sticky food. 

 

flagon 

Large containers {flagon} can have a spout and handle, to hold liquids. 

 

humidor 

wood box {humidor}, in which to put cigars. 

 

Mason jar 

Glass cylinders {Mason jar}, with width half of height, have screw-on lids with rubber seals. 

 

stein 

Large glazed baked clay cups {stein}, for beer or ale, can have a handle. 

 

tureen 

Large metal bowls {tureen} can be for soup. 

 

urn 

Small vase-shaped vessels {urn} can hold solids. 

 

volumetric 

Glass or plastic cylinders {volumetric} can have rulings, with volume in milliliters. 

 



PRAC>Food>Cooking>Utensils>Container>Cooking 

 

caldron 

large thick iron pot {caldron}, for boiling. 

 

chafing dish 

Metal pans {chafing dish} can be for cooking food on dining tables. 

 

double boiler 

Bottom metal pot holds boiling water, and top metal pot {double boiler} holds chocolate or other food, to prevent 

scalding. 

 

vat cooking 

Large metal containers {vat} can hold liquids. 

 

wok 

large metal convex pan {wok}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Utensils>Container>Flask 

 

flask 

Glass containers {flask} can hold liquids, with a round opening at top. 

 

Dewar flask 

Insulated containers {Dewar flask} can hold cold liquefied gases. 

 

Erlenmeyer flask 

Pyramidal glass containers {Erlenmeyer flask} can have a round opening at top. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Utensils>Cutlery 

 

cutlery 

knives {cutlery}. 

 

cleaver 

heavy metal chopping knife with rectangular blade {cleaver}. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Utensils>Glass 

 

chalice 

Metal cups {chalice} can have a stem and base. 

 

demitasse 

Small cups {demitasse, cup} can be for coffee. 

 

goblet 

Glasses {goblet} can have a stem and base. 

 

grail 

Metal cups {grail} can have a stem and base. 

 

loving cup 

large decorated cup {loving cup}, used as award. 

 

snifter 

Oval glasses {snifter} can have a short stem and base and a wide opening, used for brandy. 



 

stemware 

Glasses {stemware} can have a stem and base. 

 

tankard 

Large metal cups {tankard}, for beer or ale, can have a handle. 

 

tumbler 

Medium-size glasses {tumbler} can have width and height almost same, with no stem. 

 

PRAC>Food>Cooking>Utensils>Oven 

 

Dutch oven 

Heavy pots {Dutch oven}, with a lid, can cook at low heat for long times. 

 

hibachi 

Small braziers {hibachi} can have charcoal fuel. 

 

rotisserie 

Ovens {rotisserie} can have rotating spits for roasting meat. 

 

PRAC>Game 

 

game as play 

Games {game, play} include athletic, card, puzzle, and board games. 

 

circus 

In an arena or under a tent {big top}, clowns, animal handlers, aerialists, acrobats, and a ringmaster present a show 

{circus}|, in one or three rings. 

 

family activities 

Families can do things together {activities, family} {family, activities}. 

reading and writing 

Read and swap books. Go to libraries. Read newspapers or magazines. Keep diaries or journals. Write letters to 

relatives, friends, or pen pals. Check cash register receipts and add them. Compute gas mileage and travel distances. 

Read weather maps. 

chores 

Wash, dry, and iron clothes. Sweep. Clean. Organize. Polish shoes. Sew. 

activity 

Make object collections and put them in categories. Organize photographs. Make scrapbooks. Recycle. Plan and 

have parties for guests, with invitations, food, and activities. Have yard sales. Set up juice stands. Volunteer. Start or 

tend gardens or window boxes. Camp out in yards or campgrounds. Have picnics. 

visit 

Visit parks. Visit museums. Visit historical sites. Visit institutions. Visit cemeteries. 

discussion 

Discuss family history. Discuss and prepare for holidays. 

 

magic trick 

Tricks {magic} {magic trick} can use sleight-of-hand or misdirection. 

types 

To fool people {misdirection}, magicians can tell people to look somewhere or can do something to make them look 

{overt misdirection}, or they can use low attention or minimal change {covert misdirection}. Hands and hand motions 

can be quick or deceptive {sleight-of-hand}, such as palming coins or eggs. 

Changing dresses uses two different-color dresses, two different-color lights, and a mechanical device to pull off top 

dress. Shaking a spoon makes it appear to bend at neck. 



mirror 

Magic tricks can use mirrors, such as "saw the lady in half". 

afterimage 

Removing an object leaves it visible for 100 milliseconds, by neural after-discharge. 

illusion 

Repeatedly tossing a ball up and catching it, followed by a pretend throw appears to be a ball going up and 

disappearing {vanishing-ball illusion}. Spinning disks can have expanding and contracting regions. Looking at 

stationary objects makes them appear to contract and expand. 

 

playoff 

One game {playoff}, or a short series, can determine which team or person advances and is the most-exciting 

contest. Perhaps, all sports can have only playoffs, with no regular season. Players receive money based on playoff 

success, as in golf and tennis tournaments. 

 

PRAC>Game>Athletic 

 

archery 

Sport {archery}| can use curved flexible wood {bow, archery} with a string tied at ends. Bows can have a cradle in 

which to draw string. Bows shoot projectiles {arrow} with a straight stick {shaft}, a point at one end, and feather fins 

{fletching} and a notch {nock} at other end. Targets are circles. 

 

boxing 

Sport {boxing}| can have three-minute rounds for 3 to 15 rounds, in a roped square {ring, boxing}. Boxers use 

gloves. Boxers can knock {punch, boxing} opponent unconscious {knockout, boxing} (KO) or unable to return to ring 

{technical knockout} (TKO). Boxers can win on points from judges. Hitting below the belt {low blow} is illegal. 

Hitting kidneys is illegal. 

 

bullfight 

Sport {bullfight}| can have a bullfighter {matador, bullfight} to face the bull and an assistant {picador} to place 

spikes in the bull to madden it, in a bullring. 

 

falconry 

Trained falcons can catch game or fly, on command {falconry}|. Falconers wear a glove, on which falcons can land. 

Falcons wear hoods when not performing. 

 

fencing 

Sport {fencing}| can use foil, saber, or dueling sword {epée}. Fencer starts {on guard} and then can move forward 

{lunge}, block opponent's weapon {parry, fencing}, or move backward {retreat, fencing}. 

 

field event 

Track and field has events {field event}|. Use a pole to jump over a bar {pole vault}. Jump over bar {high jump}. 

Run and jump {long jump}. Hop, skip, and jump {triple jump}. Throw a 16-pound ball {shot put}. Throw a heavy disk 

{discus}. Throw a weight on a chain {hammer throw}. Throw a spear {javelin throw}. Decathlon has 10, heptathlon 

has 7, and pentathlon has 5 field and track events. 

 

gymnastics 

Sport {gymnastics}| can use vaulting horse or long horse, parallel horse or side horse, parallel bars or uneven parallel 

bars, horizontal bar, stationary rings, balance beam, floor exercise, and calisthenics. 

 

hunting 

Sport {hunting}| can stalk and shoot game in fields, with rifles or bows. 

 

roller-skating 

Sport {roller-skating}| can use shoes with wheels. 

 



shooting 

Sport {shooting}| can include skeet, trap, target, small-bore rifle, large-bore rifle, and pistol shooting. 

 

skydiving 

Sport {skydiving}| can be a free fall and then parachuting. 

 

trampoline 

Sport {trampoline}| can use a canvas, on which people can bounce, attached to a frame by elastic ropes. 

 

weight lifting 

Sport {weight lifting}| can lift overhand from ground to chest {clean and press}, lift overhand from ground to over 

head {clean and jerk}, lift underhand from ground to chest {snatch}, and push from holder up and bring back while 

lying on back {bench press}. 

 

wrestling 

Sport {wrestling}| can be free style, Greco-Roman, or sumo. Fall, pin, headlock, hammerlock, toehold, body slam, 

arm lock, leg lock, chin lock, full nelson, half nelson, scissors, and body press score points. 

 

PRAC>Game>Athletic>Athletics 

 

calisthenics 

Sport {calisthenics}| can include jumping jacks, pull-ups, push-ups, knee bends, duck waddles, sit-ups, chin-ups, toe 

touching, medicine ball throwing, and isometric exercises. 

 

conditioning in athletics 

Exercising {conditioning, athletics}| can have 10-minute warm-up, 10-minute high level, and 10-minute cool down, 

at least three times a week. High-level exercise is jogging, cycling, rope skipping, running, swimming, walking, and 

straddle hopping. 

Intensity is 75% of maximum oxygen intake capacity or 75% of maximum heart rate. Use the following heart rates 

for high-level exercise. Age 25 to 29 is 135 to 164. Age 30 to 34 is 132 to 161. Age 35 to 39 is 129 to 157. Age 40 to 

44 is 126 to 153. Age 45 to 49 is 124 to 150. Age 50 to 54 is 122 to 148. Age 55 to 59 is 119 to 144. Age 60 to 64 is 

117 to 142. Age 65 to 69 is 114 to 138. 

 

exercise activity 

People should twist, stretch, and compress body muscles {exercise, activity}|, so joints move in all possible ways. 

Exercise makes heartbeat fast and breathing hard. Exercise can be fast and short or slow and long. 

 

workout 

Exercise {workout}| 20 minutes, every day. Easy workouts involve the following twists, stretches, and 

compressions, while standing. Twist, stretch, or compress as far as possible and as fast as possible, and repeat as much 

as possible. 

legs 

For legs, do half-squats, lift knees, lift lower leg backward, stand on toes, twist and shake thighs, walk straight 

forward and straight backward, walk forward and backward at 45-degree angles, and turn clockwise and 

counterclockwise. 

trunk 

For trunk, bend over backward to center, left, and right; bend over forward from waist to center, left, and right; bend 

over forward from hips to center, left, and right; turn to right and left; turn to right and left while turning shoulders to 

right and left to twist; lean over to left and right; hold tummy in; hold pubic area in; thrust hips forward to center, left, 

and right; and thrust hips backward to center, left, and right. 

arms 

For arms, lift shoulders together and separately, push shoulders forward, push shoulders backward, rotate shoulders 

vertically clockwise and counterclockwise, reach out in front with both arms and with each arm separately, reach arms 

around body in front and back, hold arms straight out from side and rotate clockwise and counterclockwise, reach arms 

straight up and to left and right, stretch arms forward and backward, pronate and supinate forearms, and make fists and 

then stretch palms flat. 



 

PRAC>Game>Athletic>Ball 

 

baseball 

Nine-person teams {baseball}| can have pitcher, catcher, first baseman, second baseman, shortstop, and third 

baseman, who deploy around the diamond, and right fielder, center fielder, and left fielder, who deploy in the outfield. 

Pitchers can throw a hard medium-size ball over home plate above knee and below shoulders {strike, baseball} or miss 

{ball, baseball}. Three strikes retires batter {out, baseball}. Four balls is a pass to first base {walk, baseball}. Batter 

uses a bat to try to hit ball into the field {hit, baseball} or to right or left {foul ball}. Foul balls are strikes, unless batter 

has two strikes already. Batters try to get to first base by hit or walk and advance around second and third bases, back 

to home plate to score a run. Hits can be a single to first base, double to second base, triple to third base, or home run to 

home plate. 

 

basketball 

Five-person teams {basketball}| can have center, two forwards, and two guards. Large ball advances by pass or 

dribble. Players dribble, pass, or shoot. 

shot 

Players try to put the ball in the opponent's basket, for two points if inside three-point line or three points if outside 

three-point line. 

fouls 

Players cannot impede shots by contact. After a foul, fouled player shoots free throws or team receives ball out of 

bounds. 

shot: free throw 

Fouled players shoot freely from free-throw line {free throw}, one or two times, to score one point each. 

turnovers 

Players with the ball cannot stop and resume dribbling {double dribble} or move without dribbling {traveling}. 

After turnovers, other team receives the ball out of bounds. 

shot theory 

Shots can have distance, speed, and angle errors. Shooting closer to basket has higher percentage. Hands over the 

head are closer to basket, so overhead shots have higher percentage. Hands are closer to basket when at jump top, so 

jump shots have higher percentage. 

Shots using only fingers and hand have higher percentage, because large muscles are less accurate. Shorter shots can 

use less arm and leg muscles. Overhead shots can use less leg muscle, because they are shorter. Jump shots use less leg 

muscle. 

Shots off backboard are longer, use angles that are hard to calculate, and have different targets each time. However, 

hitting high-speed shots off backboard can slow shots. Underhand shots off backboard hit backboard going up and can 

be shorter. Shots off backboard are slower. 

Make ball enter rim at 45-degree angle, to maximize distance and speed error range that can make successful shots. 

If hand is below rim, shoot with angle more than 45 degrees, so ball enters rim at 45-degree angle. 

Aim to go through rim center, and look at that point. Net shape helps determine that point. 

 

bowling 

Sport {bowling}| can use a heavy plastic ball to strike ten pins standing in a triangle at the end of a lane. Bowling is 

in a building {bowling alley}. All ten pins can fall on first ball {strike, bowling} or on two balls {spare, bowling}. 

Other bowling games are candlepin bowling and ninepins. 

 

cricket match 

Sport {cricket match}| can have an oval field {pitch, field} with two posts {wicket, cricket} and an edge. From 

behind his wicket, pitcher throws a hard small ball to the ground to try to bounce it onto other wicket. Batsman uses a 

flat bat to protect the wicket and hit the ball. After hitting, batter can stay near wicket or can run to second wicket to 

score a run. If hit is far, batter can try to return to first wicket to score another run. If hit rolls to boundary, it is four 

runs. If hit lands past boundary, it is six runs. Players can catch a fly ball or tag batter while he runs between wickets, to 

score {out, cricket}. Ten outs retires batting team. Pitched balls count {over, cricket} and games can have limited 

overs. 

 



field hockey 

Sport {field hockey}| can use sticks to roll a medium-size ball into a net on a field. 

 

football 

On offense, eleven-person teams {football}| can have center, two guards, two tackles, two ends, quarterback, 

halfback, fullback, and slotback or wide receiver. On defense, eleven-person teams can have three or four linemen, 

three or four linebackers, two safeties, and two cornerbacks. 

play 

After plays, ball is on scrimmage line for four downs, in which offense tries to move forward ten yards {first down}. 

scoring 

Moving ball into opponent's end zone scores seven points {touchdown}. Kicking ball through opponent's goal posts 

scores three points {field goal}. Kicking ball through opponent's goal posts after a touchdown scores one point {point 

after}. Moving ball into opponent's end zone after a touchdown scores two points {points after}. Downing opponent in 

its end zone scores two points {safety, football}. 

kicking 

After receiving ball, offensive team can elect to kick ball to opponent {free kick}. Offensive team can elect to kick 

ball to opponent on fourth down {punt, football}. 

ball movement 

Players can carry ball forward {rush, football}. Players can throw ball downfield {pass, football}. Players can throw 

ball sideways {lateral, football}. 

blocking 

Offense tries to block players from downing ball carrier {blocking, football}. 

tackling 

Defense tries to down ball carrier {tackling}. 

penalties 

Teams cannot move across scrimmage line before ball moves from line {offside, football}. Teams cannot move 

forward before ball moves from line {illegal motion}. Teams cannot hit the passer after ball release {roughing the 

passer}. Teams cannot hit the kicker after ball release {roughing the kicker}. Teams cannot hit interfere with pass 

receiving or defending five yards beyond scrimmage line {pass interference}. Teams cannot block or tackle illegally 

{personal foul}. Penalties award other team five, ten, or fifteen yards or a down. 

 

golf 

Golf bags have 14 clubs: driver, woods 1 through 3, irons 2 through 9, wedge or sand wedge, and putter {golf}|. On 

each of 18 or 9 holes, players strike the ball from tee through fairway to green and then putt into a four-inch hole. Score 

is number of strokes. 

strokes 

Holes have stroke standards {par, golf}: 3, 4, or 5. Eighteen holes have par 70, 71, or 72. Players can take one more 

stroke {bogey}, two more strokes {double bogey}, three more strokes {triple bogey}, one less stroke {birdie, golf}, 

two less strokes {eagle, golf}, three less strokes {double eagle}, or one stroke {hole-in-one}. 

Basic Swinging 

To simplify right-handed swing, concentrate on trapezius back muscle where inside middle of right shoulder blade 

meets upper middle spine. 

To start right-handed backswing, turn around that muscle to rotate right shoulder around spine. Rotate around right 

ankle and rotate right thigh. Rotate hips and twist their outer muscles. Keep left arm straight, and keep right arm 

straight as long as possible. 

After body finishes rotating, keep arms extended and continue to pull arms around body until just before you start to 

lose balance and/or lose sight of ball. Rotate waist muscles. 

To start right-handed swing, rotate around right inside middle trapezius muscle again to go down and through ball 

toward target. 

Basic Putting 

To putt smoothly, place eye directly over ball. Using the basic swing, but gently, draw club straight back same 

distance as intended finish distance, then slide through the ball. Put straight topspin on ball. 

hand golf 

Golf {hand golf} can use only hands and ball. Players throw the ball from tee toward hole. Players pick up the ball 

and throw it toward the hole. On the green, players roll the ball into cup like bowling. Because there are no clubs, 

expense is lower, and you do not need golf carts. You never lose balls. 



 

handball 

Players use hands to throw a ball against a wall {handball}|. 

 

hurling 

Sport {hurling}| can be similar to field hockey. 

 

jai alai 

Sport {jai alai}| can use wicker rackets to catch a hard medium-size ball and throw it against a wall. 

 

lacrosse 

Sport {lacrosse}| can use webbed sticks {crosse} to carry a ball and throw it into a net on a field. 

 

rugby 

Sport {rugby}| can use a large football. Official places ball at tackle spot, and play starts {scrum}. Players advance 

by running or lateraling, until another player tackles ball carrier. Team scores when a player carries ball into opponent's 

end zone {try, rugby} or kicks ball through opponent's goal posts on a free kick or drop kick. After a penalty, team can 

take a free kick. 

 

soccer 

Eleven-person teams {soccer}| can have goalie, four defenders, three midfielders, two forwards, and striker. Players 

kick or head the medium-size ball toward a large net on a 100-meter field, without using arms. In the goal area, goalies 

can use arms and hands to defend net. Passes can go only to a player with at least one defender still ahead {offside, 

soccer}. World Cup is the most-famous soccer championship. 

 

softball 

Sport {softball}| can be like baseball and use a large ball with underhand pitching. Softball can be slow pitch or fast 

pitch. 

 

volleyball 

Teams {volleyball}| have six players on one court side, three next to net and three in backcourt. Players can slam 

ball to opponent's side {spike, volleyball}, set up spike, or hit a low ball {dig, volleyball}. Sides have three hits to 

return ball to other side. Players cannot hold ball. Each point begins with a serve from behind court baseline. The team 

that won previous point serves. Teams can score points only while serving. 15 points wins game. 

 

PRAC>Game>Athletic>Martial Art 

 

judo 

Sport {judo}| can modify jujitsu for competition and emphasize throws. 

 

jujitsu 

Sport {jujitsu}| can involve throwing and pinning opponent. 

 

karate 

Sport {karate}| can involve punching, thrusting, clawing, and kicking. 

 

kung fu 

Sport {kung fu}| can be similar to karate. 

 

PRAC>Game>Athletic>Racket 

 

badminton 

Sport {badminton}| can be like tennis and use a shuttlecock {birdie, badminton} and light rackets. 

 

paddle tennis 

Sport {paddle tennis}| can use short rackets to hit a ball against a wall. 



 

squash rackets 

Sport {squash rackets}| like can use small string rackets to hit a ball against a wall. 

 

table tennis 

Sport {Ping-Pong} {table tennis}| can use paddles to hit a small hollow ball over a net on a table. 

 

tennis 

Sport {tennis}| can use rackets and a medium-size felt-covered ball, on a court with a waist-high net. For a game, 

one player serves into alternating right and left service courts, to win or lose points. Player score can be no points 

{love, tennis}, 15 for first point, 30 for second point, 40 for third point, or one point ahead in tiebreaker {advantage, 

tennis}. If both players have 40, score is a tie {deuce, tennis}. To win game, player must win at least 4 points and be 2 

points ahead. To win set {set, tennis}, player must win at least six games and be two games ahead. Alternatively, if 

both players have won six games, they can play a tiebreaker. To win match {match, tennis}, player must win two sets 

out of three or three sets out of five. 

 

PRAC>Game>Athletic>Riding 

 

automobile racing 

Sport {automobile racing} can include Formula 1, Formula V, prototype, group 7, sports car, stock car, and 

Indianapolis races, on dirt or paved tracks, for different distances. 

 

equitation 

Sport {equitation}| {horsemanship} can include show jumping, cross country, and dressage or controlled riding. 

Horses can run, trot, canter, gallop, or pace. Saddles can be English saddle or western saddle. 

 

horse racing 

Sport {horse racing}| can include thoroughbred, steeplechase, and harness racing. Horses break from start, round 

first turn, go down backstretch, round turn, and come down homestretch, to finish line, for one to one-and-one-half 

miles. One furlong equals 1/8 mile. 

 

polo sport 

Horse-riding sport {polo}| can use a long mallet to hit a medium-size ball into a net on a large field. 

 

rodeo 

Sport {rodeo}| can include saddle bronc, calf roping, bulldogging cattle, bareback riding, and Brahma bull riding. 

 

PRAC>Game>Athletic>Running 

 

cross-country 

Races {cross-country}| can be 2 to 5 miles on paths or roads in towns or countryside. 

 

marathon run 

26-mile run on paths or roads in towns or countryside {marathon}|. 

 

running sport 

Runs {running, sport} on tracks can be 100 m, 200 m, 400 m, 800 m, 1500 m, 5000 m, 10000 m, 400-m relay, 1500-

m relay, 110-m hurdles, 400-m hurdles, and 3000-m steeplechase. Runs on roads can be 20-km walk and 30-km walk. 

 

PRAC>Game>Athletic>Water 

 

diving sport 

Sport {diving}| can include gainer or reverse, inward or cutaway, swan dive, twist, layout with body straight, tuck, 

pike or jackknife, handstand, and half gainer. 

 



fishing sport 

Sport {fishing}| can include rod and reel, fly-casting, spinning, bait casting, and trolling. 

 

rowing 

Sport {rowing}| can involve a coxswain setting the pace for oarsmen and steering a long narrow boat {shell, rowing 

sport}. Sculling uses a one-person boat {scull}. Kayaking uses a one-person enclosed canoe {kayak, sport}. 

 

sailing 

Wind can power boats with sails {sailing}|. 

boat types 

Sailing ships are catboat, sloop, schooner, cutter, ketch, yawl, catamaran, and trimaran. 

parts 

Sails use a vertical mast, horizontal bar {boom, sailboat}, diagonal spars, and rigging ropes. Under sailboats is a 

weighted thin wedge {keel, sailboat} to resist sideways motion and tipping, as wind strikes sail. A board in back 

{rudder, boat} turns right to steer left, and left to steer right, as moving water pushes rudder sideways. A straight board 

{tiller} or steering wheel {helm} can connect to rudder. 

parts: sails 

Sails can be back from mast and along boom {main sail}, in front of mast {jib}, and in front of jib to catch a 

downwind {spinnaker}. 

course 

Competitions use a course with six legs: into wind {windward leg}, across wind {reach}, downwind, and repeat. 

America's Cup is the most-famous sailing-race series. 

tacking 

To move upwind, sailboats must move at 45-degree angles, half to left and then turning {coming about} to half to 

right {tacking}. Performing many tacks or just one depends on possible wind force and direction changes. Going 

upwind tends to push boat front {prow} up, so sailors move to front, to balance weight. 

reaching 

Going across wind {reaching} tends to tilt the boat over, so sailors move to upwind side. 

running 

Going downwind {running, sailing} tends to push boat front down into water, so sailors move to back. 

sail 

Sail trailing edge resists wind. Pulling sails tighter {trimming} reduces drag force. People can pull a sail tight to 

wind {reefing} or lower a sail {furling}. 

 

skin diving 

Sport {skin diving}| can use aqualung, snorkel, surface diving, dry suit, wet suit, or SCUBA. SCUBA outfit has an 

air tank, with regulator, weights, and an air vest. 

 

surfing 

Sport {surfing}| can use boards {surfboard} on waves. People can place ten toes over board front {hang ten}. 

 

swimming 

Sport {swimming}| can include breaststroke, crawl or freestyle, backstroke, sidestroke, and butterfly. 

 

water polo 

Sport {water polo}| can try to put a medium-size ball into a net in a pool. 

 

water skiing 

Sport {water skiing}| can use skis behind a ski boat, which travels at 35 mph or more. 

 

PRAC>Game>Athletic>Winter 

 

curling 

Sport {curling}| can slide polished stones over ice with brooms. 

 



figure skating 

Sport {figure skating}| can include spirals, spins, glides, steps, flips, axels, toe loops, and other leaps. 

 

ice hockey 

Six-person teams {ice hockey}| can have goalie, two defensemen, two wingers, and center. Team passes puck 

around ice. Passes cannot go to a player with no defender in front {offside, hockey} or send puck over two lines 

without touching anyone {icing}. After infractions, referee drops puck in a nearby circle {faceoff}. 

 

luge 

Sport {luge}| can use sleds on ice chutes. 

 

skiing 

Alpine skiing {skiing}| includes downhill, slalom, and giant slalom. Nordic skiing includes cross-country skiing and 

ski jumping. 

 

speed skating 

Sport {speed skating}| can use long skates. 

 

toboggan 

Sport {toboggan}| can use flat-bottom sleds on icy runs. 

 

PRAC>Game>Board 

 

backgammon 

Two dice determine number of points that selected pieces can move around a special two-sided board with points 

{backgammon}. 

 

bingo 

On boards with arrays of numbers, players mark squares whose number is called, until one player announces 

completion of a column, row, or diagonal {bingo}. 

 

brax 

Games {brax} can be similar to checkers. 

 

cats and dogs game 

Games {cats and dogs} can be similar to checkers. 

 

checkers 

Twelve identical pieces for each side are on same color of a checkerboard {checkers} {draughts} and can move 

forward on diagonals. Players try to jump opponent's pieces, to try to capture all of them. Moving a piece to opponent's 

first row makes piece able to move in all directions {king, checkers}. 

 

Dalmatian pirates 

Games {Dalmatian pirates and Volga Bulgars} can be similar to fox and geese. 

 

fandango board game 

Games {fanorona} {fandango, board game} can be similar to checkers. 

 

fox and geese 

On a checkerboard {fox and geese}, a single checker starts at first row and is the fox, which can move forward and 

backward. Four checkers fill other first row and are the geese, which can move only forward. Pieces move along 

diagonals, one square per move, with no capturing. Geese try to trap fox, who tries to reach last row. 

 

Game of Squares 

Board games {Game of Squares} can be about making squares. 



Number of Players 

Game has two players or two teams. 

Board 

Board is any-size square grid. Squares less than 19 x 19 are good. Use any square part of a Go board or 

checkerboard. 

Pieces 

If grid is 19 x 19, use 191 each of two colors. If grid is 7 x 7, use 25 of each color. 

Play 

Either player can move first. Players alternate turns. Turns place one piece on an empty board position. Game has no 

capturing. Pieces already on board cannot move. Players cannot pass turns. 

Object of Game 

Object is to make as many four-cornered square patterns of player pieces as possible. 

End of Game 

Players mutually agree to end game, or pieces occupy all possible positions. 

Variants of Game 

Board can be rectangle, diamond, or other shape. Pattern counted can be any shape, for example, diamond or 

rectangle, rather than square. Count can include only smallest squares, with four pieces, or any-size four-cornered 

patterns. Different shapes and sizes can count different values. Players can remove one opponent piece per turn. Players 

can pass turn. Players can play more than one piece per turn. Players can cooperate to make fun patterns. 

 

go game 

On a 19 x 19 board, players put black or white markers to encircle territory or opponent markers {go}. Encircling 

markers captures opponent's markers. Players cannot remove their own markers. Black moves first. Players alternate 

turns. Black can start with one to nine markers already on board, as a handicap. 

 

Go Free 

A Go variation {Go Free} can allow players to move any of their own pieces, whether played already or not, to open 

spots, or to remove them from board. This variation requires no special rules for special situations, so Go Free has 

fewest restrictions. 

 

hasami shogi 

Two players move pieces along board lines as far as they can and capture by sandwiching {hasami shogi}. 

 

Hex 

Players can put hexagons on a rhombus-shaped board {Hex}. 

 

hoppers 

In a one-person game {hoppers}, pegs jump over each other to reach end. 

 

mah jong 

Board games {mah jong}| can use special tiles. 

 

mancala 

Seeds can go into depressions {mancala}. 

 

nine men morris 

Players add markers to a board with three concentric squares and capture other player's markers {merrelles} {mühle} 

{mill, game} {nine men's morris}. 

 

ouija 

Boards {ouija}| can have a special layout. 

 

parcheesi 

Dice can determine number of spaces to move on a special board with four parts {parcheesi}. 

 



roundabouts 

A round-board game {roundabouts} uses dice to move pieces. 

 

Scrabble 

Scrabble(TM) {Scrabble}| uses a special board and letter tiles, to make words. Letters have values, and score is sum 

of values. 

 

chess 

Checkerboard games {chess} can have one king, one queen, two bishops, two knights, two rooks or castles, and 

eight pawns for each side. Pieces capture by displacing opponent's piece. King can move one square in any direction. 

Queen can move any number of squares in any direction, with no jumping. Rook can move any number of squares on 

row or column, with no jumping. Bishop can move any number of squares on a diagonal, with no jumping. Knight can 

jump two squares on a row or column plus one square on a column or row. Pawns can move one square forward, with 

no jumping, and capture diagonally. Pawns can move two squares forward first time. Object is to capture king. 

notation 

Notation can use B = Black, W = White, K = King, Q = Queen, B = Bishop, N = kNight, R = Rook, and P = Pawn. 

Row 1 is on white's side, and row 8 is on black's side. For example, K-KR1 means move king to kingside rook column 

and first row. 

chess problem 1 

Pieces start at the following positions. BK-QR8, BN-KB8, BR-KN8, BP-QR7, BP-QN7, WB-Q7, BB-QR6, BP-

QB6, WN-Q6, BB-KB6, WP-KN6, BQ-Q5, WP-KB5, WQ-QN4, BN-Q4, WP-QB3, WP-Q3, BP-KR3, WP-QN2, WB-

KR2, WR-QR1, WK-QN1, and WR-K1. Moves are 1. ..., BxP +; 2. K-QB1, B-KN5 +; 3. K-Q1, B-QB2 ++. 

chess problem 2 

Pieces start at the following positions. BK-QR8, BP-QR7, BP-QN7, BB-Q7, BP-KN7, BR-QR6, WN-Q6, BP-KN6, 

BB-QN5, BQ-Q5, WR-QR4, WQ-QN4, BN-Q4, WP-K4, WN-QB3, WP-Q3, WP-QN2, WP-KN2, WP-KR2, WK-

QN1, WB-QB1, and WR-KB1. Moves are 1. ..., BxP +; 2. K-QR1, N-QB2 +; 3. K-QN1, NxQ +; 4. K-QR1, RxR +; 5. 

NxR, Q-KR2 ++. 

chess problem 3 

Pieces start at the following positions. BR-K8, BB-KB8, BB-QN7, BP-KN7, BP-KR7, WB-Q6, BN-K6, BP-KB6, 

BK-KN6, BP-QR5, BP-Q5, BQ-KB5, WP-QB4, WP-KN4, WQ-KR4, WN-QN3, WP-Q3, WK-K3, WN-KR3, WP-

QR2, BR-QN1, WP-KR2, WR-Q1, WB-KB1, and WR-KN1. Moves are 1. ..., Q-B6 +; 2. KxQ, P-Q4 +; 3. K-KN3, 

BxB +; 4. N-KB4, BxN +; 5. K-KR3, RxP ++. 

chess problem 4 

Pieces start at the following positions. BR-QR8, WN-QN7, BB-QB7, BP-KN7, BP-KR7, BB-QB6, WB-Q6, BP-

KB6, BK-KN6, BP-QR5, BP-Q5, BQ-KB5, WN-KN5, WP-QB4, WP-KN4, WQ-KR4, WB-QN3, WK-K3, WP-KR3, 

WP-QR2, WP-QN1, BR-KN2, WR-QR1, and WR-K1. Moves are 1. ..., P-Q4 +; 2. KxP, R-Q2 +; 3. K-K3, Q-Q3 +; 4. 

K-B4, QxB +; 5. K-K3, Q-Q4 ++, or 5. R-K5, QxR ++. 

chess problem 5 

Pieces start at the following positions: K-K2, Q-QR3, B-K4, B-K5, N-QN6, N-QB7, R-KN8, and R-KR7. This 

makes maximum attack on all 64 squares. 

chess problem 6 

Pieces start at the following positions: K-QB2, Q-QN1, R-QB1, R-QN2, B-QR1, B-QR2, N-Q1, and N-QN3. This 

makes minimum attack on 16 squares. 

variation 

Chess variation is to move king to farthest row, or a particular square on farthest row, first. 

 

PRAC>Game>Card 

 

baccarat 

A game similar to blackjack {baccarat} can use two tables {baccarat banque} and can use a bank {punto banco} 

{North American baccarat}. 

 

blackjack card game 

Starting with two cards, people try to obtain 21 or less and be higher than other players, by optionally drawing cards 

{blackjack, cards} {twenty-one}. 

 



bridge card game 

In bridge-like games {bridge, card game}, such as contract bridge, players try to win rounds of played cards {trick}, 

with highest card or with a card from a designated suit {trump}. Bridge had an earlier form {whist} in 1900's. 

 

canasta 

Rummy {canasta} can use two card decks. 

 

chemin de fer 

baccarat {chemin de fer}. 

 

cribbage 

Boards {cribbage} can have peg holes, filled according to cards, for keeping score. 

 

deck of cards 

Card decks {deck} have 52 cards: 13 black clubs, 13 red diamonds, 13 red hearts, and 13 black spades {suit, cards}. 

13-card suits have 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, jack J, queen Q, king K, and ace A, from lowest to highest. Jack, queen, and 

king {face card} show persons. Jack of spades and jack of hearts are one-eyed. A deck can have two cards with a joker 

image. 

 

euchre 

Rummy {euchre} can use deck highest 32 cards. 

 

faro 

Players can take cards from a box and bet {faro}. 

 

hearts card game 

Rummy {hearts} can use hearts suit as trumps. 

 

pinochle 

Rummy {pinochle} can have 2 to 4 people and use 48 cards. 

 

poker card game 

Strength, from lowest to highest, is highest card, two of kind, three of kind, four of kind, five of kind including wild 

card, five cards in sequence {straight, poker}, five cards in same suit {flush, poker}, five cards of same suit in sequence 

{straight flush}, and straight flush with ace high {royal flush} {poker}. Poker {draw poker} can deal substitute cards 

from deck. Poker {stud poker} can show some cards and conceal others, dealt in front of players. 

 

rummy 

In rummy-type games {rummy}, such as gin rummy, players try to acquire three same-value cards or three same-suit 

sequential cards {meld}, by drawing from a card pile {talon, cards}. 

 

solitaire card game 

People can play card-sequence games {solitaire} {patience} by themselves. 

 

PRAC>Game>Card>Names 

 

deuce card 

two card {deuce, card}. 

 

trey card 

three card {trey}. 

 

PRAC>Game>Children 

 

blindman's bluff 

A child can wear a blindfold and try to catch people {blindman's bluff}|. 



 

cat's cradle 

Hand games {cat's cradle}| can use a string loop around fingers. 

 

marbles 

Spherical balls {marbles}| can be thumb shooters to knock other marbles from a ring. 

 

pin the tail on the donkey 

A blindfolded child can hold a paper tail and try to stick it on a donkey picture {pin the tail on the donkey}|. 

 

pinata 

A child can use a stick to try to break a papier-mâché candy-filled figure {piñata}|. 

 

pogo stick 

Spring-loaded posts {pogo stick}| can be for bouncing. 

 

tiddlywinks 

People can try to flip small plastic disks into a cup {tiddlywinks}|. 

 

yo-yo 

A roller {yo-yo}| can have wound string, and string rewinds by inertia after fully unwinding. 

 

PRAC>Game>Dice 

 

dice cubes 

Dice cubes have six sides, with one to six dots {dice, game}. Two dice can add to two {snake-eyes} up to twelve 

{boxcars}. 

 

craps 

A person {fader} can roll two dice {craps}. 7 or 11 {natural, craps} wins. 2 or 3 or 12 {crap out} loses bet and dice. 

 

PRAC>Game>Puzzle 

 

rebus game 

Games {rebus, game}| can be puzzles with pictures for words or sounds. 

 

Rubik cube 

People can try to rotate pieces of a three-dimensional cube {Rubik's cube} {Rubik cube}, to align numbers. 

 

Sudoku 

People can try to fill cells, in a 9 x 9 square array with 3 x 3 subarrays, with scattered numbers, without repeating 

any entry in any row, column, or subarray {Sudoku}|. Arrays have only one solution. Game derives from order-9 Latin-

square arrays. 

 

PRAC>Game>Recreational 

 

basket game 

Games {basket game} for two people or teams can use an empty clean wastebasket and a ping-pong ball. Basket is 

like half-court basketball, with no dribbling. Put basket on floor near wall middle, with no nearby window. Players can 

put ball in basket by bounce, off wall, or through air, but they cannot put hand in cylinder of air above basket rim or 

touch basket. Handicap can require taller or more skilled players to stay farther way from basket. Perhaps, players 

cannot stay too close to basket for more than few seconds. For fouls, use free throws or just award basket. Alternate 

games are basket-making contests, like "HORSE". 

 

billiards 

Players can use pool cues to strike a cue ball to hit both red balls on a pool table with no pockets {billiards}|. 



 

croquet 

Mallets can strike medium-size wooden balls to put them through a wicket sequence {croquet}|. 

 

dominoes game 

Two players, starting with 14 dominoes each, can match dots on domino ends, to try to use all dominoes first 

{dominoes}|. 

 

horseshoes 

People can throw modified horseshoes {horseshoes}| to try to touch or encircle a post. 

 

pool game 

Players can use a pool cue to strike a cue ball to knock medium-size plastic balls into pockets on a table with six 

pockets {pool}|. Players subtract a ball if cue ball goes into a pocket. Player turn ends if no ball goes into a pocket. Pool 

games include snooker, eight ball, and straight pool. 

 

roulette game 

Players can bet on the number into which a small metal ball falls on a spinning roulette wheel {roulette game}|: odd, 

even, red, black, 0, 00 in USA, either half, any third, and/or any fourth. 

 

shuffleboard 

Players can use a crook to slide disks onto a marked triangle, for points {shuffleboard}|. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs 

 

class action suit 

Wronged people can sue companies and share litigation costs {class action suit}|. 

 

moving household 

Going from one house to another {moving, household} has stages. 

do-it-yourself 

Get smallest truck or trailer that holds everything in one load. Practice driving. Load it with proper weight balance, 

front-rear and right-left. Put heavy items on floor and light ones on top. 

contract 

Moving contracts list estimated packing costs. Contracts include prices for boxes and containers, extra charges for 

carrying goods over long distances or heights to and from home, extra insurance costs, gasoline surtaxes, extra costs for 

big city labor use, and total price of taking estimated weight from old to new home. 

estimate 

If using a moving company, contact at least two, several months in advance. An estimator comes to estimate total 

weight. Get at least two estimates. Point out what stays and what goes. Most movers are similar but use a recommended 

one. Company selected sends a contract and a book about moving. Moving contracts allow a three-day period for the 

move. Movers will probably come on last day. 

insurance 

Moving contracts have insurance options. The free option pays a fixed amount per pound for pounds lost or 

damaged. The other option costs little and pays more. 

loading 

If you have already packed a household, movers can load a moving truck in a day. If movers pack, it can take a week 

to load. Large moving trucks can hold 4 to 7 houses. Never allow goods on tailgates or tied to truck. Movers can pack 

truck inside as they like. 

move 

Truck driver is in charge of the move. Driver has weighed truck before packing. Driver writes condition and number 

of items. You must sign sheets listing boxes, furniture, and so on. Driver weighs truck again. Call to find out actual 

weight, to know total cost. You have no control over how long truck takes to get to new house. Ask expected arrival 

date and be ready to add two days. 



move preparation 

One month before moving, find a new home. Transfer insurance to that home. Send change-of-address cards, 

available from post office, to all creditors, debtors, magazines, clubs, newspapers, and friends. Notify telephone 

companies, utility companies, and other businesses that bill monthly, stating when to stop services at old address and 

start at new address. Open a checking account in new area. Throw away unwanted things. 

moving week 

One week before moving, clean everything, get packing materials, and select items needed during transition period. 

packing 

Put all items into boxes, not wrapped or loose. Get boxes from grocery stores. Break down items to fit them into 

boxes. Wrap breakables in newspaper, clothes, and towels. Do not use excelsior, plastic puffs, or special wraps. Pack 

plates on edge. Nest saucers, bowls, and cups. Pack books flat, not on edge. Make small boxes for books and heavy 

items. Use towels, sheets, and clothes to fill boxes completely, so nothing can shift. Wrap mirrors and easily marred 

surfaces with cardboard. Protect TV face carefully with cardboard and blankets. Have pianos moved separately. Mark 

boxes with contents and room names and seal shut with strong plastic tape. 

unloading 

When truck arrives, pay driver. After unloading everything, sign sheets again. Write down everything you do not 

like. Decide what to do about it later. Mover puts boxes in marked rooms. Mover unpacks boxes, if it is in contract. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Documents 

 

credit report 

Credit bureaus record {credit report} debts and payments, and late or missed payments, for mortgages, credit cards, 

auto loans, and other loans. People have the right to receive a credit record copy, except for medical information, from 

credit bureaus, according to the Fair Credit Reporting Act. Credit reports typically contain items that need clarification 

or correction. 

 

list of valuables 

inventory {list, valuables} {valuables list}. 

 

pension benefit 

Statements {pension benefit} can indicate pension deposits and payments. 

 

social security statement 

Statements {social security statement} can indicate retirement and disability deposits and payments. 

 

social security card 

Cards {social security card} can have identification numbers. 

 

veterans information 

Documents {veterans information} can indicate armed forces service places and dates. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Banking 

 

money order 

Post offices or money-transfer agencies can receive cash and issue documents {money order} authorizing all post 

offices or money-transfer agencies to pay bearer. 

 

safe-deposit box 

Boxes {safety deposit box} {safe-deposit box}| in bank vaults can hold valuable documents. 

contents 

Bonds, stocks, property records, mortgages, securities, titles, deeds, birth certificates, marriage certificates, death 

certificates, jewelry, mementos, military records, church records, valid passports, citizenship papers, important 

contracts, titles to boats and cars and trailers, insurance policies, possession inventory, copy of will, and valuable 

papers and documents are in box. 

cost 

Safety deposit boxes cost a nominal amount per year, depending on size. 



insurance 

Contracts for boxes seldom include insurance on contents. 

access 

Safety deposit boxes have two keys, one for bank and one for customer. Opening box requires both. 

access: death 

On person's death, bank seals box for inventory for state tax and inheritance laws. Later, estate executor distributes 

contents. In case of joint ownership, depending on state, survivor can have complete ownership and access, death of 

any owner can seal box, or survivor has limited access to look for will, burial instructions, or insurance policies. 

 

savings account 

People can deposit money in bank, savings-and-loan, or credit-union accounts {savings account}|, with promise by 

bank to pay person all money back on demand. Bank is debtor. Depositor is creditor. Bank has legal title to the money. 

insurance 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation insures bank savings accounts, up to $250,000. Federal Savings and Loan 

Insurance Corporation insures savings-and-loan-company savings accounts, up to $250,000. 

interest 

Interest is typically 2% to 5%. Interest rate can depend on how long the money must remain with bank before 

withdrawal and how much is in account. Savings and loans typically pay 0.5% more than regular banks. Credit unions 

typically pay 0.5% more than savings and loans. 

deposit 

Savings accounts can require minimum deposits. 

income 

A reasonable saving rate is 5% of income. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Banking>Checking 

 

checking account 

People can deposit money in accounts {checking account}| at banks, savings and loans, or credit unions receive 

money, which depositor can withdraw by writing personal checks. Checking accounts are demand deposits for writing 

checks. Bank promises to pay any person holding check drawn on that account. Bank is debtor. Person is creditor. Bank 

has legal title to money. 

types 

Checking accounts {joint account} can have more than one person that can write checks. If one person dies, others 

still can use account. Checking accounts can pay interest. 

fee 

Checking accounts typically cost money {service charge}, paid by month or per check. Banks can waive service 

charges, if a minimum amount is in checking account. 

check-writer death 

Death of check writer does not void a check. Banks can honor any check up to ten days after death notification. 

check error 

Banks are not liable for alterations to checks or wrongful endorsements, unless banking standards are negligent. 

Negligence of check owner typically causes alterations and wrongful endorsements: for example, someone uses a 

company-endorsement stamp or leaves blank or signed checks available to others. 

 

bill-of-exchange 

Signed orders {bill-of-exchange}| {draft from bank} to banks or other parties can agree to pay bearer the amount, on 

demand or at a fixed time. 

types 

Bills of exchange {personal check} can be signed orders to banks to pay bearers immediately from checking 

accounts. Checks {certified check} can carry guarantee of validity of check writer's signature, as determined by bank. 

Bank immediately withdraws the money from his or her account and assumes liability for check. Checks {cashier's 

check} can be on bank's account, purchased from bank by individual to provide acceptable payment to a creditor who 

will not accept personal checks. 

 



endorsement 

Check payees can sign name on back left side {blank endorsement} {endorsement}|, making check payable to any 

bearer. Payees can write "pay to X" and signature on back {special endorsement}, making X the only person that can 

cash check. Payees can write "for deposit only" and signature on back {restrictive endorsement}, making check non-

negotiable. Payee can write "without recourse" and signature on back {qualified endorsement}, thus limiting liability. 

Third parties should not accept commercial paper with qualified endorsements. 

 

overdraft 

Checks can be for more than depositor has in checking account {overdraft}|. 

 

stale check 

Banks can reject checks {stale check} dated more than six months before presentation for payment. 

 

stop payment order 

Depositors can command banks to refuse to pay a check holder {stop payment order}|, when check comes to bank 

for collection. Stop-payment orders can cancel lost or stolen checks, cancel checks if payee failed to provide service or 

goods, or cancel checks if long time elapsed since check date. Written stop-payment orders are binding on banks for six 

months, and you can renew them. Oral stop-payment orders are binding for two weeks. 

 

wrongful dishonor 

If a bank refuses to pay a check, because it believes account does not exist or has insufficient funds, bank is liable for 

damages {wrongful dishonor}|, even if act was not intentional. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Buying 

 

automobile buying 

Buying cars {automobile buying} has many steps. 

size 

Buy smallest car that driver and family can fit into comfortably, which can differ if driving is mostly in city or is 

mostly long distance. 

features 

Car should have high and comfortable driving position. It should have good visibility. It should have good rear-view 

mirrors. It should have easy-to-read instruments. It should have easy-to-use and smooth operating controls. It should 

have adequate acceleration. It should have good braking distance under repeated braking. It should shift easily. It 

should have easy and precise steering. It should have fuel economy. It should have air bags. It should have three-point 

seat belts, not connected to door or seat. 

safety 

It should prevent brake lock when braking hard {anti-lock brakes}. It should prevent wheel spinning by differential 

{traction control}. It should prevent skidding and rollover {electronic stability control}. It can have advanced features 

{emergency brake assist} {blind-spot detection} {lane-departure warning} {lane-departure prevention} {forward-

collision warning}. 

future 

Future cars may have {backover detection} {traffic-sign recognition} {automatic braking} {automatic pedestrian 

recognition}. 

used car 

For used cars, get cars with good repair records, as judged by testing agencies. Have mechanics check used cars. 

Check wheel alignment, driving feel, smoothness, proper fluid-level adjustment, moving-part wear, and finish for 

accidents. Do not worry about resale value unless planning to resell car in less than five years. 

 

clothing buying 

Look for smooth seams, true pattern matching, and good zippers {clothing, buying}. Clothing has standards, except 

for sizing and fit. Width from shoulder to shoulder should match person's shoulder width. Sleeve length should match 

length from shoulder top to wrist bone. Neck size should be one centimeter more than neck circumference. Waist 

length should be same length as waistline, just above hips. Pant inseam should match length from crotch to ankle. 

 



grounded appliance 

Appliances and electrical tools should have insulation and have grounded plugs {grounding, appliance} {grounded 

appliance}, with three prongs or with a ground-sided two-prong plug. 

 

shoe buying 

Welt construction is best {shoe, buying}. Never use x-ray machines {fluoroscope}. Leave 3/4 inch at toes while 

standing on both feet. Have snug fit around heel. Have snug fit at foot and shoe widest part. Shoe flex line and widest 

part should coincide with foot widest part. No rough edges or heavy stitching should be on shoe insides. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Selling 

 

debt collection 

To collect debts {debt collection}, companies and people can send letters purporting to be from credit bureaus or 

legal collection agencies. They can send legal-looking forms giving appearances of lawsuits. They can demand extra 

late charges. They can try to intimidate, using threats of legal action or fake letters from courts or government agencies. 

 

door-to-door salesperson 

Salespersons {door-to-door salesperson} can pretend customers are part of a select group, claim they are doing 

marketing surveys, claim they are earning their way through college, or claim they work for charity. Door-to-door 

salespersons can collect subscriptions and then switch terms later. Companies with mainly door-to-door salespersons 

must allow consumers three days to change their minds after salesperson has left, provide cancellation forms, and not 

transfer debt instruments until five days after sale date. 

 

trade-up 

Selling higher-priced goods is legal and ethical if cheaper goods are available and seller does not disparage cheaper 

goods {trade-up}| {selling up}. Businesses can try to obtain agreement to buy something and then try to sell extra items 

or more-expensive models. This technique is typically for items that have options, such as cars and computers. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Selling>Guarantee 

 

guarantee 

Products typically include a written policy {guarantee} {warranty} from company stating that you can return them 

for free service or replacement if defective. Small-item warranties are good for 90 days or one year. Warranties on 

durable goods, such as mattresses, appliances, and furnaces are 3 to 15 years. 

 

automobile warranty 

Car warranties {automobile warranty} cover only normal defects and do not cover abuse defects. Warranties are 

typically transferable. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Selling>Deception 

 

deceptive selling 

Businesses can sell using illegal methods {deceptive selling}|. Deceptive selling practices can violate law, and you 

can report them to Better Business Bureau, Chamber of Commerce, Federal Trade Commission, other state or federal 

agencies, news media, district attorney, or attorney general. When sellers violate state or federal rules, only state or 

federal agencies can prosecute. 

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) limits unfair competition methods and tries to stop unfair and deceptive practices, 

but only if they are ordinary business activities, not individual cases. FTC can issue an order {cease and desist order} to 

such companies. If companies persist, FTC can sue for each violation. 

 

bait and switch 

Deceptive selling practices {bait and switch}| can offer a product at low price and then attempt to sell a higher-

priced item when consumer gets to store or salesperson comes to home. Sellers can disparage lower-priced goods, have 

few cheaper items, or refuse to sell lower-priced goods. 

 



false advertising 

Deceptive selling practices {false advertising} can advertise falsely. Advertisements can say present price is less 

than normal price {deceptive pricing}. Advertisements can use fictitious former prices, which are either unreasonable 

or non-existent. Advertisements can claim price is wholesale price, though it is actually higher than normal wholesale. 

Advertisements can suggest that manufacturer's suggested retail price is normal selling price, though actually it is not. 

 

misrepresentation 

Deceptive selling practices {misrepresentation} can claim product has features it does not have. 

 

unsolicited merchandise 

Deceptive selling practices {unsolicited merchandise}| can mail unordered goods to consumers and try to force them 

to pay for the goods or return the goods at their expense. Federal law allows consumers to dispose of these goods and 

prohibits senders from sending invoices to consumers. This law does not apply to agreements that regularly mail books, 

records, and so on, to subscribers. This law allows free samples. This law allows charitable organizations to send 

giveaways to solicit donations. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Insurance 

 

disability insurance 

Insurance {disability insurance}| can pay monthly when sickness or injury prevents working. 

 

fire insurance 

Insurance {fire insurance} against fire is lower for brick houses. Brick needs no paint. Brick is not good in 

earthquake zones. 

 

homeowner's insurance 

Insurance {homeowner's insurance}| {renter's insurance} {home insurance} can insure repayment by insurance 

company if theft, fire, other natural disasters, or vandalism causes property loss. It pays victims of accidents on one's 

premises. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Insurance>Life 

 

life insurance 

Insurance {life insurance}| can pay money to a named beneficiary after death of insured person. Payment can be one 

lump sum or monthly payments. 

disability 

Life insurance policies can pay for arm, leg, or eye loss {permanent disability}. 

types 

For most people, decreasing term insurance is the best buy in life insurance, because premiums are lower in early 

life, when paying is most difficult. Benefits decrease as need for benefits decreases. 

amount 

Amount needed is difference between total expenses family will have through working life, taking into account 

inflation and expenses attendant on death, and total income that they have with no insurance. 

 

participating whole life insurance 

Life insurance {participating whole life insurance} can be like whole life insurance, but it also pays dividends to 

insured person, depending on insurance-company investments. Dividends can give cash to insured person, reduce 

future premiums, buy more insurance, or reinvest. 

 

term insurance 

Life insurance {term life insurance} {term insurance}| can be for 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30 years. In ordinary-term life 

insurance, insurance premiums increase each year, as chance of death or disability increases. In long-term life 

insurance, premiums stay constant, at level between ordinary-term lowest and highest premiums, because payments 

average. In decreasing-term life insurance, premiums stay constant at low level, but payment to beneficiary decreases 

over the years. 

 



variable whole life insurance 

Life insurance {variable whole life insurance} can be like whole life insurance, but it conditions payments to 

beneficiaries on insurance-company investment performance. 

 

whole life insurance 

Life insurance {whole life insurance} {straight life insurance} can keep premiums constant at high level and 

insurance amount constant. Policy cash value builds as payments accrue. Cash value is total extra money paid to 

insurance company, plus interest. Cash value can be security for loans, income at retirement, or trade-in for another life 

insurance type. Premium owed is statistically expected cost of insurance coverage over statistically expected lifetime, 

divided by number of payment years. In first years, payments are more than true cost of protection at that time, while 

later they are less. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Insurance>Automobile 

 

automobile insurance 

States require car insurance {automobile insurance}. Most people should have {coverage, insurance} liability, 

uninsured motorist, and medical payments insurance. Liability and comprehensive insurance cost depends on principal 

driver's driving record, age, sex, and marital status. However, insurance insures car, so insurance covers anyone driving 

that car with owner's permission. 

 

financial responsibility law 

All states have laws {financial responsibility law}, requiring car owners to show that they can pay for damages if in 

automobile accidents. If owners cannot pay damages, state revokes license and registration. Drivers should have 

$100,000 insurance for one injured person, $300,000 for all injured people, and $50,000 for all damaged property, in 

one accident. 

 

liability insurance 

Automobile insurance {liability insurance, car} can pay for damages to people or property in accidents that are 

driver's fault. Most states require that people have minimum liability insurance for damage to one person, all people, 

and property. 

 

medical payment 

Insurance {medical payment} can pay up to a limit for minor-injury treatment received in accidents. 

 

no-fault insurance 

Drivers can have insurance company pay for injuries to self or passengers and for damages to car or property, 

without need to determine responsibility {no-fault insurance}. It allows faster claim settlement and reduced legal costs 

to insurance companies. Variations on no-fault insurance allow companies to determine fault. One pays for everything. 

Another allows premium increase after driver is in an accident. People can file lawsuits for additional damages. 

 

theft insurance 

Insurance {theft insurance} {damage insurance} can reimburse for theft, vandalism, flood, and windstorm property 

loss or damage. 

 

uninsured motorist 

Insurance can pay expenses up to a limit in accidents caused by drivers {uninsured motorist} who have no insurance 

and cannot otherwise pay. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Investing 

 

investment by person 

People can invest in real estate, stocks, bonds, and commodities {investment, personal}. 

 

commodity 

Investment in minerals, animals, and grains {commodity}| is risky. Investment costs are moderate to buy and sell. 

Invested money can be unavailable in down markets. Commodity trading uses securities brokers. 



 

money market 

Investment in money {money market}| has little risk. Investment costs little to buy and sell. Invested money is 

typically readily available. Money markets use securities brokers. 

 

mutual fund 

People can buy investment-company stocks {mutual fund}|. Investment companies buy and sell stocks on stock 

markets and bonds in bond markets, for profit. 

types 

Mutual funds can have different investment goals, such as high return rate per share {dividend, share}, high growth 

rate in stock value {equity, stock}, or moderate rates for both. 

risk 

Mutual funds invest in a greater variety of stocks and so lessen risk. Emphasis on growth is more risky. Investments 

in growth should use extra, not essential, money. Investment costs are moderate to buy and sell. Invested money can be 

unavailable in down markets. 

commission 

Mutual funds can charge a commission {load, commission} for buying or selling shares. Mutual funds can charge no 

commission {no-load mutual fund}. 

open 

Mutual funds {open-ended mutual fund} can keep issuing new shares to public. Mutual funds {closed-end fund} can 

have a fixed number of traded shares. 

 

portfolio of investments 

People have stocks, bonds, and commodities holdings {portfolio, investment}. 

 

prospectus 

Corporations or investment companies prepare proposed investments {prospectus}|, to market offerings to investors. 

 

real estate investment 

Investment in property {real estate investment} has little long-term risk. Investment costs are high to buy and sell. 

Invested money is very unavailable. Investing uses real estate agents or brokers. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Investing>Bond 

 

bond as investment 

Investments {bond, investment}| can be company or government promises to pay a fixed interest rate after a date or 

up to a date, when investors can get principal back. Commercial-paper certificates can state that debtor agrees to pay 

amount on date. Bonds typically have higher interest rates than savings accounts. 

government 

USA government bonds are E, H, savings, treasury, and municipal bonds. 

process 

Bonds are sold for different amounts, and company pays back principal and interest to holder over time, typically 

quarterly. 

tax 

Income from bonds from cities {municipal bond} is free from federal and state tax. Income from bonds from states 

is free from federal tax. 

market 

People buy and sell bonds in a market {bond market}. Bonds vary in value compared to other investments, 

depending on interest rates in other investments, money value, and time to maturity. Investment in securities has little 

risk. Investment costs little to buy and sell. Invested money is typically readily available. People can buy into bond 

mutual funds. 

 

debenture 

Corporations can issue unsecured long-term bonds {debenture}|. 

 



maturity of bond 

Bonds pay off at different times {maturity}|, such as 3, 6, or 9 months, or 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, or 40 years. 

 

premium payment 

regular insurance payment or regular bond payout {premium}|. 

 

savings bond 

United States government sells bonds through banks {savings bond}| {U.S. Savings Bond}. Savings bonds sell at a 

percentage of face value and have a fixed period during which they can earn interest. For example, savings bond sold 

for $750 are worth $1000 in 30 years. If bond sells to someone else before 30 years, market determines interest. If you 

redeem bond after 30 years, value is $1000. Savings bonds typically have higher interest rates than savings accounts. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Investing>Deposit 

 

certificate of deposit 

Banks can agree to pay deposited amount, plus interest at fixed rate, on a fixed date, if depositor leaves money in 

account until that date {deposit certificate} {certificate of deposit}| (CD). 

 

time deposit 

Money can be in securities {time deposit} that you cannot liquidate until after a period. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Investing>Stock 

 

stock as investment 

People can buy shares {common stock, investment} {stock, investment} in corporations. 

markets 

Dealers can belong to markets {stock exchange} that list stocks for buying and selling. Brokers can buy and sell 

stocks that are not on stock exchanges {over-the-counter}. 

dividend 

Common stocks can pay yearly or quarterly dividends from corporation profits. Dividend amount and rate vary 

greatly. 

price 

Common-stock value depends on dividend paid or expected compared to stock price, stock price compared to 

company assets, expected profits or losses, and overall market state. Growth stocks can pay no dividend but have value, 

because people expect them to quickly rise in price. 

preferred 

Preferred stock can be ownership shares that have first claim to corporation assets. 

 

stop order 

People can order brokers to buy or sell stock when stock reaches a price level {stop order}|. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Investing>Value 

 

face value 

Securities can have a written value {face value}|, as opposed to market value. 

 

no-par 

Securities can have no face value {no-par}|, so you cannot redeem it, only sell it on the market. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Investing>Commercial Paper 

 

commercial paper 

Tradable legal documents {commercial paper}| include checks, promissory notes, bank drafts, deposit certificates, 

and most corporate bonds. Commercial paper can be non-transferable {non-negotiable}. In this case, debtor owes 

money to party. Commercial paper can be transferable {negotiable}. Debtor pays parties to whom paper transfers. 



Transfer can be by endorsement, the same as checks. Transfer can be by writing "pay to the bearer", as for corporate 

bonds. Transfer can be by delivery. 

 

holder in due course 

Legal negotiable-paper possessors {holder in due course} are not accountable for previous instrument-holder actions 

and have legal title to paper value. Finance companies that buy negotiable paper from merchants can get the money 

from consumers, even if merchants used deceit or other wrongful actions in original sales. Protection against negotiable 

paper is to have a restrictive clause in credit agreements to prevent commercial-paper transfer. 

 

negotiable instrument 

Commercial paper {negotiable instrument}| can be transferable. To be negotiable, maker or drawer must sign 

commercial paper, which must have an unconditional promise to pay, be payable at a certain time or on bearer demand, 

and be payable to bearer or to order. Negotiable commercial paper is stocks, bonds, over-the-counter stocks, stock 

exchange transactions, and bank and finance company transfers. If it has conditions, it is a contract. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Loan 

 

credit 

People can sell property in return for a promise of future payments {credit}. Loans have an interest rate and a cost 

above purchase price. Loans can have charges for paper work. Loans can have interest charges, monthly charges, 

service fees, loan fees, investigation or credit report fees, carrying charges, administrative handling charges, and time-

price differentials. 

 

annual percentage rate 

Loans have a true annual interest rate, which includes interest and other charges {annual percentage rate}| (APR). 

Loans have a total finance charge, which is total amount that people must pay back minus selling price. Lender must 

state loan annual percentage rate and total finance charge, according to Truth-in-Lending Act. 

 

truth-in-lending 

Consumer Credit Protection Act or Truth in Lending Law {truth-in-lending}| applies to all consumer credit 

arrangements, but not business or commercial accounts. This law allows individuals to sue creditors, within one year, 

for twice the finance charge, plus court costs and attorney's fees, if creditors intentionally do not disclose finance 

charges or annual percentage rates. This law prohibits companies from issuing credit cards unless people request one. 

This law limits credit-card holder liability for lost or stolen cards. This law gives people right to cancel credit deals that 

give creditors liens on homes, to prevent home foreclosure or seizure to pay debt. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Loan>Collateral 

 

collateral 

For loans, people can have to assign liens on homes or other assets {collateral}|. If people do not pay off loans 

according to agreements, lienholders can sell homes or assets to recover loans. 

 

surety 

Individuals or companies can pay bonds {surety}| to customers if they do not perform contracts. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Loan>Type 

 

installment loan 

People can pay back loans {installment loan}| in fixed or changing monthly amounts {conditional sale} {installment 

sale}. 

revolving 

Installment loans can require people to repay loan monthly in amount above a minimum amount. Lender charges 

interest on unpaid total {revolving charge account}. Annual percentage rate for revolving charge accounts varies from 

12% to 20%. 



types 

Store accounts, bank credit cards, gasoline company credit cards, and nationwide credit-agency accounts, like 

Diner's Club, Carte Blanche, and American Express, are revolving charge accounts. 

finance charge 

Getting loans can require fees. Customers {debtor} can agree to pay companies or banks {creditor} a percentage of 

finance charges each month. 

auto loan 

Buyer possesses and uses vehicle, but creditor retains ownership until buyer makes all required payments. Buyer 

cannot resell car without creditor's consent. If no payment causes loan default, creditor can take back car 

{repossession}. 

interest charge 

Truth in Lending Law requires exact credit cost and interest charge to be in bills, advertising, and sales. Credit cost 

is finance charge and annual percentage rate. Loan documents list cash price, subtract trade-in allowance and/or down 

payment, and state finance charge, annual percentage rate, and total cost, including deferred payment charges. 

 

promissory note 

Home or car loan agreements are loans {promissory note}|, with house or car as security. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Loan>Plan 

 

installment plan 

Stores can allow monthly payments for a number of years {installment plan}. Interest rate is high. 

 

layaway plan 

Stores can set aside items that customer has agreed to buy later {layaway plan}|. Interest rate is high. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Loan>Interest 

 

simple interest 

Total interest {simple interest} can be a fixed percentage of loan. Monthly payments are a percentage of principal 

plus same percentage of total interest. 

 

compound interest 

Loans {compound interest} can have period, rate, and factor. Multiply principal by factor to find total payments due. 

Subtract principle from that to find total finance charge. Divide total payments by months in period to find monthly 

payment. 

examples 

1 year, 12 months, at 1% = 1.0100. 1 year at 5% = 1.0500. 1 year at 8% = 1.0800. 2 years, 24 months, at 1% = 

1.0201. 2 years at 5% = 1.1025. 2 years at 8% = 1.1664. 3 years, 36 months, at 1% = 1.0303. 3 years at 5% = 1.1249. 3 

years at 8% = 1.2597. 5 years, 60 months, at 1% = 1.0510. 5 years at 5% = 1.2763. 5 years at 8% = 1.4693. 10 years, 

120 months, at 1% = 1.1046. 10 years at 5% = 1.6289. 10 years at 8% = 2.1589. 15 years, 180 months, at 1% = 1.1610. 

15 years at 5% = 2.0789. 15 years at 8% = 3.1722. 20 years, 240 months, at 1% = 1.2202. 20 years at 5% = 2.6533. 20 

years at 8% = 4.6610. 30 years, 360 months, at 1% = 1.3478. 30 years at 5% = 4.3219. 30 years at 8% = 10.0627. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Loan>Lien 

 

lien 

People can claim real property {lien}| to insure debt payment. 

 

attachment lien 

Real-property liens {attachment lien} can prevent property from transfer during lawsuits. Plaintiff files an 

attachment writ with county official, and it becomes a judgment lien if property owner loses suit. 

 



judgment lien 

People who have won court judgments in lawsuits against property owners can obtain real-property liens {judgment 

lien} by filing judgment in county where property is, to insure payment of judgment, which is debt. Property is not 

transferable until satisfying judgment. 

 

mechanic's lien 

States can place liens {mechanic's lien} on real property to insure pay for contractors and construction workers. 

Most states require mechanic's liens for construction. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Tax 

 

audit of taxes 

Tax returns can be subject to review {audit, tax}. Audits question statements on tax returns. 

process 

An Internal Revenue Service (IRS) letter asks for records supporting tax-return statements. You must send requested 

records and a statement defending tax return or request an appointment with an IRS agent to deliver them. 

If IRS rejects answers, you can appeal for review with IRS agent at IRS District Director office. However, burden of 

proof is on you. If review goes against you, you can appeal to Audit Division, then District Director, then Appellate 

Division of Office of Regional Commissioner, and then tax court. 

field audit 

Auditors can come to home or business in cases of complicated returns. 

probability 

Tax returns are more likely to have an audit if you have income greater than $60,000, large deductions, many 

deductions, cash income, casualty claims, conflict between reported and W-2 income, or conflict between 1099 and 

reported interest or dividends. Auditing is by random selection or in response to an informer who thinks people broke 

tax law. 

time 

If people did not file a tax return, IRS has unlimited time. IRS must question tax returns within three years of due 

date, unless it suspects fraud or gross income misstatement. If IRS claims fraud or gross misstatement, limit is six years 

for criminal charges. In case of fraud, IRS has unlimited time to attempt to recover due tax, plus penalties and interest. 

 

tax penalty 

IRS Special Agents investigate crime. Penalties {tax penalty} exist for willfully failing to file returns, evading taxes, 

and filing intentionally false returns. Civil penalties can be up to 50% of tax. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Tax>Kinds 

 

business tax 

Private businesses must pay tax {business tax} on profits. Private businesses can be corporations {corporate tax}. 

Businesses take tax deductions for depreciation, inventory changes, and investment credits. 

 

customs tax 

People must pay tax {customs tax}| on property value brought into country directly from another country, unless 

bought in duty-free zones and so marked. 

 

gift tax 

People must pay income tax {gift tax}| on gifts received, because gifts represent income. Gifts up to $10,000 from 

relatives are exempt. 

 

income tax 

People can pay tax {income tax}| on wages, salaries, interest, capital gains, gifts, bequests, tips, and other income. 

withholding 

Employers typically send part of paychecks to government {withholding, income}. 

date 

USA income tax is due on April 15, for preceding fiscal year. 



form 

USA national income tax form {Form 1040} {1040 Form} has various lettered supplements, used for calculating 

deductions and taxes on businesses, rentals, royalties, interest, dividends, capital gains, child care, and moving. 

statements 

In January, USA W2 form shows wages or salaries paid and deductions taken by employer. This form must 

accompany the 1040 tax form. Statements of income from banks, mutual funds, and companies {form 1099} {1099 

form} do not need to accompany tax form. 

rate 

Income tax rate varies from 0% to 36% for federal government and from 0% to 12% for state government. 

 

surtax 

Taxes {surtax} can be percentages of original tax. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Tax>Kinds>Property 

 

property tax 

City and/or county tax offices collect tax {property tax} on properties owned, based on current market value, not 

purchase price. Property has assessment each year. 

types 

Property types subject to taxation include houses, land, trailers, boats, and cars. 

tax 

Taxes are typically due in the fall. Taxes are a percentage of market value, typically 100%. Property taxes range 

from 1% to 3% of market value. 

lien 

Counties or states can place liens {tax lien} to pay taxes on real property. Counties or states usually wait for tax, 

sometimes paid by new purchaser, rather than foreclosing. 

 

assessment 

City or county officials {assessor} can determine property values {assessment}. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Travel 

 

first class travel 

best accommodations and dining {first class travel}. 

 

cabin class travel 

second-best accommodations {cabin class travel}. 

 

second class travel 

second-best accommodations {second class travel}. 

 

third class travel 

third-best accommodations {third class travel}. 

 

steerage 

worst accommodations {steerage}. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Trust Fund 

 

trust fund 

Trusts {trust fund}| are less expensive, more flexible, and less hard to manage than guardianship that state most 

likely creates for estate after death, until children reach majority. Legal title to property can transfer to another person 

{trustee, fund} or institution {trust company}, which holds, invests, and administers property for beneficiary named by 

original owner. States limit time that estates can be in trust. At designated times, trusts distribute property. 

 



living trust 

People can create trusts {inter vivos trust} {living trust} while they live. Trusts can be revocable or irrevocable. 

Only agreement of all parties can amend or revoke it. Irrevocable living trusts are not parts of estates. Neither living 

trust type goes through probate. 

 

reversionary trust 

Irrevocable trusts {reversionary trust} can be in effect more than ten years or until beneficiary's death, after which 

property returns to original owner. If trust creator dies, it is like an irrevocable trust. This trust type can save income 

tax, if beneficiary is in a lower tax bracket. 

 

testamentary trust 

People can create trusts {testamentary trust} in wills, to begin at testator's death. This trust is part of estate and is 

subject to estate tax. 

 

cestui qui trust 

trust beneficiary {cestui qui trust}. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Estate 

 

estate 

Tax advantages and will simplification can cause giving away belongings {estate} before death, rather than using 

wills. Estates allow giving individual gifts more easily and lessen burden on survivors after death. 

 

estate planning 

People can plan how to dispose of estates {estate planning}. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Bankruptcy 

 

bankruptcy personal 

People can be unable to pay their debts {bankruptcy, person}|. 

possessions 

Bankrupt people can keep only personal effects and tools of trade. Court sells other possessions, or creditors 

repossess them. 

loans 

Loan cosigners assume loans. 

involuntary bankruptcy 

Creditors can force a debtor into bankruptcy {involuntary bankruptcy}, to prevent him or her from hiding or using 

assets. This action cannot be against farmers or wage earners. 

voluntary bankruptcy 

People can declare that they are unable to pay debts {voluntary bankruptcy} and ask court to find a solution. Sane 

people that have debts can declare voluntary bankruptcy. People must file a petition, creditor names, property list, asset 

list, income statement, financial history, and monetary-affairs state in USA District Court. If court grants bankruptcy, 

court official {referee, bankruptcy} leads a creditor meeting. Creditors elect a person {trustee, bankruptcy}, who 

gathers assets, questions bankrupt and witnesses, and checks for irregularities or fraud. Assets then go to creditors 

under legal formulas. For no law violations, bankrupt receives a document {discharge, bankruptcy}, which releases 

person from all debts except taxes, alimony, support payments for dependents, and deceit-caused liabilities. People 

cannot use Federal Bankruptcy Act again for six years. 

types 

Bankruptcy can be Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 bankruptcy. 

 

Chapter 13 bankruptcy 

Federal Bankruptcy Act allows debtors to have a majority of creditors approve a petition to repay debts from future 

wages, by paying regular fixed payments to a trustee, who then pays creditors {Chapter 13 bankruptcy}. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Mail 

 



philately 

stamp collecting {philately}. 

 

postal union 

National postal agencies connect {postal union}. 

 

stamp tax 

Licenses or customs approval can require a tax {stamp tax} and stamp. 

 

star route 

Mail routes {star route} can have service by contractors. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Mail>Kinds 

 

parcel post 

ground package delivery {parcel post}. 

 

registered mail 

Mail {registered mail} can have registration numbers, for tracking. 

 

rural free delivery 

no extra charge for out-of-town addresses {rural free delivery} (RFD). 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Mail>Kinds>Class 

 

first class mail 

regular airmail {first class mail}. 

 

second class mail 

low priority mail {second class mail}. 

 

third class mail 

lowest priority mail {third class mail}, for circulars. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Currency 

 

baht 

Thailand {baht}. 

 

bezant 

gold coin {bezant}. 

 

bullion 

Gold, silver, platinum, or palladium bars or ingots {bullion} are not coins or jewelry. 

 

Canadian dollar 

Canada {Canadian dollar}. 

 

drachma 

Greece {drachma}. 

 

lira 

Italy {lira}. 

 

mina as money 

Sumerian, Babylonian, Greek, and Hebrew talents equaled 60 mina units {mina}. One mina equaled 60 shekels. 



 

peso 

Mexico and other Latin American countries {peso}. 

 

piastre 

Egypt, Lebanon, Sudan, and Syria fractional unit {piastre}. Spain and Rome used piastres. 

 

real as money 

Brazil {real, money}. Eight Spain reales equaled one piece of eight, until 1859. 

 

renminbi 

China {renminbi}. 

 

ruble 

Russia {ruble}. 

 

rupee 

India {rupee}. 

 

rupiah 

Indonesia {rupiah}. 

 

shekel 

Israel {shekel}. 

 

talent as money 

Middle East silver weight {talent} was approximately 30 kilograms. An Attic talent equaled 6000 drachmas. 

Sumerian, Babylonian, Greek, and Hebrew talents equaled 60 mina. 

 

yen 

Japan {yen}. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Currency>Germany 

 

mark 

Germany/Switzerland {mark, money}. One German mark equaled 100 pfennig, until 2002. 

 

pfennig 

Germany {pfennig}. One mark equaled 100 pfennig, until 2002. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Currency>Spain 

 

doubloon 

Spain and Spanish America gold coin {doubloon}. One doubloon equaled two escudos or 32 reales, until 1859. 

 

piece of eight 

Spanish coins {piece of eight} {peso de a ocho} {Spanish dollar} were worth eight reales, until 1859. 

 

peseta 

Spain {peseta}. Spain used peseta from 1869 until 2002. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Currency>England 

 

farthing 

England {farthing}. One farthing equaled one-quarter pence, until 1960. 

 



ha'penny 

England {ha'penny} {halfpenny}. One halfpenny equaled one-half pence, until 1969. 

 

pence 

England {pence}. Twelve pence equaled one shilling, until 1971. 

 

shilling 

England {shilling, money}. Twenty shillings equaled one pound, until 1971. One shilling equaled twelve pence. 

 

crown as money 

England {crown, money}. One crown equaled five shillings, until 1965. 

 

pound as money 

England {pound, money} {pound sterling} {quid}. One pound note [1816] equaled twenty shillings, until 1971, and 

now equals 100 pence. 

 

sovereign coin 

England {sovereign, coin}. One sovereign is a 22-carat gold coin with nominal value of one pound, first minted in 

1489 for Henry VII but put into circulation in 1817. 

 

guinea as money 

England {guinea, money}. One guinea equaled one pound and one shilling, from 1813 until 1971. From 1683 to 

1813, English gold guinea coins were equal one pound sterling. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Currency>France 

 

franc 

France {franc}. One franc equals 100 centimes. 

 

sou 

France small coin {sou} {sol, coin} {solidus, coin} equaled five centimes. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Currency>USA 

 

two bits 

one quarter USA {two bits}. 

 

simolean 

one dollar USA {simolean}. 

 

sawbuck 

10 dollars USA {sawbuck}. 

 

shinplaster 

private paper money {shinplaster}. 

 

PRAC>Financial Affairs>Money Names 

 

ingot 

metal bar or brick {ingot}. 

 

jack as money 

money {jack, money}. 

 

kitty as money 

readily available money {kitty}. 



 

legal tender 

accepted money {legal tender}. 

 

long green 

USA bills {long green}. 

 

lucre 

money {lucre}. 

 

mite as money 

small money amount {mite, money}. 

 

pin money 

money for related expenses {pin money}. 

 

pittance 

small money amount {pittance}. 

 

pocket money 

money in pocket or purse {pocket money}. 

 

scrip 

USA bills {scrip}. 

 

token as coin 

specific coin {token, coin} for specific machine. 

 

wampum 

money beads {wampum}. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs 

 

legal affairs 

Law {legal affairs} is about housing, documents, death, marriage, divorce, and courts. 

lawyer fee 

Banks can suggest four or five good lawyers. Lawyer associations {bar association} can refer you to specialists. 

Courts can appoint a public defender lawyer to give free legal counsel in criminal cases. 

Lawyers cost hundreds of dollars per hour and can charge extra for actual costs. Discuss lawyer's fee before getting 

legal advice. Fees depend on time spent, labor done, skill needed, money involved, possible client award, various 

customary charges for routine work, number of times that client uses lawyer, and office overhead. Office costs are 

typically 40% of gross income. In negligence suits, lawyers get nothing if they lose but a percentage if they win. 

 

birth certificate 

State or county documents {birth certificate} can state birth name, place, and date. 

 

legal aid 

Nonprofit services {legal aid} can provide free legal advice and handle cases free. 

 

unreasonable search 

People have the right to stop unreasonable searches and seizures {unreasonable search}. Police and other authorities 

need a search warrant, except when search accompanies arrest. People can waive these rights and allow searches 

{consent search}. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property 

 



real property 

Land and anything permanent or immovable on land is special property {real property} {real estate, property}. Real 

property includes houses, buildings, swimming pools, and trees. Other property is movable or personal {personal 

property, not real}. 

 

power of appointment 

People can have right {appointment power} {power of appointment}| to choose someone to receive property. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property>Housing 

 

housing 

People can live in apartments, condominiums, townhouses, and single-family houses {housing}. Buy or rent 

minimum-size house needed. Single persons may need one bedroom, one bathroom, one-car garage, and small kitchen. 

Families may need three bedrooms, two bathrooms, two-car garage, and kitchen with storage. Preferences can include 

floor plan, lot size, schools, supermarkets, businesses, highways, distance from work, maintenance required, town part, 

children age and number, neighborhood, and utilities. Think about noise level, pollution, traffic patterns, property value 

trends, tax trends, zoning laws, construction plans, and street plan changes. 

buying or renting 

People can buy or rent. If planning to stay in house for at least five years, it is better to buy than to rent. 

 

deposit on house 

To hold for buying or renting, people typically pay a small percentage of price or monthly rent {deposit}. 

 

home maintenance 

Maintaining homes {maintenance, house} {home maintenance} can check electrical, plumbing, and fastening 

problem areas. 

checks 

Check for corrosion, moisture, and mildew. Check roof, flashing, and other locations for cracks, loose pieces, and 

wear. Check all vents. Check basements, crawl spaces, foundation walls and floors, and concrete and masonry for 

cracks, heaving, and wear. Check overhang and beam ends {fascia, house}. Check under overhangs and beams {soffit, 

home}. Check chimneys for loose mortar. Check windows for loose sealants {caulking}. Check cement, sand, and 

water filler {grout}. Check putty {glazing}. Check fasteners. Check tile, window glass, and screens. Check weather-

stripping. Check electrical wires and appliances for bad insulation, exposed wires, and wear. 

clean 

Keep plant growth away from surfaces. Clear all gutters and downspouts. Clean septic tank every two years. Change 

furnace filter every three months. 

test 

Check well water every year. Have professional heater inspection every year. Test circuit breakers and bathroom 

ground-fault-interrupter switches every six months. Test smoke alarms every six months. 

painting 

Check paint for wear and cracks. Paint peeling or blistering indicates poor insulation. Paint chalking is good. Homes 

need paint every three to seven years. 

 

liability of owner 

Property defects that were property owner's duty to repair can cause property owner to be liable {liability, home} for 

injuries to tenants or guests. Such defects depend on property type and lease terms. If owner did not know defects, 

property owner is not liable. States can require property owners to keep property in compliance with local building 

codes. Property owners are responsible for public areas, but leases can exclude liability for injuries in public areas. 

 

terminable interest 

Property ownership or possession can have a time limit {terminable interest}. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property>Housing>Inspection 

 



home inspection 

Buyers can insist on professional inspections {inspection, house} {house inspection} {home inspection} for damage 

and termites. Home inspection includes checking all functional and structural components. 

structure type 

Homes have structure types such as condominium or single-family home, level number such as two stories, lot type 

such as flat or sloping, age, and view such as on street or on common area. 

exterior 

Exteriors can have asphalt or concrete driveways and sidewalks, wood or metal fences and gates, fiberboard or 

aluminum wall coverings {siding, house}, wood trim, wood or metal window frames, waterproof electrical outlets and 

lights, metal or plastic troughs for water {gutter} {downspout}, sprinklers, faucets with threads for screwing on hoses 

{hose bib}, bells or chimes, skylights, chimneys, drainage slope, gas meter, water meter, electric meter, and foundation. 

roof 

House tops {roof} can have composition shingle, brick shingle, or metal. Roofs can be flat or sloped. Deflectors 

{flashing, roof} are around vents and pipes. 

attic 

The space under roof and above highest ceiling has wood or steel structure {framing} {truss, roof structure} to hold 

roof, boards across frame {sheathing, frame} such as oriented-strand boards or skip sheathing, loose or fixed fiberglass 

insulation, vents in gables or eaves, electrical wiring, and ducts. 

patio 

Balcony or patio can have roof, waterproof electrical outlets and lights, wood decking or concrete slab, and railings. 

garage 

Carport or garage can attach to house or not and can have metal or wood roof, walls, asphalt or concrete slab, 

windows, doors, waterproof electrical outlets and lights, and storage areas. 

heating 

Heating uses gas or oil furnaces or electricity {strip heater} {blower}. Gas heaters can have an electronic ignition 

system. Heaters can have a thermostat. Heat can be convection or forced air with vents and ducts. Furnaces have 

reusable or throwaway filters. 

plumbing 

Plumbing includes copper or plastic inlet pipes, iron or plastic outlet pipes, shutoff valve, faucets, sinks, disposals, 

fiberglass or ceramic bathtubs, shower curtains or doors, toilets, clothes washers, and dishwashers. Water heaters can 

be gas or electric and have a temperature relief valve, discharge line, cold-water shutoff valve, safety strap, and vent. 

Mineral deposits make popping sound when water is heating. 

electrical 

Electrical supply is 50 to 100 amperes at 110 or 220 volts. A main panel can have circuit breakers or fuses and a 

shutoff switch. Wiring can be copper or aluminum. Wiring has ground. Stove, oven, microwave oven, trash compactor, 

and vent fans can be electric. 

smoke 

Smoke detectors test for ions and particles. A sprinkler system can run through ceiling. 

interior 

Interior features are vinyl, wood, or carpeted floors, plaster or wood ceilings, plaster or wood or tile walls, single-

pane or double-pane windows, and wood or metal doors. Interiors can have cabinets, shelves, laminated or stone 

countertops, hoods, and electrical outlets and lights. 

 

ground fault interrupter 

Bathroom electrical outlets have protection {ground fault interrupter} (GFI) from shorting. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property>Housing>Renting 

 

lease 

Rented-property owners {landlord} and renters can make written agreements {lease}. Leases state rent amount, 

occupation dates {tenancy}, rules governing property use, and rules governing tenant and property-owner actions. 

Leases are not necessary when renting for less than one year. After lease period, leases automatically renew month to 

month. Landlords can evict tenants without leases {tenant at sufferance} with short notice. Leases usually require a 

termination notice one month before lease end. 



lease termination 

If property owner does not perform lease or follow laws, tenant can terminate lease {lease termination}, with lawyer 

advice. 

repair 

Tenants can be able to deduct needed repairs from rent. 

 

eviction 

Property owners can evict tenants {eviction}|, for failure to pay rent or for lease violations, by going to court and 

asking to dispossess tenant. If tenant is not at court, property owner wins by default. Otherwise, property owner must 

show good cause. Property owners have right not to renew periodic leases and only have to give proper notice. Property 

owners cannot refuse to renew leases if tenants report housing violations to authorities. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property>Housing>Buying 

 

buying housing 

Buying houses {buying house} {house buying} has many steps. 

checklist 

Before buying a house, check smells, sidewalks, roads, and traffic at rush hour and at other hours. Check noise 

inside and outside at rush hour and at other hours. Check natural light in rooms. Check heating and cooling type. Check 

stove and other appliance type. Check drawer, closet, and storage-room number. Check rug quality and cleanness. 

Check faucet noise and flow. Check leaks in pipes and faucets. Check toilets for seating comfort, drips, and noises. 

Check refrigerator size and type. Check handles and lights. Check doors and locks for fit and opening ease. Check 

doors for dead bolts. Check neighbor lifestyles, travel patterns, and nearness. Check termite or insect damage. Check 

inside walls for damage. Check brick cavity wall. Check insulation. Check roof for damage. Check upstairs and 

downstairs. Check stairs for creaks and damage. Check parking space location and size. 

costs 

Before buying, decide how much to pay for down payment, deposit, and monthly payment, including utilities, 

insurance, and taxes. Monthly payments for principal, interest, utilities, insurance, and taxes should not be more than 

33% of family monthly income. Principal and interest monthly payment should not be more than 25% of family 

monthly income. Yearly home maintenance costs are typically 1% to 2% of home price. House price should not be 

more than two times family yearly income. Do not buy a house priced higher than average house in neighborhood. 

Check with banks, savings and loans, credit unions, mortgage brokers, and real estate agents. 

search 

Obtain financing. Then look for a house that has required features, using Internet, newspaper, real-estate agents, 

friends, and relatives. Most important is neighborhood, followed by school quality, average neighbor income, utilities, 

house appearance, crime rate, earthquake zone, and flood zone. Take time. List homes liked, with owner's name, price, 

utilities and other costs, location, and features. Try to buy in fall and winter. Try to buy a house that is among the 

cheaper houses in the best affordable neighborhood. Try to get a warranty, for new or old homes (ERA). 

move-in costs 

People typically spend 10% of house price to furnish it and fix it up {move-in cost}. 

 

real estate broker 

Owners can sell, using a purchase contract and following contract law, or agents {real estate broker} {real estate 

agent} specializing in selling real estate can try to find buyers. 

 

listing house 

Agent and owner define price and conditions, under which agent gets a commission {listing}. 

types 

Owners can offer a commission to any agent that sells house {open listing}. Only one agent can have right to sell a 

house {exclusive listing}. Owners can keep right to sell house, and then agent gets nothing {exclusive agency}. Agents 

can have guaranteed commission if house sells {exclusive right to sell}. Agents can ask other agents to find buyers 

{multiple listing}. Then both agents split commission. 

period 

Listing period is typically 60 or 90 days. Listing contracts automatically extend, unless you notify agent in writing. 

 



appraisal of house 

To qualify for a mortgage, a qualified appraiser must estimate house value {appraisal}. 

 

sales contract for house 

Written standard contracts {sales contract, house} can state house condition, conditions for selling or buying, 

guarantees, and payment method. Contract lists all items accompanying house. It has street address, lot number, section 

number, land legal description copied from official records, and official-record reference. It lists full names, date, price, 

and payment terms. It can have contingency clauses. It requires seller to give buyer guarantee that title is valid {general 

warranty deed}. It specifies that all actions will finish by a date {closing date} {settlement date} or in 30 or 60 days. It 

states who must pay transfer fees, state revenue stamps, prorated tax, water service fee, sewer service fee, heating, oil, 

insurance, and other costs {closing costs, contract} until closing date. 

financing 

It requires a deposit. Buyer must find financing, or contract is void and seller returns deposit. 

 

down payment 

Mortgages typically do not cover entire property cost, so buyer pays 5% to 20% {down payment} of price. Deposit 

counts toward down payment. Buyer pays down payment to escrow. 

 

escrow on house 

Parties give legal documents and money to a third party {escrow, house}, such as a title company,, who gathers all 

approvals, money, and documents for closing. 

 

closing sale 

Buying a house has a final step {closing house sale}. 

process 

Lender's representative {closer} records deed and mortgage at county courthouse, gets title insurance in new owner's 

name, and mails document to buyer. Seller gets last payment from closer after recording deed and finishing financing 

arrangements. By closing or settlement date, financing, title search, title insurance, and deed are ready for execution 

and delivery to new owner. 

After meeting all requirements, third party gives escrow documents and moneys to parties. At closing, parties correct 

defects in title. A statement {closing statement} lists transaction costs and determines income-tax deductions, rented-

property depreciation, and capital gains. 

Finally, sellers sign deed {execute deed} and deliver it to buyers, along with keys and copies of services and public 

utilities. Closing takes one hour. House sells when seller receives money and title transfers to buyer. Moneys {closing 

costs, housing loan} include down payment, loan amount, document fees, loan broker fees, title insurance, tax 

settlements, and other adjustments. 

fees 

Fees can be for loans, prorated taxes, credit reports, title reports, and title searches. 

 

commission for service 

If an authorized agent finds a person that is ready, willing, and able to buy a house, seller must pay a fee or 

percentage {commission}. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property>Housing>Buying>Mortgage 

 

mortgage 

House liens {mortgage} can be security for loans to buy houses. House buyers {mortgagor} pay moneylenders 

{mortgagee}. Mortgages have an indebtedness note and a property lien for debt security. Not making payments 

{default} cancels mortgage. Lenders have right to dispose of property by foreclosure, under court supervision, to 

recover lent money. Foreclosure proceedings have statutes. 

types 

Liens can have primacy {first mortgage}. Mortgages {open-end mortgage} can allow borrowing money in future 

without rewriting mortgage. Mortgages {packaged mortgage} can include household appliances, furniture, carpeting, 

and finance charges. Mortgages {construction mortgage} {home improvement mortgage} can require lender to pay 

costs to builder as construction stages complete. Mortgages {purchase money mortgage} {vendor's lien} can require 

purchaser to pay seller directly over a number of years. 



title 

States can give mortgagee title to property, but title cannot transfer until mortgagor completes payments and gains 

title {common law title theory of mortgage}. Most states give mortgagor title. For defaults, mortgagee has a property 

lien and right of foreclosure {lien theory}. 

time 

Loan length is typically 15 or 30 years. 

insurance 

Lender can require private mortgage insurance (PMI), to repay loan in case of job loss or other problem. Federal 

Housing Authority (FHA) and Veterans Administration (VA) can guarantee mortgages. 

taxes 

Mortgage interest payments are deductible from federal and state income tax. 

 

amortization 

Fixed or increasing monthly or semi-monthly payments reduce principal owed {amortization}|. If payments are 

constant, people pay off principal slowly at first, because payment is mostly interest. 

 

equity in house 

Houses have value {equity, house}| above remaining principal owed on loan. 

 

escrow account 

Lenders can pay real-estate taxes from accounts {escrow account}|. Lenders can pay monthly insurance fees {private 

mortgage insurance} (PMI), to insure loan payments, from escrow accounts. Monthly payments to lenders include 

these extra fees. 

 

foreclosure in housing 

Lenders have right to dispose of property {foreclosure, house}|, under court supervision, to get back lent money. 

Foreclosure proceedings have statute laws. 

 

point on mortgage 

Mortgages typically have a fee {point, mortgage}| to lender, which can be 1% or more, for originating mortgage and 

paper work, charged at closing. 

 

prepayment clause 

Mortgages can allow paying off mortgage early {prepayment clause}. 

 

second mortgage 

Buyers can obtain second loans {second mortgage} on real property. Second mortgages are risky to lender, because 

first-mortgage mortgagee has first right to money. People can obtain second mortgages if borrower's credit is excellent 

or real-property value is more than both mortgages together. Second mortgages have higher interest rates. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property>Housing>Buying>Title 

 

title to house 

County governments record that house and property real estate belong to someone {title} {deed to property}. Loan 

companies hold deeds until people pay off loans. Land ownership means having marketable certificate of ownership to 

land. Marketable title has value, which can have a guarantee {title insurance} that title has no legal defects and that 

requires company to go to court to defend title against unfounded claims. Real-estate transfers require title insurance. 

Title has a clear succession of landowners. 

 

title search 

Before title transfer, people check official land records {title search} to find previous title owners, transactions 

involving the land, and unpaid taxes, to establish marketable title and to obtain needed releases. Independent abstract 

companies make title searches and write abstracts or digests of property histories. Title searches state opinion on title 

marketability, with releases and other legal proceedings. 

 



release of property 

Previous or apparent real property owners can relinquish all interest in property {release of property} {property 

release}. 

 

abstract of title 

Recording property history {abstract, title} {title abstract} ensures property ownership, location, and nature. 

 

clear title 

Title searches check past property ownership, to ensure that seller has full title {clear title} to land and house. 

 

fee simple 

full ownership {fee simple}|. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property>Housing>Buying>Title>Deed 

 

quitclaim deed 

Seller or owner can abandon rights to real property {quitclaim deed}. 

 

trust deed 

States can give title {trust deed} {deed of trust} to trustee, who has no interest in the land or in either party. Trustee 

holds title for lender's benefit and forecloses if default. 

 

warranty deed 

Deeds {warranty deed} can say seller will defend title against other claims. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property>Housing>Emergency 

 

faucet leak 

Turn off faucet water valve {faucet leak} {leaky faucet}. Replace rubber seal. 

 

faucet steam 

Open all hot-water faucets {faucet steam} {steamy faucet}. Turn off water heater. Run hot-water faucets until cool. 

Have professionals fix water-heater problems. 

 

fire in house 

Walk fast out of house {fire, house}. Use ABC fire extinguisher {fire extinguisher} on small fires. 

 

fire in kitchen 

Cover pan fires {fire, kitchen} {kitchen fire}. For fires in ovens, keep oven door closed. 

 

gas leak or smell 

Do not use matches or electrical things {gas leak} {gas smell}. Turn off gas shutoff valve. Have professionals fix 

gas appliances or gas lines. 

 

leak of water 

Turn off closest water valve for dishwasher, clothes washer, toilet, and sink or turn off house water-shutoff valve 

{leak, house}. 

 

power outage 

If neighborhood has power, but your house does not, check fuses and circuit breakers {power outage} {power 

failure}. Check for electrical short circuits. 

 

shutoff valve 

Know shutoff-valve {shutoff, home} {gas shutoff valve} {water shutoff valve} and switch {electric shutoff switch} 

locations and how to shut them off. 

 



sink stoppage 

For sink stoppage or overflow {sink stoppage} {overflow, sink}, turn off sink and dishwasher water valves. Use 

auger or funnel-cup plunger to unclog sink. Use chemicals only for slowly draining sinks. 

 

sparks or smoke 

Do not touch {sparks, house} {smoke, house}. Unplug appliance or turn off circuit breaker. Check for electrical 

short circuits. Check electrical plug and outlet for damage. Have professionals repair or replace. 

 

toilet stoppage 

For toilet stoppage or overflow {toilet stoppage} {overflow, toilet}, turn off toilet water valve. Use closet auger or 

funnel-cup plunger {plumber's friend} to unclog toilet. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property>Housing>Hazard 

 

household hazard 

Household hazards {hazard, housing} {household hazard} are asbestos, earthquakes, flooding, formaldehyde, lead, 

mold, radon, and wastes. 

 

asbestos hazard 

Natural fibrous minerals {asbestos, housing} do not burn, do not react chemically, and are good insulators. Asbestos 

was in plaster, sprays, roof materials, vinyl for floors, and insulation for walls, ceilings, boilers, ducts, and pipes. 

Asbestos can become powder, and friable asbestos fibers go into lungs. 

 

earthquake hazard 

Houses need protection from earthquakes {earthquake hazard} {seismic hazard}. 

foundation 

Houses with concrete slab foundations have no cripple walls or posts and typically already have anchors. 

Foundations can have anchors and anchor bolts or steel plates can attach sill plate to foundation. Foundation wood 

studs {cripple wall} can raise bottom floor higher above ground and create crawl space. Cripple walls can have 

plywood or diagonal wood strengthening. Concrete blocks with wood posts {pier-and-post foundation} can raise 

bottom floor higher above ground and create crawl space. Posts can have plywood or diagonal wood studs for bracing. 

Concrete blocks, stones, or bricks can be foundations. Brick and concrete-block masonry can have steel reinforcing 

bars in the grout. 

other 

Masonry walls have bricks, clay tiles, stones, concrete blocks, and adobe and need reinforcement with steel bars. 

Rooms over garages need bracing around garage door {garage door}. Water heaters {water heater} need a bracing strap 

attached to wall studs, to prevent tipping. Chimneys {chimney} need bracing. 

soil 

Earthquake shaking can cause soil liquefaction. Sloping soils can have landslides. 

 

flooding hazard 

Houses should be above nearby lake and river water level {flooding, house}. Houses should not be in possible 

water-flow paths {flood zone}, such as below river or ocean levels or in channels. 

 

formaldehyde hazard 

Colorless water-soluble, organic-soluble organic-smelling gas {formaldehyde, housing} is in urea-formaldehyde and 

phenol-formaldehyde resins in plywood, particleboard, and oriented-strand board. Formaldehyde can be in paint, 

plastics, wrinkle-resistant-cloth resins, fiberboard, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation (UFFI), and photography 

chemicals. It is high in manufactured homes, mostly from composite wood. 

 

friable hazard 

powder or easy to powder {friable}|. 

 

lead hazard 

A heavy metal {lead, housing} was in gasoline and paint and is still in car batteries. Lead poisoning can result from 

lead in paint dust, exposed by sanding, scraping, peeling, chipping, chalking, and cracking. Lead can be in lead crystal, 



ceramic clays, bullets, and fishing weights. Traditional medicines can have high lead. Houses built before 1988 can 

have lead solder in water pipes. 

 

mold hazard 

Houses can have fungi {mold, housing} that break down organic materials. Molds can grow on wood, paper, and 

leaves. Molds look green, gray, brown, black, or white and smell musty and earthy. High mold-spore levels can damage 

roofs, beams, and floors. Flooding, leaky roofs, sprinkler spray, leaky plumbing, sink or sewer overflow, basements, 

crawl spaces, showers, cooking steam, humidifiers, and indoor clothes-dryer exhaust make moist places where molds 

grow. Mold spores can get in lungs and cause hay fever and allergies. Molds can produce poisons {mycotoxin}. 

 

radon hazard 

Natural odorless colorless radioactive gas {radon} comes from radioactive decay of uranium and radium in granite 

and shale. Radon then travels to soil and ground water. Homes can be on soil with high radon levels. Wells can access 

ground water with high radon levels. Radon causes cancer. 

 

waste hazard 

Wastes {waste, housing} can be poisonous, corrosive, flammable, explosive, or otherwise reactive. 

poison 

Poisonous chemicals {toxic chemical} are bleach, drain cleaner, insect killer, rat poison, rug cleaner, and weed 

killer. 

corrosive 

Corrosive or reactive chemicals {caustic chemical} are ammonia, batteries, bleach, drain cleaner, and oven cleaner. 

flammable 

Chemicals that can explode or catch fire {flammable chemical} {ignitable chemical} are petrochemicals. 

cleaners 

Hazardous household cleaners are ammonia, bleaches, drain cleaners, metal polishes, oven cleaners, and rug 

cleaners. 

garden 

Hazardous outdoor and garden chemicals are charcoal lighters, fertilizers, gasoline, insect killers, kerosene, rat 

poison, and weed killers. 

car 

Hazardous automotive chemicals are antifreeze, batteries, brake fluid, gasoline, oil, and transmission fluid. 

household 

Hazardous paint and household chemicals are glues, paint, paint removers, varnish, and waxes. 

other 

Oil, gas, petrochemicals, metals, dry cleaning fluids, printing chemicals are hazardous, and such wastes have special 

landfills. Wastes can contaminate soil and water wells. Houses can be close to leaking fuel and chemical storage tanks 

or sanitary landfills. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Property>Housing>Hazard>Garbage 

 

dregs 

lees or sediment {dregs}. 

 

effluvium 

wastewater {effluvium}. 

 

swill 

garbage or animal mush {swill}. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Agency 

 

agency in law 

People {principal, law} can grant other people {agent, law} power to act on their behalf {agency, law}|. 



types 

Authorized agents {general agent} can perform various activities, such as make contracts. Authorized agents 

{special agent} can perform one activity. Agents can employ helpers {subagent}. Supposed agents {apparent agent} 

{agent with apparent authority} can cause a third person to believe supposed agent has authority to act for principal. 

Third party can know agent and principal {disclosed principal} or not know {undisclosed principal}. Third party can 

know agent and not know principal {partially disclosed principal}. 

termination 

Agency terminates at principal's death, object destruction, rearranged agreement, or mutual consent. 

responsibilities 

Agents must be careful in doing duties, inform principal about transactions, act only in principal's interests and with 

authority, and make fully state actions. Agents are not liable for contract terms. 

 

power of attorney 

Formal executed legal documents can grant agents power to act, either generally or specifically {power of attorney}|. 

Power of attorney ends upon principal's death, on document's stated termination date, or on revocation. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Death 

 

death in law 

Dying {death, law} causes burial in a cemetery, cremation at crematorium, donation of body for use by medical 

students, donation of cornea to eye bank, or donation of organs for transplantation. Later, courts carry out will or 

distribute estates by law. 

death notice 

Administrator makes sure, with attorney, that newspapers publish death notice, giving a day, six to nine months 

later, by which creditors must file their claims. A newspaper must publish this notice approximately once a week for 

three weeks. 

 

death certificate 

Documents {death certificate} can state death name, place, and date. 

 

cadaver 

body {cadaver}|. 

 

causa mortis 

Actions can be in contemplation of death {causa mortis}. 

 

funeral 

People who want funerals {funeral} can plan arrangements before death. Funeral director arranges for flowers, 

prepares body to lie in state, and arranges for memorial services. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Death>Body Disposal 

 

burial general 

Interment {burial} in a cemetery requires cadaver transportation to funeral parlor, a body container, a cemetery 

space, and body transportation to cemetery. Funeral directors transport body and supply a casket. You can buy or rent 

cemetery space in a private cemetery or memorial park. Burials are expensive. 

 

interment 

burial {interment}|. 

 

cremation general 

Burning {cremation}| involves body transport to crematorium, a body container, and ash disposition. Funeral 

directors transport body and supply container. After body burns, ashes go into an urn. People can take urn home, scatter 

ashes, or place urn in a memorial niche in special facility built to hold urns. Cremations are cheaper than funerals. 

 



donation of body 

To donate body parts {donation} contact eye bank, medical school, or hospital. Institution makes you, or next of kin, 

complete a consent form. If you decide to donate, you carry a card with instructions about what to do at death. At death, 

state notifies institution. Institution transports body, uses it, and discards it after use. 

 

body parts donation 

Documents can grant permission to use bodies or body parts for medical research or transplantation {body parts 

donation}. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Death>Crime 

 

coroner 

County officials {coroner}| can investigate suspicious deaths. 

 

corpus delecti 

Bodies can show evidence of crime {corpus delecti}| (body speaks). 

 

inquest 

Court inquiries {inquest}| can be about death cause. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Death>Will 

 

will in law 

Written documents {will, deceased} can state how testator disposes of {bequeath} property. Wills can save estate 

taxes and avoid state property disposition. People over 18 years old should make wills and keep them current. 

parts 

Wills can appoint an executor to carry out will's provisions and dispose of estate. They can designate a guardian for 

minors. They can designate a trustee to manage estate trust funds while children are minors. Wills list beneficiaries, 

such as wife, husband, and children, and property or cash that they are to receive. 

witnesses 

Wills must have two witnesses, and a notary public must notarize it. Complicated wills typically need a lawyer. 

legality 

Wills become legal only at testator death. Before that time, testator can cancel {revoke}, amend, or destroy a will. 

 

escheat 

When no will exists, and no wife, children, parents, siblings, grandparents, grandchildren, or other relatives exist, an 

estate can be forfeit to state government {escheat}|. 

 

intestate 

People can die without leaving wills {intestate}|. Court legal proceedings dispose of possessions, using distribution 

plans defined by state law. States distribute real property according to law of place where property is, and personal 

property according to law of place where deceased resided. 

distribution 

State laws typically give first to children, then spouse, and then other relatives. States can give equal-relation 

relatives equal shares {per capita rule} {rule of per capita}. States can give family branches equal shares to divide {per 

stirpes rule} {rule of per stirpes}. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Death>Will>Probate 

 

probate 

Legal proceedings {probate}| determine if will is valid and supervise estate distribution. After death, no one can 

dispose of property until after judge states will is genuine and authentic and reads the will. If someone disputes will, 

court or a third party holds property in escrow until parties settle dispute. 

 

escrow on will 

If someone disputes will, court or a third party holds property {escrow, will}| until parties settle dispute. 



 

bequest 

Personal property {bequest} {legacy} can be left to legatees. 

 

priority of claims 

Laws specify creditors claim priority {priority of claims} {claim priority} against estate. Administrator decides if 

claims are valid. Questionable claims go to court for determination. 

 

patrimony 

Children receive their father's estate {patrimony}|. 

 

primogeniture 

Giving all property to oldest child {primogeniture, estate}| was rarely practiced in America. 

 

survivorship 

right of partner or joint owner to entire ownership after death {survivorship}|. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Death>Will>Finance 

 

federal estate tax return 

Tax {estate tax} returns {federal estate tax return} can report estate income after death. Administrator must file 

Fiduciary Income Tax Return on Form 1041 for estate from day of death to day of estate distribution. It uses an 

identification number like that used by businesses for tax purposes, obtained by application on Form 554 to IRS. 

Administrator can have estate tax imposed on estate value at death or six months after death. Administrator must file 

Form 706 within six months of death, including copy of will. Administrator is liable for false returns. Administrator 

does not have to do inheritance-tax work. 

Estate administrator or executor pays tax on property value left by deceased, usually excluding life insurance and 

social security, if estate value exceeds a large amount. Administrator must file federal estate tax return if estate has 

high-enough value. 

will 

Wills can reduce estate taxes and estate administration costs. 

gifts 

Gifts can reduce estate tax, because gift tax averages 3/4 of estate tax. People can avoid gift taxes up to yearly and 

lifetime limits. Bequeathing to charity reduces adjusted gross estate by full bequest value. Gross estate includes gifts 

given within three years of death, because gift was in contemplation of death, unless executor can show deceased did 

not expect to die that soon. 

joint ownership 

Government presumes jointly owned property to be part of deceased's estate. If survivors can show what property 

part they contributed, that part does not belong to estate. 

 

state inheritance tax 

States can require estate tax {inheritance tax} returns {state inheritance tax return}. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Death>Will>People 

 

executor of will 

In wills, testator specifies a person {executor}| to carry out will. People must agree to serve. 

qualification 

The court qualifies executor and issues a notice {letters testamentary}, stating that executor can administer estate. 

administrator 

If there is no will, court appoints a qualified person {administrator, estate} to administer estate. States have a relative 

sequence to appoint as administrator, typically spouse, children, grandchildren, father, mother, brothers, sisters, and 

next of kin. Administrator receives authorization {letters of administration} {administration letters}. 

If executor has died or does not qualify under state law, court names an administrator {administrator cum testamento 

annexo}, who executes will just like executor. Court can appoint an administrator {administrator de bonis non cum 

testamento annexo} to complete duties of an incapacitated executor. 



actions 

Administrator is legal estate representative and is under oath to perform duties well. If will does not reject need for 

bond, administrator must post bond, often personal-property amount plus two years rent on real property, to protect 

estate creditors from mistakes. Administrator can pay debts and minor expenses, make charitable contributions, 

prescribe fund management for minor children, and allow trustee not to have to annually account for fund's principal 

and interest, as state usually requires. Administrator makes estate inventory, obtains current beneficiary or heirs-at-law 

addresses, and finds minors. Administrator gathers papers not in safety deposit box, including several copies of death 

certificate from Department of Health and Vital Statistics or County Clerk. Administrator attaches these to notices sent 

to life-insurance companies. Both administrator and attorney get fees, by percentages of estate value. Court must 

approve fees. 

estate inventory 

Most states require administrator to file inventory appraisals within 60 to 90 days of appointment. Executor 

inventories stocks, bonds, and cash, along with other property, usually with witnesses present. He consults broker for 

deceased's account contents, especially for stocks and bonds in accounts {street account} owned by individual but 

registered in brokerage-house names. 

insurance proceeds 

Wills can exclude proceeds {insurance proceeds} from personal and group life insurance from probate, if policy 

names a beneficiary, unless beneficiary is testator's estate. Such beneficiary can get benefits right away. Proceeds are 

still part of taxable estate if deceased retained rights to change beneficiaries, to borrow against policy, to assign or 

regain policy ownership, to change from term insurance to permanent, or to select from policy options {ownership 

incidents} {incidents of ownership}. If person gave these incidents to another person, estate excludes these proceeds. 

Wills can exclude group policies only if group policy and state law allow not claiming all ownership incidents, and if 

policy assignment to another person is irrevocable. 

vehicles 

Executor has vehicles appraised and checks insurance, to see that it covers surviving drivers. Administrator should 

sell or transfer all vehicles, unless transfer requires court approval, estate cannot pay debts, estate is insolvent, or 

someone contests estate. 

estate assets 

Administrator draws up asset-distribution schedule for court approval, in accordance with will and state law. He then 

distributes estate itself and obtains signed receipts, with two witnesses present. Then he gives full report {final 

accounting} to the court, which approves report and discharges administrator. 

estate debt 

Administrator files claims for debts owed to estate, going to court if necessary. 

estate finances 

Administrator has to pay debts, collect credits, and distribute estate to heirs. Estate management to asset distribution 

requires good business records. Administrator opens checking account in estate name immediately, to pay debts and 

hold incoming money from savings, real estate, bonds, and debts. Administrator files income tax return, which can be 

joint return, for year up until day of death. Administrator gives allowance to spouse and minor children from checking 

account, under state laws, which typically set maximum and minimum, with court authorizing sum after petition. 

Administrator operates businesses, under court supervision, if decedent was sole owner. If business was partnership, 

partnership dissolves. Administrator supervises stock shares, handles investments, and handles real-estate transactions. 

safety deposit box 

Administrator inventories box, by strict legal procedure, with state tax agents or others present, to attest to contents. 

If box has joint ownership, opening box requires survivor's consent. 

 

beneficiary 

Insurance policies name a person {beneficiary}| to receive funds. Federal marital deduction permits deduction of up 

to half of adjusted gross estate, if it goes to spouse. This deduction only applies to estate part that is not community 

property. Only property at full spouse disposal qualifies. This law equalizes other states with states that have 

community property. 

 

guardian 

Wills can designate a person {guardian}| to care for children, if they meet standards of state law for guardians. 

 

legatee 

Bequests can be left to people {legatee}. 



 

notary public 

People {notary public}| can have authorization to witness and seal documents for state. 

 

surrogate in law 

Court judges {surrogate, law}| can administer estates. 

 

testator 

Will makers {testator}| must be 18 years old and of sound mind. Wills must be in writing. Testators must sign wills. 

Two or three disinterested witnesses must see signing, sign will themselves, and attest to seeing it signed. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Death>Will>Kinds 

 

holographic will 

Testators can write wills by hand {holographic will}|, but holographic wills are invalid {null and void} in most 

states. 

 

nuncative will 

Testators can state their wills orally to an authorized person {nuncative will}, but nuncative wills are invalid in many 

states or have restricted uses. 

 

joint will 

People can join to make a will {joint will}, which is irrevocable and is not amendable after one person dies, unless 

will has such a provision. 

 

mutual will 

Two wills {mutual will}, usually husband and wife, can leave everything to the other, with other provisions the 

same. 

 

conditional will 

Wills {conditional will} can require a condition, but conditional wills can face legal problems. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Death>Will>Parts 

 

codicil 

Additions {codicil}| to wills follow same rules as wills. 

 

final wishes for funeral 

Wills can have statements {final wishes} about funeral arrangements. 

 

instruction letter 

Testators can leave instruction letters {instruction letters} {letters of instruction}, which are not legally binding, to 

executors. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Death>Will>Revocation 

 

revocation 

Testators can cancel wills {revocation}|. States can revoke wills that do not reflect testator's wishes, as evidenced by 

his or her present circumstances {revocation by circumstances}, and then testator dies intestate. Testator can partially 

revoke a will, if part revoked is clear. Testators can revoke wills by destroying, executing another will, or formally 

revoking a will. 

 

ademption 

Legacy cancellation {ademption} can happen if testator's action is an intentional revocation. 

 



PRAC>Legal Affairs>Marriage 

 

marriage 

Two people can contract to share life {marriage}. 

state 

Marriage is a contract that people cannot terminate at will. Only states or death can end marriage contracts. All states 

recognize marriage in other states, if it was legal in state where it happened. 

purposes 

Marriage is for family, sex, and security. 

process to marry 

First, go to county or city courthouse to get necessary documents. You may have to take a form to a doctor for a 

blood test for sexually transmitted disease and return several days later to get form. Take documents and two witnesses 

to justice of the peace, judge, or minister, who will perform the ceremony in five minutes and issue a marriage license. 

Documents are sent to county or state records office. For church weddings, a minister performs ceremony using church 

ritual and sends documents. 

personal property 

In most states, property acquired by spouse remains his or hers. In some states, spouses share community property, 

but spouses can acquire separate property by gift or inheritance. Property owned before marriage remains separately 

owned, as is all income derived from that property. Either before or after marriage, people can agree {marriage 

settlement} about property rights over previously owned or acquired property. 

rights 

In the past, husband and wife were legally one person, and wife had no property rights. Now, wife can own property, 

make contracts, sue, and conduct her own business. Husband owns household goods, except those suited for use only 

by wife. 

Husband chooses residence location. Husband and wife {tenants by the entirety} {joint tenant} both own the whole 

of real estate, not each half the property. Both must consent to transfers of interest in real property. If one dies, the other 

then owns whole real property. Creditors that use joint real property as security for debts of husband or wife have no 

claim to joint real property if person dies. 

households 

Under common law, husband leads household {head of household} and has a duty to support wife and children. 

Husband duties include providing life necessities. 

This leads to a rule {doctrine of necessaries} {necessaries doctrine}. Wives can purchase and charge to husband 

necessities, without his consent or knowledge. Many states include medical care, dental care, household furniture, 

supplies, and legal services under necessities. For luxuries, wife needs apparent or actual authorization by husband. 

Wife must render free service to husband. If wife wishes to separate, husband does not have to support wife. 

Husband can sue for loss of his wife's services if another person injures her. 

 

bigamy 

Having more than one spouse {bigamy}| is a felony. 

 

community property 

In some states, spouses share property {community property}| acquired by work of either. Community-property 

states are California, Texas, Arizona, Idaho, Nevada, Louisiana, New Mexico, and Washington. 

 

coverture 

married-woman common-law status {coverture}. 

 

et ux 

and wife {et ux}. 

 

marriage certificate 

Documents {marriage certificate} can state marriage place and date. 

 

parental support 

Most states have laws requiring parents to support {parental support} children who are unable to physically or 

financially care for themselves. States can require payment even if parent is in a state institution. 



 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Marriage>Divorce 

 

divorce 

Many states allow divorce {divorce} if only one person claims irreconcilable differences {no-fault divorce}. Other 

states require long procedures, with a waiting period. Documents are for divorce, property disposal, custody agreement, 

and court appearance. In states with community property, each party receives property part, sometimes attaching 

husband's part to insure alimony or child-support payments. 

 

a vinculo 

divorce {a vinculo}. 

 

annulment 

Irregularities at marriage can cause courts to decree that marriages were never valid {annulment}|. 

 

dissolution of marriage 

Marriage can end by complete end to matrimony {dissolved marriage} {dissolution, marriage}. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Marriage>Divorce>Separation 

 

separation in law 

Marriage can end by limited divorce or marriage suspension {separation, legal}| {legal separation} {judicial 

separation}, in which husband must still provide for wife, but otherwise both are legally separate by agreement. Both 

spouses can agree to live apart {voluntary separation}, with support for wife and children and child custody. If either 

person fails to perform separation-agreement terms, it is like contract breach. 

 

a mensa et thoro 

legal separation {a mensa et thoro}. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Marriage>Divorce>Agreements 

 

alimony 

Courts can require payments {alimony}| by husband for separate maintenance of wife, after court grants divorce or 

separation, after voluntary separation, or after court order to support wife. Courts usually order temporary alimony 

while hearing divorce cases. Failure to pay makes husband in contempt of court and can lead to imprisonment. 

amount 

Alimony can be a percentage of husband's income or a lump sum to pay once or in installments. 

termination 

Alimony payments end if wife dies or remarries. 

 

marital separation agreement 

Rather than using lawyers or courts, to get a divorce, you can write a settlement document {marital separation 

agreement}|. It includes child custody, child support, and amount to pay to spouse {spousal support}. It includes 

standard paragraphs about disputes. 

 

property settlement 

property list and who gets what {property settlement}|. 

 

PRAC>Legal Affairs>Marriage>Divorce>Agreements>Children 

 

child support 

Parents must support their children after divorce {child support}, to maintain child's standard of living. Courts have 

power to award custody and control during and after divorce, separation, or annulment proceedings. The father got 

custody under common law, but now the mother typically receives custody, unless she is unfit or both agree on joint 

custody. Many courts award children to the innocent party, in cases involving wrongdoing. 

 



custody of children 

Children stay with each parent at times {custody, children}| {child custody}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs 

 

personal affairs 

Personal things include clothing, jewelry, hair, skin, and teeth {personal affairs}. Key, purse, wallet, watch, and 

other items {personal effects} can be solely for use by person who carries them. 

 

incense 

Wood or resin {incense, smell} can burn to make odor. 

 

notion for sewing 

needles, buttons, and thread {notion}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Health 

 

health 

People need hygiene, dentist checkup, medical exam, medical supplies, immunization, first aid, and safety {health}. 

 

dentistry 

Dentists {dentistry}| clean teeth, check jaw, check gums, and check teeth every six months and take x-rays once a 

year. Good dentists know dental history, minimize pain, communicate results, itemize bills, see one patient at a time, 

require as few visits as possible, and emphasize dental hygiene. Most people need a comprehensive prepaid dental-care 

plan covering routine, emergency, and major dental problems, including children's orthodontics. 

 

doctor 

Most people need a regular family doctor {doctor}. A group practice or HMO can monitor doctor work and provide 

backup services. Most people need a comprehensive prepaid medical-care plan covering routine, emergency, and major 

medical problems, including vision, such as Kaiser Foundation and other health maintenance organizations (HMO) or 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield and other major-medical insurance companies. 

 

emergency 

Be ready for emergencies {emergency}. Place the following telephone numbers near telephone: doctor, poison-

control center, pharmacist, police, fire department, and 24-hour ambulance service. 

 

hygiene 

For personal cleanliness {hygiene}, use soft rounded-bristle toothbrush, fluoride toothpaste, hairbrush or comb, 

soap, and towels. 

 

immunization 

People need vaccinations {immunization}|, at specific ages. 

baby 

Combined vaccination for diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis (DTP) is at 2 months, 3 1/2 months, 5 months, 15 

months, and 3 years. Vaccination for polio is at 2 months, 3 1/2 months, 5 months, 15 months, and 6 years. Vaccination 

for measles, mumps, and rubella is at one year. 

child 

Combined vaccination for tetanus and diphtheria (TD) is at 6 years, 12 years, and then every 10 years. By age 6, 

people need vaccinations against chickenpox, diphtheria, flu or Streptococcus pneumoniae {pneumococcus}, hepatitis 

A and B, measles, meningitis or Hemophilus influenzae b (Hib), mumps, pneumonia (PCV), polio, rotovirus, rubella, 

tetanus, and whooping cough. 

adult 

Vaccination for mumps is at 12 years. By age 18, women need vaccinations against cervical cancer {human 

papillomavirus}. By age 18, people need vaccinations against meningitis {meningococcus}. 



other 

People can have vaccinations against plague, rabies, and anthrax. Travelers can have vaccination against cholera. 

Smallpox no longer requires vaccination. 

 

massage 

Swedish massage {massage}| rubs toward heart, using long pushes. Shiatsu uses finger pressure. 

 

medical supplies 

Have the following medical things {medical supplies}. 

drugs 

Aspirin or acetaminophen is for aches and fever. Sodium bicarbonate is for stomachache. Nose drops are for nasal 

congestion. Milk of magnesia is a laxative. Kaopectate is for diarrhea. Calamine lotion is for itching. Rubbing alcohol 

70% is skin antiseptic for cleaning. 

bandages 

Plain or plastic-coated gauze bandages, with no medication, are for cuts. Elastic bandages are for joint support and 

sprains. 

packs 

Ice pack is for joint and muscle pain and for bleeding. Hot water bottle or heating pad is for muscle aches. 

devices 

Rectal thermometer or oral thermometer tests for fever. Vaporizer is for nose and sinus congestion. Tweezers with 

fine points are for splinter removal. Adhesive tape is for bandaging. Big scissors are for bandaging and opening. 

manual 

First-aid manual is for emergency procedures. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Health>Teeth 

 

bridgework 

Other teeth can anchor artificial teeth {bridgework} {bridge, teeth}. 

 

floss 

String {floss} can scrape teeth and gums between teeth. 

 

implant 

Artificial tooth can insert into bone {implant}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Health>First Aid 

 

first aid 

Maintaining calm control, first check for stopped breathing and then for bleeding {first aid}|. Keep person lying 

down. Keep person warm. Call doctor as soon as possible. Do not move person. To move person out of danger, slide 

person onto cloth and pull cloth headfirst. 

 

first-aid kit 

Kits {first-aid kit}| can have bandages, elastic wrap, scissors, tweezers, ice pack, heat pad, thermometer, enema, 

vaporizer, and first aid manual. Telephone list has numbers for doctor, dentist, pharmacist, police, fire, and poison 

control center. Pharmaceuticals are aspirin or acetaminophen, milk of magnesia, kaopectate, calamine lotion, rubbing 

alcohol, and nose drops. 

 

animal bite 

Wash animal or insect bites {animal bite} with water. Relieve itching with Epsom salts, calamine lotion, or baking 

soda solution. For allergic reactions, keep person still, use fingers or bandage to stop blood flow above sting, and 

loosen hold every 10 minutes, for one minute. Remove stingers by scraping skin with fingernail, away from bite. 

 



artificial respiration 

If breathing stops {breathing problem}, put person on his or her back. Remove gum, false teeth, or other objects 

from mouth and throat. Loosen collar, shirt, and belt. Tilt head back, pull jaw up, and pinch nostrils shut. Put thumb in 

mouth to hold teeth apart. 

Put mouth on person's mouth and blow in {artificial respiration}|. Remove mouth to see if air comes back out. Take 

breath and then put mouth on person's mouth and blow again. For adults, blow twelve times per minute. For children, 

blow twenty times per minute. If breathing does not start within five minutes, turn person on side and hit back between 

shoulder blades several times with heel of hand. Blow again for five minutes and then hit back again, if needed. 

Continue this procedure until doctor arrives or person begins breathing. Do not stop, because people can live with 

blown air. Treat for shock after person begins breathing. 

 

burn on skin 

Burns {burn} can only redden skin {first-degree burn}. Burns can make blisters {second-degree burn}. Burns can 

affect skin below epidermis {third-degree burn}. 

treatment 

Wash minor burns in cool water and put on gauze soaked in 2-tablespoons-in-1-quart baking soda solution or in cool 

water. For severe burns, cover burn with layers of dry cloth to keep air out. If severely burned person is conscious and 

does not have nausea, feed solution of 0.5 teaspoon salt and 0.5 teaspoon baking soda in liter of water, every 15 

minutes. For severe burns, do not open blisters, do not pull off clothing, and do not put liquids or cotton balls on burns. 

 

choking 

If an object in throat blocks breathing {choking}, make person cough. If choking persists, make person lie down on 

stomach with head below throat, then make fist and strike between shoulder blades. If choking persists, use Heimlich 

maneuver. 

 

cramp 

For heat cramps or muscle cramps {cramp}, give salt tablets or salt-water solution. Relieve pain by applying warm 

wet towels and firm pressure. 

 

electric shock 

Locate voltage source {electric shock}. Using electrical-insulator material, remove contact between source and 

victim. Treat as for shock after injury. 

 

eye problem 

If a chemical is in eye {eye problem}, flood eye with water immediately and continue rinsing for 30 minutes. If pain 

persists, rinse longer. If something gets in eye, pull upper eyelid out and then down, over lower eyelid, until tears wash 

object away. If object is in lower eyelid, pull lower eyelid back and down, and touch particle out with water, cotton 

swab, or wet cloth tip. If necessary, rinse open eye with lukewarm water. 

 

fainting 

If low blood flow or low blood pressure in head {fainting}| causes unconscious, lie person on back and raise feet. To 

prevent fainting, immediately lie down, or sit down and put head between knees, for three minutes to recover fully. 

 

fracture of bone 

Check for broken bones {fracture} after checking for stopped breathing and bleeding. 

types 

Fractures can break through skin {compound fracture} {open fracture} or not {closed fracture} {simple fracture}. 

Bone can have several breaks {comminated fracture}. 

symptoms 

Swelling, deformity, pain, or tenderness indicate fracture. Skull fractures can have dizziness, unconsciousness, limb 

paralysis, and/or bleeding from nose, ears, or mouth. Neck or spine fractures can have unconsciousness, little hand or 

feet sensation, and/or sharp back or neck pain. Hip or thigh fractures can have turned-in foot and/or inability to lift leg. 

Pelvic fractures can have pain in pelvic area and blood in urine. Rib fractures can have pain in chest. 

treatment 

Keep person lying down. Loosen collar. Prevent body, head, and back movement. Hold jaw fracture shut with 

bandage under chin and over head. For collarbone fracture, use arm sling and bandage around chest and upper arm. For 



rib fracture, use chest bandage around chest. For limb fracture, use thin board, stick, or newspaper {splint} and cloth 

around limb and splint. For lower leg fracture, elevate leg. For upper arm fracture, use cloth {sling} wrapped from over 

elbow to wrist and tied around neck. Bandages should not stop blood flow. 

 

fumes poison 

If people inhale poison {fumes}, take person to fresh air and then keep person still and warm. 

 

Heimlich maneuver 

If choking persists, put arms around person from behind and push upward into diaphragm, just above navel and 

below rib cage, with both fists {Heimlich maneuver}|. 

 

nosebleed 

If nose bleeds {nosebleed}, sit down with head leaning back, or lie down with head and shoulders raised. Use fingers 

to compress nose, typically for 10 minutes. If bleeding continues, put gauze in nostrils and compress for five minutes. 

Children often have minor nosebleeds. High altitude can cause nosebleed. 

 

overheating 

The most common over-reaction to high heat {overheating}| is headache, fatigue, and nausea. Worse cases {heat 

exhaustion, first aid} have heavy perspiration and pale cold skin. Lie person down in a cool place and give one-

teaspoon salt in a glass of water, every 30 minutes. The worst condition {heat stroke} {sunstroke} has high body 

temperature, dizziness, dry skin, headache, rapid pulse, and nausea. Put person in a cool place, remove clothes, sponge 

with water, or put person in a cold-water tub. If person is conscious, give one-teaspoon salt in a glass of water, every 30 

minutes. 

 

poisoning 

If people swallow poisons {poisoning, first aid}, follow directions on container. If person is unconscious and/or has 

swallowed acid, alkali, kerosene, gasoline, lighter fluid, iodine, or strychnine, give milk as antidote immediately and do 

not cause vomiting. If you do not know the poison, induce vomiting. Touch throat back with finger, or swallow glass of 

warm water containing two tablespoons salt. After vomiting, give one or two glasses of milk. Then give universal 

antidote. 

 

shock after injury 

Serious-injury victims can feel weak, have cold skin, be thirsty, be unconscious or faint, have rapid weak pulse, have 

irregular and shallow breathing, and/or perspire on forehead, palms, and armpits {shock after injury}|. Face is pale, skin 

is cold, and peripheral pulse is feeble. 

causes 

Shock can result from blood loss {hypovolemic shock} or heart failure {cardiogenic shock}. High infection level 

{sepsis, shock} can cause inflammation {septic shock}. Bleeding or internal bleeding {hemorrhaging}, possibly 

starting after an accident, can cause shock. Sudden vein and artery enlargement after accidents can cause shock. 

Capillary permeability increases and blood volume decreases in response to injury. After accident or surgery, blood 

shunts from skin to organs more essential for survival. 

purpose 

Shock reduces activity and responsiveness and protects organism from further stimulation. 

treatment 

People not in shock after injury are likely to go into shock. After injuries, treat shock. Keep person lying down. 

Raise feet, except for head injury or chest injury. Keep person warm, with one cover under and one cover over, but do 

not use a heating pad. Loosen clothing. Offer drink of warm water, unless person is unconscious or nauseous. 

 

snakebite 

Non-poisonous snakebites {snakebite} are puncture wounds. Poisonous snakebites have two fang marks. Keep 

person still. Tie cloth above bite tightly. Lower that body part. Put that part in cold water or ice. If hospital is more than 

one hour away, cut skin 0.5 inch deep at fang marks and wash out, or suck out and spit out, poison until doctor comes. 

Swelling and pain indicate poison is still in wound. 

 



sprain 

Ankle, wrist, or finger sprains {sprain} can cause swelling, pain, tenderness, and/or skin discoloration. Elevate joint. 

Put on cold wet cloths. Hold still. Use a bandage in case of fracture. 

 

unconsciousness first aid 

If people fall unconscious {unconsciousness, first aid}, check mouth and throat. Remove gum, false teeth, or other 

objects. Pull tongue straight if it has curved back. Loosen collar and belt. Do not give fluids. 

 

universal antidote 

After vomiting, give a glass of milk. Then give one part tea, one part milk of magnesia, and two parts toast 

{universal antidote}|. 

 

wound 

After checking for stopped breathing, check for bleeding {wound}. 

types 

Bleeding from arteries is bright red and spurting. Bleeding from veins is darker and constant. 

stopping 

Stop bleeding using hand or clean cloth to put direct pressure on wound. It requires several minutes. Do not remove 

cloth, even after bleeding stops. Raise wound above rest of body to slow bleeding. 

If bleeding does not slow, press inside upper arm with thumb or press front inner thigh near groin with heel of hand 

to shut off artery there. If bleeding still does not slow, apply tourniquet bandage: loosen hold every 10 minutes, for one 

minute. 

cleaning 

Clean wounds with water. For puncture wounds, encourage bleeding. For scrapes {abrasion, wound}, cuts 

{incision}, or deep cuts {laceration}, apply hydrogen peroxide solution, if possible, before cleaning wound. Bandage 

wounds, with no ointment. If no adhesive sterile bandage is available, split cloth ends and tie them. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Health>Safety 

 

safety 

People can be careful and prepared {safety}. 

automobile 

Park in lighted public areas. Have escort to car. Check back seat. Lock when leaving and while inside. Roll up 

windows. Do not stop for hitchhikers. Always tell someone else itinerary and locations. Keep car in working order. 

Never leave packages visible. 

home 

Use dead bolt locks at all entrances. Undress away from windows. Use peephole in doors to outside. Ask for 

identification from visitors. Use initials, not name, on mailbox, door, and telephone book. Use light timers. Do not talk 

to unknown people on telephones. Use screws to prevent door lifting and blocks to prevent door sliding. Lock garage-

door left and right sides. Light house exteriors. Keep inside light on at night. Use double-hung windows, with inserted 

pin to prevent opening. Keep entrances open to public view. Never leave notes about leaving or returning. Do not hide 

keys. Engrave valuables. Have alarm systems for fire, fumes, and intruders. Have mail and newspapers picked up while 

on vacation. Keep shrubbery trimmed. 

street 

Avoid dark areas. Avoid high-crime areas. Do not enter suspicious places. Wait only in public and lighted areas. 

Never hitchhike. Be cautious of strangers. Carry purse under arm not over shoulder. Never display valuables. Go to a 

store or house if anyone bothers you. Scream. Do not confront criminals. 

neighborhood 

Know normal neighborhood routine and observe neighborhood for unusual activity. Report suspicious activity to 

police with address, suspect description, action, and vehicle license number. 

products 

USA Consumer Product Safety Commission sets standards for, or bans, some consumer products. USA District 

Courts try rule violations that result in injury. 

 

dead bolt lock 

Use locks with a sliding metal piece {dead bolt lock}| at all entrances. 



 

self-defense on attack 

Hit attacker {self-defense against attack} in eyes or ears, on windpipe, on fingertips, in stomach center, on hand 

back, in groin, on shin, in knee, on foot top, or in ribs. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing 

 

fitting of clothes 

trying on clothes {fitting}. 

 

gage 

glove {gage}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Goods 

 

dry goods 

clothing and fabric {dry goods}. 

 

white goods 

white cotton or linen sheets and curtains {white goods}. 

 

yard goods 

cloth {yard goods}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Clothes 

 

jumpers 

children's overalls {jumpers}. 

 

livery 

man's servant uniform {livery}. 

 

mufti 

civilian clothes {mufti}. 

 

raiment 

clothing {raiment}. 

 

swaddling clothes 

baby's cotton or linen wrap {swaddling clothes}. 

 

togs 

clothes {togs}. 

 

trappings 

clothes {trappings}. 

 

trousseau 

bride's wardrobe {trousseau}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Swimsuit 

 

bikini 

two-piece bathing suit {bikini}. 

 



maillot 

One-piece bathing suits {maillot} can have no straps. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Burial 

 

shroud 

burial cloth {shroud}. 

 

winding-sheet 

burial cloth {winding-sheet}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Underclothes 

 

athletic supporter 

Waist straps {athletic supporter} can have an elastic genital holder. 

 

bloomers 

women's loose underpants down to knees {bloomers}. 

 

corset 

Waist wraps {corset}, typically with stays, can pull tight. 

 

diaper 

baby-bottom covering cloth or wrap {diaper}. 

 

lingerie 

women's sleeping and underwear {lingerie}. 

 

loincloth 

loin covering {loincloth}. 

 

negligee 

thin loose dressing gown {negligee}. 

 

peignoir 

loose dressing gown {peignoir}. 

 

petticoat 

slip or underskirt {petticoat}. 

 

slip as dress 

light nylon underdress {slip}. 

 

unmentionable 

underwear {unmentionable}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Hat 

 

astrakhan 

curly wool from Astrakhan lambs {astrakhan}. 

 

balmoral hat 

Scottish wool flat-top caps {balmoral, hat} can have no brim. 

 

beanie 

Round cloth caps {beanie} can have top button. 



 

bearskin 

tall black fur hat {bearskin}. 

 

beaver hat 

beaver-fur top hat {beaver hat}. 

 

beret 

round cloth cap {beret}. 

 

bonnet 

light soft brim hat {bonnet}. 

 

bowler hat 

Derby or domed hats {bowler} can have a brim. 

 

busby 

British military tall fur hat {busby}. 

 

chapeau 

hat {chapeau, hat}. 

 

cockade 

hat ribbon or rosette {cockade}. 

 

cowl 

monk's hood {cowl}. 

 

derby 

Domed felt hats {derby} can have a small brim. 

 

diadem 

crown or headband {diadem}. 

 

fedora 

Soft creased felt hats {fedora} can have a brim. 

 

fez 

East-Mediterranean red felt hats {fez} can have a black tassel, flat top, and no brim. 

 

havelock 

shoulder-length hat cover {havelock}. 

 

homburg 

Domed dented felt hats {homburg} can have a curled brim. 

 

kepi 

French military hats {kepi} can have a brim and flat top. 

 

miter hat 

bishop's two-pointed hat {miter}. 

 

mortarboard 

Academic flat square hats {mortarboard} can have fitted cloth and top tassel. 

 



opera hat 

tall silk or beaver hat {opera hat}. 

 

Panama hat 

plaited American tropical-plant leaf floppy hat {Panama hat}. 

 

plume as feather 

hat feather {plume, feather}. 

 

porkpie hat 

low flat hat with snap-brim {porkpie hat}. 

 

shovel hat 

English clergyman's stiff hat {shovel hat} can have a broad brim turned up at sides and projected in front. 

 

skullcap 

light small dome {skullcap}. 

 

slouch hat 

wide brimmed soft hat {slouch hat}. 

 

snood 

A knitted net {snood} can be over back hair. 

 

southwester 

Rubber or plastic hats {sou'wester} {southwester} can have a brim down back. 

 

stovepipe hat 

tall silk hat {stovepipe hat}. 

 

sunbonnet 

soft very wide brim hat {sunbonnet}. 

 

tarboosh 

fez {tarboosh}. 

 

top hat 

Tall hats {top hat} can have a small brim. 

 

topper 

top hat {topper}. 

 

toque 

Small women's hats {toque} can have no brim. 

 

turban 

Asian scarves {turban, hat} can wind around head. 

 

visor 

helmet brim {visor}. 

 

yarmulke 

Jewish skullcap {yarmulke}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Wig 

 



periwig 

man's wig [1600 to 1800] {periwig}. 

 

peruke 

periwig {peruke}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Face 

 

veil cloth 

Thin cloth {veil} can cover face. 

 

vizard 

mask {vizard}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Collar 

 

clerical collar 

white neckband {clerical collar}. 

 

Eton collar 

large stiff collar [1800 to 1900] {Eton collar}. 

 

Peter Pan collar 

girls' rounded shirt collar {Peter Pan collar}. 

 

Roman collar 

Roman Catholic clerical collar {Roman collar}. 

 

turtleneck 

high tight collar {turtleneck}, sometimes turned down. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Scarf 

 

babushka 

Scarf {babushka} over head can tie under chin. 

 

bandanna 

small colorful headscarf or headband {bandanna}. 

 

rebozo 

Latin-America long wool or linen scarf {rebozo} can be for head and shoulders or for baby. 

 

scarf 

Square or triangular cloth {scarf} can be for head, neck, or shoulders. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Tie 

 

ascot tie 

Necktie ends {ascot} can have flat overlapping. 

 

black tie 

black bow tie {black tie}. 

 

boa as scarf 

long fur or feather scarf {boa}. 

 



bow tie 

Ties {bow tie} can have a bow in front. 

 

cravat 

tie {cravat}. 

 

four-in-hand 

Ties {four-in-hand} can be in slipknot with overlapping ends. 

 

white tie 

very formal {white tie}. 

 

Windsor knot 

slipknot, wide, triangular {Windsor knot}, for four-in-hand necktie. 

 

Windsor tie 

loose bow tie {Windsor tie}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Shoulder 

 

afghan clothing 

knit or crochet shoulder cover {afghan, wrap}. 

 

cape as clothing 

shoulder and back cover {cape, clothing}. 

 

fichu 

Large triangular scarf {fichu}, over back and shoulders, can fasten in front. 

 

mantle as clothing 

loose sleeveless covering {mantle, clothing}. 

 

poncho 

pullover shoulder covering {poncho}. 

 

serape 

wool poncho {serape}. 

 

stole as clothing 

wide shoulder scarf {stole}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Top 

 

blouse 

loose shirt {blouse}. 

 

bodice 

upper dress part {bodice}. 

 

cardigan 

Sweaters {cardigan} can have buttons and no collar. 

 

dickey 

Shirts {dickey} {dicky} can be under jacket or sweater. 

 



halter 

Bodices {halter} can tie behind back and neck. 

 

jersey as shirt 

knitted cloth top {jersey, top}. 

 

polo shirt 

knitted pullover shirt {polo shirt}. 

 

shirtwaist 

man's shirt with high collar and cuffs, or woman's tailored blouse or bodice {shirtdress} {shirtwaist}. 

 

skivvies 

undershirt, underpants, or underwear {skivvies}. 

 

sport shirt 

t-shirt {sport shirt}. 

 

sweat shirt 

pullover loose heavy cotton shirt {sweat shirt}. 

 

vest 

Sleeveless jackets {vest}, under suit or coat, can have buttons. 

 

waistcoat 

vest {waistcoat}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Cloak 

 

cloak 

loose shoulder, for back, front clasp {cloak}. 

 

burnoose 

Arabian long cloak {burnoose}. 

 

caftan 

Near Eastern tunics {caftan} can have long sleeves. 

 

capuchin cloak 

hooded cloak {capuchin}. 

 

duster 

smock {duster}. 

 

frock 

monk's robe, smock, or dress {frock}. 

 

soutane 

Priest's long cassocks {soutane} can have front buttons. 

 

surplice 

Priest's loose white covering {surplice} can be over cassock. 

 

toga 

Roman loose cloth {toga} can drape over and wrap around body. 

 



tunic as cloak 

long blouse, or Greek or Roman loose long shirt {tunic, clothing}. 

 

vestment 

priest's robe {vestment}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Coat 

 

blazer 

sports jacket {blazer}. 

 

cassock 

monk's long jacket {cassock}. 

 

chesterfield coat 

velvet-collared long coat {chesterfield}. 

 

dinner jacket 

tuxedo {dinner jacket}. 

 

doublet jacket 

old-style man's tight-fitting jacket {doublet, clothing}. 

 

greatcoat 

heavy coat {greatcoat}. 

 

housecoat 

housework smock {housecoat}. 

 

jerkin 

sleeveless short jacket {jerkin}. 

 

mackinaw 

heavy wool plaid short coat {mackinaw}. 

 

parka 

fur or cloth hooded jacket {parka}. 

 

pea jacket 

short heavy wool double-breasted jacket {pea jacket}. 

 

sack coat 

loose short coat or dress {sack coat}. 

 

smoking jacket 

Soft long jackets {smoking jacket} can have a tie belt. 

 

straitjacket 

Shirts {straitjacket} can have long sleeves and wrap around and tie at back. 

 

topcoat 

light coat {topcoat}. 

 

tuxedo 

Formal jackets {tuxedo} can have no tail. 

 



windbreaker 

zipped nylon jacket {windbreaker}. 

 

zoot suit 

long coat [1940 to 1950] {zoot suit}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Coat>Rain 

 

mackintosh 

British raincoat {mackintosh}. 

 

slicker 

loose shiny raincoat {slicker}. 

 

trench coat 

Loose belted raincoats {trench coat} can have pockets. 

 

ulster coat 

long loose raincoat {ulster}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Dress 

 

chemise 

Dresses {chemise, dress} can have straight sides. 

 

jumper 

sleeveless dress or loose dress {jumper}. 

 

kimono 

Japanese large sleeve robes {kimono} can have a sash. 

 

pinafore 

sleeveless elaborate apron {pinafore}. 

 

sari 

India and Pakistan light wrap {sari}. 

 

sarong 

Malaysian or Indonesian long cloth {sarong} can wrap around body or waist. 

 

sheath dress 

tight dress {sheath dress}. 

 

shift dress 

straight dress, slip, or chemise {shift}. 

 

smock 

light outer cover {smock}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Belt 

 

cummerbund 

wide waist sash {cummerbund}. 

 

obi 

kimono sash {obi}. 



 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Pants 

 

Bermuda shorts 

Shorts {Bermuda shorts} can have length to knee top. 

 

breeches 

pants {breeches}. 

 

chaps 

cowboy leather leg coverings {chaps}. 

 

chino pants 

loosely woven cotton twill pants {chino, pants}. 

 

culottes 

women's skirt-like pants {culottes}. 

 

hoopskirt 

long skirt and hoop frame {hoopskirt}. 

 

jeans 

thick cotton pants {jeans}. 

 

kilt 

Scottish man's tartan skirts {kilt} can have pleats to knees. 

 

knickers 

Loose pants {knickers} {knickerbockers} can tie below knee. 

 

lederhosen 

German short leather pants {lederhosen}. 

 

legging 

leg covering {legging}. 

 

pantaloons 

trousers {pantaloons}. 

 

pedal pusher 

Tight women's trousers {pedal pusher} can extend to calves. 

 

plus fours 

knickerbockers, but four inches longer {plus fours}. 

 

puttee 

lower leg cloth or leather {puttee}. 

 

sweat pants 

Loose heavy cotton pants {sweat pants} can have a tie string. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Pants>Tights 

 

leotard 

tight fitting body covering {leotard}, for dancers. 

 



nylons 

nylon hosiery {nylons}. 

 

tights 

tight fitting lower-body covering {tights}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Shoe 

 

balmoral shoe 

Scottish heavy shoes {balmoral, shoe} can have laces. 

 

buskin 

Low boots {buskin} can have laces. 

 

chukka 

Ankle boots {chukka} can have four eyelets. 

 

cleat 

Spikes {cleat} can be on shoe bottoms. 

 

clodhoppers 

large heavy shoes {clodhoppers}. 

 

clog 

Shoes {clog, shoe} can have a thick sole. 

 

hobnail 

Large-head short nails {hobnail} can be in boot or shoe soles. 

 

insole 

inside shoe bottom {insole}. 

 

jackboot 

military boot {jackboot}. 

 

moccasin 

leather shoe with no sole {moccasin}. 

 

mukluk 

Eskimo reindeer or sealskin boots {mukluk} can have no sole. 

 

mule as shoe 

Slippers {mule, clothing} can have no heel. 

 

oxford shoe 

Low shoes {oxford} can lace at instep. 

 

pump as shoe 

Low shoes {pump, shoe} can have with no fasteners. 

 

saddle shoe 

Shoes {saddle shoe} can have different color across middle. 

 

snowshoe for walking 

Wood or plastic frames {snowshoe} can have cross strips. 

 



spike heel 

tall narrow heel {spike heel}. 

 

spur of boot 

heel spike {spur, boot}. 

 

thong 

sandal with one band {thong}. 

 

welt of shoe 

Leather strips {welt, shoe} can be between sole and upper. 

 

wingtip shoe 

perforated cover over toe {wingtip shoe}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Sock 

 

bobby socks 

Socks {bobby socks} can stop at ankle. 

 

gaiter 

lower leg covering, middle shoe covering, or stretchable or cloth ankle shoes {gaiter}. 

 

spats 

upper shoe and ankle covering {spats}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Parts 

 

applique 

Cloth pieces {appliqué} can sew onto cloth. 

 

corsage 

small shoulder bouquet {corsage}. 

 

double-breasted 

One front side has double row of buttons and overlaps other side, which has one buttonhole row {double-breasted}. 

 

eyelet 

hole or metal ring {eyelet}. 

 

falsie 

breast pad {falsie}. 

 

furbelow 

ruffle or decoration {furbelow}. 

 

garter 

hosiery suspender {garter}. 

 

inseam 

sewed line from crotch to inside ankle {inseam}. 

 

placket 

slit {placket}. 

 



train of gown 

gown part {train, dress} that falls behind skirt. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Parts>Decoration 

 

sequin 

Small shiny discs {sequin} can have a center hole. 

 

spangle 

sequin {spangle}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Parts>Crotch 

 

codpiece 

leather round genital covering {codpiece}. 

 

gusset 

crotch cloth {gusset}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Parts>Frame 

 

bustle 

Frames {bustle} can be under skirt backs. 

 

farthingdale 

skirt hoop [1500 to 1700] {farthingdale}. 

 

stay 

whalebone or metal corset stiffener {stay}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Parts>Shoulder 

 

epaulet 

uniform external shoulder pad {epaulet} {epaulette}. 

 

shoulder board 

flat piece {shoulder board} inside uniform shoulder. 

 

shoulder knot 

Detachable braided cord {shoulder knot} can be around shoulder on commissioned-officer uniforms. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Parts>Sleeve 

 

dolman sleeve 

wide at shoulder and narrow at wrist {dolman sleeve}. 

 

sleevelet 

short sleeve {sleevelet}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Parts>Tuck 

 

dart in sewing 

tapering tuck {dart}. 

 

pleat 

doubled over fold {pleat}. 



 

tuck as fold 

flattened pleat or fold {tuck}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Clothing>Parts>Stitch 

 

backstitch 

After stitch, needle can go back half stitch {backstitch}, to make overlapping stitches. 

 

basting 

temporary long stitches {basting}. 

 

knit stitch 

stitch opposite to purl stitch {knit stitch}. 

 

lockstitch 

Top thread can interlock with bobbin thread {lockstitch}. 

 

purl stitch 

stitch opposite to knit stitch {purl stitch}. 

 

slipstitch 

Running stitches {slipstitch} at hems and facings do not penetrate fabric. 

 

tent stitch 

Short diagonal needlepoint stitch {petit point} {tent stitch} can make parallel rows to fill space. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric 

 

crinoline 

stiff lining {crinoline}. 

 

plisse 

Shrunk cloth {plisse} {plissé} can have crinkles or pleats. 

 

selvage 

woven edge {selvage}. 

 

sizing 

starch {sizing}. 

 

tailored 

curved sides {tailored}. 

 

webbing 

Woven fabric strips {webbing} can be in seat belts and upholstery. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Amount 

 

bolt of cloth 

cloth roll {bolt, cloth}. 

 

skein 

loose thread or yarn coil {skein}. 

 



snippet 

small piece {snippet}. 

 

swatch 

cloth strip {swatch}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Coloring 

 

batik 

cloth colored by waxing area, then dyeing, and then removing wax {batik}. 

 

caparison 

highly decorated cloth {caparison}, typically over harness or saddle. 

 

damascene fabric 

damask {damascene}. 

 

damask 

highly patterned cotton, linen, or silk cloth {damask}. 

 

paisley 

pointed oval shapes {paisley}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Knit 

 

argyle 

Knitting can have diamond shapes on dark background color {argyle}. 

 

jersey fabric 

soft knitted cloth {jersey, cloth}. 

 

pill on cloth 

Loose fibers can form small clumps {pill, cloth} on knit cloth surface. 

 

tricolette 

knitted silk or rayon cloth {tricolette}. 

 

tricot 

knitted cloth {tricot}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Material 

 

mail as cloth 

Cloth {mail} can have metal loops, rings, or scales. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Material>Down 

 

eiderdown 

northern sea duck down {eiderdown}. 

 

swansdown 

swan down, or soft cotton or wool cloth {swansdown}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Material>Fiber 

 



jute 

Asian plant stalk {jute}. 

 

kapok 

tropical-tree-fruit silk-like fiber {kapok}. 

 

linen cloth 

flax cloth {linen}. 

 

polyester 

ester polymer {polyester}. 

 

tapa 

South-Pacific-island paper-mulberry inner-bark cloth {tapa}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Material>Fiber>Cotton 

 

buckram 

loosely woven cotton cloth infused with glue {buckram}. 

 

chino cloth 

loosely woven cotton twill {chino, fabric}. 

 

chintz 

colored cotton cloth {chintz}. 

 

corduroy 

ribbed cotton cloth {corduroy}. 

 

denim 

loosely woven heavy cotton cloth {denim}. 

 

dimity 

thin stiff cotton cloth {dimity}. 

 

gingham 

checked light cotton cloth {gingham}. 

 

lisle 

tight cotton thread {lisle}. 

 

madras cloth 

tightly woven patterned cotton cloth {madras}. 

 

moleskin 

Loosely woven heavy cotton twill cloth {moleskin} can have sheared suede-like nap. 

 

nankeen 

thick light yellow cotton cloth {nankeen}. 

 

percale 

tightly woven cotton cloth {percale}. 

 

pima cotton 

long soft cotton {pima cotton}. 

 



sateen 

satin-like cotton cloth {sateen}. 

 

tarlatan 

loosely woven stiff starched cotton muslin cloth {tarlatan}. 

 

terry cloth 

Thick cotton cloth {terry cloth} can have cotton loops. 

 

velveteen 

velvet-like cotton cloth {velveteen}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Material>Fiber>Silk 

 

silk 

silkworm cocoon fiber {silk}. 

 

messaline 

soft satiny lightweight silk cloth {messaline}. 

 

moire 

Silk cloth {moiré} can have watermarks or waves. 

 

satin 

tightly woven glossy cloth {satin}. 

 

shantung cloth 

heavy bumpy silk cloth {shantung}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Material>Fiber>Wool 

 

wool 

sheep hair {wool}. 

 

felt 

matted wool cloth {felt}. 

 

flannel 

soft wool cloth {flannel}. 

 

prunella cloth 

heavy worsted twill cloth {prunelle cloth} {prunella cloth}. 

 

serge 

worsted wool twill cloth {serge}. 

 

velvet cloth 

Wool cloth {velvet} can have smooth side and cut-pile side. 

 

virgin wool 

never before used wool {virgin wool}. 

 

zibeline 

Soft shiny thick wool cloth {zibeline} {zibelline} can have nap or sable skin. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Material>Fiber>Wool>Kinds 



 

alpaca wool 

South-American llama-like mammal wool {alpaca wool}. 

 

angora 

Angora goat or rabbit hair {angora}. 

 

cashmere 

Asian goat wool {cashmere}. 

 

merino 

special-sheep soft light wool {merino}. 

 

mohair 

Angora-goat soft hair {mohair}. 

 

Shetland wool 

Shetland Island sheep wool {Shetland wool}. 

 

vicuna fabric 

goat and camel hair {vicuna}. 

 

vicuna wool 

South American llama-like mammal wool {vicuna wool}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Material>Fiber>Wool>Loose 

 

crewel 

Loose worsted wool yarn {crewel} can be for embroidery. 

 

tweed fabric 

Loosely woven wool cloth {tweed} can typically have more than one color. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Material>Fiber>Wool>Tight 

 

melton 

tightly woven, heavy, wool cloth {melton}. 

 

worsted 

tightly twisted long wool fibers {worsted}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Material>Leather 

 

buckskin 

deer leather {buckskin}. 

 

chamois 

European mountain-goat leather {chamois}. 

 

cordovan 

soft leather {cordovan}. 

 

morocco leather 

goat leather {morocco}. 

 



patent leather 

shiny hard leather {patent leather}. 

 

pigskin 

pig leather {pigskin}. 

 

rawhide 

raw cow skin {rawhide}. 

 

sharkskin 

shark leather {sharkskin}. 

 

suede 

Leather {suede} can have nap. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Needlework 

 

crewelwork 

embroidery {crewelwork}. 

 

crochet 

Needlework can have thread loops using hooks {crochet}. 

 

embroidery 

needlework {embroidery}. 

 

needlepoint 

yarn hooked into canvas {needlepoint}. 

 

needlework 

embroidery {needlework}. 

 

sampler 

embroidered cloth {sampler}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Waterproof 

 

oilcloth 

cloth infused with clay and oil {oilcloth}. 

 

oilskin 

cloth infused with oil {oilskin}. 

 

tarpaulin fabric 

waterproofed canvas {tarpaulin, fabric}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Weave 

 

basket weave 

double threads interlace in checked pattern {basket weave}. 

 

bunting cloth 

Light cloth {bunting, cloth} can be for flags, or cloth strips can be for decoration. 

 

burlap 

jute, flax, or hemp cloth {burlap}. 



 

cambric 

finely woven linen or cotton cloth {cambric}. 

 

chenille 

Cotton, worsted wool, or silk string {chenille} can have tufts. 

 

gabardine 

cotton, worsted wool, or rayon twill {gabardine}. 

 

gunny 

burlap {gunny}. 

 

houndstooth check 

small broken or jagged checks {houndstooth check}. 

 

lame 

cloth with metal threads {lamé}. 

 

macrame 

twisted and knotted cords {macramé}. 

 

moreen 

wool, wool and cotton, or cotton cloth with glossy or moiré finish {moreen}. 

 

nap of cloth 

cloth or leather surface fuzz {nap}. 

 

organdy 

stiff light cotton or silk cloth {organdy}. 

 

pile on cloth 

Carpet or towel surface loops {pile, fabric} can be cut or uncut. 

 

pinstripe 

Dark cloth can have thin white vertical stripes {pinstripe}. 

 

plaid 

tartan or checked pattern {plaid}. 

 

poplin 

ribbed cloth {poplin}. 

 

scrim 

Tightly woven small thread translucent cloth or mesh {scrim} can soften harsh light. 

 

seme 

random small stars, crosses, and the like {powdered} {seme}. 

 

sennit 

Flat braided cords {sennit} can be on ships. 

 

shag 

coarse nap cloth or carpet {shag}. 

 



sponge cloth 

soft porous cloth {honeycomb weave} {sponge cloth}. 

 

taffeta 

shiny light silk, rayon, or nylon cloth {taffeta}. 

 

tartan 

Horizontal and vertical stripes can be on background color {tartan}. 

 

tattersall 

Centimeter-size checks can cross colored lines on background {tattersall}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Weave>Lace 

 

lace 

thin open weave pattern {lace}. 

 

tatting 

Lace {tatting} can be hand-made from one thick thread. 

 

Valenciennes lace 

floral bobbin lace {Valenciennes lace}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Weave>Loose 

 

calico 

Loosely woven cloth {calico} can have many-colored designs. 

 

canvas 

loosely woven heavy cotton, hemp, or flax cloth {canvas}. 

 

sack cloth 

loosely woven hard cloth {sack cloth}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Weave>Thick 

 

brocade 

Thick fabric {brocade} can have raised design. 

 

cretonne 

Thick curtain cotton or linen cloth {cretonne} can have no glaze. 

 

fustian 

loosely woven thick cloth {fustian}. 

 

herringbone 

thick heavy zigzag pattern {herringbone}. 

 

muslin 

thick medium woven cloth {muslin}. 

 

oxford cloth 

soft thick heavier cotton cloth {oxford cloth}. 

 

plush 

thick deep pile {plush}. 



 

ratine 

Loosely woven thick cloth {ratiné} can be from twisted thick and thin yarn {ratiné yarn}. 

 

woven twill 

thick heavy twill {woven twill} {twill, woven}. Woven twill is heavier than pinpoint or broadcloth (same as oxford) 

with some pattern. 

 

velour 

Velvet-like cloth {velour} can have nap. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Fabric>Weave>Thin 

 

batiste 

thin cotton or linen cloth {batiste}. 

 

broadcloth 

lightweight (same as pinpoint and lighter than oxford), smooth (smoother than pinpoint) cloth with no pattern 

{broadcloth}. 

 

chiffon fabric 

thin silk or rayon cloth {chiffon}. 

 

crepe cloth 

thin silk, cotton, or wool cloth {crepe, cloth}. 

 

pinpoint oxford 

lighter, smoother, finer oxford {pinpoint oxford} {pinpoint}. 

 

seersucker 

thin crinkled cloth with vertical stripes {seersucker}. 

 

tiffany 

thin transparent silk or cotton muslin {tiffany}. 

 

toile 

thin linen or cotton twill cloth {toile}. 

 

tulle 

thin starched silk, rayon, or nylon netting {tulle}. 

 

twill cloth 

lightweight (lighter than oxford, pinpoint, or broadcloth), smooth cloth {twill, regular}. 

 

voile 

thin cotton, rayon, wool, or silk cloth {voile}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Glasses 

 

monocle 

Lens {monocle}, on chain, can be for one eye socket. 

 

lorgnette 

eyeglasses with handle {lorgnette}. 

 



opera glass 

small binoculars {opera glass}. 

 

pince-nez 

eyeglasses squeezed onto nosebridge {pince-nez}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Hair 

 

bangs 

hair combed down forehead and cut straight across {bangs}. 

 

bouffant 

hair teased and puffed {bouffant}. 

 

bun of hair 

hair curled and held on head top {bun}. 

 

chignon 

back hair knot {chignon}. 

 

coif 

coiffure {coif}. 

 

coiffure 

styled hair {coiffure}. 

 

crew cut 

hair cut short {crew cut}. 

 

flat top 

short hair on top held straight up and cut flat {flat top}. 

 

page boy 

hair cut at same height around head {page boy}. 

 

permanent wave 

Hair can hold together by inner glue. Hair has outside layer {epicuticle}, which has no glue. Thioglycolate solution 

softens glue, to allow hair reshaping by wrapping hair around rollers held by pins {perm} {permanent wave}|. 

Chemicals {neutralizer} re-harden glue. After drying, you remove rollers. Bleached and dyed hair loses some epicuticle 

and is easier to perm. Children's hair and thin hair do not have enough inside hair material to set hair well. 

Hair grows straight if it has circular cross-section but curls if it has oval cross-section. Hair grows 15 to 30 

centimeters each year. 

 

pompadour hair 

hair brushed back from forehead {pompadour}. 

 

tonsure 

monks' shaved head {tonsure}. 

 

toupee 

hairpiece {toupee}. 

 

widow's peak 

hair in a point at forehead center {widow's peak}. 

 



PRAC>Personal Affairs>Hair>Braid 

 

braid 

intertwined hair strands {braid}. 

 

pigtail 

Tightly braided hair strands {pigtail} can have a bow or ribbon at tip. 

 

plait 

braid {plait}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Hair>Face 

 

goatee 

pointed hair down from chin {goatee}. 

 

mustache 

upper-lip hair {mustache}. 

 

muttonchop 

Triangular whiskers {muttonchop} can have apex at temple and base along cheek. 

 

Vandyke 

Short beards {Vandyke} can have sides sloping to a point. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Jewelry 

 

amulet 

charm against injury {amulet}. 

 

cameo jewelry 

Small stone can have a relief in different color {cameo, jewelry}. 

 

fob 

watch chain or ribbon {fob}. 

 

heirloom 

valuable object inherited from ancestors {heirloom}. 

 

scarab jewel 

Stones can look like black beetles {scarab}. 

 

sunburst 

metal central circle and rays {sunburst}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Jewelry>Crown 

 

coronet 

small crown or metal headband {coronet}. 

 

tiara crown 

small jeweled crown {tiara}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Jewelry>Gem 

 



baguette 

gem in thin rectangle shape {baguette, gem}. 

 

birthstone 

gemstone for birth month {birthstone}. 

 

paste as gem 

shiny glass {paste}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Jewelry>Pin 

 

barrette 

hair clamp {barrette}. 

 

bobby pin 

Wire bent in middle until ends meet {bobby pin} can slide over hair. 

 

brooch 

pin or clasp {brooch}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Jewelry>Bracelet 

 

anklet 

ankle bracelet {anklet}. 

 

bangle 

bracelet, anklet, or hanging earring {bangle}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Jewelry>Necklace 

 

choker 

Necklaces {choker} can fit tightly around neck. 

 

lavaliere 

necklace pendant {lavaliere}. 

 

lei 

Hawaiian flower necklace {lei}. 

 

locket 

small necklace case {locket}. 

 

pendant 

Objects {pendant, jewelry} can hang from necklaces. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Skin 

 

witch-hazel extract 

witch-hazel bark alcohol extract {witch-hazel, solution}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Skin>Mark 

 

beauty spot 

mole {beauty spot}. 

 



cleft in chin 

chin depression {cleft}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Skin>Coloring 

 

mascara 

eyelash color {mascara}. 

 

rouge 

red powder {rouge, makeup}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Skin>Nails 

 

manicure 

clipping and polishing fingernails {manicure}. 

 

pedicure 

clipping and polishing toenails {pedicure}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Skin>Toiletry 

 

toiletry 

cosmetic or grooming item {toiletry}. 

 

douche 

water poured over body part {douche}. 

 

pomade 

hair ointment {pomade}, typically with perfume. 

 

pomander ball 

Aromatic balls or flowered round balls {pomander ball} can have a ribbon. 

 

toilet powder 

perfumed powder {toilet powder}. 

 

toilet soap 

perfumed soap {toilet soap}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Skin>Cream 

 

cold cream 

Mixed oil and water {cold cream} can be for skin cleaning and softening. 

 

greasepaint 

actor makeup {greasepaint}. 

 

mustard plaster 

Black mustard and plaster {mustard plaster} can soothe or rub. 

 

ointment 

thick oil {ointment}. 

 

petroleum jelly 

mineral oil and wax from petroleum {petroleum jelly}. 

 



vanishing cream 

Cream {vanishing cream} can cover blemishes. 

 

Vaseline 

petroleum jelly {Vaseline}. 

 

zinc ointment 

Thick oil can contain zinc {zinc ointment}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Skin>Perfume 

 

bay rum 

laurel leaf in alcohol {bay rum}. 

 

cologne perfume 

perfume oil, alcohol, water {cologne, perfume}. 

 

musk as perfume 

Asian deer excretions {musk, perfume} can be in perfume. 

 

myrrh 

Asian or African tree gum {myrrh}. 

 

patchouli 

small southeast-Asian mint shrub leaf aromatic oil {patchouli} (Pogostemon cablin). 

 

rose water 

rose-petal water extract {rose water}. 

 

toilet water 

cologne {toilet water}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Smoking 

 

plug of tobacco 

chewing tobacco {plug, tobacco}. 

 

reefer 

marijuana cigarette {reefer}. 

 

snuff 

powdered tobacco {snuff}, for sniffing. 

 

twist of tobacco 

chewing tobacco {twist, tobacco}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Smoking>Cigar 

 

cheroot 

cylinder with flat ends {cheroot}. 

 

cohiba 

long thin cigar {cohiba}. 

 

corona cigar 

straight-side cigar {corona}. 



 

figurado 

irregularly shaped cigar {figurado}. 

 

panatela 

Parejo cigar {panatela}, longer and thinner than Corona, can include cohibas. 

 

pareja 

straight-side cigar {pareja}. 

 

perfecto 

Cigars {perfecto} can be narrow at ends and wide in middle. 

 

stogie 

used cigar {stogie}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Smoking>Pipe 

 

calumet 

long ceremonial pipe {calumet}. 

 

pipe cleaner 

Wires {pipe cleaner} can have fuzz, to ream pipe stem and wipe pipe bowl. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Trinket 

 

trinket 

small object {trinket}. 

 

bauble 

trinket {bauble}. 

 

bibelot 

trinket {bibelot}. 

 

bijou 

small highly decorated or worked trinket {bijou}. 

 

bric-a-brac 

small objects {bric-a-brac}. 

 

curio 

art object {curio}. 

 

death's head 

human skull {death's head}. 

 

filigree 

twisted gold or silver wire {filigree}. 

 

prayer beads 

rosary {prayer beads}. 

 

rosary 

165 dried rolled petals are prayer beads {rosary}. 

 



scepter 

short royal staff {scepter}. 

 

whatnot 

Open shelves {whatnot shelf} can be for small objects. 

 

wreath of leaves 

holly or leaf circle {wreath, leaves}. 

 

Yule log 

large wood fireplace log {Yule log}. 

 

PRAC>Personal Affairs>Umbrella 

 

umbrella 

openable cover against rain {umbrella}. 

 

parasol 

light small umbrella against sunlight {parasol}. 

 

PRAC>Holiday 

 

holiday 

Solar-year days {holiday} can be special. 

month and flower 

Months have flowers. January is snowdrop. February is primrose. March is violet. April is daisy. May is hawthorn. 

June is honeysuckle. July is water lily. August is poppy. September is morning glory. October is hops. November is 

chrysanthemum. December is holly. 

month and gem 

Months have gems. January is garnet. February is amethyst. March is aquamarine. April is diamond. May is emerald. 

June is pearl. July is ruby or moonstone. August is onyx or ruby. September is sapphire. October is opal. November is 

topaz. December is turquoise. 

 

calendar days 

Why do January, March, May, July, August, October, and December have 31 days {calendar, western}. Why do 

April, June, September, and November have 30 days? Why does February have 28 or 29 days? The current calendar 

keeps solar year and months synchronized and puts leap-year day in winter. 

orbit 

In Northern Hemisphere, Earth orbit makes summer longer than winter, so days of months make summer longer and 

keep equinoxes at approximately same date. 

From December 21 to March 21 are 90 or 91 days. From March 21 to June 21 are 92 days. From June 21 to 

September 21 are 92 days. From September 21 to December 21 are 91 days. Therefore, in Northern Hemisphere, fall 

and winter have 181 or 182 days, and spring and summer have 184 days. 

Leap-year day must be in winter because summer is less than exactly three days longer than winter. 

different calendar 

January, March, May, July, September, November, and December can have 30 days, and February, April, June, 

August, and October can have 31 days, to make 365-day year. To make 366-day year, December has 31 days. 

However, then fall and winter have 91 + 91 = 182 days, which is too much. January, February, March, September, 

October, November, and December can have 30 days, and April, May, June, July, and August can have 31 days, to 

make 365-day year. To make 366-day year, December has 31 days. Then, fall and winter have 90 + 90 = 180 days, 

which is too few. 

 

anniversary 

Wedding anniversaries {anniversary}| can relate to articles. 1 is paper. 2 is cotton or straw. 3 is leather. 4 is fruit and 

flowers or silk. 5 is wood. 6 is sugar, candy, garnet, or iron. 7 is copper or wool. 8 is bronze or pottery. 9 is willow or 

pottery or topaz. 10 is tin or aluminum. 11 is steel. 12 is silk or linen. 13 is lace. 14 is ivory. 15 is crystal. 20 is china. 



25 is silver. 30 is pearl. 35 is coral or jade. 40 is ruby. 45 is sapphire. 50 is gold. 55 is emerald. 60 is platinum or 

diamond. 75 is diamond. 

 

Australia holidays 

Australia Day is 1/26 {holidays, Australia} {Australia holidays}. Anzac Day is 4/25. Boxing Day is 12/26. 

 

Brazil holidays 

Carnival is middle February {holidays, Brazil} {Brazil holidays}. Independence Hero Tiradentes is 4/21. 

Independence Day is 9/7. Proclamation of the Republic is 11/15. 

 

Buddhist holidays 

In Southeast Asia, Buddha's Birthday is late April to late May {holidays, Buddhist} {Buddhist holidays}. Buddha 

Purnima is 5/27. 

 

Canada holidays 

Flag Day is 2/15 {holidays, Canada} {Canada holidays}. St. David's Day is 3/1. Easter Monday is day after Easter. 

Victoria Day is fourth Monday in May. Canada Day is 6/1. St. John the Baptist Day is 6/24 in Quebec. Civic Holiday is 

first Monday in August. Labour Day is first Monday in September. Thanksgiving Day is second Monday in October. 

Remembrance Day is 11/11. St. Andrew's Day is 11/30. Boxing Day is 12/26. 

 

Chile holidays 

National Unity Day is 9/2 {holidays, Chile} {Chile holidays}. Independence Day is 9/18. 

 

China holidays 

Chinese New Year or Lunar New Year is late January or early February {holidays, China} {China holidays}. 

Confucius' Day is late September to early October. Mid-Autumn Festival or Harvest Moon Festival is early October. 

 

Christian holidays 

Name Day is birthday of saint that has one's name {holidays, Christian} {Christian holidays}. 12th Day of Christmas 

is 1/6. Epiphany is 1/6. St. Valentine's Day is 2/14. Shrove Tuesday or Mardi Gras is 40 days before Easter. Ash 

Wednesday is 39 days before Easter. St. Patrick's Day is 3/17. St. Joseph's Day is 3/19. Palm Sunday is Sunday before 

Easter. Good Friday is Friday before Easter. Easter is late March to early April. San Isidro's Day is 5/15. Corpus Christi 

or Ascension Day is 39 days after Easter. Whitmonday is early June. St. Anthony's Day is 6/13. Feast of the Ascension 

is 40 days after Easter. Feast of Corpus Christi is early to mid June. Saints Peter and Paul is 6/29. Feast of the 

Assumption is mid August. Walpurgis Night is 10/31. All Saints Day is 11/1 to 11/4. First Day of Advent is 11/30. 

Feast of the Immaculate Conception is 12/8. Christmas is 12/25. St. Stephen's Day is 12/26. 

 

Denmark holidays 

Constitution Day is 6/5 {holidays, Denmark} {Denmark holidays}. 

 

Europe holidays 

In north Europe, Boxing Day is 12/26 {holidays, Europe} {Europe holidays}. 

 

France holidays 

Bastille Day is 7/14 {holidays, France} {France holidays}. 

 

Germany holidays 

National Day is 10/3 {holidays, Germany} {Germany holidays}. 

 

Ghana holidays 

Independence Day is 3/6 {holidays, Ghana} {Ghana holidays}. Anniversary of 1979 Coup is 6/4. Republic Day is 

7/1. 

 



India holidays 

Republic Day is 1/26 {holidays, India} {India holidays}. Babasaheb Ambedkar's Birthday is 4/14. Maha-ashtra Day 

is 5/1. Buddha Purnima is 5/27. Independence Day is 8/15. Gandhi Jayanthi or Birthday of Gandhi is 12/2. Diwali or 

Laxmipujan is 11/5. Children's Day or Birthday of Nehru is 11/14. 

 

International holidays 

International Women's Day is 3/8. United Nations Day is 8/24 {holidays, International} {International holidays}. 

 

Israel holidays 

Independence Day is 4/17 {holidays, Israel} {Israel holidays}. 

 

Italy holidays 

Liberation Day is 4/25 {holidays, Italy} {Italy holidays}. 

 

Japan holidays 

Coming of Age Day is 1/14 {holidays, Japan} {Japan holidays}. National Foundation Day is 2/11. Greenery Day is 

4/29. Constitution Day is 5/3. National Holiday is 5/4. Children's Day is 5/6. Ocean Day is 7/20. Respect for Aged Day 

is 9/16. Health and Sports Day is 10/14. Culture Day is 11/4. Labor Thanksgiving Day is 11/23. Emperor's Birthday is 

12/23. 

 

Jewish holidays 

Purim is mid-March {holidays, Jewish} {Jewish holidays}. Pesach or Passover is late March to early April. Shavuot 

is mid to late May. Ninth of Av is mid July. Rosh Hashanah or Jewish New Year is mid to late September and begins 

Days of Awe. High Holy Days, Days of Awe, or Ten Days of Repentance is mid to late September. Yom Kippur is late 

September and ends Days of Awe. Sukkot is late September. Shemini Atzewret is late September to early October. 

Hanukkah is middle December. 

 

Kenya holidays 

Madaraka Day is 6/1 {holidays, Kenya} {Kenya holidays}. Moi Day is 10/10. Kenyatta Day is 10/21. Jamhuri Day 

is 12/12. 

 

Korea holidays 

Independence Movement Day is 3/1 {holidays, Korea} {Korea holidays}. Children's Day is 5/5. Memorial Day is 

6/6. Constitution Day is 7/17. Liberation Day is 8/15. National Foundation Day is 10/3. 

 

Malaysia holidays 

Federal Territory Day is 2/1 {holidays, Malaysia} {Malaysia holidays}. Hari Raya Haji is late February to early 

March. Wesak is early to late May. Yang DiPertuan Agong's Birthday is early June. National Day is 8/31. Deepavali is 

early to mid November. Hari Raya Puasa is early to mid December. 

 

Mexico holidays 

Constitution Day is 2/5 {holidays, Mexico} {Mexico holidays}. Juarez's Birthday is 3/21. Battle of Puebla or Cinco 

de Mayo is 5/5. Government's Report is 9/1. Independence Day or Fiestas Patrias is 9/16, when people yell for 

independence {grito, yell for independence} {el grito}. Revolution Day is 11/20. Feast of Our Lady of Guadelupe is 

12/12. 

 

New Zealand holidays 

Waitangi Day is 2/6 {holidays, New Zealand} {New Zealand holidays}. Anzac Day is 4/25. Boxing Day is 12/26. 

 

Portugal holidays 

Liberty Day is 4/25 {holidays, Portugal} {Portugal holidays}. Portugal Day is 6/10. Republic Day is 10/5. 

Independence Day is 12/1. Boxing Day is 12/26. 

 

saturnalia festival 

Roman winter solstice festival {saturnalia}| typically had anarchy. 

 



Singapore holidays 

Hari Raya Haji is late February to early March {holidays, Singapore} {Singapore holidays}. Wesak is early to late 

May. Yang DiPertuan Agong's Birthday is early June. National Day is 8/31. Deepavali is early to mid November. Hari 

Raya Puasa is early to mid December. 

 

South Africa holidays 

Human Rights Day is 3/21 {holidays, South Africa} {South Africa holidays}. Family Day is 4/1. Freedom Day is 

4/27. Youth Day is 6/17. National Women's Day is 8/9. Heritage Day is 9/24. Day of Reconciliation is 12/16. Day of 

Good will is 12/26. 

 

South America holidays 

Bolivar's Birthday is 7/24 {holidays, South America} {South America holidays}. 

 

Spain holidays 

Independence Day is 5/2 {holidays, Spain} {Spain holidays}.. Hispanity Day is 10/12. Constitution Day is 12/6. 

 

Switzerland holidays 

Berchtoldstag is 1/2. National Day is 8/1 {holidays, Switzerland} {Switzerland holidays}. 

 

United Kingdom holidays 

Mothering Sunday is last Sunday in March {holidays, United Kingdom} {United Kingdom holidays}. 

 

USA holidays 

New Years Day is 1/1 {holidays, USA} {USA holidays}. Martin Luther King Jr.'s Birthday is third Monday in 

January. Inauguration Day is 1/20. Groundhog Day is 2/2. Lincoln's Birthday is 2/12. St. Valentine's Day is 2/14. 

Presidents Day is third Monday in February. Washington's Birthday is 2/22. Ides of March is 3/15. St. Patrick's Day is 

3/17. April Fools Day or All Fool's Day is 4/1. Earth Day is 4/22. Arbor Day is 4/25. 

summer 

May Day is 5/1. Mother's Day is second Sunday in May. Armed Forces Day is third Saturday in May. Memorial Day 

is 5/30, now on nearest Monday. Flag Day is 6/14. Father's Day is third Sunday in June. Midsummer Day is 6/21. 

Independence Day is 7/4. Labor Day is first Monday in September. 

fall 

Grandparents Day is first Sunday in September. Columbus Day is 10/12. Halloween is 10/31. Election Day is first 

Tuesday in November. Veterans Day and Armistice Day is 11/11. Thanksgiving Day is fourth Thursday in November. 

United Nations Day is 12/24. Kwanzaa begins is 12/26. New Years Eve is 12/31. 

 

Venezuela holidays 

Battle of Carabobo is 6/24 {holidays, Venezuela} {Venezuela holidays}. Independence Day is 7/5. Bolivar's 

Birthday is 7/24. 

 

Vietnam holidays 

Western New Year is 1/1 {holidays, Vietnam} {Vietnam holidays}. Lunar New Year is 1/25 to 2/9. Valentine's Day 

is 2/14. Women's Day is 3/8. Independence Day is 5/1. National Day is 9/2. Vietnam Women's Day is 10/20. Christmas 

is 12/25. 

 

PRAC>Machine 

 

machine 

Machines {machine, noun} are tools and appliances and have parts and materials. 

 

touch system 

People can use typewriters without looking at keyboard {touch system}|. 

 

tolerance 

Machined parts have allowable distance ranges {tolerance, machine}|. 

 



PRAC>Machine>Engineering 

 

aerodynamics 

People study airflow around objects {aerodynamics}|. 

 

aeronautics 

People study flight and airplanes {aeronautics}|. 

 

electronics 

People study amplifying, rectifying, and logic circuits {electronics}|. 

 

engineering 

People study useful materials and processes using physical science and mathematics {engineering}|. 

 

horology 

People study timekeeping {horology}|. 

 

hydrostatics 

People study still water under pressure {hydrostatics}|. 

 

kinematics 

People study motions without forces {kinematics}|. 

 

mechanical drawing 

Drawing {mechanical drawing}| can use utensils. 

 

mechanics 

People study motions and forces {mechanics}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials 

 

abrasive material 

hard rough surface {abrasive, material}, for smoothing. 

 

ammonia 

strong fuming base {ammonia}. 

 

aqua regia 

sulfuric acid and nitric acid {aqua regia}. 

 

bluing 

blue laundry agent {bluing}. 

 

brimstone 

sulfur {brimstone}. 

 

brine 

salt water {brine}. 

 

carborundum 

silicon carbide {carborundum}. 

 

electrocaloric material 

Electric fields can align molecules {electrocaloric material}, to change temperature. 

 



TAML activator 

Tetra-amido macrocyclic ligand {TAML activator} activators, similar to peroxidases, are catalysts that, with 

hydrogen peroxide, can break down pollutant chemicals. 

 

caustic soda 

sodium hydroxide {caustic soda}. 

 

dry ice 

frozen carbon dioxide {dry ice}. 

 

flocking 

Machines can spray fibers {flocking}| onto surfaces covered with glue. 

 

flux material 

Materials {flux, material} can increase flow and reduce oxidation. 

 

gunpowder material 

saltpeter, carbon, sulfur {gunpowder}. 

 

hydride 

Metal or organic hydrides {hydride}| can hold hydrogen. Metallic hydrides, rare earths, nickel, and cobalt can 

release hydrogen gas at room temperature. 

 

limewater 

weak calcium hydroxide solution {limewater}. 

 

litmus 

Blue powder {litmus} from lichen turns red in acid. 

 

lye 

Sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide {lye} can come from leaching wood ash. 

 

niter 

potassium nitrate or sodium nitrate {niter}. 

 

peroxide 

hydrogen peroxide H2O2 [2 is subscript] {peroxide}. 

 

pitchblende 

uranium ore {pitchblende}. 

 

potash 

potassium carbonate or potassium hydroxide {potash}. 

 

quaternary ammonium 

Nitrogen can attach to four organic groups {quaternary ammonium compound}. 

 

ruck 

puckered {ruck}. 

 

sal soda 

sodium carbonate {sal soda}. 

 

saltpeter 

potassium nitrate or sodium nitrate {saltpeter}. 

 



shear thickening fluid 

Non-evaporative fluids {polyethylene glycol}, with nanometer sand or silica particles, become stiff if a solid goes 

through them {shear thickening fluid}|. 

 

slag 

smelting-ore floating shiny residue {slag}. 

 

slurry 

Prospectors look in washed sand {slurry} for minerals. 

 

soda ash 

sodium carbonate {soda ash}. 

 

tannin 

tannic acid {tannin}, for tanning. 

 

vat dye 

Dye {vat dye} can be soluble in water in alkaline solution as enol, when dying fibers, but insoluble in water as keto, 

after washing, drying, and oxidation. 

 

verdigris 

green copper sulfate or copper chloride {verdigris}. 

 

wetting agent 

Chemicals {wetting agent} can reduce surface tension and make water attach to surfaces. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Rubber 

 

rubber 

Guayule plant sap contains parthenium. Parthenium becomes rubber {rubber}| by heating with sulfur. Rubber 

becomes brittle by oxidation, especially in ozone. 

 

vulcanization 

Rubber can harden with sulfur compounds {vulcanization}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Clay 

 

adobe 

sun-dried clay {adobe}. 

 

bone china 

25% china stone, 25% china clay, 50% calcined cow bones [1820] {bone china}. 

 

brick 

baked clay {brick}. 

 

cement 

powdered rock and clay in water {cement}. 

 

ceramic 

fired clay {ceramic}. 

 

concrete material 

stones in cement {concrete, material}. 

 



lime as mineral 

calcium oxide {lime, mineral}. 

 

meerschaum 

clay {meerschaum}. 

 

mortar material 

clay, concrete, or cement {mortar, material}. 

 

mud brick 

sun-dried rectangular clay and straw blocks {mud brick}. 

 

plaster of Paris 

gypsum cement, calcium sulfate hydrate CaSO4 . 0.5 H2O [4 and 2 are subscripts] {plaster of Paris}. 

 

reinforced concrete 

concrete poured over steel-bar lattice {reinforced concrete}. 

 

sienna 

Clays {sienna} can have iron and manganese oxides. 

 

sticking plaster 

Adhesive tape can have plaster {sticking plaster}, for wounds. 

 

stucco 

wall plaster {stucco}. 

 

terra cotta 

baked red clay {terra cotta}. 

 

tile 

flat baked clay {tile}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Gas 

 

carbon dioxide 

CO2 [2 is subscript] {carbon dioxide}. 

 

carbon monoxide 

CO {carbon monoxide}. 

 

Freon 

Hydrocarbon chains can replace hydrogen atoms with fluorine, chlorine, or bromine {Freon}. 

 

mustard gas 

(ClCH2CH2)2S [2 is subscript] blisterer {mustard gas}. 

 

ozone 

O3 [3 is subscript] {ozone}. 

 

phosgene 

COCl2 [2 is subscript] poison gas {phosgene}. 

 

tear gas 

eye-irritant gas {tear gas}. 

 



PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Glass 

 

bulletproof glass 

Glass {bulletproof glass}| can have several vinyl and glass layers and be four centimeters thick. 

 

crown glass 

Glass {crown glass} can be for lenses with high refractive index. 

 

cut glass 

ground, engraved, or cut glass {cut glass}. 

 

fiberglass 

glass fibers pressed together {fiberglass}. 

 

glass wool 

glass fibers {glass wool}. 

 

plate glass 

rolled polished glass {plate glass}. 

 

Pyrex 

break-resistant glass {Pyrex}. 

 

safety glass 

Glass {safety glass}| can have a vinyl layer between two glass plates. 

 

spun glass 

fiberglass {spun glass}. 

 

stained glass 

painted glass {stained glass}. 

 

tempered glass 

Glass {tempered glass}| can have cooled rapidly in flowing air and be eight times stronger than regular glass. 

Tempered glass breaks into small chunks, without sharp edges. 

 

wired glass 

Glass {wired glass}| can have wire net inside. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Metal 

 

alnico 

aluminum, nickel, and cobalt magnet {alnico}. 

 

chrome 

chromium {chrome}. 

 

electrotype 

electroplated counterfeit coin {electrotype}|. 

 

gum metal 

Compressing titanium, tantalum, niobium, zirconium, oxygen, and sometimes vanadium at high pressure and heat, 

and then cold pressing, makes metal {gum metal}. It has high elasticity and plasticity from -200 C to 300 C. Bond 

strength, outer-electron electrical forces, and number of bonds to neighbors are optimum. 

 



quicksilver 

mercury {quicksilver}. 

 

shape-memory alloy 

Nickel-titanium {shape-memory alloy} has high elasticity. 

 

sterling 

pure silver {sterling}. 

 

tinplate 

metal coated with tin {tinplate}. 

 

tinsel 

shiny metal or plastic strips {tinsel}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Metal>Copper 

 

Babbitt metal 

copper, antimony, tin, lead {Babbitt metal}. 

 

bell metal 

hard bronze {bell metal}. 

 

brass metal 

copper and zinc {brass, metal}. 

 

bronze 

copper and tin {bronze}. 

 

pewter material 

tin, antimony, copper, lead {pewter}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Metal>Gold 

 

electrum 

Natural gold and silver alloy {electrum} made coins in Lydia. 

 

white gold 

gold and nickel {white gold}, sometimes palladium and zinc. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Metal>Iron 

 

barbed wire 

wire fencing with barbs {barbed wire}. 

 

cable 

intertwined metal strings {cable}. 

 

cast iron 

molten iron put in molds {cast iron}. 

 

lodestone 

magnetite {lodestone}. 

 

pig iron 

impure iron blocks {pig iron}. 



 

stainless steel 

chrome steel {stainless steel}. 

 

steel 

iron and carbon {steel}. 

 

steel wool 

shredded steel or iron fibers {steel wool}. 

 

structural steel 

steel beams {structural steel}. 

 

wrought iron 

hammered iron {wrought iron}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical 

 

antifreeze 

ethylene glycol {antifreeze}. 

 

ash 

residue from burning {ash, material}. 

 

azo dye 

Aniline converts, using sodium nitrite, to diazonium chloride, which then reacts with aromatic amine, phenol, or 

sulphonic acid {azo dye}. 

 

bone meal 

powdered bones {bone meal}. 

 

buff leather 

soft, thick, not-dyed, buffalo or ox leather {buff leather}. 

 

camphor 

C10H16O [10 and 16 are subscripts] insect repellant and nose clearer {camphor}. 

 

carbamate 

roach killer and neurotoxin {carbamate}. 

 

carbon tetrachloride 

CCl4 [4 is subscript] {carbon tetrachloride}. 

 

caulk compound 

oakum or tar {caulk, compound}. 

 

cheesecloth 

coarsely woven cloth {cheesecloth}. 

 

DDT 

C14H9Cl5 [14, 9, and 15 are subscripts] insecticide {dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane} {DDT}. 

 

ebonite 

black hard rubber {ebonite}. 

 



India ink 

carbon black ink {India ink}, from lampblack. 

 

ivory 

elephant tusk {ivory}. 

 

japan lacquer 

glossy black enamel or lacquer {japan}. 

 

menthol 

CH3C6H9(C3H7)OH [3, 6, 9, and 7 are subscripts] perfume and flavoring {menthol}. 

 

napalm 

aluminum, soap, and gasoline jelly {napalm}. 

 

neutral spirit 

190-proof or higher alcohol {neutral spirit}. 

 

night soil 

feces {night soil}. 

 

nitroglycerin 

C3N3H5O9 [3, 5, and 9 are subscripts] {nitroglycerin} is in dynamite. 

 

organophosphate 

Parathion {organophosphate} has phosphate and is an insecticide and neural poison. 

 

paint 

Fine metal-oxide powder pigment mixes in linseed oil, natural resin, or synthetic resin, plus some turpentine {paint}| 

{oil paint}. Paint sets when turpentine evaporates. Paint dries when oil oxidizes and polymerizes. Paint surfaces 

{finish, paint} can be non-reflective {flat finish} or reflective {high-gloss finish} {glossy finish}. High gloss, brilliant 

color paint {enamel paint} can have less turpentine and finer solid particles. Resin-based enamel can harden by heat 

{baked enamel}. 

 

parathion 

organophosphate insecticide and neural poison {parathion}. 

 

perfluorooctanoic acid 

fluorosurfactant breakdown product {perfluorooctanoic acid} (PFOA). 

 

putty material 

linseed oil and whiting {putty, material}. 

 

sludge 

sewage sediment {sludge}. 

 

smokeless powder 

Nitrocellulose powder {smokeless powder} makes little smoke when exploded. 

 

sponge rubber 

soft airy rubber {sponge rubber}. 

 

starch material 

C6H10O5 [6, 10, and 5 are subscripts] white powder {starch, clothes}. 

 



tallow 

animal fats {tallow}. 

 

tarpaulin material 

tar-treated canvas {tarpaulin, material}. 

 

tetraethyl lead 

gasoline additive {tetraethyl lead}. 

 

TNT 

C7H9N3O6 [7, 9, 3, and 6 are subscripts] trinitroyltoluene yellow explosive {TNT}. 

 

wood alcohol 

methyl alcohol {wood alcohol}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Coal 

 

activated carbon 

Fine non-crystalline carbon particles {activated carbon} {activated charcoal}, from charcoal, adsorb impurities from 

water or remove ozone from air. 

 

anthracite coal 

hard coal {anthracite coal}. 

 

bituminous coal 

soft coal {bituminous coal}. 

 

charcoal 

heated wood {charcoal}. 

 

coal 

carbon and other minerals {coal}. 

 

coal gas 

heated bituminous-coal gas {coal gas}. 

 

coal tar 

heated bituminous-coal thick liquid {coal tar}. 

 

coke 

Heat can remove volatiles from coal {coke}. 

 

creosote 

Coal-tar liquids {creosote} can be wood preservatives. 

 

lignite 

brown coal {lignite}. 

 

peat 

carbon-containing decayed moss and leaves {peat}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Fiber 

 

asbestos mineral 

fibrous mineral {asbestos, mineral}. 

 



catgut 

dried-intestine strings {catgut}. 

 

cordage 

ship ropes {cordage}. 

 

lint 

cloth fluff {lint}. 

 

manila hemp 

abaca fiber {manila hemp}. 

 

oakum 

hemp or jute fibers in tar {oakum}. 

 

punk 

dry decayed wood tinder {punk}. 

 

raffia 

African palm-leaf fiber {raffia} can be for mats and baskets. 

 

rattan 

Asian tropical palm-stem fiber {rattan}. 

 

textile as cloth 

cloth {textile, cloth}. 

 

thatch 

plant stalks and leaves {thatch}. 

 

thistledown 

thistle-seed down {thistledown}. 

 

tinder 

Dry fluff {tinder} can catch fire easily. 

 

wicker 

willow shoot {wicker}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Oil 

 

attar 

flower-petal oil {attar}. 

 

citronella 

Tropical grass oil {citronella} can be for perfume and insect repellant. 

 

linseed oil 

Yellow oil {linseed oil} can be from flax seed. 

 

tung oil 

Chinese tung-tree seed oil {tung oil} can be for finishing wood. 

 

turpentine 

pine-tree wood or sap light oil {turpentine}, C10H16 [10 and 16 are subscripts]. 

 



varnish 

Turpentine can add linseed oil, natural resin, or synthetic resin {varnish}|, with no solid pigments. Varnish dries to 

clear gloss. Varnish can use resin secreted by insect that lives in acacia trees, which dissolves in alcohol {shellac}. 

Varnish can use cellulose compound in solvent {lacquer}. Varnish can use tree sap in solvent {Oriental lacquer}, which 

hardens only in high humidity in the dark. Many coats give lustrous, hard finish. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Paper 

 

paper 

Thin sheets {paper} can be for written records. 

material 

Paper has cotton, flax, or tree cellulose fibers. Cotton and flax amount {rag content} determines paper quality. 

process 

Shred wood pulp, cotton, or flax. Added chemicals can make paper water resistant, colorful, or white. Added clay or 

chalk makes smoother surface, with less porosity. 

Wash with chemicals to remove impurities. Bleach. Cook bleached mixture with lime or caustic soda in vat. 

Long thin slit on vat bottom edge empties onto wire-mesh belt to make a thin layer of wet paper. Water drips 

through mesh as belt travels. The thin mat squeezes through hard rubber rollers to remove water. 

Final roller can apply watermark. Paper {crepe paper} can wrinkle when still wet. Mat passes through oven and steel 

rollers to dry completely. 

 

beaverboard 

thick compressed wood fibers {beaverboard}. 

 

Bristol board 

thick dense cotton-fiber and glue paper {Bristol board}. 

 

cardboard 

paper pulp board {cardboard}. 

 

fiberboard 

fibers pressed into solid {fiberboard}. 

 

glassine paper 

thin glazed paper {glassine paper}. 

 

manila paper 

thick paper {manila}. 

 

Masonite 

hard fiberboard {Masonite}. 

 

onionskin 

thin translucent paper {onionskin}. 

 

palimpsest 

parchment used more than once {palimpsest}|. 

 

pasteboard 

pasted paper sheets {pasteboard}. 

 

plasterboard 

paper or cardboard sheets bonded by plaster {plasterboard}. 

 

printout 

printed computer output {printout}. 



 

rice paper 

powdered-rice sheets {rice paper}. 

 

scroll roll 

parchment or papyrus roll {scroll}. 

 

sheepskin 

diploma paper {sheepskin}. 

 

tarpaper 

heavy paper soaked in tar {tarpaper}. 

 

waxed paper 

paper soaked in wax {waxed paper}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Paper>Parchment 

 

parchment 

scraped, washed, pared, dusted with chalk, and rubbed with pumice stone sheepskin or goatskin {parchment}. 

 

vellum 

Parchment {vellum} can use real or imitation calfskin. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Paper>Sizes 

 

crown of paper 

Paper sheets {crown, paper}| can be 15 inches by 20 inches. 

 

demy 

Paper sheets {demy}| can be 17.5 inches by 22.5 inches. 

 

foolscap 

Paper sheets {foolscap}| can be 13.5 inches by 17 inches. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Petrochemical 

 

antiknock 

xylenes {antiknock}. 

 

bottled gas 

butane gas liquefied under pressure {bottled gas}. 

 

distillate of petroleum 

Liquids {distillate, petroleum} {petroleum, distillate} can be from cracking petroleum. 

 

macadam 

small stones in asphalt or tar {macadam}. 

 

marsh gas 

methane {marsh gas}. 

 

mineral oil 

Oil {mineral oil} from petroleum can be a laxative. 

 



natural gas 

methane {natural gas}. 

 

paraffin 

colorless wax {paraffin}. 

 

petrochemical 

chemical from petroleum {petrochemical}. 

 

tar material 

wood, coal, or peat thick black oil {tar, material}. 

 

tarmac 

tar and broken stone mixture {tarmac} {tarmacadam}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Polymer 

 

alkyd resin 

strong synthetic resin {alkyd resin}. 

 

celluloid 

colorless nitrocellulose and camphor {celluloid}. 

 

cellulose acetate 

C6H10O5 [6, 10, and 5 are subscripts] plus acetic acid {cellulose acetate}. 

 

cellulose nitrate 

C6H10O5 [6, 10, and 5 are subscripts] plus nitric acid {cellulose nitrate}. 

 

copolymer 

Two different plastics {copolymer} have bonds between them. 

 

Dacron 

Polyesters {Dacron} do not wrinkle. 

 

diblock copolymer 

Two different plastics {diblock copolymer} have bonds between them but are two separate phases. 

 

electroactive polymer 

Elastomer plastics {electroactive polymer}| (EPA) can move by applying electric or magnetic fields. 

ionic 

Ionic polymer gels, ionomeric polymer-metal complexes, conductive polymers, and carbon nanotubes use low 

voltage and keep expanding or contracting at any voltage. 

electronic 

Ferroelectric polymers {perovskite}, electrets, dielectric silicone or acrylic elastomers, and electrostatic graft 

elastomers use high voltage. 

insulator 

Insulators contract in electric-field direction and so expand perpendicular to field {Maxwell stress}. Ferroelectric 

random-access memory (FRAM) uses dipoles as bits. Dipoles can be left or right spirals. 

 

Formica 

laminated plastic {Formica}. 

 

linoleum 

Plastic sheets {linoleum} can be floor coverings. 

 



oligothiophene 

Semiconductor polymers {oligothiophene} can have molybdenum or tungsten doping, which allows 

phosphorescence and fluorescence. 

 

Orlon plastic 

lightweight acrylic polymer {Orlon}. 

 

polyethylene 

ethylene polymer resin {polyethylene}. 

 

rattail 

rayon {rattail}. 

 

saran 

thermoplastic resin {saran}. 

 

shape-memory polymer 

Shrink-wrap {shape-memory polymer} (SMP) can hold shape. Other compounds, such as SMP polyurethane, 

change back to original shape at temperature. Cross-links determine shape. SMPs can be thermosetting or 

thermoplastic. Linear block copolymers have cross-link sections and shape-memory change segments. 

 

silicone 

Clear, flexible, thermally stable, inert, and water-repellent material {silicone} is R2SiO [2 is subscript] units, where 

R is any organic group. Elastic sealants {silicone rubber} can be for interior and exterior movable joints. 

 

synthetic fiber 

Plastics can be fibers {synthetic fiber}|. 

Acrylonitrile and starch digested by lye [1884] make nitrocellulose {rayon fiber}. Rayon is absorbent, is soft, does 

not pill, and is not electric. 

Synthetic fiber {polyester fiber} can be strong but electric. 

Synthetic fiber {acetate fiber} can be lustrous and soft, such as Dacron. 

Synthetic fiber {triacetate fiber} can be like acetate. 

Acrylic synthetic fiber {acrylic fiber} can be wool-like and be for imitation fur. Synthetic fiber {modacrylic fiber} 

can be fur-like and flame resistant. 

Nylon is strong. Synthetic fibers {Kevlar} can be strong and bulletproof. 

 

thermoplastic 

Plastics {thermoplastic}| can melt at 120 C and easily mold. Vinyl, food wrap, furniture covers, and screens are 

thermoplastics. 

 

thermosetting plastic 

Two chemicals can react when heated and then cool and stiffen in molds {thermosetting plastic}|. Thermosetting 

plastics melt only at high temperatures. 

types 

Thermosetting plastics include acrylonitrile, polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, polyvinyl alcohol, 

PET, and Teflon. Strong thermosetting plastics are lexan {polycarbonate} and Zytel-ST nylon. Thermosetting plastics 

can be insulators {phenolic} {Bakelite} [1909], dishes {melamine}, and cups {polystyrene} {Styrofoam}. Clear 

products {acrylic plastic} are Plexiglas {polymethyl-methacrylate} (PMMA), Orlon, and Acrilan. Polyamide {nylon} 

can be in stockings and toothbrushes. Dynel is part vinyl and acrylic. Thermosetting plastic can be from urea {urea 

derivative}. 

 

vinyl polymer 

vinyl polymer {vinyl}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Resin 

 



balata 

tropical balata hardwood-tree dried gum {balata}. 

 

chicle 

Milky sap from American tropical tree coagulates into gum {chicle}. 

 

frankincense 

gum resin {frankincense}. 

 

isinglass 

sturgeon air-bladder gelatin {isinglass}. 

 

pine tar 

heated pine-wood viscous brown/black liquid {pine tar}, for roofing. 

 

resin material 

rosin or amber {resin, sap}. 

 

rosin 

pine sap {rosin}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Wax 

 

ambergris as wax 

sperm-whale wax {ambergris, wax}. 

 

carnauba wax 

Brazilian palm-tree-leaf wax {carnauba wax}. 

 

sealing wax 

Resins {sealing wax} can soften when warm and harden at room temperature, for making letter seals. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Organic Chemical>Wood 

 

clapboard 

Boards {clapboard}, with bevels on sides, can fit into next boards, to make walls. 

 

compost 

decayed leaves and wood {compost}. 

 

ebony 

Asian tropical-tree dark wood {ebony}. 

 

excelsior 

Wood shavings {excelsior, material} can be for packing. 

 

lampblack 

soot {lampblack}. 

 

matchboard 

Boards {matchboard}, with groove on one long side and matching tongue on other long side, can mesh together to 

make floors or walls. 

 

plywood 

glued wood layers {plywood}. 

 



punchboard 

Boards {punchboard} can have small-hole arrays. 

 

wallboard 

gypsum plaster inside paper coating {wallboard}. 

 

wood pulp 

Ground and/or chemically digested wood {wood pulp} can be for making paper or fiberboard. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Industrial Materials>Stone 

 

cobblestone 

round medium-sized stone {cobblestone}. 

 

flagstone 

Flat stone {flagstone} can be for paving. 

 

tesserae 

House decoration can have colored stone pieces or colored glass cubes {tesserae}. 

 

whetstone 

harder-than-steel stone {whetstone}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Parts 

 

ball bearing 

Ball bearings {ball bearing}| use several or many spheres rotating in oil in an annular sleeve. 

 

clapper 

bell striker, or hanging part {clapper}. 

 

dowel 

cylindrical rod {dowel}. 

 

gasket 

Soft materials {gasket}| can squeeze between two hard pieces, to prevent fluid leaks. 

 

grommet 

Metal or plastic eyelets {grommet}| can be in cloth or leather. 

 

halyard 

Flagpole hooks {halyard}| can hold flag eyelets. 

 

kingbolt 

Vertical supports {kingbolt}| can be in centers of roof trusses. 

 

peen 

hammer wedge-shaped or round side {peen}. 

 

plat 

plaited straw strip {plat, strip}. 

 

plowshare 

plow blade {plowshare, blade}. 

 



polish 

Silver, copper, or brass can oxidize {tarnish} in air. Oxidizing is faster if food acid or moisture is present. 

Chemicals {polish}| {silver polish} {brass polish} {copper polish} can clean tarnish. Furniture polish or plastic 

spray prevents tarnish. 

Chemical or abrasive can remove tarnish. Abrasives include clay, diatomaceous earth, or chalk, which mix in water 

or another solvent. Polishing cloths can use powdered iron oxide {jeweler's rouge} as abrasive. 

Brass and copper tarnish can rub off with acetone. Dip cleaners use chemicals to remove oxides but can dull the 

finish. 

Aluminum pot filled with hot water and detergent can clean objects {electrolytic cleaning}. Tarnish transfers to pot. 

 

sleeve 

surrounding cylinder {sleeve}|. 

 

tappet 

Roller or flat pieces {tappet} pushed by camshafts can transfer motion to valves. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Parts>String 

 

packthread 

three-ply twine {packthread}|. 

 

twine 

String {twine}| can have more than one thread. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Parts>Edge 

 

bevel edge 

sharp edge {bevel, edge}|. 

 

bezel 

Slanted edge {bezel} can be for cutting. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Parts>Pin 

 

cotter pin 

To hold piece to another piece, a pin {cotter pin}|, split at end, goes through aligned holes, and then a tool bends 

ends outward. 

 

hasp 

Metal fasteners {hasp} can be over staples. 

 

linchpin 

Pins {linchpin}| through axle-outside holes can prevent wheels from sliding off. 

 

mandrel 

Spindles or axles {mandrel} {mandril} can hold metal to machine. 

 

rivet 

Small cylinders {rivet}, with flange on one side, can go through aligned holes of two metal sheets, and pulling one 

side and hammering the other holds the sheets together. 

 

wrist pin 

Pins {wrist pin}| can join piston and connecting rod. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Parts>Bearing 

 



bushing 

Suspension bearings {bushing}| allow small rotations. 

 

journal bearing 

In bearings {journal bearing}|, shafts can turn in oil-filled sleeves, like axles in sockets. 

 

roller bearing 

Wheels can turn around axles using chambers with small lubricated spheres between them {roller bearing}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Parts>Gear 

 

gear 

Rotating rollers {gear}| with notches {teeth, gear} can mesh with other gears. 

 

cog 

gear tooth {cog}|. 

 

cogwheel 

Driven toothed wheels {cogwheel}| can change speed or direction of second toothed wheels. 

 

rack of gear 

Pinions can engage larger gears {rack}|. 

 

synchromesh 

Gears can first rotate at same speed as another gear already turning {synchromesh}|, to allow optimum meshing. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Parts>Gear>Kinds 

 

bevel gear 

Slanted gears {bevel gear}| can change rotation direction, using straight, spiral, or hypoid teeth. 

 

pinion gear 

Smaller gears {pinion}| can engage racks. 

 

planetary gear 

Spherical outer gears can engage a central gear in epicyclic gears {planetary}|, as in transmissions. 

 

rack and pinion gear 

Gears {rack and pinion gear} can have two cylinders that meet at right angles. 

 

recirculating ball gear 

Gears {recirculating ball gear} can be spheres. 

 

spur gear 

Gears {spur gear}| can attach to differentials to mediate axle gears. 

 

wheel gear 

Gears can be wheels {wheel gear}. 

 

worm wheel 

Gears can have a helix around a cylinder {worm, gear} that turns a wheel {worm wheel} that engages a groove. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Parts>Rope 

 

rope and knots 

Ropes can have knots {rope, knot}. 



 

PRAC>Machine>Parts>Rope>Knot 

 

knot 

Deformations cannot make circles from loops {knot, rope}| {Alexander polynomial} {HOMFLY polynomial} 

{Jones polynomial} {Kauffman polynomial}. 

 

love knot 

Knots {love knot} can be like ribbon bows. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Parts>Rope>Knot>Ring 

 

Borromean rings 

Three rings {Borromean rings} can overlap, so that no pair of rings has a link but just overlaps, but the three rings 

cannot separate because each third ring passes through overlapped region of the other two. 

 

link in ring 

A ring can pass through another ring so the rings cannot separate {link}. 

 

trefoil knot 

Twist one ring to make loop and pass ring through loop {trefoil knot}. 

 

Whitehead link 

Twist one ring to make two loops and pass other ring through the loops so the rings cannot separate {Whitehead 

link}. The rings have no net linking. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Parts>Rope>Knot>Kinds 

 

bend knot 

Knots {bend} can join two ropes at their ends. 

 

bight knot 

Rope part {bight}| can have knot. 

 

cinch knot 

To connect two loops or a loop and ring, put loop through ring or loop and then put other loop end, with object, 

through loop and pull {cinch knot} {clinch knot} {blood knot}. 

 

clove hitch 

To attach object to post, loop rope around post, pass under rope, and loop higher than rope {clove hitch}. 

 

granny knot 

To join ends of two ropes so they untie easily, place right-rope end over left rope and pass around and up, pass left-

rope end over right rope above place where first loop is, and pass around and out to left {granny knot}. 

 

half hitch 

To link rope and post or loop, pass rope around post or loop, come back to original side, pass around rope, put rope 

inside loop, and pull {half hitch}. 

 

sheepshank knot 

To shorten rope, tie loop in the bight {sheepshank}. 

 

sheet bend knot 

Knots {sheet bend} can join ropes to middles of other ropes. 

 



slipknot 

To slide loop along rope, make loop, put end around rope, pass to loop inside, pass over small loop, and pass through 

to make knot {slipknot}. 

 

splice knot 

To permanently join ends of two similar ropes, unravel rope threads and intertwine them {splice}. 

 

square knot 

To join ends of two similar-size ropes, place right-rope end over left rope and pass around and up, pass that end over 

left rope above place where first loop is, and pass around and out to right {square knot}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds 

 

abacus calculator 

Mechanical calculators {abacus, calculator}| can have columns of moveable beads on vertical rods, which go up or 

down for adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing [-3000]. 

 

compass instrument 

Magnets {compass, magnetic}| on pivots can point to north magnetic pole in north Canada. 

 

die mold 

metal mold, or cube whose sides have 1 to 6 dots {die, mold}|. 

 

dildo 

wood or plastic penis-like object {dildo}. 

 

dipstick 

Rods {dipstick}| can indicate fluid levels in containers. 

 

potter's wheel 

Rotating platforms {potter's wheel} can shape clay into round objects, like pots. 

 

salver 

tray {salver}. 

 

torpedo 

Above 50 meters per second in water, water pressure is low enough to allow water vapor to make vapor cavity 

around object {supercavitation, torpedo}, allowing high speed {torpedo}|. 

 

transducer 

Devices {transducer}| can convert energy from one form to another, such as from electrical energy to mechanical 

energy. Transducers include piezoelectric crystal, microphone, photoelectric cell, and read/write head. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Container 

 

can 

Cans {can, tin} {tin can} can be steel with tin coating on inside. Machines seal side edge and tops by folding edges 

and squeezing them flat. They can make 300 cans per minute. 

 

casket 

rectangular coffin, or small jewel case {casket}. 

 

coffin 

diamond-shaped box with flat ends {coffin}, to hold dead body. 

 



hamper 

Basket {hamper, container} can keep clothes. 

 

hod 

V-shaped shoulder troughs {hod} can carry bricks or mortar. 

 

mold as container 

Hollow shape {mold, tool} can receive poured liquid plastic or metal to harden. 

 

pannier 

People can carry wicker baskets {pannier} on back. 

 

pot 

Cooking utensils {pot, cooking}| {pan, cooking} have bottoms that stay flat, have smooth finishes, and have round 

corners. Sides are vertical, except for omelet and crepe pans. Handles are lightweight wood or plastic. 

material 

Aluminum is light and heats evenly and quickly but must be thick. Steel is hard but heats slowly and unevenly. Cast 

iron is heavy, heats evenly but slowly, and can season. Copper is soft and heats evenly and quickly. Copper can be only 

on pot bottoms. Enamelware has enamel baked onto steel. Enamelware cleans easily but can chip. Earthenware can 

have glaze, heats slowly, and cleans easily but chips and cracks. Glassware heats slowly and cleans easily but can chip 

and crack. Glass {pyroceram} does not crack even under severe temperature changes. 

 

terrarium 

Closed glass containers {terrarium} can hold plants. 

 

tinderbox 

kindling box {tinderbox}. 

 

vessel as container 

cup or bowl {vessel, container}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Container>Money 

 

coffer 

money box {coffer}. 

 

till 

money drawer {till}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Container>Baby 

 

bassinet 

Oval infant beds {bassinet} can have legs. 

 

layette 

clothing and supplies {layette} for newborn. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Container>Bag 

 

attache case 

hinged-top briefcase {attaché case}. 

 

bandbox 

round box {bandbox}, for small clothing items. 

 



ditty bag 

small bag {ditty bag}. 

 

duffel bag 

large cloth bag {duffel bag}. 

 

footlocker 

small trunk {footlocker}, or metal or plastic case with hinged lid. 

 

haversack 

large shoulder bag {haversack}. 

 

knapsack 

back pack {knapsack}. 

 

portfolio of art 

painting or drawing case {portfolio, case}. 

 

portmanteau case 

Leather suitcases {portmanteau} can have a middle partition and two hinged sides. 

 

steamer trunk 

large trunk {steamer trunk}. 

 

valise 

small suitcase {valise}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Container>Holder 

 

caddie holder 

holder {caddie, container}. 

 

carboy 

Large bottle in a casing {carboy} can hold reactive liquid. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Container>Liquid 

 

aquarium 

Fish can be in a salt or fresh water container {aquarium}. 

 

carafe 

Glass serving bottle {carafe, container} can be for wine or water. 

 

cask 

barrel {cask}. 

 

samovar 

Water boilers with spigots {samovar} can make tea. Top holds concentrated tea in a small teapot. 

 

steam table 

Tables with hot water pans {steam table} can keep food dishes warm. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Container>Liquid>Sewage 

 

cesspool 

covered sewage pit {cesspool}. 



 

chamber pot 

Bowls {chamber pot} in bedrooms allow people not to have to leave bed to urinate or defecate. 

 

cuspidor 

spittoon {cuspidor}. 

 

spittoon 

Metal cans {spittoon} can receive spit. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Container>Liquid>Laboratory 

 

burette 

Ruled glass tubes {burette} {buret} have bottom taps, for titration. Burets measure volume. One buret drop equals 

0.05 milliliter. 

 

pipette 

Tubes {pipette} can have pointed end to stick in fluid and opening at other end from which to suck, for transferring 

small liquid amounts. Pipettes measure volume. TC pipette lets fluid run out. TD pipette is for blowing out. Transfer 

pipettes and volumetric pipettes force aliquot out. Pipettes include measuring pipettes, Ostwald pipettes, micropipet, 

and lambda pipet. One lambda equals one microliter. 

 

retort 

Rounded glass containers {retort} can heat chemicals. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Container>Mortar 

 

mortar container 

Concave stone {mortar, container} holds something to crush with a pestle. 

 

pestle 

Oval stones {pestle} can crush something in mortars. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electric 

 

brownout 

Electricity can have lower than normal voltage {brownout}|. 

 

filament 

Incandescent bulb has wire {filament}| that resists electric current. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electric>Fuse 

 

fuse 

Metal strips {fuse}| that have low melting points melt if electric current gets too high. Short circuit or device that 

uses too much current {overload} causes high current. 

 

circuit breaker 

If voltage becomes high enough, a spring {circuit breaker}| can open circuit. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electric>Heat 

 

electric heat 

Heaters {electric heat}| can use Nichrome wire to resist electric current flow and make heat. 

 



electric blanket 

Blankets {electric blanket}| can have thin insulated-wire networks. Wires are Nichrome. 

 

toaster 

Bread browners {toaster}| have Nichrome wire on sides, sometimes wound around thin mica sheets. Lowering toast 

starts electric current. Timer or thermostat holds toast down, until reaching time or temperature. Spring pops toast. 

 

waffle iron 

Nichrome heating elements have iron base and iron top, to toast both waffle sides {waffle iron}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electric>Heat>Oven 

 

electric oven 

Ovens {electric oven}| {oven, cooking} can have heating coils, or high-resistance conductors surrounded by 

insulators surrounded by metal, on bottom and at top {broiler, oven}. Electric-range burners use high-resistance 

conductor, surrounded by insulator, surrounded by metal, in a flat spiral. 

 

kiln 

drying, firing, or hardening oven {kiln}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electric>Heat>Iron 

 

steam iron 

Irons {iron, steam} {steam iron}| can have a water tank with small holes. Water drips onto soleplate top to make 

steam, which comes out soleplate holes to wet and then dry clothes, so they appear smooth. 

 

soleplate 

Irons have a heated flat bottom {soleplate}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electric>Microwave 

 

magnetron 

Radar and microwave ovens have a vacuum tube {magnetron} in a magnetic field. Magnetic field rotates electron 

flow from hot cathode to anode. Rotation makes electron spokes that alternate on and off, at 2.45 gigahertz for 

microwave ovens, and resonate with an antenna that radiates microwaves. 

 

microwave oven 

Ovens {microwave oven}| can use very-high-frequency radio waves {radar wave}, from a magnetron, which heat 

food as water absorbs radiation. Radar waves reflect from metal, so oven stays cool. Paper and glass do not absorb 

radar waves much, so they stay cool. Food cooks evenly. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electric>Resistor 

 

memristor 

Variable resistors {memory resistor} {memristor}| can change electrical resistance when current changes (Leon 

Chua) [1971], so next time it has different resistance. For example, sending high current can set resistance high and 

sending low current can set resistance low. Later, moderate current encounters high or low resistance, like an ON-OFF 

switch and so like binary 1 or 0. 

 

varistor 

variable resistor {varistor}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electric>Switch 

 

switch 

Devices {switch, machine}| can turn current or voltage off or on. 



types 

Metal blade can slide into metal holder {knife switch}. Spring can make switch {snap action switch} stay in one 

position or the other. Snap switches can use a metal disc, which snaps from concave to convex. Half-filled tube of 

mercury liquid {mercury switch} can move from horizontal and closed to vertical and open. Switches can control one 

circuit {two-pole switch} or several circuits {multipole switch}. 

circuit 

Switches on stairs use a parallel circuit, and two different electrical paths can make switch be on. 

safety 

Perhaps, switches can be safe even when immersed. Such switches can be good in most appliances. Bakelite or other 

heat and current resistant, moldable material seals switch metal contacts. Wires to and from switch have watertight 

holders. Magnetism closes and opens switch, by moving throw inside Bakelite. 

Switches can have locks to prevent young children from moving them. 

 

relay 

Switches {relay}| can use a solenoid to open and close. 

 

toggle switch 

Switches {toggle switch}| can have levers. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electromechanical 

 

doorbell 

Pushing a button can send current into an electromagnet to magnetize an iron core and attract an iron clapper 

{doorbell}|. Clapper movement breaks electric circuit, attraction ceases, and spring pulls clapper back to resting 

position. For continuous button press, circuit completes again. Clapper goes back and forth, striking bells. For doorbell 

chimes, iron core attaches to spring. Clapper hits one metal tube when pressing doorbell button and springs back to hit 

other tube upon releasing button. 

 

electric razor 

Electric razors {electric razor}| have a thin perforated plate over rotating or oscillating blades, to scissor off hair that 

enters plate [1910]. 

 

elevator machine 

Platforms {elevator, lift}| can raise and lower. Elevator cars ride in vertical guide rails. 

hydraulic 

Hydraulic elevators have small cages or closets at piston top, resting in cylinders filled with oil. Pump applies 

pressure to fluid to raise elevator and reduces pressure to lower elevator. Hydraulic elevators have speed of one floor 

per second. 

electric 

Electric elevators [1887] use an electric induction motor at top to pull cables through a pulley {sheave}. Elevator car 

hangs on one pulley side, and a large counterweight hangs from other side. Elevators have a brake. Switches just before 

floors tell electric motor to slow. Switches at floors tell motor to stop. Electric elevators allowed skyscrapers. 

 

escalator 

In moving stairs {escalator}|, separate stairs ride on two bottom wheels in a track and two top wheels in another 

track. The parallel tracks slope to keep stair level. At ends, a comb scoops out anything on stairs. Electric motor at stair 

tops connects by chain to chairs. Rubber belts loop over handrails. 

 

garage opener 

Garage opening {garage opener}| can use a radio transmitter. Garage door has a radio receiver and an electric motor. 

 

garbage disposal 

Holders {garbage disposal}|, with sharp-edged slats around lower edge, can use an impeller to crush garbage against 

slats. Garbage bits drain away in running cold water. Paper does not crush well. Do not grind paper, metal, and glass. 

 



magneplane 

Iron trains can ride on magnetic fields on iron tracks, using repulsion from below or attraction from above 

{magneplane}|. 

 

sewing machine 

Machines {sewing machine}| can sew. 

needle and thread 

Sewing-machine needles have an eye three millimeters from point. Thread comes from spool, through tension 

control knob, through needle eye. Second thread comes from different spool {bobbin}, underneath needle and material. 

process 

Needle enters material and goes through to bobbin. Hook snags thread and loops thread around bobbin, to make lock 

stitch. As needle rises, lever {thread take-up lever} pulls thread tight. The lever also pulls a length of thread from spool. 

After needle leaves material, a rough plate rises from below, squeezes material between plate and needle guide plate 

above, and pushes material forward one stitch length. 

 

plotter 

On printing devices {plotter}|, paper can scroll past a pen vibrating from electric-current waves. Time axis is along 

scrolling direction, and amplitude axis is across paper. 

 

thermostat 

Two metal strips, usually copper and chromium, can align side-by-side {thermostat}|. Temperature increase expands 

metals at different rates, and strip curls, moving a dial. 

 

ticker tape 

Telegraph systems {ticker}| can punch tape, or make similar electronic displays, to indicate stock prices and trades. 

 

turntable 

Devices {changer} {turntable}| {record player} can play one record at a time or automatically play a stack of 

records. 

speeds 

Records can turn at 16 2/3, 33 1/3, 45, or 78 revolutions per minute (rpm), to match speed at which master disc was 

cut. 

needle 

Needle holder {cartridge, record} is at one arm end, and needle rests in record groove. Pivot is on other arm 

{tonearm} end, for balance. Needles can be steel, sapphire, or diamond. Needle vibrates in groove and generates an 

electric signal. 

Crystal or ceramic cartridges make electric signals by piezoelectric effect. Magnetic cartridges make electric signals 

by a magnet moving in a wire coil. 

amplification 

Wires carry signal to a device {preamplifier}, which reconverts signal to proper high and low frequency strength 

{equalization}, not needed for ceramic cartridges. Preamplifier has knobs to control loudness {volume control}, high 

frequencies {treble control}, low frequencies {bass control}, and loudness between two stereo speakers {balance, 

speaker}. 

speaker 

Amplifiers increase signal power and send signals to a solenoid connected to a paper cone {speaker, audio} 

{loudspeaker}. Speakers are typically the least-accurate music-system part, so they are the most-important part. 

sound 

Electrical-signal shape can change {sound, distortion}. High fidelity limits total distortion to less than 15%. 

Sound-frequency range has a loudness range {frequency response}. Loudness is in decibels. A three-decibel 

difference doubles loudness. Humans can detect a one- decibel difference. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electromechanical>Calculator 

 

adding machine 

Adding machines {adding machine}| can be for adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing, and other algorithms. 

Adding machines have gears, which engage in sequences depending on selected numbers and functions. 



 

differential analyzer 

Old calculating devices used mechanical gears and shafts to solve differential equations {differential analyzer}| 

[1830]. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electromechanical>Spark 

 

spark coil 

induction coil {spark coil}|. 

 

spark gap 

Spark traverses air or dielectric {spark gap}| between two conductors. 

 

magneto 

To spark sparkplugs {magneto}|, a rotating magnet generates voltage. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electromechanical>Centrifuge 

 

centrifuge 

Spinning cylinders {centrifuge}| can hold tubes with fluid, so denser parts sink to tube bottom. 

 

ultracentrifuge 

Centrifuges {ultracentrifuge}| can spin at 100,000 rpm. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electromechanical>Washer 

 

dishwasher 

Dish washing machines {dishwasher}| can use spinning hot-water jets to splash dish racks. 

 

washing machine 

Machines {washing machine}| can have a tub within a tub. Water enters outer tub until timer switches water off, or 

float-control rises enough, to close inlet valve. Motor attaches to finned central piece {agitator, washer}. Agitator turns 

back and forth, using a linkage. Electric timer controls wash-rinse-spin cycle, which uses a camshaft and cams to 

depress switches. A pump drains water from tub. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electromechanical>Fan 

 

fan 

Fans {propeller-type fan} can cut air at an angle and push a spiral air wedge straight in front of fan blade. Propeller 

fans {fan} can move back and forth, using a crank linked to motor. Fans {centrifugal fan} can use a paddle wheel 

{impeller} in a casing, pull air in at center, and push air out straight. 

 

compressor 

To compress {compressor, air}| {air compressor}, a pump fans air into a sealed tank, thus building pressure. Sealing 

pump and fan prevents leaking air. 

 

dryer 

To dry clothes {dryer}|, a large drum turns on side using an electric motor, while a fan blows heat from gas flame or 

electric coils through drum holes. Air goes out exhaust flue, through filter to catch lint. For exhaust that must stay 

inside building, cold water pipes receive exhaust, and water and lint condense on pipes and drain away together. 

 

hair dryer 

To dry hair {hair dryer}|, an electric motor runs a fan that blows air over heater-coil Nichrome wire. 

 

vacuum cleaner 

To sweep {vacuum cleaner}|, a fan causes vacuum, which sucks up dust into a filter. 



 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electromechanical>Mixer 

 

blender 

Small propellers can suck liquid down, drawing air and food into turning blades {blender}|. Sealed propeller shaft 

prevents leaking. 

 

mixer machine 

Household machines {mixer, machine}| {electric mixer} can use two beaters turned by an electric motor. Beaters 

cross each other's path, without touching, and suck air into turning liquid. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electromechanical>Generator 

 

alternator 

Machines {alternator}|, opposite of generators, can create direct current. 

 

dynamo 

generator {dynamo}|. 

 

slip ring 

Metal rings {slip ring}| can have alternating conducting and insulating regions and transfer electricity to or from 

rotor in alternators and motors. 

 

van de Graaf generator 

Moving-belt friction can create static electricity of more than one hundred thousand volts {van de Graaf generator}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electromechanical>Cooling 

 

air conditioner 

In cooling devices {air conditioner}|, a pump {compressor, air conditioner} compresses hot Freon or other easily 

liquefied gas. As fan blows air from outside, or water, goes, over small tubes, gas cools, and so liquefies. Then liquid 

goes through a tiny opening {constriction}, causing gas to expand and thus cool. Cool gas passes through tubing coils, 

through which fan blows room air. Room air heat passes to cool gas, which then compresses to start cycle again. Air 

conditioners have ratings, in British Thermal Units (BTU), of how much heat they can remove from air. 

 

freezer 

Refrigerators {freezer}| can be colder. 

 

refrigerator 

Cooling devices {refrigerator}| can remove heat from inside a box. Refrigerators use a gas, such as Freon, which 

easily liquefies with pressure. The liquefied gas in tubes inside box absorbs heat and expands. Machines {compressor, 

refrigerator} can compress hot gas back to liquid and send liquid through tubes outside box. A blower blows air over 

tubes to remove heat. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic 

 

guidance system 

Inertia of freely mounted gyroscopes {guidance system}| preserves space orientation and so moving-object 

coordinates. Computers can use the reference coordinates to control object position and motion in space. 

 

pacemaker device 

Machines {pacemaker device}| can be implants near heart and provide regular signals to heart muscles, helping 

ensure regular heartbeats. 

 

resonator 

In particle accelerators, chambers {resonator}| have oscillating electromagnetic fields to accelerate particles. 



 

switchboard 

At automatic telephone exchanges {switchboard}|, dial signals activate switches that create a circuit between dialing 

and dialed telephones. At manual telephone exchanges, operator operates switches. 

 

teletype 

Machines {teletype}| can receive electronic signals and type automatically, and can send electronic signals after 

people type. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Amplifier 

 

amplifier 

Electronic devices {amplifier}| {vacuum tube} {electron tube} can increase electric current. 

tube 

Vacuum tubes have a cathode emitter, anode collector, and zero to three positively charged screens. As it heats, 

cathode emits electrons {thermionic emission, amplifier}. Anode attracts electrons. Electric current flows from cathode 

to anode. Positive-charge electrodes {grid, vacuum tube} between cathode and anode attract electrons, to increase 

signal strength. Electric-signal wave frequencies do not change. Only amplitude increases. 

solid state 

Solid state transistor amplifiers have negative electrode transmitter and positive cathode collector, with positive 

electrode base between them. Current flows from transmitter to collector, as base attracts electrons, amplifying current. 

 

regenerative receiver 

The same vacuum tube or transistor {regenerative receiver}| can amplify an electric signal many times. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Light 

 

ionizer 

When ultraviolet light strikes a metal plate {ionizer}|, electrons leave and can ionize other molecules. Alps 

Mountains and radioactive spas naturally have negative ions. People suppose that negative ions promote health, and 

positive ions result in fatigue, headache, dizziness, and respiratory problems. 

 

solar cell 

Cells {solar cell}| can have materials that transform light into electricity directly, with ten percent efficiency. Solar 

cells cannot store energy. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Light>Ray 

 

burglar alarm 

Alarms {burglar alarm} can use ultraviolet light, which reflects from windows and doors. If reflectors move, light-

path interruption sounds alarm. 

 

electric eye 

Door sensors {electric eye}| can use a collimated light source on one side and a vacuum tube {phototube} on other 

side. Tube has a half-cylinder plate {cathode, electric eye} that emits electrons when light hits. Electrons travel to other 

electrode {anode, electric eye}. Breaking light path signals a relay to open door. 

 

maser 

Lasers {maser}| can use microwaves. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Light>Wave 

 

kinescope 

cathode-ray tube, or filmed TV program {kinescope}. 

 



orthicon 

In an old process {orthicon}|, light hits a surface to emit electrons, electrons focus on a target, and target emits 

electrons that carry image signal from camera to television set. 

 

radar 

Machines {radar}| can use a magnetron to emit radio waves and then receive wave reflections, to determine speed 

and position by Doppler effect. 

 

radio frequency identification tags 

Antennas {radio frequency identification tags}| (RFID) attached to circuits can activate by magnetism or radio 

waves. RFID are in tollbooth signalers and security systems, to identify. In low-frequency systems activated by 

magnetism, circuit resistance becomes high or low by turning transistor on and off, generating a magnetic field in tag 

{load modulation}. In high-frequency systems activated by radio waves, turning transistor on and off causes tag dipole 

antenna to reflect or absorb radio waves {backscatter modulation}. 

 

radio machine 

Receivers {radio, machine}| can convert electromagnetic radio waves with frequency range near 10^-6 Hz to electric 

current. Radio waves carry sound information in frequency modulation (FM) or amplitude modulation (AM). An 

adjustable LC circuit {tuner} selects radio-station frequency. A circuit {filter, electronic} removes radio-station carrier 

frequency and leaves sound vibrations that ride on carrier wave {demodulation}. A tube or transistor amplifier 

increases amplitude. Speakers change electric current into sound, by vibrating an inductance coil attached to a paper 

cone. 

 

television 

Devices {television}| can display pictures and sound. 

parts 

A glass vacuum cathode-ray tube has an electron emitter {electron gun} at pointed end and a flat front surface coated 

by chemicals {phosphor} that glow after being struck by electrons. 

scanning 

Electromagnets outside tube direct electron paths horizontally and vertically. A single electron beam moves row by 

row across screen and covers whole screen once every 1/30th second. 

brightness 

A positive electrode controls electron stream from electron gun. Beam can be more or less to make picture lighter or 

darker {brightness control}. Another positive electrode {contrast control} controls difference between light and dark 

areas. 

controls 

Side electromagnets can shift picture horizontally {horizontal control} or vertically {vertical control}. 

synchronization 

TV signals contain synchronizing signals, so TV cameras and home TVs sweep scene at same rate. TV sound is 

broadcast separately from picture on FM radio. 

frequency 

TV has higher frequencies than radio: very high frequency (VHF) or ultra high frequency (UHF). 

 

touch screen 

Elograph (George Samuel Hurst) had electrically sensing coordinates on a computer screen {touch screen}| [1971]. 

Screens later had a transparent surface [1974]. Today, screens use five-wire resistive [1977], surface acoustic wave, or 

capacitive technology. 

 

vidicon 

To make images {vidicon}|, an electron beam can scan an image to find point intensities. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Sound 

 

earphone 

Small speakers {earphone, speaker}| have electric-current waves that vibrate a thin plastic disc using 

piezoelectricity. 



 

microphone 

Receivers {microphone}| can change sound to electric current. In some microphones {ceramic microphone}, sound 

pressure makes voltage in a crystal {piezoelectric effect}. In some microphones {dynamic microphone}, sound 

pressure moves a magnet unidirectionally or omnidirectionally in a magnetic field. 

 

nickelodeon 

Dropping a nickel into a machine {nickelodeon}| can select a record, put it on a record player, and start the record 

player. 

 

records 

To make sound-system media {records}, microphones can detect sound and make voltage changes that cause a 

pointed needle to vibrate sideways and cut a plastic disc {recording music}. Plastic discs are soft wax-like material and 

turn like a record as needle vibrates. Signals can make larger groove widths for high frequencies and smaller groove 

widths for low frequencies. Machine uses plastic disc to make a metal mold {master}. A press pushes soft vinyl into 

mold to make a disc. 

 

remote control 

TV remote controls {remote control}| use ultrasound tuning forks at 40,000 Hz. TVs have a microphone to convert 

sound waves to electric-current waves. 

 

sonar machine 

Machines {sonar, detector}| can emit sound waves and receive wave reflections, to determine speed and position by 

Doppler effect. 

 

speaker 

Electric voltage and current waves can go to a solenoid connected to a paper cone {speaker, electronics}|. Waves 

vibrate solenoid, and vibrations vibrate paper cone to generate sound. Speakers {bass reflex speaker} can have 

compartments, with a hole to outside. Speakers {air suspension speaker} can be airtight. Speakers {reflecting speaker} 

can send sound straight in front and reflect sound off walls. Speakers can be for bass {woofer}, middle {mid-range}, 

and high {tweeter} frequencies. 

 

squawk box 

Telephone speakers {squawk box}| can be on trading floors to alert brokers. 

 

stereo system 

To record sound {stereo system}| with spatial effects, two microphones, two meters apart, record on two tracks. Two 

speakers, two meters apart, play back sounds recorded by microphones. Input signal can come from record-player 

vibrating needle, laser light reflecting from CD, or changing magnetic field from tape-recorder tape head. 

 

tape recorder 

Cellulose acetate or Mylar ribbon {videotape} {audiotape} has an iron-oxide or cobalt-oxide coating. Ribbon passes 

over an electromagnet {magnetic head} {head, tape recorder}, of size 10^-3 square inches, at 1 7/8, 3 3/4, 7 1/2, or 15 

inches per second. Recording head uses magnetic field to change coating magnetism pattern on tape {tape recorder}|. 

Tape magnetism pattern induces a magnetic field in receiving head, which makes an electric current. Demagnetizing 

heads use a random magnetic field to erase tape. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Sound>Telephone 

 

telephone 

Devices {telephone}| can receive and transmit human speech sounds. After two telephones are on a circuit, direct 

current from telephone-central-office batteries flows through circuit. 

microphone 

Microphones {mouthpiece, telephone} can be a round box filled with powdered carbon, covered by a flexible 

diaphragm. Sound compresses diaphragm and carbon, to change carbon electrical resistance and make waves in electric 

direct current. 



speaker 

Speakers {earphone, telephone} can have an electromagnet and metal diaphragm, which current waves vibrate. 

wire 

Telephones use three wires: one to electrical ground, one for telephone line, and one for ringing line. 

dialing 

Dialing telephones activates relay switches that select correct wire pair to connect to dialing telephone. Dialing then 

activates ringing circuit. When other telephone answers, telephone-line circuit is complete. If other telephone line is 

already in use, the dialing process sends a busy signal. 

 

receiver of telephone 

People talk and listen at a telephone combined microphone and speaker {receiver, telephone}. 

 

vocoder 

Compression algorithms {vocoder}| {voder} can make voice sounds into coded signals. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Calculator 

 

calculator 

Calculators {calculator}| {electronic calculator} can be for adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing, and other 

algorithms. Electronic calculators store binary numbers in diodes in electric circuits. Arithmetic operations select 

different circuits to process signals. 

Calculators use a metal-oxide semiconductor chip with 28 terminals, four for keyboard, eight for display, eleven for 

scan lines, one for clock, and three for power. 

A timing mechanism at 250,000 cycles per second synchronizes input from display and keyboard, using scan lines. 

Diodes and keyboard functions can only activate if scan line is on. 

 

computer 

Programs can control switching devices {computer}|. Computers are general symbol manipulator. 

parts 

Computers have a clock, display or printer, registers, adder-subtractor, controller, and program reader. Registers are 

for display, operand, accumulator, flag, address, and instructions. 

functions 

Computers have memory, workspace for results {accumulator}, workspace for instructions {instruction register}, 

arithmetic functions, functions for moving data to and from memory, and logical functions. Computers {von Neumann 

machine} can perform serial operations using functions, instructions, and accumulator. Serial von Neumann machines 

can simulate parallel operations, and vice versa. 

Machines can duplicate critical functions, have self-repairing abilities, use distributed processing, have independent 

modules with limited interactions, and use a hierarchy from low-level functions to one high-level function. 

error 

Computers can have failures {glitch} with unknown causes, usually in flip-flop circuits. Computers can fail to work 

{down, computer}. 

process 

Computers can receive physical stimuli and code, store, retrieve, and transform information {computation} 

{information processing}. Storing and transferring algorithms have timed steps in sequence, typically with logical 

branches. Algorithms typically have "IF A, THEN B" statements. Computer determines if A is true and then performs 

B. Algorithms typically have loops: FOR i FROM m TO n, DO x. If value of i is between m and n, computer performs 

x. That operation changes i. Then computer checks value of i again. Algorithms perform reasoning, mathematical 

operations, and language processing. They can output information as scripts, images, lists, or tables. 

coding 

Digital computers typically store and transfer information as positions that can have one of two states {binary 

coding}. 

 

digital computer 

Computers {digital computer}| can use electronic circuits to perform algorithms on numbers, using electrical binary 

codes to represent numbers and logical operations. ENIAC was first digital computer [1946]. 

 



hybrid technology multithreaded 

Computers can perform more than one process simultaneously {hybrid technology multithreaded}| (HTMT). 

 

quantum computing 

Entangling many particle states allows solving factoring and other iterative problems {quantum computing}|. Light 

or particle wave superposition and interference can extract features, as in holograms and database queries. 

topology 

Topological quantum computing involves topological qubits. Paired excitations in a two-dimensional electron gas 

{anyon} have world lines that can braid to change topological properties. Knot invariants and quantum two-

dimensional surface evolution over time are equivalent. In three dimensions, particles must be fermions, whose wave 

functions invert when fermion pairs interchange, or bosons, whose wave functions do not change when boson pairs 

interchange. In two dimensions, particle wave functions can show complex phases when particle pairs interchange. 

Spin interchanges can be clockwise or counterclockwise. If interchange results in same state, change is Abelian. 

Topological quantum computing must be non-Abelian to make distinct braids. 

Thermal effects can create extra anyons, so temperature must be near 0 K. Larger computers can keep anyon pairs 

farther apart and at longer distances, to reduce spurious interactions. 

 

quantum dot 

Nanometer-size semiconductor crystals {quantum dot}| can change size or properties. 

 

read-only memory 

Memories {read-only memory}| (ROM) can stay constant and be only for input. 

 

totalizer 

timer {totalizer}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Effects 

 

broadband 

Code in cables can be in a large frequency range {broadband}|. 

 

cross talk 

Two nearby wires can exchange signals {cross talk}|. 

 

degaussing 

Demagnetizing {degaussing}| randomly aligns magnetic fields. 

 

gain amplification 

Amplifiers can increase current or voltage {gain}|. 

 

high fidelity 

Sound systems can have less than 15% distortion {high fidelity}| {hi fi}. 

 

Schottky barrier 

Interfaces between metal and semiconductor have resistance {Schottky barrier}|, when voltage forces electrons into 

semiconductor from wire. 

 

wideband 

Code can be in a large frequency range {wideband}|. Systems {wideband code-division multiple-access} (WCDMA) 

can divide code into streams and send directional signals. 

 

wi-fi 

Wireless transmission {wi-fi}| can be digital. 

 



wireless broadband 

Broadband information channels {wireless broadband}| can carry megabytes of information per second. Wireless 

uses 802.11 technology. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Effects>Multiplexing 

 

multiplexing 

Signal channels can have different-wavelength signals {multiplexing, electronics}. 

 

heterodyne 

Two radio signals at different frequencies can mix to make a beat frequency {heterodyne}|, for amplitude 

modulation. 

 

superheterodyne 

Edwin Armstrong [1918] invented a Supersonic Heterodyne Receiver to convert a selected radio frequency, for 

amplification and filtering {superheterodyne}| {superhet}. 

 

wave division multiplexing 

Optical channels can have different-wavelength signals {wave division multiplexing}| (WDM). 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Parts 

 

field-effect liquid crystal 

Electronic number displays {field-effect liquid crystal}| can use crystals that are transparent or opaque if unpolarized 

or polarized by applied electric field. 

 

interferometric modulator 

Electronic number displays {interferometric modulator}| (IMOD) can use two mirrors that can vary separation and 

so cause constructive interference at one color. 

 

nanowire 

Microscopic wires {nanowire}| can be erbium silicide or titanium. A right-left wire layer can be over an up-down 

wire layer {cross bar memory}. At intersections is a rotaxane monolayer, which changes resistance at high positive or 

negative voltage, used to write memory, and maintains resistance at intermediate voltages, used to read memory. 

Nanowires can make field-effect transistors. Silver-sulfide ions can act as switches. Ferroelectric thin films can move 

defects. Molecules can make transistors for single electrons. Nanowires can oxidize and reduce. 

 

waveguide 

Wires guide electric waves, and optical fibers {waveguide}| can guide light waves. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Parts>Chip 

 

integrated circuit 

Small silicon wafers {chip} {integrated circuit}| can have etched circuits of semiconductor transistors, resisters, 

capacitors, and diodes. Number of transistors doubles every one and a half to two years {Moore's Law}. 

 

application-specific integrated circuit 

Integrated circuits {application-specific integrated circuit}| (ASIC) can have fixed logic blocks programmed in one 

configuration. 

 

digital light processing 

Light processing {digital light processing}| (DLP) can use a chip with thousands of micromirrors, to deflect colored 

light from a spinning color wheel. 

 

field-programmable gate 

Integrated circuits {field-programmable gate array}| (FPGA) can have programmable logic blocks. 



 

microelectromechanical system 

Machines {microelectromechanical system} (MEMS) can have small mechanical and electronic parts. Silicon cells 

can move surfaces electrically. 

 

nanofluidic transistor 

Transistors {nanofluidic transistor}| can control ion flow in microscopic silica tubes. 

 

printed circuit 

Boards {printed circuit}| can have copper conducting pathways on one side and holes into which to solder circuit 

elements to conductor on other side. Film emulsion can cover board, negative of desired pattern goes on, camera 

photographs board, and negative develops. Silver is on conductor pathways. Electroplating puts copper on board. 

Board can have a copper layer and a film emulsion that resists acid. Negative goes on, camera photographs board, 

and negative develops. Acid etches copper away. Then emulsion washes away, leaving copper pathways. 

 

processor-in-memory 

Memory and logic can be on same chip {processor-in-memory}|. 

 

thin-film integrated circuit 

Chips {thin-film integrated circuit}| can have small lasers, prisms, lenses, and switches to move light instead of 

electrons. More information can travel in light than in electrons, because light frequency is 10,000 greater than electron 

current frequency. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Parts>Sink 

 

sink 

Materials {sink}| can absorb heat or electrons. Kitchens and bathrooms have basins to receive running water. 

 

heat sink 

Large metal masses {heat sink}| can absorb heat. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Electronic>Parts>Tube 

 

triode 

vacuum tube or transistor {triode}|. 

 

vacuum fluorescent tube 

Electronic number displays can use small cathode-ray tubes {vacuum fluorescent tube}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine 

 

choke 

Valves {choke}| can allow more gasoline into engines at startup. 

 

cowling 

Engines can have removable covers {cowling}|. 

 

flameout 

After engine turns off, last burning fuel can exit in exhaust {flameout}|. 

 

flywheel 

A heavy wheel {flywheel, inertia}| can connect to an axle or crankshaft, spread power bursts in engine, and store 

energy. Most mass is on outer rim. 

 



Otto cycle 

In first phase {intake}, piston goes down to cause vacuum and draws mixture into cylinder through intake valve. In 

second phase {compression phase}, piston compresses gases as it goes up. In third phase {ignition and expansion}, 

spark plug fires, and gases burn and expand to push piston down. In fourth phase {exhaust phase}, piston forces 

exhaust gases out exhaust valve as piston comes back up. Then the four phases repeat {Otto cycle}. 

 

supercharger 

Engines can have a fan {supercharger}| that blows air and/or fuel into cylinders, rather than delivering fuel only by 

suction. 

 

thermal reactor 

Exhaust-control devices {thermal reactor} can reduce hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide by burning. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine>Governor 

 

fail-safe 

Engine governors or processes turn device on or off to maintain safe conditions {fail-safe}|. 

 

governor 

Devices {governor, machine}| can regulate steam-engine rotation velocity. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine>Kinds 

 

engine 

Engines {reciprocating piston engine} {engine} can have pistons that move up and down in cylinders. Fuel is 

gasoline, kerosene, methanol, natural gas, or hydrogen. 

 

external combustion engine 

External combustion engines {external combustion engine}| {Stirling engine} can use two pistons at ends of one 

cylinder. Stationary fine-metal heat exchanger {regenerator, heat} cycles heat between pistons. Combustion supplies 

heat to heat exchanger, to expand vapor. Colder-side piston forces vapor through regenerator, to expand vapor and push 

other piston. Other piston then becomes colder piston, and cycle repeats. Stirling engines are more efficient than steam 

engines. 

 

internal combustion engine 

Engines {internal combustion engine}| can burn fuel inside cylinders. Fuel goes from fuel tank into a chamber 

{carburetor}, where it mixes with air. Piston engines use Otto cycle. Piston engines have four, six, eight, or twelve 

cylinders. 

 

magnetohydrodynamics 

Combustion can create ionized gas, which flows past wire coils to magnetically create electrical current 

{magnetohydrodynamics}| (MHD). 

 

rotary engine 

Internal combustion engines {rotary engine}| {Wankel engine} can have three chambers in a cylinder and a rotary 

piston. Chambers use Otto cycle. Rotor is on an eccentric shaft. Cooling elements are at rotor tips. 

 

steam engine 

External combustion engines {steam engine}| can continually burn fuel in an open chamber to heat water into vapor. 

Expanding vapor enters a cylinder and pushes piston, which connects to crankshaft. Force rotates crankshaft, and 

crankshaft returns piston to cylinder top, to start cycle again {reciprocating piston}. 

 

stratified charge engine 

Engines can have auxiliary burning places for compressed gases {stratified charge engine}. 

 



traction engine 

Locomotives {traction engine}| can operate off tracks. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine>Kinds>Turbine 

 

turbine 

Machines {turbine}| can have rotating blades turned by falling water or fuel combustion. 

 

steam turbine 

Steam from boiler can spin turbine blades {steam turbine}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine>Kinds>Diesel 

 

diesel engine 

Internal combustion engines {diesel engine}| can have no spark plugs and no carburetor. Fuel squirts into cylinder 

{fuel injection}. Compression is so high that fuel ignites without spark. Diesel engines use Otto cycle. 

 

homogeneous-charge compression-ignition engine 

Premixed fuel and air can explode by pressure in low-temperature, clean-burning internal-combustion diesel engine 

{homogeneous-charge compression-ignition engine} {HCCI engine}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine>Kinds>Jet 

 

pulsejet engine 

Repeated internal combustion bursts can push out hot gas {pulsejet engine}|. 

 

afterburner 

Jet engines have a second combustion chamber {afterburner}|, where remaining fuel burns. 

 

gas turbine 

In jet engines {gas turbine}| {jet engine}, burning gas can expand through many thin-bladed propellers {vane, 

propeller} {propeller vane}, to rotate shaft. Shaft rotates fans to pull in air to mix with fuel. Gases leave through engine 

rear {exhaust manifold, gas turbine}. 

 

reaction engine 

Jet or rocket engines {reaction engine}| can emit high-speed gases backward. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine>Kinds>Jet>Ramjet 

 

ramjet engine 

Turbojet engines {ramjet engine}|, with no compressor or turbine, can use only air from forward motion. 

 

scramjet engine 

Ramjet engines can operate only at supersonic speeds {scramjet}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine>Kinds>Rocket 

 

rocket 

Chamber burns oxygen and fuel mixture and sends hot gas out small opening in rear to propel object {rocket}| 

forward. 

 

retrorocket 

Rockets {retrorocket}| can fire in opposite direction to slow object. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine>Linkage 

 



draglink 

Two engine-shaft cranks can connect {draglink}| {drag link}, so they turn together. 

 

piston rod 

Piston connects to crankshaft by metal rod {piston rod}|. 

 

rocker arm 

Internal-combustion-engine lever {rocker arm}| pushes valve. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine>Linkage>Rotation 

 

crankshaft 

Devices {crankshaft}| can convert back-and-forth motion into rotary motion, opposite of pitman. 

 

pitman 

Devices {pitman}| can convert rotary motion into back-and-forth motion, opposite of crankshaft. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Engine>Sound 

 

knock in engine 

Engines can emit metallic taps {knock, engine}| if they fire too early or late. 

 

ping in engine 

Engines can emit metallic rings {ping}| if fuel is too volatile so it fires too early. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Transmission 

 

transmission 

Gears {transmission}| can exchange power for distance or distance for power. Engines have highest power at 3000 to 

4000 revolutions per minute. 

 

automatic transmission 

Transmissions {automatic transmission}| can shift automatically after reaching specific speeds. In park, wheels lock. 

In neutral, automatic clutch does not engage. Forward gears can be low, drive 1, drive 2, drive 3, and overdrive. 

Reverse gear is the same as low gear but goes backward. 

 

clutch 

Devices {clutch}| can engage and disengage transmissions. A foot pedal connected to a spring presses discs {clutch 

plate} against a crankshaft extension that also has plates. Pedal depression overcomes spring, and plates move apart. 

Automatic transmissions have a fluid clutch, inside transmission. 

 

differential in transmission 

Drive shaft goes to bevel gears {differential, transmission}|, which can have different ratios as wheels turn corners, 

to prevent tire squealing and control loss. The five bevel gears are: one for axle halves, one on drive shaft end, one 

large free spinning gear touching other gears, and one gear parallel to axle and attached to large gear and axle gears. 

Gear parallel to axle is stationary when moving straight-ahead but turns while turning, so one half-axle can rotate more 

than other half-axle. Differentials {limited slip differential} can allow only some turning and then disengage. 

 

manual transmission 

Transmissions {manual transmission}| can have gears on drive shaft and gears on engine shaft. When clutch is in, 

drive-shaft gears can slide over engine-shaft gears to select power-distance ratio, which is close to 1:1 for first gear and 

1:4 for highest gear. 

 

overdrive 

Transmissions can have a gear {overdrive}| with high ratio, to allow better gas mileage at higher speeds. 

 



tie rod 

Frame rods {tie rod}| can transmit tension. Tie rods transmit motion to front axles of front-wheel-drive automobiles. 

 

torque converter 

Automatic transmissions have barriers {stator, barrier} that point fluid at output rotor to increase torque {torque 

converter}| but decrease rotation and add heat. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical 

 

brake 

To stop car {brake, vehicle}|, an asbestos pad rubs against a metal disk {disc brake} or cylinder {drum brake}. 

Brake pedal pushes piston into cylinder {master cylinder}, forcing oil {brake fluid} into tubes to wheels. Tube ends at 

wheels have a small piston in a cylinder. Piston connects to a brake part {brake shoe} that holds the pad. Pressure 

forces shoe against brake drum or disc. 

 

dragline 

Surface-mining excavators {dragline}| remove soil and rock over mineral deposits {overburden}, using buckets on 

booms. 

 

drill press 

Drills {drill press}| can use pressure and tip cutters, to make holes. 

 

hardware 

tools, equipment, fasteners, and materials {hardware}. 

 

harrow 

soil pulverizer and/or smoother {harrow}|. 

 

hatching 

ridge grid {hatching}|. 

 

megaphone 

Cones {megaphone} can direct and amplify voice. 

 

nose cone 

Space vehicles that return to Earth have a front heat shield {nose cone}|. 

 

pile driver 

A heavy weight can drop {pile driver}|, to force a rod into ground. 

 

piton 

Metal spikes {piton}| can have an eye to attach rope. 

 

plumb bob 

A weight {plumb bob} can hang by string from a point, to measure vertical. 

 

quoit 

iron or rope ring {quoit}. 

 

ripcord 

Parachutes have a rope {ripcord}|, pulled to open parachute. 

 

servomechanism 

Devices {servomechanism}| can be part of feedback loops, so machines automatically adjust or turn on or off. 

 



sheathing 

Protective coverings {sheathing, cover}| can be around or over objects or buildings. 

 

shirring 

cloth rows {shirring}. 

 

shock absorber 

Vehicles have pistons in tubes that push oil through small openings to dampen motion {shock absorber}|. 

 

stenotype 

Machines {stenotype}| can have special keyboards for stenographers, such as court reporters or closed captioners, to 

type shorthand. 

 

subassembly 

Devices can have subdevices {subassembly}|. 

 

suspension bridge 

Bridges {suspension bridge}| can use two tall towers as posts. Giant cables, woven with many steel wires, go from 

one side, over first post, down to middle, up over second post, and down to other side. Straight cables hang from the 

giant cables to hold roadway. 

 

tongue and groove 

Boards can have groove on one board edge and ridge on other edge {tongue and groove}| {dressed and matched}, so 

tongue and groove mesh, as in hardwood floors. 

 

treadle 

Roadway pressure-sensitive stripes {treadle}| count number of vehicle axles and speed and direction. 

 

ultrasonic cleaner 

Ultrasound waves cause fluid compaction and rarefaction {cavitation, cleaning}, which cleans objects by pressure 

{ultrasonic cleaner}|. 

 

vernier 

Scales can have a small movable scale {vernier}| that slides along main scale and indicates fractions. 

 

widget 

small mechanical device or controller {gadget} {widget}. 

 

winepress 

Presses {winepress}| can crush grapes under cool pressure, to obtain juice. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Effects 

 

milling 

grinding {milling}. 

 

pipefitting 

joining pipes {pipefitting}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Effects>Forging 

 

forging 

hammering {forging}|. 

 



drop forging 

Falling drop forge half-die hits hot metal in stationary anvil half-die {drop forging}|, to make crankshafts, axles, and 

other large items. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Household 

 

churn 

Upright cylinders {churn}| can hold cream, and turning or raising and lowering a paddle makes butter or buttermilk. 

 

cigarette lighter 

A rough metal wheel scrapes against flint {cigarette lighter}|. The spark created lights lighter fluid or compressed 

butane. A glass fiber wick sucks lighter fluid. Compressed butane expands and vaporizes through tiny hole. 

 

curtain 

Draw curtains {curtain}| can use one string loop {drapery pull}. String lies in traverse rods. Loop attaches to right-

hand curtain at top left and attaches to left-hand curtain at top right. Loop goes around pulley at curtain ends. Curtain 

hangs from holders in sliding rod. First holder pushes other holders back when curtain opens and spreads other holders 

out when curtain closes. 

 

divining rod 

A forked stick {divining rod} can be for locating underground water sources. 

 

ferule 

Rulers {ferule} can strike children. 

 

hobbyhorse 

rocking horse {hobbyhorse}. 

 

lanyard 

Braided necklaces {lanyard} can be for hanging a key or whistle. 

 

metronome 

Instruments {metronome}| can sound a frequency. 

 

pacifier 

Babies can suck small rubber bulbs {pacifier}. 

 

razor 

Razors {razor}| {straight razor} can have a blade with concave sides {hollow ground edge}. Leather straps {strop} 

can smooth edges. Razors {safety razor} can have plastic bars, which rest on face to prevent blade from gouging skin. 

 

safety glasses 

protective goggles {safety glasses}|. 

 

shoetree 

Shoe-shaped inserts {shoetree} can stretch shoes. 

 

shoofly 

Feathers {shoofly} can blow away flies. 

 

slide rule 

A logarithmic scale on a moving piece can move past a logarithmic scale on a stationary piece {slide rule}|, to add 

exponents to perform multiplications or multiply exponents to raise numbers to power. 

 

snuffer 

Metal cones {snuffer}| on rods can extinguish candles. 



 

staff as pole 

walking pole {staff, pole}. 

 

Thermos bottle 

Bottles {Thermos bottle}| can have two glass layers, with vacuum between. Glass layers have silvered surfaces 

facing each other, to reflect heat. Glass bottle attaches to container with rubber supports. Foam rubber, or plastic with 

many small compartments, is in ice buckets, refrigerators, and freezers. 

 

thimble 

Cylindrical cones {thimble}| can have textured tops and push needles through cloth. 

 

treadmill 

Conveyor belts {treadmill}| can roll as people walk. 

 

tuning fork 

Metal forks {tuning fork}, with two long tines, can resonate at one frequency. 

 

typewriter 

Devices {typewriter}| can print letters. 

roller 

A roller {platen} can rotate to move paper forward and back. Roller can slide back and forth, to allow typing 

anywhere on line. 

process 

When a key depresses, a lever moves type bar onto paper on platen. Shift key raises or lowers type bar to allow 

uppercase or lowercase letters to strike. Levers have angles so keys hit at same position. Depressing a key can rotate a 

wheel of raised letters into position for a hammer to strike from behind. Depressing a key can rotate a ball of raised 

letters into position for pressing against platen. 

slide 

When type bar, wheel, or ball returns to normal position, it hits a release lever that springs platen one space to right. 

 

vise 

A movable plate can squeeze against a stationary plate {vise}|, to hold object. 

 

washboard 

Ridged boards {washboard}, can rub clothes when washing. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Household>Zipper 

 

zipper 

Slide fasteners {zipper}| [1890 to 1913] can have sliders that guide hooks into each other, at bottom. Slider top goes 

over zipper ribs, on hook outer edges, to line up hooks on inside. 

 

Velcro zipper 

Velcro uses two tapes {Velcro zipper}|. One tape has many small plastic hooks. The other tape has loops. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Household>Pencil 

 

pencil for writing 

Anthracite coal subjected to high electric current makes soft carbon graphite. Graphite mixed with water and clay 

goes through holes in a steel plate. An oven dries and bakes the graphite rods. Machines apply wood covers {pencil, 

writing}|. 

 

pencil sharpener 

To sharpen pencils {pencil sharpener}|, hold pencil by hand or pincers in a tube. Handle goes to wheel with gear 

teeth inside and with tube to hold pencil. Two rollers are on opposite tube sides, in a V shape, with point at handle end. 



Rollers have gears that engage wheel. As handle turns, rollers and tube rotate. Helical edges on rollers peel off a thin 

wood layer. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Inclined Plane 

 

inclined plane 

Flat surfaces at angles to horizontal {inclined plane}| can allow lifting loads over longer distances, instead of straight 

up, requiring less force. Inclined-plane angle is in degrees or is ratio of height above horizontal to distance along 

horizontal. 

 

screw as plane 

Inclined planes can wind around axes {screw}|. Most screws are right-handed and screw in clockwise. 

 

corkscrew 

Helices {corkscrew}| can screw into corks. A lever pushes down on bottle top to pull out cork. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Lever 

 

lever 

Bars {lever}| can apply force to a point at one end, using movement over long distance at other end. Bar rotates 

around bar point {fulcrum} near force end, where it contacts a fixed object. Crowbars are levers. 

 

boom 

Long rods or structures {boom, crane}| can hold loads. 

 

cantilever 

Bridges can use two large triangular, or diamond-shaped, steel frameworks {cantilever}|. Cantilevers balance on 

posts. Frameworks meet at bridge center. 

 

crowbar 

Bars {crowbar}| {wrecking bar} can have wedges at one end and hooks with a claw foot at other end. 

 

balance for weighing 

Balances {scale, weighing} {balance, scale}| can have V-shaped or horizontal beams, with pivot points at center and 

two pans at ends {weighing, scale}. Scales {pendulum scale} can pull against a pair of weighted pendulums. Balances 

{pan balance} can have pans. Balances {steelyard} can have one pan and a movable weight {poise, balance}, which 

can slide along a horizontal arm. Balances {platform weigher} can allow object to be anywhere on platform, because 

platform parallel linkage always keeps platform horizontal. Platforms can be on springs or have a steelyard. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Lock 

 

lock and key 

Simple locks {lock} {lock and key}|, for chests or cases, have a keyhole and a key that looks like a little flag {key, 

lock}. When flag turns 360 degrees in lock, flag pushes a pin that slides a bolt in or out. 

Door locks can use a key with blade ridges and slots on blade sides. Lock has a barrel. In lock barrel and wall are 

five small rods {pin} on springs in vertical tubes. Pins have two pieces, at different heights corresponding to ridges on 

key blade. When key is in lock, dividing lines for pins are at same radius as barrel radius, so barrel can turn. Barrel turn 

moves a bolt. 

 

combination lock 

Locks {combination lock}| can have three discs. First disc connects to a knob and has a protrusion. The protrusion 

hits a protrusion on second disc, which has a protrusion that hits third-disc protrusion. Turning knob, to turn first disc 

two complete clockwise turns, engages the three discs. At first number, knob stops and turns counter-clockwise. Only 

first disc moves. After complete turn, second disc engages again. At second number, knob stops and turns clockwise. 

Only first disc moves. At third number, first disc stops and disc notches align. Bolt can slide past disc edges. 

 



fetter 

ankle cuff or chain {fetter}. 

 

manacle 

handcuff {manacle}. 

 

night latch 

Door locks {night latch}| can have an inside knob and an outside keyhole. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Rig 

 

rig 

drill or sail structure and machinery {rig, structure}|. 

 

gig as rig 

holder {gig, holder}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Rotation 

 

bearing mechanics 

A rod or shaft {bearing, machine}| can turn in a sleeve full of oil. Lubricated-for-life bearings use a porous bronze 

sleeve soaked with oil and sealed to keep out dirt and prevent oil evaporation. 

 

calender 

Two metal rollers {calender}| can squeeze together plies or texture coverings. 

 

cam 

Pear-shaped rollers {cam}|, pushing on rods, can raise and lower rods. 

 

can opener 

A toothed wheel goes under can rim {can opener}|. Knife-edge or wheel cuts just next to top rim. Two arms squeeze 

knife-edge toward toothed wheel. 

 

carousel 

Cylindrical holders {carousel}| can rotate horizontally. 

 

crank tool 

Tools can have a handle {crank, machine}| at one end and holder at other, to allow turning wheel. 

 

fishing reel 

Reels {fishing reel}| can have a spool for line, with a handle to turn spool and a guide to lay line down evenly on 

spool. A knob can let spool spin freely without turning handle or can brake and lock spool. Fishing reels {spinning 

reel} can have a fixed spool with axis pointing along rod toward fish. A guide {bail, fishing reel} on cup surrounding 

spool goes around spool, laying down line. Enclosed spools can have a hole in front. 

 

flange 

Wheels can have an inner ridge {flange}|, to prevent wheel from falling off track. 

 

hinge 

Fasteners {hinge}| can rotate around an axis or pin {hinge pin}. Hinge sides {leaf, hinge} can attach on door or jamb 

outside surface {surface hinge} or on door or jamb edge {mortise hinge}. Hinge pin can insert into holes {knuckle, 

hinge}. Leaf with more knuckles is on hinge stationary part. Hinges {loose hinge} can allow one leaf to slide off pin of 

other leaf. Hinges {piano hinge} can have a permanent pin with two leaves that can meet parallel and flat. 

 



lawn mower 

To cut grass {lawn mower}|, hand lawn mowers {reel-type mower} have metal bar {cutting bar} at grass level and 

four helical reel blades, which scissor grass on cutting bar as reel turns with rolling wheels. Motorized mowers {rotary 

blade lawn mower} have two-blade propeller at ground level, which spins rapidly, sucks grass straight up, chops grass, 

and blows grass out. Slip clutch allows motor to keep spinning if blade becomes stuck. Motorized mowers start by 

pulling cord to spin motor crankshaft. 

 

ratchet wheel 

Wheels {ratchet wheel}| can have angled teeth, typically with pawl engaged in tooth, pressed down by spring. 

Oscillations in both directions turn into intermittent angular motion in one direction. If spring and pawl have higher 

temperature than rotor, ratchet tends to go backwards. Perhaps, muscle contraction involves linear ratchet effect. 

 

sector tool 

Tools {sector tool}| can have two arms, with pivot at end, and be for numerical calculations, in same way as 

nomogram. 

 

spit 

Rods {spit}| can hold an animal over coals to cook, and a handle can turn the rod. 

 

torsion balance 

Balances {torsion balance}| can use rods that twist. 

 

weather vane 

Vanes {weather vane}| can point in direction from which wind comes, because force is greater on back-end larger 

surface. 

 

whirling regulator 

Centrifugal pendulums {whirling regulator}| can control rotation speed in windmills. 

 

woodturning 

Lathes can scrape wood {woodturning}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Rotation>Gimbal 

 

gimbal 

A ring holding a lower object, for example a ship's compass, can be in a base with two axes {gimbal}|, so ring stays 

horizontal when base tilts. 

 

gyroscope 

Spinning discs or circles {gyroscope}| {gyroscopic compass} can be in bearings {gimbal bearing} with three axes, 

which allow motion in any direction. Gyroscopes maintain space orientation. Laser beams can split and go through two 

paths, with different lengths if platform rotates, measured by wave interference. Paths are at triangle corners. 

Mechanical gyroscope rotation causes precession, which makes magnetic field. Semiconductor gyroscope vibrates in 

electric field against springs, and rotation changes vibration. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Rotation>Joint 

 

ball and socket joint 

A rod has a spherical head and a joined rod has a hollow spherical receptor {ball and socket joint}|. 

 

toggle joint 

Two rods can hinge at obtuse angle {toggle joint}|, and rods have hinges at other end. Force at central hinge pushes 

far ends outward. 

 



universal joint 

Two shafts can link at two axes {universal joint}|, perpendicular to each other and to shafts. Universal joint allows 

free movement in all directions. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Rotation>Joint>Swivel 

 

caster for furniture 

Mechanical joints {caster, furniture}| {furniture caster} can allow swivel and roll. 

structure 

A shaft rotates around vertical axis. Shaft holds an axle around which wheel or sphere rotates. Wheel can swivel and 

roll freely, so furniture can move easily. 

types 

Bent tubes can hold both vertical shaft and wheel shaft {skew caster}. Balls can be set in vertical holders {ball 

caster}. 

speed 

Casters typically wobble at higher speeds. 

brakes 

Casters can have brakes. Pedals prevent roll but not swivel. 

 

swivel 

Objects {swivel}| can have a central sheath holding a post attached to a base, allowing horizontal object rotation. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Rotation>Pulley 

 

pulley 

Wheels {pulley}| on axes can have rope with which to lift loads by pulling down. 

 

block and tackle 

Two pulley sets {block and tackle}| can pass rope back and forth over wheels {block} {tackle, pulley}. Rope pulled 

long distance supplies force to raise load short distance. 

 

idler wheel 

Pulley middle wheels {idler wheel}| allow drive wheel and driven wheel to turn in same direction. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Rotation>Tire 

 

camber 

Tire tops can tilt {camber}| out or in, rather than be vertical. 

amount 

Camber ranges from -1.0 to +1 degrees. Negative camber tilts in. Positive camber tilts out. Positive camber allows 

better support by wheel bearings. 

turn 

Tires tend to tilt out toward outside turn, because tread sticks to road and tire top has centrifugal force. 

When car body slides toward outside turn, MacPherson strut suspensions tilt tires out, but unequal A-arms tilt tires 

in. During turns, tire inside or outside can lift off road. Negative camber for MacPherson strut suspensions and positive 

camber for unequal A-arms allow tires to be vertical during turns, when traction is most important. 

pull 

If one tire has higher camber, car pulls to that side. 

road 

Because road crown pulls car to right, in right-hand-drive countries, left tire can require higher camber. 

 

caster for tire 

Tires can lean to front or rear {caster, tire}, rather than be vertical. Positive caster is forward tilt. Too much positive 

caster causes shimmy, because weight falls in front of tread. Too little positive caster causes poor tracking, because 

weight falls down tire center. 



Caster settings typically are 0.5 to 4 degrees. From 3 to 4 results in better straight-line tracking but heavier steering. 

From 0.5 to 1 makes lighter steering, but poorer straight-line tracking. 

Negative caster is backward tilt. Negative caster puts weight behind tire and causes unstable tracking, because it 

pushes tire forward in various directions. 

 

toe 

Tires can swivel left or right, rather than aligning straight-ahead {toe}|. Toe is in or out. It causes stability because, 

during turns or bumps, tires tend to return to straight-ahead position. At higher speeds, toe becomes slightly more out, 

so starting slightly in is better. Out is only for front tire center offset or special wheel bearings. Rear tires are neither in 

nor out, because in or out causes instability and rapid tire wear. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Saddle 

 

pommel of saddle 

A raised post {pommel, saddle}, in saddle front, can hold hand or rope. 

 

saddlebow 

pommel {saddlebow}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Sieve 

 

colander 

strainer or sieve {colander}|. 

 

ricer 

Food forced through colander with small holes {ricer}| makes texture like cooked rice. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Stapler 

 

stapler 

Steel-wire pieces in U shape {staple, stapler} are lightly glued together to make a row of staples. Spring presses row 

of staples against front of device {stapler}|. Front has a slot the width and breadth of one staple. Metal press has width 

and breadth of one staple. Pushing down metal press pushes one staple down front slot. At bottom, concave grooves 

{anvil, stapler} curve staple points in or out. Industrial staplers cut and shape steel wire, just before stapling. 

 

magazine stapling 

Thin magazines staple {magazine stapling}| in center of fold {saddle stitch}. Thick magazines staple from edge front 

to back {side stitch}, with a glued-on cover. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Weaving 

 

weaving 

In frames {weaving}|, threads are strung lengthwise evenly from top to bottom {warp, weaving}. Frame width is 

cloth width. Other threads pass over and under warp threads {weft, weaving}, from bottom up. Frame presses weft 

thread down next to one below. 

 

loom 

Continuous frames {loom}| can weave cloth. 

parts 

Looms have rollers {loom beam}, on which warp threads are wound tight. Warp-thread even-numbered ends pass 

through loops in middle of vertical wires on a frame {heald}. Odd-numbered warp threads pass through loops on 

second heald. Warp threads pass through frame vertical wires {reed, frame} and attach to second roller. As one heald 

rises, the other falls, so shuttle carrying weft thread can pass through. Reed presses new weft thread against previous 

weft thread. 



types 

Weaves {plain weave} can go over and under alternating warp threads, so weft threads go over and under same warp 

threads. Weaves {canvas weave} can go over and under every two warp threads, so weft threads go over and under 

same warp threads. Weaves {twill weave} can go over and under every two warp threads, so alternating weft threads 

go over and under different warp threads. 

 

shuttle 

In weaving, a holder {shuttle}| slides back and forth to place woof thread above and below warp threads. 

 

spinning fiber 

Piles of short, thin fibers {spinning fiber}| can make thread. First, people attach several fibers to wood or metal bar 

{spindle}. Fiber pile is next to spindle. As spindle turns, it pulls out more fibers from pile and winds fibers tight. After 

that, twisting several threads together makes larger and stronger string or twine. 

 

spinning frame 

Machines {spinning frame}| can draw and twist fibers into yarn and then wind yarn. 

 

spinning jenny 

Spinning frames {spinning jenny}| can have several spindles. 

 

spinning wheel 

Wheels {spinning wheel}| can turn a spindle, to twist fibers into yarn. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Weaving>Thread 

 

warp thread 

lengthwise threads {warp, thread}. 

 

weft 

Threads {weft, thread} can be across warp or fabric texture. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Window 

 

window display 

Store windowpanes tilt outward at top and inward at bottom to minimize reflections {store window} {window 

display}. Reflections go down into sidewalk. 

 

casement 

Windows {casement}| {window} can have glass doors hinged on side, top, or bottom. Latches lock windows shut. 

Cranks can open windows. 

 

louvered window 

Windows {louvered window}| can have horizontal glass slats. Cranks with a worm gear tilt glass slabs shut or open. 

 

oriel 

Bay windows {oriel}| can project out from wall. 

 

venetian blind 

Wood or metal slats {venetian blind}|, suspended from strings, can cover windows. Cord raises bottom slat and so 

pulls up other slats. Locking lever at top right-hand side holds raising cord, to keep blinds up. Left-side cord pulls 

strings up on one side and down on other side, to change slat angle. 

 

window sash 

Windows can have separate top half and bottom half {window sash}| {sash, window half}. Bottom has cords at two 

top corners. Cords go through window top-part edge, over pulley in window-frame side, down to weights {sash 



weight}. Small screwed-on doors are on lower frame sides, allowing access to weights. Sash windows {double hung 

sash} can move top and bottom panels. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Mechanical>Yoke 

 

yoke 

Crossbar and neck holders {yoke}| can be for two draft animals. 

 

oxbow 

U-shaped ox collars {oxbow} allow ox to pull something. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Fluid 

 

coffee maker 

Devices {coffee maker}| can make coffee. 

Hot water can go over coffee grounds in filter paper and drip through into cup {Chemex}. 

Hot water can go over coffee grounds in a metal or ceramic holder with tiny holes in bottom and drip through into 

cup {Filtre}. 

Bottom part can hold water, and top part can hold grounds, so steam from lower pot forces water up through tube 

into grounds {Silex}. 

A metal cup with perforated base can hold grounds above a pot filled with water. Steam, from bottom, pushes water 

up tube to a small glass cup at pot top to drip hot water onto grounds {percolator}. 

A water boiler can have a spigot leading to a small cup, which holds grounds for steaming {Espresso machine}. 

 

radiator 

Devices {radiator}| can receive steam or hot water from boilers or engines through pipes. Radiators have large 

surface area, to release heat into air by convection. Fan can blow on radiator. Cooler condensed water returns to boiler 

or engine through pipes. Whistle of radiators comes from valves that allow cold air to leave radiator but shut when hot. 

 

sprinkler 

As water leaves openings, it pushes backward and can cause bar to rotate {sprinkler}|, to change spray direction to 

cover yard. Sprinklers {impulse sprayer} can use water jets that hit a weighted bar and then a spring pulls bar back to 

hit a stop, which turns sprinkler top around. Sprinklers {hose walker} can have a bar connected to a gear, which moves 

a wheel along a guide. Sprinklers {tape winder} can have a bar connected to a winder, which pulls in metal tape 

attached to ground. Sprinklers {fan sprayer} can have tubes with rows of holes and a small water wheel, which 

oscillates sprayer. 

 

still 

Boilers {still, alcohol}| can produce alcohol-water steam, which cools at optimum temperature to make concentrated 

alcohol solution. 

 

squeegee 

A rubber blade {squeegee}| on a perpendicular handle can wipe liquids from surfaces. 

 

water wing 

Beginning swimmers can wear inflated pads {water wing}| around upper arms. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Fluid>Toilet 

 

toilet 

Water tanks can have an opening to a bowl {toilet}| {water closet}. When rubber stopper moves, water falls into 

bowl. Bowl water goes out drain. A U-shaped pipe in drain {toilet trap} holds water, to prevent odors from coming 

from sewer pipes. Rubber plug falls back into hole. A float-control ball opens a valve to let water into tank, until float 

rises enough to close valve. 

 



vacuum breaker 

Flushing can cause vacuum {vacuum breaker}|, which sucks bowl contents out. Water flowing back in causes new 

vacuum. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Fluid>Spray 

 

aerosol can 

Spray cans {aerosol can}| {spray can} can contain pressurized gas-and-liquid mixtures, which expand out a small 

hole after pressing button. Expansion force breaks liquid into tiny droplets in gas. Freon gas turns to liquid at pressure 

six atmospheres. 

 

atomizer 

Air can mix with liquid and blow out an opening in a fine spray {atomizer}|. 

 

vaporizer 

Machines {vaporizer}| can push water against a screen to make spray or heat water to make steam. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Fluid>Tube 

 

shunt tube 

Tubes {shunt, machine}| allow fluid to flow between two cavities or tubes. 

 

syringe 

Tubes {syringe}| can have a fitted piston to pull liquid by suction or push liquid by pressure. 

 

vapor lock 

Tubes can trap vapor that can slow fluid flow {vapor lock}|, when temperature makes fuel vapor pressure equal to 

liquid gravity or vacuum pressure. 

 

Venturi tube 

Cylinders with a narrow part {Herschel Venturi tube} {Venturi tube, fluid}| can attach to a large tube in which fluid 

flows, to measure flow rate. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Fluid>Tube>Valve 

 

valve 

Tubes can have devices {valve, tube}| that prevent flow in one direction or flow in both directions. 

 

ball cock 

A hollow ball can float on water surface and an attached rod opens and closes a fluid valve {ball cock}| {float cup}. 

 

ball valve 

Valves {ball valve}| can have a ball that seals tube opening. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Fluid>Air 

 

aerator 

Side holes {aerator}| at faucet tips can let air into water. An aerator obstruction makes water turbulent, to allow more 

air. 

 

air lock 

Entrances {air lock}| can have two doors, so space between is a buffer. 

 

aqualung 

Divers can carry a compressed air tank with breathing apparatus {aqualung}|. 

 



aspirator 

Tubes {aspirator}| can have vacuum, which can pull up liquid or a small object. 

 

baffle for air 

Airflow can slow and quiet using perpendicular surfaces {baffle}|. 

 

bellows 

Air sacs {bellows}| can suck in air and then blow air out, to kindle fires. 

 

blowpipe 

Hollow tubes {blowpipe}| can blow air into receptacles. 

 

hookah 

People suck smoke, from hot tobacco placed on burning charcoal, over cool water into tube {waterpipe} {hookah}| 

{water pipe}. 

 

scuba 

Diver can use compressed air tank and breathing apparatus and wear wet suit {scuba}|. 

 

snorkel 

Skin divers use a tube {snorkel}| from mouth to surface. Tube has ball valve that prevents water from entering 

during inhalation. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Fluid>Faucet 

 

faucet 

Water is available from a valve {faucet}| at pipe end, with a handle to allow or stop water flow. Faucets press a 

rubber or plastic washer into water inlet to close valve. 

 

spigot 

faucet {spigot}. 

 

stopcock 

A rotating handle {turncock} {stopcock}| can close and open a fluid outlets. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Fluid>Pen 

 

pen for writing 

Quills or feathers {pen, writing}| can hold ink in hollow insides [500]. 

 

ballpoint pen 

Pens {ballpoint pen}| can have a rough-surface steel ball at tip. Thick ink is on ball. 

 

fountain pen 

Pens {fountain pen}| can have rubber sacs to hold ink or have replaceable ink cartridges. From ink sac, a capillary 

tube leads to point {nib, pen}. Nib is flexible and has a split down middle lengthwise. Slit acts like a capillary tube to 

draw ink forward. Plastic under point {comb, pen} stores ink. Pressure or temperature change forces ink out reservoir. 

 

quill 

large hollow feather used to draw ink for writing {quill}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Fluid>Petroleum 

 

fractional distillation 

Petroleum separates {fractional distillation column}| at 500 C into distillate, which goes to a solvent extractor to 

make lubricating oil, grease, and wax. Petroleum separates at 250 C into gas and oil, which goes to a catalytic cracker 



to make fuel oil, jet fuel, kerosene, and diesel fuel. Petroleum separates at 170 C into kerosene. Petroleum separates at 

100 C into heavy naphtha, which goes to a catalytic reformer to make gasoline. Petroleum separates at 65 C into 

naphtha for gasoline, propane and butane gas to make gasoline by alkylation, propylene and ethylene plastic in thermal 

cracker, and butadiene rubber by polymerization. Residue is asphalt and tar. 

 

chemical regenerator 

Burning used catalyst can remove residual hydrocarbons {chemical regenerator}|. Combusted gases heat a brick 

lattice that heats incoming air and fuel. Flow reverses regularly {heat regenerator}. 

 

cracker machine 

Hot oil and gas hydrocarbons from a petroleum fractional-distillation column can mix with catalyst to make shorter 

chains, which fractionally distill to make jet fuel, kerosene, and diesel fuel {catalytic cracker} {cracker, machine}|. 

Regenerator receives catalyst. 

 

gusher 

Oil wells {gusher}| can strike oil or gas. 

 

reformer 

Unbranched hydrocarbons {heavy naphtha} from petroleum fractional distillation column and/or catalytic cracker 

flow over heated catalyst {catalytic reformer} {reformer}|, to make branched hydrocarbons for gasoline. Catalyst goes 

to regenerator. 

 

solvent extractor 

Petroleum distillate can make lubricating oil, grease, and wax {solvent extractor}|. 

 

thermal cracker 

Ethylene plastic comes from gases from fractional petroleum distillation {thermal cracker}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Fluid>Pump 

 

pump 

Devices {pump, machine}| can receive fluid from one opening, take fluid part, and force fluid out another opening. 

types 

Pumps {piston pump} can use pistons in cylinders to suck fluid in as they go down, while keeping outlet check valve 

closed by pressure, and then force fluid out as they go up, while keeping inlet check valve closed by pressure. 

Piston pumps {axial piston pump} can use a circle of pistons. Rotating wedges {wobble plate} can press and release 

pistons as they turn. 

Pumps {gear pump} can have two gears, one rotating clockwise and one counterclockwise, which squeeze fluid 

between teeth and housing and push fluid out one side. 

Pumps {vane pump} can have rotors with spring-loaded sliding vanes. Vanes sweep fluid around housing from inlet 

to outlet. 

priming 

Fluid fills pumps to start them working {pump priming, fluid}. 

 

sump 

Basements or tanks {sump}| can hold water gathered by gravity. Pumps {sump pump} can remove water from 

sumps. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Heat 

 

autoclave 

Steam under pressure can clean laboratory utensils {autoclave}|. 

 



gas oven 

Gas ovens {gas oven}| have burners underneath, holes in oven-chamber bottom front to let air in, and flue in oven 

top leading to chimney in back. Chimney has several turns, to trap grease vapors. Gas burners have gas-jet rows or 

rings, with small flames {pilot light} at gas-inlet tubes. 

 

heating pad 

Pads {heating pad}| can have molded rubber around insulated wires. Wires are Nichrome. 

 

pressure cooker 

Heavy cookers {pressure cooker}| have sealed tops, to double pressure of boiled water inside. Pressure cookers boil 

at 120 C and can cook in shorter time. Safety valves let off excess steam. Remove top only after cooling, after normal 

pressure returns. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Heat>Furnace 

 

smelter 

Ore can melt, so impurities float on top and pure metal sinks to bottom {smelter}|. 

 

steel making 

Furnaces {Bessemer converter} {open-hearth furnace} can use air to burn impurities out of iron ore to make steel 

{steel making}|. Steel-making furnaces can use pure oxygen gas, instead of air, to burn impurities out of iron ore {L-D 

process} {basic oxygen process}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Heat>Heater 

 

fireplace 

A log holder {andiron} allows air to flow from under logs up through chimney {fireplace}|. Just above fireplace is 

chimney throat, which contains a hinged metal plate, to open or close throat {damper}. Behind damper is space {smoke 

box} to collect smoke, in case of temporary downdraft. A passageway {flue} goes up chimney. A glass fire screen is 

desirable. Chimney should be at least 12 meters high, extend above roof by 60 centimeters, and be at least 400 square 

centimeters in area. There should be masonry firebox. 

 

forced air heater 

Heaters {forced air heater}| can use a fan to blow hot air. 

 

Franklin stove 

Stoves {Franklin stove}| can be a free-standing fireplace, raised off floor, in room middle, with exhaust pipe leading 

straight up to ceiling. 

 

furnace as heater 

Heaters {furnace, heater} {hot air heating} can heat air by electricity or by burning oil, natural gas, or coal carried 

into furnace by pipe or conveyor {stoker, furnace}. Air blows through ducts to rooms. Screened openings {register, 

furnace} in floor or walls have louvers to direct airflow. Air returns to furnace through main duct. 

 

gas heater 

Natural gas from jets burns, warms air, causes air to rise, and pulls in more air from below {gas heater}|. 

 

heat pump 

Heat pumps {heat pump}| can transfer heat from underground water to house. They work like air conditioners in 

reverse. 

 

space heater 

Heaters {space heater}| can have no blower. Convection moves air. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Heat>Welding 

 



welding 

Melting together by acetylene torch {welding, metal}| can connect two metals. 

 

sintering 

Welding can use no metal melting {sintering}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Illumination 

 

collimator 

Slit series {collimator}| make light passing through have only one direction. 

 

pixel 

Computer monitors or television screens have a smallest element {pixel}|. Elements can have different intensities. 

 

projector 

Arc lamps can illuminate transparent film slides {projector}|. Light goes through magnifying lenses to focus on 

screen. A glass plate absorbs hot infrared-light rays before they reach film. Slides have a glass slide holder to prevent 

warping by heat. Fan cools projector. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Illumination>Lighting 

 

actinic light 

Light {actinic light}| can have optimum spectra for photosynthesis. It is for aquariums with plants or coral. 

 

arc lamp 

Electric arcs emit light {arc lamp}|. 

 

fluorescent light 

Electric current passed through a tube heats mercury vapor slightly to emit ultraviolet light {fluorescent light}|. 

Ultraviolet light hits tube phosphorescent coating, to give white light. Fluorescent light is more efficient and cooler 

than incandescent light. Fluorescent light has more light at different wavelengths. 

 

incandescent bulb 

Light bulbs {incandescent bulb}| send electric current through tungsten filaments, which become white-hot. Bulb is 

globe of clear or frosted glass, with vacuum or nitrogen gas inside. If filament breaks, bulb burns out. You can hear 

filament hitting glass if you shake bulb. 

 

photoflood 

Lamps {photoflood}| can have high intensity and one direction. 

 

strobe light 

Light {strobe light}| {stroboscope} can flash on and off faster than 30 times per second. Photographs can show 

stopped action clearly. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Illumination>Lighting>Candle 

 

candle for light 

Strings {wick} can have paraffin wax or beeswax coverings {candle, burning}|. Flame heat melts wax, which string 

soaks up. Wax then vaporizes and burns. 

 

taper 

thin candle {taper}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Illumination>Lighting>Display 

 



light emitting diode 

Electronic number displays can use transistors that emit red light when charged {light emitting diode}| (LED). 

 

nixie tube 

Electronic number displays {nixie tube}| can use gas discharge around cathodes. 

 

organic light-emitting device 

Organic molecule diodes {organic light-emitting device}| (OLED) can emit colored light with electric current. 

 

photonic crystal 

Crystals {photonic crystal}| can have empty spaces in refractive substances. It prevents a wavelength band {photonic 

band gap} from passing, by refraction and reflection. If substance is polymer and empty spaces are liquid crystals that 

can move around, affected wavelengths can change. Frequency can change, light passage can delay, or wavelength 

range can narrow. If liquid-crystal orientations are random, light scatters. If orientations align, material is transparent. 

Diffraction grating is one-dimensional photonic crystal. 

 

planar gas discharge 

Electronic number displays can use cathodes on flat bases {planar gas discharge}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Illumination>Lighting>Lamp 

 

hurricane lamp 

Kerosene lamps {hurricane lamp}| can have shields to prevent extinguishing by wind. 

 

spirit lamp 

alcohol or kerosene lamp {spirit lamp}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Optical 

 

shadow box 

Small glass wall cases {shadow box}| can display objects. 

 

stereopticon 

Holders {stereopticon} can have picture for left eye and picture for right eye, to better show depth [1838]. 

 

sundial 

Horizontal platforms {sundial}| can have markings for daylight hours, and a middle rod or plate casts a shadow to 

indicate time. 

 

time exposure 

In dim light, leaving lens open {time exposure}| can make photographs. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Optical>Copying 

 

mimeograph 

Copying machines {mimeograph}| can use blue dye pressed onto sheet, which then transfers to other sheets using 

solvent. 

 

photocopier 

Light reflected from an image can make an electrostatic pattern on a plate, to which carbon particles cling and from 

which ink transfers to paper, to dry by heating {photocopier}| {xerox}. 

 

photoengraving 

Re-photographing a photograph through a glass screen that has 55 to 130 lines per square inch, vertically and 

horizontally {photoengraving}|, makes a negative that has very small dots. 



process 

Zinc or copper sheets {plate} with film emulsion receive negative. Light shines on plate to deposit silver. 

Developing plate and washing with acid dissolves zinc or copper at locations that have no silver. A roller applies ink to 

plate. Machines {printing press} press paper onto plate, to make heavy, medium, and light dots. 

color 

Color prints require yellow, red, blue, and black color plates {four-color process}. Art magazines use six plates and 

colors: yellow, red, blue, black, green, and white. 

 

photostat 

photographed document {photostat}|. 

 

scanner 

Photocopying {scanner, computer}| can transfer image to computer file. 

 

xerography 

Dry copying {xerography} can use electrically charged resin. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Optical>Projector 

 

magic lantern 

Transparent film slide is in front of oil lantern or light bulb {magic lantern}|. Light focuses on screen using lenses. 

 

movie projector 

Projectors {movie projector}| can use holes in film sides {sprocket, movie film} to position new film frames behind 

lens, 16 or more times a second. Movie projectors hold film frames for 1/30 second. A rotating disc blocks light while 

film frames change. Film moves by gears pulling film through by film sprockets. Take-up reel turns as main reel turns. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Optical>Camera 

 

camera 

Still cameras {camera}| can expose film to light to record images. 

lens 

Cameras can move lens forward or backward {focus, camera}, to make picture clear. Close-ups use lens far forward. 

Cameras can have bellows or extension rings to allow lens to go far forward. Special lenses {zoom lens} can keep 

focus at different magnifications. Special lenses {telescopic lens} can magnify. Special lenses {fish-eye lens} can be 

wide field. 

diaphragm 

Cameras can make smaller or larger openings {diaphragm, camera} {iris diaphragm} {f-stop}, so picture is not too 

dark or light. Diaphragms usually have an iris of overlapping metal leaves. Diaphragms have positions 2 for wide open, 

2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, 16, 22, and 32 for almost closed. Larger numbers reduce area by half. 

shutter 

Cameras can open for periods {shutter, camera}. Shutters are fast, so motions are not blurs. Shutters open long 

enough to receive enough light. Shutter irises can be set near lens {between-the-lens shutter}, which have speeds from 

1/2000 second to several seconds. Shutters used in small cameras can be rectangles, which pass across opening near 

film at fixed speed but which have adjustable size. 

Camera shutter speeds are usually 1/25, 1/50, 1/100, and 1/200 second. Times of 1/50 second or faster prevent 

unsteady-hand blur. 

accessories 

Camera accessories include three-legged stand {tripod}, colored plastic disc {filter, camera}, and electronic flash 

{flashgun}. 

 

movie camera 

Cameras {movie camera}| can have a shutter that repeatedly opens for 1/30 second. Cameras use holes in film sides 

{sprocket, film} to position new film frame behind lens, 16 or more times a second. Cameras hold film frames for 1/30 

second. Cameras repeat the process. Film moves by gears pulling film at film sprockets. Take-up reel turns as main reel 

turns. 



 

reflex camera 

Mirrors reflect image onto ground glass screen {reflex camera}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Optical>Film 

 

blip on film 

Film lines or spots {blip}| can be for timing or counting. 

 

ferrotype 

A hot smooth metal plate {ferrotype}| pressed against paper emulsion can make glossy paper, or dark enameled 

metal can create a direct positive image. 

 

film 

Emulsions {film}| can contain silver-compound molecules. 

camera 

Light enters camera lens and focuses on film. Black-and-white film has silver bromide or silver iodide crystal 

emulsion embedded in cellulose acetate. Light separates silver from silver bromide, to make latent image. People 

remove film from camera in the dark. 

develop 

Chemical treatment {developer, film treatment} makes actual image. Developer chemicals liberate more silver 

around silver already present, to bring out image. Chemical treatment {fixer, film treatment} {hypo} sets image 

permanently {negative film} in transparent reverse image. Fixer washes away remaining silver bromide, so film cannot 

change anymore if exposed to more light. 

printing 

Passing light through negative and lenses {enlarger, photography} can make a larger print {positive film}. Print 

paper has silver bromide crystals in gelatin {emulsion, film}. Print paper develops and fixes. Negative can be directly 

on top of print paper and have direct exposure to light {contact printing, film}. 

transparency 

Transparent negatives {slide, film} {transparency, film} can be for projection. 

color 

Color film has three layers, one for red, one for blue, and one for green. Layers have dyes to filter out other colors. 

instant 

Instant picture cameras {Polaroid camera} transfer negative to positive by pressing both together to release 

chemicals. 

 

matte surface 

non-glossy surface {matte, surface}|. 

 

panchromatic 

Film can display all colors {panchromatic}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Optical>Lens 

 

magnifying lens 

Telescopes and microscopes have a lens {magnifying lens}| that enlarges images. 

 

objective lens 

Telescopes and microscopes have a light-gathering lens {objective lens}|. 

 

ocular lens 

Telescopes and microscopes have a lens {ocular}| near eye for magnifying. 

 

optical fiber 

Thin fused silica, glass, or plastic rods {optical fiber}| can transmit light. Outside layer {cladding} reflects rays. 

Absorbing high-angle rays and reflecting low-angle rays makes one axial light ray. Refocusing light by refractive-index 



gradient makes one axial light ray. Wavelengths amplify in region with rare-earth erbium ions added, which laser 

excites. Over 150 wavelengths can be in fibers using multiplexing {dense wavelength division multiplexing} 

(DWDM), which allows 400 gigabits per second. 

 

superlens 

Blocks {superlens}| {metamaterial} can have thin wires in parallel planes {split-ring resonators} (SRR) a short 

distance apart, which have negative electrical permittivity and negative magnetic permeability and so negative 

refractive index. Forces from arrays push back on photons. Negative refractive index makes receding object blue-

shifted. Cerenkov radiation travels in opposite direction, not forward. Refraction at boundary from positive to negative 

refraction bends light more, so it bends past perpendicular. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Optical>Magnify 

 

binoculars 

two attached low-magnification adjustable telescopes {binoculars}. 

 

electron microscope 

Electron beams can pass through {transmission electron microscope}, or reflect from {scanning electron 

microscope}, 0.1-micron thin slices {electron microscope}| (EM). Electric and magnetic fields focus electrons onto a 

phosphorescent screen. Microscopes can use electrons with energy above 1 MeV, because they act like X-rays. 

Electrons can pass through tissue and focus. Electron microscope resolution is 10^-10 meter. 

 

telescope 

Concave and convex lenses can focus and magnify images that are small and far away {telescope}|. Light amount 

increases with larger opening. Refracting telescopes have a large lens that collects light to a focal point, and a second 

small high-curvature lens that focuses image for viewing. Reflecting telescopes have a large lens that collects light to a 

mirror, which focuses light on a second small high-curvature lens that focuses image for viewing. 

 

x-ray microscope 

X-ray beams can pass through 0.1-micron slices {x-ray microscope}|. X-rays focus by electric and magnetic fields 

onto phosphorescent electron-gun-TV-like screen. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Printing 

 

printing in color 

Color printers {printing in color}| use systems. 

RGB 

RGB {red-green-blue} (RGB) adds red, green, and blue to make most colors. Color brightness range is 0 to 256. For 

example, fluorescent phosphors can emit light, or lights can glow. Though RGB can make 16 million colors, a set 

{Browser Safe set} of 216 RGB color combinations is for browsers. 

CYMK 

Color processes {cyan-yellow-magenta-black} (CYMK) {cyan-magenta-yellow-black} (CMYK) can use cyan, 

yellow, magenta, and black absorption, plus paper white, to display colors. For example, inkjet printers squirt cyan, 

yellow, and magenta or cyan, yellow, magenta, and black. CYMK allows one million colors, but it cannot make light, 

bold, or bright colors and cannot make some greens and blues. 

 

circulation readers 

Publications published at regular intervals have typical numbers of readers {circulation, publishing}. 

 

edition 

Plates or originals {edition} can be for printing. 

 

postage meter 

Machines {postage meter}| can imprint postage on envelopes. 

 



press for printing 

Machines {press}| can squeeze two plates together, typically for printing. 

 

thirty symbol 

Symbols {thirty} can mark article ends. 

 

watermark 

Designs {watermark} can be in wet paper. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Printing>Page 

 

pagination 

Works have page-numbering method {pagination}|, such as starting chapters at page 1 and preceding page number 

with chapter name or number followed by hyphen. 

 

running title 

Published-work titles {running title} can appear on all pages or alternating pages. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Printing>Paper 

 

blueprint 

Photo-prints {blueprint}|, using blue ink, can show building or project designs. 

 

galley proof 

Publishers send all proposed pages {galley proof}| to authors for a final review. 

 

proof in printing 

Publishers can make proposed sheets {proof, printing}. 

 

sheaf of paper 

Paper sheets can be in groups {sheaf, paper}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Printing>Book 

 

bookbinding 

To make books {bookbinding}|, a machine folds 16, 32, or 64 consecutive pages like theater programs, with 

untrimmed outer edges {signature, book}. Machines sew signature stack through fold center, and then press pages flat 

and trim them to make books. Machines glue cheesecloth to fold side to make edge {spine, book}. Machines glue 

extended cheesecloth edges to cover boards. Machines glue outer papers of outer signatures to other cheesecloth side. 

 

paperback book 

For paperback books, machines can trim stacked and pressed signatures on all sides, apply cheesecloth to edge using 

special penetrating glue, and glue cover onto spine {perfect binding} {paperback book}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Printing>Kinds 

 

aquatint 

Printing methods {aquatint}| can make color tones from etching. 

 

collotype 

Actinic light can etch gelatin plates [1870 to 1914] {collotype}|. 

 

letterpress 

Machines {letterpress}| can place raised letters {type, printing} in a racks, ink rack, and press paper onto type. This 

is oldest printing type. 

 



linotype 

Machines {linotype}| can typeset. 

letter 

Linotypes have keyboards similar to typewriter keyboards. When people type a letter, a metal column {mat, 

linotype} {matrix, linotype}, with letter recessed on top, slides into a slot. When people type a line, linotype fills spaces 

between letters with spacers, so lines {justified line} have set length. 

line 

Type lines are templates for hot liquid solder. Cooled solder hardens into lines of raised letters. Mats return to 

linotype for reuse. 

page 

A person {compositor} places raised-letter lines on a flat surface {stone, printing} in a metal frame {chase, 

printing}. Person tightens frame {locked up, printing}, to make one page. 

inking 

A person {pressman} lays chase on a printing press. Rubber rollers roll over ink and onto chase, which takes ink. 

printing 

Paper, clamped on a drum, rolls as chase slides under drum. 

drying 

Ink dries by heat or spray. 

 

lithography 

Photograph negatives on zinc or copper sheets {lithographic plate} can have coatings {lithography}| {offset 

printing}. Arc light exposes plate. Printed areas are greasy, and unprinted are dry. Plate clamps to drum, roller wets 

plate, and another roller inks plate. Ink only sticks to greasy areas. A rubber plate {blanket} rolls over metal plate to 

receive ink. Rubber plate is like chase in printing presses. A cylinder holds image. 

 

monotype 

Wet paint on glass, Plexiglas, or metal can transfer to paper by pressing {monotype}|. 

 

process printing 

Printing {process color} {process printing}| can use four colors: cyan, yellow, magenta, and black (CYMK). 

 

rotogravure 

Ink on etched copper cylinders in rotary presses can transfer to paper {rotogravure}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Printing>Kinds>Silkscreen 

 

serigraph 

silkscreen {serigraph}|. 

 

silkscreen 

Frames with silk, nylon, or wire threads can have open areas to print and greased areas not to print. A squeegee 

forces ink through screen onto cloth or paper {silkscreen}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Printing>Font 

 

typography 

Published works have font and layout {typography}|, such as line spacing, distance between characters, indenting, 

spacing between paragraphs, and heading styles. 

 

typeface 

Characters have style {typeface}, such as Arial, Courier, Geneva, Helvetica, Maestro, Old English, Palatino, Times, 

TTY, or VT100. 

 

allograph 

Letters {allograph}| can have different shapes. 

 



bold face 

Characters can be darker {bold face}. 

 

italic font 

Characters can slant {italic}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Printing>Font>Line 

 

subscript 

Characters can be smaller and aligned with line bottom {subscript}. 

 

superscript 

Characters can be smaller and aligned with line top {superscript}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Printing>Font>Serif 

 

serif 

Characters can have points at corners {serif}, for easier readability. 

 

sans serif 

Characters can have no points at corners {sans serif}, for less clutter and clearer resolution on computer screens. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Printing>Methods 

 

broadsheet 

One page can have both sides printed in two passes {broadsheet}|. 

 

broadside printing 

One page can have print on one side {broadside printing}|. 

 

folio 

Machines can print two pages at same time {folio}|. 

 

quarto 

Machines can print four pages at same time {quarto}|. 

 

octavo 

Machines can print eight pages at same time {octavo}|. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Instrument 

 

altimeter 

Instruments {altimeter}| can measure height. 

 

anemometer 

Wind speed measurement uses spinning devices {anemometer}|, which generate electric current to move a dial. 

 

aneroid barometer 

Air capsules {aneroid barometer}| can compress or expand to measure air pressure. 

 

barometer 

Instruments {barometer}| can measure air pressure, typically using mercury columns. 

 

calorimeter 

Instruments {calorimeter}| can measure heat produced by burning masses. 

 



cardiograph 

Instruments {cardiograph}| can measure heartbeat rate. 

 

chronograph 

Electrically operated pens on revolving drums {chronograph}| can record short durations and rapid changes [1849]. 

 

colorimeter 

Instruments {colorimeter}| can measure color in fluid. 

 

dynamometer 

Instruments {dynamometer}| can put loads on engines and measure force and work. 

 

heat sensor 

Phototubes {heat sensor}| can sense infrared light. People and animals radiate infrared light, as do hot machinery and 

exhaust, so heat sensors have military uses. Heat sensors also detect light-level changes for television cameras. 

 

interferometer 

To visualize air density, a straight edge and mirrors {interferometer}| {Schlieren interferometer} can make an 

interference pattern. Optical interferometers allow sharp images through atmosphere. 

 

light meter 

Photocells {light meter}| can measure light amount and can have a film-type dial. 

 

manometer 

Instruments {manometer}| {sphyngomanometer} can measure blood pressure. 

 

meat thermometer 

Thermometers {meat thermometer}| can measure temperatures from 120 to 210 F. Put meat thermometer in thickest 

meat part, thigh away from bone for turkey and lean center part for other meats. For beef, temperature of 170 is well 

done, 160 is medium, and 140 is rare. 

 

odometer 

A flexible shaft with wire inside can go from car wheel to dashboard dial {odometer}|. Rotating wheel rotates wire, 

which turns gear connected to counter. The same wire is for speedometer. 

 

oscilloscope 

Instruments {oscilloscope}| can measure frequency and amplitude. 

 

pedometer 

Instruments {pedometer}| can measure steps per minute. 

 

planimeter 

Instruments {planimeter}| can measure area, using an extensible rotating arm. 

 

polarimeter 

Instruments {polarimeter}| can measure light polarization angle. 

 

polygraph 

Lie detectors {polygraph}| can use decreased skin resistance from more sweating to indicate lies. To detect body 

changes associated with lying, measure skin electrical resistance, breathing rate, and heart rate. Lie detectors are best on 

statements asking about person's activities or about details, to see if person was there or not. 

 

pychnometer 

Instruments {pychnometer}| can measure specific gravity. 

 



pyrometer 

Thermometers {pyrometer}| can measure radiation intensity for wavelength range. 

 

radiometer 

Instruments {radiometer}| can measure electromagnetic radiation intensity by reflection from surface. 

 

seismometer 

Instruments {seismometer}| can measure earth movements in earthquakes. 

 

spectrograph 

Instruments {spectrograph}| can measure intensity at wavelengths. 

 

spectrometer 

Instruments {spectrometer}| {spectrophotometer} can measure light intensity passing through material or solution at 

a wavelength. 

 

spectroscope 

Instruments {spectroscope}| can measure intensity at a wavelength. 

 

speedometer 

Flexible shafts with wire inside run from car wheel to dashboard dial {speedometer}|. Rotating wheel rotates wire, 

which turns magnet behind aluminum disc, to set up electric current, which moves dial needle. The same wire is for 

odometer. 

 

spherometer 

Instruments {spherometer}| can measure surface curvature. 

 

spirometer 

Instruments {spirometer}| can measure air volume and flow rate inhaled and exhaled by lungs. 

 

tachometer 

Instruments {tachometer}| can measure revolutions per minute. 

 

tensiometer 

Instruments {tensiometer}| can measure tension. 

 

thermometer 

Temperature instruments {thermometer}| can be tubes with vacuum and mercury or alcohol inside. Mercury or 

alcohol expands as temperature increases. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Kinds>Instrument>Clock 

 

clock 

Electric clocks {clock} use synchronous motors, which turn at 60 cycles per second, USA AC-current frequency. 

Electric motor replaces pendulum, escapement, and spring or weight. 

 

atomic clock 

Clocks {atomic clock}| can use cesium-atom vibrations to establish frequency. 

 

balance wheel 

Clocks and watches can have oscillating wheels {balance wheel}| that determine frequency. 

 

cesium clock 

Clocks {cesium clock}| can depend on cesium emission-spectrum wavelength. 

 



chronometer 

very accurate clock {chronometer}|. 

 

escapement 

Clock parts {escapement}| can transfer power from main spring to gears, by oscillating. Escapement has pendulum, 

ratchet, and gear. 

spring 

Springs {mainspring} are coiled or flat steel ribbon, which is wound to provide energy. 

oscillation 

Clocks with a hanging pendulum use gravity for back-and-forth oscillation. Weight hangs on chain, as in cuckoo 

clocks. Clocks with a circular pendulum use a hairspring and lever for oscillation. 

Pendulum connects to ratchet, which engages gear teeth. Alternatively, ratchet can press against gears to escapement 

wheel, so wheel turns one notch if released by ratchet. The mechanism pushes ratchet lightly, which pushes pendulum 

slightly and keeps pendulum moving in spite of friction. 

process 

Oscillation in one direction moves gear one step forward. Oscillation in other direction moves ratchet into position to 

receive next forward motion. Oscillation takes a fixed time, which shortening or lengthening can adjust. 

 

hourglass clock 

Two spherical chambers can have narrow constriction between them through which fine sand flows {hourglass, 

clock}|. 

 

hydrogen clock 

Maser clocks {hydrogen clock}| depend on hydrogen emission wavelengths and are accurate to one part in 10^15. 

 

quartz clock 

Clocks {quartz clock}| can use quartz-crystal oscillations in escapement. A battery provides current that oscillates 

crystal. 

 

timer 

Clocks {timer}| can mechanically or electrically start or start movements, at specific times. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool 

 

tool 

Tools {tool} are for containing, cutting, electrical, exploding, fastening, gripping, marking, measuring, plumbing, 

lifting, safety, and shoveling. 

 

chock 

Wedges {chock} can stop movement. 

 

gaff hook 

Hooks {gaff, hook} on poles can bring up large caught fish. 

 

last for shoe 

Foot-shaped blocks {last} can make shoes. 

 

lathe 

Wood or metal turners {lathe} can allow woodworkers to use knives to scrape out cylindrical shapes. 

 

pick tool 

Curved blades {pick, tool} can have end points on big handles. 

 

probe tool 

Metal sticks {probe, tool} can move tissue aside or poke tissue. 

 



sandblaster 

Machines {sandblaster} can blow sand at high speed to clean stone. 

 

swage 

metal bender {swage}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Cutting 

 

cutting tool 

Tools {cutting tool} can include knife sharpener, putty knife, taping knife, and utility knife. Cutting tools can include 

oilstone, sander, sanding block, sandpaper, and steel wool. Sandpaper has be silicon carbide, aluminum oxide, garnet, 

or emery. Cutting tools can include saw, crosscut saw across wood grain, ripsaw along wood grain, circular saw, 

backsaw and miter box, keyhole saw or compass saw, tooth-saw, coping saw for curves, and hacksaw for metal. 

Cutting tools can include wire brush, scraper, plane, block plane, smoothing plane, jack plane, jointer plane, chisel, 

bench chisel, cold chisel, four-in-hand, rasp, wood rasp, rattail file, single-cut file, double-cut file, metal file, and file. 

Cutting tools can include tin snips, tube cutters, box cutters, and glasscutters. 

 

adz 

Curved axes {adz} {adze} can be for wood shaping. 

 

auger 

Boring points {auger} can be for concrete. 

 

box cutter 

blade in holder {box cutter}. 

 

file 

Cutting tools {file, tool} include rattail file, single-cut file, double-cut file, and metal file. Rough-surfaced tools can 

smooth, shape, and grind. 

 

glasscutter 

small hardened wheel in holder {glasscutter}. 

 

pipe cutter 

Hard metal cutters {pipe cutter} can be for hand scoring pipe. 

 

plane as tool 

Planes {plane, tool} include scraper, plane, block plane, smoothing plane, jack plane, and jointer plane. Flat surface 

has barely exposed blade to scrape off wood. 

 

pruning hook 

Long handles with scissors on end {pruning hook} can cut twigs. 

 

reamer 

Metal tools {reamer} can shape or enlarge holes. 

 

scythe 

Long bent handles with perpendicular curved blades {scythe} can mow or reap grasses. 

 

sickle tool 

Short handles with curved blades projecting from end {sickle} can cut grasses. 

 

tube cutter 

Small hardened wheel in tube holder {tube cutter} can cut tubes. 

 



PRAC>Machine>Tool>Cutting>Awl 

 

awl 

Boring points {awl} for leather or wood can make holes or scratches. 

 

bodkin 

Points {bodkin} can make holes in leather or cloth. 

 

broach 

Tools {broach} can make holes bigger or change hole shapes. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Cutting>Chisel 

 

chisel 

Chisels {chisel} include bench chisel and cold chisel. Tip with sharp edge is for scraping. 

 

gouge 

Chisels {gouge} can have a convex curved blade, to carve grooves. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Cutting>Knife 

 

knife 

Knives {knife} {knives} include knife sharpener, oilstone, putty knife, taping knife, and utility knife. 

 

jackknife 

Large knives {jackknife, knife} can fold into handle. 

 

lancet 

Knives {lancet} can have a small pointed double-edge blade. 

 

oilstone 

knife sharpener {oilstone}. 

 

scalpel 

Knives {scalpel} can have a thin sharp blade at tip, for surgery. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Cutting>Rasp 

 

rasp 

Rasps {rasp} include four-in-hand and wood rasp. It is like a file with high points. 

 

burr 

cut-metal rough edge {burr}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Cutting>Sander 

 

sander 

Sanders {sander} {sanding tool} include sander, sanding block, sandpaper, and steel wool. Grades are from coarse to 

superfine. 

 

sandpaper 

Cloth or paper {backing} can have silicon carbide, aluminum oxide, garnet, or emery {sandpaper}. Coat can be open 

or closed. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Cutting>Saw 

 



saw as tool 

Saws {saw, tool} include crosscut saw, ripsaw, circular saw, backsaw and miter box, keyhole saw or compass saw, 

tooth-saw, coping saw, and hacksaw. Blade with teeth can cut stone, wood, metal, or plastic. 

 

backsaw 

Rectangular shaped saws {backsaw} can be in an open-top miter box with slits. 

 

band saw 

Saws {band saw} can have a continuous serrated edge. 

 

buzz saw 

Power saws {buzz saw} can have a circular blade. 

 

carpenter's saw 

Handsaws {carpenter's saw} can be for wood only, with one handle and one edge. 

 

circular saw 

disk {circular saw}. 

 

coping saw 

for curves {coping saw}. 

 

crosscut saw 

Saws {crosscut saw} and panels can change angle to cut across wood grain. 

 

hacksaw 

Hard metal saws {hacksaw} in a rectangular frame can cut metal. 

 

jigsaw 

Saws {jigsaw} can have a vertical wire blade, to cut curves in wood or plastic. 

 

keyhole saw 

pointed saw {keyhole saw} {compass saw}. 

 

miter box 

U-shaped containers {miter box} can have sides that have grooves, to hold board and guide angled and square cuts. 

 

ripsaw 

Saws {ripsaw} can have big teeth to cut along grain. 

 

sawhorse 

Racks or trestles {sawhorse} can support wood for sawing. 

 

scroll saw 

jigsaw {scroll saw}. 

 

tooth-saw 

with angled teeth {tooth-saw}. 

 

whipsaw 

Big crosscut saws {whipsaw} can be for two people. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Cutting>Scissor 

 

scissors 

Scissors {scissors} include tin snips {tin snip}. Two blades have circular openings for fingers and connect in middle. 



 

pinking shears 

Scissors {pinking shears} can have zigzag or scalloped blades, to cut cloth. 

 

shears 

scissors {shears}. 

 

snips 

scissors {snips}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Electrical 

 

electrical tool 

Tools {electrical tool} can include flashlight, lantern, extension cords, wire stripper, electrician's pliers or lineman's 

pliers, outlet tester, continuity tester, circuit tester, and volt-ohm meter. 

 

electrician's pliers 

Grip wires {electrician's pliers} {lineman's pliers}. 

 

wire stripper 

Remove insulation from wires {wire stripper}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Electrical>Tester 

 

circuit tester 

Test circuits for power {circuit tester}. 

 

continuity tester 

Test unpowered circuits for continuous flow {continuity tester}. 

 

outlet tester 

Test for electrical faults {outlet tester}. 

 

volt-ohm meter 

Test unpowered or powered circuits for continuous flow or circuit gaps {volt-ohm meter}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Explosive 

 

cap explosive 

Explosives {cap, blasting} {blasting cap} can have coverings, for blasting. 

 

dynamite 

nitroglycerin and absorbent {dynamite}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening 

 

fastening tool 

Tools {fastening tool} can include welders and torches, staplers, caulking guns, screwdrivers and ratchets, hammers, 

and drills. Fasteners include nails, screws, washers, picture hangers, shelf holders, plant hangers, tapes, glues, caulks, 

and putty. 

 

counterbore 

You can install fasteners so top is below surface {counterbore}. Top has putty or dowel plug. 

 

countersunk 

You can install fasteners so top is at surface {countersunk}. 



 

bracket for shelf 

Right-angle metal {bracket, shelf} can attach to wall and shelf. 

 

caulking tool 

Tools {caulking gun} {caulking tool} can include caulkers or caulking guns. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening>Drill 

 

drill 

Drills {drill, tool} include push drill, manual drill, and electric drill. Drill bits are screwdriver bit, twist bit, spade bit, 

combination bit, and masonry bit. Tools with a bit can make holes in wood, masonry, plastic, or metal. 

 

bit of drill 

Pointed screw {bit, drill} {drill bit} can be for drilling. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening>Fastener 

 

fastener 

Fasteners {fastener} include nails, screws, washers, picture hangers, shelf holders, plant hangers, tapes, glues, 

caulks, and putty. 

 

nail 

Nails {nail, tool} include brad, common nail, thin common nail {box nail}, larger-head finishing nail {casing nail}, 

small-head nail {finishing nail}, spiraled nail {spiral-shank nail}, ringed nail {annular-ring nail}, masonry nail, roofing 

nail, shingle nail, and wallboard nail. Nail size is from 1 to 6 inches {pennies}. 

 

tape fastener 

Tapes {tape, fastener} include electrical tape and plastic tape. 

 

washer fastener 

Washers {washer, tool} include flush washer, flat washer, and countersink washer. 

 

brad 

small nail {brad}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening>Fastener>Nut 

 

locknut 

Nuts {locknut}| can have textured surfaces to prevent loosening. 

 

wing nut 

Nuts {wing nut} can have head with two flanges, to turn by hand. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening>Fastener>Screw 

 

screw as fastener 

Screws {screw, tool} include screws {wood screw} with pointed ends that go into soft materials and have smooth 

shank near head, which can be flathead screw, roundhead screw, or oval-head screw. Screws {machine screw} can 

have flat ends and go into nuts or sockets. Wallboard screw or drywall screw has Phillips head. Deck screw is long and 

thin. Screws {lag screw} can have hex head or square head, with no slot. Metal screw can be sheet metal screw or self-

tapping screw. Heads can be slot {straight-slot head}, cross {Phillips head}, slot and quartered {one-way head}, or 

square {Robertson head}. 

 

setscrew 

Screws {setscrew} can prevent relative motion between attached pieces. 



 

thumbscrew 

Some screws {thumbscrew}| can turn using thumb and fingers. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening>Fastener>Caulk 

 

caulk sealant 

Caulks {caulk, sealant} include silicone rubber, polyurethane sealant, polyurethane foam, butyl rubber, acrylic latex, 

non-acrylic latex, and putty. Caulks dry hard. Sealants dry flexible. 

 

acrylic latex 

Flexible sealants {acrylic latex} can stick to wet surfaces. 

 

butyl rubber 

Flexible sealants {butyl rubber} can resist water. 

 

non-acrylic latex 

Sealants {non-acrylic latex} can be for interior joints. 

 

plaster 

Sand, water, and lime mixture {plaster} can cover walls. 

 

polyurethane foam 

Sealants {polyurethane foam} can be for interior and exterior cracks. 

 

polyurethane sealant 

Elastic sealants {polyurethane sealant} can be for cracks and glaze. 

 

putty as caulk 

Patching sealants {putty, caulk} can be for patches on wood or for glazing. 

 

spackling 

Patching sealants {spackling} can be for walls. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening>Fastener>Glue 

 

glue 

Glues {glue}| include white glue or household glue or paper glue, all-purpose cement, wood glue or yellow glue or 

carpenter's glue, epoxy resin, urethane glue, hot-melt glue, mastic construction adhesive, resorcinol glue, plastic resin 

glue, instant glue, and rubber cement. 

Cooked animal bones and skin make sticky substance, which dries hard. Vegetable glues use flour soaked in water 

with caustic. Tapioca flour is best. Plastic-like glue {cyanoacrylate glue} is fast drying and permanent. A thin glue 

layer is better than a thick one. Surface oil or dirt makes glues not work. Glue first sets and then dries completely. 

 

all-purpose cement 

Glues {all-purpose cement} can resist water and dry fast. 

 

casein glue 

Sour milk curds in water and lime make a sticky substance {casein glue}|. When dry, it does not dissolve again in 

water or melt if heated, as animal or vegetable glues do. 

 

epoxy glue 

Strong glues {epoxy resin} can bind any material and are waterproof. Glues {epoxy glue}| can harden by chemical 

reaction, instead of drying out. Mixing a chemical {resin, epoxy} with another chemical {hardener, epoxy} starts a 

chemical reaction. 

 



friction tape 

Electrical tape {friction tape} can stick with no glue and resist moisture. 

 

gum adhesive 

Adhesives {gum adhesive}| can wet again. 

 

hot-melt glue 

Glue guns apply melted glue {hot-melt glue}. 

 

instant glue 

Acrylic glues {instant glue} can dry quickly. 

 

mastic construction glue 

Glues {mastic construction adhesive} can use latex and solvent and be flexible. 

 

mucilage 

Glues {mucilage}| can have protein and polysaccharide gelatin. 

 

plastic glue 

Glues {plastic glue}| can have plastic and be thermosetting or thermoplastic. 

 

plastic resin glue 

Glues {plastic resin glue} can bond wood. 

 

resorcinol glue 

Marine resins {resorcinol glue} can be waterproof and bond wood. 

 

rubber cement 

Rubber can dissolve in solvent to make a sticky substance {rubber cement}|, which can dry to leave a rubbery bond, 

which can stick to glass, plastic, and other smooth surfaces. If two surfaces with dry rubber cement touch, they stick 

firmly. 

 

sealant 

Sticky substances {sealant}| do not let water pass. Sealants can be rubber, latex, or silicone. 

 

tape 

Thin rubber-cement layer can be on plastic film rolls {pressure sensitive tape}| {tape, sticky}. 

 

urethane glue 

Strong glues {urethane glue} can bond any material and be waterproof. 

 

white glue 

Polyvinyl glues {white glue} {household glue} {paper glue} can be for porous surfaces. 

 

wood glue 

Aliphatic resins {wood glue} {yellow glue} {carpenter's glue} can be for wood. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening>Hammer 

 

hammer 

Hammers {hammer, tool} include ball-peen hammer, tack hammer, claw hammer, sledgehammer, nailset, and 

mallet. A metal head on a handle can strike something or pound something in. 

 

anvil tool 

Flat topped iron blocks {anvil, tool} can be for hammering. 

 



ball-peen hammer 

Hammers {ball-peen hammer} can have a rounded side and a flat side. 

 

claw hammer 

Hammers {claw hammer} can have fork on one end and flat side on other. 

 

jackhammer 

Pneumatic punches {jackhammer} can drill or break rock, concrete, or asphalt. 

 

sledgehammer 

Long heavy hammers {sledgehammer} can have two flat ends, requiring both arms. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening>Screwdriver 

 

screwdriver as tool 

Screwdrivers {screwdriver, tool} include standard-tip screwdriver, stubby screwdriver, Phillips-head screwdriver or 

Phillips-tip screwdriver, Robertson tip screwdriver or square-drive screwdriver, offset screwdriver, ratchet, spiral 

ratchet, and offset ratchet. A handle with a double-sided wedge at end can turn screws with head slots. 

 

Phillips head screwdriver 

Screwdrivers {Phillips head screwdriver} can have point and four ridges, to drive Phillips head screws. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening>Stapler 

 

staple 

U-shaped wires {staple, wire} can insert into paper by stapler. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Fastening>Torch 

 

torch tool 

Torches {torch, tool} include propane torch and welder. 

 

blowtorch 

Acetylene flames {blowtorch} can melt metal. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Gripping 

 

gripping tool 

Tools {gripping tool} can include pry bar, wrecking bar, nail claw, vise, bench vise, woodworker's vise, clamp, bar 

clamp, C-clamp, pliers, needle-nose pliers, slip-joint pliers, cutting pliers, diagonal-cutting pliers, rib-joint pliers, 

locking-grip pliers, wrench, fixed wrench, open-end wrench, box-end wrench, adjustable wrench, pipe wrench, Allen 

wrenches, and ratchet. 

 

bar as tool 

Bars {bar, tool} include pry bar, wrecking bar, and nail claw. 

 

pliers 

Pliers {pliers} include needlenose pliers, slip-joint pliers, cutting pliers, diagonal-cutting pliers, rib-joint pliers, and 

locking-grip pliers. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Gripping>Clamp 

 

clamp 

Clamps {clamp} include bench vise, woodworker's vise, bar clamp, and C-clamp. 

 



chuck clamp 

clamp {chuck}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Gripping>Wrench 

 

wrench 

Wrenches {wrenches} include fixed wrench, open-end wrench, box-end wrench, adjustable wrench, pipe wrench, 

Allen wrenches, and ratchet. A handle with a fixed or adjustable jaw projects to turn nuts. 

 

Allan wrench 

Right angles {Allan wrench} can have hexagonal cross-sections. 

 

monkey wrench 

Wrenches {monkey wrench} can have an adjustable clamp, to turn different size and shape nuts. 

 

ratchet wrench 

Wrenches {ratchet wrench} can prevent backward turning. 

 

spanner 

wrench {spanner}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Plumbing 

 

plumbing tool 

Tools {plumbing tool} can include closet auger, deep-socket wrench, snake or drain-and-trap auger, spud wrench, 

basin wrench, pipe wrench, plunger, and valve-seat dresser and valve-seat wrench. 

 

basin wrench 

long handle {basin wrench}. 

 

closet auger 

for reaming toilet drains {closet auger}. 

 

deep-socket wrench 

for packing nut on tub compression faucet {deep-socket wrench}. 

 

drain-and-trap auger 

for reaming sink and tub drains {snake, plumbing} {drain-and-trap auger}. 

 

pipe wrench 

Heavy long-handled big-jawed wrenches {pipe wrench} can have serrated jaws. 

 

plunger 

Rubber cones {plunger} can be for sucking and pressuring drains. 

 

spud wrench 

big jaws {spud wrench}. 

 

valve-seat wrench 

for compression faucets {valve-seat dresser} {valve-seat wrench}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Pulley 

 

jack lever 

Lever and catch {jack, lifting} can be for raising objects. 

 



mule pulley 

A guiding idle pulley {mule, tool} can be between drive shaft and non-parallel driven shaft. 

 

winch 

Rotating drums {winch} can attach to ground, to wind rope or cable to lift loads. 

 

windlass 

Rotating drums {windlass} can attach to ship, to wind and tighten rope. 

 

capstan 

Vertical cylinders {capstan}| can rotate to wind anchors. 

 

turnbuckle 

Cylinders {turnbuckle}|, on which to wind rope, can have screw assemblies inside to adjust stay or line length and 

tension. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Shovel 

 

mattock 

Handles {mattock} can have a perpendicular flat metal piece on end. 

 

plow 

Blades {plow} can dig into and push aside earth. 

 

spade 

Long handles {spade} can have a metal flat rectangle projecting from end. 

 

trowel 

Flat rectangular handled metal {trowel} can smooth mortar or cement or dig earth. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Marking 

 

marking tool 

Tools {marking tool} can include pencil, pen, carpenter's pencil, scratch awl, and electronic stud finder. 

 

carbon paper 

Paper {carbon paper} can have carbon black on one side, to copy writing to another paper. 

 

carpenter's pencil 

flat-sided soft-lead pencil {carpenter's pencil}. 

 

electronic stud finder 

Tools {electronic stud finder} can find vertical wall studs. 

 

scratch awl 

sharp point {scratch awl}. 

 

stylus 

pointed marking tool {stylus}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Measuring 

 

measuring tool 

Tools {measuring tool} can include ruler or straightedge, measuring tape or steel tape, carpenter's square, T-square, 

combination square, carpenter's level, torpedo level, and level. 

 



caliper as tool 

Hinged sticks {caliper}, can measure. 

 

level tool 

Tools {carpenter's level} {torpedo level} {level tool} can find horizontal. A flat metal or plastic stick with a bubble 

in water can show whether surface is level. 

 

protractor 

Semicircles {protractor} marked in degrees can measure angles. 

 

rule as edge 

ruler or straightedge {rule as edge} {rule, tool}. 

 

ruler as edge 

Rigid bars {ruler} can measure lengths. 

 

square as edge 

Ts can make right angles {carpenter's square} {T-square} {combination square} {square, measuring}. 

 

surveyor's level 

Levels {surveyor's level} can be on tripods. 

 

T square 

Perpendicular straightedges {T square} can make right angles and parallel lines. 

 

tape measure 

Flexible tape {measuring tape} {steel tape} {tape, measuring} can measure lengths. 

 

try square 

Metal rules at right angles {try square} can be for drawing right angles and parallel lines. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Tool>Safety 

 

safety tool 

Equipment {safety equipment} {safety tool} can include safety goggles, dust mask, gloves, and ear covers. 

 

dust mask 

mouth covering {dust mask}. 

 

ear covers 

ear covering {ear covers}. 

 

gloves 

hand covering {gloves}. 

 

goggles 

eye covering {goggles}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation 

 

caravan 

travelers in a single line {caravan}. 

 

sprag 

A short round pointed bar {sprag} can be between wheel spokes or under wheel, to prevent motion. 

 



PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Seat 

 

howdah 

Covered seats {howdah} can be on camels or elephants. 

 

litter as seat 

Couches {litter, vehicle} for one person, can be on two horizontal poles. 

 

palanquin 

Covered couches {palanquin}, for one person, can be on two horizontal poles. 

 

pillion 

Extra seats {pillion} can be behind main seat on horses or motorcycles. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle 

 

alligator tread 

Wheels can turn continuous ridged tread {alligator tread}. 

 

backhoe 

ditch digger {backhoe}. 

 

bulldozer 

front concave blade {bulldozer}. 

 

dredge 

Machines {dredge} can remove mud and silt from lake, river, or harbor bottom. 

 

forklift 

Two prongs {forklift} can raise and lower pallets. 

 

grader 

angled concave blade in front {grader}. 

 

omnibus 

bus {omnibus}. 

 

remotely operated vehicle 

Vehicles {remotely operated vehicle}| (ROV) can have remote operation. 

 

steamroller 

Vehicles {steamroller}| can have a heavy metal roller to compact and smooth surfaces. 

 

swamp buggy 

Amphibious vehicles {swamp buggy} can have four-wheel drive and raised bodies. 

 

transport vehicle 

truck or rocket trailer {transport vehicle}. 

 

travois 

Two shafts or poles {travois} can have a platform or net. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Bicycle 

 

unicycle 

one wheel {unicycle}. 



 

velocipede 

Bicycles {velocipede} can have pedals on front wheels. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Agriculture 

 

combine 

Machines {combine}| can combine harvester and thresher. 

 

cultivator 

farm tractor {cultivator}. 

 

reaper 

Vehicles {reaper}| can cut grain stalks and bundle them. 

 

thresher 

Machines {thresher}| can shake grain stalks to remove husks and straw and retain seeds or kernels. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Airplane 

 

air pocket 

Downdraft, headwind, or tailwind change {air pocket} can make airplanes go downward. 

 

wing load 

weight divided by wing area {wing load}. 

 

wingspan 

distance from wing tip to wing tip {wingspan}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Airplane>Motions 

 

barrel roll 

rotating around motion direction {barrel roll}. 

 

Immelmann turn 

Half roll at top of loop {Immelmann turn} can reverse direction and go higher. 

 

wing over 

climbing and turning then falling while turn continues {wing over}, until flying in opposite direction. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Airplane>Parts 

 

airframe 

structural frame {airframe}. 

 

wing 

Airplanes have parts {wing, airplane}| for lift. 

shape 

Airplane-wing shape optimizes upward pressure {lift, wing}, flows through air at upward angle {angle of attack} 

{attack angle}, puts strength where it needs to be strongest, and minimizes chance of sudden lift changes if attack angle 

changes. 

tilt 

Wing tilts up so air hits underneath wing to push wing up. 

curves 

Wing bottom is flat or only slightly curved, but top is highly arched {airfoil}. Wing cross-section is round in front 

and has point at back for streamlining. This shape causes air to travel farther over top and shorter over bottom. Air must 



move faster over top and slower underneath, so both meet at rear at same time. Slower air has more sideways pressure, 

because it has less forward pressure, and faster air has less sideways pressure, because it has more forward pressure, by 

Bernoulli's theorem. Net sideways pressure pushes wing upward. However, this effect is small compared to upward 

push from attack angle. 

parts 

Wing back-edge sections {flap, wing} can slide out or retract to make wing longer or shorter, to allow airplane to 

stay up with less speed. Wing back-edge movable pieces {aileron} can tilt up or down to force wing down or up, to 

change wing angle for landing and taking off. 

thrust 

Forward force {thrust, force}, from jet engine or propeller, can push winged objects through fluids. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Airplane>Kinds 

 

airplane 

Airplane bodies {fuselage} hold wings {airplane}|. Tail vertical piece {rudder, airplane} can move right or left to 

move plane left or right. Tail wing has small ailerons {elevator, wing} {wing elevator} to help tail go up or down. 

 

biplane 

two wings {biplane}. 

 

blimp 

large balloon filled with helium or hydrogen {blimp}. 

 

dirigible 

large balloon filled with helium or hydrogen {dirigible}. 

 

glider 

airplane with no motor {glider}. 

 

helicopter 

Helicopter rotor blades have airfoil cross-section and are wings {helicopter}|. Helicopters move forward by tilting 

helicopter front down, to push air backward. The smaller propeller on helicopter tail prevents helicopter from rotor-

angular-momentum spinning. 

 

sailplane 

airplane with sail {sailplane}. 

 

zeppelin 

A large balloon can have a structural skeleton filled with hydrogen compartments {zeppelin}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Automobile 

 

automobile 

Cars {automobile}| have many parts and functions, especially from engine to wheels {drive train}. 

fuel 

A pump {fuel pump} maintains pressure in fuel line. Filters {fuel filter} keep fuel free of dirt and water. 

air 

Pressing down gas pedal opens fuel line and turns disc in airway {throttle}, to bring air through air filter. Fuel and 

air mix in a carburetor. Gasoline-air mixture goes through tubes {intake manifold} and valves {intake valve} into 

engine cylinders. 

cylinder 

Inside cylinder, a moveable steel cap {piston}, on a piston rod, uses steel rings {piston ring} to touch cylinder sides. 

Connecting rod attaches to offset rod crankshaft, located in oil-filled container {crankcase} at engine bottom. 

cycle 

When piston goes down, it sucks fuel-air mixture in. Intake valve closes. Then piston goes up to compress mixture. 

Original-volume to compressed-volume ratio {compression ratio} is between 6:1 and 10:1. At maximum compression, 



electric spark crosses arc {spark plug}, timed by electrical-current director {distributor, engine} that uses a capacitor to 

gain high voltage. Mixture explodes, forcing piston down. If mixture ignites before spark, you hear sound {pinging} 

{knocking, engine}. When piston moves up, valve {exhaust valve} opens. 

cam 

Crankshaft connects using rods {connecting rod} to shaft {camshaft} which times valve opening and closing. 

Cylinders cycle 300 times a minute. 

exhaust 

Exhaust goes into a pipe system {exhaust manifold, car} and then to a noise-reducing device {muffler} containing 

baffles. 

cooling 

A belt {fan belt} connected to engine crankshaft rotates fan. Fan pulls air through radiator tube system containing 

engine water, to cool water. Water circulates through engine and radiator using a pump {water pump}, which turns by a 

belt connected to crankshaft. 

transmission 

A heavy wheel {flywheel, car} connects to crankshaft at other end, to maintain smooth rotation. Flywheel connects 

to a plate. Plate can attach to another plate, attached to gears, in a clutch that allows engine to turn wheels or idle freely. 

Transmission allows gears to shift and attaches to connections to wheels. 

differential 

A steel rod {drive shaft} from transmission goes to power wheels. Drive shaft enters universal joint, which can 

rotate around three axes, allowing wheels to bounce, twist, and tilt. Universal joint attaches to differential to allow 

wheels to turn at different speeds while going around corners. Differential attaches to a part {axle} that attaches to 

wheels. 

starter 

Automobiles need an electric motor {starter} to start pistons moving. 

oil pump 

Automobiles need an oil pump to circulate and filter oil. 

generator 

Automobiles need an electric generator to charge battery that powers starter. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Automobile>Kinds 

 

cab as taxi 

taxi {cab}. 

 

coupe 

two doors {coupe}. 

 

flivver 

Model T ford {flivver}. 

 

hack as taxi 

taxi {hack, taxi} {hackney}. 

 

hardtop 

Car roofs {hardtop} can have four supports, with no support between doors. 

 

hearse 

coffin carrier {hearse}. 

 

jitney 

small taxi {jitney}. 

 

roadster 

sports car {roadster}. 

 



runabout 

sporty car {runabout}. 

 

sedan car 

Car roofs can have six supports, with supports between doors {sedan}. 

 

touring car 

large open car {touring car}. 

 

town car 

large enclosed car {town car}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Automobile>Parts 

 

balloon tire 

Tires {balloon tire}| can have pressurized air inside, rather than being solid rubber. 

 

chassis 

structural frame {chassis}. 

 

fender 

Vehicles can have covers {fender}| over tires. Cushions can separate boats, or boats and piers. 

 

footboard 

Vehicles can have a step {footboard}| at door bottom. 

 

grille 

Meshwork {grille} is on body in front of radiator. 

 

jump seat 

folding back seat {jump seat}. 

 

monocoque 

Body panels can form a frame {unitized construction} {monocoque}. 

 

rumble seat 

Folding seats {rumble seat} can be on backs of two-seater cars. 

 

running board 

Boards {running board} can be on sides below doors. 

 

sidecar 

Passenger car {sidecar} can attach to motorcycles. 

 

spoiler 

Vehicle top backs can have wings {spoiler}|, to hold down back at speeds above 150 km/hr. 

 

undercarriage 

under-body structural frame {undercarriage}. 

 

undercoating 

Thick wax-like materials {undercoating}, applied under car, can prevent rust. 

 

wheelbase 

distance from axle to axle {wheelbase}. 

 



PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat 

 

aquacade 

boat parade {aquacade}. 

 

flotilla 

boat group {flotilla}. 

 

head wind 

Winds {head wind} can blow from front. 

 

marina 

boat docks {marina}. 

 

merchant marine 

commercial shipping {merchant marine}. 

 

regatta 

boat races {regatta}. 

 

sea legs 

habituated to rolling sea {sea legs}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Actions 

 

beat in sailing 

sail across wind {beat, sailing}. 

 

close-haul 

sail as much upwind as possible {close-haul}. 

 

luff 

flap sail {luff}. 

 

portage 

carry boats and supplies between two rivers {portage}. 

 

sounding as measuring 

measuring distance to bottom {sounding}. 

 

tack in sailing 

sail upwind by sailing left and right at 45-degree angle {tack}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Locations 

 

aft 

rear {aft}. 

 

amidships 

middle {amidships}. 

 

fore 

front {fore}. 

 

larboard 

left side {larboard}. 



 

starboard 

right side {starboard}. 

 

stem of boat 

bow large main beam {stem, boat}. 

 

stern 

rear {stern, boat}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Measurement 

 

beam of boat 

maximum width {beam, boat}. 

 

Plimsoll line 

Hull lines {Plimsoll line} can show maximum allowed load. 

 

tonnage 

Ships can carry maximum mass {tonnage}|. 

 

watch period 

look-out period {watch}. 

 

waterline 

hull water level {waterline}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Parts 

 

bathyscaph 

diving bell {bathyscaph}. 

 

bilge 

ship wastewater {bilge}. 

 

buoy 

anchored float {buoy}. 

 

centerboard 

A rectangular board {centerboard} can go up or down at center of small sailboats, to act as a keel. 

 

davit 

Curved arms {davit} on ship sides can raise and lower boats. 

 

oarlock 

U's {oarlock} can hold oar handles. 

 

hydrophone 

Telephones {hydrophone} can be for under water. 

 

periscope 

An extendable tube {periscope} can have lenses and mirrors or prisms, to see above water from submarines. 

 

ribband 

Wood or metal {ribband} can hold ship ribs during planking or plating. 

 



running gear 

non-permanent equipment {running gear}. 

 

seine net 

large vertical net {seine, net}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Parts>Ballast 

 

ballast 

Weights {ballast} can be at ship bottoms for balance. 

 

stabilizer 

movable ballast {stabilizer}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Parts>Grapple 

 

grapnel 

small three-hook anchor {grapnel}. 

 

grappling iron 

Large claws {grapple} {grappling hook} {grappling iron} can go over rails of adjacent ships. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Parts>Locations 

 

bow of boat 

front {bow, boat}. 

 

bulkhead 

Watertight walls {bulkhead} can be between ship compartments. 

 

catbird seat 

lookout seat near main-mast top {catbird seat}. 

 

companionway 

Ship stairs {companionway} can go from deck to cabins. 

 

conning tower 

An armored raised command room {conning tower} can be under bridge. 

 

crow's nest 

Lookouts {crow's nest} can be near main-mast tops. 

 

galley on boat 

kitchen {galley}. 

 

gangplank 

Walkways {gangplank} can go from ship to dock. 

 

gunwale 

side top {gunwale} {gunnel}. 

 

hatch 

Openings {hatch} can go from deck to below. 

 

mizzenmast 

third mast {mizzenmast}. 



 

sponson 

A gun-platform part {sponson} can project over side, for more firing angles. 

 

stateroom 

ship or train compartment {stateroom}. 

 

topgallant 

above topmast and below royal mast {topgallant}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Parts>Anchor 

 

mooring 

anchor or dock {mooring}. 

 

drogue 

Sea anchors {drogue}| can measure currents at different depths. 

 

sea anchor 

Canvas {sea anchor} over conical frame can act as a drag to reduce drift. 

 

sheet anchor 

large emergency anchor {sheet anchor}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Parts>Deck 

 

hurricane deck 

upper deck {hurricane deck}. 

 

poop deck 

aft deck {poop deck}. 

 

quarterdeck 

upper-deck rear {quarterdeck}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Parts>Keel 

 

keel 

Large main beam {keel, boat} can attach to hull. 

 

keelson 

Wood timber {keelson} can bolt to keel. 

 

stemson 

A wood timber {stemson} can bolt to stem and keelson, where they meet near bow. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Parts>Rope 

 

backstay 

Wire {backstay} can go from mast top to stern. 

 

hawser 

towing or mooring rope {hawser}. 

 

lifeline 

Rope {lifeline} can go to drowning person. 



 

ratline 

Horizontal ropes {ratline} can allow climbing to sails. 

 

rigging 

mast and sail ropes and tackle {rigging}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Parts>Sail 

 

fore-and-aft sail 

four-sided sail {fore-and-aft sail}, like diamond. 

 

gaff sail 

four-sided sail {gaff, sail}. 

 

lateen 

sail {lateen}. 

 

sailcloth 

nylon sail fabric {sailcloth}. 

 

sheet as sail 

sail {sheet}. 

 

spanker sail 

Four-sided sails {spanker} can be on aft-most lower mast. 

 

square rig 

Square sails {square rig} can be set horizontally. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Parts>Spar 

 

spar 

Wood or metal poles {spar} can hold sails. 

 

bowsprit 

Spars {bowsprit} can point forward from bow. 

 

sprit 

Diagonal spars {sprit} can be from peak across four-sided fore-and-aft sail. 

 

yard of mast 

Long poles {yard, mast} can be across mast. 

 

yardarm 

yard end {yardarm}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Kinds 

 

argosy 

large commercial ship or fleet {argosy}. 

 

ark 

Noah's ship {ark}. 

 



barge 

flat-bottom freighter {barge}. 

 

cutter as boat 

Small boats {cutter} can carry supplies or passengers to ships, or war motorboats. 

 

dory 

Boats {dory} can have flat bottoms and high sides. 

 

hydrofoil 

Boats {hydrofoil} can have wing underneath. 

 

icebreaker 

Ships {icebreaker} can have reinforced bows. 

 

launch as boat 

motorboat {launch}. 

 

lighter ship 

Barges {lighter} can carry cargo from ship outside harbor to shore. 

 

lightship 

Ships {lightship} can be lighthouses. 

 

liner ship 

passenger ship {liner}. 

 

merchantman 

commercial ship {merchantman}. 

 

outrigger 

Boats {outrigger} can have board parallel to hull. 

 

packet ship 

passenger and cargo ship {packet, boat}. 

 

sampan 

Asian flat-bottom boat {sampan}. 

 

scow 

rectangular flat-bottom boat {scow}. 

 

side-wheeler 

Ships {side-wheeler} can have paddle wheels on side. 

 

skiff 

flat-bottom boat {skiff}. 

 

stern-wheeler 

Ships {stern-wheeler} can have paddle wheel at rear. 

 

tender ship 

Ships {tender} can carry supplies and people to larger ships. 

 

tub boat 

old boat {tub, boat}. 



 

vessel as ship 

boat or ship {vessel, ship}. 

 

yacht 

Sailboats or motorboats {yacht} can be for pleasure cruising. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Kinds>Small 

 

dinghy 

rowboat {dinghy}. 

 

dugout 

Canoes {dugout} can be logs. 

 

gondola 

Boats {gondola} can move and steer by poles. 

 

kayak 

Boats {kayak, boat} can be for one person to paddle. 

 

longboat 

large canoe {longboat}. 

 

punt boat 

Rectangular boats {punt, boat} can have flat bottoms and move and steer by pole. 

 

shell boat 

Long thin boats {shell, rowing} {rowing shell} can be for rowing contests. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>Kinds>Sail 

 

bark as ship 

Ships {bark} can have three to five masts and square sails. 

 

brigantine 

Ships {brigantine} can have fore and aft masts and square sails. 

 

caravel 

small Spanish or Portuguese sailing ship {caravel} [1400 to 1600]. 

 

catamaran 

Platform with sail can connect two narrow hulls {catamaran}. 

 

catboat 

catamaran {catboat}. 

 

clipper ship 

Ships {clipper} can have three tall sails and narrow hull. 

 

dhow 

Asian long, flat-bottom sailboats {dhow} can have lateen rigging. 

 

galleon 

Large ships {galleon} can have three masts and square sails [1400 to 1600]. 

 



junk ship 

Ships {junk, ship} {junket, boat} can have flat bottoms, two or three masts, and triangular sails. 

 

ketch 

Ships {ketch} can have taller mast fore and smaller mast aft and square sails. 

 

schooner 

Ships {schooner} can have fore mast smaller than aft mast and triangular sails. 

 

sloop 

Boats {sloop} can have one mast and two triangular sails. 

 

windjammer 

sailing ship {windjammer}. 

 

xebec 

Ships {xebec} can have three masts and square and triangular sails. 

 

yawl 

Ships {yawl} can have tall fore mast and short aft mast, or small boat. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Boat>War Ship 

 

battleship 

largest ship besides aircraft carrier {battleship}. 

 

corsair 

fast ship used by pirates {corsair}. 

 

corvette 

War ships {corvette} can have three masts and square sails and be smaller and faster than frigates. 

 

cruiser 

war ship smaller than frigate {cruiser}. 

 

destroyer 

war ship larger than frigate {destroyer}. 

 

dreadnought 

battleship {dreadnought}. 

 

flagship 

main fleet ship {flagship}. 

 

frigate 

War ships {frigate} can have three masts and square sails [1600 to 1900]. War ships can be larger than cruisers and 

smaller than destroyers. 

 

man-of-war 

war ship {man-of-war}. 

 

minesweeper 

mine locating and removing ship {minesweeper}. 

 

pocket battleship 

small battleship {pocket battleship}. 



 

submarine 

Ships {submarine} can travel completely underwater. 

 

trireme 

Ships {trireme} can have three rows of oars. 

 

U-boat 

World War II German submarine {U-boat}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Carriage 

 

barouche 

Carriages {barouche} can have four wheels, folding tops, and outside driver's seats. 

 

brougham 

Carriages {brougham} can have four wheels, hard tops and sides, and outside driver's seats. 

 

buckboard 

Carriages {buckboard} can have four wheels and bench seats. 

 

buggy 

Carriages {buggy} can have four wheels. 

 

cabriolet 

Carriages {cabriolet} can have two wheels, one horse, and folding top. 

 

chaise carriage 

Carriages {chaise} can have convertible top and two wheels. 

 

chariot carriage 

Carriages {chariot} can have two wheels for racing or fighting. 

 

chuck wagon 

Wagons {chuck wagon} can have food and utensils. 

 

coach as carriage 

Buses or long carriages {coach} can have four wheels. 

 

Conestoga 

Wagons {Conestoga} can have four wheels and cloth tops. 

 

equipage 

Carriages can have footmen {equipage}. 

 

hansom 

Carriages {hansom} can have two wheels, covers, and open driver's seats behind. 

 

landau 

Four-seat carriages {landau} can have movable roofs. 

 

pedicab 

rickshaw {pedicab}. 

 

phaeton 

Carriages {phaeton} can have four wheels, folding tops, no extra driver's seat, and two horses. 



 

prairie schooner 

Conestoga wagon {prairie schooner}. 

 

shay 

chaise {shay}. 

 

sulky 

Carriages {sulky} can be for one person and one horse with two wheels. 

 

surrey 

Carriages {surrey} can have two seats, four wheels, and one horse. 

 

victoria carriage 

Carriages {victoria} can have folding tops, four wheels, and high front driver's seats. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Carriage>Baby 

 

perambulator 

baby carriage {perambulator}. 

 

pram 

baby carriage {pram}. 

 

stroller 

baby carriage {stroller}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Cart 

 

dolly 

Platforms {dolly} can have four casters. 

 

dray 

Strong platforms {dray} can have four small wheels. 

 

pallet 

Platforms {pallet} can have slots for lifting. 

 

tumbrel 

Carts {tumbrel} can have two wheels. 

 

wheelbarrow 

Carts {wheelbarrow} can have one wheel. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Sled 

 

runner of sled 

blade {runner}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Sled>Kinds 

 

bobsled 

Sleds {bobsled} can have steerable front runners. 

 

sledge 

Low sleds {sledge} can have runners for snow and ice. 



 

sleigh 

High sleds {sleigh} can have runners for snow and ice and have horses. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Train 

 

train 

Vehicles {train, railroad}| {railroad train} can run on tracks. 

force 

Locomotives can use diesel engines or diesel-electric engines. Electric trains need a third rail, covered by insulator 

or buried in ground. Train shoe rides on third rail. Overhead wires can supply electricity. Arm reaches up from trolley 

to roller that rides on electric cable. 

traction 

Friction {traction, track} between rails and locomotive wheels pushes train. 

grade 

Track has angle {grade, track} to horizontal, which must be low enough for good traction. 

 

iron horse 

railroad engine {iron horse}. 

 

rolling stock 

train cars {rolling stock}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Train>Kinds 

 

cable car 

coach attached to moving underground cable {cable car}. 

 

elevated train 

tracks raised above street level {elevated train} (el). 

 

tram 

Open passenger cars {tram} can be on tracks or hang from cables. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Train>Car 

 

boxcar 

rectangular {boxcar}. 

 

caboose 

small car with cabin, at train end {caboose}. 

 

flatcar 

platform with side posts {flatcar}. 

 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Train>Track 

 

track for train 

Tracks {track, train} {railroad track} have standard width {gauge, track} between rails: 4 feet 8 1/2 inches. Narrow-

gauge railroad uses narrower width. Model trains use HO gauge, in which eighth inch equals one foot, or other gauges. 

 

spur of track 

Railroad track {spur, track}| can have a dead-end branch, to hold waiting train cars or locomotives. 

 

third rail 

power rail {third rail} for electric train. 



 

PRAC>Machine>Transportation>Vehicle>Truck 

 

lorry 

truck {lorry}. 

 

paddy wagon 

arrested-people or prisoner wagon {paddy wagon}. 

 

panel truck 

no back windows {panel truck}. 

 

semitrailer 

Trucks can have four or more wheels, front posts, and rear wheels {semitrailer} {semi}. 

 

wrecker 

tow truck {wrecker}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs 

 

army 

Armies {army} can have full-time professional soldiers {standing army} or trained part-time soldiers {reserve 

army}. 

 

dog tag 

Stamped or inscribed metal {dog tag} can be for identification. 

 

peace pipe 

Pipe {peace pipe} sharing can happen at peace ceremonies. 

 

report of gun 

explosion or gunfire noise {report, rifle}. 

 

shell shock 

Physical or mental shock {shell shock} can result from exposure to combat. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Bugle 

 

reveille 

Bugle or drum calls {reveille} can wake up troops. 

 

taps 

Bugle calls {taps} can be for lights out or for funerals. 

 

tattoo of bugle 

Bugle calls {tattoo} can be calls to quarters. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Buildings 

 

armory 

weapon storage building {armory}. 

 

bartizan 

Scottish and French overhanging corner turret {bartizan}. 

 



billet 

troop lodgings {billet, lodging}. 

 

bivouac 

field camp {bivouac}. 

 

boot camp 

training camp {boot camp}. 

 

brig 

prison {brig}. 

 

gibbet 

gallows {gibbet}. 

 

mess as room 

dining room {mess}. 

 

Post Exchange 

military general store {Post Exchange} (PX). 

 

pup tent 

two-person tent {pup tent}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Clothing 

 

baldric 

Chest straps {baldric} can hold sword or bugle. 

 

bandoleer 

Chest belts {bandoleer} can hold cartridges. 

 

cat-o-nine-tails 

Handle with nine knotted cords {cat-o-nine-tails} can be for whipping. 

 

oak-leaf cluster 

valor award {oak-leaf cluster}. 

 

swagger stick 

short cane with strap {swagger stick}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Drill 

 

drill in army 

repeated marching pattern {drill, army}. 

 

present arms 

Point weapon {present arms}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Flag 

 

gonfalon 

Banner {gonfalon} in frame, or bar with three points, can be for identification. 

 

pennon 

military-lance banner {pennon}. 



 

standard as flag 

flag {standard, flag}. 

 

tricolor 

French flag {tricolor}. 

 

union jack 

British flag {union jack}. 

 

white flag for surrender 

surrender indicator {white flag, surrender}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Law 

 

armistice truce 

Truces {armistice} can be for negotiating peace treaties. 

 

Black Maria 

police van {Black Maria}. 

 

brevet 

pilot certificate {brevet}. 

 

civil war 

War {civil war} can be between regions or groups in one country. 

 

court-martial 

military court run by officers {court-martial}. 

 

drumhead court-martial 

Informal and quick military trial {drumhead court-martial} can have predetermined outcome. 

 

furlough 

leave of absence {furlough}. 

 

mutiny 

rebellion against captain {mutiny}. 

 

pillory 

Wood boards {pillory} can have head and hand holes, to punish people. 

 

selective service 

draft system {selective service}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Protection 

 

armorplate 

protective metal sheet {armorplate}. 

 

barricade 

temporary barrier across route {barricade}. 

 

battlement 

fort-wall indented parapet {battlement}. 

 



breastwork 

chest-high temporary barrier {breastwork}. 

 

bunker 

ground fortification {bunker}. 

 

citadel 

Fortresses {citadel} can be on high ground near cities. 

 

fastness 

mountain fort {fastness}. 

 

foxhole 

Depressions {foxhole} can be dug in ground. 

 

outwork 

Earth or other barrier {outwork} can be outside better fortifications. 

 

parapet 

low embankment or wall {parapet}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Protection>Personal 

 

breastplate 

chest armor {breastplate}. 

 

buckler 

small round shield {buckler}. 

 

chain mail 

Upper body armor {chain mail} can have metal links or scales. 

 

greave 

Armor plate {greave} can go from knee to ankle. 

 

hauberk 

chain-mail tunic {hauberk}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Provisions 

 

provisions 

food {provisions}. 

 

C ration 

packaged meal {C ration}. 

 

hardtack 

hard flour and water biscuit {hardtack}. 

 

K ration 

prepared meal {K ration}. 

 

materiel 

military equipment and supplies {materiel}. 

 



provender 

provisions {provender}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Soldier 

 

commando 

raider {commando}. 

 

conquistador 

Spanish military leaders {conquistador} were in Mexico and Peru [1500 to 1600]. 

 

gendarme 

French policeman {gendarme}. 

 

guerrilla 

raider {guerrilla}. 

 

gunrunner 

People {gunrunner} can smuggle weapons. 

 

mercenary soldier 

Soldiers {mercenary, soldier} hired to fight can be from another place or group. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Soldier>Army 

 

cadet 

military-academy officer-training student {cadet}. 

 

cavalier horseman 

military horseman {cavalier, horseman}. 

 

centurion 

Roman-century member {centurion}. 

 

chasseur 

European light infantryman {chasseur, infantryman}. 

 

chevalier 

knight {chevalier}. 

 

color guard 

A small group {color guard} of finely dressed marching soldiers can transport flag. 

 

conscript 

draftee, or person compelled to serve {conscript}. 

 

Cossack soldier 

south-Russia military horseman {Cossack, horseman}. 

 

doughboy 

World War I American soldier {doughboy}. 

 

dragoon 

highly armed horseman {dragoon}. 

 



GI 

ground infantryman {GI}. 

 

grenadier 

regiment member {grenadier}. 

 

hussar 

European light cavalryman {hussar}. 

 

janissary 

Turkish guards {janissary} can be in sultan's personal service. 

 

leatherneck 

marine {leatherneck}. 

 

legionnaire 

French Foreign Legion member {legionnaire}. 

 

medic 

medical person {medic}. 

 

musketeer 

musket shooter {musketeer}. 

 

paratrooper 

parachute-using soldier {paratrooper}. 

 

plebe 

military-academy first-year person {plebe}. 

 

scout 

Soldiers {scout} can get information about area or enemy. 

 

soldier of fortune 

mercenary {soldier of fortune}. 

 

storm trooper 

Nazi militiaman {storm trooper}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Soldier>Army>Officer 

 

aide-de-camp 

officer assistant to higher officer {aide-de-camp, army}. 

 

brigadier 

officer above colonel {brigadier}. 

 

chief of staff 

division or higher leader {chief of staff}. 

 

colonel 

officer higher than lieutenant colonel {colonel}. 

 

commandant 

military-post or functional-group leader {commandant}. 

 



commissioned officer 

trained officer higher than warrant officer {commissioned officer}. 

 

field marshal 

highest-rank European officer {field marshal}. 

 

lieutenant 

Army officers {lieutenant} can be below captain. Navy officers can be below lieutenant commander. 

 

major 

officer above captain {major, army}. 

 

provost marshal 

military police commander {provost marshal}. 

 

quartermaster 

Army officers {quartermaster} can be for food, clothing, and equipment. Navy petty officers can be for navigation. 

 

warrant officer 

officer higher than non-commissioned officer but lower than commissioned officer {warrant officer}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Soldier>Army>Officer>Non-Commissioned 

 

corporal 

lowest non-commissioned officer {corporal}. 

 

noncom 

non-commissioned officer {noncom}. 

 

non-commissioned officer 

corporal or sergeant {non-commissioned officer} (NCO). 

 

sergeant army 

highest non-commissioned officer {sergeant}. 

 

topkick 

senior non-commissioned officer or master sergeant {topkick}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Soldier>Navy 

 

ensign 

lowest commissioned navy officer {ensign}, below lieutenant. 

 

admiral 

officer commanding fleet or navy {admiral}, second highest rank. 

 

commander 

naval officer higher than lieutenant commander {commander}. 

 

commodore 

most senior naval-squadron captain {commodore}, or officer below rear admiral. 

 

petty officer 

navy non-commissioned officer {petty officer}. 

 



rear admiral 

officer higher than captain {rear admiral}. 

 

yeoman of the guard 

navy clerical petty officer {yeoman of the guard}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Soldier>Groups 

 

admiralty 

naval court {admiralty}. 

 

battalion 

four infantry or artillery companies {battalion}. 

 

brigade 

several battalions {brigade}. 

 

cavalry 

military horsemen and horses, or armored vehicles and soldiers {cavalry}. 

 

column 

line of soldiers {column, soldier}. 

 

corps 

specialized military branch {corps, army}, such as Marine Corps. 

 

division of soldiers 

unit of corps {division, soldier}. 

 

garrison soldiers 

military-post soldiers {garrison, soldier}. 

 

Gestapo 

Nazi secret police {Gestapo}. 

 

militia 

local army {militia}|. 

 

phalanx 

10 rows of men with pikes {phalanx}. 

 

platoon 

Company units {platoon} can have two or more squads. 

 

rear echelon 

rear guard {rear echelon}. 

 

rearguard action 

fighting to secure retreat {rearguard action}. 

 

reconnaissance 

exploring area for military information {reconnaissance}. 

 

regiment 

two or more battalions {regiment}. 

 



regular army 

not a corps {regular army}. 

 

shock troops 

lead attackers {shock troops}. 

 

squadron 

Planes or vessels {squadron} can have two or more divisions. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Strategy 

 

ballistics 

projectile structure, function, and effects {ballistics}. 

 

containment 

policy of keeping enemy within current borders {containment}. 

 

field of honor 

battlefield or dueling ground {field of honor}. 

 

firing line 

riflemen facing enemy {firing line}. 

 

mailed fist 

threat {mailed fist}. 

 

militarism 

policy of using military force {militarism}. 

 

pincer 

Soldiers can advance around right and left enemy flanks {pincer}. 

 

stratagem 

deceptive or surprise movement {stratagem}. 

 

war game 

practice battle {war game}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon 

 

armament 

weapon {armament}. 

 

arsenal 

available weapons {arsenal}. 

 

ballistic missile 

Missiles {ballistic missile} can ascend under power and then glide on trajectory to target. 

 

barb weapon 

Backward points {barb on weapon} can be on weapons. 

 

battleaxe 

heavy ax {battleax} {battleaxe}. 

 



bazooka 

rocket firer {bazooka}. 

 

brass knuckles 

Metal shaped to fit over fingers {brass knuckles} can strike people. 

 

caltrop 

Sharp spikes, jacks, or spurs {caltrop} can be in ground to injure charging horses, as used by Robert the Bruce at 

Bannockburn. 

 

flame-thrower 

burning fuel shooter {flame-thrower}. 

 

grenade 

Small bombs {grenade, bomb} can have a fuse, to throw or launch. 

 

guillotine 

A falling blade can cut off heads {guillotine}. 

 

mace as weapon 

Handles can have a metal spiked ball {mace, weapon}. 

 

megaton 

Bombs can have same explosive power as one million tons of dynamite {megaton}. 

 

range finder 

Devices {range finder} can measure distance for artillery. 

 

shrapnel 

shell fragments or metal balls {shrapnel}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Cannon 

 

artillery 

cannons {artillery}. 

 

battery of cannon 

cannon set {battery, gun}. 

 

howitzer 

high shooting cannon {howitzer}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Holder 

 

pillbox 

roofed concrete hut for machine gun {pillbox}. 

 

trunnion 

Cylinders {trunnion} on middle cannon side can rest in U-shaped holders to pivot cannon up or down. 

 

turret 

Rotating tank tops {turret}, or ship domes, can contain large guns. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Munition 

 



magazine 

ammunition storage area {magazine}. 

 

munitions 

ammunition and guns {munitions}. 

 

ordnance 

weapons and ammunition {ordnance}. 

 

powder horn 

Cones {powder horn} can hold gunpowder. 

 

powder keg 

Barrels {powder keg} can hold gunpowder. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Vehicle 

 

caisson 

Ammunition boxes or ammunition wagons {caisson} can have two wheels and a horse. 

 

half-track 

Vehicles can have front wheels and front back caterpillar tracks {half-track}. 

 

panzer 

armed tank {panzer}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Bow 

 

ballista 

Large crossbows {ballista} can throw large balls. 

 

cross bow 

Arrow holders with bow affixed {cross bow} can allow pulling back string and holding it until released manually. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Club 

 

billy club 

short wood club {billy}. 

 

blackjack club 

short leather-clad club {blackjack, weapon}. 

 

cudgel 

short thick club {cudgel}. 

 

nightstick 

police club {nightstick}. 

 

quarterstaff 

long wood pole {quarterstaff}. 

 

shillelagh 

Irish club {shillelagh}. 

 

truncheon 

short police stick {truncheon}. 



 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Firing 

 

ack-ack 

anti-aircraft fire {ack-ack}. 

 

ambuscade 

barrage {ambuscade}. 

 

barrage 

multiply fired cannon or missiles {barrage}. 

 

broadside by guns 

firing all guns on one side {broadside, ship}. 

 

cannonade 

continual artillery fire {cannonade}. 

 

flak gunfire 

anti-aircraft fire {flak, gunfire}. 

 

fusillade 

near simultaneous rifle or cannon firing {fusillade}. 

 

salvo 

simultaneous fire from a gun set {salvo}. 

 

strafe 

airplane or helicopter machine gun firing {strafe}. 

 

volley of gunfire 

sequential rifle or rocket firing {volley}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Gun 

 

gun 

A hammer hits a chemical {fulminate, material} that ignites on impact {gun}. Fulminate ignites gunpowder behind 

bullet {firing, gun}. Expanding gas pushes bullet. Bullet goes down tube {barrel, gun}, which has spiral grooves 

{rifling, gun} to spin bullet. Longer barrel is more accurate and gives more distance. Fulminate, gunpowder, and bullet 

can be separate. Bullet can be in shell filled with powder, with percussion cap containing fulminate on back {cartridge, 

bullet}. 

 

riot gun 

Guns {riot gun} can have plastic or rubber bullets and low power. 

 

shotgun 

Smoothbore guns {shotgun} can shoot pellets. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Gun>Pistol 

 

derringer 

small American pistol {derringer}. 

 

forty-five 

0.45-caliber pistol {forty-five}. 

 



magnum gun 

high-caliber pistol {magnum, handgun}. 

 

thirty-eight 

0.38-caliber pistol {thirty-eight}. 

 

thirty-two 

0.32-caliber pistol {thirty-two}. 

 

twenty-two 

0.22-caliber pistol {twenty-two}. 

 

zip gun 

pistol assembled at home {zip gun}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Gun>Old 

 

blunderbuss 

Short muskets {blunderbuss} can have a wide opening, to shoot shot over a wide area. 

 

breechloader 

In guns {breechloader}|, bullet and powder can be separately put into barrel back end {breech, gun}. It became 

obsolete after cartridges began. 

 

flintlock 

In old muzzle-loading rifle {flintlock}|, using flintlock, hammer struck flint, sparks went through hole in barrel back, 

and gunpowder ignited. Alternatively, hammer with flint tip hit metal plate {frizzen}, and sparks exploded powder in 

pan [1600 to 1700]. 

 

matchlock 

lighted match explodes powder in pan [1350 to 1400], or muzzle-loading rifle using matchlock {matchlock}. 

 

musket 

Rifles {musket} can have a long smooth-bore barrel. 

 

muzzleloader 

Shooter pushes bullet and charge down muzzle to make it ready to fire {muzzleloader}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Gun>Automatic 

 

automatic weapon 

repeating rifle or gun {automatic weapon}. 

 

burp gun 

machine gun {burp gun}. 

 

Gattling gun 

early machine gun {Gattling gun}. 

 

semiautomatic weapon 

Guns {semiautomatic weapon} can fire repeatedly or fire manually in single shots. 

 

submachine gun 

shoulder-fired machine gun {submachine gun}. 

 



tommy gun 

0.45-caliber submachine gun {tommy gun}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Gun>Rifle 

 

air rifle 

Guns {air rifle} can use compressed air. 

 

automatic rifle 

Clip, magazine, or belt can automatically feed cartridges to gun {automatic rifle}| {machine gun}. Automatic guns 

can shoot hundreds of shots {round, gun} per minute. Power of exploding powder ejects shell and inserts new 

cartridge. 

 

carbine 

short-barrel rifle {carbine}. 

 

rifle 

Guns {rifle, weapon}| can have long barrels and use cartridges. Cartridges load one at time. 

 

Springfield rifle 

Clip, magazine, or belt can manually feed cartridges into gun {Springfield rifle}|. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Gun>Parts 

 

bayonet 

rifle-end knife {bayonet}. 

 

bolt of gun 

A sliding bar {bolt, rifle} can eject an empty cartridge and put in a new cartridge. 

 

bore of gun 

gun barrel inside {bore}. 

 

butt of gun 

rifle or pistol handle {butt, rifle}. 

 

caliber 

gun-barrel inside diameter {caliber}. 

 

cross hairs 

sight horizontal and vertical strings {cross hairs}. 

 

firing pin 

Bolt tip {firing pin} can hit primer. 

 

grapeshot 

small iron cannon balls {grapeshot}. 

 

hair-trigger 

Triggers {hair-trigger} can fire with light touch. 

 

muzzle of gun 

barrel front {muzzle, gun}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Gun>Parts>Bullet 

 



BB 

small metal ball {BB}. 

 

blank cartridge 

cartridge with no bullet {blank}. 

 

buckshot 

Small lead balls {buckshot} can be in shotgun shells. 

 

dumdum 

Soft bullets {dumdum} can expand on contact. 

 

sabot 

Bullets {sabot} can be in plastic jackets. 

 

tracer 

Bullets {tracer} can have lights to show enemy positions. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Knife 

 

bowie knife 

Long hunting knives {bowie knife} can have one edge. 

 

machete 

Large broad-blade knives {machete} can cut vegetables. 

 

shiv 

knife {shiv}. 

 

switchblade 

Folding knives {switchblade} can swing open by a spring. 

 

yataghan 

Turkish curved one-edge long knife {yataghan}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Knife>Dagger 

 

dirk 

dagger {dirk}. 

 

poniard 

dagger {poniard}. 

 

stiletto 

small dagger {stiletto}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Mine 

 

claymore 

mine {claymore}. 

 

depth charge 

Boats can drops mines {depth charge} into water to hit submarines. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Rope 

 



bola 

Ropes {bola} can have weights at ends, to trip animals. 

 

bullwhip 

heavy long whip {bullwhip}. 

 

garrote 

Strangulation {garrote} {garrotte} can be by wire or iron collar. 

 

lariat 

lasso {lariat}. 

 

lasso 

Ropes {lasso} can have an adjustable noose. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Spear 

 

halberd 

Long handles can have an ax blade and a spike [1400 to 1600] {halberd}. 

 

lance spear 

Long handles can have a metal point {lance, weapon}. 

 

pike as weapon 

Long spears or handles can have a metal point {pike, weapon}. 

 

pikestaff 

pike on staff {pikestaff}. 

 

trident 

Handles can have three large tines {trident}. 

 

PRAC>Military Affairs>Weapon>Sword 

 

bilbo 

small sharp-pointed double-edge sword {bilbo}. 

 

bolo 

Philippine heavy machete {bolo}. 

 

broadsword 

Swords {broadsword} can have a wide double-edged blade. 

 

cuirass 

sword {cuirass}. 

 

cutlass 

short thick curved sword {cutlass}. 

 

falchion 

straight or curved short broad one-edged sword {falchion}. 

 

haft 

sword or knife handle {haft, sword}. 

 



hilt 

Sword or knife handle part {hilt} can be next to blade. 

 

rapier 

double-edge sword {rapier}. 

 

scabbard 

dagger or sword sheath {scabbard}. 

 

scimitar 

Near-Eastern curved sword {scimitar}. 
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	Newell Chase [Chase, Newell]/Richard Whiting [Whiting, Richard]
	Stuart Gorrell [Gorrell, Stuart]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy]
	Edgar Yipsel Harburg [Harburg, Edgar Yipsel] or Yip Harburg [Harburg, Yip]/John W. Green [Green, John W.]
	Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]/Robert Sour [Sour, Robert]/Frank Eyton [Eyton, Frank]/John Green [Green, John]
	Gus Kahn [Kahn, Gus]/Wilbur Schwandt [Schwandt, Wilbur]/Fabian Andree [Andree, Fabian]
	Maceo Pinkard [Pinkard, Maceo]/William Tracy [Tracy, William]/Doris Tauber [Tauber, Doris]
	Andy Razaf [Razaf, Andy]/Eubie Blake [Blake, Eubie] or James Herbert Blake [Blake, James Herbert]
	Roy Turk [Turk, Roy]/Fred Ahlert [Ahlert, Fred]/Fats Waller [Waller, Fats] or Thomas Waller [Waller, Thomas]
	Mort Dixon [Dixon, Mort]/Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Harry Warren [Warren, Harry]
	Jimmie Davis [Davis, Jimmie] or James Edward Davis [Davis, James Edward]/Charles Mitchell [Mitchell, Charles]
	Arthur Altman [Altman, Arthur]/Seymour Simons [Simons, Seymour]/Gerald Marks [Marks, Gerald]
	Gus Arnheim [Arnheim, Gus]/Harry Tobias [Tobias, Harry]/Jules Lemare [Lemare, Jules]
	Sidney Arodin [Arodin, Sidney]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy]
	Lew Brown [Brown, Lew]/Ray Henderson [Henderson, Ray]
	Jimmy Campbell [Campbell, Jimmy]/Reg Connelly [Connelly, Reg]/Ray Noble [Noble, Ray]
	Will Jason [Jason, Will]/Val Burton [Burton, Val]
	Howard E. Johnson [Johnson, Howard E.]/Harry M. Woods [Woods, Harry M.]
	Nick Kenny [Kenny, Nick]/Charles Kenny [Kenny, Charles]/J. Fred Coots [Coots, J. Fred]
	Ned Lehak [Lehak, Ned]/Edward Eliscu
	Sam Lewis [Lewis, Sam]/John Klenner [Klenner, John]
	Errell Reaves [Reaves, Errell]/Tolchard Evans [Evans, Tolchard]
	Einer A. Swan [Swan, Einer A.]
	Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]/John W. Green [Green, John W.]
	Al Bowlly [Bowlly, Al]/Ray Noble [Noble, Ray]
	Cab Calloway [Calloway, Cab]
	Arthur Freed [Freed, Arthur]/Harry Barris [Barris, Harry]
	Leo Reisman [Reisman, Leo]/Arthur Schwartz [Schwartz, Arthur]
	Ann Ronell [Ronell, Ann]
	Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/George Bassman [Bassman, George]
	Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Victor Young [Young, Victor]/Bing Crosby [Crosby, Bing]
	Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Little Jack Little/John Siras [Siras, John]
	Edgar Yipsel Harburg [Harburg, Edgar Yipsel] or Yip Harburg [Harburg, Yip]/Vernon Duke [Duke, Vernon]
	Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Burton Lane [Lane, Burton]
	Irving Caesar [Caesar, Irving]
	Max Kester [Kester, Max]/Ray Noble [Noble, Ray]
	Irving Mills [Mills, Irving]/Edgar Sampson [Sampson, Edgar]
	Jack P. Murray [Murray, Jack P.]/Ben Oakland [Oakland, Ben]
	Bernice Petkere [Petkere, Bernice]
	Leo Reisman [Reisman, Leo]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold]
	Billy Rose [Rose, Billy]/Edgar Yipsel Harburg [Harburg, Edgar Yipsel] or Yip Harburg [Harburg, Yip]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold]
	Marty Symes [Symes, Marty]/Al J. Neiburg [Neiburg, Al J.]/Jerry Livingston [Livingston, Jerry]
	Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Victor Young [Young, Victor]
	Arthur Johnston [Johnston, Arthur]/Sam Coslow [Coslow, Sam]
	Ray Noble [Noble, Ray]
	Brooks Bowman [Bowman, Brooks]
	Maria Grever [Grever, Maria]/Stanley Adams [Adams, Stanley]
	Robert Hargreaves [Hargreaves, Robert]/Stanley Damerell [Damerell, Stanley]/Tolchard Evans [Evans, Tolchard]
	Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]/Oscar Levant [Levant, Oscar]
	Will Hudson [Hudson, Will]/Eddie DeLange [DeLange, Eddie]/Irving Mills [Mills, Irving]
	Gordon Jenkins [Jenkins, Gordon]/Bernard Hanighen [Hanighen, Bernard]
	Sammy Lerner [Lerner, Sammy]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy]
	Edgar Leslie [Leslie, Edgar]/Fred Ahlert [Ahlert, Fred]
	Mitchell Parish [Parish, Mitchell] or Mitchell Parrish [Parrish, Mitchell]/Frank Perkins [Perkins, Frank]
	Dana Suesse [Suesse, Dana]/Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]
	Sam Coslow [Coslow, Sam]/Tom Satterfield [Satterfield, Tom]
	Ira Gershwin [Gershwin, Ira]/Vernon Duke [Duke, Vernon]
	Gordon Jenkins [Jenkins, Gordon]
	Jimmy Kennedy [Kennedy, Jimmy]/Hugh Williams [Williams, Hugh] or Will Grosz [Grosz, Will]
	Stanley Adams [Adams, Stanley]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy]
	Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Walter Donaldson [Donaldson, Walter]
	Tommy Dorsey [Dorsey, Tommy] or Thomas A. Dorsey [Dorsey, Thomas A.]
	Vernon Duke [Duke, Vernon]
	Billy Hill [Hill, Billy]
	Mann Holiner [Holiner, Mann]/Alberta Nichols [Nichols, Alberta]/Sammy Cahn [Cahn, Sammy]/Saul Chaplin [Chaplin, Saul]/L. E. Freeman [Freeman, L. E.]
	Holt Marvell [Marvell, Holt] or Maschwitz [Maschwitz, Albert Eric]/Jack Strachey [Strachey, Jack]/Harry Link [Link, Harry]
	Sidney D. Mitchell [Mitchell, Sidney D.]/Louis Alter [Alter, Louis]
	Lew Brown [Brown, Lew]/Sammy Fain [Fain, Sammy]
	Mack Gordon [Gordon, Mack]/Harry Revel [Revel, Harry]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Bernard Hanighen [Hanighen, Bernard]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Gordon Jenkins [Jenkins, Gordon]
	Mitchell Parish [Parish, Mitchell] or Mitchell Parrish [Parrish, Mitchell]/Benny Goodman [Goodman, Benny]/Edgar Sampson [Sampson, Edgar]
	Harry Tobia [Tobia, Harry]/Percy Wenrich [Wenrich, Percy]
	Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Richard A. Whiting [Whiting, Richard A.]
	Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Jimmy McHugh [McHugh, Jimmy]
	Sammy Cahn [Cahn, Sammy]/Saul Chaplin [Chaplin, Saul]
	Larry Clinton [Clinton, Larry]
	Mack David [David, Mack]/Jerry Livingston [Livingston, Jerry]/Count Basie
	Irving Kahal [Kahal, Irving]/Sammy Fain [Fain, Sammy]
	Jimmy Kennedy [Kennedy, Jimmy]/Georges Boulanger [Boulanger, Georges]
	Jack Lawrence [Lawrence, Jack]/Harry James [James, Harry]
	Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy]
	Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Alfred Newman [Newman, Alfred]
	Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Manning Sherwin [Sherwin, Manning]
	Paul Mann [Mann, Paul]/Ned Weaver [Weaver, Ned]
	Johnny Burke [Burke, Johnny]/James V. Monaco [Monaco, James V.]
	Edgar De Lange [De Lange, Edgar]/James Van Heusen [Heusen, James Van] or Edward Chester Babcock [Babcock, Edward Chester]
	Peter DeRose [DeRose, Peter]
	Alberto Dominguez [Dominguez, Alberto]
	Ziggy Elman [Elman, Ziggy]
	Joe Garland [Garland, Joe]
	Jack Lawrence [Lawrence, Jack]
	Jack Lawrence [Lawrence, Jack]/Arthur Altman [Altman, Arthur]
	Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Burton Lane [Lane, Burton]
	Jimmy Lunceford [Lunceford, Jimmy]/Trummy Young [Young, Trummy]
	June Richmond [Richmond, June]/Andy Kirk [Kirk, Andy]
	Sid Robin [Robin, Sid]/Lionel Hampton [Hampton, Lionel]/Benny Goodman [Goodman, Benny]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Rube Bloom [Bloom, Rube]
	Tom Adair [Adair, Tom] or Thomas Montgomery Adair [Adair, Thomas Montgomery]/Matt Dennis [Dennis, Matt]
	Earl Brent [Brent, Earl]/Matt Dennis [Dennis, Matt]
	Bill Carey [Carey, Bill]/Carl Fisher [Fisher, Carl]
	Kim Gannon [Gannon, Kim]/Arthur Altman [Altman, Arthur]
	Nancy Hamilton [Hamilton, Nancy]/Morgan Lewis [Lewis, Morgan]
	Hans Liep [Liep, Hans]/Tommie Connor [Connor, Tommie]/Norbert Schultze [Schultze, Norbert]
	Ruth Lowe [Lowe, Ruth]
	Mitchell Parish [Parish, Mitchell] or Mitchell Parrish [Parrish, Mitchell]/Cliff Burwell [Burwell, Cliff]
	Terry Shard [Shard, Terry]/Jimmy Eaton [Eaton, Jimmy]/Mickey Leader [Leader, Mickey]
	Joe Bushkin [Bushkin, Joe]
	Mack David [David, Mack]/Ray Joseph [Joseph, Ray]
	Jimmie Davis [Davis, Jimmie] or James Edward Davis [Davis, James Edward]/Roger Ramirez [Ramirez, Roger]/Jimmy Sherman [Sherman, Jimmy]
	Gene de Paul [Paul, Gene de]
	Ralph Freed [Freed, Ralph]/Burton Lane [Lane, Burton]
	Bud Green [Green, Bud]/Mickey Stoner [Stoner, Mickey]
	Agustin Lara [Lara, Agustin]/Ray Gilbert [Gilbert, Ray]
	Paul Madeira [Madeira, Paul]/Jimmy Dorsey [Dorsey, Jimmy]
	Sol Marcus [Marcus, Sol]/Bennie Benjamin [Benjamin, Bennie]/Eddie Seiler [Seiler, Eddie]
	Sy Oliver [Oliver, Sy]
	Juan Tizol [Tizol, Juan]/Ervin Drake [Drake, Ervin]/Hans Lengsfelder [Lengsfelder, Hans]
	Consuelo Velazquez [Velazquez, Consuelo]/Sunny Skylar [Skylar, Sunny]
	Paul Francis Webster [Webster, Paul Francis]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke]
	Les Brown [Brown, Les]/Charles Tobias [Tobias, Charles]/Sam H. Stept [Stept, Sam H.]
	Al Dubin [Dubin, Al]/Dave Franklin [Franklin, Dave]
	Tom Glazer [Glazer, Tom]/Hans Engelmann [Engelmann, Hans]
	Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]/Dana Suesse [Suesse, Dana]
	Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]/Jimmy McHugh [McHugh, Jimmy]
	Joe McCoy [McCoy, Joe]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Victor Schertzinger [Schertzinger, Victor]
	Ogden Nash [Nash, Ogden]/Kurt Weill [Weill, Kurt]
	Tom Adair [Adair, Tom] or Thomas Montgomery Adair [Adair, Thomas Montgomery]/Hal Hopper [Hopper, Hal]
	John Blackburn [Blackburn, John]/Karl Suessdorf [Suessdorf, Karl]
	J. Keirn Brennan [Brennan, J. Keirn]/Ernest R. Ball [Ball, Ernest R.]
	Don George [George, Don]/Johnny Hodges [Hodges, Johnny]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke]/Harry James [James, Harry]
	Ira Gershwin [Gershwin, Ira]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome]
	Mills Brothers
	Russ Morgan [Morgan, Russ]/Larry Stock [Stock, Larry]/James Cavanaugh [Cavanaugh, James]
	Buck Ram [Ram, Buck]/Morty Nevins [Nevins, Morty]/Al Nevins [Nevins, Al]
	Bob Russell [Russell, Bob]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke]
	Den Berry [Berry, Den]/Desmond O'Connor [O'Connor, Desmond]/Bernard Harris [Harris, Bernard]
	Carl Fischer [Fischer, Carl]
	Jack Lawrence [Lawrence, Jack]/Walter Gross [Gross, Walter]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/David Raksin [Raksin, David]
	Mack Gordon [Gordon, Mack]/Josef Myrow [Myrow, Josef]
	Al Jolson [Jolson, Al] or Asa Yoelson [Yoelson, Asa]/Saul Chaplin [Chaplin, Saul]
	Charles Phillip Thompson [Thompson, Charles Phillip]
	Buddy Bernier [Bernier, Buddy]/Jerry Brainin [Brainin, Jerry]
	John Benson Brooks [Brooks, John Benson] or Jack Brooks [Brooks, Jack]/Bob Russell [Russell, Bob]
	Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold]
	Sid Tepper [Tepper, Sid]/Roy C. Bennett [Bennett, Roy C.]
	Tadd Dameron [Dameron, Tadd]
	Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Victor Young [Young, Victor]
	Mack David [David, Mack]/Jacques Larue [Larue, Jacques]/Louiguy or Louis Gugliemi [Gugliemi, Louis]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Jacques Prevert [Prevert, Jacques]/Joseph Kosma [Kosma, Joseph]
	Angele Vannier [Vannier, Angele]/Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Philippe Bloch [Bloch, Philippe]
	Paul Francis Webster [Webster, Paul Francis]/Juventino Rosas [Rosas, Juventino]
	Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy]
	Dorothy Fields [Fields, Dorothy]/Arthur Schwartz [Schwartz, Arthur]
	Irving Gordon [Gordon, Irving]
	Helen Deutsch [Deutsch, Helen]/Bronislau Kaper [Kaper, Bronislau]
	Michele Galdieri [Galdieri, Michele]/P. G. Redi [Redi, P. G.]/Shelley Dobbins [Dobbins, Shelley]
	Bob Haymes [Haymes, Bob]/Alan Brandt [Brandt, Alan]
	Edward Heyman [Heyman, Edward]/Victor Young [Young, Victor]
	Gerhard Winkler [Winkler, Gerhard]/Fred Rauch [Rauch, Fred]/Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl]
	John Benson Brooks [Brooks, John Benson] or Jack Brooks [Brooks, Jack]/Harry Warden [Warden, Harry]
	Arthur Hamilton [Hamilton, Arthur]
	James Hudson [Hudson, James]/Calvin Carter [Carter, Calvin]
	Edward Madden [Madden, Edward]/Gus Edwards [Edwards, Gus]
	Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl]/Robert Maxwell [Maxwell, Robert]
	Pat Ballard [Ballard, Pat]
	Howard Barnes [Barnes, Howard]/Harold Cornelius [Cornelius, Harold]/Dominic John [John, Dominic]
	Pietro Garinei [Garinei, Pietro]/Sandro Giovanninni [Giovanninni, Sandro]/Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl]/Renato Rascel [Rascel, Renato]
	Ira Gershwin [Gershwin, Ira]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold]
	Bart Howard [Howard, Bart]
	Tulio Trapani [Trapani, Tulio]/Lee Lange [Lange, Lee]
	Buck Ram [Ram, Buck]/Ande Rand [Rand, Ande]
	Hy Zaret [Zaret, Hy]/Alex North [North, Alex]
	Harold Adamson [Adamson, Harold]/Victor Young [Young, Victor]
	Gloria Lasso [Lasso, Gloria] or Rosa Maria Coscolin [Coscolin, Rosa Maria]
	Maurice Mysels [Mysels, Maurice]/Ira Kosloff [Kosloff, Ira]
	Danny di Minno [Minno, Danny di]/Carmen Lombardo [Lombardo, Carmen]
	Ben Raleigh [Raleigh, Ben]/Sherman Edwards [Edwards, Sherman]
	Robert Allen [Allen, Robert]/Richard Adler [Adler, Richard]
	Mack Discant [Discant, Mack]/Max Steiner [Steiner, Max]
	Pierre DeLanoë [DeLanoe, Pierre]/Gilbert Becaud [Becaud, Gilbert]/Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl]
	Carlos Rigual [Rigual, Carlos]/Carlos Martinoli [Martinoli, Carlos]/Sunny Skylar [Skylar, Sunny]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Henry Mancini [Mancini, Henry]
	Arthur Altman [Altman, Arthur]/Jean Ioannidis [Ioannidis, Jean]/M. Hadjidakis [Hadjidakis, M.]
	Rick Marlow [Marlow, Rick]/Bobby Scott [Scott, Bobby]
	Hal Shaper [Shaper, Hal]/Antonio DeVita [DeVita, Antonio]/Giorgio Calabrese [Calabrese, Giorgio]
	Joe Young [Young, Joe]/Fred Ahlert [Ahlert, Fred]
	Antonio Carlos Jobim [Jobim, Antonio Carlos]/Norman Gimbel [Gimbel, Norman]/Vinicius DeMoraes [DeMoraes, Vinicius]
	Jay Livingston [Livingston, Jay]/Henry Mancini [Mancini, Henry]
	Riz Ortolani [Ortolani, Riz]/Norman Newell [Newell, Norman]/Nino Oliviero [Oliviero, Nino]
	Cindy Walker [Walker, Cindy]
	Charles Aznavour [Aznavour, Charles]/Herbert Kretzmer [Kretzmer, Herbert]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Hans Bradtke [Bradtke, Hans]
	Pierre Barouh [Barouh, Pierre]/Francis Lai [Lai, Francis]/Jerry Keller [Keller, Jerry]
	Charles Singleton [Singleton, Charles]/Eddie Snyder [Snyder, Eddie]/Bert Kaempfert [Kaempfert, Bert]
	Jay Livingston [Livingston, Jay]/Ray Evans [Evans, Ray]/Victor Young [Young, Victor]
	C. Carson Parks [Parks, C. Carson]
	Armando Manzanero [Manzanero, Armando]/Sid Wayne [Wayne, Sid]
	Rod McKuen [McKuen, Rod]
	Carmine Coppola [Coppola, Carmine]/Nino Rota [Rota, Nino]
	Thomas Fundora [Fundora, Thomas]/Morris Albert [Albert, Morris]/Louis Gaste [Gaste, Louis]

	ARTS>Music>History>Popular Music>Movie Music
	Kenneth J. Alford [Alford, Kenneth J.] or Frederick Joseph Ricketts [Ricketts, Frederick Joseph]
	Bert Kalmar [Kalmar, Bert]/Harry Ruby [Ruby, Harry]
	Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Ralph Rainger [Rainger, Ralph]
	Dorothy Fields [Fields, Dorothy]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome]
	Max Steiner [Steiner, Max]
	Sidney Clare [Clare, Sidney]/Richard A. Whiting [Whiting, Richard A.]
	Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Ralph Rainger [Rainger, Ralph]/Richard A. Whiting [Whiting, Richard A.]
	Harry Ruby [Ruby, Harry]/Irving Caesar [Caesar, Irving]
	John Burke [Burke, John]/Arthur Johnston [Johnston, Arthur]
	Bronislau Kaper [Kaper, Bronislau]
	Frank Churchill [Churchill, Frank]/Leigh Harline [Harline, Leigh]
	Harry Owens [Owens, Harry]
	Erich Wolfgang Korngold [Korngold, Erich Wolfgang]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Harry Warren [Warren, Harry]
	Friedrich Hollaender [Hollaender, Friedrich]/Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]
	Jimmy Kennedy [Kennedy, Jimmy]/Michael Carr [Carr, Michael]
	Miklos Rozsa [Rozsa, Miklos]
	Gene Autry [Autry, Gene]
	Don Raye [Raye, Don]/Hughie Prince [Prince, Hughie]
	Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Frank Churchill [Churchill, Frank]
	Bernard Herrmann [Herrmann, Bernard]
	Hoagy Carmichael [Carmichael, Hoagy]/Herman Hupfeld [Hupfeld, Herman]
	Jule Styne [Styne, Jule]/Sammy Cahn [Cahn, Sammy]
	John Jacob Loeb [Loeb, John Jacob]/Carmen Lombardo [Lombardo, Carmen]
	Allan Roberts [Roberts, Allan]/Doris Fisher [Fisher, Doris]
	Hugo Friedhofer [Friedhofer, Hugo]
	Ray Gilbert [Gilbert, Ray]/Allie Wrubel [Wrubel, Allie]
	Eden Ahbez [Ahbez, Eden]
	Walter Lord [Lord, Walter]/Anton Karas [Karas, Anton]
	Larry Morey [Morey, Larry]/Eliot Daniel [Daniel, Eliot]
	Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Jule Styne [Styne, Jule]
	Nicholas Brodszky [Brodszky, Nicholas]/Harold Arlen [Arlen, Harold]/Cesare Andrea Bixio [Bixio, Cesare Andrea]
	Ted Koehler [Koehler, Ted]/Mack Gordon [Gordon, Mack]
	Franz Waxman [Waxman, Franz]
	Mack David [David, Mack]/Jerry Livingston [Livingston, Jerry]
	Arthur Freed [Freed, Arthur]/Nacio Herb Brown [Brown, Nacio Herb]
	Ned Washington [Washington, Ned]/Dimitri Tiomkin [Tiomkin, Dimitri]
	Bronislaw Kaper [Kaper, Bronislaw]/Adolph Deutsch [Deutsch, Adolph]
	Arthur Schwartz [Schwartz, Arthur]/Howard Dietz [Dietz, Howard]
	Paul Francis Webster [Webster, Paul Francis]/Sammy Fain [Fain, Sammy]
	Johnny Mercer [Mercer, Johnny]/Gene de Paul [Paul, Gene de]
	Leonard Bernstein [Bernstein, Leonard]
	Sonny Burke [Burke, Sonny]/Peggy Lee [Lee, Peggy]
	George Duning [Duning, George]
	Elisha A. Hoffman [Hoffman, Elisha A.]/Anthony J. Showalter [Showalter, Anthony J.]
	Alfred Newman [Newman, Alfred]/Sammy Fain [Fain, Sammy]
	Elmer Bernstein [Bernstein, Elmer]
	Jerry Goldsmith [Goldsmith, Jerry]
	Vera Matson [Matson, Vera] or Ken Darby [Darby, Ken]/Elvis Presley [Presley, Elvis]
	Paul Francis Webster [Webster, Paul Francis]/Dimitri Tiomkin [Tiomkin, Dimitri]
	Jerome Moross [Moross, Jerome]
	Henry Mancini [Mancini, Henry] or Enrico Nicola Mancini [Mancini, Enrico Nicola]
	Alfred Newman [Newman, Alfred]
	Alex North [North, Alex]
	Neil Sedaka [Sedaka, Neil]/Stella Unger [Unger, Stella]
	Georges Delerue [Delerue, Georges]
	Richard M. Sherman [Sherman, Richard M.]/Robert B. Sherman [Sherman, Robert B.]
	Boris Bassiak [Bassiak, Boris]
	Leo Robin [Robin, Leo]/Al Hoffman [Hoffman, Al]
	Monty Norman [Norman, Monty]
	John Barry [Barry, John] or John Barry Prendergast [Prendergast, John Barry]
	Mack David [David, Mack]/Ernest Gold [Gold, Ernest]
	Maurice Jarre [Jarre, Maurice]
	Guy Hemric [Hemric, Guy]/Les Baxter [Baxter, Les]
	Paul Francis Webster [Webster, Paul Francis]/John Alfred Mandel [Mandel, John Alfred] or Johnny Mandel [Mandel, Johnny]
	Don Black [Black, Don]/Mark London [London, Mark]
	Terry Gilkyson [Gilkyson, Terry]/Phil Harris [Harris, Phil]
	Quincy Jones [Jones, Quincy]
	Andre Previn [Previn, Andre]/Elmer Bernstein [Bernstein, Elmer]
	Burt Bacharach [Bacharach, Burt]/John Barry [Barry, John]
	Oliver
	Dory Previn [Previn, Dory]/Fred Karlin [Karlin, Fred]
	Fred Karlin [Karlin, Fred]/Robb Royer [Royer, Robb]/James Griffin [Griffin, James]
	John Alfred Mandel [Mandel, John Alfred] or Johnny Mandel [Mandel, Johnny]
	Carl Sigman [Sigman, Carl]/Francis Lai [Lai, Francis]
	Isaac Hayes [Hayes, Isaac]
	Sherman Edwards [Edwards, Sherman]
	Larry Kusik [Kusik, Larry]/Nino Rota [Rota, Nino]
	Joel Hirschhorn [Hirschhorn, Joel]/Al Kasha [Kasha, Al]
	Carly Simon [Simon, Carly]
	Alan Bergman [Bergman, Alan]/Marvin Hamlisch [Hamlisch, Marvin]
	Paul McCartney [McCartney, Paul]/Linda McCartney [McCartney, Linda]
	Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd]
	John Morris [Morris, John]/Mel Brooks [Brooks, Mel]
	Keith Carradine [Carradine, Keith]
	Michael Masser [Masser, Michael]/Gerry Coffin [Coffin, Gerry]
	Richard O'Brien [O'Brien, Richard]
	Carol Connors [Connors, Carol]/Ayn Robbins [Robbins, Ayn]/Bill Conti [Conti, Bill]
	Laura Nyro [Nyro, Laura]
	Barbra Streisand [Streisand, Barbra]/Paul Williams [Williams, Paul]
	Joseph Brooks [Brooks, Joseph]
	John Williams [Williams, John]
	David Zippel [Zippel, David]/Marvin Hamlisch [Hamlisch, Marvin]
	Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/John Williams [Williams, John]
	Jim Casey [Casey, Jim]/Warren Jacobs [Jacobs, Warren]
	John Farrar [Farrar, John]
	Dolly Parton [Parton, Dolly]
	Kenny Ascher [Ascher, Kenny]/Paul Williams [Williams, Paul]
	Carmine Coppola [Coppola, Carmine]
	Amanda McBroom [McBroom, Amanda]
	Joey Ramone [Ramone, Joey]
	Carole Bayer Sager [Sager, Carole Bayer]/Marvin Hamlisch [Hamlisch, Marvin]
	David Shire [Shire, David]
	Michael Gore [Gore, Michael]/Paul McCrane [McCrane, Paul]
	Deborah Harry [Harry, Deborah] or Blondie
	Kenny Loggins [Loggins, Kenny]
	Peter Allen [Allen, Peter]/Burt Bacharach [Bacharach, Burt]
	Michael Leeson [Leeson, Michael]/Bill Conti [Conti, Bill]
	Lionel Richie [Richie, Lionel]
	Alan Bergman [Bergman, Alan]/Dave Grusin [Grusin, Dave]
	Michel Legrand [Legrand, Michel]
	Jack Nitzsche [Nitzsche, Jack]/Will Jennings [Jennings, Will]/Buffy Sainte-Marie [Sainte-Marie, Buffy]
	Frankie Sullivan [Sullivan, Frankie]/Jim Peterik [Peterik, Jim]
	Alan Bergman [Bergman, Alan]/Marilyn Bergman [Bergman, Marilyn]/Michel Legrand [Legrand, Michel]
	Norman Whitfield [Whitfield, Norman]
	Miles Goodman [Goodman, Miles]/Dean Pitchford [Pitchford, Dean]
	Christopher Guest [Guest, Christopher]/Michael McKean [McKean, Michael]/Harry Shearer [Shearer, Harry]/Rob Reiner [Reiner, Rob]
	Ray Parker, Jr. [Parker, Jr., Ray]
	Thompson Twins
	Quincy Jones [Jones, Quincy]/Rod Temperton [Temperton, Rod]/Lionel Richie [Richie, Lionel]
	Simple Minds
	James Horner [Horner, James]/Barry Mann [Mann, Barry]
	Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark
	Howard Ashman [Ashman, Howard]/Alan Menken [Menken, Alan]
	Bill Medley [Medley, Bill]/Jennifer Warnes [Warnes, Jennifer]
	Larry Henley [Henley, Larry]/Jeff Silbar [Silbar, Jeff]
	Carlton Ridenhour [Ridenhour, Carlton]/Hank Shocklee [Shocklee, Hank]
	Eric Clapton [Clapton, Eric]/Will Jennings [Jennings, Will]
	A. R. Rahman [Rahman, A. R.] or Duleep Kumar [Kumar, Duleep]
	Graham Lyle [Lyle, Graham]/Terry Britten [Britten, Terry]
	Marc Shaiman [Shaiman, Marc]
	Tim Rice [Rice, Tim]/Elton John [John, Elton]
	Johnny Hartman [Hartman, Johnny]
	Stephen Schwartz [Schwartz, Stephen]/Alan Menken [Menken, Alan]
	Stevie Wonder [Wonder, Stevie]/Artis Ivey [Ivey, Artis]/Doug Rasheed [Rasheed, Doug]/Lawrence Sanders [Sanders, Lawrence]
	Randy Newman [Newman, Randy]
	Bryan Adams [Adams, Bryan]/Marvin Hamlisch [Hamlisch, Marvin]
	Howard Shore [Shore, Howard]
	Diane Warren [Warren, Diane]
	Danny Elfman [Elfman, Danny]
	Stephen Flaherty [Flaherty, Stephen]/David Newman [Newman, David]
	James Horner [Horner, James]/Will Jennings [Jennings, Will]
	Elliott Smith [Smith, Elliott]
	Carole Bayer Sager [Sager, Carole Bayer]/David Foster [Foster, David]
	Stephen Schwartz [Schwartz, Stephen]/Hans Zimmer [Zimmer, Hans]
	Chris Isaak [Isaak, Chris]
	Aimee Mann [Mann, Aimee]
	Trey Parker [Parker, Trey]/Marc Shaiman [Shaiman, Marc]
	David Baerwald [Baerwald, David]
	Bono
	Eminem

	ARTS>Music>History>Popular Music>Musical
	William S. Gilbert [Gilbert, William S.]/Arthur Sullivan [Sullivan, Arthur]
	George M. Cohan [Cohan, George M.]
	Franz Lehar [Lehar, Franz]
	Rida Johnson Young [Young, Rida Johnson]/Victor Herbert [Herbert, Victor]
	Henry Creamer [Creamer, Henry]/J. Turner Layton [Layton, J. Turner]
	Harry Tierney [Tierney, Harry]/Joseph McCarthy [McCarthy, Joseph]
	Otto Harbach [Harbach, Otto]/Vincent Youmans [Youmans, Vincent]
	Oscar Hammerstein II [Hammerstein II, Oscar]/Otto Harbach [Harbach, Otto]/Sigmund Romberg [Romberg, Sigmund]
	Buddy G. DeSylva [DeSylva, Buddy G.]/Lew Brown [Brown, Lew]/Ray Henderson [Henderson, Ray]
	Oscar Hammerstein II [Hammerstein II, Oscar]/Sigmund Romberg [Romberg, Sigmund]
	Bertold Brecht [Brecht, Bertold]/Kurt Weill [Weill, Kurt]
	Irving Mills [Mills, Irving]/Albany Bigard [Bigard, Albany] or Barney Bigard [Bigard, Barney]/Duke Ellington [Ellington, Duke]
	Otto Harbach [Harbach, Otto]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome]
	Moss Hart [Hart, Moss]/Irving Berlin [Berlin, Irving]
	Ira Gershwin [Gershwin, Ira]/DuBose Heyward [Heyward, DuBose]/George Gershwin [Gershwin, George]
	Moss Hart [Hart, Moss]/Kurt Weill [Weill, Kurt]
	Harry Smith [Smith, Harry]/Victor Herbert [Herbert, Victor]
	Dorothy Fields [Fields, Dorothy]/Jerome Kern [Kern, Jerome]
	Maxwell Anderson [Anderson, Maxwell]/Kurt Weill [Weill, Kurt]
	Kurt Weill [Weill, Kurt]
	Oscar Hammerstein II [Hammerstein II, Oscar]/Richard Rodgers [Rodgers, Richard]
	Frank Loesser [Loesser, Frank]
	Betty Comden [Comden, Betty]/Adolph Green [Green, Adolph]/Leonard Bernstein [Bernstein, Leonard]
	Robert Wright [Wright, Robert]/George Forrest [Forrest, George]
	Alan Jay Lerner [Lerner, Alan Jay]/Frederick Loewe [Loewe, Frederick]
	Richard Rodgers [Rodgers, Richard]
	Arnold Horwitt [Horwitt, Arnold]/Albert Hague [Hague, Albert]
	Jerry Ross [Ross, Jerry]/Richard Adler [Adler, Richard]
	Alexandre Breffort [Breffort, Alexandre]/Marguerite Monnot [Monnot, Marguerite]
	Richard Wilbur [Wilbur, Richard]/John LaTouche [LaTouche, John]/Stephen Sondheim [Sondheim, Stephen]/Leonard Bernstein [Bernstein, Leonard]
	Stephen Sondheim [Sondheim, Stephen]/Leonard Bernstein [Bernstein, Leonard]
	Meredith Willson [Willson, Meredith]
	Tom Jones [Jones, Tom]/Harvey Schmidt [Schmidt, Harvey]
	Marshall Barer [Barer, Marshall]/Mary Rodgers [Rodgers, Mary]
	Sheldon Harnick [Harnick, Sheldon]/Jerry Bock [Bock, Jerry]
	Stephen Sondheim [Sondheim, Stephen]/Jule Styne [Styne, Jule]
	Betty Comden [Comden, Betty]/Adolph Green [Green, Adolph]/Jule Styne [Styne, Jule]
	Lionel Bart [Bart, Lionel]
	Lee Adams [Adams, Lee]/Charles Strouse [Strouse, Charles]
	Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/Anthony Newley [Newley, Anthony]
	Stephen Sondheim [Sondheim, Stephen]
	Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/Cyril Ornadel [Ornadel, Cyril]
	Bob Merrill [Merrill, Bob]/Jule Styne [Styne, Jule]
	Jerry Herman [Herman, Jerry]
	Joe Darion [Darion, Joe]/Mitch Leigh [Leigh, Mitch]
	Stephen Sondheim [Sondheim, Stephen]/Richard Rodgers [Rodgers, Richard]
	Dorothy Fields [Fields, Dorothy]/Cy Coleman [Coleman, Cy]/Bob Fosse [Fosse, Bob]
	Fred Ebb [Ebb, Fred]/John Kander [Kander, John]
	Galt MacDermot [MacDermot, Galt]/James Rado [Rado, James]
	Jacques Brel [Brel, Jacques]
	Edward Kleben [Kleben, Edward]/Marvin Hamlisch [Hamlisch, Marvin]/Michael Bennett [Bennett, Michael]
	Charlie Smalls [Smalls, Charlie]
	Martin Charnin [Charnin, Martin]/Charles Strouse [Strouse, Charles]
	Tim Rice [Rice, Tim]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd]
	Don Black [Black, Don]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd]
	Trevor Nunn [Nunn, Trevor]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd]
	Charles Hart [Hart, Charles]/Richard Stilgoe [Stilgoe, Richard]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd]
	Don Black [Black, Don]/Charles Hart [Hart, Charles]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd]
	Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/Frank Wildhorn [Wildhorn, Frank]
	Don Black [Black, Don]/Christopher Hampton [Hampton, Christopher]/Andrew Lloyd Webber [Webber, Andrew Lloyd]

	ARTS>Music>History>Popular Music>Rock Music
	Frank Sinatra [Sinatra, Frank]
	Fats Domino [Domino, Fats]
	Percy Mayfield [Mayfield, Percy]
	Professor Longhair
	Muddy Waters [Waters, Muddy]
	Ruth Brown [Brown, Ruth]
	Nat King Cole or Nathaniel Adams Coles [Coles, Nathaniel Adams]
	Patti Page [Page, Patti]
	Jackie Brenston [Brenston, Jackie]
	Elmore James [James, Elmore]
	Johnnie Ray [Ray, Johnnie]
	B. B. King [King, B. B.]
	Jimmy Forrest [Forrest, Jimmy]
	King Pleasure
	Johnny Ace [Ace, Johnny]
	Little Walter
	Lloyd Price [Price, Lloyd]
	Faye Adams [Adams, Faye]
	Ray Anthony [Anthony, Ray]
	Willie Mae Thornton [Thornton, Willie Mae] or Big Mama Thornton [Thornton, Big Mama]
	Guitar Slim
	Joe Turner [Turner, Joe]
	Bonnie Lou
	Tennessee Ernie Ford [Ford, Tennessee Ernie]
	Georgia Gibbs [Gibbs, Georgia]
	Bill Hayes [Hayes, Bill]
	Smiley Lewis [Lewis, Smiley]
	Johnny Maddox [Maddox, Johnny]
	Gale Storm [Storm, Gale]
	Joan Weber [Weber, Joan]
	Johnny Cash [Cash, Johnny]/Tennessee Two
	Gogi Grant [Grant, Gogi]
	Perry Como [Como, Perry]
	Bo Diddley [Diddley, Bo]
	Perez Prado [Prado, Perez]
	Laverne Baker [Baker, Laverne]
	Pat Boone [Boone, Pat]
	Billy Vaughn [Vaughn, Billy]
	Roger Williams [Williams, Roger]
	Bill Doggett [Doggett, Bill]
	Jim Lowe [Lowe, Jim]
	Kay Starr [Starr, Kay]
	Gene Vincent [Vincent, Gene]/Bluecaps
	Little Richard
	Guy Mitchell [Mitchell, Guy]
	Dean Martin [Martin, Dean]
	James Brown [Brown, James]/Famous Flames
	Elvis Presley [Presley, Elvis]
	Charlie Gracie [Gracie, Charlie]
	Thurston Harris [Harris, Thurston]
	Tab Hunter [Hunter, Tab]
	Jerry Lee Lewis [Lewis, Jerry Lee]
	Johnny Mathis [Mathis, Johnny]
	Debbie Reynolds [Reynolds, Debbie]
	Larry Williams [Williams, Larry]
	Chuck Willis [Willis, Chuck]
	Jimmie F. Rodgers [Rodgers, Jimmie F.]
	Andy Williams [Williams, Andy]
	Jackie Wilson [Wilson, Jackie]
	Rick Nelson [Nelson, Rick]
	Paul Anka [Anka, Paul]
	Eddie Cochran [Cochran, Eddie]
	Bobby Day [Day, Bobby]
	Tommy Edwards [Edwards, Tommy]
	Laurie London [London, Laurie]
	Robin Luke [Luke, Robin]
	Domenico Modugno [Modugno, Domenico]
	Bill Parsons [Parsons, Bill]
	Jody Reynolds [Reynolds, Jody]
	David Seville [Seville, David]
	Ed Townsend [Townsend, Ed]
	Ritchie Valens [Valens, Ritchie]
	Jerry Wallace [Wallace, Jerry]
	Duane Eddy [Eddy, Duane]
	Connie Francis [Francis, Connie]
	Trini Lopez [Lopez, Trini]
	Clyde McPhatter [McPhatter, Clyde]
	Bobby Freeman [Freeman, Bobby]
	Peggy Lee [Lee, Peggy]
	Frankie Avalon [Avalon, Frankie]
	Carl Dobkins, Jr. [Dobkins, Jr., Carl]
	Toni Fisher [Fisher, Toni]
	Frankie Ford [Ford, Frankie]
	Earl Grant [Grant, Earl]
	Wilbert Harrison [Harrison, Wilbert]
	Ray Peterson [Peterson, Ray]
	Barrett Strong [Strong, Barrett]
	Dinah Washington [Washington, Dinah]
	Johnny Horton [Horton, Johnny]
	Marty Robbins [Robbins, Marty]
	Dave Cortez [Cortez, Dave] or Baby Cortez [Cortez, Baby] or David Cortez Clowney [Clowney, David Cortez]
	Steve Lawrence [Lawrence, Steve]
	Bobby Rydell [Rydell, Bobby] or Robert Ridarelli [Ridarelli, Robert]
	Jeanne Black [Black, Jeanne]
	Billy Bland [Bland, Billy]
	Johnny Bond [Bond, Johnny]
	Al Cayola [Cayola, Al]
	Barry Darvell [Darvell, Barry]
	Mark Dinning [Dinning, Mark]
	Percy Faith [Faith, Percy]
	Bobby Hendricks [Hendricks, Bobby]
	Howlin' Wolf
	Wanda Jackson [Jackson, Wanda]
	Marv Johnson [Johnson, Marv]
	Jimmy Jones [Jones, Jimmy]
	Joe Jones [Jones, Joe]
	Hank Locklin [Locklin, Hank]
	Lolita
	Johnny Preston [Preston, Johnny]
	Jim Reeves [Reeves, Jim]
	Connie Stevens [Stevens, Connie]
	Larry Verne [Verne, Larry]
	Dinah Washington [Washington, Dinah]/Brook Benton [Benton, Brook]
	Kathy Young [Young, Kathy]
	Johnny Tillotson [Tillotson, Johnny]
	Gary U. S. Bonds [Bonds, Gary U. S.]
	Brian Hyland [Hyland, Brian]
	Brenda Lee [Lee, Brenda]
	Roy Orbison [Orbison, Roy]
	Mary Wells [Wells, Mary]
	Bobby Vee [Vee, Bobby]
	Bobby Bland [Bland, Bobby]
	Maxine Brown [Brown, Maxine]
	Gene Chandler [Chandler, Gene]
	James Darren [Darren, James]
	Barbara George [George, Barbara]
	Clarence Henry [Henry, Clarence] or Frogman Henry [Henry, Frogman]
	Jorgen Ingmann [Ingmann, Jorgen]
	Etta James [James, Etta]
	Ernie K-Doe [K-Doe, Ernie]
	Chris Kenner [Kenner, Chris]
	Freddy King [King, Freddy]
	Bobby Lewis [Lewis, Bobby]
	Linda Scott [Scott, Linda]
	Sue Thompson [Thompson, Sue]
	Ben E. King [King, Ben E.]
	Gene McDaniels [McDaniels, Gene]
	Del Shannon [Shannon, Del]
	Timi Yuro [Yuro, Timi]
	Matt Monro [Monro, Matt]
	Carla Thomas [Thomas, Carla]
	Dion DiMucci
	Brook Benton [Benton, Brook]
	Kenny Ball [Ball, Kenny]
	Tony Bennett [Bennett, Tony]
	Mr. Acker Bilk [Bilk, Mr. Acker]
	Marcie Blane [Blane, Marcie]
	Bruce Chanel [Chanel, Bruce]
	Claudine Clark [Clark, Claudine]
	Johnny Crawford [Crawford, Johnny]
	Shelley Fabares [Fabares, Shelley]
	Frank Ifield [Ifield, Frank]
	Johnny Thunder or Gil Hamilton [Hamilton, Gil]
	Bill Justis [Justis, Bill]
	Dickie Lee [Lee, Dickie]
	Little Eva
	Barbara Lynn [Lynn, Barbara]
	Bobbi Martin [Martin, Bobbi]
	Bobby Pickett [Pickett, Bobby] or Boris Pickett [Pickett, Boris]
	David Rose [Rose, David]
	Dee Dee Sharp [Sharp, Dee Dee]
	Joanie Sommers [Sommers, Joanie]
	Terry Stafford [Stafford, Terry]
	Skeeter Davis [Davis, Skeeter]
	Jimmy Soul
	Gene Pitney [Pitney, Gene]
	Lou Christie [Christie, Lou]
	Wayne Newton [Newton, Wayne]
	Chris Montez [Montez, Chris]
	Otis Redding [Redding, Otis]
	Bobby Vinton [Vinton, Bobby]
	Tommy Roe [Roe, Tommy]
	Ray Stevens [Stevens, Ray]
	Dionne Warwick [Warwick, Dionne]
	Bob Dylan [Dylan, Bob]
	Bobby Bare [Bare, Bobby]
	Johnny Cymbal [Cymbal, Johnny]
	Betty Everett [Everett, Betty]
	Leslie Gore [Gore, Leslie]
	Rolf Harris [Harris, Rolf]
	Little Peggy March [March, Little Peggy]
	Lou Monte [Monte, Lou]
	Joey Powers [Powers, Joey]
	Ruby and the Romantics/Romantics
	Kyu Sakamoto [Sakamoto, Kyu]
	Mongo Santamaria [Santamaria, Mongo] or Ramon Santamaria [Santamaria, Ramon]
	Vonda Shepard [Shepard, Vonda]
	Allan Sherman [Sherman, Allan]
	Singing Nun or Sieur Sourire
	Doris Troy [Troy, Doris]
	Vince Guaraldi [Guaraldi, Vince]
	Lennie Welch [Welch, Lennie]
	Marvin Gaye [Gaye, Marvin]
	Marianne Faithfull [Faithfull, Marianne]
	Major Lance
	Diane Renay [Renay, Diane]
	Millie Small [Small, Millie]
	Joe Tex [Tex, Joe]
	Danny Williams [Williams, Danny]
	Shirley Ellis [Ellis, Shirley]
	Dusty Springfield [Springfield, Dusty]
	Manfred Mann [Mann, Manfred]
	Johnny Rivers [Rivers, Johnny]
	Barbra Streisand [Streisand, Barbra]
	Jewel Akens [Akens, Jewel]
	Len Barry [Barry, Len]
	Fontella Bass [Bass, Fontella]
	Shirley Bassey [Bassey, Shirley]
	Buster Brown
	Mel Carter [Carter, Mel]
	Patty Duke [Duke, Patty]
	Bobby Fuller [Fuller, Bobby]
	Jonathan King [King, Jonathan]
	Shirley Lewis [Lewis, Shirley]
	Barry McGuire [McGuire, Barry]
	Billy Joe Royal [Royal, Billy Joe]
	Glenn Yarbrough [Yarbrough, Glenn]
	Tom Jones [Jones, Tom]
	Wilson Pickett [Pickett, Wilson]
	Petula Clark [Clark, Petula]
	James Brown [Brown, James]
	Cher
	Dobie Gray [Gray, Dobie]
	Charlie Rich [Rich, Charlie]
	Bobby Hebb [Hebb, Bobby]
	Jimmy Ruffin [Ruffin, Jimmy]
	Barry Sadler [Sadler, Barry]
	Nancy Sinatra [Sinatra, Nancy]
	Percy Sledge [Sledge, Percy]
	Buffalo Springfield
	Judy Collins [Collins, Judy]
	Arthur Conley [Conley, Arthur]
	Bobbie Gentry [Gentry, Bobbie]
	Albert King [King, Albert]
	Lulu or Marie McDonald McLaughlin Lawrie [Lawrie, Marie McDonald McLaughlin]
	Jimi Hendrix [Hendrix, Jimi]
	Harry Nilsson [Nilsson, Harry]
	Neil Diamond [Diamond, Neil]
	Janis Ian [Ian, Janis]
	Aretha Franklin [Franklin, Aretha] or Queen of Soul
	Glen Campbell [Campbell, Glen]
	Clarence Carter [Carter, Clarence]
	Bobby Goldsboro [Goldsboro, Bobby]
	Richard Harris [Harris, Richard]
	Mary Hopkins [Hopkins, Mary]
	Mama Cass or Cass Elliot [Elliot, Cass]
	Hugh Masekela [Masekela, Hugh]
	Cliff Nobles [Nobles, Cliff]
	Jeannie C. Riley [Riley, Jeannie C.]
	Melanie Rush [Rush, Melanie]
	O. C. Smith [Smith, O. C.]
	Mason Williams [Williams, Mason]
	Desmond Dekker [Dekker, Desmond]
	Janis Joplin [Joplin, Janis]
	Jackie DeShannon [DeShannon, Jackie]
	R. B. Greaves [Greaves, R. B.]
	Norman Greenbaum [Greenbaum, Norman]
	Bobby Sherman [Sherman, Bobby]
	Joe South [South, Joe]
	B. J. Thomas [Thomas, B. J.]
	Neil Young [Young, Neil]
	Joe Cocker [Cocker, Joe]
	David Bowie [Bowie, David]
	Freda Payne [Payne, Freda]
	Edwin Starr [Starr, Edwin]
	James Taylor [Taylor, James]
	Diana Ross [Ross, Diana]
	Anne Murray [Murray, Anne]
	Carole King [King, Carole]
	Don McLean [McLean, Don]
	Melanie
	Al Green [Green, Al]
	Cat Stevens [Stevens, Cat] or Yusuf Islam
	Bill Withers [Withers, Bill]
	Joni Mitchell [Mitchell, Joni]
	Paul McCartney [McCartney, Paul]
	Rod Stewart [Stewart, Rod]
	Alice Cooper [Cooper, Alice]
	Sammy Davis, Jr. [Davis, Jr., Sammy]
	Malo
	Gilbert O'Sullivan [O'Sullivan, Gilbert]
	Billy Paul [Paul, Billy]
	Roberta Flack [Flack, Roberta]
	Helen Reddy [Reddy, Helen]
	Lou Reed [Reed, Lou]
	Edward Bear [Bear, Edward]
	Jim Croce [Croce, Jim]
	Vicki Lawrence [Lawrence, Vicki]
	Edgar Winter [Winter, Edgar]
	Peter Frampton [Frampton, Peter]
	Billy Joel [Joel, Billy]
	Bob Seger [Seger, Bob]
	Joe Walsh [Walsh, Joe]
	Harry Chapin [Chapin, Harry]
	Carl Douglas [Douglas, Carl]
	Terry Jacks [Jacks, Terry]
	Gordon Lightfoot [Lightfoot, Gordon]
	George McCrae [McCrae, George]
	Herbert Ohta [Ohta, Herbert]
	Paul Simon [Simon, Paul]
	Morris Albert [Albert, Morris]
	Van McCoy [McCoy, Van]
	Linda Ronstadt [Ronstadt, Linda]
	George Benson [Benson, George]
	Debby Boone [Boone, Debby]
	Elvis Costello [Costello, Elvis]
	Peter Gabriel [Gabriel, Peter]
	Jackson Browne [Browne, Jackson]
	Blondie or Deborah Harry [Harry, Deborah]
	Eric Clapton [Clapton, Eric]
	Bonnie Tylor [Tylor, Bonnie]
	Gloria Gaynor [Gaynor, Gloria]
	Rupert Holmes [Holmes, Rupert]
	Sister Sledge
	Michael Jackson [Jackson, Michael] or King of Pop
	Pat Benatar [Benatar, Pat]
	Christopher Cross [Cross, Christopher]
	Kim Carnes [Carnes, Kim]
	Sheena Easton [Easton, Sheena]
	Rick James [James, Rick] or King of Funk
	Diana Ross [Ross, Diana]/Lionel Richie [Richie, Lionel]
	Rick Springfield [Springfield, Rick]
	Phil Collins [Collins, Phil]
	Kenny Rogers [Rogers, Kenny]
	Prince or Prince Rogers Nelson [Nelson, Prince Rogers]
	Billy Idol
	Rita Coolidge [Coolidge, Rita]
	Cyndi Lauper [Lauper, Cyndi]
	Laura Branigan [Branigan, Laura]
	Sade or Helen Folasade Adu [Adu, Helen Folasade]
	Matthew Wilder [Wilder, Matthew]
	Gheorghe Zamfir [Zamfir, Gheorghe]
	Don Henley [Henley, Don]
	Madonna or Madonna Louise Veronica Ciccone [Ciccone, Madonna Louise Veronica]
	John Fogerty [Fogerty, John]
	Steve Winwood [Winwood, Steve]
	Bruce Hornsby [Hornsby, Bruce]
	Whitney Houston [Houston, Whitney]
	Chris DeBurgh [DeBurgh, Chris]
	George Michael [Michael, George]
	Bobby McFerren [McFerren, Bobby]
	Robert Palmer [Palmer, Robert]
	Tracy Chapman [Chapman, Tracy]
	Bette Midler [Midler, Bette]
	Marcia Griffiths [Griffiths, Marcia]
	Sinead O'Connor [O'Connor, Sinead]
	Bryan Adams [Adams, Bryan]
	Bonnie Raitt [Raitt, Bonnie]
	Celine Dion [Dion, Celine]
	Kenny G or Kenneth Gorelick [Gorelick, Kenneth]
	Tina Turner [Turner, Tina]
	Sheryl Crow [Crow, Sheryl]
	Melissa Etheridge [Etheridge, Melissa]
	Alanis Morissette [Morissette, Alanis]
	Ry Cooder [Cooder, Ry]
	Lou Bega [Bega, Lou]
	Ricky Martin [Martin, Ricky]
	ARTS>Music>History>Popular Music>Rock Music>Composers
	Johnny Otis [Otis, Johnny]
	Robert Maxwell [Maxwell, Robert]
	Henri Betti [Betti, Henri]/Jerry Seelen [Seelen, Jerry]/Andre Hornez [Hornez, Andre]
	Bernie Wayne [Wayne, Bernie]/Lee Morris [Morris, Lee]
	Jerry Leiber [Leiber, Jerry]/Mike Stoller [Stoller, Mike]
	Max Freeman [Freeman, Max]/Jimmy DeKnight [DeKnight, Jimmy]
	Charles Calhoun [Calhoun, Charles]
	Ray Charles [Charles, Ray]
	Robert Guidry [Guidry, Robert]
	Herb Newman [Newman, Herb]/Stan Lebowsky [Lebowsky, Stan]
	Carl Perkins [Perkins, Carl]
	Bobby Charles [Charles, Bobby] or Robert Charles Guidry [Guidry, Robert Charles]
	Chuck Berry [Berry, Chuck]
	Ricky Coyne [Coyne, Ricky]
	Fred Parris [Parris, Fred]
	Buck Ram [Ram, Buck]
	Morris Stoloff [Stoloff, Morris]
	Margo Sylvia [Sylvia, Margo]/Gilbert Lopez [Lopez, Gilbert]
	Dale Hawkins [Hawkins, Dale]/Stan Lewis [Lewis, Stan]/Eleanor Broadwater [Broadwater, Eleanor]
	Clyde Otis [Otis, Clyde]/Nancy Lee [Lee, Nancy]
	David White [White, David]
	Buddy Knox [Knox, Buddy]
	Sam Cooke [Cooke, Sam]
	Jay Althouse [Althouse, Jay]
	John Paul Richardson [Richardson, John Paul] or Big Bopper
	Sylvester Bradford [Bradford, Sylvester]/Al Lewis [Lewis, Al]
	Bobby Darin [Darin, Bobby]/Jean Murray [Murray, Jean]
	Duane Eddy [Eddy, Duane]/Lee Hazlewood [Hazlewood, Lee]
	Ed Marshall [Marshall, Ed]
	Wayne Shanklin [Shanklin, Wayne]
	Sharon Sheeley [Sheeley, Sharon]
	Conway Twitty [Twitty, Conway]
	Sheb Wolley [Wolley, Sheb]
	Bobby Darin [Darin, Bobby]
	Link Wray [Wray, Link]
	Jerry Butler [Butler, Jerry]
	Allen Toussaint [Toussaint, Allen]
	Harry Giosasi [Giosasi, Harry]/Artie Zwirn [Zwirn, Artie]
	Jerry Leiber [Leiber, Jerry]/Mike Stoller [Stoller, Mike]/Ben E. Nelson [Nelson, Ben E.]/Lover Patterson [Patterson, Lover]/George Treadwell [Treadwell, George]
	Santo and Johnny
	Jean Surrey [Surrey, Jean]
	Mikis Theodorakis [Theodorakis, Mikis]
	Bobby Weinstein [Weinstein, Bobby]/Teddy Randazzo [Randazzo, Teddy]
	Dee Clark [Clark, Dee]
	Neil Sedaka [Sedaka, Neil]
	Doc Pomus [Pomus, Doc]/Mort Shuman [Shuman, Mort]
	Jimmy Charles [Charles, Jimmy]/Revelettes
	Floyd Cramer [Cramer, Floyd]
	Harold Dorman [Dorman, Harold]
	Dallas Frazier [Frazier, Dallas]
	Howard Greenfield [Greenfield, Howard]/Neil Sedaka [Sedaka, Neil]
	Shirley Hall [Hall, Shirley]/Leslie Temple [Temple, Leslie]/James Johnson [Johnson, James]
	Paul Kaufman [Kaufman, Paul]/Mike Anthony [Anthony, Mike]
	Jerry Lordan [Lordan, Jerry]
	William Robinson [Robinson, William] or Smokey Robinson [Robinson, Smokey]/Berry Gordy [Gordy, Berry]
	W. S. Stevenson [Stevenson, W. S.]/Charley Ryan [Ryan, Charley]
	Ben Weisman [Weisman, Ben]/Kay Twomey [Twomey, Kay]/Fred Wise [Wise, Fred]/Berthold Kaempfert [Kaempfert, Berthold]
	Johnny Burnette [Burnette, Johnny]
	Freddy Cannon [Cannon, Freddy] or Boom Boom Cannon [Cannon, Boom Boom]
	Jimmy Clanton [Clanton, Jimmy]
	Chubby Checker [Checker, Chubby]
	George Burton [Burton, George]/Paul Hampton [Hampton, Paul]
	Mack David [David, Mack]/Burt Bacharach [Bacharach, Burt]/Barney Williams [Williams, Barney]
	Henry Glover [Glover, Henry]/Carl Spencer [Spencer, Carl]
	Ben E. King [King, Ben E.]/Jerry Leiber [Leiber, Jerry]/Mike Stoller [Stoller, Mike]
	Curtis Lee [Lee, Curtis]/Tommy Boyce [Boyce, Tommy]
	Barry Mann [Mann, Barry]
	Del Shannon [Shannon, Del]/Max Crook [Crook, Max]
	Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/Anthony Newley [Newley, Anthony]
	Chubby Checker [Checker, Chubby]/Dee Dee Sharp [Sharp, Dee Dee]
	Kal Mann [Mann, Kal]/Dave Appell [Appell, Dave]
	Joe Meek [Meek, Joe]
	Emilio Pericoli [Pericoli, Emilio]
	Peter Udell [Udell, Peter]/Gary Geld [Geld, Gary]
	Teddy Vann [Vann, Teddy]
	H. Wynn [Wynn, H.]/Jeff Hooven [Hooven, Jeff]
	Beatles/John Lennon [Lennon, John]/Paul McCartney [McCartney, Paul]
	Barry and the Tamerlanes/Tamerlanes
	Dale and Grace
	Gale Garnett [Garnett, Gale]
	Bob Hilliard [Hilliard, Bob]/Mort Garson [Garson, Mort]
	Al Martino [Martino, Al]
	Barbara Lewis [Lewis, Barbara]
	Stevie Wonder [Wonder, Stevie]
	Chuck Berry [Berry, Chuck]/Jerome Patrick Holan [Holan, Jerome Patrick]
	Ray Davies [Davies, Ray]
	Bob Marley [Marley, Bob] or Robert Nesta Marley [Marley, Robert Nesta]/Wailers
	Lee Andrews [Andrews, Lee]/Bernice Davis [Davis, Bernice]/Mimi Uniman [Uniman, Mimi]/Douglas Henderson [Henderson, Douglas]
	Leslie Bricusse [Bricusse, Leslie]/Anthony Newley [Newley, Anthony]/John Barry [Barry, John]
	Gerry Goffin [Goffin, Gerry]/Carole King [King, Carole]
	Lee Hazlewood [Hazlewood, Lee]
	Al Kooper [Kooper, Al]/Irwin Levine [Levine, Irwin]/Bob Brass [Brass, Bob]
	Teddy Randazzo [Randazzo, Teddy]/Bobby Weinstein [Weinstein, Bobby]/Bobby Hart [Hart, Bobby]
	John Sebastian [Sebastian, John]/Steve Boone [Boone, Steve]
	Paul F. Webster [Webster, Paul F.]/Maurice Jarre [Jarre, Maurice]
	Wonder Who
	Van Morrison [Morrison, Van]
	Donovan Leitch [Leitch, Donovan] or Donovan
	Ronald Blackwell [Blackwell, Ronald]
	Jim Dale [Dale, Jim]/Tom Springfield [Springfield, Tom]
	Bob Lind [Lind, Bob]
	Fred Neil [Neil, Fred]
	Geoff Stephens [Stephens, Geoff]
	Happenings
	Lalo Schifrin [Schifrin, Lalo]
	Alton Ellis [Ellis, Alton]
	Ennio Morricone [Morricone, Ennio]
	Steve Duboff [Duboff, Steve]/Artie Kornfeld [Kornfeld, Artie]
	Lee Hazlewood [Hazlewood, Lee]/Nancy Sinatra [Sinatra, Nancy]
	Scott McKenzie [McKenzie, Scott]
	Keith Reid [Reid, Keith]/Gary Brooker [Brooker, Gary]
	Felix Cavaliere [Cavaliere, Felix]/Edward Brigati, Jr. [Brigati, Jr., Edward]/Rascals
	Friend and Lover
	John Kay [Kay, John]/Rushton Moreve [Moreve, Rushton]
	Lemon Pipers
	Arthur Resnick [Resnick, Arthur]/Joe Levine [Levine, Joe]
	Jimmy Webb [Webb, Jimmy]
	George Harrison [Harrison, George]
	Johnny Nash [Nash, Johnny]
	Andy Kim [Kim, Andy]
	Peggy Lee [Lee, Peggy]/Mundell Lowe [Lowe, Mundell]/Mike Melvoin [Melvoin, Mike]
	Bobby Scott [Scott, Bobby]/Bobby Russell [Russell, Bobby]
	John Denver [Denver, John]
	John Lennon [Lennon, John]/Plastic Ono Band
	Michael Brewer [Brewer, Michael]/Thomas Shipley [Shipley, Thomas]
	Eric Clapton [Clapton, Eric]/Jim Gordon [Gordon, Jim]
	Walter Nims [Nims, Walter]
	Scott English [English, Scott]/Richard Kerr [Kerr, Richard]
	Elton John [John, Elton] or Reginald Dwight [Dwight, Reginald]/Bernie Taupin [Taupin, Bernie]
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	sententious
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	bullish
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	mercurial
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	nefarious
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	niggling
	obdurate
	obese
	obsequious
	obstreperous
	obtrusive
	obtuse stupid
	odious
	officious
	old-line
	opinionated
	opportunistic
	overweening
	pallid
	parochial provincial
	pathetic pitiful
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	pear-shaped
	pedestrian
	perverse
	petty unimportant
	petulant
	picayune
	pigeon-toed
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	pompous
	ponderous
	porcine
	portly
	predatory plundering
	pretentious
	prodigal
	profligate
	provincial
	puerile
	pugnacious
	purblind
	puritan
	pusillanimous
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	reactionary
	recalcitrant
	refractory obstinate
	reprehensible
	rude
	sanctimonious
	saurian
	scurrilous
	seedy
	self-seeking
	self-serving
	senescent
	servile
	slavish
	slothful
	smug
	snappish
	snide
	sophistic
	sophomoric
	sottish
	spineless
	stodgy
	stony
	sullen
	surly
	tacky
	tendentious
	testy
	torpid
	truculent
	tyrannical
	unbending
	unconscionable
	uncouth
	ungainly
	unkempt
	unregenerate
	unsavory
	unstudied
	untutored
	vacuous
	vainglory
	vapid
	venal
	vindictive
	virulent
	volatile
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	waspish
	willful
	withdrawn
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	adroit
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	agile
	amenable
	amiable
	amicable friendly
	artful
	articulate adjective
	assiduous
	astute
	attentive
	august
	autonomous
	beatific
	beneficent
	benevolent
	bilingual
	canny
	chary
	chaste
	chivalrous
	circumspect
	civil polite
	cognizant
	collected
	comely
	communicative
	companionable
	composed
	conversant
	convivial
	cosmopolitan
	courtly polite
	dapper
	debonair
	decorous
	deferential
	deft
	demure
	dexterous
	diplomatic tactful
	disarming
	discerning
	discrete careful
	doughty
	droll
	eclectic
	educable
	egalitarian
	eminent noble
	empathic
	engaging
	equable
	erudite
	evenhanded
	exemplary
	expansive
	fastidious
	fetching
	fluent
	frank
	gallant
	genteel
	guileless
	hale
	heady
	hospitable
	humane
	humanitarian
	illustrious
	impeccable
	imperturbable
	indefatigable
	intrepid
	irreproachable
	jovial
	judicial careful
	judicious
	keen
	laudable
	laudatory
	learned knowledgeable
	lettered
	lily-white
	lissome
	literate
	lithe
	lucid clear
	mannered
	measured
	meritorious
	methodical
	meticulous
	moxie
	munificent
	natty
	percipient
	personable
	perspicacious
	perspicuous
	philosophic
	phlegmatic
	politic
	pragmatic
	prescient
	presentient
	prestigious
	progressive liberal
	rangy
	rational reason
	redoubtable
	refined
	regal
	reputable
	reserved
	resolute
	righteous
	sagacious
	salutatory
	sanguine calm
	sapient
	sedulous
	self-effacing
	selfless
	sensible
	serene
	solicitous
	studious
	temperate moderate
	tempered experienced
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	unaffected
	unassuming
	unerring
	unimpeachable
	urbane
	vigilant
	virile
	winning
	winsome
	wiry
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	axial adjective
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	bipartite
	bulbous
	buoyant
	cattycorner
	celestial
	circuitous
	coaxial axis
	collinear
	commodious
	conterminous
	contiguous
	cosmic universal
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